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 a, the rst letter of the Arabic, Persian, and Urd
alphabets. Its pronunciation depends on the vowel which
accompanies it; e.g.  with fata ()=the Devangar  =
the English a, as in cedar (or =the English u in fun);  with
kasra ()=the Devangar =the English i, as in n;  with
amma ()=the Devangar =the English u, as in bull.—
with fata, followed by , (i.e. , which is usually written
)=the Devangar =the English , as in father;  with
fata, followed by the letter , (i.e. )=the Devangar
=the English au (sounded like ou in house);  with fata,
followed by the letter , (i.e. ),=the Devangar =the
English ai, as in aisle.— with amma, followed by the
letter , (i.e. 1 =,(˚, the Devangar =the English u, as in
rule (or=the oo in pool), and, 2˚, =the Devangar

=the

English o, as in pole.— with kasra, followed by , (i.e. = ,(
1˚, the Devangar =the English , as in caprice; and, 2˚,
=the Devangar =the French e, as in fête.
 is used,— 1˚ (arithmetically, according to the Abjad, q.v.)
for the number one. 2˚ (for , in Almanacks and
Astrology) for Sunday, and Aries. 3˚ (for ) as a name of
the god Vishnu. 4˚ as an inseparable prex to a word
beginning with a consonant, to signify negation or
privation: e.g. auddha, 'impure,' 'incorrect.' As in Greek,
a becomes an before a vowel; e.g. ananta, 'without end,'
'endless.'
H   ab, (prob. formed by analogy after jab, tab, &c.
q.v.), adv. Now, presently, just now, now-a-days, a little
while ago, recently.—ab-bh, adv. Even now, yet, as yet,
still.—ab-tab, adv. Now and then, presently, very shortly:
—ab-tab karna, To put o continually, to delay; to evade,
shue:—ab-tab hona, To be in a dying state, to be at the
point of death.—ab-tak and ab-talak, adv. Up to the
present time, till now; as yet, hitherto; all this time.—abta , ab-tor, ab-to , ab-te = ab-tak, q.v.—ab-se, adv. From
this time, henceforth, henceforward, in future, hence:—
ab-se d r, Far be it from us! Heaven preserve us! Avaunt!
(The phrase is generally used—especially by women—to
deprecate the recurrence of a past misfortune).—ab-k,

adj. (f. -k). Of the present; for the present; this, the
present; the next, the following, the coming; new, fresh:
—ab-ke, adv. This time, the next time:—ab-kbr, Idem.—
ab-lag, ab-lo , ab-le, ab-le , adv.=ab-tak, q.v.—ab-na-tab,
adv. Neither now nor then; neither here (on earth) nor
in the world to come; nowhere; never.—ab-h, adv. Just
now, this very moment, instantly, immediately; already.
A  ab (originally ), s.m. Father. (Rare.)
S   ib [S.  iva], adv. Thus, as, in like manner.
P  b [Old P. w, Pehl. p, Zend ap, S. -] s.m. Water;
water or lustre (in gems); temper (of steel, &c.); edge or
sharpness (of a sword, &c.); sparkle, lustre; splendour;
elegance; dignity, honour, character, reputation.—b-b
hon, To be drenched with perspiration; to be thoroughly
ashamed or abashed; to blush.—b-utarn, To lose lustre
or polish, become dull; to rade; to lose honour, be
disgraced.—b-biga n = b utarn.—b-i-brn, s.m. Rainwater.—b-bz, s.f. Play or sport in water; swimming.—
b-i-basta, s.m. Ice; glass.—b-psh, s.f. Sprinkling water;
watering elds, &c.; irrigation.—b-tb (and b o tb), s.f.
Brightness, brilliance, lustre, splendour; dignity,
grandeur, majesty, glory, pomp:—b o tb den (-ko), To
impart lustre (to); to glorify, praise, honour.—b-tba,
s.m. An ewer with a spout, a jug.—b-i-jr, s.m. Running
water, stream, rivulet; tears running down the cheeks.—
b jn = b utarn, q.v.—b-i-ioë, s.m. Water of a rivulet.—
b-jo, s.f. Rivulet, steamlet.—b-josh, s.m. Juice of cooked
meat, broth, soup, gravy.—b a hn (-par), To cause
lustre to come (upon), to give brightness (to), to make
bright, burnish, polish; to temper (steel, &c.); to whet,
sharpen (a sword, &c.).—b-i- ashm, s.m. Water of the
eyes, tears.—b- ash, s.f. Giving an infant water to drink
for the rst time (generally when about six months old)
preparatory to weaning.—b-i-haram, s.m. Unclean or
forbiddea water; wine; hypocritical tears.—b-i-asrat,
s.m. Water of desire; wish, louging, appetite.—b-i-ayt,
s.m. Water of life; immortality; fountain of life; a
fabulous fountain (said to be veiled in obscurity);
inspired knowledge (=b-i- ir); clear, cold, sweet water;
drinking water used by a king.—b-i-aiwn, s.m.=b-ihaiyt, q.v.—b- na, s.m. Place where drinking water is

kept, repository of water; reservoir.—b- st, s.m.
Melon, cucumber.—b-i- ir, s.m. Water of life, &c.;
inspired knowledge (see b-i-haiyt, and also ir).—bur and b- urd, s.m. Drinking; meat and drink (=bdna and dn-pn), victuals; place of drinking water;
fortune, lot, destiny.—b- ora, s.m. A narrow-mouthed
earthen or metal vessel for holding water (syn. k za);
goblet; cup of water:—b- ora bharn, To oer a libation
of cups of sherbet or milk.—b-dr, s.m. The servant who
has charge of the drinking water;—adj. Polished, bright;
of a good water (as gems); well-tempered (as steel, &c.);
sharp (as a sword. &c.); pure, clean, white:—b-dr- na,
s.m. The place where drinking water is kept.—b-dr, s.f.
The oce of b-dr; brilliancy (of gems); lustre, polish;
sharpness (of a sword, &c.); purity, clearness, whiteness.
—b-dna (and o o dna), s.m. Water and grain; meat and
drink (=dn-pn), food, victuals; means of subsistence,
livelihood, employment; lot, fortune, destiny.—b-dast,
s.m. Puricatory washing (such as washing the hands,
&c. preparatory to prayer, or before eating, or after an
unclean act); ablution; washing oneself after easing
nature (this is the common signication of the word in
India); a skilful workman (one whose hands turn out
clean and polished work,—a rare signication);—adj.
Having clean hands, pure, spotless (rare):—b-dast karn,
To wash or purify (the hands, &c.); to wash oneself after
easing nature:—b-dast len, Idem.—b-i-dandn, s.m.
Sharpness and polish of the teeth; weakness, baseness
(rare):—b-dandn, s.m. Watering of the mouth; a species
of pear; a species of pomegranate; a kind of delicious
sweetmeat;—adj. Weak, vile, (rare).—b-i-dahn, s.m.
Water of the mouth, saliva.—b-i-dda, s.m. Water of the
eyes, tears:—b-dda, adj. & adv. Having tears in the
eyes, in tears:—b-dda hon, To have tears in the eyes,
to shed tears.—b-r , s.f. Lit. 'brightness of face'; honour,
character, reputation, rank, dignity; grandeur; pride,
credit, ornament, show, appearance:—b-r utrn (-k),
To drag down the character or reputation (of), to
disgrace, dishonour; to abuse, vilify; to violate the
chastity (of), to debauch; to commit an indecent assault
(upon):—b-r bar-bd den (-k), To give one's honour or
character to the winds, to sacrice one's reputation; to

destroy the reputation or character (of):—b-r big n =
b-r utrn, q.v.—b-r pn, To obtain rank, dignity, or
renown:—b-r paid karn, Idem:—b-r sil karn, Idem:
—b-r k me miln (-k), To lay one's honour in the
dust; to destroy the character or reputation (of):—b-r
den, To pay or do honour (to); to confer rank or dignity
(on), to dignify, ennoble, exalt; to sacrice or lose one's
own honour or character:—b-r rakhn, To preserve
one's honour or reputation:—b-r -rez, s.m. A vilier,
calumniator:—b-r -rez, s.f. Slander, calumny:—b-r -k
lg hon, To be bent on ruining one's honour, character,
or reputation:—b-r karn (-k), To pay or do honour (to),
to treat with respect:—b-r ke p he pa n (-k) = b-r -k
lg hon, q.v.—b-r len (k) = b-r utrn, q.v.:—b-r
me ba lagn, To be stained in character or reputation:
—b-r -me farq n or -jn, Idem.—b-i-ravn, s.m. Lit.
'Running water'; a very ne kind of muslin.—b-rez, s.m.
'Pouring or sprinkling water'; a watering-pot; a showerbath.—b-i-zar, s.m. Water of gold; white wine.—b-izull, s.m. Pure, clear, cool water; an infusion.—b-shr,
s.m.f. Water-fall, cascade.—b-shins, s.m. One who takes
soundings in a ship, lead-man, pilot.—b-i-shor, s.m. Salt
water; sea-water; the sea.—b-shora, s.m. Water cooled
with saltpetre; a sherbet made of lime-juice and sugar
(generally cooled), lemonade.—b-i-ashrat, s.m. Wine;
semen genitale.—b-kr, s.m. A water-carrier; sprinkling
(rare); a distiller or seller of spirituous liquors; a drinker
of spirituous liquors.—b-kr, s.f. The business of a
distiller; distillery; liquor-shop, tavern; duty on the
manufacture and sale of spirituous liquors, excise.—bkash, s.m. A drawer of water:—b-kash, s.f. The act of
drawing or carrying water.—b-i-kausar, s.m. The water
of the river Kausar, fabled to ow in Paradise with milk
and nectar; nectar.—b-gur, s.m. Passage of a river,
ford, ferry; an expeditious messenger, courier; an
express.—b-guar, s.m. Water-course, channel for
water, canal.—b-i-gosht, s.m.=b-josh, q.v.—b-i-gohar,
s.m. Lit. 'Water of pearls'; pure, limpid water.—b-gr,
s.m. Receptacle for water, reservoir, pond, ditch; a
weaver's brush.—b-gna, s.m. Lit. 'Possessed of lustre or
clearness'; mirror, looking-glass; drinking-glass; bottle;—
wine; diamond.—b-i-man, s.m. Sperma genitale (=man).—

b-i-nuqra, s.m. Silver reduced to a liquid state;
quicksilver.—b-nai or b-naë, s.f. The perpendicular tube
of a huqqa on which the ilam is xed; (in Geography) a
strait.—b-nosh, s.m. Drinking water, (e.g. h-i-b-nosh).
—b o tb = b-tb, q.v.—b o dna=b-dna, q.v.—b o rang,
s.m. Lit. 'Water and colour'; beauty; splendour; polish,
gloss; joy, pleasure, bliss.—b o namak, s.m. Lit. 'Water
and salt'; suciency of water and salt (in a dish);
seasoning, condiments; ingredients; savouriness, relish,
avour, taste;—maintenance, support. b o haw, s.f. Lit.
'Water and air' (of a place); air, climate.—b-yr, s.m.
Waterer, sprinkler:—b-yr, s.f. Watering, sprinkling;—a
kind of thin linen cloth; a species of dove.—b-i-ya n,
s.m. Water in which meat has been boiled down, broth;
gravy (=b-i-gosht).
H  abb [A.  ab], s.m. Father; superior;—a consummate
knave.—abb-jn, abb-jn, dear father.
A  ib, s.m. Denying, refusing; denial:—ib karn, v.t. To
refuse, deny.
A  b, s.m.pl. (of  ab), Fathers; ancestors:—b o ajdd,
s.m. Fathers; forefathers, ancestors; family, race;
lineage, line.
A   abbl, s.m. A swallow.
A   ibat, [v.n. iv of  ], s.f. Giving liberty, permitting;
permission.
P   bd [Z. vda; S.  ], adj. Inhabited, populated,
peopled; full of buildings and inhabitants, populous;
settled (as a colony or town); cultivated; stored; full;
occupied;—city, town (in this sense it commonly occurs
as the last member of compounds, e.g. Faibd, Ilhbd);
— ourishing, prosperous; pleasant; happy.—bd-bash,
s.f. First assessment of newly settled or cultivated land.
—bd-rahn, To be full, stored, ourishing, prosperous,
happy or comfortable.—bd-kr, s.m. The rst settler on
waste land.—bd-karn, v.t. To make (a place) habitable;
to people, settle, found (a colony, &c.); to build and plant;
to cultivate; to make (the heart, dil) rejoice, to comfort,
rejoice (the heart); to build up (a house or family, ghar),
beget (children).—bd hon, To be full, ourishing, &c.
(=bd rahn, q.v.); to be occupied (as a house); to have
the prospect of issue; to be married.

P   bdn, adj.=  bd, q.v.
P   bdn, s.f. A habitation; a cultivated, populous, or
pleasant place; population; cultivation; abundance;
prosperity; advancement; civilization; enjoyment,
pleasure.
P    bd-besh: For all compounds having bd for the
rst member, v.s.v.   bd.
S     abdh, adj. (f. -), Unobstructed,
unrestrained, unfettered; unoppressed; true; without
diculty; not obstructing, not opposing.
S     bdh, s.f. Segment of the base of a
triangle.
S      abdhya, s.m. A postulate.
P  bd, s.f. Inhabited spot or place; colony;
population, number of inhabitants; cultivated place;
cultivation; the part of a village lands brought under
cultivation; increased assessment (=besh); prosperity;
state of comfort; happiness, joy, pleasure.
H     abr [S.  ], s.m. This side, the near bank of
a river.
H     ubr (v.n. from next) s.m. Release,
deliverance.
H     ubrn (causal of   ubarn) [ubr˚ = Prk.
 ()=S. (), caus. of rt. + ] , v.a. To put by as
a surplus or balance; to keep in reserve;—to release,
deliver, liberate, set at liberty.
H     abk [ priv.+ ] adj. & adv. Dumb,
speechless.
H     abk [S.  ava+

an ], adv. Downwards;

below, beneath; southwards.
H     ubkn (causal of   ubakn), v.t. To vomit,
reject.
H   ! ubl (v.n. of !  ubln), s.m. Ebullition, boiling;
swelling with anger or rage; anger, rage, burst of
passion:—ubl -jn, v.n. To commence boiling, get into
a state of ebullition:—ubl den, v.t. To boil, cause to boil
(=ubln).
H "   ! ubl (perf. part. of ubln), part. adj. Lit.
'boiled'; boiled in water simply, unseasoned; bleached,

whitened.
H !   ! ubln (causal of #  ubaln), v.t. To boil, to

cards).
AP * abtar, s.f. Deterioration, ruin, decay;

make boil.
P   bn, s.m. The eighth month of the Persian year.

worthlessness, wretchedness, poverty; disorder,
confusion; disorganization; mismanagement.
A 1 0*  ibtism [v.n. viii of 2 0 ], s.m. Smiling; smile;

H     ubn (causal of   ubn), v.t. To sow, plant; to
cause to germinate, cause to grow; to fructify:—ub den,
Idem.
A $ b (from b, q.v.), adj. Belonging to or
descending from one's ancestors, paternal.
H  %  " abibd,=avivd, q.v.
P 

 b-i-brn. For compounds having b for the rst

member v.s.v.  b.
H ' &%   #$ ababhg [S.  +#$], s.m. Adverse
fortune; misfortune, ill-luck.
H &  #" ab-bh. For compounds having ab for the
rst member v.s.v.  ab.
H ( %   % abibek = () avivek, q.v.
H * %   % abibekat = *) avivekat, q.v.
H  %  %" abibek = )avivek, q.v.
A + *  ibtid [v.n. viii of ,+ ], s.f. Beginning,
commencement, exordium; birth, rise, source, origin.—
ibtid-se, adv. From the beginning, ab initio:—ibtia karn,
v.t. To begin, commence, originate:—ibtid-me , adv. In
the beginning, at rst, originally.
A ,-+ *  ibtida (Ar. acc. of the preceding), adv. In the
beginning, at rst; rstly, in the rst place.
A .+ *  ibtid [v.n. viii of .+ ], s.m. Innovation; the
producing of something new, invention.
A $+ * ibtid, adj. Preliminary, introductory, prefatory;
primary, prior.
A / *  ibtil [v.n. viii of / ], s.m. Vileness, meanness;
servitude; carelessness in preserving anything.
A *  abtar (from * 'to cut o,' 'to cut o a tail'), adj.
Ruined, spoiled; deteriorated, vitiated; worthless,
destitute of good qualities, dissolute, wanton, disorderly;
destitute, miserable, poor; in disorder, disarranged;
defective, imperfect; false (as a deal at cards).—abtar
karn, v.t. To ruin, spoil, mar, vitiate, deprave, corrupt; to
derange, disarrange, disorder, to shue (a pack of

cheerfulness; gaiety.
A 3*  ibtil [v.n. of 3 ], s.m. Trial, suering, action,
misfortune,
A 5 4*  ibtihj [v.n. viii of 64 'to become beautiful or
goodly'], s.m. Gladness.
H 7   & uba (v.n. of    uban), s.m.=  uban, q.v.
H    & uban [S. + (
' , 'rubbing and cleaning the
body'], s.m. A paste (composed of one or other kind of
meal, turmeric, oil and perfume) rubbed on the body
when bathing to clean and soften the skin; a cosmetic;
unguent:—uban maln, To rub the body with uban
(=ubana).
H     & uban or uban, s.m.=  uban:—uban,
v.t. To anoint and rub the body with uban.
H    &  ubawn (causal of uban), v.t. To cause
the body to be rubbed with uban, to have uban rubbed
on the body.
H   &" ub, s.f.=  uban, q.v.
S 6  )* abja [ 'water'+* 'born'], s.m. The nymphæa
or lotus; the moon; a conch; the tree Barringtonia
acutangula; Dhanvantari, the physician of the gods; a
million millions.
A + 8  abjad, s.m. 1˚. The rst of a series of eight words
comprising the letters of the Arabic alphabet in the
order in which they were originally disposed (agreeing
with that of the Hebrew and Aramaic). 2˚. The
arrangement of the Arabic alphabet according to the
occurrence of the letters in the said eight words. 3˚. The
numerical value of the letters in this arrangement of
them. 4˚. The alphabet.—abjad- n, s.m. One who is
learning the alphabet; a beginner (syn. nau-moz).
H 9)   aba (a neg.+rt. of ba n, q.v.), s.m. That which
has not escaped.
H  :    abi r [S.  priv.+ ], s.m. Want of
consideration, thoughtlessness; want of judgment or

discrimination; injustice.
H  :  " abi r [S. + ], adj. Destitute of

S +    abdh, s.f. Segment of the base of a triangle.

consideration or re ection, inconsiderate, unre ecting,
thoughtless; unjust:—s.m. (f. -in) an unjust man; an illadvised person.
H :   ! abi al [S.  priv.+ !], adj. (f. -),

abuddhi (adj.) qq.v.
H A +   0 abdh t [S.  'o'+0 'shaken'], s.m. One

Motionless, unmoved, unshaken, resolute, rm.
H &:   + ab har, s.f.=0;  apsar, q.v.
H < &:   +" abi hn, adj. = < &= avi hn, q.v.

S  @ +   ., -/ abuddhimn, adj. (f. -mati), =abudh and

who has separated himself from worldly feeling and
obligation; a Hind faqir, a jog (q.v.); a devotee;
(commonly) a worshipper of the god iva.
S +   abdhi, s.m. The ocean.—abdhi-kaph, s.m.

A ?>  ab ira, vulg. ab ara (pl. of  > bu r), s.m.

Cuttle-sh bone.
S +   abadhya, adj. (f. -), Not deserving death, not

Vapours, exhalations, steam, fumes;—raving, delirium.
A >  ab al, adj. (comp. and super. of  > ba l), More,

to be slain, inviolable, sacred.
A + abad, adj. Eternal, without end, everlasting,

most or very covetous or avaricious.
S +  ) abda, s.m. Cloud; year, æra.

immortal.
H )+   1 abidy, s.f.= ) avidy, q.v.

A +  abad, s.m. Endless time, prospective eternity (opp. to
azal, q.v.); eternity.—abad-tak, adv. To all eternity.
A +-  abada (Ar. acc. of abad), adv. Eternally, for ever;
never.
A .+  ibd [v.n. iv of .+ 'to originate'], s.m. The
production of something new, invention.
A +  abdl (pl. of + badal, or )+ badl), m. Lit. 'The
substitutes or lieutenants';—1˚. Certain righteous
persons of whom the world is never destitute, and by
whom God rules the earth: 2˚. The substitutes and
successors of the prophets: (hence,) 3˚. A religious
person, hermit, devotee, saint, enthusiast: 4˚. A religious
fraternity; a class of wandering Mohammadan saints.
A +  ibdl [v.n. iv. of + 'to exchange'], s.m. Change
exchange, substitution of one thing for another.
AP !+ abdl, adj. Of or relating to an abdl or devotee.

P   abr, vulg. abar [Old P. awar, Pehl. abar, Zend awra, S.

H +    abadh, adj. (f. -),=+ abadhya, q.v.
H +    abidh [S.  priv.+ ], adj. & adv. Void of, or
contrary to, rule; irregular: irregularly.
H +   
, abudh [S.  priv.+ , ], adj. Decient in, or void
of, understanding or sense, unwise, ignorant, stupid,
foolish:—s.m. A fool.
S +   ., - abuddhi, adj.=abudh, q.v.:—s.f. Want of
understanding or sense, ignorance, stupidity,
foolishness.

2], s.m. A cloud; the marks on the paper called abr
(q.v.).—abr-i-ur, s.m. A cloud without rain.—abr hn,
v.n. Clouds to overshadow; to be cloudy or overcast; to
lower.—abr-i-lamgr, s.m. Rain clouds which cover a
large extent of country.—abr-i-qibla, s.m. Clouds which
come from the direction of the qibla; clouds heavily
charged with rain.—abr khuln, v.n. Clouds to disperse;
(the sky) to be clear.—abr-i-murda, s.m. A sponge.
H     abar, adv. Now, at present (=  ab);—adj. Weak,
&c. (=   abal).
P   abr, s.m. The outer fold of a double garment
(opposed to *B astar, 'the lining').—abr a hn (-par). To
sow or quilt another, or outer, fold (upon a garment).
A   ibr [v.n. iv of , ], s.m. Release, acquittal.
H     ubr, [S. + ],
' s.m. See ubr-subr, s.v.
ubarn.—ubr-karn, v.t.=ubrn, q.v.
A   abrr, (pl. of C ), s.m. Just, holy, pious men; saints:
dutiful (to parents).
A   ibrr, [v.n. iv of C ], s.m. Overcoming, being superior.
H     ubrn (causal of   ubarn),=   ubrn, q.v.
A 2   ibrhm, prop. n.m. Abraham (the patriarch).
A   abrad, adj. (comp. & super. of  ), More, most, or
very cold.
A D   abrash, adj. Marked with small specks, speckled:

mottled; dapple grey (horse).
H <E    34
' abarshan,=<E  avarshan, q.v.

P 0  bsl, s.m. A vineyard; a garden.

A F  abra, adj. Leprous.
A G  abraq,=the next Arabicized.

to rot; to cause to ferment; to cause to become sticky.
P 0  bist,  *0  bistn, <*0 , bistan = *0  bista, q.v.

H     abrak, [S. 2], s.m. Talc; mica.

P J*0 bistag = P *0 bistan s.f. Pregnancy; the state of

H     abran, s.m.=&  bharan, q.v.

being with young.
P *0 bistan = P J*0 bistag s.f. Pregnancy; the state of

H     ubarn (see the trans. ubrn), v.n. To be left
over as a remainder or surplus, to remain over, be over;
to exceed; to be kept in reserve, be put by.—ubr-subr,
s.m. Remainder; surplus; remains, fragments, remnants;
leavings; scraps; refuse.
P <8  abranjan, = P < 8  abranjn, s.m. Bracelet; ankle
ornament of gold or silver (cf. abran).
P < 8  abranjn, = P <8  abranjan, s.m. Bracelet; ankle
ornament of gold or silver (cf. abran).
P   abr [Pehl. br , Z. brvat, S. 2,], s.f. Eye-brow.—Abr par gir mrn, To knit the brow, to frown.
P   br (i.e. b-i-r ), v.s.v.  b.
H    5 abirodh, s.m.= avirodh, q.v.
H    5" abirodh, adj.=avirodh, q.v.
P ?  abra, s.m.=  abr, q.v.
H <   6 barhan, s.m.=&  bharan, q.v.
P  abr (from   abr), adj. Clouded; mottled; variegated:—
s.f. (also abr kga),
 a kind of thick and shining paper,
clouded (obtained from Kashmr); variegated, or marble
paper.
P 2 )  abresham (vulg. bresham), s.m. Raw silk, silk;
sewing silk.
P @ ) abreshm, adj. Silken, made of silk.
A H)  ibrq (P. b-rz Arabicized), s.m. A vessel, or waterpot, with a spout and a handle; an ewer.
H
  7  7 aba -dhaba , adj. & adv. Clumsy; coarse,
rough: out of all time and tune, jarring, discordant,
inharmonious, confused (music).
H I    abas [S. + 8], adj. (f. -), Unsubmissive to
another's will, disobedient; unrestrained; unsubdued; not
under control: not having one's own free will; in
subjection to another; helpless, powerless; without
choice.

H  0    ubsn (causal of 0  ubasn), v.t. To cause

being with young.
P *0  bista (cf. S.  9), adj. Pregnant (a woman); with
young (an animal); new-born (child).
H <0    abasan [S. + ], adj. (f. -), Without
clothes, naked.
H <0    abisan [S. +], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Without desire, indierent; without application:—an
indierent person, &c.
H 0    ubasn [S. + (], v.n. To give forth a
smell, become fetid; to turn; to smell oensive (meat or
food); to rot, putrefy, become rancid or rank; to become
mouldy, musty, or mildewed; to ferment; to become
sticky or viscous; to become stale, or useless; to be
weary, to be out of patience.
H K 0     abisws [S. + :], s.m. Want of
condence, distrust, disbelief; mistrust, suspicion.
H <LB 0     abiswspan [the preceding+S. a.
; ]( , s.m. Distrustfulness, suspiciousness.
H B 0   " abisws, adj. & s.m. (f. -in). Destitute
of, or decient in, belief; incredulous, distrustful;
mistrustful, suspicious:—a distrustful person; an
unbeliever, &c.
H (    3< abishek (vulg. abikhek) = ( &  abhishek, q.v.
A  M  abr, s.m. (pl. of M ), Views, looks; perception,
understanding.
A N  ibtl [v.n. iv of N 'to become false, vain,' &c.], s.m.
Proving (a thing) false, refuting, confuting; refutation;
rendering null, abolishing; annihilating; abolition, &c.
A N  abtal, adj. (comp. & super. of O btil),
 More, most,
or very vain or fruitless, &c.
A  P  abd, s.m. (pl. of + P ), Distances; divarications;
dimensions.—Abd-i-s als
 a, s.m. The three dimensions

(of a solid body).
A + P  abad, adj. (comp. & super. of + P ), More, most, or

Weakness, &c. (see abalpan).
S *#   !; abalatwa, s.m. = S *#   ! abalat, s.f.

very distant or remote; further; furthest.
A Q  abq [v.n. iv of RQ ], s.m. Rendering permanent;

Weakness, &c. (see abalpan).
A H#  ablaq (from H# ), adj. Black and white, party-coloured,

conrmation; establishment; perpetuation;
prolongation; preservation.
H     ubk (see next), s.m. The slip-knot or noose

piebald; spotted; pepper-and-salt; grey.
AH Q #  ablaq (the preceding+poss. ax ), s.m. A bird of

placed round the neck of a vessel for drawing water with
it.
H      ubkn (causal of   ubakn), v.t. To cause
(one) to vomit; to produce vomiting, &c. (see ubakn).
H $    ubk, s.f. The act of vomiting, &c. (see
ubakn).
H    = abikt [S. +=], adj. (f. -), Unapparent,
imperceptible; hidden; undetermined, unknown;
unintelligible.—abikt-ganit, s.f. The arithmetic of
unknown quantities, algebra.
( ()], v.n. To
H     ubakn [S. + /+>; Prk.  ?
throw up, vomit, retch; to disgorge; to eject, expel;
reject.
H     ?8" abkesh [S.  +?8+], adj. (f. -in) & s.m.
Without fruit; unfruitful, barren:—a tree without fruit.
S    ! abal, adj. & s.m. Without strength or power,

the maina kind; a starling.
H U@ #   !@ abilamb,=U@ ! avilamb, q.v.
H #   ! ubaln [ubal˚ = Prk.  !()=S. AA !(), rt.
+A !], v.n. To go upwards, to rise, ascend, mount (to);
to swell, ow over; to boil, boil over, bubble up; to swell
with pride or rage, to be pued up, be in amed; to
abound; to be ushed (with); to over ow, be ooded, be
inundated.—ubal aln, v.n. To ow or run over, boil over;
to begin to swell or rise, &c.
P 5 #  bl j, or V #  bl , s.m. White sugar-candy.
H < #   !5 abalokan, s.m.=< ! avalokan, q.v.
P #  bila, bla, s.m. A blister, a pustule (of small pox, &c.).
—bla-i-farang, s.m. The European pox, syphilis; bubo.
A #  ablah (from # ), adj. Simple, silly, foolish; ignorant;
bashful.—ablah-fareb, s.m. A sly, wily knave; an impostor.
AP 4# ablah, s.f. Silliness, foolishness, folly.
H #  !" abal [S.  !"], s.f. A row, range; a continuous

weak, feeble, inrm, impotent, frail, enervated:—a weak
person, &c.
S 3   ! abal, adj. (fem. of the preceding), Weak,

A I #  ibls [v.n. of I# , rt. I# 'to despair of the mercy of

delicate, &c.:—s.f. A woman; a delicate woman; a
beautiful woman.
H ; 3   ! abalp, = H <; 3   ! abalpan, [S. + !

God'], s.m. The devil, Satan.—ibls-k peshb, and ibls-k
jan, s.m. The devil's own child, the devil's brat.
A <  ibn (used in comp. only, usually in its nom. form

+; ]( s.m. Weakness, frailty, &c.

ibnu), s.m. Son, child.—ibnul-amr, adj. Of noble blood,
high born:—ibnus-sabl, s.m. A son of the road, a
traveller:—ibnul-g ara,
s.m. A selsh person:—ibnul-g aib,


s.m. A God knows who, an obscure person, an upstart, a
parvenu:—ibnul-waqt, s.m. A time-server.
A   abn (pl. of <  ibn;—used in comp. only), s.m. Sons;
people; tribes.—abn-i-jins, s.m. Those of the same rank,
quality, kind, or species; companions, comrades, equals.
abn-i-dahr, s.m. and abn-i-rozgr, s.m. Sons of the time,
contemporaries.

H <; 3   ! abalpan, = H ; 3   ! abalp, [S. + !
+; ]( s.m. Weakness, frailty, &c.
A S3  iblg [v.n.
iv. of T # ], s.m. Causing to arrive;

conveying, sending.
H 3   ! ubln (causal of #  ubaln), v.t.= !  ubln,
q.v.
H $3  ! abal, s.f. Weakness, debility, frailty.
S *#   ! abalat, s.f. = S *#   !; abalatwa, s.m.

line.
H #  !" abal, adj. (f. -in),=  abal, q.v.

H     ubn [S. (], v.n. Lit. 'To be sown or planted';

A   abwb (pl. of

to germinate; to grow; to be produced; to spring (as
plants), sprout, shoot (cf. ugn).
H K     abins [S. + 8, rt. 8], s.m. Exemption

sections; heads or subjects of taxation; sources of public
revenue, such as cesses, imposts, assessments on land,
&c.: (under Mohammadan rule) taxes imposed in excess
of the original assessment.
H     ubwn (causal of   ubn), v.t. To cause to

from destruction, loss, or decay; safety.
H B    " abins [S.  .8], adj. (f. -in),
Indestructible, imperishable, exempt from decay or loss;
everlasting, immortal; safe; entire:—s.m. Anything
indestructible, &c.
S +    BC abindu, adj. Without point or dot.
P K   bn s, s.m. Ebony.—bn s-k kund, adj. (Lit. 'a log
of ebony'); black and ill-featured, repulsive:—s.m. A
repulsive man; a blackamoor.
P B  bn s, adj. Made of obony; black as ebony; black.
H   " abn [S.  " avan], s.f. The earth, world.

), s.m. Doors, gates; chapters,

be sown, &c.; to sow (seed).
H    6  abiwhit [S. +

6 ], adj. & s.m. (f. -

), Unmarried, single:—an unmarried man, a bachelor.—
abiwhit, s.f. An unmarried woman; a mistress.
H &W   D
0 ab jh, (+rt. of D
0  b jhn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Void of, or decient in, understanding or sense;
senseless, stupid.
H &W   D
0  ab jh, adj. (f. -), Not understood;

H    abinay [S. + ], s.m. Want of good

incomprehensible.
S    5 abodh, s.m. Ignorance, stupidity:—adj. (f. -),

manners; indecorum; want of modesty; rude behaviour,
rudeness, pertness; wantonness.
H     " abint [S. + "], adj. (f. -), Badly

Unintelligent, stupid, ignorant; puzzled, perplexed.—
abodh-gamya, adj. (f. -), Incomprehensible.
S     5" abodhanya, adj. (f. -), not to be

trained; ill-mannered; misbehaving, acting ill or
improperly; unchaste, unfaithful (conjugally); wanton;
pert, petulant:—s.m. An unfaithful spouse.
H *    " abint (fem. of the above); s.f. An

understood, unintelligible, incomprehensible.
H     5  abodhw [S. + 5+], adj.=+  abudh
and   abodh, q.v.
H   5! abol ( + rt. of 5! boln, q.v.), adj. (f. -),

immodest, unchaste, or unfaithful woman or wife.
A  ab (used, like ibn, in comb. with a following subst. in

Speechless; silent, mute; dumb.
H "   5! abol, adj. (f. -), Disposed or accustomed to

the gen., the nal being shortened in pron. if the Ar.
art. precede the subst.), s.m. Father; originator, author,
&c.—abul-bashar, Lit. 'The father of the human race';
Adam.—abul-ris, s.m. The lion (he being among beasts
of prey, the strongest to acquire).—ab -bakr, Lit. 'The
father of the virgin'; the name of the father-in-law of,
and rst successor to, Mohammad.—ab -turb, Lit.
'Father dusty;' a nickname of 'Al, the son-in-law of
Mohammad.—ab -jahl, Lit. 'Father of ignorance,' the
name of an uncle of Mohammad, noted for his
stubbornness.—ab -al-sn, The name of a celebrated
sage and physician.—ab -huraira, Lit. 'Father (owner) of
the little cat'; the nickname of one of Mohammad's
disciples (who was in the habit of carrying a pet cat
about with him).

be silent, &c. (=abol); taciturn; reserved; conceited, vain:
—s.m. Dumb creature; one incapable of speaking
distinctly, a child, an infant.
S &  .# abhi. An inseparable Sanskrit prex (the
reverse of , anu), denoting priority in time or place;
before; against; with respect to.
S &  # ibha, ibh, s.m. An elephant.—ibha-plak, s.m. An
elephant keeper.
S &  # bh, s.f. Light, splendour, beauty.
S  &  # abhr, adj. (f. -), Light, of little weight.
H  &  # ubhr [S. +#], s.m. Rising, swelling,
tumefaction; plumpness; prominence;— developing;
budding; acquiring fullness; rising or development of the

breasts (in girls):—conj. part. (used in compounds), see
ubhr ln, and ubhr le-jn, s.v.  &  ubhrn.

Unfortunateness, ill-fate, lucklessness.
S  @ X &  #F/ abhgyamn, adj. (f. -mat),=X & abhg,

H  &  # ubhr, perf. part. (of the next), Taken up,

q.v.
H &  #! abhl [S. 2], s.m. A cloud.—abhl-n and

carried away, &c.—ubhr den, v.t. To carry o, bear
away; to incite, persuade, encourage, entice:—ubhr
karn, v.t. To unload, &c. (see ubhrn and ubhrn).
H  &  # ubhrn [ubhr˚ = Prk. )#() or
)#()=S. E(), caus. of rt. +#], v.t. To raise
up, plump up; to take up, lift; to cause to be unladen, to
unlade (a cart or boat); to discharge (cargo), unship; to
remove, bear away, carry o, run away with; to steal,
kidnap (in these senses the more common form is
ubhr-le-jn); to rouse, stir up, incite, excite, instigate,
induce, persuade; to raise up, place beyond the reach of
danger or harm; to save, rescue, deliver from trouble of
any kind), release, liberate, set free.—ubhr-ln, v.t. To
unload and bring;—to incite, induce, work upon,
persuade, win over, seduce, draw over; to procure,
obtain.—ubhr-le-jn, v.t. To carry o, bear away, &c.
(see above).
H  &  #7 ubh na, v.t.=  &  ubhrn, q.v.

abhl hn, v.n. To be clouded or overcast.
A 1 4  ibhm [v.n. iv of 2 4 ], s.m. Confusion; doubt,
uncertainty; ambiguity; suspicion;—the thumb; the great
toe:—adj. Covered, concealed; unknown.
H  &  # abhn (see #), adj. (f. -), Unbetting,
unbecoming, unsuitable: distasteful; unacceptable.
H  &  # ubhn [S. +#, caus. of rt. #"], v.t. To
alarm, disturb.
S  &  # abho, s.m. Non-existence; absence;
extinction, annihilation; poverty, want, destitution:—adj.
Non-existent; extinct; annihilated, &c.
S Y &  # ; abhvatwa, s.m. (f. abhvat), Nonexistence; deciency; want.
S ) &  # abhy, s.f. A courageous female (=abhaya,
q.v.);—adj. Unbetitting, &c. (=abhn, q.v.)
H  %&  .#  abhibd,= &  abhird, q.v.

S K &  # bhs, s.m. Appearance, semblance,

H  %&  .#  abhibdan,= &  abhivdan, q.v.

likeness; semblance of a reason; fancy; thought;
impression, idea; intention, purpose.
H K &  # bhs, = S D &  #3 bhsha, s.m.

S A &%&  .##0 abhibh ta, part. adj. Defeated, overcome,

Introduction, preface, preamble, exordium:—bhs-kath,
s.f. Idem.
S D &  #3 bhsha, = H K &  # bhs, s.m.

design, wish, desire; sentiment; goal; the main purport
of a book, &c.
S )L&  .#H< abhipreta, part. adj. Intended, designed.

Introduction, preface, preamble, exordium:—bhs-kath,
s.f. Idem.
S ' &  #$ abhg, s.m. Unfortunateness; misfortune,

S A 8&  .#* abhijta, adj. Noble, well-born; inbred,

calamity, ill-luck.
H X &  #$ abhg (f. -),=X &  abhg, q.v.
S X &  #$" abhg, adj. (f. -in), Having ill-luck,
unfortunate, unlucky, ill-starred; destitute: s.m. An
unfortunate or unlucky wight.
S  X &  #F abhgya, s.m.=' &  abhg;—adj. (f. -),=X & 
abhg, q.v.
H <L X &  #G abhgepan (S. abhgyatwa), s.m.

subdued, subjected, domineered over.
S L& .#H abhiprya, s.m. Aim, purpose, intention,

innate; t, proper; wise, learned.
S 8&  .#.* abhijit, s.m. The 21st nakshatra, or lunar
asterism; the 8th muh rt, or division of the day.
S 8&  .#A abhijna, adj. (f. -), Knowing, clever, skilful,
conversant with:—s.m. A patron.
S  :&  .# abhi r, s.m. Incantation; employment of
spells for a malevolent purpose; a charm or spell causing
death or disease.
S  + &  .# abhidhn, s.m. A vocabulary, a dictionary.
S &  2 abhra, s.m. The sky; a cloud (=  abr).

H &  # ubhr (from ubharn, q.v.), part. adj. Unladen

S  0&  .# abhisra, s.m. Meeting, rendezvous, tryst, a

(as a cart or boat); excited, &c.
S 1 &  .#/ abhirm, adj. (f. -), Agreeable, pleasing,

lover's appointment; attack, assault.
S   0&  .# abhisrik, s.f. A woman who goes to

delightful; beautiful, charming.
H &  # ubhrn (caus. of ubharn), v.t. To cause to

meet her lover or keeps an assignation; a lewd woman.
S  0& .#" abhisr, adj. (f. -in), Going to meet;

over ow, to ll to over owing, &c. (cf. ubhrn, of which
it is another form).
S V&  .#I abhiru , s.f. Desire, delight, pleasure, taste,

keeping an assignation:—s.m. A party to an assignation.
S &  .#3= abhishikta, part. adj. Sprinkled, baptized;

relish.—abhiru rakhn (-me ). To have or take delight
(in).
S &  2 abhrak, s.m. Talc; mica (=  abrak).
H  & 2" abhrak [2+], adj. Made or consisting
of talc.
H 1 &  #/ abharam [S. +2/], adj. (f. -), Without
credit, respect, or character.—abharam karn, v.t. To
dishonour, disgrace.
S &  #4 bharan, = H &  #4 abharan, abhran s.m.
Jewels, ornaments; decoration, nery. (The popular
form is abran.)
H &  #4 abharan, abhran = S &  #4 bharan, s.m.
Jewels, ornaments; decoration, nery. (The popular
form is abran.)
H &  # ubharn [S. +#; see the trans. form  & 
ubhrn], v.n. To rise, swell, be in ated; to come out
fully, be developed; to rise up, form (as a pustule); to
spring up, shoot, grow, increase, ourish; to run over,
over ow; to be or become excited or in amed, &c.; to
feel the sexual passion; to be pued up, be conceited; to
rise from a sick bed; to recover from trouble or
misfortune; to rally; to take oneself o; to take leave,
depart; to make one's escape, to steal away; to come to
light, be discovered or exposed, become public; to be
unloaded, unladen, emptied (as a cart or boat).—ubhar
n = ubharn in most of its signications.—ubhar aln, To
be on the rise or increase; to run over, over ow; to
become pued up, vain, or conceited; to be gaining
strength (after sickness, &c.), be convalescent; to be
improving; to progress favourably.
H I&  # bhas [S. #], s.m. A little; a few.

anointed to an oce, inaugurated, enthroned; imbued
with.
S ( &  .#3< abhishek, s.m. Sprinkling; inaugurating or
consecrating by sprinkling water (usually that of the
Ganges or other sacred river); inauguration of a king,
royal unction; installation; religious bathing, ablution;
bathing of the idol to which worship is oered;—a
religious ceremony consisting of the presentation of a
variety of articles (such as fruits, gems, &c.) along with
water or with uid substances for bathing the idol to
which worship is oered.
H (&  # ubhak, s.m. A bear.
S &  #= abhakta, adj. (f. -), Unbelieving, undevout;
unattached, indierent.—s.m. An unbeliever, &c.
S &  #.= abhakti, s.f. Want of devotion to; want of
faith; unbelief, impiety; disregard; want of desire;
indierence.
S  @ *&  #.=/ abhaktimn, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat),
Undevoted to; unbelieving; indierent to:—An
unbeliever.
S 1 &  .#J/ abhikrama, s.m. Assault, attack;
undertaking, enterprise.
S  &  #K abhakshya, part. adj. Not to be eaten;
unlawful to be eaten:—s.m. Unlawful or forbidden food.
S <@ J&  .#$/ abhigaman, s.m. Approaching, coming
forward.
S D 3&  .#!3 abhilsh (vulg. abhilkh), s.m. = S E 3& 
.#!3 abhilsh (vulg.abhilkh), s.f. Desire, wish,
longing, strong inclination, craving; aection, love,
passion.
S E 3&  .#!3 abhilsh (vulg. abhilkh), s.f. = S D 3& 

.#!3 abhilsh (vulg.abhilkh), s.m. Desire, wish,

S &  .# abhinav, adj. (f. -), Recent, new, quite new.

longing, strong inclination, craving; aection, love,
passion.
S E 3&  .#!3 abhilshit, part. adj. Desired, wished.

H &  #0 abh = & abh, q.v. s.v.  ab.

S E 3& .#!3" abhilsh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Wishing,
desiring; longing for; covetous, greedy:—Wisher, &c.
H & 3&  .#!L abhilkh = D 3&  abhilsh, q.v.
H & 3&  .#!L abhilkh = E 3&  abhilsh, q.v.
S  @ &  .#/ abhimn, s.m. High opinion of self, selfconceit, pride, haughtiness.—abhimn-putra, s.m. (f. -k
or -ik), A foster-son.—abhimn karn, To behave proudly
or conceitedly; to be proud or conceited.—abhimn galn,
(-k), To bring down (one's) pride, to humble; to get rid
of (one's own) pride.
S * @ &  .#/ abhimnat, s.f. Pride, arrogance, &c.
(=abhimn).
S  @ & .#/" abhimn, adj. (f. -in). = S   @ &  .#/B
abhimnya, adj.(f. -). Proud, conceited, haughty,
arrogant:—s.m. A proudperson, &c.
S   @ &  .#/B abhimnya, adj. (f. -). = S  @ & .#/"
abhimn, adj.(f. -in). Proud, conceited, haughty,
arrogant:—s.m. A proudperson, &c.
S @ &  .#/ abhimat, part. Admitted, assented to,
consented to, accepted; approved of, chosen; wished,
desired.
S **@ &  .#/ abhimatat, abhimatt, s.f. Agreeableness;
desireableness; desire; love.
S &@ &  .#/,L abhimukh, adj. (f.-), Turning towards,
facing, in front; before, present:—adv. In front (of, -ke),
in the presence (of); towards.
S *&@ &  .#/,L abhimukhat, s.f. Presence, proximity.

H &  #M ubhau = # ubhay, q.v.
S  &  .#  abhivd, s.m. Reverential salutation;—
unfriendly or opprobrious language, abuse.
S  &  .#  abhivdan, s.m. Respectful salutation, a
bow or prostration to a person (generally including the
mention of his name or title); kissing the feet in
adoration.
S A &  #0 abh t, part. adj. Non-existent; not past.—
abh t-ripu, adj. Without enemies.
H 5 &  #5* abhoj, adj.= W &  abhojya, q.v.
S <W &  #5* abhojan, s.m. Not eating, fasting,
abstinence.
S W & #5*" abhoj, adj. & sm. (f. -in), Not having eaten;
fasting:—a faster.
S  W &  #5A abhojya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Not to be eaten,
prohibited as food; impure:—forbidden food.
S <E &  #034 bh shan, = H <& &  #0L bh khan, s.m.
Ornaments, jewels, jewellery, nery.
H <& &  #0L bh khan, = S <E &  #034 bh shan, s.m.
Ornaments, jewels, jewellery, nery.
S ' &  #5$ bhog, s.m. Curve; crookedness; roundness;
extension; fullness; a vault; the expanded hood of the
cobra capella;—enjoyment; satiety, surfeit.
S ' &  #5$ abhog, adj. Unt for use;—unpossessed,
unenjoyed.
S X & #5$" abhog, adj. & s.m. (f. -in). Not partaking in;
not possessing or enjoying;—a non-participator.
H  &  #0( abh = &  abh = & abh, q.v.

H @ &  .#/B, abhimanyu, adj.=  @ &  abhimnya, q.v.

H & #" abh (i.e.  ab+emphat. a. 6" h), v.s.v.  ab.

S <&  .#B abhinna, adj. Undivided, unseparated; one—

S & # abhay, abhai, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Without fear,

s.m. An integer, a whole number.
H J&  #($0 abhang [S. +#(F], adj. Not breakable;

fearless, undaunted, bold, courageous;—a fearless
person, &c.;—the root of a fragrant grass, Andropogon
muricatum.—abhay-patra, s.m. Assurance of safety or
protection, a safe-conduct; encouragement; amnesty:—
abhay-dn, and abhay-vk, s.m.=abhay-patra.

strong; indestructible, perishable; not broken.
S + &  .#B abhinandan, s.m. Praise, applause,
approbation; consent.

S & # ubhaya, adj. Both, the two: (in Hind generally
occurring in comp., e.g.) ubhaya-tas, adv. From both
sides, on both sides, to both sides; in both cases:—
ubhayath, adv. In both ways; in both cases:—ubhayanishh, adv. That regards or respects both sides; common
to both sides.
S &  # abhay, s.f. A courageous woman;—the plant
Terminalia citrina.
S K &  N abhys, s.m. Study; meditation; practice,
exercise; the frequent repetition of a thing in order to
x it on the memory; repetition; intimate acquaintance
(with), familiarity.
S B &  N" abhys, adj. (f. -in), Studious; practising;
repeating; exercising:—s.m. A student.
S X &  N$ abhygat, part. (f. -), Arrived:—s.m. A
guest, a visitor; a devotee, a faqr.
H  &  .# ubhiyn [S. + 6O], v.n. To rise up, swell;
to upheave; to feel a choking sensation (in the throat);
to feel weary, tired, or disgusted.
S *; &  #P abhay-patra, s.m.: v.s.v. & abhay.
S 0L &  #".Q abhpsit, part. adj. (f. -), Desired, wished
for.
S  &  #" abhta, part. adj. (f. -), Not terried; fearless;
undaunted, unalarmed:—a fearless person, &c.
S  &  #" abhti, s.f. Fearlessness, intrepidity.
S  &* &  N,;R abhyuttn, s.m. Rising as a mark of

learnt by heart; repeated; studied; accustomed,
habituated; experienced.
S Z &  #"9 abhsha, part. adj. (f. -), Desired, beloved,
cherished.
S * &  NB abhyantara, adj. (f. -), Interior, internal,
inward (see bhtar);—s.m. inner part, interior, inside,
middle, included space (see bhtar).
S )* &  NB" abhyantarya, adj. Interior, internal.
H &  S abheo = + &  abhed, q.v.
S  &  #  abhay-wk (or abhay-bk) = abhay-patra,
q.v. s.v. & abhay.
P  b, adj. Of or belonging to water, aquatic; watery,
moist, humid; irrigated; watery blue, light blue:—s.f. light
blue colour;—a kind of bread (made of water in place of
milk and butter).—b go , s.m. The sea-horse, river
horse.
H [  % abe [S. U ave: cf. are], interj. Holloa! ho there!
you fellow! Sirrah! you rascal! — abe-tabe-se pesh n, v.n.
To address (one) with undue familiarity, or
disrespectfully or rudely; to treat (one) ceremoniously:—
abe-tabe karn, Idem.
H   " ab = & abh, q.v.
A A  abyt, s.f. pl. (of  bait), Lit. 'houses'; distichs,
verses.
H ?   6& ubiyha, ubyha [S. V?], s.f.
Obstacle, impediment, hindrance.
H U    abyab, s.m.= ) avyava, q.v.

respect; rising; elevation; dignity; rise, origin.
H 9 &  #" abh (local)= & abh, q.v.

H [ %Y [  %% abe-tabe, v.s.v. [  abe.

S + &  S abhed, s.m. Absence of dierence or

H 6   "* abj [S. + "*], s.m. Bad grain; grain that

distinction; identity; similarity: — adj. (f. -), similar;
identical, of one kind; united, fastened together; known,
celebrated.
S + &  # abhay-dn, s.m.=abhay-patra, q.v. s.v.

does not germinate.
H    " abr, s.m. Red powder used at the hol festival.

& abhay.
S )+ &  S1 abhedya, adj. Not to be divided or broken,
indivisible, impenetrable, inseparable.
S  &  #" bhr, s.m. A cowherd. (See   ahr.)
S 0 &  NT abhyasta, part. adj. Practised. exercised;

H   % aber [S. +U!], s.f. Lateness, delay:—adv. Late,
after time; late in the season; unseasonably.
A \  abya, adj. (from \ ), White; more, most, or very
splendid or shining.
S ]  apa, An inseparable Sanskrit prex (the reverse
of  adhi), denoting loss, privation, negation,
separation, detraction, contrariety, inferiority, badness,

&c.
S ]  upa, An inseparable Sanskrit prex denoting
vicinity or proximity,—towards, near to; down, under;
on; by, by the side of; with, by means of, &c.
S ]  api, adv. Moreover, also, besides, even, still,
though, yet; assuredly.
S ]  p, s.m. Water (cf. P.  b).
H ]  p [S. ;/], re . pron. com. gender, Self,
himself, oneself, itself; he himself, you yourself, they
themselves:—pron. rever. You, Sir, your honour, your
worship; his honour, his worship.—p-p, distr. pron.,
Each one; each by himself or itself; every one for
himself:—s.m. Selshness, egotism.—p-p karn, v.t. To
address (one) with respect or deference; to atter; to be
selsh or egotistical.—p-bht, adv. According to one's
own pleasure.—p-bt, s.f. That which has befallen
oneself, the story of one's own suerings.—p-r p, adj.
Self-made, self-formed; singular, strange, wonderful,
unique, incomparable, unequalled:—s.m. The selfformed, the Deity;—you, your honour, your worship;—an
unparalleled scamp or rogue.—p-r p, adj. Self-formed,
&c. (=p-r p):—adv. Of its own accord, spontaneously.—
p-swrth, adj. Pursuing one's own objects, self-seeking,
selsh (see swrth).—p-se, p-se-p, adv. Of himself, of
his own accord, voluntarily, freely; without rhyme or
reason, causelessly; of itself, spontaneously.—p-kj (S.
tma-krya), s.m. One's own business or aairs.—p-kj,
adj. Attending to, or concerned about one's own business
or aairs; pursuing one's own objects, self-seeking,
selsh.—p-ko (or apne-ko) d r khain n (-se), To hold
oneself aloof (from); to have an inordinate opinion of
oneself.—p-h-p, adv. Of himself, of itself, &c. (=p-sep); alone.
H ;   p, re . pron. m. Self, &c. (=pron. p, q.v.).—
p-p, s.f. Self, yourself, themselves; each for him or
herself; of himself, &c. (=p-se-p).—p bisrn, v.n. To
forget, or lose consciousness of, self; to put aside self; to
mortify the body.—p tajn, v.n. To give up self; to
sacrice self; to give oneself up to grief, sorrow,
suering, &c.; to cast o self (i.e. the body), to commit
suicide.—p-dhp, s.f. A race for self, eagerness to

gratify self, selshness.—p-dhp pa n, v.n. To pursue,
or be intent on, the gratication of self, or the
advancing of one's own interests.—pam-dhp = p-dhp.
—pe-se bhar hon, To be beside oneself (with joy or
anger), to be in ecstacies; to be in a fury; to lose all
control over self.—pe-me n, To come to oneself; to
come to one's senses, to recover from a swoon, or from
insensibility, or from a t of anger, or from intoxication,
or from fatigue.
H ;   p [S. ;/], s.f. An elder sister (a term of
respectful compellation for an elder, cf. p, as a pron.
rever.):—p-jn, s.f. Dear sister.
S ] ;   app, adj. (f. -), Sinless, innocent, guiltless.
H ] ]  p-p; For compounds having p for the
rst member, v.s.v. ] p.
S Y ;  P aptra, s.m. (f. -), An inferior, undeserving or
worthless person:—adj. Inferior; unt, unworthy.
H   ;  & upn, v.t.= ;  up n, q.v.
S  ;   apdn, s.m. Taking away; (in Gram.) the
ablative case.
S  ;   updn, s.m. Taking away; abduction;
seizure; withdrawing the organs of sense and perception
from the outer world; abstraction;—cause, motive.
H  ;   updh, updhi [S. W ], s.f. Violence, injury,
injustice, tyranny, oppression, exaction, trouble,
annoyance, mischief, disturbance.—updhi-se, adv.
Unjustly; tyrannically.
S  ;   updhi, s.m. Virtuous re ection;—deceit,
deception; disguise;—discriminating or distinguishing
property, attribute, peculiarity; modifying circumstance;
limitation;—a title, nickname.
H ;  ; " p-dhp: For compounds having p
for the rst member, v.s.v. ;  p.
H  ; " updh, adj. (f. -in), Violent, unjust,
tyrannical:—s.m. Oppressor, tyrant.
H   ;  " updhyn, [S. "], s.f. The wife
of a teacher; a preceptress (see next).
S   ;  updhyy, s.m. A spiritual preceptor; a
teacher (in general).

S )  ;   updhyy, = H )  ;  " updhyy,
s.f.=  ;  updhyn, q.v.
H )  ;  " updhyy, = S )  ;   updhyy,
s.f.=  ;  updhyn, q.v.
S  ;   apr, adj. Shoreless; unbounded, boundless,
interminable, innite; excessive; impassable;
unsurpassed; unrivalled.
P  ;  ipr, s.m. Thyme; wild marjoram.
S W ;  X* uprjit, part. adj. Acquired, gained,
earned.
S <W ;  *
' uprjan, s.m. Acquiring, gaining, earning;
acquisition, gain.—uprjan karn, v.t. To acquire, &c.
H  ;   uprn, v.t.= ;  up n, q.v.
H ;  7 up [S. +&], s.m. Pulling up or out by the
root, &c. (see the next);—an irritating composition (as a
blister, or the like).
H  ;  7 up na [S. +&(], v.t. To pullup or out by
the root, to root up, eradicate, tear or pluck out,
extirpate.
H K ;   ups, [S.  ], s.m. A fast; fasting; hunger.
—ups karn, v.n. To fast, abstain from eating and
drinking.
H K ;   ups [S.  q.v.], s.f. Worship, &c.—ups

reverence, adore.
S B ; " ups, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Serving;
worshipping;—a worshipper; a devotee.
H B ; " ups [S.  ], adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Fasting, hungry;—one who observes a fast.—ups-pa n,
To lie down fasting, go to bed hungry.
S  B ;  T upsya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Worthy of service,
reverence, or worship;—an object of reverence, &c.
S )E ;  Y apraya, adj. (f. -), Helpless, destitute,
without shelter:—s.m. Refuge, recourse; support; an
awning spread over a court or area;—the head.
S  ;   apk, s.m. Immaturity; indigestion:—adj.
Immature, raw, unripe, undressed.
S  & ;  Z upkhyn, s.m. A legend; a tale.
S &%@ ! ;  !@# uplambh, s.m. Abuse; reviling;—delaying.
S  ;   apn, s.m. The anus; ventris crepitus.
H  ;   apn = H  ;   apn pron. m.= ;  apn, q.v.
H  ;   apn = H  ;   apn pron. m.= ;  apn, q.v.
H  ;   upn [S. (], v.t. To get, obtain, earn,
produce, create; to prepare; to devise, contrive, adopt (as
an experiment or remedy).
S ^ ;  [$ apng, s.m. The outer corner of the eye; a

karn, v.t. To worship, make oerings to, sacrice to.
H B ;   ups [S.  ], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Fasting;

sectarial mark on the forehead; a cripple:—adj. (f. -),
Crippled.—apng-daran, s.m. A side glance, a leer.
S ^ ;  [$ upng, s.m. The sectarial mark made with

hungry;—one who fasts.
S B ;   ups, s.f. Service, worship; religious

sandal, &c. on the forehead.
H  ;   ,  upo, up , s m.= ; upy, q.v.

meditation.
H (B ;   upsak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik). Fasting,

S  ;    apwan, adj. (f. -), Deling, polluting;

&c.= B ;  ups, q.v.
S (B ;   upsak, s.m. (f. -ik), A servant, a
worshipper.
S <B ;   upsan, s.m. Sitting by the side of; attending
upon, serving; worship, adoration; religious meditation;
—the sacred re; archery.
S B ;   upsan, s.f. Service, attendance;
reverence, worship, adoration; oering, sacrice.
H B ;   upsn [S. (], v.t. To serve, worship,

impure.
H 6 ;  6* aphaj [S. ++6T, but the Skr. order is
hasta-pda], s.m. A cripple; a lazy, indolent person; a
person who never visits anyone. (Written also aphij,
and apj.)
S  ;  upy, upe, s.m. Scheme, plan, means,
expedient, device, contrivance, stratagem; way, course,
measure; remedy, resource; preparation. upe karn, v.n.
To devise, plan, plot, scheme; to try an expedient, &c., to
adopt a measure.

S  ;  apya, s.m. Destruction; death; injury; loss:—

S *;  Q pt, s.f. A quotient; an equation of a degree.

adj. Injurious, destructive.
S () ;   upyak, adj. Contriving, remedying, &c. (see

S

upy):—s.m. (f. -ik), Contriver, schemer; helper.
S <) ;   upyan, s.m. An interview; present made at
an interview.
S ) ) " upy, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Contriving,
resorting to expedients, remedying; expert in the use of
means;—an expert in devising, &c.
H  %;    apabd =  ;  apavd, q.v.
H  %;  " apabd =  ; apavd, q.v.
H *%;   P apabitr = Y ;  apavitra, q.v.
H *%;   P apabitrat = YY ;  apavitrat, q.v.
H I%;    apabas = D ;  apava, q.v.
H <%;    upaban (S. upavana), s.m. A grove; an
articially planted wood; a garden.
S E &%;  #3 apabhsh, s.f. Low, vulgar, or obscene
language.
S Z&%;  2(8 apabhra , = H Z&%;  #(8 apabha , s.m.
Common or vulgar language, ungrammatical speech.
H Z&%;  #(8 apabha , = S Z&%;  2(8 apabhra , s.m.
Common or vulgar language, ungrammatical speech.
S &%; # apabhaya, s.m. Fear; fear of oneself.
S (Y L;   upaptak, s.m. A crime or sin in the
second degree (one that can be expiated), such as killing
a cow, selling a daughter, atheism, &c.
S L;   upapati, s.m. A paramour; a gallant; one who
keeps a woman to whom he is not married.
S L;  .\ upapatti, s.f. Proof, demonstration.
H ;   apat [S. + or .\], adj. Disgraceful,
disreputable; wicked:—s.f. Disgrace, &c.
H ;   apati, s.f. Disrepute, dishonour, disgrace.
S ;   pat (cf. P. _ fat), s.f. Accident, misfortune,
calamity, disaster, evil, danger, trouble, adversity.—patkl, s.m. A season of trouble or distress.
S ;  Q pta, adj. (f. -.), Authentic, true, trustworthy.
S ;  .\ patti, s.f. ;  pat, q.v.

*;   upatp, s.m. Heat, warmth; pain, trouble,

misfortune; sickness, disease; haste, hurry.
S *;  ,P aputra, s.m. (f. -), A bad son, an undutiful child:
—adj. & s.m.=the next, q.v.
S *;  ,P aputraka, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik or -k), Without
a son, without ospring;—a childless person.
S Y *;  ] apativrat, s.f. An unchaste wife or
woman, a courtezan.
S &*;  R apath, s.m. Absence of a road; a wrong path;
error.
S  &*;  ^ apathya, adj. (f. -), Unwholesome;
indigestible.
H *;   apatiy [S. +H;+], adj. Faithless,
treacherors.
H  *;   apatiyr [S. +H;+], adj. (f. -),
Faithless, treacherous.
S *;  ; apatya, s.m. Ospring; descendant; race; a
patronymical ax.—apatya-dharmma, s.m. Duty to
ospring; the duty of ospring to their progenitors.—
apatya-v ak-sangy, s.f. (in Gram.) A patronymic noun.
S  *;  ; patya, adj. Relating to ospring; (in Gram.)
relating to the formation of patronymic nouns.
S ] &, apau, adj. Awkward, uncouth; unskilled,
incapable; ineloquent; sick, diseased.
H ] & apaak [S. +&+], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having the hands and feet useless, crippled; paralytic;—a
cripple paralytic.
H ] & upan (corr. apan) =   uban, q.v.
H  ] & upan =    uban, and   uban, qq.v.
H  ] & upan [S. +(, but cf. uban and
ubaln], v.n. To run over, over ow, be excessive; to fall
o, be wasted; to be removed, to be taken away:—upa
jn, Idem.
H ] _ uphan =   uban, q.v.
H  ] _ upahn (connected with upan), v.n. To be
tired, to be sick or weary of a business.

H 6;  * upaj [S. +*], s.f. Produce, crop, product,

S &:;  ,K+ apu h, adj. (f. -), Tail-less.

yield; original idea, invention; power of perception or
thought; ight of fancy; wit; anything spoken or sung
extempore; the burden of a song, the chorus; variations
in music.
H  8;  * upjn (caus. of upajn), v.t. To cause to

S &:;  ,K+ apu h, s.f. The tree Dalbergia sisn.

grow, to produce, cultivate; to create; suggest (an idea);
to fabricate, invent.
H  8;  * upj [caus. rt. upj+S. a. ], adj. Fertile,

q.v.).—pad-grasta (=P. fat-girifta), part. adj. (f. ).
Involved in calamity or misfortune, unfortunate.
S + ;   pad, s.f.=+ ;  pad.—apad-yukta, adj. (f. -).

productive, rich.
H () 8;  * upjyak [upj+ +], adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),

Beset with troubles or evils; dangerous, risky.
S + ;   upad, s.f. A meeting; a present made at an

Producing, creating;—a producer, &c.
H 8;  .* upajit (an irr. form. of the Hind; the S.

interview; a bribe.
H + ;  a upaddar, s.m.=+ ;  upadrav, q.v.

form is upajta), part. adj. (f. -), Produced; engendered;
propagated.
H <*8;  * upajatan, s.m. Preparation; exertion.
H I8;  * apajas [S. +8], s.m. Disgrace,
dishonour, ignominy, infamy.
H 08; *" apajas, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Disgraceful,
infamous; a disreputable person.
H 8;  * upajn [upaj˚ = Prk. QA*()=S. ;1(`), rt.
+], v.n. To grow, be produced, spring up, shoot,
sprout; to be born; to originate; to exist, be, have being;
to happen, to become visible, to appear; to occur (to the
mind), to be suggested, spring up (in the mind).
H  48;  *6 upjanhr [S. +*+], adj. Fertile,
&c.= 8;  upj , q.v.
S  8;  *"  upajvik, s.f. Means of support,
livelihood, subsistence.
S  8;  *"  upajvan, s.m.=  8;  upajvik.
S  8; *" " upajv, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Dependent,
living by or on; a dependent.
H 9;   apa = Z;  apaksh, q.v.
S  :;   upa r, s.m. Service, attendance; remedy;
proceeding, practice, usage; profession; the practice of
medicine; a present; a bribe.
S  :; " upa r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Attending,
serving, &c.;—a servant.

H &:;  + ap har, s.f.=0;  apsar, q.v.
S :;  apa aya, s.m. Loss, detriment, waste.
S + ;   pad, s.f. Misfortune, calamity, &c. (=;  pat,

H D + ;  8' upadar [S. +8],
' s.m. Spectacles.
S (E + ;  8
' upadarak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Doorkeeping; a door-keeper; spectacles; a wink.
S <E + ;  8
' upadaran, s.m. A commentary.
S + ;  W upadrav (also, in H. W5 upadro, and WM
upadrau), s.m. A natural phenomenon considered as a
portent; a portent, a sudden calamity; commotion,
disturbance, tumult, rebellion; violence, outrage, excess,
injustice, tyranny, oppression, wrong, injury; insult.
S + ; W " upadrav, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Portentous;
turbulent, violent, factious, rebellions; unjust, tyrannical,
oppressive:—a turbulent person; a tyrant, an oppressor.
H + ; W" upadr = + ; upadrav, q.v. (cf. upaddar.)
S Z+ ;  (8 upada , s.m. A relish; avour; anything to
excite drinking or appetite;—the venereal disease.
S `)+ ;  " upadwp, s.m. A peninsula.
S A + ;  , upadhtu, s.m. An inferior mineral, a semimetal (e.g. pyrites, sulphate of copper, talc, antimony,
red orpiment, yellow orpiment, calx of brass);—
secondary secretion of the body (such as milk, menses,
adeps, sweat, teeth, hair, lymph).
S  + ;   upadhn, s.m. That upon which one rests; a
pillow, bolster, cushion;—aection, kindness;—religious
observance or obligation; poison.
H `)+ ;  " upadp [S. +"], s.m. A peninsula.

S Z)+ ;  b8 upade, s.m. Advice, counsel, exhortation,

accuse, charge; to defame, slauder.
S (;   apardhak, adj. (f. -ik), Pertaining to

admonition, instruction, preaching, sermon; direction;
suggestion.—upade karn, v.t. To counsel, exhort, &c.
S Z)+ ;  b9 upadesh, s.m. (f. -tr), An adviser, a

guilt.
S ;  " apardh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Guilty (of, -

teacher; a spiritual guide.
S ()+ ;  b8 upadeak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Instructing,

k); faulty, oending;—oender, criminal, sinner.
S ';  $ uparg, s.m. Darkening; an eclipse;

instructive, didactic;—adviser, instructor, admonisher,
preacher.
H )+ ;  b8 upaden, v.t.=upade karn, q.v. s.v.

calamity; colour, painting.
H ;  H! uprl, adv. Over, above. (See next).

upade.
S )+ ;  b8" upade, adj. & s.m. (f. -in and -in),

Upper, higher; uppermost, highest; exterior, outer;—s.m.
being by the side (of), taking the part (of):—uprl karn
(-k), To take the part (of), to side (with), help, support,
protect; to take part (in) ociously or obtrusively; to
meddle, interfere.
H ;  B uparnt [S. +B], adv. & postpos.

Advising, instructing;—adviser, teacher, preacher.
S ;   apar, adj. (f. -), Another, other, a second;
following; inferior; posterior; opposite; western.—
apara a, adv. Moreover.
S ;   upar,  upari, adv. & postpos. (governing the

H ";  H! uprl [S. ++TR, cf. upr], adj. (f. -),

in ected gen. masc.), Above, upon, on, over, on the
outside (of); moreover, concerning, on account (of).
S ; ;  HQ aprpta, part. Unobtained.

(governing the in ect. gen. masc.), After (of time);
afterwards; over and above, besides:—is-ke uparnt, adv.
Thereupon.
S ; H4" apr, adj. (f. -in), Inanimate, lifeless.

S ; ;  H.Q aprpti, s.f. Non-attainment, non-

H ; H " uprvar [S. ++ X\], adj. & s.m. (f. -

acquisition.
S  ; ;  HQ aprpya, part. adj. Unattainable.

in), Meddlesome, ocious, obtrusive; intrusive;
quarrelsome, wrangling;—a meddlesome person; a
quarrelsome person.
S <;  B6 aparhna, s.m. The third watch of the day;

H ;  & upr [S. ++TR], Lit. 'Standing on
the other or opposite side'; the west (cf aprauh).
S W;  .* aparjit, part. adj. (f. -), Not defeated;
invincible; unerring.
S *W;  .* aparjit, s.f. The name of a twining
shrub, Clitoria ternatea (called also koyal and kaww-hen,
'crow's-beak').
H W;  * uparjn [S. +(], v.t. To create,
produce, cause to grow or spring forth, to cultivate.
S W; * aparjay, s.m. Non-defeat; victory;
invincibleness.
S < =;  H" apr n, adj. (f. -), Modern, recent.
S ;   apardh, s.m. Fault, crime, transgression,
guilt, oence; injury, wrong, violence.—apardh karn (k), To commit an oence (against); to sin (against).—
apardh lagn (-par, -ko), To impute a crime (to), to

the afternoon.
S & ;  H# aprabh, s.f. Absence of splendour; darkness;
dulness.
S  & ;  # upari-bhva, s.m. The being above or
higher; eminence, exaltation, dignity, high position.
S  ; ;  &" aparip, s.f. Deviation from established
custom; bad course.
S ] Y;  H apratp, s.m. Want of brilliancy, or of
acuteness, or power, or dignity, or fortune; dulness;
bluntness; meanness.
S ; Y;  H" apratp, adj. (f. -in), Dull; blunt; powerless;
unfortunate; undignied; mean.
S + %Y;  H B apratibandh, s.m. An undisputed
inheritance.

S LY;  H.\ apratipatti, s.f. Disregard, disesteem.

S  B;  H aprasd, s.m. Disapprobation, disfavour.

S ZY;  Hc apratishh, s.f. Want of respectability, ill-

S  B; H" aprasd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), That which is

fame.
S ZY;  H.c apratishhit, part. adj. Disgraced,

not presented to the Deity.
S + B;  H- aprasiddh, adj. (f. -), Not celebrated;

dishonoured, disesteemed; unknown to fame, obscure.
H ZY;  Hd aprataksh = H;d apratyaksh, q.v.

unknown; obscure; hidden.—aprasiddha-kartrika,
 s.m. (in
Gram.). The passive voice.
S <B;  HB aprasanna, adj. (f. -), Displeased,

S &Y;  HR aprath, s.f. Deviation from custom; secrecy.
S 4Y;  H6 apratihata, part. adj. Uninterrupted,
unhindered; unrepelled, unimpaired, uninjured.
S  Y;  H" apratt, adj. Without credit or condence;
unfriended; unworthy of condence.
S  Y;  H" apratti, s.f. Want of condence or credit,
mistrust; unfriendliness.
S Z Y;  H;d apratyaksh, adj. (f. -), Imperceptible,
invisible, not evident; not present, absent; secret.
S  Y; H; apratyay, s.m. Distrust, doubt, unbelief,
disbelief, mistrust.
S  Y;  H;" apratyay, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Doubtful,
mistrustful; sceptical;—doubter, sceptic.
S =;  . apari it (vulg. apar it), part. adj. (f. -),
Unconversant or unacquainted (with, -se); unknowable,
unrecognizable; unappreciable, intangible, indenite.
S #=;  H.! apra alit, part. adj. Not current, not
customary, not in vogue; obsolete.
S <=;  Hef apra a, adj. (f. -), Without dignity;—not
strong, not violent, not formidable.
H &=;  K+ apari h, s.f.= );  aparksh, q.v.
S  ;  H apradhn, adj. (f. -), Not chief,
subordinate; powerless; little; mean.
H K;  ' apars [S. +T8],
' s.m. The state of a Hind
after bathing previous to worship or to eating, during
which it is unlawful for him to touch any one.
H K;  H apras (perhaps a corr. of A. F  abra; but see
the preceding), s.m. Leprosy.
S K;   uparas, s.m. A secondary mineral, as red
chalk, bitumen, &c.; a secondary passion or feeling; a
subordinate avour.

dissatised; disagreeable; unfavourable (to), averse (to);
ungracious.
S *B;  HB aprasannat, s.f. = S *B;  HB;
aprasannatwa, s.m. Displeasure, dissatisfaction, disfavour.
S *B;  HB; aprasannatwa, s.m. = S *B;  HB
aprasannat, s.f. Displeasure, dissatisfaction, disfavour.
S D ;  ,I3 apurush, adj. Unmanly, e eminate; impotent.
S D  ;  H8 aprak, adj. (f. -), Not visible, not
manifest or evident; hidden, secret, private.
S ;  H& apraka, adj. (f. -), Unmanifested; not
apparent.
H ";  ! uparl [S. +TR], adj. (f. -), Outer; upper;
exterior; supercial;—s.m. the surface (cf. uprl).
S  a ;  H/4 apram, adj. (t. -), Without proof; untrue.
S ( a ;  H/.4 apramik, adj. (f. -), Unauthentic,
without authority.
S   a ;  H/e apramya, s.m. Want of proof or of
authority.
S  La ;  ( aparampr, adj. (f. -), Boundless, innite.
S a ;  ./  aparimit, part. adj. (f. -), Unmeasured,
unlimited.
H ;   uparn [S.  4?] s.m. A covering worn
loosely over the shoulders; a scarf.
S 9;  ( apara a, adv. Moreover, besides, further,
also. (See apara.)
H $* $;     uparw-tarw [v.n. from caus.
from +v.n. from caus. from rt. ], s.f. Surfeit; mort
de chien, cholera morbus.
H ;  M_ uprauh [S. ++TR], adj. (f. -), Upper,
higher; uppermost, highest.—uprauh koh , An upper

room.
S ;  5 uparodh, s.m. Obstacle, impediment;
disturbance; injury;—partiality; protection, support,
favour, kindness.
S <;  5 uparodhan, s.m. Obstruction, impediment,
obstacle.
S ; 5" uparodh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Obstructing,

n and pa n, qq.v.), To come to pass, come to hand; to
come unexpectedly or suddenly; to fall suddenly (upon, par).
H  ] 7 upa n, v.n. To be rooted out, torn up,
pulled or plucked out; to be skinned; (see the tr. form
up n); to come or rise up, to appear; to be marked,
impressed, imprinted (with the mark of anything).
H  ] i apa h, = H  ] i< apa he, = ` anpa h, q.v.

impeding; disturbing;—impediment, obstacle, &c.
H :;  g uparau , = H &:;  g+ uparau h,

H  ] i< apa he, = H  ] i apa h, = ` anpa h, q.v.

[S.  +  + +&, the towel being used to cover the

H I;   pas [S. ;/+, 'of self'], s.f. Kindred,

body], s.m. A towel or cloth for wiping the body:—adj.
Supercial. (This and a number of other words seem to
point to a Braj form g=).

brotherhood, fraternity; fellowship:—recip. pron. selves,
each other, one another.—pas-dr (see dr), s.f.
Kindred, &c.=pas:—pas-dr-k, and pas-k, adj. (f. -),
Private, family (e.g. pas-k muml, 'a private, or family,
aair,' or 'an aair concerning our- or themselves').—
pas-me , adv. Among themselves, with each other or
one another, together, mutually, in common, in concert:
—pas-me rahn, To live together; to live together
as man and wife, to live in adultery; to live apart from
men and in unnatural intercourse with one another (as
certain women in India do).
H I;   upas (for ubas, S. + ), s.f. Smell, stink;

H &:;  g+ uparau h, = H :;  g uparau ,
[S.  +  + +&, the towel being used to cover the
body], s.m. A towel or cloth for wiping the body:—adj.
Supercial. (This and a number of other words seem to
point to a Braj form g=).
S ;  56  uparohit, s.m. Chief priest of a Hind
temple.
S <);  H "4 aprav, adj. (f. -), Unskilful; inexperienced;
stupid.
S *);  H "4 apravat, s.f. Want of experience;
unskilfulness; stupidity.
H ; " upar and upr, adj. Upper, outer, &c. (=;  pr,
q.v.).—upar man-se kahn, To say what is not one's real
thought or feeling.
S ; H apriya, adj. (f. -), Unloved, disliked, hated;
unlovable; unloving, unfriendly.
S );  H" aprti, s.f. Unfriendliness, dislike, enmity,
hatred.
S );  "d aparksh, s.f. Want of trial or proof, an
insucient trial of anything.
H );  Hh! aprail (corr. from the English), s.m. April.
S 2 );  H</ aprem, s.m. Want of love, dislike, enmity,
hatred.
H  ] 7 -pa n (also a-pa n, and n-pa n, from

staleness, mustiness; putrefaction, rottenness.
H  0;   upsn =  0  ubsn, q.v.
S &*0;  TR upasth, s.m. The organs of generation of a
man or woman; the anus; the haunches; the legs; the
arms.
S &*0;  .TR upasthit, part. adj. Arrived; ready,
present; at hand, near, impending.—upasthit karn, v.t.
To summon; to present, &c.
S 0;  Q apsar, s.f. A female dancer in the court of
Indra; a nymph; a courtesan.—apsar-swar, s.m. The
notes or echoes of the apsars.
S '0;  $' upasarg (vulg. upsarg), s.m. A portent, a
natural phenomenon supposed to forebode future evil; a
disease, possession by an evil spirit; (in gram.) a particle
prexed to roots, &c., a prex; a preposition.
H <0;  j apasakun = <;  apaakun, q.v.
S  @ 0;  T/ apasmr, s.m. The falling sickness,

epilepsy.
H 0;   upasn, v.n.= 0  ubasn, q.v.
s ) 0;   upasavya, s.m.The right side or half of the
body,the right:—adj.opposite.contrary.
H Z;  ,3 push, s.m.=D ;  p sha, q.v.
S *B ;  8k upastra, s.m. Sciences connected with or
derived from the stras.
S  ;  8B upanta, adj. Calm, pacied, appeased.
S  ;  8.B upanti, s.f. Tranquillity, calm;—adj.
Appeasing, allaying.
S * ; 8B" upasnt, adj. and s.m. (f. -in), Appeased,
tranquil, calm; tame;—one who is calm or tranquil.
S + %;  8) apaabd (vulg. apabd), s.m. Wind broken
backwards; a disagreeable sound; ungrammatical
language; an unmeaning or jingling word appended to
another (e.g. wn, in pn wn:—syn. b Y tbi).
S L;  ,.l apushpit, part. adj. Without owers (a tree
or plant), that does not ower; not in ower.
H Z;  9 apash [S. +T9], adj. (f. -), Hidden, secret;
not clear; unintelligible.
S Z;  ,9 apush, part. adj. (f. -), Unnourished; lean;—
hidden, secret (=apash).
S <;  8j apaakun, s.m. Any unlucky omen or
portent, a bad omen.
S 2 ;  8/ upaam, s.m. Patience, calmness.

S  ; " apakr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Injurious,
mischievous; an enemy, injurer, &c.
S  ; " upakr or upkr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Aiding,
assisting; benecent, good, kind, friendly; philanthropic;
helpful, subsidiary, subservient, serviceable;
instrumental, conducive (to);—helper, benefactor,
benecent man, philanthropist.
H *;  = apakkat, vulg. apakt [S. = ], s.f.
Unripeness, rawness, immaturity.
S D ;  >9 apakrisha,
adj. (f. -), Bad, inferior,

deteriorated.
S  D ;  >9 apakrishat,
s.f. = S  D ;  >9;

s.m. Badness, vileness, inferiority,
apakrishatwa,

deterioration; baseness, lowness, meanness of rank.
S  D ;  >9; apakrishatwa,
s.m. = S  D ;  >9

apakrishat,
s.f. Badness, vileness, inferiority,

deterioration; baseness, lowness, meanness of rank.
S 1 ;  / ' apakarm, s.m. Mean or unworthy action;
wickedness.
S 1 ;  J/ upakram, s.m. Deliberate commencement of
an undertaking; beginning; undertaking, enterprise;
stratagem.
S ;  4 upakara, s.m. The insignia of royalty;—
means, materials, implements; a helping or assisting.
S Z;  d apaksh, adj. (f. -), Without wings; without

H (;   apak [S. +=], adj. (f. -), Unripe, uncooked,

assistance or protection.
S (#;  !( apakalank, s.m. An indelible disgrace.

raw, immature, imperfect.
H 5  ]  * p-kj, v.s.v. ] p.

S A ;  "X\ apakrtti, s.f. Disrepute, dishonour,

S  ;   apakr, s.m. Hindrance; detriment, injury,
mischief; wickedness.
S  ;   upakr (vulg. upkr), s.m. Favour, kindness,
benet, benecence, goodness; assistance; preservation,
protection.—upakrtha, adv. For the sake of, or with a
view to, assistance, &c.—upakr karn (-k), To help,
befriend, &c.
S  ;   upakrak, s.m. (f. -ik), Helper;
benefactor, friend; protector.

disgrace, infamy. — apakrtti karn (-k), To defame,
disgrace, &c.
S J;  $ upagat, part. adj. (f. -), Approached, drawn
near, attached (to); obtained; promised; agreed.
S J;  $ apagati, s.f. Ill-behaviour; misdemeanour;
ill-repute; evil plight, forlorn condition.
S J;  $ upagati, s.f. Going near; approach.
S ?J;  m6 upagrah, s.m. A prisoner, a man or animal in
connement;—encouragement; favour; assistance.
S 2 J;  $/ upagam, s.m. Approach, approximation;

attachment; intercourse; agreement; promise.
S ;  ! upal, s.m. Rock, stone; precious stone, jewel.

cowdung.
S <L #;  p upalepan, s.m. = S ` #;  p upalep, s.m.

H 3;  ! upl [S. 0 'a cake'+ dim. a.] s.m. (f. -),

Anointing, smearing, plastering; plastering with
cowdung.
S @ ;  / upam, s.f. = S  @ ;  / upamn (and

Dried cakes of cowdung (used for fuel).
H 3;  ! upln [S. +n ( rt. no], v.n. To spring or
jump up; to rise suddenly (as a oat after being pressed
down under a uid); to rise above the surface (of water),
to oat.
S 3;  n plva, s.m. Pouring upon; bathing, ablution.
S L#;  .!Q upalipta, part. adj. (f. -), Smeared,

upam ), s.m. Resemblance, similarity, likeness;
counterpart, fellow; analogy; comparison; simile,
metaphor; that to which another thing is likened.—
upam-den (-se), To compare (with); to liken (to), &c.
S  @ ;  / upamn (and upam ), s.m. = S @ ;  /

washed:—s.m. An initiated householder.
S 6#;  !A* apalajja [ neg.+!A*, rt. !A*], adj. & s.m.

upam, s.f. Resemblance, similarity, likeness;
counterpart, fellow; analogy; comparison; simile,
metaphor; that to which another thing is likened.—
upam-den (-se), To compare (with); to liken (to), &c.
S  @ ;  / apamn, s.m. Disrespect, disparagement,

(f. -), Shameless, immodest, impudent;—shameless or
immodest person.
S 8#;  !A* apalajj, s.f. Shamelessness, impudence.

disgrace, dishonour; aront; contempt.—apamn karn (k), To show disrespect (to); to despise, disgrace, &c.
S  @ ;  / apamnit, part. adj. (f. -), Disrespected,

plastered.
S #;  no plut, part. adj. (f. -), Bathed, sprinkled,

S 8#; !A*" apalajj, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),=6#;  apalajja, q.v.
H <&:#;  !K+4 apala ha, = H <&:#;  !K+4
upalo ha, = H &:#;  !K+4 apala ha, Corr. of the
three following words, qq.v.
H <&:#;  !K+4 upalo ha, = H <&:#;  !K+4
apala ha, = H &:#;  !K+4 apala ha, Corr. of the
three following words, qq.v.
H &:#;  !K+4 apala ha, = H <&:#;  !K+4
apala ha, = H <&:#;  !K+4 upalo ha, Corr. of the
three following words, qq.v.
S <#;  !d4 apalaksha, s.m. A bad omen, bad sign.
S <#;  !d4 upalaksha, s.m. A gure of speech;
metaphor; synecdoche; elliptical expression.
S #;  !d4 apalaksha, adj. (f. -), Of bad omen,
ominous; unlucky; of suspicious appearance.
S #;  n plava, s.m. Bathing, ablution; diving,
submerging (=plva, q.v.).
H #; !" upl, s.f. dim. of upl, q.v.
S ` #;  p upalep, s.m. = S <L #;  p upalepan, s.m.
Anointing, smearing, plastering; plastering with

degraded, disgraced.
S  @ ; /" apamn, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Dishonouring;
despising; disgraced, disreputable, dishonourable;—a
disreputable person, &c.
S   @ ;  /B apamnya, adj. (f. -), Disreputable,
dishonourable.
H L@ ;  @ apamp = L;  apanp, q.v.
S @ ;  ./  upamiti, s.f. Resemblance, likeness, image,
picture; comparison, analogy; induction.
S Y@ ; /;, apamrityu,
s.f. Sudden or untimely death;

death from some accident, and not from sickness or
decay.
H @ ; / upamay = @ ;  upam, and also= @ ;  upameya,
qq.v.
S  @ ;  q upameya, part. adj. To be compared;
comparable.
H <;  , Q, apan and appan, = H <;  P, , pan
and pun, (prov.) = ;  apn, q.v.
H <;  P, , pan and pun, = H <;  , Q, apan
and appan, (prov.) = ;  apn, q.v.

S <;  B panna, part. adj. (f. -) & s.m. Coming to
another for shelter; aicted; obtained, acquired, gained;
—one who comes to another for shelter, a refugee.
H ;   apn [gen. of ];—S. ;/(, acc. of ;/,
pronom. adj. (f. -), Of or belonging to self, own (one's,
his, &c.:—apn is the uniform substitute for each and all
of the possessive pronouns when they refer to the same
person as the subject of the verb); personal, private,
individual; peculiar:—s.m. One's own kindred, relatives,
friends, &c—apn apn, adj. (f. -), Each his own;
respective; particular, special; individual:—apn apn pa n,
To be keen each after his own interests or aairs:—apn
apn jagah, Each in its proper place; respective or
assigned places:—apn-begna (or bigna), s.m. Relations
and strangers; friends and foes:—apn-s mu h le-kar,
adv. With a face peculiarly blank, or foolish-looking, or
expressive of shame (e.g. apn-s mu h le-kar y, 'he
came with a peculiarly blank expression, or an
expression of shame on his face'):—apn-s sab ku h karn,
To do all in one's power:—apne-se, On one's own part or
side:—apn karn, or apn kar-len, v.t. To make (a person
or thing) one's own; to appropriate to one's use, possess
oneself of, help oneself to; to usurp; to embezzle; to gain
an ascendency over (a person), win (a person) over to
one's side, attach (a person) to oneself, make (another)
one's creature:—apn-karke, adv. As, or as carefully as,
one's own:—apn karn bharn, To reap the fruit of one's
own misdeeds, to reap what one has sown:—apne-ko
mnn, To worship self, think much of oneself, to be vain
or proud:—apn khl-me mast hon, To glory or revel in
one's own means, to rejoice in one's independence; to
be indierent to fortune, to be independent:—apn kiy
pn = apn karn bharn, q.v.—apn gn, To sing one's own
praises, blow one's own trumpet, to egotize, boast, brag;
to be full of one's own aairs or grievances, &c.:—apne
mu h, adv. With one's own lips:—apn n d son, To sleep
as or when one pleases; to be one's own master; to be
free from all care or anxiety:—apne htho , adv. With
one's own hands:—apne htho qabar khodn, To dig one's
own grave, be one's own destroyer or enemy:—apne
htho kulh  mrn, To chop o one's own hand, be

one's own destroyer or enemy:—apn hon, To become
one's own; to become attached to one; to become one's
creature; to behave like a relation, act as one's own
kindred.
H ;   pn (prov.)= ;  apn q.v.
H  ;   apnn (from apn), v.t. To make (a thing,
&c.) one's own, to convert to one's use, &c. (=apn karn,
q.v. s.v. apn).
S 1 ;  / upanm, s.m. Title; family name, surname;
nickname.—upanm-v -abd, s.m. Any word indicative
of a title or family name.
H a ;  /" upanm [S. +./ ], adj. Having the
title of; surnamed; nicknamed.
H ) ;   apnyat [apn+ euph. +=S. a. ], s.f.
Relationship, kinship; intimacy, friendship:—family
relations, kinsfolk, kith and kin.
H L;  ( apa p or apamp, and  apanp [apan,
q.v.+p = S. a. ; twa], One's self (used only in the acc.
e.g.—) apa p ba n, to guard or protect oneself.
S &*;  (R apanth, s.m. Wrong road; bad road; devious
track; heresy.
S &*;  (R" apanth, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having lost one's
way; devious, going astray; heretical;—one who has lost
his way, wanderer; heretic.
S + ;  3 upanishad, s.m. Sacred texts or extracts
from the Vedas; the theological and argumentative
parts of the Vedas.
S (;   panik, s.m. An emerald.
H ^;  ($ apang [S. +r$], adj. (f. -), Inrm (cf.
apng).
H ^;  ($ upang, s.m. A kind of musical instrument.
S + ;  B apanind, s.f. Reproach; abuse; blasphemy.
S + ;  B apanindak, s.m. (f. -ik), abuser;
blasphemer.
H ;  5, M apno, apnau, = H ;  M pnau, pnau ,
(Braj)= ;  apn, q.v.
H ;  M pnau, pnau , = H ;  5, M apno, apnau,
(Braj)= ;  apn, q.v.

S K ;  B upanysa, s.m. Intrusting, giving; pretext;

S (W ;  0* ap jak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Irreverent,

declaration; precept, law; prologue, tale.
S ;  upanaya (vulg. upanya) = S < ;   upanayan,

irreligious; not deserving reverence (a god), not
deserving respect (a man);—an irreligious person, &c.
S  W ;  0A ap jya, part. adj. (f. -), Not to be worshipped

s.m. Bringing near; supplying; employing; initiation; the
initiation of the three rst classes of Hinds; investiture
with the sacred thread (com. called janeü, q.v.) worn
over the left shoulder and under the right.
S < ;   upanayan, = S ;  upanaya (vulg. upanya)
s.m. Bringing near; supplying; employing; initiation; the
initiation of the three rst classes of Hinds; investiture
with the sacred thread (com. called janeü, q.v.) worn
over the left shoulder and under the right.
S * ;  sP upanetra, s.m. Eye-glasses, spectacles.
S  ;  ,e apuya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Unclean, unholy;
irreligious; void of merit; wicked;—unholiness;
irreligiousness, wickedness.
S  ;    apavd, s.m. Censure, blame, reproach;
complaint, accusation; calumny.
S  ;    upavd, s.m. Censure, blame.
S A ;    upavdit, part. adj. (f. -), Censured,
blamed, accused, complained against; forbidden.
S  ;  " apavd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Censuring,
blaming, reproaching; complaining against, accusing;
slandering;—complainer, accuser, plainti.
S  ;  " upavd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Censuring,
blaming;—censurer, &c.
S K ;    upavs, s.m. Fasting; a fast; hunger,
starvation.—upavs karn, To fast.
S B ;  " upavs, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Fasting,
observing a fast;—one who fasts.
H A ;  0 ap t = *;  aputra and *;  aputraka, qq.v.—
also= ;  ap , q.v.
S Y ;   P apavitra, adj. (f. -), Unclean, unholy; impure,
deled.
S YY ;   P apavitrat, s.f. Uncleanness, impurity;
unholiness.
H  ;  0& ap , [S. +0t,] part. adj. Puried; pure,
unadulterated.

or revered; unlawful or unsuitable as an object of
worship.
S ) ;   1 upavidy, s.f. Profane science (as opposed
to sacred); inferior kind of knowledge.
H  ;  0 ap rb =  ;  ap rva, q.v.
H   ; 0 " ap rb =  ; ap rv, q.v.
S D  ;  MI3 apaurush, adj. (f. -), Unmanly, cowardly,
eeminate; impotent;—superhuman.
S  E  ;  MIl apaurushya, s.m. Unmanliness;
inhumanity, &c.
S ' ;   $' apavarg, s.m. Completion; liberation,
deliverance; emancipation of the soul from the body and
exemption from further transmigration; nal beatitude.
S  ;  04' ap r, adj. (f. -), Not full, incomplete;—s.m. A
fraction.—ap ra-bh t-kl, s.m. (in Gram.) The pastimperfect tense:—ap r-kl, adj. & adv. Premature,
untimely; prematurely.
S * ;  04
' ap rat, s.f. Incompleteness.
S < ;   4
' upavaran, s.m. Minute description.
S  ;  0 ' ap rva, adj. (f. -), Unprecedented,
unparalleled, unheard of, uncommon, remarkable,
extraordinary, wonderful; eminent; new, strange.
S  ;  0 ' ap rvak, adj. (f. -ik), Being unprecedented,
&c.
S  ; 0 u ap rv, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Unprecedented,
&c. (=ap rva, q.v.);—an eminent or an uncommon
person.
H K ;    apavas, = S D ;   8 apava, adj. (f. -),
Independent, absolute, uncontrolled.
S D ;   8 apava, = H K ;    apavas, adj. (f. -),
Independent, absolute, uncontrolled.
S D ;  03 p sh, s.m. Tin.
S D ;   3 upavish, s.m. A factitious poison; a narcotic;
a deleterious drug (as opium, dhat ra, &c.).

S  ;    upavan, s.m. Grove; articially planted wood
(see upaban).
S ) ;   " upavt, s.m. The thread worn by the rst
three classes of Hinds over the left shoulder and under
the right arm. (See janeü.)
S + ) ;  U upaved, s.m. A class of writings (four in
number) deduced from, and subordinate to, the four
Vedas.
S  4;  6 upahr, s.m. Interview; complimentary gift,
present to a superior; oering to a deity; adoration;
religious exultation.
S  4;  6 apahrak, s.m. (f. -ik), = S  4; 6"
apahr, s.m. (f. -in), Plunderer, robber, thief.
S  4; 6" apahr, s.m. (f. -in), = S  4;  6
apahrak, s.m. (f. -ik), Plunderer, robber, thief.
S K 4;  6 upahs, s.m. Laughter, fun, sport; ridicule,
derision.—upahs karn (-k), To laugh (at), deride,
ridicule, &c.
H ! &;  v! uphln =  ;  up n, q.v.
H  &;  v uphn, [S. +v.n. from rt. Tv; cf. vw], s.m.
Ebullition; froth, foam; eervescence.
H &;  v aphr (from &;  apharn), part. adj. (f. -),
Swollen, pued out; lled to overloading (the stomach);
pued up with pride, elated, &c.—aphr jn, v.n. To be or
become glutted, cloyed, gorged, &c.; to be pued up with
pride; to be elated.
H &;  v aphrn [ redund.+S. Tv], v.t. To feed
(one) till his stomach swells, to cram, glut, satiate;—to
give one (money, &c.) to his heart's desire:—v.n. To
gorge, glut, &c.
H $&; x aphri, s.f. Surfeit, over-feeding, gorging;
gluttony; distention of the stomach (from over-feeding);
super uity; superabundance, &c. (see aphrn).
S Y4;  6y apahart, s.m. (f. -tr), Robber, plunderer,
thief.
S 4;  64 apahara, s.m. Carrying o, plundering,
robbing, stealing.
H 4;  6 apaharn (from the preceding), v.t. To

carry o, plunder, steal, &c.
H &;  v apharn (neut. of aphrn, q.v.), v.n. To swell
out, be distended (the stomach); to be satiated, gorged,
overloaded (the stomach); to become corpulent; to
exceed bounds; to be pued up with pride; to be unduly
elated with success; to boast, swagger; to be or become
very rich (cf. aphr jn):—aphar aln, v.n. To move or
walk with a swaggering gait, to strut.
H )&;  v aphariy [S. #"], s.m. A subdivision of
the caste or tribe called ahr, q.v.
S &;  v! aphal, adj. (f. -), Unfruitful, barren,
unproductive, fruitless, unprotable, ineectual, useless.
S #&;  v.! aphalit, part. adj. (f. -), Not in fruit.
S *#&;  v.! aphalit, s.f. Barrenness, unproductiveness.
H :4;  z( -pahun n (from n and pahu n,
qq.v.), v.n. To come up to; to arrive.
H &;  vB uphann (see v.n. uphn), v.n. To boil up, to
boil over; to bubble; foam, froth, eervesce; to ferment;
to turn bad (as milk, &c.);—to foam with rage, to fume.—
uphan jn, v.n.=uphann.
S 4; 6 apahnav, s.m. Denial; concealment.
S &;  v{ ph [S. v{], s.f. Opium.
H 2 &;  v"/ aphm (com. 2 _ afm), [S. 6 vw4], s.f. Opium.
S < &;  vw aphen, adj. Not frothy, without foam.
H < &;  vwef aphe [ redund.+S. Tvwc, rt. Tv], adj.
(f. -), Very pued up; self-conceited, opinionated;
obstinate.
H [ ;  | ape (prov.)=] p, q.v.—ape-so ape = p-se p, q.v.
s.v. p.
H  ;  "7 ap , = H R;  "7 ap , [S. +"f], adj. (f. -),
Without pain.
H R;  "7 ap , = H  ;  "7 ap , [S. +"f], adj. (f. -),
Without pain.
S Z ;  8 apaya (contract. of apayaas), s.m. Disrepute,
disgrace, infamy.
S  ;  8" apaya, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Disreputable,
disgraceful, infamous; unfortunate;—a disreputable
person, &c.

S  ;  ,= upayukta, part. adj. (f. -), Worthy, t,

S  ;  Q apyaya, s.m. Loss; destruction; nal absorption

proper, becoming, right; qualied; adapted to, suitable,
appropriate.
S ** ;  ,= upayuktat, s.f. Suitableness, tness, &c.

into the Deity.
S A  ati, and at, adj. and adv. (used chie y as rst

S  ;  |d apeksh, s.f. Consideration, regard,
reference, relation; comparison; waiting, expectation,
hope;—postpos. (govern. gen. -k), In reference (to), in
respect (of), in comparison (with).—apeksh rakhn (-k),
To hope (for); entertain the desire (of); to look (to), have
need (of); to need, require.—apeksh karn (-k), To be in
expectation or anticipation (of), to wait (for), to expect;
to hope (for).
S  ;  |d upeksh, s.f. Neglect; indierence; contempt;
abandonment; trick, stratagem, deceit (as one of the
minor expodients in war).
S  ;  |.d apekshit, part. adj. Expected, waited (for),
hoped (for); required.
S ( ;  |d apekshak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Waiting for,
expecting;—an expectant.
S  ; |d" apeksh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = ( ;  apekshak,
q.v.
H & ;  |L apekh [S. +H<d], adj. (f. -), Invisible, unseen.
H & ;  |L upekh, s.f.=  ;  upeksh, q.v.
E  ;  "! apl, s.f. Appeal.—apl karn, To appeal.
H  ;  |! apel [+rt. of |!, peln, q.v.], adj. Not to be
pushed out of the way; immovable.
S < ;  " apn, adj. (f. -), Not fat, lean; light.
S * ;  B upayant, s.m. Husband, lord.
S I ;  " apnas, s.m. Dryness of the nose; loss of
smell; a cold.
S ' ;  5$ upayog, s.m. Application; employment,
service, use; suitableness.
S X ;  5$" upayog, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Useful,
suitable;—a useful person.
H ;  " apy, part. adj. (f. -), Unt to be drunk;
forbidden to be taken as drink (see next).
S ;  | apey, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Unt to drink;—
forbidden liquor.

member of compounds), Very much, very great; too
great; very greatly, excessively; too:—prep. Beyond (in
point of time and place):—s.f. Excess, intemperance.
H A  ita, it [S.  or P], adv. Here, hither:—ita uta,
adv. Here and there, hither and thither; this side and
that, to and fro.
H A  uta, ut, adv. There, thither.
S A  iti, adv. This much, thus much, so much;—(at the
end of a book, chapter, letter, &c.) nis.
H A  t, = H Y  t, [S. +Q], s.m. The custard
apple, Annona squamosa or Reticulata. (Also written 
at).
H Y  t, = H A  t, [S. +Q], s.m. The custard
apple, Annona squamosa or Reticulata. (Also written 
at).
P Y at, s.m. Father:—at-bak, at-bag (orig. at,
'father'+big, contr. of beg, 'lord'), s.m. Master, tutor,
teacher; a title given to kings and prime-ministers.
H Y  t (imperf. part. of  n, q.v.), s.m. One who
comes, a comer; that which is coming to or due, dues,
unrealized debt; that with which one is conversant, what
one is acquainted with, knowledge possessed:—t-jt,
s.m. (pl. te-jte), Traveller, way-farer; te-jte, adv.
Coming and going; there and back.
H Y  it [S. ], adv. Now, at this time, at present.
H Y \ itt [S. \], adj. (f. -) & adv. This much or
many, &c. (= Y itn, q.v.).
H Y \ utt, adj. (f. -) and adv. That much or many, &c.
(see Y utn).
P ( Y at-bak, s.m. v.s.v. Y at
H $ Y Y  att = $ *Ytat, q.v.
H  Y  utr [S. +, rt. }], s.m. Lit.
'Transporting over or across;' ford, ferry; ferriage;
descent, decline; declension; declination; incline, slope,
declivity, down-hill; a come-down, fall, disgrace,

dishonour; decrease, diminution, abatement, alleviation,
subsiding; decay; reduction, falling o, depression, fall
(of prices, &c.); ebb-tide, low-water; down-stream;—alms,
charity, expiation by alms or oerings of a violated oath;
copy, duplicate (=utr):—adj. The lowest, least, most
inferior (of,—se, e.g. Singro -me jo sab-se hai wh utr):—
utr- a ho, s.m. Descent and ascent, undulation (of
land), ups and downs (of a road, or of fortune); decrease
and increase, rise and fall, uctuation (of prices, &c.);
remission and exacerbation (of fever, anger,
intoxication, &c.); ebb and ow (of a tide); higher and
lower notes (of music); ascending and descending
(scale); vicissitudes (of fortune); variation, alternation of
hope and fear, or of loss and gain, or of good and evil,
&c.;—shift, subterfuge, artice, trick, fraud, deception:—
utr- a ho batn, v.t. To make artful, wily, &c.
suggestions; to cozen, deceive:—utr- a ho den (-ko),
Idem:—utr- a ho karn, v.t. To practise shifts,
subterfuges, &c.; to plan, scheme; to cozen, cheat:—utrsutr, s.m. Alleviation, relief, ease, comfort; remedy;
discharge, liquidation (of a debt); fullment (of a vow,
&c.).
H  Y  utr, s.m. Descent (to a river); crossing,
passage (of a river or dele); ford, ferry, wharf; ferriage;
dismounting (of cavalry to ght on foot); deduction,
remission;—answer, reply (=uttar); copy, transcript,
duplicate; fac-simile, counterpart; halting-place, stage (of
a journey), station (for travellers);—oering (to evil
spirits, esp. masn, placed at the junction of cross-roads);
delivering or freeing from demoniacal possession (by
moving cooked rice, our, &c. over the length of the
body of the possessed); the articles used in the
ceremony of dispossessing of an evil spirit; removing (a
sickness) by drugs or charmed substances, (also) the
substances employed for the purpose; ransom; selfdevotion; land presented to a temple; grant of land (by
Government) at a quit-rent in return for services
rendered; house-rent;—cast-o clothes, second-hand or
worn things:—utr utrn, v.t. To dispossess of an evil
spirit by means of the utr:—utr karn (-par), To
descend (to); to eect the passage (of a river, &c.); to
dismount (as cavalry, to ght on foot):—utre-k jhop ,

s.m. A hut or shed for the accommodation of travellers;
(Met.) the world; the body:—utre-k ml, s.m.
Warehoused goods; second-hand goods, cheap things.
H   V Y  i utr- a ho, v.s.v.  Y utr.
H  Y  utran, s.f. Descent; disgrace; fragment, &c.
(see next, of which it is a verb. noun).
H  Y utrn, [S. \4(], v.t. To cause to pass over, to
convey over or across, transport over, ferry across,
land; to cause to descend or alight; help to dismount; to
bring down, take down, take o, remove, put away
(from, -se); to tear o, strip o, cut or break o (a
portion of anything); to lower, depress, abase, render
vile, unclean or impure; to cast down, dethrone; to cast
out, expel (an evil spirit); to draw down and conne (an
evil spirit, in, -me ); to remove, or free from (fever,
intoxication, &c.); to quit oneself of (a debt, obligation,
oath, vow, &c.); to make a recompense or return; to
unload, discharge (cargo, &c.); to disembark; to lodge,
put up (a traveller); to throw aside, cast o (shame, &c.);
to draw o (liquor); to make a channel (for water to ow
down or o); to let down, lay (in a grave); to loosen the
strings of, unstring (a guitar, &c.); to uncock (a gun); to
vent (rage or spleen, on, -par); to extract (colour); to
dispense, distribute, allot (sustenance); to send down (a
prophet, or a gift, from heaven):—utr jn, v.t. To
swallow or gulp down:—utr den, v.t. To deprive of
honour, disgrace, degrade, dethrone; to lower in the
regard (of, -se); to put to shame, cause to blush; to put
out (of caste); to put out, dislocate (a limb or bone:—In
most instances, however, utr den is identical with, or
slightly intensies, the verb utrn):—utr ln, v.t. To
take o; take down, pull down; to take out, remove, rub
out (colour, &c.;—cf. utrn, of which utr ln is an
intensive form):—utr len, v.t. (Intensive of utrn, q.v.
for other senses), to take down, enter, insert, record (in,
-me ):—utre hue, and utre ho, part. adj. & adv.
Dismounted; alighting, on foot; engaged with desperate
resolution in any enterprise; determined, desperate (a
metaphor taken from cavalry dismounting to ght on
foot with a determination to conquer or die).
H  Y ~ utr [S. ++], adj. Descending,

A . %Y itb [inf. n. iv. of b %Y], s.m. Inducing to follow

sloping, inclining, declivous; stooping, lowering (oneself);
bent upon, determined; ready for:—utr hon (-par), To
descend, incline, stoop (to); to be ready (for); to engage
or embark (in).
H Y ! itl [S. + !], adv. At this time, now, at

obedience, allegiance, delity (= b Ytbi-dr, q.v.).
S *%Y  = atibakt, s.m. (f. -tr), A great talker.

present (= Y it).

S %Y  ! atibal, adj. & s.m. Very powerful;—great

T P H ! Y atlq (prob. rel. to Y 'father'), s.m. Private tutor,
preceptor.
T P Q ! atlq, s.f. Private tuition; education;—
preceptorship, tutorship.
H  Y  utn, = S  YC \ uttn, Adj. (f. -), Lying on
the back; lying supinely on the broad of the back (syn.
it); inverted, upside down (a vessel, &c.:—syn. aundh);
shallow; rough, rugged; conceited, proud (Lit. "having the
face upwards").
S  YC \ uttn, = H  Y  utn, Adj. (f. -), Lying on
the back; lying supinely on the broad of the back (syn.
it); inverted, upside down (a vessel, &c.:—syn. aundh);
shallow; rough, rugged; conceited, proud (Lit. "having the
face upwards").
H  Y  utn, adj.= Y uttn, q.v.
H  Y  ! utwal [S. ; , rt. ; ], s.f. Haste, hurry,
quickness, speed, despatch; precipitancy; eagerness,
impatience; restlessness, dgetiness:—utwal karn, v.n.
To make haste, to hurry, &c.; to be hasty, rash,
precipitate, &c.
H " Y  ! utwal, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Swift, quick,

following, obeying; obedience.
A . %Y ittib [inf. n. viii. of b %Y], s.m. Following, obeying;

strength.
S  &%Y # atibhr, s.m. A very great or excessive
burden.
H  %Y %! atibel [S. +U!], adv. Frequently; very
frequently, or often;—adj. Much, excessive, unlimited.
S `Y  tap, s.m. Heat of the sun; sunshine,
sunbeams.
S A LY ; utpt, s.m. Portent, phenomenon; distress;
confusion; violence, injustice; injury, mischief.—utpt
karn, To do wrong, violence, &c.; to contend; to be
insolent; to answer, retort.
S (Y LY  atiptak, s.m. A heinous sin, a great
crime.
S Y LY " atiptak, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Guilty of a
very great or heinous sin or crime; very guilty;—a
criminal.
S Y LY;" utpt, adj. (f. -in), Violent, destructive, &c.
(see utpt).
S  LY ;& utpan, s.m. Plucking out, eradicating, &c.
(see up n).
S  LY ; utpdak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Causing,

speedy; precipitate, hasty, rash; uneasy, dgety,
restless, impatient:—a hasty person, one who hurries,
&c.
H ! Y !" utwal, s.f.=  Y utwal, q.v.

originating, producing;—originator, father; a certain
fabulous animal with eight legs.
S  LY ; utpdan, s.m. Producing, creating.

H $ Y  at [S. ;/+"], s.m. One who plays on

S  LY  atipn, s.m. Excessive drinking, inebriety; a

an instrument, or sings, or dances gratis. (In Western
India the word signies a self-taught singer, musician,
&c.; and also self-taught singing, &c.)
H $ Y \" tty and tt = $ *Ytaty, q.v.

drunkard.
S LY ;.\ utpatti, utpatt, s.f. Origin, production, birth,

H  %Y   atibr [S. + ], adv. Frequently, very
frequent.
A . %Y atb (pl. of b %Y or b Y), s.m. Followers, dependants.

springing up; rise; title of the book of Genesis:—utpattisambandh, s.m. (f. -in), Anything relating to origin:—
utpatti-s ak, s.m. An epithet of the Supreme as the
originator of creation:—utpatti karn, v.t. To create,
produce, originate, &c.

S LY \Q uttapta, adj. (f. -), Anxious, excited.

S  &*Y  titheya, adj. & s.m. = S  &*Y ^ tithya,

S 1  LY J/ atiparkram, adj. & s.m. Very strong;—

adj. & s.m. Attentive to a guest, hospitable; proper for a
guest; hospitality:—tithya karn (-k), To show hospitality
(to):—tithya-kr, s.m. (f. -in), A hospitable person; a
host.
S < *Y "4 atitksha, adj. (f. -), Sharp, hot acrid;

great strength.
S )LY ;H<d utpreksh, s.f. Indierence, carelessness;
(in Rhet. & Poetry) comparison; illustration.
S LY ;! utpal, s.m. A species of blue lotus, Nymphæa
cerulea; a certain plant (Costus).
S <LY ;B utpann, part. Sprung, originated, produced,
born, risen, resulted, gained;—s.m. Origin, creation,
production, birth, rise, appearance; produce; proceeds;
prot, gain:—utpann karn, v.t. To create, produce, &c.:—
utpann hon, To be produced, come into being, be born,
&c.; to arise, result, occur.
H  *Y\6" atatth, s.m. = S ) *Y" taty, s.m. (f.
-in). Felon; thief; incendiary; ravisher; murderer; one
who does any grievous wrong:—atatth karn, To commit
a grievous wrong; to spoil, rob, &c.; to transgress, exceed
bounds; to exaggerate.
S ) *Y" taty, s.m. (f. -in). = H  *Y\6" atatth,

very pungent.
S X 8Y *$ atijgar, adj. Very wakeful; restless:—s.m.
The black curlew.
H ' 8Y *5$ atijog [S. +5F], adj. (f. -), Very
worthy.
S  8Y *"4' atijra, adj. (f. -), Very old, decayed.
S  :Y  ati r, s.m. The rapid motion of a planet
from one side to another.
A  cY ittd [inf. n. viii. of + ], s.m. Union, concord,
intimate friendship; combination, league, compact,
treaty.
S + Y  atidn, s.m. Municence, liberality.
S + Y 6 atidh, s.m. Great heat; violent

s.m. Felon; thief; incendiary; ravisher; murderer; one
who does any grievous wrong:—atatth karn, To commit
a grievous wrong; to spoil, rob, &c.; to transgress, exceed
bounds; to exaggerate.
S &*Y R atithi (and atitha), s.m. Guest; stranger; a

in ammation.
S X + Y C$
' atidurgat, s.f. Great diculty or distress.

person entitled to hospitality:—atith-pl or plak, adj. &
s.m. (f. -ik), Hospitable;—a host:—atithi-satkr, s.m.
Hospitable treatment or reception of a guest; hospitality:
—atithi-sew, s.f. Attention paid to a guest, hospitality:—
atithi-sewak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Attentive to guests; a
host:—atithi-l, s.f. A house or apartment for the
accommodation or entertainment of travellers or
visitors:—atithi-kriy, s.f. Hospitality as (religiously) due
to a guest.
H &*Y R atath, adj. (f. -), Powerless; without

distance, afar o.
S D + Y 53 atidosh, s.m. A great fault or crime.

authority.
S  &*Y ^ tithya, adj. & s.m. = S  &*Y  titheya,
adj. & s.m. Attentive to a guest, hospitable; proper for a
guest; hospitality:—tithya karn (-k), To show hospitality
(to):—tithya-kr, s.m. (f. -in), A hospitable person; a
host.

S E + Y Cl atidushkar, adj. Very dicult.
S + Y  atid r, s.m. A great distance:—adv. At a great

S <)+ Y " atidn, adj. Very poor or needy, very
distressed, very miserable.
S Y P atra, adv. Here, in this place.
S Y , tur, adj. (f. -), Hurt, wounded, grieved;
aected, suering, sick, diseased, distempered; impelled;
agitated, restless, impatient; hasty, precipitate; quick,
active, ready, prepared. (In these last senses the word
would appear to be connected with the S. ; .]
H Y  itar [S. ?] part. adj. Apprized, cautioned,
warned; on one's guard, &c. The word is only met with
in the phrase  WY itar jn, To be apprized, &c.; to
suspect. (Cf.  Y t jn.)

H Y  itar (v.n. of Y itrn, q.v.), adj. Walking or acting
aectedly; strutting; aected; playful, wanton,
coquettish; giving oneself airs, pompous, ostentatious,
consequential, conceited, proud, haughty, arrogant:—s.f.
Aectation, airs, conceit, &c.
S Y \ uttara, uttar [compar. from ], adj. (f. -), & s.m.
Farther; posterior; last; lofty; upper; surpassing,
superior; more powerful; excellent; best; left (not right);
answering; succeeding, subsequent; future; northerly:—
answer, defence; superiority; power; arrival; the north;
consequence; (in arith.) dierence.—uttardhikr (i.e. ˚ra
+adhi˚), s.m. Inheritance, succession:—uttardhikr, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Inheriting, succeeding;—heir, successor.—
uttarrdh (˚ra+ardha), s.m. Latter half (of a book, &c.), last
part; upper part (of the body); northern part; further
end.—uttarsh ha, s.f. The twenty-rst Nakshatra or lunar
mansion, gured by an elephant's tooth or a bed, and
containing two stars, one of which is Sagittarius.—
uttaryana (˚ra+ay˚), s.m. The sun's progress to the north
of the equator, northing; the summer-solstice.—uttarabhdra-pad, s.m. The twenty-sixth lunar mansion,
gured by a couch, and comprehending two stars, one of
which is Andromedæ.—uttar-pa im (or—pa him, or
pa ham), adj. & s.m. north-west; the north-west:—uttar
pa him hav, s.f. north-west wind; trade-wind.—uttaraphalgun (or phlgun), s.f. The twelfth lunar mansion,
gured by a bed, and containing two stars.—uttar-dy
(or-d), adj. & s.m. (f. -in), answering;—one who gives a
reply.—uttar-di, s.f. Northerly direction; the north.—
uttar-kr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), making answer;—one who
replies.—uttar-k, s.m. The title of the seventh and last
section of the Rmyan.— uttara-kha, s.m. The
concluding book of the Padma-Pur a, and of the ivaPur a;—adj. Of Northern India.—uttara-lakshaa, s.m.
The characteristics of a reply or defence (which are, 1˚
That it be applicable to the whole charge: 2˚ That it be
maintainable by law: 3˚ That it be not equivocal or
evasive: 4˚ That it be consistent with itself: 5˚ That it be
perspicuously expressed).—uttarottar (˚ra+ut˚), adv. More
and more; higher and higher; further and further;—s.m.
Reply to an answer, rejoinder.—uttara-vart, adj. (f. -in),

Existing in the north; northern.
S Y \ uttar, adj. (f. of uttar), Northern, northerly; to
the north;—s.f. North wind, Boreas.
H Y  utr (from Y utarn), part. adj. Worn, aged,
faded; dismissed from oce; degraded, disgraced, &c.—
utr shahna mardak nm, prov. A dismissed superintendent
of police is styled (or considered) a nobody, 'out of place
out of grace.'
S  Y \ uttardhikr; For compounds of which
uttara or uttar is the rst member, v.s.v. Y uttara.
A Y atrk (pl. of Y turk), s.m. Tartars; Tartar,
Turcoman.
H Y  itrn [S. +J/4(], v.n. To exult greatly or
unduly (by reason of, -par, wealth, success, &c.); to
behave with pride, or self-conceitedness, or
boastfulness, or arrogance, or insolence; to give oneself
airs (by reason of), to be conceited or vain or
supercilious; to act aectedly or coquettishly; to strut,
swagger, show o.
H Y  utrn (caus. of utarn, &=utrn) v.t. To
cause to be taken o or down; to cause to be pulled down
(in these senses Y utarwn is the common form);—to
boil up or over; to froth, foam; to rest on the surface (of
a liquid), to oat:—s.m. A oating body; a oat.
H Y \  uttarwan, s.m. A place to which sh
throng.
H Y \6 uttarh, = H )Y \ uttary, adj. (f. -),
Northern; appertaining to the North.
H )Y \ uttary, = H Y \6 uttarh, adj. (f. -),
Northern; appertaining to the North.
H $Y  utr, s.f. Coming down, alighting; requital,
return; price paid for carrying or conveying over (a
river, bridge, &c.), ferriage, toll; decline of life; discharge
(of a debt, &c.); draft, cheque, order (for payment of
money):—adj. Quit of (an obligation, debt, vow, &c.);
grateful, thankful:—utr hon, To be grateful or
thankful, &c.
H )Y  itry, adj. (f. $Yitr), Conceited, vain,
consequential, supercilious, proud, haughty, arrogant;

strutting; aected; playful, wanton, coquettish.
H ; Y ! atarpl, s.m. Land that is left uncultivated.
S ; Y  atarpit, part. adj. (f. -), Unsatised;
dissatised.
S ; Y Q atripta,
part. adj. (f. -), Unsatised; restless,

uneasy.
S ; Y .Q atripti,
 s.f. Inability to be satised,
insatiableness.
H YY , aturt, = H $ YY , aturt, [S. ; ]
s.f. Despatch, speed, activity, eetness; haste, hurry.—
aturt karn (-me ), To act hastily (in), &c.
H $ YY , aturt, = H YY , aturt, [S. ; ]
s.f. Despatch, speed, activity, eetness; haste, hurry.—
aturt karn (-me ), To act hastily (in), &c.
H  BY  atarso [S. ++:, cf. parso ], adv.
The day after to-morrow, &c. (= BY tarso , q.v.).
S  Y = atirikta, part adj. (f. -), Surpassing,
exceeding; in excess (of, -se); in addition (to, -se),
besides.
H Y  utran, s.f. A medicinal lactescent plant,
Cynanchum extensum. (Also written utrang in Western and
Southern India.)
H Y  utran (v.n. from utarn), s.f. A coming out (of),

be delivered or freed (from debt, an obligation, an oath,
a vow, possession by an evil spirit, &c.); to halt, encamp
(in or on, -me ); to take (to, -par); to come out, turn out
to be, to prove; to vary, change: (for other meanings see
utar-jna below).—utar-pa n (-me , -par), v.n. To alight or
settle (at or upon), to descend, come down; to fall (on or
upon); to put up (in or at), to halt (at a place, on a
journey).—utart  d, s.m. The waning moon; the wane
of the moon.—utar-jn (=utarn in most of its meanings),
v.n. To have got beyond (-se) middle age, to be growing
old; to become faded, dim (as colour); to become pallid or
emaciated or drawn (the face); to become insipid or at;
to be displaced or dislocated (a bone); to be taken down,
pulled down, demolished; to pass away, die.
H ^Y ($ utrang [S. \+$], s.m. A wooden arch
surmounting a door; the lintel of a door.
H Y   utarwn (caus. of  Y utrn), v.t. To cause
to be brought down, to be lowered, to be pulled down; to
cause to be taken o, &c. (See utrn.)
S 'Y 5$ atirog, s.m. Consumption.
H Y6" utrahr (orig. uttarahr), s.f. North wind (cf.
uttarh).
H &L)Y P" v! itri-phal [S. P+v!], s.m. An electuary
composed of three sorts of myrobalans with coriander
seed and honey (commonly 3&; Y tirphal).
H )Y \" uttary [S. \"], s.m. An upper or outer

being freed (from); anything taken o from the body,
worn-out or cast-o clothes; a fragment.—utran hon (se), To be freed (from), quit (of), out (of debt). (See next.)
S Y 4 utrin,
 adj. (f. -), Freed from obligation, out of

garment.
H A \7 utta [S. +], s.m. Placing one thing over

debt.
H Y  utarn [utar˚ = Prk. \()=S. \(), rt. 

another.
H  A7" at , s.f.= a t i, q.v.

+], v.n. To pass over or across, go across; to come

S  0Y  atisr, s.m. Dysentery; diarrhœa.

down, descend, alight, land, disembark, dismount; to
make one's appearance (in, -me , a place, or on a
scene); to come into the world, have being, be born; to
be incarnate; to be revealed; to be taken down, lowered,
reduced, disgraced, degraded, deposed, dethroned; to
decrease, abate, subside, fall o, wane, fade, decay,
decline; to become old and worn, become wan or pale or
thin; to fall (in price, value, estimation or dignity); to go
down or o, sink, pass o (as fever, intoxication, &c.); to

S   0Y" atisrak, s.m. (f. -in), One who is
aicted with dysentery.
S  0Y" atisr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Purgative;
aected with dysentery;—A person who is aected with
dysentery.
S ? 0Y ;6 utsh, s.m. Joy, gladness, pleasure; labour,
eort, perseverance, energy, fortitude.
S  0Y;6" utsh, adj. (f. -in), Joyous, rejoicing;

energetic, persevering.
S '0Y ;$' utsarg, s.m. Abandoning, resigning; giving;
consecrating; a rule or precept.
S  :0Y ( atisan aya, s.m. A great accumulation; a
hoard.
S ^0Y ;($ utsang, s.m. The lap; the slope of a
mountain; a roof.
S 0Y ; utsav, s.m. Public demonstration of joy,
rejoicing, festival; jubilee;—impatience, wrath.
S 0Y" ats, s.f. Flax, Linun usitatissimum (cf. ts and
als.)
P ZY tish [Pehl. tsh, tars; Z. tar; cf. S. R], s.f. Fire,
ame; anger, passion, rage:—tish-afrza, s.m. A rocket:—
tish-afroz, adj. & s.m.f. Kindling re; mischief-making,
seditious, factious;—fuel; mischief-maker, rebrand,
incendiary:—tish-afgan, adj. Casting or throwing re:—
tish-andz, adj. Casting, or casting out, re:—tish-angez,
adj. & s.m.f. Kindling re, spreading re, stirring up re,
&c. (=tish-afroz, q.v.):—tish-br (br, rt. of brdan, 'to
rain'), adj. & s.m. Raining re; aming; ery;—a relock; tinder-box:—tish-bz (bz, rt. of b tan or of
bzdan, 'to play'), s.m. A maker of reworks, a
pyrotechnist:—tish-bz, s.f. Fireworks:—tish-pra, s.m.
Spark, a lighted coal; a beautiful person; an exciter of
quarrels;—adj. Quarrelsome:—tish-parast, s.m. A reworshipper, guebre, one of the sect of the Magi, a
disciple of Zoroaster:—tish-parast, s.f. Fire-worshipping:
—tish- na, s.m. Fire-temple; re-place; a park of
artillery (=top- na):—tish- r, s.m. Fire-eater; the
bartavella or Greek partridge (=H. akor); a salamander:
—tish-dn, s.m. Any receptacle for re, re-place, grate,
chang-dish, brazier:—tish-rez, adj. & s.m. Pouring out
or scattering re;—incendiary; fomenter of quarrels
(=tish-afroz):—tish-zadag, s.f. Con agration; setting re
to houses (whether accidentally or by design), arson:—
tish-zan, and -zana, s.m. Striking re; that which strikes
re; tinder; touchwood; anything combustible; a tinderbox with the int and steel:—tish-zanag and -zan, s.f.
The act of striking re; also=tish-zadag:—tish-istn, s.f.
Region of re; a place where re abounds; a hot

cannonade or musketry (in battle); a large re; a funeral
pile:—tish-t ab,
 adj. Hot-tempered, irascible, ery,
passionate:—tish-shn, adj. & s.m. Scattering re;—a
volcano:—tish-gan = tish-afgan, q.v.:—tish-k parkl,
s.m. Spark, ame, scintillation; a rebrand, an
incendiary; a very astute and wicked person; a very
active and energetic person; a very beautiful person:—
tish-kada, s.m. Furnace; grate; chimney; reworshippers' temple:—tish-mizj, adj. Of a ery
disposition, hot-tempered, passionate, &c. (=tish-t ab):—

tish-nk, adj. Fiery, hot.
P ?d_ ZY tish-afrza;—For compounds of which tish is
the rst member v.s.v. ZY tish.
H UY 8 utab, s.m.= 0Y utsav, q.v.
P (Y tishak, s.f. The venereal disease, syphilis.
S Y 8= atiakta, adj. (f. -), Very powerful.
S Y 8.= atiakti, s.f. Great strength or power.
S **Y 8.= atiaktit, s.f. Heroic valour, prowess.
S Y8 atiay, adv. Very much, excessively,
extremely.
P Ytish, = P < Y tishn, adj. Of re, composed of re
(as the Jinn, &c.); ery, hot, passionate, irascible,
choleric:—tish-na, s.m. A burning-glass; a glass
digester in which herbs, roots, seeds, &c. are subjected
to a sand bath and macerated in the heat of the sun; a
glass retort:—tish-shsha, s.m. Idem:—tish-gol, s.m. A
bomb-shell:—tishn-b, s.m. Red wine:—tishn- o,
adj.=tish-mizj, q.v. s.v. ZY tish.
P < Y tishn, = P Ytish, adj. Of re, composed of re
(as the Jinn, &c.); ery, hot, passionate, irascible,
choleric:—tish-na, s.m. A burning-glass; a glass
digester in which herbs, roots, seeds, &c. are subjected
to a sand bath and macerated in the heat of the sun; a
glass retort:—tish-shsha, s.m. Idem:—tish-gol, s.m. A
bomb-shell:—tishn-b, s.m. Red wine:—tishn- o,
adj.=tish-mizj, q.v. s.v. ZY tish.
S  Y 8" atit, adj. (f. -), Excessively cold.
A e MY ittif [inf. n. viii. of gf], s.m. Description; praise;
qualication; excellence.
A MY ittil [inf. n. viii. of f], s.m. Conjunction, contact;

contiguity, neighbourhood; connection, adhesion, union,
attachment.
A G h Y ittifq [inf. n. viii. of H_], s.m. Concurrence,
agreement, accord, correspondence, coincidence;
equality; union, unity, concord, harmony, unison,
conformity; amity, friendship, aection; similarity of
disposition; assent, consent; concert, combination,
confederation, conspiracy, collusion; probability,
contingency, case, event; circumstance, incident, aair,
particular; opportunity; accident, chance, lot, fortune:—
ittifq bann, v.n. To accord, agree together, harmonize;
to suit, be opportune or favourable; to turn out well:—
ittifq pa n, v.n. To happen, chance, come to pass, occur,
turn out, fall out, betide; to arise; to ensue:—ittifq rakhn
(-se), To be in accord (with); to be on terms of intimacy,
friendship, &c. (with); to live peaceably together:—ittifqse, adv. Concurrently, conjointly, together, in
conjunction with, in communication with; by chance,
accidentally, incidentally; occasionally, rarely; scarcely:—
ittifq-se rahn = ittifq rakhn, q.v.:—ittifq karn, To accord,
agree, concur, unite; to form an intimacy or alliance
(with, -se), to harmonize (with); to combine, conspire
(against, -par); to co-operate:—ittifq hon, To be at
accord, to agree, be agreed, be of one mind, be in
harmony (with, -se); to correspond (to, -se); to
growintimate, become fast friends.
A i- h Y ittifqa (Ar. acc. of ittifq), adv. Accidentally, by
chance; by the way, occasionally, rarely; scarcely.
A A i h Y ittifqt (pl. of ittifq), s.m. Accidents, occurrences,
events; ittifqt-i-asana (and ittifq-i-asana), s.m.
Agreeable accidents or surprises; unexpected good
fortune, good luck.
A i h Yittifq, = A  i h Y ittifqya, adj. Concurring, accidental,
casual, occasional, incidental.
A  i h Y ittifqya, = A i h Yittifq, adj. Concurring, accidental,
casual, occasional, incidental.
A Q Y ittiq [inf. n. viii. of Ri], s.m. Avoiding, shunning,
abstaining (from, -se); piety, abstinence.
A e Q Y ittiqf [inf. n. viii. of gi], s.m. Restraining one's
senses; abstaining, fasting (as in the month of
Ramazn).

A Q Y atqiy (pl. of Q Ytaq), adj. & s.m. Pious, devout,
righteous, virtuous, just;—religious men, devotees; the
abstemious; the pious; &c.
H (Y  itak [S. +], adv. So much, this much.
H Y  atik [S. +$, or ], adv. Much, excessively.
H  Y" tkr [S. +], s.m. (f. -in), A
caste of silk-weavers in the Deccan (dakkhan).
S Y ! atikl, s.m. Delay, long time.
S  Y atikya, adj. & s.m. Of extraordinary body
or size, gigantic;—a giant; a certain rkshas.
S (Y ;& utka, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Exceeding the usual
measure, excessive; abounding in; drunk; mad; furious;
proud; dicult;—intoxication; pride; an elephant in rut;
Laurus cassia or its fragrant bark.
S D Y ;3' utkarsha, s.m. = S *E Y ;3
' utkarshat, s.f.
Elevation, exaltation, eminence, excellence, superiority;
distinction; excess.
S *E Y ;3
' utkarshat, s.f. = S D Y ;3' utkarsha, s.m.
Elevation, exaltation, eminence, excellence, superiority;
distinction; excess.
S D Y ;>9 utkrisha,
adj. (f. -), Superior; exalted;

excellent, good.
S Y ;! utkal, s.m. Thought, care; a porter, one who
travels with a burden or load; a fowler; a name of the
province of Orissa (Urs).
S <Y ;e_ utkaha, adj. (f. -), Having the neck
uplifted; eagerly longing for; regretting, missing.
S <Y ;e_ utkah, s.f. Longing for anything;
regretting; uneasiness, care, sorrow.
S <Y ;.e_ utkahita, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Regretting;
missing; wishing; sorrowing for; regretful, sorrowful,
uneasy;—one who longs after an absent love.
S LJY $,Q atigupta, adj. (f. -), Closely hidden or
concealed, very secret.
S JY $ atigati, adj. & adv. Very much, very great;
too much; exceeding, extreme, excessive, immoderate,
exorbitant.
S  JY $X)  atigarbbit, adj. (f. -), Very proud,

arrogant.
S + JY $B atigandha, s.m. Lemon grass, Andropogon
schœnanthus.
H <&JY .V atighin [S. +V4], s.f. Intense disgust,
abhorrence.
S Y ! atal (Lit. 'bottomless'), s.m. One of the seven
ptlas or divisions of the infernal regions; the portion
immediately below the earth:—atal-spara, adj. (f. -),
Very deep, unfathomable:—atal-lok, s.m. The infernal
regions.
H Y ,! atul, = S  #Y , atulya, adj. (f. -), Not weighed;
not weighable; immeasurable; incalculable; unequalled;
unequal; unparalleled.
S  #Y , atulya, = H Y ,! atul, adj. (f. -), Not weighed;
not weighable; immeasurable; incalculable; unequalled;
unequal; unparalleled.
H 3Y ! utl = " Y utwal, q.v.
S #Y ,.! atulit, part. (f. -), Not weighed; increased,
risen, swollen.
H Y !7 atla [S. +v.n. of rt. !f=!!], s.m. Darling,
pet, spoilt child (=ll or l l).
S 2 Y \/ uttam [superl. of ], adj. (f. -), Uppermost,
highest, supreme, chief, principal, rst, most excellent,
best, greatest; last; great; high:—uttam-purush, s.m. An
excellent man, &c.; (in gram.) the rst person.
A 2 Y atamm (compar. of 1 Y), adj. More, or most, perfect or
complete.
S 2 Y ;/ tma (used in comp. for tm) = S @ Y ;/ tm,
s.m.f. Soul; self; the reasoning faculty; the mind; the
understanding; the body; the stomach; appetite:—tm
param tm, s.m. The Supreme Spirit:—tm han hon,
v.n. To be gratied:—tmrm, s.m. The all-pervading
spirit of Rma:—tm satn (-k), To mortify the body; to
cause pain (to), to aict, in ict pain (on):—tm kalpn,
Idem:—tma-buddhi, s.f. Self-knowledge; the knowledge
of spirit:—tma-bandhu, s.m. One's own kinsfolk:—tmabodh, s.m. Knowledge of the mind of soul; selfknowledge; self-consciousness:—tm-bhimn, s.m. Selfconceit, arrogance, haughtiness:—tm-bhimn, adj. &

s.m. (f. -in), Self-conceited, proud, haughty; selsh;—a
coxcomb, &c.:—tma-plak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Selfcherishing;—selsh person; self-supporting person:—
tma-ja, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Born from oneself;—one's own
ospring; child, son:—tma-jna, s.m. (f. -), One who
knows self; one who knows the Suprome Spirit:—tmajnn, s.m. Knowledge of spirit; self-knowledge:—tmajnn, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Knowing spirit or self;—a
mental philosopher; a psychologist:—tma- hidra, s.m.
Cutting or destroying oneself:—tma-deva, s.m. (f. -), and
tma-devat, s.f. Tutelar deity:—tma-sukh, s.m. One's own
pleasure or happiness:—tma-sandeh, s.m. Internal doubt:
—tma-sa yam, s.m. Self-restraint:—tma-sa yam, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Restraining self;—one who practises selfrestraint; a stoical person:—tma-akti, s.f. Inherent
power:—tma-lgh, s.f. Self-praise, egotism, boasting,
vanity:—tma-krya, s.m. One's own private aairs (see
p-kj):—tma-ght, s.m. Self-destruction:—tma-ght
karn, To commit suicide:—tma-ghtak, adj. & s.m. (f. ik), and tma-ght, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Committing
suicide; suicidal; a suicide, self-destroyer:—tma-nm,
s.m. (f. -in), Anything self-evident:—tma-vd, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Speaking of self, or of soul; a mental
philosopher, psychologist:—tma-vidy, s.f. The science of
the knowledge of mind, or soul, or self:—tma-vishayik,
adj. Appertaining to self or to spirit:—tma-vikray, s.m. (f.
-in), One who sells himself:—tma-hit, adj. (f. -),
Beneting oneself:—tma-haty, s.f. Suicide (=tma-ght):
—tma-han, and -hant = tma-ght, q.v.
S @ Y ;/ tm, s.m.f. = S 2 Y ;/ tma (used incomp. for
tm) Soul; self; the reasoning faculty; the mind; the
understanding; the body; the stomach; appetite:—tm
param tm, s.m. The Supreme Spirit:—tm han hon,
v.n. To be gratied:—tmrm, s.m. The all-pervading
spirit of Rma:—tm satn (-k), To mortify the body; to
cause pain (to), to aict, in ict pain (on):—tm kalpn,
Idem:—tma-buddhi, s.f. Self-knowledge; the knowledge
of spirit:—tma-bandhu, s.m. One's own kinsfolk:—tmabodh, s.m. Knowledge of the mind of soul; selfknowledge; self-consciousness:—tm-bhimn, s.m. Selfconceit, arrogance, haughtiness:—tm-bhimn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Self-conceited, proud, haughty; selsh;—a

coxcomb, &c.:—tma-plak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Selfcherishing;—selsh person; self-supporting person:—
tma-ja, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Born from oneself;—one's own
ospring; child, son:—tma-jna, s.m. (f. -), One who
knows self; one who knows the Suprome Spirit:—tmajnn, s.m. Knowledge of spirit; self-knowledge:—tmajnn, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Knowing spirit or self;—a
mental philosopher; a psychologist:—tma- hidra, s.m.
Cutting or destroying oneself:—tma-deva, s.m. (f. -), and
tma-devat, s.f. Tutelar deity:—tma-sukh, s.m. One's own
pleasure or happiness:—tma-sandeh, s.m. Internal doubt:
—tma-sa yam, s.m. Self-restraint:—tma-sa yam, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Restraining self;—one who practises selfrestraint; a stoical person:—tma-akti, s.f. Inherent
power:—tma-lgh, s.f. Self-praise, egotism, boasting,
vanity:—tma-krya, s.m. One's own private aairs (see
p-kj):—tma-ght, s.m. Self-destruction:—tma-ght
karn, To commit suicide:—tma-ghtak, adj. & s.m. (f. ik), and tma-ght, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Committing
suicide; suicidal; a suicide, self-destroyer:—tma-nm,
s.m. (f. -in), Anything self-evident:—tma-vd, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Speaking of self, or of soul; a mental
philosopher, psychologist:—tma-vidy, s.f. The science of
the knowledge of mind, or soul, or self:—tma-vishayik,
adj. Appertaining to self or to spirit:—tma-vikray, s.m. (f.
-in), One who sells himself:—tma-hit, adj. (f. -),
Beneting oneself:—tma-haty, s.f. Suicide (=tma-ght):
—tma-han, and -hant = tma-ght, q.v.
A 1 @ Y itmm [inf. n. iv of 2 Y], s.m. Perfection, completion,
accomplishment:—itmm karn, v.t. To complete, perfect:
—itmm hon, v.n. To be completed, &c.
S + %@ Y ;/ ,.- tma-buddhi: for compounds of which
tma is the rst member, v.s.v. @ Y tm.
S *@ Y \/ uttamat, s.f. Excellence; super-excellence;
superiority; greatness; worth.
S (@ Y .;/  tmik, adj. Appertaining to the spiritual;
belonging to self.
S *@ Y .;/  tmikat, s.f. Identity, sameness.
S  @ Y ;/" tmya (and H. also .;/  tmiya), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Appertaining to oneself, own, special,
peculiar; related, cognate, akin;—friend; kinsman;

congener.
S <Y , atanu (and H. atan), Lit. 'Bodiless';—s.m.
Kmdeva, the god of love among the Hinds.
H Y  itn [S. \, Pr. .\4], adj. (f. -), As much as
this, this much; so much, so many:—itn-utn, s.m. Small
matter; small quantity; tri e:—itne, adj. pl. & adv. so
many:—itn-ber, adv. By this time; all this time:—itneme , adv. In the meantime, meanwhile; at this moment;
upon this.
H Y  utn, adj. (f. -), As much as that, that much, so
much, so many:—utn-h, adv. (emphat. of utn), Just as
much as that, exactly so much or many:—utne, adv. As
many as that, so many.
H Y B atant =  Y atyant, q.v.
S + Y ,B atund, adj. (f. -), Not stout, thin, lean.
S (Y ( tank, = H ^Y ($ tang, s.m. Fear, awe;
pomp, show; dignity; sickness, disease; the sound of a
drum or tabor:—tank-baihn, To establish (or inspire)
fear or awe.
H ^Y ($ tang, = S (Y ( tank, s.m. Fear, awe;
pomp, show; dignity; sickness, disease; the sound of a
drum or tabor:—tank-baihn, To establish (or inspire)
fear or awe.
S ^Y \,($ uttung, adj. (f. -), Tall, high, lofty.
H  Y g itnau (Braj.)= Y itn, q.v.
H P Y \0 utt [S. 
 ? ] s.m. Plaiting, puckering, crimping,
gathering into ornamental plaits or folds; marking;—
plaits or folds of cloth:—utt bann or ban-den, v.t. To
streak, mark, or wale (the body by beating), to turn
(one) into a mass of wales (by severe beating;—e.g.
mrkar utt banya uske-ta , 'he beat him to a mummy'):
—utt karn or utt kar-den, v.t. To plait, pucker, crimp,
&c.; to streak or wale (the body by beating=utt bann);
to make a fool of; to stupefy, besot; to overwhelm with
raillery or abuse; to vilify, disgrace, dishonour, bring into
disrepute:—utt -kash, and utt -gar, s.m. One who plaits,
&c., one who makes ornamental folds in cloth:—utt
hon, To become silly, or stupid, or stupeed, or besotted,
&c.; to be disgraced, to lose repute or character, to fall
into disrepute.

H Y M itau (Braj)= Y itt, q.v.

H ? &Y R6 athh [S. +TR], adj. & s.m. Unfathomable,

P Y t , s.f.= Y t n, q.v.
S K Y   ativs, s.m. A rigid fast observed on certain

bottomless, very deep, out of a man's depth, unfordable;
—a great depth, an abyss.
H < $ &Y R ath [S. TR"(, rt. TR], s.f. A place where

occasions.
S A*B Y  T ativistrita,
 part. (f. -), Very extended.

people meet to converse and amuse themselves,
assembly-room (also written $ &Yath: syn. ; = aup ).

H  Y   itwr [S. ;+ ], s.m. Sunday.

S D Y  3 ativish, s.m. An antidote to poison.
S E Y  3 ativish, s.f. A certain poisonous tree
(Aconitum ferox or Betul) used in medicine, and the bark
of which is used in dying red (see H. I Y ats.)
P Z Y utt -kash, = P X Y utt -gar, v.s.v. Y utt .
P X Y utt -gar, = P Z Y utt -kash, v.s.v. Y utt .
H

Y 5! atol, adj.=Y atul, q.v.

S <! Y \5! uttolan, s.m. Raising, lifting.
P  Y 0 t n (respectful 0*" t n-j), s.f. Female
teacher, preceptress, governess.
S  ) Y" ativyay, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Extravagant,
prodigal, lavish; expensive;—a spendthrift, &c.
S &Y R ath, s.m. Beginning:—incept. part. or adv. Then,
thus, so, hence, consequently, therefore, wherefore;
further; now, moreover, henceforth; here beginneth.
H &Y R ath = ? &Y athh, q.v.
H <; &Y ;R utthpan and R uthpan [S. +TR,
caus. of rt. TR], s.m. The act of raising a thing up,
erecting, raising; tossing up; (in Arith.) producing an
answer or result.
S K 4Y 6 itihs (vulg. ittihs), s.m. Story, fable,
narrative, annals, history; tradition:—itihs-krak, adj. &
s.m. (f. -ik), History-making; historian; narrator:—itihsvett, s.m. Historian, professor of history.
S K 4Y 6 atihs, s.m. Violent laughter, horse-laugh.
A 1 4Y ittihm [inf. n. viii of 2 ], s.m. Suspicion; censure;
(in law) charge, imputation.
S  &Y ;R utthn, s.m. A rising up, awaking from sleep;
eort, manly exertion; battle; joy.—utthn ekdash, or
devotthn, The 11th of the ukl-paksh of Krtik, when
Vishnu awakes from sleep. During the months that he
sleeps it is unlawful to marry.

H &Y R athit [S. +.TR], adj. (f. -), Unstable,
unsteady; vacillating, wavering.
S D 4Y 6 3' atiharsha, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Exceedingly
delighted;—great joy.
H <)&Y R ' atharban, = S &Y R '4 atharva, s.m. The
name of the fourth of the Vedas.
S &Y R '4 atharva, = H <)&Y R ' atharban, s.m. The
name of the fourth of the Vedas.
S &Y R 4
' tharvvan, adj. & s.m. Appertaining to the
Atharvan Veda;—a Brahman versed in the Atharvan
Veda.
H (&Y R athak [S. +TR$], adj. (f. -), Unwearied;
insensible of fatigue.
H &Y R! athal [S. +TR!], adj. (f. -), Unstable,
unsteady, wavering;—s.m. Land farmed or rented.
H &Y ;R! utthal, R! uthal, = H 3&Y R! uthl, [S. 
+TR!], adj. Shallow, low, shelving; supercial; unable to
keep a secret.
H 3&Y R! uthl, = H &Y ;R! utthal, R! uthal, [S. 
+TR!], adj. Shallow, low, shelving; supercial; unable to
keep a secret.
H &Y R! uthal, = H 3&Y R! uthl, part. adj. (from
uthaln), Upset, &c. The commoner form is uthal-puthal,
or utthal-putthal, upset, capsized, overturned; topsyturvy, in utter confusion, in complete disorder:—uthalputhal karn = uthln, q.v.:—uthal-puthal hon, To be upset
or overturned; to be topsy-turvy; to be disordered (the
stomach).
H 3&Y R! uthl, = H &Y R! uthal, part. adj. (from
uthaln), Upset, &c. The commoner form is uthal-puthal,
or utthal-putthal, upset, capsized, overturned; topsyturvy, in utter confusion, in complete disorder:—uthal-

puthal karn = uthln, q.v.:—uthal-puthal hon, To be upset
or overturned; to be topsy-turvy; to be disordered (the
stomach).
H 3&Y R! uthln (caus. of uthaln, and i.q. uthln,
q.v.), v.t. To invert, turn upside down, overturn, capsize,
upset; to turn topsy-turvy, to throw into disorder or
confusion; to toss, tumble, disarrange.
H &*; &Y R!,R! uthal-puthal, and ;R!-,;R! utthal
putthal, v.s.v. &Y uthal (2).
H #&Y R! uthaln, v.n.(from 3&Yuthlana),To be upset;
to turn over, upset;—v.t.=uthln, q.v.:—uthaln-puthaln =
uthaln:—uthal-jn = uthaln:—uthal-ln, v.t. emphat.
form of uthln, q.v.
H @ &Y R/ athman [S. T(+], s.m. Sunset; the
west (cf. ahman).
S  &Y R  athav, conj. Or, or even, or else; likewise.
H Y" it = A it, q.v.
H Y" at = A ati, q.v. For compounds beginning with
at-, see A ati-.
H [ Y ` ite (Braj)=(1) A ita, and, (2), [ Y itne, qq.v.
H [ Y ` ute (Braj)=(1) A ut, and, (2), [ Y utne, qq.v.
H [ Y \< itte = [ Y itne, q.v.s.v. Y itn.
S  = Y ; aty r, s.m. Deviation from prescribed
observances; contemning religious and moral laws.
S  = Y;" aty r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Transgressing religious rules;—transgression.
S  Y ; itydi, adj. & s.m. Et cœtera, and so forth; and
other, and others.
S  Y ; itydik, adj. Pertaining to the rest.
S +  Y ;B atynand, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Very joyful;—
excessive gladness or joy.
S Y+ Y ;B atynandat, s.f. Excessive joy or
gladness.
S ( E  Y ;  atyvayak, adj. Very necessary, of
essentialimportance.
H Y L Y"" t-pt, s.f., Lit. 'Come, nd,' A game
played by children, not unlike the Eng. game of 'Hot
beans and butter.'

S  Y " att, part. & s.m. Past, gone by, elapsed,
expired; free from, devoid of, destitute of;—wanderer.
pilgrim, mendicant, ascetic, devotee (among Hinds):—
att-kl, s.m. (in Gram.) The preterite.
H 8 Y `* atej [S. +`*T], adj. (f. -), Not bright, dull,
dim, dark.
S &Y Y ;R' atyarth, adj. (f. -), Exorbitant, excessive,
very dear.
H  Y " utran (from the next), adj. Thrown o, cast
o, worn (as clothes, &c.).
S  Y \"4' uttirna, part. adj. (f. -), Landed, crossed,
arrived; escaped, rescued, liberated; thrown o.
H I Y " ats [S. -+ 3], s.m. A very poisonous root
used in medicine, Aconitum.
H ( Y ` itek (Prov.)= Y itn, q.v.
H ( Y ` utek (Prov.)=utn, q.v.
H K 4 Y "6 iths = K 4Y itihs, q.v.
S  Y ,= atiyukta, s.m. (f. -), A great talker.
S  Y ,.= atiyukti, s.f. Super uous talk; garrulity;
exaggeration.
S < Y "d4 atkshaa, adj. (f. -), Not sharp, not keen
or shrewd, dull, obtuse.
S * Y "d4 atkshaat, s.f. Bluntness, dullness,
obtuseness.
S `# Y ; atyalpa, adj. & adv. Very little, very few.
S  Y ;B atyant, adj. & adv. Much, very much,
exceeding, vast;—exceedingly, too:—atyant-lo , adv. To
the utmost, to the very last degree.
S ** Y ;B atyantat, s.f. Superabundance,
excessiveness.
S +  Y".BW atndriya, adj. (f. -), Beyond the
cognizance of the senses.
S Y " atva, adj. & adv. Much, very much; very,
exceedingly; indeed.
S 2 Y Y ;5\/ atyottama (and also H. ;,\/ atyuttama,
+\/), adj. Exceedingly good, the very best; most
excellent, super-excellent; rare.

S  Y "] atvra, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Not sharp, dull, stupid;
—a stupid person, &c.
S  Y; atyay, s.m. Passing away, perishing; death;
danger, risk; suering.
H  &  =  h, q.v.
H  & a [S. ], s.m. An upper room or story,

stories; a high house; a palace.
H &!" al, s.f. Household goods and chattels,
furniture. (See ar and al).
H  &/&" -m, v.s.v.  .
H  & an (caus. of an; cf. n), v.t. To x (a

apartment on the roof of a house; an attic.
H   a [S. ], s.m. Heap, pile, store.

thing, into, -me ); to ll, get (a thing, into); to fasten (on,
-me ), to join (to, -me ).
H "!  && apa = # ! apa, q.v.

H  &  [S. W,' Pr. (; cf. P. ], s.m. Flour, meal;

H # !  && apan [S. +; cf. H. adbadn], v.n.

anything reduced to the state of our; powder, dust:—
karn, v.t. To grind, pound, reduce to powder:— gl
karn, To moisten and leaven our, to form dough; to
raise the hopes (of, -k) falsely, to feed with vain hopes,
to cajole with false promises:— gl hon or ho-jn,
Flour to be wetted and formed into dough; our to be
over-watered so as to become less consistent than
dough; to be plunged into diculties or trouble; to be
perplexed, or despondent, or miserable, &c.:—-m
hon, To be utterly destroyed or ruined:—-me n n, Lit.
'(as much) salt (as is put) in our (to savour it)'; very
little, a pinch, a particle, a soupçon:— hon or ho-jn,
To become powder or dust; to be ground or crushed to
powder; to be worn out; to become worm-eaten, to be
rotten, to crumble away.
H   &_ -ah , adj. v.s.v.  h.

To be agitated, or restless, or confused; to be tired; to be
out of sorts; to vacillate, waver, hesitate; to linger, delay;
to speak incoherently, or at random; to talk nonsense:—
apa boln, To speak at random; to talk nonsense.
H $# !  &&[$ apang, and also upang (apa+ang),

H  & ar, s.m.= ala, q.v.
H &" ar [S. .!], s.f. A thatched upper room,
upper room; balcony; terrace.
H  &! al [S. !], s.f. Heap, pile, mass, store,
stock, abundance, stack, rick (of grass, corn, &c.), cf. 
l.
H  &! al [S. !], s.m.=(1)  al, q.v. (2).
Goods, eects, baggage, materials, articles, household
goods and chattels, furniture; lumber:—al bann, To
erect a lofty building:—al karn (-k), To heap, pile,
stack, store, amass:—al ldn, v.t. To load (a cart) till it
becomes top-heavy, to overload:—al lagn (-k) = al
karn.
S  .! alik, s.f. A house of two or more

adj. (f. -), Poor, miserable, wretched; wicked; disorderly,
irregular; thoughtless, absurd.
H %# !  &&[$" apaang, and upang, s.f. Poverty,
wretchedness; wickedness; absurdity, nonsense.
H # ! &_" apah, = H # ! &&" apa, adj. & sm.
Thoughtless, inconsiderate, unstudied; irregular;
crooked, cross-grained, perverse; surly, insolent;
vacillating, wavering; confused, incoherent;—a
thoughtless person, &c.:—apa bt, s.f. Nonsensical talk;
confused or incoherent speech; crooked answer;
prevarication, evasion.
H # ! &&" apa, = H # ! &_" apah, adj. & sm.
Thoughtless, inconsiderate, unstudied; irregular;
crooked, cross-grained, perverse; surly, insolent;
vacillating, wavering; confused, incoherent;—a
thoughtless person, &c.:—apa bt, s.f. Nonsensical talk;
confused or incoherent speech; crooked answer;
prevarication, evasion.
H " && aa [S. +P,& (?)], adj. Strong, coarse (as cloth);
—s.m. Coarse, strong cloth.
S & &* uaj, s.m. A hut made of leaves; a hermitage.
H K  && a-sa (from an and san, qq.v.), s.f. Close
union, alliance, league, confederacy; intimacy, close
attachment, liaison, entanglement, amour; necessary or
inseparable work or business (of a house); care,

solicitude; shrewdness, astuteness; dexterity, skill,
ingenuity, adroitness, tact:—asa hon (-se), To be
attached (to); to be entangled (with); to be in league
(with), &c.
H  & aak (see aakn), s.f. Obstacle, impediment,
hindrance, bar, obstruction; anything to prevent,
prevention, stoppage, check, restraint, prohibition;
interruption; arrest; challenge (of a sentry); fastening
(of a tent, &c.); tether; abstention; hesitation, doubt,
entanglement, amour; dallying, dalliance;—the river
Attock.—aak-maak (see maak), s.f. Amorous dalliance,
fond tricks and gestures, toying, blandishments,
coquetry:—adv. With blandishments or coquetry:—aakmaak amp, s.f. A wheedling hussy, a seducing jade, a
wanton.
H  & ak, s.m. The earthen vessel in which
victuals are dressed for the public at the door of the
temple of Jagannth.
H  & ak (from aakn), part. adj. Stopped,
hindered; detained; entangled, &c.; stuck; aground.
H  & akn (see  aak), v.t. To obstruct,
hinder, impede, interrupt, stop, bar, prevent, check,
restrain, keep back, detain; to fasten, join, attach, unite
(in marriage); to put on, wear:—ak-rakhn, v.t. To keep
back, withhold, detain; to put o, postpone:—ak-len,
and -den, intens. of akn.
H   & ako (v.n. from akn), s.m. Hindrance,
prevention, &c. (= aak, q.v.):—ako-me , Under
control or restraint; under arrest; fettered, clogged, &c.
H   &  akwan, s.m.=  ako, q.v.
H '  & akar (Prov.)=( akal, q.v.
H '  &= uakkar: Used in comp.: see next.
H * ) '  &=!h uakkar-lais [S. =+!+

or !!],
adj. & s.m. Given to random guessing; acting or speaking
without consideration, thoughtless; rash, precipitate;
conjectural, random, uncertain, wide of the mark;
nonsensical, absurd;—one who is given to random
guessing, a thoughtless or inconsiderate person, &c.
H ( &! akal [S. R+!],
'
s.f. Guess, conjecture,

supposition; rough computation or estimate; skill in
judging, discernment, judgment, opinion; quantity; size:
—akal-bz, s.m. Good guesser; appraiser:—akal-pa
(akal+S. pa a+uka), adj. & s.m. Random, uncertain;—
random guess, mere conjecture;—adv. By guess, at
random:—akal-pa -k ftia pa hn, To recite the rst or
opening chapter of the Qor n for a deceased person
whose name is unknown; to make a pretence of reading
the Qor n; to use earnest importunity for what is
impossible to be had:—akal-pa h , s.m.=uakkar-lais, q.v.:
—akal-se, adv. By guess; approximately; at random:—
akal-makal, and akan-makan or akan-bakan, s.m. A
child's game, something like our "guess if you can."
H  +  &! akaln, v.t. To guess, conjecture; to judge,
think; to estimate, value, appraise; to make a rough
estimate; to nd out; to see through (one):—akal karn,
v.t.=akaln.
H +  &!" akal, adj. Conjectural; probable;
approximate.
H 1  &/& aak-maak; v.s.v.  aak.
H   & aakn [aak˚ = Prk. =?() or =()=S.
+>], v.n. To be stopped, prevented, restrained, kept
back; to be withheld, be irrecoverable, be unrealizable or
unrealized (as pay, money due, &c.); to stick, adhere; to
be entangled, be in league or in liaison (with, -se), to be
enamoured (of, -se); to be engrossed (with); to be xed
(on, -me , par); to be dependent (on, -par), be under the
control (of); to cease, rest, remain, delay, dally, tarry,
linger; to hesitate, falter:—aak-aak-kar, adv.
Hesitatingly, falteringly, slowly:—aak-jn = aakn.
H   & uakn [S. +;], v.n. To jump, hop, skip,
caper:—uak-nak, conj. part. Hopping and skipping,
capering and dancing;—adj. Frolicsome; cutting
extraordinary capers; extraordinary, strange.
H ()  &! akhel [S. +!], adj. Playful, sportive,
lively, gay, merry; frivolous, light, coquettish, wanton.
H ! + )  &! akhelpan, = H  ! + )  &!
akhelpan, [S. +!+; ]( , s.m.
Playfulness, sportiveness, gambol, mirth, merriment;
coquettishness, wantonness; aected or mincing gait;

graceful motion.
H  ! + )  &! akhelpan, = H ! + )  &!

shrunken; badly made or shaped.
S  &" aan, an, s.f. The notched extremity of a bow,

akhelpan, [S. +!+; ]( , s.m. Playfulness, sportiveness,

the horn of a bow.
H  &5 o = . ho , q.v.

gambol, mirth, merriment; coquettishness, wantonness;
aected or mincing gait; graceful motion.
H + )  &! akhelan, s.f. Playful, sportive, &c. girl or
woman.
H + )  &!" akhel, adj.=akhel; and s.f.=akhelpan, qq.v.
H ( &! aal [Pr. &!, which is also used in S., see Prof.
Williams' Dict.], Not to be moved or shaken; not to be
averted, avoided, or escaped; xed, rm, immovable,
permanent; fast, stationary; unable to move; unvarying,
unchangeable; unshakeable, unshaken, unwavering,
stedfast; inviolable; irrefragable; in exible, unyielding,
resolute, determined, stubborn, obstinate;—s.m. An
epithet of the Deity:—aal hokar, adv. Firmly, immovably,
resolutely, &c.
S  +  &! aalat, s.f. Fixedness, unchangeableness, &c.
(see aal).
H , &/ aam [S. (], s.m. Heap, pile, &c. (= al,
q.v.).
H ' - &@  aambar [S. (+ ], s.m. A multitude or
crowd of people; a tribe.
H , ; , &/&/ am-pam, adv. Here and there,
everywhere; up and down; all about.
S  & aan, s.f. Walking about, roaming, wandering.
H  & aan [S. (], s.m. Balcony; upper room. (See 
a).
H   & an [S.  
 , rt. ; cf. H. n], v.n. To be held

H   & & L& & aw-khaw [S. L& +TR, the
rst member being simply a jingling ryme; or otherwise
aw = S. +/], s.f. The state of a person who takes
to his bed in grief or trouble, or feigning illness, or in
the dumps or sulks. (See next.)
H   & &" L& &" aw-khaw, s.f. Taking to
one's bed in grief or trouble, &c.:—hed and belongings,
bag and baggage, household goods and chattels:—awkhaw len, or—lekar pa n, v.n. To take to one's bed,
&c.
H . & [ w = . hw , q.v.
H / &5 ob (and ov), s.m. Nature, constitution,
essence; power, control; dexterity, skill.
H  &0& a  [S. +P,&], adj. (f. -), Not liable to be
broken, strong, indestructible; inexhaustible, abundant,
unfailing, continuous, incessant.
H 0 &5 aok [+rt. of &5, q.v.], adj. & adv. Without
let or hindrance, unrestrained, uninterrupted,
unquestioned, unchallenged; unfailing, unbroken;—
uninterruptedly, continuously; smoothly. (The more
com. form is 0[ be ok.)
H  &5! aol [S. TR0!], adj. (f. -), Rough, unpolished (as
stones, jewels, &c.); uncouth, rude, unmannerly
(person).
S & " and & aav, av, aavi, s.f. Lit. 'A place to

or contained; to go or t (into, -me ); to be lled up, be
full.
H   & n, v.t.= an, and v.n.=  an, qq.v.

roam in'; wood, grove, forest, jungle, wilderness.
H  _ ah (used in compn. for h) = H  _ h [S.

H %  &($ uangan, s.m. A species of nettle or stinging

confusion, disordered, scattered, dispersed (=tn-terah);
perplexed, disturbed, distressed:—h-h  s ron, To
shed oods of tears, to weep exceedingly or bitterly:—
h-h  s ruln, v.t. To cause (one) to weep bitterly,
&c.:—h-n, s.f.=ah-ann, q.v. below:—h-pahar (and
ho -pahar), adv. Through or during the eight watches
of the day, throughout the twenty-four hours, day and

plant, the seed of which is used by the natives of India
as an aphrodisiac, also the seed of this plant;—the name
of a river near Gwliyr.
H % &($" uang [S. +&r$+], adj. High up the leg,
drawn up, too short (as trousers, &c.); shrivelled,

9], num. adj. Eight:—h-ahrah, adj. In a state of

night; constantly, perpetually, always:—ah- (or h-)
pahr, ah-pahriy, s.m. An eight-watch man, one who is
constantly on duty (as a man set to watch crops, &c.):—
ah- (or h-) kon, adj. & s.m. Octangular;—any eightcornered thing:—ah- (or h-) khamb, s.m. A canopy or
any structure supported by eight posts or pillars:—ahms, ah-ms, ah-w s (S. asha+msa, or msaka), s.m.
Land constantly ploughed for sugar-cane for the eight
months from As h to Mgh inclusive:—ah-msh, s.f. A
weight of eight mshas; a gold mohur weighing eight
mshas (value ten rupees):—ah-ann (i.e. h+na+), s.f. A
silver coin worth eight annas, an eight-anna piece, a
half-rupee:—ah-wr (S. asha+vra+ka), s.m. The eighth
day after any other day; a period of eight days; a week;
the use, or loan, of a thing for a period of eight days:—
ahotar-sau (S. asha+uttara+ata), adj. One hundred and
eight:—ho , coll. s. & adj. All eight, the whole eight, the
eight:—ho -pahar = h-pahar, q.v. above:—ho -jm
(jm = S. ym) = ho -pahar.
H  _ h [S. 9], = H  _ ah (used in compn. for
h) num. adj. Eight:—h-ahrah, adj. In a state of
confusion, disordered, scattered, dispersed (=tn-terah);
perplexed, disturbed, distressed:—h-h  s ron, To
shed oods of tears, to weep exceedingly or bitterly:—
h-h  s ruln, v.t. To cause (one) to weep bitterly,
&c.:—h-n, s.f.=ah-ann, q.v. below:—h-pahar (and
ho -pahar), adv. Through or during the eight watches
of the day, throughout the twenty-four hours, day and
night; constantly, perpetually, always:—ah- (or h-)
pahr, ah-pahriy, s.m. An eight-watch man, one who is
constantly on duty (as a man set to watch crops, &c.):—
ah- (or h-) kon, adj. & s.m. Octangular;—any eightcornered thing:—ah- (or h-) khamb, s.m. A canopy or
any structure supported by eight posts or pillars:—ahms, ah-ms, ah-w s (S. asha+msa, or msaka), s.m.
Land constantly ploughed for sugar-cane for the eight
months from As h to Mgh inclusive:—ah-msh, s.f. A
weight of eight mshas; a gold mohur weighing eight
mshas (value ten rupees):—ah-ann (i.e. h+na+), s.f. A
silver coin worth eight annas, an eight-anna piece, a
half-rupee:—ah-wr (S. asha+vra+ka), s.m. The eighth
day after any other day; a period of eight days; a week;

the use, or loan, of a thing for a period of eight days:—
ahotar-sau (S. asha+uttara+ata), adj. One hundred and
eight:—ho , coll. s. & adj. All eight, the whole eight, the
eight:—ho -pahar = h-pahar, q.v. above:—ho -jm
(jm = S. ym) = ho -pahar.
H  __ ah [S. 9], s.m. Aggregate of eight (e.g. tn
ahe aubs); the eight of a suit of cards; throw of eight
with three dice.
H # 1 _  _ uh-bihn, v.s.v.  uhn.
H # ) 1 _ _
h " uh-baih, s.f.= R  uh-baih. q.v.
H .   [ ahrw =  2 ahrahw , q.v.
H 2 6, _6, ahrah or ahrah [S. 98], num.
adj. Eighteen:—ahrah-bb , m. pl. A body of lazy
disorderly fellows, crew of idlers, pack of knaves:—
ahrah-kankar,—go, s.m. A certain game played with
eighteen pebbles (something like our draughts).
H  2 _6 [ ahrahw [S. 98+/], num. adj.
Eighteenth.
S 43 6 aahs, s.m. Loud laughter; horse-laugh.
H 5_", __" ahs or ahs [S. 98"], num.
adj. Eighty-eight.
H . _ uhn [S. ;R, +TR], s.m. Area, court;—
s.f. Act of appearing, rising, rise, ascension, ascent;
height, elevation, eminence, altitude; top, summit; high
range or ight; length, stature, tallness; make, build;
springing up, growth; rising or swelling (of the breasts in
girls); sexual desire, salacity (of the female); conceit or
pride arising from sudden elevation (in rank, &c.);
expense, outlay, expenditure:—uhn-k, adj. (f. -), Of
high range or ight, soaring to a great height (as a
bird).
H  _ uhn [caus. S. +TR], v.t. To lift, take up,
raise, raise up, elevate, hoist; to take up (anything held
sacred) for the purpose of swearing by it, to swear by; to
take up (one's eects, &c.) preparatory to moving or
marching, (hence) to close work, break up; to put away,
pack up; to start, set o, &c.; to rear, rear up, bring up,
train, educate; to hatch, breed; to produce, invent,
fabricate; to erect, build up, construct; to rouse (from
sleep), to awaken; to support, bear, carry; to take upon

oneself, bear the burden or responsibility of, undertake;
to undergo, experience, suer, endure; to incur (risk,
expense, liability, &c.); to contract (debts); to obtain
goods on credit (from, -se); to derive, acquire, get, gain,
obtain (as the result of labour); to enjoy; to pick up; to
gather in (as a harvest); to withdraw, remove (from, se); to bear or carry forth or away, make o or away
with, to steal; to cause to disappear or vanish, to
consume, dispose of, dissipate, squander; to take away or
remove (from the world), to translate; to clear or clean
up; to nish, prepare; to eace, erase, expunge; to
abolish, do away with; to eject, expel; to raise up (so as to
be seen), to exhibit; to throw up, cause to rise or y (as a
paper-kite or a pigeon); to set apart, put aside (for any
purpose):—uh-bihn, or baihn, v.t. To lead astray,
cause to err; to excite, stir up, instigate:—uh-den
(intens. of uhn), v.t. To lift up, raise up; to cause to
vanish; to eace; to consume, dissipate, squander; to
remove; to eject; to abolish; to make over, give, bestow,
&c.:—uh-rakhn, v.t. To take upon oneself, bear the
burden or responsibility of; to put by:—uh-len, v.t. To
take up, raise, lift up; to pick up; to
take o (from, -se), to remove (from); to undertake the
management or care of (see uhn, of which uh len is
an intensive):—uh-le-jn, v.t. To run o or away with,
to carry o; to abduct, kidnap.
H 6 U, _U ahnawe, ahnwe [S. 9 ],

performed among Hinds in honour of a deceased
person on the third day after death. (The corresponding
ceremony among Mohammadans is termed &; ph l,
q.v.)
H * 7  _ " ahws, = H * ) 8 _  ahs, and
ahs, [S. 9 8], num. adj. Twenty-eight.
H * ) 8 _  ahs, and ahs, = H * 7  _ "
ahws, [S. 9 8], num. adj. Twenty-eight.
H  X 8 _ $" uh-gr, s.m. Lit. 'Who picks up what
is fallen or lying; pilferer, purloiner, petty thief.
H R  _ _
h uh-baih, s.f. Rising up and sitting down,
not sitting still; restlessness, dgetiness, agitation;
tossing and tumbling; perturbation, discomposure; a kind
of exercise among athletes; standing and kneeling
alternately at prayer; sitting and rising alternately
holding both ears the while,—a mode of punishment in
Indian schools:—uh-baih lagn, v.n. To be constantly
getting up and sitting down from uneasiness of mind; to
suer from restlessness; to have the dgets.
H ' 3!  _6 h-pahar, v.s.v.  h.
H   _ uht (imperf. part. of uhn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),

num. adj. Ninety-eight.
H  _" hn, s.f.; v.s.v.  h.

Rising, ascending; opening budding; developing;
ourishing;—declining, waning fading, decaying:—uhtebaihte, adv. Lit. 'rising and sitting'; Easily, gradually,
little by little; leisurely; slowly;—quickly, in a trice;
incessantly, perpetually.
H * )   _!" ahtls = * ) 9  a tls, q.v.

H   _ uh [uh(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj.

H '   _\ ahattar, ahhattar [S. 9Q], num. adj.

& s.m. Extravagant, prodigal, lavish;—extravagant
fellow, prodigal, spendthrift.
H   _ uho, s.m. Support; expenditure, expenses;

Seventy-eight.
H * )   _" ahts = * ) 9  a ts, q.v.

running account (as with a baniy); debit.
H .   , _ , ahwan, ahwan [S. 9(8],

q.v.
H _54" ahkon, v.s.v.  h.

num. adj. Fifty-eight.
H   _  uhwan [S. +TR(], v.t.= uhn:—

H  - _L(  ah-khamb, v.s.v.  h.

s.m. (uhon), Something set apart to be oered to a
god or goddess.
H   _ " uhon, s.f. A certain ceremony

H R   _
h  uhak-baihak, s.f.=R  uh-baih,

H + ) _?!" ahkel = + ) akhel, q.v
H % _$ uhgan, s.m.=%  uhangan, q.v.
H ( _! ahal, s.m. The act, and also the ceremony, of
bathing a bride and bridegroom on the third day after

marriage. (Eight men and eight women perform this
ceremony for the bridegroom and bride respectively).
H ;: _!, _!, ihln, ahln [S. +U9 or 
 ] ,
v.n. To walk aectedly or coquettishly; to express
tenderness or kindness by gestures;—to speak
aectedly, to drawl; to roll or mouth one's words; to
mumble; to stammer; to lisp; to speak indistinctly;—to
evade a direct answer (to a question or remark); to give
a pert answer; to speak snappishly, crossly or rudely; to
aect ignorance.
H +  _!0 uhall [S. +TR+!0], s.m. One who is
without any xed abode; a person not to be depended
upon.
H K @ &Y _/ ahms, = H 5- _/ ahms, v.s.v. 
h.
H 5- _/ ahms, = H K @ &Y _/ ahms, v.s.v. 
h.
H  - _/ hman [S. T(+], s.m. The West.
H   _ uhn [S. +TR; pass. ;R"(`), used
actively; Prk. <()], v.n. To rise, rise up, stand up, get up
(from bed, or from a sick-bed,—hence), to awake; to
recover from illness; to ascend, mount, soar; to swell (as
a river, &c.); to be in amed (as the eyes); to be
developed, to attain to puberty, to feel sexual desire (a
female), to be in heat; to work, ferment (as leaven); to
rise for the purpose of leaving (a place,—hence), to take
leave, to leave, go away, set forth, come forth or be
abroad (as a beast in quest of prey); to start; to move
(from a house), quit, leave; to depart (from a place, or
from this world); to be done away with, be abolished, be
discontinued; to be removed, be carried away; to
disappear; to be closed (as a shop or business); to be
rubbed out, eaced, obliterated; to be laid out, expended,
to cost; to be nished, be over; to be prepared, be ready;
to be exhausted, spent;—to be raised, taken up, raised on
high, (hence) to be exhibited; to come out distinctly, to
appear (as type, &c.); to be erected, built, constructed,
made, formed; to be reared, brought up, trained,
educated; to be hatched; to spring up, sprout, shoot,
grow; to proceed (from), originate, issue, emanate,

result; to break out (as a sore, an epidemic, a mutiny,
&c.), to arise (as a storm, a disturbance, &c.), to come
on, begin (as pain, disease, &c.); to be started, be
established (as any institution); to arise (out of), to
accrue (as prot); to be derived, obtained, got, gained,
realized; to be recovered; to be reclaimed or brought
under cultivation; to be taken as a loan, or on credit, or
on hire, or on lease; to be gathered in (as a harvest); to
be drawn up, be absorbed (as ink by blotting-paper):—
uh-baihn, v.n. To get up, sit up, rise up, start up, wake
up; to be revived, to gain strength, to recover:—uh-jn,
v.n. (intens. of uhn), To be removed, done away with,
abolished; to come to an end, be expended, nished,
terminated, settled, &c.; to cease; to remove, quit, go
away (from, -se), depart (from this world); to vanish,
disappear:—uh kha  hon, To rise or stand up suddenly:
—(N.B. Uhn is frequently used in comp. with another
verb to intensify the signication of the latter, or to
denote the hastiness, impulsiveness or suddenness of
the act expressed by this verb; e.g. bol-uhn, to exclaim;
ill-uhn, to cry out; ro-uhn, to burst out crying; k puhn, to fall into a tremor, to tremble violently; laguhn, to kindle up; uh- aln, to set o):—uhn-baihn,
v.n. To be constantly rising up and sitting down; to be
restless, uneasy, dgetty, &c.; to be constantly going out;
to be in the habit of visiting; to associate (with); to do
anything leisurely or at one's ease.
H  # ) 1  _ _
h  uhn-baihn, s.m. Deportment,
manners, breeding; etiquette (=P. nishast-bar st).
H (%  _($! uhangal [v.n. of _($ q.v.+!=S. a. !0],
adj. Dull, heavy, stupid, thick-skulled, decient in sense
or understanding, senseless, wrong-headed, silly,
absurd:—uhangal-dm, s.m. Dull, stupid fellow, dolt,
witling, dotard, a person devoid of all judgment, sense or
discretion; a poor creature; a mere animal, a beast:—
uhangal-mulk. s.m. An ill-governed state or kingdom, a
land of anarchy and misrule.
H + % _($!" uhangal, s.f. Dulness, heaviness, stupidity,
&c. (see uhangal).
H %  _($ uhangan (see next), s.m. Prop, support;
anything placed under a vessel to prevent its upsetting,

or under a body to keep it from rolling; a scotch-stone,
wedge, &c. (also written uhgan).
H  %  _($ uhangn [S.  +T@#(], v.n. To rest
(upon), lean (against), depend or rely (upon) for support;
to be propped or supported; to be stopped or stayed.
H  _B" ahanni, s.f. v.s.v.  h.
H  _ &" L& &" ahw-khaw, s.f.= 
 aw-khaw, q.v.
H  _  ahwr, v.s.v.  h.
H . _ [ hw [i.e. h, q.v.+w = S. /].adj.
Eighth.
H  _  uhwn (caus. of  uhn, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be lifted or raised or removed, &c.
H < _ [ ahw s = 5- ahms, q.v., s.v.  h.
H 5' 9 _5M ahotar-sau;—v.s.v.  h.
H . _ ho , v.s.v.  h.
H 7 _ 
h  uhwaiy [from uhw-n;—iy = S. a. ],
s.m. One who rises, one who goes away; one who raises
or helps to raise (a load, &c.); one who spends money
lavishly, an extravagant person, a prodigal (=uh ).
H 5) _<T" ahess = 5ahs, q.v.
H 6)  _<U ahenwe = 6 ahnve, q.v.
H ()  _<! ahel [+ rt. of _<! q.v.], adj. Not to be
pushed out of its place; not to be put aside; rm,
immovable; irrefragable; unanswerable.
H '  3)  _<6\ ahehattar = '   ahattar.
H " a, = H &"  (and  ), = H )  & aiy
(dim.) [S. + . \], s.f. Twist, twine, turn, exure, fold,
ply, plait; bundle, hank or skein of thread; sheaf; handful
of stalks of grain; a turban (a cant term):—-jho, s.f.
Complication, twisting, folding together; contortion.
H &"  (and  ), = H " a, = H )  & aiy
(dim.) [S. + . \], s.f. Twist, twine, turn, exure, fold,
ply, plait; bundle, hank or skein of thread; sheaf; handful
of stalks of grain; a turban (a cant term):—-jho, s.f.
Complication, twisting, folding together; contortion.
H )  & aiy (dim.) = H " a, = H &"  (and

 ), [S. + . \], s.f. Twist, twine, turn, exure, fold, ply,
plait; bundle, hank or skein of thread; sheaf; handful of
stalks of grain; a turban (a cant term):—-jho, s.f.
Complication, twisting, folding together; contortion.
H )  & aiy (dim. of & a, q.v.) s.f. Small thatched
room on the roof of a house; cottage; hut.
H .' )   aeran [S. + . \+4], s.m. A hollow stick or
reed on which thread is wound preparatory to spinning,
&c., winder (for thread), reel, dista; spinning wheel
(syn. ar ), a weaver's reel or shuttle (syn. takl); the
woof about the quill;—the lounge or circle in which a
horse is trained in the manège; grapple in wrestling:—
aeran kar-den, v.t. To make (one) as thin as a stick,
reduce to a skeleton; to make (one) jump or dance (by
beating, &c.):—aeran ho-jn, To become as thin as a
stick, to be reduced to a skeleton.
H ' )   aern, v.t. To wind (thread) for the purpose
of forming it into skeins, &c., to make up thread into
skeins; to wind, reel (so also aer len); to lounge (a
horse=kv den).
H )   aek [S. +P; or TR, TR, rt. TR], adj.
Without support, unsupported.
A k j ass , and l %! k j ass ul-bait,
= A j j ass a  [A. k assa, 

'To be much,' &c.], coll. s.m. Goods, household goods,
chattels, eects, property generally (syn. . *a mat).
A j j ass a  [A. k assa,  'To be much,' &c.], = A k j ass , and
l %! k j ass ul-bait,
coll. s.m. Goods, household goods,

chattels, eects, property generally (syn. . *a mat).
A  j sr (pl. of asar),
 s.m. Footprints, vestiges, tracks,
traces, marks, signs, tokens, remains, relics,
monuments or memorials; eects; impressions;
indications of state or condition, promises, symptoms;
sayings or traditions of Moammad; origin; basis,
foundation (of a building, &c.); breadth of a wall:—sr-i
sharf, sr-i-mubrak,
s.m. The venerated sayings or

traditions of Moammad; the sacred relics of
Moammad; the four companions or disciples of
Moammad who were his successors.
A  j sr [pl. of  j, the arabicised form of  ser], s.m.
Seers; seer (ser, 'a weight of two pounds').

A A %j isbt
 [inf. n. iv of %j], s.m. Establishing, conrming;
conrmation, corroboration, verication, proof,
demonstration; ascertainment; certain knowledge.
A j asar, s.m. Footprint; sign, mark, token, trace, track,
vestige, shadow; impress, impression, in uence; eect;
result, consequence:—asar-par,
adj. Taking eect;

ecacious:—asar karn(-me ), To have or take eect (on),
to prove ecacious, to eect, be eective; to operate; to
make an impression; to aect, move, touch; to stimulate;
to excite (the passions):—asar hon, An eect to be
produced, to have eect (on, -me ); to prevail.
A Q j asqal
adj. Heavier;
 (comp. and super. of  Q j saql),

heaviest, very heavy.
A j asn [pl. of jsinyu,
'doubling'; 'folding'], s.m. Lit.

'Folds'; middle, midst; interstice; interval, interim,
meantime, while:—asn-i-l,
In the midst of a state,

condition or event; in a (certain) state or condition:—
asn-i-rh
me , In the middle of the road; on
asn-i-rh,


the way or road, while travelling:—asn-me
, adv. In the

mean time, meanwhile, in the interim or interval; upon
this.
A m j isn-ashar,
num. adj. (f. -a), Twelve; the twelve

Imms.
A m jisn-ashar,
adj. Relating to the twelve Imms.

A  j asr (from j), adj. Marking; marked, favoured;
chosen;—s.m. (Gr. ), Ether:—al asr, s.m., The ether,
the ninth and greatest of the spheres.
A 2 j asm (from 2 j), adj. & s.m. Sinning, doing what is
unlawful; sinner, criminal;—a great and habitual liar.
H 5 * j,—also *, ju, * aj, * aj, *, aju,—[S.
1], adv. To-day, this day; this time, now:—j-tak, adv.
Up to this day; to this time, till now; hitherto; as yet:—jdin-ko, adv. To-day by day, to day:—j-rt-ko, adv. To-day
at night, to-night:—j fajr or fajar, adv. This morning:—jk, adj. (f. -), To-day's, this, of the present; new, recent,
fresh;—j-k rt, This night, to-night:—j-ke din, j-ke roz,
adv. To-day—j-kal, adv. To-day or to-morrow; in a few
days, in a day or two, soon; in these days, now-a-days;
recently, of late:—j-kal batn, j-kal karn, v.n. To put o
from day to day, to procrastinate, delay; to shilly shally,
evade, shue:—j-kal-k, adj. (f. -), Of the present day,

age or generation; recent, fresh:—j-lo , ajo , adv.=j-tak:
—j-h or h , ajah , adv. (emphatic), 1˚=j-tak, q.v. 2˚.
This very day, to-day even; just now, even now, at this
very time; immediately.
S W * aj, s.f. A she-goat; the unreality of the
universe, illusion (an epithet of My, considered as the
wife of the Supreme Being).
H W * j, and * aj [S. ],
' s.m. (f. -), Paternal
grandfather:—j-guru, s.m. A guru's guru, a grandguru.
A  W ijbat [inf. n. iv of W], s.f. Answering, replying to
(=jawb den); granting a favourable reply; accepting (a
petition or prayer); acceptance, approval; compliance,
consent, sanction, assent;—action of the bowels, motion,
evacuation, stool (=dast).
H A W * ajt, = H Y W *" ajt, [S. +*], s.m.
One who has lost caste; one who has no caste.
H Y W *" ajt, = H A W * ajt, [S. +*], s.m.
One who has lost caste; one who has no caste.
H  W * ijr, s.f.=P. d izr, q.v.:—ijr-band = izr-band.
A ? W ijra,—and in compn. occasionally  W ijr [from W
'to recompense'], s.m. Letting land on lease, letting a
house, &c. on rent or hire; land taken on lease; a house,
&c. taken on rent or hire; the giving of usufructs for a
compensation; a privilege or an income of a variable
amount sold for a xed sum; lease, farm, contract, rent,
hire; right, title, monopoly (arising from a lease,
contract, &c.):—ijra-pa, s.m. Deed of lease, lease;
agreement; title-deed:—ijra-dr, ijr-dr, s.m. Leaseholder, lessee; farmer, tenant; contractor; farmer of
land or revenue; one who has purchased the labour of
another; holder of a monopoly; proprietor:—ijra den,
v.t. To farm, lease, let, give out on contract:—ijra karn,
v.n. To bind oneself, be responsible (for); to engage;
agree:—ijra len, v.t. To take on lease, or hire, or
contract, &c., to farm:—ijra-nma, and ijr-nma, s.m.
=ijra-pa, q.v.
H W *7 aj [S. +*, rt. *], s.m. Lit. 'That does not
wear out'; cloth made of hemp; sacking; coarse canvas.
(Syn. ).
H W *7 uj (v.n. of next; see also uja n), adj. Laid

waste, devastated, demolished, ruined, spoiled;
depopulated, deserted, abandoned; waste, desolate (also
written 5 ja ):—s.m. Devastation, demolition,
destruction, ruin, desolation; a desolate or ruined place,
a ruin (syn. wirna), uninhabited place, waste, desert,
wilderness:—uj - rat, adj. & s.m.f. Ugly, ill-favoured,
unsightly, deformed;—ugly or ill-favoured person
(especially a woman):—uj -mu h, s.m. Unlucky face, illomened countenance.
H  W *7 uj n (caus. of  5 uja n), v.t. To root up;
to lay waste, devastate, destroy, break up, pull or take to
pieces, pull down, demolish, raze, wipe out; to ruin, spoil,
plunder, injure, harm; to drive out (the inhabitants); to
depopulate:—uj -aln (intens. of uj n), v.t. To destroy
utterly, &c.:—uj -den, and uj -karn = uj n.
H  W *f0 uj , adj. & s.m. Destroying, demolishing;
plundering; ruining, wasting, &c., squandering, wasteful;
—destroyer, spoiler, plunderer, &c.; spendthrift;
prodigal.
A Ad W ijzat [inf. n. iv of d W 'To go or pass through or
along'], s.f. Permission, liberty, leave, authority,
sanction; leave to depart, dismissal; authority or liberty
to do anything; licence; passport:—ijzat- h, s.m. One
who seeks permission or sanction (for any purpose);
applicant; petitioner:—ijzat den, v.t. To grant leave or
permission, to permit, allow, let; to give (one) leave to
depart; to grant, admit, concede, comply with; to
authorize, sanction; to license; to empower:—ijzat-nma,
s.m. A written document by which a permission is
conferred; authority; licence.
H X W *$ ujgar [S. +, rt. ], adj. Light;
bright, shining; splendid, gaudy; celebrated, famous;
conspicuous, manifest;—s.m. Light, brightness,
splendour.
H " W *! ujl (from next), s.m. Light, day-light, daybreak, day; sunshine; splendour, brightness, refulgence;
glory, pride, ornament;—adj. (f. -), Light, clear, bright,
shining, luminous, &c.:—ujl hon, To become light; to be
lighted, (hence) to kindle up, take re:—ujle-k pahr,
s.m. The morning watch, the watch which begins at
dawn:—ujle-k tr, s.m. The morning star, the planet

Venus.
H ! W *! ujln (caus. of #W ujaln), v.t. To make
bright; to light, light up, cause to shine; to brighten; to
clean, polish, furbish; to make white:—ujl-den, v.t. To
light up, rub up, brighten, polish; to cleanse, make white;
to wash (prov.).
H a W *./ ! ajmil, s.m. The name of a certain
Brhman mentioned in the Rmya who was a great
sinner and a penitent.
H  W * ajn [S. +], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Unknowing, ignorant, simple, artless, innocent;
indierent, careless;—a simpleton:—ajn-kr, adj.
Ignorant of business, or of any particular work.
H  W * ujn [S. +], s.m. The direction, or part,
of a river which is opposite to the course of the stream;
up the stream, against the tide.
H  W * -jn, v.s.v.  n.
H  W*" ajn, s.f. Ignorance; simplicity, innocence;
heedlessness.
S W .* ajit, part. (f. -), Unconquered, unsubdued,
unsurpassed; invincible.
A . @ *W ijtim [inf. n. viii of b @ W], s.m. Act of collecting,
assembling or gathering together; agreeing together (in
opinion); combining, conspiring, leaguing together
(against, -par); assemblage, gathering, collection,
congregation, accumulation, aux; combination, league;
(in astron.) conjunction:—ijtim karn, To assemble, &c.;
to combine or conspire (against, -par):—ijtim karke, adv.
Collectively, in a body; unanimously:—ijtim hon (-par),
To be combined, or in league (against); a conjunction (of
stars or planets) to bear (upon), or be adverse (to).
A *W ijtinb [inf. n. viii of UW 'to put aside or away'],
s.m. Keeping away or aloof (from, -se), turning aside or
away (from), avoiding, shunning; refraining (from);
abstinence; continence; self-control, self-denial;
temperance; moderation; austerity; self-mortication:—
ijtinb rakhn(-se), To hold or keep aloof (from), &c.
A  4*W ijtihd [inf. n. viii of + 4W 'to strive, labour'], s.m.
Exerting the faculties to the utmost; exertion, eort,
earnest endeavour; diligence;—waging war against

indels.
A + W ajdd (pl. of + W jadd), Ancestors, forefathers. (See
b.)
H + W *, judh, s.m.=+ ) yudh, q.v.
H + W *6 ajdah, s.m.= n azhdah, q.v.
H 5 *f uja [S. +*f], adj. Very apathetic, very cold,
hard or unfeeling; very senseless, stupid or ignorant,
intensely obtuse, idiotic; ill-mannered, unmannerly,
uncouth, awkward, loutish, clownish, rude, rough, vulgar,
coarse:—s.m. A hard, cold or unfeeling person; a very
stupid fellow, an arrant blockhead, a fool; a clumsy,
awkward fellow, a lout, an ill-mannered fellow, &c.
A W ajr, ajar, s.m. Recompense, compensation, reward
(=sawb),
remuneration, return, requital, retribution;

cost, price, hire, fare, pay, fee:—ajr den, v.t. To reward,
recompense, &c.
S W * ajar (rt. *), adj. Not liable to decay or old age,
undecaying, imperishable; an epithet of God;—ever
youthful or young; young, vigorous; rm, immovable:—
ajarmar, ajar-amar, adj. Exempt from both decrepitude
and death; an epithet of God.
S W .* ajir, s.m. An area, court.
H W *, jur (+? W aj ra), s.f. Unpaid labour.
A W ijr [inf. n. iv of W'to pass along quickly, to ow'],
s.m. Causing to circulate, putting in circulation, giving
currency to, making current; issuing; putting into force
or execution; carrying into eect; issue; execution;
performance, practice:—ijr karn, v.t. To issue, put in
force, perform, execute, &c.
A 1 W ajrm (pl. of 1 W jirm), s.m. Bodies (inanimate,—and
thus distinguished from ajsm, q.v.); the heavenly bodies.
A AW ujrat, s.f.=W ajr, q.v.
H W * ujr, incor. for the next, q.v.
H  5 *7 uj , adj. Deserted, desolate, cheerless,
gloomy, &c. (=uj , q.v.):—s.m. (f. -). Ruiner, destroyer,
&c. (=uj ):—uj -puj , adj. In ruins, ruined, razed to the
ground, desolate.
H  5 *7 uja n,—incor. * ujarn—[S. +*&],
v.n. To be rooted up, utterly destroyed or ruined,

demolished, razed to the ground; to be laid waste,
ravaged, plundered, spoiled; to be depopulated; to be
devoid of inhabitants; to be wasted, squandered,
dissipated; to fall into ruin or decay, go to waste, become
a waste or ruin; to be or become deserted, desolate,
cheerless or gloomy; to be lost; to perish, die; to be
ruined, deled, violated, dishonoured (a maid):—uja -jn
= uja n.
H  5 *f, uja u, com. gend.= W uj , q.v.
H  5 *7  uja wn (caus. of uj n), v.t. To cause to
be laid waste, &c.
A oW ajz (pl. of oW juz), s.m. Parts, portions, divisions,
sections; sections of the Qor n; feet (of a verse);
constituent parts (of a thing), elements; members;
ingredients (of any compound or mixture).
H IW * ajas [S. +8], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Disreputable; infamous;—disrepute, disgrace, dispraise;
detraction, defamation; bad name; a disreputable
person, &c.:—ajas kamn, ajas len, To get a bad name,
incur blame, &c.
A  0W ajsd (pl. of + 0W jasad), s.m. Bodies. (Syn. badan.)
A 1 0W ajsm (pl. of 2 0W jism), s.m. Bodies (=badan);
material substances:—ajsm o ajsd, Material substances
and bodies.
S 0W * ajasra, adj. & adv. Perpetual; perpetually, for
ever.
H W *,= ajukt, = H JW *,$ ajugat, [S. +,=],
part. adj. (f. -). Not suited, ill-matched; unt, unsuitable;
incompatible:—s.m. Violence, outrage, oppression;
compulsion.
H JW *,$ ajugat, = H W *,= ajukt, [S. +,=],
part. adj. (f. -). Not suited, ill-matched; unt, unsuitable;
incompatible:—s.m. Violence, outrage, oppression;
compulsion.
, ], adj.
H JW *$, ajgut [S. +$; but cf. #
Wonderful, marvellous, strange, surprising:—s.f. A
wonderful thing, wonder, marvel, prodigy; evil, harm,
wrong; violence, outrage, oppression, tyranny (=Uqp
gaab;
in these senses ajgut would appear to be identical

with ajugat or ajukt = S. ayukta).

H JW *$ ajgar [S. *+$, rt. $], s.m. Lit. 'Goat swallower'; a large serpent, boa constrictor, python;
dragon (=P. azhdar, and azhdah); any unwieldy monster;
any bulky and ponderous object; monster, hulk:—adj.
Very heavy or ponderous; unwieldy.
A W ajal, s.f. Lit. 'The assigned, appointed, or specied
term or period' (of a thing); term or appointed time;
term or period of life; hour of death; death; fate, destiny;
(Met.) a troublesome creditor, a dun:—ajal-rasda, part.
adj. Overtaken by fate, doomed; on the point of death;
wretched, unfortunate:—ajal-girifta, adj.=ajal-rasda; and s.
com. gend. One who is overtaken by fate; one whose
hour of death is at hand; doomed person, &c.
A W ajall (comp. and super of  #W jall), adj. Greater;
greatest; more, or most, glorious.
H W A*! ujjal, = H 3W *! ujl (f. -), [S. +A !], adj.
Bright, luminous, shining, radiant, splendid;
enlightened; beautiful,
lovely, excellent; pure, clean, clear; white; plain,
unadorned (=sda); simple, guileless; blown, expanded:—
ujl dm, s.m. A plain or simple man; a man dressed in
clean, white clothes; a respectable man:—ujjal buddh,
clear intellect, luminous or enlightened man:—ujl
The plant Verbesina prostrata:—ujle
bhangr [S. bhringa),

pn-k ja , Galangal, root of Alpinia galanga:—ujl tuls,
White basil, Ocimum album:—ujl-jm n, The white jm n,
Calyptranthes caryophyllifolia:—ujl andan, Santalum album:
—ujl dhat r, Datura metel:—ujl tabyat-k,
adj. Of radiant

or luminous mind, clear-minded; of enlightened mind:—
ujl-k zr, Fluor albus, the whites:—ujl k k r, The
variety of cowhage or cowitch (Dolichos pruriens) with a
white stem:—ujl kadd , The long white pumpion or
pumpkin, Lagenaria vulgaris:—ujl kaner, Nerium odorum
(album):—ujl mir , ujl mir , White pepper, Piper album:—
ujl mu h karn, v.t. To clear one's honour or reputation;
to exculpate; to acquit:—ujl mu h hon, v.n. To have
one's honour reëstablished; to be exculpated; be
acquitted:—ujl hul l, The viscid cleome (Cleome viscosa),
the seeds of which, called hor ajwn, are regarded by
the native practitioners as anthelmintic and
carminative:—ujl hon, To be light; to be bright, be

polished, to shine; to be or become clean; to be dressed
in clean clothes.
H 3W *! ujl (f. -), = H W A*! ujjal, [S. +A !], adj.
Bright, luminous, shining, radiant, splendid;
enlightened; beautiful, lovely, excellent; pure, clean,
clear; white; plain, unadorned (=sda); simple, guileless;
blown, expanded:—ujl dm, s.m. A plain or simple man;
a man dressed in clean, white clothes; a respectable
man:—ujjal buddh, clear intellect, luminous or
enlightened man:—ujl bhangr [S. bhringa),
The plant

Verbesina prostrata:—ujle pn-k ja , Galangal, root of Alpinia
galanga:—ujl tuls, White basil, Ocimum album:—ujl-jm n,
The white jm n, Calyptranthes caryophyllifolia:—ujl
andan, Santalum album:—ujl dhat r, Datura metel:—ujl
tabyat-k,
adj. Of radiant or luminous mind, clear
minded; of enlightened mind:—ujl-k zr, Fluor albus, the
whites:—ujl k k r, The variety of cowhage or cowitch
(Dolichos pruriens) with a white stem:—ujl kadd , The
long white pumpion or pumpkin, Lagenaria vulgaris:—ujl
kaner, Nerium odorum (album):—ujl mir , ujl mir , White
pepper, Piper album:—ujl mu h karn, v.t. To clear one's
honour or reputation; to exculpate; to acquit:—ujl mu h
hon, v.n. To have one's honour reëstablished; to be
exculpated; be acquitted:—ujl hul l, The viscid cleome
(Cleome viscosa), the seeds of which, called hor ajwn, are
regarded by the native practitioners as anthelmintic and
carminative:—ujl hon, To be light; to be bright, be
polished, to shine; to be or become clean; to be dressed
in clean clothes.
H <; 3W *! ujlpan, = H ; 3= *! ujlpan, [S.
AA !+; ]( , s.m. Brightness, radiance, luminosity;
enlightenment; clearness; whiteness; plainness (e.g. usk ujl-pan-h gahn th).
H ; 3= *! ujlpan, = H <; 3W *! ujlpan, [S.
AA !+; ]( , s.m. Brightness, radiance, luminosity;
enlightenment; clearness; whiteness; plainness (e.g. usk ujl-pan-h gahn th).
A K3W ijls [inf. n. iv of I#W 'to sit'], s.f. The act of sitting
of a court of justice; sitting, sessions; a court:—ijls karn,
v.n. To sit in court; to preside:—ijls-me , In the court (of,
-ke); in the presence (of), before.

A e3W ajlf (pl. of g#W jilf), s.m. Base, vile, mean, or
ignoble people; the rude, the vulgar; the lower orders.
A 3W ijll [inf. n. iv of W 'to be great'], s.m. Magnifying,
exalting, honouring; magnicence, glory, honour.
H 3W *! ujln (caus. of ujaln), v.t.= ! W ujln, q.v.
H $3W*! ujl, s.f. Brightness; cleanness; whiteness,
&c. (=ujlpan, q.v.); price paid for cleaning, &c.
H #W A*.! ujjalit [S. +A .!], part. adj. (f. -),
Bright, clear, pure, clean. (See ujl.)
H #W *! ujaln [S. +A !(], v.n. To be bright, be
polished, to shine; to be or become clean.
A #W ajilla (pl. of  #W jall), adj. & s.m. Great; illustrious;
great men; the great; the illustrious.
A . @ W ijm [inf. n. iv of b @ W 'To assemble, collect'], s.m.
Act of assembling; assembly; council; senate; court of
justice; crowd; collection; amount; whole;—concurrence,
agreement:—ijmi-ummat, s.m. General assembly or
convocation of the people; unanimous consent:—ijmiabat, s.m. The unanimous authority of the
companions of Moammad on a point of law.
A @ W ijml [inf. n. iv of @ W 'To collect'], s.m. Summing
up; recapitulation; abstract, abridgment, summary,
compendium, epitome, synopsis;—joint occupancy or
possession.
A P ! @ Wijml, adj. Gross; abridged; succinct;
compendious; brief; undivided, held in common (as an
estate).
A @ W ajmal (compar. & super. of  @ W jaml), adj. More, or
most, beautiful; perfect.
H  @ W */0 ajm d, and */5 ajmod [S. */5],
s.m.f.? Lit. 'goat's delight'; parsley (Apium involucratum);
the common carraway (Carum carui); a kind of lovage
(Ligusticum ajwan).
S <W .* ajin, s.m. The hairy skin of an antelope, tiger,
&c. which serves the religious student for a couch, seat,
&c.
S <W  aj a (pron. aggya in E. and N.W. India), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Not knowing, ignorant, stupid, idiotic;
unknown;—an ignorant person, &c.:—adv. Unwittingly.
S W  aj  (aggy), 1˚=next; 2˚ (fem. of ajna), an

ignorant woman, &c.
S W  j  (ggy), s.f. Command, order (=ukm),
injunction, precept; permission, leave:—j -bhanjak, s.m.
(f. -ik),=j -bhang, q.v.:—j -bhang, s.m. Law-breaking,
disobedience, refractoriness, insubordination:—j bhang, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Law-breaking, refractory,
disobedient;—a law-breaker, &c.:—j -pl (f. -), and
j -plak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Law-regarding, obedient;—
an obedient person:—j -plan, s.m. Regard of orders,
obedience:—j -pattra, s.m. Written order or authority;
edict, warrant, commission:—j dhn (i.e. ˚n+dh˚), adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Amenable to command or authority,
tractable, docile, dutiful; dependent; subservient; a
tractable person, &c.:—j  den (-k), To give the order
(for):—j - (or aj -), kr, adj. Executing an order,
obeying, obedient; ministrant;—s.m. (f. -), A servant:—
j -krak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Commanding, ordering;—
commander; ruler:—j -kr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Carrying out orders, obedient; ministrant; obsequious;—
an obedient person:—j  karn, v.t. To command; to
rule; to issue the order (for, -k); to execute the order
(of):—j -langhan, s.m. Disregarding command or
authority; transgression; disobedience:—j -nuvanta,
adj. & s.m. (f. -vat). Brought under control or subjection,
subdued, subjected;—obedient person; subject:—j nuvartt, adj. & sm. (f. -in), Mindful of or attentive to
orders; obedient;—one who obeys orders.
S A W  ajnt (aggyt), adj. (f. -), Unknown;
unexpected;—unknowing; unsophisticated, simple:—
j t-joban (S. ajnta+yauvan), s.f. A girl arrived at
maturity and surprised at the symptoms which then
appear.
A K W ajns (pl. of IW jins), s.f. Kinds, sorts, species;
various sorts; goods, chattels, eects; articles,
commodities.
S  W  ajnn (aggyn), s.m. Non-cognizance;
ignorance, stupidity, folly:—adj. Ignorant, unwise,
simple, witless, foolish.
H <L W  aj npan (aggynpan) [S. +; ]( , s.m.
Ignorance, stupidity, folly.
S * W  aj nat, s.f.=aj npan, q.v.

S  W" aj n (aggyn), adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Ignorant;
unwise, foolish;—an ignoramus.
A UW ajnab, = A %Wajnab, (from UW, 'to put at a
distance), s.m. Stranger, alien; foreigner;—adj. Strange;
foreign; new; unknown.
A %Wajnab, = A UW ajnab, (from UW, 'to put at a
distance), s.m. Stranger, alien; foreigner;—adj. Strange;
foreign; new; unknown.
A  %W ajnabyat, s.f. Strangeness; the circumstance or
state of being a foreigner.
S W *B ajant, adj. (f. -), Ending in a short vowel.
S *W  aj at, s.f.=<L W aj npan, q.v.
E <W *(& ajan, s.m. Agent.
E <W*(&" ajan, s.f. Agency; the oce of a political
agent or resident at a Native court; the residence of the
same ocer, the residency.
S 2 W *B/ ajanma, adj. (f. -), Unborn, unbegotten.
A W ajinna (pl. of < W jann), s.m. Embryos, fœtuses.
H  W *  ajwn [S.  ";—cf. H. forms ajwin, and
jwin], s.f. The seed of a plant of the dill kind (Ligusticum
ajowan); a species of lovage or bishop's weed with the
avour of carraways (Ptychotis ajowan), used medicinally
by the natives. (For varieties of the plant v.s.v.
 &= hor, and  Br ursn).
H  W *  ujwn [S. B˚, caus. of  'to ow'], v.t.
To cause a person to pour (water, &c.) from one vessel
into another; to cause to be emptied; to empty (a vessel,
&c. cf. ujhln); ujw-len v.t.=ujwan.
H <$ W * , * , ajwin =  W ajwn, q.v.
H $ W* " ajwin, s.f. A kind of caudle given to
puerperal women (Also written a hwn.)
H W W *0 *0 j -bj (redup. of bj = P. d bz ), adv.
Round about, around, about, in the vicinity (=s-ps).
H A W *5 ajot [S. +15], adj. Without lustre; not
bright; dull, dim.
H A W *5 ajot [S. +,=, rt. ,*] , adj. Uncultivated,
untilled, waste (land).
H  W *0_ aj h [S. +*,9 rt. *,3] , adj. Untasted,

untouched (food).
A ? W aj ra (see W ajr), s.m. Compensation;
remuneration; wages, hire; rent; fare:—aj ra-dr, s.m. A
labourer for hire; hireling (not a regular servant):—
aj ra-dr, s.f. Wages; hire; payment by the job or piece.
H  W*M" ajaur, s.f. Advances, particularly to
agricultural labourers. (Cf. agau .)
H W *57 ajo [S. +v.n. of rt. *,f], adj. Without joining
or connection; disconnected, disjointed, incoherent,
incongruous; not matching; ill-matched, ill-sorted;
unpaired; inharmonious; unsuitable,—unequalled,
matchless, peerless.
H  W *0 aj k [S. +],
'
s.f. A mother; (in
theatrical language) a courtesan.
S W AA ! ujjwal, adj. (f. -) = W ujjal, q.v.
S ! W AA .! ujjwalit, part. adj. (f. -) = #W ujjalit, q.v.
S *! W AA ! ujjwalat, s.f.=<; 3W ujlpan, q.v.
S <! W AA ! ujjwalan, s.m. Burning, blazing; shining
forth.
H ! W*M!" ajaul [S. *.!+,&+], s.f. As much as will
ll the cavity produced by placing the open hands,
slightly hollowed, side by side; perquisites of the lower
castes from the threshing oor.
H  W * ajo , v.s.v. 5 j.
H ! &W D! ujhln (caus. from S. B cf. ujwn), v.t.
To pour from one vessel into another, to pour out, to
empty.
H W D7 ujha , AD7 ujjha , adj. Ignorant, stupid,
clownish, &c. (=5 uja, q.v.).
H &W D ujhakn [S. "d4(?], v.n. To raise oneself
on tip-toe for the purpose of observing, to peep, spy. (Cf.
u akn.)
A 4W ajhal (compar. & superl. of  W jhil), adj. More, or
most, ignorant, very ignorant:—s.m. A blockhead.
H 3&W D! ujhln, v.t.= ! &W ujhln, q.v.
H ! &W D! ujhaln, and .D ! ujhiln, v.n. To ow or
be poured from one vessel into another:—v.t.= ! &W
ujhln, q.v.:—ujhal-den, v.t.=ujhln.

H 4W * ajah =  4W ajah , q.v.s.v. 5 j.
H

&W D5! ajhol [S. +v.n. from r.t. 6!], adj. Lit. 'Not

shaking or swinging'; of steady gait or pace (applied to
an elephant).
H  4W * ajah , v.s.v. 5 j.
H # &W D<! ujheln, D"! ujhln (caus. of ujhiln),
v.t.= ! &W ujhln, q.v.
H W *" aj [S.  interj.+*", contr. fr. *" ], Interj. (used
in addressing, or to call attention, or to express surprise,
or contempt), ho there! I say; Sir! O sir! Good sir!
Madam! My lady; good woman or good man (forms used
by a husband and wife respectively in addressing each
other, it being considered disrespectful for them to call
each other by name).
H W*" j, and *" aj, s.f. (from j), A grandmother.
S W* ajay, ajai, adj. Not victorious; unsuccessful;
defeated, beaten; subdued;—unvanquished; invincible;—
s.m. Defeat:—ajay-krtt, s.f. Reputation for
invincibleness.
H  W * ujyr, = H " W *! ujyl, s.m.=" W ujl,
q.v.
H " W *! ujyl, = H  W * ujyr, s.m.=" W ujl,
q.v.
H  W *" ajt [S. +.*], adj. Unconquered,
unsubdued; unsurpassed; invincible:—ajt-baran (S. ajta
+vara), s.m. Leprosy of a bad or incurable kind.
H RW *"& ajan, s.m. Adjutant (of which it is a corr.).
A + W ajyad (for ajwad, compar. & super. of  W), adj.
Better; best; very good; excellent.
A  W ajr (see ajr), s.m. Hired labourer or servant,
hireling, mercenary; slave.
H  W *" ajran [S. +*"4,' rt. *]. adj. Not decomposed;
unimpaired; undigested;—indigestible; unwholesome,
injurious, pernicious; disagreeable, distasteful, sickening,
nauseating, wearying, wearisome, tedious, sick or weary
(of); persistent, unremitting; inveterate, chronic (as a
disease); excessive (so as to produce nausea, disgust,
&c.); hardy, strong;—s.m. Surfeit, indigestion; atulence;
nausea, &c.:—ajran hon, To be sickening, nauseating,

wearying, &c.; to be surfeited; to be glutted (lit. & g.); to
be produced in abundance, to abound.
H < W A*h ujjain [S. A*"], s.m. Ujain, a city (and a
province), so called, formerly the capital of
Vikramditya; it is one of the seven sacred cities of the
Hinds, and the point whence their geographers take
their rst meridian.
H 3 W ! ujel (also u jel) = " W ujl. q.v.
S W *" ajv, and H. *" aju, adj. Lifeless; deprived
of life.
S W *" jv, s.m. = S  W *"  ajvik (vulg.
jvk,juk, ajuk), s.f. Means of subsistence; livelihood;
subsistence; food.
S  W *"  ajvik (vulg. jvk, juk, ajuk), s.f. = S
W *" jv, s.m. Means of subsistence; livelihood;
subsistence; food.
S V K u a, and H. u , u , adj. High, lofty, exalted;
ascendant, predominant;—s.m. The apex of the orbit of
a planet; the sign of the zodiac in which a planet obtains
its most powerful in uence:—u a-pad, s.m. High rank,
station, or oce: u a-pad-dhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Holding high oce or position;—a person of rank;
dignitary; magnate:—u a-swar, s.m. (in Gram.) a long
vowel:—u a-abd, adj. Loud-sounding, loud-voiced:—u k girah (=S. grahas), Ascendant planet; good or propitious
star.
H =  a , corr. of &= a h, q.v.
H ; =  u pat [S. +, 'settled'], s.f. Taking
of goods upon credit; a running account (as with a
baniy); credit; the goods taken on credit;—knavery,
knavish tricks, fraud.
H *; =" u pt, s.m. One who gives, or who takes,
goods on credit; creditor; debtor; customer;—u pt-lekh,
s.m. Account of goods taken on credit, bill.
H  = & u , K& u  [S. +&, rt. &], adj.
Driven away, caused to disappear; banished; scared,
terried; bewildered; wild-looking; separated; alienated,
estranged; displeased, oended; dissatised; indierent;
weary (of); disgusted (with); disheartened; sad,

sorrowful;—s.f. (S. u ana), Driving away; banishing;
breaking (as sleep); separation, estrangement,
alieation; terror, scared look or appearance; longing to
be separated; vexation; sadness, sorrow; weariness;
disgust:—u  khn, v.n. To be alienated or estranged; to
be scared; to feel aversion, weariness, disgust, &c.:—u t
lagn, v.n. To be scared, terried, &c.; to be averse (to);
disgusted (with); weary (of), &c.:—u  hon or ho-jn,
v.n. To be driven away, banished; to be alienated, &c.
(=u  khn, q.v.); to be displeased or oended (with -se),
be disgusted (with), &c.
S  = K& u an, s.m. The act of driving away,
alienating, &c. (See u .)
H   = & u n, v.t. To drive or turn away (from),
to scare away; to dissuade (from); to banish, to break or
disturb (sleep); to separate, divide; to cause to rebound;
to cause to splash; to dishearten, discourage; to sadden,
to make anxious—u -den = u n intensied. (See
u n.)
S  =   r (and H.  a r), s.m. Manner of life,
conduct, behaviour; custom, practice, usage; established
rule of conduct; institute; religious observance; essential
rites and ceremonies:— r-varjit, adj. Irregular, out of
rule; out of caste;—s.m. An outcast.
P H  =   r (vulg. a r), s.m. Pickles:—a r bann,
v.t. To make pickles; to pickle:—a r karn, or kar-den, v.t.
To beat severely, to make (one) smart:—a r-k hn, s.f.
Pickle-jar:—a r nikln or nikl-den, v.t.=a r karn.
H  = K u r, u r, s.m.= = u ra, q.v.
S A = K u rit, part. Pronounced, uttered,
articulated.
H 5 = * a raj, a rj, s.m.=) =  rya, q.v.
S  = K4 u ra, s.m. Pronunication; utterance;
articulation; enunciation; expression, delivery:—u ra
karn, v.t. To pronounce, &c., to speak, express.
H  = K u rn, u rn, v.t. To pronounce,
&c.=u ra karn, q.v.s.v. u ra.
S  ="  r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Following
established rites and practices, observant of religious
ceremonies; religious, pious;—one

who follows established rules and practices, &c.; a
religious man; a devotee.
S ) = y  ry, = S  ) =y"  ryn, s.f. The
wife of an  rya; a spiritual preceptress.
S  ) =y"  ryn, = S ) = y  ry, s.f. The
wife of an  rya; a spiritual preceptress.
S ) = '  rya, s.m. Guide or instructor in religious
matters, especially one who invests the student with the
sacricial thread and instructs him in the Vedas, in the
law of sacrice and the mysteries of religion; priest;
founder, or leader of a sect; a learned pait; a title
axed to the names of learned men.
H  = K u n, s.f. Height, elevation.
H  =  a n [S. +/(], v.t. To rinse the mouth
(before and after eating, and before religious
ceremonies, &c.); to sip water; to gargle.
H  =  u n [S. K], v.t. To raise, elevate, exalt; to
hoist, to lift up (a burden).
H (: =  a n ak, = H ( =  a nak, [S. 
+], adv. Suddenly, unawares, unexpectedly; all at
once; by chance; inadvertently; unconsciously;
unwittingly:—a nak paka n, v.t. To take unawares, to
surprise.
H ( =  a nak, = H (: =  a n ak, [S. 
+], adv. Suddenly, unawares, unexpectedly; all at
once; by chance; inadvertently; unconsciously;
unwittingly:—a nak paka n, v.t. To take unawares, to
surprise.
H  =   u w [S. +T Q, from T Q], s.m.
Talking in one's sleep; dreaming uneasily; bawling aloud,
or raving, in sleep; incubus or nightmare.
H ? = 6 u h, corr. of ? &= u hh, q.v.
H L= ! a pal [ redund.+S. !], = H 3L= !
a pal (f. - [+!+], adj. Restless, uneasy, agitated,
impatient; unsteady, wavering, irresolute; variable,
inconstant, ckle, wanton, giddy, skittish; active, swift,
brisk; sprightly, playful, frisky, vivacious; inconsiderate,
careless; unruly, refractory, restive, headstrong, selfwilled, obstinate, perverse, wayward.

H 3L= ! a pal (f. -) [+!+], = H L= ! a pal
[ redund.+S. !], adj. Restless, uneasy, agitated,
impatient; unsteady, wavering, irresolute; variable,
inconstant, ckle, wanton, giddy, skittish; active, swift,
brisk; sprightly, playful, frisky, vivacious; inconsiderate,
careless; unruly, refractory, restive, headstrong, selfwilled, obstinate, perverse, wayward.
H <; 3L= ! a palpan (-pan = S. ; )( , s.m. = H ?3L=
!6& a palha (-ha = S. ; ), s.f. = H *#L= !
a palt (S. ! apalat), s.f. = H #L=!" a pal, s.f.
Restlessness; ckleness, inconstancy; playfulness, &c.
(See a pal.)
H ?3L= !6& a palha (-ha = S. ; ), s.f. = H <; 3L=
! a palpan (-pan = S. ; )( , s.m. = H *#L= !
a palt (S. ! apalat), s.f. = H #L=!" a pal, s.f.
Restlessness; ckleness, inconstancy; playfulness, &c.
(See a pal.)
H *#L= ! a palt (S. ! apalat), s.f. = H <; 3L=
! a palpan (-pan = S. ; )( , s.m. = H ?3L=
!6& a palha (-ha = S. ; ), s.f. = H #L=!" a pal,
s.f. Restlessness; ckleness, inconstancy; playfulness,
&c. (See a pal.)
H #L=!" a pal, s.f. = H <; 3L= ! a palpan (-

a htn-pa htn, q.v.
S **= . u itat, s.f. Propriety, tness, bettingness,
obligatoriness, &c. (See u it.)
S *= , a atur, adj. Not cunning, not dexterous or
skilful; stupid, inapt; inactive, slow.
H V & u n (caus. of  V u an), v.t.=  = u n,
q.v.
H  V & u an [S. +&(], v.n. To go away (from, se); to withdraw (from); to separate, part (from); to
divide; to be separated, detached, severed; to come o
(as plaster from a wall); to be dropped or lost; to be
alienated (from); to be displeased or oended (with); to
be weary (of); to be banished, broken, or disturbed (as
sleep); to be scared away; to rebound (as a sword
striking a hard body obliquely), glance o, recoil, spring
back; to spring, bound, leap again; to slip away:—u ajn = u an intensied.
S =  a ar, adj. Immovable, xed, stationary;
inanimate.
S = . a ir, adj. Not of long duration, brief; transitory,
evanescent; not of long date, recent.
H =  a r [S.  !+], s.m. The border or hem of a

pan = S. ; )( , s.m. = H ?3L= !6& a palha (-ha = S.

woman's garment, or skirt, or mantle ( dar): see a r
and a l.
H A= K u arit = A = u rit, q.v.

; ), s.f. = H *#L= ! a palt (S. ! apalat), s.f.

H 5= * a raj = H V=  a ra [S. ],
' s.m. A

Restlessness; ckleness, inconstancy; playfulness, &c.
(See a pal.)
H = , a ut [S. +K,, rt. K,], adj. Lit. '(A woman)

wonder, miracle, marvel, prodigy; wonder, surprise,
astonishment;—adj. Wonderful, astonishing, surprising,
remarkable, extraordinary:—a raj n, v.n. To be
possessed with a feeling of wonder, to be astonished:—
a raj karn, To do something wonderful; to perform a
miracle.
H V=  a ra = H 5= * a raj [S. ],
' s.m. A

inducing men to come near her'; weak, foolish, stupid,
senseless, idiotic.
H = K, a ut =  = a yut, q.v.
S = . u it, adj. Proper, meet, just, right, t,
becoming, seemly, betting, suitable; convenient;
expedient, obligatory, necessary; acceptable; advisable.
H = K u at [S. K], adv. On high, aloft.
S *= K u at, s.f. Height, loftiness; exaltation.
H  *:;  *=   a tn-pa tn =  *&:;  *&=

wonder, miracle, marvel, prodigy; wonder, surprise,
astonishment;—adj. Wonderful, astonishing, surprising,
remarkable, extraordinary:—a raj n, v.n. To be
possessed with a feeling of wonder, to be astonished:—
a raj karn, To do something wonderful; to perform a
miracle.

H  W= *, a rajyut, part. adj. Astonished,

S <= .= a ikkan, adj. Unpolished, rough.

&c.=):E   aryit, q.v.

H <=  u kan (v.n. of u kn), s.m.=%  uhangan,

S = 4  ara, s.m. Manner of life, conduct,

q.v.
H =  i akn [S.  +], v.n. To shew the teeth,

deportment; custom, usage, practice; an institute, rite or
rule of conduct; religious observance:— ara karn, To
behave; to do, act; to practise, make a practice (of, -k).
H =   arn, v.t. To do, act, &c.= ara karn, q.v.
H = K u arn,  u arn [S. +4(], v.n. To
rise (as pustules, boils, &c.), to come o, separate (as the
skin from the esh, crust or scales, &c.);—to be
pronounced, uttered, spoken, &c.:—v.t.=  = u rn, q.v.
H ^= ($ u rang [S. +4+$], s.m. A moth
(=patang).
H =4"  ara = =  ara, q.v.
H (=  a ak = ( = a nak, q.v.

grin (as a dog or monkey).
H =  u akn (from  = uckana) v.n. To be raised
or lifted up; to rise; to be jerked up.
H =  u akn [see u akk; and cf. S.

], v.n. To

leap up, bound up, spring up, jump up; to stand on tiptoe; to slip out (of), to drop; to escape, slip away, make
o;—v.t. To snatch, snap, pounce upon:—u ak len, u ak
le-jn, v.t. To snatch away; carry o suddenly, or by
stealth, or by artice or fraud; to anticipate (as in
utterance or speech).
H J=$" a gar, s.f.==a kar, q.v.

H (=  a ak [S. ?], adj. Brimful, chock-full.

S = ! acal, adj. Not moving; incapable of moving;

H =  u k (fr. u kn), s.m. The reel on which the

immovable, rm, xed, stationary; inanimate;—s.m. A
mountain; an aged and inrm person.
S 3= ! a al, s.f. The earth (supposed, as the centre

silk with which kites are own is wound.
H = = u akk [S. +!+], s.m. (f. -), One who
suddenly snatches up a thing and makes o with it; a
shop-lifter, pick-pocket, pilferer, thief, knave, swindler,
sharper.
H <; = = u akkpan, s.m. = H ; = =
u akkpan, s.m. = H X ==$" u akkgar, s.f.
Pilfering, thieving; cozening, swindling, knavery, fraud.
H ; = = u akkpan, s.m. = H <; = =
u akkpan, s.m. = H X ==$" u akkgar, s.f.
Pilfering, thieving; cozening, swindling, knavery, fraud.
H X ==$" u akkgar, s.f. = H <; = =
u akkpan, s.m. = H ; = = u akkpan, s.m.
Pilfering, thieving; cozening, swindling, knavery, fraud.
H  =  u kn (caus. of u akn, q.v.), v.t. To lift or
raise up; to jerk up; to shrug (the shoulders).
H =" a kar [S. .d++], s.f. Wantonness,
lasciviousness; wickedness.
S Z= d, a akshu, adj. Blind;—s.f. Spectacles.
H <=  a kan, s.m. A long coat buttoned in front.

of the universe, to be immovable).
H 3= ! a l, s.m.== a r, q.v.
H 3= ! u ln (caus. of next, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
be separated (one thing from another), to have (one
thing) separated (from another).
H #= ! u aln [S. +!(], v.n. To be separated; to
separate (as skin from the esh, or as scales, scabs, &c.).
H %@ = /  a amb, = H &%@ = /# a ambh, [
redund.+S. T@#], s.m. Wonderful thing, wonder, marvel;
wonder, surprise, astonishment, amazement,
bewilderment, perplexity:—adj. (f. -), Wonderful,
marvellous, astonishing, surprising; astounding;
extraordinary, uncommon, strange, rare:—a ambh karn
(-se), To marvel (at), be astonished, surprised,
astounded, &c. (at):—a ambhe- (or a ambe-)k, adj. (f. -),
Surprising, strange, extraordinary, uncommon, new,
&c.:—a ambh mnn, v.t. To regard as wonderful, &c.:—
a ambhe- (or a ambe-) me n, and a ambe hon, To be
lost in wonder, astonishment, or amazement; to be
astounded, bewildered, perplexed, &c.

H &%@ = /# a ambh, = H %@ = /  a amb, [
redund.+S. T@#], s.m. Wonderful thing, wonder, marvel;
wonder, surprise, astonishment, amazement,
bewilderment, perplexity:—adj. (f. -), Wonderful,
marvellous, astonishing, surprising; astounding;
extraordinary, uncommon, strange, rare:—a ambh karn
(-se), To marvel (at), be astonished, surprised,
astounded, &c. (at):—a ambhe- (or a ambe-)k, adj. (f. -),
Surprising, strange, extraordinary, uncommon, new,
&c.:—a ambh mnn, v.t. To regard as wonderful, &c.:—
a ambhe- (or a ambe-) me n, and a ambe hon, To be
lost in wonder, astonishment, or amazement; to be
astounded, bewildered, perplexed, &c.
H &%@ = .@# a ambhit [ redund.+T.@#], part. adj.
Astonished, amazed, astounded; bewildered, perplexed;
alarmed.
S <@ = /  aman,  man, s.m. Rinsing the mouth; the
act of sipping a little water from the palm of the hand by
way of purication before meals or religious ceremonies:
— aman karn, To rinse the mouth, &c.
H <= . a in [S. +.B6], adj. Undistinguished; without
note or consequence.
H =  a n [S. /(], v.t. To rinse the mouth, &c.
See  aman.
H %= (  a amb = %@ = a amb, q.v.
S = .B a int, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Thoughtless,
regardless, heedless, careless, rash;—a thoughtless
person, &c.
S *= .B a int, = H $ *= . a int, s.f.
Thoughtlessness, heedlessness, inconsiderateness,
disregard, carelessness, unconcern; negligence, neglect.
H $ *= . a int, = S *= .B a int, s.f.
Thoughtlessness, heedlessness, inconsiderateness,
disregard, carelessness, unconcern; negligence, neglect.
S *= ..B a intit. part. adj. Not thought of;
unexpected; disregarded.
S := (! a an al, adj. (f. -), Unmoved; immovable,
rm, xed; steady, constant; inactive.
S <= 4f a a, adj. (f. -), Not hot-tempered, gentle,

tractable.
H  = " a wn, s.f.= &=a hwn, and $ Wajwin,
qq.v.
H  =5" a or [S. +M], s.f. Not stealing.
H  = 0 a k [S. +K +, rt. K,], adj. Unfailing,
sure, unerring; infallible; certain:—s.m. An unerring
marksman, a dead shot.
H  =   a wan, s.m.=<@ =  aman, q.v.
H &= K+ a h, + a h [S. d], s.m. Terrestrial latitude;
a die (for playing with); a cube:—a h-a , or a h- ,
s.m. A degree of latitude:—a ha bhg, s.m. Idem.
H &= .K+ a hi, a hi [S. .d], s.m. The eye:—a hi-tr,
s.f. The pupil of the eye.
H &= +, i hu [S. d,], s.f. Sugar-cane (cf. kh):—i hu-ras,
s.m. Juice of the sugar-cane:—i hu-sr, s.m. Raw or
unrened sugar, molasses.
H &= K+ a h [S. K+], adj. (f. -), Good; serviceable;
useful; t; excellent; nice, ne;—sound; hale; healthy;
salubrious (as climate); genuine, pure, unadulterated;—
pleasant, pleasing, agreeable; amiable, kind benevolent,
humane; virtuous, righteous; well-behaved;—clever,
skilful (workman);—proper, suitable, tting;—favourable,
propitious; lucky, fortunate; happy; prosperous;—
reasonable, moderate, cheap;—fertile, productive (soil):
—adv. Well, correctly, properly; nicely, nely;
opportunely;—yes, very good, very well, all right;
granted; true; quite right:—interj. Well! very good! very
well! how ne! well done! bravo! capital! all right!:—a he,
a he a he, s.m. pl. The good; superiors; great men; men
of birth, rank or learning, &c.;—forefathers, ancestors:—
a h tara,
a h tara-se,
adv. Well, properly, carefully; in


a tting manner, suitably; abundantly; so as one could
wish, satisfactorily; adequately:—a he-se a h, adj. The
best of all; the very best:—a h karn, v.t. To do good; to
do well or right;—to make (one) well, to restore to
health, heal, cure:—a h kar-den, v.t. To restore to
health, heal, cure:—a h kahn, v.t. To say yes; to
pronounce or call good; to speak well of (-ko):—a h-kah,
interj. Well said! how ne! what next!:—a h lagn, v.n.
To be pleasing, agreeable or palatable, to please; to

appear pretty or becoming, to look well; to become, bet,
suit; to aord pleasure (to); to derive pleasure or
enjoyment (from), to enjoy, relish; to have a good eect,
prove benecial, to benet:—a h hon, or ho-jn, v.n.
To become or get well, to recover; to be healed or cured;
to be in good health.
S &= K+ i h, s.f. Wish, desire; will; pleasure;

H  &= K+6 u hh, u hh, = H  &= + u ho, = H  &=
+ u hh , [S. ; ; cf. also S. ;6], s.m. Festival,
jubilee, public demonstration of joy; joy, gladness,
merry-making:—u hh-wl, s.m. One who exults;
boaster, braggart.
H  &= + u hh , = H  &= + u ho, = H  &= K+6
u hh, u hh, [S. ; ; cf. also S. ;6], s.m. Festival,

inclination, appetite; aim; ambition:—i h bhojan, s.m.
Desired or longed-for food; choice food; food agreeable
and abundant to the utmost desire:—i h- r, s.m. (f. in), One who acts according to his own will:—i h rakhn
(-k), To have a desire (for), to wish (for), desire, crave;
to solicit; to aim (at), purpose; to be ambitious (of):—i h
karn (-k) = i h rakhn:—i h lagn (-k), To feel a
longing or craving (for), to long (for), crave:—i h mrn
(apn), To subdue desire, appetite, &c.; to practise selfdenial:—i h hon (-k, with dat. of agent), To wish (for),
&c.
S A &= K+  hdit, part. Covered; concealed;

grain; whole grains of rice used in religious ceremonies;
a few grains of rice; fried grain:—part. adj. Infallible;
remaining, abiding, permanent, indelible:—a hat-tilak,
s.f. The ceremony of putting a few grains of rice on the
forehead of an idol, or of a Brhman when invited to an
entertainment.
H &= .K+  i hit (fr. K+, and=S. 9), part adj.

guarded.
S  &= K+  hdan, s.m. Covering; cloak; cloth;

Wished for, desired.
H  *&:;  *&= + + a htn-pa htn [S. Y

garment:— hdan karn. v.t. To cover; conceal.
H  &= + u hr, [S. +4, rt. T&], s.m. Covering,

+( redupl.], v.n. To repent, regret; to grieve, repine.

curtain, screen.
H &= +! u hl (v.n. of next), s.f. Motion upwards;

friendlessness, forlorn condition, destitution.
H = +& u ha (v.n. from next), s.f. Holding aloof

spring upwards: tossing up or about, &c. (see u hln):—
u hl-citt, and u hl- hakk, s.f. A forward wanton
woman who exposes her bosom; a harlot.
H ! &= +! u hln (caus. of u haln q.v.), v.t. To

(from), avoiding, shunning; retirement, retreat.
H  = +& u hhan, v.n. To withdraw (from, -se), to

throw up, toss up; to dandle, ing up (a child); to cast up,
vomit; to toss about, bandy, treat with disrespect, bring
discredit on:—u hl-den, v.t. (intens. of u hln), To
throw or toss up, &c.
H  &= + a hn [+rt. of  &= hnn, q.v.] adj. Not
strained; impure.
H  &= + u ho, = H  &= K+6 u hh, u hh, = H  &=

jubilee, public demonstration of joy; joy, gladness,
merry-making:—u hh-wl, s.m. One who exults;
boaster, braggart.
H &= K+ a hat [S. +d], s.m. Unbroken or whole

S *&= +P a hatra, s.m. The state of a fallen king;

tire or be weary (of); to be oended (with), &c. (=u an,
q.v.).
H &= K+ a har =   akshar, q.v.
H &= .+  a hir, s.m. Ulcers in the throat, the thrush.
(Cf.  &= hr .)
H &= + u harn = #&= u haln, q.v.
H ^&= +($ a hrang [S. +d4+]. s.m. Calumnious

+ u hh , [S. ; ; cf. also S. ;6], s.m. Festival,

accusation; calumny.
H &= +M& a hrau [S. d+ ], s.f. The music of a

jubilee, public demonstration of joy; joy, gladness,
merry-making:—u hh-wl, s.m. One who exults;
boaster, braggart.

stringed instrument played so as to express the words of
a song. (See next.)
H &=+M&" a hrau, s.f. Orthography;—a inode of

playing upon a stringed instrument so as to express the
words of a song;—a Turkish guitar, lute or mandoline.
H &=K+" a har [S. d], s.m. An elegant penman
or caligrapher; a lettered or scientic person.
H  = +7 u ha n =    ukha n, q.v.
S Z&= .K+ 9 u hish, s.m. Remains of food, leavings,
fragments, scraps.
S (&= K+, i huk, K+ i hak, adj. Wishing; wishful,
desirous.
H 3&= +! u hln (caus. of next), v.t. To cause to be
thrown up, &c.; also=u hln, q.v.
H #&= +! u haln [S. +8!(], v.n. To leap, bound,
spring, jump; to spout up, y out, gush out, spurt out; to
y or bounce up, shoot up; to dance about, cut capers; to
y (at, -par), spring (upon); to y into a passion, to dance
with rage:—u hal-pa n, v.n. To spring (upon, -par); to
break into a passion, y into a rage:—u hal-jn,
v.n.=u haln:—u hal-k d, s.f. Leaping and jumping;
hopping and skipping; gambols; dancing and cutting
capers.
H 4 @ &=K+,q6" i hu-meh [S. d,+q 6 ], adj. Diabetic.
H <&= K+ i han [S. d4], s.m. Seeing, sight, eye.
S <&= K+B  hanna, part. (f. -), Covered, concealed;
protected.
S <&= .K+ B u hinna, part. Destroyed, ruined, laid
waste; decient.
H &= +  hn, = H &= + a hn, [S. +(], n. To
be, exist; to remain, abide, stay.
H &= + a hn, = H &= +  hn, [S. +(], n. To
be, exist; to remain, abide, stay.
H ^&= +($ u hang [S. ;r$], s.m. Lap; slope of a
mountain; a roof.
H &= K+0 u h [S. +:], s.m. Suocation, choking:
—u h hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To be suocated or choked.
S K &= K+ u hws (cf. u h ), s.m. Breath,
breathing; hope, expectation; division of a book.
H  &=+ " a hwn, s.f. A caudle or gruel given to
puerperal women. (See ajwin).

H Y &= +0 a h t [S. ++,+], part. adj. (f. -), Not to
be touched, intangible (as food for religious persons,
&c.); inviolable;—untouched, untasted; unpolluted,
undeled; unblemished; clean, pure; unused, new.
H  &= K+5 a hodan [S. d5 and K+5], s.m.
Hunting, the chase.
H  &=+M6 " a hauhin [S. d+ 6 4"], s.f. A complete
army, consisting of 109,350 foot, 65,610 horse, 21,870
chariots, and 21,870 elephants.
H &=K+ a hay, a hai [S. +d], adj. Imperishable;
undecayable:—a hai-lok, s.m. The imperishable world,
heaven.
H ` &=   hep [S. +d<, rt. .d], s.m. Throwing
away; convulsion; a putting upon; reproof, censure,
blame; sarcasm, irony.
H  =  a et [S. +t], adj. Destitute of
consciousness; unconscious; inanimate; insensible;
senseless; fainting; out of one's mind; thoughtless;
heedless, careless, regardless; inattentive; o one's
guard; negligent; forgetful; stupid:—s.m. A thoughtless,
or stupid person, &c.:—a et hon, v.n. To be thoughtless,
be insensible (to); to become or be insensible, or in a
swoon, &c.
S  = K, a yut, adj. Fixed, permanent; imperishable,
undecaying, immortal, eternal:—s.m. An epithet of
Vishnu or God.
H * = " a t [S. +.\+], adj. Unwished for,
undesired.
H * = " a t [S. +.P+], adj. Not variegated; not
painted (paper, &c.).
H L* =  a etpan, s.m. = H ** =  a etat, s.f.
Unconsciousness, insensibility; thoughtlessness,
obliviousness; inattention, neglect, forgetfulness;
stupidity.
H ** =  a etat, s.f. = H L* =  a etpan, s.m.
Unconsciousness, insensibility; thoughtlessness,
obliviousness; inattention, neglect, forgetfulness;
stupidity.
S <* =  a etan, adj.= = a et; and= * = a aitanya, qq.v.

S  * = hB a aitanya, adj. (f. -), Not possessing or
exhibiting the qualities which distinguish men from
brutes; without sensation or consciousness; brutish,
irrational; senseless.
H # = ! u eln (caus of u aln, q.v.), v.t. To separate
one thing from another; to peel o (skin, scales, scabs,
&c.); to pare.
H < = h a ain [S. +8.B], adj. Uneasy,
uncomfortable.
A   d (pl. of aad), s.m. Units; cardinal numbers.
A l)  ads, s.f.
 (pl. of ads), Traditions, particularly
traditions or sayings of Moammad, as constituting the
basis of the sunnat or traditional law.
A O  ta, vulg. ta [inf. n. iv cf s , 'to surround'],
s.m. Surrounding, enclosing; enclosed space; enclosure;
premises; precincts; division of territory, province;
boundary, limit; compass:—ta karn, v.t. To surround,
enclose; hem in; invest; conne; fence; to bound, limit;
appoint the limits (of, -k):—ta ghern (-k), To surround
with a fence, &c., to lay down the limits or boundary (of),
&c. See ta karn.
A U aabb (compar. & super. of U % abb), adj. More, or
most, beloved; most, or very, lovely; very amiable:—s.m.
A friend.
A % aibba, = A % abb, (pl. of abb), s.m. Friends,
lovers; dear ones.
A % abb, = A % aibba, (pl. of abb), s.m. Friends,
lovers; dear ones.
A d* trz [inf. n. viii of d], s.m. Guarding (against),
being cautious (of); abstaining (from); abstinence;
regimen; forbearance; controlling the passions and
appetites:—trz karn (-se), To guard (against), be on
(one's) guard (against), protect oneself (from); to refrain
(from); to avoid, shun; to abstain (from).
A G* trq [inf. n. viii of G], s.m. Burning
con agration; strong desire; vehemence; ardour.
A 1 * trm [inf. n. viii of 1 ], s.m. Holding in
veneration, reverencing, respecting, honouring; paying
attention (to); reverence, veneration, respect;
deference, attention.
A 0* tsb [inf. n. viii of U0 'To compute'], s.m.

Making up accounts, reckoning, estimating;—
superintendence of police; superintendence of weights
and measures in the markets of a town.
A P  0*tsb, s.m. Superintendent or clerk of the
markets, whose business it is to inspect and regulate the
weights, measures, qualities, and prices of grain and
other market commodities:—s.f. The oce of a
superintendent or clerk of the markets.
A 1 * tshm [inf. n. viii of 2 ], s.m. Having many
followers or dependants, &c.; pomp, retinue,
magnicence.
A  * tkr [inf. n. viii of , 'To act wrongfully'], s.m.
Collecting and hoarding up grain, &c. in expectation of
its becoming dear.
A 1 3* tlm [inf. n. viii of 2 #], s.m. Emission of the
seminal uid in dreaming; nocturnal pollution.
A @ * tml [inf. n. viii of @  'to bear'], s.m.
Supposition, hypothesis; admissibleness, allowableness;
probability; likelihood; presumption; uncertainty, doubt;
attributing; imputation:—tml karn, To suppose,
presume, &c., to doubt; to attribute or impute (to):—
tml hon, To be allowable or admissible; to be
probable, &c.
A " @ * tmla (acc. of tml), adv. Hypothetically;
presumably; probably, most likely, &c.
A P ! @ *tml, adj. Hypothetical, problematical,
conjectural; presumable; probable, likely; doubtful,
questionable, uncertain; suspicious.
A 5 * tiyj [inf. n. viii of 5 ], s.f. Necessity, want,
need; occasion, exigence; urgency:—tiyj hon (-k taraf),

To be in need (of), &c.
A A W * tiyjt, s.f. pl. (of tiyj), Necessities, wants,
requisite things, necessaries.
A s * tiyt [inf.
n. viii of s ], s.f. Caution, care,

scrupulousness, attention, heed; vigilance; precaution;
circumspection:—tiyt rakhn,
tiyt karn
(-me ), To


exercise caution, care, or circumspection (in), to be
careful (in); to mind, attend, heed; to guard, take care
(of); to take precautions:—tiyt-se,
 adv. Cautiously, with
circumspection, warily; carefully, &c.
A O * tiyta (acc. of tiyt), adv. Cautiously,

circumspectly, &c.=tiyt-se,
 q.v.
A  8 ajr, s.m. (pl. of 8 ajar), Stones; brood mares.
A +  aad, s.m. Unity; one; an individual:—aadut-tarfain,

One of the two parties (in a law-suit):—aadulmuta imain, One of the two suitors (in court).
A k+  ads, s.m., = A P j+ ads, s.f., [inf. n. iv of k+ 
'to exist newly'], Bringing into existence; causing to be
made; making or constructing afresh; production;
invention; novelty; innovation.
A P j+ ads, s.f., = A k+  ads, s.m., [inf. n. iv of k+ 
'to exist newly'], Bringing into existence; causing to be
made; making or constructing afresh; production;
invention; novelty; innovation.
A + aad, vulg. ad, s.m. A body of Indian veterans of
the time of the Emperor Akbar, somewhat of the nature
of pensioners, but liable to be called out for active
service on emergency; (hence) one who is supported by
the king as a pensioner, without rendering service of
any kind; (hence) a lazy, indolent fellow.
A )+  aadyat, s.f. Unity, the being singular;
individuality;—concord; alliance.
A  arr (pl. of  urr), com. gen. The noble, freeborn, the ingenuous, the liberal.
A G rq [inf. n. iv of G], s.m. Setting on re,
burning.
A 1  rm [inf. n. iv of 1 ], s.m. Lit. 'The act of
entering upon a thing, or state, or time, that caused
what was before allowable or lawful, to be forbidden or
unlawful'; refraining from venereal intercourse, &c.
during the month of Moarram;—determination or
resolution to enter upon the performance of the ajj or
pilgrimage to Mecca;—the period of pilgrimage at Mecca;
—the garment worn by pilgrims on entering Mecca,
consisting of two wrappers without seam (also jmae
rm):—rm b dhn, v.n. To make one's vows as a
pilgrim, at a certain stage from Mecca appointed for the
purpose, preparatory to entrance into the holy city.
A o azn, s.m. (pl. of o uzn), Griefs, sorrows;
grievances.
A  0 sn, s.m., = A P  0 sn, s.f., [inf. n. iv of <0
'to be or become good,' &c.], Doing that which is good;

benecence, benefaction, benevolent action, benet,
favour, kindness, good oces, obligation conferred:—
sn jatn, v.t. To upbraid (one) with favours conferred,
to cast obligations in the teeth of; to speak or boast of
kindnesses or benets conferred:—sn rakhn (-par), To
confer a favour (upon); to place (one) under an
obligation:—sn-farmosh, adj. Forgetful of benets or
favours; ungrateful, thankless:—sn-k badl, s.m.
Requital or return for a favour; grateful
acknowledgment:—sn karn (-par), To confer a favour
or benet (upon), to oblige, to benet; to do a kind act,
or a good turn (to):—sn len (se), To accept or receive
a favour (from); to be under obligation (to):—sn mnn
(-k), To acknowledge or be grateful for kindness, &c. (of
or from); to feel obliged, feel grateful:—sn-mand, adj.
Grateful, thankful; obliged:—sn-mand, s.f.
Gratefulness, thankfulness; a sense of obligation.
A P  0 sn, s.f., = A  0 sn, s.m., [inf. n. iv of <0
'to be or become good,' &c.], Doing that which is good;
benecence, benefaction, benevolent action, benet,
favour, kindness, good oces, obligation conferred:—
sn jatn, v.t. To upbraid (one) with favours conferred,
to cast obligations in the teeth of; to speak or boast of
kindnesses or benets conferred:—sn rakhn (-par), To
confer a favour (upon); to place (one) under an
obligation:—sn-farmosh, adj. Forgetful of benets or
favours; ungrateful, thankless:—sn-k badl, s.m.
Requital or return for a favour; grateful
acknowledgment:—sn karn (-par), To confer a favour
or benet (upon), to oblige, to benet; to do a kind act,
or a good turn (to):—sn len (se), To accept or receive
a favour (from); to be under obligation (to):—sn mnn
(-k), To acknowledge or be grateful for kindness, &c. (of
or from); to feel obliged, feel grateful:—sn-mand, adj.
Grateful, thankful; obliged:—sn-mand, s.f.
Gratefulness, thankfulness; a sense of obligation.
A A  0 snt, s.m. (pl. of sn), Favours, kindnesses,
benets, good oces, &c.
A P + @  0 snmand, adj. v.s.v.  0 sn.
A <0 asan (compar. & super. of <0), adj. Better; best;
more, or most, goodly, or comely, or beautiful; excellent;
preferable; agreeable.

A 0 asant (Lit. 'Thou hast done well,' &c.), interj.

A + @ amad, adj. & s.m. Belonging to Amad;—a

Bravo! Well done!
A  ash, s.m. (pl. of  ash), The contents of the

Moammadan; name of a gold coin.
A @  amar, adj. Red.

belly, bowels, intestines; the contents of the thorax, the
heart, liver, lungs, &c.
A 1  ashm, s.m. (pl. of 2  hasham), Dependants,

A H@  amaq, adj. & s.m. Most foolish, very foolish;—fool,
simpleton, booby, blockhead, idiot:—amaq bann, v.t. To
make a fool of; to make a laughing-stock of, &c.; to fool,
cheat, &c.:—amaq-k dum, s.m. Fool, simpleton,
&c.=amaq:—amaqul-la, s.m. An arrant ass, blockhead
or fool; a natural.
A H <; Q @  amaq--pan, s.m.=<LQ @  amaq-pan, q.v.

followers, retinue, servants, retainers; a kind of militia
or armed police:—ashm-daftar, s.m. Muster-roll of
retainers, &c.:—ashm-daftar-dr, s.m. One who keeps
the roll of the retainers, or of the militia, &c.; the militia
accountant:—ashm-jegr, s.f. An assignment of
revenue for the support of irregular troops or local
militia.
A M  [inf. n. iv of M], s.m.f. Numbering,
reckoning; describing; comprehension.
A  M n [inf. n. iv of <M], s.m. Besieging;
circumscribing; restraining.
A  q r [inf. n. iv of q], s.m. Causing to be present,
or to appear (=ir karn); summoning; bringing;
summons.
? H aaqq (compar. & super. of H Q ), adj. More, or most,
proper or deserving; very proper; very deserving.
A G Q  qq [inf. n. iv of H 'To be or become just,' &c.],
s.m. The act of proving or establishing the truth of a
doctrine; manifesting or showing a truth, or right or
due; restoring to rights; administration of justice.
A Q  aqar, adj. (compar. & super. of  Q ], More or most
contemptible, vile, or unworthy:—s.m. Your most
unworthy slave, &c. (a self-humiliating expression).
A 1  akm, s.m. (pl. of 2  ukm), Orders, commands;
decrees, injunctions, ordinances, statutes; judicial
decisions; a summons, or injunction:—akm-nma, s.m.
Written orders; authority in writing,
A A a  akmt, s.m. pl. of, and=akm, q.v.
A P a akm, s.m. One who is ordered by the ruling
powers, one who is appointed by authority.
A 2  akam, adj. (compar. & super. of 2 ), Stronger,
strongest; rmer; very rm; more, most, or very stable
A + @  amad, adj. (compar. & super. of + @ ), More, or
most, praiseworthy (=+ @ ca moammad):—prop.
n.=Moammad.

A P  Q @  amaqna, adv. Foolishly, stupidly; (Fig.) The
money which an mil is obliged to pay to make good the
deciency of the revenue.
A H <LQ @  amaq-pan, = A H LQ @  amaq-pan, = A P
Q @ amaq, s.f., s.m. Folly, stupidity, idiocy.
A H LQ @  amaq-pan, = A H <LQ @  amaq-pan, = A P
Q @ amaq, s.f., s.m. Folly, stupidity, idiocy.
A P Q @ amaq, s.f., = A H <LQ @  amaq-pan, = A H LQ @ 
amaq-pan, s.m. Folly, stupidity, idiocy.
A   awl, s.m. (pl. of  l, but used as a sing.), State,
condition; case; circumstances; state of aairs; aairs;
events, occurrences; account:—awl batn, or ln,
awl sunn, and awl kahn (-k, or apn), To state
(one's) case, condition, &c.; to give an account (of), tell
the story (of), narrate the circumstances (of), &c:—
awl-purs (also -purs, or -pursn), s.f. Inquiry after
(one's) health, or aairs, or condition, &c.:—awlp hn (-k), To inquire after (one's) health,
circumstances, &c.; to institute inquiry (into); to
investigate.
A  awal, adj. Squinting, squint-eyed. (Syn. J &
bhe g.)
A  ay (pl. of haiy, 'alive'), s.m. The living.
A  y [inf. n. iv of  'to live'], s.m. The act of
making alive, giving life, vivication, quickening;
restoring (the dead) to life:—yul-mawt, Lit. 'Reviving
the dead'; (Fig.) bringing waste land into cultivation.
A   ayna (acc. of   ayn, the pl. of <  n, q.v.),
adv. Sometimes, occasionally, now and then, once in a
way; from time to time; (if) at any time; in the event
(of), in case.

A t a , s.m. Brother:—a -, my brother.

A 3*r i till [inf. n. viii of Cr 'to become lean or spare'],

A  %r a br (pl. of %r), s.m. sing. lit. 'News'; newspaper;—
a br-navs, s.m. A writer of news; "our own
correspondent"; editor (of a paper).
A l%r a bas, adj.
(compar. & super. of l %r q.v.), Very


s.m. Need, want; interruption, disturbance, obstacle.
P *r  ta, and *r a ta [=S. +>9, or >], part. adj.

impure or contemptible.
P uLr a pa , s.m. Understanding; wisdom; intelligence.
A r u t, s.f. Sister; female friend:—adj. Similar;
congenial.
A 1 **r i titm [inf. n. viii of 2 *r 'to seal, close'], s.m.
Finishing; end, conclusion, close, completion, fullment.
P *r a tar [Pehl. akhtar; Zend akhtara], s.m. A star;
constellation;—good fortune, good omen; horoscope:—
a tar-shumr, s.m. Astrologer:—a tar-shumr, s.f. The
calculation of one's horoscope.
P *r a tar, corr. of *B star (=S. +T, rt.
T), bedding, &c. (commonly occurring in the redupl.
form) *> *r a tar-ba tar, s.m. Bag and baggage, bed
and bedding, goods and chattels, traps.
A .*r i tir [inf. n. viii of .r 'to cut, slit'], s.m.
Inventing; devising; invention; discovery; introducing:—
i tir karn, v.t. To invent, devise, &c.
A  M*r i tir [inf. n. viii of Mr 'to be or become
intensely cold'], s.m. Abridgment, concise expression,
conciseness, brevity, curtailing; condensation, reduction;
epitome, summary, abstract, compendium, precis:—
i tir karn, v.t. To abridge, abbreviate, &c.; (in arith.)
to reduce, simplify (=mu taar karn).
A F M*r i ti [inf. n. viii of v
C r 'To distinguish
particularly'], s.m. Peculiarity; appropriation.
A h *r i tif [inf. n. viii of h r'to be or become
imperceptible'], s.m. Hiding, covering; concealment.
A s 3*r i tilt [inf.
n. viii of w#r 'to mix'], s.m. The state

of being mixed; mixture; union; amalgamation;
intercourse, familiarity, intimacy, friendship, warm
attachment (between, -me ).
A e3*r i tilf [inf. n. viii of g#r 'to come after'], s.m.
Disagreement, dierence, variance, discord, dissension,
breach, rupture; opposition, contrariety; contradiction;
incompatibility, incongruity:—i tilf re. Dierence of
opinion.

Castrated, gelded;—s.m. A castrated animal; gelding:—
a ta karn, v.t. To castrate, geld, emasculate:— tamurg, s.m. A capon:—a ta hon, v.n. To be castrated or
gelded, &c.
H &Y t R0  -th (Onomat.), s.m. Hawking and
spitting; spit:—interj. Foh! pshaw! tush! pooh! e!
A  *r i tiyr [inf. n. viii of  r 'to be possessed of air or
good], s.m. Choice, election; preference; option, will,
pleasure, discretion; disposal, management, control,
power, authority; right; privilege; liberty; oce, ocial
position or power, jurisdiction; rule, sway:—i tiyr iibtid, Primary jurisdiction:—i tiyr-i-mad o raft, Right
of way:—i tiyr-i-jaiz, Legal power or right; lawful
authority:—i tiyr rakhn, v.n. To have or hold a right or
title (to); to have the power; to be at liberty, to be
privileged, authorized, &c.; to have it in (one's) power, to
be able:—i tiyr-sarsar, Summary power or jurisdiction:
—i tiyr-se, adv. Voluntarily; optionally; of one's own
accord; at pleasure; freely:—i tiyr karn or kar-len, v.t.
To choose, elect; adopt; approve of; to take to, have
recourse to, resort to; to observe; to determine on; to
undertake, take upon oneself:—i tiyr miln, v.n. To be
invested with power or authority:—i tiyr-me hon, v.n.
To be in (one's) power; to be subject to the authority (of,
-ke), to be dependent (on):—i tiyr-nma, s.m. Power of
attorney; (=mu tr-nma):—i tiyr hon, v.n. i tiyr
rakhn, q.v.
A P  *ri tiyr, adj. In one's power, subject to election
or choice; optional; voluntary; at one's disposal:—
s.f.=(incorr. for) i tiyr, q.v.
A / r a a, s.m.f. Taking, seizing; intercepting; seizure;
exaction:—a a karn, v.t. To take (e.g. bad a a-i-naql);
to adopt; to assume; to seize; to take away; to claim;
extort; exact; to seize on, carp at.
A r  ar, pron. adj. Another, the other.
A r  ir, adj. The last; aftermost, nal; latter, lastmentioned:—s.m. End, extremity; termination, issue; the
latter part or portion (of):— ir,  irul-amr,  ir-kr,

 ir-ko, adv. In the end; at last; after all; ultimately;
eventually; once for all, nally:— iruz-zamn, End of
time; the latter times:— ir-sl, The end of the
(revenue) year; the last year:— ir-i-shab, The latter
part of the night; before dawn or break of day:— ir-k
mahn, The sixth month of the Moammadan year:—
 ir karn, v.t. To end, terminate, nish, conclude; to
bring to an end, put an end to; to accomplish, execute:—
 ir hona, v.n. To come to an end, to be at an end, to be
over; to come last; to cease to exist, to die.
P r  ur, s.f.= r  or, q.v.
A 5r i rj [inf. n. iv of 5r 'to pass or go out or forth'],
s.m. Expulsion, ejection, dislodgment, turning out of
possession, eviction; exclusion; extraction; derivation;
disbursement, expenditure, expense.
A A Wr i rjt, s.m. (pl. of the above), Expenses,
disbursements, costs, charges.
A Ar  irat, s.f. The other or next world, the world to
come, the future state (contr. fr. drul- irat or aytul irat):—adv. At the end, at last.
A P D r  irash, adv. At last, ultimately, &c. See  ir,
and  ir-ko.
H r L5& a ro [S. d5&], s.m. Walnut;—the fruit of
the Aleurites triloba.
A r ir, adj. Last, ultimate, &c. (= ir, q.v.); of or
belonging to the end; latter:— ir bahr, s.f. The latter
part of the spring; the end of the harvest, or fruit
season:— ir ahr-shamba, s.m. The last Wednesday
that falls annually in the month Safar, which is observed
as a festival by the Moammadans of India with much
solemnity and rejoicing, their prophet having found
himself on that day well enough to walk abroad for the
rst time after a very severe illness:— ir isb- ar ,
s.m. Adjustment of revenue at the end of the year.
A <)r  irn (obl. pl. of  ir), s.m. Last or latest comers;
posterity;—adj. Last:— irn arf, s.m. Decree of fate:—
 irn dam, The last breath.
A Ir a ass, adj. (compar. & super. of I 0r ass), More,
or most, avaricious; meaner; meanest; very mean or
base.
A vr a a, adj. (compar. and super. of F
C r), More

especial; more, or most, excellent.
A qr a ar, adj. Green.
A h r i f [v.n. iv of h r 'to become imperceptible'], s.m.
Rendering invisible; concealment.
A Zh r a fash, adj. & s.m. Having small and weak eyes;
suering from nyctalopia (see din-aundh);—One who has
weak eyes, &c.
P Jr a gar, s.f. Live ashes; spark of re.
A F3r i l [inf. n. iv of v#r 'to become clear or pure'],
s.m. Purity; sincerity; candour; aection; pure friendship,
sincere attachment; loyalty, delity; intimacy:—i l
jo n or jo -ra n, To cement an intimacy (with, -se);
form a friendship (with):—i l ra n, i l karn (-k),
To entertain regard, esteem or love (for); to regard with
genuine esteem; to love, hold dear; to be sincere.
A P + @ f3r i l-mand, adj. Sincere, true, candid,
genuine; friendly; aectionate; intimate:—s.m. A friend.
A P + @ f3ri l-mand, s.f. Sincerity; friendliness;
aection, &c.=i l, q.v.
A s 3r a lt (pl.
 of w#r ilt), s.m. The four humours of
man (which were regarded by the ancients as the
constituents of his composition), viz. blood, phlegm,
choler (or yellow bile) and melancholy (black bile):—
a lt-i-arbaa,
Idem.

A G3r a lq (pl. of H#r ulq), s.m. Morals, ethics;
morality; virtues; good qualities; disposition; manners;
politeness.
P 3; r a n-pulo (see ya n and cf. b-i-ya n), s.m.
A pulo (q.v.) made of rice cooked in the juice of boiled
meat, with fowl and spices.
A  r i wn, = A A r i wat, (pl. of t a ), s.m.
Brothers, brethren; friends, companions (generally
speaking, however, the former of these words is applied
to 'friends' or the like, and the latter denotes
relationship):—i wnnz-zamn, s.m. pl. Contemporaries;
people of the same religion.
A A r i wat, = A  r i wn, (pl. of t a ), s.m.
Brothers, brethren; friends, companions (generally
speaking, however, the former of these words is applied
to 'friends' or the like, and the latter denotes
relationship):—i wnnz-zamn, s.m. pl. Contemporaries;

people of the same religion.
P  r  or, s.f. Refuse, leavings; litter; sweepings; oals;
lth; waste grass, &c. of stables:— or-pa or, s.f. Idem:
— or-k bhart, s.f. Stung of litter or rubbish; a
company or pack of low, vile fellows.
H  r L0   n (P. +  r), s.m. (f.   n-n), Teacher,
tutor, preceptor, master:—  n-j (respectful for   n),
Respected teacher, &c.
A  ra w, a aw, adj. Brotherly, fraternal; of or
relating to a brother.
A H r a iy, s.m. Little brother.
A  r a yr (pl. of  r air), s.m. The good; the excellent;
the better (people).
A e r a yf (pl. of g r aif), s.m. & f. Brothers who are
sons, or sisters who are daughters, of one mother but of
dierent fathers.
A _ ra yj, adj. By the same mother but by a dierent
father (a brother or sister).
A  r a yar, adj. (compar. & super. of  r), Better; best.
A  r a r, s.m. adj. & adv.=r  ir, q.v.:—a r zamna,
s.m. The last time, period or age; the last moment, the
moment of death:—a r sam, and a r waqt, Idem.
A - r a ra (acc. of a r), adv. At last, ultimately,
&c.= ir-ko, q.v.s.v.  ir.
H   ad = H   d [for dh = S.],
' Used in comp.
(as also the forms adh and dh, q.v. for comp. not given
below):—ad-ba, s.f. Division of produce in equal shares
(see ba):—ad-bar (S. ardha+vartanam), adv. Halfway,
midway; in the middle:—ad-bagr, adj. Half-cleaned (as
rice, &c.):—ad-ban, adj. Half-made; half-formed;
incomplete (see bann):—ad-b , adv. In the midst or
middle; during completion (see b ):—d-po, s.m. One
eighth of a seer, two chaaks:—ad-pakk (S. ardha +pakwa),
adj. (f. -), Half-ripe, raw, green (fruit); half-cooked,
under-done (meat, &c.):—ad-pavva or pauw, s.m. A
weight of half a po or of two haks:—ad-pe, adj. Half a
belly full; insucient (food;—see pe):—ad-jal, adj. (f. -),
Half-burnt (see jaln):—ad- akkar (S. ardha+ akra), s.m.
Semicircle:—ad- o, adj. Slightly wounded or hurt (see
ot); half-cleaned (=ad-bagr):—ad-ser, s.m. A weight of
half a ser, or of one pound:—ad-ka, s.m. Diagonal;

diameter:—ad-ka r, adj. Raw, green (fruit), &c.=ad-pakk:
—ad-khil, adj. Half-blown (a ower):—ad-gadr, adj.
Unripe, raw (fruit);—s.m. Fruit fully formed but unripe:—
ad-gal, adj.=ad-pakk, q.v.:—ad-ga , adj. Half-buried; half
driven in (a stake or peg):—ad-gol, adj. Semi-terete (as
the stem of a plant);—ad-mar, ad-mu, adj. Half-dead;
wretched, miserable; weak; starved:—ad-man, adj. A
weight of half a man, or of twenty seers.
H   d = H   ad [for dh = S.],
' Used in comp.
(as also the forms adh and dh, q.v. for comp. not given
below):—ad-ba, s.f. Division of produce in equal shares
(see ba):—ad-bar (S. ardha+vartanam), adv. Halfway,
midway; in the middle:—ad-bagr, adj. Half-cleaned (as
rice, &c.):—ad-ban, adj. Half-made; half-formed;
incomplete (see bann):—ad-b , adv. In the midst or
middle; during completion (see b ):—d-po, s.m. One
eighth of a seer, two chaaks:—ad-pakk (S. ardha +pakwa),
adj. (f. -), Half-ripe, raw, green (fruit); half-cooked,
under-done (meat, &c.):—ad-pavva or pauw, s.m. A
weight of half a po or of two haks:—ad-pe, adj. Half a
belly full; insucient (food;—see pe):—ad-jal, adj. (f. -),
Half-burnt (see jaln):—ad- akkar (S. ardha+ akra), s.m.
Semicircle:—ad- o, adj. Slightly wounded or hurt (see
ot); half-cleaned (=ad-bagr):—ad-ser, s.m. A weight of
half a ser, or of one pound:—ad-ka, s.m. Diagonal;
diameter:—ad-ka r, adj. Raw, green (fruit), &c.=ad-pakk:
—ad-khil, adj. Half-blown (a ower):—ad-gadr, adj.
Unripe, raw (fruit);—s.m. Fruit fully formed but unripe:—
ad-gal, adj.=ad-pakk, q.v.:—ad-ga , adj. Half-buried; half
driven in (a stake or peg):—ad-gol, adj. Semi-terete (as
the stem of a plant);—ad-mar, ad-mu, adj. Half-dead;
wretched, miserable; weak; starved:—ad-man, adj. A
weight of half a man, or of twenty seers.
S   di, = H   d (and dh), s.m. (f. ?) & adj.
Beginning, commencement, starting-point; original;—
rst, prior, primary; primeval; pre-eminent; (often at
the end of a compound in the sense) beginning with, et
cetera, and so forth, and so on, onwards, &c. (e.g.
manushydi jantu, 'man and the other animals'; ek-d [or dh], one or so):—d-ant, dyant, s.m. The rst and the
last; the beginning and the end;—adv. From rst to last;

from beginning to end; from head to foot, throughout;
without cessation or intermission, incessantly, always:—
di-bhg, s.m. The Old Testament (opposed to anta-bhg):
—di-purush, s.m. The rst male or progenitor (usually
applied to Vishnu); the primeval spirit:—di-se, From the
beginning; and so forth:—d-se ant-tak, adv.=d-ant, q.v.:—
di-iksh, s.f. Primary or elementary instruction:—dikran, s.m. Primary cause:—dyant = dant, q.v.
H   d (and dh), = S   di, s.m. (f. ?) & adj.
Beginning, commencement, starting-point; original;—
rst, prior, primary; primeval; pre-eminent; (often at
the end of a compound in the sense) beginning with, et
cetera, and so forth, and so on, onwards, &c. (e.g.
manushydi jantu, 'man and the other animals'; ek-d [or dh], one or so):—d-ant, dyant, s.m. The rst and the
last; the beginning and the end;—adv. From rst to last;
from beginning to end; from head to foot, throughout;
without cessation or intermission, incessantly, always:—
di-bhg, s.m. The Old Testament (opposed to anta-bhg):
—di-purush, s.m. The rst male or progenitor (usually
applied to Vishnu); the primeval spirit:—di-se, From the
beginning; and so forth:—d-se ant-tak, adv.=d-ant, q.v.:—
di-iksh, s.f. Primary or elementary instruction:—dikran, s.m. Primary cause:—dyant = dant, q.v.
S   ud, insep. prex= ut, q.v.
P  ad, s.f. Grace, beauty; elegance; graceful manner on
carriage; charm, fascination; blandishment; amorous
signs and gestures, coquetry:—ad-fahm, adj.
Understanding signs and gestures, skilled in the arts of
blandishment:—ad-fahm, s.f. Understanding of the arts
of blandishment, &c.:—ad-karn, To coquet:—ad-wl,
adj. Graceful, beautiful, elegant, &c.
A  ad, s.f. The act of bringing to completion, &c.;
completion, perfection; performance; fullment;
accomplishment; acquittance; payment or discharge (of
a debt, &c.):—ad-band, s.f. Fixing a period for the
performance of a contract, or for the payment of a debt;
liquidation of a debt by instalments (=qist-band):—ad-idmat, Performance of service, discharge of duty:—ad-zar--igr, Payment of the sum decreed:—ad karn, v.t.
To perform; accomplish; full; discharge; liquidate, pay;

to eect or accomplish satisfactorily, properly, &c.:—ad
hon, v.n. To be performed, accomplished, fullled,
discharged; to be paid, liquidated; to be done, eected, or
accomplished satisfactorily or properly, &c.; to be
brought out, uttered or pronounced distinctly (a letter or
word in reading); to be done for, undone, demolished,
made an end of.
H   d [S. W],
' s.m. Ginger in the undried state.
(See adrak.)
A  db, s.m. (pl. of  adab), and sing. (=adab); Good
breeding; good manners; politeness; polite
accomplishments; elegance of manners, address or
speech, &c.; rules; ceremonies; etiquette; forms of
address in writing and speaking; salutation; respects;
devoirs;—interj. Good morning! good day! &c.; my
compliments to you! thank you! your humble servant!:—
db bajn, db baj-ln, v.n. To pay (one's) respects; to
salute respectfully, make a salm, make obeisance; to use
complimentary expressions; to bow deferentially, to
acknowledge (one) as superior; to say good-bye, to take
leave:—db-taslmt, Best, or most humble,
compliments; best respects:—db-se, adv. Respectfully
(=adab-se):—db--shukr, db--shukrya, The set form or
established etiquette for making one's
acknowledgments; making a formal return of thanks for
favours received:—db o algb, s.m. Titles; address.
A A adt, s.f. Instrument, tool, implement; utensil;
apparatus;—(in Gram.) a particle.
S Y  adt, adj. & s.m. Niggardly, illiberal, stingy,
avaricious;—niggard, miser.
S A \ udtta, adj. (f. -), Elevated, high; acutely
accented; great, illustrious; generous, liberal, bountiful;
dear, beloved;—s.m. The acute accent; a high or sharp
tone; an ornament in rhetoric; a kind of musical
instrument; a large drum; a gift or donation.
S   udr, adj. Noble, gentle; illustrious; generous,
liberal; municent; great; best;—unperplexed:—s.m.
Municence, &c.; prodigality:—udr- arit, adj. Of liberal
dealing; of a generous disposition, noble-minded.
S Y  udrt, s.f. Liberality, generosity,
municence.

S K  uds, adj. Indierent (to, -se), unconcerned,
apathetic; unsettled in mind; retired, lone, solitary;
forlorn, dejected, sad, sorrowful; dull, dispirited, castdown; grieved, displeased (with); sullen, cross; not
bright, dull, sombre, faded:—s.m. Unsettledness,
retiredness, loneliness; asceticism;—sickly crop (in
agricult.):—uds baihn, uds pa n or pa -jn, and uds
hon, v.n. To be sad, sorrowful, dejected, &c.; to be
grieved (at, -se), displeased (with); to turn (against),
revolt (from); to be dull, dim, or lustreless.
H B  uds (from uds), s.m. A cord worn as a
shoulder-belt by Mohammadan devotees (zd).
H B" uds, s.f. Sadness, sorrow; despondency,
dejection; retirement; loneliness; solitude; dulness,
dimness:—uds hn, v.n. Dejection or gloom to cloud
(the face); to be clouded with sorrow; to become dull or
sad.
S B" uds, adj. Unsettled; retired, solitary, lonely;
dejected, forlorn, sad;—s.m. A dejected person, &c.;
ascetic; anchorite; hermit; a class of religious
mendicants; (in Music) the bass:—uds-bj, s.m. Any
bass instrument.
S < B " udsn, adj. Sitting apart; indierent; free
from aection: s.m. One who is completely detached
from the world, whose family is unknown, and who has
neither friend nor foe; hermit; misanthrope; stoical
indierent person; one who is neither a friend nor a foe;
an umpire; an order of religious mendicants in the
Panjb.
S * B " udsnat, s.f. Indierence, carelessness,
apathy.
A x 1  admallh, May God preserve (him, &c.).
S   dn, s.m. Taking, receiving, acceptance:—
dn-pradn, Taking and giving.
S   udn, s.m. One of the three or ve vital airs
(that which rises up the throat and passes into the
head).
S " adn, adj. & s.m.= Y adt), q.v.
A adn (pl. of adn, mistakenly, for ), adj. & s.m.
The lowest, meanest, vilest, most ignoble or

contemptible.
H ? 6& udha (from  d), s.f. Brownness;
brown; purple.
S  64 udhara, s.m. Example, illustration,
instance; simile; comparison; an opposite argument; (in
Logic) one of the ve modes of reasoning.
H $ ud, s.f. Brownness, &c.=udha, q.v.
A  adab, s.m. Discipline, training; deportment; good
breeding; good manners, politeness, courtesy, urbanity;
etiquette; polite literature:—interj. Behave! manners!:—
adab den (-ko), To teach manners; to discipline; chastise:
—adab-se, adv. Respectfully, politely:—adab karn (-k), To
show deference or respect (to), treat with respect; to
respect, revere:—adab-wl, s.m. A polite or well-bred
person; one who ought to be treated with politeness or
respect.
A   idbr [inf. n. iv of   'to follow behind'], s.m.
Turning back, going back; falling o from allegiance;
defection; disloyalty;—decline of good fortune (opp. to
igbl), misfortune, ill-luck, adversity (=kamba t):—idbr
n (-ko), To be possessed with a spirit of disloyalty or
rebellion; to fall away from allegiance; to experience a
decline of good fortune; to be overtaken by misfortune
(=kamba t n).
H +    adbadna [S. +], v.n. To be in a
utter, be agitated, uneasy; to be perplexed; to waver; to
be powerless; to be active or brisk:—adbadkar, adv.
Uneasily; helplessly;—certainly, positively. without fail.
S    5 udbodh, s.m. Recollection; recognition.
S &  Eo adbhut, adj. Wonderful, astonishing,
surprising; extraordinary; strange, curious, rare;
admirable;—s.m. Surprise, astonishment, &c.:—adbhut
karma, s.m. An astonishing feat, a miracle:—adbhut vastu,
s.f. A curiosity; a phenomenon.
S 6&  .EA* udbhijj, adj. Sprouting, germinating;
vegetable.
S &  E udbhav, s.m. A being born; springing up (as
plants from seed); birth, production.
H ^  %$ udbeg = ^) udveg, q.v.

S A  aditi, s.f. The mother of the gods:—aditi-

S   udar, s.m. Belly, stomach; bowels; womb; cavity;

nandan, s.m. A son of Aditi; an epithet of any male deity;
a divine being.
H A  dit [S. +], adv. From the beginning; et

the interior or inside of anything; 'the inner man';
protuberance; 'corporation';—slaughter, war:—udarmay
(i.e. udara+may), s.m. Disease of the belly; dysentery;
diarrhœa:—udarvesha (udara+vesha), s.m. Tape worm:
—udar-p , s.m. Belly-ache, stomach-ache; colic:—udarpi , adj. & s.m. Demon-bellied; voracious; gluttonous;—
a glutton:—udar-re , s.f. The line of hair on the belly:—
udar-vriddhi,
s.f. Dropsy.

S  W udra, s.m. Otter; crab; any aquatic animal.

cetera; and the like; rst.
H A  dit =  Y ditya, q.v.
H A  dit =  dik, q.v.
S A  udit, part. adj. Risen (as the sun, &c.); shining;
distinguished, conspicuous (as valour, &c.).
S A \ adatta, part. adj. m. Not given; unjustly given;—
s.m. A donation which is null and void.
S Y \ adatt, part. adj. & s.f. Not given in marriage;
an unmarried girl.
H Y" adatr [S. +B+], adj. Hanging,
pendulous, suspended (in or between); inrm. (Cf. the
form adhantr.)
S Y ; ditwa, s.m. Priority, precedence.
S  Y ; ditya, s.m. A certain class of deities (twelve
in number), sons of Aditi; a deity (in general); the sun:—
ditya-vr, s.m. Sunday. (See itwr.)
A r id l [inf. n. iv of r 'to enter'], s.m. Causing to
enter; putting in; insertion; introduction; entry.
S   udadhi, s.m. The ocean.
S  W adri, s.m. Rock, stone; hill; mountain.
S   dar, s.m. Respect; notice, attention; politeness;
treating respectfully or politely; esteem, dignity, honour,
reverence:—dar-bho, s.m. Respect, reverence, &c.;
respectability:—dar pn, v.n. To meet with respect or
attention, &c.; to receive honours or distinctions; dar
den (-ko) = dar karn, q.v.: dar-se, adv. Respectfully;
politely; with due consideration or honour:—dar karn (k), To show respect, or attention, &c. (to); to respect,
esteem, honour, reverence:—dar-mn, s.m.=dar, q.v.:—
dar miln, v.n.=dar pn, q.v: dar-yogya, adj. Worthy of
respect, esteem, or reverence; respectable, estimable,
venerable.
H   idar, corr. of  idhar, q.v.
H   udar, corr. of  udhar, q.v.

H  W dr [S. Wy], s.m. The sixth Nakshatra or lunar
mansion; the beginning of the rainy season.
A 5 idrj [inf. n. iv of 5 'to move step by step'], s.m.
The act of inserting one thing in another; folding up or
together; inclosing.
A  idrr [inf. n. iv of  'to become copious; to ow'],
s.m. Lit. 'Causing milk, urine, &c. to ow copiously';
involuntary or copious discharge of urine, diabetes; hard
rain; municence.
A  idrk [inf. n. iv of  'to attain, overtake'], s.m.
Perception, apprehension, understanding,
comprehension.
H B  adars [S. +8], s.m. A kind of very ne
muslin; a kind of sweetmeat.
H D  8 adri and ad is =  E  adriya,
 q.v.
S D  8' adar and H. adars, adj. Unseen; unforeseen;—
s.m. Unseen danger; fate, fortune;—a mirror (=dar).
S D  8' dar, s.m. A mirror; commentary; an
original manuscript from which a copy is taken; copy;
specimen; sign.
S D  9 adrish,
 part. adj. Unseen, invisible;
unforeseen;—s.m. The unseen; fate, fortune; unforeseen
danger.
S (E  8
' adarak, s.m. A mirror.
S <E  8
' adaran, adj. & s.m. Invisible, unseen;—
disappearance, invisibility.
S <E  8
' daran, s.m. Making apparent, showing; a
mirror.
S  E   adriya,
 adj. (f. -), Unseen, unperceived;

invisible.
H   adrak [S. W],
' s.f. Green ginger (Amomum

A m idd [inf. n. viii of m 'to seek, desire'], s.m.

zinziber).
H  " adrak, s.f. A kind of sweetmeat, pieces of

Claiming (a thing), demanding as a right; claim;
pretension.
A  m adya (pl. of m), s.m. Prayers, benedictions; good

ginger cooked in syrup; candied ginger.
S  ! udaril, = S   udarin, adj. Having a

wishes; salutations; compliments; congratulations.
A 1 p idgm
 [inf.n. iv of 2 p 'to cover'], s.m. Duplication of

large belly; pot-bellied, fat, corpulent; abdominal. (See
udar.)
S   udarin, = S  ! udaril, adj. Having a
large belly; pot-bellied, fat, corpulent; abdominal. (See
udar.)
H   darn, v.t. To respect, &c.=dar karn,
q.v.s.v. dar.
S " udarin (f. of udarin, q.v.), s.f. A corpulent
woman; a pregnant woman.
S   4" daraya, adj. & sm. To be revered;
venerable, respectable, estimable;—one who is to be
revered, &c.
S   B darvant, adj. Respectful; reverential;
devout; respectable, estimable; to be revered;—s.m. (f. vat), A devout person, &c.
S  W56 adroh, s.m. Absence of, or freedom from,
malice, or tyranny; moderation, mildness.
S W56" adroh, adj. & s.m. Free from malice, &c.; not
tyrannical; moderate; mild; innocuous;—one who is free
from malice, &c.; a non-tyrannical person.
S " udar, adj. Abdominal; pregnant; &c.=udarin,
q.v.:—s.f. Enlargement of the abdomen from dropsy or
from atulency.
A I) idrs, prop. n. The patriarch Enoch.
H >=  7 $,7 uda -guda , = H  >=  7 $,7 ud gud , + X or  + X redupl.), s.m. rags and tatters; old rags;
cast-o clothes.
H  >=  7 $,7 ud -gud , = H >=  7 $,7 uda guda , + X or  + X redupl.), s.m. rags and tatters; old rags;
cast-o clothes.
H D  9 adish [S. +9], s.m. Adverse fortune, illluck, misfortune; fate, destiny.

a letter by tashdd; coalescence of letters (in Arabic
construction).
A G adaqq, adj. (compar. & super. of H i daqq), More,
most, or very subtile, nice, abstruse, recondite or
obscure.
P T :i  adaq a, s.m. Covering; coverlet; cover;
wrapper. (Cf. H. hakn; S. sthagana.)
H   adik, corr. of ( adhik, q.v.
S   dik [+], adj. & s.m. Relating to the rst
or to the beginning; beginning with; and other, and the
rest (used of animate objects).
S   udak, s.m. Water; the ceremony of pouring
water on obsequies; ablution.
S  X    udgr, s.m. Throwing out, spitting out;
vomiting, belching; saliva, eructation; exhalation; sound;
roar.
S X    udgat, part. Thrown up, vomited; risen up,
sprung up, grown.
S  &X  V& udghit, part. adj. (f. -), Done with
eort; exerted; opened, unlocked.
S  &X  V& udghan, s.m. Opening, unlocking;
opener, instrument for opening (as a key, &c.); the rope
and bucket of a well, a leather bucket used for drawing
water.
S  ! adal, adj. Lea ess;- s.m. A plant, Eugenia (or
Barringtonia) acutangul.
H +  ! ! adal-badal, s.m. = H "+ " ! !
adl-badl, s.m. = H !+ ! !" !" adl-badl, s.f. [A. +
badal, redupl.], Exchange; barter; interchange;
alteration; mutation; substitution; transfer;
transmutation; equivalent; anything given in exchange:
—adv. Mutatis mutandis; vice versd:—adal-badal karn, and
adl-badl karn, v.t. To exchange, barter; to change;

convert; trasmute; transfer; shift; displace; confuse;
transform; pervert.
H "+ " ! ! adl-badl, s.m. = H +  ! !
adal-badal, s.m. = H !+ ! !" !" adl-badl, s.f. [A. +
badal, redupl.], Exchange; barter; interchange;
alteration; mutation; substitution; transfer;
transmutation; equivalent; anything given in exchange:
—adv. Mutatis mutandis; vice versd:—adal-badal karn, and
adl-badl karn, v.t. To exchange, barter; to change;
convert; trasmute; transfer; shift; displace; confuse;
transform; pervert.
H !+ ! !" !" adl-badl, s.f. = H +  ! !

udmd [S. +/+], adj. & s.m. Mad, frantic; morbidly
desirous, lustful, lascivious, libidinous, lewd, wanton:—A
dissolute fellow; sensualist, libertine, rake, roué.
H  a /" udmd [S. +/+], = H  a  /
udmd [S. +/+], adj. & s.m. Mad, frantic; morbidly
desirous, lustful, lascivious, libidinous, lewd, wanton:—A
dissolute fellow; sensualist, libertine, rake, roué.
S %a  C@  udumbar, s.m. The glomerous g-tree (Ficus
glomerata) or glar tree.
S a  ¡ admar, adj. Gluttonous.
H  1  /7 adam , adj. (f. -), Breathless, dead.

adal-badal, s.m. = H "+ " ! ! adl-badl, s.m. [A. +

A a /" dm, s.m. A descendant of Adam; a human

badal, redupl.], Exchange; barter; interchange;
alteration; mutation; substitution; transfer;
transmutation; equivalent; anything given in exchange:
—adv. Mutatis mutandis; vice versd:—adal-badal karn, and
adl-badl karn, v.t. To exchange, barter; to change;
convert; trasmute; transfer; shift; displace; confuse;
transform; pervert.
A ! adilla (pl. of  ! dall), s.m. Proofs; indications;

being; man; individual, person; adult; a sensible, or
honest man; mankind; people; husband; wife; servant,
attendant, retainer:—dm bann, v.t. To humanize,
civilize; to make a rational creature of; to teach
manners:—dm-p he , adv. Per man; severally,
individually; one by one:—dm-zd = dam-zd, q.v.s.v.
dam:—dm hona, or ho-jn, To become a man, attain to
manhood; to become civilized, learn manners, &c.; to
recover one's reason; come to one's senses.
A  a  dmyat, s.f. Human nature, humanity;

arguments; evidences.
A 1  dam, s.m. Adam, the rst man; man (as in comp.):
—dam- ashm, s.m. Lit. 'Having eyes like those of a man';
a horse, the whites of whose eyes have a red margin:—
dam- or, s.m. Man-eater; cannibal:—dam-zd, s.m. Lit.
'Born of Adam'; the human race, man, mankind:—damgar, adj. Humane; benevolent;—dam-gar, s.f. Humanity;
benevolence.
S 1  / idam, pron. adj. This;—adv. Here; now; even:—
idam-itas, adv. Thus far.
H 1  a/ uddam, a/ uddim, s.m.=2 ) udyam, q.v.
H  a  / udmd [S. B/; +/, rt. /], s.m.
Madness, mania; extravagance; frenzy; excitement; lust,
lasciviousness; pride, conceit; show, ostentation; vice,
depravity:—udmd lagn, v.n. To be stirred with morbid
desire, lust or lasciviousness; to lust (after); hanker
(after); to be lled with aectation; to make a display; to
swagger.
H  a  / udmd [S. +/+], = H  a /"

benevolence, compassion, sympathy; civility, urbanity,
politeness; good breeding; rationality, reason, judgment:
—dmyat uh-jn, To be bereft of (one's) humanity; to
lose (one's) reason, be out of one's senses; to lose one's
manners:—dmyat paka n, To become humanized or
civilized; to acquire good manners or politeness; to
recover one's reason, come to one's senses:—dmyat
skhn, To become civilized, &c.=dmyat paka n:—dmyat
sikhn, dmyat-me ln, v.t. To humanize or civilize; to
teach manners; to bring to reason, or to one's senses:—
dmyat karn, To practise humanity; to act as a man.
S   adan, s.m. Act of eating; food; nourishment.
S   adin, s.m. An inauspicious or unlucky day.
A ,  adn, adj. (compar. & super. of  dan), Low;
lower; lowest; lowly, humble; inferior; mean, base,
ignoble, contemptible; insignicant, unimportant, petty,
tri ing, trivial; small, little, slight;—s.m. A low, common,
or obscure person, &c.; common people; the lower

orders:—adn o l, s.m. High and low; the highest and
lowest.
H *  adantar, = H *" adantri,

second (=l - sn),
 peerless, matchless, unequalled,
unique; only, sole.
H M" adaur, s.f. (See next.)

adj.=Yadatr, q.v.

H  M7" adau  [S. + &+], s.f. Small lumps or

H *" adantri, = H *  adantar,

cakes of pulse and condiments fried in oil or butter and
dried in the sun, which are used by the natives of India
to avour dishes. (See ba .)
S D  53 adosh, = H &  5L adokh, adj. Faultless,

adj.=Yadatr, q.v.
H +  ( adand [S. +B], adj. Free from strife; quiet,
tranquil.
S  ef ada, adj. Free from punishment;
unpunished;—s.m. Impunity
S  aef uddan, adj. Rebellious, in revolt:—uddan hojn, To rebel, revolt, rise in rebellion, &c.
S  M dau, adv. At rst, in the beginning.
A A adawt (pl. of adt, q.v.), s.f. Instruments, tools,
implements; apparatus; equipments; gear; tackle; (in
Gram.) particles.
A  adwr (pl. of  daur), s.m. Revolutions; periods,
ages.
H   , adwn, = H <)   adwyan,  ,
adwin, [S. + B], s.f. The strings at the foot of a
bedstead, by which the cross strings are tightened or
braced:—adwn khain n, To tighten the strings of a
bedstead.
H <)   adwyan,  , adwin, = H   ,
adwn, [S. + B], s.f. The strings at the foot of a
bedstead, by which the cross strings are tightened or
braced:—adwn khain n, To tighten the strings of a
bedstead.
S  6 udvha, s.m. Marriage, wedding.
H A 5 adot [S. +15], adj. Without brilliance or
splendour; lustreless.
H A 5 udot = A udit, q.v.
H A 5 udot [S. +15], s.f. Shine, light, lustre,
radiance, splendour; rising (of the moon, &c.).
H Y" adwit, = S  Y " adwitya, adj. Without a
second (=l - sn),
 peerless, matchless, unequalled,
unique; only, sole.
S  Y " adwitya, = H Y" adwit, adj. Without a

sinless, guiltless, blameless; innocent; without reproach,
stainless, spotless; pure, irreproachable.
H &  5L adokh, = S D  53 adosh, adj. Faultless,
sinless, guiltless, blameless; innocent; without reproach,
stainless, spotless; pure, irreproachable.
S &  L! ud khal, s.m. A wooden mortar used for
pounding rice and separating the husk (=okhl, q.v.);—a
gum resin, bdellium.
S <X  ¢ udvigna, adj. Sorrowful, anxious, perplexed,
troubled; dejected.
A  adwan, adj. (compar. & super. of  d n), More,
most, or very mean or wretched; most vile; very vile.
H +  B adwand, adj.=+  adand, q.v.
A A ) adwiyt, s.f. pl. of adwiya, q.v.
S ) h adwait, adj. Peerless, &c.=adwitya, q.v.
S **) h adwaitat, s.f. Peerlessness, matchlessness;
singleness.
S Z) <3 adwesh, = S )<3" adwesh, adj. Not
malicious; inoensive, harmless.
S )<3" adwesh, = S Z) <3 adwesh, adj. Not
malicious; inoensive, harmless.
S ^) <$ udveg, s.m. Perturbation, anxiety, trouble,
care, solicitude, perplexity, agitation, uneasiness;
bewilderment; fear, apprehension, consternation;
exertion; haste, hurry, impetuosity;—the fruit of the
Areca catechu, betel nut.
S J) <$" udveg, adj. Perturbed, troubled, perplexed,
distressed, anxious, agitated; bewildered; hasty,
precipitate.
A ) adwiya (pl. of  daw), s.f. Medicines; remedies.

H   adh, = H   dh, [=dh, S. ],
' used like ad
and d in comp.:—adh-ang (S. ardha+anga), s.m. Palsy
aecting half the body, hemiplegia:—adh-ang, adj. & s.m.
Palsied, paralyzed;—a paralytic:—adh-ann, s.m. Half an
anna, a copper coin worth two pice:—adh-(or dh-) po,
s.m.=ad-po, q.v.s.v. ad (similarly for all compounds not
entered under adh, dh, v.s.v. ad):—adh- andar, s.m. Halfmoon; crescent; semicircle:—adh-kapl, s.f. Pain aecting
half the head, hemicrania; a pair of Areca nuts partially
attached (believed to be a cure for hemicrania):—adh-kar,
s.m. Half the tax, duty or rent; half the collections:—adhkar, s.f. Half the government jama, an instalment of
eight annas in the rupee:—adh-kah, adj. (f. -i), Halfspoken or uttered, half-pronounced:—adh-khul, adj.
Half-open, gaping, ajar.:—adh-mara, adj. Half-dead (=admar):—adh-w , s.f. Half-web; half a thn (of cloth); the
half of anything.
' used like ad
H   dh, = H   adh, [=dh, S. ],
and d in comp.:—adh-ang (S. ardha+anga), s.m. Palsy
aecting half the body, hemiplegia:—adh-ang, adj. & s.m.
Palsied, paralyzed;—a paralytic:—adh-ann, s.m. Half an
anna, a copper coin worth two pice:—adh-(or dh-) po,
s.m.=ad-po, q.v.s.v. ad (similarly for all compounds not
entered under adh, dh, v.s.v. ad):—adh- andar, s.m. Halfmoon; crescent; semicircle:—adh-kapl, s.f. Pain aecting
half the head, hemicrania; a pair of Areca nuts partially
attached (believed to be a cure for hemicrania):—adh-kar,
s.m. Half the tax, duty or rent; half the collections:—adhkar, s.f. Half the government jama, an instalment of
eight annas in the rupee:—adh-kah, adj. (f. -i), Halfspoken or uttered, half-pronounced:—adh-khul, adj.
Half-open, gaping, ajar.:—adh-mara, adj. Half-dead (=admar):—adh-w , s.f. Half-web; half a thn (of cloth); the
half of anything.
H   adha [S. t, adhas, adho], prep. (the reverse of
ud or ut), Down, downward, below (of place, rank or
degree).
S   adhi, prep. (used in comp.), Over, above, upon,
over and above. (It implies superiority in point of place,
quantity, or quality, and is the reverse of apa).
S   dhi, s.m. Care, anxious re ection, mental

agony, anxiety; expectation; calamity; pawn, pledge;
engagement; site, location.
H  , addh, = H   dh, [S. +],
'
adj. (f. -),
Half;—s.m. A half-measure; a half-chain, half-yard, &c.:
—dh-dh, adv. Half and half, &c.=dho-dh, q.v.:—adhss (S. ardha+ irs), s.f. Pain aecting half the head,
hemicrania (=adh-kapl):—dh hon, To be or become
half; to be reduced to half the former size, &c., to grow
thin, become emaciated:—dh-rt, s.f. Midnight:—adv. At
midnight: dhe-dhe,—dhe-dh, adv.=the next, q.v.:—
dho-(or dho -)dh, adv. Half and half; half on one side
and half on the other; equally divided; in two (equal
parts); bisected:—dho -dh karn, v.t. To cut in two, to
halve, bisect; to divide or share equally.
H   dh, = H  , addh, [S. +],
'
adj. (f. -),
Half;—s.m. A half-measure; a half-chain, half-yard, &c.:
—dh-dh, adv. Half and half, &c.=dho-dh, q.v.:—adhss (S. ardha+ irs), s.f. Pain aecting half the head,
hemicrania (=adh-kapl):—dh hon, To be or become
half; to be reduced to half the former size, &c., to grow
thin, become emaciated:—dh-rt, s.f. Midnight:—adv. At
midnight: dhe-dhe,—dhe-dh, adv.=the next, q.v.:—
dho-(or dho -)dh, adv. Half and half; half on one side
and half on the other; equally divided; in two (equal
parts); bisected:—dho -dh karn, v.t. To cut in two, to
halve, bisect; to divide or share equally.
S    dhr (and H.  adhr), s.m. Support,
prop, stay; stand, pedestal, base (of a geom. g., &c.,
syn. bh mi and neo); supporter, patron; subsistence,
nourishment, food, aliment; meal;—dike, canal; basin
round the foot of a tree; comprehension; location.
S   - uddhr (and H.  udhr), s.m. Debt; loan;
trust, credit; obligation; deduction; discharge, release,
extrication, deliverance, redemption, salvation; raising
up from any place or state:—udhr den, v.t. To lend; give
on credit, or give credit; to discharge a debt:—udhr
karn, v.t. To rescue, extricate (from, -se), save, &c.; to
eect the removal (of, -k); to remove, do away with:—
udhr-k kga,
 s.m. Note of hand, bond:—udhr khn, To
live on credit:—udhr-khye baihn (-ke par), To treat
(one) as a mortal enemy, to become (one's) mortal

enemy:—udhr len, v.t. To contract a debt; to borrow,
take a loan; to take on credit:—udhr mngn, v.t. To ask
on loan, to borrow:—uddhr or udhr hon or ho-jn, To
be in debt; to owe; to be out on loan, be lent; to be
released (from, -se, an obligation, &c.); to be liberated,
discharged; to be delivered or extricated (from danger,
diculties, &c.).
S   - uddhrak, adj. & s.m. Delivering,
liberating, relieving;—deliverer, liberator, &c.
S (a   X/  adhrmik, = H (a   X/  dhrmik,
adj. Unjust, unrighteous, wicked.
H (a   X/  dhrmik, = S (a   X/  adhrmik,
adj. Unjust, unrighteous, wicked.
H    dhrn [S. 4(], v.t. To rest upon,
rely on, trust in.
H   -,  uddhrn, udhrn, [S. +4(],
v.t. To deliver, liberate, discharge, extricate (from, -se).
H (  ( udhrank, s.m. Debtor.
H  " adhr [S. ++], s.m. A bullock that has
not borne a burden, or has not been broken in for work.
S  " dhr, adj. & s.m. Eating;—eater (used in
comp. e.g. d dh-dhr, s.m. One who lives on milk).
H 0 B "" adh-ss = dh-ss, q.v.s.v.  dh.
A    adhn (pl. of < duhn), s.m. Oils, unguents.
(Prop. in H. 6 ad-hn).
S    dhn, s.m. Pregnancy, conception; a
ceremony performed previous to conception as
conducive to it;—deposit, surety, pledge.
S (   dhnik (and H.  adhnik), s.m. A
ceremony performed after cohabitation to procure or
favour conception.
S `  adhipa, s.m. Owner, lord, master; chief,
commander; king, prince.
S  L _ adhiphak, s.m. A superintendent or an

S  - uddhat, part. adj. Pued up, vain, haughty,
arrogant, rude, ill-behaved;—s.m. A king's wrestler.
H *" adhatr, adj.=Yadatr, q.v.
S A )+  h  adhi-daivata, s.m. A prosiding or tutelary
deity; the supreme deity.
H   adhar [S. +4, rt. ], adj. & adv. Without
prop, support or fastening; unsupported; dangling,
pendulous, suspended; not xed or rm, loose; separate,
detached; (cf. next):—adhare-adhar, adv. Aside, apart.
S   adhar, s.m. The lower lip, the lip; the lower
region or part; pudendum muliebre; the space between
earth and sky, mid-air; empty space; middle; intervening
space; interval; interim;—adj. Inferior, low, insignicant,
vile;—adv. In mid-air, in the middle or midst, &c. (see
adhar-me ); stiltedly; on tip-toe:—adharmrit (adhara
+amrita), s.m. Nectar of the lips; moisture of the lips:—
adhar uh-len, v.t. To raise or lift up in the air, to raise
from the ground, raise on high:—adhar-buddhi, s.m.f.
One whose mind is engrossed with sublunary matters; a
person of inferior or supercial understanding:—adhar
aln, v.n. To walk stiy, stiltedly, or aectedly; to walk
on tiptoe:—adhar-me , adv. In the middle, in the midst
(of); midway; between; in the interval.
H   idhar [S. ], adv. Here, hither, on this side,
this way:—idhar-udhar, adv. Here and there; this way and
that; about, around; on or from all sides; all around; up
and down; to and fro:—idhar-se udhar karn, or kar-den,
v.t. To displace, disarrange, throw into confusion, turn
topsy-turvy:—idhar-se udhar hon or hojn, To be
displaced, disarranged, disordered; to be thrown on this
side and that, be turned upside down, be inverted, or
subverted; to be scattered or dispersed; to be gone, lost,
made away with.
H   udhar [S. ], adv. There, thither, on that

inspector of schools.
S L  adhipati, adhipat, s.m.=` adhipa, q.v.

side; that way; away:—udhar-se, adv. From that, or the
other, side; that way:—udhar kn rakhn, v.n. To turn
away the ear; turn a deaf ear.
H   udhr =  ? udh , q.v.

S  *L ; dhipatya, s.m. Supremacy, sovereignty;

S 5 * adhirj, s.m. A great or supreme king,

lordship, governorship.

emperor, monarch, potentate.

S  W A adhirjya, s.m. Supreme sway, empire.

S 9Z c adhishht, s.m. Protector, ruler,

H ;   adharpan = ;   adherpan, q.v.

governor.
S .Z c adhishhn, s.m. Residence, abode, seat.

H B  adhars, s.m. A half-piece of cloth; a sort of
cloth (cf. adars).
S 1  / ' adharm, s.m. Unrighteousness, irreligion,
impiety; wickedness, iniquity, guilt, sin, crime,
immorality, wrong-doing; injustice;—adj. Unrighteous,
irreligious, impious, iniquitous, wicked, wrong, unjust:—
adharma- r, adj. & s.m. Practising wickedness, &c.;—an
impious person, &c.:—adharm-se, adv. Unrighteously,
wrongfully, unjustly:—adharma-mal, s.m. The lth of
irreligion.
H La  /
'
adharmpan [S. /;' ]( , s.m., = S *a 
/
' adharmat, s.f. = 1  adharm, q.v.
S *a  /
' adharmat, s.f. = H La  /
'
adharmpan [S./;' ]( , s.m., = 1  adharm, q.v.
S Za  X/ c adharmishha, adj. & s.m. Most wicked,
very impious;—a very wicked person.
S a /u adharm, adj. Unrighteous, irreligious,
impious; immoral, iniquitous, wicked, sinful, criminal;
wrong, unlawful, unjust; heartless, cruel; deprived of
caste;—s.m. An irreligious or wicked person; criminal,
&c.
H <L a  /u adharmpan, s.m. Unrighteousness,
sinfulness; impiousness, immorality, wickedness,
unjustness, lawlessness, &c.
S  £, adhruva, adj. Not xed; uncertain, doubtful.
H  ? 7 udh  (perf. part. of next), part. adj. (f. -),
Unrolled, unravelled, undone, untied; excoriated, peeled,
ayed, &c. (See next.)
H  ? 7 udha n [S. +4( rt. ¤], v.n. To be taken
out or o; to be or become unrolled, unravelled,
untwisted, unwound; to be torn o, be laid or ripped
open, be excoriated, peeled, ayed (the skin); to open
out, unravel, come undone (sewing); to be untied, be
separated, be divorced; to be ruined or destroyed; to be
spent, exhausted, dissipated, squandered:—udha -jn =
udha n, and is the more common form.

H (  adhak [S. ],
' s.m. Half; part. (Rare.)
P (  adhik, adj. Additional, extra; augmented;
exceeding, surpassing, excelling; excessive; abundant;
superior, greater; very great; more numerous; much;
more; most;—adv. & postpos. Exceedingly; abundantly;
excessively; greatly; very; in excess (of); too much; too
great; over and above; in addition (to); besides:—adhikkon, s.m. (in Geom.) An obtuse angle:—adhik hon (-se), To
be more (than); to be in excess (of); to exceed, be over,
&c.
H ( - uddhak [S.   +$],
'
s.m. A disease occasioned
by the mounting of wind upwards; act of gasping or
panting; asthma; atulency; indigestion; plethora of the
vessels of the head; headache.
S    adhikr, s.m. Authority, power;
government, rule, administration; lordship, sovereignty;
oce, appointment; possession, proprietorship;
inheritance; right, title, privilege:—adhikr den(-ko), To
give authority (to), to authorize; to invest with power or
authority; to confer a right; to appoint:—adhikr rakhn,
To have authority, have a right or claim; to hold an
oce or appointment:—adhikr karn, To exercise
authority, to administer, govern, rule, control, &c.:—
adhikr miln(-k), To obtain the oce or appointment
(of), to be invested with power or authority, be
empowered; to obtain the title, &c. (of).
S  " adhikr, s.m. Governor, ruler, minister;
functionary, ocial, ocer, (and generally) one
invested with power or authority; proprietor, owner,
master; heir; agent; deputy; one who possesses a right,
title, or privilege.
H  " adhikr (abst. s. from adhikr &=S.
adhikrit), s.f. The state of holding oce; governorship;
proprietorship, ownership, &c.
H    adhikn, v.t. To augment, increase.
H $  adhik, s.f. = S *  adhikt, s.f.
Increase, addition, augmentation; abundance; excess;

surplus; greatness, superiority, supremacy;
aggrandizement; oppression, violence.
S *  adhikt, s.f. = H $  adhik, s.f.
Increase, addition, augmentation; abundance; excess;
surplus; greatness, superiority, supremacy;
aggrandizement; oppression, violence.
S A > adhikrit, s.m. Superintendent; inspector of
receipts and disbursements, auditor of public accounts.
S 1  / ' akhikarma, s.m. Superintendence,
supervision, government.
S  4 adhikara, s.m. Superiority; title, right;
(in Gram.) the locative case; an adverb.
S   = dhikya, s.m. Excess, overplus, abundance.
S J $ adhigat. part. Obtained, acquired; gone
over, conned, studied, learned.
H # ! udhaln (another form of udharn, q.v.), v.n.
To be ruined, destroyed, spoiled; to be squandered,
dissipated, &c.; to be carried o, to run away, elope, be
seduced (a woman); to be full of lust, long for carnal
intercourse (a woman):—udhal-jn = udhaln, and is the
more common form.
H #!" udhl, adj. (f. of udhl), Lascivious, lustful,
lecherous.
A 2  adham, s.m. A black horse, a dark-coloured horse.
S 2  / adham, adj. Mean, vile, contemptible, very
lowest; inferior, low, humble, wretched;—s.m. A low
person; a vile wretch; meanest or most unworthy
person:—adhamdham, adj. The vilest of the vile,
exceedingly vile:—adham-dhran, s.m. An epithet of the
Deity (as He who aords support to the lowest and most
unworthy).
S *@  / adhamat, s.f. Vileness, contemptibleness,
meanness, lowness, inferiority, unworthiness,
wretchedness.
S K @  / adhims [+/], s.m. An intercalary
month formed of the aggregate of the days omitted in
reckoning the lunar year.
S I @  /[ adhim s, s.m. Proud esh or cancer,
especially in the eyes or the back part of the gums.

S @  /4' adhamara, vulg. adhmar (adhama+ria),

s.m. One who is in reduced circumstances through debt;
a debtor.
H < 6 adhan [S. +6], s.m. Water set to boil, or
which is boiling, for cooking food.
S <  adhan, adj. Destitute of wealth or property;
poor, needy, destitute;—s.m. A pauper.
S  , adhun, adv. At this time, now.
S ( , dhunik, adj. New, recent, of the present
moment, or time.
S * , dhunikt, s.f. Newness, recentness, the
being modern; novelty.
S " adhan, adj.=< adhan, q.v.
S  5 adho, adv. Below, down, downward; beneath,
under:—adho-bandhan, s.m. Under-girth; martingal:—
adho-gati, s.f. Downward movement, descent;
degradation; hell:—adho-mukh, adj. & adv. Having the
face or head downwards; hanging down the head
(through grief or shame, &c.); headlong; upside down,
inverted; topsy-turvy.
H    7 adhw , v.s.v.  adh.
S K    adhivs, s.m. House, dwelling, residence;—
perfuming the person; perfumes.
H Y  5 adhotar, s.f. A ne kind of cloth.
H   0 adh r [S. +0
' +], adj. Half-formed; halfdone, half-ready or -completed; unnished, incomplete;
immature (as a fœtus, &c.); weak, feeble; incapable:—
adh r jn, v.n. To miscarry (a female):—adh r rahn,
v.n. To remain unnished, imperfect, incomplete, &c.:—
adh r karn, v.t. To render weak, helpless, useless, &c.,
to enfeeble.
H  M7" adhau  [S. +,
' t+
'
], s.f. A half-hide (of
a bull, bualo, &c.); the coarsest and thickest sort of
leather, such as is used for the soles of shoes, buckets,
traces, &c.;—hide; maw; stomach:—adhau  tanna, or tanjn, v.n. to be distended—the skin or hide; the stomach
to be distended; to be gorged or stued.
H     adhwan, M adhaun [S. +/],
'
s.m. Halfmeasure, half-maund; half of anything.

S     adhvan, s.m. Road, way; course.

H  " adhyr, s.f. Half-share.

S    B adhivinn, s.f. A superseded wife.

S ]  5 adhyropa, = S <;   54

S <    " adhvanna, s.m. A traveller.

adhyropa, s.m. Act of mounting or climbing; act of
raising.
S <;   54 adhyropa, = S ]  5

S ?   adhwa, s.m. Road, &c.=adhvan, q.v.
S (+ )  U adhivedanik, s.m. Dowry or alimony
given to a wife who is superseded by a second marriage.
H 0)   
h  adhwais [S. +' T], adj. Middle-aged.
H -" addh (from addh, q.v.), s.f. Half a dam , or
half a p; half-piece (thn) of cloth.
H   adhiy,  adhy, = H   dhy [S.
], s.f. Division into two equal parts or shares;
division of produce between two parties in equal shares,
one furnishing the land, seed, &c., and the other the
labour; the half produce which a zamndr takes from a
tenant in lieu of money rent; the payment of half the
annual assessment by the cultivators to the Government
agent for the revenue at the spring and autumnal
harvests:—s.m. Proprietor of a half-share (=adheliy).
H   dhy [S. ], = H   adhiy, 
adhy, s.f. Division into two equal parts or shares;
division of produce between two parties in equal shares,
one furnishing the land, seed, &c., and the other the
labour; the half produce which a zamndr takes from a
tenant in lieu of money rent; the payment of half the
annual assessment by the cultivators to the Government
agent for the revenue at the spring and autumnal
harvests:—s.m. Proprietor of a half-share (=adheliy).
S (;   adhypak,  dhypak, s.m. One
who instructs in the sacred books, spiritual preceptor;
teacher; a learned man.
S <;   adhypan, s.m. Teaching the sacred books;
instructing.
S 2 Y  ;/ adhytma, s.m. The supreme soul.
H    adhyr [S. +], s.m. Holder of a half
share; a man who holds and cultivates land in two
villages, and spends half his time in one and half in the
other; a cultivator who receives half the crop for his
assistance in cultivating land.

adhyropa, s.m. Act of mounting or climbing; act of
raising.
S K   adhys, s.m. Erroneously attributing; error,
mistake.
S < B  " adhysn, part. Seated upon.
H    adhiyn, adhyn, v.t. To halve; to divide.
H   6 adhyhar [S. ++¤, rt. ¤], part.
Supplied; argued; understood; scire licet.
S   adhyy, adhye, s.m. Section; book; chapter;
article; lesson.
S   " adhta, part. Studied, read, learned.
S * "" adht, adj. Well-read, procient; sound; rm;
good.
H &:  + adhya h = Z  adhyaksh, q.v.
S   " adhr, adj. Unsteady, unstable, &c., see 5 
adhraj.
S Y  " adhrt, s.f. Unsteadiness, want of
rmness; ckleness; impatience; haste, precipitation;
perplexity, confusion.
H 5  "* adhraj [S. +h],
' adj. Unsteady;
irresolute; spiritless; ckle, vacillating; impatient,
restless; hasty, precipitate; confused, perplexed,
distracted:—s.m. Unsteadiness, &c.=adhrt, q.v.
H W  "* adhrj, adj. (f. -) = 5  adhraj, q.v.
H   < udhern =  R udhe n, q.v.
S )  hy adhairy, s.f. = S )  h' adhairya, adj. =5 
adhraj, q.v.
S )  h' adhairya, adj. = S )  hy adhairy, s.f. =5 
adhraj, q.v.
H R <7 adhe [S. +'  ], adj. Middle-aged; just past
the prime of life.
H R <7 udhe (v.n. of udhe n, q.v.), s.m.f. (?)

Unravelling; unweaving; unpicking (stitches), &c.: udhe bun, s.f. Lit. 'Unpicking and weaving'; (hence), perplexity,
bewilderment, embarrassment, confusion, dilemma;
uneasiness, disquiet, anxiety, solicitude, concern;
distress, grief;—devising, planning; deliberation, anxious
thought; scheme, plan, device.
H  ? R <7 adhe pan [adhe +pan = S. a. ; ]( , s.m.
The middle period of life, manhood, mature age.
H  R <7 udhe n (caus. of udha n), 1˚ v.n.=udha n,
q.v.;—2˚ v.t. To undo, unsew, unravel, unpick (sewing),
untwist, unknot; to pull to pieces; to lay open, unfold,
disclose, expose; to strip o, skin, ay, pluck, rip,
excoriate, bark; to pull o the upper part of (as the crust
of a cake, or the roof of a house); to pull up; open again
(as a grave, &c.); to ruin, destroy; to impoverish, reduce
to poverty; to waste, squander, dissipate, scatter, make
away with, plunder:—udher-len, Idem:—udhe -ln,
intens. of udhe n, v.t. To pluck out, pull up or o, rip
open, lay quite bare, &c. (see udhe n).
S Z  "8 adha, s.m. Master, lord, chief.
S    ": adhwar, s.m. Supreme lord or king,
emperor.
S Z  d adhyaksh, s.m. One who exercises
supervision; inspector, superintendent; master, lord,
ruler.
S *  d adhyakshat, s.f. The position or oce of
adhyaksh, supervisorship, inspectorship, &c.
S   d adhyakshara, adv. On the subject of
syllables; above all syllables, the mystic Om.
S <J  .¢ adhyagni, s.f. Property or settlement given
to a wife when superseded by a new marriage of the
husband: it is given during the marriage ceremony over
the nuptial re.
H   ¥! addhyal, adj. Worth one addh, or half a p;
s.m. Anything worth half a p.
H 3  <! adhela [S. +!],
'
Half a pice (pais), a small
copper coin, equal to four dam s.
H # <!" adhel, s.f. Half-rupee; half-gold mohur; halfshare.

H #  <.! adheliy, s.m. Holder or proprietor of a
half-share (=adhiy);—anything worth half a pice
(adhel).
S <  " adhn, = H <  " dhn, adj. & postpos.
(gov. gen. with -ke), Subject, under the authority (of),
subservient, dependent, subordinate; submissive,
obedient; obsequious; docile, tractable, humble, meek,
lowly:—adhn rahn (-ke), To remain subject, or in
allegiance (to):—adhn hon (-ke), To be subject (to); to
submit (to); to obey; to be humble.
H <  " dhn, = S <  " adhn, adj. & postpos.
(gov. gen. with -ke), Subject, under the authority (of),
subservient, dependent, subordinate; submissive,
obedient; obsequious; docile, tractable, humble, meek,
lowly:—adhn rahn (-ke), To remain subject, or in
allegiance (to):—adhn hon (-ke), To be subject (to); to
submit (to); to obey; to be humble.
H <   adhyan, corr. from <  adhyayan, q.v.
S *  " adhnt, = H  * " adhnt, = H
* "" adhnt, = H  "" dhn, s.f. Subjection,
subservience, dependence, subordination, obedience,
submissiveness, humility, meekness; obsequiousness,
servility:—adhnt-se, adv. Obediently, submissively,
humbly, meekly:—adhnt karn, To practise humility; to
beg, beseech, pray, entreat, petition.
H  * " adhnt, = S *  " adhnt, = H
* "" adhnt, = H  "" dhn, s.f. Subjection,
subservience, dependence, subordination, obedience,
submissiveness, humility, meekness; obsequiousness,
servility:—adhnt-se, adv. Obediently, submissively,
humbly, meekly:—adhnt karn, To practise humility; to
beg, beseech, pray, entreat, petition.
H * "" adhnt, = S *  " adhnt, = H
 * " adhnt, = H  "" dhn, s.f.
Subjection, subservience, dependence, subordination,
obedience, submissiveness, humility, meekness;
obsequiousness, servility:—adhnt-se, adv. Obediently,
submissively, humbly, meekly:—adhnt karn, To practise
humility; to beg, beseech, pray, entreat, petition.

H  "" dhn, = S *  " adhnt, = H
 * " adhnt, = H * "" adhnt, s.f.
Subjection, subservience, dependence, subordination,
obedience, submissiveness, humility, meekness;
obsequiousness, servility:—adhnt-se, adv. Obediently,
submissively, humbly, meekly:—adhnt karn, To practise
humility; to beg, beseech, pray, entreat, petition.
S E  03 adhy shit, part. Inhabited, peopled.
S *  ¦ adhyet, s.m. Student, scholar, pupil, disciple.
S <  ¦34 adhyeshaa, s.m. Solicitation, entreaty.
S <   adhyayan, s.m. Reading, studying (especially
the Vedas); study, application.
S  adaya, adj. (f. -), Merciless, unkind, unfeeling,
cruel.
S 1 adya, adv. To-day; now; (see j):—adypi,
adyvadhi, adv. Even to this day, still, even yet, even
now.
S 1 dya, adj. First, initial, prior, pre-eminent.
S  uday (vulg. udae), s.m. Rising (of the sun, &c.);
dawn, sunrise; ascent; appearance, advent; the East (as
opposed to asta, the West); the eastern mountain from
behind which the sun is supposed to rise (=uday al);
light, splendour; prosperity, success:—uday al (i.e. udaya
+a ala), s.m. The mountain from behind which the sun is
supposed to rise:—uday-ast (=S. udaysta), udayast-tak, adv.
From sunrise to sunset, the whole day; from the East to
the West, over the whole world:—uday hon, To rise (as
the sun, &c.), to dawn; to appear, be manifest; to begin,
arise, originate; to spring up, sprout.
S <; ) 1 udypana, s.m. Bringing to a conclusion;
closing ceremony; dedication of a temple, &c.
A  ) adyn, s.m. pl. (of <) dn), Creeds; religions;
religious rites and ceremonies.
S  ) 1 udyn, s.m. Royal pleasure-ground, park or
garden;—motive, purpose.
A U) adb, s.m. A teacher of manners (adab); teacher;—
adj. Polite, courteous.
H + %)" " ad-bad (+ bad,—rt. S.  'to speak,'—
redupl.), s.f. Predestination; fate, destiny;—allegation;

slander, calumny.
S L) a"Q uddpta, part. Illuminated.
S <L) a" uddpan, s.m. Blazing or glowing of a
luminous body; illumination; exciting, aming (as
passion).
S ) 1 udyat, part. adj. Raised, held up; active,
persevering, assiduous, diligent, laborious; eager,
prepared, ready;—s.m. Section, chapter, division (of a
book):—udyat rahn or hon (-me ), To be diligent,
laborious, assiduous, &c. (in).
S Z) b8 de (vulg. b des), s.m. Order, command,
injunction; instruction; prediction; a form of salutation
among jogs and other religious mendicants to a
superior, good day, good morrow; good-bye, farewell; (in
Gram.) the substitution of one letter or syllable for
another.
S Z) a<8 udde (vulg. b udes), s.m. Direction,
indication, sign, trace; search, inquiry; scope;
ascertainment; report, information, tidings;
exemplication, example; quarter, region, place, foreign
land or country (=pardes).
S  ) a< uddeya, s.m. Anything to which one refers
or which one has in view; anything noteworthy; (in
Gram.) the subject.
A 2 ) adm, s.m. Scented leather (brought from Arabia);
surface (of the earth or heavens); (in Pers.) face.
S 2 ) 1/ udyam (vulg. uddam, uddim), s.m. Eort,
exertion, endeavour; labour, toil, pains, trouble;
employment, calling, business, trade:—udyam karn, To
use eort or exertion, to exert oneself, to endeavour,
take pains or trouble; to labour, toil; to follow a trade or
calling.
S @ )1/" udyam, adj. Active, energetic, laborious,
persevering; prompt; engaged in trade, &c.
P ) dna, s.m. Friday.
S A ) 15 adyot, adj. Lustreless, without splendour.
(See ajot.)
S A ) 15 udyot, s.m. Light, lustre.
H yy b b ade-wade, s.m. Procrastination, evasion,

shuing:—ade-wade karn, To put o, evade, shue.
S ' ) 15$ udyog, s.m. Eort, exertion, continued

lose one's good name.
S A f, uup (and H. f0 u p), s.m. Raft, oat; the

endeavour, perseverance; active preparation; plan,
scheme:—udyog karn, To exert oneself, strenuously
endeavour; to seek diligently after; to contrive.
S X )15$" udyog, adj. Active, energetic, laborious,

moon.
H   f5! aol [S. +5!, rt. C!], adj. Not shaking or

persevering.
S ) b adeya, adj. Improper or unt to be given.
S ) " uday, adj. Rising, ascending; prosperous,
ourishing.
H  f  [S. .!?], s.f. A duct; water-course from a
well; ridge of earth on the sides of a water-course; the
seed-vessels of til.
H  § a [S. +; and cf. S. 6, H. 6&], s.m. The
shed or place in which kahrs, palanquin bearers, coolies,
carters, &c. assemble or abide; stand, station, assemblyroom; lounge or meeting-place of idlers or pleasureseekers;—a square frame for embroidery; perch of a
bird-cage; heel of a shoe; one of the (usually) two
divisions of land watered by a well (see );—a xed
measure or standard:—ae-dr, s.m. The keeper or
owner of an a.
H  ff aar-uar, s.m. A ditch and the mound of
earth thrown up from it, forming the boundary of a eld
(cf. ).
H # 5 f asa, s.m. Rough estimate or calculation,
&c. (also written K arsa, and # 5  a sa, q.v. and cf.
sa).
H @ f$ aig ( neg.+rt. of H. f$, q.v.), adj.
Immovable, rm, steady, not tottering, shaky or
ricketty, &c. (See aal.)
S '  f@  ambar, s.m. The sounding of trumpets;
charge sounded by musical instruments; the trumpeting
of elephants; noise and bustle; arrogance, pride,
ostentation.
H  f un, v.n.=  u n, q.v.
H   §¨ u , §5 uo (from u ;

or o = S. ax )

s.m.f. One who goes ying about from place to place, a
gad-about:—u -u hon, To become disgraced; to

swinging; not ricketty; immovable, rm, steady;
unshaken.
H   © ahn, s.m. One of the thirty-six Rgins that
are played or sung during the night only. (Also written
a hn and a n).
S 0 © hak, s.m. A measure of capacity for dry
measure (about 750 cub. in. English measure).
H %  ©($ uhangan, s.m.=%  uhangan, q.v.
S B)  1 hya, adj. Rich in, abounding in; possessing in
abundance.
A z a (for z), s.f. Annoyance, vexation, molestation,
injury.
A z i, adv. When; lo, behold.
A z zr (and ar), s.m. The sixth of the Greek (or
Syrian) months, corresponding to March, O.S.
A zr, adj. Of or relating to the month r; vernal.
A z an, s.f. The notication or announcement of
prayer and of the time thereof; the call to prayer
(usually chanted from the turret of a mosque):—an
den, v.t. To call to prayer.
P ( z ubak (vulg. ujbak), s.m. (f. -n), s.m. A man of the
Uzbek tribe of Tartars; a Tartar; an uncivilized man;
clown, dolt, fool.
P z ar, vulg. ur (Zend tar; see tash), s.m. Fire;—the
ninth month of the Persian Calendar, December; winter;
—(prob. for A. zar) the name of Abraham's father.
P zar, adj. Of or relating to ar, q.v.
P <)z arn (ar, q.v.+Zend aena;=S. in), s.m. Camomile
ower, ox-eye.
A  mz in [inf. n. iv of <mz 'to be tractable'], s.m.
Obedience, submission; condence, belief.
A _z afar, adj. (compar. & super. of _z ar), Of strong, or
very strong, odour (whether sweet or unpleasant); very
strong-scented; most fragrant.
P A iz uqa, s.m.=iz  qa, q.v.
A   z akr (pl. of  z ikr), s.m. Repetitions of the names

and praises of God, recitals, commemorations,
rehearsals of prayer.
A   z ikr [inf. n. iv of  z 'to remember'], s.m.

Heart-ache, grief, sorrow:—ur ln,—me laga-len, v.t. To
clasp to the bosom, embrace, caress, fondle.
S  I uru, adj. Large, great, wide, ample:—s.f.= ru, q.v.

Reminding; exhorting to obedience; remembering,
praising (God).
A  z akiya pl. (of  zak), s.m. People of discernment,

H   r [S.  or +], s.m. Spoke of a wheel; a

penetration or understanding; the acute; the ingenious.
A z aall, adj. compar. & super. (of  !z all), More, or
most, vile; baser; basest; more abject; most abject.
A z ain, s.m. Chanting the Qor n; hearing.
A z in (vulg. ian), s.m. Permission, leave, concession of
liberty (to do a thing); consent of two contracting parties
(as in a marriage contract):—in-i-m, s.m. (Among
Mohammadans) permission to depart given after the
reading of prayers over the dead:—in-nma, s.m.
Distribution of property by a testator, a will.
P A iz  qa, and iz a qa (com. but incor. for id z qa
= b+zuqqa), s.m. Sustenance, food, provisions;
subsistence, livelihood.
A  z ahn, s.m. (pl. of <z ihn), Geniuses; intellects;
capacities.
A )z ayat, s.f. Wanton injury; molestation, annoyance,
oppression; trouble, suering, distress:—ayat uhn,
v.n. To suer vexation, inconvenience, &c.:—ayat den
(-ko), To injure, trouble, harass, molest, &c.
S   ar, s.m. Spoke of a wheel (=r, q.v.).
P  ar (contrac. of X  agar,—used in poetry), conj. If.
S   ari, s.m. Enemy, foe; a wheel:—ari-dal, s.m. Host
or army of enemies, or of the enemy:—ari-mardan, s.m.
prop. n. Destroyer or subduer of foes.
H  I aru [S. +], conj. Again; moreover; and; also;
then.
H   r [S. , rt. }], s.f. A goad, a sharp probe at
the end of a whip or stick, pricker, bodkin; spur of a cock;
a kind of ladle used in sugar-factories:—r karn (-ke),—
mrn (-ko), To prick with a goad, to goad; to spur.
P  r (fr. wardan, 'to bring,'—used in comp.), part. adj. &
s.m. Bringing; bringer (e.g. bar-r, 'fruit-bringing,'
'fertile').
H   ur [S. ], s.m. Breast, bosom; heart:—ur-p , s.f.

saw; a shoe-maker's knife or awl:—r- aln (-par), To
saw:—r aln or al-jn (-par), To be sawed:—ra sir-par
al-jan, To be tortured, tormented, put to excruciating
pain, &c.:—r-kash, s.m. Sawyer:—r khai n (-par), To
saw.
P  r (fr. rstan, 'to adorn'; see rsta); part. adj.
Adorning, gracing (used in comp., e.g. jahn-r, 'worldadorning').
P   arba (=araba), s.m. A wheeled carriage; a guncarriage; a wagon, a cart.
S A  arti,  rti, s.m. Enemy, foe.
H  y& arr (from arrn, q.v.,— = S. ; ), s.m. A
loud and prolonged sound (as from the discharge of
artillery, or the fall of a building, &c.).
H  W *" r-jr (corr. for n-jn), s.f. Coming
and going; ingress and egress.
S (W * arjak, adj. Without king or ruler;
anarchical (a country).
P A irdat, s.f.=? irda, q.v.
A Y- irdata (acc. of irdat), adv.=irde-se, q.v.s.r. irda.
P ? irda [for A. {, inf. n. iv of  for  'to seek, seek
after'], s.m. Desire, inclination, will; intention, purpose,
resolve, determination; aim, object, end, end in view;
plan, design; meaning, purport:—irda karn(-k), To
desire, intend, purpose, design; to aim (at,—as a goal or
destination), to make (for); to be on the point (of); to
form a design (against), make an attempt (on); to
contemplate, meditate; to propose, devise, plan:—irde(ke), postpos. With the design or intention (of), with the
view of, &c.:—irde-se, adv. With the view (of), with a
view (to), with the intention (of), for the purpose (of), in
order (to), to the end (that); intentionally, purposely,
deliberately, willingly.
S (  rdhak, adj. & s.m. Worshipping,
adoring, supplicating; conciliating, gratifying;—
worshipper, &c.

S <  rdhan, s.m. = S   rdhan, s.f.
Worship, adoration, religious service; devotion;
propitiation; supplication; accomplishment.
S   rdhan, s.f. = S <  rdhan, s.m.
Worship, adoration, religious service; devotion;
propitiation; supplication; accomplishment.
H   rdhn,  ardhn, [S. (], v.t.
To worship, adore, serve; to propitiate; to supplicate; to
accomplish.
S    rdhya, part. adj. To be worshipped, to be
propitiated; venerable, worshipful;—an epithet of a
certain class of Brhmans.
A z aril, s.m. pl. (of z arul, the pl. of z ral), The
base, the low or vulgar; mean people.
H   arr [S. ], s.m. Shelter; a shed or hut in the
jungles used by graziers.
H   arr, s.m. Bump or swelling occasioned by
the sting or bite of an insect; nail-mark left after
scratching;—steep, high bank of a river (=ka  , which is
the more com. form).
H  5& arro (corr. from the English), s.m.
Arrowroot.
P d arzil; incor. for z aril, q.v.
P J*Brstag (abst. subs. from next, q.v.), s.f.
Preparation; putting in order, arrangement, disposition,
adjustment; regularity, order; decoration, ornament,
embellishment.
P *B rsta [+Pehl. rst; rt. Z. rd = S. ], adj.
Prepared; arranged, disposed; well-ordered, wellregulated; regular; improved; adorned, embellished,
decorated, bedecked (with); dressed; equipped:—rstapairsta, adj. Bedecked, adorned with jewels, &c.;
equipped:—rsta karn, v.t. To prepare, get ready; to put
in order, arrange, dispose, adjust, regulate, settle; to
draw up in order (an army), to array; to collect, group; to
adorn, ornament, decorate, embellish, beautify, grace.
A |ar, s.f. pl. (of } ar), Lands, estates; detached
portions of land.
A A | ariyt, s.f. pl. of, and=|ar, q.v.
P i irqat [for A. ~i, inf. n. iv of G for G 'to become

clear,' &c.], s.f. Pouring out; spilling, shedding; passing
urine; urine.
S 1  / rm, s.m. Place of pleasure, garden, grove.
P 1  rm [rt. Zend ram = S. /, with ], s.m. Rest, repose,
quiet, ease, relief, comfort, convenience; well-being;
health; easy condition or circumstances, competency:—
rm pn, To obtain ease, relief, comfort, &c.; to nd
rest, repose, &c.; to become quiet; to recover, get well:—
rm-pohu n (-ko) = rm-den, q.v.:—rm hn, v.n.
To desire repose, need rest:—rm-dil, adj. Quiet or easy
in mind:—rm-den (-ko), To give ease, aord relief; to
ease, appease, assuage, relieve; to comfort, soothe,
solace; to restore to health, cure, heal:—rm-se, adv.
With ease, easily; at (one's) ease, at leisure; comfortably,
conveniently, without pain or anxiety:—rm-talab,
adj. &

s.m. Seeking (one's) ease, fond of ease; idle, indolent,
lazy:—one who seeks his ease, a lover of ease; an
indolent or lazy person:—rm karn, rm len, v.n. To
take rest; to recover from fatigue, &c.; to rest, repose,
recline, lie down, sleep; to loll; to be idle; to live at ease
or in enjoyment:—rm karn or kar-den, v.t. To restore
to health, cure, heal:—rm-kurs, s.f. Easy chair:—rmgh, rm-gah, s.f. Resting-place; bed-chamber:—rm len
= rm karn, v.n.; q.v.:—rm-wl, adj. & s.m.=rm-talab,

q.v.:—rm-wl, s.f. 1˚=rm-wl; 2˚ A source of ease and
comfort, a wife:—rm hon or ho-jn, To derive ease,
comfort, convenience, &c. (from, -se); to become well; to
become better; to recover; (Met.) to die.
A a  armil, s.f. pl. (of ~#a ), Widows, distreased and
needy women.
P a  rm, adj. & s.m.=rm-talab,
q.v.s.v. rm.

P ?+ a  rmda (perf. part. of rmdan; see rm), adj.
Quiet, at rest, at ease. (Also ramda).
H  y arrn (Onomat.), v.n. To produce a prolonged
rumbling sound (as a mill, fall of a building, &c.).
P re = P.  r, q.v.
P Z$ rish (abst. s. fr. r), s.f. Preparation: dressing;
ornament, decoration, embellishment; ornamental
trees, owers, &c. of paper or tale and tinsel carried in
wedding processions:—rish den (-ko), To ornament,
embellish, deck, adorn, grace, beautify:—rish karn, v.t.

Idem.
H   arb, arab [S.  ',], adj. One hundred millions:—
arab-kharab, adj. Innumerable, incalculable.
A  arbb, s.m. pl. (of  rabb), Possessors, lords,
masters:—arbb-i-barat, The intelligent, the clearsighted; the circumspect:—arbb-i-jh, Those who are
possessed of dignity:—arbb-i-dnish, The wise; the
intelligent:—arbb-i-sukhan, The eloquent; masters of
language, the poets:—arbb-i-shar, Law-ocers:—arbb-irsat, The acute; the penetrating; the sagacious:—arbbi-fahm = arbb-i-dnish:—arbb-i-ml, Ocers of the
treasury:—arbb-i-man, Spiritual persons:—arbb-inisht, Dancers; singers; musicians:—arbb-i-himmat, Men
of spirit, men of lofty aspirations.
H    y arbk [S.  y], adj. Low, inferior, vile:—adv.
Below, behind; at rst, formerly.
S +   ', arbud, adj. One hundred millions (see arab); the
shape of the fœtus in the second month after
conception; a certain mountain.
H     urbar, = H     urbar, [S.  '], s.f. Fertile
soil, yielding every kind of crop.
H     urbar, = H     urbar, [S.  '], s.f. Fertile
soil, yielding every kind of crop.
H     arbarn, v.n.= 1 ? ha ba n, q.v.
H 0   " urbas [S. I+ 8"], s.f. Name of an Apsara
or nymph of Indra's heaven; an apparition, phantom; an
ornament worn on the breast.
A b  arba, = A P  arbaa, adj. Four.:—arba, or arba
mutansiba, Simple Rule of Three:—arba 'anir, s.m. The
four elements, earth, air, re, water.
A P  arbaa, = A b  arba, adj. Four.:—arba, or arba
mutansiba, Simple Rule of Three:—arba 'anir, s.m. The
four elements, earth, air, re, water.
A  P  arba n (nom.), = A < P  arban (obl.) adj. Forty.
A < P  arban (obl.) = A  P  arba n (nom.), adj. Forty.
H    ! rbal [S. ,+ !], s.f. Age, life, duration of
life.
H +    B arbind [S.  B aravinda], s.m. A lotus,
Nelumbium speciosum, or Nymphæa nelumbo.

S (&  #
' arbhak, s.m. Boy, child, son; the young of any
animal.
H  ;   r-pr [S.  +], adv. Through and
through, right through; pierced through; across; from
one side to the other (also wr-pr):—r-pr karn, v.t. To
pass through and through, to pierce through, penetrate.
S ;   arpit, part. Appointed, xed; arranged, placed,
deposited; delivered, consigned; presented.
S <;  4
' arpa, s.m. Delivering, entrusting, placing in or
upon; presenting an oering; an oering, sacrice; a
gift; a sum set apart for religious or charitable purposes:
—arpa karn, v.t. To present an oering, to oer
sacrice, make an oblation; to give alms; to devote (to),
set apart (for), consecrate, dedicate; to oer, present,
give, consign:—arpa-nma, s.m. A deed of gift, especially
to a temple or idol.
H ;   arpn, arapn [S. 4(
' ], v.t. To present an
oering, &c.=arpa karn, q.v.s.v. arpa.
H A  arat, corr. for &Y arth, q.v.
S A ' rta [vulg. rat), part. Aicted, pained,
distressed, grieved; disturbed; injured, hurt:—rta-ba an,
s.m. The complaint or cry of the aicted.
S A  rti, s.f. Pain, aiction, distress; intense
desire.
H Y  rt [S. P], s.m. A certain ceremony in
connection with marriage among Hinds. When the
bridegroom rst comes to the house of the bride he is
received by her relatives, who present to him, moving it
circularly round his head, a platter painted and divided
into several compartments lled with rice and powder
for tilak, and in the middle of which is a lamp made of
our, lled with gh, and having several wicks lighted.
A s %Y irtibt [inf.
n. viii of w  'to tie, bind'], s.m.

Connexion, anity, familiarity, intimacy, close
friendship. (See rabt.)
A cY irtil [inf. n. viii of  'to mount, ride'], s.m. Act
of marching or travelling; departure; death.
A + Y irtidd [inf. n. viii of  'to cause to return'], s.m.
Returning, rejecting, refusing; opposing; rejection;
apostasy; recantation.

A 1 0Y irtism [inf. n. viii of 2 B 'to mark, stamp'], s.m. A
distinguishing mark; plan, painting, writing.
A Y irtish [inf. n. viii of E  'to give a bribe'], s.m.
Taking a bribe; bribery; corruption. (See rishwat.)
A D P Y irtsh, vulg. K P Y irtes [inf. n. viii of Zm 'to
tremble'], s.m. Trembling; tremor; trepidation.
A . h Y irtif [inf. n. viii of b _ 'to elevate'], s.m. Elevation,
exaltation; height; ascent; grandeur; prosperity.
A Y irtikb [inf. n. viii of U  'to ride or go upon,' 'to
travel'], s.m. Embarking in an enterprise, venturing on
an aair; perpetration or commission of a sin or crime:—
irtikb karn, To embark (in) an aair, venture (on) an
enterprise; to perpetrate or commit a crime.
s.m. Patron, protector.
H 3Y ! artal [S. R+!?],
'
H Y 0 urt , s.m.= Y utt , q.v.
S Y ; aritwa, s.m. (fem. arit), Enmity, hostility.
S &Y R' arth, vulg. arath, s.m. Object, aim, purpose,
intent; cause, motive, reason, account, sake; interest;
advantage, prot, benet, use, utility; concern, business,
aair, matter; thing; substance, property, wealth,
opulence; worldly prosperity; substance, material, stu;
suit, case, petition; sense, meaning, purport, import;—
postpos. For, for the sake (of):—arthntara (i.e. artha
+antara), s.m. Another meaning; a variety of
signication; another interpretation:—arth batn(-k),
To give the meaning (of), to explain:—arth bi rn(-k),
To apprehend the sense or meaning (of), to understand;
to interpret:—arth-bodhak, adj. Conveying the real
import; signicant;—s.m. (in Gram.) A signicant term;
any word which conveys a sense as distinguished from
the mere unmeaning root:—arth-bhed, s.m. Distinction,
dierence of meaning; distinguishing between words:—
arth den, arth rakhn, v.n. To have or yield the meaning
(of, -k); to mean, signify, denote; to express:—arthsiddhi, s.f. Accomplishment of one's purpose, success:—
arth-stra, s.m. Institutes of the science of what is useful
(e.g. friends, money, &c.):—arth-krak, adj. & s.m.
Interpreting; interpreter:—arth-lbh, s.m. Acquisition of
wealth; attainment of one's object; appreciation of a
meaning or signication:—arth-lobh, adj. & s.m. Greedy
of gain; name of a jackal in one of the fables of the

Hitopadesh:—arth nikln = arth bi rn, q.v.
S A &Y Ry artht, adv. In fact; that is to say, id est;
namely, to wit, videlicet.
A  &Y irtihn [inf. n. viii of < 'to deposit as a pledge'],
s.m. Taking or receiving a thing as a pledge; pledge;
hostage. (See < rahn.)
S &YRu arth, adj. & sm. Supplicating; desirous, craving;
having an object to accomplish; self-interested;
designing; wealthy;—supplicant, beggar, petitioner;
applicant, suitor; plainti, prosecutor; a wealthy man;
follower, dependent; protegée; servant; client; agent,
man of business (=arthiy, q.v.).
H &YR" arth [by metathesis for ^R" or R"=S. R
+], s.f. A bier (such as is used by Hinds): syn. 
bewn.
H &Y R arthiy [S. R+],
'
s.m. Follower,
dependent, protegée; a person recommended; client;
broker; agent, man of business (=a hatiy, q.v.).
H Y " rt (for etym. see rt), s.f. A ceremony
performed in adoration of a god by moving circularly
around the head of the idol a platter containing a vewicked burning lamp, our and incense; a hymn of
praise:—rt karn, rt len, To perform the ceremony of
rt.
A k irs, s.m. Inheritance, heritage.
P 5 arj [Zend arej; S. arh], s.f. Worth, value; respect,
honour, dignity:—arj-mand [Z. mañ; S. mant]. Possessing
worth or dignity; noble, illustrious, excellent; worthy,
honourable; wise, learned; beloved, dear, precious;
unequalled; rare; blessed, happy.
H 5 * raj, rj [S. ],
' adj. Aryan; of good family,
respectable, honourable, venerable.
H W * rj, and *[ rj , s.f. A Jain woman who
leads the life of an ascetic.
H  W * r-jr =  Wr-jr, q.v.
A . W irj [inf. n. iv of b W 'to return'], s.m. Causing to
return, returning, bringing back; changing; substituting;
instituting (a suit).
H UW *' rjab [S. *' rjava, from }*,], s.m.

Rectitude, honesty; sincerity, candour.
S W X* arjit, part. Acquired, obtained, earned,
gained:—arjit karn, v.t. To acquire, &c.
A W arjal, s.m. A horse having the lower part of one

most, or very merciful or compassionate:—aramurrimn, The most merciful of the merciful (an attribute
of God).
A r ir  [inf. n. iv of r 'to become loose'], s.m.

alone of his fore-legs white (or, according to others, any
one alone of his legs white,—which is regarded in the
East as a serious blemish);—a large-footed man.
P + @ W arjmand, v.s.v. 5 arj.

Slackening, loosening:—ir --enn, s.m. Letting loose
the reins; unruliness.
P  rd, rad (=S. W),
' s.m. Flour; meal.

S <W *
' arjan, s.m. Act of acquiring; acquisition; gain,

H   ard (by met. for adl, from badl), s.m. (prov.),

earnings; prots; amassing, accumulating.
S <W *,
' arjun, s.m. Name of a hero in the Mah,

Requital, return, retaliation.
H T J  urd-begn, s.f. An armed female attendant in
a harem.
H K  ards [S. +8/
'
; but cf. with E  }m,

bhrat, the third of the Pnav princes;—a certain tree,
Terminalia alata globra.
H W * arjn, v.t. To acquire, obtain, earn, gain.
H  &W D arjhn, and ID arujhn, v.t. caus. of
next.
H &W D urajhn, D arajhn, v.n. local, for &8!
ulajhn, q.v.
S V I. aru i, s.f. Aversion, dislike; disgust, disrelish,
want of appetite; sickness at stomach, nausea.
S V X ar i, s.m. Flame; light, radiance, splendour.
S = y ar , = H =  r , s.f. Adoration, worship;
devotion; an image.
H =  r , = S = y ar , s.f. Adoration, worship;
devotion; an image.
S = X ar it, part. Worshipped, adored, revered.
S (= 
' ar ak, adj. & s.m. Worshipping, adoring;—
worshipper.
S <= 
' ar an, s.m. = S = 
' ar an, s.f., Worship,

H   urd, urad, s.m. A kind of vetch, Dolichos pilosus.

of which it is prob. a corr.], s.f. Representation, petition,
request, entreaty; supplication; oering (to a deity):—
ards karn, v.t. To petition, solicit, request, entreat,
beseech; to worship; to pray.
H    ardw [P.  rd+  ba], s.m. A mixture of
parched and bruised grain and barley (or wheat and
barley) given as food to cattle, either in a dry state or
mixed with water.
P 4  arda-bihisht, vulg. urd-bihisht, s. Lit. 'like
Paradise'; the second month of the Persian calendar,
corresponding to April.
S  W' rdra, adj. Wet, moist, damp.
S  W' urdra, s.m. An otter (com. form d-bilo).
S  Wy rdr, s.f. Name of one of the lunar mansions
(=dr, q.v.).
S  W
' rdrak, s.m. Green ginger (=adrak, q.v.).
H X  ' $' ird-gird, adv. & postpos. (gov. -ke), Around,

adoration; homage, reverence, respect;
ceremoniousness.
S = 
' ar an, s.f., = S <= 
' ar an, s.m. Worship,

all round, round about, on every side (of), on all sides.
(See gird, and cf. s-ps).
H ! !" ardal (corr. from the English), s.m. An

adoration; homage, reverence, respect;
ceremoniousness.
H = 
' ar n [S. (
' ], v.t. To worship, adore.

orderly; a peon in regular attendance on an ocial; an
attendant who runs before his master's conveyance.
H !!" ardal [S. +!?], s.f. Posse or crowd of

A 1  arm, s.m. pl. (of 2  rm), Wombs, matrices;
relations by the mother's side, uterine kindred.
A 2  aram, adj. compar. & super. (of 2  ram), More,

suitors or dissolute fellows:—ardal utarn (-par), A crowd
of lewd fellows to fall (on,—commonly applied to a rush
made upon a harlot by a number of loose men).

S  
' ardan, s.m. A begging request; covetousness;—

A z aral, adj. super. (of z ral), Very, or most, mean,

wounding, killing.
T  urd , s.m. Army; camp; market of a camp; s.f.
(=urd zabn), The Hindstn language as spoken by the
Muhammadans of India, and by Hinds who have
intercourse with them or who hold appointments in the
Government courts, &c. (It is composed of Hind, Arabic,
and Persian, Hind constituting the back-bone, so to
speak):—urd -i-muall, The royal camp or army
(generally means the city of Dehli or Shhjahnbd);
the court language (=urd -i-muall-k zabn); the
Hindstn language as spoken in Dehli.
S  ' ardha, -' arddha, adj. & s.m. Half-, semi-,

vile, ignoble, &c.
H   7 ara n, v.n. To scream out. (Cf. arrn).

hemi-; a half, a part:—ardhng, ardhang (i.e. ardha+anga),
s.m. Lit. 'Half the body'; palsy aecting half the body,
hemiplegia; distortion of the face:—ardhng, ardhang,
adj. & s.m. Aicted with hemiplegia;—one so aicted, a
paralytic; an appellation of the god iva:—s.f. A wife;—a
slovenly woman, a slattern:—ardha-bhg, s.m. A half:—
ardha- (arddha-) andra, s.m. Half-moon; crescent;
semicircle (v.s.v. adh):—ardha- aup, s.f. A species of
metre:—ardha-rtra, s.m.f.? Midnight:—ardha-lok, s.m.
Hemistich; a line in epic poetry:—ardha-kapr (or -ka pl),
v.s.v. ad:—ardha-kumbha, s.m. Lit. 'Half-kumbha,' the
sixth year fair (see kumbhan).
H   urdh, uradh, s.m. A kind of vetch (=urad, q.v.).
H ^ $
' urdhag, = H ^ $
 urdha g, [S.   +$],
'
s.m. A disease occasioned by the mounting of wind
upwards; atulency; &c. (=uddhak, q.v.).
H ^ $
 urdha g, = H ^ $
' urdhag, [S.   +$],
'
s.m. A disease occasioned by the mounting of wind
upwards; atulency; &c. (=uddhak, q.v.).
H <  ardhan =  ardan, q.v.
H " urd (corr. ward), s.f. Uniform; livery;
appointed dress of the subordinate employés of any
department.
P urd, s.f. The second month of the solar year (see
urd-bihisht); the rst month in autumn.
A z arl, s.m. pl. (of )z ral), s.m. Low mean, or
common people; the vulgar; the rabble.

P d arz [Zend arej, S. *,' rt. 6],
' s.m. Price, value;
quantity; esteem, veneration, honour:—arz-i-bzr,
Market price; price current:—arz-i-irsl, s.m. Invoice;
particulars of the despatch of treasure, &c.
A d aruz, uruz, urz, s.m. Rice.
A Gd arzq, s.m. pl. (of Gd rizq), Riches, possessions.
H d arzl, incor. for z arl, q.v.
P d arzn, adj. Cheap; abundant.
P d arzn, s.f. Cheapness; abundance, plenty; good
harvest:—arzn rakhn, Lit. 'To hold cheap'; to give away,
present, bestow;—arzn hon, To be granted or bestowed.
A Gd arzaq (by met. for azraq), adj. Blue, azure, cerulean;
having cat's eyes:—arzaq- ashm, adj. Blue-eyed; cat-eyed.
P d arzan, s.m. A kind of grain, millet, Panicum pilosum.
P d rz , (prob. z- r = z-war, transposed; see z), s.f.
Wish, desire, longing, eagerness; hope; trust;
expectation; intention, purpose, object, design.
inclination, aection, love:—rz karn (caus. of next),
v.t. To make one wish; to make one expect; to demand
or require great eagerness, &c.:—rz karn (k), To wish,
desire; long for, yearn (after); to want, need:—rz -kash,
adj. Desirous, &c.:—rz -mand, adj. Desirous; solicitous:
longing for, craving, auxious; eager; intent on:—rz mand, s.f. Eager desire, wishfulness; solicitude; anxiety.
P o)d arzz, s.f. Tin; base or light money.
P ^n arzhang, s.m. The picture gallery and house of the
celebrated painter Mn.
S K  aras, adj. Without juice, sapless; tasteless,
insipid; useless; vapid, dull, at (as a composition).
H K I arus [S. &I3], s.m. Name of a medicinal plant
or tree, Justicia adhatoda.
S K I arus, s.m. Wound, sore; vital part; joint.
H K  ras = I! las, q.v.
H K  iris,  irsi, s.f.=B irs, q.v.
S K  uras, s.m. Breast, bosom, chest:—urasi-ja, s.m.
Lit. "Produced on the chest"; the female breast.

A B irsl [inf. n. iv of B 'to bring a message'], s.m. Act
of sending (as a writing, letter, &c.); despatch; remitting;
remittance; monthly collections of rents forwarded to
head-quarters by the subordinate revenue authorities:—
irsl karn, v.t. To send, despatch, forward, remit,
transmit:—irsl-nma, s.m. Invoice of goods, rents, &c.
forwarded or despatched.
H  B  ursn [S.  'the breast"], v.t. To cause
emotion; to excite the passions.
H K; K  aras-paras, s.m.=D ; D  ar-par, q.v.
H K  arsa [prob. orig. a-sa, S. R+/
'
+V
+], s.m. A monthly account of receipts and
disbursements (=jama- ar ), cash account; debit and
credit; guess, conjecture; valuation, appraisement; rough
estimate or calculation (=asa); a mediator, broker:—
arsa-navs, s.m. The clerk who keeps the cash account,
&c.
H K _ arsah, s.m. Debit and credit account, cash
account.
A I ! O NB aristt ls,
 = A  wB arist  , (Corr. from the
Greek), prop. n. The philosopher Aristotle.
A  wB arist  , = A I ! O NB aristt ls,
 (Corr. from the
Greek), prop. n. The philosopher Aristotle.
T 3B arsln, s.m. A lion; a man's surname.
H B" ras, adj.=0! las, q.v.
H B" rs [S. +8,' rt. a8+], s.f. Mirror,
looking-glass; a small mirror worn, in place of a stone, in
a thumb-ring by Indian women, also the ring with the
mirror.
H B" irs [S. 3], s.f. Axle-tree, axle.
H 3 B "! arsl [by met. for rasl = S. +!], adj.
Watery, moist; weak, (as in the expression) arsle-nain,
adj. Having weak eyes; with eyes as if just awake.
S  B T rasya, s.m. Insipidity, want of avour;
spiritlessness.
S D  8' ar, s.m. Hemorrhoids, piles.
A  E  irshd [inf. n. iv of + E  'to take a right course'], s.m.
Direction, instruction; order, command, bidding; will,
pleasure:—irshd karn, irshd farmn, v.t. To direct,

instruct; to bid, order, command.
H D ; D  8
' 8' ar-par, vulg. aras-paras [S. T8' redup.],
s.m. Touching; touch, contact; partial bathing, throwing
a little water on the head with one's hand; sprinkling,
aspersion; delement or impurity arising from contact
(with anything unclean):—ar-par (or aras-paras) hon or
ho-jn (-se), To be touched (by) and thus rendered
impure, to be deled or polluted (by).
S D  9 arish, adj. Not wounded; unhurt, unharmed,
—s.m. A heron; a crow; a portent, calamity, mistortune;
good fortune; a mortal disease; a sign or symptom of
approaching death; the nm-tree (Melia azadirachta);
garlic; a woman's lying-in chamber.
? + E  arshad, adj. compar. & super. (of + E  rashd), More,
or most, upright; most tenacious of the right way;—s.m.
One who explains orders, commands, &c. (especially of
the Deity).
A } ar, s.f. The earth; land, region, country; a portion
of land.
A |ar, adj. Relating to the earth; earthly; terrestrial;
mundane.
A O artl, s.m. pl. (of O ratl), Certain measures of
weight, pounds.
P  p argan n (Gr. ), s.m. An organ,
P  p argawn,
s.m. A plant whose owers and fruit are

of a beautiful red (Arbor Judæa); red colour, crimson;
purple.
P  p argawn,
adj. Red, crimson; purple.

A ? _ irfh [inf. n. iv of _ 'to lead an easy life'], s.m.
Bestowing auence; comforting, cherishing;—
enjoyment of ample means and tranquillity.
A \_ arfa, s.m. An obstinate heretic or schismatic,
particularly a bigoted Sha.
A b _ arfa, adj. compar. & super. (of b _ raf), Higher;
highest; very high; most exalted; sublime.
A 1 i arqm, s.f. pl. (of 2 i raqam), Figures, numbers, &c.
(See raqam).
A 1 i irqm [inf. n. iv of 2 i 'to mark, stamp, &c.'], s.m. Act
of writing: (N.B. Arabic lexicons recognize no 4th conj. of
1 i):—irqm karn, v.t. To write:—irqm hon, To be
written.

A  i arqn, s.m. Jaundice; mildew or blight (in corn).

H  X  $ argn, v.t.=  J! algn, q.v.

S   ark, vulg.  arak, s.m. The sun; a ray of light;

H $ X $ arg, s.f.=$ J!alg, q.v.

crystal; copper; the plant Calotropis gigantea; swallowwort, Asclepias gigantea:—ark  (i.e. arka+ana), s.m. A
digit, or the twelfth part of the sun's disc:—arkman (i.e.
arka+amana), s.m. A crystal lens; a ruby:—ark-din, s.m. A
solar day:—ark-manal, s.m. The disc of the sun:—arkopal
(i.e. arka+upala), s.m. The sun-stone, a ruby; a crystal
lens:—ark-varsh, s.m. A solar year.
S  I ruk, s.m. A medicinal plant of cooling

H 8X  $* argaj (P. also argaja), s.m. A perfume of a

properties growing in the Himalaya mountains.
H    ark [S. +],

adj. Bright, clever; sharp,

yellowish colour compounded of several scented
ingredients: (One receipt species sandal, rose-water,
camphor, musk, ambergris and butter as the ingredients).
H 8X  $*" argaj, adj. Dyed with argaj (garments,
&c.).
S X  $!
' argal, s.m. A wooden bolt or pin for fastening a
door; a bar.
H <X  $ argan (P. argan,
 contr. of argan n), s.m. An

acute; ingenious; strange, wonderful; new, novel. (Cf.
arka.)
H    & arkt, s.m. Arcot, a city in the Deccan

organ.
H X $" argan, s.f.=J!algan, q.v.

(Dakkhan).
H   &" ark, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to Arcot;

worship; libation; a respectful oering of various
ingredients to a god or a Brhman;—price, cost:—argha
(or aragh) a hn, a h-den, (-ko), To make an oblation
to a deity, &c.
H &X  V argh, vulg. $ arg [S. «],
' s.m. A small

—a native or inhabitant of Arcot; a pilot (the pilots of
Southern India in former times are supposed to have
been men of Arcot):—ark r piy, s.m. An Arcot rupee.
A    arkn, s.m. pl. (of <  rukn), Supports, props; posts,
pillars, columns; component parts; fundamentals,
essentials; (in Prosody) feet:—arkn-i-daulat, s.m. Lit.
'Pillars of State'; grandees, nobles; ministers of state.
S Z   ª8 ark : For all comp. of which ark- is the
rst member, v.s.v.   ark.
S   = rakta, adj. Reddish; red; blood-red.
H  & arka [S. ; ], s.f. Brightness, intelligence;
cleverness, acuteness, ingenuity; activity; carefulness,
caution, vigilance; circumspection. (Syn. surt; svadhn).
S   .d arakshit, part. Unprotected, uncared for,
undefended.
H &  L irkh, s.f.= & ) rkh, q.v.
S ' $ urag (ura, 'breast + ga, 'going), s.m. Snake
reptile, worm:—uragd (snake-eater'), s.m. (in Myth.)
Garu, the regent of birds:—uragr (enemy of
snakes')=uragd:—urag-sthn, s.m. The infernal regions,
the abode of the Ngas, Ptla.
H X  $ arg, adj.= J! alg, q.v.

S &X  V' argha; H. V aragh, $ arag; s.m. A mode of

boat-shaped vessel used by the Hinds in their
devotions, for performing libations.
H " ! url [S.  +!], adj. Belonging to this side,
hithermost.
A 1  iram, s.m. A fabulous garden in Arabia Felix,
paradise.
P  a  armn, s.m. Wish, desire, inclination; longing;
eagerness; hope;—regret, grief, sorrow; vexation;
contrition, remorse; anguish of repentance:—armn rahjn, v.n. To be disappointed of one's wish or hope; to
have one's hope or desire ungratied:—armn nikln or
nikl-len, v.t. To satisfy one's longing, gratify one's
wishes, enjoy the fullment of one's wishes or hopes:—
armn nikaln, v.n. To be satised, or gratied.
H  a  / urmn [S.  X/ 'a fold'], v.t. To hem; to
seam. (See orm.)
P  a armn, adj. Desirous; hopeful; aspiring.
S &%a  @# rambh, s.m. Beginning, commencement;
undertaking; eort, exertion:—rambh-bodhak, adj.
Inchoative:—rambh karn (-k), To begin, undertake.

P   a  armagn,
 s.m. Present; rarity, curiosity; a piece of
money.
P <a  arman, prop. n. Armenia.
P a arman, = P  a  armanya, adj. & s.m. Armenian; an
Armenian.
P  a  armanya, = P a arman, adj. & s.m. Armenian; an
Armenian.
P  X + a  ramdagn (pl. of ramda), s.m. pl. Those who
are at rest, the dead.
P ?+ a  ramda (for rmda), part. adj. Reposed; at rest, at
ease, quiet.
S  I4 aru, s.m. The sun; dawn of day; colour of the
dawn, reddish-brown colour:—aru- a, s.m. Male bird;
cock:—arun-sikh, s.m. Idem:—aru-var, s.m. Colour of
the dawn, dark red:—aruopal, s.m. Ruby; aruoday, s.m.
Early dawn, day-break.
H  4 uri [S. +}4], adj. Out of debt, free from
debt.
H   arn [S. 4], s.m. (f. -), A wild bualo:—
arn-bhai s, s.m. Idem; (Met.) A fat, lubberly man:—arnkan, s.m. Dried cowdung gathered in the jungles (used
as fuel by the natives of India, and in the preparation of
medicines).
H   arn, v.n.=  a n, q.v.
H   I4 arur, adj. Of the colour of the dawn
(aru), reddish-brown, tawny.
H $ I4 aru [S. I4], s.f. The dawn; colour of
the dawn, reddish-brown colour.
A U arnab, s.m. Hare; rabbit.

a kind of rework, the shell of the castor-oil seed
charged with powder:—ara-k tel, s.m. Castor-oil.
S  4' arav, s.m. The ocean, the sea.
H " arn, s.f. Female wild bualo (see arn);—a reed
of which pipes are made.
S  .4 arai, 4" ara, s.f. Wood used for kindling
re by attrition (commonly that of the Ficus religiosa).
S   4 araya, s.m. Forest; wilderness, desert.
S   4 raya, s.m.=  araya; adj. Forest, relating to
a forest, forest-born, wild:—raya-sabh, s.f. Forestcourt, a court for a community of hermits:—rayashash, s.f. A certain religious ceremony observed by
women:—raya-k, s.m. The title of the third book of
the Rmya .
S   rav (also rv), s.m. Sound, noise.
A  arw, s.f. pl. (of  r ), Souls, spirits.
S ] ~ ar p, adj. Formless, shapeless; ugly, illformed:—s.m. Shapelessness; ugliness.
S ] 5 rop, s.m. Placing in or on; assigning,
applying to; attributing to; predication; change, disguise,
transformation, metamorphosis; transmutation.
S ;  5 ropit, part. Planted; strung (as a bow);
deposited, entrusted; changed into, transformed,
disguised; feigned.
S <;  54 ropa, s.m. Placing or xing on; causing to
mount or ascend; planting; trusting, delivering; stringing
(a bow).
H ;  5 ropn [S. 54(], v.t. To plant.

P ?+  randa, vulg. rinda (r = var; see vara;+anda = Zend
añ = S. anta), s.m. Porter, carrier.
S *+  IB" arundhat, s.f. Arundhati, a particular star;

S   ' urwar, s.m. Fertile soil, yielding every kind of

the morning star.
H  4f ara [S. 4f], s.m. The tree from the fruit

'mounted on a cloud').
S E  '8" urva = 0 urbas, q.v.

of which castor-oil is made, Ricinus communis or Palma
Christi:—aran-k ja , adj. 'As or like the root of the Aran;
unstable, inrm, frail, weak:—ara- arb za, s.m. The
Papt (Carica papaya).
H 4f" aran, s.f. The fruit of the castor-oil tree;—

P S rog, s.m. Belch, eructation.

crop; land in general. (See ubar).
S 2  ~i r h, part. adj. Mounted on; (e.g. megh-r h,

S ' 5$ arog, adj. & s.m. Free from disease, sound,
healthy, well; a healthy person;—freedom from sickness,
soundness, healthiness, health.
S X 5$" arog, adj.=' arog.

S  X  5F arogya, and H. 5F rogya, adj. & s.m.='

H  6 arhar, = H ? 67 arha , [S. ©"], s.f. A

arog:—arogya-kr, s.m. A restorative, anything producing
health.
S * X  5F arogyat, s.f. Healthiness, soundness.

species of pulse, Cajanus Indicus: (Syn.  Y t ar).
species of pulse, Cajanus Indicus: (Syn.  Y t ar).

S  X  5F  arogyawn, adj. (f.-vat), Health-

H  6 urhn or 6 urahn (i.q. ulahn, q.v.),

producing, healing.
H    arwan [S. 4?],
'
s.m. The rst cuttings of

s.m. Reproach, reproof.
S  6B
' arhant, s.m. A Buddha; a Jain saint; a holy

corn, presented to the household gods.
S +   B aravind, arwind, s.m. The lotus, Nymphæa

person (a follower of Buddha).
H " ar =  ari, q.v.

nelumbo.
H +    arond, g araund (for arondh), v.n. of

H $ ara, s.f.=arw, q.v.

arondhn, q.v.:—araund-se hon, To have the menses
(=kap o -se hon).
H <+  ~( r dhan [S. +5, rt. I], s.m.
Stopping, checking, stopping the breath, strangling.
H +    aro dhn, = H +  ~( r dhn, [S.
5(], v.t. To strangle, kill by stopping the breath; to
throttle.
H +  ~( r dhn, = H +    aro dhn, [S.
5(], v.t. To strangle, kill by stopping the breath; to
throttle.
S < 564 roha, s.m. Rising, ascending, climbing,
mounting; growing of new shoots, or of plants; staircase, ladder:—roha karn, To ascend, climb, mount, &c.
H I " aruw,  " arw [S. !,+], s.f. A species of
Arum, the root of which is used as a vegetable (Arum
colocasia, or Colocasia antiquorum:—syn.: : ka ;   &X
gh y ).
S  u urv, s.f. The earth.
H ? ra, = P ? arra, s.m. A saw= r, q.v.:—arra-kash, s.m.
Sawyer:—arra-khai n (par), To saw.
P ? arra, = H ? ra, s.m. A saw= r, q.v.:—arra-kash, s.m.
Sawyer:—arra-khai n (par), To saw.
H ? 6& arha [S. +V], s.m. f. (?), A well-wheel, the
(so-called) Persian wheel (a string of earthen pots
attached to a revolving wheel over a well, which go
down empty and come up full and tilt the water into a
trough:—The commoner form of the word is ? raha).

H ? 67 arha , = H  6 arhar, [S. ©"], s.f. A

H $ ara, s.f. A goad, &c.= ar, q.v.;—a churn.
H $  ara, h arai, s.f. A kind of grass used as fodder
for cattle and for thatching.
H " r (dim. of r), s.f. A small saw; a shoemaker's awl.
H " r [S. .!], s.f. (Braj) A woman's female
friend; dear, darling; a ridge or mound of earth crossing
ditches, dividing elds, &c.; a dike; bank of a river.
S y  are (fem. ar), intj. (used chie y in calling to or
addressing inferiors), Holla! ho! O! Sirrah! hark ye!:—areare, intj. Good gracious! O dear, O dear! What are you
about!:—are-tare = abe-tabe, q.v.s.v. abe:—are-re, intj. Alas!
O dear! Woe's me!
P re, r, adv. Yes, yea, verily:—re-bale, s.m. Evasion,
shift, shuing, subterfuge, deception.
H )  riy,  ry, s.m. A plant of the gourd
kind.
H ) y ry [S. +],
'
s.m. An Aryan; the Aryan
languages.
H y; y  are-pare, = H ); )  ary-pary, adv.
On this side and that; right and left. (See r-pr.)
H ); )  ary-pary, = H y; y  are-pare, adv.
On this side and that; right and left. (See r-pr.)
H U)  ureb [S. | ; but cf. H. | and P. U)_ fareb],
s.m. & adj. Craftiness, trickery, fraud, deception;—
sloping, slanting, crooked, tortuous; crafty, deceitful,
fraudulent:—ureb-k, adj. Crafty, fraudulent, deceitful.
P [ # y re-bale, v.s.v. P. y are.

S ) " arti, s.f. Bad manners, ill-breeding,
impoliteness, incivility.
S ) ' rya, adj. Of good family, respectable, venerable,
honourable;—interj. My lord! Sir!
H  7 a (contr. of next, q.v.), s.f. Obstruction,
interruption, stoppage, constipation; bar, barrier,
barricade; embankment, dike; dam or weir thrown
across a stream to catch sh;—opposition, contrariety;
obstinacy; contention, dispute; (in comp.) adj. & adv.
Cross-, counter-, out of the way, remote, &c.:—a -bl (in
W. and S. India), s.m. A distant relative; a pretended
relative:—a -ba , adj. Uneven, rough, rugged;
unmeaning, nonsensical (in this and the following
senses the word is probably connected with ba ba , and
not with a ); s.m. Senseless words or talk, nonsense,
raving:—a -ba bakn, v.n. To talk inconsiderately or
incoherently, to talk nonsense; to rave:—a -ba ang, s.m.
Foolish actions, folly, madness:—a -ba ang, adj.
Thoughtless, inconsiderate, foolish:—a -an, s.m.
Cross-pole, bar, barrier, barricade, boom; stoppage,
hindrance, impediment:—a -t (S. avara+jti), adj. Lowborn, base-born, low:—a -min, s.f. Counter-security;
surety for a surety; mutual responsibility:—a -karn, v.n.
To be obstinate, head-strong, restive; to be obstructive;
to o pose, to stick, to gib (as a horse):—a -kasb (W. and S.
India), s.m. A Hind who follows a trade di erent from
that of his ancestors;—a -mp, (W. and S. India) s.f. A
measure in excess of the standard:—a -mn, s.m.
Deposit, pledge, security.
H  7  [S. + 4 or  , rt. ] , s.f. Covering,
concealment, screen, shelter, protection, guard, shield,
defence, refuge, security; prop, support, buttress;
obstruction, interruption, stoppage, obstacle, hindrance,
impediment, bar, barrier; fence, wall; check, restraint,
prohibition; mound or bank of earth forming the
boundary of a eld; a horizontal or curved line painted
across the forehead:— - (or a )band or bondh, s.m. A
cloth worn by Hinds, passing round the waist and
between the thighs, and fastened behind:— -me (-k),
adv. Under cover (of); lying in ambush; behind; across,
athwart, obliquely, transversely; under the pretext or

pretence (of):— -me n (-k), To come in the way (of);
to stop the way; to come between, intervene, interpose.
H  7 r, A kind of ladle used in sugar manufactories
(= r, q.v.)
H  7  [S. f], s.f. A bird, the Sarali, Turdus
ginginianus.
H   7 a  (part. of   a n), part. adj. (f. -), Opposed,
checked; troublesome, dicult; entangled, &c.:—a e km
sa wrn, To manage or accomplish a troublesome work;
to remove diculties; to extricate, disentangle; to pay
the way:—a e-thu e, a e-kare, a e-waqt, s.m. Diculty;
entanglement, complication; adversity, distress.
H   7   [S. + +], adj. (f. -), Interrupting,
interposing; opposing; obstructive; cross, transverse,
oblique, crooked:— -e h, adj. Cross, peevish;
displeased:—  tl, s.f. A sort of striking of the foot, a
person's striking his extended foot on the ground
whether whilst moving along or whilst standing still:—
 -e h, s.f. Opposition, contrariety, perverseness,
obstinacy; peevishness, crossness:—  ln,   karn, To
obstruct, check; to oppose, cross, thwart:—  dwr, s.f.
Transverse wall; a wall made to stop a way:—  sangal,
s.f. A chain thrown across to obstruct:— e (or a e)n,
v.t. & v.n. To come between, intervene, interpose; to
shield, protect, shelter, screen;—to come under shelter,
to be protected:—a e hth (or htho ) len or le-len (-ko),
To fold the arms round, to embrace, hug; to clutch,
gripe; to pull up; to vanquish, overcome (as in wrestling);
to fall foul of; to rebuke, chide; to revile; to shame,
disgrace, humiliate:— e hon or hojn, To be or become
crooked or bent; to bend or double oneself.
H   7  , s.m. A saw, &c.= r, q.v.
H   7 a r, 77 a  , s.m. Heap, pile, place where
wood, &c. is heaped or collected (=al); harvest oor for
the blossoms of the mahn; outhouses for cattle (=arr);
high, steep bank (=a  ).
H    77 a   [S. !?], s.m. High. steep bank of a
river, &c.; (the more com. form is ka  a).
H   77" a  , s.f. The measure of a eld originally
established in a lease or grant to which the occupant

appeals in preference to an actual measurement or
adjustment.
H 4  7 a s (abst. subst. from  ; cf. mhs, from
mh), s.f. Scantiness (of room), connedness,
narrowness, closeness.
H 0  7 u k [7, rt. of 7+k = S. a. ka], adj.
Capable of ying; edged; ier.
H  =  7$57  -go  (go , cf. k ), s.m. Rubbish,
sweepings, refuse.
H .  7 u n [S. +f], s.f. The act of ying; ight:—
u n-jhall, s.m. A boys' game (resembling our 'ring-taw,'
but played with cowries instead of marbles: syn. jhallmr):—u n- h ( h = S. W¬, 'presto!' or is onomat.), s.m.
Flying away; disappearing; instantaneous ight:—u nh hon or ho-jn, v.n. To y away; to disappear,
vanish, be non est:—u n-gh, s.f. Trickery, deception,
trick, ruse, stratagem; evasion, shuing:—u n-gh
batn or bat-den, v.t. To deceive, trick, gammon; to
evade, shue:—u n hon (-se), To y (from), be averse
(to), sick (of), tired (of).
H   7 a n (caus. of   a n), v.t. To cause to stop;
to bar progress, bring to a stand-still; to obstruct,
impede, check; to ram, thrust, shove, push (against, -se,
or into, -me ); to stop up, plug, cork; to jam or fasten
(one thing to another); to use pressure or force, to force,
compel; to suspend, put o, postpone:—a -den (=a n,
but generally intensive, e.g.), to ram down tight, to ram
home, jam close, block up, &c.; to put o, give up,
abandon:—a -kar, adv. By force.
H   7 a n, s.m. Support, prop, pillar, buttress (=a ,
q.v.);—a mode in music; a certain rgin (=ahn, or
a hn, q.v.).
H   7 u n (caus. of   u n, v.t. To cause to y; to
y, let y; to throw or toss up (as a pigeon, or a coin); to
set free, uncage; to cause to move rapidly or swiftly, to
drive hard (a horse, &c.); to y away with; to run or
make o with; to make away with, to rob, plunder,
despoil of; to ravish; to cause to vanish or disappear; to
squander, dissipate, waste; to put out of sight, hide,
conceal (from, -se, as a secret, &c.); to use, apply, or

handle dexterously, skilfully or eectively (as an
instrument, &c.); to pu or blow away; to scatter,
disperse; to winnow; to drive away, frighten away, scare;
to blow up, explode (as a fort, mine, &c.); to destroy; to
spread abroad, circulate (a rumour); to unfold, unfurl (a
sail, ag, &c.); to give the reins to, give free scope to,
indulge in (pleasure, e.g. maz u n); to knock o, cut o
(the head); to strike out, wipe out, eace, obliterate; to
put away from, cast to the winds, disregard (advice, &c.);
to get rid of, send away, dismiss; to hurl or throw down
(in wrestling); to knock over, send ying; to take o,
copy, mimic; to play upon, deceive, cheat, befool,
gammon:—u n-pu na, v.t. To squander, &c.=u n:—
u -den (=u n, but generally intensive, e.g.), To carry
o or away; to drive or frighten away; to give or cast to
the winds; to wipe clean out, completely eace; to blow
away; to blow down; to blow up, cause to blaze up; to
explode (a mine); to get rid of, dismiss, &c.:—u -kar lealn, u  le-jn, v.t. To make o with, run away with,
carry o; to kidnap; to entice away:—u -mrn, v.t. To
carry o, plunder, steal, rob.
H   77 a n, a a n (Onomat. cf. arrn, and
arere), v.n. To make a loud and continued noise or sound;
to lament aloud; to cry, shriek, scream; to make a noise
(= illn):—a y al-n (-me ), To come rushing in; to
thrust onself in, force one's way:—a -ke, adv. With a
noise, crash, roar, or din; tumultuously; impetuously.
H   7" a n (fr. a n, or a e-n), s.f. A parasol,
umbrella; a large fan (local ayn).
H    7 u  [u , rt. of u n+ = S. a. ], s.m.
Extravagant person, spendthrift, prodigal:—u  -kh
(kh from khn) = u  .
H   9   7 7  a w-ta aw (redupl. of a , v.n. of
a wan = a n), s.m. Taunts, jeers; inuendoes; insults:—
a w-ta w mrn, To taunt, jeer at, ridicule, &c.
H 8 7 a  = 8 a h q.v.
H ' 1  7 7 a -ba , = H $ 1  7 7($ a -ba -ang, v.s.v.  a .
H $ 1  7 7($ a -ba -ang, = H ' 1  7 7 a -ba , v.s.v.  a .
H > 1  7 
(  -band,  -bandh, a -band, v.s.v.   .
H % 1  7 $
(  a -bang [a +bang = S. r+], adj.

Crooked, uneven;—s.m. Obstruction; bar, obstacle,
impediment:—a bang lagnor lag-den (-me ), To place
an obstacle, &c. (in the way of), to obstruct, impede.
H A  f u up, 7 u ap [S. f,], s.m. Raft; oat; the
moon (the half-moon being formed like a boat).
H A W A  7 D7 a ap-jha ap (jha ap = jhapa, q.v.), s.f.
Scramble, scrimmage, scue, tussle; scramble for
means of living; need, necessity:—a ap-jha ap me hon,
To be in a state of penury and want, to be hard up.
H C  7  at =    hat, q.v.
H 9  7 u t (perf. part. of   u n), part. adj. (f. -),
Flying; on the wing:—u t-purt abar, s.f. Flying report;
rumour:—u t i y pah nn, lit. 'To know a bird on the
wing'; (prov.) to know a rook when he is seen.
H * ) 9  7!" a tals [S. 9; 8], adj. Thirtyeight.
H ;:9  7! a tal [ + S. !+], s.m. Shelter, defence,
protection; screen, covert; shade, shadow; veil, mask;
pretence, pretext:—a tal paka n(-k), To seek or seize
the shelter (of); to hide or screen oneself (behind); to
shelter oneself under a false excuse; to make a pretence
(of), to pretend.
H ) 9  7  tiy, s.m.=)    haty, q.v.
H * ) 9  7" a ts [S. 9P8], adj. Thirty-eight.
H  7_" a h, = H )   7_ a hiy, s.m.=)    hatiy,
q.v.
H )   7_ a hiy, = H  7_" a h, s.m.=)    hatiy,

H # 5  7& a sa, s.f.=I! alsa, q.v.
H # 5  7_ a sah (=ahsah, q.v.), adj. Sixty-eight.
H  5  7 u asn [S. +(8(], v.t. To stick in, inx,
insert; to prick, pierce, penetrate; to tuck in, tuck up, fold
in; to stu in, to poke in, plug:—u as-den, u as-len =
u asn.
H P B FE  7vL u -f ta (u = rt. of u n+fa t, q.v.),
s.m. Fool, simpleton. (Peculiar to the Dakkhan.)
H G  7 a k [a = S. ],
' s.m. Lit. 'Half a ruk'; a small
brass coin of the value of ten ks, or the eighth part of a
Madras fanam. (Peculiar to Southern India).
H A H<G  7 a -kasb, v.s.v.  a .
H =  7$4 u ga [S. f,+$4], s.m. pl. The stars; the
starry rmament.
H =  7$57  -go , s.m. Rubbish, &c. (= -go );
transactions, dealings; account.
H .  7 u an [S. +f], adj. Flying; raging, spreading,
&c. (used in comp.):—u an-anr, s.m. A kind of rework; a
kind of rocket:—u an-bmr, s.f. An infectious or
contagious disease; epidemic:—u an-khaol, s.m. The
ying car of fairy tales which moves through the air at
the will of the rider; a small ornamental rocking bed for
children; a rough litter, a bier (of the kind used by
Hinds).
H   7 a n [+ 4(], v.n. To come to a stop or stand-

H   77 a a n, v.n.=  a n, q.v.

still, to stop, to stick; to be restive; obstructive, &c., to
oppose; wrangle, contend; to be obstinate, to gib (as a
horse); to intervene, interpose, interfere (in, -me ); to
come into collision, become interlocked (as the wheels of
vehicles); to knock or jostle (against); to stick (at), insist
(upon, -par); to be determined or bent (on); to be in
pawn; to catch (at, -par), carp (at):—a -baihn, a -ke
baihn, To stick, or sit, close (to); to plant oneself before
a person's door in order to exact compliance with a
demand; to beset importunately:—a -jn, v.n.=a n:—a den (-par), To lay, bet, stake (upon):—a -ke, adv. Close to;
jammed up.
H   7  n (caus. of a n; cf. a n), v.t. To stop; to

H 4  7 u as [S. +(8], s.m. A bug.

support, prop; to shelter, protect.

q.v.
H  7 u ad (= urd or urad), s.m. A kind of pulse,
Dolichos pilosus:—u ad pa h-kar mrn, v.t. To throw u ad (at
one) after pronouncing an incantation over it; to cast a
spell over; to enchant, exorcise:—u ad pai safaid, adv. (As
much as) the white spot on u ad, the least bit, the
smallest particle.
H  + D  7! u - aln, v.n. v.s.v.   u n.
H    7  a dw =  ardw, q.v.

H   7 u n [u ˚ = Prk. §<() or §()=S. §"(`), rt.
+f"], v.n. To y, y up, soar; to take ight; to move or
go rapidly or quickly, to go ying along; to disappear,
vanish; to be sprung; to explode (a mine); to spread,
become current, be circulated (a report or rumour); to
make a show or display, cut a dash; give oneself airs; to
be in full bloom, to ourish; to try one's pranks or tricks
(with, -se), to practise deceit or fraud (with); to be
dexterously or skilfully handled, &c. (an instrument or
tune):—u -jn, v.n. (=u n, but generally intensive, e.g.),
to y away; to run away, escape; to be wiped out, rubbed
out, eaced, obliterated; to be worn out; to be lost; to be
exhausted, spent; to disappear, vanish, to be carried o,
stolen; to be dissipated; to escape, to evaporate (as
scent, &c.); to become faded or dim; to be ravished; lose
one's senses; to y or rush (at, -par):—u - aln, v.n. To
walk with a stately or aected gait, to strut (=itrn); to
grow vain or conceited (because of, or in, -me ):—u rahn, To be in a state of bloom, to ourish.
H =  7$ u -ngan [u , rt. of u n + S. $"], s.f. A
ying serpent; a dragon; (Met.) A she dragon, a woman
in a violent passion.
H $  7($ a ang [S.  frm], s.m. A market, mart
(=man); a factory, place where goods of any kind are
manufactured, a manufacturing town; a warehouse
where goods are sold wholesale.
H %  7($ a ang [a or  +S. rm], s.m. Obstruction;
obstacle, impediment; prop, support, buttress;—
entangling the legs so as to trip (in wrestling); tripping
or giving a cross-buttock (in wrestling):—a ange-par
a hn or a h-len (-ko), To have an adversary in such
a position (in wrestling) that it is easy to throw him; to
have on the hip, have an advantage over; to bring under
one's thumb; to trick, circumvent:—a ange-pe mrn, or
de-mrn, To throw one by tripping, or across the hip:—
a ang lagnor lag-den (-me ), To place an obstacle (in
the way of), to hinder, impede; to place a prop (under),
to prop up, support:—a ang mrna, a ang lagn, v.t. To
trip up.
H $ A $  f($7($ a ang-ta ang, s.f. Nonsensical talk,

gibberish; folly (=a -ba ):—a ang-ta ang bakn, v.n. To talk
nonsense, to prate; to rave.
H   f®  s.m. A peach, Prunus domestica.
H   f® ar , a uw [a , rt. of a n+  = S. a. ], adj.
Obstinate, perverse, mulish; gibbing (horse); s.m. An
obstinate person; a gibbing horse, a gibber.
H   7 f a w , s.m. Prop, support; buttress (= );
obstacle.
H   7 7" a wr, s.f. A species of mullet, the Indian
mullet.
H 5  f® a s, s.m. A medicinal plant, Malabar nut,
Justicia adhenatoda and ganderussa.
H 4 ] 4  7575 a os-p os [p es = S. H ,
redupl.], s.m. Neighbourhood; vicinity;—adv. Near;
around; about.
H 5 ] 5 75"75" a os-pa osi (see pa os), s. com.
gen. Neighbours.
H   i  h, s.f. A kind of sh. (Cf. a w ).
H   i a hn, s.m. =  ahn, and   a n, q.v.
H   i u hn (caus. of   u hn, or   o hn), v.t.
To cover; to put on a covering (as a cloak, shawl, &c.); to
clothe, dress; to help to dress.
H 8 i a h [Prk. ¯=S. -
' "], adj. Two
and a half; two and a half times (e.g. a h sau, two and a
half times 100, or 100X2);—s.f. A full galop.
H 7  76 a hy, s.m. Weeds; tares; oats.
H   i  hat, i a hat [S. R?],
' s.f. Agency,
mercantile correspondence; the business of weighing,
selling, or holding in charge the merchandise of dealers;
also the remuneration for this service or agency; sale by
commission; commission; brokerage.
H   767 a ha =  arhar, q.v.
H    i u hakn [S. +.d], v.n. To overturn, tilt
over, upset.
H   i u hak, = H   i u hkan, (v.n. fr.   
u hakn, q.v.) s.f. Turning over, upsetting, tilting over:—
u hak-par, adv. Abroach, atilt.
H   i u hkan, = H   i u hak, (v.n. fr.   

u hakn, q.v.) s.f. Turning over, upsetting, tilting over:—
u hak-par, adv. Abroach, atilt.
H   i u hak (see   ku h), s.f. Wailing, pining or
crying for:—u hak karn, v.n. To cry for an absent person.
(Applied to a child only.)
H   i u hn, v.t.=  o hn, q.v.
H %  i($ u hangan, s.m.=%  uhangan, and ) 
u hkan, qq.v.
H   i ! a hwal, s.m. A day-labourer.
H   iM u haun (caus. of o hna = u hn), s.m.
Covering; clothing (=o hn).
H )  i" u hkan (from u hakn, q.v.), s.m. Anything
placed under a vessel to tilt it up, or to support it; prop;
scotch.
H )  ©h a haiy (from a h), s.f. A weight or measure
of two and a half seers; the multiplication table or pahr
of 2 times.
H  7" a  (see a , part. adj.), s.f. Diculty, hardship,
trouble; need, poverty, distress, adversity, misfortune;
exigency, critical situation:—a -bhir, s.f.=a :—a -dha ,
s.f. Diculties, troubles, cares, concerns, responsibilities;
whatever betides; misfortunes, aictions.
H 8 7 a a, s.f. A goad, &c.=$ara, q.v.
H  7"  , s.m. Protector, supporter; backer; partner;
one of a side (in a game).
H  7"  , s.f.=r (dim. of r), q.v.
H  7"  , s.f. A kind of musical mode; a tune (cf.
a n).
H   7< a e-n, = H   7<  e-n, see a e,
s.v.   a .
H   7<  e-n, = H   7< a e-n, see a e,
s.v.   a .
H (7  7! a yal [rt. a of a n+S. a. !], adj. Obstinate,
perverse, headstrong, mulish; gibbing (horse) a gibber.
H I 7  7° a ai , 7± a e [a +ai , rt. of ain n, q.v.],
s.f. Perverseness; crookedness; obstacle; objection;
dislike, antipathy, repugnance, prejudice; hostility,
enmity:—a e rakhn (-se), To have dislike (for), to be

prejudiced (against); to bear enmity (to), have a grudge
(against):—a en nikln (-me ), To raise objection (to),
throw obstacles (in the way); to nd fault (with).
H 7  7<  a ew, s.f. Wealth; property; eects.
H d az [Pehl. aj, Zend ha a, S. ], prep. From; of; by;
with; out of;—conj. Than:—az-n, adv. Thence, therefore:
—az-n-j-ki, adv. For as much as:—az-n-jumla, adv. Of
that number; out of the whole; out of, from among:—azbar, adv. By rote, by heart, from memory:—az-bar, azbahr, prep. On account of, for the sake of:—az-bas, adv.
From the abundance; suciently; very, extremely,
excessively; notwithstanding, although:—az-bas-ki, adv.
Inasmuch as; extremely, &c.=az-bas, q.v.:—az-jnib, adv.
On the side (of); on the part (of); in behalf, for; from; by:
—az-add, adj. & adv. Indenite, boundless, unlimited;
innite, immeasureable; unapproachable; beyond
expression;—very, exceedingly, extremely, innitely;
highly, strongly, deeply:—az- ud, adv. Of one's own
accord, of himself; of itself; voluntarily; spontaneously:—
az- ud-rafta, adj. Out of one's mind, beside oneself;
distracted:—az-rh, adv. By the way (of):—az-r , adv.
From the face or appearance of; by reason of, in
consequence of, according to; by way of; by means of;
by; under the circumstances:—az-sar-t-p, adv. From
head to foot; totally, altogether, entirely, throughout;
completely, perfectly:—az-sar-i-nau, adv. Anew, afresh,
over again, de novo:—az-taraf,
 adv. On the side (of); on the
part (of); in behalf (of), in favour (of); from:—az-k-az,
adv. Precisely, exactly, just the thing, neither more nor
less (=jo k to ):—az-n, adv. From this; hence, therefore.
H d z [Pehl. j, Zend zi, rt. az, 'to long'], s.f. Ardent
desire, lust, cupidity, greed, avarice, covetousness.
P d zd [for zda = Zend zta, i.e. +zta = S. jta], part.
adj. Free, unfettered, unrestrained, uncontrolled;
liberated, discharged, set free, ransomed, emancipated;
free born; free from care, at ease, light-hearted;—s.m. A
freeman; freedman; a faqr or Mohammadan devotee
who shaves his beard and eye-lashes and vows chastity,
but considers himself exempt from all the ceremonial
observances of religion; a free-thinker:—zd karn or
kar-den, v.t. To set free or at liberty; to free, deliver,

release, liberate; to manumit, emancipate; to absolve; to
dismiss; to extricate:—zd-k so , s.m. The zd's or
faqr's sta; (Met.) An impudent or shameless person:—
zd hon, v.n. To be free, unfettered, independent, &c.;
to be set at liberty, to gain or obtain (one's) freedom,
&c.; to be discharged or released (from); to escape; to
break prison; to throw o the yoke; to be free from care;
to be unconcerned or indierent; to hold cheap or in
contempt.
P  X d zdagn (pl. of zaa), s.m. Those who are free
from worldly cares; religious men, &c. (See zd.)
P X dzdag, zdg, = P dzd (and azd), s.f.
Freedom; release, deliverance, liberation, discharge;
manumission, emancipation; freedom of actio , liberty,
independence; conduct, life or practice of an zd or
devotee.
P dzd (and azd), = P X dzdag, zdg, s.f.
Freedom; release, deliverance, liberation, discharge;
manumission, emancipation; freedom of actio , liberty,
independence; conduct, life or practice of an zd or
devotee.
P ?d zda, part. adj. Free; noble, &c.=zd, q.v.
P d zr (see next), s.m. Sickness, disorder, disease,
inrmity; trouble, aiction; injury, outrage:—zr-dih,
adj. & s.m. Vexatious, troublesome, &c.:—one who gives
trouble, &c.:—zr-dih, s.f. Vexatiousness,
troublesomeness, &c.:—zr den (-ko), To vex, trouble,
torment, in ict pain, to pain; to molest; to persecute; to
hurt, injure.
P d zr [rt. of zrdan;  + rt. Zend, zar; S. har], part. act.
Vexing, troubling, aicting, &c. (used in comp., e.g. dilzr, 'aicting or paining the heart').
P d izr, s.f. Drawers, trousers (syn. pe-jma):—izrband, s.m. The string with which drawers re tied,
trouser-strings:—izr-band-pe hth ln (-ke), To lay
hands on the trouser-strings; to evince desire for, or to
contemplate, carnal intercourse:—izr-band ln (-me ),
To run the string into drawers:—izr-band-k hl, adj.
m. (f. -k hl), Ready for carnal intercourse, libidinous,
lecherous, wanton, of easy virtue (a woman);—s.m. A
rake, debauchee;—izr-band-k hl, s.f. A woman of easy

virtue, an unchaste woman:—izr-band rishta, s.m.
Connection through a wife or mistress; petticoat
interest:—izr-me pahinn or pahin-len (-ko), To treat
with levity, to disregard, feel no care or concern (for); to
be fearless (of), indierent (to,—used by women).
P dzr, adj. & s.m.f. Sick; troubled, aicted; a sick
person, a patient.
A !d izla [inf. n. iv of d for d 'to depart,' &c.], s.m.
Removing; annulling; taking away; removal; abolition;
(in Gram.) elision of a letter or of a vowel point from a
word:—izla-i-amn, s.m. Forfeiture:—izla-i-bikr, s.m.
Depriving of virginity, de owering:—izla-i-bikr karn, v.t.
To deprive of virginity, to de ower; to commit a rape:—
izla-i-aisiyat-i-urf,
s.m. Robbing of one's good name,

defamation:—izla karn, v.t. To remove, annul, abolish,
take away, deprive; to put away.
A 1 d izdim [inf. n. viii of 2 d 'to push or press
against'], s.m. Concourse, crowd, throng, pressing or
rushing together of people.
P d azdar, adj. Worthy; becoming, t, proper, suitable.
P d azdar = n azhdar, q.v.
P dazdar, s.f. Worthiness, tness.
A 5d izdiwj [inf. n. viii of 5d for 5d 'to pair or couple'],
s.m. Marriage; wedding.
A  )d izdiyd [inf. n. viii of d for + )d 'to increase'], s.m,
Increase, augmentation, addition.
A d zar, prop. n. The name of Abraham's father (com.
but incor. written z ar, q.v.).
P X dzardag, vulg. azurdag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f.
Lispleasure, vexation, annoyance; grief, sorrow;
dissatisfaction; ill-humour; chagrin.
P ?d zarda, vulg. zurda (perf. part. of zardan; +rt. Zend
zar = S. har], part. adj. Aicted (by, -se), sad, dispirited,
sorrowful; vexed (with, -se), displeased, dissatised;
weary (of, -se):—zurda- tir, zurda-dil, adj. Grieved in
heart, troubled in mind; sad, dejected; oended, vexed,
displeased; dissatised; disgusted:—zurda- tir,
 s.f.
Sadness, dejection; displeasure, &c.:—zurda karn, v.t. To
vex, annoy, displease, oend; to aict; to grieve.
A Gd azraq, adj. Cerulean, blue, azure (see arzaq); blueeyed; pure, limpid; beryl.

P 1 d zarm, s.f.(?) Modesty; mildness.
H id azuqa = iz a qa, q.v.
P oY d uzak-tuzak, s.m. (f.?), Pomp, splendour; glitter;
the habits or fashions of a king; the king's seal.
A d azal, s.f. Eternity without beginning (opp. to abad,
q.v.); existence from eternity; beginning, source, origin.
A !dazal, adj. Eternal without beginning; from all
eternity.
A  !d azalyat, s.f. Existence from eternity.
P a d zm (from zm dan, 'to test,' see zm da), part. act.
Trying, trial (used in comp.).
A  a d azmn, s.m. pl. (of <a d zaman), Times, seasons.
H  a d zmna, azmn (fr. zm, rt. of P. zm dan), v.t. To
try, prove, test, essay, examine; to try conclusions with.
P $ a dzm, = P Z$ a d zmish, (abst. s. from zm, q.v.),
s.f. Trial, test, proof, essay, examination; experiment:—
zmish karn, v.t. To try, &c.=zmn, q.v.:—zmish-me
n, v.n. To be put to proof or to the test; to be
experienced.
P Z$ a d zmish, = P $ a dzm, (abst. s. from zm, q.v.),
s.f. Trial, test, proof, essay, examination; experiment:—
zmish karn, v.t. To try, &c.=zmn, q.v.:—zmish-me
n, v.n. To be put to proof or to the test; to be
experienced.
P + a d zmand, adj. Covetous, avaricious (see z).
A a d azmina, s.m. pl. (of  a d zamn), Times, seasons
(=azmn).
P X  a dzm dag (abst. s. from next, q.v.), s.f.=Z$ a d
zmish, q.v.
P ? a d zm da [perf. part. of zm dn;=+zi+rt. Zend m =
S. /], part. adj. Tried, tested, proved, examined;
experienced:—zm da-kr, adj. & s.m. Experienced (in
business, or in deeds of high emprise), practised, skilled;
clever;—an experienced person; a veteran; a procient:
—zm da len (-k), To make trial of, to try, &c.=zmn.
A 5d azwj, s.f. pl. (of 5d zauj), Partners, spouses, wives.
H d d ²0 ²0 z -bz (redupl. of bz , q.v.)=j -bj ,
q.v.
H id az qa = iz a qa, q.v.
P n azhdar, = P n azhdarh, = P n azhdah, [azh = Pehl.

aj, Zend azhi, S. ahi, 'dragon,' 'serpent'; dah = Pehl.
dahk, Zend dahka, 'destructive'; rt. dah = S. ], s.m. A
large serpent, python, boa constrictor (=ajgar); a dragon.
P n azhdarh, = P n azhdar, = P n azhdah, [azh = Pehl.
aj, Zend azhi, S. ahi, 'dragon,' 'serpent'; dah = Pehl.
dahk, Zend dahka, 'destructive'; rt. dah = S. ], s.m. A
large serpent, python, boa constrictor (=ajgar); a dragon.
P n azhdah, = P n azhdar, = P n azhdarh, [azh = Pehl.
aj, Zend azhi, S. ahi, 'dragon,' 'serpent'; dah = Pehl.
dahk, Zend dahka, 'destructive'; rt. dah = S. ], s.m. A
large serpent, python, boa constrictor (=ajgar); a dragon.
P A n azhdht [=S. 9 'eight'+, 'metal'], s.m. Mixed
metal, bell-metal.
P Y nazhdht, adj. Of or relating to bell-metal, made of
bell-metal.
H K  is [S. T, gen. sing. neut., base (], The
Formative sing., or the base of the oblique cases sing. of
the prox. demonstr. pron. ) yah, yh, 'this':—is baras, adv.
This year:—is-pr, adv. This bank (of a river); this side:—
is pr-se us pr phe k-den, or -karn, v.t. To put aside, put
o, postpone for a long time:—is-par, -pe, adv. Upon this,
hereupon:—is-par bh, adv. Upon this even; for all this;
still, yet, notwithstanding:—is-talak, adv. To this extent
or degree:—is lat-me , adv. In this case, under these
circumstances; inasmuch as:—is add-ko, adv.=is martabetak, q.v.:—is dam, adv. This instant, this moment;
instantly, at once, immediately (=is-h dam):—is-sl, adv.
This year:—is-se, adv. From this, hence; on this account,
therefore, wherefore; upon this, hereupon:—is shart-se,

adv. On this condition; provided (that):—is  rat-me ,
adv.=is lat-me , q.v.:—is tara,
is tara-se,
is taur,


 is taur-se,

adv. In this manner, in this wise, thus; for example:—is
ibrat-se, adv. To this eect; after the style or manner
following:—is gara-se,
adv. With this motive or intent,

with this view; to this end; to this eect:—is qadr, adv. To
this extent or degree:—is kra, is-ke kra, adv.=is wste,
q.v.:—is gha , adv. This moment, &c. (=is dam); this once,
for this time:—is-liye, adv.=is-wste, q.v.:—is murd-se, adv.
With this object, &c. (=is gara-se,
q.v.):—is martabe-tak,

adv. To this limit, extent or degree; in so far as; in-so-

much:—is mam n-se, is mn-se, adv. In this sense; to
this eect; with this intent:—is-me , adv. In this, herein;
hereupon; meanwhile, in the meantime (=itne-me ); by
the way:—is nimitt, is wste, adv. On this account; for this
reason; hence, therefore:—is wste-ki,
 conj. For the
reason that, because, for; forasmuch as:—is waqt, adv.
Now, at present, just now; instantly, immediately,
forthwith (=is waqt):—is-h, is- (intens. of is), This very,
&c.:—is-h dam, is dam, is waqt, adv. This very instant,
instantly, forthwith.
H K  us [S. T, gen. sing. neut., base ], The
Formative sing., or the base of the obl. cases sing., of
the remote demonstr. pron. ? wh, 'that':—us pr, adv.
That bank, the further or other bank (of a river); the
other side:—us-par, adv. On that, thereupon; accordingly;
on that account:—us-par bh, adv. On that even; for all
that; still; nevertheless:—us dam, us dam, adv. That very
moment, instantly, forthwith:—us-ke nm-se, Under his
name, to his address:—us-ke nm-k, For his name's sake,
for his sake:—us-me , adv. On that, meanwhile, in the
meantime (for o her comp. v.s.v. is):—us- (emphat.),
That very, that same:—us-tara,
adv. Free, gratis, for

nothing; without cause, reason or motive, gratuitously
(=y or yo ).
S K  asi, s.m. Sword, scimitar. (Syn. @  kha g):—asipatra, s.m. Blade of a sword or scimitar; scabbard; a hell
paved with swords; a sugar-cane.
S K , asu, s.m. Breath, life; the ve vital breaths or
airs of the body; re ection, thought, or the heart as the
seat of it; aection; grief.
H K  s, = H K  s, [S. 8], s.f. Wish, desire,
longing; hope, expectation, prospect; trust, reliance;
hope or prospect of ospring; children, ospring:—sbharos = s:—s-auld, s.f. Ospring, progeny:—s purn,
as p ran karn or kar-den (-k), To gratify (one's) desire or
longing; to full the hope (of), answer the prayer (of):—
s p jn, s p rn, s pur hon (-k), To be gratied (one's
desire); to be fullled or realized (one's hope,
expectation, &c.):—s tajn, s o n or ho -den (-k), To
give up, abandon or relinquish hope:—s takn or takrahn (-k), s lagn (-se), To look hopefully (to); to hope

for or expect (from); to trust (to), depend (upon):—s
 n, s h n, v.n. To lose hope, become despondent,
to despond; to yield to despair:—s rakhn, s karn (-k),
To entertain or cherish hope (of); to hope; to desire; to
look to (for), to expect (from); to repose trust (in), place
reliance (on); to feel condence or security; to presume:
—s-wasan, adj. Without desire; naked:—s hon, v.n. To
have hope or trust, be hopeful; to look for; to be
expecting.
H K  s, = H K  s, [S. 8], s.f. Wish, desire,
longing; hope, expectation, prospect; trust, reliance;
hope or prospect of ospring; children, ospring:—sbharos = s:—s-auld, s.f. Ospring, progeny:—s purn,
as p ran karn or kar-den (-k), To gratify (one's) desire or
longing; to full the hope (of), answer the prayer (of):—
s p jn, s p rn, s pur hon (-k), To be gratied (one's
desire); to be fullled or realized (one's hope,
expectation, &c.):—s tajn, s o n or ho -den (-k), To
give up, abandon or relinquish hope:—s takn or takrahn (-k), s lagn (-se), To look hopefully (to); to hope
for or expect (from); to trust (to), depend (upon):—s
 n, s h n, v.n. To lose hope, become despondent,
to despond; to yield to despair:—s rakhn, s karn (-k),
To entertain or cherish hope (of); to hope; to desire; to
look to (for), to expect (from); to repose trust (in), place
reliance (on); to feel condence or security; to presume:
—s-wasan, adj. Without desire; naked:—s hon, v.n. To
have hope or trust, be hopeful; to look for; to be
expecting.
P B s (=Hind  s; used in comp.), adj. Like,
resembling.
P B s (rt. of s dan), part. adj. (used in comp.),
Soothing, tranquillizing.
A b B asb, s.m. pl. (of . %B usb ), Weeks.
A ?/ Y B astia, s.m. pl. (of z *B ust), Teachers.
H &Y B R asth [S. +R],
' adj. Addicted to bad
company.
H &Y B R" asth [asth+], s.m. Upstart; stranger,
unknown person.
S  E  B  asdriya,
 adj. Non-resembling, unlike;—
s.m. Unsimilarity.

H  B  asdh [S. +], s.f. Incurable (chronic)
complaint, mortal disease, fatal illness.
H  B  asdh [S. +,], adj. Immoral,
unrighteous, wicked, evil-minded; thievish.
H  B  asdh [S. +YR], adj. Without desire or
energy; apathetic, listless; lazy.
H <L B  asdhpan [S. +,+; ]( , s.m.
Wickedness, evil-mindedness; thievishness.
H <L B  asdhpan [S. +YR+; ]( , s.m. Lack of
energy; apathy, listlessness; laziness.
S * B ,; asdhutwa, s.m. = S * B , asdhut,
s.f. Immorality, unrighteousness, wickedness. (See
asdhpan.)
S * B , asdhut, s.f. = S * B ,; asdhutwa,

which the sun is in Gemini. It is the rst month of the
rainy season, and consequently of cultivation.
H 2 B i s h, = H 2 B i as h, [S. 3&], s.m. The
third solar month among the Hinds (June-July), during
which the sun is in Gemini. It is the rst month of the
rainy season, and consequently of cultivation.
H
Bi" as h, s.f. Day of the full moon in as h
(used for the rab or spring harvest); the harvest of
as h.
A K B ass, s.f. Foundation; pedestal.
H K B  uss [S. +:, rt. :], s.m. Breath;
breathing, respiration; sigh; groan.
H B B  ussn, v.n. To breathe, respire, to live,
have existence.
H m B  asat [ priv.+A. m B], s.f. An unlucky

s.m. Immorality, unrighteousness, wickedness. (See
asdhpan.)
H  B" asdh, = S   B  asdhya, adj. Unable,

moment.
S A  B d asksht, adj. & adv. Not manifest,

incapable; weak, feeble; conned to bed, dangerously ill;
incurable; impracticable, impossible.
S   B  asdhya, = H  B" asdh, adj. Unable,

invisible, imperceptible;—not openly or manifestly; not
in the presence of; invisibly, unperceived; in the absence
of.
S  Bd" asksh, adj. & s.m. Of inadmissible

incapable; weak, feeble; conned to bed, dangerously ill;
incurable; impracticable, impossible.
S  B  asr, adj. Sapless, pithless; hollow (as a reed);
unsubstantial; unprotable, vain; weak of
understanding, foolish, silly:—s.m. Defect.
H  B  usr [S. +, rt. T&+], s.m. Any passage
for egress, porch, portico, peristyle, vestibule; verandah;
shed.
S Y B  asrat, s.f. Want of solidity; vanity;
unreality; unprotableness; unenduringness;
worthlessness.
S &Y B R' asrth, adj. Poor; insignicant.
S *&Y B R
' asrthat, s.f. Poverty; insignicance.
H  B  usrn [S. ,  or +4(, rt. T&], v.t.
To remove, put out of place, displace; to nish, complete;
to nish expeditiously.
H 2 B i as h, = H 2 B i s h, [S. 3&], s.m. The
third solar month among the Hinds (June-July), during

evidence or testimony;—false witness; one whose
evidence or testimony is inadmissible.
S   B  askshya, = H & B L askh, adj.
Without credit or reputation;—s.m. Want of evidence or
testimony.
H & B L askh, = S   B  askshya, adj.
Without credit or reputation;—s.m. Want of evidence or
testimony.
H & BL" askh, adj. & s.m. =  Basksh, q.v.
H 1 B / sm, prop. n. Name of a province, Assam.
S   a B /B asmnya, adj. Not common, not usual;
specic, particular, peculiar.
S &Ya B /R' asmarth, adj. Powerless, weak, feeble,
helpless, unable; unt, incompetent, incapable:—
asmarth-wn, s.f. Poverty, adversity.
A a B/" asm, and com. but incor. a Bsm, [pl. of
@ B asm, the pl. of 2 B ism; or rel. adj. from asm, pl. of

asm, 'names'], s.f. pl. Names; souls; people, population;
community;—s.f. sing. Name (on a muster-roll); oce,
situation, appointment, post, employment; woman of illfame, harlot;—s.m.f. sing. Person, individual; party;
substitute; employée, servant; friend, lover; customer,
purchaser; client; inhabitant; tenant; cultivator;
defendant (in a
law-suit); debtor; culprit; witness:—asm bann (-ko), To
take in, make a fool of, to gull, cheat, &c.:—asm ph,
asm kasht, Non-resident cultivator:—asm jamband, s.f.
Settlement with individual cultivators:—asm-i- happarband, s.m.f. A resident cultivator:—asm-i-shikm, s.m.f.
Sub-tenant; subordinate cultivator:—asm-i-gair-mustaqil,

s.m.f. Tenant-at-will; ociating appointment:—asm-igair-maur
s, s.m.f. Non-hereditary tenant:—asmi-i
mustaqil, s.m.f. Tenant with right of occupancy:—asm-imaur s, s.m.f. Hereditary cultivator:—asm-wr,
According to, or including all the names; giving a
detailed account of the asms; singly, separately; in
detail:—asm yft-k (or yft-k asm), s.f. Lucrative
appointment; an oce in which perquisites or bribes are
to be had.
H a B/" asm, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to
Assam; a native of Assam, an Assamese.
P  B sn, vulg. asn (fr. s, rt. of s dan; see s da), adj.
Easy, facile; smooth; light; feasible; manageable;
convenient, commodious; unencumbered,
disencumbered (aair):—sn karn, v.t. To render easy;
to facilitate, expedite, smooth, lighten; to clear away,
disencumber, free (from), disentangle:—sn hon (-par),
To be easy (to or for); to be practicable.
H  B  usn [S. +4(, rt. T&], v.t. To separate
the husk or cha from corn (usually done by driving or
blowing it away with a fan), to winnow; to sift; to pour o
or away (=usevn, q.v.).
H  B B usnn [S. +Y4(, rt. Y], v.t. To cause to
boil; to boil. (Cf. ushann—app. fr. rt. ush—and usann, of
which usnn may be the caus.)
H 9 B [ as , adj.=9B asa . q.v.
H I B [ us s, s.m.=K B uss, q.v.
P  Bsn, vulg. asn, s.f. Ease, facility; easiness;

smoothness; practicableness, feasibility; convenience,
commodiousness:—asn-se, adv. With ease, easily,
without diculty (=ba-asn).
S   B   asvadhn, adj. Careless, inadvertent,
inattentive, negligent.
S *  B   asvadhnat, s.f. Carelessness,
inattention, negligence.
S   B " asvadhn, s.m. A careless or
negligent person.
H  B " aswar, and swar, s.f. Name of a rgin
or musical mode; a kind of tune;—a kind of pigeon;—a
kind of silken and silver cloth.
T  B iswal, s.m. A poursuivant.
H  B  B aswant [S. +/B], adj. Timid, fearful;
unquiet; pitiful.
H  B  B s-vant [S. 8+ ], adj. Hopeful,
expectant; dependent.
S I B 6 ashas, s.m. Want of bravery, cowardice,
fear.
S 0 B6" ashas, adj. & s.m. Cowardly, spiritless,
chicken-hearted, tame;—a coward.
P Z$ B sish (abst. s. from s, rt. of s dan), s.f. Ease,
rest, repose, quiet, tranquillity; convenience, comfort;
indulgence, enjoyment.
A %B asbb (pl. of U%B sabab), s.m. pl. Causes, motives,
means; resources;—s.m. sing. Implements, tools,
instruments, apparatus, materials; goods, chattels,
eects, property; furniture; articles, things;
commodities, appliances, machinery; stores, provision;
funds; necessaries; baggage, luggage; cargo:—asbb-ipesha, s.m. Implements of trade:—asbb-i-jang, asbb-iarb, s.m. Military stores, warlike provisions or
necessaries, munitions of war, arms and ammunition:—
asbb- na-dr, s.m. Household furniture:—asbb-izirat, s.m. Agricultural implements:—asbb-i-safar, s.m.
Travelling requisites; luggage or provisions for a
journey.
A s %B asbt, s.m. pl. (of w%B sibt), Tribes (especially of
Israel).
P  %B isbagol, isabgol =  LB ispagol, q.v.

A H%B asbaq, adj. compar. & superl. (from H%B 'to outstrip'),
More excellent; most excellent; surpassing;—s.m. Past
times, days of yore.
P + %B isband = + LB ispand, q.v.
A . %B usb , s.m. A week.
H &%B ,# asubh [S. +8,#], adj. Unfavourable,
inauspicious, unlucky, bad.
S  &%B N asabhya, adj. Unt for society, uncivilized,
barbarous, rude, vulgar, low, disreputable.
S * &%B N asabhyat, s.f. Rudeness, unpoliteness,
barbarity.
P `B asp [Pehl. ap, ab; Zend apa; S. :], s.m. Horse;
the knight (at chess):—asp-i-pln, s.m. A pack-horse.
H A LB  ispt [Port. espada], s.m. Steel (syn. fauld).
H K ; K  s-ps [redupl. of ps = S. :],
' s.m.
Vicinity, neighbourhood, proximity; neighbours;
companions;—adv. & postpos. Around, about, on every
side; in the vicinity (of -ke); near, hard by (syn. ird-gird):
—s-ps-k, adj. (f. -), Adjacent, adjoining, neighbouring;
living or being near.
S + LB T spad, s.m. Place, situation; footing; dignity,
rank.
H KLB ' aspars, s.m.=D LB aspar, q.v.
H BLBu aspars, adj.=E LBaspar, q.v.
S D LB T8' aspar, s.m. The state of a Hind after
bathing, previous to worship or eating, during which it is
unlawful for him to touch any one. (See next.)
S  E LB T8"
'
asparanya, part. adj. Not to be touched;
literally or ceremonially impure.
H E LB 8u aspar [S. TX8, the  a being
redundant], adj. Tangible, palpable.
S E LB T8u aspar, adj. & s.m. Intangible, impalpable;
—anything intangible.
S  E LB T aspriya,
 part. adj.=asparanya, q.v.
H

a LB /0! isparm l [S. :+/0!], s.m. The plant

Indian birthwort, Aristolochia Indica. (It is said to be a
valuable antidote to snake-bites, being applied both
externally and internally:—also written iar-m l, isar-mel,

asarmel, asar-vel).
H LB T6 isprih [S. T6, the a being red. in Hind],
s.f. Desire, wish, inclination.
S ZLB T9 aspash, adj. Indistinct; unintelligible.
P  LB aspagol, ispagol, isapgol [`B asp + p gol],
 s.m. Lit.
'Horse's ear'; seed of the eawort or plaintain, Plantago
ispaghul. (The leaf of the plant is, in shape, somewhat
like a horse's ear—whence the name).
P (LB aspak (dim. of asp, q.v.), s.f. 'A little horse'; bridge
of a musical instrument.
P + LB ispand, s.m. Herb of grace; seed of wild rue; seed of
the me hd or Lawsonia inermis; a species of mustard seed
(the seed is burnt at marriages and births to drive away
evil spirits, or to avert the mischievous eects of evil
eyes:—also written sipand); syn. kl dn).
P LB aspa (rel. adj. from asp), adj. Of or belonging to a
horse.
S B  asat, adj. Untrue, unreal, unfounded, false;
ctitious, not genuine, counterfeit, delusive, deceptive,
illusory; unholy, ungodly, irreligious, impious, unjust,
unfair:—asat bhkn, asat ph kn, To tell lies; to fabricate,
to invent:—asat karn, v.t. To commit an injustice; to do
wrong, evil, &c.
S B T ast, s.m. Setting (of the sun or other
luminary);—the West:—ast hon, v.n. To set (the sun,
&c.); to decline, sink, go down; to disappear, vanish:—
ast al (asta+a ala), s.m. The Western mountain behind
which the sun is supposed to set.
S B  asit, adj. Black;—s.m. The colour black, the
dark half of the month from full to new moon.
S B .\ satti, s.f. Intimate union, connection;
juxtaposition; (in Gram.) general harmony in a sentence
(grammatically or otherwise).
H *B T ust (perhaps for  *B ustd), s.m. A barber
(respectfully used for n).
P  *B istd [v.n. of istdan, 'to stand'=Pehl. osttan, from Z.
st = S. TR], part. adj.=? *B istda, q.v.
P  *B ustd [old P. vtt; Pehl. tt; Zend aiwisti, rt. t = S.
sth+abhi], s.m. A master; craftsmaster, skilful man,
adept, expert; preceptor, tutor, teacher; professor;

clever rogue, sharper; tutor of a dancing girl, musician;—
adj. Expert, procient, skilful, clever:—ustd hon, To
become or make onself master (of), to master, be or
becom procient (in).
P X  *B istdag (abst. subst. from istda, q.v.), s.f.
Standing, stand, stop, stay, erection; rmness,
resistance.
P ? *B istda (perf. part. of istdan, 'to stand'; see istd),
part. adj. Erected, set up; standing; erect;—s.m. Pole,
ensign-sta; stay, support, prop (especially) a prop for
supporting the door of a tent, or a canopy.
P  *Bustd, s.f. Teaching, instruction; mastery,
preëminence, skill, excellence or skill in any craft or
profession, expertness, dexterity, genius; nesse;
strategy; master-stroke; subtlety, cunning, artfulness:—
adj. Masterly, skilful (as workmanship), &c.
A z *B ust = ustd, of which it is the Arabicised form.
A  *B istr, s.m. A weight of four and a half misqls
 or six
and a half drachms.
P %a *B istmbol (#$%*), prop. n. The city of
Constantinople (also written % *B istmbol).
P  *B stn, = P  *B stna, astna, [+Pehl. stn, Zend
stna, S. TR] s.m. Threshold; door, entrance; entrance
to a shrine; abode of a faqr or holy man:—stn-bos, s.m.
Lit. 'Kissing of the threshold'; one who pays a visit to a
superior:—stn- (stna-) bos, s.f. Kissing the threshold;
paying respects:—stna-bos karn, To pay (one's)
respects; to make obeisance.
P  *B stna, astna, = P  *B stn, [+Pehl. stn, Zend
stna, S. TR] s.m. Threshold; door, entrance; entrance
to a shrine; abode of a faqr or holy man:—stn-bos, s.m.
Lit. 'Kissing of the threshold'; one who pays a visit to a
superior:—stn- (stna-) bos, s.f. Kissing the threshold;
paying respects:—stna-bos karn, To pay (one's)
respects; to make obeisance.
P H  *B ustn [ustd+n = S. a. " or "], s.f.
Schoolmistress, preceptress, teacher (of reading, writing
and embroidery).
A + %*B istibdd [inf. n. x of +C 'to remove or withdraw
with'], s.m. Absolute dominion, despotism; insisting upon
a thing being done.

S + %*B T) astabdha, adj. Not rm, not self-possessed,
unsteady.
S *+ %*B T); astabdhatwa, s.m. Unsteadiness, want of
self-possession.
A %*B istibr [inf. n. x of  'to become clear or free of'],
s.m. Cleansing; washing one's hands (of a business);
desiring to be freed (from a business); the waiting of a
woman for a certain time (three months according to
Mohammadan law) after being divorced from her
husband, to ascertain whether she is pregnant or not,
before she can contract another marriage.
A G%*B istabraq (P. ?%*B sitabra, Arabicised), s.m. Thick silk
brocade interwoven with gold; silk or satin (particularly
green) the colour of which seems to change agreeably to
the light in which it is seen.
H 0 %*B T)T astabyast, adj.=0) *B astavyast, q.v.
H *B T, astut [S. T,], s.f. Praise, eulogy,
commendation, celebration, glorication, adoration,
worship, invocation, prayer; hymn, anthem:—astut karn
(-k), To praise, bless, glorify, invoke, hymn the praise
(of).
S *B T, astuti, and H. T, astut, s.f. Absence of
applause; dispraise.
A  **B istitr [inf. n. viii of *B 'to hide'], s.m. Act of
concealing; concealment.
A Q *B istisql
 [inf. n. x of Q j 'to be heavy'], s.m.
Heaviness; trouble; importunity.
A *B istisn [inf. n. x of j 'to double or fold'], s.m.
Exception, exclusion, setting aside, distinction; rejection.
A P $ *Bistisn,
 adj. Exceptional.
A  8*B istijbat [inf. n. x of W 'to rend,' &c.], s.f.
Answering, accepting; hearing or answering prayer,
receiving a petition.
A Ad 8*B istijzat [inf. n. x of d W 'to be allowable'], s.f.
Asking leave, begging permission.
A | c*B ista [inf. n. x of \  'to menstruate'], s.m.
Immoderate ux of the menses; menstrual discharge at
an undue period or time.
A ! c*B istla [inf. n. x of  'to be altered or changed'],
s.m. Change of state, undergoing a change; becoming, or

deeming, absurd, inconsistent, unreal or impossible.
A %c*B istbb [inf. n. x of U
C  'to be loved'], s.m.
Contracting friendship;—an action the performance of
which is meritorious and the omission not criminal;
work of supererogation.
A  0c*B istsn [inf. n. x of <0 'to be good,' &c.], s.m.
Approving, praising; taking or regarding as a favour.
A  qc*B istr [inf. n. x of q 'to become present'],
s.m. Calling, citing to appear, summoning before.
A  Q c*B istqr [inf. n. x of Q  'to be contemptible,' &c.],
s.m. Treating with contempt, despising, scorning,
vilifying.
A G Q c*B istqq [inf. n. x of H 'to be or become just,
right,' &c.], s.m. Demanding as a right or due,
demanding justice; claim, demand, right, due, title;
merit; ability:—istqq-i-ida-i-wirsat, Reversionary
title:—istqq-i-inkk-i-rahn, Equity of redemption of a
mortgage:—istqq-i-tarika, Right of inheritance or
succession:—istqq-i-tarika bil wayat, Title to intestate
property:—istqq-i-tash -i-jama, Right of
assessment:—istqq-i-taqdm-i- ardr, Right of
d-i tiyr, Right of
preëmption:—istqq-i-ifzat-i
self-defence:—istqq-i-n-i-ayt, Life interest:—
istqq-i-dim, Perpetual right, permanent tenure:—
istqq-i-daw, Preferential claim:—istqq-i-daw-iibtid, Original right of action:—istqq-i-t, Personal
title or privilege:—istqq-i-shufa, Right of preëmption,
preëmptive title (= aqq-i-shufa):—istqq-i-qim bilwuj d, Inchoate right:—istqq-i-qima, Vested interest:
—istqq-i-qaba, Right of possession:—istqq-i-qadmat,
Prescriptive right or title:—istqq-i-kmil, Complete
right; absolute interest:—istqq-i-nif, Right of way;
exercise or use of a right:—istqq-i-wirsat-i-inda,

Reversionary title (=istqq-i-ida-i-wirsat).

A 1 c*B iskm [inf. n. x of 2  'to restrain,' &c.], s.m.
Firmness, strength; conrmation, corroboration,
ratication; xity:—istkm den (-ko), To strengthen,
make rm; to conrm; to corroborate; to ratify,
sanction, make valid or legal; to verify, attest.
A e3c*B istlf [inf. n. x of g# 'to swear'], s.m. Causing
to swear; exacting an oath.

A ? >*B isti ra [inf. n. x of  r 'to be possessed of good'],
s.m. Seeking to obtain the Divine favour; looking into
the Qorn, or the Bible, for a good augury or omen;
judging from omens or augury; stichomancy;
bibliomancy.
A 1 + >*B isti dm [inf. n. x of 1 + r 'to serve'], s.m.
Employing, making use of the labour of another; seeking
or getting employment.
P >*B isti ar [Old P. istakhar, Zend takhra, 'rm,' rt. tak =
S. T], s.m. 'Standing rm'; the ancient Persepolis.
A 5>*B isti rj [inf. n. x of 5r 'to go out or forth'], s.m.
Causing to go or come out, expulsion, banishment;
rejection; taking out, drawing forth, extraction.
A e h >*B isti ff [inf. n. x of g
C r 'to be light'], s.m.
Holding in slight esteem, making light of, despising;
indignity.
A F3>*B isti l [inf. n. x of v#r 'to be clear'], s.m.
Seeking to liberate; liberation, release; liberty, freedom.
P  >*B ustu n [Pehl. ata+khvn; ata, Zend ata or ati
= S. .TR), s.m. Bone; bones:—ustu n-band, s.m.
Splint or llet for tying up a broken bone:—ustu nband, s.f. Tying up a broken bone with a splint or llet.
A a + *B istidmat [inf. n. x of 1  'to continue or last'], s.f.
Seeking or desiring permanence; wishing to be quiet,
steady, &c.; acting with deliberation; assiduity.
A + *B istidnat [inf. n. x of <) 'to borrow'], s.f.
Contracting a debt, borrowing; demanding payment of a
debt, suing for a debt; limited liability (of a partner in
business).
A 5+ *B istidrj [inf. n. x of 5 'to go step by step'], s.m.
Withdrawing or advancing gradually; seeking to remove
by degrees.
A + *B istidrk [inf. n. x of  'to reach'], s.m.
Reaching, overtaking, obtaining; comprehending,
understanding;
(in Gram.) emendation; contrariety, antithesis (e.g. arfi-istidrk, particle of emendation, adversative particle).
A m+ *B istid [inf. n. x of m 'to seek, pray for,' &c.], s.f.
Asking, supplicating; desire; request, demand; claim;
supplication, prayer, humble petition.
A "+ *B istidll [inf. n. x of C  'to direct aright'], s.m.

Seeking proof, arguments or reasons; proof,
demonstration, argument (= ! dall, q.v.).

istirdd--nlm, s.m. Reversal of a public sale.
A |*B istir [inf. n. x of | 'to be pleased'], s.f. Seeking

P *B astar (=S. :), s.m. A mule.

to please; asking or seeking the consent; willingness,
alacrity; pleasure; assent, consent (=ra-mand).
A *B istarak, astarak (#$/< Arabicised), s.m. Storax.

P *B astar, = P *B star, s.m. Lining; coating; priming;
mordant:—astar-kr, s.f. Plastering:—astar-kr karn, v.t.
To line; to coat:—astar lagn (—me ), astar ca hn (-me ),
astar den (-me ), To sew or quilt in a lining (opp. of abra
ca hn, q.v.).
P *B star, = P *B astar, s.m. Lining; coating; priming;
mordant:—astar-kr, s.f. Plastering:—astar-kr karn, v.t.
To line; to coat:—astar lagn (—me ), astar ca hn (-me ),
astar den (-me ), To sew or quilt in a lining (opp. of abra
ca hn, q.v.).
S *B k astra, s.m. Missile weapon; arrow; weapon in
general:—astra-dhr, adj. & s.m. Bearing arms, armed;—
an armed person:—astra-astra, s.m. Weapons, arms:—
astra-vidy, s.f. The science of the use of weapons of
defence; the military science:—astra-veda, s.m. The
science of arms and of war:—astra-hn, adj. & s.m.
Unarmed, defenceless;—an unarmed person.
H *B  ustar, s.m. A barber (cf. ust, and the next).
P *B ustur, ustar, astur, s.m. A razor:—ustur len, v.t.
To shave.
H *B  ustar = *B ustar , q.v.
A *B istirat [inf. n. x of  'to rest'], s.f. Ease, rest,
repose, tranquillity; sleep.
adv. Just
H *B [ ustar (corr. of O K us-tara),

that way, without cause, reason or motive; gratis, for
nothing (= ) yo , q.v.).
A . W*B istirj [inf. n. x of b W 'to return'], s.m. Returning
(to God); having recourse to God during aiction or
misfortune; repeating the words (of the Qor n, ii. 151)
"Verily to God we belong, and verily unto Him we
return."
A *B istirdd [inf. n. x of C 'to return, reject'], s.m.
Demanding restitution of anything, whether given,
deposited in trust, or taken without consent;—revoking,
recalling, retracting; reversing, repealing; rejecting;
repelling, driving or forcing back:—istirdd karn, v.t. To
revoke, retract, repeal, annul, reverse, set aside:—

P ?*B ustura = *B ustur, q.v.
H *Bk" istr [S. k"], s.f. Woman; wife:—istr-barg, istrjt, s.f. Woman-kind:—istr-dhan, s.m. Settlement made
on a wife by her father; jointure; wife's property or
paraphernalia:—istr karn, v.t. To take a wife, to marry:—
istr - gm, s.m. One who goes after women, an
adulterer:—istr-ling, (in Gram.) the feminine gender.
H *BT" istar, istr [S. T 'spreading out'], s.f.
Smoothing-iron; a tailor's goose:—istar karn, v.t. To
smooth with a heated iron, to iron:—istr-wl, s.m. A
person who irons linen.
A  P 0*B istisd [inf. n. x of + P B 'to be happy'], s.m.
Desiring happiness; being fortunate; deeming or
reckoning fortunate, auspicious or lucky; conceiving well
of anything.
A Q 0*B istisq [inf. n. x of Q B 'to give to drink'], s.m.
Dropsy (=jalandar):—istisq-i-ziqq, Dropsy of the whole
body, Anasarca:—istisq-i-tabl,
 istisq-i-ubl, Tympany.
A  4*B istishhd [inf. n. x of + 4E 'to bear witness to'],
s.m. Summoning witnesses; bringing testimony or proof;
taking evidence; falling a martyr to religion.
A . M*B istin [inf. n. x of 'to make or construct'], s.m.
Requisition of workmanship, forced labour; pressing into
service.
A  M*B istiwb [inf. n. x of f 'to pour forth'], s.m.
Deeming right; approving, approbation; consulting as to
what is right or proper to be done; consultation,
reference; inquiry; taking the opinion of:—istiwb karn,
v.t. To take the opinion (of), inquire (of); to refer (to); to
consult.
A m N*B istitat
 [inf. n. x of . O 'to be submis sive'], s.f.
Power, ability; possibility; compliance with command,
submission, obedience; dependence.
A  4*B istizhr,
 [inf. n. x of 4 'to be apparent,' &c.], s.m.
Seeking assistance; help, support; power; calling to mind,
remembering; repeating by heart; reciting.

A  P *B istr [inf. n. x of  m; iv.  m 'to lend'], s.m. Asking
a loan (ryat), borrowing; using a word metaphorically;
metaphor, gure:—istr karn, v.t. To beseech, beg
earnestly.
A  P *B istnat [inf. n. x of  m; iv.  m 'to help'], s.f.
Seeking assistance, praying for help (aun); aid, help,
assistance (=aun); protection.
A 8P *B istjl [inf. n. x of 8m 'to make haste'], s.m.
Wishing to make haste; requiring haste or expedition
(from a person, or in a matter); hastening, accelerating.
A + P *B istdd [inf. n. x of +C m; iv. +C m 'to make ready,' &c.],
s.f. Getting oneself ready; readiness, preparation;
prociency; ability, means; capability, capacity, mental
power, talent, parts; aptitude, dexterity.
A h P *B istf, vulg. istf [inf. n. x of h m 'to eace'], s.m.
Seeking to be excused (from); asking forgiveness,
deprecating; resignation (of an oce or appointment):—
istf den, To tender (one's) resignation, to resign:—
istf qab l karn (-k), To accept the resignation (of).
A 3P *B istl [inf. n. x of #m 'to be high'], s.m. Superiority;
exaltation; seeking promotion.
A @ P *B istml [inf. n. x of @ m 'to work, serve'], s.m.
Work, operation; employment, use; practice, exercise;
custom, usage, observance; fashion:—istml rakhn, v.n.
To be in use, be current (a word, or phrase):—istmal
karn (-ko), To use, employ; to practise:—istmal karn (k), To make use (of); to use, employ, put in use, apply:—
istmal-me an, v.n. To come into use, to be in use, be
used:—istml-me ln (-ko), To bring into use, put in use
or in operation, put in practice; to apply; to use, employ
(=istml karn); to utilize:—istml-me hon, To be in
use.
A ! @ P *B istml, adj. Used; worn, second-hand; usual,
customary; t for use; practical:—s.m. The best kind of
rice.
A j  *B istigs a  [inf. n. x of k p 'to cry for help'], s.m.
Asking for help; demanding justice; moving (a court) for
justice; complaining; complaint; suit:—istigs a  karn, To
demand justice; to seek redress; to sue.
A  *B istigrb
 [inf. n. x of p 'to be obscure or
unintelligible'], s.m. Great admiration; amazement,

wonder.
A G *B istigrq
 [inf. n. x of Gp 'to be submerged, to sink'],
s.m. Drowning; the being immersed, absorbed, or wholly
engaged (in anything); immersion; lien; mortgage:—adj.
Drowned; immersed (in), buried (in), absorbed (in),
engrossed (with), &c.
A  h  *B istigfr
 [inf. n. x of h p 'to pardon'], s.m. Asking
pardon, begging mercy; craving grace; deprecating;
deprecation; the (Mohamadan's) prayer for defence
against the evil spirit (Shaitn);
 mercy; deliverance:—
istigfr
 karn, To seek pardon or forgiveness of God; to
crave mercy; to deprecate.
A xh  *B astagrullh,
intj. Lit. 'I ask forgiveness of God';

God forgive me! God forbid!
A  *B istign [inf. x of p'to be able to dispense with'],
s.m. Ability to dispense with, independence (in point of
fortune), opulence; content;—adj. Independent;
contented.
A ? h *B istifda [inf. n. x of + _; iv  _ 'to derive advantage'],
s.m. Seeking gain or advantage (fida); attainment;
prot, gain, advantage (=fida).
A *h *B istift [inf. n. x of *_], s.m. Taking a legal opinion
(fatwa), consulting a lawyer or doctor of law.
A Sh *B istifrg [inf.
n. x of S_ 'to pour forth,' &c.], s.m.

Vomiting; rejecting; belching.
A  0h *B istifsr [inf. n. x of 0_ 'to declare, explain,'
&c.], s.m. Seeking information (of); inquiry, question,
interrogation; investigation, search; reference:—istifsr
karn (-se), To inquire (of), require an explanation
(from); to question, interrogate; to call for information;
to make a reference (to).
A P  0h *Bistifsr, s.f. Statement of a prosecutor subject
to investigation.
A 1 4h *B istifhm [inf. n. x of 2 4_ 'to understand'], s.m.
Desiring or seeking information, asking for an
explanation; inquiry, interrogation.
A a 4h *Bistifhm, adj. Interrogatory; interrogative
(particle or pronoun).
A a Q *B istiqmat [inf. n. x of 1 i 'to stand, rise up'], s.f.
Keeping oneself upright, standing erect; standing still;
rectitude, integrity; stability; durability; rmness,

constancy.
A %Q *B istiqbl [inf. n. x of %i 'to come forward'], s.m.

gaining over; solace; encouragement.
H &%@ *B T@# astambha, T@# istambha [S. T@#], s.m.

Encountering, meeting; the ceremony of meeting and
receiving a visitor; reception, welcome; futurity; (in
Gram.) the future tense:—istiqbl karn (-k), To advance
to meet (a person); to receive or welcome (a person); to
go forth to meet and welcome (a guest).
A Q *B istiqr [inf. n. x of i 'to read'], s.m. Reasoning
from induction.
A Q *B istiqrr [inf. n. x of Ci 'to remain rm, rest, &c.'],

Column, pile, post, pillar; trunk of a tree.
A . *@ *B istimt [inf. n. x of b *a 'to enjoy'], s.m. Enjoying,

s.m. Requiring or calling for settlement or armation;
conrming, ratifying; conrmation, ratication;
declaration; recognition.
A 3Q *B istiqll [inf. n. x of Ci 'to lift, raise up'], s.m.
Absolute power or authority, sovereignty, supremacy;
independence; absoluteness; intrepidity; rmness,
resolution, constancy; steadiness; perseverance,
persistence.
A P !3Q *B istiqll, adj. (=mustaqil), Having absolute power;
invested with authority; conrming in possession:—s.f.
(incorr. for istiqll) absolute power, &c.
S (*B .T stik, adj. & s.m. Religious, pious, devout;
faithful;—a believer in a deity, future state, &c.
A  %*B istikbr [inf. n. x of % 'to be great or large'], s.m.
Pride, conceit, presumption.
A ?*B istikrh [inf. n. x of ? 'to dislike'], s.m. Aversion,
loathing, abhorrence; reluctance.
A e *B istikshf [inf. n. x of g 'to open, make
manifest'], s.m. Desiring or requesting the
manifestation (of anything); exposition or laying open
(of anything).
A @ *B istikml [inf. n. x of @  'to be perfect'], s.m.
Seeking the completion or perfection (of any thing);
completion; bringing to perfection.
A 1 o#*B istilzm [inf. n. x of 1 o! 'to be necessary'], s.m.
Rendering necessary; requiring; necessity.
A . @ *B istim [inf. n. viii of b @ B 'to hear'], s.m. Hearing,
listening (to music, particularly);—what is heard; tidings,
report, rumour.
A ! @ *B istimlat [inf. n. x of  a 'to incline to], s.f.
Caressing, conciliating; soothing, consoling; winning or

reaping the fruits (of); being delighted; celebrating the
solemnities of the festival of Mecca;—enjoyment (of a
woman).
A + @ *B istimdd [inf. n. x of +C a 'to extend,' &c.], s.m.
Desiring or begging assistance (madad), craving help;
asking for supplies or subsidies; application for help or
protection.
A @ *B istimrar [inf. n. x of Ca 'to pass through'; 'to
continue'], s.m. Continuation, continuance,
perseverance; perpetuity, permanence; uninterrupted
tenure of possession; (in law), xed rent, not liable to
alteration:—istimrr-dr, Holder of a farm or lease in
perpetuity.
A @ *Bistimrr, adj. Continuative, perpetual,
permanent, unceasing;—s.f. Land rented on a xed
lease; land permanently settled; the permanent
settlement (of Lord Cornwallis):—istimrr pa, s.m.
Lease or farm granted at a xed rent; lease in
perpetuity:—istimrr pae-dr, Lease-holder at a xed
rent:—istimrr jama, s.f. Fixed or perpetual assessment
of rent:—istimrr jot, s.f. Fixed or permanent tenure:—
istimrr muqarrar karn, v.t. To x in perpetuity.
A 5o@ *B istimzj [inf. n. x of 5oa ], s.m. Seeking to discover
one's purpose or wish (mizj), sounding one's intention;
asking an opinion.
A  *B istind [inf. viii of + B 'to lean (upon)'], s.m. Leaning
or resting (upon).
A s %*B istimbt [inf.
n. x of w% 'to draw (from)'], s.m.

Drawing out, extraction; deduction:—istimbt karn
(-se),

To draw forth, extract; to elicit; to deduce; to select.
A 8*B istinj [inf. n. x of 8 'to pass out of the
body' (urine, &c.)], s.m. Ablution or purication after the
oces of nature (=b-dast); making water; the private
parts;—istinje-se istinj la an, To have carnal intercourse
with:—istinje-k hel, s.m. A lump of earth or clay (such
as is used for purication when water is not obtainable;
hence), anything worthless:—istinje la n (-ke), To grow

fast friends, become intimate.
A G *B istinshq [inf. n. x of H 'to snu up'], s.m.

xed, movable, moving.
S &*B .TR asthit, part. adj. Unxed, unsettled,

Throwing water up the nostrils when performing the
wa ; snung up the air, or odours, &c.
A  *B istiw [inf. n. viii of  B'to be equal'], s.m. Equality;

uncertain.
S &*B .TR asthir, adj. Unstable, unsteady; uncertain,

parallelism; what is plane, level or parallel; (the word is
ordinarily met in the phrase) atti-istiw,
The

equinoctial line, the equator.
P  *B ustuwr [Pehl. ustuvr, Zend tawr, S. TR ], adj.
Strong, powerful; stable, rm; even, level, equal;
straight:—ustuwr karn, v.t. To strengthen; to make
rm; to support, prop.
P  *Bustuwr, s.f. Strength, rmness, stability;
conrmation, corroboration, support; resolution,
constancy.
S 0) *B T asta-vyasta, part. adj. Scattered hither
and thither, confused, disordered, dispersed; helterskelter, in confusion.
S &*B .TR asthi, s.m. Bone (=ha):—asthi-bandhan, s.m.
The joining of the bones; sinews:—asthi-bhang, s.m.
Fracture of the bones; name of a plant of supposed
ecacy in fractures, Cissus quadrangularis:—asthi-bhed,
s.m. Fracture of a bone:—asthi-panjar, s.m. Lit. 'Cage of
bones'; bag of bones, skeleton:—asthi-sandhi, s.f. Uniting
of a broken bone:—asthi-osh, s.m. Dryness and decay of
the bones:—asthi-mtra, Mere bones, nothing but bones;
full of bones:—asthi-vat, adj. Osseous, bony; like bone.
S &*B TR sth, s.f. Prop, stay; place or means of
abiding; labour, pains, eort, care; zeal.
H ; &*B TR isthpat, TR asthpit [S. TR],
s.m. Setting up or placing an idol in a temple.
H <; &*B TR asthpan [S. TR], s.m. Setting up,
erecting, act of establishing, establishment;
appointment:—asthpan karn, v.t. To set up, establish; to
x; to dedicate.
H  &*B TR asthn [S. TR], s.m. Place, position,
locality, situation, spot; post, seat, station; abode,
residence; temple, shrine:—asthn den (-ko), To place; to
locate; to lodge.
S  &*B TR  asthvar, adj. Not steadfast; unsteady; not

restless, ckle.
H &*B .TR isthir [S. .TR], adj. Standing, stagnant;
stable, steady, xed, rm, settled, immovable.
S Y&*B .TR asthirat, s.f. Instability, unsteadiness;
uncertainty; ckleness.
H Y&*B .TR isthirat, s.f.= Y&*B .TR, sthirat, q.v.
A o4*B isthz [inf. n. x of o 'to laugh at,' &c.], s.m.
Laughing at; derision, scorn, sco; jest, joke.
H &*B TR! asthal [S. TR!], s.m. Place, site, soil, dry or
rm ground (=thal); stand or station of a faqr; a kind of
monastery in which religious mendicants abide under a
Mahant or superior.
A 34*B isthlk [inf. n. x of (# 'to destroy'], s.m.
Seeking the death or ruin of any one;—ruining,
destroying, consuming (=halk).
A 34*B isthll [inf. n. x of C 'to appear' (the new
moon)], s.m. The appearing of the new moon (hill).
S A &*B .TR  asthivat, adj. v.s.v. &*B asthi.
H &*BTR" asth, s.m.=&*B asthi, q.v.
H 5 &*B TRh*' asthairj, = S ) &*B TRh' asthairya, s.m.
Instability, unsteadiness, ckleness; uncertainty.
S ) &*B TRh' asthairya, = H 5 &*B TRh*' asthairj, s.m.
Instability, unsteadiness, ckleness; uncertainty.
S *B" ast, adj. & s.f. Disloyal, unchaste (wife);—
unchaste woman; unfaithful wife (cf. asat).
H *B \" asatt [S. +8.=], adj. & s.m.f. Powerless,
helpless;—a powerless or helpless person, a poor
creature; indolent person.
H *B;" asaty, asat [S. +;+], adj. & s.m. Untrue,
false;—a liar.
H [ *B T` ste (corr. of P. *0 hista), adv. & intj. Gently,
softly, quietly, slowly:—ste-ste (emphat.)=ste;—cf. dhredhre.
A M *B istl [inf. n. x of f 'to have root or

foundation'], s.m. Rooting up, extirpating, eradicating,
destroying, exterminating.
A P *B istb [inf. n. x of Um 'to take the whole,' &c.],
s.m. Taking the whole; extirpating; asking in a present.
A h *B istf [inf. n. x of _ 'to be full,' &c.], s.m. Satisfying
completely; paying or receiving in full of all demands;
renouncing, relinquishing, resigning (an appointment,
see istf).
A 3 *B istl [inf. n. x of !'to be master of, control'], s.m.
Predominance, conquest; domination, ascendency,
authority.
P < *B stn, s.f. Sleeve; cu:—stn a hn (par or pe), To
turn up the sleeves (for the purpose of, or against); to
make ready (for), be prepared or ready (for); to menace,
threaten:—stn-k s p, s.m. Domestic enemy; enemy in
the guise of a friend.
A K  *B istns [inf. n. x of I 'to be or become familiar'],
s.m. Familiarity, intimacy, sympathy.
S  *B ; asatya, adj. & sm. Untrue, false;—an untruth
(=asat, and asa ):—asatya-bd (-vd), s.m. One who speaks
falsehood, a liar.
H JK &/ ism, = H K K &@ ismp, s.m. (corr. of
the English), Stamp; postage-stamp (syn. ika):—ismpfarosh, s.m. Seller of stamps:—ism-lag-hu, adj.
Stamped.
H K K &@ ismp, = H JK &/ ism, s.m. (corr. of
the English), Stamp; postage-stamp (syn. ika):—ismpfarosh, s.m. Seller of stamps:—ism-lag-hu, adj.
Stamped.
H " K &(& isan, s.m. (corr. of the English), Assistant.
H L) K 3 iseshan, s.m. (corr. of the English),
Railway station; police station.
S <8B A* asajjan (++*), adj. Unt, improper;
untrue; not of good family, not well-born, not
respectable; not virtuous, disreputable.
H 8B * usijn [S. +( or perhaps from rt. Y"],
v.n. To bubble up, boil, boil up; to simmer, to be boiled or
cooked over a slow re.
H 9B  asa =  *B asatya, and B asat, q.v.

H 9B , asu [S. +8,.], adj. s.f. Impure, unclean, foul;
—impurity; pollution.
H :B ," asu , s.f. (see asu ), Impurity, foulness,
pollution.
A G cB isq, prop. n. Isaac.
A + B asad, s.m. Lion (syn. si h); Leo (the sign of the
Zodiac).
S + B - asiddh, adj. Not eected, unaccomplished,
imperfect, incomplete; unripe, raw, not properly cooked;
invalid; false.
H + B ,- asuddh, adj.=+ E  auddh, q.v.
S B , asur, = S B , sur, s.m. Evil spirit, demon.
(The Asurs are said to inhabit the South pole, and are
considered to be demons of the rst order, and in
constant hostility with the gods.)
S B , sur, = S B , asur, s.m. Evil spirit, demon.
(The Asurs are said to inhabit the South pole, and are
considered to be demons of the rst order, and in
constant hostility with the gods.)
S B , sur, s.m. A form of marriage among Hinds,
in which the bridegroom purchases the bride from her
father and paternal kinsmen.
S B  asra, s.m. Corner; hair of the head; blood; tear.
S B . asri, s.f. Ten millions.
H B T issar, s.m.= ) war, q.v.
H B T ussar, adj.=B sar, q.v.
S B  usra, s.m. A bull; a ray of light.
H B  sr [S. Yt], s.m. Abode, asylum, place of
refuge, shelter, retreat, hiding-place; means of defence,
protection or security, defence, safeguard, safety,
security, surety; support, stay; protector, patron; hope,
expectation, trust, reliance, condence, dependence,
assurance; help, means of subsistence:—sr takn (-k),
sr john (-k), sr h hn -(-k), To look for help or
support (from), seek succour (from), expect the support
(of); to look (for), watch (for), be in expectation (of):—
sr  n or  -jn (-k), To lose (one's) hope, to be
disappointed in (one's) expectations; to despair:—sr
den (-ko), To give hope, to raise expectations; to

console; to give assurance, inspire condence, to
reassure; to encourage:—sr karn(-k), To rest, rely,
depend or lean (on), to be dependent (on); to rest or feel
assured; to count (on), trust (in), conde (in); to hope,
expect:—sr len (-k, or me ), To place trust (in); to seek
the support (of); to seek the shelter (of), take refuge
(in):—sr hon (-k), To be the support, or stay, or prop,
or refuge (of).
H B , usur = 1˚ B sar; and 2˚  B usr, q.q.v.
A B asrr, s.m. pl. (of B sirr), Secrets; condential
concerns.
A B isrr [inf. n. iv of CB 'to gladden'], s.m. Keeping
secret; concealment, suppression; secrecy, secret,
mystery; in uence of an evil spirit:—revealing or
divulging a secret, disclosure.
A eB isrf [inf. n. iv of eB 'to be negligent,' &c.], s.m.
Excess, extravagance, profusion, prodigality, lavish
expenditure, abuse of wealth; dissipation, ruin.
A  _B isrfl, s.m. The name of an angel who, it is said,

H B - asraddh [S. +Y-], s.f. Want of condence
in, distrust, disbelief; dislike, aversion, disgust, loathing,
contempt.
H 1 B / sram [S. Y/], s.m. Abode, residence; the
abode of a hermit, or of a religious student; hermitage;
college, school;—a class or religious order (of which the
Hinds reckon four, referable to the di erent periods of
a Brhman's life, viz. 1˚ The Brahm r, who devotes his
life to religious exercises, asterity, and celibacy; 2˚ The
Grih
who lives in the world and rears a
 or Grihastha,

family; 3˚ The Vnaprastha, who retires from the world
with his family and passes his life in devotion in the
forest; 4˚ The Bhikshu or Sannyas, who subsists on alms).
H a B /" sram [S. Y./ ], adj. Belonging to one of
the four orders mentioned above.
H  a B q! asarmel, s.m.= a LB isparm l, and

a E 

iarm l, q.q.v.
H B 4 asara [S. +84], adj. Without shelter,

will sound the last trumpet at the resurrection; a seraph.
A  $B isrl, prop. n. Israel.

unprotected, helpless, destitute.
H B  usarn [S. +4(, rt. t cf. the tr. form

H  B  y sirbd, s.m.=  B asrbd, q.v.

usrn], v.n. To retreat, recede; to shrink from; to be
removed or displaced; to be nished or completed with
expedition.
P 6B isrinj, s.m. Minium, cinnabar.

H AB .  srit, vulg. srat [S. .Y], = H YB 0'
sart [S. .Y+], part. adj. Resorting (to); dependent
(on);—s.m. One who has recourse to or relies on
another; refugee; protegée; dependant, follower, subject,
servant, retainer; hanger on, parasite, sycophant;—a
Brahman who assists in the performance of marriage
ceremonies.
H YB 0' sart [S. .Y+], = H AB .  srit,

H B , asru, 0 asr [S. Y,], s.m. A tear.

vulg. srat [S. .Y], part. adj. Resorting (to); dependent

evil spirits (asur); devilish, diabolical, demoniacal:—
surmy, s.f. Deception of demons.
S B," sur, s.f. A division of medicme, surgery,

(on);—s.m. One who has recourse to or relies on
another; refugee; protegée; dependant, follower, subject,
servant, retainer; hanger on, parasite, sycophant;—a
Brahman who assists in the performance of marriage
ceremonies.
H $ YB  srat, s.f. The business or oce of an
srit; the perquisites or privileges of an srat.
S 5B * asrij, s.m. Blood.

H B" sr, s.m.=AB srit, q.v.:—sr-bh t, Idem.
S B," asur, s.f. A female demon; the wife of an asur,
q.v.;—black mustard-seed.
H B," sur [S. ,+ ], adj. Of or belonging to

curing by cutting with instruments, applying the cautery.
H B sray, s.m.=B sr, q.v.
H )B h srait [S. Y+], adj. Hopeful, trusting,
condent;—s.m. Refugee, &c.=srit, q.v.
H ZB 9 asisha [S. +.89], adj. Untrained, badlytrained, ill-regulated, ill-behaved, unpolite, rude,
barbarous; indecent, pro igate.

A %NB istabal
 [Bar. Gr. #$ *; Lat. stabulum], s.m. A
stable.
A "NB usturlb
[Gr. >#$*@ \ Arabicized], s.m. An

astrolabe.
A A 0Q NB istuqist,
ustuqust (pl. of IQ NB=Gr. #$^_),

Elements, principles:—istuqist-i-uqldus,
Euclid's

elements.
A  NB ustuwn,
= A  NB ustuwna,
(P.  *B ust n,


Arabicized], s.m. A column:—ustuwn-i-mustadr,
s.m. A

round column; a cylinder.
= A  NB ustuwn,
(P.  *B ust n,
A  NB ustuwna,



allaying.
H  B  uskn, v.t.=  0  uksn, q.v.
S B = sakt (rt. *), part. adj. Strongly attached
to; fond of, enamoured of, addicted (to), devoted to;
intent on, engrossed; zealously following or pursuing.
S B .= sakti, s.f. Attachment, fondness,
devotedness, love; zealous application, diligence.
H B T askat, = H B T skat, [S. +8.=, rt.
8], s.f. Inactivity, remissness; dulness; tardiness,
dilatoriness; slothfulness, laziness, indolence; heaviness,
drowsiness, sleepiness; procrastination.
H B T skat, = H B T askat, [S. +8.=, rt.

Arabicized], s.m. A column:—ustuwn-i-mustadr,
s.m. A

round column; a cylinder.
A K r NB ust   d s [Gr. `$^@{\, Lat. stœchas, -adis,

8], s.f. Inactivity, remissness; dulness; tardiness,

Arabicized], Lit. 'Of the Stœchades' (islands); French
lavender, sticados, Lavandula stœchas. (Also written
K i NB.)

dilatoriness; slothfulness, laziness, indolence; heaviness,
drowsiness, sleepiness; procrastination.
H  *B T askatn, = H  *B T skatn, v.n.

A + P B asad, adj. compar. & superl. (of + P B sad), More,
most, or very happy or fortunate.
A  h B asfr, s. pl. (of h B sifr), Books, writings, volumes,
registers.
A  h B asfr, s.m. pl. (of h B safar), Voyages, travels,
adventures.
P 6 h B isfnaj, 5  h B isfnj, s.m. Spinach.
A h B asfal, adj. compar. & superl. (of _ B sl), Lower,
inferior; lowest, nethermost:—asfalus-sln, The lowest
hell.
A 6h B isfunj, isfanj, [Gr. #%|\ Arabicized], s.m. Sponge;
a yeast dumpling.
P  )+ h B isfandiyr, prop. n. Name of the son of Gishtsb,
of the rst dynasty of Persian kings.
P  4h B isfahn (or ispahn, i.e. siph+n), prop. n. Ispahan,
the capital of Persian Irq (the ancient Parthia).
A s Q B isqt [inf.
n. iv of wQ B 'to fall, drop'] s.m. Causing to

fall; dropping or casting her young (an animal);
miscarrying, miscarriage; procuring an abortion:—isqti-
amal, s.m. Miscarriage; procuring an abortion; abortion.
A  Q B isql [Gr. #^}** Arabicized], s.m. A squill, a wild
onion.
A A B iskt [inf. n. iv of B 'to become still or quiet'],
s.f. Silencing; pacifying, soothing, quieting, assuaging,

To be inactive; to be lazy, idle, &c.; to be disinclined to
work; to be idle; to move slowly, to dawdle, dally, to be
dilatory; to take it easy.
H  *B T skatn, = H  *B T askatn, v.n.
To be inactive; to be lazy, idle, &c.; to be disinclined to
work; to be idle; to move slowly, to dawdle, dally, to be
dilatory; to take it easy.
H *BT" askat, = H *B T" skat, [askat or skat
+ = S. ], adj. Inactive, doing nothing, lazy, sluggish,
indolent; remiss; slow, tardy, dilatory, backward; drowsy,
dozy, sleepy;—s.m. A lazy fellow, idler, sluggard; dawdler,
loiterer, &c.
H *B T" skat, = H *BT" askat, [askat or skat
+ = S. ], adj. Inactive, doing nothing, lazy, sluggish,
indolent; remiss; slow, tardy, dilatory, backward; drowsy,
dozy, sleepy;—s.m. A lazy fellow, idler, sluggard; dawdler,
loiterer, &c.
H B  usakn, v.n.= 0  ukasn, q.v.
A + B iskandar, prop. n. Alexander.
A + Biskandar, adj. Of or relating to Alexander.
A )+ B iskandarya, prop. n. Alexandria (in Egypt).
H + B T iskandh T askandh [S. TB], s.m.

Section (of a book), book, chapter.
S &B ,L asukh, s.m. Unhappiness, sorrow, pain,
aiction; uneasiness, restlessness.
H &B L sikh [S. +.8], s.m. Blessing,
benediction; admonition, instruction.
S &B,L" asukh, adj. Unhappy, sorrowful, aicted,
pained, uneasy, restless.
H <JB $, asagun, asgun, ,$ asugan [S. +8j], s.m.
A bad omen.
H + JB $B asgandh, $B isgandh, isgand [S. :
+$B], s.m. Name of a medicinal plant, Physalis exuosa.
A 3B isl [inf. n. iv of #B 'to experience comfort'], s.m.
Comfort, consolation.
A e3B aslf, s.m. pl. (of g#B salaf), Those who have gone
before; ancestors.
A 1 3B islm [inf. n. iv of 2 #B 'to be or become safe'], s.m.
The Mohammadan religion; orthodoxy (according to
Moammadans):—islm ln, islm qub l karn, v.n. To
profess the Moammadan religion; to be converted to
Moammadanism.
A a 3B islm, adj. Faithful; orthodox (according to
Moammadans);—s.m. A follower of the Moammadan
religion, a Muslim.
H 0; B ! ,! usal-pusal [S. TT], part. adj.
Confused, disordered, tossed about; agitated:—usal-pusal
jn, v.n. To be tossed, to be disordered or confused: to
be agitated.
A c#B aslia, vulg. aslaa, asl, s.m. pl. (of 3B sil),
Arms, weapons, implements of war; armour:—aslana, s.m. Arsenal, magazine, armoury (=sil- na).
A #B usl b, vulg. asl b (rt. U#B), s.m. Order,
arrangement; manner, mode, method; course, way,
manner of acting or conduct; form, gure, shape (cf.
ush-usl b):—usl b-dr, adj. Methodical; well-arranged;
well-proportioned, symmetrical; elegant.
H [ #B .!¦ is-liye, conj. v.s.v. K is.
A 2 B ism (rt. @ B), s.m. Name, appellation; (in Gram.) a
noun:—ism-i-istifhm, Interrogative pronoun:—ism-iishra, Demonstrative pronoun:—ism-i-zam,
 Lit. 'The
great name'; the name of the Almighty; one of the

ninety-nine names or attributes of God, the utterance of
which is an irresistible spell over evil spirits:—ism-bmusamm, A name tly denoting the qualities of the
named:—ism-i-tankr, Indenite pronoun:—ism-i-jmid, An
aplastic noun, a primitive noun:—ism-i-jall, The glorious
name of God:—ism-i-jaml, A name importing something
good or beautiful:—ism-i-jins, Generic noun or name:—
ism-i-lya, The present participle; the noun indicating
the state or condition of the subject:—ism-i-t = ism-ijmid, q.v.:—ism-i-ifat, An adjective:—ism-i-amr,
Personal pronoun (=amr):—ism-i-adad, Numeral
adjective:—ism-i-fil, The subject or agent (in Gram.):—
ism-i-far, Assumed name, ctitious name:—ism-i-kull,
Common noun:—ism-i-marifa, Denite or proper noun
(=marifa):—ism-i-maf l. The perfect passive participle:—
ism-mau l, Relative pronoun:—ism-navs, s.f. List, roll or
register of names, muster-roll; the act of enrolling;
registry-oce:—ism-navs-i-gawh , s.f. List of
witnesses; petition to summon witnesses:—ism-wr, adj.
& adv. Entry (in statements) according to the order of
individual names.
S 2 B / asam, adj. Unequal; uneven, not level; unlike,
dissimilar; unusual.
A @ B asm, s.m. pl. (of ism), Names:—asm-i-usn, asm-iuz m,
 The ninety-nine names or epithets of God.
P @ B sm =  @ B smn, q.v.
S ; @ B /Q asampt, part. adj. Unnished,
incomplete.
S ; @ B /.Q asampti, s.f. Incompleteness.
A  @ B asmr, s.m. pl. (of @ B samar), Discourses by night;
tales related in the night for amusement.
A  m @ B isml, prop. n. Ishmael, son of Abraham.
S  @ B / asamn, adj. Uneven, not level; unlike,
dierent, dissimilar; unequal.
S  @ B @/ asammn, s.m. Disrespect; disgrace.
P  @ B smn, vulg. asmn [Pehl. aman, Zend. aman; S.
aman, rt. a], s.m. Sky, rmament; heaven, the celestial
orb; the vault or canopy of heaven:—smn-par th kn,
Lit. 'To spit at the sky'; to act improperly or foolishly; to
kick against the pricks:—smn-par a hn, v.t. To exalt

to the skies; to speak highly of, to praise extravagantly;
to atter, wheedle, coax:—smn-pe damg hon,
To exalt

oneself to the skies, to be very conceited, vain or proud;
to aect greatness, give oneself airs:—smn-par khai n
= smn-pe qadam rakhn = asmn-me pair lagn = smn-pe
damg hon,
q.v.:—smn pha-pa n = smn  n, q.v.:—

smn takn, smn jh kn, v.n. Lit. 'To turn the eye to
the sky' (as a game cock, in the pride of his strength is
supposed to do); to feel the pride of strength; to wax
strong and bold; to be in good form (for ghting, &c.):—
smn  n or  -pa n, v.n. Lit. 'the sky to fall upon'; to
be overtaken by misfortune, to be overwhelmed with
trouble:—smn-jh, adj. Of exalted dignity, very exalted,
of great eminence or dignity:—smn-se bte karn,
smn-se akkar khn, To reach to the sky; to vie with the
sky (in height); to be very high; to exceed in height or
appearance:—smn-se girn, To drop from the sky, fall
from the clouds; to be obtained unexpectedly; to be
gained without labour or exertion; to be undervalued; to
be regarded as worthless or contemptible:—smn-qadr,
adj. Vast as the rmament, grand as the rmament:—
smn-kho , s.m. Anything very lofty or high or tall (as
a pole, man, &c.); a hukka, the stem of which reaches
from the lower to the upper oor of a house:—smn-ke
tre to n, Lit. 'To break the stars of the sky'; to be very
skilful or expert in a business or trade:—smn-gr (or gr), s.f. Lit. 'Catching or intercepting the sky'; projecting
roof; canopy, awning; arbour, bower:—smn-me hegl
lagn, Lit. 'To pierce the sky'; to be very skilful or expert
at a business or trade (=smn-ke tre to n).
P  @ Bsman, adj. Heavenly, celestial; from heaven,
divine; sky-coloured, azure, cerulean; unexpected,
sudden:—smn bal girn (-par), smn gaab
  n (-par),
To be overtaken by a calamity from heaven, or by divine
vengeance:—smn piln, To make (a person)
intoxicated (especially with bhang):—smn tr, s.m. An
arrow shot towards the sky, an arrow shot at random;
an arrow shot by an unknown hand; a protless
venture; an useless act:—smn farmn, s.f. Lit.
'Heavenly decree'; unforeseen disasters, failure of crops,
&c. (arising from drought or excessive rain); a phrase
formerly used in deeds and leases as a provision against

loss or injury arising from calamitous seasons, or unjust
exactions of the Government, which, if aecting the
zamndrs, the ryots were compelled to make good.
S + %@ B ( - asambaddha, part. adj. Not joined,
unconnected, disconnected.
S A &%@ B @#  asambhvit, and H. (# 
asambhavit, part. adj.= &%@ B asambhav, q.v.
S  &%@ B @#  asambhvan, s.f. Inconceivableness,
improbability; unreasonableness, inconsistency,
incompatibility; impossibility; unexpectedness;
wretchedness.
S &%@ B @# asambhav, adj. Uncommon; inconceivable,
improbable; unreasonable, absurd, inconsistent,
incompatible, impossible.
S  L@ B @,4' asamp r, adj. Incomplete, imperfect,
defective.
S @ B @/ asammat, adj. Dissentient, averse; adverse,
contrary.
S @ B @/  asammati, s.f. Disagreement, dissent,
dissension, contrariety, aversion, dislike.
H &8@ B /D asamajh, adj. Without understanding
(samajh, q.v.); thoughtless, stupid, ignorant.
S A@ B T/ asmriti,
 s.f. Want of memory,
forgetfulness.
H A@ B T/ ismriti,
 ismirti [S. T/] s.f. The Hind law.
(See smriti.)

S &Y@ B /R' asamarth, adj.=&Ya B asmarth, q.v.
S @ B T/4 asmara, s.m. Forgetting, forgetfulness,
oblivion.
S A *@ B /B samantt, adv. All round, on every
side; wholly, altogether.
S I8@ B /* asamanjas, s.m. Doubt, suspense;
suspicion; unconformity, disparity, dierence.
A P  2 B ism-wr, v.s.v. 2 B ism.
A @ B ism, adj. Nominal (as opposed to verbal); by name,
named.
S @ B/ asamay, vulg. ³ asamai, asame , s.m. A
time of misfortune or distress, adverse or calamitous

time or season; inconvenient or unsuitable time;—adj.
Ill-timed, out of season, unseasonable; premature.
A  @ B ismya, adj. f.=@ B ism, q.v. (e.g. jumlai-ismya, a
nominal sentence).
H <B  asan [S. 8], s.m. Eating, food;—the tree
Terminalia alata tormentosa, on which the ~asar silkworm
feeds (also written  san):—asan-basan, s.m. Food and
clothing.
S <B  san, s.m. Sitting; sitting in peculiar postures
according to the custom of Jogs in their devotional
exercises (of which eighty-four are enumerated); mode
of sitting, posture, attitude, position; seat, place, stool; a
small carpet or deer-skin on which Hinds sit during
prayer; the withers of an elephant, the part where the
driver sits; driver's seat; rider's seat (on a horse); the
inside or under part of the thigh; a market-stall;—
maintaining a post against an enemy:—san-tale n, To
come under the thighs, to be ridden or mounted (a
horse), to come under subjection; to be embraced in
carnal intercourse:—san jamna, v.n. To have a good grip
with the thighs (on a horse), to sit rmly, stick (on):—
san jo n, san jo ke baihn, san-se san jo n, v.n. To sit
on the hams; to squat on the ground like a Jog; to sit in
close contact (with, lit. 'thigh to thigh'):—san ign (-ke),
To shake the rm-sitting or position (of), to shake the
virtue (of); to allure, tempt, seduce:—san oln, To move
or interpose in behalf of (said of a holy man who
perceives by supernatural intelligence that some one in
distress has invoked his aid):—san lagn (-ke), To sit
down, settle, take up (one's) abode, abide; tarry; to sit
obstinately in one place and position till one's demands
are satised:—san mrn (-par), san mr-ke baihn (-par),
To sit on the haunches (like a Jog), to squat; to sit in one
posture without change; to have a rm seat (on a
horse).
H <B  sin [S. .:], s.m. The sixth month of the
Hinds (Sept.-Oct.), during which the moon is full near
the stars at the head of Aries.
S <B B sanna (rt. ), adj. Near, close, at hand,
adjacent, proximate:—sanna-bh t-kl, s.m. (in Gram.)
The Perfect tense:—sanna-kl, s.m. The hour of death.

H B  usn (perf. part. of B usann, q.v.), part. adj.
Boiled:—usn ul or  wal, s.m. Rice separated from
the husk after being boiled.
H B B usann, see B usann.
A  B asnd, s.f. (m. ?) pl. (of + B sanad), Grants, deeds,
charters, law papers in general, documents, vouchers,
warrants, authorities:—testimonials, credentials,
certicates.
A  B isnd [inf. n. iv of + B 'to lean' (upon)], s.m. Resting
a thing upon (another); alleging on the authority of
another.
H  B ´ asnn, ´ isnn [S. ´], s.m. Bathing.
H  B  usnn =  B usnna, q.v.
S  *B B asantn, adj. Without ospring, childless.
S Z*B B,9 asantush, part. adj. Dissatised,
discontented, displeased, aggrieved; hard to please.
S D *B B53 asantosh, = H & *B B5L asantokh, s.m.
Dissatisfaction, discontent; displeasure; unrest.
H & *B B5L asantokh, = S D *B B53 asantosh, s.m.
Dissatisfaction, discontent; displeasure; unrest.
S E *B B53" asantosh, adj. Unsatised, dissatised,
discontented.
H ' 8B (*5$ asa jog = ' B asa yog, q.v.
S + X + B (F asandigdha, part. adj. Undoubted,
unquestionable.
S B(8 asa ay, s.m. Absence of doubt;—adj.
Undoubted.
H (B ( asank, = H &B (L asankh, [S. +8r], adj.
Free from doubt or hesitation, undoubting, not anxious,
condent; secure, fearless, undaunted.
H &B (L asankh, = H (B ( asank, [S. +8r], adj.
Free from doubt or hesitation, undoubting, not anxious,
condent; secure, fearless, undaunted.
H B ( sank [S. +8r], s.f. Doubt, uncertainty;
fear, apprehension, awe, danger:—sank karn(-k), To
suspect; to be apprehensive (of).
S  &B (Z asankhya, adj. Countless, innumerable.
S A &B (Z asa khyt, part. adj. Unnumbered, not

calculated or computed; numberless.
S ^B ($ sang (+r, rt. *), s.m.
Instrumentality, means, help;—s.f. Power, ability,
strength:—sang-se (-ke), adv. By means (of).
S JB ($ asangat, adj. Not holding together,
incoherent, incongruous, inconsonant, unreasonable,
false, absurd, improper, bad.
S  @ B B/ asanmn, s.m. Disrespect, irreverence.
S @ B @/ asammat = @ B asammat. q.v.
H B B usann [neut. from C B usnn, q.v.], v.n. To
boil; to simmer.
H B" san (dim. of <B san, q.v.), s.f. A small
carpet, deer-skin, &c. on which Hinds sit at prayer.
S 2 B (/ asa yam, s.m. Absence of self-restraint;
uncontrol, incontinence, intemperateness.
S @ B(/" asa yam, adj. & s.m. Unrestrained,

cavalcade, procession; the occupant of a carriage or
other vehicle; possession by an evil spirit (of a person),
also the person so possessed; a trick or manœuvre in
wrestling (throwing one's arms from under the arms of
the opponent around his neck; or throwing one's legs
round the waist of the opponent and pressing against
his belly):—aswr utarwn, v.t. To help the rider (on a
horse or in a vehicle) to dismount:—aswr den, To serve
as a mount, to be ridden (a horse, &c.):—aswr kasn, To
saddle a horse, &c.; to get ready a carriage, &c.:—aswr
len, To mount, ride; to use (a horse, &c.); to take a ride.
H K B T  sws [S. +:, rt. :], s.m. Rest,
repose, recreation; cessation, completion; comfort,
consolation.
H [ NB B is-wste, v.s.v. K is.
H & B 5# asobh [S. +85#], s.f. Want of beauty or

incontinent, intemperate;—an incontinent person.
S ' B (5$ asa yog, s.m. Want of opportunity;

elegance, ugliness;—adj. Shapeless, ill-made, ugly,
inelegant.
S A B T  aswdit, part. adj. Without tasto,

separation.
S  B ´<6 asneh, s.m. Want of aection, unkindness;—

tasteless; without avour, without relish.
S *&Y B T R
' aswrthat, s.f. Unselshness,

adj. Wanting in aection, unkind, harsh.
H B  asiv [S. +.8 ], adj. Unlucky, inauspicious; not

disinterestedness.
S &Y B T Ru aswarth, adj. & s.m. Unselsh,

prosperous, unhappy; pernicious, dangerous.
S B  sav, s.m. Rum, spirit distilled from sugar or

disinterested;—an unselsh or disinterested person.
S a  BT /" aswm, adj. Without master or owner;

molasses, spirituous liquor in general.
S  B T  swd, s.m. Taste, avour, savour, relish.

having no right or title to:—aswm bikr (aswm+S.
 J), s.f. Sale without ownership; illegal sale.

H P  B T  aswr [S. :+ ], s.m. Rider, horseman,
trooper, cavalry-man; (also written sawr); part. adj.
Mounted, riding (on), embarked (on a boat, ship, &c.):—
aswr-hon (-par), To mount (upon a horse, elephant,
camel, &c.); to ride (on an animal, or in a vehicle); to
embark (on a ship, &c.).
H   B aswr h, v.s.v. E  awa.

H 0 BT [" asw s, s.f.=0 anw s, q.v.
H &Y B T ;R aswattha [S. :;R], s.m. The sacred gtree, Ficus religiosa.
H 5 B 5* asoj, M* asauj [S. :+,*], s.m. The sixth
solar month (=sin and kuwr).
H &W B 0D as jh [S. +0], Imperceptible, invisible;

H  B " aswr (more com.  Bsawr), s.f. Riding

incorporeal.
H V B 5 aso [S. +85, rt. ,] , adj. Impossible to

(on a horse, camel, &c. or in a vehicle); horse or other
beast (that is ridden); carriage, vehicle, conveyance (of
any kind, e.g. palanquin, &c.), mounted state (on
horseback); equipage, train (of a great person), retinue,

be eected by re ection or study, not contrivable;
inconceivable, unimaginable; thoughtless, inconsiderate,
inattentive, negligent, regardless, careless, heedless,
indierent; imprudent;—s.m. Absence of care,

tranquillity, content.
H V B M asau [S. +8M, rt. 8,] , s.m. Impurity,
foulness; social or legal uncleanness (as from the death
of a relation, &c.); mourning.
H = B 5" aso , adj. Thoughtless, inconsiderate,
inattentive, &c. (=aso , q.v.).
A  B aswad, adj. Black; blacker; blackest;—greater, and
greatest, in respect of estimation, rank or dignity.
P X  B s dag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Contentment, ease,
quiet, tranquillity, calm, peace; comfort, well-being, easy
circumstances.
P ? B s da (perf. part. of s dan; (+rt. Zend. ; S. 8,
85), part. adj. Satised, contented; satiated, full, glutted;
easy, at ease, tranquil, peaceful, comfortable, possessing
a competency; auent;—adv. In easy circumstances (in
respect of, -se), well-o, well-to-do:—s da-l, adj.=s da:
—s da- tir, s da-dil, adj. Of calm or composed mind,
composed in mind, contented, calm, tranquil, serene.
P  X  B s dagn, s.m.f. pl. (of s da), Those at rest or
peace, the dead.
H  B 5 asok [S. +85, rt. 8,] , s.m. Freedom from
care or sorrow; ease, &c. (=asog, q.v.);—the tree Jonesia
asoca; adj. At ease, unmolested, tranquil, cheerful.
H  B5" asok = X B asog, q.v.
H ' B 5$ asog [S. 85], s.m. Ease, tranquillity,
comfort; cheerfulness (=asok);—the tree Uvaria longifolia
(syn. deva-dru).
H + X B T $( aswa-gandh, s.m.=+ JB asgandh, q.v.
H X B 5$" asog [S. +85+], adj. Undisturbed,
unmolested, quiet, tranquil, calm, at ease, comfortable.
H  B  aso . adv. This year (=is-sl, q.v.s.v. is).
H  B .T " asvin [S. .:",from :], s.f. The rst
Nakshatra or lunar mansion (consisting of three stars in
the head of Aries, and having the form of a horse's
head).
S ) B 0 as y, s.f. Detraction, calumny, slander;
malice; jealousy.
S  ) B T " aswkr, s.m. Withholding or refusal of
assent, disassent, denial.

A 4B ishl [inf. n. iv of 4B 'to become smooth or soft'],
s.m. Loosening, moving or producing action of (the
bowels), purging; an aperient.
S  4B 6 asahy, and H. 6 asah, adj. Without
help, assistance, or companions, friendless,
lonely, solitary;—s.m. One who has no assistant, helper,
or companion; one who is friendless.
H 64B 6A* asahajj [S. +µ, rt. 6O], adj. Intolerable,
insuerable, unbearable.
A 4B ashal, adj. compar. & superl. (of 4B sahl), More
easy; most easy.
S <4B 6 asahan, adj. Unenduring, unable to endure,
not bearing with, intolerant, impatient.
S  4B 6" asahanya, adj. Unbearable, insuerable,
intolerable.
S  4B µ asahya, adj.= 4B asahanya, q.v.
H B" as, T" ass = K asi, q.v.
H B T" ass [S. 8"], adj. Eighty.
H B say, sai [S. +8, rt. 8"], s.m. Resting-place,
seat, place; asylum, abode, retreat; receptacle; meaning,
intention; aim, scope; theme, subject.
P B sy, siy (cf. S. ./ ), s.m. A millstone; a mill:—
sy-sang, s.m. Millstone.
P  B syna, s.m. A whetstone.
P U B seb, s.m. Misfortune, trouble, calamity (especially
such as is the consequence of the shadow of a Jinn or
demon having fallen on one); harm, injury, damage,
hurt; apprehension, fear:—seb pahu n, To bring
trouble (upon); to injure, damage, hurt:—seb pahu n,
To suer harm, &c.; to be injured or hurt:—seb d rkarn, seb utrn, To remove or cure of disease, &c.
caused by the shadow of a Jinn or evil spirit; to expel an
evil spirit, to exorcise.
P % Bseb, s.m.f. One who is aicted, or in trouble or
calamity; one who is under the in uence of a Jinn or evil
spirit.
H 8 B "* usjn, = H &8 B "D usjhn, (Caus. of
8B usijn, q.v.), v.t. To boil, to cook by boiling or
simmering;—v.n. To be boiled, to be dressed or cooked

over a slow re (=usijn).
H &8 B "D usjhn, = H 8 B "* usjn, (Caus. of
8B usijn, q.v.), v.t. To boil, to cook by boiling or
simmering;—v.n. To be boiled, to be dressed or cooked
over a slow re (=usijn).
H : B " as  [+H. ", perf. part. of "; S. rt.
], adj. Not watered, not irrigated.
A  B asr, part. adj. Bound, tied, made captive;—s.m.

To bestow or pray for a blessing (upon), to invoke a
blessing (upon), to bless; to salute, greet; to make
obeisance (to)=asr-bd den.
H 0 B " uss [S. +8"3],
' s.m. Pillow, bolster;
cushion; head of a bed (=sirn).
H 0 B  asesar (corr. of the English), s.m. An
assessor, a jury-man.
H 0 B " assn, v.t.=ass-den, q.v.s.v. I B ass.

Prisoner, captive;—asr-i-b-o-gil, Bound or attached to
(one's) native soil.
H  B " usr [S. 8"], s.f. A grass, the fragrant roots

H Z B 3 asesh, ases [S. +¶3], adj. Without remainder;

of which are used for making ais, Andropogon
muricatum (syn. as- as).
H  B  user [S. T/, rt. T/], s.f. Remembering with

unlimited, unbounded, boundless.
P @ B sma, adj. Amazed, astonished, bewildered,

regret; grieving, pining or fretting (for), yearning
(after); grief, vexation, anxiety, solicitude (=auser):—user
karn (-k), To think (of) with regret; to grieve, pine or
fret (for); to be anxious (about); to be grieved, vexed or
displeased.
H   B " y asr-bd, = H   B " y sr-bd, [S.
.8+ , rt. ], s.m. Blessing, benediction; salutation,
greeting (=sir-bd):—asr-bd den (-ko), asr-bd karn, v.t.
To bestow a blessing (on), pronounce a benediction (on),
to bless; to salute, greet; to make obeisance to.
H   B " y sr-bd, = H   B " y asr-bd, [S.
.8+ , rt. ], s.m. Blessing, benediction; salutation,
greeting (=sir-bd):—asr-bd den (-ko), asr-bd karn, v.t.
To bestow a blessing (on), pronounce a benediction (on),
to bless; to salute, greet; to make obeisance to.
A P  Basr, s.f. Imprisonment, captivity.
H I B " ass, = H I B "/ ss, [S. .8, rt. 8],
s.f. Prayer; blessing, benediction; return of compliments
from a (Hind) superior; reward, prize:— ass-den (-ko),
To bestow or pray for a blessing (upon), to invoke a
blessing (upon), to bless; to salute, greet; to make
obeisance (to)=asr-bd den.
H I B "/ ss, = H I B " ass, [S. .8, rt. 8],
s.f. Prayer; blessing, benediction; return of compliments
from a (Hind) superior; reward, prize:— ass-den (-ko),

all, entire.
S @ B "/ asm, adj. Without limits or boundaries;

confused, confounded (e.g. sar-sma, bewildered in the
head, astounded).
S < B " sn, part adj. Seated, sitting.
H : B · as , adj.= : B as , q.v.
S  B   asev, s.f. = S  B   asevan, s.m.
Disregard, inattention, neglect, disobedience.
S  B   asevan, s.m. = S  B   asev, s.f.
Disregard, inattention, neglect, disobedience.
H  B   usewn, v.t.=  B usn, q.v.: cf. also ula n.
P D  sh (=S. 8. rt. Zend a = S. 8), s.f. Meat, victuals,
viands; soup, broth, gruel, pottage; paste, starch, size
(=mnd):—sh pakn (-k), To make a paste or jelly (of), to
beat to a jelly; to combine in a design (against), to
conspire or plot against:—sh-pulo, s.f. A pulo of
ground barley (given to sick persons):—sh-jau, s.m.
Barley-water, gruel:—sh-ml, s.m. Porridge-stick: pestle.
S D  8, u, adv. Quickly, speedily, swiftly, directly,
forthwith:—u-tosh, adj. Easily pleased or satised, soon
appeased.
S E  8 , s.f. Wish, desire, &c.= B s, q.v.:—bandh, s.m. Condence, trust, expectation; a spider's
web:—-bhang, s.m. Disappointment; despair;—adj.
Disappointed:—-prpt, adj. Possessed of a hoped-for
object;—s.m. One who has become so possessed, a
successful man:—-rahit, adj. Without hope, without
expectation; hopeless:—-hn, adj. Hopeless, destitute

of hope, despondent, despairing.
S E  3 ush, s.f. Morning light, dawn, daybreak,

ul m, The diusion of knowledge, &c.
P 1 E  shm [+rt. Zend sham;=S. /], part. act. Drinking,

morning; the wife of Aniruddha, son of Km-deva:— ushkl, s.m. The early morning, daybreak.
P A E  ishrat, s.f. = P ? E  ishra, s.m. [for A. { E , inf. n. iv
of  E 'to show or display' (a thing)], Sign, signal; beck,

drinker (used in comp. e.g. sharb-shm, 'wine-drinker').
S  E  8B ant (rt. sam), part. adj. Unappeased;

nod, wink, nudge, gesticulation; pointing to, indication,
trace, mark; allusion, hint, clue; insinuation, inuendo;
love-glances, ogling; dumb-show:—ishra karn, v.t. To
make a sign (with the hand, or head, &c., generally with
the words sir-se, &c. expressed); to beckon; to nod; to
wink; to nudge; to cast side glances; to point (to), to
indicate; to allude (to), refer (to); to signify (a desire or
wish for anything to be done), to direct by sign, &c.; to
hint, give the cue (to).
P ? E  ishra, s.m. = P A E  ishrat, s.f. [for A. { E , inf. n. iv
of  E 'to show or display' (a thing)], Sign, signal; beck,
nod, wink, nudge, gesticulation; pointing to, indication,
trace, mark; allusion, hint, clue; insinuation, inuendo;
love-glances, ogling; dumb-show:—ishra karn, v.t. To
make a sign (with the hand, or head, &c., generally with
the words sir-se, &c. expressed); to beckon; to nod; to
wink; to nudge; to cast side glances; to point (to), to
indicate; to allude (to), refer (to); to signify (a desire or
wish for anything to be done), to direct by sign, &c.; to
hint, give the cue (to).
H  E  3i ash h, = H  E  3i ash h, =S. 3©; see
 B as h, the com. form.
H  E  3i ash h, = H  E  3i ash h, =S. 3©; see
 B as h, the com. form.
S *B E  8k astra, = S )*B E  8k" astrya, adj.
Contrary to or inconsistent with the rules of science or
of law; unlawful, illegal, irregular, inconsistent;
unscriptural, heterodox, erroneous.
S )*B E  8k" astrya, = S *B E  8k astra, adj.
Contrary to or inconsistent with the rules of science or
of law; unlawful, illegal, irregular, inconsistent;
unscriptural, heterodox, erroneous.
P m E  ishat [for A. ~m E , inf. n. iv of b E 'to be spread'],
s.f. Spreading; spread, diusion, propagation:—ishat-i-

unresigned, restless, anxious, disquieted, fearful,
apprehensive.
S  E  8.B anti, s.f. Restlessness, anxiety.
S  E  8  vn, adj. Hopeful; desiring; expecting;
dependent;—s.m. (f. vat), A candidate (=ummedwr),
expectant; dependent.
H  E 8 " avar =  Basvar, q.v.
H  E  8 B avant, adj.= E  ant, q.v.
H  E  8 
( avant, = H  E  8 B vant, adj. &
s.m.= E  -vn, q.v.
H  E  8 B vant, = H  E  8 
( avant, adj. &
s.m.= E  -vn, q.v.
A  %E  ashb, s.m. pl. (of %E shaba), Bodies, objects.
S &%E  8,# aubh, adj. Unlucky, inauspicious,
unpropitious, unfavourable; unfortunate; evil, bad;
unbecoming, inelegant;—s.m. Inauspiciousness;
unhappiness; unfavourableness; misfortune, calamity,
evil; distress.
P ? *E  shtwa,  *E  shtw = + *_ ftba, q.v.
A ? %*E  ishtibh [inf. n. viii of %E 'to assimilate,' &c.], s.m.
Doubt (=shubha), suspicion; ambiguity; scruple;—likening;
comparison.
A  %*E  ishtibh, adj. Doubtful, suspicious; ambiguous.
A + *E  ishtidd [inf. n. viii of + E 'to make hard, rm,' &c.],
s.m. Conrming, strengthening, increasing in violence.
P *E  ushtur [Pehl. ustar, Zend ustra, S. 9¸], s.m. A camel
(=*E shutur, the com. form).
A *E  ishtir [inf. n. viii of E 'to buy; to sell'], s.m.
Buying; selling; commerce.
A *E  ishtirk [inf. n. viii of E 'to share'], s.m.
Partnership, fellowship (=shirkat and sjh), participation,
communion;—(in lexicology) the being homonymous;
homonymy.
A P *E  ishtl [inf. n. viii of P E 'to burn'], s.m. Burning,
blazing; in aming; lighting a re or candle;—fomenting,

instigating a quarrel.
P (! P *E  ishtlak (i.e. ishtl+dim. a. ak), s.f. A small
ame; a quarrel:—ishtlak den, v.t. To foment
(quarrels); to incite to bad actions; to abet.
A  *E  ishtigl [inf. n. viii of  E 'to busy, to occupy'], s.m.
Occupation, employment (=shugl), business, study.
A G Q *E  ishtiqq [inf. n. viii of HE 'to cleave, split'], s.m.
Derivation, etymology.
P 2 #*E  ushtulum, s.m. Fierceness, violence, taking
anything by force, injustice; celerity;—adj. Firm.
A @ *E  ishtiml [inf. n. viii of @ E 'to include'], s.m.
Comprehension, containing.
A 4*E  ishth [inf. n. viii of 4E 'To be pleasant'], s.f.
Desire, appetite, longing; hunger.
A  4*E  ishthr [inf. n. viii of 4E 'to make public'], s.m.
Publication, divulging; publicity, public notice;
notication, announcement, advertisement,
proclamation, declaration, notice, placard, poster; fame,
rumour, report, renown:—ishthr den (-ko), To give
publicity (to), to notify, announce; to promulgate; to give
notice; to publish, proclaim:—ishthr karn, v.t. To
publish, proclaim; to divulge:—ishthr-nma, s.m.
Advertisement, hand-bill, placard, &c.=ishthr.
A  4*E ishthr, s.m. Lit. 'One who is advertised'; a
person who has absconded.
P *E  sht [Pehl. shtis, shtia, Zend khsti, rt. t = S. TR],
s.f. Peace, concord, reconciliation, agreement,
accommodation, convention, confederacy; amour,
intrigue:—sht karn (-se), To make peace (with); to
league (with), &c.
A G *E  ishtiyq [inf. n. viii of G E 'to excite desire'], s.m.
Desire, strong inclination, longing, craving, yearning;
love, fondness:—ishtiyq hon (-k), To be eagerly
desirous (of); to long (for); to yearn (after); &c.
S D  9 asha, adj. Eight (=H. h):—ashng (S. ashan
+anga), s.m. Eight parts of the body with which very
profound obeisance is performed (viz. the hands, thighs,
breast, eyes, and forehead);—adj. With, or consisting of,
eight members or parts:—ashng-pram (ashngparnm), s.m. Prostration in adoration or salutation by
which the ground is touched with the eight principal

parts of the body:—asha-bhuj, adj. Possessed of, or
having, eight arms:—asha-prahar (=ho pahar), ashajm, adv. Through the eight watches, night and day,
always, incessantly:—asha-dhtu, s.m. The eight metals;
bell-metal, mixed metal (=azhdht):—asha-dht, s.m.
Anything consisting of a combination of the eight
metals:—asha-dhtja, asha-dhv, s.f. A compound of the
eight metals, &c. (=asha-dhtu):—asha-siddhi, s.m. The
eight siddhis or superior beings, personications of the
powers and laws of nature: (when those powers are
subjected to the will by holiness and austerity, whatever
the fancy desires may, it is said, be obtained; even
universal sovereignty may be acquired and implicit
obedience to any command enforced; the magnitude or
weight of the body may be increased or diminished at
will, or the body transferred in an instant to any part of
the universe):—asha-lok, s.m. The eight worlds:—ashalok-pl, s.m. Lord of the eight worlds:—asha-mangal, s.m.
A norse with a white face, tail, breast, and hoofs; a
collection of eight lucky things to be assembled on
certain occasions (as a lion, a bull, an elephant, a waterjar, a fan, a ag, a trumpet and a lamp; or a Brahman, a
cow, re, gold, ghee, the sun, water, and a king).
H D  .9 ashi = D ashh, q.v.
S D  9 isha, ish, part. adj. Desired, wished for;
approved; cherished, beloved; reverenced, worshipped;—
s.m. An object of desire, love or reverence; a god, deity;
a beloved person; one chosen or favoured of a god or
goddess; faith, trust, love:—isha-bindu, s.m. (In Geom.) A
given point:—isha-deva, s.m. One's own chosen deity.
S D  .9 ishi, s.f. Sacricing, sacrice; sacricial pile.
H JD  9/ ishm, s.m. & adj. Stamp. (See JK ism.)
S  D  9 ishat, s.f. Desirableness; belovedness;
respect, reverence.
S '  D  9 ishatar (compar. of isha), adj. More desired,
dearer, more loved.
S , D  9/ ishatam (superl. of isha), adj. Most desired,
best beloved, dearest.
S ' D  9¸ ushra, s.m. Camel (=H.
shutur).

h; P. ushtur and

S D  9 ashaka, s.m. One eighth;—adj. Eight-fold.
S ,D  9/ asham, adj. Eighth;—s.m. An eighth.
S -D  9/" asham, s.f. The eighth day (night) in a
(lunar) half-month. (See janam-asham.)
A  8E  ashjr, s.m. pl. (of 8E shajar), Trees.
A b 8E  ashja, adj. compar. & superl. (of . 8E shuj),
Braver; bravest; more, or most, valiant; brave, valiant.
H 9E  8, au (=S. 8,., rt. 8,) =9B asu , q.v.
H 9E  8, au = V E  ao , q.v.
H 5:E  ¹*'  arj, = S ):E  ¹'  arya, s.m. Matter of
wonder; wonder, amazement, astonishment, surprise;—
adj. Astonishing, wonderful:— arya (or  arj) karn, v.t.
To be astonished or surprised, to marvel.
S ):E  ¹'  arya, = H 5:E  ¹*'  arj, s.m. Matter of
wonder; wonder, amazement, astonishment, surprise;—
adj. Astonishing, wonderful:— arya (or  arj) karn, v.t.
To be astonished or surprised, to marvel.
S ):E  ¹ s aryit, part. adj. Astonished, amazed,
astounded.
S *):E  ¹
'  aryat, s.f. Wonderfulness, wonder,
astonishment.
S  @ ):E  ¹/
'
 aryamn, = S  ):E  ¹' 
 aryavn, = S  ):E  ¹' B  aryavant, adj.
Astonishing, wonderful; extraordinary;—s.m. A
wonderful person, a prodigy.
S  ):E  ¹'   aryavn, = S  @ ):E  ¹/
'
 aryamn, = S  ):E  ¹' B  aryavant, adj.
Astonishing, wonderful; extraordinary;—s.m. A
wonderful person, a prodigy.
S  ):E  ¹' B  aryavant, = S  @ ):E  ¹/
'
 aryamn, = S  ):E  ¹'   aryavn, adj.
Astonishing, wonderful; extraordinary;—s.m. A
wonderful person, a prodigy.
A F >E  ash , s.m. pl. (of v>E sha ), Persons, people.
A + E  ashadd, adj. compar. & superl. (of + )+ E shadd), More
vehement; most vehement; very violent or severe;
severe, violent, excessive.
S + E  8,- auddh, adj. Impure; corrupt (as language or

style); erroneous, inaccurate, incorrect, wrong.
S *+ E  8,- auddhat, s.f. Uncleanness, impurity;
inaccuracy, incorrectness, error.
H + E  8,.- auddhiy [suddh+iy = S. ], s.m. One
who speaks, reads, or writes inaccurately.
A E  asharr, adj. compar. & superl. (of )E sharr), More,
most, or very wicked or vicious; most malignant; wicked,
vicious, malignant; atrocious.
S E  Y ara, Y, aru, s.m. A tear (=asru, q.v.)
H E  Y r [S. Yt], s.m. Plea, excuse; deceit, fraud,
cheating, circumvention;—abode, retreat, &c.=B sr,
q.v.
A A E  ashrbt (for sharbt), s.f. pl. Drinks prohibited by
the Moammadan law, such as wines, &c. (see sharb).
A E  ashrr (pl. of )E sharr), adj. & s.m. Wicked,
wretched, criminal, seditious;—the wicked, &c.
A eE  ashrf, s.m. pl. (of g)E sharf), Nobles, noblemen,
grandees, persons of high extraction, gentlemen,
gentlefolk; honourable men; (in Rohilkhand, Oude, and
Benares) a class of cultivators who claim certain
privileges;—adj. Well-born, of good family, noble; gentle,
meek, mild; rened, courteous, urbane.
S _E  ashrfat (abst. subst. from ashrf, and=A. sharfat,
q.v.), s.f. Nobility, nobleness; gentleness, aability,
urbanity, civility, courtesy, good-breeding, politeness.
A GE  ishrq [inf. n. iv of GE 'to rise, shine' (the sun,
&c.)], s.m. Rising (of the sun), sun-rise, morning;
splendour, lustre, beauty.
A iE  ishrq, adj. Of or pertaining to sunrise, morning;
Eastern, oriental; having the splendour of the East:—
ishrq namz (=namz-i-ishrq), s.m. Morning prayer.
A E  ishrk [inf. n. iv of E 'to share'], s.m.
Participating; entering into partnership.
S AE  .Y rit = AB srit, q.v.
S E  Y- araddh, s.f.= B asraddh, q.v.
S  E  Y-< araddheya, part. adj. Not to be believed,
incredible.
A eE  ashraf, adj. compar. & superl. (of g)E sharf),
Nobler; noblest; most eminent;—s.m. A person of noble
birth, nobleman; gentleman:—ashraful-ma l qt, The

noblest or most excellent of created things, mankind:—
ashrafun-ns, Noblest of men.
P _E  ashraf, incor. asharf (said to be so called from
Ashraf, the king in whose reign the coin obtained
currency), s.f. Name of a gold coin, a gold-mohar; (the
value of a Calcutta gold-mohar is about 16 rupees).
S 1 E  Y/ ram, s.m.=1 B sram, q.v.
H

a E  8/0! iar-m l [S. :+/0!], s.m.= a LB ispar-

m l, q.v.
S a E Y/" ram, adj.=a Bsram, q.v.
S E  84 aaran, adj.=B asara, q.v.
H E  Y0 ar , s.m.=E  aru, ara, q.v.
S E Y ray, s.m.=B sr, q.v.
H )E  Yh rait, s.m.=)B srait, q.v.
S )E 8"" aarr, adj. Incorporeal; unembodied.
S IE  .8 is, s.f.=I B ass, q.v.
S IE  3 ushas, s.f.= E  ush, q.v.
S ZE  .89 aisha, part. adj.=ZB asishta, q.v.
A  P E  ashr, s.m. pl. (of P E sher), Verses, poems.
A P E  asha, s.f. pl. (of . P E sh, rt. bC E ), Rays of light.
A  E  ashgl, s.m. pl. (of  E shagl), Occupations,
employments, labours, cares.
H 3 E  ushgul
 [A. !  E  ushg  la, rt.  E ], s.m. Lit. 'That with
which one is diverted'; tale, story, fable; ction,
fabrication, lie.
A G h E  ashfq, s.m. pl. (of Hh E shafaq), Kindnesses, favours.
A G h E  ishfq [inf. n. iv of Hh E ], s.m. Tenderness,
compassion (=shafaqat).
P J*h E shuftag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Distraction,
perturbation, uneasiness; misery.
P *h E  shufta [perf. part. of shuftan; +rt. Zend. khshub =
S. kshub], part. adj. Distracted, disturbed, distressed;
disordered; uneasy, wretched, miserable; enamoured,
deeply in love:—shufta-l, adj. Distressed in condition,
embarrassed; distracted, &c. (=shufta):—shufta-l, s.f.
Distress of condition, embarrassment; state of
distraction, wretchedness, &c.:—shufta- tir, shufta-dil,
adj. Distressed or aicted in mind, disquieted, uneasy:—
shufta-damg, shufta-sar, s.f. Distraction of mind, or of

the senses, derangement of the mind, madness:—
shufta-zulf, shufta-m , adj. With disordered or
dishevelled hair; shaggy:—shufta-tab, shufta-damg, 
shufta-sar, adj. Distracted in mind, head or brain:—
shufta-tab,
 s.f.=shufta-damg.
P HE  ushaq, s. Gum ammoniac, galbanum.
A Q E  ashqiy, s.m. pl. (of Q E shaq), Thieves, malefactors.
P (E  ashk (=S. Y,), s.m. A tear; tears;—ashk-afshn, ashkbr, part. act. Shedding tears, weeping, mourning:—ashkbr, s.f. Weeping.
P  E  shkr, = P ? E  shkra, [Pehl. ashkrak, Zend ka; cf.
gh], adj. Apparent, manifest, clear, plain, open, public,
known, revealed:—shkra karn, v.t. To make manifest,
clear or plain, to explain; to unfold, to make known; to
reveal; to declare, disclose, divulge; to make public; to
expose:—shkra hon, v.n. To be made known, be
revealed; to be unfolded; to become public; to be
exposed.
P ? E  shkra, = P  E  shkr, [Pehl. ashkrak, Zend ka; cf.
gh], adj. Apparent, manifest, clear, plain, open, public,
known, revealed:—shkra karn, v.t. To make manifest,
clear or plain, to explain; to unfold, to make known; to
reveal; to declare, disclose, divulge; to make public; to
expose:—shkra hon, v.n. To be made known, be
revealed; to be unfolded; to become public; to be
exposed.
H (E  8 aak = E  aakta, q.v.
A E  ashkl, s.f. pl. (of E shakl), Forms, gures, shapes,
appearances, semblances.
A E  ishkl [inf. n. iv of E 'to become dubious'],
Ambiguity, diculty, suspicion, painfulness.
H ! E  ishkln (from ishkl), v.t. To excite suspicion; to
deceive, tempt, delude, to wheedle.
A P ! E ishkl, s.m. One who excites doubts or
diculties.
S E  8= aakta, adj. Unable, incompetent, powerless,
helpless.
S E  8.= aakti, s.f. Inability, incapability, impotence,
weakness, helplessness.
S E  8= akta, adj.=B sakt, q.v.

S E  8.= akti, s.f.=B sakti, q.v.

A 1 @ E  ishmm [inf. n. iv of 2C E 'to smell'], s.m. Diusing

S E  .8.d aikshit, part. adj. Untaught, illiterate,

odour, shedding perfume; (Gram.) giving to a quiescent
consonant a slight sound or smack of amma or kasra, but
so as not to lengthen the syllable or make an
additionable syllable, as in esh.
S @ E T/" amar, s.f. Strangury, stone or gravel (the

ignorant.
S <E  8j aakun, s.m.=<JB asagun, q.v.
S E 8j" aakun, adj. Boding ill-luck, inauspicious,
portentous;—s.m. An ill-omen.
S + E  8= aakya, adj. Impracticable, impossible.
asagun, q.v.
H  JE  8$0 aag n, = H <JE  8$, aagun, s.m.=<JB

disease).
A @ E  ashmal, adj. compar. & superl. (of a E shmil),
More, most, or very comprehensive; more perfect; most
perfect or complete; surpassing, transcendent.
S <E  8 aan, = S <E  8 an, see <B asan or <B san

asagun, q.v.
H  JE  8$0" aag n, adj.=E aakun, q.v.

(the tree so called).
S <E  8 an, = S <E  8 aan, see <B asan or <B san

A E  ashall (rt. CE ), adj. Having a disjointed, withered or
paralytic hand.
H  #E  !5 alok, !5 ilok [S. !5], s.m. Verse,

(the tree so called).
S <E  l4 usha, s.m. Heat, warmth; the hot season;—adj.

H <JE  8$, aagun, = H  JE  8$0 aag n, s.m.=<JB

stanza; couplet, distich, poetry; hymn of praise;
panegyric:—alok-kah, s.f. A present from the female
relatives of the bride to the bridegroom for reciting
some verses called han (syn. gazal-pa
hw).

S Z #E  p3 lesh, vulg. alesh, s.m. Embracing,
embrace, intwining; intimate connection.
S  #E  p3 alesh, = H & #E  pL alekh, s.m. (f. in
Sanskrit), The ninth Nakshatra or lunar mansion—ve
stars near the southern claw of Cancer.
H & #E  pL alekh, = S  #E  p3 alesh, s.m. (f. in
Sanskrit), The ninth Nakshatra or lunar mansion—ve
stars near the southern claw of Cancer.
S 2 E  l/ ushma, s.m. = S @ E  l/ ushm, s.f. Heat;
warmth of temper, anger;—ushma, adj. Hot:—ushma-ja,
s.m. Lit. 'Heat-born'; any animal generated by heat (as
gnats, ies, insects in a dunghill, &c.):—ushma-kl, s.m.
The hot season, summer.
S @ E  l/ ushm, s.f. = S 2 E  l/ ushma, s.m. Heat;
warmth of temper, anger;—ushma, adj. Hot:—ushma-ja,
s.m. Lit. 'Heat-born'; any animal generated by heat (as
gnats, ies, insects in a dunghill, &c.):—ushma-kl, s.m.
The hot season, summer.
S *@ E  l/ ushmat, s.f. Heat, warmth (=ushat).

Hot, warm; pungent, acrid.
P E  shn, s. com. gend. Acquaintance; friend; associate;
intimate friend, familiar; lover, sweetheart; paramour;
mistress, concubine;—adj. Acquainted (with, -se),
knowing, known; attached (to), fond (of):—shn-parast,
adj. Friendly, attentive to friends, sociable,
obliging:—shn-r , s.m.f. An apparent or outward friend:
—shn hon, v.n. To become very friendly; to become
tame or domesticated (an animal; syn. hil-jn).
H  E   ann [S. ´, rt. ´], s.m. Bathing, ablution,
purication; (also written asnn):—ann-dhyn, s.m.
Bathing and religious meditation, daily worship (of a
Hind).
P $ E  shn, s.f. Acquaintance, friendship, intimacy,
familiarity; connection, relationship; connection by
marriage; illicit love, carnal intercourse:—shn paid
karn, shn karn (-se), To make acquaintance (with),
make friends (with), strike up a friendship (with); to
form an attachment or an intimacy (with); to form an
unlawful attachment or connection (with):—ashn lagn,
shn hon, v.n. To become friends (with), become
intimate (with), to be united in friendship (with).
P  ) E  shnyna, adv. In a friendly manner; through
friendship; like a friend.
S *E  l4 ushat, s.f. Heat, warmth (=usha).

S (E  8( aanka, adj.=(B asank, q.v.

A  4E  ishhd [inf. n. iv of + 4E 'to give evidence'], s.m.

S E  8( ank, s.f.= B sank, q.v.

Taking to witness; adducing as evidence, bringing proof.
A U4E  ashhab, adj. Grey, ash-coloured; of a black and

H E  3B ushann, v.n.= B usann, q.v.
S Z E  l4"3 ushnsh, s.m. Turban; diadem.
S E  : awa, s.m. Horse (=P. asp):—awr h (awa
+r ha), s.m. Lit. Mounted on horseback'; a horseman:—
awa-pati, s.m. Lit. 'Lord or master of horses'; a
horseman; a person of rank attended by horsemen:—
awa-rakshak, s.m. Horse-keeper, groom:—awa-l, s.f.
Stable:—awa-gandh, s.f. The plant Physalis exuosa
(=asgandh, q.v.):—awa-medh, s.m. The actual or
emblematic sacrice of a horse (this sacrice is held to
be one of the highest order, and when performed a
hundred times it entitles the sacricer to the dominion
of swarga or Paradise):—awa-vra, s.m. Horseman,
trooper (=aswr):—awa-yuj, s.f. The rst lunar mansion.
S E  .8 aiv, adj.= B asiv, q.v.
S  E  : aw (fem. of awa), s.f. A mare.
S K E  : ws, s.m.=K B sws, q.v.
P

E  shob, sh b [+rt. Zend khshub = S. d,#] , s.m.

Tumult, clamour; storm, tempest; terror; misfortune;
in ammation of the eyes; an impostor;—part. adj. (used
in comp.) exciting.
S & E  85# aobh, s.f.= & B asobh, q.v.

white colour.
A + 4E  ashhadu (1st pers. sing. aor. of + 4E ), I bear witness,
I testify, I declare.
A 4E  ashhar, adj. compar. & superl. (of  4E shahr =
mashh r), More, and most, apparent, notorious,
celebrated, &c.; better, and best, known.
S E 8 ay, s.m.=Bsay, q.v.
A E  ashy, s.f. pl. (of E shai), Things, eects, chattels.
P  E  shiyn, = P  E  shiyna, [Zend +shayana, rt. khshi =
S. .d], s.m. Nest (of a bird, &c.).
P  E  shiyna, = P  E  shiyn, [Zend +shayana, rt. khshi =
S. .d], s.m. Nest (of a bird, &c.).
S  E  8" ur, s.f.= B usr, q.v.
H   E  8" y r-bd, = H <:  E  8" 
' r-ba an,
s.m. Blessing, &c.=  B asr-bd, q.v.
H <:  E  8" 
' r-ba an, = H   E  8" y r-bd,
s.m. Blessing, &c.=  B asr-bd, q.v.
H I E  8" as, = H I E  8 s, s.f.=IE  is, q.v.:—
smay, adj. Blessed; abounding in blessing.
H I E  8 s, = H I E  8" as, s.f.=IE  is, q.v.:—

S &Y E  :;R avattha, s.m.=&Y B aswattha, q.v.

smay, adj. Blessed; abounding in blessing.
S I E  ¶3 aesh, = H & E  ¶L aekh, adj.=Z B asesh, q.v.

S V E  85 ao , s.m. Absence of care, &c.=V B aso , q.v.

H & E  ¶L aekh, = S I E  ¶3 aesh, adj.=Z B asesh, q.v.

S V E  8M aau , s.m. Impurity, &c.=V B asau , q.v.

S  E  8"! al, adj. Ill-behaved; bad-natured.

S  E  85 aok, s.m. & adj.= B asok and asog, q.v. The

A p f agir, adj. pl. (of  f agar),
 Small, little; mean,
contemptible; poor.
A ! f alat (inf. n. of f 'to be rm'), s.f. Firmness, the
being well-rooted; genuineness; integrity; constancy;
solidity of judgment; essentiality; nobleness.
A *-! f alata (acc. of alat), adv. Originally, radically;
rmly; entirely; absolutely; in proper person, personally
(opp. of wiklata).
A cf ab, s.m. pl. (of U f ib), Lords, masters,
possessors; grandees; companions, disciples (of
Moammad), apostles, friends:— ab-i-ilm, s.m.
Learned men, the learned:—ab-i-kibr, The great

tree Jonesia aoka:—aoksham (aoka+asham), s.m. The
eighth day in the rst half of the month !ait (AprilMay), when a festival in honour of Vinu is observed,
part of the ceremonial of which consists in drinking
water with the buds of Asoka in it.
S  E  .: win, s.m. The sixth Hind month (Sept.Oct.?)=<B sin, q.v.
S  E .:" avin, s.f.=  Baswin, q.v.
A  4E  ashhd, s.m. pl. (of +  E shhid), Witnesses, eyewitnesses.

companions (of Moammad), the four Khalifs
immediately succeeding Moammad:—ab-i-guzn, The
chosen companions (of the Prophet)=ab-i-kibr:—
ab-i-kahf, The companions of the Cave, the Seven
Sleepers (famed in Oriental romance).
A + f idr [inf. n. iv of + f 'to issue or proceed' (from)],
s.m. Producing, issuing, causing to emanate; appearing.
A f irr [inf. n. iv of Cf 'to make a prolonged sound,'
&c.], s.m. Persevering; persisting (in); perseverance;
obstinacy.
A ef irf [inf. n. iv of ef 'to turn'; to exchange; to
expend'], s.m. Expenditure; waste, extravagance,
prodigality:—isrf karn, v.t. To expend; to squander,
waste, dissipate, &c.
A S %Nf itibg
n. viii of T %f 'to dye; to dip], s.m.
 [inf.

Dyeing, staining; dipping, immersion, baptism
(=baptizma).
A %Nf itabal,
atabal,
s.m. A stable (see %NB istabal).



s.f. An astrolabe (see "NB usturlb).
A "Nf uturlb,


A 3Nf itil
 [inf. n. viii of #f 'to be good, suitable,
agreeable,' &c.], s.f. Phrase, phraseology, idiom, usage;
accepted signication, conventional meaning;
conventional term, technical term.
A A 3Nf itilt,
s.f. pl. (of itil),
Phrases, idioms;


conventional terms, technicalities.
A 3Nfitil,
adj. Phraseological, idiomatic;

conventional, technical:—itil
 man, s.f. The
conventional or secondary meaning.
A  f agar,
 adj. compar. & superl. (of   f agr),
 Less,
least, smallest; very little;—the minor term in a logical
proposition.
A gf aaf, s.m. The caper tree, Capparis spinosa.
A gf af, prop. n.m. Áaf:—Áaf-bin-bar iya (or simply
Áaf), The name of a man said to have been Solomon's
vazr:—Áafu-d-daula, The Áaf of the state (a title
generally given to a vazr):—af-re, adj. Prudent as Áaf.
A  h f afr, s.m. pl. (of h f ifr), Ciphers.
A h f afar, adj. Yellow; saron-coloured.
P  4h f ifahn, prop. n.= 4h B isfahn, q.v.
A h f ay, s.m. pl. (of h f), The pure, the just. the holy;
saints.

A f al, s.f. Bottom, root, origin, base, foundation;
original, source; an essential, a fundamental principle;
essence; element, principle; chief thing, main point,
original or old state or condition; original or primary
signication; original copy (of a work or document); a
radical letter (as distinguished from an augmentative);
reality, fact, truth; race, stock, lineage; a man of good
stock, a thorough-bred gentleman; capital, stock-intrade, principal;—adj. Radical, original, fundamental,
&c.=al, q.v.:—al ma-s d, Principal and interest:—al-man a, s.f. A postulate:—al-me , adv. (=dar al), In fact,
in eect, in reality, really, actually; positively, absolutely:
—al-nm, s.m. Real name (in contr. to urf or alias):—al
naf, s.m. Real or clear gain, net prot:—al-o-far, s.f.
Root and branch; cause and eect:—al gh hai, The fact
of the matter is this, &c.
A 3f ala, al (acc. of al), adv. Ever, at any time, at all;
by any means; in the least; absolutely; entirely, wholly,
altogether:—ala-mutlaqa
(with neg.), adv. By no

means, absolutely never.
A 3f il [inf. n. iv of #f 'to be good,' &c.], s.f.
Correction, improvement, amendment, emendation,
adjustment; revision;—dressing or trimming the beard;
the hair on the chin:—il bann or ban-den, To trim
or dress the beard; to shave the chin:—il-par, adj.
Capable of correction or remedy, remediable:—il-par
hon, To be remediable; to be or become corrected:—il
den, v.t. To correct, amend, improve, rectify, reform,
cure; to correct or improve penmanship or composition:
—il karn, v.t.=il den:—il len (-se), To be
corrected (by); to have (a thing, especially writing or
composition) corrected (by).
A #f ala, adj. compar. & superl. (of ! f lh), Better;
best; most correct; most advisable.
H  #f alo , adv.=3f ala, q.v.
A #f al, Radical, fundamental, primitive, primary,
original; essential, elementary; intrinsic, inherent,
innate, natural, real, true, genuine, unaected; native,
own, individual; pure, unalloyed; of good stock or breed;
material, important, principal, capital (cf. al and al):—
al zamn, s.f. Original land, exclusive of subsequent
additions, as from alluvial deposits:—al qmat, s.f.

Original value or price; real value:—al go , s.m. The
original or chief village, of which other villages are the
oshoots, and that on which the revenue was originally
assessed.
A  #f alyat, s.f. Originality, essentiality, reality,
genuineness, pureness, nobleness.
A 2 f aamm, adj. Deaf; (in Arith.) surd (opp. of muntiq;

'to injure'], Violence, compulsion, constraint; agitation,
perturbation; despair, the last extremity.
A P N|it irr,
s.f. = A N| it irr,

 s.m. [inf. n. viii of C|
'to injure'], Violence, compulsion, constraint; agitation,
perturbation; despair, the last extremity.
A e P | af, adj. pl. (of gP | f), Double.
A e P | if [inf. n. iv of gP | 'to exceed'], s.m. Doubling,

e.g. jar-i-aamm, 'the square root of a surd').
A e f anf, s.f. pl. (of gf inf), Sorts, kinds, varieties.

duplication.
A gP | aaf, adj. compar. & superl. (of g P | aif), More,

A A f awt, s.f. pl. (of A f aut), Sounds, voices, noises;

or most, powerless or helpless; very weak; very helpless.
A .3| al, s.f. Ribs; sides (of a gure); districts,
divisions (of land); convexities; arches.
A m O itat
 [inf. n. iv of . O 'to be or become
submissive'], s.f. Obedience, submission, subjection,
subordination, fealty, allegiance; observance; reverence,
worship, homage; obsequiousness:—itat
 karn (-k), To
obey, do the bidding (of); to submit (to); to observe; to
comply (with); to serve, pay homage (to); to worship.
P H ! O atlq,
 s.m.=H ! Y atlq, q.v.
A %O atibb,
s.m. pl. (of U %O tabb),
Physicians.


A eO atrf,
used as a sing.—
 s.f. pl. (of eO taraf),—but


interjections.
A f u l, s.f. m.(?) pl. (of al), Roots, fundamentals,
essentials, elements, rst principles; causes, general or
universal laws; doctrines, tenets; breeding, manners;—a
musical mode or tone:—u l-o-furo, s.f. Roots and
branches; causes and eects.
A  4f ahr, s.m.f. pl. (of 4f hr), Relations by marriage
(within the prohibited degrees).
A  f al, adj. Of good stock, lineage or pedigree, of good
family, well-born, noble; of pure breed; game (cock);
gentle, free from vice; high-spirited;—s.f. A maidservant who is free (in contr. to laun a 'purchased
slave').
P _ | ifat [for A. ~_ |, inf. n. iv of g | 'to incline' (to)],
s.f. Lit. 'the annexation'; (in Gram.), prexing a noun to
a noun, so that the former governs the latter in the
genitive case (e.g. gulm-i-Zaid,
'the slave of Zaid'); the

connection of a noun so prexed with its complement;
the short vowel kasra between two nouns in the
formation of the genitive case, or on the addition of an
adjective; addition, adjunct, &c.=ifa, q.v.
P _ | ifa (=ifat), s.m. Addition, annexation; increase,
augmentation; increment, adjunct; accretion; surplus,
excess; attribute; allowance, scholarship:—ifa karn, v.t.
To augment, increase.
A N| it irb
 [inf. n. viii of | 'to beat'], s.m. Agitation,
perturbation, restlessness, distraction, anxiety, anguish,
trouble, chagrin; precipitation; urry.
A P  N| it irb,
s.f. Agitation; hurry, impatience,

precipitation.
s.f. [inf. n. viii of C|
A N| it irr,

 s.m. = A P N|it irr,

Extremities, ends, sides, skirts, connes, environs,
limits, boundaries; outlying districts, districts;—adj.
Limiting, extreme:—atrf-i-shahr,
s.f. Environs of a city or

town, suburbs.
A P _O atrf,
 adj. Extreme, outer, outlying, limitary,
limiting, &c.:—atrf
 rawann, s.m. A pass for the transit of
dutiable goods beyond the limits of the custom stations.
= H _ O itr-fal,
s.m.=&L)Y itr-phal, q.v.
H &L)O itr-phal,


H _ O itr-fal,
= H &L)O itr-phal,
s.m.=&L)Y itr-phal, q.v.


A @ P O atma,
s.m.
pl.
(of
1
P
O
t
am),
Meats, viands,


victuals.
A h O itf [inf. n. iv of  h O 'to become extinguished' (re)],
s.m. Extinction or quenching (of re).
A h O atfl,
 s.m. pl. (of h O), Children, ospring, family.
A .3O ittil
  [inf. n. viii of b #O 'to rise, ascend, appear'],
s.f. Manifesting, declaring; announcement, notice,
information, intimation, advice, notication; knowledge,
cognizance, insight, acquaintance:—ittil
  karn (se), To
inform or apprize (of), acquaint (with); to report; to
announce, notify; to intimate; to make known; to refer

(to); to direct:—ittil-mand,
adj. Acquainted (with),

apprized (of), informed (of):—ittil-nma,
s.m. A written

notication or declaration, written notice; a summons or
citation:—ittil
  hon (-par), To be known (to); to come to
the knowledge or cognizance (of):—ittil-yb,
s.f.

Receipt or acknowledgment of a notication, notice, or
intimation, &c.
A m-3O ittila,
vulg. itla
(acc. of ittil),
adv. By way of



announcement or intimation; for information.
A P m3Oittil,
  adj. That gives intimation or information;
for the purpose of announcing, apprising, or giving
notice.
A G3O itlq
 [inf. n. iv of H#O 'to become loosed'], s.m.
Loosing, setting at liberty; divorcing, repudiating;
disengagedness, freedom; application, reference;
rendering absolute or universal:—itlq
 rakhn (-se), To be
separate (from), to be independent (of); to correspond
(with), to be applicable (to);—itlq
 karn (-par), To apply
(to); to use (a word or phrase in a certain sense).
A I#O atlas,
 s.m. f. (?), Satin.
A 0#Oatlas,
 adj. Of satin; made of satin; like satin.
A . @ O itm
 [inf. n. iv of b @ O 'to covet'], s.m. Strong
desire, longing, covetousness.
A   @ O itmnn
[inf. n. iv of  @ O 'to be or become at rest'],

s.m. Quiet, rest, repose, calm, peace, tranquillity,
composure; content, satisfaction; security; assurance,
condence, reliance, trust; surety, guarantee:—itmnn

karn, v.t. To trust (in), rely (on), feel assured (of); to
believe (in), to credit:—itmnn-ke
liq, adj. Trustworthy,

reliable; satisfactory; sure:—itmnn
hon (-ko), To feel

reassured, feel at ease; to be satised.
A O atnb,
Tent-ropes.
 s.f. pl. (of UO tunub),

Manners, modes,
A  O atwr,

 s.m. pl. (of  O taur),
methods; ways, behaviour, practice, habits, conduct,
deportment; dealings, mode of business.
A O atwal,
 adj. compar. & superl. (of O t  l), Longer;
longest; very long; prolix.
A  4O athr,
 adj. pl. (of  O), Pure, chaste;—s.m. The pure.
A  4O ithr
 [inf. n. iv of 4O 'to become pure'], s.m.
Purifying; purication.
A 2 # azlam,
More,
 adj. compar. & superl. (of 2 !  z lim),


most, or very unjust, tyrannical or oppressive, &c.
A  4 izhr
 [inf. n. iv of 4 'to appear, be manifest,' &c.],
s.m. Manifestation, revelation, disclosure,
demonstration, publication, display, declaration;
statement, declaration in a court of justice or before
police ocers; information; examination of a witness,
deposition, evidence, written testimony:—izhr-i-ta
r,

s.m. Deposition in writing; written testimony (opp. of
izhr-i-zabn):—iz
hr

 den, v.t. To give publicity (to); to
make a deposition; to depose, testify, give evidence, bear
witness (to):—izhr
 salm, s.m. A complimentary (but
illegal) fee paid to the writer of a deposition:—izhr-i
qn n, s.m. Legal declaration; statement conformable to
law:—izhr
 karn, v.t. To disclose, reveal, expose; to
publish, make known, notify; to declare, arm; to
describe, explain:—izhr
 len (-k), To take the deposition
(of); to examine (a witness):—izhr-nma,
s.m.

Notication, announcement; manifesto:—izhr-navs,
s.m.

A deposition writer, an ocer of the court who takes
down depositions.
A 4 azhar,
Clearer;
 adj. compar. & superl. (of   z hir),

clearest; more evident; very evident:—azhar
 min ashshamsi, Clearer than the sun.
P A m dat, s.f. = P ? m da, s.m. [for A. { m, inf. n. iv of
 m 'to return' (to)], Performing (a thing) a second time,
repetition, revision; returning; reversion; visiting the
sick.
P ? m da, s.m. = P A m dat, s.f. [for A. { m, inf. n. iv of
 m 'to return' (to)], Performing (a thing) a second time,
repetition, revision; returning; reversion; visiting the
sick.
P  m nat [for A. ~ m, inf. n. iv of  m; v.n.  m aun,
'help'], Help, aid, assistance, succour (syn. madad);
favour, countenance, patronage.
A G *m tq [inf. n. iv of H*m 'to become free'], s.m.
Liberation, manumission, emancipation.
A  %*m tibr [inf. n. viii of %m 'to try or examine'], s.m.
Condence, trust, reliance, faith, belief; respect, esteem,
repute; credit, authority, credibility; weight, importance;
regard, respect, view, consideration, reference:—tibr
rakhn (-k), tibr karn (-k), To give credit (to), to

believe, trust, rely (upon), conde (in), depend (upon); to
respect, hold in esteem;—to feel assured, condent, &c.:
—tibr-se rij, adj. Beyond belief or credit, incredible,
untrustworthy:—tibr khon, v.n. To lose credit or
repute.
A  %*mtibr, adj. Of credit, creditable, trustworthy,
worthy of condence, credible; reputable; condential,
trusty.
A + *m tidl [inf. n. viii of + m 'to act equitably,' &c.], s.m.
Temperateness, moderation; evenness, equilibrium;
symmetry; the happy mean (in quantity or quality);
frugality, temperance, sobriety; a state (of health, &c.)
in which the four humours are well balanced, sound
health:—tidl-par rahn, To follow the happy mean; to
observe moderation, &c.:—tidl-par rahn (mizj-k), To
be in a good or sound state of health.
P !+ *m tidl, s.f.= + *m tidl, q.v.
A / *m tir [inf. n. viii of / m 'to excuse'], s.m. Excuse,
apology:—tiz r-nma,
s.m. Letter of apology.

A / *mtiz r,
 adj. & s.m. Apologizing;—one who
apologizes.
A }*m tir [inf. n. viii of }m 'to place (something)
before one'], s.f. Opposition; refusing assent, objecting;
objection; criticism, animadversion, strictures, faultnding; displeasure:—tir-i-bit a, s.f. A technical
objection:—tir karn (-par), To object (to), animadvert
(on), criticize; carp (at), nd fault (with), to call in
question, dispute, take exception (to), impugn; to protest
against.
A P |*m tirz, s.f.=}*m tir, q.v.;—adj. & s.m.
Objecting, &c.;—one who objects.
A e*m tirf [inf. n. viii of em 'to know'], s.m.
Acknowledgment, avowal, confession:—tirf karn (-k),
To acknowledge, &c.
A do*m tizz [inf. n. viii of oCm 'to be strong,' &c.], s.m.
Prevalence; excellence.
A o*m tizl [inf. n. viii of om 'to put or set apart'], s.m.
Secession, dissent; withdrawing from oce; abdication.
A 1 M*m tim [inf. n. viii of 2 Mm 'to preserve or keep'],
s.m. Preserving oneself from sin, abstaining from what
is sinful or unlawful.

A  Q *m tiqd [inf. n. viii of + Q m 'to tie rmly'], s.m.
Condence, faith, trust, belief; dependence:—tiqd
rakhn (-k), To place condence or faith (in), believe
(in); rely (on), trust (in), depend (upon):—tiqd karn,
tiqd ln (-k), To bring forward or evince faith (in),
have faith (in), believe, put trust (in); to become a
convert (to), be converted (to).
A  Q *mtiqd, adj. & s.m. Having faith (in), believing
(in);—one who has faith, &c.; one in whom faith is
placed, trustworthy person.
A e *m tikf [inf. n. viii of gm 'to keep constantly or
perseveringly' (to)], s.m. Continuing in prayer (in the
temple or mosque); retirement, seclusion (for devotion,
in a place of worship, especially at Mecca); restraining or
curbing the passions from religious motives (as in Lent):
—tikf-me baihn, To sit secluded in a temple or
mosque, abstaining from worldly aairs, &c., and
engaging in devotional exercises; to retire from the
world (=duny tygn).
A  @ *m timd [inf. n. viii of + @ m 'to prop or support'], s.m.
Reliance, dependence, trust, condence, faith:—timd
rakhn (-par), timd karn (-par), To place reliance (on),
rely (on), depend (on), to conde (in), trust, believe; to
rest or incline (on):—timd karn, v.t. To cause to be
trusted or believed.
A  @ *mtimd, adj. & s.m. To be trusted or relied on or
believed, reliable, trustworthy;—one in whom condence
is placed, a trustworthy person.
A *m tin [inf. n. viii of m 'to disquiet'], s.f. Disquietude,
anxiety, care; attention; study, labour, taking pains.
A d 8m jz [inf. n. iv of o8m 'to lack strength' (for), &c.],
s.m. Disappointment; wonder, astonishment,
amazement, surprise, a miracle:—jz-i-mas, A cure
as miraculous as the cures of the Messiah, a miraculous
cure.
A  8m uj ba, s.m. A wonderful thing, wonder, miracle,
prodigy.
A + m ad, s.m. pl. (of + m ad ), Enemies, foes.
A + m add, s.m. pl. (of + m adad), Numbers:—add-imutabin, s.m. Incommensurable numbers, prime
numbers:—add-i-mutad il, s.m. Concordant numbers:

—add-i-mutamsil, Like or equal numbers:—add-imutawq, s.m. Composite numbers.
A m arb, s.m. The wandering Arabs of the desert.
A m rb [inf. n. iv of m 'to become chaste' (Arabic)],
s.m. The vowels or diacritical points in Arabic.
A  marb, s.m. An Arab of the desert.
A 5m rj [inf. n. iv of 5m 'to limp'], s.m. Making lame,
crippling.
A }m r [inf. n. iv of }m 'to turn'], s.m. Turning aside
(from), ying (from), avoiding; aversion, dislike:—r
karn (-se), To turn (from), to avoid, shun; to decline; to
be averse (from).
A em arf, s.m. Purgatory (according to
Moammadans), a wall intervening between heaven
and hell.
A 5m araj, adj. Lame by nature, lame;—s.m. A cripple
from birth.
A dom zz [inf. n. iv of om 'to become honourable,' &c.],
s.m. Honouring, magnifying; honour, respect, esteem,
attention (=izzat).
A ?om aizza, adj. pl. (of o)om azz), Very excellent, worthy,
or dear, most excellent, most dear.
A Mm ab, s.m. pl. (of UMm aab), Nerves, tendons,
sinews.
A qm a, s.m. pl. (of qm a), Members, limbs, organs;
membrum virile:—az--tan-sul, s.m. Organs of
generation:—a--rasa, s.m. The vital parts (the heart,
brain, liver, testicles).
A 2 m azam,
 adj. compar. & superl. (of 2 m azm),
 Greater;
greatest; very great.
A 3m al = #mal, q.v.
A 1 3m lm [inf. n. iv of 2 #m 'to know'], s.m. Proclaiming,
indicating, announcing; teaching; distinguishing oneself
(in battle); distinction; notication, notice, citation,
warrant.
A 3m ln [inf. n. iv of <#m 'to become public'], s.m.
Divulging, manifesting, publishing; publication;
declaration; proclamation.
A 2 #m alam, adj. compar. and superl. (of 2 ! m lim), Wiser;
wisest; very wise.
A #mal, adj. compar. & superl. (of ! ml), Higher,

superior, upper, greater; highest, most high, most
exalted, greatest, supreme, paramount, preëminent,
most sublime; lofty, eminent, chief, principal:—al darjeka, adj. Of high rank or degree.
A @ m am, adj.=@ mam, q.v.
A @ m aml, s.m. pl. (of @ m amal), Actions, acts, deeds,
doings:—aml-nma, s.m. Register of one's doings or
conduct; the register in which the deeds of men are
supposed to be recorded.
A @ m ml [inf. n. iv of @ m 'to work'], s.m. Causing, or
teaching, to act or operate; applying.
A @ mam, adj. Blind; ignorant;—s.m. A desert.
A  m awn, s.m. pl. (of  m aun), Aids, helps; assistants,
aiders.
A  m ayn, s.f. pl. (of < m ain), Eyes;—s.m. Grandees,
nobles.
T p g, s.m. Lord, chief, master (= i q); a Mogal,—

generally a Mogal trader from Kbul.
A  Q ) p agrq
 n (Gr. > Arabicized), s. Common
agaric, Boletus igniarius.
P d p gz (+S. rt. gh), s.m. Beginning, commencement:
—gz karn, v.t. To make a beginning, to begin:—gz
hon, v.n. To commence, begin to be.
A 1 *p igtinm
[inf. n. viii of 2 p 'to carry o as plunder'],

s.m. Taking or seizing as plunder or as a prize; seizing,
carrying o.
A }p agr,
Motives, aims, &c.
 s.m. pl. (of }p gara),

(see gara).

A Gp igrq
 [inf. n. iv of Gp 'to sink'], s.m. Causing to sink
or drown, drowning, submersion; (in rhetoric)
exaggerated praise or censure.
P *p gashta,
gishta
[perf. part. of gashtan;
+S. rt. gar or



ghar], part. adj. Moistened, macerated; mixed, polluted.
P p gil (also agil),
 s.m. Enclosure for sheep, sheepcote.
A G3p iglq
 [inf. n. iv of H#p 'to shut, close,' &c.], s.m.
Abstruseness; obstacle;—adj. Abstruse.
A 3p agll,
 s.m. pl. (of p gull),
 Yokes, chains (for the
neck).
A 1 3p iglm
 [inf. n. iv of 2 #p 'to be lustful'], s.m. In aming
with desire, provoking to venery;—sodomy.
s.m. A sodomite (syn. laune-bz).
A a 3piglm,


A U#p aglab,
 adj. & adv. (compar. & superl. of U! p glib),

More, or most, likely; most probable; very probably:—
aglab
 hai, It is most, or very probable (that, -ki).
A  p agal-bag
al [P.  bagal, redupl.], adv. On this side

and that, right and left:—agal-bag
al-k,
adj. Pertaining to


this side and that, &c.
A } @ p igm
 [inf. n. iv of \@ p 'to connive' (at)], s.m.
Connivance, neglect; dissimulation; winking (at), ogling,
coquetry; superciliousness:—igm
 karn (-k), To wink
(at), connive (at), to overlook, shut the eyes (to), to pass
unnoticed or unheeded, to pass over or by; to refrain
from, to omit.
A P | @ p igm,
adj. & s.m. Supercilious, fastidious;

proud, arrogant;—one who is supercilious, &c., a
coxcomb. (N.B. The use of this word appears to be
conned to Soutnern India.)
s.m. pl. (of pgan),
The rich; independent
A p agniy,


people.
A  p igw
 [inf. n. iv of  p'to err'], s.m. Leading astray;
seduction; solicitation, temptation, instigation: igw
 karn,
v.t. To lead astray, seduce, tempt, &c.
P D p gosh
 [+rt. Zend gush = S. guh?], s.f. Embrace;
bosom.
A  p agyr,
 s.m. pl. (of  p gair),
 Unknown persons,
strangers, foreigners; rivals.
P  pagyr,
 s.f. The state of being a stranger, &c.,
strangeness; rivalry. (The word seems to be peculiar to
Southern India.)
A e u", intj. (expressive of anxiety, distress of mind,
vexation, disgust, &c.), Oh! oh dear! alas! ugh! foh! faugh!
fye! pish! pooh!—s.m. Dirt, lth, rubbish; a mere pu or
blast of breath, &c. (in this sense the word does not
occur alone, but in combination with the verbs kar-den
and ho-jn; see below):—u"-re, u"-re-u", intj.=u":—u"
karn, v.n. To utter the exclamation u" by reason of
disquietude, distress, &c.; to heave a sigh, to sigh,
lament; to signify disapproval or contempt; to pooh-pooh
(at), think lightly (of):—u" kar-den, v.t. To reduce to dirt
or dust, to ruin, destroy, reduce to nothing:—u" na karn,
u" na nikln, v.n. To make no sign indicative of distress,
vexation, &c., not to breathe a syllable, to endure in

silence; to make no sign of sympathy or compassion, to
shew perfect indierence to distress, &c.:—u" ho-jn,
v.n. To be reduced to dirt or dust, to become ruined,
destroyed, &c.
P e f [Zend ba, rt. b; S. bh, rt. bh], s.m. The sun;
the musk-deer.
A A _ ft, s.f. pl. (of _ fat), Evils, troubles, misfortunes,
calamities, dangers, &c. (=fate , see fat).
P ? _ ifda [for A. { _, inf. n. iv of + _ 'to
accrue' (advantage)], s.m. Imparting advantage,
beneting; tenour, purport; explanation; teaching,
instruction; conveying a meaning or signication,
denoting.
A p _ afgina,
 s.m. pl. (of P.   _ afgn),
 The people of
Afgnistn, the Afgn race.
A G _ fq, s.m. pl. (of H_ ufq, or ufuq), Horizons; quarters
of the heavens; quarters of the world; regions.
P i _ ifqat, s.f. = P i _ ifqa, s.m. [for A. ~i _, inf. n. iv of G _
'to sob, breathe hard,' &c.], Convalescence, recovery
from sickness, or from a swoon, &c.:—ifqa hon, v.n. To
recover from sickness, &c.; to be convalescent.
P i _ ifqa, s.m. = P i _ ifqat, s.f. [for A. ~i _, inf. n. iv of G _
'to sob, breathe hard,' &c.], Convalescence, recovery
from sickness, or from a swoon, &c.:—ifqa hon, v.n. To
recover from sickness, &c.; to be convalescent.
A _ fat (rt. e), s.f. Bane, pest, plague; any evil
aection; evil, disaster, trouble, misfortune, calamity;
wretchedness, misery, hardship, diculty; (cf. S. pat):—
fat n (-par), fat pa n (-par), fat  n (-par), Calamity
to befall, trouble or evil to come (upon); disaster, or a
disturbance, to arise:—fat uhn, v.n. To suer pain,
aiction, trouble, &c.; to bear up against adversity,
diculties, &c.; to raise trouble, diculties, &c.; to create
a disturbance; to in ict trouble:—fat-bhar, adj. Woful,
miserable:—fat (or fate ) ln, v.t. To interpose
diculties or troubles, to cause misfortune:—fat-rasda,
fat-zada, part. adj. & s.m. Overtaken by calamity,
involved in misfortune; unfortunate, wretched;—
unfortunate creature, poor wretch:—fat-k parkl, s.m.
A very wicked person; a sharp, astute fellow:—fat-k
ih, s.f. Bad news, intelligence of a death; a talisman to

work mischief:—fat-me pa n, fat-me pha sn, fat-me
mubtil hon, v.n. To be involved in misfortune, trouble,
&c.; to be overwhelmed with misery, aiction, &c.; to be
entangled in diculties.
P *_ ftb, s.m. (f+tb, q.q.v.), s.m. Lit. 'Sunshine'; the
sun:—ftb-parast, s.m. A worshipper of the sun:—ftbparast, s.f. Worship of the sun:—ftb-gr, s.m. Parasol,
umbrella.
P  *_ ftba, s.m. An ewer, water-pot (=b-tba, q.v.).
P  *_ftb (rel. n. of ftb), adj. Of the sun; like the sun;
solar; faded by the sun, yellow;—s.f. A parasol of a
particular form; a target studded with gold; a shield
made of tortoise-shell; a kind of rework.
P  *_ uftd, part.=? *_ uftda, q.v.;—(as a v.n.) s.f. State of
helplessness;—beginning of life, childhood.
P X  *_uftdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Fall, act of falling;
helplessness, weakness.
P ? *_ uftda [perf. part. of uftdan; Z. aibi+rt. pat; S. abhi
+pat], part. adj. Fallen, lying at or horizontally; lying
waste or untilled (land); poor, wretched, helpless:—s.f.
Uncultivated land (but capable of cultivation).
P  *_ uftn, part. act. (of uftdan), Falling:—uftn-o- ezn,
uftn-khen, adv. Falling and getting up with great
diculty, &c. (=girte-pa te, q.v.).
P  *_ ftw, s.m.= *_ ftbo, q.v.
A  >*_ ifti r [inf. n. viii of >_ 'to glory'], s.m. Glory,
honour, distinction; elegance, gracefulness:—ifti rnma, s.m. Honouring letter.
A *_ iftir [inf. n. viii of _'to cleave; to cut,' &c.], s.m. f.
(?) Calumny, false imputation, slander; scandal; ction.
H h Y_ºº" afr-tafr [A. s _ ifrt+w
 )h Y tafrt; root
s _], s.f. Hurry-skurry; confusion, disorder; bustle,
tumult, commotion, uproar; alarm, consternation, panic;
tumultuous dispersion, stampede.
A _ afrd, s.m. pl. (of _ fard), Single ones, single
numbers, individuals; persons; sheets (of paper);
separate sheets.
A _ ifrd [inf. n. iv of _ 'to be alone'], s.m. Withdrawing
from society.
P d_ afrz [imperat. of afr tan = af+r tan; Zend aibi+rt.
rag; S. abhi+langh], part. adj. Exalting, raising; extolling

(used in compn.).
A s _ ifrt [inf.
n. iv of s _ 'to get before'], s.f. m. (?),

Excess, super uity, abundance, plenty;—ifrt-i-a
 lt, 
ifrt-i-  n, s.f. Plethora:—ifrt-tafrt
, s.f.=afr-tafr, q.v.:—

ifrt-se
 hon, v.n. To abound, be plentiful, to be found in
abundance.
A 8_afranj, adj. & s.m. European, Frank;—a Frank, a
native of Europe.
P *r_ afro ta [perf. part. of afro tan = af+ro tan; Zend
aibi+rt. ru ; S. abhi+ru ], part. adj. Set on re, lighted,
kindled, in amed.
P d_ afroz (imperat. of afro tan; see afro ta), adj. & s.m.
Kindling, illuminating, enlightening; in aming; kindler,
&c. (used in compn.).
P  X + )_ frda-gr, afrd-gr (see ?+ )_ frda), s.m. The
Creator.
P ?+ )_ frda [perf. part of frdan; +rt. Zend fr = S. H"],
part. adj. Created;—s.m. Creature.
P <)_ rn, frn [+frn = Zend frna = S. H"4], s.f. Praise,
applause;—part. adj. & s.m. Creating; creator (used in
compn. e.g. jahn-rn, Creator of the world);—intj.
Bravo! well done!:—frn-sad-frn, Idem (syn. shbsh):—
frn karn (-par), To pronounce frn (upon), to praise,
laud, applaud.
P Z)_ frnish (abst. s. fr. frn; ish = Zend she), s.f.
Creation.
P ?+ )_ frnanda (frn, q.v.+Zend añ = S. anta), part. adj. &
s.m. Creating;—the Creator.
P o_ afz, = P o_afze, (imperat. & v.n. of afz dan; see
afz d), adj. Increasing (used in compn.).
P o_afze, = P o_ afz, (imperat. & v.n. of afz dan; see
afz d), adj. Increasing (used in compn.).
P Z$o_ afzish, s.f. Act of increasing; increase, addition.
P ?+ )o_ afzyanda (afz, q.v. anda = Zend añ = S. anta), part.
adj. Increasing; that which increases (used in compn.).
P o_ afz d [v.n. of afz dan = Zend aiwi+rt. u; S. abhi+u],
s.m. Increase, addition, enlargement; abundance;—adj.
More, greater, additional, super uous, in excess:—afz d
hon (-se), To be more (than), to exceed, surpass, &c.
P X o_afz dag (abst. s. fr. afz da, perf. part. of afz dan),
s.f. Increase, addition.

P o_ afz n (see afz d), adj. Increasing; more; greater;
manifold, much:—ofz n hon, v.n. To increase, enlarge; to
rise (in price).
P o_afz n, s.f. Increase, enlargement; abundance; rise
(in price).
P  0_ afsna [af = Zend aiwi or aibi = S. abhi; sna, fr. Zend
rt.  = S.  (o)], s.m. Tale, ction, story, romance:—
afsna- n, afsna-go, s.m. Story-teller, romance-teller:
—afsna-go, s.f. Story-telling; the profession of a storyteller.
H 0_ º afsar (corr. of the English), s.m. Ocer,
ocial superior, one who exercises authority, a superior:
—afsar-i-al, Superior ocer, highest ocer, chief
authority:—afsar-i-bl-dast, Superior ocer:—afsar-iparma, Custom's ocer.
P 0_ afsar, s.m.f. Crown, diadem.
P X 0_ afsurdag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Frozenness;
frigidity, coldness; numbness; dejection, melancholy,
lowness or depression of spirits.
P ?0_ afsurda [perf. part. of afsurdan; Zend aibi+areta, rt.
ar; S. abhi+rt. ar], part. adj. Frozen, frigid, benumbed;
withered, faded; dispirited, dejected, low-spirited,
melancholy:—afsurda- tir, adj. Depressed in mind,
dispirited, aicted—afsurda-dil, adj. Fainthearted, lowspirited, dejected.
A < *0_ afsantn (the Gr. } Arabicized), s.f.
Wormwood, Artemisia absynthium.
P K 0_ afsos, s.m. Sorrow, grief, concern; regret;
vexation;—intj. Ah! alas! alack! ah me! what a pity!:—afsos
n, afsos karn (-k, or par), To feel regret, sorrow, &c., to
regret; to grieve, sorrow, or sigh (for, or because of), to
lament, bemoan; to take to heart; to express sorrow or
regret (for); to feel or to express pity (for).
P  0_ afs n, s.m. Incantation, charm, spell, verses used
in spells or enchantments, fascination, sorcery,
witchcraft:—afs n aln (-par), A charm to work or take
eect (upon):—afs n karn (-par), To practise charms or
incantations (on), work spells (on), to enchant, to
exorcise, to conjure: (afs n is combined, in the same
sense, with pa hn, ph kn, aln and mrn):—afs n-gar,
afsun-sz, s.m. One who uses spells, enchanter, sorcerer,

wizard, magician:—afs n-gar, afs n-sz, s.f.
Enchantment, using of spells; bewitching, fascination;
sorcery, &c. (=afs n).
A _ ifsh [inf. n iv of _'to spread abroad'], s.m.
Divulging, disclosing, publishing:—ifsh--rz, s.m.
Divulging, or disclosure, of a secret; detection:—ifsh
karn (-k), To divulge; to expose, lay bare:—ifsh hon, To
be divulged; to be discovered or detected.
P  _ afshn [part. act. of afshndan; af = Zend aiwi = S. abhi
+caus. of rt. Zend shu = S.K,], part. adj. Scattering,
strewing, dispersing, shedding, pouring out (used in
compn., e.g. gul-afshn, Strewing roses; zar-afshn kga,

Paper sprinkled with gold);—s.f. (=zar afshn), Strips of
gold and silver leaf or tinsel, or threads of muqqaish (q.v.)
chipped very ne, pasted as ornaments on the forehead
or the cheeks of women, or on books, letters, &c.
P  _ afshn (rel. n. fr. afshn, q.v.), adj. Sprinkled,
scattered over, &c.;—s.f. Scattering, sprinkling,
dispersion:—afshn kga = zar-afshn kga, q.v.s.v. afshn.
P ?_ afshurda [perf. part. of afshurdan; af = Zend aiwi = S.
abhi+Zend rt. khshar = S. kshar], part. adj. Pressed,
squeezed out; ltered.
A M_ afa, adj. compar. & superl. (of M_ fa), More, or
most, eloquent; very eloquent; speaking very chastely or
correctly.
A q_ afl, s.m. pl. (of q_ fal), Favours; virtues, graces,
accomplishments.
A q_ ifl [inf. n. iv of q_ 'to excel'], s.m. Causing to
excel or to increase; beneting.
A q_ afal, adj. compar. & superl. (of | _ fil), More
excellent; most excellent; preëminent; best; highest:—
afal-tar, Idem.
A  #q_ afalyat, s.f. Excellence, preëminence.
A  N_ iftr [inf. n. iv of N_ 'to break a fast'], s.m. Breaking
a fast; a slight repast with which a fast is broken, a light
breakfast:—iftr karn or kar-len, v.t. To break one's fast
in the evening after fasting all day (as the Musalmns
do during the month of Raman); to take a slight repast
by way of breaking a fast.
A P  N_iftr,
 s.f. Things proper to be eaten in breaking
a fast.

A P _ afl, s.m. pl. (of P _ fl), Actions, deeds; conduct.

A P  _afwh, adj. Reported, rumoured, noised abroad,

A P _af, vulg. afa, s.m. Serpent; viper; asp; basilisk.
P   _ afgn,
 s.m. Lamentation, &c.=  _ gn,
 q.v. intj. Alas!

famed.
H 2 _ º"/ afm [S. 6 +vw; P.   ; ], s.f. Opium.

P   _ afgn,
 s.m. A people (called also Pahns), who
inhabit the country to the N.W. of Lahore. (They
pretend to derive their origin, as well as their name,
from Afgn,
 the reputed grandson of Malik Tl t, or King
Saul.)
P   _afgn,
The
 adj. Of or relating to the Afgns;—s.f.

Afgn language (=Pusht ).
A H_ ufq, ufuq, vulg. ufaq, s.m. Horizon; a tract or region of
the earth; (poet.) the world.
A  _ afkr, s.f. pl. (of _ kr), Thoughts, meditations,

opinions, counsels.
P  J_ afgr, adj. Wounded;—s.m. A sore (on the back of a
beast of burden).
P <J_ afgan (part. act. of afgandan, see afganda), adj.
Casting, throwing down; casting forth (used in compn.).
P X + J_afgandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Throwing, casting,
overthrowing.
P ?+ J_ afganda (perf. part. of afgandan = af+Pehl. kantan =
Zend aibi+rt. kan = S..#+rt. L), part. adj. Thrown,
overthrown, cast forth.
A K3_ is [inf. n. iv of I#_ 'to be powerless, needy,' &c.],
s.m. Poverty, need, want, penury, indigence.
A P B3_is, s.f. incorr. for K3_ is, q.v.
A  O3_ at  n (Gr. *$  Arabicized), prop. n. Plato; an
epithet applied to a boaster:—at n-k sl, s.m. A
person of overweening pride, an arrogant, disdainful
man:—at  n-k nt, s.m. Boaster=at  n.
A 3_ ak, s.m. pl. (of (#_ falak), The heavens, heavenly
bodies; celestial orbs or spheres.
A  3_ak, adj. Heavenly, celestial; relating to the
heavenly bodies.
A 5 _ afwj, s.f. pl. (of 5 _ fauj), Armies, forces, hosts;
crowds:—afwj-i-bar, afwj-i-tar, afwj-i-jahz, s.f. Naval
forces, the navy:—afwj-i- ushk, s.f. Land forces, army:
—afwj-i-shaytn,
 s.f. (met.) A host of children.
A ? _ afwh, s.m. (pl. of ? _ f h), Lit. 'Mouths'; report,
rumour, hearsay, notoriety, fame:—afwh u n or u den, To spread a report; to noise abroad.

H :@ _afm , = H <@ _ afman, = H @ _afm, s.m. Opiumeater; (g.) A sot:—afm i , s.m., Lit. 'Opium-bird';
Opium-eater.
H <@ _ afman, = H :@ _afm , = H @ _afm, s.m. Opiumeater; (g.) A sot:—afm i , s.m., Lit. 'Opium-bird';
Opium-eater.
H @ _afm, = H :@ _afm , = H <@ _ afman, s.m. Opiumeater; (g.) A sot:—afm i , s.m., Lit. 'Opium-bird';
Opium-eater.
A  _ afy n (P.  ;  apy n, Arabicized), s.f.=2 _ afm, q.v.
A  _afy n, adj. & s.m.=@ _ afm, q.v.
T i q, s.m. Lord, master, owner (= p g. q.v.).
A  i aqrib, s.m. pl. (of U)i qarb), Relatives, kindred.
A i i aqqiy (Gr. >} Arabicized), s.m. Acacia; the
expressed juice of the fruit of the Acacia tree, or of the
qulqul (or qilqil).
A 2 ! i aqlm, s.m. pl. (of 2 #i iqlm), Climes, regions.
A a i iqmat [inf. n. iv of 1 i 'to be at a stand'], s.f.
Resting, staying; abode, residence, dwelling.
A %i iqbl [inf. n. iv of %i 'to receive favourably,' &c.],
s.m. Prosperity, good fortune, auspices, felicity; prestige;
—acceptance (of a bond, bill, &c.); admission of a claim,
&c.), confession, acknowledgment; acquiescence, assent:
—iqbl-i-daw, Confession of judgment; admission of a
claim:—iqbl-mand, adj. Prosperous, of good fortune,
fortunate, happy, felicitous, lucky, auspicious:—iqblmand, s.f. Prosperity, good fortune, auspiciousness:—
iqblu-hu, His good fortune, &c.; iqblu-hum, Their good
fortune, &c.
A K %*i iqtibs [inf. n. viii of I%i 'to obtain, acquire' (re,
&c.)], s.m. Obtaining or borrowing (re from another);
obtaining, acquiring, procuring, gaining; asking, begging;
quotation.
A + *i iqtid [inf. n viii of + i 'to be near'], s.f. Following as
an example, imitating, imitation:—iqtid karn, v.t. To
imitate, copy (an example, &c.).
A + *i iqtidr [inf. n. viii of + i 'to make great,' &c.], s.m.
Power, authority, control; might, ability; excellence,

A i aqrab, adj. compar. & superl. (of U)i qarb), Nearer;

dignity, rank:—iqtidr rakhn, To possess or have the
power (for), to be able, competent, &c.
A 1 0*i iqtism [inf. n. viii of 2 0i 'to divide'], s.m. Division,

nearest; most near;—s.m. A near relative.
A i aqrib, s.m. pl. (of U)i qarb), Near relations, kindred,

partition.
A  M*i iqtir [inf. n. viii of Mi 'to draw in, diminish,' &c.],

relatives, kinsfolk; friends; allies.
A s 0i aqst, s.f. pl. (of w0i qist), Portions; instal ments.

s.m. Abbreviation, &c. (= M*r i tir, q.v.); determining

A 2 0i aqsm, s.f. m. (?) pl. (of 2 0i qism), Sorts, kinds,
various sorts, dierent kinds.
A Mi aq, = A Miaq, adj. superl. (of Mi qa), Very
remote; most distant; extreme; the extreme, extremely.
A Miaq, = A Mi aq, adj. superl. (of Mi qa), Very

or xing the bounds of anything; failing, wasting.
A q*i iqti [inf. n. viii of qi 'to determine, decree,' &c.],
s.m. Requirement, demand, claim, requisition, exigency:
—iqti dn-k yh hai (ki), Wisdom requires or demands
(that).
A 1 + i iqdm [inf. n. iv of 1 + i 'to go before or forward'],
s.m. Sending on before, causing to go before; pushing
forward; boldness, intrepidity, audacity, resolution,
rmness, spirit; endeavour, eort, diligence, attention:—
iqdm karn (-par), To enter boldly (upon), go boldly
forward (in), resolutely undertake; to advance (against).
A K+ i aqdas, adj. superl. (from K+ i 'to be holy'), Most holy
or sacred; very holy, very sacred.
A i iqrr [inf. n. iv of i 'to remain rm'], s.m. Promise,
agreement, assurance, pledge; consent, acquiescence,
acceptance; conrmation, ratication, armation,
attestation, assertion, declaration; settlement, compact,
bargain; confession, acknowledgment, admission,
avowal; notication or avowal of the right of another
upon oneself:—iqrr-karn (k, or -par), To promise, agree,
engage, pledge (oneself); to declare, arm, assert, aver;
to confess (to), acknowledge, admit, allow; to make an
engagement, to undertake; to bargain, stipulate:—iqrrnma, s.m. Settlement, compact; written agreement,
bond, contract, indenture:—iqrr-nma-i-band-o-bast, s.m.
Administration paper; settlement compact; the
engagement entered into with Government by the
Mlguzr and coparceners of a village:—iqrr-nma-islis
 , s.m. An agreement to abide by the decision of
arbitrators to whom a dispute is referred for nal
settlement.
A iiqrr, adj. & s.m. Assenting; promissory;—one who
assents, confesses, or acknowledges.
A i aqrn, s.m. pl. (of <)i qarn), Equals (in age, rank,
&c.), contemporaries.

remote; most distant; extreme; the extreme, extremely.
A . Ni iqt [inf. n. iv of b Ni 'to cut o'], s.m. Cutting,
dividing, severing, lopping o; assignment of land (from
a prince to a subject, &c.); a tract of land so assigned.
A i aqall, adj. compar. & superl. (of  #i qall), Less; least;
very little:—aqall-i-darja, s.m. The least degree or
quantity; the lowest computation; a minimum:—aqall-oaksar, Least and most; every particular.
H  i aqqal-br, s.f. The Indian shot-plant, Canna indica
(the name is peculiar to Southern India; in Bengal the
plant is called sarva-jay. The seeds are hard, black and
shining, resembling shot, for which they are sometimes
used).
A 2 #i iqlm (Gr. * Arabicized), s.m. Clime, climate;
region, country; zone, belt of country.
A  i aqwl, s.m. pl. (of i qaul), Words, sayings,
agreements, promises.
A 1  i aqwm, s.f. pl. (of 1 i qaum), Tribes, peoples, nations;
castes.
H   k [S. ],
 s.m. Curled, owered, gigantic
swallow-wort, Calotropis gigantea (syn. madr).
H   k, s.m. A sprout of sugar-cane (cf. ankur).
H   ik (contr. from () ek, and used in compn.), adj.
One:—ik-ang, s.m. Either of the dishes of a pair of scales:
—ik-br (also ek-br), adv. Once:—ik-pe , ik-pe , s.m. An
ornament for the head:—ik-tak, ik-ak, adj. Fixed, staring
(look or eyes):—ik-h , adv. In one place, together,
united:—ik-haur, adj. Idem:—ik- it, adj. & adv. Of one
mind, unanimous, unwavering, without wavering:—ikhat rj (or rjya), s.m. Universal sway or rule:—ik- hat rj

karn, v.t. To exercise universal sway:—ik-sr, ik-s , adj.
Even, level, plane; equal; similar, same; resembling
(=yak-s ):—iksr karn, v.t. To make even, level, smooth,
plane; to dig and plough:—ik-la , adj. One-stringed
(necklace).
H   akk, = T   k, s.m. Lit. 'elder brother' (= p dg);

brother; friend, dear friend; dear sir.
T   k, = H   akk, s.m. Lit. 'elder brother' (= p dg);

brother; friend, dear friend; dear sir.
S   = akk, s.f. Sister (a respectful compellation for
an elder sister, or any elderly female: cf. k).
H   = ikk [S. ], adj. One, alone, solitary, single,
incomparable, unique, matchless, peerless, superexcellent;—s.m. An ear-ring consisting of a single pearl;
—an ornament containing perfume worn on the arm;—a
champion who serves alone, without being attached to
any corps;—a lamp with a place for one wick; a
candlestick to hold a single candle;—a species of onehorse vehicle peculiar to India:—ikk-dukk, adj. & s.m.
One or two, a few; very few.
A    akbir, s.m. pl. (of %  akbar), The great, grandees,

krnt (kra+anta), adj. Ending with kr ( ):—akr-np,
s.f. Volume; dimensions.
S     ikr, s.m. The letter  i:—ikrnt, adj. Ending in
ikr ( i).
S     ukr, s.m. The letter  u:—ukrnt, adj. Ending
in the letter ukr ( u).
H A    akrat, = H &Y   R akrath, [S. +>
+R],
' adj. Unprotable, fruitless, yielding no return,
serving no purpose, ineectual, vain; bootless, useless,
unserviceable:—akrath jn, akrath hon, v.n. To go for
nothing, serve no purpose; to be thrown away, be lost,
wasted, sacriced to be bootless, be in vain; to aord no
enjoyment:—akrath karn, v.t. To render useless or
unavailing; to mar, ruin, destroy; to give to waste or to
the winds, to waste, squander, dissipate; to spend to no
purpose.
H &Y   R akrath, = H A    akrat, [S. +>
+R],
' adj. Unprotable, fruitless, yielding no return,

detriment; wrong, impropriety; uselessness;—adj.
Useless, unprotable, vain, worthless (=akj);—adv.
Uselessly, unprotably, in vain.
H W   * akjn, v.t. To in ict injury; do a wrong;—

serving no purpose, ineectual, vain; bootless, useless,
unserviceable:—akrath jn, akrath hon, v.n. To go for
nothing, serve no purpose; to be thrown away, be lost,
wasted, sacriced to be bootless, be in vain; to aord no
enjoyment:—akrath karn, v.t. To render useless or
unavailing; to mar, ruin, destroy; to give to waste or to
the winds, to waste, squander, dissipate; to spend to no
purpose.
S    4 akra, adj. & adv. Causeless, groundless;

to render useless;—v. int. To die.
H W   *" akj [S. ++
' ], adj. & s.m.

senseless, useless; wanton;—causelessly, uselessly, &c.
H K    ks, vulg. = akks, and  aks [S.

Detrimental, injurious, retarding, obstructive; useless;—
an obstructive person or thing, a useless person; an
impediment; a retarder.
H B  " ikdas, s.f.=E  ) ek-da, q.v.

8], s.m. Space, vacuity; air, atmosphere; ether, the

people of rank:—akbir-o-agir, High and low, rich and
poor.
H 5   * akj [S. +],
' s.m. Hurt, injury, loss,

S     akr, s.m. (in Gram.) The letter  a.
H     akr [S. +],
' adj.=&Y   akrath, q.v.
S     kr, & H. akr, s.m. The letter  ;—
appearance, aspect; form, shape, gure, feature,
countenance; statue; likeness;—sign, token, hint:—

fth element of the Hinds (the subtle and ethereal uid
supposed to ll and pervade the universe, and to be the
peculiar vehicle of life and of sound); sky, rmament,
the heavens:—ks-agan-gola, s.m. Meteor, shooting-star:
—ks-bn (S. ka-vn), s.f. A voice from heaven;
revelation; oracle; divine call or injunction (syn. az-gaib

s.f. Uncertain or
wz):—ks-birt (S. ka-vritti),

precarious source of subsistence; hand-to-mouth
existence;—one who lives from hand to mouth, &c. (=the

next, q.v.):—ks-birt, adj. & s.m. Having no xed source
of subsistence;—one whose subsistence is fortuitous, one
who lives from hand to mouth:—ks-bastu, ks , s.f.
Heavenly bodies (syn. ajrm):—ks-bel (S. ka-vall), s.f.
Air-creeper, a parasite, Cuscuta reexa, or Cassyta liformis
(also called ks-pavan):—akks-phal, s.m. (Met.), Children,
ospring:—ks- o, s.f. The zenith:—ks-hur, s.f. The
axis of the celestial sphere:—ks-dhur-ke sire, s.f. The
poles of the axis of the celestial sphere:—ks-dv, ksdy (S. ka-dpa), s.m. A lamp lighted in honour of
Lakshm or Vish u, and elevated on a pole in the month
of Ktik; a lantern on a pole; a beacon:—k-gang, s.f.
The milky way (syn. kahkash ):—ks-gol, s.m. The
ethereal sphere; the celestial orb or globe:—ks-mukh,
s.m. A devotee of the aiva sect (whose devotion
consists in holding his face up to the sun, so that, after
some time, it is dicult for him to hold it in the natural
position):—ks-maal, s.m. The celestial sphere; the
atmosphere:—ks-nm, s.m. A plant that grows on the
nm-tree (a kind of epidendron), Bignonia suberosa:—ksvar, adj. Cerulean, azure.
H B   " ks, vulg. " aks [S. 8"], adj.
Ethereal; atmospherical, aërial; celestial.
H B  " iks [S. 8"], adj. Eighty-one.
S D   8 k, s.m.=K   ks, q.v.
S E  8" k, adj.=B  ks, q.v.
S   ! akl, and ! kl, s.m. An inopportune or
unseasonable time; untimeliness, unseasonableness; a
bad season, a season of scarcity; drought, scarcity,
dearth, famine; extremity, pinch; adj. Untimely,
unseasonable, inopportune, premature:—akl phal, s.m.
Unseasonable fruit, fruit produced out of season:—akl
maut, s.f. Untimely or premature death; sudden death:—
akl vrishi,
s.f. Untimely rain.

A   akkl, s.m. An enormous eater, a glutton.
H   ! kl, s.m.=   kr, q.v.
H !   ! ukln (caus. of #  ukaln, q.v.). v.t. To boil
(water, &c.): cf. ukln.
H 1   / akm [S. +@/],
' adj. Useless, unprotable,
&c.=&Y   akrath, q.v.

S 1   / akm, adj. Without desire;—s.m. An epithet of
the Supreme.
S    [d k ksh, s.f. Wish, desire; hope,
expectation; purpose, intention.
S    [.d k kshit, part. adj. Desired, wished for,
expected; desirous.
S   [d" k ksh, adj. & s.m. Wishful, desirous;
hopeful, expectant; asking, inquiring;—an expectant.
H y    U iknavve, iknve [S.  t], adj. Ninetyone.
H      ikwan [S. (8], adj. Fifty-one.
H $    ik, s.f. A unit; the unit's place in
numeration:—ik-k ank, The gure in the unit's place,
the unit.
H  %  ik-br, adv. v.s.v.  ik.
A %  akbar, adj. compar. & superl. (of  % kabr), Greater;
greatest; very great;—prop. n. The emperor Akbar:—
akbar-bd, s.m. The city of Akbar, Agra.
A % akbar, adj. Relating to Akbar;—s.f. A kind of
sweetmeat made of rice- our and sugar, formed into
balls, and after being fried in gh, encrusted in claried
sugar:—akbar asharf, A gold coin worth sixteen rupees.
H : L  | ik-pe , s.m. v.s.v.  ik.
H    ukat, = S   .= ukti, [rt. ; cf. ukta], s.f.
Speaking, speech, voice, language; story, fabrication,
invention, contrivance; inventive power, originality,
genius (in these last senses the word is probably derived
from the S. udgati; see ugat):—ukat bann, To make up a
story, to concoct, fabricate, invent, contrive:—ukat-se
karn, To do or perform by means of one's inventive
power, to invent, originate, create.
S   .= ukti, = H    ukat, [rt. ; cf. ukta], s.f.
Speaking, speech, voice, language; story, fabrication,
invention, contrivance; inventive power, originality,
genius (in these last senses the word is probably derived
from the S. udgati; see ugat):—ukat bann, To make up a
story, to concoct, fabricate, invent, contrive:—ukat-se
karn, To do or perform by means of one's inventive
power, to invent, originate, create.

H    ukat, = S   = ukta, [part of ], part. adj.

S  &*  ^ akathya, = H &*  R akath, = S  &*  R"

Spoken, said, aforesaid, above-mentioned, the said (used
in law documents).
S   = ukta, = H    ukat, [part of ], part. adj.

akathanya, adj. Not to be uttered or mentioned, not to be
spoken of; unspeakable, unutterable, inexpressible,
indescribable; obscene.
H *  " akt [S. $.T], s.f. The Agaty tree, Sesbana

Spoken, said, aforesaid, above-mentioned, the said (used
in law documents).
H  *   uktrn [S. +4(, rt. >], v.t. To stir up,

(or #schynomene) grandiora: (also written agt).
H * " ukt, s.f.=  ukat or ukti, q.v.

rouse, instigate, incite; to support, aid, back, abet; to
forward, advance, promote.
H  *  ~ uktr [S. ++], s.m. Instigator,

H I *  \" ikatts, " ikts [S. P8], adj. Thirty-

inciter, aider, abettor; one who forwards or promotes,
promoter.
H I ! *  !" iktls [S. ; 8], adj. Forty-one.

enactment, statute.
H   & s.f. Invention, &c. (=  ukat, q.v.).

H  *   uktn [S. ++H. v. a. n], v.n. To be
sad, sorrowful, melancholy, dejected, &c.; to fret, be
irritated (by, -se), chafe (at or under), be out of humour
(with, -se); to be languid, be weary (of), be sick (of), to
lose all relish (for), to be satiated or cloyed; to become
irksome, wearisome, &c.
A 0*  iktisb [inf. n. viii of U0 'to gain'], s.m. Gain,
acquisition, acquirement.
A h *  iktif [inf. n. viii of h  'to be sucient'], s.f.
Suciency, competence; contentment:—iktif karn (par), To be content (with), rest satised (with); to stop
short (at).
H (*   ik-tak, adj. v.s.v.  ik.
H  *  0  akt bar (corr. from the English), s.m.
October.
S & * j5# a-kuto-bhay, adj. Not afraid or threatened
from any quarter, secure.
H &*  R akath, = S  &*  R" akathanya, = S  &* 
^ akathya, adj. Not to be uttered or mentioned, not to
be spoken of; unspeakable, unutterable, inexpressible,
indescribable; obscene.
S  &*  R" akathanya, = H &*  R akath, = S  &* 
^ akathya, adj. Not to be uttered or mentioned, not to
be spoken of; unspeakable, unutterable, inexpressible,
indescribable; obscene.

one.
H  & ika, ka (corr. from the English), s.f. An act,

H  & uk (perf. part. of ukan, q.v.), s.m. One who
casts an obligation in the teeth of; a low, shabby fellow.
H  & ukn, v.t.=  ukan, q.v.
H  & ik-ak, adj. v.s.v.  ik.
H   & ukan [S. +(
' , rt. >] , v.t. To dig up,
turn up, cut up, root up; to unearth; to turn over, turn
upside down, upset, turn topsy-turvy; to extract (a
secret) gradually and artfully, worm out (a secret); to
cast an obligation in one's teeth; to mar, ruin, destroy,
spoil, plunder; to rob the good name of, to vilify, abuse;—
v. int. To be dug up, turned, cut up, &c.: uka-lna, v.t.
(intens. of ukan,—generally used in the sense of), to
tear, tear to pieces, root up, utterly ruin or destroy, &c.
H $  &($ akang, &($ ikang (corr. from the
English), adj. Acting, ociating.
H  &  ukawn (caus. of ukan, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be dug up, &c.
H  _ ikah,  ikah, adv.=  ikha, q.v.
A   aksar, adj. compar, & superl. (of   kasr),
 Most;
many; much; a great many, very many;—s.m. The
greater number, the majority;—adv. Generally, for the
most part, mostly, chie y, often, frequently, commonly,
usually:—aksar auqt, and aksar-kar-ke,
adv.=aksar.

the A. acc. of aksar),
P ?  aksara
 (for A. -  aksara,

 = P ) 
aksarya
(for A. )-  aksarya,
the A. acc. of aksar,


 adv.
Generally, &c.=  aksar, q.v.
P )  aksarya
(for A. )-  aksarya,
the A. acc. of aksar,


 =P

?  aksara
theA. acc. of aksar),
 (for A. -  aksara,

 adv.

S 8Y  > akritajna
(pron. akritagya),
adj. Ungrateful.



Generally, &c.=  aksar, q.v.
H :  . ik- it, adj. v.s.v.  ik.

H 2 Y  >.\/ akrittim,
= S 1 Y  >P/ akritrim,
adj. Not



S    akar, adj. Exempt from duty, duty-free, exempt
from taxes;—hand-less.
S    kar, s.m. (f.?), Accumulation, collection,
multitude; a rich source (of anything), source, spring,
mine, quarry; aborigines.
H    kar [S. L], s.f. Hole, den (of a wild beast).
H    -kar, past. conj. part. of  n, q.v.
H    ukar, rustic for B us-k, gen. of ? wh.
H    akr [S. +Jwt, rt. J"], adj. (f. -), Dear, costly,
high-priced
H    akr [S. rjt; cf. H. (" a kar], s.m. A kind
of vetch or grass which grows in the elds under the
spring crop, twining round young corn and checking its
growth, Vicia sativa: (it is used as fodder).
H    ikr, rustic for B is-k, gen. of 4) yh.
H [    ? ikr-ke, rustic for [ B ise or B is-ko, dat. of
4) yh.
H [    ? ukr-ke, rustic for [ B use or B usko, dat.
of ? wh.
A 1   akrm, s.m. pl. (of 1  karam), Favours, kindnesses,
obligations; honour, respect.
A 1   ikrm [inf. n. iv of 1  'to excel in honour,
generosity,' &c.], s.m. Honouring, complimenting,
treating with attention and ceremony; veneration,
respect.
S   J.B krnti, s.f. Ascending, rising.
A ?  ikrh [inf. n. iv of ? 'to dislike,' &c.], s.f. Dislike,
aversion, abhorrence, detestation, horror.
H )   akary (a neg.+perf. part. of karn), s.f. Lit.

made or wrought, inarticial, unfactitious, candid,
genuine.
S 1 Y  >P/ akritrim,
= H 2 Y  >.\/ akrittim,
adj. Not


made or wrought, inarticial, unfactitious, candid,
genuine.
S D   3' karsh, s.m. Attraction; fascination; a spasm;
magnetic attraction; a magnet, loadstone.
S E   3 karshit, = S D   >9 krisha,
part.

Drawn, attracted.
S D   >9 krisha,
= S E   3 karshit, part.

Drawn, attracted.
S (E   3
' karshak, adj. Pulling, drawing, attracting;
attractive, magnetic;—s.m. Anything that attracts;
magnet, loadstone.
S (E   3 karshik, adj. Attractive, magnetic
(=karshak).
S <E   34
' karsha, s.m. Pulling, drawing, dragging,
attracting, attraction; absorption (syn. kashish):—
karsha-sambandh, s.m. Cohesion.
S E  3u karsh, adj. Attractive, &c.=karshik.
H I   
 akarkas [S. +8],
 adj. Not hard, not
rugged; soft, tender.
A 1   akram, adj. compar. & superl. (of 2 ) karm), Most
merciful; very kind, very generous, bountiful.
S 1   / ' akarma, akarm, s.m. A low action, a bad action,
sin, wickedness, vice.
S 1   J/ kram, s.m. Entering upon, beginning;
ascending, superiority, surmounting, going over or
beyond, surpassing; invading, invasion; a seizing.
H a   /y akarm [S. +/+],
'
adj. Without work, idle.

'Not prepared'; ground not prepared and properly
cleaned for receiving the seed.
S A  > akrit, part. adj. Not done, not wrought,

S (a   /
' akarmak, adj. (in Gram.) Intransitive

inarticial; not cultivated; wavering.
S A  > kriti,
 and H.> akriti,
 s.f. Form, shape,

increase.
S  a   /B
' akarmanya, adj. Useless, good-for-nothing,

gure (=shakl), likeness, image; the body; species.

unprotable.

(verb).
S <a   J/4 krama, s.m. Entering; ascending;

S a  /u akarm, s.m. Evil-doer, sinner, wretch.
H   4 akara, adv.=   akra, q.v.
H  4" akar [S. +4"], adj. Not to be done,
improper to be done, unsuitable, unbecoming,
inconsistent, indecent.
H   5& akro, s.m. Walnut=r a ro, q.v.
S   J{ akr r, adj. Not cruel; gentle, mild, tender (syn.
alm).
H  " akr (prov. from adj. akr, 'dear'), s.f. High
price, dearness; scarcity, dearth bad season.
H  " akr [for  ak , from  aka , q.v.], s.f.
Excuse, plea, pretext, shift;—s.m. The funnel-shaped
extremity of the bamboo tube attached to a plough;—
uncleaned rice.
H  7 aka [v.n. of   aka n, q.v.], s.f. Twist, bend,
crookedness, obliquity, contortion, distortion; stiness,
rigidity, in exibility; hardness, rmness, xedness;
obduracy, intractableness; wilfulness, obstinacy,
stubbornness, doggedness;—constipation, costiveness;—
strut, airs, show, aectation, foppery, parade,
ostentation; pride, conceit, arrogance:—aka -bz, s.m. An
aected person, fop, swaggerer:—aka -bz, s.f.
Aectation, strutting, swaggering, airs, foppishness;
ostentation, show; pride, haughtiness:—aka -b, s.f. The
cramp (see b:—aka -paka , aka -taka , ak am-tak am,
s.f.=aka -bz, q.v.
H   7 ak  (perf. part. of aka n), adj. (f. -), Sti,
rigid, cramped, frozen, paralyzed, &c.
H   7 ak na (caus. of aka n), v.t. To distress; to
obstruct, impede.
H  G  7? aka ke (conj. part. of aka n), adv. Stiy,
rigidly; aectedly, foppishly, with a strut, swagger, &c.
H   7 aka n [S. r,—rt.  ,—+4"(;—cf. also
J], v.n. To be or become crooked, twisted, contorted,
distorted, contracted, &c., to be bent double with cramp,
spasms, draw up the limbs in pain, to writhe; to become
sti, rigid, hard, &c.; to be frozen, paralyzed, &c.;—to be
aected, pompous, vain, or conceited, to strut, swagger,
move or go proudly, to bridle; to assume an arrogant or

insolent air; to look deantly (at), be ready to pick a
quarrel (with, -se); to nd fault (with), be displeased (at, me ).
H   f® ak [aka + = S. a. ], s.m. An aected
person, fop, swaggerer (=aka -bz, q.v.).
H   f® uk , = H .  f®( uk , [S. +&+], adj.
Sitting on the hams with the soles of the feet on the
ground, squatting:—uk
baihn, v.n. To sit on one's
hams, &c., to squat.
H .  f®( uk , = H   f® uk , [S. +&+], adj.
Sitting on the hams with the soles of the feet on the
ground, squatting:—uk
baihn, v.n. To sit on one's
hams, &c., to squat.
H 7  7h ak ait [aka +S. ], s.m. Fop, &c.=  ak ,
q.v.
H I  = ikkas [s. l],
' s.f. Envy; jealousy (see rkh):—
ikkas rakhn (-se), To be envious (of), to envy; to be
jealous (of).
H  0   ik-sr, adj. v.s.v.  ik.
H  0   uksn [S. +34(
' , rt. >3; but cf. S. ;6O],
v.t. To raise, lift; to trim (a lamp, by raising the wick); to
kindle (a re), fan (a ame), blow (re), stir up
(embers); to rouse, stir up, move, excite, stimulate, urge;
to encourage, incite, instigate.
H I  _ iksah [S. 3.9], adj. Eighty-one.
H 0  ik-sar, ak-sar [P. yak+sar], adj. & adv. Single;—in a
body, all at once, all together.
S A @ 0  T/ akasmt (and H. T/ kasmat), adv.
Without a why or a wherefore; accidentally;
immediately, on a sudden, suddenly, out of hand,
unexpectedly, unawares, abruptly.
S (@ 0  .T/  kasmik, adj. Causeless, unforeseen,
unexpected, sudden.
H 0   ukasn (neut. of uksn, q.v.), v.n. To be
raised; to rise, mount, start up (in, -me ); to try to move,
struggle to rise, to struggle; to be excited, moved,
stirred, roused, &c.
H 0 " aks, s.f. A certain tree=* akt, q.v.
A  0  iksr (vulg. aksr), s.f. A powder or mixture

pretended to be capable of converting other metals to
gold or silver; the philosopher's stone; an elixir;
alchymy, chemistry;—a medicine to cure every disease;
a sovereign remedy.
S Z  d aksha, s.m. A die for playing with (cubic or

in Hind legend as being undecaying (the tree in the
under-ground temple in the fort of Allahabad is so
termed).
S *   d akshayat, s.f. Imperishableness; durability.

oblong); the spots on dice; terrestrial latitude:—kshn
(aksha+ana), s.m. A degree of latitude:—aksha-bhg, s.m.
Idem:—aksha-vidy-vn, s.m. Soothsayer, necromancer,
wizard.
S Z  .d akshi, s.m. The eye:—akshi-tr, s.f. The pupil of

putting upon; reproof, censure, blame, reproach; irony,
sarcasm; abuse.
S 2   d</ akshem, adj. & s.m. Unfortunate, unhappy,

the eye:—aksh-sanket, s.m. A sign of the eye, a wink.
H Z  8 aka, = H Z  8 ka, s.m.=D   k, q.v.
H Z  8 ka, = H Z  8 aka, s.m.=D   k, q.v.
S Z  d, ikshu, s.m. (f.?), Sugar-cane, Saccharum
o$cinarum:—ikshu-ras, s.m. The juice of the sugar-cane;
coarse sugar; molasses, treacle:—ikshu-sr, s.m. Raw or
unrened sugar, molasses:—ikshu-kn, s.m. A species of
sugar-cane, Saccharum munja:—ikshu-meh, adj. Diabetic.
S   d akshat, adj. Infallible, remaining, abiding,

S `   d< kshep, s.m. Throwing away; convulsion;

wretched, miserable;—an unfortunate wight, miserable
person, &c.
H   ! akal, ! ikal [contr. of 3   akel], adj. & adv.
Sole, alone, by oneself, himself, &c. (used in compn.):—
akal- (ikal-), -khur, adj. (f. -), Eating alone or by oneself;
greedy, selsh; unsociable, inhospitable;—s.m. A greedy
person; selsh person; jealous or envious person.
A   akl, s.m. Eating; food:—akl-o-shurb, s.m. Eating and
drinking, meat and drink.
S   j! akul, adj. Without pedigree, relations, or
family.
S   j! kul, adj. (used chie y as last member of

indelible;—s.m. Whole grain; whole grains of rice used in
religious ceremonies; fried grain (see a hat):—akshattilak, s.f. The ceremony of putting a few grains of rice on
the forehead of an idol when addressed, or of a
Brhman when invited to an entertainment.
S   d akshar, s.m. Letter (of the Alphabet); syllable:

compounds). Filled, full (of), overburdened (with);
confounded, confused, agitated, urried, perplexed,
bewildered, disturbed, distressed, alarmed, anxious,
restless, uneasy.
H 3  ! akill, = ? ! ikl, ikall, (from 3   akel),

—akshar-prak, s.m. A treatise on the alphabet.
H  dM&" aksharau = Y&=a hrau, q.v.

adj. & adv. Only, sole, single; alone, singly.
? ! ikl, ikall, = H 3  ! akill, (from 3   akel),

S  d" akshar, adj. & s.m. Lettered, writing a good

adj. & adv. Only, sole, single; alone, singly.
H 3  ! kl [S. j! (?)+], adv. Peevish;— eet,

hand;—a lettered or scientic person; one who writes an
elegant hand (=a har).
S   j8! akual, adj. Unlucky, inauspicious.
H   d54" aksho, dM4" akshau, = S   dM6 4"
akshauni, s.f.= &=a hauhin, q.v.
S   dM6 4" akshauni, = H   d54"
aksho,dM4" akshau, s.f.= &=a hauhin, q.v.
S   d akshay, adj. Undecaying, imperishable;
permanent, durable (=a hay):—akshay-lok, s.m. The
undecaying world, heaven:—akshay-va, akshay-var (or
bar), akshay vriksh
s.m. A certain tree famous
 (or briksh),


swift.
H 3  j! akuln, = ? ! ukln, [S. j!], v.n.
To be confounded, confused, agitated, excited,
distracted; to feel anxious, uneasy, disquieted, restless;
to tire (of, -se), weary (of), be disgusted (with), be sick
(of); to feel nausea or sickness.
? ! ukln, = H 3  j! akuln, [S. j!], v.n.
To be confounded, confused, agitated, excited,
distracted; to feel anxious, uneasy, disquieted, restless;
to tire (of, -se), weary (of), be disgusted (with), be sick

(of); to feel nausea or sickness.
H $3  ! ikl (from 3  ikl, q.v.), s.f. Singleness;
loneliness;—a sheet of one breadth (generally laced).
H $3 ! ukl (v.n. from ukln), s.f. Sickness,
nausea (=ubk).
S L#  . akalpit, part. adj. Not wrought or
manufactured, inarticial, natural.
S <L#   akalpan, s.m. Naturalness, genuineness,
trueness;—adj. Natural, genuine, true.
S #  j.! kulit, part. adj. Agitated, distressed, &c.
(=kul, q.v.).
S *#  j! kulat, and H. j! akulat, s.f. Agitation,
distress of mind, disturbance, distraction, anxiety,
restlessness, uneasiness.
H #  ! ukaln [S. +! (?)], v.n. To boil up or over;
to be boiling, to boil (cf. ukln).
S (#  !( akalank, adj. Without stain, without rust;
spotless, unblemished, pure.
S #  j.!" akulin, adj. (f, of akui, q.v.), Bad, base
(woman);—s.f. A woman of low caste or family, an
ignoble or low woman.
H Y #  !M iklaut, = H  #  !M& iklau, = H  # 
!M_ iklauh, = H * #  !  iklau t, [S. !+,P,
but see what follows], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Only, sole, single;
—only son or child: (said by Bate to signify, literally, 'the
only one that was picked up,' and to be formed from
!+_].
H  #  !M& iklau, = H Y #  !M iklaut, = H  # 
!M_ iklauh, = H * #  !  iklau t, [S. !+,P,
but see what follows], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Only, sole, single;
—only son or child: (said by Bate to signify, literally, 'the
only one that was picked up,' and to be formed from
!+_].

!+_].
H * #  !  iklau t, = H Y #  !M iklaut, = H  # 
!M& iklau, = H  #  !M_ iklauh, [S. !+,P,
but see what follows], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Only, sole, single;
—only son or child: (said by Bate to signify, literally, 'the
only one that was picked up,' and to be formed from
!+_].
S # j!" akul, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of low origin or race,
of mean extraction, low, base, mean, ignoble, plebeian;—
a low-born person, &c.
H # !" kl (from kl, q.v.), s.f. Agitation; motion
(esp. of a carriage).
H # !" ukl, s.f.=#&  ukhl, q.v.
S  #  4 akaly, adj. Unpropitious, unlucky,
ominous; uncomfortable, disconsolate, unhappy,
unblessed.
H 0 # p" uklesar, adj. Of or pertaining to the town
of Uklesar (in Southern India, famous for its paper
manufacture).
A  #  ikll, s.m. A crown (used, in Urd, in compn.):—
ikllul-jabal, s.m. Lit. 'the crown of the mountain'; an
herb smelling like frankincense, rosemary;—ikllulmalik, s.m. Lit. 'the king's crown'; melilot.
S < #  j!" akuln, = H  #  j!" akuln, adj.=# akul,
q.v.
H  #  j!" akuln, = S < #  j!" akuln, adj.=# akul,
q.v.
A @   ikml [inf. n. iv of @  'to be perfect'], s.m.
Perfecting, accomplishing.
S L@   .@ akampit, adj. Unshaken, rm.
S L@   .@ kampit, adj. Shaking, trembling,
S <L@   @ akampan, s.m. Firmness, steadiness.
S <L@   @ kampan, s.m. Shaking, trembling.

H  #  !M_ iklauh, = H Y #  !M iklaut, = H  # 

A @   akmal, adj. compar. & superl. (of a  kmil), More,

!M& iklau, = H * #  !  iklau t, [S. !+,P,

most, or very perfect or complete.
A @   akmah, adj. Blind from birth; blind.
H <   kan, s.m. Grass and weeds collected from a

but see what follows], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Only, sole, single;
—only son or child: (said by Bate to signify, literally, 'the
only one that was picked up,' and to be formed from

ploughed eld.

H <   ikan = $   ik, q.v.

H    5 akor [S. +>.9], s.f. Bribe; lure (as, for

H   B akann =   akann, q.v.

example, is used to render tractable a cow that has lost
her calf).
H   5" akor [akor+ = S. , or ], s.m. One who

H    ukn =   ukn, q.v.
A e   aknf, s.f. pl. (of g kanaf), Sides, parts, borders,
connes, environs.
S <  & akanak, adj. Free from thorns; free from
diculties; free from enemies; thornless, unimpeded,
unobstructed.
S <  je_ akuh, adj. Indestructible; keen, sharp.
S <:    kin an, = S <:  .  akin an, s.m.

receives a bribe.
H    M7 akau , s.m.= k, q.v.
A   ak l, s.m. A great eater, a glutton (=akkl).
H   5! akol, = H "   5! akol, [S. r5!,
r5!, s.m. The plant Alangium hexapetalum, the oil of
which is used in enchantments;—akol (also), The plant
Alangium decapetalum.
H "   5! akol, = H   5! akol, [S. r5!,

Poverty, destitution; labour, endeavour, exertion;—adj.
Poor, needy, destitute, miserable, wretched.
S <:  .  akin an, = S <:    kin an, s.m.

r5!, s.m. The plant Alangium hexapetalum, the oil of

Poverty, destitution; labour, endeavour, exertion;—adj.
Poor, needy, destitute, miserable, wretched.
S  :   B kin anya = <:  kin an, q.v.

which is used in enchantments;—akol (also), The plant
Alangium decapetalum.
H "   5! akol [S. r?], s.m. The top shoot of the

H +   = akkand, = ? jB akund, s.m. Swallow-wort
(= k,q.v.).

sugar-cane (=k).
H      akwan, s.m.= k, q.v.

? jB akund, = H +   = akkand, s.m. Swallow-wort

H    M ikaun [S. + 4+],
'
adj. (prov.), Of one

(= k,q.v.).

kind, unmixed, pure, picked.
H 6    * iko j, g* ikau j [S. *], s.f. A woman

H   B akann [S. +4+"(
'
], v.n. To listen (to),
give ear (to), to attend, hear, hearken.
P    akn n, adv. Now, at present.
H      akwr [S. r+.!], s.f. Embrace, lap,

who has borne but one child.
H +     B akwand, s.m.=akwan, and k, q.v.
H   M" ukaun, s.f. (prov.) The longing of a

bosom (also written a kwr):—akwr bharn, akwr len, To
take to the bosom, to embrace, clasp (=kaul len).
H     [ ukw [S. \+t; or =; ], adv.

pregnant woman.
H &  L kh [S. ],
 s.m.= k, q.v.

Conjecturally, at a guess, at a rough estimate or
calculation.
S A   { k t, s.m., = ? { k ti, s.f., Intention,

sieve;—one of a pair of grain-bags or water-bags used as
panniers; bag, sack.
H &  L kh, = H &  =L akkh, [S. d?], s.m. Riddle,

purpose; wish, desire.
? { k ti, s.f., = S A   { k t, s.m., Intention,

sieve;—one of a pair of grain-bags or water-bags used as
panniers; bag, sack.
S ) &  L1 akhdya, adj. Unt for food, unlawful to be

purpose; wish, desire.
H Y   M ikaut, s.m. An eruption on the leg.
H    M& akau [S. +5&+], s.m. The straight piece
of wood laid across the top of the framework on which
the pulley of a well, &c. turns.

H &  =L akkh, = H &  L kh, [S. d?], s.m. Riddle,

eaten, uneatable;—s.m. forbidden food.
H  &  L akhr, s.m.= &  akh , q.v.
H &  L7 ukh (see ukh n), s.f. Rooting up,
extirpation, eradication:—ukh -pa h , s.f. Slander,

backbiting; persecution.
H  &  L7 akh  [S. d+&+t], s.m. Arena,
wrestling-ground, palæstra; place for exercise; any place
of assembly; gymnasium; circus; theatre; court;—band,
assembly, class; a sect of Hind Sdhus (e.g. nrya
akh ).
H  &  L7 ukh n [ukh ˚ = Prk. =¯(), fr.
=¯=S. ;>9, p.p.p. of +>3] , v.t. To root up,
eradicate, extirpate, pluck up or out, tear up or o, dig
up; to break o, disjoin, sunder; to dislocate, displace; to
take out, extract, draw out; to detach, separate, remove;
to set (one) against, estrange, alienate; entice away, win
over (from), buy o; to drive away, put away, do away
with, dismiss; to upset, overturn, subvert; to scatter,
disperse; to demolish, desolate, destroy, lay waste,
devastate, exterminate:—ukh -den, ukh -ln, ukh len, intensives of ukh n.
H  &  Lf® ukh [ukh + = S. a. ], s.m. One who
roots or digs up, eradicator, devastator, destroyer, &c.
H &  L! ukhl [S. +d! or d], s.m. Throwing up,

together; together, in one and the same place: in
a lump, in the mass or gross, in the aggregate, bodily;
simultaneously;—considerably, very much, much:—
ikha karn or kar-len, v.t. To collect, get or bring
together, gather together, assemble; to amass,
accumulate, store, stock, heap or pile up, stack, group; to
call together, convoke, convene; to sum up, add up, total;
to concentrate, consolidate:—ikha-kar-rakhn, v.t. To
collect, amass, store up, accumulate, treasure up, &c.:—
ikha hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To come together, gather,
collect, assemble, congregate, ock, herd, crowd; to be
added or summed up:—ikhae, adv.=ikha.
H    L& ukhan (see ukan), v.n. To trip, stumble.
S &  L khar, s.f. Den of a wild beast (=kar, q.v.).
H &  L khar, s.m.=  akshar, q.v.
H &  =L akkhar, s.m. Plenty, abundance (=  kar,
q.v.).
H 4  6 ikahr, vulg. akahr [S. +, or +t],

vomiting; vomit; an emetic:—ukhl-pukhl, ukhl-wakhl,
s.m. Vomiting; cholera morbus:—ukhl den (-ko), v.t. To
give an emetic (to).
H ! &  L! ukhln (see ukhl), v.t. To throw up,

adj. (f. -), Single, of one piece; simple (uncompounded,
not complex); univalved (in Bot.):—akahr badan, adj.
Spare-built, thin, lanky:—akahr bol, s.m. Simple word
(syn. mufrad lafz):—ikahr
lg, s.f. Simple Rule of Three

(syn. trai-rsik; arba mutansiba).
S &  L ' akharb, adj. Not small or short; large, long,

vomit:—ukhl-den, v.t. Idem.
S  E L&  L,3 khu-pshn, s.m. A kind of mineral; a

tall.
H &  L akharn (cf. akha and akh n), v.n. To be

loadstone.
H &  L akhat, = H &  L khat, [S. d],

disagreeable or displeasing; to be hard, dicult, heavy,
burdensome, oppressive, or unsupportable.
H &  L5& akhro [S. d5&], s.m. Walnut (=r

s.m.=&= a hat, q.v.:—s.f. A portion of the crop per
plough paid to the artisans of a village.
H &  L khat, = H &  L akhat, [S. d],
s.m.=&= a hat, q.v.:—s.f. A portion of the crop per
plough paid to the artisans of a village.
H  *&  L ukhtn, v.n.=  *  uktn, q.v.

a ro, q.v.).
H   =L7 akkha , L7 akha [S. +>\], adj. Unformed,

H   L ikha [S. +.TRt, rt. TR], adj. & adv.

unfashioned, unpolished, uncivilized, undisciplined, rude,
rough, coarse, barbarous, uncouth, awkward, clumsy;
perverse, headstrong, wilful, sti-necked, cross-grained,
crooked; proud, haughty; contentious, quarrelsome;—
s.m. A coarse, hard-hearted, or unfeeling person; an
awkward or clumsy person, boor, clown, lout, dolt, &c.
(=uja, q.v.).
H    L7 ukh  (perf. part. of ukha n, q.v.), adj. (f. -),

(= ikah), United, collected, assembled or gathered

Uncertain, indistinct, ill-formed, irregular, straggling,

H *&  6\, L\ ikhattar [S. Q], adj. Seventyone.
H 6 *&  L"* akh-tj, s.m.=6 Y [ &  akhe-tj, q.v.s.v. akhay.

crooked, unsteady, inconsistent, bad; abrupt, sharp,
harsh, caustic (speech):—ukh -pukh , adj.=ukh :—ukh 
att, or ukh -pukh  att, s.m. Straggling, irregular,
crooked, &c. writing.
H    L7 akh n (from akkha ), v.n. To be crooked,
cross, rude, rough, contentious, &c. (with, -se):—akh nbakh n (-se), Idem.
H    L7 ukh n, v.t. To root up, &c.= &  ukh n,
and    ukha wn.
H ?   =L7 akkha pan, = H  ?   L7 akha pan,
[S. +>\+; ]( , s.m. Roughness, coarseness, rudeness, &c.
(see akkha ).
H  ?   L7 akha pan, = H ?   =L7 akkha pan,
[S. +>\+; ]( , s.m. Roughness, coarseness, rudeness, &c.
(see akkha ).
H    L7 ukha n [S. +34"(
'
; see ukh na], v.n. To
be rooted up or out, be plucked up or out, be extracted,
be dug up, be extirpated; to be wiped out, eaced; to be
scattered, dispersed; to be pulled down, razed,
demolished, &c.; to break up; to be struck (a tent); to slip
out, be dislocated (a bone); to be pulled, torn or ripped
o; to be broken or severed (as friendship); to become
alienated or estranged; to become displeased or
oended (with, -se); to be seared, frightened, driven
away, &c. to be discouraged, disheartened, turned from,
diverted, dissuaded, &c.; to make o, decamp, abscond,
slink o, &c.; to be dismissed, sent adrift, &c.; to come
undone, unravelled, unstitched, &c.; to come out, fall o
or out (as the stone of a ring); to fall of, decline; to lose
credit or reputation; to fail of (one's word); to sing or
play out of tune; to be unsteady, shaky, straggling,
irregular, inconsistent, &c. (see ukh ); to be cut, carved,
or engraved (on, -par); to be stamped, impressed, &c.:—
ukha n-pukha n = ukha n: ukha -jn, v.n. intens. of
ukha n, and the more common form.
H    L7  ukha wn (caus. of ukh n), v.t. To
cause to be rooted out, to have (a thing) pulled out, &c.
S &  .L! akhil, vulg. L! akhal, adj. All, whole, entire,
complete, without a gap:—akhilevar (akhila+vara), s.m.
Lord of all, an epithet of the Deity (commonly applied to

Rm, iva, &c.)
H &  L! ukhal (contrac. of khal), s.m. = H #& L!"
ukhl [S. L!], s.f. A wooden or stone mortar for
pounding rice or other grain.
H #& L!" ukhl [S. L!], s.f. = H &  L! ukhal
(contrac. of khal),s.m. A wooden or stone mortar for
pounding rice or other grain.
H 2 &  L/ ukham [S. l/], s.m. Heat, &c., see ushma.
H 6@ &  L/* ukhmaj, s.m.=ushma-ja, q.v.s.v. ushma.
H <&  =L akkhan [S. .d+B], adj. Half-blind,
purblind; one-eyed.
H <&  =L akkhan, = H <&  L khan, (Braj.) s.f. pl. of
 kh, 'eye.'
H <&  L khan, = H <&  =L akkhan, (Braj.) s.f. pl. of
 kh, 'eye.'
S <&  Lef akhan, adj. Unbroken, whole, entire, all;
indivisible, indestructible;—s.m. The Deity;—(in Math.), a
point:—akha  k, s.m. An integer.
S C<&  L.ef akhait, part. adj. Unbroken,
continuous; unrefuted.
S B) <&  Lef" akhaanya, adj. Not to be broken, or
divided, indestructible, indivisible; irrefragable,
irrefutable; incontestable, undeniable.
H  &  L5& kho [S. d5&], s.m. The walnut tree and
its fruit (=a ro).
H & L akhay, Lh akhai, akhaë [S. d], adj. Not liable
to decay, undecaying, everlasting (see akshay):—akhaybar, akhay-briksh, s.m. The immortal tree,—a species of
Ficus famous in Hind legend as undecaying:—akhay-tj,
akhe-tj (S. akshaya+tritiy),
s.m. A festival observed on the

third day of the bright half of Baiskh (April-May), which
secures permanency to actions then performed. On that
day the cultivators settle their accounts for the expenses
of the Rab or spring crop, and the repayment of
advances (also written akh-tij and akh-tj):—akhe-tj-k
bho, The rate of corn on the day of akhe-tj, at which
rate the cultivator agrees to repay in kind the advances
made to him together with the interest thereon.
S &  Z khy, s.f. Name, appellation; renown,

celebrity.
S A &  Z akhyt, part. adj. Not famous, unknown,

of one alone of the two parties concerned in a case
H <; 3   ?! akel-pan, = H <L#   ?! akelpan, s.m.

obscure; infamous.
S A &  Z akhyti, s.f. Infamy, bad repute.

Loneliness, solitude; singleness, singularity; celibacy.
H <L#   ?! akelpan, = H <; 3   ?! akel-pan, s.m.

S A &  Z khyt, part. adj. Counted, recited; said,

Loneliness, solitude; singleness, singularity; celibacy.
H #   ?! ukeln (see ukheln, ukhe n), v.t. To turn up,

spoken; declared, made known; called, denominated,
named.
S R&  & khet, s.m. The chase, sporting, pursuing

to undo, unpick, unravel, open out, rip up, &c.
S ' $ aga, ag, s.m. Lit. 'unable to go or move'; a

game, hunting; pursuing; terror, fright:—khe-pau, s.m.
Beast of chase, wild animal:—khe karn, v.t. To hunt, &c.
S R&  & kheik, & kheak, adj. Hunting,

mountain; a tree.
H ' $ g, s.m.= k, q.v.

chasing, pursuing;—s.m. A hunter; a hound.
H R& &" khe [S. &], adj. Pertaining to the

excessive heat; (met.) anger, passion; love; lust; hatred;
jealousy; intense hunger; venereal disease, syphilis;—
adj. Hot as re, very hot; ery, hot-tempered, irritable;
sharp, quick; scarce, dear:—g uhn, g uh-rakhn (me ), To create or cause a quarrel (among or between),
to raise a disturbance; to enrage, provoke:—g-bg hon,
v.n. To be exceedingly enraged (=g hon):—g bujhn or
bujh-den (-k), To extinguish re; to quench the thirst
(of); to satisfy hunger, lust, appetite, &c.; to appease a
tumult, pacify a quarrel, still resentment:—g bujhn,
neut. of g bujhn, q.v.:—g barsn or bars-den (-par),
To rain re (upon), to pour in shot and shell, to
bombard, cannonade;—g barasn, v.n. To be very hot; to
be parched up; (hence) to become scarce and dear (re,
as it were, raining upon, -par, a thing, and parching it,
and so, causing a scarcity); falling in abundance of shot
and shell:—g ba n (-k), To have the re of anger,
hunger, &c. kindled, to be enraged; to be hungry, &c.:—
g-bag la (or bab l) hon, v.n. To be in a whirlwind of
passion, to be mad with rage:—g-bo, s.m. A steam-boat,
a steamer:—g bha kn (-k), To stir or blow the re (of),
to fan the ame (of); to stir up, stimulate, excite:—g
bha akn (-k), neut. of g bha kn, q.v.:—g bhakn, To eat
re; to exaggerate greatly; to fabricate, invent; to lie
grossly; to boast enormously:—g-pn-k bair,
Antagonism (such as that) of re and water; natural
antagonism; mortal enmity:—g pa n, v.n. To be
annoyed (by), enraged (at); to feel the burning (of heat,
grief, hunger, &c.), to be very hot, &c.=g barasn, q.v.:—

chase, for hunting (as a dog); s.m. Sportsman, hunter;
hunting-dog.
H  R&  7 ukhe n, v.t.= &  ukh n, q.v.:—ukhe
batn, v.n. To be crusty or cross, to turn away the face
(from), to be cool (towards).
H  R&  7  ukhe wn, v.t.=   ukha wn, q.v.
H # &  ! ukheln, v.t.= R&  ukhe n, q.v.
H   » akaiy, s.m. One of the sacks or baskets of a
pannier, &c.= &  akkh or kh, q.v.
H B  =" ikkys, adj. Eighty-one (=iks, q.v.).
H    =  ikkywan, adj. Fifty-one (=ikwan, q.v.).
S A   "X\ akrtti, = H A   " akrat, s.f. Infamy,
disgrace, obloquy, reproach; defamation, ill-report; bad
repute.
H A   " akrat, = S A   "X\ akrtti, s.f. Infamy,
disgrace, obloquy, reproach; defamation, ill-report; bad
repute.
H I   =" ikks =  ikkas [S.  8], adj.
Twenty-one:—ikks rahn (-par), Lit. 'to be twenty-one' (to
another's twenty); to prevail (against), get the better
(of), to overcome.
H 3   ?! akel [S. +!], adj. (f. -), Single sole;
solitary, lonely;—akel, akele, adv. Alone, by ooneself,
singly, unattended, unfriended; apart:—akel-dukel,
adj.=akel:—akel kahn, s.f. Statement or representation

H ' $ g [S. .m; Prk. .F$], s.f. Fire; ame; heat,

g ph kn = g bhakn, q.v.:—g phukn or phuk-jn, v.n.
To be blown into a ame; to feel great heat; to be
greatly excited, be worked into a fury, get into a
towering passion:—g-ph s-k bair, Antagonism (like that)
of re and straw, &c.=g-pn k bair, q.v.:—g ph kn or
ph k-den, v.t. To blow the re, fan the ame; to excite,
in ame; to burn excessively, feel on re:—g-pe pn
ln, To throw water on the re, to extinguish the re;
to quench thirst, &c.=g bujhn, q.v.:—g-pe lon, To roll
on re; to be uneasy or restless; to be consumed with
jealousy, envy, &c.:—g jo n = g sulgn, q.v.:—g jh n,
To shake o the ashes from a live coal; to strike re
(from a int, &c.):—g den or de-den, v.t. To set re
(to), apply a light or torch (to); to burn, consume,
destroy:—g dhon = g jh n, q.v.:—g lna or drn (-par
or me ), To set re (to), to burn:—g-ru, s.f. Lit. 'Firecotton'; tinder:—g sulgn, To kindle or make a re; to
in ame, excite sedition, foment a quarrel:—g-se pn hojn, v.n. To recover from a violent t of temper, to cool
down:—g-k bg, s.m. A goldsmith's furnace:—g-k putl,
s.m. An extremely active and energetic person; a man of
quick apprehension, a sharp fellow:—g-k patang, s.m. A
spark of re; a piece of re, a burning coal:—g karn, To
light or make a re; to make (a thing) exceedingly
warm; to excite anger or envy (com. used among
women):—g-ke mol, adj. Scarce, dear, high-priced:—g
ga n (-me ), To sow discord, &c., see g lagn:—g lag-ke
pn-ko dau n, Lit. 'To run for water after setting re to';
to make a show of curing an evil caused by ooneself; to
pretend to appease a quarrel which one has purposely
excited; to play tricks, deceive:—g lagn (-ko, or -me ),
To apply re (to), set on re; to burn, consume; to kindle
the re of strife, sow dissension, make mischief, cause a
quarrel, create a disturbance; to in ame, excite, enrage;
to eat up, consume; to squander, waste, ruin, destroy; to
occasion loss (to); to reduce to poverty; to make a grand
display, to do wonders; to treat as worthless or vile, to
cast aside, throw or put away, abandon; to discard,
disown; to treat with scorn, to scorn, despise; to pay too
high a price, to buy dear; to swindle, cheat, pilfer:—glag , adj. & s.m. Combustible, in ammable; an
incendiary; a seditious person, rebrand, instigator of

quarrels:—g-lagn, or lag-jn, v.n. To be set on re, to
be on re; to catch re; to burn, be hot; to smart (as a
wound); to burn with rage, indignation, envy, jealousy,
&c., to be enraged or incensed; to be consumed with
love, or grief; to feel intense hunger; to perish, wither,
be blighted; to become scarce and dear:—g-lage, intj.
May it be burned! perish! blast thee! a murrain seize
thee! plague take it!:—g-lage-par bill-k m t h hn, Lit.
'To look for a cat's urine when (the house) is on re': to
go in quest of small and rarely-found remedies to meet a
present and great danger; to put o, delay or excuse
oneself on vain pretences:—g-lage-pe k  khodn, To
dig a well after re has broken out; to shut the stabledoor after the horse is stolen:—g-lene n, Lit. 'To come
for re'; to pay a ying visit, to pay a doctor's visit:—gme pn ln = g bujhn, q.v.:—g-me jaln or lon
(kis-k or gair-k),
To bring reproach upon; to accuse; to

suer for another:—g-nikln (-se), To strike re or a
light (from int, &c):—g hon or ho-jn, To become re;
to become very hot; to take re, to burn with rage, be
enraged.
H X  $ g [S. m+t], s.m. Front, fore-part, foreground; forehead; countenance, face; the private parts;
space in front of a house; fore-part of a turband; head or
fore-part of a ship or boat; van, vanguard; rst charge
or assault, onset; that which is gone before, the past
(time); that which is before, the future, the morrow,
hereafter:—g bhr hon, Lit. 'To be heavy in the front';
to be pregnant; to be rough, uneven or dangerous (a
road):—g-p h, s.m. Front and stern, the private parts
(of the body); the cloth forming the fore and back part
of a jma from the neck to the waist; hesitation,
vacillation:—g-p h dekhn, To look before and behind;
to be cautious, to take care, consider well:—g-p h
so n, To consider well the past and the future, &c., to
think about, re ect, deliberate:—g-p h karn (-k), To
go after (one), hang about (one), dog one's steps; to
hesitate, waver, vacillate, boggle, demur, stand shillyshally:—g-tg len (-k), To look after, attend to; to
question; to call to account:—g sambhln, g len (-k),
To go forwards, to proceed, advance; to come forward; to
take the lead; to bark (a dog) on the approach of a

stranger:—g mrn (-k), To attack or strike in front; to
attack the vanguard (of an army).
S Y X  $P agtra, adj. Bodiless, incorporeal.

dn, s.m. (or ugl-dn, s.f.), A vessel for spitting in, a
spittoon (syn. pkdn).
H " X  $! ugl, s.m. A certain insect which attacks

S  X  $ agdh, = S  X  $ gdh, adj. Bottomless,
unfathomable, very deep.
S  X  $ gdh, = S  X  $ agdh, adj. Bottomless,

standing crops; land always saturated with moisture;
ooze, slime.
H ! X  $! ugln, v.t. To spit out;—v.n. To chew the

unfathomable, very deep.
S * X  $ agdhat, s.f. Extreme or great depth,

cud, to ruminate (=jugln).
S a X  $/" gm, adj. Coming, ensuing, about to come,

unfathomability.
H  X  $ agr, s.m.= &X  aghr, q.v.

future.
H  X  $ ugn (caus. of ugn), v.t. To cause to grow, to

S  X  $ gr, s.m. Dwelling, house, room; receptacle.

raise.
H  X  $ ag , s.m. Advance, &c. (see ga and ag );—

H  X  $ ugrn (see ugln), v.t. To clean (a well) by
removing the sediment of black mud, &c.
H ? X  $6 igrah [S. 8], adj. Eleven.
H   X  $6[ igrah , = H   X  $6 [ igrahw , adj.
Eleventh.
H   X  $6 [ igrahw , = H   X  $6[ igrah , adj.
Eleventh.
H  X  $" gr [S. m; see g ], s.f. Money, pay, &c.
given in advance.
H  X  $7 ag , s.m.= &X  agh , q.v.
H  X  $f® ag

= next, q.v.

H  X $7" ag  [Ap. Prk. F$f=S. m++],
s.f.= X  g, q.v.; money, &c. paid in advance, advances;
onset, rst charge; the fore-fetters of a horse;—adv. In
front, before; forward, onward, further on, in advance
(see ge):—ag -pi h , s.f. The front and heel ropes
with which a horse is fastened: ag  mrn (-k), To
attack in front; to attack the advanced guard; to defeat
(an enemy).
H K X  $ ags, = H K X  $ gs, s.m.=K   ks, q.v.
(The word appears to be peculiar to Southern India.)
H K X  $ gs, = H K X  $ ags, s.m.=K   ks, q.v.
(The word appears to be peculiar to Southern India.)
H B X $" ags [S. m+(8+], s.f. A turband; a
terrace in front of an upper room; portico; verandah.
H X  $! ugl [S. +$, rt. $], s.m. That which is spit
out after chewing anything (especially betel-leaf):—ugl-

adv. In advance, in front, before, beforehand:—ag
jn, v.n. To advance in order to meet a person coming
on a visit.
P ? X  gh [Pehl. k, Zend ka, S. +8], adj. Informed
or apprized (of), acquainted (with, -se), privy (to);
knowing, informed, intelligent, versed, conversant:—
gh-dil, adj. Vigilant, of attentive mind; intelligent,
wise:—gb karn or kar-den (-ko, of person, and -se, of
thing), To inform (a person, of a thing, to acquaint
(with), apprize (of), to signify; to report; to caution,
forewarn; to give notice, notify.
H  X  $6 ughn [S. +m64"(], v.t. To gather,
collect, accumulate; to realize, raise (money or funds),
net; to tax, levy, impose; to beg (for), to importune (also
written ughn).
P  X gh, s.f. Information, knowledge, intelligence,
acquaintance, cognizance; vigilance.
H  X  $6" ugh (see ughn), s.f. Collections, proceeds,
produce, collection of rent or revenue; sum of money
realized or paid by instalments; payment by instalments;
dues, money to be realized; usury.
S LX  $,Q agupt, adj. Not hidden, unconcealed.
H X  $ agat [S. m+], s.f. Future, futurity, the
hereafter (=g, q.v.).
S X  $ agati, agat, adj. Without character,
dishonoured, disgraced;—s.m.f. One whose funeral
ceremonies have not been performed;—s.f. Distress,

want of resource, necessity, inconvenience; disgrace,
dishonour; condemnation, damnation.
S X  $ gat, part. adj. Arrived, come; present;—s.m.
A guest.
H X  $ gat [S. $], s.f. Income; wealth, stock,
property; respect, courtesy, attention, consideration (see
next).
S X  $ gati, s.f. Arrival; concern.
H X  $ ugat [S. +$ rt. $/], s.f. Growing, springing
up; production; invention; inventive power or genius
(=ukat).
H *X  $\ agattar [S. +$+], adj. Coming, arriving,
approaching; future.
S *X  $; gatwa, s.m. Concern.
H *X  $" agt, s.f. The Agati tree=* akt, q.v.
H ' $& aga [S. +V?], s.m. A butcher's stall. (The
word appears to be peculiar to Southern India.)
H  ' $& agan [S. +V&"(], v.t. To bring
together, collect, assemble.
H  ' $& ugan, v.t. To abuse, revile, reproach, use

so , s.m. Foresight, forethought, providence, precaution:
—agra-so , adj. Forecasting, provident, cautious;—s.m.
One endued with foresight; a cautious man:—agra-gm,
adj. Preceding;—s.m. Forerunner; predecessor:—agragm-sen, s.f. The advance guard of an army:—agra-grs,
s.m. The rst morsel:—agra-hyan, s.m. The eighth
month in the lunar year of the Hinds (Nov.-Dec.), when
the moon is full near the head of Orion.
H X  $ gar and $ agar [S. , rt. ¼], s.m. Saltmine, salt-pit;—adj. Full of; competent, versed in,
procient.
H X  $ gar, s.m.= X  gr, q.v.
S X  m ugra, s.m. Anger, wrath;—adj. Fierce, wrathful,
terrible, cruel, savage; an epithet of iva; the name of a
mixed tribe, the ospring of a Kshatriya by a Sudra
woman (the employment of this tribe is to kill animals
that live in holes); powerful, violent, mighty, strong,
formidable; sharp, severe:—ugra-tap, s.m. Severe
penance.
H X  $ agrr [fr. S. m], s.m. A village, or the
quarter of a town or village, inhabited by Brhmans.
H KX  Fm aggrs [S. m+m], s.m. The rst morsel.

bad language to.
S + X  $ agad, adj. Free from disease, healthy;—s.m.

H KX  m agrs, = H <BX  m agrsan, [S. m+8],

Health; a medicine, medicament, drug.
H ' $f ag, s.m.= ' ag , q.v.

s.m. Food oered in oblations, sacrices, &c. to the gods.
H <BX  m agrsan, = H KX  m agrs, [S. m+8],

H ' $f ag, adj. Firm, strong; resolute, brave,

s.m. Food oered in oblations, sacrices, &c. to the gods.
S  X  mµ agrhya, adj. Not to be received or taken,

un inching.
P X  agar, conj. If, if so be, in case, in the event of.
H X  $ agar, $, agur [S. $,~], s.m. Wood of aloes,
Aquillaria agallocha;—the name of a certain tree which
produces bdellium, Amyris agallocha;—the sisu tree,
Dalbergia sisoo:—agar-dn, s.m. A vessel for holding agar or
perfumes; a scent-bottle.
S X  m agra, adj. Front, foremost; rst, prior, anterior;
chief, prominent, best;—s.m. Foremost point or part,
forepart, front, tip, uppermost part:—agra-bhg, s.m. The
rst, chief, front or foremost part of anything:—agra-ja,
adj. Of prior birth, rstborn;—s.m. An elder brother:—
agra-sar, adj. Preceding; s.m. Chief, leader, guide:—agra-

unacceptable.
H J X  $ $ agar-bagar, s.m.= %1 ' aga -baga , q.v.
S YX  m agrat, s.f. Priority, precedence.
H  YX  $, gurtn, s.m. Thumb-ring (cf. ang h and
angushtna).
P =X  agar , conj. Although, though, even if, granted
that.
H X X  $$ igar-digar (X  redupl.), adj. Disordered,
disarranged, deranged, topsy-turvy, tangled, confused;
spoiled, injured.
H & X  $L agarkh, s.m.= & J angarkh, q.v.
S 1 X  .m/ agrim, adj. First in order or rank, chief, eldest;

subsequent, future;—adv. Before, prior; subsequently:—
s.m. An elder brother.
H X  $~ gr [S. .m+~], s.m. Eruptions from heat

trash, nonsense;—adj. Mixed, confused, jumbled;
promiscuous, composed of odds and ends.
H J ^ J ' $7/ $7/ ag am-bag am, = H  %1 ' $7 $7

on the tongue and lips; the thrush, aphthœ. (The word
seems peculiar to Southern and Western India.)
H X  F$ ! aggarwl, = H "X  $ ! agarwl, s.m.

aga -baga , [S. +J/t], s.m. Confusior, jumble, medley,

A race of merchants of the Vaisya tribe (from Agroh, to
the west of Dehl);—the descendants of Rj Agar.
H "X  $ ! agarwl, = H X  F$ ! aggarwl, s.m.
A race of merchants of the Vaisya tribe (from Agroh, to
the west of Dehl);—the descendants of Rj Agar.
H X  $M& agrau [S. $,~+P?], s.m. A vessel for
holding perfumes (agar); a scent-bottle (=agar-dn).
H ?X  $ gra, s.m. The city of Agra (called also Akbarbd):—gre-wl (or gre-wr), adj. (f. -), Of or
pertaining to Agra;—s.m. A native, or a resident, of Agra.
S ?X  m6 grah, s.m. Seizing, taking; surpassing,
surmounting; favour, patronage; ability, power;
pertinacity:—grah karn, v.t. To seize, &c.; to hold
tenaciously (to); to insist.
H ?X  m6 ugrah [S. +m6], = H <X  m6 ugrahan, s.m.
Cessation of an eclipse, illumination of the sun or moon
after an eclipse.
H <X  m6 ugrahan, = H ?X  m6 ugrah [S. +m6], s.m.
Cessation of an eclipse, illumination of the sun or moon
after an eclipse.
H X $ agra, $" agar, adj. Of the colour of aloe
wood (agar); of or relating to agar (q.v.)
H X $" gar, = H )X  $ agary, s.m. A
manufacturer of salt (gar, q.v.).
H )X  $ agary, = H X $" gar, s.m. A
manufacturer of salt (gar, q.v.).
H )X  $ agary, adj.=agra, q.v.
H  ' $7 ag , s.m. An ear of corn or rice which has
been blighted and contains no grain.
H  %1 ' $7 $7 aga -baga , = H J ^ J ' $7/ $7/
ag am-bag am, [S. +J/t], s.m. Confusior, jumble,
medley, mess, hash; odds and ends; tri es, trumpery;

mess, hash; odds and ends; tri es, trumpery; trash,
nonsense;—adj. Mixed, confused, jumbled; promiscuous,
composed of odds and ends.
H 0X  $T agast (corr. of the English), s.m. August (the
month).
S 0X  $.TT agasti, = S  *0X  $T; agastya, s.m. Name of
a tree, #schynomene grandiora; the star Canopus, (also)
the name of the regent of that star.
S  *0X  $T; agastya, = S 0X  $.TT agasti, s.m. Name of
a tree, #schynomene grandiora; the star Canopus, (also)
the name of the regent of that star.
H  *0X  $T  agastwr, s.m. The name of a small tribe
of Rajpts.
H X  F$! aggal, = H X  $! gal, [S. $!],
'
s.m.f. Bar
(of a door or window), bolt.
H X  $! gal, = H X  F$! aggal, [S. $!],
'
s.m.f. Bar
(of a door or window), bolt.
H X  $! gal, adv. Before, in front, &c.; s.m. Front
part, &c. (see agl).
H X  $! gil, adj. Future; possible. (Cf. agl.)
H 3X  $! agl [S. m+t], adj. (f. -), Foremost, rst,
chief, principal; prior, previous, preceding, former,
anterior; late, recent, belonging to the past, old; coming,
approaching, next, subsequent, forthcoming, future;—
s.m. The rst, the foremost (person or thing), the chief,
the best; the preceding, hence, (in the pl. agle), elders,
ancients, forefathers, ancestors, predecessors; the
living, the present generation; posterity, descendants,
succeeding generations; another person, a second
person (=d sr, but generally implying a senior or a
superior); husband, partner (husband or wife); the
Supreme Being; supreme lord, tyrant, oppressor; the
opposite party, opponent, adversary (in a lawsuit, or a
match); the privities:—agl parda, s.m. Fore-sail (of a
ship):—agl tham, s.m. Fore-mast (of a ship):—agl janam,

s.m. Former birth or life; the future, the next world:—agl
pi hl karn, s.f. The fruits of one's acts in this life, or in a
former existence, according to Hind belief:— agl mit
rakhn (k), To antedate:—agle, pron. They, those;—adv.
Formerly, previously (=S. agre, and H. ge):—agle-pi hle,
s.m. Ancestors, elders, predecessors; descendants,
posterity; preceding and succeeding generations:—agle
zamne-k, adj. Belonging to a former age or generation;
simple, artless, innocent, guileless, plain, straightforward.
H 3X  $![ galnt [S. m+B], adv. Up to the neck.
H J X  $! $! agal-bagal =  bagal, 'side,' &c., q.v.:—
agal-bagal rakhn, v.t. To put on one side, put aside or
away.
H #X  $! ugaln [S. +$4"(, rt. $], v.t. To spit out;
to bring up from the stomach or craw (as birds for their
young, or as cattle in chewing the cud); to throw up,
vomit, reject, disgorge; to restore or refund (property
surreptitiously obtained=ugln, q.v.):—ugal-pa n, v.n. To
be spit out, &c.; to fall out of its sheath (a sword, &c.).
H 2 X  $/ agam, [S. $@], adj. Inaccessible,
unapproachable, unattainable, incomprehensible;
impassable, impenetrable, impervious; bottomless,
unfathomable; deep, unfordable; unlimited, unbounded.
H 2 X  $/ agam, = S 2 X  $/ gam, s.m. Coming,
approach, advent; entrance; acquisition; futurity, the
future, the next world; a stra containing spells and
incantations dictated by Mahdeva; a stra or work on
sacred science; the Vedas; the East; (in law), voucher,
document:—gam-bt, s.f. Prophecy, prediction:—gam
b dhn, v.n. To determine the future, to fore-tell,
prophesy:—gam-b, s.f. Prophesying, &c.=gam-bt,
q.v.:—agam-bidy (gam-vidy), s.f. The art or science of
prognosticating, prognostication, divination, augury,
fortune-telling:—gam-bakt, s.m. Prognosticator; one
who tells the doctrines of the Agam = gam-jn, gam jnn
(or gyn), s.m. Prognosticator, fore-teller, prophet,
diviner, augur, fortune-teller; soothsayer; one versed in
the tantras.
S 2 X  $/ gam, = H 2 X  $/ agam, s.m. Coming,

approach, advent; entrance; acquisition; futurity, the
future, the next world; a stra containing spells and
incantations dictated by Mahdeva; a stra or work on
sacred science; the Vedas; the East; (in law), voucher,
document:—gam-bt, s.f. Prophecy, prediction:—gam
b dhn, v.n. To determine the future, to fore-tell,
prophesy:—gam-b, s.f. Prophesying, &c.=gam-bt,
q.v.:—agam-bidy (gam-vidy), s.f. The art or science of
prognosticating, prognostication, divination, augury,
fortune-telling:—gam-bakt, s.m. Prognosticator; one
who tells the doctrines of the Agam = gam-jn, gam jnn
(or gyn), s.m. Prognosticator, fore-teller, prophet,
diviner, augur, fortune-teller; soothsayer; one versed in
the tantras.
H 2 X  $,/ ugum, ugam (see ugn), s.m. Growing, growth;
becoming.
H  @ X $/" agmn, s.f.=agwn, q.v.
S <@ X  $/ gaman, s.m. Coming, arriving; approach,
advent; a proceeding; origin; sexual intercourse.
H @ X  $/ gman [S. m+$/+t], s.m. The
advanced guard; the East;—adj. Adventurous,
venturesome; forward, early (as fruit, &c.).
H @ X $/" gam [S. $/+], adj. Pertaining to the
future;—s.m. Prophet, prognosticator, &c.=gam-jn,
q.v.s.v. gam.
S  @ X  $@ agamya, adj.=agam, q.v.
H <X  $ agan, $ agin, s.f. $" agini, S. .¢ agni,
s.m. Fire, &c.=g, q.v.:—agni, s.m. The south-east; the god
of re and regent of the south-east quarter:—agni-bn,
s.m. Arrow of re, rocket, any ery missile:—agni-bo,
s.f. The farcy in horses; an eruptive disease in men and
elephants; erysipelas:—agni-ptra, s.m. Any vessel in
which re is kept:—agni-prastar, s.m. Any stone producing
re, int:—agni-parksh, s.f. Ordeal by re:—agni-p jak,
s.m. Fire-worshipper, guebre:—agni-tan, s.m. A certain
demon whose body is of re:—agni-tret, s.f. The three
sacred res of the Hinds, taken collectively, viz. the
southern, the household, and the sacricial re:—agnisa skr, s.m. Funeral ceremonies, such as burning a dead
body; any ceremony performed with consecrated re:—

agni-sthn, s.m. 'Fire-place,' chamber of (the
consecrated) re:—agni-kun, s.m. Fire-pit, a hollow for
kindling re in:—agni-ko, s.f. The south-east quarter:—
agni-garbha, agni-mai, s.m. The sun-stone, a fabulous
gem supposed to contain and to impart solar heat:—agnihotra, s.m. A ceremony consisting in oblations to
consecrated re; the consecrated re itself:—agni-hotr,
s.m. One who keeps up a perpetual sacricial re; a
sacricing priest conversant with the Rigveda, one who
performs the ceremony of Hom (=hom-karnewl); a reworshipper; a sect of Brhmans:—agni-hotri-sthn,
s.m.

Chamber of the sacricial re:—agni-hom, s.m. Sacrice
by re, burnt sacrice: oering oblations to re.
H <X  $ agin, $ agan, s.m. Name of a bird, a species
of lark (=agiy, q.v.).
S <X  $,4 agu, adj. Unskilful; without merit; ineectual;
bad; void of qualities (good or bad);—an epithet of the
Deity;—s.m. Bad quality or property, defect, fault, vice.
H X  $ agn, s.m.=angn, q.v.
H X  $ ugn [S. +$/"(], v.n. To grow, springup,
shoot, sprout, germinate; to be produced, to rise, bud; to
begin, set in; to dawn:—ugte-h jal-jn, To be withered or
blasted at its birth, to be nipped in the bud.
S X  $.4 agait, adj. Not reckoned or counted;
incalculable, innumerable.
S (X  .¢  agnik, s.m. An insect of scarlet colour the
lady-bird.
H X  ¢" agn, s.f.=<X  agni, q.v.
S  X  ¢< gneya, s.m. Anything appertaining to re, or
the deity of re; the south-east quarter;—adj. Fiery,
pungent, piquant, stimulating, digestive;—south-eastern.
H X  $0 g , adv.=[ X  ge, q.v.:—g -p h = ge-p he, q.v.
H  X  $,  aguw, agw, $, agu [S. m+$/+t], s.m.
Guide, leader, conductor, forerunner, harbinger; one
who negotiates a marriage, a match-maker; the opening
in a (Hind) woman's skirt.
H  X  $, gu (see agu), s.m. Pommel (of a saddle).
H  X  $  agwr, s.m. A portion of corn set apart for
village servants (like the customary 'sharping corn' in

England); the perquisite of the ploughman in kind, rent,
&c., paid in advance.
H   X  $ 7 agw  [S. m+ &+t], s.m. Front, forepart; space in front of a house:—agw e-pi hw e, s.m.
Places in front and rear, neighbourhood; persons living
in front and rear (of), neighbours.
H B X $ " agws, s.f. The body of a ploughshare.
H  X  $  agwn, = H  X  $ " agwn, [S. m+$/
+ ], s.m. Guide, leader, fore-runner, harbinger (=agw);
agent, manager;—s.f. Guidance, direction, leadership;
reception, welcome, going or sending forward to meet
and receive a visitor with honour (=agaun; syn. istiqbl):
—agwn karn (-k), To advance to meet the bridegroom
at a wedding, or a visitor on the road; to escort to one's
home.
H  X  $ " agwn, = H  X  $  agwn, [S. m+$/
+ ], s.m. Guide, leader, fore-runner, harbinger (=agw);
agent, manager;—s.f. Guidance, direction, leadership;
reception, welcome, going or sending forward to meet
and receive a visitor with honour (=agaun; syn. istiqbl):
—agwn karn (-k), To advance to meet the bridegroom
at a wedding, or a visitor on the road; to escort to one's
home.
H  X  $ 6" agwh, = H $ X  $  agw, 1st=agwn,
q.v.;—2nd [S. .¢ +6"], s.f. Burning, con agration.
H $ X  $  agw, = H  X  $ 6" agwh, 1st=agwn,
q.v.;—2nd [S. .¢ +6"], s.f. Burning, con agration.
S Y X $5P" agotr, adj. Of a dierent family or tribe.
S = X  $5 ago ar, adj. Not obvious, imperceptible,
invisible; unseen, unperceived; hidden, secret,
mysterious;—s.m. The invisible Supreme Being.
H  X  $M agaur, s.m. An advance of rent paid by the
cultivator to the zamndr in the months of jeh and s h
(cf. ag ):—agaur-ba, s.f. A division of the crop in
predetermined proportions between landlord and
tenant; a watching and sharing, each party keeping
watch (see next) over the elds to prevent the crop
being fraudulently carried o.
H  X  $5 agor, = H  X  $5 agor, s.m. Watchman,

guard; one who watches over crops.
H  X  $5 agor, = H  X  $5 agor, s.m. Watchman,
guard; one who watches over crops.
H  X  $5 agorn, v.t. To watch, guard, take care of.
H  X $5" agor = ago , q.v.
H  X $M" agaur, s.f.=agaur, q.v.
H ) X  $5 agoriy, agory, s.m.=ago , q.v.
S  X  $0i ag h, adj. Easy of comprehension, evident,
manifest:—ag h-bho, adj. Of an ingenuous disposition,
open, honest, candid.
H  X $57" ago , s.f. Advance of money, &c. (see ag 

H  &X V" aghr, adj. Greedy, covetous, avaricious (cf.
aghor); s.m. A miser.
H  &X  V7 agh  [S. +V&+t], s.m. The plant
Achyranthes aspera (said to cure the bite of venomous
reptiles;—syn. ir ir).
H  &X  V7 ugh  (part. of next, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Uncovered, unveiled, laid bare, exposed; disclosed,
discovered; bare, naked, undressed; plain, clear, evident,
manifest. (See ugh ).
H  &X  V7 ugh n [ugh ˚ = Prk. FVf<() or
FVf()=S. -&(), rt. +V&], v.t. To uncover,

H +  X  $g agaund [S. m+, ½O?], s.m. The top of the

unveil, unclose, open, lay bare, expose; to pull o, throw
o (covering or dress); to disclose, reveal; to betray (a
secret or condence):—ugh -den, v.t. Idem.
H  &X  Vf® ugh [ugh + = S. a. ], s.m. One who

sugar-cane cut up for seed.
H  X $M" agaun, s.f.=agwn, q.v.

discovers or unveils, &c. (see ugh n).
H  &X  V aghn [S. +¾], v.n. To be surfeited or

and agaur); adv. Before-hand, in advance.
H ! X  $5! agoln, v.t.=agorn, q.v.

S &X  V agh, s.m. Sin, guilt, crime, wickedness; suering:
—agha-kr, s.m. Sinner, pro igate, criminal:—agha-may,
adj. Abounding in sin, sinful:—agha-nak, adj. & s.m. Sindestroying, freeing from sin, purifying;—destroyer of
sin:—agha-hart, s.m. Remover of guilt,—an epithet of the
Deity.
P X  gah, adj.=gh, q.v.
S A &X  V ght, = H A &X  V aght, s.m. Beating;
stroke, blow; cast, throw; gust; killing, slaughter; place of
execution, slaughter-house.
H A &X  V aght, = S A &X  V ght, s.m. Beating;
stroke, blow; cast, throw; gust; killing, slaughter; place of
execution, slaughter-house.
S Y &X V" aght, adj. Not wounded, unscathed, sound,
whole.
H  &X  V& agh, s.m. Land held in perpetuity and not
alienable.
H  &X  V aghr [S. +$, but cf. aghor], s.m. Greediness,
covetousness, avarice.
S  &X  V ghr, s.m. Placing sacred food, or sprinkling
claried butter, before an idol; sprinkling gh upon the
re at certain sacrices; gh or claried butter.

satiated (with, -se), to be full, satised, contented; to
swell with pride, give oneself airs:—v.t. To satisfy ll,
glut, cloy, &c. (= hakn):—adj. Surfeited, satiated, lled,
&c.=agh, q.v.
H  &X  V ughn, v.t.=ughn, q.v.
H $ &X V agh, s.f. Surfeit, satiety, repletion, fulness;
—adv. To the full or utmost; severely, harshly, with a
strong or heavy hand.
H $ &X V agh, = H ) &X  V aghy, adj. Satiated,
surfeited, satised, full;—s.m. A rich man, one who
enjoys a competency.
H ) &X  V aghy, = H $ &X V agh, adj. Satiated,
surfeited, satised, full;—s.m. A rich man, one who
enjoys a competency.
H $ &X  V ugh, s.f.=ugh, q.v.
S X  V& aghait, adj. Unt, unworthy;—s.m. The
unknown future.
H  X  V7 ugh  (part. of next, q.v.)=ugh , q.v.
H  X  V7 ugha n [S.  + V&"(; see ugh n], v.n.
To be uncovered, unveiled, laid bare, opened, exposed,
disclosed, discovered; to be pulled o.

H <&X  V aghan [S. m+64], s.m. The name of the
eighth month of the luni-solar year of the Hinds (Nov.Dec.).
H &X  V ughn (neut. of ughn, q.v.), v.n. To be
collected, gathered, raised (by subscription), &c. (See
ughn.)
H K &X <&X  .VV aghin-ghs, s.m. Lemon grass (see
agy-ghs, s.v. agy).
H &X V" aghan, aghn, adj. Relating to the month
Aghan;—s.f. The produce of that portion of the arf crop
which is gathered in the month Aghan, the harvest of
the cold season:—aghn-fal, Idem.
S  &X  V5 aghor, s.m. A title of the god iva;—adj.
Terrible, formidable:—aghor-panth, s.m. An order of
religious mendicants, among Hinds, who worship iva:
(They eat anything and everything, however lthy or
unclean, even human carcases;—hence) a gross or lthy
feeder; a dirty-looking man:—aghor-panth, s.m. A
member of the order aghor-panth; glutton, &c. (=the next,
q.v.).
H  &X V5" aghor [S. V5+], adj. & s.m. (=aghorpanth), Filthy, foul, impure, unclean;—a glutton,
gormandizer.
H <L) &X  V5" aghor-pan, = H L) &X  V5" aghorpan, [aghor + S. a. ; ]( , s.m. Filthiness, foulness,
uncleanness, impurity; greediness, covetousness.
H L) &X  V5" aghor-pan, = H <L) &X  V5" aghorpan, [aghor + S. a. ; ]( , s.m. Filthiness, foulness,
uncleanness, impurity; greediness, covetousness.
S D &X  V53 aghosh, adj. Without noise or sound; (in
Gram.) hard.
P 4X gah, s.f.=gh, q.v.
H [ X  G age, intj. (used to a female of the lower order) O!
holla! (the word appears to be peculiar to Southern and
Western India).
H X  $" g, s.f. Fire, &c. (=g, q.v.)
H [ X  G ge [S. m<], adv. (=ag  and g ), Before, in
front, in the presence of, confronting, facing, opposite,
in view, in sight; in the time or reign; in advance;

foremost; fore, beyond, onward, further, further on,
furthermore, more than this; in future, hereafter,
henceforth; again; for the future; next in time or place,
then, afterwards; thereupon, after that; formerly, in
former times; already:—ge ge, adv. (intensive or
emphat. of ge), in advance, before, ahead; later on, by
and by, hereafter:—ge n, v.n. To come forward, come
in sight; to advance, approach, draw near; to confront,
face, defy, challenge; to come between, interpose; to
come to pass, happen, occur, befall, betide; to come upon
(retributively); to return, revert; to reap what one has
sown; to come to light, be discovered:—ge ba hn, v n. To
go before, advance, go forward or ahead; to make head
or progress, push on, get along; to go forward to meet
and escort a visitor; to go beyond, surpass, outstrip,
excel; to come forward, face, confront, oppose; to
challenge; to lead, show the way:—ge-p he, adv. One
after another, successively, in succession, in a line;
before and behind, front and rear, fore and aft; again,
hereafter, henceforth, for the future; sooner or later; in
the absence of, behind one's back; on tting occasion or
opportunity; straggling, irregularly; in inverted order,
transposed:—ge jn, v.n.=ge ba hn, q.v.:—ge dhar-len,
v.t. To place, lay or put before; to present, oer; to make
(one) go before, keep (one) in sight; to put forward:—gedekhke, adv. Looking before; with the eyes open;
carefully, with circumspection:—ge dekhn, v.n. To look
before, keep the eyes open, look about one, take care,
exercise caution or circumspection; to look to the future:
—ge ln, v.t. To throw or place before; to supply with
the means of support:—ge-se, adv. Before-hand, in
anticipation, previously, before: (in phrases it may often
be conveniently rendered by the prex pre-, as ge-se
hnn, To predetermine, presume, preconceive:—ge-se
hahrn, To predetermine, prejudge):—ge rakhn (=ag
rakhn), v.t. To put forward; to place or lay before,
&c.=ge dhar-len, q.v.:—ge-k uh khnewl, s.m.
Dependant, follower, servant; parasite, hanger-on,
sycophant:—ge karn, v.t. To bring forward, adduce,
produce; to place, lay or set before:—ge-ko, adv. Further
on (in time or space), in future; ahead, subsequently:—
ge ln, v.t. To bring forward, advance, to bring before:

—ge hon, v.n. To go before, advance, &c. (=ge ba hn);
to be forward or bold; to face (one) boldly, to be rude or
impertinent.
H X  $ agiy, agy, s.f. Fire, &c.=g, q.v.:—agy-baitl,
s.m. A demon who rules over re:—agy-ghs, s.f. Lemongrass, Andropogon schœnanthus (also called aghin- or aginghs).
H X  $ agiy [S. .m+], s.m. Name of a bird, a
species of lark, Alauda aggia (also called agin).
H X   aggy, = H X   ggy, [S. jn], s.f.
Command, order, injunction, precept, instruction,
direction; provision, requisition; permission, leave,
authority; edict, decree; (in Gram.) the imperative mood:
—ggy paln (-k), To observe or obey the orders (of):—
ggy-patra, s.m. Written order or authority, warrant,
commission, edict:—ggy den (-ko) = ggy karn, q.v.:—
aggy-kr, aggy-kr, adj. Executing command, acting
according to orders; obedient, submissive, dutiful:—ggy
karn, v.t. To give, or issue, an order (to, -ko), to
command, bid, instruct, direct; to permit, allow; to
decide, settle; to do the bidding (of, -k), to obey, submit
(to):—ggy mnn = ggy-me rahn, q.v.:—ggy-me
rakhn, v.t. To keep under authority, subjection, or
control; to rule, govern:—ggy-me rahn (-k), To be
under the order or control or authority (of), to be subject
(to), to obey, submit (to); to be docile:—ggy-me ln,
v.t. 'To bring under authority, control or subjection, to
subdue, master:—ggynusr (S. jn+anusra), adv. &
postpn. In accordance with the command or bidding (of,
-k).
H X   ggy, = H X   aggy, [S. jn], s.f.
Command, order, injunction, precept, instruction,
direction; provision, requisition; permission, leave,
authority; edict, decree; (in Gram.) the imperative mood:
—ggy paln (-k), To observe or obey the orders (of):—
ggy-patra, s.m. Written order or authority, warrant,
commission, edict:—ggy den (-ko) = ggy karn, q.v.:—
aggy-kr, aggy-kr, adj. Executing command, acting
according to orders; obedient, submissive, dutiful:—ggy
karn, v.t. To give, or issue, an order (to, -ko), to
command, bid, instruct, direct; to permit, allow; to

decide, settle; to do the bidding (of, -k), to obey, submit
(to):—ggy mnn = ggy-me rahn, q.v.:—ggy-me
rakhn, v.t. To keep under authority, subjection, or
control; to rule, govern:—ggy-me rahn (-k), To be
under the order or control or authority (of), to be subject
(to), to obey, submit (to); to be docile:—ggy-me ln,
v.t. 'To bring under authority, control or subjection, to
subdue, master:—ggynusr (S. jn+anusra), adv. &
postpn. In accordance with the command or bidding (of,
-k).
H X  $h agaiy (from S. agni), s.m. A disease which
aects the rice plant (parching it up).
H A X   aggyt (S. ajnta), part. adj. Unknown, not
understood; ignorant, inexperienced, simple:—aggytjoban (S. ajnta+yauvan), s.f. A girl arrived at maturity
and surprised at the symptoms which then appear, not
knowing to what to attribute her sensations.
H ? X  $F6 iggyrah, adj. Eleven (=igrah, q.v.).
H  X $" agyr [S. .m+], s.f.
Kindling the re at the time of devotion (by Hinds;—see
hom).
H  X   aggyn (S. ajnna), s.m. Ignorance
foolishness, folly, stupidity:—adj. Ignorant, &c. (=aggyn,
q.v.).
H  X  $ agyn (from S. agni), v.t. To burn vessels of
metal for the purpose of cleaning them.
H <L X   aggynpan (S. ajnnatwam), s.m. = H * X 
 aggynt (S. ajnnat),s.f. Ignorance, folly, &c.
(=aggyn).
H * X   aggynt (S. ajnnat), s.f. = H <L X  
aggynpan (S. ajnnatwam), s.m. Ignorance, folly, &c.
(=aggyn).
H  X  " aggyn, adj. Not knowing, unknowing,
ignorant, inexperienced; thoughtless, inconsiderate,
foolish;—s.m. An ignorant person, &c.
H * X   aggyat (S. ajnat), s.f. Ignorance, &c.
(=aggyn).
H RX G&" age, s.f.=angeh, q.v.
H ? X  $h agaira, gair (from S. agra), s.m. The rst

sheaves of the crop presented to the zamndr.
P < X  gn, adj. Full (used in comp.)
H  X   aggya (S. ajna), adj. Ignorant, inexperienced,
unknowing, foolish, stupid, idiotic; unknown;—adv.
Unwittingly, &c.;—s.m. An ignorant person, &c.;—a
stranger.
H  ! al [S. .!? or  !], s.f. Family name;
patronymic.
A  al, def. art. The:—al-amn, intj. Mercy! quarter! God
save us! Heaven preserve me!:—al-n, adv. Now;—al-n ka
m kna, adv. As before, as formerly, just as heretofore,
as usual:—al-batta, adv. Decidedly, assuredly, certainly, of
course, indeed, to be sure, precisely, truly; yes, very well;
by all means:—al-tawakkul (for alat-tawakkul), adv. On
trust, on the chance; by guess, conjedturally:—altawakkul (vulg. al-tawakl), adj. Conjectural, presumptive:
—al-j , intj. Hungry! starving!:—al-il, adv. The result
or consequence (is) in short, in ne; to sum up:—al-l,
adv. Now, at present; just now (=abh):—al-aar, intj.
Take care! beware!:—al-afz,  intj. God preserve me, or
us! Heaven defend us!:—al-aq, adv. In truth, truly,
verily, assuredly; actually, indeed;—intj. True! right!
precisely! O yes! indeed!:—al-amd, s.f. The title of the
rst  ra of the Qor n:—al-amd pa h-kar ph kn, To
read the rst  ra of the Qor n previous to blowing upon
a person's face in order to preserve him from evil
in uences:—al-amd lil-lh, intj. God be praised! thank
God!:—as-salm (as euphonically for al), intj. Peace be on
thee! safety attend thee! farewell! adieu!:—al-abd, s.m.
Lit. 'the slave'; the signature or initials of a subordinate
ocer or servant:—al-aamatu lil-lh, intj. Great is God!
wonderful! extraordinary! (used to express fear,
surprise, denial, &c.):—al-gara,
adv. The short (of it is);

in short, in ne, in a word, nally, upon the whole:—algiys
Complaint, complaining, demanding justice;—

 , s.m.
intj. Alas! help!:—al-gaib,
 s.m. The hidden, the secret, the
invisible, the unknown, the mysterious;—al-gaib
 indallh, The hidden or secret is with God; God knows what is
hidden; God knows; God is omniscient:—al-qia, adv. In a
word, in short, &c. (=al-gara,
q.v.):—al-muaf, s.m. The

double; adj. Double, twice; twofold:—al-minnatu lil-lh,

intj. God be praised! &c. (=al-azamatu
lil-lh, q.v.):—al
wid, s.m. The last Friday in the month of Raman;—
intj. Adieu! farewell! good-bye!
S  .! ali, s.m. A large black bee, the bumble bee (=al);
a crow; the Indian cuckoo, Cuculus indicus; a scorpion;
spirituous liquor.
H  ! l [S. ? but cf. S. alakta], s.f. Name of a tree
from the root of which a red dye is prepared, Morinda
citrifolia (the ordinary Sanskrit name of the tree is a yut,
which, in Hind, is contracted to a );—a pumpkin (cf. S.
alb ); a green stalk of onion:—l-k rang, s.m. Colour
extracted from the l tree (called also l rang; see l).
A  l (rt. ), s.f. Family, relations, kinsfolk; children,
ospring, progeny, descendants; house, race, dynasty:
(The restriction of this word to the maternal progeny,
and that of auld to the paternal, would not appear to
exist in Arabic):—l-auld, s.f.=l:—l-bel, s.f. Children,
ospring:—l-i-sult n,
 s.m. Royal family, dynasty:—l o
atfl,
 s.f.=l-bel, q.v.
s.f. Damp, moisture, wetness.
H  ! l [S. W],
'
S  .! li, s.m. The bumble bee, &c. (see ali);—s.f. A
female friend, &c. (see l).
H " ! l [S. W+t],
'
adj. (f. -), Wet, damp moist,
saturated (especially with rain); running (as a sore).
H " ! l [S. !], s.m. A small recess in a pillar or
wall for holding a lamp, &c.; niche; receptacle.
H " ! l [S.  !], s.m. Basin for water round the
foot of a tree.
H " ! l, s.m. The name of a certain Hind hero and
poet (from whom a species of poetry takes its name,—
also written ih); a song about Ál and Udal; a ballad; a
heroic poem:—l gn (apn), To tell one's own story; to
blow one's own trumpet; to tell a long story (of, -k), to
dwell on a subject.
H " ! ill, s.m. A wart. (Syn mas, g m ).
A " ill, adv. & conj. If not, otherwise, besides, except,
moreover.
H " " ! ! l-bl, s.m.=le-ble, q.v.
H 3 " ! ! al-bal, s.f.=ale-bale, q.v.

S & " !# albh, s.m. Non-acquirement; loss:—adj.
Unprotable.
S ]" ! lp, = H ]" ! alp, (rt. !), s.m.
Association, intercourse; speaking, conversation,
discourse; enumeration of the questions in an
arithmetical or algebraic sum;—s.f. Modulation, or
raising of the voice in singing, tuning up; prelude to a
song:—lp- r, s.f. Tuning the voice preparatory to
singing.
H ]" ! alp, = S ]" ! lp, (rt. !), s.m.
Association, intercourse; speaking, conversation,
discourse; enumeration of the questions in an
arithmetical or algebraic sum;—s.f. Modulation, or
raising of the voice in singing, tuning up; prelude to a
song:—lp- r, s.f. Tuning the voice preparatory to
singing.
H " ; " !! l-pl (see pl and pl), s.m. Leaves of
trees.
H ; " ! alpn, = H ; " ! lpn, [S. 
+!"(, rt. !], v.t. To tune the voice; to run over the
notos provious to singing; to catch the proper key; to
pitch or raise the voice;—to cry (with pain), moan, groan
(syn. alln).
H ; " ! lpn, = H ; " ! alpn, [S. 
+!"(, rt. !], v.t. To tune the voice; to run over the
notos provious to singing; to catch the proper key; to
pitch or raise the voice;—to cry (with pain), moan, groan
(syn. alln).
S A" ! alt, s.m. A robrand. (cf. alo.)
A A" lt s.f. pl. (of ! alat), Instruments, tools,
implements, apparatus, tackling; utensils.
H " !& ul = ul or ull:—ul-jn, v.n. To become

and feast (this being done, among Moammadan
women, by sending cardamoms, betel-leaf, and sugar in
a covered dish by the hands of a woman-servant,
attended with music, to the female relatives whose
presence is desired);—to form an attachment or
intimacy:—il -bund, s.m. Capsule or pod of
cardamoms:—il -dn, s.m. Cardamoms coated with
sugar, comts:—il -do  = il -k do , s.m.=ilc-bund,
q.v.
H B" !" lrs, = H B" !" alras, !"
allris, adj. & s.f.=0)" lres, q.v.
H B" !" alras, !" allris, = H B" !"
lrs, adj. & s.f.=0)" lres, q.v.
H " ! ulrn (see ul n), v.t. To cause to lie down,
to turn over on the side, to cause to sleep.
H 0)"!" lres [said to be fr. A. allh+S. rish,—

devotees being regarded as lax and neglectful in respect
of earthly matters], adj. Slack, careless, slovenly, remiss,
languid, heedless, indierent;—s.f. Carelessness,
heedlessness, indierence, &c.
H " !7 ul (see next), adj. Liable to overturn,
unstable; too heavily laden at the back (a cart), not
having the burden equally disposed (a cart, &c.), topheavy (=ull).
H  " !7 ul n [S. + "(
' , rt. 
 ; but cf. S.
!!, rt. !!], v.t. To overturn, upset, tilt-over, lay over
to one side. (cf. ulan.)
S K" ! ulls, s.m. Jumping up, skipping; alacrity;
gladness, joy, happiness; splendour, light; division of a
book, chapter, section.
T G" ! ulq, ulk, s.m. A kind of small boat.
A i" alq, s.f. pl. (of ~ Q ! alqyat), Questions, problems:—

proud, to have one's head turned.
H =" ! il , s.m. A kind of cloth woven of silk and

misfortunes.
H " !! ull, adj.=ul , q.v.

thread so as to present the appearance of cardamoms
(il ).
H ="!" il , P. al  [S. !+P. dim. ca]. s.f.

H !" !! ulln, v.t.=ul n, q.v.

Cardamoms, Alpinia cardamomum:—il  b n, lit. 'To
distribute cardamoms'; to invite to a marriage ceremony

A 1 " lm, s.m. pl. (of 2 ! alam), Pains, griefs, cares,
misfortunes.
A  a " al-amn, v.s.v. al.—(For all compounds beginning
with the article al, see under that word.)

H " ! aln, = S " ! ln, s.m. The post to which

H %! ! ! lbl [S. ! !], s.m. A basin for water

an elephant is tied; the rope or chain which binds him;
fetter, tie; the brushwood used for creepers to run on.
S " ! ln, = H " ! aln, s.m. The post to which

round the root of a tree.
A *%! albatta, adv. v.s.v. al, 'the.'

an elephant is tied; the rope or chain which binds him;
fetter, tie; the brushwood used for creepers to run on.
H " ! alln [A. ! alal, rt. C  alla; cf. H. alaln], v.n.

wand], s.m. The highest mountain in the Caucasus; also
other high mountains in Hamadn, &c.
H   ! ! al-bal [S. !/+ !], adj. Strong enough,

To cry out (with pain), to groan, wail; to bawl, scream,
shriek.
H (" ![ ul k, adj. Fat, plump, in good condition.

having sucient power; omnipotent;—s.m. Greatest
strength or power, omnipotence.
H #  ! !! al-bilal [S. !/+ +!&], adj. & adv.

H J" ![$ ul gn, = H &J" ![V ul ghn, [S.  +

Foolish enough, very foolish or ridiculous, senseless,
absurd; useless, fruitless, vain.
H 3 &%! !S! albhel, adj. & s.m.=albel, q.v.

!rV"(]. v.t. To leap over or across, pass over or
beyond, to cross; to bestride, mount, ride (a horse).
H &J" ![V ul ghn, = H J" ![$ ul gn, [S.  +

P d%! alburz [burz = Zend barez; from barez = S. barh, cf. al-

S  &%! !N alabhya, adj. Not to be attained, unattainable.

!rV"(]. v.t. To leap over or across, pass over or

H R%! !%& albe [S. !/+ 
 ; but cf. albel, to which

beyond, to cross; to bestride, mount, ride (a horse).
H P " ! alo = H " !  alw (local) [S. !,

albe may be related], s.f. Turn, twist, bend, winding; (cf.
lape):—albe den, v.t. To twist, twine, wind, &c.
H 3 %! !%! albel [S. !/+U!+t], adj. (f. -), Playful,

!, P. "], s.m. A bonre; a re kindled in a hole in
the ground, round which the villagers sit and warm
themselves, and, in parts of India, around which
Moammadans dance in the festival of Moarram.
H " !  alw (local) = H P " ! alo [S. !,
!, P. "], s.m. A bonre; a re kindled in a hole in
the ground, round which the villagers sit and warm
themselves, and, in parts of India, around which
Moammadans dance in the festival of Moarram.
H " !6 ulhn [S. ++!@#, rt. !#], s.m.
Twitting, casting in one's teeth; reproach; complaint,
accusation (=ulahn):—ulhn den, v.t. To twit, taunt,
reproach; to accuse, complain against.
H [ )3 [ )" ! ! ale-bale (from 3 bal, by redup.),
s.f. Pain, trouble, misfortune (=alaiy balaiy);—adj.
Wretched, miserable, unfortunate.
H :)" ! ile , s.m.=il , q.v.
H :)"!" ile , s.f.=ilc, q.v.
P Z$" lish (abst. s. fr. l, imperat. of l dan, see l da),
s.f. Pollution, contamination; lth; purulent matter;
garbage;—inconvenience, anxiety.

sportive, wanton; capricious, fanciful, wayward; volatile,
sprightly, lively, gay; light, frivolous, senseless, childish,
silly; simple, naïve, artless;—free, independent; careless,
indierent;—strange, uncommon, extraordinary,
singular, peculiar;—smart, showy, spruce, foppish;
engaging, charming, handsome, beautiful:—s.m. (f. -), A
wanton, or capricious, &c. man (or woman); a beau, fop;
voluptuary, rake, roué; simpleton, fool, noodle:—albel, s.f.
A fast woman; a belle; a silly woman, &c.
H <; 3 %! !%! albelpan, = H L# %! !%! albelpan,
s.m. Playfulness, sportiveness, wantonness,
sprightnness, gayety, frolic; capriciousness,
waywardness; giddiness, frivolity, levity, silliness,
childishness; simplicity, artlessness, innocence;—
carelessness, indierence; strangeness, oddness,
singularity, peculiarity;—smartness, spruceness,
foppishness; airs, blandishments, coquettishness;
charm, fascination; beauty, prettiness, elegance.
H L# %! !%! albelpan, = H <; 3 %! !%! albelpan,
s.m. Playfulness, sportiveness, wantonness,
sprightnness, gayety, frolic; capriciousness,
waywardness; giddiness, frivolity, levity, silliness,

childishness; simplicity, artlessness, innocence;—
carelessness, indierence; strangeness, oddness,
singularity, peculiarity;—smartness, spruceness,
foppishness; airs, blandishments, coquettishness;
charm, fascination; beauty, prettiness, elegance.
H `! ! alap, s.f. Serious accident, unforeseen
misfortune, sudden and violent death.
S `!  alpa, alp, adj. Small, minute, tri ing; little; few;
short:—alphr (alpa+hra), adj. Taking little food,
moderate in eating, abstemious, abstinent;—s.m.
Moderation in eating, abstinence;—a mode rate eater:—
alphr, adj.=alphr:—alpyu (alpa+yus), adj. Short-lived,
of few years, of little age, of short duration, young;—
s.m.f. A young person; an ephemeral creature:—alpabuddhi, adj. Weak-minded, unwise, ignorant, silly:—alpabal, adj. Of little strength, feeble:—alpa-pr, s.m. (in
Gram.) An unaspirated consonant (as k, g):—alpaprabho, adj. Of little consequence or weight,
insignicant:—alpa-pram, adj. Of little weight or
measure; of little authority; resting on little evidence:—
alpa-pramak, adj. Idem:—alpaggya (alpajna), adj. Knowing
little, ignorant;—s.m. (f. -), A person of defective,
meagre, or limited knowledge:—alpa-akti, adj. Of little
strength, weak (=alp-bal):—alpa-ws, adj. Short-winded;—
s.m. A short-winded person:—alp-mtra, s.m. A little, a
little merely; a short time, a few moments:—alpa-m lya,
adj. Of little price, of small value:—alpaujas, alpa-ya, adj.
Of little note, not known to fame, obscure;—s.m. Limited
notoriety or fame.
S *L!  alpat, s.f. = S *L! ; alpatwa, s.m.
Smallness, insignicance, inferiority, paucity.
S *L! ; alpatwa, s.m. = S *L!  alpat, s.f.
Smallness, insignicance, inferiority, paucity.
H `! & ulpa (for ul+pa), s.m. A certain stroke in
sword-play, a re ex or inverted blow.
H  `! .!& -lipan (rt. of n+lipan), v.t. To come
and surround; to fall suddenly upon.
H < L! !" alpn [Port. alnete], s.m. A pin.
A ! lat, s.f. Tool, instrument, implement, apparatus;
tackle, rigging (of a ship); utensil;—membrum virile, penis.

H *! ! alt, = H *! ! lt, [S. !=+t], s.m. Lacdye; Cotton strongly impregnated with lac-dye, ready to
be used for dyeing (used by Hind women for staining
their feet red).
H *! ! lt, = H *! ! alt, [S. !=+t], s.m. Lacdye; Cotton strongly impregnated with lac-dye, ready to
be used for dyeing (used by Hind women for staining
their feet red).
A K %*! iltibs [inf. n. viii of I%! 'to cover, clothe'], s.m.
Being obscure; obscurity, ambiguity, intricacy,
perplexity; the circumstance of two words being similar
in sound but various in meaning, pun, double-entendre.
A 8*! iltij [inf. n. viii of , 8! 'To take refuge' (with)], s.f.
Fleeing to (one) for relief or protection, taking refuge
(with); refuge, protection; entreaty, petition, urgent
request or prayer, solicitation, supplication:—iltij karn (se), To make a request (of), to entreat (of), beseech,
pray, importune.
A 1 o*! iltizm [inf. n. viii of 1 o! 'To be necessary'], s.m.
Being necessary or expedient, being assiduous, taking
on one's self.
A A h *! iltift [inf. n. viii of h ! 'to turn, bend'], s.f. Regard,
attention, countenance; respect, consideration, courtesy,
civility, kindness; (in Rhetoric) An apostrophe:—iltift
karn (-par, or -k taraf),
To attend (to), to countenance; to

show regard or consideration (for); to notice:—iltift na
karn, Not to attend (to), not to notice; to
discountenance, &c.
A K @ *! iltims [inf. n. viii of I@ ! 'To touch; to petition'],
s.m. Prayer, petition, supplication, entreaty, request:—
iltims karn (-se), To petition, beseech, entreat,
supplicate, request, represent humbly.
T  @ *! altamg, = T  @ *! ltamg, (l, 'red'+tamg, 'stamp'),
s.m. The royal seal; a grant of land under the royal seal
in perpetuity descending to posterity; royal insignia,
diploma; a medal;—a tax levied on travellers.
T  @ *! ltamg, = T  @ *! altamg, (l, 'red'+tamg, 'stamp'),
s.m. The royal seal; a grant of land under the royal seal
in perpetuity descending to posterity; royal insignia,
diploma; a medal;—a tax levied on travellers.
H *!!" altan [S. ? 'moving quickly,' rt. }+n

from ], s.f. The rope round the neck of an elephant in
which the driver puts his feet, as in stirrups.
A  *! iltiw [inf. n. viii of  !'to be bent, crooked,' &c.], s
m. Hanging back, procrastinating, delaying, postponing,
deferring:—iltiw--jang, A truce.
H &*! !R ulth (cf. ul), s.m. Translation, version (syn.
tarjuma):—ulth karn (-k), To make a translation (of), to
translate.
A 4*! iltihb [inf. n. viii of U4! 'to blaze'], s.m. Burning,
aming; heat.
H &*! !R ulathn (cf. ulth and ulatn), v.n. To
undulate; to be agitated (as the ocean by storms).
A 1 *! iltim [inf. n. viii of 1  'to heal' (a wound)], s.m.
Healing or closing (of a wound); being allayed or
soothed, being cured.
 ; cf. H. pala], s.m.
H   !& ula [S.  or + ' rt. 
(f.?), Overturning, upsetting; reverting;
inversion, reversal; inverse, reverse, opposite; contrary;
the wrong side; return; subversion; change:—ula-pula,
s.m. Confusion, jumble; rout and riot; interchange;
deception, imposition, cheating;—adj. Higgledy-piggledy,
topsy-turvy, &c. (=ul-pul, q.v.):—ul-pula karn or kardend, v.t. To throw into confusion, to toss about, turn
topsy-turvy, &c.:—ula-pula hon, To be in a state of
confusion, &c.:—ula-pher, ula-pe (or pe ), s.m.
Perplexity, embarrassment; intricacy, maze,
entanglement, diculty; adversity, misfortune; turn or
vicissitude of fortune; perversion; deception, trickery:—
ula-pher-k, and ula-pe -k, adj. (f. -k), Perplexing,
intricate, labyrinthine; entangling, crooked, crafty (as
conduct or speech):—ula-ka wal, s.m. Name of a certain
plant and its ower, Abroma augustum.
H   !& ul (part. of ulan, q.v.), adj. (f. -, obl. e),
Reversed, turned back; inverted, head-downwards,
upside-down, topsy-turvy; reverse, perverse; contrary,
opposite; stupid; wrong;—s.m. Reverse, opposite,
contrary;—pease-pudding (a kind of pudding made of the
meal of any pulse);—adv. On the contrary, on the other
hand; in spite of, notwithstanding; causelessly, unjustly:
—ul bh , s.m. Return hire or fare:—ul bhgn, v.n. To
run or ee back, to turn and run away:—ul parda, s.m.

The cut of an angarkh to the left side, as worn by Hinds
(opp. to sdh parda):—ul-pul, adj. (f. -), Inverted,
subverted, turned upside down or inside out; confused,
disordered, deranged, topsy-turvy, higgledy-piggledy,
jumbled, tangled, involved;—ul-pul karn, v.t. To turn
upside down, turn inside out, throw into confusion,
disarrange, subvert; to disperse, scatter; to turn over
and over again, to revolve (see ula-pula karn and ulan
pulan):—ul phirn, v.n. To go back, return, retrace
one's steps:—ul taw, adj. Lit. 'an inverted frying-pan';
coal-black, very black:—ul jaln, v.n. To become
perversely annoyed, or unreasonably exasperated:—ul
jann, v.n. To be born feet-foremost (a child):—ul dha 
b dhn, v.n. To counteract; to bring a cross suit or
counter action:—ul jawb, s.m. A perverse, or crooked,
or impertinent answer; retort;—ul jawb den, v.t. To
answer back; to retort; to meet (one) with impertinence:
—ul samajhn, v.t. To understand amiss, misunderstand,
misconceive, mistake; to pervert:—ul sawr hon (-par),
To mount (a horse) the wrong way, to mount from
behind:—ul ul ghail, adj. (In Bot.) Bending in and out,
sinuated:—ule po phirn or phir-jn, v.n. To turn back,
retrace (one's) steps; to return (from a place)
immediately after arriving:—ule pon (or pair) aln, v.n.
To walk backwards:—ul pa pa rhn, v.t. To misteach;
to mislead; to set against, poison the mind (of):—ul
takrr, s.f. Feigned, inconsistent, or incorrect discourse:—
ule l, s.m. Wrong courses; bad habits; improper
conduct:—ule ale-jn, v.n. To retrace (one's) steps,
&c.=ule pon phir-jn, q.v.:—ule or ktwle ne, prov.
The thief turns round and threatens the kotwl; the thief
turns the tables on the kotwl:—ul hon b dhn, v.t.
To lay on the thatch the wrong way; (met.) to criminate
unjustly:—ul n, s.f. A kind of coating for the huqqa
tube:—ule dam lharn, v.n. To breathe inwardly; to
breathe imperceptibly; to gasp, &c. (=ule s s len, q.v.):—
ul rt-k, s.m. Fool, simpleton:—ul rt, s.f. Wrong
course, improper or unlawful manner or way (cf. ule
l); peculiar or uncertain temper, caprice:—ule s s len,
v.n. To breathe convulsively, to gasp:—ul samajh, s.f.
Misunderstanding, misapprehension; erroneous view or
opinion; fallacy; perverse idea; defective or weak

understanding:—ul-sdh sunn, v.t. To scold roundly,
revile, vilify, abuse, insult:—ul taraf,
 s.f. The reverse,
the back:—ule k e, s.m. Short weight:—ul karn, v.t. To
throw up, to vomit:—ul khopr aundh gyn, prov. Crooked
head, crooked mind:—ul lg, Inverse Rule of Three;
(Math.) Invertendo:—ul mr, s.f. Reverse blow, back
stroke; (cf. ulpa):—ul ml phern, To count (one's)
beads backwards; to invoke a curse (upon):—ul mat,
s.f.=ul samajh, q.v.:—ule mulk-k, adj. Of an ignorant or
undiscerning race or people;—perversely misconstruing
or misunderstanding plain facts or straightforward
matters:—ul haw, s.f. Contrary wind.
H   !& uln, v.t.=ulan, q.v.:—ul-den, Idem.
H    !& ulo (v.n. from uln), s.m. Overturning,
upsetting, turning upside down; inversion, subversion,
&c. (see ulan).
H    !& ulan [S. + "(
' , rt. 
 , —cf. palan and
laun], v.t. To overturn, upset, capsize, turn upside
down, turn inside out, to invert, reverse; to subvert,
overthrow, throw down, ruin, destroy; to throw (as a
horse its rider); to turn over, prostrate, bring low,
overcome, reduce to a state of helplessness or poverty;
to throw up, vomit; to turn up, to dig; to change, pervert
(meaning or sense); to recall, retract; to refute, rebut,
contradict (anything said, e.g. bt ulan); to pour (into);
to pour out, empty; to toss or drink o; to send back, to
return; to turn over (leaves of a book), go through (a
book); to read over again; to revolve (in the mind); to
transpose; to translate; to counteract; to act contrary to
(orders, &c.), to disobey; to reverse (a decision); to
cancel, rescind;—v.n. To be overturned, to be turned
upside down, &c.; to topple over, to upset; to roll over,
fall down; to change; to be changed, perverted,
misrepresented, misconstrued; to be reversed or
transferred (as a charm); to be dug up; to go or come
back, to return; to turn (against, -se), revolt (from), rebel
(against); to have (one's) head turned, to become proud;
to be perturbed or agitated (the heart); to go mad; to be
reduced to wretchedness or poverty, to be ruined,
become bankrupt:—ula-pa n, v.n. To fall down, fall
over, &c. (=ulan); to turn (upon or against, -par), to be

opposed (to); to ock (to, -me ), go in crowds (to):—ulajn, v.n.=ulan, and is the more common form:—uladen, v.t. intensive of ulan, and is the more common
form:—ula-ln, v.t. intensive of ulan:—ula-ke, adv.
Over again, e.g. ula-ke kahn, To say over again, to
repeat.
H   !_ ulh, adj.=ul, q.v.
H    !_ ulahn, v.t. & n.=ulan, q.v.
H 8W  !**! l-janjl, and l-jinjl (see janjl), s.m.
Bad or terrifying dream, nightmare.
H &8! !D uljh (part. of ulajhn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Entangled, complicated, involved, intricate:—uljh hu,
adj. Idem.
H  &8! !D uljhn, !D iljhn (caus. of ulajhn,
q.v.—Other forms are urjhn, irjhn, arujhn, arjhn,
ajhurn), v.t. To entangle, ravel (as thread); to involve,
complicate, make intricate; to perplex, confound; to
implicate; to entrap, insnare; to inveigle, entice, allure,
beguile, mislead, deceive; to divert, entertain; to double
(as a hare); to embroil, to involve in a quarrel; to make
(one's wits) whirl round; to set (one's brain) to work; to
throw into confusion, disarrange, jumble; to intertwine,
interlace, to fasten (to, -se), connect (with), join (to); to
unite by marriage; to put (one into, -me , a berth); to
shut up, commit to prison; to lay out, invest (capital); to
put on (a garment, hastily or temporarily):—uljh-den,
v.t. Intensive of, &=uljhn:—uljh-rakhn, v.t. To keep
(one) diverted or beguiled, &c., to detain, delay:—uljhlen, v.t.=uljhn:—uljhn-suljhn (and urjhn-surjhn),
v.n. To be tossed about; to utter, ap (as a ag).
H  &8! !D uljho, s.m. = H  &8! !D  uljhw, s.m.
= H <&8! !D uljhan, s.f. Entanglement. complication,
intricacy, involution; perplexity, anxiety, uneasiness;
twist, ply, turn, windings and turnings, maze; doubling
(as of a hare); confusion, disorder, derangement,
disturbance; embroilment, imbroglio; diculty,
embarrassment; discord, misunderstanding, jar.
H  &8! !D  uljhw, s.m. = H  &8! !D uljho, s.m.
= H <&8! !D uljhan, s.f. Entanglement. complication,
intricacy, involution; perplexity, anxiety, uneasiness;

twist, ply, turn, windings and turnings, maze; doubling
(as of a hare); confusion, disorder, derangement,
disturbance; embroilment, imbroglio; diculty,
embarrassment; discord, misunderstanding, jar.
H <&8! !D uljhan, s.f. = H  &8! !D uljho, s.m. = H
 &8! !D  uljhw, s.m. Entanglement. complication,
intricacy, involution; perplexity, anxiety, uneasiness;
twist, ply, turn, windings and turnings, maze; doubling
(as of a hare); confusion, disorder, derangement,
disturbance; embroilment, imbroglio; diculty,
embarrassment; discord, misunderstanding, jar.
H &8! !D ulajhn, !D ilajhn, !,D alujhn [by
metathesis for ujhaln = S. +D&:—Other forms are
wrajhn, arajhn, arujhn], v.n. To be entangled, ravelled,
twisted, entwined; to be complicated, made intricate; to
be perplexed; to be involved (in diculties, &c.), to be at
a loss; to fall foul (of, -se), dispute or wrangle (with); to
interpose, interfere; to demand a reason (of, -se); to join
in (with, -se) to cross-question; to be confused,
confounded, disordered, deranged, jumbled; to be
entrapped, ensnared, inveigled, enticed; to be captured,
taken, shut up, conned, imprisoned; to be laid out, be
invested (capital); to stick, be unable to proceed (in an
aair, lesson, &c.); to have the heart set or xed (on, se), be enamoured (of), be captivated or charmed (with);
to have a liaison (with), form an illicit connection (with);
to be engaged (to), betrothed (to); to be married; to be
busy, occupied, engaged (in, -me ), be intent (on); to
carp or cavil (at, -par), nd fault (with):—ulajh-pa n (-se),
To join in, close (with), fall foul (of), dispute (with), cavil
(at); to interpose, interfere, &c. (see ulajhn):—ulajhpulajh jn; ulajh-jn = ulajhn, q.v.:—ulajh-rahn, v.n. To
be delayed or detained; to delay, tarry, linger, stick.
H  &8! !D< uljher, = H  R&8! !D<7 uljhe , [S. +D&
++t], s.m.=uljho, q.v.—(The form ilfhe  also occurs.
—Syn. bakhe , janjl).
H  R&8! !D<7 uljhe , = H  &8! !D< uljher, [S. +D&
++t], s.m.=uljho, q.v.—(The form ilfhe  also occurs.
—Syn. bakhe , janjl).
H 7 R&8! !D< aljhe iy, aljhe y, s.m. A disputatious or

quarrelsome person, a wrangler.
H :! ! ula n (see ujhaln), v.t. To throw out, draw
o, pour o (water); to bale out; to drain (=ul n, q.v.).
H &:! !K+ ala h, adj.=alaksh and alakh, q.q.v.
H &:! !+ ula hn, v.t.=ula n, q.v.
H &:!!K+" ala h, adj. & s.f.=alakshm, q.v.
A  c! il [inf. n. iv of C ! 'to be close' (to), &c.], s.f.
Solicitation, urgency, importunity, entreaty:—il karn
(-se), To solicit, entreat (of), beseech, implore.
A  c! ild [inf. n. iv of + c! 'to deviate (from)'], s.m.
Impiety; heresy; apostasy; idolatry; irreligion, unbelief,
atheism.
A G c! ilhq [inf. n. iv of Hc! 'to join, adhere'], s.m.
Annexation, junction; addition, adjunction; continuity;—
fees (formerly) exacted from the parties to a suit.
A  c! aln, s.f. pl. (of <c! lan), Notes, tunes, melodies,
&c. (see next).
A  c! iln [inf. n. iv of <c! 'to intone, chant'], s.m. Note,
sound, modulation; voice; air, tune; a good voice.
A u! ala , ali  (contr. of ?r ! ila  irihi, 'to the end of
it'], adv. Et cætera, and so on.
T H! >! al laq (vulg. ar laq), s.f. A coat with sleeves, a
surtout (like the qab, but having buttons, instead of
strings, at the neck, breast, and navel.—Some, however,
arm that the garment is worn under the qab.
H   !f aln (Local;=alln, alaln, a a n, q.q.v.),
v.n. To cry out, scream, bawl, &c.
H ! ! ularn (neut. of ulrn, q.v.), v.n. To lie down,
to rest.
H  !7 alla , !7 ala [S. !/+!!;—cf. the form
alla h], adj. Boyish, childish; young; raw, inexperienced,
inexpert; thoughtless; untaught, ignorant; untrained,
undisciplined;—s.m. Youth, child, a mere boy (in
contempt); young (of an animal), colt, &c.:—ala -bala , s.f.
Childish talk, silly prattle; childishness, folly; tri ing
employment; frivolity.
H   !7 ula n (see ulan), v.n. To topple over, fall
over, roll over, tilt over, upset; to fall backwards, fall
down, be thrown on the back; to lie over on one side; to
careen (as a ship).

H 2  !i alla h, !i ala h, adj.=alla , q.v.

H 0! !" als [S. "], s.f. Linseed, Linum

A 1 o! ilzm [inf. n. iv of 1 o! 'to adhere, stick (to)'], s.m.

usitatissimum (=ts):—als-k tel, s.m. Linseed oil.
H 0! !" las, ls [S. !T], adj. Inactive, lazy,

Conviction, confutation; reproof, censure, blame;
imputation; crimination; reproach, disgrace, discredit;
invective; calumny, libel; (in law) accusation, charge,
indictment:—ilzm dharn (-par), to impute a fault (to),
nd fault (with), accuse (of):—ilzm den, v.t. To impute;
to denounce; to blame, accuse, indict, charge (with),
inform against:—ilzm lagn, v.t.=ilzm den.
H I! ! alas, = H I! ! las, [S. !T and !,
from  not+! 'to labour'], s.m. Inactivity, lack of
energy, indolence, laziness, idleness, sloth; drowsiness;
—adj. Lazy, slothful, indolent; drowsy.
H I! ! las, = H I! ! alas, [S. !T and !,
from  not+! 'to labour'], s.m. Inactivity, lack of
energy, indolence, laziness, idleness, sloth; drowsiness;
—adj. Lazy, slothful, indolent; drowsy.
H  0! ! alsn (see next), adj. Inactive; apathetic;
drowsy; used up.
H  0! ! alsn (vulg. arsn), v.n. To be slack, slow,
sluggish, lazy; to doze, be drowsy or sleepy; to rest; to be
fatigued, wearied, done up.
A 0! a-last (for a-lastu), Am I not?—The phrase is
borrowed from S ra vii. v. 168 of the Qor n: a-lastu birabbi-kum?'
H I! !& alsa, s.f. = H I! !& alsa, s.m. = H I!
!&" alsa, s.m. [S. !; ], Idleness, &c.=las, q.v.
(The forms would appear to be peculiar to Southern and
Western India.)
H I! !& alsa, s.m. = H I! !& alsa, s.f. = H I!
!&" alsa, s.m. [S. !; ], Idleness, &c.=las, q.v.
(The forms would appear to be peculiar to Southern and
Western India.)
H I! !&" alsa, s.m. = H I! !& alsa, s.f. = H I!
!& alsa, s.m. [S. !; ], Idleness, &c.=las, q.v.
(The forms would appear to be peculiar to Southern and
Western India.)
A 0! alsina, s.f. pl. (of  0! lisn), Tongues, languages.

indolent, slothful; drowsy; weak;—s.m. A lazy person,
sluggard, &c.
H L 0! !" ls-pan (S. lasya+twam), s.m.
Slothfulness, &c.=las, q.v.
H R0! !& alse—also a set—[prob. by Met. for lase, S.
!+], s.f. Astuteness, sharpness, knavery, roguery,
trickery, humbug, gammon, duplicity, deception, fraud;
illicit connection, liaison; deciency (in an account).
H ) R0! !& alseiy (the preceding+iy = S. ), adj.
& s.m. Astute, artful, crafty; deceitful, fraudulent,
backward in paying debts;—lazy, indolent, slothful (these
meanings point to alsa as the source);—An artful, crafty
fellow, &c.; a lazy rascal.
S  0! !T lasya, s.m.=las, q.v.
T Z! ulash, ulush, s.m. Leavings of food from the table of
a great personage (of which the servants partake):—
ulush karn, v.t. To touch or taste (food); to take a morsel.
H ! .!8 ili, !8 il [S. .!8], s.m. The sh
commonly called hils, Clupea alosa (much esteemed for
the table). See hils.
A e N! altf, s.m. pl. (of gN! lutf,),
 Kindnesses, favours.
T P   ! ilgr,
 algr (T. l or il, 'multitude,' 'crowd'+A gr,

'army,' 'host';—also written   #) and   #)), s.m. Forced
march of an army, expedition; raid in force;—mass,
crowd, herd; heaps, loads, abundance, a large quantity:—
algro
 , In abundance; in excess, too much.
P ?d  ! algoza,
 vulg. algoja, s.m. Pipe, ute; whistle; a small
ageolet.
A g! alf, adj. Thousand. (Syn. hazr.)
A g! alif, s.m. The rst letter of the Arabic, Persian, and
Urd alphabets:— alifullh, 'The alif of (the word) allh';
adj. Alone, friendless, having no friend save God;
destitute, poor:—alifullh-k att, The mark of the letter
alif made by faqrs on the forehead (indicative of their
separation from worldly concerns, &c.):—alif-be, s.f. The
a, b, c, the alphabet:—alaf hon, v.n. To become erect; to
rear (as a horse).

H P h ! alf (for alfa, from A. alif), s.m. A kind of shirt

H  0! ! alkasn, v.n.=alsn, q.v.

without sleeves and open at the sides, worn by faqrs. (It
is so called because of the alifs marked on it.)
A  h ! alf s.m. pl. (of h ! laf), Words, articulate sounds,

H 0! !" alkas, s.f.=lkas, q.v.:—adj. Inactive, &c.=ls

terms; technical terms.
P h ! ulfat, (for A. ~h !), s.f. Familiarity, intimacy;
attachment, aection, friendship:—ulfat karn (-se), To be
intimate (with); to cultivate friendship (with).
P *h ! lufta, corrupt. lafta, alafta, ulafta (perf. part. of
luftan), part. adj. Astonished, demented, mad (with love,
&c.), crazy (=shufta);—s.m. Reprobate, dissolute fellow;
worthless companion. (Syn. rind.)
P *h ! ulfat, (rel. n. fr. ulfat), adj. Aectionate, attached,
friendly, derived from friendship:—ulfat banda (=ulfat-k
banda), A servant or slave attached from friendship (to
his master, &c.).
H P h !alf (from A. alif), adj. Covered with marks like the
letter alif (cloth, &c.);—s.f. dim. of alf, q.v.
A Q ! ilq [inf. n. iv of Q !'to meet,' &c.], s.m. Throwing
down, inging, casting; imparting, communicating;
inspiration.
A Q ! alqb, s.m. pl. (of UQ ! laqab), Titles of honour,
appellations, epithets, styles, surnames; patronymic;
forms of address (in letters):—alqb o db, s.m. Forms of
address; the address (of a letter).
A wQ ! alqat (for
al-qatt, 'the
cutting'), s.m. Cutting o,


severing, sundering; adj. Put aside, dismissed; rejected;
inadmissible:—alqat karn
or kar-den, v.t. To cut o,

sever, sunder, break o; to cut short, bring to an end; to
put away, dismiss, get rid of; to adjust, settle, balance,
wind up (an account, &c.).
S (! ! alak, s.f. Lock of hair, curl, ringlet:—alakval,
alkval, alkaval (S. alaka+val), s.f. A row of side-curls.
H (! ! alak, adj.=alakh and alaksh, q.q.v.
S !  ulk, s.f. (m.?) A rebrand; meteor; spark;
ame; re.
H I! ! lkas, = H  0! !& alkas, s.f.
Inactivity, sluggishness, sloth, &c.=las, q.v. (cf. askat).
H  0! !& alkas, = H I! ! lkas, s.f.
Inactivity, sluggishness, sloth, &c.=las, q.v. (cf. askat).

and askat, q.q.v.
H Z! !d alaksh [S. !], adj. & s.m.=alakh, q.v.
S ! !.d alakshit, part. adj. Unseen; invisible;
undistinguishable.
S @ ! !/" alakshm, adj. Not prosperous,
unfortunate, poor;—s.f. Ill-luck, adverse fortune.
S <! !d4 alaksha, s.m. Bad sign, ill omen; mark of ill
fortune;—adj. Without distinguishing marks;
inauspicious.
S ! !d4" alaksha, adj. & s.m. Unfortunate, illfated;—an unlucky wight, ill-fated person.
A <! alkan, adj. Speaking barbarously; stammering,
stuttering (cf. luknat).
H &! !L alakh [S. !], adj. & s.m. Unseen; invisible;
without shape or form (as the Deity);—a form of
salutation among Jogs:—alakh-purush, s.m. The invisible
Being:—alakh jagn, lit. 'To call on the invisible'; to ask
alms in the name of God:—alakh-dhr, alakh-nm, s.m. A
mendicant who acknowledges no deity but Brahma (see
zd):—alakh-gati, adj. & s.m. Penetrating the unseen;—
an epithet of God.
H <&! !L4 alakha, adj. & s.m.=alaksha, q.v.
H ^! !$ alag [S. +!¢, rt. !$], adj. Unattached,
unconnected, disconnected, detached, separated,
sundered; disjointed, dislocated; separate, distinct, loose;
lonely, solitary; excluded, shut out; liberated,
disengaged; free, independent; singular, standing alone,
unique; peculiar, strange; placed apart or aside, (hence)
secure, safe;—adv. Apart, aloof, asunder; adrift, alone; at
a distance, far o or away; at liberty; imperceptibly,
unperceived, unseen;—intj. Stand o! away! be gone!:—
alag alag, adj. emphat. of alag, q.v. Holding aloof;
dissatised, displeased;—adv. Separately, one by one,
severally, individually:—alag-thalag, adj. Fine, delicate,
soft;—adv. Softly, gently, tenderly:—alag-alag, adv.=alag,
q.v.:—alag rahn (-se), To live away (from); to live apart,
live alone;—to hold aloof, refrain (from), keep one's

distance; to avoid; to keep out of the way:—alag karn or
kar-den, v.t. To sunder separate, sever, detach,
disconnect; to displace, disjoint, dislocate; to set free,
extricate, set at liberty, unfasten, unbind; to set apart; to
part with, get rid of; to remove; to put away, divorce; to
put aside; to exclude; to dispose of; to discriminate; to
sift; to put out of the way; to embezzle; to put out of
sight; to have done with, to close, wind up (a business,
&c.); to give up, relinquish, abandon:—alag hon or hojn, v.n. To be separated, severed, &c. (see alag); to part,
separate, go asunder; to be divided or partitioned; to be
removed; to be got rid of, parted with, disposed of, to be
dismissed; to be sifted, picked, selected; to be made away
with, be embezzled, carried o, stolen; to become aloof,
to back out of, to evade; to withdraw, retire; to slink o,
away; to escape, get clean away.
H J! !$ alg, adj. Separate, apart, distinct; free, loose,
unconned, &c. (see alag):—s.m. A sandal.
H  J! !$& ulg (from ulgn), s.f. Leaping over.
(rutic.)
H  J! !$ algn, v.t.=alag karn, q.v.s.v. alag; to put on
one side; to put up, raise.
H  J! $ ulgn (caus. of ulagn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
leap over, cause to go beyond.
H $ J! !$ alg, s.f. Separation; holding or keeping
aloof, non-interference; being silent.
H ^! !$& ulga, s.f. Leaping over (cf. ulg).
H J! !$ alagn, v.n. To be separated, &c.=alag hon,
q.v.s.v. alag.
H J! !$ ulagn, v.t.=ulngn and ulangn, q.q.v.
H J! !$" alagn, algan, s.f. A rope, or a bamboo,
stretched across a room or a yard, to hang clothes on; a
clothes-line. (See argan).
H W J! !$5* algoj, s.m. Corr. of algoza,
 q.v.
H ! !! alal, adj. & s.m.=ala , q.v.:—(the form occurs
chie y in comp.—cf. Ved. Sanskrit alal-bhavat,
'becoming lively'):—alal-ba her, s.m. A frisky colt or calf,
a young colt;—an inconsiderate or thoughtless person, a
giddy person, one who thinks only of enjoyment and

pleasure:—alal-app (see apn, 'to jump'), adj. & s.m.
Thoughtless; unsteady, unstable; giddy, frivolous;
volatile, ckle; irregular, improper, absurd;—a
thoughtless, giddy person, &c.;—adv. Thoughtlessly; at
random, at a venture, by guess:—alal-jhap (see jhap), adj.
Unsteady, wavering, ckle, &c. (=alal-app );
untrustworthy; negligent, careless.
H 3! !! alaln, v.n.=alln, q.v.
H #! !! ulaln, v.n.=ula n, q.v.
A x allh (i.e. al ilh, 'the God,' by way of eminence), s.m.
God, the Supreme Being;—intj. O God! Have mercy!:—
allh akbar, God is great (an introductory ejaculation
used in prayer, and also when slaughtering an animal;
and an exclamation of surprise, wonder, resignation,
&c.: it is called the takbr):—allh allh, intj. (expressive of
surprise, approbation, &c.), Good God! good gracious!
wonderful! extraordinary! excellent! thank God!:—allh
allh karn, To call on God; to say (one's) prayers, count
(one's) beads:—allh mn, intj. God grant it be so! So be
it! Heaven protect him;—adv. With prayer and fasting,
&c.; with great care, anxiously;—allh mn-k la k, A
child granted after many prayers:—allh-bel (for allhwl), intj. God preserve you! God speed! Adieu!:—allh-pr
mann, To propitiate God and the saints (by oerings,
&c.); to make a religious vow:—allh rakkho, intj. God keep
(him or her)!:—allh re, O God! Good God!:—allh-k nm,
The name of God;—nothing whatever, not a rap:—allhk nm len, To take the name of God, to have the fear of
God (in one,—said to one who tells a lie, e.g. allh-k nm
lo!):—allh-k n r, lit. 'The light of God'; a gift from God
(as a beard, &c); a very beautiful person; (ironically) a
hideously ugly person; a very wicked person:—illh-k
bol, An innocent, a demented person, lunatic;
simpleton, fool:—allh-k jn, The soul; life; the animal
kingdom;—a poor fellow, poor creature:—allh-ke log,
allh-log, s.m. God's people, holy men, good men;
mendicants; careless or thoughtless persons;—simpleminded people, guileless people:—allh-mr, s.f. lit. 'One
stricken by God'; A God-forsaken wife; a gadding wife; an
unchaste woman, a harlot:—allh m , s.m. God, the
Supreme Lord:—allh m -k ge, s.f. An artless, simple-

minded person; a simpleton;—a snail (Helix):—allh
nigahbn, intj.=allh-bel, q.v.:—allh-h allh, intj. O God!
God alone is stable and sure! Good God! (an ejaculation
expressing surprise, &c.=allh re);—a salutation among
faqrs.
H [ ##Y [ #! !p!p alalle-talalle (cf. alal, ala and Ved. S.

Nonsensically, without consideration, without
discrimination, at random:—allam-gallam
bakn, v.n. To

talk nonsense, to prate absurdly, or at random:—allamgallam
karn, v.t. To misappropriate embezzle; to hocus
pocus:—allam-gallam khn, v.t. To eat all kinds of trash.
S (@ ! !/, ulmuk, = H &@ ! !/,L ulmukh, s.m.

alal), s.m. Feasting, festivity, pleasure, revelry, rioting,
sensual enjoyment; show, pomp, ostentation;
extravagance, waste, dissipation:—alalle-talalle karn, v.n.
To feast, revel, riot; to give oneself up to pleasure, enjoy
oneself; to lead a voluptuous and dissolute life;—to
dissipate, squander, waste.
H 2 ! !/ alam [S.!@ ], s.m. Support, &c.=lamb, q.v.;

Firebrand; burning wood; charcoal.
H &@ ! !/,L ulmukh, = S (@ ! !/, ulmuk, s.m.

sticks set up for the support of creeping plants and
shrubs.
A 2 ! alam, s.m. Pain, anguish, torment; grief, aiction:—

H <! ! lan, s.m. Straw, &c. mixed with mud (for

alam-nk, adj. Full of pain, agonizing; full of sorrow.
S 2 ! !/ alam, adj. Adequate to, equal to, able; sucient,
enough, abundant.
H  @ !almr [Port. almario], s.f. Chest of drawers; bookcase, press, wardrobe, cabinet.
P K @ ! alms, s.m. Diamond; adamant:—alms-tarsh, s.m.
Diamond-cutter; a diamond used in cutting other gems
or glass; diamond-dust;—adj. Cut into angles or facets (as
glass, &c.).
P B @ ! alms, adj. Cut into facets (like a diamond) of, or
resembling, diamond:—alms rang, s.m. Diamond colour;
a bright, clear, white colour.
S U@ ! !@ lamb, s.m. Hanging down; a perpendicular;
support, prop; protection; asylum; aid, help.
H %@ ! !/  ulamb [prob. S. +!@ +t], s.m. Hard
swelling; tumour; swollen gland.
S <%@ ! !@  lamban, s.m. Depending on, resting upon;
support, maintenance, dependence; supporter,
protector.
P 0@ ! almast, adj. Intoxicated, drunk;—lustful, lascivious,
wanton;—infuriated; mad, insane.
P H 2 #p 2 ! !/¿!/ allam-gallam,
vulg. allam-gallam, s.m.

Nonsense, rubbish, trash; toying, frivolity; pretext, idle
excuse; misappropriation, embezzlement;—adv.

Firebrand; burning wood; charcoal.
A  2 ! alam nashra, The title and the opening words of
S ra 94 of the Qorn), adj. Lit. "have we not opened" (thy
breast);—manifest, clear, evident, well-known.
S <! .! alin, s.m. The bumble bee=al, q.v.
brick-making and building); a mixture of dl and dough.
P 6! lunj, s.m. A wild plum; a sloe.
H <! !ef ulan, v.t.=ulen, q.v.
S  ! !( alankr, s.m. Ornament, decoration,
embellishment; trinket, jewel; ornate composition;
gure of speech, rhetoric.
S A! !(
> alankrita,
 part. Ornamented, decorated,
adorned, embellished.
H ^! !($ alang [.!+r], s.f. Line, row; border,
edge, side, end; way, direction; (in South-western India),
a line or row of buildings or shops, any long building (as
a barrack, &c.: cf. next); postposn. By the side (of, -k),
along, towards:—is alang, On this side, this side:—us alang,
On that side.
P ^! lang, and ^! alang, (cf. alang, above), s.f. Line of
circumvallation, lines of defence, intrenchment,
trenches (=mor âl); wall of a town.
H ^! !B$ lang [S. W+r$,
'
cf. H. l], s.f. Longing,
desire (for the male), heat, salaciousness, lustfulness:—
lang-par n or hon, To get into, or to be in, heat (a
mare, &c.); to be lustful (a woman).
H ^! !($ ulang, !($ alang (?) [S. +¢], adj. Naked,
nude.
S <J! À!$ lingan, s.m. Embracing, clasping in the
arms; embrace:—lingan karn, v.t. To embrace.

H J! !($ ulangn [S. +!rV"(], v.n. To leap, pass
or go (over);—v.t. To leap over or across; to go beyond,
overstep (see ulngn).
H J!!($" alangn, s.f.=algan, q.v.
S (&J! !rV ullanghak, adj. Overstepping;
transgressing;—s.m. One who oversteps; transgressor.
S <&J! !rV ullanghan, and H. !(V ulanghan, s.m.
Leaping or passing over or beyond; overstepping;
transgression, violation, infringement:—ulanghan hon or
ho-jn, v.n. To be leaped or crossed over; to be
transgressed or violated.
H &J! !(V ulanghn = ulangn, q.v.
S J!.!r$" ling, adj. Embracing;—s.m. One who
embraces.
H ! !0 l , !, lu [S. !,], s.m. An esculent root, Arum
campanulatum; potato, Solanum tuberosum:—l -k slan,
s.m. Potato soup; potato curry:—l -g , s.m. The potatoplant; the tapioca shrub.
P ! l [=S. !,], s.m. Plum, prune:—(in Urd the word
generally occurs in comp. e.g.) l -bu r, s.m. Bu r
or Persian plum; dried plum; prune; damson:—shaft-l ,
s.m. A peach, lit. 'the rough plum.'
H ! !5 lo, s.m. A portion of unripe corn.
A ! ul , pron. adj. contr. from ! ul , q.v. (The word
occurs in compounds, as ulul-amr, &c.)
H ! !0 ull [S. !0], s.m. An owl; (met.) a stupid fellow,
blockhead, fool; (in gamblers' parlance) one to be
rooked, a 'pigeon';—adj. Stupid, foolish, senseless:—ull
bann, v.t. To make a fool of, to befool; to take in, gull,
cheat:—ull bann, ull hon, v.n. To become a fool, make
a fool of oneself, stultify oneself; to be intoxicated:—ull
ph sn or pha sn, v.t. To entrap a green fellow, catch
a gull, rook a pigeon:—ull -k ba  or pah, s.m. lit. 'A
young owl'; an arrant fool, a great idiot:—ull -ds, ull dsr, s.m. A great simpleton, fool, idiot:—ull samjhn
(apn), v.t. To cheat, rook:—ull -k ms khn, lit. 'To eat
the esh of an owl'; to become foolish, stupid, or idiotic.
H ! !0 ull , !0 ul , = H  ! !  ulw, [S. !0, !,],
s.m. A kind of creeper; a kind of reed or grass, Saccharum

cylindricum.
H  ! !  ulw, = H ! !0 ull , !0 ul , [S. !0, !,],
s.m. A kind of creeper; a kind of reed or grass, Saccharum
cylindricum.
H  ! !  ulw, s.m. An owl=ull . (Also written ur .)
A  ! alw, s.m. pl. (of  ! lau), Tablets, tables; planks.
S  ! ! ! lwl, s.m. Basin for water round the foot
of a tree (v. lbl).
A a " ! ulul-amr, v.s.v. ! ul for all words compounded
with ul .
A  ! alwn, s.m. pl. (of  ! laun), Colours, sorts, kinds,
various sorts;—s.m. sing. Shawl cloth, shawl;—adj. Of
diverse kinds; of various colours:—alwn-i-nemat, s m.
Blessings of various kinds; various kinds of good things;
dierent sorts of dishes.
H ) ! !  alwy, adj. & adv. Soft, gentle, tender;
light;—softly, &c.; with a light hand, lightly:—alwy
uhn or uh-len, v.t. To take up lightly, &c.
S & ! !5# alobh (rt. lubh), s.m. Absence of, or freedom
from, cupidity or covetousness; contentment.
H ] ! !5 alop [S. +!5, rt. !,], part. adj.
Disappeared; concealed, hidden; retired; out of sight;
invisible, unseen, imperceptible, undiscernible; run out;
defaced, destroyed:—alop-anjan, s.m. A collyrium, which,
applied to the eyes of any one, renders him or her
invisible:—alop-my, s.f. The mysteries of nature; the
invisible power in nature:—alop-hon or ho-jn, v.n. To
be concealed; to become invisible; to disappear, vanish,
retire, get out of sight; to cease to be, become extinct.
S ] ! !5 alop, Not concealed or hidden; visible,
apparent.
H <; ! !, ull pan (ull +pan = S. a. twam), s.m.
Owlishness, folly, stupidity.
H ; ! !5 alopn (see alop), v.t. To conceal, hide;—v.n.
To lie hid, be concealed.
H Y ! !5 alot [S. +!5Q, rt. lup], s.m. A screen (=o,
q.v.).
H Y !!M" alaut, s.f. Eaves of a house (=olt, or. the
com. form, q.q.v.).

P = ! l a (dim. of lu), s.m. A kind of small plum, Prunus
ovalifolia.
P  ! l d, part.=l da, q.v. (The form l d occurs,
generally, in comp.)
P X  ! l dag (abst. s. from next, q.v.), s.f.

essence, Godhead (see ilhyat).
P ! la (for A. ~!), s.m. Instrument, &c.=lat, q.v.; (in
Gram.) the instrumental case:—la-i-irfat, s.m.
Implements of trade.
A ! ilh, s.m. God=allh:—ilh-, intj. O God!

Contamination, delement, pollutedness; pollution,
stain; foulness, impurity.
P ? ! l da [perf. part. of l dan; +rt. Z. r = S.  and !],

H 4! 6 lh, s.m. The name of a certain Hind hero,

part. adj. Deled, polluted, sullied, soiled, stained,
spoiled; smeared, immersed, covered; loaded (with),
overwhelmed.
H  ! !57 lo n [S. +!5f"(, rt. !,f], v.t. To stir,

revelation:—ilhm-bayn, adj. Expressing inspired
thoughts, speaking by inspiration.
H  4! !6 alhn [S. +6"(], v.n. To rejoice; to be

mix; to churn (=bilon, q.v.).
P T D ! ulush, s.m.=Z! ulush, q.v.
A e ! ul f, s. pl. (of alf), Thousands.
S  ! !0 ul k, s.m. An owl=ull (the com. form, q.v.).
S  ! !5 lok, s.m. Sight, seeing, looking;
appearance;—light; attery, panegyric.
S ( ! !M alaukik, adj. Not of this world,
supernatural, super-human, transcendental; unknown,
uncommon, strange, rare, extraordinary, not current;
unpopular.
S < ! !5 alokan, s.m. Disappearance; invisibility.
S < ! !5 lokan, s.m. Looking, seeing; sight.
S & ! !0L! ul khal, s.m. A wooden mortar for cleaning
rice, &c. (=okhl, q.v.);—bdellium, a gummy substance.
H ! !5! alol [S. +!5!, rt. !,!] , s.m. Gambol
(especially of a horse), caper, frisking; frolic, playfulness;
wantonness, dalliance, toying:—alol karn, To gambol,
caper, frisk, skip, frolic:—alol-kalol, s.f.=alol.
S ! !5! alol, adj. Not shaking, steady, rm.
H (! ! !5! alolak, adj.=alaukik, q.v.
H  ! !5 alon [S. +! 4+t], adj. Without salt;
insuciently salted; fresh; tasteless, insipid.
P +  ! alwand [Pehl. arvand; Zend aurvañt, fr. ar; S. arvant],
s.m. A mountain in the province of Hamadn, in Persia.
P   ! ul hyat = A ~  ! s.f. Deity, divinity, the divine
essence, Godhead (see ilhyat).
A ~  ! ul hyat = P   ! s.f. Deity, divinity, the divine

&c.=l, q.v.
A 1 4! ilhm [inf. n. iv of 2 4! 'to swallow'], s.m. Inspiration,

cheerful.
H ! 67 allha , 67 alha , adj. & s.m.=alla or alla h,
q.v.
H 4! !6 ulahn, s.m.=ulhn, q.v.
H 4! !6 ulahn [ulah˚ = Prk. !6()=S. !#(`), rt.
+!#], v.n. To spring up, grow, vegetate; to reprove; to
reproach, &c. (see ulhn; urhn).
A 4!ilh, s.m.=allh;—adj. Divine, of God, heavenly;—intj.
O God! (=y ilh):—ilh tauba, intj. O God, we turn to thee,
accept our penitence! O God! be merciful to us! God
preserve us!:—ilh ar , s.m. That which is given for the
sake of God; charity, alms:—ilh rt, s.f. Vigil; a night
passed in religious exercise:—ilh san, s.m. The era
instituted by the emperor Akbar in the 24th year of his
reign, when he embraced what he called the ilh mahab
or Divine religion of Sul-i-kull, or religious toleration:—
ilh gaz, s.m. The yard of 41 inches (the standard
instituted by Akbar):—ilh mohar, s.m. lit. 'divine seal'; a
debt the payment of which is imperative; a debt to an
unrelenting creditor.
H 4! !Á alhaiy (cf. lh and l), s.f. The name of a
rgin or musical mode.
A A 4! ilhyt, s.f. pl. (of ilhyat), Divine things; theology;
metaphysics; things pertaining to the supernatural.
P  4! ilhyat (for A. ~ 4!), s.f. Divinity, deity, godhead.
H ! !" al [S.  , ava+riti,
 rt. ri; cf. the H. form
 !"], s.f. Misfortune; great danger; risk of life. (cf. alk
and alh,' 'an unpleasant thing.')

S !!" al, s.m. A large black bee, the bumble-bee;

H  ! p! alel (see albel), adj. Careless, indierent,

spirituous liquor;—s.f. A woman's female friend (=l).
S ! .! li, !" l, s.m. The bumble-bee; a scorpion

heedless, thoughtless, inconsiderate, imprudent,
improvident.
A 2 ! alm, adj. Painful, torturing, excruciating.

(=ali);—s.f. A woman's female friend;—row, range,
continuous line; bed (of owers or vegetables); ridge,
mound of earth crossing ditches or dividing elds
(=me ), dike, embankment;—a land measure, equivalent
to four bss.
H ! !" l, adj. Of or belonging to the l tree (see l):—
l rang, s.m. A colour extracted from the al tree, lcolour.
S !! lay, lai, s.m. House, habitation, abode, place.
A ! ila, prep. To, up to; until:—ilal-n, Up to the present
time, to this moment:—ilai-hi, ilaih, To him, to it;—abovementioned, aforesaid (=mushru ilaih, q.v.).
H ! .! liy, s.m. Name of a tribe of banjras.
H # ! !h !h alaiy-balaiy, s.f. Misfortune, &c.=alebale, q.v.; (and as the women use the words, whilst
waving platters with lamps, &c. round a person's head,
to remove or avert all evil, they have come to signify
Oering, sacrice, victim);—lighted wisps with which the
Hinds divert themselves at the season of the Dewal.
H [ ! [ ! p p le-blc, vulg. alle-balle [P. re+bale 'yes'],
s.m. Humming and hawing; putting o, shuing,
evasion, subterfuge, deception, fraud, deceit;—
procrastination; inactivity, idleness, sloth:—le-ble
batn, v.t. To put o, shue, evade; to deceive, delude,
trick.
S ` ! p lep, s.m. Liniment; plaster.
H : ! !5 ul n [S. +" (); or +B ], v.t. To
throw up water, pour o water; to bale; to drain (=ula n,
ula hn, ujhaln).
S Z ! !"8 il, s.m. The hils sh, Clupea alosa (see hils,
and illi).
S ( ! !" alk, adj. False, untrue; unpleasant,
displeasing;—s.m. Falsehood, untruth; anything
unpleasant or displeasing.
S & ! pL alekh, adj. That cannot be written; that
cannot be taken account of.

S < ! !" aln, adj. Not melted or dissolved; not eaced,
not wiped out or away; not embraced; not attached to,
unconnected.
H < ! Âf ulen [S. !ef], v.t. To invert a vessel in
order to empty it of its contents; to empty; to pour out
(water, &c.=uneln, q.v.).
H  ! !"6 alh, s.m.=alk and al, q.q.v.
H 1  / m [S. Ã(; Pr. @ ]( , s.m. Mango, the fruit of
the Mangifera indica; also the tree:—m-r [S. mra
+rjik), s.f. A tope or grove of mango trees;—income or
revenue obtained from mango groves and gar dens:—
m-ras, am-ras, s.m. Inspissated juice of the mango.
S 1  / m, adj. Raw, uncooked, undressed; unripe;
undigested;—s.m. Condition of being raw, &c.; provisions,
victuals (undressed); sickness, disease, (especially)
disease in the bowels, the mucous matter voided in
dysentery (= w, the common form):—m-tisr (S. ma
+atisra), s.m. Dysentery:—mnna (S. ma+anna), s.m.
Undressed rice, raw grain; uncooked provisions:—m-bt
(S. ma+vta), s.m. Constipation or torpor of the bowels
with atulence and intumescence;—a windy tumour, a
swelling (without pain):—m- l, s.m. Pain arising from
indigestion; the colic.
H 1  / im [S. ./ ], adv. Thus, so, to such a degree (=ais:
used chie y in poetry).
P 1  im [old P. ima; Zend aem; S. idam, ayam], pron. adj.
This (= :—The form im occurs only in comp. e.g.), im-roz,
adv. This day, to-day;—imroz-fard, To-day or to-morrow,
soon; procrastination (=j-kal, q.v.); mroz-fard karn, To
put o; to procrastinate; to shilly-shally:—im-sl, adv.
This year:—im-shab, adv. This night, to-night.
A 1  umm, s.f. Mother; source, origin, foundation, basis;
chief part (of a thing).
H a  @/ amm, amm [S. @ ], s.f. Mother (=m, m );
—intj. (used by women), My dear! darling!:—amm jn, s.f.
Mother-in-law.

A a  amm, conj. But, moreover, nevertheless, however,

P K a  ms, s.m. Swelling, tumour:—ms karn, v.n. To

yet.
H a  / m [S. /+t], adj. Raw, &c.=m, q.v.

swell; to eect a swelling.
A < a  amkin, s.m. pl. (of makn), Dwellings, habitations,

S a  / um, s.f. Flax; linseed;—light, splendour; fame,

mansions, places.
H a  /! aml [S. +/!], adj. Without a necklace, not

reputation; tranquillity; night; an epithet of Prvati; an
interjection expressive of astonishment.
S  Y a  /; amtya, s.m. Minister, senator, statesman,
counsellor, adviser.
P 5 a  mj, s.m. A mound or heap of earth on which a
mark is xed to shoot arrows at, target, butt (=nishna).
P X  a mdag (abst. s. from the next), s.f. The state of
being prepared, readiness; preparation; alertness;—
disposition (to); indication; threatening.
P ? a  mda (perf. part. of mdan; +rt. Zend m = S. /),
part. adj. Prepared, ready, alert; disposed (to):—mda
karn, v.t. To get ready, to prepare; to rouse, stir up,
incite, excite; to oer to do; to abet:—mda hon, v.n. To
be prepared (for), get ready; to be on the alert; to be
disposed (to).
H  a  mr, = H  a  ammr, [P.  % ambr or A. amr], s.m.
Heap, pile. (The word would appear to be peculiar to the
Panjb.)
H  a  ammr, = H  a  mr, [P.  % ambr or A. amr], s.m.
Heap, pile. (The word would appear to be peculiar to the
Panjb.)
P  a  mr [Zend rt. mar+prep. ; S. +T/], s.m. Account,
reckoning, calculation; investigation;—daily accountbook, register of receipts and disbursements.
P A a  imrat, amrat (for A. { a , v.n. of a  'to command'),
s.f. Possession of command; the oce, and authority of
a commander, governor, &c. (amr); district under the
authority of a governor; a government; command,
authority, power, dominion, rule, sovereignty; dignity,
grandeur, state, magnicence, pomp, display; increase,
abundance, prosperity.
A  a  amrid, s.m. pl. (of amrad), Beardless youths.
P ? a  ammra (for A. { a  ammrat, fem. of ammr), adj. m.f.
Wont to command; imperious, domineering, headstrong,
obstinate. (See nafs-i-ammra, s.v. nafs.)
H K a  @/ amms, s.f.=amvas, q.v.

having a necklace on.
S (! a  /! mlak, s.m. Land near a mountain.
P ! a  imla [for A. ~! a , inf. n. iv of  a 'to incline'], s.m.
Causing to incline, bending; (in Gram.) giving to fata a
sound like that of kasra (as when kitb is pronounced as if
written kitb).
A 1 a  imm, s.m. One who is followed or imitated;
exemplar, guide, leader, head, head of a religion (and
especially of the Mohammadan religion), patriarch;
priest; minister or reader of a mosque;—a large bead in
a rosary (which remains xed in the hand, and is not
turned over in counting);—the ag or standard borne in
procession before the taziya on the rst ten days of
Moarram:—imm-b , s.m. (dim. imm-b , s.f.), The
place to which the taziya is conveyed and kept in the
Moarram, and where oerings are made to the dead; a
building in which the festival of the Moarram is
celebrated, and in which services are held in
commemoration of the death of Al and his sons Hasan
and Husain; (the same building is sometimes used as a
mausoleum for the family of the founder):—imm min,
s.m. The protecting Imm, one's guardian saint:—imm
min-k rupay, or pais, s.m. A piece of money dedicated
to Imm zmin, and fastened on the arm of a person
about to leave home, as a protection from evil spirits
and the diculties of the way.
P a a  immat (for A. ~a a ), s.f. The oce of an Imm.
H *B 1 a  //T imm-dast [corr. of P. hwan+dasta],
s.m. Pestle and mortar.
A a a  imm, adj. Of or relating to an imm.
P  a a  immiya (for A. ~ a a ), adj.=imm, q.v.:—s.m. An
epithet assumed by the followers of 'Al; the sect of Shas
(who hold that 'Al is the lawful and true imm in
immediate succession to Mohammad).
A  a  amn, s.f. Security, safety; freedom from fear, ease
of mind; protection, safeguard; promise or assurance of

security or safety, indemnity, quarter (=panh), mercy,
grace:—intj. Quarter! mercy! spare me!:—amn pn (-k),
To obtain assurance of safety (of), to nd protection or
grace:—amn den (-ko), To give a promise of safety, to
aord protection, &c.:—amn m gn, To seek protection,
to seek the assurance of safety; to ask for quarter:—
amn-me rakhn, v.t. To keep in safety or under (one's)
protection, to render (one) secure; to protect, defend,
shelter.
H  a  @/[ amm , s.f.=amm, q.v.
H  a  / imn, corr. for  @ ) mn, q.v.
H  a  / amn [ or +S. /"(, rt. /], v.n. To go
into, t in, to be contained, be held.
P  a  amnat (for A. ~ a ), s.f.Security, safety, freedom
from fear, protection, safeguard, safe-conduct (=amn);
trustworthiness, delity, a thing or property committed
to the trust and care of a person, trust, charge; a deposit
(=dha o ); faith, religion;—the oce of an amn;—adj. &
adv. Aside, apart, untouched, intact, inviolable:—amnatjr, s.f. Assignments of revenue:—amnat- na, s.m.
Depository, depôt, store-house, warehouse:—amnatn (orig. rel. adj. from amnat- n, a proper name),
s.f. A kind of dry tobacco used for chewing (syn. ka aur):
—amnat-dr, adj. Trustworthy, faithful, honest;—s.m.
Guardian, custodian, trustee, depositary:—amnat-dr,
s.f. Trustworthiness, &c. (=amnat);—Charge, trust,
guardianship, agency; custody, safe-keeping, deposit:—
amnat rakhn (-ko), To deposit, consign, intrust, commit
to the care (of);—to set or lay aside, put apart, leave out
of account; to preserve intact; keep or hold as sacred or
inviolable:—amnat-gur, s.m. Depositary, custodian:—
amnat-me iynat, Breach of trust:—amnat-nma, s.m.
Deed of trust or deposit; a document conveying
anything.
A P * a amnat, adj. Deposited, given in trust or charge;—
s.f. Any thing deposited, &c.
S Z a  /,3 amnush, vulg. amnus, adj. Not human;
anything but man; inhuman; monster.
S   a  /" amnanya, adj. Not to be believed, not
worthy of belief, incredible; not to be honoured,
unworthy of respect.

S  a  /" amn, adj. & s.m. Incredulous; inattentive;—
without pride, humble;—an incredulous person, &c.
P  a amn, s.f. Security (=amn); trust, charge, deposit
(=amnat);—land held, or work done, under Government
supervision or control (in contradistinction to ijra, 'land
in farm,' 'contract work').
S   a  /B amnya, adj. Not to be believed,
&c.=amnanya, q.v.
H  a  / & amva [S. Ã+ ],
' s.m. Inspissated
mango juice (=amo, m-ras).
H K a  /  amvas, = S B a  / " amvs, = S
B a / " amvas, = S B a  / T amvasy, [S. /
+ T, rt. ], s.f. The night during which the moon
and sun are in conjunction; the rst day of the rst
quarter on which the moon is invisible; the night of new
moon; the last day of the dark fortnight.
S B a  / " amvs, = H K a  /  amvas, = S
B a / " amvas, = S B a  / T amvasy, [S. /
+ T, rt. ], s.f. The night during which the moon
and sun are in conjunction; the rst day of the rst
quarter on which the moon is invisible; the night of new
moon; the last day of the dark fortnight.
S B a / " amvas, = H K a  /  amvas, = S B a 
/ " amvs, = S B a  / T amvasy, [S. /
+ T, rt. ], s.f. The night during which the moon
and sun are in conjunction; the rst day of the rst
quarter on which the moon is invisible; the night of new
moon; the last day of the dark fortnight.
S B a  / T amvasy, = H K a  /  amvas, = S
B a  / " amvs, = S B a / " amvas, [S. /
+ T, rt. ], s.f. The night during which the moon
and sun are in conjunction; the rst day of the rst
quarter on which the moon is invisible; the night of new
moon; the last day of the dark fortnight.
H  a  / umh [S. +/], s.m. Great pleasure,
intense delight, rapture, ecstasy.
H Ua  @ amb, = H Ua  @ mb, s.m. Mango, tree or
fruit (=q.v.).

H Ua  @ mb, = H Ua  @ amb, s.m. Mango, tree or

H %a  @  mbar (corr. of A. %m ambar), s.f. Ambergris;

fruit (=q.v.).
S Ua  @ , ambu, s.m. Water:—ambu-pati, s.m. lit. 'lord of

amber.
H $%a  @  ambr, s.f.=m-r, q.v.s.v. m, 'mango.'

the waters'; an epithet of Varun:—ambu-ja, ambuj, s.m.
lit. 'water-born'; The lotus, Nymphæa nelumbo:—ambu-dhi,
s.m. The ocean, sea:—ambu-dhar; s.m. lit. 'water-holder';
a cloud.
H %a  @  amb, s.m. Mango=m. (Poetical.)

H =%a  (@ y ambar , s.m. See =%.

S %a  @  amb, s.f. Mother (=amm); goddess (=dev,
deb).
H A 1  /  m-bt, s.m. See s.v. S. m.
H  %a @ " ambr, s.f. corr. of  @ mamr, q.v.
H  %a  @ 7 amb , s.m. = H  %a @ 7" amb , s.f. [S.
@!+ &t and &], The esculent plant Hibiscus
cannabinus, commonly called the Rozelle (usually written
 %);—the hog-plum, Spondias mangifera (also called am 
and am ).
H  %a @ 7" amb , s.f. = H  %a  @ 7 amb , s.m. [S.
@!+ &t and &], The esculent plant Hibiscus
cannabinus, commonly called the Rozelle (usually written
 %);—the hog-plum, Spondias mangifera (also called am 
and am ).
H B %a  @  ambs, s.m. A handful of grass or corn cut
in reaping.
H B %a  @  ambs (see next), part. adj. Seasoned;
stale, old.
H B %a  @  ambsn [S. @ ?, + "(, rt. ], v.t. To
season a new earthen vessel by letting water remain in
it for some time; to rinse.
S ! %a  @ .! amblik, s.f. An epithet of Prvati.
H  %a  @ [ amb , s.m. A potter's kiln=w , w, q.q.v.
H %a  @  ambat [S. @!+ ], adj. Sour, acid; acrid.

S Z)%a  @ "3 ambarsh, s.m. A frying-pan; battle, war;
the name of a certain king.
S Z%a  @ c ambashh, s.m. A man who is the ospring
of a Brhman father and a Vaisya mother, by
occupation a physician.
S (%a  @  ambak, s.m. The eye.
S %a  .@  ambik, s.f. An epithet of Prvat or Bhavn,
consort of iva.
H %a  @ ! ambal [S. +/!], s.m. The umbilical cord;
secundines, after-birth:—ambal-nl, s.m. Umbilical cord,
the navel string of a new-born infant.
H %a  .@ ! ambil [S. @!+!], s.f. A sort of ummery, or
a gruel, made of pulse, rice our, buttermilk, &c. (The
word would appear to be peculiar to Southern and Southwestern India. In Mar~h it is written ambl.)
H Y %a @ 5" ambot [S. @!+ +], s.f. A species of
sorrel, Oxalis corniculata. (Peculiar to Southern India.)
H  %a  / ,, (  ambu, ambw [S. Ã+t], s.m. A
mango; a small mango.
H 5 %a  @ 5* amboj, s.m.=ambhoj, q.v.
H

%a  @ 5! ambol, adj.=an-bol, q.v.

S 5 &%a  @#5* ambhoj, s.m. lit. 'produced in water'; the
lotus.
H  &%a @#M" ambhaur [S. @#+ &"], s.f. Watery
pustules; prickly heat.
H %a ( " mb, s.f.=% mb, q.v.
H %a  ( " amb, = H %a  .@  ambiy, [S. Ã+], s.f. A

H  *%a  @  ambatn (from ambat), v.n. To become or

small unripe mango; a small mango.
H %a  .@  ambiy, = H %a  ( " amb, [S. Ã+], s.f. A

turn sour.
S 6%a  @ *
, ambuj, s.m. see s.v. ambu.

small unripe mango; a small mango.
H   %a  @ " amb-kr [S. .@ +], s.m. A sailor.

S %a  @  ambar, s.m. Covering; skin; clothes, apparel;

(The word appears to be peculiar to Southern and Southwestern India.)

the sky, atmosphere; clouds;—a perfume, ambergris.

H  `a  @7 ampa n (for n-pa n), v.n. To come to
hand.
H a  / amat [S. +/ ], s.m. Disregard, disinclination,
dislike.
S a  ./  amit, adj. Immeasureable; unmeasured;
undened.
P a  mmat (for A. ~a ), s.f. One of the ten kinds of
wounds compensated by a ne.
P a  ummat (for A. ~a ), s.f. People, religious sect, people
of the same religion; followers; race, nation; caste;
creed, religion.
A  c*a  imtn [inf. n. viii of <ca 'to try, prove'], s.m.
Trial, test, proof, experiment; examination; inquiry;
temptation:—imtn den, v.n. To undergo or pass an
examination:—imtn karn, v.t. To examine, test, try,
prove; to tempt; to prosecute an inquiry; to make
experiment or trial (of, -k); to check, audit:—imtn len
(-k), To examine:—imtn-me p r utarn, imtn-me
p r dar-n, To pass successfully through an
examination or any ordeal or test.
A + *a  imtidd [inf. n. viii of +C a 'to extend,' &c.], s.m.
Extension, prolongation; protraction; prorogation;—adj.
Extended; protracted.
A 5o*a  imtizj [inf. n. viii of 5oa 'to mix'], s.m. Mingling;
being mixed, being blended; being diluted;—mixture,
union.
A 3*a  imtil [inf. n. viii of ,3a 'to ll'], s.m. Fulness,
repletion, surfeit; indigestion.
A . *a  imtin [inf. n. viii of b a 'to forbid, inhibit, &c.], s.m.
Inhibition, prohibition, prevention, restraint (=man,
q.v.):—imtin--tad ul, s.m. (in Science),
Impenetrability.
A P *a ummat, adj. Of or belonging to an ummat, q.v.—
s.m. A follower of a religious sect.
A d *a  imtiyz [inf. n. viii of o a 'to separate, &c.], s.m.f.
Separation, distinction, discrimination (=tamz);
discernment, judgment, discretion; holding oneself
aloof; refusal;—good-breeding; ceremony; preëminence:
—imtiyz karn (-me ), To distinguish (between), to
discriminate; to discern; to treat with distinction.
A P d *a imtiyz, adj. Of discrimination; of distinction,

distinguished;—of good breeding.
H 1  ./ & ami [S. +/9; cf. H. min], adj. Not eaced;
ineaceable, indelible; indestructible, imperishable,
indissoluble; irreversible, irrevocable; immutable,
unchangeable, unvarying, rm, steadfast.
A a  amsl, s.f. pl. (of masal),
 Equals; likenesses,
resemblances; proverbs, adages.
P #a  amsila (for A. ~#a ), s.f. pl. (of misl),
 Exemplars,
examples.
H  W 1  / * am jn [S. / 'strength'], v.n. To be
exhausted, worn out, spent, used up.
A + 8a  amjad, adj. (compar. & superl. of majd), More, or
most, glorious.
' s.f. Mango-parings
H  :a  /0 am r [S. Ã+04],
dried in the sun:—am r hon (sukhke), To wither up,
become emaciated.
P + a  mad [v.n. of madan; +Pehl. gmatan, rt. Zend gam =
S. $/], s.m. Coming, approach, arrival; access; coming
in, income; receipts;—adj. Coming naturally, natural,
unarticial, not studied (opp. to ward); plain, simple:—
mad-mad, s.f. The announcement of an arrival:—madraft, mad o raft, s.f. Coming and going; ingress and
egress, communication, intercourse; passage, way,
thoroughfare:—mad-shud, mad o shud, s.f.=mad-raft:—
mad o ar , Receipts and disbursements:—mad-wl,
s.m. One who has a large income, a rich man; a
merchant who purchases imported goods wholesale.
A + a  imdd [inf. n. iv of +C a 'to help'], s.m. Assisting,
aiding, abetting; help, succour (=madad); donation, gift,
endowment.
P + a mdan, s.f. Coming, arrival; income; incomings,
receipts; returns, proceeds, prots, emoluments,
nances, ways and means; perquisites, anything gained
over and above; imports; import duties; revenue;
collections; the season in which any merchandise
generally arrives; the reaping season.
P ?+ a  mada, perf. part. (of madan, 'to come'). Come,
arrived.
H P )+ a  mady, s.m. One who has a large income,
&c.=mad-wl, q.v.s.v. mad.

H 1  /f um (from next), part. Flooded; over owing:
— um n, v.n. To become ooded; to run over, to
over ow.
H 1  /f umn (caus. of uman, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to ow or run over; to submerge; to ood:—umden, Idem.
H 1  /f uman = uman, q.v.
S a  / amar (rt. /), adj. Undying, exempt from death,
immortal, everlasting; longlived;—an epithet of the
Deity:—amar-bel (S. amar+valli), s.m. An epidendron, or
parasitical plant similar to the misletoe:—amar pad, s.m.
The state of an immortal, immortality:—amar-lok, s.m.
The region of the immortal, the region of the gods,
heaven, paradise:—amar hon, v.n. To become immortal,
to enjoy everlasting life; to be very longlived.
A a  amr, vulg. amar, s.m. Order, command; (in Gram.)
the imperative mood;—aair, business, transaction;
event, occurrence; fact, circumstance; matter, case,
thing, particular; point, question:—amr o nah, s.m.
Commands and prohibitions, orders and counter-orders.
S a  Ã amra, = S a  Ã mra, s.m. The mango tree. (See
m).
S a  Ã mra, = S a  Ã amra, s.m. The mango tree. (See
m).
A a  mir, act. part. One who orders, commander, ruler.
H a  / amr [S. Ãt], s.m. The hog-plum, Spondias
mangifera. (Also written amr, amb , and am .)
A a  umar, vulg. umr, s.m. pl. (of amr), Nobles, noblemen, grandees; the nobles of an Indian Moammadan
court collectively; s.m. sing. A noble, nobleman.
A }a  amr, s.m. pl. (of mar), Sicknesses, diseases,
ailments.
H a  / umro, corr. of A. umar, q.v.
H $a  / amr, s.f.=m-r, q.v.s.v. m.
A P $a umar, s.f. Nobility.
S Aa  / amrit (+/, rt. /; 'not dead'; 'causing

of life; anything sweet; any pleasant drink; a guava;
immortality; nal emancipation:—amrat-bn, imrat-bn
(amrit+vn),
s.m. A variety of the plantain (kel); a glazed

or china jar (=martabn):—imrit-bn, s.f. Sweet speech,
honeyed words:—amrit-r
 p, adj. Possessing immortality,
immortal:—amrit-k h  den, v.t. To sprinkle with the
water of life, to restore to life.
H Aa  / amrit, / imrit, / imrat; vulg. amirt, =
S Aa  / amrit (+/, rt. /;'not dead'; 'causing
immortality,' &c.) s.m. The nectar conferring
immortality; ambrosia, the drink of the gods, the water
of life; anything sweet; any pleasant drink; a guava;
immortality; nal emancipation:—amrat-bn, imrat-bn
(amrit+vn),
s.m. A variety of the plantain (kel); a glazed

or china jar (=martabn):—imrit-bn, s.f. Sweet speech,
honeyed words:—amrit-r
 p, adj. Possessing immortality,
immortal:—amrit-k h  den, v.t. To sprinkle with the
water of life, to restore to life.
S Ya  / amarat, amart, = S Ya  / amritat,

amritt
 s.f. Immortality, deathlessness.
S Ya  / amritat,
amritt,

 = S Ya  / amarat,
amart s.f. Immortality, deathlessness.
H  %Ya  /  am it-bn, v.s.v. amrit.
H Ya  .Ã" amrit, /" imrat, vulg. amirt, imart [S.
/+?], s.f. A small vessel for drinking out of; a kind
of sweetmeat made of pulse (resembling the jaleb); a
kind of small and sweet melon (local); a kind of cloth;—
adj. Nectarious.
H  Wa  /*y amarjd, s.f.=amaryd, q.v.
A a  amrad, adj. & s.m. Beardless; handsome; a
beardless, handsome youth.
P da  murz, part. act. [of murzdan; +rt. Zend marez; S.
marj, rt. /*] , Pardoning, forgiving; pardoner;—murz-gr,
s.m. He who pardons; an epithet of God.
P D da  murzish (abstt. s. fr. murz), s.f. Pardon, grace;

immortality,' &c.) = H Aa  / amrit, / imrit, /

forgiveness of sins (by God).
H Ka  / amras, s.m.=m-ras, q.v.s.v. m.

imrat; vulg. amirt, s.m. The nectar conferring
immortality; ambrosia, the drink of the gods, the water

impatience of another's success, envy; rancour.

S D a  /3' marsh, s.m. Anger, wrath; peevishness;

H Aa  /~ amr t, = P H a  /~ amr d, [S. /],

H @  a  // amk-dhamk, (less common), = H

s.m. The guava, Psidium pyriferum, or pomiferum. (In
Persian amr d is also applied to the pear.)
P H a  /~ amr d, = H Aa  /~ amr t, [S. /],

-  a  /©/ amk-hamk, vulg. imk-himk, [S.

s.m. The guava, Psidium pyriferum, or pomiferum. (In
Persian amr d is also applied to the pear.)
P da  imroz, adv. v.s.v. im.
H $a / amra, s.f. A mango-grove (=m-r and
ambr, q.q.v.).
S  )a  /y amaryd, part. adj. Disrespected,
dishonoured; aronted.
S  )a  /y amaryd, s.f. Disrespect, dishonour,
indignity; slight, aront.
S  )a  /y amarydik, adj. Not honouring,
disrespectful, treating with indignity.
H Ia  / umas, @/ ummas [S. l/], s.f. Intense heat
without a breath of air, sultriness.
A  0a  imsk [inf. n. iv of (0a 'to hold, retain'], s.m.
Keeping back or o, retention; abstaining (from);
parsimony; a medicine taken to prolong pleasure in
carnal intercourse; scarcity, want:—imsk-i-br , s.m.
Want of rain, drought.
P 0a  im-sl, adv. v.s.v. im.
H 0a  / umasn, v.n. To rot, &c.=ubasn, upasn,
q.q.v.
S Za  ./ 3 mish, s.m. Flesh, food; enjoyment, an object
of enjoyment, a pleasing object, lure, bait; an object of
prey.
S a  /80! m- l, s.m. See m.
A  Ma  amr, s.m. pl. (of mir), Large cities: cities.
A qa  im [inf. n. iv of qa 'to pass, go'], s.m.
Despatching; despatch, transmission.
A P a  am, s.m. pl. (of m), Intestines, guts.
A  P a  imn [inf. n. iv of <P a 'to go fast,' &c.], s.m.
Sharpening, rendering acute or penetrating; acuteness,
penetration:—imn-i-naz r, s.m. Penetrating glance,
attentive or close regard or look.
S (a  /, amuk, adj. Such a one, a certain person, soand-so; such-and-such (=ful ).

/,+redup. formed from S. base ], s.m. This one and
that one, small and great, every one (promiscuously); a
nobody (a vague term of contempt used in speaking of a
person); tri ing, tri es, baubles; idle talk, prating.
H -  a  /©/ amk-hamk, vulg. imk-himk, = H
@  a  // amk-dhamk, (less common), [S. /,
+redup. formed from S. base ], s.m. This one and that
one, small and great, every one (promiscuously); a
nobody (a vague term of contempt used in speaking of a
person); tri ing, tri es, baubles; idle talk, prating.
A  a  imkn [inf. n. iv of <a 'to hold rank,' &c.], s.m.
Possibility, practicability; power; contingent existence (in
contradistinction to wuj b or necessary existence).
A P  a imkn, adj. Possible, potential; contingent.
S  &a  /,Z amukhya, adj. Not chief; inferior, ordinary.
H ^a  /$ umag, s.f.=umang, q.v.
H Ja  /$ umagn, v.n.=umangn, q.v.
A a  amal, s.m. Hope, expectation.
H a  /! amal, @/! ammal [S. /], s.m. Spirituous
liquor, any intoxicating liquor or drug; intoxication:—
amal-pn, s.m. Intoxicating liquor of any kind (=amal).
S a  @! amla, H. /! amal, adj. Sour, acid;—s.m.
Sourness, acidity.
S a  /! amal, adj. (f. -), Clean, pure; bright, clear.
H 3a  /! ml [S. /!t], s.m. The plant Emblic
Myrobalan, Phyllanthus emblica (commonly called " 
 wl).
A 3a  iml [inf. n. iv of a 'to ll'], s.m. Filling up,
completing; inditing, writing correctly; orthography,
dictation:—iml-dn, iml-navs, s.m. One who writes
correctly.
A 3a  amlk, s.f. pl. (of milk), Possessions, goods, estates,
property, lands.
A 3a  imlk [inf. n. iv of (#a 'to possess'], s.m. lit.
'Putting in possession'; possessions, &c.=amlk, q.v.:—
imlk-i-gair-manq la, Immovable property:—imlk-i-

manq la, Movable property.
S 3a  @! amln, adj. Clean, pure; clear, bright;—s.m.
Globe-amaranth, Gomphræna globosa.
H *; a  /!\" amal-patti, = H ] a  /!" amal-pa,

in July (or the mango season), and reaped in December,
the winter rice-crop:—man-dhn, s.m. Idem.
H a  / mn, v.n. (prov.)=n, q.v.
A a  mann, adv. lit. 'We believe'; yea, verily.

[S. .@!+.ÄP], s.f. A kind of stitching, a broad hem

H a B a  // mn-smn (redupl. of smn, q.v.),

(resembling a leaf of the tamarind-tree in appearance).
H ] a  /!" amal-pa, = H *; a  /!\" amal-patti,

s.m. Confronting, opposition; front;—adj. Facing,
opposite:—mne-smne, adv. Opposite, face to face, in
front:—mne-smne-k, adj. Opposite, facing:—mne-smne
karn, v.t. To confront, face; to place before or in front;
to bring face to face; to put side by side, to compare.
H <a  /(f umann [S. + "(
'
, rt. 
 , or rt. 

[S. .@!+.ÄP], s.f. A kind of stitching, a broad hem
(resembling a leaf of the tamarind-tree in appearance).
S *#a  @! amlat, s.f. Sourness, acidity.
H K *#a  /! amalts [S. @!+U?], s.m. The Indian
Laburnum, Cathartocarpus (Cassia) stula. (It is commonly
used as a purgative).
S (#a  /! malak, s.m.=ml, q.v.
S #a  .@! mlik, s.f. The tamarind tree. (See iml.)
S <#a  /.! amalin, adj. Stainless, free from dirt, clean,
pure.
H #a  /! amaln [S. /! or /], v.n. To be aected
with a tension of the veins of the belly, especially of the
umbilical cord.
H #a  /! amaln [S. @!], v.n. To become blunt or
deadened by acidity (the teeth):—amal-jn, Idem.
H #a  /!" iml .@! imli, @!" aml [S. .@!], s.f. The
tamarind tree (Tamarindus indica) and its fruit. (Also
written imbl, ambl.)
A 2 a  umam, s.f. pl. (of ummat), Peoples, nations, sects,
tribes.
S *@ a  // amamat, amamt, s.f. Disinterestedness,
unselshness; indierence, stoicism.
A <a  amn, vulg. aman, s.m. Security, safety; tranquillity,
peace:—amn-amn, amn o amn, s.m. Security and
tranquillity;—adv. In safety and peace:—aman- ain, s.m.
aman-amn:—aman-me rakhn, v.t. To keep in safety, &c.,
to take care of, preserve:—aman-me rahn, v.n. To dwell
in peace, &c.
H <a  / man, s.f. A large oval mango (m).
H <a  / man [S. Ã+, lit. 'of or relating to the
mango'; but cf. wan], s.m. The rice crop which is sown

+/"(], v.n. To rise, swell, heave, surge; to increase; to
be full, to well up; to run over, over ow; to burst forth,
gush out, be poured out; to pour forth; to gather thick, to
ock, throng; to abound; to be aected, touched, moved:
—uman n, v.n.=umann:—uman uman-kar ron, v.n.
To weep violently or bitterly:—uman-pa n, v.n.
(intensive of umann), To burst out or forth; to sweep
along, &c.
S * a  /,l amanushyat, s.f. Unmanliness;
inhumanity.
S  a  /,l amanushya, = H  &a  /,Z amanukhya, adj.
& s.m. Unmanly; inhuman;—one who is not a man; a
coward.
H  &a  /,Z amanukhya, = S  a  /,l amanushya, adj.
& s.m. Unmanly; inhuman;—one who is not a man; a
coward.
H ^a  /($ umang [S. +/¢, rt. /A*], s.f. Excessive joy,
elation, rapture, transport; exultation, intoxication (of
success); pride, conceit; excessive desire, longing;
ambition. (Also written umag.)
S Ja  /r$! amangal, adj. Unlucky, inauspicious,
disastrous, evil;—s.m. Ill-luck; an evil omen;
inauspiciousness; an unpleasantness, anything
disagreeable, calamity, disaster.
H Ja  /($ umangn (see umang), v.n. To be elated or
exultant; to swell with joy or pleasure; to advance with
joy or exultingly;—to swell, heave, dilate, expand, ll out;
to be ushed or intoxicated (with success).

H Ja /($" umang [umang, q.v.+S. a. ], adj. Elated,
transported, exultant, ushed, intoxicated; desirous;
sanguine; ambitious.
H ' W a  /5*5$ amanojog, s.m.=amanoyog, q.v.
S   a  /5" amanont, adj. Disapproved reprobate.
S ' ) a  /55$ amanoyog, s.m. Inattention.
S X ) a /55$" amanoyogi, adj. & s.m. Inattentive;—an
inattentive person.
S  a  /56 amanohar, adj. Unattractive; displeasing,
disagreeable.
H a  / maniy, many (see man), s.f. Land on
which the winter rice-crop is sown.
H a  / maniy, manya [S. /(+t], adj. Freed
from cha, husked, picked, cleaned (grain, &c.):—many
karn, v.t. To pick, clean, sift.
P  a  amnyat (A. ~ a ), s.f. Security, safety; repose (=amn);
—a place of safety.
H [ a B [ a  /s/s mne-smne, see s.v. mn-smn.
H  a  /, amu, amw [S. Ã+t], s.m. A mango
(=m).
H  a  /M amau, s.m. Mango-colour, dark green
colour.
A A a  amwt, s.f. pl. (of maut, q.v.), Deaths;—s.m. pl. (of
maiyit), The dead.
S A a  /  m-vt, s.m. See s.v. m.
A 5 a  amwj, s.f. pl. (of mauj, q.v.), Waves, billows.
H K a  /  amaws, s.f.=amvas, q.v.
A  a  amwl, s.m. pl. (of ml), Goods, chattels, eects,
possessions, property; riches, wealth.
P *r a  mo ta [perf. part. of mo tan; +rt. Zend mu =
S. /,] , part. adj. Taught, learned;—s.m. That which has

actions; commands.
A A a  umurt, s.m. pl. (of um r), = A  a  um r, s.m. pl. (of
amr), Things, aairs, matters, concerns; articles, items;
actions; commands.
S A a  /0\' am rtt, adj. Formless, shapeless;
unembodied.
P d a  moz (from mo tan; see mo ta), part. act.
Teaching; learning; taught (used in comp. e.g. dast-moz,
taught by the hand; dnish-moz, s.m. A beginner, a
tyro).
S &X a  /5V amogh, adj. Unerring, unfailing; eectual;
infallible; genuine, real; productive, fruitful.
S a  /0! am l, adj. Without root, destitute of origin or
foundation.
H a  /5! amol [S. +/0], adj. Priceless, invaluable,
unpurchaseable, very rare or precious; super-excellent,
beautiful, lovely, exquisite.
H a  /5! amol, = H " a  /5! amol, [S. Ã++dim. a.
; Pr. @ 5+!5;—o-l is a com. dim. a. in the modern
Aryan tongues], s.m. Seedling of a mango-plant. (It is
rubbed down till an opening is made, and is blown, like a
pipe or whistle, by children.)
H " a  /5! amol, = H a  /5! amol, [S. Ã++dim. a.
; Pr. @ 5+!5;—o-l is a com. dim. a. in the modern
Aryan tongues], s.m. Seedling of a mango-plant. (It is
rubbed down till an opening is made, and is blown, like a
pipe or whistle, by children.)
P a a  um mat (for A. ~a a ), s.f. The condition of being a
mother, maternity.
H a /" am [S. /], s.f. Water of life, nectar; water,
rain.
S a / may, s.m. Sickness, disease.

been learned; an old lesson:—mo ta pa hn, To read
over old lessons, to revise.
H  a  /5& amo, s.m.=amwa, q.v.

A a umm, adj. Not knowing how to read or write,
uneducated, illiterate.
H a  ./  amiy, s.f.=am, q.v.

S  a  /5 mod, s.m. Diusive perfume, odour,

H  a  ./  amiya [/], adj. Undying, imperishable.

fragrance.
A  a  um r, s.m. pl. (of amr), = A A a  umurt, s.m. pl. (of
um r), Things, aairs, matters, concerns; articles, items;

H  Ra  q& amen, = H  Ra  q_ amehn, (see
ai hn), v.t. To wring, twist, pull (the ears, &c.).

H  Ra  q_ amehn, = H  Ra  q& amen, (see

A P  a  amr-wr, = A P  a  amr-na, adj. Like a noble;

ai hn), v.t. To wring, twist, pull (the ears, &c.).
H ) Ra  q_ amehiy, s.m. A certain tribe of Rjp ts.

noble, lordly, princely, grand, stately;—adv. Nobly, &c.
A P  a amr, adj. Of or relating to an amr; princely,

P *> a  ame ta [perf. part. of me tan; +rt. Zend miz = S.

grand, magnicent;—s.f. The rank or oce of an amr;
principality, lordship; sovereignty, sway; dignity,
nobility, grandeur, greatness:—mr karn, v.n. To
exercise sway or authority, to rule; to lord it, to live like
a prince:—amr-me 'aish karn, v.n. To revel in grandeur
and luxury; to live in the enjoyment of luxurious ease; to
neglect one's aairs.
P o a  mez (fr. me tan; see me ta), part. Mixing;

./ 6O], part. adj. Mixed, mingled.
P + a  umed, umd, ummed, ummaid, s.f. Hope, expectation;
trust, dependence; (syn. s, q.v.); hope or prospect of
ospring, pregnancy:—ummed-par, adv. In hope, in
expectation, in anticipation (of):—ummed th, It was
hoped or expected:—umed diln or dilwn (-ko), To give
hope, to lead (one) to hope, to raise expectations; to
promise; to assure:—umed rakhn (-k), To entertain hope,
to hope, expect, look for; to trust or conde (in); to
depend (on):—ummed-se, adj. Expecting, pregnant:—
ummed o bm. Hope and fear.
P + a  ummed-wr, adj. Hoping, hopeful, expecting,
expectant;—s.m. An expectant, applicant, candidate,
petitioner, supplicant, suitor; dependent; probationer:—
ummedwr hon, v.n. To hope; to be a candidate or
applicant (for a post); to serve as a probationer or an
apprentice.
P + a umedwr, s.f. Hope, hopefulness, expectation,
expectancy; dependence; apprenticeship.
S  + a  q amedhya, adj. Impure;—s.m. Impure
substance, impurity; fæces, excrement.
P + a ummaid, adj. Hopeful, sanguine;—s.m. An
expectant (=ummedwr, which is the more common
word).
A  a  amr (rt. a  'to command'), s.m. Commander,
governor, lord, prince, noble, chief; a person of rank or
distinction; a gentleman:—amrul-umar, s.m. Chief of
the nobles; lord of lords (a title given by Eastern princes
to their prime ministers):—amrul-bar, s.m. The
commander of the eet, an admiral:—amr-zda, adj. (f. ) Of noble birth;—s.m. One of noble birth or family; a
king's son, a prince;—amr-zd, s.f. Princess:—amr-ikabr, s.m.=amrul-umar, q.v.:—amrul-m minn, s.m.
Commander of the faithful (a title assumed by the
alfas or Caliphs).
A P  a  amr-na, = A P  a  amr-wr, adj. Like a noble;
noble, lordly, princely, grand, stately;—adv. Nobly, &c.

mixed; fraught with (used in comp. e.g. mihr-mez,
fraught with friendship);—s.m. Mixture (see next):—mez
karn, v.t. To mix, mingle.
P D o a  mezish (abst. s. fr. mez), s.f. Mixture, mixing;
capability of mingling; sociableness, bonhomic; mixed
feelings; mingled motives; lack of purity or sincerity or
disinterestedness; duplicity; alloy, adulteration.
A < a  amn, adj. Trusted in; trusty, trustworthy,
condential, faithful;—s.m. A person intrusted with an
oce, or with aairs; a commissioner, trustee, guardian,
umpire, arbitrator, investigator; law ocer; inspector;
superintendent; an ocer appointed to make rough
surveys after the native method; an ocer employed by
Government to take charge of an estate and collect the
revenues, or to investigate and report their amount:—
amn-i-isb, s.m. An auditor of accounts.
A < a  mn, adv. Amen, so be it;—intj. God keep us!
A P  a amn, s.f. The oce of an amn;—trust,
guardianship, custody; security;—commission;
deputation:—adj. Secure, safe.
S   an, A negative or privative prex (= a),
corresponding to the English prexes un-, in-. (In words
purely Sanskrit it is prexed only to those beginning
with a vowel; but in Hind its use is not so restricted, as
will be seen from the numerous examples that follow.)
H   an, pron. adj.=n and anya, q.q.v.
S  .4 ai, s.m. Point or edge of a sharp instrument or
weapon. (See a.)
S  4, au, adj. Atomic, minute, ne, small, subtile;—
s.m. Atom, particle.

S  , anu, An inseparable prex (opp. to abh), denoting
'according to,' 'in imitation of,' 'after' (in time, place, or
status).
S  B anna, ann, and H.  an (lit. 'eaten,' from rt. ad),
s.m. Food, nourishment, victuals, bread; grain, corn;
boiled rice:—ann-hr, adj. & s.m. Eating food;—foodeater; rice-eater:—ann-pn, an-pn, s.m.=ann-jal, q.v.:—
ann-prsan (S. anna-prana), s.m. The ceremony of
making a child taste rice boiled in milk (or khr) for the
rst time (=khr an)—which is usually done between
the fth and eighth month):—ann-p r, s.f. Satiety;—
name of a goddess, the Ceres of Hind mythology:— annjal, s.m. Food and water, victuals; subsistence,
maintenance;—ann-jal karn, ann-jal-pn karn, v.n. To eat
and drink, to take food, make a meal:—ann-dt, s.m.
Food-giver, provider, supporter; benefactor, patron;
employer, master, lord:—ann-ds, s.m. Rice-eater:—anndyak, s.m.=ann-dt, q.v.:—ann-dhan, s.m. Grain and
wealth, wealth both in grain and other property; corn
and cattle;
auence, competency:—ann-ras, s.m. Chyle:—ann-k k ,
s.m. lit. 'Grain-worm'; (met.) man. cf. anj-k k :—annkl, s.m. Harvest-time:—ann-k , an-ku, s.m. A festival
celebrated by the Hinds (in commemoration of
Krishna's sacrice) on the day following the Dwl by
the oering of a large quantity of mixed meats in a
temple dedicated to Vishnu. (A morsel of this mess is
given by the ociating priest to each worshipper, who
nds therein some special article of food from which he
or she had vowed temporarily to abstain in the hope of
obtaining some desired blessing):—ann na bhn, v.n. To
derive no pleasure from food, to be indierent, or
averse, to food:—ann-hn, adj. Destitute of food, or of
subsistence; needy.
P   (cf. H. n, and S. anya), pron. dem. That:—n-j,
adv. In that place, there:— - i, pron. That which,
whatsoever:— -ki, pron. That which; he who.
H P  n [S. , ; and cf. / and ; Prk. 4
or ], s.f. Course, way, manner, mode (=andz, hang,
taur);
natural disposition or temperament; habit,

peculiarity; way or manner of a belle or a coquette,

gracefulness, grace, elegance, charm, blandishment
(=ad); aectation; bashfulness, modesty; conceit, pride;
will, pleasure, wish; rank, dignity, respectability,
reputation, character; proper spirit, self-respect;
established rule or custom; vow, oath; promise;
interdicted thing; objection, scruple; hindrance,
prohibition:—n-bn, s.f. Way, fashion; habit, peculiarity;
grace, elegance, beauty; pride, conceit; spirit, proper
pride, dignity:—n-binn, s.m. Scrupulousness, niceness:
—n-to n (-k), To violate or infringe the established rule
or custom (of), to break away (from); to violate an oath
or a vow; to break a promise:—n-mn, s.m. Respect,
honour, consideration (=dar):—n-mn-se, adv. With
consideration, respectfully, honourably:—n mnn (-k),
To recognize the rank or dignity (of), to acknowledge
the superiority of; to confess oneself beaten or
vanquished; to swear allegiance to.
H   n, an, pron. adj. Other, &c.=S. anya, q.v.
H  ( n [S. ], s.f. Order, command (=ggy, and
ukm).
A  n, s.f. Time; moment, instant, second:—n-k nme , adv. In a second, in an instant, in a trice (=nafna, q.v.).
H   in (the formative of the oblique cases plural of
the pron. yh), These; them; this (man) him (by way of
politeness):—in dino , adv. these days, now-a-days.
H   un (the Form. of the oblique cases plur. of the
pron. wh), Those; them; him (by way of respect).
H   un [S. ], adj. Less, decient, wanting, minus;
one less than (in which sense it is prexed to the even
decimal numerals from twenty up to a hundred, e.g. unns, one less than twenty, or nineteen; un-ts, one less
than thirty, or twenty-nine, and so on):—un-v ak sangy,
s.f. (in Gram.) A diminutive.
H  ( u [S. /], intj. of interrogation; of anger; of
reproach; of contempt.
A  an (rt. ), s.m. Postponement; delay; opportune or
seasonable moment; opportunity:—an-parast, adj.
Procrastinating, dilatory; time-serving; seeking
opportunity;—s.m. Dilatory person; time-server.

H  B ann [S. B+; cf. Zend ana, an, and T. an,
'mother'], s.f. A wet-nurse, nurse (syn. dh, d).
H   n [S. 4t, or 4t, 'inferior, small'; rt. 4],
s.m. A copper coin, the sixteenth part of a rupee; a
measure of land equal to 1⁄640th of an acre; a sixteenth
part or share in a business or property. (The term n is
also used in estimating quality, character, and ability,—
much as the expression 'Sixteen ounces to the pound' is
used in England;—thus, a man is said to be about 12 ns
—i.e. as not quite up to the mark):—n-kar, s.m. A fee or
levy of one anna per rupee.
H   n (see next), s.m. Coming, advent, arrival
(=wan):—n-jn, s.m. Coming and going; intercourse;
visiting; communication; interchange of visits.
H   n [S. +"(, rt. ; or $/"(, rt. $/; cf. the
Hind forms   and /], v.n. To come; to
approach; to arrive, reach (to), attain (to); to be
acquired; to know how, to be able (=Fr. savoir); to come to
pass, happen, betide, befall; to be or become; to appear;
to grow, increase, swelled be in amed; to rise, to
over ow; to come (on, -me ), to t; to be bent or set
(upon, -par); to come on, come forth, to pass away, to
pass (as urine, semen, &c.):—-pa n, n-pa n (-par), To
come or fall (upon), come down, descend (upon); to fall
(to), to be acquired, to accrue (to); to befall, betide; to
present oneself or itself:—-pahu n, v.n. To come or
draw near, to come (to), arrive (at):—-jn, v.n. To
come, &c. (=n); to come, or appear, suddenly or
unexpectedly: -rahn, n-rahn, v.n. To fall or come
down (from, -se); to come and reside or dwell (in, -me ):
—-girn, v.n. To fall down (=gir pa n); to fall (upon); to
press, throng, make a rush (at or upon):—-lagn, v.n. To
be close upon, be close at hand; to beset, to fall (upon),
lie in wait for:—-len, n-len, v.t. To come up to, to
reach, to overtake:—-miln, n-miln (-se), To come in
contact (with), to meet (with), unite (with):—n-bann (par), To happen (to), to be aicted (by), be overtaken
(by):—-nikaln, v.n. To chance to come, to come
suddenly or unexpectedly, to turn up. (The root of n, in
the sense of 'to happen,' and sometimes of 'with,' is
commonly prexed to other neuter verbs of motion.

Compare with this use of it that of the French verb venir
'to come.' Án is sometimes added to a verbal base to
intensify it, e.g. uh-n, nikl-n, To rise suddenly; to
escape away, to come right out. It is also used to form
statical verbs: e.g. rote n, 'to come weeping.')
H  B nn, v.t.=  nn, q.v.
A  inn (in+n), Indeed we, truly we. (It occurs only in
Arabic phrases, e.g. inn ilaihi rj n, 'Truly we return to
Him.')
P   inbat [for A. ~ , inf. n. iv of  'to return,' &c.],
s.f., Return to the true faith, conversion to God,
penitence, repentance.
H ]   anp [S. +/], adj. Without measure:—anpsa-np, anp-anp, adj. & adv. With or without measure,
beyond measure, excessive; immeasurably,
immoderately, excessively.
S Y  , an-tur, adj. Free from suering or sickness,
healthy, vigorous;—adv. Well.
S @ Y  ;/ an-tm, adj. Not having subdued self or
one's own mind.
S &Y  R a-nth, adj. Without lord, protector, husband,
master or owner; husbandless, protectorless, fatherless;
poor, helpless, forlorn;—s.m. A friendless or a destitute
person; widow; orphan:—anth-banjar, s.m. Land without
an owner which is lying uncultivated, unclaimed waste.
S (&Y  R a-nthak, adj. Pertaining to the
unprotected, &c.
H 5  * anj [S. B+1], s.m. Grain, corn; food:—
anj-k dushman, s.m. lit. 'Enemy of grain'; a lazy fellow,
an idler:—anj-k k , anj-k kohl, s.m. Grain-worm,
weevil;—one who subsists on corn (as man).
S  =   an- r, adj. Not given to religious
observances; regardless of custom, law or propriety;
irreligious; unprincipled; ill-behaved; indecorous,
indecent;—s.m. One who is not given to religious
observances; an unprincipled man, &c.;—neglect or
disregard of religious observances; irreligion,
unprincipled or improper conduct, indecorum.
S  = " an- r, adj.=an- r, q.v.

S =  . an- it (++.), adv.=an- it, q.v.

H  an  [S. +],
' adj. & s.m. Unskilful, awkward,

H *= ." an- it, = H * = "" an- t, (from

clumsy, inexpert; inexperienced, unpractised, raw;
uncouth, low, vulgar; uninformed, illiterate, ignorant;—
novice, bungler, recruit, greenhorn; lout; blockhead,
fool, idiot.
H ! 7  7" an -pan, = H  ! 7  7" an -pan,

an- it), s.f. Thoughtlessness, inattention; ignorance,
stupidity.
H * = "" an- t, = H *= ." an- it, (from
an- it), s.f. Thoughtlessness, inattention; ignorance,
stupidity.
S    an-di, = S    an-d adj. Without

[S. ' + ; ]( , s.m. Awkwardness, clumsiness,

beginning; eternal; immemorial; unborn, uncreated:—
an-d banjar, s.f. Land that has been waste from time
immemorial:—and-bh mi, s.f. Land transferred by
mortgage.
S    an-d, = S    an-di adj. Without

[S. ' + ; ]( , s.m. Awkwardness, clumsiness,

beginning; eternal; immemorial; unborn, uncreated:—
an-d banjar, s.f. Land that has been waste from time
immemorial:—and-bh mi, s.f. Land transferred by
mortgage.
S Y  ; an-ditwa, s.m. Eternity without beginning.

Seventy-nine.
S  E   a-nya, adj. Indestructible, imperishable.

S    an-dar, s.m. Disrespect, disregard,
irreverence; disparagement; indignity, aront, slight:—
an-dar karn (-k), To disregard, disparage, scorn, &c.
S A   an-drit, part. Unhonoured disregarded.
S )  " an-darya, adj. Not to be honoured or
venerated; disreputable.
P   anr, s.m. The pomegranate, Punica granatum; a kind
of rework (shaped like a pomegranate):—anr--bedna, s.m. A superior species of pomegranate without
seeds (brought from Cabul and Persia):—anr-dna, s.m.
Pomegranate seed (used in the digestive termed p ak);
a species of millet (so called from its resemblance to the
seed of the pomegranate); a kind of red checked cloth
(worn by women).
H <;    anr-pan, s.m.=an -pan, q.v.
P  anr, adj. Of or relating to, or resembling the
pomegranate.
?  " anr, adj. & s.m.=an , q.v.
H  7 an- , adj. Not easily discovered, secret.
H ?  7 an ipan, 7 an pan, s.m.=an -pan,
q.v

inexpertness, unskilfulness, uncouthness; bungling;
ignorance, stupidity, silliness.
H  ! 7  7" an -pan, = H ! 7  7" an -pan,
inexpertness, unskilfulness, uncouthness; bungling;
ignorance, stupidity, silliness.
H B  " uns, B" unns [S. 8"], adj.

A  _  na-fna (i.e. na-fa-na; na, acc. of n, q.v.),
adv. Every moment, constantly, incessantly:—na-fname , adv. In a moment, instantly=n-k-n-me , q.v.s.v.
n.
S     an-kr, adj. Without form, shapeless.
H    4 an-kra [S.  + +4], adv.
Without cause or occasion, groundlessly, uselessly,
needlessly.
H *   B nknt, s.f.=ankrnt, q.v.
H   " an-kn, = H   " nkn, [S. 
+4+],
'
s.f. Turning a deaf ear; overlooking,
winking or conniving at; ghting shy of; shyness,
backwardness, reserve:—n-kn den, v.t. To turn a deaf
ear (to); to overlook, wink or connive at, pay no heed
(to), disregard, feign blindness (to); make light of; ght
shy of; to pretend, make excuses; to evade, shue:—nkn de-jn, and n-kn karn, v.t. Idem.
H   " nkn, = H   " an-kn, [S. 
+4+],
'
s.f. Turning a deaf ear; overlooking,
winking or conniving at; ghting shy of; shyness,
backwardness, reserve:—n-kn den, v.t. To turn a deaf
ear (to); to overlook, wink or connive at, pay no heed
(to), disregard, feign blindness (to); make light of; ght

shy of; to pretend, make excuses; to evade, shue:—nkn de-jn, and n-kn karn, v.t. Idem.
S *  JB ankrnt (lit. 'unassailable'), s.f. Prickly
nightshade, Solanum jacquini.
S X  $ an-gat, part. adj. (rt. gam). Not come, not

without a chief or protector; disorderly.
A U anab, s.m. The egg plant and its fruit, Solanum
melongena. (The common name is baigan).
S U ( , ambu = Ua  ambu, q.v.
H U (  b, s.m. Mango (=m, q.v.).

arrived; future; not attained, not learnt; unknown.
S  @ X  $@ an-gamya, adj. Inaccessible,

S % @  amb, s.f. Mother (=amm, q.v.).

unapproachable; unattainable, unobtainable.
A 1  anm, coll. subst. m. pl. Mankind, mortals; creatures

s.m. Heap, stack, pile; accumulation; stock, store;
magazine, granary:—ambr- na, s.m. Store-room;
warehouse, magazine.
H  %@ " ambr (corr. of  @ mamr), s.f. Canopy; a

(= alq); jinn; demons.
S a  / a-nm, s.m. The ring nger.
H a  anmat, s.f. (by metathesis) for amnat, q.v.
S a  ./  anmik, s.f. The ring nger (=anm,
q.v.).
A a  anmil, s.m. pl. (of anmila), Fingers; tips of the
ngers.
S a / an-may, adj. Healthy; unhurt, uninjured;—
s.m. (f.?) Healthiness, health.
P   nn, demons. pron. pl. (of  ), Those; they:—nnki, Those who.
H K    anns (from the Portuguese), s.m. The
pine-apple, Ananassa sativa. (See ananns.)
P    annyat, anniyat (for A. ~  , abst. subst. from an,
'I'), s.f. Egotism, boasting, arrogance, self-conceit. (Syn.
aha kr.)
S A   
 an-vrit, part. adj. Uncovered; undressed;
uninclosed; bare; open.
s.f. Want of rain, drought.
S D   . 9 an-vrishi,

H ?  6 unh [S. l4, or l4+ l], s.m. Hot vapour,
steam; evaporation:—unh len, v.t. To take a vapour
bath; to inhale steam.
S    6 an-hr, s.m. Abstinence from food, fasting,
starvation.
S   6" an-hr, adj. Fasting;—s.m. One who fasts.
S K )   an-ys, s.m. Absence of eort or exertion,
ease, facility;—adj. & adv. Easy, ready;—easily, freely,
readily; involuntarily.
S ()   a-nyak, adj. Having no leader or ruler,

P  % ambr [v.n. fr. ambshtan; Z. ham+rt. bar; S. /+#],

litter used on an elephant or camel. (When there is no
canopy, the litter is called a hauda.)
H  % @ 7 amb , s.m. = H  %@ 7" amb , s.f. See
 %a  amb  and  %a amb .
H  %@ 7" amb , s.f. = H  % @ 7 amb , s.m. See
 %a  amb  and  %a amb .
H  %@ 7" amb , s.f.=ambr, q.v.
P d % ambz, s.m. Partner, associate (cf. ambr).
P d %ambz, s.f. Partnership, association.
P  % ambn, s.m. A very soft kind of goat-skin or leather,
cordovan, kid-skin; a leathern bag; wallet, purse.
H % @  ambat, adj. Sour, acid (=%a  ambat).
H  *% @  ambatn, v.n. To become sour; to be set
on edge (as the teeth).
H *% @ " ambat [S. @!+ "], s.f. A species of sorrel,
Oxalis corniculata (=ambot).
S 6% @ *
, ambuj (ambu+ja), s.m. The lotus. (See 6%a  and
Ua .)
S % @  ambar = %a  ambar, q.v.
H % ambar = %m ambar, q.v.
H $%(  ambr = $%a  ambr, q.v.
S Y% , \u anu-bartt, adj. Attached to, observant,
following;—s.m. A deputy.
H =% ambar a (A. %m+P. =), s.m. A kind of ornamental
drawing; a certain mode of decoration; an ornament (for
the neck) lled with amber. (The word seems to be
peculiar to Southern and Western India.)

A s 0% imbist [inf.
n. vii of w0 'to spread, expand'], s.f.

Gladness, joy, delight, cheerfulness, recreation, mirth.
S % .@  ambik = %a  ambik, q.v.

power; sign, indication; rm opinion, conviction, belief.
H ) &% # an-bhy (see bhn), adj. (f. -), Distasteful,

H % .@ ! ambil = %a  ambil, q.v.

disagreeable, unpleasant, displeasing, repugnant,
hateful, odious;—s.m. A disagreeable person, &c.
S *8&% .# an-abhijnat, s.f. Ignorance, stupidity.

S % , ! anu-bal, s.m. The rear of an army.

S 8&% .# an-abhijna, adj. Not aware, ignorant.

H #% ( ! ambaln, v.n.= #a  amaln, q.v.

H &% #! an-bhal (see bhal), s.m. Ill-luck, bad fortune.

H #%( n" ambl, ( n" imbl = #a  iml, q.v.

H 3&% #! an-bhal (see bhal), adj. (f. -), Not good,

H <%   an-ban, = H   %   an-bano, (see ban-

bad.
S D 3&% .#!3 an-abhilsh, s.m. Absence of desire,

H % ( ! ambal, s.m.=   wal, q.v.

n), s.m. Discord, disagreement, dierence,
misunderstanding, dissension, jar, quarrel, dispute;
dislike, enmity.
H   %   an-bano, = H <%   an-ban, (see bann), s.m. Discord, disagreement, dierence,
misunderstanding, dissension, jar, quarrel, dispute;
dislike, enmity.
S + % , B anu-bandh, s.m. Binding, connection,
attachment; relation; friend; uninterrupted succession;
posterity; sequence, consequence; commencement,
beginning.
H + %   an-bindh, adj. Unpierced, &c.=an-bedh,
q.v.
S <+ % , B anu-bandhan, s.m. Binding, connection;
uinterrupted succession; unbroken series.
S + %, B" anu-bandh, adj. Connected with, attached;
resulting.
H Y % @ 5" ambot, s.f.=ambat, q.v.
H &W %  D
0 an-b jh, adj. Not knowing or
understanding; ignorant, witless; unintentional.
H %  5! an-bol, adj. (f. -), Speechless; silent dumb
(=abol):—anbol rn, s.f. Lit 'A silent queen'; a proud, or
vain, woman.
H ? % amboh, s.m. Crowd, multitude, concourse, throng,
mob; great quantity or abundance;—adj. Numerous, vast.
H ) %  5 an-boy (see bon), adj. Unsown, unplanted;
uncultivated; wild; spontaneous.
H % @ amba, s.m.= %a  amb, and m, q.q.v.
S  &% ,# anu-bhv, anu-bho, s.m. Dignity, authority,

indierence.
S E 3&% .#!3" an-abhilsh, adj. Lacking desire,
indierent;—s.m. One who is free from desire.
S &% ,# anu-bhav, s.m. Comprehension in the mind,
perception; judgment, opinion; conjecture, hypothesis;
experience, practical knowledge; consequence, result.
S A &% ,#
0 anu-bh t, part. Perceived, comprehended;
experienced, felt; guessed; indicated.
S 5 &% @#5* ambhoj = 5 &%a  ambhoj, q.v.
S ' &% ,#5$ anu-bhog, vulg. anbhog (still further corr. to
anbho), s.m. Enjoyment of property; taking possession
of land; a grant of hereditary land in return for service.
H &%# an-bhay, # an-bha, adj.=a-bhay, q.v.
H %@ " mb (an+vj), adj. Unsown, unplanted, wild, of
spontaneous growth;— s.m. That which grows
spontaneously.
H % (  ambiy, s.f.= %a  ambiy, q.v.
A % ambiy, s.m. pl. (of nab), Prophets.
H  %  6 an-biyh [S. + 6 t], adj. (f. -),
Unmarried;—s.m. An unmarried man, a bachelor.
H  %  6" an-biyh (see preceding), s.f. An
unmarried girl, virgin, spinster.
H + % % an-bedh [S. + -+t], part. adj.
Unpierced, unbored, unperforated (=an-bindh).
A H % ambq, s.m. A still, an alembic. (cf. qarambq.)
H   % ( " ambkr, s.m. A sailor, pilot (=  %a  amb-kr:
—The word would appear to be peculiar to Southern
India).

H ` , an-up, adj. Incomparable, &c.=an-upam, q.v.
S A L , anu-pt, adj. Following in succession;
following as a consequence or result.
S (Y L , anu-ptak, s.m. Any heinous oence short

pa hn), adj. Unlettered, uneducated, uninformed,
illiterate.
S &*0L ,.TR an-upasthit, adj. Not present; not ready.
S  L," an-upakr, adj. Helpless; unserviceable,

of a capital crime.
H 1 L ,/ anupm, = H a L,/" anupm, adj.=2 L an-

useless.
S L ,! anu-pal, s.m. The sixtieth part of a pal, or two-

upam, q.v.
H a L,/" anupm, = H 1 L ,/ anupm, adj.=2 L an-

fths of a second; a moment, an instant.
S 2 L ,/ an-upam, adj. Incomparable, unequalled,

upam, q.v.
S  L , anu-pn, s.m. A vehicle in medicine;

matchless, unexampled; excellent, best.
S <L ,4 a-nipu, adj. Unskilled, unskilful.

anything in which a medicine is mixed to facilitate the
taking of it, or which is swallowed after the medicine.
H  ;  B ann-pn, v.s.v. ann.
H  L   an-pon (see paon, pn), adj. (f. -),
Unobtainable.
S <) L  an-apyin, adj. Imperishable,
indestructible; unfailing, enduring.
S  *L ; an-apatya, adj. Having no progeny, childless.
H 9L  an-pa , s.f. Indigestion (=bad-ham), morbid
weakness of the stomach.
S L  an-apardh, adj. Unoending, guiltless. &c.
(=the next, q.v.);—s.m. Guiltlessness, blamelessness,
innocence.
S L " an-apardh, adj. Unoending, faultless,
guiltless, blameless, innocent;—s.m. An unoending or
innocent person.
S KL ,H anu-prs, s.m. Repetition of similar letters,
syllables, and words (in composition); alliteration.
H <B;  BH ann-prsan, v.s.v. ann.
S =L  an-apari ay, s.m. Non-acquaintance.
H * YL H"" an-pratt (for S. a-pratt), adj.
Unfriendly; faithless, unbelieving.
H  ` /7 am-pa n, v.n.=n-pa n, q.v.s.v. n.
H  ` i an-pa h, = H  ` i an-pa h, (see
pa hn), adj. Unlettered, uneducated, uninformed,
illiterate.
H  ` i an-pa h, = H  ` i an-pa h, (see

S  L ,0 ' nu-p rv, s.m. = S  L,0 u nu-p rv, s.f.
Regular succession, order, method; rank, row.
S  L,0 u nu-p rv, s.f. = S  L ,0 ' nu-p rv, s.m.
Regular succession, order, method; rank, row.
S Z L |d an-apeksh, adj. Disregarding, neglecting;—
s.m. A negligent person.
S  L |d an-apeksh, s.f. Disregard, heedlessness,
carelessness, indierence.
H & L |L an-apekh, adj.=an-apeksh, q.v.
S  B ant, s.m. End, limit, term, boundary, border;
period, utmost extent, whole amount; completion,
conclusion, termination; issue, result, consequence; end
of life, death, dissolution, destruction; end in view, aim,
intention, purpose; denite ascertainment, certain
knowledge, certainty; knowledge or intelligence (of),
account (of), news; inner part, inside, life, soul, mind,
heart; nature, essence; condition; proximity;—adj. Last,
nal, ultimate;—adv. (S. ante), In the end, at last, nally,
after all (=ant-ko and ant-me ):—ant-bhg, s.m. The last or
latter part, the end; the New Testament (in
contradistinction to di-bhg or the Old Testament):—antsamay = ant-kl, q.v.:—ant-kr, adj. Final, conclusive,
decisive:—ant-kl, s.m. The hour of death, dying
moment, the end:—ant-ko, adv. At last, nally, in the
end, ultimately:—ant-laghu, s.m. (in Prosody), A metre
that has a short or light nal syllable:—ant-guru, s.m. (in
Prosody), Any measure having a long or heavy nal
syllable:—ant len or le-len (-k), To worry the life out
(of), to harass, plague, persecute:—ant-me , adv.=ant-ko

and ant, q.q.v.:—ant ha n (-k) = ant len, q.v.
H   anat, B ant [S. BP], adv. Somewhere else,
elsewhere.
H   anit,  ant [S. +;], adj. Not lasting for
ever, frail, perishable, transient, eeting.
H  (  t [S. BP], s.f. Entrails, intestines, guts:
viscera, tripe:— t on, v.n. To suer from the coming
down of the rectum:— t-k ba h-n, Protrusion of a gut,
rupture, hernia:— t girn, v.n. To void white glutinous
stools:— te samen, lit. 'To double or fold up the guts';
to go without food:— te mosn, Idem.
S  B unnat, part. adj. Elevated; high, tall;—s.m.
Height, elevation (=next, q.v.):—unnat karn, v.t. To
elevate.
S  B unnati, s.f. Elevation, height; rising,
ascending; advancement, exaltation; increase,
prosperity.
S ] * , anu-tp, s.m. Regret, remorse, repentance.
S ; * , anu-tpit, part. adj. Troubled in mind,
remorseful, repentant.
S ; *," anu-tp, adj. Remorseful, penitent, contrite;
—s.m. A penitent.
S  * , anu-tr, s.m. A minor planet; a satellite.
H I ! * B!" untls [S. ; 8], adj. Thirty-nine.
S 6* B* antaj (i.e. anta+ja, 'last born'), s.m. A  dra; a
person of low caste.
A >* int b [inf. n. viii of U> 'to extract']. s.m.
Extraction; extract; selection; election, choice:—int b
karn, v.t. To extract, make an extract or extracts (from);
to select, choose, pick out, cull.
A P  >*int b, adj. Selected, culled; select.
S * B antar, s.m. Interior, inside, contents, the midst;
soul, mind, heart, supreme soul; mystery, secret;
property, peculiarity; dierence, contrast (=farq); hole,
opening, gap, interval, intermediate space or time
(=bi h and fila); distance; corner, side, quarter of the
heavens; period, term; pause, stop; opportunity,
occasion;—adj. Interior, internal, inner; secret, hidden;
intermediate, interposed; intermittent; distant;

dierent, other; similar; near, related, intimate;—adv.
On one side, out of the way, apart, separate; except,
without; in the middle or interior; in, within, between,
amongst (=S. antar):—antar-pat (S. antara+apatya), adj.
Pregnant (a woman); with young (an animal):—antartm, s.m. The soul, the inherent supreme spirit:—antarbho, s.m. Internal or inherent nature, disposition;—adj.
Inherent, innate, inbred:—antar-bh t, part. Situated in
the midst; being within:—antar-bed, antar-bed, s.f. The
region of Kannauj lying between the Ganges and the
Jamn, commonly called the Dob; part of a country
lying between two rivers (as Mesopotamia):—antar-pa,
s.m. Curtain or screen placed between the bride and
bridegroom until the right moment of union is arrived;
curtain, screen:—antar-jt, adj. Innate, inbred:—antar-jm
(S. antar+ym), s.m. Lit. 'Pervading the inward parts'; the
Supreme spirit, Brahm, Vishnu:—antara-jnn, s.m.
Knower of the inward parts or of the heart, the Deity:—
antar-dh, s.m. Internal heat; fever; hoart-burning:—
antar-dush, adj. Internally bad, wicked, vile:—antar-dwr,
s.m. A private or secret door (within the house):—antardhn, s.m. Disappearance, invisibility, vanishing out of
sight; concealment; profound meditation (=antar-dhyn);
—adj. Invisible, out of sight; concealed:—antar-dhn hon,
To disappear, become invisible; to vanish; to be
concealed:—antar-dhyn, s.m. Profound meditation:—antar
ko, s.m. Inner corner; interior angle:—antar-gat, adj.
Gone into, entered; being in the interior, internal,
innermost, hidden, secret;—adv. In the interior (of -ke),
within, inside;—s.f.=antar-gati, s.f. Inward sensations or
feelings, emotions; what is in the mind, mental state;—
adj. Vanished from the mind, forgotten;—antar-gang,
s.m. A kind of water plant bearing a white ower, Pistia
stratiotes:—antar-manas, adj. Sad, perplexed:—antar-ang,
s.m. Relative; intimate friend; consanguinity:—antarwl, adj. Internal, inner; inward:—antar-hit, part.
Covered, hidden, concealed, secret.
S * BP antra, vulg. antar, s.f. Entrails, &c. See  t.
S * ,\ an-uttar, adj. Without a reply, unable to
answer, silent, silenced (=l jawb).
S * B antar adj. f. (of antara), Intermediate;

intermittent; similar; other, dierent, &c.;—adv. In the
midst, in the interior, inside, within, among, between;
during, in the interval between morning and evening; in
the meantime; nearly, almost; near at hand; therein;
except, without:—antar-tap, s.f. Intermittent fever,
tertian ague.
H *  antar, antr [S. B+t], adj. Situated in the
midst, central, centrical;—s.m. A verse, any verse of a
song, &c. excepting the rst.
S * B! antarl, s.m. Intermediate space;—adj.
Situated in the midst, central.
S ]* B& antar-pa, s.m. See antar for compounds
beginning with *.
S A* B antarit, part. adj. Interior, internal, inward.
H &=* BK+ antari h, s.m.=antarksh, q.v.
S * .BP ntrik, adj. Within or relating to the bowels,
visceral.
S Z * Bd antariksh, s.m.=antarksh, q.v.
H *(P" a tr, s.f.= a t , q.v.
H )* B antariy, antriy [S. B+, or ], adj.
Intermitting;—s.m. Intermittent fever=antar-tap, q.v.
S `)* B" antarp, s.m. Promontory; headland, cape.
H &:)* B"K+ antar h, = S Z)* B"d antarksh,
s.m. The intermediate space between heaven and earth;
atmosphere, air, sky, rmament;—adv. In the air; out of
sight.
S Z)* B"d antarksh, = H &:)* B"K+ antar h,
s.m. The intermediate space between heaven and earth;
atmosphere, air, sky, rmament;—adv. In the air; out of
sight.
S Z)* B"d ntarksh, adj. Belonging to the space
between earth and heaven, atmospherical, heavenly,
celestial;—s.m. Sky, &c. (=antarksh, q.v.).
S )* B" antarya, adj. Internal, inner, under, lower,
middle (=bhtar-k and b l).
H  (7" a t , at  [S. BP+], s.f. Entrail, &c.= t,
q.v. The plural, a t- iy , also signies 'vitals,' 'heart,'
'life':—a t -k (or a t iyo -k) bal kholn, To undo the

twist of the entrails, to eat a bellyful after starving:—
a t -me (or a t iyo -me ) bal pa n or pa -jn, To suer
from a twisting of the entrails, to have the belly-ache:—
a t iy aoln (-k), To feel the stomach:— a t iy jaln,
v.n. To feel a burning sensation in the stomach through
hunger, to feel very hungry:—a t iy qul huwallh
pa hn, lit. 'The stomach repeating, "Say, He is God"'; to
have a rumbling of the stomach through hunger, to feel
very hungry (=a t iy jaln):—a t iy gale-me pa n, lit.
'To have the vitals on the neck'; to fall into great
trouble, to be involved in calamity:—a t iyo -me g lagn
= a t iy jaln, q.v.
A 0* intisb [inf. n. viii of U0 'to refer (to), &c.], s.m.
Being related to or descended from; relation; descent,
lineage (=nasab).
H &*0* BTR anta-stha, v.s.v. * anta.
A  * intishr [inf. n. viii of  'to spread,'], s.m.
Spreading abroad, divulging, propagation; explanation;
scattering, dispersion; confusion.
A  * intizr [inf. n.  'to behold'], s.m. = A P  *intizr,

s.f. Expecting, waiting (anxiously); looking out;
expectation; expectancy:—intizr dekhn (-k), To be on
the watch or look-out (for):—intizr (or intizr)
 karn or
khai n (-k or -k), To look out (for), watch (for); to wait
anxiously (for); to expect; to look forward (to), to
anticipate:—intizr-kash,
adj. Expecting, looking out (for).

A P  *intizr,
 s.f. = A  * intizr [inf. n.  'to behold'],
s.m. Expecting, waiting (anxiously); looking out;
expectation; expectancy:—intizr dekhn (-k), To be on
the watch or look-out (for):—intizr (or intizr)
 karn or
khai n (-k or -k), To look out (for), watch (for); to wait
anxiously (for); to expect; to look forward (to), to
adj. Expecting, looking out (for).
anticipate:—intizr-kash,

A 1 * intizm
 [inf. n. viii of 2  'to join, range, string,'
&c.], s.m. Arrangement, disposition, order, regularity,
method, system; regulation, organization, management;
administration, form of government; plan, scheme:—
intizm
 den (-ko), To give or impart order, method or
arrangement (to), to arrange, order, regulate:—intizm

rakhn, To keep order, maintain discipline:—intizm
 karn,
v.t. To arrange, set in order, adjust, regulate; to make

arrangements (for), provide (against); to manage,
direct; to plan, devise.
A D P * intsh [inf. n. viii of ZP  'to lift up,' &c.], s.m.
Recovering from sickness; regaining one's legs after
stumbling; recovery.
A . h * intif [inf. n. viii of b h  'to be protable,' &c.], s.m.
Being beneted, deriving advantage; prot, advantage
(=nafa).
A Q * intiql [inf. n. viii of Q  'to transport,' &c.], s.m.
Transporting, transmitting, transferring; transposition,
transmission, transference; migration; transportation;
transit, passage; deportation, extradition; transfer,
conveyance; circulation (of eurrency); removal; death;
translation; transmigration:—intiql az dary--shor,
Transportation beyond seas:—intiql--je-dd, Transfer
of property:—intiql--jaiz, Legal or valid transfer or
conveyance:—intiql--dim, Transfer in perpetuity:—
intiql--rahn, Conveyance or alienation by mortgage:—
intiql karn, v.t. To transmit, transfer, transport,
transpose, convey, remove; to dispose of; to depart
from, quit, leave;—v.n. To depart this life, to die:—intiqlkunanda, s.m. One who conveys, alienor:—intiql-granda,
s.m. Transferee; alienee:—intiql-nma, s.m. Deed of
transfer or conveyance.
A P ! Q *intiql, s.f. Transfer of a zamndr or other
property; the property so transferred:—intiql-bah, s.f.
Register of transfers of property:—intiql rus m, s.f.
Transfer fees, fees for entering a transfer of property in
the ocial register.
A 1 Q * intiqm [inf. n. viii of 2 Q  'to take revenge'], s.m.
Revenge, retaliation, reprisal:—intiqm len (-k), To take
revenge (for), to revenge oneself, to retaliate, make
reprisals (syn. badl len).
S (* .B antik, adj. Near, proximate.
S   B! ant-kl;— For compounds beginning with
ant-, see s.v. .
H * B4 anta-kara; see s.v. * antah.
S 2 * .B/ antim, adj. Last, posterior, nal, ultimate.
S * Bt antah, anta, B antas (changeable to antash =
antar), adj. Interior, internal, inner, &c. (used as rst

member of compounds):—antah-pt, adj. Included,
comprised in:—antah-pur, s.m. A royal palace; the inner,
or women's apartments:—antah-stha, anta-stha, s.m. lit.
'Situated in the interior or middle'; the semi-vowels  ,
!,

(so called because, in the arrangement of the

Devangar alphabet, these letters stand between the other
consonants and the sibilants):— antah-arr, s.m. The
inner or spiritual part (of a man), soul, conscience:—
antah-kara, anta-kara, antas-kara, antash-kara, s.m.
Understanding, mind, soul, conscience, heart; that
which is in the mind, thoughts, will, intention, motive:—
antah-ko, s.m. Inner corner; interior angle (=antar-ko).
A 4* intih [inf. n. viii of 4 'to reach' (the end)], s.f.
Termination, end, extremity, utmost point or limit,
summit, utmost extent; completion:—intih-k, adj. (f. -),
Extreme, utmost, uttermost; perfect, consummate.
H [ * B` ante [S. B+], adv. Elsewhere, to another
place. (See anat.)
S * * ; a-nityat, s.f. Want of permanency,
transient existence, transitoriness, frailness.
S 6 * B;* antya-ja, antyaj; see s.v. antya.
H I * B" unts [S. P8], adj. Twenty-nine.
H  0 * " antsr, s.m.=atisr, q.v.
S B *B` " ante-ws, s.m. A pupil who resides with
his tutor, resident pupil; disciple;—adv. in statu pupillari.
H  * B`6 anteh, adv.=ante, q.v.
S  * ; a-nitya, adj. Uneternal, not lasting or
permanent, temporary, frail, perishable, eeting,
transient (=anit):—anitya-datta, anitya-dattaka, adj.
Temporarily granted;—s.m. A child adopted for a certain
term.
S  * B; antya, adj. Last (in place, time, or order); lowest
(in position or condition); belonging to the lowest caste;
—s.m. A man of the lowest caste; (in Math.) the last
term of a progression or series; a hundred billions:—
antyaj (for antya-ja), antya-janma, s.m. lit. 'Last-born'; one
born of the last or fourth caste, a  dra;—antya-janman,
s.f. A woman of the lowest or  dra caste:—antya-var,
s.m.=antya-janma, q.v.

H  & ana [S. +R],
' s.m. Injustice, grievous
oppression.
H  & ana, an, = H  (&  , [S. + . \, rt. 
 ] , s.f.
Twist, turn, fold; a peculiar fold of the dhot (q.v.);
entanglement; knot, joint (of a nger, &c. cf. a ,  t);
mark or scratch made on silver or gold to test its purity;
opposition, contrariety, antagonism, enmity; grudge;
envy; jar; misunderstanding (cf. ain, an):—  pa n (me ), To become knotted or entangled; to have a feeling
of antagonism, enmity, envy, &c., to be at enmity (with),
have a grudge (against); to have a misunderstanding or
dierence (with):—an-san, an-k san, adj. Irrelevant,
unsuitable, inapplicable, inappropriate:— t-s t, s.f.
Combination, league, intrigue, plot; a rambling or
irrelevant speech; an evasive answer.
 ] , s.f.
H  (&  , = H  & ana, an, [S. + . \, rt. 
Twist, turn, fold; a peculiar fold of the dhot (q.v.);
entanglement; knot, joint (of a nger, &c. cf. a ,  t);
mark or scratch made on silver or gold to test its purity;
opposition, contrariety, antagonism, enmity; grudge;
envy; jar; misunderstanding (cf. ain, an):—  pa n (me ), To become knotted or entangled; to have a feeling
of antagonism, enmity, envy, &c., to be at enmity (with),
have a grudge (against); to have a misunderstanding or
dierence (with):—an-san, an-k san, adj. Irrelevant,
unsuitable, inapplicable, inappropriate:— t-s t, s.f.
Combination, league, intrigue, plot; a rambling or
irrelevant speech; an evasive answer.
H  (& u , s.m. Camel= t, q.v.:—u -kar, s.m.= kar.
H  e& or (& an (cf.  h, an, and perhaps an),
s.m. Ball, marble pill (as of opium); a large shell or kau :
—an-bandh , adj. Pledging the shell with which he plays
(a gambler);—s.m. The shell played with and pledged (by
a gambler when he has lost all his money):—an- it ( it
= S. .dQ), adj. lit. 'Lying like a ball,' or 'the ball or shell
thrown'; prostrate, fallen; senseless, insensible; dead
drunk;—reduced to the last extremity; unlucky:—an- it
hon, v.n. To be prostrate; to fall down; to be dead drunk;
—to be reduced to the last extremity, to be very unlucky:

—an-ghar, s.m. Billiard room.
H  (&   (perf. part. of  n, q.v.), adj. Choke full;
restricted, conned; scanty, insucient; conning
closely, restraining; restrictive, severe.
H (&" a r, s.f.=ar, q.v.
H   (& a n, = H   (&  n, v.n. To become
choke full, to ll (as a well, &c.); to be contained (in, me ), to come or t (into)=an, q.v.
H   (&  n, = H   (& a n, v.n. To become
choke full, to ll (as a well, &c.); to be contained (in, me ), to come or t (into)=an, q.v.
H  (&  a wn (caus. of a n), v.t. To cause to be
contained (in), to make (a thing), go or t (into
another), to put in, cram (into); to cause to be lled.
H ;: (_! a hln (see   and ainh), v.n. To twist;
to tighten; to writhe; to swagger, strut, walk aectedly;
to give oneself airs (=ihln, q.v.).
H ;: (_! a hln, v.n. To stutter (=ah-ln).
H +  (_!" a hl, s.f. dim. of  h, q.v.
H  (_  a hwn, v.t.=a wn, q.v.
H (_ a ha [S. 9+"], s.f. A tick, the louse that
attacks dogs, &c.
H (_"  h [S. .c], s.f. Seed, stone, kernel (of
fruit); coagulation, concretion.
H  e&" an, a  (see  t), s.f. A reel or frame on
which thread, &c. is wound (=aeran, q.v.); a hank or
bundle of thread; &c. (= , q.v.);—the space or junction
between two ngers; two ngers placed one upon the
other;—stealing or pilfering money, &c. by concealing it
between two ngers:—an-bz, s.m. One who steals
money by concealing it between two ngers; a pilferer:—
an karn, To wind thread on the hand, to make hanks of
thread:—an karn, an mrn, To steal money by slipping
it between two ngers; to conceal anything between two
ngers; to pilfer.
H  (&"   (see  ), s.f. A twist; a bundle (of grass,
wood, &c.), a hank or skein (of thread); a knot or loop
(serving as a pocket); the leg trick (in wrestling):— 
mrn, v.t. To employ the leg trick; to apply a kick on the

back sinew.
H (&"  , s.f.= h, q.v.
A   unsayn,
= A <  unsayain,
s.m. dual (of ), The two



ignorance, ignorantly, &c.=an-jne, q.v.:—an-jn hon = anjn bann, q.v.
H  8*" an-jn, s.f. Ignorance, stupidity;

testicles; the two ears.
A <  unsayain,
= A   unsayn,
s.m. dual (of ), The two


testicles; the two ears.
S 6 ,* anuj (anu+ja), adj. Born afterwards, younger;—

negligence.
H $ 8* an-j [S. +*], s.m. A mongrel or

s.m. Younger brother; junior.
H " 8 (*! u jl, adj.=ujl, q.v.

after, succeeding; taking after; according to.
P  %8 anjabr, anjubr, injabr, injibr, s.m. A creeping
plant, Polygonum bistorta, from which a drink is prepared
with sugar for obstinate colds and hemorrhages. (The
plant is brought from the banks of the Euphrates.)
A < %8 anjabn = P. angabn (of which it is the Arabicized

P 1 8 anjm [Zend antma, S. antima, or an+rt. Zend jam =
S. gam], s.m. End, termination, completion,
accomplishment, conclusion; result, upshot; accident;
vexation:—anjm pn, v.n. To be nished, terminated,
accomplished, &c. anjm den, v.t. To bring to a
termination, to accomplish, to wind up; to full, carry
out, comply with, discharge, manage:—anjm--kr,
anjm-kr, adv. The end of the business, at last, nally:—
anjm karn, anjm-ko pahu n, v.t.=anjm den, q.v.:—
anjm hon, v.n. To be at an end, to come or draw to an
end, to end, cease, stop; to ensue.
H a 8 */ an-jm [S. +*B/+t; and cf. H. jamn],
adj. Barren, unproductive (soil); syn. banjar.
H  8 * an-jn, = H  8 * an-jn, [S.  +
], adj. (=ajn), Unknown; not knowing, ignorant,
stupid, foolish; unwitting, unintentional;—s.m. An
unknown person, a stranger; an ignorant person:—
anjne, adv. Ignorantly, unknowingly, unwittingly;
unconsciously:—anjn- k, s.m. (in Math.) An unknown
quantity:—an-jn bann, v.n. To pretend or aect
ignorance, to assume the stranger:—an-jn-me , adv. In
ignorance, ignorantly, &c.=an-jne, q.v.:—an-jn hon = anjn bann, q.v.
H  8 * an-jn, = H  8 * an-jn, [S.  +
], adj. (=ajn), Unknown; not knowing, ignorant,
stupid, foolish; unwitting, unintentional;—s.m. An
unknown person, a stranger; an ignorant person:—
anjne, adv. Ignorantly, unknowingly, unwittingly;
unconsciously:—anjn- k, s.m. (in Math.) An unknown
quantity:—an-jn bann, v.n. To pretend or aect
ignorance, to assume the stranger:—an-jn-me , adv. In

hybrid animal.
H $ 8 ,* anu-j [S. ,+*+], adj. Following

form).
H 8 (* anjari, anjuri, s.f.=anjl, and a jl, q.q.v.
P ?8 anjara, anjira, injara, s.m. A nettle.
H I8 * an-jas [S. +8], s.m. Disrepute,
disgrace, infamy.
H 8 (*! anjal, s.m.=an al, q.v.
H 8 (*! anjal, (*!
, anjul, (*! unjal, [S. *.!], = H
38 (*! anjal, anjl [S. *!+], s.m. The open hands
joined on the ulnar side, with the palms upward and
hollowed so as to hold or support anything; the hollow
formed by so joining the hands:—anjal-bhar, s.m. A
double handful.
H 38 (*! anjal, anjl [S. *!+], = H 8 (*! anjal,
(*!
, anjul, (*! unjal, [S. *.!], s.m. The open hands
joined on the ulnar side, with the palms upward and
hollowed so as to hold or support anything; the hollow
formed by so joining the hands:—anjal-bhar, s.m. A
double handful.
H 38 *! an-jal (see jaln, jal), adj. (f. -), Unburnt,
unscorched.
H #8 (*!" anjal, anjul, anjl, (*!" unjl [S. *.!],
s.f.=anjl, q.v.;—as much of anything as can be contained
in the hands placed side by side with the palms
hollowed; a mode of salutation, or of supplication, by
carrying the hands placed side by side (as described
under anjl) to the forehead.

A 2 8 anjum, s.m. pl. (of najm), Stars.
A  @ 8 injimd [inf. n. vii of + @ W 'to congeal'], s.m.
Congealing, congelation; freezing; concretion;
condensation; curdling.
P <@ 8 anjuman [Pehl. hanjuman, Zend hanjamana, S.

with collyrium, or who is perfumed with sandal, &c.;—a
certain medicinal plant used as a sedative and laxative.
H 8 (*" anjan [S. *+], s.f. An epithet of the

r$/], s.f. Assembly, meeting, company, society,

mother of Hanumn (S. anjan); a stye on the eyelid; a
species of small lizard, the house-lizard.
S  8 *s njaneya, s.m. One of the names of

institution; party, banquet.
H <8 (* anjan, (* injan (corr. from the English), s.m.

Hanumn.
S  8 .*s njineya, s.m. A kind of small lizard. (See

Engine, steam-engine.
H <8 (* anjan (see next), s.f. An inferior kind of rice; a

anjan.)
H 8 (*0 anj , (*0  j , s.m.= 0  s , q.v.

species of grass, Memecylon tinctorum. (It grows in great
abundance in the North-west Provinces, and is used as
fodder.)
S <8 * anjan, = S <8 *  jan, s.m. Collyrium,

H &8 D anjh [S. Bt],
' s.m. Interval;
postponement, adjournment:—anjh ho-jn = antar parjn, An interval, postponement, &c. to take place.
H &8 (D0  jh , s.m.= s , q.v.

ointment, lamp-black, antimony, black pigment or
collyrium applied to the eyes and eyelashes to embellish
them. (It is also used for weak sight or pain in the eye:
syn. kul, surma):—anjan-sr, adj. Tinted or painted with
collyrium:—anjan-hr, s.f. A stye in the eye;—an insect
(=kumbr).
S <8 *  jan, = S <8 * anjan, s.m. Collyrium,

H 8 (.*  ji [S. B+?], s.f. Selvage of a piece of

ointment, lamp-black, antimony, black pigment or
collyrium applied to the eyes and eyelashes to embellish
them. (It is also used for weak sight or pain in the eye:
syn. kul, surma):—anjan-sr, adj. Tinted or painted with
collyrium:—anjan-hr, s.f. A stye in the eye;—an insect
(=kumbr).
H 8 (* anjn, s.f. A species of grass, &c. (=anjan, q.v.).

Evangel (as opp. to tauret, 'the Pentateuch'); the New
Testament, the Gospel.
H 3 8 (! u jel, s.m. Light=ujl, q.v.

H 8 * an-jan (see jann, perf. part. jan), adj.
Unborn.
H 8 (* a jn, = H 8 (*  jn, [S. *"(], v.t.
To apply collyrium or lamp-black, &c. to the eyes. (Syn.
srn, surma lagn.)
H 8 (*  jn, = H 8 (* a jn, [S. *"(], v.t.
To apply collyrium or lamp-black, &c. to the eyes. (Syn.
srn, surma lagn.)
S 8 (* anjanik, s.f. A kind of newt or lizard.

cloth; hem of a handkerchief, &c. (cf. an al).
H " 8 (.*! u jiyl, s.m. Light, &c.=ujl, q.v.
P S  8 *" anjr, s.m. The g, Ficus carica:—anjr-dam, s.m. The wild g (=g lar).
A  8 injl [the Gr. * Arabicized], s.m. The

S  8,*" " anu-jv, adj. Living by or upon; dependent
(upon);—s.m. Dependent, follower.
H 9 (  [S. X], s.f. Flame, blaze; ash, brilliance,
splendour; heat, warmth; re; maternal aection;
passion, lust; burden, trial, diculty:—s -ko  nah ,
prov. Fire toucheth not (has no eect upon) truth, truth
has nothing to fear. (The proverb is based on the ordeal
by re.)
H 9 ( in (from the English), s.m. Inch (measure).
H 9 ( u , = H : ( u , [S. K], adj. High, &c.= :
, q.v.:—u -n , v.s.v.
.
H : ( u , = H 9 ( u , [S. K], adj. High, &c.= :

H  48(*6" anjan-hr, s.f. v.s.v. anjan, 'collyrium.'

, q.v.:—u -n , v.s.v.
.
H K :  un s [S. *8], adj. Forty-nine.

S 8 *" anjan, s.f. A woman whose eyes are painted

H K : ( u s, s.f.=u , q.v.

H I ! : !" un ls, adj.=untls, q.v.
H  : ( u n, s.m.f.=u , q.v.
H  : ( u n, v.t. To raise, elevate, hoist,
&c.= n, and
 karn, q.q.v.
H  : ( i o (see ai n), s.m. Pulling, drawing,
attraction.
H  : ( u o, s.m. = H ? : (6& u ha, s.f. = H
$ : ( u , s.f. (from

, q.v.) Height, loftiness,

elevation, altitude; eminence, exaltation; pitch (of the
voice).
H ? : (6& u ha, s.f. = H  : ( u o, s.m. = H
$ : ( u , s.f. (from

, q.v.) Height, loftiness,

elevation, altitude; eminence, exaltation; pitch (of the
voice).
H $ : ( u , s.f. = H  : ( u o, s.m. = H ? :
(6& u ha, s.f. (from

, q.v.) Height, loftiness,

elevation, altitude; eminence, exaltation; pitch (of the
voice).
H  : 6 an- hat (see hn), part. adj. Not
desired.
S : ,. an-u it, adj. Unt, unbecoming, improper.
H : . an- it, = H *: .\ an- itt, [S. +.\],
adj. Inattentive, heedless, careless; unconscious; absentminded;—an itt, s.m. A slap or thump given unawares
from behind:—an- it, an- itte-me , adv. Unconsciously;
unwittingly; unawares, unexpectedly, suddenly, all at
once; in an unguarded moment.
H *: .\ an- itt, = H : . an- it, [S. +.\],
adj. Inattentive, heedless, careless; unconscious; absentminded;—an itt, s.m. A slap or thump given unawares
from behind:—an- it, an- itte-me , adv. Unconsciously;
unwittingly; unawares, unexpectedly, suddenly, all at
once; in an unguarded moment.
S : , anu- ar, s.m. (f. -), Follower, disciple;
attendant, servant; companion.
H : (  ar, = H : ( a r, s.m.= al, q.v. cf.
also a r and a l.
H : ( a r, = H : (  ar, s.m.= al, q.v. cf.

also a r and a l.
S A: , anu- arit, part. adj. Followed, pursued,
adhered to; sought after.
H  : ( u kn, v.t.=u kn, q.v.
S :  ! an al, = H : (!  al, = H 3: (! a l
(=S. an ala+kah) s.m. The border or hem of a cloak, veil,
shawl, or mantle; a kind of sheet or wrapper; the breasts
or bosom (of a woman), teats (of an animal):— alpallu, s.m. The embroidered hem of a woman's sheet or
mantle:— al (or  ar) dabn or dbn, To take, or to
suck, the breast (a child):— al (or  ar) den (-ko), To
give the breast (to an infant):— al ln (par), To throw
the sheet (over the head):  al len (-k), To touch the
border or hem of a guest's garment as a sign of
welcome; to wipe the hands with the sheet of the bride's
or bridegroom's mother (a ceremony in marriages):—
 al-me b dhn, To tie a knot in the mantle or sheet
(by way of reminder); to bear in mind, keep in memory.
H : (!  al, = S :  ! an al, = H 3: (! a l
(=S. an ala+kah) s.m. The border or hem of a cloak, veil,
shawl, or mantle; a kind of sheet or wrapper; the breasts
or bosom (of a woman), teats (of an animal):— alpallu, s.m. The embroidered hem of a woman's sheet or
mantle:— al (or  ar) dabn or dbn, To take, or to
suck, the breast (a child):— al (or  ar) den (-ko), To
give the breast (to an infant):— al ln (par), To throw
the sheet (over the head):  al len (-k), To touch the
border or hem of a guest's garment as a sign of
welcome; to wipe the hands with the sheet of the bride's
or bridegroom's mother (a ceremony in marriages):—
 al-me b dhn, To tie a knot in the mantle or sheet
(by way of reminder); to bear in mind, keep in memory.
H 3: (! a l (=S. an ala+kah) = S :  ! an al, = H
: (!  al, s.m. The border or hem of a cloak, veil,
shawl, or mantle; a kind of sheet or wrapper; the breasts
or bosom (of a woman), teats (of an animal):— alpallu, s.m. The embroidered hem of a woman's sheet or
mantle:— al (or  ar) dabn or dbn, To take, or to
suck, the breast (a child):— al (or  ar) den (-ko), To
give the breast (to an infant):— al ln (par), To throw

the sheet (over the head):  al len (-k), To touch the
border or hem of a guest's garment as a sign of
welcome; to wipe the hands with the sheet of the bride's
or bridegroom's mother (a ceremony in marriages):—
 al-me b dhn, To tie a knot in the mantle or sheet
(by way of reminder); to bear in mind, keep in memory.
H : ( i n (neut. of ai n, q.v.), v.n. To be pulled,
drawn, dragged, or attracted; to be drawn tight, be
tightened; to be extracted, drawn out; to be sucked up or
in, be absorbed; to hold aloof, keep (oneself) apart; to be
drawn, sketched, traced, copied;—to be transferred (as a
debt):—i -jn = i n.
P  : n- un-n (see P.  ), adv. Even so, even as, just as.
H 9  9 (" u -n , v.s.v.
H : (0 

.

[S. K+,], s.m. The raspberry, Rubus

paniculatus or tiliaceus; blackberry, bramble, Rubus
fruticosus (in Kngra 
is termed khi = S. kshika.
Other dialectic names are a kr, la , kan i):—kl  ,
s.m. The blackberry, bramble.
H  : (  a wn (caus. of next), v.t. To cause or
make (one) rinse the mouth; to supply (one) with water
to rinse the mouth with.
H  : (  a van, a aun [S. /"(], v.t. To rinse
or cleanse the mouth after eating &c.=a n, q.v.
H &: (+  h, s.f.= , q.v.
H &: (+ in h, s.m.=in , q.v.
S &: K+ an-i h, s.f. Absence of desire,
disinclination, unwillingness; indierence.
H : (+7 a ha [S. d], s.m. A mystical or magical
word or formula; spell, charm:—a ha pa h-ke mrn (-ke)
To enthrall, ruin or destroy by pronouncing a spell
(over), to bring under one's in uence by means of a
spell.
H R&: 7 an- he (see he n), part. adj. Untouched;
unmolested.
H 3 &: +"! an- hl (see hln), part. adj. Unpared,
unpeeled; unsmoothed, unpolished, rough, rude,
uncivilized, awkward, uncouth, boorish.
H  :  an- en [S. B+.B6+t], s.m. Valuation of

a standing crop (syn. kan-k t).
A ec inirf [inf. n. vii of e 'to turn' (from)], s.m.
Turning (from), shunning, avoiding;—de ection,
declension; declination (of a heavenly body); turning
(against), swerving (from allegiance), defection, revolt,
rebellion; apostasy, recusancy; recantation; infraction,
violation; defect; disease, distemper:—inirf karn (-se),
To turn aside (from), to shun, avoid; to abjure; to
decline; to deviate (from); to turn (against), revolt
(from), rebel (against); to apostatize.
A  Mc inir [inf. n. vii of M 'to surround'], s.m. Being
surrounded, being besieged; being straitened; siege,
blockade; restraint, restriction.
A e h > in iff [inf. n. vii of g
C r 'to be light'], s.m.
Lightness, levity.
H +  (  d, = H +  ( and, s.m.= dan, q.v.
H +  ( and, = H +  (  d, s.m.= dan, q.v.
P *r+  and ta [perf. part. of and tan; Zend hm+rt.
ta ; S. /+ ], part. Thrown, cast; formed; cast away.
P +  andr, s.m. Narrative, story, tale, ction.
H +  B indr, vulg. andr [S. BW+t], s.m. A large
well of solid masonry, protected by a koh or nd.
P d+  andz, part. act. (of and tan; see and ta),
Throwing; thrower, caster, shooter; (used as last
member of comp. e.g. barq-andz, lit. 'lightning-thrower';
a matchlock-man:—gol-andz, lit. 'ball-thrower'; an
artilleryman).
P d+  andz, = P ?d+  andza, (from and tan), s.m.
Measure, measurement; quantity; weighing, weight;
degree, amount; valuing, valuation, value; rough
estimate; conjecture, guess; proportion, symmetry;
elegance, grace; mode, manner, style, fashion, pattern;
carriage, bearing, gait; modulation (of the voice); time
(in music):—andz u n (-k), To copy the manner or
fashion (of), to imitate; to take o, mimic:—andz-pa,
s.f. Estimate of the value of a standing crop (=kan-k t):—
andz-pt, s.f. A highly adorned or painted beauty; a
vain, aected woman:—andz- (or andze-) se, adv. In due
measure or proportion;—approximately, by guess:—andz
(or andza) karn (-k), To judge (of), to estimate the
value (of), to value; to estimate roughly; to guess or

conjecture.
P ?d+  andza, = P d+  andz, (from and tan), s.m.
Measure, measurement; quantity; weighing, weight;
degree, amount; valuing, valuation, value; rough
estimate; conjecture, guess; proportion, symmetry;
elegance, grace; mode, manner, style, fashion, pattern;
carriage, bearing, gait; modulation (of the voice); time
(in music):—andz u n (-k), To copy the manner or
fashion (of), to imitate; to take o, mimic:—andz-pa,
s.f. Estimate of the value of a standing crop (=kan-k t):—
andz-pt, s.f. A highly adorned or painted beauty; a
vain, aected woman:—andz- (or andze-) se, adv. In due
measure or proportion;—approximately, by guess:—andz
(or andza) karn (-k), To judge (of), to estimate the
value (of), to value; to estimate roughly; to guess or
conjecture.
P d-+  andza (from andz, after the model of the Ar.
acc.), adv. By guess, conjecturally; approximately, about
(=andz-se and akal-se).
P 1 +  andm [Zend handma, rt. d, 'to set'=S. ], s.m.
Body, gure, stature; member:—andm--nihn, s.m. The
private parts.
P +  andar [Zend antara, S. B], prep. Within, in the
inside (of, -ke):—andar-se, adv. From within; internally:—
andar-k, adj. (f. -), Inner, internal; hidden, secret:—
andar karn, v.t. To put within, put out of sight; to put into,
insert; to penetrate; to thrust or push in:—andar hon,
v.n. To be contained or included (in, -ke), to belong (to),
fall under; to enter, go in.
S +  W a-nidra, adj. Awake; wakeful, sleepless.
S +  BW indra, and H. B indar, s.m. The king of the
gods, the regent of the visible heavens; the thunderer
(he is the Jove of the Hind mythology); the god of rain:
—indrsan (indra+sana), s.m. The throne of Indra:—indrabadhu, s.f. The wife of Indra;—name of an insect (a
species of acarus of a scarlet colour and like velvet), the
red-velvet insect (syn. br-bahu):—indra-prasth, s.m.
The ancient name of Dehl:—indra-puri, s.f. The capital of
Indra and the abode of the immortals:—indar-jl (indrajla), s.m. Deception, cheating; trick, stratagem; magic,
juggling; illusion:—indar-jl, adj. Unreal, deceptive,

illusory; magical;—s.m. Cheat, knave; magician, juggler,
conjurer:—indar-jau (indra+yaia), s.m. The seed of a
certain medicinal plant, Nerium antidysentericum,
sparrow's tongue:—indra-jt, s.m. Thunder:—indradwda, s.f. The twelfth day of the month Bhadra, a
festival in honour of Indra:—indra-dhanush, s.m. The
rainbow:—indar-k akh , s.m. lit. 'The court of Indra'; a
place of amusement and pleasure, dancing-saloon,
assembly-room:—indra-lok, s.m. The abode of Indra, the
paradise of the immortals:—indra-nl, s.m. Sapphire;
emerald.
S +  BC indur, s.m. Rat; mouse.
S +  .B indir, s.f. The goddess of wealth (=Lakshm).
A 5+  indirj [inf. n. vii of 5 'to pass by or away'; 'to
ascend,' &c.], s.m. Being folded together; being inserted;
insertion, entry;—extinction of a family.
S + BW4" indr, s.f. The wife of Indra;—the name of
a medicine or plant, Vitex negundo.
H +  BW  indrwan, = H <)+  BW indryan, [S. BW
+ I4"], s.f. Wild gourd, colocynth, Cucumis colocynthis; a
fruit of beautiful appearance but bitter taste; a beautiful
but worthless person:—indryan-k phal = indryan.
H <)+  BW indryan, = H +  BW  indrwan, [S. BW
+ I4"], s.f. Wild gourd, colocynth, Cucumis colocynthis; a
fruit of beautiful appearance but bitter taste; a beautiful
but worthless person:—indryan-k phal = indryan.
P d+  andarz, s.m. Precept, advice, admonition; last will or
advice.
H B+  ( andars (see a-dars), s.m. A kind of
sweetmeat made of rice and our formed into balls,
then fried in gh and covered with sugar; a kind of cloth:
—andarse-k goliy = andarse.
H  + (W" a drak = adrak, q.v.
P +  andar n (see andar), adj. Within;—s.m. Interior,
inside; inner apartments.
P +  andar na, = P + andar n, (see andar), adj.
Interior, internal, inner; intrinsic (see bhtar).
P + andar n, = P +  andar na, (see andar), adj.
Interior, internal, inner; intrinsic (see bhtar).

H ?+  W56 an-droh = a-droh, q.v.

dug; S. /+C6O], part. Gained, acquired;—s.m.

H + BW" indr, = S )+  .BW indriya, s.f. An organ of

Acquisitions, gain, prot.
P +  and d [=and da, perf. part. of and dan; Zend ham+rt.

sense; the senses (internal or external), the organs of
action and perception; the privities, membrum virile;
veretrum animalium:—indr jullb or julb, s.m. A diuretic
medicine;—carnal intercourse, copulation:—indr-ke bas
hon, To be under the in uence of lust, to be lustful; to
be given up to sensual pleasure:—indriya-gyn, s.m. The
faculty of perception, sense, consciousness.
S )+  .BW indriya, = H + BW" indr, s.f. An organ of
sense; the senses (internal or external), the organs of
action and perception; the privities, membrum virile;
veretrum animalium:—indr jullb or julb, s.m. A diuretic
medicine;—carnal intercourse, copulation:—indr-ke bas
hon, To be under the in uence of lust, to be lustful; to
be given up to sensual pleasure:—indriya-gyn, s.m. The
faculty of perception, sense, consciousness.
S &)+  BCL indu-rekh, v.s.v. +  indu.
A . _+  indif [inf. n. vii of b _ 'to repel,' &c.], s.m. The
being repelled or prohibited; repulsion; the being warded
o.
P +  andak, adj. Little, small, few;—andake, A little; a few.
H   +  B and-kr (corrupt)=andha-kr, q.v.
A a +  indiml [inf. n. vii of a  'to heal,' &c.], s.m. Healing
(of a wound), cicatrization; recovery, getting well;
improvement.
H +  , anu-din [S. anu-dinam], adv. Daily, every day,
day by day; perpetually, always.
H +  (  dan [S. B( 'binding'], s.m. Mud, mire;
quagmire (= d, and, q.q.v.).
H +  (  d [S. BC], s.m. The chain or rope with
which the feet of elephants are tied; chain or ring worn
on the ankle (commonly by wrestlers); anklet.
S +  BC indu, s.m. The moon:—indu-rekh, s.f. A digit of
the moon:—indu-wr, s.m. The day of the moon,
Monday.
S ?+  ,6 an-udwh, s.m. Non-marriage;
bachelorhood; celibacy.
P *r+  ando ta [perf. part. of ando tan, Zend ham+rt.

d; S. sam+dh], part. Covered, overlaid, incrusted,
plastered over, washed over; anointed, smeared, &c.
(used as last member of compounds, e.g. zar-and d,
covered or overlaid with gold, gilded).
S +  B ind r, s.m. Rat; mouse (=indur).
P d+  andoz (fr. ando tan; see ando ta), part. act.
Acquiring, gaining (used as last member of compounds).
H !+  5! andoln [S. B5!"(], v.n. To swing.
P ?+  andoh, s.m. Grief, anxiety, trouble:—andoh-gn,
andoh-nk, adj. Full of grief, sorrowful, aicted, sad,
mournfur.
S +  B andha, andh, adj. Blind, dark (=andh, q.v.);—
s.m. Blindness; darkness:—andha-tamas, s.m. Great
darkness:—andha-kra, andh-kr, s.m. Darkness (see
andhiyr, the com. form); a violent storm of wind and
dust (severer than ndh, q.v.):—andha-k pa, s.m. see
andh-k , s.v. andh.
H +  ( andh [S. B+t], adj. (f. -), Blind, stoneblind; benighted; undiscerning; dark, obscure, dim;—s.m.
A blind man:—andh bann, v.t. To blind, &c.=andhkarn, q.v.; to make one appear blind, impute blindness
to:—andh bann, v.n.=andh hon, q.v.:—andh bhai s,
s.m. lit. 'Blind bualo': a boys' game (a boy mounts on
the back of another who is blindfolded and leans against
a wall while several other boys pass under him, and he
is required to name the rst of these):—andh tr, s.m.
The planet Neptune:—andh darbr, s.m. A corrupt court,
government, or oce; misgovernment (see andh sarkr):
—andh-dhund, adj. Blinding; blind; indiscriminate;
excessive, violent, outrageous; rash, precipitate, wild;—
s.m. Blindness; rashness, wildness; violence, excess,
outrage, commotion, disturbance, pother;
misgovernment, anarchy;—adv. Blindly;
indiscriminately; wildly, rashly; excessively, violently,
outrageously;—andh-dhund uhn, To raise a
commotion, make a stir or pother; to do violence or
outrage; to raise an outcry; to waste, dissipate, squander;
—andh-dhund ron, v.n. To weep violently or bitterly:—

andh-dhund-k, adj. Excessive, fearful, tremendous,
outrageous:—andh-dhund-k duh, s.f. A fearful cry; a
cry for help or redress;—anh-dhund lutn, To squander
outrageously, spend most extravagantly:—andh sarkr,
s.f. A blind government, a bad or corrupt government;
mal-administration, gross misgovernment; a bad
paymaster, one who keeps his subordinates in arrears:—
andh karn, v.t. To blind, put out the eyes of; to blindfold;
to hoodwink; to deceive:—andh k , andh-k p, s.m. A
well of which the mouth is hidden, or which is
overgrown with plants, &c., or which is choked with
rubbish:—andh- ar , s.m. Indiscriminate expenditure,
extravagance, prodigality:—andh hon, To be or become
blind; to lose one's sight, be blinded (by); to be blind (to),
to shut (one's) eyes (to), to connive or wink (at).
H <; +  B andhpan [S. B; ]( , s.m. Blindness;
darkness; purblindness; short-sightedness; intellectual
blindness; ignorance; folly; rashness.
S *+  B andhat, s.f. Blindness, &c. (see andhpan).
H +  +  B,B andh-dhund, v.s.v. andh; and see
dhundh.
H +  ( andhr, adj.=andhl, q.v.
H $+ ( andhr, s.f.=andh-pan, q.v.
H ?+  B7 andha [S. B+], s.m. A violent dust-storm
(see andh-kr, s.v. andh).
S (+  B andhak, adj. Blind;—s.m. A blind man (see
andh).
S  +  B andh-kr, s.m. see s.v. andh.
H 3+  B! andhl [S. B+!+t], adj. (f. -), Blind; dark,
&c. (=andh, q.v.); purblind, shortsighted.
H <; 3+  B! andhlpan, s.m.=andhpan, q.v.
H <+   an-dhan, s.m. see s.v. ann.
S <+  B indhan, s.m. Firewood; fuel (generally); chips;
litter, straw, weeds.
H  +  5 an-dho [S. +Mt; the Sanskrit form is
a-dhauta], part. adj. Unwashed, unclean.
H  + BM" andhaur [S. B?+ &"], s.f. Heat-rash,
prickly heat (cf. ambhaur and ghamaur).

H ) +  5 an-dhoy = an-dho, q.v.
H + ("  dh [S. B+], s.f. = H  +  (
andhiyo [B"+S. t], s.m. Dust-storm, whirlwind;
storm, tempest, hurricane, cyclone:— dh n,  dh
uhn,  dh aln, lit. 'A storm to come on, or to arise, or
to be raging'; to blow hard, to blow a hurricane:— dhke m, lit. 'Mangoes blown o in a storm'; windfall; things
obtained cheap:— dh hon, To prove a veritable
tempest; to be very active and ardent; to engage keenly
and ardently (in).
H  +  ( andhiyo [B"+S. t], s.m. = H + ("
 dh [S. B+], s.f. Dust-storm, whirlwind; storm,
tempest, hurricane, cyclone:— dh n,  dh uhn,
 dh aln, lit. 'A storm to come on, or to arise, or to be
raging'; to blow hard, to blow a hurricane:— dh-ke m,
lit. 'Mangoes blown o in a storm'; windfall; things
obtained cheap:— dh hon, To prove a veritable
tempest; to be very active and ardent; to engage keenly
and ardently (in).
H  +  .B andhiyr, andhyr, adj. & s.m.=andher,
q.v.
H  + .B" andhiyr, andhyr, adj. & s.f.=andher,
q.v.
H <L +  B< andhepan, s.m.=andhpan, q.v.
H  +  B< andher [S. B+], s.m. Darkness, gloom;
violence, outrage, wrong, injustice, iniquity; tyranny,
oppression; lawlessness, misrule, anarchy:—andher karn
(-par), To commit an outrage (on), to outrage; to do
violence (to); to tyrannize (over), to oppress, to treat
with cruelty; to act lawlessly:—andher ma n, Idem.
H  +  B< andher [S. B++t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Dark, obscure, sombre, dim;—darkness, obscurity, gloom,
shadow; cloudiness; haze, mist:—andher ho n, To keep
out of the light (of anyone):—andher-s, adj. Somewhat
dark; very dark; sombre, shady, dusky; hazy, misty:—
andher karn, v.t. To make dark, to darken, obscure,
overshadow, cloud; to cast a shade or gloom over; to
extinguish (a light); to obstruct light, stand in the light
of:—andhere-ujle, adv. When the darkness is illumined
by the moon, &c.; late at night and early dawn; at

twilight:—andher kohr, s.f. Dark chamber; black hole;
(met.) stomach; womb; secret chamber; mysteries of
nature; mystery, enigma;—andher kohr-k yr, s.m. A
secret lover:—andhere ghar-k ujl, s.m. lit. 'The light of a
dark house,' an only son; a very beautiful child or
person:—andhere mu h, adv. lit. 'When the face is
indistinguishable owing to darkness'; when there is not
sucient light to see clearly, at the rst dawn of day,
very early in the morning (also mu h-andhere).
H  + B<" andher, adj. fem. of andher, q.v.;—s.f.
Darkness, obscurity; blind or blinkers for a horse; a
horse covering which also covers the eyes:—andher
jhukn, v.n. To be overcast; to lower; darkness to set in:—
andher den, andher ln, v.t. To blindfold; to blind,
hoodwink, deceive, impose upon.
S < +  " an-adhn, adj. Not subject, not dependent,
independent.
S + , an-uday, s.m. Dawn, early morning (=bhor).
P Z)+  andesh, part. act. (of andeshdan 'to re ect'; Zend
prep. ham+rt. du; S. /+ ?), Thinking, considering,
meditating: (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
bad-andesh, Meditating harm, evil-minded, inimical);—
s.m.=andesha, q.v.:—andesh-mand, andesh-nk, adj.
Thoughtful, pensive; anxious, concerned, full of anxiety;
—andeshmand hona (-se), To be anxious or concerned
(about); to take thought (of):—andesh-mand, andesh-nak,
s.f. Thought, anxiety, concern.
P )+  andesha (see andesh), s.m. Thought, consideration,
meditation, re ection; solicitude, anxiety, concern (syn.
int and kr); doubt, misgiving, suspicion; apprehension,
dread, fear; danger, peril, (syn. atra):—andesha
karn (
k), To feel anxious (about), feel anxiety or concern
(for); to be apprehensive (of):—andesha-mand = andeshmand, q.v.s.v. andesh:—andesha-nk, adj.=andesh-nk, adj.
Thoughtful, &c. (=andesh-nk, q.v.); dangerous, perilous,
hazardous.
H &)+  bL an-dekh, = H &)+  bL an-dekh, (see
dekhn), part. adj. Unseen; invisible; undiscovered,
undetected.
H &)+  bL an-dekh, = H &)+  bL an-dekh, (see

dekhn), part. adj. Unseen; invisible; undiscovered,
undetected.
S X )+ ,15$" an-udyog, adj. Decient in energy, lacking
exertion, indolent;—s.m. Idler, lazy person.
H  (f an, = H  (f  , [S. /ef, ef], s.m. The
castor-oil tree, Palma Christi, Ricinus communis. (See
an.)
H  (f  , = H  (f an, [S. /ef, ef], s.m. The
castor-oil tree, Palma Christi, Ricinus communis. (See
an.)
S  ef aa, a, = H  (f  ,  , s.m. Egg (see
an); testicle (see  ):—an-kr, adj. & s.m. Eggshaped, oval, elliptical, ellipsoidal;—oval, ellipse, ellipsoid:
—an-kr, adj.=an-kr:—an-kriti,
 adj. & s.f.=an-kr:—
an-ba hn, s.m. Swelling of the testicles or scrotum,
hydrocele:—ana-kah, s.m. The shell of the mundane
egg; the world:—an-ko, s.m. Scrotum; musk-bag (of the
musk-deer);—rupture, hernia:—ana-vriddhi
(vulg. an
viriddhi), s.f.=an-ba hn, q.v.
H  (f  ,  , = S  ef aa, a, s.m. Egg (see
an); testicle (see  ):—an-kr, adj. & s.m. Eggshaped, oval, elliptical, ellipsoidal;—oval, ellipse, ellipsoid:
—an-kr, adj.=an-kr:—an-kriti,
 adj. & s.f.=an-kr:—
an-ba hn, s.m. Swelling of the testicles or scrotum,
hydrocele:—ana-kah, s.m. The shell of the mundane
egg; the world:—an-ko, s.m. Scrotum; musk-bag (of the
musk-deer);—rupture, hernia:—ana-vriddhi
(vulg. an
viriddhi), s.f.=an-ba hn, q.v.
H  ef an [S. eft], s.m. Egg; a kind of re-work
(so called because the composition is put into an eggshell):—an den, To lay eggs, to lay:—an hl hon or
ho-jn (-k), lit. 'One's egg to become addled'; to be
reduced to a pitiful condition; to become thin, wasted, or
weak; to be wearied, jaded, or worn out; to fail in
business, become insolvent:—an-s, adj. Egg-like, oval,
elliptical:—an sarakn = an hl hon, q.v.:—ane-ba e,
s.m. Wife and children, family; children, chicks, brood:—
a e-sen, To sit on eggs, to brood, incubate, hatch; to
keep oneself secluded, lead a retired life:—ane-k
shahzda, s.m. An inexperienced youth, simpleton,

greenhorn.
S G ef ankr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ana.
S   (f! unln, v.t.=uneln, q.v.
S M ef* aaj (aa+ja), adj. Produced from an egg,
oviparous;—s.m. An oviparous animal; bird, sh, snake,
lizard.
H   (f! unaln, v.t.=unln and uneln, q.q.v.
H   (f   , = H   (f, a u, [S. ef+ or ef
+ ], adj. Possessed of testicles, entire; having large
testicles;—s.m. Bull, entire ox.
H   (f, a u, = H   (f   , [S. ef+ or ef
+ ], adj. Possessed of testicles, entire; having large
testicles;—s.m. Bull, entire ox.
H   ef,  inuv, inw, (f, inu, s.m.= <)  w,
q.v.
H 5  (f " anws, s.f. A hen or other fowl that is
on the point of laying.
H .  ef  anwn [S. ef+ ], adj. & s.m.=  .
H  ef, " inuv, inw, s.f. Dim. of inw, q.v.
H (f" an, s.f. A kind of cloth or garment.
H (f" an (contrac. from aran, q.v. and c.f. an), s.f.
The fruit of the Palma Christi or Ricinus communis:—a dk tel, s.m. Castor-oil.
H 7 (f aniyn, v.n. To be sitting on eggs, or to
have young (a bird);—v.t. To prick the testicles of a
bullock in order to make him go faster.
H 6 6 (f< [f<  e-b e [S. &/(; cf. H. h n], s.m.
pl. Strolls, rambles:— e-b e khn, To take a stroll, to
ramble, rove.
H (7 (fh! anail, (f<! anel [S. ef+!], adj. Oviparous
(=anaj); with egg; laying (fowl).
H  + 7 (f<! uneln [S. !ef"(], v.t. To turn (a
vessel) upside down in order to empty it; to empty, to
pour out (the contents of a vessel).
H + 7 (f<!  unelwn (caus. of uneln, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be poured out, to have or get (a vessel) emptied,
or (the contents) poured out.

S  , anu-rdh, s.f. The seventeenth Nakshatra
or lunar mansion, described as a row of oblations; stars
in Libra.
S ' ,$ anu-rg, s.m. Strong desire, attachment,
aection, love, passion.
H X  ,$ anu-rgn (-par), To conceive a passion
(for), be in love (with).
S X  ,$" anu-rg, adj. Attached (to, -par),
enamoured (of), in love (with), impassioned;—s.m. A
lover, a passionate admirer;—s.f. Making love, forming
friendship; caressing.
S A  an-rit, adj. Untrue, false.
S A ' -nart (rt. nrit),
 s.m. Stage, theatre; war;
name of a country and its inhabitants in the peninsula
of Gujert; name of the capital (Dwrika) of Gujert.
S &Y R' an-arth, adj. Meaningless, nonsensical, absurd;
causeless, groundless; worthless, useless, purposeless,
protless, fruitless, vain, abortive; improper;
detrimental, injurious;—s.m. Absurdity; disadvantage;
misfortune; wrong, injustice, injury, oppression,
tyranny; transgression, oence, guilt, sin:—an-arth karn,
To do injustice (to), to injure, oppress, do wrong (to); to
commit an oence, to transgress, to sin.
S (&Y R
' an-arthak, adj.=an-arth, q v.
S &Y Ru an-arth, s.m. A wrong-doer, injurer,
oppressor, cruel person; a mischief-maker; sinner,
transgressor.
S  I- aniruddha, part. adj. Unobstructed,
unrestrained.
H K  an-ras [S. +], s.m. Want of avour or
enjoyment; distaste; disgust; nausea; coolness,
misunderstanding between friends.
S   ,= anu-rakt, adj. Attached (to, -me ), addicted
(to), very fond (of) devoted (to).
H &  L an-rakh [S. +.dt], part. adj.
Unguarded, unprotected, uncared for.
S X  $!
' an-a gal, adj. Unbarred, without restraint,
free; self-willed; licentious.

S a  /!
' a-nirmal, adj. Not clear; not pure; dirty, foul.
S 4
' a-niray, s.m. Uncertainty.
H  4" an-ri
 (S. a-ri),
 adj. Free from debt,
undebted.
S ] ,~ anu-r p, adj. Resembling, like, similar
imitating; conformable; suitable proper, convenient;—
s.m. Resemblance, similarity; conformity.
S ; ,~" anu-r p, adj.=anu-r p, q.v.
S  =  yK anirv ya, = S  =  '"
anirva anya, = S  =  'K anirva ya, adj. Not t to be
spoken; incapable of being uttered or expressed in
words, indescribable, indenable.
S  =  '" anirva anya, = S  =  yK
anirv ya, = S  =  'K anirva ya, adj. Not t to be
spoken; incapable of being uttered or expressed in
words, indescribable, indenable.
S  =  'K anirva ya, = S  =  yK anirv ya, = S
 =  '" anirva anya, adj. Not t to be spoken;
incapable of being uttered or expressed in words,
indescribable, indenable.
S  ,5 anu-rodh, s.m. Fullling or gratifying the
wishes (of another); obligingness, kind oce, service;
gratication, satisfaction, compliance; conformity,
consideration (of, -ke), respect.
H  ,50 anu-rodh , adj.=next, q.v.
S  ,5" anu-rodh, adj. Acting in conformity (to) or
in compliance (with, -ke), obliging, kind, compliant;
showing consideration (for), having respect or regard
(to).
H ) " an-rt (S. a-rti), adj. Contrary to custom, rule
or practice, not en règle, not parliamentary; contrary to
good manners or breeding, unmannerly, ill-behaved;—
s.f. Irregularity; unmannerliness, ill-behaviour,
unceremoniousness (=ku-rt).
H  (7  [S. ef, q.v.], s.m. Testicle.
A o inzl [inf. n. iv of o 'to descend'], s.m. Causing to
descend; e nission, seminal eusion (syn. jha n).
A P Ao anzar t, s.m. Sarcocolla (gum resin, aid to be

from the Penaea sarcocolla, a tree growing in Arabia,
Ethiopia, &c.).
A o inziw [inf. n. vii of d'to conceal,' &c.], s.m.
Retirement, seclusion, concealment.
H I ( a s [S. (8 an, q.v.], s.m. Part, portion share
division; degree of lat. or long.). degree, grade (of a
circle=darja); numerator of a fraction; right, possession.
(For compounds see an.)
H I ( a s, s.m. = H I (  s, s.f. (?) [S. (8,, q.v.],
The brous part of anything; bre, pith, marrow,
essence, substance; strength, vigour, energy, stamina;
semen.
H I (  s, s.f. (?) = H I ( a s, s.m. [S. (8,, q.v.],
The brous part of anything; bre, pith, marrow,
essence, substance; strength, vigour, energy, stamina;
semen.
A I ins, s.m. Men. mankind (opp. of jinn).
A I uns, s.m. Sociableness; companionableness;
familiarity, friendliness, friendship, love, aection;
society, companionship, fellowship; cheerfulness.
A 0 ansb, s.m. pl. (of U0 nasab), Genealogies; races;
families, generations.
S  0 , anu-sr, s.m. Conformity to usage;—postp.
According (to, -ke), agreeably (to), answering (to), n
pursuance (of), in conformity (with), following, like, as
in, after.
S  0," anu-sr, adj. Following, attendant (n),
according or conformable (to); scrutinizing.
H <B 0 , anu-ssan, s.m.=anu-san, q.v.
A  0 insn, s.m. Man, mankind, human b ing, mortal
(=dm):—insn-k, adj. Human:—insn-h to hai, prov. He is
but a human being, he is but a fallible man.
A  0 insn, adj. Pertaining or relating to man, human.
P   0 insnyat (for A. ~  0), s.f. Human nature,
humanity; human kindness, aability, politeness,
urbanity. (See dmyat.)
A U0 ansab, adj. compar. & superl. (of munsi, q.v.),
More, or most, tting or suitable; more, or most,
convenient; very proper, very advisable.
P 0 anasat, unsat (for A. ~0), s.f.=uns, q.v.

H I & unsa, = H I _ unsah, [S. 3.9], adj.
Fifty-nine.
H I _ unsah, = H I & unsa, [S. 3.9], adj.
Fifty-nine.
A + 0 insidd [inf. n. vii of +C B 'to stop up'], s.m.
Prevention, hindrance, obstacle, bar, preventive
measure.
H   I(" a s-dhr, adj. = an-dhr, q.v.s.v. a .
S 0 ,4 anu-sara, s.m. Going after, following;
succession; imita ion; conformity (to); persecution;
searching; consequence (of).
H 0 , anu-sarn [S. ,+4"(, rt. ], v.n. To go
after or follow a person; to follow as a conseq ence, be
consequent (upon).
H (0 ( a sik, s.m.=a ik, q.v.
H &0 L an-sikh, = H &0 L an-sikh, [S. 
+.8.d], adj. Unlearned, untaught, illiterate.
H &0 L an-sikh, = H &0 L an-sikh, [S. 
+.8.d], adj. Unlearned, untaught, illiterate.
H &8@ 0 /D an-samajh, adj. Without understanding
or sense; ignorant, stupid; thoughtless, heedless;
inexperienced.
H &8@ 0 /D an-samjh (see samajhn), part. adj. Not
understood; not understanding or knowing. (See ansamajh.)
H <0 , an-sun [S. +Y 4], adj. Turning a deaf ear
to, disregarding, unmindful, heedless;—disregarded,
&c.=next, q.v.
H 0 , an-sun (an+perf. part. of sunn, q.v.), part.
adj. (f. -), Unheard, turned a deaf ear to, unheeded,
disregarded:—ansun karn, v.t. To turn a deaf ear to, to
disregard, to treat as not heard, to pretend not to hear.
(The phrase is generally preceded by the word sun, e.g.
sun ansun karn.)
S  + 0 ,( anu-sandhn, s.m. Search, inquiry,
investigation; desire:—anu-sandhne ha, s.f. Object of an
investigation.
H 0 (0  s [S. Y,+; Prk. (,] , s.m. Tear, tears:—

 s n, v.n. lit. 'Tears to come'; to have tears in the
eyes, to weep:— s bahn, To make tears ow; to shed
tears; to pretend to weep:— s bhar-ln, To have the
eyes lled with tears, to weep:— s bahn,  s apakpa n, v.n. lit. 'Tears to ow, or to drop'; to weep:— s pu hn or pu h-jn, v.n. To have (one's) tears wiped
away; to be comforted or soothed:— s po hn (-ke), To
wipe away the tears (of), dry (one's) tears; to console,
comfort, soothe:— s p-jn, To swallow (one's) tears,
suppress (one's) tears:— s -hl,  s halak, s.f.
Running or watering of the eyes (a disease in horses,
supposed to arise from a coil of hair in the outer corner
of the eye):— s halkn =  s bahn, q.v.:— s -se
mu h dhon, lit. 'To wash the face with tears'; to shed
tears copiously=h h  s ron, q.v.s.v. h.
H 0 M unsau [S. +8], adj. Ninety-nine. (The
more common term for 'ninety-nine' is ninnnwe.)
S  0 ,T  anu-swr, s.m. lit. 'After-sound'; (in Gram.)
the nasal sound (in Devangar) which is marked by a
dot above the line and which always belongs to a
preceding vowel.
H 0 0 ( [ a s-w s, s.m. See s.v. a .
H V 0 5 an-so (see aso , be-so ), adj. Thoughtless,
inattentive, &c.:—an-so e, adv. Thoughtlessly; heedlessly,
carelessly (see be-so e).
S ) 0 0 an-as ya adj. Not spiteful, not envious;—s.m.
A person who is free from a spirit of envy and
detraction.
H 0(" a s [S. (8"], s.m. Sharer, &c., see a .
H 0(" a s [S. (.8? or (8+], s.f. Share, &c.=an,
q.v.:—a s ln (-k), To divide or distribute in shares or
portions.
P  0 unsyat (for A. ~ 0), s.f. Familiarity; state of being
domesticated, tameness (opp. to washyat);
companionableness, sociableness, &c. (=uns, q.v.).
H & 0 "L an-skh = an-sikh, q.v.
S Z (8 a , s.m. Part, portion, share, &c.=ans, q.v.:—an  (a a+a a), s.m. Share of a share, subdivision:—a patra, s.m. A deed setting forth the shares of a property
between the members of a Hind family, a deed of

partition (=a ):—a -dhr, a -dhr, adj. Sharing,
partaking; successful; (in Theology) becoming incarnate;
—s.m. Sharer, partaker; incarnation:—a -w s (ana
+va a+ka), s.m. A measure of land (equal to onetwentieth of a pilw s):—a -hr, s.m. One who takes a
share of an estate, joint sharer, co-heir; partner.
A  insh [inf. n. iv of   'to grow, spring up,' &c ], s.f.
Writing, composition; the belle-lettres; elegance of style;
style, diction:—insh-pardz, insh-gar, s.f. Writing, letter
writing; composition; elegance of composition.
A x  in-shllh [in+sh+allhu], adv. lit. 'If God wills';
God willing, Deo volente, please God:—in-shllh tal, adv.
If God the Most High wills, God willing, &c.=inshllh.
S <B  ,8 anu-san, s.m. Instructing, directing;
instruction, direction, precept, advice.
S Z 9 an-ish, part. adj. Undesire ; undesirable;
deprecable; bad, evil; ominous.
S Z c anishh, s.f. Unsteadiastness, unsteadiness.
S .Z ,c anu-shhn, s.m. Commencing;
commencement; causing to rise; following; attention,
observance, application. practice:—anu-shhn karn (-k),
To observe, attend (to), &c.
S : ¹ a-ni ay, adj. Uncertain, doubtful;—s.m.
Uncertainty, doubt.
S +  3- an-ishiddha, adj. Unprohibited,
unforbidden.
S ( (.8 a ik, s.m. Sharer, participator, partner, coheir, proprietor.
S < 8 an-aan, s.m. Abstinence from food, fasting.
S ^ ,3$
( anu-shang, s.m. Close adherence,
connection, association, attachment, conjunction,
coalition.
S   : a-navar, adj. Imperishable, indestructible,
immortal.
S   ,85 anu-ok, s.m. Sorrow, regret, penitence,
remorse.
S (8" a , s.m. Sharer, participator, partner, shareholder, co-heir;—a deed setting forth the shares or
divisions of a property;—a deed of partition between the

members of a Hind family.
S <#  ,8"! anu-lan, s.m. Practice, constant study
(=abhys, q.v.).
A  M anr, s.m. pl. (of nir), Helpers, assistants, friends
(especially of Moammad); the Arabs who attended
Moammad on his departure from Mecca to Medina.
A  Manr, adj. Pertaining to, or of, the Anr;—s.f. A
tribe of Moammadan Shai s, supposed to have come
originally from Medina.
A e M inf [inf. n. iv of gM 'to reach to the middle' (of),
&c.], s.m. Justice, equity; impartiality, fairness; decision,
equitable adjustment:—inf hn (-se), To demand or
seek justice (from), to seek redress:—inf ukn = inf
karn, q.v.:—inf-se, adv. With justice, justly, equitably,
impartially, fairly, rightly, according to desert or merit:—
inf-talab,
adj. & s.m. Seeking justice;—one who seeks

justice:—inf karn, To do justice, to do right; to see
justice done (to), to dispense justice; to decide or settle a
suit in law (=faila karn).
A 1 M inirm [inf. n. vii of 1 f 'to cut'], s.m. Ending,
completion, nishing, accomplishment, conclusion,
termination; performance; administration or
management (of an estate, &c.).
vii of w%| 'to keep,' &c.], s.m. Being
A s %q inibt [inf.n.

bound, determined, or regulated; restraint; regulation;
self-control:—inibt --auqt,
A time-table; routine (syn.

bel-b t).
A . %N intib
 [inf. n. vii of b %O 'to be stamped,' &c.], s.m.
The being stamped, impressed, or printed; impression.
A   anzr,
 s.f. pl. (of nazar),
 Looks, glances, eyes.
A 1 P  inm [inf. n. iv of 2 P  'to be good; to be agreeable,'
&c.], s.m. Benefaction, donative, gratuity, largess,
favour, gift, present; reward, prize; grant of rent-free
land:—inm--ikrm, s.m. An honourable or
distinguishing gift:—inm-ikrm, s.m. pl. Favours and
honours; rewards and dignities:—inm-patra, s.m. A
document conveying an assignment of rent-free land;
deed of grant:—inm-dr, s.m. Holder of an inm or
grant of rent-free land:—inm den (-ko), To give a
reward (to), to reward; to award a prize (to), to distribute
rewards or prizes:—inm-k pais, s.m. Prize-money.

P a P  inmat (for A. ~a P ), s.f. Benefaction, &c.=inm.
(Rare.)
A K P  inks [inf. n. vii of Im 'to reverse'], s.m. The
being reversed or inverted; inversion; re exion (as from
a mirror); repercussion, reverberation.
A  h  anfr, s.m. pl. (of nafar), Individuals, persons;
soldiers, servants.
A K h  anfs, s.m. pl. (of nafas), Breathings, respirations;
breaths, voices, words; spirits (perhaps mistakenly, as
though it were the plural of nafs; see next).
A Ih  anfus, s.m. pl. (of nafs), Spirits, souls, minds;
animate things; persons.
A Mh  inl [inf. n. vii of M_ 'to separate, sift, &c.], s.m.
Separation, division; adjustment, settlement, decision (of
a case, see faiala):—inl karn, v.t. To decide, settle
(=faiala karn).
A P h  infl [inf. n. vii of P _ 'to do'], s.m. An act which
causes a blush (as its eect); shame, modesty; confusion.
A  h  inkk [inf. n. vii of 
C _ 'to separate; set free,'
&c.], s.m. The becoming separated; dislocation (of a
bone); release (from a compact); redemption (of a
pledge or mortgage).
A } %Q  inqib [inf. n. vii of \%i 'to seize, hold,' &c.], s.m.
Detention; retention; contraction; constipation.
A 1 0Q  inqism [inf. n. vii of 2 0i 'to divide'], s.m. The being
divided; division, partition, distribution.
A qQ  inqi [inf. n. vii of qi 'to determine, decree'], s.m.
The being ended; expiration (of a term), expiry, lapse (of
a period of time);—part. adj. Ended, expired, lapsed,
elapsed; nished, accomplished, fullled.
A . NQ  inqit [inf. n. vii of b Ni 'to cut o,' &c.]; s.m. The
being cut, sundered, severed, broken o, &c.: separation,
disjunction; amputation; extinction, failure, cessation,
discontinuance; adjustment.
A 3Q  inqilb [inf. n. vii of U#i 'to turn, change'], s.m.
Change, alteration, turn, revolution, vicissitude;
inversion; transposition; subversion.
A  Q  inqiyd [inf. n. vii of  i 'to lead,' &c.], s.m.
Obedience, subjection, submission, compliance, docility,
delity.
H ( ( ank, = H ( (  k, [S. r], s.m. lit. 'Hook,

curve, bend'; numerical gure, cypher, number (syn.
adad); a letter of the alphabet; mark, spot, line, stroke
(syn. raqam), private mark (showing the selling price of
an article), mark or stamp, or gures on coins; (in
Arith.) the product of the principal into the rate and
time; curve of the body. ank or part above the hip,
embrace; share, portion:—ank-biddy (anka-vidy), s.f.
The science of numbers, arithmetic (syn. ilm--isb ):—
 k-band, s.f. Adjustment of rents:— k-dr, s.m. Sharer,
partner:—anka-kr, s.m. Assayer.
H ( (  k, = H ( ( ank, [S. r], s.m. lit. 'Hook,
curve, bend'; numerical gure, cypher, number (syn.
adad); a letter of the alphabet; mark, spot, line, stroke
(syn. raqam), private mark (showing the selling price of
an article), mark or stamp, or gures on coins; (in
Arith.) the product of the principal into the rate and
time; curve of the body. ank or part above the hip,
embrace; share, portion:—ank-biddy (anka-vidy), s.f.
The science of numbers, arithmetic (syn. ilm--isb ):—
 k-band, s.f. Adjustment of rents:— k-dr, s.m. Sharer,
partner:—anka-kr, s.m. Assayer.
S (  nak, s.m. A large military drum beaten at
one end, a kettle-drum.
H   ( a kr [S. r+], s.m.= k, q.v.
A   inkr [inf. n. iv of  'to ignore; to deny'], s.m.
Denial, negation, disavowal, disclaimer; refusal,
disallowance; contradiction; objection; rejection:—inkr
karn (-se), To deny, disallow, deny all knowledge (of), to
disclaim, gainsay, contradict; to refuse, refuse to admit;
to object (to); to reject:—inkr karne-wl, s.m. Denier;
objector; recusant; unbeliever:—inkr hon (-se), To deny,
&c.=inkr karn, q.v.
S  ," anu-kr, adj. Imitating, following;
imitative;—s.m. Imitator, &c.
H  (" u kr (from S. anka), s.f. Curve, crook, bend;
a curved line after a gure (e.g.  four annas';  'eight
annas':—without this curved line the marks would
denote 'one pice,' and 'two pice' respectively).
S  ,! anu-kl, s.m. Appointed time, due season.
H   ( a kn (caus. of a kn), v.t. To cause to be

valued, to have or get (a thing) valued or appraised; to
value, appraise; (= kn, q.v.); to examine (as cloth); to
approve of.
H   ( a ko (v.n. from a kn), s.m. Valuation,

H "  ( (76& a k ha, s.f. Shrinking, contraction;
crispness; dryness; cramp.
H  ( (7 a ka n (see a k n), v.n. To curl up

appraisement.
S  ( ankit, part. Numbered, counted, paged;

(through heat, &c.); to shrink, contract; to become crisp
or dry (cf aka n).
H  ((7" a k , = H  ((7"  k , s.f. dim. of  k ,

marked, branded, stamped, ruled (with lines), spotted,
stained; approved.
S  ,= an-ukt, part. Not told; unuttered, unsaid,

q.v.
H  ((7"  k , = H  ((7" a k , s.f. dim. of  k ,

unexpressed, understood;—s.m. Trope, allegory, parable.
S <&* ,R anu-kathan, s.m. Speaking concurrently.
A  ankar, adj. compar. & superl. (of   nakr), More, or

q.v.
H I (
j a kus, ( a kas, = H I (
j  kus, [S.
rj8], s.m. The iron hook with which elephants are

most, oensive; very disagreeable or unpleasant; odious,
detestable.
S  (j a kur, = H  (j  a kur, s.m. Sprout, shoot,

driven; goad; anything or person that acts as a spur or
impels to action, &c.:— kus mrn, v.t. To goad; to
reduce to submission, bring to obedience.
H I (
j  kus, = H I (
j a kus, ( a kas, [S.

blade, seed-bud, germ.
H  (j  a kur, = S  (j a kur, s.m. Sprout, shoot,

rj8], s.m. The iron hook with which elephants are

blade, seed-bud, germ.
H  ( a krn, a kurn = a k n, q.v.
S <E  ,34
' anu-karsha, s.m. Drawing, dragging,
attraction.
S 1  ,J/ anu-kram, s.m. Order, method, succession,
series.
S a  ,J/.4 anu-kramaik, s.f. Table or chapter of
contents, index.
S  ,4 anu-kara, s.m. Following the example (of),
imitation; mimicry.
H (" a kr (dim. of a kur, q.v.), s.f. A young sprout.
H (" a kr [S. r++], s.f. A kind of vetch,
Vicia sativa;—wet grain;—bramble (see s.v.  );—hook,
&c.= k , q.v.
H  ( (7 a k  [S. r++t], s.m. Any iron with a
curved or crooked end; hook, tenter; sh-hook; tendril,
cirrhus (in this sense a k  or a kr is the more common).
H  ( (7 a k n, a ku n [S. r+4"(], v.t. To
cause to curl up, shrink, or contract (with heat, &c.); to
make crisp (with heat); to dry; to heat, to parch (cf.
a korn and ak n).

driven; goad; anything or person that acts as a spur or
impels to action, &c.:— kus mrn, v.t. To goad; to
reduce to submission, bring to obedience.
A  0 inkisr, = A P  0inkisr, s.f. [inf. n. vii of 0 'to
break'], s.m. The being broken; humility; abjectness;
spiritlessness; despondency.
A P  0inkisr, s.f. = A  0 inkisr, [inf. n. vii of 0 'to
break'], s.m. The being broken; humility; abjectness;
spiritlessness; despondency.
A e 0 inkisf [inf. n. vii of g0 'to cause an eclipse'],
s.m. Being eclipsed (the sun); solar eclipse.
H 0(
j " ankus, a ks, s.f. (dim. of a kus, q.v.), Hook,
tenter.
A e  inkishf [inf. n. vii of g 'to manifest,' &c.], s.m.
Being disclosed; disclosure, exposure, detection.
S ( ( a kak, s.m. Arithmetician; accountant.
S  d an-akshara, adj. Unable to read, illiterate;—
s.m. An illiterate person, ignoramus, dolt, blockhead.
H < ,d4 anu-ksha [S. anukshaam), adv. Every
moment, momentarily, perpetually.
S L@  ,@ anu-kamp, s.f. Sympathy, pity,
compassion, tenderness.

H # ! -nikaln, v.n. See s.v. n.
H  ( a kn [S. r"(], v.n. To be valued,
appraised, estimated, weighed, measured, &c. (see next).
H  (  kn (caus. of a kn), v.t. To value, appraise,
estimate, weigh, measure, count, reckon; to judge,
consider; to mark, stamp, distinguish (a thing) by a
mark; to page (a book);—to remove disease or pain by
spells and incantations (syn. jh n).
H  ({  k [S. r+], s.m. One who values, &c.;
appraiser (=ankak); an ocer employed to survey and
appraise standing crops.
H   (M  a kauw, s.m.=k, q.v. (syn. madr).
H   (  a kwr [S. r+.!], s.f. Embrace; bosom:
—a kwr bharn, To take into, or to ll, the embrace; to
embrace.
H   (  a kwn (caus. of  kn), v.t. To cause to
value, &c.; also=a kn, q.v.
H    B{& ann-k , s.m. See s.v. ann.
H   ({ a k r, = H   ({  a k r, =a kur, a kur,
q.q.v.
H   ({  a k r, = H   ({ a k r, =a kur, a kur,
q.q.v.
H   (5 a korn (caus. of a kurn), v.t. To make
crisp; to dry up; to parch; to heat, warm.
H   (57 a ko  [S. r+.!+t], s.m. A large hook;
a kind of grapnel.
S  ,!
{ anu-k l, adj. Conformable to; acting in
concert with; favourable, agreeable, well-disposed,
friendly, kind, propitious, gracious;—s.m. Friend; helper;
companion.
S *!  ,!
{  anu-k lat, s.f. Conformity; consent;
concert; concord, goodwill, favour.
S  !  ,{  nu-k lya, vulg. anu-k lya, s.m. Help,
assistance, patronage.
H )  ( 
h  a kwaiy, s.m.=a kak and  k , q.q.v.
H & L anakh, anukh (v.n. of ankhn), s.f. Angry look;
displeasure, anger; envy, malignity, malice, wickedness.
H & (L  kh [S. .d], s.f. Eye; sight; look, glance,

regard, observation; discernment, judgment, sense:—
 kh n or -jn, To have in ammation of the eyes, to
suer from ophthalmia; to have a sore eye; to be bleareyed:— kh-anjan, s.f. A stye on the eyelid (see anjan
and anjanhr):— kh uhn, To raise the eyes; to give up,
leave o, relinquish, resign;— kh uhkar na dekhn(-ko),
lit. 'Not to raise the eyes and look'; not to notice, to
disregard, to treat with disdain; to keep the eyes down;
to be abashed or ashamed; to be humble, bashful, shy,
or dident:— kh uhn, v.n.= kh n, q.v.:— kh
 na
hon, v.n. To be unable to raise the eyes (through
shame, &c.):— kh ba n (-k), To avoid the eye (of),
elude the observation (of); to steal away secretly, slink
away;—to avoid seeing or noticing, to pretend not to see
(one); to turn the eyes aside, look another way;— kh
ba -ke, adv. Secretly, stealthily:— kh ba n, v.n. To take
o the eyes; to have (one's) attention withdrawn:— kh
(or  khe ) badaln or badal-len, To regard with altered
looks; to view with variable regards; to be ckle or
inconstant; to be changed; to withdraw (one's) favour or
regard:— kh barbar rakhn(apn), To preserve (one's)
look or regard unaltered, to keep friendship or regard
unaltered:— kh barbar na kar-sakn, Not to be able to
look steadfastly into another's face; to be ashamed, shy,
or sheepish:— kh band kar-len (-se, or -k taraf-se),
To

shut the eyes (to); to close the eyes, fall asleep, die; to
turn away (from), take no notice (of), to treat with
neglect; to retire (from), relinquish, give up:— kh band
hon, v.n. lit. 'The eyes to be closed'; to be asleep; to fall
asleep; to die:— kh bhar or bhar-ke dekhn or dekh-len (k taraf),
To look (at) till (one's) curiosity is fully satised;

to stare steadily and long (at); to bestow a full gaze
(upon), to cast angry looks (at), look angry or
threatening (at);—to cast amorous glances (at), gaze
amorously (upon):— kh (or nkhe ) bhar-ln, To have
eyes full of tears, to be ready to cry:— kh-bhau a hn,
 kh-e h karn, To raise the eyes and eyebrows (in
anger, &c.), to look angry, to frown; to look disgusted, or
with dislike (at), make a wry face (at); to show contempt,
look disdainfully (upon or at):— kh (or  khe ) pathrn
or pathr-jn, The eyes to become petried, the eyes to
become dim through constant gazing, &c.):— kh ph -

ph -ke dekhn, To look or gaze (at) with strained and
eager eyes, to observe with eagerness and anxiety; to
stare (at) with all (one's) eyes; to look (at) in
astonishment; to scrutinize closely:— kh pha akn, To
feel a pulsation in the eye (if the pulsation be in the
right eye of a man or the left of a woman it is regarded
as an omen of some desirable event, whilst the contrary
is considered unlucky):— kh ph n or ph -jn, lit. 'The
eye to burst and run out'; to lose an eye, to become
blind; to have one's eyes knocked out or put out;— kh
ph  pr ga, prov. 'The eye is lost and the pain is gone';
better the eye out than constant pain (said also of a
contention which has ceased through the object of it
being lost to both parties):— kh-pho ,  kh-pho i,
s.m. A midge that ies into the eyes at night:— kh
pho n or pho -len (-k), To destroy the eye (of), to
render blind; to ruin the sight (by hard study, eager
watching, &c.); to study hard, apply (oneself) closely; to
watch or expect in vain:— kh phern or pher-len (-se),
To look another way, turn away (from), avoid, shun; to
turn up the eye (as in pain, &c.):— kh phailn, To open
the eyes wide, to stare; to look astonished; to be
discerning, wise, prudent, or judicious:— kh hand karn,
To cool the eyes with water (when heated with weeping,
as is the Hind custom on the third day after the death
of a relative); to refresh the eye, to gratify the eye (with
a sight of); to derive consolation, be comforted:— kh
jhapakn, lit. 'The eyes to blink'; to blink; to doze, be
heavy with sleep, begin to fall asleep; to be dazzled; to be
timid:— kh jhukn, lit. 'The eyes to lower or close'; to
doze, &c. (= kh jhapakn, q.v.); to have the eyes lowered
(through modesty, shame, or timidity:— kh urn (-se),
To avert the eyes (from,—through pride, shame, or
dislike); to avoid the eyes or sight (of); to avoid, shun;
not to attend (to), not to notice, to disregard; to pretend
not to see, to connive (at):— kh a hn, To look angry,
&c. (= kh-bhau a hn, q.v.); to be intoxicated (see
next):— kh a hn (-se), To have eyes heavy or drowsy
(from intoxication, or want of sleep, or head-ache); to
have eyes marked by debauch; to have the eyes turned
up (in death), to be dying:— kh amkn, To make the
eyes a h or dance; to roll one's eyes (in anger, or as a

blandishment):— kh hipn or hupn (-se) =  kh
urn, q.v.:— kh r- r dekhn,  kh r-ke dekhn =  kh
ph -ph -ke dekhn, q.v.:— kh dbn, To close, or press
close, the eyes; to forbid by signs:— kh dikhn, To look
angry or threatening, to stare deantly; to frown, scowl
(= kh-bhau a hn and  kh a hn); to menace, browbeat, deter:— kh dekhn (-k), To observe the eyes (of)
with a view to guidance, &c.; to receive education in the
company (of):— kh dekhke, adv. After having observed
(another's) eyes, at a hint or sign (from):— kh ln (par), To cast or set eyes (on), to look (over), glance (at);
to cast wanton glances (at):— kh ababn, To have
the eyes full of tears (= kh bhar ln):— kh hakn
(obsolete), lit. 'To have the eyes covered'; to die; to be
ashamed:— kh rakhn (-par), To have the eyes xed
(on), to look hopefully (to); to regard with love or
friendship; to set lustful or wanton eyes (upon= kh
ln):— kh sur  karn, lit. 'To redden the eyes'; to look
angry, to be very angry:  kh-se dekhke, adv. With the
eyes open, with full knowledge (of consequences);
knowingly, wittingly:— kh roshan karn (-se), To rejoice
or delight the eyes (with a sight of); to meet or to visit a
friend or a person of rank:— kh-se girna (-k), To fall in
the regard or esteem (of), to lose the favour or regard
(of), to be out of favour, be disgraced, become
contemptible:— kh se kn or sekn, lit. 'To warm the
eyes'; to refresh, rejoice, or feast the eyes (with the
sight of); to derive consolation (from), to comfort or
console oneself:— kh-k tr, lit. 'The pupil of the
eye';= kh-k putl, q.v.:— kh khaakn, To have a painful
throbbing in the eye, have a pain in the eyes:— kh
khuln (-k), lit. 'The eyes to open'; to be born; to awake
from sleep, become awake; to have the eyes opened; to
become aware (of), to attain to a knowledge (of); to
become conscious; to be alive (to), to be put on (one's)
guard (against); to be astonished or amazed:— kh kholn
or khol-den (-k), To open the eyes (of); to make aware
or cognizant (of), to impart knowledge (to); to open
(one's own) eyes, to awake from sleep, to open the eyes
wide, to stare; to stare in wonder, astonishment, &c.; to
become wise, discerning, or prudent:— kh- (or  kho -)
k putl, lit. 'The pupil of the eye'; the apple of (one's)

eye, darling, pet:— kh-ke r bar ,  kh-ke smhne, adv. In
the sight (of), before the eyes (of), in presence (of):—
 kh garm karn=  kh sekn, q.v.:— kh ghurakn, To look
angrily or menacingly (at):— kh lajn, To have the
eyes lowered through shame or modesty (= kh jhukn):
— kh la n (-se), To look steadfastly (at), meet stare
with stare; to interchange glances; to communicate a
secret by signs; to cast amorous glances, make love with
the eyes (= kh mi-ln):— kh la n (-se), To encounter
the eyes (of); to exchange love-glances; to fall in love
(with), be enamoured (of):— kh lagn (-se), To x the
eyes (on), form an attachment (to), fall in love (with); to
look up (to), to respect, honour:— kh-lagn, lit. 'The
eyes to close'; to fall asleep, to doze; to have the eyes
xed on another (as an object of aection), to be
enamoured (of);— kh-lag, s.m. A man on whom a
woman's aections are set, a paramour;— kh-lag, s.f. A
woman on whom a man's aections are set; a mistress:
— kh mrn, To make a sign with the eye, to wink, tip
the wink; stop (any one) by a sign; to cast amorous
glances:— kh mi kn, lit. 'To shut and open the eyes
alternately'; to blink; to wink, make a sign:— khmi auwal (or mu auwal), s.m.  kh-mi aul (or -mu aul),
s.m.  kh mi aul (or -mu aul), s.f. Blind man's bu (syn.
ashm-bandak;—see  kh m n):— kh miln, To look
(one) in the face, gaze full in the face (of); to exchange
glances (see  kh la n); to contract friendship, &c.:—
 kh miln =  kh la n, q.v.:— kh mi - (or -mi -) jn, lit.
'The eye to become closed'; to die:— kh-mu daul,  khmu dauwal, s.m. Blind man's bu (= kh mi aul):— kh
mo n =  kh phern, q.v.:— kh m d-ke, adv. With the
eyes shut, blindly, inconsiderately:— kh-m dn =  kh
band kar-len, q.v.:— kh-mudaur, s.m.= kh-mi aul, q.v.:
— kh m n, or m n, To close the eyes, to blindfold; to
shut and close the eyes, to wink (= kh mi kn); to wink
(at), connive (at):— kh mail karn, To look angry, frown,
scowl:— kh-me  kh miln, To look one boldly in the
face, meet glance with glance (after the manner of one
who is not ashamed, or has nothing to fear):— kh-me
jn an,  kh-me j n, a kh-me dam n, To have fresh
life in the eyes, to revive, recover;—to be reduced to
great straits, be reduced to the last extremity, be at the

point of death:— kh-me sl na hon, lit. 'To have no
moisture in the eyes'; to be cold and indierent, to be
hard-hearted or pitiless; to be bold, brazen, shameless:—
 kh na hairn (-par, or -ke smhne), To be unable to x
the gaze (on); to be dazzled (by):— kh na rakhn, To have
no eyes, not to look; to lack discernment, be mentally
blind;—to have no hope or expectation:— kh
nam karn =  kh bhar-ln, q.v.:— kho -par bihn,
 kho -par rakhn, v.t. lit. 'To set or place on one's eyes';
to treat with esteem, veneration, or honour; to prize,
hold dear, love, regard highly:— kho -par baihn, To be
revered or esteemed; to be beloved; to be treated with
honour:— kho -par hikr rakhn or rakh-len, To be blind
to all shame, to be shameless; to be wanting in feeling,
to care nothing (for), to be indierent (to):— kho
dekhn,  kho -se dekhn, To see with one's own eyes:—
 kho dekh mn, kno sun na mn, prov. Seeing is
believing:— kho -se, adv. With all my heart and soul,
willingly, cheerfully (=ba sar o ashm):— kho n-k tel
nikln, To draw tears from the eyes; to try the eyes
sorely (by close application), to pore over (a book), work
hard (with the needle, &c.):— kho -k kjal urn, lit.
'To steal the lamp-black of the eyes'; to be a very expert
thief, to steal the teeth out of one's mouth:— kho -me ,
adv. By a movement or glance of the eye:— kho -me
n, or -jn, To get into the head (wine, &c.), to
intoxicate; to be intoxicated:— kho -me phirn,  kho me samn, To be always before (one's) eyes; to be ever
in (one's) mind:— kho -me ubhn, To delight the eye;
to rejoice; to charm, to fascinate:— kho -me arbi
hn, To be blinded by pride, vanity, lust, &c.; to be
wilfully blind, to pretend not to know one:— kho -me
r hon, lit. 'To be a thorn in the eye'; to be painful to
the eyes, to prove a very unpleasant sight, to be an eyesore, to be viewed with envy and dislike:— kho -me
k (or dh l) ln (-k), To throw dust in the eyes (of);
to blind, deceive, cheat, impose upon; to commend or
pu wares of an inferior quality; to pilfer or snatch away
anything quickly and secretly:— kho -me rt kan,
 kho -me rt le-jn, To pass the night awake, to have
restless or sleepless nights:— kho -me sal phern (k), To deprive of sight, to blind:— kho -me khubn =

 kho -me ubhn, q.v.:— kho -me khu akn =  kho me khaakn, and  kho -me r hon, q.q.v.:— kho me ghar karn,  kho -me basn (-k), l t. 'To dwell in the
eyes' (of); to win the aections (of), possess the heart
(of); to have one's image ever before the eyes (cf.
 kho -me phirna);—to blind, hoodwink, deceive; to deny
(a fact); to persist in one's own erroneous opinions:—
 kho -me na hairn, To appear worthless, or of small
account, to be thought little of; to be disapproved of:—
 kho -h ankho -me , adv. By a mere movement or
glance of the eye; at a glance:— khe bi hn, To
cherish, esteem, &c. (= kho -par bihn, q.v.):— khe
phan or pha-jn, To feel the eyes bursting (with pain);
to look on astonished till the eyes are ready to burst, to
gaze in astonishment;—to be consumed with envy or
jealousy:— khe r hon, lit. 'Four eyes to meet'; to look
into each other's eyes (see r  khe hon, s.v. r);—
 khe hat-se lagn or lag-jn, To have the eyes turned
upward in anxious expectation; to have the eyes turned
upward in death, to be dying:— khe  n, To have a
bursting pain in the eyes (= khe phan); to have
in amed or sore eyes (= kh n):— khe dau n, To
run the eyes round, to look about or around (eagerly or
anxiously); to cast wanton glances around:— khe
dekhn (-k), To study the inclination, wishes, or temper
(of); to behave respectfully (towards); to take example
(from), learn (from a better); to be used to good society;
to have seen all sorts of society; to be no better than the
example set before one:— khe smne karn, To look one
boldly, or shamelessly, in the face:— khe sufaid hon,
To have a lm over the eye, to become blind (with
weeping and vain expectation):— khe lag-rahn or lag
rahn (-k taraf),
The eyes to be xed intently (on, or in

the direction of), to look out anxiously for:— khe
nikln (-k), To take out the eyes (of), deprive of sight;—
to look angrily or menacingly (at), to menace (= kh
aikhna, and a khn):— khe nl-pl karn, To turn red
and blue with rage, become livid with anger, to look very
angry:— khe hon, To have eyes, to be able to see
(mentally); to get sense or discernment.
H & (L  kh (for  k, from  kn, q.v.), s.f. Valuation,
appraisement, estimation, calculation; adjustment of the

rents to be paid by the coparceners through the person
held liable for the realization of the Government
demand.
H & (L  kh (=( q.v.), s.f. The bend or hollow near
the knee-pan.
H & (L  kh [S. rj], s.m. Sprout, shoot; sprout or
shoot in the joint of sugar-cane (=a khu); ospring,
issue, child.
H & ,L! anu-khl [S. ,+L!], s.m. Ditch, fosse,
trench, moat; creek.
H  & (L ankhn (from  kh, 'eye'), v.n. To look
angry or threatening; to be angry or displeased; to be
peevish or fretful.
H  & (L  kh , a kho, s.m. (sce  kh), Valuation,
&c.; rough estimate or valuation (without actual
measurement) of a standing crop, &c.
H & (L  khar [S. d], s.m.=a har, q.v.
H &(L" a khr, = H  (L7" a kh , [ kh+dim. a.
r, or  = S. ], s.f. (dim. of  kh), Eye; glance of the eye.
H  (L7" a kh , = H &(L" a khr, [ kh+dim. a.
r, or  = S. ], s.f. (dim. of  kh), Eye; glance of the eye.
H <& (L a khan, s.m. The space between two pillars
or beams. (The word is, I believe, peculiar to Southern
India.)
H & (.L a khiy [S. .d+], s.f. (dim. of  kh), Eye;
glance of the eye; love-glance. (The plural is ankhiy ).
H  & (L, a khu [S. (j +t], s.m.=ankur and  kh,
q.q.v.
S ^ r$ anga, ang, = H ^ ($  g, s.m. Body, limb,
member; part, portion, share; a division or subdivision
(of a science, &c.);— g, s.m. Demand per head for
pasturing cattle, an agistment:—ang-biddy (anga-vidy),
s.f. The science which treats of the structure of the
body, anatomy (=ilm--tashr); knowledge of the lucky
and unlucky marks of the body:—ang-bal, s.m. Power of
body:—any bhang karn (-k), To cut o a limb; to mutilate:
—ang bhang hon (-k), To have a limb cut o; to be
mutilated; to be crippled; to be sti in the joints:—ang (or
 g) paka n, To gain esh, become plump or fat:—anga-

ja, angaj, s.m. lit. 'Produced from the body'; a son;—angaj, ang-j, s.f. A daughter:—ang- hedan, s.m. Cutting o a
limb; mutilation:—ang-rg, s.m. Application of scented
unguents or cosmetics to the body (especially after
bathing):—ang-hang, s.m.=hang, q.v.:—ang-rakh,
s.m.=angarkh, q.v.:—ang-shr, s.f. Shivering of the body;
ague:—ang (or  g) godn (-k), To puncture the body and
introduce colouring matter (generally indigo), to tattoo:
—ang (or  g) lagn or lag-den (-me ), To place (a
thing) close to the body, to place the body close (to a
thing); to embrace, clasp; to put on, to wear (clothes); to
carry or take away (with one); to unite or join (-to, -ke,
as in marriage):—ang (or  g) lagn, v.n. To be brought or
placed in contact with the body; to be embraced; to be
assimilated (food); to be nourished, grow stout; to tell
(upon):—ang- (or  g-) ma , s.f.= g-mo , q.v.:—ang (or
 g) mo n, To turn or twist the body, to stretch
(oneself); to turn away (from, -se), shrink (from); to
avoid, shun; to bend or bow (in humility), to be humble
and unassuming;— g-mo , s.f. Stretching; yawning:—
ang-nys, s.m. A religious ceremony which consists in
touching certain parts of the body according to the rules
prescribed in the stras:—ang-wr, s.m. The proprietor
of a small portion of a village; mutual aid in tillage.
H ^ ($  g, = S ^ r$ anga, ang, s.m. Body, limb,

introduce colouring matter (generally indigo), to tattoo:
—ang (or  g) lagn or lag-den (-me ), To place (a
thing) close to the body, to place the body close (to a
thing); to embrace, clasp; to put on, to wear (clothes); to
carry or take away (with one); to unite or join (-to, -ke,
as in marriage):—ang (or  g) lagn, v.n. To be brought or
placed in contact with the body; to be embraced; to be
assimilated (food); to be nourished, grow stout; to tell
(upon):—ang- (or  g-) ma , s.f.= g-mo , q.v.:—ang (or
 g) mo n, To turn or twist the body, to stretch
(oneself); to turn away (from, -se), shrink (from); to
avoid, shun; to bend or bow (in humility), to be humble
and unassuming;— g-mo , s.f. Stretching; yawning:—
ang-nys, s.m. A religious ceremony which consists in
touching certain parts of the body according to the rules
prescribed in the stras:—ang-wr, s.m. The proprietor
of a small portion of a village; mutual aid in tillage.
S ^ ,$ anu-ga, anug, adj. & s.m. Following, succeeding;

member; part, portion, share; a division or subdivision
(of a science, &c.);— g, s.m. Demand per head for
pasturing cattle, an agistment:—ang-biddy (anga-vidy),
s.f. The science which treats of the structure of the
body, anatomy (=ilm--tashr); knowledge of the lucky
and unlucky marks of the body:—ang-bal, s.m. Power of
body:—any bhang karn (-k), To cut o a limb; to mutilate:
—ang bhang hon (-k), To have a limb cut o; to be
mutilated; to be crippled; to be sti in the joints:—ang (or
 g) paka n, To gain esh, become plump or fat:—angaja, angaj, s.m. lit. 'Produced from the body'; a son;—angaj, ang-j, s.f. A daughter:—ang- hedan, s.m. Cutting o a
limb; mutilation:—ang-rg, s.m. Application of scented
unguents or cosmetics to the body (especially after
bathing):—ang-hang, s.m.=hang, q.v.:—ang-rakh,
s.m.=angarkh, q.v.:—ang-shr, s.f. Shivering of the body;
ague:—ang (or  g) godn (-k), To puncture the body and

be embraced in both arms, a double armful (syn. kaul);—
axle, axle-tree (of a cart); hire, fare.
H  J ($ angr [S. r$], = H  J ($ angr [S.

—follower, dependant, servant (=anugm, q.v.).
H J ($ ang [S. r$+t], s.m. A long coat or tunic
worn by men (Hinds and Mohammadans).
H J ($ ang [from S. r or r$], s.f. Nurse,
nursemaid, y.
H J ($  g [S. r$ or r$+t], s.m. As much as can

r$t], s.m. Heated charcoal, a live coal, re,
rebrand, a bit of re, cinder, spark; burning matter;
charcoal; Tuesday:—angr-par (or angro -par) lon, To
roll on re (as a religious austerity); to be very restless
or disquieted, to lie (as it were) on thorns; to burn with
rage, envy, or jealousy:—angre barasn, To rain sparks of
re, to rain re:—angre-k k , s.m. The salamander.
H  J ($ angr [S. r$t], = H  J ($ angr [S.
r$], s.m. Heated charcoal, a live coal, re, rebrand,
a bit of re, cinder, spark; burning matter; charcoal;
Tuesday:—angr-par (or angro -par) lon, To roll on re
(as a religious austerity); to be very restless or
disquieted, to lie (as it were) on thorns; to burn with

rage, envy, or jealousy:—angre barasn, To rain sparks of
re, to rain re:—angre-k k , s.m. The salamander.
H  J($" angr, s.f. dim. of angr, q.v.
H  J($" angr [S. r$], s.f. A small re-pan;
chang-dish, brazier, a small stove (syn. angeh).
H  J($" angkr, = H   J($7" angk , [S.
r$], s.f. Small cakes of our, &c. baked on live
coals or cinders (cf. apt).
H   J($7" angk , = H  J($" angkr, [S.
r$], s.f. Small cakes of our, &c. baked on live
coals or cinders (cf. apt).
S a J,$/" anu-gm, adj. Following, succeeding;
consequent (on); imitating; attached (to), devoted (to);
obedient;—s.m. Follower, successor; imitator; dependant,
companion, attaché, servant.
P < %J angabn, s.m. Honey (=anjabn).
S J ,$ anu-gat, part. adj. Gone after, followed;
imitated;—following, attached (to), dependent (on);—s.m.
Follower, &c.=anugm, q.v.
S J r$ ingit, s.m. Intimation, suggestion, hint, sign,
gesture, motion; search, inquiry, research.
S + J ($ angad, s.m. A bracelet worn on the upper arm;
(in Myth.) Name of the son of Bl, king of the monkeys.
H 7^ ($§ angaiy, angay [S. r$+m.BR+t],
s.m. One who carries money or jewels about his person,
concealed in his quilted coat.
S (J ,m6 anu-grhak, = S J,m6" anu-grh,
adj. & s.m. Favouring, shewing kindness (to), helping;—
Patron, supporter, helper.
S J,m6" anu-grh, = S (J ,m6 anu-grhak,
adj. & s.m. Favouring, shewing kindness (to), helping;—
Patron, supporter, helper.
H $J($f' angr, s.f.= 8 ^ ang , q.v.
H & J ($L angarkh, ang-rakh [S. r$+dt], s.m. lit.
'Body protector'; a long tunic or coat worn by men
(Musalmans and Hinds,—the former having it made to
open on the left (cf. ap-kan), the latter to open on the
right:—syn. ang).

H & J ($L" angarkh, s.f. dim. of angarkh, q.v.
S ?J ,m6 anu-grah s.m. Favour, grace, kindness,
indulgence; help, support:—anugrah-ptra, s.m. Recipient
of kindness, or of special favour; favourite; protégé:—
anugrah karn (-par), To do a kindness or favour (to); to
favour.
S J,m6" anu-grah, s.m.=anugrh, q.v.
S  J ,m6" anu-grahta, part. Favoured; graciously
accepted;—s.m. A favoured object; favourite.
H J($" angr (dim. from ang), s.f. Armour; doublet.
H J($, " angur, s.f.=angul, ungl, q.v.
H o)J (m²
< angrez, vulg. angrej (corr. of 'English'), s.m. An
Englishman.
H o)J (m²
<  angrezan [an = S. "], An Englishwoman.
H o)Jm<²" angrez, vulg. angrej, adj. English, British;—
s.f. English, the English language=angrez-zabn:— angrezn, s.m. A student of English, one who is studying
English:—angrez-dn, s.m. One who knows English; an
English scholar.
H  ^ $7 an-ga , adj.=an-ga h, q.v.
H  ^ ($7 ang n [caus. from S. $ or r$], v.n.
To twist the body, stretch the limbs; to yawn; to roll and
toss about in bed (see the more common ag  len, s.v.
ang ).
H 8 ^($7 ang  (v.n. of ang n), s.f. Twisting or
stretching the limbs (especially the upper members);
yawning:—ang  to n, To stretch oneself, or to yawn, so
as to impart the desire to do likewise to another (which
is disapproved of):—ang  len, To stretch the limbs, to
endeavour to shake o drowsiness; to yawn (=ang n).
H  ^ $i an-ga h, = H  ^ $i an-ga h, [S. 
+V&; cf. the H. an-ghar], adj. Unformed, unfashioned,
unshaped, unworked, unwrought, unnished, crude,
rough, unpolished, uncivilized, ill-bred, ill-mannered,
rude, uncouth, awkward, clownish; unset (as a stone or
jewel); ill-arranged, ill-matched; disconnected,
incoherent; wild, absurd (as speech, &c.);—s.m. A rough,
awkward fellow; an unlicked cub. (See angha .)

H  ^ $i an-ga h, = H  ^ $i an-ga h, [S. 
+V&; cf. the H. an-ghar], adj. Unformed, unfashioned,
unshaped, unworked, unwrought, unnished, crude,
rough, unpolished, uncivilized, ill-bred, ill-mannered,
rude, uncouth, awkward, clownish; unset (as a stone or
jewel); ill-arranged, ill-matched; disconnected,
incoherent; wild, absurd (as speech, &c.);—s.m. A rough,
awkward fellow; an unlicked cub. (See angha .)
P J angusht [Pehl. angust, Zend angusta, S. r$,c], s.f.
Finger:—angusht--shahdat, s.f. The fore-nger (lit. 'the
nger of testimony or profession,'—so called because
the Mohammadans hold it up when making a profession
of faith:—see bat-ungl):—angusht-num, adj. Pointed at
with the nger; famous, notorious; pointed at in scorn,
held in contempt;—s.m. An object of distinction or
notoriety; an object of scorn or contempt;—angusht-num
hon, To be pointed at or out as a famous person, to be
famous; to be pointed to in scorn, be made the object of
scorn, &c.
P  *J angushtna (or, by contr. angushtn), s.m. A ring,—
especially one worn on the thumb; an archer's thumbstall; a thimble.
P *Jangushtar, s.f. A ring,—especially one worn on the
nger (in contradistinction to angushtna: syn. ang h.
S BZJ r$,c angushha, s.m. Thumb; great toe; thumb's
breadth (as a measure: See ang h).
H J ($!
, angul, ($! ungal [S. r$,!], s.m. Finger;
thumb; great toe; nger's length; nger's breadth, a
measure equal to eight barley-corns:—angul-ba , ungalb , s.m. Whitlow, felon.
H I#J ($n inglis (corr. from 'English'; see inglisy), s.f.
Pension.
P  *0#J inglistn (i.e. 'English'+stn), s.m. England.
H 0#J ($n inglisiy, inglisy, s.m. An invalided or
pensioned soldier or siph; pensioner. (The word most
probably meaut, originally, 'One who receives an
allowance from the English.')
H #J ($!
, " angul, ($!" ungl [S. r$,!"], s.f. Finger,
nger's breadth:—ungl uhn, To raise the nger; to
point the nger (at); to make a sign; to stir;—ungl-par

(or ungliyo -par) na n (-ko), lit. 'To make one dance
upon, or after, one's ngers'; to lead (one) a ne dance,
to harass, jade, distress; to do as one pleases with (a
person); to tri e with, play with, make a fool of, make
jest of, ridicule:—ungl akn, v.n. To snap or crack the
ngers:—ungl rakhn (-par), To place the nger (upon); to
cover or conceal with a nger; to point out (errors), to
criticize, nd fault (with); to interfere (with), molest,
worry, harass:—ungl lagn (-ko), To touch with a nger,
lay a nger upon, to strike:—ungl na n, To jeer, taunt,
or annoy one by moving the middle nger (before him):
—ungliy uhn, lit. 'Fingers to rise'; to be notorious, to
be the object of scorn or contempt (=angusht-num hon):
—ungl la n, To scratch, claw:—bat-ungl, s.f. The forenger (=angusht--shahdat):—p j-ungl, s.f. The nger
with which sandal is applied or sprinkled; the nger on
which the wedding ring is worn by European women:—
pair-k ungl, s.f. Toe:—d to -me ungl dabn (or den),
To place the fore-nger between the teeth by way of
expressing astonishment, sorrow, or amazement at a
sudden calamity; to be astonished or amazed:—ainungl, s.f. The middle-nger (=b -k, or bi l ungl: It is so
called from the superstitious notion that the nger has
some bewitching or malignant virtue in it):—kalm-k
ungl, kalme-k ungl, s.f. Fore-nger (=bat-ungl):—kanungl, s.f. The little nger.
H R#J ($p& angle [S. r$+.!Q?], s.f. Body, person,
form, build, make, physical frame.
H 0 #J ($n" inglsiy, s.m.=inglisiy, q.v.
S <@ J ,$/ anu-gaman, s.m. Going after, following.
(The term is applied to the ceremony of the burning of a
Hind widow who has heard of her husband's death
when from home.)
H <J ($  gan [S. r$], s.m. Inclosed space
adjoining a house; court-yard, court, area, quadrangle
(also written angn and angn: syn. an and auk).
H <J ($ u gan, s.m.=u gn, q.v.
H J ($ a gn, s.m.= gan, q.v.
S J r$ angan, angn, s.f. A well-formed woman, a
beauty; a woman.

H J $ an-gin (an+perf. part. of ginn, q.v.), adj.
Uncounted, unreckoned, untold; countless, numberless,
innumerable, incalculable (=be-gint, be-shumr):—an-gin
baras, s.m. lit. 'The unreckoned year'; the eighth year of
one's age (cf. next):—angin mahn, s.m. lit. 'The
unreckoned month'; the eighth month of pregnancy. (As
an eight month's child seldom lives, the eighth month
or year has come to be superstitiously regarded in the
East as unlucky.)
H  J($ angn, s.f. Court-yard, &c.= gan, q.v.
H J $.4 an-gait, $.4 an-giat, = H *J
$4" an-gat,$" angint, [S. +$.4], adj.=angin, q.v.
H *J $4" an-gat, $" angint, = H J
$.4 an-gait,$.4 an-giat, [S. +$.4], adj.=angin, q.v.
H J ($" u gn, s.f. Drowsiness, &c.=u gh (the more
com. form, q.v.);—greasing the wheels of a cart or
carriage. (See ghn, gn.)
H  J ($  ang-wr, s.m. See s.v. ang.
H  J ($5& ango [S. r$+$P], s.f.=angle, q.v.
H  J ($_
0  ang h [S. r$,c+t], s.m. Thumb; great
toe:—ang h mn (-k), lit. 'To kiss the toe'; to atter,
act the toady (to), play the sycophant:—ang h dikhn (ko), To show the thumb (to one) in deance or derision,
or to signify a desire for sexual intercourse; to
tri e with; to signify 'Don't you wish you may get it' (cf.
heng dikhn):—ang he-pe mrn (-ko), To regard as vile
or contemptible, to hold of no account.
H  J ($_
0 " ang h [S. r$,c+], s.f. Finger-ring; toering.
H &= J ($5+ ango h, ($M+ angau h [S. r$+ k, or
ang+po h, fr. po hn, 'to wipe,' q.v.], s.m. A cloth which
Hinds fasten round their waists when bathing, and
afterwards wipe themselves with; a towel.
H &= J($5+" ango h, s.f. dim. of ango h, q.v.
P  J ang r, s.m. The Grape, Vitis vinifera; granulations in
a healing sore, cicatrice, scab of a sore:—ang r n, ang r
bandhn, ang r bhar-ln, v.n. To cicatrize, to heal (as a

sore):—ang r phan, ang r ta akhn, v.n. The cicatrice or
scab of a sore or wound to crack or break:—ang r-k sirk,
s.m. Grape vinegar:—ang r-k manw, s.m.=ang r-k a,
s.f. Vine-arbour or frame, vinery, vineyard; reworks in
imitation of clusters on a vine.
H  J ($5 angor [S. r$+Tvj&t?], s.m. Gnat,
musquito, midge.
P  Jang r, adj. Of or belonging to the grape:—ang r
bg, s.m. Vineyard.
H ) J ($M angauriy (cf. ang-wr), s.m. Allowing the
use of a plough in lieu of wages in money or kind.
P ?d J ang za, s.m. Assafœtida.
H J J ($g$ a gau g [S. r$+r$+t], s.m.
Perquisites from the threshing- oor to the village god,
Brhmans, &c.
S &J V an-agh, adj. Sinless, guiltless, blameless,
innocent.
H K &J (V u ghs, s.f.=u gh and

gh, q.q.v.

H  &J (V a ghn = aghn, q.v.
H  &J (V u ghn, v.n. To be drowsy, to doze,
&c.= ghn, q.v.
H $ &J (V u gh (v.n. from u ghn, or

ghn), s.f.

Drowsiness, sleepiness, dozing, heaviness, dulness
(= gh, q.v.).
H 4J ($6
,  anguhat = ang h, q.v.
H J V7 an-gha , adj.=an-ga h, q.v.
H  J (V7 a gh , s.m. A ring of mixed metal worn on
the great toe by people of low caste.
H ? J V7 angha pan, = H  ? J V7
angha pan, s.m. Roughness, crudeness; awkwardness,
clumsiness, want of polish, coarseness, rudeness,
incivility, ill-breeding, bad manners; stupidity.
H  ? J V7 angha pan, = H ? J V7
angha pan, s.m. Roughness, crudeness; awkwardness,
clumsiness, want of polish, coarseness, rudeness,
incivility, ill-breeding, bad manners; stupidity.
H C J V7 angha at, anga hat (see anga h), s.f.
Disconnected, or incoherent, or nonsensical speech;

nonsense, gibberish.
H  &JV<" an-gher, s.f. Unsuitable time, inopportune

S  ! anil, s.f. (but m. in S.), Wind, air; breath.

moment.
S J ($" ang, adj. Bodily, corporeal.

ointment.
S 1 # ,!5/ anu-lom, adj. & adv. With the hair, with the

H J$" anag (from n, q.v.), s.f. Allowance or
discount of one anna in the rupee.
H J ($"  g, = H J ($ angiy, [S. r$+], s.f. A
short under-jacket worn by women; bodice; stays:—
angiy-k kaor, s.f. The receptacles for the breasts in a
bodice; gussets.
H J ($ angiy, = H J ($"  g, [S. r$+], s.f. A
short under-jacket worn by women; bodice; stays:—
angiy-k kaor, s.f. The receptacles for the breasts in a
bodice; gussets.
H J , anu-gy (S. anu-jn), s.f. Order, command.
H RJ (G& ange, s.f.=angle, q.v.
H RJ ($"_ angh [S. .¢ +TR+t], s.m. Receptacle for
re, re-stand; a goldsmith's furnace.
H RJ ($"_" angh, (G_" angeh, vulg. ange (dim. of
angh, q.v.), s.f. A vessel for holding re, brazier,
chang-dish, grate, stove.
P o J angez, part. act. [of ange tan; Zend hãm+rt. vij; S.
sam+vij], Stirring up, rousing, exciting, raising,
fomenting, causing;—raised, elevated, &c. (used as last
member of comp. e.g. tna-angez, adj. & s.m. Strifeexciting; mischievous; mischief-maker, &c.).
H o J (G² angezn (from angez), v.t. To stir up, excite;
to bear, endure, suer, experience.
S   J ($" angkr, s.m. Agreement, acquiescence,
assent, consent; acceptance, reception; promise,
submission; avowal, acknowledgment, confession;
selection, choice:—angkr karn-ko), To agree to,
acquiesce in, accept; to admit, confess, avow,
acknowledge (syn. qab l karn); to concede; to promise; to
submit to, to obey; to undertake.
S A J r$"> angkrit, part. Agreed to, accepted, &c.
(see angkr).
S  ! anal, s.f. (but m. in S.), Fire; ame;—the plant
Plumbago zeylanica and rosea.

S ` # ,p anu-lep, s.m. Unction, anointing, smearing;

grain, in natural or regular order, regular.
S @  .4/ ai-m, s.m. The superhuman faculty of
making oneself innitesimally small; the subtle and
invisible state that can be assumed by a god, or which is
supposed to be attainable by austere devotion or by
magical arts.
A @  inna-m, adv. Only; just, at least; indeed, surely.
S (; @  ,/ anu-mpak, s.m. Causing, or the cause of,
an inference.
S  @  B/ unmd, s.m. Madness, mania; extravagance.
H  @  B/ unmd [S. unmda+t], adj. (f. -), Mad,
&c.=unmatta, q.v.
S  @  ,/ anu-mn, s.m. Inference, supposition,
hypothesis, conjecture, rough estimate; notion,
consideration; argument; analogy, theory; (in logic)
conclusion;—adv. (governing, -ke), Inferentially,
conjecturally; about (e.g. ar in -ke anumn, 'about four
inches long'):—anumn-se, adv. Inferentially, at a guess,
on a rough estimate, on speculation, at hap-hazard:—
anumn karn (-k), To infer, suppose, judge, conjecture,
&c.:—anumn hon (with dat. of person), To have a notion
(e.g. mujhe anumn hot hai, I have a notion, it seems to
me).
S  @  B/ unmn, s.f. Measure (of size or quantity),
length, size, dimension, magnitude; duration, period.
H  @  ,/B anu-mnn, v.n. To infer, &c.=anumn
karn, q.v.
S ( @  ,/ anu-mnik, = H  @  ,/" anu-mn,
adj. Hypothetical, inferrible, supposable, conjectural,
probable, presumptive; specious;—anumn, s.m.
Speculatist, theorizer; guesser.
H  @  ,/" anu-mn, = S ( @  ,/ anu-mnik,
adj. Hypothetical, inferrible, supposable, conjectural,
probable, presumptive; specious;—anumn, s.m.
Speculatist, theorizer; guesser.

S @  ,/ anu-mata, part. Approved, assented (to);

S Z @  Bq3 unmesh, s.m. Opening the eyes, looking at;

agreeable.
S @  ,/  anu-mati, s.f. Assent, permission,

perception; winking, twinkling of the eyelids.
H  @  q! an-mel [S. +q!, rt. ./ !], adj. Unmixed,

approbation; vote; advice, counsel; command, order.
S @  B/\ unmatta, = S + @  B/ unmad, adj. Insane,

without alloy, unadulterated, pure, genuine,
disconnected, not related; not agreeing or harmonizing,
discordant, ill-assorted, unsuitable, jarring;
heterogeneous; out of proportion, disproportioned;
unseasonable; foreign (to):—an-mel bten, Incoherent
speech, nonsense; unsuitable speech.
S <  nan, s.m. Mouth, face, visage.

frantic, mad; drunk, intoxicated; furious; lustful;
extravagant;—s.m. Lunatic, &c.
S + @  B/ unmad, = S @  B/\ unmatta, adj. Insane,
frantic, mad; drunk, intoxicated; furious; lustful;
extravagant;—s.m. Lunatic, &c.
S **@  B/\ unmattat, s.f. Madness; intoxication; fury;
lust.
S @  ,/4 anu-maran, s.m. Following in death (as a
Hind widow follows her husband by sat); postcremation
(of a Hind widow whose husband's corpse is not on the
spot); concremation (of a Hind widow=sat).
H &@  /,L an-mukh, adj. Having the face turned away
or averted;—adv. With the face averted.
S &@  B/,L unmukh, adj. Raising the face, looking up or
at.
H @  ./ ! an-mil, adj. Ill-assorted, unsuitable, &c.=anmel, q.v.;—s.f. A kind of composition in which ludicrous
and absurd combinations are presented in a humorous
light; ludicrous misjoinders.
S <@  .4/ ai-man, s.m.=ai-m, q.v.
H <@  B/ unman [S. +/?], s.m. Cloud; clouds.
H @  / an-man [S.  for +/], adj. Out of
sorts, indisposed; dejected, sad, agitated, troubled in
mind; dull.
H  @  / an-mann, v.n. To be dejected,
perplexed, agitated, troubled in mind, &c. (see anman).
H ? @  /6& an-manhat, vulg. an-man, s.f.
Agitation, distress of mind, perplexity, doubt.
S *@  ,/B anu-mant, s.m. Approver; assenter.
S  @  ,/5 anu-modan, s.m. Pleasure, delight; joy at

H <  nan [S.  or ], s.f. Order, command
(=n, q.v.).
H  B ann, s.f. Wet-nurse. See  ann.
H  ( nn, v.n. To come=n, q.v.
H   nn [S. +"(, rt. "], v.t. To bring=ln.
H K  B ananns (from the Portuguese), s.m. The
pine-apple=nans, q.v.
S (B  , anu-nsik, adj. lit. 'Through the nose';
(in Gram.) nasal (letter).
H B B" ananns, adj. Of or relating to the
pineapple; made like a pineapple; pineapple-shaped.
S  B an-ant, adj. Endless, boundless, innite,
eternal;—s.m. An epithet of the serpent that supports
the earth;—an epithet of the god Vishnu;—a cord with
fourteen knots which the Hinds tie on the right arm on
the festival of anant- audas:—anant- audas (S. ananta
+ aturda), s.f. The fourteenth lunar day (or full moon)
of Bhdo , when a festival is held in honour of Anant or
Vishnu:—anant-ri, s.f. (in Arith.) Innite quantity:—
anant-r p, adj. Multiform:—anant-kl, s.m. Eternity;—adv.
Eternally. for ever and ever:—anant-vt, s.m. Rigidity or
paralysis of the muscles of the face and neck.
S ** B an-antat, s.f. Endlessness, boundlessness,
eternity, without ending.
S * B an-antar, adj. Having no interstice, or

the sight or prospect of another's happiness.
H @  /5! an-mol [S. +/0], adj. Priceless,

interval, or pause;—postpn. Immediately (upon or after,
-ke):—is-ke anantar, Immediately on this, thereupon.
S  * B; an-antya, adj. Endless, unbounded, innite;—

invaluable; very valuable; precious.

s.m. Endlessness, boundlessness, innity.

S +  B nand, vulg. anand, s.m. Happiness, joy

H   (  a w, a w (prov.)=w or wa, q.v.

pleasure, delight; enjoyment gratication; comfort:—
nand-badhw, s.m. Congratulation (on any happy
event):—nand-ke tr bajn, 'To strike the chords of joy';
to enjoy oneself, to revel:—nand karn (-se), To rejoice
(at, or in consequence of); to enjoy:—nand-kand, s.m.
The root or source of enjoyment; an epithet of Krishna:—
nand-mangal, s.m. Mirth, merriment, revelry; rapture;
comfort:—nand-may, adj. Blissful, blessed;—s.m. An
epithet of the Deity:—nand hon, To be happy, to be
delighted (with, -se), to derive pleasure (from);—nand ho,
Are you happy? Are you well? How do you do?
S A+  .B nandit, part. Pleased, delighted, joyful,

H   , anu,   anw (i.e. an-hu), s.m. False

cheerful.
S A+  .B anindit, adj. Blameless, irreproachable.
S Y+  B nandat, s.f. Happiness, &c.=nand, q.v.
S + B" nand, adj. Happy, joyful, cheerful;—s.m. A
happy or cheerful person.
S Z (8 an-an, an-ans, s.m. One who has no share; one
who is excluded from a share of an inheritance on
account of some legal aw.
S ^ ($ an-ang, s.m. An epithet of Kmdeva, the Hind
Cupid (lit. 'bodiless,' because he was reduced to ashes by
a glance of iva's eye for having disturbed his devotions
and rendered him enamoured of Prvat):—anang-rt,
s.m. 'The enemy of Anang or Kmdeva'; an epithet of iva.
H B" ann, s.f. Wet-nurse=ann, q.v.
H B" ann (from n), s.f. A one-anna piece=ik-ann.
S  , anu-nay, adj. & s.m. Conciliatory, kind;—
conciliation, kindness.
S   B an-anya, adj. No other, no one else; one alone.
S  0 an = anu, q.v.
S  40 a , adj. & s.m. Atomic; atom, &c.=au q.v.
H  (  v, (±  o [S. /], s.m. The glutinous,
whitish matter or mucus voided in cases of tenesmus;
dysenteric stool or discharge; dysentery;—animal
mucilage:— v baihn,  v pa n,  v girn, v.n. To be
aicted with tenesmus; to suer from dysentery:— vlah , s.m. Dysentery.

accusation, calumny: (peculiar to women).
H   0 an , 0  an w, ano, anw [S. ,+t,
'situated near the water'], s.m. The place where the
men stand who throw up water with a sling-basket in
irrigating; the sling-basket or bucket used in irrigation
(=daur, bok).
H JB (=    ( unv ak sa gy, s.f. (in Gram.), A
diminutive noun.
S   ,  anu-vd, s.m. Reply, answer; repetition,
tautology; interpretation, translation.
S  , " anu-vd, adj. Replying (to), answering;
opposing;—s.m. Opponent; defendant.
A   anwr, s.m. pl. (of n r), Lights, rays of light;
splendour.
S A    a-nivrit, adj. Unchecked, unimpeded,
unopposed.
S )   ' a-nivrya, adj. Not to be warded o;
irresistible.
H B  (  a ws, adj.=ambs, q.v.
H B  (  a wsn = ambsn, q.v.
A .  anw, s.m. pl. (of nau), Sorts, kinds, varieties;—adj.
Various, diverse:—anwo aqsm, All sorts and kinds.
S   ,  anu-wk, s.m. Invocation; a section in the
collection of hymns forming part of each of the Vedas.
H 0  [" anw s [S. 4,+(8+], s.f. A measure
(of land), 160,000 of which=one bgha (8.000 anw s =
one bisw).
S ]  0 an p, adj. Watery, wet, moist, having water
near the surface (land).
H ]  0 an p, adj. Incomparable, &c.=anup and
anupam, q.q.v.
H ;  0 an p, s.f. A peerless woman.
H  ;  0 an pn, s.m.=anu-pn, q.v.
H 2 ;  0/ an pam, adj.=anupam, q.v.
S A  .B  anvit, part. Joined, connected (with);
endowed (with), possessed (of); fraught (with).

H    & anwa, = H   M& anau, [S. r+ B?],

S B    an-avasar, H. M an-ausar, adj. Busy,

s.m. A ring, generally furnished with little bells, worn by
women on the great toes (cf. ang h).
H   M& anau, = H    & anwa, [S. r+ B?],

having no leisure;—s.m. Want of leisure;
inopportuneness, unseasonableness.
S D    8 an-avak, adj. Having no opportunity;

s.m. A ring, generally furnished with little bells, worn by
women on the great toes (cf. ang h).
H   0_ an h, 5_ anoh [S. ++.TRt, rt.

without occasion, uncalled for.
H &  5L anokh, ML anaukh [S. +=t], adj. (f.

TR], adj. (f. -), Uncommon, rare, unprecedented,
extraordinary, wonderful, &c.=anokh. q.v.
H =  0 an ar, s.m.=anu- ar, q.v.
S     an-ava-dhi, adj. Without limit, unlimited,
boundless, endless, interminable, not terminated.
S      an-avadhn, adj. Inadvertent; inattentive,
careless;—s.m. Inadvertency; inattention, carelessness,
indierence.
S *     an-avadhnat, s.f. Inattention, &c.=anavadhn, q.v.
S )   1 an-avadya, adj. Blameless, faultless; not to be
despised, honourable, distinguished.
S    0© an- ha, adj. Unmarried;—s.m. Unmarried
man, bachelor.
S    0© an- h, s.f. Unmarried woman, virgin,

-), Uncommon, rare, wonderful, extraordinary,
unprecedented; unique, singular, peculiar, novel, new,
strange (=an h); low, base, mean.
H  ( ! a wal, = H  ( !  wal, [S. /+!], s.m.
After-birth, secundines=amal, and ambal, q.q.v.:— walnl, s.m. The navel string of a new-born infant:— waljh wal, s.m. Twins.
H  ( !  wal, = H  ( ! a wal, [S. /+!], s.m.
After-birth, secundines=amal, and ambal, q.q.v.:— walnl, s.m. The navel string of a new-born infant:— waljh wal, s.m. Twins.
H  ( !  wal, s.m. A myrobalan (see next):— walga, s.m. A dried myrobalan, or one fallen from the
tree.
H "  ( !  wl,  ol [S. /!t], s.m. The tree

spinster.
A     anwar, adj. compar. & superl. (from n r),

Emblic myrobalan (Phyllanthus emblica), and its fruit; a
myrobalan. (The tree is an object of worship as the
Brahma vriksh.)

H  B"  ( !/  ol-sr [S. @!+], s.m. Puried

More, most, or very brilliant, very splendid, resplendent.
S A    an-avarat, adj. & adv. Incessant;

sulphur:— olsr gandak, s.m. Idem.
H  a  0/ an mn, s.m.=anu-mn, q.v.

incessantly.
S A  , . \ anu-vritti,
 s.f. Subsistence, livelihood;

H   5 a-non [S. +! 4+t], adj. Without salt,

course.
S <Y  , \
' anu-varttan, s.m. Following; attending (to);
compliance; obedience.
S &*B   TR an-avasth, s.f. The absence of a xed
state, instability, unsteadiness, wavering, vacillation;
doubt, uncertainty; incontinence.
S &*B   .TR an-avasthit, part. adj.=an-avastha, q.v.

saltless (=a-lon, q.v.).
H ?  B 6 anwah (S. anwaham), adv. Without interval, day
after day, continually, perpetually.
S  B  anvay, s.m. Connection; race, lineage, natural
order or connection of words in a sentence, syntax;
drift, tenour, purport.
S <)  BU34 anvesha, s.m. Inquiry, investigation;

S &*B   TR an-avastha, adj. Unstable, changeable;

search, quest, research.
S )  BU3" anvesh, adj. Investigating; searching;—s.m.

incontinent.

Inquirer; investigator; inquisitive person.

S )  B " anvay. adj. Connected;—s.m. Connection,

H Y 4 65" an-hot, s.f.=an-hon, q.v.

relation; friend:—anvay-bhv, s.m. (In Gram.), A
compound of which one element is a particle or
unin ected word.
H    a, s.m. The sixteenth part of a rupee=n, q.v.

H  4 65 an-hon, = H  4 65" an-hon, adj. Not

H & B6 inh (=in), Oblique plur. of the pron. &) yh, 'this.'
H & B6 unh (=un), obl. pl. of the pron. ? wh, 'that'; 'he.'
A  4 anhr, s.f. plur. (of nahr), Streams, rivers, rivulets,
streamlets.
S  4 ,6 anu-hr, s.m. Imitation; resemblance.
H  4 6 unhr, s.m. & f., or 6 unhri, s.f.
Manner, fashion, appearance;—adj. Like, resembling,
similar.
H  4 6 anhn (see next), s.m. Bathing.
H  4 6 anhn (=nahn, q.v.), v.n. To bathe.
H 4 6  an-hit (=S. a-hita), adj. Without aection,
unkind; unfriendly, inimical;—s.m. Enemy;—want of
aection, coldness; enmity.
H *4 6\ unhattar [S. Q], adj. Sixty-nine.
H *4 6 0 an-hit , adj. & s.m.=an-hit, q.v.
A 1 + 4 inhidm [inf. n. vii of 1 +  'to demolish'], s.m. Being
demolished, being thrown down; demolition, destruction;
extermination.
H 4 ,6 anu-har, s.m.=anu-hr, q.v.
H 4 6 anharn, v.t. To carry o, lch, pilfer.
H 4 ,6 anu-harn [anuhar = Prk. 4,6()=S.
,6(), rt. ,+¤], v.t. To imitate; to resemble.
S  4 6( an-aha kr, s.m. Absence of pride,
humility.
S  46(" an-aha kr, adj. Not proud, humble;—
s.m. A humble person.
H  4 B6  anhwn (caus. of anhn, q.v.), v.t. To
bathe, cause to bathe, to wash.
H A 4 65 anhot, = H Y 4 65 an-hot, (an+hot,
perf. part. of hon, q.v.), s.f. Want, poverty, indigence.
H Y 4 65 an-hot, = H A 4 65 anhot, (an+hot,
perf. part. of hon, q.v.), s.f. Want, poverty, indigence.

to be; not likely to be; impossible; unlikely, improbable;—
unpromising, hopeless;—an-hon, s.f. That which is not to
be, or which is not likely to be; impossibility;
improbability.
H  4 65" an-hon, = H  4 65 an-hon, adj. Not
to be; not likely to be; impossible; unlikely, improbable;—
unpromising, hopeless;—an-hon, s.f. That which is not to
be, or which is not likely to be; impossibility;
improbability.
H  4 4 656 an-honhr, adj.=an-hon and an-hon,
q.v.
H  ", 4" a [S. "; .4], s.f. Point (of a spear,
arrow &c.), end, tip; face, front; stem or prow (of a boat):
—an aln, A thrust (in swordmanship):—an-dr, adj.
Sharp-pointed.
H  B" ann, s.f. See ann.
H K   anays = an-ys, q.v.
H   B anyo, an-nyo, s.m. Wrong, &c.=a-nyy, q.v.
S  B anyy, vulg. an-nye, s.m. Wrong, injustice,
oppression, tyranny, outrage, impropriety; complaint of
injustice:—anyy-se, adv. Unjustly, wrongfully:—a-nyy
karn (-par), To do wrong or injustice (to), to oppress.
S )  B" anyy, and H. B a-ny, adj. Unjust,
inequitable, oppressive, tyrannical, lawless, wicked,
vicious;—s.m. An unjust person; a lawless person; a
wrong-doer.
S   " a-nti, and " ant, = H *  "" a-nt, s.f.
Injustice, wrong; outrage; oppression; iniquity,
wickedness, immorality; impropriety, unmannerliness,
rudeness; disturbance, commotion:—ant uhn, To raise
a disturbance, cause a commotion, perform lawless acts:
—anti karn (-ko), To do injustice or wrong (to).
H *  "" a-nt, = S   " a-nti, and " ant, s.f.
Injustice, wrong; outrage; oppression; iniquity,
wickedness, immorality; impropriety, unmannerliness,
rudeness; disturbance, commotion:—ant uhn, To raise
a disturbance, cause a commotion, perform lawless acts:

—anti karn (-ko), To do injustice or wrong (to).
S *  BP anyatra (from anya), adv. In another place,
elsewhere; except, but (with abl. e.g. ban-se anyatra kah ,
'where but in the wood ?). cf. anat, ant.
S &*  BR anyath (from anya), adv. Otherwise,

S  "" ankin, s.f. Army, a military force
consisting of one-tenth of an akshauhin, q.v. (cf. ank).
S    h= an-aikya, s.m. Want of union, discord,
contention.
H 3  s! anel = albel, q.v.

contrariwise; dierently; inaccurately, untruly, falsely;—
adj. Contrary, opposite; wrong (e.g. anyath ara).
H +  " und [S. +W+t], adj. (f. -), Sleepless,

H <; 3  s! anelpan, s.m. Simplicity, &c.=albelpan,

awake; unclosed (eye); expanded (as a ower).
A   anyar, adj. compar. and superl. (from  ), More,

S    B5B anyonya (i.e. anyas+anya), adj. Mutual,

most, or very luminous; brightest; very bright.
A I  ans (see uns), s.m. Companion, familiar:—ans-jals,
Idem.
H I  h an-ais [S. +?], adj. Useless, worthless,
bad.
H I  B" unns, " uns [S.  8], adj. Nineteen:
—unns-bs, adv. As nineteen and twenty, but slightly
dierent:—unns-bs-k, adj. Having the dierence of
nineteen and twenty, but slightly dierent, nearly equal:
—unns-bs hon, To be but slightly dierent, to be nearly
alike, equal, &c.; to have the chances (for or against)
pretty equally balanced;—to chance, happen, betide,
befall.
H  0  B" [ unnsw , uns-w , adj. Nineteenth.
A  0  ans n, anes n (Gr. #), s.m. Aniso seed,
Pimpinella anisum.
H [ 0  h an-aise [S. +], adv. Easily, &c. (see anys).
S Z  "8 an-, s.m. lit. 'Not God'; created existence.
H Z  8 an-ya, s.m. Disrepute, &c. See anjas.
S (  " ank, s.f. Face, front; edge, point; army,
forces, host (see an).
S (  s an-ek, adj. Not one, many, manifold, several,
diverse, various; much, abundant; (in Gram.) plural:—
anek-kr, adj. Multiform:—anek-r p, adj. Multiform; of
various kinds or sorts, of variable mind, ckle:—anek-kl,
adv. A long time:—anek-gotr, s.m. A person who is a
member of several gotras or families:—anek-vidh, adj. Of
various kinds, various.

q.v.
S '  ,5$ anu-yog, s.m. Censure, rebuke, reproof.
reciprocal.
S   "6 anh, adj. Listless, apathetic; indierent.
S   B anya, adj. Other, another, dierent; separate:—
anynya, anya anya, adv. Separately; one by one:—anyabhshiy, adj. Pertaining to another language, foreign;—
s.m. Foreigner:—anya-purush, s.m. (in Gram.) The third
person:—anya-p rv, s.f. A woman who has been
previously married:—anya-jtya, adj. Belonging to
another caste:—anya-janma, anya-janam, s.m. Another
birth; regeneration:—anya-de, adj. Belonging to another
country, foreign;—s.m. Foreigner:—anya-gotra, adj.
Belonging to another race or family.
H   s neyr, s.m. The time allotted for
agricultural labour in the hot season (viz. sunrise till
noon).
S   , The sixth vowel of the Devangar alphabet:— kr, s.m. The letter or sound .
H  u =  u, in Urd. (A common method of writing among
those who write Urd; e.g. Y= Y utarn:—for words,
therefore, beginning with  not to be found below, see
s.v.  u.).
S  o, The thirteenth vowel of the Devangar alphabet;
—intj. (generally applied to inferiors), Ho! ho there!
holla;:—o-kr, s.m. The letter or sound o.
P  o, pron. He, she, it; that.
S   au, The fourteenth vowel of the Devangar
alphabet:—au-kr, s.m. The letter or sound au.
H   au, conj. And=aur, q.v.
S   ava, A Sanskrit prex denoting 'from,' 'down

from,' 'o,' 'away.' (It is the reverse of  , and is
sometimes used to denote negation. deprivation,
disgrace, disjunction, &c.)
S   iva, adv. & conj. Thus, like, in like manner as; as,
in some way, almost, scarcely.
H P    w [S. t], s.m. Potter's kiln; kiln;
furnace.
H    w (perf. part. of on = n, 'to come'), s.m.
Coming, approach:—w-jw, s.m.=w-jw, s.f.=w-j,
s.f. Coming and going; intercourse, communication;
visiting, interchange of visits; access; dancing
attendance (upon).
H Y " wt, awt [w+ti], s.f. Approach, coming;
advance; coming of an army; approach of a friend;
season in which merchandise is expected (cf. aw).
S  =  K a-v ya, adj. Not to be spoken of; vile, bad;—
silent, dumb.
A r aw ir, s.m. plur. (of  ir), Ends, latter parts,
extremes; the last ten days of a lunar month.
P  wdn, corr. from bdn, q.v.
P wdn, s.f.=bdn, q.v.
H  " a-wdh, s.f. Unobstructedness.
H    avr [S. + ], s.f. Delay;—adv. Late, &c.=aver,
q.v.
P  awr, = P  wr, s.m. Injustice, tyranny (=S.
).
P  wr, = P  awr, s.m. Injustice, tyranny (=S.
).
P  wr (cf. S.  ), s.m. Account-book, &c.=mr and
avrija, q.q.v.; also=wra, q.v.
H    uwr [S. + ?],
'
s.m. Ploughing up a
standing crop.
P W awrija, awr a, = P W wrija, awri a, s.m.
Account-book; day-book; note-book, diary, journal; book
of receipts and disbursements.
P W wrija, awri a, = P W awrija, awr a, s.m.
Account-book; day-book; note-book, diary, journal; book
of receipts and disbursements.
P X wrag (abst. subst. from next, q.v.), s.f.

Wandering; vagrancy; pro igacy.
P ? wra (see wr), adj. Separated from one's family
(=jud); without house and home; wandering, roving;
astray; abandoned, lost; dissolute;—s.m. Wanderer;
vagabond; pro igate:—wra phirn, To wander or rove
about; to wander astray; to go loang about:—wra karn
(-ko), To drive out of house and home; to make a
vagabond of; to ruin:—wra hon, To be separated from
one's family, &c. (see wra).
P d wz, vulg. awz [Pehl. fj, Zend +va , S. ], s.f.
Sound, noise; voice, tone; whisper; echo; shout, call, cry;
report, fame; sentence:—wz uhn, To raise the voice,
to speak out; to strain the voice; to spread a report:—
wz
 karn, wz
 ba hn, To raise the voice
(=wz uhn):—wz-baihn, wz pa n, or pa -jn, To
become hoarse from cold, singing, &c.; to lose the voice;
—wz-baih, adj. Hoarse:—wz-par kn dharn, or rakhn,
or lagn, To lend an attentive ear, to hear, listen:—wz
pa n (kn-me ), To happen to hear, to catch a sound; to
overhear; to be heard, to be reported:—wz-pe lagn (k), To answer to, or to obey, a call:—wz den (-ko), To
call out (to), shout (to), to hail;—v.n. To give forth a
sound; to answer a call:—wz-k pall, wz-k app, s.m.
Range or reach of voice; pitch of the voice; hearingdistance, ear-shot:—wz-k laun, s.m. Reverberation;
echo:—wz karn (-ko), To call (to)=wz den, q.v.:—wz
karn (-k), To bring forth a sound or report (from), cause
to sound; to re o (a gun, &c.):—wz lagn, To call or
cry out (one's wares); to beg; to raise the voice (in
singing):—wz-me wz miln, To sing in harmony or
concert (with):—wz nikln, To give out a sound; to
bring forth or produce a sound; to speak.
P ?d wza, s.m. Noise; loud talk=wz; report; rumour,
fame:—wza-tawza, s.m. Taunts, jeers, inuendoes:—
wza phe kn, wza kasn, wza mrn (-par), To talk
(of), make insinuations (about); to speak in innuendoes;
to jeer (at):—wza karn = wz karn, q.v.
S K   ws, s.m. House, dwelling, habitation.
A wB awasit, s.m. pl. (of ausat), Middles, means,
averages; the period of a lunar month between the
tenth and twentieth days.

H B " aws [S.  , rt. 5], s.f. Unripe corn
(chie y barley) cut from time to time and brought home
to be eaten.
H <@ X   $/ w-gaman, = H  X   $  wgawan, [w, q.v.+S. $/, rt. $/], s.m. Coming and going;
intercourse, &c. (=n-jn, w-j, &c.); ingress and
egress; being born and dying; transmigration.
H  X   $  w-gawan, = H <@ X   $/ wgaman, [w, q.v.+S. $/, rt. $/], s.m. Coming and going;
intercourse, &c. (=n-jn, w-j, &c.); ingress and
egress; being born and dying; transmigration.
H   ! awl [S.  , rt. + ], s.m. Enclosed space
formed by a cluster of peasant's houses; a string
fastened round the wheel of a dista.
P 1  awm, s.m. Debt, loan;—colour (see wm).
H   [ w , s.m. Kiln=w, q.v.
A  wn, s.f. plur. (of n, 'time'), Times, seasons.
S <  6 vhan (rt. vah, with ), s.m. Sending for,
calling, summoning, inviting; call, summons; invitation.
H $  aw, = H $  w, (from w, 'coming,'
q.v.), s.f. Approach, advance; proximity; arrival; report
or news of (one's) approach or arrival (=vt); report,
rumour, hearsay (=afwh);—a saddle-cloth adorned with
fringes;—a kind of pickaxe.
H $  w, = H $  aw, (from w, 'coming,'
q.v.), s.f. Approach, advance; proximity; arrival; report
or news of (one's) approach or arrival (=vt); report,
rumour, hearsay (=afwh);—a saddle-cloth adorned with
fringes;—a kind of pickaxe.
A $ awil (plur. of avval), s.m. (f. ?), Beginnings;
beginning, rst part, early portion or period; the rst
ten days of a lunar month (the remaining decades are
termed awsit and aw ir, q.q.v.):—awil- umr, awilumr, s.f. Early youth, tender age, child hood;—s.m. A
youth:—awil-me , adv. In the beginning at rst.
A D  aubsh, pl. (of Z , per met. for D , not in use), s.m.
(orig.), A mixed company or crowd of people (especially
of the meanest sort), mob; canaille;—a bad character,
dissolute fellow, pro igate, debauchee, rake, libertine;—

adj. Dissolute, pro igate, rakish, lecherous;—aubsh hon,
To become depraved or dissolute by low company.
A P  E  aubshna, adj. Like a rake; rakish, lissolute.
A P E aubsh, s.f. Depravity, pro igacy, dissipation,
dissoluteness, debauchery, rakishness, lewdness;
fondness for attending games and spectacles.
H    & auba,  & ba, = H  77 ba , [S. 
+ &], adj. Rough, rugged, uneven, impassable,
impracticable (a road); steep, inaccessible, &c. (=augha,
q.v.):— ba -khba , adj. Rough, uneven, bumpy (a road).
H  77 ba , = H    & auba,  & ba, [S. 
+ &], adj. Rough, rugged, uneven, impassable,
impracticable (a road); steep, inaccessible, &c. (=augha,
q.v.):— ba -khba , adj. Rough, uneven, bumpy (a road).
 obr (see ubarn), adj. (f. -), Excessive, in
H  
excess;—adv. Excessively, in an excessive degree, too
much.
H  
 obr, adj. (f. -), Tasteless, insipid, &c.=ogr,
q.v.
H &  # bh [S. l/], s.m. Heat, sultriness, languor
occasioned by heat (=ummas); condolence, sympathy.
S  W &   #A a-vibhjya, adj. (in law), Indivisible (as
property, &c.).
H  &   # obho, s.m. Welcome (=o-bhagat, q.v.).
H   #& aubha, adj.=auba, q.v.
S &   #= a-vibhakta, part. adj. Undivided,
unseparated; joint; not sharing.
H &   #= obhakt, = H *&  #=" obhakt, = H
&   #$ obhagat, = H *&  #$" obhagat, [S.
$+#=], s.f. Civil reception or salutation of a guest,
courteous welcome, courtesy. (The word is said, by
natives, to be compounded of ao, 'come,' and bhagat.)
H *&  #=" obhakt, = H &   #= obhakt, = H
&   #$ obhagat, = H *&  #$" obhagat, [S.
$+#=], s.f. Civil reception or salutation of a guest,
courteous welcome, courtesy. (The word is said, by
natives, to be compounded of ao, 'come,' and bhagat.)
H &   #$ obhagat, = H &   #= obhakt, = H

*&  #=" obhakt, = H *&  #$" obhagat, [S.
$+#=], s.f. Civil reception or salutation of a guest,
courteous welcome, courtesy. (The word is said, by
natives, to be compounded of ao, 'come,' and bhagat.)
H *&  #$" obhagat, = H &   #= obhakt, =
H *&  #=" obhakt, = H &   #$ obhagat, [S.
$+#=], s.f. Civil reception or salutation of a guest,
courteous welcome, courtesy. (The word is said, by
natives, to be compounded of ao, 'come,' and bhagat.)
H &  # bhn (see bh), v.n. To be oppressed with
heat, to be faint or languid; to be angry or dissatised.
H &  #" obh [S.  +, rt. pat+], s.f. A hole or pit
for catching elephants, tigers, &c.
H ]  op [S. ?], s.f. Shine, lustre, polish,
brightness; beauty, elegance (=b):—op den (-ko), To give
lustre (to), to polish (=b a hn).
H :;  " op  (from op), s.m. A man armed with
weapons or clothed with mail:—op - na, s.m. A
guardhouse, or post of armed men.
H ;   par [S. ], adv. & postpn. (governing gen. ke), Up, on high, aloft, atop, above, over, on, upon, after,
against, in addition (to, ke):— par-n, To come up, to
rise; to come or fall upon; to befall:— par- par, adv. Over,
by; without eect, harmlessly; not thoroughly,
supercially, cursorily, hastily (= par-h- par):— par- parse, adv. Skimming the surface; supercially; with a light
hand, gently:— par- par-k, adj. Superior, excellent, best:
— par-tale, adv. Upon, upon or after another, in
succession:— par-tale-ke ba e, s.m. Two children in
succession:— par-se, adv. From above, over, outside,
externally, supercially; in addition, besides, to boot:—
par-k, adj. (f. -), Outer, external, supercial, &c.
(= par, q.v.); higher, upper; superior, best; preceding,
foregoing:— par-k dam bharn, To make a show of
aection, to feign regard; to breathe one's last:— par-k
km, s.m. Miscellaneous duties, odd jobs or services:—
par-k mad, s.f. Emoluments, perquisites, presents (and
such-like illegal sources of income):— par-ko, adv.
Upwards:— par len (apn), To take upon (oneself), to
undertake, engage, become responsible for:— par-wl,

s.m. The Being above, The Supreme Being; the sky
above; canopy of clouds; the moon above;— par-wle,
s.m. pl. Superiors, betters; those in high position; the
lodgers or dwellers in the upper story (of a house); those
who have gone before, predecessors, forefathers; upper
servants; personal attendants; ministers, stewards;
outsiders, strangers:— par-wliy , s.f. pl. (In the
language of women), the spirits above, fairies, evil
spirits; the fowls of the air, kites and crows:— par-hpar, adv. On the surface; supercially, externally (= parpar); apart, alone; secretly, quietly, stealthily.
H ";  ! uparl, adj. & s.m. See ";  uparl.
H ; " par, pr, [S. +], adj. Upper, outer,
external, supercial, hasty, cursory, not thorough, not
sound or strong, &c.; unreal, specious, feigned;
ostensible, apparent; belonging to another or to without,
unfamiliar, strange, foreign;—s.m. Outsider, stranger,
foreigner; exotic; that which is over and above, overplus,
surplus; fees, perquisites (cf. par-k mad).
H  @ ;  /[ pam , s.f. Simile, &c.=upam, q.v.
H ; 

 opn, s.m. Polishing; polish, lustre, &c.=%p,

q.v.
H A  a t,  t [S. +$t], s.m. Defunct person
(=pret); spirit of a deceased person; one who dies without
leaving issue; an unmarried man; stupid fellow, dolt,
blockhead, fool (=m rkh).
H A  ot [S.  .Q,  ++; or + y, rt. 
 ] , s.f.
Anything to be gained, advantage, gain, prot; overplus,
surplus, saving; abatement, economy; recovery (from
sickness), convalescence:—ot pa n, Prot or benet to
accrue, to be gained:—ot-kasar s.f. Advantage and
disadvantage, prot and loss.
H Y  ot,  t, adj. So much; so many=utt, utn,
q.q.v.
A  Y autd, s.m. pl. (of watad), Pegs, pins; props; chiefs,
nobles; certain four saints (regarded as the props of the
faith).
S  Y   avatr, and H.  autr (rt.  with  ), s.m.
Descent (especially of a deity from heaven), appearance
of any deity upon earth; incarnation (more particularly

of Vish u in ten principal forms, viz. 1˚ Matsya, 'the sh';
2˚ Ka hapa, 'the tortoise'; 3˚ Varha, 'the boar'; 4˚ Nri-
singha, 'the man-lion'; 5˚ Vmana, 'the dwarf'; 6˚ Paraurma; 7˚ Rma; 8˚ Balarma, or Krishna;
9˚ Buddh; 10˚ Kalk);

—any new and unexpected appearance or phenomenon;
any pious or distinguished person (in the language of
respect or attery); a wicked, depraved or quarrelsome
person (ironically);—crossing (=utr); translation; a trth
or sacred place of Hind pilgrimage:— autr dhrn, autr
len, v.n. To become incarnate, to appear in the world (a
deity).
H  Y   avatrn = avatarn, q.v.
H $] A &[$ t-pang, adj. & s.m.= -pang, q.v.
S A; A

H5 ot-p ot, adj. & adv. Having cross-threads

or cross-lines; crosswise and lengthwise; vertical and
horizontal; vertically and horizontally,
H Y ; Y  tar-ptar (ut-tara+patra?), adj. Disposed
of, cleared, discharged, settled, paid o, balanced (as
accounts).
H Y   avatarn,  autarn [S.  +4"(], rt.

H 

& o [S. &, &", or  ; see also H. oal = S. &!],

s.f. Covering, cover, veil; partition, screen, protection,
shade, shelter; concealment, hiding-place, ambush:—okarn, v.t. To conceal, screen, &c.:—o-hon, To be
concealed, &c.
H  & o [S. , &], s.f. A scotch, a lump of mud, or
a stone or piece of wood, &c. placed under the wheel of a
cart or carriage to keep it from rolling; obstruction,
preventive (see next):—o-band, s.f. Payment of a xed
amount for the use of a plough and pair of bullocks:—olagn, To apply a scotch (to a wheel).
H  & o [S. &+t], s.m. A partition-wall or screen;
side-wall; small wall over against the entrance to a
house.
H  & o [S. +t,
'
or &t], s.m. The ball at one
end of a spindle; a heap or ball (of mud, &c.); a heap of
mud placed on the cotton machine to steady it; a
platform of mud.
H  & o [S. +&+t], s.m. One who picks or

], v.n. To descend (especially as an incarnation of the

separates the seed from cotton (see on).
H  & aun (caus. of aun or au n, q.v.), v.t. To

deity=autr len); to cross, &c.=utarn, q.v.
H (0Y ;, autsuk, = S  0Y ;,= autsukya, s.m.

cause to boil; to boil, boil down; to heat.
H  & " auon, s.f. An earthen vessel in which

Anxiety, disquietude, perturbation, uneasiness, regret;
ardent desire, longing, eagerness, impatience.
S  0Y ;,= autsukya, = H (0Y ;, autsuk, s.m.

milk is boiled.
H $# !  &&[$ -patng (cf. a-pang), adj. Poor,

Anxiety, disquietude, perturbation, uneasiness, regret;
ardent desire, longing, eagerness, impatience.
H (Y  otik,   tik (local)=utn or utt, q.q.v.
H D Y ;3' autkarsh, = S  E Y ;l' autkarshya, s.m.
Excellence, superiority.
S  E Y ;l' autkarshya, = H D Y ;3' autkarsh, s.m.
Excellence, superiority.
S IY  ( avata s, s.m. Crest; ear-ring; ornament,
gem; wealth; halter, rein.
H Y " wat, s.f.=awt, q.v.
S  Y  "4' ava-tra, part. Descended; crossed, passed
over; translated.

helpless, miserable; useless, worthless; confused, in
disorder; senseless, nonsensical, absurd, ridiculous;
crabbed, hard to deal with, dicult to manage;—s.m.
Anything without meaning or without foundation,
nonsense, absurdity.
H %# ! &&[$" -patng, s.m. One who speaks
inconsiderately or without preparation; a wretched
creature; a senseless fellow.
H $ # !  &&($ -paang, adj. & s.m.= -pang, q.v.
H % # ! &($" t-paang, s.m.= t-pang, q.v.
H (

&! oal [S. &!; cf. o], s.f. Cover, screen, &c.=o:—

oal ho-jn, To be hidden; to be lost to sight, to
disappear, be missing or lost.
H  & oan, s.m. Picking (cotton-seeds), &c. See on.

H  & auan (see aun), s.m. Boiling; evaporation by

H <$ &W

boiling;—a knife used for cutting tobacco.
H   & ona (see o), v.t. To cover, shelter, screen,

ojh or sorcerer; sorceress, witch, &c.
H $ &W D ojh, s.f. Divination, sorcery, &c.; the

defend, &c.=o karn; to catch (a ball, &c.), to intercept; to
parry, guard; to spread out a cloth to receive grain, &c.;
to take upon (oneself), be responsible for.
H   & on [S. +&"(], v.t. To pick or separate

profession of an ojh.
H W D7 jha , adj.= ja , q.v.

the seed from cotton, to thrumb.
H   & aun [au˚ = Prk. ()=S.  j&Å(), rt.
 +j&] , v.t. To boil; to evaporate over a re;—v.n. To
boil; to be hot; to be consumed with rage or vexation.
(See au n.)
H   &" on (see on, 'to pick'), s.f. An instrument
for separating the seeds from cotton.
H  _ oh, s.m. Lip=o h, q.v.
H 5

* oj, s.m. Light, &c.=ojas, q.v.

A 5 auj (P. , S. K, arabicized), s.m. Highest point,
top, summit, vertex; zenith; height, altitude, ascendancy;
highest apsis of a planet; highest position, rank, or
dignity; preferment, promotion; prosperity:—auj--falak,
s.m. The zenith:—auj-ko pahu n, To attain to the
summit of good fortune, &c.; to be very prosperous; to
obtain the highest position, or dignity.
H 5 *7 jar, adj. Laid waste, depopulated, demolished,
ruined, in ruin, waste, desolate, &c.=uj , q.v.:— ja khe ,
s.m. Depopulated place, deserted village.
S IW * ojas, s.m. Light, splendour, lustre; gold;

H W

D ojhin [S. "], s.f. The wife of an

D7 ojha , D7 aujha [S. H6?], s.f. Knock,

blow, push, shove, thrust; kick (of a ghting cock):—
aujha mrn, To knock, strike against, &c. (=jhok mrn,
dhakk mrn).
H  W D7" ojh , s.f. Dim. of ojh, q.v.: cf. also  t and
a t .
H &W

D! ojhal [S. $5; cf. also oal, o], adj.

Invisible, out of sight, screened, hidden, concealed;
private;—s.f. That which renders invisible (as a) screen,
partition, curtain, wall (or the like); shelter,
concealment; privacy, retirement;—postpn. Under the
shelter (of, -k), from behind, behind:—ojhal karn, v.t. To
make invisible, to put out of sight, to hide, cause to
disappear, make away with:—ojhal hon or ho-jn (nazar
se), To become invisible, to be hidden (from view), to
disappear, conceal oneself, hide; to vanish, abscond.
H &W D ojhn, v.t.=ojn and ujhaln, q.q.v.
S  =   a-vi r, s.m. Want of consideration or
judgment; injustice. (See a-bi r.)
S A =   a-vi rit, part. Unconsidered, ill-judged,
ill-advised, not investigated, undiscussed.
S  = " a-vi r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Destitute of

manifestation; strength; vitality, vital warmth
(especially in the fœtus).
H W *! ojal, s.f.=ojhal, q.v.

consideration, wanting in judgment, irre ective; unjust;
—an irre ective person; an ill-advised person.
S  *= .; au itya (from u it, q.v.), s.m. Fitness,

H W

* ojn, v.t. To pour out=ujhaln, q.v.

H &W

D ojh [S. ?],
' s.m. Entrails, guts, stomach,

suitableness, aptness, propriety, rightness.
H V & au a, = H (=  au ak, adv.

paunch.
H &W D ojh [S. ], s.m. Diviner, soothsayer,
sorcerer, wizard, enchanter, conjurer, exorcist,
magician;—one who pretends to cast out evil spirits, to
cure snake-bites, &c., by means of charms and
incantations.

Unexpectedly, suddenly, unawares (=a n ak and a nak,
q.q.v.).
H (=  au ak, = H V & au a, adv.
Unexpectedly, suddenly, unawares (=a n ak and a nak,
q.q.v.).
S =  ! a-vi al, adj. Motionless; unmoved,
unshaken, rm, resolute.

H &= + au h [S. K,], s.m. The plant Morinda
tinctoria (or M. citrifolia), from the root of which an
orange colour is extracted (= ).
H &= + o h [S. ,K+t], adj. (f. -), Empty, void, vain

thrown in or given over and above what is purchased, to
boot, gratis.
H  6 udhat, s.f.= udhat, q.v.
H 3   !

d-bilo, s.m. See s.v. d.

light, shallow; small, little, scanty, tri ing; frivo lous,
nonsensical, absurd, ridiculous, silly; low, mean, base,
contemptible, insignicant, bad, poor, miserable,
worthless; abandoned, disgraceful, degrading:—o h
karn, v.n. To do something degrading, to disgrace
ooneself, &c.:—o h hon, v.n. To be shallow, light, &c.; to
be wanting; to want.
H <; &= + o hpan, s.m. Emptiness, lightness,

S A   a-vidit, adj. Not known, not understood.

shallowness; levity, frivolity, absurdity, nonsense;
capriciousness; insignicance, worthlessness; lowness,
baseness.
H ! &=+!" hln, u hln, s.f. The multiplication

period; condition, agreement, terms;—adv. As far as; as
long as.
H    awadh [S. 5], prop. n. The province of

table (=pah ).
H $ &= + o h, s.f.=o hpan, q.v.
S + &=  K+ ava had, s.m. Cover, covering.
H &= +!

hal (see u haln), s.f. Dierence;

discrepancy; incongruity.
S + &=  K ava hed, s.m. Boundary, limit; distinction.
S < &=  +" a-vi hn, adj. Without interval, close,
dense, coarse, uninterrupted.
H   d [S. W], s.m. An otter; a disputed point (this

H B  audas, auds [S.  or  +8], s.f. Ill, evil,
misfortune, calamity.
S   odan, s.m. Boiled rice; grain mashed and
cooked with milk; food.
S  " odan, s.f. The plant Sida cordifolia.
S    awadhi, H.   awadh, s.t. Extent, limit; time,

Oude.
H    avdhi, s.m. The ocean=abdhi, q.v.
S    4 ava-dhran, s.m. Ascertainment;
armation, emphasis; stating or holding positively;
accurate determination; limitation, restriction (as to
sense, instances, &c.).
S     avadhn, adj. Attentive, careful, cautious;—
s.m. Attention, care, caution, vigilance; staring at.
H   [ audh , adj.=au dh, q.v.
? 2  / dham [S. +/, rt. /], s.m. Noise, uproar

sense originates from a story of otters disputing over a
distribution of their prey);—a stupid fellow, dolt,
blockhead, fool, simpleton (cf. t);—adj. Voracious (as an
otter), ready to devour; ready, eager:—ud-bilo, s.m.= d.
H   d [S.  t], adj. Grey; brown; purple;—s.m.

(=dh m), disturbance, commotion, ado, tumult, rebellion;
quarrel, brawl:— dham uhn, dham karn, dham
ma n, v.n. To make a great noise, raise a commotion,
make an ado, &c.
H @ /" dham, hm, adj. Noisy, riotous,

Grey, brown, or purple colour (see audt).
H   od [S. W+t],
'
adj. Wet, moist, damp.

turbulent; quarrelsome;—s.m. A noisy person, &c.
S A   0 ava-dh t, s.m. A kind of religious

H A

mendicant (see abdh t).
H  < odhe [S. "?], adj. Possessing a right or

 audt [S.  ], adj. & s.m. White; grey;—

white or grey colour (cf. d).
S ) ' audrya, s.m. Generosity, liberality,
municence.
S  B T audsya, s.m. Loneliness, solitude.
H   audn [S.  +, rt. ], s.m. That which is

title; s.m. Proprietor; one possessing power and
authority; supreme ruler.
S     a-vadhya, adj. Not to be killed, inviolable; not
t to be killed.
H  " od, s.m. Name of a tribe of Js.

H " d, adj. f. of d, q.v.;—s.f. A light shade of
blue or grey, or of purple.
H  day, h dai =  uday, q.v.
S )  1 a-vidy, s.f. Ignorance, stupidity:—avidy-vn,
adj. Unlearned, illiterate, ignorant;—s.m. An illiterate
person.
H 9)  " ava-d [S. "K], s.m. Name of a tribe of
G jart Brhmans.
H I) b des [S. +b8t], s.m. Pointing to or at,
direction; track; search, quest:— des karn, v.t. To search
for.
H I) b audes, = H 0) b audes, s.m. Foreign
country, strange land=pardes and udes, q.q.v.
H 0) b audes, = H I) b audes, s.m. Foreign
country, strange land=pardes and udes, q.q.v.
H 0)b" audes, s.m. Foreigner, stranger=pardes (the
more com. term).
H   © oh [S. ©+t], s.m. A double armful (kaul) of
corn from each heap, carried away as a perquisite by the
village scribe.
H '   © avahar, s.m. Compassion towards the lowly.
H ' 7  f< avaern, v.t. To forsake (=tyg karn).
H    avara, adj. Low, inferior, hinder;—s.m. Low
person; a  dra.
H   or [S.  , or ?], s.m.f. (generally f. in the
sing. and masc. in the plur.), Origin; part, side, direction,
quarter; end, extremity, limit, boundary (syn. taraf);

extreme, outside, utmost, highest point or pitch (of, -ke,
—in this sense the word is generally masc. plur.); drift,
tendency (as of speech);—postpn. In the direction (of),
towards:—or karn (-k), To take the part or side (of); to be
partial (to):—or nibhn (apn), To perform (one's) part, to
do (one's) utmost; to be constant to, to carry out to the
end; to protect throughout:—or na hor, Neither
beginning nor end; something endless:—us-or, On that
side, that way, thitherward:— ro or, On all sides (of, ke):—mer or-se, From my side, from me, in my behalf
(=mer taraf-se).

H   aur [S. ], conj. adv. & pron. adj. And, also, for

the rest, besides, again, moreover; but, yet, still; over,
else; and lo!;—another, other, dierent; more,
additional:—aur-aur, Others, others besides; other kinds
of:—aur-ek, adj. Another:—aur-bh, And again, and more,
still more, also, moreover:—aur to aur, Others apart,
others being put aside:—aur to ky, What more indeed or
forsooth:—aur-sab, All other, all the others, the rest:—aur
suno, One word more;—only hear! just listen!:—aur-k,
adj. Belonging to another:—aur-co, Anyone else, any
other, another, dierent (=ko aur):—aur ku h, Anything
else, some other, some or something more; something
dierent (=ku h aur):—aur kah , Somewhere else,
elsewhere:—aur ky, What else? what more? what next?—
certainly, assuredly, of course:—aur nah to, And if not
then; and otherwise:—aur-h, Quite dierent, quite
changed:—aur yh ki, And this that; moreover, besides
that.
P  war, part. act. (rt. of wardan; +war = Zend bar = S.
#], Bringing, bearing; possessing, endowed with (used
as last member of compounds, e.g. zor-war, adj. Having
strength, strong, powerful).
A  aurd, s.m. pl. (of wird), Daily rehearsals (of the
Qrn), commemorations, devotional exercises.
A G aurq, s.m. pl. (of waraq), Leaves (of a tree, &c.);
pages.
S  &   #y virbho, Unfolding, developing;
development, manifestation; presence, a becoming
visible.
S A &   #0
' virbh t, part. Unfolded, developed,
manifested; apparent.
S A  ' wart, vulg. awart, s.m. Turning; turn; curl;
whirlpool, eddy.
S A  
 vrit, part. Enclosed, surrounded; covered
(see next).
S A  . \ vritti,
 vulg. vrit, s.f. Order, method;
returning, repetition; resolution.
P W warja, s.m.=wrija, q.v.
P  ward, vulg. wurd (=warda, q.v.), adj. Not natural,
articial, false; aected; assumed (opp. to mad, 'that
which comes natural').

H   y ward, s.f. Period of life, &c.=yurd, q.v.
P ? warda, vulg. wurda (perf. part. of wardan; see
war), s.m. That which is brought or carried over:—one
who is taken into favour, a protégée:—warda-navs, s.m.
Registrar or writer of accounts as delivered.
S   I- avaruddha, part. Hindered, restrained,
stopped, obstructed, kept in order, controlled; besieged,
imprisoned, shut up, conned, secluded.
S   I- aviruddha, part. adj. Unobstructed,
unimpeded; allowed, permitted; compatible; not
discordant, harmonious.
H   -' rddh,  ' rdh [S.   ],
' adj. Raised, erected,
erect, upright; above, high, superior, upper:— rdh-bh ,
adj. Having the arms raised;—s.m. A devotee who holds
one or both arms above his head constantly till they are
xed in that position:— rdh-pun (S. rdhwa-pura),
s.m. A perpendicular line made with sandal on the
forehead by Vaishnavas or Brhmans who are
worshippers of Vishu:— rdh-ret, s.m. A kind of ascetic
or rishi who lives in perpetual chastity:— rdh-s s, s.m.
Expiration, gasp, deep sigh, hard breathing (as in
asthma):— rdh-gaman, s.m. Going upwards, ascending;
ascent; sti walk or gait, walking proudly;— rdh-gaman
karn, To ascend, mount up, &c.:— rdh-mukh, adj. Having
the face raised, with upturned face:— rdh-vastra, s.m.
Outer garment; overcoat.
H (4)  -b
' 6  aurdh-dehik (S. aurdhva+dehika), s.m.
Any rite performed in honour of the dead; obsequies;
funeral solemnities.
S K  auras, adj. & s.m.f. Legitimate, legitimately
born;—a legitimate child (i.e. by a wife of the same
tribe).
H K = K M auras- auras (prob. auras redupl.),
adv. All round, about, around; lengthwise and
breadthwise;—adj. Level, even (= auras, q.v.).
S  X   $u a-vargya, adj. (in Gram.), Not classied.

side-seam, seam hem, join:—orm karn, v.t. To fell; to
hem; to sew a seam;—to seam (the body) by beating, to
beat severely or to a mummy (=utt kar-den).
S   4 vara, s.m. Covering; a covering, shield,
protection; obstruction, lock.
P ^ aurang, s.m. A throne;—places where goods are
manufactured for sale (=S. avaranga):—aurang-zeb, lit.
'Ornament of the throne'; name of an emperor of
Hindstn (who died in 1707):—aurang-zeb, s.f. A kind of
cloth;—a kind of eruption (said to have broken out in the
reign of Aurangzeb):—aurang-shh, s.f. A kind of silk.
S   y! aurvnal, s.m. Submarine re.
S   5 avarodh, s.m. Stoppage, obstruction,
hindrance, resistance, restraint, connement;—the
seraglio of a palace, the queen's apartment:—avarodh
hona, To be conned, &c.
S   5 a-varodh, s.m. Absence of impediment,
non-opposition, assent, concurrence; absence of
contention, tranquillity, quiet.
S  5" a-virodh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Not
contentious or combative, peaceable, tranquil, quiet:—a
peaceable person.
H  6 orahn (see ulhn and ulahn), s.m.
Cavilling, &c.:—orahn den, To cavil, &c.
H  " or [ ,' see or], adj. Partial;—s.m. Protector;
partisan, adherent;—s.f. Eaves of a house; bank of a
pond or rivulet to the water's edge (also written or).
P H U)  ,   , aureb [S.  +t, rt. ], adj.
Crooked, deformed, badly-formed, ugly; inverted,
transposed;—s.m. Crookedness, deceit (=fareb):—aurebdr, adj. Crooked; transverse, &c.; deceitful.
H  %)" M" aur-baur, adj. Mad, crazy, &c.=bol,
q.v.
H   7

, s.m. Lack, scarcity, want=to , q.v.

H  

7 o  [S. i?+t], s.m. Basket; pannier.

S   ! a-viral, adj. Uninterrupted; close, dense;

H . 

7 o an [S.  4], s.m. Shield, target:—o an-

coarse.
H a  / orm [S.  X/ +t], s.m. Felling; hemming;

khn, Shield and sword.
H   7 o n, v.t. To cover (oneself) with a shield, to
ward o a blow; (also, incorrectly)=o hn, q.v.

H  B

H   7" o n, s.f.=o hn, q.v.
H  

i o hn [o h˚ = Prk.

Uf(), fr. S. U9], v.t.

To cover with, to put on, wear;—s.m. (S.  4+t),
Covering, sheet, coverlet, quilt; a woman's sheet or
mantle (covering the head and the upper half of the
body):—o hn utrn (-k), To remove the covering or veil
(of); to expose, defame:—o hn u hn, v.t. To cover (one)
with a sheet or mantle; to marry (since, among
villagers, in marrying a widow a sheet or mantle is
thrown over her):—o hn-bi haun, s.m. Covering and
bedding:—orhn gale-me aln (-ke), To throw (her)
mantle on the neck (of), to seek justice against (in doing
which, an insulted woman, in former times, used to
throw her mantle round the neck of the man who
insulted her, and dragged him to the king for justice).
H   i" o hn s.f. (dim. of o hn, q.v.), A woman's
sheet or mantle:—o hn badaln, To exchange mantles (as
a token of friendship), to pledge eternal friendship:—
o hn-k bats, s.f. lit. 'The breeze from a woman's
mantle'; petticoat in uence.
H   7" o , ao , s.f. (dim. of o , q.v.), A large basket
xed on the horizontal beam of a sugar-mill, from which
the mill is fed.
A d auzr (pl. of d), s.m. sing. & plur. Tool, instrument;
arms, tools, instruments, apparatus, &c.=lt, q.v.
A d auzn, s.m. pl. (of wazn), Weights, measures,
metres.
H K  os [S.  ]. s.f. Dew (syn. shabnam):—os
pa n or pa -jn (-par), lit. 'Dew to fall (upon)'; to be
blighted, to lose bloom, lustre or splendour, to be
dimmed, to languish, droop, fade; to be less in demand,
to fall in value:—os-ke mot, s.m. Dew-drops;—adj. & adv.
Dew-drop-like.
H K   avasi = avaya, q.v.
H K   s [S. + 3
 ; cf. H. p s], s.m. Rice sown in
April-May and growing luxuriantly during the rainy
season.
H  B  osr (cf. usr and pasrn), adj. Wide;—s.m.
Width; girth.

 osr, s.m. Porch, &c.=usr, q.v.

H  B  ausn [S. +8.B; but cf. next], s.m.
Calmness, coolness, self-possession, presence of mind,
courage; sense, senses; sensation:—ausn u -jn, ausn
jte-rahn, To lose (one's) presence of mind, to lose
(one's) senses, to be stupeed, to stand aghast:—ausnse, adv. Calmly; sensibly.
S  B   avasn (rt. 5 with  ), s.m. End,
conclusion, completion; boundary, limit; death,
destruction.
H ' K  $' os-barg, s.m. Name of a medicine.
S B  T, a-vastu, adj. Unreal, unsubstantial, vain,
tri ing; unessential, not belonging to the true nature of
a thing;—s.m. A worthless thing, nothing, &c.
S **B  T, a-vastut, s.f. Unreality, insubstantiality;
non-essentialness.
S &*B  TR ava-sth, s.f. State, condition, circumstances
(=l); age; life; story, narrative (of a life).
H 9B , ausu [S. +8,; cf. so ], adj. Without
consideration, thoughtless, heedless, unconcerned.
H B  sar [S. 3], adj. Barren (land);—s.m. A
barren spot, saline soil (=ussar):— sar-all, usar-s d, s.m.
A species of lizard found in sandy soil (see s ).
H B  osar [S. +y, rt. ;—or k], s.f. A young
cow or bualo, a heifer.
S B   ava-sar, H.  ausar (rt.  with  ), s.m.
Occasion, t moment, time or season (of), favourable
opportunity; vacation, leisure:—ausar vn, To nd
occasion, get an opportunity; to have or nd leisure:—
ausar dekhn, To watch for an opportunity, to observe the
time or season (of); to bide (one's) time.
H B  osr, s.m. = H B " osr, s.f. Time,
season; turn (=br), vicissitude:—osr-osr, Time after
time; turn about.
H B " osr, s.f. = H B  osr, s.m. Time,
season; turn (=br), vicissitude:—osr-osr, Time after
time; turn about.
H ZB  9 ava-sish, part.=ava-ish.
A wB ausat (rt.
 wB), adj. Middle, middling, intervening,

intermediate; average;—s.m. (f.?), Middle, medium,
mean, average interval; mediocrity:—ausat-r,
s.f.

Average attendance:—ausat darje-k,
adj. Middling,

mediocre, tolerable, passable:—ausat shara
lagn, s.f.

Average rent-rate:—ausat nikln
(-k), To strike an

average.
A P NBausat, adj. Midmost, middling, moderate;
pertaining to the average.
S <B   a-visan, adj. Without application; without
desire, indierent;—s.m. An indierent person, &c.
H B  ausn [aus˚ = Prk.
() or  ()=S.
 (), rt. + ], v.n. To become musty; sticky,
&c.=ubasn, q.v.
H B B osann [S. , or  +Y4?], v.t. To knead
dough, &c. (=g dhn).
H  B  auser, = H  B" auser, s.f. Care,
solicitude, anxiety. (Also written  .)

S + E  3 aushadh, s.f. Medicine, medicament, drug,
any herb, mineral, &c. used in medicine:—aushadh-lay,
s.m. Dispensary, drug-shop.
H + E  3 oshadhi, 3" oshadh, 3 aushadhi,
3" aushadh [S.

3], s.f. Herb, plant, medicinal

plant; an annual plant or deciduous herb:—aushadhi-pati,
s.m. 'Lord of plants,' an epithet of the Soma, or of the
moon.
S  + E  3" aushadhya, adj. Medicinal;—s.m.
Ingredient of a medicine; materia medica.
S E  3 shar, adj. Barren, &c.= sar, q.v.
S ZE   .89 ava-ish, part. Left, remaining.
S <E  34 sha, s.m. Black pepper.
S K E   : a-viws, adj. Mistrusted, distrusted;—
s.m. Mistrust, distrust, suspicion, unbelief.
H <LB E   : a-viwspan [S. + :+; ]( , s.m. = S

H  B" auser, = H  B  auser, s.f. Care,

*a  E   : a-viwsat, s.f. Distrustfulness,

solicitude, anxiety. (Also written  .)

suspiciousness, distrust, &c.=a-viws.
S *a  E   : a-viwsat, s.f. = H <LB E   :

H 0 B

" oss " ss, s.m. Head of a bed,

&c.=uss, q.v.
H Z B  3 ava-sesh, s.m. Residue, &c.=avaesh, q.v.
H D 

3 osh, s.f. Dew=os, q.v.

H D   8 ava, adv. Certainly, &c.=avaya, q.v.
S D   8 a-va, adj. Unsubmissive to another's will, not
under control, unsubdued, unrestrained, disobedient;—
not having one's own free will, subject to another,
without choice, helpless, powerless.
S D   3 a-vish, adj. Not poisonous; anti-venomous.
S D   9 vish, adj. Possessed (as by an evil spirit);
engrossed (as by a sentiment or feeling).
S D  c oshh, s.m. Lip (especially the upper; see

a-viwspan[S. + :+; ]( , s.m. Distrustfulness,
suspiciousness, distrust, &c.=a-viws.
S B E  :" a-viws, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Wanting in
trust, condence, belief, &c., mistrustful, unfaithful,
unbelieving;—a distrustful person; unbeliever, indel.
S E  3 a-vishay, s.m. The not being an object of
sense; invisibility;—adj. Unacquainted with objects of
sense.
S Z E   ¶3 ava-esh, s.m. Residue, remainder, surplus;
end, close, termination, appendix, supplement (syn.
tatimma).
S Z E   ¶3 a-viesh, adv. Without any dierence,

ho ):—oshh-rog, s.m. Morbid aection of the lips.
S D  c" oshh, s.f. A creeper bearing a red ower, to

uniform, alike, like, resembling, undistinguishable,
indiscriminate;—s.m. Want of distinction, &c.
S  E   ¶3 a-vi-eshit, part. adj. Not distinguished,

which the lip is compared (Coccinia grandis).
S B) D  cÅ oshhya, adj. (in Gram.) Labial;—s.m. The

not discerned.
S ( E    avayak, = S ( E    vayak, s.m.

labials, , , , v, , #, /, .

Anything necessary, necessity, expediency;—adj.
Necessary, indispensable, inevitable, actual.

S ( E    vayak, = S ( E    avayak, s.m.

S      a-vikr, adj. Without change, not liable to

Anything necessary, necessity, expediency;—adj.
Necessary, indispensable, inevitable, actual.
S * E    vayakat, vulg. vayakt, avanyakt,

change.
S    " a-vikr, adj. Unchangeable, constant,

s.f. Necessity, need, indispensableness, inevitability.
S  E    a-vaya, adj. Necessary, &c.=avayak;—adv.
Certainly, assuredly, of course, to be sure, it is true,
inevitably, indispensably:—avaya-kar, or kar-ke,
adv.=avaya.
A e f auf, s.m. pl. (of waf), Praises, commendations;
endowments, gifts, properties, qualities, attributes;
descriptions, account:—auf--amda, s.m. Noble
properties or attributes, praiseworthy qualications, &c.
A f auiy, s.m. pl. (of wa), Executors, administrators
of the divine will, or of the will of mortals, legatees;
preceptors, guardians.
A . | au, s.f. pl. (of b | q.v.), Behaviour, manners,
deportment, address, breeding, politeness; gestures,
postures:—au-atwr
 = au.
H p ¿ ogr,
 s.m.=ogr, q.v.
A A i auqt, s.f. (pl. of waqt), Times, hours;
circumstances, state, condition; means, resources,
power, ability:—auqt basar karn (-se), To pass (one's)
days (in), to subsist (upon, or by means of), to earn a
livelihood, to live:—auqt-ba-sar, s.f. Passing (one's) time,
occupation, employment, livelihood, means of living:—
auqt-basar karn, auqt-basar kn = auqt basar karn, q.v.
A ~ i qyat, s.f. An ounce (weight); an ounce of silver, a
silver coin weighing one ounce (value between six and
seven shillings).
H    wak [S. # ?], s.m. Insurance (syn.
bm).
H   k, s.f. Omission, slip, mistake, &c.= k, q.v.
H 

 ok [S. ? or ], s.m. Draught of water,

&c. from the hollow of the hand; the palm hollowed to
drink from (syn. ull ).
H   ok [S. /+], s.f. Sickness of the stomach,
vomiting; vomit (see ubk).
S   ok, s.m. House, dwelling; asylum, refuge.

faithful, true;—s.m. One who does not change, a
constant person.
S D    8 ava-k, s.m. Leisure, opportunity (=ausar);
interval, space, room, way, scope.
H   ! aukl, = H !  !" aukl, [S.  +!
+], adj. Untimely, unseasonable (=a-samay); born
before its time (a child), base-born (child).
H !  !" aukl, = H   ! aukl, [S.  +!
+], adj. Untimely, unseasonable (=a-samay); born
before its time (a child), base-born (child).
H      okn,  aukn, s.m. Heap of straw
and grain.
S    ! a-vi-kal, adj. Unimpaired, perfect, entire;
regular, orderly, consistent.
S #   .! ava-kalit, part. Ascertained, concluded,
certain.
H   ! aukal [S.  +], adj. Restless, uneasy (=bekal):—aukal-be-kal, Idem.
H # !" aukal, s.f. Restlessness, uneasiness (=bekal).
H    kn (see k), v.n. To fall short, fail (of, a
duty, &c.), to miss, slip, blunder (= kn, q.v.):— ke- ke,
adv. By mistake, inadvertently, unwittingly; now and
then, once in a way.
H    kn or  okn [ k˚ or ok˚ = Prk. /=?()
or /=()=S. /+>], v.n. To vomit (i.q. ubakn, q.v.).
H &  L kh [S. d,], s.f. (in H. also m.), Sugar-cane,
Saccharum o$cinarum (in N.W. India generally called kh):
— kn-rj, kh-bhoj, s.m. The day on which the planting of
the sugar-cane begins (it is generally attended with
some festive ceremonies):— kh-ras, s.m. Sugar-cane
juice.
H &  L okh (opp. to okh), adj. (f. .), Inferior, bad;
disagreeable, nasty,
H  & L" khr, ukhr, = H  & L7" kh ,

ukhr, [S. d,+ &], s.f. A eld of sugar-cane.
H  & L7" kh , ukhr, = H  & L" khr,
ukhr, [S. d,+ &], s.f. A eld of sugar-cane.
H + &  L aukhad, s.f.=aushadhi, q.v.
H &  L khar [S. L+], s.f. A pot or vessel for
husking grain;—a small mortar=okhl, q.v.
H &  L okhar, vulg. aokhar, aukhar [S. +>], s.m.
Instruments, implements, tools, apparatus (=auzr).
H &   L! okhal, s.m.? Land reclaimed from waste.
H &  L! khal, L.! khli, = H #&  L!" okhl,
L!" khl, s.f. A mortar to pound grain in=ukhli, q.v.
H #&  L!" okhl, L!" khl, = H &  L! khal,
L.! khli, s.f. A mortar to pound grain in=ukhli, q.v.
S    ?8" ava-kesh, adj. (f. in), Unfruitful, barren.
H '

$ og [S.

V], s.m. Stream, ow, stream of

perspiration.
H ? X  $6 augh [S. , or  +$], adj. Deep,
unfathomable.
S ? X   $6 ava-gh, = S < X   $6 ava-ghan, s.m.
Bathing, ablution, dip, dive, plunge.
S < X   $6 ava-ghan, = S ? X   $6 ava-gh, s.m.
Bathing, ablution, dip, dive, plunge.
H K ' $C  og-duws, $C og-dus, s.f. A
Hind festival performed (among Khattrs) on the twelfth
day of Bhdo bad (syn. bh-bhinn).
S X   $ ava-gat, part. Known, understood,
comprehended.
S X   $ ava-gati, s.f. Perception, comprehension,

Moisture near the surface of soil, ooze, subsoil moisture
(syn. l).
S <X   $,4 ava-gu, H. $, augun, s.m. Defect, blemish,
fault, demerit, worthlessness, evil, vice; harm, mischief;
contempt, disregard (=S. avagan); a corrupt or vicious
person (=augun):—augun lagn (-ko), To impute a fault,
vice, &c. (to), to slander, defame.
H X $," augun (=S.  +$,4"), adj. Without virtue or
science, ignorant, worthless, vicious, depraved, corrupt;
—s.m. A vicious or corrupt person.
S &X  V ogh, s.m. Stream, torrent; current, ow;
multitude, aggregate, collection, heap.
H X  V& augha [S.  +V], adj. Rough, uneven,
impassable, impracticable (as a road), dicult of access,
steep, inaccessible; unfrequented (cf. auba and ba ).
H &X  V oghr, s.m. A kind of gruel, &c.=ogr, q.v.
H &X 

V oghr [S. +Vt], adj. Wanting gh or

claried butter, insipid, tasteless, unpalatable.
H X  V7 augha [S.  +V&], adj. Ill-formed,
awkward, ungainly, uncouth, &c. (=anga h, q.v.);—adv.
Awkwardly, &c.
H X $" aug [S.  +m+?], s.f. A driving whip, a
whip like a waggoner's (about seven cubits long, used in
training horses);—an ornamental edging of superior
country shoes (peculiar to Dehli);—a reel or skein.
H X $" aug, s.f. A pit or hole for catching elephants,
tigers, &c. (=obh, q.v.).
H X    ava-gy (S. ava-jn), s.f. Disregard, disrespect,

knowledge.
S X   $ avigat, adj. Diusive, pervading, spreading

contempt, despite:—avagyn-kr, adj. Contemptuous,
degrading, derogatory;—s.m. A contemptuous person,
&c.
H A X    a-vigyt (S. a-vijnta), adj. Not understood,

or extending widely.
H X  $ ogr, adj. Insipid, tasteless, &c.=obr and

not known, not famous or celebrated.
S  X   $" ava-gt, part. adj. Detested; blamed,

oghr, q.q.v.
H X  $ ogr [P. ugr; S.

reproached; wicked, vile;—s.m. Blame, reproach,
obloquy; satire.
A  awwal (rt. N), adj. First, prior, foremost, chief,

V+?], s.m. A mixed mess,

a dish like khi  (q.v.): gruel, pottage.
H X  $! ogal, $! augal [S.  +$!, but cf. ugl, s.m.

greatest, highest, best, excellent;—s.m. The rst or
earlier part, beginning;—adv. At rst, in the beginning,

in the rst place or instance:—awwal darje-k, adj. First
class, rst rate:—awwal rahn, To remain or stand rst in
order; to maintain the rst place:—awwal-se  ir-tak,
adv. From beginning to end, from rst to last
throughout:—awwal manzil, s.f. lit. 'First stage';
interment, obsequies;—awwal manzil pahu n, v.t. To
perform (one's) obsequies, to bury.
S  ! ol, s.m. The esculent root Arum campanulatum

H *! !" olt [S. &!+B+], s.f. Eaves of a
thatched house (=or, q.v.):—oltiyo bhang n, To be
utterly stupeed or intoxicated with bhang.
H   !& olat, s.f. per met. for oal, q.v.; and cf. ol.
H

#W  !*!0! l-jal l, adj. Awkward, clumsy; stupid

(=anga h, q.v.); slovenly, untidy. (Used by women.)
H <&:! !K+ aula han, adj. & s.m.=ava-laksha, q.v.
_  aul-faul, s.m.=ail-fail, q.v.

(syn. s ran):—ol-kob, s.f. The vegetable called Knolecole.
H  ! ol (cf. S. H+#0), s.f. Personal bail or security,

H

surety; pledge, pawn (=rahn); hostage:—ol-me den, v.t.
To surrender a debtor to his bail till payment of the
money due; to give a pledge, give se urity, give a
hostage.
H  ! aul [S. +n ?], s.m. Any great calamity, (as a)

Of inauspicious or evil omen;—unfortunate;—s.m. Bad
omen.
H <&! !L4 aulakha, = S <!  !d4 ava-laksha, adj.

plague, cholera, &c.
A " awwal, awwala (acc. of awwal), adv. At rst,
&c.=awwal, q.v.
H " ! ol [S. !t], s.m. Hailstone, hail; rened

S <!  !d4 ava-laksha, = H <&! !L4 aulakha, adj.

Of inauspicious or evil omen;—unfortunate;—s.m. Bad
omen.
S U@ !  !@ ava-lamb, adj. Hanging down, depending,
hanging on or upon;—s.m. Asylum, protection,
dependence, support.
S U@ !  !@ a-vilamb, adj. Not delaying, prompt, quick,

sugar made up into balls;—adj. Cold (as hail):—ol ho-jn
or ho-rahn, v.n. To be or become cold:—ole pa n, v.n. To
hail; to be overtaken by misfortune (jo sir muny to
ole pa e, 'I had no sooner shaved my head than hail
fell,'—i.e. Misfortune overtook my rst venture).
H " ! ol, s.m. Screen, &c.=o, oal, q.q.v.; secrecy,

ready, expeditious;—s.m. Haste, despatch, quickness,
diligence.
S %@ !  !.@  ava-lambit, part. adj. Suspended (from),

sec. et:—ol karn, v.t. To screen, hide, conceal.
A " aul, adj.=!aul, q.v.
A " auld, s.f. pl. (of walad), Children, descendants,

&c.=avilamb, q.v.
S <%@ !  !@  ava-lamb n, s.m. Depending (upon),

ospring, issue, progeny (usually constructed with a
sing. verb):—auldul-all, s.f. Legitimate children:—
auld--ans  or ins, s.f. Female issue:—auld--uk r,
Male issue:—auld--rishta--mustaqma, s.f. Children in a
directline, lineal descendants:—auld--aun-nasab, s.f.
Legitimate children or issue (=auldul-all):—auld-gair-aun-nasab, s.f. Illegitimate children or issue:—
auld-k auld, s.f. Grandchildren:—auld--najbut -t arfain,

s.f. Legitimate issue from both sides (paternal and
maternal):—auld--nasab, s.f. Legitimate issue
(=auldul-all).
H "  ! aolniy, s.m. Name of a tribe of Js.

depending (on), trusting (to), supported (by); protected,
cherished; alighting, descending.
S %@ !  !.@  a-vilambit, part. adj. Not delaying,

supporting oneself (upon); dependence, reliance;
support, prop.
S %@ ! !@ " ava-lamb adj. Depending or hanging (on),
dependent (on); delaying, dilatory;—s.m. Dependent;
refugee; procrastinator.
S <L@ !  !,@ ava-lumpan, s.m. Leaping suddenly (upon),
breaking forth, rushing on or away:—avalumpan karn, To
break forth, rush away.
H @ ! olma, s.m. An animal that has been slaughtered
and scalded to remove the hair or feathers.
H <! ! olan [S.  !@ ?], s.m. Pendant; plummet.
S U!  !@ ava-lamb;—see U@ ! avalamb.

A ! ul (pl. of z  : acc. ul), adj. Possessors, owners;

A !ul, adj. fem. of awwal, q.v.

possessed of, endowed with, possessing, having: (N.B.
The rst  in ul is short, being merely scriptio plma; and

H ! !" ol, s.f. Security, &c.=ol, q.v.

hence the word is often written ! ul ;—it occurs, in
Urd, only in comp. e.g.):—ulul-albb, Persons of
understanding:—ulul-amr, Possessor, of command or
authority:—ulul-azm, Enterprising, ambitious; daring,
determined, resolute; the enterprising, the ambitious;
ulul-azm, s.f. Determination, resoluteness; ambition:—
ulil-abr, Possessed of discernment, discerning, wise,
discreet; the discerning, &c.:—ulil-ajnia, Possessed of
wings; winged animals:—ulil-azm = ulul-azm, q.v.:—ulililm, Possessed of science, learned; the learned.
H ! !0 l , s.f. A kind of grass=ul and ul a, q.q.v.
H ! !0 aul [S. +0 ', or +~], adj. Strange, odd,
singular, unusual; unpleasant, wearisome, dull; uneasy,
restless, perturbed;—s.m. Strangeness, oddness,
newness; unpleasantness, dullness, irksomeness;
uneasiness, restlessness.
S  !  !5 ava-lokit, part. Seen, looked at,

A !aul, adj. (compar. & superl. of wal), Better; best;
superior, excellent:—aul-tar, adj. Better, best.
A ! auliy (pl. of wal), s.m. Friends (of God), saints, holy
men, prophets, apostles; a saint (=wal); the holy;—(iron.)
a godless person.
P  ! awwalyat (for A. ~ !, fr. awwal), s.f. Priority,
preëminence, superiority, excellence.
A < ! awwaln (obl. pl. of awwal), adj. First, former,
ancient;—s.m. The ancients:—awwaln o  irn, s.m. The
ancients and the moderns.
S 1   / avam, adj. Undermost, inferior, lowest, base,
vile, low; growing less, decreasing;—s.m. A lunar day
exactly coinciding with a solar one.
S 1  / om, s.m. The mystic name for the Hind triad
(representing the union of the three gods, viz. , Vishu;
, iva; /, Brahm);—adv. Yea, verily, so be it, amen: (om

at, see, inspect, view.
P ) ! aulavyat (for A. ~) !), s.f. Superiority,

is used at the beginning and end of a reading of the
Vedas, previously to any prayer, and also as an
auspicious salutation):—o -kr, s.m. The sacred and
mystical syllable om; the exclamation om:—on namas siddh
(vulg. onam-s, or onam), s.f. 'I prostrate myself before
om (the Hind triad) and all perfect beings';  rst lesson
or prayer.
H a  /  mari [S. C@ ], s.m. The glomerous g-tree,

preëminence, excellence (see aul).
S ! .! vali, H.  !" val and aval, aul, s.f. Row,

Ficus glomerata.
H &a  @6 mhn, v.n. To move, come or advance

range, continuous line, series; lineage, dynasty:—aulsaul, adv. In a row.
H ! !" ol, !" aul, s.f. Any great calainity (=aul,

exultingly, &c.=umangn, q.v.
H a /" m [S. @ "], s.f. Ear of half-ripe grain

inspected;—s.m. A saint of the Jain sect.
S < !  !5 ava-lokan s.m. Looking at, beholding;
sight, view, inspection.
H  !  !5 avalokn (S. ava-lokanyam), v.t. To look

q.v.); mortal danger (=al, q.v.).
H ! !" ol, s.f. A mode of estimating crops, the
produce of one bisw being taken as a measure of the
whole (syn. kank t:—cf. lo).
H !  p ole (pl. of ol =  wal, see  wal), s.m.
Twins=ole-jole or ole-jhole (=S. /!;—see  waljh wal, s.v.  wal).
A !ul, acc. of, and= ! ul , q.v.

(especially when roasted); stalk of green Indian corn
fried.
H a /" m, s.m. Stranger, foreigner.
H  ± o , s.m.=   o or  o , q.v.
H    wan [S. $/], s.m. Coming, approach, &c.
(=aw, q.v.):—wan wan, s.m. Tidings or news of arrival.
H    wan, s m. The eld into which rice has been
transplanted (cf. man).
H    wan, s.m. Iron band round the navs of a

wheel.
H   n [S.  4],
' s.f. Wool; shaggy hair that may be

H  (&"

woven;—gdar n n-ko baihe are kaps, 'I bought the
sheep for (its) wool, and it does nothing but eat the
cotton' (a proverb used where that which is done by way
of economy or prot turns out expensive or ruinous).
S   na, n, adj. Less, short, decient, defective,

khan, s.m. Pillow.
H  (_ h, s.m. Three and a half; three and a half

minus (=un, q.v.); young, toothless (cattle):— na-v ak
sangy, s.f. (in gram.) A diminutive.
H  (
[S. /] Intj. of interrogation; of anger,
peevishness, contempt, &c.:—
karn, v.n. To
whimper, cry, pule; to insist, persist (as a child).
H    wn, on, v.n. To come=n, q.v.:—wan-hr,
wan-hr, wane-hr, adj. Coming, having yet to arrive,
future;—s.m. One who, or that which, has yet to come
(=ne-hr).
H   n [S. t], adj. Less, &c.= n;—s.m. A sword,
knife, &c. worn down by grinding.
H  B onn, s.m. A woman's sheet=o hn, q.v.
S D   8 a-vin, s.m. Exemption from destruction,
exception from loss, safety, perpetuity.
S E  8" a-vin, adj. Exempt from liability to
destruction or loss, indestructible, imperishable,
everlasting, perpetual; safe, entire.
S *  .B avantik, = S * B" avant, s.f. Name of
a city, the modern Oujain.
S * B" avant, = S *  .B avantik, s.f. Name of
a city, the modern Oujain.
H  (&  [S. lW], s.m. Camel:—

 bihn, To make

a camel lie down in order to load it:— - a he kutt ke,
(prov.) 'The dog bites one who is mounted on a camel,'
i.e. Misfortune has long arms for the unfortunate:— kar, s.m. A thistle of which camels are fond, Echinops
echinatus:— -go, s.m. Girae:— n-wn, s.m. Cameldriver (syn. sr-bn).
H  ±& au n (caus. of au n), v.t. To boil,
&c.=aun, q.v.
H  °& " au on, s.f.=auon, q.v.
H   ±& au n (see aun), v.n. To be boiled, &c.

n [S. 9¸+"], s.f. A she-camel.

H  ±_ o h [S.

c], s.m. The lip (see ho h):—o h-

times (=h h).
H 8(*" jar, (*" unjar, s.f. A small heap of corn
set apart (by Musalmans) in harvest time in the name of
some saint.
H 9 (
, = H : (
, [S. K+t], adj. (f. -),
High, lofty, tall, raised, elevated, exalted, eminent;
steep; above, upper; loud (as a voice):— -n , u -n ,
adj. High and low, having ups and downs, uneven, rough;
undulatory;—s.f. Unevenness, inequality, undulating
ground; ups and downs (of life), vicissitudes; ins and
outs, pros and cons (of a matter), particulars:—  bol
boln, v.n. To speak in a loud voice; to talk proudly or
boldly:—  a hn, v.n. To mount high, ascend or soar;
to be high up; to rise to eminence, attain to high rank:—
 sunn,
 sun den, v.n. To be hard of hearing:—
-kn, s.f. Deafness:— -n , adj. & s.m. (f.
n ) = n -n , q.v.:—  karn, v.t. To raise, hoist, uplift,
exalt, elevate:—  hth rahn (-k), To have (one's)
power, auence, &c. continued to one (to be always in a
position to give), to remain or continue in the position of
a lord or superior; to have the upper hand; to excel:—
 wz, s.f. Loud voice or tone; high note:—  d kn,
s.f. A grand or ne shop; great show:—  gn,

len, To sound one's own praises; to praise one's own
wares; to demand a high price:— e bol-k mu h n ,
The proud ones are brought low:— e sur-se gn, To
sing in a high key.
H : (
, = H 9 (
, [S. K+t], adj. (f. -),
High, lofty, tall, raised, elevated, exalted, eminent;
steep; above, upper; loud (as a voice):— -n , u -n ,
adj. High and low, having ups and downs, uneven, rough;
undulatory;—s.f. Unevenness, inequality, undulating
ground; ups and downs (of life), vicissitudes; ins and
outs, pros and cons (of a matter), particulars:—  bol
boln, v.n. To speak in a loud voice; to talk proudly or
boldly:—  a hn, v.n. To mount high, ascend or soar;

to be high up; to rise to eminence, attain to high rank:—
 sunn,
 sun den, v.n. To be hard of hearing:—
-kn, s.f. Deafness:— -n , adj. & s.m. (f.
n ) = n -n , q.v.:—  karn, v.t. To raise, hoist, uplift,
exalt, elevate:—  hth rahn (-k), To have (one's)
power, auence, &c. continued to one (to be always in a
position to give), to remain or continue in the position of
a lord or superior; to have the upper hand; to excel:—
 wz, s.f. Loud voice or tone; high note:—  d kn,
s.f. A grand or ne shop; great show:—  gn,

len, To sound one's own praises; to praise one's own
wares; to demand a high price:— e bol-k mu h n ,
The proud ones are brought low:— e sur-se gn, To
sing in a high key.
H  : (
n, ( u n, v.t. To raise,
&c.=  karn, q.v.s.v.
.
H $ :(
, s.f. Height, &c.=u , q.v. (syn. are
u s, u n, u o, u ha).
hn, v.t. To comb (the hair).
H &: (Æ
H +  wand (i.e. w+wand), s.m. Vessel, pan.
S +   BC a-vindu, adj. Without point or dot.
H +  ± o dh [S.  +-, rt. 6], s.m. The cord with
which rafters or frames for thatching on are pulled into
their places and fastened till the roof is nished.
H +  ° au dh, o dh [S. 5+/,T t], adj. (f. -), With
the face down; upset, upside down, overturned, inverted,
topsy-turvy, in utter confusion, ruined; adverse (as
fortune); crooked, distorted;—s.m. Blockhead, fool:—
au dh ba t, s.m. Adverse fortune, misfortune:—au dh
len, v.n. To lie on the face:—au dh peshn, adj.
Crooked-headed; ill-fated, unlucky, unfortunate;
shortsighted:—au dhe-mu h, adv. On the face, with the
face or head down; head-foremost, headlong:—au dhemu h d dh pn, lit. 'To suck with the face down'; to act
like a child, to be silly, ignorant, &c.
H  +  ± au dhn, v.t. To turn upside down, turn
over, upset, invert, overturn, reverse; to pour out
(water), empty (a vessel); to hang down (the head):—
au dh-dena, v.t. Idem.
H +  ° au dhn, v.n. To be overturned, to turn

upside down, upset; to be poured out; to lower (as the
sky).
H  °f au , o  [S.  +$&+t], adj. (f. -), Deep
(=gahr); sunk.
H 8±f au , s.f. Depth.
H ^ ($

g, = H <J ($

gan, s.f.=

gh, q.v.

g, s.f.=

gh, q.v.

H <J ($

gan, = H ^ ($

H J ($

gn, v.n.= ghn, q.v.

H &J (V

gh, ±V o gh [S. 5+$/], s.f. Dropping of

the head or eye-lid, nodding, dozing, drowsiness,
sleepiness (=u ghs, u gh, q.q.v.).
H *&J (V ght (imperf. part. of ghn), adj. (f. -),
Dozing; drowsy, sleepy; dull, stupid; sluggish:— ghtuds, adj. Drowsy, frowsy, dull and stupid;
unaccompanied by any show or pomp, quiet (as a
wedding, &c.).
H &J (V ghn (see gh), v.n. To drop the head, to
nod, doze, feel drowsy or sleepy.
H &J (V ghn, o ghn [S. , or +V4"(, rt. V],
v.t. To apply grease or oil, mixed with tar, &c., to the
axle of a cart or carriage; to grease the wheels of a cart,
&c.:— gh-len, Idem.
H J°$" au g, s.f. Silence, dumbness.
H 3 °! au l, s.m.="   ol, q.v.
H  (6

h, u h, intj. Pshaw! no matter! plague take it!

&c. (cf. next).
H  & (( h

, u hu [S. /+B6/], intj. Not I! nay! no!

never! humph! very nice! very ne!
H < & (6· h (for wo h ), adv. There and then;
exactly in that manner, so.
S  " avan,   avani, s.f. The earth, world;—avanpa, s.m. Lord of the earth (an epithet of a king or ruler).
S   a-vinay, adj. Without proper training, illbehaved, indecorous;—s.m. Want of good manners or
modesty; bad training; rude behaviour, indecorum,
impropriety, pertness, wantonness.
H " n [S.  4+],
'
adj. Made of wool, woollen.
H " aun, " n (or, emphat.) n n [S.  ],

s.f. & adv. Roving about, rambling, sauntering.
H  B" onn, s.f. A woman's sheet or mantle=o hn,

surprise, &c. (used by women).
H )  
h  awaiy (from on 'to come'), adj. (f. awai),

q.v.
H  ;  sMs aune-paune, aun-paun (from wan = n,

Future, yet to come:—awaiy-jawaiya, s.m. Coming and
going (=n-jn).
S ; ) .Q a-vypti, s.f. Inadequate diusion or

and pn), adv. At whatever can be got, at a loss.
H  &   s6 wane-hr, see s.v. wan or on.
S    " a-vint, part. adj. Badly trained, illmannered, misbehaving, acting improperly, wicked, vile.
S *   " a-vint, s.f. An immodest or unchaste
woman.
S 

" a-vivd, adj. Not contentious or

disputatious, peaceable, conciliatory, gentle;—s.m. A
peaceable person, &c.
S   6  a-vivhit, part. Unmarried, &c.=abiwhit, q.v.
S ()  U a-vivek, adj. Without judgment or
discrimination (=avivek, q.v.);—s.m. Absence of
discrimination or judgment, indiscretion, ignorance,
stupidity.
S *)  U a-vivekat, s.f. Want of judgment,
inconsiderateness, imprudence, &c. (=avivek).
S ) U" a-vivek, adj. Undiscriminating, having no
judgment, indiscreet, ignorant, supercial, shortsighted;—s.m. An undiscriminating person, &c.
P ? wa, s.m. A kiln, &c.=w, q.v.
H ?

6 oh, 6 h, intj. Oh! ha! (an exclamation of pain,

distress, &c.); pshaw! &c.= h, q.v.
S ? 6 h, = H  6 h, s.m. Deliberation; reasoning,
logic, inference; supplying an ellipsis.
H  6 h, = S ? 6 h, s.m. Deliberation; reasoning,
logic, inference; supplying an ellipsis.
H   6 ohr, s.m. Covering, &c.=uhr, q.v.
H 

65 oho, intj. Oh! holloa! ho! heigh!

S   6 hya, adj. Inferrible, to be supplied (in
reasoning); elliptical; to be investigated.
S  avi, s.m. Sun; mountain; preservation; sheep;
shawl-goat.
H $ , intj. Expressing pleasure, pain, fear,

extent (of a denition, &c.);—adj. Not diusive, nonpervading.
S (; )  avypak, adj. Not spread over or
pervading the whole, not penetrating or permeating;
special, peculiar.
S  ) j! a-vykul, adj. Not disturbed, composed,
calm, rm.
S  ) 6 a-vyhat, adj. Unrepelled; unalarmed, not
disconcerted.
P * >) we ta [perf. part. of we tan, Zend +rt. vij; S. 
+vij or vi ]; part. adj. Suspended, hanging, pendulous,
pendent; attached, connected.
S )  " a-vr, adj. Helpless, weak, impotent.
H ) U a-ver [S. +U!], s.f. Delay, &c.;—adv. Late, &c.
(see aber):—awer-sawer, awer-sawer, adv. Late and early,
at all hours, unseasonably; late or early, late in the
evening or early in the morning:—awer karn, v.n. To
delay, loiter, dally, to procrastinate.
S )  " a-vr, s.f. (of avr), A childless widow.
P o) wez, = P o) wez , (act. part. of we tan), adj.
Hanging, &c. (=we ta, q.v.):—wez or wezn karn (par), To hang (upon), suspend (a thing, from), attach
(to), x (upon), to post (a notice).
P o) wez , = P o) wez, (act. part. of we tan), adj.
Hanging, &c. (=we ta, q.v.):—wez or wezn karn (par), To hang (upon), suspend (a thing, from), attach
(to), x (upon), to post (a notice).
P ?o) weza, s.m. Pendant, ornament for the ear, earring:—weza-band, s.m. Idem:—weza-dr, adj. Having a
pendant, &c.
P o)wez, s.f. Hanging, suspension (used in comp.).
S ) = a-vyakta, part. adj. Unapparent, indistinct,
invisible, unperceived, imperceptible, undetermined;—
s.m. The Supreme Being or Universal Spirit; soul,

nature, temperament.
S )   avayav, avyav, vulg. abyab, s.m. A limb,
member; part, portion; member or component part of a
logical argument or syllogism.
S &*B )  TR a-vyavasth, adj. Undecided; without
regulation, irregular.
S &*B )  .TR a-vyavasthit, part. adj. Not put in
order, not regulated, irregular, undisciplined, unsteady.
S ) avyaya, adj. Not liable to change; unperishable,
immutable, eternal; unwasted; economical,
parsimonious;—s.m. An epithet of Vishu, or of iva; the
Supreme Being or Universal Spirit; (in Gram.) an
indeclinable word, particle.
S  )" a-vyay, adj. (in Gram.) Unchangeable,
indeclinable; relating to an indeclinable word:—avyay
bho, s.m. An indeclinable compound word.
H  6 ah [S. 6], s.f. Egotism, self-conceit, pride, selfsuciency.
H  6 ah, s.f. Diculty, trouble, trial.
H  6 ah [S. 6 or 6], s.m. A day.
S  6 ahi, s.m. Serpent, snake:—ahi-bhavan, s.m. Abode
of snakes, snake's hole:—ahi-phen, s.f. Saliva, or venom,
of a snake; the expanded hood of the Cobra de capello;
opium (=afm):—ahi-rj, ah, ahs, s.m. King of the
serpents (epithet of eshng):—ahi-sej, s.m. The bed of
Vishu in the Ocean of Milk (consisting of the thousandheaded serpent esh-ng).
P H  6 h [S. 66 or 65], s.f. Sigh;—intj. Ah! alas!:—
h bharn, h karn, h khai n, h mrn, h nikln, To
draw, heave, or bring forth a sigh; to sigh:—h--sard, s.f.
A deep sigh:—h re, intj. Ah! oh! alas! ah me!
S  6 iha, ih, ha, h, pron. adj. This=yh, q.v.:—adv. In
this place, here; in this world:—h-kl, This time; this
present life:—ha-lok, s.m. This world:—ihmutra (iha
+amutra), adv. Here and there; in this world and the
next.
H  6 uha, uh, h, pron. adj. That=wh, q.v.

alas! oh dear! heigho! (exclamation of pain, pity, &c.);—
Ha! O! holloa! bravo! capital! how excellent! well done!
strange! wonderful! how extraordinary!
H  6 h, hh, = H  6 ah, ahh, [S. 66], intj. Ah!
alas! oh dear! heigho! (exclamation of pain, pity, &c.);—
Ha! O! holloa! bravo! capital! how excellent! well done!
strange! wonderful! how extraordinary!
P H   6 ahr [S. 6], s.m. Gluten, starch, size,
paste, glue (see next):—ahr a hn (-par), ahr dena, To
starch, paste, &c.
S   6 hr & H. 6 ahr, s.m. Taking food, eating,
aliment, sustenance, food, victuals:—hr karn (-ko), To
feed, eat, consume, make a meal.
H   6 uhr [S. +6\y or 6, rt. ¤], s.m. Covering,
wrapper; cover or curtain of a cart, litter, plk, &c. (as a
protection from sun or rain, or as a means of
concealment for women:—see ohr and uh ).
H   6 ahrn, v.t. To starch, paste, &c.=ahr
a hn, q.v.s.v ahr.
H   6 uhrn, v.t. To uncover, make bare,
&c.=ugh n, q.v.
H  6" hr, 6" ahr (see hr), adj. Taking
food, eating;—s.m. Eater.
H  67 uh , s.m. Cover, wrapper, &c.=uhr, ohr, q.q.v.
A ! ahl, s.m. pl. (of ahl), People (of a house, village,
&c.), denizens, inhabitants; persons, individuals,
members; dependents, followers:—ahl-mawl, ahl o
mawl, s.m. People at large, poor and rich; courtiers;
retainers, train, retinue, followers, dependents.
H   6[ ah , intj. No! nay! do not! by no means
(=unhu ).
H   6[ h (see iha), adv. Here, &c.=yah , q.v.
H   6[ uh , h , adv. There=wah , q.v.

P  uh, h, intj. Oh! hah!

P   ihnat, hnat [for A. ~ , inf. iv of   'to be light,'
&c.], s.f. Contempt, disdain; aront, insult, indignity,
slight; slander, calumny:—hnat karn (-k), To contemn,
&c.
H    666 ahhh, intj.=ah, q.v.

H  6 ah, ahh, = H  6 h, hh, [S. 66], intj. Ah!

H  % 6  hbn, s.m.=hvn, q.v.

S  6  ahit, adj. Wanting in aection, unfriendly,

P <a  ahraman, ahriman, aharman, harman, = P  a 

inimical, prejudicial;—s.m. No-friend, enemy; want of
aection, enmity, harm, injury:—ahit-kr, adj. Acting
unkindly or adversely, inimical;—s.m. Enemy; injurer:—
ahit-man, adj. Inimical, hating.
S  z huti, hut, s.f. Oblation, burnt oering.

ahramn, ahrimn, s.m. The principle of evil, the devil,
Satan.
H  6 ahran (dialect, aheran), s.m. Anvil (syn. nih).

A + * htid [inf. n. viii of + 'to guide aright'], s.f. Being
guided aright, being directed in the right path
(spiritually).
A 1 @ * htimm [inf. n. viii of 2  'to keep (one) in
anxiety'], s.m. Solicitude, care, anxiety, diligence;
inspection, supervision, management, superintendence,
charge:—htimm karn (-me ), To be very attentive or
careful (in), to show solicitude (in the matter of), to
attend carefully (to), look well (after); to overlook,
inspect, supervise, superintend, manage, control, carry
on (a business, &c.):—htimm-me rakhn (-k), To put (a
thing) in the charge (of), to entrust (to).
A P a @ *htimm, s.f.=htimm;—s.m. A responsible
person, curator, manager, agent.
H ? 6& ha (from n), s.f. Sound of feet
approaching, sound of soft footsteps; sound, noise, clack,
tick:—ha len or lete rahn, To be on the qui vive for the
sound of footsteps, &c.; to be on the watch, to be on the
alert.
H  6 ahar, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts.
H  6 har, = H  6 ahr, [S. +, rt. ], s.m.
Reservoir for collecting rain-water for irrigation, pond;—
pile of cakes of cowdung in a furnace, fuel made of
cowdung.
H  6 ahr, = H  6 har, [S. +, rt. ], s.m.
Reservoir for collecting rain-water for irrigation, pond;—
pile of cakes of cowdung in a furnace, fuel made of
cowdung.
H  W 6*6 har-jhar, s.f. Coming and going;
ingress and egress (=n-jn, w-jw, q.q.v.).
S E  63 a-harshit, adj. Unhappy, sorrowful.
P  a  ahramn, ahrimn, = P <a  ahraman,
ahriman,aharman, harman, s.m. The principle of evil, the
devil, Satan.

H  6 uharn (see uhrn), v.n. To be laid bare, be
uncovered, be naked; to subside (as a swelling or
inundation); to settle (as a liquid, &c.).
S Z 68 ahar-ni, ahar-nii (ahas+nii), s.m. and adv.
Day and night, the whole day;—during the whole day,
continually.
H ? 6t ahra, s.m.=ahr, q.v.
H 6" ahr, har (dim. of har, ahr, q.v.), s.f. A small
reservoir or pond.
P J*0histag (abst. sub. from next), s.f. Slowness,
tardiness, delay; gentleness, softness, inildness,
meekness.
P *0 hista, adj. Slow, tardy, dilatory, lax, slack, sluggish,
lazy; gentle soft, mild, easy:—hista, histe (vulg. ste),
adv. Slowly; gradually, by degrees; easily, leisurely, at
(one's) convenience; gently, softly, mildly:—hista-rav,
adj. Slow-paced.
P ( hak, s.m. Quicklime (= n); cement, plaster.
A  ahl, s.m. People, person, member, or individual
(belonging to any particular person, house, place, order
or profession), inhabitant; family, kindred; consort;
possessor, owner, lord, master; follower, dependent,
servant, domestic;—adj. Fit, apt, capable, worthy;
possessed of, endowed with:—ahl--ittiq, ahl--taqw, adj.
Pious, devout; the pious, the faithful:—ahl--ijtihd, s.m.
Qualied jurists:—ahl--idrk, adj. Intelligent, sagacious;
the intelligent:—ahl--islm, adj. Orthodox;—s.m. True
believer, Muslim:—ahlus-sunnat, ahl--sunnat, s.m.
Observers of the law (traditional and written), a
Musalmn:—ahlul-lh, s.m. People of God; man of God;
pious man, saint, dervish, faqr:—ahl--btin,
 adj.
Contemplative, spiritual, pious, enlightened of mind;—
s.m. The pious, saints:—ahl-bihisht, ahl-jannat, s.m.
Inhabitants of Paradise, the blessed:—ahl--bait, ahl-na, s.m. People of the house, family; domestics;
master (or mistress) of the house:—ahl--taawwuf, adj.

Contemplative;—s.m. Anchorite; a S f:—ahl--tafsr, s.m.
Doctor of theology; commentator on holy writ:—ahl-tanjm, s.m. Astrologer:—ahl--hirfa, ahl--anat, s.m.
Articer, artisan:—ahl--huq q, adj. Possessed of rights or
of just claims:—ahl-- idmat, s.m. An ocer, one in
oce under the Government (=ahl--kr):—ahl-- irad,
s.m. People of wisdom, the wise:—ahl-- iynat, adj.
Treacherous, perdious:—ahl--dil, adj. Brave, spirited;
liberal, generous;—s.m. Dervises:—ahl--dalq, s.m.
Dervises, mendicants (see dalg):—ahl--dawal, adj.
Possessed of wealth, rich; the wealthy:—ahl--auq, ahl-emaq. adj. Of good taste; having a taste for divine
knowledge, devout, pious;—addicted to pleasure;—s.m.
People of good taste; pleasure-seeker, voluptuary:—ahl-rozgr, adj. Knowing the world; skilful;—s.m. Working
men, servants:—ahl--rsh, adj. Possessed of a beard;—
s.m. A grown-up man:—ahl--zabn, ahl--kalm, adj.
Eloquent;—s.m. Masters of language; orator, poet:—ahl-zamn, adj. Observant of, or conforming to, the times;—
s.m. Time-server:—ahl--zamn, s.m. Inhabitant of the
earth:—ahl--zhd, adj. & s.m. Continent; devout, pious;—
the pious, holy men:—ahl--su an, adj. & s.m.=ahl-zabn, q.v.:—ahl--sunnat, s.m.=ahlus-sunnat, q.v.:—ahl-shar, s.m. Legislator, lawyer; one who observes the law
of Mohammad:—ahl--shukoh, ahl--shaukat, adj. & s.m.
Grand, great, powerful;—grandees, great men:—ahl-shin t, adj. & s.m. Discerning, intelligent;—men of
intelligence:—ahl--afa, adj. & s.m. Pure in heart,
&c.=ahl--taawwuf, q.v.:—ahl--t aat,
 adj. Obedient to God,
faithful:—ahl--t ab,
 adj. & s.m. Possessed of genius; a
man of genius:—ahl--t abqa,
adj. & s.m. Unobservant of

the precepts of Mohammad;—one who is unobservant,
&c.:—ahl--t arq,
s.m. An observer of the
 ahl--t arqat,

laws of Mohammad, a Musalmn:—ahl--z arf,
 adj. Noble:—
a l--urf, ahl--irfn, adj. & s.m. Learned, well-informed,
intelligent; skilful in divine things, pious;—the learned,
&c.:—ahl--aql, adj. & s.m. Wise, &c.=ahl-- irad, q.v.:—
ahl--ilm, adj. Learned, scientic; learned man, scholar:
—ahl--gara, adj. & s.m. Interested, designing, selsh;—
interested person, designing or selsh man:—ahl-farang, s.m. European:—ahl--fal, adj. & s.m. Virtuous;
learned;—the virtuous; learned man:—ahl--fahm, adj. &

s.m. Intelligent, wise, &c.—ahl--aql, q.v.:—ahl--qibla,
s.m. Those who turn their faces to Mecca in prayer,
Mohammadans:—ahl--qalam, s.m. Scribe, writer; ocer
in civil employ, civilian; a literary man:—ahl--kr, ahl-kr,
s.m. Working man; clerk; man of business, agent,
ocer, public or private servant:—ahl--kitb, s.m.
Learned man, doctor in theology; those who believe in a
revealed religion, Jews, Christians, Mohammadans:—ahl-karam, adj. Liberal, generous:—ahl--kasb, s.m.
Tradesman, tradesmen:—ahl--kalm = ahl--zabn, q.v.:—
ahl--kaml, adj. Perfect, excellent:—ahl--lisn, s.m. One
skilled in his own language, &c.=ahl--zabn, q.v.:—ahl-majlis, s.m. Assistant, assessor; a member of (genteel)
society; a courtier:—ahl--mad, s.m. Accountant (of
revenue); a Persian writer or head of department in a
court of judicature; ocer in charge:—ahl--maq, adj. &
s.m.=ahl--auq, q.v.:—ahl--mash, s.m. Holder of a rentfree tenure:—ahl--marifat, adj. & s.m. Learned;
possessed of knowledge pertaining to God; devout, pious;
—the devout, &c.:—ahl--mansab, s.m. Minister, ocial,
one who holds high oce:—ahl--nisht ,  s.m. The gay,
the joyous; pleasure-seekers:—ahl--narat, s.m.
Colleagues, coadjutors:—ahl--naz ar,
 adj. Discerning,
perspicacious, clear-sighted:—ahl--nifq, adj. & s.m.
Perdious; hypocritical; impious;—indels; traitors;
enemies:—ahl--wirsat, s.m. One interested in the
succession, heir, joint-heir:—ahl--wara, adj. & s.m.
Pious, religious; the pious, &c.:—ahl oayl, s.m. Family,
kinsfolk:—ahl--hajr, adj. & s.m. Separated from friends,
or from (one's) beloved; sad, disconsolate; the
disconsolate.
H  6! hal, s.m. Freshness of soil (cf. hld, hln,
ahle-gahle).
H 3 6, 6! hl, hl [S. + +t, rt. ,], s.m.
Inundation, over ow, ood, deluge.
H 3 6 hl, s.m. A certain Hind soldier and poet,
&c.=l, q.v.
S 3 6 hld, s.m. Joy, gladness, pleasure, mirth,
festivity.
S A3 6 hldit, part. adj. Rejoiced, joyful, glad,
merry, exultant.

S 3 6 hldak, adj. & s.m. Imparting joy;—
anything promoting or imparting pleasure.
A 3 hlk [inf. n. iv of (# 'to perish'], s.m.
Destruction, ruin, perdition.
H 3 6! hlan, ahln, aihln [S. +6"(], v.n.
To be glad, to rejoice, be exultant:—ahle-gahle, adv.
Rejoicing, gay, cheerful, exultant, elated, auntingly,
with a strut.
H # 6!5 hlo, s.m. (Braj.)=hl, q.v.
S # 6 ahaly, s.f. Name of the wife of Gautama, q.v.;
—name of an Apsar.
H # ahliy, s.f.=ahliya, q.v.
P  # ahlyat, vulg. ahliyat (for A. ~ #, fr. ahl), s.f. Fitness,

safeness.
S (0 6  a-hinsak, adj. Harmless, innocuous.
S ( .B6  hnik, adj. Daily, diurnal, performed every
day;—s.m. Constant or daily ceremonies of religion, daily
work, day's work.
S   6( aha -kr (aham+kra), s.m. Making much of
self, thinking of self, egotism, individuality; selfconsciousness; self-suciency, pride, haughtiness,
arrogance.
S  6(" aha kr, adj. Egotistical, self-sucient,
self-conceited, proud, arrogant;—s.m. A self-conceited
person, &c.
S A 6(
> ahankrit, adj.=aha kr, q.v.

worthiness, worth, aptitude, capability, skill; possession.
P  # ahlya, vulg. ahliya (for A. ~ #, fr. ahl), s.f. Wife.
S 2  6/ aham, pron. I:—aham-jna, adj. Knowing the ego;

H .B6 " hnik (from hnik), adj. Of or pertaining to

—s.m. Self-consciousness; one who possesses selfknowledge:—aham-mati, s.f. Self-illusion, spiritual
ignorance; self-suciency, self-love, conceit, arrogance,
pride.
A 2  ahamm, adj. compar. & superl. (rt. 2C ), More, most,
or very important; momentous:—ahamm--um r, Most
important matters or things:—ahamm-kr, Aair or
business of moment.
A @  hml, s.m. = A P ! @ hml, s.f. [inf. n. iv of @  'to

purpose, intention; method, manner; sound, concord,
melody; one of the Persian tunes or modulations in
music.
H  6 " ahin, fem. of ahi, q.v.

be at large,' &c.], Negligence, indolence, carelessness,
inattention, delay.
A P ! @ hml, s.f. = A @  hml, s.m. [inf. n. iv of @  'to
be at large,' &c.], Negligence, indolence, carelessness,
inattention, delay.
H < 6( aha , adv. No, nay, &c.=ah , q.v.
P < han [Pehl. ain, Zend. aya h, S. ], s.m. Iron:—
han-rub, s.m. lit. 'Iron-seizer'; loadstone, magnet:—
han-gar, s.m. Blacksmith:—han-gar, s.f. The work or
trade of a blacksmith.
H < 6 han, s.m. Chopped straw mixed with mud
(used for building).
H < 6 ihi , pron. adj. This very=ih , yah , q.q.v.
S 0 6  a-hi s, s.f. Harmlessness; security,

a day, diurnal.
P ^ hang [+rt. Zend ha = S. +], s.m. Design,

P han, = P <  hann, [han, q.v.+Zend a. aêna = S.
], adj. Of iron, iron-, made of iron:—hann-panja, adj.
Iron-sted, having an iron grip, strong, powerful.
P <  hann, = P han, [han, q.v.+Zend a. aêna = S.
], adj. Of iron, iron-, made of iron:—hann-panja, adj.
Iron-sted, having an iron grip, strong, powerful.
S  65 aho, intj. Ah! oh! O! ho! holloa! ha! wonderful! O
yes! aye!:—aho bhg, intj. My stars! bless me!
P  h , s.m. Deer, antelope; defect, vice, fault:—h bara, s.m. Fawn:—h - ashm, adj. Having eyes like a
deer's, gazelle-eyed:—h -gr, s.m. Deer-catcher:—h gr, s.f. The act of catching deer.
H A  6  ahivt, ahibt, s.f.=ahbt, q.v.
S   6 hwn, s.m. Calling, invitation, summons
(=whan, q.v.)
H  X &  65#F aho-bhgya [S. 5+#F], adj.
Unfortunate, luckless, ill-starred;—s.m. Adverse fortune,
ill-luck.

S Y  65P aho-rtra, s.m. A day and night, a day of
twenty-four hours;—adv. Day and night, continually,
always.
H  Ç ahe, intj. O! sign of the voc. case (=eh, ai, he).
P H  Ç he, intj. O! holloa!
H 6" ih, pron. emphat. This very, &c.=ihi, ihi , yah,
q.v.
H 6" uh, pron. emphat. That very, &c.=uhi, wh, q.v.
H A %  6"  ahbt, ahwt [S. +  +], s.f. State of
a married woman whose husband is alive, coverture
(syn. suhg); good fortune, auspiciousness; aection (?)
H Y % 6" " ahbt, ahwt, s.f. A woman whose
husband is alive, femme-covert.
S (*  Ç, a-hetuk, adj. Causeless, groundless, without
motive.
H R 6"& ah, s.m. A person appointed to watch a
crop of grain when ripe, and see that the dues are paid
ere it be removed.
H   6" ahr [S. #"], s.m. A caste or tribe whose
business it is to attend on cows; cowherd; milkman.
H   Ç aher, s.m.=ahe , q.v.
H   6" ahran, = H  6"" ahrn, [S. #"+"],
s.f. A woman of the Ahr caste; a cowherd's wife.
H  6"" ahrn, = H   6" ahran, [S. #"+"],
s.f. A woman of the Ahr caste; a cowherd's wife.
S   ÇI aheru, s.f. The plant Asparagus racemosus.
H  6"" ahr, s.f.=ahran, q.v.
H R Ç7 ahe [S. &], s.f. (m. in Sanskrit), Chase,
hunting; prey, game.
H  RÇ7" ahe , = H 7 R Ç7 ahe iy, [S. &t],
s.m. Sportsman, hunter, fowler.
H 7 R Ç7 ahe iy, = H  RÇ7" ahe , [S. &t],
s.m. Sportsman, hunter, fowler.
H <  6· ih , pron. emphat.=ih, yah, q.q.v.
S  , The fourth letter of the Devangar alphabet,
corresponding to long i, and having the sound of ee in
feel:—-kr, s.m. The letter or sound :—-krnt (+kra

+anta), adj. (in Gram.), Ending with the letter  (a word).
S  e, The eleventh letter of the Devangar alphabet,
corresponding to the letter e as pronounced in most
languages, and having the sound of e in prey:—e-kr, s.m.
The letter or sound e:—e-krnt, adj. (in Gram.), Ending
with the letter e (a word).
S  e, intj. O! (the Vocative particle):—e lo, intj. There
now! mark! just listen! what do you think of that!
H  e, pron. (local), This=yh:—e-dam, adv. This instant,
this moment.
S  ai, The twelfth letter of the Devangar alphabet,
having the sound of ai in aisle:—ai-kr, s.m. The letter or
sound ai.
S P  ai, and H.  ae, intj. O! ho! holla! (used in calling
or addressing); ah!:—ai-ki, O that!:—ai ksh-ki, O! would
that!, would to God that! ai we, Ah! alas! woe is me!:—ai
wh, intj.=ai we, q.v.;—Really! very likely! you don't say
so! did you ever! never!:—ae hae, intj. Ah! alas! dear me!
H $  (from n 'to come'), s.f. Coming, approach
(=av).
H $  [S. ,, q.v., but cf. , fem. of y, 'come'],
s.f. End (of life), appointed hour or time, death, fate,
doom (syn. ajal):— karn (apn), To bring about (one's
own) end or destruction, to seal (one's own) doom.
H $  e,  [S. ], A particle of assent or admission
(apparently occurring only in comp.):—e karn or karlen, v.t. To assent or agree to, to admit, accept, be
responsible for.
S  ya, e, s.m. Income, revenue, receipts, gain,
prot.
S , yu, s.f. See ) yu, and yus.
H )  y, perf. part. (of n), Come:—y-gay, adj. (f.
-ga), Come and gone, gone, past, done with, spent,
got rid of, disposed of:—e-din, adv. Every day, daily,
constantly:—e-gae, s.m. pl. Casual visitors, unexpected
guests, guests:—e-gae hon, v.n. To be come and gone,
to be gone, done with, be a thing of the past; to be
disposed of, be settled; to be got rid of, spent, lost, done
away with.

H )  y (from the Portuguese), s.f. Female
attendant on children or on a lady, nurse, lady's maid,
ayah.
P ) y, ay, interrog. particle, Whether or not, whether;
—intj. Ha! O! ho! I say! hark you!
A A ) yt, s.f. pl. of yat, q.v.

(=dh p, q.v.).
S ) \ yatta, adj. Docile, tractable, submissive,
dependent.
H *) \ tt, adj. So much, &c.=itt, itn, q.v.
S D  *) 8 etdri, = S  *)  etadrik, adj. Such,

S K )  ys, s.m. Eort, exertion, trouble, toil,

such-like, &c.=ais, q.v.
S  *)  etadrik, = S D  *) 8 etdri, adj. Such,

labour; fatigue, exertion.
P T S ) ayg, s.m. Cup, drinking-vessel.

such-like, &c.=ais, q.v.
H *) ! tal, adv. Now, &c.=itl, q.v.

H ) ayl, iyl [P. yl], s.f. Mane (of a horse); lock of hair
(between a horse's ears).
P ! ) iylat (for A. ~#), rt.  for ), s.f. Rule, government,
dominion.
S 1 ) / ym, s.m. Extension, expansion; length;
breadth.
A 1 ) aiym, s.m. pl. (of 1 ) yaum), Days, times; time,
season, weather; space of time, period, duration, term,
usance; menses, courses:—aiym-se, adj. Having the
menses (=kap on-se).
A P a )aiym, adj. Of time; for a long time; durable.
H  )  ayn [S. ++t], adj. & s.m. Unwise,
ignorant, silly;—simpleton, dolt, fool (opp. of syn).
A %) b [inf. n. iv of N  'to point,' &c.], s.m. Pointing with
the nger, making a sign, beckoning for one to
approach (opp. to m, 'beckoning to retire'); sign, beck:
—b-gaib-se or so , adv. Suddenly, unexpectedly:—bgaib, adj. Sudden, unexpected.
S 0L) .Q psit, part. Wished for, desired, longed for.

S A *)   etvat, adj. & adv. So great, so much,
&c.=itt, itte, q.q.v.:—etvan-mtra, adv. Only this much,
merely so much.
S Y *)   etvat, vulg. etot, adv. From so much,
from that, from this fact or circumstance, for this
reason, on this account, therefore.
S **) \ yattat, s.f. Docility, tractableness.
S + *)  etad, pron. adj. This (used at the beginning of
compounds):—etad-arth, adv. On this account, for this
reason, therefore:—eta-ankr, s.m. This twang, this
sound:—etat-kla, s.m. The present time;—adv. Now (=itl,
q.v.).
H *)  tar (see itrn), adj. & s.m. Acting aectedly,
aected, apish;—aected person, swaggerer, swell.
H (*)  etik, adj. This much, this many (=itn, q.v.).

S ) , ayut, adj. & s.m. Ten thousand; myriad.

A e3*) tilf [inf. n. viii of g! 'to become sociable,' &c.],
s.m. Familiarity, friendship, society, company,
connection, correspondence.
H *)  tn, adj. So much, &c.=itn, q.v.

S )  ti, and H.  it, s.f. Any calamity of the season

H  *)   twr, s.m. Sunday=itwr, q.v.

(as drought, excessive rain, noxious insects, &c.); swarm
of gnats, mosquitoes, &c.; seasons? (= tod;itu).
P ) yat (for A. ~)), s.f. Mark, sign; sentence or verse of

H  *)  " twr, s.m. A debtor, who avails himself of

the Qorn:—yat--mutlaq,
 s.f. Mark, stop, pause (used in
the Qorn only, and diering from a simple yat in being
a compulsory pause).
S )  yat, adj. & s.m. Long, wide; oblong (eld or
gure);—an oblong gure, parallelogram.
H )  yat [S. .\? 'Day,' &c.], s.m. Sunshine

Sunday to make his appearance abroad without fear of
arrest.
H *) L *)et-pet = e t-pe t , q.v.
S  *) ; aiyatya, s.m. Quantity; number; value.
H  & i, s.f.= , q.v.
H  & e, & ai, s.m. ai , ai an, q.q.v.
H   & ain, v.n.=ai hn, q.v.

H  _ h, adj. Desired, beloved, &c.=isha, q.v.
H  _" h, = H  &" , [S. 3, rt. 3], s.f. Spear,
lance; spear sta; the cat in the boys' game of 'cat and
trap':—-n (and), The ball and crook in the game
of augn.
H  &" , = H  _" h, [S. 3, rt. 3], s.f. Spear,
lance; spear sta; the cat in the boys' game of 'cat and
trap':—-n (and), The ball and crook in the game
of augn.
A  ) sr [inf. n. iv of j 'to set a mark upon'], s.m.
Presenting, oering (a gift); an oering.
A 8) jb [inf. n. iv of UW 'to be necessary,' &c.], s.m.
Rendering necessary; (in Logic) armation (as opp. to
'privation'); assent; (in Moammadan law) the  rst
proposal made by one of the parties in negotiating or
concluding a bargain:—jb-o-qab l, s.m. Proposal and
assent or acceptance (in a negotiation of marriage, &c.).
A  8) jd [inf. n. iv of + W 'to be found'; 'to exist'], s.m.
Creation, production; invention, contrivance:—jd karn,
v.t. To create, produce, originate, invent, design,
discover:—jd hon, v.n. To be invented, &c.
A d 8) jz [inf. n. iv of oW 'to be short, &c.], s.m.
Abridging, curtailing, epitomizing (a book, &c.);
abridgment.
H 9 ; 9) | e -pe , s.m. Twist; entanglement, &c.=pe ,
he -pe , q.q.v.
S + ) , yudh, s.m. Weapon, armour, arms.
S D + ) 8 dri, pron. adj. Like this, such, thus. (See ais.)
H + )  dhar, adv. (poet.), Here, &c.=idhar, q.v.
H  f e = e , q.v.
A / )  [inf. n. iv of z'To be annoyed,' &c.], s.f.
Annoyance, molestation, vexation, pain, trouble,
distress, harm, hurt, injury; (syn. dukh):—-pahu n,
 den (-ko), To annoy, molest, vex, &c.:—-dh, zrasn, adj. & s.m. Annoying, molesting, &c.;—one who
gives annoyance, &c.:—-dihand,  rasn, s.f. The
occasioning of annoyance, injury, &c.
H  &; ) vw er-pher, m. = H  &; ) vw" er--pher, f.
(redupl. of pher, with conjunctive ), Exchange,

interchange; barter; dancing attendance; roaming or
wandering to and fro (=her-pher); combination,
collusion; (see er-pher).
H  &; ) vw" er--pher, f. = H  &; ) vw er-pher, m.
(redupl. of pher, with conjunctive ), Exchange,
interchange; barter; dancing attendance; roaming or
wandering to and fro (=her-pher); combination,
collusion; (see er-pher).
A ) rd [inf. n. iv of  'to approach,' &c.], s.f. Bringing
(an allegation, &c.), producing, citing, alleging:—rd
karn, To bring (a charge against), impute (blame to).
H  p) air-gair (from gair, by redupl.), s.m. This one and
that one; anyone and everyone (without distinction);
stranger; a nobody-knows-who.
P ) rn [Pehl. ern; Zend airyana, fr. airya = S. arya, rya],
prop. n. Persia:—irn o turn, Persia and Transoxiana.
P )rn, adj. & s.m. Of or relating to Persia;—a Persian;
a man of the Sha sect.
S A)   airvat, vulg. ervat, rvat, s.m. Indra's
elephant.
S Y) " airvat, s.f. Name of the river Rv (in the
Panjb).
S  ) , '! yur-bal, = S ) y yur-d, See s.v. yus.
S ) y yur-d, = S  ) , '! yur-bal, See s.v. yus.
H  &; ) vw er-pher, s.m. Exchange, barter, &c. (=erpher); opposition, discord, jar, &c. (=i tilf); collusion,
combination.
S E ) 3y rsh, = H & ) Ly rkh, s.f. Envy, jealousy;
emulation, rivalry; impatience of another's success;
spite, ill-will:—rsh or rkh rakhn, or karn (-k), To be
envious or jealous (of); to envy; to rival:—rkh lagn (-ko),
To take ill or amiss; to feel jealous or envious.
H & ) Ly rkh, = S E ) 3y rsh, s.f. Envy, jealousy;
emulation, rivalry; impatience of another's success;
spite, ill-will:—rsh or rkh rakhn, or karn (-k), To be
envious or jealous (of); to envy; to rival:—rkh lagn (-ko),
To take ill or amiss; to feel jealous or envious.
S ! E ) 3y!, rshlu, vulg. rkhlu, adj. & s.m. Envious,
spiteful;—an envious or spiteful person.

S  E ) 3y  rshvn, adj. Envious, &c.=rshlu.

H I)  s, s.m.=Z) , q.v.

H & ) Ly rkh, s.f.=rsh, q.v.

H I) , yus, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.

S ) e7 era, s.m. = H ) e7" era, s.f. The

H I) , yasu, s.m. Command, order (=de).

castor-oil plant, Palma christi, or Ricinus communis. (See
an.)
H ) e7" era, s.f. = S ) e7 era, s.m. The

S I) , yus (in comp. yur, yush), s.f. Life, duration

castor-oil plant, Palma christi, or Ricinus communis. (See
an.)
H  &L)) "vw" er-pher, s.f.=er-pher, q.v.
H  7 e [S. (È P 'foot'], s.f. Heel (=e ); spur; a riding
cane or stick:—e karn, e lagna, e mrn (-ko), To strike
(a horse) with the heel; to urge (a horse) on with the
heel; to apply the spur, to spur.
H 0  7 e ak, = H G  7 e k, [S. ft], s.m. A
ram; a large ram or he goat trained for ghting;—a kind
of reworks.
H G  7 e k, = H 0  7 e ak, [S. ft], s.m. A
ram; a large ram or he goat trained for ghting;—a kind
of reworks.
H &=  7$* e -gaj [S. f+$*], s.m. The medicinal plant
Cassia tora or Alata (used for the cure of ring-worm).
H   )   ii e h-te h (see e h), adj. & s.m. (f. e he h), Crooked, awry; irregular; cross-grained;
inconsiderate, &c. (=atpat, q.v.):—crookedness,
tortuousness, &c. (=e hpan).
H   7" e  [e , q.v.+S. ], s.f. Heel:—e  dekh or dekho,
lit. 'Look at (your, -apn) heels'; look at home (a phrase
used by Mohammadan women to obviate the eect of
evil eye):—e iy raga n, e iy ghisn, To drag the heels
in walking; to rub the heels (against the bed in dying); to
be in straitened circumstances, to be in distress, or in
agony.
P H o)zd (corr. of A. ziyda), s.m. Increase,
augmentation, addition:—zd karn, v.t. To increase,
&c.=ziyda karn.
P o) ezid, zid [Zend yazata, part. fr. rt. yaz = S. *, rt.

of life, age, long life, mature age (see yu:—yur-bal, yurd (vulg. warda), s.f. Allotted period of life, life-time, age.
H 0)  ais [S. 8t, Pr. 5], pron. adj. & adv. (f. -),
This-like, such, of this sort; like (=s, in which case it is
subjoined to the accusatival base of a pronoun, and to
the acc. or gen. case of a substantive, e.g. p-ais
'aqlmand, 'a wise man like you'; mard-ais, 'like a man';
par-k ais lakro ke r p, 'in the form of feathery streaks');
in such a manner, in this wise, thus, so; after this sort,
of a piece;—as though, as if;—so much, this much (=itn):
—ais-tais, adj. Such and
such, so-so, &c.=ais-wais, q.v.;—s.m. (f. ais-tais), Such
an one, a nondescript, disreputable person; one destitute
of discrimination, or of carefulness:—ais-wais, adj. &
adv. (f. ais-wais), So-so, passable, middling; indierent,
of little moment or worth, insignicant, inferior, poor,
bad; improper, indecent (act or language);—indierently,
passably, &c. (=aise waise):—aise, adv. Thus, so, &c.=ais;—
also=aise-h, q.v.:—ais, aise, intj. (colloq.) Really! is it so!
surely not! you don't say so! what next!:—ais-tais, s.f.
Disgrace, infamy, ignominy; a polite term for anything
unmentionable:—aise-waise, adv.=ais-wais, q.v.:—aise-h,
adj. Just so, precisely;—as if, as though, so to speak;—
accidentally, casually; without motive or reason (=y h).
H  0)  sn, adj. & s.m.=  ) n, q.v.
P X  *0)stdag (abst. subst. from next), s.f. Erection;
stability.
P ? *0) stda [perf. part. of stdan; Pehl. otan, rt. Zend.
st = S. sth], part. adj. Erected, set up; standing:—stda
karn, v.t. To raise up, to erect, &c.
H 0)  sar, , sur, s.m.=war.
H Y0) y sart, s.f.=warat, q.v.

*], s.m. God.

H <0)  aisan, or aisan [Prk. !5=S. 8+!t], adj.

P o)ezid, adj. Divine; bestowed for the love of God.

& adv. (dialec.)=ais, q.v.

S J0)($" ya-sang, adj. Well-up, versed, skilled,
procient (in, -me ).
H 0) 0 yas , 0 yasu, s.m.=I) yasu, q.v.
H  0) T  swar, s.m.=war, q.v.
H  0)  aiso , adv. This year.
H 0)  aise, aise , adv. See s.v. ais.
S Z) ,3 yush = yus, q.v.
S Z) 8 a, , vulg. s, s.m. (f. ), Ruler, lord, master,
Supreme Spirit, God; name of iva as regent of the
north-east quarter (see n).
S ) 3 sh, s.f. Pole or beam of a plough; pole or shaft
of a carriage.
S  ) 8 n, vulg. sn, s.m. A name of iva;—the
north-east:—n-kon, s.m. The north-east quarter.
H  ) eshn (pl. of o; fr. Zend she), pron. They; those.
S ) 3 shat, adv. Little, a little, slightly, somewhat.
S *) .8 it, s.f. = S *) .8; itwa, s.m. Superiority,
supremacy, lordship; one of the eight attributes of the
Deity.
S *) .8; itwa, s.m. = S *) .8 it, s.f. Superiority,

church, synagogue.
S Y ) : warat, = H  Y ) : wart, s.f.
Supremacy, lordship; divineness of nature, divinity,
Godhead; divine or Almighty power; the divine faculties
of omnipresence, omnipotence, invisibility, &c.
H  Y ) : wart, = S Y ) : warat, s.f.
Supremacy, lordship; divineness of nature, divinity,
Godhead; divine or Almighty power; the divine faculties
of omnipresence, omnipotence, invisibility, &c.
H 5 ) :' warj, s.f.=aiwarya, q.v.
S  ) :" war, s.f. Mistress, queen, goddess; name of
Durg; of Lakshm, or of any other of the aktis or female
energies of the deities.
S ) ) :' aiwarya, s.m. Control, dominion, sway,
supremacy, power, might; grandeur, glory, pomp,
wealth, prosperity, greatness, majesty, state;
superhuman power, omnipotence (of the Deity); the
divine faculties of omnipresence, invisibility, &c.
S ) ) :" warya, adj. Pertaining to deity; divine,
godlike.
S  ) ) :u aiwaryya, adj. Endowed with superhuman

supremacy, lordship; one of the eight attributes of the
Deity.
S ) 34 sha, s.f. Desire, wish, eagerness,

qualities; grand, glorious, majestic, &c.
S ( ) 3" aishk, adj. Made of reeds.

inclination, choice.
S  ) : war, vulg. swar, s.m. Ruler, master, lord; the

A q) aia (acc. of ai, 'doing a thing again'), adv., Again,
as above, as before, item, the same, ditto, in the same
manner.
A h ) f [inf. n. iv of _'to be full,' &c.], s.f. Paying,

Supreme Being, God;—a name of iva, of Km-deo, &c.:—
war-dhn, adj. & s.m. Subject to or dependent on God;—
one who is resigned to the Divine will, a servant of God:
—war-dhnat, s.f. Subjection to, or dependence on,
God:—war-rdhn, s.f. The worship of God (=p j):—
war  (˚ra+a ˚), s.m. lit. 'A part of God'; an epithet of
created things, especially animals:—war , adj.
Possessing special divine endowments:—war-ve, s.m.
Absorption into the Deity:—war-bn (vara+vn), s.f.
The voice of God, revelation, inspiration, oracle:—warbho, s.m. The divine nature:—war bhakt, s.m. A
worshipper of God, a pious person:—war-smaran, s.m.
Remembering God, calling God to mind:—war-smarasthn, s.m. Any place of divine worship, temple, mosque,

A  ) ,l yushya, s.m.=yus, q.v.

satisfying, performing a promise, fullling an
engagement, keeping faith; payment, satisfaction,
discharge, &c.:—f karn, v.t. To pay, discharge, full,
make good, &c.
S ()  ek (see ik), adj. & pron. One, single, sole, alone,
only, a, an; the same, identical; only one; a certain one;
single of its kind, unique, singular, preëminent,
excellent;—adv. Or so, about (as last member of comp.
e.g. p -ek):—ek-arth, adj. & s.m. Having one and the
same meaning, synonymous;—a synonym (=ekrth, q.v.):
—ek-andz, adj. Of one and the same measure, fashion,

&c.; equal, uniform;—ek-andz-se, adv. After the same
pattern or fashion, uniformly, equally:—ek-dh, ek-d (S.
eka+ardha), Half, part, some:—ek-d, ek-dh (S. eka+di),
adj. One or more, one or so, some, some few, few:—ekkr, adj. Having the same form, alike, uniform (see ekr p):—ek- kh, adj. One-eyed (=ekksh, q.v.);—ek- kh
dekhn, To look with the same eye:—ek-n-me , adv. In a
moment (=ek pal-me ); easily, readily:—ek-ek, ek-ek-kar or
karke, adv. One by one, separately, singly; severally,
each, every, apiece:—ek-ek-ke do-do, adv. Two for one,
twice as much, double; cent. per cent.:—ek aur, adj. One
more; another:—ek-bt, s.f. One and the same thing, all
one; one unvarying price:—ek-b h, s.f. A distribution of
any tax or cess levied on all lands at an equal or uniform
rate:—ek-br, ek-biriyn, ek ber, adv. Once, once upon a
time; at one time, at once, at the same time, all at once:
—ek brg, adv. At once, all at once, suddenly:—ek-ba an,
s.m. (in Gram.) The singular number:—ek-baran (S. ekavarna), adj. Of one colour, plain; of one caste, of one race;
identical:—ek-barn (S. eka+var), s.f. Beating time,
marking musical measure by clapping the hands; an
instrument for beating time; a castanet:—ek-bagal, adv.
On or to one side, aside, apart; alongside:—ek-bh t, adj.
One kind, &c.=ek-rang, ek-r p, q.q.v.:—ek-bho, adv. At the
same rate or price:—ek-bhakt, s.m. One who eats but one
meal a day; a worshipper of one God;—ek-bhakti, adj. &
s.f. Of one faith; believing in one and the same deity;—
unity or identity of religious belief:—ek-bh nah , adj. Not
one, not a single one, none; neither:—ek-ber, adv.=ek-br,
q.v.—ek-patn, s.f. A wife devoted to her husband; a
faithful wife:—ek-parimn, adj.=ek-andz, q.v.:—ek-purush,
adj. Of the depth of a man's stature:—ek-par (or -pe) ek,
adv. One over or above the other; one after the other; in
succession (=upar-tale):—ek-paksh, s.m. Associate, rm
ally, partisan:—ek-pe-ke, adj. Of the same womb, uterine,
of the same mother, own (brothers or sisters):—ek-tl,
s.m. Harmony, unison, concord, the accurate adjustment
of song, dance, and instrumental music:—ek-tn, s.m.
Harmony, &c. (=ek-tl, q.v.);—adj. Having the mind xed
on one subject only, closely attentive:—ek-tanu, adj.
Having but one body, not subject to transmigration:—ekto, adv. In the rst instance, rstly; on the one hand:—

ek-tol, adj. Of the same weight, equal:—ek-thn, ek-j, ekjagah, adv. In one place, together (=ikha, q.v.);—ek-j
karn, v.t. To collect, &c.=ikha karn, q.v.:—ek-ak, s.m.
Looking steadily at a thing without blinking; xed look,
stare, gaze;—adv. Steadily, xedly;—ek-ak dekhn, v.t. To
look steadily or xedly at, to scan carefully, eye, gaze at:
—ek-jt, ek-t, adj. Of the same caste, race, family, or
sort; co-religionist; of the same parents:—ek-jn, ek-jigar,
adj. Having one soul, or one heart; true, sincere (=ek-dil,
q.v.):—ek- it, adj. Collected as to thought, thinking of one
thing only; intent upon, absorbed in; of one mind,
unanimous, concurring, agreeing; unwavering,
determined, resolute; (cf, ek-dil and ek-mat):—ek ane-k do
dl, lit. 'Two halves of a chick-pea'; two equal shares;
brothers of the whole blood:—ek- hatr (S. eka-kshatra),
s.m. Supreme monarch, emperor;—(hence) Rj
Rm andra:—ek-dri, adj. One-eyed:—ek dast, adv.
Altogether, entirely (=ek la t, ek-musht):—ek-dafa, adv.
Once; once upon a time:—ek-dukh-sukh, adj. Having or
feeling the same joys and sorrows, sympathizing,
sympathetic:—ek-dil, adj. Of one heart or soul, of one
mind, unanimous; single-minded, true, sincere, faithful:
—ek-dam, ek-dam-me , adv. In one breath, in a moment,
at once, all at once:—ek-d sre-k, Of one another, mutual,
reciprocal:—ek-des, adj. & s.m. Belonging to the same
place or country;—fellow-countryman:—ek-l, adj. &
adv. In one piece, without joining:—ek-aul, ek taur-ke,

adj. Of one make or fashion, of the same sort (=ek-r p,
ek-s); uniform:—ek-hang-se, adv. After the same fashion
or manner; symmetrically:—ek-ras, s.m. One only
avour; one sole pleasure;—adj. Pleased with one object
only, unchanged, unchangeable, constant:—ek-raqam,
adv. In one payment; at once:—ek-rang, adj. Of one
colour; of one sort or kind, similar, alike; constant, true,
sincere (=ek-dil);—ek-rang, s.m. A red cloth commonly
worn by native women, (syn. qand):—ek-r p, ek-r p, adj.
Having the same shape, form or appearance, alike,
similar, resembling (=ek aul):—ek-zabn, adj. Of the same
speech; of the same mind, consentient (=ek-dil,
ek-mat);—adv. With one voice, with one accord,
unanimously (=ek-mu h, q.v.):—ek-s, ek-s , ek-sr, adj. (f.
ek-s), Alike, having the same qualities, of the same sort,

similar, corresponding; identical;—ek-se, adv. One and
the same, unvarying, unchanging;—ek-se din na rahn,
The days or time not to remain the same, but to change
(usually from bad to good):—ek-sth, ek-sang, adv.
Together, in a body, simultaneously, all at once,
suddenly:—ek-sar, adv. All at once; all together:—eksamn, adj. Alike, equal, &c.=ek-s, q.v.:—ek-se ek, adj. One
(better or worse) than another:—ek-shmil, adv.
Together=ikha, q.v.:—ek-ara, s.m. One only hope and
refuge, epithet of any deity:—ek-arr, adj. Of one body; of
one blood:—ek-taraf,
 adj. On one side, aside, apart (=ekbagal, q.v.):—ek-tarfa,
 adj. One-sided, partial; ex-parte
(decision):—ek-fal, adj. Yielding but one crop annually:—
ek-qalam, adv. At a stroke of the pen; at once, bodily,
entirely, altogether (=ek la t):—ek-kl, s.m. One time,
one and the same time;—adv. At one time; once:—ekkln, adj. Contemporary, coeval, simultaneous:—ek-kebd ek, adv. One after the other, one by one (=ek-ek-kar,
q.v.):—ek-ke-p he ek, adv. One behind, or after, the
other, in succession, in a line, row, train, &c.:—ek-k das
sunn, To give back ten (words) for one, to pay back
with interest, to give (one) a volley of abuse:—ek-ke do
karn, To divide into two equal parts, to bisect; to cut in
two:—ek-lh h kn (-ko), lit. 'To drive with one and the
same stick'; to rule all men with the same rod, to treat
all alike:—ek-la t, adv. Altogether, at once, entirely, in
the mass, bodily:—ek-la , adj. & s.m. Having or
consisting of one string;—a string of pearls, gold
ornaments, &c. worn on the neck; necklace of a single
string of pearls, &c.:—ek-laut, ek-lau, adj. Only, single
(child. without brother or sister=ik-laut, q.v.):—ek-mtrik,
adj. & s.m. Having a single mtra; (in Gram.), a short
vowel:—ek-m-bp-ke, adj. Of the same parents;—ek mbp-ke hon, or ho-jn, To be or live as brothers, to live
in peace and harmony; to sing in unison or harmony:—
ek-mat, adj. Of one way of thinking, of one mind, of one
opinion, consentient, agreeing, unanimous:—ek-musht,
s.f. A handful;—adv. Altogether, at once, in the lump or
mass; in one payment:—ek man-k, adj. & s.m. Having
the same meaning, synonymous;—synonym (=ek-arth):—
ek mu h, adj. & adv. Agreeing, united, unanimous, &c.;—
adv. With one voice, with one consent, unanimously (=ek

zabn);—ek mu h hon, or ho-jn, To be unanimous, to
concur, be of the same opinion;—to sing in concert,
harmony, or chorus:—ek-mol, adj. Of the same value or
price:—ek nm, adj. Having the same name, cognominal:
—ek na, Not one, no one, none; neither:—ek na ek, One or
the other, either:—ek wr-par lagn, To stake on one
throw:—ek wa, adj. Of one and the same fashion, kind,
sort; regular, uniform, equal (=ek andz, q.v.):—ek waqt,
adv. At one time, simultaneously:—ek-h, adj. One alone,
sole one, a single; just the same, all one, alike, identical;
unique, unparalleled;—ek-h hon (me or k), To stand
alone (in respect of), be unparalleled or unique.
H )  ek [S. +t], s.m. Unity, union, unanimity;
combination, league, compact, conspiracy; a unit; an ace
(at cards=ikk):—ek karn, v.n. To act in unison or
concert, to act together, act simultaneously; to combine,
unite, conspire; ek-ek, ek-ek, adv. All at once,
simultaneously; suddenly.
S D  ) 8 ekda, adj. Eleven (=iggyrah).
S E  ) 8" ekda, s.f. The eleventh day of a lunar
fortnight.
S L )  ekdhipati (eka+adhipati), s.m. Sole and
absolute monarch.
S  *L ) ; ekdhipatya, s.m. Sole and absolute
sovereignty.
S &Y ) R' ekrth (eka+artha), s.m. The same object; the
same meaning;—adj. Having one or the same aim or
object; having one meaning, synonymous.
S (&Y ) R
' ekrthak, adj. (in Gram.), Synonymous.
H B ) " eks, adj. Eighty-one (=ikkys, q.v.).
S Z ) d ekksh (eka + aksha), adj. One-eyed, blind of
one eye; having one axle;—s.m. A crow.
S < )  ekkin, = S  ) " ekk, adj. Alone,
single, solitary, sole.
S  ) " ekk, = S < )  ekkin, adj. Alone,
single, solitary, sole.
S X ) m ekgra (eka+agra), adj. Having one point,
xing the attention on only one point or object, closely
attentive; intent; undisturbed, unperplexed;—s.m. One

whose mind is xed on one object:—ekgra- itt, adj. &
s.m. Having an attentive mind, attentive, intent upon,
&c.=ekgra.
S YX ) m ekgrat, s.f. Intentness in the pursuit of
one object, close and undisturbed attention.
S  ) B eknt (eka+anta), s.m. A lonely, retired, or
secret place; seclusion, retirement, privacy; an extreme;
—adj. Secluded, sequestered, retired, lonely, solitary,
secret, private; single, unaccompanied; extreme,
excessive;—adv. Apart, aside, alone; privately, secretly;—
extremely, excessively:—eknt-me , adv. Apart, alone,
&c.=eknt:—eknt-me rahn, To live alone, single, or
secluded; to hold or keep (oneself) aloof:—eknt-hobaithn, To seclude oneself; to retire from the world.
S * ) B ekntar (eka+antara), adj. Next but one,
alternate, every other:—ekntar ko, s.m. (in Geom.)
Alternate angle.
H   ) U eknawe, eknwe, adj. Ninety-one: (=iknwe,
q.v.).
H  )   ekwan, adj. Fifty-one: (=ikwan, q.v.).
S ( ) 6  aikhik, vulg. ekhik, adj. Ephemeral,
quotidian.
H $ )  ek (from ek), s.f. Loneliness, solitariness,
solitude; unity, unanimity; units (in Numeration).
H ) )  " ek-ek; see s.v. ek:—cf. also P. yak--yak.
S ) ,= a-yukt, adj. Ill-matched, not suited, unt,
unsuitable, incompatible; incompetent; improper,
indecent (=ajukt);—s.m. Violence, oppression, constraint,
compulsion.
S *)  ekat, s.f. Oneness, sameness, identity; unity,
union, agreement, harmony; conjunction.
H I ! *) !" ektls, adj. Forty-one: (=iktls, q.v.).
S *) P ekatra, ekatr, adv. In one place; together;
also=next, q.v.
H *) P ekatr, s.m. Sum total; one more than a
hundred, &c.=ekotr, q.v.
H *) \ ekattar, ekatar [S. +B+t], adj. Next
but one, alternate (=ekntar):—ekatar-jwr, s.m.
Intermittent fever, tertian ague.

H &*) R ekath, ekth, adv. See ikha.
H I *) " ekts, adj. Thirty-one (=ikts, q.v.).
H () _ ekah, ekh, adj. & adv.=ikha, q.v.;—s.m.
A small boat rowed by one oar.
S + )  ekad, adv. Once, once upon a time; at one
time, at once.
H )  ekar, pron. adj. (dialect.)=isk, q.v.
H  () 7 ek , s.m. The gure one ().
S <) d4 ksha, s.m. The eye; act or power of seeing;
sight;—care; supervision.
S () d.4 kshaik, s.m. Fortune-teller.
S ()  ekak, adj. Single; solitary, alone; the same (cf.
ekal).
S ) ! ekal, adj. Alone, solitary (=akel);—s.m. A
solitary person.
H Y #) !M ek-laut, adj. See s.v. ek, and see iklaut.
S 2 ) / ekam, adj. One;—s.f. The rst day of the Hind
fortnight:—ekam-kr, ekam-ek, Made one of, mixed,
jumbled, confused, disordered; caused to be apart or
alone, rendered unclean or impure (by touch).
S  *@ ) /; aik-matya, s.m. Unanimity, sameness of
opinion or doctrine, agreement, concurrence.
H *) B ekantr [S. +B+t], adj. Next but one,
alternate, &c. (=ekntar and ekatar); fasting every other
day.
S Y ) 5\ ekottar, vulg. ikotar, = H Y ) 5P ekotr [S.
eka+uttara+kah], adj. & s.m. One over a hundred, one
hundred and one;—one per cent.:—ikotar-sau, adj. One
hundred and one.
H Y ) 5P ekotr [S. eka+uttara+kah], = S Y ) 5\
ekottar, vulg. ikotar, adj. & s.m. One over a hundred, one
hundred and one;—one per cent.:—ikotar-sau, adj. One
hundred and one.
S Z )  8 eka-vi a, adj. Twenty-rst.
S  )  8 eka-vi ati, adj. Twenty-one: (=ikks).
H &) L kh [S. d,], s.f. (& m. in Hind), Sugar-cane
(= kh, q.v.):—kh-rj, s.m.= kh-rj, q.v.s.v. kh.

H *&) L\ ekhattar, adj. Seventy-one (=ik-hattar, q.v.).

H 2 #) !/ lam, !/ elam, s.m.=lm, q.v. (These forms

H ) L ekha, adj. & adv.=ikha, q.v.

appear to be peculiar to Southern India; the words used
in the North are nlm, llm.)
H  #) !  elw, !,  eluw, !0 el , s.m. Aloes (syn.

H &) 6 ekahr, adj. (f. -), Alone, solitary; single; of
one twist, of one piece, &c.; thin (=ikahr, q.v.).
H &) 6" ek-h, = H ) " ek-, adj. See s.v. ek.
H ) " ek-, = H &) 6" ek-h, adj. See s.v. ek.
H )  eka, adj. One only, one and the same, &c.
(=ek-h, q.v.);—s.f. Units=ek, q.v.
S * ) = aikyat, s.f.=aikya, q.v.
H I ) " eks,   ekas, adj. Twenty-one (=ikks,
q.v.).
S ( ) » ekaik (eka+eka), adv. Everyone, each
successively, one by one, &c. (=ek ek kar, q.v.).
S 2  ) »/ ekaikam, adv. One by one, singly, &c. (=ek ek
karke).
H 3 ) ?! kel, adj. Alone, &c.=akel, ikel, q.v.
S  ) = aikya, s.m. Oneness, unity, singleness, identity,
sameness, harmony (=ekat); total, aggregate, product.
H <J) $,4 aigu [S.  +$,4], s.m. Unskilfulness, stupidity,
&c.=augun, q.v.
A ) yal, aiyal, uyyal, s.m. Stag; deer, hart; wild goat.
S 3) ! el, s.f. Cardamoms. (See il .)
H 1 3) !/ lm, s.m. Auction, public sale (=llm, nlm,
q.q.v.).
P :#)el , s.m. Ambassador, envoy, delegate, agent:—el 
karn, To discharge the functions of an ambassador or
agent; to act in another's stead.
H L :#) el -pan, s.m. = P J :#)el -gar, s.f. The oce or
dignity of an ambassador, &c.; ambassadorship,
embassy, agency.
P J :#)el -gar, s.f. = H L :#) el -pan, s.m. The oce or
dignity of an ambassador, &c.; ambassadorship,
embassy, agency.
P T   #) lgr,
 ilgar =   ! ilgr,
 q.v. (The of this word is
merely scriptio plena).
H  _ ) !v»! ail-fail (corr. of A. P h ! al-fl, 'the act'), s.m.
Abusive language, obscenity; prating, chatter, babble
(also aul-faul: used by Mohammadan women).

muabbar).
A #) ly, prop. n. Jerusalem;—Elias.
H 3#) #) el-elall (corr. of y 'al y allh), intj, O Al! O God!
(used by lascars or Indian sailors when pulling ropes,
&c.).
A @ ) m [inf. n. iv. of N1  'to make a sign'], s.f. Sign, nod,
beck, hint, suggestion, indirect reference or allusion;
emblem, symptom.
A  @ ) mn [inf. n. iv of <a  'To be safe or secure'], s.m.
Belief (particularly in God, and in His word and apostles,
&c.); faith, religion, creed; conscience; good faith,
trustworthiness, integrity:—mn be n, To sell one's
conscience; to break one's word, faith, &c.; to sacrice
one's integrity, honour, &c.; to prove faithless or
dishonest:—mn-dr, adj. Faithful, true, conscientious;—
s.m. A believer:—mn-dr, s.f. Fidelity, truth,
trustworthiness, honesty:—mn-se, adv. Faithfully,
honestly, conscientiously, solemnly:—mn-k, adj. (f. -),
Honest, true, fair, conscientious, trustworthy, trusty:—
mn khon, To sacrice or lose honour, integrity,
&c.=mn be n, q.v.:—mn ln (-par), To believe (in),
become a convert (to); to have or put faith (in), repose
trust or condence (in), rely (on); to credit, give credit
(to):—mn-me alal n, mn-me farq n, To have
one's honesty or probity shaken or disturbed, to prove
faithless, dishonest, &c.
A P  @ )mn, adj. Of the (Musalman) faith; faithful.
H <@ ) / man, / eman, s.m. Name of a metre in
Hind versication; name of a musical mode.
P <@ ) emin (for A. min, by imlah), adj. Safe, secure, void
of care.
A <@ ) aiman, adj. compar. & superl. (rt. <a ), More, or
most, happy, fortunate, or august.
A P @ )aiman, imin, s.f. Security, protection; happiness.
P @ $ aimma (for A. ~@ $ aimmat), s.m. pl. (of imm), Imms,
saints, &c. See next.
P @ ) aima (for aimma), s.m. Land given as a reward or

favour by the king at a very low rent, a ef (when no
rent is paid it is termed l- arj); a grant of land, &c. to
the people who attend at the tomb of an Imm or saint;
charity land:—aima-dr, s.m. One who holds land in aima,
a feoee:—aima-maua, s.m. A village given as a
charitable endowment to learned or religious persons.
P < $ n, s.m. See < $ n.
P <) n [Zend a&m; S. ayam], pron. dem. This; these.
A <) ain, adv. Where?
H <) &  , s.f. = H <) &  , s.m. [S. 9], Brick;
(met.), a xture (e.g. madarse-k  , applied to a student
who has been long at school and sticks in a low class):—
 -band, s.f. Brick-work, building in brick; a structure of
brick:— e pthn, To make bricks (=  bann):— -se
  bajn or baj-den, lit. 'To strike or sound one brick
against another'; to throw down, raze, or demolish a
building; to lay in ruins:— -se   bajn, baj-jn, To be
thrown down, razed, demolished, laid in ruins:— -kr,
s.f. Brickwork, bricklaying:— -k ghar ma karn, To
reduce a brick house to dust, to demolish a brick house;—
to destroy the prosperity of a house, to reduce to
poverty:— -k ghar ma hon or ho-jn, To be brought
low from a state of prosperity and auence, to be
reduced to poverty:— -kor, s.m. Brick-dust:— -k in,
s.f. Bricklaying, brickwork:— -gr, s.f.= -kr, q.v.:—
 t-mr- a hk , s.m. A boys' game (one boy throws a
stone which others try to hit, and he who is successful
rides on the back of the rst thrower as far as the stone
thrown by him).
H <) &  , s.m. = H <) &  , s.f. [S. 9], Brick;
(met.), a xture (e.g. madarse-k  , applied to a student
who has been long at school and sticks in a low class):—
 -band, s.f. Brick-work, building in brick; a structure of
brick:— e pthn, To make bricks (=  bann):— -se
  bajn or baj-den, lit. 'To strike or sound one brick
against another'; to throw down, raze, or demolish a
building; to lay in ruins:— -se   bajn, baj-jn, To be
thrown down, razed, demolished, laid in ruins:— -kr,
s.f. Brickwork, bricklaying:— -k ghar ma karn, To
reduce a brick house to dust, to demolish a brick house;—
to destroy the prosperity of a house, to reduce to

poverty:— -k ghar ma hon or ho-jn, To be brought
low from a state of prosperity and auence, to be
reduced to poverty:— -kor, s.m. Brick-dust:— -k in,
s.f. Bricklaying, brickwork:— -gr, s.f.= -kr, q.v.:—
 t-mr- a hk , s.m. A boys' game (one boy throws a
stone which others try to hit, and he who is successful
rides on the back of the rst thrower as far as the stone
thrown by him).
H <) &±  ai  [S.  \
 +t, or from ai n, q.v.], s.m.
Twist, turn, convolution (=ai an, ai han, ai h), clew,
hank, skein, &c. (syn. kalba); the string of a spinning
wheel on which the spindle works, cross-strap round
wheels;—a snail.
H 7<) &  y (from ai , 'ring'), s.m. The ringturtle or ring-dove, Turtur cambayensis.
H <) &±  ai an (from ai tn, q.v.), s.f.=ai , ai th,
ai han, q.q.v.
H  <) &±  ai n [S. \"(
'
, + \
 ], v.t. & n. To twist,
&c.=ai hn (the more common form).
H  <) &± " ai n (from ai n), s.f. Petulance,
peevishness; pride.
H <) &± 0 ai  , s.m. Proud, &c.=ai h , ak , aka -bz,
q.q.v.
H  ?<) &± 
0  ai  -pan, s.m. Pride; aectation, &c.=aka ,
q.v.
H <) _  h, s.f. Brick= , q.v.
H <) _
± ai h [S.  . \], s.f. Twist, turn, convolution,
coil, fold, ply; tightening; stiness, rigidity; obstinacy,
stubbornness; pride, arrogance; aectation, airs, strut
(syn. aka , q.v.):—ai h-bz, s.m.=aka -bz, q.v.
H <) _
±  ai hn (caus. of ai hn, q.v.), v.t. To twist,
turn, wring; to cause to writhe; to cause to strut, &c.
H <) _
±  ai han, s.f. Twist, &c. (=ai h, q.v.);
constipation; gripes, colic.
H  <) _
±  ai hn (see ai n), v.t. To twist, wind, spin,
make into hanks or skeins; to make crooked, to distort;
to wring (the ear); to punish, chastise; to tighten,
squeeze, press, contract; to wrench from, extort, take by
force or fraud, appropriate wrongfully;—v.n. To twist,

writhe, wriggle; to cramp; to be tightened, cramped,
pressed, to shrink, be contracted; to become rigid, sti,
&c.; to strut, stalk, &c. (=aka n, q.v.):—ai h-kar, adv.
Stiy, rigidly; aectedly, with a strut, proudly, &c. (=aka kar):—ai h-len, v.t. (intens. of ai hn), To twist tight,
&c.; to wring from, extort, &c.: see ai hn.
H 9)   , 
( e , 
± ai (see ai n), s.f. Pulling,
drawing, attraction; stretching; tightening; tendency;
desire; reserve, holding back or aloof; delay, tardiness;
scarcity, deciency, want;—the banking system by which
zamndrs pay the revenue demand:—ai -khai , s.f.
Tugging and pulling, scuing; quarrelling.
H :) 
(  e , 
±  ai , part. adj. Pulled, drawn, &c.:—
ai -tn, adj. Stretched and strained, pulled eross-wise,
&c.; squint-eyed:—e -tn, s.f. Stretching and straining,
tugging and pulling; scue, tussle, scrimmage, struggle;
diculty, entanglement, toils.
H <:) 
(  e an, 
±  ai an (v.n. of next, q.v.), s.f.
Pulling, drawing, dragging, &c.; struggle, diculty, toils,
&c. (=e -tn, q.v.).
H :) 
±  ai n, 
(  e n,   n [ai ˚ = Prk.
(+ () or (+ ()=S. (' ), the fut. (used in the
sense of the present) of rt. +>3] , v.t. To draw, pull,
drag, attract; to string up, hang (usually ai -den); to
draw or rule (a line, &c.); to write, scribble; to sketch; to
keep or hold back or aloof:—e -tn-ke, adv. With
diculty, by hook or by crook:—ai -den, intens. of
and=ai n:—ai -lena, v.t. To draw out; draw up, draw in,
imbibe, absorb, suck up; to take, take in; to take away by
force, carry o (usually e -le-jn), wring from, extort.
H + ) BC ndur [S. BC], s.m. Rat; mouse.
S (! W+ ) BW*.! aindra-jlik, adj. Familiar with or
relating to magic, magical, deceptive, illusory;—s.m.
Magician, juggler.
H + ) B nd r, s.m.=indur, ndur, q.q.v.
H ?+ ) yanda, inda [act. part. of madan; y+anda; rt. Zend
& S. i + ant], adj. & adv. Coming, future, subsequent,
ensuing, next;—in future, for the future, hereafter:—
inda-ravanda, adj. & s.m. Coming and going, passing to
and fro:—one who comes and goes, a traveller;—inde-

ko, adv. In future.
H <+ ) B ndhan, s.m. Fuel, &c.=indhan, q.v.
H <) f
± ai  (from ai n, q.v.), adj. Rolling; lolling; idle,
useless, unserviceable, worthless; incomplete,
unnished:—ai  karn, v.t. To render useless or
unserviceable; to injure; to break:—ai  hon or ho jn,
v.n. To become useless, worthless, unserviceable, &c., to
get out of order, be injured, broken, spoiled; to be
unnished or incomplete.
H <) f
±  ai  (perf. part. of ainn), adj. (f. -),
Staggering, rolling, reeling, swaggering, mincing;
crooked, zigzag; harsh, unseemly, rude, coarse (speech,
&c.):—ai -bai  sunn, v.t. To call names, to abuse,
villify.
H <) f
±  ai , s.m. A make-weight (placed in the
lighter scale).
H <) f
±  ai n, = H  <) f
± ! ai ln, (caus. of
ai n, q.v.) To cause to roll or sway from side to side,
&c.; to put in the scale, to weigh roughly.
H  <) f
± ! ai ln, = H <) f
±  ai n, (caus. of
ai n, q.v.) To cause to roll or sway from side to side,
&c.; to put in the scale, to weigh roughly.
H <) f
±  ai n (another form of ai n, q.v.), v.n. To
strut, stalk, swagger (=ai hn); to roll or turn from side
to side, to roll about (as in bed); to stagger or reel (like a
drunkard); to lie idle, loll about.
H  <) f   w, f,   uw, f0   , s.m. = H
 <)f "  v, &c. (dim. of  w), s.f. = H  <) ©, 
 huw, ©
,  hu, s.m. [S. ef+t], A roll, coil, or
ring of cloth, straw, or rope, &c, on which a burden is
carried on the head, or on which water-jars or other
vessels having round bottoms may be supported (syn.
gu ar, j n); a cant word for a turban.
H  <)f "  v, &c. (dim. of  w), s.f. = H  <) f 
 w, f,   uw,f0   , s.m. = H  <) ©, 
 huw, ©
,  hu, s.m. [S. ef+t], A roll, coil, or
ring of cloth, straw, or rope, &c, on which a burden is
carried on the head, or on which water-jars or other
vessels having round bottoms may be supported (syn.

gu ar, j n); a cant word for a turban.
H  <) ©,   huw, ©
,  hu, s.m. = H  <) f 

S &) 6 h, s.f. Desire; attempt; exertion, energy.

 w, f,   uw,f0   , s.m. = H  <)f "  v,

S (&) 6  aihik, adj. Of this place, of this world,

&c. (dim. of  w), s.f. [S. ef+t], A roll, coil, or ring
of cloth, straw, or rope, &c, on which a burden is carried
on the head, or on which water-jars or other vessels
having round bottoms may be supported (syn. gu ar,
j n); a cant word for a turban.
P () nak, intj. Lo! behold! there now!
H J) $, ngur, s.m. Red lead, minium (syn. send r).
H &J) V<  ghe, = H ) s aine, adv. Here, hither.
H ) s aine, = H &J) V<  ghe, adv. Here, hither.
S )

eva, adv. As, like; even so, verily, indeed; only,

still, just, also.
S ) , yu, s.f. Age, life-time, duration of life.
H  )   aiwr (from ewa and wr = S. wakah), s.m.
A shed in a jungle for goats, sheep, or cattle.
P  ) aiwn, wn, s.m. Hall, gallery, portico (applied
generally to a royal palace).
P A  )ai-we, intj. See s.v. ai.
A ) aiy b, prop. n. Job.
S  ) 5 ayodhy, s.f. lit. 'Not to be warred against';
name of the present province of Oude (of which, in
ancient times, Rma was sovereign).
H   ) , !
' yur-bal, = H  ) ,y yur-d, s.f. See s.v.
yus
H  ) ,y yur-d, = H   ) , '! yur-bal, s.f. See s.v.
yus
H )

7 ewar [S.  +&], s.m. Flock of goats or sheep.

S * X ) 5F a-yogyat, s.f. Unsuitableness, incongruity,
impropriety, unworthiness.
S  X ) 5F a-yogya, adj. & s.m. Unt, improper;
incapahle; undeserving;—an undeserving person, &c.
S 1 ) / evam, adv. So, thus, also; yes.
H )  ya, s.f. Nurse, &c.=y, q.v.
P ) ya, s.m.=yat, q.v.
H &) 6 h, pron. This, &c.=yah, q.v.

H  &) 6[ h , adv. Here, &c.=yah , q.v.
terrestrial, temporal, worldly, secular, local.
S ( #&) 6M aiha-laukik, adj. Of this world,
happening in this world, terrestrial, sublunary.
H * ) " yt, adj. Ready, prepared, in readiness.
P < $ n [Pehl. dn, Zend daêna, rt. d = S. "], s.m.
Regulation, institute, statute, rules, law (as established
by princes, in contradistinction to shar or the law of
Moammad), body of laws, code; enactment, edict,
ordinance, canon, decree, rule; custom, manner:—ndn, s.m. One skilled in law, (but commonly applied to)
one who practises on the simplicity of his neighbours by
his knowledge of law; pettifogger, rogue; n--dwn,
s.m. Civil law:—n--faujdr, s.m. Criminal law:—n-ml, s.m. Revenue law.
H * $ L * $ 
( " (" e t-pe t (from P. pn), s.f. The
head and foot of a bed; the upper and lower end (of
anything), this side and that;—adj. & adv. Lower;
beneath.
P  $ na, s.m. Mirror, looking-glass; the knee-pan;—adj.
Mirror-like, clear, bright, &c.:—na-band, adj. Adorned
with mirrors;—na-band karn, To adorn with mirrors:—
na-band, s.f. Ornamenting with mirrors:—na-dr,
s.m. Mirror-holder (an ocer at Eastern courts);—(met.)
a mendicant;—na-dr, s.f. Holding a mirror; the oce
of mirror-holder:—na-dn, s.m. Case for a mirror:—
na dikhn or dikhln, To show the looking-glass or
mirror (as an Indian barber does on his rounds, when
he wishes to know if his services are required); to hold
up the mirror to one, to show one what he is:—na
dekhna, To look at the face in a glass:—na-r , adj.
Having a face as bright as a mirror:—na-sz, s.m.
Mirror maker or manufacturer;—na-sz, s.f. The trade
of mirror-making; the manufacture of looking-glasses:—
na--sikandar, s.m. A mirror of polished steel
(attributed to Alexander):—na-faroz, s.m. An
instrument for polishing mirrors:—na-maall, s.m. An
apartment, the walls of which are covered with mirrors;

mirror-chamber.
H

be;

ba; The second letter of the Urd or Hind stn

(and of the Persian and Arabic) alphabet, and the
twenty-third consonant of the Ngar alphabet,—the
third of the labial class. (It is sounded like our b; and
when used numerically according to the abjad (q.v.), it
stands for two. By way of abbreviation it is occasionally
written for the Arabic month rajab, of which word it is
the rst letter. In words from the Sanskrit, ba is
commonly substituted for va or wa; and, generally
speaking, v or w is liable to be changed to b, e.g. aber for
aver; seb for sew. It is also interchangeable with m and p,
e.g. baur = maul; narbad = narmad; bdshh = pdshh):—
ba-kr, s.m. The letter or sound b.
S
ba, s.m. Name of Varuna, god of the waters; water;
ocean; the sun.
P ba, insep. prep. (the sep. form being  ba), With, by,
for, from, in, into, to, up to, on, upon (e.g. ba-sn, adv.
With ease, easily).
A bi, prep. By, with, from, in, into; near, on, according
to, for, towards. (In Urd it occurs only in comp. with a
substantive dened by the Arabic article al, 'the'; e.g.
bil-lh, By God; bil-ittifq, adv. By chance, &c.)
P b, prep. With, by; possessed of (opp. to be, 'without'):
—b-br , adj. & adv. Honourable, respectable; with
honour, honourably, respectably:—b-ittifq, adj. & adv.
With concord or harmony; harmoniously; unanimously:
—b-asar, adj. & adv. Notable, remarkable; eectual; with
eect, eectively, eectually:—b-i l, adj. Sincere,
cordial:—b-adab, adj. & adv. & intj. Possessed of good
manners or good breeding, polite; according to good
breeding, politely, respectfully;—by your leave! pardon
me!:—b-n-ki, adv. & conj. Even with that,
notwithstanding that; although:—b-mn, adj. Faithful;
religious:—b-barakt, adj. Blessed, fortunate, prosperous;
fortunate in every undertaking, and communicating
good fortune to everything one is concerned in;
productive of advantage and success:—b-tadbr, adj.
Prudent; with good counsel, with deliberation:—b-tamz,
adj. Discreet, judicious:—b-ay, adj. Modest, bashful:—

b- abar, adj. Informed, intelligent:—b- ud, adj.
Pious, godly:—b-shu r, adj. Wise, intelligent, sagacious:
—b-shauq, adv. With pleasure, willingly:—b-bita, adj.
According to rule, regular, formal, in conformity with
precedent;—adv. En règle, according to custom or usage;
with a douceur:—b-qida, adj. Regular, according to rule,
formal:—b-qarna, adj. In order, orderly, well-arranged,
regular, methodical; symmetrical, uniform:—b-murd,
adj. & adv. With (one's) object attained; along with the
object of (one's) desire; successful;—according to (one's)
wish, as one would wish: b-muruwwat, adj. Humane;
kind, obliging, courteous, aable, civil:—b-maza, adj.
Tasteful; delicious:—b-wuj d, b-wuj de-k, b-wasf, adv.
Along with the fact (that), notwithstanding, although,
withal, in spite of:—b-wa, adv. Mannerly, politely,
respectfully:—b-waf, adj. Sincere, faithful.
H  b, conj. Or, either (=v).
A

bb, s.m. Door, gate; chapter, section, division (of a

book), head, heading; subject, aair, business, topic,
matter, particular, case; head of accounts, cess, tax;—
postposn. In the matter (of, -ke), in the case (of), in
respect (of), with regard (to), about:—bbu-t-taubat , s.m.
The door of repentance:—bb-wr, bb-yft, s.m.
Classied items entered (as elds, &c.) under their
proper heads;—bb-wr, s.f. Classication.
HP
  bb [S. H or Ht; cf. bb and bp], s.m.
Father; grandfather; old man, sir, sire (respectfully); a
sa ys, a faqr; the head of the order of monks called
Calendars or Qalandar; a form of address used by beggars
in addressing the master of a house, and vice versâ;
(amongst native servants of European masters), child,
children:—bb-jn, Father dear! dear child!:—bb-log,
s.m. Children.
P  bbat (for A. ~ ), s.f. Account, head, item (of
account), article, business, aair, matter (=bb);—
postposn. On account (of, -k or -ke?), for, concerning,
respecting, as to, in the matter (of):—bbat-wr, adj.
According to entry (=bb-wr):—bbat-wr, s.f. Anything
which is registered or entered in a general statement of
accounts: bbat-yft, s.f. The particular items of an
account, classied items (=bb-yft).

H

  bbar [S.

'?], s.m. A kind of grass (of which a

sort of twine is made, and which is used for bed-strings
and for thatching);—a kind of sweetmeat (=bwar).
H = bbar , s.m.=bwar .
H ^
H  )

 ($ b-birang, s.m.=be-birang, q.v.
 [ bbriy [S.

'+t], s.m. Head of hair (a

man's,—long and uncut).
A  bbul, prop. n. Babel, or Babylon.
A # bbul, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to Babylon,
Babylonish;—a Babylonian.
H <   bban (corr. from the English), s.f. Bobbin:—
bban-nai, s.f. Bobbin-net.
H   " bbn, s.f. A snake's hole (=b bh, q.v.).
H

 0 bb [S. H or H+; cf. bb], s.m. Prince,

noble, man of family or distinction; a title of respect (as)
Sir, Mr., Esqre.; young master; father; a term of
endearment applied to children;—a clerk or writer in an
oce.
A ! bb l, adj.=bbul, q.v.
H !
P 

 !
0 "bb l, s.f.=babur, q.v.
bb na, s.m. Camomile; camomile owers;—wild

ivy, Anthemis nobilis.
H <& # bbhan, s.m. Name of a caste of bastard
Brhmans concerning whose origin many curious
legends are current.
H ]  bp [S. H], s.m. Father; senior, elder, superior:
—bp-bp, intj. A cry for help, quarter, or mercy:—bp
bann, bp karn, v.t. To consider or regard as a father:—
bp-tak jn, To go the length of abusing one's father:—
bp-j, Dear or honoured father:—bp-dd, s.m.
Ancestors, forefathers; family, pedigree:—bp-re, bp-rebp, bp-mer, intj. Exclamations of surprise, grief, &c.:—
bp-k hon or ho-jn (-ke), To be regarded as an
inheritance from (one's) father, to be kept as one's own
property (applied in the case of property, &c. which is
borrowed and never returned):—bp-mre-k bair, s.m.
Blood-feud caused by the murder of a father; familyfeud:—bp-haty, s.f. Parricide.
H @ 0*; HT/ bptism (from the Gr. @%$#), s.m.

Baptism (see baptism).
H ; , bpur,  bpr (in Braj.) bprau, = H  ]
7 bp  [S. H? lit. 'fatherless ?], adj. Poor, helpless,
destitute.
H  ] 7 bp  [S. H? lit. 'fatherless ?], = H ;

,

bpur,  bpr (inBraj.) bprau, adj. Poor, helpless,
destitute.
S ;  bpik, s.f.=bol, q.v.
H &;

v bph [S. l; Prk. Qv5], s.f. Steam, vapour,

exhalation (=bhp).
H ; " bp [S. "], s.f. Large oblong reservoir; pond,
pool.
H A  bt [S. \y 'News,' &c.; Prk. \], s.f. Speech,
language, word, saying, conversation, talk, gossip,
report, discourse, news, tale, story, account; thing, aair,
matter, business, concern, fact, case, circumstance,
occurrence, object, particular, article, proposal, aim,
cause, question, subject:—bt bt-me , adv. In every
word, in every case or instance, on every occasion, for
the least thing; in every particular, in every respect,
throughout, altogether:—bt b dhn, To sophisticate, to
prevaricate:—bt-bi r, s.m. Logic:—bt badaln, To depart
from (one's) word, to say one thing and do another; to
equivocate, prevaricate, shue:—bt ba hn, To prolong
a contest or dispute, to spin out or continue an
altercation; to make a serious aair of:—bt big n or
big -den, To mar a plot, to spoil; to thwart, frustrate; to
ruin one's credit, bring disgrace upon:—bt biga n, To
lose credit, become bankrupt, be ruined:—bt bann, To
talk much; to make up a story; to invent excuses, to
concoct, fabricate; to talk grandly, to boast, bounce:—btban, bt-ban , s.m. One who makes excuses; timeserver:—bt bann, To be snccessful, prove a success,
answer well; to gain credit or honour, to prosper,
ourish:—bt pn, To attain (one's) object or end, eect
(one's) purpose; to get to the bottom of an aair, to
fathom a design or object:—bt-par n, To be bent or set
upon, to insist; to hold or establish a position or point,
&c.:—bt paka n (-k), To seize censoriously on what is
said, to carp or cavil (at):—bt palan, bt phern, To go

back from one's word; to prevaricate, shue, &c. (=bt
badaln):—bt-ph n = bl khuln, q.v.:—bt p hn, To put
a question (to), inquire (of, -se); to inquire (after); to
evince concern, care, or feeling, &c. (for):—b phe kn,
To talk (at), to taunt, jeer, mock:—bt ln, To put o; to
make excuses; to evade:—bt ab-jn, To swallow one's
words:—bt aln, To talk (of, -k), to converse, broach
conversation, start a subject:—bt h n, To talk much,
&c.=bt bann, q.v.:—bt- he n, To broach conversation,
&c. (=bt aln); to trake lup or renew a dispute or
altercation:—bt- t, s.f. Talk, conversation, discourse;—
bt- t karn, To talk, converse, &c.;—bt dohrn, To
repeat a thing, to harp on a thing:—bt dharn, To
persist in making excuses, to put o, evade, shue:—bt
ln, To throw away one's words, to ask in vain; to ask
for, request; to propose:—bt rakhn or rakh-len, To
agree, assent, comply; to keep one's credit; to assist:—
bt rahn, To have (one's) words made good; to be
fullled or accomplished (declarations); to succeed; to
overcome, get the better in argument, to prevail; to be
accepted; to preserve perfect:—bt-k batakkar karn, To
multiply words, talk much, make much of little, to
exaggerate:—bt-k pakk, bt-k p r, bt-k sa , adj.
True to one's word, faithful to one's promise,
trustworthy;—bt-k bt-me , adv. In a word, in an
instant, suddenly:—bt kn, To cut one's speech short,
speak when another is speaking, to interrupt; to break
the thread of a discourse:—bt kurs-nishn hon, (One's
speech) to be approved or accepted:—bt karn, To speak,
talk, converse, &c. (=bte karn, bt- t karn):—bt-ko
pn or p-jn, To swallow or gulp down one's words; to
bear in silence, wait, have patience, suppress one's
feelings:—bt-ko (kis-ke) mu h-se le-jn, To take the
words out of (one's) mouth; to anticipate one in speaking
of or mentioning a thing:—bt-khuln or khul-jn, To
leak out, become known or public, be discovered, to
transpire:—bt kahn, To speak (of), tell, say; to talk,
discourse:—bt kahte, bt karte-me , adv. In an instant, all
at once:—bt ga hn, To frame (one's) speech or words
carefully; to speak to the purpose, or with eect:—bt
lagn, To speak (of or about), make arrangements (for),
negotiate; to impute (to), charge (with), to calumniate,

traduce:—bt lagn, To feel, or be impressed by, one's
words; to be oended:—bt mrn, To turn o, evade, or
divert a discourse; to nullify a speech or saying; to
silence, refute, rebut; to speak at, taunt; to snub, put
down:—bt mnn, bt qab , karn, To heed or mind what
is said, to obey; to admit, accept, agree to, comply with:—
bt mat karo, Hold your tongue! be silent!:—bt man-me
basn, To remain in the memory, be kept or borne in
mind:—bt-me , adv. In a short time, in a little while, in
a moment:—bt-me bt kahn, bt-me boln, bt-me
pa n (-k), To put in a word whilst another is speaking,
to interrupt (one) in speaking (=bt kn):—bt-me -se
bt nikln, To drag
out or prolong an argument or dispute; to carp or cavil at
an argument, to convict or refute one from his own lips;
to draw inferences from; to learn from:—bt-me farq n,
To lose credit or repute, &c. (=bt biga n, q.v.):—bt-me
f nikln, To pick holes in an argument, to nd fault with,
criticize closely, cavil at:—bt-me girn or gir-den, To
overcome in argument, to confute:—bt-niks, s.m.
Deductive logic:—bt h kn, To talk much, spin a yarn,
make up a story, &c. (=bt bann):—bt halk hon, bt he
hon, To be of little esteem, to be without credit or
esteem:—bto bto , adv. In the course of speech or
conversation:—bto -k jh b dhn, To pour out a string
of words, to talk without ceasing:—bto -me u n, To
put o; turn o with a jest:—bto -me n or -jn, To
be taken in, cajoled, deceived:—bto -me bahln, To
beguile with words, divert one's attention; to delude with
fair speeches:—bto -me dhar-len, To overcome or
excel in argument or conversation:—bto -me lagn, To
entangle (one) in talk, engage (one) in conversation,
occupy (one's) attention:—bte baghrn, lit. 'To season
one's speech'; to talk grandly; to talk at a great rate:—
bte iknn, lit. 'To oil one's words'; to have an oily
tongue, to atter, gammon:—bte sunn, To speak
harshly (to), censure, reproach; to revile, abuse; to
repeat one's story or adventures, tell one's tale:—bte
sunn, To listen to what is said, lend an attentive ear, to
heed; to bear or brook reviling, abuse, &c.:—bte karn,
To converse, discourse, &c. (=bt karn):—bte lagn, To
tell tales (of), speak, ill (of), to misrepresent, calumniate,

backbite:—bten mi-ln, To concur (with), be in harmony
(with), agree (with).
H A  bt [S. ], s.m. Pain in the joints,

H 

q.q.v.
H   & bn, = H  

_ bhn, v.t. To share,

rheumatism.
P A G h Y ba-ittifq, adv. With the consent (of, -ke), in
agreement or unison (with); with one consent,
concurrently, conjointly, harmoniously, unanimously
(=bil-ittifq, q.v.).
H  Y 0" bt n, = H  Y 0 bt niy, [S. \y+ B

&c.=b n, q.v.
H   _ bhn, = H  

& bn, v.t. To share,

+t?], adj. & s.m. Talkative, loquacious, garrulous;—a
talkative or garrulous person; great talker, prater,
chatter-box (syn. bat-ban).
H  Y 0 bt niy, = H  Y 0" bt n, [S. \y+ B
+t?], adj. & s.m. Talkative, loquacious, garrulous;—a
talkative or garrulous person; great talker, prater,
chatter-box (syn. bat-ban).
H Y " bt, s.f. Wick of a lamp, &c.=batt, q.v.
H

& b [S. ' , ;/,' &], s.f. m. (?), Way, road,

path, track, footpath, byway:—b john, b dekhn (-k),
To watch or look out (for), to await, expect (syn. rh
dekhn):—b aln, v.n. To go along a road, to travel,
journey:—b dikhn (-ko), To show the road (to); to
direct (one) on (his) way; to guide;—to keep one waiting
or in expectation:—b-dikh , s.m. Guide, conductor:—
b rokn, To close or obstruct a road; to stop (one) on a
road:—b-sr , s.m. Traveller:—b kn, To get over a
road, to travel, &c. (=b aln):—b-gh, adv.
Somewhere or other (com. b-gh):—b hern (-k), To
scan the road, to look out (for), &c.=b john, q.v.
H  & b [S. y, or &, rt. &], s.m. A measure of
weight, a weight:—b-tarz , s.m. Weights and scales:—
b- hp, s.m. Stamping weights and measures; the
stamp on weights, &c. (to guarantee their genuineness):
—b- hap, b- hp, s.f. Weight-stamping; fee charged
for stamping weights:—b h n, b ha n, To make a
weight; to test the genuineness of a weight; to make
trial (in respect of, -se), to test; to harass, annoy (used by
Hind women).
H  & b, s.m. Share, &c.=b , q.v.

& bik [S. &], s.f. Villa, &c.=b and b ,

&c.=b n, q.v.
H  &" b, s.f. dim. of b, Way, path, &c.:—b-gh,
adv. Somewhere or other (=b-gh).
H  &" b [S. ], s.f. Cake of bread baked upon
cinders.
H  &" b [S. &"], s.f. Site of a building, place; house,
dwelling, habitation, home; garden-house, villa; garden,
enclosure, &c. (=b , q.v.); the groin; rod, mace.
P 5 bj [rt. Zend baz; S. bhaj], s.m.f. (?), Tribute, tax, toll,
duty, impost, cess:—bj-dr, bj-gr, s.m. Collector of
tribute or revenue; tax-gatherer:—bj den, To pay
tribute, &c.:—bj-gh, s.f. Toll-gate; custom-house;
revenue oce:—bj-gur, bj-guzr, s.m. A tributary
(king, &c.); feudatory or dependent state; one who pays
taxes, duties, &c.
H 5 bj, prep. Without, in the absence of (=ba-juz.—The
word is used by the poet Wal, and would appear to be
peculiar to Southern India).
H 5 * bj, s.m. Horse (=bj, q.v.).
H5

* bj, s.m. Hawk (=bz, of which it is a corruption).

H W

* bj [S. 1+t, rt. ], s.m. Musical

instrument; instrumental music, music:—bj bajn, To
play on a musical instrument; to strike up (music):—bjbajattar, bj-bajantar, s.m. Band of musicians, or of music
(=bajantar):—bj-gj, s.m. Various musical in struments;
sound or clanguor of many and various musical
instruments (also bj-gj):—bje-wl, s.m. Maker or
vendor of musical instruments; player on any
instrument of music, musician (=bjantar).
H W = H ?W * bjr [S. *+, 'food'], s.m. A species
of panic or millit, panicum spicatum (it is, par excellence,
the 'food' of the poorer classes):—bjr-s bikharn, 'To be
scattered like bjr'; to be restless, uneasy, disturbed; to
be weary or tired:—bjr-murg, s.m. A speckled fowl

(particularly a black fowl with yellow spots of the size of
a grain of bjr).
H ?W = H W * bjr [S. *+, 'food'], s.m. A species
of panic or millit, panicum spicatum (it is, par excellence,
the 'food' of the poorer classes):—bjr-s bikharn, 'To be
scattered like bjr'; to be restless, uneasy, disturbed; to
be weary or tired:—bjr-murg, s.m. A speckled fowl
(particularly a black fowl with yellow spots of the size of
a grain of bjr).
H W *" bjr (dim. of bjr), s.f. A kind of millet

raise by subscription; to levy a tax:—b he -n, To have
a pain or in ammation at the corners of the lips:—
b he khiln or khil-jn, lit. 'The corners of the mouth
to open'; to be pleased, to be delighted; to laugh
intensely.
H &= + b h [S. ;t], s.m. Calf (=ba h ); young of
any animal (=ba a).
H &= +! b hal, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts about
Aligarh.
H &= + b hn [S. (8"(], v.t. To choose, select,

smaller than bjr.
H 5 JW *$* bj-gj, s.m.=bj-gj, q.v.s.v. bj.

cull, separate, pick out (syn. unn, hnn, binn).
H  = A b ya, s.m. Sentence, &c.=v ya, q.v.

H <W

P r b  = b a, q.v.
P *r b ta, perf. part. [of b tan; rt. Zend baz; S. bhaj],

* bjan (Braj. pl. of bj), s.m. Instruments of

music:—bjan-bj, s.m. Idem.
H W * bjn [bj˚ = Prk. A*()=S. 1(`), pass. of
the caus. of rt. ], v.n. To sound (as a musical
instrument, &c.); to strike (as a clock); to ring, resound
(=bajn); to be published; to be known, be notorious or
famous (as);—v.t. To sound, play upon, &c.=bajn, q.v.
H *W *B" bjantar [S. 1+BP+], s.m. Musician;
band of musicians;—s.f. A tax exacted (under
Moammadan rule) from musicians, professional
singers, and dancing girls:—bjan tar maall, s.m. The
quarter of a town inhabited by musicians.
H W *0 bj (P. bz , S. z], s.m. Arm; ornament
worn on the arm, armlet; fold of a door; door-post, sideframe of a door, &c. (see bz ):—bj -bandh, bj -band,
s.m. Armlet (=bz -band).
H W *" bj, s.f. Corr. of bz, q.v.
H W *" bj [S. *"], s.m. Horse.
T W bj, s.f. Elder sister.
H =  b , s.f. Speech, &c.=v , q.v.
H (=

 b ak, adj. & s.m.=v ak, q.v.

H =

 b n, v.t. & n. To read, &c.=b n, q.v.

H &=

+ b h (see b hn), s.f. Selection, separation;

proportionate rate, rate of distribution, assessment on a
share; subscription, portion, share, division;—slit or
corner of the mouth;—adj. Set aside, useless:—b h-barr,
s.m. Adjustment of liabilities, &c.=b h:—b h-ln, To

Played; staked; lost, beaten (at play).
P r b a, s.m. Tortoise; turtle.
P  bd [Pehl. vt; Zend, vta; S. vta], s.f. Wind, air,
breeze:—bd-bn, s.m. Sail (of a boat, &c.); a vessel in
which a lamp is placed for protection from the wind:—
bd-p, adj. & s.m. Having feet like the wind, eet; swift
horse, eet steed:—bd-paima, adj. Swift, &c.=bd-p;—
s.m. A worthless person who cares not what he says; idle
talker, false speaker; one busied in useless labour:—bd-tund, s.f. Violent wind, storm:—bd- ya s.m. The
rupture:—bd-raftr, adj. Swift as the wind, &c.=bd-p;—
bd-zan, s.m. Fan, ventilator:—bd- sam m, s.f. A hot
pestilential wind, the simoom:—bd sanj, adj. Idly
speculative, vain, proud;—s.m. One who
builds castles in the air:—bd-se bt karn, To go very
quickly, to be very swift (=haw-se bte karn):—bd-shurta, s.f. Fair or favourable wind:—bd--ab, s.f.
Morning breeze, zephyr, refreshing wind:—bd--farang,
s.f. The pox; St. Anthony's re:—bd-rosh, s.m.
Flatterer; boaster; (in India, generally,) a Bh, a
musician or minstrel:—bd-kash, s.m. Fan, punkah,
ventilator, thermantidote; bellows:—bd-gird, s.m.
Whirlwind:—bd--mu lif, s.f. Contrary wind, foul wind:
—bd--muwq, bd--murd. s.f. Fair wind, favourable
wind:—bd-mhra, s.m. Antidote for snake-bite:—bdnum, s.m. A weathercock, vane; ag:—bd-haw, adj.
Wandering, vagrant; senseless, unmeaning; useless;—

s.f. Senselessness; uselessness, fruitlessness; waste.
H   bd [S. ], s.m. Speech, discourse; assertion,

H 

armation; statement; debate, discussion, dispute,
controversy, words, contention, altercation, strife;
lawsuit, action, case, plaint, accusation, claim, plea;—
charge, commission:—bdnubd (i.e. vda+anuvda, s.m.
Dispute, altercation, &c.:—bd karn, v.n. To argue (with, se), to dispute, discuss; to contest, contend (for), bring an
action (against); to wrangle, to regard.
H   bd [S. &], s.f. Rheumatism (=bd, q.v.); alloy,

Orange; kind of citron; a species of cucumber:—bd-rangboya, or A. bd-ranj-b ya, s.m. Mountain-balm, Arabian
balm; citronel.
P ^ bd-rang, = A 6 bd-ranj, (cf. S. vta-ranga), s.m.

adulteration; remission of revenue or rent on account of
a bad season.
P  bd [contr. from buvd, optat. of b dan; the termn. d
= Zend yt, 3rd sing. pot=S. ], Let it be, so be it, may it
be, may it continue to be:—bd, May it be, God grant it.
H   bdr, s.m. A large house; a granary raised on
piles.
P 1  bdm, vulg. badm (=S. Ã), s.m. Almond,
Amygdalus communis; an Indian fruit resembling the
almond, Terminalia catappa (the catapang of the Malay
countries, called, in India, the country almond).
P a  bdma, s.m. A silkworm in the aurelia or chrysalis
state;—a kind of silk; a faqir's dress made of rags sewn
together.
P a  bdm, adj. & s.m. Almond-coloured; almondshaped; composed of or containing almonds;—a dish of
which almonds form the chief ingredient; a eunuch
(particularly one born with a rudimentary penis); a kind
of rice:—bdm  kh, s.f. Almond-shaped eye; placid,
sleepy eye.
H   B bdnya, adj.=vdnya, q.v.
P A i  bl-bq, s.f. Subtraction (in Arithmetic).
H  %    bda-bibd, see s.v. vd.
P  r bd- or (i.e. bl+ or), s.m. A disease in horses
which causes the hair to fall o.
P  r bd- or, s.m. Scald-head, Tinea capitis.
H   bdar, s.m.=bdal, q.v.
S 
plant.

 bdar, adj. & s.m. Made of cotton;—the cotton

C bdur [S. ,.!], s.m. Flying fox; bat.

A 6 bd-ranj, = P ^ bd-rang, (cf. S. vta-ranga), s.m.

Orange; kind of citron; a species of cucumber:—bd-rangboya, or A. bd-ranj-b ya, s.m. Mountain-balm, Arabian
balm; citronel.
P < J bd-rangn, s.m. A species of large cucumber (cf.
bd-rang).
P 0) bd-resa, = P ) bd-resha, s.m. A whirl; a circular
piece of wood or leather at the end of a spindle or dista
to wind the thread upon; the round piece of wood, or the
cap, at the upper end of a tent-pole.
P ) bd-resha, = P 0) bd-resa, s.m. A whirl; a circular
piece of wood or leather at the end of a spindle or dista
to wind the thread upon; the round piece of wood, or the
cap, at the upper end of a tent-pole.
P ) bdriya, s.m. A ventilator suspended from the roof
of a house to increase the circulation of air and drive
away ies; pankah.
H ? E  bdshh (for pdshh, q.v.), s.m. King, monarch,
sovereign; lord, master; a procient (in, -k):—bdshhzda, s.m. King's son, prince;—bdshh-zd, s.f. Princess:
—bdshh-kush, s.m. King-killer, regicide:—bdshh-kush,
s.f. King-killing, regicide.
P   E  bdshhna, adj. & adv. Royal, imperial, princely;
—kingly, royally, princely, in a royal or princely manner
or fashion.
P  E  bdshhat, s.f. Kingdom, realm, empire,
dominion, state, rule, government, sway; royalty,
sovereignty:—bdshhat karn (-k), To rule (over), to
reign, govern (syn. rj karn).
P  E  bdshh, adj. & s.f. Kingly, royal, regal, sovereign,
imperial;—royalty, sovereignty, sway, rule (=bdshhat):—
bdshh aqq, s.m. Royal prerogative:—bdshh ukm,
s.m. Royal edict or mandate:—bdshh ar , s.m. Royal
or princely expenditure; expenditure from the privy
purse:—bdshh sanad, s.f. Royal grant or charter; a
written document conveying lands or titles from the

ruling power; royal tenure, grant of rent-free land:—
bdshh 'adlat, s.f. Royal court, His (or Her) Majesty's
court:—bdshh karn (-me ), To rule (in or over), to
reign (=bdshhat karn):—bdshh gharn, s.m. Royal
family, dynasty; royal household:—bdshh ml, s.m.
Royal or state property, estates belonging to the crown.
P E  bdshah, s.m. Poet. for bdshh, q.v.
H 

! bdal [S. !,
' or ], s.m. Cloud; sponge:—

bdal phan, Clouds to disperse, to become clear (the
sky):—bdal hn, To lower, be overcast (the sky).
H " = H ! !, bdl [S. ],
' s.m. Gold or silver

bdh-krak, bdh-kr, adj. & s.m. Obstructive;
obstructer, &c.=bdhak, q.v.:—bdh karn, t. To aict,
distress, pain.
S   bdhit, part. Obstructed, impeded; pained,
aicted, tormented.
S (  bdhak, adj. & s.m. Obstructive, hindering;
annoying; painful; damaging;—obstructer, opponent, foe;
obstacle, hindrance, impediment.
S <  bdhan, s.m. Opposing, hindering;
obstruction, impeding; refutation; pain.
H   bdhn, v.t. To oppose, hinder, obstruct,

cloth, brocade of silken stu variegated (=lapp); gold or
silver thread.
H ! = H " !, bdl [S. ],
' s.m. Gold or silver

resist, check, thwart, frustrate.
S  " bdh, adj. & s.m.=bdhak, q.v.

cloth, brocade of silken stu variegated (=lapp); gold or
silver thread.
H ! !" bdl, s.f. Silk cloth embroidered with silver,

&c. (see bdh).
H  " bd [S. "], s.m. Speaking, discoursing,

brocade (=bdl, q.v.).
H ! !" bdal, s.f.=badl, bdal, q.q.v.
P 1  bdam, s.m.=bdm, q.v.
H   bdn [S. "(], v.n. To speak, discourse; to
dispute, argue, wrangle, &c. (=bd karn, q.v.s.v. bd); to
play on an instrument; to sound, strike (as a clock).
P  8 bdanjn, bdinjn, s.m. The egg-plant, Solanum
melongen (syn. baigan).
P ? bda (rel. adj. from bd, q.v.), s.m. Intoxicating
liquor, wine, spirits (syn. sharb):—bda-parast, adj. & s.m.
Addicted to wine; wine-bibber, drunkard:—bda-kash, s.m.
Wine-drawer;—bda-kash, s.f. Wine-drawing:—bda-gusr,
bda-nosh, s.m. Wine-bibber:—bda-go, s.f. Talking
foolishly or largely, raving (like an intoxicated man; syn.
jhak):—bda-nosh, s.f. Wine-drinking.
S   bdh, s.m. Prohibition, hindrance, opposition,

S  

 bdhya, adj. Requiring to be checked, stopped,

asserting, arming, &c.; speaker, propounder, debater,
arguer, disputant; accuser, complainant, plainti, suitor,
prosecutor; mischief-maker; enemy; (in Hind theology),
expounder of the laws and sacred writings, a sage; (in
music), key-note:—bd- or, s.m. Inveterate thief.
P  bd (rel. n. of bd, q.v.), adj. & s.f. Rheumatic;
producing or causing atulence; cold and damp;—
rheumatism; atulence; anything of a baneful or
mischievous character, mischief, disturbance, calamity:
—bd phailn, To spread mischief, &c.; to cause a
disturbance; to cause or induce indolence or inertness
(by yawning, or any diversion):—bd-k badan, s.m.
Bloated body; corpulence.
A  bad, act. part. (of + 'to appear'), Appearing,
beginning; beginner, author; rst (in comp.):—bdiyannazar,
 adv. At the rst glance, at rst sight (=dekhte-h).
P  ) bdyn, s.m. Sweet fennel; anise-seed (=sau f).
P ) bdiya, s.m. A large cup, goblet, bowl (generally of

obstruction; annoyance; damage: danger; cord or tape of
a bedstead (=naw , &c.); smaller division of an estate;
plain, desert.
H   bdh [S. +t],
'
s.m. Increase,

copper or brass).
A ) bdiya, s.m. Desert, wilderness; forest, jungle.
S   f bav, s.m. A Brhman;—submarine re:—

augmentation, advance, progress, premium.
S   bdh, s.f. Obstruction, impediment, &c.

bav-nal, s.m. A re under water.
H   © bh (see next), s.f. Stubble.

(=bdh); refutation; pain, aiction, distress, anguish:—

H  

© bhn [S. "(
' ], v.t. To cut, divide, cut o;

to shear.
H   br, s.f.=b , q.v.
H

 br, s.m.=bl, 'hair' q.v.;—also=bl, 'child'; and

bl, 'girl,' q.q.v.
H P   br [Zend vr; S. ], s.f. Time, turn; occasion,
opportunity; delay; (and, in Hind) s.m. Day of the week;
Saturday;—prohibition, obstacle, obstruction, &c.; (in
Hind and Urd ), gate, door, door-way, threshold,
entrance; admission, admittance; permission; (in Urd
and Persian), sitting of a sovereign, &c. to give audience,
court or levée (cf. dar-br), tribunal, assembly,
convention, congress;—a su$x forming Persian 'nouns
of multitude,' e.g. sang-br, joe-br, q.q.v.:—br-br, adv.
Time after time, again and again, repeatedly;
constantly, every moment; several times, often (=ka
br);—br-br-karke, adv. After several times or turns:—
br-- , s.m. Private court or hall of audience, privycouncil chamber:—br den (-ko), To give admission, to
admit; to give permission:—br-ruk, s.f. lit. 'Stoppage at
the gate'; money exacted by the bridegroom's sister
before allowing the bride and bridegroom to enter the
latter's house:—br-str, br-nr, s.f. Common woman,
harlot:—br--m, s.m. Public court, public audience:—
br-gh, s.f. Place of audience, court; palace:—br-gh-, s.f.=br-- , q.v.:—br-gh--m, s.f.=br--m,
q.v.:—br lagn, v.n. To delay, to hesitate; to place
obstacles in the way; to raise objections:—br-yb, s.f.
Admission, admittance, access; audience;—br-yb-darbr, s.f. Admission to a court or levée.
P  br (S. #), s.m. Load, burden; cargo; weight,
heaviness; onus; pregnancy; fruit, produce; (in Persian
phrases), greatness, dignity; God;—adj. Heavy,
burdensome, hard to be borne:—br--ilh or ilh, intj.
Lord God! Great God!:—br-ba, s.f. Division of the crops
by sheaves or shocks before the corn is trodden out:—
br-bar, adj.=next, q.v.:—br-bar-dr, adj. & s.m. Burdenbearing; burden-bearer, porter, carrier, beast of burden;
cart;—br-bardr, s.f. Means of conveyance, carriage,
transport; cost of conveyance, cart-hire, camel-hire, &c.;
freight, transit charges; lading, cargo;—br-bardr-ke

jnwar, s.m. Beasts of burden; draught cattle; cattle:—brbils, s.m. Whoremongery;—br-bilsin, s.f. Harlot (=brstr);—br-bils, s.m. Whoremonger:—br--taraddud, s.m.
The burden of disproof or rebutment:—br-e-jahz, s.m.
Ship's cargo, cargo:—br-- tir, s.m. Load or trouble of
mind; tiresomeness:—br- na, s.m. Warehouse:—br-ud or udy, br- ud or udy, intj. Lord God!
Great God (=br--ilh):—br-dr, adj. Loaded; laden with
fruit; fruitful; pregnant; br-dr, s.f. Fruitfulness:=brdna, s.m. Supplies, provisions; bags, &c. in which
provisions are kept; vessels, utensils; implements or
apparatus of a trade:—br den (-ko), To load; to impose,
give trouble, encumber:—br-kash, s.m. Beast of burden
(as an ox, elephant, &c.); burden-bearer, porter, carrier;
cart, truck, &c. (=bhr-kas):—br-gr, s.m. Beast of burden:
—br-war, adj. Fruitful: plentiful.
P  br, act. part. [of brdan = Pehl. vrntan; Zend vr; S.
], Raining, shedding, scattering (used as last member
of compounds, e.g. gauhar-br, adj. Scattering pearls).
H   br [S. ], s.m. Water.
H

 br, = H 

 br, s.m. Perquisite of the ahr or

cowherd in milk (generally the milk of every eighth
day).
H   br, = H   br, s.m. Perquisite of the ahr or
cowherd in milk (generally the milk of every eighth
day).
H   br (see bhr), s.m. Drawing water for
irrigation; the song sung whilst drawing water; the man
who stands over the well to tilt the leathern bucket (mo
or ara) when it is drawn up.
H   br, s.m. The process of wire-drawing
(through the jantr).
H   br = bl, q.v.
H 

 br (from vta), s.m. Wind, &c.=bayr, q.v.

H 

 br, adj. Twelve (=brah, q.v.):—br-jor, s.f. lit.

'Twelve-fold force (zor)'; force, violence, compulsion;—
adv. By force;—br-jor karn, To use force, bear strongly
upon, to press, constrain, compel:—br-dar and brsingh, see s.v. brah:—br-kha , s.f. (in Gram.), The
aggregate of the twelve short vowels of the Ngar

alphabet in combination with consonants (e.g. ka, k, ki,
k, &c.); a kind of song, every line of which begins with a
consonant.
H     brbr, adv.=br-br, and brambr, q.q.v.
H A

 brt, s.f. Marriage procession=bart, q.v.

P ? ba-irda, adj. With the intention or design,
intending.
P  brn, act. part. [of brdan, 'to rain,' Pehl. vrn;
Zend vra; S. vr], Raining, &c. (=br, q.v.);—s.m. Rain;
rainy season.
P  brn (rel. n. from brn), adj. Depending or rain;—
s.f. Land depending on rain, unirrigated land (in
contradistinction to h, q.v.); a woollen coat or cloak to
protect one from the rain, overcoat, water-proof:—brn
khet, s.m. A eld the irrigation of which is dependent on
rain.
H ? 6 brh [S. 6], s.m. Hog, boar; the third or
boar-incarnation of Vishu (in which he raised the earth
from the bottom of the sea with his tusks); the earth or
land so raised; land next to a village (see barh and
varh).
H  6" brh, adj. & s.f. Relating to a boar, or to
the third incarnation;—land next to a village (=brt); a
sow.
T A brut = br d, q.v.
H Y y brt [S. \y], s.f. Conversation, &c.=bt, q.v.:
—brt-lbh, s.f. The advantages of conversation;
conversation, discourse; exhortation, preaching.
P ^Y bri-tang, br-tang (br 'fruit'+tang, q.v.), s.m.
Plantain; seed of eawort.
H 5 * brij [S. +*], s.m. lit. 'Water-born'; lotus;
conch-shell, any bivalve shell; salt:—brij-nayan, adj.
Lotus-eyed.
P A W brjt, s.m. An oppressive custom of forcing to
purchase goods above the market-price.
P  W brje, s.m.=brjt, q.v.;—free grant of a spot of
ground made by a zamndr to any one of his relations.
P W brja, = P = br a, (dim. of br), s.m. Small door,
postern; verandah, portico; sun-shade.
P = br a, = P W brja, (dim. of br), s.m. Small door,

postern; verandah, portico; sun-shade.
H   brid [S. +, rt. ], s.m. Cloud (=bdal).
A  brid, adj. Cold, frigid; congealed; rm, solid,
established.
A d briz (act. part. of d 'to issue'), adj. & s.m. Issuing,
coming forth; apparent, manifest;—who or what comes
forth; (in Arith.) the sum total or gross amount.
P D  brish (abst. S. fr. brdan, 'to rain,' see brn), s.f.
Rain (=me h;—cf. S. varsh).
A x  brakallh, May God prosper or bless you (a
phrase expressive of approbation).
P X brg (see br, 'time'), s.f. Time, turn (occurring only
in comp., e.g. ek brg, adv. All at once).
P  X  br-gr (br, 'horse'+gr, rt. of giriftan, 'to take'), s.m.
A trooper who is mounted by the state or the chief he
serves, a trooper who does not nd his own horse;—a
groom, syce (=blgr).
H  %a  (  brambr [S. @ /], adv. Time after
time, again and again, repeatedly (=br-br, q.v.).
H  4 bra [S. 4], s.m. Forbidding, prohibiting,
preventing, warding o, guarding; resistance,
opposition, prohibition, defence, protection; armour,
mail; an elephant.
H   brn [S. 4"(], v.t. To forbid, prohibit, &c.;
—v.n. To leave o; to separate.
H   brn, v.t. To light, &c.=bln, q.v.
H  % brambr, adv.= %a 
H %

@  brambr, q.v.

(  br-amb (br, 'fruit,+amb, 'mango'), s.m.

Fruit of mango trees; revenue derived from mango
groves.
P X +  brandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Rain, raining.
P ?+  branda [br, 'raining,' q.v.+Zend añ = S. ant], adj. &
s.m. Raining;—that which rains or showers.
H  I4" bru, " brn [S. I4"], s.f. Spirituous
liquors, spirits.
H  ~ br , s.m.=bl , q.v.
H 

~ br , s.m.=blak, 'child,' q.v.

H 

~ br , s.f.=br d, q.v.

H 

 [ braw , brw , adj.=brah-w , q.v.

P A

~ br t, = P 

~ br d, s.f. Gunpowder:—

br d- na, s.m. Powder magazine; powder
manufactory:—br d-gol, s.m. Powder and shot,
ammunition.
P  ~ br d, = P A ~ br t, s.f. Gunpowder:—
br d- na, s.m. Powder magazine; powder
manufactory:—br d-gol, s.m. Powder and shot,
ammunition.
P ? bra (from br), s.m. Time, turn; regard, respect:—

always, perpetually:—brah-waft, s.f. The twelve days of
Moham mad's fatal illness.
P  brh (pl. of br, 'time'), adv. Times out of number,
time after time, again and again, repeatedly, often (=brbr).
H   6[ brah , = H   6 [ brahw , adj.
Twelfth; the twelfth;—brahwe , brahwe, adv. Twelfthly,
in the twelfth place.
H   6 [ brahw , = H   6[ brah , adj.

bre-me (-ke), In respect of, concerning (e.g. kis-ke breme , In respect of whom?).
H ? 6 brah,  br, s.m. Land next to, or

Twelfth; the twelfth;—brahwe , brahwe, adv. Twelfthly,
in the twelfth place.
H  6" brah, adj. & s.f.=brh, q.v.

surrounding, a village (=brh, q.v.).
H ? 6 brah [S. 8], adj. Twelve;—braho , coll. n.

H  " br, s.f.=b , q.v.

The whole twelve, the twelve:—brah-b, adj. lit. 'Twelve
roads'; scattered, dispersed, cast to the winds, ruined,
destroyed; embarrassed, bewildered, perplexed,
distracted, confounded; at sixes and sevens, in
confusion; at variance, in a state of discord;—brah-b
karn, v.t. To scatter, disperse, throw into confusion,
confound; to ruin, destroy;—brah b hon or ho-jn, v.n.
To be scattered, &c., to become houseless, ruined, &c., to
be a vagabond; to be abandoned:—brah-bn, adj. & s.m.
Generally praised or approved, pure, perfect, genuine,
good; sound, hale, hearty, well, convalescent;—the most
rened, the purest (gold, water, &c.):—brah patthar, s.m.
The twelve pillars which mark the boundary of a
cantonment or encampment; the cantonment or
encampment so bounded:—brah-pul, adj. & s.m. Having
twelve arches;—a bridge with twelve arches:—brah-dar,
brah-dwr, s.f. lit. 'Having twelve doors'; a
summerhouse (generally in a garden):—brah-singh,
s.m. lit. 'Having twelve tines'; a stag, antelope (?):—
brah-kha , s.f.=br-kha , q.v.s.v. br:—brah-ms, adj.
& s.m. Pertaining to the twelve months of the year;—
Hind verse of twelve stanzas, corresponding to the
twelve months of the year, and descriptive of the pain of
separation from a husband, as also of the characteristic
changes of the season, the scenery, and the pastimes
which distinguish each month:—brah mahine, adv. The
whole twelve months, all the year round, at all times,

H  " br, s.m. (f. brin), s.m. A caste of Hind s who

H  " br, s.f. A small ear-ring, &c.=bl, q.v.
sew together broad leaves to serve as platters; a seller
of pn or betel-leaf (=bara, q.v.).
H  " br (from brn = bln, q.v.; fem. brin), s.m. A
caste of Hind s whose occupation it is to sell torches; a
torchbearer by profession. (The same caste occasionally
act as barbers.)
A  br (act. part. of N 'to create'), s.m. The Creator,
the Deity:—br tal, s.m. The Most High God.
H  " br (dim. of br, 'time,' &c.), s.f. Time, turn;
turn for duty; a mode of keeping up the village watch;—a
small door, wicket; window:—br-br, adv. In turn; turn
about, each in due course:—br-dr, s.m. (f. br-drn),
An attendant who waits in turn with others:—br-k tap,
s.f. Intermittent fever.
P  bre (fr. br), adv. Once, one time, all at once; at last,
at length.
P ) br-yb, adj. See s.v. br, 'time,' &c.
H :) " br- ar, adj. & s.m.=vri- ar, q.v.
P () brk, adj. Fine, thin, slender, slight, slim, delicate;
minute, nice, subtle; shrill, high (note, &c.):—brk wz,
s.f. Fine or shrill sound; high note; the treble (in music):
—brk bt, s.f. Nice point, subtle question; ne
discrimination:—brk-bn, adj. & s.m. Penetrating,
discriminating, possessed of ne perception, nice, quick

of apprehension, intelligent;—critic; judge; connoisseur:—
brk km, s.m. Fine or delicate work; delicate matter or
aair, important business:—brk-miyn, adj. Slenderwaisted.
P ) brk, s.f. Fineness, minuteness, niceness,
subtlety; nicety, delicacy; nice perception, penetration,
discernment:—brk nikln (-k), To discriminate; to
make nice or subtle distinctions; to criticize.
?
7 b , br [prop. b h, S.  , rt.  cf. S. &], s.f.
Fence, hedge, outer boundary or enclosure (of any kind);
line, border, rim, margin, edge; edge (of a weapon or
tool=S. .!); line or row (of soldiers); front, frout rank;
—(in comp.), A sux signifying 'place,' enclosure, &c.
(=wr):—b bann, b b dhn (me ), To fence, enclose,
hedge in:—b pak n, b -par a hn (-ko), To
encourage, instigate, incite, excite:—b a hna or a hden (-par), b rn, b den, b dilwn, b rakhn (par), To put an edge (on), give an edge (to), to sharpen,
whet:—b den or dilwn (-ko), To incite, excite, &c.
(=b -par  hn):—b kirjn, v.t. To blunt or notch the
edge (of a sword, &c.):—b lagn, To fence, &c.=b
b dhn.
H
7 b [prop. b h;—S. 3],
' s.f. Volley (of mus.ketry,
&c.):—b u n, b jh n, v.n. To re a volley.
H
7 b , s.f. Increase, &c.=b h, q.v.
H

7 b , s.f. Mixture of syrup and rice- our, of which

the sweetmeat called andars is made.
H  7 b  [S. &+t], s.m. Enclosed space, enclosure
(=gher), area; cemetery;—fence, hedge (=b ); alms,
charity (in this sense prob. connected with varaam):—
b  b dhn = b b dhn, and b hn, q.q.v.
H  7 b av, s.m.=bdav, q.v.:—b av-nal = bav-nal,
q.v.s.v. bav
H
i b h, s.f.=b , 'edge,' &c., and b , 'volley,' q.q.v.
H

i b h [S. ],
' s.f. Increase, rise; growth,

vegetation; promotion; swelling or rise (of a ri er),
inundation, ood.
H 
i b hn, v.t. To fence, &c.=b h (or b )
b dhn, q.v.

H 

i b hn, v.n. To increase, &c.=ba hn, q.v.

H 

i6" b hh, = H

i" b h, [S. . -], s.f.

Usurious prot or interest (taken on grain, &c.); interest
in kind paid on seed-grain.
H
i" b h, = H 
i6" b hh, [S. . -], s.f.
Usurious prot or interest (taken on grain, &c.); interest
in kind paid on seed-grain.
H )
i b hiy, b hy, s.m.=b iy, q.v.
H

7" b , br [S. &", &], s.f. Enclosed piece of

ground, garden, orchard, kitchen-garden. plantation,
eld; cotton-eld; house with surrounding garden, &c.;
homestead; home, dwelling:—b  ugn, b  bnn, To
pluck the fruit of an orchard, gather the vegetables in a
garden or eld; to gather the cotton crop:—b  karn, To
garden, &c.
H 7 7 b iy, b y (see b , 'edge'), s.m. A whetter
(of swords, &c.), knife-grinder.
P d bz, act. part. [of b tan; rt. Zend baz; S. #*; cf.
ba t], Playing, player;—(in comp.) a sux denoting an
'agent,' 'doer,' 'one who has to do with,' 'fancier,' &c.;
e.g. hahe-bz, s.m. Joker, jester;—kab tar-bz, s.m.
'Pigeon-fancier'; shatranj-bz, 'chess-player.'
A d ² bz, vulg. bj (P. also bz), s.m.f. Hawk; female
falcon (the male is termed shhn):—bz-dr, bz-gr, s.m.
Falconer;—bz-dr, s.f. The keeping or charge of hawks
or falcons; falconry.
P d bz [old P. avz, af ; Zend ap = S.  , fr. añ , with
apa], adv. Back; again;—adj. Thrown back; open:—bz n
(-se), To come or turn back (from), draw back (from); to
leave o, desist, refrain, abstain (from); to give up,
abandon, relinquish, renounce; to keep (from), avoid,
shun; to decline, refuse;—bz , intj. Hold! stop! cease!
have done! enough!:—bz-purs, s.f. Inquiry, investigation,
examination; minute investigation; accountableness,
responsibility;—bz-purs karn, To inquire (into); to
examine; to call in question; to demand an explanation,
call to account:—bz-pasn, adj. Last, hindmost:—bzst, s.f. Inquiry, &c.=bz-purs, q.v.:—bz- h, s.m.
Inquirer, investigator; requirer:—bz rakhn (-se), To keep
or hold (one) back (from); to keep back, detain, withhold;

to restrain, repress, check; to prevent, prohibit, forbid;
to exclude; to debar; to dissuade, deter:—bz rahn (-se),
To keep (oneself) back (from), hold (oneself) aloof
(from); to desist, cease (from); to abstain, refrain; to
shun, avoid; to be prevented or prohibited (from):—bzgasht, s.f. Turning back, returning; return; retreat;—
part.=next, q.v.:—bz-gashta, part. adj. Returned;
retreated:—bz-gr, s.m. Historian, chronologist:—bzyft, s.m. Getting back, recovering; resumption (of
anything); the act of resuming alienated lands or
property of any kind;—bz-yftag, s.f. Idem.
P d * bzr, vulg. bazr, and bajr (old P. ab,
'provisions'+zr, 'place'), s.m. Market, market-place,
bazar, mart; business of a market; people assembled at a
market; rate, price; demand, sale:—bzr-ba, s.m.
Discount; the market rate of exchange:—bzr-baihak,
s.f. Fee or tax for holding a
stall or shop, or for trading in a market (=tah-bzr):—
bzr aln, bzr amakn, v.n.=bzr garm hon, q.v.:—
bzr dikhr (-k), To expose for sale:—bzr-k bho,
bzr-k nir , s.m. Market-rate; selling price:—bzr-k
alan, s.m. The custom or practice of the market:—bzr
karn, v.n. To market, to go to market:—bzr garm hon (k), The market to be brisk or active; to have a good
sale; to be in great demand; to be actively carried on (a
practice, e.g. rishwat-k bzr garm hai); to be all the rage;
to rage, prevail (as an epidemic disease; e.g. haie-k
bzr garm hai):—bzr lagn, v.n. To establish a market;
to open a number of shops; to display (one's) wares; to
be about one's business or trade; to have things spread
out or scattered about in disorder; to make a noise and
uproar (like that of a market):—bzr mand hon (-k),
The market to be dull; to be in little demand:—bzr npte
phirn, To go about (as if) measuring the bazar; to
saunter about, roam, lounge.
H d ²~ bzr , vulg. bazr (from bzr), adj.=bzr,
q.v.
P d ²" bzr, vulg. bazr, bajr, adj. Of or
appertaining to a market; market; ordinary, common;
low, vulgar;—bzr, bzr dm, s.m. Common people:—
bzr bt, bzr abar, s.f. Bazar report, mere rumour:—

bzr 'aurat, s.f. Market woman;—common woman,
harlot.
P  X d bzargn (for bzrgn), s.m. Merchant, trader,
dealer in the market.
P  X d bzargn, s.f. Merchandize, trac, trade,
commerce.
P  X d bzg n, adj. Upside down, &c.=wzh-g n, q.v.
P ?+ d bzanda, bzinda, act. part. (of b tan; bz, q.v.
+Zend añt = S. ant), Playing; player;—s.m. Tumbler
pigeon.
P d ²0 bz , vulg. bj [Pehl. bji; Zend, bzu, S. z],
Arm, upper arm; shoulder; wing (of a bird, &c.); ank (of
an army, &c.); side frame of a door, door-post; fold of a
door; side of a bedstead; (g.) supporter, second,
companion, friend, brother; an armlet (=bz -band, q.v.);
one who repeats the chorus of the marsiya
 or elegy on
Hasan and Husain; accompanier or second in a song:—
bz -band, s.m. Ornament worn on the arm, armlet;
bracelet:—bz den (-ko), To lend a helping hand, to
help, support, aid (=b h den).
P d ²" bz, vulg. bj (see bz, 'playing'), s.f. Play,
sport, game, trick; game of chance, hazard; gaming;
stake (at play), wager, bet:—bz badn, bz lagn, v.n.
To lay a bet, to wager; to stake:—bz pn, bz jtn, bz
len, v.n. To win the game, or stakes; to be victorious,
successful, or prosperous; to come o best, be rst:—bz
den, To make game of, laugh at; to trick; to beat, defeat,
check-mate:—bz karn (-se), To play (with); to contend
(against); to tri e (with), &c.=bz den, q.v.:—bz khn,
v.n. To be beaten, to lose, be cast:—bz-gh, s.f. Place for
exhibiting feats of activity, &c., theatre:—bz-gar, s.m. (f.
bz-garan and bz-garn), One who exhibits feats of
activity, legerdemain, &c.; tumbler, rope-dancer, juggler,
conjurer;—bz-gar, s.f. The act of tumbling, &c.; ropedancing, legerdemain, juggling, conjuring:—bz lagn,
To bet, &c.=bz badn, q.v.:—bz le-jn (-se), To carry o
the stakes (from), to win; to bear away the palm, to
excel:—bz hrn, v.n.=bz khna, q.v.
P :)d bz- a (dim. of bz), s.f. Fun, play, sport;
wagering; toy, plaything.
P bzh, s.m. Tribute, &c.=bj, q.v.

HK

 bs [S. ], s.f. Perfume, fragrance, scent,

smell, odour; oensive smell, stench; trace, sign,
particle, soupçon; (syn. bo, b ):—bs-baniy, s.m. A vendor
of perfumes, perfumer:—bs-mati, s.f. lit. 'Possessing
perfume'; a fragrant kind of rice, and of millet.
H K  bs, = H B  bs, [S.  and t, rt.
], s.m. Dwelling, lodging, abode, residence, shelter;
nest (of a bird):—bs karn, bs karn, v.n. To lodge, stay
(with); to abide, dwell, reside; to make (its) nest, to roost
(a bird).
H B  bs, = H K  bs, [S.  and t, rt.
], s.m. Dwelling, lodging, abode, residence, shelter;
nest (of a bird):—bs karn, bs karn, v.n. To lodge, stay
(with); to abide, dwell, reside; to make (its) nest, to roost
(a bird).
H B  bs [S. t], s.m. lit. 'Yielding perfume'; the
plant Justicia ganderussa (=bkas, q.v.).
P  B ba-sn, adv. With ease or facility, easily, readily
(=sn-se).
P  *B bstn, adj. Old, ancient, past; (in Southern India)
after, afterwards (=bad az n).
H *B T, bstu [S. T,], s.m. Site or foundation of a
house, &c. (see vstu).
H K _ bsah [S. 3.9], adj. Sixty-two.
H ) B

,b bsudev, s.m. Name of Krisha; see

vsudeva.
H B  bsar [S. ], s.m. A day; see vsar.
H B ," bsur, bsr, s.f.=b sr, q.v.
H (B

 bsak, s.m. See vsak, bs, and bkas.

H (B

, bsuk,  bsak, = H B ," bsuk [S.

,], s.m. The chief of serpents, which is fabled to
support the universe, and which was used as a string to
whirl the mountain Mandar in churning the ocean for
the amrit, &c.
H B ," bsuk [S. ,], = H (B , bsuk,
 bsak, s.m. The chief of serpents, which is fabled to
support the universe, and which was used as a string to
whirl the mountain Mandar in churning the ocean for

the amrit, &c.
A H #B bsalq (Gr. #* arabicized), s.f. The great
vein in the arm, Vena basilica.
H *@ B /" bs-mat, s.f. See s.v. bs, 'perfume.'
H <B

 bsan [S. , rt. ], s.m. Vessel, plate,

dish, basin, pot, &c.
H <B  bsan, = H B

 bsn, (see bs, and next),

s.m.f. (?), Perfume, odour, &c.=bs (syn. su-gandh).
H B  bsn, = H <B  bsan, (see bs, and next),
s.m.f. (?), Perfume, odour, &c.=bs (syn. su-gandh).
H B  bsn [bs˚ = Prk. () or ()=S.
(), rt. ], v.t. To perfume, scent.
H B

 bsn [S. ], s.f. Inclination, desire,

expectation, trust, condence; fancy, imagination.
H B  bsav, adj.=vsava, q.v.
H B " bs [S. +], adj. Smelling, perfumed,
fusty; stale; belonging to the day before:—bs-tibs, s.f.
Three days' stale food:—bs 'd, s.f. The day after the
fair:—bs karn, v.t. To make stale; to vomit:—bs mu h,
s.m. Unwashed face or mouth; empty stomach;—adv.
With unwashed mouth; fasting:—bs hon, v.n. To
become stale, &c.
H B " bs, vulg. bsh [S. +; "], adj. & s.m.
Dwelling, inhabiting;—dweller, inhabitant (chie y used
as last member of compounds, e.g. ban-bs or vana-vs,
'inhabitant of the woods'; braj-bs, 'inhabitant of Braj or
Brij):—bs-wl, s.m.=bs.
H  B [ bsiyn, s.m. Name of a tribe of ahrs or
cowherds.
P D bsh (imper. of b dan, 'to be'), adj. Being, living,
staying (used as last member of compounds, e.g. shabbsh, 'staying for the night; cf. bs, bsh);—intj. Stop!
stay! hold! be patient!
H E bsh, s.m.=bsha, q.v.
P + E bshad (third pers. sing. of the aorist of b dan, 'to
be'), adv. It may be; perhaps (=shyad, q.v.).
P ?+ E bshanda, bshinda (act. part. of b dan, or bsh dan,
'to remain'), s.m. (pl. bshindagn), Dweller, resident,
inhabitant, denizen (=bs, q.v.).

P E bsha, s.m. A kind of falcon; hawk; sparrow-hawk.
P < E bshn, fem. of bsha, q.v.
A ?f bira (from M , 'to see'), s.m. Sense or faculty of
seeing; sight.
A #f bi-ali-hi, adv. By its origin or nature; essentially.
A O btil (act. part. of N , 'to be false,' &c.), adj. False,
untrue, wrong, incorrect; ctitious, spurious, unreal,
unfounded, unsound; vain, futile, worthless, useless,
unprotable; devoid of virtue or ecacy, of no eect,
ineectual, null, void, of no force, of no account, naught,
going for nothing; annulled, abolished, counteracted:—
btilus-sihr,
s.m. Counteractor or annuller of

enchantment; that which or he who frustrates
incantation:—btil samajhn, v.t. To regard, or treat, as
false, &c.; to treat as a nullity; to set at naught:—btil
karn, v.t. To falsify; to prove to be false; to render
ineectual, vain, useless, &c.; to nullify, vitiate,
invalidate, make void; to annul, abolish; to set aside,
supersede; to frustrate, counteract, thwart:—btil
mutaawwar karn, v.t. To consider false, vain, &c.=btil
samajhn, q.v.:—btil hon, v.n. To be or prove vain,
ineectual, &c.; to come to naught; to become void; to be
nullied, frustrated, &c.; to be annulled or abolished.
A P #O btil,
 s.f. Vanity, folly, absurdity.
A <O btin (act. part. of <N , 'to penetrate or enter into'),
adj. & s.m. Unapparent, hidden, concealed, covert,
inward, inner, interior, internal, intrinsic, esoteric (opp.
of z hir);—the
internal or intrinsic state, character or

circumstances (of a man or a thing); the inward part;
the secret thoughts; mind, heart; disposition of the
mind; recesses of the mind.
P O btin,
 adj.=btin,
 q.v.
P A  %*m ba-tibr, adv. In respect (of, -ke), by reason (of),
in consideration (of), in virtue (of); according (to),
agreeably (to).
A lm bis (part.
act. of lP , 'to send'), s.m. (f. ?),

Occasion, cause, reason, motive, incentive; subject,
author;—postposn. Because (of, -ke), by reason (of); on
account (of), by means (of).
P S ¿ bg, vulg. bg, s.m. Garden, orchard, grove,
cluster of trees, plantation (syn. b ):—bg-b
 , s.f.

Ornamental trees and owers of talc, &c. carried in
wedding processions (=rish); (met.) Children, family,
ospring:—bg-bg
 , adj. Rejoicing, delighted;—bg-bg


hon or ho-jn, v.n. To be delighted, to rejoice
exceedingly:—bg-bn,
s.m. Gardener:—bg-bn,
s.f.


Gardening; oce of gardener:—bg--sabz
dikhn or

dikhln (and sabz bg dikhn),
To excite desire and

expectation by deceitful promises (lit. 'to exhibit a
blooming garden, as by legerdemain'); to delude,
deceive, cheat:—bg-kr,
s.f. Gardening, garden

cultivation, business of a gardener:—bg-wl,
s.m.

Owner of a garden; gardener (=bg-bn).

P A p bgt,
 pl. (of bg, after the Arabic model), s.m.
Gardens, orchards, &c. (see bg,  and cf. bg-h).


¿"
bg
yat,
[bg+  .
H Y p ¿" bgt,
=
H
*
)
p


yat], adj. & s.f. Relating to garden land; t for garden
cultivation;—produce of a garden; revenue derived from
gardens, tax levied on gardens.
H *) p ¿" bgyat,
= H Y p ¿" bgt,

 [bg+  .
yat], adj. & s.f. Relating to garden land; t for garden
cultivation;—produce of a garden; revenue derived from
gardens, tax levied on gardens.
P :p bg-  a (dim. of bg), s.m. A small garden, &c.=bg- 
 a, q.v.
P ?p bgira,
 bgra,
 s.m. An indolent swelling or tumour; a
wen.
P &p bg-h,
 s.m. pl. (of bg), Gardens, orchards, groves,
&c. (see bg).
A p bg, vulg. bg (act. part. of R , 'to seek,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Revolting, rebellious, disloyal;—revolter, rebel,
traitor, insurgent, mutineer:—bg hon,
To turn rebel; to

revolt, rebel; (vulg.) to be oended or displeased (with, se).
H p ¿ bgiy, vulg. bagiy, = P : p ¿" bg- a,
vulg. bag , (H. and P. dim. of bg), s.m. A small garden
(for owers, fruit, or vegetables); a private garden.
P : p ¿" bg- a, vulg. bag , = H p ¿ bgiy,
vulg. bagiy, (H. and P. dim. of bg), s.m. A small garden
(for owers, fruit, or vegetables); a private garden.
H : p ¿"" bg  , s.f.=bg  a, q.v.

P e bf (from bf-tan, 'to weave,' see bfta), part. adj.
Weaving; weaver; woven; (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. kinr-bf, s.m. A weaver of edging or
lace;—zar-bf, s.m. Gold-lace weaver);—s.f. Cloth
interwoven with gold, gold tissue.
P _ bft, part.=bfta, q.v.;—s.f. Weaving; web, tissue,

—bq-mnda, adj. & s.m. Remaining; residuary;—
remainder, residue:—bq nikln (-k), To nd the
dierence (between two numbers), to subtract; to strike,
or carry forward a balance; to shew a balance-sheet:—
bq wu l karn, To collect arrears.
A A i bqiyt (pl. of bq), s.f. Remainders, balances,

texture.
P *_ bfta, perf. part. [of bftan; rt. Zend vap; S. vap],

arrears:—bqiyt--l, s.f. Current balances.
P  bk, s.m. [old form byaka; rt. Zend b = S. #"], Fear,

Woven, wrought (used in comp., e.g. zar-bfta, or zar-bft,
wrought with gold; embroidered; brocade, &c.);—s.m. A
kind of silk cloth;—buttons woven like mohair;—a colour
in pigeons.
P A s _ ba-ifrt, adv.
In abundance, plentifully, copiously

(=ifrt-se).
P ?+ _ bfanda, bnda (act. part. of bftan), s.m. Weaver.
A i bqir (act. part. of Q , 'to lay open,' &c.), adj. Deeply
versed in science or knowledge;—s.m. One who is deeply
learned.
P  ri bqir- n, vulg. bqar- n (said to be a rel. n.
from bqir- n, prop. name), s.f. Crisp bread or cake
(like pie-crust), made of butter, milk, and our.
A 3i bqil, bql (rt. Q , whence also baqql, q.v.), s.m. A
bean, Faba sativa (of Jussieu), or Vicia faba (of Linnæus);
pea; pot-herb.
P #i bqila = bqil, q.v.
A i É" bq (act. part. of Q 'to remain'), adj. & s.f.

apprehension.
H   bk [S. =, rt. ; Prk. =], s.m. Word,

Remaining, lasting, enduring, permanent, existing,
extant; eternal, everlasting; left in arrears, still due;—
remaining portion, remainder, residue, remnant;
overplus, surplus, excess; net produce; balance, dues,
arrears, outstandings:—bq aiym, s.m. Remaining
period, unexpired term; remainder of (one's) life:—bq
ba n, v.n.=bq rahn, q.v.:—bq pa n, v.n. To fall into
arrears:—bq azna, s.m. Arrears of revenue, rent or
taxes:—bq-dr, adj. & s.m. Owing a balance;—one who
owes a balance, one who is in arrears, defaulter;—bqdr, s.f. The owing a balance, the being in arrears:—bq
rahn or rah-jn, v.n. To remain, be over, be left, be
saved; to remain unpaid or unadjusted, be still due; to
have a balance:—bq-sq, s.f. Remainder, surplus,
balance:—bq-far (for bq--far), s.f. Nominal balance:

speech, language, dialect; saying, proverb, maxim; (in
Gram.) sentence;—verbal estimate (without actual
measurement) of the produce of a eld.
H   bk, s.m.=bkh, q.v.
P ? bkira (for A. { , fem. of bkir, act. part. of  , 'to
go forth early'), s.f. Virgin, maid, spinster.
H  " bkr, s.f.=bkh , q.v.
H I

 bkas [per met. for bsak = S. ], s.m. The

shrub Justicia ganderussa (=bs: It is used to make
charcoal for the manufacture of gunpowder).
H 3 ! bkl, s.m.=bql, q.v.: (cf. S. vrigala,
A pea).

H # !" bkl (see bkl), s.f. Boiled grain.
H # !" bkl, s f.=bkh , bkhl, q.q.v.
H + 

 bkand, s.m. (?), Portion of the crop (about

two-fths), paid as rent to the cultivators by the
zamndrs.
H & L bkh [S. dt 'breast'], s.m. Udder (of a cow,
&c.).
H &

L bkhar [S. !(? rt. !; Prk. =!(], s.m.

House; collection of houses in one enclosure; a cluster of
cattle-sheds; enclosure, area, court-yard;—a bag or
wallet (for tools,—as a goldsmith's);—a kind of drug used
as a ferment.
H & L bkhar [S. 
 + ], s.m. A kind of bullock hoe
or plough (much used in Bundelkhand to remove the
hard crust o elds and to clear away surface weeds).
H   L7" bkh  (i.e. bkh, q.v.+dim. a. ), s.f. lit. 'A
young cow whose udder is developed'; a cow or bualo
gone about ve months with calf; or which has calved

about ve months ago; (locally) a young cow or bualo.
H & L! bkhal, s.m.=bkhar, q.v. (Dialectic forms are
bakkhal, bakhr).
H #& L!" bkhl, s.f.=bkh , q.v.
H 

= bkya [S. =], s.m. Word, speech, discourse,

sentence (see bk).
H ' $ bg, s.m.=bgh, q.v.
H'

$ bg [S. $; Prk. F$], s.f. Rein; bridle

(=lagm):—bg uhn (-k), lit. 'To lift the rein'; to give (a
horse, &c.) the rein; to set (a horse) at full gallop:—bgpak , s.f. Holding the horse of a bridegroom by the
sons-in-law of his family (part of a Hind marriage
ceremony);—the reward or present given to those who
hold the bridegroom's horse:—bg phern, v.n.=bg morn,
q.v.:—bg-or, s.f. A long rope with which horses are led;
halter:—bg hli karn or chhorn, To give a loose rein
(literally and guratively); to give the rein, let (a horse)
out, set (a horse) at full gallop; to leave one to himself:—
bg khai n or len (-k), To rein in (a horse, &c.); to
curb, check, restrain, control:—bg-gr, s.m. A groom,
syce=bl-gir:—bg morn, v.n. To turn the reins; turn away
or back; to take a turn, to dry up (the pustules of smallpox):—bg-hth-se h n (-k), To lose control or power
(over); to get beyond control; to lose a chance or
opportunity:—bg hth-se ho n (-k), To let the rein
loose, &c.=bg hl karn, &c.
H X $ bg [S. t+,$]( , s.m. Suit of clothes, dress,
vestment; robe of honour (= ilat, q.v.); wedding
garment (bridegroom's).
H X $ bgar (cf. bkhar), s.m. Hedge of thorns or
twigs;—name of a large tract of country in Malwa
belonging to Rjp ts.
H X $" bgar, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to the
region called Bgar;—an inhabitant of Bgar.
H 2 X $/ bgam (from bg), s.m. Any cultivated spot.
H &X

V bgh, = H &X

V bgh, [S. ¾t Prk. = 5,

FV5], s.m. Tiger (syn. sher); lion:—bgh-ambar s.m.
Tiger's skin:—bgh-bakr, s.f. Tiger and goat; lion and kid;
—a boy's game (similar to our 'fox and geese'):—bgh-k

pah, s.m. Tiger's cub:—bgh-nakh, bg-nak, s.m. Tiger's
claw (set in silver and worn as a charm); a weapon made
of steel, resembling huge claws, and tting upon the
hands (cf. baghn and bag-nah).
H &X V bgh, = H &X V bgh, [S. ¾t Prk. = 5,
FV5], s.m. Tiger (syn. sher); lion:—bgh-ambar s.m.
Tiger's skin:—bgh-bakr, s.f. Tiger and goat; lion and kid;
—a boy's game (similar to our 'fox and geese'):—bgh-k
pah, s.m. Tiger's cub:—bgh-nakh, bg-nak, s.m. Tiger's
claw (set in silver and worn as a charm); a weapon made
of steel, resembling huge claws, and tting upon the
hands (cf. baghn and bag-nah).
H <&X V bghan, bgan, bgin [bgh, q.v. + S. "], s.f.
Tigress; lioness;—(in Braj), s.m. pl. Tigers.
H %&X V(  bghambar, bagambar, s.m. See s.v. bgh.
H &X V" bghn, s.f.=bghan, q.v.
H &X V" bgh, s.f. Bubo (syn. bad;—cf. S.  ).
H X $" bg [S. $+], s.m. Horseman, rider.
H X $" bg, s.m., corr. of Rp , bg, q.v.
H

! bl [S. !, rt. !; cf. next], s.f. Female child,

girl, &c. (see bl);—ear or spike of corn:—bl-rakh, s.m.
A person employed to watch ripe crops; the platform on
which such a watchman sits;—(also=) bl-rakh, s.f. Price
paid for watching of ripe crops.
S
! bl, adj. Young, childish, infantine, juvenile,
immature, not full grown; puerile, ignorant,
uninstructed, unwise;—s.m. Infant, child, boy, youth,
minor; colt; ve-year-old elephant;—hair, a hair; tail;
crack (in china or glass, &c.); the thread on which sugar
is crystallized;—a kind of perfume or fragrant grass,
Andropogon schœnanthus (cf. bl and bl har):—bl utarn,
v.n. To be shaved:—bl-avasth, s.f. State of a child,
youth, infancy, childhood:—bl n, v.n. To have hair
coming on the face;—to have a crack (in, -me ), to be
cracked (china, &c.):—bl-bl, adv. Hair by hair, every
hair, altogether, throughout, entirely;—by a hair, by a
hair's breadth, narrowly, barely;—bl-bl ba n, v.n. To
have a hair's breadth or narrow escape; barely to
succeed or to win:—bl-bl mot pirona, To adorn oneself
from head to foot, decorate oneself elaborately:—bl

b dhn, v.n. To bind the hair; to braid the hair:—blb dh, adj. & adv., bl-b dh-hu, adj. Minute, precise,
exact; skilful, dexterous, expert;—to a hair, to a nicety;
immediately, instantly; cheerfully:—bl-b dh or, s.m.
Expert thief:—bl-b dh kau  mrn, v.n. To shoot at
without missing, to hit the mark;—to have true aim; to
have great care, not to mistake:—bl-ba e , s.m.
Children; wife and children, family;—bl-ba o -wl , s.f.
Mother of a family;—the goddess of small-pox (so named
because she carries o whom she will):—bl-budh, s.f.
Child-like intelligence, sense of a child:—bl-bidhw, s.f.
Child-widow=bl-r , q.v.:—bl-barbar, adj. & s.m. As
much as a hair, the least or slightest;—hair's breadth,
least bit:—bl ba hn, v.n. To let the hair grow:—bl
bikharn, v.n. Letting the hair loose (a woman); to have
the hair tossed or dishevelled; to be in a state of
perplexity:—bl bann, v.n. To do the hair; to dress the
hair; to shave:—bl-bodh, s.m. 'Instruction for the
young'; a very small book (name of various works
adapted to the capacity of the young):—bl-bhog, s.m. An
oering to Krisha
presented in the early morning (syn.

mohan-bhog):—bl bk na hon, Not a hair to be
disordered; not to receive the slightest injury or harm:—
bl pa n (-me ), To have a crack (in), be cracked (china,
&c.):—bl-to , s.m. Pimple, boil or sore (caused by
plucking out or breaking a hair of the body):—bl jha n,
v.n. Falling o of the hair:—bl- aritr, s.m. Childish
exploits or tricks, juvenile sports or frolics; the sports of
Krisha
in his childhood:—bl unn, v.n. Pulling or picking

out hairs:—bl- hatr, s.f. The hair on the crown of the
head:—bl- or, s.m. A disease that causes the hair of
horses to fall o (=bd- or):—bl-dr, adj. & s.m. Hairy,
shaggy, hirsute;—cracked; a cracked cup or vessel:—bl
den, v.n. lit. 'To give the hair'; to be shaved preparatory
to performing the obsequies of the dead (a Hind rite,
especially incumbent on the son);—to throw the hair of
the head forward and backward before the tazya of the
Moharram festival (a ceremony performed by
Mohammadan women):—bl-rj, s.m. Lapis lazuli:—blr , s.f. Child-widow, a widow who loses her husband
when she is very young:—bl rakhn, v.n. To allow the
hair to grow:—bl-r p, adj. Child-like, childish, puerile,

youthful:—bl suljhn, v.n. To let down the hair and
disentangle it with a comb:—bl-kn, s.m. 'Section
treating of the boy Rma,' the title of the rst book of
the Rmyaa:—bl-kamn, s.f. Hair-spring:—bl-kavi, s.m.
Minor poet:—bl-k bhe bann, bl-k kammal bann, lit.
'To make a sheep, or a blanket, of a single hair'; to
magnify, exaggerate, make a mountain of a molehill:—
bl-k khl khai n To split hairs, to be hypercritical:—blgopl, s.m. Children, family (=bl-ba e ); disciples,
followers—bl-ght, s.f. Infanticide (=bl-haty);—blghtak, s.m. Murderer of children:—bl-locan, s.m. The
act of tearing or plucking out the hair:—bl-ll, s.f.=blaritr, q.v.:—bl len, v.n. To pull or pluck out the hair:—
bl no n (-k), To tear or pull out the hair:—bl-ryaj, s.m.
Lapis lazuli (bl-rj):—bl-haty, s.f. Infanticide;—blhatyr, s.m. (f. -), Murderer of children:—bl-ha, s.f.
Childish obstinacy, insistance.
P bl [Zend barez; S. 6],
' s.m. Wing, pinion: arm:—blafshn or shn, adj. Expanding the wings;—bl-afshn or
shn, s.f. Expansion or shaking of the wings:—bl-par
nikln, v.n. lit. 'To be edged'; to betray (one's) evil
disposition, show what one is made of; to begin one's
pranks; to turn over a new leaf; to ourish or prosper:—
bl-shikasta, adj. Having one's wings clipped; reduced to
straits, distressed, wretched.
A bl, s.m. State, condition, circumstances (e.g. frigul
bl); heart, mind; power.
S ! !, blu, s.m.=bluk, q.v.
S"

! bl, s.f. Female child, girl, young woman (not

more than sixteen years of age); woman;—small
cardamoms; a medicinal and fragrant plant, Hibiscus
tortuosus (cf. bl- ha ).
H " ! bl [S. !t; Prk. !5], adj. & s.m. Young,
childlike, childish, &c.; child, infant, boy, &c. (=bl, s.m.);
—a grub that eats young plants of wheat or barley (when
about six inches high);—a medicinal and fragrant plant,
Hibiscus mutabilis;—a large earring:—bl-bhol, adj.
Childlike, innocent, artless, simple, guileless;—ble-bhole ,
s.m. pl. Children, little folk, babes:—bl-tap, s.m. The
rays of the rising sun:—bl- nd, s.m. New moon:—bl
'umr, s.f. Youth, prime of life, &c.=bl-avasth).

P " bl, s.m. Top, upper part; stature; evasion; delusion;
—adj. & adv. High, lofty, elevated, exalted; up, aloft,
above, foregoing, before-mentioned;—prep. On, upon,
above (= par):—bl-bl, adv. Apart, away from; secretly,
stealthily (= par-h par, q.v.):—bl batn (-ko), bl-butt
den (-ko), To evade, elude by stratagem; to delude,
deceive, cheat:—bl-bar, s.m. Part of the angarkh that
laps over the thighs, fore-skirt; a kind of angarkh:—blband, s.m. A part of dress; a kind of turban; a coat of a
particular kind:—bl-posh, s.m. Coverlet, quilt (syn. lihf):
—bl- na, s.m. Upper room; upper story; balcony:—
bl-dast, adj. Higher, superior; having the upper hand;—
bl-dast hon (-par), To prevail (against), be victorious
(over), be superior (to); to have power or authority
(over):—bl-gashl, s.f. Going one's beat or rounds,
patrolling; inspection:—bl-nishn, adj. & s.m. Seated
aloft, occupying the chief seat;—occupier of the chief
seat, president, chairman;—the chief seat; the upper end
(of a table, &c.):—bl o past, s.m. & adv. The heavens
above and the earth beneath;—above and below.
H <; " ! bl-pan, s.m.=bl-pan, blak-pan, and blavasth, q.q.v.
A G h Y" bil-ittifq (bi+al+ittifq), adv. In agreement or
unison (with), with one consent, conjointly,
concurrently, unanimously (=ba-ittifq); by chance,
fortuitously, accidentally (=ittifqan).
A @ W" bil-ijml, adv. In the integrity, in the whole, in
the gross; collectively, jointly, in common; as a body, as
one mass.
A ?" bil-irda (irda, P. for A. {), adv. On purpose,
intentionally, designedly, wilfully.
P $" bl, adj., adv. & s.m. Additional, extra, unusual,
extraordinary; extraneous; general;—in addition to, over
and above;—anything extra or additional; extra tax; a
horse that is led for show;—s.f. That which is on the
surface; cream (=mal):—bl mad, bl paid, bl
yft, s.f. Emoluments, fees, perquisites, pickings; bribes:—
bl intiz m,
 s.m. General supervision or management:
—bl km, s.m. General, or miscellaneous, duties; odd
jobs (= par-k km):—bl maze, s.m. Supercial, or
secret, pleasures; outward enjoyment and pleasure of

every kind short of carnal intercourse (with a woman).
A  %! bil-bann, adv. With the tips of the ngers,
monstrari digitis.
H'&
!#5$ bl-bhog, s.m. See s.v. bl, 'child.'
H ;

bl-par, s.m. See s.v. bl, 'wing.'

H <L!

! bl-pan [S. !; ]( , s.m. Infancy, childhood,

boyhood, minority=blak-pan and bl-avasth.
A v M>*! bit-ta  (bi+al+ta ), adv. Especially,
particularly, specically.
A )M*! bit-tarh, adv. In detail; expressly, distinctly,
explicitly.
A  Mh *! bit-tafl, adv. Explicitly, in detail, &c. (=bittar); minutely, item by item, particularly.
H *! !" blt, = H  !&" bl, [S. +?], s.f. Pail,
bucket. (On the Bombay side it is called bld.)
H  !&" bl, = H *! !" blt, [S. +?], s.f. Pail,
bucket. (On the Bombay side it is called bld.)
A %8! bil-jabr, adv. By force, forcibly, violently (=ba-jabr,
jabra).
A #@ 8! bil-jumla, adv. On the whole; in all, altogether, in
the gross;—in short, in a word, to sum up (=il-kalm).
H :! !+7 bl- ha [S. !+d], s.f. A medicinal plant
of sweet odour; a perfume, spikenard (syn. sumbul:—cf.
bl & bl).
A  >! bil- air, adv. In a good manner, with good,
happily, well.
A A/ ! bi-t , adv. Essentially, naturally, originally;—
biz-tihi, In its or his nature or essence.
S Z! .!8 bli, adj. Young, childish, puerile; ignorant,
foolish, careless.
P Z! blish [Zend barezis; S. 6 ], s.m. Pillow, cushion
(=bln).
S ! blisht, vulg. bilisht, bilast, bilas (cf. S. .T), s.f.
Span measured by the extended thumb and little nger.
P H  *! blishtiya, s.m. Manikin, dwarf, pigmy (syn.
bittiy).
A q! bi-ar r, = A Aq! bi-ar rat, adv. Of necessity,
necessarily, inevitably, perforce; of course, certainly,
positively.

A Aq! bi-ar rat, = A q! bi-ar r, adv. Of necessity,
necessarily, inevitably, perforce; of course, certainly,
positively.
A IP ! bil-aks, adv. On the contrary, the reverse (of, ke), on the other hand; vice versd.
A 1 @ P ! bil-um m , adv. Commonly, generally,
universally.
A T ! blig (act.
part. of T # 'to attain to'), adj. & s.m.

Attaining, or having attained, to puberty, virility,
ripeness or maturity (a boy); of mature age;—a youth
who has attained to puberty, &c.; an adult:—blig ho-jn,

v.n. To attain to puberty or maturity, to be grown up.
P  ! bliga (for A. ~ ! ), fem. of blig, q.v.

A }h ! bil-far, adv. On the supposition (that), supposing;
granted (that), admitting for the sake of argument
(that).
A P h ! bil-fl, adv. In fact, actually (rare); at the present
moment, at present, just now; for the present.
A + MQ ! bil-qad, adv. On purpose, intentionally, &c. (=bilirda, q.v.).
A A Q ! bil-quwwat, adv. With or by strength or power;
powerfully, vigorously.
S (! ! blak, s.m. Child, boy, &c.=bl, q.v.:—blako -k
sudh na rakhn, To be neglectful of (one's) children or
family; to desert (one's) family.
S (! !, bluk, s.m. A kind of drug and perfume
(commonly called el-bluk).
H ! ! blk (from blak), s.m. A young disciple or
follower ( el) of a Jog, Sannys, judge, &c.
S ! .! blik, vulg. blk, s.f. Female child, young
girl; woman (=bl, bl, q.q.v.).
S ! !, bluk, s.f. Sand, &c. (=bl , q.v.); powder;
camphor:—bluk-ga , s.m. A species of sh, Cheilodipterus
calius and Butis:—bluk-may, adj. Abounding in sand or
gravel; consisting of sand; sandy, gravelly; gritty.
H <L! ! blak-pan, = H L! ! blak-pan, [S.
!; ]( , s.m. Childhood, &c.=bl-pan and blavasth,
q.q.v.
H L!

! blak-pan, = H <L!

! blak-pan, [S.

!; ]( , s.m. Childhood, &c.=bl-pan and blavasth,
q.q.v.
S *! ! blakat, s.f.=blakpan, q.v.
A ! bil-kul (bi+al+kulli), adv. Entirely, completely,
totally, wholly, universally; altogether.
A  #! bil-kullya, adv. In the totality, &c.=bil-kul, q.v.
H ! .!" blik, s.f.=blik, q.v.
S  !

!" blakya, adj. Relating to children;

infantine; childish.
P  J! bl-gr (lit. 'Horse-holder'), s.m. Groom, syce,
&c.=br-gr, q.v.
H 2 ! !/ blam [S. !#], 'Desired, beloved,' &c.], s.m.
Lover, beloved person, sweetheart; husband;—a kind of
cloth:—blam- aul or aur, s.m. A superior kind of rice:—
blam-khr, s.m. A superior kind of white cucumber (in
season in the rains; a variety of Cucumis sativus).
A &_ @ ! bil-mushfaha, vulg. bil-mushf, = A ?+  @ ! bilmushhada, vulg. bil-mushhd, = A # Q @ ! bil-muqbala,
vulg. bil-muqble, adv. Face to face; in the presence of,
before.
A ?+  @ ! bil-mushhada, vulg. bil-mushhd, = A &_ @ !
bil-mushfaha, vulg. bil-mushf, = A # Q @ ! bil-muqbala,
vulg. bil-muqble, adv. Face to face; in the presence of,
before.
A # Q @ ! bil-muqbala, vulg. bil-muqble, = A &_ @ ! bilmushfaha, vulg. bil-mushf, = A ?+  @ ! bil-mushhada,
vulg. bil-mushhd, adv. Face to face; in the presence of,
before.
A P NQ @ ! bil-muqt aa,
 vulg. bil-muqt a, adj. According to
agreement, stipulated; xed; consolidated.
S <! .! blin, s.m.=bl, q.v.
H !

! bln [bl = Prk. p() or !()=S.

A !(), caus. of rt. A !], v.a. To kindle, to light (a
re, candle, &c.); to make a re; to burn (=brn).
H + ! "!( bland, s.m. (?), Name of a tribe inhabiting the
southern parts of Mirzapur.
P J! blang , s.m. A species of citron=bdrang, q.v.
S ! .!" blin, s.f. The constellation Avin.
H !

!0 bl , blu, br [S. !,], s.f. Sand, gravel, grit:

—bl -burd, s.f. Arable land covered by a deposit of sand
after an inundation, and so ruined;—remission of
revenue on account of land so injured:—bl - ar, s.f.
Land covered by a deposit of sand; sand-bank formed by
a river-deposit:—bl -sh, s.f. A kind of sweetmeat (so
called from the sand-like appearance of the sugar
sprinkled on it):—bl -k bht, s.f. lit. 'Wall of sand';
anything perishable or frail:—bl -k dawt, s.f. Ink with
sand thrown into it (in order that it may dry soon).
H ! !0 bl [S. !+], s.m. Beard of grain
(particularly of Indian corn).
S ) ; ! !5 " blopavt (bla+upavta), s.m. Cloth used
for covering the privities;—the sacricial thread worn by
children.
H = ! !0" bl ar, adj. Of or pertaining to the city
of Bl ar (near Murshidbd); s.f. A kind of silk cloth
manufactured in Bl ar.
A _ ! bil-waf, adv. In sincerity, in truth, in reality.
S  ! !0 bl k, s.m. A kind of poison (cf. bluk).
H ! !" bl [S. .!], s.f. Female child, &c.=bl and
bl, q.q.v.
S ! !" bal, s.f. A kind of earring (passing through the
centre of the ear;—cf. bl and S. !).
H ! !" bl [bl, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f. Ear or spike of
corn;—leaf of a folding door; leaf of a palm tree with its
sheath.
S ! !" bl, .! bli, s.m. (in Myth.) A monkey-chief
(son of Indra, and brother of the monkey-king Sugrya:
he was slain by Rm andra):—bl-bndar, s.m.=bli.
H <L ! p ble-pan, s.m.=bl-pan and bl-pan, q.q.v.
P X + ! bldag, vulg. bldg (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f.
Vegetation; growth, increase, development inaturity,
adolescence.
P ?+ ! blda, perf. part. [of bldan; rt. Zend, vared; S.
vardh], Grown, increased; grown up:—blda hon, v.n. To
vegetate; to be grown up (=blig hon).

S Z ! !"8 bl, s.m. Retention of urine; pain in
passing urine (from gravel, &c.).
A < Q ! bil-yaqn, adv. Of a surety; assuredly, certainly

P < ! bln [Zend barezis; S. barhis], s.f. Pillow, cushion.
S !

 blya, s.m. Infancy childhood, &c.=bl, q.v.:—

blyvasth (˚ya+av˚), s.f. Infantine condition or age,
infancy, &c.=bl-avastha, q.v.s.v. bl.
S  ! p bleya, adj. Fit or proper for children; tender,
soft, mild;—s.m. Ass; a demon;—a kind of vegetable,
Siphonanthus indica, called also bleya-k.
H 1 / bm [S. /], adj. & s.m. Left, not right
(=b w ); adverse, &c. (see vma);—the left side; an
enemy:—bm-ang, s.m. Left side.
H 1 / bm [S. /], s.f. A woman.
H1

/ bm [S. Êµ", or /, 'snake'], s.f. The eel,

Ophidium simack; a snake (cf. b b).
H 1 / bm [S. /], s.m. A fathom, the space between
the tips of the ngers of the two hands when the arms
are extended (cf. bam).
P 1 bm [Pehl. bm; Zend bma; S. bhma], s.m. Terrace
or roof of a house; upper story;—morning.
dawn;—bass (in music), &c.=A. bam, q.v.:—bm-dd, bmddn, s.f. Morning, dawn;—adv. In the morning.
H Ua @ bmb-, properly U [ b b-, q.v.
H <a

/ bman, sm=brhma, q.v.

H <a

/ bman, = H a

/ bmn, [S. /], s.m.

Dwarf; the fth or dwarf-incarnation of the god Vishnu
(undertaken to humble the pride of the Daitya Bali, who
had acquired dominion over the three worlds).
H a / bmn, = H <a / bman, [S. /], s.m.
Dwarf; the fth or dwarf-incarnation of the god Vishnu
(undertaken to humble the pride of the Daitya Bali, who
had acquired dominion over the three worlds).
H &a /B6 bmanh, s.m.=brhma, q.v.
H ? <a /6" bman-ha [S. Êµ4+.9], s.f. The
shrub Clerodendrum siphonanthus.
H a /" bmn, s.f.=bmhn, q.v.
H <&a

@6 bmhan, s.m.=brhma, q.v.

H &a @6" bmhn [S. Êµ4"], s.f. Wife of a Brhma,
&c. (see brhma); a kind of lizard;—a medicinal herb,
the moon-plant, Aselepias acida;—the yellow stamens of

the lotus (in contradistinction to amr, 'black stamens
of a ower'); a stye on the eye-lid, or a disease which
causes the eyelashes to fall o.
H a /" bm, s.f.=bm, 'eel,' q.v.
H a /" bm, s.f.=b bh, b b, q.q.v.
H

 bn [S. 4t;
' Prk. e/5], s.f. Quality, property,

temper, disposition, nature, character, conduct,
manners, habit, custom (cf. n-bn, s.v. n);—s.m. The
marriage rite which prescribes a certain number of
baths (generally from three to eleven) for the bride and
bridegroom:—bn baihn, v.n. To take the baths
prescribed by the marriage rite (mentioned above):—bn
pa n, v.n. To fall into, or to acquire or form, a habit, &c.;
to be trained; to be accustomed (to):—bn ln, v.n. To
lay the foundation of character, &c., cultivate a habit,
&c.; to educate, train; to habituate, accustom, inure; to
naturalize:—bn skhn, v.n.=bn pa n.
H   bn [S. 4], s.m. Reed-shaft, arrow, dart;
rocket (for battle), sky-rocket;—the bloody track of a
wounded animal;—name of an Asur (son of Rj Bali, an
enemy of Vishu):—bn-sur (va+asura), s.m. Bn the
Asur:—bn-dr, bn-wl, s.m. Bowman, archer;
rocketeer:—bn-kosh, s.m. Quiver.
H   bn [S. , rt. ], s.m. The high tidal wave in
Indian rivers commonly called 'the Bore.'
H   bn [S.  and 4, rt. U], s.m. Rope made of
twisted grass (b), or of m j (used for the bottom of
beds as well as for other purposes).
P H   bn [S. su. ; ], A sux signifying
'keeper,' 'man,' &c. (e.g. dar-bn, 'door-keeper'; g -bn,
'cart-man'; bg-bn,
'garden-er.' The sux is also

written wn).
A  bn, s.m. The ben-tree, Hyperanthera moringa (syn.
sahajn);—the tree Melia sempervirens (syn. bakin);—the
tree which yields Benzoin or Benjamin, Styrax benzoin;—a
species of willow, Salix #gyptia (Pers. syn. bed-mushk).
H  [ b , s.f. 1˚=b h; 2˚ adj.=bm, q.q.v.
H 

 bn [S. , rt. U+t], s.m. The woof (as opp. to

tn, 'warp'); a silken thread used in weaving and
sewing, &c.; a kind of hemispherical bucket made of iron

plates closely riveted together, used in raising water for
irrigation.
H   bn [S. 4, rt. 4+t], s.m. A kind of rocket; a
kind of sword, a sort of pa with a thick-edged blade
and a wooden hilt:—bn b dhn, v.n. To be armed; to
be ready; to be determined:—bn-wl, s.m. Rocketthrower (cf. bn-dr).
H   bn [S. 4+t], s.m. Stake, bet, wager:—bn
b dhn, v.n. To stake, bet, wager (syn. budn).
H   bn [S. 4+t;
'
Prk. e/5], s.m. Appearance,
form, shape, colour; property, habit, peculiarity;
profession, caste, sect, class; veil, covering; dress,
garment, costume, fashion or style of dress; uniform,
livery; mask, disguise:—bn badaln, v.n. To change
(one's) dress; to disguise oneself (syn. bhes badaln).
H   bn [S. 6, rt. 6; cf. bhn, v.n. To open,
unfold, streten, spread; to cast;—v.n. To open (=khuln);
to burst open, split (=phan).
H A   bnt, vulg. bant (cf. bn, 'woof'), s.f.
Broad-cloth.
H Y  " bnt, vulg. bannt, adj. Made of broadcloth; woollen.
H   [( b  , adj. Left (hand)=bm, b w , by ,
q.q.v.
H U [ b b, improp. @ bmb [S. /; but cf. b b],
s.f.m. (?), Snake; eel (=bm, q.v.):—b t andh , s.m. Eel.
H   [ [ b -b , s.f. Prating, jabber, senseless talk:—
b -b karn, To prate, talk foolishly, &c.; to blurt out (a
secret, &c.); to make a disagreeable noise, bellow, howl.
H &% [#" b bhn, = H &% [#" b bh, [# b bha, =
H % [ " b b, [

b ba, [S. /";—cf. S. /, and

H. bm and b b], s.f. Hillock or ground thrown up by
white ants, ant-hill; snake's hole (since ant-hills
deserted by ants are commonly taken possession of by
snakes).
H &% [#" b bh, [# b bha, = H &% [#" b bhn, =
H % [ " b b, [

b ba, [S. /";—cf. S. /, and

H. bm and b b], s.f. Hillock or ground thrown up by
white ants, ant-hill; snake's hole (since ant-hills

deserted by ants are commonly taken possession of by
snakes).
H % [ " b b, [ b ba, = H &% [#" b bhn, = H
&% [#" b bh, [# b bha, [S. /";—cf. S. /, and
H. bm and b b], s.f. Hillock or ground thrown up by
white ants, ant-hill; snake's hole (since ant-hills
deserted by ants are commonly taken possession of by
snakes).
H &*B;  HTR bna-prasth [S. +HTR], s.m. A
Brhma of the third order who has passed through the
stages of student and householder and has left his house
and family for the woods (syn. sram); hermit, anchorite.
H  [& b , s.m.=b, 'a weight,' &c. q.v.
H 

[& b  [S. e&, rt. e&], s.m.f. Dividing,

apportioning; division, distribution (syn. taqsm); part,
portion, share, allotment; dealing, deal (at cards); lot,
concern, business;—food given to a cow while milking
her:—b -ba , s.m. Apportioner, distributer=b  ; (in
Arith.) denominator (syn. nasab-num):—b -b  ,
s.f.=b - , q.v.:—b -patra, s.m. Deed or record of
division of property (syn. taqsm-nma):—b -phal, s.m.
(in Arith.), Quotient (syn. rij-qismat, and labdhi):—b , s.m.f. Distribution, share, &c.=b t, q.v.
H  [& b  [S. e&t], s.m. Dividing, &c.; share,
portion, &c.=b , q.v.;—tying up the crops into bundles
and sheaves.
H  [& b  (part of next, q.v.), adj. Divided,
apportioned, &c.:—b -hu, adj.=b ;—s.m. (in
Arith.), Dividend (also ba-hu, syn. bhjya, and
maqs m).
H   [& b n [S. e&"(], v.t. To divide, apportion,
distribute, portion out, parcel out, divide into shares; to
dispense, dispose of, assign; to participate, go shares in:
—b  den, v.t. To divide, portion out (for, or in the
name of, -par), &c.=b n, q.v.:—b  len, v.t. To
participate, go shares in, &c.
H   [& b n (caus. of ban, q.v.), v.t. To twist,
twine.
H  [&0 b  [S. e&+], s.m. Divider, apportioner,
&c.; (in Arith.), divisor (syn. bhjak, and maqs m-ilaih).

H  

[_ b hn, v.t.=b n, 'to divide,' &c.

H 6

[* b j, adj. Barren, &c.=bnjh, q.v.

H 8

[* bnjar, adj. Waste or fallow (land);—see banjar.

H &8

[D b jh [S. ( ], adj. Barren (woman);

unproductive, sterile (soil).
H &8 [D b jh, b j, banji [S. +*, or +.*], s.m.
The tree Quercus incana, or dilatata (common in the outer
Himalaya, the acorns of which are commonly made into
necklaces for children, and are regarded as a charm
against evil spirits).
S  8 .4A bijya, s.m. Trade, commerce,
merchandise, trac (=banij, q.v.).
H : [ b ak, s.f. Reading, elocution (see next).
H :

[ b n [b ˚ = Prk. K(), fr. S. K], v.t.

To read; to study; to decipher, make out.
H : [ b n (caus. of ba n, q.v.), v.t. To pass
over, overlook, disregard, neglect;—also (prov.)=ba n,
q.v.
H &: [+ b h [S. +], s.f. Wish, desire.
H &:

[.+  b hit, b hat [S. .+ ], part. adj.

Wished for, desired, longed for.
H &= [+ b hn [Prk. [+4(=S. +", rt. +],
v.n. To wish (for), to desire.
H +  B b d, s.m. Name of a place in Bundelkhand.
H + 

[ b d [S. B], s.m. The parasitical plant

Epidendrum tesselatum; a parasitical plant (syn. k-vela).
H +  [ b dar, = H +  [ b dr, s.m.=bandar, q.v.
H + 

[ b dr, = H + 

[ b dar, s.m.=bandar, q.v.

H +  [" b darn, = H +  [" b dr, s.f. (of
b dar) = bandar, q.v.
H +  [" b dr, = H +  [" b darn, s.f. (of
b dar) = bandar, q.v.
H +  [ b dn, v.t.=b dhn, q.v.
H + 

[ b dh (see bndhn), s.m. Fastening; tie,

fetter; connement, imprisonment; embankment; dam.
H U+  [ bndhab, s.m.=bndhav, q.v.
H Y J#+  [!$5" b dhal-got, s.m. Name of a tribe

inhabiting a part of Bundelkhand.
H +  [ b dhn [b dh˚ = Prk. 
( ()=S. (), rt.
B], v.t. To bind, tie, x, fasten; to tie up, tighten; to
bind up, dress (hair, &c.); to fasten or tie (on or round),
bind (round), put (on, -par; e.g. gho-par pulis b dho); to
chain, enchain, fetter; to take captive, enthral,
captivate, bring under (one's) in uence; to shut up,
conne, imprison; to x, direct, fasten (hope, eyes, aim,
&c. upon, -par); to shut, close, stop (water, &c.), to
embank; to arrest, hold back, check; to bind together,
join together (in marriage, &c.), fasten together, put
together, join, connect, conglomerate, unite, gather,
pack, set (e.g. gathr b dhn; ha b dhn; hth b dhn;
la b dhn; mam n b dhn); to build, construct (dam,
bridge, &c.); to compose (verses); to form, produce,
make, constitute (e.g. af b dhn; nyat b dhn; sam
b dhn); to entertain, cherish, foster, have, contract,
form (enmity, friendship, &c.); to put on, lay on, impose,
levy (e.g. mas l b dhn); to put on, lay (a stake, wager,
&c.); to x, erect, set up (a post, standard, &c.); to devise,
contrive, plan; to make (of, -ko), constitute, regard as,
compare to (e.g. t usko tr b dh, 'you regard her as, or
liken her to, a palm'):—b dh-den, v.t.=b dhn:—b dh
len, v.t. (intens. of b dhn), To bind up, tie up, &c.
H +  [0 b dhn , s.m. Invention, fabrication;
slander, calumny; plan, plot; story, ction, romance; a
mode of dying in which the cloth is tied up in dierent
places to prevent the parts tied from receiving the dye;
a checked or spotted cloth; a kind of coloured silk (syn.
gul-badan); a species of parrot:—b dhn b dhn, v.n. To
invent, fabricate.
S +  B bndhav, s.m. Relation, relative, kinsman,
friend.
H +  [" b d [S. B" or B"], s.f. A female slave,
bondmaid (syn. laun):—b d-ba , b d-k be or
jan, s.m. lit. 'Son of a bondmaid'; an obedient or
submissive person.
H  [f b  [S. ef+t], adj. & s.m. Maimed,
crippled; docked; tailless;—a tailless bird; a tailless snake;
a man who has been circumcised (applied as a term of

abuse to Musalmans, especially in Bengal).
H  [" b d (dim. of b ), s.f. A short thick stick,
cudgel, club; a kind of dress:—b -bz, s.m. Cudgeller;
clubman, one who carries and uses a club:—b  aakn,
b  aln, v.n. Clubs to be set a-going; a ght with clubs
taking place.
H   bnar [S. ], s.m. Monkey=bandar, q.v.
H I

[ b s [S. 8
( ], s.m. The bamboo, Bambusa

arundinacea and stricta; a bamboo or rod, about ten feet
long, used in measuring land, &c.:—b s-par  gn, b spar a hn, v.t. To stick or raise up on a bamboo; (g.) to
hold up to ridicule, infamy, &c., to disgrace:—b s-par
a hn, v.n. To climb up a bamboo; to be stuck up on a
bamboo; to be held up to ridicule, infamy, &c., to be
branded with infamy:—b s-pho (S. va a+sphoa), s.m.
lit. 'Bamboo-splitter'; a caste who engage in bamboowork, manufacturing baskets, &c. out of split bamboos
(syn. baso , oh , om):—b so u haln, b so k dn, v.n.
To leap or bound for joy, to rejoice.
H  [ b s [S. 8
( +t], s.m. Bridge of the nose;
back-bone, spine (syn. r h); the bamboo tube through
which the seed descends in a drilling machine; a drillplough;—a plant of the bamboo species (a variety of the
Dendrocalamus Tulda or pek-b s) from which a red dye
is extracted (syn. piy-b s).
H 0 [" b sr, [," b sur [S. 8
( ++], s.f. Pipe,
fe, ute, ageolet:—b sr bajn, v.n. To pipe, to play
on the ute.
H 0 [" b sar, s.f. A weed (found in the Dob),
which is very injurious, and most dicult to eradicate.
H #0 [!" b sl, s.f. Flute, &c.=b sr, q.v.;—a purse
(=b sn).
H 0 [" b sn [S. "], s.f. A purse (=basn, q.v.).
( + &"], s.f. Bamboo
H   0 [ 7" b s-w  [S. 8
thicket; bamboo plantation (=ba sw ).
H 0 [" b s [S. 8
( +], adj. of or pertaining to
bamboo; made of bamboo.
H 0 [" b s [S. 8
( "], s.f. Flute, pipe, &c.=b sr, q.v.;—
reed of which uqqa snakes are made; reed used by

weavers and makers of articial owers;—a kind of
stone.
H (  bnak [S. 4, rt. 4+], s.m. Agreement,
engagement; opportunity, occasion, opening:—bnak
bann, v.n. To make an opportunity, &c.
H ( [ b k [S. r, and cf. next], s.m. Crookedness,
curvature; crook, curve, bend, winding, sweep; bend or
reach of a river, winding course of a stream; craftiness,
duplicity; wickedness, oence, fault;—a hook or curved
instrument to cut bamboos and sugar-cane with (=b k);
a dagger with a curved blade (in this and the following
senses the word is usually fem.); a semicircular armlet
(syn. bz ); a kind of anklet; a settee; exercise with the
dagger:—b k-pa, s.m. A method of fencing with a
(wooden) dagger and cutlass.
H  [ b k [S. J+t, rt. ], adj. & s.m. Crooked,
winding, curved, bent, awry, on one side; oblique,
tortuous, retrograde (motion of planets); crooked in
disposition, cunning, fraudulent; malevolent, refractory,
rebellious;—foppish, coxcombish, dashing, showy, smart,
gay, coquettish, wanton; ne; spirited;—a fop, beau,
buck, dandy; bravo, bully; dissolute fellow, rake, roué
(syn. albel);—a hook or curved instrument to cut
bamboos, &c. with (=b k); a particular musical
instrument, a bent trumpet made of brass:—b k-tir h,
adj. Crooked, curved, &c.=b k:—b k- r, s.m. Fop,
&c.=b k:—b k or, s.m. Expert or rare thief.
H <L [ b k-pan [S. J; ]( , s.m. Crookedness,
curvature, &c.; foppishness, coxcombry, dandyism,
smartness, gayness, elegance; skittishness, wantonness;
disorderly conduct, rakishness, debauchery.
H   [» b kait [S. J+], s.m. Beau, fop,
&c.=b k.
H *  [»" b kait, s.f. Foppishness, &c.=b kpan, q.v.
P ^ b g [rt. Zend va ; S. , cf. wz], s.f. Voice,
sound, noise, cry, shout; the call to prayer by the
muain from the minarets or towers of the mosques
(syn. an); crowing (of a cock):—b g den, v.n. To call
Musalmns to prayer; to crow (a cock):—b g--ub, s.f.
The morning call to prayer:—b g mrn, v.n. To cry out;

to call:—b g--namz, s.f. The call to prayer (=b g).
H J [$ b g [S. r$+t], s.m. Cotton with the seeds
in it, undressed cotton; the cotton plant (syn. kaps:—the
word is almost peculiar to Bengal proper).
H J [$ b gar [Prk. 
( f(; S. J+(], s.m. Hilly ground,
high ground, upland, highland, tableland (cf.  g).
H J [$~ b gr , adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to the
b gar or 'hills'; a native of the highlands, &c.;—rude,
rough, uncivilized, boorish; ignorant, stupid.
H J [$ b ga = J b g, q.v.
H J $" bng [S. 4+],
'
s.f. Model, specimen,
sample, example, pattern, muster.
P  bn (S. #,t ), s.f. Lady; woman of rank,
gentlewoman.
H   0 bn , s.m. A kind of water-bird.
H  

[ [ b w [S. /t], adj. & s.m. Left; left hand,

left side (=by , q.v.).
H   [  b war, s.m. Creeper, &c.=ba war, q.v.
H B

0 bn s, s.m. = H B  0" bn s, s.f. A kind

of cloth.
H B  0" bn s, s.f. = H B 

0 bn s, s.m. A kind

of cloth.
H   U bnave, bnve [S.  ], adj. Ninety-two.
H 

[6 b h [S. z], s.f. The arm (from the elbow to

the shoulder); sleeve; support, help; supporter,
protector; security, guarantee (as when a person trusts
himself in the power of an enemy, a third person, who
engages to return him to his home, &c. in security, is his
b h); power, strength:—b h buland hon, lit. 'To have
the arm raised'; to be in a position of power, &c.; to be
powerful:—b h-bal, s.m. Strength of arm; support, ally;
a younger brother;—b h-bal, adj. & s.m. Strong in the
arm;—one who is strong in the arm:—b h paka n, b h
gahn (-k), lit. 'To hold the arm (of)'; to aid, protect,
support:—b h  n or  -jn (-k), To lose one's prop,
support, protector, &c.; to be destitute of friends or
protectors:—b h or b he ca hn (-par), To tuck up the
sleeves (for, or against); to get ready (for):—b h den (ko), To lend an arm (to), to support, assist, aid.

H 
H  &

 bna, s.m.=  bn, q.v.
[6 [ b hiy [b h+iy = S. t], s.m. Support,

ally, protector, patron.
H  " bn [S. 4+],
'
s.f. Peculiar disposition or
mental constitution; natural temper; profession,
pretension; any property or virtue, &c. upon which one
prides or plumes oneself; fabric, structure; price paid for
making a thing or for doing a work (syn. banw);—a
yellow earth with which potters ornament vessels;—
ashes;—a measure of weight equal to eighty rupees:—
bn-par n (apn), To take one's stand upon one's
pretension, dignity, &c.; to be roused so as to let one's
temper appear, to show one's natural wrath, &c.
H  " bn [S. .4, rt. U], s.f. Weaving; thread with
which cloth is woven:—bn-bon, s.f. Price or cost of
weaving.
H  " bn [S. 4", rt. 4], s.f. Sound, note, voice;
speech, word, language, discourse; precept, doctrine;
sectarian verses of mendicants; name of the goddess of
speech (Sarasvat);—adj. (used in comp.), voiced, tongued,
&c. (e.g. amrit-bn).

A  bn (act. part. of  'to build,' &c.), s.m. Builder,
architect, framer, founder, author, composer, inventor,
contriver; source, origin; beginner, instigator; bn-kr,
s.m. Builder, &c.=bn;—adj. & s.m. Skilful, clever, expert
(in, -me ), astute;—consummate rogue, clever rascal;
swindler, sharper:—bn-kr, s.f. Building, architecture;
composition; commencing a business; instigation;
astuteness; rascality.
H   [[ b y , adj. Left (hand)=by , b w , q.q.v.
H

 ,  , bv, bo [S. , rt. ], s.f. Wind, air (syn.

haw); atulency; rheumatism (=be); the pox, syphilis; a
bubo:—bo b dhn, To employ attery or raillery as a
means of overcoming an adversary:—bo-bats (S. vta
+vta+sa), s.f. Wind-disease; in uence of or possession
by an evil spirit (syn. seb):—bo-birang, bo-barang,
s.m.=be-birang, q.v.s.v.:—bo-band, s.f. Vain attempt (to
do anything), futile eort; vain imagination, castlebuilding; sophistry; exaggerated praise of an unworthy
object:—bo-bhar-khl, lit. 'A skin lled with wind'; a

mere wind-bag, a person of little estimation; a person of
little or no stamina:—bo bha akn, v.n. To rage like a
whirlwind, to be mad, crazy, &c.; to rave, prate, talk
nonsense; to be quarrelsome:—bo-bhak, bao-jhak, s.f.
Prating, twaddle, idle talk, nonsense;—s.m. Prater,
babbler, idle talker:—bo sarn, v.n. To break wind:—bos l (S. vta+ la), s.m. The colic; pain in the stomach:—
bo-k r kh batn, v.t. To make a fool of, impose on,
deceive, cheat:—bo khn, v.n. To live in pleasure and
enjoyment; to court (one's) inspirations, to lead a
protracted and miserable existence:—bo-khumb, s.m.
An astringent medicine made from the bark of the
khumb, or Careya arborea:—bo-ke gho e-par sawr hon, To
y with the wind, be as swift as the wind; to be pued up,
be conceited or vain;—bao-gola (S. vta-gulma), s.m. Colic;
atulency with impaired function of the bowels; acute
gout; rheumatism:—bo len, v.n. To suck in the wind;
wind-sucking (a defect in horses).
H P    bw, s.m. Father (=bb, q.v.); superior;
arch-rogue:—bw-jn, Dear father.
H   [ bw , adj.=b w , by , q.q.v.
H K*



 bo-bats, see s.v. bo.

H Y

  bot, s.m. Flag (see next).

H  

 & boa [from S. ], s.m. Flag. banner,

standard;—rheumatism; cramp; spasms; convulsions—
bo u n, v.n. To hoist a ag;—to make mince-meat
of, to crush.
H   & bo [from z], s.m. A kind of armlet (of
gold or silver) worn by Hind women.
P  W b-wuj d, see s.v. b.
H    bwar, s.m. A kind of sweetmeat (=bbar).
P  bwar, s.m. [rt. Zend var; S.  ( ) ], Belief, faith,
condence, trust, credit;—adj. True, credible,
trustworthy:—bwar karn, v.t. To believe, &c.
H    bor, adj.=bol, q.v.
H <= bwar- in, = H = bwar in, fem. of next, q.v.
H = bwar in, = H <= bwar- in, fem. of next, q.v.
P T = bwar-  (from bwar, q.v.), s.m. Cook:—bwar na, s.m. Cook-house, kitchen:—bwar -gar, s.f. The
culinary art; skill in cooking.

H   " bor (from bor = bol), s.f. Name of a
tribe of vagrants to the west of Dehli.
H   " bor, = H    7" bo , s.f.=bol, 'a large
well,' q.v.
H    7" bo , = H   " bor, s.f.=bol, 'a large
well,' q.v.
H '  $ bwag [S. +, or !], s.m. Seed-time
(syn. bo):—bwag karn, v.t. To sow.
H "  ! bol [S. 0!t, from ], adj. (f. -), Mad,
crazy, deranged, demented, insane.
H !  !" bol [S. +dim. a. l = S. ], s.f. A large
masonry well, generally with winding steps down to the
water, and landing-places and chambers in the
surrounding wall.
P H !  !" bol (from bwar-, 'fancied,' imaginary';
see bwar), s.f. The drag (thing or animal), with which
hawks, dogs, &c. are trained; lure; egy; delusion, trick
(syn. dhok):—bol den, v.t. To initiate, to train.
H    bwan [S. (8], adj. Fifty-two.
H 

  bwan, = H 

  bon, adj. & s.m.

sta; a blow or punishment in icted with the arm:—
bhu-m l, s.m. Root or juncture of the arm; arm-pit;
shoulder-blade:—bhu-yuddh, s.m. Hand-to-hand ght,
close ght; personal struggle; wrestling, boxing.
S  6 bh, = S ? z bhu, bh, s.f. The arm (=b h,
q.v.):—bhu-bh sh, s.f. Ornament worn on the upper
arm, armlet:—bhuja, bhuj, s.m. lit. 'Arm-born'; a
Kshatriya;—wild sesamum:—bhu-d, s.f. lit. 'Arm-giver';
name of a river said to rise in the Himlaya and
probably identical with the classical Hydaspes and
modern Jhelum (the name is accounted for by a legend
that a saint recovered his lost arms by bathing in the
stream):—bhu-da, s.m. An arm like, or as hard as, a
sta; a blow or punishment in icted with the arm:—
bhu-m l, s.m. Root or juncture of the arm; arm-pit;
shoulder-blade:—bhu-yuddh, s.m. Hand-to-hand ght,
close ght; personal struggle; wrestling, boxing.
H  6 bh [S. 6, rt. 6O+t], s.m. Out ow of water;
channel for carrying o water, watercourse; vessel into
which the juice of sugar-cane ows.
H * 6\ bhattar, adj.=bahattar, q.v.

Dwarsh; a dwarf, &c.=bman, q.v.
H    bon, = H    bwan, adj. & s.m.

H 6

6 * bhij, adj.=bhya or vhya, q.v.

S 6

z* bhu-j, s.m. = S + 

Dwarsh; a dwarf, &c.=bman, q.v.
H   " bon [S. ], s.f. Seed-time; sowing.

bhu.
S +  z bhu-d, s.f. = S 6

H   " bon, s.f. Community, company, assembly,

bhu.
H  6  bhir, 6 bhar [S. 6 , 6 ], adv. &

society; company of persons who raise a fund for a n
in the Hol festival.
H   " bw [S. "], s.f. A large well=bol, q.v.
A ? bh, s.m. Coitus; venereal passion, lust; venereal
faculty, virility.
S ? z bhu, bh, = S  6 bh, s.f. The arm (=b h,
q.v.):—bhu-bh sh, s.f. Ornament worn on the upper
arm, armlet:—bhuja, bhuj, s.m. lit. 'Arm-born'; a
Kshatriya;—wild sesamum:—bhu-d, s.f. lit. 'Arm-giver';
name of a river said to rise in the Himlaya and
probably identical with the classical Hydaspes and
modern Jhelum (the name is accounted for by a legend
that a saint recovered his lost arms by bathing in the
stream):—bhu-da, s.m. An arm like, or as hard as, a

z bhu-d, s.f. see s.v.
z* bhu-j, s.m. see s.v.

postposn. (governing gen., -ke, or abl., -se), Outside,
exterior; externally, outward; out, out of; beyond,
exceeding; beyond the eect or in uence (of, -se);
without, abroad, away;—intj. Out! away!:—bhar-bhtar,
s.m. Outside and inside; ingress and egress; going out,
visiting;—adv. In and out; within and without:—bhar jn,
v.n. To go out; to go away or on a journey:—bhar
se, adv. From without; externally; seemingly:—bhar-k,
adj.=bhar, q.v.:—bhar-kar-ke, adv. Left out, excluded,
excepted, exclusive of (see next):—bhar karn or karden, v.t. To leave out, omit, exclude; to put out, turn out,
eject, expel; to put away (a wife):—bhar-k b , s.f. lit.
'Odour of the country,' rusticity, clownishness,

S  #

z bhulya, s.m. = S * #

z bhulyat, s.f.

boorishness:—bhar-k phirne-wl, s.f. A woman who goes
out into the streets and markets usually without a veil
(in contradistinction to parde-wl):—bhar le-jn, v.t. To
take away; to take abroad, to export:—bhar nikaln (-se),
To come out (of); to come outside; to go about in public;
to be out or abroad; to withdraw (from):—bhar hon (-se),
To be outside (of), to be excluded (from); to be beyond
the eect or in uence (of), to disregard (e.g. wh to mere
kahne-se bhar hai); to dissent (from), disapprove (of), not
to agree to (e.g. ham kis bt-se bhar nah , 'I agree to
everything').
A  bhir (act. part. of & 'to overcome'), adj. Surpassing,
excelling, eminent; conspicuous, manifest, open, public.
H  6 bhar, bhr [S. 6+t], s.m. The man who

another, reciprocally, mutually; among themselves (or
ourselves), privately:—b-ham-dgar, adv. Together, along
with, &c. (=bham); by mutual endeavours:—bham-sz,
adj. & adv. According, harmonious, friendly; in accord, at
one.
H <@  ÈË bhman, s.m.=brhman, q.v.:—bhman-ha,

stands at the well to pour out the water drawn up in the
aras or leathern bucket.
H  = H ? 6  bhir (from bhir), s.m. The o-side,

Brahman; relating to religious worship; sacred:—bhman
bada , s.f. The Brhman duck, (syn. akw):—bhman l,
s.f. The sacred or Brhman kite.
H R@  Ës& bhman-e, s.m.=brhma-e, q.v.

the left side (in fencing, sword-exercise, &c.).
H ? = H  6  bhir (from bhir), s.m. The o-side,
the left side (in fencing, sword-exercise, &c.).
H  6 bharan [S. +64], s.m. Name of a
medicine that carries o" or removes wind from the
stomach.
H  6~ bhar , s.m.=bhar, q.v.
H  6" bhar, 6 " bhir, adj. & s.m. Outward,
outer, exterior, external; extraneous, extrinsic, strange,
foreign;—stranger, foreigner; outsider (= par); upstart.
H ( 6 bhak [S. 6], s.m. Porter, carrier, burdenbearer; horse; horseman; waterman;—one who oats.
S ( z bhuk, adj. & s.m. Servile; dependent;
servant, slave; monkey; the name assumed by Nala
after his transformation into a dwarf.
S  z! bhul, s.m. Mail, armour for the arms;—the
month Krtik;—re;—manifoldness, a term in Grammar
implying the optional applicability of dierent rules;—
adj. Manifold.
S * # z bhulyat, s.f. = S  # z bhulya, s.m.
Abundance, plenty, quantity, multitude, multiplicity,
manifoldness, variety.

Abundance, plenty, quantity, multitude, multiplicity,
manifoldness, variety.
P 2  b-ham, adv. Together, conjointly, one with

s.f.=bman-ha, q.v.
H @  Ë" bhman, s.f.=brhma, q.v.
H @  Ë" bhman [S. ÊË], adj. Of or relating to a

H <

6 bhan [S. 6, rt. 6O], s.m. Vehicle, carriage,

conveyance of any kind; any animal used in riding or
draught, horse, elephant, ox, &c.
H < 6 bhan (see next), s.m. Course, track; furrow;
ploughed land (left unsown); fallow land.
H  6 bhn [S. 6"(, rt. 6O], v.t. To lay open,
unfold, open, spread; to expose, show (the teeth, &c.); to
open out, comb (the hair); to plough, till; to drudge, toil,
labour; to carry on, drive, prosecute, to shoot, discharge
(a weapon); to pierce, penetrate, drive in; to cover (an
animal), impregnate.
H  6 " bhin, s.f.=vhin, q.v.
H 

 bh , s.f. Arm (=bhu, q.v.); walking-stick, club;

shepherd's sta.
S   µ bhya, adj. & s.m. Outer, external, outward;
relating to abroad, foreign, strange;—outsider, stranger,
foreigner; one of a low caste.
H $  b [S. # "], s.f. Lady, mistress, madam;
woman, wife (local; cf. bk);—dancing-girl, harlot;
mother bawd, la bonne:—b-j, s.f. Mother bawd, the old
abbess (syn. nyik).
H $  b, ,  be [S. ,; cf. bo = S. ], s.f.

Wind, air; atulency; rheumatism; delirium, raving:—
be-birang, bai-birang, b-birang, bbrang (S. vyu+vianga),
s.m. A medicinal seed, Embelia ribes, employed to remove
atulency or rheumatism (=bo-birang, q.v.): b pa n,
v.n. To be mortied; to be depressed; to die away:—b
sa n, v.n. To break wind (=bo sarn):—be-me bha akna,
v.n. To prate, talk foolishly; to rave in delirium (N.B.—
For compounds not found in this place, see s.v. bo).
H $  b [S. 6+], s.f. Side of a bedstead, &c.
(syn. pa).
H )  by, s.m.=bay, q.v.
H )

 by (perf. part. of bn), part. adj. (f. b),

Opened, spread, stretched, &c.
H  ) [ by [S. /t], adj. (f. b ) & s.m. Left;—the
left hand (=b wn, b y ); (in music) the bass; the bass
sound (particularly of the tabla,
holak, and pakhwaj,

which are played with the left hand):—by boln, v.n.
To have an omen from the left-hand side (which is
regarded as good):—by p w (or pair) p jn (-k), lit.
'To worship the left leg (of)'; to acknowledge the
superiority or cleverness or cunning (of):—be , b e ,
b we , adv. To the left; on the left-hand side.
H U)  byab [S. µ(?], adj. & adv. Apart, separate,
distinct; another, quite another (e.g. yh bt byab hai).
H U)  byab, vulg. bib [S. ], s.m. The Northwest.
H ^ %)

 ($ be-birang, baibrang, s.m. See s.v. b or

be.
P + ) byad (3rd pers. sing. aorist of byistan), It is
necessary, it behoves:—byad-shyad, byad o shyad, adj.
As it should be, t, proper.
P *0) byista (perf. part. of byistan, 'to be necessary'),
adj. Necessary, requisite; becoming, t, proper.
A b ) by, b (act. part. of b 'to sell'), s.m. Seller,
merchant.
H <)  byan [S. ], = H )  ben, bain [S.
t], s.m. Presents of sweetmeats, &c., forming part
of an oering to a deity, or prepared on festive
occasions, such as marriages, &c., and sent to friends
and acquaintances;—share, allotted portion.

H )

 ben, bain [S. t], = H <)

 byan [S.

], s.m. Presents of sweetmeats, &c., forming part of
an oering to a deity, or prepared on festive occasions,
such as marriages, &c., and sent to friends and
acquaintances;—share, allotted portion.
H I $   bs [S.  8], adj. Twenty-two.
H 0 $  " bs, s.f. The royal army (so called because
composed of the troops of the twenty-two  bas or
provinces of the then Mogul empire);—a command of
twenty-two thousand men:—bs  n (-par), To attack
with one's whole force.
H  $   bk (cf. b), = H  $  { bk ,  5
bko, s.f. Woman, wife. (The word is peculiar to Western
India:—the Marah~ form is ").
H $

 { bk ,  5 bko, = H  $

  bk (cf.

b), s.f. Woman, wife. (The word is peculiar to Western
India:—the Marah~ form is ").
H <$

 b [S. "; P. ], s.f. A large well (=bol,

the common word;—b and bw would appear to be
Dakkhin words).
H < $ < $  (  ( be -be = b -b , q.v.
H  $  " bn [S. "?], s.f. A basket in which
snakes are carried about for show.
H & $  6 bh, s.f. Rheumatism (=b, q.v.).
P  % ba-bd, To the wind.
H  %   bi-bd [S.  , rt. ], s.m. Argument,
discussion, debate, controversy, contest, dispute,
altercation, quarrel; lawsuit:—bibd uhn, v.n. To raise
an objection; to get up a controversy, &c.=bibd karn,
q.v.:—bibd bhog, s.m. Disputed possession; disputed
estate or land:—bibd karn, v.n. To debate, dispute; to
wrangle, quarrel; to litigate.
H  %  " bibd [S.  ], adj. & s.m. Contentious,
quarrelsome, litigious;—disputant; litigant; plainti.
P A lm % ba-bis, adv. By reason (of, -ke), because (of), on
account (of).
H ? %  6 bibh [S.  6], s.m. Marriage=byh, q.v.
P % babar [Zend bawri; S. babhru], s.m. Lion; tiger (syn.

sher-babar).
H %
 babar [S. Q; but cf. babr], s.m. One who crops
the manes of horses.
H  & % " babr-kher [S.

'+.!?], s.f. Noisy

altercation, dissension, squabbling, quarrelling.
H =% u babar , corr. of bwar , q.v.
H % 

4 bi-bara [S. 

4, rt. ] , s.m. Description,

explanation, exposition, interpretation:—bibara karn (k), To give a description (of), to describe, &c.
H %  4' bi-bar [S.  4],
' adj. Wanting colour,
colourless, faded in colour, pale; discoloured.
H Y%
~ babr t [S. '+ ?], s.m. Awkward or
clumsy young man, clown, lout, bumpkin (syn. gabr ).
H % " babr [S. '"], s.f. Cropped or dressed hair,
fore-locks, tresses; a particular method of dressing the
front hair (of a girl or woman); fringe of hair worn on
the forehead (by women); cropped hair (mane and
forelock) of a horse; curly hair of a camel.
P % babar, babr (rel. n. of babar), adj. Relating to the
lion or tiger (babar); leonine; tigerish; tiger-coloured.
H % , " babur, s.f.=bab l, q.v.
H %

! babal, s.f.=bavar, q.v.

H %

,  babuw,


, babu,

 babw (dim. of bb,

or bb ), s.m. Child, boy (a term of endearment); clay
egy of a boy; a toy.
!
0 bab l, = H " %
!
0  bab l, [S.
H%
0 bab r, = H %
'0], s.f. The gum-acacia tree, Mimosa arabica (the wood
of which is commonly used in making cart-wheels,
agricultural implements, tent-pegs, &c.; and the bark,
being a powerful astringent, is used in tanning: syn.
kkar, mugln):—bab
l-ke pe bon, lit. 'To plant a bab l

tree'; to do something conducive to harm or to a bad
end.
H %
!
0 bab l, = H  %
0 bab r, = H " %
!
0  bab l, [S.
'0], s.f. The gum-acacia tree, Mimosa arabica (the wood
of which is commonly used in making cart-wheels,
agricultural implements, tent-pegs, &c.; and the bark,
being a powerful astringent, is used in tanning: syn.
kkar, mugln):—bab l-ke pe bon, lit. 'To plant a bab l

tree'; to do something conducive to harm or to a bad
end.
H"%
!
0  bab l, = H  %
0 bab r, = H %
!
0 bab l, [S.
'0], s.f. The gum-acacia tree, Mimosa arabica (the wood
of which is commonly used in making cart-wheels,
agricultural implements, tent-pegs, &c.; and the bark,
being a powerful astringent, is used in tanning: syn.
kkar, mugln):—bab
l-ke pe bon, lit. 'To plant a bab l

tree'; to do something conducive to harm or to a bad
end.
H"%
!
0  bab l [S. 0!t, or +$,/], s.m. Whirlwind
(syn. bag l).
H K &%  # bi-bhs, s.f. Name of a rgin or musical
mode.
H ' &%  #$ bi-bhg, s.m. Part, portion, &c.=vi-bhg, q.v.
S &% 2, babhru, adj. & s.m. Brown, tan-coloured
(=bh r); bald-headed through disease; large, great;—
brown colour; any creature or object of a brown colour; a
large ichneumon; an epithet of Krisha
or Vishu, and of

iva; re; name of a sage.
H *&%  #=" bi-bhakt [S.  #.=], s.f. Part, share,
portion, partition; (in Gram.) ax of declension or
in ection, case-sign; declension, in ection.
S &% #
, d
,  bubhuksh, s.f. Desire for food, hunger.
S &% #
, ., d bubhukshit, adj. Desirous of food, hungry.
H &% #" babhn, s.f. A stye on the eye, &c.=bmhn, q.v.
H &%  # bi-bhav, bi-bhau, bibho, [S.  # ], = H
Y &%  #0 bi-bh ti [S.  #0], s.m. Power, might;
superhuman power or in uence; substance, thing,
property, wealth, prosperity.
H Y &%  #0 bi-bh ti [S.  #0], = H &%  # bi-bhav, bibhau, bibho, [S. # ], s.m. Power, might; superhuman
power or in uence; substance, thing, property, wealth,
prosperity.
H %
baba, h babai [S. '"], s.f. A kind of basil,
Ocimum pilosum; also the seed of the same plant; a kind
of bird.
H % ) " babb, s.f. Kiss (syn. m, bos):—babb len (-k),

To take a kiss (from), to kiss.
H I % % babes, = H 0 % %" babes, s.f. Hemorrhoids,

overtaken by calamity, &c.
H @ 0*L T/ baptisma (Gr. @%$#), s.m. The

piles (=bawsr, with which it is doubtless connected); the
habit of suering sodomy (slang).
H 0 % %" babes, = H I % % babes, s.f. Hemorrhoids,

Christian rite of baptism. (The term has been introduced
into the Indian dialects by the Christian missionary).
H L  H bipra, bipr [S.  H], s.m. A Brhma , priest, poet

piles (=bawsr, with which it is doubtless connected); the
habit of suering sodomy (slang).
P H %    bibiy (dim. of bb), s.f. Lady, &c. (see bb);

or singer of Vedic hymns.
H L , bapur, adj. (f. -), Helpless, distressed,

the queen (at cards).
P H  % bibiyna, adj. Belonging to women, female
(applied to Europeans).
H 0 % % babesiy (from babes), s.m. (slang),
Sodomite, catamite.
H 0 % % babesiy [S. +.8+t], adj. & s.m.
Talking nonsense, prating, raving;—prater, chatterer
(=bo-bhak, bo-jhak).
H ( %  % bibek [S.  U], s.m. = H * %  % bibekat
[S.  U], s.f. Discrimination, discernment, judgment,
discretion; sense, intelligence, true knowledge.
H * %  % bibekat [S.  U], s.f. = H ( %  % bibek
[S.  U], s.m. Discrimination, discernment, judgment,
discretion; sense, intelligence, true knowledge.
H  %  %" bibek, adj. & s.m. Discriminating,

wretched (=bp , q.v.).
H L   biparn, v.n.=bipharn, q.v.
H )L  " bipart, biprt [S.  "], adj., adv. &
postposn. (governing gen. -ke, or abl. -se), Reversed,
inverted, disordered; inverse, converse, contrary,
opposite, perverse, repugnant, hostile; contrariwise (to),
otherwise (than), dierently (from); in opposition (to);—
s.f. Opposition, contrariety, contrary declaration;
hostility, disaection, mischief, ruin:—bipart gy den,
To reverse an order or decision:—bipart buddhi, s.f.
Misconception:—biprt barnan karn, To misrepresent; to
make a false statement:—bipart samajhn, To
misapprehend, misconceive, misunderstand, mistake:—
bipart karn (-ke), To pervert; to turn away or aside, to be
hostile; to violate:—biprt-lekh, s.m. Misquotation;
unfounded assertion.
H ZL ,3 bapush, = H &L ,L bapukh, [S. ,], s.m. The

discriminative, discerning, judicious, prudent, discreet,
sensible, just, fair, upright;—judge, discriminator, sage,
philosopher.
P L% ba-p, adj. On foot; standing, raised, established:—ba-

corporeal frame, the body.
H &L ,L bapukh, = H ZL ,3 bapush, [S. ,], s.m. The

p hon, To be raised, established, pitched.
H L  bapat, bapt, adj. Secret, hidden, concealed.

H IL ( bap-a s [S. H+(8], s.m. Father's portion,

H L   bi-pat,  .\ bipatti, bipati [S.    .\], = H
*L   bipt, s.m. Adversity, calamity, misfortune,
trouble, disaster, mishap; distress, pain, suering:—bipt
pa n (-par), Calamity or misfortune befalling, to be
overtaken by calamity, &c.
H *L   bipt, = H L   bi-pat,  .\ bipatti,bipati
[S.    .\], s.m. Adversity, calamity, misfortune,
trouble, disaster, mishap; distress, pain, suering:—bipt
pa n (-par), Calamity or misfortune befalling, to be

corporeal frame, the body.
H L  ! bi-pal [S.  !], Moment, instant, second.
patrimony, inheritance, &c. (=bapot, q.v.).
, 5" bapot [S. H+ + = ], adj. &
H Y L M" bapaut, 
s.f. Inherited from a father, patrimonial, hereditary,
ancestral;—patrimony, inheritance, heritage, paternal
estate, ancestral property:—bapaut adhikr, s.m.
Hereditary right; right by or of succession:—bapot ml,
s.m. Patrimony, inherited property; ancestral property.
H  &L v baphr, s.m. Vapour, &c.=bhapr, q.v.
H  &L v baphr, adj. & s.m.=bapaut, q.v.
H &L  v bipharn [S.  Tv4"(], v.n. To struggle

(against, -se), resist; to disagree, jar, clash; to become
vexed, irritated or enraged (with, -se), to break into a
passion (syn. i n); to break loose from control. to
revolt, rise (against), make an attack (upon); to turn wild
and wanton, run riot; to get into disorder, run to ruin; to
be perverse, refractory. obstinate, &c. (=hh hon); to
insist, persist (in).
H &L  v» biphai, s.m. Thursday (=bihphai, q.v.).
H * L h" bapait, adj. & s.f.=bapaut, q.v.
H   bat, s.m. The worm which is destructive to
shipping, ship-worm, Teredo.
H   bat (in comp.)=bt, 'word,' &c.:—bat-bhar, adj.
External; extraneous; foreign:—bat ba ho, s.m.
Garrulity, talkativeness, prolixity; chica nery; wrangling:
—bat-ban, s.m. Talker; orator sophist; inventor,
fabricator, concocter of stories:—bat kah, adj. & s.m.
Loquacious, garrulous; a great talker
&c. (=bt n, q.v.):—bat-kaho, s.m., bat-kah, s.f.
Loquaciousness, garrulity, talkativeness,
conversibleness; discourse, dialogue.
H   bat (in comp.)=bt or vta, 'wind':—bat so h karn,
v.t. To ventilate.
P  bat (=S. ), s.m. A line drawn to distinguish
separate names in a catalogue, or separate items in an
account; line, mark, score.
H    bitt, bit, bitu [S.  \(, rt.  ], s.m. Wealth,
riches, property, possessions, money, substance, thing;
power, ability, means, resources:—bit-bhar, adj. Out of
(one's) power, beyond (one's) means.
P  but (=S. ,\!), s.m. Idol, image, statute; a beloved
object, mistress (=msh q); blockhead, dolt;—adj. Stockstill, speechless, dumb; stupeed, senseless:—but bann,
To turn into a statute, become rigid and speechless as a
statue:—but-parast, s.m. A worshipper of images, an
idolater;—but-parast, s.f. Image-worship, idolatry:—buttarsh, s.m. A carver of images or idols; sculptor:—buttarsh, s.f. Sculpture, statuary; the art of a sculptor:—butna, but-kadah, s.m. Idol-temple, pagoda:—but-shikan,
s.f. Image-breaking, iconoclasm.
H 
, but, s.m. Hazard-table, an inclined plane along

which dice or cowries are rolled (in gambling);—blow
with the st; box on the ear; cu (=butt).
H *  bat, s.m. Bamboo-lath, a thin slip of bamboo;—
an oblong stone on which condiments, &c. are levigated
(=ba, q.v.).
H *  \ bitt [S.  .T], s.m. Span, hand's breadth.
H * \
,  butt [S. \
 +t], s.m. Pretext, evasion, shuing;
over-reaching, trickery, cajolery, fraud, deception:—
butt den, v.t. To evade, shue; to overreach, take in,
trick, cheat, deceive.
H * \
,  butt, s.m. Blow, cu, box (=but).
H Y *  batt (imperf. part. of batn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Indicating, indicatory, representing, &c.:—batt lakr, s.f.
(Math.) Line of representation or demarcation;—batt
lakr np, s.f. Analytical Geometry (syn. bj-ga it np;
arsh-ë-ma r t).
H  *   bitr, s.m. Spreading, extension, &c.=vi-str,
q.v.
H  * 
,  butrad, s.m.? A term applied to an extra cess
upon a cultivator.
H K *  bats (see next), s.f. Wind, air:—bats-phen,
s.f. A kind of sweetmeat (cf. next).
H B *  bats, = H E * 8 bat, [S. ++t],
s.m. lit. 'A thing lled with wind'; bubble; sweetmeat or
sugar-cake (of a spongy texture, and hollow within);—a
kind of rework (a small anr, q.v.):—bats-s ghuln, v.n.
To dissolve or melt away like a bats, to fade rapidly
away; to become a shadow.
H E * 8 bat, = H B *  bats, [S. ++t],
s.m. lit. 'A thing lled with wind'; bubble; sweetmeat or
sugar-cake (of a spongy texture, and hollow within);—a
kind of rework (a small anr, q.v.):—bats-s ghuln, v.n.
To dissolve or melt away like a bats, to fade rapidly
away; to become a shadow.
P A a * ba-taamul, adv. With re ection or deliberation;
thoughtfully, &c.
H  *  batn, s.m.=bathn, bahn, q.q.v.
H  *   bitn, s.m. Awning, canopy, &c.=vi-tn, q.v.
H  *  batn [bat˚ = batw˚ = Prk. \U()=S. \' (rt.


 ) + ()], s.m. A bracelet or ring of metal (worn by
men and women);—an under-turban (used to swell out
and-give shape to the outer turban, or to keep it from
being soiled by the perspiration of the head); an old or
ragged turban;—livelihood, maintenance, support, help,
aid.
H  *  batn [S. \,' rt. 
 , or rt. +H. caus. a.

H *   bitarn (see bitara), v.t. To give away,
bestow, grant.
H 0* ; bats, s.m. A kind of rice.
H 0* ;! batsal, adj. Kind, loving, &c.=vatsal, q.v.
P (* batak, s.f. Duck=batak,
 q.v.
P (* butak (dim. of but, q.v.), s.f. A little idol.
H (* = batakkar (from bt), adj. & s.m. Garrulous,

n], v.t. To cause to comprehend or understand, to
teach, to make intelligible, to explain, describe, shew,
point out, direct, indicate, signify; to tell, say, relate,
make known, discover, disclose; to indicate or make
known by signs, gestures, &c.; to gesticulate; to instruct
as to, to appoint (a task, work, &c.).; to teach (one) a
lesson, to chastise;—v.n. To seem to be, to appear:—batden, v.t.=batn.
H  *   bitn (caus. of btn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to

little, bit by bit, piecemeal, in detail; by degrees;
gradually.
H *   bitn, v.n. To pass; to come to pass, &c.=btn,

pass, to pass, spend (time).
H * 
,  butn (caus. of butn, q.v.), v.t. To extinguish,

q.v.
H * 
,  butn [but˚ = Prk. \
, (), or 5\(), or

put out (re, light, &c.; syn. bujhn).
H  *  bato, s.m. (from next)=bat, q.v.
H  *   batwan, v.t.=batn, q.v.
H % ) *  ""@ 0 batw-nmb , s.m. The shaddock or
pumelo, Citrus decumana (syn. akotr).
H ) * 
, " buty, s.f. Explaining, instructing (=bujh).
P A 6)+ * ba-tadrj, adv. By degrees, gradually (syn. raftarafta).
H *  batar, s.m.? Land in a state t for the plough.
P * batar, battar (i.e. bad-tar, compar. of bad), adj. Worse;
very bad.
A * batar, adj. Dock-tailed (animal), wanting the tail;
mutilated;—destitute of good qualities (=abtar, q.v.).
H +  *   B" bitr-band [S.  T+ B; P. +  ], s.f.
Detailed settlement=bila-band, q.v.
H *  batrn, v.n. To talk, converse=batiyn,

loquacious;—great talker, &c. (syn. bat-kah, bt n).
H &* 6 bat-kah, adj. & s.m. See s.v. bat.
H 3* ! batln, v.t. To explain, tell, &c.=batn, q.v.;
—v.n. To talk, converse, &c.=bitrn, batiyn, q.q.v.
H 2 * 2 *  \/  \/ bittam-bittam [S.  T(], adv. Little by

 \()=S. 

\(`),
'
rt.  ++ 
 ] , v.n. To go out, be

extinguished (a light, &c.;—syn. bujhn).
P ^* ba-tang, adj. In straits, in diculties; distressed,
harassed, vexed:—ba-tang n, ba-tang hon, v.n. To be
distressed, &c.
H #J  ,($!" bat-ungl (bat = rt. of batn, q.v.), s.f. lit.
'The pointing nger'; the fore-nger.
H  *    bitwn (caus. of byo tn, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be measured; to have (one) measured or tted.
H  *  M bitaur, s.m.=biaur, q.v.
H  * 5 batoran, s.m.=baoran, q.v.
H  * 0" bat r [S. ,.!], s.f. Chick-pea (ca) of a
small kind, Cicer Arietinum.
H  * M batauri [S. + &"], s.f. A atulent or

q.v.); to asperse, calumniate, vilify, denounce; to belie.
H *  4 bitara [S.  4, rt. ], s.m. Giving up,

œdematous swelling; tumour; boil (syn. phu iy, bal-to ).
A * bat l, s.f. A virgin; a pure and chaste woman, who is
detached from worldly things and devoted to God
(usually applied to the Virgin Mary, and to Ftimah,

daughter of Mohammad and wife of 'Al).
H " * 5! batol [S. \++t],
'
s.m. Talking (one)

abandoning; donation, gift, charity, alms.

into, duping, overreaching, &c. (=butt, q.v.);—deceiver,

batln, q.q.v.
H *   bitrn, v.t. To bespatter, &c. (=bithrn,

cajoler, cheat:—batole-me n (-ke), To be wheedled,
duped, deceived, cheated, &c. (=dam-me n).
H <! * 5! batolan (from batol), s.f. Loquacious woman,

the herb 'all-heal'; a herb which springs up with the rab
or spring crops.
H &* R bathiya, s.f. Heap of dried cow-dung.

one who talks people over; a wheedling, deceitful
woman; a cheat.
H <! * 5! batolan, s.m.=baoran, q.v.

H * " bat (dim. of bt), s.f. Word, speech (cf. bati-yn).

H ! * 5!" batol (see batol), s.f. Vain or frivolous talk;
jesting, buoonery.
H  *  bato [S. ], s.m.? Cool refreshing wind that
blows down from the snows of the Himalayas after
sunset. (The term is used chie y by the hill-people: in
the plains this wind is called hh .)
H  * 0" bat n, adj. & s.m.=bt n, q.v.
H  *  5 batwon, s.m.? Preparation of land for the
reception of seed.
H &*  R bith [S. R], s.f. Disquietude, agitation; pain,
agony; anguish, ache; distress, misery, trouble.
H  &*  R bithrn [bithr˚ = Prk.  ;R()=S.
 T(), caus. of rt.  +T],

H * \" batt [S. u], s.f. Wick, candle, light, lamp;
match; slip of bamboo, &c.; bundle of bamboos; tent or
bougie; stick (of sealing-wax); twisted folds of a turban:—
batti a hn (-me ), To put a candle in the candlestick; to
raise the wick (of a lamp):—batt dikhn (-ko), To show a
light; to apply a match (to); to set alight, to burn.
H *  \" bitt, s.f. A boys' game (a boy throws forward a
small round potsherd with his foot, which another boy
has to bring back with his breath held, and crying bitt,
bitt); a run.
H * \
, " butt [S. . \], s.f. Means of subsistence;
provision (for a journey):—butt lekar andhr h hn, To
search earnestly for (anything), to go in search (of); to
rummage.
H *  batiy [S. y", rt. 
 ] , s.f. A species of egg-

v.t. To spread, scatter, &c. (=bithrn, q.v.; and see also
bitharn, of which it is the caus.).
H  &*  R" bithr (from bithrn), s.f. Brushing or

plant; a kind of brinjal; green or unripe fruit or
vegetable (generally);—adj. Unripe, raw, green; soft,
tender, delicate (=komal).
H *  .\ bittiy [S.  .T+t], s.m. lit. 'A span high'; a

cleansing the warp (=bithr).
H  &* R bathn [S.  +TR], s.m. Hut or shed in the

dwarf (syn. blishtiy).
H  *  batiyan (from bt), v.n. To talk, speak,

jungle (used by graziers); cattle-fold, open place in a eld
into which cattle are driven at night; pasture-ground
(syn. bahn).
H &*  R bithrn (=bithrn), v.t. To spread, scatter,

converse, discourse (=bt karn, batrn).
H $ *  batiy, baty, s.f. Talking; talk,

strew; to sprinkle; to bespatter; to splash, spill; to waste.
H &*  R bitharn (fr. the trans. bithrn), v.n. To be

conversation, &c.=bt- t.
H  *  " bitt, " batt [S. "], part. adj. Passed,

spread, sown, scattered; to be sprinkled, splashed, &c.
H &*  R  bitharwn (caus. of bitharn), v.t. To

elapsed, gone, spent, bygone:—bitt karn or kar-den, To
pass, spend (time):—bitt hon (-me ), To be passed or
spent (in).
H * *  " bittn, ", battn, v.n. To pass, elapse,

cause to be spread, &c.
H &*  R bithr, s.f.=bithr, q.v.

&c. (=bitt hon, btn); to happen (to), to betide.
H I * \" batts, bats [S. P8], adj. Thirty-two:—

H &*  R bithakn, v.n. To be alarmed, scared,
&c.=bijhakn, q.v.
H  &* R,  bathuw, R  bathw, R,  bathu [S.
T,t], s.m. The pot-herb Chenopodium album;—orach;

batts a hran, s.m. The thirty-two jewels worn by women:
—batts d t k bhk or bhaky, The utterance of a mouth
which has its full complement of (thirty-two) teeth;
curse (in the language of women):—batts-dhr, s.m.

batts-dhr, s.f. Mother's milk, which is supposed to ow
in thirty-two streams).
H 0 * \" batts, bats, s.m. A tonic composed of
thirty-two ingredients given to fever patients, to women
after childbirth, and to mares after foaling.
H 0 * \"" batts, bats, s.f. An aggregate of thirty-two
things (e.g. singhsan batts); set of teeth (thirty-two in
number):—batts bajn, lit. 'The teeth to rattle'; to shiver
with cold:—batts dikhn (-ko), To show the teeth (to); to
laugh, grin (syn. d t dikhn).
H  & ba [S. &(], s.m. The banyan or Indian g-tree,
Ficus indica (commonly ba ); a small shell, the Cyprœa
moneta or cowry.
H  & ba [S. e&], s.m. Division, partition, portion,
share, lot (=b , q.v.).
H  & ba [S. 
 ], s.m. Turn, twist, fold, ply, plait,
wrinkle or fold on the belly (from fatness, &c.); tripe.
H  & ba (contr. of b = S. &), s.m. A measure of
weight, a weight (syn. ba-khar).
H  & ba (contr. of b, 'road,' q.v.), s.m. Road, path,
way:—ba-pr, ba-p , ba-mr, s.m. Highwayman,
footpad, robber:—ba-p , ba-mr, s.f. Highway robbery
(syn. akait).
H 
 ba [S. \
 , or +t],
'
s.m. Exchange,
discount; dierence of exchange; deduction, deciency,
loss; defect, blemish, aw; fault, oence, injury;
derogation, detraction; stain, stigma;—a cylinder of wood
or stone with which condiments, drugs, &c. are frayed or
pulverized (on a slab called sil, q.v.), a muller;—jewel-box,
casket; betel-box (syn. ibiy); a juggler's cup or box; a
round looking-glass or mirror:—ba n (-me ), Loss (of
reputation, &c.) to accrue, stain to fall (upon); to be
stained, sullied, &c. (=ba lagn):—ba den, v.t. To pay
discount or exchange; to suer a loss; to make up a loss
or deciency:—ba-hl, adj. & s.m. Level, even;—
levelling; ruins, complete destruction:—ba-sa,
s.m.=sa-ba, q.v.:—ba lagn (-ko, -me ), To charge
discount; to cast a stain or slur (upon, -me ), derogate or
detract (from); to defame, calumniate, vilify, stigmatize;
—ba lagn (-ko, -me ), To be liable or subject to

discount; to suer the casting of a stain or slur (on); to
lose (one's) good name or reputation; to be sullied,
tarnished, &c.:—bae-bz , s.m. Juggler; trickster,
humbug, cheat, swindler;—bae-bz , s.f. Juggling,
jugglery, sleight of hand; trickery, cheating, swindling:—
bae-par, adv. At a discount or advantage; at a reduction
(e.g. bae-par ardn):—bae-dr, adj. Liable to discount;
injured, defaced, cracked (coin, &c.):—bae-khte, s.m.
Loss and gain, prot and loss; bad debts; irrecoverable
balance;—bae-khte likhn (-ko), To put down to prot
and loss, enter as a doubtful debt:—ba len (-me ), To
take or charge discount (=ba lagn).
H 
& bar, s.m. Name of a tribe of G jars, q.v.
H    &! biln [S.  T4"(], v.t. To spread,
&c.=bithrn, bin, biln, q.q.v.; to put (food) into (the
mouth), to taste (food); e.g. mu h biln.
H   
& ban (caus. of ban, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
be shared or divided; to divide or divert (the
attention)=bawn.
H   
& ban (caus. of ban, 'to twist'), v.t. To
cause to be twisted (=bawn).
H   & bin, v.t. To spread, &c.=bithrn, biln,
q.q.v.
H  
& ba [S. ,' or H. & 'road'+S. a. j],
s.m. Wayfarer, traveller; highway robber (?).
H  
& , & bato (v.n. of next), s.m. Divisibility.
H    
H



H 8 

&  bawn, v.t.=ban, bawn, q.v.
6" bath, s.f.=next, q.v.
& ba [v.n. from ba-n; or=S. e&+(], s.f.

Division, partition; part, share; share of produce; division
of the crop; apportionment in kind; rent of land paid in
kind;—division of the crop between the cultivator and
zamndr (or the Government, as landlord):—ba-patr,
s.m. Deed of partition (syn. taqsm-nma):—bapaidwr, s.f. Division of produce or crops:—ba-dr,
s.m. A cultivator who is a shareholder with the landlord
in the crop.
H 8 & ba (v.n. from ban, 'to twist'), s.f.=baw,
q.v.

H K  & biap [S.  &(], s.m. Young branch of a tree,

H  

new shoot or sprout; branch; tree, bush; clump, cluster,
tuft;—spreading, expansion.
H ! 
&7 ba-p , s.m. See s.v. ba, 'road.'

are twisted.
H  
&,  bun, s.m. Cosmetic=uban, uban, q.q.v.
H 

&, " bin, s.f.=bhin, q.v.

H  ' 

H )  

& baaniy, s.m. Proprietor or holder of a

&, baurn (see baorn), v.n. To be collected,

& ban, s.m. An instrument with which ropes

be amassed; to collect, gather, assemble.
H '  &" bar [dim. of ba, or=S. &++], s.f. A

share (ba or ba ), shareholder.
H 
&,  bauw, &, bau, &0 ba , &  baw

small cup.
H 
&,  buk, s.m.=buk and bukk, q.q.v.

[S. e&+t], s.m. A small bag with divisions or folds

H ' 

&L ba-khar, ba-kar (b, 'weight'+khar,

'standard'), s.m. Weight used in weighing goods.
H ;:
&! bal, adj. (prov.)=baur, 'assembled.'
H .+   &! 4 bi-lava [S.  &, rt.  3+! 4], s.m. Black
salt, a particular kind of fetid salt (obtained by fusing
fossile salt with emblic myrobalans, and used
medicinally).
H +  &!56" ba-loh, = H 8+  &!5 balo, [S. \+!56
'
+], s.f. A brass vessel from which Hinds drink water,
and in which they cook their food (syn. lo).
H 8+  &!5 balo, = H +  &!56" ba-loh, [S. \+!56
'
+], s.f. A brass vessel from which Hinds drink water,
and in which they cook their food (syn. lo).
H -
&/ ba-mr, s.m. See s.v. ba, 'road.'
H 4-  &/ bi-ms [S.  &, rt.  3+/3], s.m. A
coarse species of pulse (of the msh, or of the kalya
kind).
H ' =-
/5$ bat-mogr, &/0$ ba-m gr [S. \

+/,&$(+t], s.m. lit. 'The twining or climbing jasmine';
the double jasmine, Jasminum zambac (syn. bel).
H  
& ban [bat˚ = Prk. ()=S. &(`), pass. of rt.
&], v.n. To be divided, shared, or distributed (cf. ba n,
b n);—v.t. To divide, share, &c.; to obtain, gain, make
prot (e.g. ham-ne j ub-se das rupaya ba):—bat-jn,
v.n. To be divided, &c.=ban.
H  
& ban [S. "(
'
, 
 ] , v.t. To twine, twist, form
by convolutions (as thread, rope, &c.), to plait, weave;—
v.n. To be twisted, &c.

(used for holding money, betel-nut, tobacco, &c.); a
draw-purse.
H 
&, bau, baw [S. +t],
'
s.m.=ba-loh, q.v.
H   &, biu,  &  biw [S. &,+t; or dim. of be],
s.m. Little son; dear son; little boy, child.
H 
&  bawr, bawl, s.m. Tax-gatherer who
levies a tax levied in kind; customs or police ocer
stationed on a road to collect transit duties.
H  = H 2 & , bawr [S. e&++t], s.m.
Partition, share; division or partition of land; allotment
of shares; separation of coparceners, detachment of the
share of an individual coparcener;—deed or document
under which partition of land is made (syn. ba-patr):—
bawr karn, v.t. To divide, share; to make a partition of
land.
H 2 = H  & , bawr [S. e&++t], s.m.
Partition, share; division or partition of land; allotment
of shares; separation of coparceners, detachment of the
share of an individual coparcener;—deed or document
under which partition of land is made (syn. ba-patr):—
bawr karn, v.t. To divide, share; to make a partition of
land.
H 
&  bawn (caus. of ba n or ban), v.t. To
cause to be divided, &c.; to distribute.
H 
&  bawn (caus. of ban, 'to twist'), v.t. To
cause to be twisted; to get or have twisted (by).
H 8 &  baw [rt. baw of bawn+ = S. a. (],
s.f. The act or the art of twisting (ropes, &c.);—price paid
for twisting.
H 
&5 baor [S.  +], s.m. Gathering,

assemblage, crowd; resort.
H   &M biaur [S.  &+ &+t], s.m. Heap of cakes of
dried cowdung (used for fuel).
H .
&5 baoran (see baor and baorn), s.m.
Gathering in or collecting grain at the time of harvest;
pickings, gleanings; sweepings, rubbish.
H 
&5 baorn (baor, q.v.+n = S. "(), v.t. To
gather up, collect, purse; to bring together, assemble; to
accumulate, amass.
H   &M" biaur [S. \
 +?], s.f. A tax on
shopkeepers, &c. in a village.
H 
&5! baolan, s.m.=baoran, q.v.
H   &5 bion, v.t. To scatter, &c.=bin, q.v. (cf.
the forms ubn and ubon).
H   &M biaun, bion (dim of be), s.m. Little son,
&c.=biw, q.v.
H  &56" baoh, = H 8

&5 bao, [S. +' 6+],

s.m. Wayfarer, traveller (=ba , q.v.—The form baoiy
also occurs).
H 8 &5 bao, = H  &56" baoh, [S. +' 6+],
s.m. Wayfarer, traveller (=ba , q.v.—The form baoiy
also occurs).
H ) 8
& 
h  bawaiy (from bawn, q.v.), s.m. One who

&c.); to x or impress (on, -me , the mind), to implant
(in the mind), impress (the mind with an idea), strike
(terror, &c. into the mind); to set in order, settle,
arrange, adjust; to make out (a calculation, &c.), strike (a
balance); to establish, get up, cause to be convened (a
pan yat, &c.); to come into possession of, gain, realize,
gather, collect; to make (the heart) sink or faint (dil
bihn):—bih-den, v.t. (intensive of bihn, but often
used in the sense of bihn), To cause to fall in, cause to
sink or founder; to demolish, destroy, raze, level, ruin; to
melt, dissolve; to settle, knock down, stun, &c. (with, me , a blow); to stake, bet (upon, -par); to gamble away,
lose:—bih-rakhn, v.t. To keep seated; to detain; to keep
(a marriageable or married daughter) at home; to refuse
to give in marriage;—bih-len, v.t. To make (one)
sit=bihn (generally in an intensive sense).
H   _ bihak, s.m. Ant-hill.
H ;:  _! bihln, v.t.=bihn, q.v.
H  

_ bahn, v.n. To enter (=paihn, baihn, q.v.).

H  

_ bahn, v.n. To be twisted, &c.=ban, q.v.

H    _ bihn, v.n. (local)=baihn, q.v.
H 
H O

_, bahu, s.m.=bathu, q.v.
& baa (from ban, and=ba, q.v.), s.f. The art

allots or distributes shares, allotter, apportioner.
H B
 baa, s.m.= ba, q.v.;—and

of twisting silver thread (or gold thread) and silk
together (to form kal-batt n).
H  " ba, s.f. corr. for bha, q.v.;—also=baiy, q.v.

incorrectly)=bhatta, q.v.
H    _! bihln, v.t.=bihn, q.v. (cf. also the

H   " bi, s.f. Pair, couple, match:—bi budn, v.n.

forms bihln, baihn, baihln).
H .
_ bahn, s.m.=bathn, q.v.
H   _ bihn (causat. of baihn, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to enter; to enter, place (in, -me , as a boy in a
school); to pierce, penetrate, thrust in, drive home,
press down, ram down, pack closely, stu, x rmly;—to
cause to be seated, cause to sit, to seat; to settle; to set
(as a stone in a ring, &c.), to plant, sow; to cause to
congeal, coagulate, solidify; to cause to cake, form into
lumps; to locate, station, lodge; to instal; to establish, x,
set up; to cause to settle down; to lay (as dust, &c.), to
allay, calm, assuage; to set (over, -par, as a watch, guard,

To couple, match, form pairs.
H ) 
 batiy [S. +],
'
s.f. (dim. of b, 'road'),
Path, footpath, pathway, narrow passage.
H ) 
& baiy [S. &+], s.f. A small weight (b); a
small round stone for weighing, grinding, &c.;—a
cocoanut; (met.) the breasts (of a woman).
H ) 
& bay (for baaiy, see ba), s.f. A silken cord
adorned with three fringes used by women to tie their
hair behind.
H ) 
&h baaiy (from baa), s.m. One who twists
silver (or gold) thread and silk together; a maker of kalbatt n.

H )   & biiy, biy (dim. of be), s.f. Little
daughter; daughter.
H d PQ 
< ² bae-bz , s.m. See s.v. ba.
H ) 

&h baait [S. e&+], s.m.=bawaiy, ba ait, q.q.v.

H ')

 baer [S. ], s.f. The quail, Perdix olivacea.

H ' ) 

&h baair, s.m. Weights and scales. (See b.)

H ' ) 

&h" baair, = H  ) 

&h7" baai , s.f. A Hind

marriage ceremony in which the bride presents the
bridegroom with a wedding garment and some money.
H  )  &h7" baai , = H ' )  &h" baair, s.f. A Hind
marriage ceremony in which the bride presents the
bridegroom with a wedding garment and some money.
H *)
 baes [S. ], s.m. Way, road; path,
pathway, passage (syn. b and baiy).
H   ) 
ÌR bae th [S. e&+?], s.m. Holder of a share,
&c.=baaniy.
H ' )  6" baaihr, s.f.=baair, q.v.
H 6  * bij, s.m.=bj, q.v. (used chie y in comp.).
P 8 ba-j, adj. In place; proper, suitable, t, becoming;
right, just, true;—adv. Fitly, properly, rightly, as it should
be all right; just so, precisely; (ironically) just so, very
true, very like a whale;—ba-je, prep. In
place (of, -ke), in lieu of, instead of:—ba-j-war, s.f.
Performance, accomplishment, fullment, execution,
discharge:—ba-j ln, v.t. To perform, accomplish, full,
execute, discharge, carry out (an order, &c.), give eect
to; to comply with, obey (=bajn).
H 8  * bij [S. "*+t], s.m.=bijr, q.v.
H 5 8 A** bajjj, bajj, s.m. corr. of bazzz, q.v.
H  8 * bajr, s.m. corr. of bzr, q.v.
H  8  * bijr [S. "*+!], s.m. Bull; stallion (cf.
bijl);—(met.) a lusty, pro igate man.
H  8 * bajk [S. Í+r$], s.m. A species of
serpent.
H " 8  *! bijl (see bijr), adj. Having seed or grain,
seedy; abounding in seed; run to seed.
P H " 8 ba-j ln, v.t. See s.v. ba-j.
P  8 ba-jn, adv. With (one's) whole soul, heartily,

cheerfully;—in or to the soul; at or to the point of death;
in great straits, in great distress, in the utmost
perplexity:—ba-jn n, v.n. To be in imminent danger; to
be in the utmost distress or perplexity; to be greatly
harassed, plagued, annoyed, vexed, &c.:—ba-jn ln, v.t.
To worry to death, to plague, harass, annoy exceedingly,
worry, tease, vex, disgust.
P H  8 * bajn (caus. of bajn, q.v.), v.t. To execute,
&c.=ba-j ln, q.v.
H  8 * bajn [S. , rt. , or 1+H. caus. a.
n], v.t. To cause to sound, to sound; to play on (a
musical instrument), to perform or execute music; to
beat (a drum, gong, &c.); to cause to ring or resound; to
try the ring of (a vessel, coin, &c. in order to ascertain
its soundness); to put in action, set agoing, ply (e.g. j te
bajn):—bajne-wl, s.m. Player on a musical
instrument, musician; minstrel (syn. bjantr).
H 8 *
,  bujn, v.t.=bujhn, q.v.
P  8 ba-je, prep. See s.v. ba-j.
H $ 8  * bij [S. "*+(], s.f. Portion of seed-corn
which the poorer classes are allowed to take from the
eld.
H  8  *_ bijyah, s.m. A kind of ornament worn
on the arm, armlet (=bijaih, bijauh).
H 8%8 * * bajbaj (perf. part. of next), adj. (f. -),
Boiled; fermented; putreed.
H  8%8 * * bajbajn, vulg. bibijn (redupl. of baj-,
rt. of bajn; arising out of the sound given forth by a
boiling or fermenting liquid, &c.), v.n. To simmer,
bubble, boil; to eervesce; to ferment; to putrefy.
P A %8 ba-jabr, adv. By force or violence, forcibly,
violently (=bil-jabr, and jabr-se).
H *8 *\ bajattar, = H *8 *\" bajattr, s.m.=bjantr,
q.v.
H *8 *\" bajattr, = H *8 *\ bajattar, s.m.=bjantr,
q.v.
P A + 8 ba-jid, adj. In earnest; pressing, importunate,
persistent, obstinate, determined;—ba-jid ho-ke, adv.
Earnestly; importunately, &c.:—ba-jid hon, v.n. To be in
earnest; to press or urge (one) earnestly or vigorously;

H ?8 bajra, s.m.=bajr, q.v.

to be importunate; to be obstinate or determined; to
insist; to persist.
H 8 * bajar (cf. next), adj. Having a projecting navel;

H 8 *" bajr (dim. of bajra or bajr), s.f. Gravel; small

aicted with a disease of the navel; having a projecting
belly; pot-bellied.
H 8 Í bajr, * bajar, bajjar [S. Í], adj. Adamantine,

P o8 ba-juz, prep. With the exception (of, -ke), excepting,

hard, impenetrable; massive, ponderous, heavy,
unwieldy; heavy of movement, slow; severe, dicult,
hard; shaped like a (St. Andrew's, or multiplication)
cross;—s.m. The thunderbolt and weapon of Indra,
thunderbolt, lightning; adamant, diamond; a hard,
heavy stone:—bajr-ang (S. vajrng, i.e. vajra+anga), bajrang, adj. & s.m. Having a hardy frame;—a title of
Hanumn; a robust, hardy man:—bajr-ang (S. vajra+a kita),
adj. & s.f. Marked with a cross-shaped symbol;—a crossshaped tilak or mark made with red lead on a Hind's
forehead:—bajr-ght (S. vajra+ghata), s.m. Stroke of a
thunderbolt; stroke of lightning; any sudden shock or
calamity:—bajar-ba (S. vajra+spha+uka), s.m. The
umbrella-bearing palm, Corypha umbraculifera; the seeds
of the same palm (which are used as beads for necklaces
by certain sects of Hinds: 'The tree owers but once
and dies, and the natives rmly believe that the
bursting of the spadix is accompanied by a loud
explosion'; whence the name):—bajr-bh g, s.m. Tobacco
(syn. tambk ):—bajr pa n (-par), Lightning to fall (upon),
to be struck by a thunderbolt, or by lightning; to be
withered, be blasted, be stricken with calamity (used in
cursing, e.g. bajr pa e uspar):—bajr- hand, s.m. Name of
one of the metres of Hind poetry:— bajr-k, s.m. lit.
'Hard reptile'; the scaly ant-eater, the Pangolin or
Manis: a kind of penetrating insect which bores holes in
wood and stone.
H 8 * bajr [S. Í+t], s.m. A kind of boat
commonly used for travelling; a large kind of pleasureboat (round-bottomed and keel-less,—commonly called
'budgerow').
H  8 * ¨ bajar-ba [S. Í+Tv&+], s.m. See s.v.
bajr.
H J8 *($" bajrang [S. Í+r$], adj. & s.m. See s.v.
bajr.

hailstone (syn. ol).
H 8  *," bijur,  *" bijr, s.f.=bijl, q.v.
except, besides.
H 38 *,! bajull (dim. of bj = bz ), s.m. An
ornament worn on the upper arm; armlet.
H #8  *!" bijl,  *,!" bijul [S.  1,+ dim. a. l = S. ],
s.f. Lightning; thunderbolt (=bajr):—bijl-ba o, s.m.
Safeguard against lightning; lightning-conductor:—bijlbal, s.m. Electricity:—bijl pa n, bijl  n, bijl girn (-par),
Lightning to fall (upon), to be struck or destroyed by
lightning; to be blasted (=bajr pa n, q.v.):—bijl-k ka ak,
s.f. Thunder-clap.
H #8  *!" bijl [S. "*+dim. a. li], s.f. 'Small seed or
stone'; the kernel of a mango-seed; a kind of ear-ring
(consisting of a hook with a pendant in the shape of the
kernel of a mango-seed).
H 2 8 */ bajam [prob. S. B(; Prk. AD(], adj. Still,
quiet; lying still (through fear or fatigue); crouching,
contracting oneself; delaying.
H <8  * bijan, adj.=vi-jan, q.v.
H 8 * bajn (i.q. bjn, q.v.), v.n. To sound; to strike
(as a clock, &c.); to be sounded; to be struck (as a gong,
&c.), be played upon (as a musical instrument), be rung
(as a bell), be red (as a gun); to chatter (as the teeth);
to ring, resound, be famous or celebrated; to be busy or
active (as a sword, stick, &c.); to be generally known or
called (by, -se, a name, &c.), to go by the name (of).
H 8 * bajn, s.m. A child's toy, rattle;—a rupee (used
among brokers).
H 8  * bijn, s.m. A fan=bjn, q.v.
H 8 *
,  bujn, v.n.=bujhn, q.v.
H 8 *
,  bujn, s.m. Cloth used by a menstruous
woman; pessary (=bujhn).
H *8 * bajantar, = H *8 *B" bajantr, s.m.
Musician, &c.=bjantr, q.v.:—bajantr-maal, s.m. The
quarter inhabited by musicians; a brothel.

H *8 *B" bajantr, = H *8 * bajantar, s.m.

H  &8 D bajhn (caus. of bajhn, q.v.), v t. To

Musician, &c.=bjantr, q.v.:—bajantr-maal, s.m. The
quarter inhabited by musicians; a brothel.
P A I8 ba-jins, adj. & adv. In kind, in detail; in some

entangle, inveigle; to ensnare (as game), entrap, catch.
H  &8 D
,  bujhn (caus. of b jhn, q.v.), v.t. To cause

sort; particularly; by kind;—ba-jinsi-hi, adj. & adv. Exactly
the same, the very identical; exactly as it is; intact,
entirely, bodily.
H 8 *" bajn (from bajn), s.f. Quarrel, ght, row,
uproar.
H 8 * bajaniy (from bajn), s.m. Musician,
minstrel (=bjantr, q.v.).
H 8  A*0 bijj ,  A*5 bijjo, s.m. An animal that digs open
graves and feeds on dead bodies, the Indian badger,
Ursus indicus; (locally) a hyena.
H  8 *  bajwn (caus. of bajn), v.t. To cause to
sound; to get (one) to play (on an instrument); to have
(a drum, &c.) sounded.
H  8  *M_ bijauh (from bj), A kind of armlet

to know, to make (one) understand or comprehend; to
explain, inform, apprize, teach; to demonstrate; to cause
to believe, to assure, persuade, convince, satisfy (syn.
samjhn).
H  &8 D
,  bujhn (caus. of bujhn, q.v.), v.t. To put
out, extinguish (a re, light, &c.); to allay, quench
(thirst); to relieve, satisfy (hunger); to slake (lime); to
temper (steel); to disinfect water (by plunging heated
iron into it); to allay, calm, tranquillize, compose, soothe;
to repress, smother (anger, &c.); to damp, depress,
discourage (the spirits, heart, &c.);—to shue (playing
cards:—cf. the form butn from the same root):—bujhden, v.t.=bujhn.
H  &8 D  bajhon, v.t.=bajhn.
H $ &8 D
,  bujh (rt. bujh, of bujhn+ = S. (), s.f.

(=bijyah).
H  8 *57 bajo n (rel. to bajn), v.t. lit. 'To cause to

Explaining, instructing, teaching.
,  bujhy (perf. part. of bujhn), adj. (f. -),
H ) &8 D

ring or resound by beating' to beat severely; to give
(one) a good hiding or dressing.
H ' 8  *5$ bijog [S.  5$, rt. ,*] , s.m. Separation,

Extinguished, quenched, &c.:—bujhy pan, s.m. Water
that has been disinfected by having heated iron plunged
into it:—bujhy n, s.m. Slaked lime.
H &8%&8 D
, ,D  ! bujh-bujhauwal, s.m. Riddle, enigma,

disunion, disjunction; absence (especially of lovers);
deprivation, loss; death;—unlucky conjunction of planets;
—adj. Parted, separated, disjoined, severed:—bijog pa n,
v.n. To be parted, separated, &c.; an untoward event to
betide; to be overtaken by misfortune.
H X 8  *5$" bijog [S.  5$"], s.m. (f. -in), One who is
separated (from his beloved); a wretched or miserable
person; an unfortunate person.
H 8 A* bajja [rt. S. ], s.m. Cutting open, lancing;
piercing, spearing; swelling to the point of bursting (as
cattle through over-eating).
H &8 D bajh [S. Bt], s.m. Marshy soil, quagmire,

conundrum; game of riddles (=b jh-bujhwal; syn. pahel:
cf. bujhauwal).
P A &8 ba-jihat, prep. On account of; for the reason
(that), because of; for the sake of.
H &8  D bijhar, bijhr (from bj), s.m. A mixture of
barley, wheat, millet, grain, and lentils.
H &8 *
, 6 bujahr (from bujhn), s.m. The cover of a
cup or other vessel; stopper, stopple; (cf. bujhn, bujn).
H  &8  D bijhkn [S. #++H. caus. a. n],
v.t. To scare, startle, frighten, alarm (=bhi kn).
H &8  D bijhakn (see bijhkn), v.n. To be startled,

caus.=bujhn+at = S. ), s.f. Settlement or adjustment of

scared, frightened; to start; to take fright (cf. jhijhakn,
bidakna, bhi akn).
H ? J&8  D$6 bijhgh (from bijhkn), s.m. A scarecrow

accounts.

(syn. aron).

bog.
H A &8 D
,  bujhrat (from bujhr-n, an unused

H &8 D bajhn [bajh˚ = Prk. AD()=S. (`), pass. of
rt. 
( ], v.n. To be entangled, ensnared, entrapped,
caught (syn. pha sn); to be stuck, to stick (in, -me ):—
bajh-jn, Idem.
H &8 D
,  bujhn [bujh˚ = Prk. 5AD<() or 5AD()=S.
 d(), rt.  + +dh], v.n. To be put out,
extinguished (a re, light, &c.); to be quenched (as
thirst); to be allayed or satised (as hunger, or a feeling
or passion); to be slaked (as lime); to be tempered (as
steel); to be disinfected (as water, by having hot iron put
into it); to be calmed, cooled, composed, tranquillized,
&c.; to be damped (as the spirits, courage, &c.), to be
dejected, downcast; to be tired or weary (of, -se); to be
shued (as cards):—bujh-jn = bujhn.
H &8 D
,  bujhn, s.m.=bujn (the com. form), q.v.
H &8 D
,  bujhn, v.n.=bhujn, q.v.
H  &8 D & bajhwa [S. B+ B ], s.m. Stalk without
ear, bare stalk.
H &8 D
,  !, D
, M ! bujhauwal (from b jhn), s.m.
Guessing, conjecturing (e.g. phal-bujhauwal); riddle,
conundrum (=bujh-bujhauwal).
H * &8 D
, 5B bujhont (from b jhn), s.m. Abstract
account of a village proprietary.
H  &8  D5 bijhoniy, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts
in Jaunpur.
H  &8 D
, <! bujhail (bojh, q.v.+S. a. !), adj. Laden, &c.
(=bojhail, bojhal, q.q.v.);—s.m. Burden-bearer; beast of
burden.
H 8  * bijay, bija, vulg.   bijai [S.  *, rt .*], s.m.
Victory, conquest, triumph (syn. jt; fata):—bija-dasm,
s.f. 'The victorious tenth'; the tenth of Ásin ukl paksh, the
anniversary of Rm's victory over Rvan; (generally) any
tenth day of a lunar fortnight that falls on a Sunday:—
bijay karn, v.n. To eect or engage in conquest;—v.t. To
conquer, subdue, capture, take (a fort, &c.).
H 8  * bijay,  .* bijiy, bijy [S.  *, rt. .*],
s.f. Hemp, Cannabis sativa, or the tops of the plant used as
a narcotic (syn. bhng, bhang).
H R8  *h_ bijaih, s.m. An armlet=bijyah, bijauh,

q.q.v.
H + 8 *" baj-dr (bj+dr), s.m. An agricultural
servant (in Ruhelkhan) who takes corn as a
recompense for his labour (in contradistinction to a mhdr, or one who receives money).
H 3 8  *h! bijail [S. "*+!], adj.=bijl, q.v.
H  8  *" bijay [S.  *"], adj. & s.m. Conquering;—
conqueror, vanquisher.
H 9  ba (imper. or rt. of ba n, q.v.), intj. Take care!
out of the way! ba -ba (intens.) Idem.
H 9  ba [S. ], s.f. A kind of aromatic root; orris
root; root of the sweet ag, Acorus calamus odoratus.
H 9  ba , s.m. An inferior tribe of Rjp ts in the
district of Jaunpur.
H 9   bi , adv.=b , q.v. (used chie y in comp.).
H : K ba ,  ba  [S. ;t; P. : ], s.m. Young
(of any creature); child, infant, babe, little one;
youngster, youth, lad, boy; thoughtless, simple or
inexperienced person;—young plant, sapling:—bacc-dn,
s.m. Lit. 'Child-receptacle'; the womb:—ba o -k-s, adj.
Child-like, childish, infantile, puerile:—ba o -k khel, s.m.
Mere child's play, mere tri e, easy matter:—ba e-bz ,
s.f. Sodomy (=laune-bz):—ba e-ka e, ba -ka , s.m.
Children, little ones (=ka e-ba e, ka -ba ):—ba e-kash,
s.f. Child-bearing; pregnancy:—ba e-kush, s.f.
Infanticide (syn. bl-haty):—ba e-wl murg, s.f. lit. 'Hen
with chickens'; the Pleiades.
H ; :  ba p (abst. subst. from ba n, q.v.), s.m.
Deliverance, safety, escape (=ba w, ba o).
H  :   bi r [S.  , rt. ], s.m. Consideration,
re ection, meditation, deliberation, investigation,
examination, trial, disputation, discussion, dispute;
exercise of judgment or reason, judgment,
discrimination, prudence; decision, determination;
opinion, thought, apprehension, will:—bi r karn (-k),
To deliberate, consider, &c.=bi rn, q.v.
H  :   bi r (P. be- ra, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Helpless,
forlorn;—helpless person; poor creature, poor wretch
(used in pity).

H A :   bi rat [S.  ], part, Re ecting,

H I : [ ba  si, s.f.=bte (the word occurs in the

thinking.
H A L   bi rit [S.  ], part. Thought upon,

Rmya).
H  :  , 

deliberated upon, considered, meditated; decided,
determined; &c.
H  :   bi rak [S.  ], adj. & s.m.

(v.n. of ba on), s.m. Preservation, salvation,
deliverance, rescue, extrication, liberation; escape;
protection, defence, refuge; guarding, shielding,
screening, cloaking; reserve, reservation, avoidance;
contrivance, evasion, pretext;—capacity, amplitude:—
ba o karn (-se, or -me ), To save or guard oneself
(from); to provide (against); to eect the deliverance (of,
-k), to save, protect, guard, shield, screen; to practise
reserve, be reserved:—ba o nikln (-k, of, a person, se, from, or -me , in, a diculty, &c.), To contrive the
escape, deliverance, &c. (of), &c.=ba o karn, q.v.
H  :   ba w (=ba p), = H  :  ,  ba o,

Deliberating; investigating; discussing; judging;—
investigator, discriminator, inspector, judge.
H
  :   bi rke, bi r-kar (past conj. part. of next),
adv. Upon or after due consideration or investigation,
&c.; thoughtfully, deliberately, considerately, &c.
H  :   bi rn [bi r˚ = Prk.  () or
 ()=S.  (), rt.  +], v.n. and t. To think,
deem, opine, conceive, apprehend; to consider, re ect,
ponder, deliberate; to comprehend; to examine,
discriminate, judge, investigate, estimate, calculate; to
think of, resolve on, determine, decide, pronounce
judgment on; to feel (pity, fear, &c.).
H  :  ~ bi r [S.  +], s.m.=bi rak, q.v.
H ? : bi ra, adj. & s.m.=bi r, be- ra, q.q.v.
H  :  " bi r [S.  "], s.m.=bi rak, q.v.
H ) :  ' bi rya [S.  ],
' part. adj. To be
deliberated, weighed or discussed; requiring
deliberation, &c.; t and proper to be discussed.
H :& : L, ba -khu  (comp. of the porf. parts of
ba n and khu n, q.q.v.)
H ! :  !" bi l [S.  T+?], s.f. Straw (cf.
bi hn, 'to spread'; bi haun, 'bedding').
?  :  ba n [S. *
'  rt. *
  or 
 , whence H. 
—], v.t. To save, preserve, rescue, deliver, extricate, set
free; to sustain, support, protect; to secure, defend,
guard, shield, screen, cloak; to conceal, hide; to set aside,
put or lay by, save, spare, leave; to reserve, keep back (a
part of anything fraudulently); to avoid, keep clear of,
move out of the way:—ba -jn, v.n. To keep (oneself)
clear of, to avoid, escape, get o scot free:—ba -ln (ko), To carry o safe, to save, secure:—ba ne-wl,
ba ne-hr, ba ne-hr, ba n-hr, s.m. Deliverer, saviour,
preserver, protector.

ba o, = H  :   ba w (=ba p),

(v.n. of ba on), s.m. Preservation, salvation,
deliverance, rescue, extrication, liberation; escape;
protection, defence, refuge; guarding, shielding,
screening, cloaking; reserve, reservation, avoidance;
contrivance, evasion, pretext;—capacity, amplitude:—
ba o karn (-se, or -me ), To save or guard oneself
(from); to provide (against); to eect the deliverance (of,
-k), to save, protect, guard, shield, screen; to practise
reserve, be reserved:—ba o nikln (-k, of, a person, se, from, or -me , in, a diculty, &c.), To contrive the
escape, deliverance, &c. (of), &c.=ba o karn, q.v.
H  :   ba on, v.t.=ba n, q.v.
H : 9

  ba -ba o (ba , from ba n, q.v.), s.m.

Saving, defending, guarding, protecting; preservation,
&c. (= ba ,o):—ba -ba o karn, v.t. To save, guard,
defend, &c. (=ba o karn).
H  : 9    bi -bi o , s.m.=b -bi o , q.v.s.v. b .
H <L:  ba pan, = H L:  ba pan, [S. ;+; ]( ,
s.m. Infancy, childhood; childishness, &c. (=bl-pan, q.v.).
H L:  ba pan, = H <L:  ba pan, [S. ;+; ]( ,
s.m. Infancy, childhood; childishness, &c. (=bl-pan, q.v.).
H :  ba at [S. X*, or *+' ], s.f. Residue,
remainder, surplus; balance; savings; gain, prot.
H *:  .P bi- itr [S.  .P], adj. Variegated; various,
diverse; surprising, wonderful, rare; admirable; pleasing.

H *: " ba t, s.f.=ba at, q.v.
H :   bi arn, v.t.=bi aln, and bi ha n, q.q.v.
H (:   bi ak = bhi ak, q.v.
H  :  ba kn (cf. ba agna), adj. (f. -),
Appertaining to, or t for, children; small, diminutive
(generally applied to shoes);—s.m. A pair of child's
shoes;—a dancing boy (syn. bhagtiy).
H  :   bi kn, v.t. To alarm, frighten (=bijhkn,
bhi kn, q.v.); to cause to retreat or draw back; to
disappoint, balk; to break a word or promise.
H  : " ba kn (see ba kn), s.f. Little girl, young
girl; a girl adopted by an old prostitute.
H 9 9  ba -ka , s.m. See s.v. ba .
H :   bi akn, v.n. To be alarmed, take fright
(=bijhakn and bhi akn); to run away, retreat, slink o; to
recede or withdraw (from), back out (of), shrink
(from=bi aln, q.v.); to be sprained.
H :  B bi -kann [H. b +S. 4t],
'
s.m. The
middle nger;—an ornament worn in the anterior lobe
of the ear; ear-ring.
H J:  B" b -kann (b +S. X4), s.f. A kind of earring (=bi kann).
P  J: ba agn, ba agn, s.m. (pl. of ba a), Children, little
ones.
P  J: ba agna, ba agna, adj. & adv. Fit for children;
appertaining to children; child-like, puerile, childish;—in
a childish manner.
H Y J: $0" ba -g t, s.m.? Name of a tribe of Rjp ts
(cf. ba ).
P J: ba ag. s.f. Infancy, childhood (=ba pan).
H 3:  ! bi l [S.  !+t], adj. (f. -), Intervening,
intermediate, middle; middling (=b -k);—s.m. An
intermediate thing (of three); the middle one of three
children (syn. manjhl).
H #:  ! bi aln [S.  !"(,] v.n. To move about,
move to and fro; to roam, wander, ramble; to slip, shift,
move out of place or away; to go astray, lose (one's) way;
to be lost or missing; to be left behind; to be separated,
parted, cut o (=bi ha n, q.v.); to retreat, draw back; to

withdraw or back out (or a promise, &c.); to get out of
order, be deranged, spoiled, or marred; to get out of
harmony or tune; to get out of temper, become
troublesome (as a disappointed child):—bi al-jn =
bi aln.
H <:  ba an [S. , rt. ], s.m. Speech, word,
expression, utterance, talk, discourse; declaration,
armation, saying, precept, dictum, opinion; promise,
assurance; agreement, compact, covenant, vow:—ba anbandh, adj. Bound by promise, &c., pledged; agreed upon,
stipulated, &c.;—ba an-bandh karn or kar-len, v.t. To bind
(one) by promise, &c.;—ba an-bandh hon, v.n. To be
bound by promise, &c. to give or pledge one's word, to
promise; to be agreed upon:—ba an-pl, adj. Abiding by a
promise; true to (one's) word;—ba an-pln, v.n. To keep
(one's) word, abide by a promise, &c.:—ba an-patr, s.m.
Agreement, deed, bond, covenant:—ba an to n, ba an
ho n, v.n. To break (one's) word or promise:—bacandatta, adj. Betrothed; espoused;—s.m. One to whom a
person is betrothed:—ba an den (-ko), To pledge (one's)
word, to promise, engage; to agree, consent:—ba an ln
(-par). To ask or inquire (of), question; to request, apply
or sue (for):—ba an len (-se), To obtain a promise, take a
covenant (from):—ba an mrn, v.n. To conclude an
agreement; to promise:—ba an mnn (-k), To heed or
mind the word (of), to obey; to comply, consent:—ba an
nibhn = ba an pln, q.v.:—ba an hrn (apn), To give,
pledge, or plight (one's) word; to promise; to agree to; to
arm, declare;—to break (one's) word or promise (a
rare signication).
  or 
 ] , v.n. To be
H :  ba n [S. *"(
' , rt. *
saved, to save oneself, escape (from, -se), eect (one's)
escape; to be saved, spared, set aside, laid by; to remain
over, be left; to be spared, to recover, survive, live; to
turn away (from, -se), shrink (from); to avoid, shirk, y
(from):—ba -rahn, v.n. To be or remain over;—to be on
(one's) guard (against, -se), take care (against), avoid:—
ba -nikaln, v.n. To get clean away, escape in safety.
H ' : $ ba ng [S. ;+#], s.m. The plant
Aconitum ferox (found at high elevations in the Himalaya
and Nepaul); the root of Aconite, and the deadly poison

obtained from it (also written ba hng).
H : 5 ba o (imper. of ba n), intj. Out of the way! take
care! look out! (=ba , q.v.).
H  : ,  ba uw, , ba u,   ba w [S. ;
+t], s.m. Young, little one, &c. (=ba );—diminutive
bells attached to a nger-ring.
H  :  ,  bi uw,  , bi u, s.m.=bi hu, q.v.
H  :   " bi wn, = H $ :    bi w, [b + S.
+?], s.m.=bi auliy, q.v.
H $ :    bi w, = H  :   " bi wn, [b + S.
+?], s.m.=bi auliy, q.v.
H  :  0 bi rn [S.  04;' or  ] , v.t. To pull or
pick to pieces; to open out, undo, separate; to break up.
H ! :  M.! bi auliy [b +S. !+t], = H $ :  
bi wa (contr. of bi w), = H $ :   ,   
h 
bi waiy, = H ) :   
h bi wait, s.m. One who
interposes; one who interferes or intermeddles;
interposer; intermeddler; go-between; middle-man,
ambassador, agent, broker; matchmaker (syn. b -wl,
tisrait).
H $ :   bi wa (contr. of bi w), = H ! :  M.!

one who interferes or intermeddles; interposer;
intermeddler; go-between; middle-man, ambassador,
agent, broker; matchmaker (syn. b -wl, tisrait).
P : ba a, ba a, s.m.=ba , q.v.
H &: + ba h [S. ;], s.m. Calf=ba h , q.v.
H &:  + bi h, s.m.=bi h , q.v.;—and=bis, bish, bikh,
q.q.v.
H &: + ba h [S. ;+t], s.m. Calf=ba h, ba h .
H &:  K+ bi h (from b ), s.m. Intermediate space or
distance, interval; interim; dierence (syn. antar, fila;
farq).
H Y &:  + bi ht [S.  , rt. ]], s.m. The
stinging nettle, Urtica interrupta (syn. bi hu, bi hu).
H  &:  + bi hn [S.  T4"(, rt. T], v.t. To spread,
spread out, extend, lay on; to make (a bed); to strew,
scatter; to lay prostrate or at, knock down, fell,
lay low (=bi h-den, the more common form in these
senses).
H  &:  + bi hn, = H  &:  +  bi hwan, = H
 &:  +  bi hwan, (rt. as above), s.m. Carpet, bed,
&c.=bi hhaun, q.v.
H  &:  +  bi hwan, = H  &:  + bi hn, = H

bi auliy [b +S. !+t], = H $ :   ,   
h 

 &:  +  bi hwan, (rt. as above), s.m. Carpet, bed,

bi waiy, = H ) :   
h bi wait, s.m. One who

&c.=bi hhaun, q.v.
H  &:  +  bi hwan, = H  &:  + bi hn, = H

interposes; one who interferes or intermeddles;
interposer; intermeddler; go-between; middle-man,
ambassador, agent, broker; matchmaker (syn. b -wl,
tisrait).
H $ :   ,   
h  bi waiy, = H ! :  M.!
bi auliy [b +S. !+t], = H $ :  

bi wa (contr. of

bi w), = H ) :   
h bi wait, s.m. One who
interposes; one who interferes or intermeddles;
interposer; intermeddler; go-between; middle-man,
ambassador, agent, broker; matchmaker (syn. b -wl,
tisrait).
H ) :   
h bi wait, = H ! :  M.! bi auliy [b
+S. !+t], = H $ :  

 &:  +  bi hwan, (rt. as above), s.m. Carpet, bed,
&c.=bi hhaun, q.v.
H  :  +& bi han, v.n.=bi ha n, q.v.
H :  +,&" bi hu [S.  , or H. bi h +dim. a. ], s.f.
Stinging-nettle (=bi ht, and bi hua).
H &: + ba hr, s.m.=ba h , q.v.
H &:  + bi hrn, bi hurn, v.t.=bi h na, q.v.
H ?&:  +6& bi hrha, s.f.=bi h aha, q.v.
H &:  + bi harn, bi hurn, v.n.=bi ha n, q.v.
H &: +~ ba hr , s.m.=ba h , ba h , q.q.v.

bi wa (contr. of bi w), = H

H  : +7 ba h  [S. ;++t], s.m. Calf; child, boy (a

$ :   ,   
h  bi waiy, s.m. One who interposes;

term of endearment used by women);—moon-calf, fool

(syn. ba , ba hu).
H  :  +7& bi h t, s.f.=bi h ha, q.v.
H  :  +7 bi h n (caus. of bi ha n), v.t. To cause
to be separated; to separate, part, divide, sunder; to
scatter, disperse (=bithrn).
H   :  +7 bi h o, s.m. = H "  :  +76 bi h hat,
s.f. = H C :  +7 bi h at, s.f. (v.n. from bi h n),
Separating, parting, dividing; separation (=bi hoh);
turning away; alienation.
H "  :  +76 bi h hat, s.f. = H   :  +7 bi h o,
s.m. = H C :  +7 bi h at, s.f. (v.n. from bi h n),
Separating, parting, dividing; separation (=bi hoh);
turning away; alienation.
H C :  +7 bi h at, s.f. = H   :  +7 bi h o, s.m. =
H "  :  +76 bi h hat, s.f. (v.n. from bi h n),
Separating, parting, dividing; separation (=bi hoh);
turning away; alienation.
H  :  +7 bi ha n,  +,7 bi hu n [S.  "(
'
, rt.
 ] , v.n. To be separated, parted, divided, &c.; to
separate, part, go asunder; to be sprained; to turn away
or aside (from); to slip, slide (=bi aln, q.v.).
H  : +f® ba h [S. ;++], s.m. Calf (=ba h ).
H &: K+! ba hal [S. ;!], adj. Aectionate, kind,
loving, tender, fond, indulgent;—s.m. Aection,
fondness, tenderness.
H #&:  +! bi haln, v.n.=bi ha n, q.v.
H &#&:  +!6 bichalh, adj. (f. -), Slippery.
H &:  + bi hn [S.  T4"(, rt. T], v.n. To be
spread, be laid out; to be oored; to become prostrate, lie
at; to humble oneself; to be brought or laid low.
H ' &: +$ ba hng, s.m.=ba ng, q.v.
H &:  K+0 bi h [S. . ], s.m. Scorpion; the sign
Scorpio of the zodiac; a kind of rework (also written
bi h).
H  &: +,  ba huw, +, ba hu, +  ba hw [S. ;
+t], s.m. Calf; young of an animal, &c. (=ba , q.v.).
H  &:  +, bi hu,  +  bi hw, s.m. Scorpion

(=bi h , q.v.);—a kind of dagger; a small stiletto with a
curved blade; an iron claw or hook; a ring worn on the
(little or great) toe (these various signications all arise
from the shape of the dagger, &c. resembling that of a
scorpion's sting);—the hemp plant, Crotalaria juncea (syn.
san); the seed-pod of the same plant;—the stinging
nettle, Urtica heterophylla; also Urtica interrupta (=bi ht
and bi hu).
H  &:  +5 bi ho, s.m.=bi hoh, q.v.
H  &:  +  bi hwn (caus. of bi hn and bi hn),
v.t. To cause to be spread, to have (a carpet, &c.) spread
or laid down; to spread (=bichn); to cause to spread.
H  &:  +57 bi ho n [fr. S.  ; or caus. of
bi hu n], v.t. To detach, disconnect, separate, part,
divide, sunder; to pull or pick to pieces; to card (cotton).
H  &:  +M bi haun,  +5 bi hon (i.e.  + ,
q.v.), s.m. Bed, bedding, bed-clothes; carpeting, carpet;
the carpet on which (Hindu) women sit and bewail the
death of a person; (hence, among Hinds), prescribed
period of wailing or lamentation:—bi hon bi hn, To
open or spread out bedding, &c.; to make (one's) bed; to
lay a carpet, &c.:—bi haun karn, To make a bed;—to lay
prostrate or at, knock down, fell (=bi h-den).
H  &:  + & bi ho  (from bi hon = bi ho n, q.v.),
s.m. Distribution of an aggregate sum among several
individuals.
H  &:  +M" bi haun,  +5" bi hon, s.f. dim. of
bi haun, q.v.
H ? &:  +56 bi hoh, = H  &:  +56 bi hoh, (from
bi ho n, q.v.), s.m. Separation, parting; absence.
H  &:  +56 bi hoh, = H ? &:  +56 bi hoh, (from
bi ho n, q.v.), s.m. Separation, parting; absence.
H $ &:  +0 bi h , bi hw, s.f. Ornament or ring worn
on the toe (=bi hu, q.v.).
H ) &:  +5 bi hoy, s.m.=bi hoh, q.v.
H ) &:  + ,  + h bi hwaiy, s.m. One who sweeps,
sweeper.
H &: +" ba h, s.f. Female calf, &c. (=ba hiy, q.v.).
H &:  K+" bi h, s.f. Scorpion=bi h , q.v.

H &: .+  ba hiy [S. ;+], s.f. Female calf; young
heifer; daughter, dear girl (a term of endearment
among women);—a Hindu ceremony performed on the
thirteenth or seventeenth day after a death:—ba hiy-k
bw, s.m. Ox;—moon-calf, fool.
H &:  .+  bi hiy, s.f. Ornament or ring worn on the
toe (=bi hu, q.v.).
H  &: ., +  bu hiyn, v.n. To contract and put back
(the ears, as a horse).
H  &:  ba her, = H  R&: 7 ba he , [S. ;+
+], s.m. Colt; calf (=ba h ).
H  R&: 7 ba he , = H  &:  ba her, [S. ;+
+], s.m. Colt; calf (=ba h ).
H  &: " ba her, = H  R&: 7" ba he , (fem. of
ba her), s.f. Foal, lly; female calf (=ba hiy).
H  R&: 7" ba he , = H  &: " ba her, (fem. of
ba her), s.f. Foal, lly; female calf (=ba hiy).
H : K" ba  (fem. of ba ), s.f. Little girl; female
child; maid, lassie;—female young animal;—tuft of hair
on the lower lip, an imperial.
H : .5 ba iyo, intj. Out of the way, &c.=ba o, ba ,
q.q.v.
A k c bas (see
ba), s.m. A great disputer or arguer;

controversialist.
A  c bir (pl. of bar), s.m. Seas, bays, gulfs.
P A c ba-l, adj. & adv. In the usual state, in the
former state, as before, in statu quo; in a good state or
condition, well, in good health; ourishing, prosperous,
well-to-do; established, conrmed, maintained; reestablished, reinstated, restored (to health or oce); in
oce, in work or service:—ba-l n, To return to a
former state or condition, to recover oneself, be
restored, be oneself again; to be reinstated:—bal rahn,
To remain in statu quo, to be unaltered or unimpaired; to
remain intact:—ba-l rakhn, v.t. To keep or maintain in
stat quo; to maintain, uphold, conrm, continue:—ba-l
karn, v.t. To establish, conrm; to reinstate, replace,
restore (to, -par, oce), re-establish, revive (a statute,
&c.); to restore to health:—bal hon (-par), To be

reinstated (in, a former post or situation), to be restored
(to a former state), be restored to health, to recover.
P A ! c ba-l, s.f. The being in (its) former state, the
being in statu quo, the being unaltered or unimpaired; the
being in a good state, prosperity; being in oce or
favour; the act of establishing, establishment;
restoration, reinstatement; maintenance, conrmation;
recovery.
A lc bas, s.f.
 Disputation, discussion, controversy,
argument, debate, dispute; altercation, wrangling,
contention:—bas karn
(-se), To argue, dispute, debate,

discuss (with); to wrangle, quarrel; to cap verses.
H c c bas-bas
, s.f. Argumentation, controversy

&c.=bas. 
H A c basn = bas karn,
q.v.s.v. bas. 

P A + c ba-ad, = P A + c ba-hadde, adv. To the extent
(that, -ki); to such a degree, to such an extreme; so that.
P A + c ba-hadde, = P A + c ba-ad, adv. To the extent
(that, -ki); to such a degree, to such an extreme; so that.
A c bar, s.m. Sea, gulf, say;—s.f. Metre, verse; ow,
rhythm;— eet (of ships or boats).
A c brn, s.m. Crisis of a disease.
A c bar, adj. Of or belonging to the sea; maritime,
naval.
A <)c barain (dual of bar), s.m. lit. 'The two seas'; the
Mediterranean and the Euxine (darye r m
o darye fris); the salt water of the sea and the sweet
water of rivers.
P A 0c ba-isb, adv. With, or in, the computation; with
a proper account (opp. to alal-isb).
P A U0c ba-asb, bi-asb, = P A U
 0c ba-asbe, bi-asbe,
adv. According to; in accordance; in the proportion; in
such a way (that, -ki).
PAU
 0c ba-asbe, bi-asbe, = P A U0c ba-asb, bi-asb,
adv. According to; in accordance; in the proportion; in
such a way (that, -ki).
P A Hc ba-aq, adv. In the matter (of), in re; in the case
(of); on account (of).
P A 2 c ba-ukm, prep. By command or order (of); under
the authority (of); by force or pressure (of); by dint (of).
P c biil (orig. & from hildan), adj. & s.m. Pardonable;

pardon:—biil o mab, adj. Lawful, permissible.
P A + @ c ba-amd, prep. By the grace (of):—ba-amdi llh,
By the grace of God; God be praised (that).
A ? c buaira (dim. of bar), s.m. Small sea; lake.

Unfortunate, wretched; unfortunate person, wretched
creature, miserable wight.
P A > bu t, s.m.=bu t, q.v.
P  *> ba t-war, ba t r, adj. See s.v. ba t.

A  > bu r, s.m. Fume, vapour, exhalation, steam, mist,

P  *> bu t r, ba t r, s.m. Anything that makes a

fog; feverish heat, fever; warmth, anger, wrath,
animosity; grief, anguish:—bu r n, bu r a hn, v.n.
To have a fever; to get into a state of feverish heat,
excitement, or alarm (by reason of, -se), to be stricken
with terror:—bu r dil-me rakhn, To harbour, or
cherish, wrath or animosity (against):—bu r nikln (k), To vent (one's) rage or spleen, to let o steam:—
bu r nikaln (-k), Steam to be let o; anger, &c. to be
appeased; grief to be assuaged; heat of the system to
nd vent, or to break out (in an eruption).
P  > b r, s.m. Name of a town and country, the
ancient Bactria.
A A > bu rt (pl. of bu r), s.m. Fumes, exhalations;
vapour, steam, mist, fog.
H  > bu r (from A. bu r), s.f. Orig. 'Stove or re-

roaring noise; thunder; a roaring lion (cf. bu t).
P A *> bu t, s.f. A Khorasn or Bactrian camel; a quick-

place'; a hole or pit in a corner of a house to store grain
in, granary.
P  > b r, adj. Of or belonging to B r;—s.m.
Native of Bo r.
P > ba t [Pehl. bakht; Zend bakhta, perf. part. rt. bag; S.
bhakta, rt. bhaj], s.m. Portion, lot, fortune; good fortune,
luck, prosperity (syn. bhg, nab):—ba t-zm, s.f. Trial
of fortune or luck:—ba t-war, adj. Fortunate, lucky;—
s.m. Fortunate or lucky man:—ba t-war, s.f. Good
fortune, luckiness; prosperity:—ba t-bz, s.f. Playing
with fortune, trying (one's) luck; chance:—ba tbargashta, adj. & s.m. Unfortunate;—unfortunate person:
—ba t-bal, adj. Favoured of fortune, fortunate, lucky:—
ba t-bedr, s.m. One whose fortune is wide awake,
prosperous person:—ba t--tra, s.m. Misfortune:—ba t
(or ba to ) jaln, v.n. To lose (one's) luck, become
unfortunate:—ba t- ufta, s.m. One whose fortune is
asleep, unfortunate person:—ba t--siyh, s.m.
Misfortune (=ba t--tra):—ba t-war, ba t-yr, adj.
Fortunate, &c.=ba t-war, q.v.:—ba t-yr, s.f. Good
fortune, &c.=ba t-war:—ba to -jal, adj. & s.m. (f. -),

paced camel (generally used for riding).
P  *> ba t-yr, adj.=ba t-war, q.v.s.v. ba t.
H > L, ba r, = P ?> L, ba ra [=S. #=+], s.m.
Share, portion, lot; allotment, distribution, dividend;
allowance:—ba r karn (-k), To allot, distribute; to
allow, assign.
P ?> L, ba ra, = H > L, ba r [=S. #=+], s.m.
Share, portion, lot; allotment, distribution, dividend;
allowance:—ba r karn (-k), To allot, distribute; to
allow, assign.
H > L" ba r, = H )> Lh ba rait, s.m. Partner,
sharer; shareholder.
H )> Lh ba rait, = H > L" ba r, s.m. Partner,
sharer; shareholder.
P Z> ba sh (Zend bakhsh, rt. bag; S. #d, rt. #*), part.
adj. & s.m. Giving, imparting, bestowing; yielding;
forgiving;—giver, bestower; forgiver (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. tj-ba sh, 'bestowing a
diadem'; samar-ba
sh, adj. fruit-yielding:—gunh-ba sh,

s.m. forgiver of sin);—share, lot, portion; donation, gift;
allowance, pay; pardon, forgiveness:—ba sh-nma, s.m.
Deed of gift (=ba shish-nma).
P H  > ba shn (caus. of ba shn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to give; to obtain forgiveness or pardon (for another); to
have (one's own) sin or oence pardoned or excused
(=ba shwn).
P Z$ > ba shish, s.f. Favour, bounty, present;
forgiveness, pardon.
H ) Z> ba sh-den, v.t. Intens. of ba shn, q.v.
P Z> ba shish, vulg. bakss (abst. s. fr. ba sh, q.v.), s.f.
Present, gift, donation, grant, gratuity, reward;
benecence, liberality, generosity; pardon, forgiveness:
—ba shish-nma, s.m. Deed of gift (=dn-patr).

H P <> 8 ba shan (v.n. from next), s.m. Giving,

H > . ba iy, s.m.= > ba ya, q.v.

bestowing; forgiving:—ba shan-hr, s.m. Giver,
bestower; forgiver.
H P > ba shn (from ba sh, q.v.), v.t. To give, grant,

H  >  . ba iyn, ba yn, v.t. To stitch,

bestow; to forgive, pardon, excuse.
P X + > ba shandag (abst. subst. from next), s.f.

in safety; for good, to a good end or purpose; in peace
and safety, alone and unmeddled with:—ba- air-  b,
adv. Safe and sound, well, in safety.
A  > ba l, adj. & s.m. Miserly, avaricious, stingy;—

Liberality, generosity; forgiveness.
P ?+ > ba shanda (act. part. of ba shdan; and=ba sh,
q.v.+Zend añ, S. ant), adj. & s.m. Giving, bestowing;—
giver, bestower, donor; pardoner, forgiver, God.
H P  > ba shwn (caus. of ba shn), v.t. To cause to
be forgiven, to get or have pardoned or excused; to have
(oneself) excused or let o from.
P > ba sh (rel. n. fr. ba sh, q.v.), s.m. Paymaster (in
Moham. armies); general, commander-in-chief (the
oce of paymaster being combined with that of
general); an ocer who kept an account of all
disbursements connected with military tenures (as those
of manabdrs and jgr-drs);—collector
of house-rents:—

ba sh-al-mamlik, s.m. Paymaster and commander-inchief:—ba sh- na, s.m. Pay-oce, general's oce:—
ba sh-gar, s.f. Oce or duty of a general or
commander-in-chief; generalship.
P A > ba shiyt, s.m.? Name of a division of the
Jaunpur district.
P  > ba shiyn (pl. of ba sh), s.m. Paymasters, &c.:—
ba shiyn--azam, s.m. The supreme commanders.
A > bu l, s.m. Parsimony, stinginess, niggardliness,
avarice:—bu l-karn (-se), To practise parsimony, &c.
(with or towards).
P A e3> ba- ilf, adv. In opposition (to, -ke), contrary
(to); on the contrary.
P  > ba-  b, adv. In a good manner, well, properly,
duly, thoroughly, completely, in perfection.
P  > ba- ud, adv. To oneself; in oneself; of oneself,
spontaneously, voluntarily:—ba- ud n, To come to
oneself, be oneself again, recover (one's) senses.
A  > ba  r, s.m. substance for fumigation, incense,
frankincense; perfume, scent, odour.
P E > ba- ush, adv. With pleasure, gladly, cheerfully,
joyfully.

&c.=ba ya-karn, q.v.s.v. ba ya.
P A  > ba- air, adv. Attended with good, in welfare, well,

miser, niggard (syn. kanj s).
A P # > ba l, s.f. Niggardliness, &c.=bu l, q.v. (syn.
kanj s).
P  > ba ya, s.m. Stitching; back-stitch; sewing with long
stitches, basting, tacking; sewing very thick and strong;
quilting;—a stitched cloth:—ba ya karn, v.t. To stitch; to
baste, &c.
P + bad, adj. Bad, evil, wicked, vicious, corrupt,
mischievous; inauspicious, unlucky:—bad a tar, adj. Illstarred, unfortunate:—bad-a lq, adj. Of bad habits or
manners; immoral; ill-bred, ill-behaved; rude,
unpolished, coarse;—bad-a lq, s.f. Ill-breeding, bad
behaviour; rudeness, incivility; indecorum, bad conduct,
immorality:—bad-usl b, adj. Ill-shaped, ill-made,
inelegant; ill-behaved, of bad conduct:—bad-al, bad-u l,
adj. Of low origin, base-born; ill-bred;—bad-u l, s.f. Low
origin; ill-breeding:—bad-atwr,
 adj. Ill-mannered; of evil
ways, following evil courses:—bad-tiqd, Mistrustful:—
bad-aml, s.f. Misdeeds, immorality:—bad-afl, adj. Of
bad deeds, ill-conducted;—bad-afl, s.f. Misdeeds,
&c.=bad-aml, q.v.:—bad-intizm,
 s.f. Bad management,
misgovernment, mal-administration, misrule, anarchy:
—bad-andesh, adj. Evil-minded, malevolent, malicious,
inimical, disloyal;—bad-andesh, s.f. Malevolence,
malignity, malice, ill-will, disloyalty:—bad-n, adj. Of bad
manners or ways; not observing religious precepts,
irreligious; perverse:—bad-b , s.m. A false or
fraudulent b or division:—bad-btin,
 adj. Internally evil,
evil-minded, false-hearted;—bad-btin,
 s.f. Evilmindedness, malignity, malice, ill-nature:—bad-ba t,
adj. Unfortunate, unlucky, wretched, miserable; doomed,
accursed; bad, evil, vicious;—bad-ba t, s.f. Misfortune,
bad luck, adversity, misery, wretchedness; badness, vice:

—bad-bar, adj. Evil-minded, evil-disposed:—bad-b , adj.
Fetid;—s.f. Bad or oensive smell, fetor, stench, stink:—
bad-parhez, adj. Not controlling the inclinations and
passions, intemperate;—bad-parhez, s.f. Intemperance,
excess:—bad-pashm, s.f. Badness of hair or wool, bad
coat (of a horse, &c.):—bad- l, s.f. Bad conduct,
misconduct, &c. (=bad- aln, q.v.):—bad- ashm, adj. Casting
evil eyes on, coveting other men's goods (particularly
their wives); envious, malignant:—bad- alan, adj.
Ill-conducted, &c. (=bad-atwr,
 q.v.);—bad- aln, s.f.
Misconduct, bad conduct, misdeeds, malpractices,
misdemeanour:—bad-l, adj. In bad circumstances, in
evil plight, ill-conditioned;—bad-l, s.f. Badness of
condition or circumstances:—bad-aw, adj. Senseless;
stupeed, insensible; in consternation; confounded,
bewildered, distracted, demented, foolish;—bad-aw,
s.f. Stupefaction, insensibility; senselessness, stupidity;
consternation, distraction, dementedness, folly:—badalat, adj. Of bad conduct, or habits, or disposition; illdisposed; ill-natured:—bad- at, s.m. Bad or illegible
writing, a bad hand, scrawl;—one who writes a bad hand:
—bad- ulq, adj. & s.m. Having a bad disposition, &c.
(=bad-a lq, q.v.);—one who has a bad disposition, illbred person, ill-behaved person, &c.;—bad- ulq,
s.f.=bad-a lq, q.v.:—bad- o, adj. & s.m.=bad- alat,
q.v.:—bad- h, adj. & s.m. Wishing evil, malevolent,
malignant, ill-disposed, inimical;—ill-wisher, enemy;—
bad- h, s.f. Ill-will, dislike, disaection, malevolence,
enmity:—bad- o, s.f. Unmannerliness, badness of
disposition, ill-nature:—bad-du, s.f. Curse, imprecation,
malediction;—bad-du den, v.t. To curse:—bad-dil, adj.
Suspicious; evil-minded:—bad-damg, adj. Dissatised,
discontented, displeased with everything;—bad-damg,
s.f. Ill-will, displeasure; discontent:—bad-diynat, adj.
Dishonest, fraudulent; false;—bad-diynat, s.f.
Dishonesty, fraud; unfair dealing; corrupt practice;—baddiynat-se, adv. Dishonestly, fraudulently, with intent to
defraud, mala de:—bad-aul, adj. Ill-shaped, ill-formed,
ungraceful, clumsy:—bad-t, adj. & s.m. Low-born, low,
base; of bad disposition, ill-bred; unprincipled, vicious,
corrupt;—vile creature, villain, miscreant, wretch;—badt, s.f. Baseness, vileness; unprincipled conduct,

wickedness, viciousness, villainy:—bad-ihn, adj. Slow of
apprehension, dull, stupid:—bad-rh, adj. Taking a bad or
wrong course; disorderly, wicked, sinful:—bad-rikb, adj.
Ill-paced; dicult to mount; vicious (a horse):—bad-rag,
adj. Of a bad vein; of a bad or base nature; malevolent:—
bad-rang, adj. Of a bad colour; discoloured, dull, faded; of
a dierent colour (a card); of a bad kind:—bad-rau, adj.
Ill-paced (a horse):—bad-rawaiy, adj. Ill-conducted,
&c.=bad-atwr
 and bad- alan, q.q.v.:—bad-zabn, adj. &
s.m. Indecent of speech, foul-mouthed, abusive;—one
who uses indecent language, or who is foul-mouthed;—
bad-zabn, s.f. Indecent, foul, or obscene language;
abuse:—bad-zeb, adj. Ungraceful, inelegant:—bad-sat,
s.f. Unlucky moment:—bad-saj, adj. Ungraceful, illlooking:—bad-sirisht, adj. Ill-disposed, ill-natured:—badsaranjm, adj. Coming to a bad end;—bad-saranjm, s.f.
Bad or evil end; badness of end or conclusion:—bad-sigl,
adj. Evil-minded, malevolent, malignant:—bad-sul k, s.f.
Bad behaviour, misbehaviour, ill-treatment, discourtesy;
—bad-sul k karn (-se), To behave badly (to), act ill
(towards); to treat ill:—bad-srat, adj. Of bad disposition,
ill-tempered, ill-disposed:—bad-shakl, adj. Ill-shaped; illlooking:—bad-shugun, bad-shug n, bad-shug n, adj. & s.f.
Ill-omened, unlucky;—bad omen:—bad- rat, adj. Illlooking, ill-shaped, ill-formed; ugly, unsightly, inelegant;
—bad- rat karn, v.t. To disgure, deface, deform, make
ugly;—bad- rat, s.f. Ugliness; dis gurement:—bad-tarq,

s.m. Bad habit (in a religious sense):—bad-tnat,
 adj. Evilminded, indisposed, malevolent, iniquitous;—bad-tnat,

s.f. Evil-mindedness, malevolence; iniquity:—bad-zan,
 adj.
Suspicious, mistrustful, &c. (=bad-gumn, q.v.):—badamal, s.f. Misgovernment, mismanagement, misrule,
anarchy (=bad-intim):—bad-ahd, adj. Faithless,
treacherous, false;—bad-ahd, s.f. Faithlessness, breach
of promise or trust:—bad-f rjm, adj. Of evil end or issue,
terminating ill or badly; malignant:—bad-fl, s.m. Evil
deeds, mis-deeds:—bad-fl, adj. & s.m.=bad-kr, q.v.:—
bad-fl, s.f.=bad-kr, q.v.:—bad-kr, adj. & s.m. (fem. badkra), Wicked, sinful, dissolute, licentious, pro igate;—
evil-doer; adulterer, fornicator:—bad-kr, s.f.
Wickedness, misdeed; pro igacy, licentiousness;
adultery, fornication; unnatural oence:—bad-kirdr,

adj.=bad-kr, q.v.:—bad-kirdr, s.f.=bad-kr, q.v.:—badgumn, adj. Suspicious, mistrustful, disaected, disloyal;—
bad-gumn karn (-se), To make one suspicious (of); to
make one think evil (of); to make one disaected or
disloyal;—bad-gumn hon (se), To be suspicious (of), be
mistrustful (of); to be disaected;—bad-gumn, s.f.
Suspicion, mistrust, distrust; disaection:—bad-go, adj. &
s.m. Evil-speaking, slanderous;—evil-speaker, slanderer,
calumniator;—bad-go, s.f. Evil-speaking; slander,
detraction:—bad-ghar, adj. Of bad origin, bad by nature;
unprincipled:—bad-liz, adj. Unmannerly, disrespectful,
rude, impudent; immodest, indecent, shameless:—badlagm, adj. Not obedient to the reins, hard-mouthed (a
horse); wilful; disrespectful, rude; uncontrollable:—badmizj, adj. Ill-tempered;—bad-mizj, s.f. Ill-temper:—badmaza, adj. Having a bad taste, distasteful, ill- avoured,
unsavoury; tasteless, insipid;—sick, sorry, out of sorts;
angry, displeased;—bad-mazag, s.f. Tastelessness;
distastefulness;—misunderstanding, disagreement;
estrangement, coolness (between friends):—bad-mast,
adj. Inebriated, intoxicated, drunk; lustful, lewd,
lascivious;—bad-mast, s.f. Intoxication, drunkenness,
inebriety; lust, lewdness, lasciviousness:—bad-mash, adj.
& s.m. Of a bad profession or way of life; immoral;—a
person of unsettled character, or of bad livelihood; bad
character; lewd fellow, blackguard, rascal, vagabond;—
bad-mash, s.f. Bad way of living, loose conduct,
dissoluteness, pro igacy; villainy, rascality:—badmumala, adj. Unfair in dealing, roguish, tricky,
dishonest;—bad-mumlag, s.f. Unfairness in dealing,
roguery, trickery, fraud:—bad-mihr, adj. Unfriendly,
unkindly;—bad-mihr, s.f. Unfriendliness, unkindness,
disobligingness:—bad-nm, adj. Of bad repute,
disreputable, infamous, ignominious; defamed,
calumniated;—bad-nm karn, v.t. To render (one)
infamous, destroy (one's) good name, injure (one's)
reputation; to defame, villify, traduce, asperse,
calumniate;—bad-nm hon or ho-jn, To get a bad name,
become infamous; to be defamed, traduced, &c.;—badnm, s.f. Bad name or character, disrepute, infamy,
dishonour; defamation, ill-report, stigma;—bad-nm
uhn, v.n. To endure infamy, &c.:—bad-nasl, adj. Of a

bad race or breed;—s.m. Bastard:—bad-nab, adj.
Unfortunate, &c. (=bad-ba t, q.v.):—bad-nazar,
 adj. Of
evil aspect; ill-looking;—bad-nazar,
 s.f. Badness or
wickedness of look:—bad-nal, adj. Tripping (horse):—badnum, bad-nam d, adj. Ill-looking, ungraceful, inelegant,'
unsightly, unbecoming, ugly:—bad-num, s.f.
Unsightliness, ungracefulness, inelegance, ugliness:—
bad-nihd, adj. Ill-disposed, of bad intention;—bad-nihd,
s.f. Badness of disposition, ill-nature:—bad-nyat, adj. Illdisposed, of bad intention, malevolent; covetous,
avaricious; lustful, sensual:—bad-waa, adj. Ill-formed,
ugly; ill-bred; evil-disposed;—bad-waza, s.f. Ugliness, illshapedness; bad disposition; misconduct; illmanneredness, rudeness:—bad-ham, adj. Having a bad
digestion;—bad-ham, s.f. Indigestion:—bad-haiat, adj. Illformed, ugly (=bad-shakl and bad- rat):—bad-yumn, adj.
Of bad omen, unpropitious;—bad-yumn, s.f. Bad omen;
bad luck; unpropitiousness.
H +  bad [S. B ], s.f. Bubo; syphilitic or pestilential
swelling of any of the glands (syn. bgh).
H +  bad [perhaps from P. bad], s.m. Hog, pig:—badjnwar, Idem:—bad-sl, bad-sal, s.m. Hog-sty.
H +   bid, s.f. A small hole or pit into which children in
play endeavour to throw balls or marbles.
H +  badi, s.f.=bad, q.v.
A + bad, s.f. Beginning, commencement (=bad , q.v.).
H +  bad (pert. part. of badn, q.v.), part. adj. Said,
decreed, predestined;—s.m. That which is ordained or
decreed; destiny, fate, the divine decree.
H +   bid [S.  ; cf. A. .], s.f. Permission to
depart, dismission, taking leave; departure; farewell:—
bid karn (-ko), To dismiss, permit (one) to depart; to bid
farewell; to see (one) o:—bid len, To take leave (=bid
hon):—bid ho, intj. Farewell! Good bye!:—bid hon, v.n.
To take leave, say farewell, depart; to depart this life, to
die.
H + +  " bad-bad (see badn), s.f. Rivalry,
emulation, contention; pledge;—adv. In or through
rivalry or emulation; in contention; contentiously.
H +   bidran [S.  4(, rt. &}], s.m. Tearing,

rending; breaking, cleaving, splitting, severing, dividing.
H +  y bidrn, [S.  4"(], v.t. To tear, rend, &c.
(see bidran).
H 1 + / badm, s.m.=bdm, q.v.
H a + /" badm (for bdm, q.v.), adj. Almondcoloured; having the avour of almonds;—s.f. A species
of rice.
P + bad (for ba- ), adv. lit. 'By that'; thereby,
therefrom, thence.
H + 6 badh, s.m. (local)=badhw, q.v.
P + badhat, budhat (for A. ~+ ), s.f. An occurrence by
which one is taken unawares; unexpected event or
accident.
H +  6 bidhn [S. "(?], v.t. To turn the
plough over a eld after the seed is come up; to plough
immediately after sowing for the purpose of covering the
seed; to harrow.
A )+ badyat, badat, (for A. ~)+ ), s.f. Beginning,
commencement.
A b $+ bad (pl. of P )+ bada), s.m. Rare, or wonderful,
things; rarities; wonders.
H )+  " bidyak, = H J)+  $" bideg, = H
$+   bid, s.f. Presents made by a host to a visitor,
or to a servant, on dismissing him; dismissal; departure
(=bid).
H J)+  $" bideg, = H )+  " bidyak, = H
$+   bid, s.f. Presents made by a host to a visitor,
or to a servant, on dismissing him; dismissal; departure
(=bid).
H $+   bid, = H )+  " bidyak, = H
J)+  $" bideg, s.f. Presents made by a host to a
visitor, or to a servant, on dismissing him; dismissal;
departure (=bid).
H = +   bad-b ;—See s.v. + for all comp.
beginning with bad.
S ++ 
,  
, bud-bud, s.m. Bubble (=bulbul: cf. next).
H + +


, 
,  budbudn, badbadn [S. 
, 
, , an

onamatopoetic word imitative of the sound of a bubble

rising to the surface of any uid], v.n. To mutter,
murmur, grumble; to speak inaudibly or indistinctly.
H A+   bidit [S.  , rt.  ], part. adj. Known,
familiar; famed, famous, renowned.
P Y+ bad-tar, battar (compar. of bad, q.v.), adj. Worse;
inferior; very bad:—bad-tar hon, v.n. To become or get
worse; to deteriorate.
H t+ bada , badda , s.m. Corr. of (N batak,
 q.v.
P  r+ bada shn, prop. n. Name of a country, near the
source of the Oxus, famous for its rubies.
A + badr, s.m. The full moon (=p r  d).
S +  badar, s.m. Pod of the cotton plant; seed of the
cotton pod;—the jujube, Zizyphus jujubus, or Z. scandeus
(see ber).
P + ba-dar, adj. Out of doors, without, outside, out:—
badar-rau, s.f. lit. 'going out'; outlet or channel for water;
drain, sewer;—badar-rau--m, s.f. Public sewer: badar-rau
nikln, v.n. To make an outlet or channel for water; to
make a drain:—ba-dar karn, v.t. To turn out, expel, eject,
banish:—ba-dar nikln, v.n. To show a balance due; to
debit (to):—ba-dar-naws, s.f. Striking out objectionable
items or excessive charges from an account; audit of an
account; taxing an overcharged bill;—a record of nes
and impositions on the clerks or writers of an oce.
H +   bidar (cf. bidr), s.m. A vessel of mixed metal
(particularly bharat, q.v.) plated with silver by beating;
plating metal with silver by beating (the name is said to
be derived from the town of Bidar in the Dakkhan):—
bidar-sz, s.m. A manufacturer of vessels described
above, one who plates metal (especially bharat) with
silver.
H +  badr (see bdal), s.m. Cloud; cloudiness.
H +

 badar [S. +t], s.m. Cotton; the plant

Mimosa octandra; a certain medicinal drug.
P A 5+ ba-darj, adv. For insertion or entry; by or
according to the entry; per invoice.
P A W+ ba-darja, adv. In or to a degree; by many
degrees; ever-so-much, greatly, vastly:—ba-darja bhtar,
Very much, or ever-so-much, better.
P + badar-rau, s.f. See s.v. ba-dar.

P i+ badraqa, vulg. badarqa, s.m. Guide; guard, escort,
convoy; fellow-traveller;—a vehicle (in medicine; syn.
anupn); anything prescribed to be taken with medicine
(e.g. water-gruel with salts).
S  +  badarik, badrik, s.f. The fruit of the jujube
(see badar);—name of one of the sources of the Ganges,
&c. (=badr, q.v.):—badrikram, s.m. Name of a
hermitage, &c. (=badr-ail).
P ?+ badra (for A. {+ ), s.m. (orig. 'the skin of a lamb or
kid'); Bag or purse of money; bag;—a weight of ten
thousand dirhems.
A P + badr, adj. Of or relating to the full moon (badr).
S + " badar, badr, s.f. The jujube tree (see badar);
the cotton shrub;—name of one of the sources of the
Ganges in the Himalaya range, a celebrated place of
pilgrimage:—badr-patrak, s.m. A kind of perfume, a leaf:
—badr-phal, s.f. Name of a plant, a variety of the
ephalica or Nyctanthes with blue owers:—badr- had, s.f.
A species of jujube tree;—a kind of perfume (apparently
a dried shell-sh):—badr-dis, adv. In the direction of, or
towards, Badr:—badr-ail, s.m. lit. 'Rock of Badar'; name
of a rocky eminence at the source of the Ganges (=Badr),
the Badr-nth of modern travellers; or a town and
temple on the west bank of the Alaka-nanda river in the
province of rnagar:—badr-kedr, s.m.=badr-ail:—badrnth, s.m. Name of a temple at Badar; also=badr-ail, q.v.
H + " badr,  " bidr (dim. of P. badra), s.f. Bag;
wrapper, cover; small package, parcel; despatch of
goods:—bidr-k k, s.f. Parcel-post.
H +  " bidr, s.f. Mixed metal (composed of copper,
zinc, and tin) plated with silver (see bidar: It is used to
make cups and other vessels, and uqq bottoms); mixed
metal (syn. bharat).
P B+ ba-dast, adv. In hand; to hand.
P  *B+ ba-dast r, adv. According to custom; according to
rule or practice; in the usual manner, as usual, as before.
H 3B+ ! bad-sal, s.m. See s.v. bad, 'hog.'
P m+ bidat (for A. ~m+ ), s.f. Novelty or innovation in
religion, schism, heresy; wrong-doing, wrong, violence,
oppression, outrage; strife, contention, quarrel:—bidat

karn (-par), To do violence or wrong (to); to practise
oppression (on); to contend, quarrel.
P *m+ bidat, s.m. Innovator in religion; heretic,
schismatic; wrong-doer; oppressor, tyrant; contentious
or quarrelsome person.
P A i+ ba-diqqat, adv. With trouble or diculty:—=badiqqat tamm, adv. With the greatest diculty.
H   +   bidkn, v.t. To scare; to startle, &c.
(=bijhkn, q.v.); to cause to recede or draw back; to
dissuade; to alienate, estrange.
H  +   bidakn, v.n. To be scared; to start, shy, &c.
(=bijhakn, q.v.);—to move, stir; to move aside or out of
the way; to shift; to draw back, shrink (from); to be
dissuaded.
H + a! baddal, ! badal, s.m. Cloud=bdal, q.v.
A + badal, s.m. Change, alteration; exchange,
substitution; return, requital, retaliation;—postp. In
exchange (for, -ke, or -se); in return (for, -ke); on account
(of); for:—badal karn (-ke sth, or -se), To make or eect
an exchange (with, or for); to exchange or substitute
(for):—badal--ml, s.m. Price; barter:—badal-mushhara,
s.m. Stipend given in money or kind to public or private
servants.
P + ba-dil, adv. With the heart, heartily, cordially,
sincerely:—badil o jn, adv. With heart and soul.
H "+ ! badl [from A. badal], s.m. Change; exchange;
lieu, stead; substitute; return, recompense;
compensation, reparation, restitution, indemnication,
redress; requital, retaliation, reprisal, retribution,
revenge:—badl den (-ko), To make a return, give
something in exchange or return, give an equivalent; to
recompense, requite; to compensate; to make
restitution, make amends, to indemnify:—badl len (-k,
for; -se, from), To take revenge; to retaliate; to wreak
vengeance (on):—badle, postp. In exchange (for -ke), in
return (for), in lieu (of).
H 1 "+ !/ bad-lm, s.m.=bad-nm, q.v.s.v. bad.
H "+

! badln (caus. of badaln), v.t. To cause to

change, &c.=badalwn, q.v.
H $"+ ! badl, s.f. Barter; exchange; price of

exchange; something given in exchange (=badalw).
H !+ ! badaln (from A. badal), v.n. To be changed

exercises.
H +  badn, vulg. budn [S. "(, rt. ], v.t. To

or altered; to change, alter, vary; to assume another
form, grow or become; to shift, veer, turn round; to be
removed, transferred, transplanted; to change for the
worse, look older; to lose colour, fade; to be disgured;—
v.t. To change, alter; to exchange, barter; to substitute
one thing for another; to disguise; to place a false
construction on, to misrepresent, pervert, torture, twist;
to transfer, remove, transplant; to transform,
transmute; to shift (one's ground, &c.), shue
(generally with the word bt, e.g. bt badalt hai):—badaljn, v.n.=badaln (and is the more common form):—
badal-den, v.t. To change, &c.=badaln:—badal-len, v.t.
To take in exchange, to exchange=badaln.
H  !+ !  badalwn (caus. of badaln), v.t. To cause

speak: to settle, appoint, ordain; to take or invoke (as a
witness); to predestinate, predestine; to stipulate, agree;
to vow, pledge (one's) word; to wager, bet, stake; to
acknowledge, own, admit; to observe or keep (a vow,
&c.); to heed, mind, regard, obey; to empannel (a jury).
H + " badn, s.f.=badhn, q.v.

to be exchanged; to have, or get, changed or altered; to
change, &c. (see badaln).
H $ !+ !  badalw, s.f.=badl, q.v.
H !+ badla, s.m.=badl, q.v.
H !+ !" badl (from badl, q.v.), s.f. Change; exchange;
barter; transfer; substitution, stead, lieu; person or thing
taken in exchange for another; substitute; relief (of a
watch):—badl karn (-k), To change; to make an
exchange; to transfer; to relieve (from duty or watch):—
badl-me , adv. In exchange (for), &c.=badle, q.v.:—badlme hon (-k), To be in the room (of); to stand in the
place (of); to ociate (for), do duty, or act as a substitute
(for).
H !+ !" badl (dim. of bdal), s.f. Cloudiness; a small bit
of cloud:—badl-k khuln, v.n. Clouds being dispersed or
disappearing, to become ne.
H  + p badle, postp. See s.v. badl.
H +

 badan [S. ], s.m. Mouth; face, countenance.

A + badan, s.m. Body; privities:—badan phal-jn, v.n. To
be covered with an eruption of pustules, &c.:—badan
 n, v.n. To suer racking pains in the body, or
in the bones; to have the body stretched or bent; to
have the body trained by gymnastic exercises:—badan
to n, To train the body by gymnastic or athletic

H + " badn, s.f. A contract by which the borrower
gives a bond at high interest, and, as a future security to
the lender, assigns his crops, valued far below the
market price;—selling or buying a standing crop at a
certain xed rate of grain.
A + badan, adj. Of or relating to the body (badan);
corporeal.
H +  bad , a¨ badd (from P. bad), adj. & s.m.
Infamous;—a bad character, infamous man.
A + bad , bado, s.f. The rst (of anything); beginning,
commencement;—a desert;—(for badaw), a tribe of
Arabs inhabiting the desert.
H +    bidwn [S.  ], adj. Learned, instructed,
intelligent, wise, scientic.
H +  5 bidorn, = H  +  57 bido n, [S.
 4"(, rt. ], To open out, lay open; to expose; to
screw; to expose to ridicule; to laugh at, mock, ridicule.
H  +  57 bido n, = H +  5 bidorn, [S.
 4"(, rt. ], To open out, lay open; to expose; to
screw; to expose to ridicule; to laugh at, mock, ridicule.
P !+ ba-daulat, adv. By the good fortune (of, -k), by the
favour or bounty (of); by means (of), through, owing
(to).
A + bid n, prep. Without, deprived of; with the
exception of, besides.
A + badaw, adj. & s.m. Of the desert;—an Arab of the
desert; a countryman, country-bumpkin.
S +  badha, badh, s.m. Killing, slaying; death, murder,
slaughter:—badh-dan, s.m. Punishment of death, capital
punishment:—badh-sthn, badh-sthal, s.m. badh-sthal, s.f.
Place of execution, or of slaughter:—badha-kmy, s.f.

Desire, or intent, to kill or hurt:—badha-k ksh, adj.
Wishing for death, desirous of dying:—badh karn (-k, or
-ko), To kill, murder, slaughter (=badhn):—badhopya
(badha+upya), s.m. Instrument or means of putting to
death:—badhwa , vulg. badhuans, s.m. Slaughter of a
whole race or family; wholesale slaughter, butchery,
utter destruction;—badh-wa  karn, v.t. To slaughter
wholesale, to butcher, destroy, exterminate:—badh-yogya,
adj. Deserving of death; t to be killed or slaughtered.
S + - baddha, adj. Bound, tied; suppressed, checked,
restrained, withheld, obstructed; xed, rmly rooted:—
baddhnjul (baddha+a jul), s.f. Respectful salutation,
putting the joined hands to the forehead by way of
salutation:—baddha-ikh, adj. & s.m. Young;—pupil;—child
whose hair has not been shaven:—baddha-sikh, s.f.
Name of a pungent root, a kind of garlic:—baddha-kop,
s.m. One who governs or suppresses his wrath:—baddham l, adj. Firmly-rooted, fast.
H +   bidhi,   bidh [S.  ], s.f. Rule, form,
formula, sacred precept; precept, maxim; injunction,
order, command; law, statute, ordinance; direction (for
the performance of a rite), sacred text or scripture
prescribing any act or observance; any prescribed act,
rite, or ceremony; act, action; behaviour, conduct, mode
of life; method, manner, mode, way, means; kind, sort;
fate, destiny, lot;—balance of an account; adjustment of
an account;—s.m. Name of the god Brahm; of the god
Vishnu:—bidh khn, bidh miln, v.n. To agree, correspond,
tally; an agreement to be come to; bargain to be struck:
—bidh miln or milwn, To consult sacred texts with
respect to performing a rite or ceremony (as a
marriage, &c.); to consult the horoscope of the bride and
bridegroom before performing the marriage ceremony;
—to check or clear an account; to strike a balance:—
bidhi-wat, adj. According to rule, law, precept, &c.
H +  , bidhu,   bidh [S.  V,], s.m. The moon;—
name of Brahm; name of Vishu.
H + 
, budh, s.f.=buddhi, q.v.
S +


, budh, s.m. A wise or learned man (=buddha,

q.v.); name of a son of Soma or the moon, and regent of
the planet Mercury; the planet Mercury; Wednesday:—

budh-br, budh-wr, s.m. Wednesday:—budh-jan, s.m. A
wise or learned person.
S + , buddha, and H. 
, budh, s.m. Any wise or
learned man, a sage;—the Buddha or 'enlightened,' who
is regarded as the ninth incarnation of Vishu, and the
apparent founder of Buddhism.
S + ., - buddhi, and H. , buddh, ,  budhi, 
, budh,
s.f. Perception, observation, intelligence, understanding,
sense, intellect, mind, wisdom, judgment, discernment;
comprehension, knowledge; thought, opinion, notion,
re ection:—budh-bipart, adj. Contrary to reason,
unreasonable:—buddhi-bal, s.m. Strength of intellect;
mental power:—buddhi-bhrit, adj. Wise, intelligent:—
buddhi-bhrashta, adj. & s.m. Of a deteriorated intellect;
bereft of reason;—deterioration or destruction of
intellect:—buddhi-bhram, s.m. Aberration of the mind or
intellect:—buddhi-rsi, s.m. Name of Gane, as the god of
wisdom:—buddhi-r p, buddhi-r p, adj. & s.m. Of the
manner or nature of intelligence;—the form or
embodiment of intelligence:—buddhi-sgar, s.m. Ocean of
intelligence (an epithet and a proper name):—buddhiakti, s.f. Intellectual faculty:—budh-me an, v.n. To
enter or be impressed on the mind; to be intelligible or
comprehensible:—buddhi-hn, adj. Devoid of intellect;
senseless, ignorant, silly, simple, foolish:—buddhi-hnat,
s.f. Ignorance, senselessness, silliness, foolishness:—
buddhndriya (buddhi+indriya), s.m. Organ of the intellect
(as distinguished from an organ of action. Six are
enumerated, viz. mind, eye, ear, nose, tongue, skin).
H Y +   bidht [S.  ], s.m. Arranger, disposer,
maker, creator; providence; name of Brahm (as creator
of the world);—fate, destiny (syn. bidhn).
H  +   bidhn [S.  ], s.m. Sending; ordering;
arrangement, disposition; creation; ordinance,
injunction, &c. (=bidhi, q.v.); worship, ceremony; gaining,
gain; wealth; act of hostility; con ict of opposite feelings.
H  +  badhn, v.t. To increase, &c.=ba hn, q.v.
H  +

 badhn, v.t. To sound, &c.=bajn, q.v.

S 8 +

-*,.! baddhnjuli, s.f. See s.v. baddh.

H  +

  badhw [S. yt, rt. ],
' s.m.

Congratulations on the birth of a child; presents
distributed at the ceremony of cutting the umbilical cord,
or at the birth of a child; presents carried to the house
of a woman on the sixth or the fortieth day after
childbirth; song of congratulation, congratulations;
merry-making, revelry;—badhw den, To congratulate,
&c.
H  +   & bidhwa (abst. subst. from bidhon =

buddhi-mn, budhi-mn, budh-mn, s.m. A man of
understanding, shrewd or sensible man; wise or learned
man, sage;—buddhi-mat, s.f. A woman of understanding,
&c.
S *@ + ., -/" buddhi-mat, f. = S  @ + ., -/ buddhimn, m. = S @ +

., -/ buddhi-mat, m. = S @ +

., -/B

&c. (=ba h, q.v.); propagation; ospring, issue, child;
hope of issue (in the language of women).
H  %+ 
,  budh-br, s.m. See s.v. budh.

buddhi-mant, m. adj. Endowed with understanding,
intelligent, sagacious, sensible, wise, intellectual,
learned; ingenious, skilful;—known, famed, celebrated;—
buddhi-mn, budhi-mn, budh-mn, s.m. A man of
understanding, shrewd or sensible man; wise or learned
man, sage;—buddhi-mat, s.f. A woman of understanding,
&c.
S @ + ., -/B buddhi-mant, m. = S  @ + ., -/ buddhi-

S +

mn, m. = S @ +

bedhn), s.f. Piercing, perforation.
H $ +  badh, s.f.=badhw, q.v.
H $ +  badh, s.f. Increase, growth, development,

,  budhit, part. Known, perceived, understood,

., -/ buddhi-mat, m. = S *@ + ., -/"

kills, killer, slayer, slaughterer, butcher, executioner,
murderer, assassin.
H (+  badhik,  badhak [S. +, or ], s.m.

buddhi-mat, f. adj. Endowed with understanding,
intelligent, sagacious, sensible, wise, intellectual,
learned; ingenious, skilful;—known, famed, celebrated;—
buddhi-mn, budhi-mn, budh-mn, s.m. A man of
understanding, shrewd or sensible man; wise or learned
man, sage;—buddhi-mat, s.f. A woman of understanding,
&c.
S <+  badhan, s.m. Killing, slaying, &c. (=badh); see

Huntsman, sportsman, fowler;—killer, &c. (=badhak, q.v.).
S (+ - baddhak, s.m. One who is bound; captive,

next.
H +  badhn [badh˚ = Prk. ()=S. (`), rt. 

prisoner.
S  @ + ., -/ buddhi-mn, m. = S @ +

or ], v.t. To kill, slay, slaughter; to smite; to wound.

comprehended.
S +  badhir, adj. Deaf=bahr, q.v.
S Y+
S (+

 badhirat, s.f. Deafness=bahr-pan.
 badhak, vulg. baddhak, badhik, s.m. One who

., -/ buddhi-

mat, m. = S *@ + ., -/" buddhi-mat, f. = S @ +

., -/B

H +

 badhn, v.t.=badn, q.v.

H +

 badhn [S. "(
' ], v.n. To increase grow,

buddhi-mant, m. adj. Endowed with understanding,
intelligent, sagacious, sensible, wise, intellectual,
learned; ingenious, skilful;—known, famed, celebrated;—
buddhi-mn, budhi-mn, budh-mn, s.m. A man of
understanding, shrewd or sensible man; wise or learned
man, sage;—buddhi-mat, s.f. A woman of understanding,
&c.
S @ + ., -/ buddhi-mat, m. = S  @ + ., -/ buddhi-

&c.=ba hn, q.v.
H +  badhn [S. "],
'
s.m. An earthen or metal

mn, m. = S *@ + ., -/" buddhi-mat, f. = S @ +

Arranger, disposer, &c.=bidht, q.v.
H + " badhn, s.f. Dim. of badhn, 'a vessel,' q.v.

., -/B

buddhi-mant, m. adj. Endowed with understanding,
intelligent, sagacious, sensible, wise, intellectual,
learned; ingenious, skilful;—known, famed, celebrated;—

(particularly copper) vessel with a spout to it; a vessel for
drinking water from.
H +   bidhn [S. "(], v.n. To be pierced or
perforated (see bedhn); to be wounded.
H +   bidhn [S.  t, from  ], s.m.

S +

0 badh , s.f. Newly-married woman, bride; young

wife; daughter-in-law, son's wife; wife; woman, female

(see bah ).
H + , Î buddh [S. , +], s.m. Stupid fellow,
blockhead, fool, idiot (syn. bho d );—a proper name.
H  +    bidhaw, bidhw [S.   ], s.f. Widow.
H  +    bidhaw, s.m.=bidht, q.v.
S  +


,  budh-wr, s.m. Wednesday; see s.v. budh.

S  +

., -  buddhi-wn, adj. & s.m.=buddhi-mn, q.v.

S ; + 5 badhopya, s.m. See s.v. badh.
S A +

., -  buddhi-wat, = S Y + ., - " buddhi-wat, =

H * +

., - B buddhi-want, adj.=buddhi-mat, buddhi-

mat, and buddhi-mant, q.v.
S Y + ., - " buddhi-wat, = S A +
H * +

., -  buddhi-wat, =

., - B buddhi-want, adj.=buddhi-mat, buddhi-

mat, and buddhi-mant, q.v.
H * + ., - B buddhi-want, = S A +

., -  buddhi-wat,

= S Y + ., - " buddhi-wat, adj.=buddhi-mat, buddhi-mat,
and buddhi-mant, q.v.
H I +   
( bi-dhwa s [S.   
( ], s.m. Falling to ruin,
ruin, destruction, annihilation, extermination.
S Z +  (8 badhwa , badhwa s, s.m. See s.v. badh.
S + " badh, s.m.=badhak, q.v.
H + -" baddh [S. -"], s.f. An ornament worn round
the neck, a long chain or garland of owers worn (as by
a bride and bridegroom) round the neck, hanging down
to the waist, and crossing behind and before; a similar
ornament made of leather; belt, sash; pair of braces;
brace (of a carriage, &c.); streak, weal, mark of a stroke
with a cane, &c.
H + .- buddhi, s.f.=buddhi, or buddh, q.v.
H +

 badhiy, badhy [S. .£, rt. ], s.f. A

castrated animal; a bullock; gelding:—badhiy karn, v.t.
To castrate, geld.
S * +  badhyat, s.f. Fitness to be killed or put to
death.
S )+  +
S  +

, ".BW buddhndriya, s.m. See s.v. buddhi.
 badhya, part. adj. Requiring to be killed, t to

be slaughtered; deserving of death; condemned or

doomed to death:—badhya-bh mi, s.f. badhya-sthn, s.m.
Place of slaughter or execution (badh-sthn).
H + " bad, a badda [S. ], s.f. The dark half of
the lunar month, from full moon to new moon; the wane
of the moon.
H + " bad, a" badd, a badda, s.f.=baddh, q.v.
P + bad, s.f. Badness, wickedness, evil, ill, mischief,
injury, misfortune:—bad-par n, v.n. To be bent on
mischief, &c.:—bad tn or etn (-k), To think ill (of):—
bad ln (-me ), To sow evil or mischief (between):—
bad karn (-k), To do wrong or harm (to), to injure, hurt;
to speak ill (of, -k), malign, slander, backbite.
H )+  1 bidy, vulg. biddiy [S.  1, rt.  ], s.f.
Learning, science; knowledge; intellect; skill, art; a
magical pill or bolus (which placed in the mouth is
supposed to give the power of ascending to heaven);
magical knowledge or skill;—name of a small insect
(called also Saraswat):—bidy-dhar, s.m. A particular kind
of good or evil genius attending upon the gods;—a
learned man; one skilled in magical knowledge:—abode
of learning, school, college (=bidylay):—bidyrth (vidy
+arth), s.m. Seeker after knowledge, student, scholar,
pupil (syn. tlib-ilm):—bidylay,
s.m. Abode of learning,

school, college.
H  )+  1  bidy-wn, adj. & s.m. Learned, scientic,
skilled; a learned man, a scholar (=bidwn, vidwn).
H )+ ba-der, adv. Late; after a long time, after much
delay.
H I)+  b bides, vulg. bades [S.  b8], s.m. Another
country, foreign land;—adv. To another country, abroad
(syn. pardes).
H 0)+  b" bides [S.  b8"], adj. & s.m. Of another
country, from foreign parts; foreign; wretched;—
foreigner; traveller; outsider, stranger.
A b )+ bad, adj. Novel, wonderful, strange, rare, curious:
—badul-jaml, Of wonderful or rare beauty.
P <)+ bad (=ba+ ), adv. To, for, or in this.
 + )), s.m. Anything done
P ? 
 + badha (for A. { 
impromptu, or without premeditation or consideration;
an extempore, an impromptu; an unexpected event; an

A / bar, s.m. Seed-corn, seed:—bar-gar, s.m. Sower,

axiom.
A  
 + badh, adj. Impromptu, extempore,
unpremeditated; apparent, obvious, manifest, selfevident;—s.f. An axiom.
H  f ba, § ba, adj.=ba , q.v.
H 

§
,  bu, adj.=buh and b h, q.v.

H   f birn [bir˚ = Prk.  f() or
 f()=S.  (), caus. of rt.  +], v.t. To drive
away, turn away, turn out, expel, exclude; to eace.
H   f biarn [biar˚ = Prk.  f()=S.  4(),
rt.  + ;—cf. ln], v.n.=bitharn; and v.t.=bithrn; q.q.v.
H J

f
, / buam, s.m. (?), Sound of water (cf. budbud).

H 

¯
,  buh [S.  +t], adj. & s.m. Old, aged;—old

man (=b h or b h).
H  ?  ¯
,  buhp, ©
,  buhp, = H ? 

¯
, 

buhpan [S.  ; ]( , s.m. Old age, senility (=bu hp).
H ? 

¯
,  buhpan [S.  ; ]( , = H ? 

¯
, 

buhp, ©
,  buhp, s.m. Old age, senility
(=bu hp).
H % %  ©
, $($ buh-gang, s.m. The old bed of the
Ganges, where it has shifted its stream.
H    ©  bihawn [S.  W 4"(, rt. W¬], v.t. To
reduce, lessen, diminish, abate.
H )  © bahiy, s.m. A disease aecting jawr, bjr,
Indian corn, and sugar-cane, which prevents the head
from shooting.
H )  , © buhiy [S.  +], = H  ¯
, " buh,
buh adj. & s.f. Old, aged (woman or female);—old
woman (=b h).
H  ¯
, " buh, buh = H )  , © buhiy [S. 
+], adj. & s.f. Old, aged (woman or female);—old
woman (=b h).
H ;:)  ©<! bahel, s.m.=ba hel, q.v.
H 

§
, " bu, bu, adj. & s.f.=buh, q.v.

A Y/ bi-ti-hi, adv. By its own essence; of itself; of
himself; in person, personally; essentially;
independently; intrinsically.

husbandman.
P A P )/ ba-ara, adv. By way (of), by means (of),
through; by reason of (=ba-wasla, q.v.).
A / bal, s.m. Giving liberally; municence; gift,
present; expense:—bal karn, v.t. To present; to expend:
—bal hon, v.n. To be expended.
P !/ bala (from A. bal), s.m. Witticism, pleasantry, jest,
joke, raillery (syn. latfa):—bala-bz,
adj. & s.m. Witty;—

wit; jester, buoon.
P !/ bila (for A. ~!/ ), s.m. A garment that is worn in daily
service or work, and that is not taken care of.
H   bar [S. , rt. ] , s.m. Choosing, selecting; choice,
election, wish, request, boon, favour, blessing, good;
anything chosen as a present; gift, reward, recompense;
one who chooses, chooser; one who solicits a girl in
marriage, suitor, wooer, lover; bridegroom, son-in-law;
husband, lord, master;—breadth (of cloth);—adj. Best,
excellent, precious:—bar-barn (S. vara+vara+ka), adj. Of
the best colour, of an excellent colour; white, fair:—barjog (S. vara+yogya), adj. Marriageable (a girl):—bar-dn,
s.m. Granting a boon; benefaction; wedding-gift to a
bride from her betrothed; answer to a prayer addressed
to God or a saint:—bar-d, bar dyak, adj. & s.m. Granting
or vouchsang a blessing;—giver of a choice; granter of
a boon, vouchsafer of a blessing:—bar-daih, s.f.
Compensation for pasture ground:—bar-ghosh, s.m. An
excellent cowherd.
H   bar [S. /], conj. But, moreover, even, &c.
(=baran and par, q.q.v.).
H   bar [S. ], s.f. Asparagus racemosus.
H   bar [S. &], s.m. The Indian g-tree, Ficus indica
(=ba ).
P  [old P. awar; Pehl. apar; Zend upairi; S. =H. par;
par], prep. & prex. On, upon, up, above; at; in, into;
with; forth, back, away, against; based upon, according
to; on account of. (Prexed to words it modies or
strengthens the sense, as will appear from the
numerous examples which will be found in their proper
alphabetical places.)

P  bar [Zend vara; S. t], s.m. Breast, bosom, chest;—
(=S. uru or vara), breadth (of cloth);—fruit (=phal):—barur, adj. & s.f.=bar- urd, and bar- urdr, q.q.v.:—
bar- urd, s.f. lit. 'Eating or enjoying the fruit'; success,
prosperity; enjoyment, happiness, the obtaining one's
desires;—bar- urdr, adj. & s.m. Prosperous, successful,
happy, enjoying long life and prosperity; blessed with a
family of sons;—male issue, son, child;—bar- urdr,
s.f. Happiness, &c. (=bar urd); numerous issue or
ospring:—bar-dr, adj. Broad, wide (cloth):—bar-sm,
s.m. lit. 'Chest-swelling'; in ammation of the diaphragm,
pleurisy:—bar-mrn, bar h kn, v.n. To boast, brag.
P  bar [act. part. of burdan, rt. Zend bar = S.#], adj. &
s.m. Bearing, carrying, taking, seizing, taking away,
carrying o;—bearer, carrier, &c. (used in comp., e.g. dilbar, adj. & s.m. ravishing, or ravisher of, hearts;—nmabar, s.m. bearer of a letter.)
H  ' barr [S. &], s.f. Wasp.
A  barr, s.m. Dry land. land (opp. to bar); desert:—barrttar, s.m. Rock-partridge; rock-pigeon; the Indian grouse
(=bhar-ttar):—barra wa bara, adv. By land and by sea:—
barr--aam, s.m. Continent (syn. mah-dp).
A  birr, s.m. A fox-cub.
H  , bur [S.  , rt. ] , s.f. Pudenda fœminœ, vulva (=bul;
bu ):—bur-jar (i.e. bur-jal), s.f. A term of abuse applied to
a woman, e.g. brimstone, strumpet, slut.
H   bar =  ba , q.v.
H  y barr [S. &t; or P], s.m. Rope, string
(=barr; barh); a kind of rope used in a village game on
the fourteenth of the light half of Kwr.
H   y birr, s.m. Grain and barley sown in the same
eld:—birr-barr, s.m. (in revenue), Collection in kind.
H  ,  bur [prob. S.  t], adj. (f. -), Bad, evil, ill,
wicked, vicious, evil-minded, immoral, unprincipled, vile,
base, villainous, mischievous, injurious, calamitous,
destructive, baneful; ugly, ill-looking; disagreeable,
unpleasant; odious, hateful;—s.m. Evil, ill, harm, injury;
evil person:—bur bman, s.m. A sect of Brahmans who
perform the obsequies of the dead (syn. a raj):—bur
bann, v.t. To depreciate, represent as bad or worthless;

to detract, defame, disparage:—bur-bhal, adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Middling, tolerable, passable;—bad or evil person;
reproach; abusive language;—bur-bhal kahn, To
reproach, revile, abuse:—bur l, s.m. Bad state; sad,
deplorable, or wretched condition;—bur l karn (-k),
To reduce to a bad or wretched condition; to ill-treat; to
ruin:—bur km, s.m. Any act forbidden by law;
malpractice, vice; adultery, fornication (syn. bad-fl):—
bur karn (-k), To do wrong, harm, &c. (to), to wrong,
harm, injure:—bur kahn (-ko), To speak ill (of), to
pronounce or call (one) bad, evil, wicked, &c.; to vilify,
abuse:—bur lagn (-ko), To prove disagreeable, be
unpleasant:—bur mnn, v.t. To take ill or amiss, to be
displeased or angry, to be aronted, feel oneself
insulted:—bur waqt, bur zamna, s.m. Evil hour, evil
time, evil days, hard times:—bur b, s.f. Bad thing; bad
language, abuse; bad conduct:—bur- u , s.f. Screech-owl,
owlet, Strix:—bur lat, bur gat, s.f.=bur l, q.v.:—bur
gha , s.f.;—bure din, s.m.=bur waqt, q.v.
H  , y burr [S.  +t, cf. bur], s.m. Interior cavity,
hollow; anything that is hollow within (as a drum, dry
pumpkin, &c.); the seed of the kus m plant; pimple,
blotch, eruption (on the skin).
H     barbar (i.e. bar--bar, 'breast to breast'), adj.
& postp. Abreast, even, level, on a level (with, -ke), up
(to); on a par (with), on an equality (with), equal (to);
next (to), adjoining; agreeing, coinciding, tting; facing,
confronting, opposite; level, at, even, smooth,
horizontal, parallel; uniform, alike, similar, the same;
exact, precise; straight, direct; regular; of the same age;
answering, corresponding; unchangeable, impartial,
indierent; futile, without eect or result;—s.m. Equal,
peer, compeer;—adv. Regularly, uniformly, invariably,
constantly; precisely, exactly; approximately; along with,
together, side by side; conjointly, concurrently; straight
on, continuously, without break or intermission, directly,
immediately, without delay:—barbar n (-ke), To come
on a level (with), come up (to), to overtake:—barbar
barbar, adv. (emphat. of barbar), Breast to breast,
shoulder to shoulder, side by side; in a row or line:—
barbar-jo , s.m. (Math.), An equation (syn. sam-kara;

muswt):—barbar sarbar, adj. & adv.=barbar, q.v.:—
barbar-k, adj. (f. -), Of the same size, weight, age, or
standing, &c.; equal:—barbar-k be, s.m. Grown-up son:
—barbar-k jo , s.m.=barbar-k akkar, q.v.:—barbar-k e,
adj. Of equal weight:—barbar karn or kar-den, v.t. To
make level, plane, or smooth; to level, raze, demolish,
destroy; to eace, rub or wipe out; to run through, waste,
spend (as a fortune); to bring to a termination,
complete, nish (a work); to liquidate or discharge (a
debt); to make equal, like, or similar, to equalize,
assimilate, balance, accord, match, adapt, compose,
adjust:—barbar-k akkar, barbar-k o, s.f. Person of
equal standing, rank, wealth or power; equal, peer;
suitable match, partner or mate; equal shareholders; (in
Mech.), equal forces acting in opposite directions;—
barbar-k akkar-k, adj. Of equal standing, rank, &c.;
equally good, on a par, equal:—barbar-wl, s.m. Equal:—
barbar hon or ho-jn, v.n. To be level, even, smooth; to
be levelled, razed, demolished; to be eaced, erased,
wiped out; to be equal (to), on a par (with); to suit, t,
match, agree, coincide (with), be enough (for); to
balance; to come abreast (of), come up (to), overtake
(=barbar n); to keep pace (with), keep up (with); to be
complete; to be full, be up to the brim (as a hole); to
terminate, come to an end, be expended, spent, run
through, wasted; to be settled, adjusted, or discharged
(as an account or debt); to be even (with), be quits.
P    " barbar, vulg. barbr, barabr, barobr, s.f.
Level, par, equality, equalization, equilibrium, equipoise,
balance; exactness, agreement, correspondence;
parallelism; competition, emulation, rivalry;
presumption, insolence:—barbar karn (-k), To equal; ~o
try to equal; to copy, imitate; to vie (with), emulate, rival;
to cope or strive (with); to confront, withstand, oppose,
resist, defy; to be insolent or presumptuous.
P A barat, vulg. bart (for A. {, , v.n. fr. N , cf. bar), s.f.
A writing conferring immunity or exemption;
commission, warrant, decree, assignment, letter;
draught, cheque;—the fourteenth day of the month
Shabn, &c. (see shab--bart).
H A  bart, Ê brt [S. +P, and ]], s.f. The

procession of the bridegroom (to the house of the bride),
marriage procession; the company or attendants at a
marriage; multitude, ock, assemblage, troop, crowd;—a
suit at cards:—bart-k a hn, The setting out of the
bridegroom in procession (to the house of the bride):—
bart karn, bart me jn, v.n. To join in a marriage
procession.
H Y " bart, s.m. One who joins a marriage
procession, or attends a marriage.
H   & bir [S.  &, rt. *], Splendour, beauty;
the embodied spirit.
H   & bir [S.  &], s.m. Name of the province of
Berar in Central India; name of an ancient king.
H  _ barh, s.m.=bareh, q.v.
H 5  * birj [S.  *], s.m. Splendour, beauty
(=bir, and see virj).
H  @ W  */ birj-mn [S.  */], adj. Splendid,
brilliant, shining, handsome, gorgeous; holding the
sceptre, sitting in state, presiding.
H W  * birjn [S.  *"(], v.t. To impart
splendour or lustre to, to adorn, grace, beautify;—v.n. To
shine, be splendid or conspicuous; to appear; to sit in
state, sit majestically; to preside; to lord it, live at ease,
enjoy oneself; to live in health, ease, content, or
independence.
P  bardar, birdar [old P. burdar; Pehl. brt; Zend
brtar; S. 2], s.m. Brother; relation, relative,
kinsman:—birdar--a yf, s.m. Step-brother; uterine
brother (syn. gaila bh):—birdar--andar, birdar-andar,
s.m. Half-brother (syn. sautel bh):—birdar-parwar, adj.
Kind to relations, or to brethren and friends:—birdar-tauam, s.m. Twin brothers (syn. ju w -bh):—birdar-aqq, s.m. Own brother, full brother (syn. sag bh):—
bardar- ndag, s.f. Calling oneself a brother,
profession of fraternal aection:—birdar-- urd, s.m.
Younger brother (syn. ho bh):—birdar--ra, s.m.
Foster brother (syn. d dh-bh):—birdar-zda, s.m.
Brother's son, nephew (syn. bhatj):—birdar-zd, s.f.
Brother's daughter, niece (syn. bhatj):—birdar-kush,
s.f. Fratricide (syn. bh-naty).

P  bardarna, birdarna, adj. & adv. Brotherly,
fraternal; like a brother, becoming a brother.
P  bardar, birdar, vulg. birdr, s.f. Brotherhood,
fraternity, connection, relationship (syn. bh- r);
relation, relative, kindred, kinsfolk; community, society;
band of musicians (called tshe-wle);—adj. Brotherly,
fraternal:—birdar-se rij, s.m. One who is put out of
caste, outcast:—birdar-se rij karn, v.t. To expel from
a fraternity; to put out of caste; to excommunicate.
P ? burda (for A. { ), s.m. Filings; sawdust; powder
(syn. r).
P   bar-r (bar, 'up or out'+r, act. part. of wardan,

white, snow-white, clean.
A P i barrq, s.f. Brilliancy, splendour.
H '  $ birg, = H X   $ birg, [S.  $t, rt.
*], s.m. Absence of desire or passion, indierence,
disinclination, aversion; disregard of all sensual
enjoyment; stoicism.
H X   $ birg, = H '  $ birg, [S.  $t, rt.
*], s.m. Absence of desire or passion, indierence,
disinclination, aversion; disregard of all sensual
enjoyment; stoicism.
H X   $" birg [S.  $], adj. & s.m. Void of

'to bring'), adj. & s.m. Bringing or bearing up, bringing
to pass;—that which brings up or to pass; raiser up,
bearer up, taker, bearer; one who, or that which, eects
or accomplishes (an object), accomplisher, performer,
producer;—eecting, accomplishment;—produce of
taxation; taxation, tax (in general):—bar-r--kar, s.m.
Accomplishment of an aair.
H   barr [S. &t, or P], s.m. Thong, rope,

passion or desire; entertaining aversion or dislike;—
stoical person, stoic; ascetic.
H 1   / birm [S.  /], s.m. Cessation, rest, repose;

string (especially of a swing; cf. barr and barh).
P  " bar-r (see bar-r), s.m. A shareholder paying

P + a  bar-mad, s.f. Coming up, coming or going out or

his portion of the jama according to the barr taxation.
A d barz, birz, s.m. Satisfying a want of nature; stool,
motion; excrement, human ordure;—coming out or forth
to battle; ghting.
H K , y burrs, burs, s.m. The tree Rhododendron
arboreum (common on the outer ranges of the Himalaya
from the Indus to Bh n; also written burr s, b r s.
H B  " birs, adj. Eighty-two=bys, q.v.
P *h E  bar-shufta, adj. Excited, distracted (=shufta, q.v.).
P  *_ bar-uftd, adj. Fallen o, fallen away; dwindled
away.
P *r_ bar-afro ta, adj. Lighted up, kindled, set on re,
in amed.
A G burq, vulg. burrq, s.m. The mule on which
Mohammad is said to have ascended one night from
Jerusalem to heaven, and thence returned to Mecca;
(met.) a swift or eet steed.
A G barrq, adj. Flashing, shining, brilliant, resplendent;

stoppage, stop, pause; name of a small oblique stroke
placed under a consonant to denote that it is quiescent,
or that it has no vowel inherent or otherwise
pronounced after it (syn. suk n).
H 1   / birm, corr. of bmr, and of be-rm, q.q.v.
forth, egress, outgoing, exit, issue, eruption; outgoings,
drawings, expenditure, expenses; land thrown up (by a
river), alluvial deposit;—informing (particularly of
bribery), accusation;—perf. part. Come up, come out
(=bar-mada):—bar-mad hon (-se), To come up, ascend,
appear, rise, spring up, come forth; to come out (of or
from); to accrue; to be recovered (as stolen property).
P ?+ a  bar-mada, bar-mda (perf. part. of bar-madan),
part. Come up, come out or forth; recovered (as stolen
property);—s.m. Verandah, balcony, porch, gallery,
piazza, eaves (syn. baran; brj); outgoings,
expenditure, disbursement (=bar-mad, q.v.).
P  burrn [rt. Zend bar; S. # (#)], adj. Sharp, cutting.
H   barn [S. 4"(, rt. ; but cf. next], v.n. To
remain at a distance (from), hold (oneself) aloof (from),
to avoid, shun; to abstain.
H   bar-n (P. bar+H. n), v.n. To be successful,
to prosper; to succeed (with, -ke sth); to prevail
(against), overcome.

H  y barrn, v.n. To talk in one's sleep, &c.=ba n
and ba ba n, q.q.v.
H    birn, adj. (f. -), Of, or relating to, or
belonging to, another; another's; strange, foreign;
extraneous, extrinsic (cf. P. br n).
H    birn [bir˚ = birw˚ = Prk.  U() or
  (), fr. S.   ], v.t. To vex, annoy, oend; to
tease, mock, jibe, jeer.
P *r+  bar-and ta (from bar-and tan), part. Thrown
down, overthrown, upset, demolished, destroyed.
P d+  bar-andz (part. of bar-anda tan), part. adj.
Throwing down, overthrowing, overturning,
demolishing, destroying.
H  [f bar, s.m. Verandah, &c.=baran, q.v.
H I , ª burr s, , [ bur s, s.m.=burs, b r s, q.q.v.
P *> J bar-ange ta (from bar-angekhtan, 'to rouse,' &c.),
part. Roused, awakened, stirred up, excited, incited;—barange ta karn, v.t. To rouse, stir up, raise, incite, excite,
&c. (syn. uksn).
H    U birnawe, birnwe, adj. Ninety-two (=bnwe,
q.v.).
H   baro (v.n. from barn), s.m. Avoiding,
shunning, avoidance (of, -se); being cautious (of), being
on one's guard (against); abstaining (from); abstinence
(syn. ba o:—baro karn (-se), To avoid, shun, be
cautious (of), be on one's guard (against); to abstain
(from).
P  bar-ward, vulg. bar-wurd, s.f. Calculating,
estimating, considering beforehand what may be
necessary for a feast, &c.; calculation, estimate, budget;
pay-abstract:—bar-ward karn, v.t. To strike out (of a
muster-roll); to calculate, estimate; to carry forward or
to account.
P ? bar-warda, vulg. bar-wurda, part. Brought or
carried forward, carried to account;—s.m. Estimate,
&c.=bar-ward.
H     biron, v.t.=birn, To vex, q.v.
H ? 6 barh [S. 6], s.m. Boar, &c.=brh, q.v.
H ? y6& barrha, s.f. Muttering in sleep, &c.=ba ba ,

and ba ba hat, q.q.v.
S <@  ÊË4 brhma, vulg. birhma, s.m. A Brhma , a
member of the rst Hind class.
S @  ÊË4" brhma, s.f. A Brahmaness,—wife of a
Brahman; a woman of the Brhma ical caste.
H R@  ÊË4<& brhmane [i.e. brhma+e+dim. a. ],
s.m. A young Brhma .
S  @  ÊËe brhmaya, s.m. State, rank, or business of
a Brhma ; the dignity of a Brhma , Brhmanhood,
priesthood, priestly rank or character; an assembly of
Brhmans;—the planet Saturn.
S  @  ÊËO brhmya, s.m. Worship or veneration paid to
Brhmans considered as one of the  ve great
sacraments;—astonishment:—brhmya-muh rt, s.m.
Dawn; the hour preceding sunrise.
H  6" barh [S. 6"], s.f. Name of the akti of
Vish u in the form of a boar ( varha), the goddess of
eruptive diseases;—a small kind of sugar-cane:—barh-k
mel, s.m. Fair held in honour of the goddess Barh.
P  ba-re, adv. For the sake of, for (=liye);—on account
of, because of, by reason of; for the purpose of, in order
to:—ba-re nm, adj. & adv. Nominal, ostensible,
pretended, ctitious;—nominally, ostensibly, for the
mere name of, in pretence or show.
H $ ,  bur (from bur, q.v.), s.f. Badness, evil,
wickedness, vice, depravity, corruptness, vileness;
mischievousness, hurtfulness, destructiveness; defect,
harm, mischief: dissension; slander, calumny,
detraction; evil consequences or results:—bur-bhal,
s.f. Good and evil; damage, mishap; reproach, censure,
blame, accusation, &c. (=ilzm):—bur-par uhn, burpar kamar ba dhn, v.n. To be bent on harm or mischief.
A ) bary (pl. of ~) baryat), s.m.f. Creatures; people;
nobles.
P   bar-bd, adj. Lit. 'On or to the wind'; given to the
wind, thrown or cast away, wasted, misapplied,
squandered; laid waste, destroyed, ruined, undone;
ravaged, plundered, despoiled; unsuccessful, abortive;—
bar-bd jn, v.n. To be ruined, lost, &c.=bar-bd hon, q.v.:
—bar-bd karn, v.t. To give to the winds, cast or throw

away, lose, waste, squander, dissipate, misapply; to lay
waste, ruin, destroy, ravage, plunder, &c.—bar-bd hon
or ho-jn, v.n. To be ruined, lost, destroyed, thrown
away, wasted, squandered, dissipated, laid waste, &c.
P   barbd, s.f. Loss, ruin, destruction, waste, laying
waste, ravage, &c. (syn. uj ; n), destruction of crops
(in the passage of troops, &c.).
H     barbat, s.f. A species of snake.
S 

'& barba, s.m. A kind of bean, Dolichos catjang

(=bor).
H   , , burbur, s.m. Bubble (=bulbul, q.v.).
H   , , burburn, v.t.=bhurbhurn, and burakn,
q.q.v.
H    4y bar-bar, adj. See s.v. bar, 'a boon, &c.'
H    " barbar, s.f. A large kind of goat (from
Barbary).
H I    barbas [S. , or  =H. i+ 8], s.m. Power,
might, force, strength, prowess, bravery, vigour,
violence.
P w  barbat (bar,
'breast'+bat, 'duck'), s.f. A certain

musical instrument, the Persian lute (so called from its
resemblance to the breast of a duck or goose).
H <    barban, s.f. (?), (local), North wind.
H "  , 5! bur-bol (bur+bol, rt. of boln, q.v. + ), adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Foul-mouthed, abusive, scurrilous;—a foulmouthed or scurrilous person (=bur-bolnewl).
H I&  # barbhas [S. 
' ], s.m. Trick, deceit,
deception; aectation, hypocrisy (syn. bhagal: cf. next).
H I&  , # burbhas, s.f.=bu -bhas, bu h-bhas, q.v.
H 0&  # barbhasiy [S. 
' +t], adj. & s.m.

v.n. To be raised, be set on foot, pitched, established; to
take rise, rise, spring.
H A  barat, ' bart, Ê brat [S. ]], s.m. Any
religious act or obligation enjoined by the gods; a selfchosen or voluntary act, any meritorious act of devotion
or austerity, a devout observance, fasting, continence,
penance, vow, &c. (syn. ups; but this is more correctly
applied to a compulsory abstention from food, as
through inability to obtain it, or through sickness;
whereas brat or barat has a strictly religious
signication).
H A ' bart,  barat [S. \
 , or v.n. of H. bartn, q.v.],
s.m. Use, practice (syn. istml; cf. barto).
H A  barat [S. P], s.f. Thong, leathern girth; rope,
cable;—mark, streak, weal.
H A  barat, s.m. A disease aecting rice-crops.
H A  barat [S. A .!], adj. Burning, blazing, aming
(see barn, imperf. part. bart).
 brit, brit,  ' birt,   birat, vulg. bart [S. . \],
H A \
s.f. State, condition; means of subsistence, livelihood,
allowance, stipend, pension, income, estate, property,
endowment; a religious endowment or grant; behaviour,
conduct; right, custom, privilege;—supporters, clients:—
brit- hand, s.m. A kind of Hind metre (consisting of four
metrical lines or aras, counted by syllables. It is of
three kinds: 1˚ sam, or 'even,' having an equal number of
syllables in each line; 2˚ ardh-sam, 'half even,' having an
equal number of syllables in the rst and third, and in
the second and fourth lines; 3˚ bisham, 'odd,' having a
dierent number of syllables in each line).
H A   briti,
 brit [S.  ], s.m. Appointing; a proxy
 
in the performance of religious duty.
H Y  bart (perf. part. of bartn, q.v.), s.m. That

Deceptive, false, hypocritical; aected;—impostor,
trickster, cheat, hypocrite; aected person (syn. bhagliy:
cf. next).
H 0&  , # burbhasiy, adj. & s.m.=bu -bhasiy, bu h-

which has been used.
 +t], s.m. Substance, means,
H Y   birt [S. \

bhasiy.
P ;  bar-p, adj. On foot; erected, set up, established, &c.:
bar-p rahn, v n. To continue rm or standing:—bar-p
karn, v.t. To set on foot; to start, begin; produce, cause,
occasion, raise, pitch, establish; to excite:—bar-p hon,

potency, power, ability, force, virtue, excellence; action,
deed, achievement; help, support:—birte-par u hln (-ke),
To rejoice, or to plume or pride oneself, on the
substance, power, or support (of).
H Y 
  brit,
  y birt (see britt),
 s.m. A religious

endowment; a grant (generally of land) to a religious
person, or to a tenant, on certain stipulations.
H  Y  bartn (caus. of bartn, q.v.), v.t. To make
or cause to use, to use, apply; to deal out (to), distribute,
apportion, dispense.
H  Y  bartn, s.m. Clothes that have been used;
old or second-hand clothing.
H  Y \
 B brittnt,
b itnt, vulg.  yB birtnt [S.

\
 B], s.m. Occurrence, incident, event; tidings,
information, rumour, report, intelligence; tale, story,
narrative, relation, history, account; topic, subject;
mode, circumstance, manner, state, condition; sort,
kind; dierence:—brittnt-pattar,
s.m. The record of a

decision given by a pan yat.
H  Y  barto (v.n. from bartn), s.m. Use,
application; practice, custom; employment;
disbursement, apportionment, expenditure; usage,
treatment, conduct:—barto karn (-se), To act or behave
(towards); to treat, use, deal (by or with).
P Y bar-tar (compar. of bar), adj. High; higher, superior;
excellent.
P Y bar-tar, s.f. Eminence, superiority, excellence.
H ZY ,8 bartu, s.m. (?), Land sown with sugar-cane
after a rice-crop.
H  @ Y \/
'
bartta-mn, /
'
bartmn [S. \/
'
, rt.

 ] , adj. Existing, present, being, actually taking place,
passing, current; dwelling, remaining, abiding;—s.m. (in
Gram.), The present tense (syn. l).
H <Y  bartan [S. ,' rt. 
 + ], s.m. Vesse domestic
utensil, dish, plate, basin, &c.:—bartan-bh e s.m.
Vessels, utensils, &c.
H Y  bartn, baratn [S. "(
'
, rt. 
 ] , To revolve
or turn over in the mind, to think over, to consider,
re ect;—v.t. To use, employ, apply, make use of; to
distribute, dispense; to spend, expend.
H Y " baratn, bartan (from baratn), s.f.

H Y brita, s.m.=brit,
 q.v.
H &Y R
  brith,
ÊR brith,  Ry birth, ÊR brath [S.

R
 ], adj. & adv. Abortive, vain, useless worthless; in
vain, uselessly, idly, needlessly, without proper cause,
gratuitously; foolishly;—s.m. A useless or worthless
thing; a nullity, dead letter.
H Y Ê" brat, u bart [S. ]"], adj. & s.m. Engaged in
religious ceremonies voluntarily undertaken; engaged in
the observance of religious obligations or vows; pious;—
one who fasts, does penance, &c.; ascetic, devotee, one
who is under a vow; a religious student.
H Y  " birt, s.f. Name of a plant, a species of
Panicum.
H Y   birtiy [S. \
 +t], s.m. A. tenant who
holds his land on a xed unalterable annual assessment
(cf. birt).
H * Y barr-ttar, s.m. The Indian grouse (see s.v. barr; &
cf. bhar-ttar).
H 5 Ê* braj, Ê* brij,  *' birj [S. ]*], s.m. Cattle-shed,
cow-pen;—name of the district surrounding Agra and
Mathur (the scene of Krisha's
juvenile adventures):—

braj-bs, s.m. An inhabitant of Braj; an armed attendant:
—braj-bhsh, braj-bhkh, s.f. The dialect of Hind spoken
in the district of Braj.
H 5 *
, ' burj, Ê,* bruj (perhaps contr. from ba +rajju,
'big-rope'), s.m. Cable, large track-rope (a small one
being called gu).
A 5 burj. s.m. Bastion, tower, turret; a sign of the zodiac;
asterism, constellation:—burj--amal, s.m. The sign
Aries.
P W bar-j, adj. In place, properly placed, arranged; true,
accurate, right; on the ground, prostrate, quiet.
H *W * barjatiya, s.m. A harmless kind of snake.
H W , *" bur-jar, s.f. See s.v. bur.
P *0W bar-jasta (part. of bar-jastan, 'to leap up'), adj.

Orthography.
H &Y R barath, s.f. (?) Land situated in the midst of

Betting, proper, right, exact; opportune, à propos;
prompt, ready; impromptu.
H <W *
' barjan [S. *,
' rt. *
 ] , s.m. Forbidding,

jungles.

prohibiting, restraining, checking; shunning, avoiding,

avoidance; abandoning, leaving, desertion; dereliction;
exclusion, exception, omission:—barjan karn (-ko), To
forbid, &c. (=barajn).
H W *
' barjn, * barajn [S. *"(
' ] v.t. To
forbid, &c. (see barjan).
H ' W *5$ bar-jog, adj. See s.v. bar, 'boon.'
A P W burj (dim. of burj), s.f. Small tower, turret cutwater of the pier of a bridge.
H W  .* birjiy, s.m. One of the subdivisions of
ahrs, q.v.
A I W birjs (the Pers. barjs arabicized:—cf. S. gen. brihas
in brihas-pati),
s.m. The planet Jupiter (syn. q--falak).

P u= bar a , s.m. A small spear (=bar h, q.v.).
H <=   bir an (ber, 'jujube'+ hn), s.m. Flour or
powder made from the fruit of the ber or Rhamnus jujuba.
H <=   bira an [S.  , rt. ], s.m. Making;
compiling, composing, composition, compilation;
embellishing, embellishment.
H =  * bira n [S.  "(], v.t. To make,
fabricate, form, compose, &c. (see bira an).
P = barca, s.m.=bar h, q.v.
H &= K + b i h, bri  h,  + ' bir h,  + biri h, bira h [S.
d
 ], s.m. Tree (in general); plant (syn. pe ).
H &= +y, + bar h [S. ]¹+t], s.m. Spear, lance
(see bar h):—bar h- (or bar he-) bardr, s.m. Spear, man,
lancer (=bar hait).
H (&= K + bri hak,  .+  bir hik,  + bir hak [S.
. ¹, rt. ¹
 ], s.m. Scorpion; the sign Scorpio (=bi h ;
syn. aqrab).
H &= +u, +" bar h (dim. of bar ha, q.v.), s.f. Small
spear; spear, lance, javelin, dart:—bar h-bardr, s.m.
Spearman, lancer.
H  &= +Ï, +Ï bar hait [S. ]¹++], s.m.
Spearman, lancer.
H = u, " bar , s.f.=bar h, q.v.
P A H bar-aq, adj. Based upon right; by or of right,
rightful, right, true, justiable, proper; in truth, for or of
a certainty; real, actual; positive; incumbent, inevitable.

P t bar , adj. Little, few, some:—bar e, s.m. A little, a
few, somewhat.
P B r bar- st, s.f. Rising up, breaking up or closing (of
a court or oce); recalling or removal from oce,
recall, dismissal:—bar- st karn, v.t. To break up (a
court, &c.), dismiss, permit to depart; to remove from
oce, deprive of oce:—bar- st hon, v.n. To rise or
break up (as an assembly); to be closed, dissolved; to be
dismissed, deprived of oce.
P J*B r bar- stag, s.f. Rising or breaking up (of an
assembly, &c.), dissolution; dismissal removal from
oce.
P A e3r bar- ilf, adj. & adv. Contradictory, adverse;
inconsistent, untrue; the contrary (of, -ke), opposed (to),
against; on the contrary:—bar- ilf,-n. Contrary to
law, illegal.
P  r bar- ur, = P  r bar- urd, = P  r barurdr, see s.v. bar, 'breast'; 'fruit.'
P  r bar- urd, = P  r bar- ur, = P  r barurdr, see s.v. bar, 'breast'; 'fruit.'
P  r bar- urdr, = P  r bar- ur, = P  r barurd, see s.v. bar, 'breast'; 'fruit.'
P r bar e, s.m. See s.v. bar .
A r bar iy, s.m. Name of the father of Áaf, the
minister of Solomon. (He is fabled to have been fairyborn, whence the use of his name in amulets or spells to
avert evil).
H   barad [S. !+], s.m. Bull, ox, bullock (=balad).
H   barad [S. ], adj. Conferring a boon; granting
a request or prayer; favourable, propitious (see bar,
'boon').
A  bard, s.m. Cold, coldness, frigidity:—bard--at rf,
 s.m.
Coldness of the extremities, coldness of death.
H    birad, bird [S.  I], s.m. Fame, reputation,
honour, glory; eulogy, panegyric.
P  burd (v.n.—or 3rd pers. sing. pret.—of burdan, 'to
carry, &c.), s.f. Bearing, carrying; bearing or carrying
o; capture, prize, acquisition, gain, prot, haul, catch;
pocketings, pickings, perquisites, bribes; stake, wager,
bet; (in chess) the state in which an adversary has lost
all his pieces, the king alone remaining, the game so

won (it is not considered so creditable as 'check-mate'):
—burd-br, adj. lit. 'Bearing a burden'; forbearing,
tolerant, longsuering, patient, gentle, mild, meek;—
burd-br, s.f. Bearing of a burden; forbearance,
toleration, longsuering, patience, meekness,
gentleness:—burd den, v.t. To lose, miss, forfeit; to
waste, squander:—burd mrn, v.n. To gain a victory, win
the game (at chess); to make an acquisition; make a
haul, have a windfall, &c.:—burd-mand, adj. Bearing,
productive, fruitful.
P  bar-dr, adj. See s.v. bar, 'bosom.'
P  bar-dr [act. part. of bar-dshtan; and=Pehl. burtr:
Zend beretar, rt. bar; S. bhartar, rt. bhar], adj. & s.m.
Holding or raising up; bearer, supporter, carrier, taker
up (used in comp. e.g. uqq-bardr, s.m. The servant
who looks after and brings in the uqq:—so e-bardr,
s.m. Club-bearer, mace-bearer.
P  bar-dr, s.f. The act of bearing, carrying, &c.;
means of carriage or conveyance (used in comp. e.g. brbardr; uqq-bardr).
P E  bar-dsht (v.n. of bar-dshtan), s.f. Endurance,
patience, forbearance; stores, supplies; taking goods on
credit, credit transaction (syn. u pat:—bardsht-khna,
s.m. Temporary store-house:—bar-dsht karn (-k), To
endure, suer, tolerate, bear patiently (syn. sahn); to
look well (after), tend (an animal) well:—bar-dsht hon,
v.n. To be endured, &c.; to be tolerable.
P *E  bar-dshta, part. Raised up, elevated; taken up or
away, removed.
H   bar-dn, s.m. See s.v. bar 'boon.'
P   burd-br, = P   burd-br, See s.v. burd.
P   burd-br, = P   burd-br, See s.v. burd.
H  a  / bardamn, baradmn, adj.=bardhmn, q.v.
P + a  burd-mand, adj. See s.v. burd.
P *r bar-do ta (from bardo tan), part. Sewed; xed or

H   I- biruddha,  I birudh [S.  I-], part. adj. &
postp. (as a part. it governs the abl.; as a postp. the gen.
ke); opposite, opposed (to), the opposite (of), contrary
(to), against, discordant, at variance; contrariwise (syn.
bar- ilf).
P ? burda [perf. part. of burdan; rt. Zend bar = S. #],
part. Borne; bearing, possessing (used in comp. e.g. nmburda, adj. Named, having the name, &c.).
H   briddh,
 ' birdh [S.  ], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Old,

aged, inrm;—aged person, old man (=buh):—briddhvasth, birdh-avasth, s.f. Old age (=bu hp):—birdh sarr,
s.m. Old frame, inrm or weak body.
  birdhi [S. . -, rt. 
 ], s.f.
H  . - briddhi,

Increase, growth; vegetation.
S    bardhn (see bardha), v.t. To have a cow
bulled.
H    I- biruddhat [S.  I-], s.f. Opposition,
contrariety, incongruity; aversion, enmity, hostility.
H  @  /
'
bardhamn, bardhm n [S. -/
'
], adj.
Increasing, growing; thriving, prosperous;—s.m. A
district and city (now called Bardwn).
H   baradhn (see baradh), v.t. To cover or bull
(a cow);—v.n. To be bulled (a cow).
H  " bard [S. -u], s.f. Drove of laden cattle.
A  bard, s.f. Papyrus.
H )  Ih birudait,  b birdait, h bardait [S.  I
+], s.m. Panegyrist, bard;—archer, bowman.
H  
  b6" bar-daih, s.f. See s.v. bar, 'boon.'
H  f bar, s.m. = H  f" bar, s.f. A light, sandy,
or gravelly soil.
H  f" bar, s.f. = H  f bar, s.m. A light, sandy,
or gravelly soil.
H  y barr, s.m.= barr, q.v.

nailed upon or to (see do ta).
P ? barda, s.m. Prisoner of war, captive, slave:—barda-

P d barz [rt. Zend varez; S. 6],
' s.m. A sown eld;

farosh, s.m. Slave-merchant, slave-dealer;—barda-farosh,
s.f. Selling (one) as a slave; sale of slaves, slave-trade.
H  ' bardha,  baradh, s.m. Bullock, &c. (=barad,

agriculture.
A td barza , s.f.m. (?), A thing that intervenes between
two things; a thing that makes a separation
between two things or classes of things; interval, bar,

q.v.).

partition; connecting link; the interval between death
and the resurrection;—a picture of the imagination; a
whimsical idea, fashion, or mode; a strange or quaint
appearance (syn. esh).
P d barzan, s.m. Mansion, dwelling; street (especially a
long one); quarter of a town; desert, plain.
H K  baras [S. 3],
' s.m. Year;—raining, rain:—baras-

Raining; pertaining to rain, pluvious, rainy; ready to
rain, threatening rain.
H  B   barson, v.t.=barsn, q.v.

badhw, s.m. A Hind marriage ceremony (the taking
away from the bride at the close of the rst year after
marriage the god or bundle of cocoanut, rice, &c. given
to her at the time of marriage):—baras-bhar, baras-din,
baras-roz, s.m. The whole year;—adv. All the year round:
—baras-bywa , s.f. A cow or bualo that calves every
year:—baras-din, baras-roz, s.m.=baras-bhar, q.v.:—barasdin- (or roz-) -k, adj. A year's;—baras-din-k din, s.m. An
annual festival or holiday:—baras-g h (S. varsha+granthi),
s.f. The ceremony of tying a knot on the anniversary of
one's birthday; (hence) anniversary of a birthday.
H K  baras [S. 3
 ], s.m. (f.?), An intoxicating drug

P B bar-sar, adv. On or at the head or end (of), at the

made of opium.
H K 
 bris, s.m.=brish,
 q.v.
H B  bars = barsh, barst, q.v.
H B  bars [S. 3+t],
'
s.m. A year:—bars-baras, adv.
All the year round (=baras-bhar).
H A B  barst [S. 3+},
'
], s.f. Rainy season, the
rains (the third season, of the six, from the fteenth of
Ásrh to the fteenth of Bhdo ); rain (in general).
H Y B " barst, adj. Relating to rain, rainy;
belonging to the rainy season;—s.f. What is sown or
produced in the rains; clothing or covering for the rainy
season, or against rain; water-proof; apron of a carriage;
portico;—name of a disorder in horses, the farcy (which
usually breaks out in the rainy season).
H ! B .! barsliy, s.m. barsodiy; barsoliy, q.q.v.
P 1 B bar-sm, s.m. See s.v. bar, 'breast.'
H  B  barsn (caus. of barasn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to rain; to shower down, pour down; to scatter, sprinkle;
to winnow.
H  B  bars [bars, rt. of barsn+ = S. uka], adj.

H LB ÊT brispati, brispat, biraspati, s.m.=brihaspati,

q.v.
H *B T barast, s.m. Rain (=barasn).
H (:B bris ik, s.m.=bir hak; bi h , q.q.v.
point:—bar sar--kr hon, v.n. To be on the point of
business; to be ready when occasion demands; to be au
fait at; to hold a situation, be employed; to be in
possession of a desired object.
H  JB $[_ baras-g h, s.f. See s.v. baras, 'year.'
H <B  barsan, = H B  barasn or 
barisn, (see next), s.m. Raining; rain:—barsan-hr, adj.
Raining; rainy; about to rain, threatening rain (=bars ,
q.v.).
H B  barasn or  barisn, = H <B 
barsan, (see next), s.m. Raining; rain:—barsan-hr, adj.
Raining; rainy; about to rain, threatening rain (=bars ,
q.v.).
H B  barasn [S. 34"(
'
, rt. 3
 ] , v.n. To rain, be
wet; to fall like rain, fall in showers, be poured or
showered down; to be showered, shed, scattered; to shed
or cast forth beams (of light), to sparkle, glow; to burst,
discharge (as a boil); to be winnowed, be sifted (as
grain):—baras-pa n (-par), A torrent (of invective, &c.) to
be poured out (on).
H B   birasn, v.n. To stay, remain, stop, tarry,
delay (syn. rahn; haharn; bilambn).
H B   birasn, v.n.=bilasn, q.v.
H  B  [ barasw [S. 3+' ], adj. (f. -w ), Yearly,
annual, anniversary:—baraswe -din, adv. Yearly, once a
year.
H ) B 5 barsodiy (see barsau ), s.m. A servant
engaged by the year (=barsoliy, barsliy).
H  B M7" barsau , barso  [S. 3+' +], adj. & s.f.
Annual; per annum;—annual tax or rent; annual rate of
interest, &c.; annuity.

H ! B 5.! barsoliy (for barso iya), s.m.=barsodiy,

shelved, put aside or away, removed, dismissed, &c.
P A _O bar-tar,
 s.f. Dismissal, discharge.

q.v.
H B " bars [S. 3], s.f. A ceremony in

P A Im bar-aks, adv. & postp. On the contrary,

commemoration of a deceased relation performed at the
close of the rst year after decease.
H B , " burs, s.f. Earthen pot or bowl for re; crucible

contrariwise; the contrary (of, -ke); in opposition (to), in
spite (of); conversely.
P A %p ba-ragbat, adv. With intense desire; with avidity,

(of a goldsmith, &c.; syn. gurs).
H D  3' barsh, 3 barash [S. 3],
' s.m. Rain, &c.=baras,
q.v.:—barshan (S. varsha+aana), s.m. Subsistence for a
year; annual salary:—barsh- (or barash-) kl, s.m. The
rainy season (=barst):—barsh- (or barash-) kl, adj.
Pertaining to the rains, of the rainy season; rainy.
P D  burrish (abst. s. from burrdan; see burrn), s.f.
Cutting; sharpness.
H D 3
 brish
 ], s.m. Bull; the sign Taurus.
 [S. 3
H E  3y barsh [S. 3y], s.f. Rain; the rainy season
(=barst):—barsh-bindu, s.m. Rain-drop:—barsh-ritu,

barsh-ritu
 kl, s.m. The rainy season.
H A E  3y barsht, s.f.=barst, q.v.
H <E E  3y8 barshan, s.m. See s.v.=barsh.
H  E  3y barshn, v.t.=barsn, q.v.
H  E  3y barsh , adj.=bars , q.v.
H &%E  3
 # brishabh
[S. 3
 #], s.m. Bull, ox, bullock

(=brish).

P *E  birishta (=S. #9, rt. #*) , part. Parched, roasted,
fried, broiled.
H BD  Ê9 brasha, adj.=bhrasha.
H E  3!
'
barsh-kl, s.m. See s.v. barsh.
H  E  3'  barshwn, adj.=barasw , q.v.
H  E  3Ð7" barshau , adj. & s.f.=barsau , q.v.
A F bara, s.m. Leprosy (particularly the malignant
white species thereof termed 'leuce': syn. apras).
P A H%O bar-tabaq,
adv. On the ground, by reason (of);

according to.
P A eO bar-taraf,
 adv. Aside, apart, away; on one side,
out of the question:—bar-taraf
 karn, v.t. To put or set
aside, put away, get rid of; to remove, dismiss (from
oce); to eject, turn out:—bar-taraf
 hon, v.n. To be

eagerly.
H 3p bargalnn, v.t.=wargalnn, q.v.
P e barf, vulg. baraf [Pehl. vafr; Zend vafra, rt. vap, 'to
throw'], s.m. (f. ?), Ice, snow:—barf-parward, adj. & s.m.
Cooled in ice, iced;—a sherbet, &c. cooled in ice:—barf
pa n, v.n. To freeze; snow to fall, to snow: barf-s, adj. (f.
-), Like ice, cold as ice:—barf galn, v.n. To be intensely
cold:—barf-me lagn (-ko), To put in ice, cool in ice, to
ice.
P H  _ barfn, adj. Icy; snowy:—barfn pah , s.m. Snowy
mountains.
P _ barf, adj. & s.f. Icy; snowy; iced, cooled;—a kind of
sweetmeat made of sugar and milk (having the
appearance of ice).
A G barq, s.f. Lightning (syn. bijl); electricity (see barq):
—barq-andz, s.m. lit, 'Lightning-thrower'; matchlockman, musketeer; guard; peon of a police station or thn,
constable; messenger of court; baili;—barq-andz, s.f.
Post or oce of barqandz:—barq-zada, adj. Struck with
lightning.
P H i bar-qarr, adj. Fixed, established, rm; continuing
as heretofore; standing, existing, extant (syn. ba-l):—
bar-qarr rakhn, v.t. To establish, conrm, ratify; to
uphold, maintain:—bar-qarr rahn, v.n. To continue,
remain, abide, last, stand, persevere, go on as before; to
exist, subsist, be extant.
A b i burqa, s.m. A thing with which a woman veils her
face, having in it two holes for the eyes (it is a long strip
of cotton or other cloth, concealing the whole of the face
of the woman wearing it, except the eyes, and reaching
nearly to the feet):—burqa-posh, burqe-wl, s.f. A woman
who wears a burq.
A P d+ i barq-andz, s.m. See s.v. barq.
A P i barq, adj. Pertaining or relating to lightning;
electric (e.g. tr--barq, s.f. Electric wire, telegraph wire).

H  I baruk (corr. of P. bal-ki), conj. Moreover; but

H   , " burk (per met. for bukr = buk, dim. of buk,

(also written baluk: cf. baran).
H  
 brik [S. 
 ], s.m. Wolf (=bik).

q.v.), s.f. A pinch (as of salt, &c.); a pinch of dust used as
a charm; (hence) charm, enchantment:—burk ln (par), burk mrn, v.t. To charm, enchant, bewitch.
P ' barg (=S. 6),
' s.m. Leaf (syn. patt);—warlike

A A   barakt (pl. of barakat), s.f. Blessings; prosperity;
auspiciousness:—b-barakt, adj. See s.v. b.
H    ,  burkn, v.n.=burakn, q.v.
P   barakat, vulg. barkat (for A. ~  ), s.f. Increase,
abundance, prosperity, blessing; good fortune,
auspiciousness; inherent prosperity which produces
success or abundance (the word is also commonly used
in weighing grain, &c. in place of the number 'one'):—
barkat den(-ko), To grant a blessing, to give increase or
abundance; to bless:—barkat hon, v.n. To be prosperous,
to be complete or full; (and conversely) to have nothing
to give save a blessing (e.g. when a beggar solicits alms,
and is answered by barkat hai, 'there is nothing for you';
'you have a blessing').
H    = birakt,   birkat [S.  =, rt. *], part.
& s.m. Disinclined; inattentive; wearied, disgusted,
alienated;—a kind of ascetic who has relinquished the
world.
H Z  d
 briksh
 ], s.m. Tree (=bir h; brikh).
 [S. d
H 3  ! barkal, s.m. An inferior clan of Rjp ts.
H 3  , ! burkal, burkul, birkul, s.m. A small cake of
cow-dung with a hole in the middle, placed on the mouth
of a vessel, &c.
H   ,  burakn (per met. for bukarn = bukan, not in
use: cf. bakon), v.t. To sprinkle, strew (=bhurbhurn,
q.v.).
H    M& barkau, s.m. Spear grass.
H &  L' barkh, L barakh, s.m.=barsh, q.v.
H &  L
 brikh,
 s.m.=brish,
 q.v.
A   birka, s.m. Pond; small well; basin of a fountain.
H &  Ly barkh, s.f.=barsh, q.v.
H <B &  Ly barkhsan, s.m.=barshan, q.v.
H  &  Ly barkhn, v.t.=barshn; barsn, q.q.v.
H U&  L

brikhab,
ÊL# brakhabh, s.m.=brishabh,
q.v.


H &  L barakhn, v.n.=barasn, q.v.

apparatus; provisions or necessaries for a journey or
march;—a musical instrument; melody:—barg--gul, s.m.
Leaf of a rose; (met.) lip of a mistress.
H ' $' barg [S. $],
' s.m. Class or multitude of similar
things, division, group, class, kind, species, order;
section, chapter, division (of a book); class or series of
consouants of the alphabet articulated by the same
organ (as the cerebrals, dentals, palatals, &c.); (in Alg.
and Arith.) square of a number;—adj. Square;—bargtmak
(S. varga+tmaka), adj. Square (as opp. to 'cubic'):—bargkarman, s.m. An operation relating to square numbers:—
barg-kshetra, s.m. Square gure, square:—barg-m l, s.m.
Square root.
H X  $y, $ barg [S. $+t],
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of the
same class or kind; like, equal (used by Hind women):—
a piece of squared timber, raiter, beam, joist.
'
or ],
H X  $ bargat, = H + X  $ bargad, [S. $+
s.m. The Banyan or Indian g-tree (=ba ).
H + X  $ bargad, = H X  $ bargat, [S. $+
'
or ],
s.m. The Banyan or Indian g-tree (=ba ).
P ?+ )oX  bar-guzda, part. Chosen, selected; elect.
P J*X  bar-gashtag (abst. subst. from next), s.f. Turning
away from, turning back, turning over; inversion;
retrocession; revolt, rebellion, disloyalty, apostasy,
abjuration.
P *X  bar-gashta (from bar-gashtan, 'to turn back,' &c.),
part. Turned back or away; turned, changed; turned
over, inverted; revolted, rebelled, apostatized; crossed,
unfortunate; unruly, disloyal, refractory, rebellious:—bargashta hon, To turn over, be inverted; to turn away or
aside, revolt, &c.
H <X  $4,
'
$ bargan [S. $+4],
'
s.m. Division,
partition, share, portion; proportion; contribution.
H D &X  V53 bar-ghosh, s.m. See s.v. bar, 'boon.'
H X  $u barg [S. $u], s.m. An epithet applied to the

Marhaas;—an uninvited guest (syn. tufail).

H RX   Gf birge (corr. from the English), s.f. Brigade.
H  X  G! bargel [S. $+!],
'
s.m. The Ortolan, Alauda.
H  ! baral, s.m.=ba hal, q.v.
H   ! biral, vulg. birul [S.  !], adj. & adv. Not close
or compact, open in texture; thin, delicate, ne; loose,
wide apart; apart, remote; rare, unfrequent, uncommon,
scarce, wonderful; little, few;—rarely, seldom,
unfrequently.
H "  ! birl [S.  !+t], adj. & s.m. Few, little;
scarce, uncommon, &c. (=biral, q.v.);—an odd, eccentric,
or perverse person.
H " , ! burl [S. ! or 5!+t], s.m. A small kind of
wasp.
H " bar-ln (P. bar+H. ln), v.t. To bring to pass, bring
about, accomplish, eect, produce, get out, extract; to
gain; to exhibit.
H 1  / ' barma, barm [S. /
' ], s.m. Armour, mail.
H a  / barm,  / birm, s.m. The plant
Trichosanthes incisa (which is used medicinally, and is
supposed to have the power of improving the memory).
H a  / barm [S. 2/t], s.m. A kind of gimlet or borer
worked with a string; auger, drill (also written barmh,
barmh: for this and other examples of the breaking up
of # into or and 6 see bahin and bainh).
H  a  / barmn, v.t. To bore with a barm, to bore,
drill, pierce; to thrust in, drive home.
H  a   / birmn (caus. of biramn), v.t. To cause to
stop or desist, to stop; to reduce to obedience or
subjection, to subdue, tame;—to play with, allure,
tantalize, tease.
H  a   / birm , adj. Taming; tamed; allured,
tantalized.
H ? a  /6 barmh, s.m.=barm, q.v.
H  & 1   /#&
'
birm-bh, s.m. A subdivision of the bh
or bard tribe.
P A ca  bar-maal, adj. & adv. In place; tting, t,
suitable; opportune, apropos; reasonable; in time; in the

nick of time, opportunely, seasonably (syn. bar-mauqa;
bar-waqt).
P 3a  bar-mal, adj. & adv. Open, public, conspicuous;
openly, in open day, publicly, in the sight of all.
H a   / biramn [S  +/+"(], v.n. To stop, pause;
to remain; to delay (cf. bilambn).
P A b i a  bar-mauqa = bar-maat, q.v.
H  a  , /06" bar-m h (bur+muh+), adj. & s.m.f.
Having a bad or ugly face, ill-looking, ugly; foul, nasty,
forbidding;—a forbidding countenance; wry face; illlooking or ugly person;—a cat.
H a  barma, birma, s.m.=birm, q.v.
H &a  @6y barmh, s.m.=barm, q.v.
H &a  @6y barmh [S. ÊË+t], s.m. The country called
Burmah; the province of Ava; the Burmese.
H 1  Ê@65 bramhotar, barmhotar, s.m. See s.v.
brahma.
H  (,  baran [S. /], conj. Moreover, but, even,
but even, and even; whereas; nay, rather, on the
contrary.
H  4' barn,  baran [S. 4],
' s.m. Colour, hue, tint;
sort, kind; class, tribe, order, caste, sect (the Hind s are
divided into four principal barns, viz. 1˚ Brhman; 2˚
Kshatriya; 3˚ Vaiya; 4˚ udra); fame, celebrity; praise;
description; beauty; quality, property; (in Gram.) letter of
the alphabet; syllable; (in Math.), coecient:—barndharam, s.m. The particular duties that are religiously
incumbent on the several casts of Hind s:—barn-sa kar,
s.m. Mixture or confusions of castes or
tribes by intermarriage; a person or tribe of mixed
origin, or from parents of dierent castes; a man who
does not scruple to eat with one of a dierent caste:—
barn-ml, s.f. Alphabet; the a, b, c book:—barn-hn, adj. &
s.m. Out of caste, casteless;—one who is put out of caste;
outcast.
H  4,  baran [S. 4], s.m. Choosing, selecting;
choice; promise of marriage; surrounding, screening,
covering, protecting, nourishing; enclosure, rampart,
mound, causeway:—baran karn, v.t. To hire a priest for
the performance of a sacrice or any religious

carried by water into hollows.
H  I4, I barun [S. I4], s.m. The god of water;—

q.v.+Zend añt = S. ant), adj. & s.m. Bearing, carrying;
bearer, carrier:—baranda-- ufya, s.m. Secret emissary
or agent; smuggler (syn. auk-mr).
H  ef baran [S. ef+t], s.m. Verandah, portico,

the tree Cratœva Roxburghii (also written baran, barn).
H   barn [S. 4+t]. s.m. The tree Cratæva

porch, piazza (syn. bar-mda).
H B  4(
'  barn-sa kar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. barn

Roxburghii.
H   barn [S. 4], s.f. Name of a small river

'caste.'
P ^ barang, s.m. Allowance of provisions;—bell; key;

ceremony.
H   baran, s.f. Alluvial deposit or soil; fresh earth

running past the north of Benares into the Ganges.
H   barn [S. 4"(], v.t. To marry, wed.
H   barn, v.n. To burn, &c.=baln, q.v.
P  barn [Zend apereny ka; S. +04+,
'
+t], adj. & s.m.
Young;—young man, youth.
H   4y barnr [S. 4+!],
'
adj. Tinted, coloured:—
barnr-ma, s.f. Coloured soil of two kinds (the one
tinged with yellow, and the other with yellow and white).
P $  barn, s.f. Youth, season of youth.
P 6 birinj, biranj [Zend berejya; S. vrhi], s.m. Rice (freed

bar, bolt.
P ^ ba-rang, adv. In kind; after the manner or fashion
(of), like.
H J ($ bara g (cf. barg), s.m. Plank used for
covering in the roof of a house; rafter.
H " a  4/!
'
barn-ml, s.f. See s.v. barn.
H < 4,
'

' barnan [S. 4,
' rt. 4],
' s.m. Delineation,
description, representation, explanation; relation,
recital, narration, mention; statement, assertion,
account; writing; praise, commendation, panegyric:—
barnan karn (-k, or -ko), To describe, explain, represent,
mention, &c.; to praise, extol, &c.
H  4
' barnan, B barann, v.t. To describe,

from the husk): birinj-r, s.m. One who follows a camp
with grain; grain-merchant, grain-carrier, suttler
(=banjr):—birinj-phal, birinj-ph l, s.m. A species of rice.
A 6 birinj, biranj (the P. piring arabicized), s.m. Brass
(syn. ptal).
P  8 birinj-r, brinjr, s.m. See s.v. birinj, 'rice.'
P 8 birinj, biranj, adj. & s.m. Made of brass, brazen;—a

Eyelash.
H  " barn (from ba hn), s.f. Advance made for

small nail, tack (syn. kok).
H 9  ( biran [S.  *], s.m. Name of Brahm (also

cultivation or manufacture.
H   u  " birn [S. 4, or #r$; cf. bhi ], s.f. Wasp.

written birin , birin i).
H +  B  brind
 [S. B ], s.m. Heap, multitude, quantity,

H   " birn, s.f. A small seed or grain.

aggregation.
H +  B  brind
 [S. B ], s.f. Sacred basil, Ocymum

or reed, the writing reed, a species of Saccharum (but by
some classed under Arundo karka, and by others under
Calamus scriptorius).
H   barav, = H    barw, s.f. A certain bird that

sanctum (syn. tuls):—brind-ban,
vulg. bindr-ban, s.m. A

wood near the town Gokul in the district of Mathura, on
the left bank of the Jamn (celebrated as the place
where Krisha
in the character of Gopla, or cowherd,

passed his youth, associating with the cowherds and
milkmaids employed in tending the cattle grazing in the
the forest); a forest of tuls trees.
P ?+  baranda, vulg. barinda (act. part. of burdan; and=bar,

&c.=barnan karn, q.v.s.v. barnan.
H  I4" barun, " barn [S. I4", or ' , rt. ] , s.f.

H  ~ bar , 5 baro [S. !0], s.m. A high jungle grass

feeds on sh.
H    barw, = H   barav, s.f. A certain bird that
feeds on sh.
H  ~ bar ,   barw [S. !,], s.f. Sandy soil of
inferior quality, a mixture of sand and clay.

H    barw, s.f. Name of a rgin or mode in music

P A bur dat (for A. { ; cf. bard), s.f. Coldness,

by which deer and serpents are said to be tamed; a kind
of Hind verse.
H     birw, s.m. The labourer employed at the

coolness, chilliness.
H  5 barodh, s.m. Branch of the Baniyan or

basket used in raising water for irrigation (cf. bhr;
br).
H     birw (for pirw, dim. of pe : w = S. uka), s.m.
A small or young tree; tree; plant.
H     birw (i.e. biw, q.v.), s.m. Child, boy.
H    barwr, s.m. Name of a class of people whose
occupation it is to cleanse and sell rice.
H    6" birwh (cf. birw, & b h), s.f. Enclosure,
hedge (of thorns, &c.) surrounding a eld or garden,
fence; garden, orchard, plantation:—birwh karn, v.n.
To enclose with a hedge or fence; to make an orchard or
plantation.
H ()   barwek, s.m. Name of a class of
hereditary watchmen near the Siwlik hills.
H   5  barobar, corr. of barbar, q.v.
H ]  ~ bir p [S.  ~], adj. & s.m. Misshapen,
deformed, disgured, ugly, monstrous, hideous,
unnatural;—dierence of nature; deformity, ugliness,
monstrosity; opposition, dislike:—bi-r p hon, v.n. To be
disgured, &c.; to be disgraced.
P A bar t, bur t, s.f. Whiskers, moustaches.
H A   barwat, s.f. A kind of snake (=barbat).
H &Y ~R bar th [S. ~R], s.m. A wooden ledge or
fender round a carriage to prevent collision; armour,
coat of mail; house, dwelling; host, swarm, multitude,
heap.
H &Y 5R" baroth, s.m. (?), Name of a tribe of

Indian g-tree (bar).
H   5 bi-rodh [S.  5, rt. I], s.m. Contrariety,
dierence, variance, opposition, obstruction, hostility,
enmity; quarrel, contention, dispute:—birodh karn, To
oppose, obstruct; to contend, &c.
H   5" birodh [S.  5"], adj. & s.m. Contentious,
quarrelsome, antagonistic, obstructive;—opponent,
antagonist, enemy; a quarrelsome person.
H B 5" baros, s.f.=burs, q.v.
P A i bar-waqt, adv. In time; at the time (of);
seasonably, opportunely, &c. (=bar-maal, q.v.).
H '  5$ bi-rog [S.  5$], s.m. Separation, disunion,
loss, absence (especially of lovers;—syn. birak; jud;
hijr).
H <X   5$ birogan [S.  5$"], adj. & s.f. Separated,
grieved or distressed through separation (from her
husband or lover); a wife who mourns the absence of
her husband.
H X   5$" birog [S.  5$"], adj. & s.m. Separated,
disjoined, apart, absent;—a man who is parted or
separated from his beloved; a lover suering the pain of
absence.
P + a  bar- mand (from bar, 'fruit': mand = mand = S.
mant), adj. Fruitful, fertile; successful, prosperous,
fortunate, happy.
P  bir n (contrac. of br n), adv. Without, outside;
externally;—s.m. The outside.
H &* gR barau th,  R baroth [S. ++TR],

cowherds (ahrs) in the Mainpuri district.
H   & barwa, s.m. Tumour in the belly.

s.m. Part of the wall above the door or entrance;
keystone (of an arch, &c.).
H +  g barau dh, s.m. Cotton land (cf. badar).

H  5_ baroh, M_ barauh [S. ~R+t], s.m.

H   ef bariwan, = H   ef bariwan, adj.

Vestibule, veranda, porch (syn. eo h).
H  5_ baroh, s.m.=bareh, q.v.

Corr. of bal-want, q.v.
H   ef bariwan, = H   ef bariwan, adj.

A 5 bur j (pl. of burj), s.m. Bastions, towers; signs of
the zodiac.

Corr. of bal-want, q.v.
H &  L baro kh, s.m.=ba

kh, q.v.

H ? Ñ6 barroh, s.m. (?), A name given to the uplands
on the right bank of the Jamna.
H ? barwa, s.m.=barw, 'the bird,' q.v.
H  U barwe, s.f. A kind of metre or verse in Hind (cf.
barw).
P ? bara, barra, s.m. Lamb; kid; fawn; the sign Aries.
P ? ba-rah (for ba-rh), adv. In or on the way;—s.m.
Provisions for a journey.
H ? 6 ' barh [S. 6],
' s.m. Tail-feather, plumage of the
tail (especially a peacock's tail).
H ?  6 birah [S.  6, rt. 6O], s.m. Separation (from, k or -se), parting, absence (particularly of lovers); lovesong describing the pain of separation:—birah-sat,
birah-k mr, adj. & s.m.f. Stricken with the pain of
separation; one who is so stricken (=birhan, and birogan,
birog).
H ?  y birra, s.m.= birr, q.v.
H   6y, 6 barh [S. &t], s.m. Rope, string;
thong.
H  6 barh [S. +], s.m. Watercourse; aqueduct;
channel for the passage of water from a well to a eld,
or from one eld to another.
H  6 barh, s.m. Land of a township which is
furthest from the homestead; eld where cows feed;
eld.
H   6 birh, s.m. Separation, &c.=birah, q.v.; a kind
of song peculiar to washermen.
H  6
, y burh, adj.=bur; and buh, q.q.v.
H X   6$" birah-g, birhg (S. virah+agni), s.f. lit. 'The
re of separation'; the intense grief or sorrow which
possesses a lover who is separated from his beloved.
A   burhn, s.m. Demonstration, proof.
H    6 birhn, s.m. Land in which culinary herbs
are grown.
H $  6y barh, s.f.=barh, q.v.
H $  6y barh, s.m.=ba ha, q.v.
S * 6
 " brihat,
s.f. Name of a particular metre of

thirty-six syllables (divided into four verses of nine

syllables each, or of eight syllables in the rst, second,
and fourth, and twelve in the third).
S L0 6
 T brihaspati,
vulg. Ê6T brahaspat, s.m. The

regent of the planet Jupiter and preceptor of the gods;
(in Astron.) the planet Jupiter (syn. mushtar); Thursday:
—b ihaspati-wr, vulg. brispat-br, s.m. Thursday.
P 2  bar-ham, adj. Confused, jumbled together, turned
upside down or topsy-turvy, entangled, spoiled; oended,
angry, vexed, enraged, sullen:—barham-darham, adj.
Confused, entangled, topsy-turvy:—barham-zadan, s.m.
Confusing, mixing together; striking together:—barhamzada, adj. Confused, convulsed, turned topsy-turvy:—
barham-zan, s.m. Exciter of quarrels, embroiler:—barhamzan, s.f. Confusing; embroiling; interference,
prevention, putting a stop to:—barham karn or kar-den,
v.t. To throw into confusion or disorder; to embroil,
complicate; to mar, ruin, destroy.
S 2  ÊË brahma, brahm, s.m. The Supreme Being, the all
pervading Spirit and Soul of the universe, the divine
essence and source of all being from which all created
things emanate and to which they return, the Selfexistent, the Absolute, the Eternal;—spirit, soul;—sacred
text, scripture (the Veda);—the class occupied with
religious knowledge, the Brahmanical caste; a member
of that caste, a Brhman:—brahmstra, vulg. brahm-astra,
s.m. 'Brahma's missile,' name of a fabled weapon
(supposed to be the gift of Brahma) which deals infallible
destruction to those against whom it is discharged (syn.
brahm-bn):—brahmsan (brahma+sana), s.m. A particular
posture suited to devout religious meditation:—brahmn
(brahma+aa), s.m. 'The egg of Brahma,' the mundane
egg, the universe, globe, world; the top of the head,
skull:—brahmvartta (brahma+vartta), s.m. 'The holy
land,' epithet of the country situated between the rivers
Sarasvat and Drishadvati,
to the north-west of Hastinpura

or Dehli:—brahm-bn, brahm-wn, s.m.=brahmstra, q.v.:—
brahm-bhoj, s.m. Feeding of Brahmans:—brahm-putra,
s.m. A kind of vegetable poison;—name of a river rising
in the eastern extremity of the Himalaya in Thibet, and
falling with the Ganges into the Bay of Bengal;—a place
of pilgrimage (probably the source of the river):—

brahmputr, s.f. Epithet of the river Sarasvat:—brahmatattva, s.m. The true knowledge of Brahma or the
Supreme Spirit:—brahma-janma, s.m. Divine or spiritual
birth, the second birth (eected by sacred study or
knowledge), investiture with the sacred thread:—brahmarin, s.f. (see next), A woman who leads a chaste and
virtuous life;—brahm- r, s.m. A Brahman who practises
continence or chastity, especially a religious student
from the time of his investiture with the sacricial
thread till he marries and becomes a householder; a
religious student who remains with his spiritual teacher
studying the Vedas and observing the duties of a
student; a particular class of ascetics; a Pandit learned in
the Veda:—brahma- arya, vulg. brahm- arj, s.m. Sacred
study, religious studentship, the condition of a young
Brhman or student in the rst period of his life;
religious self-restraint, pious austerity, continence,
chastity:—brahma-da, adj. & s.m. Imparting religious
knowledge;—spiritual teacher:—brahma-darbh, s.f.
Lijusticum Ajowan:—brahm-dan, s.m. Curse of a
Brhman, anathema:— brahma-dru, s.m. The Mulberry
tree, Morus Indicus:—brahma-daitya, brahm-dait, brahmrkshas, s.m. A Brhman changed into a Daitya, ghost of a
deceased Brhman; apparition, ghost:—brahma-rtri, s.f.
'Night of Brahma,' a period of time comprehending a
thousand ages of the gods, or 216,000,000 ages of
mortals:—brahm-randhra, s.m. The aperture at the
crown of the head through which the soul is said to
escape on death:—brahm-r p, brahma-swar p, brahmsar p, adj. Of the nature of spirit, of the same essence as
the god-head:—brahm-sesh, s.m. Leavings of Brhmans:—
brahma-asan, s.m. An edict addressed to the Brhmns;
command of Brahm, command of a Brhman:—brahmakun, s.m. Name of a sacred pool:—brahma-gya (brahmaj a), s.m. One who has spiritual wisdom or who knows
Brahma as the one all-pervading Spirit, a sage:—brahmgyn (brahma+j na), s.m. Divine knowledge, true
knowledge of the Deity or of the Veda; spiritual wisdom:
—brahm-gyni, adj. & s.m. Possessing true knowledge of
the Deity;—one who possesses spiritual knowledge:—
brahm-ght, s.f. Murder of a Brahman (=brahm-haty):—
brahma-ghtak, brahma-ghna, adj. & s.m. Slaying a

Brhman;—slayer or murderer of a Brhman:— brahmaghosh, s.m. 'Prayer-sound,' murmur arising from the
recital of prayers; the sacred word, the text of the Veda;
the reading or repeating of the Veda:—brahma-lok, s.m.
The heaven or place of residence of Brahm, a division
of the universe and one of the supposed residences of
pious spirits:—brahm-m rat, adj. & s.m. Having the gure,
or in the form, of Brahma; image of Brahma; appellative
of a Brhman:—brahma-nirwn, s.m. Extinction in
Brahma, absorption into the Supreme Spirit:—brahmavd, s.m. One who recites the Vedas, defender or
expounder of the Veda; one who asserts that all things
are Brahma, a follower of the Vedanta system of
philosophy:—brahma-vn, s.m.=brahm-bn, brahmstra,
q.q.v.:—brahm-haty, s.f. Killing a Brahman,
Brahmanicide; any crime equally heinous:—brahmhatyr (the preceding+S. kra), s.m. (f. -), Slayer or
murderer of a Brahman (=brahma-ghtak):—brahm-hotra,
s.m. A ceremony consisting in oblations to Brahma;—a
free grant given to Brhmans for religious purposes.
S @  ÊË brahm, s.m. Brahm or the Supreme Being
regarded as a person, the rst deity of the Hind triad
and the Creator of the World;—one whose calling and
business consist in praying, priest, Brhman:—brahmautr, s.m. Incarnation of Brahm, appellative of a
Brhman:— brahm-daya, s.m. Grant or perquisite
bestowed on a Brhman.
S  @  ÊËef brahmn, s.m. See s.v. brahma for all
compounds beginning with brahma or brahm.
S *@  ÊË; brahmatwa, s.m. (f. brahmat), State or
condition of Brahma or the Supreme Spirit,
identication with Brahma, godhead; oce of the
Brhman or chief priest; state or condition of a
Brhman. Brahmanhood.
H <@  ÊË4, ÊË brahman, barahman, birahman,
s.m.=brhma, q.v.:—brahman-bhojan, s.f. Distribution of
food to Brhmans.
H @  ÊË4" brahman, adj. & s.f.=brhma, q.v.
H R@  ÊËs& brahmane, brahmanai, s.m.=brhmane,
q.v.

H  @  ÊËe brahmaya, s.m.=brhmaya, q.v.
P @  bar-ham, s.f. Confusion, convulsion, trouble,

however.
H   bare, conj. (local), For, for the sake (of), &c.=liye,

anarchy; vexation, displeasure, anger, wrath.
H <  6 birahan, birhan [S.  6 4"; see birah], s.f. A

q.v.
H $  bara,  barai [S.  +], s.m. Seller of betel-

woman suering the pangs of separation from the
object of her aftection; a female lover whose beloved
one is absent (=birogan).
P J barahnag (abst. subst. from next), s.f. Nakedness,

leaf; cultivator of betel.
A  barr, adj. Of, or belonging to, or relating to, the land

bareness.
P  barahna, adj. Naked, bare:—barahna-p, adj. Barefooted.
H   6" birahn, s.f.=birahan, q.v. Sickness resulting
from separation, love-sickness.
S  6u barh, s.m. Peacock.
H   6" birah, birh, = H   6  birhiy, [S.  6"],
adj. & s.m. Suering the pangs of absence from a
beloved one, love-sick; amorous, sensual;—one who is
love-sick, &c.
H   6  birhiy, = H   6" birah, birh, [S.  6"],
adj. & s.m. Suering the pangs of absence from a
beloved one, love-sick; amorous, sensual;—one who is
love-sick, &c.
H 3  Ç! barhel, s.m.=;:)
ba hel, q.v.
H  " bar, adj.=bal; and s.f.=ba , q.q.v.
H  " bar, s.f. Quicklime (syn.

n; kal).

H  " bar (from bar, 'boon,' &c.), s.f. Wedding
garment, ornaments, presents, &c. sent from the
bridegroom's house to the bride's previous to the
wedding day.
A  bar (rt. N ), adj. Free (from, -se), clear, quit (of);
irresponsible (for), in a state of immunity (with respect
to), exempt (from); acquitted, absolved, discharged,
released; innocent, guiltless:—bariyu - imma, adj. Free
from charge or obligation; justied; irresponsible,
unaccountable:—bar karn, v.t. To free (from, -se), acquit,
discharge from liability, relieve from responsibility; to
release, exculpate, exonerate:—bar hon, v.n. To be free
(from), be acquitted, &c.
P  bare (contrac. of bre), adv. At last, at length; once;

(barr,—as opp. to the sea or bar); of or belonging to the
desert; wild.
H  Ï barrai [S. ], s.f. Seed of saower or
Carthamus tinctorius.
H  , u burr, s.f. Sowing by dropping seed into the
furrow from the hand (instead of sowing broadcast or by
drill).
H )  bariy,  bari [S.  +], s.f. Betel
plantation; garden.
H )   biriy, bariy, s.f.=biriy , q.v.
H )   biriy, s.f. Ear-ornaments (of a woman).
H ) " bary, s.m.=bara, q.v.
H ) , h buraiy (from bur), s.m. Bad man, bad
character, villain; mischief-maker, slanderer; enemy.
H  )  baryr, bariyr, = H  )  baryr, bariyr,
[S. !+ euphon. +!t], adj. & s.m. Strong, vigorous;
violent; rich, fertile (as soil);—the plant Sida rhomboides
or rhombifolia, and S. cordifolia (syn. bal).
H  )  baryr, bariyr, = H  )  baryr, bariyr,
[S. !+ euphon. +!t], adj. & s.m. Strong, vigorous;
violent; rich, fertile (as soil);—the plant Sida rhomboides
or rhombifolia, and S. cordifolia (syn. bal).
H ) ! baryl, s.m.=baryr, q.v.
H  ) [ bariy , ( bari , s.f.=bariy, q.v.
H  )  [ biriy , biry (dim. of ber = S. vel), s.f. Time,
space of time:—ek biriyn, Once, one time; at one time;
once upon a time.
P  ) biryn, vulg. biriyn (act. part. of birishtan, 'to fry,'
&c.), adj. Fried, roasted, parched, grilled, broiled;
burning, consuming, &c.
P  ) biryn, s.f. Name of a dish made of meat and rice.
H $ )  bariy (from bar = ba ), s.f. Boastfulness,

boasting, boast, exultation (syn. umang:  the noun argues
a verbal form bariyn, which I have not however met
with).
P ) baryat (for A. ~) ), s.f. Exemption, immunity,
irresponsibility, freedom (from), release, discharge,
liberation, exoneration, &c. (see bar).
H  _ bareh [S. +TR:], s.m. Washerman (syn.
dhob); fuller; land of the third quality; a plot of ground
on which sugar-cane has been lately grown.
H  _ barehan, s.f. Washerwoman, laundress
washerman's wife (syn. dhoban).
H 6) * barej, = H 8) * barej, = H 8) bareja, [S.  ,
rt. + *?], s.m. Ground enclosed for the cultivation of the
Piper Betel, betel-garden.
H 8) * barej, = H 6) * barej, = H 8) bareja, [S.  ,
rt. + *?], s.m. Ground enclosed for the cultivation of the
Piper Betel, betel-garden.
H 8) bareja, = H 6) * barej, = H 8) * barej, [S.  ,
rt. + *?], s.m. Ground enclosed for the cultivation of the
Piper Betel, betel-garden.
H 8)  "* birj, s.m. Galbanum (P. bireza).
P + ) burdan (from burdan, 'to cut'), adj. Fit, or
deserving, to be cut.
P ?+ ) burda, part. Cut, clipped, amputated;—s.m. Field (or
elds) cut by stealth by a cultivator.
H )  barera [S. &], s.m. Wasp (=barr, ba ).
H   Ê"7 br  [S. ]"f], s.f. Shame, modesty,
bashfulness.
P o) o) birez-birez (imper. of re tan, 'to scatter,' &c.), adj.
Put to ight, routed, overcome by an enemy or by
misfortune, crying for quarter or mercy;—intj. Mercy!
help! save us!
H I) " bars (poet. bars), s.m. Year=baras, q.v.
H 0) " baresir, s.f. (?), Name of a tribe of inferior
Rjp ts.
P 2 ) baresham, s.m. Silk, &c.=abresham, q.v.
H ) 3" baresh, s.f. Negotiating a marriage.
P <) barn (bar, q.v.+n = S. in), adj. High, sublime; on high.

H <)  barain, h barain, = H ) " barain, h"
barain, (fem. of bara), s.f. The wife of a seller of betel
leaf or cultivator of betel; a woman who sells betel leaf.
H ) " barain, h" barain, = H <)  barain, h
barain, (fem. of bara), s.f. The wife of a seller of betel
leaf or cultivator of betel; a woman who sells betel leaf.
H  
  6& bareh, s.m.=bareh, q.v.
H

7 ba [S. &], s.m. The banyan or Indian g-tree,

Ficus indica:—ba -ba, ba -kaul, s.m. Fruit of the banyan
tree.
H
7 ba [S. &], s.f. Wasp (barr, barer, bhir).
H

7 ba (contr. of ba ) adj. Great, large, excessive,

&c.; (much used in comp. e.g.), ba -bol, s.m. Noisy,
talkative person; boaster, braggart:—ba -bhg, adj. &
s.m. Very fortunate;—one who is very fortunate:—ba bhaku, s.m. Great dolt, blockhead:—ba -pe, adj. & s.m.
Big-bellied, pot-bellied; greedy, gluttonous; avaricious;—
one who has a big belly; a greedy person, glutton:—ba pe , s.m. Great glutton:—ba -dant, adj. Having large
teeth; (in Bot.) sinuate:—ba -kann, adj. & s.m. Having
long ears;—long-eared man:—ba -kony, adj. (Math.)
Obtuse-angled (syn. munfarijuz-zwiya):—ba -nakk, adj. &
s.m. Having a large nose;—a man with a big nose:—ba ho , adj. & s.m. Large-lipped, thick-lipped;—thick-lipped
man.
H
7
, bu , s.f. Pudenda fœminœ (=bur, q.v.):—bu - od,
s.m. (a term of abuse), Scoundrel, rascal, villain.
H
7 ba  [S.  +t; ft], adj. (f. -), Large, great,
big, vast, immense, huge; grand, noble, high, exalted,
eminent; grown up, old, senior, elder; superior, supreme,
principal; grave, serious; vital, essential, important:—
adv. Very, excessively, exceedingly:—ba  abb, s.m.
Uncle; father-in-law; (slang) an astute fellow,
consummate knave:—ba  dm, s.m. Great or rich man;
man of eminence or rank, grandee:—ba  afsar, s.m.
Superior ocer, head of a department:—ba  b newl, s.m. (Math.) The greatest common measure (syn.
maqs m-ilaih zam):—ba
 bol, s.m. Boasting, tall talk,

self-applause:—ba  bho, s.m. A kind of appraisement;
money borrowed at a very high interest:—ba  be, s.m.

Elder son:—ba  darja, s.m. High rank or station; dignity,
consequence, importance, distinction: ba  din, s.m.
Great, or long, day; Christmas day:—ba  rasta paka na,
v.n. lit. 'To take the long journey or road'; to die:—bar
samundar, s.m. The ocean:—br shib, s.m.
Great man; chief civil functionary; a resident (at court):
—ba  kr- na, s.m. Large workshop, or establishment;
extensive business;—ba  karn or kar-den, v.t. To
enlarge, increase, angment, lengthen; to exalt, promote;
to extinguish (a light=ba hn):—ba  kon, s.m. Obtuse
angle (syn. zwiya--munfarija):—ba  ghar, s.m. Large
house or building; grand house; great, rich, or noble
house or family:—ba  nm, s.m. Great name or
reputation;—ba  nm karn, v.n. To acquire a great
name, win a great reputation, become famous:—ba o
(obl. pl. of ba ), the great; grown up people, &c. (see
ba e);—ba o -me miln, v.n. To be grown up; to associate
with elders or seniors, or with the great:—ba e, barebu he, ba e-log, s.m. pl. Grown-up people, elders, seniors,
superiors; the great, the eminent; forefathers,
ancestors:—ba  asm, s.m. Great man, person of high
position or rank;—s.f. High appointment; high position:—
ba  bt, s.f. Great matter, important thing or aair;
dicult aair;—ba  bt hu, A great thing has been
accomplished;—intj. thank Heaven!:—ba  bahu, s.f. Elder
son's wife;—a wife who is older than her husband:—ba 
b, s.f. A form of address to an elderly or respectable
woman:—ba  go, s.f. Cow-pox, the rinderpest:—ba e
miy , s.m. Old man;—master of the house;—intj. Aged
sir! reverend sir!
H
7 ba  [S. &t], s.m. Condiment made of ground
pulse (dl, m ng, or msh), formed into lumps and fried in
gh, butter, or oil (cf. ba ).
H  ?
7 ba p, = H ?
7 ba pan, [S.  ; ]( ,
s.m. Largeness, greatness, bulk, &c. (=ba , q.v.);
grandeur, dignity, exaltation, elevation.
H ?
7 ba pan, = H ?
7 ba p, [S.  ; ]( ,
s.m. Largeness, greatness, bulk, &c. (=ba , q.v.);
grandeur, dignity, exaltation, elevation.
H 
77 ba  ,  77 bi  , s.f. Drove of bullocks laden
with grain, betel, cotton, &c.

H  

7 ba n (caus. of ba n), v.t. To drive or thrust

in (=b n; ghuse n).
H  
f7 ba an, 7 ba n (see ba ba ), v.n. To
murmur, mutter; to talk (in sleep), cry out (in
nightmare), rave (in delirium):—ba -jn, v.n. To rave
in misery or want; to die of want, to starve.
H  
7
,  bu n (caus. of bu n, or b n), v.t. To
cause to sink, &c. (=ubn, q.v.).
H 
7 ba o, s.m.=ba ho, q.v.
H



76" ba h, = H 8

(prov.)=ba ha, q.v.
H 8 7 ba , = H



7 ba , s.m.
76" ba h, s.m.

(prov.)=ba ha, q.v.
H 8 7 ba  (from ba , 'large'), s.f. Largeness,
greatness, bigness, vastness, bulkiness, bulk, size,
magnitude, volume, extent; adult state, old age, senility;
seniority, priority, precedence; rank, grandeur, dignity;
respect, reverence, honour; excellence, superiority,
exaltation; praise, laudation, magnifying; self-praise,
boasting:—ba  jatn (-k), To extol, praise, boast (of),
&c. (=ba  karn); to boast of superiority (over, -par):—
ba  den (-ko), To show respect (to), pay honour (to), to
honour:—ba  karn (-k), ba  mrn (-k), To magnify,
praise, laud, extol; to magnify or praise oneself, to boast,
vaunt.
H (1
7 ! ba bnal, s.m.=ba wnal, q.v.s.v. ba w.
H 1

7 7 ba ba [S.

'], s.f. Muttering, murmuring,

grumbling, chattering; talking (in sleep), raving (in
delirium):—ba ba karn, v.n. To mutter, &c.=ba ba n,
and ba n.
7
, 7
,  bu bu , s.m. Bubble (=bulbul, q.v.).
H  1
H  1

7 7& ba ba , s.f.=ba ba ha, q.v.

H  1

7 7 ba ba n, 7
, 7
,  bu bu an (from

ba ba ), v.n. To mutter, murmur, grumble; to chatter,
prate, jabber, talk nonsense; to talk in sleep, &c.=ba n,
q.v.
H "  1
7 76& ba ba hat, bu bu hat, = H
8 1

7 7 ba ba , bu bu , s.f. Muttering,

grumbling; chatter, gibberish; light-headed talk; talking

incoherently in sleep, raving (in delirium):—ba ba ha
karn, v.n. To mutter, to talk gibberish, to blabber, to
rave.
H 8 1
7 7 ba ba , bu bu , = H "  1
7 76&
ba ba hat, bu bu hat, s.f. Muttering, grumbling; chatter,
gibberish; light-headed talk; talking incoherently in
sleep, raving (in delirium):—ba ba ha karn, v.n. To
mutter, to talk gibberish, to blabber, to rave.
H  7 1
7 7 ba ba iy [S. '+t], s.m. Mutterer,
grumbler, chatterer, raver.
H =1
7#$" ba -bhg;—See s.v.

for this and all

H ?

, # bu -bhasiy, s.m.=bu h-bhasiy, q.v.
7
7 ba pan, fQ ba appan, = H  ?

7

ba pan, s.m.=ba apan and ba , q.q.v.
H  ?
7 ba pan, = H ?
7 ba pan, fQ
ba appan, s.m.=ba apan and ba , q.q.v.
H ?
7
,  bu pan, = H  ?
7
,  bu pan,
s.m.=buhpan and bu hp, q.q.v.
H  ?
7
,  bu pan, = H ?
7
,  bu pan,
s.m.=buhpan and bu hp, q.q.v.
H 9  7 bi t, s.m. = H 9  7" bi t, s.f. =birt, q.v.
H 9  7" bi t, s.f. = H 9
H 9
H D
H

 7 bi t, s.m. =birt, q.v.

7" ba t, s.f.=ba ht, q.v.
7
, 5 bu - od, ba - od, s.m. See s.v. bu .
f
, 7 bu u [S. I
, f], s.m. Cane-weavers; basket-

maker; mat-maker (=P. boriy-bf).
H0
7
,  bu ak, f
,  bu uk [S. ],f+], cf. bu n; b n],
s.f. Sound of anything falling or sinking in water:—bu akbu ak, s.f. Sound of water being poured out of a narrowmouthed vessel; gurgling sound.
H G
7 ba k, adj. (f. -), Large, great, senior,
&c.=ba , q.v.;—s.m. The big, or bigger, one; the elder;
elder brother, elder son.
H G
7
,  bu k, 7
,  bu akk (per met. from buk,
q.v.), s.m. Clutch, gripe; snap, bite (=bu k):—bu k mrn,
v.n. To snap, bite.

7{[ ba -k y [S. ,' rt. 
 +{t], s.m. A

large well without a cylinder of masonry.
H G  7" bi k, s.f.=ba  or bi r, q.v.
H G

7
, " bu k (see bu ak), s.f. Dive, dip, plunge

(=ubk, q.v.):—bu k mrn, v.n. To dive, &c.
H G
7
, " bu k, s.f.=bu k, q.v.:—bu k mrn = bu k
mrn.
H =
7$ ba gat, s.m.=ba and bargat, q.q.v.
H ' =

compounds beginning with the contrac. adj. ba , 'great.'
H * 1
7
, # bu -bhas, s.f.=bu h-bhas, q.v.
H ) <1

H .7G

7$0* ba g jar [S.  +$,*],
' s.m. Name of one

of the thirty-six royal castes of Rjp ts.
HJ
7
, / bu am, bu um (from b n), s.f. Sound of a
sinking body; a ball of lead for measuring the depth of
water, sounding lead.
H 
7 ba n, v.n.=ba hn, q.v.
H 

7 ba n, v.n. To enter, penetrate, go through

(=bahn, baihn, paihn).
H 
7
,  bu n, v.n.=b n, q.v.
H %
H 

7($ ba ang, s.m.=barang; barg, q.q.v.
7  ba w [S.  +t], adj. & s.m. (prov.)=ba ;

ba k, q.q.v.
H 
7  ba w [S. f ], s.f. Mare; the nymph Avin
(who, in the form of a mare as the wife of Vivaswat or
the Sun, became the mother of the two Avins); the
personication of the constellation represented by a
horse's head:—ba wgni (vaav+agni), s.m. Submarine
re, or the re of the lower regions, fabled to be at the
South-pole and not extinguishable by the sea-water:—
ba wnal (vaaw+anala), s.m.=ba wgni;—(in Myth.), a
being consisting of ame, but with the head of a mare,
who sprang from the thighs of Urw, and was received
by the Ocean:—ba w-mukh, s.m. 'Mare's mouth';
entrance to the lower or infernal regions at the Southpole; submarine re (=ba wgni).
H 9
75" ba ot, s.f.=ba ht, q.v.
H 

f®(L ba

kh [S.  +d,+t], s.m. A kind of

sugar-cane with long joints.
H
i ba h, adj.=ba , ba , q.q.v.:—ba h-mol, adj. Of
great price, exorbitant.

H

i ba h, adj.=ba , q.v

H ) <

H

i
,  bu h, adj.& s.m.=buh and b h, q.q.v.

s.m. One who aects in old age the manners of youth;
an old dotard.
H 
i ba ht (imperf. part. of ba hn, q.v.), adj. (f. -

H  ?

i
,  bu hp, = H ?

i
,  bu hpan, = H  ?

i
,  bu hpan, [S.  ; ]( , s.m. Old age, senility.
H ?

i
,  bu hpan, = H ?

i
,  bu hp, = H  ?

i
,  bu hpan, [S.  ; ]( , s.m. Old age, senility.
H   ?
?
H  

i
,  bu hpan, = H ?

i
,  bu hp, = H

i
,  bu hpan, [S.  ; ]( , s.m. Old age, senility.
i ba hn [ba h˚ = ba hw˚ = Prk. ¯U() or

¯ ()=S. ' + (), rt. 
  with caus. aug. ],
v.t. To increase, enlarge, extend, lengthen, produce,
prolong, stretch, draw out; to advance, promote, raise,
exalt, aggrandize; to amplify, magnify, exaggerate; to
move forward, move on, carry forward, move away,
remove (as a table-cloth), close (a shop, &c.), stop (a
child's milk, e.g. d dh ba hn, 'to wean'); to postpone,
delay; to extinguish (a lamp):—ba h-ln, v.t. To bring
forward, lead on (an army, &c.).
H 
i ba hr, s.m. A Hind ceremony, feast after

i
, # bu hbhasiya (i.e. bu hbhas+iy = S. ikah),

), Increasing, advancing, extending, growing, rising,
thriving, prosperous; progressing, progressive;
accelerated (as motion; e.g. ba ht l, 'accelerated
motion, or velocity'); additional, supplemental, extra, in
excess.
H 
i ba ht, s.m. = H 
i" ba ht, s.f. [S. 
+], Increase, augmentation, enhancement,
advancement, progress, promotion, elevation,
exaltation, prosperity, aggrandizement; excess,
overplus.
H 
i" ba ht, s.f. = H 
i ba ht, s.m. [S. 
+], Increase, augmentation, enhancement,
advancement, progress, promotion, elevation,
exaltation, prosperity, aggrandizement; excess,
overplus.
H'
i, 76 ba har, s.m.=ba hal, q.v.

marriage.
H 
i ba ho, s.m. Increase, augmentation,

H 

i ba hk, adj. & s.m.=ba k, q.v.

H '

i ba hkar (past conj. part. of ba hn), adj. &

enlargement, extension, prolongation; advancement,
promotion, exaltation, aggrandizement; rise, swell,
inundation; excess, exaggeration; surplus, super uity:—
ba ho-gun, s.m. (in Physics), Ductility.
H  
i  ba hw, s.m. Inducement to move on or

adv. Greater (than, -se), more, exceeding, surpassing; in
a greater degree.
H(
i! ba hal, s.m. The tree Artocarpus lakoocha, and

forward, encouragement, incitement, incentive,
stimulus, spur, excitement; attery:—ba hw den (-ko),
To encourage, incite, stimulate, spur, excite; to atter.
H . 
i  ba hwan, s.m.=ba ho, q.v.;—s.f. Cake of
cow-dung placed on the top of a heap of corn as a charm
against the eects of an evil eye.
H 8
i ba h, s.f. Increase, advancement, &c.
(=ba ho, q.v.).
i
,  bu h, s.f.=bu hp, q.v.
H 8
H *

i# bu hbhas [S.  + 8?], s.f. Aectation of

youth in old age; state of an old dotard, doting, dotage;—
s.m.=bu hbhasiy, q.v.

the fruit thereof;—the broad-leaved Sebesten, Cordia
latifolia, and its fruit.
H
i ba han, s.f.=ba hain, q.v.
H 

i ba hn [ba h˚ = Prk. ¯()=S. -(),
'
rt. 
 ] ,

v.n. To increase, enlarge, be enhanced, be extended, be
produced, be prolonged; to extend, lengthen; to grow,
rise; to swell (as a stream); to be raised, be elevated, be
exalted, be promoted; to prosper, ourish, thrive,
become rich or powerful, acquire strength or dignity; to
gain, acquire (as prot); to go on, proceed, advance,
make head; to get beyond, surpass, exceed (with abl.); to
be set or put aside; to be cut o, be stopped (as a supply,
&c.; e.g. d dh ba h-jn, 'to be weaned'), to be removed
or taken away (as a table-cloth); to be closed (as a shop);

to be extinguished (as a lamp); to be lowered, to fall (as a
rate or price):—ba h-jn, v.n. Intens. of, and=ba hn,
q.v.:—ba h- aln, ba h-ke aln, v.n. To be arrogant, proud,
&c.=itrn, q.v.
H 
©B ba hant, = H  
iB" ba hant, s.f. = ba ht
and ba hotr, q.q.v.
H 
iB" ba hant, = H 

©B ba hant, s.f. = ba ht

and ba hotr, q.q.v.
H 
i" ba hn [S. "],
'
s.f. Increase, growth,
prosperity, advancement, rise; advance (paid for
manufacture, cultivation, or contract);—broom, brush.
H
i
, , i
,  bu ha , s.m. Old man (=b h, q.v.).
H 

i
,  bu hw, adj. & s.m. Old, &c. (buh, b h,

q.q.v.).
H 
i  ba hwr, s.m. = H 

i " ba hwr, s.f.

Increase, prosperity, &c.=ba h, q.v.
H 
i " ba hwr, s.f. = H 
i  ba hwr, s.m.
Increase, prosperity, &c.=ba h, q.v.
H  9
i
,  bu hat, i
, M bu haut [S.  ; ]( , s.m. Old
age, senility, senile decrepitude (syn. bu hp).
H ' 9
i5 ba hotar, ba hautar, s.m. = H ' 9

i5"

ba hotar, ba hotr,ba hautr, s.f. [S. . -+\], Increase,
addition, increment; advancement, promotion,
improvement, advantage, interest, gain, prot; overplus,
surplus and balance.
H  ' 9
i5" ba hotar, ba hotr, ba hautr, s.f. = H ' 9
i5 ba hotar, ba hautar, s.m. [S. . -+\], Increase,
addition, increment; advancement, promotion,
improvement, advantage, interest, gain, prot; overplus,
surplus and balance.
H 9
i
, " bu hat, i
, M" bu haut, s.f.=bu hat, q.v.
H  ) 

i5.! ba holiy, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts

near Benares.
H
i" ba h, s.f.=ba hotr; and s.m.=ba ha q.q.v.
H O

i ba ha, ba hai, ba h [Prk. ¯ =S. ' +t],

s.m. Carpenter; the carpenter caste;—the woodpecker
(syn. khu-ba ha).
H
i
, " bu h, s.f.=bu hiy, q.v.

H )

i ba hiy [S. +t],
'
adj. Superior, excellent,

of good quality; rich, productive, fertile (soil); costly,
high-priced, dear.
H )
i ba hiy, s.m. Name of a kind of sugar
millstone extracted from the quarries of Chunr
(=ba he);—name of a small clan of Rjp ts; a species of
pulse, &c.=ba haiy, q.v.
H )
i ba hiy [S. +t,
'
rt. ],
' s.m. Name of a
disease aecting sugar-cane, Indian corn, &c., which
prevents the head from shooting.
H )
i< ba he, s.m. A kind of stone=ba hiy, q.v.
H )

ih ba haiy, s.m. A species of pulse; a grain-

measure of one ser (or, in some places, of a ser and a
half).
H )
, i bu hiy [S.  +; Prk. , ¯], s.f. Old
woman; mother; a light, soft substance (vulg. called
bu hr).
H )
i! ba hiyl, s.m.=ba h; adj.=ba hiy and
ba hyal, q.q.v.
H  7' )
i< ba heriy, s.m. Name of one of the
subdivisions of the amr caste; a member of that caste.
H ()
i! ba hiyal, ba hyal, adj.=ba hiy, q.v.
H ;:)

i<! ba hel [S. 6+!+t], s.m. A wild hog

(=banel).
H O
i ba hain [S. ' +"], s.f. Wife of a
carpenter (ba ha); a woman of the carpenter caste.
H
7" ba  [S. &], s.f. Small lumps of pulse (urd,
m ng, &c.), fried in oil or gh, then dried in the sun, and
used as condiments, or seasoning of native dishes (cf.
ba ; syn. adaur); small balls of charcoal used for burning
on a uqq (syn. gul).
H 8 7 ba a, s.f.=ba ; and s.m.=ba ha; q.q.v.
H

f
, 7" bu , s.f.=burr, q.v.

H ' 7

7< ba er, s.m. (Ma wr), Venerable old man,

sage.
H 7

7<7 ba e , s.m. Beam, rafter.

H .7

7MÒ ba yau , Dialect. for ba o , q.v.s.v. ba a.

P o buz, s.m. He-goat; goat;—buz-dil, buz-dila, s.m. Coward

(lit. 'goat-hearted'):—buz-dila-pan, s.m.=buz-dil, s.f.
Timidity; cowardice:—buz-koh, s.m. Mountain goat:—buzgir, s.f. Goat-catching.
A o bazz, s.m. Fine linen.
H o buzz (P. buzak, buzk), s.m. A species of heron,
coloured black and white; the Ibis.
H o bazr, corr. of bzr, q.v.
A do bazzz, vulg. bazz, bajj, s.m. Cloth-merchant,
draper, mercer.
A H do bazzz, = A P ?do bazzza, s.m. Cloth-market.
A P ?do bazzza, = A H do bazzz, s.m. Cloth-market.
A P do bazzz, vulg. bazz, bajj, s.f. Business of a clothmerchant or mercer; drapery, linen-drapery,
haberdashery.
A Go buzq, s.m. Spittle.
H o bazn (for bad az n), adj. After that, afterwards.
P ?o bazwa, s.m.=pazwa, pajwa, q.q.v.
P d o bazbz, s.m. Mace, spice (=basbsa, q.v.).
P o bazr, s.m. corr. of / bar, q.v.
P 2 Wo buzurj-mihr, s.m. Name of the famous minister of
Nshrvn, king of Persia, who lived in the sixth century
of our æra.
P 'o buzurg [Pehl. vazr; Zend vazra; S. vajra], adj. & s.m.
Great, reverend, venerable, aged, noble,
respected, respectable;—great man, grandee; old man,
elder, respectable person; holy man, saint; sage, wise
man; ancestor, forefather:—buzurg-zda, adj. Of noble
birth, high-born;—buzurg-zdag, s.f. High birth:—buzurgsl, adj. Aged, old, stricken in years:—buzurg-manish, adj.
Noble-minded, magnanimous;—buzurg-manish, s.f.
Greatness of mind, magnanimity:—buzurg-wr, adj. &
s.m. Great, noble, &c.; great man, noble; ancestor; sage;
saint (=buzurg):—buzurg-wr, s.f. Greatness, eminence,
&c. (=buzurg, q.v.).
P  X o buzurgn, s.m. pl. (of buzurg), Great men,
grandees; ancestors; sages; saints; doctors.
P  X o buzurgna, adj. & adv. Like a great man; betting a
great man; noble, magnicent; nobly, magnicently.
P  X o buzurg-wr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. buzurg.
P X o buzurg, s.f. Greatness, grandeur, dignity,
respectability, eminence, exaltation, nobleness,

excellence, superiority, high rank, seniority.
P ! po buz-gla, s.m. Young of a goat (buz); kid.
P !o bazla, s.m. Jest, bon-mot, &c.=bala, q.v.
P 1 o bazm, s.f. Assembly, company, party, entertainment,
feast, banquet.
P o bazan, s.m. An instrument for levelling ploughed
land, a kind of harrow.
P o bi-zan (imperat. of zadan, 'to strike,' &c.), s.m. lit.
'strike, slay'; slaughter:—bi-zan--m, s.m. General
slaughter:—bi-zan karn, v.t. To slay, slaughter, put to the
sword.
P o ba-zor, adv. By force, perforce, by main force,
forcibly, on compulsion (syn. zabar-dast, ba-jabr):—ba-zor
len, v.t. To take by force; to extort, exact.
P ?o baza, s.m. Sin, crime, guilt:—baza-kr, s.m. Criminal,
sinner.
P I  bas [old P. va; Zend vaa h; S. vaas], adj. Enough,
sucient, plenty; very much, too much, a great many;
very;—adv. And so; in short, in a word;—intj. Enough!
that will do! hold! stay!:—bas-bas, intj. (emphat. and
colloq.), Cease! have done! no more!:—bas karn, v.n. To
stop, have done, cease, desist, to give up, lay or put
aside, put an end to, close, nish; to seize; to be satised:
—bas-ki, conj. Although:—az-bas, adj. Excessive, extreme,
very:—az-bas-ki, adv. To such an extent that;—inasmuch
as, whereas.
H I  bas [S. 8], s.m. Will, authority, power,
in uence, command, control, grasp, mastership,
supremacy; advantage, opportunity; help, remedy
(= ra);—postp. Under the power or control (of, -ke), in
subjection (to);—bas n, or bas-me n (-ke) = bas pa n,
or bas-me pa n (-ke), To be obtained; to come or fall
into the power (of), be brought into subjection, be
subdued; to be charmed, fascinated, bewitched:—bas aln
(-se), To avail against, have power (over), be able to help
oneself (against):—bas-karan, s.m. Charm, spell:—bas karn
or kar-len, or bas-me karn or kar-len, To bring (one, ko) under subjection (to oneself, apne), bring under
control, get into (one's) power; to subdue, overpower,
get the better of; to charm, fascinate, bewitch:—bas-me ,
adv. In the power (of), under the authority or control

(of), in subjection (to); at the discretion (of):—bas-me
n, bas-me pa n, v.n.=bas n, q.v.:—bas-me rakhn
(apne), To have (one, -ko) under command or control; to
manage, keep under, restrain, hold back:—bas-me rahn
(-ke), To be subject (to), to submit (to), obey:—bas-me
karn, bas-me ln = bas karn, q.v.:—bas-me hon, v.n.=bas
n, q.v.:—bas-vart, adj. & s.m. Acting obediently to the
will (of another); obsequious; obedient or docile person;
obsequious person.
H I   bis [S.  3], s.m. Poison, venom, bane (=zahr);
the vegetable poison Aconitum ferox (syn. ba ng); (met.),
anything bitter, disagreeable, spiteful, &c.:—bis ugaln,
v.n. lit. 'To vomit venom'; to say venomous or spiteful
things (of), speak ill (of), malign, revile, sneer at; to
disburden the mind or the conscience; to have (one's)
say; to take revenge:—bis bon (-me ), To sow discord,
make mischief (between):—bis-dhar, adj. & s.m.
Poisonous; a venomous serpent; snake:—bis den (-ko), To
give poison (to), to poison:—bis khn, v.n. To swallow or
take poison:—bis-khapr, bis-khopr (S. visha+kharpara+kah),
s.m. lit. 'Poison-headed'; the medicinal plant Trianthema
pentandra, or T. obcordatum; the plant Mezoneurum
cucullatum (Desfontaines), or Cæsalpinia cucullata (Roxb.);
—a species of lizard, about half a yard long, which is
generally regarded as venomous, Lacerta iguana:—bis-k
pu iy, bis-khn, bis-g h, s.m.f. Viper, mischievous
person, devil, demon:—bis miln (-me ), To mingle
poison (with), to poison, embitter, corrupt, vitiate, spoil:
—bis-may, adj. Consisting of poison, poisonous.
H 0  bas [S. ], s.f. Marrow, fat, suet, adeps,
brain; oily exudation.
P 0 bas (fr. bas, q.v.), adj. Much, many; very:—bas auqt,
adv. Frequently, often; mostly, generally:—bas buzurg,
adj. Very great, very noble.
H ; 0  baspat (v.n. from basna), s.f.=baso, and
basgat, q.q.v.
H A 0   bist [S.  T&; or  T; cf. A. bist], s.f. lit.
'That which is spread out'; goods, wares, stock-in-trade;
capital, substance, means, power; ability; signicance,
importance, moment, weight.
H Y 0  " bisti, s.m. Vender of small wares (so called

because he spreads out his wares); pedlar, huckster (syn.
pher-wl, box-wl, paikr, rda-farosh).
H  0   bisr, adj.=bisl, q.v.;—s.f. Loan of seed upon
the stipulation of an ample refund after the harvest.
H A 0  basrat, s.f. corr. of A. bashrat, q.v.
H A 0   bisrat, s.f.=bist, q.v.
H  0   bisrad [S.  8]. adj. Learned, wise;
skilful, skilled (in), versed (in), conversant (with);
famous, celebrated; condent, bold, presuming.
H  0   bisrn (caus. of bisarn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to be forgotten; to make (one) forget; to eace, or
dismiss, from the memory, to forget (=bisrn).
H B 0  " biss, m. = H <B 0   bissin, f.
adj.=bisws, q.v.
H <B 0   bissin, f. = H B 0  " biss, m.
adj.=bisws, q.v.
A s 0 bist, s.f. Anything that is spread out; surface,
expanse, expansion; carpet; bedding; chess-cloth or
chess-board, dice-board;—goods, wares, &c. (=bist, q.v.).
A P O 0 bist, s.m.=bist, q.v.
H & 0  L biskh [S.  8L], s.f. The name of the
sixteenth asterism or lunar mansion (gured by a
decorated gateway, and containing four, or originally
two, stars).
H 0  ! bisl [S.  8!], adj. Large, great, &c.=ba ,
q.v.
H *! 0  ! bislat [S.  8!], s.f. Largeness,
&c.=ba pan, q.v.
P  0 ba-sn, adj. In the likeness; like, resembling.
H  0   bisn, s.f.=bishand, q.v.
H  0  basn (caus. of basn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
dwell; to settle a country; to bring into cultivation; to
people, colonize, found a colony.
H  0  basn [S. "(], v.t. To perfume
(particularly by placing a thing in the midst of perfume);
—v.n. To give forth a smell; to smell oensive:—baslen, v.t.=basn.
H  0   bisn, v.t.=bisrn, and bishn, q.q.v.

H +  0  [ bisnd, s.f.=bishand, q.v.

H  0%0    bisbisn (onomat.), v.n. To give forth

H +  0  [ bisnd, adj.=bishand, q.v.

a sound as in fermentation or putrefaction; to be in a
state of fermentation, or putrefaction; to ferment (=bajbajn); to smart, tingle.
H 0  basat [S. ], part. adj. Inhabited;

H +  0  [ bisndh, s.f.=bishand, q.v.
H  0  baso (v.n. from basn), s.m. Abiding,
dwelling, living, life; residence, abode; homestead.
H  0  " baswar [S. ++], s.f. Ground-rent;
rent paid by villagers who do not occupy any of the
village lands.
H  0    biswan, s.f.=bishan, or bish, q.v.
H ? 0  6 bish (v.n. of bishn, q.v.), s.f. Buying,
purchasing; incurring; thing bought, purchase.
H  0  6 bish, adj. & s.m. bisah, q.v.
H < 0  6 bishan, s.f.=bish; and bishand; q.q.v.
H  0  6 bishn [S.  8; or  3; Prk.  ; prob.
connect. with bist), v.t. To get possession of, procure,
acquire; to buy, purchase; to incur, bring upon oneself.
H +  0  6B bishand, bishind [S.  k+$B], s.f. Smell
of raw meat; shy smell; rank or oensive smell, stench,
stink, fetidness, rankness; coarseness, baseness,
vulgarity.
H +  0  6B bishand, bishind (S. visra+gandha+kah),
adj. Having a shy smell;: melling oensive or rank,
stinking, rank, fetid; stale, dry, vapid, tasteless.
H <$ 0   bisin, = H + $ 0  B bisind, = H + ) 0
 B bisyandh,bisendh, s.f.=bishand, q.v.
H + $ 0  B bisind, = H <$ 0   bisin, = H + ) 0
 B bisyandh,bisendh, s.f.=bishand, q.v.
H + ) 0  B bisyandh, bisendh, = H <$ 0  
bisin, = H + $ 0  B bisind, s.f.=bishand, q.v.
HK I

  bas-bs [S. + ], s.m. Abode, dwelling,

residence (=basobs).
H K %0    bisbs, s.m.=bisws, q.v.
P B %0 basbsa (for A. ~B %0 ), s.m. Mace, envelope of the
nutmeg.
P A %0 ba-sabab, adv. By reason (of), on account (of),
through.
H I%0    bis-bis, s.m. Call made to a cat; puss-puss.

cultivated.
P 0 bast (contrac. of basta, q.v.), part. Bound; shut;
frozen:—bast karn, v.t. To bind or collect together:—basto-band = band-o-bast, q.v.:—bast hon, v.n. To be bound or
collected.
H 0 T, bastu, T bast [S. T,], s.f. Thing, matter,
article, commodity, substance, wealth, property, means;
things, goods, chattels, baggage (syn. asbb):—bastu-bal,
s.m. Physical agency:—bast-ke-swabho, bast-ke gun, s.m.
General properties of matter:—bastu-vidy, s.f. The
science of Physics.
P 0 bist (contrac. of bst), adj. Twenty.
P 0 bust (cf. bustn), s.m. Rose-hower; place abounding
with sweet-smelling owers or fruits; rose-garden.
H *0 T bast, s.m.=*0 basta, q.v.
H *0  bast (imperf. part. of basn), adj. Populated,
inhabited (a village).
P t *0 bust , adj. Rude, impudent, audacious, insolent,
presumptuous (=gust , q.v.).
P r *0 bust , s.f. Rudeness, &c. (=gust , q.v.).
H  *0  T bistr [S.  T; rt. T], s.m. Spreading out;
spread, extension, expansion, diusion, development,
amplication, detail, prolixity, copiousness, abundance;
(in Geom.) diameter of a circle:—bistr karn (-k), To
spread, extend, enlarge, expand, diuse, develop, &c.
H  *0  T bistrn [S.  T4"(], v.t. To spread,
extend, &c.=bistr karn, q.v.s.v. bistr.
H  *0  T" bistr [S.  T"], adj. Extending, large,
ample, diuse.
P  *0 bustn, s.m. Flower-garden (=b stn or bo-stan q.v.).
P  *0 bustn, adj. Relating to a ower-garden; of the
ower-garden.
H *0 k bastra, bastr, T bastar [S. k], s.m. Cloth,
clothes, dress, garment, vesture, raiment, apparel.

P *0 bistar (=S.  T), s.m. Bedding, mattress (cf.
bistar); carpet; bed, bolster, pillow.
H *0 T bastar, bastr, s.m. The shrub Callicarpa
lanata, or C. cana, or C. tomentosa (the root of which is
employed in cutaneous diseases. It is also one of the
trees used for making charcoal).
H *0  T bistar, bistr, = H ?*0  T bistara, bistra
(from P. bistar), s.m. Bed, bedding (particularly of a
soldier, faqr, traveller, &c., which is rolled up in the
morning); the abode or resting place of a faqr (cf. takiya):
—bistar bi hn, bistar jamn, bistar lagn, v.n. To
spread or lay out the bedding, make ready the bed.
H ?*0  T bistara, bistra, = H *0  T bistar, bistr
(from P. bistar), s.m. Bed, bedding (particularly of a
soldier, faqr, traveller, &c., which is rolled up in the
morning); the abode or resting place of a faqr (cf. takiya):
—bistar bi hn, bistar jamn, bistar lagn, v.n. To
spread or lay out the bedding, make ready the bed.
A H*0 bastaq = P (*0 bastak (from bastan, 'to bind'), (the
Arab. form of the next), s.m. Servant, attendant,
minister.
P (*0 bastak (from bastan, 'to bind'), = A H*0 bastaq s.m.
Servant, attendant, minister.
P J*0 bastag (abst. s. fr. basta, q.v.), s.f. Binding,
contraction, stoppage, obstruction, constipation,
concretion, congelation.
P *0 bastan (from bastan, 'to bind,' see basta), s.f. Cloth
for binding together bundles of papers, books, inkstands,
&c.; wrapper.
H  *0  T0 bist ,  T, bistu, = H ) *0  T0
bist iy,  T,bistuiy, (from bis, 'poison'), s.f. .The
house-lizard (sy. n hipkal; pall).
H ) *0  T0 bist iy,  T, bistuiy, = H  *0  T0
bist ,  T, bistu, (from bis, 'poison'), s.f. The houselizard (syn. hipkal; pall).
P *0 basta [Pehl. batak; Zend basta, rt. band; S. baddha, rt.
bandh], part. adj. & s.m. Bound, shut, closed, fastened,
folded up; frozen, congealed;—cloth in which anything is
folded up, wrapper; parcel, bundle (as of papers or
books), bale:—basta il-den, basta b dhn, v.n. To tie

up a bundle, fold up and put away (papers, &c. in an
oce), to close (oce).
H *0 T" bast [S. , rt. ], s.f. Inhabited place,
settlement, colony; village, small town; abode, home;
population, inhabitants (syn. bd).
H + 0   bisad [S.  8], adj. White, clean, pure, chaste:
—bisad-bn, s.f. Chaste speech, eloquence.
P + 0 bussad, busad, s.m. Coral, and its root.
H + 0 , basudh [S. ,+], s.f. The world, the earth.
P 0 ba-sar, adv. To a head; to the fore; to an end, at an
end:—ba-sar n, v.n. To come to an end, be nished, or
accomplished; to succeed; to get away from; to come to
the fore, come forward, contend or vie (with):—ba-sar
jn, v.n. To reach the end, to be nished; to pass away:
—ba-sar karn, v.t. To bring to an end, nish, accomplish,
execute; to spend, pass (time, &c.):—ba-sar le-jn, v.t. To
bring to an end, &c. (=ba-sar karn); to acquit oneself of;
to surpass, outstrip:—ba-sar-o- ashm. adv. lit. 'With head
and eyes'; most willingly or heartily; most carefully:—basar hon, v.n. To come to an end, be nished, spent, or
passed; to vie (with), rival.
H 0   bisar (v.n. of bisarn), s.m. Forgetfulness,
oblivion; oversight, omission;—postp. By the omission
(of), by neglect (of), failing (in), lacking.
H 0   bisr, adj. Forgetful, oblivious; negligent.
H 0  & bisr, s.f.=bisrha, q.v.
H 1 0  / bisrm [S.  Y/, rt. Y/], s.m. Rest, repose,
quiet, ease, cessation from labour or fatigue; pause, stop,
point in writing:—bisrm karn, bisrm len, v.n. To rest,
repose, &c.; to pass the night (particularly used by
wandering faqrs).
H 0   bisrn (caus. of bisarn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to forget; to forget (=bisrn), to eace from the
memory; to distract, beguile; to mislead (syn. bhuln;
bahkn).
H 0  B bisrnt [S.  YB], part. Rested, reposed.
H 0  k[ bisrnti, bisrnt [S.  Y.B], s.f. Rest,
repose, &c.=bisrm, q.v.
H ?0  6& bisrha, s.f. Forgetfulness, &c.=bisar, q.v.

H <W0  *
' bisarjan [S.  *],
' s.m. Relinquishing,
sending away, dismissing, dismissal; throwing the image
of a deity into holy water (as the concluding rite of a
festival); nish, end, or conclusion of a religious
ceremony; giving away, gift, donation.
H '0  $' bisarg [S.  $],
' s.m. Sending forth, letting
go, emission; voiding, evacuation; getting rid of, sending
away, dismissal, abandonment, relinquishment;
departure, separation; gift, donation; nal emancipation,
beatitude; light, lustre, splendour; (in Gram.) a symbol
usually marked by two dots one over the other (:)
representing a hard and distinctly audible aspiration:—
bisarg-sandhi, s.f. (in Gram.), the union of bisarg with a
vowel and a consonant (according to special rules) for
the formation of a compound letter.
H 0   bisarn [S.  T/4"(; rt. T/], v.n. To be
forgotten; to forget, lose the remembrance (of); to be
unmindful (of).
H 0  , bisurn, v.n. To sob, &c.=bis rn, q.v.
A w0 bast, s.m. Spreading or extending out, distension,
diusiveness.
A 6Y h 0 basftaj, basftij, bisftaj, = A 6) h 0 basfyaj,
bisfyaj,basfij, (the Pers. bas-pya, arabicized), s.m. The
medicinal root polypody.
A 6) h 0 basfyaj, bisfyaj, basfij, = A 6Y h 0 basftaj,
basftij,bisftaj, (the Pers. bas-pya, arabicized), s.m. The
medicinal root polypody.
H a 0  /y biskarma, s.m.=biswa-karm, q.v.s.v. biswa.
H &0  L bisikh [S.  .8L], s.m. Arrow, iron crow.
H L& I  L bis-khapr, = H ; & I  L5 biskhopr, s.m. See s.v. bis.
H ; & I  L5 bis-khopr, = H L& I  L biskhapr, s.m. See s.v. bis.
H J0 $ basgit, $ basgat [S. +>], s.f.
Residence, homestead; site of a village residence.
P 0 basal, s.f. Millet; the heel; iron helmet.
H @ 0 basm, s.m.=basma, q.v.
H  @ 0  / bismr, s.m. Name of a plant.
A x 2 0 bismillh (bi+ismi+allh), In the name of God (a

formula generally pronounced by Mohammadans at the
beginning of all actions and works); the festivities
observed (among Musalmns) on a child's  rst
commencing to learn;—intj. God be with you! God speed
you! very good! very well! all right!:—bismillhirramnir-ram, In the name of God the Merciful, the
Compassionate:—bismil-lh karn, v.n. To pronounce the
formula 'in the name of God,' at the beginning of a
work, etc.; (hence) to begin, commence; to fall to
(eating), set to work; to slaughter (an animal):—bismillh-ke gumba-me baihn or rahn, v.n. To abide under
the dome of security, live in peace and safety; to retire
from the world, lead a life of seclusion:—bismil-lh h ,
'A beginning has been made at his lessons' (said of a
child who has just commenced learning to read).
H  @ 0  / bismn (caus. of bisamn), v.t. To break
to pieces, shatter, destroy (a word peculiar to Hind
women).
H @ 0  .T/  bismit [S.  .T/ ], part. Amazed,
&c.=bismay, q.v.
P @ 0 bismil (contrac. of bismil-lh, q.v.), adj. Sacriced,
slaughtered:—bismil karn, v.t. To sacrice; to slaughter
(an animal):—bismil-gh,
 s.f. Place of sacrice; slaughterhouse.
P #@ 0 bismil, adj. For sacrice; for slaughter.
H @ 0  / bisamn, v.n. To be broken, be shattered
(see bismn).
P @ 0 basma, basm (for A. ~@ B), s.m. Painting, staining,
dyeing; dye, collyrium, tincture (see wasma).
H @ 0  T/ bismay,  T³ bismai [S.  T/], s.m.
Astonishment, amazement, surprise, perplexity,
bewilderment, dismay:—bismay karn, v.n. To be
astonished, &c.
H  @ 0  T/" bismay [S.  T/"], adj. Astonished, taken
by surprise, amazed, disconcerted, perplexed,
bewildered, dismayed, afraid.
H <0  basan [S. ´; and ; rt. ], s.m. Abiding,
dwelling; residence, abode, habitation; price, wages;
wealth; thing, substance:—basan-hr, s.m. Inhabitant,
dweller, resident, settler.

H <0  basan [S. (, rt. ], s.m. Covering,

H + 0 B basandar [S.   +], s.m. Epithet of Agni

wrapper; cloth; clothes, dress, apparel, suit of clothes:—
asan-basan, s.m. Food and clothing.
H <0   bisan, s.m.=bishn, bishan, q.v.:—bisan-pad,

or re; god of re; sacred re.
H 0 " basn [S. "; rt. ], s.f. Purse (syn. khutt,

s.m.=bishn-pad, q.v.s.v. bishn.
H <0   bisan [S. ], s.m. Fault, vice, crime, bad
practice, evil habit; inordinate addiction (to), desire, lust:
—bisan-pa, s.m.=bisan-pan, q.v.
H 0  basn, s.m. Covering, cloth, wrapper, &c.
(=basan, q.v.;—syn. behan; lapean); bank, banking-rm.
H 0  basn [bas = Prk. ()=S. (), rt. ], v.n.
To dwell, abide; to be peopled, be settled, be populated,
be cultivated; to be full, be well-peopled; to settle,
encamp, lodge, perch, roost; to prosper, ourish, thrive.
H 0  basn [S. "(, ], v.n. To be perfumed,
be scented, to smell.
H 0 
,  busn (see ubasn), v.n. To smell fetid, to stink
(as rotten meat or food); to become rotten; to become
sticky.
H <L0   bisanpan [S. ; ]( , s.m. Viciousness,
dissoluteness, lewdness; habit of indulging desire.
H 0 B basant [S. Bt], s.m. Spring, the vernal
season (comprising !ait and Baiskh, or from the middle
of March to that of May); the vernal equinox;—name of
one of the rgs or musical modes of the Hinds;—smallpox;—garland or wreath of yellow owers:—basant
ph ln, v.n. To put forth yellow blossoms (like those of
the mustard plant); to have yellow pustules, &c. on the
face; to turn yellow or pale (generally with the words
mu h-par; e.g. uske munh-par basant ph l); yellow sparks
to y (out of the eyes; e.g.  kho -me basant ph l;
hence), to be dazzled, be astonished or amazed:—basantpan am, s.f. The vernal festival of the Hinds on the
fth day of the light half of the month Mgh:—basantritu, basant-rut, s.m. The season of spring:—basant-k
abar, s.f. Knowledge of, or concern about, futurity.
H *0 B" basant, adj. Of yellow colour, yellow (the
colour of spring blossoms, such as those of the mustardplant);—s.f. Yellow garment;—name of a goddess of
small-pox.

thail).
H 0  " bisn [S. "], adj. & s.m. Vicious, dissolute,
addicted to any kind of vice or evil practice; delicate,
nice; showy in dress (syn. sugha );—dissolute man,
voluptuary, libertine, debauchee, rake, roué, lecher (cf.
bishn).
H 0  L biswa, see ? 0 biswa.
H  0   basw, s.f.=besw, q.v.
H  0    bisw [Ap. Prk. "  =Prk. "/ =S.  8/
+t], s.m. Twentieth part; a measure of land, the
twentieth part of a bgh:—bisw s, s.m., bisw s, s.f.
(i.e. bisw+ansa = S. ana+kah), Twentieth part of a bisw:—
bisw-barr, s.m. Collecting, or collection, by the bisw:—
bisw-dr, s.m. Holder of a share or shares in a
coparcenary village;—bisw-dr, s.f. Coparcenary holding
or tenure; tenure of independent village communities
under a superior taallug-dr.
H  0    biswr, s.m. (?), Mixture of spices and
aromatic seeds powdered and ready for use in curry or
pickle; curry-powder.
H  0  " baswr [S. 8
( + &], s.f. Bambooplantation; bamboo-thicket (=basaur).
H K 0    bisws [S.   /(], s.m. Trust, condence,
faith, belief, reliance, dependence:—bisws rakhn, bisws
karn (-k; or -par), To put trust (in), to conde (in), rely
(on), to trust, believe, credit:—bisws-ght, s.f.
Destruction of condence, breach of faith, violation of
trust, treachery, treacherous friendship;—bisws-ght,
s.m. One who betrays condence, traitor, treacherous
friend.
H K 0    bisws, s.m. Corr. of A. wasws, q.v.
H B 0   " bisws [S.   "], adj. & s.m. (f.
biswsin, -in), Conding, faithful, believing; honest,
trusty;—truster, believer; condant.
H 0 0   [" bisw s, s.f. See s.v. bisw.
HK I

5  baso-bs, s.m. Abode, residence, &c.=bas-

bs, q.v.
H  0 M basaur, s.f. Bamboo-plantation (=baswr, q.v.).

purchaser.
H I
  6~ bisahr , = H  I
  6~ bisahr , = H

H Y 0  u bas-vart [S. 8+ u], adj. & s.m. See s.v.

I
  6" bisahr, (from bish+kara+uka), s.m. Buyer,

bas.
H  0  0 bis rn [S.  04"(; rt. /0], v.n. To put on

purchaser.
H I
  6" bisahr, = H  I
  6~ bisahr , = H I


a crying face, to prepare to weep; to cry slowly; to sob; to
pull a long face.
H 0 57 baso [S. 8
( +Tv5&+; or 8
( +], s.m. A caste

 6~ bisahr , (from bish+kara+uka), s.m. Buyer,

of men whose occupation it is to make baskets of split
bamboos; a member of that caste, a basket-maker; a
member of the sweeper caste in a village community.
H  0  5 bi-sok [S.  85], adj. Free from grief or

reptile; snake; a phlegmon or boil on the hand (syn.
bisail).
P A I
 ba-sah lat, adv. With facility, easily.

sorrow, happy.
H a  0  T /y biswa-karm, s.m. See s.v. biswa.

excess, abundantly.
H 0  " bis, s.f.=bs, q.v.

H " 0 0! bas l, basol [S. +dim. a. l, or ol =

P  0) bisyr, adj. Much, many, very, abundant.
P  0 bisyr, s.f. Abundance, super uity.

+S. !t], s.m. A kind of axe used by carpenters, an adze
(dialectic forms are bsil, basil, basul).
H ! 0 0!" bas l, basol (dim. of basul), s.f. A mason's or
builder's hatchet, an instrument for cutting bricks or
stone.
H ? 0   biswa, s.m.=bisw, q.v.
H ? 0  L biswa [S.   ], adj. & s.m. All, every, every
one, entire, whole, universal;—whole world, all creation,
universe:—biswa-karm, s.m. lit. 'All-maker'; name of the
articer or architect of the gods, the Vulcan
of Hindu mythology; the god of artisans (especially of
carpenters);—an astute or crafty person.
H  0  T " bisw [S.  :+ ], adj. Of or relating to the
world, worldly, belonging to the universe.
H  0   " bisw (from bisw), s.f. Alienation of land on
low jamas on the payment of nes in advance.
H 0 6 basah [S. 3
 #t; Prk. 65], s.m. Bull, ox,
bullock.
H  I
  6 bisah, bis-h [S.  3+?], adj. Poisonous,
venomous (reptile, &c.);—s.m. Venomous reptile;—a dog
with poisonous teeth and twenty nails.
H  I
  6~ bisahr , = H I
  6~ bisahr , = H
I
  6" bisahr, (from bish+kara+uka), s.m. Buyer,

purchaser.
H I
  6" bisahr [S.  3++], s.f. Venomous

PI
 base (from bas), adj. & adv. Much, many, enough; in

H  0 " bast, s.m. Head man of a village (prop.
bash, q.v.).
H R0 "& bas, = H R0 "_ bash, [S. c, and
.8c], s.m. Chief person, or head manager, in a village
(syn. muqaddam); one who is carefully observant of
injunctions, or of all commanded or established rites and
usages; (hence) agent, ambassador, envoy, messenger;
go-between, intermeddler, busy-body, tale-bearer,
mischief-maker; customer (in the language of harlots);—
yoke attached to a plough (syn. j ha ).
H R0 "_ bash, = H R0 "& bas, [S. c, and
.8c], s.m. Chief person, or head manager, in a village
(syn. muqaddam); one who is carefully observant of
injunctions, or of all commanded or established rites and
usages; (hence) agent, ambassador, envoy, messenger;
go-between, intermeddler, busy-body, tale-bearer,
mischief-maker; customer (in the language of harlots);—
yoke attached to a plough (syn. j ha ).
H R0 "_" bash, s.f. Business of a bash; agency,
ambassadorship, &c.
H  0   bisyar, adj. & s.m.=bisail, q.v.
H  0

 baser [S. , rt. +t], s.m. Night's

lodging; roosting in its nest (a bird); a roost; roosting
time; place of staying or halting:—baser den (-ko), To
give a night's lodging (to); to stop, halt (a bier, &c.);—to
take a caged bird in the morning or evening to hear the
singing of wild birds in a grove, with a view to its
catching their notes:—baser karn, baser len (-par), To
roost; to repose:—basere-k waqt, s.m. Roosting time.
H *0 0   bisesat, bisest, s.f. Abundance=bieshat,

dream or vision; divine inspiration, revelation.
P ?  bashra, bishra, s.m. = P A  bashrat, bishrat, s.f.
(for A. {  ), Good news, glad tidings, joyful annunciation
made to one in sleep or in a vision by some saint; happy
dream or vision; divine inspiration, revelation.
A D  bashshsh, adj. Brisk, lively, cheerful, sprightly, in
good spirits, pleased, delighted (syn. ush).
P E  bashshat (for A. ~E  ), s.f. Liveliness,

q.v.
H Z 0  3 bisesh, s.m.=biesh, q.v.

cheerfulness, alacrity.
H   8 bit, = H Z  9 bish, s.m. A provincial term

A w 0 bast, adj. Simple, uncompounded, elementary;—

(in Kam n) for a kind of taalluqdr whose oce is in the
gift of government.
H Z  9 bish, = H   8 bit, s.m. A provincial term

s.m. Expanse, surface, supercies (syn. sat).

H  0 " baskat [S. +>], part. adj. Peopled,
inhabited.
H & 0  L bise , s.m.=biesh, q.v.
H 3 0  h! bisail,  ! bisel [S.  3+!t], adj. & s.m.

(in Kam n) for a kind of taalluqdr whose oce is in the
gift of government.
H Z  c bishh [S.  c], s.f. Ordure, excrement, lth,

Poisonous, venomous (syn. zahrl);—venomous reptile;
snake; phlegmon or boil on the hand (bisahr).
H < 0   bisen, s.m. Name of a powerful tribe of

dirt.
H Z  9" bish [S. . 9], s.f. Rain.

Rjp ts.
H +  0 B basendh, adj. (f. -) = bishand, q.v.

the privities with); shred, scrap.
P A A+  ba-shiddat, adv. Extremely, excessively;
violently, forcibly.
A  bashar, s.m. Man, human being; mankind, mortals.
H 1   Y/ birm, s.m.=bisrm, q.v.

H < 0 ef basen, s.m. (?), An edible root which is
found in lakes.
H < 0 Óf basen, s.m. (local) A member of the sweeper
caste in a village community, a sweeper (=baso ).
H R 0  h6" bisaihr, s.f.=bisahr, q.v.
H Z  3 bish [S.  3], s.m. Poison, &c.=bis, q.v.:—bishkany, s.f. lit. 'Poison-damsel'; a female who has been fed
on poisons from her infancy. (Such damsels, it is said,
were formerly sent by Indian princes as presents to
those whom they wished to destroy, as the poisonous
constitution of the girl could immediately infect and kill
an unwary lover.)
H A  8 bat, adj. Fetid, stinking (=bishand); illavoured, bitter; unwholesome, disagreeable; sour,
morose.
P A  bashrat, bishrat, s.f. = P ?  bashra, bishra, s.m.
(for A. {  ), Good news, glad tidings, joyful annunciation
made to one in sleep or in a vision by some saint; happy

H Z  9" bish [S. U9+], s.f. Strip of cloth (to cover

H   YB birnt, part. adj.=bisrnt, q.v.
P A s  ba-shart, adv.
On condition, conditionally:—ba
sharte-ki,
 On the condition that, on the agreement or
stipulation that, provided, so that.
P ? bashara, vulg. bashra (for A. { ), s.m. Outer skin or
cuticle; physiognomy, countenance, face, appearance;
descriptive roll.
A  bashar, vulg. bashr, adj. Relating to man, human.
P ) basharyat, vulg. bashryat (for A. ~) ), s.f.
Humanity, human nature (=insanyat, q.v.).
H 2   3/ bisham [S.  3/], adj. Uneven, rough, dicult
of access; unequal, irregular; not even, odd (number);
dicult, hard; disagreeable, painful, troublesome,
vexatious; odd, unusual, unequalled (in a bad sense);
intermittent, inconstant; bad, adverse, unpropitious:—

bisham-tribhuj, s.m. A scalene triangle:—bisham-jar,
bisham-jwar, s.m. Irregular fever, irregularly remittent
fever:—bisham- atur-bhuj, s.m. Unequal four-sided gure,
trapezium, quadrilateral:—bisham-ko, adj. Unequal
angled;—bisham-ko yat, s.m. Parallelogram; rhomboid;—
bisham-ko sam- atur-bh j, s.m. Rhombus.
P A @  ba-shum l, adj. With the inclusion (of, -ke),

(in Law), special rule or distinction; (in Med.) change for
the better;—adj. Distinguished, denite, particular,
special, peculiar, distinctive; certain, choice, excellent,
superior; abundant, excessive;—adv. Especially,
particularly, specially:—biesh-kar, biesh-kar-ke, adv. More
especially, particularly, par excellence.
H *   ¶3 bieshat [S.  ¶3], s.f. Peculiarity,

inclusive (of), including.
H <  l4, bishnu,  l4 bish, 3 bishan [S.  l4,], s.m. A

speciality; abundance, plenty.
H <   ¶34 biesha [S.  ¶34], adj. & s.m.

Hind god, the Deity in the character of Preserver:—
bishn-pad (S. vishu+padya), s.m. A particular song in the
name of Vishnu:—bishn-prt, s.f. Land granted rent-free
to Brhmans in honour of Vishnu, or to maintain his
worship:—bishn-prt-dr, s.m. The holder of a bishn-prt,
or grant of land for religious purposes:—bishan-dev, s.m.
A sect of mendicants who beg in the name of Vishnu.
H    l4 " bishnaw, bishno [from  l4,, and =S.

Discriminative, distinctive, attributive;—distinguishing
mark, distinction, attribute, characteristic, epithet; (in
Gram.), the qualifying word, adjective, adverb (=kriyvieshan).
H &   ¶L biekh, s.m.=biesh, q.v.

lh 4 ], s.m. Name of one of the three great divisions of
modern Hind sects; a member of that sect; a
worshipper of Vishnu.
H   l4" bishn, s.m.=bishnaw, q.v.
H   l4",  34" (incor.  "), bishn, s.m.=bishay and
bisn, q.q.v.
H  Z
  36 bishah, bish-h, adj.=bisah, q.v.
H   3 bishay, bishai, bishe [S.  3], s.m. Object of
sense; object of concern or attention, worldly object or
aim; object, pursuit, aair, concern, business,
transaction; matter, topic, subject, region, sense; worldly
or sensual enjoyment, sensuality, lust;—postp. In the
matter (of, -ke), in respect (of), respecting, concerning,
about (=bbat):—is-bishay-me , In this matter; in this
respect.
A   bashr, s.m. Messenger of glad tidings (bashrat).
H    3 bishiyar, bishyar, adj.=bisyar; bisail, q.q.v.
H Z   ¶3 biesh [S.  ¶3], s.m. Dierence, distinction,
individuality, characteristic dierence, peculiar
mark, particular circumstance, special property,
speciality, peculiarity, attribute; distinction, peculiar
merit, excellence, superiority; sort, kind, manner; (in
Gram.) a dened or qualied substantive (syn. mau f);

H 3   3h! bishail, adj.=bisail, q.v.
H    3" bishay, = H   3" bisha [S.  3"], adj. &
s.m. Busied with worldly matters; addicted to worldly
pleasures; worldly, sensual, carnal;—an epithet of Kmdeo, the Indian Cupid; anyone devoted to sensual or
worldly objects; sensualist, voluptuary, debauchee, rake
(=bisn, q.v.).
H   3" bisha, = H    3" bishay [S.  3"], adj. &
s.m. Busied with worldly matters; addicted to worldly
pleasures; worldly, sensual, carnal;—an epithet of Kmdeo, the Indian Cupid; anyone devoted to sensual or
worldly objects; sensualist, voluptuary, debauchee, rake
(=bisn, q.v.).
P A M barat (for A. { M , inf. n. of M 'to see'), s.f.
Seeing, perceiving, discerning; sense of sight, vision;
insight, understanding, knowledge (cf. barat).
P + M ba-ad, With or by a hundred (used only in Persian
phrases; e.g. ba-ad mnat, with a hundred toils or
exertions).
A M baar (inf. n. of M 'to see'), s.m.=barat, q.v.; the
eye (=bira, q.v.).
A M bara (for A. {M ), prop. n. The city commonly called
Bassorah, on the Persian Gulf.
P A A M ba- rat, adv. In the appearance (of), in the
form or guise (of); in the manner (of), by way (of); in
appearance, apparently, outwardly.

A  M basr, adj. Seeing; endowed with mental perception,
knowing; (met.) weak-sighted, blind.
P A M barat (for A. { M ; cf. barat), s.f. Sight, insight,
mental perception; perceptive faculty of the mind;
knowledge, understanding, intelligence, discernment;
skill; circumspection, prudence.
P A  M ba-g, ba-eg, adv. In the form or mode (of); in
the degree.
P m q biat (for A. ~m q ), s.f. Merchandise; an article of
merchandise; stock-in-trade, capital; agency,
commission.
A P w bat (the
P. bat arabicized), s.f. Duck; goose (more

commonly the former):—batt--mai,
A kind of goblet in

the form of a duck.
A N battl
  (cf. btil),
 adj. Very foolish or vain; false.
P ! N batlat
 (for A. ~! N ), s.f. Folly, vanity; falseness,
falsehood.
P  N batna
 (prop. bitna;
 for A. ~ N ), s.m. lit. "Lining'; cap
or cloth worn under the turban (syn. tah-pe ).
P uN batta  , bata  (dim. of bat), s.f. Duck; duckling; a
vessel formed in imitation of a duck.
P >N bat 
 (from bata ), s.f. Powder- ask.
P A dN ba-tarz,
 adv. In the mode or manner (of); by way
(of).
P A eN ba-taraf,
 adv. Aside, apart (=bar taraf).

P A H)N ba-tarq,
 adv. By the way; by way (of), by means
(of).
P (N battak,
  batak (dim. of bat), s.f.=batta  , q.v.
A N batl, s.m. Rendering vain, rendering abortive or
ineectual.
A 3N batln,
 s.f. Vanity; falseness; abortion; the
becoming of no eect.
A <N batn, s.m. The belly, abdomen; the womb (syn. pe.):
—batna
 bad batni,
 adv. Generation after generation
(=pusht dar pusht).
A N batn,
 adj. Of the belly; of the womb, born of.
P A  N ba-taur,
 adv. After the manner (of), like; in a
manner; by way (of):—ba-taur-ud, adv. In a manner

peculiar to himself (or themselves); in his (or their) own
way; on his (or their) own account; of himself; of
themselves.

A  N bat  n, s.m. Interior, inside; heart, mind;—adj.
Concealed.
A u N bitt  , s.m. The melon (= arbuza); the watermelon, Cucurbita citrullus.
P A   ba-zhir,
adv. In appearance, apparently,

outwardly, externally; ostensibly (=ba- rat, q.v.).
A lP bas, s.m.
Excitement, incentive, motive, cause;—

raising (the dead) to life; resurrection:—bas-o-nashr,
s.m.

The resurrection.
A + P bad, adv. & postp. After, subsequent (to, -ke);
afterwards, subsequently (syn. p he, q.v.):—bad-az,
prep. After:—bad-az n, adv. After that, afterwards:—
bada-hu, adv. After which, after that, then; after,
afterwards; however.
A + P bd, s.m. (f.?), Distance, remoteness (syn. d r).
A ?+ P bada-hu, adv. see s.v. bad.
 P bae, adj. &
A \P ba, = A qP baz (f. ba), = A P \
s.m. Some, some few, certain, several; sundry, diverse,
miscellaneous; some people; certain ones (ba is either
the A. acc. of ba, or an Urd formation therefrom).
A qP baz (f. ba), = A \P ba, = A P \
 P bae, adj. &
s.m. Some, some few, certain, several; sundry, diverse,
miscellaneous; some people; certain ones (ba is either
the A. acc. of ba, or an Urd formation therefrom).
AP\
 P bae, = A \P ba, = A qP baz (f. ba), adj. &
s.m. Some, some few, certain, several; sundry, diverse,
miscellaneous; some people; certain ones (ba is either
the A. acc. of ba, or an Urd formation therefrom).
A (%#P balabak, balbak, prop. n. The city of Balbeck in
Syria, the ancient Heliopolis.
P A #P ba-illat, adv. By reason (of), on the ground (of),
on account (of).
A o#P baalzab b, s.m. Beelzebub.
P A } P ba-iwa, adv. In place (of), in lieu (of), instead.
A  P bi-aun (P. ba-aun), adv. With the aid (of), by the
assistance (of).
A + P bad, adj. Far, far o, distant, remote:—badul-aql,
bad aql-se, adj. Far removed from reason, unreasonable,
improbable, foolish, absurd (syn. budh-bipart):—badulqiys, adj. Remote from conception, inconceivable:—
badul-wat an,
 adj. & s.m. Far from home;—a foreigner.

A  P bi-ainihi, adv. The very same; exactly, precisely,
verbatim.
P   bugr,
 = P ?  bugra,
 s.m. Breach (in a wall); hole,
gap, ssure;—gaping would, gash:—bugra
 ln or lden (-me ), To make holes or gaps (in).
P ?  bugra,
 = P   bugr,
 s.m. Breach (in a wall); hole,
gap, ssure;—gaping would, gash:—bugra
 ln or lden (-me ), To make holes or gaps (in).
P A  bagwat
(for A. {  , v.n. fr.  'to envy,' 'to act

wrongfully,' &c.), s.f. Opposition (to), defection (from),
revolt, rebellion; violence, plunder, breach of law:—
bagwat
karn (-se), To turn aside or away (from), to rebel

(against), to revolt.
H  % bagbag
  (from A. gabg
 ab),
 s.m. Dewlap; double chin.
H   % bagbag
 n
 (from A. bagbag
 at),
 v.n. To bray or
gurgle (as a camel in rut); to be in heat; to lust (after); to
bill and coo (as pigeons).
P : B bag a,
 s.m. (dim. of bg)  = bg-  a, q.v.
P : bug a,
 s.m. A small bundle, &c.=buq a, q.v.

P +  bugd,
 s.m. A cleaver used by cooks and butchers;
chopping-knife.
P +  bagdd
 [Zend bagha+dta], prop. n. The city of
Bagdad, on the Tigris.
P +  bugd (cf. bu t), s.m. A kind of camel (of high
cost).
P  bugr,
 s.m. Quadrangular sections of paste,
macaroni; vermicelli (syn. siwa ); an in ated substance
resembling lights which protrudes from the mouth of a
stallion camel in rut.
A \ bug, s.m. Malice, spite, animosity, resentment,

grudge, hatred, rancour, malignity, revenge:—bug--lil
lh, s.m. Unaccountable animosity; unreasonable
enmity or spite.
P  bagal, s.f. Side, ank; armpit; embrace; gusset in the
armpit of a garment;—adv. On one side, aside, out of the
way; by the side (of), close by:—bagal bajn, v.n.=bagle
bajn, q.v.:—bagal-bil,
s.f. A painful glandular swelling

in the armpit (so called because it is believed, by the old
wives of India, to be most eectually relieved and
dispersed by getting a cat to lick it;—syn. kakrl):—bagal
band, s.m. A kind of robe tied under the armpits; rope

tied under the armpits:—bagal-parwarda,
adj. & s.m.

Brought up in the arms;—a darling or favourite child:—
bagal jn, bagal hona or ho-jn, v.n. To go aside, get out
of the way, make way:—bagal s gn, v.n. lit. 'To smell
the arm-pits'; to be abashed or ashamed, be penitent, to
repent:—bagal-k
dushman, s.m. Secret enemy, traitor:—

bagal-garm
karn (-se), To lie (with), embrace (a woman):—

bagal-gandh,
s.f. Stinking-armpits:—bagal-gr,
adj. & s.m.


Embracing; embracer (after the Oriental fashion);—
bagal-gr
hon (-se), To embrace (by way of salutation); to

clasp, hug;—bagal-gr,
s.f. Embracing, clasping;—bagal-gr


karn, v.t. To embrace:—bagal lagn, v.t. To put on one
side, put out of the way (a horse, carriage, &c.):—bagal
me ,
adv. At the side, by the side (of), close by:—bagal-me

mn dabn, v.n. To put faith away or aside, to prove
faithless or treacherous:—bagal-me
dabn, v.t. To

conceal (a thing) under the arm; to carry o (a thing)
under the arm:—bagal-me
sir n  karna = bagal-me
gardan


jhukn = bagal-me
mu
h
ln,
q.v.:—bag
al-me
len,
v.t.


mrn,
To take into the arms, to embrace:—bagal-me

v.t.=bagal-me
dabn, q.v.:—bagal-me
mun ln, bagal


me mu h ln, v.n. To hide the head or face, be
ashamed or abashed:—bagal hon, v.n.=bagal jn, q.v.:—
bagle bajn, v.n. To produce a sound by placing the
hands under the armpits and striking the arms against
them; to ap the wings; to be highly pleased, be in great
glee, be in triumph, to exult, chuckle, crow (over):—
bagle jh kn, v.n. To look blank or foolish; to look from
side to side in shame or discomture, be ashamed, to
desire to escape or slink away.
H 3 bagln,
v.n. To go aside, move out of the way,

make way (=bagal ho-jn).
P # bagl, adj. Relating to, or belonging to, the side, or
the armpit; axillary; side, at the side, lateral;—s.f. A
purse; a small bag for needles and thread (such being
usually carried at the side; syn. tile-dn);—a disorder in
camels (when they rub the thigh against the belly);—a
kind of dumb-bell used in exercise; a mode of playing
with foils or fencing-sticks (ans);—a trick in wrestling
(slipping away from under the antagonist's arm);—the
action of a bird hiding its head under its wing; a sort of

dress, the bottom of which is under the armpits:—bagl-
pe , s.m. Side-screw;—bagl takiy, s.m. Bolster for the
sides, or at the sides:—bagl den (-me ), To break into a
house by removing a portion of the wall, and so
unbolting the door:—bagl gh s, s.m. lit. 'Side-blow';
secret enemy, traitor (=bagal-k
dushman).

H # ¿!5! baglol,
 s.m. A phlegmatic person; dull,

month -ijja, in commemoration of Abraham's
readiness to sacrice his son (Isaac, according to the
Shas, but Ishmael, according to the Mohammadans of
the Sunn sect. The Qorn, it may be observed, does not
mention the name of the son:—syn. du-u ).
P A  @ 0Q ba-qasmya, adv. By oath; on oath.
P P Q buqa (for A. ~P Q ), s.m. Place, house.

obtuse person.
P A   ba-gaur, adv. With re ection, thoughtfully,

P A h Q ba-qaf, adv. In or at the back or rear; behind.
P A #Q ba-qillat, adv. In small quantity, with scarcity,

attentively.
A  bag, adj. & s.m. Rebellious, refractory, mutmous;—

sparsely.
P #Q baqla (for A. ~#Q baqlat), s.m. Leguminous plant, herb,

rebellion, insurrection, revolt; tyranny, oppression:—
bag hon
(-se), To rebel (against), &c.

H 
$ bagiy
 [P. bg+H.
 iy = S. dim. a. t], = H
:

a.  a], s.m. A small
$" bag   [P. bg+dim.


garden (=P. bg a,
 q.v.).
H :
$" bag   [P. bg+dim.
a.  a], = H 


$

bagiy
 [P. bg+H.
 iy = S. dim. a. t], s.m. A small
garden (=P. bg a,
 q.v.).
P A   ba-gair,
prep.
Without, exclusive (of, -ke),

excluding; except, besides, independent (of):—ba-gair
 az,
prep. Idem.
H h º baf, s.m. Scurf, dandri (syn. r s).
P A #f h ba-fila, adv. At a distance (of); at intervals; farremoved.
P A  h ba-faur, adv. Instantly (=l-faur and faura, q.q.v.).
A Q baq (inf. n. of Q 'to remain,' &c.), s.f. Remaining;
duration, permanence; eternity; immortality.
A Q baqql, s.m. (in Arabic and Persian 'a greengrocer';
but in India), A grain-merchant, corn-chandler (syn.
baniy).
A H ! Q baqqln, s.f. The wife of a baqql.
A ) Q baqy (pl. of  Q baqya), s.m. Remainders, remains,
balances, arrears, dues; balance of revenue.
P :Q buq a, s.m. A small bundle (as of clothes, &c.),
wallet, knapsack.
P A + Q ba-qadr, adv. By the power (of), by means (of); by
or in the quantity (of); to the extent or measure (of).
A Q baqar, vulg. baqra, s.m.f. Ox, bull; cow:—baqar-d, s.m.
A festival held, by Moammadans, on the tenth of the

pot-herb;—baqlatul-amq, s.m. lit. 'Fool's herb';
purslane.
A 2 Q baqam, s.f. Sappan wood, Cœsalpinia sappan.
P A Q ba-qaul, adv. According to the saying or dictum
(of), according to.
A Q buq l (pl. of Q baql), s.m. Plants, herbs, pot-herbs.
P A + Q ba-qaid, adv. With the limitation or restriction
(of), restricted by; with the condition; along with.
P  Q baqya (for A. ~ Q baqyat), s.m. Remainder, remnant,
residue, balance, &c. (=bq, q.v.):—baqyatus-saif, s.m.
The remnant left by the sword.
H (  bak [S. ], s.m. The heron, Ardea torra, or A.
Nivea (syn. bagl):—bak- l, s.f. 'Heron's walk,' slow walk,
strut (=bag- l):—bak-dhyn lagn, v.n. To act with
dissimulation.
H (  bak [rt. of bak-n; S. , rt. ], s.f. Prattle,
prate, babble, chatter, silly talk, twaddle, nonsense,
raving:—bak-bak, bak-jhak, s.f. = bak:—bak-bak karn, bakjhak karn, v.n. To prattle, prate, chatter, jabber, &c.:—
bak-lagn or lag-jn, v.n. To be talkative or garrulous, to
prate, &c. (=bak-bak karn); to rave (in delirium), be
delirious:—bak-lagn, s.f. Talkativeness, garrulity; raving,
delirium;—bak-wd, s.f. Idle or nonsensical talk (=bakws):
—bak-wd, s.m. One who talks nonsense, idle or foolish
talker.
H (   bik [S. 
 ], s.m. Wolf.
H( 
, buk, s.f. Tinsel; muslin.
A  buk (inf. n. of  'to weep'), s.f. Weeping,
lamentation, wailing, complaint.

H 

=
,  bukk, s.m. Handful, &c.=buk, q.v.

H <) 

H 

 bakr [S. +!?], s.m. Account or value of a

Lilac; Bastard Cedar; common bead-tree, Melia azadiracht,
or M. sempervirens.
H %   bakbak, adj. Astringent=kasel, q.v.

crop xed by an appraiser by word of mouth.
P   ba-kr, adj. & adv. In use; for use; of use, useful,
serviceable:—ba-kr n, v.n. To be of use; come into use.
H     bikr [S.  ; rt. >], s.m. Change of form or
nature, change, alteration; change for the worse,
deterioration, impairment, degeneration; change from a
state of health, disease, sickness, disorder, malady;
mental agitation (cf. big ).
H    bakr [S. .+6], s.m. Intelligence

H  %

 bakyan, bakin (P. bakyin), s.f. Persian

  bakbakn, v.n. To prate, &c.=bak-bak

karn, q.v.s.v. bak.
H   bakat, corr. of i waqt, q.v.
H    bikat [S. .=, rt. * with  ], s.f. Person,
individual; member (of a household); wife and family.
H * = bakt [S. =, rt. ], adj. & s.m. Speaking,

forwarded orally; messenger, courier, fore-runner,
harbinger; letter; invoice; answer (from a person
possessed by an evil spirit):—bakr den (-ko), To give an
answer, to answer.
P A  bakrat (for A. {  ), s.f. Virginity; maiden head
(=bikr, q.v.).
H    bakrn, v.t. To answer, &c. (=bakr den,

talking; eloquent; talkative, loquacious, garrulous;—
speaker (in general), talker; teacher, preacher, reader;
talkative person, loquacious or garrulous person
(=bakws).
P * baktar, s.m. Iron armour, coat of mail, cuirass:—
baktar-posh, adj. & s.m. Clad in armour, armed;—one who
is clad in armour; cuirassier.
P * baktar, s.m. Armourer; maker of coats of mail.

q.v.s.v.bakr).
H K    biks [S.   and  8], s.m. Opening,

H (  & bika [S.  &], adj. Large, great; formidable,

expanding, expansion, expanse; blossoming, blooming,
budding; shining; display; pleasure, joy;—adj. Pleased,
happy, delighted.
H B    biksit [S.  ], part. Opened,
expanded, blown (as a ower), budded.
H   ! bikl [S.  !], s.m. Afternoon.
P 1  ba-km, adv. According to desire, to (one's) desire
or object; agreeable to (one's) wish.
H    bakn, s.f.=bakyan, q.v.
H     bikn [S.  J4"(, rt. J" with  ], v.n. To
be sold, to sell (=bikn);—v.t. To sell, &c.=bikwn, q.v.
H     bik [S.  J+], adj. For sale; saleable.
H     biko [S.  J], s.m. Sale, vent.
P   bakwal, s.m. Head cook, superintendent of the
kitchen, steward, butler; cupbearer.
P H !  bakwaln, s.f. Wife of a bakwal; a female
bakwal.
P !  bakwal, adj. & s.f. Relating to a bakwal;—cooking
materials.

hideous, ugly, horrible, frightful, terrible; dicult, hard,
burdensome, hard to be endured.
H (  & bika (corr. from the English), s.m. Picket,
guard, watch.
H ( =
, & bukka, 
, & buka, = H ( 
, & buk, 
, 
buka, [S.  , or  +t,
' rt. >] , s.m. Tearing,
scratching, clawing; claw, handful (=bukk):—buk bharn,
v.n. To ll the claw or hand (with); to scratch, claw
(=bakon);—buk-bhar, s.m. Handful.
H  ( 
, & buk, 
,  buka, = H ( =
, & bukka,

, & buka, [S.  , or  +t,
' rt. >] , s.m. Tearing,
scratching, clawing; claw, handful (=bukk):—buk bharn,
v.n. To ll the claw or hand (with); to scratch, claw
(=bakon);—buk-bhar, s.m. Handful.
H ( & bak [S.  +>9t], adj. Astringent (=baksel).
P A A ba-kasrat,
 adv. In abundance, plentifully.
H : buk , = P : buk a, s.m.=:Q buq a, q.v.
P : buk a, = H : buk , s.m.=:Q buq a, q.v.
H : " bak  [S. j"], s.f. The plant Vernonia

anthelmintica (the seed of which is used for curing the
itch. It is also called Serratula, and Conyza, anthelmintica).
A  bikr, s.f. Virginity; maidenhead:—bikr  n, v.n. To
be de owered (a virgin); to be violated:—bikr to n (-k),
To de ower; to violate, ravish.
H   bakar, bakr, s.m. Ring worn on the second
toe.
H 

 bakr [S. +t],

s.m. He-goat.

H    bikrr, = H   ! bikrl, [S.  !],
adj. Formidable, hideous, ugly, uncouth, horrible,
frightful, terrible (=bika).
H   ! bikrl, = H    bikrr, [S.  !],
adj. Formidable, hideous, ugly, uncouth, horrible,
frightful, terrible (=bika).
H 1   J/ bikram [S.  J/], s.m. Overpowering,
overcoming; heroism, prowess, heroic valour; great
power or strength;—name of a king (see next).
H  W a   J/*" bikramjt [S.  J/+;], s.m. lit.
'Valour-sun'; name of a celebrated Hind king of Oujein
(Ujjayin), and founder of the era called Sawat, which
begins 57 B.C.
H  " bakr (fem. of bakr), s.f. She-goat; goat
(generally); (met.), a great eater, gormandizer; idle or
lazy fellow; simple person, simpleton; humble person.
H  " bakr [S. J, rt. ], adj. Crooked, curved,
bent; entering on an apparently retrograde course (a
planet):—bakr hon or ho-jn, v.n. To retrograde, recede,
go backward, enter on a retrograde course.
H   " bikr [S.  J, rt. J", with  ], s.f. Sale;
demand; selling price; value xed or paid:—bikr-ba,
s.m. Money realized by sales:—bikr-patra, s.m. Deed or
hill of sale:—bikr- at, s.m.=bikr-patra:—bikr-kht, s.m.
Account sales.
H I  baks, bakas (corr. from the English), s.m. Box:
—baks- (or bakas-) wla;—s.m. Boxman, pedlar, hawker,
huckster (syn. pher-wl, bist).
H 0  baks [S.  3t],
' adj. Astringent (=baksel).
H ? 0

6& baksha, s.f. Astringency.

H 0   bikasit [S.  ], part. Expanded,

opened, blown (as a ower); pleased, delighted.
H 0   bikasn [S.  "(], v.n. To open,
expand; to blow (as a ower), bloom; to be pleased or
delighted, become radiant with joy; to smile, laugh:—
bikas-rah-jn, v.n. To be blighted, to fade, droop; to be
displeased.
H  0 , baksu (dim. formed from the Eng.
'buckle'), s.m. Tongue of a buckle (cf. baklas).
H 3 0 h! baksaila, ! baksel [S.  3+!t],
'
adj.
Astringent (=bak, baks; kasel).
H ?   d56 bikshoh, s.m.=bi hoh, q.v.
P A g ba-ka", adv. In the hand; in hand (=ba-dast).
H  j! bakul, ! bakal [S. j!], s.m. The tree
Mimusops elengi (syn. maulsar).
H  =! bakl, ! bakal (rt. S. ), s.m. Speaking
foolishly,
H  =! bakl, ! bakal, s.m. Confusion; mixture;
booty, plunder, prey, spoil.
H   ! bikal [S.  !], adj. Restless, uneasy, troubled
(=be-kal).
H  =
, ! bukkal, s.f.=bukk, q.v.
H 

=! bakkal, bakal, = H 3

! bakl, [S. !(;

Prk. =!(], s.m. Bark, skin, rind; inner rind, bast.
H 3

! bakl, = H 

=! bakkal, bakal, [S. !(;

Prk. =!(], s.m. Bark, skin, rind; inner rind, bast.
H 3
H 3

j! bakul, bakl, s.m.=bagl, q.v.

, ! bukln, v.n. To talk incoherently to

oneself, to mutter, to rave; to talk or act foolishly.
H I# ! baklas, s.m. Tongue of a buckle (=baksu,
q.v.).
A 2  bukm, adj. Dumb, mute.
H 2  =/ bakkam, s.m. Sappan or red wood (=baqam,
q.v.).
H < 
,  bukan (see bukn), s.m. Grinding, pulverizing;—
powder (=bukn).
H   bakn [bak˚ = Prk. =()=S. +>], v.n. To
prate, chatter, jabber, babble; to rave; to indulge in

H   

obscene or ribald talk; to rail (at).
H    bikn [bik˚ = Prk.  =?() or  =()=S.
 J"(`), pass. of rt.  +J"], v.n. To be sold, to sell;—bikjn, v.n. intens. of, and=bikn; (met.) to be dependent
(on), be obliged.
H  
,  bukn [S. 
 ; or  
' , rt. >] , v.t. To pound,
pulverize, &c.=b kn, q.v.:—s.m. Powder (=bukn).
H  
, " bukn (from bukn), s.f. Powder (= ran,

r;

b r); small piece, shred, tatter: bukn kar-ln, v.t. To
grind to powder, reduce to powder; to tear to pieces,
shreds or tatters.
H     bakw [S. =], s.f.=bakws, q.v.
H  

  bakwd [S. + ], = H    "

bakwd [S. vk+vd], see s.v. bak.
H    " bakwd [S. vk+vd], = H  

 

bakwd [S. + ], see s.v. bak.
H K 

  bakws [H.  +a. ], s.f.

Talkativeness, garrulity; nonsensical or foolish talk (syn.
bak-bak; harza-go);—s.m. Idle talker, &c.=bakws (for
other instances of the use of the ax s, cf. piys; mihs,
u ghs, &c.).
H <B    bakwsan, s.f. = H B   " bakws,

5& bakon [S.  +"(
' , rt. >] v.t. To

lacerate or tear with the nails, to claw, scratch (cf.
buk).
H "  5! bakol [prob. S. !t; Prk. =!5], s.m.
Piece of blanket, or other cloth, &c. used as a covering
for the head by ascetics.
H !  5!" bakol, s.f. Name of a green caterpillar
destructive of rice-crops.
H & L bakh, s.m. World, universe.
H &  L bikh, s.m. Poison, &c.=bis, bish, q.q.v.:—bikhm ,
s.m. Name of a medicine or poison.
H & L bakh, s.m. Grass kept for pasturage.
H &  L bikh, bikkh [S.  3/?], s.f. Diculty, trouble,
misfortune (syn. bipt).
H  & L bakhr, s.m. = H  & L" bakhr, s.f.
Storehouse, granary (syn. kht, bhanr).
H  & L" bakhr, s.f. = H  & L bakhr, s.m.
Storehouse, granary (syn. kht, bhanr).
H  & L bakhn [S. Z(, or  Z, Prk. =L4(],

s.m. (see bakws), Idle or nonsensical talker, chatterer,
prater (syn. bakk, bak-wd, bakwh).
H B   " bakws, s.m. = H <B    bakwsan,

s.m. Explanation, exposition; denition, description,
declaration, account, relation; gloss, comment,
interpretation; naming, calling; praise, commendation:—
bakhn karn (-k), To expound, explain, dene, describe,
declare, relate; to praise, commend (=bakhnn).
H  & LB bakhnn, v.t. To expound, &c.=bakhn

s.f. (see bakws), Idle or nonsensical talker, chatterer,
prater (syn. bakk, bak-wd, bakwh).
H      bikwn, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the

karn, q.v.s.v. bakhn:—bakhn ln (-ko), To name with
opprobrium, to vilify, abuse (used by women).
H  & L" bakhn, s.f.=bakhn, q.v.

Gaurtags.
H     bakwn (caus. of bakn, q.v.), v.t. To cause

H &

to prate, to make (one) prate, &c.
H      bikwn (caus. of bikn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to be sold, to have (a thing) sold.
H   
,  bukwn (caus. of bukn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to be ground, pounded, &c., to have (a thing) pulverized
or powdered.
H    6 bakwh (for bakws), s.m. (f. -), Prater,
&c.=bak-wd and bakws, q.q.v.

L bakhar, s.m. A kind of hoe or plough (bkhar,

q.v.).
H & =L bakkhar, bakhar, s.m. Syrup;—oilseed.
H &

=L bakkhar, bakhar, s.f. House, &c.=bkhar, q.v.

H &  L bikharn (neut. of bikhern, q.v.), v.n. To be
scattered, strewn, spread, dispersed; to be sown
broadcast; to be disordered, disarranged, tossed,
dishevelled (as hair); to be wasted, spoiled, ruined; to
change for the worse, become worse; to become angry
or enraged:—bikhar-jn, bikhr-jn, v.n.=bikharn.

H & L" bakhr (dim. of bakkhar, or bkhar), s.f. House,
cottage, hut; round granary of grass, reeds, and mud,
raised on piles.
H )& L bakhriy, s.m. Householder.
H &

=L! bakkhal, s.f. House, &c.=bakkhar, q.v.

H 2 &  L/ bikham, adj.=bisham, q.v.
H     L6 bikhah, bikh-h, adj.=bisah, q.v.
H & =L" bakkh, L" bakh [S. d?+], s.f. Side of the
body under the arm-pit (=bag-pt).
H &  L bikhay, bikhai, s.m.=bishay, q.v.
H &

.L bakhiy, s.m.= > ba ya, q.v.

H  &

.L bakhiyn, v.t.=ba yn, q.v.

H  &

 bakher [S.  ; or v.n. fr. next], s.f.

Scattering, &c. (see next); scattered portion, fallen
fragment, anything dropped.
H  &   bikhern,  bakhern [S.  4"(, rt.
> with  ], v.t. To scatter, strew, sprinkle, throw about,
toss about, disperse; to put in disorder, dishevel (the
hair).
H  R& 7 bakhe  [S.  +, or >, rt. >+t], s.m.
Entanglement, complication, imbroglio, diculty, hitch:
any troublesome or vexatious business, aair or
occurrence; trouble, care, trial, worry, agitation;
obstacle, impediment, encumbrance, clog; (hence)
goods, chattels, furniture; lumber, rubbish;
disagreement, dierence, dispute, contention, broil,
wrangling, altercation, quarrel, brawl, disturbance,
pother, tumult, bustle, uproar;—clever contrivance,
dodge, resource, artice:—bakhe  ukn (-k), To settle a
dispute; to nish a troublesome business:—bakher ln,
bakhe  karn, bakhe  ma n (-me ), To complicate, make
dicult or troublesome, throw obstacles (in the way of),
raise or create a diculty; to bring about a quarrel, &c.,
cause contention.
HC
 R& 7 bakhe it, part. Scattered, &c. (see
bakhern);—adj. Quarrelsome, &c.=bakhe iy.
H 7 R& 7 bakhe iy, adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome,
contentious, captious;—quarrelsome person, wrangler,

brawler; mischief-maker, rebrand; rogue, knave, astute
rascal.
H &  L" bikhay, bikha, adj. & s.m.=bishay, q.v.
H  =" bakk (from bakn), adj. & s.m. Talkative,
garrulous;—great talker, prater, chatterer (=bakws,
q.v.).
H   =" bikk, s.m. Partner (at play, &c.).
H  =
, " bukk, s.f. Cloth brought over the shoulders
under the armpits and tied behind (=bukkal, q.v.):—bukk
mrn, v.n. To pass a cloth under the arm-pits and over
the shoulders, and tie it behind.
H  =
, " bukk (dim. of bukk), s.f. Handful (=bukk;
buk); joining hands; friendship, intimacy.
H   bakiy, s.f. Clasp-knife; penknife.
H 

» bakait, s.m. Beau, fop. &c.=b kait; b k,

q.q.v.
H   ?! bakel [S. +!], s.m. Twine made from the
root of the hk tree.
H #  ?!0 bakelu (bakel, q.v.+ = S. ), s.m. Root of a
grass (m nj, &c.) of which rope is made.
H   »" bakain, s.f. Cow (or other animal) whose milk
has diminished.
H ^ $ bag [S. t], s.m. Heron; crane (=bak; bagl;
q.q.v.):—bag-p t, s.f. Line or row of cranes:—bag- l, s.f.
Slow, measured walk (like a crane's):—bag-ry (S. vaka
+rj), s.m. King of the cranes:—bag-ha s, s.m. The grey
goose.
P ^ bag (Zend, bagha; S. #$), s.m. Lord; master (=beg).
H J

F, $ bugg, adj. & s.m.=bhugg, q.v.

H J

$ bagr, s.m. Pasture-ground.

P  J bigr, bagr, s.m.=begr, q.v.
H  J $
,  bugr, s.m.=?  bugra,
 q.v.
H  J

$ bagrn (caus. of bagarn, q.v.), v.t. To cause

to spread, cause to expand; to spread out or about; to
throw away.
H  J $ bagrn, v.t.=baghrn, q.v.
H J  $7 big (fr. big n, q.v.), s.m. Change for the
worse, impairment, deterioration, corruption, vitiation,

disgurement, defacement; decline, decay; disorder,
disarrangement, disturbance, confusion; ruin, violation,
break, smash; harm, injury, damage; defect, blemish,
stain, aw; dierence, disagreement, discord,
misunderstanding, quarrel; defection, rebellion, revolt,
mutiny:—big -par n, v.n. To be ready to quarrel;—big
karn (-k), To harm, spoil; to quarrel; to forfeit
friendship.
H  J  $7 big n [big ˚ = Prk.  $©<() or
 $©()=S.  V&(), caus. of  +V&], v.t. To ruin,
spoil, mar, vitiate, &c. (see big ); to bungle; to break a
custom; to cause a misunderstanding (between friends);
to foul (one's clothes):—big -den, v.t. Intens. of,
and=big n.
H  J  $f® big (big + = S. uka), s.m. Ruiner, spoiler,

paralysed or petried with fear at the sight of a tiger.
H  &:J $+0& bg- h  (bg, 'rein'+ h , rt. of h n, 'to
be let go'), adv. With loose rein; galloping or riding hard,
at full gallop:—bag- h  dau n, v.n. To gallop hard, ride
full gallop.
H + J $ bagdn (caus. of bagadn), v.t. To cause to
return; to drive back, put to rout; to mislead, lead astray;
to corrupt, ruin, &c. (=big n).
H + J $ bagadn, v.n. To return; to retreat; to go
astray; to be spoiled, &c. (=biga n).
H J $ bagrn (caus. of bagarn), v.t.=bagrn, q.v.
H J

$ bagarn, v.n. To be expanded, be spread,

&c.=bikharn, q.v.
H ?J  m6 bigrah [S.  +m6t], s.m. War, battle, quarrel,

destroyer.
H  J bign, = P  J bigna, (Zend vi+gna; S. vi+gua), adj.

strife.
H J $" bagar, bagr, s.f. A kind of rice (=baga ; bag ,

Strange, &c.=be-gna, q.v.
P  J bigna, = H  J bign, (Zend vi+gna; S. vi+gua), adj.
Strange, &c.=be-gna, q.v.
P J J bignag, s.f. Strangeness, &c.=be-gnag, q.v.
P ? J ba-gh, adv. In time, opportunely, seasonably.

q.v.).
H <)J $ef" bagren, s.f. The angular-leaved physic

H  J%J

$ $ bagbagn, v.n. To growl, to make a

gurgling noise (like a camel)=bagbag
 n,
 q.v.
H Y LJ $" bag-pt [S. d+], s.f. The side of the
body under the armpit (=bakkh: a dialect. form of bag is
bakh; the word may be connected with the P. bagal).

H J  $ bi-gati, bigat [S.  +$], s.f. Bad conduct,
misdemeanour; badness.
H "^ $&,& bag-u, = H ^ $&0& bag- , (bg,
'rein'+ , rt. of  n, 'to break'), adv. lit. 'With broken
rein'; at full gallop (=bag- h , q.v.):—bag-u dau n, v.n.
To ride full gallop.
H ^ $&0& bag- , = H "^ $&,& bag-u, (bg,
'rein'+ , rt. of  n, 'to break'), adv. lit. 'With broken
rein'; at full gallop (=bag- h , q.v.):—bag-u dau n, v.n.
To ride full gallop.
H + &:J $+( bag- hand (bgh, 'tiger'+ hand,
'fettering'), s.m. The state of being paralysed with fear
at the sight of a tiger:—bag- hand lagn, v.n. To be

nut, Jatropha curcas (dialectic names are bag-bheren and
bagh-dharan).
H ^ $7 baga , s.m. House; enclosure (=bakkhar, bkhar).
H ^ $7 baga , corr. of bagal, q.v.
H ^ $7 baga , = H  ^

$7 bag , s.m. A kind of rice,

rice roughly cleaned (divested only of its outer husk);
seed of sesamum.
H  ^ $7 bag , = H ^ $7 baga , s.m. A kind of rice,
rice roughly cleaned (divested only of its outer husk);
seed of sesamum.
H  ^ $7 bag , s.m. Trouble, sorrow (=dukh).
H^

$7 bag  [S. J+t], s.m. Evasion, subterfuge,

shuing, cheating, trickery, fraud, deceit:—bag  karn,
v.n. To evade, shue, &c.; to avoid the payment of a
debt, or the performance of a promise.
H  ^  $7 big , part. (of biga n) and adj. (f. -),
Impaired, damaged, spoiled; out of temper, angry, &c.
(see biga n);—big e dil, adj. Rebellious, refractory,
mutinous; reckless, wild, desperate; mad, crazy.
H  ^  $7 big n, v.t.=big n: and bikhern; q.q.v.

H   ^  $7 big o (v.n. of big n), s.m.=big , q.v.

H + J  $( bi-gandh [S.  $B], s.f. Bad smell, stench,

H  ^  $7 biga n [biga ˚ = Prk.  $©()=S.  V&(`),

stink, fetor (syn. bad-bo).
H  < J $6 bag-nah,
s.m.=bagh-nah, q.v.


rt.  +V&], v.n. To be changed for the worse, to become
worse; to be impaired, deteriorated, defaced, disgured,
distorted; to take harm, be damaged, injured, marred,
spoiled, corrupted, vitiated, ruined, destroyed; to fall o;
to fail, miscarry; to break down; to go or turn bad; to get
out of order, be disordered, tossed, disarranged; to be
mismanaged, bungled; to be wasted, squandered; to
disagree, be at variance, be estranged, to quarrel; to get
out of temper, become angry or enraged; to become
vicious, wicked, or unruly; to rebel, revolt, mutiny:—
biga -jn, v.n.=bigarn.
H  ^ $7" bag , s.f.=baga , q.v.
H  ^  $7" big  [S.  >; or v.n. fr. biga n], s.f.
Damage, harm; spoil; misunderstanding (between
friends), disagreement; war, battle (cf. bigr).
H 7 ^ $7 bag iy (bag +iy = S. t), s.m. Shuer,
cheat, deceitful person.
H )0J $ bagsariy, s.m. Name of a small clan of
Rjp ts in the Murdbd district; name of a branch of
Kanauj Brhmans.
H 0J  $ bigasn, bagasn, v.n.=bikasn, q.v.
H J

$! bagal, s.f.=bagal, q.v.

H 3J

$! bagl, $,! bagul, bugl [S. 5&; or S. +H.

dim. a. l], s.m. Heron; crane, Ardea torra and putea (in
Bengal usually called, by Europeans, 'the paddy-bird,'
because of its being commonly found in rice elds):—
bagl-bhagat, s.m. False devotee (one whose acts or
observances are like those of a crane), hypocrite (syn.
kap), pretender; cunning, artful fellow (syn. makkr).
H ! #J $!5!5 baglolo, s.m. Young of a bagl.
H  @J

$
, / bugmr (in S.W. India bak-mr), s.m. A kind

of blunderbuss or musketoon.
H  @ J $q! bag-mel (bg, 'rein'+mel, 'union'), adv. lit.

H"J

$0! bag l $5! bagol [S. +$,/t], s.m.

Whirlwind (=bab l; syn. deo-bd; gird-bd).
H " J $5! bagol, s.m.=bagl, q.v.
H J

$M bagaun, bagon, v.n. To oat.

H  J  $5 bigon [S.  $"(, rt. $h with  ], v.t. To
decry, speak ill of, blame, reproach, villify, ridicule; to
ruin, destroy.
H ) J  $5 bigoy, part. adj. (f. bigo), Decried, blamed,
&c.;—s.f. Detraction, evil-speaking, scandal; ridicule,
satire.
H &J  $6 bigh, s.m.=bgh, q.v.
H  &J

V baghr (v.n. of next, q.v.), s.m. Heated oil or

gh in which onions and spices are well stirred and
browned (prepared as a relish for food); seasoning (syn.
hau kan, hau k).
H  &J V baghrn [S.  V34"(
'
, rt. V3] , v.t. To
brown onions and spices in heated oil or gh, as a relish
or seasoning for meat, &c.; to season (baghrn consists
in heating oil or gh, throwing in some onions and other
seasonings, then stirring and rubbing the mixture rapidly
till thoroughly browned, when the meat, &c. to be
dressed is added, and the stirring continued).
H ^
  $6&" bigah, s.f. Rent xed on lands per bgh;
—adv. per bgh (=bigho; bgho, q.v.).
H  J  V bigha n, v.n.=biga n, q.v.
H <&J  V bighan [S.  «t], s.m. Obstacle, impediment,
hindrance, obstruction, stop, prevention, interruption,
opposition; any diculty or trouble:—bighan ln, bighan
karn (-me ), To throw obstacles (in the way), to obstruct,
hinder, interrupt, &c.
H <&J  V bighan [S.  V; rt. 6 with  ], s.m. Killing,

'With united rein': (charging) all at once, or in a body.
H J $ bagn [prob. fr. S. L], v.n. To move, go; to be

slaying; slaughter, havoc:—bighan karn, bighan ma n,
v.t. To kill, slay, slaughter, make havoc.
H &J  V bighan, bighn [S.  Vt], s.m. Wolf (=bik).

in use, be open (as a road).

H &J

V baghn (contr. of bagh-nah, q.v.), s.m. Teeth

or claws of a tiger (worn as a necklace by children as a
charm).
H ^

$6( bag-ha s, s.m. See s.v. bag, 'crane.'
H  < &J

V6 bagh-nah [S. ¾ + Lt], s.m. lit. 'A

tiger's claw,' or 'made of tigers' claws' (see baghn);
name of a medicinal herb with a fragrant root; a kind of
perfume.
H  &J V  baghw [S. ¾+t, or t], s.m. (Prov.),
Tiger (=bgh).
H  &J  V5&" bigho [S.  m6+ "], s.f. & adv.=bigah,
q.v.
H &J FV" baggh, V" bagh, s.f. Horse- y; a kind of gnat.
H &J FV" baggh, s.f.=bagg, 'A buggy.'
H  &J

V<! baghel, = H 3 &J

V<! baghel, [S. ¾, or H.

bgh+el or el = ol = l, S. !t, dim. a.], s.m. Tiger's
whelp, young tiger; name of a tribe of Rjp ts;—baghel,
s.m. A Rjp t of the Baghel tribe.
H 3 &J V<! baghel, = H  &J V<! baghel, [S. ¾, or H.
bgh+el or el = ol = l, S. !t, dim. a.], s.m. Tiger's
whelp, young tiger; name of a tribe of Rjp ts;—baghel,
s.m. A Rjp t of the Baghel tribe.
H J F$" bagg, s.f. A kind of light chaise drawn by one
horse, a buggy (=baggh).
H J F$" bagg, s.f. Horse- y (=baggh, q.v.).
H J

$ bagiy (P. bg+H.
 iy = S. t), = H : J

$"

bag  (P. bg+ a = a, dim.a.) s.f. Little garden; ower
garden.
H : J $" bag  (P. bg+ a = a, dim. a.) = H J $
bagiy (P. bg+H.
 iy = S. t), s.f. Little garden; ower
garden.
H  J G" bager, s.f. The ortolan (=bargel, q.v.).
H 3J

G! bagel, s.m.=baghel, q.v.

H # J

G! bageln, v.t. and v.n. To push, shove

(=hakeln).
S  ! bal, s.m. Power, strength, might, ability, vigour;
force, violence, rigour, severity; eort, dint, virtue;
support; military force, host, army;—semen virile; name of

the elder brother of Krishna (=bal-rm);—side, direction,
way, wise (=bhal);—dierence (of quality, size, &c.);—adv.
& postp. By dint (of, -ke), by virtue or power (of);
supported (by), resting (on), on, (in comp.) -ward, -long
(e.g. e -ke bal gh mn, 'to turn round on the heel'; ph-ke
bal, 'on the back,' 'backward'; ha i-ke-bal jhukn, 'to lean
on a stick'; sir-ke bal, mthe-ke bal, 'headlong, headforemost'; khambh-ke bal kha  hon, 'to be supported on a
column, to stand on a column'; mu h-ke bal, 'on the face,
forward'):—balbal (S. bala+abala),
s.m. Strength and weakness, comparative strength and
want of strength; relative importance and
insignicance:—bal-bal kart, adv. With great eort, or
energy, or ardour, ardently, zealously:—bal-bhadra, adj. &
s.m. Strong, powerful;—a strong or robust man; name of
Krishna's elder brother Balrm:—bal-bhog, s.m. Taking
violent or forcible possession of another's right:—bal-be,
intj. Bravo! well done!:—bal-bidy = bal-vidy, q.v.:—bal-br,
adj. & s.m. Brave, heroic, valourous; the brave, &c.:—balt , s.m. The male palm, the toddy tree, Borassus
abelliformis:—bal-dr, adj. Possessing strength, strong,
powerful (=balwn):—bal-dast, s.f. Unauthorized or
oppressive exaction:—bal-dhr, s.m. A powerful man:—
bal-dev, s.m. Air, wind; name of the elder brother of
Krishna (=bal-rm);—a cowherd:—bal-dev, s.f. A species
of medicinal plant (commonly called tryamn):—bal-rm,
s.m. Name of the elder brother of Krishna:—bal-rakh, s.m.
A person put in charge of property under distraint for
arrears of revenue:—bal karn, v.n. To put forth strength,
to make an eort:—bal-nigrah, s.m. Reducing strength,
weakening:—bal-wl, adj. & s.m. Strong, powerful
(=balwn); a strong man:—bal-vidy, s.f. Science of forces,
mechanics (syn. ilm--jar--saql):—bal-vardhan, adj.
Increasing power, strengthening; ennobling:—bal-han,
s.m. lit. 'Destroyer of strength'; phlegm; the phlegmatic
humour:—bal-hn, adj. Destitute of strength, weak,
inrm:—bal-hnat, s.f. The being destitute of strength,
weakness, exhaustion, prostration of strength, inrmity
(whether from fatigue or age).
H # .! bali, ! bal [S. .!, .!], s.m. Coil, twist, turn,
convolution, crook, curl, wrinkle, skin shrivelled by old
age; the fold of skin in stout persons upon the upper part

of the belly or between the ensiform cartilage and the
navel; crookedness, obliquity; a bracelet (=S. valaya);—
oblation, oering, sacrice, victim; the oering of a
portion of the daily meal of gh, grain, and rice, &c. to all
creatures of every description (i.e. to gods, semi-divine
beings, men, animals, and even inanimate objects);—
name of a celebrated Daitya (also called Mah-bal), king
of Mah-balipura, whose pride was mortied by Vishnu in
the Bman or dwarf incarnation:—bal-bakr (S. bali
+varkara), s.m. lit. 'Goat for sacrice'; one who dies in
battle, or otherwise, without doing anything:—bal-jn,
bal-bal jn, v.n. To be sacriced; to sacrice oneself
(for), devote oneself (for, or to; syn. adqe, or qurbn, or
wr jn):—bal-dr, adj. Twisted, coiled, bent, curved,
having a turn, fold, or bend; (in Bot.) convolute:—balidn, s.m. Presentation of an oering to a deity, oering
a sacrice, sacricing a victim;—bali-dn karn (-ko). To
oer a sacrice, &c.:—bal den (-ko), To give a twist (to),
to twist, turn, bend, coil; to present as an oering, to
sacrice:—bal karn, v.n. To turn and twist (oneself), to
wriggle, to strut, swell, assume an arrogant or insulting
air;—v.t. To sacrice, &c. (=bal den):—bal khn, v.n. To
be twisted, turned, wound, bent, &c.:—bal-ln, v.n. To
wriggle, &c.=bal karn, q.v.:—bali-mukh, s.m. lit. 'Wrinkledfaced'; a monkey:—bal nikaln, v.n. To have folds or
twists taken out or removed, to become straight or
smooth; to have the pride or conceit taken out (of one),
to be humbled:—bali-hr, bal-hr, s.m.=bali-hr, s.f.
Oering, &c.=bali, q.v. (syn. qurbn: adqe):—bali-hr jn,
v.n.=bal jn, q.v.
A  bal, conj. But, yet, &c.=balki, q.v.
H   ! bil [S.  !(], s.m. Hole (particularly of a rat or
mouse); burrow:—bil h hn, v.n. To look for a hole to
creep into (through fear, &c.), to wish to escape or hide
oneself.
H   ! bil (corr. from the English), s.m. Bill, moneyorder, cheque, draft:—bil jr karn, v.n. To issue a draft,
draw a bill or cheque:—bil sarkr, s.m. Treasury draft or
order.
H !
, bul, ., ! buli, s.f. Pudenda fœminœ (=bur, q.v.).
S3

! bal, s.f. The medicinal plant Sida cordifolia, or S.

rhomboides, or S. rhombifolia.
A 3 bal (rt. # 'to try'), s.f. Trial, aiction, misfortune,
calamity, evil, ill; a person or thing accounted a trial,
aiction, &c.; evil genius, evil spirit, devil, end; a
wonderful or extraordinary person or thing; an awful or
terrible person or thing; an insignicant, or vile, person
or thing; excessive, fearful or awful amount or quantity
(of):—bal-bogm,
 s.m. Vile trash, trumpery, rubbish:—
bal- a, bal-nosh, s.m. One who eats anything vile or
unclean; one who eats oerings and sacrices; one who
eats anything indiscriminately:—bal d r, lit. 'Far be the
evil'; a phrase used to avert an evil omen:—bal-zada,
adj. Stricken with misfortune or evil, overwhelmed with
calamity:—bal-k, adj. Trying, troublesome; fearful,
awful, terrible; an excessive or awful amount or quantity
of:—bal-kash, adj. & s.m. Tried, aicted;—aicted
person, suerer:—bal-gardn, adj. & s.m. Warding o or
averting evil;—what averts evil; expiation, sacrice:—
bal len, bale len (-k), To draw the hands over the
head of another (and then crack the ngers over one's
own temples) in token of taking all his (or her)
misfortunes upon oneself (a practice among
women=balaiy len); to devote oneself for another (syn.
adqe hon):—bal-nab, adj. Aicted, unfortunate:—balnosh, s.m.=bal- a, q.v. (N.B. The word bal is often used
most idiomatically in a manner dicult to be rendered
in English; e.g. tumhr bal-se, sc. km hai, lit. 'It concerns
your evil genius'; it is no concern of yours; what is it to
do with you, never mind:—t ky bal hai, 'What awful
thing are you?' Who cares for you? You are of no
signicance:—kis bal-k km, 'What fearful or trying
work'; what a fearful amount of work:—j to bal mir e
l hain, 'They have put in a fearful or tremendous
quantity of chillies to-day.')
H 3 ! bal [S. !t], s.m. Bracelet; armlet (=bal.)
H3

! ball [S.  +!@ t], s.m. Beam; pole; boat-

hook; bat (syn. lah; lagg; an).
H 3  ! bil, s.m. Hole=bil, q.v.
A 3 bil (bi 'with'+l, 'not'), prep. Without:—bil-angez,
adj. Intolerable:—bil taraddud, adj. & adv. Without
hesitation:—bil tawaqquf, adv. Without delay, speedily,

promptly:—bil shak, adv. Doubtless, undoubtedly,
unquestionably;—bil nga, adv. Without intermission,
uninterruptedly, regularly, without fail, invariably,
constantly, continually:—bil wsita, adv. Without reason;
without a medium, directly, immediately:—bil wajah,
adv. Without ground or motive, groundless; without
foundation:—bil wasws, adv. Without apprehension;
unhesitatingly.
H 3  ! bill [S.  f!t], s.m. Male cat (=bil ; bilo).
H 3  ! bill, s.m. Breastplate or badge worn by peons,
policemen, &c.; any tablet or at piece of metal; string
conning the hilt of a sword or dagger to the sheath.
H 3 , ! bull, s.m. Bubble=bulbul, q.v.
P  3 balbar, s.m. A kind of jacket (syn. apkan).
S  3 ! ! balbal, s.m. See s.v. bal, 'power.'
H ]3  ! bilp [S.  !; rt. !], s.m. Weeping,
wailing, lamentation:—bilp karn, v.n. To weep, wail,
lament, cry aloud.
H ; 3  ! bilpn, v.n. To wail, &c.=bilp krn,
q.v.s.v. bilp.
S  Y3 !; balt-kr, s.m. Violence, oppression,
exaction; detention of a debtor and violence exercised
upon him to recover a debt:—balt-kr-se, adv. Forcibly,
violently, by force.
S  Y3 !; balt-krak, = S  Y3 !;" baltkr, adj. & s.m. Doing anything by force or violence;—
oppressor, robber, &c.
S  Y3 !;" balt-kr, = S  Y3 !; baltkrak, adj. & s.m. Doing anything by force or violence;—
oppressor, robber, &c.
S @ Y3 !.;/  baltmik, s.f. The plant Tiaridium
indicum; a species of sun- ower, Heliotropium indicum.
S 3 !& bal (bala+aa), s.m. A kind of bean, Phaseolus
mungo.
A 3 bild (plur. of balad), s.m. Cities, towns; countries,
provinces, territories; an inhabited country.
P 3 baldur (=S. #!), s.m. The marking-nut,
Semecarpus anacardium (syn. bhilwan).
H 3  ! billr,  ! bilr [S.  f!], s.m. Male cat.

H K3  ! bils [S.  !; rt. !], s.m. Pleasure,
delight, enjoyment; amorous dalliance:—bils karn, v.n.
To take pleasure, enjoy oneself.
H B3  !" bils [S.  !"], adj. & s.m. Addicted to
pleasure, voluptuous;—a voluptuary, pleasure-seeker.
S D 3 !8 bal, s.m. A particular disease, a kind of
consumptive expectoration; the phlegmatic humour.
A .3 ball, s.m. Enormous eater, glutton.
P p3 balgat (for A. ~p3 , inf. n. of T # 'to be eloquent,'
&c.), s.f. Eloquence; rhetoric;—maturity.
T G3 bulq, = T 3 bulk, s.m. The septum of the nose;
an ornament worn suspended from the septum of the
nose, generally set with a pearl or other gem.
T 3 bulk, = T G3 bulq, s.m. The septum of the nose;
an ornament worn suspended from the septum of the
nose, generally set with a pearl or other gem.
S  3 ! balk, s.f. A crane.
H "3  !! bill, adj.=bilall, q.v.
H "3
S (!3

!
, ! bul-ln, v.t. See s.v. ouln.
!! ballak, s.m. Flacourtia cataphracta; Carissa

carondas.
H 3  ! biln [bil˚ = bilw˚ = Prk.  !U() or
 ! ()=S.  !(), caus. of rt.  +!"], v.n. To
vanish, disappear, retire; to be eaced, be lost; v.t. To
cause to vanish; to dissipate, dispose of; to apportion,
distribute (=b n).
H 3  ! billn [S.  !"(], v.n. To wail, lament,
complain (from grief or pain), sob, whine, whimper (cf.
bilpn).
H 3 !
,  buln (caus. of boln), v.t. To call, send for,
invite, bid, summon, cite; to challenge;—to cause to
sound, to sound (as a uqq):—bul-bhejn, bul-den,
bul-ln, v.t.=buln:—bul-len, v.t. To call, &c.=buln;
(and intens) to call o or away.
S *:3 ![. bal it, s.f. The lute of Rma.
H + 3  ![ bil d, s.f. A span (=bilast, q.v.).
S A 3

!.B  balnvit (bala+anvita), adj. Possessed of

power, powerful, strong; leading an army.

H 3

! balo, adj. Cheaply purchased, bought at a

rate far below the real value, dirt-cheap;—s.m. A great
bargain.
H 3  ! bilo, s.m. A tom-cat (=bilr; bill; qq.v.).
H 3

!
,  bulo, = H 3

!
,   bulw, (v.n. of buln),

s.m. Calling, bidding; call, invitation, summons.
H 3 !
,   bulw, = H 3 !
,  bulo, (v.n. of buln),
s.m. Calling, bidding; call, invitation, summons.
H 3  ! 7 bilwa , s.m.=bil ; bilo.
H 3  ! ! bilwal, = H !3  ! !" bilwal, s.f. Name
of a rgin or minor mode in music; morning song (syn.
bhairva).
H !3  ! !" bilwal, = H 3  ! ! bilwal, s.f. Name
of a rgin or minor mode in music; morning song (syn.
bhairva).
H 3 !
,   bulwan, s.m. = H ?3 !
, 6& bulha, s.f.
=bulw, q.v.
H ?3 !
, 6& bulha, s.f. = H 3

!
,   bulwan, s.m.

=bulw, q.v.
H 3 !6 balhar, !
, 6  bulhir, s.m. A low caste
servant, a village guide, messenger, or watchman; a
caste of shermen and basket-makers.
H 3 !6" balh, s.m. A low caste of amrs or workers
in hides and leather; a member of that caste (he is also
occasionally employed to measure land).
H $3 ! bal [S. ! 'to cherish'], s.f. Benediction,

Indus to Sikkim, and is exported from Kamaun to the
plains:—cf. bill-loan).
H )3  ! bily, adj. (f. bil), & s.m. Corrupt,
degenerate, bad;—a corrupt person; an impudent
person.
H U#   bilb [S.   ], s.m.=bel, q.v.
P U# ba-lab, adv. In or on the lip, at or to the lip.
H   !  bal-bakr, s.m. See s.v. bali or bal.
A %# bulbul, s.f. (In Persia and Arabia) the nightingale;
and a certain melodious bird resembling the nightingale;
(in India) the fork-tailed shrike, Lanius boulboul:—bulbulashm, bulbul- ashm, s.m. lit. 'Bulbul-eyed'; a kind of
silken cloth, having a cross-bar border with an eye or
dot in each of the diamond squares.
H 3%# !
, !
,  bulbul [S. 
,  
, t], s.m. Bubble; any frail
thing (=budbud).
H 3%# ! ! balbaln (onomat. cf. S. ! !), v.n. To
ferment (as sour milk, curds, &c.); to putrefy (=bajbajn);
to make a noise, to low or bubble (as a camel, especially
when in rut); to be in heat, be in amed with lust; to be
in a violent rage.
H 3%#  ! ! bilbiln, v.n. To be restless; to be
tormented with pain; to lament, complain, whine (from
pain, grief, hunger, &c.), to sob or cry violently (syn.
billn and bilakn, q.q.v.).
H + %#  ! 
( bila-band, s.m. (f. ?)=+  # bila-band, q.v.
H &%# !# ballabh [S. !#], adj. & s.m. Dear, beloved;—

blessing (=asr-bd); boon (=bar).
S 3 ! baly, bale, s.m. A species of tree, Capparis

favourite; friend;—superintendent, master.
H  &%# !# balbhn (from ballabh), v.t. To allure,

trifoliata.
H $3 ! ball, s.m. A kind of village-servant for

tantalize (=bilmn).
HU
 # !% bal-be, intj. See s.v. bal, 'power,' for all

cutting wood and preserving the village boundaries (cf.
balhar).
H $3  ! bil [S.  f!"], s.f. A she-cat; a grater for

compounds.
H  L#  ! bilpn, v.n.=bilpn, q.v.

scraping pompions, &c.:—bil-kand, s.m. lit. 'Cat's-root';
the shrub Pueraria tuberosa, or Hedysarum tuberosum (the
large tuberous roots of which are eaten, and are also
used for poultices and as a cooling medicine; it is
commonly found in the sub-Himlayan tract from the

H # .! balit [S. .!, rt. !], part. Surrounded,
enveloped; turned, twisted; wrinkled.
H *# !7 balt , s.m. See s.v. bal, 'power.'
H  *# ! balat-kr, s.m.=balt-kr, q.v.
H *# !57 balto [S. ! 'hair' + P5& 'breaking'], s.m.

Boil, sore; pimple (=bl-to ; phu iy).
H    !& bilan [S.  +!& (?)+"(], v.n. To become

H #  ! bilr, s.m. A tom-cat (=bilr); a kind of cloth.

bad, &c. (=biga n, q.v.); to be eaced, lost, &c. (=nash
hon);—to insist (upon), persist (=ma aln).
H   !&" bil (Eng. 'bill'+dim. a. ), s.f. Bill of lading.

widow who loses her husband while she is very young.
A  0# balasn, vulg. balsn, s.m. Balsam, balm of Gilead.

H :#  ! bila n [S.  !d4"(; rt. !d], v.t. To mark

H 0#  ! bilasn [S.  !"(; rt. !], v.n. To be

(a passage in a book) for the purpose of extracting;
(hence) to extract, select, cull, pick out (passages from
books).
P A  c# ba-liz, adv. In respect (of), in consideration

pleased or delighted; to derive pleasure (from), take
delight (in), to enjoy (oneself).
H + 0# !,B balsundar (bl 'sand'+sundar), s.m. (?), A

(of), with regard (to).
P u# bal  [Pehl. bakhr; Zend bkhdhi; S. bhlka], Name of
the province of Bactriana, and of the chief town of the
province.
P ># bal , adj. Of or belonging to Balkh, from Balkh:
made in Balkh.
A +# balad, s.m. City, town; country.
H + # ! balad [S. !+, 'Strength-giving'], s.m. Bull;
bullock, &c. (=barad, baradh, qq.v.); horned cattle; burdenbearing bullock.
S + # .! bali-dn, s.m. See s.v. bali, bal.
A + # buldn, s.m. pl. of balad, q.v.
H P + # baladna, baldna, s.m. Tax on laden oxen.
H + # ! bald [S. !++], s.m. A name of Balarma (=bal-dev);—bullock-driver, &c.=baldiy, q.v.
H + # !  baladn (from balad), v.t. To bull (a cow).
P ?+ # balda (for A. {+ # , n. of un. from balad), s.m. A town, a
city.
H $ + # !6 baldih (from balad, 'oxen'), s.f.
Compensation for pasture ground (see baldiy).
H + # !" bald, = H )+ # ! baldiy, [S. !+t], adj.
& s.m. Belonging to oxen;—one who loads bullocks (=bailladaiy, bail-ldne-hr); bullock-driver; drover; cowherd;
grain-merchant.
H )+ # ! baldiy, = H + # !" bald, [S. !+t], adj.
& s.m. Belonging to oxen;—one who loads bullocks (=bailladaiy, bail-ldne-hr); bullock-driver; drover; cowherd;
grain-merchant.
H  )+ # ![ baldiy , s.m.=baldiy, q.v.

H # !e7 bal-rn [S. !+ef], s.f. Child-widow, a

H 0#  !T bilast [S.  .T], s.m. A span (=bilisht).

kind of sandy soil in the district of Azimgarh; clay much
mixed with sand.
H Z#  !3 bilash [S.  !d], adj. Astonished, surprised;
ashamed, abashed; embarrassed.
P Z# bilish, = P # bilisht, s.f. A span, the extent from the
tip of the thumb to that of the little nger, when the
hand is outstretched.
P # bilisht, = P Z# bilish, s.f. A span, the extent from the
tip of the thumb to that of the little nger, when the
hand is outstretched.
S Z# .!c balishha, adj. Strongest, most powerful;
very strong.
H #  !3 bilashn, v.n.=bilakn; and v.t.=bilakhn; qq.v.
P   # bulgr,
 s.m. (?), Bulgaria; perfumed leather, Russia
leather.
A 2  # balgam,
 s.m. Phlegm (one of the humours of the
po,
body); running at the nose from cold:—balgam-k

s.m.f.=balgam,
 q.v.
A @  # balgam,
 adj. & s.m.f. Of, or relating to, phlegm;
phlegmatic; corpulent, blubbered; lubberly;—a heavy,
sluggish person.
A I Q # balqs, s.f. Name of the queen of Sheba (according
to the Musalmns).
H (# !, baluk, conj.=balki, q.v. (and cf. baruk).
P (# bilak, s.m. Present, gift; fresh fruit, or new dress,
&c. at the sight of which one is pleased.
P (# bilik (cf. bilakn), s.m. (?), Seizing anything with the
hand or claws; adhesiveness.
P (# buluk, s.m. A large prominent eye.
P (# bilk, s.m. (?) Spark (of re); re.

H  #  ! bilkn (caus. of bilakn), v.t. To make (a

H  J#  !$ bilgo, s.m. = H $ J#  !$ bilg, s.f. (v.n.

child) cry violently.
H  # !  balkw (v.n. from balakn), s.m. Indistinct

of bilgn), Separating, parting; separation.
H $ J#  !$ bilg, s.f. = H  J#  !$ bilgo, s.m. (v.n.

utterance; aected or distorted language.
H (# !& balka (bl, 'ear of corn'+ka, from kan, 'to

of bilgn), Separating, parting; separation.
H J# !$ balgan [S. $(], s.m. Sobbing; sob (cf.

be cut'), s.m. (?), Rent taken in advance; cutting ears of
corn without going through the usual process of reaping.
H (# !&" balka, s.f. A tax exacted (in former times)

balakn).
H J#  !$ bilagn [bilag˚ = Prk.  !F$()=S.  !F(`),

at the commencement of reaping.
H # !! balkal [S. !], s.m. Bark (=bakl, q.v.);
cloth or garment made of bark.
H <# ! balkan, conj. corr. of balki, q.v.
H # ! balakn (rt. S. $"(; cf. balbaln), v.n. To
speak indistinctly (through excessive joy, or through
intoxication); to mouth (one's) words; to bubble, boil
(=ubaln);—v.t. To open.
H #  ! bilakn (bilapn, by change of p to k), v.n.
To sob or cry violently (as a child); to wail, whine, pule
(=bilpn, q.v.).
H #  ! bilakn [S.  !$+"(; rt. !$], v.n. To cling
(to), take fast hold (of), catch, grasp.
H #  ! bilakn [S. .#+!34"(], rt. !3], v.n. To
long (for), crave (after), desire eagerly.
P # balki, balke (A. bal+P. ki), adv. & conj. Moreover, but,
nay, nay but, nay rather, on the contrary.
H  &#  !L bilkhn, v.t.=bilkn, q.v.
H )&#  !L bilkhariy, s.m. Name of a tribe of
Rjputs (so called from Bilkhar in Oudh).
H &#  !L bilakhn, v.n. To sob, &c.=bilakn, q.v.; to
be displeased.
H &#  !L bilakhn [S.  !d4"(], v.t. To look at,
behold, see, perceive (=dekhn);—v.n. To get out of sight,
disappear, vanish; to melt or fade away.
H ^#  !$ bilag (fr. bilagn, q.v.), adj. Separate,

pass. (used actively) of rt.  +!$], v.n. To be separated;
to separate, part, &c. (=alag hon); to curdle, turn (as
milk=bilon).
H J#  !$ bilagn, v.t.=bilangn, q.v.:—bilag-jn, Idem.
H 3#  !! bilall [S.  +!&+t; rt. !&], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Stupid, foolish, silly;—dolt, blockhead, idiot, fool; slattern.
H 3#  !! bilaln, v.n.=billn, q.v.
H 2 # !/ balam, ballam [S. !#], s.m. Lover; husband.
H 2 # !/ ballam [S.  +!@ ], s.m. A kind of short spear;
pike, lance:—ballam-bardr, s.m. Spearman, lancer.
H 2 #  !/ bilam, s.m.=bilamb, q.v.
H @ # !/ balm, s.m.=balam, q.v.
H  @ #  !/ bilmn (caus. of bilamn, q.v.), v.t. To
keep back, delay, detain, withhold.
H  @ #  !/ bilmn, v.t.=birmn, q.v
H U@ #  !@ bilamb [S.  !@ ], s.m. Slowness, tardiness,
delay, prolonged time, long stay; procrastination:—
bilamb rahn, v.n. To remain a long time, to delay, dally:
—bilamb karn, v.n. To delay, tarry, be late, &c.=bilamb
rahn and bilamn.
H %@ #  !@  bilambn [S.  !@ "(], v.n. To stay,
tarry, delay, &c. (=bilamb rahn; bilamb karn); to
procrastinate.
H &%@ #  !@# bilambh, s.m.=bilamb, q.v.
H &%@ #  !@# bilambhn, v.n.=bilambn; biramn; qq.v.
H ' ) 2 # !/ balamer, ballamer (corr. of the English),
s.m. Volunteer.
H @ #  !/ bilamn, v.n.=bilambn; biramn; qq.v.

detached;—s.m. Separation, disunion, dierence:—bilag
mnn, v.n. To be displeased, oended, or angry.
H  J#  !$ bilgn (caus. of bilagn, q.v.), v.t. To

S <# .! balin, adj. (f. -in), Strong, powerful, &c. (=bal);

separate, sunder, divide, detach, disjoin (alag karn).

—s.m. Hog; bull; camel; a kind of pulse, Phaseolus radiatus;

a sort of jasmine, Jasminum pubescens.
S <# .! balin, adj. Wrinkled, shrivelled; abby, accid.

stout, robust, lusty, athletic; rm, valid.
H  # !
,  bulwn (caus. of buln), v.t. To cause to

H # ! baln [S. !, or !+"(; H. bal 'twist'], To

call; to cause to be sent for; to send for, summon, &c.
(=buln):—bulw-bhejn, bulw-len, v.t. To send for,
&c.=bul-bhejn, &c., q.v.s.v. buln.
H * # !  balwnt, s.f. Powerfulness, strength

twist, turn (=bal den); to braid, plait, weave
H # ! baln [S. A !"(], v.n. To burn (as re the
heart, &c.); to be lighted (a lamp, &c.=barn).
P + # buland, baland, adj. High, lofty, tall; elevated,
exalted, sublime; loud (syn.
):—buland-pya, adj. Of
high rank:—buland-auila, adj. Ambitious, aspiring,
enterprising; large-minded, magnanimous:—bulandrutba, buland martaba, adj. Of high rank or dignity; high in
rank, &c.:—buland karn, v.t. To lift, raise, raise up,
elevate (syn.
 karn, u n):—buland-nazar,
 adj. Of
exalted views, aspiring:—buland-himmat, adj. Of lofty
intention, high-minded, ambitious;—buland-himmat, s.f.
High-mindedness; magnanimity; ambition:—buland hon,
v.n. To rise up, become high, ascend, mount, soar.
P + # buland, baland, s.f. Height, elevation, loftiness,

(=bal, and balwatt, q.v.).
S A # !  bal-vat, adj.=bal-wn, q.v
A Y # ! \ balvatt, s.f. Stoutness, rmness, strength,
power.
H  #  !M& bilau [S. 5&+ &+t], s.m. A basket in
which betel leaf is placed (=bilhard, q v.).
H  #  !M& bilau, s.m. Young cat, kitten (cf. bill; bilr).
A  # billaur, bilaur, vulg. billor, bilor, s.m. Rock-crystal,
crystal; crystal-glass; cut-glass; beryl, Aqua marina:—
billaur-s, adj. Like crystal; crystalline.
H  # !0 bal rn, v.t. To tear (with the nails), to

eminence, exaltation; pride; loudness; high land.
H J#  !($ bilangn [S.  !rV"(], v.t. To leap up to,

scratch.
A P  # billaur, bilaur, bilor, = A P <) # billaurn, bilaurn,

to catch or seize by leaping up to; to ascend to, rise
towards, to climb.
H J#  !($ bilangn [S.  !@ "(], v.n. To hang on

bilorn, adj. Made of crystal, or of glass; crystalline.
A P <) # billaurn, bilaurn, bilorn, = A P  # billaur, bilaur,
bilor, adj. Made of crystal, or of glass; crystalline.
H  #  !57 bilo n [S.  !5f"(; rt. !,f], v.t. To stir,

(by), to hang, swing.
H J#  !$" billangn,  !($" bilangn (fem. of bilangn,
q.v.), s.f. A rope stretched across a room, &c., or a rod or
pole suspended horizontally, for hanging clothes on
(syn. argan, algan, alagn).
S # .!" balin (fem. of balin). s.f. A powerful female;—
the plant Sida cordifolia.
H #  !" biln, s.f. Disorder of the eyelids; stye
(=anjanhr).
H  # !0 bal , !,  baluw [S. !,t], adj. Sandy;
gritty.
H  # !  balw [S. !+5t], s.m. Riot, tumult,
disturbance, insurrection, sedition, rebellion, mutiny:—
balw karn, v.n. To riot, raise a tumult or disturbance; to
rebel, mutiny.
S  # !  balwn, adj. Strong, powerful, able-bodied,

shake, agitate, to churn.
A s # ball t, vulg. bal t,  s.m. The oak, Quercus ilex, or Q.
baloot; an acorn;—chestnut-tree (=shh-ball t ).
A S # bul g,  s.m. (inf. n. of T # 'to reach'), = P p # bul gat,

s.f. (for A. ~p # ), Maturity, puberty, full age, adolescence,
manhood, attaining of a marriageable age.
P p # bul gat,
 s.f. (for A. ~p # ), = A S # bul g,  s.m. (inf. n.

of T # 'to reach'), Maturity, puberty, full age, adolescence,
manhood, attaining of a marriageable age.
P  m # bul gyat
 (for A. ~)C+S # —), s.f. The coming of age,
adolescence, &c. (=bul gai).

H < #  !5 bilokan, s.m. The act of seeing, &c. (see
next); sight, view, regard, inspection.
H  #  !5 bilokn [S.  !5"(; rt. !5], v.t. To look
at, look on or upon, behold, regard, view, observe,
consider, examine, inspect; to perceive, see, spy,

discern.
H & #  !0L bil kh [S.  !+d, or /,L], s.m. Opening,
rent, ssure, crack, crevice.
H " # !0! bal l, s.m. Bubble (=bulbul, q.v.).
H " #  !0! bilul, adj. (f. -), Slovenly; awkward; bad.
H  #  !5 bilon [S.  !5f"(], v.t. To shake, &c.; to

H   !6" bilahr [S.  !++], s.f. A ladle for
taking out oil.
H  !6 balahn = ulahn, q.v.
H   !6" balh [S. !], s.f. Roll or cylindrical mass;
bundle, fagot (syn.  ; bhr).
S # !" bal, adj. Mighty, powerful, &c.=bal-wn, q.v.

churn (=bilo n, q.v.).
S  # ! B balwant, adj. Strong, &c.=balwn, q.v.

H # !" bal, s.f. Wrinkle, &c.=bali, bal, q.v.

H +  # ! B balwand, adj. dialect. form of balwant, q.v.

H # !" ball (dim. of ball, q.v.), s.f. Rafter; pole; prop;

H J #  !g$" bilaung, s.f. A species of grass.
H  #  !5" bilon (from bilon), s.f. Churning-vessel,
churn.
H  #  !5  bilowan, v.t.=bilon, q.v.
H  #  !5 " bilowan, s.f.=bilon, q.v.
H $ #  !5 biloiy (bilo-, rt. of bilon,+iy = S. t), s.m.
One who churns, churner.
A # balah, adj. Simple, foolish, silly, of little sense,
without discrimination; weak in intellect; ignorant;
unskilful (=ablah, q.v.).
H   .!6 balihr, = H   .!6" balihr, See s.v.
bali, bal.
H   .!6" balihr, = H   .!6 balihr, See s.v.
bali, bal.
H +  #  ! 
( bila-band, s.m. Disposition of lands,
revenue, &c. under dierent classes or heads;
regulation, settlement (bila is said to be corr. from the A.
wilya).
H +  #  ! 
( " bila-band, s.f. An account of the
settlement of a district (specifying the name of each
maal, the farmer of it, and the amount at which it is let,
&c.).
H   !6 bilhar, bilahr, s.m. = H   !6" bilhar,
bilahr, s.f. [S. "&+t], A long narrow box or basket,
generally used for holding pn or betel-leaf.
H   !6" bilhar, bilahr, s.f. = H   !6 bilhar,
bilahr, s.m. [S. "&+t], A long narrow box or
basket, generally used for holding pn or betel-leaf.

H # !" ball [S. !"], s.f. Climber, creeper; vine.
the pole or bamboo with which a boat is propelled, or
steered:—ball mrn, v.n. To propel, or to steer (a boat).
P  bale, adv. Yes, true, even so, well, right
H #  !" bill [S.  f!"; cf. bill], s.f. Female cat, cat (in
general):—bill ulnghn, v.n. To come across a cat
(considered an evil omen for one setting out on a
journey):—bill-loan, s.m. Valerian (so called from its
eect on cats, which are so delighted with its fragrance
as to roll about in their ecstasies);—the herb Melissa.
H #  !" bill, s.f. Sliding bolt, bolt, latch, door-catch,
bar.
H # !h balai, s.m. Name of a disease;—name of a
forest in Faibd.
H # !h balaiy (A.  # )=bal, q.v.:—balaiy len = bale
len, q.v.s.v. bal.
A A # balyt (plur. of balyat), s.f. Evils, trials, aictions,
calamities, misfortunes.
A + # bald, adj. & s.m. Stupid; simpleton, blockhead,
dunce.
H 0 # p balesar, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the
G jar tribe (see G jar).
A T # balg, adj. Eloquent; mature; copious.
P # # balela, s.m. A fruit, the belleric myrobalan.
H  # #  !"!5& bill-loan, s.m. See s.v. bill 'cat.'
H < # Âf bale  [S. !+/ef!t], s.m. Whirlwind.
H < # Âf bale  [S. !"+ef+t], s.m. Ridge-pole (of a
thatched house); thatched covering forming a verandah
or porch (syn. baran; osr).
H < # Âf" bale , s.f. Ridge-pole (=bale , q.v.).

S  # !" ' bal-vard, s.m. Ox, bull, &c.=balad, q.v.

H (%@  @ 
, bimbuk [S.  @ +], adj. Red, ery, ame-

S  #  balya, adj. Powerful, strong, vigorous (=balvn);

coloured.
H %@ @ 0 bamb [S. @#+], s.m. Bamboo, Bambusa

strengthening, invigorating;—s.m. semen virile.
H 2 / bam [S. /], s.f. Spring of water; fountain; pump:
—bam-pulis, s.m. A latrine.
H 2 / bam [S. /], s.f. The space between the tips of
the ngers of either hand when the arms are
outstretched, a fathom; a measuring rod of three and a
half cubits; the pole, or shaft, of a carriage.
H 2 / bam (prob. a corr. of Brahma), A term used by
Hind pilgrims in salutation, or as an ejaculation
addressed to iva (always with the name Mahdeo, e.g.
bam bam Mahdeo).
P 2 bam, s.f. Bass (in Music); deep, bass, tone or sound;
bass string (of a lute, &c.); deep-toned drum:—bam bajn,
To beat a drum; to raise a shout, to hurra; to be noised
abroad:—bam baj-jn, Idem:—bam ma n, v.n. To make a
noise.
H Y @  /P bimtra [S.  /], s.f. Stepmother.
P A ? @ ba-mdda, adv. On the subject (of), in the matter
(of); by reason (of).
H  @  / bimr, adj.=bmr, q.v.
H  @  / bimn [S.  /], s.m. Car or chariot of the
gods (sometimes serving as a seat or throne, and at
others carrying them through the skies self-directed
and self-moving); car or vehicle (generally); ornamental
bier (on which a Hind corpse is borne to the place of
cremation).
H U@ @ bamb, s.m. Revenue defaulter, one who owes a
balance to the State.
H U@  @ bimb [S.  @ ], s.m. Disc of the sun or moon;
re ected form, re ection, shadow, image, picture; a
plant bearing a bright-red gourd, Momordica monadelpha;
the fruit of this plant.
H %@ @  bamb (cf. bam; Port. pompa; A. mamba), s.m.
Fount, well; pump; re-engine;—boss or nave, large
nave.
H %@  @  bimb [S.  @ ], s.f. The plant Momordica
monadelpha (=bimb).

Arundinacea; a species of cane; a reed pipe used by
opium-smokers:—bamb bakss, s.m. lit. 'Cane-present';
caning, beating (a phrase used by Europeans in reply to
a request for ba shish or a present).
H  %@ @ f
0 bamb , s.m. (?), Name of a disease in
elephants (ulceration above the nails of the feet or
lower parts of the extremities).
H %@ @ " bamb, s.f. Navel (cf. bamb).
H %@ @
H [ # *@

bamba, s.f. The city of Bombay (=bama).

/p bamtele, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts (of

low repute) in the Do b.
P A @ ba-misl, adj. Like, resembling.
P A 8@ ba-mujarrad, adv. On a mere, simple, or single
(order, glance, &c.); on the instant (of), instantly,
immediately, forthwith.
P A + @ ba-madad, prep. By or with the aid (of), by means
(of).
P A %Y@ ba-martaba, adv. To or in a degree; to a great
degree, by many degrees, ever-so-much (syn. ba-darja;
kah ).
P A @ ba-mur r, adv. In the lapse (of); ago.
H @  / 6 bimarih, adj. Sickly, &c.=bmr, q.v.
H  2 /7" bam  (P. bam+H. dim. a. r), s.f. Wailing,
lamentation;—intj. Alas!:—bam  mrn, v.n. To bewail the
dead, wail, lament (in the Hind fashion, viz. by uttering
loud cries or wails and slapping the mouth with the hand
at the same time).
P A P @ ba-maa, = P A P @ ba-ma, adv. Together with,
along with.
P A P @ ba-ma, = P A P @ ba-maa, adv. Together with,
along with.
P A  q*Q @ ba-muqtae, adv. According to the
requirements of, by the exaction of; in consequence of,
conformable to; through.
H @ / bamakn, v.n. To swell (cf. waram karn).
H &@  /,L bi-mukh [S.  /,L], adj. With the face

averted, turned (from); averse (to), disinclined; opposed
(to), hostile; disappointed; unpropitious.
H @  /! bimal [S.  +/!], adj. Free from stain, white,
clear, clean, spotless, stainless, unpolluted, undeled,
uncontaminated, immaculate, pure.
H 3@ /! baml (bam+dim. a. l), s.m. Hole from which
water springs up, source, fount (cf. bam).
H <@ ) / baman [S. /, rt. /], s.m. Vomiting; vomit;
emetic:—baman karn, v.n. To vomit.
H <@ / baman, bamman, s.m.=bhman, brhma, qq.v.
H @

/ bamn [S. /"(, rt. #], v.n. To vomit;—v.t.

To vomit up or forth.
P A !o@ ba-manzila, adv. In loco, in the place (of), instead;
in or to the station or degree:—ba-manzila m bp, In
loco parentis.
H @ /" baman, bammann, s.f.=bhman, brhma,
qq.v.
P A UW @ ba-m jib, adv. By reason (of, -ke), on account
(of), in pursuance (of); in accordance (with), according
(to), in conformity (with); as per.
H = @  /5 bimo n [S.  /5d4"(, rt. /5d], v.t. To
liberate, free, loose, untie, let loose, release,
emancipate.
H ? @  /56 bimoh [S.  /56], s.m. Temptation,
allurement, seduction.
H <&@ @6 bamhan, s.m.=bhman, brhma, qq.v.:—
bamhan-gaur, bahman-gaur, s.m. Name of a class of the
Gaur Rjp ts.
H &@ /6" bamhan, bamhn, s.f. Light red soil.
H &@

@6  bamhaniy, s.m. Name of a subdivision of

the K h tribe.
H R&@ @6s& bamhanet, s.m. A young Brhman
(=brhmae, q.v.).
H R@ /"_ bamh [S. Ã"+TRt], s.m. Ant-hill; snake's
hole (cf. b b).
H  @ /"! baml, Name of a kind of grass.
H <  ban [S. ], s.m. (f. ?), Forest, jungle, wood,
grove, copse, brake; cotton-eld; cotton crop:—ban-bs

(S. vana+vsa), bano-bs, s.m. Living in a wood, residence
in a forest; wild or unsettled manner of life;—
banishment, exile;—one who lives in a wood, &c. (=next):
—ban-bs, adj. & s.m. Dwelling in a forest or wood;
dweller in woods, inhabitant of a forest, forester;
hermit, anchorite;—s.f. Life of a hermit:—ban-bilo, s.m.
ban-bill, s.f. (S. vana+vila), A kind of wild cat, Felis
caracal:—ban-bihr (S. vana+vihra), s.m. Wandering or
sporting in the woods or forests:—ban-bh  (S. vana
+bhak), s.m. The wild egg-plant, Solanum melongena:—
ban-prasth, adj. & s.m. Retiring into a forest, leading the
life of an anchorite;—hermit, anchorite:—ban-pau, s.m.f.
Forest animal, wild animal, wild beast:—ban-phal, s.m.
Forest fruit, wild fruit:—ban-tura, ban-turoi, s.f. A wild
species of the Lu"a (or Cucumis) acutangula:—ban-tariy,
s.m. Name of a class of people who formerly acted as
wood-rangers in Gorakhpur:—ban-ttar, s.m. The sandgrouse (=barr-ttar, q.v.):—ban-jtr (S. vana+ytr), s.f.
Pilgrimage through the eighty-four forests of the Braj
country:—ban-jtr, s.m. A pilgrim who makes the above
pilgrimage:—ban jh n, v.n. To beat the forests or
woods:—ban- ar, adj. & s.m. Moving or living in a forest
or wood, sylvan, wild, savage;—any creature, or wild
animal, that inhabits the jungle; monkey; forester
woodman; wild man, savage:—ban- ar, s.f. A kind of high
jungle grass of which elephants are very fond:—bandevt, s.m. Forest-god or divinity:—ban-sa, s.f. Wood of
the cotton tree (used for fuel, and in the sides of graincarts):—ban-salm, s.f. Fee exacted by the landlord from
the cultivator for permission to collect the juice of the
forest date-trees:—ban-ka, ban-ka, s.f. Fee paid for
cutting timber in a forest; the right obtained by clearing
a jungle and bringing it under cultivation; cleared land:—
ban-kan, s.m. Dried cow-dung found in forests (and
used as fuel):—ban-kar, s.m. Produce of jungle or forest
lands (e.g. gum, honey, &c.); revenue from woods and
forests:—ban-kas, s.m. Grass used in making ropes:—bankhar, s.m. Land on which cotton has grown during the
past season:—ban-kha, s.m. Wood, forest:—ban-khan,
s.m. Name of a forest in India:—ban-gau h, ban-go h
(S. vana+go+vishh), s.m.=ban-kan, q.v.:—ban-m h (S.
vana+makshik), s.m. Gad- y; the jungle bee, wild-honey

bee:—ban mrn, v.n.=ban-jh n, q.v.:—ban-ml, ban-ml,
s.f. A garland of wild owers (usually of the tuls, the
kund, the mandr, the prijt, and the saro-ruh or lotus),
reaching down to the feet; the chaplet worn by Krisha:—

ban-ml, adj. & s.m. Having or wearing a ban-ml; one
who wears a ban-ml; an epithet of Krisha:—ban-mnus

(S. vana+mnusha), s.m. Wild man of the woods; the
ourang-outang; the Lemur tardigradus:—ban majh n, v.n.
To traverse the forest, &c.=ban-jh n, q.v.:—ban-vs,
s.m.=ban-bs, q.v.:—banotsarg (S. vana+utsarga), s.m. Name
of a ceremony (much resembling a marriage ceremony)
performed in honour of a newly-planted orchard, and
without which it is not proper to partake of its fruit:—
ban-yuwati, s.f. A female residing in a forest or jungle.
H <  ban, 
, bun [S. ; or perhaps the rt. of bunn,
q.v.], s.f. Price paid for pasturage; remuneration for
harvesting (usually one bundle out of a certain xed
number); quantity of grain given for a day's weeding, or
for other daily labour (usually two and a half or three
seers;—syn. bann, ban).
H <  ban, past conj. part. (of bann) = bankar, q.v.
H <   bin [S.  ; H. also bin], prep., postp., & prex,
Without, exclusive of, wanting, except (it may often be
conveniently rendered by the Eng. neg. prexes un-, in,
or by the ax -less):—bin  marn, v.n. To die a
premature, or a sudden, death (see ):—bin-boy, adj.
Unsown, uncultivated, wild, spontaneous (=an-boy; udrau):—bin-jne, adv. Without knowing, unwittingly,
unconsciously:—bin-jut, adj. Unploughed:—bin-d t-wl,
adj. & s.m. Toothless;—a toothless person:—bin-dnepn, adj. Without meat and drink, without eating and
drinking:—bin-dhan, adj. Without wealth, indigent, poor:
—bin-dhyn, adv. Without meditation, without re ection,
unthinkingly, inconsiderately:—bin-dekh, adj. & adv.
Unobserved, unseen:—bin-swrth, adv. Uselessly,
fruitlessly, to no purpose:—bin mre tauba karn, v.n. To
fear without a cause; to cry out before being hurt:—binmare shahd hon, bin teg shahd
hona, v.n. To be slain

without a wound (said of lovers).
A < bin (from <  ibn, rt.  'to build,' s.m. Son.
A < bun (prop. bunn), s.m. Coee, before it is roasted and

ground (when ground it is called qahwa).
P < bun [Pehl. bun; Zend buna; S. , ], s.f. Ground,
foundation, basis, root, stem (cf. bunyd); bottom, end,
tip.
H  B bann, v.n. See  bann.
H   ban (perf. part. of bann), adj. (f. -), Made,
formed, done, got ready, prepared, constructed,
composed; nished, completed; xed, settled,
established; well arranged, in good order; well-to-do,
prosperous, wealthy; healthy, robust, strong, stout,
plump; hoaxed, cajoled; alloyed, counterfeit, ctitious,
spurious, forged; articial, not real, sham, mock, false,
invented, fabricated;—s.m. Bridegroom (=bann); darling;
marriage song;—land dressed and ready for the seed:—
ban-bany, adj. (f. ban-ban), Ready made, nished,
complete, perfect, entire;—ban-han, adj. (f. ban-han),
Dressed out, got up, decked out, elaborately adorned
(=ban-han):—ban- un, adj. (f.
ban- un), Arranged, set in order; decked out, &c.=banhan, q.v.:—ban rahn, bane rahn, v.n. To remain
waiting, to wait, attend, remain in attendance, or at
one's post; to continue, be maintained, remain
unaltered, last long, be permanent, remain for ever; to
do well, thrive, prosper, continue in good condition.
H   ban, past conj. part. (of bann), Having made,
having prepared, &c. (see bann; syn. ban-kar, ban-ke):
—ban-ln, v.t. To prepare, or get ready, and bring; to
settle, manage, arrange, accomplish.
A  bann (rt.  'to build'), s.m. Mason, builder.
A  bin (inf. n. of R ), s.f. Building, structure, edice;
foundation, basis, base; ground, footing, motive; root,
source, origin; beginning, commencement:—bin-bar,
prep. On account of, owing to, by reason of (=bare; liye);
—bin-bar-n, adv. On this account, for this reason,
therefore, with this view or intent:—bin ln (-k), To
lay the foundation (of), to found, establish; to begin,
originate, start, set on foot.
H    bin [S.  ], prep. & postp. Without, &c.=bin,
q.v.
H   B binn, v.t. See  binn.

H  B,  bunn, v.t. See  bunn.
A P   bin-bar, ban-bar, prep. See s.v. bin, 'foundation.'
H &;  Bv bannphir, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts.
A A  bant, s.f. pl. (of  bint, fem. of ibn or bin, rt. R ),
Daughters:—bant--nabt, s.f. The tender herbage:—
bantun-nash, s.m. The constellation of the Greater or
Lesser Bear (consisting of seven stars, four of which are
conceived to bear the resemblance of a nash or bier, and
the remaining three to be the bant or daughters
preceding it).
H A   bant, bannt, s.f. Broad-cloth=bant, q.v.
H Y  " bant, bannt, adj. Woollen; made of broadcloth.
A   bandir (A. pl. of P. bandar), s.m. pl. Ports, harbours.
H K   banras [S. 4"], s.f. The holy city
Benares.
H K    bins [S.  8; rt. 8 with  ], s.m.
Disappearance, destruction, utter loss, ruin, death,
annihilation:—bins karn, v.t. To wipe out, eace, ruin.
spoil, destroy, annihilate.
H *LB  \" bans-patt, bans-pat [S. T, gen. of
+P], s.f. Forest leaves; wild fruit; grass, herbage,
vegetation, the vegetable kingdom.
H B    binsn, v.t. To ruin, destroy, &c.=bins
karn, q.v.s.v. bins.
H D   8 bin, s.m.=bins, q.v.
H E   8 binn, v.t.=binsn; bins karn, q.q.v.
H _  banr, s.m.=bannphir, q.v.
P D X  bungosh, vulg. bingosh (bun++gosh, q.q.v.), s.m.
The tip of the ear, the lobe of the ear.
H " 
, ! bunla (from bunn), s.m. The woof of lace.
P 1  ba-nm, adv. In the name (of); to the address (of).
H    bann [caus. of bann, q.v.], v.t. To make,
form, fashion, shape, mould, create, prepare, get ready,
manufacture, construct, compose, build, fabricate,
invent, do, perform, nish, complete; to repair, mend,
rectify, adjust, adorn, decorate, deck, trim; to colour,
paint, polish; to cause to agree, make harmonize, to

reconcile; to pluck (a fowl); to dress or cook (food); to put
on, assume (a look, air, &c.), to feign, pretend; to mock;
to hoax:—ban-den, ban-len, v.t. intens. forms of,
and=bann (for ban-ln, see s.v. past conj. part. ban).
H   ban-n, v.n. See s.v. bann.
H    , 

bano (v.n. from ban-on), s.m.

Preparation, formation, composition, fabric, &c.
(=banwa, q.v.); dressing, preparing, decking (oneself);
decoration, embellishment, adornment; good
understanding, harmony, concord, mutual agreement
(of persons, things, or qualities), reconciliation;
adjustment, amendment, correction, remedy:—bano
karn (-k), To adorn, bedeck, ornament, decorate,
embellish:—bano hon (-se), A good understanding to
exist (between or with), to be on good terms, get on well
(together).
H    & banwa [S. 4+
'
], s.f. Make, structure,
construction, build, formation, composition,
manufacture, workmanship, work; frame, form, fashion,
gure, shape, mould, conformation, formation,
appearance; fabrication, invention, contrivance, art,
artice, aectation; ction, sham, pretence; forgery,
counterfeit; show, display, embellishment, get up.
H     & binwa, 
,  & bunwa (from binn or
bunn), s.f. Weaving; knitting; texture.
H    " banwar (perhaps for banwa), s.f.
Getting ready, preparing; preparation; art, skill,
dexterity.
H     banon, v.t.=bann, q.v.
H $    bin, 
,  bun (from binn, bunn), s.f.
Weaving, knitting;—price paid for weaving, &c.
(=bunw).
H )   bany, perf. part. (of bann), Made, &c.:—
bany jn, v.n. To be making, be in hand (e.g. bany
jt hai, 'It is being made').
H ()    binyak [S.  ], s.m. A spiritual
preceptor; a name of the god Ganea; name of Garu;
name of a Bauddha.
H U bimb, s.m.=U@ bimb, q.v.
H % bamb, s.m.= %@ bamb, q.v.

H K %   ban-bs [S. + ], s.m. See s.v. < for this
and all compounds having ban for the rst member.
H % (  ba bar, s.f.=ba war, q.v.
H (%  @ 
, bimbuk, adj.=(%@ bimbuk, q.v.
H % bamb , s.m.= %@ bamb , q.v.
H % bamb, bumb, s.f.=%@ bamb, q.v.
H   banat [S. 4+' ], adj. Having, or adorned with,
gold or silver edging;—s.f. Lace; band or riband studded
with spangles; gold or silver lace or edging worn on a
cap or mantle.
H    binat [S.  ], part. Sunk down, drooping,
inclined, bowed, bent, curved, crooked, stooping; cast
down, prostrate, humble, modest;—s.f. Bending or
bowing low, &c.=bint, q.v.
A  bint (fem. of <  ibn; rt. R ), s.f. Daughter:—bintulinb, s.f. Daughter of the grape, wine.
H *  banit [S. ], s.f. Woman; beloved woman,
wife, mistress.
H *  " binat, bint [Prk.  4.\=S.  .Q+], s.f.
Bowing down, bending low; humility, modesty;
submission; apology; solicitation, entreaty, supplication,
petition:—bint karn (-k), To entreat (of), beseech,
implore, supplicate, &c.;—bint-kar, adv. Supplicatingly,
beseechingly.
H < &( ba  [S. e&], s.m. Share, part, division, &c.
(=ba; b ; qq.v.).
H < e& ban [S. #ef+t; rt. #4], s.m. A large brass
water-pot.
H < &(  ba n, v.t. To cause to be shared; to
distribute, share, divide, &c.=ban, bawn, qq.v.
H  < &(  ba n, v.n. To be shared, &c.=ban, q.v.
H < &(  ba wr, s.m.=bawr, q.v.
H < &(  ba wn, v.t.=bawn, ban, qq.v.

elaborately decorated or dressed up.
H   < _? ban-han-ke, = H < _ ban-han,
(from bann+hann), adv. Adorned, embellished,
elaborately decorated or dressed up.
H ) < &( 
h ba ait [S. e&+], s.m. Allotter, distributer,
divider, &c.=baait, bawaiy, qq.v
H 6 .4* baij, 4* baaj [S. .4*; or .4A for
.4*], s.m. Trade, trac, commerce, mercantile
transactions, merchandise:—banaj karn, v.n. To trade,
trac.
S 6 .4* baij, s.m. Trader, merchant (=baik); the sixth
of the astronomical periods called kara, corresponding
to the half of a lunar day.
A 6 banj (the P. bang arabicized), s.f. Henbane.
H  8 *
(  banjr [S. .4*++t], s.m. A caste or
class who are carriers of grain, salt, &c.; an individual of
that class; a grain merchant.
H  8 *
( " banjr, adj. Belonging to, or relating to, the
Banjrs.
H  8 *
( " banjr, s.f. Wife of a banjr; a kind of tent
used by banjrs; half-boiled grain.
H 8 *
( , * banjar [S. B+], s.m. Waste land
unt for cultivation; unproductive land, fallow land;
waste, wild, jungle:—banjar-jadd, s.m. Land brought
recently into cultivation after lying some time fallow:—
banjar rij- jam, s.m. Waste land excluded from the
rental:—banjar qadm, s.m. Land left fallow for some
years:—banjar-kam, s.f. Abatement of rent in
consideration of waste land.
H <8 .( * banjin, s.m. (?), Land close by a village:—
name of a weed (about three feet high) which springs up
with the arf crops.
H <8  * binjan [S. *], s.m. Anything used in

H < _ ban-han, = H   < _? ban-han-ke,

dressing or preparing food, seasoning, relish, sauce,
condiment; vegetables (dressed with butter, or gh, and
added to esh or sh);—(in Gram.) a consonant (as
marking or distinguishing sound).
? 8 * banajn, v.t. To trade, trac (=banaj karn); to

(from bann+hann), adv. Adorned, embellished,

dispose of.

H 7< &( U ba waiy, s.m. One who allots shares, one
who distributes; divider, distributer (=bawaiy, q.v.).
H  < _
(  ba hn, v.n. To be twisted, &c.=ban, q.v.

?  &8 #
( 5&" banjho [S. B+ &"], Pill or bolus given to
destroy the embryo; medicine taken to produce
barrenness.
? 8 .4*" banij, 4*" banj, s.f. The business of a
pedlar.
?  8 .4A banijya (for .4A), s.m. Trade, &c.=banij,
q.v.
H  : 
(  ba n (caus. of b n, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to read, to make, or hear (one) read (=ba wn).
H  : 
(  ba n, v.t.=ba n, q.v.
H : 
(  ba n [S. "(; rt. ], v.n. To be read or
perused.
H  : 
(  ba wn (caus. of ba n), v.n. To cause
to be read, to have (a thing) read; (caus. of b n), to
cause to read, to make, or to hear (one) read.
P +  ban [Pehl. band, Zend banda, S. B bandha], s.m.
Binding, fastening, tie, knot, band, bandage, bond,
ligature, belt, roll, string; joint, knuckle; stoppage,
discontinuance; hindrance, prevention, obstacle; fetters,
imprisonment, arrest, captivity, connement; a mound,
dyke, dam, embankment; gripe, hold, grasp, twist, trick
(in wrestling); manœuvre, dodge, artice; art, skill,
dexterity; agreement, promise, pledge, contract;
regulation; list, inventory; verse, stanza, burden (of a
song);—(as an ax) binding; binder, fastener, putter on
(e.g. nal-band, one who puts on horse-shoes, a farrier):—
band b dhn, v.n. To construct a dam, dyke,
embankment, &c.:—band-ba, s.f. Account of each
share of assessment in grain:—band-bardsht, s.f.
Account of the share of an instalment to be paid by each
villager:—band-band, s.m. Every joint; every part, every
inch:—band-band paka n (-k), To seize all the joints
(rheumatism):—band band jud karn or kar-den (-k), To
sever all the joints, open all the knobs or fastenings,
separate inch by inch:—band-behr, s.f. Statement of the
amount of each money instalment of a village:—band
baihn, v.n. lit. 'The joints to t in'; to succeed in an
aair:—band-ph t, s.m. Account of the shares of the
liabilities of a village:—band-tl, s.m. Damming up a
watercourse for the purpose of irrigation:—band-i-jama,

s.m. The act of allotting to each cultivator an equal
portion of good and bad lands:—band-isb, s.m. Abstract
account:—band- na, s.m. Prison:—band-i-sel, s.m.
Contract of sale:—bandi-muddat, s.m. Stated period for
the settlement of an account:—band-me an, band-me
pa n, v.n. To fall into the toils; to become a captive:—
band-navs, s.m. Clerk, accountant:—band-o-bast, s.m. lit.
'Binding and fastening'; plan, organization,
management, administration; arrangement, disposition,
method, order, system; settlement (of revenue),
regulation;—band-o-bast-i-khir, s.m. Recent or last
settlement;—band-o-bast-i istimrr, s.m. Permanent
settlement; settlement in perpetuity;—band-o-bast-i androza, s.m. Temporary settlement;—band-o-bast-i-jadd,
band-o-bast-i l, s.m. New settlement; new regulation or
practice:—band-o-bast-i-dawm, s.m. Permanent
settlement (=band-o-bast-i istimrr);—band-o-bast-i-sar-sar,
s.m.=band-o-bast-i and-roza;—band-o-bast-i sbiq, s.m.
Former settlement:—band-o-bast karn (-k), To manage,
regulate, settle, make an arrangement, arrange (for),
organize (=intizm
 karn, q.v.):—band-o-bast-k paimish,
s.f. Revenue survey:—band-o-bast-i-mulk, s.m. Sum total
of the revenue of a province or kingdom:—band-o-bast-i
md, s.m.=band-o-bast- and-roza, q.v.:—band-o-bast, s.f.
Arrangement, organization; economy.
P +  band [part. of bastan; Pehl. band, Z. banda; S. -, rt.
B], part. adj. Fastened, tied up, bound; shut, closed,
stopped, stopped up, cut o; prevented, hindered,
barred, checked, restrained, suppressed; constrained,
still, dull, heavy, paralyzed; contracted, straitened:—band
haia, s.m. Choleraic diarrhœa:—band rahn, v.n. To be
engaged in a business:—band karn or kar-den, v.t. To
shut, close, shut up, conne, imprison; to stop, stop up,
ll up (a hole, &c.); to arrest, check, put a stop to, hinder,
mar; to settle, wind up (an account):—band hon, or hojn, v.n. To be closed, stopped, cut o, shut up, stopped
up; to be nished, be exhausted, to cease; to be
abolished, be done away, be lost or gone.
H +   BC bindu,  B bind [S.  BC], s.m. Drop; point, dot,
spot. mark; the nasal dot anusvra; semen, sperma
genitale:—bind-kushd, s.m. Semen cito emittens morbo

a"ectus.
H +  B,  bund, s.f.=b

d, q.v.

H +  B band [S. B], s.m. Mistletoe, Epidendron
teselloides (=b d, q.v.).
H +  B band [S. B+t], s.m. A grain magazine above
ground (cf. bdr).
H +  B band, s.m.=P. ?+  banda, q.v.
H +   B bind (from bind), s.m. A round sectarial spot
made on the forehead by Hinds preparatory to
worship.
H +  B,  bund, s.m. Drop, &c. (=bind; b d); ear-ring
(=bulq).
H +  B bandr, s.m. Brink (of a river), shore, coast;
skirt, side (of a garden.—The word is peculiar to
Southern India, and would appear to be connected with
bandar).
H +   B! bindl, s.f. A medicinal herb.
H < +   B  bind-ban, s.m.=bindr-ban, brind-ban,

qq.v.
H +  B bandar [S. ], s.m. Monkey, ape:—bandarkhat (S. vnara+kshata), s.m. A sore that does not heal (as
a monkey-bite); a running sore, an issue.
P +  B bandar (band+dar; syn. in Pers. dar-band), s.m.
Inlet (of the sea), harbour, anchorage, sea-port,
emporium, city, trading town (on the sea) to which
numbers of foreign merchants resort.
H +  B bandr, s.m. Mistletoe (=band, q.v.).

invention, contrivance, plan, scheme, artice,
manœuvre; fabrication, preparing a false story, making
up a false account of a trausaction; combination, league,
plot, conspiracy, collusion, cabal, intrigue; elegance (of
style):—bandish b dhn, v.n. To form a league or
conspiracy, to contrive, plot together, cabal, conspire.
H  +  B, " bundk [S.  BC+], s.f. A little drop, dot, spot,
speck:—bundk-dr, adj. Dotted, spotted:—bundk-k h ,
s.f. Spotted chintz.
P  X +  bandagn, s.m. pl. (of banda), Slaves, servants.
P X +  bandag (from banda), s.f. Slavery, servitude;
service; devotion, adoration, worship, praise;
compliment, salutation; humility, lowliness;—intj. My
service to you! good morning! good-bye! adieu! farewell!
thank you!:—bandag bajn or baj-ln (-k), To pay
(one's) devoirs (to); to serve:—bandag-me ud karn,
v.n. To aect authority while in servitude.
H !+  B!" bandl, s.f. A species of rice (grown in
Rohelkhan).
H +  B bandan, s.m. Fastening, &c. (=bandhan, q.v.)
H +  B bandan [S. B, rt. B], s.m. Praise, worship,
adoration; obeisance, homage, salutation; attery:—
bandan-wr (S. vandana+ml), s.f. A festoon of leaves and
owers suspended across gateways on festive occasions.
H +  B bandn, v.n.=bandhn, q.v.
H  +  B  bandan-wr, s.f. See s.v. bandan. (The

H & +  BL bandar-khat [S. +d], s.m. See s.v.

word is sometimes incorrectly written bandhan-wr, as
though derived from bandhana and dwra.)
H +  B band , s.m.=bandhu, q.v.

bandar, 'monkey.'
H +  B" bandar (from bandar, 'port'), s.f. A sort of

P 0 +  band-o-bast, s.m. See s.v. band.
H +  
( 5 ba dor, = H +  
( 57 ba do , [S. B+?],

chintz from Ma hl-bandar; a sword from Rj-bandar.
H +  B" bandar, bandr [S. "], s.f. A female

s.f. Slave-girl, female slave; child of a slave.
H +  
( 57 ba do , = H +  
( 5 ba dor, [S. B+?],

monkey; a kind of grass found in rice elds and in kodo ,
and used as fodder.
H )+  B bandariy, s.f. A female monkey (=bandr).

s.f. Slave-girl, female slave; child of a slave.
A G+  banduq (from G+  bunduq, 'bullet,' 'ball,' the
Arabicized form of the Persian funduq), s.f. Musket,
relock, gun, fowling piece:—band q bharn, v.n. To load
a gun:—band q hatyn, v.n. To take aim with a gun, to
point a gun (at):—band q aln (par), band q ho n,
band q lagn, band q mrn (-ko), To discharge a gun, to

P D +  bandish (Zend. band+she), s.f. The act, or state, of
tying, binding, &c.; make, structure, build, &c. (=banwa);
construction, composition; knot, entanglement;

re (at); to shoot.
A T :i+  band q , s.m. Musketeer, ri eman.

harvest.
H  +  B bandhn (caus. of bandhn), v.t. To cause

H +  
( 5! ba dol, s.m. Child of a slave (=ba dor, q.v.).

to be bound, to have or get bound; to bind, tie, fasten,
&c.; to enjoin upon; to x, establish.
H  +  B" bandhn (from bandhn), s.f. One who

H +  B6 band h, s.m. Whirlwind.
S +  B bandh, s.m. & f., or .B bandhi, s.f., Binding,
tying; tie, fetter, knot, fastening, string, cord; bandage,
&c. (=band, q.v.); bondage, imprisonment, captivity;
pledge, deposit (=bandhak);—part. adj. Bound, fastened,
&c. (=band):—bandha-tantra, s.m. A complete army (with
its four divisions of elephants, chariots, horse, and foot;
—syn. atur-anga):—bandh-me n, bandh-me pa n, v.n.
To fall into the toils or meshes, to become a captive.
S +  B, bandhu, s.m. See +  bandhu.
P ?+  ba da (Zend banda; S. B bandha), s.m. Slave,
bondman, servant; humble servant (a term used by a
speaker of himself, when addressing a superior); human
being, creature:—banda - parwar, s.m. Cherisher of
servants or dependants, patron; your honour, your
worship:—banda-parwar, s.f. Cherishing of servants:—
banda--dargh, s.m. Slave of (your) threshold:—bandazda, s.m. Your slave's son, my son:—banda-navz,
s.m.=banda-parwar, q.v.:—banda-navz, s.f.=banda parwar,
q.v.
P +  bandah, s.m. pl. (of banda), Slaves, servants.
H +  B bandh (perf. part. of bandhn, q.v.), part. adj.
(f. -), Fastened, tied, bound, xed, established,
continuous, uninterrupted, usual, ordinary; shut up,
concealed, undisclosed:—bandh wz, s.f. Monotonous
tone, monotony or sameness in singing:—bandh bt, s.f.
Established thing, settled matter, xed rule:—bandh
m h, s.f. Undisclosed intention, secret; compact and
united family:—bandh-hu, adj.=bandh;—bandh-hu
ar , s.m. Regular or usual expenses.
H = +   B! bindh al [S.  B+!], s.m. The
range of mountains which stretches across India, and
divides Hind stn proper from the Dakkhan, marking the
southern boundary of the sacred land of the Hind s.
H  +  B bandhn [S. B], s.m. Fixed allowance,
wages, salary, stipend, pension; raised embankments of
earth for ooding lands; purchase of grain in advance of

carries stones, timber, &c. on his shoulder, porter, cooly;
pensioner, stipendiary; gunner, artilleryman.
H  +  B  bandhwat, s.f. Binding, fastening; tie,
&c. (see b dhn and bandh).
H $ +  B bandh (v.n. from bandhn), s.f. The act of
binding, tying, &c.; the business of binding; binding,
fastening, tying; bond, tie; price paid for binding;
premium paid in exchange of money of inferior
denomination.
S  @ ) +  B/ bandhe-mn, adj. Fastened, bound,
tied.
S *+  B, bandhut, s.f. Friendship; relationship,
anity, connection, relation; relations collectively,
kindred, kin.
S +  B, bandhur, s.m. A shrub bearing a red ower,
Pentapetes Phœnicea, and its ower; name of a drug (syn.
birang rishabh); a crane.
S +  B, bandhur, s.f. Harlot, prostitute.
S (+  B bandhak, s.m. Binding; connement; barter;
pawn, pledge, deposit, mortgage (=rahn); mortgage-bond
(=rahn-nma); hostage; wages.
S +  B" bandhak, s.f. Unchaste woman, harlot;
barren woman.
S <+  B bandhan, s.m. Fastening, binding, tying; tie,
knot; bandage; bond, connement, imprisonment,
captivity, snare, toils; obstacle, hindrance, check,
restraint; established rule or custom, daily practice or
observance:—bandhan-lay, s.m. Place of connement,
prison:—bandhan-rajju, s.f. Rope used for tying:—bandhangranthi, s.m. Knot of a ligature.
H +  B bandhn [S. B"(], v.n. To be fastened,
bound, tied, kept; to be enclosed, be closed or stopped, be
laid; to be caught, be ensnared; to be formed or
composed; to be continuous or uninterrupted, be xed or

established; to be conducive, to help, co-operate;—s.m.
Instrument for tying, tie, rope, &c. (=bandhn, q.v.); cloth
for wrapping small articles in, wrapper; needle-case;
hold-all:—bandh-jn, v.n. To be formed, be composed,
&c.=bandhn.
H +   B bindhn,   bi dhn, v.t. To puncture,
&c.=b dhn, q.v.;—v.n. (from b dh), To be punctured,
be perforated, bored, or pierced; to be stung.
H +  B" bandhan, or bandhn (from bandhan), s.f.
Instrument for tying or holding together, tie, string,
rope, thread, chain, snare; wrapper, &c. (=bandhn).
S +  B, bandhu, s.m. Kinsman, relation, relative,

Imprisonment, bondage, captivity.
H  +  B0 bandh r, s.m. Purchase of grain in ad. vance
of harvest.
S  +  B0 bandh k, s.m. The shrub Pentapetes
Phænicea (=bandhur); the plant Ixora bandhu:—bandh kpushp, or bandh k, s.m. The tree Terminalia tomentosa.
H +  B" bandh, = H +  .B bandhiy, s.f.
Embankment, &c.=bandhn, and band, qq.v.
H +  .B bandhiy, = H +  B" bandh, s.f.
Embankment, &c.=bandhn, and band, qq.v.
S +  B bandhy, adj. & s.f. (m. bandhya), Barren,
sterile;—barren woman; childless woman; barren cow
(or other animal);—a perfume (commonly called bl).
H 6 +  B<* bandhej, s.m. = H 8 +  B<*" bandhej, s.f.

connection, kindred in general; friend; (in law) cognate
kinsman in a remote degree (one subsequent in right of
inheritance to the sa-gotra); one of the same
brotherhood, or tribe, or profession;—bandhu, bandhujva, s.m. The ower and plant Pentapetes Phœnicea
(=bandhur):—bandhu-jan, s.m. Kinsman, relation; friend:—
bandhu-datt, s.m. lit. 'Given by relations'; a particular
kind of female property (given to a girl by her relations
at her marriage):—bandhu-hn, adj. Destitute of kindred,
relationless, friendless.
H +  B bandhav, s.m.=bandhu.

durability; steadiness, persistence; prohibition,
interdiction; temperance, abstemiousness; practice,
usage, custom; parsimony, close-stedness:—bandhej-k
taw, bandhej-k gan, s.m. Charm against miscarriage:
—bandhej-k daw, s.f. Astringent medicine; remedy for
diarrhœa.
H 8 +  B<*" bandhej, s.f. = H 6 +  B<* bandhej, s.m.

H  +  B,  bandhuw, 
(  bandhw, 
( , bandhu [S.

[S. B], Stability, permanence, xity, rmness,

B+t], s.m. One who is bound, prisoner, convict,
bondman, captive, slave.
H K +  B  bandhws, s.f. Land embanked all round
in such a manner as to retain water.
H  +  B  bandhwn (caus. of bandhn), v.t. To
cause to be bound, to have or get (a person or a thing)
bound, tied, &c.; to cause to be constructed, framed,
prepared, &c.:—bandhw-len, v.t. Idem.
H  +     bi dhwn (caus. of bi dhn), v.t. To cause
to be pierced, to have or get pierced, bored, &c.; to
pierce, perforate, bore, &c. (=b dhn, q.v.).
H $ +  B  bandhw, s.f.=bandh, q.v.
H $ +  B,  bandhuw, B bandhu, (from
bandhu), s.f. Relationship, kinship, friendship.
H $ +  
( ,  ba dhuw, 
( ,  ba dhu, s.f.

[S. B], Stability, permanence, xity, rmness,

durability; steadiness, persistence; prohibition,
interdiction; temperance, abstemiousness; practice,
usage, custom; parsimony, close-stedness:—bandhej-k
taw, bandhej-k gan, s.m. Charm against miscarriage:
—bandhej-k daw, s.f. Astringent medicine; remedy for
diarrhœa.
S  +  B bandhya, adj. Bound, conned, detained under
arrest; barren, sterile, unfruitful.
H  +   B bindhya, s.m.=bindh al, q.v.
H +  B" band [S. .B, B"], s.m. Prisoner, captive,
slave;—one who praises or extols, praiser, panegyrist,
bard (these bards are regarded as belonging to a distinct
tribe called Bh):—band-jan, s.m. A bard, a person of the
Bh tribe:—band-sr, s.m. The substance of a Bh's
teaching:—band-grih,
 band-ghar, s.m. Prison, gaol.
P +  band (from band, q.v.), s.f. Binding, tying,

fastening; shutting, closing, stopping; construction, &c.;
(in Law and Revenue) arrangement, settlement,
agreement; distribution, allowance; reduction; charge
(used in comp. e.g. nal-band; jam-band; qq.v.);—
imprisonment, captivity;—s.m.f. Prisoner, captive, slave;
female slave or servant, handmaid (cf. banda):—bandna, s.m. House of bondage, prison, gaol (=band-ghar).
H +  B" band, s.f. A kind of ornament worn on the
head;—a short robe or dress (shorter than the jma; cf.
ban;—name of a certain dry measure:—band-jan, s.m. A
kind of ornament.
H +   B" bind [S.  BC], s.f. Dot over a letter; dot, point,
spot, mark, cypher, nought;—spangle, ornament for the
forehead.
H )+  ., B bundiy [b d+iy = S.t], s.f. A kind of
sweetmeat (like drops); comt.
H 3)+  B, b! bundel, s.m. Name of a spurious tribe of
Rjp ts who give name to the province of Bundelkhan.
H <#)+  (b
, ! bu delan, s.f. A woman who sells perfumes.

H  <  f  bi uw (b +dim. a. uw = S. t), s.m. A
small roll of cloth, &c. (see b , and  w).
H I% 
( ba s [S 8
( ], s.m. Bamboo (used in comp. for
b s, q.v.); line of a pedigree or genealogy (from its
resemblance to the succession of joints in a bamboo),
lineage, race, family, stock; descendant, ospring:—
ba val (S. va a+val), s.f. Line of a family, pedigree,
genealogy, genealogical tree (syn. shajra):—ba -phor (S.
va a+sphoaka), s.m. lit. 'Bamboo-splitter'; one who
makes baskets, chairs, &c. of split bamboos or reeds
(=baso , q.v.):—ba s-lo an (S. va a+ro an or lo an), s.m.
An earthy concretion of a milk-white colour found in the
hollow of the bamboo and known by the name of
bamboo-manna (syn. tabshr):—ba s-w , s.f. Bamboo
plantation; jungle of bamboos.
H 0 
(  ba s [S. 8
( +t], s.m. A species of grass which
grows in rice elds (it is used as fodder for cattle).
H  0   binsr, s.m.=bhinsr, q.v.
H ! 0 
(  !" bans-val, s.f. See s.v. ba s.

S  )+  B"  bandwn, s.m. Prisoner, captive.

P A %0 ba-nisbat, prep. In respect (of, -ke), with respect

H < f
(  ban, s.m. Mistletoe, &c. (=band, q.v.).

(to), with relation (to); in comparison (with)
H *L0 T banas-pati [S. T], s.m. lit. 'King of the

H <  f bin, s.m. Faggot; bundle of sticks, or of grass,
or of straw, &c.
H < (f
,  bun (from b

d?), s.m. A kind of ornament

worn on the ears.
H <  f!0 binl , s.m. A sort of curry made of pork.
H  < f5 bano, = H   < f5Ô6 banoh, s.m.
Whirlwind (=band h).
H   < f5Ô6 banoh, = H  < f5 bano, s.m.
Whirlwind (=band h).
H < f
( " ban, s.f. A short robe (=band, q.v.); waistcoat,
vest.
H < f
( " ban, s.f. Bullock cart or car, a bandy (the word
is peculiar to Southern India).
H ' 7< f
( <" baner (cf. balen), s.f. Ridge-pole; ridge of a
house.
H   banr, s.m. Bridegroom (=bana, bann, q.v.).
H  " banr, s.f. Bride (=ban).

wood'; a large forest tree; a large tree bearing fruit, but
apparently having no blossoms (as several species of the
g, the jack-tree, &c.); tree (generally).
H *L0 \" banaspatt, s.f.=banspatt, q.v.
H 0 
( " ba sr, s.f. Flute, &c.=b sr, ba s qq.v.
H 0   binasn [S.  8"(; rt. 8], v.n. To
deteriorate, spoil, perish, die; to be brought to nothing,
to be destroyed, be killed.
H   0 
( 7" ba s-w  [S. 8
( + &"], s.f. See s.v. ba s.
H 0 
( " bans [S. 8
( "], s.f. Flute, pipe; a kind of wheat
with blackish ears:—bans-ba, s.m. The tree under which
Krisha
was accustomed to play the ute.

H 0 
( " bans [S. .( 8, or .( 8], adj. Pertaining to a
family, race, &c.; lineal, genealogical; of the race or
lineage (of).
H 0 
( " bans [S. f8"], s.f. Fishing-hook; shing-line
or tackle.

H   8 binan, v.n.=binasn, q.v.
P h  banafsha, s.f. The violet, Viola odorata.
P ( banak (ban = S. +dim. a. ak = S. ), s.f. A sort of

bha-kaaiy).
P ^ bang (=S. #r$), s.f. Hemp, Cannabis satica; an

fruit; a kind of satin; pimple; drops of sweat on the face.
H ( 
( ba k (corr. from the English), s.m. Bank:—ba k-

intoxicating potion made from the leaves of hemp
(=bh g).
H J $
(  bang [S. r$?], s.m. Joint of bamboo root;

ghar, ba ghar, s.m. Idem:—ba k-lot, s.f. Bank-note.
H ( 
( ba k [S. 7; rt. ], s.m. Bending, curvature;

piece of bamboo.
H J $
(  ba g [S. r$+t], s.m. Well-water having a

bend, elbow, or reach of a river or winding stream.
S ( .4 baik, s.m. Merchant, trader (cf. baniy):—

slightly metallic or brackish taste; a kind of soil.
H J $
( ! bangl = next, q.v.

banig-bho, s.m. Trac, trade:—baik-putra, s.m.
Merchant's son, son of a trader; young merchant or
trader:—baik-putr, s.f. Merchant's daughter; a young
woman of the merchant (bany) class;—baik-path, s.m.
lit. 'Traders' path or line'; trac, commerce.
H   
(  ba krn, v.n. To cry out, shout, yell,
bellow, roar, thunder; to make answer (as one possessed
by an evil spirit).
H  $  
(  ba k, s.f. Bend, &c.=ba k, q.v.
H ( 
( & ba k (ban+ka), s.m. A ruined or spoiled

H " J $
( ! bangl [S. r$, or r$+!+t], s.m. Name
of the province of Bengal.
H <! J $
( ! banglan, $
( .! banglin, = H ! J $
( .!"
banglin (fem. of next, q.v.),. s.f. A woman of the Bangl
race, a female Bengalee.
H ! J $
( .!" banglin (fem. of next, q.v.), = H <! J
$
( ! banglan, $
( .! banglin, s.f. A woman of the
Bangl race, a female Bengalee.
H ! J $
( !" bangl [S. r$+!+, ], adj. & s.m.

crop (on the eld).
H ) ( &h bankaaiy [S. r$+e&+t], s.m.=ba g-

Relating, or pertaining, to Bengal; of Bengal, Bengalee;—
native of Bengal;—s.f. The Bengalee language.
P ? J bungh (bun+gh, qq.v.), s.f. The rear of an army;

katiy, q.v.s.v. bang.
H   ban-kar, s.m. See s.v. ban, 'forest.'

baggage, equipage of an army.
H J $
( " ba gr, = H  ^ $
( 7" bang , [S. 
( +dim. a.

H   ban-kar, ban, banke, past conj. part. (of bann),

r], s.f. A bracelet or 'bangle' made of glass or lac (also
written ba gl, va gl;— r).
H  ^ $
( 7" bang , = H J $
( " ba gr, [S. 
( +dim. a.

Having become;—conj. & adv. As, like (often used as
synonymous with hokar, when it either has the sense of
'as,' or gives to the preceding word the force of an
adverb; e.g. mitra bankar mile jule raho, Live together as
friends in peace and harmony; p nir-da ban ta -par
al jt hai, He himself is going heartlessly along upon
the pony).
H & L ban-khar, s.m. See s.v. ban.
H [  ? banke, past. conj. part. (of bann) = bankar, q.v.
H ^ $
( bang [S. r$], s.f. Tin, lead; calx of tin (taken
internally as an aphrodisiac);—the egg-plant, Solanum
melongena;—name of the province of Bengal proper
(Bangl):—bang-kaiy (S. va ga+kaa+ika), s.m. The
prickly plant Solanum Jacquini, resembling a thistle (used
medicinally for diarrhœa and coughs; syn. ban-kaaiy;

r], s.f. A bracelet or 'bangle' made of glass or lac (also
written ba gl, va gl;— r).
H J ( $ ba gik, $
(  ba gka (see bangk), s.m. An
aquatic beetle which eats rice plants.
H ) (J $
( & ba g-kaiy, s.m. See s.v. bang (also
written ban-kaaiy).
H  J  $
( " bangk [S. $
( +], s.f. A species of rice
cultivated in Benares (originally, perhaps, from Bengal).
H 3J  $
( ! ba gl (contrac. from bangl; or from S.
ba ga, or va ga), s.f. The Bengalee language;—s.m. A
thatched house, a 'bungalow'; summer-house; cottage;—
a sort of betel-leaf or pn.

H #J $
( .! ba galiy, bangaliy, bangliy (dim. of ba gl),
s.f. The Bengalee language;—a small bungalow; cottage;
—a species of rice.
H J F( $0 ba gg , s.m. An instrument or meter for

thing) made, &c. (see bann); to make, construct, &c.
(=bann).
H      binwn, 
,  bunwan (caus. of binn or

ascertaining the strength of liquors.
H J $
( " ba g,  $" bi g, s.f. Humming top (syn.

bunn 'to weave'), v.t. To cause to be woven, &c.; to get
(a thing) woven, &c.
H      binwn (caus. of binn, 'to be picked'), v.t.

bhau r).
P J ba g (from bang, 'hemp'), s.m. One who is addicted

To cause to be picked, to have or get (a thing) picked, &c.
H $    banw (v.n. from banwn), s.f. Cost of

to taking bang; one who intoxicates himself with bang.
H  B,  bann [ban˚ = Prk. 4()=S. B(`), pass.

making (a thing), price paid for inaking, &c.
H $     binw, 
,  bunw (v.n. binwn or

of rt. ], v.n. To be made, constructed, built; to be

bunwn), s.f. Cost of, or price paid for, weaving, &c.
? '0Y  5;$' banotsarg, s.m. See s.v. ban, 'forest.'

created, formed, fashioned, produced, fabricated,
invented; to be prepared, got ready, be done, nished or
completed; to be cooked or dressed; to be managed,
executed, eected; to be composed; to be mended,
repaired, or adjusted: to be improved, be made
presentable, palatable, &c.; to be established, be set up;
to be, become; to happen, befall, betide; to be as, become
as or like (see ban-kar); to be adorned, decorated,
embellished; to t, t in, come out, come right; to chime,
agree, fall in (with), do, answer, serve; to succeed, do
well, prosper; to be made, acquired, or gained; to be
assumed, be feigned, to counterfeit; to be hoaxed, be
ridiculed or laughed at:—ban-n, ban-parn, v.n. To be
performed, eected, or accomplished; to do; to succeed,
turn out well, to answer, suit; to be fortunate, to prosper;
to come to pass:—ban-jn, v.n. Intens. of, and=bann,
q.v.:—bann-hann, v.n. To be decked out, be thoroughly
got up, or elaborately dressed and adorned.
H   B,  , binn; B,  bunn [bin˚ or bun˚ = Prk.
 4() or 4
, ()=S. 4
 () or 4
 5(), rt. ] , v.t. To
weave; to braid, plait, knit; to intertwine, interlace.
H   B,   binn (see bnn), v.t. To pick up, gather
up, &c. (=bnn, q.v.);—v.n. To be picked, culled; to be
cleaned.
H  B0 bann , s.f. Lady, &c.=bn , q.v.;—A proper name.
H    " banwr, adj.=ban-ml, q.v.s.v. ban.
H     banwn (caus. of bann), v.t. To cause to be
made, constructed, or prepared, &c.; to have or get (a

?   M& banau, s.f. Fighting with cudgels; club-ght.
H    5 binod [S.  5, rt. ,] , s.m. Dismissing
removing; dismissal, abandonment; diversion, sport,
pastime, play, entertainment, pleasure, gratication,
happiness, interest; eagerness, vehemence.
H   (  ba war, = H  ( 7 ba wa , [S. 2/], s.m.f.
Creeper; vine; tendril (also written ba wa , ba wa r).
H  ( 7 ba wa , = H   (  ba war, [S. 2/], s.m.f.
Creeper; vine; tendril (also written ba wa , ba wa r).
H    M binaur, banaur, s.m.=binaul, q.v.
H    M" binaur, banaur, s.f.=binaul, q.v.
H )   M binauriy (dim. of binaur), s.f. Name of a
herb which grows about a foot and a half high in elds
which have been sown with a arf crop (it is used as
fodder for cattle).
H "   M! binaul,  5! binol, banol [S. r$+$,ft
or $5!+t], s.m. Cotton-seed (considered very fattening
food for cattle: it is also burnt with oil as a light):—binaul
bn, v.n. To say unpleasant things.
H !   M!" binaul, banaul (dim. of binaul), s.f. Cottonseed;—small hail-stones.
H    M,    binaun [S.  /"(, rt. / 'to
bow'], v.t. To adore, revere, venerate, laud (syn. ar n;
p j karn).
H   ( f
( ba wa d, ba wa , s.m.f=ba war, q.v.
H )  
h  banwaiy (banw-, rt. of banwn+iy = S. ikah),

s.m. Maker, manufacturer.
P  buna, bunna (see bun), s.m. Foundation, &c. (=bun);
baggage, goods, household furniture (cf. bun-gh).
H  < B6 banh, s.m. Conjurer, magician, wizard.
H  < 6 banihr [bann+hr], s.m. Ploughman or
labourer whose services are paid in bann or in kind.
H $ < B6 banh, s.f. Wife of a conjurer; female
conjurer, enchantress.
H  )< .B6 [ banhiy , s.m. Bridegroom (=ban; banr).
H <  6 binahar (from binn and hr), s.m. Picker or
gatherer of cotton.
H  " ban, bann (see ban), s.f. Bride.
H  " ban (dim. of ban), s.f. Small forest, wood, grove.
H  B" bann, " ban, s.f. Portion of grain given to a
labourer as a remuneration for his services.
A  ban (obl. pl. of ibn, rt.  'to build'), s.m. pl. (used in
comp.), Sons, children;—ban-dam, s.m. Sons of Adam,
men, mortals:—ban-isrl, s.m. Children of Israel,
Israelites:—ban-jn, s.m. The children of Jn, the Jinn or
Genii, the beings who inhabited the world before Adam.
H    binay [S.  ], s.m. Supplication, entreaty;
humility; modesty; graciousness, courtesy, good-nature;
discretion, decorum; reverence, obeisance.
H  .4,  baniy,  bany [S. .4], s.m.
Merchant, trader, shopkeeper, corn-chandler, grainseller, vender of provisions (syn. baqql);—(met.) pettyminded man; niggard; timid man.
P   bunyd (see bun), s.f. Foundation, basis, base, origin,
groundwork; resources, power (syn. al):—bunyd ln (k), To lay the foundation (of), to found; to originate, &c.
H <  hf banaiy-ka, s.m.=ban-kan, q.v.s.v.
ban.
H   .4[, [ baniyn, s.m.=baniy, q.v.
P   bunyn, s.f. Foundation, &c.=bunyd, q.v.
H   " baniyn, banyn. = H <) )  
baniyyan,  baniyin s.f. Wife of a bany; woman of
the baniy caste.
H <) )   baniyyan,  baniyin = H

  " baniyn, banyn. s.f. Wife of a bany; woman
of the baniy caste.
H    " bint [S.  "; rt. "], part. adj. Well-trained,
educated, disciplined, well-behaved, well-controlled;
compliant, governable, tractable, humble, modest, meek,
placid, gentle.
H R s_" baneh, h_" banaih, = H R s&" bane,
h&" banai, [S. .B6 ?+.9], s.f. A torch lighted at both
ends and whirled round so as toform a double circle of
re; a club weighted at both ends
which is whirled round the head as a gymnastic exercise
(cf. banau):—banaih phe kn, v.n. To whirl or twirl a
banaih; to ourish a cudgel; to strike out right and left
with a stick.
H R s&" bane, h&" banai, = H R s_" baneh,
h_" banaih, [S. .B6 ?+.9], s.f. A torch lighted at both
ends and whirled round so as toform a double circle of
re; a club weighted at both ends which is whirled round
the head as a gymnastic exercise (cf. banau):—banaih
phe kn, v.n. To whirl or twirl a banaih; to ourish a
cudgel; to strike out right and left with a stick.
H 6  "* banj, s.m.=banij, q.v.
H (  " bank, s.m.=banik, q.v.
H 3  s! banel, h! banaila [S. +!t], adj.
Pertaining to the forest; sylvan, wild, savage.
H   h" banain, s" banen, s.f.=baniyin, q.v.
H   " ! banwl, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the
Bhang caste.
H
0 b , s.f.=b , and b -b , qq.v.
H

0 b , s.f.=b , q.v.

P b , or bo [Pehl. boi; Zend baoidh, rt. bud = S. budh],
s.f. Odour, scent, smell; trace, soupçon, small portion,
particle (in India, bo commonly signies a bad smell, b
being used for 'smell' generally):—b -bs, s.f.=b :—b
ph n (-k), Smell (of a thing) to be diused; soupçon,
trace, or inkling (of an aair, &c.) to get abroad; to be
divulged, to leak out, get wind:—b -dr, bo-dr, adj. & s.m.
Scented, fragrant;—a kind of scented leather:—b -kash,
adj. & s.m. Smelling, sning;—one who smells or

inhales the scent or odour (of a thing):—b -kash, s.f.
Taking a smell; inhaling odour.
A b (=ab ), s.m. Father; possessor, &c. (used in comp.;
—before words dened by the Arabic article al, it is
shortened in pronunciation to bu; e.g.);—bul-ajab, adj.
Wonderful, marvellous:—bul-fu l, adj. Given to excess,
or to exaggeration; loquacious; prodigal:—bul-hawas, adj.
& s.m. Desirous; whimsical, capricious, ckle;—a
wavering, or ckle person; blockhead:—bul-hawas, s.f.
Freak, whim, caprice:—b -turb, s.m. Father dusty, a
nickname given by Mohammad to his son-in-law Al:—
b -tmr, s.m. lit. 'Father of wailing'; the heron; the
bittern:—b -jahl, adj. Ignorant, foolish:—b -qalam n, adj.
& s.m. Of various hues, variegated, varied, various;
changeable; wonderful;—anything of various hues; a
chameleon.
H
5 bo (rt. of bon, q.v.), s.f. Sowing, cultivation:—bojot, s.f. Idem.
H
M bau, s.m. (?), The fee or perquisite of a zamndr
when a daughter of a cultivator in his village is married.
H 
0 b , 0  b w [S. ,?], s.f. Sister, dear sister;
father's sister, aunt (syn. ph ph ; ph ; cf. b -b ).
A  bawwb (rt. for ), s.m. Janitor, porter.
H 
 bawd, = H ?
 bawda s.m. A
medicinal herb (resembling turmeric in appearance).
H ?
 bawda, = H 
 bawd s.m. A
medicinal herb (resembling turmeric in appearance).
H  ,  buwr, 5 br, s.f. = H  ,  buwr,
5 br, s.m. [S.  +t, or !t], Sowing,
cultivation; seed-time (=bo; bon).
H  ,  buwr, 5 br, s.m. = H 

,  buwr,

5 br, s.f. [S.  +t, or !t], Sowing,
cultivation; seed-time (=bo; bon).
P A NB ba-wsita, adv. By reason (of), because (of), on
account (of), by means (of).
A  B bawsr (pl. of bs r; rt. 0 ), s.m. (?), Hemorrhoids,
piles.
A U8P ! bul-ajab, adj. See s.v. A. b .
H    biwn, s.m.=bimn, q.v.

H 

,  buwn, 5 bn (caus. of bon), v.t. To

cause to be sown; to have or get (a eld) sown or
cultivated; to get (a cow or bualo) bulled.
H  5 bon (from bo, 'smell'), v.t. To cause to
smell, to perfume (syn. basn; gandhn);—v.n. To emit a
smell, to smell, stink.
H ?  6 biwh [S.  6], s.m. Marriage (=byh, q.v.
H 

6 bawh [S. ++t], adj. Aected with

lues venerea, poxed, syphilitic.
H $   biw,  baw [S.  , from ], s.f.
Kibe or chap on the heel; chilblain:—biw phan, v.n. To
suer from kibes, or from chilblains.
H $ ,  buw, 5 bo (v.n. from bon), s.f. The
act of sowing, sowing; seed-time (=bor).
H
5 bob, s.m. The sowing of grain by the drill.
H

5  bob [S.  # t], s.m. Goods and chattels,

property; bundle.
P D b -bsh (from b dan, 'to be'), adj. Ancient,
perpetual, everlasting.
H ( 0  b bak, s.m. An old fool, old dotard; simpleton,
blockhead (=bu bhas, q v.).
H
0 0 b -b , s.f. Sister, elder sister; lady (=b-b);
favourite concubine, or one of superior rank.
S & M#,d bau-bhuksha, s.m. One who is always
hungry; a starveling.
HA 
0 b t, s.f. = H Y
Strength, power, ability.
H Y 
0  b t, s.m. = H A


0  b t, s.m. [S. #0.*, rt. ]0 ,

0 b t, s.f. [S. #0.*, rt. ]0 ,

Strength, power, ability.
H Y 5 bot (local), s.m. Tube of the nryal, or huqqa,
made of the cocoa-nut.
H Y 5 bot, s.m.=Y bota, q.v.
H ;Y


0  b tp (from b t), s.m. Force, violence.

A A Y b tt (contrac. of buy t-t, pl. of bait), s.m. Account
of household expense; marketing charges (cf. buy t).
P A Y Y b tt (rel. n. fr. butt), adj. Relating to household
expense.
H 1 Y botm, btm, butm (corr. from the English), s.m.

Button.
H Y 5! botal (corr. from the English), s.f. Bottle:

ba-ajhe-ki, adv. In such a way that.
H &W D
0 b jh [S. ., -, or 
, +(], s.f. Perception

botal- na, s.m. Room where bottles, crockery, &c. are
kept; pantry.
H Y 50 bot [S. T+], s.m. Buck-goat.

understanding, intelligence, comprehension, thought
(syn. samajh); guessing, guess:—b jh-bujhawwal, s.m. A
game at riddles; riddle, enigma (=bujh-bujhauwal):—b jhbi r, s.m. Understanding and discretion.
H &W 5D bojh, = H &W 5D bojh, [S. ©t, or 5©, or

P Y b ta, bota, s.m. Crucible, melting-pot; shrub,
spreading bush (cf. b ).
P Y bota, s.m. Young of a camel; a young camel; (met.) a
fat person; an ungainly or ill-looking person.
H < a o Y M"*/" baut-zamn, vulg. baut-jamn (baut for
bot, fem. part. of bon+zamn), s.f. Land held by the
owner of a village in his own possession to give out to
the peasants for cultivation.
A  @ Y b -tmr, s.m. See s.v. A. b .
H  &0 b ,
H

5& bo [S. ?], s.f. Vessel; earthen vessel boat.

H

5& bo [S. 5e&], s.m. Finger; nger's breadth;

digit; inch.
H  &0  b  [S. B , or 5e&+t], s.m. Flower, sprig
(particularly worked on cloth, or painted on paper);
bush, shrub:—b -qad, b -s qad, adj. Of small stature;
tiny; of lovely and delicate proportion:—b  k hn (par), To work owers (on cloth), to embroider:—b e-dr,
adj. Flowered (cloth); chequered, spotted.
H  5& bo [S. &+t], s.m. A lump or piece of esh; a
log of wood.
H  &0 " b  (dim. of b ), s.f.=b , q.v.; ower or sprig
of a plant; a drug; a dot or spot:—b t-vidy, s.f. Science
of botany (syn. ilm-i-nabtt).
H  5&" bo [S. &], s.f. A small bit, slice, or morsel
of esh or meat:—bo utrn or utr-len, To bite or snap
o a piece of esh:—bo-bo pha akn, To throb in every
vein:—bo a hn, To become fat or plump:—boiy u n,
boiy kn (-k), To cut in pieces, make mince-meat of:
—gin bo nape shorb, prov. lit. 'With counted bits of meat
(you will have) measured soup'; a limited income, small
pay;—one's expenses must be in accordance with his
income; cut your coat according to your cloth.
P A W ba-wajh, adv. In the mode or manner; in a way—

5©; rt. 6O], s.m. Load, burden, bundle (of grain, or
grass, &c.); weight; load of grain in the straw (as much
as can be carried on the head); ballast (of a boat or
ship); cargo, lading, freight; weight, importance, gravity;
incumbrance, drag, onus, diculty burden,
responsibility, obligation:—bojh utrn (-k), To put down
a load or burden; to help (one) to set down; load, &c.; to
throw o, or to relieve (oneself) of a burden,
incumbrance, or responsibility to perform or discharge
a duty (generally in a perfunctory way):—bojh uhn,
v.n. To take up, or to bear, a load, &c.; to take a burden,
or responsibility upon oneself:—bojh-ba, s.f. A mode of
distribution by stacks or bundles of cut corn:—bojh-b ,
s.m. lit. 'Weight-centre'; centre of gravity:—bojh paka n
(-k), To assume or aect a degree of importance or
consequence; to give oneself airs:—bojh- , s.m.
Specic gravity:—bojh sir-par hon (-k), To be labouring
under a burden, or diculty; to be under an obligation:
bojh-kan, s.m. Material particle:—bojh ldn, v.n. To load
(on, -par), lade; to emburden, encumber:—bojh-lakr, s.f.
Material line:—bojho marn (-ke), To groan and sweat
under a burden.
H &W 5D bojh, = H &W 5D bojh, [S. ©t, or 5©, or
5©; rt. 6O], s.m. Load, burden, bundle (of grain, or
grass, &c.); weight; load of grain in the straw (as much
as can be carried on the head); ballast (of a boat or
ship); cargo, lading, freight; weight, importance, gravity;
incumbrance, drag, onus, diculty burden,
responsibility, obligation:—bojh utrn (-k), To put down
a load or burden; to help (one) to set down; load, &c.; to
throw o, or to relieve (oneself) of a burden,
incumbrance, or responsibility to perform or discharge a
duty (generally in a perfunctory way):—bojh uhn, v.n.
To take up, or to bear, a load, &c.; to take a burden, or

responsibility upon oneself:—bojh-ba, s.f. A mode of
distribution by stacks or bundles of cut corn:—bojh-b ,
s.m. lit. 'Weight-centre'; centre of gravity:—bojh paka n
(-k), To assume or aect a degree of importance or
consequence; to give oneself airs:—bojh- , s.m.
Specic gravity:—bojh sir-par hon (-k), To be labouring
under a burden, or diculty; to be under an obligation:
bojh-kan, s.m. Material particle:—bojh ldn, v.n. To load
(on, -par), lade; to emburden, encumber:—bojh-lakr, s.f.
Material line:—bojho marn (-ke), To groan and sweat
under a burden.
H &W &W D
0  0D" b jh-b jh (from b jh), s.f. Guessing;
a game among children (one of them is blindfolded and
must guess which of the others touches him).
H $ &W D
0  b jh, s.f.=bujh, q.v.

H  &W

5Dh! bojhail, 5D<! bojhel [S. 5©+!], adj.=bojhal,

and bujhail, qq.v.
H V 5 bo [S. ' vr+ a, 'water-going'], s.m. Alligator,
crocodile (syn. magar; kumbhr).
H = 
0  b  (see b n), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Ear-cropped;
without ears;—a man, or a dog, without ears.
H = 5* bo  [from S. rt. j with  ], s.m. A chairplk, a kind of sedan (syn. jhappn).
H = 5 bo r [S.  +j+t], adj. Chipped, jagged,
notched (on the edge), serrated, denticulated; gapped
(as the teeth).
H = 
0  b n [S.  or  +5"(, rt. j] , v.n. To

H $ &W

5D bojh, s.f. Lading, cargo (=bojh, q.v.).

sit in a conned posture, to bend, squat down, crouch
(=dab-ke baihn).
H  &= M+ bau hr, = H &= M+7 bau h , [S. 

H &W

MD= bau-jhakk, MD bau-jhak [S. +D

+d], s.m. Wind and rain, driving rain, heavy shower of

+t], adj. Raving, mad, insane, morbid (cf. bo-jhak, s.v.
bo).
H &W

D
0  b jh-kar, = H [ &W

D
0 ? b jh-ke, (past conj.

part of b jhn), adv. Knowingly, wittingly, with
premeditation, intentionally.
H [ &W D
0 ? b jh-ke, = H &W D
0  b jh-kar, (past conj.
part of b jhn), adv. Knowingly, wittingly, with
premeditation, intentionally.
H &W 5D! bojhal [S. 5©+!; cf. bojh], adj. Loaded, laden,
heavily laden; heavy, ponderous, massive.
H &W D
0  b jhn [b jh˚ = Prk. A, D()=S. , (`), rt.

, ], v.t. To understand, perceive, make out,
comprehend; to conceive, think, consider, regard,
account; to ascertain, inquire (of, se):—b jh-pa n, v.n. To
be understood, &c.; to appear or seem (to, -ko):—b jhlen, v.t.=b jhn, q.v.; to come to an understanding (with,
-se), settle accounts (with); to settle the amount of gain
and loss (at cards, &c.):—b jhan-hr, adj. Thoughtful,
intelligent, re ective.
H &W 5D bojhn (from bojh), v.t. To load.
H &W
H  < 5


5D bojhn, v.t. To scald, or parch, rice.
D
0 6 b jhan-hr, adj. See s.v. b jhn.

rain; drift, spray:—bau h karn, To shower, pelt down
(rain); to raise a spray.
H &= M+7 bau h , = H  &= M+ bau hr, [S. 
+d], s.m. Wind and rain, driving rain, heavy shower of
rain; drift, spray:—bau h karn, To shower, pelt down
(rain); to raise a spray.
P  b d [from b dan, 'to be'; Zend b = S. bh ], s.f. Being,
existence:—b d-bsh, b d-o-bsh, s.f. Existence;
subsistence; residence, abode.
H 
0 b d, s.m. Wednesday=budh, q.v.
H 

5 bod [S. /,F, rt. /,6O; or /C; cf. bodl and

bho d ), adj. Weak, feeble; soft, faint-hearted, lowspirited, timid; low, mean, tri ing, trivial, worthless;—
s.m. A bualo.
P D  b d-bash, b d-o-bsh, s.f. See s.v. b d.
H 

5 bodar, s.m. A square enclosure of mud in

which water is taken for irrigation; a a place to stand on
for throwing the daur or basket by which water is raised
from a well.
H " 5! bodl [S. /C!t, or /,F+!t; cf. bod], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Simple, artless, innocent, soft, silly, foolish;—
simpleton, a soft;—bodl, s.f. Simple woman, trollop; a

woman who lives with a be-naw faqr, and dresses like a
man.
P  b dan, inf. & v.n. To be; being, existence (=b d,
q.v.).
S  5 bodh, s.m. Understanding, knowledge, wisdom,
intelligence; perception, apprehension, cognition,
conception, thought.
H  5 bodh [rt. S. B, ? 'to bind'], s.m. A security.
S 

M- bauddha, bauddh, baudh, s.m. A follower of the

religion of Buddha, a Buddhist; a Jain:—baudh, adj. (in
Hind), Speechless, silent, mute:—bauddha-mat, s.m.
Buddhism, the Buddhist class of opinions: the Buddhist
sect:—bauddha-matvalamb, adj. & s.m. Inclined, or
attached, to the Buddhist creed;—a Buddhist.
H  5- boddh [S. 5+t], adj. Intelligent, sensible,
ingenious.
S  5 bodhit, part. Made known, taught;
expressed; apprized.
S ( 5 bodhak, adj. & s.m. Causing to know,
informing, teaching;—teacher; informer, spy.
S < 5 bodhan, s.m. Perception by the
understanding, comprehension; knowledge; teaching,
informing; arousing, awakening;—incense burning.
H  5 bodhn [bodh˚ = Prk. 5<(), or 5()=S.
5(), caus. of rt. 
, ], v.t. To learn, to commit to
memory;—to wheedle, cajole, coax; to atter (syn.
phusln; bhuln).
H  5" bodhan, bodhn, s.f.=bodhan, q.v.
H 

©
0  b h, adj.=buh, and b h, qq.v.

H % % 
H

©
0 $($ b h-ga g, s.m.=buh-ga g, q.v.

0 b r [S. ,&,( or /,&]( , s.f. Cha, husk; sawdust, &c.

(=b r); rubbish, trash:—b r-k la , s.m. A sweetmeat
(in the form of balls) made of the husk of grain; (g.)
one who holds out false hopes, or deludes or deceives;
anything fair without and foul within, or that promises
well but turns out ill; a well-looking person, or person of
promising appearance, with nothing in him.
H .
0 b r, s.f.=bh r, q.v.

H

5 bor, adj. Deep (syn. gambhr).

H

5 bor, baur [S. ], s.m. Small bells for the p-zeb

or ornament worn on the feet (so called from their
shape resembling the fruit of the jujube); studs of gold or
silver;—vanity, conceit, pride:—bor karn (par), To be vain
or conceited (of), to boast, make a display, show o.
H  5 bor, M baur (v.n. of born, q.v.), s.m. Dip; shbait.
H  M baur [S. /M.!], s.m. The blossom of the mango
tree.
H  M baur, s.m. Creeping-plant, &c.=ba war, q.v.
H 

0  b r [S. ,& or /,&+t], s.m. Powder (=bukn); saw-

dust, lings (particularly of wood); coarse sugar (syn.
kh ); white sugar (= n).
H  0  b r, s.m. Redeemable mortgage.
H 

5 bor [S. &+t, or &t], s.m. A gunny bag, a

sack (syn. gon: cf. Lat. borassus).
H  5 bor [S. '&t], s.m. A kind of bean, Dolichos
catjang.
H  M baur, adj. Mad, &c.=bol, q.v.
H ; 

M baur-p, = H <; 

Madness, state of insanity.
H <;  M baur-pan, = H ; 

M baur-pan, s.m.
M baur-p, s.m.

Madness, state of insanity.
H  M baurn or  baurn (see bauln), v.n.
To go or turn mad, to be or become mad (=bol hon;
bauln).
H I 0 [ b r s, s.m.=burrs, q.v.
P  b rn, s.f. Food made from the egg-plant, fried
brinjl soaked in sour milk or tyre.
H  M6 baurh, = H  M6 baurh adj. Mad,
&c.=baur; bol; qq.v.
H  M6 baurh, = H 

M6 baurh adj. Mad,

&c.=baur; bol; qq.v.
H ? M6& baurha, s.f. Madness, &c.=baur-p, q.v.
H B

5" bors, s.f.—burs, baros; qq.v.

A G b raq, bauraq, s.m. Borax.

H $

M baur, s.f. Madness, &c.=baur-p, q.v.

H 

5 born, v.t.=bo n, q.v.; &=boln, q.v.

P  bor , s.m. The reed of which writing-pens are
made, Arundo karka; tube, pipe, conduit, canal.
H  55 boro, s.m. Rainbow.
H 

55 boro [S. 5 ], s.m. A kind of rice (which is cut

in March or April).
H ? 0  b r; 5 bor, s.m.= bur; bor, qq.v.

hairs; old age:—b ha kh kar, b h khapp s.m. Decrepit
old man; worn-out animal:—b h hon, v.n. To become
old or aged.
H
M76 bau h, adj.=baur; baurah, qq.v.
H  ?

i
,  bu hp, = H ?

i
,  bu h-pan, = H  ?

i
0  b h-pan, s.m. Old age, &c.=bu h-p, &c. q.v.
H ?

i
,  bu h-pan, = H ?

i
,  bu hp, = H  ?

i
0  b h-pan, s.m. Old age, &c.=bu h-p, &c. q.v.

H 

M6 baurh, adj.=baurh; baur, qq.v.

H   ?

H 

5" bor (dim. of bor), s.f. A gunny bag; a bag in

?

i
0  b h-pan, = H ?

i
,  bu hp, = H

i
,  bu h-pan, s.m. Old age, &c.=bu h-p, &c. q.v.

which bankers keep rupees; a measure of three maunds.
H  M" baur, s.f. Parched barley.

H ?
H

i
0 " b h, s.f. An old woman=buh, q.v.

P ) boriy, b riy (cf. bor), s.m. A mat made of palm

H )

Mih bau haiy, s.m.=bu hp, q.v.

leaves.
H
M7 bau , s.m. Creeping plant, &c.=ba war, q.v.

H

H

57 bo , s.m. A kind of bean=bor, q.v.

H

7
0  b , 57 bo  (see b h), adj. Old, dilapidated,

broken; toothless.
H
M7 bau , adj.=baur; bol, qq.v.
H ?

0  b -p, = H <; 
7

bu hp, qq.v.
H <;  7
0  b -pan, = H ?

7
0  b -pan, s.m.=b h-pan;
7
0  b -p, s.m.=b h-pan;

bu hp, qq.v.
H 
7
0  b n [b ˚ = Prk. §
, ()=S. ],f(), rt. f
, ], v.n.
To dip, be dipped, be immersed; to dive; to sink, be
drowned (= bn):—b -marn, v.n. To die by drowning,
be drowned, to drown.
H 
57 bo n [bo ˚ = Prk. 5f<(), or 5f()=S.
]5f(), caus. of rt. ],f], v.t. To dip, immerse, steep; to
cause to dive, cause to sink; to drown.
H
i
0  b h [S.  t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Old, aged;—old
man (=buh, q.v.):—b h-rh, b h-a h (for b hb h, s.m.=b h ba , q.v.:—b ha bb, s.m. Reverend
father; name of a saint:—b h ba  (or ba  b h), s.m.
Respectable old man, elder, superior; experienced head
of a family; patron:—b h b bak, s.m. A silly old dotard:
—b h o l, s.m. Aectation and blandishments of
youth in old age:—b h on, s.m. White top-knot, gray

M76 bau h-pan, s.m.=baur-pan, q.v.

7
0 " b , s.f. Point of a spear; spike at the end of a

sta.
H  M7" bau , s.f. A land measure; the twentieth part
of a kau .
H 7
0 7 b iy (b , rt. of b n+iy = S.t), s.m. A
diver (syn. gota or; gawwz).

P d boz, s.m. Cream-coloured horse, a horse of a white
colour tinged with red or brown.
P d boz, s.m.=boza, q.v.
P d b zna, bozna, = P  d boznna, s.m. Monkey, ape
(syn. bandar).
P  d boznna, = P d b zna, bozna, s.m. Monkey, ape
(syn. bandar).
P ?d b za, boza, s.m. Liquor made from rice, barley, or
millet; beer:—boza- na, s.m. Beer-shop; boozing ken:—
boza-gar, s.m. Maker of, or dealer, in the liquor called
boza:—boza-gar, s.f. Brewing of boza.
P ?d b za, s.m. The Ibis (=buzz, q.v.).
P )d b zna, s.m.=b zna, q.v.
HK 
0 b s, s.m.=bhus, q.v.
P K bos (rt. of bosdan; fr. S. @ , by transposn.), act.
part. Kissing (used in comp.);—s.m. Kissing, kiss (=bosa):—
bos o kinr, s.m. Kissing and toying, dalliance (=bosa-bz).
P B bos, s.m.=B bosa, q.v.
P A O B ba-wastat,
 adv. By the medium, through the

instrumentality (of), by means (of).
P  *B b stn, bostn (bo + stn), s.m. lit. 'Place of
fragrance'; ower-garden; pleasure garden; name of a
celebrated work by the Persian poet and moralist Sad.
H &*B  T  biwasth [S.  T ], s.f. Judicial decree

H  


0  b kr (see b k), s.m. Land recovered by the

recession of a river, but rendered useless by a deposit of
sand.
H  5 bokr, s.m. He-goat (=bok; bakr, qq.v.).
H 

5" bokr, s.f. She-goat (=bakr, q.v.).

according to Hind law (=bewasth; fatw).
P B bosa (see bos), s.m. Kiss (syn. m):—bosa-bz, s.f.

H 3

5! bokl, s.m. Bark of a tree, &c.=bakl, q.v.

Kissing and toying, dalliance (=bos o kinr):—bosa den (ko), To give a kiss, to kiss:—bosa len (-k), To take a kiss
(from), to kiss.
P B bos, s.f. Kissing (used in comp., e.g. qadam-bos, s.f.

H 


0  b kn [S. 
 ; or  +"(
' , rt. >] , v.t. To

pound, pulverize, comminute, grind, reduce to powder, to
powder.
H  
0  b kn [S. #,*] , v.t. (prov.), To eat, enjoy, take

Feet-kissing; obeisance).
P X + B bosidag (abst. subst. from bosda), s.f. Rottenness,
decay, corruption.
P ?+ B bosda (perf. part. of bosdan, 'to decay,' &c.; cf.
S. ), part. adj. Decayed, dilapidated, worn out,
old, rotten; stale.
P A # B ba-wasla, adv. Through or by the medium (of),
through the instrumentality (of), by means (of).
P S bog, s.m. Outer covering, wrapper; pouch:—bog-band,

s.m. Cloth in which anything is wrapped up.
P p bogr,
 s.m. A dish made of boiled meat, our, &c.:—
bogra nikaln (-k), To be severely beaten.
P @ p bogm
 (cf. bog), s.m. Trumpery, tri es, scraps, rags,
&c.; the stores of a wallet (cf. bal-bogm);—adj.
f. Ugly

and fat (woman).
A G b q, s.m. Trumpet, clarion.
P A i ba-waqt, adv. In the time (of), at the time (of).
A  @ #i b -qalam n, adj. & s.m. See s.v. b .
H #i boqla (corr. of A. baqla), s.m. Pot-herb.
H 
0 b k [S. /,=?, rt. /,] , s.m. Land recovered by
the recession of a river (cf. b kr).
H  5 bok [S. ],
 s.m. He-goat (=bakr); ram. tup.
H 


0  b k (see b kn), s.m. Powder, any pulverized

substance (=bukn, q.v.).
H o 
0  b k [S. /,=], s.m. Small pearl (cf. mot).
H 

5 bok, s.m. He-goat (=bok, q.v.); basket or

leather bucket (generally of goat's hide) for throwing
water to a higher elevation.

in or down (=khn; e.g. haw b kn, 'to take the
air,'=haw khn).
H  
0 " b kn (from b kn), s.f. Powder=bukn, q.v.
H  b ka; bok; see b k, and bok.
H
5! bol (rt. of boln, q.v.), s.m. Speech, speaking,
word, talk, conversation, delivery, utterance, cry, voice;
phrase, sentence; tune, air; words of a song; verse;
taunt, jeer:—bol-a s, s.m. Making over one's share to
another by word of mouth:—bol-a s, s.f. The holder of
another's share or inheritance; adopted heir:—bol-bl,
s.m. & adj. lit. 'High speech'; prosperity, success;—
prosperous (a benediction used by faqrs);—bol-bl hon,
v.n. To prosper:—bol-bano, s.m. (Gram.) Etymology
(syn. arf):—bol-biho, s.m. (Gram.) Prosody (syn. hand;
ar z):—bol-jo , s.m. (Gram.) Syntax (syn. nav):—bol- l,
s.f. Talk, conversation, colloquy, confabulation; mode of
speech, idiom, dialect; diction; words, dispute,
altercation:—bol- l hon (-k), To speak, exchange words,
converse together (after estrangement); to have words,
to fall out, quarrel:—bol abn, v.n. To
swallow (one's) words, keep quiet, be silent:—bol mrn (k), To taunt, ridicule; to disregard what is said, pretend
not to hear (generally, in this sense, in connection with
the words kn-me ; e.g. kn-me bol mrn).
H
5! bol [S. 5!], s.m. Gum-myrrh.
H

M! baul [S. /M.!], s.m. Blossom, bud, cluster of

blossoms, shoot, sprout, sprig (syn. manjar; kal;—cf.
baur).
H
M! baul, s.m.=bau , q.v.

A

baul, s.m. Urine:—baul-dn, s.m. Chamber-pot:—baul-

gh, s.f. The urethra.
H " 5! bol (perf. part. of boln), s.m. Verbal
agreement between two parties:—bol- l, s.f. Talk,
conversation=bol- l, q.v.s.v. bol.
H " M! baul, adj. Toothless (syn. popl; murl).
H "

M! bauln [baul˚ = baulw˚ = Prk. !U(), or

! (), fr. S. ,!; H. bol], v.n. To go mad, become
crazy, turn rabid; to lose presence of mind, lose (one's)
wits (also written baurn).
H *! 5! bolt (imperf. part. of boln), adj. (f. -),
Saying; speaking, talking (e.g. bolt main, 'a talking
main);—s.m. Faculty of speech; life, soul; a thing which
sounds; pipe or uqqa (in the language of faqrs).
H ! 5! boln [bol˚ = Prk. 5!(), or !5!(); S. (),
rt. ; or, prob. S. Ê0(`), pass. of rt. Ê0, corrupted to
(`)],
0 '
v.n. To speak, talk, tell, say, utter, pronounce,
declare, give utterance to; to bid (at an auction); to cry
(one's wares); to give forth sound, to sound, to bark (as a
dog, &c.), chirp (as a bird, and the like, according to the
animal); to strike (as a clock, &c.); to crack (with a
sound), split, break; to be brisk or active (as a market):—
boln- ln, v.n. To converse, speak together:—bol-n,
v.n. To leave word; to order (as goods, &c.):—bol-uhn,
v.n. To speak out, exclaim, cry out:—bol-jn, v.n. To
leave word (with, or at); to be proclaimed (on change), to
be bankrupt; to be over, come to an end; to become; old
or worn out, give signs of decay, &c.; to crack, split,
break (as a vessel):—bolan-hr, bolan-hr, s.m. Speaker,
&c.
H ! 5!" bol, s.f. Speech, language, dialect;
conversation, talk, saying; mode of speaking, idiom; bid
(at an auction); song or note (of birds), chirrup; taunt,
jeer; ridicule:—bol bolne-wl, s.m. Bidder at an auction:—
bol-hol, s.f. Reproach, blame; taunt, jeer; ridicule,
raillery:—bol-hol (or simply bol) phe kn, or sunn, or
karn, or kasn, or mrn, v.n. To reproach, speak (at),
jeer, taunt, laugh (at), ridicule, make fun (of).
H ! M!" baul (prob. corr. from bhol), s.f. Settlement

direct with the peasant; a kind of assessment.
P 1 b m [Pehl. b m; Zend b mi; S. bh mi], s.m. Land,
ground, soil; region, country;—the owl.
H  5 bon [S. "(, rt. ], v.t. To sow, plant; to
cultivate; to have (a cow or bualo) bulled;—s.m. sowing;
seed-time:—bo-den, v.t.=bon.
H  M baun [S. /+t], adj. & s.m. Dwarsh;—
dwarf; the fth avatr, or incarnation of Vishnu (=bman,
q.v.).
H  g bau t, s.m. (prov.)=byo t, q.v.
H 

(&, bu  [S. B (], s.m. Sprig, stalk, stem; the plant

of 'gram' or chick-pea (Cicer arietinum) with the green
pods on it; the green pods of the chick-pea; chick-pea,
gram (local);—adj. Small, diminutive, stumpy; compact
and rm (as a pony, &c.;—cf. but):—b -pulo , s.m. A
dish made of green chick-pea and rice.
& bo t, = H  5& bon, [S. 5e&(, B ], s.m.
H 
Stalk, stem; stump (=b ); stopple;—nger, &c.=bo.
H  5& bon, = H 
& bo t, [S. 5e&(, B ], s.m.
Stalk, stem; stump (=b ); stopple;—nger, &c.=bo.
H  (&0  b , s.m.=b , q.v.
H 

(&0 " b

children.
H +  (
0 b

, s.f.=b , q.v.;—name of a game among
d [S.  BC], s.f. Drop; drop of rain;—blood;

semen;—a kind of spotted silk:—adj. Good, excellent,
ne, grand, superb (the word is used, in familiar
phraseology, to serve as the standard of excellence, &c.,
and corresponds to our phrases 'the pink of,' 'the
essence of'):—b d-b d , adv. Drop by drop, by drops;
every drop of, to the last drop:—b d apakn, v.n. To
drip; to trickle:—b d urn, v.n. To secrete semen, to
conceive (a woman):—b d-k b d, adj. Rectied,
doubly-distilled (spirit, sharb), very strong (wine):—b d
hon, v.n. To appear like a speck (a kite); to rise to a
great height, to be scarcely visible; (hence) to disappear.
H +  (
0  b d, s.m. A large drop:—b d-ti d s.f. Small
and interrupted dropping of rain; drizzle; distillation,
ltration.
H +  g bau d [S. B +t], s.m. Capsule, pod seed-

vessel; cf. bo ).
H  +  (
0 " b dk, s.f. Small drop; spot, speck, dot
(=bundk, q.v.).
H +  (
0 " b d (dim. of b

d), s.f. Small drop; small

rain, rain-drops; droppings; a kind of sweetmeat like
drops; comts (=bund).
H +  g" bau d, bo d (dim. of bau d), s.f. The germs
of a plant after the ower is shed; an ear of jwr grain;
ower of the ka nr.
H  gf bau , s.m. Creeper, vine, &c.=ba war, q.v.
H <
H 

f bo , s.m.=bau d, q.v.
f
(  bawanar, Mef bau ar [S. +/ef!], s.m.

Whirlwind, a devil.
H  gf bau n (from bau ), v.n. To twine
(round), entwine (as creepers, or vines).
H  f" bo , s.f.=bau d, q.v.
H 7

gf bau iyn (from bau , q.v.), v.n. To

wind or twine (round); to run irregularly or in a crooked
direction with turns and windings.
H ^ g$ bau g, bo g [S. r$], s.m. Litharge, protoxide

H $ 

M6 bauh (from bauh), s.f. A woman aected

with the venereal disease;—syphilis, the pox.
H  56  bohit, bauhit [S. 56 ;R], s.m. Vessel, ship,
boat.
H  56 bohr, bauhr [S.  6t, rt. ¤, with  and
 ], s.m. A class of village bankers or money-lenders;
an individual of that class. (The Bohrs are
Mohammadans, who came originally from Guzrt)
H  M6" bauhr, s.f. Parched barley (=baur).
H 

56" bohn [S. 0 '+B6"], s.f. Handsel; rst sale for

ready money early in the day (considered as a good
omen and as determining the luck of the day.—The
etymology is doubtful: some trace the word to bhawn,
because ascribed to the auspices of that goddess; others
derive it from the root vridh).

H )  565 bohodiy, s.m. A man who (having no
plough of his own) works with a borrowed plough, spade,
&c.
H  M6" bauh, s.f.=bauh, q.v.
H $

0 b  [S. #0], s.f. Goblin, bogie (a word used to

of lead.
H J
$ bo g, bau g, s.m. Stack of straw; heap of

frighten children).
H $ 5 bo (from bon), s.f. Sowing, cultivation:—bo-

cha; a hollow bamboo; a drill;—the whole shell of a
gourd, or of a cocoa-nut.
H J g$ bau g, adj. Awkward, clumsy, uncouth, rude

b h, s.m. Assessment to be realized on cultivation.
P  b e, boe, s.f.=b , b%, q.v. (b e is the usual form,

(syn. an ); stupid; foolish.
H J g$" bau g, s.f. Rude speech.
H 

5" bon (from bon, q.v.), s.f. Sowing; season of

sowing, seed-time.
H  5" bon, s.f.=bohn, q.v.:—bon-hon, s.f. Idem.
H 

M" baun &c. [S. /"], s.f. Female dwarf (see

oaun).
H ) 5 
h  bowaiya [S. +t], s.m. Sower of seed.
H 

M6 bauh, adj. Aected with the venereal disease,

&c.=bawh, q.v.
H   56 bohn, v.t. To set a oat (=bahn, q.v.); to
send away; to separate.

necessarily, when the word governs a following subst. in
the gen. case).
H 1 ) 5/ boym, s.m. Jar (for pickles, &c.; syn. imratbn, martabn).
H ) 5 boyar, s.m. Land under cultivation; land not
allowed to lie fallow.
H ) U bawer [S. +t], s.m. Sowing, &c.=bor,
q.v.
H 0)
H $

U bawesiy, adj. & s.m.=babes, q.v.
5  boiy [S. +t], s.m. A small basket (such

as seed is carried in when sowing); a work-basket.
P  ba [Old P. up, Zend and S. upa], prep. (separable
form), By, with, &c. (see the inseparable form ba).
S  z bahu (in Hind comp. sometimes contr. to bah),

adj. Much, many; large, great:—bahu-br, adv. Many
times; often, repeatedly:—bahu-bh , adj. & s.m. Manyarmed; the many-armed, an epithet of Rva:—bahuba an, s.m. (In Gram.), The plural number;—bahu-ba annt, adj. (In Gram.), Ending with a sign of the plural
number:—bahu-bars, adj. (In Bot.), Perennial:—bahubhgya, adj. Very fortunate:—bahu-bh ti, adv. In a
variety of ways:—bahu-bhuj, adj. & s.m. Many-sided,
multilateral;—a polygon:—bahu-patra, s.m. Talc; anything
having many leaves or layers:—bahu-patr, s.f. The drug
Trigonella fœnum Grœcum:—bahu-putra, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having many children;—the tree Echites scholaris:—bahuputr, s.f. The plant Asparagus racemosus:—bahu-pau, s.m.
(bahu-pav, f.), A very clever person:—bahu-pravh, adj.
Flowing in many streams:—bahu-phal, adj. & s.m. Very
fruitful, fertile;—the kadamb tree, Nauclea cadamba:—bahupahl , adj. Having many sides=bahu-bhuj;—bahu-pahl
sikhar, s.m. A multilateral pyramid:—bahu-phal, s.f. The
opposite-leaved g-tree:—bahu-twakka, s.m. A species of
birch-tree (syn. bhoj):—bahu-drisha,
bahu-darak, bahu
dar, adj. Seeing much; paying attention to many things;
much-seeing; far-seeing; taking a broad aud
comprehensive view; circumspect, cautious, fore-casting,
prudent, experienced:—bahu-dugdhik, s.f. Any plant (as
the various species of Euphorbia) yielding a caustic milky
juice:—bahu-dosh, adj. Having many faults, full of faults
or defects; very bad, very wicked:—bahu-dhan, adj.
Having much wealth, very rich:—bahu-rang, adj. & s.m.
Many-hued, variegated, checkered; variable in colour;
various; changeable, ckle, inconstant, unsteady,
wavering;—a changeable, ckle, or inconstant person;
one who assumes various characters and disguises
(=bahu-r piy):—bahu-r p, bah-r p, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Many-formed, variously-shaped, multiform; many-hued,
variegated, checkered; of varied aspect, diverse,
manifold;—the chameleon; anything of varied aspect,
&c.;—mimicry; disguise; the resin of Shorea robusta; the
sun; hair; an epithet of Brahma, of Vishnu, of iva, of
the god of love, of a Rudra, of a Buddh:—bahu-r p, s.f.
One of the seven tongues of re:—bahu-r p, adj. &
s.m.=bahu-r p, and bahu-r piy, qq.v.:—bahu-r piy, bahr py, adj. & s.m. (f. bahu-r pin), Of various shapes or

forms; false, insincere;—a person who assumes various
characters and disguises, actor, mimic; one of the class
of Indians who practise mimicry; dissembler, pretender,
hypocrite; impostor, cheat:—bahu-r pya, s.m. Mimicry:
bahu-rekh, s.m. Many lines, wrinkles, furrows, marks of
care or pain or trouble:—bahu-sut, s.f. The plant
Asparagus racemosus:—bahu-s , s.f. A woman who has
given birth to many children:—bahu-kh, adj. Having
many branches or ramications:—bahu-atru, adj. Having
many enemies:—bahu-kl, s.m. A long while, a length of
time:—bahu-kln, adj. Of long standing, old, antiquated,
ancient:—bahu-kanak, s.m. The marshy date-tree; the
prickly plant Hedysarum alhagi; name of several kinds of
prickly plants:—bahu-kh , s.m. A polygon:—bahu-gu,
adj. Many-threaded, composed of many threads;
manifold, many times over, multifarious, much; having
many good qualities or virtues, variously excellent:—
bahu-gandh, s.m. The resin of Boswellia thurifera,
olibanum; cinnamon:—bahu-gandh, s.f. The ower of
Michelia champaka; the plant Jasminum auriculatum; the
Arabia jasmine; the plant Nigella indica; name of several
other odoriferous plants:—bahu-mn, s.m. Great respect,
reverence:—bahu-mitra, adj. Having many friends:—
bahu-m rtti, adj. Many-formed, multiform, variouslyshaped:—bahu-m l, adj. & s.m. Many-rooted;—the grass
or reed Hyperanthera moringa:—bahu-mol, bahu-m lya, adj.
& s.m. High-priced, costly, dear, expensive; precious;—a
great price, large sum of money:—bahu-m l, s.f. The
plant Asparagus racemosus:—bahu-m l, s.f. The plant
Emblica o$cinalis:—bahu-m lyat, s.f. Costliness,
valuableness; expensiveness; preciousness:—bahu-vd,
adj. & s.m. Loquacious;—a great talker:—bahu-vr, s.m.
The fruit Cordia myxa, or C. latifolia:—bahu-va an,
s.m.=bahu-ba an, q.v.:=bahu-vidh, bahu-vidhi, adj. Of
several descriptions, of many sorts or kinds, various,
manifold:—bahu-vrhi, s.m. lit. 'Possessing much rice'; (in
Gram.) A relative or adjective compound (a class of
compounds in which the last member, being a
substantive, loses its independence as well as its original
grammatical character, and together with the rst
member serves only to qualify or dene another word;
the words so formed are usually called epithets; e.g.

atur-bhuj, 'the four-armed,' an epithet of Vishnu. The
word bahu-vrhi itself is an example of this rule):—bahuvj, adj. & s.m. Containing much seed, having many
seeds;—the custard-apple, Annona squamosa:—bahu-vrya,
adj. & s.m. Containing much seed (=bahu-vj);—the plant
Terminalia bellerica; the plant Amaranthus polygonoides; the
plant Bombax heptaphyllum; the plant Vangueria spinosa;
name of several other plants.
P  bihi, bih, s.f. The quince=bih, q.v.:—bih-dna, s.m.
Quince seeds (used as a demulcent in certain
complaints).
P  bh, adj. Good; better (=bh-tar):—bh-b d, bh-b d,
s.f. Well-being, welfare; health, vigour (syn. bh-tar);
bh-b d-- aliq , s.f. Public benet or good.
A  bihi, bih (bi+hi), With it, by it (see bi).
H & # bha, the twenty-fourth consonant of the Ngar
alphabet, and the fourth letter of the fth or labial class,
being the aspirate of b, and said to be pronounced like
bh in 'cabhorse':—bha-kr, s.m. The letter or sound bh.
P 4 bah, s.m. Price, value:—bah-- ilat, s.m. A tax
raised in order to defray the expenses of ilats or
honorary dresses:—bah--  n, s.m. Blood-money (paid
to the relations of a person slain):—bah--kga,
 s.m.
Allowance for oce paper, red-tape, &c.
H 4 6 bah (perf. part. of bahn, q.v.), adj. Flowed;
oated; a oat, adrift:—bah-phirn, bah-bah phirn, v.n.
To wander, to be a waif; to be in a distressed or destitute
condition; to roll about in a state of intoxication.
H  & #  bhbar, s.m. A grass of which rope is made; a
species of nettle;—light black soil;—name of a large
forest at the foot of the Sewalik hills.
H & & ##" bhbh, = H  & # " bhb, [S. 2+ 0; or H.
bh+b = b-b], s.f. Brother's wife, sister-in-law (syn.
bhwaj, bhauj, bhauj).
H  & # " bhb, = H & & ##" bhbh, [S. 2+ 0; or H.
bh+b = b-b], s.f. Brother's wife, sister-in-law (syn.
bhwaj, bhauj, bhauj).
H  & # " bhb, adj.=bhv, q.v.

bhp bharn, v.t. To feed its young with its bill (a
pigeon).
H &; & #v bhph, = H ] & # bhp, [S. l; see bph],
s.m. Steam, vapour, exhalation; hot breath (=bph):—
bhp bharn, v.t. To feed its young with its bill (a
pigeon).
H ; & # bhpn, = H &; & #v bhphn, [S. # "(],
v.t. To conceive; to guess; to comprehend; to make out,
know, see through.
H &; & #v bhphn, = H ; & # bhpn, [S. # "(],
v.t. To conceive; to guess; to comprehend; to make out,
know, see through.
H A & # bht [S. #=(], s.m. Advances to ploughmen
without interest, &c.=bht and bhatt, qq.v.);—boiled
rice; food;—a marriage ceremony which consists in the
mother's family presenting rice, m g, garments,
money, &c. to the bride (generally on the second day's
feast);—name of a soil to the north of the Ganges (that
retains its humidity for a long time, and contains a large
quantity of nitre); uneven ground:—bht-nautan, s.m.
The invitation to the grand-parents of the bride to
attend the ceremony of bht and to make the usual
presents (generally given by the bride's mother).
S A & # bht, s.m. Dawn, early morning.
H A & # bhti, s.f.=bh ti, q.v.
H Y & # bht, s.m.=bhatt, q.v.
H Y & # bht (imperf. part. of bhn), adj. Agreeable to
the mind, pleasing, charming (=bhy and man-bhwan).
H &Y & #R bhth [S. #k], s.f. Quiver (for arrows).
H &Y & #R" bhth, s.f. Bellows=bhh, q.v.
H Y & #" bht (from bht), s.f. A Mohammadan
ceremony which consists in sending cooked rice or other
food, for three days, to the house in which a death has
taken place; the food, &c. so sent.
H Y & # bhta, s.m. One who presents bht; maker of

H ] & # bhp, = H &; & #v bhph, [S. l; see bph],

presents at the ceremony of bht; a relative of the bride
or bridegroom on the mother's side; a term of abuse.
H  & #& bh [S. #], s.m. Name of a particular mixed

s.m. Steam, vapour, exhalation; hot breath (=bph):—

caste of hereditary panegyrists; bard, minstrel,

panegyrist, genealogist or family bard; eulogist;
atterer.
H  & #& bh, s.m.=bhh, q.v.
H  & #& bh, s.m. The egg-plant=bhan, q.v.
H  & #& bh, s.m. A stone (used as a weight)=b, q.v.
H  & #& bhan, s.f. A female of the bh caste; wife of
a bh; female minstrel.
H  & #_ bhh, s.m. Flow, course; stream, current;
tide, ebb-tide (see bhh).
H  & #_" bhh, s.f. Current, stream; down-stream;—
adj. With the current (=bhahiyl.—The word, in its
Prakrit form, occurs in Sanskrit, in the compound ryabh, 'royal, or main, stream').
H  & #_" bhh [S. .k], s.f. Bellows.
H  & #&" bh, s.f. Down-stream, &c.=bhh, q.v.
H )  & #_! bhhiyl, adj.=bhahiyl, q.v.
H 5 & #* bhj, s.m.=bh j, q.v.
H W & #* bhjar, = H 5 & #*7 bhja , (from bhjn), s.f.
Running o, ight (=bhga , q.v.).
H 5 & #*7 bhja , = H W & #* bhjar, (from bhjn), s.f.
Running o, ight (=bhga , q.v.).
S (W & #* bhjak, adj. Dividing;—s.m. (in Arith.)
Divisor.
S <W & #* bhjan, s.m. (in Arith.), Division;—vessel, pot,
dish, plate (syn. bsan).
H W & #* bhjn [bhj˚ = Prk. #A*()=S. #A(`), pass.
(used actively) of rt. #(*] , v.n. To run away, ee, &c.
(=bhgn, q.v.).
H W & #* bhjn [S. #*"(
'
], v.t. To fry, roast, grill,
parch (syn. bh nn).
H W & #*" bhj [S. #.*; rt. #*], s.f. Share, portion
(particularly of food); present; distribution of food
among friends and neighbours; the food so distributed.
H W & #*" bhj (from bhjn, 'to fry'), s.f. Greens;
(especially) fried or cooked greens (syn. sg).
H  W & #A bhjya, adj. & s.m. To be divided, divisible, t
or requiring to be portioned or distributed;—portion,

share, inheritance; (in Arith.) the dividend.
P  4 bahdur, adj. & s.m. Brave, bold, valiant,
courageous, high-spirited;—hero, champion, knight; (at
the end of a name) a title equivalent to the English
'Honourable.'
S  & #W bhdra, s.m. The month Bhdo , q.v.:—bhdrapad, bhdra-ms, s.m.=bhdra:—bhdra-pad, s.f. A name
common to the third and fourth lunar asterisms or
Nakshatras (=bhadra-pad).
P  4 bahdur, s.f. Bravery, courage, valour, heroism.
H  & #  bhadaw, bhdw, s.m.=bhdo , q.v.
H  & # bhdo [S. #W+t], s.m. The fth month of
the Hinds (corresponding to a period in our calendar
from about the middle of August to the middle of
September), when the moon is full near the wing of
Pegasus:—bhdo -k bharan, s.f. Heavy August rains,
which ll the tanks, &c., and ood the elds:—bhdo -ke
ong e, bhdo -ke sa akke, s.m. Light showers in the
month of Bhdo .
H   & # " bhdo w, adj. & s.m. Relating or
pertaining to the month Bhdo , or to the harvest
gathered in that month;—the autumnal crop (=bhda).
P  4 bahr [Pehl. vahar; Zend va hra, fr. va h; cf. S. B;
], s.f. Spring, prime, bloom, ourishing state;
beauty, glory, splendour, elegance; beautiful scene or
prospect, ne landscape; charm, delight, enjoyment, the
pleasures of sense, taste, or culture:—bahr-par n, v.n.
To blossom, bloom; to ourish:—bahar-istn, s.m. A place
adorned with the bloom of spring; a lovely or beautiful
spot;—title of a Persian work by Jm:—bahr l n (-k), To
snatch pleasure or delight (from), to revel in:—bahr-k
tel, s.m. Oil scented with orange blossom.
H  4  6 bihr [S.  6; rt. ¤ with  ], s.m. Roving for
pleasure, wandering; diversion, amusement, recreation,
sport, pastime; name of a province in Bengal:—bihrasthal, s.m. Place of amusement, &c.:—bihr-karn, v.n. To
rove, stroll, &c.; to divert or amuse oneself.
S  4 # bhr, s.m. Load, burden (= bojh); weight, gravity;
a weight of gold equal to 2,000 palas; fagot; yoke for
carrying burdens; charge, trust, responsibility:—bhr

utrn (-k), To put down a load or burden; to throw o
the responsibility (of); to deliver (from), to redeem,
make atonement (for):—bhr-kas, s.m. A cart (=P. brkash); the strap which fastens a horse, &c. to the shafts
or pole of a carriage, or cart, &c.:—bhr-grasta, adj. & s.m.
Weighted, loaded, burdened, oppressed;—an oppressed
person, &c.:—bhr-vha, bhr-vhik, s.m. Bearer of
burdens, porter, carrier (syn. moiy; kahr):—bhr-vriksh

(vulg. bhr-briksh),
s.m. A fragrant substance (commonly

called kksh), considered variously as a vegetable and a
mineral product.
H  4 # bhr, adj. Corr. of bhir or bhar, q.v.
H  & # bhr [S. #t], s.m. Load, burden (=bhr);
throwing any burden or responsibility on a person;—
scaolding.
P  4 bahrn, s.f. (?) The spring season (=bahr).
S A & # bhrat, adj. & s.m. Descended from Bharat;—
a descendant of Bharat; the great epic of the Hinds
(containing the account of Yudhisthir's war, and usually
called the Mah-bhrat); name of India Proper (so called
because it was the patrimony of Bharat, son of
Dushyant, who is said to have been the rst monarch of
all India):—bhrat-khan, s.m.=bharat-khan, q.v.s.v bharat:
—bhrat-varsha, s.m. India Proper:—bhrat-varsh, adj.
Indian.
H W & #*y bhrj, s.f.=bhry, q.v.
S 5 & #* bhradwj, s.m. A skylark; wild cotton; a
bone;—a proper name.
H  4   6
,  buhran (see next), s.f. Sweepings; a
duster.
H  4 6
,  buhrn [buhr˚ = Prk. 56(), or
56()=S.  6(), rt.  + +¤], v.t. To sweep; to
dust (syn. jh n; jh den).
H  4 6
, " buhrn (from buhrn), s.f. Instrument for

frolicsome, gay;—prop. n. Name of Krish a; name of a
Hind poet (a proper name generally among Hinds).
H  4 6
, " buhr, s.m.=buhr ;—s.f.=buhrn, qq.v.:—
buhr den, v.t. To sweep (=jh den).
S  & #" bhr, adj. Heavy, weighty, ponderous,
massive, unwieldy; large, big, bulky; great, grand;
crowded (as a meeting or fair); swollen, in amed; of
importance, important, momentous, grave, serious;
valuable, costly; patient; dicult, hard, laborious,
burdensome, troublesome, grievous, oppressive,
unsupportable, insuerable, distressing; dull, dun, dark
(as colour); heavy-footed, slow, sluggish (of pace);
hoarse, deep, bass (voice); hard-of-hearing; loudsounding; sad, dull, dejected (in mind or spirits), languid;
—s.m. Carrier of burdens, porter, &c.:—bhr wz, s.f.
Hoarse, or deep, sound or tone; bass or deep voice:—
bhr-bharkam, adj. Grave, serious, solemn; sedate;
patient, long-suering:—bhr patthr mkar ho n, To
withdraw from a dicult or impracticable undertaking:—
bhr lagn, v.n. To weigh heavily (upon); to feel the
burden (of); to be heavy, tedious, or tiresome:—bhr
hon, To be heavy, or burdensome; to feel the burden
(of), be weary (of); to be heavy, dull, dejected; to weigh
heavier (than, -par), to outweigh.
S ) & #y bhry, s.f. Wife, spouse; married woman; a
musical mode; the wife of a rg or deity presiding over a
musical mode:—bhryik, s.m. A husband under the rule
of his wife, a hen-pecked husband.
S Y ) & #y; bhrytwa, s.m. Wifehood, state of being a
wife; condition of a wife.
H <L) & #" bhr-pan, s.m. Heaviness, weightiness,
weight.
S ) & #' bhrya, adj. & s.m. To be borne; to be

sweeping, broom, besom.
H  4 6
, ~ buhr [S. z++], s.m. One who sweeps,

supported, to be cherished or nourished, to be
maintained; dependent for a livelihood on another;—
servant, dependent, mercenary.
H & #7 bh [S. 2lW], s.m. Oven, furnace, kiln, re-

sweeper.
P  4 bahr, adj. Of, or relating to, the spring; vernal.
H  4  6" bihr [S.  6,  6"], adj. Sportive,

place for parching grain:—bh -jhokn, v.n. To light or
heat the oven; to make a re of sticks, leaves, &c. for
parching grain, &c.; to put fuel on the re, feed the re;

(g.) to take up a mean occupation:—bh -me jhokn,
bh -me ln, v.t. To throw into the re; to ing away,
cast to the dogs.
H & #7 bh [S. #&], s.m. Wages of prostitution; price
of fornication:—bh khn, v.n. To live on the wages of
prostitution (not the woman, but her dependants);—s.m.
A pimp, &c. (=bha u, q.v.).
H  & #7 bh  [S. #&t], s.m. Hire, fare, freight,
carriage, rent; price, recompense:—bh e-k a , s.m.
Hired pony; hack; (g.) the slave of necessity or habit.
H  & #f® bh [S. #&+], s.m. Pimp; cuckold,
&c.=bha u,, q.u.
H 9 & #75" bh ot, bh aut [S. #&+ ], s.m. One who
plies for hire (=bha ot).
H B & #, bhsur [S. 2+:8,], s.m. Husband's eldest
brother, brother-in-law.
S B & #8, bhsur, adj. & s.m. Shining, splendid;—crystal;
a hero; Costus speciosus or Arabicus.
S B & #T bhs-kar, adj. & s.m. Light-causing, shining,
glittering, resplendent;—the sun; re; gold; a hero;
name of a famous Hind astronomer (commonly called
Bhskar rya); the plant Calotropis gigantea.
H B & # bhsn [S. #"(; rt.#], v.n. To be
manifest, to appear, be known.
S  B & #T  bhswar, adj. & s.m. Shining, radiant, &c.
(=bhsur);—the sun, daylight; day;—Costus speciosus or
Arabicus.
S E & # bhsh, s.f. Language, speech; the vernacular
of any country; dialect; the Hind language; a word;
plaint at law; an epithet of Sarasvat (the goddess of
speech); one of the rgins or musical modes:—
bhshtmak, bhshtmik (bhsh + tmaka) =bhsh-bandh,
adj. Written in a vernacular.
S E & #3 bhshit, part. & s.m. Spoken, uttered, said;—
speech, utterance.
S <E & #34 bhsha, s.m. Speaking, talking, saying;
speech, talk; language.
S  E & #l bhshya, s.m. Speaking, talking; any work in
the common or vernacular speech; explanatory work,

exposition, commentary.
H  & # bhk, s.f.=bhkh, and bhsh, qq.v.
S * & #= bhkta, = S (* & #.= bhktik, s.m. One
who is fed by another, dependant, follower, retainer.
S (* & #.= bhktik, = S * & #= bhkta, s.m. One
who is fed by another, dependant, follower, retainer.
H 0 & #" bhks, s.f. Dungeon, cell, prison; dry well
(=bhaks); furnace, kiln=bh ).
H & & #L bhkh, s.f. Language, speech, &c.=bhsh,
q.v.:—bhkh-bh kha, s.m. lit. 'Ornament of speech';
literature.
H & & #L bhkhn [S. #34"(], v.n. To speak, say;—
v.t. To tell; to call.
H ' 4  6$ bihg, s.m. One of the rgs or musical
modes.
H ' & #$ bhg (see bhgn), s.m. Part, portion, member,
share, lot, division; allotment, partition, distribution,
apportionment; share in a partnership, or of an
inheritance; share in kind; (in Arith.) division; tax, duty
(as being the share of government); good portion,
fortunate lot, good fortune, luck; fortune, lot, fate,
destiny;—part of any whole, a fraction; a degree, or
360th part of the circumference of a circle:—bhg-ba,
s.f. Allotment of shares; apportionment in kind:—bhgbhar, adj. (f. -), Fortunate, lucky, propitious; prosperous;
happy:—bhg-bharos, s.m. Dependence on fate;
consolation:—bhg ph n (-k), To be unfortunate:—bhg
jgn, bhg khuln (-k), To be in luck, be fortunate or
prosperous (syn. ba t bedr hon):—bhg-dr, s.m.
Shareholder, sharer:—bhg den, v.t. To divide (into, me ; by, -k):—bhg karn (-k), To divide, allot, apportion,
distribute:—bhg lagn (-k) = bhg den and bhg karn;—
bhg lagn, v.n. To be favoured by fortune, become
fortunate; to make a show, give oneself airs:—bhg-wr,
adj. According to, or in proportion to, the shares; held
upon a joint tenure or share (land):—bhg-hr, s.m. (in
Arith.), Division.
H X & #$ bhg (perf. part. of bhgn), adj. & s.m.
Running:—bhg n, v.n. To come running:—bhg-bhg,
s.m. & adv. Running away, ight, scamper, stampede;—

at a scamper, at full speed, helter-skelter:—bhg-hu,
adj.=bhg.
H *X & #$ bhgt (imperf. part. of bhgn), adj. & s.m.

After the manner of the Bhgavat.
H  X & #$57 bhgo , s.m.=bhago , q.v.

Running, ying;—one running, runaway, fugitive.
H ' & #$7 bhga (from bhgn), s.f. Flight, escape

fortunate;—sharer, partaker, participator, partner,
accomplice; heir; a fortunate person:—bhg-dr, s.m.
Sharer, participator, partner.
H &Y X & #$"R bhgrath, s.m.=bhagrath, q.v.

from immediate danger, general emigration; panic,
stampede (=bhg-bhg; bhja ).
H  ' 4  6$f bihg , s.m.=bihg, q.v.
H 0X & #$" bhgs, s.f.=bhks, q.v.
H X & #$! bhgal, s.m.=bhagal, q.v.
H  L#X & #$!, bhgalpur, bhgalp r, s.m. Name of a
district and town in Bengal.
H  L#X & #$!," bhgalpur, bhgalp r, adj. & s.m.
Appertaining to Bhgalp r, of Bhgalp r;—a kind of silk
and cotton cloth (originally) manufactured at Bhgalp r.
H #X & #$!" bhgal, adj.=bhagal, q.v.
H  @ X & #$/ bhgmn [S. #F+/], adj. Favoured of
the fates, fortunate; rich, prosperous; municent,
charitable.
H  @ X & #$/" bhgmn, s.f. Fortunateness, fortunate
destiny, good fortune, prosperity.
H *@ X & #$/" bhgmat (fem. of bhgmn), s.f. Fortunate
female.
H X & #$ bhgn [bhg˚ = Prk. #FG(), or #F$(), fr.
#F$=S. #¢, p.p.p. of rt. #(*] , v.n. To run, to run o or
away, y, ee, take ight, escape, abscond, make
oneself scarce:—bhg-jn, v.n. Intens. of, and=bhgn.
H X & #$ bhgnar, s.m. (?), The rich alluvial lands
under the banks of the jamn.
S X & #$" bhgin (fem. of bhg), s.f. Partner; co-

H X & #$" bhg, adj. & s.m. Sharing, participating;

S &Y X & #$"R" bhgrath, s.f. Name of the Ganges; also
of one of the three main streams or branches of the
Ganges, viz. the great western branch.
H  X & #$! bhgel, s.m.=bhagel, q.v.
S  X & #F bhgya, s.m. Fortune, luck, chance, fate,
destiny (=bhg):—bhgya-mn; bhgy-mn; bhgya-wn;
bhgya-wn; bhgya-want = bhg-mn, bhg-mn, and
bhg-wn, qq.v.:—bhgya-hn, adj. Not favoured by
fortune, unfortunate, wretched, poor:—bhgya-hnat, s.f.
Unfortunateness, wretchedness, poverty.
H & #! bhl [S. #!(], s.f. Point or head of an arrow,
&c.; iron spike; spear, lance, pike;—adj. (in Bot.),
Lanceolate:—bhl-dr, s.m. Spearman, lancer.
H & #! bhl [#!t], s.m. Bear=bhl , bhluk, q.v.
S & #! bhl, s.m.f. (?) Forehead, brow; fortune; light,
lustre:—bhl- k (S. bhla + a ka, 'having auspicious
marks on the forehead'), s.m. A man born with lucky
lines on his forehead; the sh Cyprinus rohita (commonly
called the rohi); a species of leguminous plant or potherb.
H " & #! bhl [S. #!t], s.m. A large spear; lance
(=bhl):—bhl-bardr, s.m. Spearman; lancer:—bhl
mrn, v.t. To spear.
S (" & #![ bhl k, s.m. See s.v. S. bhl.

heiress;—sister (= bhagin; bahin).
S  X & #$s bhgineya, s.m. Sister's son (=bh j, q.v.).

H (! & #!, bhluk [S. #!,, #!,], s.m. Bear.

H X & #$0 bhg , s.m. Runaway, deserter, &c. (=bhagg ,

#!(`), rt. #!], v.t. To see (used only in connection

q.v.).
H  X & #$  bhgwn [S. #F+ ], adj.=bhgmn, q.v.

with dekhn, e.g. dekhn-bhln).
S ! & #!, bhlu, s.m. The sun.

S A X & #$  bhgavat, s.m. Name of one of the most

H ! & #!0 bhl , = H  ! & #!0 bhl k, s.m. Bear

celebrated of the eighteen Puras:—bhgavat-r p, adj.

(=bhluk, q.v.):—bhl k-ol, s.m. Hyena; a hybrid animal

H ! & #! bhln [bhl˚ = Prk. #p(), or #!()=S.

between a wolf and a jackal.
H  ! & #!0 bhl k, = H ! & #!0 bhl , s.m. Bear

H  4 Ô6 bahn (caus. of bahn), v.t. To make or

pikeman (=bhl-bardr).
S 1 & #/ bhm (rt. #), s.m. Light, brightness, radiance,

cause to ow; to pour forth or out; to set a oat or adrift,
to launch; to squander, waste; to sell cheap, to throw
away:—bah-den, v.t. To set a oat or adrift; to waste,
squander, impoverish, ruin, destroy, demolish; to
deprive of felicity or fortune.
H  4  Ô6 bihn [bih˚ = bihy˚ = Prk.  6(), or

splendour; the sun;—(rt. #/), s.m. Passion, wrath, fury,

 6()=S.  *6(), rt.  +6], v.n. To spend or pass

anger;—a sister's husband, brother-in-law.
S a & #/ bhm, s.f. A passionate woman (=bhmin).

time.
H  & # bhn [S. #+"(], v.n. To be approved (of),

S <a & #./  bhmin, = S a & //" bhm, adj. & s.m.

to be acceptable (to, -ko), be pleasing (to), to please; to be
beloved, be held dear; to suit, t, become; to seem good
or betting (syn. a h lagn).
H ; & #[ bh pn, v.t.=bhphn, q.v.

(=bhluk, q.v.):—bhl k-ol, s.m. Hyena; a hybrid animal
between a wolf and a jackal.
H  ! & #.! bhlait [S. #!+], s.m. Spear-man

Passionate, angry; wrathful, indignant; a passionate
person, &c.
S a & //" bhm, = S <a & #./  bhmin, adj. & s.m.
Passionate, angry; wrathful, indignant; a passionate
person, &c.
S a & #./ " bhmin, s.f. An angry or passionate
woman, vixen (often used as a term of endearment).
H  &  6 bihn [S. #,; or  ], s.m. Dawn, day-light,
day-break, morning, morrow (syn. bhinsr):—bihne, adv.
At dawn, at day-break, in the morning, early, soon,
betimes.
S  & # bhn, s.m. Appearance; perception,
consciousness; recollection.
H  & #4 bh, # bhn [S. #4], s.m. A sort of dramatic
entertainment; trumping up a story.
H  & # bhn, s.f. (prov.), Sister=bahin, q.v.:—bhn- r,
s.m. The quality or property of sister;
the relationship of sister, sisterhood, sisterly aection
(cf. bh- r).
S  & #, bhnu, and H. # bhn, s.m. Appearance,
brightness, light; ray of light; the sun; a planet; any
luminary; master; sovereign:—bhnu-mn, adj. & s.m. (f.
bhnu-mat), Luminous, splendid, resplendent; beautiful,
handsome;—the sun; a handsome person:—bhnu-mat,
s.f. A beautiful or handsome woman:—bhnu-wr, s.m.
Sunday.
H  4 Ô6 bahn, s.m.= 4 bahna, q.v.

H L & #[0 bh p , s.m. A knowing or astute person, a
sharp fellow.
H  & #[ bh ti, #[ bh t [S. .#B, rt. .#], s.f. Way,
manner, mode, method, style, fashion; variety, kind,
sort, class;—bh -bh  or bh ti-bh ti (-ke), adj.
Various kinds (of), various, diverse, of many kinds or
sorts, miscellaneous, multifarious:—a h bh t, bhalbh t, adv. Well, thoroughly, fully, quite, soundly,
severely, &c.:—is bh ti, adv. In this very way:—kis
bh ti adv. By some means, somehow:—mer bh ti, In
my way, like me.
H  & #[& bh  [S. #.ef], s.m. The medicinal plant
Clerode dron infortunatum (Linn.), or Volkameria infortunata
(Roxb.).
H  & #[& bh , s.m.=bh; bha , qq.v.
H 6 & #[* bh j [S. #r$, rt. #*], s.f. Twisting; twist,
turn, twine, coil (syn. ai h; bal).
H 8 & #[* bh j [S. #$s, or #$"*t], s.m. Sister's
son, nephew.
H 8 & #[* bh jn [S. #*"(, rt. #*; Prk. #(*.4(],
v.t. To break, destroy;—to put into circular motion; to
turn on a lathe; to turn, twirl, twist, wind; to wave,
brandish; to count one's beads; to repeat or recite
(prayers, counting the beads the while).
H  8 & #[* [ bh jw (bh j+S. a. vn), s.m. String or

cord formed by twisting together two or more threads,
twisted cord or thread.
H 8 & #[*" bh j (fem. of bh j), s.f. Sister's daughter,
niece.
H 8 & #[*" bh j [S. #*"], s.f. Interruption,
hindrance, prevention, obstruction; tale-bearing:—
bh j-khor, bh j-mr, s.m. Interrupter; mar-plot; talebearer:—bh j den, bh j khn, bh j mrn, v.n. To
interfere, meddle; to interrupt, obstruct, break in (upon),
put a stop (to); to thwart, frustrate; to give malicious
intelligence, tell tales (of).
S  & #[ef bh , s.m. Vessel, earthen pot (=bh );
goods, wares, commodities; stock, capital, principal.
H  & #[f bh  [S. #ef], s.m. Jester, buoon, actor,

longifolia(?).
H  ( & #[7 bh k , s.m. Fop, &c. (= b k, b kait);
parasite.
H ^ & #[$ bh g [S. #r$], s.f. The hemp plant, Cannabis
sativa; an intoxicating drink made of the leaves of hemp
(cf. bhang, bang; bijay).
H ^ & #[$7 bh ga , = H J & #[$" bh g, s.m.=bha ga
and bhang, qq.v.
H J & #[$" bh g, = H ^ & #[$7 bh ga , s.m.=bha ga
and bhang, qq.v.
H  J & #[GG bh ger,
 s.m.=bhanger, q.v.
H *@  & #/ bhnmat (supposed to spring from the S.
#,, but prob. from S. #4 or #ef, with /), s.m. Actor;

mime, mimic, strolling player (usually a Musalmn); one
who cannot keep a secret, a blab.
H  & #[f bh  [S. #eft], s.m. Earthen pot or

conjurer, juggler.
H *@  & #/" bhnmat, s.f. Actress; female juggler.

vessel (for holding grain, &c.); estate; equipage:—bh 
ph  (-k), To leak out, be disclosed (a secret); to lose
one's character:—bh -pho , s.m. One who discloses a
secret, tell-tale, blab:—bh  pho n (-k), To betray a
secret.
H  & #ef bhr, s.m.=bhar, q.v.

H  & #B bhnn, v.t.=bh jn, q.v.

S *@  & #,/" bhnumat, s.f. See s.v. bhnu.
S  & #, bhnu, s.m.= & bhnu, q.v.
H   & #[  bh war [S. 2/; rt. 2/], s.f. Going round,

or jester, actress.
H  & #[f bh n [S. #ef"(], v.t. To chide,

turning round; revolution, circulation, circumambulation;
—marriage (since an important ceremony at Hind
marriages consists in going seven times round the
sacred re):—bh war p n, bh war phirn (-ki), To go
round; to circle, circumambulate; to be married; to be
sacriced.
H   & #[  bh warn (fr. bh war, q.v.), v.n. To go

reproach; to calumniate; to abuse.
H   & #[f0 bh  [S. #ef+], = H 7 & #[f< bh ait

round, &c.=bh war phirn, q.v.s.v. bh war.
H   & #[ " bh wr (dim. of bh war), s.f.=bh war, q.v.:

[S. #ef+], s.m. Jester, &c.=bh , q.v.

indica.
H  & #[7 bh , s.m. Jester, &c.=bh .

—bh wr phirn, v.n.=bh war phirn, q.v.
P  4 bahna, s.m. Excuse, pretext, plea, pretence; shift,
evasion, subterfuge, contrivance, feint, blind;
aectation:—bahna-jo, adj. s.m. Seeking an excuse or
pretext;—one who seeks an excuse, &c.:—bahn-sz, s.m.
One who makes excuses; pretender, shammer, impostor:
—bahna karn, v.n. To make an excuse; to pretend,
sham, feign; to evade, shue.
H [  4  6s bihne, adv. See s.v. bihn.

H  & #" bhnkar, s.f. A jungle shrub, Ruella

H &

H  & #[ef" bh r, s.m.=bhar, q.v.
H . & #[f bh in (fem. of bh ), s.f. Female mimic

H 7 & #[f< bh ait [S. #ef+], = H   & #[f0 bh 
[S. #ef+], s.m. Jester, &c.=bh , q.v.
H  7 & #[_h" bh ait, s.f. Jesting, buoonery, mimicry,
acting;—actress, &c.=bh in, q.v.
S ' 7 & #ef" bhdr, s.m. The Indian g-tree, Ficus

6 baho (v.n. of bahn), s.m. Flow, ood; course

of a river, current, stream; ux, aux, eusion, uidity;
ow or rhythm (of a verse).
H  & # bh , bhu, s.m.=bhva, bho, q.v.
S  & # bhva, bho (rt. #0), s.m. Being, existence; birth;
state or condition of being, natural state; nature,
property, quality, disposition, temper; intention, design,
purpose; signication, meaning; mind, heart, soul;
emotion, sentiment, passion, aection, love, friendship,
liking, choice, will; sudden idea or emotion of the mind,
notion, idea; expression of amorous sentiment, or of
one's meaning by signs, blandishment, gesticulation,
acting, pantomime;—being, substance, thing, object; the
world; superhuman power;—price, price current, value,
rate:—bhvrth (bhva+artha), s.m. Simple or inherent
meaning, obvious purport, drift, scope, sense, subjectmatter:—bho utarn (-k), Price to fall:—bho batn, v.n.
To exhibit or represent the passions (in singing and
dancing), to gesticulate:—bho ba hn (-k), To raise the
price or value (of):—bhva-pradhn, adj. (in Gram.),
Impersonal (verb):—bhvaj (bhva+ja), s.m. lit. 'Produced
in the heart'; love:—bho a hn (-k), To rise in price, be
at a premium:—bho girn, bho ghan (-k), To fall in
price or value=bho utarn:—bhva-vn, adj. Being in a
state or condition.
H  & #  bhw, adj.=bhy, q.v.
S &Y & # R' bhvrth, s.m. See s.v. bhva, bho.
S A & #  bhvit, part. Animated, inspired; thoughtful,
anxious, apprehensive, alarmed.
H Y & #  bhot [S. # t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Amiable, dear, loved;—beloved, love.
H 5 & # * bhwaj, #* bhuj [S. 2,, gen. sing. of
2+*], s.f. Brother's wife, sister-in-law; wife's
brother's wife (syn. bhauj; bhbh).
S 5 & # * bhvaja, bhvaj, s.m. See s.v. bhva.
S  & #  bhvak, s.m. Friend, lover;—external
expression of amatory sentiments.
S  & #  bhvik, adj. & s.m. Natural, innate;
appertaining to feeling, sentimental;—(in Alg.) an
equation involving products of unknown quantities.

H ! & # !" bhol (from bhva), s.f. Rent paid to a
zamndr in kind (usually to the extent of half the
produce); distribution of the crop between the landlord
and the cultivator:—bhol-p, s.m. Land that has long
been cultivated:—bhol-khil, s.m. Land recently brought
under cultivation.
S  & #  bhvan, s.m. Creator, producer, ecient
cause; founder.
H  & #  bhvan, s.m.=bhvn, q.v.
H  & #  or #± bho , postp.=bhve , q.v.
H  & #  bhwn, bhon [S. # +t], s.m. Mental
perception, present consciousness of past ideas or
perceptions; recollection, imagination, fancy,
presentiment; contemplation, thought, meditation,
consideration; anxiety, apprehension, doubt, concern;
wish. desire, craving, longing; solicitation, request; (in
Math.) the principle of combination.
H  & #  bhon [S. 2/4"(], v.n. To revolve, to whirl
(=bhamn; bhaun).
H  & #  bhon, v.n.=bhn, q.v.
S  & # " bhwin (fem. of bhw), s.f. Distinguished or
handsome woman; lady, noble lady; a beloved woman; a
wanton woman.
H  & # " bhon, adj.=bhv, q.v.
H  & #

bhwo , postp.=bhwe , q.v.

H ? & # 6 bhwah, s.f.=bhbh; bhwaj, qq.v.
S  & # " bhv, and H. #

bhwa, adj. & s.m. about to

be, about to come to pass; yet to be, future; predestined;
—that which is to happen, or which is to come; the
future; that which is decreed or predestined: bhv-kl,
s.m. Future time, the future:—bhv-va, adj. Dependent
on, or subject to, the future.
S  & #U bhwe, = H <) & #Õ bhwe , postp. In the
sentiment, perception, mind, notion or idea (of, -ke); in
consideration (of); with regard (to); concerning, for; with
a view (to), for the purpose (of), in order that; in the
manner (of), after the fashion (of), like (as); in the eyes
(of), near, before, to:—bhven—bhve , Whether—or.
H <) & #Õ bhwe , = S  & #U bhwe, postp. In the

sentiment, perception, mind, notion or idea (of, -ke); in
consideration (of); with regard (to); concerning, for; with
a view (to), for the purpose (of), in order that; in the
manner (of), after the fashion (of), like (as); in the eyes
(of), near, before, to:—bhven—bhve , Whether—or.
S ) & # bhvya, adj. & s.m. Future, about to be or to
come to pass; possible, probable;—what will be, what
must be; the possible or probable.
H ) & # bhy (perf. part. of bhn), adj. (f. bh),
Agreeable, pleasing, acceptable, tting, suitable.
A 2 $ 4 bahim, s.m. (pl. of @ 4 bahma), Beasts, brutes,
animals.
A P @ $ 4 bahim, adj. Of or pertaining to beasts; beastly,
bestial, brutal.
H $ &  6 bih [S.  ?], s.f. A spirit, supposed to
tease infants by whispering alternately sad and pleasing
things in their ears (which is the cause of their laughing
and crying when asleep or awake);—a song of
congratulation, &c. (=badhw, q.v.).
H $ & bh [S. 2t; Prk. # ], s.m. Brother; cousin;
relative, kinsman; comrade, companion, class-fellow,
member of the same caste, or fraternity; one connected
by community of origin and joint interest in a common
ancestral property; (in familiar phraseology) friend, my
friend, dear, my dear (applied to persons of both sexes,
and by children to their parents as well as parents to
their children):—bh-a s, s.m. The share or portion of a
brother:—bh-b , s.m. Brotherhood, fraternity; a
term applied to a village owned by descendants
(brothers) from one common stock:—bh-bat (S. bhrtri-
vat), adv. Like a brother, betting a brother, brotherly,
fraternal:—bh-band, bh-bandh, bh-bandhu, s.m.
Brethren, kindred, relations, friends; comrades, people
of the same caste:—bh-band, s.f. Brotherhood,
fraternity, kin:—bh-bhinn, s.m. A Hind festival held
on the twelfth day of Bhdo bad, or dark fortnight in
August:—bh-pa s, s.f. Brother's share=bh-a s:—bhr, s.m. Relationship, connection, relation by blood or
marriage; brotherhood, fraternity, community of
brethren or of people from one stock; quality or
property of brother, brotherly love, fraternal aection

or kindness; elds or lands cultivated in common by a
community of brethren; tenure in severalty; joint
undivided estate:—bh- r, s.f.=bh- r, q.v.:—bhia, s.m. Share or portion of a brother=bh-a s.
H L $ & #  bh-p, = H <L $ & #  bh-pan, s.m.=bhr, q.v.s.v. bh.
H <L $ & #  bh-pan, = H L $ & #  bh-p, s.m.=bhr, q.v.s.v. bh.
H < $ & # bh , # ( bhe , adj. Fearful, terrible,
&c.=bhaynak, q.v.:—bhe bhe karn, v.n. To be
terrifying; to be dreary or desolate.
H %& #) 7 bhabba , s.m.=bhabbhar, q.v.
H A%& #Ê0 bhabr t, s.f.=bhabh t, q.v.
H (%& #  bhabak [S. l+t], s.f. Sudden bursting
forth of ame, or steam, &c.; forcible expulsion of water
from a fountain or pipe; sudden emission of stench or
oensive smell.
H %& #  bhabk (see bhabak), s.m. Blast from a
furnace; alembic, still;—a kind of drinking vessel with a
large mouth.
H  %& #  bhabkn (caus. of bhabakn), v.t. To heat,
kindle, light; to cause to boil, &c.; to cause to blaze up
suddenly; to provoke, enrage, exasperate; to excite,
stimulate; to spur a horse; &c. (see bhabakn).
H %& #  bhabakn (see bhabak), v.n. To be heated; to
simmer, boil, bubble; to give out steam; to fume; to catch
re, to burn, be burnt or scalded; to burst into ame,
blaze up suddenly; to be enraged or exasperated, y into
a passion, to rush on with rage; to run with great speed
(a horse); to roar (as a tiger); to be poured out, gush
forth:—bhabak-jn = bhabakn.
H %& # " bhabk (dim. of bhabk), s.f. Threat, menace.
H %4  6 ! bihbal [S.  6!], adj. Agitated, alarmed,
overcome with fear or agitation, beside one's self,
unable to restrain one's self.
H A %& # 
0 bhab t, = H Y %& # 
0 " bhab t, s.f.=bhabh t,
q.v.
H Y %& # 
0 " bhab t, = H A %& # 
0 bhab t, s.f.=bhabh t,
q.v.

P  %4 bh-b d, s.f. See s.v. 4 bh.

H  &L& #v bhaphr, s.m.=bhapr, q.v.

H  %& # 
0  bhab k, adj.=bhabh k, q.v.

H &L4  6v» bihphai [S. 6
 T], s.m. Thursday.

H 4%4 6 6 bahbah (from bahn), adj. Flowing, gliding

H 4 z bahut [S. z+; ]( , adj. s.m. & adv. Much, most,

along; brave, bold; public, notorious.
H &%& ## bhabhar, #)# bhabbhar [S. #+#], s.m.

many; in a great degree; abundant, plentiful; enough;
too much, excessive, enormous;—abundance, plenty, a
great deal; suciency, enough;—very, very much,
largely, considerably; extremely, exceedingly,
excessively; immoderately, immeasurably; sadly, sorely,
grievously; marvellously; notably; singularly;—three (in
counting; see bahut):—bahut a h, bahut bhtar, bahut
 b, bahut-mubrak, adv. Very good, very well:—bahut
hk, adv. All right, quite true:—bahut-s, adj. & s.m. (f. -)
= bahut, q.v.:—bahut-ku h, s.m. A good deal, a great deal,
plenty:—bahut kar-ke, adv. For the most part, mostly,
frequently, generally; at the most:—bahut yr hon, To
become more intimate than formerly.
S & .#.\ bhitti, s.f. Wall (=bht, q.v.); breaking; a thing

Disquietude, solicitude (=khak), dread, alarm; panic,
stampede; tumult, uproar:—bhabhar pa n (-me ), To be
alarmed; to be panic-stricken; to take to ight.
H &%& ## bhabhrn, v.n. To swell (particularly the
face=bharbharn, q.v.); to feel doubt or solicitude, &c.
(=bhabharn, q.v.).
H &%& ## bhabharn (see bhabhar), v.n. To be
solicitous; to be alarmed or frightened, to take fright (cf.
bhabhar pa n).
H (&%& ## bhabhak, s.f.=bhabak, q.v.
H &%& #,#., d bhubhukshit [S. #
, ., d, rt. #,*] , adj.
Hungry, &c.=bh kh, q.v.
H &%& ## bhabhakn, v.n.=bhabakn, q.v.
H &%& # #! bhabbhal (from bhara), adj. Fat, corpulent.

broken or divided; fragment; gure; defect; place, spot;
opportunity, occasion; asylum.
H & #, bhut, s.m.=bh t, q.v.

H A &%& ##0 bhabh t, ##0 bhabh ti [S.  #0], s.f. Ashes

S *4 z bahut, s.f. Plenty, &c.=bahutt, q.v.;—adj. (from

of cowdung, &c. which Hind devotees rub on their
bodies (in imitation of iva); ashes from a shrine with
which Hind worshippers smear their foreheads.
H  &%& ##0 bhabh k [S. l+?], adj. Flaming,

bahut), Three (commonly used by weighers of grain, &c.
when they come to the third ser, &c.).
H *4 6 baht (imperf. part. of bahn), adj. (f. -),

blazing, ablaze; red (as a live coal); white, shining,
bright, glowing, refulgent, splendid, beautiful;—s.m.
Blaze, ame; explosion:—bhabh k hon, v.n. To turn red
(or livid) with rage.
H L& #Q bhapp, s.m.=bhap , q.v.
H  L& # bhapr [S. l++t], s.m. Steam,
vapour, exhalation; fumigation, fermentation; vapour
bath.
H  L& #7 bhap  (see bhapr), s.m. Breath;
wheedling, deception, deceit, fraud (syn. dam).
H L& # bhapk, s.m.=bhabk, q.v.
H  L& # bhapkr, s.m.=bhapr, q.v.
H L& # bhapakn, v.n.=bhabakn, q.v.
H " L& #5! bhapol, s.m.=phapol, q.v.

Running, owing (water), oating, gliding away; a oat:—
bahte pn-me hth dhon, lit. 'To wash one's hands in
the running stream'; to pay attention to one's friends; to
attend to one's own business or aairs while the
opportunity is favourable, to make hay while the sun
shines; to swim with the tide.
H *& #\ bhatt [S. #=+t], s.m. Advances to
ploughmen without interest; ploughman's wages in kind;
additional allowance, extra allowance or pay to public
servants on special duty, or to ocers and soldiers
(commonly called 'batta'); subsistence money; travelling
allowance:—bhatt aima, s.m. Tentage.
H *& #\ bhatt, s.m. Cooked rice=bht, q.v.
H *& #,\ bhutt, s.m.=bhu, q.v.
H A *4 z bahutt [S. z++], Muchness,

abundance, plentitude, plenty, excess, multitude,
majority (syn. kasrat;
 afr).
H  *& # bhatr [S. #\y], s.m. Husband:—bhatr karn or

bond:—baht karn, v.t. To permit imported goods to be
exported free.
H *& #\" bhatt, s.f.=bht, q.v.

kar-len, To take a husband.
A  *4 bhtn, s.m. False accusation, calumny, slander,
aspersion, defamation:—bhtn b dhn (-par), bhtn
jo n, bhtn dharn, bhtn lagn(-par), To bring a false
accusation (against), charge falsely; to slander,
calumniate.
H  *& #,6 bhuth, adj.=bhutah, q.v.

H  *& #, bhutiyn, bhutyn (from bh t), v.n. To be

H $ *4 z bahut, = H ) *4 z bahutyat,
s.f.=bahutt, q.v.
H ) *4 z bahutyat, = H $ *4 z bahut,
s.f.=bahutt, q.v.
H *4 6\ bahattar [S. Q], adj. Seventy-two.
S *4 zP bahutra, adv. In many ways or manners; in
many places.
P *4 bhtar (compar. of bh, 'good'), adj. Better, superior,
more worthy; good, excellent; well; preferable:
advisable:—bhtar bhtar, adj. Far better, &c.;—bhtar
jnn, v.t. To consider better; to prefer.
H *& #, bhutr, adj.=bho thr, bhon, qq.v.
P *4 bhtar, vulg. bhtr, s.f. Welfare, good, advantage;
improvement; superior excellence, goodness, merit,
virtue.
P <)*4 bhtarn (superl. of bh), adj. Best, superior, most
excellent.
S *& .#.\ bhittik, s.f. Wall (=bht, q.v.); small house
lizard.
H *& #, bhutn [S. #0+H. dim. a. n], s.m. Small devil;

like a devil; to become exceedingly erce; to get into a
endish passion.
H 8 *& #"* bhatj [S. #+*t], s.m. Brother's son,
nephew; wife's brother's son.
H 8 *& #"*" bhatj, s.f. Brother's daughter, niece; wife's
brother's daughter.
H  *4 z` bahuter, = H  *4 z` bahuter, [S. z+(],
adj. & adv. Many, very many, most; much, very much,
ever so much; abundant; greatly; for the greater part,
mostly.
H  *4 z` bahuter, = H  *4 z` bahuter, [S. z+(],
adj. & adv. Many, very many, most; much, very much,
ever so much; abundant; greatly; for the greater part,
mostly.
H  #& bha [S. 2lW], s.f. Fire-place, oven, furnace, kiln
(=bhah); pit; hole (especially of an animal, as a fox,
&c.), cave, lair, den;—misfortune; curse:—bha pa n, To
fall into misfortune, be unfortunate, be ruined or lost, to
be cursed:—bha-paro, intj. (colloq.) Go to blazes!; curse
you!; hang it! rot it! (an exclamation of anger or disgust).
S  #& bha, s.m. Warrior, hero; soldier, combatant;
outcast of a particular tribe; barbarian.
H  #& bha, s.m. A kind of grass.
S  # bha, s.m. Learned man, scholar; philosopher

hag; a very ugly woman.
S *4 z; bahutwa, s.m.=bahut; bahutt; qq.v.

(esp. one conversant with the philosophical systems); a
title of Maharatta Brahmans:—bha rya (bha
+ rya), s.m. A great doctor or philosopher; a title given
to a learned Brhman, or to any great teacher or
celebrated instructor.
H  z& bahu [S. z+TRt], s.m. An ornament worn

H *& bhatta, s.m.=bhatt, q.v.
H 4*& #,6 bhutah [S. #0+ +t], adj. Pos sessed by an

on the upper arm, a kind of armlet.
S  #& bha, s.f. The colocynth or bitter apple.

imp; devil, demon, goblin, ghost.
H *& #," bhutn, s.f. Wife of a devil; female demon;

evil spirit; demoniacal, devilish; erce; peevish (also, and
more correctly, written bhuth).
H *4 6" baht, s.f. (from baht), Imported goods in

H  # bha, s.m. Bellows (=bhh, q.v.); a yellow clay
used as whitewash.
H  # bha, s.m.=bht; bh ; and also=bhatt; qq.v.

H  .#& bhi, # bha, s.m. Small hut, hovel; hole,

H 4- #&/ bhams, bhims, s.m.=bims, q.v.

lair, or den (of a wild animal); pig-sty (cf. bha).
H  #, bhu [S. #.9+t], s.m. Spike or ear of (ripe)

H   .#& bhin [S 
 , or N ; see bhe], v.n. To

corn or grain; Indian corn, maize, Zea mays:—bhu-sa,
adj. Like an ear of corn; smallish, very small, stumpy:—
bhu-s u n or u -jn, bhu-j-pa n, v.n. To y o
like an ear of corn (struck with a stick), to be cut clean
o.
S 0 # bharak, adj. & s.m. Entitled to reverence,
venerable;—learned man, doctor, philosopher, sage
(=bha).
H  #& bhak [S. 29+t], adj. Astray, wandering,
lost.
H  #& bhakn (from bhak), v.t. To cause to
stray or wander, to lead astray; to mislead, bewilder,
baulk, deceive; to scare.
H   #& bhaakt (imperf. part. of bhaakn), adj. (f. ), Wandering, straying, astray:—bhaakt phirn, v.n. To
go wandering about; to wander about being astray.
H 8#  #&& bha-ka, = H ) #  #&&h bha-kaaiya,
[S. #e& + e& + ], s.f The prickly plant Solanum Jacquini
(used medicinally for diarrhœa and coughs:—syn. bangkay; ban-kaaiy).
H ) #  #&&h bha-kaaiya, = H 8#  #&& bha-ka,
[S. #e& + e& + ], s.f The prickly plant Solanum Jacquini
(used medicinally for diarrhœa and coughs:—syn. bangkay; ban-kaaiy).
H 7'  #& bha-kariy, s.m. Name of a class of

come in contact (with, -se), be touched (by); to be deled
or polluted by contact (with).
H ' =  #&$ bha-ngar, s.m. Name of a tribe of
Kyaths.
H   #&" bhain, s.f. Wife of a bh, q.v.; woman or girl
of the bh tribe (=bhan).
H   .#&" bhin [S. . B], s.f. Nipple (of a woman's
breast).
H  #&0 bha , intj. O sister.
H  #,¨ bhu , s.m. Blockhead, fool (cf. bho d ; bhon).
H  #&,  bhauw, s.f. Light dry soil (yielding only an
autumn crop).
H ! *& #&5! bhaolar, s.m. Lands allotted to bhs or
bards; lands granted to Brhmans.
H B bhua, s.m.=bhu, q.v.
H  # bhatth, s.m. = H  #__" bhah, s.f. =bha,
q.v.
H  #__" bhah, s.f. = H  # bhatth, s.m. =bha,
q.v.
H )  #_ bhahiyr, bhahyr [S. #9++t], s.m.
One who keeps a sare, one who prepares victuals for
travellers in a sare; innkeeper; sutler; baker.
H ?)  #_ bhahiyrpan (S. bhrisha+kra+twam),

s.m. The business, or the status, of a bhahiyr.
H BF)  #_L bhahiyr- n, s.m. Sare,

inferior Rjp ts.
H   #& bhaakn (from bhakn), v.n. To go astray,

caravansary, inn, eating-house;—low place.
H .)  #_ bhahiyran, bhahiyrin, = H )  #_"

to stray, wander, miss the right path, lose the path or
way; to err, to deviate or depart from a right course; to
be restless or disquieted, to long or pine (for, ke liye).
H  #&  bhaakwn, v.t.=bhakn, q.v.

bhahiyr, bhahyr, s.f. Woman who carries on the
business of an inn-keeper; wife of a bhahiyr.
H )  #_" bhahiyr, bhahyr, = H .)  #_

? % #&$M bha-gaur, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the
Gaur rjp ts.
? ;: #&,! bhaul, s.m. Bread or cakes made of mixed
meal (chie y that of arhar, an, and m g).

bhahiyran, bhahiyrin, s.f. Woman who carries on the
business of an inn-keeper; wife of a bhahiyr.
H )  #_! bhahiyl (bhh+S. a. la), adj. With the
current or stream, down the river and not with the ood
tide.
H )  #_! bhahiyl, s.m. A kind of marsiya
 or elegy

sung in praise of the brothers Hasan and Husain.
H )  #_ bhahiyn (from bhh), v.n. To go down

bhahiyran; bhahiyr.
H )  #&! bhaiyl, adj.= bhahiyl, q.v.

the river, or down stream; to ebb (the tide);—v.t. To
cause to go down or sink; to ruin (a person).
H O  #& bhaa, s.f. The avocation of a bh or bard; the

H )  # bhaiyn, s.m. The country of the bha

encomiums of a bard, praise, panegyric, eulogy;
adulation, attery;—begging, mendicancy.
H  #" bha, #&" bha [S. 2lW+], s.f. Fire-place,

Running away, eeing; at a run, at full speed:—bhaji-jn,
v.n. To take ight, run o at full speed.
S 6& #,* bhuj, s.m. = S 8& #,* bhuj, s.f. The arm, the

grate or stove (as a goldsmith's, or a distiller's, or such
as is used in an eastern bath); oven; forge, furnace, kiln;
alembic, still; washerman's boiler or copper; distillery:—
bha a hn (among washermen), To turn the clothes
into the copper, to boil the clothes:—bha-dr, s.m. One
who manufactures and sells spirituous liquors; distiller;
one who keeps a liquor shop.
H  #" bha, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts.

upper arm; the proboscis of an elephant; (in Geom.) the
side of a rectilineal gure; one of the shorter sides of a
right-angled triangle (i.e. either the perpendicular or
the base); (in Astron.) the distance of the sun from the
equator; the distance of the moon from the nearest
node:—bhuj-band or bandh, s.m. An ornament worn on
the upper arm, armlet (=bz -band); anything tied on the
arm above the elbow:—bhuj-bhar, s.m. Armful; embrace:
—bhuj bharn (-se), To clasp in the arms, to embrace:—
bhuj-bh sha, s.m. Ornament for the arm, armlet:—
bhuj-dan, bhuj-an, s.m. Arm as hard as a sta,
muscular arm:—bhuj-m l, s.m. The upper part of the arm
near the shoulder.
S 8& #,* bhuj, s.f. = S 6& #,* bhuj, s.m. The arm, the

H )  #& bhaiy, s.m. Land of the poorest kind (in the
dialect of Sgar and Bundelkhan).
H )  #& bhaiyr, #` bhaer = H ?) 
#& bhaiyr-pan,#& bhaerpan = H .) 
#& bhaiyran # bhaerin = H )  #&"
bhaiyr #" bhaer See the forms bhahiyr;
bhahiyrpan; bhahiyran; bhahiyr.
H ?)  #& bhaiyr-pan, #& bhaerpan = H
)  #& bhaiyr, #` bhaer = H .)  #&
bhaiyran # bhaerin = H )  #&" bhaiyr
#" bhaer See the forms bhahiyr; bhahiyrpan;
bhahiyran; bhahiyr.
H .)  #& bhaiyran # bhaerin = H ) 
#& bhaiyr, #` bhaer = H ?)  #&
bhaiyr-pan,#& bhaerpan = H )  #&"
bhaiyr #" bhaer See the forms bhahiyr;
bhahiyrpan; bhahiyran; bhahiyr.
H )  #&" bhaiyr #" bhaer = H )  #&
bhaiyr, #` bhaer = H ?)  #& bhaiyr-

Rjp ts.
H 6& #.* bhaji, past. conj. part. (of bhajn = bhn),

upper arm; the proboscis of an elephant; (in Geom.) the
side of a rectilineal gure; one of the shorter sides of a
right-angled triangle (i.e. either the perpendicular or
the base); (in Astron.) the distance of the sun from the
equator; the distance of the moon from the nearest
node:—bhuj-band or bandh, s.m. An ornament worn on
the upper arm, armlet (=bz -band); anything tied on the
arm above the elbow:—bhuj-bhar, s.m. Armful; embrace:
—bhuj bharn (-se), To clasp in the arms, to embrace:—
bhuj-bh sha, s.m. Ornament for the arm, armlet:—
bhuj-dan, bhuj-an, s.m. Arm as hard as a sta,
muscular arm:—bhuj-m l, s.m. The upper part of the arm
near the shoulder.
H  8& #* bhajn, v.t.=bhagn, q.v.
H  8& .#* bhijn (caus. of bhjn), v.t. To wet,

pan,#& bhaerpan = H .)  #& bhaiyran

&c.=bhign, q.v.
H  8& .#* bhijn (caus. of bhejn), v.t. To cause to

# bhaerin See the forms bhahiyr; bhahiyrpan;

send, &c.=bhijwn, q.v.

P 84 bahjat (for A. ~84 ), s.f. Beauty, goodliness, grace,
excellence; brightness, splendour; happiness, joy,
gladness, delight, pleasure, cheerfulness, alacrity.
S 8& #* bhajat, adj. Honouring, serving, waiting upon;
enjoying carnally.
S  8& #,.*l bhujishya, s.m. (f. -), Independent man:—
servant, slave; a kind of string worn round the waist.
S ^8& #,*$ bhujag, s.m. Snake=bhujang, q.v.
S <8& #* bhajan, s.m. Sharing; possession; possessing
or enjoying carnally.
S <8& #* bhajan, s.m. Waiting upon, attendance,
service; adoration, worship; hymn;—counting one's
beads:—bhajan-lay, bhajan-griha,
 bhajan-ghar, s.m. Place of
worship, temple:—bhajan-bho, s.m. Reverence of
disposition; attention to the needs of others, kind
oces:—bhajan-pustak, s.m.f. Book for guidance in
worship, liturgy:—bhajan karn, v.t. & n. To practise
devotion, say prayers; to adore, worship; to sing or
chant a hymn, to hymn; to recite, repeat.
H 8& #* bhajn [Prk. #*4(; S. #*"(, rt. #*], v.t. To
worship, &c.=bhajan karn, q.v.s.v. bhajan.
H 8& #* bhajn (i.q. bhjn, q.v.), v.n.=bhjn; bhgn;
qq.v.
H 8& #,* bhujn (fr. S. #*) , s.m. Parched or scorched
grain.
H ^8& #,*$
( bhujang, = H J8& #,*$
(  bhujang, [S. #,*
+$t; rt. #,*] , s.m. lit. 'Going crookedly'; snake, (but
commonly) the cobra de capello; the fork-tailed shrike,
Lanius caerulescens (a jet-black bird, commonly called the
'king-crow';—syn. bhang-rj);—bhujang, adj. Black, jetblack (the colour of the shrike: generally used in comp.
with kl, e.g. kl bhujang, adj. Very black, jet-black):—

bhujang-prayt, s.m. A species of metre, four times ¯¯
¯¯¯¯¯;—bhujange u n, v.n. To be in great distress and
poverty; to spread false reports.
H J8& #,*$
(  bhujang, = H ^8& #,*$
( bhujang, [S. #,*
+$t; rt. #,*] , s.m. lit. 'Going crookedly'; snake, (but
commonly) the cobra de capello; the fork-tailed shrike,
Lanius caerulescens (a jet-black bird, commonly called the

'king-crow';—syn. bhang-rj);—bhujang, adj. Black, jetblack (the colour of the shrike: generally used in comp.
with kl, e.g. kl bhujang, adj. Very black, jet-black):—

bhujang-prayt, s.m. A species of metre, four times ¯¯
¯¯¯¯¯;—bhujange u n, v.n. To be in great distress and
poverty; to spread false reports.
S 2 J8& #,*$
( / bhujangam, s.m. Snake (=bhujang).
S J8& #,*$
( " bhujang, s.f. A species of metre (=bhujangprayt).
H ( 8& #*" bhajank, or bhajnk [S. #*, rt. #*],
s.m. Singer; adorer, worshipper.
H  8& .#*  bhijwn (caus. of bhejn), v.t. To cause to
send; to cause to be sent, to have (a person, or a thing)
sent; to send:—bhijw-den, v.t.=bhijwn.
H 8& #,.* bhujiy [S. #*+ ], s.f. Fried or cooked potherbs, greens (=bhj);—parched rice or grain.
H 9& #, bhu , adj. & s.m. Rude, uncivilized, ignorant,
barbarous;—barbarian, clown, lout, blockhead, ignorant
or stupid fellow.
H (:& #K bha ak, s.m.=bhakshak, q.v.
H (:& # bha ak, .# bhi ak, #, bhu ak [S. #
+], adj. Alarmed, startled, staggered, amazed,
stunned, aghast, scared:—bha ak rahn or rah-jn, v.n. To
be astonished, amazed, staggered, &c.
H  :& # bha kn, #, bhu kn, v.t. To strike
with amazement, to amaze, astound, stagger, startle,
scare.
S :& #J bha- akra, s.m. Sphere of the stars; circle of
constellations, the zodiac.
H :& # bha akn, #, bhu akn, v.n. To be
astonished or amazed, &c.=bha ak rahn, q.v.s.v. bha ak.
H <:& # bha an, s.m.=bhaksha, q.v.
H :& # bha n, v.t.=bhakshn, q.v.
H :& .# bhi n [prob. fr. S.  8], To be broken or
split in pieces, be bruised or crushed; to crumble to
pieces; to shrivel, shrink, collapse; to be contracted or
compressed; to be coerced, constrained or compelled.
H L:& #,@ bhu- amp, s.m.=bh - ampa, q.v.s.v. bh .

H ^:& #,$
( bhu a g, s.m.=bhuja g, bhuja g, q.v.
H &:& #+ bha h, adj. & s.m.=bhaksh, q.v.
H &:& .#K+ bhi h, s.f.=bhiksh, q.v.
H (&:& #K+ bha hak, s.m.=bhakshak, q.v.
H (&:& .#K+, bhi huk, .#+, bhi huk, s.m.=bhikshuk,
q.v.
H &:& #+ bha hn, v.t.=bhakshn, q.v.
H &:& #K+" bha h, s.m.=bhaksh, q.v.
H + & # bhad (onomat., but cf. next), s.m. Soft-sounding
blow, thud, thump; crash; sound of a falling body on soft
ground (more com. bhadk):—bhad-bhad, s.m. Reiterated
thuds, &c. (see bhad); closely consecutive sounds of soft
bodies (such as fruit, &c.) in falling:—bhad-se, adv. With a
thud; with a crash.
H + & #a bhadd [S. #W+t], adj. Dull, heavy, stupid,
senseless; clumsy, awkward, ungainly, ill-made, ugly; fat,
heavy, unwieldy; slow, sluggish.
H + & # bhadk, = H  + & # bhadk, s.m.=bhad,
q.v.:—bhadk-se, adv.=bhad-se.
H  + & # bhadk, = H + & # bhadk, s.m.=bhad,
q.v.:—bhadk-se, adv.=bhad-se.
H + & #6 bhadhar (from bhad), s.m. Cutting of grain
when it is only half ripe.
H + & + & ## bhad-bhadn, v.t. To produce a sound
or thud (or a succession of sounds), by striking two
bodies together; to strike repeatedly; to shake fruit from
a tree; to cut half-ripe grain;—s.m. Shaking fruit from a
tree; cutting half-ripe grain.
H ?+ & + & ##6& bhad-bhadha, s.f. Sound made by the
repeated falling of fruit from a tree.
S + & #W bhadra, bhadr, adj. & s.m. Good, well, prosperous,
happy, auspicious, fortunate, lucky; favourable,
propitious, gracious, kind, friendly, benevolent, pious,
virtuous, pure, excellent, worthy; beloved, dear; an
excellent person; fortune-teller; impostor, hypocrite;—
prosperity, happiness, welfare, good fortune,
auspiciousness;—a fragrant grass, Cyperus rotundus; gold;
iron or steel; name of the seventh of the eleven

astronomical periods called karanas;—a bullock; a waterwagtail; a heap; an epithet of iva:—bhadrsan (bhadra
+sana), s.m. Chair of state, throne; particular posture of
a devotee while meditating (the legs being crossed and
bent underneath the body and turned so as to bring the
ankles into contact with the perinæum while the soles of
the feet are held close to the sides:—bhadrva (bhadra
+ava), s.m. Name of a dwpa; or of one of the four mahdwpas into which the known world is divided; or of one
of the nine khanas or smaller divisions into which the
continent is distributed:—bhadrksha (bhadra+aksha), s.m.
A particular seed of which beads are made:—bhadra-pad,
s.f. Name of the third and fourth lunar asterisms:
bhadra-par, s.f. The shrub Pæderia fœtida:—bhadra-par,
s.f. The tree Gmelina arborea; the shrub Pæderia fœtida:—
bhadr-jau (bhadra-yava), s.m. The seed of Wrightia
antidysenterica:—bhadr- , s.m. The plant Euphorbia
tirucalli:—bhadra-dru, s.m. A species of pine, Pinus
deodora, and P. longifolia:—bhadra-kl, s.f. Name of a
Hind goddess; an epithet of the goddess Durg; the
fragrant grass Cyperus pertenius or C. rotundus:—bhadragandhik, s.f. The plant Cyperus rotundus; the creeping
plant Asclepias pseudosarsa:—bhadra-mustak, s.m. The
fragrant grass Cyperus pertenuis:—bhadrodan (bhadr
+odan), s.f. The plant Sida cordifolia; the plant Uraria
lagopodioides:—bhadra-vall, s.f. Arabian jasmine, Jasminum
sambac; the large Bengal creeper Gærtnera racemosa; the
plant Vallaris dichotomus:—bhadr hon, v.n. To be clean or
puried by shaving the head and beard after the death
of a relative, or in a holy place:—bhadra-yava, s.m.=bhadrjau, q.v.
S + & #W bhadr, s.f. Unlucky moment; bad luck; the
second, seventh, and twelfth days of a lunar fortnight;
the celestial Ganges; (fem. of bhadra) an excellent
female, &c.:—bhadr-karan, s.m. lit. 'Making beautiful, or
pure'; shaving.
H + & #W bhadr [S. #W+t], Name of a bird, a species of
lark.
S + & #W bhadrrak, s.m. One of the eighteen minor
dwpas or divisions of the world.
S <B+ & #W bhadrsan, s.m. See s.v. bhadra.

S I + & #Wd bhadrksha (#W+d), s.m. See s.v. bhadra.

H 30)+ & #b! bhadesl, = H 0)+ & #b! bhadesal, [S. #W

S + & #W bhadrak, adj. & s.m. Good, estimable, worthy;

+U3+!t], Ill-shaped, ill-formed, awkward, &c.=bhadd, q.v.

ne, handsome, beautiful, pleasing, agreeable;
fortunate, lucky;—a good or estimable man, &c.;
goodness, good, worth, excellence, virtue; beauty, grace,
elegance, neatness, pleasantness; gain, prot,
advantage, benet; nature, genius, reason;—the
fragrant grass Cyperus pertenius; a species of pine, Pinus
devadaru.
S + & #W5" bhadrodan (#W + "), s.f. See s.v.

H  #f bha, s.m. A kind of grass which grows in poor

bhadra.
H + & #W" bhadr [S. #W+t], s.m. Astrologer, palmister.
S + & #B bhadant, s.m. A term of respect applied to a
Buddhist; a buddhist mendicant.
H  + & .#g bhidnau [fr. S. .#], v.t. (Obs.) To
penetrate; to sever, sunder, separate.
H + & #  bhadwr [S. #W+, or ], s.m. Land
prepared for the planting of sugar-cane; land ploughed
during the arf and allowed to lie fallow till the cotton is
sown; land ploughed from As h to Bhdo for the rab
sowings.
H )+ & #  bhadawriy, bhadauriy, s.m. Name of a
tribe of Rjp ts.
S + 4 z bahudh, adv. In many ways, manifoldly,
variously, multifariously; in many instances, many
times, often, repeatedly; usually, generally, mostly, for
the most part, in most cases, nearly always (syn. aksar):

—bahudh-gat, part. adj. Scattered, dispersed.
H + 4 6 bahdh [S. ], s.f. Pain, suering,
aiction, distress; resistance, opposition, obstruction,
hindrance.
H $+ & # bhada, adj. & s.f. Relating to the month of
Bhdo , or to the harvest gathered in that month;—the
autumnal crop (=bhdo w).
H I)+ & #b bhades, = H 0)+ & #b bhades, adj.=next, q.v.
H 0)+ & #b bhades, = H I)+ & #b bhades, adj.=next, q.v.
H 0)+ & #b! bhadesal, = H 30)+ & #b! bhadesl, [S. #W
+U3+!t], Ill-shaped, ill-formed, awkward, &c.=bhadd, q.v.

soils (used as fodder).
H 7 #f bhaariy, = H 7' 7 #f< bhaeriy,
s.m.=bha ariy; bhaneriy, qq.v.
H 7' 7 #f< bhaeriy, = H 7 #f bhaariy,
s.m.=bha ariy; bhaneriy, qq.v.
S  #f! bhail, s.m. Attendant, servant; hero.
H 8  #f6 bhaih, s.f. (local), Pilfering, theft.
P 4 ba-har, In every; to every (used only in phrases from
the Persian):—ba-har l, adv. By all or every means,
somehow or other, anyhow, at any rate, at all events:—
ba-har  rat, adv. In every aspect, or case; in every
condition; in every point of view; at all events, at any
rate, by all means:—ba-har taur,
 adv.=ba-har l, q.v.:—bahar kaif, adv. Anyhow, &c.=ba-har l, q.v.
H 4 bahar (corr. of bar), s.f. Fleet (of boats).
S 4 6  bahir, vulg. bahar (changeable to 6  bahis and
6 t bahih),+ adj. Out, without, outside, outer, ex ternal,
exterior; foreign:—bahir n, v.n. To come out, to issue
forth (com. bhar n):—bahir de, s.m. Foreign, or
remote, country:—bahih ko,
s.m. Exterior angle:—bahir
+
mukh, adj. & s.m. Impious; impious person; neglect or
violation of any moral or religious duty.
H 4 z bahuri, z bahur [S. z+], adv. Again, a
second time.
P 4 bahr, bahri [Zend bagha, bgha cf. bag], prep. On
account of, for the sake of, for.
S & # bhar (rt. #), adj., adv. & prex, Full, complete; all,
whole; much, excessive; as much as, enough or sucient
for; as far as, up to; exact (as to limit); at most, merely;—
s.m. Load, burden; plenty, size, bulk:—bhar pn, v.n. To
be paid in full, to receive the amount due; to be paid o,
get one's deserts:—bhar-p, s.f. Receipt in full (the
name being derived from the use of these words in the
body of the receipt):—bhar-p r, bhar-p ra, adj. Quite full,
brimful, chokeful, crammed, replete, over owing;
sucient, quite enough; high (as a tide); full (as the

moon):—bhar-p r, s.f. The state of being full or
over owing, fullness; abundance:—bhar-pe, s.m.
Bellyful:—bhar-pe, adj. Pot-bellied:—bhar- k, adv. In full
of all demands:—bhar-dau , adv. At full gallop;—to the
extent of one's power, &c.=bhar-ak:—bhar-sak, bhar-ak,
adv. To the extent of one's ability, as far as possible, as
far as may be; with all one's might:—bhar-kos, s.m. A full
kos; fully a kos:—bhar-maqd r, adv.=bhar-ak, q.v.:—(bhar
most commonly comes after substantives; e.g.) b s-bhar,
adv. The height or length of a bamboo:—bal-bhar = bharak, q.v.:—(utn) ber-bhar, adv. Such a long time, all that
while:—pe-bhar = bhar-pe:— hi-bhar, adv. In a moment:
—din-bhar, adv. The whole day long:—ser-bhar, adv. About
a ser; a ser:—umr-bhar, adv. During one's whole life:—kosbhar, adv. About a kos; a kos (cf. bhar-kos):—maqd r-bhar,
adv.=bhar-maqd r, q.v.:—mahine-bhar, adv. During a whole
month.
H & # bhar, s.m. Name of one of the aboriginal races of
India:—bhar-patw, s.m. A subdivision of the bhar tribe.
H & .# bhir, s.m. Wasp=bhi , q.v.
H & .# bhir, s.m. Corr. of br, q.v.
H 4 6  bahir, 6 bahr [S. +t], adj. Deaf;
hard of hearing; heedless, inattentive.
H & # bhar (perf. part. of bharn), part. adj. Filled,
lled with, full, full of, replete, brimful, over owing
(com. used at the end of comp., e.g. mal-bhar, adj.
Replete with lth:—lj-bhar, adj. Exceedingly modest:—
bis-bhar, adj. Charged with venom);—s.m. Filing; fulness;
contents, load, cargo, charge (of a gun):—bhar-p r, adj.
Wealthy, prosperous, ourishing, thriving, fortunate,
happy; having in abundance; abounding in; having a
large family.
H & #y bharr (cf. babhar), s.m. Stir, excitement, tumult;
alarm, panic; incitement, stimulus:—bharr pa n (-me ),
Tumult to arise; to be panic-striken:—bharre-par a hn,
bharr den, v.t. To stir up, excite, incite, &c.=uksn, q.v.
S Y& 2 bhrt, = S Y& 2 bhrtri, s.m. Brother=bh,
q.v.
S Y& 2 bhrtri, = S Y& 2 bhrt, s.m. Brother=bh,
q.v.

S Y& 2 bhrtrik, = S  )Y& 2P" bhrtrya, adj.
Pertaining to a brother, brotherly, fraternal;—bhrtrya,
s.m. Brother's son, nephew.
S  )Y& 2P" bhrtrya, = S Y& 2 bhrtrik, adj.
Pertaining to a brother, brotherly, fraternal;—bhrtrya,
s.m. Brother's son, nephew.
H W& 2* bhrj [S. 2*+t], adj. (f. -), Shining,
gleaming, glittering, brilliant, splendid.
H    6~ bahrr [S. 6 +!+], s.m. Outsider,
stranger, foreigner; upstart, adventurer, parvenu.
P 1 4 bahrm [Pehl. varahrn; Zend, verethrghna, rt. var],
s.m. The planet Mars; name of several kings of Persia,
Varanes.
S a & 2/ bhrmar, s.m. Whirling round; dancing
round; vertigo, giddiness, epilepsy; a kind of loadstone;
honey; a village.
S a & 2/" bhrmar, adj. Whirling round, revolving;
aected with giddiness or vertigo, giddy; having
epilepsy, epileptic; made of honey;—s.m. An epileptic.
S (a & 2/ bhrmak, adj. & s.m. Causing to whirl;
causing error or mistake, bewildering, perplexing,
puzzling, misleading, deceptive, deceitful;—deceiver,
inveigler, cheat, rogue, swindler; a jackal; a sort of
loadstone or magnet (so called from its causing iron to
turn round);—the sun- ower, Helianthus annuus.
H 4 6  bahirn, bahrn, v.t.=bahln, q.v.
H 4 z bahurn (caus. of bahurn), v.t. To cause to
return, to bring back, bring again.
H & # bharn (caus. of bharn), v.t. To cause to be
full; to cause to ll; to ll; to feed its young (a bird); to
have (a mare) covered.
H & #y bharrn (from bhr) v.n. To become hoarse
or husky.
H & #, bhurn, v.t.=bhuln, q.v.
S & 2B bhrnta, bhrnt, part. Whirled, revolved;
erred, gone astray, fallen into error, mistaken;
wandering, erring.
S & 2.B bhrnti, s.f. Whirling round; wandering,
going astray; error, mistake, blunder; ignorance.

H *& 2B bhrnt [S. 2B+t], s.m. Wanderer, one
who has gone astray.
S  @ *& 2.B/ bhrnti-mn, adj. Erring, &c.=bhrnta,
q.v.
H *& 2B" bhrnt, s.f.=bhrnti, q.v.
H 4 6  bahrw (from bahr), s.m. Feigning
deafness; pretended deafness.
H & # & bharwa (v.n. from bharn), s.f. Filling,
stung; anything in which a substance is lled (see
bhart).
H $& # bhar (v.n. from bharn), s.f. Filling, stung
(=bharwa);—price paid for lling or stung.
H  & & ##[f bharbh , s.m. A kind of prickly poppy,
Argemone mexicana (cf. -kara).
H & & #,#, bhurbhur [redupl. of S. #,, rt. #+t], adj.
(f. -), Dry, and in a state of powder, powdery; mealy,
short (as bread), crisp, crackling; parched (as grain); (cf.
b r):—bhurbhur hon (-par), To thirst (for), long (for),
hanker (after), eagerly desire.
H & & #,#,& bhurbhur, s.f. contrac. of bhurbhurha,
q.v.
H & & ## bharbharn [redupl. of S. #, rt. #], To
swell and be glossy, to be in amed (as the skin in fever).
H & & #,#, bhurbhurn (from bhurbhur), v.n. To
throw or sprinkle sugar, salt, &c. (upon, -par); to long
(for), &c.=bhurbhur hon, q.v.s.v. bhurbhur.
H & & ##& bharbhar, = H ?& & ##6&
bharbharha, s.f. Swelling, in ammation.
H ?& & ##6& bharbharha, = H & & ##&
bharbhar, s.f. Swelling, in ammation.
H ?& & #,#,6& bhurbhurha, s.f. Powderiness;
mealiness; shortness, crispness.
H & & ##" bharbhar, s.f.=bharbharha, q.v.
H & & #,#," bhurbhur, s.f.=bhurbhurha, q.v.; a light
sandy soil.
S A& # bharat, s.m. Name of a younger brother of
Rma, and son of Dasharath by Kaikey; name of several
princes; also of a certain sage, the inventor of dramatic

composition;—actor, mimic; weaver:—bharat-p r, s.m.
Name of a city and district in Northern India:—bharatk l, s.m. Name of a tribe of Brhmans:—bharat-khan, s.m.
One of the nine divisions of the world, India (from
Ceylon to Tartary):—bharat-varsh, s.m.=bhrat-varsh, q.v.:
—bharat-va s, s.m. Ospring of Bharat.
H A& # bharat [S. #+], s.m. Filling; stung,
insertion, padding; room, space, place; vessel, bag, &c.;
goods, cargo, lading, freight; fare, carriage, conveyance,
transit or transport charges; amount paid in; amount of
revenue paid by an individual or party; payment in full:—
bhara bharn (-me ), To put in the stung, &c.;—to ll,
stu, pad; to make up the full tale or quantity, supply a
deciency; to convey merchandize (to a place), to
export.
S A& # bharit, part. Filled; full (=bhar, q.v.).
H A& #' bhart, # bharat [S. ,
' rt. 
 ] , s.m. A mixed
metal composed of copper and lead.
H A& #' bhar, s.m. A species of skylark (=S. bharadvja).
H A& # bhrit [S. #t], s.m. Hireling, hired servant or
labourer, mercenary;—adj. (used at the end of comp.),
Bearing, supporting, carrying, nourishing.
S A& # bhriti,
 s.f. Service for wages; nourishment,
support, maintenance, sustenance, food; wages, hire;
capital, principal.
S Y& #y bhart, s.m. Cherisher, nourisher, supporter,
protector; husband, lord:—bhart karn or kar-len, To
take a husband.
H Y& #, bhurt, # bhart [S. #=+t, rt. #*] , s.m.
Mash made of boiled or fried vegetables (the vegetables
being broken or mashed in the hand after being boiled,
&c.); mash, squash:—bhurt karn or kar-den (-k), bhurt
nikln (-k), To make a mash (of), beat to a pulp, give a
sound thrashing.
H  Y& # bhartr, s.m.=bhatr, bhart, qq.v.
S Y& #' bhartri, s.m. (in comp.)=bhart, 'Cherisher,' &c.
S 0Y& #; bhartsn, s.f. Upbraiding, reviling, cursing;
reproach, curse, abuse; threat, menace.
H Y& #" bhart [S. #+], s.f. Filling, insertion,

stung, &c.; cargo, lading, &c. (=bharat, q.v.); store,
stock, accumulation; lling in, completion; admission,
enrolment, enlistment, recruiting (soldiers); promotion
(a vulg. use);—additional and irrelevant matter,
invention, fabrication, falsehood:—bhart-shuda, adj.
Enrolled, entered, enlisted:—bhart karn, v.t. To ll, load,
lade; to store up, lay up, accumulate; to admit, enter (in a
register), enrol, recruit, enlist; to engage or hire (a
servant); to invent, fabricate:—bhart hon, v.n. To be
admitted, be enrolled, be enlisted.
P Y& # bhartiy, # bhartiy, bharty [S. +t],
'

—bhrash hon, v.n. To be fallen, be debased, polluted,
&c.; to calcine.
S D & #9 bhrisha,
bhrish,

 part. adj. Roasted, baked,

s.m. A worker in the metal called bhart, a brazier.
H Y& # bharatiy, bharaty (from bharat), s.m.

corruption, dissoluteness, &c.
H ! D & 29 bhrash-pan, = H ! D & 29 bhrash-p, [S.

Loader; trader, merchant.
S Y& #; bhrity,
 s.f. Maintenance, support; hire, wages.
S * Y& #;; bhrityatwa,
s.m. Service, servitude,

dependence, slavery.
S  Y& #; bhritya,
 s.m. Dependent, servant, slave (see
bhrit).

S & #& bhara, s.m. Potter; servant.
S & #I& bharuak, s.m. Fried meat.
S 5& #I* bharuj, s.m. A small species of jackal.
S <W& #*
' bharjan, s.m. The actof roasting, baking,
frying, parching, or scorching (syn. bh nn).
P A 4 ba-har l, adv. See s.v. ba-har.
S 5& #* bharad-wj, s.m. lit. 'Bringing or bearing
food'; the skylark (com. called bhart).
H  B& #" bharsr, = H <  B& #[ bhars  , s.f.
Furnace, oven, &c.=bh , bha, qq.v.
H <  B& #[ bhars  , = H  B& #" bharsr, s.f.
Furnace, oven, &c.=bh , bha, qq.v.
S D & 29 bhrasha, bhrash; vulg. .#9 bhirash, bhrish,
part. adj. Fallen, degraded, debased, polluted,
abominable, depraved, lost, vicious, dissolute; outraged,
violated, debauched; impure, unclean, foul, corrupt:—
bhrash  ara, s.m. Depraved conduct or behaviour:—
bhrasha-rjya, adj. Fallen from, or deprived of, a
kingdom; deposed:—bhrash karn, v.t. To corrupt,
pervert, debase, pollute, dele; to violate, seduce, ravish:

fried, grilled, parched, scorched.
S D & 29 bhrash (fem. of bhrasha), adj. & s.f. Fallen,
gone astray, deled, violated (a woman);—fallen female,
unchaste woman, adulteress, harlot:—bhrash karn or
kar-den, v.t. To lead astray, seduce, dele, pollute.
H ! D & 29 bhrash-p, = H ! D & 29 bhrash-pan, [S.
29+; ]( , s.m. Fallen condition, degradation; depravity,

29+; ]( , s.m. Fallen condition, degradation; depravity,
corruption, dissoluteness, &c.
H E & /,3" bhursh [fr. S. #03], s.f. Spell of a jog or ascetic
(performed by scattering a handful of ashes over the
head and repeating a spell or mantra).
P A A f4 ba-har  rat, adv. See s.v. ba-har.
H & # bharak, s.m. (local), Fruit-garden, orchard.
H  & # bhark, s.m. Slaked lime.
H  & #, bhurk [S. ,9+t], s.m. The morning star
(cf. bhor).
H   & # bharkn, v.t. To slake lime.
SR
S & #&
j " bhriku,
2j&" bhraku, vulg. .#j&"

bhirku, s.f. The eye-brow; contraction of the brow,
angry look, frown, scowl.
H I & #, bhurkas, s.m. Smash; fragments, pieces,
splinters, chips; husk, cha: bhurkas nikln (-k), To beat
to shivers or smithers, to make mincemeat (of).
S I & #(
j bhriku
 s, 2j( bhraku s, 2j( bhruku s, s.m.
A male actor or dancer in female attire. Written also
bhrikun,
&c

H  & #" bhark, s.f.=bhark, q.v.
H [  & #? bharke (past. conj. part. of bharn), adv. In
full; to the full.
H  & #," bhurk, s.f. Hole, gap, rent (cf. bhurkas); hole
or pit for water (=bhu ); measure of land.
S '& #$, bhrigu,
 s.m. Table land, level summit of a

mountain; declivity, slope, cli, precipice;—name of one
of the ten Mahrshis or primeval sages: name of
Jamadagni; also of iva; name of the descendants of
Bhrigu:—bhr
igu-bans,
s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts


descended from Bhrigu:—bhr
igu-lat,
s.m. The mark made


by Krisha
on his own breast to shew the place where

Bhrigu
s.m. An epithet of
 kicked him:—bhrigu-nth,

Paraurm.
H 1 & #/ bharam [S. /,' by change of initial consonant;
though supposed by some to come from S. 2/], s.m.
Character, reputation, esteem, credit:—bharam b dhn,
v.t. To gain a reputation; to establish (one's) credit:—
bharam karn, v.t. To credit, believe, rely upon, depend
on:—bharam ga wn, v.t. To sacrice (one's) reputation
or character, to lose (one's) credit.
S 1 & 2/ bhram, and H. #/ bharam, vulg. bhiram, s.m.
Moving round, whirling; roaming, wandering, erring,
straying; deviation, aberration; perplexity,
bewilderment, confusion; maze, labyrinth; error,
misapprehension, blunder, mistake, slip; doubt,
suspicion; apprehension, supposition, presumption;—
whirlwind; whirlpool; lathe; potter's wheel:—bharam
karn, v.t. To doubt, suspect, question;—v.n. To be vain,
proud, pued up, have one's head turned:—bharam
khuln, v.n. To be disclosed (a secret); to be exposed
(pretensions).
S 1 & 2./ bhrami, s.f. Whirling or turning round, turning
about, going round, circulating, revolving; whirlwind,
&c.; forgetfulness; error, slip, &c.=bhram, q.v.
H ! a & #/y!" bharml, adj.=bharm, q.v.
H  a & 2/ bhramn, #/ bharmn, .#/
bhirmn, v.t. To cause to stray, cause to err, to mislead,
misguide, lead astray, beguile, deceive; to allure, tempt;
to perplex; to alarm.
S a & 2/ bhramat, bhramit, part. adj. Going round,

dizziness; the being in error or mistake, erroneousness;
suspiciousness, suspicion, doubt; unsteadiness,
vacillation;—worldly lust, sensual desire.
H $ *a & #/
'
bharmta, .#/
'
bhirmt = S *a & 2/
bhramat, bhramt; H.#/ bharmt s.f. Roaming or
wandering about; whirling round; wandering; giddiness,
dizziness; the being in error or mistake, erroneousness;
suspiciousness, suspicion, doubt; unsteadiness,
vacillation;—worldly lust, sensual desire.
S a & 2/ bhramar, s.m. A large black bee, the humble
bee;—lover, gallant, libertine;—giddiness, vertigo;
epilepsy.
S a & 2/" bhramar, s.f. Bee;—the plant Jatuka; the
plant Putra-dtr.
H  0a & 2/ bhramsn, adj. (f. -), Mixed with error.
S <a & 2/4 bhrama, s.m. Roaming, roving, wandering
about; turning round, whirling; turn round, whirl;
perambulation; giddiness; falling into error or mistake:—
bhrama-kr, s.m. Wanderer.
H a & 2/ bhramn, #/ bharamn, .#/ bhiramn,
v.n. To roam, wander, stray, err.
S a & 2/4" bhrama, s.f. A sort of game played by
women for the amusement of husbands or lovers.
S a & 2/" bhram; and H. #/" bharm, .#/" bhirm; adj.
Whirling round, &c. (=bhramat, q.v.); suspicious, doubting,
sceptical; vain, proud, self-sucient; ostentatious,
showy.
H 3 a & #/5! bha mil [S. 2/+!t], adj. (f. -), Round,
circular, spherical, globose; ambiguous, doubtful;
confounded; scrupulous.
H 4  64 bihara, s.m.=vihara, q.v.; and see biharn.
S & #4 bhara, and H. # bharan, s.m. The act of

$ *a & #/
'
bharmta, .#/
'
bhirmt s.f. Roaming or

carrying, bearing, supporting, maintaining, sustaining,
nourishing; lling, satisfying; paying in full; wages, hire;
—bharan, s.f. Heavy shower of rain;—postp. To, up to, till
(=tak):—bhara-poshan, s.m. Supply of food and raiment,
maintenance.
H & # bharn [S. #4"(, rt. #], v.n. To be contained

wandering about; whirling round; wandering; giddiness,

to fullness, be lled or lled up, be full; to be satised or

whirling about, revolving; roaming, roving, wandering,
erring.
S *a & 2/ bhramat, bhramt; H. #/ bharmt = H

sated; to be performed, be nished, be complete; to ll
up, heal (as a wound); to be covered (as a mare), be lined
(as a bitch); to be poured in; to abound, be replete (with,
-se); to be loaded or laden, be charged (as a gun); to be
stued, crammed, choked, stopped up (but in this sense
bhar-jn is the usual form); to be stored, stacked,
heaped up, accumulated; to be watered or irrigated (as a
eld); to be steeped (in, -me ), soaked, drenched; to be
painted, coloured, daubed, stained, polluted, deled; to
be cast (in a mould); to be paid in full (a debt), be
refunded, be remitted; to be made good, be restored; to
be full or ripe, come to a head, be full to bursting; to
swell (as the feet, &c.); to develop, become plump or
well-conditioned (the body);—v.t. To ll; to satisfy; to
bestow in abundance, make rich; to perform, do, full,
complete, make good, discharge; to liquidate, pay, repay,
re-imburse; to load, charge; to ll (colour, in -me ), to
daub, paint, stain, dele, pollute; to soak or steep (in, me ); to weave, plait, intertwine; to wind, twine; to give
(evidence); to repeat (a creed, &c.); to pay (the penalty
of), to undergo, suer, bear, endure; to make (one) pay;
to stir up, excite, instigate, incite:—bhar-n, v.n. To be or
become full (as the heart, &c.); to be possessed or seized
(by a spirit):—bhar-jn, v.n. (intens. of, and=bharn), To
be lled, became full, &c. (see bharn); to be brokenwinded (a horse):—bhar-den, v.t. intens. of, and=bharn,
q.v.:—bhar-ln, v.t. To ll, to suuse (used with  s , e.g.
 s bhar-ln, q.v.s.v.  s ):—bhar-len, v.t. To take the
full amount due (to one), to exact a demand.
H & # bharn, s.m. Act of lling, completing, &c.; the
vessel that receives the expressed juice of the sugarcane; debt; daily expenses.
H 4 z bahurn (from bahur, q.v.), v.n. To come
again, come back, return.
H 4  6 biharn [S.  64"(, rt. ¤], v.n. To rejoice,

fall (from virtue); abandoning, dropping, desertion;
overthrow, destruction, ruin.
S ^& #r$ bh ing, s.m. A large black bee (=bhramar); the
fork-tailed shrike (=bhujang, and bha g-rj);—a golden
vase; a libertine; woody cassia; the plant Verbesina
prostrata:—bhring-rj,
bhring-rajh
, +s.m. The shrike


(=bhring);
the medicinal plant Eclipta prostrata, or

Verbesina prostrata, or V. scandens, or V. calendulacea.
S  J& #r$ bhringr,
s.m. A kind of golden vase (used

at royal ceremonials); gold; cloves; the plant Verbesina
calendulacea.
S  J& #r$" bhringr,
s.f. A cricket.

S (J& r
 $ bhringak,
s.m. A species of shrike, Lanius

malabaricus.
S J& #r$" bh ing, s.f. A species of large black bee
(=bhring);
a species of wasp (either the common kind or

the Vespa solitaria;—syn. bhi ):—bhring-phal,
s.m. The

hog-plum, Spondias mangifera.
S & #4" bhara, and H. #" bharn, s.f. The second
Nakshatra or lunar mansion (containing three stars in
Musca, and gured by the pudendum muliebre);—weft,
woof; a shuttle.
H 4  6I bihru [S.  +Öo], s.m. Bursting, splitting,
rending, tearing, injuring, destroying.
S & #I bharu, s.m. Name of iva; n. of Vishu; husband,
lord; gold.
S & 20 bhr , s.f. Eyebrow (syn. bhau ):—bhr -bha g, s.m.
Contraction of the eyebrows, angry look, frown:—bhr ku, s.f.=bhr ; and bhr -bha g (also written bhriku,
and

bhraku):—bhr -ku s, s.m. Actor or dancer in female
attire:—bhr -lat, s.f. The eyebrow compared to the
gentle bends of a twining plant.
H & #  bharwn (caus. of bharn), v.t. To cause to

take pleasure;—v.t. To enjoy, take pleasure in; to rejoice,
delight.
H & .# bhirn, v.n. To be open or ajar (a door:—cf.

be lled, &c.=bharn, q.v.
H $& #  bharw, s.f.=bhar, q.v.

bhi n).
H I& 2( bhra s, and S. 2(8 bhra , s.m. Falling (from),

H Y& #M" bharaut, s.f. Release in full; receipt in

falling o, declining (from a height or from propriety),

H ]4 6~ bah-r p, s.m.=bahu-r p, q.v.s.v. bahu.
acknowledgment of full payment; acknowledgment;
indemnity.

H & #5& bharo, = H & #5_ bharoh, [S. #, or

H & #" bhar, # bhare, s.f. A jungle grass (which grows

#+ ?], s.m. Load (of grass, hay, &c.).

to the height of nine feet, and is used for thatching,
&c.).
H $& # bhara (from bharn), s.f. A cess or tax (in the

H & #5_ bharoh, = H & #5& bharo, [S. #, or
#+ ?], s.m. Load (of grass, hay, &c.).
H K& #5 bharos, s.m. contrac. of bharos, q.v.
H B& #5 bharos [S. #W+8], s.m. Hope,
dependence, trust, reliance, assurance, condence, faith
(syn. sr):—bharos den, v.t. To give (one) hope; to
reassure:—bharos karn (-k, and -par), To hope (in), rely
(on), trust (to), conde (in).
H 4 z bahuro , adv.=bahuri, q.v.
S & 204 bhr a, bhr n, s.m. Embryo, fœtus; unborn
child; pregnancy:—bhr a-ghna, bhr a-h, bhr a-han,
adj. & s.m. Fœtus-killing;—one who occasions or
procures abortion:—bhr n-haty, s.f. Murder of the
fœtus; causing or procuring abortion.
H & #M bharaun, s.m. Load of wood (cf. bharo).
P ?4 bahra, s.m. Property, fortune; share, portion, quota
(=ba ra, q.v.); prot, gain, advantage:—bahra rakhn (-se),
To possess a share (of), have part or lot (in); to be
endowed (with):—bahra-mand, adj. & s.m. Blessed,
prosperous, fortunate, enjoying one's wish, contented,
happy; proted;—one who is blessed, &c.; gainer,
proter;—bahra-mand karn or kar-len (-ko, of person, -se,
of thing), To make (one) possessed (of), put (one) in
possession (of), to gratify (one, with a thing, &c.):—
bahra-mand hon (-se), To be in possession (of), to
participate, share; to derive benet (from); to
accomplish an object, be fortunate, to prosper:—bahramand, s.f. Prosperity, happiness:—bahra-war, adj. &
s.m.=bahra-mand, q.v.:—bahra-yb, adj. & s.m. Partaking;
proted; proting;—partaker, sharer; gainer.
H 4 6" bahr [S. , or +dim. a. "], s.f. Female
hawk, falcon, Falco calidus:—bahr-ba , s.m. The male of
the bahr.
H 4  6" bhr, s.f. Subscription, &c.=behr, q.v.

Benares district), one half of which is given to the mil
for charges of remittance, and the other carried to the
credit of government.
H & .#u bhirr, s.f. Dispersion, ight.
H )4 6 bahriy [S. 6 +t], s.m. Outsider,
stranger, foreigner, &c. (=bhiriy; bhir-k; qq.v.).
H )4 z bahuriy [S. ,&+], s.f. Son's wife,
daughter-in-law.
H )& # bhariy [S. #+t], s.m. Land watered by
irrigation.
H )& #h bharait, s.m.=bha ait, q.v.
H  #7 bha [S. 6 P(], s.m. Large boat, barge, lighter.
H  #7 bha [onomatopoetic, or S. Tv], s.m. Sound of
crackling fuel, crackle; crash; roll (of musketry); rat-tat;
rush, whir; sound of breaking wind;—bha -bha , s.m.=bha
(and is the more common form); adv. With a crash, or
gush or rush, &c.:—bha -bha karn, v.n. To burn ercely;
to roar, crackle, crack, crash, &c.
H  .#7 bhi [S. #r$], s.f. Wasp; hornet (syn. bhir, birn):
—bhi -ke hatte-me hth ln, lit. 'To put one's hand into
a wasp's nest'; to raise a hornet's nest round oneself; to
stir up mischief or evil:—sot bhi o -ko jagn, To rouse a
nest of sleeping hornets; to rouse a sleeping foe; to
revive an old quarrel.
H  #,7 bhu [S.  ?], s.f. Hole (through which water
runs out); well, or gathering pit (dug by the brink of a
stream, chie y for irrigation: syn. bhurk).
H   #7 bha , s.m. A kind of grass (=bha: cf. bhar).
S   .#7 bhi  (perf. part. of bhi n), adj. (f. -), Joined,

H & #" bhar, s.f. The weight of one sicca rupee (i.e.

touching, in contact; closed, shut; ajar; narrow, close;
crowded, cramped; in collision, at loggerheads:—bhi 
rahn (-se), To remain in close contact (with), &c.:—bhi hu, adj. (f. -) = bhi .
H 4  #,7 bhu s, #7 bha s, s.f. Rage; resentment;

one tol or twelve mshs).

spleen; animosity:—bha s nikln, v.n. To vent one's

H 4 6
, " buhr, s.f. Fried or parched barley (syn bh n).

rage or spleen.
H   .#7 bhi nn (caus. of bhi n), v.t. To bring
together, place in close contact, cause
to touch or be joined, to join; to close (a door, &c.); to
bring into collision, cause to ght;—to bribe; to stake:
bhi -den, v.t.=bhi n.
H 8  .#7 bhi  (v.n. from bhi n), s.f. Contact;
closing (together, or upon one another); collision; shock
(of armies).
H  1  #7#7 bha bha , s.m.=bha ; and bhabbhar, qq.v.
H  1  #7#7& bha bha  (contrac. of bha bha ha), s.f.
Fierce blazing of re; loud, deep, and confused sound;
rolling, roaring, rattling, pealing, bellowing (as of guns,
of a storm, &c.: see bha -bha ).
H  1  #7#7 bha bha n (from bha , q.v.), v.n. To
crackle, &c. (=bha -bha karn, q.v.s.v. bha ); to utter.
H 7 1  #7#7 bha bha iy bha -bha + iy = S. ikah), adj.
& s.m. Speaking from the impulse of the moment;
blurting out without consideration whatever comes
uppermost; simple, guileless, artless; plain-spoken,
candid;—one who blurts out whatever comes uppermost,
&c.; a simple, or guileless person, &c.;—prater,
chatterbox, babbler (=ba ba iy).
H T 1  #7#0(* bha bh j, vulg. bha b j [S. 2lW
+#*t],
'
s.m. A caste of Hind s whose occupation is to
parch grain; a member of this caste, a grain-parcher.
H T 1  #7#0(* bha bh jan, s.f. Woman of the

pulsation, twitch, &c.:—bha ak-dr, adj. Splendid, shining,
glittering, blazing, refulgent.
H G  #7 bha kn (caus. of bha akn), v.t. To startle,
scare, frighten; to blow up into a ame, to kindle,
in ame, excite, instigate, &c. (see bha akn).
H  G  #7 bha akn (from bha ak, q.v.), v.n. To start,
shrink, be scared or alarmed; to shy (a horse); to throb
violently, beat, palpitate, quiver, twitch (as the eyelid,
&c.); to break or burst forth into ame, blaze up, break
out; to take re; to y into a passion, become very
excited; to be over-heated; to break, crack (as a vessel);
to be dislocated, be displaced.
H G  #7 ! bha kawwal, #75 ! bha kauwal, adj.
Splendid, glittering, &c.=bha ak-dr and bha kl, qq.v.
H () G  #7?! bha kel, bha kail, = H ;:) G  #7"! bha kl
[S. Tv++!t], adj. Splendid, glittering, gorgeous,
showy, ashy, gaudy; shy, skittish, coy; untamed, wild;
timid.
H ;:) G  #7"! bha kl = H () G  #7?! bha kel, bha kail,
[S. Tv++!t], adj. Splendid, glittering, gorgeous,
showy, ashy, gaudy; shy, skittish, coy; untamed, wild;
timid.
H ! + ) G  #7?! bharkel-pan, s.m. Shyness,
timorousness, timidity, &c. (see bha kel).
H   #7 bhi n [fr. S. N4,' 'near'; rt. ri], v.n. To draw

has been trodden or threshed (syn. g h).
H 7  #7 bha ariy, s.m. Conjuror, &c.=bhaneriy, q.v.

near, approach, come together, close to (as shutters,
&c.); to be placed in contact, be joined; to come in
contact (with), to close (as two armies, &c.), come into
collision, to clash, slam, bang (as a door, &c.); to join
battle, to contend, ght; to twine the arms (round, -se),
to clasp, embrace.
H $  #7($ bha ang, adj.=bha bha iy, q.v.

H ) 85  #7 bha s , s.m. Furnace, &c.;=bh ; bha;

H   #f bha u, #7  bha w [S. #&+t], s.m. One

qq.v.
H 0  #7 bha ak [S. Tv=Tvj+; cf. also S. #$],
' s.f.

who lives on the earnings of a prostitute; pimp,
procurer, panderer; attendant on a dancing girl (who
beats the mridang, and assists her in the chorus when
she is singing); blackguard; fool, blockhead.
H   #7  bha wn, v.n. To pander, procure, pimp.

bha bh j caste; wife of a bha bh j; a woman who
parches grain.
H   #7" bha ar, s.f. Corn remaining in the ear after it

Splendour, glitter, ash, blaze; show, pomp, parade,
pageantry; burst, explosion; ame; burst of anger,
paroxysm, rage, fury; perturbation, agitation, alarm;
starting; shying (of a horse); start, shy; quivering, throb,

H 8  #f bha u, #7  bha w, s.f. Panderism,

pimping; earnings of a pimp.
H 9  #75" bha ot [S. #&+ +], s.m. One who plies

Hissing (of a snake=phuskr).
H  0& #, bhuskrn, v.n. To hiss (as a

for hire.
H   .#76 bhi h [S. Sf6], s.m. Wolf (=bhe iy)

snake=phus-krn).
H (0& #=7 bhasakka , s.m.=bhasakk , q.v.

H 7  #7h bha ait, s.m.=bha ait, q.v.

H 0& # bhasakn [S. #+; or #d4"(], v.t. To

H 7  .#7< bhi ait [bhi , rt. of bhi n+S. ita], s.m.

chew, to eat, eat up, devour, consume (see bhakshn).
H 0& # bhasakn [S. 2(8++"(], v.n. To fall,

Contentious, quarrelsome, or pugnacious person.
H  7  #7h" bha ait [S. #&+], s.m. Tenant, lessee:—
bha ait dar bha ait, s.m. Sub-tenant.
H ' 7  #7<" bha eri, adj. & s.m.=bha er; bha er, qq.v.

drop down.
H 0& #={ bhasakk , s.m. #=" bhasakko, s.f. One who

H ' 7  #7<" bha er, s.f.=bhaner; bha er, qq.v.

eats much, or often; stuer, crammer, gormandizer.
H 0& #,,! bhusul, s.m.=bhuser, bhusel; qq.v.

H I& # bhas, s.m. Ashes (=bhasma, bhasam, q.v.):—

H #0& .#! bhisaln, v.n. To be dazzled (the sight: cf.

bhastikk, s.m. Steak, chop, collop.
H I& .# bhis [S.  3], s.m. (?), The edible root of the

phisaln).
H 2 0& #T/ bhasma, and H. #/ bhasam, s.f. Ashes,

lotus (cf. basen).
H I& #, bhus [S. 3
, ], s.m. Husk (of com), straw; cha,

cinders:—bhasam-asnn (S. bhasmasnn), s.m. The act of
smearing the body with the ashes of cow-dung:—bhasamsur, s.m. A certain demon who had the power to reduce
to ashes any one on whose head he placed his hand:—
bhasam-patr, s.f. The hemp plant; g jh (a cant term):—
bhasam-tikk, s.m. Meat burnt or roasted on cinders,
chop, &c.=bhas-tikk, q.v.:—bhasam-ramn, v.n. To rub
ashes on the body:—bhasam-karn, v.t. To reduce to
ashes; to burn, calcine:—bhasma-garbh, s.f. The sissootree, Dalbergia sissoo, or a variety of it:—bhasam hon, v.n.
To be reduced to ashes; to be digested, consumed,
utterly destroyed, &c.; to be overcome with rage, be in a
great rage.
S (@ 0& #T/ bhasmak, s.m. Morbid appetite with

bran:—bhus u n, v.n. To make the cha y; to beat one
to pieces, make mincemeat of;—to lament, mourn,
bewail (as the Shas do in Moarram):—bhus bharn or
bharwn, v.n. To cause to be lled or stued with straw;
to ay (a person), and ll the skin with straw and burn it
(an oriental mode of punishment):—bhus bharn (-me ),
To ll or stu with straw, cha, or or bran:—bhus-par
bart, s.f. lit. 'Assignment on cha'; an assignment from
which nothing can be obtained, a valueless assignment.
H  0& # bhasn (caus. of bhasn), v.t. To cause to
oat, to set a oat, to launch.
H  0& #,  bhuswan, bhaswan, s.m. Tax on boats
freighted with grain.
H 0&%0& ## bhasbhas, adj. Loose, abby, accid; soft;
weak (=phasphas; pilpil).
S *0& #k bhastr, s.f. Bellows (=bhah).
S + 0& # bhasad, s.f. Pudendum muliebre; mons veneris;
the sun; a mouth.
H 0& #, bhusr, vulg. # bhasr (bhus+dim. a. r),
s.m. Inferior kind of wheat, ear that contains much cha
and little grain.
H  0& #,T bhuskr [S. L, or L++t], s.m.

general decay; disease of the eyes, indistinctness of
vision (arising from a thickening of the membranes):—
bhasmak-rog, s.m.=bhasmak.
H @ 0& #T/B bhasmant [S. #T/+], s.m. What is
reduced to ashes; ashes; anything utterly consumed or
destroyed; any perishing thing.
S @ 0& #T/" bhasm, s.f. Ashes; ashes of a corpse;—place
of cremation:—bhasm-kara, s.m. The act of reducing to
ashes; completely consuming or burning; calcining:—
bhasm-krit, part. Reduced to ashes calcined (as a metal).
H 04  6 bihasn [S.  6"(], v.n. To smile, laugh;

to be pleased (syn ka sn).
H 0& # bhasn [S. #+"(], v.n. To oat, oat

H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H  R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H

away, be carried down the stream; to go down, sink; to
be drowned. (In some of its meanings the word would
seem to point to the S. rt. vah, as its source).
H <0& #,,ef" bhusun [S. #,8., ef], s.f. A kind of weapon

corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H 4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H

(apparently a kind of re-arms); a small gun.
H  0& #  bhaswn (caus. of bhasn), v.t.=bhasn,
q.v.
H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H " 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H
+  0& #,g bhusau d, m. = H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H
 R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H
4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where
corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H " 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H
+  0& #,g bhusau d, m. = H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H
 R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H
4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where
corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H +  0& #,g bhusau d, m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. =
H " 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H
 R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H
4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where
corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H

4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where

" 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H +  0& #,g bhusau d, m. =
H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H  R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H
3 0& #! bhusel, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where corn,
straw, or cha is kept.
P 4 bihisht [Z. vahista; S. vasishha], s.f. The abode of the
blessed, Paradise (syn. baikunh):—bihisht-k mewa, s.m.
Pomegranate; any delicious fruit: bihisht-k qumr, s.f. lit.
'Dove of Paradise'; a dancing girl:—bihisht-k haw, s.f.
Cool, refreshing breeze; delightful climate:—bihisht-wl,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Paradisiacal;—inhabitant of paradise,
celestial being.
P *4 bihisht, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to paradise;
paradisiacal; celestial;—inhabitant of paradise; the
blessed;—a Mohammadan water-supplier (vulg. called a
bhst).
H Z& .#9 bhish [S.  9], s.f. The feces, excrement;
lth.
H (Z& .#9! bhishtal [S.  9+!], s.f. Unclean, or dirtylooking woman; slattern; foolish or stupid woman.
S 6& .#3* bhishaj, s.m. A physician.
S & #.8 bhair, s.f. A species of beet, Beta Bengalensis.
S (4 z bahuk, s.m. The plant Calotropis gigantea.

" 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H +  0& #,g bhusau d, m. =

H (& # bhak (probably onomatopoetic), s.f. Pu, blast,

H  R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H

ash (in the pan), explosion;—dry powdered tobacco
(which is easily pued or blown away):—bhak-bhak, s.f.
Pung (as of an engine); roaring (of a erce re); sound
expressive of the manner in which dust or powders y
up and about on being apped:—bhak-se u -jn, v.n. To
y o with a ap or op; to explode; to be cut clean o:—
bhak-se u -jne-wl, adj. (f. -), Explosive; combustible.
H  & .#" bhikr, s.m.=bhikhr, q.v.

4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where
corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H  R0& #,h7 bhusai , m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H
" 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H +  0& #,g bhusau d, m. =
H  0& #, bhuser, m. = H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H
4 0& #6 bhusehr, m. [S. 3
, +8!], A place where
corn, straw, or cha is kept.
H 3 0& #! bhusel, m. = H  0& #,M" bhusaur, f. = H
" 0& #,M! bhusaut, m. = H +  0& #,g bhusau d, m. =

H  4 6 bahkn (caus. of bahakn, q.v.), v.t. To
intimidate, work upon one's fears; to frighten away; to
to lead away, mislead, beguile, deceive, delude; to cause

to err, blunder, or slip; to baulk, disappoint; to entice,
allure, seduce, decoy; to stir up, excite, incite, instigate;
to set (one) against; to make one forget himself, to
intoxicate; to make one chatter or babble:—bahk-den,
v.t.=bahkn:—bahk-le-jn, v.t. To entice or lure away; to
run away with, carry o, elope with.
H  4 6  bahkw, s.m. = H  4 6 & bahkwa,
s.f. = H ) 4 6 bahky, s.m. Intimidation;
frightening o or away; misleading, leading astray;
imposition, deception, delusion; blind, feint, trick,
stratagem, ruse:—bahkwe-me n (-ke), To be
intimidated (by); to fall into the snare or allurement (of),
to be deceived or deluded (by), be imposed upon (by); &c.
H  4 6 & bahkwa, s.f. = H  4 6  bahkw,
s.m. = H ) 4 6 bahky, s.m. Intimidation;
frightening o or away; misleading, leading astray;
imposition, deception, delusion; blind, feint, trick,
stratagem, ruse:—bahkwe-me n (-ke), To be
intimidated (by); to fall into the snare or allurement (of),
to be deceived or deluded (by), be imposed upon (by); &c.
H ) 4 6 bahky, s.m. = H  4 6  bahkw,
s.m. = H  4 6 & bahkwa, s.f. Intimidation;
frightening o or away; misleading, leading astray;
imposition, deception, delusion; blind, feint, trick,
stratagem, ruse:—bahkwe-me n (-ke), To be
intimidated (by); to fall into the snare or allurement (of),
to be deceived or deluded (by), be imposed upon (by); &c.
S & #= bhakt (rt. #*], part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Cooked,
dressed;—attached, devoted; attentive, engrossed by;
believing, pious;—one who has devoted himself to a
religious life; adorer, devotee, follower, votary, zealot;—a
Hind who performs for entertainment, dancer, player
(see bhagat);—boiled rice, food, meal (=bhatt, bht):—
bhakt-dhn, adj. In subjection to his worshippers:—bhaktjan, s.m.=bhakt;—s.m. pl. Worshippers, devotees, &c.:—
bhakt-rj, s.m. 'Lord of the devout'; the Supreme Being:—
bhakt-vatsal, bhakt-hitkrak, bhakt-hitkr, adj. & s.m. Kind
or gracious to worshippers, or suppliants, or faithful
attendants;—gracious being; the Deity:—bhakt hon, v.n.
To become a devotee, &c.; to be initiated as a devotee,

be aliated to a religious order.
S & #.= bhakti, s.f. Religion, faith, belief; devotion,
adoration, worship; attachment, devotedness, service;
desire:—bhakti-bhakt, s.m. One who performs or observes
bhakti, q.v.:—bhakti-bhava, s.m. The origin or source of
bhakti:—bhakti-mn, bhakti-mat, bhakti-mant, bhakti-wn,
bhakti-wat, bhakti-want, adj. Devoted, attached; devout,
religious, pious, faithful:—bhakti-hn, adj. & s.m. Destitute
of devotion, &c.,—an impious person; disobedient
person.
H & #.= bhakti [S. #(.=], s.f. Breaking, fracture.
S & #,= bhukta, bhukt (rt. #,*) , part. adj. & s.m.
Enjoyed, eaten; used, possessed; experienced, suered;—
act of eating; eater; thing eaten or enjoyed, food.
S & #.= bhukti, s.f. Enjoying, enjoyment, eating; food;
fruition, possession, usufruct.
H $ *& #= bhakt, = S **& #= bhaktat, s.f.
Devotedness, implied faith in, attachment to;
religiousness, piety, sanctity; the life of a devotee.
S **& #= bhaktat, = H $ *& #= bhakt, s.f.
Devotedness, implied faith in, attachment to;
religiousness, piety, sanctity; the life of a devotee.
S  @ *& #.=/ bhakti-mn, = S  *& #.=  bhaktiwn, adj. See s.v. bhakti.
S  *& #.=  bhakti-wn, = S  @ *& #.=/ bhaktimn, adj. See s.v. bhakti.
H *& #=" bhakt, s.f.=bhakti; and bhakt; qq.v.
H 0& # bhaks, adj. Astringent (=baks; baksail,
qq.v.).
H 0& #, bhuks, s.m. Name of a forest tribe of
Rjp ts.
H 0& #" bhaks, s.f. Dungeon, &c.=bhks, q.v.
S Z& #d bhaksh, adj. Eating, devouring (used as the last
member of comp. adj.).
S & .#d bhiksh, s.f. Begging, asking alms; that which
is obtained by begging, alms (=bhkh); begged food;—hire,
service:—bhiksh-ptra, s.m. Beggar's bowl or wallet, any
vessel in which alms are collected:—bhiksh m gn (-se),
To ask for alms (com. bhkh m gn):—bhiksh-hr, s.m.

One who receives alms, beggar, mendicant.
S & #.d bhakshit, part. Eaten, devoured.
S (& #d bhakshak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Eating,
devouring, feeding upon; voracious, gluttonous;—eater,
feeder, devourer, glutton.
S (& .#d, bhikshuk, s.m. Beggar, mendicant
(=bhikshu).
S <& #d4 bhaksha, s.m. Eating, feeding, devouring,
gormandizing; food, meal, victuals:—bhaksha karn (-ko),
To eat, feed upon, devour; to take a meal; to
gormandize.
H & #d bhakshn, v.t. To eat, &c.=bhaksha karn,
q.v.s.v. bhaksha.
S  & #d4" bhakshaya, adj. Fit to eat, suitable or
lawful to be eaten, eatable, proper for food.
S & .#d, bhikshu, s.m. One who subsists on alms,
beggar, mendicant, religious mendicant (=bhikshuk;
bhikhr); the fourth Hind ram.
S & #d" bhaksh, adj. & s.m.=bhakshak, q.v.
S  & # bhakshya, part. adj.=bhakshay, q.v.
H 4 6 bahakn [bahak˚ = Prk. 6 =?(), or
6 =(), fr. S. 6 +>], v.n. To be frightened away; to
be deceived, misled; to stray; to be baulked or
disappointed; to be intoxicated, &c. (see bahkn).
H & #, bhukn (cf. khubn), v.n. To be pierced, be
pricked.
H  & #j bhaku, #  bhakw, adj. & s.m. Foolish,
stupid;—fool, blockhead.
H  & #j bhakun, #  bhakwn, v.n. To be
stupeed, become foolish, lose one's senses.
H B & #5 bhakosn (for bhakasn = bhasakn, q.v.),
v.t. To eat, devour, stu.
H && .#L bhikh = bhkh:—bhikh-mang = bhkh-mang.
H  && .#L" bhikhr [S. .#d+6"], s.m. Beggar,
mendicant;—a proper name.
H && .#L" bhikhr, s.f. Unlled or hollow grain;
shrivelled grain.

H && #L bhakhn, v.t.=bhakshn, q.v.
S ^& #$ bhag s.m. f. (?), Divine power, omnipotence
supreme power; excellence, virtue, glory, fame,
greatness, strength; splendour, beauty; prosperity,
fortune; wish; eort, exertion; religious tranquillity or
absence of passion; amorous pleasure, dalliance;
pudendum muliebre, vulva.
H J& #,F$ bhugg, adj. & s.m. Simple, foolish;—simpleton,
fool, &c.=bugg, q.v.
S J& #$! bhagl, s.m. The human skull
S <! J& #$.! bhaglin, adj. & s.m. Bedecked with skulls;
—an epithet of iva.
H  J& #$ bhagn (caus. of bhgn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to ee or escape, cause to run away, to put to ight,
defeat, put to the rout:—bhag-le-jn, v.t. To drive o,
run away with, elope with.
H  J& .#$ bhign (caus. of bhgn, q.v.), v.t. To wet,
moisten, soak, steep.
H J& #$ bhagat [S. #=], adj. & s.m. Righteous; pious;
—devotee, pious or holy man, &c. (see bhakt);—mock
representation, disguise, mask, religious play:—bhagat
kheln, v.n. To act (a play), to imitate, mimic:—bhagat
hon, v.n. To be initiated as a devotee, &c. (=bhakt hon:
the initiation, which is peculiar to the low tribes, consists
in putting a necklace of beads round the neck, and
marking a circle on the forehead; after which the
initiated person is bound to refrain from the use of
spirituous liquors, esh, &c.).
H *J& #$ bhagt [S. #=+t], s.m. A tribe of ahrs.
H  *J& #,$ bhugtn (caus. of bhugatn), v.t. To cause
to enjoy; to cause to experience, cause to suer or
undergo, cause to be realized; to do, perform, execute,
discharge; to nish, complete, have done with, dispose
of; to settle, adjust, pay o, liquidate; to requite; to
distribute, apportion, portion out.
H  *J& #$" bhagtn [S. #=+"], s.f. Wife of a
bhagat;—(ironically), lewd woman, prostitute, harlot.
H $ *J& #$ bhagt, s.f.=bhakt, bhaktat, q.v.
H  @ *J& #,$/ bhugatmn [S. #,=+/], adj. & s.m. Fit

to enjoy; t to suer or undergo; deserving punishment;
—one who deserves punishment or suering.
H <*J& #$ bhagtan, s.f.=bhagtn, q.v.

stula in the pudendum muliebre, or in the anus; a boil in
or close to the anus.
S J& #$" bhagin, bhagn, s.f. Sister (=bahin);—niece

H *J& #,$ bhugatn [S. #,=+n = S. "(], v.t. To

(=bh j;—cf. bhagin).
H J& #F$0 bhagg (bhag, contrac. rt. of bhgn+ = S. a.

enjoy; to experience, realize, suer, undergo, endure,
put up with, pay the penalty of, be requited for; to
terminate, accomplish; to settle with, try conclusions
with.
H *J& #$ bhagatiy, bhagtiy [S. #=+t], s.m. A
professional dancer; dancing boy (dressed up as a
dancing girl); player.
? J& #$ bhagar, s.m.=bhagal, q.v.
? J& #$! bhagal [S. #r$+!; or +]], s.m. Aectation,
hypocrisy; deception, deceit, trick, imposture, perdy;
acting, sham, simulation, disguise;—rotten or decayed
corn:—bhagal bann, bhagal g hn, bhagal nikln, v.n. To
act a part, to aect; to pretend or sham (esp. poverty); to
play a trick; to play the hypocrite.
H <L#J& #$! bhagal-pan, s.m. Aectedness, hypocrisy,
perdiousness, deceit, &c.—bhagal.
H #J& #$!" bhagl, adj. False, articial, sham, mock,
ctitious, invented, simulated, counterfeit, pseudo-;
deceitful, perdious:—bhagl gahn, s.m. Articial or false
jewels, trinkets.
H #J& #$.! bhagliy, bhagaly, s.m. Pretender,
impostor, cheat; hypocrite; charlatan, quack.
H <J& #$ bhagan, s.m. (in Pros.), A dactyl.
S <J& #¢ bhagna, bhagn, part. Broken, torn; defeated,
vanquished; aicted, wretched; despised, disregarded;—
bhagns, bhagn (bhagna+a), adj. & s.m. Of broken or
disappointed hopes, disappointed, discouraged;—a
disappointed person.
H J& #$ bhagn, v.n. (prov.)=bhgn, q.v.

uka), s.m. Runaway, fugitive, deserter; coward.
H  J& #$ [ bhagw , s.m. Kind of red ochre (syn. geru);
cloth dyed with this colour (used by jogs).
S  J& #$  bhag-wn, adj. & s.m. Fortunate,
prosperous, happy, glorious, illustrious, adorable, divine,
worshipful;—the Supreme Being, God;—any estimable or
respectable person:—bhagwn-k duh, intj. God help or
protect us (syn. na u billh).
H  J& #$  bhagwn (caus. of bhgn), v.t. To cause
to be driven away; to cause to drive away; to put to
ight, &c. (=bhagn).
H  J& .#$  bhigwn (caus. of bhgn), v.t. To cause
to be soaked or drenched; to wet, soak, &c. (=bhign).
S A J& #$  bhaga-vat, vulg. bhagwat, adj. &
s.m.=bhagwn, q.v.:—bhagavad-gt, s.f. Name of a
philosophic poem (an episode of the Mahbhrat) held in
high esteem by the Vaishnavas.
S Y J& #$ " bhagavat, vulg. bhagwat (fem. of bhagwat),
s.f. An estimable female; the goddess of fortune
(Lakshm); the goddess Durg;—a sword; cannon.
H  J& #$57 bhago  [S. #*++t], s.m. Runaway,
&c.=bhagg , q.v.
S  J& #$  bhagavan, vulg. bhagwan, intj. Your honour!
your worship! your reverence!
H  J& .#$5 bhigon (caus. of bhgn), v.t. To wet soak,

H J& #$ bhagin, #$ bhagn, s.m. Nephew (=bh j,

steep, &c. (=bhign, bhigwn):—bhigo-bhigo-ke lagn or
mrn, v.t. To make mock obeisance; to eulogize
mockingly or in fun.
S  J& #$ B bhagavant, vulg. bhagwant, adj. &

the form is peculiar to Bengal).
H J& .#$ bhign, v.n. (prov.)=bhgn, q.v.

s.m.=bhagwn, q.v.
H & J& #$ 6 bhago h, s.m.=bhagw , q.v.

H K J& #$ bhagns, adj. See s.v. bhagna, bhagn.

H J& #F$" bhagg (from bhgn), s.f. Flight; panic

S + J& #$B bhagan-dar, s.m. lit. 'Rending the vulva'; a

(=bhga ):—bhagg pa n (-me ), To be stricken with panic;
to y helter-skelter.

S &Y J& #$"R bhagrath, s.m. Name of an ancient king
(son of Dilip), who by his austere devotion caused the
descent of the Ganges from heaven (hence he is called
'the father of the Gange').
H  J& #G! bhagel [S. #¢+!], s.m. Overthrow, defeat,
rout; runaway, &c. (=bhagg ; bhago ).
H & 6! bahal, s.f.=bahl, q.v.:—bahal-wn, s.m. The
driver of the bahal.
S 4 z! bahul, adj. Thick, dense, compact, solid; broad,
wide, spacious, wide-spread; capacious, ample, large;
abundant, exceeding, numerous, manifold, many, much;
full of, abounding in, rich in; attended by;
comprehensive (as a rule); born under the Pleiades;
black;—adv. Often, frequently.
P 4 bi-hil (imperat. of hildan) = biil, q.v.
A 4 bahl, adj. Little; easy;—s.m. Malediction, curse.
H & #! bhal, s.m. Side, direction, &c.=bal, q.v.
H & #! bhal, adj. Good, well, &c.=bhal, q.v. (used only in
comp.):—bhal-bhal-ujl, s.m. Broad daylight:—bhalgho iy, adj. & s.m. Having a good horse, well-mounted;—
a cavalier:—bhal-mnus, adj. Courteous, &c.=bhal-mnus,
q.v.:—bhal-manst, bhal-mansyat, bhal-mans, bhal-mans,
s.f. Good nature, benevolence, humanity, benignity;
courtesy, civility, urbanity, honourableness, decorum;
gentlemanliness.
S & #! bhall, s.m. Bear; a kind of arrow; also=bhallt,
q.v.:—bhall-pu h, bhall-pu h, s.f. lit. 'Bear's tail'; the
plant Hedysarum logopodioides.
S & .#! bhill, bhil, s.m.=bhl, q.v.;—barbarian, ignorant
fellow; fool.
H 34 6 ! bahil, 6! bahl [S. B+!t], adj. Barren
(generally applied to cattle).
S 34 z! bahul, s.f. A cow; cardamoms; the indigo
plant; the dark fortnight of a lunar month; name of the
twelfth kal of the moon; name of a goddess.
H 34 z! bahul [S. z!], s.m. The Pleiades; name of
a people.
H 3& #! bhal [S. #Wt], adj. (f. -), Good, excellent,
virtuous, righteous; honest, respectable; benevolent,

kind; healthy, well, sound; fortunate, prosperous;
strange, wonderful, admirable; comical, droll;—adv. &
intj. Well, very good; how fortunate! forsooth, in sooth,
of a truth; strange;—s.m. Good, welfare, &c. (=bhal,
q.v.):—bhal dm, s.m.=bhal mnus, q.v.:—bhale-bure, s.m.
All sorts of people; bad men, bad characters:—bhal-bur
sunn, bhal kahn, v.t. To speak ill of; to inveigh against,
rail at, reproach, villify, abuse:—bhal- ang, adj. (f. -), In
good order or condition, in sound health, well, hale and
hearty; good, perfect:—bhal karn, v.t. To do good (to, ko); to do well; to do wisely; to prosper (see a h karn):—
bhal kah, intj. Well-said!
you don't say so! strange! no matter!:—bhala lagn, v.n.
To appear or look well; to become, &c. (=a h lagn), q.v.:
—bhal mnus, bhal mnas, s.m. Courteous, polite, or
humane person; good, honest, or respectable man;
gentleman; man of position or rank, nobleman; (ironic.)
silly fellow, simpleton, fool; wicked fellow, rascal:—bhal
mann, v.t. To take well, take in good part.
H 3& .#! bhill [S. .#!+t], s.m. A bhl, q.v.;
barbarian, &c.=bhil, q.v.
S A3& #! bhallt, s.m. The marking-nut plant
(=bhilw , q.v.).
H 3& #,!& bhul, s.f. contrac. of bhulwa, q.v.
H 34 6! bahln (bahl˚ = bah(n)+Hind caus. aug.
l), v.t. To cause to be pleased, to amuse, divert,
recreate, entertain, cheer, enliven (syn. bahirn).
H 34 6! bahln (caus. from S. 6O), v.t. To carry
water into a eld, to ood a eld.
H 3& #,! bhuln (caus. of bh ln), v.t. To cause to be
forgotten; to cause to forget; to cause to lose; to inveigle;
to deceive; to mislead, lead astray; to bewilder; to
fascinate; to coax, amuse, allure, divert:—bhul-den,
v.t.=bhuln.
H 3& #,! bhul , adj. & s.m. Misleading, deceiving;—
misleader, deceiver, inveigler.
H 3& #,! bhulo, = H 3& #,!  bhulw, s.m. Leading
into error, misleading, deception, fraud, cheating; deceit;
feint, trick, hoax:—bhulw den (-ko), To beguile,
deceive; to mislead; to play a trick upon.

H 3& #,!  bhulw, = H 3& #,! bhulo, s.m. Leading

H 0#& #,! bhulasn [fr. S. A !l, cf. the H. jhulasn;

into error, misleading, deception, fraud, cheating; deceit;
feint, trick, hoax:—bhulw den (-ko), To beguile,
deceive; to mislead; to play a trick upon.
H 3& #,! & bhulwa, s.f. Forgetfulness, obliviousness.

and the H. baln and jaln], v.n. To be burnt, scorched,
singed, charred; v.t. To burn, scorch, &c. (bhulsn);—to
ing or throw a gift (at).
S (#& #!, bhalluk, #! bhallak, vulg. bhalak, s.m. Bear

H 3& .#! [ bhilw , = H 3& .#!  bhilwan, [S.

(=bhluk).
H #& #! bhalk, s.m. Dawn of day, morning (= bhor);

#!t], s.m. The marking-nut plant, Semecarpus
anacardium (commonly called 'the Malacca bean'); the
Acjon or cashew nut (from which is extracted an acid
juice used for medicinal purposes, as well as a black
liquid used for marking linen. It is also used for making
wales on the body, which are shown in a criminal court
as evidence of having been beaten).
H 3& .#!  bhilwan, = H 3& .#! [ bhilw , [S.
#!t], s.m. The marking-nut plant, Semecarpus
anacardium (commonly called 'the Malacca bean'); the
Acjon or cashew nut (from which is extracted an acid
juice used for medicinal purposes, as well as a black
liquid used for marking linen. It is also used for making
wales on the body, which are shown in a criminal court
as evidence of having been beaten).
H 3& #,!  bhulon, v.t.=bhuln, q.v.
H $3& #! bhal (from bhal), s.f. Good, goodness,
excellence, virtue, merit; beauty; benet, service, gain,
prot; humanity, benevolence, kindness; good health;
welfare, prosperity:—bhal karn (-se, and -ke sth), To
show or practise benecence (towards), to be good or
kind (to), &c.
H <L#& #! bhal-pan [S. #W; ]( , s.m.=bhal, q.v.
S *#4 z! bahulat, s.f. Abundance; multiplicity;
comprehensiveness.
S *#& #! bha-lat, s.f. The shrub Pœderia fœtida.
S *#4 z!; bahulatw, s.m.=bahulat, q.v.

the morning star (syn. bhurk); a gold star or patch xed
on a nose-ring.
S #& #.! bhallik, s.f. The marking-nut (=bhilw ,
q.v.).
H (#& #!=7 bhulakka (bh l, rt. of bh ln+S. kara), adj.
& s.m. Forgetful, oblivious; thoughtless, careless,
negligent; blundering, stupid;—one who is very forgetful;
a great blunderer, &c. (syn. bhulla ).
H <#& .#.! bhillin, s.f. A woman or girl of the bhl race
(see bhil; bhill; bhl).
H #4 6! bahaln (from bahln), v.n. To be diverted,
amused, entertained, cheered, &c.; to pass away
pleasantly or agreeably (time).
S  #& #!0 bhall k, s.m. Bear (=bhluk).
A #4 bahl l, bahlol, s.m. A prince endowed with every
virtue; one who is much addicted to laughter; jester,
joker; name of a celebrated dervish.
H 8 #& .#!g*" bhilau j [S. #!+ "*], s.f. The seed of the
marking-nut plant (see bhilw ).
P #4 bihla, bahla, s.m. Privy purse; skin or glove worn by
falconers:—bahle-bardr, s.m. Bearer of the privy purse.
S #& .#! bhilla, s.m. See bhill and bhl.
H #4 6!" bahl [S. 6+!+], s.f. A small two-wheeled
vehicle without springs, drawn by two oxen (=bahal).
S #& #!" bhall, s.f. A kind of arrow with a crescent-

H & & #!#! bhal-bhal, s.f. Sound of gushing water, &c.

shaped head; the marking nut (=bhallt.)
H #4 6.! bahliy, s.m. Driver of a bahl (=bahal-wn).

H & #,!7 bhulla , adj. & s.m.=bhulakka , q.v.

H #4 6.! bahaliy, s.m.=baheliy, q.v.

H  0#& #,! bhulsn (caus. of bhulasn), v.t. To burn,

H 2 #4 6!"/ bahlm, s.m. Name of a small tribe of

scorch, singe.
H  0#& #,! bhulso, s.m. Burning, scorching, &c.

Mohammadans near Mra and Dasna.
P 2 4 ba-ham (for (b-ham), adv. Together, one with

another; one against another:—baham n, baham
pahu n, v.n. To be procured, acquired, or obtained; to
come to hand:—baham pahu n, v.t. To convey, supply,
provide, procure, acquire, get; to bring about, form (a
friendship, &c.):—baham-dgar, adv. Together, one with
another.
H  %@ & #@  bhambk, = H (%@ & #@  bhambak, (cf.

#4"], s.f. Sister; female cousin; an aectionate term of

bhambo), s.m. Large hole or perforation, gap.
H (%@ & #@  bhambak, = H  %@ & #@  bhambk, (cf.

split, divided, disunited; scattered, separated; separate,
apart, distinct, diverse; distinguished; other, dierent;
opened, unfolded, expanded, blown;—(in Arith.), a
fraction (syn. kasr):—bhinnbhinn (bhinna+abhinna), adj.
Separate and not separate, distinct and not distinct:—
bhinna-bhg-har, s.m. (in Arith.), Division of fractions:—
bhinn-bhinn, adj. & adv. Various, diverse, separate,
dierent;—separately, severally, one by one:—bhinnasa kalit, s.m. (in Arith.), Addition of fractions:—bhinnagun, s.m. (in Arith.), Multiplication of fractions:—bhinngotra, s.m. One not belonging to the same
family or tribe, one of a dierent lineage:—bhinna-ghan,
s.m. (in Arith.), Cube of a fraction:—bhinna-vat, adj.
Disjoined, divided, scattered:—bhinna-varg, s.m. (in Arith.)
Square of a fraction:—bhinna-var, adj. & s.m. Of dierent
colour; of a dierent tribe or caste;—a man of a dierent
caste:—bhinnodar (bhinna+udara), s.m. Brother not by the
same mother, half-brother:—bhinnodar, s.f. Half-sister:—
bhinna-vyavakalit, s.m. (in Arith.) Subtraction of fractions.
H 4 6 bahn [S. 6"(, rt. 6O], v.n. To ow; to go or

bhambo), s.m. Large hole or perforation, gap.
H  &%@ & #(# bhambhann, v.n. To buzz,
&c.=bhinbhinn, q.v.
H %@ & #@ 5 bhambo [S. 2,+; rt. #], s.f. A fat and
unwieldy woman, an unsightly fat woman.
H  &%@ & #(#57 bhambho n, v.t.=bha bho n.
H  &%@ & #(#"" bhambhr, = H  %@ & #( "" bhambr,
s.f.=bha br, q.v.
H  %@ & #( "" bhambr, = H  &%@ & #(#"" bhambhr,
s.f.=bha br, q.v.
H @ & #/& bhamr, s.f.=bharbhar, q.v.
H @ & #/ bhamrn, v.n.=bharbharn, q.v.
P <@ 4 bahman [Pehl. vahu-man; Zend vohu-mana h; S. ,
/], s.m. The eleventh solar month (when the sun is
in Aquarius);—name of Ardshr, son of Isfandyr;—name of
a plant which owers in the month bahman (it is
distinguished, from the colour of the root, into two
kinds, sur , 'red,' and sufaid 'white').
H <@ 4 6/ bahman, s.m.=brhman, q.v.
H @ 4 #/ bhamn [S. 2/4"(, rt. 2/; Prk. #@/ .4(],
v.n. To turn, revolve, whirl, spin (=bhaun, bhon,
bahun).
H <@ & #,/,ef" bhumu, s.f. A large kind of basket.
H R@ 4 Ës& bahman-e, s.m. A young Brhma
(=brhman-e, bhman-e).
H @ & #/" bham [S. 2./ ], s.f. Going round, turning
round, whirling, spinning; wandering.
H  @ & #,/[ bhumy [S. #0./ +/], s.m. Landholder.
H <4 6  bahin, 6 bahan; vulg. bhain; [S. #$ "; Prk.

address.
H <4  6 bihan, bihin [S. "*], s.m. Seed (for sowing:
—syn. bj; biy; bhan).
H <& # bhan, .# bhin, s.f.=bhan-bhan, bhin-bhin, q.v.
S <& .#B bhinna, bhinn (rt. .#), part. adj. & s.m. Broken,

swim with the stream; to oat; to drift; to glide, slide; to
run (as a sore); to blow (as a breeze); to pass, drive; to be
carried away, be separated; to be lost, ruined, or
destroyed; to be wasted, squandered, or dissipated; to
melt, dissolve, become watery:—bah-jn, v.n.=bahn
(esp. in an intens. sense); to run o or away; to blow
away, &c.
H 4 6  bahin, 6 bahn, s.f. Sister, &c. (=bahin:
com. to women;—also written baihn; bhain, bhen).
H 4 z bahun, v.n. To revolve, &c.=bhamn, q.v.
H 4  6 bihn, bhn (from bihan), s.m. One who
separates the seeds from cotton; cotton-comber, cottoncarder (syn. dhuny).
H & #,B bhunn, v.t. See 4 bhunn.

H ; 4 6 bahnp (bahn+p = S. ; )( , s.m. Sisterly

H  &%& #(#57 bha bho n, = H  &%& #(#5 bha bhorn,

aection or kindness, sisterliness; sisterhood.
H K & #,B bhunns, s.m. Strong post to which an

[S. #4+#4+ 4"(], To tear and mangle, to worry (as a

elephant is tied (=bhauns); penis.
H  & # bhann (caus. of bhann), v.t. To speak (cf.
next).
H  & #B bhannn, .#B bhinnn [S. #4"(, rt.
#4], v.n. To sound, ring, buzz, hum, whiz; to have a
ringing sound or buzzing (in the ears); to speak with a
nasal twang; to get into a whirl; to be in fear (of).
H  & #, bhunn (caus. of bhunn or bh nn, 'to
parch), v.t. To cause to be fried or parched; to cause, or
to get (one) to parch, &c.; to have or get (grain, &c.)
parched or fried, &c.
H  & #, bhunn (caus. of bhunn, 'to be changed'),

dog worries a cat, &c.), to gnaw, bite, devour, mouth (as
a dog does a bone, &c.).
H  &%& #(#" bha bhr, s.m. = H  &%& #(#"" bha bhr,
s.f. = H  %& #( " bha br, s.f. [S. #@/.!t; rt. 2/],
Butter y; dragon- y:—bha br-s dau n, v.n. To run
swiftly (said of a child).
H  &%& #(#"" bha bhr, s.f. = H  &%& #(#" bha bhr,
s.m. = H  %& #( " bha br, s.f. [S. #@/.!t; rt. 2/],
Butter y; dragon- y:—bha br-s dau n, v.n. To run
swiftly (said of a child).
H  %& #( " bha br, s.f. = H  &%& #(#" bha bhr, s.m. =
H  &%& #(#"" bha bhr, s.f. [S. #@/.!t; rt. 2/],

v.t. To cause to be changed; to change (money).
H $ & #, bhun (v.n. from bhunn, 'to get or have

Butter y; dragon- y:—bha br-s dau n, v.n. To run
swiftly (said of a child).
H 4 6B bahant [S. 6B; rt. 6O], s.m. Wind, air.

parched'), s.f. Price paid for parching grain.
H $ & #, bhun (v.n. from bhunn), s.f. Price paid for

S & #.4 bhait, part. Sounded, uttered, spoken.

exchange (of money), discount or loss in exchange.
H  %& #( 57 bha bo n, v.t.=bha bho n, q.v.

S *& #.4 bhaita, = S *& #.4 bhanitri, s.m. Author.

H <&%& ## bhan-bhan, .#.# bhin-bhin [S. #4 by
redupl.], s.f. Buzzing, humming, ringing sound (as of the
ears):—bhin-bhin karn, v.n. To buzz, &c.=bhinbhinn, q.v.
H &%& .#.# bhinbhin, s.m. One who speaks through
the nose; &c. (see next).
H  &%& ## bhanbhann, .#.# bhinbhinn

S & #.4 bhaiti, s.f. Speech, talk, discourse.
composer
S *& #.4 bhanitri, = S *& #.4 bhaita, s.m. Author.
composer
S *& .#B bhinnat, s.f. Separateness; separation,
distinction, dierence.
H <& #e& bhaa [S. B ; #e&"], s.m. The egg-plant,
Solanum melongena (syn. bai gan).
H <& #e& bha, s.m. Ploughman's wages in kind (see

(see bhan-bhan), v.n. To buzz, hum; to have a ringing
sound (in the ear); to bark (as a dog); to speak through
the nose:—cf. bhinnn.
H ? &%& .#.#6& bhinbhinha, s.f. Buzzing; buzz, hum

bht, bht, bhatt).
H 4-<& #(&/ bha ms, = H 4<& #(&  bha ws, s.m.

(=bhin-bhin, q.v.).
H  &%& #(#
0 bhambh , s.m. A faqr or ascetic who is

The fruit of the ko or water-lily.
H 4<& #(&  bha ws, = H 4-<& #(&/ bha ms, s.m.

pressed by hunger to rob.
H  &%& #(#5 bha bhorn, = H  &%& #(#57 bha bho n,

The fruit of the ko or water-lily.
H 4-<& #(&/ bha ms, À#&/ bhi ms = H 4<&

[S. #4+#4+ 4"(], To tear and mangle, to worry (as a

#(&  bha ws,  & bhi ws s.m.=bims, q.v.

dog worries a cat, &c.), to gnaw, bite, devour, mouth (as
a dog does a bone, &c.).

H 4<& #(&  bha ws,  &  bhi ws = H 4-<&
#(&/ bha ms, À#&/bhi ms s.m.=bims, q.v.

H 8& #,(* bhu j (for bhuj, perf. part. of bhujn =
bh nn), s.m. Parched grain (=bhujn).
H  8& #(* bhanjn [S. #*"(], v.t. To change
money (=bhunn).
S 8& #(* bhanjat, adj. Breaking, severing, destroying;
—s.f. Discount, &c.=bhun, q.v.
S (8& #(* bhanjak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Breaking,
severing, destroying; aicting;—breaker, destroyer.
S <8& #(* bhanjan, adj.=bhanjak, q.v.;—s.m. Breaking,
separating, dividing, demolishing destroying; violating,
aicting:—bhanjan karn, v.t. To break, destroy, &c.
H 8& #(* bhanjn, v.n. To break, divide, part, go
asunder, &c.;—v.t. To break, separate, sunder, &c. (see
bhanjan).
H 8& #,(* bhu jn, v.t.=bhogn, bhugatn, qq.v.

the apparatus of the uqqa.
H <& #ef bhan, s.m. Earthen pot, &c.=bh , q.v.:—
bhan ph n, v.n.=bh  ph n.
H <& #ef bhanr, = H <& #ef bhanr, [S. #ef
+$], s.m. Place where household goods and utensils
are kept, store-room, store-house, depository, magazine,
warehouse; the well of a native cart; receptacle for
water, reservoir or tank; bed of a river; (g.) head, skull;
villages managed by a rj or zamndr himself; private
estate (not rented or farmed to others);—bhanr, s.m.
Feast of Jogis, Sanyss, &c.
H <& #ef bhanr, = H <& #ef bhanr, [S. #ef
+$], s.m. Place where household goods and utensils

thrown from the hand or shot through a tube; a stone
fastened to a string.
H <4  6(f bihan, s.m. (?), Land cut up by a torrent.

are kept, store-room, store-house, depository, magazine,
warehouse; the well of a native cart; receptacle for
water, reservoir or tank; bed of a river; (g.) head, skull;
villages managed by a rj or zamndr himself; private
estate (not rented or farmed to others);—bhanr, s.m.
Feast of Jogis, Sanyss, &c.
H ?<& #ef bhanr-pan, s.m.=bhanr-pan, q.v.

H <& #ef bha [S. #ef; but cf. Lef and #r$], s.m.

H <& #ef" bhanr [S. #ef+$+], s.m.

Breaking up, dissolution; marring, spoiling, destroying,
ruining; confusion:—bhan- arb, s.m.=bhan:—bhan
karn or kar-den, v.t. To break up, spoil, mar, ruin,
destroy:—bhan hon, v.n. To be broken; to be spoiled,
&c.
S <& #ef bha, s.m.=bh , bh , q.v.

Overseer of a storehouse, store-keeper, keeper of a
warehouse or magazine; steward, purveyor, treasurer.
H ! 7<& #ef" bhanr-pan, s.m. Status of a store-

S ; + & .#B! bhindpl, s.m. A short dart or arrow

S <& #.ef bhai, s.f. A wave; Bengal madder, Rubia
manjith (=bhan).
H <& #,ef bhu (contrac. of bh

 or bho ), adj.

Unlucky, inauspicious:—bhun-pair, adj. Of unlucky
footsteps, ill-omened.
H <& À#f bhin [S. ef], = H <& À#f bhin [S. eft],
s.m. Round ball or mass; lump, mass, block; lump or ball
of tobacco: bhine- na, s.m. The room appropriated to
the apparatus of the uqqa.
H <& À#f bhin [S. eft], = H <& À#f bhin [S. ef],
s.m. Round ball or mass; lump, mass, block; lump or ball
of tobacco: bhine- na, s.m. The room appropriated to

keeper, stewardship, purveyorship, treasurership.
H 7<& #ef bhanariy (dim. of bhanr;—iy = S. ik),
s.f. Small store-house or depository, closet; a beggar's
wallet.
H 5<& #ef bhan-sr, = H 5<& #ef! bhan-sl, [S.
#ef+8!], s.f. Store-house, magazine, granary,—the
provision which is previously reserved for years
H 5<& #ef! bhan-sl, = H 5<& #ef bhan-sr, [S.
#ef+8!], s.f. Store-house, magazine, granary,—the
provision which is previously reserved for years
H 5<& #ef!" bhansl, s.m. One who stores up grain
for years;—adj. Spoiled through long keeping; decayed,
rotten, bad.
H + & #ef bhanak, s.m.=bhan, q.v.:—bhanak-bhan,

idem:—bhanak-bhan karn or kar-den = bhan karn,
q.v.s.v. bhan.
S + & #ef bhanak, s.m. Water-wagtail.
S <& #.ef! bhanil, adj. & s.m. Fortunate, happy,
prosperous, auspicious;—a messenger; the plant Mimosa
sirisha.
H <& #,ef!" bhundl, s.f. A kind of worm covered with
hair, the palmer-worm (cf. s -pok).
S .<& #ef bhaan, s.m. Deception; mischief, evil,
wickedness; armour, mail; war, battle.
H  <& #efM  bhanauw (fr. S. #ef), s.m. Mimicry,
ridicule, satire, ribaldry.
H  <& #ef5!" bhanol [S. #ef+ .!], s.f. A row or pile
of water-pots one above the other (syn. bha er, bhaner,
bhaner).
S <& #ef" bhan, s.f.=bhani, q.v.
H <& .#ef" bhin [S. .#ef], s.f. The vegetable Hibiscus
abelmoschus, or H. esculentus (commonly called, in India,
'lady's nger').
S ' 7<& #ef" bhanr, adj.=bhanil, q.v.
H ' 7<& #ef< bhaner, s.f.=bhanol, q.v.
S ' 7<& #ef"" bhanr, s.f.=bhani, bhan, q.v.
H ' 7<& #ef<" bhaner, s.f.=bhaner, bhanol, bha er.
H ' 7<& #ef<" bhaner, = H 7' 7<& #ef< bhaneriy, [S.
#ef++t], adj. & s.m. Appertaining to conjuring,
fortune-telling, &c.; conjuring, fortune-telling;—a tribe
or caste who are conjurers, fortune-tellers, &c. (they
form a subdivision of the tribe called akaut, q.v.); a
member of this tribe, conjurer; fortune-teller, &c.
H 7' 7<& #ef< bhaneriy, = H ' 7<& #ef<" bhaner, [S.
#ef++t], adj. & s.m. Appertaining to conjuring,

(=bhaneriy, q.v.).
H + 7<& #ef<! bhanelan, s.f. Wife of a bhanel; a
woman of the bhanel tribe; actress, &c.
H ' 7 <& #(7<" bha er, s.f.=bha er, bhaner, bhanol.
H ' 7 <& #(7<" bha er, s.m.=bha er, bhaneriy, q.v.
H  0& # bhansr, s.m. = H  0& #" bhansr, s.f.
Fire-place, &c. (=bha s ; bh ).
H  0& #" bhansr, s.f. = H  0& # bhansr, s.m.
Fire-place, &c. (=bha s ; bh ).
H  0& .# bhinsr (for bihan-sr, from bihn, q.v.),
s.m. Dawn of day, day-break, day-light, early morning
(also written bhinusr, bhinnsr);—adv. At dawn, &c.
H 0& #! bhansl, s.f.=bhansl, q.v.
H 0& #( bha sar, bha sr, s.m. Name of a subdivision
of the Ahr tribe.
H 04  6( biha sn, v.n.=bihasn, q.v.
H 0& #( bha sn, v.n.=bhasn, q.v.
H (& #4 or # bhanak, .# bhinak [S. #4+], s.f. A
low or distant sound, hum, buzz, ring, din:—bhanak pa n,
v.n. Ring or din to be heard, to catch or hear the sound
(of).
S (& .#B bhinnak, s.m. Separatist, seceder, heterodox
sectary; Buddhist; Jain;—name of a musical mode.
H & .# bhinakn (from bhinak, q.v.), v.n. To sound,
give forth a ringing sound, to ring; to buzz (as a y),
hum (as a bee, &c.); to be covered with ies, to swarm;
to look, or to be, dirty or lthy; to sit idle, have nothing
to do.
H ^& #($ bha g [S. #r$], s.f. Hemp, &c.=bh g, q.v.:—
bha g-ghon, s.m. The stick with which hemp-leaves are
rubbed down to make the beverage called bha g.
S ^& #($ bha g (rt. #*), s.m. Breaking, splitting,

fortune-telling, &c.; conjuring, fortune-telling;—a tribe
or caste who are conjurers, fortune-tellers, &c. (they
form a subdivision of the tribe called akaut, q.v.); a
member of this tribe, conjurer; fortune-teller, &c.
S (7<& #ef"! bhanl, adj.=bhanil, q.v.

breach, chasm, ssure; defeat, discomture, overthrow,
rout; disappointment; interruption; breach of faith,
infringement, violation; fraud; wave, breaker; the palsy.
H ^& #($ bha g [S. #¢, rt. #*], part. adj. Broken, torn,

H ;:7<& #ef<! bhanel [S. #ef+!t], s.m. Jester, buoon,

destroyed; violated, infringed; defeated, discomted,
routed, overthrown; disappointed, frustrated;

&c. (=bh , bh r, q.v.); conjurer, fortune-teller, &c.

interrupted, impeded:—bha g karn, v.t. To break, tear,
split, destroy, ruin, mar, spoil; to infringe, violate; to
make null or void, to invalidate:—bha g hon, v.n. To be
broken, destroyed, &c.
H J& #($ bha g, #,($ bhu g [S. #r$t], s.m. The forktailed shrike, Lanius cœrulescens (bhujang); a species of
insect; a kind of wasp.
H J& À#$ bhi g, part. adj.=bhng; bhg; qq.v.
S  J& #($ bhangn, s.m. A kind of carp, the Cyprinus
banggana.
H  J& À#$ bhi gn, v.t.=bhign, q.v.
H J& #($ bha gr, s.m. The shrub bha g-rj, q.v.
H 5J& #($* bha g-rj [S. #r$+*], s.m. A species of
shrike, Lanius malabaricus (cf. bha g);—the spreading
shrub Eclipta prostrata.
H ^& #($7 bha ga [S. #r$+?], s.m. One who is
addicted to drinking bha g, a habitual drinker of bha g
(syn. bhang; bhanger- ).
H  ^& #($7 bha g , s.m.=bhangr, bhangrj, q.v.
H <J& #($ bha gan, bha gin (fem. of bha g), s.f. A
woman who is addicted to drinking bha g.
H <J& #($ bha gan, bha gin (fem. of bha g), s.f. Woman
of the bha g or all- or caste; wife of a bha g or
sweeper; a female sweeper.
H J& #($ bha gn, s.f.=bhangn, q.v.
H J& #($" bha gin, s.f.=bhangan, bhangin, q.v.
H ) J& #($5 bha goriy, s.m. Name of a caste who
twist thread, make ropes, &c.
H J4 6($" baha g [S.  6r $], s.f. A stick or pole with
slings at both ends for carrying boxes or baskets, &c. on
the shoulder:—baha g-bar-dr, baha g-bar-wl, s.m. The
man who carries baggage, &c. with the baha g.
H J& #($" bhang, s.m. One who is addicted to drinking
bhang (=bhanga ).
H J& #($" bhang [S. #r$+, or ], s.m. A low caste
who are scavengers, &c. (said to be descended from a
udra by a Brhman's widow); an individual of the bha g
caste; scavenger, sweeper (syn. all- or; mhtar).

S J& #($" bha g, s.f. Breaking, fracture, breach, division,
separation; tortuous course; fraud, deception, trick,
disguise.
H  J& #($ bha giyn, v.n. To be, or to get,
intoxicated on bhang.
H  J& #(G bha ger [S. #r$+], s.m. Bha g prepared to
be drunk, preparation of the beverage bhang (the word
occurs in comp.):—bhanger- na, s.m. Shop or place
where prepared bhang is sold, place where men
assemble to drink bhang.
H  J& #(G bha ger (see bha ger), s.m. A maker and
vender of the beverage bha g.
H = JP #(G" bha ger- , s.m.=bha ga , bha g.
H  J& #(G bha geran, s.f. The wife of a bha g-seller; a
woman who prepares and sells bha g.
H RJ& #(G7 bha ge , s.m.=bha ger, q.v.
H 3 J& #(G! bha gel [S. #r$+!t], s.m. Coarse
hempen cloth; sacking (made of the bres of hemp);
sack or pannier (made of hemp).
H & # bhann [S. #4"(], v.n. To speak.
H & #, bhunn [S. #*"(], v.n. To be changed
(money):—bhun-jn, v.n.=bhunn.
H & #, bhunn (fr. the trans. bh nn, q.v.), v.n. To be
fried, roasted, grilled, parched; to roast or burn
(mentally), to be in pain, to grieve;—v.t. To fry, parch,
&c.=bh nn, q.v.:—bhun-jn, v.n.=bhunn.
H  & #,  bhunwn, v.t.=bhunn, q.v.
H $ & #,  bhunw, s.f.=bhun, q.v.
H A 4 65 bahnot [S. #$"+,P], s.m. Sister's son,
nephew (syn. bhnj).
S  & .#B5 bhinnodar, s.m. See s.v. bhinna.
H  4  6M bihnaur [S. "*+ &"], s.f. Seed-plot,
nursery (for plants).
H  & #(  bha war [S. 2/+t; Prk. #( I], s.m. Revolution,
gyration, whirl; whirlpool, eddy, vortex (syn. gird-b); a
large black bee, the humble bee; creeping plant, creeper:
—bha war-jl, s.m. (Met.), The world and its snares:—
bha war-kal (S. bhramara+kaa+ik), s.f. A turning or

movable ring attached to a rope (for conning an
animal or thing); collar or halter (for a dog, goat, &c.); a
swivel:—bha war-gt, s.m.f. The songs which the
cowherdesses of Mathur addressed to the bees:—
bha war-me pa n, v.n. To whirl round, revolve; to get
into a whirl, &c.
H  & #(  bha wr, s.m. A large black bee, &c.
(=bha war and bhau r, qq.v.).
H  & #( " bha wr, s.f. dim. of bha wr, q.v.
H ' & #( $ bha wag, s.m. Name of a small class of
Rjp ts.
H $ 4 65 bahn, bhino [S. #$"+], s.m. Sister's
husband, brother-in-law.
H ) & #(U" bha wer, s.f.=bha br; bha wr, qq.v.
H 4 6
, " bhn, s.f.=bohn, q.v.
H <8 & #s* bhanejan, s.f. Sister's daughter (=bhnj).
H 4 6s bahne , bhane , s.m.=bahno, q.v.
H 3 4 6s! bahnel [S. #$"+!t], Sisterly aection,
&c. (=bahnp, q.v.); friendship among women:—bahnel
jo n (-se), To form a friendship (with).
H # 4 6s!" bahnel, #s!" bhanel, s.f. Adopted sister;
female friend (among women).
S 4 z bahu, adj.=4 bahu, q.v.
H 4  bah [S. 0; Prk. z], s.f. Son's wife, daughterin-law; wife; bride:—bah -be or beiy , s.f. Wives and
daughters; ladies; gentlewomen.
S & # bhava, bhav, and H. bhau, s.m. Being, existing;
existence, life; birth, origin; the place, or the means, of
being; the world; time; acquisition, gain; prosperity,
welfare; excellence; a god; an epithet of iva, and of
Rudra:—bhavrnav (bhava+arnava), s.m.=bhavmbu (bhava
+ambu), bhavmbu-rsi, bhavmbu-nth, s.m. The ocean of
life or of worldly existence, the world of being, the
present life, the state of mortals:—bhava-bhm, s.f.
Woman-kind, woman:—bhava-bhanjan, s.f. lit. 'Destroyer
of existence'; an epithet of the goddess Kl:—bhava- p,
s.m. The bow of Siva:—bhava- akra, s.m. The wheel or
course of nature; the established order of created
things:—bhava-jl, s.m. Concerns of the world, sublunary

cares; the world's snares:—bhava-rajn, s.f. lit. 'Night or
darkness of existence'; moral blindness:—bhav-sgar,
bhau-sgar, bhava-samudra, bhava-sindhu, s.m. The ocean
of the world or existence, &c. (=bhavmbu, q.v.):—bhavanin, s.f. lit. 'Destroying worldly existence'; an epithet
of the river Sarju (which ows from the Himalayas into
the Ghgra, in which it is lost).
S & #0 bh , s.f. The earth, world; land, ground, soil; site,
place (syn. bh mi); sacricial re; (in Geom.), the base of
a plane gure:—bhu-bhr, s.m. The burden of the world
(as sustained by Vishnu in his incarnate state):—bhu-pl,
bh -plak, s.m. lit. 'Earth-guardian'; sovereign, king,
prince; landlord:—bh -pl, s.f. Name of a rgin or
musical mode:—bh -pa, bh p, s.m.=bh -pl;—bh -pabimn, s.m. Carriage of a king;—bh pvamn (bh -pa+ava
+mna), s.m. Disrespect of a monarch:—bh -pati,
s.m.=bh -pl, q.v.:—bh -pr ishha,
s.m. The surface of the

earth:—bh -tal, s.m. The earth, the ground, face of the
earth:—bh -jamb , s.f. Wheat; the plant Flacourtia sapida,
or the fruit of this plant:—bh -jantu, s.m. 'Earth-animal';
a kind of snail; earth-worm:—bh - l, s.f. Motion or
course of the earth; earthquake (=bh -kamp):—bh - ar,
adj. & s.m. Moving on land, or on the ground;—any land
animal:—bh - akra, s.m. 'Earth circle'; the equator or
equinoctial line; rotation of the earth:—bh -dr, s.m. lit.
'Earth-tearer'; a hog:—bh -dn, s.m. Grant of land, or of
the revenue thereof;—bh -dn-patra, s.m. Deed of a
grant of land:—bh -dhar, s.m. Mountain; a kind of
chemical or medical apparatus, a sort of sand-bath (in
which a covered crucible is placed, the re being lighted
both above and below it):—bh -deva, s.m. A divinity upon
earth, a Brhman:—bh -ol, s.m. Earthquake (=bh - l,
bh -kamp):—bh -run, s.f. A sort of sun ower,
Heliotropium indicum: bh -swm, s.m. Landlord,
landholder:—bh -swarg, s.m. lit. 'Heaven on earth'; an
epithet of the mountain Sumeru:—bh -kadamb, s.m. The
plant Ligustum ajwaen:—bh -kshit, s.m. lit. 'Earthdestroyer'; a hog (=bh -dr):—bh -kamp, s.m. Earthquake
(=bh - l; bh -ol):—bh -gol, s.m. lit. 'Earth-ball'; the
terrestrial globe, the earth;—bh -gol vidy, s.f. Knowledge
of the terrestrial globe; the science of geography;—
bh gol-k bast vidya, s.f. Physical geography:—bh -lat, s.f.

Earth-worm; worm:—bh -lok, s.m. The terrestrial world,
the earth, the habitation of mortals:—bh -madhya-stha,
adj. Situated in the middle of the earth, or in the centre
of the world;—bh -madhyastha-sgar, s.m. The
Mediterranean sea:—bh -manal, s.m. The terrestrial
globe, the earth:—bh -may, adj. Made, or formed, or
consisting of earth, produced from the earth, earthen,
earthy, terrene:—bh -may, s.f. An epithet of !hy or
Shadow (personied as wife of the sun):—bh -ng, s.m. A
kind of snail or earth-worm; the serpent which is
supposed to support the earth:—bh -nimba, bh -nmb,
s.m. The plant Gentiana cherayta (com. called iraita):—
bh -vidy, s.f. The science of geology:—bh -vrit, s.m. The
equator.
H & #, bhuva, bhuv [S. #, ], s.m. Heaven, sky, ether,
atmosphere.
H & #, bhuvi, s.f. Earth, ground (=bh mi; prithv);—adv.

On the ground; in or on the earth.
H & # bhaw, #M bhau, s.f. Eyebrow (=bhau , q.v.):—
bhawe tnn, bhawe te h karn, bhawe a hn, v.n. To
raise the eyebrow, to knit the brow, to frown.
H & #M bhau, s.m. Fear (=bhay, q.v.).
H & #M bhau, s.m.=bhava, bhav, q.v.
H & #M bhau, s.f. (prov.)=bah , q.v.
H & #M bhau, s.f.=bhau ; bh mi, qq.v.
H  & #0 bh  (from bh ), s.m. Worm; caterpillar.
H  & #0 bh  [S. +T ], s.f. Father's sister,
paternal aunt (=ph ; b ).
H  4  bah r, s.m. The fruit Cordia myxa = S. bahuvr, q.v.s.v. bahu (syn. laso ).
S  & # 4' bhavrav, s.m. See s.v. bhava.
H  & #, ! bhuwl, #0! bh l, s.m.=bh -pl, q.v.s.v.
bh .
S Ua  & # @ , bhavmbu, s.m. See s.v. bhava.
H  & #M( bhau , s.f. (irreg. pl. of bhau, or bhau ),
Eyebrows.
H  4 6  bahwn (caus. of bahn), v.t.=bahn, q.v.
H  & #0 bh n, v.n. To become sticky, &c. (=ubasn):

—bh -jn, Idem.
S  & # " bhavn (fem. of bhava), s.f. An epithet of the
wife of iva, the goddess Prvat, Durg, or Dev (in her
mild and pacic form:—She is the patroness of hags, and
the goddess of small-pox).
H  & # [ bhaw y, s.m. Foot-pieces of a bed, &c.
H  & #0 ! bh bal, = H & & #0#! bh bhal, [S. #0+A !?],
s.m. Hot ashes, embers.
H & & #0#! bh bhal, = H  & #0 ! bh bal, [S. #0+A !?],
s.m. Hot ashes, embers.
H  & & #5#" bhobr [S. #5/"], s.f. Coral.
S ] & #0 bh -pa, bh p, s.m. See s.v. bh .
H ; & #5 bhop [S. z or #0+~+t], s.m. A kind of jog,
or faqr, a magician.
H A 4  bah t, bhaut, adj.=bahut, q.v.
S A & #0 bh ta, vulg. bh t, part. & s.m. Been, become,
produced, formed, being, existing, existent; actually
being, really happened, true; right, proper; past, gone,
former;—a created being, child, son, youth; a great
devotee or ascetic; a kind of demigod; a kind of
malignant spirit (believed by the Hinds to haunt
graveyards, lurk in trees, animate carcases, and delude
or devour human beings), evil spirit, demon, ghost,
goblin, imp; a vicious or wicked person, a devil; an ugly
or hideous-looking person; an epithet of iva; (in Gram.)
the preterite tense; (in Philos.) an element (of which,
according to the Hinds, there are ve, viz. earth, water,
re, air, ether); (in Law) the real state of the case, the
matter of fact:—bh t-tm, s.m. lit. 'Composed of the ve
elements'; an epithet of the body; the elementary or
vital principle, the proximate cause of life and action; an
epithet of Brahm and of iva:—bh t-ri, s.m. lit. 'Enemy
of evil beings'; asafœtida:—bh t-l, s.m. 'The refuge
of created beings,' an epithet of the Supreme Being:—
bh t-vish, adj. & s.m. Possessed by an evil spirit;—one
who is possessed, a maniac:—bh t-ve, s.m. Possession
by an evil spirit:—bh t utrn, v.n. To remove the
in uence of an evil spirit (from), to exorcise:—bh t
bann, v.n. To become a devil, be like a devil; to be
intoxicated: bh t-pret , s.m. Ghosts and goblins:—bh t-

ja, s.f. Indian spikenard, Valeriana jatamansi:—bh t jaln
(-k) = bh t-utrn, q.v.:—bhut-rj, s.m. The plant
Ophioglossum exuosum:—bh t-sr ishi,
s.f. Creation or

origination of existing things:—bh t-san r, s.m.
Possession by an evil spirit:—bh t-k pakwn, s.m. lit.
'Devil's dish'; (met.) ill-gotten wealth, &c. (soon spent or
lost):—bh t-kl, s.m. (in Gram.), Past time, past tense:—
bh t-klik, adj. Appertaining to past time, or to past
tense:—bh t-grast, adj. & s.m. Possessed by an evil spirit;
—a maniac:—bh t-ga, s.m. The aggregate or whole
collection of beings; the troop or whole class of demons
or spirits:—bh t-gandh, s.f. A particular perfume:—bh taghna, s.m. lit. 'Destroying or removing evil spirits'; garlic:
a camel:—bh ta-ghn, s.f. Holy basil:—bh t-nth, s.m.
'Lord of beings or spirits'; an epithet of iva:—bh t-nan,
s.m. lit. 'Destroying evil beings'; the marking-nut plant,
Semicarpus anacardium; the berry or seed of the
Eleocarpus (used for rosaries):—bh t-vrtt, s.f.
Conversation about the past:—bh t-vs, s.m. lit. 'Abode of
evil beings'; the tree Belleric myrobalan, Terminalia
bellerica (the nuts of which are used as dice):—bh tvriksh,
s.m. lit. 'Demon-tree'; the tree Trophis aspera; the

tree Bignonia indica:—bh t-vikriy, s.f. Possession by an
evil spirit; epilepsy:—bh t-vr, s.m. Name of an ancient
race of people:—bh t-ve, s.f. A white owering Vitex
negundo:—bh tevar (bh ta+vara), s.m. Lord of beings;
lord of evil beings, an epithet of iva; name of a town
and temple situated between Agra and Etawah, on the
banks of the Jamn, being one of the sacred places of the
Hinds:—bh t ho-ke lipan, v.n. To cling (to one) like a
devil or a ghost:—bh t hon, v.n. To become a devil, to
become mad or furious with rage, be distracted with
rage.
S A & #0 bh ti, s.f. State of being, existence, production,
birth; pure and undisturbed existence (free from the
in uence of matter and passion); power, dignity;
prosperity, wealth; superhuman power as attainable by
the practice of austerity and magical rites; ashes; fried
meat; plunder, booty; rut of elephants.
H Y & #5 bhot, adj. Blunt, &c.=bho th, bho thr, q.v.
S  Y & #0 bhutri (bh ta+ari), s.m. See s.v. bh t.

S (Y & #M bhautik, adj. Existing; made of matter;
material; appertaining to the corporeal elements,
elemental; appertaining to goblins or evil spirits:—
bhautik-srishi,
s.f. Creation of beings, corporeal creation:

—bhautik-mah, s.m. College of monks, monastery,
convent:—bhautik-vidy, s.f. Witchcraft, sorcery.
H Y & #0" bh tin, #0" bh tn (fem. of bh t), s.f.
Female demon or goblin, &c.=bhutn, q.v.
S *) Y & #  bhavitavyat, s.f. Necessity of coming
into existence, or of taking place; fate, destiny.
S ) Y & #  bhavitavya, adj. Necessary or likely to be,
or to occur, ordained by Heaven, decreed, fated,
destined; unavoidable.
H Y & #5" bhot [S. H .\t; or ]], s.f. Labour, toil, work.
H  4 Y & #5"6 bhothr (bhot+hr = S. kra), s.m.
Labourer.
H  & #0& bh , s.f. Land that does not retain water (cf.
bh ).
S  & #5& bho, s.m. The country of Bhon; cloth or
clothing from the Bho~ country.
S  & #5&B bhont, vulg. bhoant, = S $ & #5&[$
bhong s.m. The country of Bhon (=bho).
S $ & #5&[$ bhong = S  & #5&B bhont,
vulg.bhoant, s.m. The country of Bhon (=bho).
H )  & #5& bhoiy, s.m. A native of Bho.
H 5 & #5* bhoj [S. #5* or #5A], s.m. Eating, enjoying,
feasting; meal; feast, banquet.
S 5 & #5* bhoj (rt. bhuj), s.m. Name of the country of
Patna and Bhgalpur; name of a celebrated sovereign of
Malwa (supposed to have ourished about the end of the
tenth century or beginning of the eleventh, and to have
been a great patron of learning);—a cowherd:—bhoj-pur,
bhoj-ka, s.m.=bhoj (the country);—bhoj-pur, adj. & s.m.
Appertaining to Bhojpur;—an inhabitant of Bhojpur;—s.f.
The dialect of Hind spoken in Bhojpur.
H 5 & #5* bhoj [S. #0*],
' s.m. A species of birch:—bhojpatra, bhoj-pattar, s.m. The leaf and the bark of the bhoj
tree (used for writing on, and also in making tubes and
pipes for the uqqa).

H $ W & #M* bhauj, #5* bhoj, vulg. bhauj [S.
2 + *], s.f. Brother's wife (=bhwaj).
S <W & #5* bhojan (rt. #,*) , s m. Enjoying, eating; food,
victuals, dish of food, meal:—bhojan- atur, s.m. Skilful
judge of food:—bhojan-  , bhojan-l, s.f. Dining-room:
—bhojan- ar , s.m. Table expenses:—bhojan karn, v.n. To
eat, partake of food, take a meal: to give food (to, -k), to
feed, give as food.
H W & #0* bh jn, s.m.=bhujn, q.v.
S  W & #5*" bhojanya, adj.=bhojya, q.v.
H W & #0*" bh j, s.f. Fried pot-herbs=bhujiy, q.v.

day-break, at dawn, in the morning:—bhor hon, v.n. To
be morn; to be nished or terminated; to be in distress,
to suer much, be in trouble.
H  & #M bhaur, s.m. (prov.)=bha war, q.v.
H  4 65 bahor, s.m.=bohr, q.v.
H  & #  bhawr, bhaur, s.m.=bhau r, q.v.
H  & #0 bh r [S. 2,+t], adj. (f. -), Brown; auburn
(hair).
H  & #0 bh r, s.m.=baho , q.v.
H  & #0 bh r, s.m. Land belonging to a village furthest

H W & #M*" bhauj, s.f.=bhauj, q.v.

from the inhabitants.
H  & #5 bhor, adj. (f. -) = bhol, q.v.

S  W & #5A bhojy, part. adj. & s.m. Suitable or t to be

H " & #M! bhaurl, adj. (f. -) = bhau rl, q.v.

eaten, eatable, edible;—anything eatable or enjoyable,
food:—bhojya-bastu, s.m. Anything eatable, food.
H (= & #M bhau ak, adj.=bha ak, bhi ak, bha ak, q.v.

S 5 & #0*' bh rj, s.m. A species of birch (see bhoj).

H  & #0 bh d, s.m. Light, sandy soil (cf. bh ).
H  & #5f! bhoal, s.m.=bho al, q.v.
H  & #0 bh r, s.f. Spring, fountain, &c.=bhurk, q.v.
H  & #0 bh r [S. 0\],
' s.f. Charity, almsgiving, alms;
(=b r);—bh r b n, v.t. To give alms to a crowd of poor
people.
S  & #0 bh r (orig. bh s, nom. sing. of bh ), adv. A
mystical word (the rst of the three Vyhritis,
 viz. bh r,
bhuvas, svar, uttered by every Brhman in commencing
his daily prayers);—s.f. The lowest of the seven worlds,
the earth:—bh r-lok, s.m. The earth.
S  & #0 bh ri, and H. #0 bh r, adj. & adv. Much, many,
numerous, abundant;—much, abundantly, exceedingly,
often, frequently, repeatedly;—s.m. An epithet of
Brahm; of Vishnu; of iva; gold; day:—bh ri-dhman, adj.
Possessing great splendour, splendid, bright, illustrious:
—bh ri-lbh, adj. & s.m. Having much prot, very
protable;—great gain.
H  4 65 bahori, adv.=bahuri, q.v.

H B & #0" bh rs, s.f. Alms, &c.=bh r, q.v.
S  & #0X4 bh ri, s.f. The earth; desert; sandy soil.
H  4 65 bahorn, v.t.=bahurn, and bahurn; qq.v.
H  4 655 bahoro (from bahorn = bahurn, q.v.), s.m.
The sloping pathway for bullocks drawing water from a
well (by which they return to the well).
H  4 65" bahori, s.f. Decking oneself (like a bride,
bah ), &c.=bano, q.v.
H  4 65" bahor, adv.=bahuri, q.v.
H  & #0" bh r, s.f. Light, sandy soil=bh , q.v.
H  & #5" bhor, adj. & s.f.=bhol, q.v.
H & #07 bh

[S. #0X4; or #0; rt. #0], s.f. Sandy ground,

porous soil; soil of the fourth quality (containing about
seven tenths of sand, and the rest of clay).
H  4 657 baho , s.m. Food sent by the bride's family
for the bridegroom and his friends when the bride is
about to leave home, or along with the marriage
procession; the ceremony of the bride's dismissal with
her husband.
H  & #07 bh , s.m. Sand; dust; powder.

H  & #5 bhor [S. ,.9], s.f. Break of day, dawn, daylight,

H  & #07" bh ar, s.f.=bhu ar, q.v.

early morning:—bhor karn or kar-den, v.t. To let daylight
into (one), give (one) a good beating:—bhor-ko, adv. At

H  & #07! bh al, #57! bho al, s.m. Talc, mica (=bhoal).

S K & #,  bhuvas, vulg. bhuva, s.m. Heaven, sky, ether,
atmosphere (the word forms part of the mystical
triverbial phrase, bh r, bhuvas, swar, uttered by
Brhma s in commencing their daily prayers).
H K & #0 bh s, s.m.=bhus; bh s, qq.v.
H B & #0 bh s, s.m. Cha or husk of corn, &c.=bhus,
q.v.
H B & #5 bhos, s.m.=bhos , q.v.
H  B & #0  bh swan, s.m.=bhuswan, q.v.
H B & #0, bh sur, s.m. Epithet of a Brhma .
H B & #0 bh sr, s.m.=bhusr, q.v.
H  K & #57 bhos , s.m. = H  K & #57" bhos , s.f. [S.
#; cf. #k], (Low), Vulva valde magna;—bhos , s.f. A
term of abuse contemptuously applied to a woman.
H  K & #57" bhos , s.f. = H  K & #57 bhos , s.m. [S.
#; cf. #k], (Low), Vulva valde magna;—bhos , s.f. A
term of abuse contemptuously applied to a woman.
H B & #0 bh sn, v.n. To bark=bh sna; bhau kn.
H  B & #0M" bh saur, s.f. = H " B & #0M! bh saul, s.m.
= H 4 B & #06 bh sehr, s.m. Prop. bhusaur, bhusaul,
bhusehr, qq.v.
H " B & #0M! bh saul, s.m. = H  B & #0M" bh saur, s.f.
= H 4 B & #06 bh sehr, s.m. Prop. bhusaur, bhusaul,
bhusehr, qq.v.
H 4 B & #06 bh sehr, s.m. = H  B & #0M" bh saur,
s.f. = H " B & #0M! bh saul, s.m. Prop. bhusaur,
bhusaul, bhusehr, qq.v.
H B & #0" bh s (from bhus, q.v.), s.f. Bran; cha.
S E & #03 bh shit, part. Adorned, decorated,
embellished, ornamented, bejewelled, dressed.
S <E & #034 bh sha, s.m. An adorning or decorating;
ornament, decoration, embellishment, jewels, dress.
S  E & # l bhavishyat, = S  E & # l bhavishya, adj.
& s.m. Future; what has yet to be, what will be, the
future:—bhavishyat-kl, bhavishya-kl, s.m. Time to come,
futurity; (in Gram.) the future tense:—bhavishyat-klik,
bhavishya-klk, adj. Appertaining to future time, or to a

future tense:—bhavishyat-vakt, bhavishyad-vakt,
bhavishyad-vd, adj. & s.m. Speaking of the future,
predicting, prophesying;—predicter, prophet:—
bhavishyad-vkya, s.m. bhavishyad-v, s.f. Prediction,
prophecy:—bhavishya-mn, adj. Of or pertaining to the
future:—bhavishya-v, s.f. Voice of the future,
prediction, prophecy.
S  E & # l bhavishya, = S  E & # l bhavishyat, adj.
& s.m. Future; what has yet to be, what will be, the
future:—bhavishyat-kl, bhavishya-kl, s.m. Time to come,
futurity; (in Gram.) the future tense:—bhavishyat-klik,
bhavishya-klk, adj. Appertaining to future time, or to a
future tense:—bhavishyat-vakt, bhavishyad-vakt,
bhavishyad-vd, adj. & s.m. Speaking of the future,
predicting, prophesying;—predicter, prophet:—
bhavishyad-vkya, s.m. bhavishyad-v, s.f. Prediction,
prophecy:—bhavishya-mn, adj. Of or pertaining to the
future:—bhavishya-v, s.f. Voice of the future,
prediction, prophecy.
S  & #0 bh k, s.m. Hole, cavity, chasm; source of a
stream, head of a fountain; darkness; time.
H  & #0 bh k, s.f.=bh kh, q.v.
H  & #0 bh k, adj.=bh kh, q.v.
S * & #5= bhokt, s.m. Enjoyer, eater, feeder; good
liver; epicure; agent in fruition; one who employs or
makes use of; one who feels or experiences (joy, sorrow,
&c.); possessor, lord, ruler; husband; the soul.
H  & #07 bh ka , adj. Dialect. form of bh kh, q.v.
H I & #5 bhokas, s.m.=bho kas, q.v.
H < & #0 bh kan, s.m.=bh khan; bh sha, q.v.
H  & #0 bh kn, #5 bhokn, v.n.=bhau kn, q.v.
H  & #5 bhokn, v.t.=bho kn, q.v.
H & & #0L bh kh [S. #
, d
, , desid. of rt. #,*] , s.f. Desire of
eating, appetite, hunger; desire of enjoying anything,
craving (for, -k):—bh kh-piys, s.f. Hunger and thirst;
desire for food, appetite;—bh kh-piys mrn (-k), To
repress (one's) appetite; to mortify (oneself):—bh kh
lagn (-ko), To feel hunger, be hungry, have an appetite:
—bh kh-mu, s.m. Famished or starving person,

starveling; greedy person:—bh kh marn, v.n. Hunger or
appetite to pass away.
H & & #0L bh kh [S. #
, ., dt], adj. (f. -), & s.m.
Hungered, hungry, famished, starving, pinched with
hunger; greedy, ravenous; desirous (of), craving (for);
poor, indigent, destitute;—hungry or starving person;
poor man; beggar:—bh kh marn, bh khe marn, b khon
marn, v.n. To be in a famishing state, to famish, die of
hunger, starve to death.
H <& & #0L4 bh kha, s.m.=bh sha.
H & & #5L bhokhn, v.n.=bhau kna, q.v.
S ' & #5$ bhog (rt. #,*) , s.m. Enjoyment, fruition;
eating; use, application; usufruct, use of a deposit; utility,
advantage, protable aim or object; possessing,
possession; cherishing, nourishing, protecting; suering,
experiencing; enduring, feeling, perception (of joy or
sorrow), pleasure, satisfaction, gratication; suering,
passion; requital; abuse, rudeness, insult; any object of
enjoyment, that which is eaten, food, victuals, repast;
sexual enjoyment, carnal intercourse; dressed food
oered to an idol; morning hymns, matins;—gain, prot,
produce; money, wealth; hire, hire of dancing-girls or
courtezans; (in Arith.) numerator of a fraction:—
bhogdhikr (bhoga+adhikra), s.m. Possession of the
usufruct of mortgaged or pledged property;—bhogdhikr, s.m. Possessor of the usufruct of mortgaged or
pledged property:—bhog-bils (bhoga+vilsa), s.m.
Luxurious living; sensual pleasure, amorous enjoyment,
sexual intercourse;—bhog-bils, s.m. One who is addicted
to luxuriousness, or to sensual pleasure, voluptuary:—
bhog-bandhak, s.m. Mortgage with possession of the
property by the mortgagee and of the usufruct thereof;
bond granting the use of a pledged article:—bhog-pati,
s.m. Person in actual possession of anything; possessor;
lord, governor:—bhog-dr, s.m. Possessor or enjoyer of
any property:—bhog den, bhog sunn, v.t. To abuse,
vilify:—bhog-kar, adj. & s.m. Producing or aording
enjoyment; procuring food or pleasure;—one who aords
enjoyment:—bhog karn, v.t. To experience, suer,
undergo; to enjoy; to be requited for; to have or enjoy
sexual intercourse with:—bhog lagn or lag-den or laga-

len, v.t. To eat, partake of food; to place food before
(one); to oer food to an idol:—bhog-vat (fem. of next),
s.f. A woman who yields enjoyment:—bhog-vant, adj. &
s.m. Furnished with enjoyment, yielding enjoyment,
delightful, pleasurable, enjoyable;—one who yields
enjoyment.
S ' & #5$ bhog, s.m. Snake; expanded hood of a snake;
the body; particular array of troops, army in column:—
bhog-vat (fem. of next), s.f. Name of the capital of the
serpent race; name of the Ganges of the lower regions:
—bhog-vant, adj. & s.m. Furnished with windings or
curves;—a snake.
H X & #5$ bhog, s.m. Deception, imposition, illusion,
deceit, fraud, trick, treachery, roguery, cheating.
H Y X & #5$ " bhog-vat, s.f.=bhog-vat, q.v.s.v. bhog.
H *X & #5$ bhogt, s.m.=bhokta; bhog, qq.v.
H X & #0$! bh gal, s.m.=bh bhal, q.v.
H <X & #5$ bhogan, s.m. Enjoying, &c. (see bhogn):—
bhogan-bandhak, s.m.=bhog-bandhak, q.v.s.v. bhog.
H X & #5$ bhogn (from bhog), v.t. To enjoy; to
experience, suer, undergo; to be requited for, to taste;
to endure, bear, put up with; to take or receive pleasure
or pain with indierence, to live stoically.
S X & #5$" bhogin (fem. of bhog), s.f. Female enjoyer;
royal concubine.
H Y X & #5$5P bhogotra [S. #5$+P?], s.m. Grant of
revenue for the use or enjoyment of an individual
(especially of a Brhma or religious person).
S X & #0$5! bh -gol, s.m. See s.v. bh .
H &X & #5.V bhoghiy, s.f. A small basket in which the
sower carries his seed.
S X & #5$" bhog, adj. & s.m. Enjoying; using, possessing;
suering, experiencing; full of enjoyments; devoted to
enjoyments, jovial, jolly; indulging in sensual pleasures;
—one who enjoys or possesses (a thing, &c.), one who
makes mere pleasure a pursuit, man of pleasure, one
given up to carnal pleasures, voluptuary, rake,
debauchee;—king, prince; head-man of a village; barber.
S X & #5$" bhog, adj. & s.m. Having windings or curves,

curved;—a snake.
H X & #5$ bhogiy, bhogy, s.m. Voluptuary, &c. =bhog,

H <L ! & #5p bhole-pan, s.m.=bholpan, q.v.

q.v.
S  X & #5F bhogya, part. adj. & s.m. Enjoyable, to be

earth, ground, soil, land, region, country (see bh );
place, site; estate, domain; room; receptacle (as of
condence, &c.); (in Geom.) base of a triangle, or other
gure; (in Astron.) the symbol for one:—bh m bh, s.m.
One who is invested by a proprietor with a portion of
land which he must not dispose of:—bh m-tale, adj.
Underground, subterranean:—bh mi-ja, adj. & s.m. Born
of, or on, the earth, earth-born; sprung from the
ground; name of a low caste of Hind s; the planet Mars;
hell:—bh mi-j, s.f. An epithet of St:—bh m- ampak, s.m.
The plant Kœmpferia rotunda; a kind of rework like the
ower of that plant:—bh mi-dr, s.m. Land-holder,
headman or chief:—bh mi-dh, adj. Burnt or reduced to
earth (a corpse:—For other compounds, such as bh mipl, bh mi-jambu, bh mi- l, &c., see under the
synonymous word bh ).
S 1 & #M/ bhaum, adj. & s.m. Pertaining to the earth, or

enjoyed, to be used; to be endured or experienced;—
what may be enjoyed, anything that may be possessed
or used, an object of fruition, possession, wealth.
H & #0! bh l (v.n. fr. bh ln, q.v.), s.f. Forgetfulness,
oversight, neglect, negligence, omission, failure, miss;
slip, mistake, error, blunder, fault:—bh l-bhulaiy , s.f.
Maze, labyrinth:—bh l- k, s.f.=bh l.
H " & #0! bh l (perf. part. of bh ln), part. adj.
Forgetful; erring; lost, astray (used chie y in comp.):—
bh l-bisr, bh l-bhak, bh l- k, adj. adv. & s.m.
Losing or missing the road, wandering, led astray,
astray; calling casually, or in consequence of an accident
(on another);—by or through forgetfulness, or neglect;
&c.;—a casual or chance visitor, one who calls in
consequence of some accident, &c. (not intentionally):—
bh l- et, s.m. A forgetful or bad memory.
H " & #5! bhol [S. # +!t; or prob. Prk. #/ ; S. 2/
+t], adj. (f. -), Natural, simple, artless, undesigning,
guileless, harmless, innocent, simple-minded; silly,
stupid (cf. S. bhela);—an epithet of iva:—bhol-nth, s.m.
An epithet of iva:—bhol, s.f. Simple or artless woman or
girl; silly woman:—bhol bte , s.f. Simple or guileless
speech; innocent prattle:—bhol  rat, s.f. Simple or
innocent face.
H <; " & #5! bhol-pan, s.m. Simplicity, artlessness,
undesigningness, guilelessness, innocence; silliness,
stupidity.
H " & #0! bh ln, v.t.=bhuln, q.v.
H " & #0! bh ln, or (dialec.) #5! bholn [bh l˚ or
bhol˚ = Prk. #,!(), fr. #,!=#,6=#,¯=S. 29 p.p.p. of rt.
2(8] , v.n. To be forgotten; to be led away, be misled, be
deceived (by, -par); to forget, err, go astray, stray,
mistake, err, go wrong, blunder;—v.t. To forget; to
overlook, omit, miss:—bh l-jn, v.n.=bh ln.
H ! & #5!" bhol, s.f. See s.v. bhol.

S 1 & #0./ bh mi, & H. #0/ bh m, s.f. The earth, the world;

the ground, terrestrial:—the planet Mars; hell;
ambergris:—bhaum-wr, s.m. 'Mars'-day,' Tuesday
(=mangal).
H La & #5@0 bhomp , s.m.=bho p , q.v.
S (a & #0./  bh mik, s.m.=bh miy, q.v.
S a & #0./  bh mik, s.f. Preface (to a book),
introduction.
H a & #0/" bh m, s.f.=bh mi, bh m, q.v.
S a & #M/" bhaum, adj. f. (see bhaum), Earthly, &c.; an
epithet of St.
H a & #0./  bh miy, bh my, = H  a & #0./ [ bh miy ,
bh my , [S. #0./ t], s.m. Proprietor of the soil, landlord;
an inhabitant long settled; village god or divinity; (in
Myth.), An old snake with hair and whiskers:—bh miypati, s.m.=bh miy.
H  a & #0./ [ bh miy , bh my , = H a & #0./ 
bh miy, bh my, [S. #0./ t], s.m. Proprietor of the soil,
landlord; an inhabitant long settled; village god or
divinity; (in Myth.), An old snake with hair and whiskers:
—bh miy-pati, s.m.=bh miy.

H

a & #0./ ! bh miyal [S. #0./ +!], s.m. Native land,

H  & #0B bh nn, v.t. See  & bh nn.

home (com. janam-bh m).
H A a & #0./   bh miywat, s.f. Ransacking,

H  & #M bhaun or #  bhawn [S. 2/4"(, rt. 2/;

plundering, reducing to dust and ashes, laying waste.
(The word points to a verbal form bh miyn, from
bh mi).
H Y a & #0./  " bh miyvat, s.m. One who lays waste,

(=bhamn, bhon).
H K  & #M bhauns, s.m. Large, strong post for

Prk. #/.4( or #( .4(], v.n. To revolve, to whirl

plunderer, ravager; insurgent or rebel chief.
S  a & #5/" bhomr, s.f. Coral.
S  & #  bhavan, s.m. Being, production, birth, nature;
place of being or abiding, abode, habitation, dwelling,
house, mansion; temple; site, spot; eld; the various
celestial paradises.
S  & #,  bhuvan, s.m. Being, animated being, living
creature; man, mankind; the world; heaven; earth;
water; one of the three mundane regions (viz. earth,
sky, or the intervening space):—bhuvan-mohin, s.f.
'Enchantress of mankind'; an epithet of My: a
charming or fascinating woman
H  & #0( bh , # bho , #g bhau , s.f.=bh mi, q.v.:—bh bh, s.m.=bh m-bh, q.v.s.v. bh mi:—bh - l, bhau l, bh -ol, s.m. Earthquake (=bh - l, bh mi- l, &c.
qq.v.):—bh - amp, s.m.=bh m- ampak, q.v.s.v. bh mi:—
bh -dar, bh -ar, s.f. A small patch of cultivation
allotted rent free to village servants:—bh -g, bh ga, s.f. A kind of tax on forest produce:—bho -ghar (S.
bh mi+griha),
s.m. Underground chamber, vault, cellar,

cavern.
H  & # bho , #g bhau (onomat.; or from S. (6
 ), s.f.
Sound of a wind instrument; deep, bass sound (as of the
lowing of a cow, or the bark of a dog, &c.):—bhau -bhau
karn, v.n. To bark (=bhau k-n), &c.
H  & #g bhau , # bho [S. 20], s.f. The eyebrow:—bhau
tnn, bhaun e h karn, bhau a hn, v.n. To raise the
eyebrows, knit the brow, to frown, to scowl; to browbeat
(syn. bhawe tnn, &c., q.v.s.v. bhaw, bhau).
H  & #0 bh n (perf. part. of bh nn), part. adj. (f. -),
Roasted, broiled, grilled, parched:—bh ne geh
Parched grains of wheat.

, s.m.

chaining an elephant to.
H E  & # .8" bhava-nin, and H. bhau-nin, s.f. See
s.v. bhava, bhav.
H ` & #  bho p, #g bhau p, = H L & #  bho p, #g
bhau p, = H L & # 0 bho p , #g0 bhau p , (see bho ),
s.m. A kind of wind instrument; a horn; (syn. narsingh.
H L & #  bho p, #g bhau p, = H ` & #  bho p, #g
bhau p, = H L & # 0 bho p , #g0 bhau p , (see bho ),
s.m. A kind of wind instrument; a horn; (syn. narsingh.
H L & # 0 bho p , #g0 bhau p , = H ` & #  bho p, #g
bhau p, = H L & #  bho p, #g bhau p, (see bho ),
s.m. A kind of wind instrument; a horn; (syn. narsingh.
H  & # B bhavant [S. # ], Honoric or respectful
pron. masc.; your honour, your highness, your worship,
you (used respectfully);—his honour. his highness, &c.
H &* & # R bho th, = H &* & # R bho thr, = H  &
# & bho , [S. H5R+t; cf. thotr], adj. (f. -), Blunt, dull,
obtuse; weak, feeble; inferior, of less worth (=bhutr).
H &* & # R bho thr, = H &* & # R bho th, = H  &
# & bho , [S. H5R+t; cf. thotr], adj. (f. -), Blunt, dull,
obtuse; weak, feeble; inferior, of less worth (=bhutr).
H  & # & bho , = H &* & # R bho th, = H &* & # R
bho thr, [S. H5R+t; cf. thotr], adj. (f. -), Blunt, dull,
obtuse; weak, feeble; inferior, of less worth (=bhutr).
H 8 & #0(* bh j, s.m. Parcher of grain=bha -bh j, q.v.
H : & #g= bhau - akk, adj.=bhay- ak; bhi ak or
bha ak, qq.v.
H +  & #  bho d [S. /C], adj. & s.m. Mild, meek, soft,
simple, artless, innocent; silly, stupid, loutish;—a soft, a
booby, noodle, lout, green-horn, stupid fellow (syn.
modh ).
H  & # f bho , s.m. A dung-beetle (=bho , bhau ,

q.v.).
H  & # f bho , #0(f bh
bh

H 0 & #0( bh s, = H I & #0( bh
, = H  & # f bho , #0(f

, [S. #+Ht], adj. (f. -), Forbidding, monstrous,

ugly, frightful, uncouth, ill-shaped, deformed, unsightly;
bad, unlucky, inauspicious:—bh -pair, adj. Of unlucky
footsteps; unlucky, ill-omened.
H  & # f bho , #0(f bh , = H  & # f bho , #0(f
bh

, [S. #+Ht], adj. (f. -), Forbidding, monstrous,

ugly, frightful, uncouth, ill-shaped, deformed, unsightly;
bad, unlucky, inauspicious:—bh -pair, adj. Of unlucky
footsteps; unlucky, ill-omened.
H  4 6 f baho , 6gf bahau , s.m. Land given
rent-free to the watchman ( aukdr) of a village (cf.
bh ar).
H  & #0(f" bh -ar, s.f. See s.v. bh .
H 7 & #0( f bh iy, s.m. One who cultivates with a
borrowed plough or hand instrument.
H  & #g bhau r, s.m. A whirlpool, &c.=bha war, q.v.:—
bhau r-kal, s.f.=bha war-kal, q.v.
H  & #g bhau r, bho r [S. 2/t; Prk. #/ ; Ap.
Prk. #  ], s.m. Whirlpool, &c. (=bha war, q.v.); a
dilemma; a top; a large black bee (said to be enamoured
of the lotus); a black beetle, dung-beetle.
H  & #g bhau r [S. #0./ +$6(; #0@+ t], s.m.
Underground chamber, vault, cellar, cavern; cell,
dungeon.
H " & #g! bhau rl [S. 2/+!], adj. (f. -), Black as

s, s.m. Cha,

&c.=bhus; bh s; qq.v.:—bh s-jins, s.m. All kinds of grain
in husk.
H  0 & #0( bh sn, #g bhau sn (caus. of
bh sn, &c.), v.t. To make (a dog) bark.
H 0 & #0( bh sn, #g bhau sn [S. #34"(], v.n. To
bark (=bhau kn).
H 0 & #0(" bh s, s.f.=bh s, q.v.
H ( & #  bho k, = H  & #  bho k, [S. TT, rt.
T8] , s.m. Prick, thrust, stab, stick:—bho k-bho k, s.f.
Stabbing and thrusting.
H  & #  bho k, = H ( & #  bho k, [S. TT, rt.
T8] , s.m. Prick, thrust, stab, stick:—bho k-bho k, s.f.
Stabbing and thrusting.
H ( & #g bhau k [S. 
, ] , s.f. Barking, bark (of a dog).
H   & #g bhau kn (caus. of bhau kn), v.t. To
cause (a dog) to bark.
H  ( & # 7 bho k , adj. Very large and fat.
H I & #  bho kas [S. #, from #, rt. #"], s.m.
A wizard who preys upon human beings till he brings
them to the grave; wizard, sorcerer, magician.
H  & #  bho kn, bh kn (see bho k), v.t. To
thrust, drive in, pierce, prick, stab, stick; to make big
holes in sewing, sew badly.
H  & #0( bh kn, #g bhau kn [bh k˚ = Prk.
#,=() = S. #(), future of rt. #3], v.n. To bark (as a

a bee (bhau r), or as a beetle.
H  & #g" bhau r [S. 2/+], s.f. A bee (=bhau r);

dog); to talk nonsensically or foolishly.
H ^ & #,$
( bhuang, #, $
( bhuwag, s.m. Snake=bhujang,

revolution, &c. (=bh wr, q.v.); lock of
hair or curl hanging down on the forehead, feathered
hair; name of a defect in horses;—bread cooked or baked
on embers.
H  ) & #g bhau riyn (fr. bhau r), v.n. To turn,

q.v.
H  & #0 bh nn [bh

whirl, revolve (=bhamn, bhon).
H I & #0( bh s, = H 0 & #0( bh s, s.m. Cha,
&c.=bhus; bh s; qq.v.:—bh s-jins, s.m. All kinds of grain
in husk.

˚ = Prk. #,4(< ), or #,4(), fr. S.

#04' p.p.p. of rt. 2A*], v.t. To roast, broil, fry, parch,
scorch, burn; to consume, annihilate:—bh n-den, bh nln, v.t. Intens. of, and=bh nn.
H & & #g6 bhau h, # 6 bho h, s.f. Eyebrows=bhau , q.v.
H  4 & #0(6 bh -hr [S. #0./ +], s.m. Name of an
agricultural tribe of Hinds, or bastard Brhmans,
concerning whose origin many curious legends are

current.
H 4 & #0(6 bh -har, s.m.=bho -ghar, q.v.s.v. bh

.

H  4  " bih n [S.  6" 'without,' 'outer'+], adj.
Left, abandoned; apart; foreign, strange.
H  & #0( bh iy, #0( bh y, s.m.=bh miy, q.v.
H   & #0( bh yr, s.m.=bh -har; bho -ghar.
H <  & #0( bh

 [Ap. Prk. #0 , Prk. #0./ ; S. #0./ ],

s.f.=bh , bh mi, qq.v.:—bh in-hr, s.m. Country-people;
also=bh -hr, q.v.
S ? & #, t bhuvah, +s.m.=bhuvas; bhuva, qq.v.
H $ & #0 bh , #5 bho, s.m. Chair-porter, plk-bearer,
bearer (com. called 'boy' by Europeans); the head of a
Gou village;—a white cat.
H )&# 
h  bhavaiy [S. # +t], s.m. Dancer; storyteller.
H ) & # " bhavyat, adj.=bhavishyat, q.v.
H <) & #0 bh yan, s.m. Holding by military service;
chief, headman of a Gon village (=bho).
H < $ & #0 bh  , #, bhu , s.f.=bh ; bh mi; qq.v.; a kind
of caterpillar covered with hair, the palmer worm (syn.
bhunl):—bh   wl, s.m. The plant Phyllanthus niruri:—
bh  dagdh, s.m. Gifts at marriages and funerals (so
called from the ceremony of burning earth, which is done
previous to the presentation):—bh  -ml, s.m. Name of
a low caste of Hinds engaged in the vilest oces:—
bh  -hr, s.m.=bh -hr, q.v.:—bh  -hr, s.f. Land let
at a low rent to military retainers. (N.B. Compounds not
entered here, such as bh  - amp, bh  -ol, &c., will
be found under the words bh , bh , or bh mi).
H <) & #5 bhoyin, = H ) & #5" bhoyin, s.f. The wife
of a bho, &c. (see bho).
H ) & #5" bhoyin, = H <) & #5 bhoyin, s.f. The wife
of a bho, &c. (see bho).
S ) & ) & #05#0t bh yo-bh ya, adv. Again and again,
repeatedly.
S *) & # bhavyat, s.f. = S *) & #; bhavyatva, s.m.
Good breeding, politeness, civility, courtesy.
S *) & #; bhavyatva, s.m. = S *) & # bhavyat, s.f.

Good breeding, politeness, civility, courtesy.
H ) & # bhavya, adj. & s.m. Likely or necessary to be or
to occur; proper, t, right, true; well-bred, polite;
prosperous, happy;—existence, being; result,
consequence, fruit.
S ) & #0t bh ya, adv. Further, more, again; repeatedly;
afterwards.
H 4& #6 bhahrn, v.n. To shiver, shake, tremble,
totter, stagger (syn. thartharn).
H 4& #65 bhaho, s.f. Younger brother's wife, sister-inlaw (cf. bah ).
H 4 6" bah [S. . -], s.f. Book of daily accounts,
inerchant's or banker's book, ledger, register, diary,
journal; book (not stitched at the sides but at the ends):
—bah-roznm a, s.f. Daily account book:—bah-kht, bahkhasr (S. vriddhi-kshata),
s.f. Account books; ledger; set of

books kept by merchants or bankers:—bah-me a hn,
v.t. To enter in the ledger, place to account, bring on the
books, to debit or credit:—bah-yd-dsht, s.f.
Memorandum-book, note-book.
P 4 bih, s.f. Quince; (also, in India) guava;—bih-dna,
s.m. Quince-seed.
P 4 bih (from bih, 'good'), s.f. Goodness; the being well
or better; welfare.
H & #" bh [S. ], conj. Also, too, even, and, with; yet,
still, besides, likewise, moreover, furthermore;—soever
(in comp. e.g. ku h-bh, Whatsoever, whatever:—ko-bh,
Whosoever).
S & # bhay, vulg. bhae and S bhai (rt. #"), s.m. Fear,
apprehension, alarm, terror, dread (of, -se); danger:—
bhay-tur, bhay-rta, bhay-visha, bhay-bhta, bhay-mn,
bhay-yukt, adj. Distressed or distracted with fear,
frightened, alarmed, terried; afraid, timid:—bhaybhanjan, s.m. Dispersion or dissipation of fear;—adj. Feardestroying, fear-dispelling:—bhay-da, bhay-darak, bhaydar, adj. Imparting or occasioning fear, alarming,
fearful, frightful, terrifying, formidable:—bhay dikhn,
bhay den, v.t. To instil fear (into, -ko), to frighten, put in
dread or terror, to terrify, scare; to intimidate, threaten,
menace:—bhay-sthn, s.m. Place of fear or of danger;

seat of, or part exposed to, peril or hurt:—bhay-krak, adj.
Causing fear, fearful, frightful, terrifying:—bhay-kampit,
part. adj. Shaken with fear, terried:—bhay karn, bhay
khn (-se), To be afraid (of), be in dread or terror (of):—
bhay hon, v.n. To have fear, to be afraid, be
apprehensive.
H & # bha (Braj.), fem. of bhay, and=hu, fem. of hu.
H & #h bhai, s.m.=bh, q.v.; cf. also bhaiy.
H 4 6 bahy [fr. S. 6O], s.m. Flood, torrent,
inundation (syn. baho, tug yn).

H & # bhay [S. # t, rt. #0] (Braj.), perf. part. & past
tense, Came to be, became, took place, occurred (=hu,
from hon: fem. bha; pl. m. bhae).
S & .# bhiy, s.f. Fear, apprehension, dread (=bhay).
H & #h bhaiy, bhay, s.m. Brother; comrade (=bh,
q.v. for compounds, &c.).
H ; & #h bhaiy-p, bhayp, bhayp = H ; & #h
bhaiypat, bhaypat,bhaypat s.m. Brotherhood;
brotherly aection; friendship, &c. (=bh- r, q.v.).
H ; & #h bhaiypat, bhaypat, bhaypat = H ; & #h
bhaiy-p, bhayp,bhayp s.m. Brotherhood; brotherly
aection; friendship, &c. (=bh- r, q.v.).
S Y & #, bhaytur (˚ya+t˚), adj. See s.v. bhay.
H  4 6  bahiyr [S. 6 +!], s.m. Lands lying at a
distance from the village.
H B & N bhysn, v.t. To study, &c.=abhysn; see
abhys.
S ( & # bhaynak, = H  & #  bhay-awan, = H
 & #  bhay-wan, = H ? & # 6 bhay-wah, adj.
Frightful, fearful, alarming, terrible, awful, dreadful;
formidable; horrible; dangerous; dismal, solitary,
lonesome, desolate.
H  & #  bhay-awan, = S ( & # bhaynak, = H
 & #  bhay-wan, = H ? & # 6 bhay-wah, adj.
Frightful, fearful, alarming, terrible, awful, dreadful;
formidable; horrible; dangerous; dismal, solitary,
lonesome, desolate.
H  & #  bhay-wan, = S ( & # bhaynak, = H

 & #  bhay-awan, = H ? & # 6 bhay-wah, adj.
Frightful, fearful, alarming, terrible, awful, dreadful;
formidable; horrible; dangerous; dismal, solitary,
lonesome, desolate.
H ? & # 6 bhay-wah, = S ( & # bhaynak, = H
 & #  bhay-awan, = H  & #  bhay-wan, adj.
Frightful, fearful, alarming, terrible, awful, dreadful;
formidable; horrible; dangerous; dismal, solitary,
lonesome, desolate.
H  & #" bhti, #" bht [S. .#.\], s.f. Wall; breadth of a
wall; embankment; vestige of an old house.
S  & #" bhta, bht, part. adj. Frightened; fearful, timid,
afraid.
S  & #" bhti, s.f. Fear, apprehension, alarm;
trembling.
S * & S bhet, s.m. One who causes division, one who
sows dissension; seditious or factious person; traitor.
H * & #h bhait, s.m. Stunted crop.
H * & #" bhtar [S. NB], adv. & postposn. Interior,
in, into, in the space (of, -ke), inside, within:—bhtar n,
v.n. To come in, to enter:—bhtar-bhir, bhtar-bhir,
adv. Half in half out:—bhtar-se, adv. From within;
internally:—bhtar-wl, s.m. (f. -), Inmate:—bhtr hon,
v.n. To be inside or within; to be in, be contained,
included, or comprehended.
S * & S bhetri, s.m.=bhet, q.v.
H * & #"" bhtar, bhtr, adj. Interior, internal, inward,
inner, inside; hidden, secret:—bhtar- l, s.f. (Physics),
Endosmose:—bhtar-ko, s.m. Interior angle:—bhtar mr,
s.f. Internal injury or hurt.
? )* & #" bhtariy, bhtary, s.m.f. The people who
live in a house or family (opp. to bhariy, 'outsiders'),
inmates; domestic; one admitted to the inner
apartments of a house; guest at a marriage feast (who
eats in company with the relations of the bride);—one
who betrays a secret.
H * 4 Ç0 bahet , Ç, bahetu (from bahn), s.m.
Wanderer, vagrant, vagabond.
H  * & #"M" bhtaur [S. .#.\++], s.m. Ground rent

paid for the site of a house (by a stranger).
H R& #"& bh, s.f.=bht, q.v.
H R& S& bhe (see bhen), s.f. Touch, contact; meeting,
interview, visit; present (to a superior; syn. nar),
oerings; sacrice; hymn (in praise of a god or goddess);
bribe, douceur:—bhe-bakr, s.m. Complimentary
presentation of a goat to a superior; sacrice of a goat:—
bhe-patra, s.m. Deed of gift on the occasion of the bhebakr:—bhe a hn, bhe den, bhe karn, v.t. To oer,
present; to sacrice:—bhe-mulqt, s.f. Meeting,
interview:—bhe hon or ho-jn (-se), To meet (with),
have an interview (with), to encounter; to be sacriced,
to fall a victim (to, -k).
H R& #"& bh (see bh, bht), s.m. Old house, former
residence (provided some vestige remains).
H R& S& bhe [S. B t], s.m. The fruit of the egg-

tease exceedingly, to worry to death:—bheje-k kohr, s.f.
The dorsal chamber of the head.
H 8 & #"* bhjn [bhj˚ = Prk. .)#A*()=S. NA(`),
pass. of rt. .#+*], v.n. To be wet (i.q. bhg).
H 8 & #"* bhjn [bhj˚ = Prk. .#A*()=S. .#1(`), pass.
of rt. .#;—or Prk. .#A*()=S. N1(`),
'
pass. of rt. .#
+],
' v.n. To be aicted; to be aected (with grief).
H 8 & S* bhejn [bhej˚ = Prk. .)#A*()=S. NA(`),
pass. (used actively) of rt. .#+*], v.t. To send,
despatch, transmit; to bestow, grant, give; to utter,
ejaculate:—bhej-den, v.t.=bhejn.
H  8 & S*  bhejwn (caus. of bhejn), v.t.=bhijwn,
q.v.
H 9 & #" bh (see bhi n), s.f. Squeezing, pressing;

.#+&], v.t. To meet, come in contact (with), to

pressure, compression; narrowness; stinginess, closestedness, niggardliness:—bh karn (-me ), To practise
niggardliness, &c. (in respect of), to grudge, stint; to hold
back.
H (: & # bhay ak, #h bhai ak [S. #+], adj.

embrace, to come across, encounter, come up to; to visit;
to join company; to make a present to a superior (see
bhe hon).
H R& S&0 bhe [S. B +], s.m. Stalk, stem.

Astonished, astounded, confounded, amazed; frightened,
alarmed, dismayed, terried, awe-struck, aghast
(=bhi ak, bhu ak, bhau akk).
H : & #" bh n [S. "f"(], v.t. To press, squeeze,

H R& #"&" bh, s.f.=bht, q.v.

compress, crush; to wring from, to force, compel,
enforce; to grasp tightly; to stint, grudge; to hold back
(=bh karn).
S + & S bhed (rt. .#), s.m. Breaking, separation,

plant, the brinjal.
H R& S& bhean, s.m. The act of meeting, &c. see bhe.
H  R& S& bhen [bhe˚ = Prk. )#(()=S. N&(), rt.

H R& S&" bhe [S. B +], s.f.=bhe , q.v.
H R& S&" bhe, s.f. Present made to a superior on the
occasion of an interview (=bhe, q.v.).
H 6 & S* bhej [S. #A(], s.f. Proportionate share;
instalment; rent of land, ground-rent:—bhej-barr, s.m. A
kind of complex tenure.
H 8 & #"* bhj (perf. part. of bhjn), part. adj.
Moistened, wet, steeped, soaked; moist, damp.
H 8 & S* bhej (perf. part. of bhejn), s.m. One who is
sent, messenger, emissary, envoy:—bhej-hu, s.m.
Idem.
H 8 & S* bhej [S. q, or /A*], s.m. The brain:—
bhej khn (-k), lit. 'To eat the brain (of)'; to annoy or

disunion, dierence, disagreement, interruption,
disturbance; betrayal; breach, rupture, fracture; ssure,
chasm, cleft; separation, dierence, distinction,
peculiarity; discrimination, discernment; kind, sort,
species, variety; device; secrecy, secret, mystery; secret
or hidden virtues or resources (of):—bhed pn, v.n. To
nd out a secret, discover the secret (of), solve (a
problem, riddle, &c.):—bhed den (-ko), To give a clue (to);
to divulge or betray a secret:—bhed rakhn (-k), To keep
a secret; to keep one's own counsel:—bhed-kar,
adj.=bhedak, q.v.:—bhed karn (-me ; -k), To distinguish,
discriminate; to classify, sort:—bhed kholn (-k), To

divulge a secret, to betray; expose, unmask:—bhed len
(k), To spy, pry into, get at the secret (of), worm
ooneself into another's condence, to sound.
S A+ & S bhedit, part. Divided, separated, severed.
S + & S bhedak, adj. & s.m. Breaking, breaking up or
open, dividing; causing dissension or disunion; breaker,
interrupter; one who causes dissension or disunion,
mischief-maker; spy, &c. (=next, q.v.).
H  + & S bhedakiy [S. S+t], s.m. Scout, spy,
secret agent (=sandhn); secret-keeper, condant
(=bhediy).
H + & S bhed [S. S+], adj. & s.m. Having
acquaintance (with), or knowledge (of);—one who is in
the secret (of), secret-keeper, condant; spy, &c.
(=bhedakiy; bhediy):—bhed hon (-se), To become
acquainted (with); to be the condant (of).
S + & S" bhed, adj. & s.m.=bhedak; bhedakiy, qq.v.;—
discriminating, intelligent, knowing;—the ratan.
H )+ & S bhediy [S. S+t], s.m. Scout, &c.=bhed;
bhedakiy, qq.v.
S )+ & S1 bhedya, adj. Requiring to be separated or
distinguished, separable; requiring to be kept secret,
worthy of secrecy.
H  & #" bhr, s.m. Hero, &c.=br, q.v.; also=bh , q.v.
S  & #"I bhru, s.m.f. See bhr .
S  & S bheri, and H. S bher, s.f. A kind of musical
instrument of copper, a kind of pipe or bugle; a kettledrum.
P  4 6" bahr (cf. S. 6 ; H. bh ), s.f. Baggage, &c. of
an army; camp followers; lines near a camp where the
wives and families of the soldiers live:—bahr-bungh,
bahr-o-buna (vulg. bh -bhung), s.f. Baggage or
impedimenta of an army on the march; rabble of campfollowers.
H  4 Ç baher, s.m.=bahe , q.v.;—adj.=bahr, q.v.
H  & #h" bhairr (see bhairav), s.f. Name of a rgin or
musical mode.
S  & #"I bhruk, adj. & s.m.=bhru, q.v.

S  & #"I bhru, and H. #"~ bhr , adj. & s.m.f. Fearful,
timid, cowardly; shy;—coward; shy or timid person;
jackal; tiger; goat; centipede; a sort of prickly
nightshade, Solanum Jacquini; the plant Asparagus
racemosus.
H  & #h5 bhairo, s.m.=bhairo ; bhairav, q.v.
S  & #h bhairav (from bhru), adj. & s.m. Formidable,
awful, horrible, terrible, terric, horrid, miserable;—
terror, horror; the property of exciting terror,
terribleness, formidableness, horribleness,
dreadfulness; abhorrence, hatred; a form of iva
(especially an inferior manifestation of that deity;—eight
forms are enumerated, all of which allude to terric
properties of mind or body);—name of a river;—name of
a rg or
musical mode calculated to excite emotions of terror (it
is sung at early dawn in autumn, and is represented in
pictures by Mahdeo with the Ganges owing from the
hair of his head and this rg or musical deity issuing
from his mouth).
H  & #h bhairo , adj. & s.m.=bhairav, q.v.
S  & #h " bhairav, s.f. The wife of Bhairav; a particular
form of Durg; name of a rgin or musical mode sung in
the morning.
H  & #"" bhr, # " bhar, s.f. A species of falcon=bahr,
q.v.
S  & S" bher, s.f.=bher, bheri, q.v.;—s.m. Bugler, piper.
H  & #h" bhair, s.f.=bhr; bahr, qq.v.
H ) 4 Çy bahery, s.m. Name of a clan of Rjp ts in
Jaunpur and Chunar (cf. baheliy).
H R4 6"7 bah , s.f.=bahr, q.v. & cf. bh .
H R& #"7 bh [S. N4],
' s.f. Press, crush; multitude,
crowd, throng, concourse; press of work, trouble,
diculty:—bh -bh , s.f., bh -bha akk, s.m. Crowd, &c.
(=bh ):—bh -bang, bh -bhung, s.m.=bahr-bungh,
q.v.s.v. bahr:—bh parn, v.n. To be overwhelmed with
diculties, troubles, or misfortunes:—bh karn, bh
lagn, v.n. To crowd, throng, swarm.
H R& S7 bhe , s.f.=bhe , bheri, q.v.

H R& S7 bhe [S. Sf], s.f. Sheep, ewe (=bhe ):—bhe -l,
s.f. Sheep-fold, pen:—bhe -k ba , s.m. Lamb:—bhe -k
gosht, s.m. Mutton.
H  R& Ç7 bahe  [S.  #"t], s.m. Belleric myrobalan,
Terminalia belerica.
H  R& #"7 bhr, part. adj. Pressed, crushed, crowded,
thronged, packed close; narrow, close, tight, contracted;
—s.m. One who has contracted eye-brows.
H  R& S7 bhe  [S. Sft], s.m. Ram; sheep (syn.
me h).
H  R& S7 bhe n (caus. of bhi n, q.v.), v.t. To shut,
close; to shut up; to close in, enclose, fence, pen;—to run
by heats or spurts (syn. tag); to stop the mouth with a
bribe, to bribe:—bhe -den, v.t.=bhe n.
H  R& S7" bhe n, bhe in (contrac. fem. of bhe iy), s.f.
She-wolf.
H  R& Sf® bhe , s.m. A quarrelsome or pugnacious man
(=bhi ait, q.v.).
H  R& S7" bhe , s.f.=bher, bheri; bher; qq.v.
H  R& S7" bhe  [S. Sf"], s.f. Sheep, ewe.
H 7 R& S7 bhe iy, bhe y [S. Sf+t], adj. & s.m. Of or
pertaining to sheep; like sheep;—sheep:—bhe iy- l,
Following one another like sheep; blind imitation of
another:—bhe iy-dhasn, s.m. Multitude crowded
together like sheep in a pen;—following the example of
another (=bhe iy- l).
H 7 R& S7 bhe iy, bhe y [S. Sf"+6], s.m. Wolf.
H  7 R& S7"" bhe n, s.f. She-wolf (=bhe n, q.v.).
H I & #" bhs, s.m. The edible root of the lotus (=bhis).
H I & S bhes, s.f. (Prov.)=bhai s, q.v.
H I & S bhes, = H Z & S3 bhesh, [S. U3; U8], s.m.
Appearance, look, aspect; resemblance, likeness,
semblance; dress, guise, garb; colour, complexion; gure,
form, shape; air, manner: feigned appearance, assumed
likeness, counterfeit dress, disguise, personation, mask;
any sect of Hind jogs or ascetics (syn. panth):—bhesbadaln, bhes-bann, bhes-bharn, bhes-palan (apn; -k),
To change (one's) appearance or garb, &c.; to disguise

oneself; to put on a mask; to personate a character; to
feign, simulate, counterfeit:—bhes-dhr, adj. & s.m.
Assuming an appearance, putting on a disguise;—
disguised or hypocritical person.
H Z & S3 bhesh, = H I & S bhes, [S. U3; U8], s.m.
Appearance, look, aspect; resemblance, likeness,
semblance; dress, guise, garb; colour, complexion; gure,
form, shape; air, manner: feigned appearance, assumed
likeness, counterfeit dress, disguise, personation, mask;
any sect of Hind jogs or ascetics (syn. panth):—bhesbadaln, bhes-bann, bhes-bharn, bhes-palan (apn; -k),
To change (one's) appearance or garb, &c.; to disguise
oneself; to put on a mask; to personate a character; to
feign, simulate, counterfeit:—bhes-dhr, adj. & s.m.
Assuming an appearance, putting on a disguise;—
disguised or hypocritical person.
S  & #"3 bhsh, s.f. Fear, dread, terror, fright;
intimidation.
S 6 & S3* bheshaj, s.m. Medicament, drug, remedy; a
species of fennel, Nigella indica.
S 2  & #"l/ bhshma, adj. & s.m. Terrible, horrible,
terric, fearful;—horror, the sentiment of horror;
goblin, imp, rkshas; name of the granduncle of the
Pnus, and son of the Ganges; name of iva:—
bhshmshtam (bhshma+asham), s.f. The eighth day in
the light half of the month Mgh (when there is a festiva
sacred to Bhshma):—bhshma-janan, s.f. The mother of
Bhshma, the Ganges.
S < & #"34 bhsha, adj. & s.m. Horrible, terric,
formidable, awful;—the sentiment of horror; the
property that excites fear; horror, terror; object of
horror, &c.;—the olibanum tree, Boswellia thurifera.
H ( & #" bhk, s.f.=bhkh, q.v.
H ( & S bhek, s.m.=bhekh; bhes, q.v.
S ( & S bhek, s.m. Frog, toad; a cloud.
H   & #"" bhkr, s.m.=bhkhr, q.v.
S Z & #hd bhaiksha, bhaiksh, s.m. Living by alms,
subsisting by charity; asking alms, begging, mendicity;
that which is obtained by begging, begged food, alms,
charity.

H & & #"L bhkh [S. .#d], s.f. Begging, mendicity; that
which is obtained by begging, charity, alms:—bhkh den,
v.t. To give alms:—bhkh-k hk- , s.m. Beggar's cup or
vessel (in which he collects the scraps given in alms):—
bhkh m gn (-se), To ask alms (of), to beg:—bhkh-mang,
s.m. Beggar; importunate beggar:—bhkh mangn, v.t. To
cause (one) to solicit alms, or to beg.
H & & SL bhekh, s.m.=bhes, q.v.
S  & S" bhek, s.f. Female frog; a small frog; the
creeping plant Hydrocotyle asiatica.
H J & #"$ bhig (perf. part. of bhgn, and=S. N=),
part. adj. (f. -), Wet, moist, saturated, soaked, steeped:—
bhg bill, s.f. lit. 'Wet or soused cat'; cunning or crafty
person (very quiet or subdued in appearance):—bhg bill
batn, To make lame, improper, or absurd excuses.
H J & #"$ bhgn [bhg˚ = Prk. À)#G(), or À)#$(),
fr. S. Nr$], v.n. To be wet, damp, or moist; to be
passed in mirth and revelry (the night, rt being
expressed).
H  & #! bhayal, a dialect. form of bhay (=hu), q.v.
H  & #"! bhl [S. .#!], s.m. Name of a wild mountain
race (who live in the Vindhya mountains, in the forests
of Malwa, Mewar, and Kandesh, and subsist chie y by
plunder).
H  & #"!, bhlu, adj.=bhru, q.v.
H  & S! bhel [S. S!, rt. ./ !], s.f. Mixture, mixed or
mingled state; that which is added and mixed, alloy:—
bhel-sel, s.f. Mixture; alloy.
H 3 & S! bhel, s.m.=bhilw , q.v.

with a bow and arrows); gamekeeper (=bahaliy); name
of a tribe of Rjpts (=baheriy).
S 2 & #"/ bhm, adj. & s.m. Fearful, terrible, terric,
horrible, dreadful, frightful, tremendous;—horror,
terror; danger;—name of the second of the ve Pn
princes, the second brother of Yudhishhir; an epithet of
iva:—bhm-rath, s.f. lit. 'The terrible night'; the seventh
night of the seventh month in the seventy-seventh year
of a man's life (supposed to be the ordinary period of
human life); extreme old age, dotage:—bhm-sen, s.m. lit.
Having a terrible army'; name of the second son of
Panu (=bhm):—bhm-sen, s.f. A kind of camphor.
S @ & #"/ bhm, s.f. Name of a form of Durg, the wife
of iva; a whip.
H 5@ & #"/* bhm-rj [S. #r$+*], s.m. The great
crested Drongo shrike (brought from Nepal and the
Bhotan Doars); the mocking-bird of India, Edolius
malabaricus.
H  2 & S/7 bhem  (from bhm), s.m. A wry face.
S @ & #h/" bhaim, s.f. 'Daughter of Bhm,' a patronymic
of Damayanti; the eleventh day
of the bright half of the month Mgh; a festival on that
day (when ceremonies with til or sesamum are
performed in honour of Bhm).
P < 4 bihn (from bih, 'good'), adj. Best, most excellent.
H <& # bhain, #h bhain, s.f. Sister=bahin, q.v.
H < & S( bhe (onomat.), s.f. The bleating of a sheep:—
bhe -bhe , s.f. Idem:—bhe -bhe karn, v.n. To bleat.
H  & #" bhn, adj. Wet, moist (=bhng); light (colour,

H 3 & S! bhel [S. P
 +t; or eft], s.m. A ball or lump

or smell).
H  & #" bhn, s.m. Sister's husband (=bahne , q.v.).

(especially of gu , squeezed tamarinds, &c.; see bhel).
H (# & #"!, bhluk, adj.=bhruk, q.v.

H  & #h bhain, S bhen, #" bhin, s.f. Sister,

H # & #"!" bhln, s.f. A woman or girl of the Bhl race;

&c.=bahin (used by women).
H ;  & #h bhainp, s.m.=bahinp, q.v.

the wife of a Bhl.
H # & S!" bhel (see bhel), s.f. A pat, lump, or ball of gu

H  & #· bh t, s.f.=bht, q.v.

or coarse sugar (generally four or ve seers in weight).
H # 4 Ç.! baheliy, bahely [S. +!+t], s.m.

H < & S(& bhe , s.m. = H < & S(& bhe , s.f. =bhe, q.v.

Hunter; fowler; armed retainer (especially one armed

H < & S(& bhe , s.f. = H < & S(& bhe , s.m. =bhe, q.v.
H  < & S(& bhe n, v.n.=bhen, q.v.

H 9 & #· bh , s.f. = H : & #· bh n, v.t. =bh ;
bh n; qq.v.
H : & #· bh n, v.t. = H 9 & #· bh , s.f. =bh ;

ba).
H  & S  bheon, v.t.=bhigon, q.v.
H 4 & #"6 bhhar, s.m. Name of a tribe (supposed to be

bh n; qq.v.
H < & S(f bhe , s.m. The perennial water-plant

the aborigines of Ruhelkhan).
H 4 & #h bhaih , = H  4 & #h( bhaih

#schynomene aspera (Linn.), or Hedysarum lagenarium
(Roxb.:—It has thick stems mainly composed of light
white pith which is made into toys, oats, hats, covers
for wine-bottles, &c.: The so-called 'rice-paper' is made
of this substance cut in very thin plates:—syn. sol, ph lsol).
H < & Sef" bhen, s.f.=bhin, q.v.

Younger brother's wife, sister-in-law (see bhauj).
H  4 & #h( bhaih , = H 4 & #h bhaih , [S. 2+ 0], s.f.

, [S. 2+ 0], s.f.

Younger brother's wife, sister-in-law (see bhauj).
H 4 6 baha, s.f. Side, quarter, way.
H & # bha, part. fem. of bhay, q.v.
H & S bhey (f. bhe), perf. part.=bhew, bhigoy.

H I & #° bhai s, vulg. S( bhe s [Prk. / 6 5 and / 6 ";

H  & # " bhar, s.f.=bha br, q.v.

S. / 6 3t and / 6 3"], s.m. & f. Bualo (female).

H  " b, conj. contrac. of bh, q.v.

H 0 & #° bhai s, s.m. Bualo (male):—bhains-dd,

H  " b (contrac. of b-b, q.v.), s.f. Lady.

bhai siy-dd (S. mahisha+dadru), s.m. A kind of ringworm.
H +  0 & #°  bhai so d, s.m. Tax or cess for the
privilege of grazing bualoes.
H 0 & #°" bhai s (mistaken fem. of bhai s), s.f.=bhai s,
q.v.
H 0 & #° bhai siy, s.f. Dialect. form of bhai s, q.v.:—
bhai siy-dd, s.m.=bhai s-dd, q.v.s.v. bhai s.
S  & #( bhayan-kar, adj. Fearful, horrible, terrible,
terric (see bhaynak).
H J & #·$ bh g, part. adj.=bhg, q.v.
H J & S($ bhe g [S. J+.9+t], adj. & s.m. Squinteyed;—one who squints.
H J & #·$ bh gn, v.n. To be wet, &c.=bhgn, q.v.
H & #5 bhayo, SM bhayau (Braj.)=bhay, q.v.
H & S bhev, bheo, s.m. State or condition of being,
innate property; nature, disposition, &c. (=bhv, q.v.).
H & S bheo, s.m.=bhed, q.v.
H  & S  bhew, s.m. (Poet.)=bheo, bhed, q.v.;—part.
adj.=bhigoy.
H  & #h  bhai-vd, s.m. Paying and receiving on the
footing of one of a brotherhood or fraternity (cf. bh-

H  " b (fem. of be; cf. re, r), Vocative particle (fem.)
used in addressing females (placed after the noun:—see
next).
H [ % be (contrac. of abe), vocative particle (masc.) used
contemptuously (see abe):—be-tabe kahn (se), To address
rudely or contemptuously (see abe-tabe).
P & H [ % be [Zend vi; S.  ], priv. particle; prep.
(governing a following gen. with -ke); and prex;—
Without, devoid of; out of, &c.; in-, un-, im-, ir-, dis-, less, &c.:—be-b, adj. Without water; without lustre,
lustreless; without temper; without dignity, &c. (see b):
—be-br , adj. Dishonoured, disgraced; dishonourable,
disreputable:—be-br , s.f. Dishonour, disgrace:—be-b,
s.f. Want of water; lustrelessness; want of temper, &c.:—
be-ittifq, s.f. Want of agreement or harmony, discord:—
be-asar, adj. Without impression or eect, ineectual,
inecacious:—be-asar,
 s.f. Inecacy: be-ajal, adj.
Untimely (death);—be-tiyt, adj. Incautious; wanting in
carefulness; improvident; imprudent; rash:—be-i tiyr,
adj. & adv. Without choice, involuntary, constrained,
forced, compelled; without self-possession, control, or
authority;—involuntarily, against (one's) will, in spite of
oneself, perforce:—be-i tiyr, s.f. Without choice or
election, helplessness, want of power:—be-ad, s.f. Nonperformance, non-fullment; faithlessness; incivility,

rudeness:—be-adab, adj. & s.m. Ill-behaved, unmannerly,
disrespectful, rude; presumptuous, impudent, insolent;—
an ill-behaved person, &c.: be-adab, s.f. Incivility,
rudeness, disrespect, impudence, impertinence,
presumptuousness:—be-dar, s.m.=nir-dar, q.v.:—be-rm,
adj. Restless, uneasy:—be-rm, s.f. Restlessness,
uneasiness, disquiet, disease:—be-arth (S. vyartha), adj.
Without meaning, unmeaning, meaningless; useless,
vain, unprotable, ineectual, inecient:—be-asbb, adj.
Without goods or eects, having no eects:—be-asbb,
s.f. Want of goods, eects, or necessaries:—be-al, adj.
Without foundation, unfounded, groundless, baseless,
false:—be-tibr, adj. Of no credit or estimation, not to
be trusted or relied on, untrustworthy, unreliable,
faithless; incredible; unbelieving, incredulous, suspicious,
sceptical:—be-tibr, s.f. Want of credit, discredit,
mistrust, distrust, disbelief; untrustworthiness,
faithlessness, dishonesty:—be-tidl , adj. Uneven,
devoid of proportion or symmetry:—be-tidl , s.f.
Unevenness, inequality:—be-tiqd, adj. Incredulous,
disbelieving:—be-tiqd, s.f. Incredulity, disbelief:—beiltift, adj. Regardless, inattentive; inconsiderate,
unconcerned, unkind:—be-iltift, s.f. Inattention,
regardlessness, want of regard or kindness, disregard,
inconsiderateness, unconcern:—be-ulfat, adj. Devoid of
friendship or attachment; averse to friendship, &c.,
unsocial:—be-ulfat, s.f. The being devoid of friendship;
want of aection or attachment; unsociableness:—beimtiyz, adj. & s.m. Undiscriminating, undistinguishing,
indiscreet; ill-bred, rude, unmannerly, impertinent,
presumptuous;—an indiscriminating person, &c.:—beimtiyz, s.f. Lack of discrimination; indiscretion;
unmannerliness, incivility, rudeness, presumption:—beintizm,
 s.f. Disorder, misgovernment, mismanagement,
&c. (=bad-intizam,
 q.v.):—be-intih, adj. Boundless,
innite, endless, &c. (=be-andza, be-ad):—be-andza, adj.
Immoderate; unlimited, boundless, endless:—be-andesh,
adj. & adv. Thoughtless; fearless; thoughtlessly;
fearlessly:—be-inf, adj. Unjust, unfair, inequitable;
iniquitous, tyrannical, oppressive; unfeeling, hardhearted, cruel (syn. any):—be-inf, s.f. Injustice,
wrong, iniquity (syn. anyy):—be-inibt, s.f.

Incontinence:—be-auld, adj. Without ospring or issue,
childless:—be-auld, s.f. Childlessness:—be-mn, adj.
Without religion, indel; without conscience,
unprincipled, corrupt, faithless, false, perdious,
treacherous; dishonest, fraudulent:—be-mn, s.f.
Irreligion, indelity; dishonesty, breach of trust, unfair
dealing; falseness, perdiousness;—be-mn karn (-se),
To act dishonestly, faithlessly, &c.; to play (one) false, to
cheat, defraud, misappropriate:—be-bis , adj.
& adv.

Without reason, causeless, groundless; causelessly, &c.:—
be-bq, adj. & adv. Without remainder or arrears,
complete, paid up in full, balanced, even; entirely,
completely, fully:—be-bq karn, v.t. To pay up in full, to
complete; to wipe o, adjust, settle, liquidate, discharge
(an account, &c.); to balance (accounts); to make good a
default or balance:—be-bq hona, v.n. To be paid o,
wiped o, settled, liquidated, &c.:—be-bq, s.f.
Completion; payment in full, adjustment, discharge,
liquidation, acquittance, clearance:—be-bq karn, v.t. To
pay up in full, &c. (=be-bq karn, q.v.):—be-bk, adj.
Fearless, bold, daring:—be-bk hon (-se), To be fearless,
&c. (in respect of):—be-bk, s.f. Fearlessness, boldness,
temerity:—be-bl-o-par, adj. Un edged, callow;—without
resources, without power, powerless, impotent, helpless:
—be-bl-o-par, s.f. Un edged state;—powerlessness,
helplessness, &c.:—be-bi ra, adj. Unconsidered;—bebi re, adv. Without considering, inconsiderately,
thoughtlessly:—be-bad, adj. Without blemish:—be-badal,
adj. Without change, invariable, uniform; unalterable,
immutable; incomparable, inestimable, matchless,
peerless:—be-bar, adj. Without fruit, fruitless, barren:—
be-barg-o-bar, adj.=be-bar:—be-barg, s.f. Destitution, want:
—be-bas, adj. Without power, authority, or command;
without resource, powerless, helpless, weak;
unresisting:—be-bas, s.f. Helplessness, &c. (syn. bei tiyr):—be-baq, adj. Unenduring, not eternal,
perishable, frail:—be-bal, adj. Without power, weak;
destitute, poor, wretched:—be-band-o-bast, adj.
Unarranged, without order, unsettled (as a country:—see
band-o-bast):—be-bunyd, adj. Devoid of foundation,
groundless, unfounded:—be-bunyd, s.f. Groundlessness,
&c.:—be-bah, adj. Beyond price, priceless, invaluable

(=be-qmat):—be-bahr, adj. Out of season:—be-bahra, adj.
Having no share, part or lot (in), without portion or
prot; destitute, unfortunate:—be-p-o-sar, adj. lit.
'Without feet and head'; utterly without resources, very
poor and wretched:—be-pyn, adj. Boundless:—bepardag, s.f. Openness, immodesty:—be-parda, adj. & adv.
Unveiled, uncovered; immodest; openly:—be-pram, adj.
Wanting in authority, unauthorized, &c. (=nishpram,
q.v.):—be-parw, adj. & adv. Heedless, careless,
unconcerned, without re ection, thoughtless; fearless,
intrepid; at ease, independent; fearlessly, boldly, &c.:—
be-parw hon (-se), To be careless (of), to be indierent
(to); to be independent (of):—be-parw, s.f. Freedom
from danger or apprehension, security, tranquillity;
carelessness, unconcern, thoughtlessness, inattention,
heedlessness; independence; indierence:—be-par-o-bl,
s.f.=be-bl-o-par, q.v.:—be-parhez, adj. Incontinent:—beparhez, s.f. Incontinence:—be-par, s.f. lit. 'The being
without wings'; powerlessness, helplessness:—be-phb,
adj. Shapeless:—be-pr, adj. Having no spiritual guide;
vicious:—be-pr, adj. Without sympathy or feeling,
unfeeling, pitiless, cruel, merciless; inexorable:—be-tb,
adj. Faint, powerless; agitated, restless, uneasy
impatient (=be- ain); devoid of splendour, lustreless:—betb karn, v.t. To render faint, &c.:—be-tbna, adv. & adj.
Restlessly, uneasy, impatient, impatiently; faint:—betb, s.f. Faintness; agitation, restlessness, uneasiness,
impatience; lack of splendour or lustre:—be-tsr, adj. Of
no eect, ineectual:—be-tl, be-tla, adj. Out of time (in
music); ill-timed:—be-taammul, adj. & adv. Without
deliberation; without hesitation; extemporary;
inconsiderate, rash;—unhesitatingly, ex tempore;
inconsiderately:—be-taammul, s.f. Unhesitatingness;
inconsiderateness, indiscretion, rashness:—be-tn, adj.
Out of tune:—be-tash, adj. & adv. Inconsiderate,
without distinction; rash, reckless; rashly, recklessly,
headlong:—be-tadbr, adj. Inconsiderate, incautious,
imprudent, unwitting:—be-tad, adj. & adv. Without
trouble:—be-taalluq, adj. Without connections,
independent:—be-taalluq, s.f. Freedom from connection
or concern; state of separation or detachment,
independence; solitariness:—be-taqr, adj. & adv.

Faultless, blameless, innocent; faultlessly, &c.:—betakalluf, adj. Without ceremony, unceremonious, frank:—
be-takalluf, s.f. The being without ceremony,
unceremoniousness, frankness:—be-tamann, adj. Free
from desire or longing, content:—be-tamann, s.f.
Freedom from desire, contentment:—be-tamz, adj.
Lacking discrimination, indiscreet, unwise, silly:—betamz, s.f. Want of discrimination, indiscretion:—be-tan,
adj. Impersonal:—be-tan-ml, s.m. Escheat, property
devolving on the state through want of legal claimants:
be-tauba, s.m. Impenitence:—be-tawajjuh, adj.
Inattentive, regardless; unkind:—be-tawajjuh, s.f.
Inattention, regardlessness; unkindness:—be-tawaqqu,
adj. Hopeless; without expectation:—be-tah, adj.
Bottomless; unmeaning, absurd:—be-tah, s.f.
Bottomlessness; absurdity; impatience:—be-hikn, adj.
Not to be depended on; uncertain; groundless:—be-haur,
adj. & adv. Out of place; groundless; inconsistent;—
groundlessly; inconsistently; improperly:—be-haurhikne, adv.=be-haur:—be-sabt,
adj. Unstable,

inconstant:—be-sabt,
s.f. Instability; inconstancy:—be
samar,
adj. Fruitless, of no result:—be-samar,
s.f.


Fruitlessness, inecacy:—be-j, adj. & adv. Out of place,
ill-placed, misplaced, ill-timed; unbecoming, improper,
amiss, unlawful, unjustiable; unreasonable, absurd;
foreign to the purpose, irrelevant; inaccurate, wrong,
objectionable;—improperly, inopportunely; injudiciously,
wrongly:—bej ar , bej arf, s.m. Improper or needless
expenditure, needless expense, extravagance, waste:—
be-jda, s.m. Variegated coral:—be-jn, adj. Lifeless,
inanimate, faint, dead; valiant, brave:—be-jn karn, v.t.
To deprive of life, to slay:—be-jurat, adj. Pusillanimous,
cowardly:—be jurat, s.f. Want of courage, cowardliness,
pusillanimity:—be-jirm, Without blemish, without aw,
spotless (a jewel):—be-jurm, adj. Fauitless, innocent:—bejurm, s.f. Innocence:—be-jigar, adj. Lacking courage,
cowardly:—be-jigar, s.f. Lack of courage, cowardliness:—
be-jaml, s.f. Want of beauty, ugliness; imperfection:—
be-jawb, adj. Without answer; unable to answer (=ljawb):—be-jawb, s.f. The being unable to answer; the
being silenced:—be-jot, adj. & s.m. Uncultivated, untilled;
—a farm that has been abandoned by the cultivators:—

be-jo , adj. Without join or joint, out of joint, disjointed
(=ajo ):—be-j n, adj. Untimely, out of season,
unseasonable, out of occasion:—be-jihat, adj. & adv.
Without cause; causelessly:—be- rag, s.f. Helplessness;
necessity, wretchedness:—be- ra, adj. & s.m. (Pers. pl.
be- ragn), Without remedy, means, or resources;
without choice; helpless, destitute, unfortutunate,
miserable, wretched;—unfortunate person, helpless
person, poor fellow, poor wretch:—be- l, adj.
Unprincipled:—be- l, adj.=be- l;—s.f. Ill-behaviour,
misdemeanour:—be- arg, adj. Lamp-less, dark, desolate,
ruined beyond hope; childless:—be- ashm, adj. Eyeless:
be- oba, s.m. lit. 'Poleless'; a kind of tent pitched without
a pole:—be- n, adj. Unparalleled, incomparable;
inscrutable:—be- ain, adj. Uneasy, restless, disturbed
(=be-kal):—be- ain, s.f. Uneasiness, restlessness,
disquietude:—be-il, adj. Unprotable, fruitless (=lil):—be-il, s.f. Unprotableness, fruitlessness:—bel, adj. Out of condition, ill-circumstanced, indisposed;
damaged, unserviceable, worn out, used up, ruined;
unemployed, badly o, in a bad way or state:—be-l, s.f.
Badness of circumstances or condition:—be-ijb, beijbna, adj. & adv. Unveiled, immodest; openly;
shamelessly:—be-ijb, s.f. Appearing unveiled,
immodesty, indecency, shamelessness:—be-add, be-ad,
adj. Boundless, unbounded, endless (=be-intih):—bearakat, adj. Immovable, motionless, still:—be-arakat, s.f.
Want of motion, motionlessness, immovability:—beurmat, adj. Disgraced:—be-urmat, s.f. Disgrace:—be-iss,
adj. Insensible, senseless:—be-isb, adj. Countless,
beyond calculation, incalculable; immoderate, excessive;
inconsistent:—be-u r, adj. Absent:—be ukm (-ke),
Without the order or permission (of):—be-ikmat, adj.
Unskilful:—be-aw, be-aw, Out of one's senses,
beside one's self, distracted:—be-aw, s.f.
Senselessness, insensibility; distraction of mind:—beauila, adj. Lacking ambition, mean or low-spirited,
spiritless, wanting capacity:—be-ay, adj. & s.m.
Shameless, immodest, bold, impudent;—shameless
person, &c.:—be-ay, s.f. Shamelessness,
barefacedness, erontery, impudence:—be- r, adj.
Without thorns; without anxiety, solicitude, or fear:—be-

n-o-mn, adj. Houseless; destitute:—be- ya, s.m. lit.
'Devoid of testicles'; an eunuch;—be- ya karn, v.t. To
geld, castrate:—be- abar, adj. & adv. Without knowledge
(of, -se), uninformed; without intelligence, senseless,
ignorant, stupid; incautious, imprudent, careless,
heedless;—unwittingly, unintentionally:—be- abar, s.f.
Imprudence; carelessness, heedlessness; stupidity:—bear , adj. Without money for expenses, wanting means:
—be- ar , s.f. Want of pay or wages, want of money:—
be- irad, adj. Without understanding, stupid, senseless:
—be- ar-o- vind, adj. Without a master, without an
owner:—be- at, adj. Unerring:—be- atar,
 be- atra,
 adj.
Free from danger, safe, fearless, unapprehensive:—bealish, adj. Without misgiving, without solicitude:—beb, adj. Sleepless:—be- ab, s.f. Sleeplessness:—behish, adj. Without inclination or desire; without
spirit; without pursuit, object, or hobby:—be- ud, beud, adj. Beside oneself (with joy or grief), out of one's
mind; in ecstasy, transported, enraptured, intoxicated;
senseless, delirious (syn. az ud rafta):—be- ud-n,
adv. Like one beside himself; like one in ecstasies, &c.:—
be- ud, s.f. The being beside one's self, alienation of
mind, ecstasy, transport, rapture; senselessness,
insensibility, stupefaction, delirium:—be- ur-o- b ,
adj. Without food and sleep; without inclination to eat or
sleep, restless, unsettled, disturbed:—be- esh, adj.
Without a friend, friendless:—be-d il, adj. Not
admitted, set aside, dismissed (a claim):—be-dd, s.f.
Injustice; iniquity;—adj. Not doing justice, unjust, lawless
(see be-inf; be-inf):—be-dd-gar, s.m. Oppressor:—bedd-gar, s.f. Oppression:—be-dd, s.f. Injustice,
lawlessness:—be-dsht, adj. Careless, inattentive,
negligent:—be-dsht, s.f. Carelessness, inattention,
neglect (particularly of cattle):—be-dg, adj. Spotless:—bednish, s.f. Ignorance:—be-dna, adj. & s.m. Grainless;
seedless (as fruit);—pomegranate; a kind of raisin; the
fruit of the mulberry tree:—be-da l, adj. & s.m.
Dispossessed, ejected;—dispossessed or ejected person;—
be-da l karn, v.t. To exclude, eject, evict:—be-da l, s.f.
Want of entrance, exclusion, want of possession;
dispossession:—be-dard, adj. Unfeeling, void of
compassion, pitiless, merciless:—be-dard-na, adv. Like

an unfeeling or merciless person; in an unfeeling
manner, &c.:—be-dard, s.f. Freedom from pain;
unfeelingness, inhumanity:—be-dirang, adj. & adv.
Without delay:—be-direg, adj. & adv. Undeniable,
incontestable, readily acknowledged; unsparing,
ungrudging, not refusing, liberal; pitiless, merciless;—
ungrudgingly, &c.:—be-dast-o-p, adj. lit. 'Without hands
and feet'; without power or authority; without resources;
helpless (=be-p-o-sar):—be-dast r, adj. Unusual; ill-bred:—
be-daw, adj. Without claim; free from claims;—be-dawpatra, s.m. A deed acknowledging the abandonment of a
claim or suit:—be-dil, adj. Dissatised, displeased;
heartless, dispirited, dejected, sad:—be-dil-na, adv. Like
one heartless or dejected; in a spiritless or heartless
manner;—be-dil hon (-se), To be dispirited or
disheartened (by reason of); to be discontented or
dissatised (with):—be-dil, s.f. Heartlessness, dejection;
dissatisfaction, discontent:—be-dam, adj. Breathless:—bedam, s.f. Breathlessness:—be-damg, adj. Ill-tempered,
irritable, impatient, easily provoked:—be-damg-na,
adv.

Ill-naturedly; impatiently:—be-damg, s.f. Bad-temper,
irritability, impatience:—be-daw, adj. Beyond cure or
remedy, incurable:—be-dos, adj. Faultless, innocent (little
used):—be-daulat, adj. Devoid of
wealth; unfortunate:—be-daulat, s.f. Bad luck,
misfortune:—be-dha ak, be-dha k, adj. & adv. Without
fear or doubt, fearless, bold, intrepid, dauntless;—
fearlessly, &c.; condently; on a sudden:—be-dahshat, adj.
Fearless, &c. (=be-ar):—be-day, adj. Without feeling or
pity, unfeeling, pitiless:—be-diynat, adj. Irreligious;
unjust:—be-dn, adj. & s.m. Without religion, irreligious;—
irreligious person:—be-ar, adj. & adv. Fearless, bold,
dauntless, intrepid;—fearlessly, &c.:—be-aul, adj.
Misshapen, shapeless, ill-fashioned, ugly, clumsy,
awkward; ill-mannered, ill-bred, uneducated; unpleasant,
untoward (cf. be-hab):—be-aul, s.f. Ugliness;
clumsiness, awkwardness; impropriety; disorder:—behab, adj. & adv. Ill-shaped, ugly, ungainly; unmannerly,
rude, &c. (=be-aul); awkward, untoward, dicult,
unmanageable; complicated, serious, grave, threatening,
dangerous; severe, violent; ungovernable, daring,
fearless, reckless, audacious, presumptuous; excessive,

extravagant, enormous; strange, extraordinary;
heartless, unfeeling, cruel;—fearlessly, daringly,
recklessly; doggedly, impudently; excessively; severely,
seriously; awkwardly, untowardly; cleverly; strikingly, in
an extraordinary manner; cruelly, unfeelingly:—behang, adj. Ill-mannered, ill-behaved, ill-bred,
uneducated, improper, ugly (see be-hab),—be-hang, s.f.
Ill-manneredness, rudeness, uncouthness; impropriety:
—be-auq, adj. Without relish, tasteless, insipid:—be-auq,
s.f. Tastelessness, insipidity:—be-rh, adj. Erring, astray;
unprincipled, depraved, dissolute:—be-rh, s.f. Error,
wandering; dissoluteness:—be-rabt, adj. Irregular,
contrary to rule:—be-rutbag, s.f. Absence or lack of rank,
or degree of honour:—be-rutba, adj. Without dignity or
rank; worthless:—be-ram, adj. Pitiless, merciless, cruel,
barbarous:—be-ram, s.f. Hardness (of heart),
mercilessness, cruelty:—be-ra, adj. Without leave:—berang, adj. Without colour, colourless:—be-r , adj. lit.
'Without face'; bare-faced, shameless; inhuman:—be-r ,
s.f. Shamelessness; inhumanity:—be-roz, adj.
Unfortunate:—be-roz, adj. Destitute of daily bread,
without sustenance; unfortunate:—be-rok, be-rok-ok, adj.
Without let or hindrance:—be-rah, s.f.=be-rh, q.v.:—beraib-o-riy, be-riy, adj. Without guile, guileless, candid,
sincere:—be-riy, s.f. Guilelessness, sincerity, candour:—
be-rsh, adj. Beardless (a youth):—be-resha, adj. Without
bre:—be-zr, adj. Displeased, vexed, annoyed, out of
humour; disgusted; (vulg.) sick, sorry:—be-zr hon (-se),
To be displeased (with); to be sick (of):—be-zr, s.f.
Displeasure, ill-humour, vexation, annoyance; disgust,
weariness:—be-zabn, adj. & s.m. Without speech or
language, mute, speechless, dumb;—a dumb animal,
brute:—be-zabn, s.f. Inability to speak, speechlessness,
dumbness:—be-zar, adj. Without money or the means of
getting it, helpless, destitute:—be-zar ard, adj. (Taking
or getting) without purchase, free of cost:—be-zar, s.f.
The being without money, impecuniosity, indigence,
poverty:—be-zan-o-farzand, adj. Without wife and
children:—be-zawl, adj. Imperishable: unchangeable:—
be-zor, adj. Weak, impotent:—be-zahra, adj. Without gall
or bile; patient; good-tempered; forbearing;
indefatigable; shameless:—be-zeb-o-znat, adj. Ugly and

awkward; inelegant in dress and person:—be-zn, adj.
Without saddle, unsaddled:—be-s tag, s.f. Artlessness,
simplicity, undisguised or unstudied conduct:—be-s ta,
adj. & adv. Inarticial, unaected, natural, undisguised,
plain, artless;—spontaneously, of its own accord,
naturally; ex tempore:—be-sz, be-sz-o-smn, adj. Without
apparatus, or tools, &c.; unaccoutred:—be-smn, s.f.
Want of apparatus, or of necessaries:—be-sabab, adj. &
adv. Without cause or reason, causeless; causelessly:—
be-satr, s.f. Unveiling, exposure, dishonour;
barefacedness, impudence:—be-sut n, adj. Without pillar
or prop; of no foundation; insignicant:—be-saj, adj.
Shapeless, ill-made:—be-su an, adj. Taciturn:—be-sudh,
adj. Senseless, beside one's self; enraptured, entranced,
in a swoon (syn. be- ud):—be-sar, adj. Unequalled,
peerless:—be-sur, adj. Out of tune:—be-surt, adj. Stupid:—
be-sar-o-p, adj.=be-p-o-sar, q.v.:—be-sar-o-smn, adj.
Without apparatus; without means; destitute of (the)
necessaries (of life), unprovided, helpless:—be-salqag,
s.f. Inexpertness, awkwardness:—be-salqa, adj. Without
method, inexpert, awkward:—be-samajh, adj. Devoid of
understanding or sense, ignorant, stupid (=an-samajh;
abudh):—be-so , adj. Thoughtless, unre ecting,
undiscriminating, inconsiderate; heedless, regardless,
careless:—be-so e, adv. Thoughtlessly, inconsiderately;
heedlessly, carelessly:—be-sl, adj. Shameless:—be-shhid,
adj. Without evidence:—be-shubha, adj.=be-shak, q.v.:—besharaf, adj. Without honour or dignity:—be-sharaf, s.f.
Dishonour, indignity:—be-sharm, adj. Immodest,
shameless, impudent:—be-sharm, s.f. Shamelessness,
immodesty, impudence:—be-shu r, adj. & s.m. Ignorant,
uninformed;—stupid fellow, blockhead:—be-shu r, s.f.
Ignorance, stupidity:—be-shafaqat, vulg. be-shafqat, adj.
Unkind, unmerciful, harsh:—be-shak, be-shakk-o-raib, beshakk-o-shubh, adv. Doubtless, indubitably, undoubtedly,
certainly:—be-shumr, adj. Countless, numberless,
innumerable, much:—be-abr, adj. Devoid of patience,
impatient, restless:—be-abr hon, v.n. To be impatient, to
lose all patience:—be-abr, be-ab r, s.f. Want of
patience, impatience:—be-arfa, adj. Unprotable:—beal, adj. Without the advice (of, -ke); ill-advised, headstrong:—be-bit ag,
 s.f. Irregularity:—be-bit a, adj.

Irregular, contrary to rule (= ilaf-bita):—be-abt
, adj.

Irregular; unrestrained, wanton:—be-abt -rabt
 , adj.
Without rule or order, devoid of order or connection:—
be-tqat,
adj. Powerless, weak, beyond the power of

endurance:—be-tqat,
s.f. Weakness; non-endurance:—

be-tli,
 adj. Destitute of good fortune, unlucky:—be-tli,

s.f. Ill-luck, misfortune, adversity:—be-tara,
adj. & adv.

Ill-mannered, unmannerly, uncivil, rude, awkward,
uncouth;—badly, &c. (=be-hab, q.v.):—be-tarafdr,
adj. Of

no party, impartial, unsectarian:—be-tarafdr,
s.f. Non
partisanship, impartiality, unsectarianism:—be-talab,
adj.

Uncalled, unsought:—be-tama,
adj. Free from

covetousness or greediness; disinterested:—be-tama,
s.f.

Freedom from covetousness, &c.; disinterestedness:—betaur,
 adj. Unmannerly, rude, &c. (=be-tara
 and be-hab,
qq.v.):—be-taur,
s.f. Unmannerliness, incivility,

rudeness, &c.:—be-ibrat, adj. Unwarned by example,
unawed:—be-adl, adj. Unjust, lawless:—be-izzat , adj.
Without honour or dignity; disgraced:—be-izzat, s.f.
Ingloriousness, disesteem, dishonour, disgrace,
ignominy:—be-aql, adj. Stupid, senseless:—be-aql, s.f.
Stupidity, senselessness:—be-illat, adj. Without cause,
causeless (=be-sabab):—be-aib, adj. Without defect,
blemish, or aw; faultless:—be-gyat,
adj. Boundless, &c.

(=be-pyn; be-intih):—be-gara,
adj. Disinterested,

without selshness, impartial; independent, indierent:
—be-gara-na,
adv. Disinterestedly, unselshly, &c.:—be
gara,
s.f. Disinterestedness, unselshness; impartiality,

indierence, independence:—be-gil-o-g
ish,
ash,

 be-gal-o-g


adj. & adv. Without trouble or anxiety; without vexation,
annoyance, or any disturbing in uence; without fraud or
hatred:—be-gam,
 adj. & adv. Without trouble, without
sorrow or anxiety:—be-gaur, adj. & adv. Without
consideration or re ection, without premeditation;—
thoughtlessly, &c.:—be-gairat,
adj. Lacking honour or

dignity; without pride or emulation, spiritless;
shameless, wanton, impudent, rude, infamous:—begairat,
s.f. Want of honour, &c.; want of pride, &c.;

spiritlessness; disgrace; shamelessness, impudence,
rudeness, wantonness:—be-fida, adj. & adv.
Unprotable, useless, vain; uselessly, to no purpose:—bekr, adj. Free from care or anxiety, without solicitude,

contented, tranquil; unconcerned, thoughtless,
unre ecting, inconsiderate:—be-kr, s.f. Freedom from
care, anxiety or solicitude, contentedness;
thoughtlessness, unconcern:—be-fahmd, adj. Slow in
comprehending, stupid:—be-fai, adj. Unprotable,
possessing but not bestowing (as a learned man who
does not communicate his knowledge, or a rich man
from whose wealth no one derives benet):—be-qb ,
adj. Unable, powerless, helpless; without restraint; out of
one's power or reach, secure against surprise or attack:
—be-qida, adj. Unarranged, irregular, without order or
rule, ungrammatical:—be-qadr, adj. Of no importance or
worth, of no estimation, unimportant, worthless:—beqadr, s.f. Worthlessness, low estimation, disesteem,
disrepute:—be-qarr, adj. Restless, uneasy, discomposed,
disturbed in mind, disquieted, anxious, distracted;
unsettled, variable, vacillating, inconstant;—be-qarr
karn, v.t. To render uneasy, disturb in mind, disquiet,
&c.:—be-qarr, s.f. Restlessness, uneasiness, anxiety,
discomposure, disquietude; instability, inconstancy,
variableness, uctuation:—be-qu r, adj. Faultless,
innocent; without fail, completely, entirely:—be-qala,
adj. Untinned (as a pot, &c.):—be-qaul, adj. Faithless,
perdious:—be-qiys, adj. Inconceivable, contrary to the
common order of things, incomprehensible, immense,
exorbitaut:—be-qaid, adj. Unrestrained, unrestricted;—
irregular; dissolute, licentious:—be-kj, be-kr, be-km, adj.
Without work or employment, unemployed, not in oce,
idle; inoperative, ineective; without force, invalid;
useless, worthless:—be-kr karn, v.t. To render useless or
unserviceable; to render of no avail, to render defective;
to nullify, invalidate; to thwart, frustrate, defeat, undo:—
be-kr, s.f. The state of being unemployed; want of
employment, idleness:—be-kra, adv. Causelessly,
aimlessly, uselessly:—be-km, adj. Disappointed,
frustrated: be-kunye, adv. Without practising the work,
business, or art of a procuress:—be-karn, adj. Shoreless,
boundless; immense, enormous:—be-kas, adj. Friendless,
forlorn, destitute;—be-kas-na, adj. & adv. Friendless,
destitute; in a friendless manner:—be-kas, s.f. Forlorn
state, friendlessness, destitution:—be-kafan, adj.
Unshrouded:—be-kafan, s.f. The being buried without a

shroud:—be-kal, adj. Restless, uneasy, disturbed (=be- ain;
be-qarr); out of order:—be-kal, s.f.=be-qarr, q.v.:—bekam-o-kst, adj. Without decrease or diminution, without
omission, accurate, exact, all right:—be-khak, adj. Free
from anxiety or apprehension:—be-khake, adv. Without
apprehension or doubt:—be-gh, adj. & adv. Untimely,
unseasonable; unseasonably:—be-gumn, adj. Without
doubt or suspicion; doubtless:—be-gunh, adj. & adv.
Guiltless, innocent;—without oence, unjustly,
wrongfully:—be-gunh, s.f. Guiltlessness, innocence:—beginat, be-gint, adj. Countless, numberless, &c. (=beshumr; an-gina):—be-gh, adj. Inaccessible (a river, &c.),
without steps or a quay (to it):—be-lj, adj. Without
shame, shameless,
impudent:—be-lg, adj. Without stain or blemish,
faultless, irreproachable:—be-libs, s.f. Nakedness,
nudity:—be-liz , adj. Inattentive, unmindful, indiscreet;
unmannerly, impertinent:—be-lutf, adj. Unkind,
ungracious; inelegant; without pleasure, insipid,
avourless, vapid: be-lutf, s.f. Unkindness; inelegance;
unpleasantness:—be-lagm, adj. Unbridled; licentious,
intemperate:—be-lago, adj. Unconnected, independent;
without ties or encumbrances, unfettered; inaccessible;
candid; categorical, without reserve:—be-lau, adj. Without
spirit, dispirited, heartless:—be-mn, adj. Disgraced,
dishonoured; dishonourable:—be-mnand, adj.
Incomparable, unparalleled:—be-mya, adj. Without
resources, without means, funds, or substance; poor,
destitute, indigent:—be-myag, s.f. Poverty, indigence:—
be-misl, adj. Incomparable, &c. (=be-mnand):—bemub, adj. & adv. Without respect, unceremonious;
unceremoniously:—be-musaba, adj. & adv.
Unaccountable, irresponsible; without calculation, at a
venture:—be-maal, adj. & adv. Out of place, improper;
improperly:—be-muruwwat, adj. Unkind, inhuman, cruel;
unpolished, unpolite, uncivil:—be-muruwwat, s.f.
Unkindness, inhumanity, cruelty; unpoliteness, incivility:
—be-mazag, s.f. Insipidity, tastelessness; coolness
(between friends); unpleasantness; disgust:—be-maza,
adj. Tasteless, insipid; unpleasant; displeasing:—be-man,
adj. Unmeaning, senseless, absurd, foolish, idle, vain:—
be-muaiyan, adj. Undened, unlimited:—be-maqd r, adj.

Without authority; without resource, poor, miserable:—
be-man, adj. Spiritless:—be-minnat, adj. Independent,
unwilling to incur obligation: be-minnat, s.m. Name of a
bicornous instrument made of wood with a cloth spread
over it for straining bha g (so called because a man can
strain the liquor without help from others):—be-m jib,
adj. & adv. Without cause or reason, causeless;
causelessly:—be-mausim, adj. & adv. Out of season,
unseasonable; unseasonably:—be-mauq, be-mauqi, adj.
& adv. Out of place; unseasonable, untimely, unapt,
inopportune, inconvenient:—be-mihr, adj. Wanting in
aection, unkind, unfriendly:—be-mihr, s.f. Want of
aection, unkindness, unfriendliness:—be-mel, adj.
Without unison, unharmonious, unsuitable,
unreconciled, &c. (=an-mel, q.v.):—be-np, adj. Without
measure; unmeasured, unsurveyed:—be-np-k pa,
s.m. A lease guaranteeing that the average rates of land
remain as before:—be-nm, adj. Without name,
character, or reputation; inglorious:—be-nm-o-nishn,
adj. Without name or character:—be-nm s, s.f.
Disgrace, dishonour:—be-nm, adj. Anonymous:—benab, adj. Without lot or portion (in, -se), unfortunate (in
respect of, -se); frustrated (in):—be-nab, s.f. Untoward
luck or fortune, ill-luck, misfortune:—be-nazr, adj.
Incomparable, &c. (=be-badal; l-sn):—be-namak,
adj.

Without salt, saltless; insipid; lacking piquancy; ugly;
ordinary:—be-nang, adj. Shameless;—be-nang-o-nmus,
adj. Without name or character:—be-naw, adj. & s.m.
Without provisions or furniture; without prosperity or
splendour in condition; indigent, destitute;—a kind of
darwesh who shaves his eyebrows and beard (syn. zd):
—be-naw, s.f. Indigence, destitution, beggary;
mendicancy:—be-n r, s.f. Absence of light:—be-nihyat,
adj. Without bounds or limits, boundless, endless:—beniyz, adj. Without want, wanting nothing, not in need,
able to dispense (with, -se), independent (of); an epithet
of the Deity:—be-niyz karn, v.t. To make (one)
independent (of, -se); to make (a thing) unnecessary (for
one):—be-niyz, s.f. Freedom from want, ability to
dispense (with), independence:—be-niyam, adj. Without
restraint, without restriction, unrestricted; without rule:
—be-wris, adj.
Without heirs (=l-wris):—be-wris
ml,




s.m. Property that escheats to the government in
default of heirs:—be-wl, adj. Without a ruler, without a
protector:—be-wajh, adj. & adv. Without cause or reason;
causelessly:—be-wadat, adj. Insolent, rude, unmannerly;
unmindful; immodest, shameless:—be-watan,
 adj. & s.m.
Without home or native country;—an exile:—be-watan,

s.f. Exile, banishment:—be-waf, adj. & s.m. Faithless,
perdious, treacherous; ungrateful;—traitor, faithless
one, ingrate:—be-waf, s.f. Faithlessness, indelity,
ingratitude, treachery:—be-waqr, adj. Without fame or
character, wanting dignity, undignied; dishonourable:—
be-waqr, s.f. Want of dignity, &c.:—be-waqt, adj. Out of
season, untimely, ill-timed, at an unusual time,
unseasonable:—be-waqr, adj.=be-waqr, q.v.:—be-waqr,
s.f.=be waqr, q.v.:—be-wuq f, adj. & s.m. Ignorant,
foolish, inexpert, stupid;—blockhead, dolt:—be-wuq f, s.f.
Want of understanding, ignorance, stupidity, folly,
foolishness, fatuity: be-haml, adj. Without compeer,
unequalled, unrivalled (=be-nazr; be-badal):—be-himmat,
adj. Unambitious, unaspiring, humble, spiritless,
pusillanimous; miserly, ignoble, vile; slothful, lazy,
indolent:—be-hamt, adj. Incomparable, &c. (=be-haml;
be-badal; be-nazr):—be-himmat,
s.f. Lack of ambition,

spiritlessness; pusillanimity, &c. (see be-himmat):—behunar, adj. Unskilful, unskilled, unaccomplished:—behunar, s.f. Unskilfulness; lack of accomplishments:—behangm, adj. Untimely, &c. (=be-waqt):—be-hosh, adj.
Unconscious, insensible, stupeed, intoxicated, delirious;
senseless, stupid:—be-hosh, s.f. unconsciousness,
insensibility, stupefaction, intoxication, delirium;
senselessness, stupidity:—be-he , adv. For nothing,
without reason, purpose, or motive.
 bay, 
h  baiy [S. t], s.m. The weaver. bird,
H
Ploceus baya, or Fringilla (Euplectes) Philippina.
H
 bay, baiy (prob. corr. from A. b ), s.m. An
assizer (=nir ); a person appointed in bazars to
measure grain.
H
 bay [S. ], s.m. Sweetmeats, brass vessels,
&c. presented to the bridegroom, &c. by the bride on the
sankr t of the month Mgh.
H
" b,   biy [S. ";' or "*], s.m. Seed.

P biy (imperat. of madan), Come:—biy-biy, Come!
come! (a mode of calling pigeons, falcons, &c.).
P  baybn, vulg. biybn (be+b+n), s.m. Desert,
wilderness:—baybn-gard, baybn-navard, adj. & s.m.
Traversing deserts;—one who traverses the desert,
wanderer:—baybn-i-quds, s.m. The wilderness of
Jerusalem.
P  baybn, adj. Of or pertaining to the wilderness or
desert; wild.
H  ; ) bypr [S. ], s.m. Business, aair,

aicted, sick, ill.
H  )" byadh [S. , "], adj. & s.m.
Diseased, sick, ill, aicted, pained;—an invalid;—hunter,
&c. (=bydh);—s.f. Huntress, &c. (see bydh).
H   bayr [S. ,, or 6], s.f. Wind, air.
H 

" bar [S. 

], s.m. Hole (of a snake, rat, &c.).

H 

" bar, " br, s.f.=ba , q.v.

H  ) byr,   biyr, s.f.=biyr, q.v.
P  biyr, ber, imperat. (2nd. pers. sing. of vardan),

trac, &c.=baipr, q.v.
H  ; )" bypr, s.m. Man of business in general;

Bring thou.
H &Y )R' byrth [S. R],
' adj. Ineectual, meaningless,

dealer, trader (=baipr, q.v.).
H ; ) bypn [S. "(], v.t. To reach through,

unmeaning, vain, useless, unprotable.
H  " bayr, s.f. Wind, &c.=bayr, q.v.

spread through, pervade, penetrate, ll, ll up, occupy;
to act, operate, work, produce eect; to aect, to prevail.
H 5 )* byj [S. *], s.m. Deceit, fraud, cunning,

H  )" byr,  ", biyr " bayr [S. 
h !+],

craft; disguise (either of purpose or of person);
semblance, pretext, pretence; contrivance, means;
surplus, deduction, discount, interest (on money), usury:
—byj-ba, s.m. A comprehensive term for the various
items of the business of a shro" or banker:—byj-par byj,
s.m. Interest upon interest, compound interest:—byjor, byj- ora, s.m. One who takes interest, an usurer:—
byj- or, s.f. Usury (=byj):—byj-me den (-ko), To lend
at interest.
H W )*0 byj , s.m. The principal or capital put out at
interest:—adv. At interest:—byj den, v.t. To lend at
interest:—byj len, v.t. To borrow on interest.
H W )*" byj, s.m. One who takes interest, usurer;—
s.f. Money that bears interest, money lent or borrowed
at interest.
H  ) bydh [S. ], s.m. Hunter, sportsman,
fowler; a low or wicked man.
H  ) bydhi,  bydh,   biydh [S. ],
s.m. Illness, sickness, ailment, disease; pain, anguish;
contention, wrangle, quarrel.
H  ) bydh, s.m.=bydh, q.v.
H  ) bydhit [S. ], part. Diseased,

s.f. Supper (=byl ).
H  "7 ba (see b), s.f. Seed-bed, seed-plot.
H 

"7 ba [S.  !], s.f. Evening.

H d byz, s.m. Interest (on money), &c.=byj, q.v.
H K   biys, " bs (see b), s.m. (?), Land
cultivated to be sown in the following year.
H K ) bys [S. ], s.m. Name of a celebrated saint
and author, the supposed original compiler of the Vedas
and Puras; also the founder of the Vedanta philosophy.
H B )" bys, " bays, %" bes [S. 8"],
adj. Eighty-two.
A } bay (rt. \ 'to surpass in whiteness'), s.f.
Whiteness (contr. of sawd); blank book, commonplace
book, note-book; account-book (syn. bah); name of a
gure in the science of ramal or geomancy.
H  )4 bykara [S. 4], s.m. Grammar (syn.
arf-o-nav).
H  
h 4 baiykara, = H  )4"
bykara, 
h 4" baiykara s.m. Grammarian.
H  )4" bykara, 
h 4" baiykara = H 

h 4 baiykara, s.m. Grammarian.
H  )j! bykul [S. j!], adj. Perplexed,
confounded; vexed; alarmed, discomposed, disquieted,

perturbed, agitated, restless, uneasy:—bykul hon, v.n.
To be perplexed, &c.
H & )Z bykhy [S. Z], = H  & )Z

forth, give birth (to,—applied to animals), to calve, foal,
farrow, litter, pup, yean.
H  )[ by t, s.m.=byn, q.v.

bykhyn [S. Z], s.f. Explanation, exposition, gloss,

H  )0 byn [S. /], s.m. The space between the

commentary.
H  & )Z bykhyn [S. Z], = H & )Z

tips of the ngers of either hand when the arms are
extended, a fathom.
H " ) ! byvl, s.m.=byhl, q.v.

bykhy [S. Z], s.f. Explanation, exposition, gloss,
commentary.
H  ! biyl, ! bayl, s.f. Wind (=bayr).
H

)! byl,  ! biyl [S. !], adj. & s.m. Wicked,

villainous, bad, vicious; cruel, erce;—villain, cheat,
rogue; an evil spirit; a snake.
H " ! bayl, baiyl, biyl (see bayl, bayr), adj.
Windy, atulent; indigestible:—bayl-j, s.m. The longing
of a pregnant woman.
H ! )!0 byl ,  !0 biyl [S. 
h !+], s.m. The
evening meal, supper (=biyr).
H I ! )!" byls,  !" biyls, !" bayls,
beals [S. ; 8], adj. Forty-two.
H

[ bay , s.m.=bay; and adj.=by .

A  bayn (rt. < 'to become separated,' &c.), s.m.
Declaration, assertion, armation; explanation,
exposition, description, relation, disclosure, unfolding,
circumstantial indication or evidence; perspicuity,
clearness:—bayn badaln, v.n. To contradict oneself; to
prevaricate:—bayn pa n, v.n. To be armed, explained,
&c.; to be clear, &c. (=bayn hon):—bayn karn, v.t. To
tell, relate, express, state, report; to declare, assert,
arm, depose; to describe, give an account of; to
explain, to make clear or manifest:—bayn-wr, adv.
Perspicuously, clearly, explicitly:—bayn hon, v.n. To be
stated, armed, &c.; to be explained, unfolded, &c., to
be made clear or manifest.
H  ) byn,   biyn, 
h  baiyn [S. , rt. " 'to
engender, to bring forth'], s.m. Bringing forth, act of
parturition, birth;—adv. At a birth (usually with ek).
H   bayn, s.m. Earnest-money (corr. from  P
baina, q.v.).
H  ) byn,   biyn (see byn), v.n. To bring

H ! ) !" byvl, s.f.=byhl, q.v.
H ? )6 byh,  6 biyh [S. 

6], s.m. Marriage:—

byh den, v.t. To give in marriage:—byh ra n (-k), To
celebrate a marriage:—byh kar, s.f. The marriage fees
of a Brhma:—byh karn, byh kar-den (-se), To marry
(one, to), to marry or take a wife (e.g. r byh kiy, he
took four wives); to celebrate a marriage:—byh ln,
byh len, byh le-n, byh le-jn (-ko), To marry, take in
marriage, bring home a wife:—byh-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Married;—married man.
H  )6 byh,  6 biyh [S.  6 t], adj. & s.m.
Married;—married man:—biyh jn, v.n. To get
married.
H * )6 byht,  6 biyht, adj. & s.f. Married;—
married woman, wife.
H 3 )6! byhl, s.m. Marriage song of a god.
H # )6!" byhl, s.f. Newly-married woman, bride.
H < )6 byhan,  6 biyhan [S. 

6], s.m.

Marrying; marriage:—byhan-jog, adj. Marriageable:—
byhan karn, v.t. To marry, wed.
H  )6 byhn,  6 biyhn, v.t. To give or to
take in marriage; to marry, wed:—byhne-jog, adj. Fit for
marriage, marriageable.
H  )6 byhn, or  6 biyhn, v.n.=byn, q.v.
H  )6" byh, adj. & s.f.=byh:—byh-thi, byhiythy, Idem.
H $  bay,  baiy (see bay), s.f. Fee of a
grain-measurer; weighman's perquisite.
H 1 ) )/ byym [S. /], s.m. Exercising,
practising; exertion, labour.
H U % beb, s.f. Name of a grass (from which a twine is

made; it is also used in thatching).
H U h baib, adv. At a distance, afar o.
H %

h ! baibal (corr. from the English), s.f. The Bible.

H &%

#
h baibhav [S. #
h ], s.m. Power, wealth,

grandeur, greatness, pre-eminence.
P H   " " bb, s.f. Lady, dame, madam; wife;
mistress; a term of endearment:—bib j, s.f. Husband's
sister, sister-in-law:—bb-j, bb ib, intj. (A respectful
form of address), Lady! Madam!
H L 
h  baipr, vulg. bepr [S. ], s.m. Trac,
trade, merchandise; business, labour:—baipr karn, v.n.
To trade, &c.
H  L %" baipr [S. , "], s.m. Trader,
merchant.
H  " bt, s.f. Grazing fee charged by herdsmen,
demand on each head of cattle paid to the cowherd, a
kind of agistment:—bt-khet, s.m. Field or land grazed on
by agistment;—land cultivated by forced labour.
H  % bet [S. UP], s.f. Cane, ratan, Calamus rotang; blow
or stroke with a cane:—bet-lat, s.f. Arbour, bower.
A  bait, s.f. Abode, house, temple, edice; couplet,
distich, verse (in poetry):—baitul-lh, s.m. lit. 'The house
of God'; the temple of Mecca:—baitul-harm, s.m. lit. 'The
sacred house'; the temple of Mecca (=baitul-lh):—baitulal, s.m. Necessary, privy:—baitus-saqar, s.m. The
infernal abode, hell:—baitush-sharaf, s.m. The mansion
of eminence; the highest mansion (of a planet, &c.):—
baitu--anam, s.m. Idol temple: baitul-ml, s.m. Public
treasury or exchequer; escheat, property that falls to
the crown through failure of heirs; the eects of one
who dies intestate; conscated property; (met.), an
unfortunate fellow:—al baitul-mam r, bait-i-mam r, s.m.
A house in heaven, or in the sky, over against the qaba
of Mecca (as believed by the Moammadans):— baitulmuqaddas, s.m. The temple or city of Jerusalem:—baitba, s.f. Criticism of poetry:—bait-band, s.f. Verse,
poetry.
H * " bt, s.m. Span=bitt, q.v.
h ! baitl [S. U!], s.m. Sprite, goblin
H * %! betl, 

(especially one that is supposed to haunt cemeteries and
animate corpses); a dead body occupied and animated by
a goblin:—baitl-pa s, s.f. Name of a work in Hind (so
called because it contains twenty-ve tales related by a
baitl).
H * %P betra, U betar [S. UP], s.m. Cane; willow:—betraband, s.f. Allowance for mats or wicker works for
packing goods.
H * 
h  baitara, baitr [S. ,+, rt. ], s.f. Dry ginger
(syn. so h).
H * 
h 4" baitar [S. 
h 4"], s.f. Name of a river
which (according to the Hind s) is to be crossed by the
dead on their way into the world of spirits (like the Styx
of the ancients); name of a river in Orissa.
H * baital, = H 3* baitl, (abbrev. of baitul-ml), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Unlucky, unfortunate; vicious;—unlucky wight,
&c.
H 3* baitl, = H * baital, (abbrev. of baitul-ml), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Unlucky, unfortunate; vicious;—unlucky wight,
&c.
H 3* 
h ! baital, baitl, adj. Stolen:—baitl ml, s.m.
Stolen property.
H <* % betan [S. U], s.m. Hire, wages, pittance,
reward; profession, livelihood, subsistence; silver.
H * " btn [bt˚ = Prk.  \<(), or  \(), fr.  \=S.
", p.p.p. rt. "], v.n. To pass, elapse, expire (as time);
to come to pass, take place, occur, happen, befall, arrive;
to undergo, suer, endure:—bt-jn, v.n. To pass away,
pass over, &c.:—bt-nc-hr, adj. (f. -), Passing, transient,
temporary.
H &* )R byathit [S. R], part. Pained, distressed;
alarmed.
H &* "R bthi, "R" bth [S. "R], s.f. Row, line; road;
terrace in front of a house; stall, shop;—a sort of drama;
a division of the planetary spheres (comprising three
asterisms).
H  * )" byatt [S. "], part. Passed, elapsed, &c.
(=bt; see btn).
H R "& b, s.f.=bh, q.v.

H R

"& b [S.  &, rt.  &; or  f], s.f. A factitious salt

containing sulphur (=bi-lava).
H R "& b, s.f.=bt, q.v.
H R %& be [S. U&t; or &,], s.m. Son, boy, child; a
form of address used by faqrs towards their els or
disciples:—be bann, bet kar-len, v.t. To adopt a son
(syn. god len):—be-be, s.m. Children, family, ospring:
—be-kh , s.m. A father who survives his son:—beepote-wl, s.m. (f. -), Grandfather; a man who has
children:—bee-wl, s.m. (f. -), Father of the
bridegroom.
H R %& bean, s.m.=benan, q.v.
H   R

"& bn [b˚ = Prk.  <(), or  (), fr.   (for

 )=S. T, p.p.p. of rt.  +], v.t. To pour out, spill; to
scatter.
H R %&, beu, %&  bew (dim. of be), s.m.=biw,
q.v.
H R

"_ bh [S.  9, rt.  3], s.f. Excrement, dung

(especially of birds).
H R %_ beh, s.f. (?), Sandy unproductive soil.
H &*

_
h baih (from baihn), s.f. Value of the

down, to settle, establish; to found; to station, x, place;
to apply; to set, plant; to calm, becalm, allay, assuage; to
press down, make at or even (also written bihn;
bihlan, q.v.):—baih den, baihl den, v.t.=baihn,
baihln.
H R _
h  baihrn, = H R _
h  baihn, = H
 R

_
h ! baihln, (caus. of baihn), v.t. To cause to

sit down, to cause to be seated, to seat; to cause to settle
down, to settle, establish; to found; to station, x, place;
to apply; to set, plant; to calm, becalm, allay, assuage; to
press down, make at or even (also written bihn;
bihlan, q.v.):—baih den, baihl den, v.t.=baihn,
baihln.
h  baihn, = H
H  R _
h ! baihln, = H R _
R

_
h  baihrn, (caus. of baihn), v.t. To cause to

sit down, to cause to be seated, to seat; to cause to settle
down, to settle, establish; to found; to station, x, place;
to apply; to set, plant; to calm, becalm, allay, assuage; to
press down, make at or even (also written bihn;
bihlan, q.v.):—baih den, baihl den, v.t.=baihn,
baihln.
H  R _
h  baiho, s.m. Allocation, situation, position.

government share of produce; amount settled on the
land.
H R "_ bh [S.  9t], s.m. Annular cushion put on

H 8R _
h  baih, s.f. Seating; settling; allaying, &c.

the head to carry a pot of water, &c. (syn. b ; inw).
H R _
h  baih (perf. part. of baihn), part. adj. Seated,

bench; place where people meet to sit and converse,
assembly-room, forum; reception-room; bottom (of a
thing; syn. pe d); a kind of gymnastic exercise
(=baihk); a ceremony performed in honour of some
spirit:—baihak- na, s.m. Chamber, hall, or house
where meetings are held, assembly-room, house of
relaxation, club-house;—baihak den, v.t. To make an
oering at a temple or mosque in fullment of a vow.
H R _ baihk, s.m. = H R _
h  baihak, s.f. [S.

sitting; settled, settled down; fallen in (as a roof, &c.);—
s.m. Paddle (for rowing a boat):—baih rahn, v.n. To
remain sitting, to sit; to give up (attempting a thing), to
desist:—baihe-bihe , adv. Sitting quietly; while
comfortably seated: in a state of ease and comfort;
without any trouble, labour, or exertion; easily:—baihebaihe, adv.=baihe-bihe , q.v.; (also) through continued
sitting idle or unoccupied, through inactivity:—baih ro,
s.f. Pension (not current):—baihe rahn, v.n. To sit down,
&c.
H R _
h  baihn, = H R _
h  baihrn, = H
 R

_
h ! baihln, (caus. of baihn), v.t. To cause to

sit down, to cause to be seated, to seat; to cause to settle

H R

_
h  baihak, s.f. = H R

_ baihk, s.m. [S.

 9+; rt.  8], Act or state of sitting, posture; seat,

 9+; rt.  8], Act or state of sitting, posture; seat,
bench; place where people meet to sit and converse,
assembly-room, forum; reception-room; bottom (of a
thing; syn. pe d); a kind of gymnastic exercise
(=baihk); a ceremony performed in honour of some
spirit:—baihak- na, s.m. Chamber, hall, or house

where meetings are held, assembly-room, house of
relaxation, club-house;—baihak den, v.t. To make an
oering at a temple or mosque in fullment of a vow.
H R _
h " baihk, s.f. A kind of gymnastic exercise

eld.
H <&  8

(=baihk, q.v.).
H ;:R _
h ! baihln, v.t.=baihana, baihlna, q.v.

seed (a soil), full of seed (fruit, &c.=bijr, bijl, bijail,
qq.v.).
H $ 8 "* bj, s.f. Perquisite of a certain allowance of

H R %_ behan [S. U9(], s.m. The envelope in which
cloth, lace, &c. purchased is folded up, and to which the
purchaser is entitled; pack-cloth, wrapper.
H  R _
h  baihn [fr. S.  9, rt.  8], v.n. To seat
oneself, sit down, be seated, be unemployed or idle; to
sit, brood, incubate; to alight, settle, perch; to ride (on, par); to subside, settle, abate; to pair, couple (a bird); to
obtain employment or service; to be laid out or
expended (on, -par); to visit a person in grief for the
purpose of condolence; to sit in dharn (q.v.):—baih-jn,
v.n. To sit down; to settle down; to fall in or down (a
house, wall, &c.).
H .R _
h 
, ( baihu , _
h [ baihw , adj. Having a at
bottom, at.
H R %&" be (fem. of be, q.v.), s.f. Daughter, girl:—
be-behor , s.m. Matrimonial alliance, intermarriage:—
be den (-ko), To give one's daughter (to, in marriage):—
be-wl, s.m. Father of the bride:—be-wl, s.f. Mother
of the bride.
H ) R %& beiy (dim. of be), s.f.=biiy; be, qq.v.
H6

"* bj [S. "*], s.m. Seed; germ; source, primar.

cause, origin; sperma genitale (viri aut mulieris); son;—
advance of seed to agriculturists:—bj bon, bj jamn, bj
ln (-k), To sow seed; to sow the seed (of), to cause,
engender:—bj jamn, v.n. To germinate, sprout:—bjkhd, s.m. Advance of seed and food to agriculturists:—
bj-rut, s.f. Sowing season, seed-time:—bj-kos, s.m. Seedvessel, pericarpium:—bj-gait, s.m. Algebra:—oj-gait
np, s.m. Algebraic or analytical geometry:—bj-mr, s.f.
Failure of germination:—bj-mr dhart, s.f. Land on which
seed does not germinate:—bj ns karn (-k), To destroy,
annihilate:—bj ns hon, v.n. To be utterly destroyed, to
become extinct:—bj-wr, s.m. Perquisites of the lower
classes, consisting of a portion of seed-corn from the

"* Lef bjbar-khan[S.  * Lef], s.m.

A forest.
H  8 "* bjr [S. "*+!], adj. Seedy; abounding in

seed-grain.
H 8 "* bjar, adj.=bjr, q.v.;—s.m. A description of soil
in which the cereal grains are generally grown.
H (8 "* bjak [S. "*], s.m. Ticket tied to goods, or
on bags, to mark their contents, price, &c.; list, invoice,
inventory, catalogue; assets, eects.
H 38 .h *! baijil, s.m. A species of black pulse.
H 8

"* bjn [S. *(], s.m. Fan (=bijn):—bjn

uln, bjn oln, v.t. To fan.
H *8 *
h B" baijant [S. *
h B"], s.f. Flag, standard,
banner; the standard of Vishnu:—baijant, baijant-ml,
s.f. A kind of garland; the necklace of Vishnu (composed
of ve gems produced from the ve elements of nature,
viz. the sapphire, from the earth; the pearl, from water;
the ruby, from re; the topaz, from air; and the
diamond, from space or æther).
H 8 %*0 bej , "*0 bj , s.m.=bijj , q.v.
H  8 %*  bejwr, s.m.=bj-wr, q.v.s.v. bj.
H &8 %D bejh [S. +t], s.m. Butt or mark for
archers.
H &8 %D bejhar, = H 8 %D7 bejha , = H  8 %D7
bejha , bejh , [S. ./ Yt], s.f.m. Mixed crop, mixed
grain (generally wheat and barley, or grain and barley).
H 8 %D7 bejha , = H &8 %D bejhar, = H  8 %D7
bejha , bejh , [S. ./ Yt], s.f.m. Mixed crop, mixed
grain (generally wheat and barley, or grain and barley).
H  8 %D7 bejha , bejh , = H &8 %D bejhar, = H 8
%D7 bejha , [S. ./ Yt], s.f.m. Mixed crop, mixed grain
(generally wheat and barley, or grain and barley).
H  8 %D7 bejha , bejh , adj. Mixed; of a mixed race,
mongrel.

H &8

"D bjhn [S. "(; rt. ], v.t. To tear up

the earth with the horns or hoofs (a bull);
to push, shove, shoulder;—v n. To be worm-eaten, be
cankered.
H  &8 "D5 bjhoniy, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts
in Jaunpur.
H ) &8 "D<y bjhery, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts in
the district of Gorakhpur.
H 8 "*" bj, %*" bej, s.f. Weasel; mongoose, Viverra
Ichneumon (syn. neol).
H 8 "*" bj [S. "*"], adj. & s.m. Having seed; sowing
seed;—sower; parent, father, progenitor.
H 0 8 "*" bjsar, s.m. A species of tree (syn. l).
H9

" b [S.  'expanse,' 'amplitude'], s.m.

Middle, midst, centre; dierence, interval; room, space;
average, mean;—quarrel, hostility;—prep. & postp.
(governing the gen. with -ke), in the midst (of), in, into;
between, among; during; meanwhile:—b --b , b amb , b o -b , s.m. & adv. The very middle, the very
midst;—in the very midst (of); in the exact middle or
centre:—b -bi o , s.m. Interposition, intervention,
mediation, intercession; arbitration, settlement,
reconciliation (=bi -bi o ):—b -bi o karn (-me ), To
interpose, mediate; to intercede; to arbitrate, settle,
adjust, reconcile, pacify:—b -badal kon, s.m. Alternate
angles (syn. zwiya-i-mutabdala):—b -badal nisbat, adv.
Permutando:—b -barbar zor, s.m. Parallel forces:—b barbar sikhar k, s.f. Parabola:—b barbar khet, s.m.
Parallelogram (syn. mutawziyul-al):—b -barbar lakr,
s.f. Parallel lines (syn. samnntar rekh; ut  t-i-
mutawz):—b bol, s.f. Middle language or dialect;
mixture of Urd and Hind:—b pa n, v.n. To dier; to
raise a quarrel between:—b jagah, s.f. Middle point:—
b - akkar uk , s.m. Sector of a circle:—b -k kon, s.m.
Vertical angle (syn. zwiya--darmiyn:—b -k ungl, s.f.
Middle nger:—b -k rs, adj. Middling; mediocre;
passable:—b -ke gha e-k, adj. The very best; strong
(wine, &c.):—b -k lakr adh-ka, s.m. Diagonal:—b -me
n, b -me pa n, v.n. To interpose, intervene,
interfere; to negotiate (in a bargain, marriage, &c.); to

be surety or security (for):—b -me den (-ko), To give a
pledge:—b -wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Situated in the middle
or between;—the middle one, &c. (=bi auliy, q.v.):—
b o -b , s.m. & adv.=b --b , q.v.
H : " b  (from b ), s.m. Mask, visor.
H : % be  (v.n. of be n), s.m. (f. -), Seller, one who
oers for sale (=be );—selling (used in comp.):—be b , s.f. Buying and selling, trade, commerce:—be 
likhn (-par), be  karn, To endorse (a bill, &c.).
H : " b r (from b ), s.m. Bed for growing plants
to be transplanted.
H : % be n [S.  J4"(, rt. J", with  ; or caus. of
bikn), v.t. To sell, dispose of; to endorse (a cheque or
bill):—be ne-k adhikr, s.m. Exclusive right of selling,
monopoly:—be ne-ke liq, adj. Saleable, negotiable:—be ln, v.t. (intensive), To sell o.
H : 0 be , s.m. Seller (=be ).
H  : " " b wn, = H $ : "  b w,
s.m.=bi wn, &c. and bi auliy, q.v.
H $ : "  b w, = H  : " " b wn,
s.m.=bi wn, &c. and bi auliy, q.v.
H &: "+ b h, = H &: "+0 b h , s.m.=bi h , q.v.
H &:

"+0 b h , = H &:

"+ b h, s.m.=bi h , q.v.

P u be , s.f. Root (syn. ja ); source, origin, extraction;
foundation:—be -bunyd, s.f. Extraction, lineage,
descent; foundation, basis:—be -kan, s.m. Extirpator,
exterminator; a judge (as extirpating thieves); a thief (as
destroying the subjects):—be -kan, s.f. Tearing up by
the root, eradication, extirpation, extermination:—be kan karn (-k), To root up, destroy, eradicate, extirpate,
exterminate:—be -kan hon (-k), To be rooted up,
exterminated, &c.
P A + ba-yad, adv. In the hand, in hand.
H+

" bd, s.f.=bdh, q.v.

P + bed (S. UP), s.f. Willow; cane, ratan, Calamus rotang:—
bed-bf, s.m. One who works on ratans, basket-maker;—
bed-bf, s.f. Weaving with ratans (as the bottoms of
chairs, and the panels of doors or windows):—bed-imajn , s.m. A species of willow:—bed-mushk, s.m. Musk-

willow (celebrated for its fragrance).
H + % bed [S. U], s.m. The sacred scriptures of the
Hind s;—(The original Veda is believed to have been
revealed by Brahm and to have been preserved by
tradition until it was arranged in its present order by a
certain sage who thence obtained the surname of Vys
or Vedavys, i.e. compiler of the Vedas:—He distributed
the sacred writings into four parts, viz. 1˚, the Rig-veda; 2˚
the Yajush or Yajur-Veda; 3˚, the Sma-Veda; 4˚, the
Atharva-Veda);—divine knowledge; faith, certainty:—bedng (veda+anga), s.m. The general term for the six
auxiliary or subordinate branches of the Vedas, viz. (1),
iksh, or the rules of pronunciation and recital; (2),
Kalpa, or the details of religious ceremonies; (3),
Vykara, or grammar; (4), !hand, or prosody; (5), Nirukti,
or the explanation of dicult, obscure, or obsolete words
that occur in the Vedas; (6), Jyotis or astronomy.
H+ 
h baid [S. 1
h ], s.m. Man of the medical caste,
physician.
P + bedr, adj. Awake, wakeful, sleepless; watching,
watchful, vigilant, alert:—bedr-ba t, adj. Fortunate:—
bedr-dil, adj. Watchful, alert; quick of apprehension;—
bedr-dil, s.f. Watchfulness, alertness, quickness of
apprehension:—bedr hon, v.n. To awake, rouse up, be
alert, &c.
P + bedr, s.f. Waking, wakefulness; vigilance,
watchfulness.
H + %[ bednt [S. UB], s.m. The entire or
complete Veda; name of a particular Hind system of
philosophy and theology.
H *+ %B" bednt [S. UB"], s.m. One who is
conversant in the Vednta system; follower of the
Vednta philosophy.
H $+ 
h  baid [S. h "], s.f. Practice of physic.
H +

" bdar, s.m. A kind of harrow (worked by oxen

to loosen the soil and remove weeds from the standing
crops of young rice).
P *B+ bed-astar, s.m. The castor beaver.
A G+ baidaq (the P. piyda arabicized), s.m. The pawn at
chess.

H +


h  baidak [S. 1
h ], s.f. The practice or science of

physic (=baid).
H + h  baidik [S. h ], adj. & s.m. Acquainted with
or versed in the Vedas;—a reader of the Vedas; a
Brhma well versed in the Vedas.
H  + % bedik [S. U], s.f. Altar; platform, (=bed).
H + % bedan [S. U], s.m. = H + % bedan [S.
U], s.f. Perception, knowledge, knowledge conveyed
by the senses; pain, smart, ache, agony, torment,
aiction, sickness, distress.
H + % bedan [S. U], s.f. = H + % bedan [S.
U], s.m. Perception, knowledge, knowledge conveyed
by the senses; pain, smart, ache, agony, torment,
aiction, sickness, distress.
H + %C bedu, %  bedw [S. U+], s.m. Reader of
the Vedas.
H + " bdh, s.f. A (Hind ) marriage ceremony in
which turmeric, salt, &c. are ground on the seventh or
the third day before the wedding.
H + % bedh [S. U, rt.  ], s.m. Piercing,
penetrating, breaking through; perforation, excavation,
hole, bore, crack; depth.
H + " bdh, s.m. Determination of the amount to be
paid as government revenue, settlement (syn. band-obast).
H (+ % bedhak [S. U], adj. & s.m. Piercing,
perforating; sharp;—piercer, borer; wounder, stabber.
H <+ % bedhan, s.m. Piercing, &c. (see next).
H + % bedhn [S. U"(], v.t. To pierce, por forate,
bore; to wound, stab.
H + % bedhn, s.f.=bedan, q.v.
H + %" bedh [S. U, U"], = H + % bedhiy [S.
U+t], s.m. Piercer, borer, &c.=bedhak, q.v.
H + % bedhiy [S. U+t], = H + %" bedh [S.
U, U"], s.m. Piercer, borer, &c.=bedhak, q.v.
H + %" bed [S. U, U"], s.f. Altar or raised place
(made of wood and kua grass and prepared for an

oblation for placing the vessels used at a sacrice); place
or ground prepared for sacrice, altar; platform, bench
(syn. bedik).
H + %" bed [S. U"], s.m. A learned Brhma; scholar,
teacher.
H ()+ 1
h  baidyak [S. U1], s.m.=baidak, q.v.
H R

"f b, s.m. Mound; cluster of mounds.

A  bir, vulg. br, s.m. Well, pit.
H

" br [S. "], adj. & s.m. Heroic, brave.

mighty, powerful;—hero, brave man, warrior, champion
(syn. bahdur); brother; a class of spirits employed by a
magician to injure or molest anyone; supernatural
power, spell, charm; a jewel worn in the ear;—s.f. Sister;
tusk; pasturage, pasture (local):—br-bn, s.f. A man's
own wife (used in North-Western India, particularly
among the Js):—br-bandhn, s.f. A silver or gold chain
worn by women on the forehead:—br-bahu, br-bah ,
br-baho [S. vra+vadhu], s.f. The red-velvet insect, the
scarlet or lady- y, Buccella carniola (commonly called the
"rain-insect," as it makes its appearance when the rst
rains have fallen: it is covered with a downy exterior
resembling velvet, and of a scarlet colour:—syn. indrabadhu).
H  % ber, h bair, h  bairi [S. ], s.m. The jujube
tree, Zizyphus jujuba, or Z. scandens; the fruit of the
jujube, plum; the lote-fruit, Rhamnus zizyphus (A. syn.
kunr):—ber-guhl, s.m. lit. 'Plum and seed'; the whole,
everything, all together, good and bad; hodge-podge:—
bero -me guhliy miln, To make a mess (of), to spoil,
complicate, confuse.
H  % ber [S. U!], s.f. Time, turn, bout, vicissitude;
space of time, interval; delay, while (syn. br):—ber-ber,
adv. Time after time, again and again, repeatedly,
frequently, often.
H  h bair [S. h ], s.m. Enmity, hostility, animosity, illwill, hatred, revenge, malice, rancour:—bair--khar, s.f.
Jarring, wrangling, quarrelling; dissension:—bair
b dhn, bair bisn, bair rakhn, bair karn (-se), To be at
enmity (with); to bear a grudge (against), to bear malice,
to hate:—bair-karne-wl, s.m. Provoker of enmity; bearer

of malice, one who owes a grudge; enemy:—bair-ke rishte,
s.m. Hostile relations; (wife's) natural enemies (viz. the
saut or co-wife; the nand or husband's sister; the ss or
mother-in-law; the sisters-in-law; and the other
relations):—bair len, bair nikln (apn), To take revenge,
avenge oneself, to retaliate:—bair-yut, bair-yukt, adj.
Inimical, hostile, revengeful, malicious.
H 
h  baiyar [S. X4"?], s.f. A woman (in general):—
bayar-bn, s.f. Woman, wife (=br-bn, q.v.s.v. br).
H  " br, s.m.=b , q.v.
H 

" br, s.m. Brother (=br, bran).

H 

h  bair, ber (corr. of the English), s.m. Bearer;

valet.
P G bairq, s.m.=bairaq, q.v.
H  &  h " bair-kher, ber-kher, s.f. See s.v. bair.
H '

h $ bairg [S. h F], s.m. Freedom from passion

or from worldly attachments, subjection of the appetites;
renunciation of worldly pleasures, seclusion from the
world; devotion, austerity, penance:—bairg len, To
withdraw from the world, renounce the pleasures of the
world; to lead the life of an ascetic; to become a recluse
in consequence of unrequited love.
H X  h $ bairg, s.m. = H <X  h $ bairgan, s.f. A
small cross-shaped stick or piece of iron which a Bairg
places under his arm-pit to lean upon as he sits.
H <X  h $ bairgan, s.f. = H X  h $ bairg, s.m. A
small cross-shaped stick or piece of iron which a Bairg
places under his arm-pit to lean upon as he sits.
H <X  h $ bairgan, = H X  h $" bairgn, s.f. The
wife of a bairg; a female bairg.
H X  h $" bairgn, = H <X  h $ bairgan, s.f. The
wife of a bairg; a female bairg.
H X  h $" bairg [S. h $"], adj. & s.m. Separated from
passion or worldly attachments; austere, recluse;—one
who has subdued his worldly desires and passions, one
who abandons the pursuits of this world; ascetic,
devotee, stoic, recluse; a class of Hind faqrs who roam
the country and practise certain austerities.
H  X  h F bairgya, s.m. bairg, q.v.

H 1 

"/ brm, adj. corr. of bmr, q.v.

country-bred;—s.m. Rustic, country-man.
P  ber n, adj. Outer, external, &c.=bhar, q.v.

H  % bern, adj.=birn, q.v.
H  % bern, s.m. Grove of ber trees (see ber).
H   " M&" br-bau, = H  4  " 65&" br-baho,
s.f.=br-bahu, q.v.s.v. br.
H  4  " 65&" br-baho, = H   " M&" br-bau,
s.f.=br-bahu, q.v.s.v. br.
H Y " brt [S. "], s.f. Heroism, prowess, valour.
H 5

"*' br [S. "' s.m. Power, strength; seed, &c. (=bj,

q.v.).
P G bairaq, = H 

h  bairak, = H & 

h L bairakh, s.m.

Flag, standard, banner, pennant, ensign; ag set up on
taking possession of new or unoccupied land; (hence)
taking possession of such land, or ocial authority to do
so.
H  h  bairak, = P G bairaq, = H &  h L bairakh, s.m.
Flag, standard, banner, pennant, ensign; ag set up on
taking possession of new or unoccupied land; (hence)
taking possession of such land, or ocial authority to do
so.
H &  h L bairakh, = P G bairaq, = H  h  bairak, s.m.
Flag, standard, banner, pennant, ensign; ag set up on
taking possession of new or unoccupied land; (hence)
taking possession of such land, or ocial authority to do
so.
H  " bran, s.m. Brother (=br, br).
H 

"4 bra, s.m. A kind of coarse, tough grass found

covering uncultivated lands: —bran-khar, s.m. Idem.
H  h 4 bairan [S. h 4"], s.f. Female enemy (see bair).
H ^

h ($ bairang, %($ berany (corr. from the English),

adj. Bearing (postage), unpaid.
H  "5 bro, s.m. Small tree, sapling.
H 

"I bru, "  brw, s.m. colloq. form of br,

q.v.
P  ber n, prep. & adv. Without, on the outside, out
(=bhar):—ber na-jt, vulg. ber n-jt, s.m. Suburbs;
country (in opp. to town):—ber n-jt, adj. Of or
pertaining to the suburbs or country, rustic, rural;

H  "" br, %" ber, s.f.=b , q.v.;—the colour which
adheres to the lips from chewing betel; a composition
which, being rubbed on the teeth, stains their interstices
of a reddish colour.
H  %" ber [S. "], s.f. The jujube tree, Zizyphus jujuba
(=ber).
H  h " bair [S. h "], s.m. Enemy, foe, adversary.
H  h " bair, s.f. Hawk, falcon (=bahr, q.v.).
H o) berz, s.m. Sum total, entire revenue of a farm; a
kind of government tax.
H ) "' brya [S. "],
' s.m. Valour, heroism (brj).
H R %7 be [S. U9], s.m. Enclosure, fence, &c. (=be ,
be h, q.v.):—be -band karn (-k) To enclose (a eld), to
fence, &c.
H  R "7 b  (see b ), s.m. A preparation of the areca
nut with spices and chunam, &c. enveloped in a leaf of
the betel plant (much used by the natives of India, and
commonly presented by one to another in token of
civility or aection. It is also given in conrmation of a
pledge, promise, or betrothal; and, among the Rjp ts, is
sometimes exchanged as a challenge); betel, pn (ten
b as = one gilau ); quid of tobacco; cheroot or cigar;—tie,
fastening; thong tied to the hilt of a sword by which it is
retained in the scabbard; sword-knot; hilt of a sword:—
b  uhn (-k), To take up the gauntlet; to undertake to
accomplish a business or aair; to take an enterprise
upon oneself:—b  ln (-k), To propose a premium for
the performance of a task (the custom was to throw a
b  into the midst of an assembly in token of an
invitation to the undertaking of some dicult or
hazardous enterprise, and the person who took up the
b  thereby bound himself to perform the task in
question):—b  st p -k, s.m. A b  of seven betel
leaves sent by the father of the bride to the bridegroom
as a sign of betrothal.
H  R %7 be  [S. U9t], s.m. Enclosure, yard, court;
fence, hedge, paling, railing (=be h); siege, blockade,
body of soldiers, troop, army; band, association,

company, party:—be  bndhn (-k), To form an army,
collect a body or crowd, &c.
H  R %7 be  [S. Uf, %f; or S!t], s.m. Raft, oat; boat;
eet (of boats or ships); timber formed into a raft to be
brought down a river; the raft oated by the
Mohammadans in honour of /ja /ir. (Besides the
anniversary be  oered to propitiate him, hundreds of
smaller ones with lamps may be seen on Thursdays of
the month Bhdo particularly, which are oered by the
Mohammadans to this saint):—be  pr karn, be  pr
lagn, v.t. To ferry over a raft or boat; to help one over
(a diculty), remove the diculties (of, -k):—be  pr
hon, v.n. To tide over a diculty, misfortune, or
distress; to get well through a business, to be successful.
H ) R %7/· be m , = H 7 R %7 · be w , [S. U©./ ],

round the ankle; irons fastened to the legs of criminals,
or of a quadruped; fetters; thread tied on the ankles, a
dark blue thread or cord tied round the ankles of
children (as a charm); (met.) nuptial tie, wedlock;—basket
used to irrigate elds with:—be iyn bharn (-me ), be iy
pahnn, be iy ln, To put fetters (on the feet of), to
put in chains; to cause to be put in chains;—be iy pa n,
v.n. To be put in irons; to be chained; to be tied in
wedlock:—be iy kan (-k), To have the fetters or
chains taken o; to be freed from restraint, to be
discharged or released.
H 7 R "7 b iy, s.f. Name of a class of harlots.
H 7 R %7 be iy, s.m. Name of a caste of Hind s.
H 7 R %7 be iy, s.f. dim. of be , q.v.
P o bez, act. part. (of be tan; rt. Zend vij; S. vij or vi ),

s.f. Bread or cakes made of our mixed or lled with
pulse or meal (syn. be ha ; ph; ka aur).
H 7 R %7 · be w , = H ) R %7/· be m , [S. U©./ ],

Sifting; diusing, dispersing (used in comp.).
P o be-zr, adj. See s.v. be.
H I " bs [S.  8], adj. Twenty;—superior (to), more

s.f. Bread or cakes made of our mixed or lled with
pulse or meal (syn. be ha ; ph; ka aur).
H  R %i be h [S. U9], s.m. Surrounding, &c. (see

excellent:—bs--sau, adj. One hundred and twenty:—bsbhu, s.m. lit. 'Having twenty arms'; the monster Rva:
—bs-biswe , s.m., adj. & adv. The whole village; full
amount; full crop;—whole, complete, total;—on the
whole; in all probability, very likely; surely, certainly:—
bso , s.m. Scores; endless number;—adj. Numberless,
countless;—in twenties; in innumerable quantities, in
countless numberr.
H I % bes = besh; and bhes; qq.v.

be hn); cattle surrounded and carried o (by an enemy)
by force:—be h le-jn, v.t. To carry o cattle by force.
H  R %i be h [S. U9t], s.m. Enclosure; fence,
&c.=be , q.v.
H  R %i be h [S. Tt], adj. (f. -), Crooked; zigzag;—
be he, adv. Crookedly, zigzag (cf. be ).
H  R %i be hn [S. U9"(], v.t. To enclose with a

HI


h bais [S. , s.f. Energy, strength, vigour; time

fence; to envelop; to surround, besiege; to drive or carry
o cattle (as in a foray); to pound (cattle, &c.).
H  R %i" be hn, s.f. Name of a class of singers in

of health and strength, youth, prime of life; age, time of
life, stage of existence.
HI 
h bais [S. h ], s.m. The third of the four Hind

Mirzapur.
H R %i" be h, = H ) O R %i be ha , s.f.=be w , q.v.

castes; a man of that caste (whose chief duties are
agriculture and trade; hence) agriculturist; trader;—
name of a tribe of Rjp ts:—bais-w  (S. vaiy+vika),
s.m. The residence of Bais (a prince of the bais tribe); the
nativity of Bais. (The province of Baisw  is situated in
Oudh, and is so named from a tribe of Rjp ts named Bais
who formerly resided there. A prince of the tribe
formerly reigned at Duniy-khera, and his dominions
extended over a great part of the province of Oudh, on

H ) O R %i be ha , = H

R %i" be h, s.f.=be w , q.v.

H  R "7" b  [S. "&], s.f. A ake of pn or betel for
eating, a leaf of pn or betel folded up into a triangular
form with pieces of areca nut, spices, chunam, and
cardamoms inside of it (=b ; syn. khill).
H  R %f" be  [S. "& 'tie, fastening'], s.f. Ring worn

the north bank of the Ganges).
H 0 " bs, s.m. A score;—an animal (commonly a
dog) which has twenty nails.
H 0 % bes, s.m.=bhes, q.v.
H 0


h  bais, % bes [S. h ], s.f. A female of the bais

caste.
H 0 
h  bais (perf. part. of baisn), part. adj. Seated;
settled, &c.=baih, q.v.
H & 0 
h L baiskh [S. 8
h L], s.m. The rst of the
twelve months constituting the Hind solar year
(answering to April-May).
H & 0 
h L baiskh, s.m. A club consecrated to the
month Baiskh; a club bound with iron; a crutch (syn.
bairg).
H & 0 
h L" baiskh [S. 8
h L"], adj. & s.f. Of or
relating to the month Baiskh; growing in Baiskh;—the
day of full moon in the month of Baiskh; the crops of
Baiskh;—a large kind of myrobalan or citron;—a club; a
crutch (=baiskh).
H   0 
h [f0 bais  (from baisn), adj. m.f. Sitting still,
sedentary, inactive, idle, lazy.
H  0 
h " baisn (fem. of bais), s.f. A female of the bais
caste.
P 0 bst [Zend vaiti; S.  8], adj. Twenty (=bs, q.v.).
P  *0 besit n, bst n, s.m. Name of a celebrated
mountain in Persia which Farhd dug through at the
command of his mistress Shrn.
H 0 " bsar, Gleanings left in the eld for the lower
orders to gather.
H 0 % besar [S. U; P. besra], s.m. A mule.
H 0 % besar [S. U8+], s.m. Small heavy nose-ring
(syn. nak-besar).
H 0 % besr, = P ?0 besra, s.m.f. (?), A small species
of falcon; merlin; sparrow-hawk (syn. ikr. Forbes, on
what authority I cannot discover, states that it is the
female of the species called dhot).
P ?0 besra, = H 0 % besr, s.m.f. (?), A small species
of falcon; merlin; sparrow-hawk (syn. ikr. Forbes, on

what authority I cannot discover, states that it is the
female of the species called dhot).
H (0 
h  baisak (from baisn; cf. baihak), s.f. (prov.),
Sitting, seat;—a spot in a jungle to which cattle are sent
out to graze, grazing ground;—adj. & s.m.f. (prov.), Old,
worn out; ill, sick;—old and worn out animal.
H 30 
h ! baisln (caus. of baisn), v.t.=baihn, q.v.
H <0 % besan [S. U; or |34], s.m. Flour or meal of
pulse (particularly of an; commonly used as a substitute
for soap).
H 0 
h  baisn, v.n. (prov.) To sit down, &c.=baihn,
q.v.;—also=paihn, q.v.
H + 0 
h B baisandar [S. :
h ], s.m. Epithet of Agni or
re; re.
H  0 %M&" besnau [S. U+ &"], s.f. Cake made of
besan or the meal of pulse.
H 0 %" besan, besn, adj. & s.f. Made of, or mixed
with, besan;—bread, &c. made of besan and wheat- our.
H 0 
h " baisn (fem. of bais), s.f. A female of the bais
caste.
H  0 %T  besw [S. U], s.f. Prostitute, harlot,
courtesan; crafty or cunning woman.
H 0 
h  baisaw, s.f.=bais, q.v.
H 0


h 7 bais-w  [S. h + &t], s.m. See s.v.

bais.
H  0

" [ bswn [S.  8+/], adj. Twentieth:—

bswe, adv. In the twentieth place, twentiethly.
H +  0 "  bso dh (bs+laund), s.m. Twenty days of
an intercalary month (for which it is the custom among
bohrs or money-lenders to cut o the interest); the
interest so cut o.
H 0 "" bs (see bs), s.f. A score; a certain measure of
grain; a land-measure equivalent to twenty nals.
H 0 %T besy, s.f.=besw, q.v.
P Z besh, adj. More; greater; good, proper, well; better,
superior, excellent, preferable; elegant; delightful:—besh
az besh, adj. & s.m. Very much, a great deal:—besh bah,
besh qmat, adj. Of great price or value, costly, precious:—

besh qarr, adj. Trustworthy:—besh-o-kam, adj. & adv. Not
much, moderate quantity; more or less.
HZ 8
h bai, s.m.=bais, q.v.
P  besh, s.m. See  besha.
H & 

8
h L baikh, s.m.=baiskh, q.v.

H I 

3
h 4 baishnas, baikhnas [S. L
h ], s.m.

Hermit, anchoret.
P * beshtar (compar. of besh), adj. & adv. More, most;
better; exceeding;—mostly, for the most part, usually,
generally; rather (syn. aksar).

H  lh 4 baishnav, baishnau [S. lh 4 ], adj. & s.m. Of or
relating to Vishnu;—a follower of Vishnu; a kind of
vagrant mendicant (who bears the marks and insignia
of Vishnu, and recites hymns in honour of his avatrs,
especially in the forms of Rma and Krisha):—

baishnavottar (vaishnava+uttara), s.m. Lands granted rent
free to the worshippers of Vishnu (especially to those of
the mendicant order).
H   lh 4 " baishnav, s.m. Follower of Vishnu.
P  besha, bsha [Pehl. veshak; Zend varesha; S. vriksha],

s.m. Forest, jungle; desert, wilderness.
P  besh (fr. besh, q.v.), s.f. Excess, surplus, increase;
premium; increased assessment:—besh jam,
s.f. Increase of revenue on that of the year preceding:—
besh zamn, s.f. Increase in the lands under cultivation:—
besh-i-lagn, s.m. Enhancement of rent.
A \ bai, s.m. A mark xed to public writings by the
magistrate or any principal ocer.
A q bai (fem. of abya; rt. \ 'to surpass in
whiteness'), adj. & s.m. White; bright, clear, clean, pure;
—the sun:—yad-i-bai dikhn, To distinguish oneself in
any work; to do wonders, perform a miracle (in allusion
to the white hand of Moses).
A P  q baina, s.m. The perquisite of the magistrate,
&c. for marking public papers (see bai).
A  q baiaw (rel. adj. from baia), adj. Fashioned in the
shape of an egg, egg-shaped, oval (syn. ankr); relating
to eggs; made of eggs.
A q baia (rt. \ ), s.m. Egg; testicle.
A  N baitr (rt. N 'to cut, slit'), s.m. One who practises

the veterinary art, horse-doctor, farrier.
A b bai, s.f. Buying and selling, commerce; selling; sale:
—bai-bt, s.f. Foreclosure of mortgage; absolute or
unconditional sale:—baibil-waf, s.f. Conditional sale or
mortgage; contract of pawn or usufruct;—bai bil wafdr, s.m. A person having the possession and usufruct of
a property on its conditional sale to him:—bai-pa, s.m.
Lease or sub-lease obtained by purchase:—bai jiz, bai
aqq, s.f. Valid sale:—bai ng, s.f. Private sale:—baidr, s.m. Proprietor by purchase:—bai szish, s.f.
Collusive sale:—bai sultn,
 s.f. Sale by order of
government:—bai fsid, s.f. Sale which is null and void:—
bai fareb, s.f. Fraudulent sale:—bai qata o gair-mashr ta =
bai kmil = bai ka-qibla = bai l-kalm = bai mutlaq,
 s.f.
Foreclosure of mortgage; absolute, unconditional, or
unrestricted sale:—bai karn, v.t. To sell:—bai-kha, s.f.
Sale, selling:—bai md, s.f. Conditional sale:—bai-i-njiz, s.f. Illegal sale:—bai-i-nqi, s.f. Imperfect sale:—
bai-nma, s.m. Deed of sale; bill of sale; certicate of sale
(=qabla--nlm):—bai-o-shara, s.m. Buying and selling;
sale and purchase; transaction (syn. ard-o-faro t).
A P  P baina, vulg. bayn, s.m. Earnest-money;
advance:—baina den (-ko), To give earnest-money, give
money in advance, to bind a bargain.
P P baiat (for A. ~P ), s.f. The act of promising or
swearing allegiance and obedience; submission,
obedience, allegiance, homage, fealty; initiation as a
disciple of a saint or religious guide:—baiat karn (-k), To
take the oath of allegiance, &c.; to become a disciple of
some saint.
H ( " bk [S. 
 ], s.m. Wolf (=bik).
H 

" bk [S.  .dQ?], adj. Disordered, disturbed;

distorted, crooked, awry; injured, damaged, hurt (see s.v.
bl).
H  
h ! baikl [S. 
h !], s.m. Afternoon, evening
(=bikl).
H I % bekas, s.m. (?), A kind of grass (growing in
low ground: it is used for fodder).
P I be-kas, adj. See s.v. be.
h ej _ baikuh [S. 
h ej _], s.m. A name of Vishnu;
H < 

the paradise or heaven of Vishnu; Paradise (syn.
bihisht):—baikuh-bsh, s.m. Dweller of Paradise;
deceased;—baikuh-bsh hon or ho-jn, v.n. To become
a dweller in Paradise, to go to heaven; to die.
H & %L bekh, = H & %L bekh (poet.) s.m.=bhes, q.v.
H & %L bekh (poet.) = H & %L bekh, s.m.=bhes, q.v.
H ^ %$ beg [S. U$], s.m. & adv. Speed, celerity, haste,
rapidity; violence, impetuosity;—dung;—with haste,
speedily, quickly, soon.
P ^ beg (by imla for bag; Old P. baga; Zend bagha; S.
bhaga), s.m. Lord, master; a Mogal title corresponding
with the English Lord.
P  J be-gr, s.m. Compelling to work for nothing;
compulsory labour with or without pay; impressment of
workmen, carriage, &c.;—a person forced to labour (=begr):—be-gr paka n, v.t. To press into service with or
without pay:—be-gr aln, v.n. To work in a half-hearted
or perfunctory manner; to work carelessly.
P  J be-gr, s.m. A person pressed into service, forced
labourer, one pressed to carry burdens for individuals or
the public;—s.f. The act of pressing or forcing to work:—
be-gr-pak el, s.m. One compelled to work, a pressed
man:—be-gr len, v.t. To take forcibly (with or without
pay), to press.
P J J be-gnag, s.f. Strangeness, the being foreign or
not domestic; estrangement; shyness.
P  J be-gna (=S. vi+gua), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Strange,
foreign, another, not related, not domestic, not an
acquaintance or friend, alien, unknown;—stranger,
foreigner:—be-gna- o, adj. Of an unfriendly, or savage
disposition:—be-gna-wa, adj. Strange-mannered:—begna-wa, s.f. Strangeness of manners.
H ? J "$6 bgh, s.m.=bgh, q.v.
H ^ %$7 bega , s.m. Gold tinsel; tin-foil; varnish.
P 2 J begam (fem. of beg, q.v.), s.f. Lady; queen: a title of
Mogal ladies.
P @ J begm (dim. of begam), s.f. A young lady of rank.
H <J %$ begin [S. U$], adj.=beg, q.v.
H <J

$
h  baigan, s.m. The egg-plant=bai gan, q.v.

H *J $
h B" baigant, s.f. A sort of wood.

H J begn [beg, q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. The wife of a beg;
lady.
H &J

"V bgh [S.  m6t], s.m. A land-measure equal to

about ve-eighths of an acre. (The ka  bgh varies
from a fourth to a third of an acre):—bgh-dm, bghsar, bgh-wr, bghe-gail, Rate per bigh.
H  &J "VM&" bghau, s.f. Land measurement; rate per
bgh;—adv. Per bgh (see bigah).
H J %$" beg [S. U$, U$"], adj. & adv.=beg, q.v.;—s.m.
Courier, express; a hawk.
H  "! bl, s.m. Hole, &c.=bil, q.v.
H  %! bel, "! bl [S.   ], s.m. The wood-apple or Beltree, #gle marmelos, and its fruit:—bel-pt, bel-pattar, s.m.,
bel-patt, s.f. Leaf of the Bel-tree (employed as an
oering to iva):—bel-phal, s.m. Fruit of the Bel-tree,
wood-apple:—bel-gir, s.f. Pulp of the Bel or wood-apple
(used medicinally for diarrhœa and dysentery).
H  %! bel, %.! beli [S. .!, U.!], s.f. Any climbing or
creeping plant, creeper, climber, vine; tendril; ospring,
issue, descendants; strings, rows, or festoons of leaves,
&c. hung round a room or tent; embroidery, owered
tissue; cutaneous disease, eruption;—money given by the
spectators to a dancing-girl, or to a player:—bel-ba l,
s.m. The plant Basella alb:—beli-birah, adj. Bereaved,
aicted, desolate, disconsolate:—bel-b , s.m. Shrubs
and creepers; owers or embroidery (on cloth, &c.):
owered border:—bel-phaln, v.n. To bear fruit, have
ospring; to attain one's precise or utmost wish:—belsu h, s.m. The plant Trigonella corniculata:—bel ma he
a hn, v.n. A creeper to climb to the top (of); to reach
the top or summit (of); to come to perfection; to ourish,
prosper.
H  %! bel [S. / .!], s.m. The Arabian jasmine,
Jasminum zambac;—vessel, well; spot in which the
receiving pans are placed when sugar is manufactured:—
bel-b , s.m. Jasmine shrub or creeper (see s.v. bel,
'creeper').
P  bel, s.m. Spade, shovel, hoe, mattock, pickaxe; line of
a road or a walk marked out with a spade; border; pole
for directing a boat (cf. ball):—bel-dr, s.m. Digger, one

who uses a spade, pioneer.
H !
h bail [Prk. !5; S. .! t],
' s.m. Bullock, ox;
(Astron.) Taurus; (met.) Blockhead, fool:—bail-begri, s.m.
Bullocks impressed for the public service:—bail-k arb,
s.f. Beef suet, tallow:—bail-g , s.f. Bullock-cart.
P 3 bl, vulg. bel, s.m. Money to be distributed in
charity:—bela-bardr, s.m. One of the retinue of a great
man who scatters money among the populace, almoner:
—bel b n, v.t. To give alms:—bel ban, v.n. To be
distributed in alms:—bel- ar , s.m. Alms. charity;
eleemosynary charges or account.
H 3 %! bel (see bel), s.m. The shrub or ower
Jasminum zambac; shallow cup (syn. kaor); an instrument
of music resembling a ddle.
H 3 %! bel [S. U!], s.f. Time, while, period, moment,
season.
H3 !
h  bail, adj. Barren (a cow).
H3

!
h  bail, s.m. A species of bird.

H 3

"! blr, s.m.=bilr, q.v.

H 3 %!  belon (from bail), v.t. (Prov.), To collect
cattle.
P (:# bel ak, s.m. = P :# bel a, s.m. = P (# belak, s.f.
(dim. of bel), A small mattock or hoe, a spade;—belak, s.f.
The iron point of an arrow.
P :# bel a, s.m. = P (:# bel ak, s.m. = P (# belak, s.f.
(dim. of bel), A small mattock or hoe, a spade;—belak, s.f.
The iron point of an arrow.
P (# belak, s.f. = P (:# bel ak, s.m. = P :# bel a, s.m.
(dim. of bel), A small mattock or hoe, a spade;—belak, s.f.
The iron point of an arrow.
H # %!" belk (from bail), s.m. Cattle-breedor; grazier.

H # %! beln, v.t. To spread out, roll into a at cake,
to laminate.
H # %!" beln, s.f. A small rolling-pin; a bolt; a branch.
H # %!0 bel , adj. & s.m. Rolling; a roller.
H # %!" bel [S. .!, U.!], s.f. Creeper, &c. (=bel, q.v.).
H # %!" bel [S. .!; or .!], s.m. Preserver, guardian,
protector, supporter (applied to the Deity).
H # !
h " bail, s.f.=bahl, q.v.
P 2 bm [Pehl. bm; Z. bma, rt. b, 'to frighten'; S. bhma,
rt. bh], s.m. Fear, terror, dread; danger, risk.
H @ "/ bm [S. #"/+t; P. bma], s.m. Insurance,
money paid for the insurance of goods; rate of
insurance:—bm-uhne-wl, s.m. Insurer, underwriter:
—bm be ne-wl , s.m. One who insures, insurer:—bmdr, s.m. Insurer, &c.=bm-uhne-wl:—bm karn (-k),
To eect an insurance or policy, to insure:—bm-wl,
s.m.=bm-dr; bm-uhne-wl:—bme-k anad, s.f. Policy
of insurance:—bme-wle-k koh , s.f. Insurance company,
insurance oce.
H A @ %/ bemt [S.  /], s.f. Stepmother:—bemtbh, s.m. Brother born of a dierent mother by the
same father, half-brother (by the father's side).
H Y @ /
h P baimtra [S. /
h P], s.m.=bemt-bh, q.v.s.v.
bemt.
P  @ bmr, adj. & s.m. Sick, ill, ailing, unwell, indisposed;
—sick person, patient; (poet.) love-sick person, a lover:—
bmr-purs, s.f. Inquiring after the sick, visiting the sick:
—bmr- na, s.m. Hospital:—bmr-dr, s.m.f. Attendant
on the sick, sick-nurse:—bmr-dr, s.f. Attendance on
the sick, nursing the sick.
P  @ bmr-na, adj. & adv. Sickly; like one sick.

H <# %! belan, = H # %! beln, [S. U!(, rt. U!], s.m.

H @

"/[ bm , s.m.=bm, q.v.

A cylinder of wood, metal, or stone for levelling walks,
spreading dough, or inking the surface of type; roller;
rolling-pin.
H # %! beln, = H <# %! belan, [S. U!(, rt. U!], s.m.

H @

/
h  baimn, corr. of be-mn, q.v.s.v. be.

A cylinder of wood, metal, or stone for levelling walks,
spreading dough, or inking the surface of type; roller;
rolling-pin.

P H $ @

"/ bm (from bm, q.v.), adj. Insurance,

pertaining to insurance:—bm ih , s.f. Insurance,
policy (=bme-k anad).
H  @ %/& bemau, s.m. Ant's nest.
P @ bma (rel. n. from bm), s.m.=bm, q.v.

" bn [S. "4], s.f. The Indian lute (a fretted

H  * ),( byu tn, = H  * ),(  byu twn, (caus.

instrument of the guitar kind usually having seven wires
or strings, and a large gourd at each end of the ngerboard).
P < bn [imperat. of ddan, rt. Zend va&n; S. U4 or U/],

of byo tn), v.t. To have or get clothes cut out, sewn, or
made up.
H  * ),(  byu twn, = H  * ),( byu tn, (caus.

H<

part. adj. Seeing, beholding, looking, regarding (used in
comp.).
H < % ben, %4, beu, 4
h bai [S. U4,], s.f. Reed, bamboo;
reed-pipe, pipe, ute, fe.
H< 
° bain, adj. Left=b y , q.v., bai -hatth, adj. Lefthanded.
H< 
h bain,  bayan [Prk. 4(; S. (], s.m. Sound,
word, speech, saying (=bn); weeping, lamenting (for
the dead); lamentation, wailing.
A < bain, s.m. & prep. Separation, interval, distance
between;—between, among:—bain-bain, adj. Betwixt and
between, intermediate (between good and evil, &c.);
middling, mediocre, passable, tolerable, indierent;—
A < baiyan, s.m. Explanation, de scription, interpretation.
A < baiyin, adj. Clear, lucid, evident, manifest.
H 

"4 bn [S. "4], s.f.=bn, q.v.

H 

"B bnn, v.t. See  bnn.

P  bn [Pehl. vn; Zend. va&n 'to see'; S. ven], part. adj.
Seeing, having sight; clear-sighted, discerning:—bn
karn, v.t. To cause to see, give sight to; to impart the
faculty of discernment to (-ko).
H  % ben, s.m.=bihn; behn, q.v.
H  % ben [S. *(], s.m. A fan (=bjn).
H  % ben [S. "4], s.m. The grass Andropogov
muricatum (commonly called as).
H  
h  bain, % ben (cf. bai d), s.m. An ornament
(consisting of a small circular plate of gold with enamel
work) worn by women on the forehead.
H  
h  bain [S. ], s.m. Sweetmeat, cakes, &c.
distributed at marriages and other ceremonies, &c.
(=ben, q.v.).
P $  bn (see bn), s.f. Eye-sight, sight, vision.
H  %( be t, s.f. Cane, &c.=bet, q.v.

of byo tn), v.t. To have or get clothes cut out, sewn, or
made up.
H < %(& be  [S. \
 (, or (
' ], s.m. The circular or turned
handle of any weapon or instrument; handle.
H < &°  bai , s.m.=ben.
H 6

·* b j, s.m.=bj, q.v.

H <8 %* benjan, s.m.=binjan, q.v.
H 8
H 9

*
° " bai jn, %(*" be jn, adj. Purple=bai gn, q.v.
· b , s.m. &c.=b , q.v.

H : %( be n, v.t.=be n, q.v.
H +

· b d, s.m. Reed; rush (cf. be dhn).

H + 

· b d, s.m.=b , q.v.

H + 


°  bai d [S.  BC+t], s.m. Mark placed on the

forehead by Hind s preparatory to devotion (syn. tilak;
ikl; cf. bain, bai d; b d).
H +  · b dh [S. ], s.m. Piercing, boring;
perforation, hole.
H +  · b dhn, %( be dhn [S. "(], v.t. To
pierce, perforate, bore, make a hole through or in: to
string (pearls, beads, &c.); to pierce or wound with sharp
speech, to say cutting things to.
H +  %( be dhn [fr. S. U; cf. b , ben], v.t. To plait,
braid; to fold (be hn).
° " baind, %(" be d (dim. of baind), s.f. An
H +  
ornamental circlet made with a coloured earth or
unguent on the forehead and between the eyebrows; an
ornament or llet worn by women on the forehead
(=bain, q.v.).
H < ·f b  [S. B ], s.f. Heap, bundle (as of straw,
rushes, &c.), load (of straw, &c.), truss (of hay).
H < ·f b  [S. B +t], s.m. Bundle, &c. (=b ); roll
(of paper, &c.); twist of grass or bre of a plant (used as
a substitute for a rope).

H < %(f bc a, f
°  bai a, ·f b  [S. ;Tt], adj.
(f. -), Crooked, transverse, athwart, across (=be h, q.v.);
awkward, untoward, unmanageable, dicult, hard;
cross-grained, churlish, rude, rough, uncivilized,
uncouth;—s.m. The (wooden) bolt or bar placed across a
door to fasten it.
H  < %(© be hn, v.t.=be dhn, q.v.
H < ·f" b  [S. U4", rt. U], s.f. The hair twisted or
plaited behind; braided hair; queuc, tail:—b  g dhn,
v.t. To form the hair into plaits or braids.
H < f
° " bai , s.f. Throwing up water with a basket
from a pond or reservoir for the purpose of irrigation.
H 7< ·f b iy, s.m. A third ox yoked before a pair
of draught oxen, or a fth yoked before two pairs.
° " bai s, s.m. A subdivision of the G jar tribe.
H 0 
P Z bnish (see bn), s.f. Seeing, sight; discernment.
H ^ %($ be g [S. r$t], s.m. Frog, paddock, toad (syn.
me ak).
H ^ )($ bya g [S. (Ft], s.m. Sarcasm; covert but
intelligible expression of suspicion or contempt.
H J %($ bengat, s.m. Grain advanced to cultivators,
seed lent for sowing.
H <J $
°  baingan [S. r$t], s.m. The egg-plant,
Solanum melongena, and its fruit, brinjal (=baigan).
H J $
° " bai gan, or bai gn, adj. Of the coloar of
bai gan, purple (=bai jn).
H J $
° " bai g, s.f.=bahang, q.v
H 

" bnn [bn˚, or bin˚ = Prk. "4(), or  4()=S.

]"4(), or ]4(), rt. ]"], v.t. To pick, glean, gather,
cull, pluck; to pick out, select.
P  bn (see bn and bna), s.f. Nose, snout;—the part of a
door-leaf which overlaps the other; rib of wood xed on
a door-panel to strengthen it; the guard of a sword:—
bn-burda, adj. Having the nose cut, nose-clipt, noseless
(=nak).
P  bn (see bn and bn), s.f. The act of seeing or
regarding (used in comp.)
H  %4", %" ben [S. U.4], s.f. Braided hair, the hair

twisted into a single unornamented braid and allowed to
fall on the back (as worn by widows and women whose
husbands are absent, as a token of mourning;—syn.
b ); the con ux or meeting of two or more streams in
a common point of union (as that of the Ganges and
Jamna at Allahabad):—ben-mdhab, s.m. A particular
square-shaped idol or stone image of a god at Allahabad;
a proper name.
H  % beniy, s.f. Dim. of ben, q.v.
H  bew, s.f. Widow (=P. ? bewa, q.v.).
H ;  bew-p, = H <;  bew-pan, s.m. State or situation
of widowhood; widowhood.
H <;  bew-pan, = H ;  bew-p, s.m. State or situation
of widowhood; widowhood.
H  %  bewr, s.m. (local) = byor, q.v.
H  %  bewn [S.  /(], s.m. The vehicle or selfmoving car of a Hind deity; &c. (=bimn q.v.).
H (
h 6  baiwhik [S. h 6 t from  6], adj. &
s.m. Of or relating to marriage, matrimonial, nuptial;—
wedding; the parent of a daughter's husband, or of a
son's wife
H $ bew, s.f. Widowhood (=bew-p, bew-pan)
H  ; )5 byopr, )M byaupr [S. t], s.m.
Trac, trade, business, labour (=baipr; byohr).
H  ; )5" byopr, )M" byaupr, % " beopr
[S. "], s.m. Dealer, trader, merchant (=baipr).
H A )5 byot, s.m.=byo t, q.v.
A A buy t, s.f. pl. (of bait), Houses.
A A Y buy tt (pl. of the pl. buy t), s.f. Household
expenses, account of household expenses; house-taxes,
&c. (=b tt, q.v.).
H Y )5 byotn, = H   )5& byon, v.t.=byo tn,
q.v.
H   )5& byon, = H Y )5 byotn, v.t.=byo tn,
q.v.
H  )5 byor, )M byaur, %  beor [S.  6t, rt.
¤ with  and  ], s.m. Dierence, distinction; account,
explanation, history, circumstantial or detailed account
(=tafl); news, tidings, intelligence; day-book:—byor den,

byor karn (-k), To relate, describe; to inform, intimate:
—byore-wr, beore-wr, adj. & adv. Circumstantial,
detailed, explicit, distinct, clear, plain;—circumstantially,
in detail, explicitly, &c. (syn. tafl-wr; bit-tafl).
H A h ' baiwart [S. h ],
 s.m. Revolution; change or

H  )56 byohar, % 6 beohar, s.m. Loan.
H  )56 byohar, % 6 beohar = H ) )56
byohariy % 6 beohariy [S.  6t], s.m. Trader,
money-lender; creditor.
H ) )56 byohariy % 6 beohariy = H  )56

modication of existence.
H &*B
h TR baiwasth [S.  TR], s.f. Legal opinion,

byohar, % 6 beohar [S.  6t], s.m. Trader,

judgment or decree according to Hind law (syn. fatw).
H '  5$ biyog [S.  5$], s.m. Separation (esp. of

money-lender; creditor.
P  " " bw, s.f. Lady (=bb, q.v.); an epithet of Ftima,

lovers); unrequited love (=bijog).
H X  5$" biyog [S.  5$"], s.m. A lover suering the

the daughter of Mohammad (to whom Mohammadan
women make oerings which none but a chaste woman
dare touch).
P  bew, s.f. Widow (=bewa):—bew-zan, s.f. Idem.
H   baya [S. ], s.f. Age; time of life.

pain of absence.
H  )  byo t [S. ,;>,  ++>; or ,], s.m. The
act of cutting out clothes; out, t, shape, fashion; plan,
scheme, contrivance; suitable or proper time or season,
opportunity; agreement, concurrence, union; economy,
frugality.
H * )  byo tn, % 
(  beo tn (see byo t), v.t. To
cut out or shape clothes; to measure for, or to t,
clothes;—to cut up, hack, kill, slay.
H  ) & byon, s.m.=byo t, q.v.
H   ) & byo n, v.t.=byo tn, q.v.
H J ) $ byo g, s.m. An instrument with which
leather is scraped and cleaned:—byo g phirn (-par), To
be curried (leather);—is-par byo g nah phir, His hide
has not been curried yet (said cf a spoiled child, &c.).
H J ) $" byo g, s.f. Dim. of byo g, q.v.
P ? bewa [Zend, veva; S.   ], s.f. Widow (=bew).
H   )56 byohr, )M6 byauhr, % 6 beohr [S.
 6t], s.m. Profession, calling, trade, business;
dealing, trac, trade, transaction; money-lending;
negotiation, correspondence, intercourse; practice,
usage, custom, conduct, practical life:—byohr karn, v.n.
To do or transact business, to trade; to set up business;
to negotiate (with), deal or treat (with); to bargain.
H   )56" byohr, % 6" beohr, adj. & s.m.
Mercantile, commercial; wonted, customary, usual;—
trader, merchant; party engaged in any business or
aair; money-lender.

H 4 %6 beh [S. U], s.m. Perforation, hole.
H  4 %6 behn, s.m.=bihn, q.v.
P ?+ 4 be-huda, adj. contract. of be-h da, q.v.
H 4 6 behar, adj. & s.f.=beha , q.v.
H 4 %6 behr, s.m. Grass kept for pasturage.
H 4 %6" behr, s.f. Contribution, subscription,
instalment; assessment on a share; distribution of an
aggregate sum; cess, impost (=bihr), behr b dhn, v.n.
To raise money by subscription; to subscribe:—behrba r, s.m. Collection on shares of the revenue in kind:—
behr-band, s.f. An allowance for repairing roads, &c.:—
behr-dr, s.m. The holder of a share called behr.
H  67 beha , "67 bha [S. U+; or be-hal,
'unploughed'], adj. & s.f. Uncultivated; uneven (land),
rugged, rough, cut up, raviny;—broken ground, land
broken into ravines, rugged or rough land or soil; sterile
land, land not brought under cultivation, waste land;
jungle, forest.
P Z4 be-hush, Poet. contrac. of be-hosh, q.v.s.v. be.
H 34 behl, s.m. corr. of P. bl, bel, q.v.
H <4 %6 behan, "6 bhan (see bihan), s.f. Nursery for
rice plants; advances given for seed-gram.
H 4 %6 behn, %6 B behinn, s.m. Carter (of
cotton;=bikn or bhn, q.v.).
H  4 %6M behnaur (bihan+S. vika), s.m. Nur sery for

rice plants (=behan).
P X  4 be-h da-g (abst. subst. from next), s.f. Absurdity,

lit. 'Earth-protector'; sovereign, king).
S ]  pa, s.m. Air, wind; olus, the god of the wind.

foolishness, folly, foolery; frivolity nonsense, vanity,
unprotableness.
P ? 4 be-h da, adj. Absurd, vain, idle, unprotable,

H ]  pa (contract. of pan a or p ), adj. Five (used only

fruitless; senseless, foolish, silly, stupid, nonsensical,
frivolous; indecent, improper, obscene, foul, gross,
immoral:—be-h da-go, s.m. Talker of nonsense, babbler;
coarse or obscene talker, foul-mouthed fellow:—be-h dago, s.f. Idle talk, talking nonsense, absurdity, frivolity;
obscene talk, scurrility.
H 4 % beh , s.m. (Poet. or emphat.)=beh, q.v.
H 4 %6" beh, s.f. Earthen vessel presented by the
potters of a village to a newly-married pair.
P < 4 bhn, adj.=bihn, q.v.
H  ) byay [S. ], s.m. Disappearance, loss,
destruction; expenditure, disbursement, expense,
consumption, use; squandering, wasting.
H

h  baiy, s.m. The weaver bird (=bay, q.v.).
H  4 )6 byay-hr [S. +t], s.m. Expenditure,
&c. (=byay, q.v.).
]
H ] pe,  pa, the third letter of the Hindstn and
Persian alphabets, and the twenty-rst consonant of the
Ngar alphabet,—the rst letter of the fth or labial
class,—having the sound of the English p: (It does not
occur in the Arabic alphabet; but the letter fe is
substituted for it in Persian words adopted into the
Arabic language, thus frs for prs): It is occasionally
interchanged with b, e.g. po g for bo g; upan for uban:
In reckoning according to the abjad, pe is the same as be,
viz. two:—pa-kr, s.m. The letter or sound pa:—pa-varg,
vulg. pa-barg, s.m. The p series, the labial series of
consonants.
S ]  pa (rt. p, 'to drink') adj. & s.m. (f. p), Drinking;
drinker (used as last member of comp., e.g. dwi-pa, s.m.
lit. 'Twice-drinking'; the elephant).
S ]  pa (rt. p, 'to protect'), adj. & s.m. (f. p),
Protecting, guarding, cherishing, nourishing, ruling;—
protector, &c. (used at the end of comp., e.g. bh -pa, s.m.

in a few compounds, as pa-ser, s.f. A weight of ve
seers).
H ;  p [S. a. ; ]( , A masc. ax (=pan, pan) employed
in forming abstract substantives from adjectives and
substantives, as bu hp, 'old age,' 'senility,' from b h,
'old'; mup; 'fatness,' from mo, 'fat.'
H ;  p, past. conj. part. (and root, of pn, 'to get,
&c.'), Having got or obtained (=p-ke, p-kar).
P ; p [Pehl. pi; Zend pdha; S. pda], s.m. Foot; leg; foot
or root of a tree, &c.:—p-andz, s.m. Carpet spread at
the entrance of a room for cleaning the feet on, doorrug:—p ba-zanjr, adj. Fettered, in chains:—p-busa,
s.m.=p-bos, q.v.:—p-band, adj. & s.m. Tied by the leg;
clogged, fettered, bound, restrained; encumbered (with a
family, &c.);—one who is restrained or bound, a servant;
a rope with which the forefeet of a horse are tied;
fetters:—p-band hon (-k), To be clogged or fettered,
&c.; to be bound (by), be ruled or guided (by), to observe,
follow, conform (to); (met.) to be married:—p-band, s.f.
The state of being bound, &c.; restriction, restraint,
check, control; observance, practice, rule:—p-bos, s.m.
lit. 'Kissing the feet'; adoring, worshipping, revering,
paying (one's) respects to (=qadam-bos);—p-bos hon (k), To adore, worship, reverence, &c.:—p-bos, s.f.
Kissing the feet; worship, reverence, adoration;—p-bos
karn (-k), To worship, adore, &c.:—p-posh, s.f. 'Covering
the foot'; slipper; shoe;—p-posh-par mrn, v.t. To make
light of; to care for nothing:—p-piyda, adv. On foot,
afoot, walking:—p-tba, s.m. Sock; stocking:—p-turb,
s.m. Change of ground or place; following quick; rst
stage of a journey (more com. pe-turb; syn. prasthn):
—p-turb karn, v.n. To change (one's) residence; to
send baggage or other articles the rst stage of a
journey (on the propitious day or moment on which the
traveller himself cannot begin his journey):—p-jma,
s.m. Trousers, long drawers (more com. pe-jma, pai
jma):—p-darz, adj. lit. 'Having the feet extended'; at
ease, contented, tranquil:—p dar rikb, adj. lit. 'Having

the foot in the stirrup'; ready, prompt, alert:—p-rikb,
adj. & s.m. Ready to start; ready, &c. (=p dar rikb);—
retinue, train, followers (more com. pe-rikb):—p-zeb,
s.m.f. (?), An ornament worn on the feet or ankles
(consisting of a chain with small bells attached):—pshikasta, adj. lit. 'Having the legs broken'; inrm,
reduced, in broken circumstances, powerless, helpless:—
p-shoya, s.m. Washing of the feet (particularly with a
medicinal uid in cases of fever):—p-lagz, s.m. Slip,
stumble; (met.) error, blunder, sin:—p-lakr, p-lak , s.f.
Blocks of wood, or wooden saucers, placed under the feet
of the bed to raise it and give it a sloping position:—plahang, s.m. Tether; halter:—p-ml, adj. Trodden under
foot, crushed, ruined, destroyed (more com. pe-ml);—
p-ml karn, v.t. To trample on; to destroy; to lay waste:
—p-ml hon (-k), To be trampled on (by); to be ruined,
&c.:—p-ml, s.f. Beating down by treading, destruction,
ruin, devastation:—p-mard, s.f. Strength; resolution;
valour:—p-moz, s.m. A species of pigeon (having the
legs covered with feathers):—p-yb, adj. & s.m. Within
(one's) depth, fordable;—a ford;—p-yb utarn, v.n. To
cross by fording, to ford (a river, &c.):—p-yb, s.f.
Quality of being fordable.
P ; p, act. part. (of pdan, 'to last,' &c.; see p above),
Lasting, continuing, standing (used only as last member
of comp., e.g. kam-p, 'Of short duration'; der-p, 'Lasting,
durable, permanent').
H ; ;  " pb (p-p), s.f. Wick; pledget, &c. (=batt, q.v.
S ] ;  pp, s.m. Evil, sin, vice, crime, wickedness,
transgression, guilt; immorality, adultery, fornication:—
pp-tm, adj. & s.m.f. Of a wicked or vicious disposition,
sinful, criminal, reprobate;—sinner, reprobate, wretch:—
pp- r, adj. & s.m. Following an evil course of life,
wicked, vicious;—wicked or vicious person:—pp- ara,
s.m. Pursuit of sin or vice;—pp- ara karn, v.n. To lead
a life of sin:—pp-dhn, adj. In subjection to sin, &c.:—
pp udai hon, v.n. To reap the reward of sins committed
in a former birth:—pp-buddhi , adj. Evil-minded, of
corrupt intellect, sinful, ungodly, wicked, depraved,
graceless:—pp bisn, pp kamn, pp mol-len, v.n. To
commit sin, do wrong; to hug a sin; to bring calamity

(upon):—pp-pati, s.m. Paramour. gallant:—pp-purush,
s.m. Personication of all sin:—pp-phal, adj. Bearing evil
fruit, having evil consequences; inauspicious:—pp
a hn, pp lagn (-ko), To be stained with sin, to sin, to
commit sin:—pp- el, s.f. The creeping plant Clypea
hernandifolia:—pp-dar, adj. & s.m. Looking at faults,
censorious;—a malevolent person:—pp-dr ivan,
adj. &

s.m. Conscious of sin, knowing an act to be wicked;—one
who is conscious of sin; one who is conversant with sin:
—pp-dukh, s.m. The misery, or the punishment,
consequent on sinning:—pp d r karn, pp kn (-k), To
put away sin, to wipe out sin, to pardon, grant absolution
or deliverance from sin:—pp d r hon, pp kan, v.n. Sin
to be blotted out, to be pardoned or absolved:—pp-rog,
s.m. Any bad disease (as leprosy, small-pox, syphilis, &c.)
considered as the penalty of sin in a former life:—ppsammit, adj. Equally sinful:—pp kn = pp d r karn, q.v.:
—pp kan = pp d r hon, q.v.:—pp-krak, pp-kr, ppkar, pp-kart, pp kartri, s.m. Sinner, criminal, guilty
person:—pp-krit , s.m.=pp-kar, q.v.; (also) evil action,
misdeed, crime:—pp karn, v.n. To sin; to commit
adultery or fornication:—pp kamn, v.n.=pp bisn, q.v.:
—pp-khanan, s.m. The annihilation of sin:—pp-grah,
vulg. pp-girah, s.m. Inauspicious planet; any ill-omened
aspect of the heavenly bodies (such as the conjunction
of the sun or Budh with the moon in her last quarter);
Rahu, Saturn, Mars;—calamity, misfortune, fatal destiny:
—ppa-ghna, adj. Destroying, eacing, or expiating sin:—
pp lagn, (-ko), To impute fault (to), to blame, charge,
accuse; to calumniate:—pp lagn, v.n.=pp a hn, q.v.:—
pp-mn, adj. Sinful, bad, wicked:—pp-mnn, v.n. To
confess sin or fault:—pp-mati, adj.=pap-buddhi, q.v.;—
pp-mat, s.f. Sinful woman:—pp-mukti, adj. & s.m.
Liberated or absolved from guilt; one who has been
freed from sin or crime:—pp-moksha, vulg. pp-mo an
or pp-mo han, s.m. Liberation from sin, absolution,
pardon, salvation—pp mol-len, v.n.=pp bisn, q.v.:—
pp-n, adj. Sin-destroying, purifying:—pp-hrak, pphar, adj. Removing evil; sin-destroying:—pp-yukt, adj.
Connected with sin, sinful.
H ; ;  pp, s.m. Weevil, an insect bred in rice
(=pir).

P ; ; pp, s.m. Father (=bb); the Pope.
H ; ;  ppar, = H ] ; 7 ppa , [S. &t],
'
s.m. Crust,
thin layer; scale, scab; thin crisp cake made of any pulse
(esp. of m g); thin light soil, fertile soil:—ppa beln,
v.n. To roll out thin crisp cakes; to undergo great
hardship or suering; to labour hard on insucient
means; to eke out a scanty livelihood.
H ] ; 7 ppa , = H ; ;  ppar, [S. &t],
'
s.m. Crust,
thin layer; scale, scab; thin crisp cake made of any pulse
(esp. of m g); thin light soil, fertile soil:—ppa beln,
v.n. To roll out thin crisp cakes; to undergo great
hardship or suering; to labour hard on insucient
means; to eke out a scanty livelihood.
H  ] ; 7 pp  [S. &+t],
'
s.m. The plant Gardenia
latifolia; the plantain, Musa paradisiaca;—the fruit of the
hk tree (also written pappa , papa , papu ):—pp -khr,
and ppa -khr (S. parpaa+kshra), s.m. Ashes of the
plantain tree used instead of salt for seasoning the
cakes called ppa .
S Z; ; c ppishha, adj. (superl.), Most wicked; very
wicked or sinful.
S <; ;  ppin, adj. & s.m.=pp, q.v.
H <; ;  ppin, ppan, s.f. contrac. of next, q.v.

patience tried or exhausted (by the scorn of a beloved
person):—pt-band, s.f. Statement of the assets and
liabilities of an estate:—pt-kiram, pt-krim
 or krimi,
 s.m.
lit. 'Leaf-worm'; caterpillar.
P A ; pt [Zend ptar; S. ptar?; cf. pd-shh], s.m. Throne.
H A ;  pti, s.m.=pati; and p ti; qq.v.
H Y ;  pt [S. ÄP(t], s.m. Leaf=pt; patt; q.v.
S Y ;  pt, adj. & s.m.=ptri, q.v.
H Y ;  pt [S. t], part. adj. Watched, protected,
preserved.
S Y ; ! ptl, s.m. One of the seven regions under
the earth and the abode of the Ngas or serpents and
demons; hell, the infernal regions;—hole, chasm,
excavation; submarine re;—a sort of apparatus for
calcining and subliming metals (formed of two earthen
pots, the upper one inverted over the lower, and the two
joined together by their necks with cement and placed
in a hole containing re):—ptl-gang, s.f. The Ganges of
the infernal regions.
S Y ;  ptit, part. Lowered, humbled, overthrown;
depressed, downcast.
H Y ;  ptar, , ptur [S. P], s.f. Prostitute;

S ; ; " ppin, vulg. ppn (fem. of pp), s.f. Female

dancing-girl:—ptur-bz, s.m. Whoremonger.
H Y ;  ptar, , ptur [S. P&t], adj. Spare,

delinquent, wicked woman.
S ; ; " pp, adj. & s.m. Sinful, wicked, bad, guilty (of, -

emaciate, thin, lean; weak (=patl).
H Y ;  ptar [S. P; or ÄP], s.m. Moth, butter y.

k); cruel, hard-hearted;—sinner, criminal.
H ; ;  ppiy, adj. & s.m.=pp, q.v.

S Y ; P ptra, ptr, vulg. ptar, s.m. & adj. Vessel (in

H ; ;  ppiy, s.m. A species of Ricinus (?); the
papan (=papaiy, q.v.).
S A ;  pt, s.m. Falling; sin, wickedness.
S A ;  pt, s.m. Flying, mode of ying, ight; throwing
oneself into or down, falling, fall, downfall.
H A ;  pt [S. ÄP(; Prk. \(], s.m. Leaf (of a tree, book,
&c.) draught or cheque on a banker; any thin leaf or
plate of metal; an ornament worn in the upper part of
the ear:—pto -lagn, v.n. Leaves to fall (in autumn);
(met.) to have one's power or endurance exhausted; to
be reduced to destitution or misery; to have one's

general), goblet, bowl, cup, plate, dish, jar, pot; utensil;
receptacle, recipient, repository, proper object; what
holds or supports; king's counsellor or minister; the bed
of a river; a leaf;—capable, worthy, t, eligible,
deserving, able; accomplished (used in comp.).
S Y ;  ptri, adj. & s.m. Drinking; drinker;—protecting,
nourishing; protector, &c.
S Y ; ÄP pttra, s.m. Preservative from sin; preserver,
saviour.
S YY ; P ptrat, s.f. (masc. ptratwa), The condition of
being a receptacle or a recipient; capacity, tness,
propriety, worthiness, dignity.

S YY ;  ptrit,
 s.m. The plant Ocymum pilosum.

H &Y ; R pthn [S. TR"( per met.; cf. H. thpn],

S YY ; ÄP pttrat, s.f. (m. -twa), The quality of

v.t. To make up cowdung into cakes for fuel.
S  &Y ;  ptheya, s.m. Provender or provisions for a

preserving from sin; the power or function of a
preserver.
H )Y ; , pturiy, s.f. Harlot, &c. (=ptur);—s.m.
Whoremonger (=ptur-bz).
S (Y ;  ptak, s.m. That which causes to fall or sink;
sin, crime, guilt;—uncleanness, impurity, delement,
pollution:—ptak lagn, v.n. To be touched with anything
unclean, be deled or polluted; to be stained or sullied
(the character).
S (Y ;  ptik, vulg. ptak, s.m. The Gangetic
porpoise, Delphinus gangeticus (syn. s s).
H (Y ; , ptuk, vulg.  ptak, adj. & s.m. Falling
frequently or habitually, apt or disposed to fall; falling,
or losing caste;—declivity of a mountain, precipice;—an
aquatic animal of a large size; (g.) the water-elephant.
H (Y ;  ptak [S. ÄP+], = H  Y ;   ptakw [S.
ÄP++] s.m. Letter-bearer, messenger.
H  Y ;   ptakw [S. ÄP++] = H (Y ;  ptak
[S. ÄP+], s.m. Letter-bearer, messenger.
S Y ; " ptak, adj. & s.m. Fallen, sinful, guilty,
criminal;—sinner, criminal.
H 3Y ; ! ptil, s.m.=patla, q.v.
S #Y ; !" ptil, s.f. A kind of small earthen pot used
by religious mendicants; (=patl, patla, qq.v.).
H <Y ;  ptan [S. +?], s.f. Shoe, slipper.
S 8Y ; *! ptanjal, adj. & s.m. Composed by
Patanjali;—the Yoga system of philosophy (rst taught
by Patanjali).
S &Y ; R pth, s.m. Water (=jal).
H &Y ; R pthar, s.m. Stone=patthar, q.v.
S I&Y ; R pthas (in comp. ptho), s.m. Water (=pth):—
ptho-j, pthoj, s.m. lit. 'Water-born'; a lotus:—ptho-da,
pthod, s.m. lit. 'Water-giver'; a cloud:—ptho-dhar, s.m.
lit. 'Water-bearer'; a cloud:—ptho-dhi, ptho-nidhi, s.m.
lit. 'Receptacle, or treasure-house, of waters'; the ocean.

journey, viaticum.
H Y ; " pt [S. .ÄP], s.f. Leaf; leaf on which
anything has been written, letter, note, epistle,
document, &c.; sign, trace, clue (=pat).
H 3 Y ; "! ptl, = H # Y ; ptla, [S. !"], s.m. A widemouthed saucepan or cauldron (=patl).
H # Y ; ptla, = H 3 Y ; "! ptl, [S. !"], s.m. A widemouthed saucepan or cauldron (=patl).
H  ; & p, s.m.=ph, q.v.
S  ; & p (rt. pa), s.m. Breadth, expanse, extension;
width or breadth (of cloth, of a river, &c.); (in Geom.) the
intersection of a produced side of a gure and a
perpendicular on it, or the gure formed by such
intersection.
H  ; & p [S. t; ÄP(], s.m. Slab, tablet, board, plank,
shutter; fold or leaf (of a door); throne, seat, stool; one
of two millstones (either the upper or the lower); the
stone or plank on which Indian washermen beat clothes;
—bed or plot in a garden or eld, terrace; one part, side,
or edge of two pieces of cloth; folding clothes or laying
them in order;—earthen hoop or brace to prevent a well
from falling in; the horizontal beam to which the
bullocks are attached in a sugar or oil mill, also the place
where the driver sits; sack or load of corn;—silk cloth;
cocoon of silk;—the plant Corchorus olitorius (from the
bres of which sacking and cordage are made); tow:—
pt-ambar (S. paa+ambara), s.m. Silk cloth; silk garment:
—p-rn, p mahish, s.f. The queen who is installed or
consecrated with the king, principal wife of a rj, queenconsort:—p-kirm, p krim,
 s.m. Silk-worm.
H  ; & p [S. t], s.m. Plank, board, bench; slab or
plank on which washermen beat clothes (=p).
S ( ; &! pal, adj. & s.m. Pale-red, of a pink or rose
colour;—pale-red hue, pink, rose-colour, redness;—the
trumpet ower, Bignonia suaveolens;—a species of rice that
ripens in the rains:—pal-opal (pala+upala), s.m. The
ruby.

S ;: ; &! pal, s.f. The trumpet ower, Bignonia
suaveolens.
S +  ; &.! pali, &!" pal, s.f.=pal, q.v.;—name of a
city:—pali-putra, s.m. Name of the capital of Magadh
(near the con uence of the Son and Ganges), supposed
to be the ancient Palibothra and the modern Patna.
H ' - ; &@  pambar, s.m. See s.v. p.
H  ; & pan, s.m. (Braj) pl. of p, 'slab' &c., q.v.
H  ; & pan [S. , rt. &+(], s.f. Roong; roof, &c.
(see pn);—city, mart; name of the city of Patna.
S  ; & pin, s.m. A species of sh (described as
having many teeth).
H   ; & pn (see pan), v.t. To lay planks, &c.
(across), to board (a oor); to roof, cover, shut or close
in; to ll, ll up (a well, hole, ditch, &c.); to overstock,
heap, pile, accumulate;—to water, irrigate; to pay.
S  ; & ptav, adj. & s.m. Clever, sharp, dexterous;—

pah); a robust youth; a young wrestler.
H . ; _ phn, s.m. Bdellium.
S  ; _ phit, part. Instructed, taught, lectured.
S  ; _ phak, s.m. Reader, lecturer, preceptor,
tutor, teacher, professor; spiritual preceptor; a Brhman
who reads in public the Puras or other sacred works of
the Hinds; a panit who declares what is the law or
custom according to the sacred writings; a title of
Brhmans.
S  ; _ phik (fem. of phak), s.f. Female student;
female lecturer.
S 3 ; &6  pahik, phik, s.f. A small shrub, Abrus
precatorius.
H - ; _/ ph-mr (perhaps for b-mr), s.m.
Courier or messenger sent from place to place.
S  ; _ phan, s.m. Reading; lecturing, teaching.
S  ; _" ph, adj. & s.m. Knowing, conversant with;—a

S 0 ; &  pavik, adj. Clever, adroit, dexterous;

Brhman who has  nished his studies; one who has
read or studied (any subject), student; one who gives
lessons, teacher, professor;—the plant Plumbago
zeylanica;—a kind of sh.
S )  ; _" phn, s.m.=phak, q.v.;—a kind of sheat-

cunning, crafty, fraudulent.
H  ; &0" p n, &M" paun (from pn), s.m. A

sh, Silurus pelorius or Boalis.
S B)  ; _Å phya, part. adj. To be read, perused or

ferryman.
S  ; _ ph (rt. pah), s.m. Reading, perusal, study,

studied, worth reading; to be taught, needing
instruction; legible, admitting of being read.
H  ; &" p [S. ; .ÄP], s.f. Side-pieces of a

sharpness, acuteness, intensity, energy;
cleverness, skill, dexterity, talent; quickness,
precipitation.
H (? ; &5! popal, s.m.=pal-opal, q.v.s.v. pal.

recital (esp. sacred study); text of reading; lecture;
lesson, task:—ph-bhu, s.f. Place where the Vedas are
read or studied:—ph pa hn, ph karn, v.n. To read,
study; to repeat or revise a lesson; to recite or repeat
daily portions of the Vedas, &c.:—ph den (-ko), To give
a lecture (to):—ph-l, ph-sl, s.f. Reading-room,
lecture-hall, school-house, college, primary (Hind)
school:—ph-lin, ph manjar, s.f. A particular small
bird, Graculus religiosa:—ph-guru, s.m. Reading-master;
professor of elocution; preceptor, teacher, schoolmaster:
—ph-vn, ph-vant, s.m. A learned person.
H  ; _ ph [S. R,t], s.m. Young, full-grown animal
(commonly a goat, deer, or an elephant; syn. pah,

bedstead; a kind of board on which children learn to
write; a kind of mat (=stal pi); parting of the hair in the
middle of the head; a kind of sweetmeat.
S  ; &" p, s.m.=pin, q.v.
S  ; &" p, s.f. Arithmetic.
S ' )  ; &" pr, s.m. Sandal; a pungent root, a kind of
radish.
P & H W ; *" pj [S. ], adj. & s.m. Low, mean, vile,
contemptible, grovelling, worthless;—low fellow, vile
wretch; fellow; scoundrel, rascal:—pj-parast, s.m. A
patronizer of mean upstarts:—pj mizj, adj. Of a mean

disposition, mean-spirited, base-souled.
P  W ; pajiyna, adj. Meanly, basely.

incision (in).
H &= ; .+ ! p hil, = H 3&= ; .+ ! p hl, adj.

H <L W ; *" pj-pan, = H L W ; *" pj-pan, s.m.

(Braj.)=pi hl, q.v.
H 3&= ; .+ ! p hl, = H &= ; .+ ! p hil, adj.

Meanness, vileness; mean-spiritedness; low or base
conduct; rascality, villainy.
H L W ; *" pj-pan, = H <L W ; *" pj-pan, s.m.
Meanness, vileness; mean-spiritedness; low or base
conduct; rascality, villainy.
H V ;  p , adj.=p , q.v.
S V ;  p , s.m. Emerald.
S (= ;  p ak, adj. & s.m. Cooking, concocting,
aiding or eecting digestion, digestive, solvent,
stomachic, tonic; causing to ripen;—the bile (which
assists in digestion); a digestive, stomachic, solvent;—a
cook.
P (= ; p ak, s.m. Cowdung dried for fuel (syn. upl):—
p ak-i-dasht, s.m. Dry dung (of animals) found in elds
and jungles (syn. kane).
S = ; ! p al, adj. Aiding or promoting digestion.
S <= ;  p an, adj. & s.m. Ripening, maturing,
suppurative; digestive, &c. (=p ak, q.v.);—a medicinal
preparation, an infusion of various drugs (chie y
carminatives or gentle stimuli) given to bring the
vitiated humours in fever, &c. to maturity; a decoction,
sort of diet-drink; the bile, &c. (=p ak):—expiation,
penance; re:—p an-akti, s.f. The digestive power.
H = ;  p n, s.m.=p an;—v.n.=pa n;—and
v.t.=p hn; qq.v.
S (= ;  p anak, s.m. A sort of diet-drink; borax.
S = ; " p an, s.f. A species of myrobalan, Terminalia
chebula.
P = ; p- a, s.m. Sheep's foot; foot.
H &= ; + p h [S. ¹], s.m. Kicking out with the hind
legs (a horse).
H &= ; + p h (see next), s.m. Scarifying; incision;
inoculation; incision made in the poppy head for the
opium to ooze out.
H &= ; + p hn [fr. S. HK+5; rt. +5 with H], v.t. To
scarify, cup, lance, puncture, to inoculate, to make an

(Braj.)=pi hl, q.v.
H [ &= ;  p he, +h p hai, = H < &= ; ( p he , +°
pa hai , adv.=p he, q.v.
H < &= ; ( p he , +° pa hai , = H [ &= ;  p he, +h
p hai, adv.=p he, q.v.
H  ;  pd [S. t],
' s.m. Breaking wind, a fart:—pd-non, s.m. Black salt (used to remove atulence, &c. It is
prepared by fusing common salt with a small proportion
of myrobalans and sulphur; syn. kl namak; bi-lavan):—
pd-ghbr, adj. lit, 'Startled by a fart'; easily frightened,
timorous, frightened out of one's wits:—pd mrn, pd
lagn, pd ho n, pd urn, v.n. To let a fart, to fart
(=pdn).
S  ;  pda, pd, s.m. Foot; leg; root of a tree; foot of a
mountain; hill at the foot of a mountain; bottom of a bag
(syn. p w, p, pe);—ray, beam;—fourth part, quarter;
(in Pros.) fourth part of a loka, stanza, or verse; line of
poetry:—pdrdha (pda+ardha), s.m. Half a quarter, an
eighth; half a line of a stanza:—pdrghy (pda+arghya),
lit. 'Oering to the feet'; donation to Brhmans or
venerable persons:—pdsan (pda + sana), s.m.
Footstool:—pd-ght (pda+ghta), s.m. Blow with the
foot, kick; trampling:—pdngushh (pda+an˚), s.m. The
great toe:—pdngushhik, s.f. Ornament or ring worn
on the great toe:—pdngul (pda+an˚), s.f. A toe:—pdhat, pdahat (S. pda+hat), part. adj. Struck with the
foot, kicked; trodden; touched with the foot:—pda-pa,
pdap, s.m. lit. 'Imbibing nourishment with the foot or
root'; plant, tree;—footstool, cushion for the feet (lit.
'Protecting the feet'):—pda-p, pd-p, s.f. Slipper:—
pdap-ruh, s.f. Climbing plant; parasitical plant:—pdprakshlan, s.m. Washing the feet:—pd-pram, s.m.
Bowing to the feet, prostration:—pd-prahr, s.m. A kick:
—pd-ph, s.m. Footstool (=pdsan):—pda-tal, s.m. Sole
or lower part of the foot;—adv. As low as the feet; under
the feet:—pda-ja, pdaj, s.m. lit. 'Born from the foot (of

Brahma)'; a  dra, a man of the fourth and servile tribe:
—pda- palya, s.m. lit. 'Foot - unsteadiness'; dgeting or
shuing with the feet:—pda- r, adj. & adv. Going on
foot, walking; on foot, afoot:—pda- r, s.m. Walker,
footman; foot-soldier:—pda- atvar, s.m. The religious
g-tree, Ficus religiosa:—pda-dr, s.f. lit. 'Foot-rending';
chap in the foot, chilblain, kibe:—pda-dhvan, s.m.
Washing the feet:—pda-rohan, s.m. lit. 'Growing from
roots'; the Indian g-tree:—pda-spho, s.m. Sore or ulcer
in the foot; chilblain, kibe:—pd-sev, s.f. pd-sevan, s.m.
Touching a person's feet as a mark of respect; pd-kh,
s.f. lit. 'Branch of the foot'; a toe:—pd-abd, s.m. Sound
of feet, footfall:—pd-oth, s.m. Swelling of the feet, gout:
—pd-kaak, s.m. Ornament for the feet or ankles, anklet:
—pd-grh, s.m. lit. "Seizing the feet'; humble or servile
person;—pd-graha, s.m. Touching the feet of a
Brhman, or of a superior, a mode of respectful
salutation:—pd-gandir, s.m. Morbid enlargement of the
legs and feet:—pd-m l, s.m. The heel:—pd-vn, pdvant, s.m.=pd, q.v.:—pad-valmk, s.m. Elephantiasis
(=pd-ganir):—pdodak (pda+udaka), s.m. Water for
washing the feet; water in which the feet of a Brhman
have been washed:—pd-hrak, s.m. One who seizes or
steals anything with his feet:—pda-ht, part. Struck with
the feet; kicked; trodden on; touched with the feet:—
pda-harsh, s.m. Numbness or tingling of the feet after
pressure upon the crural nerves.
H &Y ; R' pdrth, s.m.=padrth, q.v.s.v. pad.
P D  ; pdsh, = P E  ; pdsht, s.m. Reward,
recompense, compensation, satisfaction, requital,
retribution, retaliation, revenge.
P E  ; pdsht, = P D  ; pdsh, s.m. Reward,
recompense, compensation, satisfaction, requital,
retribution, retaliation, revenge.
H  R  ; "7 pdr-k , s.m. An insect which
constructs a hole in the ground as a trap for ants on
which it feeds; the ant-lion.
PORT.  ; pdr, s.m. Christian priest, clergyman,
minister, chaplain, missionary.
P d ; pd-zahr (S. H+*r$,!?), s.m. Antidote, Bezoar
stone.

P  E  ; pdshh [pd = pt, 'throne,' q.v.+shh, q.v.], s.m.
King, &c.=bdshh, q.v.:—pdshh-zda, s.m. King's son,
prince:—pdshh-zd, s.f. Princess.
P   E  ; pdshhna, adj. & adv.=bdshhna, q.v.
P  E  ; pdshhat, s.f.=bdshhat, q.v.
P  E  ; pdshh, adj. & s.f.=bdshh, q.v.
P E  ; pdshah, contrac. of pdshh, q.v.
S  ; C pduk, adj. & s.m. Having feet; going with
feet;—any creature that goes on feet.
S   ; C pduk, s.f. Wooden shoe; shoe, slipper;
sandal.
' ], v.n. To break wind, to fart;
H  ;  pdn [S. "(
—to acknowledge one's inferiority; to succumb; to turn
tail.
S  ;  pd , s.f. Shoe, slipper.
H  ;  pd [S. +],
'
adj. & s.m. Addicted to farting;
—one who farts, farter (=padd , pado ).
S  ; 5 pdodak [S. +], s.m. See s.v. pda.
S  ;   pdvik, s.m. Traveller, wayfarer.
H  ;  pdh [S. t], s.m. Tutor, teacher,
schoolmaster; priest.
S  ; " pd, adj. & s.m. Having feet, footed; entitled to
a fourth part or share;—a footed creature; a footed
aquatic animal, an amphibious animal.
H  ; " pd, s.f. (local), Rice in the husk, paddy.
S ) ; 1 pdya, s.m. Water for washing the feet:—
pdyodak (˚ya+ud˚), s.m. Idem:—pdya-ptra, s.m. A metal
vessel for washing the feet.
H   ; © ph, s.m.=pdh, q.v.
H   ; © ph, s.m.=p h, q.v.
H

 ; ©" ph, s.f.=p h, q.v.

S  ;  pr, s.m. & adv. (gov. gen. with -ke, if the postp.
is expressed), Further bank, or opposite shore or side (of
a river, lake, &c.); the other side, concluding bound; the
end or limit of anything, termination, conclusion; utmost
limit or extent or reach; bottom, innermost depth,
inmost recess; rst turning up or ploughing of land;—
over, across, on or to the other or further side, through,

beyond:—pr utrn, v.t. To put or take across, to put or
ferry over; to carry through, cause to reach the end, &c.
(see next):—pr utarn, v.n. To go or get across (esp. the
ocean of existence), to cross; to reach the end; to
accomplish, get through; to succeed, gain one's end:—pr
pn, v.n. To get to the bottom (of), to fathom, to sound:
—pr p n, v.n. To come to an end, be over:—pr-darak,
adj. Transparent:—pr-drivan, adj. Long-sighted, farseeing, wise, prudent:—pr karn, v.t. To cross over, to
ferry across or over; to pierce, go through and through,
transx; to carry through, nish, accomplish, get to the
end (of, -ke); to relieve; to succeed, win, gain (in
gambling):—pra-ga, prag, adj. & s.m. Going to the
opposite shore, crossing over, going through or over or
across or to the end; intending to cross; completely
mastering, thoroughly well versed in, knowing, clever,
skilful, expert, able;—one who has arrived at the end,
&c.:—pr-gat, part. adj. & s.m. Passed over in safety,
crossed; passed beyond the world; pure, holy;—one who
has reached the opposite shore; one who has passed
beyond the world; (with Jains) an Arhat or deied saint or
teacher:—pr lagn, v.t.=pr utrn, q.v.:—pr lagn, pr
hon or ho-jn, v.n. To be carried across, to reach the
shore; to be completed, nished, or accomplished; to go
through and through, penetrate, permeate; to get well
through, be successful, to succeed; to survive; to go
away, be o, escape, attain refuge:—pr-wr, and wr-pr,
adv. On both sides (of a river, &c.); from end to end,
through and through, quite through.
P  ; pr (S. , or ),
' adj. Past, last; next:—pr-sl, s.m.
Last year; next year.
H  ;  pr [S. t], s.m. Quicksilver, mercury;—adj.
Heavy, weighty:—pr bharn, pr piln (me , -ko), To ll
or load with quicksilver; to make heavy:—pre-k kf r,
s.m. Calomel.
H  ;  pr, s.m.=pahriy, q.v.
S  ;  ;  prpr (pra+apra), s.m. The nearer and
further bank (of a river, &c.), both banks; sea, ocean;—
adv. Through and through, on both sides, entirely
(=prwar, wr-pr, r-pr).
S E  ; 8 prar, s.m. Name of the poet Vysa; the

rules of Vysa for the conduct of the mendicant orders.
S E  ; 8" prar, s.m. The religious mendicant or
Brhman who, having passed through the three stages
of student, householder, and ascetic, leads a vagrant life
and subsists on alms.
S  ;   prwr, s.m. & adv.=prpr, q.v.
S A ;   prwat, s.m. Pigeon (=parew); a species of
ebony, Diospyros glutinosa.
S Y ;  " prwat, s.f. The fruit of the Annona
reticulata;—a form of song peculiar to cowherds;—name
of an Indian river.
S <) ; 4 prya, s.m. Crossing over; totality,
completeness, entirety;—study; the act of reading a
Pura continually (or of causing it to be read) without
expressing its meaning; reading or going over entirely.
S () ; .4 pryaik, s.m. A reader of the Puras;
reader, lecturer.
H *  ;  '" prbat, s.f.=prvat, q.v.
H 2   ; ÊË pr-brahm, s.m.=par-brahm, q.v.
S ) &  ; # pri-bhvya, s.m. Name of a drug, a sort
of Costus, Costus speciosus.
S + &  ; #W pri-bhadra, s.m. The coral tree, Erythrina
indica; the Nm-tree, Azadirachta indica; a species of pine,
Pinus devadaru; the saral, Pinus longifolia.
S Y ;  ; P pri-ptra, s.m. Name of one of the seven
principal mountain-ranges of India (the central or
western portion of the Vindhya chain which skirts the
province of Malwa).
S (&*;  ; .BR pri-panthik, s.m. Highwayman,
robber, thief.
S &*Y ; ^ pri-tathy, s.f. String of pearls for
binding the hair; a trinket worn on the forehead where
the hair is parted.
S (E Y ; 53 pri-toshik, adj. & s.m. Gratifying,
delighting, making happy, satisfactory, consolatory;—
reward, gratuity (given as a token of satisfaction).
S  &Y ; R=
' prthakya, s.m. Severalty, individuality,
separation, separateness, singleness, dierence, variety.

S &Y ; R prthiv, adj. & s.m. Earthen, earthly,

tree:—pras-nth (S. prva+ntha), s.m. Name of an Arhat;
the Jain ponti;—name of a mountain in Bengal.
P K ; prs, pras, pris (Zend pra; S. prasa), s.m. Persia.

terrestrial, relating to the earth, springing or derived
from the earth, earthy; ruling or possessing the earth;—
dweller on the earth, inhabitant of the earth; lord of the
earth, king, sovereign;—an earthen vessel.
S A W ; * pri-jt, s.m. The coral tree, Erythrina

P B ; prs, adj. & s.m.f. Abstemious, temperate,

indica; name of one of the ve trees of paradise (which
was produced at the churning of the ocean).
S () W ; * pr-jyik, s.m. An adulterer.

continence, chastity, purity, virtue, holiness.
H B ; T ' prswa, s.m.=prva, q.v.

H = ;  pr , s.m. Reservoir or trough into which

S (B ;  prsik, adj. Persian (=prs; prsk).

water drawn from a well is emptied.
P A = ; pr t, s.m. Irreg. pl. of pr a, q.v.
P = ; pr a (dim. of pra), s.m. Fragment, piece, scrap;
piece of cloth, rag; cloth, web.
H &= ; + pr h, s.m.=pr , q.v.
S  ;  prad, s.m. Quicksilver=pr, q.v.
H  W ; A' pra-drjya, pr-drjya [S. ],
' s.m.
Adultery.
S  ;  pra-drik, pr-drik, s.m. Adulterer.
S () ; b.8 pra-deik, pr-deik, = S ) ; b8"
pra-de, pr-de, = S  ) ; b pra-deya, pr-deya,
adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to another or foreign
country, &c.=pardes, q.v.
S ) ; b8" pra-de, pr-de, = S () ; b.8 pradeik, pr-deik, = S  ) ; b pra-deya, pr-deya, adj.
& s.m. Of or belonging to another or foreign country,
&c.=pardes, q.v.
S  ) ; b pra-deya, pr-deya, = S () ; b.8
pra-deik, pr-deik, = S ) ; b8" pra-de, pr-de,
adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to another or foreign
country, &c.=pardes, q.v.
H K ;  pras [S. T8t],
' s.m. Touchstone (for gems);
philosopher's stone (which, according to Hind legend,
immediately converts into gold any metal it touches):—
pras-patthar, pras-patthal (S. spara+prastara, s.m.=pras.
H K ;  pras [S. :],
' s.m. Side, rib, &c. used only in
comp.):—pras-ppal (S. prva+pippala), s.m.
The tree Hibiscus populneoides or populneus;—the tulip

continent, chaste, pure, virtuous, holy;—chaste or pure
man or woman; holy man, devotee, anchorite.
P $ B ; prs, s.f. Abstinence, temperateness,

P B ; prs, adj. & s.m. Persian; native of Persia, a
Persian; a follower of Zoroaster;—s.f. The Persian
language.
S ( B ; " prsk, adj.=prsik; prs.
S + E  ; 3 prishad, adj. & s.m. Pertaining to an
assembly;—king's companion; retinue of a god; an
attendant; person present at an assembly, spectator.
S E  ; 8 prav, s.m. Iron, an iron weapon;—name of
a mixed caste, the son of a Brhman by a  dra woman;
son by another's wife, adulterine, bastard.
S E  ; :' prva, s.m. Side; part of the body below the
arm-pit, the ribs, the side;—adv. By the side (of, -ke),
near (=ps):—prva-bhg, s.m. Side, ank:—prva- l,
s.m. Spasm of the chest; stitch in the side:—prva-stha,
s.m. One who stays at or near the side of another:—
prva-ga, s.m. An attendant:—prva-gat, adj. Close to,
beside:—prva-vart, adj. & s.m. At the side, attendant,
adjacent;—an attendant.
S  E  ; X: prvik, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to the
side, lateral;—sidesman, partisan; associate or
companion.
S  E  ; Il prushya, s.m. Roughness, violence, abuse,
contumelious speech; misdemeanour;—aloe-wood or
agallochum.
S  ;  prak, adj. & s.m. Purifying; protecting,
cherishing; pleasing;—enabling (one) to cross a river, or
to get through the world; getting through,
accomplishing.
H  ;  prak [S. +$], adj. Completely familiar or

conversant with, knowing thoroughly, well versed in;
skilful, expert, clever, able.
S    ; [d" pri-k ksh, s.m. One who gives
himself to devout contemplation, contemplative saint,
ascetic.
H &  ; L prakh, = H &  ; L" prkh, [S. "d;
".d], s.m. Examiner, tester, discriminator, judge,
critic, connoiseur.
H &  ; L" prkh, = H &  ; L prakh, [S. "d;
".d], s.m. Examiner, tester, discriminator, judge,
critic, connoiseur.
S ' ; $ pra-ga, prag, adj. & s.m.=prak, q.v. See also
s.v. pra, pr.
S X  ; $ pra-gata, pr-gat, part. adj. & s.m. See s.v.
pr.
H  ; ! pral [S. &.!], s.m. The tree Stereospermum
suaveolens, or Bignonia suaveolens; also S. (or B.) chelonoides.
S ( ! ; !M pra-laukik, vulg. pri-laukik, adj.
Relating to the next world.
S (&Y a  ; /R pramrthik, adj. Relating to a high or
spiritual object, relating to supreme truth; of the highest
importance; most desirable, preferable, best, excellent,
superior; real, essential, true.
S )La  ; @' pramparya, vulg. pramparj, adj. & s.m.
Passing on from one to another; one following the
other; uninterrupted series, continuous order,
hereditary succession, hereditary property; traditional
instruction or knowledge, tradition:—pramparyopade (˚ya
+upa˚), s.m. Traditional instruction.
S  ; 4 pra, s.m. Fullling, accomplishing; reading
through, reading, studying;—concluding a fast, eating or
drinking after a fast, breakfast; one who eats after a
fast;—a cloud:—pra karn, v.t. To full, &c.
H  ;  prn [pr˚ = Prk. (), or ()=S. (),
caus. of rt. ], v.t. To nish, accomplish, &c. (see pra
and pra karn).
H  ;  prn, v.t.=p n, q.v.
S )  ; 4 pri-ya, adj. & s.m. Relating or

pertaining to marriage; obtained on the occasion of
marriage;—property received by a woman at the time of
her marriage.
S A ;  ' prvat, s.m. lit. 'Growing on or coming from
the mountains'; the tree Melia sempervirens (called the
large nm).
S Y ;  '" prvat, s.f. One of the names of Durg, the
wife of iva (as being the daughter of Hima-vat the king
of the snowy mountains);—the olibanum tree, Boswellia
thurifera; the tree Grislea tomentosa, or Celtis orientalis.
S  Y ;  '" prvatya, adj. & s.m. Living or dwelling in
the mountains; mountainous;—mountaineer; epithet of a
particular sovereign ruling in the mountains.
S  ;  '4 prva, s.m. lit. 'Belonging or relating to the
parvan'; the general funeral ceremony to be oered to all
the manes at the parvan or conjunction of the sun and
moon (at which double oblations are oered, three cakes
to the father, paternal grandfather and greatgrandfather, and three to the maternal grandfather, his
father and grandfather; and the crumbs of each set to
the remoter ancestors in each line):—prva-rddh,
s.m.=prva.
P ? ; pra, s.m. Strap; slip, piece, bit, fragment, scrap,
patch, botch:—pra-pra, adv. In pieces, piecemeal:—prapra karn, v.t. To cut in pieces:—pra-doz, s.m. Patcher,
botcher; cobbler, one who applies the leather parts in
tents, screens, &c.
H  ; " pr, s.f. Time, turn, &c.=br, q.v.;—a cup; a
large leathern vessel:—pr b dhn, v.n. To arrange to
take by turns.
S Y ) ; P pri-ytra, s.m.=pri-ptra, q.v.
S + ) ; "BW prndra, s.m. Lion; a large snake (boa).
P ) ; prna, adj. Past, elapsed; ancient:—prna daftar s.m.
Ancient record.
H ; 7 p , = H  ; 7 p , s.m. Scaold, scaolding,
platform, stage, framework; wooden frame over a well.
H  ; 7 p , = H ; 7 p , s.m. Scaold, scaolding,
platform, stage, framework; wooden frame over a well.
H  ; 7 p , s.m. (used in comp.) Quarter of a town,

district, ward; cluster of huts apart from the village to
which they belong, hamlet; boundary of a eld.
H  ; 7 p , s.m. Male bualo-calf; calf (=ph, q.v.
H  ; 7 p n [p ˚ = Prk. f<(), or f()=S.
(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. To let fall, cause to fall, to
knock or throw down; to kill.
H  ; 7 p n [S. 4"(], v.t. To nish, &c.=prn,
q.v.;—to make or collect (lamp-black, kjal, by holding or
passing a plate or metal dish over a lamp).
H 2 ; 7 p a, s.m.=p , p , q.v.

respect, sake; custody; watch or term of three hours; a
guard;—ps-bn, s.m.f. Watchman, watch, sentinel,
guard; shepherd:—ps-bn, s.f. Guarding, guard, watch,
protection, keeping; the duty of a guard:—ps-i- tir,
s.m. In consideration or in attention to, or out of regard
for (one's) wishes:—ps-dr, s.m. Guardian, &c.=ps-bn:—
ps-dr, s.f.=ps-bn and ps.
H B ;  ps, s.m. Noose, &c.=ps, q.v.
H B ;  ps [S. 8t], s.m. Lump or cube of anything

travelling on it).
H
; i" p h (dim. of pah, q.v.), s.f. Young bualo,

(as metal), lump of silver (from which wire is drawn);
die, dice, the oblong dice with which ausar is played;
throw of dice:—ps pa n, v.n. Dice to be
thrown; to be lucky in throwing:—ps phe kn, v.n. To
throw dice (in gaming):—ps kheln, v.n. To gamble with
dice.
P  *B ; pstn (cf. pas, 'after'), adj. Past, former, old,

bualo-calf.
H  ; 7" p  (dim. of p ), s.f. Bualo-calf (=p h;

ancient, of yore.
H B ;  psn [fr. S. ], v.n. To have a ow of milk

H  ; i p h [S. 3t], s.m. Spotted antelope; hogdeer, Cervus porcinus.
H
; i" p h (from pr), s.f. Crossing (a river, when

pa iy).
P d ; p-zahr, s.m. Bezoar stone=pd-zahr, q.v.
P U)d ; p-zeb (and pe-zeb ), s.m. See s.v. p.
H K ;  ps [S. 8t], s.m. Rope, noose, net, snare.
H K ;  ps [S. :×], adv. & postpn. (gov. gen. with -ke),
At the side (of), beside, alongside, near, about (the
person, &c.), in the possession (of); at hand, close by, in
the neighbourhood (of):—ps n, v.n. To come near (to, ke), to approach, have access (to), to reach, come up (to):
—ps baihn (-ke), To sit near, or by, or in the company
(of); to live (with); to sit (under a preacher); to learn
(from); to adhere or stick (to), to follow:—ps-ps, adv.
Approximately, nearly, about, thereabouts:—ps-pa os,
s.m. Neighbour, &c.=s-ps, q.v.:—ps rakhn, v.t. To keep
near or by, keep in hand, to retain; to place, or lodge, or
deposit (with, -ke):—ps rahn (-ke), To be present or at
hand, to remain near, to wait or attend (on); to live
(with), to cohabit:—ps-na phaakn, v.n. Not to approach,
not to hover round.
P K ; ps [Pehl. p; Zend pa, rt. pas = S. pa], s.m.
Watching, guarding, taking care (of), observing;
observance, consideration, attention (to), regard,

(an animal); the milk to descend (to the udder).
P ^B ; psang (cf. S. pasha), s.m. Make-weight, balance,
equipoise, something placed in one scale to balance the
other; something placed on one side of a load to form an
equipoise to the other.
H B ; " ps [S. 8], s.f. Cord or rope for fastening
the legs of a horse or other tame animal; a net.
H B ; " ps [S. .8; .8], s.m. One who casts a
net, or snare, or noose; a fowler, bird-catcher; a
member of a caste whose occupation is to extract the
juice of the t palm (so called from their climbing with
the aid of a noose or loop round their feet).
H B ; " ps, s.f. Reservoir of water for cattle in a
season of drought.
P B ; ps (rel. n. fr. ps, q.v.), s.m. Watchman, sentinel
(=ps-bn, q.v.s.v. ps).
S D ; 8 ps, s.m. Noose, &c.=ps, q.v.:—p-baddha, part.
adj. Noosed, snared, caught, bound:—p-bandh, s.m.
Noose, snare, net, halter, &c.
P D ; psh [fr. pshdan; rt. S. spar fr. spri],
 part. adj.
Scattering, sprinkling, diusing (used in comp.):—pshpsh, adj. Shivered or broken in pieces, shattered.

H E ; 8 p, s.m. Die, &c.=ps, q.v.

S  ;  pk, s.m. Cooking or dressing food; digestion;

S  E ; 34 psh, s.m. Stone, pebble:—psh-bhed,

an electuary (composed of honey, syrup, &c.); a
confection:—pk-phal, s.m. The caronda tree and fruit,
Carissa carondus:—pk-ranjan, s.m. Leaf of the Laurus cassia:
—pk-sthn, s.m. pk-l, s.f. Cook-house, kitchen.
P  ; pk (=S.  ), adj. Pure, clear, clean, holy,

s.m. The plant Plectantrus scutellarioides (used as a
remedy for stone in the bladder):—psh- aturda, s.f.
The fourteenth day in the light half of the month Mgh,
Nov.-Dec. (on which a festival of Gaur is celebrated,
when cakes made of rice and shaped like large pebbles
are eaten):—psh-r p, psh-r p, adj. Of the nature of
stone, stony:—pshn-may, adj. Consisting of, or
abounding in, stone; stony.
S  E ; 34" psh (dim. of psh), s.f. Small stone
used as a weight;—stone-cutter's chisel; mason's
hammer.
S   E ; 34" pshya, adj.=psh-may, q.v.s.v. psh.
S E ; .8 pit, part. Tied, bound, fettered.
S  Y :E ; ¹; pctya, adj. & s.m. Behind, being
behind, hinder; subsequent; western;—hinder part (cf.
p h, p he-k).
S (E ; 8 pak, s.m. Die (=ps, q.v.).
S (E ; 3 pshak, s.m. An ornament for the feet.
S <E ; 3ef pshan, vulg. pkhan, s.m. Heresy,
heterodoxy, false doctrine; blasphemy, wickedness;
deceit in religious matters, hypocrisy, dissimulation,
pretence, disguise;—heretic, &c.=pshan, q.v.:—pkhan
phailn, pkhand karn, pkhand ma n, v.n. To practise
dissimulation, to play the hypocrite, to feign, pretend.
S <E ; 3ef" pshan, vulg. pkhan, adj. & s.m.
Dissembling, hypocritical, deceitful, sanctimonious;—
heretic, heterodox Hind, religious impostor, hypocrite;
sectarian, Jain, Buddhist, one who adopts the external
marks or characteristics of a tribe or sect but does not
conform to the orthodox tenets of the Hind faith nor
respect the ordinances of the Vedas.
P E ; pshna [Pehl. pshnak; Zend pshna; S. prshi, fr.
sphur], s.m. Heel; pastern (of a horse).
P E ; psh (v.n. from pshdan; see psh), s.f. Scattering,
sprinkling (used in comp. e.g. b-psh, q.v.).
S E ; 8" p, s.m. One armed with a noose or net,
&c.=ps, q.v.

spotless, blameless, innocent, free (from, -se), undeled,
unpolluted, immaculate, fair:—pk-bz, adj. Undeled;
honest, candid, sincere; honourable;—s.m. A lter (in
the language of bhang drinkers):—pk-bz, s.f. Purity;
candour; sincerity:—pk-dman, adj. Pure, chaste,
virtuous, modest; innocent; holy in life:—pk-dman, pkdmn, s.f. Purity of life, sanctity, holiness; chastity,
virtue, innocence:—pk-rau, adj. Upright in conduct,
virtuous, &c.:—pk-zda, s.m. Washerman:—pk-srat, adj.
Of spotless character, moral, virtuous:—pk-f, adj. Pure,
clean, undeled, unpolluted:—pk-f, s.f. Purity;
sanctity:—pk karn, v.t. To purity, make clear (of, -se); to
clean; to clarify, strain; to wash; to sift, to winnow:—pk
mabbat, s.f. Pure love; Platonic love:—pk-nyat s.f. &
adj. Pure intention or motive;—of pure intention, &c.

H  ; 7 pka , = H 7  ; 7 pka iy, [S. &"],
s.m. The waved-leaved g-tree, Ficus infectoria (syn.
g la ).
H 7  ; 7 pka iy, = H  ; 7 pka , [S. &"],

s.m. The waved-leaved g-tree, Ficus infectoria (syn.
g la ).
H 5 <B  ; (7" pk-sa s (pk, for paka +S. saas),
s.f. A table-vice, bench-vice (the name is a modern one;
for the instrument was introduced by Europeans).
S   ;  pkshya, adj. Belonging to a side or party.
S  ; ! pkal, adj. Bringing to maturity; suppurative;
—a species of costus, Costus speciosus.
S  ; .! pkali, s.m. The plant Bauhinia candida.
S # ; !" pkal, s.f. A species of cucumber, Cucumis
utilissimus.
H  ;  pkn [fr. S.  'cooking'], v.t. To boil in
syrup (see pakn; pakwn).
H & ; L pkh, s.m.=pakh, paksh, q.v.

H & ; L pkh [S. dt; or HV4], s.m. Shed; side
wall; small building or thatch leaning against the wall of
a yard or area; porch, portico (syn. osr).
H  & ; L4 pkh, s.m.=psh, q.v.

foolish, silly;—madman, idiot, fool (=pagl; bol):—pgalna, s.m. Mad-house, lunatic asylum:—pgal hon, v.n.
To become mad.
H <L#X ; $! pgal-pan, = H L#X ; $! pgal-pan, [S.

H & ; L pkhar [S. HL], s.f. Iron armour for the

!+; ]( , s.m. Madness, insanity; foolishness, folly.

defence of a horse or elephant;—canvas covering,
tarpaulin.
H  ; L7 pkha , = H & ; L! pkhal, s.m.=pka , q.v.
H & ; L! pkhal, = H  ; L7 pkha , s.m.=pka , q.v.

H L#X ; $! pgal-pan, = H <L#X ; $! pgal-pan, [S.
!+; ]( , s.m. Madness, insanity; foolishness, folly.
H <X ; $ pgan [S. Hr$4], s.m. A kind of drum or

S <& ; L4f pkhan, s.m. = S <& ; L4f" pkhan,

tabor.
H X ; $ pgn (caus. of pagn), v.t. To dip in or cover

s.m. See psha; pshan.
S <& ; L4f" pkhan, s.m. = S <& ; L4f pkhan,

with syrup; to form a cake of crystallized sugar.
H X ; $ pgn, v.n. (Prov.) To ripen: to come to a

s.m. See psha; pshan.
H & ; L" pkh [S. d"], s.m.=ph, q.v.

head (=pakn).
H ; ! pl (rt. of pln), s.m. Shelter; protection; crown

P  ; pk (fr. pk, q.v.), s.f. Purity, cleanliness; sanctity;—

lands kept in the hands of government.
S ; ! pl, s.m. Protector, nourisher, cherisher,

the pubes:—pk len, v.n. To shave the pubes; to pluck the
hair from the pubes.
P X o  ; pkza-g (abst. subst. from next), s.f. Cleanliness,
purity, chastity, chasteness, neatness.
P ?o  ; pkza (pk, q.v.+dim. a. -iza), adj. Clean, pure,
select, chaste, delicate, neat, nice, pretty, lovely:—pkza
aslat, pkza srat, adj. Of chaste habits or disposition:—
pkza-gauhar, adj. Of a pure nature or essence.
S   ; = pkya, s.m. A kind of medicinal salt,
impregnated with iron (syn. bilavan); saltpetre; nitre.
H ' ; $ pg [S. ], s.f. Syrup.
H ' ; $ pg [S. H; or ], s.f. (Prov.), A turban
(=pag );—pg, pg-tg, s.m. Poll-tax formerly levied on all
males over twelve years of age.
H X ; $ pg (cf. pag; pagh), s.m. A troop of horse
among Marhaas); a stud.
H X ; $ pg (=pakk, q.v.), adj. (Prov.) Ripened, ripe;
come to a head.
H X ; $, pgur [S. HV04],
 s.m. Chewing the cud,
rumination (syn. jugl).
H X ; $, pgurn, v.n. To chew the cud, to
ruminate.
H X ; $! pgal [S. +!], adj. & s.m. Mad, insane;

guardian, preserver (used as last member of
compounds).
H ; ! pl [S. .!], s.f. A raised bank, embankment
(to conne water for irrigation), dam, dike, causeway.
H ; ! pl [S. &!], s.m. Sail; small tent:—pl a hn,
v.n. To hoist sail.
H ; ! pl [S. !; or !!], s.m. Layers of straw,
leaves, &c. between which unripe mangoes are ripened
within doors:—pl-k pakk, adj. Ripened in straw.
S ; .! pli, s.f. The Mgadha-prkrit language (in which
the Panits of Ceylon, Siam, &c. give instruction);
also=pl, q.v.
H " ; ! pl [S. Hpt], s.m. Frost, hoar-frost; snow;
dew; coagulation; secundines of an animal:—pl pa n,
pl girn, v.n. To freeze, to snow.
H " ; ! pl (v.n. of pl-n, rt. S. !), s.m. Protection,
shelter; maintenance, support; charge, trust; a protégé;—
power, sway, in uence; clutches; spell:—pl dln (-se),
To protect, guard or save (from):—ple pa n (-ke), To fall
into the power, or in the clutches (of); to have to do
(with); to be tied (to,—in wedlock, &c.); to be fascinated,
taken by a spell; to be entangled, lured, caught.

H " ; ! pl (see pl, 'raised bank'), s.m. Heap of earth,
&c. made by children to separate the two sides in the
game of kaba or 'prisoner's base'; partition line.
H " ; ! pl [S. !, ! ], s.m. Stack or rick of corn; a
twig; leaves of the jha -ber or jujube tree.
H " ; ! pl [S. yt], s.m. Time or turn (in
rotation=pr).
S D " ; !8 pl, adj. Coming from, or belonging to, the
tree pal or Butea frondosa; made of the wood of the Butea
frondosa; green;—s.m. Green colour:—pal-khan, s.m. An
epithet of Magadh (a country in India, the western part
of Bihr).
H <X " ; !$ p-lgan [S. +!¢], s.f. Obeisance by
embracing the feet; laying one's head on another's feet;
respect, reverence, veneration (esp. to Brhmans).
P & H " ; ! pln, vulg. paln [S. y4(], s.m. Packsaddle; dorsers:—pln b dhn (-par), To put a packsaddle (on).
P " ; pln, adj. Bearing a pack-saddle;—s.m. Maker of

s.f. Adopted daughter.
H  (! ; !7 plak  (plak+dim. a. ), s.m. Adopted
son:—plak , s.f. Adopted daughter.
H ! ; !" plk [S. r+
'
or ], s.f. A kind of
litter or sedan, a palankeen:—plk-sawr, s.m.f. One who
rides in a plk:—plk-nishn, s.m. One entitled to be
carried in a plk; one who can aord to keep a plk; a
grandee or noble (formerly the privilege of keeping a
plk was granted by a king or viceroy).
S <! ; ! plan, s.m. Protecting, guarding, preserving,
fostering, nourishing, cherishing, bringing up, rearing,
breeding, domesticating; observing, keeping (a promise),
nursing, tending; protection, support, maintenance,
sustenance, keep:—plan karn (-k or -ko), To protect,
cherish, nurse, &c. (=pln):—plan-hr, s.m. Protector,
cherisher, supporter, preserver; patron, lord, master
(=plne-wl).
H ! ; ! pln [pl˚ = Prk. p(), or !()=S.
!(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. To protect, &c. (see plan);

pack-saddles;—a sluggish beast of burden:—asp-i-pln,
s.m. A pack-horse.
P Z$" ; plish (abst. s. fr. pldan, rt. Zend rared; S.

—s.m. (f. -), An adopted son:—pl-rakhn, v.t.=pln:—
plne-wl, s.m. (f. -), Protector, &c.=plan-hr.
H ! ; ! pln [S. r?], s.m. A cradle.

vardh, fr. vridh),
s.f. Straining, ltration, percolation.

S ! ; .! plit, part. Protected, supported, cherished,

S + ! ; .!B plind, s.m. A species of jasmine, Jasminum

nourished, reared, kept (as a promise).
H *! ; ! plt (imperf. part. of pln), s.m. Protector,
&c.=plan-hr, q.v.s.v. plan.
H *! ; !" plt, s.f. A squatting posture:—plt lagn,
v.n. To oat or swim on the hams:—plt mr-ke baihn,
v.n. To sit on the hams, to squat.
H (! ; ! plak [S. !rt], s.m. A sort of spinach:—
plak-j h (S. pla ka+y th). s.f. The medicinal plant
Justicia nasuta; and Ixora undulata.
H (! ; ! plak [S. rt], s.m. Bedstead (com.
palang).
S (! ; ! plak, .! plik, adj. & s.m. Protecting,
supporting, nourishing, cherishing, rearing;—protector,
cherisher, guardian, preserver, keeper; groom;—plak
and plak putr, s.m. An adopted son;—plak, plak-putr,

pubescens.
S + ! ; .!B" plindh, s.m. A species of Ipomæa with
dark blossoms, Convolvulus tarpethum (commonly called
teori).
S (! ; !( plank, s.m. The olibanum tree, Boswellia
thurifera; a species of beet-root, Beta bengalensis; a hawk.
S ! ; !(" pla k, = S ! ; !(= pla ky, s.f. The
resin of the olibanum tree, gum-olibanum, incense.
S ! ; !(= pla ky, = S ! ; !(" pla k, s.f. The
resin of the olibanum tree, gum-olibanum, incense.
S ! ; .! pali, pl, s.f.= ; pli, q.v.
S ! ; !" pl, .! pli, s.f. Tip of the ear; edge, inargin;
boundary, limit; point or edge of a sword or any cutting
instrument; line, row, range; raised bank, dike,
causeway, bridge; lap, bosom; hip, haunch; mark, spot,
stain; a louse; a woman with a beard; the hollow upon

the thigh; the knee-pan; a particular measure of
capacity; praise, eulogium; pot, boiler; cover of a pot; an
oblong pond; a pit or place where birds ght, cockpit;
battle between birds; cock-ght.
S ! ; !" pl, s.m. lit. 'Protecting, nourishing, &c.'; a
cowherd, one who keeps or grazes cows.
P o ! ; plez, s.f. Field of melons or cucumbers (=flez).
S  ! ;  plya, part. adj. To be protected or guarded, to
be cherished, nourished, reared, &c.: to be observed or
kept.
H 1 ; / pm, s.m.=pm, q.v.
H 1 ; / pm, s.f. Thread running along the edges of
lace to prevent its ravelling.
S a ; / pm, s.f. Cutaneous eruption, herpes, scab, the
itch.
S  a ; / pmri (pm+ari), s.m. lit. 'Enemy of the
scab'; sulphur.
H  a ; /" pmr, s.m.=pmri, q.v.;—s.f.=pmar, q.v.
S a ; / pmar, adj. & s.m. Diseased with herpes,
scabby; wicked, vile; low, vulgar, base; stupid, foolish,
idiotic;—wicked man, sinner; a man of the lowest
extraction, a man engaged in any degrading occupation;
idiot, fool.
H a ; /" pmar, s.f. Wife of a man of low caste; a low,
mean woman.
H a ; /" pmar, pmr, s.f. A kind of silken cloth
(=p war);—name of a sweet-smelling ower.
S <a ; / pman, s.m.=pm q.v.;—adj. Diseased with
herpes or any utaneous disease.
S  ;  pn, s.m. Drinking; drink, beverage:—pn-ptra,
s.m. Drinking vessel, cup:—pn karn or kar-len, v.n. To
take a drink, to drink; to refresh oneself, make a repast
(usually with jal, e.g. jal-pn kar-lo).
H  ;  pn [S. 4],
 s.m. Leaf; betel-leaf, Piper betel;
embroidered work resembling a leaf; the heel-piece of a
shoe:—pn uhn, v.n.=pn len, q.v.:—pn bann,
v.n.=pn lagn, q.v.:—pn-dn, s.m. A box in which betel
and its apparatus are kept:—pn den (-ko), To present
betel-leaf prepared with areca nut, &c. to a friend or a

guest:—pn-khil, s.f. Giving pn to eat, a betrothal
ceremony:—pn lagn, v.n. To prepare betel-leaf, with
betel-nut, &c.:—pn len (-se), To accept or take the betelleaf, to consent, agree, undertake an enterprise (see
b ).
H  ;  pn [S. 4], s.f. The starch, or the unwoven
threads, of new cloth.
H  ;  pn (contrac. of p ), adj. Five (used only in
comp., e.g. pn-sau, pn-sai, 'Five hundred').
S  ; .4 pi, s.m.f. The hand:—pi-bhuj, s.m. The
glomerous g-tree, Ficus glomerata:—pi-grah, pigraha, s.m. Laying hold of the hand, marriage (the
junction of the hands of the bride and bridegroom
forming part of the ceremony):—pi-griht,
s.f. lit.

'Taken by the hand'; a bride wedded according to the
ritual:—jo i-pi, adv. With the hands put at together
(as in supplication).
H  ;  pn, s.m. Getting, &c., see pn, 'to get.'
H  ;  pn [v˚ = pw˚ = Prk.  ()=S. HQ5(), rt. H
+], v.t. To get, acquire, receive, obtain, attain, accept,
reach; to pick up, earn, gain, reap; to procure, secure; to
overtake, to come upon, meet with, encounter; to enjoy,
experience, undergo, suer, feel;—s.m. Getting, nding,
&c.;—dues, outstandings:—(pn, in Acquisitives—i.e.
when annexed
to an in ected innitive or a verbal base—is neuter, and
signies 'to be allowed'; 'to get permission'; 'to get' to do
a thing; 'to be able' to do; e.g. woh dekhne py, 'he was
allowed to see,' or 'he got to see,' &c.; we n-pye, 'they
were permitted to come,' &c.; bt aise dhraj-se kar ki wah na
sun-pwe, 'Speak so softly that he be not able to hear';—
hone pn, 'To let be or happen'; kis jv-ko p  na honepwe, 'Let pain be occasioned to no living thing').
H ` ; [ p p, s.m.=pp, q.v.;—agony, anguish, torture.
H L ; [" p p, adj. & s.m.=pp, q.v.
H  ; [ p ti, [ p t, p tu [S. (.=], s.f. Line, row,
string, rank or row (of soldiers), series, range:—p tip ti, p tu-p tu, adv. In rows, in lines.
H * ; B pntar [S. HB(], s.m. Desert eld; desert
place; a dangerous place.

S &* ; BR pnth, s.m. Traveller; passenger.
H * ; [ p ti, [" p t, s.f.=p ti, p t, q.v.
H 8 ; [* p jar [S. *t], s.m. The ribs, the side; side
or quarter (syn. taraf).

H 8 ; [* p jn, v.t. To close or ll in (a hole,—esp. in
metal); to solder (syn. jhln).
H 9 ; [ p [S.  ], adj. Five; equal to, or as good as,
ve; sharp, astute:—p indr, s.f. The ve senses (syn.
awssi- amsa):—p -bars, adj. Of ve years:—p
ha k, s.m. Toll of ve cha k in a rupee's worth of
rice or paddy (the toll is levied in large cities to defray
the expenses of the inspectors of weighmen stationed in
the bazars to prevent fraud in the weight and measure
of commodities sold therein):—p -st, s.f. lit. 'Fives and
sevens'; sixes and sevens, confusion, perplexity:—p karma (pa a karma), s.m. The ve actions of the body,
viz. 1˚ Vomiting; 2˚ Evacuation by bleeding; 3˚ Evacuation
by stool; 4˚ Diseased excretion by fæces or purging; 5˚
Blowing the nose:—p o , adj. The ve, all ve;—p o
bh, s.m. The ve Pnav princes, viz. Yudhishhir, Bhmsen, Arjun, Nakul, and Sahdeo:—p o -bh ttm (pa abh ttm), s.m. lit. 'Consisting of the ve primary
elements'; a human being:—p o kap e, s.m. The ve
articles of clothing, viz., 1˚ the pag  or turban; 2˚ the
angarkh or coat; 3˚ the pe-jma or trousers; 4˚ the dupa or sheet or mantle; and 5˚ the r ml, or
handkerchief; a complete suit of clothes:—p o hatyr,
s.m. The ve arms or weapons, viz. 1˚ the hl or shield;
2˚ the talwr or sword; 3˚ the bar h or spear; 4˚ the tr or
arrow; and 5˚ the kamn or bow.
S : ;  ! p l, adj. & s.m. Relating or belonging to
the Pa las, dwelling in or ruling over the country of the
Pa las;—sovereign or prince of the Pa las; the
country of the Pa las;—an association of ve guilds, viz.
those of the carpenter, weaver, barber, washerman, and
shoemaker.
H  : ; [ [ p w [S.  +/], adj. m. (f. p w ),
Fifth:—p w sawr hon, lit. 'To be the fth horseman';
to claim company or association with, to put in one's
own small claim (the phrase is based on the story of the

potter who was riding on an ass behind four horsemen
bound for the Deccan, and who, on being asked where
the four horsemen were going, replied, 'We ve
horsemen are going to the Deccan'):—p wn, s.f. The
fth day of the moon, or of the half month:—p we,
adv. Fifthly, in the fth place.
H  ; [f p , s.f. A woman who has no breasts or milk.
S  ; ef, pnu, adj. & s.m. Yellowish white, white, pale;
pale or yellowish white colour; light-coloured soil, a
mixture of clay and sand; land dependent on rain-water;
—name of a sovereign of Hastinpur (ancient Dehli), and
nominal father of Yudhishhir and the other four Pnav
princes who are distinguished in the great wars related
in the Mahbhrat;—s.f. The plant Glycine debilis (com.
called mashni):—p u-bh m , s.m.f. Light-coloured soil; a
country with a light-coloured soil:—pnu-bh mi , pnubh m, s.f. The land of the Pnavs, the city of Hastinpur:
—pnu-putra, s.m. A son of Pnu, an epithet of any one
of the Pnav princes:—pnu-rog, s.m. lit. 'Yellowdisease'; jaundice:—pnu-sutan, s.m. The Pnav princes:
—pnu-arkar, s.f. Light-coloured gravel (the disease):—
pnu-kambal, s.m. White woollen covering or blanket; a
kind of stone (limestone or marble):—pnu-kambal, s.f.
The housings of a royal elephant; a carriage covered
with a sort of blanket.—pnu-lom, s.f. The plant Glycine
debilis:—pnu-mr ittik,
s.f. Pale or light-coloured soil,

chalky soil;—the opal;—pnu-ng, s.m. The plant Rottleria
tinctoria:—pnu-var, adj. White;—s.m. Whiteness.
S  ; ef pn, s.m.=pan, q.v.
H 9 ; .ef" pnit, s.f. = S B) 9 ; .ef; pnitya, s.m.
Scholarship, erudition, learning, wisdom, prudence.
S B) 9 ; .ef; pnitya, s.m. = H 9 ; .ef" pnit, s.f.
Scholarship, erudition, learning, wisdom, prudence.
S  ; ef p ar, adj. & s.m. Whitish-yellow, whitish,
white;—the colour pale or yellowish white; the manyowered jasmine, Jasminum elongatum: name of a Nga;
name of a mountain:—pnar-pushpik, s.f. A species of
plant (com. called stal).
S  ; ef, pnur, adj. & s.m. Yellowish-white, &c.
(=pnar);—a form of jaundice; white leprosy, vitiligo:—

pnur-drum, s.m. lit. 'The pale tree'; the plant Wrightia
antidysenterica.
H  ; ef pnr, s.m. A species of sugar-cane (cf.

p uja, q.v.s.v.  ; p u:—p uk-ss, s.m. Sulphuret of

pau ).
H  ; ef" pnar (from pnar), s.f. Whitish, or

plant Pandanus odoratissimus.
S  ; [8,! p ul, [,! p sul, adj. & s.m. Dusty,

chalky, earth or soil.
S   ; ef, pnu, adj. & s.m.= ; pnu, q.v.

covered with dust; sullied, deled, disgraced;—a wicked
or pro igate man; a species of tree, Cœsalpinia bonducella.
S  ; [8, p u, s.m. Dust, &c.=p su, p s, q.v.:—p u-

S   ; ef pnava, pnav, adj. & s.m. Belonging to the
sons of Pnu; connected with the ve Pnavas;—
(patronym.) a son or descendant of Pu; a partisan of
the sons of Pnu.
H   ; 4f,  pnuva, pnw (from pnu), s.m. Lightcoloured or pale soil, mixed soil of clay and sand.
S .  ; ef  pnavn, s.m. pl. The ve Pnav
princes.
H  ; [f< p e, = H   ; [7< p e, [S. .e7], s.m.
Learned man, scholar; teacher, schoolmaster; a title of
Brhmas (cf. p , pan).
H   ; [7< p e, = H  ; [f< p e, [S. .e7], s.m.
Learned man, scholar; teacher, schoolmaster; a title of
Brhmas (cf. p , pan).
H   ; 7" p  (pn+dim. a. ), s.f. Betel-plant, betelcreeper.
P ?o ; pnz-dah [Pehl. panza-dah; Zend pan a-daan; S
pan a-daan], adj. Fifteen.
P 2 o ; pnz-dahum [Zend pan a-daa; S. Idem], adj.
Fifteenth.
H I ; [, p su, [ p s [S. [,], s.m. Dust; particle of
dust; dung, manure; dunghill:—p s ln (-me ), To
manure:—p s ho-jn, v.n. To become dust; to rot; to
become manure; to become mildewed; to become mellow
(land).
H 0 ; [ p s, s.m.=ps, q.v.
H 0 ; [ p sn (see p s), v.t. To dung, to manure.
H 0 ; [, p su, [0 p s [S. 8,
' ], s.f. Rib; rib-bones,
the side (syn. pasl).
H 0 ; [" p s, s.f.=ps, 'net,' q.v.
S ( ; [8, p uk, [, p suk, used in comp. for

iron.
S  ; [8, p uk, [, p suk, s.f. The fragrant

pattra; p u-pattra; p u-putra (?), s.m. A kind of
vegetable, Chenopodium album:—p u-ja, p uj; psu-ja,
p suj, s.m. lit. 'Earth-born'; a kind of salt extracted from
soil, rock or fossil salt.
H ( ; [ p k [S. r], s.m. Mud, mire; mud and sand
left by inundations, alluvial deposit; slough, bog,
quagmire.
S  ; [= p kta, adj. Linear; in or by, line or row.
H ^ ; [$ p g, s.m.=p k, q.v.
H ^ ; [$ p g [S. +r$?], s.m. Weaver's woofframe.
H J ; [$ p g [S. =?], s.m. Sea-salt, culinary salt
obtained from sea-sand.
H J ; [$ p gr, s.m. The coral tree, Erythrina indica.
S  ; .4 pini, s.m. Name of the most eminent
Hindu grammarian (regarded as an inspired Muni).
S   ; .4" pinya, adj. Relating to the grammarian
Pini; written or composed by Pini.
H  ; [ p w, [ p o [S. t; Prk.  ], s.m. Foot;
leg; foot-print; basis, foundation, root; footing,
foothold; part, lot, portion; interference, meddling;
steadiness, decision (istiqll); responsibility, liability:—
p w utarn, v.n. The foot to be dislocated:—p w uhn,
p w uhkar aln, v.n. To go or walk quickly, to step out:
—p w u n, v.n. To interfere or meddle (with):—p w
ukh n (-k), To move (one) from his place, intention, or
resolution:—p w ukha n or ukha jn, v.n. To lose one's
footing, be carried o one's legs; to run away, take to
ight; to be routed:—p w bi aln, v.n. The foot to slip; to
lose one's balance; to go wrong or astray:—p w ba hn
(-me ), To take the lead, go ahead; to overstep, exceed

bounds; to desist from one's former courses:—p w bhr
hon, v.n. To be with child, be pregnant:—p w bhar-jn,
v.n. To suer numbness or heaviness of the feet:—p w
b -me hon, v.n. To have a nger (in); to have a share
(in); to be responsible (for):—p w-p w, adv. Afoot, on
foot, walking;—p w-p w phirn, p w-p w aln, p wp w oln, v.n. To walk, to toddle (a child):—p w-par
p w rakhn, v.n. To walk in the steps (of another); to
imitate or adopt the conduct (of another); to place one
leg over the other, to sit cross-legged, to sit at ease:—
p w-par tesha mr-len = apne pnw-me p kulhr mrn,
v.n. Of oneself to spoil one's own aair; to injure or ruin
oneself, to cut one's own throat:—pw-par girn (-ke), To
fall at the feet (of;—see p w pa n and p w paka n):—
p w pa n (-ke), To fall at the feet (of), prostrate
oneself; to entreat submissively, beseech, implore:—
p w pasrn, v.n. To stretch the legs full length, lie
comfortably or at ease, take it easy; to stretch out the
legs in death, to die:—p w paka n (-ke), To lay hold of or
seize the feet (of); to fall at the feet (of);—to beseech
submissively; to prevent (one) from going:—p w p jn (ke), To worship, or to kiss, the feet (of), to do honour or
reverence (to);—to shun, avoid:—p w ph ln, v.n. The
feet to swell; to be tired or weary; to be perplexed, or
embarrassed:—p w ph k-ph k rakhn, v.n. (or ph kph k-ke p w rakhn), To move cautiously or warily (in),
to do anything carefully; to tread softly (as on cinders):—
p w phern, v.n. (A woman) to visit her parent's, or
another, house, after childbirth:—p w phail-kar son,
v.n. To sleep with the legs stretched out full length; to
sleep at ease, or in peace and security; to be free from
care, be perfectly contented and happy:—p w phailn,
v.n. To be full length, or at ease, &c.=p w pasrn, q.v.;—
to raise one's demands; to be importunate; to be
insatiable; to insist, be obstinate; to be exacting:—p wpiyda, adv. Afoot, on foot, walking:—p w pn, v.n. To
stamp with impatience, or anger; to struggle vainly
against diculties; to throw about the legs (in pain,
anguish, or the agonies of death):—p w-tale-k y ,
s.f. lit. 'An ant under the foot'; a poor, helpless, or
miserable creature:—p w-tale-k ma sarakn, p w-talek nikaln, v.n. To feel the ground slipping, as it were,

from under one's feet; to be stunned or staggered:—
p w-tale maln, v.n. To trample under foot, to crush; to
give pain (to), to annoy:—p w to n, v.n. To wear out
one's legs in vain; to be marched or trotted about in
vain; to be tired; to desist from visiting (a person); to run
vainly after (a person); to visit (one) very often:—p w
thartharn, v.n.=p w k pn, q.v.:—p w ikn, v.n.=p w
jamn, q.v.:—p w sbit
 rakhn, v.n. To persevere rmly
(in a course, an enterprise, or a resolution):—p w
jamn, v.n. To plant the feet rmly, to stand rmly; to
get a footing or foot-hold:—p w jamn, v.n. To have a
good footing, to stand rmly:—p w- app, s.f. Rubbing
or pressing the feet:—p w aln, v.n.=p w uhn, q.v.:
—p w al-jn, v.n. The foot to slip, or give way; to
totter, to become unstable:—p w h n (-k), To have a
ooding (after menstruation, &c.):—p w-dau , s.f.
Exertion, eort, endeavour:—p w dharn (-par or me ),
To set foot (on); to come (into), step (in), enter; to land:
to go or step forward, advance; to prepare (for), enter
(upon), to begin:—p w dho-dho pn (-ke), lit. 'To drink
the water in which one's feet have been washed'; to do
honour or reverence (to); to place perfect condence
(in); to show respect or aection (for), to regard with the
greatest respect, to look up (to):—p w ln, v.n.=p w
dharn, q.v.:—p w ign, v.n. The foot to slip or totter; to
slip, to lose (one's) footing; to give way (a foundation, an
army, &c.):—p w rakhn, v.n.=p w dharn, q.v.:—p w
raga n, v.n. To rub the feet together; to go about
foolishly and unprotably; to be in the agonies of death:
—p w zamn-par na haharn, v.n. To be unable to stand
(through excessive joy), to be unsteady on the feet
(through joy):—p w zamn-par na rakhn (or, more com.,
zamn-par p w na rakhn), v.n. To tread the air; to walk
on stilts; to walk like a swell; to show o:—p w son, v.n.
The foot to be numbed, the foot to sleep:—p w-se p w
b dhn, v.n. To stick close (to one), to watch (one)
closely:—p w-se p w bhi n, v.n. To be near or close
(to):—p w qim karn, v.n. To occupy a xed habitation;
to adopt a new resolution:—p w-k ang h, s.m. The
great toe:—p w k pn, v.n. To have a tremor of the
legs; to totter; to fear to attempt anything:—p w-k
u gl, s.f. A toe:—p w ga n, v.n.=p w jamn, q.v.:—p w

gale-me ln (-ke), To convict one by his own
arguments:—p w gor-me lakn (or, more com., gorme p w lakn), v.n. To have one foot in the grave; to
be advanced in years:—p w ghisn,
v.n. The skin of the

feet to be rubbed away or worn; to be always on the
tramp; to undergo useless labour:—p w la kha n, p w
larazn, v.n.=p w k pn, q.v.:—p w lagn, v.n.=p w
pa n, q.v.:—p w me akkar hon, v.n. To be always on
the move:—p w-men me hd lagn, v.n. To apply henna
to the feet; to be unable to set foot on the ground:—p w
nikln, v.n. To show the cloven hoof; to exceed one's
proper limits; to betray one's evil disposition; to begin
one's pranks; to be a ringleader (in a criminal action); to
withdraw (from, -se), back out (of):—ek po -par ir
hon, v.n. To be ready on one foot; to be ready to start
(on an enterprise, &c.); to be ready and willing:—phaeme p w den, v.n. To stand in the breach; to risk one's
life (for another):—dabe-p w, adv. Softly, quietly,
gently; slily, stealthily, with a cat-like tread.
H   ; p w-ro, s.f. See po-ro.
H   ; [ 7 p w  (p w+dim. a. ), s.m. Cloth or
carpet spread to walk on.
H   ; [ 7" p w , s.f. Pattens (syn. kha o ); sandals.
H   ; [± p o , s.m.=p w, q.v.;—also (for p wo )
'feet.'
H 4 ; B6 pnhar, s.m. A kind of reed.
H  ; " pn [S. "(; Prk. .4(], s.m. Water (syn.
jal); rain-water, rain (=me h); semen, sperm; water or
lustre (of a gem, &c.); lustre, sparkle, polish, brightness,
beauty; spirit, mettle, blood, breed; character,
reputation, honour; chastity, modesty, delicacy, sense of
shame:—pn utarn (-me ), To have a cataract (in the
eye); to have a swollen scrotum, to suer from
hydrocele:—pn bujhn, v.n. To disinfect water by
plunging heated iron into it:—pn bharn (me ), To ll
vessels with water, to draw or fetch water; to be
humiliated or ashamed; to feel a sense of inferiority
(before or in the presence of); to confess inferiority:—
pn bhar-n mu h-me , v.n. Watering of the mouth:—
pn bahn, v.n.=pn jn, q.v.:—pn pn hon, v.n. To
perspire with shame; to be overwhelmed with shame:—

pn pa n, v.n. To rain:—pn piln (-ko), To give (one)
water to drink:—pn phir-jn, v.n. Water to run over or
inundate (a eld, &c.); (g.) to be wasted, ruined, or
destroyed:—pn phern or pher-den (-par), To impart
lustre (to), to brighten, polish, gild; to plunge into, or
submerge in, water; to dissipate, waste, destroy:—pn pp (or p-p-ke) du den (-ko), To pray for one excessively
(i.e. till the throat, becoming dry, must be moistened by
drinking):—pn p-p (or p-p-ke) kosn (-ko), To curse
excessively, to heap curses (upon):—pn to n, v.n. To
draw water (a ship):—pn jn, pn aln, v.n. To shed
tears; to be aicted with the uor albus; to be disgraced:
—pn un (me ), v.n. To drop water; to drop water into
the mouth of a dying person:—pn urn or ur-jn,
v.n. To absorb water (a wound); to be pregnant:—pn
ho n, v.n. To give out water; to sweat:—pn dikhn (ko), To show water (to); to bring (a horse, &c.) to water,
to water (a horse, &c.):—pn den (-ko), To give water
(to), to water (plants, &c.), to irrigate; to oer a libation
of water to the manes of a deceased person aftor the
corpse has been burnt:—pn-dev, s.m. One whose duty
it is to oer a libation of water to a deceased person; a
son:—pn ln (-men) = pn un, q.v.:—pn-se patl,
adj. Thinner than water; watery; cheap, insignicant,
worthless; easy:—pn-se patl karn, To make or render
easy, to facilitate; to put to shame, to abash; to disgrace;
to defeat:—pn-se pahle pul b dhn, v.n. To make a
bridge before there is water (to bridge); to devise plans
against an improbable contingency:—pn-k bulbul, s.m.
lit. 'Bubble of water'; anything unstable, weak or frail:—
pn-kn, v.n. To turn o water into another channel;
to go or swim against the stream, to breast or stem the
waves:—pn-k rsta nikln, v.n. To let out water, to
make an outlet for water:—pn-k rahne-wl, adj. & s.m.
Aquatic; an aquatic animal:—pn karn or kar-den, v.n.
To make water;—v.t. To convert into water, to liquefy,
melt; to make easy, to facilitate; to abash; to dishearten:
—pn-k po, s.f. A bag or mass of water; anything very
watery (as rice, herbs, &c.):—pn-ke rele-me bahn, v.t.
To give to the ood, to throw away, waste, squander; to
sell very cheap or at a sacrice:—pn lagn, v.n. Water
(of a place) to aect (one) injuriously; water to be

unwholesome (e.g. pn yah lagt hai, 'The water here is
unwholesome):—pn mrn, v.n. To draw water (a
ship;=pn to n):—pn marn, v.n. To run or ow (into);
to leak; to be absorbed, be evaporated, to dry up;—to
exhibit signs conrming a suspicion; to look suspicious:—
pn-me g lagn, v.n. To revive a forgotten quarrel; to
sow dissension, to set at loggerheads:—pn nikaln, v.n.
To leak, drop, drip, ooze; semen to be discharged:—pn
na m gn, v.n. To die instantly or suddenly (i.e. without
having time to ask for water to cool one's dying lips); to
be slain with a single stroke of a sword, &c.:—pn hon or
ho-jn, To
melt away, dissolve, liquefy; to melt, fail utterly (the
heart); to become water, become watery or thin; to
become loose or accid; to become cold as water;—to be
very easy or simple.
H  ; " pn, s.m. Incorr. for  ; pi, q.v.
H *  ; [" p yat [S. +.B], s.f. Foot of a
bedstead.
H : ; p i a, s.m.=p- a; pza, qq.v.
S   ; " pnya, adj. To be drunk; t, proper, or
necessary to be drunk; drinkable:—pnymalak (pnya
+m˚), s.m. A kind of fruit, Flacourtia cataphracta:—pnyaprishhaja,
s.m. The aquatic plant Pistia stratiotes:—pnya
m lak, s.m. The plant Vernonia (or Serratula)
anthelminthica:—pnya-nakula, s.m. 'Water-ichneumon';
an otter.
H  ;  ,  , po [S. ], s.m. Fourth part, quarter;
the fourth part of a ser, a weight of about half a pound;—
po n, s.m. One fourth of an anna, one pice:—po bhar,
adj. A ser; about a ser:—po-tak, po-ak, s.f. The fee of a
qnungo allowed by Government at the rate of four
annas per hundred rupees on the net revenue of each
district, to defray the expenses of the establishment:—
po- akkar, s.m. The fourth part of a circle, a quadrant:—
po ro, s.f. A loaf of bread made in the European way,
and weighing a po or quarter of a ser, i.e. about half a
pound.
H  ;  po, s.m.=ph , q.v.
S A ;   pvit, part. Puried.

H Y ;  " pot (from pon = pn), s.f. That which is
gained or got; gain, income (syn. mdan).
H Y ; " p t,  " pot, s.f. A kind of lamp.
H   ;  7" po , s.f.=p w , q.v.
H K ;   pwas,  p s,  pus [S. H 3t; Prk.
5], s.m. The rainy season; rain.
S  ;   pwak, adj. & s.m. Cleansing, purifying;
puricatory; pertaining to Agni; pure;—Agni, the deied
personication of re; re (in general); a saint or
person puried by religious abstraction;—a species of
tree, Premna integrifolia or spinosa (the wood of which is
used to procure re by attrition); a species of plant,
leadwort, Plumbago zeylanica; the plant Semecarpus
anacardium, a plant used as a vermifuge, Carthamus
tinctorius.
H " ;  ! pola (from po), s.m. (f. -), A quarter of
any coin; a quarter of a rupee, a four anna piece.
S  a  ;  / pvamn, adj. Purifying, puricatory.
S  ;   pvan, adj. & s.m. Purifying, puricatory,
purgatory, freeing from sin, sanctifying; puried, pure,
holy;—purier; re (as purifying or cleansing); water;
cowdung; incense; austere devotion, penance, expiation;
—the seed of the plant Elœocarpus ganitus (of which
rosaries are made); a species of grass, Costus speciosus:—
pvan-dhwani, s.m. A conch-shell.
H  ; ± po , s.m.=p w and p o , q.v.;—also (for
p wo ), 'feet.'
H  ;   pon, pvn, v.t.=pn, q.v.
H  ;   pon, s.m. Name of a plant that grows in
stagnant water.
S  ;  " pv, adj. & s.m. Purifying, puricatory;—who
or what puries, purier.
H ? ; 6 ph [S. 3"; cf. phn], s.f. A kind of stone
(which is ground along with alum and cloves and mixed
with opium to form a lep or poultice for sore eyes).
S A  ; 6 pht, s.m. The Indian mulberry tree, Moras
indica.
H   ; 64 phn [S. 34], s.m. A stone.

H  ; 6! phal, s.f. The ceremony of initiation into the
Sikh religion and community.
H < ; 6 phan, s.m.=phn, q.v.
H < ; z phun [S. HV04t' or HV,4t], s.m. A guest,
visitor.
H  ; z phun [the preceding+t], s.m.=phun, q.v.;—
son-in-law.
H $  ; z phun, s.f. Hospitality, entertainment of
guests or visitors.
H  ; z" phun, s.f. A female guest.
H  ;  ph [prob. S. H#,; Prk. z], s.m. Person,
individual; a contemptuous form of address.
H  ; 6" ph = P & H $ ;  p,  pe, [S. d"], s.m.
Non-resident cultivator; temporary occupant of village
land; tenant at will:—ph-sm, s.m.=ph:—ph-part, s.f.
Fallow land;—pe-kr, s.m.=pe-ksht:—ph-ksht, peksht, s.m. Non-resident cultivator; cultivation by nonresidents.
P & H $ ;  p,  pe, = H  ; 6" ph [S. d"], s.m.

be found under the contrac. form p, q.v.).
H  ;  p, s.f. See $ ; p.
H ) ; py, s.m.=) ; pya, q.v.
P

) ; p-yb, adj. See s.v. p.

P  ) ; pyn, s.m. = P  ) ; pyn, s.f. [S. pda+anta], End,
extremity, extreme; termination, completion.
P  ) ; pyn, s.f. = P  ) ; pyn, s.m. [S. pda+anta], End,
extremity, extreme; termination, completion.
H  ; _ pyah [S. +TR], s.m. Scaolding, scaold
(syn. ma n; au j).
P :) ; pe a (pe, 'leg'+dim. a. a), s.m. A leg of a pair of
trousers or drawers; short trousers, drawers, breeches.
P o) ; pyiz, s.m. Autumn.
P o) ; pe-zahr, s.m. Bezoar stone (=p-zahr; pd-zahr,
q.v.).
S I) ;  pyas, s.m. A dish made of rice, milk, and
sugar (syn. khr); an oblation of rice, milk, and sugar;—
the resin of Pinus longifolia, turpentine.
S () ;  pyak, adj. & s.m. Drinking;—a drinker.
H () ;  pyik,  pyak, [S. ; P. ( ; paik],

Non-resident cultivator; temporary occupant of village
land; tenant at will:—ph-sm, s.m.=ph:—ph-part, s.f.
Fallow land;—pe-kr, s.m.=pe-ksht:—ph-ksht, peksht, s.m. Non-resident cultivator; cultivation by nonresidents.
P  ; pe, s.m. Foot, &c.=p, q.v.:—pe bq, s.m.

s.m. Footman; foot-soldier; armed attendant; inferior
police or revenue ocer; village watchman; runner,
messenger, harbinger.
P  ) ; pe-kr, s.m. See s.v. p.
H ) ; ! pyal, ! pyil, pl [S. +! or !], adj. &

Remainder, balance in hand:—pe-takht, s.m. The royal
residence, the capital:—pe isb ln, v.n. To settle
accounts; to call to account:—pe- na, s.m. A
necessary, a privy;—pe- n phirn, v.n. To visit the
necessary, to go to the rear:—pe-dr, adj. lit. 'Having
feet'; lasting, durable, permanent, strong:—pe-dr, s.f.
Durability, permanence:—pe-dm, s.m. Snare, noose,
trap, gin, springe:—pe-zanjr, adj. Chained by the leg,
fettered; encumbered (with a family, &c.):—pe-zih, s.m.
Loop or slip-knot tied to the legs of falcons; a staple:—
p-kr, s.m. A person who purchases goods from the
manufacturer to sell to the merchant; agent; broker; a
retail dealer; hawker, pedlar:—pe-kobn, adj. Beating
the feet in dancing, stamping with the feet:—pe-gh,
s.m. Rank, dignity; a stable. (N.B. Other compounds will

P ?+ ) ; pyanda, adj. Lasting, durable, permanent, stable,
rm.
P ) ; pya (see p), s.m. Leg or foot (of an animate or an
inanimate object, as a table, bedstead, &c.); foundation
(of a building); base (of a column, &c.); prop, support,
stay; step; rank, dignity, degree.
H $ ;  p [S. ], s.f. A small copper coin; the

s.f. Sure-footed; easy-paced (elephant);—an anklet of
gold or silver; a child born feet-foremost; a bamboo
ladder.
H ) ;  pyi t, s.f.=pe t, p t, q.v.

fourth part of an n or anna, a pais or pice; a vertical
line (in Hind accounts) denoting the fourth part of an
anna; the twelith part of an anna, a pie.

H $ ;  p [S. !"], s.f. Pins used by weavers to wind

S B L; , pipsu, = S B L;  pipsit, = S <B L;

o the warp from; a light walking cane or stick, a switch:
—p karn, v.t. To brush or clean the warp after it has
been stretched for weaving.
P o $ ; pz, s.m. Autumn (=pyiz); (met.) old age, decline of

 pipsan, = S B L; " pips, adj. Thirsting,

life.
P ?o $ ; pza (p, 'leg,'+dim. a. za), s.m.=pe a, q.v.
H < $ ;  p , s.f.=p, q.v.
P < $ ; pn (see pyn), adj. & s.m. Lower; back;—beneath,

thirsty, athirst; eagerly desirous (=pys, q.v.).
S B L; " pips, = S B L;  pipsit, = S <B L;
 pipsan, = S B L; , pipsu, adj. Thirsting,
thirsty, athirst; eagerly desirous (=pys, q.v.).
S `; Q& pippa, s.f. A kind of sweetmeat.
H K a L; / papar-ms, s.m. The name given in

under;—lower part, back part, bottom: pn bg,  s.m.
Garden at the back (of a palace or house).
H * $ ; (" pent, p t [S. +.B], s.f. Foot or

Southern India to the Pompelmose or Pumelo (in
Northern India it is called akotr).
H `; 7 papa , Q7 pappa , = H  `; 7 pap  s.m.

bottom of a bed (=p yat).
H : $ ; pe a, s.m.=p i a; pe a, q.v.:—pe a bhr
karn, v.n. lit. 'To make the drawers heavy'; (in the
language of women) to make a vow of rigid seclusion, to
vow not to go out any more.
P  $ ; pn, s.f. Lowness; inferiority.
H U;  pabi, s.m.=pav, q.v.

Crust, &c.=ppa , q.v.
H  `; 7 pap  = H `; 7 papa , Q7 pappa , s.m.
Crust, &c.=ppa , q.v.
H `; 7 papa , pappa , = H  `; ,7 papu , 7 pap ,
s.m. The plant Gardenia latifolia, &c. (=pp , q.v.).
H  `; ,7 papu , 7 pap , = H `; 7 papa , pappa ,

H U; , pub, adj. (Old H.)=p rva, q.v.

s.m. The plant Gardenia latifolia, &c. (=pp , q.v.).
H  `; 7 pap n, v.n.=pap iyn, q.v.

H  %;   pabrn, v.t.=pabe n, q.v.

H  `; 7" pap  [S. &"],
'
s.f. Thin crust, incrustation;

H *%;  P pabitr, = H *%;  P pabitr, See pavitra and

scab, scale, scurf; scales formed by the drying up of the
moist earth; incrustation formed on any liquid; thin,
crisp cake (made of our, &c.):—pap  jamn or jm-jn,
v.n. To form a crust; to crystallize: pap iy--kat or kath,
s.f. A kind of white-coloured kath or extract of Mimosa
catechu.
H 7 `; 7 pap iyn (from pap ), v.n. To form a

pavitr.
H *%;  P pabitr, = H *%;  P pabitr, See pavitra and
pavitr.
H  %;   pibiyn (from pb), v.n. To become
mattery, to suppurate (a sore, &c.).
H ? %;  6& pibiyha, s.f. Suppuration, mattering.
H  R%; %7 pabe n [S. H+ + +"(], v.t. To throw,
cast, throw about, to scatter (seed, &c.), to sow.
S B L;  pips, s.f. Thirst; desire in general (v. pys):
—pips-vn, pips-vant, adj. Thirsty, &c.=pips, q.v.
S B L;  pipsit, = S <B L;  pipsan, = S B L;
, pipsu, = S B L; " pips, adj. Thirsting, thirsty,
athirst; eagerly desirous (=pys, q.v.).
S <B L;  pipsan, = S B L;  pipsit, = S B L;
, pipsu, = S B L; " pips, adj. Thirsting, thirsty,
athirst; eagerly desirous (=pys, q.v.).

crust or scab, &c.; to scale; to crystallize (=pap  jamn).
H ;:7 `; 7"! pap l [S. &+!t],
'
adj. (f. -), Scabby,
scaly, scurfy.
S L; Q! pippal, s.m. The holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa
(com. ppal); sensual enjoyment.
H 3L; ,! pupln, v.t. contrac. of pulpuln, q.v.
S (#L; Q! pippalak, s.m. A nipple.
H K @ #L; !/ papalms, s.m.=paparms, q.v.
S #L; Q!" pippal, vulg. pipl, s.f. Long pepper:—pippalm l, s.m. Root of long pepper.

H L; " papn [S. d/?], s.f. Eyelash (syn. palak).
H  L; 5& papo [S. d+,&t], s.m. Eyelid.
H  L; 5& papoan, s.f. A kind of tree, Paretta indica(?),
and its fruit (the leaves of the tree are used for
poultices).
H ! L; M!" pipaul, s.f. The fruit of the ppal or holy gtree.
H ! L; 5! papoln [S. H+,!+"(], v.n. To munch or
mumble, to masticate (as an old man does who has no
teeth; cf. pol).
H &L; ,v puph, s.m. (Old H.)=pushp, q.v.
H 4L; 6 papih, s.m.=paph, q.v.
H L; h papaiy, s.m. The Papaw tree, and its fruit,
Carica papaya; a child's whistle (=paph).
H  L;  pipyn, v.n.=pibiyn, q.v.
S * L; "" piptak, s.f. The twelfth day of the light
half of the month Baiskh (when giving away water is an
act of merit;—so called after the Brhman Piptaka).
S (# L; "! piplak, s.m. A large black ant (syn.
y ).
S # L; ".! piplik, s.f. The common small red ant
(syn. y ).
H 4 L; "6 paph, Q"6 papph [S. Q"6, or "6
+t], s.m. A species of cuckoo, Cuculus melanoleneos (syn.
ak);—a child's whistle (=papaiy).
H ;  pat [S. (], s.f. Good name, honour, character,
reputation, credit (syn. br ):—pat utrn (-k), To drag
down (one's) good name, &c., to ruin the character, &c.
(of), to disgrace:—pat jn, v.n. To lose one's good name,
&c.; to be discredited, dishonoured, or disgraced:—pat
rakhn (apn), To preserve (one's) good name, &c.
S ;  pati, and H.  pat, s.m. Master, lord, owner,
proprietor, governor; husband:—patylay (pati+lay), s.m.
Husband's house:—pati-brat, vulg. pati-birt, s.m.=pati-vrat,
q.v.:—pati-bhv, s.m. The disposition and sentiments
appropriate in a wife towards her husband:—pati-pad,
s.m. The status of a master, or lord, or husband:—patipr, s.f. A faithful wife (whose husband is her life'):—

pati-sev, s.f. Devotion of a wife to her husband:—patighn, s.f. A woman who murders her husband, husbandkiller; a line on the hand indicating that a woman will be
faithless or treacherous to her husband:—pati-vat, pativant, pati-vatn, s.f. A woman who possesses a husband, a
married woman, a wife whose husband is living:—pativrat, vulg. pati-brat, s.m. Loyalty or delity to a husband;
chastity, modesty:—pati-vrat, vulg. pati-brat, pati-birt,
pati-bhart, s.f. Faithful, virtuous, and devoted wife:—pativiyog, s.m. Separation from a husband.
H ;  pat,  pati [S. P(; Prk. \(], s.m. A leaf (used
chie y as rst member of comp.):—pat-jh , pat-jha , adj.
& s.f. With the leaves dropped o, lea ess;—fall of the
leaf, autumn;—pat-jha hon, v.n. To lose its leaves in
autumn (a tree); (met.) to decay (said of an aged person):
—pat-jha , s.f. The fall of the leaf, autumn.
S ; .\ patti, s.m. Pedestrian; foot-soldier;—s.f. The
smallest division of an army, company, platoon
(consisting of one chariot, one elephant, three
horsemen, and ve foot-soldiers):—patti-pa kti, s.f. A
line of infantry:—patti-sa ghati, s.f. A body of troops.
H ;  pit, s.m. (Old H.)=pit, q.v.
S ; \ pitt, and H.  pit, s.m. The bilious humour,
bile, gall; anger, &c. (see pitt):—pit-pp , s.m. The
medicinal plant Oldenlandia biora:—pitt-jwar, s.m. Bilious
fever;—pitta-ghna, adj. Bile-destroying, antibilious:—pittaghn, s.f. The plant Cocculus cordifolius; or Menispermum
glabrum.
S ; , pitu, s.m. Juice; drink.
H ; , pitu, s.m. (Poet.)=pit.
H ; , put, s.m. (Old H.)=putra, p t, qq.v.
S ; , put, s.m. Hell, a particular hell to which the
childless are said to be condemned.
H *;  pat [S. Pt; see next], s.m. Sign, mark, signal,
symptom, token, trace, clue, hint, direction,
specication, particular mention; address (of a person),
address (or place to which one is directed), label; book of
instructions and regulations (for rent-collectors, &c.):—
pat pn (-k), To obtain a clue (to), to trace, &c.=pat
lagn, q.v.:—pat den (-k), To give the clue, or direction,

or address (of);—to direct, point out:—pat rakhn,
v.n.=pat lagn, q.v.:—pate-k kahn, v.n. To expose (one):
—pat lagn (-k), To trace out, nd out, or discover (the
personality, abode, business, &c. of a person); to follow
up a clue; to search, search out.
H *; \ patt [S. ÄP+t; Prk. \(, or \ ], s.m. Leaf (of

H $ *;  pat (from patt), s.f. Collection of leaves (esp.

a tree); a card; an ornament worn in the upper part of
the ear; a leaf-shaped ornament hanging from an earring:—patt to bhgn or bhg-jn, v.n. To run as fast as
one can, to take to one's heels (so called from a boy's
game in which the runner has to pluck a leaf from a
certain tree and catch one of the rest who have run o):
—patt hon, v.n. To run o, run away, ee.
S *;  pit, s.m. Father:—pit-putra, s.m. Father and

H *L*; " patpit, s.f. A kind of small bird, the grass-

son:—pit-kh , s.m. One who survives his father:—pitght, pit-ghtik, s.m. A parricide:—pit mah, s.m. Paternal
grandfather; an epithet of Brahma, the great father of
all:—pit-mah, pit-mah, s.f. Paternal grandmother.
H *; \ pitt [S. \+t], s.m. Bile; the gall-bladder
(met.) choler, anger, passion, met tal emotion; force of
character or will:—pitt mrn, v.t. To control or subdue
anger, &c., to restrain one's passions :—pitt-mr , adj. &
s.m. Restraining anger, &c.; attentive; painstaking;—one
who subdues wrath, &c.:—pitt marn, v.n. Anger to be
restrained, or to subside, &c.:—pitt nikln (k), To
annoy, harass, worry; to chastise severely, beat to a
jelly.
S  *;  patk, s.m. = S  *;  patk, s.f. Flag,
banner; ag-sta; emblem carried as an ensign or
banner, symbol, sign, mark; a particular high number;
an episode in a drama.
S  *;  patk, s.f. = S  *;  patk, s.m. Flag,
banner; ag-sta; emblem carried as an ensign or
banner, symbol, sign, mark; a particular high number;
an episode in a drama.
S  *; " patk, s.m. Ensign, standard-bearer; one
who gives a signal.
H *; \! pattl, ! patl, s.m.=ptl, q.v.
H %a *; = H % *; @  pitambar, s.m.=pt-mbar, q.v.
H % *; = H %a *; @  pitambar, s.m.=pt-mbar, q.v.

of the sugar-cane).
H $ *; , put [S. ,T++(; cf. H. potn], s.f. The act of
plastering, white-washing, &c.; the occupation of a
plasterer; price paid for plastering, &c.
H A%*; Ê pati-brat [S. +]], s.m. See s.v. pati.
warbler.
H `*; 7 patpa , adj. & s.m.=papa , q.v.
S *;  patit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. ), Fallen, abject,
degraded, abandoned, outcast, guilty, wicked; fallow
(land);—abject or degraded person, outcast; guilty
person, sinner:—patit-pvan, adj. Purifying the guilty, an
epithet of the Deity.
S **;  patit, s.f.=patitwa, q.v.
S **; P" patatr, s.f. lit. 'Winged'; a bird; an arrow.
S **; ; patitwa, s.m. Mastership, proprietorship,
lordship; the marital or conjugal state, matrimony.
H 8*; D7 pat-jha , adj. & s.m. See s.v. pat, 'leaf.'
H + *;  pati-din,  pat-din, adv.=prati-din, q.v.
H *; \ pattar, s.m.=patthar, q.v.
S *; ÄP pattra, P patra, patr, vulg. pattar, s.m. Wing of a
bird, pinion, feather, feather of an arrow; any vehicle
(e.g. chariot, cart, horse, camel, &c.); leaf (of a tree, or
of a ower, or of a book); leaf of the Laurus cassia (syn.
tej-patt); a leaf prepared for writing on, paper; letter,
epistle, document, deed; gold leaf, &c., a thin piece, or
plate, of metal; a grant or conveyance of land engraven
on a plate of metal; lines and signs painted on the face
with musk and other fragrant substances:—patr k (patra
+a ka), s.m. The gure or number of the page of a book,
paging:—pattr g, patr g (patra+a ga), s.m. Red sanders,
Pterocarpus santolinus; red or sappan wood; a species of
birch:—patra-pushp, s.m. A species of plant, a red sort of
Tuls or basil, Ocymum sanctum:—patra-pushpak, s.m. A
species of birch (from the bark of which uqqa snakes,
&c. are made):—patra-ra jan, s.m. Embellishing a page,
illuminating, gilding:—patra-sir, patra-n ik, s.f. The vein
or bre of a leaf:—patra-gupta, s.m. A species of

Euphorbia:—patropaskar (patra+up˚), s.m. The plant Cassia
sophora:—patrottar (patra+ut˚), s.m. Reply to a letter:—
patrora (patra+ r˚), s.m. The plant Calosanthes Indica; and
Bignonia Indica.
S *;  pitri, and H. \ pittar, pitar, s.m. Father;
paternal ancestor; the manes, or the deceased and
deied progenitors of mankind (inhabiting a peculiar
region of heaven, or, according to some, the orbit of the
moon):—pitar-rpan, s.m. Gifts in honour of deceased
relatives distributed at the rddhs or funeral
ceremonies:—pitri-bandhu,
s.m. A remote or cognate

kinsman by the father's side (as the son of the paternal
grandfather's sister, or of the paternal grandmother's
sister, or of the father's maternal uncle):—pitri-bhakt,

s.m. A child fondly attached to his father:—pitri-bhakti,

s.f. Filial attachment to a father:—pitri-bhojan,
s.m. Food

oered to the manes of deceased ancestors:—pitri-pitr
i,

pitri-pit,
s.m. Father's father, grandfather:—pitri-prpta,


adj. Received from a father, inherited patrimonially:—
pitri-pras
, s.f. Father's mother, grandmother;—twilight

(the time when the manes of deceased ancestors are
s.m. The rst or dark
abroad):—pitri-paksh,
pitri-pakh,


fortnight of the month Bhdo (when the Hinds
celebrate the customary obsequies to the manes of their
ancestors);—paternal relationship:—pitri-tithi,
vulg. pitar
tith, s.f.m. (?), The day of new moon, a day sacred to the
manes of either deceased parent, the day appointed for
obsequial rites to deceased ancestors:—pitr-tarpa,
s.m.

lit. 'Refreshing the manes'; gifts in honour of deceased
progenitors, distributed at the rddhs or funeral
ceremonies; oblation to the manes; the act of throwing
water out of the right hand at seasons of ablution as an
oering to the manes of deceased ancestors in general;
the part of the hand between the forenger and thumb
sacred to the manes:—pitri-trth,
vulg. pitar-trath, s.m.

'The place of pilgrimage for progenitors,' an epithet of
the city of Gay (where the performance of funeral
sacrices is peculiarly meritorious and ecacious);—the
part of the hand between the fore-nger or thumb
sacred to the manes:—pitri-jag,
s.m.=pitr-yajna,
q.v.:—


pitri-dn,
s.m. A gift in honour of deceased ancestors, an

oering to the manes:—pitri-dhan,
s.m. Wealth inherited


from a father, ancestral property:—pitri-r i,
 s.m. The
obligation of an ancestor to posterity, i.e. procreation;
(also)=pitri-kriy,
q.v.:—pitri-sthn,
s.m. A guardian; the


sphere of the manes:—pitri-swas,
s.f. Paternal aunt:—

pitri-swastrya,
s.m. Child of a paternal aunt, a cousin:—

pit i-rddh, s.m. A funeral ceremony or obsequial rites
in honour of a father or deceased ancestor:—pitri-krya

(vulg. pitar-kj), pitri-karma,
s.m.=pitri-kriy,
s.f. Obsequial


rites, oblations oered to the spirits of deceased
ancestors:—pitri-gr
 ih,
 s.m. A father's house, paternal
mansion; paternal relations; 'house of ancestors,' burialground, cemetery:—pitri-ga,
s.m. The whole body of

ancestors collectively; a group or class of manes or
deceased progenitors who were sons of the Rishis or
Prajpatis:—pitri-ght,
s.m. Slaying a father, parricide:

pitri-ghtak,
s.m. A child who is hostile to his father, a

parricide:—pitri-lok,
s.m. A father's house, paternal

mansion; the world or sphere of the manes (to which
various situations are ascribed, but principally the
Bhuvas region or mid-heaven):—pitri-log,
s.m. Paternal

ancestors, forefathers:—pitri-mandir,
s.m. A father's

house, paternal mansion; 'dwelling place of ancestors,' a
cemetery:—pit i-vasati, s.f.=pitri-van,
s.m. 'Abode, or

grove, of ancestors,' a cemetery:—pit i-haty, s.f. Murder
of a father, parricide:—pitri-han,
s.m. A parricide:—pitri
yaj a, vulg. pitr-yagy, s.m. Sacrice oered to the manes,
obsequial oerings:—pitro -ko pn den, To oer a
libation of water out of the right hand as an oering to
the manes.
S *; t pitara, s.m. pl. Paternal ancestors, forefathers.
S *; ,P putra, putr, vulg. putar, puttar, s.m. Son, child (syn.
be, la k):—putrrth (putra+ar˚), adj. & s.m. Desirous of a
son;—one who wishes for a son:—putra-bhv, s.m. The
being a son, the state or condition of a son, sonship:—
putra-pautr, s.m. One who has children and
grandchildren:—putra-pautr, adj. Descended from son
to son; hereditary:—putra-jv, s.m. lit. 'Giving life to
children'; the tree Putranjiwa Roxburghii (from the fruit of
which necklaces are made, supposed to be of prolic
ecacy, and when worn by children to keep them in
good health):—putra-re, s.f. lit. 'Having a row of

ospring, i.e. oshoots and suckers'; the plant Salvinia
cucullata:—putra-kmy, s.f. Wish for sons or children,
love of ospring:—putra-vn, putra-vant, adj. & s.m.
Having a son, or sons, or children;—one who has a son,
&c.:—putra-vat, adj. Like a son, lial:—putra-vadhu, vulg.
putar-bah , s.f. Son's wife, daughter-in-law:—putreshi
(putra+ish˚), s.f. A sacrice performed to obtain male
children, one performed at the time of adoption.
H *; ÄP pattr, P patr [S. ÄPt], s.m. Leaf, &c.
(=patra, pattar, q.v.); almanac, ephemeris, calendar.
S (*; P[ patr k, s.m. = S ^*; P[$ patr g, s.m. See
s.v. patra, patr.
S ^*; P[$ patr g, s.m. = S (*; P[ patr k, s.m. See
s.v. patra, patr.
H $*;  pitar, pitr (from pitar, pitri), s.f.
Kinsman, paternal relation from three generations.
H $*;  pitr [S. \! 'brass' + +], s.f. Verdigris,
sub-acetate of copper.
S Y*;  pitrit,
s.m.
 s.f. = S Y*; ; pitritwa,

Fatherhood, paternity; the state or condition of a pitri  or
deied progenitor.
S Y*; ; pitritwa,
s.m. = S Y*;  pitrit,

 s.f.
Fatherhood, paternity; the state or condition of a pitri  or
deied progenitor.
S Y*; ,P putrat, s.f. = S Y*; ,P; putratwa, s.m. The
circumstance, or the condition, of being a son; the lial
relation, sonship.
S Y*; ,P; putratwa, s.m. = S Y*; ,P putrat, s.f. The

s.m. The son of a daughter who was appointed to raise
issue for her father (one of the twelve kinds of heirs
acknowledged by the old Hind law); daughter's son,
grandson.
S ^*; P($ patrang, s.m.=patrng, q.v.s.v. patra.
H J*; $ patring, s.m. A kind of bird, the ycatcher, Merops viridis; the fork-tailed shrike, or kingcrow (syn. bhujang).
S *; M pitarau, s.m. (dual), Father and mother,
parents.
S 0; *; P5T patropaskar, = S *; P54' patrora, See
s.v. patra, patr.
S *; P54' patrora, = S 0; *; P5T patropaskar, See
s.v. patra, patr.
S )*;   pitrivya,
s.m. Paternal uncle; any elderly

male relation.
H *; P" patr [S. .ÄP], s.f. Letter, note, epistle (see
patra).
S *; ÄP" patr, P" patr, adj. & s.m. Winged, feathered;
—a bird; an arrow; a person riding on any vehicle; a
mountain.
S *; ,P" putr, vulg. puttr, s.f. A daughter;—a species of
plant, Siphonanthus Indica.
S *; ,P" putr, adj. & s.m. Having a son, or sons, or
children;—a person who has a son, &c. (=putra-vn).
H *; ,P" putr, s.f.=putl, q.v.
S Z)*; ,P.< 9 putreshi (putra+ishi), s.m. See s.v. putra.
H )*;  patariy, , paturiy, s.f.=ptar, ptariy,

circumstance, or the condition, of being a son; the lial
relation, sonship.
S *;  pitrik, adj. Relating or belonging to parents

qq.v.
S )*; ,P" putrya, adj. Relating or belonging to a son or

or progenitors, paternal, parental, ancestral, obsequial.
S *; ,P putrak, s.m. Son (=putra, q.v.).

child; procuring a son.
P (*; putk, s.m. A smith's hammer (syn. hatau ).

S  *; P patrik, s.f. Leaf; written leaf; page; letter,

H *;  patk = pak, q.v.

document (=patra, q.v.).
S  *; ,P putrik, s.f. Daughter, girl (esp. one who is
appointed to marry in order that her son may perform
the solemn obsequies to her own father and not to her
husband);—doll, puppet (=putli):—putrik-putra,

S *; ,.\ puttik, s.f. The white ant or termite (so
called from its doll-like form);—a small kind of bee.
H *; ," patuk, patk [S. P+], s.f. Small pot, pan
(cf. patl); a small earthen vessel.
S ^*; $ patag (pata+ga), s.m. Winged or ying animal; a

bird.
H ?J*; m6 pati-grah, s.m.=prati-grah, q.v.
H *; \! pattal [S. ÄP+ !"], s.f. A plate or trencher
made of leaves; a plate of cakes, sweetmeats, &c.:—pattal
b dhn, v.n. To withhold or bar the meal or repast (this
is done till one of the guests shall have solved the riddle
which is proposed by one of the women of the party):—
pattal kholn, v.n. To open the repast, commence the
meal (on the solution of the proposed riddle).
S *; \! pittal, adj. Relating to the bilious humour,
bilious, secreting bile;—brass (more com. ptal, q.v.); a
species of birch tree (the bark of which is used for
writing upon; syn. bhoj-patr).
H 3*; ! patl [S. P&t], adj. (f. -), Spare, emaciate,

S #*; ,\.! puttalik = H #*; ,.! putlik [S. ,P],
s.f. Puppet, doll, gure of wood.
H #*; !5 patlo [S. ÄP(; Prk. \!(], s.m. Dead leaves
fallen from a tree; leaves cut o from the culm of the
reed Saccharum spontaneum and used for thatching.
H #*; \!" pittal [S. \!+], adj. Made of brass,
brazen.
H #*; ,!" putl [S. P], s.f. Puppet, doll, marionette,
image; pupil of the eye; the frog of a horse's hoof; a
slim, delicate woman:—putl-k tr karn, v.t. To honour
or esteem as the apple of the eye:—putl-k sw g or sng,
putl-k sw g n , s.m. Puppet-show:—putly phirn, v.n.
The eyes to turn up in dying.
H %@ *; (  pitambar, s.m.=ptmbar, q.v.

lean, delicate, weak, feeble; ne, attenuated, thin (cloth,
paper, or liquid), slender; sharp, tapering; rareed,
subtle:—patl z, s.f. A thin thing; a subtle substance; a
uid body:—patl l, s.m. Straitened circumstances, bad
plight or condition:—patl karn, v.t. To make thin, &c.; to
sharpen (a pencil, &c.); to rarefy, to liquefy.
S 3*; \! pittal, s.f. The plant Jussiœa repens.

H %@ *; @  patimbar [S. + ], s.f. A woman who

H 3*; ,! putl [S. ,\!t], s.m. Puppet, large doll (see

virtue, &c.; hanging down, becoming slack; death.
S <*; \ pattan, s.m. City, town, settlement, colony

putl), small statue, idol, image, egy:—putl-bidhn, s.m.
Burning in egy; the vicarious cremation of an egy of
one who has died at a distance:—putl ban-ke jaln, v.n.
To burn in egy;—s.m. Burning in egy, &c.=putlbidhn.
H <; 3*; ! patl-pan [S. P&; ]( , s.m. Leanness,
emaciation, thinness, neness, attenuation, minuteness,
meagreness, delicateness, weakness; wateriness;
subtleness (=patl).
H 3*; ! patln, v.t.=patl karn, q.v.s.v. patl.
H 3*; \! pittln, ! pitln [fr. S. \!

chooses her husband for herself;—the plant Nigella
Indica.
H @ *; / patma, s.f. Sowing fresh sugar-cane after
cutting the old.
S <*;  patan, s.m. Falling; fall; falling from dignity,

(chie y used, like bd, in comp., e.g. Srrangpattan,
'Seringapatam').
H <*; \ pattan, s.m. The act of ordering goods from a
manufacturer (cf. pan).
H *;  patn, s.m. Ora vulvœ.
S #8*; *.! patanjali, s.m. Name of a saint or muni,
teacher of the Yoga philosophy (thence called ptanjala);
name of the celebrated author of the Mah-bhshya or
great commentary on Pini.
S ^*; ($ patang (patan+ga), s.m. A bird; a ying insect,

H #*; ,.! putlik [S. ,P], = S #*; ,\.! puttalik

grasshopper, moth; a paper kite (syn. kankauw); the
sun; a ball for playing with (syn. ge d); a name of Krisha:

—patang u n, v.n. To y a kite:—patang-bz, s.f. Kiteying.
H ^*; ($ patang, s.m. Sappan wood, &c.=patrng, q.v.s.v.

s.f. Puppet, doll, gure of wood.

patra.

'brass'], v.n. To be stained or contaminated with
verdigris (as food—esp. of an acid quality—kept in brass
or copper vessels; syn. ptal-se biga n).
H $3*; ! patl, s.f.=patl-pan, q.v.

H J*; ($ patang, pating [S. r$+t], s.m. A ying
insect; moth; grasshopper; a spark (of re), a live coal:—
patang hon, v.n. To move about briskly, go rapidly about
a business.
S J*; ($ patangik, s.f. A small bird; a sort of bee.
S J*; ($" patang, s.f. Name of one of the wives of
Trksha, and mother of the patagas or ying animals.
S *; ;" patn, s.f. (of pati), A wife:—patn-bhg, s.m.
Division of property among a man's widows.
H *; \" pattan, adj. Commissioned, manufactured by
order.
H  *; M  patauw (see patt), s.m. A leaf.
H  *;   patwr, = H  *;  ! patwl, [S. P+!"],
'vessel-guiding'], s.f. Rudder, helm, a large oar or paddle
used as a rudder.
H  *;  ! patwl, = H  *;   patwr, [S. P+!"],
'vessel-guiding'], s.f. Rudder, helm, a large oar or paddle
used as a rudder.
H K *;   patws [S. + t], s.m. A perch or roost
for a falcon or hawk.
H  *; ,  putwn (caus. of potn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to be smeared or plastered, &c.
H $ *; ,  putw, s.f. The act of plastering, &c.=put,
q.v.
S A *; ] pati-vrat, = S Y *; ] pati-vrat, See s.v.
pati.
S Y *; ] pati-vrat, = S A *; ] pati-vrat, See s.v.
pati.
H ) *; 0 pat riy, s.f.=paturiy, ptur, q.v.
H * *;  B" pat-want, s.f.=pati-vatn, q.v.s.v. pati.
H ? *; 56 patoh, = H  *; 5 patoh , [S. ,P+ 0], s.f.
Son's wife daughter-in-law.
H  *; 5 patoh , = H ? *; 56 patoh, [S. ,P+ 0], s.f.
Son's wife daughter-in-law.
S &*; R path, s.m. Path, course, way, road, highway:—
path- ar , s.m. Travelling expenses; provisions for a
journey:—path-darak, s.m. 'Way-showing, or shower';
guide, leader, director, conductor:—path-rodhak, s.m. One

who guards a way.
H &*; R path [S. ^], s.m. Proper, t, or wholesome
food (for a patient), diet, regimen; spoon-diet, broth,
soup;—syrup, sherbet (esp. as a regimen).
S 1 + &*; RW¬/ pathi-drum, s.m. The tree Acacia catechu; or
Mimosa alba.
H &*; ;R patthar, R pathar [S. HTt; Prk. ;Q5], s.m.
Stone, rock; precious stone, gem; hailstone; anything
hard, troublesome, trying, intolerable, &c.;—adj. Hard;
hard-hearted; heavy; dull; dicult; disagreeable,
intolerable, &c.:—patthar-bz, s.m. One who plays at
stone-throwing; one who is fond of, or is addicted to,
throwiug stones;—patthar-bz, s.f. Stone-throwing;
fondness for stone-throwing:—patthar barasn, v.n. To
hail:—patthar pn ho-jn, v.n. The melting of a stony
heart; a dicult task to be facilitated:—patthar pa n (par), Stones to fall (upon); to hail; to be crushed under a
shower of stones or hailstones; to be overwhelmed with
trouble, &c.; to be injured, ruined or destroyed:—patthar
pasjn, v.n. A stony heart to be softened or melted:—
patthar-pho , s.m. A breaker of stones;—the woodpecker,
Picus:—patthar phe kn (-par), To throw stones (at), to pelt
with stones:—patthar-tale hth n or dabn = patthar tale
dman dabn, v.n. To be entangled in diculties:—
patthar- a, s.m. Stone-cutter, lapidary; (cf. next):—
patthar- a, s.m. One who is attached to the very stones
of his house and who clings to it even in distress; a
skin int; a kind of serpent; a sort of sh; a sort of potherb:—patthar an, v.t. To put (a knife, &c.), to the
grindstone or hone; to whet or sharpen (a knife, &c.):—
patthar- r, s.m. The plant Plectranthus aromaticus:—
patthar ht-par rakhn (or ht par patthar rakhn), v.n. To
be patient by compulsion, or from being without remedy,
to suer patiently:—patthar hon, v.n. lit. 'To carry
stones'; to labour hard:—patthar s phe k-mrn, v.t. To
give a rude or sharp answer; to reply rashly without
understanding the meaning of one's question; to give a
blunt refusal:—patthar-se sir pho n or mrn, v.t. lit. 'To
break one's own head with a stone'; to teach or instruct
a fool:—patthar-k hp, s.m. Lithography; a lithograph:
—patthar-k dil, s.m. Stony or hard heart; hard-

heartedness:—patthar-k farsh, s.m. A pavement:—pattharkal, s.m. A relock:—patthar-k ht, s.f.=patthar-k dil,
q.v.:—patthar-k lakr, adj. lit. 'A line engraved on stone';
ineaceable, ineradicable, unalterable:—patthar-vh, s.m.
Stoning (as a punishment):—patthar hon, v.n. To become
stone, to be petried (=pathrn); to become hard as
stone, to become rigid; to be heavy or burdensome; to be
unmerciful; to receive no impression, to be impervious
(to); to be xed or immovable, to be still as a statue, be
stable, stand still; to freeze, to congeal; to be stone-blind;
to become useless or unserviceable.
H &*; ;R patthr, s.m. A kind of stone weight.

H &*; R pathn (see pthn), v.n. To be made into
cakes (cowdung).
H  &*; R " path-wr (wr = S. v), s.f. Place where
cowdung is patted into cakes.
S &*; ^ pathy, s.f. The tree Terminalia chebula, or T.
citrina;—a species of metre in Sanskrit poetry.
S  &*; ^ pathya, adj. & s.m. Belonging to a road;
furthering, helping; agreeing with, proper, t, suitable,
wholesome (used in a medical sense of diet, regimen,
&c);—wholesome diet, &c.=path, q.v.
S *;  pati, s.m. See ; pati, 'Master.'

H &*; R pathrn, v.n. To be petried; to become

H *; \" patt [S. ÄP+], s.f. Leaf; leaves; hemp-

hard, to indurate, &c. (=patthar hon, q.v.s.v. patthar).
H &*; R , R pathro (v.n. of pathrona =

leaves (of which an intoxicating potion is made); a leaf
or thin plate (of metal); a hem; a share (=pa):—patt
jh n (-k), To beat o the leaves (of trees):—patt jha n,
v.n. To shed its leaves (a tree):—patt-dr, s.m. Shareholder (=pa-dr).
H *;  pata, h patai, s.m. Straw or grass spread over

pathrn), s.m. Stoning:—pathro karn, v.t. To stone.
H &*; RM& pathrau, s.m. = H &*; RM&" pathrau,
s.f. (dim.) [S. HT+ &+t], A bowl of stone.
H &*; RM&" pathrau, s.f. (dim.) = H &*; RM&
pathrau, s.m. [S. HT+ &+t], A bowl of stone.
H &*; ;R" patthr, R" pathr (dim. of patthar), s.f. Grit,
gravel, stone; a int; hone, whetstone; stone or gravel
in the bladder, calculus; a gizzard.
H )&*; R! pathrel, Rh! pathrail = H 3)&*; R"!
pathrl, Rh!pathrail [S. HT+!t], adj. (f. -), Stony,
rocky; gravelly; gritty.
H 3)&*; R"! pathrl, Rh! pathrail = H )&*; R!

a eld to protect the fresh-planted roots from the sun.
H *; \" pitt (from pitt, 'bile'), s.f. An itchy eruption on
the body, hives, Varisella globularis (allied to the chickenpox):—pitt nikaln, v.n. Hives to break out.
H *; .\ pattiy,  patiy [S. .ÄP], s.f. A small
leaf, lea et; a letter; written opinion given by Pandits on
a point of Hind law.
H *;  pitiy, pity, s.m. Paternal uncle=pitrivya,
q.v.

H  *;  patiyr, patyr, s.f. patwr, q.v.

pathrel, Rh!pathrail [S. HT+!t], adj. (f. -), Stony,

H  *;  patiyr, patyr [S. H;+t], s.m.

rocky; gravelly; gritty.
S (&*; R pathik, s.m. (f. - and -), Traveller,

Belief, condence, trust, reliance, dependence.
H  *;  pitiyn, patyn [S. H;"(], v.t. To

wayfarer, passenger, sojourner; guide, one who knows
the way:—pathik-ray, pathik-griha,
 s.m. Refuge or
resting-place for travellers, halting-place, waiting-place,
inn, caravansary:—pathik-hn, adj. Unfrequented,
untravelled, deserted (as a road, or a caravansary).
H &*; ;R! patthal, s.m.=patthar, q.v.

believe, credit, trust, conde in, depend on.
H  *; " pitiyn, pityn (see pitiy), s.f. Father's
sister, paternal aunt.
H  *; " patt [S. ], s.m. Fallow land, uncultivated

S <&*; R pathin, s.m. Road, &c.=path, q.v.; one of the

or waste land:—patt-kam, s.f. Reduction or decrease
occasioned by lands being left uncultivated.
H  *; "" patr (from patt), s.f. A kind of mat.

divisions of hell.

H  *; "! patl, adj. Thin, &c.=patl, q.v.

P  *; patl [A. fatl], s.m. Match, or wick, for a lamp,
candle-wick; a linstock (also written fatl):—patl-soz, s.f. A
lamp-stand.
H 3 *; patl, = P # *; patla, [S. !"], s.m. A copper pot or
pan with a wide mouth, a cauldron:—patla, also=patl, q.v.
P # *; patla, = H 3 *; patl, [S. !"], s.m. A copper pot or
pan with a wide mouth, a cauldron:—patla, also=patl, q.v.
H # *; patl (dim. of patla), s.f. A small pot or pan.
H ] & pa [S. , or ], adj. Lying at, lying on the
face, upside down, overturned, upset; prone, inclined;
falling at, useless, ineective (as the blow of a sword,
&c.); lying uncultivated, fallow, waste (land);
uninhabited, deserted (village); lying neglected,
forgotten, eaced, wiped out;—s.m. A willing catamite:—
pa-par or pa-pa (pa+par, or pa+pa , rt. of pa n), adj. &
s.m. Level, at; bare of trees, &c.; a bare plain, a desert
waste; moist land caked by sunshine after rain or a
ood:—pa-par-k no, s.f. A bullock cart:—pa-pa , s.m. A
at surface; a bare plain, &c. (=papa ); atness,
evenness:—pa-pa , s.f. The temple:—pa ho-jn, v.n. To
be closed.
H ] & pa [S. &], s.m. Sound of falling, or of
breaking or of beating;—adv. Quickly, instantly, at once,
in a trice:—pa--pa, pa-pa (S. paa-paa), s.m.
Continuous sound of beating, or of falling rain, &c.;—adv.
Continuously, without ceasing:—pa-pa, s.m. A beating;—
pa-pa den, v.t. To give (a child) a beating.
H ] & pa [S. &t, or t], s.m. Cloth, coarse cloth or
canvas; piece of cloth; fold of cloth; covering, screen,
veil; a chequered cloth or board (on which chess, &c. is
played); chair, throne; turban, tiara (in this sense it
occurs in comp., as pa-rn); a royal grant engraved on
copper or stone, &c.:—pa-dev, pa-rn, s.f. A queen
(decorated with the tiara), the principal wife of a rj or
king (=p-rn):—pa kholn (-k), To open, or to remove,
a screen; to take o or remove a covering; to lift, or to
remove, a veil:—pa-vastra, s.m. The kind of cloth called
pa.
H ] & pa [S. P(], s.m. Leaf of a door; valve of a
folding door; door, shutter:—pa uhaln, pa u akn, pa

band karn, pa bhe n, pa lagn, pa mrn, v.n. To close a
door:—pa kholn, v.n. To open a door.
S ] &, pau, adj., see ] pau.
S ]  paa, pa, s.m. Slab, tablet (for painting); plate
(of metal, for inscription or engraving of royal edicts,
grants, &c.); patent, document, royal grant or order
(written on copper, stone, &c); seat, chair, throne; a
strip; frontlet; turban, tiara, diadem; woven silk; an
upper or outer garment; bandage, ligature, &c.; city,
town, village;—the plant Corchorus olitorius (from the
bres of the bark of which, called jute, a coarse
sackcloth and cordage are prepared):—paa-ja, paaj,
s.m. A kind of canvas or sackcloth:—pa-dev, pa-rn,
s.f. The principal queen, queen-consort (=pa-rn; ptrn):—pa-rang, s.m. The plant Cœsalpina sappan (used in
dyeing):—paa-k, s.m. The pot-herb Corchorus capsularis.
S ] ,& pua, pu, s.m. The contracting or narrowing of
anything; the folding or doubling of anything; fold,
cavity, concavity; cup or concavity made of a folded leaf;
cover, covering; a cloth worn on the privities; a horse's
hoof; a menstruum, solvent, ux.
H ] & pa [S. Pt 'blade'], s.m. A straight, long, and
broad sword with two edges; a wooden sword or foil
(used in fencing, &c.), a cudgel; a board on which Hinds
sit whilst eating their meals or performing religious
ceremonies (=pa); a streak, stripe, broad line; a kind of
bracelet; half the beard or one side of the face; a leaf of
the American aloe or of any similar plant; the head-stall
of a bridle; a long narrow slip or strip of coarse cloth,
matting, &c.:—pae bz, s.m. One who plays with foils or
cudgels, a fencer; a man who ghts with sword and
shield;—(met.), coquette, wanton, strumpet:—pae-bz,
s.f. Playing with foils or cudgels, fencing:—pa kheln,
v.n. To practice with foils, to fence.
H ]  pa [S. t, or P+t], s.m. A board on which
Hinds sit whilst eating their meals or performing
religious ceremonies; a fuller's board, board, table; seat;
a lock of hair, ringlet, curl; the collar of a horse, or of a
dog, &c.; girth of a horse; shoulder-strap and badge (of a
peon, &c.); gold or silver threads of an old native shoe;
an ornament (worn by women as an appendage to the

bl); an ornament for the forehead, frontlet; a deed
(com. a title-deed to land), a deed of lease; a code or
book of regulations for the guidance of rent-collectors:—
pa utrn (-k), To take o the strap and badge, to
dismiss from service:—pa-pher, s.m. Exchange of seats
by the bride and bridegroom at the conclusion of a
(Hindu) marriage ceremony:—pa turn or tur-jn,
v.n. 'To break the collar and go o'; to get loose, to run
away:—pa taalluq, s.m. A dependent lease:—pa hk,
pa heke-dr, s.m. A farming lease:—pa jan--jt, s.m.
Lease granted to tenants individually:—pa  g, s.m.
A private lease:—pa-dr, pae-dr, s.m. Lease-holder,
lessee:—pa dah-sl, s.m. Ten year's lease:—pa-denewl, s.m. Granter of a lease, lessor:—pa-rahan, s.m.
Mortgage lease:—pa-salm, s.m. Fine, fee, or
complimentary present of money, on the grant of a
lease:—pa-qab lyat, s.m. Settlement paper:—pae-wr,
adj. & adv. According to shares or assessment.
H "?] && pa--pa, s.m. see s.v. pa, 'Sound of
beating.'
H ' ?] & papar, s.m. A kind of fruit.
H F] pa , s.m.=pak, q.v.
H ] & pir [S. &+dim. a. r = S. t], s.m. A
large basket (generally of cane or wicker-work) covered
with leather; portmanteau; box (for clothes).
H  ] &~ pir [S, |&+~], s.m. Name of an order of
Hindu mendicants (syn. aghor-panth).
H ]&" pir (dim. of pir), s.f. A small basket; a
box; a betel-box (=pn-dn):—pr-k ar , s.m. The
allowance made to a wife for betel (among
Mohammadans).
H ]&" pir, s.f. A weevil, an insect bred in rice,
&c.
H 0] & pak [S. &+, or j], s.m. A loud sound, a
bursting sound, a crash:—pak-se, adv. With a crash,
loud, loudly.
H G] & pak, = H & *; &L pakh, (from pak),

S G] & pak, s.f. Flag, banner.
H ] & pan (caus. of pan, q.v.; and see also
pn), v.t. To cause to be boarded, roofed, or covered; to
place the beams on the roof of a house; to board (a
room); to water, irrigate (a eld); to prepare a auk with
cowdung or earth dissolved in water; to ll up, make
level (a hole, &c.); to realize the amount (of a bill, &c.);
to pay money, settle (an account), conclude (a bargain).
H ] & pin (caus. of pn), v.t. To cause to be
beaten, to get (one) beaten; to cause to beat (=piwn).
H  ] & , & pao (v.n. of pan), s.m. Roong (a
house with tiles, &c.); covering (a oor, &c.) with boards;
apparatus for roong or covering (such as) beams,
rafters, planks, &c.; watering, or ooding (a eld),
irrigation.
H (+  ] & ( pa-bandhak [S. , or H+ B], s.m.
Mortgage; pledge; a pledge of which the usufruct pays
both the principal and interest within a denite period
(and thus ensures its own redemption).
H 8 ] & "* pa-bjn [S. + "*+t], s.m. A rey (syn. jugn ; shab-tb).
H ) # ! ] && pipiiy, adj. & s.m. Combing or carding
(wool, &c.);—one who combs or cards (wool, cotton, &c.).
H ' ! ] & pa-par, = H  ! ] &7 pa-pa , adj. & s.m., see
s.v. pa, 'lying at.'
H  ! ] &7 pa-pa , = H ' ! ] & pa-par, adj. & s.m., see
s.v. pa, 'lying at.'
S  ] &, paut, s.f. = S  ] &,; pautva, s.m. (from
pau), Sharpness, keenness, cleverness, dexterity,
expertness, skill, vigilance, activity; vigour, virility;
eloquence.
S  ] &,; pautva, s.m. = S  ] &, paut, s.f. (from
pau), Sharpness, keenness, cleverness, dexterity,
expertness, skill, vigilance, activity; vigour, virility;
eloquence.
S &] * paaja, paaj, s.m. See s.v. paa.

s.m. Cracker; squib; a gun-cap.
H & *; &L pakh, = H G] & pak, (from pak),

H ' ] & par, = H  ] &7 pa  [S. P, or  + dim.

s.m. Cracker; squib; a gun-cap.

sit on); a plank on which a washerman beats clothes; a

a. t], s.m. A plank; a plank with low side supports (to

long thick plank used as a harrow; a board on which
our is kneaded, &c.;—unripe grain, Cicer arietinum:—
pa  phern (-par), To pass the pa  (over land), to
harrow:—pa  kar-den, v.t. To make level, to level, raze,
demolish, destroy, lay waste; to deprive of power or
strength, render helpless or powerless; to convict (an
adversary) and leave him without reply.
H  ] &7 pa  = H ' ] & par, [S. P, or  + dim.
a. t], s.m. A plank; a plank with low side supports (to
sit on); a plank on which a washerman beats clothes; a
long thick plank used as a harrow; a board on which
our is kneaded, &c.;—unripe grain, Cicer arietinum:—
pa  phern (-par), To pass the pa  (over land), to
harrow:—pa  kar-den, v.t. To make level, to level, raze,
demolish, destroy, lay waste; to deprive of power or
strength, render helpless or powerless; to convict (an
adversary) and leave him without reply.
H ' ]&" par, = H  ]&7" pa , (dim. of par), s.f. A
narrow slip of wood or metal; a board, slate or slab (for
writing on; syn. paiy); the vanes of a Venetian window;
a tile; the banks of a canal, &c.; an avenue; a rm seat
on horseback; an armlet or bracelet of brass, gilt, gold,
or silver.
H  ]&7" pa , = H ' ]&" par, (dim. of par), s.f. A
narrow slip of wood or metal; a board, slate or slab (for
writing on; syn. paiy); the vanes of a Venetian window;
a tile; the banks of a canal, &c.; an avenue; a rm seat
on horseback; an armlet or bracelet of brass, gilt, gold,
or silver.
H ' ],&" pur, s.f.=pol, q.v.
H CT ] paa-jt (irr. Ar. pl. of paa = pa), s.m. Deeds of
lease, title-deeds to land.
H <] &! pa-sl, s.m.=ph-l, q.v.s.v. ph.
H <] & pa-san [S. +84], s.m. The plant Crotolaria
juncea.
S U ] 8 pai, s.m. A spear with a sharp edge.
S L]8" pai, s.m. A person armed with a pai or
spear.
H ] & patak, s.m. Throwing, dashing down; throw,

dash, fall (see paakn and pakan).
S ] & paak, s.m. Cotton cloth; camp, encampment.
S ]  paak, s.m. Document; bandage; frontlet (see
paa and pa).
S ]  piak, s.m. The tartar or excretion of the
teeth.
H ] & pak [S. &, or +t], s.m. A cloth worn
round the waist, girdle, sash, belt; a layer of mortar in a
brick wall:—pak b dhn (-par), To gird up the loins
(for), to prepare (for), or determine (on, an act,
enterprise, &c.):—pak paka n (-k), 'To seize the belt
(of); to hinder, hold back, prevent, obstruct.
S ]  paik, s.f. A ribbon; a turban-cloth (cf.
pa).
H ] & pakr, s.m. = H ]&" pakr, s.f.
=phakr, q.v.
H ]&" pakr, s.f. = H ] & pakr, s.m.
=phakr, q.v.
H ] & pakrn, = H ] & pakn,
v.t.=paakn, q.v.
H ] & pakn, = H ] & pakrn,
v.t.=paakn, q.v.
H ] & pakan (see paakn), s.f. A knock-down, a
fall; a sharp blow; prostration, after-eects (of a disease,
&c.); disquiet, restlessness, uneasiness:—pakan khn,
v.n. To be thrown, to fall on the ground with force (see
next).
H  ] & pakan, s.m. A throw or fall (in wrestling
&c.); a knock-down:—pakan den (-ko), pakan sunn, To
dash (one) down, to give a violent fall (in wrestling):—
pakan khn, v.n. To have a severe fall, be thrown
violently (in wrestling); to be knocked down.
H  ] & paakn [S. , rt. ++"(; see
pa n], v.t. To dash against, to knock down, dash down,
to throw (one) down with violence; to throw about (the
arms and legs) convulsively;—v.n. To abate,
go down, or subside (a swelling or tumour); to crack,
crackle (see pa):—paak-den, v.t. (intens.) To dash
down, &c. (=paakn).

H  ]&" pakan, (dim.) s.f. = H  ] &L
pakhan, s.m. =pakan, q.v.
H  ] &L pakhan, s.m. = H  ]&" pakan,
(dim.) s.f. =pakan, q.v.
H  ] &L paakhn, v.t. and n.=paakn, q.v.
H ]&" pak, (dim.) s.f. Fall, &c.=paakn; pakan:—
pak den, v.t. To throw down, &c.=paakn den.
H ],&" puk [S. Tvj&+], s.f. Blow, knock; misfortune;
wrath, vengeance, divine wrath; (used by women):—
puk pa n (-par), To be smitten by divine wrath, to be
overtaken by misfortune, &c.
S (] &! paal, s.m. Roof, thatch; cover, covering, veil; a
lm over the eye; a basket; heap, mass, number,
quantity, multitude; retinue, train; book, division,
section, chapter (of a book); a formulary (of ritual)
worship; a sandal-wood mark on the forehead.
S (] ! pail, s.m. The plant Cœsalpina bonducella.
S ' + ] !5£ pai-lodhra, s.m. The red species of the
Lodh tree, Symplocos racemosa (the bark of which is used
in dying, and as an astringent).
H ,] &/ paam (see pa), adj. Closed, shut (the eyes):—
paam hon, v.n. To be closed (the eyes), to be blind (=pa
ho-jn).
H ' -] &@  paambar, s.m.=p-ambar, q.v.
H ] & paan, s.m. Roong, &c. (see pan and pan).
S ]  paan, s.m. City (=pattan, and used chie y at
the end of compounds).
H ]  paan, s.m.=pattan, q.v.
H  ] & pan [pa˚ = Prk. <(), or &(), fr. S.  'a
roof'; and P 'a vessel'], v.n. To be covered, be roofed,
be thatched, be boarded; to ll, be lled up or closed, be
made level; to be watered or irrigated (elds, &c.); to be
full, be piled up, to abound, swarm, be thronged or
crowded, be glutted (a market): cf. pan, and pn:—
pa-jn, v.n.=pan.
H  ] & pan [pa˚ = Prk. <(), or (), fr. S. ],
v.n. To be paid or discharged, be repaid or remitted; to
be procured; to be accepted or honoured (a bill); to be

admitted, passed, received as good; to do well, ourish,
be carried on satisfactorily, be executed creditably or
satisfactorily (a business); to agree, to be closed or
struck (a bargain):—pa-jn, v.n.=pan.
H  ] & pin (fr. the trans. pn, q.v.), v.n. To be
beaten, to get a beating;—s.m. Mallet, pounder, rammer.
S V ] &r8 piank, s.m. A species of pike, Esax
scolopax, or Silurus pabda.
S G ]&r" pia kk, s.f. The plant Cucumis
colocynthis.
H  ]&" pan, s.m. Boatman, waterman, ferryman
(=p n, paun).
H  ]" paan, s.f.=pattan, q.v.
S ] &, pau, adj. Pungent, hot, acid; sharp, clever,
smart, dextrous, skilful; crafty, sly, cunning; clear;
intellectual; diligent; harsh, hard, cruel.
H ] ¨ pa [S. &+; or  ], s.m. A kind of coarse
woollen cloth.
H ] &, pau, &  paw [S. &+], s.m. One who
strings beads, pearls, &c.; a maker of braid, fringe, tape,
&c. (syn. alqa-band).
H ] &, pau, &  paw [S. +t; or &,+t], s.m.
The plant Hibiscus cannabinus, and the fruit of the same
(commonly called sorrel); tow made from the Hibiscus
cannabinus.
H ] &  pawr, = H ]& " pawr, [S. P
+ ], s.m. One who keeps all the accounts connected
with the lands of one or more villages; village registrar
or accountant, land-steward:—pawr-gar, s.f. The oce
or business of a pawr.
H ]& " pawr, = H ] &  pawr, [S. P
+ ], s.m. One who keeps all the accounts connected
with the lands of one or more villages; village registrar
or accountant, land-steward:—pawr-gar, s.f. The oce
or business of a pawr.
H ] &  pawn (caus. of pan), v.t. To cause to be
roofed, &c., to have (a house) roofed, &c.; to have (a
eld) irrigated, to water (=pana); to provide money, &c.
(see pan).

H ] &  piwn (caus. of pin and pn), v.t. To
cause to be beaten; to cause to beat (=pin).
H C] &0 pa t, s.m. = H 9] &0 pa t, s.f. =paut,
q.v.
H 9] &0 pa t, s.f. = H C] &0 pa t, s.m. =paut,
q.v.
H 9] &5 paotan [S. _++t], s.m. Roong with
planks or boards, transom.
H G] &0 pa k, &, pauk, s.m.=pak, q.v.
S

*; &5! paol, s.m. = S ] &5.! paolik, s.f. A

very sensitive to the touch (an animal); not to bear
being touched (a man); to be hard to get at, be
inaccessible or beyond reach; to be repelling.
H .] _ pahn, s.m. Name of a race inhabiting the
hilly country to the north-west of Lahore (syn. Afgn);

name of a race or dynasty that reigned in Dehli; name
of a tribe of Mohammadans (descended from the pahn
or Afghn
 race, who settled in India, particularly in
Ruhelkhand); soldier, warrior, man-at-arms.
H ] _ pahn [pah˚ = pahw˚ = Prk. U(), or
 ()=S. HTR(), caus. of rt. H+TR], v.t. To send,

species of cucumber, Trichosanthis diœca (syn. palwal).
S ] &5.! paolik, s.f. = S *; &5! paol, s.m. A

despatch (=bhejn).
H ]_" pahn, s.f. A woman of the pahn race;

species of cucumber, Trichosanthis diœca (syn. palwal).
H ]&M" paaun, s.m.=paun; pan; qq.v.

the wife of a pahn.
H  ] _  pahon, pahaun, v.t.=pahn, q.v.

H ) ] &56  paohiy [S. ÄP+3t], s.m. An owl

S ] _ pahit, part. Read, studied, recited.

(=ull ).
H ]& " paw, &, pau, s.f. Fringe, braid, tape, &c.:

H  ] _7 pah , s.m.=par, q.v.

—paw-gar, s.m. Braider, &c. (=paw, q.v.).
H B]  paa, s.m.=pa, q.v.

S ] _ pahan, s.m. Reading, reciting; mentioning;

S B] &6 paaha, paah, s.m. Drum, kettle-drum.
H ] _ pah [S. R,t], s.m. A young full-grown animal;
a youth in his prime, a well-developed youth; a wrestler;
a young tree which has not yet borne fruit (=pah;
ph).
H ] ,_ puh [S. ,&"], s.f. A particle, pinch, sprinkling;

S ] _ pahak, s.m. (f. -ik), Reader, reciter.
reader, student.
H  ] _ pahn, v.t. To read, &c.=pa hn, q.v.
H ] ¨ pih [S. c+], s.m. Backer, supporter,
follower, comrade, playmate; coadjutor.
H ] ,_ ! puhwl (puh = ph+wl, qq.v.), s.m.
Backer, associate, confederate, accomplice.
H ] _  pahwn (caus. of pahn), v.t. To cause

seasoning; tincture; interpolation; menstruum, solvent,
ux; incentive, stimulus, spur.
S 3] &6 paah, s.f.=paah, q.v.

(one) to be sent; to send (=pahn).
H ] _5 pahor (see pah), s.m. Young (of an animal),

H ] __ pah, s.m.=pah, q.v.

kid; lamb; chicken, &c.
H ]" pih, s.f.=ph, q.v.

H ]  pah, paha [S. ÄP+t], s.m. A blade; a long
pointed leaf; a nerve sinew, tendon; sti cover of a book;
lace; a bracelet or bangle; a lock of hair on the side of
the head; the parasitic plant Loranthus longiorus; the
plant Viscum attenuatum; the shrub Kydia calycina, or K.
fraterna.
H ] , puh [S. c+t; Prk. , ], s.m. The buttock,
rump, hip, hind-quarter, breech:—puhe-pe hth na rakhne
den, 'Not to let one put the hand on the rump,' to be

H ) ] _ pahiy (pah+iy = S. ik), s.f. A young fullgrown animal; a young she-goat, &c.
H ) ] _h pathaiy, irreg. part.=pahy, perf. part. of
pahn.
S ]&" pa, s.f. The curtain of a stage.
H ]" pai [S. +], s.f. A piece or strip of cloth;
bandage, ligature, swath, plaster, cataplasm; splints,

band, llet, ribbon, tape, brace, tie; head-band, a narrow
plate of metal (worn across the turban by sepoys and
their native ocers); a rafter, or the whole
row or series of rafters that cover one side of a house;
side piece of the frame of a bedstead (=p); parting of
the hair in the middle; side-locks of hair over each
temple; lath (of split bamboo, &c.); spokes of a wheel; a
ledge; line, row; a rule to draw lines by; a small plank,
board, tablet, table (as in 'plane-table'); a small
rectangular board on which children write (=p); a
morsel of betel-leaf made up with betel-nut, lime, &c.
(=b ; pn); a foil, &c. (=pa); piece, part, portion; division
of a village; division of land into portions or strips;
holding or tenure in coparcenary; a written order or
patent; a title to a certain tenure of land; list, statement,
invoice, document (of any kind); public subscription
paper; cess, assessment;—a kind of sweetmeat (=p):—
pa b dhn (-par), To apply a bandage, &c. (to a sore or
wound); to bandage (the eyes), to blindfold:—pa-par
qbi rahn, To retain in severalty:—pa pa hn, v.t. To
teach the letters (to a child) from the pa or board; (g.)
to explain (anything to anyone), to give a lesson (to); to
advise, counsel; to put (one) up to (some trick or
roguery); to cheat, deceive, take in:—pa paka -ke hilte
rahn, A phrase used to denote either excessive
weakness or excessive laziness:—pa to n, v.n. To be
bedridden:—pa-dr, s.m. Holder or proprietor of a pa
or share in a coparcenary village or estate, a
coparcener:—pa-dr, s.f. Coparcenary tenure; an
estate held in severalty:—pa-dr n-mukammal, s.f.
Coparcenary tenure where part of the land is divided
and part held in common; tenure of an estate in partial
severalty:—pa den, v.t.=pa pa hn, q.v.:—pa-wr,
adj. & adv. According to shares, holdings, assessment,
&c.:—paiy jamn (-par), To paste the hair down (on
the temples).
H ]" pa, s.f.=ph, q.v.
S ],&" pu, s.f. A cup or concavity made of a leaf
folded or doubled; a plate or platter made of leaves (=pu,
q.v.).
H ) ] & paiy [S. ], s.f. A slip of board (used as

a slate for writing on=pa), tablet, slab of stone, slate.
H ) ] &! paiyl, s.m. Piling a heap of pas or
writing boards on a boy's back (a punishment resorted
to in Hind schools).
H ) ] &h paait [S. +], s.m. Lease-holder; a village
priest.
H ) ] &h paait [S. P, H. &+], s.m. One who
practises with foils, &c.; fencer; cudgel-player;—a lout, a
blockhead.
H ' ) ]  paer, s.m.=pan, q.v.
H ' ) ]  paer, = H ' ) ]  paer, [S. <], s.m. The
plant Cyperus hexastachyus communis; the reed or ag
Cyperus papyrus; a long coarse grass (used as fodder for
elephants, and made into mats, and rain-cloaks or hoods
for the poorer classes).
H ' ) ]  paer, = H ' ) ]  paer, [S. <], s.m. The
plant Cyperus hexastachyus communis; the reed or ag
Cyperus papyrus; a long coarse grass (used as fodder for
elephants, and made into mats, and rain-cloaks or hoods
for the poorer classes).
H () ] ! pael [S. P=H. &+!], s.m. Fencing with
the pa; cudgelling:—pael ln (-me , or -par), To
interrupt, to throw obstacles (in the way of); to cudgel, to
beat.
H () ] ! pael [S. +!], s.m. Sovereignty; a chief
among the Kumb tribe; a Kumb; the headman of a
village, a title of Marhas.
H ;:) ] ! pael, &h! paail [S. +!], s.m. A stone,
slab, slate; a log or plank used as a harrow; a large atbottomed boat.
H ;:) ] ! patel, s.m.=paer, q.v.
H  + ) ] &"! paln (see pael), v.t. To wring from,
extort, exact; to subdue; to capture, catch; to win, gain,
net; to cheat, cozen; to cudgel, beat:—pal-ln, v.t.
Idem.
H + ) ]!" pael (dim. of pael), s.f. A small atbottomed boat.
H -) ] &"/ pam [fr. S.  or ], s.m. The plank
on which cloth is spread for printing.

H  ) ] &" pan, &h paain, s.m. A species of bird,

S 9;  pa , adj. Cooking, baking, roasting; digesting

the green y-catcher, Merops viridis.
H ) ] "  pa-wr, adv. see s.v. pa.

(used at the end of comp.).
H 9;  pa [S.  ], adj. Five (used in comp. for p ):

H ; 8; ,* pujp [S. 0*+P; or 0A+; ]( , s.m. The

pa -pakwn, s.f. Five kinds of sweetmeats served at a
feast (viz. khajt; khurma; imrat; la ; ka aur):—pa pahlu, adj. & s.m. Five-sided, pentagonal;—a ve-sided
gure, a pentagon (=mu ammas):—pa -dhtu, s.m.=pa ras, s.m. Bell-metal, a kind of bronze:—pa -rang, pa rang,
adj. Of ve dierent colours:—pa -kalyn, s.m. A horse
whose four legs are half white and that has also white
spots on the head:—pa -khan, pa -khan, adj. & s.m.
Consisting of ve parts or divisions (a house, &c.);—a
ve-storied house; ve rooms, or spaces, in a row:—pa kh , s.m. A pentagon (syn. panj-gosha; mu ammas):—
pa -guiy, s.m. A game played (by boys) with ve
pebbles:—pa -la , adj. & s.m. Consisting of ve rows or
strings (a necklace, &c.);—a necklace of ve strings:—
pa -la , s.f.=pa -la :—pa -lon, s.m. A digestive composed
of ve kinds of salt:—pa -maall, pa -mal, adj. (f. -), &
s.m. Consisting of ve stories, rooms, or apartments (a
house);—a ve-storied house (=pa -khan):—pa -mel, adj.
& s.m. Mixed, confused, unsorted, heterogeneous;—a
mixture composed of ve dierent ingredients; mixture,
mess, hodge-podge:—pa otar, pa otr (S. pan a+uttara),
s.m. Duty, or commission, of ve per cent.:—pa orat, s.m.
Five per cent. (=pa otr):—pa -hatt, adj. Five hands high;
very tall.
S 9; , pi u, s.m. See :; pi u.

apparatus of worshipping; oerings, libations; things
scattered about in disorder.
H  8; ,*" pujr [S. 0*; or 0*+"], s.m.
Worshipper; a priest who ociates at a shrine and lives
upon the oerings made to the idol.
H  8; ,* pujn (caus. of p jn), v.t. To cause to
worship.
H  8; ,* pujn [fr. S. ,*, ,*], v.t. To ll; to
complete; to accomplish.
H  8; *  pajw, s.m.=pazwa, q.v.
H  8; ,*  pujw, s.m.=pujp, q.v.
H  8; ,*  pujon, v.t.=pujn.
H 8; * pajarn, = H #8; *! pajaln, [S. H
+A !"(], v.n. To catch re, to burn or blaze; to be burnt
or consumed, become ashes; to be in amed or incensed;
to be in a burning fever.
H #8; *! pajaln, = H 8; * pajarn, [S. H
+A !"(], v.n. To catch re, to burn or blaze; to be burnt
or consumed, become ashes; to be in amed or incensed;
to be in a burning fever.
H 8; ,* pujn, v.t.=p jn, q.v.
H 8; ,* pujn [fr. S. ,*], v.n. To be lled; to be
completed.
H  8; ,*  pujwn (caus. of p jn), v.t.=pujn, q.v.
H  8; ,*  pujwn (caus. of pujn), v.t. To cause to
ll; to complete (=pujn).
H  8; *M7 pajau , *57 pajo  (dim. of pj), adj. &
s.m. Low, mean, vile, shabby, &c.=pj, q.v.
H U 8;  pajeb, s.m. corr. of p-zeb, q.v.s.v. p.
H 9;  pa [S. d], s.f. Support, countenance,
protection, defence; partisanship (=pa h; imyat);
prejudice, bigotry; pertinacity, obstinate adherence (to, k).

S :;  pa , s.f. The act of cooking; cooking.
H  :; , pu r [S. H5+, i.e. H+++t], s.m. A
woollen rag for applying grease or ointment (to);
plaister-brush, brush (for white-washing, &c.); sponge
(of a gun); a thin coating of clay or white-wash:—pu r
phern (-par), pu r den (-ko), To wipe with a wet, or a
greasy, cloth; to lay on a thin coat of clay or whitewash;
to sponge (a gun); to give a gloss (to), to polish, clean,
embellish, adorn; to soap, butter, soft sawder; to excite,
instigate.
H K :;  pa s [S.  8], adj. Fifty.
H B :;  pa s, s.m. A weight or scale of fty rupees

or tols.
H  B :;  [ pa sw [S.  8+/], adj. Fiftieth.

H K:;  pa -ras, s.m. see s.v. pa , 've.'

H B :; " pa s [S.  8], adj. Eighty-ve.

S (:; , pi uk, s.m. The plant Vangueria spinosa.

H  :;  pa n (caus of pa n), v.t. To digest; to

H :; ,= pi ukk, s.m.=pa uk; pi kr, qq.v.

assimilate; to cause to rot, to rot, to ferment; to spend,
or to do away with the property of another dishonestly
or wrongfully; to embezzle:—pa -ln, v.t.
(intensive)=pa n.
H   :; U pa navve, U pa nave, pa nve [S.

H  :; , pu kr, s.m.=pu r, q.v.

  ], adj. Ninety-ve.
H  :;  pa o, = H  :;   pa w, (v.n. of pa n),
s.m. Digestion, assimilation; &c. (see pa n).
H  :;   pa w, = H  :;  pa o, (v.n. of pa n),
s.m. Digestion, assimilation; &c. (see pa n).
H 9; 9;  pa -pa ,  pi -pi [S. + redupl.; or
onomat.], s.m.f. (?), The noise made in walking in mire,
&c.; plash, splash, squash.
H :L:;  pa pa ,  pi pi , adj. (f. -), Soft,
accid, abby; clammy, moist; watery, plashy (soil).
H  :L:;  pa pa n,  pi pi n, v.n. To
be damp, clammy, moist, or wet; to sweat.
H <L:;  pa pan [S.   8], adj. Fifty-ve:—
pa pan-sla qn n, s.m. The rule under which a
Government servant (in India) is compelled to retire
from service on attaining his fty-fth year of age.
H  *:;  pa tn, v.n.=pa htn, q.v.
H ! *:; 5.! pa toliy, s.m. A kind of cloth.
S 9; K& pi a, s.m. In ammation of the eyes,
opthalmia.
H :; K pa ar [S. d+; or from rt.  'to spread'],
s.m. A piece of wood driven between the handle and
head of an axe or adze, &c., to make the handle fast; a
wedge; a slip of wood used to ll up a crevice or opening:
—pa ar a n, pa ar lagn (-me ), To insert a slip of
wood (into a crack or opening), to put in a wedge:—pa ar
mrn, v.t. To obstruct, thwart, frustrate, put a spoke in
the wheel (of); to tease, harass, distress.
H :; :;  pi ar-pi ar, s.m.=pa -pa , q.v.

S (:;  pa ak, adj. & s.m. Cooking;—a cook.

H  :; , pu krn [S. ,3+4"(], v.t. To coax (a
horse) by stroking, &c.; to stroke, pat, caress, coax, &c.;
to urge (a horse) on, put (a horse) to speed.
H  :; ," pu kr, s.f. The act of stroking, patting,
&c.:—pu kr den (-ko), To stroke, &c.=pu krn, q.v.
H  :; " pi kr [S. K+"; cf. pi kn], s.f. A
squirt, syringe; clyster, enema:—pi kr den (-ko), To
give a clyster or enema (to):—pi kr-k jullb, s.m. A
clyster, an enema:—pi kr len, v.n. To take an enema:—
pi kr mrn (-ko), To squirt, discharge water, &c. at from
a syringe.
H  :;  pi kn (caus. of pi akna), v.t. To press
together, press at, to squeeze; to shrivel, wrinkle; to
burst; to cause to sink or go down; to reduce a swelling.
H :;  pi akn [pi ak = Prk. K=?(), or
K=(), fr. S. K+>], v.n. To be pressed or
squeezed, to be attened; to be dinted; to be shrivelled;
to be reduced (a swelling).
H &:; L pa kh [S.  3], s.f. A conjunction of ve
unlucky stars; six days from rva to Revat, on which
days several kinds of work are unlawful.
S :; ,! pi ul, s.m. Cotton; the tamarisk, Tamarix
Indica; the plant Barringtonia acutangula; a kind of
cormorant or sea-crow.
H &:; L pa -khan, = H  :; !7 pa -la , = H  #:;
!5 pa -lon, See s.v. pa , 've.'
H  :; !7 pa -la , = H &:; L pa -khan, = H  #:;
!5 pa -lon, See s.v. pa , 've.'
H  #:; !5 pa -lon, = H &:; L pa -khan, = H
 :; !7 pa -la , See s.v. pa , 've.'
S :L@ :; @ pa am-pa , s.m. A species of Curcuma, C.
aromatica, or C. xanthorrhiza.

S @ :; ,/ ' pi u-mard, s.m. See s.v. pi u.

H  :;  " pa w, s.f.=pa w, q.v.

H  @ :; q! pa -mel, adj. & s.m. See s.v. pa , 've.'

H &:; + pa h [S. d], s.m. Wing; feather; side, part,

S <:;  pa an, s.m. The act of cooking, cooking;

assistance, adherence, countenance, support, protection,
defence; partiality (see pa ); the half of a lunar month, a
fortnight comprising fteen days.
S &:; K+ pi h, s.m. Feather of a tail (esp. of a

becoming entirely cooked; ripening; putrefying;
anything that cooks or matures; a frying-pan.
H :;  pa n [pa ˚ = Prk. K()=S. K(`), pass. of
rt. ], v.n. To undergo digestion, be concocted in the
stomach, be digested; to be swallowed, eaten up,
devoured, consumed, disposed of, done away with so as
not to be disgorged (property, &c. wrongfully or
dishonestly possessed of):—to have been so enjoyed,
spent, or disposed of (property, &c.) as to permit no fear
of detection and punishment; to be swallowed and
enjoyed without repugnance or remorse: to be, or to lie,
soaking in any mess; to rot, ferment, putrefy; to labour
hard (at, -par), take pains, drudge, sweat, grind; to be
tired out, exhausted; to be concealed, kept close (a
secret):—pa -jn, v.n. (intens.)=pa n:—pa -marn, v.n.
To be worked to death:—pa -hrn, v.n. To toil and lose,
to labour in vain.
S <:; ef pi a, .ef pi in, s.m. The belly or
abdomen, the stomach; the back (of an animal).
S G<:; .ef pi anik, s.f. The instep; the calf of the
leg.
S <:; .ef! pi anil, ..ef! pi inil, adj. Bigbellied, corpulent.
S  :; " pa anya, part. adj. Fit to be cooked, &c. (see
pa an).
H $ :;   pa w, s.f. An intoxicating drink prepared
from fermented rice or other grain.
H Y :; 5 pa otar [S.  +\t], s.m. See s.v. pa ,
've.'
H  :; 5 pi or [S.  + ], s.m. Garden-ground, &c. in
the rear of a tank.
H  :; 0 pa k, s.m. Squirt, &c.=pi kr, q.v.
H  :; M" pa aun [S. +], s.f. The stomach, the
contents of the stomach, the entrails; the digestive
organs; a digestive.

peacock); a peacock's tail; a tail; a crest:—pi h-wn, adj.
Having a tail, tailed.
S &:; ,K+ pu h, s.m.f. (?), Tail; hinder part (see p h).
S &:; + pi h, s.f. The scum of boiled rice and of other
grain; the gum of the silk-cotton tree; the venomous
saliva of a snake; a multitude, heap; the calf of the leg; a
sheath, coat or cover; the areca nut, betel nut; a line,
row, range; a diseased aection of a horse's feet; a
plantain, Musa sapientum; the sisu tree, Dalbergia sisu;
armour, a sort of cuirass or jacket.
H  &:; ,+ pu hr [S. H++], s.m. Asking; inquiry,
investigation.
H &:; +7 pa h , s.f. The act of winnowing (=pa ho ,
q.v.).
H &:; +7 pa h [S. ¹+"; or v.n. of pa h n],
s.f. Falling on the back; a fall on the back, a throw;
falling back in a swoon:—pa h , or pa h e , khn, v.n.
To fall backwards; to be thrown on the back; to fall back
in a swoon; to throw oneself down repeatedly in grief or
pain, to writhe in agony; to drop into the grave.
H  &:; +7 pa h n [S. ¹+4"(], v.t. To give
(one) a fall, to throw down on the back, to dash down, to
lay prostrate; to overpower, overcome, subdue, abase.
H  &:; +7" pi h , +7" pa h  (prob. S. ¹;(; or
from p h, q.v.], s.f. The rear, back, hinder part, hind
quarter; the ropes by which a horse's hind legs are tied,
heel-ropes;—adv. In the rear, behind, at the back (of, k):—pi h  mrn, v.n. To kick with the hind legs (a
horse); to attack the rear (of), to attack in the rear, or
from behind.
H  &:; +[ pa h , s.m. The West, &c.=pa ham or
pa him, q.v.
H  &:; + pa hn, = H  &:; + pa hnat, s.f. (prov.

or local) = pah n, q.v.
H  &:; + pa hnat, = H  &:; + pa hn, s.f. (prov.
or local) = pah n, q.v.
H  &:; +B pa hnn, +B pi hnn, v.t. corr. of
pah ann, q.v.
H  &:; +[6 pa h h, s.m.=pa h ; pa ham, q.v.
H  *&:; + pa htn [S. +"(], v.n. To regret,
repent, rue, grieve.
H  *&:; + pa hto, = H  *&:; +  pa htw, [S.
+t], s.m. Regret, remorse, repentance,
penitence, compunction, contrition, concern, grief,
sorrow:—pa htw karn (-par), To regret, to suer
remorse (on account of):—pa htw kar-ke, adv.
Regretfully, remorsefully, &c.
H  *&:; +  pa htw, = H  *&:; + pa hto, [S.
+t], s.m. Regret, remorse, repentance,
penitence, compunction, contrition, concern, grief,
sorrow:—pa htw karn (-par), To regret, to suer
remorse (on account of):—pa htw kar-ke, adv.
Regretfully, remorsefully, &c.
H  *&:; +  pa hton, v.n.=pa htn, q.v.
H *&:; +\ pa hattar, +\ pi hattar [S.  Q], adj.
Seventy-ve.
S *&:; .K+  pi hitik, s.f. The tree Dalbergia sisu.
H  :; +7 pa ha n (see pa h ), v.n. To fall back, to
fall, tumble down; to be backward; to remain or lag
behind; to fail, fall short (of):—pa ha -jn, v.n. To be
thrown; to be overcome.
S &:; .K+  pi hik, s.f. A bundle of feathers of a
peacock's tail.
S &:; K+! pi hal, adj. Slimy, slippery:—pi chal-dal,
s.f. The jujube, zizyphus jujuba.
H &:; +! pi hal, adj. Back, &c.=pi hl, (used in comp.):
—pi hal-p, s.f. A female goblin with feet turned
backward; the ghost of a woman; an ugly, or frightful
woman, an ogress.
H 3&:; +! pi hl [S. +!t], adj. (f. -), Back, rear,
posterior, dorsal; after, hind, hinder, hindermost; latter,

last, late, bygone, past; succeeding, modern;—s.m. Past
or old lessons, &c.:—pi hl pahar or pahr, s.m. The last
watch (of the night):—pi hle po phirn, v.n. To return
(from a place) the instant of reaching (it), to retrace
one's steps without tarrying:—pi hle po han, v.n. To
retreat; to withdraw from, or back out of, an agreement:
—pi hl mat, s.f. After-thought, a thought or idea that
comes too late, misconception.
S 3&:; .K+ ! pi hil, s.f. Sauce, gravy; the silk-cotton,
Bombax heptaphyllum; the pot-herb Basella rubra and B.
lucida; the sisu-tree, Dalbergia sisu; the esculent root Arum
Indicum.
H ^#&:; +!$ pi hlag, = H J#&:; +!$ pi hlag, [pi hl
+S. $t], s.m. A follower; issue by a former marriage.
H J#&:; +!$ pi hlag, = H ^#&:; +!$ pi hlag, [pi hl
+S. $t], s.m. A follower; issue by a former marriage.
H <#&:; +! pi halan, pi hlan, s.m.=phislan, q.v.
H #&:; +! pi haln [S. .K+ !+"(], v.n. To slip,
&c.=phisaln, q.v.
H 2 &:; K+/ pa ham, pa ham, .K+ / pa him [S. ./(],
adj. & s.m. Western;—the West; western country,
country to the west.
H @ &:; K+/" pa ham, adj. & s.m. Western;—a native of
the west.
H &:; + pa hn, s.m. = H &:; +" pa hn, s.f. [fr. S.
HK+", rt. +", with H], s.m. The act of scarifying,
tattooing, cupping, or lancing; inoculation, vaccination;—
pa hn, s.m. A scaricator; lancet:—pa hne den (-ko), To
scarify, cup, lance; to make incisions in a poppy-head (to
procure opium).
H &:; +" pa hn, s.f. = H &:; + pa hn, s.m. [fr. S.
HK+", rt. +", with H], s.m. The act of scarifying,
tattooing, cupping, or lancing; inoculation, vaccination;—
pa hn, s.m. A scaricator; lancet:—pa hne den (-ko), To
scarify, cup, lance; to make incisions in a poppy-head (to
procure opium).
H &:; ,+ pu hn, v.t.=p hn, q.v.
H  &:; +  pa hw [S. ./+ ], s.f. The west wind.

H   &:; + 7 pi hw  [S. + &t], adj. & s.m.

H  &:;  pi het, +" pa ht [S. +], s.m. Back,

Hinder, hindmost, hindermost;—the rear, rearward, the
back part, hind quarter; court or area behind a house,
back-yard:—pi hw e, adv. At the back, in the rear; abaft,
aft, astern.
H   &:; + 7" pi hw , s.f.=pi hw , q.v.

rear, &c.=pi hw , q.v.
H  &:; +h pi hait, = H * &:; +h" pi hait, (see pi het),

S  &:; K+  pi hwn, adj. See s.v. pi ha.
H  &:; ,+  pu hwn (caus. of p hn), v.t. To cause
to ask, &c.
H A &:; +0 pi h t [S. ], adv. Behind; afterwards;
—s.m. Back of a house, &c. (=pi hw ).
H  &:; +M pi haur [S. + +t], s.m. A cloth or
sheet worn round the waist, or thrown loosely over the
back (syn. addar).
H  &:; +M" pi haur (dim. of pi haur), s.f. A small
addar or sheet; a head-kerchief.
H &:; +57 pa ho (see pa ho n), s.f. The act of
winnowing.
H  &:; +M7 pi hau , s.m.=pi haur, q.v.
H . &:; +57 pa ho an (see next), s.f. The cha which
ies o in winnowing.
H  &:; +57 pa ho n [S. H+ + "(], v.t. To
winnow (with a basket used for the purpose; syn.
phaakn).
H  &:; +M7" pi hau , +57" pa ho , s.f.=pi naur, q.v.

adj. Last, &c.=pi hl, q.v.:—pi hait khet, s.f. Late
cultivation; a crop which has ripened late in the season.
H * &:; +h" pi hait, = H  &:; +h pi hait, (see pi het),
adj. Last, &c.=pi hl, q.v.:—pi hait khet, s.f. Late
cultivation; a crop which has ripened late in the season.
H  &:; ~ pa her , adj. & s.m. Winged; a bird (=pakher ,
q.v.).
H  # &:; !  pa helw, s.m. = H # &:; !" pa hel, s.f. A
kind of bracelet (worn with rs; the rs are worn
nearest to the hand).
H # &:; !" pa hel, s.f. = H  # &:; !  pa helw, s.m. A
kind of bracelet (worn with rs; the rs are worn
nearest to the hand).
H :; K" pa  [S. .d], adj. Adherent, joined,
attached, sticking; xed, rm, rooted, stable; (in Music)
in unison:—pa -kr, s.f. Mosaic; a tesselated pavement;
patching, darning:—pa  hon or ho-jn, v.n. To be
joined; to be stuck together; to adhere, stick (to); to be
stuck, jammed or squeezed (between), to be wedged; to
be strongly attached (to), to be thick (with), be hand and
glove (with); (in Music) to be in unison or harmony.
H :; K" pi , adj. Crushed, jammed, smashed,

H  &:; +gf pi haun [S. + &, or e&], s.f. A load

bruised (cf. pa ).
H B :; KK" pi ys, " pi ys, adj. Eighty-ve

fastened to, or carried on, the back.
H ) &:; ,+ h pu hwaiy (pu hw, rt. of pu hwn+iy = S.

(=pa s, q.v.).
H <)  :; KÕ pi hnwen, adj. Ninety-ve (=pa anwe,

t), s.m. Inquirer, seeker, interrogator.

q.v.).
H  :; h pi ait [S. +], s.m. A wrestler.

H &:; K+" pa h [S. .d, d"], s.m. Adherent, ally,
assistant, favourer; advocate, patron; a bird (cf. pa ).
H &:; ,K+" pu h [S. ,K++], s.f. lit. 'Per tail'; a tax on

H * :; h" pi aiti, s.f. Wrestling.

cattle.
H &:; .+  pa hiy, = H  &:; .+  pa hiyo, [S. ./

Twenty-ve.
H  0 :; " [ pa sw , K [ pa swn [the

+ ], s.f. A westerly wind (=pa hw).

preceding+S. /t], adj. Twenty-fth.

H  &:; .+  pa hiyo, = H &:; .+  pa hiy, [S. ./

H 0 :; "" pa s, K"" pa s, s.f. A game played

+ ], s.f. A westerly wind (=pa hw).

(on a kind of chess-board or cloth) with cowries for dice

H I :; " pa s, K pa s [S.   8], adj.

(and so named from the highest throw, which is twentyve).
P u; pa , intj. O! bravo! well done! excellent!
H >; pa l, s.f.=pakhl, q.v.
P *>; pu tar (from pu ta), s.f. Cakes, or pieces of
bread, which are laid over dishes when bringing to table,
and under which the meat is kept warm; cakes imbued
with gh or claried butter (from being laid over certain
greasy dishes, as do-piyza, &c.: These cakes are very
soft, rich, and savoury; and hence mm pu tariy
khn, 'to eat rich meal cakes prepared by his mother,' is
a phrase employed to denote one who is accustomed to
luxury, and incapable of labour or fatigue).
P J*>; pu tag (abst. subst. from the next), s.f. The being
cooked; ripeness, maturity; rmness, soundness,
solidity, strength; experience (syn. pakk-pan).
P *>; pu ta [perf. part. of pu tan; rt. Zend pa ; S. pa ],
part. adj. Dressed, cooked; baked (as brick, &c.); ripe,
matured, mature; shrewd, knowing, expert.
skilful, wise; rm, strong, solid well-built, of brick or
stone, of masonry (syn. pakk—pu ta-kr, s.f. Ripeness,
maturity; rm, or sound, or solid workmanship:—pu ta
karn, v.t. To ripen; to make rm or strong; to make
shrewd or knowing:—pu ta-mizj, adj. Of mature
disposition, rm, experienced:—pu ta-mizj, s.f.
Firmness, constancy, stability.
P Z>; pa sh (fr. Zend & S. pad+d), adj. Pressed with the
foot, trodden; expanded, extended, drawn out; withered,
shrivelled.
S + ;  pad, s.m. Foot; footstep, step; footprint, trace,
mark, sign; abode, home; station, place, degree, rank,
status, dignity, character, oce; (in Gram.) a word, an
in ected word (with or without its termination); foot,
verse, or line (of a stanza); a thing; (in law) head, title,
or topic of legal or judicial proceedings:—padbhishikt
(pada+abh˚), s.m. One who is anointed or installed in rank
or oce (esp. in the regal dignity):—padbhilsh (pada +
abh˚), adj. & s.m. Wishing for an oce;—aspirant,
candidate:—padrpa (pada+ar˚), s.m. Appointment to
oce:—padrth (pada + artha), s.m. Meaning of a word or
sentence; thing, object, substance, substantial or

material form of being; good, blessing, rarity, delicacy,
exquisite food; a category of predicament in logic (of
which seven are enumerated in the Snkhya system, viz.,
substance, quality, action, genus, dierence, coinherence, non-existence):—padrth vidy, s.f. The
science of natural philosophy:—padrgh, padrghya (pada
+argh˚), s.m. An oering of curds, honey, &c. to a guest,
or to a Brhma :—padsan (pada+s˚), s.m. Footstool:—
pad-ght, s.m. Blow with the foot, a kick:—pad k (pada
+a ka), s.m. Footmark, footprint:—pad-bhanjan, s.m.
Separating the words of a line or sentence, analysing
words, analysis; explanation of obscure or obsolete
words, etymology:—pad-pad-par or me , adv. At every
step; constantly:—pad-pankaj, adj. & s.m. Possessing a
lotus-like foot;—a lotus-like foot:—pad-ph, s.m. A
footstool;—pad-trn, s.m. A shoe or slipper:—pad-tal, s.m.
Sole of the foot:—pada-ja, padaj, s.m. lit. 'Foot-born; a
 dra:—pad- r, pad- ar, s.m. One who goes on foot:—
pad- inh, s.m. Footprint:—pad- yut, adj. Fallen from
station or dignity, disgraced;—pad- yut karn, v.t. To
remove from oce, to degrade:—pada-stha, adj. Firm in
position, rank, or dignity:—pad-kram, s.m. Step, pace:
pad-kamal, s.m. An epithet of the feet of any venerated
personage or deity:—padodak (pada+ud˚), s.m. Water in
which a Brhma 's feet have been washed (and which is
drunk by Hind devotees as an act of religious merit):—
pad-vritti,
 s.f. The hiatus between two words in a
sentence.
H + ; a pidd, s.m. The brown-backed Indian robin,
Thamnobia cambagensis.
S A+ ;  padt,  padti, = S (Y+ ;  padtik,
s.m. Footman, pedestrian; peon; foot-soldier; a pawn (in
chess).
S (Y+ ;  padtik, = S A+ ;  padt,  padti,
s.m. Footman, pedestrian; peon; foot-soldier; a pawn (in
chess).
P &Y+ ; R' padrth (pada+artha), s.m. See s.v. pad.
H K+ ;  pads [S. +8],
'
s.f. Inclination to fart,
atulency.
H B+ ;  pads, adj. Inclined to fart, atulent;

addicted to farting (=pado ).
H + ;  padn (caus. of pdn), v.t. To cause to fart,
to make (one) fart; (g.) to frighten, terrify, put to ight;
to tire, fatigue, make one groan and sweat, to harass.
H  + ;  " padb, s.m.=padv, q.v.
P + ; padar, pidar [Old P. ped; Pehl. pit; Zend patar; S. pitar],
s.m. Father (syn. bp):—pidar-kush, s.f. Killing a father,
parricide:—pidar-mizj, s.m. A representative father, one
who has adopted a son.
H + ;  padar, s.f. Noise of footsteps, &c.
P + ; padarn, pidarna, adj. & adv. Father-like, paternal;
after the manner of a father.
P + ; padr d, s.m. Leave, dismissal, farewell:—padr d
karna (-ko), To bid adieu (to).
P + ; padar, pidar, adj. Paternal; patrimonial.
H  + ; 7" pid , s.f. Stone-chats and wheat-ears (the
Saxicolinœ of naturalists, which visit India in the cold
season and migrate westward and northward to breed);
tomtit; (g.) a little bit of a thing, an insignicant person,
a weak or feeble person.
S + ;  padak, s.m. Step; position; an oce; an
ornament of the neck; a badge; a at. plate of gold or
other metal.
S + ;  padik, adj. & s.m. Going on foot; (in Pros.) one
foot long, containing only one division;—footman,
pedestrian; foot-soldier; the point of the foot:—padikhr, s.m. Footman, pedestrian.
S + ; =7 padakka [S. +],
'
adj. & s.m. Addicted to
farting;—one addicted to farting (=pdu and pado ).
S 1 + ; ¡ padma, and H. / padam, s.m. The lotus- ower,
Nelumbium speciosum (often confounded with the waterlily or Nymphæa alba); a lotus-like ornament; a particular
mark or mole on the human body; a spot; red or
coloured marks on the face and trunk of an elephant; an
army arrayed in the form of a lotus; a particular posture
of the body in religious meditation; one of the
personied treasures of Kuvera; name of a Nga; a
species of fragrant plant; a particular high number, ten
billions (according to the stras), or one thousand
billions (according to the Dasturul-amal or royal

ordinances of Akbar):—padm (padma + a), s.m. Cassia
Tora:—padmsan (padma+san), s.m. A lotus-seat, seat or
throne in the shape of a lotus (esp. one on which idols
are placed); a particular posture in religious meditation
(sitting with the thighs crossed with one hand resting on
the left thigh, the other held up with the thumb upon
the heart, and the eyes directed to the tip of the nose):—
padmkar (padma+k˚), s.m. Lotus-pool, a large deep tank
or pond abounding in lotuses:—padmlay (padma+l˚), s.f.
'Whose dwelling is in the lotus,' an epithet of Lakshm:—
padma-pattra, s.m. The petal of a lotus;—Costus speciosus:—
padma-pura, s.m. Name of a pura describing the
period during which the world was a lotus:—padma-pushp,
s.m. The plant Pterospermum acerifolium, or Webera
corymbosa:—padma- r, s.f. The small tree Hibiscus
mutabilis:—padma-daran, s.m. Resin of the Pinus longifolia:
—padma-rg, s.m. lit. 'Lotus-coloured'; the ruby:—padmakashh, s.m. Name of a fragrant wood used in medicine
(and described as cooling and tonic):—padma-kel, s.f. Play
with lotuses:—padma-garbha, s.m. 'The lotus-born,' an
epithet of Brahma:—padma-mukh, s.f. A species of
prickly nightshade, Alhagi maurorum:—padmottar (padma
+ut˚), s.m. The plant Carthamus tinctorius, saower:—
padma-varaka, s.m. A species of Costus.
S a + ; ¡ padm, s.f. 'The lotus-hued one,' an epithet of
Lakshm, and of r, the goddess of fortune and wife of
Vishnu; the plant Clerodendrum siphonanthus; the plant
Hibiscus mutabilis.
S  a + ; ¡& padm (padma+a), s.m. See s.v. padma.
S Y a + ; ¡ " padmvat, s.f. lit. 'Abounding in lotusowers'; name of a celebrated princess (whose
adventures are related in a romance entitled Padmvat);
an epithet of Lakshm, the goddess of wealth; name of
the wife of the sage Jarat kru; name of the main stream
of the Ganges between the Ksim-bzr river and the sea.
S (a + ; ¡ padmak, s.m. An army arrayed in the form
of a lotus- ower; the tree Costus speciosus, or C. Arabicus,
and its wood; a kind of leprosy.
S a + ; ¡" padmak, s.m. The Bhoj-patra or birch-tree
(the bark of which is used for writing on, wrapping up
shawls, &c.).

S a + ; .¡" padmin, vulg. ¡" padman, s.f. A lotus,

S *+ ; -" paddhat, = S + ; - paddhati, -

Nelumbium speciosum; a multitude of lotuses, or a lake
abounding in them; a particular magical art, witch-craft;
a woman of the rst and most excellent of the four
classes into which the sex is distinguished: (The four
classes are, Padmin, !tri, Sankhin, and Hastin).
S Y a + ; ¡5\ padmottar (padma+uttara), s.m. see s.v.

paddhat, s.f. Roadway, path; line, row, range; the
designation of a class of literary compositions, a guide,
ritual, manual, a treatise on any particular science; a
work on any act or ceremony, detailing the mode of its
performance and collecting the texts connected with it;
manner, custom; title, surname, family name (=padw).
? + ;  padhrn, v.n.=padhrn, q.v.

padm.
H + ;  padn = H + ; a¨ padd [S. +],
'
= H  + ;
57 pado  [S. +],
'
adj. & s.m. Addicted to farting;
—a farter; (met.) one easily frightened, a coward (=pd ;
padakka ).
'
= H + ;  padn = H  + ;
H + ; a¨ padd [S. +],
57 pado  [S. +],
'
adj. & s.m. Addicted to farting;

? + ; " pad, s.f. The tonnage or measurement of boats
or ships.
H + ; a" padd [S. -], s.f. Way, path, alley.
H + ; a" pidd, s.f.=pidd, q.v.
P + )+ ; padd, adj. Open, public, clear, evident, visible,
manifest, conspicuous.
H 2 )+ ; "/ padm, s.m.=pradp, q.v.

—a farter; (met.) one easily frightened, a coward (=pd ;
padakka ).
H  + ; 57 pado  [S. +],
'
= H + ;  padn = H + ;

P )+ ; pudna, s.m.=podn, q.v.
S )+ ; 1 pady, s.m. Metre; verse, poetry.

a¨ padd [S. +],
'
adj. & s.m. Addicted to farting;—a

H ] f pa, s.m. Boundary of a eld.

farter; (met.) one easily frightened, a coward (=pd ;
padakka ).
S + ; 5 padodak (pada+udaka), s.m. see s.v. pad.

P )/ ; pa , pir, part. adj. (from paruftan, 'to take,' &c.,

S + ;  " padw, s.f. Road, way, path; situation, site,
place; station, rank, status, dignity, character; title,
degree, titular name, surname, patronymic:—padw den
(-ko), To confer rank, dignity, &c. (on).
H  + ;  padhrn [+4"(, rt. ], v.n. To go or
come, proceed, depart; set out; to arrive; to sit, sit down,
take a seat.
H  + ;  padhn, s.m.=pradhn, q.v.
S  + ;  pidhan, s.m. Covering, shutting;
concealment; cover, lid, sheath, wrapper, cloak.
S + ; - paddhati, - paddhat, = S *+ ; -"
paddhat, s.f. Roadway, path; line, row, range; the
designation of a class of literary compositions, a guide,
ritual, manual, a treatise on any particular science; a
work on any act or ceremony, detailing the mode of its
performance and collecting the texts connected with it;
manner, custom; title, surname, family name (=padw).

see next), Taking, receiving, accepting, admitting; being
possessed of or endowed with, capable (of), susceptible,
liable (used as the last member of compounds, e.g. ilpar, adj. Capable of correction or amendment,
remediable).
H )/ ; par, pir, = P ?)/ ; para, pira, [fr. par, imperat.
of paruftan, pa = Zend paiti = S. prati; ruftan, fr. rt. Zend
arp = S. sarp], adj. Acceptable, agreeable; accepted (a
prayer or petition);—s.m. Acceptance.
P ?)/ ; para, pira, = H )/ ; par, pir, [fr. par, imperat.
of paruftan, pa = Zend paiti = S. prati; ruftan, fr. rt. Zend
arp = S. sarp], adj. Acceptable, agreeable; accepted (a
prayer or petition);—s.m. Acceptance.
P H $)/ ; par, s.f. Acceptance.
P )/ ; pazr, s.f. (used in comp.), Taking, acceptance.
S ;  para, par, prex & adj. Distant, remote, removed;
opposite, ulterior, beyond, further; exceeding, left or
remaining, longest, ancient; other, another, strange,
dierent, varying, foreign, alien, inimical, hostile;
subsequent, succeeding, following, next, after; very high

or excellent, distinguished, pre-eminent, highest,
greatest, chief:—par-upakr, s.m.=paropakr, q.v.:—
parpavd (para+ap˚), s.m. Laying blame on another;
slander, calumny;—adj. Accusing another; slanderous:—
parpavdak, parpavad, adj.=parpavd:—par-tma, s.m.
Another person, one's neighbour:—pardhikr (para+adh˚),
s.m. Another's oce or post;—pardhikr- ar , s.f.
Interference with another's concerns, ociousness:
pardhn (para+dh˚), adj. Depending on another,
dependent, subject, subservient, humble:—pardhnat,
s.f. pardhnatwa, s.m. Dependence upon another,
subjection: parrth (para+artha), s.m. The highest
advantage or interest; the chief meaning or importance;
the highest object (euphemistic expression for sexual
intercourse); the prot or interest of another; having
another object or meaning, designed for another, done
for another; adv. For the sake of another, for the good
of another;—parrth-prrthn, s.f. Intercession,
intercessory prayer;—parrth-vd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Talking of the aairs of others, ocious, intermeddling,
meddlesome;—a meddlesome or ocious person, a
busybody:—parrth, s.m. A benevolent person;—
also=param-rth, q.v.:—parrdha (para+ardha), s.m. The
more remote or opposite half or part, the other side or
half, the ulterior part; the highest number, the number
one hundred thousand billions, or (according to others)
a lac of lacs of krores, or a number equal to half the
term of Brahm's life, or as many mortal days as are
equal to fty of his years;—adj. Immense, innite:—
parrdhya, adj. & s.m. Being on the further side or half,
most remote; most distant in number, of the highest
possible number or value; highest in rank or quality,
most highly esteemed, most costly, most excellent, most
beautiful, nest, best;—an immense number, an innite
number, a maximum:—parnna (para+an˚), s.m. & adj. The
food of another; food supplied by another;—eating the
food of another, living at another's expense, sponging;—
a servant;—parnna-bhoj, s.m. One who lives at
another's expense:—parrit (para+˚), adj. Dependent,
subject:—parray, s.m. & adj. Dependence upon another;
—dependent or relying upon another:—parray, s.f. A
female dependant; a parasitical plant:—parvar (para+av˚),

adj. & s.m. Far and near, remote and proximate, earlier
and later, prior and subsequent, higher and lower,
highest and lowest;—ancestors and descendants; the
whole extent of an idea, totality; the universe:—parvartt
(para+v˚), s.m. Reversal (of a sentence);—parvartt-vyavahr, s.m. (in law), Appeal:—parvrit (para+v˚), part.
Reversed (as a decision):—parh (para+aha), s.m. The next
day:—parhna (para+ahna), s.m. The afternoon, the latter
part of the day:—paryatt (para+y˚), adj. Dependent upon
another, subject to another, subservient:—par-bas,
s.m.=par-va, q.v.:—par-brahm, s.m. The Supreme Spirit or
Brahma:—para-bhrit, adj. & s.m. Cherished or nourished
by a stranger, fostered, adopted;—the Indian cuckoo
(supposed to leave its eggs in the nest of the crow to be
natched);—nourishing another, the crow:—par-bhg, s.m.
Superior merit; good fortune, prosperity; excelcellence,
supremacy; the last part, residue, remainder:—parbh sha, s.m. Another's ornament:—par-bh mi, s.f.
Foreign land; enemy's country:—par-pt, s.m. An
excellent protector; a benefactor:—par-pad, s.m. High
station, eminence; nal emancipation:—par-purush, s.m.
Another man, stranger, husband of another woman;
gallant, paramour:—para-parigrah, s.m. The family or
dependants of another:—para-push, s.m. lit. 'Fostered or
nourished by a stranger,' the kokil or Indian cuckoo:—
para-push, s.f. A female cuckoo; a harlot, whore; a
parasitical plant:—para-p rv, s.f. A woman who has had
a former husband:—par-paih, s.m. A second or a third
hun given to supply the loss of the rst; duplicate of a
bill of exchange:—partith-gm, s.m. lit. 'Having recourse
to the wife of another,' an adulterer:—par-tiriy, par-triy,
s.f.=par-str, q.v.:—para-tam, adj. Highest, greatest, most
excellent, supreme; farthest:—para-tantra, adj.
Dependent upon another, dependent, subject to another,
subservient, obedient:—para-tantrat, s.f., para-tantratva,
s.m. Dependence, subjection:—para-j, s.f. A female
stranger; an adopted female:—par-jt, para-ja, adj. & s.m.
Born of another; fostered by a stranger;—a stranger; an
adopted child:—par-jti, s.f. Another genus or caste:—
para-jit, par-jit, part. Conquered by another, subdued:—
par- hidra, s.m. Fault, aw, or defect in another:—paradra, s.f. Another's wife;—para-dra-gm, s.m. lit. 'Going

to the wife of another,' an adulterer;—para-dra-gaman,
s.m. 'Approaching the wife of another,' adultery,
adulterous intercourse or intrigue:—par-dravya, s.m.
Another's property:—para-droh, adj. Tyrannizing over
another or over others, hurting or injuring others,
tyrannical, oppressive:—par-dukh, s.m. The pain or
sorrow of another;—par-dukh-nivra, s.m. One who
averts trouble or sorrow from another:—para-dosh, s.m.
Another's fault or crime;—para-dosh-krtan, s.m. The
proclaiming of others' faults, censoriousness, scandal,
calumny:—para-d shan, s.m. The guilt or crime of
another:—para-dvesh, s.m. Hatred or hostility towards
another:—para-dvesh, adj. Hating others, hostile to
another, inimical, adverse:—par-dharmm, s.m. Another's
duty or business; the duties of another caste;—par-dharm,
sahishut, s.f. Religious toleration;—par-dharm-grh, adj.
Adopting another religion;—par-dharm-graha, s.m. The
adopting another religion, changing one's religion:—pardhan, s.m. Another's wealth or property;—par-dhanswdhan-mukh, s.m. Feeding luxuriously at another's
expense:—par-des, par-de, s.m. & adv. A foreign country;
—in a foreign country, in another country, abroad:—pardes, par-de, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to another
country, foreign, exotic;—foreigner, stranger, a new
man; one residing abroad:—par-str, s.f. The wife of
another; an unmarried woman depending upon another
(as upon her father, &c.);—par-str-prasang, par-str-graha,
par-str-gaman, s.m. Criminal intercourse with another's
wife:—par-str-gm, adj. & s.m. Approaching the wife of
another; an adulterer:—par-sambandh, s.m. Relation to or
connection with another:—par-sambandh, adj. Related to
another; belonging to another:—par-svrth, s.m. The
welfare of another; benecence, benevolence:—parsvrth, adj. & s.m. Benevolent;—a benevolent person:—
par-kj, par-krya, s.m. Another's business or interest, the
aairs or concerns of another;—par-kj-me hth ln,
To intermeddle in the aairs of another:—par-kj, adj. &
s.m. Attentive to the business, concerns, or interests of
others; serving others;—a benecent person; a
busybody:—par-kshetra, s.m. Another's eld; another's
body; another's wife:—par-lok, s.m. The other world, the
next world, the future state; the heavenly paradise;—

par-lok sudhrn, v.n. To prepare, or pave the way, for the
next world by good deeds (= irat sa wrn);—par-lokgm, adj. Going to the other world, dying;—par-lok-gam,
par-lok gaman, s.m. Going to the next world, dying, death:
—par-mat, s.m. Another's opinion, dierent opinion or
way of thinking; dierent doctrine, heterodoxy;—credit,
esteem, reputation, name:—par-matiy, s.m. One who
depends upon the opinion or advice of another:—parnr, s.f. Another woman; another's wife (=par-str):—parnind, s.f. Reviling others, abuse or ridicule of others;
slander, calumny:—paropade (para+upade), s.m. Giving
advice to others, counselling others; admonishing,
exhorting or instructing another, instruction of others:—
paropakr, paropkr (para+upakr), s.m. The assisting
others, doing good to another, benecence,
benevolence, charity:—paropakritva, s.m. Readiness to
help or to do good to others, benecence, kindness,
humanity:—paropakrak, paropkrak = paropkr, adj. & s.m.
Assisting others, supporting others; kind to others,
benecent, charitable, philanthropic;—a kind-hearted or
benecent person, a philanthropist:—par-vas, par-va,
vulg. par-bas, adj. & s.m. Subject to another, depending
on the will of another, dependent, subservient, subject;
precarious; deceived, wheedled, inveigled;—dependence,
subjection: par-vayat, s.f. or par-vayatva, s.m.
Dependence on another, subjection.
H ;  par [S. ], postpn. On, upon; on the point of; up
to, till; on account of, because of, in consequence of,
through, for; after, according to; dependent on;
notwithstanding.
H ;  par [S. ], conj. But; still, yet, nevertheless,
however, else, otherwise, unless:—par-h , conj.
Granted, yet, still, however.
' s.m. Pinion, feather, wing,
P ; par [Zend paren; S. 4],
quill:—par-afshn, adj. Expanding or shaking the wings:
par-afshn, s.f. Expansion or shaking of the wings:—parbl, s.m. The eyelashes:—par-basta, adj. Having the wings
bound:—par- n, par jaln, v.n. 'The wing to be broken,'
or 'the feathers to be burnt'; to be without power or
ability; to be exposed to risk or danger, to have one's
wings singed, to be rendered powerless:—par jh n, To

shake the feathers (preparatory to ying, &c.); to shed
the feathers, to moult:—par-jha n, v.n. To be moulting:—
par-rekhta, adj. Moulted (a bird):—par-zan, adj. Striking
the wings, ying:—par-zan, s.f. Flapping of the wings,
uttering, ying:—par-shikasta, adj. 'Having the wing
broken,' distressed, aicted, disabled, powerless:—parshn, s.f.=par-afshn, q.v.:—par qain -karn (-ke), To clip
the wings (of), to disable, cripple:—par-k qalam, s.m. A
quill pen:—par-ka, adj. Having the wings clipped, wingclipped:—par girn, v.n.=par jh n, q.v.:—par-gr, s.f.
Feathering or winging an arrow; the feather so applied:
—par mrn, v.n. To ap or utter the wings, to y; to get
access to, to approach, enter:—par nikln, v.n. To display
(one's) new feathers, to come out, to show o, to begin
(one's) pranks, give oneself airs:—par no n (-ke), To
pluck the feathers (of).
S ;  pari, prep. (used at the beginning of compounds),
About, around, round about, all round; full, quite,
entirely, excessively.
S ; I paru, s.m. Limb, member; knot or joint in a reed
(=parus).
S ; H pra, prep. (used at the beginning of comp.), Forth,
for, before, forward, pre-eminent, exceeding; o,
abroad, away.
P ; pur [Pehl. p r; Zend pouru; S. puru], adj. Full, full of,
laden, charged, complete, abounding in, exceeding,
quite, very (used at the beginning of compounds):—purbd, adj. Full of wind, in ated:—pur-ba-jid hon (-me ), To
be fully determined (on):—pur-takalluf, adj. Full of
ceremony, ceremonious; elaborated, wrought:—puraar, adj. Full of caution, very careful:—pur- atar,
 adj.
Full of danger, very hazardous or risky:—pur-  n, adj.
Full of blood; bleeding, sorrowful (heart):—pur-dard, adj.
Full of pain, painful; sorrowful (heart):—pur-dil, adj. Full
of courage, courageous, intrepid, magnanimous;
intelligent; liberal, large-hearted:—pur-dil, s.f. Valour,
courage, intrepidity, &c.:—pur-zor, adj. Powerful:—pursla, adj. Full of years, old, aged:—pur-saud, adj. Full of
melancholy, very melancholy, sorrowful; full of
madness, quite mad:—pur-soz, adj. Burning, lighted,
blazing:—pur-shu r, adj. Very wise, most sagacious:—pur-

ur r, adj. Very necessary, most essential:—pur-hir,
adj. Very evident or manifest, quite obvious:—pur-gua,

adj. Wrathful; sorrowful:—pur-fida, adj. Full of
advantage or prot, very advantageous or protable; full
of instruction, highly edifying:—pur-tna-o-fasd, adj. Full
of sedition and mischief, seditious, very mischievous;
very depraved:—pur-fareb, adj. Very deceitful or
treacherous:—pur-kr, adj. Skilful, ecient, full of
workmanship, well-executed, close, thick:—pur-kr, s.f.
Closeness, thickness, coarseness:—pur-kna, adj. Very
malicious or spiteful, rancorous:—pur-go, adj. Full of talk,
talkative, loquacious:—pur-go, s.f. Talkativeness,
loquacity, volubility of tongue:—pur-mall, adj. Very sad,
sorrowful, aicting:—pur-nimat, adj. Abounding in good
things, plentiful, fertile:—pur-naqsh-o-nigr, adj.
Embellished or decorated throughout, highly
ornamented, beautifully decorated:—pur-n r, adj. Full of
light, enlightened, illustrious:—pur-hunar, adj. Very
skilful or accomplished.
S ; , pura, pur, s.m. Fortied town, castle, city, town;
village, hamlet (most com. at the end of comp.); a
leathern bag for drawing water for irrigation (=pur-va):
—pur-bs, adj. & s.m.=pur-vs, q.v.:—pura-bh pa, s.m.
Magistrate or protector of a town or city:—pur-dvr, s.m.
Gate of a town or city:—pur-devat, s.f. The tutelary deity
of a town or village:—pura-rukh, adv. In the direction of
the city, &c.:—pura-stha, adj. Situated in a city or town:—
pura-krya, s.m. A city-matter; an aair of domestic
policy:—pur-log, s.m. Citizens, townspeople, inhabitants:—
pur-vs, pur-vs, adj. & s.m. Inhabiting a city or town;—
inhabitant of a city, &c., citizen, townsman.
S ;  par, prep. (used at the beginning of
compounds), Away, o; over, on; back, backward;
inverted, reverse, sideways; wrong.
H ;  par (P. parra, para), s.m. A body or line (of
troops), rank, le, company, troop; a ock, herd (of
animals):—par b dhn, v.n. To form line; to draw up in
line of battle (see ?; para).
H ; , pur [S. ,+t], s.m. A large village, town,
cluster of houses; ward, quarter (of a town); (in comp.)
apartment;—skin; the skin of a drum:—dono pure bajn,

v.n. 'To sound both skins of a drum'; to act a part, play
the hypocrite.
S  # ; H  pr-balya, s.m. Power, vigour, predominance,
ascendency.
S & ; # par-bhav, s.m. Disappearance; overcoming;
defeat, discomture; mortication, humiliation, disgrace.
S & ; H# pr-bhav, s.m. Superiority, pre-eminence.

S (; ; H prpak, adj. & s.m. (used in com.), Causing to
attain to; procuring, obtaining;—one who obtains,
obtainer, procurer.
S <; ; H4 prpa, s.m. Attaining to, altainment,
reaching, extending; obtaining, receiving, acquisition.
H ; ; H prpn [S. H4"(], v.t. To attain, reach, get,

S A & ; #0 par-bh t, part. Overcome, vanquished,

acquire, obtain.
S  ; ; HQ prpya, part. adj. Attainable, obtainable,

defeated, discomted.
S  Y & ; H# ; pr-bhavatya, s.m. Superiority in power,

procurable, acquirable.
H A;  part, s.f. A large plate or dish of metal

authority, ascendency.
S ; ; HQ prpta, prpt; vulg. parpat, pirpat; part.

(commonly brass, of a circular shape).
H A; H prta, prt, vulg. part [S. Ht, H], s.m. Early

Attained to, reached, arrived at; come upon, lighted
upon, met with, found; obtained, got, gained, acquired,
procured, won; incurred, contracted; destined, fated,
appointed; tting, proper; suered, endured, undergone:
—prptrth (prpta+artha), adj. & s.m. Having attained
one's object, successful;—one whose object is attained;—
an object attained, an advantage gained:—prptvasar
(prpta+avasar), adj. Taking or nding occasion,
opportune, seasonable:—prpt-buddhi , adj. Possessed of
understanding, enlightened, instructed, intelligent;
regaining or recovering consciousness, becoming
conscious (after fainting), recovering:—prpt-kl, s.m. A
time or moment arrived, favourable moment, t time,
proper season;—one whose time is come;—adj.
Opportune, seasonable, suitable; fated; destined:—prpt
karn, v.t. To obtain, acquire, receive; to undergo,
endure, submit to, incur:—prpt hon, v.n. To be attained,
be reached, be met with, to arrive (at); to be obtained be
acquired, be realized, be incurred, &c.
S ; ; H.Q prpti, and H. HQ prpt, vulg. parpat, s.f.m.

morning, dawn;—adv. In the morning, early, at dawn:—
prta-samay, or prt-samay, s.m. & adv.=prt-kl, q.v.:—
prta-kl, s.m.=prt-kl, q.v.:—prta-snn, or prt-snn,
s.m. Morning bath, morning ablution (esp. as a religious
exercise):—prta-kl, or prt-kl, s.m. & adv. Early
morning, dawn of day;—in the early morning, at dawn:—
prta-karma, s.m., prt-krit, s.m., prta-kritya,
 s.m. prtakriy, s.f. A matutine ceremony, a religious duty to be
performed in the morning:—prt-kamal, s.m. The
morning lotus.
H ] Y; H prtp, corr. of pratp, q.v.

(?), Obtaining, getting, gaining, acquisition; prot, gain,
advantage, benet, avail, success; income, produce, fruit;
improvement; reach; ascent, rise.
S ; ; H prpit, part. Caused to attain to, made to
arrive at; procured, obtained.
S Y; ; ; par-paratva, s.m. Priority and
posteriority; the condition of being both a genus and a
species.

S ) &%Y; H# prti-bhvya, s.m. The becoming bail or
surety for any one, surety, suretyship.
S + LY; H prti-padik, s.m. (in Gram.), The crude
form of a noun, a noun in its unin ected state.
H )LY; .;H part-priya, s.m. A species of reed,
Saccharum spontaneum.
S Y; H prtar, adv. Early in the morning, at daybreak,
at dawn (=prta):—prtar-, prtar-bhojan, s.m. Morning
meal, breakfast.
H 2 Y; ,/ purtam, = S <Y; , purtan, adj.
Belonging to the past, former, old, ancient; experienced,
knowing, sage;—s.m. Ancient story, old legend.
S <Y; , purtan, = H 2 Y; ,/ purtam, adj.
Belonging to the past, former, old, ancient; experienced,
knowing, sage;—s.m. Ancient story, old legend.
S (@ &Y; HR./  prthamik, adj. Belonging or relating to

the rst, primary, rst, initial, prior, previous;
happening or occurring for the rst time.
S *@ &Y; HR./  prthamikat, s.f. = S *@ &Y; HR./ ;
prthamikatva, s.m. = S  @ &Y; HR@ prthamya, s.m. The
being rst, priority, precedence.
S *@ &Y; HR./ ; prthamikatva, s.m. = S *@ &Y;
HR./  prthamikat, s.f. = S  @ &Y; HR@ prthamya,
s.m. The being rst, priority, precedence.
S  @ &Y; HR@ prthamya, s.m. = S *@ &Y; HR./ 
prthamikat, s.f. = S *@ &Y; HR./ ; prthamikatva, s.m.
The being rst, priority, precedence.
H Y; " part, s.f. dim. of part, q.v.
S ( Y; H; prtyayik, adj. & s.m. Related to, or
attended with, condence or trust, condential, trusty,
having faith in:—a surety.
H ; _ parh [S. , or +TRt, or .TRt], s.m. A
cake made with butter or gh, and of several layers, like
pie-crust.
S ; W; H* prj-pati, s.m.=praj-pati, q.v.
S *; W; H*; prjpaty, s.f. The giving away the
whole of one's property before entering on the life of an
ascetic or mendicant.
S  *; W; H*; prj-patya, adj. & s.m. Belonging to, or
relating to, or derived from Praj-pati;—a form of
marriage in which the bride is presented respectfully to
the bridegroom by her father; a particular festival on
the eighth day of the second half of the month Paush; a
particular sacrice performed before appointing a
daughter to raise issue in default of male heirs; a kind of
penance (which consists in eating but once a day, in the
morning, for three consecutive days, then once in the
night for three nights, then subsisting for three days on
food given as alms, and then fasting three days more);
the con uence of the Ganges and Jamna, Prayg or
Allahabad; the asterism Rohin.
S W; .* par-jit, part. adj. Suering a defeat, losing
a suit, defeated, overcome, conquered.
S W; H prjn, s.f. See prgy.

H  W; HA  prjwr, s.m.=pra-jwr, q.v.
S W; * par-jay, vulg. *h par-jai, s.m. Loss,
defeat, discomture, overthrow; victory, conquest; being
cast in a law-suit:—parjay-krak, parjay-kart, s.m.
Conqueror, victor:—par-jay karn, v.t. To subdue,
conquer, &c.:—par-jay-mn, adj. & s.m. Overcoming,
surpassing, defeating; overcome, defeated;—one who
has been defeated, one who has lost a law-suit; one who
has conquered, conqueror, winner.
S  W; *" par-jay, adj. & s.m.=parjay-mn, q.v.s.v.
parjay.
H V; H pr , adj.=pr , prk, qq.v.
H =; pir , s.m.=pr, q.v.
S  =; H pr r (pra+ ˚), adj. Contrary to or deviating
from ordinary institutions and observances, contrary to
rectitude.
H 5 =; H*' pr rj, = S ) =; H' pr rya, s.m. Pupil,
scholar.
S ) =; H' pr rya, = H 5 =; H*' pr rj, s.m. Pupil,
scholar.
H =; . par it, pr it, = H &=; .+  par hit,
prchit, [S. H.], s.m. A ne or penance imposed on
religious occasions as the price of absolution, expiation,
atonement.
H &=; .+  par hit, prchit, = H =; . par it,
pr it, [S. H.], s.m. A ne or penance imposed on
religious occasions as the price of absolution, expiation,
atonement.
S =; H" pr , adj. fem. of pr , prk, q.v.
S  =; H" pr r, s.m. Enclosure, hedge, fence, wall,
rampart.
S < =; H" pr n, vulg. par n, adj. & s.m. Turned
towards the front, or towards the east; belonging to the
front or to the east; eastern, easterly; former, prior,
preceding, ancient, old;—an ancient;—s.f. Hedge, fence,
wall:—pr n adhikr, s.m. Prescriptive right:—pr nmalak, s.m. The plant Flacourtia cataphracta, and its fruit:
—pr n-vt, s.m. The sacricial cord (worn over the
right shoulder and passed under the left arm):—pr n-

panas, s.m. 'The eastern Jaka tree,' the plant #gle
marmelos:—pr n rt, s.f. Old or immemorial custom.
S  =; H" pr n, s.f. A species of plant, Clypea
hermandifolia; or Cissampelos hexandra.
S * =; H" pr nat, s.f. = S * =; H"; pr natva,
s.m. Oldness, antiquity.
S * =; H"; pr natva, s.m. = S * =; H"
pr nat, s.f. Oldness, antiquity.
S  =; HK pr ya, adj. & s.m. Situated in front;
belonging to the East, living in the East, eastern, &c.
(=pr n, q.v.);—the inhabitants of the east; the eastern
country, the country south or east of the river Sarasvat
(which ows from the north-east towards the southwest).
S  & ; HC# prdur-bhv, s.m. The becoming

Luckless, ill-fated, unfortunate.
S &Y; HR prrthit, part. Solicited, begged, wished for,
entreated.
S (&Y; HR
' prrthak, adj. & s.m. Asking, sueing,
begging, soliciting; one who sues or woos, asker,
petitioner, suitor, candidate.
S &Y; HR
' prrthan, vulg. prrthn, s.f. Desire, wish,
longing; requesting, asking, begging; supplication, suit,
petition, prayer, entreaty, solicitation, request,
application:—prrthn-patra, s.m. Written petition:—
prrthan karn (-se, or -k), To pray (for), beg (of),
petition, beseech, sue, solicit, &c.
S  &Y; HR"
'
prrthanya, s.m. lit. 'To be asked or
begged'; an epithet of the third or Dwpar age.
S &%; H@# prrambh, s.m. Beginning, commencement,

manifest or visible, arising, coming into existence,
appearance, manifestation; greatness, ascendency.
S   ; H.de pr-dakshiya, s.m. Circumambulation by

undertaking, enterprise:—prrambh karn, v.n. To begin,
&c. (=shur  karn).
H K;  pars, s.m.=pal, q.v.

starting from the left and coming round to the right (by
way of reverence).
S ;  pardan, s.m. A horse of the Persian breed.

S K; H prs, s.m. A barbed missile or dart.
S K; , parsu, vulg. prsu, adj. Dying, at the point of

S   ; HB prdhnya, s.m. Predominance,

death, expiring; lifeless, dead.
S  B; H prsd, s.m. A building consecrated to a deity

preponderance, ascendency, pre-eminence, superiority,
supremacy.
S  ;  pardhikr: See s.v. para, par, for this

or inhabited by a prince, temple; palace.
S B; T parst, part. Thrown; defeated, vanquished.

and other words beginning with par that are not found
below.
S Z); Hb8 prde, s.m. The span of the thumb and
fore-nger;—place, country.
S 0  ; HfØ  pr-vivk, s.m. Judge, chief magistrate.
S ; I porru, s.m. A species of gourd, Momordica
charantia.
S + ; H) prrabdh, part. adj. Begun, commenced;
caused by fate;—s.m. Beginning (=prrabdhi); an
undertaking.
S + ; H.) prrabdhi, prrabdh, s.f. Beginning,
commencement; predestination, destiny, fortune, fate,
lot, venture, chance;—rope for binding an elephant; post
to which an elephant is fastened:—prrabdh-hn adj.

S *B; , parsut, s.f. = S *B; ,; parsutva, s.m.
Death, extinction; apathy, spiritlessness.
S *B; ,; parsutva, s.m. = S *B; , parsut, s.f.
Death, extinction; apathy, spiritlessness.
H :B; H.T prs it, s.m.=par it, q.v.
S (B; H prsak, s.m. Die, dice.
S (JB; H7$ prsa gik, adj. Resulting from
attachment, derived from close connection; inseparably
connected, inherent, innate; pertaining to, belonging to
any topic, relevant.
H :E ; . par it, s.m.=par it, q.v.
S E ; 8 parar, and H.  parsar, s.m. Name of a
Hind sage, the father of the ancient poet Vysa.
S AE ; .Y parrit, adj. See s.v. para, par.

S E ; 8" parar, and H. " parsar, s.m. A
beggar, a wandering mendicant (=prar).
S <E ; H8 pran, s.m. The act of eating, feeding upon,
tasting; causing to eat or taste (used in comp., e.g. annapran, q.v.s.v. ann).
S ;  park, s.m. A sort of penance or religious vow
of an expiatory kind (said to consist in fasting for twelve
days and nights and keeping the mind attentive and the
organs subdued); a sacricial sword or scimitar.
S ; H prk, vulg. park (pr , i.e. pra+a ), adj. & adv.
Turning eastward, eastern, easterly; preceding in time
or place, before, in front, previous, former, prior (in
comp., before certain letters, prk becomes prg):—prgabhva, s.m. Previous non-existence of anything, the
non-existence of anything which may yet be,
antecedent privation; non-existence (of an eect)
previous (to production); (in Law) the non-possession of
property that may be possessed:—prg-bhv, s.m. Prior or
previous existence; superiority, excellence:—prkphalgun, s.f. The eleventh Nakshatra or lunar mansion:—
prg-jyotish, s.m. Name of the country Kmr p in Assam
(the scene of Brahm's penance):—prk-kl, s.m. Former
age or time, previous time:—prk-kln, adj. Belonging to
former or ancient times, pertaining to a previous time,
anterior, ancient, previous, former:—prg-gm, adj. &
s.m. Going before, preceding;—a precursor.
S   ; H prkr, s.m. Enclosure, fence, surrounding
wall, rampart.
S  E  ; H prkya, s.m. Clearness, brightness;
celebrity, fame, renown.
S <* ; H= prktan, adj. Former, prior, previous,
anterior, antecedent, preceding; early, old, ancient;
relating to a former state of existence, resulting from
acts done in a former life:—prktan-karma, s.m. An act
formerly done, an act done in a former state of
existence; fate, destiny.
S A ; H> prkrit, adj. Original, natural, not articial,
essential, unchanged, unaltered, unmodied; normal,
ordinary, usual, common, uncultivated, unrened,
provincial, plebeian, vulgar; vernacular;—s.f. Any

provincial or vernacular dialect akin to Sanskrit
(especially spoken by the female characters and inferior
personages of plays):—prkrit-bhsh,
s.f.=prkrit, q.v.:—

prkrit-pralay,
s.m. The total dissolution of the world:—

prkrit-jwar,
s.m. Common or usual fever (occurring from

aections of the wind in the rainy season, of the bile in
the autumn, and of the phlegm in the spring):—prkrit-
kavi, s.m. The poets who wrote in Prkrit:—prkr
it-mitra,


s.m. Natural friend or ally.
S 1  ; J/ parkram, s.m. Power, vigour, strength,
ability, exertion, valour, prowess, courage, spirit:—
parkram-vn, parkram-vant, adj. Possessed of power or
strength, endowed with courage, courageous, spirited,
valourous, heroic.
S a  ; J/" parkram, adj. Spirited, bold, courageous,
showing or displaying courage or strength, exerting
power; strong, stout, vigorous, powerful.
S '; $ parg, s.m. The pollen or farina of a ower;
dust; fragrant powder used after bathing; sandal; an
eclipse of the sun or moon; name of a mountain.
S '; H$ prg, used in comp. for prk, q.v.
H '; H$ prg [S. H$], s.m. The ancient name of
Allahabad:—prg-wl, s.m. A Hind priest of Prg.
H X ; $ parg, s.m. (Poet.) = parg, q.v.
S ?X ; Hm prgra (pra+agra), s.m. The highest point,
summit:—prgra-har, adj. Taking the best share, taking
the lead, going before; chief, principal.
S  &%#X ; H$N prgalbhya, s.m. Boldness, condence;
resoluteness, determination; pride, arrogance,
erontery; pomp, parade, rank; prociency.
P X + X ; pargandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Separation,
dispersion.
P ?+ X ; parganda [perf. part. of par-gandan; Zend pairi+rt.
kan = S. pari+khan], part. adj. Widely separated or parted,
widely sundered, scattered, dispersed, dissipated, routed;
distracted, disturbed (in mind):—parganda karn or karden, v.t. To scatter, disperse, &c.:—parganda hon (-se),
To be widely separated (from); to be scattered,
dispersed, &c.
H X ; H prgy (S. prj ), s.f. Knowledge,

understanding; a pandit's wife; a clever woman or girl.
H * X ; H prgyat (S. prj at), s.f. = H * X ; H;

discriminator; adviser, counsellor.
H  a ; /5 parmodh, = H  a ; /5

prgyatva, s.m. Learning, knowledge, understanding,
wisdom, skill, cleverness.
H * X ; H; prgyatva, s.m. = H * X ; H prgyat (S.

parmodhan, [S. H/5(, rt. /, with H], s.m. Pleasing,

prj at), s.f. Learning, knowledge, understanding,
wisdom, skill, cleverness.
H  X ; H prgya (S. prj a), adj. & s.m. Patient in

parmodh, [S. H/5(, rt. /, with H], s.m. Pleasing,

investigation, wise, learned, sensible, clever;—a learned
person, &c.:—prgya-mn, s.m. Respect for the learned:—
prgya-mn, adj. & s.m. Respecting the learned;—one
who respects the learned.
S  X ; HF prgya, adj. & s.m. Chief, principal;—a chief.
H  X ; H" prgy (S. prj ), s.f.=prgy, q.v.
H ; ! parl [S. !!], s.f. Straw (=puwl, pul; bi l).
H + %!; H!) prlabdh, vulg. parlabdh, s.f. Fortune, fate,
&c.=prrabdh, q.v.
S U@ !; H!@ prlamb, s.m. Garland hanging down from
the neck to the breast; necklace.
S ) a ; H/1 prmdya, s.m. Madness, frenzy, fury;
intoxication; the tree Justicia adhenatoda.
S ( a ; H/.4 prmik, adj. & s.m. Established by
proof, resting or founded on an authority, authoritative;
genuine, authentic, credible, true;—one who rests his
arguments on authority; a learned man; a president, the
chief or head of a trade.
S   a ; H/e prmya, s.m. The being established by
proof, the resting upon authority; the being an
authority, or a rule, or proof; proof, evidence, authority,
authenticity, credibility, genuineness.
S D a ; /8' parmar, s.m. Remembering, recollection;
re ection, consideration, thought; discrimination,
judgment; advice, counsel; consultation:—parmar karn
(-se), To consult (with), &c.
S (E a ; /8
' parmarak. = S E a ; /8u parmar,
adj. & s.m. Calling or bringing to mind, reminding;—
discriminator; adviser, counsellor.
S E a ; /8u parmar, = S (E a ; /8
' parmarak.
adj. & s.m. Calling or bringing to mind, reminding;—

coaxing, wheedling.
H  a ; /5 parmodhan, = H  a ; /5
coaxing, wheedling.
S ; ,4 pura, purn, adj. & s.m. Belonging to ancient
or olden times, ancient, old, aged, primeval; worn out,
laid aside;—a thing of the past, past event; a tale of the
past, ancient history legendary and traditionary, legend;
the name given to certain well-known sacred works
(supposed to have been compiled by the poet Vysa, and
comprising the whole body of modern Hind theology
and mythology. There are eighteen acknowledged
puras).
S ; H4 pra, pr, vulg. pirn, s.m. Breathing, breath,
respiration, inspiration, expiration, vital breath, vital
action, or life; spirit, soul, vitality; a vital organ, organ of
sense, vital air; air inhaled, wind;—anyone as dear as
the breath of life, any beloved object, sweetheart,
mistress;—poetical talent, inspiration; an epithet of
Brahm the Supreme Spirit; (in Gram.) aspiration in the
articulation of letters:—prn-asthn, s.m.=pr-sthan, q.v.:
—prpahr (˚a+ap˚), adj. Taking away life, fatal,
deadly:—prdhik (˚a+adh˚), adj. 'More than life,' dearer
than life; superior in vigour:—pradhinth (˚a+adh˚),
s.m. 'Lord of life,' husband:—prnt (˚a+an˚), s.m. The
end of life, death:—prntik, adj. Destructive to life,
fatal, mortal, capital (as (punishment); dangerous,
lasting to the end of life, ending with life;—s.m. Murder,
assassination:—pr-ym (˚a+ay˚), s.m. Restraining or
suspending the breath, or breathing in a peculiar way
through the nostrils, during the mental recitation of the
names and attributes of some deity:—pr-bdh, s.m.
Danger to life, fear for life, extreme peril:—pr-bidy,
s.f.=pr-vidy, q.v.:—pr-pati, s.m. 'Lord of life,' the soul,
heart; a husband:—pr-pratishha, s.f. 'The imparting
life' (to an idol), the ceremony of consecrating an idol:—
pr-prad, s.f. A species of medicinal plant:—pr-priya,

pr-pyr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dear as life, dear to the soul,
dear, beloved; a lover, sweetheart, darling:—prn tajn,
v.n. To abandon or yield up life, to give up the ghost; to
lose courage, or spirit, or heart:—pr-tulya, adj. &
s.m.=prn-sam, q.v.:—pr-tuly, s.f.=pr-sam, q.v.:—prtyg, s.m. Abandonment of life, expiring, death, suicide;—
pr-tyg karn, v.n. To yield up life; to commit suicide:—
pr hun (-k), To set the soul free, to kill; to save the
life (of); to escape with life:—pr h n, v.n. The breath
to it, or to leave (the body), to die;—to be tired, to be
out of breath, to be fatigued, or exhausted:—pr ho n,
v.n.=pr tajn, q.v.:—pr-dt, s.m. A life-giver, one who
saves another's life:—pr-dn, s.m. The gift of life;
saving anyone's life; resigning or laying down life:—
pr-dan, s.m. The punishment of death, capital
punishment;—pr-dan den (-ko), To pronounce
sentence of death; to execute the sentence of death;
pr-dan-k bi r karn (ke), To try (one) for a capital
oence;—pr-dan khn, v.n. To suer capital
punishment:—pr-dhran, s.m. The support or
maintenance of life, sustenance, prolongation of life; a
means of supporting life; retaining life, vitality:—prn
den, v.n.=pr tajn, q.v.:—pra-sthn, s.m. Any vital part
of the body:—pr-sam, pr-samn, adj. & s.m. Equal to,
or as dear as, life;—one who is as dear as life itself,
lover, husband (=pr-pyr; pr-tulya);—pr-sam, prsumn, pr-samn, s.f. 'Equal to life'; a wife:—prsa yam, s.m. Checking or suspending the breath (as a
religious exercise):—pr-grhak, pr-grh, adj. & s.m.
Seizing or taking life, destroying;—a destroyer of life:—
pr-ght, s.m. Destroying life, killing, murder:—prghtak, adj. Life-destroying, destructive to life, killing:—
pr len (-k), 'To take the life' (of); to tease to death,
worry, harass, persecute:—pr-may, adj. & s.m. Endowed
with breath or life, living, breathing;—a living being;
pr-may-kosh, s.m. One of the cases or investitures of
the soul, the vital or organic case:—pr-nth, s.m. 'Lord
of life,' husband; a lover (=pr-pati); an epithet of Yama:
—pr-n, s.m. Destruction or cessation of breath;
destruction of the life:—pr-nak, adj. Stopping the
breath; life-destroying:—pr nikaln (-k) = pr h n,
q.v.:—pr-vn, adj. Having breath or life, breathing,

living, animated; possessing power, strong, powerful:—
pr-vidy, s.f. The science of the breath or vital airs; the
science of the soul, psychology:—pr-vyay, s.m.
'Expenditure of life,' giving up the ghost, death:—prhrak, pr-hr, pr-har, adj. Taking away life,
threatening life, causing death, mortal, deadly,
destructive:—pr-ytr, s.f. Support of life, subsistence:—
pre, prevar (˚na+a, or vara),
s.m.=pr-pati and pr-nth, qq.v.:—pre, s.f. 'Queen
of life,' a wife (an expression of endearment).
H ;  parn [S. !"(], v.n. To run, to ee.
H ;  pirn [fr. S. "f 'pain'], v.n. To have pain;
to be painful, to pain, ache.
H ; , purn [pur˚ = purw˚ = Prk. ,U(), or
, ()=S. 0 (caus. of )+()], v.t. To ll; to full;
to complete, nish.
H ; , purn [S. ,+t], adj. (f. -), Old, ancient;
worn out, old-fashioned, antiquated, obsolete, out of
date; experienced, sage, knowing.
S ; H4 pr, s.f. 'Dear as life,' beloved object,
sweetheart, mistress.
S  4; ; H46" prpahr, adj. See s.v. pr.
S ; HB prnta, prnt (pra+anta), s.m. Edge, margin,
border, end, extremity.
S *; HB prntar (pra+an˚), s.m. A lonesome way or
lane, solitary path; a desolate place, or plain.
H ; [_ par h, s.m.=parh, q.v.
S #8; H*.! pr jali (pra+a ˚), s.f. Holding out the open
hands slightly hollowed and placed side by side (as if to
hold an oering); joining the palms of the hands in a
supplicating manner, or as a mark of respect and
salutation.
S 9; H  pr , adj. & adv.=prk, q.v.
S 0;  parnas, vulg. parns, s.f. The practice of
medicine, administering remedies, medical treatment.
S (; H4 prak, s.m. A living being, an animal or
sentient being; a species of plant, Celtis orientalis.
S (; H.4 prik, vulg. parik, adj. Pertaining to life,

animal.
S <J; Hr$4 pr ga, s.m. A kind of drum (=pgan).

S A; H  prvrit, s.m. = S Y; H  prvrit,
 s.f. Veil,

S <J; H[$ pr gan (pra+an˚), s.m. A court, yard, court-

mantle, cloak, wrapper.
S Y; H  prvrit,
 s.f. = S A; H  prvrit, s.m. Veil,

yard.
S &@ ; r/,L, [/,L par -mukh (from par ), adj.

mantle, cloak, wrapper.
S A; H .\ prvritti,
 s.f. Enclosure, fence, hedge.

Having the face turned away or averted, turning the
back upon; averted, turned away; turning away (from),
averse (from), disinclined (towards).
S *&@ ; [/,L par -mukhat, s.f. = S *&@ ; [/,L;

S ; H & prvri, = S D ; H 3 prvrish,
 s.m. The rainy

par -mukhava, s.m. Turning away or averting the face;
disinclination, repugnance, dislike, aversion, disgust.
S *&@ ; [/,L; par -mukhava, s.m. = S *&@ ;
[/,L par -mukhat, s.f. Turning away or averting
the face; disinclination, repugnance, dislike, aversion,
disgust.
S <; H4 pran, s.m. The throat; the act of breathing,
respiration; living, life; producing life, calling into life;—
adj. Life-producing, giving life to.
S ; H4B prant, s.m. Air, wind; a kind of collyrium.
S *; H4B" prant, s.f. Hiccough; sneezing; sobbing.
S ; H4" pr, vulg. par, pir, adj. & s.m. Breathing,
living, alive;—a living or sentient being, living creature,
animal; a man;—the spirit (of a deceased person), a
ghost:—pr-p , s.f. Pain or cruelty to animals:—prmt, s.f. A mother:—pr-v ak-abd, s.m. (in Gram.) A
word indicating an animate object (as distinguished from
an inanimate one):—pr-hit, adj. Salutary to life:—prhi s, s.f. Injury to life.
H <L ; ,s purne-pan [S. ,4+; ]( , s.m. Oldness,
ancientness, antiquity.
S ; H & prva, s.m. Barley.
H ; H & prvi, s.m.=prvri; prvrish,
 q.v.
H ;  _ paroh,  _ piroh, s.m.
(Prov.)=parh, q.v.
S ;   parvar, = S A;  ' parvart, See s.v. para,
par.
S A;  ' parvart, = S ;   parvar, See s.v. para,
par.

season, the rains, the two months Swan and Bhdo
(July and Aug.):—prvrish-yan,
s.f. A kind of weed which

grows most luxuriantly during the rains, Boerhavia
procumbens; cowach, Carpopogon pruriens:—prvrishenya,

s.m. The Kadamb tree, Nauclea cadamba.
S D ; H 3 prvrish,
 = S ; H & prvri, s.m. The rainy
season, the rains, the two months Swan and Bhdo
(July and Aug.):—prvrish-yan,
s.f. A kind of weed which

grows most luxuriantly during the rains, Boerhavia
procumbens; cowach, Carpopogon pruriens:—prvrishenya,

s.m. The Kadamb tree, Nauclea cadamba.
H ;  (_ paro h, piro h, s.m. (Prov.)=parh,
q.v.
S  ); H "e prvya, s.m. Skilfulness, cleverness;
accurate knowledge.
H ?; 6 parh [S. !], s.f. Fleeing, running away;
ight, escape; a general emigration.
S ?; 6 parh, s.m. = S ; B6 parhna, s.m. See s.v.
para, par.
S ; B6 parhna, s.m. = S ?; 6 parh, s.m. See s.v.
para, par.
H );  pary [S. ++, or t], adj. (f. par), Of
or belonging to another, another's; other, another,
strange, foreign, alien, extraneous:—pare-k, adj.
Another's, &c.:—pary-garbh, adj. Pregnant by another
(than one's husband).
S ); \ paryatt, adj. See s.v. para, par.
P :$; pari a (irreg. pl., after the Ar., of pr a), s.m.
Shreds, bits of cloth, &c.
S I); H pryas, adv. See ); prya.
S :); H.\ prya itta, s.m. See s.v. prya.
S <); 4 parya, adj. & s.m. Making anything one's

chief object, wholly devoted to, zealously engaged in,
wholly occupied with, intent on, aected by, wholly
possessed by (often used at the end of a comp.);—
principal object, chief aim or purport; attachment,
devotedness (to); adherence (to).
H <);  paryan, s.m.=palyan; parh; qq.v.
S <); H4 prya, s.m. Departure from life, death,
voluntary death (=prya).
H <$; pirin [P. pr+H. a. in = S. n], s.f. The wife of a
pr;—a woman who professes to cure female disorders,
and also epilepsy, by means of spells and charms.
S ); H prya, s.m. Going away, departure; departure
from life; seeking death by fasting, sitting down and
fasting to death (as a religious or penitentiary act, or,
like the practice of sitting in dharn, to enforce
compliance with a demand); principal part, largest
portion; plurality, majority, majority of cases, general
rule; quantity, abundance, plenty, excess; banquet, feast;
—a stage or condition of life, age; (as a sux, or a
prex), almost, like, resembling (e.g. amrit-prya,
'like

nectar'):—prya-dvp, prya-dp, s.m. 'Almost an island,' a
peninsula (=upa-dvp):—prya itt (for prya- itta, the 
being euphonic), s.m. Expiation, expiatory act,
atonement, penance, satisfaction, compensation,
indemnication, amends (=vulg. par it; par it):—
prya itt-kart, s.m. One who eects expiation, or makes
atonement:—prya itt-muktval, s.f. Any work
prescribing the rules of expiation:—prya itt-wl,
s.m.=prya itt-kart, q.v.: prya itt-vidhi, s.f. A prescribed
rule of penance or expiation.
S ); Ht prya, H pryas, adv. For the most part,

festival, feast or sacred day; opportunity, occasion; a
moment, instant.
H ;  parab, parb, s.m. A gem, a at diamond.
H ; , purab, s.m.=p rab, q.v.
H K ; H  prabs [S. H+ ], s.m. Living abroad or away
from home, sojourning in a foreign country; foreign
residence (temporarily); travelling; journey.
H B ; H " prabs [S. H ], adj. & s.m. Sojourning
abroad;—sojourner abroad, one who lives away from
home; traveller.
H B ; , " pur-bs, s.m. See s.v. pura, pur.
H

;  ! parbl, s.m.=parwl, q.v.

S

; H ! prabl, s.m. A young shoot, sprout, new leaf or

branch; coral; the neck of the Indian lute.
H ? ; H 6 prabh, s.m. Flood, &c.=pravh, q.v.
H  ;  ' parbat [S.  ],
' s.m. A hill, mountain.
H * ;  '" parbat [S.  '"], adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining
to the hills; hilly;—a mountaineer.
H * ;  '" parbat, s.f. = H * ;  '  parbatiy, s.m. [S.
 '+t], lit. 'Produced in the hills'; a kind of pumpkin.
H * ;  '  parbatiy, s.m. = H * ;  '" parbat, s.f. [S.
 '+t], lit. 'Produced in the hills'; a kind of pumpkin.
S + ; H ,- pra-buddh, adj. Awake, wakened; expanded;
wise, learned.
H <E  ; H 4
' pra-barsha [S. H+ 34],
' s.m. Raining,
causing to rain; the rst rain; name of a section of a
certain treatise; name of a particular mountain.
H 2  ; ÊË par-brahm, s.m. See s.v. para, par.

mostly, chie y; generally, commonly, usually; about,
nearly, nearly all; in all probability, most likely;
abundantly, largely.
H ;  parb, parab [S.  '= '], s.m. A knot, joint,

S  ; H ! pra-bal, vulg.  ! parbal, adj. (f. -), Mighty,

knuckle, limb, member; division, section; book, chapter;
the days of the four changes of the moon (i.e. the full
and change of the moon, and the eighth and fourteenth
of each half month); a particular period of the year (as
the equinox, solstice, &c.); the moment of the sun's
entering a new sign; a festival, holiday, anniversary

Superior power, might, powerfulness, mightiness,
predominance, violence:—prabalat karn, v.n. To exert
might, &c.
S *# ; H !;  prabalatv, s.m. = S *# ; H ! prabalat, s.f.

very powerful, of superior strength, prevailing,
predominant, prevalent, violent.
S *# ; H ! prabalat, s.f. = S *# ; H !;  prabalatv, s.m.

Superior power, might, powerfulness, mightiness,

predominance, violence:—prabalat karn, v.n. To exert
might, &c.
S +  ; H B prabandh, s.m. A connection, bond, tie;
uninterrupted connection, continuous series;
uninterruptedness, continuance, continuous application
or action; a continued discourse or narration, connected
discussion, connected story or narrative; composition,
style; any literary composition, a poetical production; a
kind of song;—prabandh-kalpan, s.f. A feigned story, a
work of imagination (whether founded on fact or not).
S +  ; H .B pra-bandhit, part. adj. Connected;
arranged; agreed on.
H  ; , " purabn, s.f.=p rabn, q.v.
S  ; H 5 pra-bodh, s.m. Waking, awaking (either from

S A & ; H# pra-bht, vulg. parbht, s.m. Morning, dawn,
day-break.
H Y & ; H#" prabht, adj. & s.f. Sung in a tune or rgin
peculiar to morning;—matins sung in that tune.
S K & ; H# pra-bhs, s.m. Name of a celebrated place of
pilgrimage on the west coast of the Dakkhan near
Dwrak.
S E & ; #3 pari-bhsh, s.f. Speech, conversation,
discourse; blame, censure, abuse, ridicule; explanation,
denition; technical term, technicality; terminology; a
general maxim; (in Medicine) prognosis.
S E & ; #3" pari-bhsh, adj. Speaking, discoursing;
explaining.
S ' & ; #$ par-bhg, s.m. See s.v. para, par.

sleep or from ignorance); vigilance, watchfulness,
wakefulness, activity; intellect, understanding,
knowledge, wisdom, intelligence; explaining;
information, instruction, demonstration, producing
conviction, persuading, persuasion; consoling,
consolation:—prabodh karn (-ko), To instruct, &c.
S  ; H 5 pra-bodhit, part. Awakened, awake,

S ' & ; H#$ pra-bhg, s.m. (in Arith.), The fraction of a

roused, excited; taught, instructed, informed,
admonished; convinced, persuaded.
S * ; H 5 pra-bodhit, s.f. A species of the Atijagat

S  & ; # pari-bho, s.m.=pari-bhav, q.v.

metre.
S ( ; H 5 pra-bodhak, adj. & s.m. Awakening,
arousing; making aware of, informing, convincing;—one
who awakens, &c.
S < ; H 5 pra-bodhan, s.m. Awakening, arousing,
exciting, reviving, recalling to life, resuscitating;
instructing, &c. (=prabodh, q.v.).
S & ; H#, prabhu, s.m.= & ; prabhu, q.v.
S & ; H# pra-bh, s.f. Light, splendour, radiance,
eulgence, lustre; shadow:—prabh-kar, adj. & s.m.
Causing light or splendour, illuminating, radiant,
luminous;—the sun; the moon; re:—prabh jan (˚bh
+a ˚), s.m. The tree Hyperanthera moring:—prabh-k, s.m.
'Light-insect,' a re y:—prabh-vn, prabh-vant, adj.
Having light, luminous, radiant, splendid, resplendent:—
prabh-vat, s.f. Name of a Sanskrit metre.

fraction, a sub-fraction:—pra-bhg-jti, s.f. Reducing the
fraction of a fraction to a simple fraction; reduction of
sub-fractions to a common denominator.
S  & ; H# prabhn, s.m. Shining, light, radiance.
S <8 & ; H#* prabh jan, s.m. See s.v. prabh.
S  & ; H# pra-bhv, s.m. Might, power, puissance, force,
strength, ecacy, in uence, virtue; majesty, dignity,
glory, grandeur superhuma strength or power; eect;
high spirit, magnanimity.
S  & ; # " pari-bhv, adj. & s.m. Treating with
contempt, slighting, despising; insulting, mocking,
ridiculing;—slighter, despiser, &c.
H L& ; H#, prabhu-pan, s.m. = H & ; H#, prabhut, s.m.
= S *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. = H $ *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. =
S *& ; H#,; prabhutva, s.m. The status of a proprietor,
&c.; ownership, proprietorship, mastership, lordship,
chieftainship; government; ascendency, supremacy,
in uence, superiority, great power; greatness, dignity,
majesty:—prabhut karn, v.n. To acquire ascendency, to
prevail, to exercise sovereignty; to lord it, &c.:—prabhut-vn, adj. Possessing great power or rank, &c.
H & ; H#, prabhut, s.m. = H L& ; H#, prabhu-pan, s.m.

= S *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. = H $ *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. =

S 1 & ; 2/ pari-bhram, s.m. Going about wandering,

S *& ; H#,; prabhutva, s.m. The status of a proprietor,

going astray; mistake, error.
S <a & ; 2/4 pari-bhrama, s.m. Turning round,

&c.; ownership, proprietorship, mastership, lordship,
chieftainship; government; ascendency, supremacy,
in uence, superiority, great power; greatness, dignity,
majesty:—prabhut karn, v.n. To acquire ascendency, to
prevail, to exercise sovereignty; to lord it, &c.:—prabhut-vn, adj. Possessing great power or rank, &c.
S *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. = H L& ; H#, prabhu-pan, s.m.
= H & ; H#, prabhut, s.m. = H $ *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f.
= S *& ; H#,; prabhutva, s.m. The status of a proprietor,
&c.; ownership, proprietorship, mastership, lordship,
chieftainship; government; ascendency, supremacy,
in uence, superiority, great power; greatness, dignity,
majesty:—prabhut karn, v.n. To acquire ascendency, to
prevail, to exercise sovereignty; to lord it, &c.:—prabhut-vn, adj. Possessing great power or rank, &c.
H $ *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. = H L& ; H#, prabhu-pan,
s.m. = H & ; H#, prabhut, s.m. = S *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f.
= S *& ; H#,; prabhutva, s.m. The status of a proprietor,
&c.; ownership, proprietorship, mastership, lordship,
chieftainship; government; ascendency, supremacy,
in uence, superiority, great power; greatness, dignity,
majesty:—prabhut karn, v.n. To acquire ascendency, to
prevail, to exercise sovereignty; to lord it, &c.:—prabhut-vn, adj. Possessing great power or rank, &c.
S *& ; H#,; prabhutva, s.m. = H L& ; H#, prabhu-pan,
s.m. = H & ; H#, prabhut, s.m. = S *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f.
= H $ *& ; H#, prabhut, s.f. The status of a proprietor,

revolving; going about, wandering.
S D & ; 29 pari-bhrash, part. adj. Fallen, cast down,
degraded, corrupted; deprived of; lost.
S <8& ; H#* pra-bha jan, s.m. Breaking down,
destroying; air, wind, storm, tempest.
S & ; H#, prabhu, & H. H#0 prabh , s.m. Superior, ruler,
governor, master, lord, owner, proprietor, commander,
principal:—prabhu-bhakt, adj. Attached or devoted to a
lord, faithful to a master, loyal, dutiful:—prabhu-bhakti,
s.f. Attachment to a lord or master, loyalty, faithfulness,
devotedness, dutifulness.
S & ; # pari-bhav, s.m. Contumely, insult, injury,
humiliation, degradation, disrespect, contempt, disgrace.
S & ; H# pra-bhav, s.m. Production, birth; origin, source,
cause of existence; generative cause; the operative
cause or immediate origin of being (as the father or
mother); birth-place, family, lineage; strength,
superiority; authority;—adj. Springing or originating
(from), rising (from), derived (from), belonging (to);
born, produced.
S *Y & ; H#0 prabh tat, s.f. = S *Y & ; H#0; prabh tatva,
s.m. Abundance, plenty; multitude, great number.
S *Y & ; H#0; prabh tatva, s.m. = S *Y & ; H#0
prabh tat, s.f. Abundance, plenty; multitude, great
number.
H <E & ; #034 par-bh shan [S. +#034], s.m. An

&c.; ownership, proprietorship, mastership, lordship,
chieftainship; government; ascendency, supremacy,
in uence, superiority, great power; greatness, dignity,
majesty:—prabhut karn, v.n. To acquire ascendency, to
prevail, to exercise sovereignty; to lord it, &c.:—prabhut-vn, adj. Possessing great power or rank, &c.
S A& ; H# pra-bhriti,
 s.f. & adv. Beginning,

excellent ornament (see also s.v. para, par).
S 1 & ; #0./ par-bh mi, s.f. See s.v. para, par.

commencement;—beginning with, et cetera (used at the
end of comp., e.g. vrihaspati-prabhr
iti (the planets)

'beginning with Jupiter,' or 'Jupiter, et cetera').

S  & ; H# " pra-bhav (fem. of prabhu), s.f. Mistress,

S ' & ; #5$ pari-bhog, s.m. Enjoyment; sexual
intercourse, possession, a means of enjoyment; living at
another's cost, using another's property without his
leave, illegal use of another's goods.
S  & ; #  pari-bhavan, s.m.=pari-bhav, q.v.
proprietress, &c.

S + & ; HS pra-bhed, s.m. Splitting, cutting through;
division, separation, distinction, dierence, disparity;
kind, sort; a nickname.
S + & ; HS pra-bhedak, adj. Tearing asunder, cleaving,
separating, severing; piercing; distinguishing,
discriminating.
H ; ,  purbiy, puraby, s.m.=p rbiy, q.v.

grandmother.
S ]; &
' parpat, s.m. A species of medicinal plant with
bitter leaves, Oldenlandia biora, or Gardenia latifolia:—
parpa-drum, s.m. Bdellium.
S ]; &"
' parpa, s.f. A kind of fragrant earth, or a red

H I ; H% pra-bes, = H Z ; H%8 pra-be, s.m.=prave, q.v.

aluminous earth (brought from Surat); a thin crisp cake
(=pap , q.v.).
S + ; ;  par-pad, s.m. See s.v. para, par; and param.

H Z ; H%8 pra-be, = H I ; H% pra-bes, s.m.=prave, q.v.

H ; ;  parpar [S. Tv or Tvj redupl.], s.m. Tingling

H 0 ; H%" prabes, adj.=prave, q.v.

sensation, smart; throbbing.
H ; ;  parparn [fr. S. Tv or Tvj redupl.], v.n.

H < ; H "4, H " pra-bn, vulg. parbn, adj.=prav, q.v.
S ]; ' parp, s.m. A wheel-chair, a chair in which a

To tingle, to smart, to throb with pain (as the tongue
from an acid substance; also written pa pa n).
H ?; ; 6& parparha, s.f. Tingling, smart;

cripple is moved about.
S  ; ; &" pari-p, vulg. par-p, s.f. Succession,

bitterness, acrimony.
S ; ; ,l pari-pushkar, s.f. A species of

order, method, arrangement; arithmetic.
S  ; ;  pari-pk, = H  ; ;  pari-pk, s.m.

cucumber, Cucumis maderaspattanus.
H (; ;  pari-pak, adj.=pari-pakva, q.v.

Being completely cooked or dressed; digestion; ripening,
maturity, perfection; cleverness, shrewdness,
experience.
H  ; ;  pari-pk, = S  ; ;  pari-pk, s.m.

S Y ; ; =  pari-pakvat, s.f. = S Y ; ; = ; pari-

H * ; H 4 prabiat, s.f.=pravat, q.v.

Being completely cooked or dressed; digestion; ripening,
maturity, perfection; cleverness, shrewdness,
experience.
S  ; ; " pari-pkini, s.f. The plant Ipomæa
turpethum (used as a drug).
S ! ; ; .! pari-plit, part. Protected, cherished.
S (! ; ; ! pari-plak, adj. & s.m. Guarding,
protecting, defending, maintaining, supporting,
sustaining;—protector, guardian, nourisher, cherisher,
maintainer, &c.
S <! ; ; ! pari-plan, s.m. Protecting, cherishing,
defending, maintaining, sustaining, keeping; protection,
nurture:—pari-plan karn (-k, or -ko), To protect,
cherish, &c.
S 4a *; ; H/6 pra-pitmaha, s.m. A paternal greatgrandfather.
S 4a *; ; H/6" pra-pitmah, s.f. A paternal great-

pakvatva, s.m. The state of being completely cooked;
digestion; ripeness, full maturity, perfection;
shrewdness, knowingness; uency.
S Y ; ; = ; pari-pakvatva, s.m. = S Y ; ; = 
pari-pakvat, s.f. The state of being completely cooked;
digestion; ripeness, full maturity, perfection;
shrewdness, knowingness; uency.
S ? ; ; = pari-pakva, adj. Completely cooked or
dressed; completely burnt (as a brick); digested; quite
ripe, mature; highly cultivated or educated, very
knowing or shrewd; near death or decay, decaying.
S )3; ; H! pra-palyit, part. Put to ight, routed,
defeated.
S <)3; ; H! pra-palyan, s.m. Running away, ight,
rout.
S )3; ; H!" pra-paly, adj. & s.m. Running away,
ying;—a fugitive, one who deserts his cause.
S #; ; no pari-plut, part. Flooded, inundated; wetted,
bathed, immersed.

S #; ; n pari-plav, adj. & s.m. Swimming about;

5P par-potr, s.m. The child of a son's son, a great-

undulating, waving, shaking, tremulous, unsteady;—
inundation; bathing, wetting, immersing;—a ship, boat.
S ; ; H,B pra-punn, s.f. A kind of grass, Hedysarum

grandson.
S Y ; ; HMP pra-pautra, = H Y ; ; 5 par-pot, = H Y ; ;
5P par-potr, s.m. The child of a son's son, a great-

alhaji.
S  ; ; H,& prapun, H,B& prapunn = S  ; ; H,f

grandson.
H Y ; ; 5P par-potr, = H Y ; ; 5 par-pot, = S Y ; ;

prapun, H,Bfprapunn = S ; ; H,! prapunl,

HMP pra-pautra, s.m. The child of a son's son, a great-

H,B!prapunnl s.m. A species of tree, Cassia tora; the

grandson.
S Y ; ; HMP" pra-pautr; H. 5P" par-potr, = H

ring-worm shrub, Cassia alata.
S  ; ; H,f prapun, H,Bf prapunn = S  ; ; H,&

Y ; ; 5" par-pot, s.f. A great-grand-daughter.

prapun, H,B&prapunn = S ; ; H,! prapunl,

H Y ; ; 5" par-pot, = S Y ; ; HMP" pra-pautr; H.5P"

H,B!prapunnl s.m. A species of tree, Cassia tora; the
ring-worm shrub, Cassia alata.
S ; ; H,! prapunl, H,B! prapunnl = S  ; ; H,&
prapun, H,B&prapunn = S  ; ; H,f prapun,
H,Bfprapunn s.m. A species of tree, Cassia tora; the
ring-worm shrub, Cassia alata.
S (&*; ; .BR pari-panthik, = S &*; ; BR" paripanth, s.m. Antagonist, opponent, enemy, adversary;
robber, highwayman, bandit.
S &*; ; BR" pari-panth, = S (&*; ; .BR paripanthik, s.m. Antagonist, opponent, enemy, adversary;
robber, highwayman, bandit.
S 9; ; H pra-pa , vulg. ( par-pa , s.m.
Development, diusion, display, amplication,
expansion; prolixity, diuseness, copiousness (in style or
composition); reverse, opposition, reversion, inversion;
analysis; error, illusion, delusion, deceit, trick, fraud.
S :; ; H.  pra-pa it, part. Amplied, expanded,
extended, diused; declared fully, explained, expatiated
upon, treated at length; caused to appear in a false light;
mistaken, erring; tricked, deceived, beguiled.
S :; ; H " pra-pa , vulg. ( par-pa , adj. & s.m.
Insidious, artful. fraudulent, deceitful, tricky;—Trickster,
deceiver, cneat, rogue, &c.
S <; ; H,Bf prapunna, vulg. prapunna , s.m.=prapun,
q.v.
H Y ; ; 5 par-pot, = S Y ; ; HMP pra-pautra, = H Y ; ;

par-potr, s.f. A great-grand-daughter.
S W ; ; 0.* pari-p jit, part. Much honoured, served,
worshipped, adored.
S <W ; ; 0* pari-p jan, s.m. Honouring highly,
worshipping, adoring.
S A ; ; 0 pari-p rit, part. Filled; satised,
completed, fullled; brimful.
H  ; ; 0 par-p r, adj.=pari-p r, q.v.
S   ; ; H0 pra-p rik, s.f. Prickly nightshade, Solanum
jacquini.
S  ; ; 04' pari-p ra, pari-p r, vulg. pari-p ran, adj.
Quite full, very full, brimful, completely lled, entire,
complete, replete; fully satised, content, self-satised.
S  ; ; H04' pra-p r, vulg. par-p ra, s.m. The act of
lling up, lling; satisfying; completing; bending a bow
(i.e. the drawing or lling out of a bow-string for the
purpose of shooting).
S * ; ; 04
' pari-p rat, s.f. = S * ; ; 04; parip ratva, s.m. Completion, completeness, entireness,
fulness; satisfaction, satiety.
S * ; ; 04; pari-p ratva, s.m. = S * ; ; 04
' parip rat, s.f. Completion, completeness, entireness,
fulness; satisfaction, satiety.
S 7 ; ; HMef" pra-paunark, s.m. A small
herbaceous plant, Hibiscus mutabilis (used as a remedy
for ulcers and bad eyes, and as a perfume; vulg.
punariy, puneriy).

S &; ; Hvj! pra-phulla, adj. Blooming, blossoming,
owering, blossomed, blown (as a ower), covered with
blossoms; expanded like a blown ower; shining;
smiling, gay, glad, bright, cheerful, pleased:—praphullamukh = pra-phulla-vadan, q.v.:—pra-phulla-nayan, praphullanetra, adj. Having full or sparkling eyes, bright-eyed;
having eyes expanded with joy:—praphulla-vadan, adj.
Having the face expanded with joy, having a cheerful or
smiling countenance, cheerful-looking, bright-faced.
S #&; ; Hvj.! pra-phullit, part. adj.=pra-phulla, q.v.
S *#&; ; Hvj! pra-phullat, s.f. = S *#&; ; Hvj!; pra-

the kindness or favour (of):—pratp-may = pratp-vn,
pratp-vant, adj. Full of splendour, endowed with majesty,
majestic, glorious, mighty, powerful; dignied (=pratp).
S I; Y; H pratpas, s.m. A species of gigantic
Asclepias with white owers, Calotropis gigantea alba.
S <; Y; H pratpan, adj. Burning; in icting pain
paining;—s.m. A particular nell.
S ; Y; H" pratp, adj. Hot, burning; shining splendid;
majestic, &c. (=pratp-vn
S LY; " pari-tp, adj. Burning hot, very hot; causing

phullatva, s.m. Brightness, cheerfulness, gayness.
S *#&; ; Hvj!; pra-phullatva, s.m. = S *#&; ; Hvj! pra-

much pain or sorrow, causing anguish, torturing,
tormenting.
S A Y; H pratrit, part. Deceived, misled, cheated,

phullat, s.f. Brightness, cheerfulness, gayness.
H R; ; h_ par-paih, s.m. See s.v. para, par.

imposed upon.
S  Y; H pra-trak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Deceiving,

S  ; ; |! pari-pel, s.m. A fragrant grass, Cyperus
rotundus.
H A;  parat, part [S. +], s.m. Fold, plait, ply; coat,

deceitful, cheating, imposing upon, insidious, perdious;
—deceiver, cheat, impostor.
S *  Y; H pra-trakat, s.f. = S *  Y; H; pra-

layer, crust, incrustation, stratum; sheet (of paper, &c.);
—adj. One, a.
S A; H prati, prep. or prex (used in comp. and

trakatva, s.m. Deceitfulness, cheating, roguery,
perdiousness, &c. (see next).
S *  Y; H; pra-trakatva, s.m. = S *  Y; H pra-

signifying), Again, against, back again, towards, near,
about; according; for, in exchange, in stead; each, every,
&c.
H Y;  part [S. +t], s.m. A large reel (for winding

trakat, s.f. Deceitfulness, cheating, roguery,
perdiousness, &c. (see next).
S  Y; H4 pra-tra, s.m. = S  Y; H4 pra-tra, s.f.

thread, &c.=paret).
H Y; , purt, adv. Fully, completely.

(root  with H), Ferrying over or across, carrying over,

H

Y;  partb, s.m.=pratp, q.v.

crossing over; deceiving, cheating, over-reaching;
deception, deceit, fraud, trick.
S  Y; H4 pra-tra, s.f. = S  Y; H4 pra-tra, s.m.

P

Y; partb, s.m. Bowshot, range of an arrow, musket,

(root  with H), Ferrying over or across, carrying over,

&c.
S ] Y;  pari-tp, s.m. Glow, heat, scorching heat;
pain, anguish, grief, sorrow, aiction; name of a
particular hell.
S ] Y; H pratp, vulg. partp, s.m. Glowing heat, heat,
warmth; splendour, brilliancy, glory, majesty, dignity;
the possession of rank and power, superiority; ardour,
zeal, spirit, vigour, power, ecacy, energy; courage,
prowess, valour; magnanimity, generosity, goodness,
favour, kindness:—pratp-se, adv. Generously; through

crossing over; deceiving, cheating, over-reaching;
deception, deceit, fraud, trick.
H Y; ! partl [S. +! rt. !], s.f.
Remeasurement of a eld, &c. (see pa tl, the usual
form):—partl-jarb, s.f. Idem.
S  Y; H pra-tn, s.m. A shoot, tendril; a plant with
tendrils, a creeper, climber; a kind of disease, tetanus,
epilepsy.
S ( %Y; H  prati-bdhak, adj. Thrusting back,

rejecting, repelling; withstanding, opposing, preventing.
S  %Y; H " prati-bdh, adj. & s.m. Opposing;—

or disposition.
S %Y; H#& prati-bhat, adj. Vying with, rivalling,

opponent, adversary; defendant.
H K %Y; H  prati-bs (see next), s.m. Neighbourhood.

emulating.
S  %Y; H#& prati-bhaat, s.f. Emulousness,

H B %Y; H " prati-bs [S. H+ "], adj. & s.m.

emulation.
S <&%Y; H.#B prati-bhinn, part. Pierced through:

Dwelling near, neighbouring;—a neighbour.
H D %Y; H 3' prati-barsh, adv.=prati-varsh.
H U@ %Y; H @ prati-bimb, = H &%@ %Y; H @# prati-bimbh,
[S. H+ @ ], s.m. Re ection, re ected image, mirrored
form; a resemblance or counterpart of real forms,
shadow, image, picture.
H &%@ %Y; H @# prati-bimbh, = H U@ %Y; H @ prati-bimb,
[S. H+ @ ], s.m. Re ection, re ected image, mirrored
form; a resemblance or counterpart of real forms,
shadow, image, picture.
S + %Y; H B prati-bandh, s.m. Connection, conjunction;
investment, blockade; blocking up, obstacle, hinderance,
impediment, interruption.
S (+ %Y; H B prati-bandhak, adj. & s.m. Obstructing,
obstructive, hindering, impeding;—opposer, obstructer,
&c.; obstacle, impediment, hinderance.
S ( %Y; H 5 prati-bodhak, adj. A wakening;
admonishing, instructing.
S &%Y; H# prati-bh, s.f. An image; look, appearance,
manifestation; light, splendour; re ected light; a
ashing thought, bright idea, brilliant conception;
understanding, intelligence, intellect (esp. as opening or
expanding); genius, wit, ingenuity; condence, boldness,
audacity, impudence; dignity.
S K &%Y; H# prati-bhs, s.m. Appearance, look,
similitude; appearing or occurring to the mind; illusion.
S <B &%Y; H# prati-bhsan, s.m. Appearing,
appearance, look, semblance.
S E &%Y; H#3 prati-bhsh, s.f. Answer, reply, rejoinder,
defence.
S ' &%Y; H#$ prati-bhg, s.m. Division; share, portion;
small daily present of fruit, owers, vegetables, &c.
S  &%Y; H# prati-bho, s.m. Corresponding character

separated, divided.
S &%Y; H#0 prati-bh , s.m. Surety, security, bail,
bondman, sponsor, pledge:—prati-bh hon, v.n. To stand
security, &c.
S &%Y; H# prati-bhay, adj. & s.m. Formidable, terrible,
terric, horric, fearful, frightful; dangerous;—anything
formidable, fearful, or dangerous; fear, danger.
S + &%Y; HS prati-bhedan, s.m. Piercing, penetrating;
splitting, cleaving, cutting, dividing, separating.
S A LY; H prati-pdit, part. Given, delivered,
presented; caused, produced, accomplished, eected;
declared, represented, stated, enunciated, asserted,
proved, established, maintained, ascertained; explained,
expounded, treated of.
S  LY; H prati-pdan, s.m. Imparting, giving,
presenting; donation, gift; appointing, producing,
exciting, causing, accomplishing, eecting; enunciating,
treating of, discussing, expounding, explaining, teaching,
arming, declaring; ascertaining, establishing, proving,
substantiating:—prati-pdan karn, v.t. To enunciate, &c.
S ) LY; H1 prati-pdya, part. adj. To be treated of, to
be discussed, to be explained or expounded.
H LY; H! prati-pl [S. H+!], s.m. Protecting,
guarding, defending, cherishing, patronizing, protection,
fostering, rearing, breeding; entertaining;—cherisher,
patron, &c.=prati-plak, q.v.:—prati-pl karn, v.t. To
protect, foster, entertain, &c.
S ! LY; H.! prati-plit, part. Protected, cherished;
practised, followed.
S (! LY; H! prati-plak, adj. & s.m. Protecting,
defending, preserving, cherishing;—protector, guardian,
benefactor, nourisher, cherisher, patron; a king.
S <! LY; H! prati-plan, s.m.=prati-pl, q.v.

H ! LY; H! prati-pln, v.t.=prati-pal karn, q.v.s.v.
prati-pl.
S LY; H prati-pat, s.f. The rst day of a lunar

respect, honouring; exchange of civilities, mutual
obeisance or reverence.
S &LY; Hv! prati-phal, s.m. Return, reward,

fortnight, the rst day of the moon's increase or wane
(esp. of the former); understanding, intelligence; rank,
consequence.
S LY; H.\ prati-patti, s.f. Gaining, getting, obtaining,

recompense, remuneration, requital, retaliation,
retribution:—pratiphal-dt, s.m. Rewarder, recompenser,
avenger, an epithet of the Deity.
H Y;  partit (Old H.)=pratt, and pratti, qq.v.

acquirement, gain; becoming aware of, perception,
ascertainment, determination, knowledge; acquirement
of rank or dignity, reputation, fame, renown; honouring,
worshipping, honour, respectful behaviour.
H &:LY; H+" prati-pa h, s.m.=prati-pakshi, q.v.
S + LY; H prati-pad, s.f.=prati-pat, q.v.
H + LY; H prati-pad [S. H+/], adv. At every step, at
each step, step by step; on every occasion, every
moment, continually; at every place, everywhere; in
every word, at every word.
S BLY; HH prati-prasav, s.m. Counter-order,
countermand, suspension of a general prohibition in a
particular case, license for an act which under other
circumstances is forbidden.
S D LY; H,I3 prati-purush, adv. Man by man. every
man, for each man.
S LY; Hd" prati-paksh, s.m. Rival, opponent,
adversary.
S <LY; HB prati-panna, part. Come up to, approached,
reached, obtained, gained; done, eected, accomplished;
known, understood, ascertained, determined; assented
to, agreed to, accepted, admitted.
S *LY; HB prati-pannat, s.f. = S *LY; HB; prati-

S *Y; H! prati-tl, s.m. A particular tune, a kind of
air or melody.
S 8Y; H prati-jn: See pratigy.
S  48Y; H.*Ù prati-jihv, s.f. The uvula or soft palate.
S  8Y; H*"  prati-jvan, s.m. Returning to life,
resuscitation.
S <*:Y; H.B prati- intan, s.m. Thinking repeatedly,
considering, meditating upon.
H &:Y; + parta h, + parti h, adj. & adv.=pratyaksh,
q.v.
H & &:Y; H+[6" prati- h h, = H <  &:Y; H+6· pratihh , = S ) &:Y; H+ prati- hy, s.f. A re ected
image, shadow; image, statue, picture, bas-relief.
H <  &:Y; H+6· prati- hh , = H & &:Y; H+[6" pratih h, = S ) &:Y; H+ prati- hy, s.f. A re ected
image, shadow; image, statue, picture, bas-relief.
S ) &:Y; H+ prati- hy, = H & &:Y; H+[6" pratih h, = H <  &:Y; H+6· prati- hh , s.f. A re ected
image, shadow; image, statue, picture, bas-relief.
S + Y; H prati-dn, s.m. Giving back, returning or
restoring (a deposit), restitution, restoration; return, a
gift in return; exchange, barter.
S A+ Y; H\ prati-datla, part. Given back; given in

pannatva, s.m. The being reached, or acquired, &c.; proof,
demonstration.
S *LY; HB; prati-pannatva, s.m. = S *LY; HB

exchange.
H E + Y; H8 prati-di [S. H+8(], adv. In every

prati-pannat, s.f. The being reached, or acquired, &c.;
proof, demonstration.
S (W LY; H0* prati-p jak, adj. & s.m. Doing homage,

direction, in all directions, from every quarter;
everywhere, all around.
H + Y; H prati-din [S. H+(], adv. From day to

honouring;—one who does homage, a reverer,
venerator, adorer, worshipper.
S <W LY; H0* prati-p jan, s.m. Doing homage, showing

day, day by day, every day, daily; always, continually.
S  + Y; H  prati-dhvn, s.m. = S  + Y; H  prati-

dhvani, s.m.f. (?) Reverberated sound, echo; resonance.
S  + Y; H  prati-dhvani, s.m.f. (?) = S  + Y; H 
prati-dhvn, s.m. Reverberated sound, echo; resonance.
S Y; P paratra, adv. Elsewhere, in another place, in
another world, in a future state.
S YY; P pari-trt, = S YY; P pari-trtri, s.m.
Protector, defender, rescuer, saviour.
S YY; P pari-trtri, = S YY; P pari-trt, s.m.
Protector, defender, rescuer, saviour.
H YY; HP prati-rtra [S. H+P/], adv. Each night,
every night, nightly.
S Y; P4 pari-tr, s.m. Protecting, protection,
preserving, rescuing, rescue, deliverance, preservation,
defence, salvation.
S < Y; Hd4 prati-rakshan, s.m. Preserving,
preservation, protection.
S ]Y; H~ prati-r p, s.m. The counterpart of any real
form, an image, resemblance, representation, likeness,
picture.
S Y; H5 prati-rodh, s.m. Opposition, impediment,
obstruction, obstacle, hinderance, stoppage; siege,
blockade.
S (Y; H5 prati-rodhak, = S Y; H5" pratirodh, adj. & s.m. Opposing, obstructing, hindering,
stopping; besieging; opponent; obstacle; robber, thief.
S Y; H5" prati-rodh, = S (Y; H5 pratirodhak, adj. & s.m. Opposing, obstructing, hindering,
stopping; besieging; opponent; obstacle; robber, thief.
S IY;  pari-tas, adv. Around, round about, all
around, on all sides, on every side, everywhere, in every
direction, from all parts.
S L0Y; HTy prati-spardh, s.f. Emulation, rivalry.
S L0Y; HTu prati-spardh, adj. & s.m. Emulous,
envious; refractory, rebellious;—a rival.
S 0Y; H prati-sar, adj. & s.m. Going towards;
following, dependent, subject to, servile;—a cord or
ribbon worn round the neck or wrist at nuptials, &c. (as
an amulet); an ornament, bracelet, wreath, garland;—a

follower, servant, dependant;—a form of magic or
incantation;—cicatrizing or healing (as a sore).
S '0Y; H$' prati-sarg, s.m. Continued creation out of
primitive matter; secondary creation, or the creation of
the world by the agency of Brahm and other divinities
regarded as the agents of one Supreme Being;
dissolution; the portion of a Purna which treats of the
destruction and renovation of the world.
S ) 0Y; HT prati-syya, s.m.=prati-yy, q.v.
S + %Y; H8) prati-abd, s.m. Reverberating sound,
reverberation, echo, resonance.
S ZY; ,l pari-tusht, part. Completely satised,
contented, much pleased, delighted.
S ZY; Hc pratishh, adj. Famous, renowned.
S ZY; Hc pratishh, s.f. Standing still, resting,
remaining in; resting-place, site, foundation; xity,
constitution, strength; a high or honourable position,
dignity, rank, high authority; celebrity, fame, notoriety;
installation, inauguration; the consecration of a temple,
or a monument or image, in honour of a deity; the
setting up of an idol; the endowment of a temple;
portioning a daughter; the performance of rights or
ceremonies for the completion of a vow;
accomplishment, completion; a metre of four lines of
four syllables each; a variety of the Gyatr metre
(consisting of three lines of eight, seven, and six
syllables respectively):—pratishh karn, v.t. To instal,
inaugurate; to set up (an idol); to consecrate (a temple),
&c.:—pratishh-vastra, s.m. A robe of honour.
S .ZY; Hc pratishhn, s.m. Firm standing; standing
place, ground, foundation, base; foot, leg; site, situation;
—name of a town at the con uence of the Ganges and
Jamna (on the left bank of the Ganges, opposite to
Allahabad), the capital of the early kings of the lunar
dynasty; name of a town on the Godvar, the capital of
Slivhan.
S ZY; H.c pratishhit, part. adj. & s.m. Set up,
erected; established, nxed, placed, situated; established
in life, married; portioned, endowed; consecrated,
inaugurated, installed; completed, nished, eected;

experienced, conversant with; famous, celebrated,
renowned, illustrious,—a celebrated or famous person,
&c.
S + Y; H3- prati-shiddha, part. Prohibited, forbidden;

S

Y; H{! prati-k l, adj. & postpn. Contrary, adverse,

refused, denied, disallowed; contradicted.
S AY; HY, prati-rut, part. & s.m. Promised, assented,

opposed, opposite, hostile (to); cross-grained, cross,
inverted, reverse, perverse, refractory, ungracious,
disagreeable; unworthy;—the opposite or contrary (of, ke), the reverse (of).
S *! Y; H{! prati-k lat, s.f. = S *! Y; H{!; prati-

agreed, accepted, granted;—a promise, assent; an
engagement; an echo.
S YY; HY5 prati-rot, s.m. One who promises or

k latva, s.m. Adverseness, opposition, hostility;
perverseness, contumacy.
S *! Y; H{!; prati-k latva, s.m. = S *! Y; H{!

assents, promiser.
S Y; H8r prati-ank, s.f. Fear or anxiety (on

prati-k lat, s.f. Adverseness, opposition, hostility;
perverseness, contumacy.
' pratiS <WJY; H$*
' prati-garjan, s.m. = S WJY; H$*

account of); constant fear or doubt.
S Y; H pratiy, s.f. = S ) Y; H prati-yya,
s.m. A cold, catarrh.
S ) Y; H prati-yya, s.m. = S Y; H pratiy,
s.f. A cold, catarrh.
S + Y; H3< prati-shedh, s.m. Keeping or warding o,
keeping back (of a disease, &c.); forbidding, prohibition;
denial, refusal; negation, contradiction; rejection;
exception.
S  Y; H prati-kr, s.m. Rendering back, requital,
return, reward, retaliation, retribution, revenge;
counteraction, application of an antidote or remedy,
obviating, preventing, prevention, remedy.
S  Y; H prati-krak, adj. & s.m. Administering
retribution, retaliation, &c.;—a retaliator, &c.; an
amanuensis.
S a Y; H./ " prati-kmin, s.f. A female rival.
S 1 Y; H/ ' prati-karma, s.m. Retaliation, &c. (see next);
dress, decoration, toilet, personal embellishment.
H a Y; H/y prati-karm (the preceding+t), s.m.
Requital, retaliation; redress, remedy; counteraction,
counterworking; opposing, opposition (=prati-kr).
S )Y; HJ prati-kriy, s.f.=pratikr; prati-karm, q.v.

garjan, s.f. Roaring against; answering roar;
reverberating, echoing.
S WJY; H$*
' prati-garjan, s.f. = S <WJY; H$*
' pratigarjan, s.m. Roaring against; answering roar;
reverberating, echoing.
S ?JY; Hm6 prati-grah, s.m. Receiving, accepting,
acceptance, receiving a donation; one who receives,
receiver; a gift, present; a proper donation or t present
to a Brhman at suitable periods; the right of accepting
gifts (as the peculiar prerogative of Brhmans); friendly
reception; the reserve of an army; a spitting-pot,
spittoon; the sun near the moon's node.
S * JY; Hm6" prati-graht, s.m. One who receives or
accepts, receiver, accepter.
S A &JY; HV prati-ght, s.m. Warding o a blow,
keeping back, repulse; hindrance, opposition, resistance;
preventing, prohibiting; reaction; rebound; a return
blow.
S (Y &JY; HV prati-ghtak, adj. & s.m.=prati-ght, q.v.
S <Y &JY; HV prati-ghtan, s.m. Warding o, repulsing;
killing, slaughter.
S Y &JY; HV" prati-ght, adj. & s.m. Keeping o,

H <Y; Hd4 prati-ksha [S. H+d4/], adv. At every

repelling, repulsing; troubling, encroaching, injuring;
hostile, opposed to;—a foe, &c.
S JY; H prati-gy (S. prati-jn), s.f. Admission,

moment, every moment, every instant, momentarily;
constantly, continually.

acknowledgement; assent; solemn declaration,
agreement, engagement, promise, vow; statement,

H ZY; Hd prataksh, partaksh, adj.=pratyaksh, q.v.

assertion, armation, declaration, allegation; (in logic)
a proposition, the assertion to be proved, the rst of the
ve members of a complete syllogism (according to the
Nyya system); (in law) a plaint, complaint, indictment:—
pratigy-bodhak, adj. Making known the pratigy, q.v.:—
pratigy-patra, pratigy-patrak, s.m. A promissory note,
written contract, bond.
S A JY; H prati-gyt (prati-jnt), part. Asserted,

H K @ Y; H/ prati-ms [S. H+//], adv. Every

propounded, declared, stated, proposed, deposed,
alleged; admitted, acknowledged; promised, agreed;
agreeable, desirable.
S Y; H! pra-tal, s.m. The open hand with the ngers

pattern; image, picture, &c. (=prati-m, q.v.).
S A @ Y; H/0 prati-m rti, s.f. Corresponding form, the

extended;—one of the divisions of the lower regions.
H Y; ! partal (cf. next), s.f. The baggage of a
horseman carried all on one bullock or pony:—partal-k
a , s.m. A pack-horse, a bat-horse.
H 3Y; ! partal [S. P? P. partala], s.m. Sword-belt,
shoulder-belt; belt, strap:—partal o osh-dn, s.m.
Shoulder-belt and cartouche; accoutrements.
S &%@ #Y; H!@# prati-lambh, s.m. Receiving, taking,
obtaining, getting; censure, reviling, abuse.
S 1 #Y; H!5/ prati-lom, adj. & s.m. 'Against the hair,'
contrary to the natural course or order, reverse,
inverted; disagreeable, unpleasant; low, vile, base,
depraved; left (not right);—a base-born person; any
disagreeable or injurious act:—prati-loma-ja, prati-lomaj,
s.m. A person born from the adverse mixture of
dierent castes (as of a Kshatriya father and Brhman
mother, or of a Vaiya father and a Kshatriya or Brhman
mother, in which case the wife is of a higher caste than
the husband).
P #Y; partala, s.m. Belt, &c.=partal, q.v.
S 2 Y; / para-tam, adj. See s.v. para.
H 2 Y; / pirtam = pratham, and prithiv,
qq.v.

S @ Y; H/ prati-m, vulg. /
' partam, /
' pirtam,
/ pirtim, s.f. Image, likeness, resemblance,
picture, gure, statue, idol; the part of an elephant's
head between the tusks; a metre consisting of twelve
syllables.

month, monthly, from month to month, month by
month.
S (B @ Y; H/ prati-msik, adj. Of or pertaining to
every month, monthly.
H <! @ Y; /! partamlan, s.m. corr. of prati-plan, q.v.
S  @ Y; H/ prati-mn, s.m. Counterpart, match; model,

counterpart of any real form, image, resemblance,
likeness.
S E @ Y; H/03 prati-m shik, s.f. A species of rat.
S Y; ; pritn, s.f. An army; division of an army
consisting of two hundred and forty-three elephants,
the same number of chariots, seven hundred and
twenty-nine horses, and twelve hundred and fteen
foot:—pritn-n,
s.m. The commander of an army.

S  Y; H prati-nd, s.m. Echo, resonance,
reverberation (=prati-dhvani).
S + Y; H prati-nidhi, s.m. Substitute,
representative, proxy, deputy, vicegerent; a surety; a
resemblance of a real form, image, likeness, statue,
picture:—pratinidhi-karma, s.m. The work of a substitute,
&c.; embassy:—prati-nidhi-karn, v.n. To act as a
substitute, &c.; to take security.
S *+ Y; H prati-nidhit, s.f. = S *+ Y; H;
prati-nidhitva, s.m. The status or the condition of a
substitute, &c.; lieutenancy, ambassadorship.
S *+ Y; H; prati-nidhitva, s.m. = S *+ Y; H
prati-nidhit, s.f. The status or the condition of a
substitute, &c.; lieutenancy, ambassadorship.
H ZY; H8 prati-ni [S. H+8/], adv. Night by
night, night after night, every night, nightly, by night.
H JY; ($ parta g, $ parting, s.f.=pratijn,
pratigy, q.v.
P Y; partau, partav (when followed by ifat) [S. H],
s.m. Light, ray, beam, sunbeam, moonbeam, splendour;
re ection; enlightenment.

S V Y; H  prati-v , s.m. Answer, reply, rejoinder; an

S * E Y; 53 pari-toshayit, = S * E Y; 53 pari-

echo.
S  Y; H  prati-vd, s.m. Answer, reply, rejoinder;

toshayitri, s.m. Who or what graties, one who satises
completely, satiser; who or what pleases or makes very
glad.
S * E Y; 53 pari-toshayitri, = S * E Y; 53

altercation, quarrel.
S Y Y; H  prati-vdit, s.f. The state or situation of
a respondent or defendant at law.
H  Y; H " prati-vdh, adj. & s.m.=prati-bdh, q.v.
S  Y; H " prati-vd, adj. & s.m. Answering, replying,
rejoining, responding; contradicting; disobedient,
contending against, refractory; calumniating,
slandering;—an opponent (in controversy, &c.);
defendant, respondent.
H K Y; H  prati-vs, s.m.=prati-bs, q.v.
S B Y; H " prati-vs, adj. & s.m. See prati-bs.
S    Y; H = prati-vkya, s.m. = S  Y; H .4 prativi, s.f. = S <= Y; H  prati-va an, s.m. =prati-v q.v.
S  Y; H .4 prati-vi, s.f. = S    Y; H = prati-vkya,
s.m. = S <= Y; H  prati-va an, s.m. =prati-v q.v.
S <= Y; H  prati-va an, s.m. = S    Y; H = prativkya, s.m. = S  Y; H .4 prati-vi, s.f. =prati-v q.v.
H D  Y; H 3' prati-varsh [S. H+ 3/
' ], adv. Every year,
each year, year by year, yearly.
S D Y; 53 pari-tosh, s.m. Complete satisfaction,
gratication, contentment, contentedness, satiety,
pleasure, delight, glee;—paritosh-vn, paritosh-vat, paritoshvant, adj. Satised, contented, glad.
S E Y; H 3 prati-vish, s.f. lit. 'Counteracting poison';
a birch tree, Atis betula.
S (E Y; 53 pari-toshak, adj. Satisfying, gratifying,
pleasure-giving.
S <E Y; 534 pari-tosha, s.m. Satisfying, gratifying;
who or what satises or makes content;—satisfaction,
&c.=paritosh, q.v.
H E Y; 53 pari-toshn, v.t. To satisfy, to aord
satisfaction or pleasure.
S E Y; 53" pari-tosh, adj. & s.m. Completely satised,
contented;—a contented person.

pari-toshayit, s.m. Who or what graties, one who
satises completely, satiser; who or what pleases or
makes very glad.
S Ua Y; H @ prati-vimb, s.m. Re ection, &c. v. pratibimb.
S %a Y; H .@  prati-vimbit, part. Re ected (as an
image).
S  Y; H04" pra-t , s.f. A kind of nervous disease (in
which pain is felt to extend itself from the rectum and
organs of generation towards the bowels).
S Y; t pari-ta, adv.=pari-tas, q.v.
S &Y; R, prithu, adj. & s.m. Broad, wide, expansive, large,
extensive, spacious;—name of the fth monarch of the
solar dynasty (in the second age); name of an ancient
king, the son of Ven, rj of Bettr (who was married to
a form of the goddess Lakshm, and taught men to
cultivate the earth, &c.);—s.f. A pungent seed, Nigella
Indica; a medicinal substance (commonly called hingupattr); opium:—prithu-rj,
s.m.=prithu:—pr
ith


 -dar (prithu

+udara), adj. Big-bellied, stout, corpulent;—s.m. A ram
S &Y; HR prath, s.f. Fame, celebrity, notoriety;
immemorial custom.
S  4Y; H6 prati-hr, s.m. A door, gate; door-keeper,
porter, warder, chamberlain; juggling, trick, disguise; a
juggler.
S Y 4Y; H6 prati-hrat, s.f. = S Y 4Y; H6; pratihratva, s.m. The oce of door-keeper or chamberlain.
S Y 4Y; H6; prati-hratva, s.m. = S Y 4Y; H6
prati-hrat, s.f. The oce of door-keeper or
chamberlain.
S K 4Y; H6 prati-hs, s.m. Fragrant oleander, Nerium
odorum.
S 4Y; H6 prati-hat, part. Struck back, beaten back,
repulsed, repelled; opposed, obstructed; averted; fallen,

overthrown; disappointed.
S 4Y; H6  prati-hati, s.f. Repulse; recoil, rebound;
disappointment.
S &Y; HR prathit, part. Made known, published, openly
announced, declared; disclosed, shown, manifested;
famed, famous, celebrated, renowned, notorious.
S &Y; HR prathiti, s.f. Celebrity, renown.
S *&Y; R, prithut,
s.f. = S *&Y; R,; prithutva,
s.m.


Breadth, width, largeness, greatness.
S *&Y; R,; prithutva,
s.m. = S *&Y; R, prithut,
s.f.


Breadth, width, largeness, greatness.
S (&Y; R prithak
(the nal k changing for euphony to

g in comp. before certain letters), and vulg. HR prathak,
adj., adv. & conj. Separate, single, several; separately,
singly, severally, distinctly; apart from, besides, with
exception of, except, without:—prithag-tm, s.m.
Individualized spirit, the spirit of an individual as
detached from universal spirit or the soul of the
universe:—prithak-pr
ithak,
adv. One by one, separately,


with regular intervals:—prithak-par,
s.f. 'Diverse
leaved'; a species of plant, Hemionitis cordifolia:—prithk
tva , s.f. 'Diverse-barked'; a species of aloe, Sanseviera
zeylanica (com. called M rv):—prithak-kara,
s.m. Making

separate, separating, distinguishing, setting apart:—
prithak-kr
ita,

 part. Separated, severed, sundered, cut o;
made distinct:—prithag-gun,
adj. Having distinct

properties:—prithag-vidh,
adj. Of dierent kinds, various,

diversied, multiform.
S (&Y; HR, prathuk, R, prithuk,
s.m. The young of any

animal.
S *&Y; R= prithakt,
s.f. = S *&Y; R=; prithaktva,
s.m.


Separateness, separation, diversity, severalty;
singleness, individuality.
S *&Y; R=; prithaktva,
s.m. = S *&Y; R= prithakt,
s.f.


Separateness, separation, diversity, severalty;
singleness, individuality.
S 2 &Y; HR/ pratham, vulg. pirtham, adj. & adv. (f. -),
Foremost, rst, initial, the rst in a series; earliest, most
ancient, primary, original; preceding, previous, prior,

earlier, former; chief, principal, most excellent,
incomparable; (in Arith.) a rst product;—in the rst
place, rstly:—pratham-purush, s.m. The rst (=in
European grammars, the third) person of the verb; a
termination of the rst (or, according to European
grammars, third) person:—prathama-bas, adv. First, at
rst, rstly, in the rst place; previously:—pratham-shas,
s.m. The rst or lowest degree of punishment or ne; a
capital crime:—pratham-krak, s.m. The nominative case:
—pratham-gati, s.f. The rst and best of courses or
practices; donation, gift, &c. (=dn, q.v.)
H @ &Y; HR/ pratham [fr. S. R,], s.m. Greatness, width,
breadth.
H @ &Y; HR/" pratham, R/" pritham,
pirtham,

s.f.=prithiv,
q.v.

S 04Y; H6  prati-hi s, s.f. Retaliation, revenge.
S 04Y; H6  prati-hi sit, part. Injured in return or
by way of revenge.
S  &Y; R0 prith
 dar (R,+), adj. See s.v. prithu.

S  &Y; R " prithiv,
^ " prithv
(f. of prithu),
s.f. The



wide world, the earth, Earth personied (as the mother
of all beings); earth, land, ground, soil; a kind of metre
in Sanskrit prosody:—prithiv-bhuj,
s.m. lit. 'Earth
enjoying,' a prince, sovereign:—prithv-bhar,
s.m. A

species of the atyasti metre:—prithv-pl,
prithv-plak,

s.m. 'Guardian of the earth,' king, sovereign, ruler:—
prithiv-pati,
s.m. 'Lord of the earth,' prince, king,

sovereign:—prithiv-tal,
s.m. Surface of the earth,

ground, bare ground, the very earth:—prithiv-kshit,
s.m.

'Reigning over the earth,' prince, king, sovereign:—
prithiv-lok,
s.m. The earth considered as a world, the

terrestrial world:—prithv-manal,
s.m. The circuit or

whole surface of the earth:—prithv-nth,
s.m. 'Lord of

the earth'=prithiv-pati,
q.v.

H &Y; R" prith,
q.v.
 pirath, pirth, s.f.=prithiv,

H Y; " part, s.f.=pa t, q.v.
H Y; H" prat, s.f. Statement, form (of accounts, &c.).
S D  Y; H;9 praty-dish, part. Prescribed,
recommended; informed, apprised; declared; warned,
cautioned; rejected, repulsed; removed, set aside.

S Z) Y; H;b8 praty-de, s.m. Order, command;
information, informing, apprising, annunciation,
declaration; warning, caution, supernatural warning;
rejection, disallowance, refusal, denial, repudiation,
prevention; rendering obscure, obscuring, eclipsing.
H B Y; H; praty-s, s.f.=praty-, q.v.
S B Y; H;.\ praty-satti, s.f. Immediate proximity (in
space, time, &c.); close contact, juxta-position; analogy.
S E Y; H;8 praty-, s.f. Condence, reliance, trust,
hope, expectation, desire.
S E Y; H;8" praty-, adj. & s.m. Hoping, expecting,
trusting, relying upon;—an expectant (=umedwr).
S ' Y; ;$ pari-tyg, s.m. Abandonment, desertion,
repudiation, divorce, rejection; renunciation, sacrice,
abdication; neglect, omission; loss, privation:—pari-tyg
karn, v.t. To renounce, &c.
S X Y; H;$ praty-gat, Come back, come again,
returned; arrived at.
S <@ X Y; H;$/ praty-gaman, s.m. Coming back, coming
again, return.
S <X Y; ;$ pari-tygan, s.m. Abandoning, deserting,
&c. (=pari-tyg, q.v.).
S X Y; ;$" pari-tyg, adj. Abandoning, quitting,
forsaking, deserting, repudiating, relinquishing,
resigning, renouncing.
H  Y; H; pratyn [fr. S. H;], v.t. To conde in, to
trust.
S A Y; H; .\ praty-vritti,
 s.f. Coming back, return.
S   Y; H;6 praty-hr, s.m. Drawing back (troops),
retreat; withholding, taking back; withdrawing the
senses from external objects, restraint of the organs of
sense, abstractior; compendium, abridgement; (in
Gram.) the comprehension of a series of letters or
axes into one syllable eected by combining the rst
member of the series without its indicatory letter or
letters with the indicatory nal consonant of the last
member; a group or class of letters so combined (for the
concise expression of grammatical rules; thus the
pratyhr a is the technical term for all the vowels, and

the pratyhr hal is the term for all the consonants).
S ' &% Y; H;.#5$ praty-abhiyog, s.m. Counter plaint or
charge, counter accusation, an accusation brought
against the accuser or plainti, recrimination.
S ` Y; H" pratp, adj. Against the grain, opposite,
adverse, contrary, opposed, contradictory, reverse;
inverted, out of order, disordered; resisting, perverse,
refractory, disobedient, cross, obstinate.
S  L Y; H;, praty-upakr, vulg. prati-upakr, s.m.
Requital of aid or assistance, mutual assistance;
returning a service or favour, return of a kindness,
gratitude.
S ' L Y; H;, praty-upakrak, = S  L Y; H;,"
praty-upakr, adj. & s.m. Requiting a favour, returning a
kindness, grateful;—a grateful person.
S  L Y; H;," praty-upakr, = S ' L Y; H;,
praty-upakrak, adj. & s.m. Requiting a favour, returning a
kindness, grateful;—a grateful person.
S  Y; H" pratt, vulg. partt, part. Gone away; gone by,
past; acknowledged, proved; believed, trusted;
experienced, known, well-known, famous, celebrated,
renowned; trusting, believing; satised, glad, pleased,
delighted:—prattrth (˚ta+ar˚), adj. Having a recognized
or acknowledged meaning.
S  Y; H" pratti, pratt, partt, s.f. Clear apprehension
or insight (into), clear notion (of), distinct conception;
complete understanding or ascertainment, knowledge,
experience; conviction; faith, belief; trust, credit; fame,
notoriety:—pratt (or partt) karn (-k), To form a distinct
conception (of), to examine; to believe; to trust (in), rely
(on), put faith (in), &c.
S <L* Y; H;,;B praty-utpanna, adj. & s.m. Present; ready,
prompt; reproduced, regenerated; (in Arith.) produced
by multiplication, multiplied;—multiplication; the product
of a sum in multiplication.
S * Y; H;,\ praty-uttar, vulg. prati-uttar, s.m. A reply to
an answer, answer, rejoinder, retort.
S  &* Y; H;,;R praty-utthn, s.m. Rising from a seat as a
mark of respect, rising to welcome a visitor, respectful
reception.

H * Y; "" partt, s.f.=pratti, q.v.

S Z Y; H;d praty-aksh, adj., s.m. & adv. Perceptible to

H 9 Y; H; praty-a , adj.=praty-a , q.v.

the eye, in sight, perceptible, visible, sensible, cognizable
by any of the organs of sense; clear, distinct, evident,
manifest, apparent, tangible, undoubted, express,
explicit, actual, real;—presence; perceptibility,
distinctness; observation, inspection;—in the sight (of),
in the presence (of); with direct personal knowledge,
distinctly, clearly :—pratyaksh-pram, s.m. Ocular or
visible proof, the evidence of the senses; an organ or
faculty of perception:—pratyaksh-daran, s.m. Seeing with
one's own eyes; an eye-witness:—pratyaksh-krak, adj.
Rendering manifest, &c.:—pratyaksh karn, v.t. To make
evident, clear, &c.
S  Y; H"d pratksh, s.f. Looking to, looking at, regard,

H &: Y; H;+ praty-a h, adj.=praty-aksh, q.v.
S : Y; H"" prat , s.f. The west quarter, the west.
S < : Y; H"" prat n, = S  : Y; H"K prat ya, adj.
Situated towards the west, western, west.
S  : Y; H"K prat ya, = S < : Y; H"" prat n, adj.
Situated towards the west, western, west.
S <@ X + Y; H;,aO$/ praty-ud-gaman, s.m. Going forth
towards, going out to meet (a guest, &c.); rising as a
mark of respect (=praty-utthn).
S  Y; H" pra-tr, s.m. A shore, bank.
S &Y Y; H;Ru praty-arth, adj. & s.m. Hostile, inimical;
opposing;—an enemy, opponent, adversary, rival; (in
law) a defendant.
S Z Y; H;,3 praty-ush, = S I Y; H;,3 praty-ushas, s.m.

consideration, attention, respect; looking for, waiting
for, expectation, hope:—pratksh karn (-k), To look for,
await, expect, &c.
S ( Y; H"d pratkshak, adj.=pratksh, q.v.

Morning twilight, day-break, morning, dawn.
S I Y; H;,3 praty-ushas, = S Z Y; H;,3 praty-ush, s.m.

S < Y; H"d4 pratksha, s.m. Looking to, looking at,

Morning twilight, day-break, morning, dawn.
S <@  Y; H;/ praty-aman, s.m. Red chalk.
S ( Y; H" pratk, adj. & s.m. Adverse, contrary;
inverted, reversed, inverse, contrary to the natural
order or condition;—part, portion; limb, member.
S ( Y; H; pratyak, adj. (f. prat ). Turned (towards),
directed (towards), proceeding (to); being behind,
coming from behind; subsequent, following (in time or
place); western, westerly, west; uniform (=pratya ):—
pratyak-par, pratyak-pushp, s.f. A species of plant,
Achyranthes aspera:—pratyak-re, s.f. Name of various
plants, Anthericum Tuberosum; Croton polyandrum, or C.
Tiglium; Salvinia cucullata (com. called dant).
S   Y; H" prat-kr, s.m.=prati-kr, q.v.
S  Y; ;= pari-tyakt, part. Left, quitted, deserted,
abandoned; bereft (of), deprived (of), void (of).
S  Y; H;,= praty-ukt, part. Said in return. replied,
answered.
S  Y; H;,.= praty-ukti, s.f. Reply, answer, rejoinder.

observing, considering, referring to; respecting, respect
or regard (for); expecting, waiting (for).
S  Y; H"d" pratksh, adj. Looking (at); looking forward
(to); looking out (for), waiting (for), expecting, awaiting.
S  Y; H;d" praty-aksh, adj. & s.m. Seeing or perceiving
with one's own eyes, perceiving by the senses;—one who
has the exercise of his senses;—an eye-witness;—s.f.
Consciousness of what is perceptible, &c.:—praty-akshkrit, part. Made present or visible, manifested, displayed.
S  Y; H;B praty-ant, adj. & s.m. Bordering (on);
adjacent or contiguous (to), skirting;—border, frontier; a
bordering country, i.e. a country occupied by barbarians,
the country of the Mle has or savages.
S 9 Y; H;( praty-a , adj.=pratyak, q.v.
S : Y; H;( praty-a , s.f. lit. 'That which comes
behind,' (the bow), bow-string.
S ^ Y; H;($ praty-a g, s.m. & adv. A minor or secondary
member of the body (as the forehead, nose, chin, ears,
&c.), an organ of perception, a limb of the body; a
division, section, part, subdivision (of a science, &c.);—on
every limb, on the limbs severally; limb by limb.

S * Y; praty-an-antar, adj. & s.m. & adv. Closely connected
(with), immediately following, next, standing nearest (as
an heir):—the nearest or next heir;—immediately after;
next in succession.
S ] Y; H"  prat-vp, s.m. Inserting (as an
ingredient); adding (to, esp. in mixing medicines),
throwing (into); calcining or uxing metals; an epidemic
disease, pestilence, plague.
S ) Y; H;  praty-avya, s.m. Decrease, diminution,
privation, detriment, harm; reverse, opposite course,
contrary course or proceeding, contrariety; oence, sin;
disappearance (of anything that exists); non-production
(of what does not exist).
S ) Y; H; " praty-avy, adj. Detrimental, attended
with loss; suering.
S  Y; H5 prati-yodh, s.m. Antagonist, adversary,
opponent.
S D Y; H;03 praty- sh, s.m.=pratyush, q.v.

each one, each single one, every one;—one by one, one
at a time, singly, severally.
S * Y; H;¦ praty-ekat, s.f. = S * Y; H;¦; pratyekatva, s.m. Respectiveness, &c.
S * Y; H;¦; praty-ekatva, s.m. = S * Y; H;¦ pratyekat, s.f. Respectiveness, &c.
S  4 Y; H"6 prat-hr, s.m.=prati-hr, q.v.
S  Y; H; praty-ay, vulg. H;h pratyai, pratya, s.m. Belief,
rm conviction, trust, faith, reliance, assurance,
condence; certainty, ascertainment, proof, truth;
knowledge, experience; apprehension, understanding,
intellect; decisive sentence; oath; ordeal; instrument,
means of agency; celebrity, fame; (in Gram.) an ax to
roots and words forming derivatives and in ections; (in
the tenets of Buddhists) a concurrent occasion of an
event as distinguished from its proximate cause.
S  Y; H; praty-ayit, part. Conded (in), relied (upon),

S ' Y; H5$ prati-yog, s.m. Opposition, resistance,

trusted, trusty, condential.
S  Y; H;" praty-ay, adj. & s.m. Having faith (in),

enmity, repulsion; controversy, contradiction; cooperation, association.
S *X Y; H5$ prati-yogit, s.f. = S *X Y; H5$;

trusting, believing, relying (upon); deserving trust or
condence; a trustworthy person; a believer.
S  @ Y; H"/ pratya-mn, adj. Being trusted or

prati-yogitva, s.m. Opposition; existence as a counterpart,
equality in power; mutual co-operation, partnership.
S *X Y; H5$; prati-yogitva, s.m. = S *X Y; H5$

believed, admitted.
S ; ,& pura, s.m. Gold.

prati-yogit, s.f. Opposition; existence as a counterpart,
equality in power; mutual co-operation, partnership.
S X Y; H5$" prati-yog, adj. & s.m. Opposing,

H . ; _g parahnau , v.t. (Old H.), To oer, present,

counteracting, impeding; cooperating (with);
corresponding or answering (to); equally matched;—
opponent, enemy, antagonist, rival; a partner, associate,
coadjutor; a counterpart, match.
S  Y; H;06 praty- ha, s.m. Obstacle, impediment,
hindrance.
S 2 4 Y; H;6/ praty-aham, = S 4 Y; H;6t praty-aha, adv.
Day by day, every day, daily; in the morning.
S 4 Y; H;6t praty-aha, = S 2 4 Y; H;6/ praty-aham, adv.
Day by day, every day, daily; in the morning.
S ( Y; H;¦ praty-ek, pronom. adj. & adv. Each, every,

H $; H&$ praag, corr. of praga, q.v.
consecrate (cf. pratishh).
H 5; * paraj, parj [S. (+*], s.f. Hilt (of a sword);
handle (of a shield);—name of a rgin or musical mode:—
paraj-dr, adj. Hilted; basket-hilted (a scimitar).
S W; H* praj, vulg. * parj, s.f. Progeny, ospring,
brood, children, posterity, descendants, race, family;
creature, created being; a subject, dependent, tenant,
renter; people, subjects:—praj-plak, s.m. 'Protector of
created beings,' an epithet of Krisha;
protector of

subjects, a king, sovereign:—praj-plan, s.m. The
protection of subjects or dependants:—praj-pati, s.m.
'Lord of creatures,' an epithet of the deity, Brahm; an
epithet of a number of other divine personages;—lord of

the people,' a king, sovereign, prince; a daughter's
husband, son-in-law; creator, procreator, father:—prajposhan, s.m. The cherishing of subjects:—praj-dharm,
s.m. The duty of children or of subjects; lial obedience;
loyalty:—prajan (praj+an), s.m. The food of subjects;—
adj. & s.m. Eating up his subjects;—one who devours his
subjects, a cruel and oppressive ruler, tyrant:—prajghna, adj. Killing ospring, destroying progeny (=prajhan):—parj-log, s.m. Subjects, dependants, people,
peasantry, ryots:—praj-vat, s.f. A brother's wife; the
wife of an elder brother; a mother, matron:—praj-hit,
adj. & s.m. Favourable to, or good for, children or
subjects; kind or useful to children or subjects;—one who
is kind to his dependants, &c.:—praj-han, adj. Destroying
ospring; slaying one's subjects:—praje (praj+a), s.m.
'Lord of created beings,' an epithet of the god presiding
over the procreation of ospring; 'lord of the people,' a
prince, king, sovereign.
S A W; * par-jti, s.f. See s.v. para, par.
S Y W; H* pra-jt, s.f. A woman who has borne a child.

intelligence, understanding, intellect, wisdom,
knowledge; discernment, discrimination, judgment.
H W; *B
' par-jant, prajant, s.m.=paryant, q.v.
H (W; *( parja k [S. r],
'
s.m. A bedstead
(=palang).
S W; *"
' parjan, s.f. The plant Cucumis aromatica, or C.
xanthorrhiza.
S  W; *B
' parjanya, s.m. A rain-cloud, thunder-cloud;
rain; the god of rain.
S  W; HA  pra-jvr, s.m. The heat of fever.
H A W; *5 par-jot, = H  W; * & parjawa, [S.
H* ], s.m. Ground rent levied on houses; quit-rent,
tax.
H  W; * & parjawa, = H A W; *5 par-jot, [S.
H* ], s.m. Ground rent levied on houses; quit-rent,
tax.
S ! W; HA .! pra-jvalit, part. Flaming, burning, blazing;

H  W; H* prajrn [S. H+A !"(], v.t. To burn,

shining, bright, radiant.
S <! W; HA ! pra-jvalan, s.m. Blazing up, aming,

&c.=jaln, q.v.
S X W; H*$ pra-jgar, s.m. One who wakes; a watcher,

burning, taking re, kindling.
H ) W; Ay parjyya, s.m.=par-je, paryy, q.v.

guardian; the act of waking, or watching, or guarding.
S ) W; H*" prajyin, s.f. A mother.

H RW; A&
' parjyaan, s.m.=parjaan, paryaan, q.v.

H $ W; * parje [S. y], s.f. Order, method;

H ( W; A
 parjyank, s.m.=parjank, paryank, q.v.

custom, manner; place, room.
S W; .* para-jit, part. See s.v. para.

H  B W; A'  parjyavasn, s.m.=paryavasn, q.v.

H <*W; * parjatan, = H 5; *& parjaan, [S. &],
'
s.m. Wandering about, roaming, travelling.
H 5; *& parjaan, = H <*W; * parjatan, [S. &],
'
s.m. Wandering about, roaming, travelling.
S <W; * pari-jan, vulg. * par-jan, s.m.
Surrounding company of people, attendants, servants,
followers, retinue, train, suite; dependents, family,
household.
S <W; H pra-j a, adj. (f. -), Wise, intelligent, learned,
knowing.
S W; HH praj , s.f. A clever or sensible woman;

H  W; AB
' parjyant, s.m.=paryant, q.v.

S  W; H*"  pra-jvan, s.m. Livelihood, subsistence.
H V;  piri , s.m. A saucer.
H =;  par  [S. "d], s.m. Examination,
experiment, test, trial, proof, demonstration:—par  den
(-ko), To give a proof, &c.:—par  len (-k), To make trial
(of), to test, examine.
S  =; H pra r, vulg.  par r, s.m. Coming or
going forth; appearing; being in actual use, currency;
diusion, spread, promulgation; appearance,
manifestation, publication, disclosure, publicity,
notoriety; conduct, behaviour; prevalence, currency,
custom, usage; pasture-ground, pasturage; attendance

on cattle while grazing:—pra r-kartt, s.m. A
promulgator, proclaimer, herald:—pra r karn (-k), To
publish, make current, diuse, spread; to divulge, vent,
let out, &c.
S A =; H pra rit, part. Made known, made public,
made manifest, divulged, proclaimed; diused, spread;
allowed to wander or roam about; grazed; betrayed,
deceived, cheated; penetrating.
S  =; H pra rak, adj. & s.m. Making public,
divulging, proclaiming, &c.;—attending, grazing cattle;—
promulgator, proclaimer, herald (=pra r-kartt).
S  =;  pari- rak, s.m. Servant, attendant,
guard.
H  =; H pra rn, v.t.=pra r karn, q.v.s.v. pra r.
S  =; " pari- r, adj. & s.m. Attending on,
serving, paying homage to;—servant, &c.=pari- rak, q.v.
H  =;  par n [S. +—, caus. of .; or caus.
of para n], v.t. To make (one) acquainted (with), to
introduce; to engage (one) in conversation; to make
familiar, to tame, domesticate; to treat with familiarity,
be intimate with; to practise upon, work upon, fascinate,
charm.
H  =;  par n, v.t. To kindle (a re), to light (a
pipe, &c.=para hn, q.v.).
S =; . pari- it, part. Known, acquainted (with),
familiar (with).
S =; H. pra it, s.m. A species of Sanskrit metre.
S =; H, pra ur, adj. Much, many, abundant, enough
(=bahut); abounding in, lled with, replete with; frequent.
S A=; H pra arit, part. Pursued, practised (as a
profession or art).
S Y=; H, pra urat, s.f. = S Y=; H,; pra uratva, s.m.
An abounding; abundance, plenty.
S Y=; H,; pra uratva, s.m. = S Y=; H, pra urat, s.f.
An abounding; abundance, plenty.
H W=; *y pari- arj, = H W=; Ay pari- arjy,
s.f.=the next, q.v.
H W=; Ay pari- arjy, = H W=; *y pari- arj,

s.f.=the next, q.v.
S )=; y pari- ary, s.f. Attendance, service,
dependence; devotion, veneration, adoration, worship.
H (=; , pur ak [S. H+I+], s.f. Coaxing, attery,
wheedling, trick, deceit.
H (=; , pur ak, s.f. Sign, indication, hint;
countenance, encouragement, support, side:—pur ak len
(-k), To take the side (of), to support, back.
S #=; H.! pra- alit, part. adj. Current, customary, in
vogue, circulating; prevailing, recognized, received (as
authority or law).
S <#=; H! pra- alan, s.m. Moving to and fro;
circulating, being current or customary; activity.
P 2 =; par am, s.m. The fringed bunch or tassel of a spear
or lance, or of a pair of colours.
H =;  para n [S. +"(, rt. .], v.n. To be
made acquainted (with), be introduced (to), to become
acquainted (with); to be conversant or familiar (with); to
become intimate or familiar; to be tamed or
domesticated; to be accustomed (to), be habituated (to).
S <=; Hef pra- an, adj. & s.m. Excessively violent,
vehement, impetuous, passionate, furious, erce,
enraged, wrathful, terrible, terric; very hot or burning;
intolerable, insupportable; bold, condent, presuming;—
a violent person, &c.;—a species of oleander with white
owers; name of a Dnava:—pra an-m rti, s.m.
'Oleander-formed,' a species of tree, Tapia cratæva.
S 9<=; Hef pra anat, s.f. = S 9<=; Hef;
pra anatva, s.m. Violence, vehemence; wrathfulness,
erceness; boldness.
S 9<=; Hef; pra anatva, s.m. = S 9<=; Hef
pra anat, s.f. Violence, vehemence; wrathfulness,
erceness; boldness.
H =; M par au, s.m.=par , q.v.
S A =; H5 pra- odit, part. Impelled; incited;
prescribed, commanded, directed; sent.
S  =; H5 pra- odan, s.m. Instigating, inciting;
directing, enjoining, prescribing, ordering; an order; a
rule, law; saying; sending.

S  =; H5" pra- odin, s.f. Prickly night-shade,

= H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H  &=; +[

Solanum jacquini.
H  =; 0 par n [S. H+04],
' s.m. Meal, our, grocery.

par h , s.f. = H  &=; + [ par hw , s.m. = H <  &=;

H  =; 0" par n [the preceding + (], s.f.=par n,

H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;

q.v.; the act of selling our, meal, &c.
H  =; 0 pra niy [S. H04+t],
'
One who sells

in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),
Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. =

our, meal, pulse, &c.; a grocer.
P =; par a, s.m.=pr a, q.v.; a slip of paper; a newspaper.
H &=; + par h, s.m. A large reel or spindle (for
winding thread on); a large cauldron; self-sown 'paddy'
or rice.
H &=; +y par h, part. Cleared up (as the sky after
rain=phar h: see phar hn).
H &=; K+ pari h, s.f.=par h, parksh, q.v.
S &=; K+ pri  h, s.f. Asking, questioning; question,
inquiry.
H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. = H   &=; +[ [ par h w ,
m. = H 4 &=; +[6" par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[
par h , s.f. = H  &=; + [ par hw , s.m. = H <  &=;
+6· par hh , s.f. = H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. [S.
H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;
in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),
Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H  &=; +[ par h ,
s.f. = H 4 &=; +[6" par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[
par h , s.f. = H  &=; + [ par hw , s.m. = H <  &=;
+6· par hh , s.f. = H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. [S.
H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;
in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),
Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H 4 &=; +[6" par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f.

+6· par hh , s.f. = H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. [S.

H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H 4 &=; +[6"
par h h, s.f. = H  &=; + [ par hw , s.m. = H
<  &=; +6· par hh , s.f. = H < $ &=; + par h ,
s.f. [S. H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow,
shade; in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are
par h w, par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w
pa n (-par), Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall
(upon); to take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se
bhgn, To y from, or be frightened at, one's own
shadow.
H  &=; + [ par hw , s.m. = H  &=; +[ par h ,
s.f. = H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H 4 &=; +[6"
par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. = H <  &=;
+6· par hh , s.f. = H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. [S.
H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;
in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),
Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H <  &=; +6· par hh , s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f.
= H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H 4 &=; +[6"
par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. = H  &=;
+ [ par hw , s.m. = H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. [S.
H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;
in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),

Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H < $ &=; + par h , s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. =
H   &=; +[ [ par h w , m. = H 4 &=; +[6"
par h h, s.f. = H  &=; +[ par h , s.f. = H  &=;
+ [ par hw , s.m. = H <  &=; +6· par hh , s.f.
[S. H+; HK+], Re ection, image, shadow, shade;
in uence (of an evil spirit:—Other forms are par h w,
par h w, par h  , par h):—par h w pa n (-par),
Shadow or in uence (of an evil spirit) to fall (upon); to
take (after), resemble:—par h apn-se bhgn, To y
from, or be frightened at, one's own shadow.
H &=; .K+  pari hit, part.=parkshit, q.v.
H *&=; +" par hatt, +" par hat = H =; +&"
par ha [S. K+P"], A small thatch thrown over mud
walls and the roofs of houses.
H =; +&" par ha = H *&=; +" par hatt, +"
par hat [S. K+P"], A small thatch thrown over mud
walls and the roofs of houses.
S + &=; K+ pari had, s.m. Cover, covering, clothing;
surroundings, domestic utensils or implements, goods
and chattels; retinue, train, attendants, family,
dependants; necessaries for travelling; paraphernalia,
baggage.
S + &=; HK+ pra had, vulg. par had, s.m. A wrapper,
cover, covering, a blanket.
S (&=; K+ pri  hak, adj. & s.m. Inquiring; one who
asks or inquires after; inquirer, querist, investigator;
inquisitive person.
H <&=; + pari han, s.m.=parksha, q.v.
S <&=; K+B pari- hanna, vulg. + pari- han, part.
Invested, enveloped, covered, clothed; surrounded
(with), encompassed, attended.
S <&=; .K+ B pari- hinna, part. Cut o, divided,
detached, singled out, dened; polished, clean, clear;
excellent, good.
S <&=; K+4 pri  ha, s.m. Asking, inquiring,

questioning, investigating.
S <&=; HK+B pra- hanna, part. adj. & s.m. Covered,
enveloped; concealed, secret, hidden; clothed, clad;
private, secret, unavowed, disguised;—a person in
disguise; a private door, private entrance, loophole,
lattice.
H &=; + para hn [S. +"(
'
], v.t. To move a
lamp or candle over the heads of a bride and
bridegroom (in order to drive away evil spirits, propitiate
good ones, &c.); to kindle (a re), light (a pipe,
&c.=par n).
S &=; HK+4 pra ha, s.f. Asking, inquiring;
addressing, inviting; question, inquiry.
H &=; +" par h, s.f. A double bag or sack for the
saddle, a pair of saddle-bags; (also) a single saddle-bag
(syn. urj).
S + &=; K pari- hed, vulg.  pari- hed, s.m.
Division, separation, discrimination (of false from true),
accurate distinction or denition; distinguishing
(between); determination, decision; the division of a
book, section, chapter; a segment, division.
S =;  pari- ay, s.m. Acquaintance. familiarity,
familiar intercourse, intimacy:—pari- ay rakhn (-se), To
have or maintain acquaintance or intimacy (with), to
have knowledge (of).
S =; H pra- ay, s.m. (in Alg.), The common increase
or dierence of the terms in a progression.
S  =; HK, pra- yut, part. Fallen (from), deviated
(from), strayed.
S  =; H! pra- el, s.m. Yellow sandal-wood.
S  =;  pari- eya, part. adj. To be known; t to
become acquainted (with); sociable.
P D r; par sh (cf. S. H3),
' s.m. War, battle, con ict,
altercation, quarrel, misunderstanding; commotion,
disturbance, tumult; violence, injury, oppression; severe
inquisition.
P ; pard, s.m. Fold, &c.=part, q.v.
P ; purd, s.m. A bridge (=pul, q.v.).
H ; pard, s.m.=?; parda, q.v.

S ; H pra-da, adj. & s.m. Giving;—giver.

S ; H pra-dar, s.m. Splitting, rending; a fracture, cleft;

S ; H pra-d, s.f. A gift; also=pra-da, q.v.

an arrow; a particular disease of women, a ooding,
mœnorrhagia.
S E ; HX8 pra-darit, part. Foreshown, prophesied;

S ;  pari-d, s.f. Giving oneself up to the favour or
protection of another; surrender, devotion.
S Y; H pra-dt, = S Y; H pra-dtri, s.m. One who
gives or bestows, giver, bestower, donor.
S Y; H pra-dtri, = S Y; H pra-dt, s.m. One who
gives or bestows, giver, bestower, donor.
P r; pard t [v.n. of pard tan; fr. Z. fra+rt. ta = S.
pra+tañ ], s.f. Performing, nishing; leaving, quitting,
relinquishment; favouring, cherishing, patronizing.
H ;  par-dd, = H ;  par-dd, [S. H +
t], s.m. Great-grandfather (by the father's side); a
forefather.
H ;  par-dd, = H ;  par-dd, [S. H +
t], s.m. Great-grandfather (by the father's side); a
forefather.
H ; " par-dd, s.f. Great-grandmother (by the
father's side).
S ;  para-dr, s.f. See s.v. para, par.
P d; pardz (imperat. of pard tan; see pard t), adj. &
s.f. Performing, accomplishing, nishing, completing,
(used chie y at the end of comp., e.g. kr-pardz,
'accomplishing the business');—nish, accomplishment,
perfection; frame or setting (of a picture).
S ; H pra-dn, s.m. Giving, oering, presenting,
bestowing, granting; surrendering, giving up; bestowing
in marriage; gift, donation; marriage.
H ; pardn, v.t.=parda karn, q.v.s.v. parda (inelegant).
S ?; 6 pari-dh, s.m. Burning, combustion; mental
anguish, pain, sorrow.
H <&=; H.K+ 4 pra-da hin, prada hin, parda hin, s.m. = H
&=; H.K+ 4 pra-da hin, vulg.par-da hin, s.f. See pradakshi and pra-dakshi.
H &=; H.K+ 4 pra-da hin, vulg. par-da hin, s.f. = H
<&=; H.K+ 4 pra-da hin, prada hin,parda hin, s.m. See
pra-dakshi and pra-dakshi.

shown forth, shown, brought to light, pointed out,
declared, exhibited, manifested.
S (E ; H8
' pra-darak, adj. & s.m. Foreshowing,
foretelling, presaging; showing, exhibiting, displaying;
proclaiming, announcing; propounding, expounding,
teaching, instructing;—prophet; teacher, expounder.
S <E ; H8
' pra-daran, s.m. Foreshowing prophesying;
pointing out, exhibiting manifesting, &c.; seeing,
viewing.
H E ; H8"
' pra-daran, s.f. Oering; present of
ceremony, a fee.
H ; W56" par-droh, adj. See s.v. para, par.
S D ; H8 pra-di, = S ; H pra-dik, s.f. Direction,
quarter, region of the sky; an intermediate point of the
compass, or half-quarter (as north-east, south-west,
&c.).
S ; H pra-dik, = S D ; H8 pra-di, s.f. Direction,
quarter, region of the sky; an intermediate point of the
compass, or half-quarter (as north-east, south-west,
&c.).
S < ; H.d4 pra-dakshi, s.m. = S  ; H.d4 pradakshi, s.f. Going round (an object), turning the right
side (towards any object), reverential salutation by
circumambulation from left to right (so that the right
side is towards the person or object saluted; syn. parikram; tawf);
one who is at the right hand of another;

an object on the right;—pradakshi karn (-k), To pass on
the right (of), to turn the right side (towards).
S  ; H.d4 pra-dakshi, s.f. = S < ; H.d4 pradakshi, s.m. Going round (an object), turning the right
side (towards any object), reverential salutation by
circumambulation from left to right (so that the right
side is towards the person or object saluted; syn. parikram; tawf);
one who is at the right hand of another;

an object on the right;—pradakshi karn (-k), To pass on
the right (of), to turn the right side (towards).

S & ; CtL par-dukh, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
P X ; pardag (fr. parda), s.f. 'The state or condition of
being veiled, or being behind a parda'; a inodest, chaste
woman, a woman who is conned at home.
H ; H! pradal, s.m.=pradar, q.v.
H <a ; /, pardamun, C/ parduman [S. H1,@], s.m.
A name of Kma or Cupid, son of Krisha
and husband of

Rati.
S ; 
' pardan, s.m. Breaking wind=pdn, q.v.
S D ; H53 pra-dosh, vulg. pardosh, s.m. Defect, fault,
oence, sin, transgression, guilt; the rst part of the
night, evening twilight, two mah rtas after sunset.
S D ; 53 par-dosh, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
H & ; H5L pradokh, 5L pardokh, s.m.=pradosh, q.v.
S ); <3" par-dvesh, adj. See s.v. para, par.
P ?; parda, s.m. A curtain, screen, cover, veil, anything
which acts as a screen, a wall, hangings, tapestry; lm,
ne web, pellicle, lid (of the eye); drum (of the ear); sail
(of a ship); the piece which covers the chest in an
angarkh or coat; the surface of the earth; secrecy,
privacy, modesty; seclusion, concealment; secret,
mystery, reticence, reserve; screen, shelter, pretext,
pretence; a musical tone or mode; a note of the gamut;
the frets of a guitar, &c.:—parda uhn (-k), To lift or
raise the curtain, &c.; to unveil, expose, lay open, reveal:
parda uhn or uh-jn, v.n. To be unveiled, &c.; to be
revealed, be laid open, be exposed:—parda parda, adv.
Secretly, privately (=dar parda):—parda pa n, v.n. 'Curtain
to be let fall,' to be concealed; to be veiled or covered
(by, -par):—parda-posh, adj. Keeping a secret; keeping
secret or hiding (one's) misdeeds:—parda-posh, s.f.
Concealing (a blemish), conniving at (a fault or oence);
keeping one's secret; preserving condence:—pardaposh karn (-k), To connive (at), to hide or cover the
misdeeds (of):—parda ph n (-k), To rend the veil
(from), to reveal the faults (of), to expose (=parda fsh
karn):—parda ho n, v.n. To drop the curtain or veil;—to
lay aside concealment; to come into public:—parda-dr,
adj. Condential, secret; also=parda-nishn, q.v.:—pardadr, s.f.=parda-posh. q.v.:—parda-dar, adj. & s.m. Tearing

or rending the veil; laying bare, exposing, divulging,
betraying; a betrayer of secrets:—parda-dar, s.f. The
betraying of secrets, exposure;—parda-dar karn (-k), To
betray the secrets (of), to expose:—parda ln, v.n. To
drop the curtain, draw the veil:—parda h kn = pardaposh karn, q.v.:—parda hakna or hak-jn (-k), One's
misdeeds to be covered, to be connived (at):—parda
rakhn (-se), v.n. To conceal (a thing from), to keep one's
secret; to relate a matter in such terms as to be
understood by part only of the hearers, to give obscure
hints:—parda-sar, s.m. A pavilion (=sar-parda):—pardafsh, adj. & s.m.=parda-dar, q.v.;—parda fsh karn (-k), To
divulge or betray the secrets (of), to expose the
misdeeds (of); to lose one's credit, become bankrupt:—
parda karn, v.n. To conceal, hide, draw the curtain or
screen:—parda kholn (-k) = parda fsh karn:—parda lagn,
v.n. To sit behind the curtain, not to appear before
strange men:—parda-nishn, adj. & s.f. Kept, or
remaining, behind a curtain; modest;—a woman who is
kept concealed behind a curtain:—parda-wr = pardanishn, q.v.:—parda hon or ho-jn, v.n. To be veiled or
concealed, to be made private, to be private (e.g. yah
parda hai, 'this is private,' used when it is desired to
keep men from entering, or passing through or by, a
place where women are):—parde-me zarda lagn = pardeme sur  karn, To indulge secretly in licentious
intercourse with strange men (said of a parda-nishn).
S ;  pari-dhi, s.f. That by which anything is
surrounded or enclosed, fence, hedge, wall; a misty halo
or circle round the sun or moon; a circle or disk of light,
a glory; the horizon; circumference, periphery, compass;
a frame of wood laid round a sacricial re (to keep it
together).
S ; H pra-dh, s.f. Name of one of the daughters of
Daksha.
S  ; 4 pari-dhra, s.m. Carrying about,
supporting, suering, enduring.
S  ;  pari-dhn, s.m. Wrapping round, putting
on, dressing, clothing; that which is put on, a garment
(esp. an under garment), vesture, clothes.
S  ; H pra-dhn, vulg. y pardhn, adj. & s.m.

Chief, principal, leading, main, capital; pre-eminent,
most eminent, most excellent, best;—a chief or principal
thing, chief object, the most important thing; primary or
original matter, the germ out of which all material
appearances are evolved; the natural state of anything;
matter; nature; the Supreme Spirit, the Supreme Deity,
intellect, understanding; the rst companion or
attendant of a king, minister, counsellor, courtier, noble;
leader, head, chief, president; head man of a village:—
pradhn-dhtu, s.m. The chief element or ingredient of
the body, semen virile:—pradhn-mantr, s.m. Prime
minister:—pradhn-yjak, s.m. Chief priest, high priest:—
pra-dhnottam (pradhna+ut˚), adj. Best of the eminent,
eminent, illustrious.
S * ; H pradhnat, s.f. = S * ; H;

measured from the tip of the thumb to that of the
forenger.
S <); Hb8 pra-dean, s.m. Gift, present, bribe; an
oering.
S ); Hb8" pra-dean, Hb.8" pra-dein, s.f. The index
nger, the forenger; the corresponding toe.
S ); Hb8" pra-de, adj. & s.m.=par-des, q.v.s.v. para, par.
S <@ ); H1,@ pra-dyumna, s.m. 'The pre-eminently
mighty-one,' an epithet of Km-dev the god of love (see
parduman).
S ); Hb6 pra-deh, s.m. Plaster, a thick or viscid
ointment, unguent; applying a plaster, unction.
S ; I pararu, s.m. A species of pot-herb, Eclipta

para, par.
S <;  par-dhan, = S 1 ; / ' par-dharm, See s.v.

prostrata.
P ?d; purza, s.m. A scrap (com. of paper), piece, bit,
component part (of); rag, frippery; nap (of cloth); down
(of birds):—purze u n or u -den (-ke), 'To cause to y
to pieces,' to cut to pieces, to hack, to make mince-meat
(of):—purze u n, v.n.To be cut or hacked to pieces, to be
severely wounded:—purze karn (ke) = purze u n, q.v.:—
purze hon (-ke) = purze u n, q.v.
H K;  paras [S. T8],
' s.m. Touch;—(also)=pras-

para, par.
H <;  paridhan, s.m.=par-dhan, and paridhn, qq.v.

patthar, q.v.s.v. pras.
S K; I parus, s.m. Knot, joint (of a cane, or reed, &c.);

S I ; H 
( pra-dhva s, s.m. Utter destruction,

junction.
H K; ,I purus, purs [S. ,I3], s.m. A man; the stature of

pradhnatva, s.m. Pre-eminence, principalship, chiefship,
presidentship, superiority, excellence.
S * ; H; pradhnatva, s.m. = S * ; H
pradhnat, s.f. Pre-eminence, principalship, chiefship,
presidentship, superiority, excellence.
S 1 ; / ' par-dharm, = S <;  par-dhan, See s.v.

annihilation; loss.
S 0 ; H 
( " pra-dhva s, adj. & s.m. Destroying,
annihilating;—a destroyer.
S  ; < pari-dhey, adj. & s.m. Fit or proper to be
worn, wearable;—an under-garment.
S `); H" pra-dp, s.m. A light, lamp, lantern;
splendour, brilliance.
S <L); H" pra-dpan, s.m. Kindling, in aming, igniting,
exciting, &c.; a sort of mineral poison (of a red colour
and caustic in its action).
H I); b par-des, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
S Z); Hb8 pra-de, s.m. Place, spot, region; country,
district, province, foreign country;—a short span

a man (see purush).
S K; , puras (changeable to purah, pura, puro, in
comp.), adv. Before, in front, in advance, in the
presence of:—purah-sar, adj. & s.m. Going in advance,
preceding, leading;—one who goes before, leader,
forerunner, precursor, harbinger, attendant:—puraara, s.m. A preparatory or introductory rite,
preparation; repetition of the name of a deity
accompanied with burnt oerings:—pura- had, s.m. A
species of grass, Imperata cylindrica (syn. ul ):—puras-kr,
s.m. The placing before or in front; preference; showing
respect, treating with honour, distinction, deference;
promotion, advancement; worshipping; consecrating; an

honorary gift:—puras-kr, adj. Placing a thing in front;
advancing, promoting, &c.:—puras-kartt, puras-kartri =
puras-kr, q.v.:—puro-janmat, s.f. Priority of birth:—purojanma, part. adj. Born before;—puro-d, puro-das, s.m. A
sacricial cake of ground rice (usually divided into pieces
and oered in one or more cups); an oblation of gh or
claried butter with cakes of ground meal; a sort of at
ladle or spoon used for placing the cakes in the
sacricial re.
P K; purs [Old P. purs-dan; Pehl. pun-itan; Z. pare; S.
pra h]; part. adj. Asking, inquiring, questioning (used at
the end of comp.).
H B; purs, s.m.=B; pursa, q.v.
H B; , purs [S. ,I3+t], adj. & s.m. Of a man's
height;—the extent of a man's reach with his arms and
ngers extended upwards; a fathom; four cubits.
S  B; H prasd, vulg. parsd, s.m. Clearness,
transparentness, purity; perspicuity; calmness,
tranquillity, repose, composure; serenity of disposition,
good temper; graciousness, propitiousness, favour,
kindness, kind behaviour; a propitiary oering or gift;
boon, blessing; food oered to a god; the remnants of
food presented to an idol, or left by a spiritual teacher,
or by a great personage:—prasd-bhog, adj. Enjoying or
subsisting on favours, &c.;—a pensioner, &c.
S  B; H pra-sdhit, part. Accomplished, nished,
completed, done; ornamented, decorated.
S ( B; H pra-sdhak, adj. & s.m. Accomplishing,
perfecting; decorating, adorning;—one who
accomplishes or perfects; an attendant who dresses his
master.
S < B; H pra-sdhan, s.m. Accomplishing, eecting;
dressing, decking, adorning; ornament, decoration,
embellishment, dress; a comb.
S < B;  pari-sdhan, s.m. Accomplishing,
eecting, bringing to a conclusion; arranging, settling;
determining, ascertaining.
S  B; H" pra-sdhan, s.f. A drug (commonly called
siddhi); a comb.
S  B; H" prasd, adj. Shewing favour, treating with

kindness; oered to idols.
S  B; H prasr, s.m. Going forth, going about,
spreading, extending, extension, expansion, diusion;
going out to forage.
S A B; H pra-srit, part. Moved forwards, held out;
stretched out, expanded, extended, spread, diused; laid
out, exhibited, exposed (for sale).
S  B; H4 pra-sra, s.m. Stretching out, extending,
spreading, diusing, diusion, expanding, expansion;
dispersion of an army in detachments for collecting
forage, &c.; ejection.
S  B; H4" pra-sra, s.f. Spreading; surrounding an
enemy; the dispersing an army by detachments for the
purpose of collecting forage;—a species of creeper,
Pæderia fœtida.
S  B; H" pra-sr, adj. Coming forth, owing forth,
moving on; going along gently, gliding, owing,
creeping; stretching, extending, spreading, expanding.
P B; par-sl, adv. Last year (contrac. of pr-sl, q.v.s.v. P.
pr).
P  B; pursn (imperf. part. of pursdan; see purs), adj. &
s.m. Asking, inquiring, inquisitive; inquirer, &c. (used at
the end of comp., e.g. awl-pursn, 'inquiring after one's
condition.')
S LB; T paras-par (paras, nom. of para+para), adj. &
adv., One another, each other, mutual, reciprocal;
interchanging, interchangeable;—mutually, reciprocally:
—paras-parnumati (˚ra+an˚), s.f. Mutual concurrence or
assent:—paraspar-yuddh, s.m. Civil war; feud:—
parasparopakr (˚ra+up˚), s.m. Mutual assistance or benet;
oensive and defensive alliance:—parasparopakr, s.m.
Ally, associate, helper.
S LB; HTvj& pra-sphu, = H LB; HTvj& pra-sphuit, part.
Cleft open, expanded, blown; manifest, clear, plain,
apparent, evident; divulged, published, spread abroad.
H LB; HTvj& pra-sphuit, = S LB; HTvj& pra-sphu, part.
Cleft open, expanded, blown; manifest, clear, plain,
apparent, evident; divulged, published, spread abroad.
H  &LB; HTv5& pra-sphoit, part. adj.=pra-sphu, q.v.

S  &LB; HTv5& pra-sphoan, s.m. Splitting, falling
asunder; expanding, opening, budding, blooming;
striking, beating; threshing or winnowing corn; a
winnowing basket.
P B; parast [v.n. of parastdan; Z. fra+rt. t: S. pra sth],
adj. & s.m. Adoring, worshipping; devoted (to), attentive
(to);—adorer, worshipper (used as last member of comp.,
e.g. but-parast, s.m. Idol-worshipper, idolater).
H *B; parast [P. parasta], s.m. Any object of worship.
H

*B; HT prastb, s.m.=prastv, q.v.

H ( *B; HT  prastbik, adj.=prastvik, q.v.
P  *B; parastr [parast, q.v.+r], s.m. Adorer, worshipper;
servant, slave.
S  *B; HT prastr, s.m. Strewing about, spreading out,
scattering, spreading; a bed or couch; a thicket or wood
overgrown with grass, a jungle; (in Alg.) an enumeration
of all the possible combinations of certain given
numbers.
P  *B; paristn, vulg. parastn, s.m.=par-stn, q.v.s.v. par.

worship, devotion, observance:—parastish- na,
s.m.=parastish-gh, s.f. Place of worship, church, temple,
mosque.
P ?+ *B; parastanda [parast, q.v.+anda = Zend añ = S. ant],
s.m. Adorer, worshipper; servant.
S &*B; HTR pra-stha, prasth, adj. & s.m. Going to, visiting;
going on a march or journey; stable, rm, solid;
expanding, spread;—a level expanse; table-land on the
top of a mountain; a particular weight and measure of
capacity (equal to four kuavs or forty-eight double
handfuls):—prastha-pushp, s.m. 'Flowering on the
mountain top,' a species of plant, a variety of the tuls or
basil with small leaves.
S ; &*B; HTR pra-sthpit, part. Made to depart, sent
away, dismissed; sent, despatched.
S <; &*B; HTR pra-sthpan, s.m. Causing to depart,
sending away, dismissing, despatching; appointment to
an embassy; using, employing.
H ; &*B; HTR prasthpan, v.t. To appoint, to establish.

S  *B; HT pra-stv, prasto, s.m. Introductory eulogy,

S  &*B; HTR pra-sthn, vulg. parasthn, s.m. Going forth,

introduction, prelude, prologue; beginning,
commencement; mentioning, mention; occasion,
opportunity, time, season.
S  *B; HT  pra-stvik, adj. Suggested by previous

setting out, departure, march, the march of an army or
of an assailant; the rst stage of a march or journey:—
prasthn karn, v.n. To go forth, go away, change (one's)
residence, to set out, depart, march; to send baggage,
&c. on the rst stage of a journey on some propitious
day or moment (=p-turb, q.v.s.v. p).
S &*B; H.TR pra-sthit, part. Set forth, set out, departed,

mention; suited to the occasion, appropriate, well-timed,
apropos, opportune, seasonable; occasional.
S  *B; HT  pra-stvan, vulg. praston, s.f. Causing
to be praised; causing to mention or to speak of;
introduction, commencement, preface, exordium;
prologue.
S *B; HT, pra-stut, part. Praised, eulogized,

gone.
H *B; parast (from parast), s.f. Adoration, worship (used
in comp.).
S + B; H- pra-siddh, part. adj. Well-known, noted,

panegyrized; proposed, propounded, declared; said,
mentioned; ready, prepared; accomplished, done.
S *B; HT pra-star, s.m. A at surface, level, plain; stone,

famous, notorious, renowned, celebrated; accomplished,
eected; established; adorned, ornamented.
S + B; H.- pra-siddhi, s.f. Accomplishment, success,

rock; precious stone, gem (=patthar); a handful or bundle
of kua grass used at sacrices; a bunch of owers; a bed,
&c. (=prastr, q.v.):—prastar-may, adj. Composed of stone
or rock, stony, rocky.
P Z*B; parastish [parast, q.v.+ish = Zend she], s.f. Adoration,

attainment; celebrity, fame, notoriety; ornament,
decoration.
S B;  pari-sar, s.m. Standing-place, position, site;
verge, border, proximity, neighbourhood, environs,
ground on the border of a river or mountain, or
contiguous to a town, &c.; width, breadth, extent,

dimension.
H 1 B; / paras-rm, s.m.=parau-rm, q.v.s.v. parau.
S B; Hk pra-srv, s.m. Flowing, dropping; urine
(=peshb).
H 1 B; k/ pari-sram, s.m.=pari-ram, q.v.
P ZB; pursish [rt. of purs-dan+ish = Zend she; Pehl.
punashn; Z. frashn; S. prana], s.f. Asking, questioning,
interrogating, inquiring, inquiry (generally after health).
S  B; ,T puras-kr, s.m. See s.v. puras.
S B; H= pra-sakta, part. adj. Attached (to), united
(to), in contact (with), connected (with); cleaving (to),
adhering (to); devoted (to), wrapped up (in, -me );
engaged (in), applied (to), used, employed; attained,
obtained, gained; continual, constant, eternal,
everlasting;—adv. Continually, incessantly, eternally.
S B; H.= pra-saki, s.f. Adherence or attachment
(to), adhesion, devotion (to); addiction (to),
engagedness.
S  + B; HT.B pra-skandik, s.f. = S + B; HTB praskandan, s.m. Diarrhœa, dysentery.
S + B; HTB pra-skandan, s.m. = S  + B; HT.B

elated:—prasanna rakhn (-ko), To keep (one) pleased, to
give satisfaction (to):—prasanna karn (-ko), To give
pleasure (to), to please, rejoice; to be pleased with, to
like:—prasanna-mukh, adj. & s.m. 'Placid-countenanced,'
having a pleased or approving countenance, agreeablelooking, looking pleased, smiling:—prasann hon (-se), To
be pleased (with), to like; to approve (of), to acquiesce
(in).
H B;  parasn (see parast), v.t. To adore, worship.
H B;  parasn [S. T8"(
'
], v.t. To touch.
S + %B; @ B par-sambandh, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
S *B; HB pra-sannat, = H $ *B; HB pra-sannat,
s.f. Brightness, clearness, purity; acquiescence, pleasure,
goodwill, favour, kindness, propitiousness, good humour,
cheerfulness.
H $ *B; HB pra-sannat, = S *B; HB pra-sannat,
s.f. Brightness, clearness, purity; acquiescence, pleasure,
goodwill, favour, kindness, propitiousness, good humour,
cheerfulness.
H 0B; H( pra-sa s, s.f.=pra-ans, q.v.
S &B; (Z pari-sa khy, s.f. An exhaustive

pra-skandik, s.f. Diarrhœa, dysentery.
S ; @ B; /Q pari-sampt, part. Fully completed,

enumeration; recapitulation; reckoning.
S A &B; (Z pari-sa khyt, part. adj. Counted,

completely nished, entirely done.
S ; @ B; /.Q pari-sampti, s.f. Entire completion,

reckoned up; enumerated, specied exclusively.
S ^B; H($ pra-sang, vulg. ($ parsang, s.m.

end, conclusion.
S <; @ B; / pari-sampan, s.m. The act of nishing

Adherence, attachment (to), devotion (to); connection,
union, association, intercourse, coition, illicit
intercourse; connected reasoning or argument;
mention; discourse, subject, topic, tenour, incident, the
case as stated, treatise, section of a book; contingency,
case, event; conjuncture, occasion, opportunity,
circumstances, time; introduction, insertion; mention (of
parents):—prasang-sangat, s.f. Conversation, intercourse.
S B; H pra-sav, s.m. Bringing forth or bearing young,

completely; entire completion (=pari-sampti).
S A@ B; HT/ pra-smriti,
 s.f. Forgetting; forgetfulness.
H <@ B; H/ pra-saman, s.m.=pra-aman, q.v.
S + L @ B; T³ parasmai-pad, s.m. The active or
transitive verb (in Sanskrit grammar).
S <B; HB pra-sanna, prasann, vulg. parsan, part. adj.
Clear, bright, pellucid, limpid, pure; soothed, composed,
conciliated, propitiated, pleased, gratied (with, -se),
delighted, rejoiced; ourishing; willing; gracious,
propitious, kind (to, -par), kindly disposed (towards),
favourable, complacent:—prasanna- itt, adj. Delighted,

childbirth, parturition (=pras ti), labour; ospring, young,
progeny, posterity; ower, blossom; fruit:—prasavbandhan, s.m. The foot-stalk of a leaf or ower, the leafstalk or peduncle:—prasav-grih,
 s.m. A lying-in chamber, a
lying-in hospital:—prasav hon, v.n. To be delivered (of
young).

S B; H0 pra-s , s.f. A mother; a mare; a spreading

H B;  parsiy [S. 8,+t], s.m. Reaping hook,

creeper; the plantain.
S A B; H0 pras t, vulg. pars t, part. & s.m. Procreated,

sickle.
P  E  B; parsiywushn, s.m. The herb maiden-hair, Pteris

begotten; brought forth, born, produced, grown;
bringing forth;—the whites, uor albus.
S A B; H0 pra-s ti, vulg. pras t, s.f. Bringing forth, &c.

lunulata.
S <@ B; "/ pari-sman, s.m. = S @ B; "/ pari-

(=pra-sav, q.v.).
S A B; H  pra-savat, adj. & s.m. Bringing forth,
bearing, puerperal;—a parent.
S Y B; H0 pra-s t, vulg. pars t, s.f. A woman who has
brought forth a child, a woman recently delivered, a
lying-in woman.
S Y B; H  pra-savit, = S Y B; H  pra-savitri, s.m.
Procreator, generator, father, parent; ancestor.
S Y B; H  pra-savitri, = S Y B; H  pra-savit, s.m.
Procreator, generator, father, parent; ancestor.
S Y B; H0 pra-s tik, s.f. A woman who has had a
child; a woman recently delivered (=pras t).
H 2 Y B; ,5\/ pursottam, parsotam, s.m. See s.v. purush.
H Y B; H " prasavat, M" parsaut = S * B; H B"
prasavant s.f. A woman in labour (=pras t, also written
pras t).
S * B; H B" prasavant = H Y B; H " prasavat,
M"parsaut s.f. A woman in labour (=pras t, also
written pras t).
H 1  B; 0/ pars -rm, s.m. = parau-rm, q.v.s.v.
parau.
S  B; H  pra-savak, s.m. The tree Buchanania latifolia
(=piyl).
S  B; H0 pra-s n, part. & s.m. Produced, born; ower;
bud, blossom; fruit.
H  B;  parso , pars

[S. +:], adv. The second

day before or after the present; the day before
yesterday; the day after to-morrow.
S  B; H " pra-sav, adj. & s.m.=prasavat, q.v.
P B; pursa (see purs), s.m. Kind inquiry, condolence (in
cases of death, &c.):—pursa den (-ko), To oer
condolence, to condole (with).

sm, s.f. Boundary, border, extreme term or limit.
S @ B; "/ pari-sm, s.f. = S <@ B; "/ pari-sman,
s.m. Boundary, border, extreme term or limit.
S D ; 8 para, s.m. A species of gem.
H D ; 8 para, s.m.=paras, q.v.
S D ; I3 parush, adj. & s.m. Rough, rugged, uneven;
shaggy; keen, piercing (as the wind); harsh, discordant;
hard, unkind, cruel, stern, severe, churlish; abusive,
contumelious; coarse, gross;—unkind, harsh, or
contumelious speech, abuse;—a species of Barleria with
blue owers, Barleria prionitis; the tree Xylocarpus
granatum.
S D ; 8, parau, paru, vulg. parsu, s.m. Hatchet, axe,
battle-axe:—parau-rm, paru-rm, vulg. parsu-rm, parasrm, s.m. 'Rma with the axe,' an epithet of Rma, son of
the saint Jamad-agni (the rst of the three renowned
Rmas and the sixth avatr or descent of the deity
Vish u, who appeared in the world for the purpose of
repressing the tyranny and punishing the violence of
the Kshatriya or military caste; he seems to typify the
tribe of Brhmas and their contests with the Kshatriyas:
he was a contemporary of the principal Rma the son of
Daarath):—paru-ghar, vulg. parsu-ghar, s.m.=parau-rm.
S D ; ,I3 purush, s.m. Man (collectively or individually),
mankind; a man, human being; a male; person; the
height, stature, or measure of a man (=purus, purs, q.v.);
the soul and original source of the universe; the human
soul or spirit; the Supreme Spirit or Soul of the universe,
Supreme Being, God:—purushdhikr (˚sha+adh˚), s.m.
Manly oce or duty, the proper function or sphere of a
man:—purushdham (˚sha+adh˚), s.m. 'Lowest or vilest of
men,' a low or base person, vile man, an outcast:—
purushrth (˚sha+artha), s.m. Any object of human pursuit;
any one of the four objects or aims of man or of the soul
(viz. km or the gratication of desire; arth or the

acquisition of wealth; dharm or the discharge of duty;
moksh or nal emancipation); human eort or exertion:
—purush (˚sha+˚), s.m. Man-eater, cannibal, a rkshas:
—purushntar (˚sha+an˚), s.m. Another or succeeding
generation; another who is a man (a mere man); a
treaty stipulating that the aairs of the one party shall
be settled by warriors selected from both parties:—
purushnukram (˚sha+anu˚), s.m. Lineal succession:—
purushyu (˚sha+yu), s.m.f. Duration of a man's life, age
of man, life or lifetime of man, human existence:—
purush-bodhak, adj. (in Gram.) Masculine:—purush-bhv,
s.m. The special disposition of males;—purush-jt, s.m.
The male sex, men:—purush-dvesh, adj. & s.m. Manhating, misanthropic; ill-tempered; fractious;—manhater, misanthrope:—purush-dveshi , s.f. An ill-tempered
or fractious woman:—purush-dhan, s.m. Property
belonging to the man or husband (opp. to str-dhan, 'the
wife's property):—purush-si h, s.m. Lion of a man, brave
man, hero; an eminent man:—purush-s kta, s.m. Name
of the ninetieth hymn of the tenth Maal of the Rigveda (this celebrated hymn, in which the soul or original
source of the universe is described, is supposed to be
comparatively modern in its diction and allusions):—
purush-kr, s.m. Any act of man, manly act, human eort
or exertion (com. opp. to fate); manhood, virility; eort,
exertion; care:—purush-kesar, s.m. Man-lion, &c.=purushsi h, q.v.:—purush-gm, s.m. A sodomite:—purush-gaman,
s.m. Sodomy:—purush-mtra, adj. Of the height or
measure of a man:—purush-mukh, adj. Having the face of
a man:—purush-may, adj. Abounding in males:—purushv ak, adj. Indicating or belonging to the masculine
gender;—purush-v  sarvnm, s.m. (in Gram.) A personal
pronoun:—purushottam (˚sha+ut˚), s.m. Best of men, an
excellent or superior man; the highest being, Supreme
Spirit, an epithet of Vish u or Krish a:—purush-varjit,
adj. Destitute of human beings, desolate:—purush-va ,
adj. Of or belonging to the race of men.
H E ; ,I3 purush [S. ,I3t pl. of purusha], s.m. pl.
People of old, the ancients; the fathers, ancestors,
predecessors:—purushtmya (sh:+t˚), purush-tan,
s.m.=purush:—purush-log, s.m. Idem.

S ] E ; 8 pari-p, s.m. Cursing, reviling, anathema.
H  E ; H8 prad, 8 pard, s.m.=pra-sd, q.v.
S *B E ; H8T pra-st, s.m. Director, ruler, governor,
king.
S <B E ; H8 pra-san, s.m. Governing, ruling;
dominion, government; enjoining, enacting.
S & E ; H8L pra-kh, = S & E ; H8.L pra-khik,
s.f. A small branch, a twig.
S & E ; H8.L pra-khik, = S & E ; H8L pra-kh,
s.f. A small branch, a twig.
S  E ; H8B pra-nt, part. Tranquillized, composed,
quieted, calmed, calm; tamed, subdued; peaceful:—
prant-tm, adj. 'Tranquil-souled,' composed in mind,
peaceful, calm, serene.
S  E ; H8.B pra-nti, s.f. Tranquillization; tranquillity
of mind, calm, quiet, pacication, composure, rest,
peace.
H `E ; H8 praab, s.m.=pra-sav, q.v.
S *E ; ,I3 purushat, s.f. = S *E ; ,I3; purushatva, s.m.
Manhood, virility; manliness, valour, prowess; the state
of man, manly nature or property.
S *E ; ,I3; purushatva, s.m. = S *E ; ,I3 purushat, s.f.
Manhood, virility; manliness, valour, prowess; the state
of man, manly nature or property.
S D ; 9 prisha,
prish,

 part. Asked, inquired,
questioned, interrogated, demanded.
S D ; H9 prash, adj. & s.m. Asking, demanding; asker,
inquirer, questioner, interrogator.
S D ; c prishha,
prishh,
s.m. The back; the hinder


part of anything, the rear; the upper side, uppermost
part, surface (see ph):—prishha-dr
ishi,
s.m. 'Looking


backwards,' a bear.
S D ; Hc prashha, prashh, adj. & s.m. Standing in front,
preceding, prior; chief, principal, best;—leader,
conductor, chief.
S D ; Hc" prashh, s.f. The wife of a leader or chief.
S + &:E ; ,+ pura- had, s.m. See s.v. puras.
S + E ; 3 pari-shad, s.f. Assembly, meeting, audience,

congregation, council.
S + E ; 8,- pari-uddha, part. Completely cleansed,
cleaned, puried; acquitted, discharged; cleared o, paid.
S 1 E ; 8,/ parau-rm, s.m. See s.v. parau.
S E ; YB pari-rnt, part. Thoroughly fatigued,
worn out, exhausted, wearied.
S E ; Y.B pari-rnti, s.f. Fatigue, exhaustion;
labour, toil, trouble, distress.
S 1 E ; Y/ pari-ram, vulg. pari-sram, s.m. Fatigue,
distress; fatiguing occupation, labour, exertion, eort,
endeavour, toil, pains, trouble; industry:—pariram karn,
v.n. To labour, &c.
S a E ; Y/" pari-ram, adj. Active, industrious,
energetic, laborious, painstaking.
S 0E ; H8T pra-ast, part. adj. Praised, commended,
eulogized, extolled; laudable, commendable, admirable,
excellent, good, best; happy; well; right.
S 0E ; H8.T pra-asti, s.f. Praise, eulogy, fame
excellence, eminence.
S **0E ; H8T pra-astat, s.f. = S **0E ; H8T; praastatva, s.m. Goodness, excellence, eminence.
S **0E ; H8T; pra-astatva, s.m. = S **0E ; H8T praastat, s.f. Goodness, excellence, eminence.
S ZE ; .89 pari-ish, part. adj. & s.m. Left,
remaining; nished;—a supplement, appendix.
S  E ; l parishkr, s.m. Adorning, ornament,
decoration, embellishment; nishing; polishing,
cleaning, purication (by essential rites); initiation; the
repairing a building.
S AE ; l> parishkrit, part. Prepared, equipped;
highly nished, polished; adorned, decorated,
embellished; cleansed, scoured, puried (by initiatory
rites):—parishkrit-bh
mi, s.f. An altar or ground prepared

for a sacrice.
S <@ E ; H8/ pra-saman, s.m. Tranquillizing, pacifying,
calming; the disbursement of wealth; securing; killing,
destroying, destruction, slaughter.
S <E ; . prini, adj. Variegated, party-coloured,

dappled, piebald, speckled, spotted; manifold, diverse,
various:—prini-par,
s.f. 'Having variegated leaves,' the

plant Hemionitis cordifolia.
S <E ; H prana, pran, s.m. Inquiry, question, demand; a
problem for calculation:—pran-d t, s.f. Riddle, enigma,
perplexing or enigmatical question:—pran-kartt, s.m.
Inquirer, asker:—pran karn (-se), To put a question (to),
to ask, inquire (of), to make inquiry:—pran-lip, s.f. (in
Law) Interrogatories:—pran-v ak-sarvnm, s.m. An
interrogative pronoun:—pranottar (˚na+ut˚), s.m.
Question and answer; catechism; discussion,
controversy.
S 0E ; H8( pra-a s, s.f. Praise, commendation,
panegyric, eulogy, encomium, applause, attery; fame,
reputation, glory:—praa s karn (-k), To praise,
eulogize, bestow encomium (on), to laud, extol,
panegyrize:—praansrth (˚s+ar˚), adj. & s.m. Desirous of
approval, &c.; a seeker of approval, or fame, or
notoriety:—praans-kr, adj. & s.m. Praising, eulogizing,
&c.; an encomiast, panegyrist, atterer:—prasans-yogya,
adj. Deserving praise, &c.=praansanya, q.v.
S 0E ; H8( pra-a sit, part. Praised, commended,
eulogized, extolled, applauded.
S (0E ; H8( pra-a sak, adj. & s.m. Praising,
commending, eulogizing, &c.;—encomiast, atterer, &c.
S <0E ; H8( pra-a san, s.m. Praising, eulogizing, &c.
H 0E ; H8( praa sn, v.t. To praise, &c.=praa s karn,
q.v.s.v. praa s.
S  0E ; H8(" pra-a sanya, part. adj. To be praised or
commended, praiseworthy, laudable, commendable.
S 0E ; H8(" pra-a s, adj. & s.m.=praa sak, q.v.
S E ; . prinik,
s f. The aquatic plant Pistia

stratiotes (=pran).
S  E ; 8(" pari-a kanya, part. adj. To be doubted
or distrusted; to be feared or apprehended.
S E ; H" pran, s.f.=prinik,
q.v.

S 2 Y E ; ,I35\/ purushottam, vulg. pursotam, parsotam, s.m.
See s.v. purush.
S  E ; 85 pari-odh, = S < E ; 85 pari-odhan,

s.m. Cleansing, purifying; correcting; purication;
justication; retaliation; paying, discharging a debt,
quittance.
S < E ; 85 pari-odhan, = S  E ; 85 pari-odh,
s.m. Cleansing, purifying; correcting; purication;
justication; retaliation; paying, discharging a debt,
quittance.
S K E ; : para-vas, par-vas, adv. See s.v. para, par;
and see also parso .
S D E ; 853 pari-osh, s.m. Becoming completely dried
up, dryness, desiccation, evaporation.
S E ; ,I3" purush (see purush), s.f. A woman, a female.
S Z E ; ¶3 pari-esh, s.m. Remnant, remains,
remainder, residue, rest; conclusion, completion,
termination.
S  ; = prikk,
s.f. A species of leguminous plant,

Trigonella corniculata.
H 5  ; * par-kj, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
P   ; parkr, s.m. A pair of compasses (=pargr).
P   ; pur-kr, adj. See s.v. pur 'full.'
S   ; H pra-kr, vulg. parkr, s.m. Kind, sort, species;
way, mode, manner, method, fashion; similitude;
dierence; speciality:—prakrntara (˚ra+an˚), s.m. Another
method or sort;—adv. In another way:—prakr-v ak, adj.
(in Gram.) Expressive of kind, quality, or manner.
P   ; parkr, adj. Made or done with compasses.
P   ; pur-kr, s.f. See s.v. pur.
H K  ; H pra-ks,  parks, s.m. See pra-k.
S D  ; H8 pra-k, adj. & s.m. Visible, manifest, clear,
evident; open, public, conspicuous; noted, renowned,
famous, notorious; illumined, bright, shining;—clearness,
brightness, brilliance, lustre, splendour; light, daylight,
sunshine; display, pomp, grandeur; manifestation,
appearance, revelation, publicity, disclosure, elucidation;
expansion, diusion;—adv. Openly, publicly, manifestly,
aloud:—prak pn, v.n. To obtain publicity, to come to
light, to transpire, to obtain notoriety:—prak karn (-k),
To make known, to disclose, reveal, declare;—prak karn
(-ko), To illumine, make manifest, display; to indicate,

point out, make clear:—prak-mn, adj. Becoming
manifest, appearing, bright, brilliant, splendid, radiant:—
prak hon, To be manifest; to be illumined, be
elucidated:—prak-hn, adj. Destitute of light, &c. (see
prak).
S E  ; H.8 pra-kit, part. adj. (f. -), Become visible,
brought to light, visible, manifest, apparent, evident;
displayed, unfolded, discovered; illumined, enlightened,
elucidated; published, promulgated.
S *E  ; H8 pra-kat, s.f. = S *E  ; H8; prakatva, s.m. Brightness, brilliance, splendour,
luminousness; appearance, manifestation, visibility;
celebrity, renown, fame.
S *E  ; H8; pra-katva, s.m. = S *E  ; H8 prakat, s.f. Brightness, brilliance, splendour,
luminousness; appearance, manifestation, visibility;
celebrity, renown, fame.
S (E  ; H8 pra-kak, vulg. prakik, adj. & s.m. Clear,
bright, shining, brilliant, enlightened; illuminating,
luminous; making apparent or manifest, disclosing,
discovering, publishing; explaining, elucidating;—the
giver of light,' the sun; an illustrator, expounder;
publisher; discoverer.
S *E  ; H8 pra-kakat, s.f. = S *E  ; H8;
pra-kakatva, s.m. The property of displaying or
manifesting; luminousness, radiance (=pra-kat).
S *E  ; H8; pra-kakatva, s.m. = S *E  ; H8
pra-kakat, s.f. The property of displaying or
manifesting; luminousness, radiance (=pra-kat).
S <E  ; H8 pra-kan, s.m. Illuminating, giving light;
making known, making clear or manifest, bringing to
light; showing, pointing out.
H E  ; H8 pra-kn, v.t. To illumine, &c., see prakan; and prak karn, s.v. prak.
S E  ; H8" pra-k, adj. & s.m.=pra-kak, q.v.
S  E  ; H pra-kya, part. adj. To be illuminated or
enlightened; to be brought to light, to be made manifest;
—s.m. Clearness, &c.=pr-kya, q.v.
H  ; ! parkl, s.m.=P. parkr, q.v.

H "  ; ! parkl [S.  or +J/!t], s.m. A

S  ; H pra-kar (rt. kr), s.m. Heap, multitude, quantity,

stair, ladder, steps (syn. zna).
P !  ; parkla, s.m. A spark; a pane of glass.
H   ;  parkn [S. Hef], s.m. A trunnion.

plenty; aloe-wood, Agallochum;—(rt. kri), Aid, assistance,
friendship; usage, custom.
S A ; H> pra-krit, part. Made, accomplished,

H   ;  parkn (see par n), v.t. To habituate,

completed; original; genuine, real, true,
just, right, accurate, proper:—prakritrth
(˚ta+ar˚), adj.

Having the original sense; real, true.
S A ; H> pra-kriti,
 vulg. prakrit, s.f. The original or

accustom, familiarize.
S   ; Hef pra-k, vulg. parkn, s.m. The stem or
trunk of a tree; a branch, shoot; anything excellent of its
kind; excellence; happiness.
S L ; Hj pra-kupit, part. Moved, agitated; very
angry, enraged, incensed.
S  ; .= prikti,
 s.f. Contact, touch, contiguity.
S &* ; R pari-kath, s.f. Work of ction, tale, story.
S ; &
 parka, s.m. A heron.
S ; H& pra-ka, vulg. parka, adj. Evident, clear,
manifest, apparent, obvious, visible; unfolded, displayed,
open; public, issued out, commonly known, undisguised:
—praka karn, v.t. To make evident, make known, to
bring to light, divulge, disclose (=prak karn):—praka
hon, v.n. To become manifest; to appear, &c.
S ; H& pra-kait, part. Manifested, evident,
apparent; unfolded, displayed, opened, expanded;
publicly proclaimed or exhibited.
S  ; H& pra-kaat, s.f. = S  ; H&; pra-kaava,
s.m. Visibility, apparency, manifestation, clearness,
publicity.
S  ; H&; pra-kaava, s.m. = S  ; H& pra-kaat,
s.f. Visibility, apparency, manifestation, clearness,
publicity.
H  ; H& prakan, v.n.=praka hon, q.v.s.v. pra-ka.
S ; H&" praka (in comp.)=praka:—praka-krit, part.
Made visible or manifest, manifested, brought to light,
unfolded, displayed.
S ; &"
 parka, parkka, s.f. The waved-leaved gtree, Ficus infectoria (com. called pka ).
S  ;  pari-kar, s.m. Attendants, dependants,
followers, retinue, train; girdle, girth, zone, sash, a cloth
worn round the loins; a bed.

natural form (of anything), natural condition or state,
original, primary substance; cause, original source;
origin, extraction, descent; nature, character,
constitution, disposition, habit, temper, temperament;
rule, scheme, paradigm, pattern, model, standard; (in
philosophy) the evolver of all material appearances, the
originant or original source of the material world; (in
Myth.) a goddess, the personied will of the Supreme in
the creation (identied with My or Illusion, and in an
especial manner the prototype of the female sex); (in
Gram.) the crude or elementary form of a word, an
unin ected word; (in Arith.) a coecient, multiplier; (in
Anat.) temperament, the predominance of one of the
humours at the time of generation;—the constituent
elements of a State; a king's ministers; the subjects of a
king, citizens, artizans, &c. (In some systems of Hind
philosophy prakriti is considered the same with the
Supreme Being):—prakriti-taral,
adj. Naturally changeful,

volatile, ckle; dissolute, voluptuous:—prakriti-j
 n, vulg.
prakriti-gyn,
s.m. The knowledge of nature, &c. (see

iti-stha,
adj. Being in the original or
prakriti):—prakr


natural state, natural, genuine, unmixed, unadulterated;
healthy, in good health; inherent, innate; bare, stripped
of everything.
S *Y ; H> pra-kritat,
s.f. = S *Y ; H>; pra-kritatva,


s.m. Inchoate state or condition; genuineness, realness,
truth, accuracy, propriety.
S *Y ; H>; pra-kritatva,
s.m. = S *Y ; H> pra-kritat,


s.f. Inchoate state or condition; genuineness, realness,
truth, accuracy, propriety.
H Y ; H>" pra-krit,
 s.f.=prakriti,
 q.v.
S D  ; H3' pra-karsh, s.m. Pre-eminence, excellence,

distinction, superiority; intensity (of good qualities,
merit, &c.); protractedness, length; (in Gram.) the eect
of the prex pra upon roots.
S D  ; H>9 pra-krisha,
pra-krish,

 part. adj. Drawn forth,
drawn out, protracted, lengthy; pre-eminent, superior,
distinguished, excellent, exalted; prominent, chief,
principal.
S  D  ; H>9 pra-krishat,
s.f. = S  D  ; H>9; pra
krishatva,
s.m. Transcendent excellence, pre-eminence,

superiority.
S  D  ; H>9; pra-krishatva,
s.m. = S  D  ; H>9 pra
s.f. Transcendent excellence, pre-eminence,
krishat,

superiority.
S 1  ; HJ/ pra-kram, s.m. Step, stride, pace; striding
forwards, stepping; proceeding, going; commencement,
beginning; paragraph, section (syn. dafa); leisure,
opportunity; relation, proportion.
S a  ; J/ pari-kram, s.f. Walking round or about;
circuit, circumambulation; the going round a person or
an idol to the right as an indication of reverence
(=pradakshi); (in Astron.) revolving, revolution; a
covered way round a temple:—pari-kram den, pari-kram
karn, pari-kram len (-k), To walk round a person, or an
idol, by way of adoration, &c. (=pradakshi karn); to go
round, make a circuit.
S  ; H4 pra-kara, s.m. Treatment, discussion,

follows; a short interlude in a drama; a kind of song.
S ) ; HJ pra-kriy, s.f. Manner, way; rite, observance;
(in Gram.) rules for the in ection of words; elevation,
dignity; bearing royal insignia.
S !  ; Hd.! pra-kshlit, part. Washed, cleaned;
puried, expiated.
S <!  ; Hd! pra-kshlan, s.m. Washing o, cleansing,
cleaning, purifying; bathing; the expiation of a crime.
H  ; d pariksh, s.f.=parksh, q.v.
S L ; H.dQ pra-kshipt, part. Thrown, cast, ung.
H  ; .d pari-kshit, s.m.=parkshit, q.v.
S <&  ; Hd5#4 pra-kshobha, s.m. Agitating, exciting.
S `  ; Hd< pra-kshep, = S <L  ; Hd<4 pra-kshepa, s.m.
Throwing, casting forth or forward, projecting; throw,
cast.
S <L  ; Hd<4 pra-kshepa, = S `  ; Hd< pra-kshep, s.m.
Throwing, casting forth or forward, projecting; throw,
cast.
S *  ; para-kshetra, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
S <  ; Hd"4 pra-ksh, part. Decayed, wasting.
S L# ; . pari-kalpit, part. Made, invented;
contrived, arranged, devised; found out; forged.
S Z# ; n8 pari-kli, s.m. Vexation, trouble.
S Z# ; n9 pari-klish, part. Vexed, annoyed, sorely

expounding, explanation; subject, topic, province,
department; section, chapter, book, paragraph;
introduction, prologue, prelude; opportunity, occasion;
event, circumstance, occurrence, aair; relation; a
poetical ction or poem (in which the story and principal
persons are wholly imaginary); a place of pausing or of
stopping.
S  ; H4" pra-kara, s.f. A drama of the same

troubled, pained, harassed.
P 2  ; parkam, adj. Become useless; reduced to nothing;
out of employ, idle.
H @  ; @/ parkamm, s.f.=pari-kram, q.v.

character as the prakara, but of less extent.
S  ; J pari-kray, s.m. Redemption, purchasing

trembling, violent motion; wind, air; name of a hell.
S L@  ; H@" pra-kamp, adj. Trembling, shaking, moving

back, buying o; giving up a part of a treasure to
preserve the rest.
S  ; H" pra-kar, s.f. An episodical incident or

to and fro (=prakampa-mn).
H  ;  parakn (see para n), v.n. To become

interlude inserted in a drama to explain that which

S `@  ; H@ pra-kamp, s.m. Trembling, shivering,
quaking, violent motion:—prakampa-mn, adj. Trembling
violently, shaking.
S <L@  ; H@ pra-kampan, s.m. Causing to tremble; great

habituated or accustomed (to), to acquire a habit.

H  ;  parakn, v.t.=parakhn, q.v.
S ]  ; H5 pra-kop, s.m. Eervescence, ebullition;
excitement, emotion, violent anger, wrath, rage, fury;
irritation, provocation.
S ;  ; H5 pra-kopit, part. Irritated, provoked,

and approves money, money-tester, assayer, banker;
tester, inspector, examiner, prover.
H & ; .L parakhiy, vulg. parakhy, Lh parkhaiy.
= H & ; L" parkh [S. "d], s.m. One who examines

incensed, enraged.
S <;  ; H5 pra-kopan, s.m. Exciting, irritating,

and approves money, money-tester, assayer, banker;
tester, inspector, examiner, prover.
S A & ; Z pari-khyt, part. adj. Regarded as; called,

provoking.
H   ; 5& parko [S. +{&+t], s.m. A barrier, a

named; celebrated, famous (=pra-khyt).
S A & ; HZ pra-khyt, part. adj. Celebrated, renowned,

wall round a town.
H & ; L parakh [S. "d], s.f. Inspection,

famous, noted, notorious; pleased, happy.
S A & ; Z pari-khyti, s.f. Reputation, fame

examination, test, trial, proof, experiment; scrutiny;
discrimination, judgment.
H & ; ,IL purukh, purakh, s.m.=purush, q.v.

(=prakhyti).
S A & ; HZ pra-khyti, s.f. Perceptibility; publicity;

H & ; ,IL purukh, ,L purkh, s.m. A man (=purush);

notoriety, celebrity, fame; praise, eulogium.
S  & ; HZ pra-khyn, s.m. Perception, the being

an old man, elder; ancestor, forefather, progenitors
(=purush):—purkhe, s.m. Ancestors, forefathers, &c.; the
ancients, the patriarchs.
S & ; L pari-kh, s.f. Moat, ditch, trench or fosse

known; publicity, &c. (=prakhyti, q.v.).
H  & ;  parkher [S. "d++t], s.m.=par-khaiy,

round a town or fort.
H  & ; L parkhn (caus. of parakhn), v.t. To cause

S  ; " paraky, s.f. The mistress or wife or

to be inspected; to cause to inspect; to have or get (a
thing) tested, tried, or proved; to examine, test, try,
prove (=parakhn).
H  & ; L " parkhwan, s.f.=parkh, q.v.
H $ & ; L parkh, s.f. Examining, testing, assaying;
the price paid for assaying, &c.
S & ; HL pra-khar, adj. & s.m. Very hot or acrid, biting,
pungent; very hard or rough;—iron armour, &c.=pkhar,
q.v.
H & ; L parakhn (see parakh), v.t. To examine,
prove, try, test, assay:—parakhne-wl, s.m.=parkhaiya, q.v.
H & ; L parakhn, v.t. To get, obtain, secure.
H  & ; L  parakhwn, v.t.=parkhn, q.v.
H $ & ; L  parakhw, s.f.=parkh, q.v.
H & ; L" parkh [S. "d], = H & ; .L parakhiy,
vulg. parakhy, Lh parkhaiy. s.m. One who examines

q.v.
H  ; " pirk [S. &], s.f. Boil; sore (=phu iy).
another.
S A  ; H" pra-krti, s.f. Celebration; praise; fame,
celebrity; declaration, mention.
S Y  ; H" pra-krtit, part. Announced, proclaimed;
pronounced, declared, mentioned, stated; called, named;
explained; revealed; renowned, celebrated.
S <Y  ; H"
' pra-krtan, s.m. Announcing, proclaiming;
pronouncing aloud; praising aloud, lauding, extolling.
S   ; H"4' pra-kr, part. adj. & s.m. Scattered, strewed;
spread abroad, spread, diused, published, promulgated;
—a confused mass; a miscellany; chapter, section,
division of a book; a aur or y- ap, &c.=pra-krak, q.v.
S (  ; H"4
' pra-krak, adj. Scattered about, &c.=prakr, q.v.;—s.m. A aur, the tail of the Bos gruniens used as
a fan or y- ap and as an ornament for horses; a
section or division of a book; (in Law) decision, decree.
S   ; " para-kya, parkya, adj. Belonging to another
(see parakiy).

H '; $' parg [S. H+$t, rt. $/], s.m. Step, stride, pace.
S Y X ; H$ pra-gt, = S Y X ; H$ pra-gtri, s.m. A singer.
S Y X ; H$ pra-gtri, = S Y X ; H$ pra-gt, s.m. A singer.
P  X ; pargr, s.m. A pair of compasses (=parkr);
household furniture; worldly things; a collar or necklace.
P  X ; pargr, s.f. Work done with compasses.
H  X ; H$i pra-g h [S. H$©], adj. & s.m. Much,
excessive; hard, dicult; hard, rm, steady; serious;—
pain, privation, penance.
H  X ; H$i pra-g hata (S. pra-ghat), s.f. = H  X ;
H$i; pra-g hatva (S. pra-ghatva), s.m. Abundance,
excessiveness; hardness, diculty; rmness, steadiness;
seriousness.
H  X ; H$i; pra-g hatva (S. pra-ghatva), s.m. = H
 X ; H$i pra-g hata (S. pra-ghat), s.f. Abundance,
excessiveness; hardness, diculty; rmness, steadiness;
seriousness.
H K X ; $ pargs, = H B X ; $ pargs, s.m.
(Prov.)=prak, q.v.
H B X ; $ pargs, = H K X ; $ pargs, s.m.
(Prov.)=prak, q.v.
S a X ; H$/" pra-gm, adj. & s.m. Setting out, being
about to depart; one who is about to depart.
P ? X ; pargh, s.m. Sticks and straw; anything worthless,
rubbish.
S ) X ; H$" pra-gy, adj. & s.m. Singing;—a singer.
H '; H$& praga, $& parga, adj.=praka, q.v.
H  '; H$& pragaat, = H  '; H$& pragan, See
prakaat; and prakan.
H  '; H$& pragan, = H  '; H$& pragaat, See
prakaat; and prakan.
S ?X ; m6 pari-grah, s.m. Laying hold (of), seizing,
grasping; taking, accepting, receiving, acceptance;
surrounding, encircling; embracing; taking possession
(of); possession, property; choosing, selecting; taking a
wife, marrying, marriage; a wife, a husband; honouring,
favouring; reverence, homage; grace, favour, patronage;
apprehending, understanding, comprehension;

undertaking, performing; subjugation; dominion;
adherents, dependants, attendants, train, suite; family,
household; a house, abode; root, origin.
S <X ; Hm64 pra-graha, s.m. Taking, seizing, holding,
assuming; shutting up, conning; the commencement of
an eclipse.
S &%#X ; H$# pra-galbha, adj. Bold, condent; resolute,
energetic; prompt, ready; spirited, courageous, brave,
intrepid, daring; audacious, proud, arrogant; strong,
able; impudent, shameless; eminent.
S *&%#X ; H$# pra-galbhat, s.f. = S *&%#X ; H$#; pragalbhatva, s.m. Boldness, condence; energy,
resoluteness, resolution; audacity, arrogance; power,
eminence, consequence, prevalence; perverseness,
wilfulness; impudence, shamelessness.
S *&%#X ; H$#; pra-galbhatva, s.m. = S *&%#X ; H$# pragalbhat, s.f. Boldness, condence; energy, resoluteness,
resolution; audacity, arrogance; power, eminence,
consequence, prevalence; perverseness, wilfulness;
impudence, shamelessness.
S <@ X ; H$/ pra-gaman, s.m. Proceeding; progress,
advance.
P A X ; pargant; irreg. Ar. pl. of the P. pargana, q.v.
H Y X ; pargant, adj. Of or relating to a pargana or
parganas:—pargant jam, s.f. Amount of revenue received
at the head oce or tal of the pargana, from the
several subdivisions thereof, after deducting the charges
of collecting:—pargant ar , s.m. Charges or
expenditure of a pargana (to be deducted from the gross
revenue).
P A 8X ; pargana-jt, s.m. irreg. Ar. pl. of pargana, q.v.
P X ; pargana (S. H$4), s.m. Subdivision of a ila or
district (about the size of a barony); the country; any
distant place:—pargana-dr, s.m. The superior ocer of a
pargana; lord of a barony:—pargana-wr, adv. According to
parganas; according to district (settlement, &c.).
P X ; pur-go, adj. See s.v. pur.
S <; X ; H$5 pra-gopan, s.m. Protection, preservation,
salvation.
S &X ; V pari-gha, s.m. An iron beam or bar for

shutting or fastening a gate; an iron-mounted bludgeon,
an iron club; a line of clouds crossing the sun at sun-rise
or sun-set; the gate of a palace, or of a town, or of a
house; name of the nineteenth stellar mansion.
S  &X ; HV4 pragh, HV praghn, s.m.=pragha, q.v.
H X ; HV& pragha, V& pargha, adj.=parga; praka, q.v.
H  X ; HV& praghaat = H X ; HV&" pragha,
V&"pargha s.f.=prakaat, q.v.
H X ; HV&" pragha, V&" pargha = H  X ; HV&
praghaat s.f.=prakaat, q.v.
S X ; HV&" pragha, and H. V&" pargha, s.f. An iron
trough into which silver or gold is cast previous to
working it, a goldsmith's mould, &c.
S <&X ; HV4 pra-gha, HV praghan, s.m. Covered terrace

H "; ! parl [S. +!], adj. (f. -), Of the other side or
end; next in order; yonder:—parle-pr, adj. On the other
side; far beyond; far away, far o, a long way o;
through:—parle darje-k = parle-sire-k, adj. & adv. Great,
thorough, extreme, excessive, of the rst or highest
degree;—in a complete degree, in the extreme,
thoroughly, utterly, out and out.
S ]"; H! pra-lp, s.m. Talk, conversation, discourse;
childish talk, prattle, prate, chattering; incoherent or
delirious speech, raving; lamentation, wailing.
S ; "; H!" pra-lp, adj. & s.m. Talking much,
chattering; talking incoherently or unmeaningly, or
deliriously;—a prattler, &c.
S U@ !; H!@ pra-lamb, adj. & s.m. Hanging down,

before the door of a house; porch, portico; a copper pot;
an iron mace or crowbar; a species of bean, Phaseolus
mungo.
H 4X ; $6" pargahn [S. HV4+], s.f. A crucible, a

depending, pendulous; slow, dilatory;—procrastination,
delay; new shoot or bud of a creeping plant; a branch; a
garland of owers worn round the neck; a necklace;—
name of a demon killed by Balarm.
S !; H! pra-lav, s.m. A part cut o, chip, fragment (as of

goldsmith's moulding-pot (=pragha, q.v.).
H X ; H pragy (prop. praj ), s.f. Intelligence,

a reed, &c.); sheath (of a leaf).
S & !; H!5# pra-lobh, s.m. Allurement, seduction; desire,

understanding, wisdom, knowledge; a clever woman or
girl (fem. of pragya):—pragy-wn, pragy-want, adj.=pragya,
q.v.
H A X ; H pra-gyt (prop. pra-j ta), part. Known,

covetousness, cupidity, greediness.
S <& !; H!5# pra-lobhan, s.m. Alluring, seducing,

understood; distinguished, discriminated, discerned;
renowned, famous, notorious.
H  X ;  pari-gyn (prop. pari-j na), s.m.
Perception, thorough knowledge, learning.
H  X ; H pra-gyn (prop. pra-j na), adj.=pragya, q.v.;—
s.m. Knowledge, wisdom, intelligence; mark, sign.
H * X ; H pra-gyat (prop. pra-j at), s.f. Knowledge;
judiciousness, prudence.
P  X ; pargr (par+gr, qq.v.), s.f. An ortolan (a species of
Alauda);—feathering or winging an arrow; the feather so
applied.
H  X ; H pra-gya (prop. pra-j a), adj. & s.m. Wise,
intelligent, learned, sensible, clever; knowing,
conversant (with);—a clever or sensible person.

inducing, attracting.
S & !; H!5#" pra-lobhi, adj. Alluring, seducing, attracting;
inducing; lusting after, desiring, desirous, covetous,
avaricious, greedy.
S  !; H!5_ pra-lohit, adj. Rolling; heaving, tossing.
S  !; H!5_ pra-lohan, s.m. Rolling on the ground;
heaving, tossing (as of the ocean).
S  !; !5 par-lok, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
S !; H! pra-lay, vulg. ! parlay, !h parlai,
s.m.f. (?). Dissolution, destruction, annihilation; the
destruction of the whole world at the end of a kalpa, the
consummation of all things; general destruction (such as
at the ood or resurrection); any extensive destruction
or devastation; death, dying; fainting, syncope, loss of
sense or consciousness; (met.) vexation, fatigue,
oppression, languor, disgust:—pralay-kl, s.m. The period

of the destruction of the world at the end of a kalpa, the
time of universal destruction.
S ` !; Hp pra-lep, s.m. Unguent, ointment, plaster,
salve.
S (L !; Hp pra-lepak, adj. Anointing, smearing,
plastering.
S <L !; Hp pra-lepan, s.m. The act of anointing or
smearing.
S 1 ; / param, vulg. parm, adj. Highest, rst, most
excellent, most distinguished, best, greatest, chief,
primary, principal, superior, paramount, supreme;
transcendent, perfect; exceeding, excessive, extreme,
very great;—adv. Exceedingly, extremely, very much, in
the highest degree, to a great degree, excellently:—
paramarsh (parama+rishi),
s.m. 'Greatest sage,' a rishi

 or
divine sage of a peculiar order or division:—
parambh sha (˚ma+bh˚), s.m. An excellent ornament;
splendid attire:—paramtm, vulg. parmtm (˚ma+t˚),
s.m. The Supreme Spirit, soul of the universe;—
paramtm-purush, s.m. Idem:—paramdvait (˚ma+ad˚), s.m.
'The highest without a duplicate,' an epithet of Vishnu;
pure unitarianism:—paramrth (˚ma+ar˚), s.m. The highest
or most sublime truth, the whole truth; real truth;
spiritual knowledge; the greatest good; the best sense;
any excellent or important aim or object, the rst
pursuit, the best end; virtue, merit;—paramrth sudharn,
v.n. To arrange or provide for the highest good or the
best end, to do good deeds in order to secure salvation;—
paramrth-ke hetu lagn, To give alms with a view to
salvation;—paramrth-vd, s.m. One who teaches the
most sublime truth, &c.:—paramrth, adj. & s.m. Pursuing
the highest purpose, &c.;—a religious or virtuous person:
—paramgati (˚ma+g˚), s.f. 'The supreme pathway,' the
proceeding to heaven and nal beatitude:—paramnna
(˚ma+an˚), s.m. 'Best food,' rice boiled in milk with sugar
(oered to gods or to the manes):—paramu (˚ma+au˚),
s.m. An innitesimal particle, an atom, the invisible base
of all aggregate bodies (of which thirty are said to form
a mote in a sunbeam); the sun's passage past an atom of
matter, an innitesimal division of time; the lowest
measure of weight:—paramut, s.f. Innite minuteness,

the state of an atom:—paramnan (˚ma+n˚), s.m. 'Having
a large face,' the Sun:—paramnand (˚ma+n˚), s.m.
Supreme felicity, great pleasure, high delight; crowning
joy, nal beatitude; the Supreme Spirit:—paramyu (˚ma
+y˚), s.m.f. The longest period of life (in men or brutes):
—param-bhakt, s.m. A chief devotee; a fervent devotee, a
very pious person:—param-pvan, s.m. An epithet of God,
or of any river or deity by whom spiritual purication is
eected:—param-pad, s.m. The highest rank, high
station; excellence; nal beatitude:—param-padrth, s.m.
The chief thing, nal salvation (the attainment of
emancipation from the necessity of farther
transmigration):—param-pratp, s.m. The highest degree
of splendour or eulgence:—param-pratp, adj.
Possessing the highest degree of splendour or glory:—
param-purush, s.m. The Supreme Spirit:—parampurushrth, s.m.=param-padrth, q.v.:—param-dhm, s.m.
The heavenly paradise:—param-dhanya, adj. 'Blessed in
the highest sense,' an epithet of the ever-blessed God:—
param-rj, s.m. A supreme monarch, emperor:—paramgati, param-gat, s.f. The highest attainment or condition,
nal beatitude; any chief object or refuge (as a god, or a
protector):—param-gyn (prop. param-j na), s.m. The
highest wisdom; knowledge of the Highest:—param-mukh,
s.m. The highest happiness, salvation;—param-mukhdyak, adj. & s.m. Bestowing the highest happiness or
salvation;—one who bestows the highest happiness, &c.:
—param-n, s.m. Complete destruction, utter ruin; the
ruin of one's highest interests:—param-ngar, s.f. 'The
chief of courtesans,' an epithet of Rdh:—param-ha s,
s.m. An ascetic of the highest order, a religious man who
has subdued all his senses by abstract meditation:—
parame, parme = paramevar, parmevar (˚ma+˚), s.m.
Supreme lord (said of rich or illustrious men, of princes,
and of gods); the Supreme Lord; an epithet of Vishnu:—
paramevar, parame, s.f. 'The supreme goddess,' 'the
consort of the supreme lord iva,' the goddess Durg or
Dev:—paramevarya, parmevarya, adj. Of or pertaining to
the Supreme Being, &c.:—parameshh, parmesh (S.
parame+shh), adj. & s.m. Standing at the head or top,
highest, chief, principal;—the Supreme Being; any
supreme deity.

H 1 ; purum, prum [Port. prumo], s.m. Sounding lead:—

S  a ; H/4 pra-m, vulg. parm, s.m. Measure, scale,

prum ln, v.n. To heave the lead.
S a ; H/ pra-m, s.f. True perception, correct notion,

standard (whether of weight, length, or capacity);
magnitude, extent, length, weight, quantity, proportion,
detail; rule, sanction, ground of assurance, standard,
authority, judgment, proof, verication, attestation,
warrant, precedent, guide, rule of conduct; instance,
example; testimony, evidence; trust, belief, reliance; a
scripture, a work of sacred authority; cause, motive;—
adj. Authentic, authoritative, actual, substantial, real;
approved of, admissible, credible, acceptable;—postp.
Like, of the measure or standard (of, -ke), &c.:—
pramabhva (˚na+abh˚), s.m. Absence of proof, want of
authority:—pram-pattra, s.m. A written warrant;
adavit; voucher:—pram-purush, s.m. 'A man who is
an authority,' an umpire, arbitrator, judge:—pram
a hn, v.n. To rise to a high rank:—pram den, v.n. To
give evidence, to witness:—pram-siddh, adj. Proven,
proved, established:—pram-kath, s.f. Proof (or
attempted proof) by appeal to records or to books (as
distinguished from hearsay or tradition):—pram karn
(-ko, or -k), To assent (to), accept, credit, believe; to give
evidence, to witness.
H  a ; / parmn, s.m.=pram, q.v.

accurate conception, true and certain knowledge,
knowledge exempt from all error; consciousness;
authority, example (=pram).
S Y a ; H/ pra-mt, adj. & s.m. Knowing truly or well,
having a right notion or idea;—one who knows well, one
who is competent to judge, an authority.
S Y a ; / pari-mt, = S Y a ; / pari-mt i, s.m. A
measurer.
S Y a ; / pari-mt i, = S Y a ; / pari-mt, s.m. A
measurer.
S 4a Y a ; H//6 pra-mtmaha, s.m. Maternal greatgrandfather;—pra-mtmah, s.f. Maternal greatgrandmother.
S  a ; H/ pra-md, s.m. Drunkenness, intoxication;
madness, insanity, distraction, confusion, distress;
stupidity; negligence, inattention, carelessness;
inadvertence, error, inaccuracy, blunder, mistake.
H  a ; H/ pra-md , adj. & s.m.=pramd, and pramd,
qq.v.
S  a ; H/" pra-md, adj. & s.m. Intoxicated; insane;
negligent, inattentive, inadvertent, careless, heedless,
incautious, indierent;—a careless person, &c.
S &Y a ; /R' paramrth, see s.v. param for compounds
which have this word for the rst member.
S <X  a ; /$4
' pari-mrga, s.m. Tracing, tracking,
searching, seeking out, pursuing.
S X  a ; /$u pari-mrg, adj. & s.m. Tracking, seeking
for, going after, pursuing, hunting;—searcher, pursuer,
&c.
S  a ; /4 pari-m, s.m. Measuring; measure,
capacity, proportion, quantity, amount, dose, degree;
length, size, magnitude; length of time, duration; weight;
number; value; compass, circumference:—parima-jna,
s.m. A geometrician:—parimn-dan, s.m. A measuring
rod:—parimn-v ak, adj. Having reference to degree or
quantity.

S ( a ; H/.4 pra-mik, adj. & s.m.=prmnik, q.v.
S  a ; H/.4 pra-mik, s.f. A species of the
Anushubh metre.
H  a ; H/4" pram, adj.=pram, q.v.
S  a ; H/4" pram, s.f. Rule, standard, authority; a
kind of metre:—pram-karan, s.m. Establishing or
admitting as authority, regarding or accepting as proof.
H   a ; H/e pra-mya, s.m.=prmya, q.v.
S La ; @ parampar ((+), adj. adv. & s.m. One
following the other; proceeding from one to another (as
from father to son, &c.); successive, repeated;—one after
the other, successively, in continuous succession;—a
great-great-grandson.
S La ; @ param-par, s.f. An uninterrupted series,
row, regular series, succession, continuous
arrangement, continuance, order, method; tradition;
impression; race, progeny, lineage; a great-great-

granddaughter;—parampar, or parampar-se, adv.
Successively, in continuous succession; in lineal
succession, from father to son; from time immemorial.
H $La ; @ parampar, s.f. Tradition (=parampar).
S <)La ; @"4 parampar, adj. Hereditary, obtained by
inheritance or descent; traditional.
S a ; / par-mat, s.m. See s.v. para, par.
S a ; H/\ pra-matta, pra-matt, part. adj. Excited, wanton,
lascivious; drunken, &c. (=pra-md, q.v.); intoxicated with
delight, enraptured.
S a ; ./  pari-mit, vulg. parmit, part. Measured,
meted; circumscribed, limited, dened; moderate,
sparing; joined; regulated:—parimithr (˚ta+h˚), adj.
Eating moderately, abstemious,
temperate:—parimit-bhuj, adj. Idem:—parimit-vyay, s.m.
Economy, parsimony:—parimit-vyay, adj. Economical,
parsimonious, frugal.
S a ; ./  pari-miti, s.f. Measure, quantity, limitation.
S a ; H./  pra-mit, part. adj. Meted out, measured;
known, understood; established by argument,
demonstrated, proved; authentic:—pramitkshar (˚ta+ak˚),
s.f. 'Having measured syllables,' a species of the jagat
metre.
S a ; H./  pra-miti, s.f. Measure, measurement; correct
notion, right conception, true knowledge, knowledge or
information established by proof.
S **a ; ./  pari-mitat, s.f. = S **a ; ./ ; parimitatva, s.m. Limitedness, moderation, limited or
restricted condition.
S **a ; ./ ; pari-mitatva, s.m. = S **a ; ./  parimitat, s.f. Limitedness, moderation, limited or restricted
condition.
S &*a ; H/R pra-math, s.m. Name of a class of ends
attending on iva; one of that class;—a horse:—
pramathdhip (˚tha+adh˚), s.m. 'Lord of the pramaths,' an
epithet of iva, and also of Gae:—pramathlay (˚tha+l˚),
s.m. 'The abode of pain,' hell.
S &*a ; H/R pra-math, s.f. The plant Terminalia chebula or
citrina, and its fruit; yellow myrobalan.

S <&*a ; H/R pra-mathan, adj. & s.m. Harassing,
tormenting, torturing, paining, hurting, injuring, killing,
slaughter;—tormentor, killer, &c.
H 1 ; /& parma (corr. of the Eng. 'permit'), s.f. A
custom-house, customs:—parma-bandar, s.f. Port of
entry.
S + a ; H/ pra mad, s.m. & adj. Joy, pleasure, delight,
elation, rapture;—wanton, dissolute; mad; intoxicated
(literally or metaphorically), impassioned; violent;
careless (cf. pramatta and pramd).
S + a ; H/, pra-mud, adj.=pra-mudit, q.v.
S + a ; H/ pra-mad, vulg. paramd, s.f. A young and
wanton woman; a handsome or beautiful woman; name
of a Sanskrit metre.
S A+ a ; H/, pra-mudit, part. adj. Delighted, overjoyed,
very pleased, happy, glad, content.
S &a ; H/,L pra-mukh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Facing, rst,
foremost, chief, principal, most excellent, best;—a chief,
a distinguished person, respectable man; a sage; a tree
used in dyeing, Rottleria tinctoria.
S *&a ; H/,L pra-mukhat, s.f. = S *&a ; H/,L; pramukhatva, s.m. Superiority, predominance; leadership.
S *&a ; H/,L; pra-mukhatva, s.m. = S *&a ; H/,L pramukhat, s.f. Superiority, predominance; leadership.
S <Ja ; H/¢ pra-magna, pra-magn, part. Immersed, dipped,
drowned.
S a ; /! pari-mal, vulg. /! parmal, s.m. Fragrance,
perfume (esp. arising from the trituration of fragrant
substances); a fragrant substance; the pounding or
trituration of perfumes; sexual intercourse;—parched
grain of jur (Holcus sorghum), or of bjr (Panicum
spicatum), parched Indian corn;—adj. Sweet-scented.
S 3a ; @! pari-mln, part. Faded, withered; waned;
diminished, impaired; soiled, stained.
H #a ; ./ !0 parmil , s.f. A kind of dance.
H <a ; / pirman, s.m.=parwn, q.v.
S + a ; /B pari-mand, adj. Very dull or faint; very slow;
very tired.

S <a ; /ef! pari-manal, adj. & s.m. Round, circular,
globular, spherical;—circle, circumference; orbit; ball,
globe, sphere, orb.
S  <a ; /ef! pari-manalat, s.f. = S  <a ;
/ef!; pari-manalatva, s.m. Roundness, rotundity,
circularity.
S  <a ; /ef!; pari-manalatva, s.m. = S  <a ;
/ef! pari-manalat, s.f. Roundness, rotundity,
circularity.
S (= a ; H/5 pra-mo ak, adj. & s.m. Liberating, setting
free;—liberator.
S <= a ; H/5 pra-mo an, s.m. Liberating, setting free,
releasing, discharging.
S = a ; H/5" pra-mo an, s.f. A species of cucumber.
S  a ; H/5 pra-mod, s.m. Excessive joy, delight, pleasure,
gladness, hilarity, happiness.
S A a ; H/5 pra-modit, part. Delighted, rejoiced,
pleased, happy.
S  a ; H/5 pra-modak, = S  a ; H/5" pra-mod, adj. &
s.m. Causing excessive joy, delighting, making happy,
gladdening;—a happy person; one who occasions delight;
one who makes others happy.
S  a ; H/5" pra-mod, = S  a ; H/5 pra-modak, adj. &
s.m. Causing excessive joy, delighting, making happy,
gladdening;—a happy person; one who occasions delight;
one who makes others happy.
S ? a ; H/56 pra-moh, s.m. Bewilderment, confusion;

music.
H ; H4 pra,  paran, parn [S. 4], s.m. Promise,
agreement, stipulation, contract; vow, resolution:—paran
b dhn, paran karn, v.n. To make a promise; to take a
vow; to resolve:—pra-d, s.m. One who gives his
pledge, &c.
S ; 4' para, par, s.m. Wing, feather; leaf; the pn or
betel-leaf; the tree Butea frondosa (syn. puls):—parsi
(˚a+asi˚), s.m. A species of basil with small leaves,
Ocymum Sanctum:—para-l, s.f. 'Leaf-hut,' an arbour or
hut made of leaves and grass; hermitage:—par-lat, s.f.
The betel plant:—par-m l, s.m. The plant Averrhoa
carambola (syn. kamrang):—par-nar, s.m. 'Man of leaves,'
an egy stued with leaves, or the gure of a man
made of leaves and burnt in place of a lost corpse:—
paroaj (˚a+u˚), s.m. 'Leaf-hut,' an anchorite's hut or
cottage, a hermitage:—para-vall, s.f. The tree Butea
frondosa.
S  ; H4 pra-d, s.m. Loud sound, clangour, noise,
shout, cry; roar; bray; neighing; an exclamation of
delight or approbation; a noise or buzzing in the ear
(from thickening of the membranes).
S D ; H48 pra-, s.m. Vanishing, disappearance,
cessation, loss; death, destruction, perdition, decay.
S E ; H48" pra-n, adj. Causing to disappear or cease,
removing, destroying.
S ; H4! pra-l, s.m. = H " ; ! parnl, s.m. = S
! ; H4!" pra-l, s.f. Channel for water, watercourse,
conduit, drain, gutter.
H " ; ! parnl, s.m. = S ; H4! pra-l, s.m. = S

infatuation, fascination; insensibility, stupefaction,
stupor, fainting away.
S < a ; /56 pari-mohan, s.m. The act of bewildering;

! ; H4!" pra-l, s.f. Channel for water, watercourse,

beguiling; fascination, infatuation.
S  a ; /56" pari-moh, adj. (f. -in), Fascinating,

conduit, drain, gutter.
S ! ; H4!" pra-l, s.f. = S ; H4! pra-l, s.m. = H " ;

infatuating, bewitching.
H a ; q parmeo (P. parmiyo), = S 4 a ; Hq6 pra-meh,

! parnl, s.m. Channel for water, watercourse,

s.m. Urinary disease; gonorrhœa, clap, gleet.
S 4 a ; Hq6 pra-meh, = H a ; q parmeo (P. parmiyo),
s.m. Urinary disease; gonorrhœa, clap, gleet.
H ;  paran (cf. par, 'wing'), s.f. A very quick time in

conduit, drain, gutter.
S ! ; H4.! pra-lik, s.f.=pra-l, q.v.;—a tubular
vessel of the body.
S 1 ; 4/ pari-m, s.m. Change, alteration,
transformation; digestion; ripeness, maturity, fulness;

moreover, nevertheless, on the other hand, also,
afterwards (=par).
H *; BÄP parantra [S. +BÄP], adj. Dependent upon

result, consequence, issue, eect, event; end, close,
termination, last stage or state: parim, or parim-me ,
adv. In the end, lastly, nally, at last, afterwards; at the
close of life:—parim-dar, adj. & s.m. Looking forward
to the issue or consequences (of any act or event),
prepared for a change, forecasting, provident, prudent;
—a prudent or provident person, &c.
S 1 ; H4/ pra-m, vulg. parm, s.m. Bending, bowing;

another, subservient, obedient.
S 8; ,* puranjar, s.m. The armpit.

a bow; respectful or reverential salutation, prostration,
obeisance (esp. to a Brhma or to a deity):—pram karn
(-ko), To make an obeisance (to), to salute.
H a ; / parnm, s.m. (Poet.)=pram.

intelligence, intellect (personied as the wife of a king).
S 8; ,(Ú * pura -jay, s.m. 'City-conqueror,' name of

S a ; H4/" pra-m, adj. & s.m. Bending, bowing
before, saluting, honouring, worshipping, prostrating
oneself;—a worshipper, &c.
H  ;  par-nn [S. H+P. nn = S. *?], s.m.
Maternal great-grandfather:—par-nn, s.f. Maternal
great-grand mother.
H  ;  parnn, = H   ; g parnnau , [S. 

S <8; ,(* pura -jan (pura , for pur+jana), s.m. The
living principle, life, the soul (personied as a king).
S 8; ,(*" pura -jan, s.f. Understanding,

several ancient Hind personages.
P + ; parand, vulg. parind [par, q.v.+and = Zend añ = S. ant],
part. adj. Winged, &c.=paranda, q.v.;—s.m. A winged
creature; a bird; an insect; an ornamental hair-tie:—
parind ho-jn, v.n. To y like a bird, to move with great
rapidity.
S + ; ,B puran-dar (puran for pur+dara), s.m. 'Fortress -

+4"(, rt. 4"], v.t. 'To lead round the sacred re,' to

destroyer,' an epithet of Indra; a thief, house-breaker;—
a species of pepper, Piper chaba.
P ?+ ; paranda, vulg. parinda, part. Winged; ying, eet;—

marry; to give in marriage.
H   ; g parnnau , = H  ;  parnn, [S. 

s.m. A bird, &c.=parand, q.v.
S  + ; H.4 pra-i-dhn, s.m. Application,

+4"(, rt. 4"], v.t. 'To lead round the sacred re,' to

employment, use; access, entrance; respectful conduct
(towards), attention, regard; profound religious
meditation; great eort, stress, energy; prayer,
entreaty, supplication.
H ; H4 pran (see praavn), v.t. To make obeisance

marry; to give in marriage.
S ? ; 46 pari-h, s.m. Compass, circumference,
extent, width, breadth.
S  L; H.4 pra-ipt, s.m. Falling at the feet (of),
prostration, humble submission (to); salutation,
reverence, obeisance.
S <*L; H.4 pra-ipatan, s.m. Throwing oneself down at
the feet (of anyone), prostration, doing homage (to),
saluting.
S ; H4 pra-ata, part. Bent forwards; bowed, bowing

to, to salute reverentially.
S ; H4 pra-av, = S  ; H4  pra-avak, s.m. The
mystical or sacred syllable Om.
S  ; H4  pra-avak, = S ; H4 pra-av, s.m. The
mystical or sacred syllable Om.
H  ; H4  praavn [S. H/+n = S. "(], v.n. To bend

(to), humble, obeisant, courteous, reverential:—praatpl, adj. Nourishing or cherishing the obeisant or the
humble.
S ; H4 pra-ati, s.f. Bending, bowing, inclination,

or bow down before, make obeisance to, to salute
reverentially.
H  ;   pari -wr, s.m.=pari-vr, q.v.

obeisance, salutation, reverence, courtesy.
S ; B, parantu, conj. But, yet, still, however,

P  ; pur-n r, adj. See s.v. pur, 'full.'

S & ; 4Ñ&* paroaj (para+uaja), s.m. See s.v. para.

H ; " parn [S. +4, rt. 4"], s.f. (Old H.), A bride;
a maiden.
S ; 4u par, s.f. An aquatic plant, Pistia stratiotes; the
leaf of the assafœtida (?); the tree Butea frondosa.
S ; 4 pari-ay, s.m. 'Leading the bride round the
sacred re,' marriage.
H ; H4" pra [S. 4"], adj. Under a vow; resolute.
S ; H4 pra-ay, s.m. Condence, familiarity, trust,
intimacy; friendly acquaintance, condential
relationship, fond regard, fondness, aection, love,
friendship, favour, kindness; aectionate solicitation,
request, asking, begging; reverence, obeisance; nal
emancipation or beatitude:—praay-vn, praay-vant, adj.
Possessing candour, acting frankly or openly, free from
constraint, unceremonious, frank, open; condent;
possessing aection, attached (to), feeling an attraction
(towards), loving (=praay).
H ; , puraniy [S. ,4+t], adj. & s.m. Old,

days such ceremonies as should be performed only on
festivals:—parv-gm, s.m. One who has intercourse with
his wife on festivals or holidays:—parva-yog, s.m. A
conjunction of parva, q.v.
S ; ,I puru, s.m. The pollen or farina of a ower
(=parg);—name of a prince, the sixth monarch of the
lunar race; name of a river (said to run a little to the
north-west of the Sarasvat):—pur -ravas, s.m. Name of a
celebrated prince of the lunar race, hero of the
Vikramorva (the son of Budha).
S ; ,5 puro, adv.=puras, q.v.
H ; , ' purva, s.m.=p rva, q.v.
P ; parw, s.f. Care, concern, anxiety, vexation; fear,
terror; inclination, desire, aection, concupiscence;
want, need; rest, quiet.
H ;   pariw [S. H], s.f. The rst day of a lunar
fortnight, the rst day of the moon's increase or wane.
H ; , y,,  purw, vulg. parw [S. 0 '+ ,], s.f.

ancient;—an old man, an elder; a patron.
P  ; parniyn, s.m. A kind of ne painted silk (from
China); garments made of this silk.
S  ; H4" pra-t, part. adj. Accomplished, performed,

Easterly wind.
H ; ,I  puruw, ,  purw [S. ,+t], s.m. (Prov.) A

executed, nished, made, done, constructed; prepared,
dressed, cooked; written, composed, compiled; thrown,
cast, discharged, sent; entered, approached; proper, t.
S < ; 4 pari-ayan, s.m.=pari-ay, q.v.

S (=; H  pra-v ak, adj. Declaratory, explanatory,

S  ; H4" pra-ay, adj. & s.m. (f. -in). Feeling attracted
(towards), attached (to), aectionate, loving, kind; liking,
wishing or longing (for), desirous (of); beloved, dear;
intimate, familiar; condent; aable, kind;—an
aectionate friend, favourite; a lover, husband:—praayin, s.f. A female friend; a mistress, wife.
H ; I paru, s.m. See ; paru
S ;  ' parva, vulg. parv, s.m. A knot; a festival; &c.=parb,
parab, q.v.:—parv-sandhi, s.m. A joint, knuckle;—the
junction of the fteenth and the rst of a lunar
fortnight, the precise moment of the full and change of
the moon:—parv-kr, s.m. One who works on holidays; a
Brhma who for the sake of gain performs on ordinary

village, town (=pur).
S ; ; H " pra-vp, s.m. One who sows seed, a sower.
signicant, technical (term).
S ;   pari-vd, s.m. Abuse, reproach, reproof,
censure, detraction, stigma, slander, calumny; charge,
accusation.
S ; H  pra-vd, s.m. Speaking, discourse,
conversation; a saying, popular talk, rumour, report; a
proverb; a fable, myth; litigious language.
S ;   pari-vdak, = S ;  " pari-vd, adj.
& s.m. Speaking ill (of), reviling, abusing, blaming,
reproaching, slandering;—an accuser, plainti,
prosecutor; reprover; reviler, calumniator.
S ;  " pari-vd, = S ;   pari-vdak, adj.
& s.m. Speaking ill (of), reviling, abusing, blaming,
reproaching, slandering;—an accuser, plainti,
prosecutor; reprover; reviler, calumniator.
S ;   pari-vr, vulg.   parwr, s.m.

Surroundings, train, suite, retinue, followers, attendants,
dependants, subjects; family, household, friends,
relations, kindred:—parivr-vn, parivr-vant, adj. & s.m.
Having numerous followers or attendants;—one who has
a great retinue.
S Y;   parivrat, s.f. = S Y;  ; parivratva, s.m. Subjection, dependence.
S Y;  ; pari-vratva, s.m. = S Y;  
parivrat, s.f. Subjection, dependence.
S ; H 4 pra-vra, s.m. Prohibition, objection,
opposition; a desirable gift.
H ;  I pari-vru, parwru, s.m.=pariwr, q.v.
P d; parwz [par 'wing,' q.v.+rt. Z. ta = S. tañ ], s.m.f.
Flying, ight:—parwz karn, v.n. To y:—parwz-kunn,
adj. Flying, on the wing.
P d; parwz, s.f. (in comp.)=parwz.
S K;   pari-vs, s.m. Abiding; abode, residence,
stay, sojourn.
S K; H  pra-vs, s.m. Living abroad, &c.=prabs, q.v.
S B; H  pra-vsat, adj. Dwelling abroad, being
absent from home.
S <B; H  pra-vsan, s.m. Sending away from home,
exile, banishment; dwelling abroad, sojourning, lodging;
killing, slaying.
S B; H " pra-vs, adj. & s.m. Dwelling abroad,
&c.=prabs, q.v.
H ;  ! parwl [S. + ! or !], s.m. A disease of
the eyelids in which the eyelashes fall o, and new,
crooked hairs come out; a stye.
H ;   parwn [S. H/4], adj. Authentic, true, &c.
(see pram);—s.m. The yard (of a sail):—parwn a hn,
v.n. To grow up, grow, increase, thrive, prosper, ourish;
to be married (a phrase peculiar to women).
H ; ,  purwn, v.t. To cause to ll; to get (a
vessel, &c.) lled, to make full (=purn, q.v.).
P A 8; parwna-jt (irr. A. pl. of parwna), s.m. Orders,
royal grants; passes, licenses.
P J; parwnag, vulg. parwng, s.f. Command, order;
permission, leave (=ijzat, q.v.).

P ; parwna [old P. framna; S. H/4], s.m. Warrant,
authority, sanction (in writing), order, pass, passport;
written precept or command; letters patent, license,
grant; an order of appointment; a vernacular letter
addressed to a subordinate ocer:—parwna-i-talsh,
s.m. Search-warrant:—parwna-i-ifzat-i-t-i, s.m.

Writ of protection of the person:—parwna-i-rh-dr, s.m.
Passport, safe-conduct:—parwna likhn (-ko, or -ke wste),

To give an order (to); to grant a warrant or license:—
parwna-navs, s.m. A writer of vernacular orders.
P ; parwna, s.m. A moth; a butter y; (poet.) a lover:—
parwna hon (-k), To be desperately in love (with), be an
ardent lover (of).
H ; parwn, s.f. corr. of parwnag, q.v.
H ?; parwh, s.f.=parw, q.v.
S ?;  6 pari-vh, s.m. Over owing, over ow,
inundation; watercourse, drain.
S ?; H 6 pra-vh, vulg.  6 parwh, pariwan, s.m.
Stream, current, ow, ux, course; running water;
continuous ow or passage; anything moving forward
like a stream; current of human aairs; course of action;
usage, custom, activity; life, occupation; a drove of cattle;
a pond; a beautiful or swift horse.
S (; H 6 pra-vhak, adj. & s.m. Carrying forwards,
carrying o, bearing or carrying well;—one who carries
well; a Rkshas, imp, demon, goblin.
S ; H 6  pra-vhik, s.f. A sudden desire to
evacuate, diarrhœa.
P $; parw, adj. & s.m. Standing in need of, having
occasion for, necessitated;—one who stands in need of,
&c.
H $; ,  purw, parw, s.f.=purw, q.v.
S ' & ; H #$ pra-vi-bhg, s.m. Division, separation,
part, portion, share.
S & ; H #= pra-vi-bhakt, part. Sundered, separated;
divided, distributed, partitioned, apportioned, shared.
S Z)+ ; ; 5b8 paropade, = S  ; ; 5 paropakr,
See s.v. para, par.
S  ; ; 5 paropakr, = S Z)+ ; ; 5b8 paropade,

See s.v. para, par.
S A;  ' parvat, s.m. Mountain, mountain-range, hill,

H <W; 5* parojan, s.m.=prayojan, q.v.

height, elevation, rock; a kind of vegetable or pot-herb;
a species of sh (see next):—parvatray (˚ta+˚), adj. &
s.m. Living in the mountains;—a mountaineer:—parvatre, s.f. A range or chain of mountains:—parvat-kk, s.m.
A raven:—parvat-vs, adj. & s.m.=parvatray, q.v.
S A;   parvit, parvat, s.m. A species of sh, Silurus

teaching, expounding, exposition, explication,
interpretation.
H ; ,5 purodh, = S ; ,5 puro-dh, = S K ;

S <=; H  pra-va an, s.m. Declaring; announcement;

,5 puro-dhs, = S K ; ,5 puro-dhas, s.m. Family
priest, &c.=puro-hit, q.v.
S ; ,5 puro-dh, = H ; ,5 purodh, = S K ;

pabda.
H Y; ,5 purot, s.m. Great-grandson-parpot, q.v.

,5 puro-dhs, = S K ; ,5 puro-dhas, s.m. Family

H Y; ,5 purot, 5 parot, s.m. Presents (of our,

priest, &c.=puro-hit, q.v.
S K ; ,5 puro-dhs, = H ; ,5 purodh, = S ;

sugar, turmeric, &c.) given at marriages to the barber,
laundress, &c.
S ? 0Y; H5;6 protsh (pra+ut+sha), s.m. Great exertion

,5 puro-dh, = S K ; ,5 puro-dhas, s.m. Family
priest, &c.=puro-hit, q.v.
S K ; ,5 puro-dhas, = H ; ,5 purodh, = S ;

or eort; great zeal, ardour; stimulus, incitement.
S  0Y; H5;6  protshit, part. Incited, instigated,

,5 puro-dh, = S K ; ,5 puro-dhs, s.m. Family

stimulated, encouraged.
S ( 0Y; H5;6 protshak, s.m. Instigator, inciter,

priest, &c.=puro-hit, q.v.
S ; ,5 puro-dhik, s.f. A favourite wife

exhorter, (in Law) the instigator of any crime:—
protshik, s.f. A female instigator.
S < 0Y; H5;6 protshan, s.m. The act of inspiriting or

S  ; HMi prauh, adj. See prau h.
P ; parwar [fr. par-vardan; Zend fra+rt. var; S. pra var, fr.

H Y;  '  parvatiy, s.m. = H Y;  '" parvat, s.f. [S.

vri], act. & pass. part. Nourisher, cherisher, supporter,
protector, patron; nourished, cherished, reared, brought
up, educated (=parwarda;—used as the last member of
comp., e.g. banda-parwar, s.m. Cherisher of servants, or
of your slave; patron; my lord:—garb-parwar,
s.m.

Cherisher of the poor:—sya-parwar, adj. Nurtured in the
shade, delicately nurtured, &c.; see s.v.).
H ;   parwar, s.m.=palwal, q.v.

 +
'
and t; but cf. the next], A kind of pumpkin.

S ; H  pra-var, s.m. One of the forty-nine gotras or

inciting, instigation, stimulating to bold and vigorous
eort.
H Y; M" paraut, s.f.=pa t, q.v.
H Y;  "
' parvat, s.f. = H Y;  '  parvatiy, s.m. [S.
 '+ and t; but cf. the next], A kind of pumpkin.

H Y;  '  parvatiy, = S  Y;  "
'
parvatya, adj. &

s.m. Relating or belonging to a mountain, of a mountain;
mountainous, hilly;—a mountaineer.
H ; , & purwa, s.m. A large leathern bag or bucket

families (as opp. to the eight original gotras); a member
of a line of ancestors, an ancestor; a muni who
contributes to the credit of a particular gotra or family;
family, race, lineage, kindred, ospring, descendants;—
adj. Most excellent, chief, principal, best; distinguished,
exalted, eminent.
S ; H  pra-vir, s.m. A species of fragrant wood, yellow

for drawing water from wells (see pur & paroh).
H W; 5* piroj [S. |5*, |*; P. ?d _], s.m. A

sandal.
S (W; ]* pari-vrjak, s.m. A wandering religious

turquoise.

mendicant.

s.m. Relating or belonging to a mountain, of a mountain;
mountainous, hilly;—a mountaineer.
S  Y;  "
'
parvatya, = H Y;  '  parvatiy, adj. &

S A;  ' pari-varta, s.m. Revolving, revolution (of a
planet, &c.); a period of time; lapse or expiration of time,
end of the period of four ages; destruction of the world;
going or turning back, ight, retreat, desertion;
transmigration; change, exchange, barter; return,
requital, recompense, reciprocity.
S A;  \
 pari-vritta,
 part. Revolved, gone round;
turned back, returned, retired, retreated; exchanged,
bartered; surrounded, encompassed, attended.
S A; H ' pra-vart, s.m. Commencement, engagement;
excitement, stimulus, incentive, instigation;—adj.
Engaged (in), undertaking; appointed; ready,
determined.
S A; H \ pra-vritta,
 part. Settled, xed, determined;
done; begun, commenced; engaged (in, -me ), occupied
(with); beginning, undertaking, doing, acting.
S A; H .\ pra-vritti,
 s.f. Continuous ow onwards,
progress, advance; stream, current; rise, source, origin,
beginning; activity, eort, employment, occupation;
active life (as opp. to a life of contemplation); giving or
applying oneself (to, -me ), engaging (in), undertaking;
tendency (to), addiction (to), inclination, predilection
(for); application, use, employment; continued
application, perseverance; practice, conduct, behaviour;
currency, continuance, continuity; the applicableness or
validity of a rule; news, tidings, intelligence; the juice
that exudes from the temples of an elephant in rut;
name of any holy place; (in Gram.) the crude form (of a
word); (in Arith.) the multiplier:—pravritti
 karn (-me ), To
enter (upon), engage (in), undertake (an enterprise), &c.
S Y;   pari-vartit, part. Turned round, revolved;
returned, retreated; taken, or put on, in a wrong
direction; exchanged.
S (Y; H 
' pra-vartak, adj. & s.m. Setting in motion or
action, setting on foot; inducing, inciting, prompting,
instigating, stimulating, urging;—original instigator (of),
originator, causer, author, principal, founder; arbiter,
judge; (in dramatic language) the entrance of a
character on the stage.
S <Y;  
' pari-vartan, s.m. Change, exchange, barter;

return, requital.
S Y;  '" pari-vart, adj. Moving round, revolving;
retreating, ying; exchanging; requiting, recompensing.
S W; ]A pari-vrajy, s.f. Strolling, wandering about
from place to place; leading the life of a religious
mendicant, ascetic devotion, abandonment of the world.
P ; parward, contrac. of parwarda, q.v. (used in comp.).
P  X ; parwarda-gr, vulg. parwardigr (parwarda+kr),
s.m. The Cherisher, the Provider, Providence, an epithet
of the Deity.
P ; parwardan, adj. To be fostered, nourished, or
cherished, to be educated, reared, bred, &c.
P ?; parwarda (perf. part. of parwardan; see parwar),
part. adj. & s.m. Fostered, nourished, cherished, bred,
reared, brought up; supported, fed and clothed,
patronized;—a slave; protegé.
P D ; parwarish, s.f. Fostering, rearing, breeding,
patronizing; nourishment, nutrition; maintenance,
support, protection, nurture, education; patronage:—
parwarish karn, v.t. To nourish, cherish, foster, maintain,
support, protect, patronize, nurse, educate, bring up,
rear.
P ?+ ; parwaranda, vulg. parwarinda [parwar, q.v.+Zend añ
= S. ant], adj. & s.m. Cherishing, &c.;—cherisher, &c.
S K; ,~  pur -ravas, s.m. See s.v. ; puru.
P ; parwar, s.m. One who educates;—s.f. Cherishing,
nourishing, &c.; education (used in comp.).
H  ; H5i prau h (S. prauha), adj. Grown up, full-grown;
mature, adult, old; married; conndent, bold, arrogant,
audacious; able, clever.
H  ; HMi prau hi (S. prauhi), s.f. Growth, increase;
maturity, full development; sense of power, selfcondence; arrogance, audacity, boldness; zeal,
enterprise, exertion; investigation, discussion,
controversy.
H  ; HMi prau h, vulg. prau ah (S. prauh), s.f. A
married woman from thirty to thirty-ve years of age; a
violent or impetuous woman.
H  ; HMi prau hat, s.f. = H  ; HMi; prau hatva,
s.m. Strength, condence; arrogance, &c. (see pau h).

H  ; HMi; prau hatva, s.m. = H  ; HMi prau hat,
s.f. Strength, condence; arrogance, &c. (see pau h).
H K; 5 paros [S. H+ , or U8t], s.m.
Neighbourhood, vicinity (com. written pa os).
H K;   par-vas, adj.=par-va, par-bas, q.v.s.v. para, par.

cockroach.
S E ; 5l4" parosh, = H D ; 59" parosh, s.f. A
cockroach.
S  ; H5= prokta, prokt, part. Announced, declared, laid

H B; 5 paros [S. + 3], s.m. A dish of food sent

down (as a rule or axiom), said, told, uttered.
S * ; H = pra-vakt, s.m. One who speaks or declares,

to a neighbour or friend, or laid before a guest; a portion
of food.
H *B;  T" parwast. s.f. corr. of parwarish, q.v.

speaker, declarer, announcer, informer; propounder,
teacher, expounder.
S Z ; 5d paroksh (paras+aksha), adj. & s.m. Beyond the

H <B; 5 parosin, 5 parosan [S. H ", fem.

range of sight, out of sight, invisible, imperceptible,
hidden; absent; past;—an ascetic, religious hermit;—
invisibility; absence; secrecy; (in Gram.) past time or
tense;—adv. Out of sight; in the absence (of); behind
one's back:—paroksh-bh t, s.m. The perfect tense:—
paroksh-vidhi, s.m. The mild or exhortative form of the
imperative mood.
S  ; H5.d prokshit, part. Sprinkled, puried by

of prati-vs], s.f. A female neighbour (see paros).
S <B; H  pra-vasan, s.m. Going abroad, setting out on
a journey; sojourning in a foreign country.
H B; 5 parosn [S. U34"(], v.t. To place food
before a guest; to distribute food to guests, to serve up
dinner, &c.
H B; 5" paros [S. H "], s.m. Neighbour (usually
writnen pa os, q.v.).
H B; 5 parosiy, 5h parosaiy (S. U3+t],

sprinkling; oered in sacrice; immolated, slaughtered,
killed.
S < ; H5d4 proksha, s.m. The act of sprinkling with

s.m. One who places food before the household or
guests, a distributor of victuals to guests &c., a waiter
(see parosn).
H D ; 58 paro, s.m.=paros, pa os, qq.v.

water (esp. for purication), consecration by sprinkling;
immolation of victims, killing (animals in sacrice); a
text to be repeated when an animal is sacriced.
S A & ; H Z pra-vikhyti, s.f. Fame, renown,

S D ;  8 para-va, adj. See s.v. para, par.

reputation, celebrity.
H ;  ! porwal, s.m.=palwal, q.v.

S E ; H53 proshit, part. adj. Sojourning abroad or in a
foreign country; away from home, absent, abroad:—
proshit-bhartrik,
 s.f. A woman whose husband is abroad.
S D ;  9 pari-vish, part. Surrounded, enclosed.
S D ; H 9 pra-vish part. Entered (into), gone (into),
come (into); entered (upon), begun, commenced,
engaged (in), occupied (with).
S D ; H5c proshha, proshh, s.m.f. A bench, stool; a kind
of carp, Cyprinus pausius:—proshtha-pad, s.m. The month
Bhdra or Bhdo (Aug.-Sept.):—proshha-pad, s.f. 'The
foot of a stool'; name of the twenty-sixth and twentyseventh asterism (containing the stars in the wing of
Pegasus):—praushha-pad, s.f. The full moon in Bhdo .
H D ; 59" parosh, = S E ; 5l4" parosh, s.f. A

H ; 5 piron (prov.), paron, purond (i.q. purwn =
purn, q.v.), v.t. To pierce, transx, thrust in, penetrate;
to spit, x on a spit or skewer; to string (pearls, &c.); to
thread (a needle, &c.); to le (papers).
H ; ,  puravn, puron, v.t. To ll=purn, q.v.
S :; H .  pra-van it, part. Imposed upon, deceived,
cheated.
S (:; H

 pra-van ak, adj. & s.m. Imposing upon,

deceitful, fraudulent, treacherous;—impostor, cheat, &c.
S :; H Ú pra-van an, s.f. Imposition, imposture,
deceit, fraud, treachery.
S ;  .' 4 parvaik, s.f. A disease of the eye, specks
(attended with pain) on the edge of the cornea of the

eye.
S ;  '4" parva,  4" parvi, s.f. A festival.

prince, a person of rank or distinction.
H I); HU praves, U parves, = S Z); HU8 pra-ve;

S ?; H 6 pra-vah, s.m. Wind, air; one of the seven vyus

vulg. U8 parve, s.m. Entering (into); entrance,

or winds; an epithet of Indra.
H ; 56 paroh [S. " 6t], s.m. A large leathern bag

ingress, penetrating, penetration; admission, access
(syn. da l); a religious ceremony performed previous to
entering a new house, &c.; intentness (on an object),
engaging closely (in a pursuit or purpose):—prave karn (me ), To nd entrance (into), to enter (into), &c.
S Z); HU8 pra-ve; vulg. U8 parve, = H I); HU

or bucket for drawing water with (=purva).
S ; ,56  purohit, and H. H56  prohit, vulg. pirohit,
parohit, s.m. A family priest, a king's domestic chaplain, a
priest who conducts all the ceremonials and sacrices of
a family.
H  *; ,56 " purohitn, vulg. pirohitn, s.f. The wife
of a family priest.
H $ *; ,56  purohit, vulg. pirohit = H *; ,56 "
purohit, vulg. pirohit s.f. The oce or functions of a
family priest; the fees of the ociating priest.
H *; ,56 " purohit, vulg. pirohit = H $ *; ,56 
purohit, vulg.pirohit s.f. The oce or functions of a
family priest; the fees of the ociating priest.
H <; 56 parohan [S. H 64], s.m. Carriage, vehicle;
means or instruments of transportation.
S <; H 64 pra-vahan, s.m. The act of owing; a covered
carriage; a litter or carriage for women (see parohan).
H ; 56 parohn (see paroh), v.t. To draw water
with a paroh or leathern bucket for the purpose of
irrigation, to irrigate.
H ); , Ï purwaiy, s.f. Easterly wind (=purw, q.v.).
S  );  pari-vydh, s.m. A species of reed,

praves, U parves, s.m. Entering (into); entrance,
ingress, penetrating, penetration; admission, access
(syn. da l); a religious ceremony performed previous to
entering a new house, &c.; intentness (on an object),
engaging closely (in a pursuit or purpose):—prave karn (me ), To nd entrance (into), to enter (into), &c.
S Z); U9 pari-vesh, s.m. One who serves up meals,
waiter, carver.
S Z); U.9 pari-veshit, part. Surrounded, enclosed,
encompassed; covered, veiled.
S ' Z);  9 pari-veshri, s.m.=pari-vesh, q.v.
S Z); U9 pari-veshan, s.m. =pari-vesha, q.v.
S <); U34 pari-vesha, s.m. Surrounding, enclosing;
circumference; halo (round the sun or moon);—
attendance, waiting (upon), distributing food, serving up
meals.
S (); HU8 pra-veak, adj. & s.m. Going (into),
entering, penetrating;—entry; an interlude.
S <); HU8 pra-vean, s.m. Entering (into); entrance (to

Calamus fasciculatus; a species of tree, Pterospermum
acerifolium.
S ; HU& pra-ve, s.m. Barley.

a house, &c.), principal door or gate.
S ); HU8" pra-ve, adj.=pra-veak, q.v.

S + ); U pari-vedan, s.m. Complete or accurate

S ); HU.d pra-vekshit, part. Foreseen, anticipated.

knowledge; discussion; anguish, pain, misery; the
marrying of a younger brother before the elder;
marriage.
S + ); U pari-vedan, s.f. Shrewdness, wit;
prudence, foresight, caution; anguish, &c. (=parivedan).
S ); H " pra-vr, adj. & s.m. Heroic, brave, strong,
powerful; best, most excellent;—a hero, warrior, chief,

S <); HUd4 pra-veksha, s.m. Foreseeing; foresight.
S  ); HU pra-vekshyat, adj. Foreseeing,
anticipating.
S ); HU! pra-vel, s.m. A yellow variety of the kidney
bean, Phaseolus mungo.
P <); parvn, s.m. The Pleiades.
S <); H "4 pra-v, adj. & s.m. Intelligent, skilful,

knowing, clever, proticient, excellent, accomplished,
conversant (with);—an able person, an adept, &c.
S *); H "4 pra-vat, s.f. = S *); H "4; pra-vatva,
s.m. Skill, cleverness, prociency, sagaciousness,
acuteness, shrewdness, ability.
S *); H "4; pra-vatva, s.m. = S *); H "4 pra-vat,
s.f. Skill, cleverness, prociency, sagaciousness,
acuteness, shrewdness, ability.
S ); HU.4 pra-ve i, HU4" pra-ve , s.f. A braid of hair;
the hair twisted and unadorned (as worn by widows, and
by wives in the absence of their husbands).
P ?; parra, para, s.m. A line (of soldiers, &c.), see par;—
troops, &c. forming a circle to surround game;—edge,
border, side, margin, extremity; the bolt of a lock, or of a
door:—para-b dhn, v.n. To form line, to arrange in
battle order; to form a circle to surround game.
S  ; 6 pari-hr, s.m. Repelling (a charge),
confutation; seizing, keeping back; contempt, disrespect,
disregard.
S  ; H6 pra-hr, s.m. Striking, hitting, pecking,
wounding, killing; stroke, blow, thump, slap, knock, kick,
shot, throw:—prahr karn, v.t. To strike, smite, &c.
S A ; H6 pra-hrit, part. Knocked; shot o,
discharged (as a missile).
S  ; H6 pra-hrak, adj. & s.m. Striking, smiting,
beating, attacking, assailing, killing;—striker, smiter,
ghter, warrior, hero; destroyer, murderer; debaser,
humbler.
S  ; H64 pra-hra, s.m. Striking, &c.; a desirable gift.
H  ; H6 prahrn, v.t. To strike, &c.=prahr karn,
q.v.s.v. prahr.
S  ; H6" pra-hr, adj. & s.m.=prahrak, q.v.
S K ; 6 pari-hs, s.m. Jesting, joking; mirth,
merriment, jest, joke, laughter, pleasantry, sport;
derision, ridicule, mockery:—parihs-ved, s.m. Jester,
wag, wit.
S K ; H6 pra-hs, s.m. Loud laughter; hearty laugh;
ridicule, derision; satire, irony; an actor, dancer; a name
of iva.

S (B ; 6 pari-hsak, = S B ; 6" pari-hs,
adj. & s.m. Laughing at, ridiculing, joking;—jester, wag,
wit.
S B ; 6" pari-hs, = S (B ; 6 pari-hsak,
adj. & s.m. Laughing at, ridiculing, joking;—jester, wag,
wit.
S B ; H6" pra-hs, adj. Laughing aloud; causing
laughter, diverting, joking, jesting; satirical.
S ; 6  para-hit, adj. See s.v. para, par.
S ; H6 pra-har, s.m. A watch, or three hours, &c., see
pahar.
S Y; H6 pra-harit, s.f. Watchfulness, vigilance; the
oce of a watchman or sentry.
S D ; H63' pra-harsh, s.m. Extreme joy, hilarity, mirth,
gladness, delight, rapture, exultation.
S E ; H63 pra-harshit, part. Greatly pleased,
overjoyed, rejoiced, delighted, very happy, merry, glad.
S D ; H¤9 pra-hrisha,
part.=praharshit, q.v.

S E ; H634" pra-harshin, s.f. A species of metre.
S ; 64 pari-hara, s.m. Avoiding; leaving,
abandoning; seizing, taking; refuting, repelling (a
charge), rebutting; disrespectful treatment.
S ; H64 pra-hara, s.m. Striking, beating; pecking;
biting; casting, throwing; attacking, assailing;—war,
battle; a covered car, litter; the box of a carriage:—
prahara-kalik, s.f. A species of the sarkar metre.
H ; 6 pariharn (see pari-hara), v.t. To take
away, clear o; to leave, forsake, abandon, desert.
S ; H6" pra-har, s.m. 'One who announces the hours
by striking a bell, beating a gong, &c.'; a bellman,
watchman, sentry, sentinel, patrol (=pahriy, q.v.).
S 0; ,t purah-sar, s.m. See s.v. puras.
S 0; H6 pra-hasat, adj. Laughing heartily, laughing.
S <0; H6 pra-hasan, s.m. Laughing loudly, violent or
hearty laughter, mirth, merriment; laughing at,
mocking, deriding; ridicule, irony, mockery; sarcasm,
satire.
S *0; H6B" pra-hasant, s.f. Arabian jasmine.

S 3; H6 pra-hld, s.m. Pleasure, joy, happiness;
name of a pious Daitya, son of Hiraya-kaipu, and regent
of one of the divisions of Ptl.
S A3; H6 pra-hldit, part. Rejoiced, delighted,
joyous, happy.
S 3; H6 pra-hldan, adj. & s.m. Causing joy or
pleasure, rejoicing, refreshing;—one who causes joy, &c.
P o ; parhez, s.m. [Zend fra+rt. ha , for hakhsh; s. pra+sa ],
s.m. Abstaining (from), keeping aloof (from), abstinence,
abstemiousness, forbearance, continence, control of the
passions, caution, sobriety, temperance, moderation:—
parhez karn (-se), To abstain (from), keep aloof (from), to
be on one's guard (against), to avoid; to control one's
passions or appetites, to be continent, to be temperate;
to observe a regimen:—parhez-gr, adj. & s.m. Abstinent,
abstemious, temperate, moderate, continent, sober, just;
—one who controls his passions, an abstemious person,
&c.:—parhez-gr, s.f. Abstinence, control of the passions,
&c.=parhez.
P o ; parhez, adj.=parhez-gr, q.v.s.v. parhez;—(food, &c.)
that should be abstained from; (food) suitable for one
under a regimen.
S # ; HÇ.! pra-helik, s.f. A puzzling question,
enigma, riddle (see pahel).
S < ; 6"4 pari-h, part. Waned, faded, wasted;
deserted (by); deprived (of), destitute (of), decient (in).
P ; par, s.f. A fairy; (g.) a beautiful woman:—par-band,
s.m. A kind of ornament:—par-paikar, par- hr, pariru sr, pari-r , adj. Fairy-faced, beautiful, angelic:—parn, s.m. One who holds the fairies and genn in
subjection, or who has them at his call; a magician:—
par- n, s.f. Calling aid from the fairies, exorcism:—
par-dr, adj. & s.m. Possessed by fairies or demous; one
so possessed; one who has the fairies at his command:—
par-zd, adj. & s.m. Fairy-born; beautiful, lovely;—a fairy;
a beauty:—par-stn, pari-stn, s.m. Fairy-land:—par-k
sya, s.m. The shadow of a fairy,' possession by an evil
spirit:—par-vash, adj. Fairy-like, beautiful.
S ;  pare (loc. of  para), adv. Beyond, yonder, at a
distance; apart, further o, away (from, -se); on the

other side (of, -ke); out of, or beyond, the reach (of);
after, afterwards; in another world, hereafter:—pare
bhgn (-se), To y out of the reach (cf), to get away
(from):—pare rahn (-se), To remain at a distance (from);
to keep aloof (from); to abstain (from):—pare ho-jn (-se),
To get to a distance (from), get away (from):—dwr-ke
pare, On the other side of the wall.
S ; ," pur, s.f. City, town; abode, habitation; palace;
the body;—the city of Pur in Orissa (the head-quarters of
the worship of Jagannth).
P ; pur (fr. pur, q.v.), s.f. Filling, lling up, lling in
(used as last member of comp., e.g. na-pur, s.f. Filling
up a column);—fullness, repletion; completeness,
suciency.
S ; H priya, adj. & s.m. (f. -) Beloved, dear (to),
valued, prized, liked, desired; pleasing, amiable,
agreeable, kind;—a beloved object, lover, husband;—a
species of medicinal plant (com. called riddhi), a kind of
drug:—priykhya (priya + khya), adj. Announcing glad
tidings:—priya-bhshan, s.m. Speaking kindly; kind or
friendly speech:—priya-bhsh, adj. & s.m. Speaking
kindly, &c.=priya-vd, q.v.:—priya-tar, adj. Dearer, more
beloved:—priya-tam, adj. & s.m. Dearest, most beloved;—a
beloved, darling; a favourite friend; lover, sweetheart,
husband:—priya-daran, adj. & s.m. Pleasant or grateful to
the sight; good-looking, handsome, beautiful, lovely;—a
lovely-looking person; the look of a friend; a kind of
date-tree, Terminalia tomentosa; Mimusops kauki:—priyasakh, s.m. The tree Acacia catechu:—priya-sakh, s.f. A dear
female friend or companion, a condante:—priya-sande,
s.m. A tree with fragrant owers, Michelia champaca:—
priya-kr, priya-kr, priya-kar, adj. & s.m. Doing a kindness
(to), doing a favour, acting kindly (towards), treating
kindly; causing pleasure or enjoyment, giving pleasure;
kind, favourable, aectionate, benecent;—a kind
person, benefactor, friend, &c.:—priya-krit, adj. &
s.m.=priya-kr, q.v.:—priya-mn, adj. & s.m. Beloved, dear;
aectionate, loving;—a beloved person; an aectionate
person:—priyam-bhwuk (priyam, neut. of priya), part. adj.
& s.m. Become dear, beloved (by); one who has become
an object of aection:—priyam-bhvukat, s.f.=priyam-

bhvukatva, s.m. The having become dear or beloved;
becoming beloved; amiability:—priya-vd, adj. & s.m.
Speaking kindly or agreeably, speaking aectionately;
sweet-spoken, pleasant-spoken; attering;—a pleasantspoken person; a atterer:—priya-va an, s.m. A word of
love, or of kindness:—priya-var, s.f. A creeping plant,
Echites frutescens.
H ); pariy, pary, adj. Fairy-like, &c.=par-zd, q.v.
S ); H priy, adj. f. See priya;—s.f. A beloved woman,
favourite, darling, dear, sweetheart, mistress, wife;—
priy-vn, priy-vat, adj. Having a mistress or sweetheart;
being in love (with), enamoured (of).
H ); H priy [S. H(], s.m. Love; service, kindness,
favour; what is pleasing (to), will, pleasure:—priy karn (k), To do the will or pleasure (of).
H W ); * paryj, s.m. corr. of par-dd, q.v.
S K ); H pra-ys, s.m. Eort, exertion, labour, pains,
endeavour; desire (for); pursuit (of).
H B ); H" prays [the preceding+S. a. , nom. ],
adj. Energetic, laborious, diligent, industrious,
persevering.
H :E ); H.¹ pray it, s.m.=pr-ya it, q.v.s.v. prya.
S  & ); HZ priykhya, adj. See s.v. priya.
S ' ); H$ pra-yg, vulg. prg, s.m. 'Sacrice, oblation';
'the place of sacrice'; name of a celebrated place of
pilgrimage (commonly called Allahabad) at the
con uence of the Ganges and Jamna with the supposed
subterranean Sarasvat (whence the other name tri-ve,
'the three streams.' Prayg, in composition, is applied to
other sacred places situated at the con uence of two
rivers, e.g. deva-prayg, rudra-prayg, kara-prayg, nandaprayg, in the Himalaya mountains):—prayg-rj, s.m. An
epithet of Prayg:—prayg-wl, s.m. A Hindoo priest of
Prayg.
S ); H! priyl, vulg. piyl, s.m. The tree Buchanania
latifolia.
S  ); H4 pra-ya, pray, s.m. Setting out, departing,
departure, starting (on a journey); going forth, going to
a distance, journey, march; invasion, attack; death:—

pray-kl, s.m. Time of departure; time of death; death.
S  ); y paryya, paryy, s.m. Revolution, passing away
(of time), course, lapse, expiration; regular recurrence,
repetition; succession, turn; regular order, arrangement,
methodical disposition, method; a convertible term,
synonym; a list of synonyms; way, manner, mode,
method of proceeding; property, quality; opportunity,
occasion.
S ); H" prta, prt, part. Pleased, delighted, gladdened,
satistied; joyful, happy; beloved, loved, dear; gracious,
kind, aectionate.
S ); H" prti, & H. H" prt, s.f. Pleasure, joy, delight,
gladness, happiness; enjoyment, gratication,
satisfaction; graciousness, grace, favour, kindness;
friendliness, friendship, liking, fondness (for), amity,
regard, harmony, aection, love;—love personied as
the wife of Km-dev; name of the second nakshatra:—prtibhv, s.m. Graciousness, courteousness:—prti-patra, s.m.
A love-letter:—prti-p rvak, adv. Through favour or kind
regard; in an aectionate manner, kindly, graciously,
aectionately:—prt jo n (-se) = prt karn, q.v.:—prti-dn,
prti-dya, s.m. 'Gift of love,' a present made from love or
aection, a kind or friendly present, token of aection:—
prt rakhn (-se) = prt karn, q.v.:—prti-krak, prti-kr,
prti-kar, adj. Causing pleasure; inspiring love or
aection, pleasing, agreeable: friendly, kind,
aectionate:—prti karn (-se, or -ke sang), To show
aection (for), to make friends (with), to love:—prt
lagn (-se) = prti karn, q.v.:—prti-mn, adj. Having love
or aection (for), loving, fond, aectionate, kind,
friendly, charitable:—prti-vn, priti-yukt, vulg. prti-yut,
adj.=prti-mn, q.v.
S ); H< pret, vulg. paret, s.m. lit. 'Departed, deceased,
dead'; the spirit of a deceased person, departed spirit;
the spirit before obsequial rites are performed; ghost,
goblin, sprite, evil spirit, end:—pret-paksh, s.m. 'Half
month of the departed, i.e. of the manes'; the dark half
of the month (properly of the Gaua Avin, so called as
peculiarly appointed for the celebration of obsequial
rites to the pitris or manes):—pret-jon, s.f.=pret-yoni, pretlok, q.v.:—pret-rddh, vulg. paret-ardh, s.m. Obsequial

ceremonies oered to a departed relative during the
year of his demise;—obsequial ceremonies in honour of
the dead or of deceased ancestors:—pret-karm, s.m., pretkrya, s.m., pret-kriy (vulg. paret-kiry), s.f.=pret-raddh,
q.v.:—pret-griha,
 s.m. 'House of the dead,' buryingground, cemetery:—pret-lok, s.m. The world of the dead,
the region of disembodied spirits (in which they remain
for one year, or until the obsequial rites are completed):
—pret-nad, s.f. The river of the dead, the river of hell:—
pret-nivs, s.m.=pret-griha,
 q.v.:—pret-yoni, s.m.=pret-lok,
q.v.
S ); H, pra-yut, s.m. A million.
H *);  paret [S. +t], s.m. A large reel (=part).
S *); H" prt, s.f. A female friend, &c. (see prt).
S *); H priyat, s.f. Dearness, the being dear or
beloved; the being fond of, aection, love.
S 2 *); H/ priya-tam; H. H"/ prtam (superl. of priya),
adj. & s.m. Most beloved, dearest;—a favourite, friend,
beloved, lover, sweetheart, husband (=ptam).
S <*); H; pra-yatna, pra-yatn, vulg. paryatn, s.m.
Persevering eort, continued exertion or endeavour;
activity, action, attempt, active eort:—prayatn karn, v.n.
To make an eort, to attempt, to endeavour:—prayatnwn, adj. & s.m. Assiduous, persevering, enterprising,
active, energetic, zealous;—one who endeavours or
makes eort, one who directs his whole attention and
care (to).
H *);  paretn (see paret), v.t. To wind, to reel

P  >); par- n, s.m. See s.v. par for compounds of
which par is the rst member.
H + ); " par-d, s.m.=pari-d, q.v.
S <E + ); H8
' priya-daran, adj. & s.m. See s.v. priya for
compounds having that word for the rst member.
P + ); pardan [fr. par 'wing,' q.v.], s.m. Flying, soaring on
the wing (used in comp.).
P ?+ ); parda, perf. part. (of pardan), Flown, taken wing.
S  + ); " " par-dhv (for pari-dhv), s.m. The fortyrst year of the Indian cycle, or of the sixty-years' cycle
of Jupiter.
S A); H< prerit, part. adj. & s.m. Urged, incited,
impelled; sent, directed, despatched;—envoy,
messenger; apostle, missionary.
S ); H< prerak, adj. & s.m. Urging, impelling, inciting;
directing, ordering; sending, despatching;—one who
incites, &c.; inciter; sender.
S ); H<4 prera, s.m. = S ); H<4 prera, s.f. Urging,
inciting; sending, despatching, directing, ordering;
instigation, impulse, passion; direction, injunction, order,
command; (in Gram.) a causal verb:—prerarthak
(preraa+arthak), adj. Having the sense of inciting, or of
the causal verb;—prerarthak kriy, s.f. the causal verb.
S ); H<4 prera, s.f. = S ); H<4 prera, s.m. Urging,

(thread or yarn).
H *); H<" pretn (fem. of pret), s.f. A female ghost,

inciting; sending, despatching, directing, ordering;
instigation, impulse, passion; direction, injunction, order,
command; (in Gram.) a causal verb:—prerarthak
(preraa+arthak), adj. Having the sense of inciting, or of
the causal verb;—prerarthak kriy, s.f. the causal verb.
S *)); H< prerayit, s.m. One who urges; instigator;

demon or evil spirit.
H *); " paret, s.f. A small reel (dim. of paret, q.v.).

sender; director, commander.
H I);  pares, corr. of par-des, q.v.s.v. para, par.

H ; pare, parai (corr. of the English), s.m. A parade

H I); pres (from the English), s.m. A printing-press;

(of troops); parade-ground.
S ; &
' paryaan, s.m. Wandering about, roaming,

printing oce.
S Z); ,"3 pursh, s.m. Refuse, rubbish; the remains of

peregrination, travelling.
H 6); "* pirj, s.m. A saucer=piri , q.v.

food (left in a pot); fæces, excrement, ordure:—
purshotsarg (pursha+utsarga), s.m. The voiding of
excrement.
P  ); pareshn, vulg. parshn [act. part. of pareshdan;

H &:); "K+ par h, s.f.=parksh, q.v.
H (&:); "K+ par hak, s.m.=parkshak, q.v.

Zend and S. vi+ri ], adj. Dispersed, scattered; disordered,
confused; dishevelled, tossed (as hair); amazed,
distracted, perplexed, bewildered, deranged; troubled,
distressed, wretched; ruined:—pareshn-l, adj.
Distressed in condition, embarrassed:—pareshn-l, s.f.
Distress of condition, embarrassment:—pareshn- tir,
adj. Distressed or troubled in mind;—pareshn- tir,
 s.f.
Trouble of mind, distraction:—pareshn-dil, adj.=pareshntir, q.v.:—pareshn karn, v.t. To perplex, confuse,
confound, bewilder, perturb, distract; to dishevel, toss,
disorder, derange; to worry, harass:—pareshn kahn (-se),
To talk distractedly or foolishly:—pareshn-go, s.f.
Confused or absurd talk:—pareshn-nazar,
 s.f. Confusion
of sight.
P  ); pareshn, s.f. Dispersion, scattering, confusion,
disorder, derangement, perplexity, bewilderment,
perturbation, distraction; distress, embarrassment,
trouble, misery.
H  E  ); 8 8 parevan, s.m. A kind of medicinal
herb which grows on brick walls during the rains.
S ); H<3 preshit, part. Sent away; sent, despatched
(on an errand); ordered, directed (=prerit).
S Z); H<c preshha, preshh (superl. of priya), adj.
Dearest, very dear, most beloved; most agreeable, most
desired.
S Z); H<c preshh, s.f. Mistress, sweetheart, wife.
H :); H.¹ pra-ya it, s.m.=prya it, q.v.s.v. pryas.
S ); ,"3" pursh, s.f. Epithet of a particular religious
observance.
S  ); H<l preshya, part. adj. & s.m. To be sent or

S ); "d parksh (pari+ksh), s.f. Investigation,
examination, experiment, test, trial, proof;—
discrimination, judgment, penetration; trial by ordeal of
various kinds:—parksh-r p, adj. Experimental:—parksh
karn (-k), To make trial (of), to examine, test, &c.:—
parksh-yukt, adj. Connected with proof, &c.: parkshyukti, s.f. An arrangement for proof, &c.
S ); H<d preksh, s.f. Looking at, beholding, observing,
seeing, regarding; sight, view, look, aspect; any public
show or spectacle, a sight; a play, dancing; conception,
understanding, intellect; circumspection, consideration.
S ); ".d parkshit, part. Carefully inspected,
investigated, tried, examined, tested, proved.
S ); ".d par-kshit (par+kshit), s.m. Name of a
king, son of Abhimanyu and grandson of Arjun. (It is to
this king that the Bhgavat Pur was related).
S ); H<.d prekshit, part. Looked at, viewed, beheld,
seen.
S (); "d parkshak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Trying,
testing, examining;—prover, examiner, experimenter,
assayer, investigator, judge.
S <); "d4 parksha, s.m. = S ); "d4 parksha,
s.f. =parksh.
S ); "d4 parksha, s.f. = S <); "d4 parksha,
s.m. =parksh.
S < ; H<d4 prekshan, s.m. Looking at, viewing, seeing,
beholding; the eye; a public show or spectacle, a sight.
S ); "d" parksh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = parkshak, q.v.
S  ); H< prekshya, part. adj. To be looked at, to be

despatched, proper to be sent;—a messenger, servant.
S (); H priyak, s.m. A kind of variegated or spotted

regarded, to be seen; worthy of being seen.
H &); L parekh [S. "dt], s.m.=parksh, q.v.

deer; a kind of bird; a bee; the plants Nauclea cadamba
and Terminalia tomentosa.
S ); H,= pra-yukt, part. Joined (to), harnessed, yoked;

H &); L parekh [S. H<3, or Hh3+t], s.m. Sorrow,

used, employed; applied; associated or connected (with);
endowed (with), possessing (as an attribute); compact,
closely united, dense; produced (by), arising (from),
occasioned (by), in consequence (of), owing (to).

S 2 ); H</ prem, vulg. parem, s.m. Love, aection, kindness,

concern, regret, contrition; aversion, objection.
H <&); L parekhan, s.m.=parksha, q.v.
tender regard, kindliness, friendship:—prem-bas,
adj.=prem-va, q.v.:—prem-bhakt, adj. Devoted to the
exercise of love:—prem-para, adj. & s.m. Intent on love,

lled with aection, aectionate, loving, constant;—one
who is constant in love, &c.:—prem-ras, s.m. The quality
or the essence of love:—prem rakhn (-ke sth), To be in
love (with); to be fast friends (with):—prem-rang-rt, adj.
'Coloured with the dye of love,' strongly attached (to), in
love (with), enamoured (of):—prem-sgar, s.m. 'Ocean of
love'; the name of the tenth section of the Bhgavat
pur, in which the love-sports of Krisha
are related; an

epithet of the Deity:—prem-sa yukt, adj. Connected with
love, having relation to love:—prem karn (-par), To show
aection (for); to be enamoured (of):—prem-kahn, s.f. A
love-tale:—prem-lat, s.f. A creeper; a parasitic plant:—
prem-wl, adj. (f. -), Possessing aection, aectionate,
loving:—prem-vn, prem-vat, adj. Full of love, aectionate;
—prem-vat, s.f. Mistress, spouse:—prem-va, adj. Under
the in uence of love, over head and ears in love, deeply
enamoured (of).
S ? @ ); ,"/56 pur-moh, s.m. The thorn-apple (Datura).
S @ ); H</" prem, adj. & s.m. Loving, aectionate, friendly;
—an aectionate person; a lover.
H <); , puren, , puraini, , purain, s.f. The
placenta; the lotus-plant; lotus-leaf.
S ); B
' paryant (pari+anta), s.m. & postp. Boundary,
limit, edge, skirt, border, extremity; end, termination;—
up to, as far as, to the extent of; unto, until. (It is
annexed to an accusatival base or to an adverb.)
H ); Û pare r, s.m. A beam.
S (); 
 parya k, s.m. A bed, bedstead (=palang).
S <&); H<rL4, and H. H±L, pre khan, s.m. Swinging; a
swing.
S J); H($, priya gu, s.m. Panic seed, Italian millet,
Panicum italicum;—a medicinal plant and perfume
(described as a fragrant seed, sometimes called phal);—
black mustard seed, Sinapis ramosa;—long pepper.
H  ); "  parw [S. H+], s.f. The rst day of the
moon.
H  );   parew [S.  t], s.m. A dove, turtle dove,
pigeon.
S  ); "  par-vd, s.m.=pari-vd, q.v.

H 5 ); H5* pra-yoj, adj.=pra-yojya, q.v.
S (W ); H5* pra-yojak, adj. & s.m. Occasioning,
eecting, conducing (to), causing or inducing (any act),
leading (to); instigating, prompting, arousing,
stimulating, exciting; deputing, appointing;—an original
instigator, author (of any act); founder or institutor (of
any ceremony); a law-giver, legislator; author,
composer; a money-lender, creditor.
S <W ); H5* pra-yojan (rt. yuj, with pra), s.m.
Employment, use (of); need (of), necessity (for),
exigence, demand; cause, occasion, motive, origin;
inducement; purpose, object, aim, intention, design;
prot, interest, advantage:—prayojan-vn, adj. Having a
particular use, aim, or purpose; done with a particular
aim or design, designing, purposing; selsh; serviceable.
H (W ); H5* pra-yojanik (the preceding+ika), adj.
Necessary, requisite.
S W ); H5*" pra-yojan, adj.=prayojanik, q.v.
S  W ); H5*" prayojanya, = S  W ); H5A pra-yojya,
part. adj. Proper to be used or employed; to be practised;
to be occasioned or produced; to be put forth or
represented; t, suitable, proper, necessary:—pra-yojya,
s.m. A servant, slave; capital, principal, 'that which is put
out to interest.'
S  W ); H5A pra-yojya, = S  W ); H5*" prayojanya,
part. adj. Proper to be used or employed; to be practised;
to be occasioned or produced; to be put forth or
represented; t, suitable, proper, necessary:—pra-yojya,
s.m. A servant, slave; capital, principal, 'that which is put
out to interest.'
S  B ); '  pary-avasn, s.m. End, termination,
conclusion, issue.
S ' ); H5$ pra-yog, s.m. Application, employment (of);
use, usage, practice; procedure; act, action, eort,
exertion, direction; occasion, cause, motive, object;
consequence, result; contrivance, device, plan; an
example, comparison; exhibition, performance,
representation (of a play); a formula (to be recited),
sacred text, authority; capital bearing interest, principal,
loan.

S X ); H5$" pra-yog, adj. & s.m. Having some object in
view, striving for an object; calculated for a particular
purpose; using, applying; causing, stimulating;—one who
strives for any object, &c.
H ); 6 pareh [S. Hp6t], s.m. Soup (made of rice),
&c.=paleo, q.v.
S ); H priya. See ; priya.
H ); 6 pareh, = H 4); 6 pareh, [S. " 6t], s.m.
Land watered after ploughing, or ooded before the
nal ploughing and levelling of the land.
H 4); 6 pareh, = H ); 6 pareh, [S. " 6t], s.m.
Land watered after ploughing, or ooded before the
nal ploughing and levelling of the land.
S K 4); "6 par-hs, s.m.=pari-hs, q.v.
H  ] 7 pa , s.m. The boundary of a eld (=pa).
H  ] 7 pa , s.m. A bualo calf (=p , q.v.).
H  ] 7 pa  (perf. part. of pa n, q.v.), part. adj. Laid
aside; lying (unused, unowned, unemployed, or
unoccupied); useless, idle; prostrate; uncultivated, fallow
(land);—adv. In its place; as it is:—pa  pn, v.t. To nd
lying; to nd; to get easily or for nothing:—pa  phirn,
v.n. To wander about; to idle:—pa  akkar, s.m. Latitude:
—pa  rahn, or pa e rahn, v.n. To remain lying; to loll or
sleep all day long, to be idle; to be laid on one's back, be
prostrated (through sickness or grief); to be helpless,
poor, or destitute:—pa  khet, s.m. (in Geom.) A surface; a
horizontal plane:—pa  lakr, s.f. A horizontal line:—pa 
hon (-par, or -pe), To hang or depend (upon), to sponge
(on).
H  ] ,7 pu  [S. ,&+t], s.m. A large parcel or packet
(as of physic, &c.; cf. pu iy).
H  ] ,7 pu , s.m. (Prov.) The buttock (=puh, q.v.):—
pu e to n, v.n. To be about to calve (a cow).
H  ? ] 7f pa -par, adv. With reiterated strokes;
whack-whack (=pa--pa, q.v.).
H  ] 7 parn (caus. of pa n), v.t. To cause to lie
down, cause to repose; to lay down, put to sleep; to knock
down, cause to drop; to pluck, cull, gather (fruit, &c.).
H   ] 7 pa o (v.n. from the preceding), s.m.

Resting, reclining, reposing, sleeping; halting; haltingplace, camping-ground, encampment, station, stage;
camp, army, crowd, multitude, assembly; (in Mech.)
neutral equilibrium:—pa o ln, pa o karn, v.n. To
halt, encamp, camp.
H  ? ] 77 pa pa n [S. Tv or Tvj redupl.], v.n. To
prattle, chatter; to throb with pain, to tingle, smart, burn
(as the tongue from an acid substance=par-parn):—pa pa -rahn, v.n. Idem.
H C ] 7 pa at [pa , rt. of pa n+S. a. ], s.f. Cost
price, cost, real value; price, rate:—pa at phailn (-me ),
To distribute an aggregate charge (among all the
individuals liable to it); to calculate.
H 9 ] 7 pa t (see pa at), s.m. 'What falls to each
individual'; share, portion, quota; dividend; rate, the rate
at which the revenue demand falls on each plough or
bgh of land:—pa t ml-gur, s.m. Rateable amount of
revenue:—pa t mutawassit,  s.m. Average rate.
H 9 ] 7! pa tl [S. +!, rt. !], s.f. Bringing to
the test, testing, proving, comparing; revision, review,
comparison (with some standard), collation; recounting;
remeasurement (of a eld, &c.); re-weighing; repayment
(with a stick, &c.), punishment, beating (also written partl):—pa tl pa n (-par), Punishment to overtake, to
suer a beating, be beaten:—pa tl karn (-k), To make
trial (of), to bring to the test, to try, test, examine,
prove; to revise, review, compare (with some standard);
to collate; to check or audit (accounts); to re-count; to remeasure, re-weigh.
H  9 ] 7! pa tln, v.t.=pa tl karn, q.v.s.v. pa tl.
H (9 ] 7! pa tal, s.f.=partal, q.v.
H 9 ]7" pa t [S. ; or pa , rt. of pa n+S. a. ], s
f. Uncultivated or fallow land; waste land:—part jadd, s.f.
Land recently left fallow:—pa t qadm, s.f. Land which
has long lain uucultivated or fallow.
H D ] 70 pa n, s.m.=par n, q.v.
H # D ]7+&" pa ha, s.f.=par- hat, q.v.s.v. para, par.
H  ] 7 pa n [Prk. f4(; S. "(, rt. ], v.n. To
fall, drop; to fall down, drop down; to lie, lie down,
recline, repose; to lie idle, useless, or unoccupied; to be

set or laid aside; to be laid up, be prostrated, be bedridden; to fall to the lot (of, -ko); to be tied (to,—as a wife,
servant, &c.); to live or stay (with, or in the house of, me ); to hang or depend (upon, -par, or -pe), to sponge
(on); to be encamped, to halt, encamp, camp; to be or
become; to happen, arise, take place, occur; to happen to
be or become, prove to be; to befal, overtake (as
punishment); to be keen (after), to hanker (after); to
interfere, intermeddle (in, -me ); to be concerned
(about), have to do (with); to stand, cost, come to, be
valued (at); to be suitable (to, -ko), to suit, agree (with);
to be digested. (Following the unin ected innitive of
another verb, pa n, like hon, signies 'have to,' 'must';
e.g. usko jne pa , 'he had to go';—annexed to the base of
some neuter verbs it forms intensives, as gir-pa n, 'to
fall down';—annexed to the base of a transitive verb it
has generally the sense of hon, as dekh pa n, 'to be
seen,' 'to become visible'):—pa -jn, v.n. To lie down, to
repose; to be laid across, be spread (over); to lull, cease
(as the wind), to abate; to become set, hoarse, or husky
(as the voice); to be or become; to happen to be:—pa rahn, v.n. To remain lying; to be idle; to be prostrated
(through sickness or grief); to be helpless, poor, or
destitute (=pa e rahn, q.v.s.v. pa ).
H  ] 7  pa iw, 7  pa w, s.f.=pariw, q.v.
H  ] f® pa , 7  pa w [S. R,t], s.m. A bualo
calf, a young bualo (=p , pa ).
H  ] 7  pirwn (caus. of pe n), v.t. To cause to
press; to cause to be pressed, to get (a thing) pressed; to
squeeze; to grind, crush, pound.
H 7 ] 7  pa wy, s.m. Wooden saucers placed
under the feet of a bed (cf. p-lak ).
H 4 ] 75 pa os, 7M pa aus [S. H+ t], s.m.
Neighbourhood, vicinity (=paros).
H 5 ] 75 pa osin, 75 pa osan, 7M pa ausan,
s.f. A female neighbour (see pa os).
H 5 ]75" pa os, 7M" pa aus [S. H "], s.m. A
neighbour:—pa aus-k a s, s.m. Right of vicinage; right of
preëmption.
H  ]7 " pa w, s.f. A kind of sugar-cane (sown in

autumn).
H  ] i pa h [perf. part. of pa hn;—and = Prk. ©

=

S. _t, rt. _], part. adj. Read, well-read, of extensive
reading, learned, lettered:—pa h jin, s.m. A consummate
knave, a perfect devil:—pa h-gu, adj. & s.m. Educated,
learned;—an educated man, a learned man, an
experienced man:—pa h-likh, adj. & s.m. Educated,
learned, lettered, &c.=pa h-gu.
H  ] i pa hn [caus. of pa hn;—pa h˚ = Prk.
©U˚=S. _˚, caus. of _], v.t. To cause to read, to
make (one) read, learn, or study; to teach, instruct; to
teach (a bird) to talk; to tell, show, put (one) up to; to
pervert.
H 8 ]i pa h, s.f. Teaching, tuition; method of
teaching; tuition fee:—pa h-k naqsha, s.m. Scheme of
study; time-table.
H + ]©!" pi hul [S. "_+dim. a. ul = l, fr. S. t or
!t], s.f. A block-stool; a stool (=ph, q.v.).
H  ] i pa han (see pa hn), s.f. The act of reading,
reading.
H  ] i pa hin, s.f. A mullet.
H  ] i pa hn [Prk. ©4(=S. _"(, rt. _], v.t. To
read, repeat, recite; to say; to mutter a spell; to learn,
study (with acc. & abl.); to make out, decipher; to talk (as
a bird):—pa hne-jog, adj. Fit to be read; what can be read,
readable, legible:—pa hne-wl, pa hne-hr, s.m. (f. -),
Reader, reciter; learner, student.
H  ] iB pa hant [S. _+], s.f. Reading; citation,
maxim, precept; spell, charm.
H  ] i  pa hwn (doub. caus. of pa hn), v.t. To
cause (one) to be taught reading; &c.; to have (one)
taught (by).
H  ],7" pu , s.f. Skin (of a drum=pur, q.v.).
H 7 ] 7 pa iy (dim. of p ), s.f. A young bualo
(female;—cf. pa ).
H 7 ] ,7 pu iy, pu y [S. ,&+], s.f. Anything
wrapped up in paper or leaves; a parcel (of physic, &c.), a
powder; majenta, &c. in papers;—an oering to a god:—

pu iy u n, v.n. To make oerings of abr and se d r to
a saint.
H (7 ] 7! pa yal [Prk. f=S. +!?] s.f. Rubbish,
sweepings.
P o; paz or puz, part. [rt. Zend and S. pa ], Cooking,
baking; concocting (used in comp.).
P ?o; pazwa, vulg. pajw (S. +), s.f. A brick-kiln.
P X a ; pazhmurdag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f.
Witheredness; fadedness; rottenness; frozen state,
numbness; dejection (of spirits).
P ?a ; pazhmurda [perf. part. of pazh-murdan; and=Zend
paiti+mereta, rt. mar; S. prati+mrita,
 rt. mr], part. adj.
Withered, faded, pallid, drooping, blighted, decayed;
frozen, numbed.
P I; pas [Pehl. pa; Z. pa a; S. pa a], adv. After, behind;
at length, in ne, nally; so, then, therefore, wherefore,
then surely, assuredly, consequently:—pas-andz, s.m.
Economy; savings, something laid by for old age or a
rainy day;—pas-andz karn (-me ), To economize (in the
matter of); to save, lay by:—pas-p, adj. With the legs
behind; cross-legged; sitting cross-legged:—pas-p karn,
v.t. To drive back, repulse, put to ight:—pas-p hon, v.n.
To decline; to fall behind or in the rear; to slink behind;
to retreat, to ee; to desist (from an attempt):—pasurda, s.m. Leavings; oal:—pas-rau, s.m. Follower;
dependants, retinue, train, equipage;—pas-rau, s.f.
Following:—pas-gaibat,
adv. In one's absence, behind

one's back:—pas-kash, s.m. Recoil, rebound; pas-mnda,
part. adj. & s.m. Remaining behind; remaining over;—a
surviving person, survivor; surplus, savings:—pas o pesh,
s.m. lit. 'Behind and before'; here
and there; evasion, shuing, prevarication; hesitation,
indecision;—pas o pesh karn, v.n. To shue, prevaricate,
boggle; to hesitate, demur, doubt.
H I; / pas [S. 8,?], s.f. A bualo-heifer.
H 0;  pas [S. HT&t], s.m. As much as can be held in
both hands open, two handfuls (=anjl).
H 0; , pus, s.m. The sun=p sh, q.v.
H 0; , pus, s.m.=paush, q.v.
H

0;  pisb, s.m. corr. of peshb, q.v.

H V 0;  pis , s.m.=pi , q.v.
H  0;  pasr [S. H+t], s.m. The act of
spreading or stretching out; expansion; extension:—
pasr karn (-ko;—me ) To spread out, &c.=pasrn, q.v.; to
procrastinate; to raise obstacles (in an easy matter).
H  0;  pasrn [S. H4"(, rt. T& with H], v.t. To
spread, stretch out, open, expand, extend, distend; to
reach, to display.
H  0; " pasr, s.m.=pansr, q.v.
H  0;  pisn (v.n. from next, q.v.), s.m. Any nelyground substance; our, meal.
H  0;  pisn [pis˚ = Prk. U˚=S. |3˚, caus. of
rt. 3], v.t. To grind, to reduce to meal or our, &c.
(=psn, q.v.).
H  0;  pasn [S. Hk 4"(], v.t. To remove the scum
of boiling rice, &c.; to skim; to pour o super uous water;
to pour o the water in which any edible as rice, &c.) has
been boiled; pas-len, v.t. Idem.
H  0;  pas , pasu,  paso [Prk. ; S.
Ht], s.m. (Old H.)=prasd, q.v.
H $ 0;  pas [S. H], s.f. A kind of wild rice
(growing in shallow ponds, and generally used by Hinds
in fasts;=pasah or pas-h).
H $ 0;  pis (v.n. from pisn, q.v.), s.f. Grinding;
the price paid for grinding; the occupation of grinder.
H `0; ,T pusp; see pushp.
P ; I; pas-p, adj. See s.v. pas for compounds of which
that word is the rst member.
H ; I; ,! pasu-pl, s.m. See s.v. ; pau.
H A L0; ,0 pus-p t [S.,l,Pt], s.m. Adopted son:—
pusp t karn, v.t. To adopt as a son.
P 0; past, adj. Low, humble; abject, mean, base, vile;
lower; below:—past- ayl, s.m. Low idea:—past-trat,
 adj.
Of inferior understanding; of a mean disposition; lownatured; base, vile:—past-qad, adj. & s.m. Low in stature;
a dwarf:—past karn or kar-den, v.t. To lower, put down;
to render abject, to humiliate; to defeat, vanquish:—past
o buland dekhn, v.n. To look above and below; to look

about (one); to consider and take precautions against
the vicissitudes of fortune:—past-himmat, adj. Lowminded; mean-spirited; without courage; unambitious:—
past hon, v.n. To be humbled, be put down; to be
humiliated; to be overcome, be vanquished.
S 0; ,T pust, s.m. Smearing, anointing, plastering,

length, to lie prostrate; to lie down; to yield, give way, to
consent; to set the heart (on), to long (for).
P 0; pisar, s.f. Boyhood, infancy.

painting; working in clay, modelling; a book, manuscript
(=pustak).
H  *0; pustr; corr. of pushtra, q.v.

H 30; ! pasal, pasl [S. H+t], A shower, torrent of

P  *0; pistn [Pehl. pitn; Z. fstna; S. stana], s.m. Breasts,
pap or dug.
H  *0; T pastn, v.n. To regret, &c.=pa htn, q.v.
S (*0; ,T pustak, s.f. A book, volume, manuscript (syn.
poth):—p stakgr (˚ka + g˚), s.m.=pustaklay (˚ka+l˚), s.m.
'Book-room,' library; book-depôt.
S *0; ,T" pustak, s.f.=pustak, q.v.
P *0; pista, s.m. A pistachio nut:—pista-lab, adj. Having lips
as sweet as the pistachio nut.
P *0; past (from past), s.f. Lowness, inferiority; humility;
baseness.
P *0; pista, adj. Of the colour of the pistachio nut:—
pista rang, s.m. Pistachio-nut-colour; pea-green.
H *0; pust: corr. of pusht, q.v.
H A :0; pas t, adv. See pa at.
H 2 :0; pas im, s.m. See pa im.
H 0;  pasar [Prk. ; S. H], s.f. Sending cattle
forth to graze by night, letting cattle loose at night to
graze (generally on forbidden pasture); grazing cattle at
night:—pasar a hn, v.n. To graze cattle at night.
P 0; pisar [Old P. pusar; Pehl. pur; Z. puthra; S. putra], s.m.
Son, boy; child; youth (syn. be; la k):—pisar-i-a yf,
s.m. A step-son; son of a wife by a former husband:—
pisar-i- nda, pisar- nda, s.m. An adopted son (=pasp t);—pisar- ndag, s.f. Adoption as a son:—pisar-zda,
s.m. A son's son, grandson:—pisar-i-ulb, s.m. A son from
one's own loins, own son (=sag be):—pisar-i-mutabann,
s.m. An adopted son.
H 0;  pasarn [Prk. 4(; S. H4"(, rt. T&; see
pasrn], v.n. To be spread out, be stretched out, be
distended or expanded; to lie stretched out or at full

H

N0; pistol, pist l (from the Eng. or the Port.), s.m. A

pistol.
P + i I; pas-qad, s.m.=past-qad, q.v.s.v. past.
rain.
H 30; ! pisln (caus. of pisn or psn), v.t. To
cause to grind or to reduce to powder.
H #0; !" pasl, ,!" pasul [S. 8,+' dim. a. l = fem. fr.
S. a. t], s.f. A rib; the præcordia:—pasl-pha akn, v.n.
To feel a quivering or thrilling sensation over the ribs
(regarded as a sign of an impending visit from an absent
friend, or as a perception of his or her condition):—paslkhan, s.m. Side; a tract of country.
H <0; , pisun, s.m.=piun, q.v.
H 0;  pisn (see the trans. psn), v.n. To be
ground, pounded, pulverized, crushed, to be reduced to
powder; to be bruised or broken, be hurt or injured; to be
reduced to distress, be ruined; (met.) to be desperately in
love:—pis-jn, v.n. intens. of, and = pisn:—pisan-hr,
s.m. (f. -). A grinder of corn, &c.; a miller.
P + 0; pasand (fr. pasanddan; rt. Zend. and S. vi+ad; cf.
also S. prasanna), part. adj. & s.f. Approved; grateful;
approving, choosing (used chie y in comp., e.g. dilpasand; aqq-pasand, &c., q.v.s.v.);—approbation, approval;
acceptance; choice; preference; discretion:—pasand n,
or pasand pa n (-k), To meet the approval (of), to be
approved, be chosen; to please:—pasand karn (-ko), To
approve; to like; to choose; to prefer; to accede to; to
accept.
P H + 0; pasand, s.m. Slashed or chopped meat;—
pasando -k kabb, s.m. A kabb made of meat ground or
pounded on a sil along with condiments, &c.
P ?+ )+ 0; pasandda (perf. part. of pasanddan: see pasand),
part. adj. Approved, liked; chosen; agreed to; desirable;
pleasing; laudable.
H J0; pasang, s.m.=psang, q.v.
H  40; 6 pisan-hr, s.m. See s.v. pisn.

H 0; , pasu, s.m.= ; pau, q.v.

paseoh, [S. HTUt, and HTU+ t], s.m. Sweat, &c.=pasn,

H 0; T0 piss , 0 pis , s.m. A ea.

q.v.;—heat; eervescence; a portion of anything nearly
cooked taken out of the pot to see if it is done.
H  0;   pasew, = H 0;  paseo, = H  0;  6

H  0;   piswn (doub. caus. of psn), v.t. To
cause to be ground, to cause to be reduced to powder, to
get or have (a thing) ground, &c.
H $ 0;   pisw [pisw˚, stem of piswn+ = S. (], s.f.
Price paid for grinding (=pis).
H 5 0; 0* pas j (see next), s.f. The rst stitching or
basting (of a garment); running stitch; running and
felling.
H W 0; 0* pas jn [S. H+0"(; or pas j˚ = Prk.
,A*˚=S. H"˚, rt. H ] , v.t. To sew with a running

paseoh, [S. HTUt, and HTU+ t], s.m. Sweat, &c.=pasn,
q.v.;—heat; eervescence; a portion of anything nearly
cooked taken out of the pot to see if it is done.
H  0;  6 paseoh, = H 0;  paseo, = H  0;  
pasew, [S. HTUt, and HTU+ t], s.m. Sweat, &c.=pasn,
q.v.;—heat; eervescence; a portion of anything nearly
cooked taken out of the pot to see if it is done.
H Z; 8, pau;—see ; pau.
; 8 pib, s.m.=peshb, q.v.

stitch, to run; to baste.
H 40; 6" pasah, pas-h [S. H], s.f.=pas, q.v.

H

P 6 0; pasj, adj. & s.m. Ready, prepared;—preparation for
a journey; provision for a journey.
H 8 0; "* pasjn [pasj˚ = Prk. A*˚; S. H.T 1(),

malevolent being (something between an infernal imp
and a ghost, always described as erce and malignant;
and said to haunt the places where dead bodies are
burnt or buried):—pi -pati, s.m. An arch-end, a
demon-chief:—pi -dru, s.m. A species of tree, Trophis
aspera (believed to be the favourite haunt of the pi as
or goblins):—pi -grasta, adj. Possessed of a demon,
demoniac.
S (= ; 8 pi ak (f. -ik), s.m.=pi .

rt. .T  with H], v.n. To perspire, to sweat; to exude; to
melt, dissolve; to melt (with pity, &c.), to soften, feel
sorrow or pity (for), be touched (in this sense usually
constructed with the word dil or one of its syn., e.g.
mujhe kar ab khanjar-se ter dil gar pasj hai); to warm
(towards one);—to be dressed over a slow re, to
simmer.
H  0; " paser (contrac. of pan-ser = p -ser-), s.f. A
measure or weight of ve seers (ser).
P < 0; pasn (see pas), adj. Posterior, last, hindmost;
newest; modern (see pasn).
H  0; " pasn [S. H.T Ü+t, rt. .T  with H], s.m.
Perspiration, sweat; exudation:—pasn n, v.n. To
perspire, sweat; to perspire (through shame, &c.):—
pasna nikaln, v.n. Idem:—pasna-niklne-wl, adj. (in
Med.), Sudoric:—pasne-pasne hon, v.n. To be covered
with sweat (through heat, or toil); to break into a violent
perspiration (through shame, &c.); to be disturbed or
alarmed, &c. (=b-b hon, q.v.).
P H  0; pasn (see pasn), adj. Modern, recent;—pasniy ,
s.m. The moderns.
H 0;  paseo, = H  0;   pasew, = H  0;  6

S V ; 8 pi , s.m. Sprite, end, ogre, goblin, demon,

H = ; 8" pi hn, = S = ; 8" pi , s.f. A
female end, &c.
S = ; 8" pi , = H = ; 8" pi hn, s.f. A
female end, &c.
H  ; 3 pashrn, pakhrn, v.t.=  &; pakhrn, q.v.
H  ; 3 pashn, s.m.=psh, q.v.
H  ; 8 pan, v.n. (local), To smell, stink.
H 5 ; 3* pashuj, pakhuj, s.f.=pakhwaj, q.v.
S `; ,l pushpa, vulg. pushp, s.m. A ower, blossom; the
menstrual ux, menses (=ph l); a disease of the eye,
specks on the eye, albugo; a topaz;—blossoming,
expanding, expansion;—the vehicle or car of Kuvera:—
pushp jal (˚pa+a ˚), s.f. Presenting owers or a nosegay
in both hands open and hollowed:—pushp jan (˚pa+an˚),
s.m. Calx of brass (employed as a collyrium):—pushp-

bh shit, adj. & s.m. Adorned with owers;—name of a
kind of Prakara :—pushp-ptra, s.m. A vessel for holding
owers:—pushpa-path, s.m. 'Course of the menses,' the
vulva:—pushpa-phal, s.m. Flowers and fruits; the woodapple tree, Feronia elephantum; a pumpkin-gourd,
Benincasa cerifera:—pushp- mar, s.m. 'Having owers for
a chowrie'; the plant Artemisia indica; the fragrant plant
Pandanus odoratissimus (which has a large bushy ower):—
pushp-dman, s.m. A garland or chaplet of owers; a kind
of metre:—pushpa-dha, s.m. The ospring of an outcast
Brhman, one of the degraded tribes:—pushp-ras, s.m.
'Flower-juice,' the nectar or honey of owers:—pushprakt, adj. & s.m. Red as a ower; dyed red; the shrub
Hibiscus Phœniceus:—pushp-ro an, s.m. The plant Mesua
Roxburghii:—pushp-reu, s.m. 'Flower-dust,' the dust or
farina of owers, pollen (=parg):—pushp-sr, s.m. the
nectar or honey of owers:—pushp-samay, s.m. 'Flowerseason,' the spring:—pushp- nya, adj. Destitute of
blossoms, not bearing owers, owerless:—pushp-ko,
s.m. The cup of a ower:—pushpa-kss, s.m. Green
sulphate of iron in a state of partial decomposition; the
in orescence of salts:—pushp-ketu, s.m. 'Characterized
by owers'; an epithet of the god of love;—calx of brass;
vitriol (used for collyrium):—pushp-k, s.m. 'Flowerinsect'; an insect living in owers; a large black bee:—
pushp-ms, s.m. 'Flower-month,' the spring:—pushpvik, pushp-v, s.f. A ower-garden:—pushp-vn, pushpvat, pushp-vant, adj. Having owers, owery, blooming;
decorated with owers; like a ower; pushp-vat, s.f. A
menstruous woman:—pushp-hn, adj. Destitute of owers
or blossoms, not owering:—pushp-hn, s.f. A woman in
whom menstruation has ceased, a woman past childbearing, barren woman;—the glomerous g-tree, Ficus
glomerata.
S L; ,.l pushpit, part. adj. (f. -), Flowered; in ower
or blossom, full of owers blooming; owery, orid;
momentarily pleasing.
S *L; ,.l pushpit, s.f. A menstruous woman.
S (L; ,l pushpak, s.m. A ower; a kind of serpent;—
calx of brass, green vitriol or copperas; a bracelet of
diamonds or jewels; a disease of the eye, albugo; the

self-moving aërial car of Kuvera.
S L; ,.l pushpik, s.f. Division of a book, chapter;
the tartar of the teeth; the mucus of the glans penis or
urethra.
S L; ,l" pushp, adj. Flowering, bearing owers,
blossoming.
S ; .8 piita, s.m. Flesh, meat:—piitepsu (˚ta+p˚),
adj. Desirous of esh, eager for or greedy after meat.
S ; ,3 pushit, part. Nourished, nurtured, fed.
P ; pusht [Zend, parsh; S. c], s.f. The back; the
outside; support, prop, assistant, second; protector,
patron; generation, descent, extraction; ancestors,
progenitors:—pusht ba pusht, adv. Generation by
generation, from generation to generation:—pusht-i-p,
s.f. The instep:—pusht-i-p mrn (-par), To put away
from, to reject, to abandon:—pusht-p w, s.m. The
instep; an in ammation or phlegmon on the upper
surface of the foot:—pusht-par rahn (-k), 'To be at the
back (of),' to back, to support steadily:—pusht-par likhn (k), To write on the back (of), to endorse; to address (a
letter):—pusht-panh, s.f. Refuge, asylum; supporter, ally:
—pusht- r, s.m. A claw or scraper of ivory, or wood, &c.
(shaped like the human hand) with a long handle, to
scratch the back:—pusht- am, adj. Hump-backed:—pusht
dar pusht, adv.=pusht ba pusht, q.v.:—pusht-i-dast-ko kn,
v.n. 'To bite the back of the hand' (through vexation,
&c.); to suer regret or remorse, to regret, be sorry for:
—pusht-i-dast mrn (-par) = pusht-i-p mrn, q.v.:—pusht
den, v.n. To turn the back, to ee, run away, turn tail:—
pusht-i-qadam, s.f. The top of the foot, the instep.
S *; 8, paut, s.f.=pautva, q.v.
S *; .8 piit, s.f. Spikenard, Nardostachys jatamansi.
H  *; pushtr, = P ? *; pushtra, (pusht, q.v. + wra, fr.
wr, q.v.), s.m. A burden, load (as much as can be carried
on the back); a bundle; heap, mass.
P ? *; pushtra, = H  *; pushtr, (pusht, q.v. + wra, fr.
wr, q.v.), s.m. A burden, load (as much as can be carried
on the back); a bundle; heap, mass.
H  *; 8 patn, corr. of pa htn, q.v.
P (*; pushtak (fr. pusht, q.v.), s.m. Kicking out with the

hind legs (a horse):—pushtak mrn, v.n. To kick up
behind.
P *; pusht , pasht , s.f. The language of the Afghns.
S *; 8,; pautva, s.m. The condition or nature of an
animal, bestiality, brutality; the condition of an animal
about to be immolated.
P ? *; pusht-wra, s.m.=pusht-ra, q.v.
P *; pushta (rel. noun from pusht), s.m. Prop, support,
buttress; bank, glacis, dike, embankment; quay; mound,
hill, eminence; heap, load, bundle:—pushta-band, s.f.
Embankment.
P *; pusht (from pusht), s.m. Support, prop; alliance, aid;
the cover of a book:—pusht-bn, s.m. Ally, supporter,
aider; prop, support; bar of a door; a back-piece used for
strengthening; joint; tie-beam:—pusht-bn, s.f. Support;
alliance, aid:—pusht karn (-k), To assist, support; to
second, to back.
P H *; pushtain, adj. Hereditary; ancestral.
S Z; 9 pisha, s.m. Any nely-ground substance; our,
meal (=pisn).
S Z; ,9 pusha, push, part. (f. -), Nourished, cherished,
fostered, fed, well-fed, fat, full; thriving, strong,
vigorous; restorative, provocative; eminent; fullsounding, loud:—push g (˚a+an˚), adj. Fat-limbed, fat in
body, fattened, well-fed, fat:—pusha karn, v.t. To fatten.
S Z; ,.9 pushi, and H. ,9 push, s.f. Well-nourished
condition, fatness, plumpness; growth, increase,
prosperity, thriving; cherishing, nourishing,
nourishment, maintenance, support; buttress, abutment,
prop, bank; a specic for nervous disorders; an
aphrodisiac:—pushi-d, s.f. The plant Physalis Flexuosa:—
pushi-da, adj. & s.m. Yielding or causing prosperity or
welfare; nourishing, cherishing;—name of a class of
manes or deceased ancestors:—pushi-kar, adj. & s.m.
Nourishing,
causing to grow or thrive, causing prosperity;—any food
or medicine of a nutritive or provocative quality.
S Z; ,9 push, s.f. A fat woman, &c.;—nourishment,
nutriment; fatness; invigoration, restorative power.
S KZ; 9 pishap (for vishap), s.m. A world, a division

of the universe.
S  Z; ,9 pushat, s.f. = S  Z; ,9; pushatva, s.m. The
being well-fed; fatness; a prosperous and thriving
condition; restorative power, invigoration.
S  Z; ,9; pushatva, s.m. = S  Z; ,9 pushat, s.f. The
being well-fed; fatness; a prosperous and thriving
condition; restorative power, invigoration.
S Z; 9 pishak, s.m. A cake, bread; (=p r; p );—a
disease of the eyes, opacity of the cornea.
S Z; ,.9 pushik, s.f. A bivalve shell, an oyster.
S BZ; 9 pisha, s.m. See Z; pisha.
H O Z; ,9 pusha [pusha, q.v.+ = S. t and ], adj. &
s.f. Nutritive; invigorating; restorative; provocative;—
nourishment, nutrition.
S A :; ¹ pa t, adv. Behind, from behind;
backwards; after, afterwards, subsequently, thereupon
(=p he);—westward:—pa t-tp, s.m. 'After-pain,'
sorrow, regret, repentance, remorse (=pa htw):—
pa t-tp, adj. Regretful, repentant, remorseful:—
pa t-gm, or pa d-gm, adj. Going after or behind,
following, succeeding.
H #:; ,¹!" pu al, s.f.=pu  al, q.v.
S 2 :; .¹/ pa im, adj. & s.m. Being behind, after,
hinder, hindermost; latter, last; west, western;—the
west; sunset:—pa im samudra, s.m. The ocean to the
west of Hindstn.
S @ :; .¹/ pa im, s.f. The west.
H @ :; .¹/" pa im (see next), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to the west, occidental;—one who resides in
the west.
S  @ :; .¹/" pa imya, adj. Westerly, western.
H ; 8 paar, s.f.=pasar, q.v.
S ; 8, pauk (dim. of pau), s.f. Any small animal.
P  ; pish-kr, s.m.=pesh-kr, q.v.s.v. pesh.
H  ; ,3 pushkrn, v.t.=pu krn, q.v.
S ; ,l pushkar, s.m. A blue lotus- ower, a lotus,
Nelumbium speciosum or Nymphæa nelumbo; a species of
medicinal plant, Costus speciosus or arabicus; the bowl of a

spoon; the tip of an elephant's trunk; the skin of a drum;
a drum, kettle-drum; the blade of a sword; the sheath of
a sword; an arrow; air, atmosphere, sky, rmament,
heaven; water; a cage; union; a part; war, battle;
intoxication; the art of dancing; a pond, tank, lake; name
of a celebrated place of pilgrimage in the district of
Ajmere (now called Pokar); a kind of serpent; a species
of crane, Ardea sibirica; an epithet of a class of clouds
(said to occasion dearth or famine); name of one of the
seven great dvpas or divisions of the universe; name of
a mountain in that division:—pushkar-dvp, s.m. Name of
a dvp or great division of the universe (=pushkar):—
pushkar-m lak, s.m. The root of Costus speciosus or
arabicus.
S ; ,l4" pushkari, s.f. A female elephant;—a
lotus-pool; piece of water, pool, pond, lake.
S ; ,l" pushkar, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Abounding in
lotuses;—an elephant.
P Z; pish-kash, s.m.=pesh-kash, q.v.s.v. pesh.
P ; pishkil, s.m. The orbicular dung of sheep, goats,
deer, &c. (=me gn).
S ; ,l! pushkal, adj. & s.m. Much, many, abundant;
full, lled, complete; good, salutary, eminent, excellent,
best, chief; a kind of drum; an epithet of mount Meru;—a
particular measure of capacity (equal to four times a
double handful); alms to the extent of four mouthfuls of
food; name of a celebrated place of pilgrimage in the
district of Ajmere (=pushkar).
P 2 ; pashm, vulg. pasham (S. 8,5/), s.m. Hair, wool, fur,
down; the pubes; anything insignicant or of no
moment, anything worthless:—pashm-par mrn, v.t. To
be perfectly contented and independent of; to despise,
disregard:—pashm samajhn, v.t. To regard as
insignicant, &c., to despise:—pashm na ukha n, v.n. 'Not
a hair to be pulled out'; to suer nothing from the
enmity of another, to be unrued (said in great
contempt of an adversary).
P (@ ; pashmak, s.m. (?), A kind of sweetmeat.
P @ ; pashm, = P < @ ; pashmn, (rel. n. fr. pashm, q.v.), adj.
Woolly hairy; woollen.
P < @ ; pashmn, = P @ ; pashm, (rel. n. fr. pashm, q.v.), adj.

Woolly hairy; woollen.
P  @ ; pashmna, adj.=pashmn, q.v.;—s.m. Woollen cloth.
S <; 8, piun, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Informing against,
betraying, treacherous; disparaging, backbiting,
calumnious, slanderous; harsh, unkind, cruel, wicked,
malignant, mischievous; vile, low, contemptible,
infamous; stupid, foolish;—informer, spy, traitor;
backbiter, talebearer, calumniator; one who excites
hopes and disappoints them; a stupid person, fool;—
sycophancy; a crow; cotton (which betrays by sticking to
the clothes); an epithet of Nrad:—piun-vkya, piunva an, s.m. Evil or malicious speech, bad report,
backbiting, detraction, slander.
S ; 8, piun, s.f. A malignant woman, &c.;—a
species of plant, Medicago esculenta; and Trigonella
corniculata.
S *; 8, piunat, s.f. Slander, scandal, backbiting,
betrayal; cruelty, wickedness; meanness; stupidity, folly;
sycophancy.
H <; 3(f pasha, s.m.=psha, q.v.
P ^; pashang, s.m. A long piercing instrument with
which builders make holes in walls; a mason's chisel; a
woollen cloth, or a plank prepared with a piece of wood
at each end, on which bricks, clay, &c. are drawn;—
oppression, tyranny; anguish, aiction; exuding (of
water, &c.), exudation;—name of the father and of the
son of Afrsyb; name of a warrior of Irn.
S ^; 8($ piang, adj. & s.m. Reddish, reddish brown,
brownish, tawny, yellowish;—tawny colour.
S *J; 8($ pia gat, s.f. = S *J; 8($; pia gatva,
s.m. Tawniness, yellowishness.
S *J; 8($; pia gatva, s.m. = S *J; 8($ pia gat,
s.f. Tawniness, yellowishness.
S J; 8($" pia g, adj.=pia g, q.v.
S ; 8, pau, s.m. Cattle, brute, beast, animal (neatcattle, horses, goats, sheep, asses, and dogs); a young
bualo (local); an animal to be immolated, a victim; a
mere animal in sacred things, an uninitiated person; a
simpleton, blockhead;—a subordinate deity and one of
iva's followers;—the soul (according to the tenets of

Pupatas):—pau-pl, pau-plak, s.m. Keeper of herds,
herdsman, cattle-rearer:—pau-plan, s.m. Cattlerearing, tending cattle:—pau-pati, s.m. 'Lord of the
animals,' or 'lord of a servant named Pau', an epithet of
iva;—pau-pati-nth, s.m. An epithet of iv:—paa-prya,
adj. Like an animal; brutish; uncivilized:—pau-palval, s.m.
A fragrant grass, Cyperus rotundus (which grows in pools
frequented by cattle):—pau-dharm, s.m. The
characteristics of cattle, action or function of animals,
treatment of cattle or animals; promiscuous
cohabitation; the marrying of widows:—pau-rj, s.m.
'Monarch of the beasts,' a lion:—pau-rajju, s.m. Cord for
tethering cattle, tether for animals:—pau-roman, s.m.
The hair of an animal:—pau-kriy, s.f. The act of animal
sacrice; acting like cattle, copulation:—pau-gyatr, s.f. A
parody of the holy verse of the Vedas whispered in the
ear of an animal about to be sacriced:—pau-vat, adj. &
adv. Animal-like, brutish, irrational;—like an animal,
brutally;—pau-vad-gm, vulg. pau-van-gm, adj. Walking
like a brute beast:—pau-hartak, s.f. The fruit of the
Spondias mangifera, the hog-plum.
H  ; 3  pashwr, pakhwr, s.m. (Old. H.)= &)
pakhwr, q.v.
P d ; pishwz, s.f.=pesh-wz, q.v.
P ; pashsha, pasha (S. /8), s.m. A gnat.
P  @ ; pashemn (cf. S. pa t-tp), adj. Penitent, sorry,
repentant, remorseful, lled with regret; abashed,
ashamed; disgraced:—pashemn hon (-se), To be sorry
(for), to repent, regret; to be or feel ashamed (of).
P  @ ; pashemn, s.f. Regret, repentance, contrition,
penitence; shame; disgrace.
S  ; ,l pushya, adj. & s.m. Requiring to be cherished,
&c.;—the Kali-yug or fourth age;—name of the eighth
nakshatra or lunar mansion (comprising three stars, of
which one is Cancer);—name of the month Paus:—pushyaputra, s.m. An adopted son (=pusp t, q.v.).
S (;  pik, s.m. The Indian cuckoo, Cuculus indicus:—
pikksha (pika + aksha), s.m. 'Cuckoo's eye'; a vegetable
and perfume (com. called ro an):—pikng (˚ka+an˚), s.m. A
small bird (com. called akya):—piknand (˚ka+n˚), s.m.
'Cuckoo's joy'; the spring:—pik-bandh , s.m. 'The cuckoo's

friend'; the mango tree:—pik-bain, pik-bayan = pik-vayan,
adj. 'Having a voice like the cuckoo,' an epithet of
women;—s.f. A cuckoo-voiced woman.
H (;  pik, s.f. contrac. of pk, q.v.:—pik-dn, pig-dn,
s.m.=pk-dn, q.v.s.v. pk.
S (; = pikka, pikk, s.m. An elephant twenty years old,
a young elephant.
H ;  pak, perf. part. (of pakn), Cooked, dressed,
prepared, &c.:—pak-paky, adj. Ready cooked.
H ; = pakk [S. =t; Prk. =], adj. (f. -), Cooked,
boiled, prepared on the re, baked, dressed; baked or
burnt (as bricks, &c.); ripened, matured, mature, ripe;
ready to discharge matter or to suppurate, ripe (as a
boil), come to a head; grey or white (as the hair); come
to perfection, accomplished, perfect, complete, full, fully
developed (as the understanding, character, &c.);
shrewd, experienced, well-tutored, well-versed, expert,
adept, knowing, sharp, cunning, astute; solid, strong,
rm, substantial; made of brick or stone and mortar;
metalled, macadamized (as a road); hard, hardy,
unbending; fearless, daring; fast, lasting (as colour),
permanent, durable; sound, valid, sterling, standard, full,
true, unalloyed, pure; genuine; proved; determined,
decided, rm, resolute; precise, exact, real (as price,
&c.); reliable, trustworthy; certain, sure, authentic:—
pakk pn, s.m.f. Decrepit old man or woman,
superannuated person; madcap; harridan, jade; a low
catamite:—pakk tarkr, s.f. Fruits:—pakk ih, s.m. An
anthenticated, revised, or accredited account; an annual
or triennial balance sheet:—pakk isb, s.m. Revised
accounts; accounts carefully prepared:—pakk dw, s.m.
Sound title, good claim; a strong or good case:—pakk ser,
s.m. A ser or seer of full standard weight:—pakk karn,
pakk pakn, v.t. To strengthen, support, enforce, ratify;
to establish a claim, agreement, &c. beyond dispute; to
settle (a matter), to make sure; to take a bond; to
demonstrate, substantiate; to authenticate, conrm; to
sew permanently or nally (after basting):—pakk-koh,
s.f.=pakk ghar, s.m. A house built of baked bricks, or of
stone, and mortar.
S ;  pik, s.f. The female of the Indian cuckoo

(=pik).
H <; ; = pakk-pan [pakk, q.v.+pan = Prk. Q4=; 4 =

ripeness, maturity, &c. (=pakk-pan, q.v.).
H <L;  pak-pan, s.m.=pakk-pan, q.v.

S. ; ]( , s.m. Ripeness, maturity; rmness, steadiness,

S

stability; expertness, cleverness; cunning, &c. (see
pukk).
S  ;  pa-kr, s.m. The letter or sound pa.

in ammation of the bowels (arising from indigestion),
colic.
H (; 7 paka (v.n. of paka n), s.f. The act of seizing;

H  ; , pukr (v.n. of pukrn, q.v.), s.f. Calling out

seizure, capture, apprehension; catch, hold, holding,
grip, grasp; handle; gain, prot, haul; objection,
criticism, laying hold of a defect, &c.; diculty:—paka band, s.f. Objection, criticism (syn. girift); evidence,
proof.
H  (; 7 pak n (caus. of paka n), v.t. To cause to

aloud; call, shout, bawl, halloo, noise, din; cry, outcry,
summons; invitation; invocation; petition, suit,
complaint, plaint; call (for), want or lack (of), need (of).
H  ; , pukr, s.m. Call, shout, &c.=pukr; noisiness,
report, pretension, renown, fame, notoriety.
H  ; , pukr, perf. part. (of pukrn), Called,
published, proclaimed, &c.:—pukr jn, v.n. To be called,
to be published, be proclaimed:—pukr-gay, s.m. The
case of address, the vocative case.
H [   ; ,? pukrke (past conj. part of pukrn), adv.
Aloud; openly, in public:—pukarke kahn, v.n. To speak
aloud, &c.
H  ; , pukran, s.f. Calling, crying out, &c. (see
next).
H  ; , pukrn [pukr˚ = S.Tv{; or v{;; Prk.
,=˚], v.t. To call, call out to, to hail; to invoke; to
invite; to summon; to publish, proclaim; to sue; to term,
to denominate;—v.n. To call out, call alond; to cry (one's
wares), to shout, bawl, to cry out, to exclaim; to lodge a
complaint, to complain; to be called (as a roll-call):—
pukr-den, v.t. To call, &c.; to publish, proclaim.
S Z ; d pikksha, s.m. See s.v. pik for compounds of
which that word is the rst member.
H  ;  pakn (caus. of pakn), v.t. To cook, to bake,
to dress victuals; to ripen, &c. (see pakn):—paknewl,
adj. (f. -), Ripening, suppurative;—s.m. A cook.
H  ;  pak (pak, rt. of pakn+ = S. a. t), adj.
Ripening; suppurative.
H  ;  pako [pak, rt. of pakn+o = S. ,], s.m.
Suppuration.
H $ ;  pak (v.n. of pakn), s.f. Cooking, dressing;

*; .=80! pakti- l, s.m. Violent pain or

be caught, seized, or laid hold of; to cause to seize or
capture, to get (one) to lay hold of; to deliver or make
over (to), to give in charge, to hand; to entrust:—pak den (-ko), To put into (one's) hands or clutches, to hand,
&c. (=pak n).
H 8 (; 7 pak , s.f. Seizing, catching; seizure,
capture, apprehension:—pak  dena, v.n. To be caught,
to be captured.
H  (; 7 paka n [paka ˚ = Prk. =f˚ = S. H>9t], v.t.
To catch; to lay hold of, to hold, take, seize, clutch, gripe,
handle; to capture, apprehend; to come up to, to
overtake; to catch tripping, to detect, nd out, discover;
to object, to criticise, nd fault (with), pick holes (in), to
carp, cavil; to acquire, get, gain, receive:—paka len
(intens.), v.t. To take hold of, &c.=paka n.
H  (; 7  paka wn (doub. caus. of paka n), v.t.
To cause to seize; to get (one) to lay hold of; to cause to
be seized, &c. (=pak n, q.v.).
S Z; d paksh, s.m. Wing; feather; n; ank, side; party,
class, faction; a partisan, adherent, follower; a half; the
half of a lunar month, a fortnight (comprising fteen
days); alternative; conrmation; partiality; assistance,
protection, defence; side of an argument, position,
opinion, thesis; a post, troop, army; a rejoinder; a plaint
in law:—pakshght (paksha+ghta), s.m. 'Side-stroke,'
paralysis or palsy of one side, hemiplegia:—pakshntar
(paksha+antara), s.m. Another side or part; another or
dierent view of an argument:—paksh-bhed, s.m.

Distinction between two sides of an argument; the
dierence between the two halves of a lunar month:—
paksha-pt, s.m. Taking the side (of), siding (with);
adopting a side or argument; attachment or adherence
to a party, partisanship, partiality (for); respect of
persons; collusion, chicane;—partisan, &c.=paksh-pt;—
paksha-ptit, s.f.=paksha-ptitva, s.m. Partisanship,
partiality, friendship, fellowship; faction, factiousness:—
paksha-pt, adj. & s.m. Taking the side (of), siding (with),
adhering to the party (of);—partisan, adherent, follower,
friend:—paksha-dvaish, s.m. The enmity of partisanship:—
paksha-dhar, adj. & s.m. Taking the side (of), &c.=pakshapt, q.v.:—paksh karn (-k), To take the part (of), to side
(with); to be partial or one-sided (in argument, &c.); to
espouse the cause of a party; to protect, patronize:—
paksha-vn, paksha-vant, adj. Winged, feathered, edged;
having a side or party:—paksha-nn, adj. Wingless.
S *; d pakshat, s.f. The taking up a side or
argument; partisanship, alliance.
S *; d pakshati, d" pakshat, s.f. The root or
insertion of a bird's wing; the rst day of the waxing or
waning of the moon.
S ; .d4" pakshi (fem. of the next), s.f. A hen bird; a

decided; to be struck (a bargain).
H  ;   pakwn, S. = B pakwnn (pakwa+anna),
s.m. 'Cooked or dressed food'; sweetmeat or cake, &c.
fried in butter or oil (such as p r, gulgul, &c.).
H  ;   pakwn (doub. caus. of pakn), v.t. To
cause to cook or dress, to get (one) to cook, &c. (=pakn);
to cause to be cooked or dressed, to have (a thing)
cooked (by); to cause to ripen.
H $ ;   pakw, s.f. Price paid for cooking.
H  ; 57 pako  [S. = + &+t], s.m. A kind of dish
made of pease-meal, pastry lled with peasemeal.
S ? ; = pakwa, adj. Cooked, &c.=pakk, q.v.;—digested;
ripe for destruction; on the eve of decay.
H  ; 57" pako , M7" pakau  [S. = + &"],
s.f.=pako , q.v.
H ; = pakka, adj.=pakk, q.v.
H &; L pakh, s.m.=paksh, q.v.
H &; ,L pukh, s.m.=p kh; pushya, q.v.
H  &; L& pakh [S.d+,&+t], s.m. The horn or
corner of a bow; the root of a bird's wing.
H  &; L pakhrn, v.t.=pakhln, q.v.

female partisan; a night with the days preceding and
following it.
S ; d" paksh, .d pakshi, adj. & s.m. Winged; taking

H &; L! pakhl [S. r+!t], s.m. Mud, mire, dirt;

the side (of), siding (with);—a bird; an arrow; a partisan,
favourer, ally, assistant, advocate, patron;—pakshi-rj,
s.m. 'King of the birds,' an epithet of Garua;—the
peacock:—pakshi-l, s.f. A nest; an aviary:—pakshimrigat,
s.f. The form or condition of a bird or of a beast.

H 3; ! pakl, s.m. A sore between the toes (produced

+L!t], A large leathern bag for holding water

by moisture).
H #; !" pakl, s.f. A net for holding fodder.
H ;  pakn [pak˚ = Prk.=˚=S. =], v.n. To be
cooked, baked, boiled, prepared, dressed, &c.; to be
ripened or matured, to ripen; to suppurate, to come to a
head, to gather; to turn grey or white (the hair):—pakjn (intens.), v.n. To be cooked, &c.=pakn; to be
consumed, burnt; to be completed, settled, xed,

rubbish, litter; dysentery.
H &; L! pakhl, s.f. = H " &; L! pakhl, s.m. [S.
(generally carried on bullocks), a water-bag;—pakhlpeiy, s.m. One who has a belly like a water-bag, a potbellied person; a gormandizer.
H " &; L! pakhl, s.m. = H &; L! pakhl, s.f. [S.
+L!t], A large leathern bag for holding water
(generally carried on bullocks), a water-bag;—pakhlpeiy, s.m. One who has a belly like a water-bag, a potbellied person; a gormandizer.
H ! &; L! pakhln [Prk. =L!4(; S. Hd!"(, rt.
d! with H], v.t. To wash, to rinse, to clean.
H ! &; L!" pakhl [pakhl, q.v. + S. ()], s.m. One
who carries water in a pakhl, a water-carrier.

H  &; L pakhn, = H  &; L pakhn, s.m. A stone,
&c.=psh, q.v.; a kind of poetical metre.
H  &; L pakhn, = H  &; L pakhn, s.m. A stone,
&c.=psh, q.v.; a kind of poetical metre.
H 5 &; L * pakhwaj, Old. H. pakhuj [S. d+ 1?],
s.f. A kind of drum, tabor, timbrel.
H W &; L *" pakhwaj [pakhwaj, q.v. + S. ()],
s.m. One who beats or plays on the pakhwaj, a
drummer.
H 5&; ,L* pukh-rj [S. ,l+*t], s.m. A topaz;—the
eighth nakshatra or lunar mansion.
H &; LM& pakhrau [S. d++,&+t], s.m. A bit of
gold or silver leaf covering a b  or ake of betel.
H &; L," pakhur, s.f.=the next, q.v.
H  ; L,7" pakhu , L7" pakh  [S. d+dim. a.  fr. S.
t], s.f. Petal, ower-leaf; the shoulder-blade.
H  &; L, pakhu, L0P pakh , L  pakhw [S. d
+t], s.m. Side, ank (=paksh); arm; gable end (of a
house).
H  &; L  pakhwr, = H   &; L 7 pakhw , [the
preceding+S. a. t], s.m.=pakh, paksh, q.v.
H   &; L 7 pakhw , = H  &; L  pakhwr, [the
preceding+S. a. t], s.m.=pakh, paksh, q.v.
H  &; L5& pakho, LM& pakhau [S. d+,&+t], s.m.
The root of a bird's wing; a wing, n; side, ank.
H  &; LM7 pakhau  (see the preceding), s.m. The
shoulder-blade (=pakhu ).
H  &; ~ pakher , = H  R&; f® pakhe , [S. d + !
or +t; or S. d!,], s.m. A bird.
H  R&; f® pakhe , = H  &; ~ pakher , [S. d + !
or +t; or S. d!,], s.m. A bird.
H I &;  pakhes, s.m. Mark, stamp.

the foot:—pag-tal, s.f. The sole of the foot:—pag dhrn,
v.n. To go, depart, leave; to travel;—pag-an, s.f. A bypath, by-way, foot-path, track;—pag-an len, v.n. To
take the footpath; to track, trace.
H J; $ pag, s.m.=pagh, q.v.;—also perf. part. of pagn,
q.v.
H  J; $ pagr (see pagn), s.m. Wet earth or clay for
building a wall or plastering (syn. gr).
H  J; $ pagr [S. Ht], s.m. Enclosure round a eld,
trench, mound, bank.
P ? J; pagh, s.f. Dawn of day, morning twilight:—paghtar, s.f. Early dawn.
H J; $, pagurn, ,$ pugrn, v.n.=pgurn,
q.v.
H  ^; $7" pag  (dim. of pg, q.v.), s.f. A turban; a mark
or token of distinction, (hence) honour, distinction,
respect, dignity; head, poll; a kind of poll-tax:—pag 
utrn (-k), To disgrace, dishonour; to overreach, take
in, cheat:—pag  utarn, v.n. To be disgraced, &c.:—pag 
aakn, v.n. To be obstinate, to persist or persevere:—
pag  b dhn, v.n. To put on a turban; to become a
person of consequence; to be a maker of turbans:—pag 
bandhn, v.n. To be presented with, or to put on, a
turban (as a token of honour, headship, or hereditary
succession):—pag  hapan (-k), 'To snatch o the
turban (of)'; to overreach, practice deceit (on), to act
treacherously (towards).
H 3J; $! pagl, adj. (f. -), Mad; foolish, &c.=pgal, q.v.
and cf. pagn.
H 3J; $!& pigl (contrac. of an unused piglha), s.f.
Melting, fusion, liquefaction (=pighlo).
H 3J; $! pigln, v.t.=pighln, q.v.
H #J; $! pigaln, v.n.=pighaln, q.v.
H J; $ pagn [pag˚, prob. fr. S. H$6O], v.n. To be

H ^; $ pag, Old H. pagu [S. t], s.m. The foot; step;—

dipped or soaked in syrup; (met.) to be infatuated (with),
be enamoured (of), be madly in love (with).
H  J; ,$g puganau [S. H$/"(], v.n. (Old H.), To

pag uhn; v.n. To give over running:—pag-pag-par, adv.
At every step:—pag pa tr bjn, v.n. To beat time with

reach, &c.=pahu n.
H   J; ,$g pugnau , v.t. Caus. of puganau , q.v.

S ; " pik, s.f. The female of the Indian cuckoo.

H &J; V, $6 pagh [S. Hm6t], s.m. A rope fastened
round the neck or foot of a bullock, a tether; the rope
which passes under the tail of a bullock and is connected
with the harness on the back.
H &J; V! paghl [S. H$©t], s.m. A kind of hard iron or
steel; metal.
H ! &J; V! pighln, v.t.=pighln, q.v.
H ) &J; V paghy, s.m.=paghaiy, q.v.
H 3&J; V! pighln [caus. of pighaln; pighl˚ = S.
H$!˚], v.t. To melt, dissolve, fuse (=ighln), to smelt
or cast (metal); to soften, assuage, mollify (an angry or a
hard person).
H 3&J; V! , V! pighlo, s.m. Melting, fusion,
ux, liquefaction (=pigl).
H #&J; V! pighaln [S. H$!"(], v.n. To melt,to be
melted, to dissolve; to be in fusion, to fuse, to ow (as a
metal); to melt, be softened, moved, or touched; to yield,
give way.
H  #&J; V!  pighalwn (doub. caus. of pighaln), v.t.
To cause to be melted, &c.; to melt, &c.=pighln.
H &J; Vh paghaiy, s.m. A trader in cloth, iron, &c.
H J; $ pagiy [pg, q.v.+iy = Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
turban, &c.=pag , q.v.
S ; ! pal, s.m. A particular weight (equal to four karshas
or the one hundredth part of a tola); a particular
measure of time, a period of twenty-four seconds; a
second, instant, moment;— esh; straw:—pald (pala+ada),
s.m.f. 'Flesh-eater,' a rkshas, goblin, (male or female):—
pal (pala+), s.m.=pald:—palgn (pala+agni), s.m.
'Flesh-re'; bile; the bilious humour:—pal-bhar-me , ek
pal-me , adv. In a moment or instant, in the twinkling of
an eye:—pal-pal, pal-pal-me , adv. Every instant, every
moment.
H ; ! pal (P. palak), s.f. The eyelid; a moment:—pal
mrte, adv. In the twinkling of an eye, instantly,
immediately:—pal mrn, v.n. To make a movement of
the eyelid, to wink:—pal-o adv. For an instant.
P ; pul [Old P. puhal; Pehl. puhar; Zend. peretu, fr. par = S.
par], s.m. A bridge; a causeway, an

embankment;—pul b dhn, v.n. To make a bridge (over,
par), to bridge; to make an embankment or dike, to limit;
to provide an abundant supply (of), to supply in
abundance, to form a heap, to heap:—pul-band, s.f.
Embankment; keeping bridges or embankments in
repair; a tax levied for this purpose;—sodomy:—pulband
karn (-k), To commit sodomy; to ravish, violate;—pul
 n, v.n. 'Bridge to break'; to burst or come forth en
masse, to crowd:—pul-irt, s.m. A bridge over which (in
the belief of Mohammadans) the righteous will pass into
Paradise, and from which the wicked fall into hell, on
the day of judgment.
S ; ,! pul, s.m. The erection of the hairs of the body
(considered as a proof of exquisite delight).
H 3; ! pal [S. !+t, 'a measure of uids'], s.m. A
large metal ladle or spoon (for taking out oil, &c.).
H 3; ! pal, perf. part (of paln), Fostered, nurtured,
&c.:—pal paly, part. adj. Carefully or tenderly nurtured.
H 3; ! pall [P. palla; S.!+t; , &c. rt. !; and
! ], s.m. Space, distance, reach, range (of a gun, &c.);
a measure of capacity; a grain-bag, sack; burden (carried
on the head or back), a weight of three maunds; side,
protection, assistance (e.g. kim uske palle-par hai); side,
edge (of a garment, &c.), border; a sheet (generally
applied to chintz or shaw); one of a pair of scales; one
blade of a pair of shears, &c.; one shutter or fold (of a
door); labium vulvœ:—pall b dhn, v.n. 'To gird (up the
loins with) the sheet'; to enter the lists against an
enemy:—palle b dhn (-ko), 'To tie or fold up (in the
skirt)'; to tie to (oneself), make one's own, to cherish,
adopt, accept; to take to wife, to marry; to derive support
or advantage (from); to bear in mind, to ponder well; to
give back, give away, make over, assign:—pall bhr hon,
v.n. To be heavily laden; to be encumbered (with a large
family); to be entangled (in worldly aairs):—palle-par,
adv. At the side (of, -ke);—at a distance, far o:—palle-par
n (-ke), To come to the side (of), to stand (by), to side
(with), to assist, favour, protect:—pall- hu n (-k), To
shake o, to get rid of:—palle-dr, adj. Far-reaching; of
great extent; of great range (as a gun, &c.);—s.m. One
who carries sacks of grain; a carrier of heavy burdens,

porter:—palle-dr, s.f. Carrying heavy loads;—the
business of a porter:—pall len (-k), To sympathize
(with), condole (with); to mourn.
H 3; ! pill [S. !t 'blear-eyed'], s.m. A puppy, pup,
whelp.
H 3; ,! pul, s.m. contrac. of p l, q.v.

P 3; paln, = H 3; paln, s.m. contrac. of pln, q.v.
H 3; paln, = P 3; paln, s.m. contrac. of pln, q.v.
H 3; ! paln [fr. S. !!], v.t. To cover with straw,
to thatch.
H 3; ! paln [pal˚ = S.!], v.n. To ee, run away,

H (Y3; ! paltak [S. !+], s.m. A runaway,

to escape.
H 3; ! paln, v.n. To descend, come into the udder

fugitive; a cultivator who abandons his land.
H 3; palan, s.f.=palan, q.v.

(milk=psn).
H 3; !B palnn (from pln or paln), v.t. To place

S 3; ! pald, s.m. See s.v. pal.
P K3; pals, s.m. Very coarse cloth, canvass.
H K3; ! pals, s.m.=pal, q.v.
H K3; ! pils (from piln;—for ˚s cf. piys), s.f. A
drink, a draught.
H B3; !" pals, adj. & s.m.=pal, q.v.
S D 3; !8 pal, s.m. A leaf; foliage; the tree Butea
frondosa (on which the lac insect feeds; syn. hk);—a
species of curcuma, Curcuma zedoaria, or C. reclinata;—a
name of ancient Bihr or Magadha:—palkhya (˚sa+kh˚),
s.m. Assafœtida:—pal-pp a (S. palsa+parpaaka), s.m.
The seeds of the Butea frondosa (used in medicine).
S (E 3; !8 palak, s.m. The tree Butea frondosa,
&c.=pal, q.v.
S E 3; !8" pal, adj. & s.m. Leafy, covered with
foliage;—the tree Mimusops kauk; a tree (in general), the
Butea frondosa (in particular); name of a village (said to be
the modern Plassey).
S E 3; !8" pal, s.f. Cochineal, lac.
S E 3; !8" pal, or pals, s.m. (f. -in), See s.v. pal.
S 3; ,! pulk, s.m. A ball or lump of boiled rice (see
pulo).
S Z 3; nd plksha, s.m. The fruit of the waved-leaf gtree, and of the various trees called plaksha.
S X 3; !.¢ palgni, s.m. See s.v. pal.
S 3; !! pall, s.m. Straw; dried grass; the stalk of the
Sorghum (see payl).
H 3; ! paln [S. !+TR], s.m. A space of ground
between two occupied lots left for future disposal.

the paln upon; to saddle a horse or bullock.
H 3; ! piln (caus. of pn), v.t. To cause to drink,
to give a drink of water, &c. to; to take (an animal) to
water; to water, irrigate; to cause to take in or absorb; to
ll, charge, prime; to cause to swallow, to thrust down
one's throat, make one believe; to give a blow, send
through (as a ball, &c.):—pilne-wl, s.m. One who gives
to drink, a cup-bearer:—pil-den, v.t. Intens. of &=piln.
S  3; !ef, palu, s.m. Onion, Allium cepa.
S ^3; ![$ pal g, s.m. The Gangetic porpoise,
Delphinus gangeticus.
H 3; !" paln, s.f. = H 3; ! palo, s.m. (v.n. of
paln), Thatching.
H 3; ! palo, s.m. = H 3; !" paln, s.f. (v.n. of
paln), Thatching.
P H 3; pulo, vulg. palo (S. ,!), s.m. A dish made of
rice boiled in soup with esh, spices, &c.
S 3; n plva, plv, s.m. Flowing over; submersion.
S 3; n  plvan, s.m. Immersion; ooding, deluging;
inundation, ood, deluge.
H 3; !  palon, v.n. and v.t.=paln, q.v.
H $3; ! pil, adj. & s.f. Giving to drink; one who
gives to drink; price paid for drinking (used chie y in
comp., e.g. d dh-pil d, 'A wet-nurse';—pn-pil,
'Price paid for drinking water').
H $3; ! pil, s.f. Yellowness (=pl, q.v.).
S ()3; ! palyak, adj. & s.m. Fleeing, ying, taking
to ight;—a fugitive, runaway, deserter.
S  @ )3; !/ palya-mn, adj. Fleeing, running away,

taking to ight.
S <)3; ! palyan, s.m. Fleeing, running away; ight,
escape; retreat, elopement:—palyan-paryan, adj.
Occupied in ight, fugitive.
P L#; pilpil (S. Q!"), s.m. Pepper.
H 3L#; !! pilpil, ,!,! pulpul [S. .!.Q!t], adj.
(f. ), Smooth, slippery; soft, abby, accid; clammy:—
pilpil hk , s.f. A smooth shard:—pilpile gae, s.m. An
absurd or foolish idea, an impossibility.
H 3L#; !! pilpiln (fr. pilpil, q.v.), v.n. To
become soft, accid, &c.; to become enervated, weak or
feeble;—v.t. To soften (in this sense usually written
pulpuln).
H 3L#; ,!,! pulpuln (from pulpul), v.t. To soften by
chewing or by turning about in the mouth, to turn food
about in the mouth in order to soften it (as a person
without teeth does), to mumble.
H 3L#; ,!,! pulpuln [S. ,! redupl. + H. caus. a.
n], v.n. 'To have the hairs erect through fear or
terror,' to be stricken with fear, to shake or tremble
with fear; to fear, dread.
H ?3L#; !!6& pilpilha, s.f. Softness, abbiness.
H ?3L#; ,!,!6& pulpulha, s.f. Softening food by
turning it about in the mouth, turning food about in the
mouth.
H ?3L#; ,!,!6& pulpulha, s.f. lit. 'Horripilation'; fear,
dread, terror.
S #; .! palit, adj. (f. ), & s.m. Grey, grey-haired,
hoary, old, aged;—greyness, hoary-headedness:—palit,
s.f. An old woman.
S #; no pluta, plut, s.m. The third sound given to vowels,
the protracted or continuous sound of a vowel (being
three times the length of a short vowel and occupying
three moments in its utterance).
S #; no pluti, s.f. Bounding, leaping, capering; leap,
jump, skip, hop.
H &*#; !R palth, s.m.=palh, and palth, qq.v.
H &*#; !R" palth [Prk. !.;R; S. .' T],
s.f. A method of sitting on the hams with the legs rolled

round:—palth b dhn, palth mrn, v.n. To sit down on
the ground resting on the buttocks.
H ; !& pal [Prk. ! ; S. T+t;
'
see palan],
s.m. Going or turning back, ight, retreat; reverse; turn,
stead; change, exchange, barter; recompense, return,
requital, retribution, retaliation, revenge (syn. badl):—
an iron pan or ladle with a long handle (used to turn
cakes when cooking):—pale, palte-me , postpn. Instead
(of, -ke), in lieu (of), in return (for), &c. (=badle-me ;
iwa):—pal khn, v.n. To turn over, tilt over, turn
upside down, turn head over heels; to rebound; to suer
a turn (of fortune); to suer a reverse:—pal len (-k),
To take revenge (from, -se), to exact retribution.
H ; !& pal (perf. part. of palan), part. adj. (f. -),
Requitative; retributive.
H ; !& paln (caus. of palan), v.t. To cause to
turn, to turn; to turn back, return; to convert; to drive
back, repel:—pal-den, v.t. To send back; to drive back,
repel:—pal-len, v.t. To take back, take in return.
H  ; !& palo, s.m. Reaction; rebound,
contradiction.
H * ; pulis, pulas (corr. of the English), s.f. Poultice.
H ; palan (corr. of the English), s.f. Battalion,
regiment.
H  ; !& palan [pala˚ = Prk. !5; S. Tt
'
p. p. p.
of pari+as], v.n. To turn over, overturn, be reversed or
inverted; to turn back, return, to retire, retreat; to
rebound; to undergo a change, to change, alter; to suer
a turn (of fortune), to suer a reverse;—v.t. To
exchange, barter; to send back; to remove or transfer
(to, -par):—pala-jn, v.n. To go back, retreat, &c.:—paladen, v.t. (intens.) To drive back, repel, &c. (also=palan):
—pala-len, v.t. Intens. of &=palan.
H ; !_ palh [Prk. ! ; S. Tt],
'
s.m. A
particular posture in sitting (=palth, q.v.,—used only in
comp. with mrn):—palh mrn, v.n.=palth marn,
q.v.s.v. palth.
H 6#; ,.!* pulij, s.m. (?), Land cultivated for every
harvest (being never allowed to lie fallow).
H :#; ! pila n (by met., for lipan, or ipan), v.n.

To adhere, to stick (to), cling (to).—pila -ke, adv. Firmly,
resolutely; with all one's might.
H #; ! palr, s.m.=next, q.
H  ; !7 pal , s.m. = H  ; !7" pal , s.f. [pall, q.v.+S.
t], The scale (of a balance); one of a pair of scales.
H  ; !7" pal , s.f. = H  ; !7 pal , s.m. [pall, q.v.+S.
t], The scale (of a balance); one of a pair of scales.
H  ; !7" pil i [S. ef"], s.f. A ball or lump of chopped
meat, forced meat.
H  0#; !& pils (from pl), s.f. Yellowness, yellow
hue.
H 0#; ,!.T pulasti, = S  *0#; ,!T; pulastya, s.m. Name of
an ancient Rishi, one of the mind-born sons of Brahm.
S  *0#; ,!T; pulastya, = H 0#; ,!.T pulasti, s.m. Name of
an ancient Rishi, one of the mind-born sons of Brahm.
P #; palasht, and H. .! pilit, part. adj. & s.f.
Polluted, deled, impure, unclean;—an adulteress, a
strumpet.
P (#; palak, s.f. The eyelid; eyelash;—a moment, instant
(=pal):—palak dary, s.m. Clouds:—palak lagn, v.n. Closing
of the eyelids; twinkling of the eye:—palak makn, palk
mrn, v.n. To wink, twinkle:—palak-me, palak-ke mrte,
adv. In the twinkling of an eye, in a moment.
S (#; ,! pulak, s.m. Erection of the hairs of the body
(considered as occasioned by delight); thrill of joy; joy,
delight, pleasure;—a species of edible plant;—a kind of
stone or gem;— aw or defect in a gem;—any kind of
insect or vermin infesting animals;—a ball of bread and
sweetmeats with which elephants are fed;—yellow
orpiment;—a wine-glass, goblet.
H  #; ,! pulkn (from pulak), v.t. To cause the
hairs to stand erect; to give (one) a thrill of joy, to
delight, rejoice.
S #; ,! pulkit, part adj. Having the hair standing
erect with delight, thrilled with joy, delighted, rejoiced,
overjoyed, enraptured.
H #; ,! pulakn (from pulak), v.n. To experience a
thrill of joy, to be delighted, to rejoice.

S #; .!B" palikn, s.f. An old woman;—a cow for the
rst time with calf.
S Z#; nd plaksha, plaksh, s.m. The waved-leaf g-tree,
Ficus infectoria;—the holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa;—the tree
Hibiscus populneoides;—a side-door, private or back door;—
one of the seven dvps or continents into which the
world is divided, also called plakshu-dvp.
S #; ,!" pulak, pulk, s.m. A species of kadamb tree,
Nauclea cadamba.
S #; !! palal, s.m. Ground or pounded sesamum;—mud,
mire, clay.
H 2 #; !/ palam [P. palma; S.  t?], s.m. Calumny,
scandal:—palam lagn, v.t. To calumniate, &c.
S <#; ,.! pulin, s.m. A sandbank; land deposited by
alluvium on the bank of a river; an island of alluvial
formation or one from which the water has recently
withdrawn, a small island; a sandy beach.
H #; ! paln (neut. of pln, q.v.), v.n. To be reared,
nurtured, brought up; to be fattened; to thrive; to
become tender or soft.
H #; ! piln (neut. of, and also=) peln, q.v.), v.t. To
rush against, to jostle; to attack, assault (=peln);—v.n. To
be bruised, thrashed, trodden, pressed, ground; to labour
hard, toil, drudge:—pil-pa n (-se) v.t. To rush (against),
to jostle violently (intentionally or otherwise).
S + #; ,.!B pulind, s.m. Name of a barbarous tribe; a man
of this tribe; a barbarian, savage, a mountaineer; one
who uses an uncultivated and unintelligible dialect.
H + #; ,!B puland, ,.!B pulind [S. 0!+ , Prk. 
( 5],
s.m. Bundle, parcel, package.
H ^#; !($ palang [S. rt],
'
s.m. A bed (without
curtains), bedstead:—palang-posh, s.m. A coverlet,
counterpane (com. called 'palampore' by Europeans in
India):—palang-to , s.m. One who is fond of his bed, a liea-bed; an aphrodisiac:—palang tn or, s.m. 'The bed and
three thieves,' Charles's wain.
P ^#; palang (S. j), s.m. A panther, leopard; a tiger:—
palang-afgan,
 s.m. Leopard-killer; a erce warrior.
H ^#; ,.!B$ pulling, ,À!$ puling [S. ,.( !r$(], s.m. The

masculine gender (in Grammar): v. pu -ling, s.v. pu .
H  ^#; !($7" palang  (palang+dim. a. , fr. S. t), s.f. A

pushed, jostled, &c. see piln.
H  #; !  pilwn (doub. caus. of pn), v.t. To cause

small bedstead.
P J#; palang, adj. Of or relating to a palang or tiger;

drink to be given (to); to give water to one to drink,
&c.=piln, q.v.
S A #; !  pallavit, part. adj. Sprouting, having young

tiger-like, erce, ferocious.
H #; !0 pall [S. ! ; cf. pall], s.m. Side (of anything),
edge, border, end; hem or border (of a garment):—pall dr, s.m. A garment with a border of gold or silver lace;—
a maker of gold or silver borders for garments; a fringemaker.
S #; ! pallav, vulg. pallo, s.m. Sprout, shoot, twig,

shoots; having many
sprouts;—possessing the red dye of lac;—s.m. The red
dye of the lac insect.
H <&Y #; !5R palothan, s.m.=palethan, q.v.
H &Y #; !5R" palothan, s.f. Meal cakes, bread.
H   #; !5& palon, v.n. To tread gently.

sprig, spray; bud, blossom; blade (of grass); the
extremity of a branch bearing new leaves;—the red dye
of lac:—pallav-grh, adj. Picking up straws; laying hold of
tri es; fastidious; supercial:—pallav len (-k), To gather
a twig; to have a smattering (of), to be supercial.
H #; !0 pill [S. "!,], s.m. A worm; an insect.

H  #; !M_ palauh, !M_ pallauh = H . #; !M_[

S #; n plav, adj. & s.m. Swimming, oating;—leaping,

First-born;—the rst-born, the eldest son.
H ' #; !5 palok, corr. of par-lok, q.v.s.v. para, par.

jumping, plunging; a oat, raft, boat; one who goes by
leaps or jumps; a tumbler; a frog; a monkey; a species of
aquatic bird, Pelicanis Fusicollis; the waved-leaf g-tree,
Ficus infectoria;—a species of grass, Cyperus rotundus;—a
kind of fragrant grass;—the red dye of lac.
H  #; !, palu, !  palw, s.m. The plant Hibiscus
cannabinus.
H  #; !, palu, !0 pal  [pal˚, rt. of paln, q.v.+S.
t], part. adj. & s.m. Domesticated, tame;—a tame or
domesticated animal;—one who is nurtured, fostered, or
protected, a protegée.
H  #; !0 pil , !, pilu, s.m.=pill , q.v.
H  #; !  palwr, s.m. A boat from fteen to twenty
tons burden (for carrying goods).
H  #; ! " palwr, s.m. A boatman; people belonging
to a palwr.
H  #; !  palwn (caus. of paln & of pln), v.t. To
cause to be nourished, have (one) nourished, reared, or
brought up; to cause (one) to nourish, &c.; to bring up; to
foster, cherish.
H  #; !  pilwn (caus. of piln), v.t. To cause to be

palauh , !M_[ pallauh . (pahil+uh), adj. (f. -), &
s.m. First-born;—the rst-born, the eldest son.
H . #; !M_[ palauh , !M_[ pallauh . = H  #; !M_
palauh, !M_ pallauh (pahil+uh), adj. (f. -), & s.m.

S ' #; !  pallavak, s.m. A species of sh, Cyprinus
denticulatus.
H #; ! ! palwal [S. &5!], s.m. A species of cucumber,
Trichosanthes diœca:—palwal-lat (S. paola+latik), s.f. The
palwal plant.
S  #; n  plavan, s.m. Swimming, oating, bathing;
plunging into; jumping, leaping, bounding; deluge,
inundation (=plvan).
S  #; ! " pallav, adj. & s.m. Sprouting, having young
shoots;—a tree.
H ) #; ! 
h  palwaiy [palw, from palwn + iy = S. a.
ika], s.m. Nourisher, cherisher; rearer.
H #; palla, s.m. Side, &c.; one of a pair of scales, &c.
(=pall, q.v.); the step of a ladder:—palla-kash, adj. Taking
the side (of), partial;—palla-kash, s.f. Partiality.
S #; ,!6 pulaha, s.m. Name of an ancient Rishi, one of
the mind-born sons of Brahm (=pulasti):—pulahram (˚ha
+), s.m. Name of a place of Hind pilgrimage.
H 4#; n6 plih, 6 pilh, s.f.=pila, q.v.
H  4#; ,!6 pulhn [pulh˚, prob.=S. H5! ], v.t. To

persuade (syn. phusln, q.v.).
S <4#; n6 plihan, s.m. The spleen (=pila, q.v.).
H <4#; .!6(f palihan, palhn; !6 f palhin, s.m. =
H <4#; .!6(f" palihan, palhn;!6 f" palhin, s.f. [S.
!"+6 .ef], 'A row of pots,' a stand or shelf upon
which water-pots are placed; a place where water is
kept; a water-jar, pitcher.
H <4#; .!6(f" palihan, palhn; !6 f" palhin, s.f. = H
<4#; .!6(f palihan, palhn;!6 f palhin, s.m. [S.
!"+6 .ef], 'A row of pots,' a stand or shelf upon
which water-pots are placed; a place where water is
kept; a water-jar, pitcher.
H 4#; !6 pilahi, !6" pilah, pilh, s.f.=pala, q.v.
H #; ! pala [S. ! "], s.f. Young branch or spray of
a tree.
H #; !" pal (dim. of pal, q.v.), s.f. A ladle (for oil, &c.).
S #; !" pall, & H. !" pal, s.f. A small village, hamlet;
any number of houses, a station; a detached portion of a
village; a city (in this sense used as an ax to words
forming the names of towns, especially in the Dakkhan,
e.g. Trichinopoly);—a small house-lizard (syn. hipkal).
H #; ! pila [S. n"6], s.f. The spleen; enlargement or
in ammation of the spleen.
H #; puliy (dim. of pul), s.f. A small bridge; a culvert.
P  #; palt, adj.=pald, q.v.
H  #; !" palt [S. t], s.m. Ghost, spirit of the dead;
evil spirit, goblin.
H * #; !" palt, = P * #; palta, [per met. for patla, A. fatla;
—S. H"Q, Prk. .!\(], s.m. A thick wick (generally of
cloth); a roll of lint (to be put into a wound), a
suppository (=batt);—a paper spill with spells and
prayers written on it, the smoke of which when lighted
is in haled by the sick as a remedy, or which with cotton
rolled round it is used as the wick of a lamp to ward o
the in uence of evil spirits, and to cure one possessed;—
the match of a gun;—a candle:—palt -jn, v.n. To
ash in the pan.
P * #; palta, = H * #; !" palt, [per met. for patla, A. fatla;

—S. H"Q, Prk. .!\(], s.m. A thick wick (generally of
cloth); a roll of lint (to be put into a wound), a
suppository (=batt);—a paper spill with spells and
prayers written on it, the smoke of which when lighted
is in haled by the sick as a remedy, or which with cotton
rolled round it is used as the wick of a lamp to ward o
the in uence of evil spirits, and to cure one possessed;—
the match of a gun;—a candle:—palt -jn, v.n. To
ash in the pan.
H <&* #; pR palethan [S. T(
' ], s.m. Dry our put under
and over dough when it is rolled (syn. ushk);—the
dregs or mash remaining after the milk of our has
been squeezed out:—palethan pakn (-k), To contrive the
ruin (of):—palethan nikln (-k), To beat to a pulp or
mash, to beat severely.
P + #; pald, vulg. pild, adj. Polluted, deled, contaminated,
impure, unclean, foul, nasty:—pald karn, v.t. To pollute,
&c.
P + #; pald, s.f. Pollution, impurity, uncleanness.
H  #; p palen [prob. fr. S. n ], v.t. To irrigate land
after ploughing.
H < #; !°f palai , = H  #; !°6f palai h,
s.m.=palhin, q.v.
H  #; !°6f palai h, = H < #; !°f palai ,
s.m.=palhin, q.v.
H #; p pale , p paleo (see palen), s.m. Land
watered after ploughing.
H #; p paleo [S. Hp6t], s.m. Soup, broth; ground rice
or potherbs (used as a thickening for soup, &c.);—the
milk of our or wheat.
S 4 #; n"6 plh, s.f. The spleen, &c.; v. pila:—plhri
(plh+ari), s.f. The holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa (which is
deemed an enemy to the spleen).
S <4 #; n"6 plhan, s.m. The spleen (=plh):—plhaghna =
plha-atru, s.m. 'Destroying spleen,' or 'enemy to
spleen'; the medicinal plant Andersonia rohitaka
(commonly called Roher or Rohin).
H  @ ; / pamr, s.m.=pa w , q.v.
H <@ ; @/ pamman, s.f. Wheat of a superior kind.

H <;  pan [Prk. Q4=; 4=S. ; ]( , An ax which, added

H <;  pan; contrac. of p , or S. pa a, 've' (used in

to substantives and adjectives, forms abstract
substantives, denoting condition, state, time of life,
occupation, &c., and corresponding to the English words
which end in '-hood,' '-ship,' '-ness,' &c.
H <;  pan,  pani; contraction of pn, 'water' (used in

comp.):—pan-jr, s.f. A medicine composed of ve
ingredients (sugar, gh, our, cummin-seed, &c.), given
to puerperal women; caudle:—pan-s ra, s.m. Five s ras or
chapters of the Qorn (cf. pan-s ra):—pan-ser, s.m.=panser, s.f. A weight of ve ser or seers.
H <;  pan; contrac. of pn, 'betel leaf' (used in comp.):—

comp.):—pan-badr, s.m. Rain and sunshine:—pan-bhatt,
s.m. Boiled rice steeped in water (used for drinking):—
pan-bhar, s.m. A man who lls water-vessels, or supplies
water to a house:—pan-tol, s.m. The science of
Hydrostatics:—pan- akk, s.f. A water-mill:—pan- al, s.m.
The science of Hydro-dynamics:—pan- or, pan- r, s.m.
lit. 'Water-stealer'; a narrow-mouthed vessel of earth or
copper with one or more small holes in the bottom (used
by the followers of Aristotle to illustrate the horror vacui:
when it is lled with water and the mouth stopped no
water ows from the hole below:—It is also used as a
plaything by children):—pan-ubb, s.m. A diver; the
ghost of a person who has been drowned;—a water-fowl:
—pan-ubb, pan-ub, s.f. A diver, water-fowl, coot, &c.:—
pan-s, adj. lit. 'Water-like'; watery, insipid, tasteless,
vapid:—pan-sl, s.m.=pan-sl, s.f.=pan sall, s.f. A stand
where water is kept for and distributed to travellers,
watering-place:—pan-kl, s.m. Scarcity of water, drought;
—famine caused by excess of rain:—pan-kap , s.m. A soft
wet cloth for application to a wound or sore:—pan-kukr,
pan-k k , s.f.=pan-kavv or pan-kauw, s.m. An aquatic
bird, the purple coot, Porphyris poliocephalus; a water fowl:
—pan-ga , s.m. A eld covered and saturated with water:
—pan-go, s.f. The chicken-pox:—pan-gh, pan-gha,
pani-gha, s.m.=pan-gha, s.m. A place for drawing water;
a well, or tank, &c. from which water is drawn or taken;
a passage to a river, river-steps:—pan-mr, s.m. Soil
submerged by oods and rendered unt for cultivation;
low lands where water lodges; a crop ruined through
excess of rain:—pan-mel, s.m. The man who distributes
water to the beds of a garden or eld as it is taken from
a well:—pan-hr, pani-hr, pan-hyr, pan-hr = pan-har,
s.m. A man carrying water-pots on his head, a waterbearer;—pan-hran, pani-hrin, pan-hrin, pan-hrn = panhrin, s.f. A woman carrying waterpots on her head.

pan-ba, pan-bha, s.m. A betel-box:—pan-mall,
s.m.=panwr or pan-w , s.f. Betel-enclosure, betelgarden.
S <; 4 pan, s.m. Play, gaming; bet, wager; stake; a throw
(of dice); compact, contract, agreement, stipulation;
promise; vow; a clause in an agreement;—wages, hire;
reward;—an aggregate sum or number consisting of
twenty gans or eighty cowries; a weight of copper of
the same value;—a handful (of anything); a commodity
for sale; price, purchase money; marriage portion or fee;
wealth, money, property:—pan-hr, s.m. (f. -in, -in), A
faithless person, a promise-breaker.
H <;  pin [S. * 'to sound'; or onomat.], s.m. Sound,
noise, whiz, whistle (of a bullet, &c.).
S <; ,( pu (see pu s), s.m. Male, male being, man (used
chie y in comp.):—pu -savan, adj. & s.m. Bringing forth a
male; causing the birth of a male child;—the rst of the
essential ceremonies of Hind initiation, a religious and
domestic festival held on the mother's perceiving the
rst signs of a living conception:—pu -akti, s.f. Manly
vigour, manliness, manhood, virility:—pu -gav, adj. &
s.m., Chief, best, most excellent (=reshh); a
distinguished or eminent person, a hero:—pu -ling, vulg.
pul-ling, s.m. The characteristic sign of a man, manhood,
virility; the male organ; (in Gram.) the masculine
gender:—pun-ng, s.m. 'An elephant of a man,' a
distinguished or preëminent man;—a white elephant;—
the tree Rottleria tinctoria (from the blossoms of which a
yellowish dye is prepared);—a white lotus;—nutmeg:—
pun-nakshatra, s.m. A nakshatra or asterism regarded as a
male; an asterism under which males are procreated.
H <; , puna, pun; , puni; [S. ,t], adv. Again, once
more, &c.=punar, q.v.:—puna-puna, puni-puni, adv. Again

and again, over and over again, repeatedly; day by day.
H <; , pun, ,B punn [S. ,e(], s.m. Virtue, &c. (see
puya).
H ;  pan, Ax=pan, q.v.
H ; pan [P. pahan, or pahn], s.m. Width, breadth (of
cloth, &c.).
H ; B pann [S. t], s.m. A beverage; tamarindjuice or the juice of other sharp fruits made into sherbet.
H ; B pann [S. 4+t],
'
s.m. A leaf; (page of a book);
gold or silver leaf, foil; a sheet or plate of metal.
H ; B pann [S. t], s.m. An emerald.
H ; B pann [S. +-, or 6O], s.m. The upper
part of a shoe.
H ;  pin; contrac. of pn, q.v.
H ; B pinn [S. et], s.m. The residue of seeds
which have been ground for oil; oil-cake (syn. khal).
H ; B pinn [S. eft], s.m. A lump; ball (of thread,
&c.); a reel (syn. pe ak).
H ; B pinn, v.n. See ; pinn.
H ; ,B punn, v.t. See ; punn.
H  ;  panr, s.m. = H  ; " panr, s.f. See
panl; panl.
H  ; " panr, s.f. = H  ;  panr, s.m. See

plump:—panl par (-me ), To have a crease or hollow
in the back through fatness (an animal), to be very
plump or fat.
H ! ; !" panl, s.f. = H " ; ! panl, s.m. [S. H4!t,
H4!"], A pipe, tube, any articial conductor to carry o
or along water, spout; gutter, drain, conduit; (g.) the
lateral hollow along the back-bone of beasts when very
plump:—panl par (-me ), To have a crease or hollow
in the back through fatness (an animal), to be very
plump or fat.
H  ;  pann [fr. S. "], v.t. To cause the milk to
come into the udder of animals (=panhn).
H  ;  pinn, v.t. colloq. form of pahinn, q.v.
H  ; , punn (caus. of punn), v.t. To cause to
abuse, to cause to reproach.
P ? ; panh [Pehl. pneh; Z. pa; S. pna, rt. p], s.f.
Protection, defence, shelter, shade, asylum, refuge:—
panh-dih, s.m. Protector:—panh-dih, s.f. The giving
shelter or protection:—panh den (-ko), To give shelter
(to), to protect, to harbour:—panh len (-k), To take
shelter (in), to seek the shelter (of):—panh m gn (-se),
To seek protection (from), to beg for an asylum; to pray
for deliverance (from); to avoid, eschew; to implore
mercy; to surrender at discretion.
P  ; panh, s.f. (used in comp.), Protection; the being

panl; panl.
S  ;  pink, s.m. A sta, club; a bow; a trident or

the protector (of).
H U;   pan-ba, s.m. For compounds of which pan,

three-pronged spear; the club, bow, or trident of the god
iva;—a musical instrument of one string shaped like a
bow, a sort of violin:—pink-nayan, adj. & s.m. Having
hard or unfeeling eyes;—a person with such eyes.
S  ; " pink,  pinki, adj. & s.m. 'Armed with

'betel-leaf,' is the rst member, see s.v. pan.
P %; pumba, s.m. Cotton:—pumba ba-gosh, adj. 'Having
cotton in the ear'; deaf:—pumba-doz, s.m. A cottoncarder:—pumba-dahan, adj. Silent in company, taciturn;—
mealy-mouthed.
H *&%; #\ pan-bhatt, s.m. For compounds of which

a pink or trident'; the trident-bearer, an epithet of iva;
—s.f. A kind of stringed instrument, a sort of violin (see
pink).
S ' ; ,B$ pun-ng, s.m. See s.v. pu .
H " ; ! panl, s.m. = H ! ; !" panl, s.f. [S. H4!t,
H4!"], A pipe, tube, any articial conductor to carry o
or along water, spout; gutter, drain, conduit; (g.) the
lateral hollow along the back-bone of beasts when very

pan, 'water,' is the rst member, see s.v. pan.
P %; pumba, adj. Made of cotton; lined or quilted with
cotton (a garment, &c.).
H  L;  panpn, ( pampn (caus. of panapn),
v.t. To cause to thrive or ourish, to refresh, revive; to
promote the prosperity of another. (Rare.)
H L;  panapn [panap˚ = S."+], v.n. To be

refreshed, be revived or restored; to take root, to grow
vigorously or luxuriantly (a plant or tree); to thrive,
ourish, prosper, luxuriate; to recover, revive, get
stronger, look blooming; to pick up esh (after sickness);
to increase in bulk, to get fat.
H  L;  pinpinn, pinpann (by redupl. of pin,
q.v.), v.n. To twang; to whiz or whistle (as a bullet, &c.).
H ? L; 6& pinpinha, pinpanha, s.f. Whizzing,
whistling (of a bullet, &c.).
H  4L; 6[ pinpinh , adj. (f. - ), Disagreeable,
hateful, odious, detestable.
H ; B pant, s.m.=panth, q.v.
H  *; B  pantaw, s.m. A kind of sweetmeat.
H &*; BR panth, = H &*; BR panth, [S. Bt, Bt, rt.
^R], s.m. A path, way, road, course; a path in morals or
religion; doctrine; sect, religious order; calling, vocation,
profession, trade, &c.:—panth-kath, s.f. The special and
peculiar doctrine or teaching of a religious sect.
H &*; BR panth, = H &*; BR panth, [S. Bt, Bt, rt.
^R], s.m. A path, way, road, course; a path in morals or
religion; doctrine; sect, religious order; calling, vocation,
profession, trade, &c.:—panth-kath, s.f. The special and
peculiar doctrine or teaching of a religious sect.
S  &*; BR panthn, s.m. One of the divisions of hell.
H &*; BR" panth [S. B+], s.m. A traveller, wayfarer;
the observer of any particular custom or class of
opinions; an adherent or follower of any sect or party in
religious matters.
P 6; panj [Z. pa an; S. pa an], adj. Five; (in gaming)
cinque; (in horse-dealer's idiom) seven years old:—panjb, s.m. 'Five waters or rivers'; the land of ve rivers,
the Panjb (situated to the north-west of Hind stn):—
panj-b, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to the Panjb;—an
inhabitant or a native of the Panjb;—s.f. The language
spoken in the Panjb:—panj-angusht, s.m. Cinq-foil:—panjyat, s.f. The ve chapters of the Qorn which are read
during the period of mourning of a Musalmn:—panj tani-pk, s.m. The ve holy persons, viz. Mohammad; 'Al;
Ftimah; Hasan; Husain:— panj-sl, s.m. Five years; a

ve-year old (horse):—panj-sla, adj. Of ve years,
quinquennial; ve years old:—panj-s ra, s.m. Five s ras or
chapters of the Qorn; a stone on which ve s ras of the
Qorn are engraved (and which is used as a charm):—
panj-sh a, s.m. A sort of link or torch with ve
branches for lights (=panja; panj):—panj-shamba, s.m.
Thursday:—panj aib, s.m. The ve vices (of a horse); a
very vicious horse;—adj. Very vicious;—panj aib-i-shara,
s.m. The ve vices or sins, viz. robbery; adultery;
gaming; drunkenness; falsehood;—adj. & s.m. Very
vicious;—one who is very vicious, one who is addicted to
the ve vices:—panj-gna, adj. & s.m. Five-fold;—the
prayers appointed for ve periods of the day:—panj-ganj,
s.m. The ve senses; the ve stated daily prayers (=panjgna); any collection of ve things:—panj-gun, panj-gosha,
adj. Five-fold, quintuple; ve cornered, pentangular:—
male-panj, adj. Turned ve, or ten years old (a horse):—
naye panj, adj. Under ve years old (a horse).
S 6; * pi j, s.m. Killing; slaughter;—the moon:—
strength, power.
S 6; ,(* punj, s.m. Heap, mass, quantity, multitude,
collection, aggregate, the whole.
H 8; (* panj [S.  +t], s.m. An aggregate of ve
(e.g. tn panje pandrah, 'three ves are fteen');—
also=panja, q.v.
P 8; panj-b, s.m. See s.v. panj for all compounds of
which that word is the rst member.
H  8; * pinjr, panjr, s.m.=pinjiyr, q.v.
H ! 8; (*!" panjl [S.  +!; or *+], s.f. A
door-frame.
P ? 8; panjh [Z. pan a-ata; S. pan a-at], adj. Fifty.
P 2  8; panjhum, adj. Fiftieth.
S 6; *& pi ja, s.m. The excretion or concrete
rheum of the eyes (=pinje).
S 8; (* panjar, * pinjar, s.m. A cage; a skeleton; the
ribs, the thorax; the human frame, the body; a rib:—
pinjar-hon, v.n. To become a skeleton, to be emaciated,
become thin or lean:—injar-pinjar hle hon, v.n. The
bones and joints of the frame to become loose.
S 8; * pinjar, adj. & s.m. Reddish-yellow, yellow or

tawny;—tawny-brown, or reddish-yellow colour;—a horse
(probably a bay or chesnut);—gold;—yellow or piment.
H 8; * pinjar, pinjr [S. *+t], s.m.=panjar or
pinjar, q.v.:—pinjr hon, v.n.=pinjar hon, q.v.
H 8; (*" panjar, panjr, s.f. A rib (=panjar).
H 8; *" pinjar, pinjr (dim. of pinjr), s.f. A small
cage; a bier; a con (syn. arth).
H  6; *7 pinja , pinj , s.m.=pinjr, q.v.
H  6; (*7" panj  (panj+dim. a. ), s.f. The number ve
in the game of ausar.
S 8; .* pa jik, s.f. A calendar, an almanac; a
journal; account-book; the register or record of human
actions kept by Yama (the judge of the dead):—panjikkr, s.m. An almanac maker; an astronomer.
S 8; .* pinjik, s.f. The ball or roll of cotton from
which the thread is spun.
S #8; *!" pinjal, vulg. pinjl, s.f. Two blades of kua
grass serving as an implement to hold certain articles at
a sacrice.
P 2 8; panjum, adj. Fifth.
S <8; * pinjan, s.m. A bow or bow-shaped
instrument used for cleaning cotton.
H 8; * pinjn, panjn [fr. S. *], v.n. To be joined,
to be soldered.
H  8; *  pinjwn, panjwn (caus. of pinjn), v.t.
To join, to solder.
S D 8; *03 pinj sh, s.m. The wax of the ear.
S

8; *0! pinj l, s.m. The wick of a lamp.

P 8; panja (rel. n. from panj, q.v.), s.m. An aggregate of
ve; the ve of a suit of cards, or the ve on a die; a cast
or turn up of ve with dice;—the hand with the ngers
extended; claw, paw (of a tiger, &c.); clutch, grasp,
possession, power; the ve-ngered instrument of the
religious mendicant; a sort of link or torch resembling
the ve ngers, or having ve branches (=panj-sh a); a
hand made of ivory (to scratch the back with); the fore
part of a foot or shoe;—cinq-foil:—panja-phern (-k), To
twist or turn round the hand of an adversary by
interlocking ngers with him; (g.) to overcome,

overpower:—panja karn (-se), To interlock ngers with
an adversary and endeavour to twist his hand or wrist:—
panja-kash, s.m. An iron instrument resembling a hand
with which wrestlers exercise themselves by locking
their ngers into those of the instrument;—a kind of
bread bearing the marks of ve ngers:—panja la n (se) = panja karn, q.v.:—panja le-jna (-se), To overcome an
antagonist by twisting his hand or wrist, &c. (=panja
phern); to carry o the palm:—panjo -ke bal aln, v.n. To
walk on tip-toe; to walk on stilts, to strut:—panja mrn,
v.t. To claw; to snap or snatch at;—panja-i-maryam, s.f. A
grass resembling a pair of claws interlocked:—panje-me
ln, v.t. To get hold of, get into one's clutches; to bring
under subjection:—panje-wr, adj. Famished, very
wretched.
P 8; panj, s.f. A sort of link or torch with ve branches
for lights (=panj-sh a; panja).
S 8; ,*" punj, s.f. Heap, store, &c.=p nj, q.v.
H  8; .* pinjiyr [S. *++t], s.m. One
whose business it is to beat and separate cotton, a
cotton-carder.
S R8; & pinje, s.m.=pinja, q.v.
H  8; ( panjer, pinjer [S. *+t], s.m. One who
joins or solders, one whose business it is to solder pots
and pans, &c.
H  8; (*"" pan-jr [S.  +*"], s.f. See s.v. pan,
've.'
S 9; * or ( pa a, vulg. pa , adj. & s.m. Five;—an
assembly of (originally) ve men, assembly, meeting,
council; a body of arbitrators, court of arbitration; a jury;
—a member of a court of arbitration, arbitrator, umpire,
judge;—the head man of a caste; the head man of a
village;—pan o , pan au (and in Braj), pan an, s.m. pl. (of
pan ), Associates, companions, friends:—pa dhyay
(pa a+adh˚), s.m. Five readings, sections, or chapters:—
pan dhy, pan dhy, s.f. The aggregate of ve
chapters of the Bhgavat Pur, detailing the sports of
Krisha
with the milkmaids:—pan gni (pan a+agni), s.m. A

collection of ve res amidst which certain Hind
devotees perform penance during the hot season (viz.

one re placed respectively east, west, north, and south
of them, the sun overhead being the fth);—ve mystic
res supposed to be present in the body:—pan mrit
(pan a+am˚), s.m. A mixture consisting of milk, curds,
sugar, gh, and honey;—the aggregate of any ve drugs
of supposed ecacy:—pan mla (˚ a+m˚), s.m. The
aggregate of ve acid plants, viz. the jujube,
pomegranate, sorrel, spondias, and citron:—pan -indr,
s.m.=pan endriya, q.v.:—pan ng (˚ a+an˚), adj. & s.m. Fivelimbed, ve-membered; having ve parts or
subdivisions;—ve limbs or members of the body; ve
modes of devotion (viz. silent prayer, burnt oering,
libations, bathing idols, and feeding Brahmans);—a
calendar or almanac treating of ve things, viz. solar
days, lunar days, the periods of asterisms, Yogas, and
Kara as;—reverence or obeisance made with the arms,
knees, head, voice, and look:—pan nan (˚ a+n˚), adj. &
s.m. Five-faced; an epithet of iva; a lion (often used at
the end of names of learned men to express respect);—
pan nan, s.f. An epithet of Durg, the spouse of iva:—
pan -bandh, s.m. A ne equal to the fth part of
anything lost or stolen:—pan -bhadra, adj. & s.m. Having
ve good qualities;—a sauce or condiment of ve good
ingredients; a horse with ve auspicious marks or spots
(viz. on the chest, back, face, and anks):—pan -bh t,
s.m. The ve elements, earth, air, re, water, and
aether or space;—pan -bh t-tm, adj. & s.m. Consisting,
or formed of, the ve primary elements;—an epithet of
any individual human being:—pan -ptra, s.m. Five cups
or vessels collectively;—a rddh in which oerings are
made in ve vessels;—a small vessel with which water is
poured over the idol while worshipping:—pan -pr, s.m.
The ve vital airs of the body:—pan -par, s.f. A species
of small shrub:—pan -piriy, s.m. One who (whether
Hind or Mohammadan) worships the  ve saints (pr) of
the Mohammadans:—pan -pallav, s.m. The aggregate of
ve sprigs or young shoots of the spondias, rose-apple,
bel, citron, and wood-apple;—a medical preparation from
the same:—pan -pan -nakh, s.m. The ve kinds of
animals allowed to be killed and eaten, viz. the hare, the
porcupine, the alligator, the rhinoceros, and the
tortoise:—pan -pr, s.m. The ve prs or Mohammadan

saints (worshipped by most Hind s as well as
Musalmns):— pan -tap, s.m. An ascetic who in the hot
weather sits between four res placed towards the four
quarters with the burning sun above (cf. pan gni):—
pan -tatva, vulg. pan -tat, s.m. The ve elements (=pan bh t, q.v.);—the ve essentials of certain rites (all
beginning with ma, viz.), madya, 'wine,' m s, 'meat,'
matsya, 'sh,' mudr, 'mystic intertwining of the ngers,'
and maithun, 'sexual intercourse':—pan -trth, vulg. pan trath, s.f. Any ve chief places of pilgrimage;—bathing
on the day of the Equinox:—pa -jan, pan -janya, s.m. The
ve kinds or classes of beings, viz. gods, men,
Gandharvas and Apsaras, serpents, and manes:—pa jan, s.f. An assemblage or aggregate of ve persons:—
pan a-da, vulg. pan a-das, adj. Fifteenth:—pan a-dh, adv.
In ve ways; in ve parts; ve-fold:—pa -rtra, adj. &
s.m. Lasting ve nights or days;—a period of ve nights;
—name of a sacrice which lasts ve days;—a general
term for the sacred books of various Vainav sects:—
pa -rik, adj. & s.m. Relating to the ve ratios or
proportions of numbers;—the rule of ve, double rule of
three:—pa -ratn, s.m. A collection of ve jewels or
precious things, viz. gold, the diamond, sapphire, ruby,
and pearl:—pa -ras, pa -ras, adj. Composed of ve
metals or uids:—pa -sabd, s.m.=pan -abd, q.v.:—pa sugandhak, s.m. Collection of ve kinds of aromatic
vegetable substances, viz. cloves, nutmeg, camphor, aloe
wood, and kakkol:—pan -s n, s.m. The ve things in a
house by which animal life may be accidentally
destroyed, viz. the re-place, the curry-slab, the broom,
the pestle and mortar, and the water-pot:—pa -kh,
pa -kh, adj. & s.m. Having ve branches;—the hand:
—pa -abd, s.m. Five kinds of sounds;—ve kinds of
musical instruments:—pan a-ar, adj. & s.m. Having ve
arrows; a name of Kma, the god of love:—pa -faila,
s.m. Judgment by arbitration;—the award of a court of
arbitration:—pa -karm, s.m. The ve actions of the
body; the ve kinds of treatment, viz. giving emetics,
purging, giving sternutatories, and administering
enemas of two kinds, oily and not oily:—pa -kany, s.f.
(in Myth.) The ve virgins, viz. Tr, Kunt, Ahaly,
Mandodar, and St:—pa -ko, vulg. pa -kos, s.f. The

aggregate of ve kos;—the pilgrimage road round the
city of Benares:—pa -kosh, s.m. The ve sheaths or
cases supposed to invest the soul (viz. the gross form, or
the form supported by food, the organs of action, the
organs of perception including the mind, the intellect,
the elements of identity and divine wisdom):—pan -kol,
s.m. The ve spices, viz. long pepper, its root, Chai, or
Piper Chaba, plumbago, and dry ginger:—pa -kavali,
s.m.=pa -grs, q.v.:—pa -ko, s.m. 'Having ve angles,'
a pentagon:—pa -khan, pa -khan, adj. Consisting of
ve oors, stories, or apartments (a building), vestoried, &c.:—pa -grs, s.m. Five morsels of food taken
to the mouth by the hand:—pa -guna, adj. Five-fold; ve
times:—pa -gavya, s.m. Five products of the cow, viz.
milk, curds, butter, urine, and cow-dung:—pa -la ,
s.m.=pa -la , s.f. 'Consisting of ve strings or rows'; a
necklace of ve strings or rows:—pa -lakshan, adj. &
s.m. Possessing ve characteristics;—an epithet of a
pura or mythological poem (which ought strictly to
comprehend ve topics, viz. the creation of the universe,
its destruction and renovation, the genealogy of gods
and patriarchs, the reigns of the Manus, and the history
of the solar and lunar races):—pa -loha, s.m. A metallic
alloy containing ve metals, viz. copper, brass, tin, lead,
and iron:—pa -msya, adj. & s.m. Happening every ve
months, ve-monthly; containing ve months;—the koil
or Indian cuckoo:—pa -m , s.m. A fth part:—pa
mnn (-ko), To regard (one) as an arbitrator, to
constitute (one) an umpire:—pan a-ma-kra, s.m. The ve
essentials of the left hand, viz. wine, man's esh, sh,
copulation, and gesticulation:—pan -m l, s.m. pa -m l,
s.f. A collection or group of ve roots or plants with
tuberous roots, viz. Bel, Premna longifolia, Cassia, Gmelina
arborea, and the trumpet- ower;—or Hedysarum
gangeticum, Hedysarum lagopodioides, Solanum melongena,
Solanum jacquini, and Tribulus lanuginosus:—pa -mahyagya, s.m. The ve great sacrices of the Hinds, viz.
the worship of spirits (by oerings of perfumes and
owers), the worship of progenitors (by obsequial rites),
the worship of gods (by oblations with re), the worship
of the Vedas (by studying them), and the worship of
mankind (by hospitality):—pa -maalla, adj. Of ve

stories, ve-storied (a building):—pa -nad, adj. & s.m.
Having ve rivers;—an epithet of the Panjb (q.v.s.v.
panj):—pa -nakh, adj. & s.m. Five-clawed, having ve
nails;—any animal with ve claws or toes, e.g. elephant,
tiger, tortoise, &c.:—pan ottar (pa a+uttara), s.m. A
transit duty of ve per cent.; a deduction from rent, &c.
of ve per cent.; a toll-house, custom-house:—pan avi ati, adj. Twenty-ve:—pan a-vi atitam, adj. Twentyfth:—pa endriy (˚ a+in˚), s.m. The ve organs of sense
(the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and skin); the ve organs of
action (the hand, foot, larynx, anus, and the organ of
generation).
H 9;  pana [S. H; ], s.f. A bow-string.
H :; ( pa  [S.  t], s.m. Any collection or
aggregate of ve (see panj and panja); a ve-pronged
fork (used in winnowing corn).
H K :; ( pa s, adj. Fifty (=pa s, q.v.).
S :;  ! pan l, s.m. Name of a warrior-tribe and of
their country in the north of India; name of a prince of
that tribe.
H :; (! pan l, s.m.=p l, q.v.
H :; (! pan l, adj. Dexterous, clever, artful,
cunning, deceitful.
H   :; (U pan nwe, adj. Ninety-ve (=pa nwe, q.v.).
H  :; (  pan wan, adj. Fifty-ve (=pa pan, q.v.).
H ) :; ( pan yat, ( pan it = H *) :; ("
pan yat,(" pan it [S.  +], s.f. A meeting of
any particular society (generally as a court of inquiry), a
court of arbitration (consisting of ve or more
members); a body of arbitrators; a jury, inquest,
committee, council (=pan );—the award of a court of
arbitration;—pan yat, s.f. Relationship, anity:—
pan yat (or pan yat) jt, or jt pan yat, s.f. An
arbitration by persons of the same caste as the litigant
parties:—pan yat jo n, v.n.=pan yat karn, q.v.:—pan yat
(or pan yat) ng, s.f. Private arbitration; settlement
of family quarrels by relations:—pan yat (or pa yat)
sarkr, s.f. A court of arbitration appointed by public
authority:—pan yat-karn, v.n. To form a court of
arbitration; to assemble the members of a pan yat to sit

as umpires:—pan yat-nma, s.m. The written award of a
court of arbitration.
H *) :; (" pan yat, (" pan it = H ) :; (
pan yat,( pan it [S.  +], s.f. A meeting of
any particular society (generally as a court of inquiry), a
court of arbitration (consisting of ve or more
members); a body of arbitrators; a jury, inquest,
committee, council (=pan );—the award of a court of
arbitration;—pan yat, s.f. Relationship, anity:—
pan yat (or pan yat) jt, or jt pan yat, s.f. An
arbitration by persons of the same caste as the litigant
parties:—pan yat jo n, v.n.=pan yat karn, q.v.:—pan yat
(or pan yat) ng, s.f. Private arbitration; settlement
of family quarrels by relations:—pan yat (or pa yat)
sarkr, s.f. A court of arbitration appointed by public
authority:—pan yat-karn, v.n. To form a court of
arbitration; to assemble the members of a pan yat to sit
as umpires:—pan yat-nma, s.m. The written award of a
court of arbitration.
H *) :; (" pan yat, pan aet, adj. Of or belonging to
a pan yat; for the meeting of a pan yat, public, common
(as a building, &c.);—equitable, just, right, proper;—
illegitimate, bastard:—pan eti sl, s.m. lit. 'A common,
or everybody's brother-in-law,' a term of abuse.
S *:;   pan at, s.f. Five-foldness, ve-fold state;
collection or aggregate of ve things;—separation into
the ve elements of which the body consists, dissolution,
death.
S *:;  P pan atra, s.m. A fee or duty of ve percent.
levied on a successful litigant.
S *:;  ; pan atva, s.m.=pan at.
S D + :;  8 pan a-daa, adj. For compounds of which
pan a or pan is the rst member, see s.v. pan a.
H :; (" pan r, s.f. A species of metre.
S (:; ( pan ak, adj. & s.m. Relating to ve;
consisting or made up of ve; bought with ve, &c.;
taking ve per cent.;—the number ve; any collection or
aggregate of ve; a ve;—taxes levied by the zamndrs
over and above the xed revenue.
H (:;  pan ak, s.f. A bow-string (=pana , q.v.)

S 2 :;  / pan ama, vulg. pan am, adj. & s.m. Fifth;—the
fth or (in later times) the seventh note of the Hind
musical scale (so called because, according to the Hinds,
its tone is produced by air drawn from ve parts of the
body, the navel, breast, throat, heart, and forehead);—
one of the rgs or musical modes.
S @ :;  /" pan am, s.f. The fth day of the half month
or of the lunar fortnight.
S <:;   pan an, adj. Five (=pan a).
H <:; ( pan an, s.m. (Braj pl. of pan ), Associates,
companions, friends (=pan o ).
H Y :; (5 pan otar [S.  +\], s.m. See s.v. pan a.
H  :; 5 pan- or, s.m. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
H  :; ( pan o , s.m. pl. See s.v. pan :—also=p o .
H &:; + pan- h [S. "+k t, rt. k,], s.m. Running
or discharge from a sore, &c.
H " &:; (+! pan hl, ,(+! pun hl [S. ,K++ !, or
!t], s.m. The tail of a paper kite;—a follower; a
parasite; one who dogs the steps of another (esp. of a
woman).
H &:; (+" pan h [S. d"], s.f. A bird:—pan hiyan, Braj.
pl. of pan h.
P + ; pand, s.m. Advice, counsel, admonition; moral
maxim:—pand-r, s.m. One who takes or listens to advice:
—pand-go, s.m. Adviser, monitor.
P + ; pindr [fr. pindshtan; pi+ni+dshtan; Zend vi+ni+rt.
dar = S. vi+ni+dhar], s.m. Thought, imagination, notion,
opinion; self-conceit, pride, arrogance;—adj. (used at end
of comp.) Thinking, imagining, &c.
H + ; ( pandar, = H + ; ( pandr, Corr. of pandrah,
q.v. (used in comp.)
H + ; ( pandr, = H + ; ( pandar, Corr. of pandrah,
q.v. (used in comp.)
H  + ; ( 7 pandarw  (i.e. pandrah+w  = S. vra
+ka), s.m. A fortnight, fteen days.
H + ;  [ pandarw , adj.=pandrah-w , q.v.
H ?+ ; BW6, B6, (6 pandrah [Prk. e/6; S.  8],
adj. Fifteen.

H  + ; BW6 [ pandrah-w (w = S. /t), adj. (f. w ),
Fifteenth;—pandrah-w , s.f. The fteenth day of the
month; the fteenth day of a half month, the full or the
new moon.
H K+ ; ( pandhras, s.f. The fteenth day of a month.
H  + ; ( 7 pandhar-w , s.m.=pandarw , q.v.
H + ; ( [ pandharw , adj.=pandrah-w , q.v.
H 3+ ; (! pandhln, v.t. To coax, wheedle,
&c.=phandln, q.v.
S <; ef pana, vulg. pan, s.m. An impotent person,
eunuch; a catamite.
H <; ef, f pina, vulg. pin, s.m. A round mass, heap,
quantity, cluster, collection, lump, ball, globe, knob; a
round button; the body, person; a ball or lump of food,
mouthful, morsel; food, sustenance, livelihood; a cake or
ball of meal or our oered to the manes, a funeral
cake; an oblation to deceased ancestors (a ball or lump
of meat or rice mixed up with milk, curds, owers, &c.
and oered at the several rddhs to the manes by the
nearest surviving relations);—the dimension of
thickness (in Geom.):—pindhikr, vulg. pin-adhikr,
s.m. The superintendent of a funeral (usually the
nearest relation) to whom belongs the right of
presenting the funeral cake:—pinlu (pina+lu), s.m.
The fruit of Trewia nudiora (of Linn.) or Rottlera indica (of
Willd.);—an esculent medicinal root (described as sweet
cooling, and diuretic);—yam; sweet potato:—pin-bhk
pin-bhgi, s.m. One who partakes of, or one who is
entitled to a share of, the funeral cake:—pin pa n (ke),
To stick closely (to); to follow persistently, to pursue, to
be bent (on); to be intent (on):—pin-pushp, s.m. The
tree Jonesia asoca, and its ower;—the China rose;—a
lotus;—the ower of the plant Tabernœmontana coronaria:
—pin-pushpak, s.m. A kind of pot-herb, Chenopodium
album:—pin-phal, s.f. A bitter gourd:—pin-tailak, s.m.
Incense, olibanum:—pina-ja, pinaj, s.m. (f. ), Any
creature born of or with a body:—pin hun (-ke), To
escape (from), to be rid (of):—pin hu n (-ke), To shake
o, to be rid or quit (of), to escape (from), to avoid:—
pina-da, s.m. The relation who presents the funeral

cake to the manes of a deceased ancestor:—pin-dt or
pin-dtr i = pina-da, q.v.:—pin-dn, s.m. The oering of
the obsequial cake:—pin-rog, s.m. Sickness from the
time of birth; general debility and wasting of the body,
marasmus; leprosy:—pin-rog, adj. & s.n. Sickly from
birth, constitutionally diseased; suering from
marasmus;—a valetudinarian; one who is aicted with
marasmus; a leper:—pin-kharj r, vulg. pin-khaj r, pindikhej r, s.m. The wild date tree; a cluster of fresh dates:—
pin-gos, s.m. Gum-myrrh:—pin-must, s.f. A species of
grass, Cyperus pertenuis;—pin-m l, pin-m lak, s.m. The
carrot, Daucus carota:—pin-vj, vulg. pin-bj, s.m. The
owering shrub Oleander odorum.
S <; ef pan, s.f. Wisdom, intelligence,
understanding; science, learning.
H <; ef pan [S. ef or ef+t], s.m. A minister or
priest (a Brhman) who presides at the temple of an idol
(the oce is hereditary; and in some places, as at
Benares, the Pan ociates only on special occasions,
the duties of the daily worship being performed by
subordinate priests or pujrs in his employ).
H <; ef, f pin [S. eft], s.m. A lump; a lump or
ball of food; a lump of clay, &c.; a bundle or ball of string,
clew; the body, person.
S <; ef pinr, s.m. A species of tree, Flacourtia
sapida;—the tree Trewia nudiora.
H <; ef, f pinr, s.m. A plunderer, freebooter (among Marhas).
S <; ef!, pi-lu, pin-l , s.m. See s.v. pin.
H <; f,) " pan-ubb, s.f. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
S C<; .ef panit, vulg. panat, adj. & s.m. Learned,
wise; shrewd, skilful, clever, educated;—scholar, learned
or wise man, learned Brhma; teacher, master,
professor, doctor, philosopher, Pandit; a title of respect
to Hind s who are learned in the Brahmanical theology:
—panit-mn, s.m. One who esteems himself a scholar,
an ignorant pedant.
S 9<; .ef" panitn, s.f. The wife of a panit;
teacher, school-mistress.
H 89<; .ef panit, s.f. The learning, or the status,

of a panit; learning, scholarship, knowledge, wisdom;
pedantry, display of learning:—panit karn, v.n. To
make a display of learning.
H 89<; .ef panitin, = H  89<; .ef"

berry.
H  <; ef0" pan r [S. ef,+], s.f. A species of

panitin, s.f.=panitn, q.v.
H  89<; .ef" panitin, = H 89<; .ef

or white earth used for smearing or washing the walls of
the natives' houses.
S  <; ef5.! pinoli, s.f. Leavings of a meal, scraps;

panitin, s.f.=panitn, q.v.
H  r C<; .efL panit- na (corr. of band- na),
s.m. Prison, gaol;—a gambling house.
H 7<; ,ef punariy, s.m.=punaryak, q.v.
S 7<; ,ef" punark, s.m. A lotus- ower; a white
lotus;—a kind of sacrice;—a kind of rice;—a kind of
leprosy;—a species of snake, Amphisbœna;—a leopard:—
the elephant of the south-east quarter:—punarkksh (˚ka
+aksha), adj. & s.m. Lotus-eyed, an epithet of Vishnu.
S 7<; ,ef" punaryak, s.m. The ower of the
Hibiscus mutabilis, or the Ketmia mutabilis;—a kind of drug.
H  <; f7" pin , s.f.=pinl, q.v.
S 0<; ef panak, s.m. Eunuch, &c.=pana, q.v.

hawk or falcon.
H  <; ef5! pinol [S. ef,], s.f. A kind of pale yellow

fragments dropped from the mouth, orts.
S <; ef" pin, s.f. A round mass, lump, &c. (=pin,
q.v.); the nave of a wheel; a small clew or ball of string;
the upper part of a iva-ling; a stone set up as an image
of iva; a small altar of sand a cubit square on which
oblations to the manes are oered;—a long gourd,
Cucurbita lagenaria;—a species of palm, Phœnix dactylifera;—
the owering shrub Tabernœmontana coronaria:—pin-tak,
s.m. The tree Vangueria spinosa; the shrub
Tabernœmontana coronaria:—pin-tagar, s.m. A species of
the Tabernœmontana coronaria.
H 77<; .ef paniyyan, (f paniyin, s.f. The

H 0<; ef, pinuk, ef, panuk [S. ef,+], s.m. A

wife of a pan or priest;—the wife of a pne.
S ' 7<; ef" pinr, s.m. Cuttle-sh bone.

turtle-dove, a dove.
S 0<; ef pinak, s.m. Lump; lump of food (=pin);—

H 7' 7<; ,ef< puneriy, punery, s.m. A kind of drug,

the frontal globes of an elephant in rut;—incense.
S G<; .ef pinik, s.f. The calf of the leg; any eshy
part of the body; the nave of a wheel.
H G<; f," pinuk, pink (dim. of pinuk), s.f. A turtledove.
S <; .ef! pinil, s.f. A species of cucumber, Cucumis
maderaspatanus.
H <; ef!", f!" pinl [S. ef+dim. a. l], s.f. The
calf of the leg; the leg; the shin:—pinl-k gosht, s.m. The
eshy part of the leg, the calf of the leg:—pinl-k nal,
s.f. The shin bone.
H <; ef, panuni [S. ef,], adj. Relating to the
Pnavas or children of the Pnus (see next).
H  <; ef, panu, s.m. Name of a sovereign of ancient
Dehli, &c.=pnu, q.v.
H  <; ef0, (f0 pan [S. ef,+], s.m. Ripe fruit, fruit; a

&c.=punaryak, q.v.
S ; , punar, adv. Again, afresh, anew, once more;
back, in an opposite direction or way; on the contrary;
further, furthermore, besides; but, however,
nevertheless; also; afterwards:—punar-rambh, s.m.
Fresh beginning, renewal:—punar-ya, adv.=punar, q.v.
punar-vartit, part. Repeated:—punar-utthn, s.m.
Resurrection:—punar-ukta, part. adj. & s.m. Said over
again, repeated;—repetition, tautology:—punar-ukti,
s.f.=punar-ukta:—punar-basu, s.m.=punar-vasu, q.v.:—punarbh , s.f. Re-existence;—a virgin widow remarried:—
punar-janma, s.m. (f. ), New or second birth; the birth of
new principles within, leading to a change of life and
character, regeneration; future birth by transmigration,
metempsychosis:—punr-nav, s.f. lit. 'Becoming new or
young again'; hog-weed, Bœrhavia procumbens:—punarvasu, s.m. Name of the seventh nakshatra;—an epithet of
Vishu; and of iva.

H  <; 7" pi , s.f.=pinl, q.v.
S I;  panas, s.m. The bread-fruit or Jak tree,
Artocarpus integrifolia;—a thorn;—a species of serpent.
S I; ,( pu s, s.m. Male, man, human being; servant,
attendant; the soul, spirit (see pu ):—pu - al, s.f. lit.
'Running after men'; a wanton or unchaste woman,
harlot:—pu - ihna, s.m. The characteristic of a male,
membrum virile.
S 0;  panas, vulg. pans, s.f. A disease, pustular and
phlegmonoid in ammation of the skin or external
organs; pustules.
H 0;  pan-s, adj. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
H Y 0;  pansrat, = H * 0; 6 pansrhat,
(panr-+S. a. t), s.f. The business of a pansr or
druggist, &c.; dealing in drugs, spices, &c.
H * 0; 6 pansrhat, = H Y 0;  pansrat,
(panr-+S. a. t), s.f. The business of a pansr or
druggist, &c.; dealing in drugs, spices, &c.
H ? 0; 6 pansr-ha, s.m. See next.
H  0; ", (" pansr [S. 4+; or e+,
rt. +], s.m. A vendor of drugs, spices, herbs,
groceries, &c.; a druggist, spicer, grocer, &c.; (in comp.
the word is contracted to pansr, e.g.)—pansr-ha, s.m.
Druggists' quarter, locality where there are many
pansr's shops.
H 0; ! pan-sl, s.m. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
S *0; ,(; pu s-tva, s.m. The being a male; the state of
a male; manhood, virility; semen virile.
S  0; ,(  pu -savan, s.m. See s.v. pu .
H $ 0; 5 panso, s.f. A kind of small boat, a ski.
H 0; " pins [S. ", i.e. +/+(], s.f.
In ammation of the schneiderian membrane; ulcer in
the nose.
H  0; (" pan-ser, s.f. See s.v. pan, 've.'

allowance (to):—pinan len, v.n. To retire on a pension.
S (; ( pa ka, vulg. pank, s.m. Mud, mire, clay, dirt;
slough, quagmire:—pank-prabh, s.f. 'Hell of mire,' one of
the seven divisions of hell:—panka-ja, pankaj, s.m. 'Mudborn'; any species of the lotos;—panka-j, s.f. An epithet
of Durg:—panka-dh m, s.m. Name of one of the divisions
of hell:—panka-ruh, s.m. 'Mud-growing'; a lotus;—the
Indian crane:—pank-ukti, s.f. 'Mud-shell'; a species of
mussel or cockle:—panka-kr, s.m. The lapwing:—pankagrh, s.m. The marine monster called makara or magar; an
alligator:—pank-ga ak, s.m. A small sh, Macrognathus
pancalus:—panke-ruh, s.m. A lotos; a water-lily; a crane
(=panka-ruh).
H ; ( pa k, s.m.=pa k, q.v.
S  ; ( pa kr, s.m. The aquatic plants Blyxa octandra
or vallisneria, and Trapa bispinosa;—a mound,
embankment, dam, dike.
S *; (.= pa kti, (=" pa kt, s.f. A row, line, or set of
ve; line, range, row, series (=p t, q.v.); group, ock,
troop, multitude, company; (in comp., as rst member)
ten:—pa kti- ar, s.m. (f. - or -), lit. 'Going in a line'; an
osprey:—pa kti-rath, s.m. lit. 'Having ten chariots,' a
name of king Daa-rath.
S 6; (* pankaj, s.m. See s.v. panka.
H  (; (7" pank , s.f.=pa kh , q.v.
H &; (L pa kh [Prk. =L5; S. dt], s.m. Feather; wing,
pinion; pa kh-wl, adj. (f. -), Winged, feathered; nned.
H &; (L pa kh [S. d+t], s.m. A fan; ventilator.
H &; (" pa khr, = H  ; (L7" pa kh , (pa kh, q.v.
+dim. a. r or or ), s.f. Petal, leaf of a ower (=pakh ).
H  ; (L7" pa kh , = H &; (" pa khr, (pa kh, q.v.
+dim. a. r or or ), s.f. Petal, leaf of a ower (=pakh ).
H &; (L" pa kh (dim. of pa kh), s.f. A small fan, a fan.
H &; (L" pa kh [S. .d], s.m. lit. 'Having wings'; a

H <; 8 pinan (corr. of the English), s.f. Pension; an

bird;—s.f. A kind of woollen cloth which comes from the
hilly countries.
H &; (.L pa khiy [S. d+], s.f. A small fan (dim.

oce in which there is little or nothing to do, a sinecure:
—pinan den (ko-), To grant a pension or retiring

of pa kh).
H &; (.L pa khiy [S. d+t], s.m. A kind of faqr

S #:; ,(¹!" pu - al, s.f. See s.v. pu s.

who fans everybody.
H &; (.L pankhiy [S. r+t], adj. & s.m. Impure,
immoral, wicked; perverse, obstinate;—an immoral or
wicked man, &c.
H  &; ( pa khe, ( pa khei, adj. = pa khiy.
H ; " pink (from pn; see pnak, & cf. P. pnag), s.f.
Intoxication (from eating opium, &c.); drowsiness,
heaviness, &c. (=pnak).
S ? ; (?I6 panke-ruh, s.m. See s.v. panka.
H 3 ; (?! pa kel, ("! pa kl [S. r+!t], adj. (f. ), Muddy, miry, clayey, dirty, &c.
S ^; B$ pannag, & H. $ panag (panna+ga), s.m. A
reptile, snake, serpent; a serpent-shaped demon;—an
emerald (cf. pann).
S ^; ($, pa gu, adj. See J; pa gu.
S ^; $ pinga, vulg. ping, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Reddishbrown, tawny, yellowish, brown;—tawny colour;—
pingksh (pinga+aksha), adj. & s.m. Tawny-eyed, browneyed;—any brown-eyed creature; an ape or monkey;—a
name of iva:—ping- akshu, s.m. lit. 'Tawny-eyed'; a crab:
—ping-kapi, s.f. lit. 'Tawny-brown'; a species of
cockroach.
H ^; ,($ pu g, s.m.=p g, q.v.
H J; ($ pa g, vulg. ping [S.  or "+t], adj. (f. ), Watery, thin, weak; delicate, tender.
H J; ($ pa g, adj. Crooked, deformed, &c., see pangu.
H K J; ($ pangs, s.m. A species of sh (see next).
S D J; $8 pi g, vulg. pangs, s.m. A kind of sh,
Pimelodius pangasius;—the chief of a community of wild
tribes; the headman or proprietor of a village.
H J; ($ pa gat, pa git, ($ pangti, s.f. Line, row,
&c.=pankti and p t, qq.v.; a row of people sitting down at
a meal; a company where seats are allotted according to
rank; society, fellowship, brotherhood; body, band,
company; tribe, caste:—pangat-bi likhat, Interlineation:—
pangat-se bhar, adj. & adv. Out of caste.
S *J; ($
,  pangut, s.f. = S *J; ($;, pa gutva, s.m.
Lameness; deformity, crookedness, bandy-leggedness.

S *J; ($;, pa gutva, s.m. = S *J; ($
,  pangut, s.f.
Lameness; deformity, crookedness, bandy-leggedness.
H *J; ($" pa gt, s.f.=pangat, q.v.
H J; $, pi gur, s.m.=pi g r, q.v.
H )J; ,($ pu gariy, s.f. A kind of nostril ornament.
S J; ($!
, pangul, adj.=pangu, and pangl, q.v.;—s.m. A
horse of a glossy or silvery-white colour;—also=pa gut,
q.v.
S J; r$!, $! pi gal, adj. & s.m.=pi ga, q.v.; re; the
sun; a monkey; a tiger; an ichneumon; name of a
fabulous being in the form of a ng or serpent of the
lower regions to whom a treatise on prosody is ascribed
(and who is hence considered as an inspired and divine
personage); the art of prosody;—name of an ancient
Hind grammarian (author of a treatise on the prosody
of the Vedas).
H 3J; ($!
,  pa gul, ($! pa gl [S. r$,!+t], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Lame, deformed, &c.=pa gu, q.v.
S 3J; $! pingal, s.f. A particular vessel of the body
(the right of three canals running from the os coccygis to
the head, which, according to the anatomy of the Yoga
school of philosophy, are the chief passages of breath
and air);—the female elephant of the South quarter;—
name of a courtesan who became remarkable for her
piety.
S #J; $.! pingalit, part. adj. Made reddish brown;
become tawny; of a tawny colour.
S #J; $.! pi galik, s.f. A kind of bee;—a variety of
the owl;—a species of crane.
S J; ($, pa gu, adj. & s.m. (f. pangv). Lame, crippled,
halt, deformed, crooked-legged, bandy-legged;—One who
has lost his legs; a cripple; a bandy-legged person.
S J; ,($ pu gav, adj. See s.v. pu .
H  J; $5&" pan-go, s.f. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
H  J; $0 pi g r, = H  J; $07 pi g , = H 2 J;
$07 pi g a, = H " J; $0! pi g l, [S. H<rL5!(], s.m. A
child's hammock, a cradle.
H  J; $07 pi g , = H  J; $0 pi g r, = H 2 J;

$07 pi g a, = H " J; $0! pi g l, [S. H<rL5!(], s.m. A
child's hammock, a cradle.
H 2 J; $07 pi g a, = H  J; $0 pi g r, = H  J;
$07 pi g , = H " J; $0! pi g l, [S. H<rL5!(], s.m. A
child's hammock, a cradle.
H " J; $0! pi g l, = H  J; $0 pi g r, = H  J;
$07 pi g , = H 2 J; $07 pi g a, [S. H<rL5!(], s.m.
A child's hammock, a cradle.
H *&J; (V" pa ghat, s.f.=pa gat, q.v.
H J; V& pan-gha, s.m. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
H  &J; V0 pi gh r, = H " &J; V0! pi gh l,
s.m.=pi g r, q.v.
H " &J; V0! pi gh l, = H  &J; V0 pi gh r,
s.m.=pi g r, q.v.
H J; ,($" pu g, s.f.=p g; and p g, qq.v.:—pu g-phal,
s.m. Betel-nut, the fruit of the Areca catechu (=p g-phal).
S ^#; ,.( !r$ pu -ling, s.m. See s.v. pu .
H 2 ; ,/ punam, s.m.=puya, q.v.
H 2 ; ,/ punim, ,.B/ punnim, ,/ punam,
s.m.=p rim, q.v.
H ;  pinn [prob. fr. S. *], v.n. To be cleaned or
carded (cotton=dhunn).
H ; , punn, v.t. To reproach, revile, abuse; to
disgrace.
S ; 4 pa av, & H.  panav, s.m. A sort of musical
instrument, a small drum or tabor (used to accompany
singing);—a species of metre.
S  ; 4  paav, s.f.=paav, q.v.
H  ; (  pa wr, ,(  pu wr [S. H,Bft], s.m. A
species of tree, Cassia tora.
H  ; (  pa wr, s.m. The Greek partridge (= akor);—
name of a Rjp t tribe (cf. pa wr and pa wriy).
H  ; (  pa wr, s.m.=panw , q.v.
H  ;  " pan-wr, s.f. See s.v. pan, 'betel-leaf.'
H ) ; (  pa wriy, s.m.=pa w iy, q.v.
H   ; ( 7 pa w  [S. , \(, or ,4(], s.m. A

panegyric or encomiastic piece in a kind of alliterative
poetry recounting the achievements of a warrior, the
talents and attainments of a scholar, or the powers,
virtues and excellencies of a person generally; epic
poem; ballad, legend, story, tale, fable.
H   ;  7 pan-w  [S. 4+' &+t], s.m. A plate or
dish made of leaves to eat on;—twigs of the bab l tree
lopped o the trunk.
H   ;  7" pan-w  [S. 4+"?],
'
s.m. A vender of
pn or betel leaves.
H 7  ; ( 7 pa w iy [pa w +iy = S. ika], s.m.
Panegyrist, bard, story-teller (see pa w ).
H  ;   pinwn (caus. of pinn), v.t. To get or have
(cotton) cleaned or carded.
H  ; ,  punwn (caus. of punn), v.t. To cause to be
reproached or reviled, cause to be abused, cause to be
disgraced.
H $ ;   pinw, s.f. The price paid for having
cotton cleaned or carded.
H " ; 5! pan-ol, s.m. Land watered after ploughing.
S ; ,t punah, adv. Again, afresh, &c.=punar, q.v.:—
punah-punah, punah-punar, adv. Again and again,
repeatedly; day by day; at one time—at another time:—
punah-kathan, s.m. Repetition, tautology.
H 4; panh [P. pahn], adj. Wide, broad, spacious.
H 4; 6 panh, s.m.=panh, q.v.
H 4; 6 panh, s.m. Money paid for a clue to lost
property, &c.; the person to whom money is paid for the
clue.
H  4; 6 pan-hr, s.m. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
S  4; 46" pan-hr, s.m. See s.v. pa, 'Wager,' &c.
P  4; pinhn, adj. Secret, hidden, concealed.
H  4; 6 panhn, v.t.=pann, q.v.
H  4; 6 pinhn, v.t. To put on, to clothe,
&c.=pahinn, q.v.:—pinh-den, v.t. Idem.
P  4; pinhn, s.f. Concealment, secrecy.
H 4; 6 pan-har, s.m. See s.v. pan, 'water.'
H 4; 6 pinhan, pinhn, v.n.=pahinn, q.v.

H 4; 6" panh [S. +-"], s.f. Slipper, sandal, shoe,

H " ; ! paniyl [S. "+/!t], s.m. A kind of

boot.
H  4; 6 " panhiyr, panhyr, s.m.=panhr, q.v.s.v.

fruit, Flacourtia cataphracta.
H  ;  paniyn, panyn (fr. pn, 'water,' q.v.), v.t.

pan, 'water.'
H $ 4; 6  panhiy [S. "+], adj. & s.f.
Aicted with the uor albus; one so aicted.
H < 4; 6· panh , s.f.=panh, q.v.

To water, irrigate;—v.n. To yield water, to throw o
water (as milk in coagulating); to drip, trickle, ooze; to
water (as the tongue); to become thin and watery.
S ? ; ,e6 puyh, s.m. See s.v. puya.

H ; 4" pa [S. 4+], adj. Under a vow; resolute (see

H $ ; ,e puny [S. ,e+(], s.f. A virtuous action

pran).
H ; B" pann [S. 4u, or 4+],
'
s.f. A leaf of metal;

performed (according to those who hold the doctrine of
the metempsychosis) in one state of existence, the
reward of which is received in a future transmigration;—
merit of an ancestor rewarded in his descendants.
H  ; ," punt [S. ,.4], part. adj. Pure, clean.

foil (of a jewel), tin-foil; tinsel;—a long grass used for
thatching.
H ; B" pann, s.m. Name of a tribe of Pahns.
H ; B" pinn, s.f. A kind of sweetmeat, balls of riceour and sugar.
H ; , puni, ," pun, adv.=punah, punar, q.v.
H ; ," puni, s.f.=p n, q.v.
S ; ,e puya; see  ; puya.
H ;  paniy [S. "], s.m. Water (=pn):—paniykl, s.m. Scarcity of water; famine caused by excess of
rain (=pan-kl).
H ;  paniy [pan = S.pnya+iy = S. ika], adj. & s.m.
Of or belonging to water; living in water; watery; aquatic
(=pn-k);—anything that lives in water; a water-snake;
a water-fowl, the purple coot, Porphyrio poliocephalus
(=pan-kavv, q.v.).
S ; e piy, e pay, s.f. Heart-pea, Cardiospermum
halicacabum.
H ; ,e puny, s.m.=puyh, q.v.
H  ;  paniyr, = H  ;  paniyr,
s.m.=paniyl, q.v.
H  ;  paniyr, = H  ;  paniyr,
s.m.=paniyl, q.v.
H  ;  paniyr [S. "+!t?], adj. Watered,
ooded, inundated.
S  ; e piyk, s.m. Oil-cake; incense; saron
assafœtida.

P  ; panr, s.m. Cheese:—panr an (-ko), To atter and
please another to one's own advantage:—panr-my,
panr-mv, s.m. Runnet.
H  ; panyar (corr. of the English), s.m. A spaniel; a
pointer.
H  ; " panrak = H  ; s" paner, "" panr, s.f.
A patch or parcel of fruit or ower trees for
transplantation;—a young owering shrub or plant.
H  ; s" paner, "" panr, = H  ; " panrak s.f.
A patch or parcel of fruit or ower trees for
transplantation;—a young owering shrub or plant.
P  ; panr, adj. Made of cheese, cheesy;—adv. After the
manner of manufacturing cheese:—panr (or panr-k)
jamn, v.n. To mention a circumstance or thing in
which one is interested in a casual or o-hand manner
in the course of conversation; not to come straight to
the point;—to make out a claim.
H 3 ; "! panl [S. "=H. pan+!t], adj. (f. -),
Watery, thin; insipid, tasteless (=pan-s).
H 2 ; ,"/ punm, s.m. The full moon (=p ri-m, q.v.).
S  ; e paya, adj. & s.m. Saleable, vendible;—any
article or commodity for sale:—paya-sl, s.f. Market,
bazaar, shop; a warehouse.
S  ; ,e puya, adj. & s.m. Good, pure, holy, righteous,
virtuous, right, just; happy, prosperous, favourable,
propitious, auspicious, lucky; bright, ne, beautiful,

pleasing; sweet, fragrant;—good, right, virtue, moral or
religious merit; virtuous action, a good or meritorious
act; happiness; welfare; good fortune:—punytm (˚ya
+t˚), adj. Pure-souled, righteous, virtuous, holy, pious,
religious; charitable; continent:—puyrth lagn (˚ya+ar˚),
v.t. To leave as a legacy:—puyh (˚ya+aha), s.m. A good,
happy, or auspicious day, a holy-day, a day on which
religious observances are enjoined; the day on which
tenants make the rst payment of annual rents to their
landlord, and on which the amount of revenue to be
collected in the ensuing year is xed:—puya-bh mi,
puya-bh , s.f. The holy land of the Hind s (bounded on
the north by the Himalayas, on the south by the
Vindhya mountains, and on the east and west by the
sea);—the mother of a male child:—puya-pratp, s.m.
The might and ecacy of virtue or of the merit acquired
by a course of virtuous acts:—puya-phal, s.m. The fruit
or reward of good works or meritorious actions:—puyatri,
 s.m. Holy grass, the white variety of kua grass:—
puya-trth, s.m. A holy shrine, a place of pilgrimage:—
puya-dyak, adj. Imparting religious merit:—puyadaran, adj. & s.m. Of beautiful appearance;—the blue jay:
—puya-dar, adj. Regarding or taking note of religious
merit:—puya-sthn, s.m. Sacred place, holy or
consecrated ground:—puya-l, adj. Of a virtuous
disposition, disposed to virtuous acts, virtuous, pious,
righteous:—puya-kj, puya-karm, s.m. A virtuous or
meritorious act:—puya-karm, adj. & s.m. Doing good
works, upright, righteous, virtuous, pious;—a person
whose actions are holy or meritorious, &c.:—puyagrma, s.m. Village of virtue or merit; happy or fortunate
village:—puya-grmya, adj. Of or belonging to a holy
village:—puya-gandha,
adj. & s.m. Sweet-scented, fragrant;—the amp- ower,
Michelia champaka:—puya-lok, s.m. The abode of the holy
and blessed, heaven, paradise:—puya-vn, puya-vant,
adj. Possessing merit, meritorious, &c. (=puya):—
puyoday (˚ya+ud), s.m. Good fortune considered as the
result of virtuous acts done in a former life.
H 4 ; "6 panh, s.m. Anything living in water, &c.
(=paniy, q.v.).

H ;  pana, s.f.=panh, q.v.
H ; 0 p , s.m.=p , q.v.
H ; 5 po, M pau, s.f. The dawn (=poh, q.v.).
H ; M pau [S. H], s.f. Place for watering cattle; a shed
on the road-side for accommodating travellers with
water, place where water is distributed, a drinking fount
(=pauh, q.v.):—pau-sar, s.m.=pau-l, s.f.=pau.
H ; M pau, s.f. The one or ace on dice:—pau-brah, s.f.
The ace and the twelve in dice; (g.) good luck, good
fortune, success;—pau-brah pa n (-ko), To have a stroke
of fortune, to come o well or successful:—pau- akk, s.m.
Gambling with dice.
S ;  pavi, s.m. The tire of a wheel; the metallic point
of a spear or arrow;—the thunderbolt of Indra.
S  ; 0 p  [S. 0t], s.m. A cake made of our and
sugar and fried in gh or oil.
H  ; 5 po [S. 5+t], s.m. A nursling of any animal;
the young of a serpent; a plant; a pot-herb (=po, q.v.).
H  ;   paww, M  pauw [S. +t], s.m. A weight or
measure of a quarter of a ser; a quarter; a quart
measure.
P 5 ; pawj (irreg. Ar. pl. of pj), s.m. Mean people. &c.
(see pj).
H  ; ,  puwr, , pur, 5 pr, s.t.=pl, q.v.
H   ;  7 paw , 57 po , s.m.=pa w  q.v.
H  ; , ! puwl, ,! pul, 5! pl [S. !!], s.f.
Coarse straw (used as fodder, &c.).
H  ; 5 pon [fr. S. H+], v.t. To warm by the sun
or the steam of water; to bask in (the sun)
H  ; 5 pon (caus. of pon), v.t. To have bread
made or baked, &c.
H $ ;   paw [orig.  6"; S. +8"], s.f. Chain for
the leg, fetter, stocks;—the leg of a boot or stocking; an
odd shoe or slipper.
S ] ; 0 p pa, vulg. p p, s.m. A cake (=p , q.v.); bread:—
p pshaka (˚pa+ash˚), s.f. The eighth day of the second
half of the month Mrgr (Nov. Dec.) on which cakes of
rice are oered to the manes:—p pa-kr, p pa-kar, s.m. A

baker.
S (! ; ; 0.! p plika, s.m. (f. -ik), A cake.
S ! ; ; 0!" p pl, s.f. A sort of cake or biscuit made of
meal or barley half baked or fried.
H ] ; 5Q& pop, s.m. A species of the winter cherry,
Physalis angulata (sometimes called the country
gooseberry: cf. papoan);—an eyelid (=papo).
H 3; ; 0! p pal, vulg. p pl, s.m. (f. -), A kind of sweet
cake of wheaten our fried with gh or oil (=p , q.v.).
H 3; ; 5n popl (see pulpul, 'soft'), adj. & s.m.
Toothless;—one who has lost his teeth.
H 3; ; 5n popln, v.t.=pulpuln, q.v.
H $3; ; 5n popl, s.f.=pulpulha, q.v.
H ; ; 5Q" popn, s.f. A wind instrument; a mouth-piece
for certain wind instruments (composed of a rolled leaf
of the Borassus); a child's whistle made of the leaf of the
Borassus, or of a mango-seed.
S A ;   pavit, part. Puried, cleansed.
H A ;   pavit, adj. & s.m.=pavitra, q.v.
S A ;   pivat, adj. Drinking.
H A ; 0 p t [S. ,Pt], s.m. A son; the young of an animal;

plant Psoralea corilifolia;—p ti-rij, s.f. The pole-cat;
civet-cat:—p ti-kshh, s.m. A species of pine, Pinus
deodora; Pinus longifolia:—p ti-karaja, p ti-karanja, s.m. A
species of shrub, Guilandina bonducella:—p ti-karaka, p tikara, s.m. A disease of the ear accompanied with a
discharge of fetid matter:—p ti-v iksh, s.m. 'The illscented tree,' Calosanthes (or Bignonia) indica:—p tyan
(p ti+ana), adj. & s.m. Having stinking eggs; an insect
with a fetid smell, the ying bug; the musk-deer.
S A ; 5 pota, vulg. pot, s.m. The young of any animal; a
young elephant ten years old; a young plant or tree; the
young shoot of a plant; a fetus which has no enveloping
membrane; cloth, a garment; the site or foundation of a
house; a vessel, ship, boat:—pota-ja, potaj, s.m. An animal
which is produced or developed from a fetus which has
no enveloping membrane (as an elephant and certain
other quadrupeds, which are supposed, in the physiology
of the Hind s, to carry their young without the aid of an
ovarium or uterus).
H A ; 5 pot [S. H5t], s.m. Glass beads, beads:—pot p r
karn (-k), To make up the full complement, to make up
a deciency; to play one's part.
H A ; 5 pot [S. . \, or H>], s.m. Quality, disposition,

—p to phaln, v.n. To be rich in children, be prolic; to
thrive, prosper:—p t-zamb r, s.m. A young monkey.
S A ; 0 p ta, vulg. p t (rt. 0), part. Cleansed, puried;

nature; habit;—turn, time.
H A ; 5 pot [S. 0t], s.m. Dung, ordure, excrement.

pure; sincere, true:—p ttm (p ta+tm), adj. & s.m.
Pure-minded, pure; virtuous; sincere; veracious;—a
puried or pure person; one puried by ablution, a
cleanly person; a saint, ascetic:—p t-phal, s.m. lit. 'Purefruited'; the Jak or bread-fruit tree, Artocarpus integrifolia
(=panas).
S A ; 0 p ti, s.f. Purication, purity, sanctity.

treasury or the treasure-bags of government; the
treasure bag of a village made up for the district
treasury;—assessment on cultivated elds; rent,
revenue:—pot-dr, s.m. A treasurer;—pot-dr, s.f. The
oce of treasurer, treasurership.
H Y ; 5 pot, = H A ; 5 pot, [P. p ta; S. ,&t], s.m. The

S A ; 0 p ta, vulg. p t (rt. 0) , adj. Putrid, fetid, foulsmelling.
S A ; 0 p ti, adj. & s.f. Putrid, fetid, foul-smelling:—
putrefaction, fetor, stench, stink; lthy water; ichor, pus,
matter; the substance called civet; the civet-cat:—p tiphal, p ti-phal, s.f. lit. 'Bearing ill-smelling fruit'; a
species of medicinal plant, Serratula anthelminthica;—the

H A ; 5 pot, = H Y ; 5 pot, [P. p ta; S. ,&t], s.m. The

treasury or the treasure-bags of government; the
treasure bag of a village made up for the district
treasury;—assessment on cultivated elds; rent,
revenue:—pot-dr, s.m. A treasurer;—pot-dr, s.f. The
oce of treasurer, treasurership.
H Y ; 5 pot [S. MPt], s.m. A son's son, grandson.
H Y ; 5 pot [S. ,T+t], s.m. A stick or brush used in
plastering or applying a wash of mud to walls and roofs,

a white-washing brush.
H Y ; pot, s.m.=Y ; pota, q.v.
S *Y ; 0; p tatva, s.m. (f. -t), Cleanliness, purity,

silver, or copper worn on the ring nger and the
forenger by Hinds during religious worship.
H Y ; 0" p tr, s.f.=putl, q.v.
S Y ; 5P" potr, s.m. lit. 'Having a snout'; a hog, boar.

sanctity; honesty, sincerity; truth
S *Y ; 0; p tatva, s.m. (f. -t), Foulness of smell, stink.

S Y ; MP" pautr, s.f. A son's daughter, granddaughter.

S 6Y ; 5* pota-ja, potaj, s.m. See s.v. pota, pot.

H  A ; 57 pot  [S. 5 'cloth' + dim. a.  = S. t],

S Y ;  P pavitra, vulg. pavitr, s.m. Means of purication;

s.m. Baby-cloths, clouts:—pot o -k amr, s.m. A
gentleman from (his) infancy.
H  A ; 57" pot  [S. 5+dim. a. ], s.f. The after-

kua grass, sacricial grass, Poa cynosuroides; a purifying
prayer or mantra; the sacred thread, Brhmanical cord;—
any divinity, as Agni, &c.
S Y ;  P pavitra, vulg. pavitr, adj. Purifying, cleansing;
morally or physically pure, holy, sinless, free from
sensual propensities, undeled, clean, nice:—pavitrtm
(˚tra+t˚), s.m. The Holy Spirit.
S Y ; 5P potra, s.m. The snout of a hog; a ploughshare.
S Y ; MP pautra, s.m. A grandson (=pot, q.v.).
S Y ;  P pavitr, s.f. A holy woman;—holy basn,
Ocymum sanctum; name of a river (the Pabar, a little to
the north-west of Hardwr); the twelfth day of the light
half of the month rvan (on which a festival is observed
in honour of Vish u).
H Y ;  P pavitr [S.  Pt], s.m. A means of
purication; a knotted piece of kua grass (used by the
Hinds in purication); the Brhmanical thread; a string
of silken beads.
H Y ; 5P potr, s.m.=pot , q.v.
S YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f. = H $ YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f.
= S YY ;  P; pavitratva, s.m. Moral or physical purity,
holiness, sanctity, purity, cleanness.
H $ YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f. = S YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f.
= S YY ;  P; pavitratva, s.m. Moral or physical purity,
holiness, sanctity, purity, cleanness.
S YY ;  P; pavitratva, s.m. = S YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f.
= H $ YY ;  P pavitrat, s.f. Moral or physical purity,
holiness, sanctity, purity, cleanness.
S Y ; MP pautrik, adj. Of or belonging to a son or to a
grandson.
S Y ;  P" pavitr, s.f. A ring of kua grass, or of gold,

birth.
S (Y ; 0 p tik, s.m. Grey bonduk, Guilandina
bonducella.
S (Y ; 5 potak, s.m. The young of an animal; a young
plant; a young mango; the foundation of a house.
S Y ; 0 p tik, s.f. A species of pot-herb, Basella
lucida;—a pole-cat, civet-cat:—p tik-mukh, s.m. A bivalve
shell.
S Y ; 5 potik, s.f. A young female of any animal;—
the pot-herb Basella lucida (=p tik, and po).
S Y ; 5" potak, vulg. potk, s.f. The pot-herb Basella
lucida;—a kind of bird, Turdus macrourus.
H 3Y ; 0! p tl, s.m.=putl, q.v.
S (#Y ; M\.! pauttalik, s.m. An image-worshipper,
idolater.
H #Y ; 0!" p tl, s.f.=putl, q.v.
S Y ; 0 p tan, vulg. p tn, s.f. Name of a female
demon (said to cause a particular disease in children.
She was sent by Kans to destroy the infant Krish a; but
when she oered him her poisoned breast to suck, he
seized and held it till he sucked away her life);—a kind of
disease, atrophy and wasting in a child (ascribed to the
demon P tan);—yellow myrobalan, Terminalia chebula or
citrina.
H Y ; 5 potn [fr. S. ,T], v.t. To smear or wash with
mud, to besmear, to plaster, to whitewash;—s.m. A stick
or brush for plastering, &c.=pot, q.v.
P Y ; pota (S. pua), s.m. The scrotum (=fota, q.v.).
H &Y ; 5R poth, s.m. A small glass bead (=pot, q.v.).

H &Y ; 5R poth [S. ,Tt], s.m. A large book, a book, a

H  ; 0&" p k (see p  and p h), s.f. (A term of

manuscript (written on long separate leaves of paper or
palmyra connected by a string through the centre).
S &Y ; 5R" pothak, vulg. pothk, s.f. Red pimples on the

abuse) the anus.
S (% ; 5&$! po-gal, s.m. See s.v. po.

eyelids.
H 3&Y ; 5R! pothl (see pol), s.m. A porter's load (esp.

S +  ; 5&.! polik = H +  ; 5&!" pol (S. poal) s.f. A

of grain).
H &Y ; 5R" poth [S. ,T"], s.f. A book (=poth, q.v.).

H ;: ; 5&! pol [S. 5&!t], s.m. A large bundle.
small bundle, a packet, parcel (of medicine, &c.).
H +  ; 5&!" pol (S. poal) = S +  ; 5&.! polik s.f. A

H &Y ; 5R" poth [S. 0], s.f. A clove of garlic.

small bundle, a packet, parcel (of medicine, &c.).
H  ; 0_ p h, s.m. The buttock, &c.=puh, q.v.

H Y ; 5" pot [S. MP"], s.f. A son's daughter, grand-

H  ; 0_ p h [S. ,T+t or ,t], s.m. The cover of a

daughter.
H Y ; 5" pot [S. 5+], s.f. The young female or any

book (paper or pasteboard); pasteboard.
H  ; 5_ poh, s.m. A bird's crop, &c.=po, q.v.

animal.
H Y ; 5" pot [S. ,T+; or dim. of pot], s.f. Red

H  ; 5&" po, s.f. A bird's crop, &c.=po, q.v.

cotton, or cotton wool saturated with a red dye (used for
the purposes of red ink, staining, painting, &c.; syn. alt).
H Y ; 5 potiy [S. 5 'cloth' or ,&+t], s.m. A cloth
worn round the loins at the time of bathing.
H Y ; 5 potiy (see pot, 'turn'), s.m. The next in turn.
H Y ; 5 potiy, s.m. A kind of toy or plaything (=post,
q.v.).
S ( Y ; 0" p tk, s.m.=p tik, q.v.
S < Y ; 0;ef p tyan, s.m. See s.v. p ti.
H  ; 0& p  [S. ,&t], s.m. Name of a bone lying over the
tail of a cow; a ux for metals; menstruum.
H A ; 5& po [S. ,& or 5&], s.f. A bundle, bale, package, a
load (=pushtwr and mo); heap, pile, quantity; a cloth in
which grain is tied up; a cloth in which a corpse is
wrapped, a shroud;—a spout:—po-gal, s.m. A species of
reed, Arundo tibialis;—a kind of grass, Saccharum
spontaneum.
H  ; 5& po [S. 5+t], s.m. The young of an animal;
an un edged bird;—young children; household gods.
H  ; 5& po [S. ,&+t], s.m. The eyelid; the crop or
craw of a bird; stomach; capacity;—mucus of the nose,
snot (=po ).
S  ; 5& po, s.f. A woman with a beard; a
hermaphrodite; a female servant.

H )  ; 5& poiy (po+iy = S. ika), s.m. One who carries
a bundle or load, a porter (=moiy).
P 5 ; p j, adj.=p , q.v.
H 5 ; 0* p j [S. 0At], adj. To be honoured, honourable,
respectable, venerable; t for or deserving adoration,
adorable, worshipful:—p j-mn, adj. Idem; (also) being
honoured or respected; being adored or worshipped.
S W ; 0* p j, s.f. Honour, worship, respect, reverence,
veneration, homage (to superiors), adoration (of the
gods); idol-worship, idolatry:—p j-u gl, s.f. The nger
with which andan is applied or sprinkled;—the nger on
which the wedding ring is worn by European women:—
p j-ph, s.f. The attending for religious purposes on
study and idol-worship:—p j-sthn, s.m. A place of idolworship:—p j karn (-k), To oer adoration, &c. (to), to
worship, &c.=p jn, q.v.
H ; W ; 0* p jp, s.m.=pujp, q.v.
H  W ; 0*" p jr, s.m. A worshipper (=pujr, q.v.).
H  W ; 0* p jn, v.t.=pujn, q.v.
S W ; 0* p jat, adj. Reverencing, honouring,
worshipping.
S W ; 0.* p jit, part. Honoured, respected, hospitably
received; reverenced, worshipped, adored;
acknowledged; recommended.
S (W ; 0* p jak, adj. & s.m. Honouring, respecting,

venerating, adoring, worshipping;—a worshipper, an
idolater, &c. (=pujr).
H  @ W ; 0*/ p j-mn [S. 0A+/], adj. See s.v. p j.

nonsense, &c. babbler, prater:—p -go, s.f. Nonsensical
talk, prating, &c.
H &= ; 0+ p h [Prk. ,K+; S. K+], s.f. Inquiry,

S <W ; 0* p jan, s.m. Reverencing, honouring; adoring,

question, interrogation; inquiry (after), call (for);
investigation, examination:—p h-bi r, p h-pi r, p hp h, p h-pa h , p h-t h, p h-ga h, s.f. Inquiry,
interrogation, inquisition, inquisitiveness; investigation,
examination:—p h-p h karn (-k), To inquire; to
investigate, &c.
H &= ; 0+ p h, s.m. (Used in comp.)=p h:—p ch-

worshipping; respect, reverence; worship (=p j);
showing attention (to a visitor), treating with respect or
hospitality:—p jan karn (-k), To honour, adore, &c.
H W ; 0* p jn [Prk. 0*4(; S. 0*"(, rt. 0*] , v.t. To
honour, respect, venerate, to do homage (to), to
reverence; to adore, worship; to idolatrize (=p j karn
and p jan karn):—p jn or p j-baihn, v.t. To sacrice,
waste, spend (money, &c.) uselessly, to squander.
H W ; 0* p jn [p j˚ = S. 0],
' v.n. To be lled, be
satised; to be completed, accomplished, fullled,
perfected.
S  W ; 0*" p janya, adj.=p jya, p j, q.v.
H  W ; 0*  p jwn, v.t.=pujwn, q.v.
S * W ; 0* p jayit, = S * W ; 0* p jayitri, adj. & s.m.
Honouring, worshipping;—a worshipper.
S * W ; 0* p jayitri, = S * W ; 0* p jayit, adj. & s.m.

p h, s.m.=p h-p h, s.f.=p h-t h, s.f.=p h-ga h,
s.f. Inquiry, investigation, &c.=p h-p h , q.v.:—p hga h karn (-k), To investigate, &c.; to look into; to audit
(accounts).
H &= ; 0+ p h [S. K+], s.f. Inquiry into the future (of
a wizard, &c.).
H <&= ; 0+ p han, s.m. Asking, inquiring, &c. see next.
H &= ; 0+ p hn [p h˚ = Prk. ,K+()=S. K+(), rt.
H+] v.t. To ask (of, -se), to inquire (of), to question,

H  W ; 0" p jer, = H  W ; 0~ p jer , s.m.=pujr, q.v.

interrogate; to refer (to), to consult; to ask or inquire
after (in this and the following senses p hn governs
the dative form of the accusative instead of the
ablative); to care (about), feel concern (for); to mind,
heed, regard, take notice (of); to invite; to help, assist:—
p h-len (-se), To inquire of, &c.=p hn.
H &= ; 5+ po hn, v.t.=po hn, q.v.

S  @ W ; 0A/ p jya-mn, adj.=p j-mn, q.v.s.v. p j.

H &= ; 0+" p h [S. ,.K+ ], s.f. The tail of a nsh (see

S  W ; 0A p jya, adj. Deserving of honour, venerable,

p h).
P A = ; p yt (irreg. A. pl. of p ), s.m. Absurdity, foolish
prattle, nonsense, stu.
P  ; p d, s.m. (?), Woof, the threads woven in the
breadth of a piece of cloth across the warp (called, in
Persian, tr).
H  ; M paud (see next), s.f. Young plants (for

Honouring, worshipping;—a worshipper.
S * W ; 0A; p jyatva, s.m. (f. -t), The being entitled to
honour or to worship, venerableness, honourableness.
H  W ; 0~ p jer , = H  W ; 0" p jer, s.m.=pujr, q.v.

&c.=p j, q.v.
P V ; p , and H. 5 po (cf. S. ,K+), adj. Empty,
worthless, vain, absurd, of no moment or consequence,
useless, unsubstantial, unsound, feeble, weak; petty,
trivial, tri ing, insignicant; unmeaning, nonsensical,
inordinate, injudicious; vile, obscene, scurrilous; mean,
low, base, shabby, scurvy; low-born;—s.m. A thing of no
consequence, a mere nothing; absurdity, nonsense,
obscenity, &c.:—p -bf, s.f. Weaving nonsense, &c.=p go, q.v.:—p p dar haw, adj. & s.m. Nonsensical,
absurd;—nonsense:—p -go, adj. & s.m. Talking
nonsense; using obscene language;—one who talks

transplantation);—ospring, children, progeny.
H  ; M paud [S. +t, or 5t], s.m. A young plant,
plant, sapling; a shrub, bush;—a child, young boy or girl;
—a tassel.
P  ; pod-dr (pota+dr), s.m. An ocer whose business

it is to assay coin or to examine whether it is sterling or
not; an examiner of coin;—a clerk who counts and
examines money, a cash-keeper.
H  ; 5 podn, s.m. (f. -), A kind of small bird Sylvia
olivacea (which builds a domed nest in grass);—a dwarf,
pigmy;—a ghost, demon (=bhutn).
H ? ; pauda, s.m. A plant=paud, q.v.:—pauda-gh, s.f. A
nursery for plants.
H  ; M paudh, = H  ; M paudh, s.m. See paud and
pauda.
H  ; M paudh, = H  ; M paudh, s.m. See paud and
pauda.
H 3  ; M<! paudhel, s.m. Ground on which plants are
sown for transplantation, a nursery for plants.
P ) ; podna, p dna, vulg. pudna [S. , or 5],
s.m. Mint, Mentha sativa:—podne-k sat, s.m. Peppermint.
P  ; p r (S. ,P), s.m. A son.
H  ; 0 p r, s.m. City, town, &c.=pura, pur, q.v.
H  ; 0 p r, adj. Full, &c.=p r, q.v. (used in comp., e.g.
bhar-p r):—p r pa n, v.n. To be able to perform an
engagement, to discharge an obligation; to be successful:
—p ram-p r, adj. Full, brimfull, &c.=p r, q.v.
S  ; 0 p r, s.m. Filling, satisfying; a large quantity of
water; ood; lake;—a cake fried in oil or butter (=pu );—
drawing in breath slowly through the nose (as a
religious exercise);—the cleansing or healing of ulcers or
wounds;—a reply;—an ear-ornament.
H  ; 5 por [S.  y], s.f. The space or interval between
two joints or articulations (of the body, or of a bamboo,
sugar-cane, &c.):—por-por, adv. Every joint, joint after
joint; every inch.
H  ; M paur [S.  y, or ,], s.f. Gate, door (=paul).
S  ; M paur, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to a town or
city; town-bred; produced or manufactured in a town or
city, town-made;—a townsman, citizen; a species of
fragrant grass:—paur-sakhya, s.m. Fellow-citizen-ship,
connection or equality with others formed by inhabiting
the same city for ten years.
H  ; 0( p r [S. 04t],
' adj. (f. ), Full, complete, perfect;

satised; fullled, accomplished; entire, whole, total,
undivided, undiminished, unbroken, uncut; exact,
precise, tting, coinciding, just, sucient, enough; true,
standard, up to the mark; faithful, constant, rm; old,
ripe, experienced, skilled in; powerful:—p r utarn, v.n.
To turn out up to the mark, to come out (of an ordeal)
with credit, to pass a satisfactory examination, to
succeed:—p r ishm, s.m. Stamp paper of full value:—
p r bt, s.f. (in Gram.) A complete sentence, a
proposition:—p r (or p r) par, v.n. To be enough, to
suce:—p r add-k gahr gint, s.f. The Integral Calculus:
—p re din or dino , adj. Gone the full time, gone nine
months with child;—p re din lagn, v.n. To approach the
full period of gestation (a woman), to enter on the ninth
month of pregnancy:—p r karn, v.t. To ll, ll up; to
satisfy; to end, complete, nish; to accomplish, to full,
carry out, act up to, keep (a promise); to reimburse; to
make up (a deciency).
H  ; 5 por [S.  '+t], s.m. A piece (of timber), block
(of wood), beam, log.
H <;  ; 0 p r-pan [p r, q.v.+pan = Prk. Q4=; 4=S.
; ]( , s.m. Fulness, completeness, entireness; completion,
end, nish; perfection, accomplishment, fullment;
suciency, competency; ripeness, maturity, full
development.
S ( ; M.4 paurik, adj. & s.m. Belonging or
relating to the past or to past ages; familiar with the
events or legends of the past;—relating to or belonging
to the Puras;—a Brhma well-read in the Puras, a
mythologist.
H $ ; 0 p r, s.f.=p r-pan, q.v.
H  ; 0 ' p rb, 0 p rab [S. 0 't], adj. & s.m. East,
eastern; former, prior, preceding, bygone, &c. (see
p rva);—the east; countries lying to the east of the
Ganges (extending from Cawnpore to Bihr).
H   ; 0 " p rabn, s.f. The wife of a p rbiy, q.v.
H   ; 0 " p rb [p rb, q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m. Eastern,
oriental;—an oriental, a native of the East;—s.f. The
dialect of the Eastern districts;—a rgin sung in the third
watch before evening;—a kind of rice from the East (or

Bengal);—a kind of dry tobacco leaf (strong).
H  ; 0  p rbiy, vulg. purbiy, puraby, s.m. A native
of the eastern parts of Hind stn (from Cawnpore to
Bihr).
S A ; 0 p rit, part. adj. Filled; full, complete;
accomplished.
S A ; 0 p rti, vulg. p rt, s.f. Filling; fullling,
accomplishing; fulness, completion, completeness;
accomplishment; satisfaction, satiety.
S Y ; 0u p rt, adj. Filling, completing; eective.
S D  ; 0I3 p rush, s.m.=purush, q.v.
S D  ; MI3 paurush, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging or
relating to a man or to man in general; manly, virile,
human; being of the length of a man with both arms
elevated and the ngers extended;—the measure of a
man, or the height to which he reaches with both arms
elevated and the ngers extended;—a weight or load
which can be carried by one man;—manhood,
manliness, manly strength or courage, heroism, virility,
strength, power, vigour; human action, action of men,
man's work, action; eort, exertion, endeavour;—semen
virile; membrum virile:—paurush karn, v.n. To exert vigour,
to exert oneself, &c.
S *E  ; MI3 paurushat, s.f. = S *E  ; MI3; paurushatva,
s.m. Manliness, manly strength or spirit, &c. (=paurush)
S *E  ; MI3; paurushatva, s.m. = S *E  ; MI3
paurushat, s.f. Manliness, manly strength or spirit, &c.
(=paurush)
S E  ; MI3" paurush, s.f. The measure of a man
(=paurush).
S  E  ; MI3" paurushya, adj. Manly; masculine, male.
S  E  ; MI3< paurusheya, adj. Derived from or relating to
man, incidental to man; human, manly, male, virile;
coming from the soul, spiritual.
S  ; 0 p rak, adj. & s.m. Filling, completing; lling
up; satisfying; full, &c. (=p r, q.v.);—that which lls or
completes;—(in Arith.) the multiplier;—a cake of meal
oered at the conclusion of the funeral rites or oblation
to the manes;—closing the right nostril and drawing up

air through the left (as a religious exercise);—a citron,
Citrus medica.
S  ; 0 p rika, s.m. (f. -), A kind of cake=p r, q.v.
S ' ;  $' pa-varg, vulg. pa-barg, s.m. See s.v. pa.
S  ; 04 p ra, s.m. Filling, lling up; completing;
satisfying;—a dam, dike, causeway;—the ocean;—
multiplication (in Arith.);—a species of fragrant grass,
Cyperus rotundus:—p rarth-sankhyv ak(p raa+artha,
&c.), s.m. The ordinal numbers:—p ra-kart, adj. Filling,
lling up, completing, &c.:—p ra karn, v.t. To ll, ll up,
&c.=p r karn, q.v.s.v. p r.
S  ; 04' p ra, vulg. p r, 04 p ra, adj. Filled, full,
&c.=p r, q.v.:—p rhuti, vulg. p rhut (p ra+huti), s.f.
'A complete oblation,' an oering made with a full ladle;
the burnt oering which concludes or completes a
ceremony:—p r-brahma, s.m. The all-pervading Spirit,
an epithet of the Supreme Being:—p r-bh , s.m. The
complete past, the pluperfect tense (in Gram.):—p rbain, adj.=p ra-vain, q.v.:—p r-ptra, s.m. A full
vessel or cup; a cupful; a particular measure of capacity
(properly 256 handfuls of rice); a vessel full of rice
presented at a sacrice to the superintending and
ociating priests; a box or basket lled with clothes and
ornaments scrambled for by guests and relations at a
festival, or distributed as presents:—p r-pratp, s.m.
One whose glory is complete:—pur-pol, s.f. A kind of
bread:—p ra-jy, s.f. Chord (of an arc):—p r- undra,
s.m. The full moon:—p ra-m, s.f.=p r-ms, q.v.:—p rms, s.m. Full moon; a monthly sacrice or ceremony
performed on the day of full moon:—p r-ms, p r-vs,
s.f. Full-moon, the day or night of full moon:—p r-km,
adj. & s.m. Having the desires fullled, savised,
satiated;—one whose desires are fullled, &c.:—p rkumbha, s.m. A full cup or jar; a water-vessel, a vessel
lled with holy water used at the consecration of a king.
H  ; 0 p rn [S. 04"(; or fr. 04],
' v.t. To ll,
complete; to full, &c.=p r karn, q.v.s.v. p r;—to
spread, circulate;—to weave (as a spider); to trace or to
ll in (chequers or squares).
S   ; 04yz  p rhuti, s.f. See s.v. p ra, p r.

H $  ; 04y p r, s.f. Fulness, completeness.
S * ; 04
' p rat, s.f. = S * ; 04;' p ratva, s.m.
=p rn, q.v.:—p rat-bodhak-kriy, s.f. (in Gram.) The
completive form of a verb (e.g. kah uk).
S * ; 04;' p ratva, s.m. = S * ; 04
' p rat, s.f.
=p rn, q.v.:—p rat-bodhak-kriy, s.f. (in Gram.) The
completive form of a verb (e.g. kah uk).
' p rak, s.m. A species of tree;—the blue jay.
S ( ; 04
H ( ; M.4 pauraik, adj. & s.m.=paurik, q.v.
S  ; 0X4 p rik, s.f. A species of bird (described as
having a double or cleft beak).
H @  ; 04/
' p ra-m, X4/ p ri-m, M4/
' paura-m,
MX4/ pauri-m, s.f.=p ra-ms, q.v.s.v. p ra.
H B @  ; M4/" paura-ms, s.f.=p ra-ms, q.v.s.v.
p ra.
S  ; 04" p ra, vulg. p r, s.f. The cross threads in
weaving a piece of cloth; the silk-cotton tree, Bombax
heptaphyllum.
S  ; 0 ' p rva, vulg. p rv, p rb, adj. & s.m. Being before
or in front (of), fore, rst, foremost; east, eastern,
easterly, eastward, to the east (of); previous (to), earlier
(than); prior, anterior, former, preceding, bygone,
antecedent; initial;—adv. In front (of); before, prior (to),
beforehand; at rst, formerly, aforetime; immemorially:
—p rv-avast, s.f. Former condition; antecedents:—p rv
bhimukh (˚va+abh˚), adj. Turned towards or facing the
east, looking eastward:—p rvbhys (˚va+abh˚), s.m. The
repetition of what precedes, former practice or
experience:—p rvdhi-kr (˚va+adh˚), s.m. Prior owner,
former proprietor:—p rvrdha (˚va+ar˚), s.m. The rst
half; front or upper part; eastern part:—p rvashrh (˚va
+ash˚), s.f. The rst of two constellations called Ash h;
the eighteenth or twentieth nakshatra or lunar asterism
(containing two stars, one of which is { Sagittarii):—
p rvhna (˚va+ah˚), s.m. The earlier part of the day,
morning, forenoon:—p rva-bhdrapad, s.f. The twentysixth nakshatra or lunar mansion (containing two stars):
—p rva-purush, s.m. 'The primeval soul,' an epithet of
Brahma;—a forefather, ancestor:—p rva-parvat, s.m. The

eastern mountain from behind which the sun is
supposed to rise:—p rva-paksh, s.m. The fore-part or side;
the rst half of a lunar month, the fortnight of a waxing
moon;—an assertion, proposition; the rst side or part of
an argument, a primâ facie argument or assertion; the
rst objection to an argument; the statement of the
plainti:—p rva-phalgun, s.f. The eleventh nakshatra or
lunar mansion (gured by a conch and containing two
stars one of which is { Leonis):—p rva-ja, p rvaj, adj. &
s.m. Born or produced before or formerly, former; elder,
rst-born; ancient, primeval; born in the East, Eastern;—
an elder brother, elder; an oriental:—p rva-j, s.f. An
elder sister;—an ancestress;—a woman of the East:—
p rva-js, s.m. pl. The deied progenitors of mankind;
ancestors, forefathers:—p rva-janma, s.m. Former birth,
former state of existence or life:—p rva- inti, s.f. First
thought; foreboding, presentiment;—name of an
Apsaras:—p rva-dis, p rva-di, p rva-di, p rva-dik, s.f.
The eastern region, east quarter:—p rva-de, s.m. The
eastern country, the eastern part of India:—p rva-de,
s.m. An inhabitant or a native of the eastern part of
India (=p rb, and p rbiy):—p rva-deh, s.m. A former
body, a former birth:—p rva-dehik, adj. Belonging to a
former state of existence; done in a former existence:—
p rva-rtra, s.m. The earlier, or rst part of the night;
yesternight:—p rva-samudra, s.m. The eastern sea:—
p rva-sandhy, s.f. The early dawn:—p rva-s ak, s.m. One
who relates a forgotten circumstance, a reminder:—
p rva-aila, s.m.=p rva-parvat, q.v.:—p rv-kl, s.m. Earlier
time, former time; (in Gram.) past time:—p rv-klik, adj.
Belonging to former times, ancient; (in Gram.)
belonging to past time, or to future time;—s.m. The
present participle (in Gram.):—p rv-kln, adj. Belonging
to former times, ancient:—p rva-krit, adj. Done formerly
or in a prior existence:—p rva-ga, p rva-gm, adj. & s.m.
Going before, preceding;—forerunner, preceder,
predecessor:—p rv-ga g, s.f. The Narbada river
(formerly called the Ganges):—p rva-laksha, s.m.
Indication of something about to occur (as sickness, &c.):
—p rva-mm s, s.f. An inquiry into the rst or ritual
portion of the Veda (=karma-mm s):—p rva-nir pa,
s.m. Predestination:—p rva-nivs, s.m. An ancestor; an

inhabitant or a native of the East:—p rva-vd, adj. & s.m.
Speaking rst, stating his case in the rst instance;—
complainant, plainti:—p rvottar (˚va+ut˚), s.m. The
north-east:—p rva-vat, adv. As before, as heretofore,
formerly:—p rva-vartit, s.f. = p rva-vartitva, s.m. Priority,
precedence:—p rva-vart, adj. & s.m. Existing before,
preceding, prior, previous;—one who is in the presence
of another:—p rvokt (˚va+uk˚), adj. Said before, beforementioned, afore-mentioned (syn. mak r).
S  ; M paurav, adj. Belonging to or descended from

eastern India.
P  * ; M56 ; paurohitya, s.m. The oce, character or

Pru.
H  ; 0  p rv, s.m. A small village (=purw, q.v.).

into pieces.
H  ; 0" p r, s.f.=p  or pau , q.v.

H  ; 5I poru, 5  porw [S.  '+t], s.m. A joint

H  ; M" paur, s.f. A gate, door (=paur, q.v.).

or phalanx of the ngers, knuckle; a joint of tamarind;—
also=por, q.v.:—poru to n, v.n. To crack the joints or
knuckles;—to harass.
H + ;  &  ; 0 y#W p rv-bhdra-pad, s.m. =p rva-

H ) ; 0 p riy, s.f. The name of a rgin or musical

bhdra-pad, q.v.s.v. p rva.
H J! &;  ; 0 yv!$," p rv-phlgun, s.f.=p rva-phalgun
q.v.s.v. p rva.
S K ; 0 yt p rvs, s.m. pl. (of p rva), Forefathers,
ancestors.
H  ; 5 ! porwl, s.m. Name of a mercantile caste of
Hind s in Mlw.
S 5 ; 0 '* p rva-ja, p rvaj. For compounds having p rva
for the rst member see s.v. p rva.
S (4) ; M b
' 6  paurva-dehik, adj.=p rva-dehik, q.v.s.v.
p rva.
S  ; 0 ' p rvak, adj. & s.m. Earlier, former, previous,
prior, rst;—forefather, ancestor. (Axed to a
substantive or substantive compound p rvak signies
'accompanied by,' 'attended with,' and forms the
corresponding adjective or adverb; e.g. niyam-p rvak,
'Regular'; sukh-p rvak, 'At ease.')
S  ; M  paurvik, adj. Belonging to former times,
prior, former, previous, primary, old.
S   ; 0  p rvik, s.f. (of p rvak), An ancestress; a
woman of the eastern part of India.
S  ; 0 " p rvin, p rvn, s.f. (of p rv), A woman of

functions of a purohit or family priest.
S  ; 0 u p rv, adj. & s.m.f.=p rb, q.v.
S ) ; 0 u p rvya, adj. Eastern, easterly.
H  ; 0" p r [S. 0], s.f. A thin cake of meal fried in
gh or oil.
H  ; 0" p r, s.f.=p r-pan, q.v.
H  ; 5" por, s.f.=por, q.v.:—poriy karn (-k), To cut

mode.
H ) ; M pauriy (paur+iy = S. ika), s.m. Door-keeper,
gate-keeper, porter, janitor (=pauly).
S *) ; 0 p rayit, = S *) ; 0 p rayitri, s.m. One
who lls or lls up; one who satises, one who fulls.
S *) ; 0 p rayitri, = S *) ; 0 p rayit, s.m. One
who lls or lls up; one who satises, one who fulls.
H  ; 07 p  [S. 0t], s.m. A kind of sweet cake made
of meal (=p ; p r).
H  ; 5i po h, adj.=next, q.v.
H  ; 5i po h, Mi pau h [S.HM_+t], adj. (f. -),
Mighty, strong, rm, stout, sti; thick, dense; wide,
broad.
H  ; Mi pau hr (caus. of pau hn), v.t. To cause to
lie down, to put to sleep; to lay prostrate.
H 8 ; 5i po h, Mi pau h (from pau h), s.f.
Strength, rmness, stoutness, stiness; thickness,
density; width, breadth.
H  ; Mi pau hn, v.n. To lie down, repose, rest
(=pa n).
H  ; 57" po , M7" pau  (from po h), s.f. Sti, strong
species of soil.
P d ; p z, poz, s.m. The lip, mouth (particularly of a
horse=p za); a farrier's twitch:—poz-band, s.m. A muzzle:

—p z-ml, s.m. A cord twisted tight round a horse's lip or
ear to enable the farrier to manage him, a farrier's
twitch (=p z).
P D d ; pozish (rt. Zend and S. pa ), s.f. Excuse, palliation,
apology, pretence, pretext.
P ?d ; p za, poza, s.m. The lip, mouth (particularly of a
horse=p z); the parts round the mouth.
P d ; p z, s.f. The ornamental part of a horse's
accoutrements which comes over the mouth (=p z).
H K ; 0 p s [Prk. 05; S. ,lt], s.m. The ninth solar
month of the Hind s (Dec.-Jan., the full moon of which is
near pushya, three stars in Cancer).
H B ; 5 pos (perf. part. of posn, q.v.), part. adj. Bred,
reared; domesticated, tamed (=hila; pl).
H " B ; M! pau-sl, s.f. See s.v. pau.
P B ; post (S. ,T 'covered,' 53 'to wear'), s.m. Skin,
hide; outer coat, rind, crust, shell; bark (of a tree); layer;
poppy-head, capsule;—an intoxicating drug, an infusion
of the poppy (formerly much used as a slow poison):—
post-bar-post, adv. Skin upon skin, crust upon crust, layer
upon layer:—post-k or, s.m. Poppy-head, capsule:—postkan, s.m. Skinner, ayer:—post-kanda, adj. & adv. Having
the skin, &c. peeled o;—without reserve, openly,
explicitly, fully, exactly.
P *B ; post (rel. n. fr. post, q.v.), s.m. One who habitually
intoxicates himself with infusion of poppy-heads, one
addicted to opium; a sot; a lazy indolent person;—a kind
of toy (that, in whatever position it is placed, will, after
wabbling about, recover its original position of stable
equilibrium), a humpty dumpty (made to represent a
drowsy opium eater).
P < *B ; postn (post q.v.+n = S. ), adj. & s.m. Leathern,
leather;—a fur garment, a shaggy leathern coat;—fault,
blemish; slander, detraction:—postn-doz, s.m. A furrier, a
maker of leathern garments.
H P B ; M pau-sar, s.m.=pau-sl, q.v.s.v. pau.
H B ; 5 posn [pos˚ = Prk. 5()=S. 53(), rt. ,3] ,
v.t. To nourish, cherish, foster, breed, rear, domesticate,
tame.
H D ; 03 p sh [S. ,lt; cf. p s], s.m. The eighth nakshatra

or lunar mansion (comprising three stars in Cancer).
S D ; 03 p sh, s.m. A kind of mulberry tree, Morus indica.
S D ; 53 posh, s.m. Nourishing, cherishing; thriving,
growth, increase; welfare, prosperity.
P D ; posh (S. 53 'to wear, put on'; rt. ,3) , act. part.
(of poshdan), Covering, clothed in, dressed in, wearing
(used as last member of comp., e.g. p-posh, 'Covering
the feet,' shoe, slipper; kulah-posh, 'Wearing a hat or
cap');—s.m. Covering, garment, clothing, raiment.
S D ; M3 paush, s.m.=p s, q.v.
P  E ; poshk (see posh), s.f. Clothes, raiment, attire,
vestments, garments, dress, habit, accoutrement.
P  E ; poshk, adj. Fit for making garments (cloth, &c.).
S `E ; Ml paushpa, adj. Relating to or belonging to
owers; made of owers; owery, oral.
S (LE ; Ml paushpak, s.m. Oxide of brass (used as a
collyrium), green vitriol.
S D ; M.9 paushik, adv. Relating to or promoting
growth or welfare; nutritious, nourishing, nutritive,
fattening, invigorating; preservative, protective.
P ZE ; poshish (see posh), s.f. Covering, garment, dress,
clothes, &c. (=poshk); covering, concealing.
S (E ; 53 poshak, adj. & s.m. Nourishing, cherishing;—
one who feeds or nourishes, nourisher, cherisher,
supporter, breeder, keeper.
S E ; Ml4" paush-kari, s.f. A lotus-pool; a large
pond, reservoir.
H <E ; 03 p shan, s.m.=p ra-m, q.v.s.v. p ra.
S <E ; 03 p shan, s.m. Name of a Vedic deity (regarded
as the guardian of ocks and herds); name of one of the
ditys; a name of the sun.
S <E ; 534 posha, s.m. Nourishing cherishing,
fostering, bringing up, rearing, breeding.
S <E ; Ml4 pausha, s.m. The twenty-eighth nakshatra or
lunar mansion.
H E ; 53 poshn (i.q. posn, q.v.), v.t. To nourish, &c.
See posha.
S E ; 53" posh, adj. & s.m.=poshak, q.v.

S E ; M3" paush, s.f. The night or day of full moon in

H X ; 0$ p gn [fr. S. $/], v.n. To approach, draw

the month paush or p s (Dec.-Jan.).
P X + E ; poshdag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Concealment;
secrecy; ambiguity, dubiousness.
P ?+ E ; poshda (perf. part. of poshdan: see posh), part. adj.

near, come, arrive;—v.t. To cause to arrive, to send; to
meet.
S <X ; 5$ef poga, adj. & s.m. Not full grown or adult,

Concealed, hidden, secret; covered, veiled, clothed,
dressed;—adv. Secretly:—poshda ar , s.m. Secret
expenditure:—poshda karn, v.t. To conceal, hide:—
poshda maraf, s.m. Secret expenditure, underhand
disbursement:—poshda hon, v.n. To be concealed; to lie
hid; to abscond.
S  E ; 5l poshya, adj. To be nourished or cherished, to
be taken care of, to be fed, brought up, reared, &c.:—
poshya-putra, s.m. 'A son to be brought up,' an adopted
son (=pusp t):—poshya-varg, s.m. A class of persons or
objects to be cherished, as parents, children, guests, and
the sacred re; a family, household.
H  ; 5 pok [S. ,!t], s.m. Caterpillar, grub, worm
(=po k).
H & ; 0L p kh, 5L pokh, s.m.=p sh; pushya, q.v.
H & ; 5L pokh, s.m.=p s, q.v.
H & ; 5L pokh, s.m. Nourishing, &c.=posh, q.v.
H & ; 5L pokhar, = H & ; 5L pokhr, [Prk. 5=L(; S.
,l(], s.m. A pond, pool, tank, lake; a place of Hind
pilgrimage near Ajmere.
H & ; 5L pokhr, = H & ; 5L pokhar, [Prk. 5=L(; S.
,l(], s.m. A pond, pool, tank, lake; a place of Hind
pilgrimage near Ajmere.
H 5& ; 5L* pokhrj, s.m.=pukhrj, q.v.
H <& ; 5L pokhan, s.m.=posha, q.v.
H & ; 5L pokhn, v.t.=poshn, posn, q.v.
S ' ; 0$ p g, s.m. Assembly, union, association,
corporation;—heap, quantity, multitude; disposition,
property, nature (=pot);—the Areca or betel-nut tree,
Areca catechu, or A. faufel, and its fruit;—the Jak-tree,
Artocarpus integrifolia:—p g-phal, s.m. The fruit of the
Areca catechu, the Areca-nut;—p g-ro, s.m. The marshy
date tree, Phœnix or Elate paludosa.

young;—a boy (one from his fth to his sixteenth year).
H X ; 0$" p g, s.f. The Areca tree=p g;—p g-phal,
s.m.=p g-phal, q.v.s.v. p g.
H ; 5! pol (from the English), s.m. A pole (land
measure).
H ; 5! pol, M! paul, s.m. Gate, door (=paur, q.v.); a
courtyard; a ward or quarter of a town having its own
gateway.
H ; 5! pol [rt. S. ,!; see pol], s.f. Emptiness,
hollowness.
H " ; 0! p l [S. 0!+t], s.m. A small bundle of grass or
straw:—p le tale gurn karn, v.n. lit. 'To live under a
bundle of grass'; to live in a hut, to be miserably o.
H " ; 5! pol [S. ,t, rt. ,!] , adj. Soft, abby; hollow,
having interstices, spongy, porous (cf. pulpul); empty;
emptied; light, supercial;—s.m. A hollow or supercial
person; simpleton.
P " ; pold, pauld, p ld, s.m. The nest Damascus steel
(which with that of Kum is esteemed the best in the
East; see f ld).
H I! ; 5.! polis, ,.! pulis (corr. from the English),
s.m. Police.
H (! ; 5! polak [S. 0!+], s.m. A band or bundle of
straw at the end of a sta (used with a arkh to frighten
and restrain a furious elephant).
H ! ; 0!" p l, s.f. dim. of p l, q.v.; a bundle of sheaves
of corn given at harvest to village omcers and servants,
or used as fodder for cattle.
H ! ; 5!" pol (from pol), s.f. A honey-comb, anything
spongy;—a simpleton, blockhead.
H ! ; M!" paul, s.f. Gate, &c. (=paur, paur, paul);
threshold, entrance.
H ! ; M.! pauliy, poliy (paul+iy = S. ika), s.m. Doorkeeper, gate-keeper, porter (=pauriy).

S  a ;  / pavamn, s.m. Wind, air;—name of a
particular re (regarded as a son of Agni);—an epithet of
the moon.
H :a ; 5/ pom , s.m. A showy dress or kind of cloth
(from Jay-nagar); a wedding skirt.
H  ; 0( p ,  po , s.f. The sound of a pipe or ute; the
sound of breaking wind:—po boln or bol-jn, v.n. To
give in, be defeated or vanquished; to be ruined, to fail.
H  ; 04 p n, adj. & s.m.=puya, q.v.
S  ;   pavan, and H. M paun, s.m.f. The act of
purifying, purication; winnowing; 'the purier,' wind,
air; the Regent of the winds and of the north-west
quarter; the wind of the body; the breath of life;—a
householder's sacred re;—spell, charm; the evil spirits
appointed by a wizard or magician to injure any one:—
pavan-hr, s.m. Taking the air, walking or riding for
diversion or exercise (=haw khn):—pavanhat (˚na+h˚),
adj. 'Wind-struck,' rheumatic:—paun-bn, s.m.=pavan-vn,
q.v.:—pavan-pn, or paun-pn, s.m. 'Wind and water,'
climate (=b o haw):—paun-pari h, s.f. Ascertaining the
direction of the wind:—paun- akk, s.f. A wind-mill (=hawakk):—pavan-s t, or paun-s t, s.m.=pavan-k p t, s.m. The
son of Rva, the ape Hanumn:—pavan-kumr, s.m.=pavank p t:—paun mrn, v.t. To enchant; to injure by the aid
of malignant spirits:—pavan-vn, s.m. An arrow projected
by means of air; an arrow which when projected raises
the wind:—pavan-vydhi, s.m. Morbid condition of wind;
rheumatism, &c.
S  ;   pivan, adj. Drinking.
H  ; M paun (corr. of the English), s.m. A pound
(weight).
H  ; M paun, = H  ; M paun, [S. 5, i.e. +],
adj. & s.m. A quarter less, one fourth less (than one or
any other number), three quarters;—the three-fourths
part;—paun, s.m. A multiplication table of which the
multiplier is three-fourths;—paune, adj.=paun:—paune do,
adj. A quarter less than two, one and three-quarters:—
paune tn, adj. A fourth less than three, two and threequarters:—paune sau, adj. A hundred diminished by the
fourth part, seventy-ve:—paune do sau, adj. Two

hundred diminished by the fourth of a hundred, one
hundred and seventy-ve.
H  ; M paun, = H  ; M paun, [S. 5, i.e. +],
adj. & s.m. A quarter less, one fourth less (than one or
any other number), three quarters;—the three-fourths
part;—paun, s.m. A multiplication table of which the
multiplier is three-fourths;—paune, adj.=paun:—paune do,
adj. A quarter less than two, one and three-quarters:—
paune tn, adj. A fourth less than three, two and threequarters:—paune sau, adj. A hundred diminished by the
fourth part, seventy-ve:—paune do sau, adj. Two
hundred diminished by the fourth of a hundred, one
hundred and seventy-ve.
H  ;  paun, v.t. (prov.), To eat.
H  ; 5 pon [fr. S. H (), rt. U with H], v.t. To string
(pearls); to thread (a needle=piron).
H  ; 5 pon [fr. S. H], v.t. To heat (an oven, &c.); to
make bread, to bake (=pohn).
H  ; M paun, 5 pon [S.  +t], s.m. A perforated
iron ladle or spoon used (esp. by confectioners) for
skimming or straining; strainer, colander.
S  ;  ! pavanl, s.m. A species of grain, Andropogon
saccharatus (=yavanl).
H  ;  & po  [S. 0], s.m. Mucus of the nose, snot
(=po).
H   ; M4&5&" paun-o (corr. from the English), s.f.
Town-duty.
H  ;  _" poh, = H  ;  &" po , [S. H5c"], s.f. A
species of carp, Cyprinus pausius, or C. chrysopareius.
H  ;  &" po , = H  ;  _" poh, [S. H5c"], s.f. A
species of carp, Cyprinus pausius, or C. chrysopareius.
H 8 ; 0(*" p j [S. ,.*], s.f. Heap, mass, store, stock;
stock-in-trade, fund, capital, principal; wealth, property:
—p j-i-ia-drn, s.f. Joint stock, capital of a company.
H 9 ; g pau , s.f. Corr. of pahu , q.v.
H : ; g pau ,   po  [S.  +; or  +t], s.m.
Five and a half (in surveying); the multiplication table of
ve and a half times.
H : ;   po , s.m. contrac. of pahu , q.v.

H &: ; 0(+ p

h, 0.( + p

hi [S. ,K+], s.f. A tail; (g.) a

follower, hanger-on, a parasite.
H &: ; 0(+ p h, s.f.=p h, q.v.
H  : ; 0(+ p

hr [S. ,K++!], adj. & s.m. Having a

tail, tailed;—an animal with a long tail.
H 3&: ; 0(+n p hl (p h+dim. a. l), s.m. A tail
(=p h).
H <&: ;  + po han (see next), s.m. Wiping, dusting;—a

(one of the sons or heirs admitted by the old Hind law).
S   ; MI= paunar-ukta, = S  *  ; MI= paunaruktya, s.m. Repetition,tautology.
S  *  ; MI= paunar-uktya, = S   ; MI= paunarukta, s.m. Repetition, tautology.
H 0 ; g pau -sar, s.m.=pau-sar, q.v.s.v. pau.
H $30 ; 0! p n-sal M! paun-sal [S. 04, or
,.*+8!], s.f. A thin roller on which cotton is

rag, &c. with which anything is wiped; anything thrown
away after wiping; refuse, rubbish, dregs, orts.
H &: ;  + po hn, 0(+ p hn [po h˚ = Prk. ,(+ ()

prepared for spinning (see p n).
H  0 ; g  pau -savan, s.m.=pu -savan, q.v.s.v. pu .

or  +()=S. H5+(), rt. + with H], v.t. To wipe, dust,

H  ;   po k [S. ,!t], s.m. Worm, grub (=pok); the

make clean by wiping, to clean; to wipe out, rub out,
expunge:—po h-ln (intensive), v.t. To wipe clean,
wipe out, expunge.
H &: ; g+ pau hn, v.n.=pahu n, q.v.

ship-worm, Teredo navalis.
H  ;   po kn, v.n. To be uxed; to void liquid

H  &: ;  .+ 6 po hiyh, adj. & s.m.=p

hr, q.v.

H  ; M.+ 6 paun, s.m.=paunra, paunrak, q.v.
H  ; Mef, gf paun [S. ,e4½t: and e½Ot], s.m. A
red variety of the common sugar-cane, Saccharum
o$ciarum; also a pale straw-coloured variety of sugarcane.
S  ; Mef paunra, = S 0 ; Mef paunrak, s.m. A
species of sugar-cane of a pale straw colour; epithet of a
particular mixed caste of hereditary sugar-boilers (the
son of a Vaiya by a woman of the distiller class:—
paunra-vardhan, or paunraka-vardhan, s.m. Name of the
province of Bihr in Central India.
S 0 ; Mef paunrak, = S  ; Mef paunra, s.m. A
species of sugar-cane of a pale straw colour; epithet of a
particular mixed caste of hereditary sugar-boilers (the
son of a Vaiya by a woman of the distiller class:—
paunra-vardhan, or paunraka-vardhan, s.m. Name of the
province of Bihr in Central India.
H   ; g© pau hn, v.n. To lie down, &c.=pau hn,

H  #: ; g¹ pau - alya, s.m.=pu - alya, q.v.s.v. pu s.

dung, to scour (an animal).
H J ;  $ po g [S. 5&+$!?], adj. & s.m. Empty, hollow;
—a joint of bamboo, a hollow tube;—a kind of drum;—an
empty-pated fellow, blockhead, simpleton.
H  ^ ; 0($7 p g  [S. 5$ef+t], s.m. (local), A boy.
H J ; 0($" p g, g$" pau g (see p g), s.f. A reed, pipe,
ute; a kind of pipe played upon by jugglers or certain
jogs, and snake-charmers (a drone made of leather or of
a dried pumpkin with a single or double bamboo tube
attached to it, having eight holes, and played on as a
ageolet).
H J ; 0($" p g = p g:—p g-phal, s.m.=p g-phal, q.v.s.v.
p g (also written p g-phal).
H  ; 0M p nau = H   ; 0g p nau , 0 p no s.f. Day of
full moon (=p ra-m), q.v.s.v. p ra.
H   ; 0g p nau , 0 p no = H  ; 0M p nau s.f. Day of
full moon (=p ra-m), q.v.s.v. p ra.
H  ; M pauna, s.m.=paun, 'ladle,' q.v.
H :4 ; gz pau hu ,  6 pau h , s.m.=pahu , q.v.
H &:4 ; g6+" pau h h, s.f.=pahu , q.v.
H = 4 ; g pau h n, v.n.=pahu n, q.v.

q.v.
S &  ; M#' paunar-bhava (from punar-bh ), s.m. The

H  ; 04", 0" p n, 5" pon [S. 04+, or ,.*], s.f.

son of a twice-married woman by her second husband

Rolls of cotton prepared for spinning, skeins of cotton.

H  ; M" paun, 5" pon [S. H4+], s.f. The

P  ) ; p yn, poyn, part. adj.=p y, poy, q.v.

recipients of presents at marriages, &c.; people of low
caste (such as barbers, shoe-makers, &c.).
H [  ; Ms paune; see s.v. paun, paun.

H ) ; U paver [S. +t], s.m. The act of sowing

H  ; 0B p ny, = H  ; 0B5 p nyo, s.f.=p nau and

S <) ; 0 p yan, s.m.=p ya, q.v.

p ra-m, q.v.
H  ; 0B5 p nyo, = H  ; 0B p ny, s.f.=p nau and

S ) ; 0 p ya, s.m. Pus, purulent matter, suppuration,

seed with the hand.
S <) ; U piven, adj. Drinking (=pivat).

H  ; 5  powan, v.t.=pon, q.v.

discharge (from an ulcer or wound):—p ylas (p ya+alasa),
s.m. A particular disease of the juncture of the eye;
suppuration at the joints; white swelling.
H ) ; 0 p ya, adj. & s.m. (Old H.)=priya, q.v.

H ? ; 56 poh, M6 pauh [S. +3t], s.f. The rst streak

P ) ; p ya, poya, s.m. An amble (=poiy, q.v.).

of the dawn, morning beam, dawn, day-break (=po):—poh
phana, v.n. Day to break;—poh phae, adv. At day-break,
at dawn.
H ? ; M6 pauh, s.m. A stand where water is kept for

holla! ho there! look out! have a care! (said by carters,
drivers, &c. to warn people out of the way).
H Z $ ; 5 8 po, = H I $ ; 5  pos, [S. ], intj. Ho!

p ra-m, q.v.
H  ; M  pauw, s.m.= ; paww, q.v.

travellers, &c. (=pau, q.v.).
H  ; 56 poh [S. 8,+t], s.m. Any large domestic
animal not carnivorous;—pohe, pauhe, s.m. pl. Cattle.
H  ; 56 poh, s.m. A ock of cotton (=phh).

H I $ ; 5  pos, = H Z $ ; 5 8 po, [S. ], intj. Ho!

holla! ho there! look out! have a care! (said by carters,
drivers, &c. to warn people out of the way).
H ; t pa, postpn. adv. & conj.=par, q.v.
H ; 6 pah, ,6 ph, s.f.=poh, q.v.

H ` ; 06 p hap, s.m. (Old H.)=pushp, q.v.

S &; v pha. The twenty-second consonant of the Ngar

H +  ; 56 pohd, pauhd, s.m.=paudh, paud, q.v.

alphabet and the second letter of the fth or labial class,
being the aspirate of p (sounded nearly like the ph in the
English word loop-hole):—pha-kr, s.m. The letter or
sound ph.
H  &; v " phb, adj. (Old H.)=phabl, q.v.

H  ; 56 pohn, v.t. To make bread, &c. (=pon, q.v.).
H [  ; 5Ç pohe, pauhe, s.m. pl. See s.v. poh.
H  ;  " pav [Prk.  +; S. n +], s.f. A dike or
channel (for letting water in or out).
H $ ; 5 po, 5 poe [S. 5], s.f. The pot-herb
Basella lucida, or B. rubra, or B. alba;—Anethum sowa.
H $ ; po, s.f. = H $ ; poiy, s.m. [P. p ya], Amble,
shuing pace (of a horse or camel):—poiyo jn, or
aln, v.n. To amble.
H $ ; poiy, s.m. = H $ ; po, s.f. [P. p ya], Amble,
shuing pace (of a horse or camel):—poiyo jn, or
aln, v.n. To amble.
P ) ; p y, poy [act. part. of p dan; rt. Zend & S. pad],

H  &; v& ph [S. Tv&t], s.m. Division; division of
revenue, assessment among the sharers in joint
tenantry;—breadth.
H  &; v& phak [S. Tv&+], s.m. A gate, door,

part. adj. Going, running; ambling.
H ) ; 5 poy, s.m.=po, poe, q.v.

entrance; a large shutter; a watchman in charge of a
gate;—a bar, obstruction, impediment, check; the bar of
a court of justice where the plainti and defendant take
their station;—a pound:—phak-band, s.f. Custody,
imprisonment:—phak-dr, s.m. Gate-keeper, doorkeeper; pound-keeper:—phak-me d il karn, v.t. To
put in the pound, to impound.
H   &; v& phn, v.n.=phan, q.v.;—and v.t.=phan,

S I! ) ; 0! p ylas, s.m.; see s.v. ) ; p ya.

q.v.

H 4; 67 pah [S. H$+6t; or HTt], s.m. Mountain,
hill; rock; anything very large or huge, or hard, or
strong, or rm; anything very tedious, burdensome or
heavy, &c. (hence the word may often be conveniently
rendered adjectively by great, large, huge, tall,
stupendous; burdensome, heavy, tedious, &c.):—pah -s
rte , s.f. lit. 'Mountain-like nights,' long and tedious
nights (esp. of sorrow):—pah -wl, s.f. One of the seven
sisters who are regarded as goddesses of small-pox,
measles, chicken-pox, &c.
H &; v7 ph (see ph n), s.m. Rent, split, crack,
ssure.
H  4; 67 pah  [S. HT+t], s.m. The multiplication
table.
H  &; v7 ph n [pha ˚ = Prk. vf<(), or vf(); S.
Tv&(), rt. Tv&], v.t. To tear, rend, split, sever, break,

moon of which is near P rv-phlgun).
S &; v! phl, s.m. A ploughshare;—an epithet of Mahdeva, and of Bala-rma.
H &; v! phl [S. Tv&, or Tv!], s.m. A lump or piece of
betel-nut, Areca;—a step, stride, leap (=phalng).
H " &; v! phl s.m. A ploughshare (=phl).
H *! &; v!0 phlt , adj. & adv. Spare, surplus;—to spare,
over and above (=flt , q.v.).
H 0! &; v! phls [S. ~3t], s.m. The fruit Grewia
asiatica (com. written fls).
S <J! &; v$, phlgun, s.m. The Hind month phgun
(Feb.-March); a name of Arjun;—the tree Pentaptera
arjuna.
S J! &; v$," phlgun, s.f. The day of full moon in the
month phlgun (on which the Hol or great vernal festival
of the Hinds is celebrated);—the sixteenth and
seventeenth lunar asterisms (distinguished as p rva and
uttara, 'the former' and 'the latter').
H ! &; v! phln [phl˚ = Prk. vp(), or v!(); S.

cleave; to tear open, burst, rip, lacerate, mangle;—to
clarify by melting or boiling; to coagulate:—ph -to n,
v.t. To tear to pieces, to mangle, lacerate:—ph -ln,
v.t. (intensive), To tear to pieces:—ph -khn, v.t. To
tear, rend (as a wild beast), to worry, bite, gnaw;—ph kh , adj. & s.m. Ravenous;—a ravenous beast:—ph len, v.t.=ph n.
H  4; 67" pah  (dim. of pah ), s.f. A small hill a

H  4; 6 pihn [S. (], s.m. A plug for closing the

hillock.
H  4; 67" pah  (pah + = S.  or ), adj. & s.m. Of

mouth of a granary.
H  &; v phn (see phan), s.m. A shoemaker's wedge,

or belonging to the hills; hilly, mountainous;—a
mountaineer, hill-man:—pah  bhang, s.m. Henbane.
H 7 4; 67 pah iy, adj. & s.m.=pah , q.v.

a wedge.
H L &; v[ ph p (perf. part. of next, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -

H  &; v phk, s.m.=phg; and ph k, qq.v.
H   &; v7 phk , s.m.=phg, q.v.
H ' &; v$ phg [Prk. vF$,; S. v$,t ], s.m. A red powder
thrown over one another by the Hinds at the hol
festival; the act of throwing coloured powders at the
time of the Hol; the sports of the Hol:—phg kheln, v.n.
To take part in the gambols of the Hol, to play hol.
H #X &; v$!" phgl, s.f. (prov.)=phg.
H <X &; v$, phgan, v$ phgan [S. v$,t], s.m. The
eleventh month of the Hinds (Feb.-March, the full

Tv!(), rt. Tv!], v.n. To spring, leap, jump (com.
ph dn).
H ! &; v!" phl, s.f. A ploughshare (=phl).

), Swollen, &c.
H L &; v[ ph pn [rt. S. Tv], v.n. To swell, rise, be
swollen; to be pued up, be bloated.
H &L &; v[v ph phar, s.m. A hole, orice.
H  &; v[ ph t, s.m. A village register.
H +  &; v[ ph d [S. 8+ B; but cf. next], s.m. Noose,
snare, gin, net; a long stick with a noose attached; (met.)
perplexity, diculty:—ph d mrn, v.t. To noose, snare,
&c.
H +  &; v[ ph d [S. TBt], s.m. Leap, spring, jump.

H +  &; v[ ph d, s.f.=ph d, q.v.
H +  &; v[ ph d, s.m.=ph d, 'Noose.'
H +  &; v[ ph dn [S. 8+ B"(; but cf. next], v.t.
To catch with a noose, to noose, ensnare; to tie,
imprison; to entangle, entrap.
H +  &; v[ ph dn [ph d˚ = Prk. vb(), or vb(); S.
TB(), rt. TB], v.n. To leap, jump, spring;—v.t. To
spring or jump over.
H +  &; v[" ph d, s.f. A bundle or load of sugar-cane
(generally from fty to a hundred).
H I &; v[ ph s [Prk. v5; S. T8t],
' s.m. A splinter (of
bamboo, &c.); anything such as grease, dirt, &c. which
gets under the nails and occasions pain.
H I &; v[ ph s, = H 0 &; v[ ph s, [S. 8, 8; but
cf. ph s above], s.m. A noose, &c. (= ph d); an
impediment;—the share of the bkhar plough;—a die for
playing with.
H 0 &; v[ ph s, = H I &; v[ ph s, [S. 8, 8; but
cf. ph s above], s.m. A noose, &c. (= ph d); an
impediment;—the share of the bkhar plough;—a die for
playing with.
H 0 &; v[ ph sn, v.n.=pha sn, q.v.;—v.t.=pha sn,
q.v.
H 0 &; v[" ph s [S. 8+(], s.f. Noose, loop, snare;
halter; strangulation, hanging, death by hanging: ph s
pn, ph s pa n, v.n. To be hanged:—ph s a hn, v.n.
To have the noose put on the neck; to mount the
scaold, to be hanged:—ph s ca hn, ph s-k den, v.t.
To strangle, to hang:—ph s dene-wl, s.m. A hangman:
—ph s-kh, ph s-k khamb, s.m. Gibbet, gallows:—
ph s-gr, ph s-gar, s.m. A strangler; a robber and
murderer who strangles his victims by means of a
turban or cloth, a hag.
H ( &; v[ ph k [S. H.dQ; or H8+], s.m. As much of
anything as can be thrown or taken into the mouth; bit,
piece, slice (of fruit), ake; a clove (of garlic);—cut,
opening, aperture (in fruit, &c.):—ph k mrn, v.t. To
chuck (grain, &c.), into the mouth (=ph kn).
H ( &; v[7 ph ka , = H  ( &; v[7 ph k , adj. &

s.m. Smart, dashing, ne, ashy; spirited, daring, bold,
impudent; robust, burly, lusty;—a smart fellow, &c.; a fop.
H  ( &; v[7 ph k , = H ( &; v[7 ph ka , adj. &
s.m. Smart, dashing, ne, ashy; spirited, daring, bold,
impudent; robust, burly, lusty;—a smart fellow, &c.; a fop.
H  &; v[ ph kn (see ph k), v.t. To chuck (dry
grain, meal, powder, &c. or anything dry) into the
mouth from the palm of the hand; to slice, slit;—v.n. To
open out, to part asunder, to gape; to disappear;—to talk
without ceasing.
H  &; v[" ph k (see ph k), s.f. A mouthful of dry
grain, powder, &c.; a piece or slice of fruit.
H  &; v[" ph k [S. v.=], s.f. An objection (in
logic); a proposition or rst part of an argument; a
sophism; illusion, trick, fraud.
H K  &; v0 phn s, s.m.=fn s, q.v.
S  &; v.4 phi, s.f. Flour or meal mixed with curds.
H  &; v pho [S. Tv; or H 'full'], s.m. & adv. A
small quantity given above the quantity purchased;—
over and above, to boot (cf. phlt ;—syn. ghalu, r khan,
set-k).
H   &; v 7 pho , phau  [S. 8,], s.m. A mattock,
spade.
H   &; v 7" pho  (dim. of pho ), s.f. A shovel, hoe,
an instrument like a small rake or hoe for removing a
horse's dung;—a crutch on which a jog leans;—a piece of
wood or sta with a support at each end (which is held in
both hands and laid horizontally in performing the
exercise of an;—syn. bairg).
H  &; v  phwn, phon, v.n.=phabn, q.v.
H  &; v6 phh, = H ) &; v phy, s.m. A ock of
cotton (used for scenting, or as lint to dress a wound); a
plaster, pledget (syn. ph h or phoy, q.v.).
H ) &; v phy, = H  &; v6 phh, s.m. A ock of
cotton (used for scenting, or as lint to dress a wound); a
plaster, pledget (syn. ph h or phoy, q.v.).
H U&; v phab, s.f.=phaban, q.v.
H %&; v  phab, part. adj.=phabt, q.v.

H  %&; v  phabn, v.n.=phabn, q.v.

H +  L&; v0( phap dn, v.n. To be mildewed

H *%&; v  phabt (imperf. part. of phabn), part. adj. (f. -

(=phaph d lagn, q.v.s.v. phaph d).
H +  L&; v0(" phap d, s.f.=phaph d, q.v.

), Becoming, t, suitable, proper, pertinent;—phabte,
adv. Fittingly, pertinently, àpropos.
H *%&; v " phabt, s.f. Ornament, decoration;—
conjecturing what a person is by his dress;—pleasantry,
fun, jest; a name given in jest (which sticks to one):—
phabt u n, v.n. To make fun, to jest: phabt kahn, v.n.
To utter a jest, &c.=phabt u n;—to say or conjecture by
one's dress what sort of person he is or to what caste he
belongs.
H %&; v  phabakn, v.n. To shoot forth, to ourish
(as plants;—cf. bhabakn).
H <%&; v  phaban (see next), s.f. Embellishment,
ornament, decoration, dress; elegance, grace, charm,
beauty, comeliness, loveliness.
H %&; v  phabn [S. ?], v.n. To become, bet, be
tting, t, suit; to be pertinent;—to be an embellishment
or ornament (to), to grace, adorn; to look elegant,
graceful, beautiful, &c.
H 3 %&; v "! phabl, adj. (f. -), Becoming, t, &c.=phabt,
q.v.
H `4; z pahup, ,6 puhap, ,z puhup, vj phup, s.m. A
ower=pushp, q.v.
H L&; vjQ phupp, vj phup [S. ,t +T +t], s.m. The
husband of a paternal aunt (=phupph and ph ph ).
H + L&; v phapadn, v.n.=phadphadn, q.v.
H  `&; v7< phap e, s.m. Pretence; hypocritical show.
H IL&; vQ phappas, = H 0L&; v phaps, adj.=phapphas
and phaphs, q.v.
H 0L&; v phaps, = H IL&; vQ phappas, adj.=phapphas
and phaphs, q.v.
H 0L&; v phaps, s.m. A layer of mud on a wooden
roof.
H L&; v phapk, s.m. A blister (=phaphol).
H  L&; vj phup-kr, s.f.=phuph-kr, q.v.
H L&; vjQ0 phupp , vj0 phup , s.m.=phupp; ph ph , q.v.
H " L&; v5! phapol, s.m.=phaphol, q.v.

H &L&; vjQv phupph, s.m.=phupp.
H I&L&; vQv phapphas, = H 0&L&; vv phaphs, [S. vjQvj],
adj. Swelled, swollen, pued, in ated, distended, bloated,
fat, corpulent, abby;—insipid, weak, watery (also
written phophs).
H 0&L&; vv phaphs, = H I&L&; vQv phapphas, [S. vjQvj],
adj. Swelled, swollen, pued, in ated, distended, bloated,
fat, corpulent, abby;—insipid, weak, watery (also
written phophs).
H  &L&; vjv phuph-kr [S. vjTvj+], s.f. Pung,
panting, blowing, snorting, gasping; bubbling; hissing (of
a snake).
H  &L&; vjv phuphkrn, v.n. To pu, blow, &c.; to
hisss (as a snake).
H + &L&; vvjB" phaphund, s.f.=phaph

d, q.v.

H &L&; vjQv{ phupph , vjv{ phuph , s.m.=ph ph ; phupp,
q.v.
H " &L&; vv5! phaphol [S. HTv5& + t; or Hvj!t], s.m. A
blister, vesicle; a bubble:—phaphol ph n, v.n. To be
blistered; (met.) to be aicted in mind:—phaphole dil-ke
pho n, v.n. To satisfy a revenge that has long been
rankling in one's breast; to give vent to one's passion,
appease one's wrath.
H +  &L&; vv{" phaph d, s.f. Mouldiness; mould (on fruit,
bread, &c. from damp), mildew:—phaph d lagn, v.n. To
be mildewed, be mouldy.
H &L&; vjQv" phupph, vjv" phuph [S. ,t +T T&], s.f.
Father's sister, paternal aunt (=ph ph).
H &L&; vjv phuphiy (from phupph or ph ph), adj. used
only in comp.:—phuphiy-ss, s.f. Father-in-law's sister:—
phuphiy-sasur, phuphiya- usar, s.m. The husband of a
father-in-law's sister.
H  &L&; vjvw  phupher [S. +l k"], adj. (f. -),
Descended from, or related through, a paternal aunt:—
phupher bh, s.m. Son of a paternal aunt, cousin:—
phupher bahin, s.f. Daughter of a paternal aunt, cousin.

H L&; vjQ" phupp, s.f.=phupph; ph ph, q.v.
H L&; vj phupiy, adj.=phuphiy, q.v.
H  L&; vj| phuper, adj.=phupher, q.v.
S &; vj phut, intj. expressive of disregard, disdain,
contempt, &c.:—phut-kr, adj. Arrogant, contemptuous,
disdainful.
H *&; v\ phattar, phatar, s.m. (local) = patthar, q.v.
S  *&; vj; phut-kr, adj. See s.v. phut.
S *&; vj" phutk, s.f. The tailor-bird, Orthotomus
longicauda (cf. phudk).
H *&; v$ phati g, s.m.=pating, patang, q.v.
H ; v& pha [S. Tv&], Crack, sound of a slap or thump,
&c.:—pha-pha, s.f.=pha; (also) the creaking sound of a
shoe, &c.:—pha-kr, s.m. Sound of a thump, or of the
cracking of a whip, &c., or of the beating of wet clothes
against a stone;—a long whip used in breaking-in horses:
—pha-krn, v.t. To crack (a whip), to whip, lash; to beat
clothes on a stone (in washing); to rail at, &c. (=phikrn);—to snap up, make o with; to get hold of, to
make, to win;—to get rid of, part with, dispose of.
H ; v& phi [S. .Tv&, Tvj]O , s.m. Curse, malediction;—
intj. Fie! e upon it! out upon you! a g for it! a curse on
it!:—phi-phi, intj.=phi;—phi-phi karn, v.t. To cry e or
shame on; to rail at, to sneer at, treat with contempt:—
phi-kr, s.m. Removing (a thing or person) to a distance,
driving away; curse, &c.=phi;—phi-kr barasn, v.n.
Curses to be showered down (on), to be accursed:—phikrn, v.t. To cry e or shame on, to turn from with
contempt; to turn away with disdain; to reject; to drive
away; to rail at, revile; to curse.
H ; vj& phu [S. Tvj&], adj. Odd, single, unmatched,
unpaired, uneven; separated, detached, isolated;
dispersed (as horsemen).
H ; vj& phu (corr. of the English), s.m. A foot
(measure).
H ; v& pha (perf. part. of phan, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Torn, split, rent, broken, cracked;—s.m. Crack, rent,
opening, gap, breach, ssure:—pha- kh, adj. Bleareyed:—pha-purn, s.m. Cast-o clothes, rags:—pha

d dh, s.m. Turned or sour milk; whey:—phae-me po
a n or den, To stand in the gap or breach; to put one's
nger in the pie (of), to interfere or meddle with; to
burn one's nger in another's quarrel.
S ; vj& phu (for sphu), s.f. The expanded hood of a
snake.
H ; v& phan (caus. of phan), v.t. To split,
&c.=ph n, q.v.
H ; v& phin, v.t. To beat up and mix; to beat up
into a froth, &c.=phe n, q.v.
H ; vj& phun (caus. of ph n), v.t. To cause
(water, &c.) to boil;—to increase; to promote, &c. (see
ph n).
H  ; v& phao (v.n. from phan), s.m. Splitting, &c.;
gap, separation, interval, break.
H "! ; vj&vj& phu-phu, adv.=ph -ph  , q.v.s.v. ph n.
H # ! ; v&v& phaphan [S. Tv& redupl.], v.t. To
beat, shake, or ap (the wings, as birds about to y);—
v.n. To give forth a dull or creaking sound (as the shoe
of a person walking).
H ; v& phaik, v& phaak [S. Tv&t], s.m. Crystal.
H ; vj& phuak, s.f.=phuk, q.v.
H ; v& pha-kr, and v&" phi-kr, s.m. See s.v.
pha and phi.
H ; v& pha-krn, and v& phi-krn, v.t.
See s.v. pha and phi.
H ' ; vj& phu-kar, adj. Odd, &c.=phu, q.v.;—arrogant,
over-bearing.
H ' ; v&" phakar, v&" phikar, v&" phikir [S.
Tv&"], s.f. Sulphate of alumina, alum.
H (; vj&! phu-kal, adj. Odd, separated, &c.=phu-kar,
phu;—separate, incurred at dierent places (as debts),
sundry, miscellaneous, odds and ends of.
H ; v& phakan (see next), s.f. Cha, or husk (which
ies o in winnowing); particles which remain after
sifting or straining ( our, &c.), siftings.
H  ; v& phaakn [phaak˚ = Prk. v=(), or
v=(); S. Tv&+>], v.t. To winnow; to sift, to strain; to

dust, to shake or knock o any light thing which slightly
adheres (as dust from a table, or crumbs from a tablecloth);—v.n. To interfere, intermeddle (=da al den,
usually with negative adverb); to be separated; to keep
or hold aloof (from), to ght shy (of);—to pay a ying
visit.
H  ; v& phaakn, s.m. The tape in a pellet bow

characteristic; indication, token, sign (also written
pai hn);—an acquaintance (=jn-pah n).
H  :4; 6 pah nn (see pah n), v.t. To perceive,

which strikes the ball.
H ; v&" phak (from phaak-n), s.f. A fowler's net; a

H + &; + &; vv phadphadn [S. TB

hunter's bag; a large cage; a clapper (tied to a tree to
frighten birds with).
H ; vj&" phuk [S. Tvj&+>], s.f. A blot, spot, stain,
speck; splash;—the undissolved portions of any soluble
matter.
H ; vj&" phuk, adj. Odd, &c.=phu, q.v.
H  ; v& phan [pha˚ = Prk. v(); S. Tv1(`); rt. Tv&],
v.n. To be torn, be split, be rent, be cracked, be broken;
to tear, split, crack, burst, break; to be separated, be
detached; to be dispersed (as clouds); to be claried (as
milk, oil, &c., the impure part being separated from the
pure); to turn, become sour (as milk); to break out (as
sores);—to tremble (with fear), break into a tremor:—
pha-pa n, v.n. (intensive) To burst open; to be produced
plentifully or copiously; to be bursting (as it were) with
fat, &c.; to become fat suddenly;—to be overworked, to
be confounded with too much business:—pha-jn, v.n.
intensive of, and=phan, q.v.
H  ; v& phin (phi˚ = Prk. v(); S. .Tv(), rt.
.Tv], v.n. To be beaten up and mixed, to be whipped (as
eggs, &c.);—to be wiped o, paid o, discharged (as a
debt, &c.).
H  ; vj& phun, v.n.=ph n, q.v.

know, comprehend, understand; to recognize, identify;
to distinguish, discern, discriminate:—pah n-jn, v.n.
intensive of, and=pah nn.
H :4; z pahu n, v.n.=pahu n, q.v.
redupl.], v.n. To bubble, to zz, to sputter; to ferment; to
shoot, throw out shoots (as a plant); to break out (as an
eruption); to be in amed (with lust).
H  + &; vj phudk, s.m.=phudk, q.v.
H  + &; vj phudakn [phudak˚ = S. TB+>], v.n. To
jump, skip, leap, hop (as birds, frogs, &c.); to skip or
dance about (in token of delight).
H  + &; vj" phudk, s.f. Jump, skip, hop;—a species of
bird, Certhia tula; the purple honey-sucker, a species of
humming-bird.
H ; v§ phi, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Flattened (= ap);
at-faced;—a shoe (of the kind called a hauw ) with
the heel turned down or attened; a slipper.
H 4; 6 pahar, pahr [Prk. 65 S. H6t], s.m. A division
of time consisting of eight gha s or three hours, an
eighth part of a day, a watch:—pahar-din, s.m. A watch of
the day, a day's watch; the rst watch of the day (from 6
to 9 A.M.): pahar-rt, s.m. A watch of the night; the rst
watch of the night (from 6 to 9 P.M.).
H &; v phar, s.m. (Prov.)=phal, q.v.
H &; v phir (from phirn, q.v.), adv. Again; back, back

grease, ointment, &c. (=pu r, q.v.).
H  :4; 6 pah n [S. , or H+], s.f. Knowledge,

again; afterwards, subsequently; thereafter, thereupon,
then; in that case:—phir-n, v.n. To come again, to come
back, to return:—phir-bh, adv. Again, yet, still,
notwithstanding, even then; in spite of that:—phir-phir,
phir-phir-se, adv. Over and over again, repeatedly:—phirkahn, v.t. To speak or say again, to say in reply, to
retort:—phir-ke, adv.=phir.
H &; vj phur, adj. True, genuine; right, exact (syn. sa ;

acquaintance, ascertainment, recognition, experience,
discrimination, discernment; distinguishing mark,

hk).
H &; vj' phurr, vj phur [S. Tvj], s.m. A buzzing or

H () ; vj!
h phuttail [S. Tvj&+!t], adj. Odd, unpaired,
&c.=phu, q.v.
H  :&; vj phu r, s.m. A woollen rag used to apply

whizzing sound; whir (of a bird, &c.), whiz; the sound
produced by the explosion of a little gunpowder.
H 4; 6 pahr [S. H6+t], s.m. A turn of watch; a

H &; v phiro (v.n. of phiron = phirn), s.m.

charge;—a watch, watchman, sentinel; a guard, a
corporal and six;—turn, time, period:—pahr badaln, v.n.
To change the guard, to relieve the watch or guard:—
pahr bihn or baihn (-par), To place a guard (over or
at):—pahre-dr, s.m.=pahre-wl, q.v.:—pahr den, v.n. To
keep watch, to mount guard:—pahre-me bihn, v.t. To
give in charge to a watch or the guard; to place in
custody:—pahre-me pa n, v.n. To be given in charge to a
watch or the guard; to be given in custody:—pahre-me
ln, pahre-me rakhn, v.t.=pahre-me bihn, q.v.:—
pahre-wl, s.m. Watchman, sentinel, guard (=pahr).
H &; vy& pharr (pharr, rt. of pharr-n+ =  = S.

pahirw, 6  pahrw [Prk. U() or  () or

a. tu), s.m. Flapping (of a ag, &c.); uttering (of a
bird); snorting, snort (of a horse); tramping, tramp (of a
swiftly-running animal);—the sta of a ag; a piece of
bamboo:—pharre bharn, v.n. To take ight, to y or
ee away.
H K&; vy pharrs (see pharrn), s.m. A species of r
(so called from the whistling or whizzing of its branches
in the wind).
H 4; 6 pahrn, 6  pahirn (caus. of pahirn,
q.v.), v.t.=pahnn, q.v.
H &; vy pharrn [S. Tv=Tvj+H. caus. a. n], v.n.
To utter, ap, wave (as a ag, a bird, &c.); to whiz,
whir, whistle; to snort (as a horse).
H &; v phirn (caus. of phirn), v.t. To cause to be
turned; to turn, to whirl, wheel; to turn round, wind,
screw; to cause to go about, to move or to walk (a horse,
&c.) up and down, or backwards and forwards; to turn
aside or away; to return, give back; to turn back; to
change; to roll, to shift:—phir-den, v.t. To return, give
back; to send back.
H I&; v[ phar s, s.m.=pharrs, q.v.
H &; v phir (phir, rt. of phir-n+ = S. a. t),
adj. To be returned; taken conditionally, conditional or
contingent (a purchase);—returning at stated periods,
periodical; movable (as a feast-day, &c.).

Return, restitution; turning, whirling, rotation.
H 4; 6  pahiro, 6 pahro = H 4; 6  
6 ()=S. caus. (), rt.  with ] s.m.
Dress, &c.=pahnw, q.v.
H 4; 6   pahirw, 6  pahrw = H 4; 6 
pahiro, 6 pahro [Prk. U() or  () or
6 ()=S. caus. (), rt.  with ] s.m.
Dress, &c.=pahnw, q.v.
H 4; 6   pahirwan, 6  pahrwan, s.f. Dress,
&c.=pahnw, q.v.; garments bestowed guests at a
wedding (=pahnwn, and next).
H 4; 6  " pahirwan, 6 " pahrwan, pahron,
s.f. Dresses given to guests at a wedding;—a woman who
dresses the guests at a wedding, a tire-woman.
H $4; v phir (v.n. from phirn), s.f. The act of
returning; return; restitution, restoration.
H &; &; vjvj phurphurn, vv pharpharn [S.
Tvj redupl.], v.n. To quiver, tremble, shiver; to utter; to
ap, to wave (as a ag, &c.); see pha pha n.
H &; &; vjvj" phurphur, s.f. Trembling, quivering;
tremour, palpitation; utter:—phurphur len, v.n. To
tremble, &c.=phurphurn.
H + &; &; vvB pharphand [S. , or H+TB; or H ],
s.m. Deceit, trick, ruse, strategem, wile; cheat, rascality,
wickedness.
H + &; &; vvB" pharphand, = H )+ &; &; vv.B
pharphandy, adj. & s.m. Artful, tricky, deceitful,
treacherous, wicked;—an artful person, trickster, cheat,
knave, &c.
H )+ &; &; vv.B pharphandy, = H + &; &; vvB"
pharphand, adj. & s.m. Artful, tricky, deceitful,
treacherous, wicked;—an artful person, trickster, cheat,
knave, &c.
H A&; v phirat (from phir-n), s.m. Rejected things;
return hire; expenses back (on a journey);—money paid
by a lewd woman to her paramour.

H A&; vj' phurt, vj phurat, s.f.=phurt, q.v.

H  &; v" phirk (rt. of phir-n+dim. a. k), s.f.

H Y&;  phirt (imperf. part. of phirn), adj. & s.m. (f. -

Whirligig, windmill (a child's toy); a reel (for thread,
&c.); a spindle; anything that turns on an axis.
H [  &; v? phir-ke, adv.=phir-kar; phir; q.v.

), Turning; returning; walking about;—return; return
hire or fare, expenses back; answer to a letter:—phirt
bh , s.m. Return hire, half hire:—phirt rahn, v.n. To
keep walking about; to walk about, wander, perambulate:
—phirt, adj. & s.f. Returning, return; homeward-bound:—
phirt-k bh , s.m. The return-hire (of a boat, carriage,
&c.).
H Y&; vju phurt, vj phurti [S. Tv{X\], s.f. Activity,
quickness, alertness, briskness, nimbleness, speed;
alacrity, promptness, readiness:—phurt-se, adv. With
speed, quickly; instantly:—phurt karn, v.n. To be quick,
active, or nimble; to make haste.
H 3 Y&; vju! phurtl [S. Tv{X\+!t], adj. Possessing
activity, &c.; active, brisk, quick, smart, nimble, alert,
expert, ready, prompt.
H =&; v phar , s.m.=phar h, q.v.
H  =&; v phar n, v.t.=phar hn, q.v.
H &=&; v+ phar h [S. lt], s.m. Clearance (as of
the sky, &c.); dispersion (of clouds, or of a multitude of
people); fair weather; settlement; liquidation;
adjustment; decision, denitive sentence (of a judge);
acquittal, release, discharge;—adj. (=S. parishk ita), Clear,
fair, serene (as the sky); clean, polished, bright; pure;
fair, honest, candid:—phar h karn, v.t. To clean,
&c.=phar hn.
H  &=&; v+ phar hn, v.t. To clean, polish; to wipe;
to clear; clear away (as the clouds, &c.); to settle, adjust,
wipe o (debts, &c.); to decide, give a nal sentence
(=faiala karn).
H $ &=&; v+ phar h, s.f. Cleanness, brightness;
clearness (of the sky, &c.); settled state of the weather;
pureness, honesty, fairness.
H B&; v phars [S. 8,+t], s.m. A hatchet, an axe.
H &; v pharak [S. v!], s.m. A shield (=phar).
H &; v pharak, s.f.=pha ak, q.v.
H  &; v phir-kar, adv. Over again, &c.=phir, q.v.
H  &; v pharakn, v.n.=pha akn, q.v.

H 4; 6  pahirn, 6 paharn [pahir˚ = Prk.
<(), or ()=S. "(`), rt.
 with ], v.n. To put on, to wear, &c.=pahinn, q.v.:—
s.m. Clothing.
H &; v phirn [phir˚ = pher˚ = Prk. vw() or vw()=S.
(× ), rt.  with ], v.n. To turn, go round, revolve,
whirl; to circulate; to turn back, to return; to walk, walk
about, walk to and fro; to wander, rove, ramble, stroll; to
travel; to turn over, to roll; to turn away, to turn (from, se), to forsake (in this sense phir-jn is the common
form); to change; to turn aside, to deviate, wander; to
turn, bend, become distorted or crooked, to warp;—to go
forth, or to go (to the necessary), to have a stool (usually
with jh  or some similar word, e.g. jh  phirn):—phirpa n (-se), To turn away from (in dissatisfaction or
displeasure), to be dissatised, be displeased:—phir-jn
(-se), To pass (before); to go back, to return; to turn
(from), turn (against), to forsake, abandon, desert, to
revolt (from, or against); to be bent, be distorted; to
warp.
H &; v phirn, s.m. Return, exchange.
H &; v" phirn, s.f.=phirk, q.v.
H 4; 6~ pahr , = H &; 6~ pahr , [S. H6+t],
s.m. A watchman, sentinel, &c.=pahr, q.v.
H &; 6~ pahr , = H 4; 6~ pahr , [S. H6+t],
s.m. A watchman, sentinel, &c.=pahr, q.v.
H &; vI pharu, v  pharw, s.m.=phor, q.v.
H &; vI pharu, v  pharw [S. v!+t], s.m. A kind
of wooden vessel.
H &; v  phirwn (caus. of phirn), v.t. To cause to
turn; to cause to walk about, &c.=phirn, q.v.; to send
round, to circulate.
H &; v5 phiron, v.t.=phirn, q.v.
H &; vI  pharuwak (see phl), s.m. A betel-box.

H &; v~6 phar h [S. 8,+t], s.m. A kind of hoe or

H )&; vjh" phurair, s.f.=phurahr, q.v.

rake (see pho ).
H &; v56" pharoh, s.f. A mixture of parched rice and

H 0)&; v"" phars, = H )&; v"8" phar, (corr. from

barley used as food (see aben).
H ?4; pahra, s.m.=pahr, q.v.
H  &; vj6" phurhr, s.f.=phurahr, q.v.
H &; v6 pharahr [S. HTvjt], adj. (f. -), Half-dried,
half-dry; dry.
H &; v6 pharahr, s.m. = H &; v6" pharahr, s.f.
[S. Tvj+t], A ag, standard, vane, pennant.
H &; v6" pharahr, s.f. = H &; v6 pharahr, s.m.
[S. Tvj+t], A ag, standard, vane, pennant.
H &; vj6" phurahr [S. Tvj++], s.f. Tremor,
shiver, shudder of horror causing the hair to stand
erect, horripilation (cf. phurphur):—phurahr len, v.n. To
shiver, to shudder; to stand erect, to bristle up through
fear (as the pile of a cat, or the feathers of a bird, &c.).
H &; v" phar [S. v"], s.f. A species of carp;—or (S.
phali), a kind of sh com. called phalai.
H &; v" phar [S. v!+], s.f. A shield, buckler (esp. a
small leather shield used in fencing):—phar-gatk, s.m.
Shield and fencing-stick.
H 4; 6" pahar, = H )4; 6 pahriy [S. H6], s.m.
A watch man, &c.=pahr, q.v. (the watchman of a village
is commonly employed as a servant and messenger).
H )4; 6 pahriy = H 4; 6" pahar, [S. H6], s.m.
A watch man, &c.=pahr, q.v. (the watchman of a village
is commonly employed as a servant and messenger).
H )&; v phariy, s.f. A short bordered skirt worn by
girls.
H )&; v phariy, s.m. One who takes a contract for
reaping.
H )&; vh pharair, adj.=pharahr, q.v.
H )&; vh pharair, s.m. = H )&; vh" pharair, s.f.
=pharahr; pharahr, q.v.
H )&; vh" pharair, s.f. = H )&; vh pharair, s.m.
=pharahr; pharahr, q.v.

the English), s.m. A pharisee (used in the translation of
the New Testament).
H )&; v"8" phar, = H 0)&; v"" phars, (corr. from
the English), s.m. A pharisee (used in the translation of
the New Testament).
H ; v7 pha [S. H; or ], s.f. A place of public
business or of public resort; a place where goods in
quantity are exposed for inspection or sale; a mart,
exchange, &c.; a gambling-house (esp. where dice are
played);—the shafts or pole of a carriage; a gun-carriage;
the stand of a great gun:—pha -bz, s.m. A gamester,
gambler; swaggerer, prater, talkative fellow:—pha -bz,
s.f. Gambling, playing at dice;—pha -pe rakhn, pha -pe
lagn, v.t. To wager, to stake.
H  ; § pha , v7 pha  [S. Tv&+t], s.m. A root (as
ginger, &c) which separates into cloves, a race or sprig;
an end or a fragment of a branch; the stalk of maize, &c.
H  ? ; v7v7" pha -pha  [S. Tv], s.f. Wrangling,
squabbling; squabble, quarrel, ght.
H  ; v7 pha n (caus. of ph n), v.t. To cause to be
torn, split, or cleft, &c. (cf. phan).
H  ? ; v7v7 pha pha [S. Tv=Tvj redupl.], s.f. Flapping
(of wings); uttering (of a ag); crackling (of sti paper);
pattering (of rain, &c.); rattling (of musketry), &c.;—adv.
With a apping sound, &c.:—pha pha karn, v.n. To ap,
utter, &c.=pha pha n, q.v.
H  ? ; v7v7& pha pha t, s.f.=pha pha hat, q.v.
H  ? ; v7v7 pha pha n (see pha pha ), v.n. To
shake, shiver, to move with convulsive motion, to
struggle, to be agitated; to ap (the wings), to utter, to
wave, to twinkle; to crackle (as sti paper, &c.); to patter
(as rain); to rattle (as musketry).
H "  ? ; v7v76& pha pha ha, s.f. Flutter; struggle;
disquietude, agitation.
H 7 ? ; v7v7 pha pha iy, adj. & s.m. Active, brisk,
swift, quick, hasty, bustling:—a utterer.
H 0 ; v7 pha ak [S. Tv+>], s.f. Fluttering, utter, ap;

uctuating; vibrating, quivering, twitching, pulsation,
throbbing, palpitating, palpitation; agitation (cf. bharak);
weltering (in blood):—pha ak-pha ak-kar, adv. After
repeated uttering or uctuation (between hope and
despair).
H G ; v7 pha kn (caus. of pha akn), v.t. To cause

A soft sound (as of weak, imsy, friable, or brittle
substances); sound of soft ventris crepitatio; hissing, hiss:
—phus-phus, phas-phas, s.f. Hissing;
whispering;—softness, looseness, abbiness, accidity:—
phus-phusar, s.m. Whispering, buzzing in the ear.
H  0&; v phasrn, v.t.=phasn, q.v.

to utter; to put in a utter to cause convulsive motion
in the muscles; to cause to throb, &c.;—(met.) to shew; to
show o, to make a display.
H  G ; v7 pha ko, s.m. Pomp, show, display

H  0&; v{ phasku, s.m. Worthless or bad tobacco.

(=dikho).
H G ; v7 pha kan, s.f.=pha ak, q.v.
H  G ; v7 pha akn (see pha ak), v.n. To utter, to
twitch convulsively, vibrate with convulsive involuntary
motion (as the eyelids, &c.), to quiver, throb, beat,
pulsate, palpitate; to writhe (cf. bha akn); to welter (in
blood, as a wounded person) —to yearn or long (for).
H  G ; v7B pha kant, s.f.=pha kan; pha ak q.v.

(Inelegant.)
H  0&; v phasn (caus. of phasn), v.t. To cause to
stick (as in mud, &c.); to cause to be imprisoned; to
involve (one in diculties, &c.); to entangle, ensnare,
embroil, catch; to squash;—to take in, deceive, cheat:—
phas-len, v.t. Intensive of, and=phasn.
H  0&; vj[f phus , adj. corr. of phushind, q.v.
H  0&; v phaso, s.m. = H  0&; v  phasw, s.m. =
H  0&; v & phaswa, s.f. [phas˚, rt. of phasn+Prk.
 (+=S. ()++; ]( , Sticking; ensnaring;

H  ; z7 pahu n, v.n. To lie down, &c.=pau hn, q.v.

inveigling; entanglement; perplexity, diculty:—
phaswo -me n, v.n. To get into diculties, &c.
H  0&; v  phasw, s.m. = H  0&; v phaso, s.m. =

H % ; v7$ pha ing [S. vfr$], s.f. Cricket;

H  0&; v & phaswa, s.f. [phas˚, rt. of phasn+Prk.

H G ; v7" pha k, s.f. A coarse screen, a partition.

grasshopper; locust (=patang).
H  ; vf pha u, v7  pha w, s.m.=pharw, q.v.
H  ; v7  pha wn, v.t.=pharn, q.v.
H  ; vj7  phu wn (caus. of pho n), v.t. To cause to

 (+=S. ()++; ]( , Sticking; ensnaring;
inveigling; entanglement; perplexity, diculty:—
phaswo -me n, v.n. To get into diculties, &c.
H  0&; v & phaswa, s.f. = H  0&; v phaso, s.m. =

be broken, to get (a thing) broken (by).
H  ; v7" pha  [S. v!+], s.f. A slab, block (of stone), a

H  0&; v  phasw, s.m. [phas˚, rt. of phasn+Prk.

large stone (the poet Saud says: Agar Saud ko her hai, to
la ko mol-lo pha iy ; tasall mujh dwne-ko na ho jhol-ke
pattharo -se).
H 7 ; v7 pha iy (pha , q.v.+iy = S. a. ika), s.m. The

inveigling; entanglement; perplexity, diculty:—
phaswo -me n, v.n. To get into diculties, &c.
H +  0&; vj6 B phushind (phus+conj. +S. gandhaka),

keeper of a gaming house or dice table;—a retailer of
goods; pedlar, huckster.
H 7 ; vj7 phu iy [S. Tv5&+], s.f. A boil; a sore, ulcer
(see pho , of which phu iy is the diminutive).
H 7 ; v7h pha ait [pha , q.v.+S. t], s.m. A dice-player, a
gambler (=pha -bz).
H I&; vj phus, v phas [S. Tvj, or :, or onomat.], s.f.

 (+=S. ()++; ]( , Sticking; ensnaring;

adj. (f. -), Having a bad or oensive smell, stinking,
fetid.
H 0&L0&; vjvj phusphus, vv phasphas (see phus),
adj. (f. -), Soft, pulpy, spongy, loose, abby, accid; slack,
not rigid; breaking or separating readily and with a soft
noise; weak, feeble, imsy, softly brittle, rotten,
mouldering, crumbling; worthless, bad, pithless, vapid.
H  0&L0&; vv phisphisn, v.n. To be terried; to

hiss; to spit (as a cat).
H  0&L0&; vjvj phusphusn (see phus), v.n. To
whisper.
H  0&L0&; vjvj & phusphuswa, = H ? 0&L0&; vjvj &
phusphus-ha, s.f. Whispering; buzzing in the ear.
H ? 0&L0&; vjvj & phusphus-ha, = H  0&L0&; vjvj &
phusphuswa, s.f. Whispering; buzzing in the ear.
H 0&; 0&; vjvj phusar-phusar, s.m. Whispering (=phusphus; phus-phusar; q.v.s.v. phus).
H I&; v§" phasa, v§" phisa, adj. Lagging
behind; last (in order, degree, or time);—adv. Behind;
late.
H  I&; v7" phas  [S. 8+dim. a.  fr. S. t],
s.f.=ph s, q.v.
H 0&; vj phusk, adj. (f. -) = phasphas, q.v.
H  0&; v phaskn (caus. of phasakn), v.t. To split,
cleave, break, burst open; to loosen, slacken.
H (0&; v& phaska = H (0&; v7 phaska = H  (0&;
v7 phaska , phasak  s.m. A sitting broadly and
roomily or loosely upon the buttocks and hams; sitting
on the ground with the legs extended; squatting:—
phaska  mrn, phaska  mr-ke baihn, v.n. To sit in the
posture described above, to squat.
H (0&; v7 phaska = H (0&; v& phaska = H  (0&;
v7 phaska , phasak  s.m. A sitting broadly and
roomily or loosely upon the buttocks and hams; sitting
on the ground with the legs extended; squatting:—
phaska  mrn, phaska  mr-ke baihn, v.n. To sit in the
posture described above, to squat.
H  (0&; v7 phaska , phasak  = H (0&; v&
phaska = H (0&; v7 phaska s.m. A sitting broadly
and roomily or loosely upon the buttocks and hams;
sitting on the ground with the legs extended; squatting:
—phaska  mrn, phaska  mr-ke baihn, v.n. To sit in the
posture described above, to squat.
H 0&; v phasakn (see phas), v.n. To become loose
or slack;—to sink (into mud, &c.);—to split, burst open,
break.

H 0&; v phisakn, v.n. To hiss:—s.m. Hissing (of a
snake).
P 0&; v" phask (from phasakn, 'to sink' into), s.f. A
handful of grain, &c. taken by ocial personages as a
tax out of each load brought to market; a small quantity
(of any commodity) given over the weight or measure
(=pho); a palmful of grain presented (on occasions) by
schoolboys to their master; a handful of grain presented
by women to iva on every Monday throughout the year,
or throughout the month Svan.
H 0&; vj" phusk (see phus), s.f. A soft or noiseless
passing of wind; (g.) whispered calumny.
H 30&; vj!& phusl, s.f. contrac. of phuslha, q.v.
H 30&; v! phisln (caus of phisaln), v.t. To cause
to slip or slide; to cause to err.
H 30&; vj! phusln [prob. fr. S. T8] , v.t. lit. 'To
speak softly to'; to coax; to amuse, divert, humour,
fondle; to cajole, wheedle, inveigle, entice, seduce,
decoy:—phusl-ke le-jn, v.t. To entice away; to kidnap.
H 30&; v! phislo (rt. of phisln+w; cf. pha so),
s.m. Slipping, sliding; slipperiness.
H 30&; vj! phusl [rt. of phusl-n+ = Prk.  =S.
()+t], adj. & s.m.f. Coaxing, wheedling;—coaxer,
wheedler, seducer, &c.
H 30&; vj! phuslo, s.m. = H 30&; vj!  phuslw,
s.m. = H ?30&; vj!6& phuslha, s.f. (cf. phaso, &c.),
Coaxing, wheedling, cajoling; cajolery, attery,
seduction, blandishment.
H 30&; vj!  phuslw, s.m. = H 30&; vj! phuslo,
s.m. = H ?30&; vj!6& phuslha, s.f. (cf. phaso, &c.),
Coaxing, wheedling, cajoling; cajolery, attery,
seduction, blandishment.
H ?30&; vj!6& phuslha, s.f. = H 30&; vj! phuslo,
s.m. = H 30&; vj!  phuslw, s.m. (cf. phaso, &c.),
Coaxing, wheedling, cajoling; cajolery, attery,
seduction, blandishment.
H ?30&; v!6& phislha, s.f.=phislo, q.v.
H <#0&; v! phislan (see next), s.m. Slipping, sliding;

slipperiness; erring, slip, error.
H #0&; v! phisaln [phisal˚ = Prk. & S. .K+ !], v.n.

&c.).
H &; vj phukn (see ph kn), v.n. To be blown, be

To slip, slide; to make a slip, to err:—phisal-parn, v.n. To
slip, &c.;—to incline (to), be attracted (towards).
H #0&; v! phisaln, adj. (f. -), Slippery, smooth.

in ated; to be blown up (a re), be blown into a ame; to
be set re to, be burnt; to burn, be consumed (lit. and g.;
—also written phu kn):—phuk-den, v.t. To blow into a
ame; to set re to, to burn, consume.
H &; vj phukn, s.m. A bladder;—a bag, purse;—a

H  #0&; vj!M phuslauniy (phuslwan, from
phuslwan = phusln,+iya), s.m. Coaxer, wheedler,
atterer, seducer.
H 4#0&; v!6 phislah, phisalh, adj. Slippery.
H 0&; v phasn, v.n.=pha sn, q.v.
H  0&; v phasiyr (ph si, q.v.+S. kra), s.m. A

kind of rework, a Roman candle.
H &; vj" phukn, s.f. A hollow piece of bamboo used to
blow a re, a blow-pipe;—a relock or pistol.
H  &; v  phikwn (caus. of phikn, or phe kn),

H (&; v phak (see bhak), s.m. Sound, noise:—phak-des,

v.t. To cause (a thing) to be thrown or thrown away, to
have (a thing) thrown away (by, se):—phikw-den, v.t. To
have (a thing) thrown away.
H 7 &; v57 phako iy [S. v=++t], s.m. An

phak-den, adv. In a moment, all-at-once; suddenly.
H &; v= phakk, s.m.=ph k, q.v.

indecent talker; an absurd prater; a fop (=ph ka ).
H C7 &; v57 phako iyt, s.f. Absurdity; raillery,

strangler, a hag (=ph s-gar, q.v.).
H Z&; v8 phi, intj. Pish! pshaw! tush!

H &; v= phikk, adj.=phk, q.v.
H  &; v phikrn [S.  , or  3],
' v.t. To bare
or uncover the head; to unplait the hair, to let down the
hair.
H  &; v phikn (caus. of phe kn), v.t. To cause to
throw; to teach to throw; to have or get (a thing) thrown
away (=phikwn).
H 4; z pahukar, ,z puhukar, s.m. (Old H.)=pokhar,
q.v.
H (&; v=7 phakka [S. v=+t], s.m. Raillery, indecent

scurrility;—foppishness.
H &; v=" phakk, = H &; v phakiy, s.f.=pha k;
ph k, qq.v.
H &; v phakiy, = H &; v=" phakk, s.f.=pha k;
ph k, qq.v.
H &; v.= phakkiy, s.f.=phakkik; ph k, qq.v.
H  &; v» phikait [Prk. |=L\5=S. H<˚+; see
phekn], s.m. A thrower (of a spear, &c.); a skilled
fencer, a club-player.
H * &; v»" phikait [the preceding+Prk. =S. ], s.f.

or abusive language, abuse; low and coarse jesting:—
phakka -bz, s.m. One who indulges in low and obscene
language, an indecent prater; one who is given to
scurrilous abuse.
H  (&; v7" phak , s.f. The act of treating with

Playing with or using foils or clubs; the art of fencing.
H #J&; v$!" phagl, s.f.=phg, q.v.

rudeness; rudeness, dishonour, disgrace:—phak  karn (k), To treat with rudeness, to vilify, disgrace; to speak ill
(of), disparage, slander.
S &; v.= phakkik, s.f. A preconceived opinion,

presents made during the Hol.
H 4; 6! pahal [S. v!t?], s.m. A ock (of cotton, wool,

previous statement, &c.=ph k, q.v.
H &; v phakn (see ph kn), To be chucked into the

H 4; 6! pahal, or 6 ! pahil [Prk. ©!5 or ©./ !5=S.
HR/t+!t], s.m. Beginning, commencement; initiative;

mouth from the palm of the hand (grain, meal, powder,

aggression;—adv. In the rst place:—pahal karn (me ),

H  J&; v$, phagu, v$, phag , v$  phagw, [S. v$,
+t], s.m. The Hol festival; the song of the Hol festival;

&c.).
H 4; pahal, s.m. A side (=pahl , q.v.).

To make a beginning; to take the initiative (in).
S &; v! phal, s.m. Fruit; produce, product, crop, yield;
ospring, children; return, requital, recompense; gain,
prot, advantage; result, eect, consequence; inference,
corollary; (in Arith.) the quotient; the answer (of a
problem, riddle, &c.); the area or supercial contents (of
a gure); the fullment (of an omen);—the iron head (of
a spear, arrow, &c.); the blade (of a sword, knife, &c.); a
ploughshare; a shield; a kind of fragrant berry and drug
(commonly called kakoli); a nutmeg:—phalpeksh (phala
+apeksh), s.f. Regard to results, expectation of
consequences:—phal (phala+), adj. & s.m. Feeding or
living on fruits;—any creature that lives on fruits:—phal
n, v.n. Fruit to appear; to bear fruit:—phal-hr, s.m.
Taking a slight repast, eating fruits, parched corn, &c.
for a meal;—a repast of fruits, &c.:—phal-bujhawwal, phalbujhauwal, s.m. A boys' game (called also mankel: 'think
of a number; double it; add ten to it; take ve from it,
&c.: how much remains? Twenty-one:' the number was
eight):—phal-bhog, s.m. Enjoyment of consequences;
possession of rent or prot, usufruct:—phal-bhog, adj. &
s.m. Enjoying fruits or consequences; receiving prots;—
one who reaps consequences, prots, &c.:—phal-pk, s.m.
The ripening of fruit; the fulness of consequences;—the
tree and fruit Carissa carandas (com. called karaund);—
phal-pknt (i.e. pka+ant), s.f. An annual plant which
dies after bearing fruit:—phal pn (-k), To reap the
fruits or consequences (of), to reap the reward (of), to
get one's deserts:—phal-prpt, part. adj. Obtaining the
consequences (of actions), rewarded, recompensed;
punished:—phal-prpti, s.f. Obtaining (the desired) fruit
or result; enjoying the consequences (of actions):—phalphalr, phal-phall, phal-phalyr, phal-phalair, s.f. Fruits
of various kinds, fruitage:—phal-p r, s.m. lit. 'Full of
kernels'; the common citron:—phal phaln, v.n. To bear
fruit:—phal-tr, s.m. The fruit-bearing t , the female
palm:—phala-trika,
 phala-traya, s.m. 'Fruit-triad'; three
sorts of fruit collectively (the fruit of the vine with those
of Grewia asiatica or Xylocarpus granatum and Gmelina
arborea); the three myrobalans:—phal-janak, adj. Fruitful,
fruit-producing, prolic:—phal- amas, s.m. The bark of
the Indian g-tree (ground and eaten with curds by way

of penance):—phala-da, phalad, phal-dt, phal-dtri, phald, phal-dyak, adj. & s.m. Yielding or bearing fruit;
bringing prot or gain; yielding a result or consequence;
giving a reward; fertile; protable, advantageous, useful,
ecacious;—one who rewards; a benefactor;—phala-da,
phalad, s.m. A fruit-tree; a tree:—phal-dr, adj. Fruitbearing, fruitful:—phal den, v.n. To yield fruit:—phalsiddhi, s.f. Acquiring fruit, reaping fruit, realizing an
object; a prosperous issue:—phal-sampat, phal-sampad, s.f.
Abundance of fruit; good result; success, prosperity:—
phal-reshh, s.m. 'Best of fruits,' the mango:—phal-kmn,
s.f. Desire of a result or consequence:—phal-kar, s.m.
Produce of trees and orchards; prots or revenue arising
from the fruit-trees on an estate:—phal-krishn,
s.m. The

fruit of the Carissa carandas (syn. karond):—phal-koshak,
s.m. The scrotum or testicles:—phal-khanan, s.m. The
destruction of fruits; frustration of results; disappointing:
—phal-kear, s.m. 'Having fruit for hair'; the cocoa-nut
tree:—phal-grahi, adj. Fruitful, bearing fruit in due
season:—phal ln, v.n. To bring forth fruit:—phal-vn,
phal-vat, phal-vant, adj. Bearing fruit, fruitful; yielding
results or consequences:—phalottam (phala+uttam), s.f.
'Best of fruits,' a kind of grape without stones; the
highest recompense, viz. that arising from sacred study:
—phaloday (phala+udaya), s.m. Coming forth or
appearance of fruit; prot, advantage, gain; appearance
of consequences or results; consequence, result,
recompense, reward; punishment:—phalodde (˚la+ud˚),
s.m. Regard to results:—phala-hni, s.f. Loss of fruit or
prot:—phal-hn, adj. Void of fruit, yielding no fruit,
fruitless:—phale-ruh, s.f. The trumpet- ower, Bignonia
suaveolens.
S &; vj! phulla, part. Blown, open, expanded (as a
ower); in full bloom, in blossom; opened wide, dilated
(as the eyes); smiling, gay:—phulla-dman, s.m. lit.
'Flowery garland'; a species of the atidhriti metre:—
phulla-lo an, adj. & s.m. Having the eyes dilated, looking
pleased or happy; full-eyed;—a large full eye;—a happylooking person; a kind of antelope:—phulla-nayan, adj. &
s.m. Having full or large eyes; having the eyes dilated
(with pleasure), smiling, happy;—a happy-looking
person, &c.:—phulla-vn, phulla-vat, phulla-vant, adj.

Expanded, blossoming, blowing, owering:—phullotpal (˚la
+ut˚), s.m. A full-blown lotus or ower.
H 34; 6! pahl, 6 ! pahil, paihl [pahal, q.v.+S. t],
adj. & adv. (f. -), First, the rst; former, pricr, previous,
original, primary; leading, chief, main, principal;—
previously, before; soon; rather:—pahle, pahile, adv. At
rst, rst, in the rst place; previously, already;
hitherto; of old; sooner, before (governing the gen. in ke, or the abl.); chie y; rather (than, -se):—pahle-pahal,
pahle-pahle, adv. First of all, in the rst place or instance;
of old; originally:—pahle-se, adv. From the rst, from the
very commencement; at rst, in the rst place; already,
beforehand:—pahle-h-se, adv. From the very rst, &c.
H 3&; v! phal [S. v!t], adj. & s.m. (f. -) Abounding
with fruit;—having a blade, or head (as a knife, &c.; e.g.
du-phal, 'two-bladed');—a compound letter; the head (of
a dart, or arrow), the head or bowl (of a spoon).
H 3&; vj! phull [S. vj!+t], s.m. Anything of the shape
of a ower; a speck in the eye, albugo; cataract;—
anything swolien; roasted or parched grain:—phull
niklna, v.n. To remove a cataract, to couch.
H 3&; v! phalr, s.m. = H 3&; v!" phalr, s.f.
=phalyr; phalyr, qq.v.
H 3&; v!" phalr, s.f. = H 3&; v! phalr, s.m.
=phalyr; phalyr, qq.v.
H K3&; v! phals, s.m. A stride; a leap, spring, jump
(=phal g).
H B3&; vj! phulsar, phulsr, s.m. Coaxing,
wheedling; attery, &c. (=phuslw).
H < !3&; v!!h phallain, phllain (corr. of the English),
s.m. Flannel.
H 3&; v! phaln (caus. of phaln), v.t. To cause to
bear fruit, to make fruitful, to fructify.
H 3&; vj! phuln [caus. of ph ln;—phul˚ = Prk.
vj!U() or vj! ()=S. Tvj&+], v.t. To cause to
swell; to swell out, pu out; to in ate, distend, expand; to
fatten; (met.) to pu (with attery), to make proud; &c.
(see ph ln).
H I3&; v![ phals, s.m.=phals, q.v.

H ^3&; v![$ phalg [S. +!rV], s.f. A long stride; a
leap, jump, spring, bound:—phalng mrnd, v.n. To stride;
to spring, leap, jump (=phal gn).
H J3&; v![$ phal gn, v.n. To stride; to spring, leap,
jump;—v.t. To stride over; to spring or leap over.
H 3&; vj! phulo (see phuln), s.m.=next, q.v.
H 3&; vj! & phulwa, = H ?3&; vj6& phulha, [rt. of
phuln, q.v.+ Prk.  +=S. ()++ ; ]( , s.f.
Swelling, in ation, distension, puness; protuberance.
H ?3&; vj6& phulha, = H 3&; vj! & phulwa, [rt. of
phuln, q.v.+ Prk.  +=S. ()++ ; ]( , s.f.
Swelling, in ation, distension, puness; protuberance.
H %#&; vj! 7 phul-b , s.m. = H  %#&; vj! 7" phul-b , s.f.
=phul-w , q.v.
H  %#&; vj! 7" phul-b , s.f. = H %#&; vj! 7 phul-b , s.m.
=phul-w , q.v.
H 3&L#&; vj!vj! phulphul [Prk. vj!vj! ; S. Tvj& redupl. +
t, adj. Having interstices, breaks, chinks, &c.;
uncompact; incoherent.
S #&; v.! phalit, vulg. ! phalat, part. adj.
That has produced fruit; bearing or yielding fruit;
fruitful; yielding a result, followed by a consequence,
successful; protable, advantageous:—phalitrth (˚ta+ar˚),
s.m. A meaning implied or involved (though not
expressed);—adv. On the whole, in eect, in ne.
H #&; v! phalat [Prk. v!("=S. v!B"], s.f. The state of
being fruitful or luxuriant, fruitfulness.
S #&; vj.! phullit, part. adj. Swollen, blown, in ated,
distended.
H *#&; v!7 phal- , s.m. See s.v. phal.
H &; v!_ phalh [S. v!+TRt], s.m. A small shoot.
H  8#&; vj!D7" phul-jha  [S. vj!+d], s.f. lit. 'Pouring
forth owers'; a kind of rework in imitation of a
fountain, a ower-pot.
S + #&; v! phala-da, phalad, adj. & s.m. See s.v. phal for
compounds of which that word is the rst member.
H  &; v!7 phal  [S. & Prk. v!+Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.

The blade (of a sword, knife, &c.).
S I#&; v! phalas, s.m. The bread-fruit or jak-tree
(=panas).
H 0#&; v! phals [S. v!], s.m. Door, gate; quarter (of

a consequence; to be fortunate, to prosper;—to break out
into blisters, pimples, &c., to have an eruption on the
face and body:—phaln ph ln, v.n. To bud and blossom;
to ourisb, thrive.
H #&; vj! phuln, v.n.=ph ln, q.v.

a town).
H 0#&; v! philasn, v.n. corr. of phisaln, q.v.

H *#&; v!B phalant [Prk. v!(5; S. v!], adj. Bearing

H 0#&; v! phalsa, s.f. A species of fresh-water sh,

fruit, fruitful.
H ^#&; v!($ phala g, s.f.=phal g, q.v.

Mystus capirat (syn. phallak; phala).
S (#&; v! phalak, s.m. A board; a bench; a layer, base;
surface; a leaf for writing on; a shield; the bone of the
forehead, Os frontis;—the plant Mesua ferrea.
H #&; vj! phulk, v! phalk [S. vj!+t], adj. & s.m.
Swollen, pued up, in ated; risen (as bread or pastry),
light;—a blister;—a swollen or pued apt or cake;—soft
earth or ground;—an area or arena for wrestlers.
H  #&; vj! phulkrn [S. vj!+, rt. >], v.t. To
in ate, swell out, to expand (as a snake's hood); to
expand its hood (a snake).
H  #&; vj!" phulkr [S. ,!"], adj. & s.f.
Flowered, gured, embroidered (cloth or paper);—
owered cloth; a tissued ower (on cloth or paper, &c.).
S #&; v!" phalak, phalk, s.m. One who is armed with a
shield, a shield-bearer.
S #&; v!" phallak, v!" phalak, phalk, s.m. A species
of fresh-water sh, Mystus capirat (syn. phalsa, phala).
H #&; vj!" phulk (dim. of phulk, q.v.), s.f. A swollen or
pued apt or cake; a raised cake of pease-meal fried in
oil or gh (=phulaur); fritters;—soft earth or ground.
S <J#&; v$, phalgun, s.m.=phlgun, q.v.
S J#&; v$, phalgu, s.f. The opposite-leaved g-tree, Ficus
oppositifolia; the red powder used in the Hol festival
(=phg, q.v.);—name of a particular river said to ow
under Gay.
S <#&; v! phalan, s.m. Bearing fruit, fructifying;
producing consequences.
H #&; v! phaln [phal˚ = Prk. v!() = S. v!(), rt. v!;
+n or an = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To bear fruit, be in
fruit, to produce; to have issue; to result, be produced as

H ^#&; vj!$
( phula g, s.f.=phuna g, q.v.
H J#&; v!($ phala gn, v.n.=phal gn, q.v.
S #&; v.!" phalin, s.f. (of phal, q.v.), A medicinal plant
(=priya gu, q.v.);—a species of pot-herb, Echites dichotoma;
—a species of ower, Celosia cristata.
S #4; 6 pahlava, pahlav, s.m. Name of a people, the
Persians; the country of the ancient Persians;—name of
a degraded Kshatriya race conquered by Sagara and
sentenced by him to wear beards (see Wilson's VishuPura, p. 375).
P #4; pahlav (cf. the above), s.m. Name of the country
where Pehlev was spoken, ancient Persia;—a city;—a
saint;—a hero; a wrestler (=pahlvn).
P #4; pahl [Pehl. pahru; Z. pereu; S. prva], s.m. A side;
ank, wing; a facet;—utility; prot, advantage; indirect
or crooked expedient, dishonourable or fraudulent
means:—pahl -par, adv. On the side; on one side,
laterally:—pahl -tih, s.f. Drawing aside, withdrawing
(from); evasion, shirking, neglect;—pahl -tih karn (me ), To draw aside or apart, to draw back (from), to
withdraw, retire, retreat; to decline, avoid; to evade,
shirk:—pahl -dr, adj. Having sides, having facets;—
proting, beneting, advantageous; indirect; ambiguous;
specious, dissimulating;—scurrilous (language):—pahl nishn, adj. & s.m. Sitting by the side;—a companion.
H  #&; v!, phalu, v!  phalw [S. v!+t], s.m. A
knotted fringe or border; a knotted tassel.
H  #&; vj! " phulwr, = H   #&; vj! 7" phulw , [S.
vj!(+ &], s.f. A ower-garden; an orchard;—
ospring, children, family.
H   #&; vj! 7" phulw , = H  #&; vj! " phulwr, [S.

vj!(+ &], s.f. A ower-garden; an orchard;—
ospring, children, family.
S  #&; v!  phalvn, adj. See s.v. phal.

having an iron head or point (as an arrow, &c.); having
a blade, bladed (as a knife; e.g. du-phal, two-bladed).
S #&; v!" phal, s.f.=phalin, q.v.

P  #&; pahlwn (for pahlav-n; see pahlav), s.m. Hero;

H #&; v!" phill, s.f. The leg (=pinl, q.v.).

champion; athlete, wrestler, a stout and sturdy fellow.
P  #&; pahlwn, s.f. Heroism; athletic exercise.

H #&; vj!" phull (dim. of phull, or of ph l), s.f. A

6 !M& pahilau,6!M& pahlau [Prk. ©./ ! =S.

oweret; a small ower-shaped ornament of gold or
silver (worn in the nose, or the ear, or attached to
another ornament);—a white speck in the eye, albugo
(syn. biyu-l-ain); the tumbler of the cock of a musket:
—phull-h n (see h n), s.m. The star-pagoda, a gold coin
(of Madras, worth three and a half rupees, or seven
shillings sterling).
H #&; v.! phaliy, s.f. A pod, &c.=phal, q.v.

HR/+!+,Pt], adj. & s.m. First-born; &c.=palauh, q.v.

H  #&; v! phalyr, s.m. = H  #&; v!" phalyr, s.f. [S.

H ! )  #&; 6 !M_< pahilauhe-pan, 6!M_< pahlauhe-

v!+6], A light meal or repast of fruits, vegetables,

pan, [the preceding+Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (], s.m.

or parched grain (see phalhr, s.v. phal).
H  #&; v!" phalyr, s.f. = H  #&; v! phalyr, s.m. [S.

H $ #&; vj!  phulw, s.f. (Old H.)=phul-w , q.v.
H  #&; 6 !M& pahilau, 6!M& pahlau = H  #&;
6 !M_ pahilauh,6!M_ pahlauh [Prk. ©./ ! =S.
HR/+!+,Pt], adj. & s.m. First-born; &c.=palauh, q.v.
H  #&; 6 !M_ pahilauh, 6!M_ pahlauh = H  #&;

Primogeniture.
S  #&; v!5 phaloday (v!+), s.m. See s.v. phal.
H  #&; vj!M" phulaur, vj!5" phullor [S. vj!+ &"], s.f. A
small swollen or pued cake of fruit and pulse (or of
pulse alone) fried in gh or oil; fritters (syn. pakau ;
phulk).
H  #&; 6 !g_ pahilau h, 6!g_ pahlou h,
adj.=pahilau, q.v.
P  #&; pahlav, adj. & s.f. Of or pertaining to Pahlav, q.v.; of
a city; of or pertaining to a hero;—the ancient language
of Persia, the Pehlevi.
H &*4#&; vj!6R phul-hath [S. vj!+6T+t], A cudgelling,
a beating.
H #&; v! phala, s.f. A kind of sh (=phallak, q.v.).
H [ #4; 6p pahle, adv. See s.v. pahl.
H #&; v!" phal [S. v!+], s.f. A cod or pod (esp. of
peas); the seed-vessel or shell of any leguminous plant
(as peas, m g, lobiy, u ad, &c.);—a shield;—a loop:—
phal-kash, s.m. A hook for drawing the looped strings
through the holes by which the walls of a tent are laced
to the top.
S #&; v!" phal, adj. Bearing fruit, fruitful, &c. (=phalwn);

v!+6], A light meal or repast of fruits, vegetables,
or parched grain (see phalhr, s.v. phal).
H  #&; v.! phaliyn, v.n. To bear fruit.
S  #&; vpI6 phale-ruh, s.f. See s.v. phal.
H  #&; v!h" phalair, s.f.=phalyr, q.v.
H  #&; vjp! phulel, vp! phalel [Prk. vj! !(; S. vj!+h!]( ,
s.m. Oil impregnated with essence of owers by steeping
them in it; scented oil; essence (as a perfume).
S  #&; v phalya, s.m. A bud; a ower.
H 2 4; z./ pahumi, ,z ./ puhumi, s.f. (Old H.)=prithiv,
q.v.

P <4; pahn, pahan [Pehl. phan; Zend pathana], s.m. Width,
breadth, extension, ampleness;—adj. Wide, &c.=pahn,
q.v.
S <&; v4 pha, vulg. v phan, s.m. The expanded hood or
neck of a snake (esp. of the Cobra di capello):—phan
uhn, v.n. To expand its hood (a snake):—pha-dhar,
pha-kar, s.m. A snake (esp. the Cobra):—pha-mai, s.m.
A jewel supposed to be found in the hood of a snake:—
phan mrn (-par), To strike with the head, to bite or sting
(a snake);—to strike the head (against); to make
strenuous eorts:—pha-vn, pha-want, adj. & s.m.

Hooded;—a snake (=pha-dhar).
H 4; 6 pahn, s.m.=panh, q.v.

to move about briskly (as a playful child), to frisk.
S 8&; v.* phanjik, s.f. The plant Clerodendrum

P 4; pahn (see pahan), adj. Broad, wide, ample,

siphonanthus; the plant Lipeocercis serrata;—the plant
Alhagi maurorum.
S (&8&; v.4AD phaijjhak, s.m. Marjoram, and another

extensive, spacious:—pahn-wr, pahn-war, adj.=pahn.
H 4; 6 B pahinn, 6B pahann, v.t. See 4; pahinn.
H 4; z pahun, s.m.=phun, q.v.
H &; v phan, s.f. A snake's hood (=phan);—the

similar plant.
S &8&; v.4AD phaijjhak, s.f. A plant (apparently) a

forecastle of a ship.
H &; vjB phunn, s.m. A tassel, tuft, bunch (of silk, &c.),

species of basil with small leaves.
S 8&; v*" phanj, s.f. The plant Clerodendrum

the silk lash (of a whip).
H  4; 6 pahnn, 6  pahinn [caus. of

siphonanthus:—phanj-pattrik or putrik, s.f. The plant
Salvinia cucullata.
H 94; z( pahu , pah , vulg. poha (see pahu n),

pahann; the ˚ of pahn˚ = w = Prk. we = S.pi], v.t. To
cause to be dressed; to cause to put on; to put on, to
dress (=pahirn).
H  &; v phinn [phin˚ = phen, q.v.+Prk. we =
S.], v.t. To cause to froth, to make frothy; to beat or
whip into a froth (=phe n).
H  4; 6 pahno, 6  pahino = H  4; 6 
pahnw, 6  pahinw [rt. of pahinn +o or w = Prk.
we or wa = S. + t], s.m. Clothing, clothes, dress,
garment.
H  4; 6  pahnw, 6   pahinw = H  4; 6
pahno, 6  pahino [rt. of pahinn +o or w = Prk.
we or wa = S. + t], s.m. Clothing, clothes, dress,
garment.
P  4; pahn-wr, adj. See s.v. pahn.
H  4; 6  pahnwan, s.f. Garments bestowed on

s.f. Arrival; reach; access, admittance; attainment,
comprehension; sagacity, penetration; capacity, power;—
receipt, acknowledgment.
H :4; z( pahu , pah  [S H5c+t], s.m. The forearm, the wrist.
H  :4; z( pahu n, paho n [caus. of pahu n;
the ˚ of pahu ˚ = Prk. caus. a. U or  =S. ], v.t.
To cause to arrive, cause to reach; to cause to be sent; to
convey, escort, conduct, accompany, see (one) to (a
place), to bring; to send, forward, transmit; to cause,
occasion, bring to pass; to in ict (punishment, misery,
&c.) upon:—pahu -den, v.t. To cause to arrive or to
reach, to send, forward, transmit; to convey, conduct,
&c.
H   :4; z( g pahu wanau , v.t. (Braj)=pah n.
H :4; z( pahu n, pah n [pahu ˚ = Prk.
zK()=S. yQ5(); or fr. S. H+#0; or +*], v.n.

guests and relations at a wedding (=pahrwan).
P H $ 4; pahn (from pahn), s.f. Width, breadth,
spaciousness, ampleness, extensiveness.
H $ 4; z pahun, s.f.=pahuna, q.v.

To arrive, reach, come (upon), come (to or up to); to
accrue, extend, befall; to have access (to).
H  :4; z(K  pahu wn, v.t.=pah n, q.v.

H &L&; vv phanphan (see next), s.f. The hiss of a

H :4; z(" pahu , pah  [S. H5c+; cf. paha c],

snake.
H  &L&; vv phanphann (by redupl. from phan,

s.f. An ornament worn on the wrist, a bracelet (esp. a
bracelet of gold beads strung together and fastened with
a clasp).
H + &; vB, v phand, = H + &; vB, v phand, [S. 8

q.v.), v.n. To expand the hood (as a snake); to hiss (as a
snake); to spring up quickly or suddenly (as a snake, or
as a fast-growing plant); to be or become erect, to rise;

+ B; but cf. ph d], s.m. Noose, net, snare, trap, gin;

grasp, gripe, toils, clutches; perplexity, diculty; maze:—
phand pa n or pa -jn (-me ), To get entangled, to get
into knots (a string, &c.); to be noosed; to be strangled:—
phand den, phand ln, phand lagn, v.n. To set a
snare, trap, &c.; to knot, loop, entangle, &c.:—phandeme n, phande-me pa n, phande-me pha sn, v.n. To
fall into a snare, trap, &c., to be caught in a trap, &c., to
be ensnared; to be taken in, be imposed upon; to fall into
diculties; to fall into the toils (of, -ke).
H + &; vB, v phand, = H + &; vB, v phand, [S. 8
+ B; but cf. ph d], s.m. Noose, net, snare, trap, gin;
grasp, gripe, toils, clutches; perplexity, diculty; maze:—
phand pa n or pa -jn (-me ), To get entangled, to get
into knots (a string, &c.); to be noosed; to be strangled:—
phand den, phand ln, phand lagn, v.n. To set a
snare, trap, &c.; to knot, loop, entangle, &c.:—phandeme n, phande-me pa n, phande-me pha sn, v.n. To
fall into a snare, trap, &c., to be caught in a trap, &c., to
be ensnared; to be taken in, be imposed upon; to fall into
diculties; to fall into the toils (of, -ke).
H + &; vB phandn, v pha dn (caus. of
ph dn), v.t. To cause to jump or leap; to cause to leap
or jump over.
H "+ &; vB! phandln (caus. of phandn), v.t. To take
in a noose, snare, or trap; to entrap, ensnare; to
entangle; to inveigle; to beguile, divert (=phusln).
H + &; vB phandn (see phand; and ph d), v.n. To be
taken in a noose, snare, or trap; to be ensnared, be
entrapped; to be imprisoned; to be entangled; to be
caught or held fast; to get into diculties.
H + &; vjB phundn, vj( phu dn, s.m. A tassel, &c.
(=phunn).
H I&; v phanas, vB phannas, s.m.=panas, q.v.
H  0&; v pha sn [caus. of pha sn;—pha s˚ =
phasw˚ = Prk. vU() or v ()=S. T8+], v.t. To
cause to be snared or noosed; to cause to be caught or
entrapped; to cause to be involved; to ensnare, entrap,
atch; to inveigle, entangle, involve (in), to implicate.
H  0&; v pha so (see phansn), s.m. Entanglement;
an ensnaring or entrapping business or aair; a sticking

place (as a muddy road, a bog, or fen); a narrow place.
H  I&; v7" pha s , s.f.=ph s, q.v.
H  I&; vj(7" phu s , s.f.=phuns, q.v.
H 0&; v pha sn [pha s˚ = Prk. v()=S. T8(), rt.
T], v.n. To be taken in a noose, &c.; to be noosed, be
ensnared, be entrapped; to be suspended (as a vessel
with a noose round it); to be caught; to be imprisoned; to
be entangled; to stick (as in mud, or in a narrow
passage); to be impeded; to be embroiled, be involved (in
diculties, calamity, &c.).
H  0&; v  pha swn, v.t.=pha sn, q.v.
H 0&; vjB" phuns, s.f. A pimple; pustule; a small boil
(=phu iy, q.v.).
H  0&; v phaniyr [ph s, q.v.+S.
t], s.m. A foot-pad who strangles travellers, a hag
(=ph s-gar, q.v.); a hangman.
S (&; v.4 phaik, s.m. A snake, serpent.
H 4; .B6  pahnik [S. .6 ], s.f. The plant Pistia
stratioites.
H &; v pha k, s.m.=ph k, q.v.:—pha k mrn,
v.n.=ph k mrn.
H  &; vj( phu kr [S. vj+ t], s.f. Hissing, hiss (of a
snake):—phu kr mrn, v.n. To hiss (as a snake).
H  &; vj( phu krn, v.n. To hiss (as a snake).
H  &; vj(" phu kr, s.f. Hissing, hiss (=phu kr):—
phu kr mrn, v.n.=phu kr mrn.
H  &; v phi kn, v pha kn, v.t. To cause to
be ung or thrown, &c.=phikn; to cause to be chucked
into the mouth; to chuck into the mouth (=ph kn: in
this sense the proper form is pha kn).
H &; v phi kn, v pha kn (fr. the trans.
phe kn, q.v.), v.n. To be ung or thrown; to be thrown
away.
H &; vj( phu kn, v.n. & s.m.=phukn, q.v.
H  &; v  phi kwn, v  pha kwn,
v.t.=phikwn, q.v.
H  &; vj(  phu kwn [doub. caus. of ph kn, q.v.;—

phu kwa˚ = ph k+w redupl.=Prk.  or U=S.  caus.
increment], v.t. To cause to blow; to cause to be blown;
to have (a re, &c.) blown into ame; to have (a thing)
set ablaze, or set re to.
S  &&; v.4! phai-khel, s.m. A quail.
H &; v" pha k, = H &; v pha kiy, s.f.=pha k;
ph k, q.v.
H &; v pha kiy, = H &; v" pha k, s.f.=pha k;
ph k, q.v.
S  &; v.4?8 phai-kear, s.m. See s.v. phain.
H J&; v$ pha g [S. r$t], s.m. A grasshopper.
S (J&; v$ phi gak, s.m. The fork-tailed shrike
(probably a Prkrit form of the S. bhringaka).

H J&; vj($" phu g [S. H++$, rt. $/], s.f. A shoot,
sprout; the point or tip (of an ear of corn, or of a branch,
&c.; cf. phunang).
S <&; v.4 phain, s.m. The hooded serpent, a cobra di
capello; a snake:—phai-pati, s.m.=phai-nth, q.v.:—
phai-kear, s.m. The plant Mesua Roxburghii:—phai-nth,
s.m. An epithet of eshng; a name of Patanjali:—
phavar (phai+vara); phandra (phai+indra),
s.m.=phai-nth.
H 4; 6  pahinn, 6 pahann [fr. the trans.

or phur, q.v.
H  4&; vj(6 phu hr, s.m.=phuwr or phur, q.v.
H $ 4; z pahun [S. HV04++
'
()], s.f.
Hospitality, entertainment, reception (of guests or
visitors):—pahun karn (-k), To practise hospitality, to
entertain, act the host, to receive.
S &; v4" pha, & H. v" phan, v phan, adj. & s.m.
Hooded, &c.=phain, q.v.;—a wedge (so named from its
shape,=phn, q.v.).
H &; vjB" phunn, = H &; vj phuniy, (see phuna g;
and phu g), s.f. A tassel; a knot;—penis puerilis (=phunno,
q.v.).
H &; vj phuniy, = H &; vjB" phunn, (see phuna g;
and phu g), s.f. A tassel; a knot;—penis puerilis (=phunno,
q.v.).
S   &; v4": phavar, = S +  &; v4"BW phandra, s.m.
See s.v. phain.
S +  &; v4"BW phandra, = S   &; v4": phavar, s.m.
See s.v. phain.
H &; v5 pho, intj. Faugh! pooh! pshaw! e!
H  4; z pihu, s.m. A kind of bird (prob. a cuckoo; cf.
pik).
H  &; v{ ph  [Prk. 6 or K+ or =S. 

pahinn;—pahin˚ or pahinw˚ or pihnw˚ = Prk. 6 ()

+:], s.f. Father's sister (=ph p; phupp, q.v.; and cf.

or 6U()=S. 6(), caus. of 6;—cf. pahirn

b ).
H  &; v{ ph , s.m. A lizard.

and pahirn], v.t. To put on, to wear (clothes, shoes,
&c.); to dress;—s.m. Clothing, dress.
H ^&; vj$
( phuna g [S. H++$t; cf. phu g], s.f. Top,
summit; peak, point, end, extremity, tip (of a bough, or
of the nose, &c.); projection, anything that projects or
stands prominently out.
S 4; ÝO6 pahnav, s.m.=pahlav, q.v.
H &; vjB5 phunno (see phuna g), s.m. Penis puerilis

H  &; vj  phuwr, vj phur [S. T3,' 3,' or 3+?],
'
s.f. Small ne rain, drizzle; mist, fog; small spot or drop:
—phur pa n, v.n. Small drops of rain to fall; to drizzle:—
phur-dr, adj. Having small spots, marked with small
spots, spotted.
H  &; vj  phuwr, vj phur (see phur), s.m. A

(=phunn; syn. n n).
H K &; vB0 phann s, s.m. corr. of fn s, q.v.

fountain, a jet-deau (=fawr); a watering-can with a
rose; the perpendicular tube of a uqqa.
H  &; v{7 ph a , adj. & s.f.=ph ha , q.v.

H  &; vj(  phuwr, = H  4&; vj(6 phu hr, s.f.=phuwr

H ] &; v{ ph p, s.m.=phup or puhup, q.v.; also=phuph,

or phur, q.v.
H  4&; vj(6 phu hr, = H  &; vj(  phuwr, s.f.=phuwr

q.v.
H ; &; v{ ph p, s.m.=ph ph, q.v.

H I; &; v{ ph pas (contrac. of ph piy-ss), s.f. The aunt
of a wife or husband.
H 0; &; v{ ph pasr (contrac. of phupiy-sasur), s.m.
The uncle of a wife or husband.
H &; &; v{v ph ph [S. ,t +T T&+t], s.m. Father's
sister's husband (=phupph or phupp, the form
commonly used by Musalmns).
H 0&; &; v5v phphs, adj.=phaphs, q.v.
H &; &; v{v{ ph ph , s.m.=ph ph, q.v.
H &; &; v{v{ ph ph , = H &; &; v{v" ph ph, (see ph ph), s.f.
Father's sister, paternal aunt (=phupph or phupp, the
form used by Musalmns).
H &; &; v{v" ph ph, = H &; &; v{v{ ph ph , (see ph ph), s.f.

Scattered, dispersed.
H  &; v{& ph  [S. Tvj&t; Prk.vj"], s.f. The musk melon,
Cucumis momordica;—a cucumber run to seed and
bursting elastically (as the Cucumis utilissimus, Roxb., and
Momordica mixta, (Roxb.).
H  &; v{& ph  [perf. part. of ph n; and=Prk. vj =S.
Tvj&+t], part. adj. (f. -), Broken, cracked, chipped,
burst, shivered:—ph e mu h-se, adv. With a distorted or
wry face.
H '  &; v{& ph -kar, = H   &; v{&? ph -ke, (past conj.
part. of ph n), adv.=ph , q.v.
H   &; v{&? ph -ke, = H '  &; v{& ph -kar, (past conj.
part. of ph n), adv.=ph , q.v.
? ;: &; v{&! ph l [Prk. vj! =S. Tvj&+!+t], adj.

Father's sister, paternal aunt (=phupph or phupp, the
form used by Musalmns).
H  &; &; v{vw  ph pher, adj. See phuphera (the usual

Cracked, bad, base (coin).
H  &; v{& ph an (see next), s.f. Racking pain (in the

form).
H  &; &; v{v"" ph phr, s.f. Dissipation (of wealth),

bones or joints=har-ph an);—misunderstanding,
disagreement, discord, wrangling (=ph ).
H   &; v{& ph n [ph ˚ = Prk. vj()=S. Tvj&Å(`),

squandering, extravagance, prodigality.
H  ; &; v{| ph per, adj. See phuper, phupher (the com.
form).
H  &; v{& ph  (v.n. of ph n, q.v.), s.f. Crack, split,
break, aw; opening, gap, breach, ssure, rift;
separation; cracked or broken vessels (of metal, or
crockery);—dierence (of opinion), misunderstanding,
discord, dissension, split, quarrel, feud:—ph  pa n (me ), Dissension to arise or take place (between or
among), to disagree, be divided (in opinion):—ph  ln
(-me ), To sow discord (between or among), to set by the
ears:—ph  hon, v.n.=ph -pa n.
H  &; v{& ph  [past conj. part of ph n; and=Prk.
vj=S. Tvj&; ], adv. Out; forth; aloud, violently,

passive of rt. Tvj&; +n = an = Prk.4(=S. "(], v.n. To
be broken, to be broken into; to be broken down; to be
dispersed, be separated, be detached; to separate; to be
unpaired; to break, crack, split, burst; to break out or
forth; to sprout, shoot, bud, germinate; to burst out or
forth, to gush out, to escape (from, -se); to burst out
crying; to come into view, to appear, to rise, be spread,
be diused (as a smell, &c.); to be made public, to
transpire, to leak out, get wind; to boil (as water); to
ourish, get preferment or promotion:—ph -pa n, v.n.
(intensive), To break to pieces, to burst asunder, &c.:—
ph -jn, v.n. intensive of, and=ph n:—ph -rahn, v.n.
To be broken; to be dispersed; to be unpaired.
H  &; 0&" ph , s.f. Disagreement; disparity, &c. (=ph ).

bitterly (used in comp.):—ph -ph  , adv. Idem:—ph 
bahn, v.n. To start or gush forth (tears, &c.):—ph  ron,
ph -kar ron, ph -ph  ron, v.n. To weep bitterly or
aloud:—ph  nikaln, ph -ph -ke nikaln, v.n. To break
out (an eruption).
H  &; v{& ph  [S. Tvj&t; Prk.vj5], adj. Severed, separated,

H  &; v57 pho  [Prk. v5f ; S. Tv5&t], s.m. Boil, sore,

&c.; odd, unpaired, &c. (=phu, q.v.):—ph -bikher, adj.

tumour, abscess, imposthume, ulcer:—pho -phuns, s.m.

H  &; v{&" ph  [Prk. vj"=S. Tvj&"], s.f. The inusk melon
(=ph , q.v.).
H = 4;  pah n, v.n. (Prov.) = pah n, q.v.
H &; vj 7 phuwa , v{7 ph a , adj. & s.f.=ph ha , q.v.

Eruptions.
H  &; vM7 phau , s.m.=pho , q.v.
H  &; v57 pho n [caus. of ph n;—pho ˚ = Prk. v5f()
or v5f<()=S. Tv5&() caus. of rt. Tvj&] , v.t. To break,
crack, split, burst open, break open, break to pieces, to
shatter; to make manifest, to disclose, divulge, betray (a
secret):—pho -ln, v.t. (intensive), To break open, burst
open, &c.
H  &; v57" pho n [S. Tv5&"], s.f. An instrument for
splitting or cleaving.
H K &; v{ ph s [S. 3
, ?], s.m. Old dry grass or straw (esp.
such as is used in thatching); rubbish, litter; anything
weak, frail, or decayed (hence often conveniently
rendered adjectively by 'weak,' 'frail,' &c.):—ph s-k
tpn, s.m. lit. 'Warming oneself before a re of straw'; a
vain or useless attempt; a vain hope:—ph s-men i gr
ln, v.n. lit. To throw a spark into straw'; to excite
contention or strife.
H K &; v{ ph s, s.m. (Prov.) = p s, q.v.
H B &; v{ ph sr, = H  K &; v{7 ph s , [ph sa+Prk.
f5=S. t or !t], s.m. A rag, tatters; rubbish, litter; the
shag or nap of cloth; the down of fruit;—a little brat.
H  K &; v{7 ph s , = H B &; v{ ph sr, [ph sa+Prk.
f5=S. t or !t], s.m. A rag, tatters; rubbish, litter; the
shag or nap of cloth; the down of fruit;—a little brat.
H B &; v5T phosk, s.m. A blister; a swelling,
intumescence; anything in ated or pued out.
H B &; v{" ph s, s.f. Cha (=bh s, q.v.); rubbish.
H  &; v{ ph k, s.f.=ph k, q.v.
H  &; v5 phok [S.  Tt or t], s.m. Dregs,
sediment, feculence, lees, dross, refuse, rubbish, trash,
anything worthless (see phoka ).
H  &; v5 phok, adj. Four (in the language of brokers).
H  &; v5 phok, = H  &; v5 phok, (cf. ph k and
phosk), adj. Hollow, not solid; concave; empty; light; soft;
—plain, simple, mere (also written pho k, pho k);—phok,
s.f. Hollow, concavity; notch (of an arrow).
H  &; v5 phok, = H  &; v5 phok, (cf. ph k and

phosk), adj. Hollow, not solid; concave; empty; light; soft;
—plain, simple, mere (also written pho k, pho k);—phok,
s.f. Hollow, concavity; notch (of an arrow).
H  &; v5& phoka (see phok), s.m. A worthless thing
or person; a good-for-nothing or despicable person; an
indigent person;—a thing given gratis, a gratuity:—
phoka-k, adj. (f. -), Gratuitous, given or obtained gratis
or for nothing:—phoka-me , adv. Gratuitously, gratis, for
nothing (=sai t-me )
H  &; v{ ph kar, s.m. A ne sensible young fellow.
H  &; v57 phoka [S.  Tt or Tt], s.m.=phok,
q.v.
H  &; v5! phokal, = H 3 &; v5! phokl, [phok, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! =S. !+t], adj. Hollow, &c.=phok, q.v.
H 3 &; v5! phokl, = H  &; v5! phokal, [phok, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! =S. !+t], adj. Hollow, &c.=phok, q.v.
H  &; v{ ph kn, v.t.=ph kn, q.v.
H  &; v5" phok (see phok), s.f. Soft or porous soil
(which readily yields to the plough).
H ' &; v5$ phog, s.m. Dregs, &c.=phok, q.v.
H

&; v{! ph l [S. vj!(], s.m. A ower, a blossom;—a boss,

knob, stud, bunch of ribands, rosette, cockade;—the
menses (of which children are the blossoms):—a
swelling;—a spark of re; lights or re (seen at night);
the bones of a corpse after partial cremation;—a
ceremony performed (by Musalmns) in honour of a
deceased person on the third day after his death, when
a portion of the Qoran is recited, and owers are placed
on trays in the midst of the assembly);—a white metal,
bell-metal, electrum;—the white marks of leprosy;—a
pearl or white opaque spot in the corner of the eye
(=phull);—a maggot that is hatched in meat or in
neglected sores;—a head, stick, small quantity (as we say
a head of celery,—e.g. bhang-ke do ph l den);—the best
kind of native wine:—ph l n, v.n. The menses to come
on, to have the menses:—ph l uhn, v.n. The ceremony
of ph l (q.v.) to be completed; to complete the forty days
of mourning:—ph l-pa, s.f. A knot of ribands, rosette,
cockade:—ph l pa n, v.n. Sparks to fall (from a burning

building, &c.); re to break out:—ph l jha n, v.n. To drop
owers (of rhetoric), to speak eloquently;—drops of
burning oil to fall (from a lamp); sparks of re to fall
copiously (from a burning mass):—ph l a hn (par), To
oer owers (at a shrine, &c.), to strew owers (on a
tomb):—ph l-ol, s.m. A kind of Hind sport or show:—
ph l-s, adj. (f. -) Like a ower; light as a ower; delicate
or frail as a ower:—ph l s gh-ke rahn, v.n. To live on
the fragrance of owers (said of a woman who eats
little):—ph l-kob, s.f. A cauli ower:—ph l-gulb, s.f. A
light rose colour:—ph l-wl, adj. & s.m. Flowering, in
ower;— ower-man:—ph lo -k gahn, s.m. Wreath or
garland of owers; a delicate, fragile, or frail person or
thing:—ph lo -me tuln, v.n. To live in luxury.
H " &; v{! ph l [perf. part. of ph ln; and=Prk. vj.! ; S.
Tvj&+t, rt. Tvj&; and vj!+t], part. adj. (f. -), Swollen,

snung (of a dog, &c.); snorting, snort (of a horse):—
ph -ph karn, v.n. To sni; to snort;—to fret and
fume, to rage:—ph -kr, s.f.=ph , q.v.:—ph -krn, v.n.
To hiss; to sni; to snort.
H  &; v5 phon, v.t. (local), To unfasten, untie, undo.
H &L &; v v" pho ph, s.f. A hollow reed, a pipe, tube;
anything perforated or hollow that can be blown
through).
H  &; v{(&" ph  [S. Tvj&"], s.f. The musk melon (=ph ).
H : 4; ( pah

n, 6  paho cn, v.n.=pahu n,

q.v.
H I &; v{( ph s, s.m. (prov.)=p s, q.v.
H I &; v{( ph s, s.m.=ph s, q.v.
H  I &; v{(7 ph s , s.m.=ph s , q.v.
H ( &; v{( ph k (v.n. of ph kn, q.v.), s.f. The act of

swelled, pued up or out;—blossomed, owered, having
owers:—ph l-phal, adj. Blooming, ourishing:—ph l
na samn, v.n. To be unable to contain oneself (from
delight), to be overjoyed, to exult.
H " &; v5! phol [S. vj!+t], s.m. A blister (=phaphol);—

blowing; blowing, or blowing up (re, &c.);—breath,
breath of air; blow, pu, whi, blast:—ph k nikal-jn,
v.n. To be out of breath, the breath to escape, to expire.
H ( &; v  pho k, adj. & s.f. Hollow, &c. (=phok).

a skein of cotton, &c.
H " &; v{! ph lo, s.m.=phulo; phulwa; qq.v.

H  &; v{( ph kn [ph

H  8! &; v{!D7" ph l-jha , s.f. See phuljha  (the proper
form).
H  ! &; v{!5 " ph l-kob, s.f. See s.v. ph l; & cf. kob.
H ! &; v{! ph ln [ph l˚ = Prk. vj!()=S. Tvj&(), rt.
Tvj&; also vj!(), rt. vj!, adopted fr. the Prk.], v.n. To
blossom, blow, ower; to bloom, ourish, to be in health
and spirits;—to swell, be in ated, be pued out; to swell
out, to expand (with joy), to be pleased; to be pued up
(with pride, &c.); to be big with child:—ph l-baihn, v.n.
To expand with delight, be pleased or glad:—ph l-pa n,
v.n. (intensive), To swell out, &c.:—ph l-jn, v.n. To
swell, &c.=ph ln.
H   ! &; v{! 7" ph lw , s.f.=phulw  (the proper form).

H   &; v{( ph -kr, v  pho kr, s.f. See s.v. ph

k˚ = Prk. vj=() or vj=?(), fr.

S. v{+ >;+n = an = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To blow, blow
on (with the breath); to pu; to blow (a wind
instrument); to blow up (re, &c.); to set on re, in ame,
kindle; to blow or breathe a charm or incantation:—
ph k-den, v.t. (intensive), To blow away; to waste,
squander, run through (wealth, &c.); to blow up (re), to
set re to, to kindle, in ame; to grieve, aict, distress,
torment;—to pu up, to atter; to breathe (into one's
ear), to in uence (one against another); to spread
abroad (a report, &c.):—ph k-ph k-ke pw dharn, v.n.
To tread or walk carefully; to act or proceed carefully or
cautiously.
H ^ &; v{$
( ph na g, s.f.=phuna g (the proper form).
H   &; v{(  ph wr = H  4 &; v{(6 ph hr, v 6

H ! &; v{!" ph l, s.f.=phull, q.v.

phohr, = H 4 &; v{(6" ph

H  ! &; v{p! ph lel, s.m.=phulel (the proper form).

rain, &c.=phur, q.v.
H  4 &; v{(6 ph hr, v 6 phohr, = H   &; v{( 

H  &; v{( ph

[S. vj] , s.f. Hissing, hiss (of a snake);

.

h = H  &; v{( ph

 s.f. Small

ph wr = H 4 &; v{(6" ph

h = H  &; v{( ph

 s.f. Small

rain, &c.=phur, q.v.
H 4 &; v{(6" ph h = H   &; v{(  ph wr = H  4 &; v{(6
ph hr, v 6 phohr, = H  &; v{( ph

 s.f. Small rain,

&c.=phur, q.v.
H  &; v{( ph  = H   &; v{(  ph wr = H  4 &; v{(6
ph hr, v 6 phohr, = H 4 &; v{(6" ph

h s.f. Small

rain, &c.=phur, q.v.
H   &; v{( ph yr, s.m. A jet-d eau=phur, q.v.
H  &; v{6 ph h, v56 phoh, s.m. A ock of cotton, &c.
(=phh); a ctitious teat or pap (of cotton, &c.), by which
milk is given to a young animal when unable to suck the
mother.
H   &; v{6 ph hr, s.f.=phur or phuwr, q.v.
H  &; v{6 ph har, adj. &c.; see next.
H ? &; v{67 ph ha , adj. & s.f. Unlettered, uneducated,
undisciplined, rude; stupid, foolish; shameless; obscene;
slatternly, slovenly;—a sloven, slattern, a bad housewife;
a silly woman; a foolish person, a fool; a shameless
woman.
H  ? &; v{67 ph ha , ph h , adj. & s.m. Rude; foolish;
obscene; talking obscenely;—one given to obscene talk.
H 8 ? &; v{67 ph ha , s.f. = H ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan,
s.m. = H  ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan, s.m. Awkwardness,
rudeness, slovenliness, untidiness, stupidity, folly,
foolishness, silliness; shamelessness; obscenity,
scurrility.
H ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan, s.m. = H 8 ? &; v{67 ph ha ,
s.f. = H  ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan, s.m. Awkwardness,
rudeness, slovenliness, untidiness, stupidity, folly,
foolishness, silliness; shamelessness; obscenity,
scurrility.
H  ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan, s.m. = H 8 ? &; v{67
ph ha , s.f. = H ? ? &; v{67 ph ha pan, s.m.
Awkwardness, rudeness, slovenliness, untidiness,
stupidity, folly, foolishness, silliness; shamelessness;
obscenity, scurrility.
H  &; v{6" ph h, = H $ &; v{ ph , = H < $ &; v{ ph  , s.f.

Small rain, drizzle (=phur, q.v.);—mildew, mould
(=phaph d).
H $ &; v{ ph , = H  &; v{6" ph h, = H < $ &; v{ ph  , s.f.
Small rain, drizzle (=phur, q.v.);—mildew, mould
(=phaph d).
H < $ &; v{ ph  , = H  &; v{6" ph h, = H $ &; v{ ph , s.f.
Small rain, drizzle (=phur, q.v.);—mildew, mould
(=phaph d).
H ) &; v5 phoy, s.m.=ph h or phoh, q.v.
H  4&; vj6 phuhr, s.f.=phur; ph , qq.v.
H 4&; v6 phahrn (caus. of next), v.t. To cause (a
ag) to wave or y; to wave, to y, to ap (a ag).
H 4&; v6 phaharn [phahar˚, akin to S. Tv], v.n. To
y (as a ag), to wave, utter (=pharrn, q.v.).
H 8 &; vj67 phuha , s.f.=ph ha , q.v.
H 4; 6  pahiy [Prk. 6 

or 6  =S. Rt], s.m.

Wheel (of a carriage, machine, &c.).
H  ` &; vw7 phep , s.m.=pheph , q.v
H  ` &; vw7" phep  (see pap ), s.f. Dryness or
parchedness of the lips; scales on the lips.
H &L &; vwv phephr, s.m.=next, q.v.
H  L &; vwv7 pheph  [S. vjTvj+Prk. f5; S. t or !t], s.m.
The lungs, lights.
H  L &; vwv7" phepha , pheph , s.f. Inability to walk,
move, or stir (cf. phep ).
H R&; vw& phe, s.f.=phe , q.v.
H R&; vw& phe, s.m.=phe , q.v.
H  R&; vw& phen, v.t.=phe n, q.v.
H  : 4; Ç pahe nn v.t. (prov.)=pah nn, q.v.
H  &; vw pher, (prov.) vw pheri (v.n. of phern, q.v.), s.m.
Turning, twisting; turn, twist, coil, fold, bend, curvature,
winding, meander, maze; crookedness, obliquity; return;
circumference, round, circuitousness, distance round;
equivocation, ambiguity; change; variation; dierence;
discrepancy, deciency; loss, damage; alternation,
revolution, vicissitude; reverse, misfortune; diculty,
perplexity, straits, dilemma:—pher-badal, adv. Vice versâ;
mutatis mutandis:—pher bandhn or bandh-jn (-k), To

occur periodically:—pher-bo, s.f. The paunch and
abdomen:—pher pa n, v.n. To be round about or
circuitous;—a dierence or discrepancy to arise, to dier,
to be discrepant or decient:—pher-phr, s.m. (intensive
and frequentative of pher), Constant or repeated change;
frequent turns or windings, &c.; alternations,
vicissitudes;—adj. Alternate;—pher-phr karn, v.n. To
alternate, &c.:—pher khn, v.n. To wind (as a river, road,
&c.), to meander; to go a roundabout way, to make a
circuit; to experience a reverse of fortune, to meet with
diculties:—pher-me n, or pher-me pa n (-ke), To fall
into the whirl or rotation (of); to fall into straits or
diculties, be involved in misfortune:—pher-me ln,
v.t. To involve (one) in diculties, place one in a
dilemma or straits; to throw obstacles in the way (of
another); to mislead.
H  &; vw pher, adv. Again; back, &c.=phir, q.v.
H  &; vw pher [phera = pher, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
Turning; round, circuit; perambulation; walking (of the
bride and bridegroom) round (the sacred re);
returning, return; alternating, alternation;—a roll;—a
wooden frame with which lime, sand, &c. is measured
(so called from its being passed over the lime, &c.):—pherphr, pher-pher, s.f. Frequent change, &c. (=pher-phr);
change, exchange, interchange; returning, alternating,
alternation; walking backwards and forwards; going and
coming repeatedly, visiting, visits:—phere ln (-ke), To
lead (a bride) round (the sacred re), to marry, give in
marriage:—phere hon or phere pa n (-ke), To be led
round (the sacred re), to be married.
H  &; vw phern, v.t.=phirn (the correct form).
H  &; vw phern [pher˚ = Prk. vw() or vw()=S. (× ),
rt.  with ], v.t. To turn, twist, bend; to turn round,
whirl, twirl; to turn back, turn away, reject, send back; to
return, give back, restore, refund; to turn one (from, or
against, -k taraf-se);
to bring or draw one (over to one's

side, -k taraf);
to turn over, invert, reverse, turn inside

out; to alter, change; to turn aside, ward o, avert; to go
over again, repeat, revise; to move (the hand)
backwards and for wards (over), pass (the hand, &c.
over, -par), to feel, to stroke, fondle, caress (the word

hth being expressed, e.g. us-par hth phero); to pass (a
brush, colour, &c. over, -par), to colour, whitewash,
plaster (rang, &c. being expressed, e.g. us-par rang phero);
to make (a horse, &c.) walk backwards and forwards;—to
practise evasion, to double, shift, shue; to pervert,
distort, or torture (another's words); to contradict
(oneself):—pher den (intens. of phern), v.t. To return,
restore, refund; to send back, &c.:—pher-len, v.t. To take
back; to withdraw; to reclaim; to walk (a horse, &c.)
backwards and forwards; to bring (one round) or over
(to one's side, k taraf).

S  &; vw pherav, adj. & s.m. Fraudulent, cratty;
malicious, noxious, injurious;—a rogue, a cheat; a jackal;
a rkshas, a demon.
S  &; vI pheru, s.m. A jackal.
H  &; vw" pher [pher, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. Going
round; circumambulation (round an
object=pradakshi; parikram); circuit, round; hawking;
the rounds of a pedlar, or of a wandering mendicant; the
profession of a wandering beggar, mendicancy;—slice or
cut round, joint of a sugar-cane, &c.);—shift, artice,
trick, subtlety, nesse:—pher phirn, v.n.=pher karn, q.v.:
—pher-dr, s.m. A vagabond, vagrant:—pher karn, v.n.
To go round hawking, to hawk; to go round begging:—
pher-wl, s.m. A hawker, pedlar (=bist; pha y).
H ( &; v" phk [S. Hl3?], s.f. The lash of a whip; the
point of a scourge.
H  &; v" phk [S. "t], adj. (f. -), Sallow, pale, wan,
faded, dim, dull, faint, light (of colour); tasteless, vapid,
insipid (as food without salt, &c.); weak, watery, thin,
poor, at, jejune: dull, cheerless.
H  &; vw phekn, v.t. See phe kn (the proper form).
H  4; Ç! pahel (prov.), adv.=pahle; and s.f.=pahel, qq.v.
S  &; vw! phel, s.m.; vw.! pheli (cf. phailn), s.f. Remnants
of food, leavings of a meal, droppings from the mouth;
refuse, orts.
H 3 &; v»! phailn [caus. of phailn;—phail˚ = phail+ =
w = Prk.  or U=S.  caus. increment], v.t. To
stretch, stretch out, extend, expand; to open wide,
distend, dilate; to enlarge, increase; to lengthen, draw

out, deploy; to spread, spread out; to scatter, strew; to
diuse, spread abroad, publish, proclaim, propagate; to
spread over, to distribute, apportion; to work out (a
sum), to compute, calculate.
H 3 &; v»! phailo, s.m. = H 3 &; v»!  phailw, s.m. =
H 3 &; v»! & phailwa, s.f. [phail˚, rt. of phailn+Prk.
 (+;=S. ++ ; ]( , Spreading, spreading out;
extension, expansion, distension, enlargement,
increase, growth; extent, length, breadth; spread,
diusion, publication, propagation; display; abundance,
plenty, profusion; prolixity; distribution, apportionment;
—working (of a sum), calculation, computation.
H 3 &; v»!  phailw, s.m. = H 3 &; v»! phailo, s.m. =
H 3 &; v»! & phailwa, s.f. [phail˚, rt. of phailn+Prk.
 (+;=S. ++ ; ]( , Spreading, spreading out;
extension, expansion, distension, enlargement,
increase, growth; extent, length, breadth; spread,
diusion, publication, propagation; display; abundance,
plenty, profusion; prolixity; distribution, apportionment;
—working (of a sum), calculation, computation.
H 3 &; v»! & phailwa, s.f. = H 3 &; v»! phailo, s.m. =
H 3 &; v»!  phailw, s.m. [phail˚, rt. of phailn+Prk.
 (+;=S. ++ ; ]( , Spreading, spreading out;
extension, expansion, distension, enlargement,
increase, growth; extent, length, breadth; spread,
diusion, publication, propagation; display; abundance,
plenty, profusion; prolixity; distribution, apportionment;
—working (of a sum), calculation, computation.
S # &; vw.! phelik, s.f.=phel, q.v.
H # &; v»! phailn [phail˚ = Prk. vw!()=vwf() or vwf<()=S.
Tvw&(), rt. .Tvt and vw!(), rt. vw! adopted fr. Prk],
v.n. To be spread, be expanded, be dilated; to be diused,
be scattered, be dispersed; to spread, expand, extend,
stretch or reach out; to grow, increase (in size, &c.); to
spread abroad, become public; to rise in one's demands
or requirements, be exacting; to become pressing, to
insist, persist:—phail-jn, v.n. Intensive of, and=phailn.
H # 4; Ç!" pahel [S. HÇ.!], s.f. A riddle, enigma.
S < &; vw phen, = H  &; vw phen, s.m. Froth, foam, scum:-

phen-vn, phen-want, adj. Frothing, foaming; frothy,
foamy.
H  &; vw phen, = S < &; vw phen, s.m. Froth, foam, scum:phen-vn, phen-want, adj. Frothing, foaming; frothy,
foamy.
H   &; vw phenn, v.n. To foam, froth (=phinn, q.v.).
S  @ )  &; vw/ phenya-mn, adj. Foamy, &c. (=phenil,
q.v.).
H L &; vÞ phe pn, s.m. Mucus of the nose (=po ).
S * &; vw phenat, s.f. Frothiness, foaminess; vapour.
H < &; vÞ& phe , vß& phai  [S. U9?], s.f. Waist-band,
belt, fob; the waist (when belted):—phe  b dhn (-par),
To gird up the loins (for), to get ready (for), to resolve
(on).
H < &; vÞ& phe , s.m. A waist-band (without a fringe); a
small turban.
H  < &; vÞ& phe n (see phailn), v.t. To mix by
trituration; to beat up or whip (eggs, &c.); to beat up into
froth.
H < &; vÞ&" phe  (dim. of phe  or phe , q.v.), s.f. A
skein (of thread, &c.;=a;  , q.v.).
H : &; v· ph n (see p n), v.t. To squeeze; to
wring out; to rinse, to wash:—ph -ln, v.t. Intensive
of, and=ph n.
H I &; vw
, phenus [S. |03t], s.m. The milk of a cow, &c.
for some days after calving, biestings.
H ( &; vÞ phe k (v.n. of phe kn, q.v.), s.f. Throw, cast,
ing; a handful of money, &c. scattered or thrown to be
scrambled for (syn. bakher; ni hwar).
S ( &; vw phenak, s.m. Cuttle-sh bone.
H  &; v· ph k, adj.=phk, q.v.
S  &; vw phenak, s.f. The soap-berry.
H   &; vÞ phe k , vÞ phe ko, [rt. of phe kn+u
or ao =Prk.  (=S. ()+], adj. Requiring to be
thrown; t to be thrown away.
H  &; vÞ phe kn, prov. v· ph kn [phe k˚ = Prk.
| () or |ÒL()=S. H<(), future of H+3], v.t. To

throw, ing, cast, hurl, pitch; to dart; to let y (a hawk,
&c. at game); to set (a horse) o at full speed, to gallop;
to ride full tilt (at, -par); to shed, spill, pour out; to
brandish, ourish (a stick or cudgel); to throw away,
squander, &c. (in these senses the more common form
is phe k-den):—phe k-den, v.t. (intensive of phe kn),
To throw away, ing away; to waste, squander, lavish; to
slight, disregard, make light of; to y (a hawk after, -par,
game); to ride (a horse) full tilt (at, -par).
H   &; vÞ  phe kwn, v.t.=phi kwn, phikwn, q.v.
H   &; vÞ
» phe kait [rt. of phe k-n+it = Prk. \5 or
(5 or (5= 
( 5 or Õ5=S. , the term. of
the pres. part. with the caus. increment ], s.m.
Thrower, inger, &c.; a cudgel-player, a fencer.
S  &; vw! phenal, adj. Frothy, &c.=phenil, q.v.
S  &; vw! phenil, adj. & s.m. Frothy, foamy, spumous;—
the soap-plant, Sapindus detergens;—the plant Zizyphus
jujuba, and its fruit;—the fruit of the Vangueria spinosa.
H  4; Ç pahenn, v.t. (prov.)=pahinn, q.v.

—lth, dirt (=pe na, q.v.):—pai-rav, pai-rau (see rav or
rau) adj. & s.m. Following;—follower:—attendant; follower
or member of a religious sect; votary; sectarian:—pairav, s.f. Following, going after; pursuit; prosecution;
eort, exertion, endeavour; following the example (of),
imitation; adherence; observance, compliance; hunting
(after), search, quest, investigation; consequence;
precedent:—pairav karn (-k), To go after, follow, pursue,
trace, track, seek, hunt (for); to prosecute, conduct (a
suit, &c.); to continue, persevere (in a course); to follow
the example (of), to imitate; to observe, comply (with):—
pai karn (-k), To follow, pursue; to be importunate; to
persecute, &c. (=p h karn, q.v.):—pai-ka , pai-ka h, s.m.
pai-ka , s.f. Iron chains (for the legs of convicts),
fetters;-ornamental rings worn on the ankles, anklets:—
pai le-jn (-par), To trace, track, get scent (of), obtain a
clue (to); to nd out, discover; to comprehend.
H ;  pay, h pai, s.f. Fault, defect, blemish, vice.
H ;  piy [S. H+t], adj. & s.m. Beloved, dear;—

H  &; vw" phen (from phen), adj. & s.f. Frothy, &c.=phenil,

dear one, husband; sweetheart, lover (=p; pi ).
H ;  piy (perf. part. of pn), part. adj. Drunken

q.v.;—a kind of sweetmeat.
H ; " p,  piya [S. Ht], adj. & s.m.=piy, q.v.

drunk.
H ; h paiy, s.m. A wheel (=pahiy, q.v.).

P ; p, s.f. Fat, &c.=ph, q.v.

H 0 ;  [ piy-b s, s.m. A variety of the pek-

H [ ; | pe, h pai [Prk. p or .!, or ; S. ; and (],

b s or common bamboo; a plant from which a red
colour is obtained (=b s).
P ? ; piyda (S. ), s.m. One on foot, footman; foot-

postposn. and conj. On, upon, &c.=par, q.v.
H ;  paya, pay, h pai [Prk. 5=S. ], s.m. Milk,
water, juice, anything to drink:—paya-da, payad, adj. &
s.m. Yielding milk or water;—the female breast or
nipple; a cloud:—paya- (or pay-) nidh, s.m. (Myth.) The
ocean of milk; the ocean (=payo-nidh, q.v.s.v payas).
P ; pai [contrac. of pe, or S. 1], s.m. The foot;
footstep; track, trace, mark, vestige; pursuit;—nerve,
tendon, sinew;—adv. In the footsteps (of, -ke), in the
track (of), in pursuit (of), following; after, behind
(=p he); by reason (of), on account (of), therefore:—pai-pai, pai-ba-pai, pai-dar-pai, adv. Step by step; one after
another, in succession, successively, consecutively;
repeatedly, continuously, incessantly:—pai n, v.n. To
have a splint (a horse):—pai- na, s.m. A privy; cesspool;

soldier; a peon; a pawn (at chess):—piyda-p (or ppiyda), vulg. piyde, payde, adv. On foot, afoot (=paidal;
pairo ):—piyda-p, s.f. The being on foot; travelling on
foot:—piyda--mail, s.m. A peon placed over
defaulters (at their charge) to compel them to pay up
arrears.
H  ;  payr, s.m. A species of grass (used for
thatching, &c.=payl, q.v.);—metre, a measure of verse
consisting of two lines.
H  ;  piyr, Q pyr [S. H+!], s.m.f.(?) Love,
aection, fondness, attachment, friendship;—a kiss
(from a child):—pyr rakhn (-k), To entertain or have
aection (for):—pyr karn (-k; -ko), To love, to fondle,

caress.
H  ;  piyr, Q pyr [piyr+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f.

glass.
P 1 ; paym, s.m.=paigm,
 q.v.:—paym-bar, s.m.=paigm

-), Beloved, precious, dear, darling; pleasing, agreeable,
charming, lovable, winning;—love, darling, sweetheart,
pet, favourite:—piyr jnn (-ko), v.t. To hold dear, to
esteem:—piyr lagn (-ko), v.n. To seem dear or precious
(to), to be held or esteemed dear.
P d ; piyz, s.f. Onion; leek.

bar; paigam-bar,
q.v.

H  ;  payn, h paiyn [S. H4(], s.m. Going forth,

P d ; piyz, adj. Of or resembling an onion; of the avour

H  ;  piyn (caus. of pn), v.t. To cause to drink,

or colour of an onion:—piyz rang, s.m. Onion colour; a
reddish colour, crimson.
H K ;  piys, Q pys [Prk.  or  =S.
], s.f. Desire to drink, thirst; unnatural sensation
of thirst (a disorder); desire, longing, craving:—pys
bujhn (k; or apn), To quench thirst:—pys lagn, v.n. To
be thirsty:—pys mrn, v.n. To bear up against thirst, to
endure thirst:—pys marn, v.n. The desire to drink to
pass away, to lose the sensation of thirst.
H B ;  piys, Q pys [the preceding+Prk.
 =S. t], adj. (f. -), Thirsty, athirst, dry; thirsting (for,
-k), desiring exceedingly, longing (for):—piys marn,
piyse marn, v.n. To be dying of thirst; to be very thirsty.
H B ; " piys, Q" pys, s.f. A species of nsh.
H

; ! payl [Prk. !!"?; S. !!"], s.f. Straw; long

going to a distance, setting out, departure; death:—payn
karn, v.n. To go forth or away, to set out, to depart.
H  ; payn, s.m. contrac. of pyn, q.v.
H  ;  payn, s.m.=payn, q.v.
to give to drink (=piln); to water, irrigate.
H ( ;  paynak [S. H4], adj. & s.m. Pertaining
to departure or setting out;—going; journey, march.
H  ;   piyon, v.t.=piyn, q.v.
H U ; " pb [S. B ?], s.f. Pus, matter, purulent
discharge (from a sore, &c.):—pb pa n (-me ), To
become mattery, to suppurate.
H  % ; "  pbiyn, v.n. = H ? % ; " 6& pbiyha,
s.f. See pibiyn and pibiyha the correct forms).
H ? % ; " 6& pbiyha, s.f. = H  % ; "  pbiyn,
v.n. See pibiyn and pibiyha the correct forms).
H ` ; " pp, s.f.=pb, q.v.
H L ; " pp [Port. pipa], s.m. A cask, barrel, pipe butt.
H L ; " ppar, s.m. (dialec.)=ppal, q.v.

grass (used for thatching).
S ; ! piyl, s.f. The fruit of the Chironjia sapida, or

H  ` ; "7 pp  [S. "!t], s.m. A large black ant.

Buchanania latifolia (syn. iro j).
P ! ; ! piyla, s.m. A drinking vessel, a cup, glass; a

H L ; "! ppal [S. Q!t], s.m. The holy g-tree, Ficus

tea-cup;—the re-pan or priming-pan (of a musket); a
funeral rite of Mohammedan mendicants:—piyla bharn
or bhar-jn = piyla p r hon (-k), The cup (of one's life)
to be full, one's days to be numbered; to be pued up
with pride (cf. the proverb 'Pride goeth before a fall'):—
piyla pn (k), To qua the cup (of); to imbibe the
doctrines, or become the disciple (of):—piyla-niwla, s.m.
Food and drink (in the language of debauchees):—piyla
hon, v.n. To die (in the language of Mohammadan
mendicants).
P H ! ; !" piyl (dim. of piyla), s.f. A small cup or

H  ` ; "7" pp  (dim. of pp ), s.f. The small red ant.
religiosa.
H L ; "! ppal [S. Q!"], s.f. Long pepper, Piper longum
(both plant and berry).
H 3L ; "! ppl, adj. Of the ppal; or of the long pepper
plant:—ppl-m r, ppl-m l, ppl-m , s.m. The root of
the long pepper plant.
H 3L ; "! ppl [S. Q!+t], s.m. The chief or striking
part of a sword (about a span from the point), the end or
point of a sword; the metallic tip of a sheath.
H #L ; "!" ppal, ppl, s.f. The female ppal tree; the
fruit of the ppal or holy g-tree.

H  ; " pt, " pti [S. H"t], s.f. Love, aection,
&c.=prti and pyr, qq.v.
S  ; " pt, adj. & s.m. Yellow;—yellow colour:—ptmbar
(˚ta+am˚), adj. & s.m. Dressed in yellow clothes;—a name
of Krishna
or Vish u;—silk cloth of a yellow colour; ( vulg.)

a silk cloth;—a dancer, an actor; a religious mendicant
wearing yellow garments:—pt-pd, s.f. lit. 'Yellowlegged'; a small bird, the Maina, Turdus salica:—pt-pa,
s.m.=ptmbar, q.v.:—pt-par, s.f. lit. 'Yellow-leaved'; the
plant commonly called bi hati; a kind of nettle, Tragia
involucrata:—pt-pushp, s.m. The plant Barleria prionitis; the
tree Michelia champaka; a species of Tabernœmontana
coronaria; a species of Karikra:—pt-pushp, s.f.
Andropogon acicularis; a species of Barleria with yellow
owers:—pt-phal, s.m. The tree Trophis aspera; Averrhoa
carambola:—pt-tun, s.m. lit. 'Yellow beak'; the tailorbird, Sylvia sutoria:—pt- andan, s.m. A yellow fragrant
wood (considered as a yellow species of sandal wood):—
pt-dru, s.m. A species of pine, Pinus deodora; Pinus
longifolia:—pt-ras, s.m. Turmeric, curcuma:—pt rakt, s.m. A
yellow gem, a topaz:—pt-sr, s.m. A yellow gem, a topaz;
—the sandal tree; the tree Alangium hexapetalum:—ptsphaik, s.m. 'Yellow crystal'; the topaz:—pt-l, s.m. The
plant Terminalia tomentosa:—pt-kshh, s.m. Yellow
sanders:—pt-kadal, s.f. A species of banana or plantain:
—pt-kand, s.m. The carrot, Daucus carota:—pt-ghosh, s.f.
A species of creeper with yellow owers:—pt-loh, s.m.
Yellow metal, brass; queen's metal, or a mixed metal
resembling gold:—pt-mastak, s.m. lit. 'Yellow-head'; the
small bird Loxia philippensis:—pt-mai, s.m. A yellow gem,
a topaz:—pt-mu , s.m. 'Yellow-head'; the bird Loxia
philippensis (=pt-mastak); a kind of gallinule:—pt-var,
adj. & s.m. Yellow;—yellow colour:—pt-y th, s.f. Yellow
jasmine, Jasminum chrysanthemum.
H  * ; h paitn, s.m.=pai tn, q.v.
S ** ; " ptat, s.f. Yellowness; the colour yellow.
H * ; h paitar, s.m.=pai tar, q.v.
S * ; h
 paitrik, adj. Of or belonging to ancestors, or
progenitors, or to the manes; paternal, ancestral,
inherited from a father, hereditary:—paitrik-bh
mi, s.f. A


paternal estate; the country of one's ancestors,
fatherland.
H I* ; " ptas (a contrac. of pitiy-ss; or S.  
+l ), s.f. The wife of a father-in-law's brother.
S 0* ; " ptasr (contrac. of pitiy-sasur; S.  
+:8,), s.m. Father-in-law's brother.
S (* ; h.\ paittik, adj. Of a bilious temperament, bilious;
biliary.
H * ; "! ptal [S. \!(], s.m. Brass; bronze.
S * ; "! ptal, adj. & s.m. Yellow;—the colour yellow;—
brass.
H 3* ; "! ptala, vulg. ptl, adj. (f. -), Of brass, brazen.
H 3* ; h! paital [S. +!+t], adj. (f. -), Shallow.
H 2 * ; "/ ptam [S. H+/, superl. of priya], adj. & s.m.
Most beloved; best beloved;—lover; husband (=prtam,
q.v.).
S <* ; " ptan, s.m. The hog-plum, Spondias mangifera;—
the tree Pentaptera tomentosa;—the waved-leaf g-tree,
Ficus infectoria;—yellow orpiment;—saron.
S * ; h\ paitta, adj. (f. -), Pertaining to the bilious
humour; proceeding from bile; bilious.
H R; "& p, s.f.=ph, q.v.
S R; |& pe (rt. &), s.m. lit. 'Basket; bag'; the belly,
stomach;—the womb; pregnancy;—inner or hidden part,
inside; cavity; capacity; volume; bore (of a gun, &c.);—
appetite, hunger; greediness; (g.) livelihood, living:—
pe-rth, adv. For the sake of the stomach:—pe-rth ,
pe-rth, adj. & s.m. Desirous for the stomach; greedy,
gluttonous; epicurean;—a glutton; an epicure:—pe n,
v.n. To be purged:—pe b dhn, v.n. To eat less than the
appetite demands, to stint oneself of food:—pe ba hn,
v.n. To eat voraciously;—to encroach on the share or
rights of another:—pe boln, v.n. The stomach to
rumble; to suer from borborygm:—pe-bha , adv. A
bellyful:—pe-bhar, adj. (f. -), Having the stomach full;
satised;—rich, wealthy, well o, independent;
consequential, proud, conceited:—pe-bhar , adj. & s.m.
Enough to ll the stomach; a bellyful:—pe bharn, v.n. To
ll the belly; to be satised; to be surfeited:—pe pln,

v.n. To pamper the stomach; to be selsh;—to contrive
to live decently; to live from hand to mouth:—pe-pl ,
adj. & s.m. Gluttonous, greedy, selsh;—a glutton; a
selsh person:—pe pn hon, v.n. To have loose bowels;
to be violently purged; to have watery stools;—to be
white-livered, be frightened; to be confounded:—pe
paka kar bhgn, v.n. lit. 'To hold the stomach and run'; to
y in great agitation or distress:—pe pak e phirn, v.n. lit.
'To walk about holding the stomach'; to wander about in
a state of agitation or distraction, to be distracted:—pe
pakn, v.n. To burst with laughter:—pe-pos , pe-pos ,
adj. & s.m. Gluttonous, greedy; a glutton (=pe-rthu; pepl ):—pe-po han , pe-po han , pe-po an , s.m. A
woman's last child:—pe ph n, v.n. To rend or tear the
bowels;—to be impatient:—pe phan, v.n. The belly to
burst;—to be impatient; to be bursting with envy, &c.:—
pe ph ln, v.n. The belly to swell; to be in the family
way; to be bursting (with laughter, &c.):—pe pn, v.n.
To beat the belly; to cry out with hunger;—to evince
great impatience:—pe-ph (or pe-pih) batn, v.n. To
evince extreme weakness or want; to act submissively:—
pe ph (or pe pih) ek hon, v.n. lit. 'The belly and back
to meet'; to be very emaciated:—pe jr hon, pe jha n,
pe aln, pe h n, v.n. To be purged; to have a
diarrhœa or ux (=pe pn hon):—pe dikhn, v.n. lit. 'To
shew the belly'; to complain of poverty and hunger; to
beg for food:—pe ln, v.n. To procure abortion; bring
on a miscarriage:—pe rakhn, v.t. To get with child,
cause to be pregnant:—pe rahn, v.n. To conceive, be
pregnant:—pe-se, adj. Pregnant (as a woman):—pe-se
b dhn, v.t. To bind (food, &c.) to the belly:—pe-se po
bhar nikln, v.n. One's teeth or claws to become visible;
to shew one's claws;—to go beyond bounds:—pe-se pa
b dhn, pe-se   b dhn, pe-se k-k ro b dhn, v.n.
To bind a tight bandage, or a brick, or a cake-shaped
board, to the stomach to withstand the craving of
hunger:—pe-se hon, v.n. To be pregnant:—pe-k pn na
hiln, v.n. To be carried (in a conveyance), or to ride,
without being jolted:—pe-k parda, s.m. The omentum:—
pe kn (-k), To starve or pinch (oneself); to deprive
(one) of dues, livelihood, &c.; to stop the wages (of); to
reduce the allowance or stipend (of);—pe-k  , adj.

Starving, famished, famine-stricken:—pe-k dukh den,
v.t. To starve:—pe-k dukhiy, s.m. One subject to pain in
the stomach (from over-feeding);—a destitute or starved
person, a poor wretch;—a wretch who will do anything
for the sake of his stomach:—pe-k sur, pe-k kutt, adj.
As a hog, or a dog, in respect of (his) stomach; greedy as
a hog, &c.:—pe-k kap, s.m. A sly, close knave:—pe-k
ma r, s.m. One who works for bare subsistence; a
hireling, mercenary:—pe-k halk, adj. (f. -), Light of
stomach; light, frivolous; gossiping, babbling; unable to
keep a secret:—pe-k g, s.f. Fire of the stomach; hunger;
—maternal aection:—pe-k g b jhn, v.n. To appease
hunger;—pe-k angr, s.f. Violent craving of the stomach
(for food);—violent emotion:—pe-k bte , s.f. Close or
bosom secrets:—pe-k mr, s.f. Starvation, want of food:
—pe-ke po bhar nikln = pe-se po bhar nikln, q.v.:
—pe-ke wste, adv. For the sake of the stomach; for food:
—pe girn (-k), To cause or procure abortion (=pe
aln):—pe girn, v.n. To miscarry (a woman);—s.m.
Miscarriage:—pe gu bu n, pe gu gurn, v.n. To have a
rumbling of the stomach (=pe boln, q.v.):—pe lag-jn or
rahn, v.n. The stomach to sink in from want of food; to
be starving with hunger:—pe mrn (apn), To subdue
(one's) appetite or hunger; to mortify (oneself); to stab
(oneself) in the belly;—to screen, cloak, hide, excuse (a
child from maternal aection):—pe-mar, s.f. A woman
who works for her daily bread; a woman who prostitutes
herself for bread or for money; a prostitute, a harlot:—
pe malwn, v.n. To have the stomach rubbed:—pe
masosn (-k) = pe kn, q.v.:—pe-me bal pa n, v.n. To
have a twisting pain in the stomach (from excessive
laughter, &c.):—pe-me bt rakhn, v.n. To keep a thing,
&c. to oneself;—pe-me pn hon, v.n.=pe pn hon, q.v.:
—pe-me po hon, v.n. To be very sly; to entertain evil
designs:—pe-me pa n, v.n. To get into the stomach (of,
-ke);—to pass the lips (of);—to conceive:—pe-me paihn
(-ke), To worm oneself into the secrets (of); to worm
oneself into the good graces (of); to become intimate
(with):—pe-me d h hon, v.n. To have an old head on
young shoulders:—pe-me rakhn (-ko), To stow away in
the stomach; to keep (a matter) secret, or to oneself; to
keep back; to suppress:—pe-me ghusn (-ke) = pe-me

paihn, q.v.:—pe-me len , v.t. To gulp down; to endure,
to have patience:—pe-wl, adj. f. Pregnant (woman):—
pe ha ba n, v.n. To have a griping pain in the stomach,
to have an inclination to stool.
H R; |& pe [S. |&t], s.m. Belly; round, girth; breadth,
width, diameter, distance across; slackness or curvature
(of a string or rope hung loosely between two points);
the middle (of a page); the channel (of a river); a round
or total sum;—adv. In round numbers, about.
S R; |& pe, s.f. A basket; a large basket.
H R; |& per, s.m. See pir.
H 9R; |&Ru perth [S. |&+Ru], adj. & s.m. See s.v.
pe.
S R; |& peak, s.m. A covered wicker-basket for
holding clothes, books, &c.;—a multitude.
H R; |&, peuk, adj. & s.m.=pe , q.v.
S R; |& peik, s.f. A box.
H (R; |&! peal [S. |&+!], adj. Big-bellied, gorbellied.
H  R; "& pn [p˚ = Prk. () or <(), fr. S. 9,
perf. part. pass. fr. rt. 3+n = an = Prk. 4(=S."(],
v.t. To beat, thrash, thump, strike, knock, dash; to
punish, chastise; to thresh; to comminute; to pound; to
beat the breast (usually with the word ht, as ht
pn; hence) to mourn, to weep and wail; to toil hard,
drudge, slave:—p-ln, v.t. (intensive), To beat or
thrash soundly; to give (a thing) a good dusting:—plen, v.t. To scrape together or to earn (with diculty).
H  R; "& pn, s.m. (see the verb), Fighting and

the back (of); to back, support, aid:—ph phern, v.n. To
turn the back, to depart, leave, withdraw; to take to
ight, to y:—ph-p he , adv. Behind the back (of, -ke); in
the absence (of):—p-p he (bt) kahn (-ke), To say (a
thing) behind (one's) back, to backbite:—ph to n (-k),
To break the back (of); to discourage, dishearten:—ph
hokn (-k), To pat on the back; to animate, encourage:—
ph rp-se lag-jn, v.n. To be bedridden:—ph den,
v.n. To turn the back, to turn tail, run away, ee; to turn
from, shrink from; to veer:—ph dikhn, v.n. To show
the back; to run away, &c. (=ph den); to depart, go
away, set out (on a journey):—ph-ke p he pa n (-ke), To
hide behind the back (of), to take refuge or shelter:—
ph-ke p he l-len (-ko), To shelter, screen, protect,
defend:—pih lagna (zamin-se), To bring (an antagonist's)
back (to the ground), to throw down (an adversary) in
wrestling; to overcome, render powerless;—to gall the
back (of a beast):—ph lagn, v.n. The back (of a beast) to
be galled (by the saddle, &c.), to have a
sore back;—to mount or back (a horse):—ph-mull , s.m.
The back-piece (in a native coat):—ph mo n, v.n. To
turn the back, &c.=ph phern and ph den.
S R; "_ pha, vulg. ph, s.m. A stool, seat, chair, bench
(=p h); the seat of a deity; an altar; basis, basement,
pedestal;—a kind of ornament;—(in Geom.) the
complement of a segment.
H R; h_ paih (see paih-n), s.f. Entrance, entry,
ingress, admission; penetration; impregnation;
inltration;—duplicate of a bill of exchange.
H R; "_ ph [S. 9t], s.m. A kind of sweetmeat

quarrelling, broil;—weeping and wailing, loud lamenting.
H  R; |&," peun, s.f. A pregnant woman.

made of rice- our and cocoa-nut and sugar.
H R; |_ peh [S. &t, or |&t], s.m. A kind of gourd;

H R; |&0 pe [pe, q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &

a kind of sweetmeat, slices of the gourd candied.
H R; h_ paihrn, = H  R; h_! paihln,

s.m. Gluttonous, voracious;—a glutton, gourmand.
H GR; |&5L peokh, |&ML peaukh [S. |&+d+t],
s.m. Looseness of the bowels, purging, ux, diarrhœa.
H R; "_ ph [Prk. à"; S. c( (Vedic .c)], s.f. The back;
the loins; the back part (of anything);—backing, support,
aid:—ph-par hth phern (-ke), To stroke or pat on the
back, to encourage:—ph-par hon (-ke), To be or stand at

(caus. of paihn; r or l being the caus. increment), v.t.
To cause to penetrate; to cause to pervade; to thrust (in,
-me ), force (in); to run (in), to introduce (into); to
insinuate.
H  R; h_! paihln, = H R; h_ paihrn,
(caus. of paihn; r or l being the caus. increment), v.t.

To cause to penetrate; to cause to pervade; to thrust (in,
-me ), force (in); to run (in), to introduce (into); to
insinuate.
H R; h_ paihn (caus. of paihn), v.t.=paihln,

q.v.
H 8 ; * paijn, v.n.=paij karn, q.v.s.v. paij;—

q.v.
H  R; h_ paiho [rt. of paih-n+o = Prk.  (=S.

boiled, rice-gruel; gruel (=p h).
P 9 ; | pe [Pehl. pikhak; Zend pikha], s.m. Turn,

()+], s.m. Penetration, entrance, entering, access,

winding; revolution; involution; convolution;—twist, coil;
plait, fold;—entanglement, complication, maze,
perplexity, intricacy, ambiguity; hitch, diculty, trouble;
trick (in wrestling, &c.); artice, stratagem; wiliness,
craftiness; duplicity, deceit;—a roll (of cloth, &c.); a
screw; a machine:—pe --pe , s.m. & adj. Twist upon
twist, all convolution; all intricacy, &c.;—involved,
intricate, &c.:—pe uhn, v.n. To experience trouble,
suer distress or loss:—pe ukha n, v.n. The twist (of
anything) to become loose; a screw to come out:—pe
b dhn (-se), To grapple (with, in wrestling):—pe -p ,
pe -p , s.m.=pe , q.v.:—pe pa n (-me ), A diculty or
hitch to arise (in); to occur as a diculty or obstacle; to
become complicated, dicult, or intricate;—to be
entangled (in):—pe -tb, s.m.=pe -o-tb , q.v.:—pe aln,
v.n. An artice or stratagem to be successful; to prevail
by stratagem, &c.:—pe unn (-ke), To bind the twists (of
a turban) with care:—pe -dr, adj. Twisted, convoluted,
coiled, spiral; winding, sinuous; intricate, complicated,
involved; knotty, dicult; ambiguous; crooked, tortuous;
artful, tricky, wily, crafty, deceitful:—pe -dar-pe , adj. Coil
within coil; involved, entangled, intricate, complex:—pe
den (-ko), To wind round, to twist; to screw; to
circumvent, to deceive:—pe ln (-me ), To entangle
(the string of an adversary's paper kite); to throw
obstacles or diculties (in the way of):—pe -k, adj. (f. -)
= pe -dr, q.v.:—pe karn (-me ; or -se), To practise
artices or tricks, to trick, deceive; to complicate;—to
grapple (with, in wrestling):—pe khn, v.n. To be
twisted, &c.; to coil; to writhe; to be perplexed; to fall into
diculties, to sustain a loss:—pe khuln, or khul-jn, v.n.
To be untwisted; to be unscrewed:—pe kholn (-k), To
untwist; to unscrew:—pe len (-se); To entangle (the silk
of one's paper kite with that of another kite), to ght
paper kites;—to meet, to embrace:—pe -o-tb , pe -tb,

admission.
H  R; h_ paithn [paih˚ = Prk. =S. H 9 perf. part.
pass. of H+ 8;+n = an = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To
enter (into, -me ), run or rush (in); to penetrate (into);
to force an entry (into); to pervade; to intrude; to
inltrate:—paih-jn (-ke andar), v.n. (intensive) To run
or rush (into), &c.=paihn:—paihne den, v.t. To allow
(one) to enter, to give entrance (to), to admit:—paihnewl, s.m. One who enters, one who forces himself (in),
an intruder;—a diver; a man who cleans out wells.
H 9R; "_M phaut, s.m. Page of a book (—ph, q.v.).
H R; "_" ph [S. .9], s.f. Pulse steeped in water
and then peeled and ground (=pih).
H ) R; "_ phiy [ph, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. The
back (=ph):—phiy-ho k, adv. Rammed or beaten
down close; closely, tightly.
H ) R; |_ pehiy, s.f. dim. of, and=pe h, q.v.
H R; |&" pe [S. |&+], s.f. Belly-band, girth, belt;
portmanteau; box, tumbrel, casket; bundle, case (of
things); the thorax, chest:—pe la n, pe mrn (-se), To
have sexual intercourse (with).
H ) R; |& peiy [S. |&+t], s.m. Daily food, daily
allowance, board; allowance, pension.
H 6 ; h* paij [S. H], s.f. Solemn declaration,
agreement, engagement, promise, vow;—vowed or
sworn hostility or enmity:—paij karn, v.n. To make a
promise, or vow, &c.
H 6 ; h* paij, s.f. (Old H.)=paih, q.v.
H <8 ; |* pai-jan, s.f. = H 8 ; * paijn, s.m. =pai jan,
q.v.
H 8 ; * paijn, s.m. = H <8 ; |* pai-jan, s.f. =pai jan,

also=paihn, q.v.
H 9 ; "* p [S. K+], s.f. Water in which rice has been

s.m. Twisting and twining; convolution, twisting knots,
folds; contortions; restlessness, anxiety, agitation,
perplexity, disquietude, distraction, distress; vexation,
anger, indignation:—pe -o-tb khn, v.n. To twist and
turn; to writhe; to suer distress or anxiety; to be vexed.
H : ; | pe  [S. |t], s.m. An owl.
H : ; pai , s.m. Turn, twist, &c.=pe , q.v.
P  : ; pe n (imperf. part. of P. pe dan), part. adj.
Turning, twisting, winding, coiling, &c.;—twisted, coiled,
&c.
P Z: ; pe ish (fr. pe , q.v.), s.f. In ection, twisting,
contortion, writhing; intricacy, perplexity, trouble;
contention; circumvention;—tenesmus, cholic, gripes.
P (: ; pe ak, s.f. A ball, clue, or skein (of thread);—the
bottom on which thread is wound.
S (: ; | pe ak, s.m. An owl (=pe );—a louse;—the root
of an elephant's tail;—a cloud;—a bed.
H : ; " p n [p ˚ = Prk. K+() or |K+()=S.
H<(), future of rt. 3], v.t. To trample upon, to crush;
to tread down.
H : ; "0 p , s.m. The fruit of the Capparis aphylla (syn.
karl).
S : ; |, pe u, s.m. A species of bulbous plant with
esculent roots, Colocasia antiquorum.
P  : ; pe -wn, adj. Twisted (generally applied to uqqasnakes);—s.m. A uqqa-snake.
H &: ; "+ p h, s.f. Rice-water, &c.=p , q.v.
H &: ; "+ p h [Prk. K+ =S. +t], s.m. The
hinder or back part, the rear; following; pursuit;
persecution;—absence:—p h bhr hon, v.n. To be
pursued; to have (an enemy) in the rear:—p h phern,
To turn away, to leave, withdraw:—p h hurn (-k), To
get rid (of), shake o; to get away (from):—p h cho n (k), To give up following, or persecuting; to let (one)
alone; to give over, cease:—p h karn (-k), To follow,
pursue, chase; to press, importune, persecute;—to back
(as a horse); to recoil (as a gun, &c.):—p h na ho n (k), To stick to, to pursue unremittingly; to persecute:—
p he, p he , adv. & postpn. In the rear (of, -ke); in
pursuit (of); behind, astern; after (both in time and

space); afterwards, subsequently; back, ago; besides;—in
the absence (of); after the death (of);—in consequence
(of); on, upon; on account (of); for the sake (of), for:—
p he n, v.n. To come after; to follow; to ensue; to come
late:—p he pa n (-ke), To run after, to dance attendance
(on); to importune, dun, persecute, torment; to pursue
doggedly or tenaciously; to make a point (of);—to drop
behind, to be outstripped:—p he-p he, adv. (intens. of
p he), One after another, in succession; in a train, row,
or series:—p he horn or ho -den, v.t. To leave behind:
—p he ln, p he rakhn, v.t. To put or leave behind; to
outstrip, surpass;—to lay by, store up:—p he rahn, v.n.
To remain behind or back, to fall or lag behind; to be left
remaining; to survive;—p he rah-hu, adj. Remaining;
surviving:—pche-se , adv. From behind; in the rear;—
afterwards, subsequently:—p he karn, v.t. To put
behind; to cast behind the back; to keep back, to
restrain:—p he-ko phirn, v.n. To retreat; to depart or
withdraw (through fear):—p he lagn or lag-jn or lagrahn (-ke), To follow, pursue, prosecute, &c. (=p h karn,
q.v.):—p he ho-len (-ke), To get or go behind; to follow
after; to go in the wake or train (of).
H  &: ; h+ pai hn, s.f. = H  &: ; h+ pai hnn, v.t.
See pah n and pah nn.
H  &: ; h+ pai hnn, v.t. = H  &: ; h+ pai hn, s.f.
See pah n and pah nn.
H &: ; "+! p hal [Prk. K+p or K+p; S. +!t],
adv. (prov.)=p he, q.v.; cf. also pi hl.
H &: ; "+0 p h , adv.=pche, q.v.s.v. p h.
H  &: ; "+,  pchuw, "+  p hw [p h+Prk.  =S.t
redupl.], s.m. The hinder part (particularly of a saddle).
H A &: ; "+0 pch t, adv. (prov.)=p he, q.v.
H &: ; " p he [Prk. K=S. U], adv. See s.v. p h.
P X + : ; pe dag (abst. subst. from the next), s.f. The
being twisted; twisting, winding; twist, contortion;
distortion.
P ?+ : ; pe da (perf. part. of pe dan, fr. pe , q.v.), part.
adj. Twisted, coiled, &c.: See pe -dr, s.v. pe .
P > ; p l, vulg. pai l, s.m. Excrement, dung (esp. of
birds):—p l karn, v.n. To dung; to mute.

P  > ; pai- na, s.m. See s.v. pai; and cf. pe- na.
H > ; pe n, s.m. See the Hind & ; pekhn (of which it is
the Urd form).
P + ; paid [Zend paiti+day, rt. d; S. prati+rt. dh], part.
adj. Born, created, generated, produced; invented,
discovered, manifested, manifest, exhibited; procured,
acquired, earned, gained;—s.f. That which is earned,
earnings, gain, prot, income; interest; emoluments;
perquisites, bribes (syn. yft):—paid karn, v.t. To bring
into being, to create, make, form, produce, give rise to,
occasion; to raise, bring forth, breed, hatch; to originate,
invent, discover; to nd; to procure, acquire, earn, gain,
realize:—paid hon, v.n. To be born; to be created, &c.; to
arise, spring up, be produced; to be found; to be earned,
&c.
P + ; paid-wr, = P + ; paid-wr, s.f. Produce (of land,
&c.), yield; fruit; harvest; prots (of trade), proceeds,
out-turn, income.
P + ; paid-wr, = P + ; paid-wr, s.f. Produce (of land,
&c.), yield; fruit; harvest; prots (of trade), proceeds,
out-turn, income.
P Z$+ ; paidish, s.f. Birth; creation, production; origin,
rise; produce; earnings, prots, &c. (see paid);—one of
the titles of the Book of Genesis.
P H $+ ; paidish, adj. Natural; original; inborn, innate,
&c. (syn. al; jibill; alq).
P ; + ; pai-dar-pai, adv. See s.v. pai.
H  + ; "7" pd , s.f. A tomtit (=pid ; cf. also pidd).
H + ; h! paidal, adj. & adv. Walking; on foot;—s.m. Footsoldier; infantry.
H R; |f!0 pel , s.m.=pe l , q.v.
H  ; " pr, s.f.=p ; p , q.v.
P  ; pr (S. ?; Old P. piyar), s.m. An old man; a saint; a
spiritual guide or father; a priest; founder or head of a
religious order;—Monday:—pr-bh, s.m. Follower of the
same spiritual teacher or guide, fellow-sectarian:—prbhu  (see b ar), s.m. A priest of the hja s;—pr-bhu -k ka h, s.f. An oering made to the priest of the
hja s on the admission of a novice:—pr-pl, s.m. An
assignment of land for the support of a pr, or for

keeping in order the tomb of a saint:—pr-pairav, s.f.
Following the guidance (of, -k):—pr-zda, s.m. The son,
or the disciple, of a pr; a priest attached to a mosque; a
mendicant:—pr-zl, pr-zla, pr-zan, s.f. An old woman:—
pr-mard, s.m. An old man:—pr-murgn,
 s.m. Chief priest
of the Magi;—the prior of a Christian monastery;—a
tavern-keeper:—pr karn, v.t. To make (one) a spiritual
teacher or guide; to elect a spiritual teacher, &c.
H  ;  pair [S. ++], s.m. The foot; footstep; footprint; the track of oxen (whether in treading out corn,
or in working an oil-press, or in drawing water from a
well, &c.); the place where corn is trodden out, the
threshing oor; the place where corn is stacked;—corn
in the straw;—pairo , adv. On foot, afoot (=paidal):—pair
uhn, v.n. To lift or raise the feet; to direct the steps
(towards, -k or), to proceed (in the direction of):—pair
h n, v.n. To continue menstruating after the usual
time:—pair dharn, pair rakhn, v.n. To tread, to step.
H  ; " pr, adj.=pl, q.v.
P  ; | per, s.f. A kind of musical instrument.
H  ; h pair, s.m. The track of oxen, &c. (=pair, q.v.).
P  ; pair (act. part. of pairstan; see next), adj. & s.m.
(used as last member of compounds), adorning,
decorating; adorned (with); adorner, decorator; one who
executes (a thing) with elegance and accuracy.
P *B ; pairsta [perf. part. of pairstan, fr. Zend vi++rt. rd
= S. rdh], part. adj. Decorated, adorned; trimmed;
arranged, adjusted.
H  ; h pairk [rt. of pair-n+Prk.  5=S. t (i.e.
 caus. increment+t], s.m. A swimmer (=tairk).
H   ; h" pairk [pairk+Prk. =S. ], s.f. The act
of swimming; the art of swimming;—a female swimmer.
P <a  ; pairman, = P  a  ; pairm n, (S. /4?), s.m.
Circuit, circumference; environs, adjacent places;—the
skirt, lappet, or ap of a garment;—adv. About, around.
P  a  ; pairm n, = P <a  ; pairman, (S. /4?), s.m.
Circuit, circumference; environs, adjacent places;—the
skirt, lappet, or ap of a garment;—adv. About, around.
P  ; prn, s.m. Old men; saints (pl. of pr, q.v.);—an
assignment of land for the support of a pr, or for the

preservation of the tomb of a saint (=pr-pl);—charity
lands (bestowed on the poor in honour of a saint).
H  ; h pairn [caus. of pairn; pair = pair˚+ = w =

P  ; pai-rav, s.f. See s.v. pai.

Prk.  or U=S.  caus. increment], v.t. To cause to

decrepitude;—the status or condition of a priest, or of a
saint;—rule, authority, power, in uence.
H  ; h" pair (from pair), s.f. An ornament for the legs,

swim or oat, to make (one) swim, to teach (one) to
swim.
P  ; pr-na, adj. Elderly, old; growing old; like an old
man;—belonging to, or connected with, a saint; worthy
of a saint.
H  ; h pairo or h pair [rt. of pairn+o = Prk.
 (=S. ()+], adj. Requiring to be swum across;
beyond the depth of a man, unfordable, deep.
P < ; pairhan (S. ), s.m. Covering, mantle; a long
robe; a kind of loose vest, a shirt or shift (resembling
the qab, but having buttons instead of strings at the
neck and navel, and between the two).
P H $ ; pr, s.m. A tribe or caste who beat the hol or
drum and sing of saints (pr).
H $ ; h pair [rt. of pairn+Prk. =S. +
()], s.f. The act and the art of swimming (=pairk);
place to be swum across; distance over which it is
necessary to swim;—charge or wages for teaching to
swim.
P H $ ; pair (see pair), s.f. Adorning, decorating (used
as the last member of compounds).
P ) ; prya, perya, s.m. Ornament, decoration.
P H ;  ; pr-pl; see s.v. pr for compounds of which that
word is the rst member.
H  ; | pern, v.t.=pe n, q.v.

P < ; pairahan, s.m. contrac. of pairhan, q.v.
H  ; pr (from pr, q.v.), s.f. Old age, senility,

an anklet;—the quantity of grain obtained after
threshing.
H R; "7 p , s.f. Pain, &c.=p , q.v.
H R; |7 pe [Prk. "; S. P"], s.m. A tree; plant; shrub:—
pe lagn, v.n. To plant trees.
H R; |7 pe [Prk. |ef(=S. ef(], s.m. A lump, &c. (see
pina; and cf. pe ).
H R; h7 pai , s.m.=pair, q.v.
H  R; "7 p  (S. p), s.f. Pain, suering, anguish; the
pains of child-birth; sorrow, aiction, distress; wrong,
harm, injury, oppression; disease, sickness, illness;—
compassion, pity, sympathy, charity:—p -bodhak, adj.
(in Gram.) Expressive of pain (as an
intj. or exclamation):—p  den (-ko), To give pain (to); to
aict, oppress, harass; to vex, annoy; to harm, injure;—
v.n. To give pain, to pain, ache:—p -kar, adj. Paincausing, giving pain, aicting, tormenting.
H  R; |7 pe  [Prk. |Òf =S. eft], s.m. A ball or lump
of leavened dough;—a kind of sweetmeat (made of
curds).
H  R; h7 pai  (from pai = pair), s.m. High wooden

H  ;  pairn, or   pairn [pair˚ = Prk. ()=S.

pattens (syn. kha o );—the track or path of oxen (in
drawing water, &c.=pair, q.v.).
H  R; "7 p n [p , q.v.+ = w = Prk.  or U=S.

H(), rt. H+], v.n. To swim; to oat.

 caus. increment;+n = an = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.

S  ; |I peru, s.m. The ocean;—the sun; re.

To occasion pain; to cause to smart;—v.n. To pain, ache,
smart.
H C R; "7 p it (S. pita), part. adj. Pressed, squeezed,

H  ; |~ per , "~ pr [Port. per ], s.m. A turkey.
P  ; pai-rau, s.m. See s.v. pai.
S 5 ; |5* peroja, vulg. peroj, s.m. The turquoise
(=proza).
P d ; proz, adj. Victorious; prosperous, successful (=froz).
P ?d ; proza [S. |5*], s.m. The turquoise (=froza).

crushed;—pained, distressed, tortured, aicted,
oppressed, harassed, harmed; suering, sick, ill.
H 0 R; "7 p ak (S. paka), adj. & s.m. Pressing,
squeezing;—giving or occasioning pain; oppressing,
harassing; vexing, annoying;—oppressor, tormentor,

persecutor, &c.
H  R; "7 p n [p ˚ = Prk. "f()=S. "f(`), rt. "f],
v.n. To be pained, &c.; to pain, ache.
H  R; |7 pe n (i.q. peln, q.v.), v.t. To press, squeeze,
crush, grind; to rack.
H  R; |f0 pe [S. |&+t], s.m. The belly below the
navel, the pubes; locus ubi exoritur pubes.
H  R; "i p h, ph [Prk. "© ; S. "_t], s.m. A large
square stool (to sit on); stool, seat:—p h-bandh, s.m.
Preface or introduction (to a book: cf. pha).
H R; "i" p h [Prk. "©; S. "_], s.f. A small stool;
seat, chair;—descent, extraction, pedigree; a race or
generation of progenitors or descendants:—p h-p h,
p h-dar-p h, adv. From generation to generation;
generation after generation; from age to age (=pushtdar-pusht).
H  R; |7" pe  (dim. of pe ), s.f. A kind of sweetmeat
(=pe ).
H  R; |7" pe  (see pe ), s.f. The trunk of a tree; stubble
(from which a second crop is obtained); the indigo plant
after being once cut; a kind of betel leaf; a rate paid by
cultivators to zamndrs for the use of fruit trees.
H  R; h7" pai  (dim. of pai = pair), s.f. Ladder, stair-case,
ight of steps, stairs; step or rung of a ladder;—the track
or path of oxen (in drawing water, &c.=pai ; pair, q.v.).
P o ; pez (rt. of pezdan), part. adj. Sifting (used in comp.).
P o ; paizr, s.f. A slipper; a shoe:—paizr-paizr, s.f.
Fighting or mutual beating with slippers:—paizr-pa,
s.f. The act of beating with a slipper:—paizr- or, adj. 'Fit
or deserving to receive a shoe-beating'; abject, mean,
base:—paizr-se, intj. It concerns my shoes! My shoes
may care! I care not! (cf. bal-se):—paizr-kr, s.f.=paizrpa, q.v.:—paizr khn, v.n. To suer a shoe-beating, be
beaten with slippers.
P o ; pezna (from pezdan, 'to sift'), s.m. A sieve (syn.
ln).
S I ;  payas (changeable to 5 payo), s.m. Juice;
water; milk:—payo da, adj. (f. -), Yielding milk;—s.m.
'Water-giver,' a cloud:—payo dhar, s.m. lit. 'Water-holder';
or 'containing milk'; a cloud; a woman's breast; an

udder;—the root of Scirpus kysoor;—a species of sugarcane;—the cocoa-nut;—the fragrant grass Cyperus
rotundus:—payo-dhas, payo-dhi, s.m.=payo-nidhi, q.v.:—payodhik, s.m. 'Sea-foam'; cuttle-sh bone:—payo-mu , s.m. A
cloud:—payo-mukh, adj. Having milk on the surface; milkfaced:—payo-nidhi, s.m. 'Receptacle of water'; the ocean;
a cloud; pond, lake:—payo-vrat, s.m. The act of subsisting
on mere milk in consequence of a vow (which, with
prayer and residence in a cow-house, for the period of
one month, is regarded as an expiation for receiving an
unsuitable present);—the oering milk to Vish u and
subsisting upon it for twelve days as an act of merit; also
for one day, or for three days.
P I ; pes (Old P. pest; S. :<), adj. & s.m. White, leprous;
vile, ignoble;—leprosy.
H 0 ; h pais [i.e. p or pi+s; S. ++8t],
s.m. A copper coin, a pice (the fourth part of an n; in
value about a farthing and a half);—money, cash,
wealth, riches, fortune:—pais u n (-k), To spend
money extravagantly;—to make away with the money
(of another); to take the money (of another) by theft or
deceit:—pais pher-phr karn, v.n. To turn the penny:—
pais ubon, v.n. To sink money, to lay out money
without return:—pais  bn, v.n. Money to be sunk or
lost:—pais khn (-k), To spend extravagantly, to waste;
—to subsist by wages or the produce (of labour);—to
embezzle; to take bribes:—paise lagn (me ), To lay out
or expend money (upon):—paise-wl, adj. & s.m.
Moneyed, wealthy;—worth one pais;—a moneyed man.
H V 0 ; " ps , s.m.=pi , q.v.
H V 0 ; h pais , adj. & s.m.=pai , q.v.
H  0 ;  paisr [S. Ht], s.m. Reach, compass,
extent; access, entrance, admission; ability, power.
H I ; h_ paisah, adj.=pai sah, q.v.
H :#0 ; h!" paisal , adj. Worth one paisa (=paise-wl).
H <0 ; " psan (see next), s.m. Grinding, &c.;— our
(=pisn).
H 0 ; " psn [ps˚ = Prk. (), or (), or "(),
or "()=S. .9, rt. 3], v.t. To grind, triturate,
bruise, powder, pulverize; to gnash (the teeth);—to toil,

drudge, slave;—s.m. The corn or grain for grinding.
H 0 ; h paisn [pais˚ = pais˚ = Prk. (), or
 ()=S. H 8(), rt.  8 with H], v.n. To enter,
&c.=paihn, q.v.
H 0 ; "" psn, s.f. The corn or grain for grinding
(=psn).
S 0 ; L! payas-val, adj. Rich in milk, yielding milk
abundantly.
S  0 ; .L" payas-win, s.f. A cow with abundance of
milk, a milch-cow.
P 0 ; pes (see pes), adj. Leprous.
S 0 ; T payasy, s.f. Coagulated milk, curds (made by
mixing sour with hot sweet milk);—the shrub Asclepias
rosea;—a medicinal kind of moon-plant.
H  0 ; hT! paisyal, adj. Worth one pais (=paise-wl).
P Z ; pesh [Old P., pes; Pehl. pesh; Z. para; S. para], s.m.
Front, fore part; the front piece (in a native coat); (in
Gram.) the vowel-point  (termed amma by the Arabs);—
adv. & postpn., In front (of, -ke), before (in time or place;
—syn. ge);—adj. Promoted, advanced; respected; trusted;
possessing in uence:—pesh az, adv. Previous (to, -ke),
before;—pesh az n, adv. Previous to this, before this;
formerly, heretofore (=is-se ge, or is-se pahle):—peshmad, s.f. Coming into the presence (of, k), advance;
access, admittance; advancement, elevation:—pesh-n,
v.n. To come before, step forward, to advance; to
present (itself), to intervene, to arise, occur, happen,
come to pass; to behave (with, -se, e.g. gust -se pesh
y, 'he behaved insolently'), to treat; to deal (with),
negotiate:—pesh-andesha, adj. Looking to the future,
provident, prudent:—pesh-band, s.m. The belt that passes
over a horse's breast to prevent the saddle's slipping
back; a martingal:—pesh-band, s.f. Foresight, timely
preparation (for, -k):—pesh-bn, adj. Foreseeing, prudent,
provident, wise:—pesh-bn, s.f. Foresight; prudence:—
pesh jn, pesh aln, v.n. To go forth, to advance; to gain
reception (from, se), to pass, to answer; to be eective,
have eect:—pesh- aima, s.m. A tent or other baggage
sent on before; the camp equipage, tents, &c., sent on in
advance of an army;—fore-runner, harbinger:—pesh-

dln, s.m. Vestibule, porch, portico; verandah; gallery:—
pesh-dast, adj. & s.m. Surpassing, excelling; outstripping;
being beforehand, anticipating;—one who excels; an
assistant; money paid in advance, earnest-money;—
pesh-dast, s.f. An outstripping, surpassing, excelling; preeminence, precedency, excellence; anticipation, the
being beforehand (in, -me ), forestalling; paying
beforehand;—pesh-dast karn, v.n. To make haste; to
take the lead (in, -me ); to be beforehand (in), to
anticipate:—pesh-ras, adj. & s.m. Early, rst (fruit, grain,
&c.);—rst-fruits:—pesh-raft, adj. Making impression,
impressive, forcible; successful, ecient, eectual (as a
speech, admonition, &c.);—pesh-raft jn, pesh-raft hon,
v.n. To have eect, be eectual, produce an impression,
to be heeded; to be successful, to succeed;—to take the
lead, to go ahead:—pesh-rav, pesh-rau, s.m. One who goes
before; leader; guide; precursor, fore-runner; party in
advance; advance guard, van:—pesh-rav, s.f. The act of
going before or preceding:—pesh-qab, s.f. A dagger
(worn in front):—pesh-qadam, s.f. Stepping before or
forwards, advancing, advance; outstripping; anticipation;
activity, alertness; aggression;—leadership, command:—
pesh-qadam karn, v.n. To go before, precede, go in
advance; to advance, push forward; to
outstrip; to anticipate; to take the rst step, to
commence; to be the aggressor:—pesh-kr, s.m. Deputy;
manager, agent, foreman; assistant, mate; a native
ocer in a court next below the sarishtadr:—pesh-kr,
s.f. Deputyship; agency, &c.; the oce of a pesh-kr:—
pesh karn, v.t. To put or set before; to oer, present; to
bring forward, adduce, submit, propose, represent:—
pesh-kash, s.m. lit. 'What is rst drawn'; rst-fruits;—a
present to a superior; a present to the ruling power on
receiving an appointment, or on the renewal of a grant,
lease, &c.:—pesh-gh, s.f. The foremost place, the front;
vestibule, portico:—pesh-gh-me , adv. In front, before:—
pesh-go, s.f. Prediction:—pesh-nazar,
 Object; view,
prospect:—pesh-nigh, intj. Look out! take care!:—peshnamz, s.m. A leader at prayer, an imm:—pesh-nihd,
s.m. lit. 'What is placed before'; exemplar, example,
model; custom, habit, use; mode, manner; rule,
regulation.

P

 ; peshb (S. Hk ), s.m. Urine, piss:—peshb-k

ako, peshb-band, s.m. Stoppage or suppression of
urine, strangury;—peshb band hon, v.n. To suer
retention or stoppage of urine:—peshb karn, v.n. To
make water:—peshb lagn, v.n. To have the desire to
pass urine, to want to piss:—peshb-lne-wl, adj. (f. -),
Diuretic.
S V  ; h8 pai , adj. & s.m. Relating or belonging to a
pi a or demon; infernal, demoniacal;—the eighth and
lowest form of marriage (described as taking place when
a lover secretly embraces a maiden either sleeping or
intoxicated or disordered in her intellect);—a pis a or
demon.
S =  ; h8" pai , s.f. A sort of gibberish put into the
mouths of demons by the dramatic poets; one of the
lowest forms of Prkrit dialects.
P   ; peshn, s.f. The forehead, front, brow; fate, lot,
destiny (as traceable in the lines of the forehead).
P * ; pesh-tar (pesh+tar, qq.v.), adv. Before, prior (to, -ke,
or -se); formerly; sooner; heretofore; ago; further;
beyond.
P   ; pesh-kr, = P Z ; pesh-kash, See s.v. pesh.
P Z ; pesh-kash, = P   ; pesh-kr, See s.v. pesh.
P J ; peshg, s.f. Money given in advance, or on account;
an advance (of money); earnest-money.
S < ; |34 pesha, s.m. Grinding, crushing, pulverizing;—
any apparatus for grinding or pounding, a hand-mill; a
stone and muller; a threshing- oor;—a plant, a species
of Euphorbia with three lobes, Euphorbia antiquorum (com.
called tek t-sij).
H < ; |34 pekha, s.m.=(Old H.) <& ; pekha, q.v.
S < ; h8
, paiun, s.m. Informing (against); tale-bearing,
backbiting, calumny; espionage; malignity, depravity.
S  ; |34" pesha, s.f. A stone slab on which
condiments, &c. are ground with a muller; mill,
handmill; grindstone; millstone.
S   ; h8B,  paiunya, s.m.=paiun, q.v.
P   ; peshw, s.m. Exemplar, model; guide, leader;
foreman; the head of a party; high-priest; the chief of a
religious sect; a moral or religious instructor;—the rst

executive ocer (among the Marhaas):—peshw karn,
v.t. To follow as a model; to take as a guide, &c.:—peshw
len (-k), To meet and receive (a friend or visitor).
P d  ; pesh-wz, vulg. pishwz (pesh, 'in front'+w = bz,
'open'), s.f. A full-dress gown (reaching a little below the
knee,—especially such as is worn by a bride when she
leaves for her husband's home, and also by dancing
girls).
P $  ; peshw, s.f. Leadership; high-priestship;
guidance; precedence, supremacy; the meeting and
reception of a guest or visitor:—peshw karn (-k), To
meet, receive, welcome; to escort.
H   ; peshaur (P. pesh+war), s.m. Name of a city on the
north-west frontier of India (lit. 'an advanced post'; it
was built by the emperor Akbar).
H   ; peshaur, adj. & s.f. Of or belonging to Peshaur,
coming from or made in Peshaur;—a kind of slipper or
shoe made in Peshaur;—a kind of rice.
P  ; pesha (rel. n. from pesh), s.m. lit. 'That which is
followed'; vocation, profession, craft, trade, business;
custom, habit, practice; art, skill:—pesha-wr, pesha-war,
pesha-wl, s.m. An artisan, craftsman, articer;
workman; tradesman.
P  ; pesh, s.f. The being put before, coming before (as a
case before a judge), the being brought forward, or into
the presence of;—lead, precedence; superior rank;—an
advance (=peshg).
S  ; |8" pe, s.f. A piece, ball, or lump of esh or meat;
a sheath, scabbard; the egg of a bird; spikenard,
Valeriana jatamansi; a blown bud.
P <  ; peshn [pesh, q.v.+Zend aeñ = S. ], adj. Former,
prior, anterior, ancient; anticipated;—s.m. The morning:
—peshn-go, s.f. Fore-telling, prediction.
P    ; peshniyn, s.m. pl. Those who have gone-before,
the ancients.
P   ; paigr,
 s.m. A ditch; a furrow.
H 1  ; paigm
 (akin to S. H$/), s.m. Message; mission,
embassy; news, advice, intelligence (=paym or paiym):—
paigm-paig
m,

 s.f. Messages to and fro, mutual
messages, correspondence:—paigm-bar,
s.m. 'Message
bearer,' messenger; ambassador, envoy; prophet,

apostle:—paigm-bar,
s.f. Mission (esp. of a prophet),

legation; the oce of a messenger, &c.
P 2  ; paigam,
 s.m. contrac. of paigm,
 q.v.:—paigam-bar,

s.m. A prophet; apostle (=paigm-bar):—paig
am-bar,


s.f.=paigm-bar,
q.v.

H ( ; " pk [Prk. =, or =; S. =, or =; cf.
also p g], s.f. The juice of the betel leaf chewed and spit
out:—pk-dn, s.m. pk-dn, s.f. A vessel for holding the
pk; a spittoon (syn. ugl-dn).
H ( ; " pk, s.m. The Indian cuckoo (=pik, q.v.).
H ( ; " pk, s.f.=phk, q.v.
P ( ; paik (S. ), s.m. Messenger, runner; courier,
an express; a runner before a tziya (q.v.); a guard,
watchman.
P   ; paikr, s.f. War, battle, contest (also written paigr).
H   ; h paikr, s.m.=p-kr, q.v.s.v. p.
P   ; paikn, s.m.f. The head of an arrow, dart, javelin,
&c.; any pointed missile.
P   ; paikn, s.m. pl. (of paik), Runners, couriers, &c.;
armed militia or watchmen;—revenues of lands for the
maintenance of paiks.
P  ; paikar (S. H>?), s.m.f. Face, countenance,
visage; form, appearance, gure; resemblance, portrait,
likeness;—(as last member of comp.), adj. Faced;—
resembling, like (e.g. par-paikar, 'fairy-faced'; koh-paikar,
'like a mountain').
H  ( ; h7 pai-ka , = H  ( ; hi pai-ka h, s.m. See
s.v. pai.
H  ( ; hi pai-ka h, = H  ( ; h7 pai-ka , s.m. See
s.v. pai.
H <& ; |L4 pekha, s.m. Seeing, &c. (see next).

+t)], s.m. Player, actor, &c.
H  ; h" paik (see paik), s.m. One who carries round a
uqqa for hire at a fair or in a camp;—a tumbler,
mountebank;—s.f. Tumbling.
H J ; h$0 paig , s.m. Pegu (the country);—a sort of green
coloured stone (brought from Pegu).
P  ; pl (S. "!,), s.m. Elephant; (in chess) the bishop;—
pl-bn, s.m. Elephant-keeper; elephant-driver;—pl-bn,
s.f. The business of taking care of elephants:—pl-band,
s.m. The mutually supporting each other of a bishop and
two pawns (at chess):—pl-p, s.m. & adj. Elephantiasis;—
aicted with elephantiasis:—pl-pya, s.m. lit. 'Elephant's
foot'; elephantiasis;—a pillar, column:—pl-tan, adj.
Elephant-bodied, huge, gigantic:—pl-dandn, s.m.
Elephant's tooth, ivory:—pl-murg , s.m. lit. 'Elephantbird'; a turkey (=per ):—pl-nishn, adj. & s.m. Sitting on
an elephant;—elephant-rider.
H  ; |! pel (see pel-n), s.m. Shove, push;—s.f. Crush,
crowd; abundance, plenty (see rel; and rel-pel):—pel-pl,
part. adj. Shoving, pushing, &c.:—pel-mrn, v.t. To
shove, push.
S  ; |! pel, s.m. See pel.
H 3 ; "! pl [Prk. "!(; S. "!+], adj. (f. -), Yellow;
pale;—s.m. A species of grain or chick-pea ( an):—plebdal, s.m. Break of day, dawn.
H 3 ; |! pel [Prk. |! ; S. |!t], s.m. A testicle
(=pela ).
H 3 ; |! pel (see peln), s.m. A prop, support;—
oppression, tyranny; wrong, fault.
H 3 ; h! pail, s.m. A vessel for measuring grain; a large

H & ; |L pekhn [pekh˚ = Prk. |= ()=S. H<d(`), rt. d

basket.
H 3 ; ! pail, adj. corr. of pahl, q.v.

with H], v.t. To see, look, behold (=dekhn); to desire,

H <; 3 ; "! pl-pan [pl, q.v.+pan = Prk. Q4(=; 4(=S. ; (

wish for, long for.
H & ; |L pekhn [Prk. = 4(; S. |d4], s.m. A

(Vedic ; (], s.m. Yellowness.

puppet-show; show, spectacle, play, comedy, farce,
sham; illusion;—a plaything, toy; the wiles and artices
of woman.
H & ; |L pekhniy [Prk. |= .4 ; S. |d4+t (i.e.

the other side; removed (in time) by a whole unit:—
pailr-k baras, The year before last; the year after next.
H 1 3 ; "!/ plm (from the Chinese), s.m. Satin.

H 3 ; h! pailr, adv. (prov.), Beyond, across, over on

H $3 ; "! pl (from pl), s.f. Yellowness (=pl-pan).

H # ; "!" pl (see pl), s.f. 'The yellow piece,' a gold

P  %# ; pl-bn, s.m. See s.v. pl for compounds of which

mohur (syn. asharf).
H [ # ; hp paile, adv., corr. of pahle, q.v.s.v. pahl.

that word is the rst member.
H  ; |!7 pela , = H   ; |!7 pel , = H   ; |!i pela h,
[Prk. |!f(, |!f(; S. |!+(, and +], s.m. A testicle.

H # ; ".! pliy (pl, q.v.+iy = S. t), s.m. A yellow

[Prk. |!f(, |!f(; S. |!+(, and +], s.m. A testicle.

sheet (worn by a woman on the sixth day after her
giving birth to a child and subsequently).
H 2 ; |/ pem, s.m.=prem, q.v.

H   ; |!i pela h, = H  ; |!7 pela , = H   ; |!7 pel ,

P @ ; paim (S. /; or act. part. of paim dan, 'to

[Prk. |!f(, |!f(; S. |!+(, and +], s.m. A testicle.

measure'), part. adj. & s.m. Measuring; weighing;—
measurer, &c. (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
su un-paim, 'a measurer of words, an orator').
P  @ ; paimn (see next), s.m. Measuring;—agreement,

H   ; |!7 pel , = H  ; |!7 pela , = H   ; |!i pela h,

S (# ; "! plak, s.m. The large black ant.
H (# ; "! plak [S. "!+t], s.m. The Indian oriole
(vulgarly called the Mango-bird); the small yellowheaded bird Loxia philippensis (=pt-mastak, q.v.s.v. pta).
H <# ; h! pailan (corr. of pahilan; see pahil), adj. & s.m.
(prov.), First;—rst-born.
H # ; |! peln [pel˚ = Prk. |!(); S. H<(), rt.  with
H; or S. "f(`), rt. "f], v.t. To shove, push, thrust,
jostle; to impel, drive on forcibly, to push on; to push
down, thrust in; to press, crush, squeeze; to stu, cram,
ram; to express, squeeze out.
S # ; "!, plu, and H. "!0 pl , s.m. The tree Careya
arborea, or Salvadora persica (of which tooth-brushes or
dentifrices are made);—a ower; the blossom of the
Saccharum sara; an arrow; a worm, insect; an elephant:—
plu-par, s.f. The plant Sanseviera zeylanica;—Momordica
monadelpha;—Bryonia grandis;—a kind of drug.
H # ; |!0 pel [pel˚, rt. of peln, q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. ()
+t], s.m. A pusher, shover; wrestler, athlete.
P  # ; plwar, s.m. A druggist; a pedlar.
P # ; pela, pla (cf. S. plu, 'a worm'), s.m. The ball or
cocoon which the silk-worm forms round itself; the
silkworm (=kirm-pla).
H 4# ; "6 plh, s.f.=plh, q.v.
H # ; |67 pelha , = H  # ; |67 pelh , s.m.=pela , pel ,
q.v.
H  # ; |67 pelh , = H # ; |67 pelha , s.m.=pela , pel ,
q.v.

compact, convention, treaty, stipulation, pledge,
promise; security; conrmation; asseveration, oath.
P  @ ; paimna [Zend paiti+rt. m; S. prati+m, rt. m],
s.m. A measure (for dry or wet goods); measure (of
length, or capacity, &c.); a plane-scale (in landmeasurement and mapping); a cup, bowl, goblet:—
paimna-é-brish, s.m. A rain-gauge:—paimna umr-k
bharn, v.t. To ll up the measure (of one's) life, to kill;—
v.n. The measure of one's days to be full, to die:—
paimna-kash, s.m. A measurer, weigher, weigh-man.
P Z$ @ N; paimish, s.f. Measuring, surveying;
measurement, measure, survey (of land):—paimish-band-o-bast, s.f. Settlement, measurement, a asra
survey:—paimish--kamps, s.f. Trigonometrical, or
revenue survey (by theodolite and compass):—paimishkunanda, paimish-dr, s.m. A surveyor:—paimish--ml,
s.f. Revenue survey:—paimish-o-zmish, s.f. Gauge and
proof (of liquor, &c.).
P $ @ ; paim, s.f.=paimish, q.v.
P %@ ; payambar, s.m.=paigam-bar,
q.v.s.v. paigam


H (@ ; h/ paimak, |/ pemak, s.f. Gold or silver lace or
brocade (used for the border of a dress, or for a hat or
cap).
P  @ ; paim d (contrac. of paim da, perf. part. of
paim dan; see paimna), part. adj. Measured:—paim d
hon, v.n. To be measured.
H @ ; |/" pem, adj. & s.m.=prem, q.v.
S < ; " pn, adj. Fat, corpulent, full, round; large, big;

heavy.
H < ; |Ò pe , · p , s.m. An imitative sound; singing,

antagonist).
H &* ; °R" pai th [Prk. ( or (; S. 

humming, buzzing; squeak, squeal;—pe , s.m. Pride,
conceit:—pe nikln or nikl-den (-k), To take the
conceit out (of).
H < ; h pain,  pa (see painal), s.m. Water-course,

+.B], s.f. The edge of the reservoir, where the man

channel, drain; a rill; a reservoir of water.
H  ; " pn [p˚ = Prk. ()=S.  (), rt. ;+n = an

adj. Thirty-ve.
H  0 * ; °" [ pai tsw [pai ts, q.v.+Prk. / =S.

= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To drink, imbibe; to absorb,

/t], adj. Thirty-fth.

suck, take in; to smoke; &c. (see p-jn);—s.m. Drinking;
drink, &c.:—p-jn, p-len, v.t. (intensive forms), To
drink o or up, to toss down; to suck up, absorb
completely; to gulp down (wrath, &c.); to sti e or
suppress (anger, emotion, &c.); to bear patiently; to
refrain from answer, to keep quiet (in these senses the
word bt is usually expressed, e.g. bt pn or p-jn).
H  ; " pn [S. et], s.m. Dregs or refuse (of

H < ; |Ò_ pe h, °_ pai h [S. e+TR, or R"], s.f. A

linseed, &c.), the oil-cake.
H  ; h pain [S. H 4+; or H*+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Sharp; pointed;—a goad (for oxen, &c.):—pain karn, v.t.
To sharpen, &c.=painn, q.v.
H "  ; h! painl [S. H4!+t], s.m. Water-course,
drain, gutter; spout (cf. pain).
H   ;  painn [pain, q.v.+ = w = Prk.  or U=S.
 caus. increment], v.t. To sharpen, give an edge to;

who receives the water-bag stands to throw up the
water for irrigation.
H I * ; °" pai ts [Prk. 4" or 4"; S.  P8],

stated or xed market (syn. h), a market; market-day.
H < ; °_ pai h, s.f.=paih, q.v.
H <8 ; °* pai jan, |Ò* pe jan [S. +*"], s.f. An
anklet of small bells.
H 8 ; ·* p jn [akin to S. *], v.t. To clean cotton
from the seeds, to card or comb (cotton).
H 8 ; °*" pai jn, |Ò*" pe jn, = H 8 ; °*
pai jniy, pe jniy, (dim. of pai jan, q.v.), s.f.=pai jan;—
small bells fastened round the feet of children, and of
pigeons;—pai jn, s.f. A support for the axle-tree of a
cart.
H 8 ; °* pai jniy, pe jniy, = H 8 ; °*" pai jn,
|Ò*" pe jn, (dim. of pai jan, q.v.), s.f.=pai jan;—small

to make pointed.
H I ! * ; °!" pai tls [Prk. B\!"; S.

bells fastened round the feet of children, and of pigeons;
—pai jn, s.f. A support for the axle-tree of a cart.
H 9 ; |Ò pe , s.m.=pe , q.v.

 ; 8], adj. Forty-ve.

H 9 ; ° pai

H  0 ! * ; °!" [ pai talsw [the preceding+Prk.

H : ; ° pai , (local) pai

/ =S. /t], adj. Forty-fth.

requital, retaliation; a loan; repayment (of a loan.
H : ; ° pai n, v.t. To winnow; to sift (=pa ho n;

H  * ; [° [pai tn, |Ò pe tn [Prk. (f ,
or (f ; S.  (or )+B++t], s.m. The foot
part (of a bedstead, tomb, &c.=pyant).
H * ; ° pai tar, pai tr [S. +B+t], s.m.
Flourishing about before cudgelling, &c.; the preparatory
attitudes or movements of a wrestler (also written
paitar):—pai tare badaln, v.n. To go through the usual
attitudes and ourishes before closing (with an

[S. K+(], s.f. The tail of a peacock.
[S. H>?( ], s.m. Return,

phaakn).
H +  ; | pend, ° pai d [S. HB+t], s.m. The bottom
(of a vessel, box, pot, &c.); the breech (of a cannon).
H +  ; |Ò" pend (dim. of pend), s.f. The bottom, &c.
(=pend):—pend-ke bal baihn, v.n. To go down bottom
foremost; to op down;—to be overcome, be subdued.
H < ; ·f p  [S. ef(], s.m. A roller.

H < ; |ef pe  [Prk. |Òf(; S. ef(], s.m. A ball, lump, &c.
(see pin); rising ground, an eminence:—pe -l , s.m.
The sweet or spanish potato, Batatos paniculata (cf.
pinlu, s.v. pi):—pe -khaj r, s.m.=pi-khaj r, q.v.s.v.
pi.
H < ; |Òf pe , °f pai  [Prk. f ; S. H+(], s.f.
Step, pace; way, path, track (see pai ).
H < ; °f pai , s.m.=palai ; palhin, q.v.
H < ; °f pai , = H  < ; °© painh, [pe , q.v.+S. ],
s.m. Road, way, path, track:—pai  mrn, v.n. To stop a
road; to rob on the highway.
H  < ; °© painh, = H < ; °f pai , [pe , q.v.+S. ],
s.m. Road, way, path, track:—pai  mrn, v.n. To stop a
road; to rob on the highway.
H < ; ·f" p  [S. ef+], s.f. Fried sweet balls
(given to lying-in women; and also to a bride and
bridegroom as a strengthening nostrum a day before
the marriage).
H < ; °f" pai  (dim. of pai ), s.f.=palai , q.v.
S I ; " pnas, s.m. Cold aecting the nose;
in ammation of the Schneiderian membrane.
H I ; " pnas, s.f. A palanquin (=plk); a kind of boat,
a pinnace (syn. bajr).
H I ; °_ pai sah [Prk. B"; S.  3.9t], adj. Sixtyve.
H 0 ; |.B! pensil, h.B! painsil (corr. from the
English), s.m. A pencil (lead or slate).
S 0 ; "" pnas, adj. Having a cold.
H ( ; " pnak (from pn; cf. P. pnag), s.f.
Intoxication, stupor, drowsiness, heaviness (of the eyes,
from opium, &c.).
H  ( ; °7 pai -ka , pai k , s.m.=paika , q.v.s.v. pai;—
the rope which fastens the two fore-legs of an animal
together.
H ^ ; |Ò$ pe g, ·$ png [S. H<rL], s.f. Swinging; the
exertion made by two people in a swing when they keep
the swing in motion without the aid of others;—the
ropes of a swing;—a kind of bird, Gracula chattareah

(Buch.):—p g a hn, p g len, v.n. To swing very high.
H  ; "B pnn, v.t.=p jn, q.v.
H  ; | penn, v.t. corr. of pahinna, q.v.
H $ 4 ; |B6 penh [S. H"4++], s.f. Tenderness,
fondness, aection.
H  ; h" pain, |" pen (dim. of pain), s.f. A goad.
H ;  piu,  pi , 0 piy [Prk.  , or ; S.
Ht], adj. & s.m.=piy; priya; qq.v.
H ;  piu [Prk.  ; S. +t], s.m. Father.
S  ; "  pw, s.f. Water; drink.
S  ; 5 payo-dhar; see s.v. payas for compounds of
which the rst member is payo.
S  ; 5 payora, payor, s.m. The tree Acacia catechu.
S  ; "  pwar, adj. Fat, stout, corpulent, large; thick,
dense:—pvar-stan, s.f. A woman with large breasts; a
cow with a large udder.
S  ; " " pvar, vulg. pvr, s.f. The plant Asparagus
racemosus; Desmodium Gangeticum.
H  ; | 7" pev , peo , 07" piy  [S. "+Lf, or
X4], s.f. Yellow chalk; yellow colour (said to be
obtained from the urine of a cow fed on the owers of
Butea frondosa, or, according to others, on the leaves of
the mango tree).
H K ; "0 py s, |0 pey s [S. "03, |03], s.m. The
milk of a cow during the rst seven days after calving,
biestings; any thick uid, cream, juice;—the food of the
gods, ambrosia, nectar.
P B ; paiwast (contrac. of paiwasta), part. adj. Joined, &c.
(see paiwasta;—s.f. Junction, conjunction, connection, &c.
(=paiwastag, q.v.).
P J*B ; paiwastag, s.f. Junction, connection, union,
adhesion, contiguity, closeness, coherence, continuity;
close intimacy, attachment, friendship.
P *B ; paiwasta [part. of paiwastan; and=Zend paiti+basta; S.
H -], part. adj. Joined, contiguous, adjacent, touching,
sticking close, rmly united, inseparable; absorbed;
successive, continued without interruption;—adv. Always,
continually, uninterruptedly;—s.m. The year before last:

—paiwasta-br , adj. & s.m. Having the eyebrows joined;
—one whose eyebrows meet.
H B ; | " pews, or peos [S. |03+], s.f. Biestings
(=py s, q.v.).
S D ; "03 py sh, |03 pey sh, s.m. See py s.
H  ; " =7 pwakka , | =7 pewakka [pw(n)+S. 

H 4 ; " ph , s.m. A ea (=piss ).
H ; | paiy, s.m. See ; paiy;—an allowance of half an
n on each rupee of revenue set apart for the pawr or
village accountant.
H  ;   pan, s.m. A switch, a walking cane or stick

redupl.+t], s.m. Drinker, tippler, toper.

(=p).
H ; ", pyu, "0 py , adj. & s.m. piu; piy, q.v.

H  ; " B pwant [Prk.  
( 5; S.  ], part. adj.

H K ; "0 py s, |0 pey s, = S D ; "03 py sh, |03

Drinking.
P +  ; paiwand [Zend paiti+bañda; S. H B], part. adj.

pey sh, See K ; py s, and D ; py sh.

(used in comp.), Joined, connected; joining, connecting,
&c. (=paiwasta);—s.m. Junction, conjunction, addition;
connection, relation; relationship;—joint, join, piece,
patch; graft; bud:—paiwand-kr, s.m. Patcher; cobbler;
grafter:—paiwand-kr, s.f. Patching; cobbling; grafting:—
paiwand karn or kar-den (-k), To join (to), to make (a
person or thing) a piece (of); to bury (the word zamn
being expressed, e.g. mujhe jt-h zamn-k paiwand kardo):—paiwand lagn (-me ), To put a piece (in or on); to
add a piece (to), to patch; to graft; to inoculate (a tree):—
paiwand hona or ho-jn (-k), To be joined (to), to become
a piece, part or parcel (of); to be interred (e.g. jab we
zamn-k paiwand ho-jwe ).
P +  ; paiwand, adj. & s.m. Patched, pieced; grafted,
engrafted;—an engrafted tree;—a hybrid, mongrel; a
bastard;—a peach:—paiwand gud , s.f. A patched
covering or gabardine:—paiwand m he , s.f. Whiskers
that join and are twisted in the beard in the form of a
circle on the cheek (syn. gal-mu he ).
H  ; " M pwanau, v.t. (Braj.)=pn, q.v.

pey s, See K ; py s, and D ; py sh.
S  ; | peya, adj. & s.m. Suitable or t to be taken or

H  ; 6 piuhar, s.m.=phar, q.v.
S  ; t payah, s.m.=payas, q.v.
P  ; ph [Z. piva h; S. pvas], s.f. Fat, grease, tallow.
H  ;  piya, adj. & s.m.=piy, q.v.
H 4 ; "6 phar [or piuhar, Prk. 6; [S. +$6(], s.m.
'Father's home'; wife's father's house or family (syn.
maik).
P 2 4 ; pai-ham, adv. Successively, one close upon another,
close together, thick.

S D ; "03 py sh, |03 pey sh, = H K ; "0 py s, |0

drunk, drinkable;—water, milk, any drink.
H  ; | pe, |" pey [S. |&], s.f. A small basket;
portmanteau; box, chest.
A
H A te;  ta: The fourth letter of the Urd or Hind stn
alphabet, and the sixteenth consonant of the Ngar or
Hind,—the rst letter of the fourth or dental class, the
sound of which is more dental than the English t: When
used numerically, according to the abjad (q.v.), te stands
for 400:—ta-kr, s.m. The letter or sound t:—ta-varg, vulg.
ta-barg, s.m. The dental class of letters in the Ngar
alphabet.
S A  ta, s.m. A tail, the breast; the womb; the hip or
ank; a warrior; a thief; a wicked man; an outcast, a
barbarian; a jewel; nectar; a tree;—passing, crossing.
A A ta, insep. prep., By (occurring only in the oath x Y
tallhi 'by God').
H A  ti [S. P], adj. Three (common in Braj; but in Hind
and Urd used chie y as rst member of compounds,
e.g. ti-br, 'thrice'; ti-gu, 'three-fold').
H A  ti, = H Y  t, [Prk. `6 , ` 6 ,  6 (hi being the
gen. or obl. su., and omitted in Hind); S.  ],
In ected bases (in Braj) of the sing. of the pers. pron. of
the third person, corresponding to the Hind us; tis; 'him,
her, it' (e.g. t-kau = us-k; t-k = tis-k; t-te or t-te = tisse).

H Y  t, = H A  ti, [Prk. `6 , ` 6 ,  6 (hi being the
gen. or obl. su., and omitted in Hind); S.  ],
In ected bases (in Braj) of the sing. of the pers. pron. of
the third person, corresponding to the Hind us; tis; 'him,
her, it' (e.g. t-kau = us-k; t-k = tis-k; t-te or t-te = tisse).
P Y t [Z. yatha; S. R], adv. To, until, as far as; as long
as, whilst; even to; in order (that), to the end (that); in
such a manner (that);—intj. Look! behold! take care!
beware!:—t-ba-zst, adv. While life remains:—t-ba-kuj,
adv. How far? whither? how long? till when?:—t-ba-kai,
adv. Till what time? to what extent? to what length?
when? how much? how many?:—t- and, adv. How
many? how long? by how much?:—t- and br, adv., How
many times? how often?:—t- unn, adv. Hitherto, thus
far:—t-l, adv. Up to the present time, till now,
hitherto, yet:—t-dam--zst , adv. While life remains:—tzindag, adv. During life:—t-kuj, adv.=t-ba-kuj, q.v.:—tki, t-k, adv. So that, in order that, to the end that; as
long as, until, so long;—whither?:—t-kai, adv.=t-ba-kai,
q.v.:—t-maqd r, t-ba-maqd r, adv. To the extent of
(one's) power, to the utmost or the best of (one's)
ability, as much as possible (syn. attal-maqd r; maqd rbhar):—t-ham, conj. Yet, nevertheless, still (=tau bh):—t
hanoz, adv. Yet, still, hitherto, till now; till.
P Y tb [Pehl. tp; Z. tpa; S. , rt. ], s.f. Heat,
warmth; burning, in aming; pain, aiction, grief;
anger, indignation, wrath, rage; light, radiance, lustre,
splendour; strength, power, ability, capability;
endurance, brooking;—bending, twisting (by heat); bend,
twist, contortion; curling, curl;—(as last member of
compounds), part. adj. Burning, in aming, kindling;
shining, irradiating; turning, twisting, folding:—tb-till,
s.f. Induration or enlargement of the spleen attended
with or preceded by fever (=tp-till, q.v.s.v. tp):—tbdr, adj. Warm, hot, burning; shining, bright, luminous;
twisted, waving, curling:—tb-dn, s.m. A passage for
light, opening in a wall; lattice, window; skylight:—tb
den, v.t. To in ame; to brighten, polish; to sharpen; to
twist:—tb rahn (-ko), To be able to bear, to have
patience (with, -par; syn. taammul ho-sakn):—tb-istn,

s.m. Hot weather, summer:—tb-istn, adj. Of summer;
like summer; pleasant as summer:—tb-tqat,
s.f. Power,

ability:—tb khn, v.n. To be twisted:—tb ln (-k), To
muster strength, endurance, or courage, &c. (for); to be
able to bear:—tb-nk, adj. Bright, shining, brilliant,
radiant; hot, passionate, choleric:—tb hon, v.n.=tb
rahn, q.v.
H Y tb, s.m. See  Y tba.
P  Y tbn (imperf. part. of tftan; see tb), adj. Hot,
burning; light, luminous, shining, radiant, brilliant,
resplendent, glittering.
P  Ytbn, s.f. Light, brilliance, splendour.
H + Y tb-dn, s.m. See s.v. tb.
H 9

Y  757 tba -to , adv. One upon another, one

after another, in succession, successively; repeatedly; in
confusion or disorder, helter-skelter; immediately,
straightway, forthwith.
P  *0 Y tb-istn, s.m. See s.v. tb.
P Z Y tbish, s.f. Heat; grief, sorrow; brilliancy, splendour,
twisting; contortion.
A T Y tb (act. part. of T %Y 'to follow'), part. adj. & s.m.
Following, dependent (on, -ke), subject (to, -ke), loyal,
obedient, in the obedience (of), in submission (to);—
follower, dependant, servant, slave; subordinate:—tb—
dr (common, though ungrammatical), adj. & s.m.
Dependent; obedient, subject (to), submissive;—follower,
dependant; servant, &c. (=tb);—tb-dr bann, tbdr karn, v.t. To make an adherent or follower (of), to
make one submissive or obedient, to bring under control
or subjection:—tb-dr, s.f. Dependance; obedience,
submission, control, subjection, service, allegiance,
loyalty, delity:—tb rahn (-ke), To remail under
subjection (to); to be submissive (to), &c.:—tb karn, v.t.
To control, subject, &c. (see tb-dr bann).
A < P Y tbn (obl. Ar. pl. of tb) s.m. Followers,
attendants, companions (particularly those Musalmn
doctors who followed the immediate ab or
companions of the prophet Mohammad).
P   Y tb-nk, adj. See s.v. tb.
P X +  Ytbandag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Brightness,
luminousness, lustre, splendour.

P ?+  Y tbanda (imperf. part of tftan; see tb), part. adj.
Bright, shining, luminous, sparkling:—tbanda hon, v.n.
To shine, sparkle.
A A Y tb t (orig. A Y tawab t, or { Y tbuwat, rt. Y),
s.m.f. A bier; con; an oblong case placed over a grave;
a wooden box or chest; the ark of the covenant
(presented by God to Adam, and which, according to
Mohammadans, contained the portraits of all the
prophets); a representation or model of the mausoleum
of Husain (carried in procession in the Moharram); a tax
levied on Mohammadans (under the Maraha
government) for permission to carry the tb t in the
Moharram:—tb t-gar, s.m. A con-maker, undertaker.
P  Y tba (rel. n. from tb, q.v.), s.m. A frying-pan; a
skillet.
S ] Y  tp, s.m. Warmth, heat, burning; fever (com.
tap); aiction, pain, sorrow, distress; passion:—tp-till,
s.f. Induration or enlargement of the spleen attended
with or preceded by fever; splenitis, ague-cake (=tb-till):
—tp-hand, s.m. 'Fever and shivering,' ague:—tp-hr,
s.m. Remover of sorrow or distress, an epithet of a deity.
P  ; Y tpk, s.m.=tapk (the more com. form, q.v.).
S ; Y  tpit, part. Heated, in amed; distressed,
pained.
S I; Y  tpas, adj. & s.m. Performing penance,
practising austerities; devout;—a practiser of religious
austerities, a devotee, ascetic, hermit.
S (; Y  tpak, adj. & s.m. Heating, burning,
in aming;—fever, morbid heat.
S <; Y  tpan, s.m. Heating, warming, burning,
in aming; distressing; the sun; name of a division of
hell.
H ; Y  tpn [tp˚ = S. (), caus. of rt. ;+n =
an = Prk. 4(=S."(], v.t. To heat, warm, warm
oneself (at or over a re, e.g. g tpn);—v.n. To bask (in
the sun or before a re).
S ; Y" tp, adj. & s.m. Heated, glowing; oppressed by
heat; suering from disease (moral or physical);—
anything heated or glowing.
S ; Y" tp, s.f. Name of the Surt river (also called

Tpt);—a name of the Jamn river.
S  ; Y Q tpya, s.m. A mineral substance, sulphuret of
iron (said to be obtained from the river Tp).
S A Y  tta, vulg. tt, adj. & s.m. Revered, respected;
venerable; dear;—father; a term of aection or
endearment addressed to any person (esp. to a junior or
inferior, as to a child or pupil);—intj. My
dear!:—tt-mt, tt-mtu, s.m. Father and mother,
parents.
H A Y  tt, = B Y Y  tt, [Prk. \5 and \ ; S. Qt
and Q+t, part. of rt. ], adj Heated, warmed; hot,
warm; heating (cf. tatt).
H Y Y  tt, = H A Y  tt, [Prk. \5 and \ ; S. Qt
and Q+t, part. of rt. ], adj Heated, warmed; hot,
warm; heating (cf. tatt).
H &Y Y YR tt-tha, = H &Y Y Y R tt-thaiy,
[tt = S. Ä + t+th = thp = thp, q.v.+S. ], s.f.
Beating time (in music or dancing).
H &Y Y Y R tt-thaiy, = H &Y Y YR tt-tha,
[tt = S. Ä + t+th = thp = thp, q.v.+S. ], s.f.
Beating time (in music or dancing).
P  Y Y ttr, s.m. A Tartar; the Tartars;—Tartary.
P  Y Yttr, adj. Of or belonging to Tartary; Tartaric,
Scythian;—s.m.f. An agreeable friend;—s.f. A kind of
slashed doublet open at the sides (usually worn by the
Tartars); ne musk.
H 5LY Y ;*' tt-parj, = S )LY Y ;' tt-parya, s.m. Aim,
reference to an object; object, purpose, intent, design;
meaning, scope, purport, drift, tenour; explanation; the
apprehension of an implied wish or thought; need,
occasion:—tt-parya-yut, adj. Having an object or aim,
&c.; pregnant with meaning.
S )LY Y ;' tt-parya, = H 5LY Y ;*' tt-parj, s.m. Aim,
reference to an object; object, purpose, intent, design;
meaning, scope, purport, drift, tenour; explanation; the
apprehension of an implied wish or thought; need,
occasion:—tt-parya-yut, adj. Having an object or aim,
&c.; pregnant with meaning.
S (! JY Y ;.! tt-klik, adj. Lasting that time; lasting

equally long; happening at that time, simultaneous,
contemporary; instantly appearing (cf. ak).
H Y Y ! ttal [S. !t], adj. Hot, warm heating (prob.

postponement; impediment:—t r karn (-me ), To
delay, procrastinate; to postpone; to retard.
S  @ Y Y ;@ tdtmya, s.m. Sameness of nature or

a Prk. form; cf. tt).
H Y Y tti, " tt, adj. (poetic form)=tt, q.v.

character, identity, similarity, likeness.
S D  Y 8 t-dri, adj. Like that, such like; like him or it,

S   Y &( ta k, s.m. An ornament for the ear, a large

&c.
A U) Y tdb [inf. n. ii of  'to discipline,' &c.], s.f.
Discipline, correction, amendment, admonition,
chastisement; erudition:—tdb- na, s.m. A
reformatory:—tdb karn (-k), To instruct, to teach good
manners or politeness; to discipline, correct, admonish,
chastise.
H & P  Y  tr [S. BP; and cf. S. t], s.m. Thread,

sort of ear-ring (=t a k).
A j Y taassur
  [inf. n. v of j 'to make a mark,' &c.], s.m.
Becoming marked or impressed, receiving an
impression; impression; penetration.
A  j Y tsr [inf. n. ii of j], s.f. The making an impression;
impression, eect; operation; penetration (see asar):—

tsr karn (-me , or par), To make an impression (on),
take eect (on), to in uence:—tsr kam karn (-k), To
diminish the eect or the ecacy (of):—tsrt,
 s.f. pl. (of
tsr, q.v.).
P 5 Y tj (A. also tj, fr. the P.; old P. taka; Armen. thag),
s.m. A crown, diadem, tiara; a high-crowned cap; crest,
tuft, plume; comb (of a bird);—a suit in cards:—tj-ba sh,
s.m. A bestower of crowns, an emperor, a king:—tj-aros or ur s, s.m. The comb of a cock; the cock'scomb ower, Amaranthus, or Celosia cristata:—tj-dr, adj. &
s.m. Crowned, diademed; crested;—a crowned head,
king, sovereign:—tj-dr, s.f. Royalty, sovereignty; royal
dignity:—tj-war, adj. & s.m. Wearing a crown, crowned;
—a king, prince:—tj-war, s.f. Royalty, sovereignty.
A W Y tjir, corr. tjar (act. part. of 8Y 'to trac'), s.m. A
merchant, trader.
P  W Y tjwar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. j.
P t Y t  (akin to Zend thwakhsh; S. tvaksh; cf. ta t), s.m.
Fire-wood; a veil; darkness.
P r Y t t [Pehl. tkht; Zend rt. tac; S. rt. tañ ], s.m.
Assault, attack; invasion, incursion, inroad:—t t-trj,
t t-o-trj, s.m. Assault and plunder, depredation,
devastation, havoc, ravage:—t t karn (-par), To
assault, attack, invade; to lay waste, ravage:—t t ln (par), To lead an attack (upon), to attack, invade, &c.
A r Y taa  ur [inf. n. v of r 'to keep or hold back,' &c.],
s.m. Delay, &c. (see t r);—part. adj. Retarded.
postponed; following.
A  r Y t r [inf. n. ii of r], s.f. Delay, procrastination;

string; the warp or threads extended lengthwise in a
loom; wire, cord, string of a musical instrument;
uninterrupted series, line, continuation, succession; a
letter-le; the electric telegraph (=r-barq); a
telegraphic message, telegram; a hair of a curl or
ringlet; the hair-worm or guinea worm; the snout,
sucking tube, or trunk of most winged insects; the
antennæ or feelers of prawns, ies, &c.; a bit, piece:—tr
b dhn (-ke), To continue or repeat (an act) without
interruption:—tr-bijl, s.f. Lightning-conductor;—the
electric spark:—tr-barq, s.f. The electric wire, electric
telegraph; a telegram:—tr bandhn or bandh-jn (-ke),
To take place uninterruptedly or continuously (an act),
to be continued or repeated without interruption:—trpatr, adj. Scattered, dispersed (= hin-bhinn ):—tr-tr,
adv. Piece by piece, piecemeal; distinctly; in pieces or
shreds, tattered and torn:—tr-tr boln, v.n. To speak in
detail or distinctly:—tr tr karn(-ke), To tear to pieces or
into shreds:—tr  n (-ke), To be broken in continuity;
to be interrupted; to be disjointed; to be separated:—trto , s.m. A kind of needlework, open work; pulling out
some threads, &c.:—tr- n, s.m.=tr-ghar, q.v.:—trshumr, s.f. A kind of needlework, any ne cloth run with
gold or silver thread:—tr--ankab t, s.m. Cobweb:—trkash, s.m. A drawer of gold or silver wire:—tr-kash. s.f.
Wire-drawing; a kind of needlework (=tr-shumr);—trghar, s.m. Telegraph oce:—tr lagn (-ke) = tr b dhn,
q.v.:—tr nikaln (-k), To nd or obtain a clue (to):—tr-

yantra, s.m. A telegraph machine.
S  Y  tra, vulg. tr, s.m. A shrill loud sound; a high
note or tone (in music).
P  Y tr [Zend tãthra, rt. tam = S. /], adj. & s.m. Dark,
obscure (see trk and tra);—darkness, obscurity;—top,
summit, head or highest part (of anything), crown (of
the head);—cf. S. , rt. ).
P  Y tr, s.m.=t , q.v.
H  Y  tr [S.  (for T)+; and S.  fem.], s.m.

s.m. Leaving, forsaking, abandoning, relinquishing;—a
deserter:—trikud-duny, adj. & s.m. Abandoning the
world; abstinent, sober, chaste;—an anchorite, a recluse,
hermit.
S  Y  trika, vulg. trik, s.m. Fare, freight, toll for
passage.
S   Y  trak,  trik, s.f. A star; falling star,
meteor; the pupil of the eye.
S Z  Y d' trksha, vulg. trksh, s.m. A kind of bird; a kind

A star; planet; falling star, meteor; the pupil of the eye:—
tr-baras, s.m. A sidereal year:—tr-path, s.m. The path
of the stars, the atmosphere, rmament, heaven or the
sky:—tr  n, v.n. A star to shoot, a meteor to fall:—
tr-din, s.m.=tr-kl, q.v.:—tr  bn, v n A star or
planet to set:—tr-kl, s.m. Sidereal time:—tr-grah, s.m.
'Star-planet,' one of the ve lesser planets (exclusive of
the sun and moon):—tr-ga, s.m. The starry host, the
stars:—tr-maal, s.m. The starry region, the sphere of
the stars, the rmament, sky, the visible heavens:—tr
hon or ho-jn, v.n. To become as a star, to appear as
small as a star; to attain to a great height, to reach or
touch the sky:—tro -bhar rt, s.f. A starry night:—tro k hn, s.m. Dawn, day-break:—tre to n, v.n. To impose
(upon), to practise deceit:—tre dikh den, v.n. To see
lights or stars dancing before the eyes (as after a knock,
or through debility, &c.):—tre khiln, tre ugn, v.n.=tre
nikaln, q.v.:—tre ginn, v.n. To count the stars, to get no
sleep, to be wakeful:—tre nikaln, v.n. The stars to come
out
P 5 Y trj, s.m. Plunder, pillage, devastation (see t t).
H < ;  Y " trpn (corr. from the English), s.m.

of plant; also=next, q.v.
S    Y ' trkshya, s.m. A name of the bird garu , q.v.

Turpentine.
S  @ Y Y @ tratamya, s.m. Gradation, proportion, the

rt. ], v.t. To enable (one) to cross; to free, rid (of); to

state or condition of more or less; distinction,
discrimination.
S  Y  trak, s.m. Deliverer, saviour, protector,
preserver;—a star; the pupil of the eye.
P  Y trak, s.m. A hill; heap; head, top, summit; the
crown (of the head=tr, q.v.).
A  Y trik (act. part of Y 'to abandon,' &c.), part. adj. &

S (  Y  trkik, adj. & s.m. Related or belonging to
the science of reasoning or logic;—a dialectician,
logician, philosopher, sophist; a follower of one of the six
schools of Hind philosophy.
H <  Y j trkun, s.m. (?) Name of the secondary
form () of the letter .
S  Y4 tra, and H.  tran, adj. & s.m. Causing or
enabling to cross; helping over a diculty, &c.;
liberating, saving;—who or what causes or enables to
cross, one who delivers, deliverer, saviour; a raft, oat;
the bamboo framework of the roof of a house on
which the thatch is laid;—crossing, passing over,
reaching the opposite shore; salvation, deliverance:—
tra-tara, s.m. The saviour and the saved:—tra-krak,
adj. & s.m. Delivering, saving;—deliverer, saviour:—trankart, s.m. Deliverer, saviour:—tra karn, v.t. To enable
to cross; to save, &c.=trn, q.v.:—tra-hr, adj. &
s.m.=tra-krak, q.v.
H  Y  trn [tr˚ = Prk. () or (); S. (),
deliver, save; to absolve from sin; to exempt from
further transmigration.
S  Y4" trin (see tr), s.f. Deliverer, saviour; a form
of the goddess Durg; name of a kind of goddess with
Buddhists and Jains.
S   Y Ie truya, s.m. Youth, youthfulness.
H  Y ~ tr , s.m.=tl , q.v.
P & H ? Y tra, s.m.=tr, q.v.

S  Y" tr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Enabling or causing to
get over or across; saving;—saviour, deliverer (=tra).
H  Y" tr,  tri, s.f. A key, &c. (=tl, q.v.);—
absence of mind, abstraction, absorption in thought or
devotion.
P  Ytr (fr. tr), s.f. Darkness, &c. (=trk, q.v.).

chastisement, punishment; penalty; admonition,
reproof, rebuke:—t an (or t n) karn (-ko, or -k), to
reprove, rebuke, admonish; to correct, punish, &c.:—
t n, v.t. To reprove, &c. (=t an karn); to drive away,
turn out.
H  Y 7 t n [t ˚ = Prk. §(), or §<()=S. (
 ),

A u) Y tr  [inf. n. ii of t 'to date'; or, according to

rt. ] , v.t. To understand, perceive, apprehend,

some, the Ar. form of Heb. or Ch. 'a month'], s.f. Date,
era, epoch; day (of a month); chronogram; chronicle,
book of annals, history:—tr  a hn (-par), To put the
date (on), to date:—tr ul-ijra, s.f. The era of the
Hijra:—tr -wr, adv. According to date, in
chronological order; at stated periods, periodically; daily.
P () Y trk [Pehl. trk; fr. Z. tãthra, rt. tam = S. tam], adj.
Dark, obscure:—trk- ashm, adj. Dim-sighted, shortsighted; blind.
P ) Ytrk, s.f. Darkness, obscurity.
H Y 7 t [S. !t], s.m. The palmyra-tree or fan-palm,

comprehend; to become aware of; to discover, nd out;
to judge, conceive; to conjecture, guess:—t -jn, v.n. To
become aware, to apprehend, &c.:—t -len, v.t. To look
into, examine, test; to nd out, &c.
H  Y 7( t ank, = H Y 7($ t ang, (S. tanka), s.m. An

Borassus abelliformis; the tree Corypha taliera (the leaves
of which are used for writing upon):—t -ban, s.m. A
grove of palmyra-trees:—t -patra, vulg. t -pattar, s.m.
The palm-leaf prepared for writing on; a document
written on palm-leaves:—t -phal, s.m. The gelatinous
pulp of the fruit of the palmyra tree.
H Y 7 t (v.n. of t n, q.v.), s.f. Understanding,
perception, apprehension, cognizance:—t -bz, adj. Of
keen perception, quick of apprehension, intelligent:—t bz, s.f. Quickness of apprehension, intelligence,
sharpness.
H 0 Y 7 t ak (S. taka), s.m. Reprover, corrector,
punisher, chastiser.
H . Y 7 t an, = H  Y 7 t n, (S. tana), s.m.
Striking, beating, whipping, chastising; correction,
chastisement, punishment; penalty; admonition,
reproof, rebuke:—t an (or t n) karn (-ko, or -k), to
reprove, rebuke, admonish; to correct, punish, &c.:—
t n, v.t. To reprove, &c. (=t an karn); to drive away,
turn out.
H  Y 7 t n, = H . Y 7 t an, (S. tana), s.m.
Striking, beating, whipping, chastising; correction,

ornament for the ear (=tank, q.v.).
H Y 7($ t ang, = H  Y 7( t ank, (S. tanka), s.m. An
ornament for the ear (=tank, q.v.).
H  Y7" t an, t n (S. tan), s.f. A whip.
H B)  Y 7" t anya, t nya (S. tanya), adj. Deserving
of punishment, correction, admonition or reproof;
punishable; reprovable.
H  Y7" t  [S. !"], s.f. The juice of the palmyra-tree,
palm-wine, toddy;—the hilt of a dagger;—slapping the
arms in deance (in wrestling):—t  ho kn, v.n. To slap
the arms in deance:—t -wl, s.m. The man who
climbs palmyra trees and extracts the juice or toddy
from them.
P d Y tz (rt. of t tan; see t t), adj. Running, hastening,
&c. (used in comp.);—s.f. Running, race;—assault, attack,
invasion (cf. tz):—tz-o-tag, s.f. Labour and exertion, toil
and trouble (syn. dau -dh p).
P X d Ytzag (abst. s. from next), s.f. Freshness, newness,
novelty; renewal, renovation, revival; fatness,
plumpness, good condition; tenderness; greenness;
pleasure.
P ?d Y tza [fr. taz; Zend ta añtan, rt. ta = S.  ], adj. (f. -),
Fresh, new, recent; young, tender; raw, green; fat,
plump, in good condition; well-o, prosperous; blooming;
pleased, happy:—tza-ba-tza, adj. Fresh and blooming:—
tza-tawna, adj. Fresh and plump; young and strong:—
tza- iyl, adj. & s.m. Imagining something fresh or
new;—an inventor:—tza-dam, s.m. Fresh strength; good

spirits, hilarity, cheerfulness;—tza-dam hon, v.n. To
gain fresh strength, be refreshed; to be in good spirits,
&c.:—tza-kr, adj. & s.m. Making fresh, making anew;—
beginner; renewer:—tza-kr, s.f. Fresh or new work;
new building:—tza karn, v.t. To make fresh, freshen,
refresh, recreate; to renew, renovate, restore:—tza
wrid, s.m. New comer, new arrival:—tza-wilyat, s.m.
New comer, stranger, foreigner;—simpleton, greenhorn:—tza hon (-se), To be refreshed (by), &c.
P d Ytz (rel. n. from tz, q.v.), adj. & s.f. lit. 'Invading,
invader'; Arabian, Arab, Arabic;—fast-running, eet;—
the Arabic language (=tz zabn); an Arab horse; a
hunting dog, greyhound:—tz- na, s.m. Dog-kennel:—
tz kutt, s.m. A greyhound.
P  )d Y tziyna (S. f++P. a. na), s.m. A whip, scourge;
ogging, corporal punishment:—tziyna ja n, tziyna
lagn, tziyna mrn, v.t. To lay the whip on, to og, to
scourge.
P ()d Y tzk [tz+k = S. ], s.m. A man or a horse of Arab
blood born and brought up in another country; a horse
of mixed breed.
H & P K Y  ts [fr. S. (, or ], s.m. Playing cards; a
game at cards;—cloth of gold, brocade; gold foil, tinsel.
A gB Y taassuf, vulg. tssuf [inf. n. v of gB 'to grieve'],
s.m. Grieving, lamenting, pining, brooding over trouble
or aiction; grief, regret, repentance (=afsos):—taassuf
karn, v.n. To grieve, regret, &c.:—taassuf khn (-se), To
feel regret (for), to sigh (over); to despair (of).
A h- B Y taassufa (acc. of taassuf), adv. With or in grief or
regret; remorsefully.
H D Y 8 t, s.m.=ts, q.v.
H E Y 8 t (P. B O tsa),
s.m. A hemi-spherical drum.

P & T S Y tg,  s.m. The poplar; the elm; the tamarisk; a
pomegranate; an ensign-sta.
P *_ Y tfta [perf. part. of tftan; Pehl. tpta; Zend tafta, rt.
tap; S. tpita], s.m. lit. 'Twisted; woven; heated,' &c.; a
kind of silk, taeta; a glossy cream colour (as in pigeons
and horses).
T Q Ytq (P. dg, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Defective (horse),
having the eyes of two dierent colours;—a horse with

such eyes;—s.f. A kind of hat.
H  Y  tk (v.n. fr. tkn, q.v.), s.f. Look, regard,
glance, gaze; xed look, stare; peep, watch, look-out,
expectation; view, aim, the act of aiming (at); pointing
(of a dog, &c.):—tk--tk, s.f. Mutual gazing or staring,
exchange of glances; bo-peep:—tk-bk, s.f. Precise
moment, nick of time:—tk-b dhn (-par), To x the
gaze (on), look xedly (at); to take aim (at); to point (as a
dog, &c.); to look longingly (at), to covet:—tk-par n (k), To come in expectation (of), to come with an eye
(to):—tk-jh k, s.f.=tk:—tk lagn (-par) = tk b dhn,
q.v.:—tk-lage baithn, tk-me rahn (-k), To be on the
look out or watch (for), to lie in wait (for).
P  Y tk (S. Wd), s.f. A vine; creeper; branch of any tree
growing like a vine; grapes.
H  Y  tkn [tk˚ = Prk. =(), or =?()=S.
(
 ), rt. ] , v.t. To look at, view, gaze on, behold; to
stare at; to watch for;—v.n. To peep, spy, watch; to aim
(at, -par).
P  Y t-ki, conj.; see s.v. t.
A +  Y tkd [inf. n. ii of +   for +   'to correspond (to),'
&c.], s.f. Conrmation, ascertaining, strengthening,
corroboration; stress, emphasis; injunction, order;
reminder; pressure, compulsion; strict or close
superintendence:—tkd karn, v.t. To enjoin strictly, to
urge, press, insist on; to ascertain; to caution:—tkd
karwan, v.t. To cause attention to be drawn to; to draw
attention to (an order, &c.).
A +-  Y tkda (acc. of tkd), adv. By way of conrmation
or corroboration; strongly, urgently, emphatically,
strictly, positively, peremptorily; as a reminder.
A +  Ytkd, adj. Corroborative; urgent, pressing;
emphatic, positive, peremptory; furnishing positive
injunctions or directions (as a letter, &c.).
H ' Y $ tg, = H X Y $ tg, [S. B,+m+t; or BP+t],
s.m. Thread, cord (also written dhg):—tg-to , s.m.
Lace; edging; fringe:—tg piron (-me ), To thread (a
needle, &c.):—tg ln (-me ), To put stitches (in), to
stitch (anything padded, as a quilt, &c.):—g-tg len (k), To look closely (into or after), to scrutinize; to attend

(to), entertain (a guest, &c.); to question closely; to call
to account.
H X Y $ tg, = H ' Y $ tg, [S. B,+m+t; or BP+t],

palm-leaf used as a fan; a fan.
H Y ! tl [S. !t], s.m. Pond, pool, tank, lake (=tlb).

s.m. Thread, cord (also written dhg):—tg-to , s.m.
Lace; edging; fringe:—tg piron (-me ), To thread (a
needle, &c.):—tg ln (-me ), To put stitches (in), to
stitch (anything padded, as a quilt, &c.):—g-tg len (k), To look closely (into or after), to scrutinize; to attend
(to), entertain (a guest, &c.); to question closely; to call
to account.
H X Y $ tg, s.m. A poll-tax.

tl bhi n, v.n. To be locked up, to be closed (a house or
shop):—tl to n (-k), To break open or to force a lock;
to break into (a house):—tl ja n (-me ), To put a
padlock (on), to fasten with a padlock (=qu lagn):—tl
lagn, v.n.=tl bhi n.
P " Y tlb [S. f], s.m. Pond, pool, tank, reservoir of

H  ' Y$7" tg  [tga, q.v.+  = Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
The thread which Hinds (esp. children) fasten round
the waist.
H X Y $ tgn (from tg), v.t. To thread (a needle).
S Y ! tla, vulg. tl, s.m. The palmyra-tree or fan-palm
(=t , q.v.);—clapping the hands together; slapping the
hands on the arms in deance (in wrestling=t , q.v.);
beating time (in music); musical time or measure; chime;
a musical instrument of bell-metal or brass, a sort of
cymbal (played with a stick); a pair of cymbals;—the
glass or pebble of an eye-glass:—tlkhy (˚la+kh˚), s.f. A
sort of vegetable perfume (=tl-par):—tl-be-tl, adv.
Out of tune:—tl-patra, s.m. The palm-leaf (=t -patra,
q.v.);—a hollow cylinder of gold (or a palm-leaf used as a
substitute), with or without a ring attached, and thrust
through the lobe of the ear as an ornament:—tl-pa n,
s.f. A sort of anise, Anethum graveolens; a kind of
vegetable perfume:—tl-pushpak, s.m. A medicinal
application to the eyes:—tl ho kn, v.n. To slap the
arms deantly (in wrestling=t  ho kn):—tl-jangha, adj.
& s.m. Having legs as long as a palm-tree;—name of a
Rkshas; of a Daitya; of certain princes:—tl den, v.t. To
chime; to slap the arms (=tl ho kn):—tl-se be-tl hon,
v.n. To get, or to be, out of tune:—tl mrn, v.n.=tl
ho kn, q.v.:—tl-makhn, s.m. The medicinal herb
Barleria (or Asteracantha) longifolia; the seeds of Solanum
indicum (see makhn):—tl-m l, s.f. The plant Curculigo
orchioides:—tl-mel, s.m. Harmony, agreement, accord,
&c. (=ittifq, q.v.);—tl-mel khn, v.n. To be in harmony,
to agree, &c. (=ittifq hon):—tla-vrinta,
tl-vrint,

 s.m. A

H " Y ! tl [Prk. ! ; S. !t], s.m. Look, padlock:—

water (=talo; cf. tl).
S & " Y !Z tlkhy (tla+khy), s.f. See s.v. tl.
H " Y tlw, tlo, s.m.=tlb, q.v.
H *L0! Y.!P" tlis-patr, = H *L0! Y.!8P" tli-patr,
[S. !"8+ .\], s.f. The plant Flacourtian cotaphracta
(the leaves and young shoots of which are bitter and
astringent, have the taste of rhubarb, and are
considered stomachic, and given in diarrhœa,
dysentery, fevers, and even in consumption).
H *L0! Y.!8P" tli-patr, = H *L0! Y.!P" tlis-patr,
[S. !"8+ .\], s.f. The plant Flacourtian cotaphracta
(the leaves and young shoots of which are bitter and
astringent, have the taste of rhubarb, and are
considered stomachic, and given in diarrhœa,
dysentery, fevers, and even in consumption).
S (! Y ! tlak, s.m. A bolt, latch; a padlock (=tl, q.v.).
S (! Y .! tlika, vulg. tlik, s.m. Clapping the hands
together (=tl).
S ! Y .! tlik, s.f. The palm of the hand.
A 2 ! Y taallum [inf. n. v of 2 ! 'to be in pain'], s.m. Pain,
torment; grief, sorrow; melancholy.
H ! Y !, tlu, !0 tl [S. !,t], s.m. The palate, the
ridge or slit in the roof of the mouth;—the
membraneous part found in new-born infants at the
coronal and sagittal commissures;—a disorder in horses,
the lampreys:—tl uhn (-k), To raise the uvula (of a
new-born infant):—tl -se zabn na lagn, v.n. To talk
without ceasing.
S (E ! Y !03 tl shak, s.m. The palate (=tl ).

S ) ! Y ! tlavya, adj. Relating to the palate, palatal:—
tlavya-var, s.m. A palatal letter.
S ! Y!" tl, adj. & s.m. Furnished with cymbals; a
person furnished with cymbais; an epithet of iva.
S ! Y!" tl, s.f. A sort of instrument for opening a
door; a key;—the tree Corypha taliera; a species of the
mountain-palm; the plant Flacourtia cataphracta.
H ! Y!" tl [S. .!], s.f. Clapping the hands; tlbajn, tl pn, tl mrn, v.n. To clap the hands (in
order to attract attention, or in approbation, or in
delight, or in derision); to beat time by clapping the
hands; to rejoice; to applaud; to deride, ridicule, to hoot:
—tl ek hth-se bajn, lit. 'A clapping to be produced with
one hand'; an impossibility to be attempted: tl ek hth-se
(or ek hth-se tl) nah bajt, prov., It takes two hands to
clap, 'it takes two to make a quarrel.'
A g ! Y tlf [inf. n. ii of g! 'to cleave to,' 'to like,' &c.], s.f.
Uniting, connecting, bringing together; uniting in
friendship, reconciling; conciliating, winning;—collecting,
compiling; compilation, composition;—tlf--qul b, s.f.
Uniting hearts in friendship; conciliating or winning
hearts, or the art of doing so:—tlf karn, v.t. To unite in
friendship, to reconcile; to conciliate, win;—to compile,
compose (a book, &c.).
H Q ! Y tlqa, s.m. corr. of Q #P Y talqa, q.v.
S ( ! Y !" tlyak, s.m. A cymbal.
H 1 Y / tm [Prk. @ =( S. Ã(], s.m. Copper (=t b,—
used chie y in comp.):—tm- n, s.f. Enamelled copper.
A 1 Y tmm, vulg. tm (part. n. of 2C Y 'to become complete'),
adj. Complete, entire, whole, full; perfect, consummate.
H a Y / tm [Prk. @ (=S. Ã], s.m. Copper.
H Ua Y @ tmb, = H %a Y @  tmb, s.m.=tm, and tm
(see t b, the more correct form).
H %a Y @  tmb, = H Ua Y @ tmb, s.m.=tm, and tm
(see t b, the more correct form).
H  Ua Y @ 7 tmb , s.m.=t b , q.v.
S

%a Y @ !
0 tmb l, s.m. The leaf of the Piper betel

(=pn);—the areca nut:—tmb l-rg, s.m. A kind of pulse,
Ervum lens:—tmb l-vall, s.f. The Piper betel (bearing a

pungent leaf).
S ! %a Y@ !
0 " tmb l, s.f. Betel-leaf (=tmb l).
S ! %a Y@ !
0 " tmb l, s.m. The Pn-bearer, a servant
who prepares and presents the pn; a seller of betel
(=tambol, q.v.).
H 1 &W 1 Y /D/ tm-jhm, s.m. A rough kind of sedan
chair carried by two men, a 'tonjon' (see thm-jn).
S  a Y Ãj tmrku, s.m. Name of one of the eighteen
divisions of the known continent.
S Ka Y / tmaras, vulg. tmras, s.m. A red-coloured
lotus; copper; gold.
S Ba Y/" tmaras, vulg. tmras, s.f. A pond full of
lotus- owers.
S a Y .Ã tmrik, adj. & s.m. Coppery, made of
copper;—a coppersmith, brazier.
S  a Y Ã tmrik, s.f. A coppersmith's wife;—a kind of
clepsydra (=tmr, q.v.).
S ?a Y Ã tmra, adj. & s.m. Of a coppery red colour;—
coppery, consisting of copper;—copper; a dark or coppery
red;—a kind of sandal-wood (said to be of a dark red
colour and to smell like the lotus):—tmra-paa, s.m. A
copper plate (on which Hind grants of land, &c. are
frequently inscribed):—tmra-pushp, s.m. A coppercoloured or red ower; the plant Bauhinia variegata, or a
kind of ebony;—the plant Kæmpferia rotunda:—tmrapushp, s.f. The trumpet- ower, Bignonia suaveolens:—
tmra-pushp, s.f. Idem; also Lythrum fruticosum:—tmraphal, s.m. The tree Alangium hexapetalum:—tmra-sr, s.m.
A red kind of sandal, Pterospermum santolinum:—tmra-kr,
s.m. A coppersmith; a brazier:—tmra-kar, s.f. Name of
the female elephant of the western quarter:—tmragarbh, s.m. Sulphate of copper, blue vitriol:—tmra-vriksh,

s.m. A red sort of sandal wood; the plant Dolichos
uniorus:—tmra-var, s.t. The China rose; the blossom of
sesamum:—tmra-vall, s.f. The plant Rubia mungista,
Bengal madder:—tmra-vj, s.m. A kind of vetch, Dolichos
uniorus.
S a YÃ" tmr, s.f. A copper or metallic cup of
prescribed capacity and perforated by a small hole at the
bottom (when placed in a vessel of water it answers the

purpose of a clepsydra, and the water gradually lling it
marks the time that has elapsed).
H  1 Y /7 tm , s.m.=t b , q.v.
S Ia Y / tmas, adj. & s.m. Dark; aected by or
appertaining to the third quality or that of darkness
(vice, ignorance, &c.); inert; stupid, ignorant; vicious,
vindictive; irascible; malignant;—a malignant or
mischievous person, a villain, &c.
H Ia Y / tmas [S. /], s.m. Darkness, ignorance,
illusion, error; anger, irascibility, &c. (cf. next).
S ?0a Y ./ k tmisra, s.m. The dark half of the month
from full moon to new moon;—anger, wrath,
indignation;—a division of hell, that of deep gloom.
H 0a Y/" tmas, tms [S. /t], adj.=tmas, q.v.
A a Y taammul, vulg. tmmul [inf. n. v of a  'to hope for'],
s.m. Careful consideration, meditation, re ection,
deliberation; deliberate action, pausing, hesitation,
cautious procedure; disinclination, scruple:—taammul
karn (-me ), To consider carefully, to re ect, deliberate;
to act or proceed with deliberation (in), to pause, to
hesitate, &c.
S #a Y/!" tmalak, vulg. tmalk, s.f. The tree
Flacourtia cataphracta.
H R#a Y tmle, tmlai (corr. from the English), s.m.
Tumbler, drinking glass.
H  0 a Y qT  tmesvar, = H   a Y q: tmevar, [S.
Ã<:t], s.m. Calx or scoriæ of copper.
H   a Y q: tmevar, = H  0 a Y qT  tmesvar, [S.
Ã<:t], s.m. Calx or scoriæ of copper.
H  Y [ t , adv., corr. of tah , q.v.
S  Y  tn, s.f. A tone; a tune; the key-note (in music);—
stretching, tension; knitting (the eyebrows);—a thread; a
stretched or tight cord or rope; a rigid rod or bar, a tierod (as the rods which give xity to the poles of a plk,
or the iron bar of a cart, or across a bedstead):—tn
u n, tn to n, v.n. To beat time; to strike up a tune; to
strike the key-note;—to crack a joke; to drop a word
which induces conversation or excites a quarrel; to
animadvert:—tn jo n, v.n. To strike up a tune; to sing or

play in tune;—to poke fun (at), to crack a joke (=hah
mrn):—tn len, v.n. To pitch or to catch the key-note;
to tune.
H  Y  tn [S. 4?], s.f. The plant Verbena (or Zepania)
nodiora.
H  Y  tn [S. +, rt. ], s.m. The threads that
are extended lengthwise upon a loom, the warp:—tnbn, s.m. Warp and woof:—tn-bn karn, v.n. To
dget, to dance attendance:—tne tann (-ke), To set or
dispose the warp (of a piece of cloth); to weave;—to
wander hither and thither without prot; to plan and
exert oneself to no purpose.
H  Y  tn, s.m. corr. of P O tana, q.v.
H  Y  tn [contrac. of ton = tpn, q.v.], v.t. To
heat; to raise heat (by blowing with bellows, &c.); to
anneal, to temper; to melt, fuse; to twist (by heating=to
den); to prove, test, assay.
H U Y [ t b [S. Ã(], s.m.=next, q.v.
H % Y [  t b [Prk. @ (=S. Ã], s.m. Copper:—t bakr, s.m. A coppersmith, brazier:—t be-k rupaiy, s.m. A
copper rupee, a bad rupee:—t ba-garbh, s.m. Sulphate of
copper, blue vitriol.
H % Y t b [corr. of @ P O 'tma], s.m. The food of hawks
and other birds of chase.
H  U Y [ 7 t b  [Prk. @ f ; S. Ã++t], adj. &
s.m. Copper-coloured, dark red (e.g. t b  ma, 'red
earth');—copper-colour (in pigeons, &c.); a coppercoloured gem of inferior value; a false stone resembling
a ruby;—a bald head.
H  Y [ t t [S. .Bt], s.f. Thread, bre, &c.; catgut,
sinew; wire; string of a musical instrument;—a loom:—
t t bj aur rg b jh, lit. 'The string sounded and he
knew the tune'; he understood from the rst word:—t t
b dhn (-k), To silence an idle talker.
S * Y [ t t [S. BP+t], s.m. Series, row, range, line,
string, train; race, posterity, generation.
S * Y .BP tntrik, adj. & s.m. Relating to the Tntras;
taught or contained in the Tntras; following the Tntras;
—one who is completely versed in any science or

system; a scholar; a philosopher.
S ?* Y BP tntra, adj. & s.m. Having wires or strings (as a

feminine gender.
H  Y  t [S. +$,t ], s.m. Father's elder brother,

musical instrument);—the music of a stringed
instrument.
H * Y[" t t, s.f.=tnt, q.v.

paternal uncle;—an elder, superior;—an astute fellow, a
knave.
H & P  Y  to, tv [Prk.  5; S. t], s.m. Heating

H * Y[" t t [S. .B+t], s.m. A weaver.

(metals, &c.); heat, fusion; proof, trial, assay; passion,
wrath, rage; strength, power; speed; splendour, dignity
(these ve meanings are peculiar to the Persian tv,
which, as regards the rst three, is related to the
Sanskrit tavs);—turning or twisting (metals, orig. by
heating); contortion, twist, coil, curl, roll, fold; a sheet of
paper:—toband, s.m. Name of a powder or substance
which, mixed with gold or silver, prevents the detection
of adulteration:—to-bho, adj. & adv. Very little:—to
den (-ko), To heat; to anneal; to melt, fuze;—to twist
(cord, &c.), to curl or twist (the mustache, &c.):—to
khn, v.n. To be heated, be made red hot; to be
overdone, be scorched or burnt; to be overheated (as
the blood); to be in amed, be enraged.
H  Y   tw, s.m.=taw, q.v.

H  Y [f t , s.m. commonly  , q.v.
S   Y ef tav, = H   Y [7 t av, s.m. Dancing
(esp. with violent gesticulation); the frantic dance of the
god iva and his votaries.
H   Y [7 t av, = S   Y ef tav, s.m. Dancing
(esp. with violent gesticulation); the frantic dance of the
god iva and his votaries.
A I Y taannus [inf. n. v of I 'to be familiar,' &c.], s.m.
Acquaintance; familiarity; becoming domesticated and
tame (as an animal).
H 0 Y [ t sn [t s˚ = S. P(), caus. or rt. P],
v.t. To terrify, alarm, frighten; to threaten, menace; to
treat with severity.
H J Y [$ t g [S./r$+t], s.m. A small two-wheeled
car (without covering, and on which one person only can
sit), a 'tonga':—t g-suwr, s.m. One who rides on a
t g.
H  Y  tnn [tn˚ = Prk. 4(), or 4<()=S.
(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. To extend, stretch, expand;
to pull, pull over (as a sheet, &c.); to tighten; to contract;
knit (the brow); to pitch (a tent); to string up, to hang; to
send in succession (as letters, &c.); to bring before (a
magistrate), to sue;—v.n. To lie full length; to sleep; to
die:—tn-den, v.t. intensive of tnn.
H  Y [ t  , s.m.=t , q.v.
H   Y [  t war, s.m. Copper (=t b, q.v.).
P & H  Y tna, s.m.=tn, q.v.
H  Y" tn [rt. of tnn+S. ], s.f. The warp (=tn,
q.v.);—price paid for weaving:—tn-tn, s.m. The warp
and the woof.
A  Ytaann [inf. n. v of 'to draw near'], s.f. Waiting;
delay, procrastination.
A l  Y tns [inf.
n. ii of l 'to be feminine'], s.f. The


P  Y twn (S. 4,
' rt. ), s.m. Satisfaction,
compensation, amends, recompense, retaliation;
penalty, forfeit, ne, mulct; ne for bloodshed (opp. to
qi, q.v.);—debt; a loan:—twn b dhn, twn lagn,
twn len, v.n. To ne, mulct, amerce:—twn diln (ko), To cause compensation to be made, to adjudge
damages:—twn den (-ko), To make amends, pay a
penalty.
P  twn, s.f. Compensation, &c. (=twn).
S A Y   twat, adj. & adv. So great; so much, so many;
such; so far, so long;—so greatly, to such an extent; until.
H  Y  ! twal, s.f. = H " Y  ! tol, adj. (prov.) =
utwal; utwal; qq.v.;—tol, adv. Rapidly, fast, quick.
H " Y  ! tol, adj. = H  Y  ! twal, s.f. (prov.) =
utwal; utwal; qq.v.;—tol, adv. Rapidly, fast, quick.
H ! Y  .! twaliy, s.m.=tol; utwal, q.v.
H  Y   ton [to˚ = Prk.  (), or U()=S.
(), caus. of rt. ], v.t.=tn, q.v.
A ) Y twl [inf. n. ii of  'to revert,' &c.], s.f.

Explanation, exposition, elucidation, interpretation;
paraphrase; turning (language) from the obvious
meaning,
interpreting in a manner not according to the obvious
meaning:—twl karn (-k), To explain, &c.; to interpret
(verses, dreams, &c.); to turn (language) from the
obvious meaning.
P ? Y th (S. ?), s.f. Plait, fold, ply (=tah); multiplicity,
perplexity.
H   Y 6[ th , adv. (Old H.)=tah , q.v.
H  Y6 " thir, s.f. A dish, rice boiled with ba , q.v.
A  Y taahhul [inf. n. v of  'to marry,' &c.], s.m.
Marrying; founding a family.
P 2  Y t-ham, conj.; see s.v. t.
H ) Y  ty [S. +t], s.m. Paternal uncle (=t , q.v.).
A U$ Y tib, m. = P %$ Y tiba (for A. ~%$ Y), f. (part. n. of %$ Y 'to
repent'), adj. Repenting of sin, repentant, penitent.
P %$ Y tiba (for A. ~%$ Y), f. = A U$ Y tib, m. (part. n. of %$ Y 'to
repent'), adj. Repenting of sin, repentant, penitent.
H $ Y ,  tit (corr. of / ) P Y taw?), s.m. A charm,
amulet, a particular ornament (worn round the neck or
arm) viewed generally as an amulet.
H I) Y  tyas (see next), s.f. The wife of a father-inlaw's elder brother.
H 0) Y  tyasr [S. +:8,t], s.m. Father-inlaw's elder brother.
H $ Y t (fem. of ty = t ), s.f. The wife of a
father's elder brother; paternal uncle's wife; a term of
respectful compellation or mention of a female
generally.
H $ Y t (see taw), s.f. An earthen frying-pan.
A + $ Y td [inf. n. ii of + ) 'to become strong'], s.f.
Strengthening; corroboration, conrmation; assisting;
assistance, help, aid, support; a written voucher in
support (of a claim):—td karn (-k), To strengthen,
corroborate, conrm; to assist, aid, support:—td-navs,
s.m. An assistant clerk, a private assistant.
A A+ $ Y tdt (pl. of td), s.m. Helps, aids, &c.
H  $ Y ,   ter [S. +!+t], adj. (f. -),

Pertaining to, or related to, or descended from a father's
elder brother:—ter bh, s.m. Father's elder brother's
son, cousin:—ter bahin, s.f. Father's elder brother's
daughter, cousin.
H < $ Y  t , s.f.=t;—postpn.=ta ; qq.v.
H UY  tab [Prk. `@ or Ì ; S.  ], adv. & conj. Then,
at that time; afterwards; thereupon; therefore, hence:—
tab-bh, adv. Even then, then too; still, nevertheless,
notwithstanding that:—tab-tak, tab-talak, adv. Till then,
up to that time; so long, so far:—tab-to, adv. Then
indeed, then forsooth, then; whence, wherefore:—tabto , tab-ta , adv.=tab-tak, q.v.:—tab-se, adv. From that
time forward, since that time; thence, thenceforward:—
tab-k, adj. Of or belonging to that time:—tab-lag, tab-lo ,
adv.=tab-tak, q.v.:—tab-h, tab-h , tab-h , adv. (emphat.
of tab), At that very time, just then; there and then,
instantly; then indeed; therefore, for that same reason:
—tab-h-tak, adv. Only so long, just so long:—tab-h to, adv.
Then indeed; for that reason then:—tab-h-se, adv.
emphat. of tab-se, q.v.
P UY tab, s.f.=tap, q.v.
P  %Y tabr, s.m. People, nation, tribe, race, family, house,
line.
H  %Y   tibr, adj. & s.m.=? %Y tibra, q.v.
A  %Y tabraka, perf. tense, 3rd pers. sing. (6th conjn. of
 'to become steady or rm,' &c.), He is blessed;—adj.
Hallowed; greatly to be magnied (used only in Ar.
phrases, e.g. allh tabraka wa tal, God the hallowed or
magnied and exalted).
H ? %Y   tibra [S. P +t], adj. & s.m. Three times,
thrice;—a hall or room with three doors.
H  %Y " tibr, s.f.=tibra.
H B %Y " tibs [S. P+ ++t], adj. Thrice stale,
three days old (food).
P  E %Y tabshr (S.  d"), s.f. Manna of bamboo
(commonly tabshr;
syn. ba s-lo an).

P ? %Y tabh [Pehl. tavh; Z. taph; S. tapasya], adj. Ruined,
undone, spoiled, abject, wretched; bad, wicked, depraved:
—tabh-l, adj. & adv. Ruined, &c.;—in wretched plight
or condition, miserably poor or low.

P  %Ytabh, s.f. Ruin, wreck, destruction, perdition;
wretchedness, misery; wickedness, depravity:—tabhzada, adj. Ruined; aicted, distressed:—tabh khn, v.n.
To experience misery; to be aicted.
A <) %Y tabyun, vulg. tabin [inf. n. vi of < 'to become
separate'], s.m. Being separate or distinct; dierence;
opposition; contradiction; inconsistency;
incommensurability (of two or more numbers).
A c%Y tabaur [inf. n. v of c 'to enlarge,' &c.], s.m.
Penetrating into the depths of science; being profoundly
learned;—rolling in wealth.
A *>%Y taba tur [inf. n. ii of *> 'to walk with an elegant
gait'], s.m. Walking with a proud and self-conceited gait,
strutting; inclining from side to side in walking.
A + %Y tabaddul [inf. n. v of + 'to change'], s.m. The
becoming changed or altered; change, &c.=the next, q.v.
A )+ %Y tabdl [inf. n. ii of + ], s.f. Changing, altering;
change, alteration, mutation, modication, substitution;
transformation; transposition;—tabdl karn (-k), To
change, alter; to transfer, &c. (see badaln):—tabdl-makn, s.f. Change of place; migration:—tab-dl--n-jiz ,
s.f. An unlawful or improper change or alteration;
falsication:—tabdl hon, v.n. To be changed or altered;
to be transferred:—tabdl--haiat, s.f. Change of
appearance, disguise; personation.
A P #)+ %Ytabdl, s.f. Transfer (of ocials, &c.); relief (of a
guard).
P %Y tabar (S.  ?), s.m. A hatchet, an axe:—tabarbardr, s.m. Axe-bearer, armed with an axe; a woodcutter:—tabar-zan, s.m. Hatchet-man; wood-cutter:—
tabar-zn, s.m. A horseman's battle-axe:—tabar-gun, adj.
Curved like a tabar; hollow-backed (a horse):—tabar
mrn, v.n. To use an axe.
A .%Y tabarr [inf. n. v of . 'to excel,' &c.], s.m. Giving
supererogatorily; giving gratuitously; doing anything
disinterestedly or voluntarily.
A %Y tabarruk [inf. n. v of  'to kneel and lie down'],
s.m. Looking for a blessing (by means of); auguring good
(from); blessing, benediction; congratulation; a portion
of presents (or what is left of food presented to great
men, &c.) given to their dependants; sacred relics;—

commutation for an oering incumbent on a religious
mendicant holding an endowment.
A  %Y tabarruka, tabarruk (acc. of tabarruk), adv. With the
blessing of God; as a blessing; as a sacred relic.
A A  %Y tabarrukt, s.m. pl. Benedictions; sacred relics;
plenty; honours, dignities.
A + )%Y tabrd [inf. n. ii of  'to become cold'], s.f. Cooling,
refreshing; a cooling and refreshing drink; a cooler,
refrigerant (in medicine).
H  UY, 7" tub , s.f.=tum , q.v.
A 2 0%Y tabassum [inf. n. v. of 2 0 'to smile'], s.m. Smiling;
smile.
A M%Y tabaur [inf. n. v of M 'to see'] s.m. Descrying,
considering with attention; sight, distinct perception;
attentive consideration.
A  P %Y tabat (for A. ~ P %Y), s.f. Following; imitating;
obedience, dependence, subjection (=tabat, q.v.).
q.v.
H H#%Y tablaq, s.m. corr. of tablaq,

T :%Y taban a, s.m.=taman , q.v.
A %Ytabann [inf. n. v of  'to build,' &c.], s.f. Adopting as
a son; adoption.
P %Y tabah, adj. contrac. of tabh, q.v.
H %Y h tabai, adv. (prov)=tab-h, q.v.s.v. tab.
A  %Y tibyn [anom. inf. n. ii of < 'to become separated'],
s.f. Making manifest, manifestation, &c. (see bayn).
P P %Y tabat (for A. ~P %Y fem. of tab, from b %Y 'to follow'),
s.f. Following; dependance; follower.
P & H `Y  tap [Pehl. tap; Zend tafnu, rt. tap; S. ,
or ], s.f. Heat, warmth; fever;—tap-utarn, v.n. Fever
to go o:—tap-u hl, s.f.=tap- la, q.v.:—tap-till, s.f.
Induration and enlargement of the spleen, &c.=tp-tili,
q.v.s.v. tp:—tap a hn, v.n. Fever to come on:—tap- la,
s.m. Breaking out on the lips after a fever, or of a fever
in the system; the thrush:—tap--diq, s.f. Hectic fever,
consumption, phthisis:—tap--gib,
 s.f. A tertian fever:—
tap-k m t-jn, s.m. The breaking out of an eruption on
the lips after a fever:—tap--larza, s.m. An ague:—tap-emriq, s.m. A burning fever:—tap--muwz aba,
 s.m. A
quotidian fever:—tap--naubat, s.f. Intermittent fever.
H `Y  tap [S. ], s.m. Devout austerity, religious

penance, &c. (=tapas, q.v.); the hot season, the height of
summer:—tap-dhr, adj. Depending on the merit of
penance:—tap-dhr, s.m. One who depends for
salvation on the merit of his deeds of penance:—tap
karn, v.n. To do penance.
H LY  tap, s.m. The hot season, a season of great heat
(=tap, q.v.);—a devotee, ascetic, &c. (=tapas, tapasv, q.v.).
H LY Q tapp, s.m. properly app, q.v.
H  LY" tipr, s.f. The Cape gooseberry or Brazil
cherry, Physalis peruviana; (the term tipr is peculiar to
Bengal; in north-western India the fruit is called mako).
H K LY  taps [S. ; or S. +s = S. +], s.f.
Sunshine, the sunbeams; labour, toil.
P  LY tapk (tap+k = S. ), s.m. Warmth, ardour,
fervour, zeal; the anguish of love; solicitude of
friendship; love, aection, friendship; apparent
cordiality;—aiction, distress, uneasiness, disquietude;
consternation; palpitation (=tapak).
P  LY tapn [imperf. part. of tapdan, 'to tremble,' &c.; rt.
Zend. tap = S. ], adj. Growing hot; becoming agitated;
palpitating; trembling.
H  LY  tapn [tap˚ = Prk.  U()=S. +˚ caus.
augment], v.t. To heat, to warm; to cause to glow; to test
(metals) by means of re; to make (a person) warm
himself (at the re or in the sunshine).
H  LY  tapn [tap˚ = S. ˚
' (caus. of rt. )+ = w =
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To present a
libation to (the gods or to the manes); to present an
oering.
H  LY , tupn (caus. of topn), v.t. To cause to be
buried, to have (a person or thing) buried, covered, or
concealed.
H  LY   tapwan (see next), s.m. Pouring out a
libation; a libation.
H  LY   tapwn or tapon, v.t.=tapn, q.v.
H $ LY tip [S. P++], s.f. Trivet, tripod; small
table with three legs, a teapoy.
S LY Q tapta, vulg. tapt, and  tapat, part. adj.
Heated, in amed; hot, fervent, burning or burnt with

heat, pain, or sorrow:—tapta-kri hra, s.m. A kind of
penance, drinking hot water, milk, or gh for three days.
S LY .Q tapti, vulg.  tapat, s.f. Heat, &c. (see tapish).
H *LY  tapt [S. Q+t], adj.=tapta and tatt, qq.v.
H *LY  ti-paty [S. P+P+t (i.e. +t)], adj.
Having three leaves; (Bot.) ternate.
P ! >LY tap- la, s.m. See s.v. tap.
H  LY 6 taprih (see next), s.m. Plots of land
(divided by means of taprs), land cultivated in small
patches among the uncultivated portions of an estate.
H LY" tapr [tap˚ = thp, q.v.+r = Prk. f=S. +],
s.f. A mound; a small eminence or hillock, an acclivity; a
limitary dike (=me ).
S ILY  tapas (in comp. tapo), s.m. Heat; re (esp. as an
instrument of self-torture); pain, suering, torture;
religious austerity, penance mortication, the practice of
mental or personal self-denial or the in iction of bodily
torture; the meditation connected with such a practice;—
moral virtue, merit; special observance or duty of any
particular caste (e.g. the tapas of a Brhman is sacred
learning; of a Kshatriya, the protection of subjects; of a
Vaiya, giving alms to Brhmans; of a dra, service;
and of a Rishi or saint, feeding upon herbs and roots);
one of the seven worlds, inhabited by saints or devotees
after death;—the hot season:—tapo-bal, s.m. The power
acquired by religious austerities:—tapo-dhan, adj. & s.m.
Rich in religious penance; ascetic, pious;—one who
treasures up the merit of mortications and austerities,
an ascetic, a devotee, one who performs religious
penance:—tapo-lok, s.m. One of the seven worlds (see
above):—tapo-va, s.m. 'Enclosure or district of religious
penance,' a name applied to the holy land situated in
central India:—tapo-van, tapo-ban, s.m. 'Penance grove,' a
sacred grove in which ascetics perform their religious
austerities:—tapo-vrat, s.m. Penance and religious
fasting.
S  0LY .T  tapasvin, = S  0LY " tapasv, adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Engaged in the practice of rigorous and devout
penance; ascetic, devout;—an ascetic, devotee, a jog.
S  0LY " tapasv, = S  0LY .T  tapasvin, adj. & s.m.

(f. -in), Engaged in the practice of rigorous and devout
penance; ascetic, devout;—an ascetic, devotee, a jog.
H 0LYT" tapass, " tapas, taps, adj. & s.m.=tapasv,
q.v.
H 0LYT" tapass, " tapas, taps, adj. & s.m.=tapasya,
q.v.:—tapass ma hl, taps-ma h, taps-ma h, s.f. The
mango sh, Polynemus risua or Paradiseus.
S 0LY T tapasy, s.f. Devout austerity, religious
penance.
S  0LY T tapasya, adj. & s.m. Produced by heat;—the
month Phgun (Feb.-March);—religious penance, &c.
(=tapasy).
P ZLY tapish, s.f. Heat, warmth; distress (esp. that caused
by heat); aiction; agitation; palpitation.
H LY 8 tapa, s.f. corr. of tapasy, q.v.
H LY8" tapa, = H LY  tapay, see tapass, and
tapasy.
H LY  tapay, = H LY8" tapa, see tapass, and
tapasy.
H (LY  tapak (see tapakn; and cf. thapak), s.f. Throb,
palpitation (cf. tapk).
T P (LY tupak (dim. of top), s.f. A small gun; a musket.
T :LYtapak , s.m. An ocer formerly employed in
revenue aairs.
T :LYtupak , s.m. Musketeer; ri e-man; a gunner.
H LY  tapakn [tapak˚ = S. +>; or=thapak˚, q.v.],
v.n. To throb, to palpitate.
S <LY  tapan, s.f. Heat, warmth, burning, glow, fervour;
—s.m. The sun; the hot season; name of one of the
divisions of hell; mental distress, grieving, pining.
H LY  tapn [tap˚ = Prk. Q()=S. () or Q(),
rt. ], v.n. To be heated; to glow; to burn with pain or
grief; to frisk about; to shine, to be glorious.
S LY" tapan, vulg. tapn, s.f. A name of the Godavery
river, or of the Tp.
S  LY 5 ! tapo-bal, s.m. See s.v. tapas for compounds of
which tapo is the rst member.
H LY tapa, s.m.=tapp; app, q.v.

H LY" tap [S. +; or Q], adj. & s.m.=tapasv, q.v.
H LY h tipaiy, tipaiy, s.m.=tip, q.v.
P + LY tapdan [rt. Zend tap+tan; S. +(; with conjunct. ],
inf. n. Growing hot; being in great agitation; trembling;
palpitating; agitation, uneasiness, restlessness (from
indisposition, &c.); tremor, palpitation:—tapdan-wr, adj.
& adv. Agitated, troubled;—in a troubled condition, in a
state of agitation.
S Y  tat (for tad), adj. pron. That; his, &c. (occurring
only in comp.):—tat-par, adj. & s.m. Having that as one's
highest object or aim, totally devoted or addicted (to),
attending closely (to), eagerly engaged (in), intent (on);
—one who is eagerly engaged (in), or intent (on), &c.; an
adept, &c.:—tat-purusha, s.m. (in Gram.) A class of
compounds or sams in which the last member is
determined or qualied by the rst without losing its
original independence (the word tat-purush, 'his man,' is
itself an example of this class of compounds):—tat-tat,
tat-tad, adj. This and that; this or that; dierent, various;
—tat-tad-avatr, s.m. This or that incarnation; dierent
or various incarnations;—tat-tad-vyavahr, s.m. Dierent
kinds of behaviour; dierent or varions customs, &c.;—
tat-tad-dharm, s.m. This or that
religion; dierent religions:—tat-tad-de, s.m. This or
that country, &c.;—tat-tat-sthn, s.m. This or that place,
&c.; tat-tat-karma, s.m. This or that act; dierent or
various acts, dierent kinds of business;—tat-tal-lok (tal
for tad), s.m. Dierent kinds of people:—tat-jti, s.f. That
caste;—tat-jtyu it (tat+jti+u it), s.m. Whatever rightly
pertains to that caste:—tat- ha, s.m.=tat-ksha, q.v.:—tatkla, tat-kl, s.m. & adv. That time; present time, time
being, the time referred to or spoken of, the same time,
the time when an act occurs;—at that time, then; at a
certain time; directly, immediately, forthwith;—tat-kladh, adj. & s.m. Wise or intelligent for the time being;
having presence of mind;—one who has presence of
mind, &c.:—tat-ksha, s.m. & adv. Time present, time
being; the same moment;—at the same moment, that
instant, immediately, forthwith:—tan-nir pit, adj. Made
by him:—tan-nr (tat+nr), s.m. Its water.
S Y  tata, vulg. tat, s.m. Father (=tt, t ).

H Y \ tatt,  tat, s.m.=tattwa, q.v.
H Y  tit [S. P], adv. Thither, there, that way.
H *Y \ tatt [Prk. \ =S. Q+t], adj. (f. -), Hot,
warm; fervent, zealous; passionate, wrathful, furious,
outrageous.
H *Y \ titt, ttt[Prk. `.\ , `\Ç; S.  +t],
adj.=titn, q.v.
P  *Y tatr, s.m. contrac. of ttr, q.v.
H  *Y  tatr [S. Q+"], s.f. Embrocation;
fomentation; pouring warm water (on a diseased part);
applying hot annel or cloth (to a seat of pain; syn.
se k); bathing or moistening (an in amed part) with cold
water (syn. ta ai ); pouring cold water on (an
intoxicated person).
H  *Y \ tittr, adj.=tittl; and tt; qq.v.
H  *Y  tatrn (see tatr), v.t. To embrocate,
foment, &c. (see tatr).
H  Y" tatr, = H  *Y7" tat , (see tatr), s.f. Heat

tatra-bhavat, adj. & s.m. 'Your Honour there,' venerable,
respectable, estimable, reverend;—a venerable or
estimable person, &c. (the word is used in respectful
allusion to absent persons).
S *Y .\ tittiri, vulg. .\ tittir, s.m. The francoline
partridge (com. called ttar);—name of a Muni (said to be
the rst teacher of the Black Yajur-veda); the Black
Yajur-veda.
H *Y , tutrn, v.n.=tutln, q.v.
H * *Y \ \ tittar-bittar, titar-bitar [S. P+P], adv
Here and there, scattered, dispersed; thrown into
confusion.
H *Y" tatr (from tatra?), s.f. A playful, wanton girl
(=akhelan).
P *Ytatar, adj.=ttr, q.v.
H *Y" titir, " titr, s.f.=titil, q.v.
S *Y ;! tat-kl, s.m. & adv. See s.v. tat.
S *Y d titiksh, s.f. Endurance, patience,

(of the sun, &c.), erce heat; hot winds.
H  *Y7" tat , = H  Y" tatr, (see tatr), s.f. Heat

resignation, suering, forbearance.
S *Y .d titikshit, part. adj. Borne, endured,

(of the sun, &c.), erce heat; hot winds.
H *Y \! tittl, ! titl [S. =, rt. *+!t], adj.

suered; bearing, &c=titikshu, q.v.
S *Y d, titikshu, adj. Bearing, enduring patiently,

& s.m. Sharp, astute, knavish, deceitful;—cheat, knave,
cozener, deceiver.
H ! *Y!" titl [tittl+Prk. =S. ], s.f. Sharpness,

patient; resigned, forbearing.
H J*YF$" ti-tagg (ti = S. tri+tagg = tg+ika), adj. & s.f.

knavery, cheating, deceitfulness, fraud.
H  *Y  tatn [tatt, q.v.+ = w = Prk. U=S. 
caus. augment+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To heat, to
warm (cf. tatrn).
A b %*Y tatabb [inf. n. v of b %Y 'to follow'], s.m. Pursuing,
following (after), hunting (after), searching diligently
(for); investigating; exploring; imitating; imitation;
continuation:—tatabb karn (-k), To pursue, follow
(after), &c.
S L*Y ; tat-par, adj. & s.m. See s.v. tat.
S *Y P tatra, adv. & conj. In that place, there; in that,
therein; in that case, then, therefore; on account of
that:—tatra-jt, s.m. (in Gram.) An adjective of origin:—

Having three threads or strands;—a thread of three
strands.
S *Y ! titil, s.m. A sort of sweetmeat made of
sesamum ground and baked with sugar (cf. til);—one of
the seven karas or astronomical periods.
H 3*Y ,! tutl (see tutln), part. adj. Lisping,
stammering, &c. (=totl).
H 3*Y ,! tutln (tut = S. thut+l, caus. a.), v.n. To
speak indistinctly (as a child), to lisp; to sputter (in
speaking); to stammer, stutter.
H $3*Y,! tutl [tutl(n)+ = Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Lisping; stammering, stuttering.
H #*Y!" titil, ,!" titul, !" titl [S. .\"], s.f.
A butter y; (g.) a grandly dressed woman; a belle;—a

species of rue; a medicine given in intermittent fever (in
these senses perhaps connected with the S. tikta; cf. titr;
ttr).
H %@ *Y @  titamb, @  titimb [fr. the desider. of S.
/], s.m. Obstacle, [impediment; machination,
stratagem, plot, evil design (against); rebellious riot,
sedition (syn. bakhe ).
P @ *Y tatimma (for A. ~@ *Y tatimmat, fem. fr. rt. 2C Y 'to be
complete'), s.m. Complement; supplement; appendix;
continuation; remainder, balance:—tatimma-- at ,  s.m.
Postscript of a letter:—tatimmakiy-hu, adj. Appended:—
tatimma--wayat-nma, s.m. Supplement to a will, a
codicil.
A 2 @ *Y tatmm [inf. n. ii of 2 YC], s.f. Completing,
accomplishing; completion, accomplishment,
consummation.
H *Y  titn [Prk. `.\! ; S.  +t], adj. & adv. (f.
-), So much, that much; so long; so far (correl. to jitn):—
titne, adj. So many:—titne-me , adv. In so much time, in
that time, meanwhile (cf. utn, utne).
H %*Y (  titamb, s.m.= %@ *Y titamb, q.v.
S *Y  tita , s.m. A sieve.
S ? *Y Ä tattwa, ; tatwa (tad+twa), s.m. The state of
being that, true state, real state, truth, reality, essential
nature, essence, elementary property, rst principle,
primary fact, axiom; substance, sum and substance, pith,
gist, cream; the real nature of the human soul (as being
one and the same with the supreme spirit pervading the
universe); mind, intellect;—slow time in music; a musical
instrument:—tattwa-prayukt, adj. According to the sense
or purport of what has been said:—tattwa-jna, vulg. tatwagya, adj. & s.m. Knowing the truth, knowing the true
nature of anything; acquainted with the true principles
of philosophy; understanding the principles of a science
thoroughly;—a profoundly learned or skilful person, &c.:
—tattwa-jnn, vulg. tatwa-gyn, s.m. Knowledge of the
truth; a thorough knowledge of the principles of a
science; insight into the true principles of philosophy:—
tattwa-sambandh, adj. Connected with true principles, &c.
(see tattwa):—tattwa-masi, s.m. Ink; the stalk of the

Nyctanthes tristis.
H &*Y R tath [S. ^t], adj. 'Being really so,' true, real,
genuine; right; perfect.
S &*Y R tithi, & H. R tith, s.f. A lunar day, the
thirtieth part of a whole lunation; day (of the month),
date (=tr ):—tithi-kshay, s.m. The day of new moon;
the day or space in which a tithi begins or ends without
one sun-rising; the dierence between the solar and
lunar days in a yug:—tithi-grma, s.m. The aggregate of
the tithis:—tithi granth, s.m. Any book containing an
account of the tithis.
S &*Y ,;R tuttha, vulg. tutth, s.m. Blue vitriol, sulphate of
copper (esp. as an ointment or medical application to the
eyes); a collyrium extracted from the Amomum
zanthorrhiza:—tutthnjan (˚tha+an˚), s.m. Blue vitriol as an
aujan or medical application to the eyes.
H &*Y R tath, s.f. Ability, power, might.
S &*Y R tath (correl. of yath), adv. & conj. In that
manner, so, thus; ditto; so also and also,
in like manner:—tathpi (˚th+api), conj. Then even, yet,
still, nevertheless (=tau bh):—tathstu (tath+astu, 3rd.
pers. sing. imperative of S. as 'to be'), adv. So be it, yes:—
tath-gat, s.m. lit. 'Being in such a state or condition'; a
Buddh; a Jain; a divine teacher:—tathaiva (˚th+eva), conj.
Even so, just so, even thus, in the same manner, in like
manner.
H 4*Y 6 tatahr, s.m. = H 6" tatahr, s.f. = H  *Y
67 tatah , s.m. [S. Q++t or ], A vessel for
warming water, a kettle.
H 6" tatahr, s.f. = H 4*Y 6 tatahr, s.m. = H  *Y
67 tatah , s.m. [S. Q++t or ], A vessel for
warming water, a kettle.
H  *Y 67 tatah , s.m. = H 4*Y 6 tatahr, s.m. = H
6" tatahr, s.f. [S. Q++t or ], A vessel for
warming water, a kettle.
S &*Y Rh tathaiva, conj. See s.v. tath.
H  R*Y `7 tate , h7 tatai , s.m.=tatahr, q.v.
H *Y h tataiva, conj.=tathaiva, q.v.s.v. tath.

H *Y, tuta [S. P5&+], s.f. A small earthen vessel
with a spout.
S A & taa, vulg. ta, s.m. Slope, declivity; the horizon
(as appearing to slope); bank (of a river), shore, coast; a
eld:—taa-stha, adj. & s.m. Situated on a declivity, or on
a bank, &c.;—indierent;—an indierent person, one
neither a friend nor a foe.
H A  ta, s.m. prop. a, q.v.
H A à& tikrn, v.n. prop. ikrn, q.v.

deviating, straying; exceeding (one's authority, &c.),
transgressing (just bounds or limits); deviation;
diversity; excess, transgression; outrage, insolence:—
tajwuz karn (-se), To pass (beyond), &c.
A  8Y tajhul [inf. n. vi of 4W 'to be ignorant'], s.m.
Feigning ignorance; pretended ignorance (of),
connivance; apathy, indierence:—tajhul karn, v.n. To
feign or aect ignorance.
A + 8Y tajaddud [inf. n. v of +C W 'to cut o'], s.m. = A + )+ 8Y

H  A ,& tun, v.n. prop.  n, q.v.

tajdd [inf. n. ii of +C W], s.f. Renewing; renewal, novelty.
A + )+ 8Y tajdd [inf. n. ii of +C W], s.f. = A + 8Y tajaddud [inf. n. v

H A ¨ ta , s.m. prop. a , q.v.

of +C W 'to cuto'], s.m. Renewing; renewal, novelty.

H  A &5! taoln, v.t. prop. aoln, q.v.

P  8Y tajribat (for A. ~ 8Y), s.f.=next, q.v.

A l #Y taslis [inf.
n. ii of l#j 'to become the third,' &c.], s.f.

Making three, dividing into three parts; triad, trinity; a
trine (the aspect of the planets)
P  Y tasniya
fem.; inf. n. ii of j'to
 [for A. ~ Y tasniyat,


P  8Y tajriba, vulg. tajraba, tajruba [for A. ~ 8Y tajribat, fem.;
inf. n. ii of W 'to have the mange'], s.m. Experiment,

double'], s.m. lit. 'Making two, doubling, dualizing';—adj.
Marked with two points (the letter t or y); dual (number).
H 6Y * taj (see tajn), adj. & s.f. Abandoning, forsaking,
giving up.
H 6Y * taj [S. ; ], s.f. The bay-tree, Laurus cassia, woody
cassia; cassia bark, cinnamon.
H  8Y tujjr (pl. of tjir), s.m. Merchants; (in Urd) a
merchant (generally sing. in Urd, unless it occur in
Arabic phrases, as malikut-tujjr).
P A 8Y tijrat (for A. { 8Y; quasi-inf. n. of 8Y 'to trade'), s.f.
The practice of trac, trac, trade, commerce;
merchandise:—tijrat karn (-k), To trade, trac, deal
(in):—tijral-gh, s.f. Place of trac or commerce;—tijratgh--l, s.f. Emporium (syn. ba  man).
A P Y 8Ytijrat, adj. Commercial, mercantile.
A  8Y*" tijr [S. "+A +; cf. tij], s.f. Tertian
ague, remittent fever occurring every third day.
A B 8Y tajsur [inf. n. vi of 0W 'to be daring'], s.m.
Carrying it high and insolently; boldness, rmness,
daring, intrepidity, temerity.
A d 8Y tajwuz [inf. n. vi of d W 'to pass through or
beyond'], s.m. Passing (beyond), surpassing; passing
(over), overlooking, forgiving; departing (from),

test, trial, proof, assay; experience; probation:—tajribakr, adj. Experienced, expert, versed (in), conversant
(in), skilful;—tajriba-kr, s.f. Experience, practical
knowledge:—tajriba karn (-k), To make trial (of), to try,
prove, assay; to experience.
A 8Y tajarrud [inf. n. v of W 'to strip, denude'], s.m.
Stripping or denuding oneself; cutting oneself o from
society, living in solitude; solitude; celibacy.
H 8Y*" tijar, s.f.=tijr, q.v.
A + )8Y tajrd [inf. n. ii. of W; cf. tajarrud], s.f. Stripping,
denuding, divesting (of); separating (a thing from
another); separation, solitude; celibacy.
H o8Ytajazz [corr. of A. tajazz, inf. n. v of oW 'to divide'],
s.f. Dividing, separating into small pieces; analysis.
A I08Y tajassus [inf. n. v of I
C W 'to search for'], s.m.
Searching carefully, examining, investigating, exploring,
curiously prying (into), spying; search, inquiry,
investigation; curiosity, inquisitiveness:—tajassus karn,
v.n. To search diligently, to explore; to pry (into), to play
the spy, &c.
A 8#8Y tajaljul [inf. n. ii of 8#W 'to move about'], s.m.
Being moved; agitation; commotion; sinking into the
ground, becoming depressed (as a foundation, &c.).
A #8Ytajall [inf. n. v of #W 'to become clear,' &c.], s.f.
Manifestation; clearness, lustre, brightness, brilliancy,
splendour, glory:—tajall-ba sh, adj. Rendering bright,

splendid, or glorious.
A A #8Y tajalliyt, s.f. pl. Manifestations; lustres,
illuminations; beatic visions.
A @ 8Y tajammul [inf. n. v of @ W 'to be beautiful,' &c.], s.m.
Dignity; pomp, parade; splendour, magnicence: retinue;
furniture; conveniences (see next).
A A3@ 8Y tajammult, s.m. pl. Household furniture,
movables; conveniences, articles of luxury.
H 8Y * tajn [S. ;*"(, rt. ;*], v.t. To abandon,
give up, relinquish, quit, leave, forsake, desert:—taj-den,
v.t. intensive of, and=tajn.
A U8Y tajannub [inf. n. v of UW 'to put at a distance'], s.m.
Retiring, withdrawing (from), avoiding, shunning,
refraining or desisting (from):—tajannub karn (-se), To
hold aloof (from), to retire, withdraw (from), to refrain
(from), &c.
S 8Y A taj-jna, & H.  ta-jna (tad+j a), adj. & s.m. lit.
'Knowing that'; knowing, experienced (in), familiar
(with); a knowing or intelligent man, a connoiseur.
H 8Y  ta-jna, adj.=tattwa-jn, q.v.s.v. tattwa.
A I 8Y tajns [inf. n. ii of ICW jannasa, a denom. from jins,
q.v.], s.f. Making of the same kind, making
homogeneous (with); resemblance, analogy; (in Phet.)
alliteration; punning (especially to the eye); pun;
equivoque:—tajns-- att,  s.f. Using words which are
written with the same letters but with dierent vowel
points, a kind of equivoque in writing (e.g. pal, pil, pul in
the following verse of Saud's:—mauj-- ashm--shiqn
de to pal-me pil-ke pul, 'the waves from the eyes of
lovers would in a moment demolish a bridge by their
shock').
A o) 8Y tajwz [inf. n. ii of d W 'to pass through,' &c.], s.f.
Permitting, allowing; approving; permission;
approbation; inquiring into, examining, considering;
inquiry, investigation, consideration, deliberation; view,
opinion, judgment; estimate; resolution, determination;
trial; decision, judgment, sentence; contrivance, scheme,
plan, device:—tajwz-- ir, s.m. Final decision or
judgment:—tajwz--s n,
 tajwz--jadd , s.f. Another or
fresh trial, re-trial; revision; review of a decision or
judgment:—tajwz--s abt--jurm,
s.f. Determination of


guilt:—tajwz-talab,
adj. Requiring to be determined or

decided; for adjudication or decision, to be tried:—tajwz
karn (-k), To inquire (into), to examine, investigate; to
determine, decide; to pass sentence, pronounce
judgment; to choose, elect; to prescribe, appoint; to
contrive, devise, plan:—tajwz-hon, v.n. To be mquired
(into), be investigated, &c.:—tajwz--yak-t arfo,
 s f. An exparte decision.
A P o) 8Ytajwz, adj. Tried, proved, determined.
A g) 8Y tajwf [inf. n. ii of e W 'Being hollow'], s.f.
Hollowing out, making concave.
A o 48Y tajhz [inf. n. ii of o4W 'to despatch, slay'], s.f. Fitting
out, equipping; expediting, arranging, adorning; carrying
to the grave, burying, burial:—tajhz karn (-k),
To t out (an expedition, army, &c.), to equip, arrange,
raise, &c.:—tajhz-o-takfn, s.f. Burial, interment.
H  :Y  ta n (caus. of ta n, q.v.), v.t. To heat, to
scorch; to parch.
H :Y  ta n [tac˚ = S. Q; see tatt], v.n. To be
heated; to be scorched; to be parched, to parch.
S &:Y ,K+ tu ha, vulg. tu h, & H. ,+ tu h, adj. Void,
empty; vain, worthless, insignicant, of no account,
good-for-nothing; contemptible, despicable, low, vile:—
u h jnn, v.t. To hold light, to consider of no account,
to despise:—tu ha-dru, s.m. lit. 'The sapless tree,' the
castor-oil tree, Ricinus communis:—tu h-gyn, s.m.
Disesteem, contempt.
S *&:Y ,K+ tucchat, s.f. Emptiness; worthlessness,
despicableness.
H (&:Y + ta hak, s.m.=takshak, q.v.
H <&:Y K+ ti han, adj.=tksha, q.v.
S  &:Y ,K+" tu hanya, adj. Worthless, insignicant,
contemptible, base.
A E cYtash, vulg. tash [inf. n. vi of R], s.m.f.
Standing apart; excepting (against a thing, by saying
shallh 'God forbid'); care, concern, fear (e.g. betash, adv. 'fearlessly').
A g! cY taluf [inf. n. vi of g#], s.m. Conspiring together,
leaguing; swearing (both the plainti and the
defendant).

A g$ cY taif (pl. of h cY tfa), s.m. Rarities, curiosities,
choice articles; presents (com. used in conjunction with
the sing., e.g. tfa-taif).
A cY tat (in A. phrases tatu), s.m. The location which
is beneath, the interior part, the under part, the inferior
part, depth; the nadir;—subjection, dominion,
possession, authority, control;—prep. & adv. Beneath,
under; in subjection (to), under the control (of, -ke):—
tatu' s-s ar,
 s.m. The depth of the moist earth; the under
part of the earth, the nether regions:—tatush-sh,
s.m. Change of the moon, conjunction with the sun:—
tat--taarruf, tat-taarruf, s.m. & adv. Subjection,
dominion, authority, control;—under the dominion (of, ke), &c.:—tat-uk mat, s.m. & adv. Jurisdiction, control,
&c.=tat--taarruf, q.v.:—tat--farmn, s.m.=tat-taarruf, q.v.:—tat-lafz, adj. & adv. Literal, verbal (as a
translation);—literally, verbally:—tat-me , adv. Under,
under control or authority (of, -ke), in subjection (to);
below, at the foot (of a page, &c.):—tat-me an (-ke), To
come under the authority or control (of):—tat-me
rakhn, v.t. To keep under, maintain in subjection, to
control; to have or keep in (one's) possession, to
possess, hold, have:—tat-me ln, v.t. To bring under,
to reduce to subjection, to conquer, subdue; to bring
under control or authority; to take possession of.
A  *cYtatn, adj. Lower, inferior; small, short (applied to
letters or diacritical points); placed beneath, pointed
below.
A )/ cY tar [inf. n. ii of /  'to be cautious,' &c.], s.f.
Cautioning, putting on one's guard; causing to fear,
threatening.
A cY taarruk [inf. n. v of  'to move'], s.m.
Becoming movent (as a letter); motion, movement;
agitation.
A )cY tarr [inf. n. ii of  'to be hot'; 'to be free'], s.f.
Setting at liberty, manumission;—writing elegantly and
accurately; writing, description; a written statement or
declaration, a document; fee for writing (anything for
another); ornamental lines (on a drawing or picture),
lines; pencilling, painting (e.g. surme-k tarr);—adj.
Written, dated:—tarr--uqlaidas, tahrr-uqlaidas, (or
simply) tarr, s.f. Euclid's elements:—tarr--bainas-

sut r, s.f. Writing between lines; interlineation: tarr-z ahr,
s.f. A writing on the back, endorsement:—tarr

karn (-k), To write, to describe, to record:—tarr hon,
v.n. To be written, &c.
A )cY tarra (acc. of tarr), adv. In writing; by writing.
A A)cY tarrt, s.f. pl. (of tarr), Writings, &c.
A P )cYtarr, adj. Written, in writing (e.g. tarr sub t,
'written proof').
A v)cY tar [inf. n. ii of F 'to desire eagerly,' &c.], s.f.
Making greedy; in aming, inciting; instigation,
stimulation:—tar karn, v.t. To in ame, stimulate, to
entice, allure. (N.B. The form in classical Arabic is tar,
not tar.)
A g)cY tarf [inf. n. ii of e 'to alter in form,' &c.], s.f.
Altering (words from their proper meanings); alteration;
inversion, transposition (of a word or letter); forming an
anagram; an anagram; mistranscription clerical error;
deliberate alteration of a word so as t, change its
meaning, falsication;—cutting the nib of a pen
obliquely.
A A h )cY tarft, s.f. pl. (of tarf), Alterations, changes;
anagrams.
A ()cY tark [inf. n. ii of  'to move'], s.f. Putting in
motion; motion, movement, agitation, commotion;
incitement, stimulus, encouragement, excitement,
instigation, temptation:—tark den(-ko), tark karn (-k),
To move, incite (to), to urge, actuate, excite, encourage,
tempt; to aect, touch.
P @ )cY tarma [for A. ~@ )cY tarmat, fem.; from tarm, inf.
n. ii of 1  'to be prohibited,' &c.], s.m. The saying allh
akbar, "God is great,' at the commencement of prayer;
the commencement of prayer (when the person praying
is prohibited, by uttering the takbr, from saying and
doing anything extraneous to prayer);—assumption of a
pilgrim's garb (since this entitles the person to
reverence or respect).
A 0cY taassur [inf. n. v of 0 'to grieve; regret'], s.m.
Grieving (for); regretting; grief, regret (=asrat);
condolence.
H Ic IcY tas-nas (A. nas+tas, a jingling or
insignicant word), adj. Spoilt; broken, scattered,

dispersed; overthrown, destroyed, ruined, unfortunate
(cf. tittar-bittar).
A < 0cY tasn [inf. n. ii of <0 'to possess beauty,' &c.], s.f.
Rendering good, comely, or pleasing; regarding as good
or beautiful, approving; approbation; applause,
acclamation, cheers:—tasn--tala"uz, s.m. Euphony:—
tasn karn (-k), To approve; to commend, praise,
applaud.
A  McY tal [inf. n. ii of M 'to be produced; to be
realized'], s.f. Getting, acquiring; collecting; gain,
acquisition, prot, attainment; learning; collection
(particularly of revenues or rents); the revenue
jurisdiction of a tal-dr; the station or court of a taldr:—tal-dr, s.m. A sub-collector of revenue:—tasl-
dr, s.f. The oce, duty, or jurisdiction of a subcollector; collectorship:—tal karn (-k), To get, gain,
acquire; to attain, learn; to collect (revenue, &c.).
A A3 McY talt, s.f. pl. (of tal), Acquisitions;
collections.
H # 0cY taln (from tasl), v.t. To acquire; to collect,
gather (a tax=tal karn, q.v.s.v. tal); to oppress, to
aict.
P h cY tfat, s.f.=tfa, q.v.
P A 8h cY tfajt (irreg. pl. of tfa), s.m. Rarities,
curiosities; presents (=taif).
P Jh cYtfag (from tfa), s.f. Rarity; treat; excellence;
beauty, neatness, elegance.
P h cY tfa (for A. ~h cY tfat), s.m. A gratuitous gift, a
present; rarity, curiosity, a choice or pleasing thing; the
best or beauty (of a thing); adj. Rare, uncommon,
wonderful, admirable, excellent, nice, choice:—tfataif, s.m. pl. Presents, rare gifts:—tfa gurnn (-ko),
To oer as a present (to a superior), to make a present
of:—tfa-maj n, s.m. lit. 'A kneaded mass of pleasant or
rare things'; a wit, a wag.
A HQ cY taaqquq [inf. n. v of H 'to be just, right, &c.'], s.m.
Proving to be truth, reality, or fact; ascertainment,
certain knowledge, certainty (cf. taqq).
A  Q cY taqr [inf. n. ii of Q  'to be contemptible'], s.f.
Rendering contemptible; despising; contempt, scorn,
disdain; neglect.

A H Q cY taqq [inf. n. ii of H 'to be just, right, &c.'], s.f.
Ascertaining, verifying the truth (of); ascertainment,
inquiry, investigation, trial, verication; exactness,
precision; truth, fact, certainty;—adj. Carefully
ascertained or veried, well-established; authentic, true,
actual, real, indubitable, sure, certain;—adv. For a fact,
truly, indeed, certainly:—taqq karn (-k), To make
inquiry or investigation; to inquire (into), to ascertain, to
investigate; to verify; to make sure (of).
A A Q Q cY taqqt, s.f. (pl. of taqq, but com. used as a sing.
in Urd ), Inquiries; inquiry, investigation; verication:—
taqqt--ibtid, taqqt--m-qabal, s.f. Preliminary
inquiry or investigation:—taqqt karn (-k), To inquire,
&c.=taqq karn, q.v.s.v. taqq.
A P  Q Q cY taqq-na, adv. According to truth or fact;
certainly.
A P Q Q cYtaqq, adj. Sure, certain, conrmatory.
A 2 cY taakkum [inf. n. v of 2  'to restrain,' &c.], s.m.
Commanding, ruling; control, power, authority,
dominion (see uk mat); usurping authority, usurpation;
deciding judicially, passing sentence, condemning:—
taakkum karn (-par), To exercise control or authority
(over), to command, rule, &c.
A 2 cY takm [inf. n. ii of 2 ], s.f. Putting in authority;
authority; arbitration.
A c#cY taalul [inf. n. ii of c# 'to remove'], s.m.
Removing (from a place), quitting; becoming in motion.
A g #cY talf [inf. n. ii of g# 'to swear'], s.f. Making (one)
swear, exacting an oath.
A  #cY tall [inf. n. ii of C 'to untie; to loose'], s.f.
Untying; loosing; dissolving; discussing (in a medical
sense); solubility; solution; digestion, concoction;
assimilation;—making lawful:—tall karn, v.t. To
dissolve, to discuss; to digest; to assimilate;—tall-karnewl, adj. (in Med.) Dissolvent, discutient:—tall hon,
v.n. To be dissolved; to waste away; to be digested.
A @ cY taammul [inf. n. v of @  'to bear'], s.m. Enduring
patiently; patience, endurance, long-suering,
resignation, forbearance; meekness, humility; truce,
peace:—taammul karn (-me), To be patient or
forbearing (under, or in), to bear patiently, endure,

forbear.
A + @ cY tamd [inf. n. ii of + @  'to praise'], s.f. Praising
(God) much or repeatedly (saying alhamd lillh).
A  @ cY taml [inf. n. ii of @  'to bear'], s.f. Making (one)
bear or carry (a burden, &c.), imposing a burden (on),
burdening, loading; importuning; asking more than
one's right.
A  cY taawwur [inf. n. v of   'to return'], s.m. Haste,
despatch, celerity; anger. (N.B. The word is not classical
Arabic.)
A ) cY tawl [inf. n. ii of  'to be changed, &c.], s.f.
Altering, changing, transmuting; change, transfer;
renovation; return; (in Astron.) passing of the sun,
moon, or a planet from one sign to another; care, trust,
charge; a deposit, revenue credit; cash, funds, capital; a
treasury;—adv. In the charge (of, -ke):—tawl-taarruf,
s.f. Misappropriation of a trust, embezzlement:—tawldr, s.m. Cash-keeper, cashier, treasurer (esp. in a
provincial treasury):—tawl-dr, s.f. The oce of cashkeeper.
A A3) cY tawlt, s.f. pl. (of tawl), Alterations, changes;
revolutions, &c.
A A cY tayt, s.f. pl. (of next, q.v.), Salutations, &c.
P  cY tayat [for A. ~ cY; inf. n. ii of RC 'to live'], s.f.
Salutation, greeting, compliment, congratulation;
prayer, benediction.
A  cY taaiyur [inf. n. v of   'to be dazzled by'], s.m.
Being astonished, confounded, or disturbed;
astonishment, amazement, wonder.
A 5 >Y ta ruj [inf. n. vi of 5r 'to come out,' &c.], s.m.
Taking a property by mutual consent and dividing it (the
co-inheritors,—one taking the house, another the land,
and so on; or by selling the property and then dividing
the sum realized; or by one's taking ready money and
the other's taking a debt).
A g! >Y ta luf [inf. n. vi of g#r 'to turn from,' &c.], s.m.
Mutual opposition or contention; antagonism, enmity.
P >Y ta t [Zend thwakhshta, rt. thwakhsh; S. ; 9, rt. ; d,
'to hew, fashion;' cf. ta ta], s.m. Throne, chair of state;
seat, stage, platform; sofa, bed; any place raised above
the ground for sitting, reclining, or sleeping:—ta t-

ba t, s.m. Throne and fortune; marriage-bed and
ospring, wedlock and wealth (a form of benediction,
particularly used by women):—ta t-par baihln or
bihn, v.t. To seat on a throne, to enthrone:—ta t-par
baihn, v.n. To sit on a throne; to ascend the throne, to
reign:—ta t-posh, s.m. A covering for a throne, seat,
&c.; a cloth or cushion to sit on; a covered stage or
platform:—ta t ho n, v.n. To abdicate a throne:—ta tdr, s.m. Possessor of a throne, a king:—ta t--ravn,
s.m. A travelling throne erected on a platform carried
on men's shoulders, a throne on which the king is
carried; the throne of Solomon; a litter with poles (esp.
for persons of rank and females):—ta t-se utrn, v.t. To
dethrone:—ta t-k rt, s.f. The bridal night;
consummation of a marriage (syn. suhg-rt):—ta t-gh,
s.f. The royal residence; seat of government, metropolis,
capital:—ta t-nishn, adj. Seating on a throne, thronebestowing:—ta t-nishn, adj. & s.m. Sitting on a throne,
reigning; a king, sovereign:—ta t-nishn, s.f. Accession
to the throne; reign:—ta t-o-ba t, s.m.=ta t-ba t,
q.v.:—ta t ya ta ta, prov. A throne or a bier victory or
death.
P *>Y ta ta (see ta t), s.m. A plank, board; platform;
deck (of a ship); drawbridge; table; bench; stool; pedestal
(of a statue); sign-board; notice-board; a bier; a bed (of
owers, &c.), garden-plot; a sheet of paper:—ta taband, s.f. Wainscot, boarding;—ta ta-band karn (-k), To
board, plank, to oor with boards:—ta ta-gardan, adj.
Thick, broad, and straight-necked (a horse):—ta tamusatta,
  s.m. A plane-table (for surveying):—ta ta-nard,
ta ta--nard, s.m. The game of ausar, q.v.;
backgammon.
P *>Yta t, (dim. of ta ta), s.f. A small plank; a small
board (like a slate) for children to write on; a tablet, a
signet of stone; a leaf or thin plate of stained glass;
agate, topaz, or other precious stone with a sentence of
the Qorn inscribed or engraven on it worn hung from
the neck of children and others (rather as an amulet
than as an ornament); a plate (on which anything is
engraved=paa); the breast.
P *>Yta t (from ta t), adj. Of a throne; becoming a
throne;—ornamented with gold and silver leaf.

A U)>Y ta rb [inf. n. ii of r 'to be in a state of ruin'],

P 2 >Y tu m [Pehl. tokhm; Zend taokhman, rt. tu ; S.

s.f. Reducing to ruin, demolishing, razing; demolition,
devastation, destruction.
A v M>Y ta  inf. n. ii of v
C r 'to distinguish,

tokman], s.m. Seed; sperm; an egg; a testicle; origin,
principle:—tu m--blang , s.m. The seed of sweet basil,
or of the mountain balm; a seed of cooling quality:—
tu m--bad , adj. 'Bad seed'; of bad stock, low-bred:—
tu m-psh, tu m-rez, s.f. Scattering seed, sowing;
tu m-psh karn, v.n. To sow seed:—tu m--rain, s.f.
Purslain; the seed of Ocymum pilosum; a cooling drink:—
tu m--kh , s.m. Seed of lettuce, Lactuca sativa:—tu m-katn, s.m. Linseed.
P @ >Y tu ma (for A. ~@ >Y, from 2 >Y for 2 r), s.m.

particularize'], s.f. Making peculiar and special;
reserving for oneself; appropriation; particularity,
peculiarity, speciality.
A g h >Y ta ff [inf. n. ii of g
C r 'to be light'], s.f. Making
light, alleviating; abbreviating; making (a word) easy of
utterance, softening the pronunciation (of letters) by
changing one for another, euphoniæ gratia; holding or
esteeming light, despising; alleviation, abatement,
mitigation, remission, relief, palliation, extenuation;
abatement, diminution, decrease; reduction; decay:—
ta ff den (-ko), To give or aord relief (to); to alleviate,
mitigate, assuage, &c. (see next):—ta ff karn (-k), To
lighten, alleviate, mitigate, extenuate, relieve; to remit,
relax; to reduce, diminish, lessen, abate:—ta ff-me n,
v.n. To come under reduction, to be reduced (an
establishment or expenditure); to be abolished (an oce
or post):—ta ff-me ln, v.t. To eect a reduction of
(establishment, &c.), to reduce, to retrench; to abolish,
do away with.
A >#>Y ta al ul [inf. n. ii of >#r], s.m. (?) Attiring
oneself with, or putting on, an anklet ( al l);—coming
to pieces, becoming old and worn out (a garment);
separation.
A v#>Y ta allu [inf. n. v of v#r 'to become safe or
secure'], s.m. The nom de plame assumed by poets (as
Saud was the ta allu of Mirza Mohammad Raf).
A g#>Y ta alluf [inf. n. v of g#r 'to follow'], s.m.
Remaining behind, being left behind; delaying; going
back.
A #>Y ta allul [inf. n. v of Cr 'to perforate,' &c.], s.m.
Disturbance, discord, dissension; interruption;
perforation.
A v #>Y ta l [inf. n. ii of v#r 'to become safe'], s.f.
Saving, delivering; release; freedom.
P  #>Y ta liya [for A. ~ #>Y ta liyat, inf. n. ii of #r 'to be
empty'], s.f. Evacuation; private place or room, privacy;
manumission (of a slave); divorce (of a wife).

Indigestion, dyspepsia.
A  @ >Y ta mr [inf. n. ii of @ r 'to leaven'], s.f.
Fermenting, forming into leaven; fermentation.
A -  @ >Y ta mna (acc. of ta mna, q.v.), adv. At a guess,
by guess, conjecturally; by appraisemert; hypothetically;
—nearly, about, more or less.
P  @ >Y ta mna [from A. ta mn, inf. n. ii of <@ r
'to be unapparent'], s.m. Surmise, guess, conjecture;
appraisement, valuation, estimate (syn. andza):—
ta mna karn (-k), To make a conjecture (concerning);
to judge (of); to value, appraise, estimate.
H >Y ta na, s.m. (local)=a na, for akn, q.v.
A g) >Y ta wf [inf. n. ii of e r 'to fear'], s.f. Putting in
fear, terrifying; threatening; threat.
A  >Y ta aiyul [inf. n. v of  r 'to think; to fancy'], s.m.
Imagining, fancying, supposing; imagination, fancy
(= ayl); suspicion.
A A3 >Y ta aiyult, s.m. pl. (of ta aiyul), Imaginations,
fancies; suspicions.
A 2 >Y ta aiyum [inf. n. v of 2 r 'to raise'], s.m. Pitching a
tent or tents.
S + Y  tad, pron. He, she, it; his, &c.; that, this (see tat):—
tad-antar, adv. In the midst of it; besides this, without
this; besides;—tad-antar-gat, adj. 'Gone into that;' situated
in the midst of that;—tad-anantar, adv. Immediately upon
that, thereupon, then; thereafter, afterwards:—tad-dhat
(tad+hata), adj. & s.m. Struck, wounded, or slain by him;—
his victim:—tad-dhit (tad+hita), s.m. lit. 'Good for that'; (in
Gram.) an ax which forms roots from other nouns (in
contradistinction to a krit ax, which forms nouns from

roots); a noun formed by a taddhit ax, a derivative
noun:—tad-dhan, adj. & s.m. Miserly, niggardly;—a miser,
&c.
S & H + Y  tad, = S + Y  tad, adv. At that time, then; in
that case, &c. (=tab, and to or tau, qq.v.):—tad-api, tadyapi, adv. & conj. And also, and equally; still,
nevertheless, notwithstanding (=tab-bh, tad-bh; tau-bh:
—See s.v. tab for other phrases and compounds).
S + Y  tad, = S & H + Y  tad, adv. At that time, then; in
that case, &c. (=tab, and to or tau, qq.v.):—tad-api, tadyapi, adv. & conj. And also, and equally; still,
nevertheless, notwithstanding (=tab-bh, tad-bh; tau-bh:
—See s.v. tab for other phrases and compounds).
A  + Y tadbr, s.f. pl. (of tadbr, q.v.), Deliberations;
counsels; regulations, &c.
A r+ Y tad ul [inf. n. vi of r 'to enter'], s.m. Mutual
entering or insertion, the entering (of joints) one into
another; entrance (into); intermixture, commixture;
interference (with).
A + Y tadruk [inf. n. vi of  which is unused], s.m.
Overtaking, visiting (with punishment, &c.); punishment,
chastisement, in iction of a ne, &c.; repairing,
amending; reparation, remedy; expedient, measure;
management; preparation; provision; precaution; the
instruments and means used to ward o harm, or to
procure justice (as writings, lawyers, witnesses, &c.):—
tadruk karn (-k), To in ict punishment, &c. (on), to
chastise; to make reparation (for), to redress; to provide
(against), make preparation (for), to guard (against), to
take precautions; to oppose.
A b _+ Y tadf [inf. n. vi of b _ 'to repel,' &c.], s.m.
Repelling, driving back; opposing; con icting (with),
being mutually repugnant; opposition, resistance.
H + Y tad , adv.=tad; tad, q.v.
A + Y tadwul [inf. n. vi of  'to come round in turn'],
s.m. Taking, or doing, by turns; handing from one to
another; tradition.
A + Ytadw [inf. n. vi of 'to be sick or ill'], s.f.
Treating oneself medically; administering medicine,
applying a remedy, curing, healing.
A  + Y tadbr [inf. n. ii of   'to go away' with; 'to remove,'

&c.], s.f. Forethought, judgment; deliberation, counsel;
opinion, advice; expedient, contrivance, plan, device;
provision, management, arrangement, ordering,
conduct, regulation; policy, prudence; skill:—tadbr-saltanat,
s.f. Politics; government:—tadbr-se, adv. With

forethought; prudently; skilfully, &c.:—tadbr--fsid, s.f. A
vicious plan, a plot, artice, machination:—tadbr--fsidse, adv. By artice, fraudulently:—tadbr--g i,
 s.f.
Regulation or regimen of diet:—tadbr karn (-k), To
deliberate (about); to arrange (for); to form a plan (for
or against); to provide (for or against); to dispose (of),
&c. (syn. upy karn, q.v.):—tadbr--mamlukat, s.f.=tadbr-saltanat,
q.v.

A A + Y tadbrt, s.f. pl. (of tadbr), Deliberations;
arrangements, regulations, &c. (=tadbr).
H + Y  ti-dar [S. P++t], adj. (f. -), & s.m. Having
three doors, three-doored:—a house with three doors; a
frame for three doors in a row.
P + Y tadarv, s.m. A cock pheasant, a pheasant (to whose
gait that of a mistress is compared).
H + Y" ti-dar [S. P++t], adj. Three-doored,
&c.=tidar, q.v.
A 6)+ Y tadrj [inf. n ii of 5 'to go step by step'] s.f.
Gradation, scale:—ba-tadrj, adv. By degrees, gradually.
A I)+ Y tadrs [inf. n. ii of K 'to read'], s.f. Instruction by
means of reading; lecturing.
A < _+ Y tadfn [inf. n ii of <_ 'to bury'], s.f. Burial,
interment; funeral.
S *+ Y B tad-anantar, adv. See s.v. tad 'that.'
H  + Y  ti-dhr [S. P++t], s.m. lit. 'Having
three edges'; the plants Euphorbia antiquorum, and Scirpus
kysoor;—the meeting of three streams (syn. tir-ben).
H  + Y" tidhr [the preceding, with S.t and 
instead of t], adj. & s.f. Having three lines, streams, or
edges;—three streams or lines:—tidhr se d, s.m. The
triangular Euphorbia (=tidhr).
H  + Y [ tadh , adv. corr. of tad, q.v.
H + Y  tidhar [Prk. `a6 (re being the loc. ax); S.
 ], adv. There, thither, in that direction (correl. of

jidhar).
S <+ Y - tad-dhan, adj. See s.v. tad, 'that.'

takiratul-mashhr, s.f. Memoirs of eminent men.
A - Y / Y takirata (prop. {- / Y, acc. of takirat), adv. By way

H + Y" tadh, for 6" tad-h, adv.=tab-h, q.v.s.v. tab;

of reminding; by way of mention; by way of memoir.
A   / Y takr [inf. n. ii of  z], s.f. Bringing to memory;

see also tad.
A < + Y tadhn [inf. n. ii of < 'to anoint'], s.f. Anointing,
oiling.
H L)+ Y1 tad-yapi, adv.=tad-api, q.v.s.v. tad.
A <)+ Y tadaiyun [inf. n. v of <) 'to obey,' &c.], s.m. Being
upright and stedfast in religion; constancy in religion;
religiousness.
H A f ta, s.m.=ta , q.v.
H A § ti, s.m.=i (the usual form), q.v.
H 0A f tak; prop. 0 A ta k, q.v.
S @A f$ tag, s.m. A pond, &c. (=tlb, q.v.).
H  A f  taw, = H 7A f tay, See ta w and
ta y.
H 7A f tay, = H  A f  taw, See ta w and
ta y.
H A§" ti, s.f.; prop. i, q.v.
A / / Y taabub [inf. n. ii of / z 'to put in motion,' &c.],
s.m. Commotion, agitation, palpitation; wavering,
vacillation; suspension of judgment; perplexity;
ambiguity.
P / Y taarv, s.m.=tadarv, q.v.
P A / Y takirat, s.f. = P ? / Y takira, s.m. [for A. { / Y, inf. n.
ii of  z 'to remember'], Memory, remembrance; any aid

mentioning, recording; commemoration; exhortation,
admonition;—making masculine; the masculine gender.
A  !/ Y tall [inf. n. ii of z 'to be base,' &c.], s.f. Debasing,
degrading, humiliating; bringing under subjection;
debasement, abasement, humiliation; depression.
A U / Y tahb [inf. n. ii of Uz], s.f. The art of gilding;
illumination (of manuscripts).
P Y tar [Zend tauruna; S. taru, rt. tr], adj. New, fresh;
green; young, tender, soft; juicy, moist, damp, wet, wet
through, saturated (with moisture, or grease, &c.);
refreshed, revived, gladdened;—loose, large (as shoes,
&c.):—tar-ba-tar, adj. Completely wet, saturated,
drenched, soaking, dripping; covered (with blood):—tarband, s.m. A wet bandage (applied to a wound):—tarband, s.f. Application of a wet bandage (to a wound):—
tar-dast, adj. Active, expert, adroit, dexterous:—tar-dast,
s.f. Activity, handiness, dexterity, expertness,
adroitness:—tar karn, v.t. To wet; to steep, soak, to
drench, saturate;—tar karne-wl, adj. (in medicine)
Demulcent:—tar-o-tza, adj. Fresh and moist; ripe and
fresh; quite fresh.
P Y tar [Zend tara; S. ], An ax, the termination of the
comparative degree in Persian (and in Sanskrit).
H Y  tar, postpn., for tal = tale, q.v.

to the memory (as a knot tied in a pocket-handkerchief),
a memorandum, note; a biographical memoir, biography
(in this and the following signications the Persian
pronunciation, tazkarat, is usually followed); any ocial
note; billet, schedule, obligation, handwriting:—
takiratul-mashhr, s.f. Memoirs of eminent men.
P ? / Y takira, s.m. = P A / Y takirat, s.f. [for A. { / Y, inf. n.

S Y I taru, s.m. See taru.

ii of  z 'to remember'], Memory, remembrance; any aid
to the memory (as a knot tied in a pocket-handkerchief),
a memorandum, note; a biographical memoir, biography
(in this and the following signications the Persian
pronunciation, tazkarat, is usually followed); any ocial
note; billet, schedule, obligation, handwriting:—

thine (used chie y in poetry).
A Y turb, s.m. Ground, earth, dust.
A  Yturb, adj. Earthen, earthy; earthly.

H Y , tur [S. ,t], s.f. A weaver's brush; the brous
stick used by weavers to clean and separate the threads
of the woof; a shuttle; a loom.
H Y  tar, s.m.=tal, q.v.;—tare, postpn.=tale, q.v.
H Y  tir (contrac. of ter, gen. of t ), pron. adj. Thy,

S YY P trt, = S YYP trtri, adj. & s.m. Protecting,
defending;—protector, defender, guardian, deliverer,
saviour.

S YYP trtri, = S YY P trt, adj. & s.m. Protecting,
defending;—protector, defender, guardian, deliverer,
saviour.
A eY tarduf [inf. n. vi of e 'to ride behind'; 'to
follow'], s.m. Following one another; succession,
consecutiveness; synonymousness; a synonym;—adj.
Consecutive, uninterrupted; carrying one behind
another, carrying double (a horse).
H Y y tarrr,  tarr [S. t, or ; +!t], adj.
Quick, rapid, eet, expeditious, impetuous;—s.m. A cutpurse, pickpocket.
H Y y tarrr,  tarr [the preceding+S. +t],
s.m. Quickness, rapidity, speed, velocity, expedition,
haste; ow, stream, current; torrent:—tarrr bharn, v.n.
To go at full speed, to rush on, to gallop.
P dY tarz [tar = Zend taro = S. ], s.m. Scale, balance,
pair of scales:—tarz hon or ho-jn (-me ), To be evenly
balanced; to go quite through, or to pierce (an object),
and be out equally on both sides (an arrow, &c.); to hit
the mark.
H KY  tirs, P trs [S. 3], s.f. Thirst (=tis; pys):—

form, fashion (of clothes, &c.), make, build;—part. adj. &
s.m. Cutting, chiselling, fashioning, &c.;—cutter, carver,
fashioner, &c. (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
but-tarsh, 'Image-carver'):—tarsh- arsh, s.f. Shaping
and fashioning; arranging (dress, &c.) neatly or
elegantly; elegance of dress, &c.; ne or neat shape or
form;—scratching out, erasure;—tarsh- arsh-karn, v.t.
To make (oneself, apne ta ) spruce, to dress or attire
oneself neatly or elegantly;—to scratch out, erase
(writing, a word, &c.).
H E Y tarshn (from tarsh), v.t. To cut, hew, pare, clip,
prune; to cut out, carve, shape, form, fashion; to shave
(the beard, &c.):—apne ta tarshn, To make oneself
spruce, (vulg.) to come out a swell; to value or esteem
oneself above others:—tarsh-ln, v.t. (intens. of
tarshn), To cut up, to pare o, pare away, &c. (= hlln).
P E Y tarsha [Zend thwarsta; S. ; 9; see tarsh], s.m. lit.
'What is pared o,' &c.; paring, shaving, chip, splinter,
clip, shred, scrap.
P GY tarq, = P Y tark, (=tarsh, q.v.), s.f. The sound or

—trs-dy, adj. & s.m. Occasioning alarm or dread,
inspiring fear;—terrier, &c.
H BY P trs [S. P+t], adj. Afraid, timid, fearful,

noise of the snapping or splitting of a stone, &c. sound of
a falling body, of a blow, &c.; crack (=ta k, q.v.).
P Y tark, = P GY tarq, (=tarsh, q.v.), s.f. The sound or
noise of the snapping or splitting of a stone, &c. sound of
a falling body, of a blow, &c.; crack (=ta k, q.v.).
H  Y7" tark  [S. ,!+&"], s.f. The beam of a

alarmed.
S BY P trsit, part. Frightened, scared, alarmed,

balance.
A 2  Y tarkum [inf. n. vi of 2   'to heap up'], s.m. Being

afraid.
S (BY P trsak, adj.=trs, and trs, q.v.

heaped together, being thickly collected together;
accumulation, heap.
H Y  tarn, s.m. Tax, impost, revenue, income.

tirs n, tirs lagn, v.n. To be thirsty.
S KY P trs, s.m. Alarm, fear, dread, terror (syn. bhay):

S <BY P trsan, adj. & s.m. Terrifying, alarming,
frightening;—the act of frightening or alarming; a
means of frightening, cause of alarm; fright, alarm.
S BYP" trs, adj. & s.m. Fearful, timid, afraid (=trs);
—a timid person, &c.
H BY" tirs [Prk. P"; S. 8"], adj. Eightythree.
P D Y tarsh [Zend thware, fr. thwakhsh = S. ; d], s.f.
Cutting, hewing, paring, clipping; shaving; cut, shape,

S Y P4 tra, vulg. tr, s.m. Protecting, preserving;
protection, safety, preservation, deliverance, salvation;
preservative, defence, shelter, help; protection for the
body, guard, armour:—trrth (˚a+ar˚), s.m. One who is
very desirous of protection, &c.:—tr-kr, tr-kart,
s.m. Preserver, protector, deliverer, saviour (=tr):—
tr karn (-k), To protect; to free, deliver, save.
H Y y tarrn, v.n. prop. arrn, q.v.

H Y  tirn,  tarn (caus. of tirn or tairn),
v.t. To cause to pass over or across, to cause the
salvation (of), to save; to make (one) swim; to cause to
oat.
H Y , turn, s.m. Boiled rice kept in cold water over
night and used next morning, rice-gruel (syn. knj).
S (Y P4 trak, adj. & s.m.=tr, q.v.
H Y  tirnav, tirnau, adj.=next, q.v.
H  YBU tirnwe, "U tirnawwe, tirnawe [S.
P ], adj. Ninety-three.
P Y tarna (S. f+/, rt. f), s.m. Modulation,

genu exions (according to dierent persuasions),
performed at some period of the night in the month of
Raman, after the ordinary prayers of nightfall (but, by
pious persons, often repeated every morning: they are
so called because the performer rests after every four
genu exions).
S ?Y P6 trhi, and H. P6 trh, vulg. tarh, tirh (2nd
sing. imperative of rt. trai), intj. Save! deliver! mercy!:—
trhi-trhi karn, v.n. To utter repeated cries for
deliverance or mercy:—trhi-kr, s.m. Crying out for
deliverance or mercy.
H Y 6 ti-rh [S. P++t], s.m. Place where
three roads meet.
S  @ )Y P/ trya-mn, adj. & s.m. Preserving,

melody, harmony, symphony; voice, song, tune, air; trill,
shake, quaver; a kind of song; an exercise in singing:—
tarna-pardz, adj. & s.m. Composing melodies or songs; a
composer of melodies, &c.
H Y," turn, s.f.=turn, q.v.

defending, delivering, rescuing, freeing;—preserver, &c.
(=tr).
H <$Y  tarin, s.f. pl. (of tara), Stars.

S YP4" tr, adj. & s.m. Protecting, preserving,

H $Y tir,  tar [tir(n)+ = Prk. 

saving, delivering; pertaining to deliverance, &c.;—
protector, preserver, deliverer, saviour.
H Y" tirn, " tarn (fr. tirn), s.f. 'A crossing

=S. a. ()++], s.f.=tirn, q.v.

over'; a bribe given on condition that it be returned if
the suit is lost.
H Y  tiro,  taro [tir(n)+o = Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Crossing over; swimming.
H AY   tarwat [tar, q.v.+wat = Prk. \=S. \y],
s.f. Freshness; greenness, verdure; juiciness; moisture,
dampness, humidity (=tar).
H YY, " turwat [S. ; + +t], adj. Quick, swift,
expeditious.
H Y  & tarwa, s.f.=tarwat (the correct form).
P D Y tarwish (abst. subst. from tarv, rt. of tarvdan),
s.f. Dripping, sprinkling, sprinkle; trickle; oozing;
distillation, exudation:—tarawish karn, v.n. To fall in
drops, to drip, sprinkle, &c.
H Y   tirwn, or tiron, v.t.=tirn, q.v.
A Ytarw, s.f. vulg. corr. of the next, q.v.
A )Y tarw (pl. of tarwat, 'a single rest,' rt. ), s.f. A
form of prayer consisting of twenty or more

H $Y tar, s.f. Lands lying at the foot of a
watershed or on the banks of a river low ground ooded
with water, valley, basin, marshy ground, marsh,
swamp; meadow:—tar-khew, adj. & s.m. Living in or
near water, aquatic, water-; water-fowl, water-spaniel,
&c.
H $Y, tur, , turi [S. 0!+], s.f. lit. 'Made of
cotton'; a quilt; a mattress (=toshak).
H $Y, turi, adv. Quickly, speedily, swiftly (=turt,
q.v.).
H $Y, tur], adj. Excelling, surpassing, excellent,
superior, chief (=uttam).
H $Y, tur, s.f.=tura, q.v.
H $Y, tur, pron. adj. f. (prov.)=tumhr, q.v.
H Y  ' tarb [S. ; ], s.f. Quick time in music, a kind of
musical tone.
H Y  tarab, s.m.=tarav, q.v.
P Y turb, turub (S. , ?), s.m. A radish.
A Y turb, s.m. Earth, dust (=turb).

H (= Y  y tir-b ak [S. P+ ], s.m. An

S ^& Y P#($ tri-bha ga, vulg. tir-bhang = H J& Y P#($ tri-

agreement conrmed three times.
P  Y turbat (for A. ~ Y), s.f. A grave, tomb. sepulchre.
P * Y tar-ba-tar, adj. See s.v. tar.

bha g, vulg.tir-bhang adj. Having three curves or bends
(as have many images of Krishna,
i.e. with the legs, loins,

and neck bent); standing awry;—s.m. A person standing
awry.
H J& Y P#($ tri-bha g, vulg. tir-bhang = S ^& Y P#($

A * Yturbat, adj. Sepulchral.
P + Y tirbid, turbad, turbud (S. P 
 ) , s.m. A plant of
valuable cathartic properties, a purgative Indian root,
turpeth, Convolvulus (and Ipomæa) turpethum (syn. teo ).
H 6 Y  ,* tarbuj, s.m. corr. of tarbuz, q.v.
H  Y   tarbar, s.m.=tarwar, q.v.
P o Y tarbuz, vulg. tarbuj, = P ?d Y tarbuza = P d Y tarb z, vulg.
tarb j, = P ?d Y tarb za (S. P#,*; cf kharb za, S. 3f#*
, ),
s.m. The water-melon, Cucurbita citrullus. (The S.
tarambuja, like kharv ja, is doubtless a corruption of the
Persian:—Of the four forms, the one in common use, in
India, is tarb z).
P ?d Y tarbuza = P o Y tarbuz, vulg. tarbuj, = P d Y tarb z, vulg.
, ),
tarb j, = P ?d Y tarb za (S. P#,*; cf kharb za, S. 3f#*
s.m. The water-melon, Cucurbita citrullus. (The S.
tarambuja, like kharv ja, is doubtless a corruption of the
Persian:—Of the four forms, the one in common use, in
India, is tarb z).
P d Y tarb z, vulg. tarb j, = P o Y tarbuz, vulg. tarbuj, = P ?d Y
tarbuza = P ?d Y tarb za (S. P#,*; cf kharb za, S. 3f#*
, ),
s.m. The water-melon, Cucurbita citrullus. (The S.
tarambuja, like kharv ja, is doubtless a corruption of the
Persian:—Of the four forms, the one in common use, in
India, is tarb z).
P ?d Y tarb za = P o Y tarbuz, vulg. tarbuj, = P ?d Y tarbuza = P
d Y tarb z, vulg. tarb j, (S. P#,*; cf kharb za, S. 3f#*
, ),
s.m. The water-melon, Cucurbita citrullus. (The S.
tarambuja, like kharv ja, is doubtless a corruption of the
Persian:—Of the four forms, the one in common use, in
India, is tarb z).
S 6& Y P#,* tri-bhvj, adj. & s.m. Having three arms;
three-sided, trilateral;—a three-sided gure, triangle.
H & Y .# tirbhir [S. ./ ], adj. 'Blinded with rage,'
enraged (cf. tirmir; and tir-bir).
H <& Y P#, tri-ohun, tir-bhun, s.m. corr. of tri-bhuvan, q.v.

tri-bha ga, vulg.tir-bhang adj. Having three curves or
bends (as have many images of Krishna,
i.e. with the

legs, loins, and neck bent); standing awry;—s.m. A
person standing awry.
S J& YP#($" tri-bha g, adj. & s.f. Having the position
described under tri-bha ga, an epithet of Krisha:—a

species of metre, consisting of four lines, each of thirtytwo syllabic instants.
S  & Y P#,  tri-bhuvan, vulg. tir-bhuvan, tir-bhavan, s.m.
The three worlds (heaven, earth, and the lower
regions), the universe (syn. tri-lok):—tri-bhuvan-ujgar,
s.m. The splendour of the three worlds:—tri-bhuvan pati,
tri-bhuvan-nth, s.m. Lord of the three worlds, epithet of
Vish u:—tri-bhuvan-dhan, adj. Possessed of the three
worlds, an epithet of Indra:—tri-bhuvan-sundar, s.f. The
beauty of the three worlds; a woman of rare beauty.
P  Y tarbiyat, vulg. tarbyat [for A. ~ Y, inf. n. ii of  'to
grow up,' &c.], s.f. Bringing up, rearing, fostering,
nurturing, breeding; training, education, cultivation,
tuition, instruction; correction:—tarbiyat-par, adj.
Capable of receiving instruction, &c.; docile, tractable,
teachable:—tarbiyat karn (-k), To bring up, rear, foster,
cherish, educate, &c.
A b Y tarb [inf. n. ii of b  'to make four,' &c.], s.f.
Dividing into four: making a quadrangular or square
gure; squaring, multiplying a number by itself ; (in
Astron.) a quadrangular aspect of the stars, quartile,
quadrature; an angle of 90 degrees.
H  YP%4" tri-be, vulg. tir-be [S. tri-ve], s.f. lit.
'Triple-braid'; the place (now called Allahabad) where
the Ganges unites with the Jamn and is supposed to
receive underground the Sarasvat; the con uence of
three sacred rivers.
H ]Y  tarap, s.f.=ta ap, q.v.

S ; Y P trap, s.f. Shame;—an unchaste woman (a
shame to her family):—trap-ra, s.f. A harlot.
S  ; Y P tri-pd, s.m. lit. 'Three-footed'; epithet of

by the followers of iva or akti (and indispensable in
proceeding to worship iva).
H  ; Y   turpwn (doub. caus. of turupn), v.t. To
cause to be hemmed, to have (a garment, &c.) hemmed
(by, -se).
H ! ; Y PM.! tri-pauliy, M.! tir-pauliy [S. P+

Fever personied as a demon or evil spirit, and
represented with three feet and three hands (probably
symbolizing the cold, hot, and sweating stages of fever).
H  ; Y , turpn, v.t.=turupn, and turpwn, q.q.v.

+t], s.m. A building with three doors or gates.

S ; Y Q tripta,
vulg. tript, and tirpat, part. Satiated,


H &; Y ,vj turphur [S. , or ; +Tvj+t], adj. Quick,

satised, contented:—tripttm, adj.=tripta:—tript
 karn,
v.t. To satisfy, to render content.
S ; Y .Q tripti,
 vulg. tirpit, and tirpat, s.f. Satisfaction,

smart, &c.=turtur, q.v.
H 3&; Y Pv! tr-phal, v! tir-phal [S. Pv!+t], s.m.

contentment, satiety, repletion; pleasure, gratication.
S  *; Y P tri-patk, s.m. The fore-head marked
naturally with three lines or wrinkles.
S &*; Y PR tri-path, s.m. A place where three roads meet
(=tirh).
S + ; Y P tri-pad, and H.  tir-pad, s.m. A tripod;—
adj. (in Math.) Trinomial.
S + ; YP" tri-pad, s.f. The girth of an elephant;—the
creeper Cissus pedata.
S <; Y 4
' tarpa, and H. Q
' tarppa,  tarpan, s.m.
Satisfaction (given or received); the state of being
pleased, pleasure, gratication; satiety, fulness,
repletion;—presenting libations to the gods, or to the
manes of deceased ancestors.
H <; Y  tirpan [Prk. Pe/(; S. P 8], adj. Fiftythree:—tirpan-bel, s.f. A kind of embroidery in the form
or a creeper with owers.
H <; Y , turpan, s.f. Hemming; felling.
H ; Y ,I turupn, , turapn, v.t. To hem; to fell.
H <; Y P,ef tri-pu, = H 2<; Y P,e½ tri-pura, s.m.
Three curved hortzontal marks made across the
forehead with the ashes of burnt cow-dung, sandal, &c.,
by the followers of iva or akti (and indispensable in
proceeding to worship iva).
H 2<; Y P,e½ tri-pura, = H <; Y P,ef tri-pu, s.m.
Three curved hortzontal marks made across the
forehead with the ashes of burnt cow-dung, sandal, &c.,

A medicine composed of the three myrobalans,
Terminalia chebula, T. bellerica, and Phyllanthus emblica.
H &; Y v taraphn, v.n.=ta apn, q.v.
H AY , turat, turt [S. ; (, rt. ; ], adv. Quickly,
speedily, hastily; instantly, directly, immediately, at
once; recently:—turat-phurat, turt-phurt, s.m. Quickness,
swiftness, speed, celerity, promptness, activity; adv.
Quickly, &c.=turt:—turt-k, adj. Recent, new, just;—turt-kjanm, adj. & s.m. New-born;—a new-born child (=turt-k
blak).
H YY  tirt [S. P(?], adj. Treble, triple, three-fold.
S YY P trit, s.f.=tritwa, q.v.
H  YY , turto, adv.=turat, turt, q.v.
H YY  tartar, s.m. A kind of plate or dish.
H YY ,, turtur [S. , or ;  redupl.+t], adj. Quick,
active, brisk, nimble; ready, prompt: voluble; ippant.
H YYY tartart (imperf. part. of next), adj. (f. -), Dripping
with moisture or grease, very wet, very greasy.
H YY tartarn [tar, redupl.+ = w = Prk. U=S.  caus.
augment], v.n. To be drenched or soaked, to drip with
moisture or grease.
H YY  tartarn, v.n.=ta ta n, q.v.
H YY  tirtirn [S. } redupl., or perhaps
another form of tartarn], v.n. To drop, to trickle.
H ?YY 6& tartarha, s.f.=ta ta hat, q.v.
S ?YY P taritra, s.m. A boat.
H YY,," turtur (redupl. of tur, q.v.), s.f. A long
trumpet or horn.

H )YY ,, turturiy, adj.=turtur, q.v.
S YY P; tritwa, = S YYP tritaya, tritay, s.m. An
assemblage or collection of three, a triad, trinity.
S YYP tritaya, tritay, = S YY P; tritwa, s.m. An
assemblage or collection of three, a triad, trinity.
A U YY tartb [inf. n. ii of UY 'to be rm, stable,' &c.], s.f.
Setting in order, arranging; order, arrangement,
disposition, classication, method:—tartb den (me ), To
set in order, to order, arrange, dispose, classify; to
assort, adjust; to compose, &c.:—tartb-se, adv. In order,
methodically, regularly, consecutively:—tartb-se lagn,
tartb karn (-k), To place in order, &c.=tartb den:—tartb-nau, s.f. New arrangement, readjustment:—tartb-wr,
adj. & adv. Orderly, methodical, regular;—in order,
methodically, regularly.
A P % YYtartb, adj. Orderly, methodical;—s.f. A
preliminary proceeding.
H Y&L YY,"vj" turt-phurt, s.f. & adv.=turt-phurt,
q.v.s.v. turt.
A  YY tartl [inf. n. ii of Y 'to be well arranged,' &c.], s.f.
Reading or reciting (esp. the Qorn) in a leisurely and
distinct manner.
S  YY " tritya,
vulg. tirtya, adj. & s.m. Third;—a third:

—trity
 (˚ya+a a), s.m. A third part:—tritya-prakr
iti,


 s.f.
A eunuch; a hermaphrodite; (in Gram.) the neuter
gender.
S  YY"" trity,
adj. & s.m. Holding the third place or

rank; having or receiving a third as one's share;—a
person of the third rank; one who is entitled to a third
part.
S YP,& trui, P,&" tru, s.f. A very minute space of time, a
moment; loss, destruction (cf. o).
H ^WY P*$ tri-jag, = S JWY P*$ tri-jagat, s.m. The
triple world (=tri-bhuvan, and tri-lok, qq.v.).
S JWY P*$ tri-jagat, = H ^WY P*$ tri-jag, s.m. The
triple world (=tri-bhuvan, and tri-lok, qq.v.).
A  @ WY tarjumn, s.m. An interpreter.
A P  @ WYtarjumn, s.f. Interpreting; oce of interpreter.
P @ WY tarjama, vulg. tarjuma (for A. ~@ WY tarjamat, fem.),

s.m. Interpretation; translation:—tarjama karn (-k, or ko), To interpret; to translate:—tarjama-navs, s.m. A
translator (=mutarjim);—tarjama hon, v.n. To be
interpreted or translated.
S <WY *
' tarjan, s.m. Threatening; blaming, censuring;
pointing at in ridicule or contempt; wrath, anger.
H WY *
' tarjn [S. *"(
'
, rt. *],
' v.t. To threaten, to
terrify; to censure.
S WY*"
' tarjan, s.f. The fore-nger (as used for
threatening).
S WY PA trijy, s.f. The sine of ninety degrees, the
radius (of a circle).
A WY tarj [inf. n. ii of W 'to excel; to outweigh,' &c.],
s.f. Gaining a superiority; superiority, preference,
excellence, pre-eminence, precedence:—tarj--bil
murajja, s.f. Unreasonable preference:—tarj den, v.t.
To give (one thing, &c.) the preference (to, -par,
another), to prefer (to):—tarj rakhn (-par), To have
precedence (over), to be superior (to), to excel, surpass.
A b WY tarj, [inf. n. ii of b W 'to return,' &c.], s.f. Causing
to return or recur, &c.:—tarj-band, s.m. A kind of stanza
in which one line occurs at stated intervals. (It is,
perhaps, only in this compound that the word tarj
occurs in Urd ).
S  WY I*"  taru-jwan, s.m. See s.v. Y taru.
H &=Y +y, + tir h [Prk. K+ ; S. 
' ++t],
adj. (f. -), Across, athwart, planting, oblique, crosswise,
crooked, bent, awry, askant; perverse; foolish; aected,
foppish:—tir h dekhn, v.n. To look askant, to squint:—
tir h karn, v.t. To place across, place transversely or
obliquely; to slant, to incline:—tir h lagn (-me ), To
strike obliquely, to glance:—tir h  kh karn (-par) = tir h
nigh-se dekhn (-ko), To look askance (at); to look angrily
(at):—tir h nazar,
 s.f. Side glance; leer, ogle; squint.
H  &=Y + tir hn [tir h, q.v.+ = w = Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. augment.)+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.t. To place in a transverse position, &c. (=tir h karn,
q.v.);—v.n. To be perverse; to be aected, be foppish.
H =Y +& tar ha, s.f.=tal- ha, q.v.

H  &=Y .+  tir hiyn, (i.q. tir hn, with tirch,
instead of tir h), v.n. To edge, to go obliquely.
A 2 Y taraum [inf. n. v of 2  'to have compassion'],
s.m. Pity, compassion, mercy, kindness, lenity.
H rY tara n, v.n.=ta a n, ta akn, q.v.
A 2 rY tar m [inf. n. ii of 2 r 'to become soft, or easy'],
s.f. Curtailing, abbreviating; abbreviation, contraction,
apocope.
A Y taraddud [inf. n. v of C 'to cause to return,' &c.],
s.m. Wavering, vacillation, uctuation (of opinion),
hesitation, indecision, irresolution, suspension of
judgment; perplexity, anxious consideration, anxiety,
trouble (of mind); refusal, rejection; debating;
application, labour, exertion, endeavour, contrivance;
cultivation, improvement:—taraddud karn (-k), To give
anxious consideration (to), &c.
A AY taraddudt, s.m. pl. (of taraddud), Waverings,
vacillations; anxious thoughts; labours, exertions,
concerns;—taraddudt-e-dunyaw, s.m. Worldly
engagements, attention to worldly concerns.
P BY tar-dast, adj. See s.v. tar.
S D Y P8 tri-daa, vulg. tri-da, adj. & s.m. Thirty;—a
name for the thirty-three deities (not including Brahm,
Vishu, and iva);—a god, a deity, an immortal; the abode
of the thirty-three gods, heaven:—tri-dahr, s.m. The
food of the gods, ambrosia or amrit.
S "Y P! tri-dal, s.f. The creeping plant Cissus pedata.
S YPef" tri-dan, s.m. A wandering mendicant or
devotee who has resigned worldly pursuits and carries
three long bamboo staves tied together in his right
hand;—the religious man who has his words, thoughts,
and actions (or his mind, body, and speech) under
control.
S D Y P53 tri-dosh, s.m. Disorder of the three humors
of the body, vitiation of the bile, blood, and phlegm.
S Y P tri-dh, adv. In three ways; in three parts; in
three places; threefold, triply, trebly.
A + )Y tardd [inf. n. ii of C 'to reject'], s.f. Repelling,
opposing; refutation, rebutment; rejection, setting aside,
reversal (of a decision):—tardd karn (-k), To repel,

refute, rebut, disprove; to set aside, reverse, annul,
repeal.
A g)Y tardf [inf. n. ii of e 'to ride behind'], s.f.
Following, coming after.
S )Y Pb tri-deva, vulg. tri-dev, s.m. The Hindu Triad
Brahm, Vishu and iva.
S ?YY PP tri-rtra, s.m. = H YYPP tri-rtri,
PP"tri-rtr, s.f. Three nights collectively;
consecutively; the space or duration of three nights.
H YYPP tri-rtri, PP" tri-rtr, s.f. = S ?YY PP trirtra, s.m. Three nights collectively; consecutively; the
space or duration of three nights.
H KY ' tars, vulg.  taras (see tarasn), s.m. Pity,
compassion, mercy (cf. trhi):—tars khn (-par), To feel
pity (for), to pity, compassionate, to show mercy (to):—
tars lagn (-ko) = tars khn.
P KY tars, vulg. taras [Pehl. tars; Zend, tare; S. tras], s.m.
Fear, terror, alarm:—tars-nk, adj. Fearful, afraid,
terried, timid, cowardly.
S KY  tiras, adv. Crookedly, obliquely, awry;
transversely; indirectly, secretly, covertly (a particle of
abuse or depreciation):—tiras-kr s.m. ti as-kriy, s.f.
Disrespect, abuse, reproach, censure' disgrace; disdain,
contempt;—tiras-kr karn, v.t. To'
disgrace, dishonour; to abuse, revile, &c.:—tiras-krita,

part. Censured, reviled, abused, reproached; scorned:—
tiras-kar, s.f. A curtain, veil, screen of cloth drawn across
a tent or apartment.
P BY tars, s.m. A Christian; a re-worshipper, guebre; a
pagan, an indel:—tars-ba a, s.m. Son of a Christian, or
of a re-worshipper; Christian youth; young reworshipper.
H BY  tars [S. ++t], s.m. A bucket (syn. ars).
P  BY tarsn (imperf. part. of tars-dan, 'to fear'; see tars),
adj. Fearful, afraid, timid, apprehensive.
H  BY  tarsn (caus. of tarasn), v.t. To cause to
thirst for, to cause to long for or desire eagerly, to
tantalize, teaze.
S BY PT trasta, vulg. trasit, part. Frightened, alarmed;
fearful, trembling;—s.m. Timid person, trembler, &c.

H KY & tirsa, adj.=next, q.v.

H  E Y turshn [tursh, q.v.+ = w = Prk. U=S.  caus.

H KY _ tirsah [Prk. P"; S. P3.9t], adj. Sixty-

augment], v.n. To become sour, to acidulate.
H $ E Ytursh [tursh, q.v.+ = Prk. =S. a. +],

three (=trsah).
S  BY T tiras-kr, s.m. See s.v. tiras for compounds.
A BY tarassul [inf. n. v of B 'to become easy in pace'],

s.f. Sourness, &c.=tursh, q.v.
S E Y 3 tarshit, = S E Y 3 trishit,
part. adj.


s.m. Acting gently, deliberately, or leisurely; being
distinct or proceeding slowly (in reading).
H BY  tarasn [taras˚ = S. l(), rt. 3] , v.n. To

Thirsting, athirst, thirsty; desirous (of), longing (for),
cupidinous.
S E Y 3 trishit,
= S E Y 3 tarshit, part. adj.


long, be eagerly or anxiously desirous (of), to crave or
desire earnestly and repeatedly, to beg (for), entreat,
supplicate; to be tantalized.
H BY  tarsn, tarasn [tars˚ = S. P(), rt. P], v.n.

Thirsting, athirst, thirsty; desirous (of), longing (for),
cupidinous.
S  D Y P9,# tri-shubh, s.f. A sort of metre in which the

To feel pity (for)=tars khn, q.v.s.v. tars.
P  BY tars-nk (S. P+*), adj. Fearful, timid, cowardly
(see tars).
S + BY PB tri-sandhy, s.f. = S  + BY PB trisandhya, s.m. The three periods or divisions of the day,
viz., dawn, noon, and evening or sunset.
S  + BY PB tri-sandhya, s.m. = S + BY PB trisandhy, s.f. The three periods or divisions of the day,
viz., dawn, noon, and evening or sunset.
H BY P0! tri-s l, 0!
' tirs l, s.m.=tri- l, q.v.
H  BY  tarso [S. ++:, cf. atarso ; or P+:],
adv. The third day past; the third day to come (two days
intervening in each case; cf. parso ).
A  BY tarsl [inf. n. ii of B, 'to bring (a message)'], s.f.
Sending, transmitting =irsl).
S D Y 3' tarsha, vulg. tarsh, s.m. Thirst, &c.=trish,
q.v.

P D Y tursh, turush [S. 9; or fr. Zend thware; see tarsh],
adj. Sour, acid; harsh, gru, ill-tempered, crabbed, surly:
—turush-r , adj. Of sour aspect; stern-looking; illfavoured, ugly; hard-favoured, surly, morose, crabbed,
cynical, stern, gru:—tursh-tab,
 turush-mizj, adj. Sourtempered, harsh, morose, crabbed, surly.
S E Y 3 trish,
s.f. Thirst; strong desire, longing;

cupidity, avarice;—the plant Commelina salicifolia:—trishrt

(˚sh+r˚), adj. Suering from thirst, thirsty; aected by
desire, tortured by strong desire:—trish-vn,
trish-want,


adj. Thirsty; desirous, longing for.

stanza consists of three lines of various lengths.
A E Y tarashsh [inf. n. v of E  'to exude sweat,' &c.],
s.m. Sweating, exuding, exudation; dropping, dripping,
distilling; sprinkling, small rain, drizzle;—adj. Manifest,
apparent:—tarashsh hon, v.n. To drizzle (=phuiy
pa n);—to be apparent, to appear, seem.
H E Y P.8 tri-ir (S. tri-iras), adj. & s.m. Threeheaded, having three tops or points;—name of an Asur
killed by Vishu; name of a Rksha killed by Rma.
S E Y P84 tri-ara, s.m. (With Buddhists) The three
places of refuge, viz. Buddha, the Law, and the Assembly:
—a Buddha; a sanctied teacher of the Jain sect.
S ^E Y P8}
( $ tri-ri  ga, vulg. tri-ri  g, adj. & s.m.
Having three horns or peaks;—a hill with three peaks; a
triangle.
S JE YP8($" tri-ring,
 adj. & s.m. Having three horns;—
a species of sh, Cyprinus rohita, or C. denticulatus.
S (E Y ,Il turushka, vulg. turushk, s.m. The country of
the Indo-Scythians or Turks, Turan or Turkistan;—
olibanum, Indian incense.
H E Y ,Il turushk [S. ,~l], s.m. The IndoScythian race, the Turks.
S <E Y 34
' tarsha, s.m. Thirsting, thirst; desiring desire.
H E Y tarashn, (fr. the trans. tarshn), v.n. To be pared,
&c. (see tarshn).
S E Y l4 trish,
s.f. Thirst; strong desire; ambition;

(˚n+r˚), adj. Very thirsty,
cupidity, avarice:—trishnrta

oppressed with thirst; tortured with desire:—trishn

kshay, s.m. Cessation of desire, tranquillity of mind,
contentment, resignation, patience.
S 6E Y l4* trishaj,
adj. Thirsty (physically or

metaphorically); desirous, longing for, cupidinous.
H  E Y tarashwn (caus. of tarshn), v.t. To cause to be
cut or pared, to have (a thing) cut, &c.
S E Y P80! tri-s l, s.m. A trident, a three-pointed pike or
spear (especially the weapon of iva):—tri- l-pi, adj.
Trident in hand, an epithet of iva.
S ! E YP80!" tri- l, s.m. The trident-bearer, an epithet
of iva.
P E Y tursha, turusha (rel. n. from tursh, q.v.), s.m. A
species of fruit; wild sorrel.
P E Ytursh (from tursh), s.f. Sourness, acidity; harshness,
gruness, sternness; surliness, crabbedness, ill-temper:
—turshi-bd, adj. (in Med.) Acid or atulent.
A + fY taraud [inf. n. v of + f 'to watch or wai' for], s.m.
Watching or waiting (for), expectation hope.
A b fY tar [inf. n. ii of b f 'to stick'], s.f. Set ting, xing,
or putting together (jewels, precious stones, &c.);
furnishing or adorning with jewels, &c.; making the
words of a clause of rhyming prose, or of verse,
conformable in their measures, and agreeing, in their
latter parts, with the corresponding words of the
corresponding clause (cf. muraa).
A U pY targb [inf. n. ii of Up 'to desire'], s.f. Exciting
desire, incitement, instigation, stimulation, incentive;
inducement; temptation, allurement, lure, bait:—targb
den (-k), To stimulate, incite, instigate, excite, induce;
to entice, tempt, allure.
A UiY taraqqub [inf. n. v of Ui 'to watch for'], s.m. Waiting
(for), watching (for); expectation; hoping;
contemplating.
A iYtaraqq [inf. n. v of i'to ascend'], s.f. Rising step by
step, advancement, elevation, promotion, preferment;
progress, improvement, prociency; increase:—taraqq
pn, v.n. To obtain preferment, be promoted, to rise; to
be increased:—taraqq karn (-k), To advance, raise,
elevate, promote:—taraqq-par (or, -me ) hon, To be
progressing or improving; to be on the increase.
A A iY taraqqiyt, s.f. pl. (of taraqq), Preferments,

advances, &c.
A H iY tarqq [inf. n. ii of G
C  'to be thin,' &c.], s.f. Thinning;
dilution; rarefaction; softening.
A 2 iY tarqm [inf. n. ii of 2 i 'to mark, stamp,' &c.], s.f.
Marking, guring (cloth, &c.); writing, noting.
H Y  tarak [S. , rt. }+$], s.f. Rafter, beam.
S Y  tarik, s.m. A ferry-man; a raft, oat.
S Y  tark, s.m. Supposition, conjecture; reasoning,
speculation, inquiry, consideration, meditation,
discussion, disputation; argument, objection, plea; doubt;
the science of reasoning, logic; (in logic) a proposition:—
tark uhn, v.n. To raise an objection or plea:—tark-stra,
s.m.=tark-vidy, s.f. The science of reasoning or
disputation, logic:—tark karn, v.t. To consider,
investigate, reason, &c. (=tarkn).
A Y tark, s.m. Abandoning, forsaking, leaving; setting
aside; abandonment, desertion; relinquishment
renunciation; abdication; omission, neglect; a catchword:—tark--adab, s.m. Rudeness, incivility, disrespect;
boldness, presumptuousness:—tark karn, v.t. To
abandon, forsake, desert, leave, quit; to set aside; to give
up, relinquish, renounce, resign; to leave o, desist
from, cease (syn. tygn):—tark--watan,
 s.m. Leaving
one's native land, emigration:—tark hon, v.n. To be
abandoned; to be given up; to be in disuse.
A Y tark, s.m. An iron helmet or cap (worn in battle).
A & P Y turk, vulg. turuk, turak (cf. S. turushka), s.m. 'A
Turk'; a Turkish, or a Mohammadan soldier; a
Mohammadan; a barbarian; a plunderer; a vagabond;
(g.) a beautiful-faced person:—turk-istn, s.m. The
country of the (eastern) Turks, Transoxiania:—turk-tz,
s.m. turk-tz, s.f. A rapid raid or plundering expedition;
inroad, depredation, attack (=tz);—feigned anger (of a
lover); walking aectedly or with a swinging gait:—turkashm, s.m. A captivating or killing eye:—turk-sawr, s.m.
A horseman, cavalier:—turk-mizj, adj. Of a savage
disposition, ruthless, cruel; sly; wicked, depraved.
S Y P trika, vulg. trik, adj. & s.m. Triple, threefold;
forming a triad;—the aggregate of three, a triad; the
chin-bone; the hip.

S  Y P trik, s.f. A triangular frame or bar across the

H  Y j! tarkul [S. f+rjt], s.m. The fruit of the

mouth of a well (over which passes the rope of the
bucket); a frame at the bottom of a well (on which the
masonry rests).
S  Y y tark (see tark), s.f. Logical reasoning.

palmyra (=t -phal).
S < Y  tarkin, s.m. A follower of the Tark-stra; a

H   Y" tarkr (cf. tara), s.f. Esculent vegetables;
meat (in this sense used by Hinds only).
S  Y P! tri-kl, s.m. The three times or tenses, the
past, present, and future; morning, noon, and evening:—
tri-kla-j a (vulg. tri-kla-gya), adj. & s.m. Knowing the
three times, omniscient;—a divine sage; a name of
Buddh; a deity:—tri-kl-dar, adj. & s.m. Seeing the past,
present, and future; omniscient;—a Rishi or divine sage;
a name of Buddha; the Omniscient.
P   Y turkn, s.m. pl. (of turk), Turks, &c.;—s.f. (g.)
Beautiful women.
P   Y turkna, adj. Like a Turk, Turk-like; Turkish.
P   Yturkn, s.f. A kind of spacious upper garment worn
by the women of Turkistan.
P    Y turkniya, adj.=turkna, q.v.
P  Y tarikat (for A. ~ Y), s.f.=tarika, q.v.
S  Y  tarkit, part. adj. Investigated, examined,
discussed; disputed, doubted; doubtful; disputatious;—s.m.
A disputatious person.
P d Y Y turk-tz, s.m. See s.v. turk.
S Y j&
' tarku (see  Y tarku), s.m. Drawing out the
cotton upon the dista or upon the wheel; spinning.
S Y P& tri-ka, s.m. The plant Ruellia longifolia.
H * Y Pj& tri-ku, j& tir-ku, = S Y P&, tri-kau
s.m. The aggregate of three spices, viz. black pepper,
long pepper, and dry ginger.
S Y P&, tri-kau = H * Y Pj& tri-ku, j& tir-ku,
s.m. The aggregate of three spices, viz. black pepper,
long pepper, and dry ginger.
S Yj&
' " tarku, s.f. A spindle, a dista (=tarku).
P  *0 Y turk-istn, s.m. See s.v. turk.
P Z Y tarkash (S. "+58), s.m. A quiver:—tarkash-band,
adj. Wearing a quiver.
S  Y ! tarkil, s.m. The tree Cassia tora.

logician, disputant, reasoner.
P H < Y turkan, turkin (from turk), s.f.=turkan, q.v.
H  Y ,
  tarkn [tark˚ = S. (
 ), rt. ],
 v.t.
To consider, investigate, reason or speculate about; to
discuss, dispute, doubt, &c. (see tark).
S < Y Pe& tri-kanak, s.m. A kind of sh (Silurus); a
species of plant (=tri-ka; and gokhr ).
P H  Yturkan, turkin [turk, q.v.+S. "], s.f. A Turkish or
Turcoman woman; (in India) a Musalman woman.
S  Y j' tarku, s.f. A spindle, a dista; an iron pin upon
which the cotton is rst drawn out (syn. taku, takl):—
tarku-pin, s.m. and tarku-ph, s.f. A ball of clay, &c., at
the lower end of a spindle to arsist in giving it a rotatory
motion:—tark-n, s.m. A small whetstone for sharpening
spindles, &c.:—tarku-lsak, s.m. A concave shell or saucer
which serves to hold the lower end of the spindle when
wheeled round.
S   Y P{& tri-k , vulg. tir-ko, adj. & s.m. Having three
peaks;—a three-peaked mountain; name of several
mountains in India;—sea-salt prepared by evaporation.
S   Y P54 tri-ko, vulg. tirkon, adj. & s.m. Threecornered, triangular;—a triangle; the vulva:—tri-ko-mit,
or tri-ko-mit vidy, s.f. The science of trigonometry
(syn. ilm--mus allas).

P  Y tarika, vulg. tarka (for A. ~ Y tarikat, fem.), s.m. A
legacy, bequest; inheritance; inheritance by succession
or bequest; eects or estate of a deceased person:—tarika
bil wayat-nma, s.m. Intestate property:—tarkapnewl, s.m. A legatee:—tarke-me n, v.n. To come as
a bequest, be obtained as an inheritance;—to descend
(to); to succeed (to); to come into possession:—tarke-me
ho n, v.t. To leave as a legacy, to bequeath.
H & Y L tarkh [S. ; +$?+t], adj. Swift, rapid (as a
stream).
H & Y L tirkh, s.f.=trish,
q.v.

H & Y .L tirkhit, part. adj.=trishit,
q.v.


H <& YL,(&" tirkhu , = H  & Y L0(& tirkh , = H
 & YL0(&" tirkh , [S. P+{&,( or Lef(+], s.f. A
three-sided gure, triangle; trivet, tripod; a kind of
triangular weapon; a triangular cake of salt:—tirkh -s,
adj. (Bot.), Deltoid, delta-leaved.
H  & Y L0(& tirkh , = H <& YL,(&" tirkhu , = H
 & YL0(&" tirkh , [S. P+{&,( or Lef(+], s.f. A
three-sided gure, triangle; trivet, tripod; a kind of
triangular weapon; a triangular cake of salt:—tirkh -s,
adj. (Bot.), Deltoid, delta-leaved.
H  & YL0(&" tirkh , = H <& YL,(&" tirkhu , = H
 & Y L0(& tirkh , [S. P+{&,( or Lef(+], s.f. A
three-sided gure, triangle; trivet, tripod; a kind of
triangular weapon; a triangular cake of salt:—tirkh -s,
adj. (Bot.), Deltoid, delta-leaved.
S  Yu tark, s.m.=tarkin, q.v.
H  Y" tark [S. f(+; f=!], s.f. A kind of
ear-ring worn by women (made originally of the t
leaf).
P  Yturk (from turk), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to a
Turk; Turkish, Turk-like;—a horse of Turkish breed;—s.f.
The Turkish language; Turk-like qualities or habits,
oppression, haughtiness, insolence, &c. (see turk):—turk
ba-turk, adv. Insolence for insolence, &c.; tit for tat; a
Rowland for an Oliver (e.g. jawb turk ba-turk den, To
answer insolence with insolence, to give tit for tat):—
turk tamm hon (-k), One's pride or haughtiness to come
to an end; to be humbled or abased; to be undone or
ruined; to be all over (with).
A U  Y tarkb [inf. n. ii of U  'to overlie,' &c.], s.f. Putting
together, combining, mixing; setting (a stone);
composition; compound; mixture; construction,
structure, make, mechanism; form, fashion, mode,
method, arrangement; means, plan, contrivance:—tarkb
batn (k), To exhibit the structure (of a clause or
sentence), to coustrue, to analyse:—tarkb-band, s.m. A
particular kind of metrical composition; a stanza:—tarkbdr, adj. Well-formed, symmetrical:—tarkb den (-ko), To
give form or shape (to), to form, fashion; to make,
construct, organize:—tarkb-se, adv. In due proportion; in

proper form, or measure, &c.; economically; carefully:—
kis tarkb-se, adv. By some means, somehow:—tarkb karn
(-k), To construct, frame, organize; to construe, &c.
(=tarkb batn).
A A %  Y tarkbt, s.f. pl. (of tarkb), Compositions;
compounds; mixtures, &c.
A P %  Ytarkb, adj. Composed; compounded, mixed;
artful, articial.
S 'Y ,$ turag (i.e. tura+ga), s.m. lit. 'Going quickly;' a
horse (=turang):—turag-brahma- ryak, s.m. lit. 'the sexual
restraint of horses'; compulsory celibacy, leading a life
of continence in consequence merely of being without
female society.
H YoX Y P$y tri-gart [S. P+$+t],
'
s.m. The country of
the Trigartas, the modern Lahore.
S YX Y P$y tri-gart, s.f. A lascivious woman, a wanton.
S <X Y P$4 tri-ga, s.m. The aggregate of the three
objects of existence, viz. virtue, pleasure, and wealth
(syn. tri-varg, q.v.).
S <X Y P$,4 tri-gu, s.m. The three qualities or
constituents of nature and every existing thing;—any
creature possessing those three qualities;—adj.
Consisting of three threads or strings; threefold, triple,
treble, thrice; possessing the three guas or qualities:—
tri-gutmak, s.m. One who possesses the three guas or
properties, an epithet of man.
S X Y,$" turag, adj. & s.m. Mounted or carried on a
horse, riding, equestrian;—horseman, cavalier.
S X Y,$" turag, s.f. A mare; the plant Physalis exuosa.
S Y ! taral, adj. & s.m. Trembling, tremulous;
unsteady, inconstant, changeable, ckle, capricious,
volatile; ticklish; wanton, libidinous, lecherous;—
splendid, glittering, sparkling, luminous;—a ckle
person, &c.
H "Y ! tarl [S. !+t], s.m. Bottom, depth, lower or
under part (=tal); a kind of bamboo;—adj. Lower,
nethermost.
S <= !Y P!5 tri-lo an, adj. & s.m. Tri-ocular, threeeyed;—the three-eyed one, an epithet of iva.

S  !Y P!5 tri-lok, s.m. The three worlds, i.e. the sky,

H a YX/ " tirmir [S. ./ +], s.f. Darkness before

atmosphere, and earth; or heaven, earth, and the lower
region;—the universe;—an inhabitant of the three
worlds:—tri-lok-nth, s.m. Lord of the three worlds, an
epithet of Indra.
S  !YP!5" tri-lok, s.f. The universe (=tri-lok), the

the eyes, dizziness, swimming in the head, giddiness,
vertigo (=tewar).
A Ia Y turmus, turmis, tirmis (from the Gr. \ or Coptic

aggregate of the three worlds:—tri-lok-nth, s.m. Lord of
the universe, an epithet of Vishu, and of iva.
H 1 Y ,/ turam [Prk. 0(; S. 0],
 s.m. A trumpet (=tura,
q.v.).
H 1 Y ,I/ turum, s.m. Fetter; stocks (syn. pai-ka ; paw).
S Y a Y P/P tri-mtrik, adj. & s.m. Pertaining to, or
consisting of a protracted vowel (i.e. a vowel lengthened
to three mtrs or prosodial instants); a vowel so
lengthened (=plut).
S X  a YP/$u tri-mrg, s.f. Three ways or paths; the
meeting of three roads (=tri-path; ti-rh).
H *a Y,/"
' turmat [S. ; +/"; or from rt. ,; P.
turmty], s.f. A species of hawk or falcon (Falco fasciatus,
or F. tinnunculus, or F. dubius).
S + a Y P/, tri-madhu, s.m. lit. 'The three sweet

\), s.m. The lupine, the Turkish lupine.
S (a Y P/,&
j tri-muku, s.m. A mountain with three
peaks (=tri-k ).
S &a Y P/,L tri-mukh, adj. & s.m. Three-faced; having
three mouths;—the con uence of three rivers.
S Y a YP/0 tri-m rti, /0 tri-m
 rti, adj. Having or
assuming three forms or shapes (as Brahm, Vishu, and
iva);—s.m. a Buddha; a Jain saint;—s.f. Trinity, the
Hind triad.
H  4a YP/,6" tri-muhn, tir-muhn, adj. &c.=tri-mukh,
q.v.
A 2 a Y tarmm [inf. n. ii of 1  'to repair'], s.f. Repairing,
putting in a sound state; rectifying; rectication,
improvement, amendment; modication, alteration:—
tarmm karn (-k), To mend, repair, put in a sound state,
to rectify, &c.
S Y 4 tara, s.m. Passing over, crossing; being saved,

substances, sugar, honey, and gh'; a portion of the Rigveda beginning with the word madhu; one who knows or
recites the three verses beginning with madhu.
H a Y X/  tirmir [S. ./ +], s.m. 'Darkness in the

escape, deliverance; Svarga or paradise (the nal
landing-place); a raft; a boat;—one who is saved or
delivered:—tara-tra, s.m. The saved and the saviour.
S Y I4 taru , adj. & s.m. Young, juvenile; adult; fresh,

eyes,' sensation of being dazzled; an ocular spectrum or
spark appearing before the eye (from the internal state
of that organ; cf. tirmir); a spot of oil or grease
swimming on water or any other liquid.
H Ya Y X/  tirmirt (imperf. part. of next), adj. (f. -

new, novel;—a young man, one of the virile age; the
castor-oil plant, Ricinus communis; the plant Achyranthes
aspera, and its blossom; cartilage; a sprout.
H Y , turan, adj. & adv.=t r, q.v.

), Dazzling, &c.
H Ya Y X/  tirmirn [tirmir+ = w = Prk.  =S. 

gramineous plant; a blade of grass; straw:—trigni
(˚na

+ag˚), s.m. A grass re, i.e. one quickly extinguished;
con agration of straw or cha; burning a criminal
wrapped up in straw:—tri-pallav,
s.m. A blade of grass:—

tri-pa,
s.m. 'Pressing as close as grass,' close combat:

—tri-jti,
s.m. The vegetable kingdom:—tri-jambha,
adj.


& s.m. Feeding on grass, graminivorus;—a
graminivorous animal:—tri-rj,
s.m. 'King of plants'; the

palm or palmyra tree, Borassus abelliformis:—tri-may,

adj. Abounding in grass, grassy; made of grass:—tri-vn,


(caus. augment)+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To dazzle;
to be dazed; to be dizzy; to quiver, vibrate, thrill, shake;
to glisten as oil or grease swimming on water, &c.
H ?a Y X/ 6& tirmirha [tirmir(n)+hat = wa = Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Dazzling; glistening;
quivering, vibration; becoming dizzy.

S Y P4 tria,
 vulg. tri,
 s.m. Grass; a herb or any

tri-vat,
tri-vant,
adj. Abounding in grass, grassy;—tri


vat, adj. Grass-like; like a straw; insignicant, worthless.
H Y  tarn [Prk. 4(; S. 4"(, rt. }], v.t. To

S IY 4 trias,
adj. Grassy; made with grass.


cross, pass over, traverse;—v.n. To be ferried over, to
pass (over); to be saved.
H Y  tirn (see trn or tairn), v.n. To swim; to oat;

S ^Y ($ tarang, s.f. Wave, billow, ripple; emotion;

to go over or across, &c. (=tarn):—tir-jn, v.n.
(intensive) To go across, swim across:—tirt phirn, v.n.
To be swimming or oating about, to swim about.
H <; Y I4 taru-pan [S. ~4+;+pan = Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Youth, adolescence, puberty; season or
time of youth.
S   Y Y P4P? tri-ntriket, s.m.=tri-n iket, q.v.
S X Y4.¢ tringni,
s.m. See s.v. trin.


H $ YI4 taru [S. ~4+ = Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Youth, &c.=tarun-pan, q.v.
S Y B tarant, s.m. The ocean; a heavy shower, a

S Y P8 tri at, adj. Thirty.
S Y P8 tri a, adj. Thirtieth.
rapture, transport, ecstasy; fancy, conceit, whim,
caprice; becoming state and dignity.
S ^Y ,($ turang, adj. & s.m. Moving quickly; a horse
(=turag).
P < %JY tar-a gubn, tarangabn, s.m.=taranjubn, q.v.
S JY ($ tara git, part. adj. Wavy; over owing (cf.
tarang).
S 2 JY ,($/ tura gam, s.m. A horse (=turang).
S JY($" tara gin, s.f. A river.
H JY,($" tura gn [S. ,r$+"], s.f. lit. 'Going
quickly'; a dragon- y.
S JY($" tarang, adj. & s.m. Wavy, moving like a billow;

; (], adv. Quickly, &c.=turt, q.v.

moving restlessly to and fro, unsteady; fanciful,
whimsical, capricious; fantastical; braggart;—an
unsteady person; a whimsical person; a braggart.
S JY,($" tura g, s.f.=turaq, q.v.

S *Y I4 taruat, s.f. (taruatva, m.), Youth,

A 2 Y tarannum [inf. n. v of 2  'to trill or quaver'], s.m.

&c.=taru-pan.
S *Y 4 triat,
s.f. (triatva,
m.), The state or property



Trilling, quavering, singing, modulating; song,
modulation, rhythm.
S A Y 4  tria-vat,
adv. See s.v. tri.



torrent of rain; a fog.
H Y ,B turant, ,~B turunt [Prk. ,(5, , (5; S.

of grass or herbage, gramineousness.
S *YB" tarant, s.f. A boat, vessel, ship (=tara).
P 6Y turanj, turunj (S. tarang 'a wrinkle'; the change of
vowel, &c. being probably due to the Arabic), s.m. A
citron; an orange;—an ornamental tissue, an
embroidered work.
A < %8Y turanjabn, turanjubn, taranjubn (the Persian
tarangubn Arabicized), s.m. Persian manna (obtained
from the Hedysarum alhagi).
P 8Yturunj, turanj, adj. Of citron, or of orange; citroncoloured; orange-coloured.
S Y ef tara, s.m. A raft or oat (made of bamboos,
&c. tied together, and sometimes oated upon jars or
hollow gourds inverted); the oat of a shing line.
S Yef" tara, s.f. A raft, &c. (=taran); a boat, ship.

S Y.4 tarai, adj. & s.m. Passing through, pervading
(space, &c.);—the sun; a ray of light.
S Y.4 tara i, 4" tara, s.f. A oat, raft, boat; the
plant Aloe perfoliata; the plant Hibiscus mutabilis.
S YI4" taru, s.f. A young woman (from sixteen to
thirty years of age); a young wife.
S < Y P4 tri-ayan, adj. & s.m.=tri-lo an, q.v.
S  Y Ie taruya, s.m.=taru-pan, q.v.
S Y I taru, and H.  tarav, s.m. A tree:—taru-tar, tarutal, s.m. The ground under a tree or about its root; the
foot of a tree;—adv. Under a tree (=taru tale):—taru-jvan,
s.m. The root of a tree (i.e. its vital organ):—taru-rj, s.m.
'The king of trees,' the palmyra-tree; an epithet of any
large or mythologically important tree (as the ppal;

kalpa-vriksh,
&c.).

H Y   tarwr, s.f.=talwr, q.v.

wrinkles across the abdomen (=tri-bal).
H + Y g tirau d [S. ef+t with inserted], s.m. A

S Y P5& troak, s.m. A minor drama; (in Pros.) a

oat; a buoy; a beacon.
H Y 5  tarowar, s.m.=taruwar or tarwar, and talo,

species of metre.
S YP5&" troak, s.f. A rgin or one of the female
personications of music.
S YP5&" tro, s.f. Beak or bill (of a bird); mouth (of a
sh); a kind of pike, Esox kankila.
H E Y58" tiroda, s.f.=trayo-da, q.v.
S Y P  tri-vidh, adj. Of three kinds; threefold, triple;
in three ways:—tri-vidh-tp, s.f. The three kinds of
suering (i.e. deh tp, or that which is occasioned by the
body; daivit-tp, or that which comes from Providence, as
calamity, &c.; and bhavatik-tp, or that which arises from
existence, or from contact with the world).
H Y   tarwar [S.  &], s.m. The plant Cassia
auriculata (the bark of which is used for tanning, and the
seeds and leaves are used medicinally).
H Y I  taru-war,   tarwar[S. ~+ ], s.m. A tree; a
shrub.
S ; AYP&4u tri-vrit-par,
s.f. The pot-herb Hincha

repens.
S 'Y P $' tri-varg, vulg. tri-barg, ti-barg, s.m. An
aggregate of three things or substances, &c.; the three
objects or pursuits of life, viz. religion or virtue (dharm),
pleasure (km), and wealth (arth); the three conditions of
a king or of a state, viz. progress (vriddhi),
remaining

stationary (sthna), and decline (kshay), or gain, equality,
and loss; the three qualities of nature, viz. purity,
blindness, and depravity; the three higher castes or
tribes.
S (Y P 4
' tri-varak, s.m. The plant Ruella longifolia;
the three myrobalans (=tri-phal); the three spices.
H )Y   tarwariy, s.m.=talwr, and talwariy, q.v.
S 1  Y P J/ tri-vi-kram, s.m. The three steps or strides
(of Vishu); one who makes three steps or strides, an
epithet of Vishu (who paced the three worlds in three
steps in his Vman avatr or 'dwarf incarnation').
S !YP !" tri-val, vulg. tir-bal, s.f. The three folds or

q.q.v.
S Y 56  tiro-hit, part. Covered, concealed, hidden,
removed or withdrawn from sight.
A 6)Y tarwj [inf. n. ii of 5 'to be in demand,' &c.], s.f.
Causing (a thing, &c.) to be in demand; making (money,
&c.) to pass or be current; currency:—tarwj den (-ko), To
give currency (to), to make current.
S + )Y PU tri-veda, tri-ved, vulg. tri-bed, s.m. The three
Vedas, viz. Rig, Yajus, and Sman.
S + )YPU" tri-ved, vulg. tri-bed, adj. & s.m. Familiar or
acquainted with the three Vedas;—one who is
acquainted with the three Vedas.
S )YPU4" tri-ve, s.f. See the com. form tri-ben.
P ?Y tara, tarra, s.m. Garden-herbs, pot-herbs, greens
(syn. sg):—tara-tez, tara-tezak, s.m. Garden-cresses,
Lepidium sativum:—tara-farosh, s.m. A green-grocer.
H Y z tirhut [S. "#,.=t], s.f. The district of
Tirhut in Bengal.
H *Y z '  tirhutig [tirhut+S. +t], adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to Tirhut; produced or made in Tirhut;—a
native of Tirhut.
H Y,6" turh, s.f.=tur or tura, q.v.
H $Y tara [S. +], s.f. A star (=taraiy, tra).
S Y" tar,  tari, s.f. A boat.
P Ytar (from tar), s.f. Freshness, juiciness, ripeness;
moisture, dampness, humidity, wetness; water (in opp.
to ushk, 'dry land'); low lands on the bank of a river,
&c., land covered with water, moist soil, marsh, swamp;
—sugar;—tari-se, adv. By water:—tar-k rh, s.f. & adv.
Water-route, journey by water;—by water.
H Y tare, postpn.=tale, q.v.s.v tal.
H $Y, tura [S. ,+$"], s.f. The cucurbitaceous plant,
and the vegetable, Lu"a acutangula.
H Y," tur, , tura [S.0],
' s.f. A trumpet, clarion; a

musical instrument, called by Europeans collery horn,
consisting of three pieces xed into one another.
S Y," tur, s.f. A brush or brous stick used by weavers

government:—tiry-ha, s.f. Woman's persistency, female
persistence, or importunity, &c.
A G )Y tiryq (supposed to be the Gr.  Arabicized),

to clean the woof; a weaver's beam (=tur); a painter's
brush.
H Y, tu-re, s.m. (tur, f.), A contemptuous term of

s.m. Theriac (also called 'treacle'), an antidote (for
poisons, snake-bites, &c.); Bezoar stone; a sovereign
remedy; opium (because it is a remedy for anxiety, &c.):
—tiryq--fruq, tiryq-fruq, s.m. The best kind of tiryq.
A i )Ytiryq, adj. & s.m. Intoxicated;—an opium-eater.

address (see s.v. are).
S YP tri, vulg. " tiri, " tir,  tir, adj. Three (used
in comp.):—tir-phal, s.m.=itr-phal, q.v. (cf. tri-phala).
S YP traya, vulg. tray = S YPh trai (in comp.) (from tri),
adj. Triple, threefold, consisting of three; divided into
three parts; (in comp.) three (=tri);—s.m. Three
collectively, a triad, triplet:—trai-ekatva, traikatva, s.m.
The union of three in one, trinity in unity:—tray-tp,
s.f.=tri-vidh tp, q.v.s.v. trividh:—trai-rik, s.m. The rule of
three (in Arith.):—tray-rekh, s.f. Three lines, &c. (=tribal); three rows:—trai-lok, s.m. The ruler of trilok or the
three worlds, an epithet of Indra:—trai-vidy, s.m. The
three sciences; the three Vedas; study or knowledge of
the three Vedas; one versed in the three Vedas; one
who is acquainted with three sciences.
S YPh trai (in comp.) = S YP traya, vulg. tray (from tri),
adj. Triple, threefold, consisting of three; divided into
three parts; (in comp.) three (=tri);—s.m. Three
collectively, a triad, triplet:—trai-ekatva, traikatva, s.m.
The union of three in one, trinity in unity:—tray-tp,
s.f.=tri-vidh tp, q.v.s.v. trividh:—trai-rik, s.m. The rule of
three (in Arith.):—tray-rekh, s.f. Three lines, &c. (=tribal); three rows:—trai-lok, s.m. The ruler of trilok or the
three worlds, an epithet of Indra:—trai-vidy, s.m. The
three sciences; the three Vedas; study or knowledge of
the three Vedas; one versed in the three Vedas; one
who is acquainted with three sciences.
H )Y h taraiy, taraiy [S. +], s.f. A star.
H )Y P triy, " tiriy, tiry [Prk. P; S. k"+], s.f.
A woman, female; a wife:—tiriy-bed, s.f. The science or
knowledge of women:—triy- aritr, vulg. tiry- illattar,
s.m. Women's ways; woman's wiles or artfulness:—tiryrj, triy-rjya, s.m. Woman's rule; the kingdom of
women, Amazon country; wife-rule, petticoat-

P  )Y tiryk, s.m.=tiryq, q.v.
S a )Y P/ tri-ym, s.f. lit. 'Containing three watches';
night;—an epithet of the river Jamna.
S (a )Y P/ tri-ymak, s.m. Sin (the impeder of the
three objects of life').
H %)Y" " tir-bir, adj. Dispersed, scattered (=titarbitar).
H )Y  taret [S. P(], s.m. A oat; a buoy.
S *)Y P< tret, s.f. A collection or assemblage of three, a
triad; the three sacred res collectively (i.e. the
southern, household, and sacricial res); the second
yug or silver age of the Hinds (comprising 1,296,000
years):—tretgni (˚t+ag˚), s.m. The three sacred res
collectively (=agni-tret); one who has preserved the
three sacred res.
S ?*)Y "P tartra, s.m. A boat.
S (E )Y Ph.8 trai-rik, s.m. See s.v. tray or trai for
compounds of which trai is the rst member.
H )Y  tarern [tarer˚ = S.  rt. +], v.n. To stare;
—v.t. To stare at.
H  Y 7 tare , s.m.=ta e , q.v.
P o)Y tarez, tirez [Zend tira a; S. "], s.f. A cross-piece
put in to enlarge the sleeve or skirt of a garment, a
gusset.
H I)Y P<_ tresah, tiresah, adj.=tirsah, q.v.
S Z)YP.9 tri-yashi, s.m. A species of medicinal plant,
Mollugo pentaphylla.
S ()Y 
' tiryak (from tirya ), adv. Across, obliquely,
transversely, horizontally (occurring in comp., when the
nal k is liable to be changed to g):—tiryag, tiryag-ga, adj.
& s.m. Going obliquely, going across or horizontally;—an

animal:—tiryag-ja, adj. Born from an animal, brute-born:
—tiryag-yona, s.m. An animal; brute, quadruped:—tiryagyoni, s.f. The womb of an animal; the animal creation,
organic nature.
S *)Y =
'
tiryakt, s.f. The state of going across or
obliquely; the state of a beast or animal, animal nature.
P <)Y tarn (see tar); an ax, the termination of the
superlative degree in Persian (corresponding to the
English termination -est, or the adverb 'most,' e.g.  btarn, 'fairest, most beautiful').
P <)Y tarn [tar, q.v.; n = Zend aêna = S. ], adj. Moist,
fresh, &c. (=tar, q.v.).
S 9)Y 
 tirya , adv.=tiryak, q.v.;—s.m. An animal; a
brute; an amphibious animal.
H + )Y Û tire d, = H + )Y Û tire d, [S. ef(, or P
+], s.m. The oat of a shing line; a oat; a buoy
(=taret).
H + )Y Û tire d, = H + )Y Û tire d, [S. ef(, or P
+], s.m. The oat of a shing line; a oat; a buoy
(=taret).
S D  )Y P58 trayo-da, adj. Thirteenth.
S E  )YP58" trayo-da, s.f. The thirteenth day of the
lunar fortnight.
S Z )Y P5 8 trayo-vina, adj. Twenty-third.
S * )YP5 8 trayo-vinati, adj. Twenty-three.
S )Y ," turya, adj. & s.m. The fourth, a fourth part;
whose power extends on all four sides, mighty;—Brahm
or the universal spirit; the fourth state of the soul
(according to the Vednta philosophy), the state in which
the soul has become one with the universal spirit.
S )YP" tray (from traya), s.f. A triad, triplet; the three
Vedas collectively (i.e. the Rig, Yajur, and Sma);—the
plant Conyz serratula:—tray-dharma, s.m. The duties,
forms of sacrice, &c. prescribed by the three Vedas.
H A 7 ta [S. &t], s.m. Side, party, division, faction;—
an imitative sound:—ta --ta (S. taa-taa), s.m. & adv.
The sound produced by a thing falling continuously or in
quick successive strokes upon another, crack-crack,
whack-whack, patter-patter;—in quick successive

strokes, with a crack-crack, &c. (e.g. j tiy ta --ta
pa  ).
H  A 7 ta  [S. &t], s.m. An island (= ar).
H ' 1 A7#" ta -bhar [S. ; +Tv+], s.f. Haste,
hurry, despatch, hurry-scurry, ight, panic; a number of
deaths following in quick succession, great mortality:—
ta -bhar pa n or hon, v.n. A general ight to take place
(in consequence of, -se); great mortality to occur.
H F A ta  , s.m.=ta k, q.v.
H   A 77 ta  , s.m.=ta e , q.v.
H W A ta q, s.f.=ta k, q.v.
H X A ta q, s.m.=ta k, q.v.
H 0 A 7 ta k [Prk. and S. &], s.m. A pond, &c.
(=tag), q.v.
H 0 A 7 ta k [S. f++rt. >], s.f. Sound of the
snapping, bursting, or cracking, &c. of a body or thing;
sound of a stroke or blow; crack, crash, whack, &c. (see
next):—ta k-pa k, adv. In quick succession, quickly,
rapidly; without delay or hesitation, readily, at once:—
ta k-se, adv. With a crack or crash, with a report; noisily,
boisterously, rudely; without hesitation, smartly, quickly.
H G A 7 ta k, s.m. Sound of snapping, &c. (=ta k);
pelting, down-pour (of a heavy shower); banging,
pealing, rattling (of musketry, &c.); bustle, briskness,
din, clamour (of an extensive business); clatter, clash,
fury, violence (of a storm, &c.); sharpness, rigour,
ardour, severity, intensity (of cold, heat, rain, wind, &c),
pressure, scarcity, lack (of any commodity):—ta ke-k,
adj. (f. ), Pelting (as rain); violent (as a storm); intense
(as cold, &c.); noisy, bustling, brisk (as a business); loud,
gaudy; brilliant, splendid, magnicent.
H  G A77" ta k , s.f.=tark , q.v.
H @ A 7$ ta g, s.m.=tag, q.v.
H  A f7 ta n (see ta ta n), v.n. To have a sharp
pricking pain (from in ammation, &c.); to tingle, smart,
ache, throb.
H  A ,7 tu n [caus. of to n;—tur˚ = Prk. ,U˚ or
, ˚=S. P,&Å()+ caus. increment], v.t. To cause to
break; to break, rend; tear, worry (as a dog does); to

beat down, lower (price); to change (money).
H   A 7  ta w, s.m.=ta y, q.v.
H 8 A,7 tu  [tu , base of tu n+ = Prk.
 =S. ()++()], s.f. Price paid for
plucking fruits, &c., price paid for changing money,
discount, exchange.
H 7 A 7 ta y (i.q. ta k, q.v.), s.m. Gaudiness (in
dress), wearing smart clothes, foppishness; vanity,
show, ostentation:—tary-dr, adj. & s.m. Showy,
ostentatious, vain, foppish;—one who wears ne clothes,
or is particular as to dress, &c., a fop.
H A A 7 ta ap [S. &, or f+Tv; cf. the form ta pha n], s.f. Tossing or rolling about restlessly or uneasily,
feverish disquietude (of body or mind); agitation, utter;
throb, palpitation; anxious eagerness or desire; haste,
hurry; leap, jump, bound, spring; glitter, ash (of
lightning); crack, report, explosion; violence, fury,
outrageousness.
H ? A 7 [caus. of ta apn;—˚ = w˚ = Prk.  or
U=S. ], v.t. To render uneasy or restless; to put

H ? A 7v ta phn, v.t=ta pn, q.v.
H  ? A 7v7 ta pha n, v.n.=ta pa n, and ta apn,
q.v.
H   ? A 7v76& ta pha hat = H  ? A7v7" ta pha 
s.f.=ta pa ha and ta pa , qq.v.
H  ? A7v7" ta pha  = H   ? A 7v76& ta pha hat
s.f.=ta pa ha and ta pa , qq.v.
H  ? A 7v ta aphn, v.n.=ta apn, q.v.
H ;:) ? A 7"! ta pl [ta ap, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. Hasty, hurrying; eager; smart, active, nimble.
H C A 7 ta it (S. tait), s.f. Lightning.
H  9 A 77 ta ta n [S. && or ff+n = Prk.
U or  +4(=S. +"(], v.n. To snap, burst with
a loud report, crack; to thunder; to crackle, frizzle, zz,
whiz, hiss; to drop, patter, clatter; to storm, to rage; to
bluster, boast; to tingle, smart, ache, throb.
H "  9 A 776& ta ta ha (for ha see ta pa ha), s.f.
Snap, crack, report, clap (of thunder); crackle; clatter,
patter; storming, rage; bluster, boast; tingle, smart,
ache, throb.
H  A 7* ta jan, s.m.=tarjan, q.v.

(one) in great agitation; to cause to utter; to cause to
stumble, &c. (see ta apn).
H  ? A 77 ta pa , s.m. The noise of falling water.

H Y A ta a , s.f.=ta ak, q.v.

H  ? A 77 ta pa n, v.n.=ta apn, q.v.

H 4 A 7 ta as [S. dt], s.m. (local), A hyena.

H "  ? A 776& ta pa ha = H  ? A77" ta pa  [base

H W A ta aq, s.f. The Urd form of the next, q.v.

of ta pa n +ha = wa = Prk.  +(=S. ()++; ]( ,

H 0 A 7 ta ak [Prk. f= from S. & or f+>], s.f.

s.f. Floundering, uttering; utter, agitation,
restlessness, disquietude, palpitation (syn. be- ain).
H  ? A77" ta pa  = H "  ? A 776& ta pa ha [base

Cracking, snapping, &c.; crack, split, cranny, chink, cleft,
crevice, ssure.
H G A 7 ta k [ta ak, q.v.+S. t], s.m. lit. 'A cleaving,

of ta pa n +ha = wa = Prk.  +(=S. ()++; ]( ,

breaking'; break of day, dawn, early morning:—ta k
hon, v.n. To be day-break, to dawn;—to be broken,
become bankrupt, to be reduced to poverty; to be roused,
have the eyes opened, be brought to one's senses; to be
astonished or astounded:—ta ke, adv. At dawn or daybreak, in the early morning, early.
H G A 7 ta kn (caus. of ta akn), v.t. To cause to

s.f. Floundering, uttering; utter, agitation,
restlessness, disquietude, palpitation (syn. be- ain).
H  ? A 7 ta apn (see ta ap), v.n. To roll or toss about
restlessly or uneasily; to ounder, ounce; to be
agitated; to utter, beat, palpitate, throb; to quiver,
vibrate, writhe, wriggle; to jump, spring, bound; to be
anxiously eager (for), be eagerly desirous, to long (for).
H ? A 7v ta aph, s.f.=ta ap, q.v.

crack, &c.; to crack, split, burst; to snap, break.
H  G A 7 ta akn, and, in Urd, ta aqn [ta ak˚ = Prk.
f=?(), fr. S. f+>], v.n. To be cracked, split, &c.; to

crack, split, burst, y; break, snap asunder; to y into a
passion, become angry or enraged, to snap angrily or
petulantly (at).
H  A 7 ta n, s.m. Crack, report (of re-arms, &c.),
clap (of thunder).
H  A ,7  tu wn (caus. of to n), v.t.=tu n, q.v.

A < )oY tazyn, vulg. tazn [inf. n. ii of <)d 'to adorn'], s.f.
Adorning, decorating, dressing (oneself); decoration,
ornament, jewel; honour.
H IY  tis [Prk. T, T=S. T gen. of ]; The

adj. Wry-mouthed.
H  A7" ta  [S. f+], s.f. Beating, punishment; loss;

formative or base of the oblique cases of the pron. so or
taun, 'he, she, it; this, that:'—tis-uparnt, adv. Moreover,
further, &c. (=next):—tis-par tis-pa, adv. Upon that,
thereupon, whereupon, whereat; hereupon; besides,
over and above, moreover, yet, still:—tis-par-bh, adv. For
all this, nevertheless, yet, still:—tis-p he, adv. After this,
thereupon, then; in addition to this, besides, moreover.
H IY  [S. 3] , s.f. Thirst; wish, strong desire (=trish,


cheating, fraud, deceit.
H  7 A 7<7 ta e  [S. & or f+e  = Prk. f =S. + or

q.v.).
H IY , tus = H 0Y , tus s.m.=tush, q.v.

!+t], s.m. The falling of water from a spout, or from a

H 0Y , tus = H IY , tus s.m.=tush, q.v.

height; a continuous stream of water from a height; the
continuous pouring of water upon a bruise or wound.
H  7 A 7<7 ta e  [S. P+t], s.m. Float (of a shing

H  0Y , tusr, s.m.=tushr, q.v.

H 8 A,7  tu w, s.f.=tu , q.v.
H  A 7 7 ta wa , s.m.=tarwar, q.v.
H 3 - A i/,(6 ti h-mu h [S. 
' +/,L+t; see e h],

line, &c.); a buoy (=taret; tirend).
A + )oY tazyud [inf. n. vi of + )d 'to increase'], s.m.
Increasing; increase, augmentation.
T oY tuzuk, tuzak, s.m. Regulation, ordinance, institute
(syn. tartb; intim); retinue; pomp, state, dignity.
P   oY tazkiya (for A. ~  oY tazkiyat, fem.); inf. n. ii of  d 'to
become pure,' &c.], s.m. Purifying; causing to grow,
thrive, or increase; purication.
A o!oY tazalzul [inf. n. ii of o!d 'to shake,' &c.], s.m. Being
shaken, being or becoming in a state of motion;
commotion, agitation, trepidation; an earthquake;—
swerving (from the path of rectitude); discrepancy (in a
deposition, &c.); defalcation.
A 5oY tazawwuj [inf. n. v of 5d], s.m. = A 6)oY tazwj [inf. n.
ii of 5d 'to pair'], s.f. Marrying, taking a partner or wife.
A 6)oY tazwj [inf. n. ii of 5d 'to pair'], s.f. = A 5oY tazawwuj
[inf. n. v of 5d], s.m. Marrying, taking a partner or wife.
A )oY tazwr [inf. n. ii of d; but prob. from z r,
'falsehood'], s.f. Falsifying; falsehood, lie; deception,
deceit, fraud, imposture, stratagem.
H 3)oY tazel [P. tz+Prk.! =S. !+t], s.m. A tz or
Arab colt.

H " 0Y ! tisl [S. P+P.sla], adj. Three years old (a
horse, &c.); three years , for three years (a lease, &c.).
H ) 0Y  tisy [S. 3+t], adj. Thirsty.
A a 0Y tasm [inf. n. vi of @ B 'to be generous,' &c.],
s.m. Reciprocal generosity or indulgence, mutual
kindness, or forgiveness, &c.; conniving (at),
connivance; careless or defective manner of expression;
double meaning (syn. tashul).
A  0Ytasw [inf. n. vi of  B'to be equal'], s.f. Equality,
likeness, similarily, sameness, neutrality.
A  0Y tashul [inf. n. vi of 4B 'to become smooth, easy,'
&c.], s.m. Forgiving, conniving (at); mutual kindness or
gentleness; negligence, carelessness, remissness,
apathy, tardiness; careless mode of expression
(=tasm):—tashul karn (-me ), To be careless or remiss
(in); to delay, be tardy.
A %0Y tasb [inf. n. ii of %B which is syn. with ii], s.f. The
declaring God to be far removed or free from every
imperfection or impurity, magnifying or praising God
(saying subnallh, 'I extol the perfection of God'); the
act of praying;—a string or chaplet of beads, a rosary:—
tasb- na, s.m. A chapel, an oratory:—tasb- n,
adj. & s.m. Singing praise to God, vocal in praise to God;
saying prayers;—a singer of praise to God; one hired to

pray, a private chaplain:—tasb- n, s.f. The oce of
a chaplain.
A >0Y tasa  ur, vulg. tas ar [inf. n. v of >B 'to mock'],
s.m. Mocking, mockery, irony, ridicule, derision;—
subduing, making obedient or tractable, &c. (=next, q.v.).
A  >0Y tas r [inf. n. ii of >B], s.f. Subduing, conquering,
taking (a stronghold or prisoners), imprisoning,
captivating; making submissive, obedient, or tractable;
subjugation, subjection; capture; captivation;
imprisonment (of evil spirits):—tas r--qul b, s.f.
Captivating of hearts.
A I)+ 0Y tasds [inf. n. ii of K+ B 'to become six'], Making
six; dividing into six parts; making of a hexagonal form;
a sextile aspect of the stars.
H 0Y  tasar [S. Pt], s.m. A shuttle; a kind of coarse
silk, the produce of the worm Bombyx paphia, that feeds
on the aan-tree; (also written asar).
H 0Y  tisr, adj.=tsr, q.v.; & s.m.=next, q.v.
H )0Y  tisryat, tisrit = H )0Y h tisrait [tisr
+it = Prk. \5= 
( 5 or Õ=S.  the term. of
the pres. part. with the caus. augment. ], s.m. A
third person, arbitrator, umpire; three or four persons
who act as arbitrators in a cause, a court of arbitrators
(cf. pa ya-t).
H )0Y h tisrait = H )0Y  tisryat, tisrit [tisr
+it = Prk. \5= 
( 5 or Õ=S.  the term. of
the pres. part. with the caus. augment. ], s.m. A
third person, arbitrator, umpire; three or four persons
who act as arbitrators in a cause, a court of arbitrators
(cf. pa ya-t).
A  N0Y tastr [inf. n. ii of NB 'to write,' &c.], s.f. Writing;
ruling (lines); delineating.
A b 0Y tisa, adj. Nine:—tisa-miat, adj. Nine hundred (used
in dates of the hijra).
A b 0Y tusa, s.m. Ninth part.
S 0Y T taskar, s.m. A thief, robber;—a kind of potherb, Trigonella corniculata; the tree Vangueria spinosa.
S Y0Y T taskarat, s.f. = S Y0Y T; taskaratva,
s.m. Thievishness, thieving, theft.

S Y0Y T; taskaratva, s.m. = S Y0Y T taskarat,
s.f. Thievishness, thieving, theft.
S 0YT" taskar, s.f. Theft, robbery;— a passionate
woman.
A < 0Y taskn [inf. n. ii of <B 'to be in a state of rest'], s.f.
Calming, stilling, tranquillizing, appeasing, soothing,
allaying, assuaging; consolation, comfort, mitigation,
rest, assurance, peace (of mind):—taskn-ba sh, adj.
Assuasive, mitigating, allaying; consolatory;—s.m. An
anodyne:—taskn den (-ko), To calm, tranquillize,
appease, soothe, allay, assuage, console, comfort:—taskn
hon, v.n. To derive comfort, &c. (from), to be appeased,
be consoled or comforted.
H 30Y ! tasl [S. 9, rt. d or ; 9 rt. ; d+Prk. f =S.
 or !+t; cf. P. tasht], s.m. A brass dish or vessel (used
by Hindus to knead dough in, or to dress their victuals).
A 0#0Y tasalsul [inf. n. ii of 0#B 'to bind with a chain,' &c.],
s.m. Running down, owing (water); being joined,
adhering as the links of a chain; concatenation,
sequence, series, succession; association (of ideas).
A w#0Y tasallut [inf.
n. v of w#B 'to prevail'], s.m. Exercising

absolute dominion; absolute rule, domination, sway.
A #0Ytasall [inf. n. v of #B 'to become forgetful'], s.f. lit.
'Being diverted (from) the remembrance (of)';
consolation, comfort, solace; assurance; contentment,
satisfaction:—tasall-ba sh, adj. Consolatory, comforting:
—tasall den (-ko), To impart comfort (to), to minister
consolation (to), to comfort, console, cheer, exhilarate,
animate; to assure:—tasall hon, v.n. To derive comfort
(from), to be consoled, &c.
A 2 #0Y taslm [inf. n. ii of 2 #B 'to be or become safe'], s.f.
Saluting, greeting; salutation, obeisance, homage,
touching the ground with the ngers and then making
salm; health, security; delivering, consigning;
committing to the care of; surrender, resignation;
conceding, acknowledging, granting; assenting to,
accepting:—taslm karn, v.t. To salute respectfully, make
obeisance, do homage; to deliver, commit to, consign; to
surrender, resign; to concede, acknowledge, grant; to
assent to, to accept:—taslm hon, v.n. To be committed or
consigned (to); to be resigned; to be conceded; to be

accepted.
A A @ #0Y taslmt, s.f. pl. (of taslm), Salutations, greetings,
&c.:—taslmt ba-j ln, v.n. To make obeisances, to
salute; to bid adieu, take leave (of a superior).
S A @ 0Y T/ tasmt (abl. sing. of the pron. tad), conj.
From that, on that account, therefore.
P @ 0Y tasma, s.m. A thong; a strap of leather; a leathern
belt; stirrup-leather:—tasma-bz s.f. A low gambling
game played with a leathern strap and a stick:—tasmakash, s.m. A strangler; a mute:—tasma-khai n (-k, and par), To tighten a strap, &c.; to strangle:—tasma lag na
rakhn, v.n. lit. 'Not to leave a piece of skin attached'; to
sever completely, cut in two, to kill outright; to produce
complete separation or estrangement (between two
persons).
P  @ 0Y tasmiya [for A. ~ @ 0Y tasmiyat, fem., inf. n. ii of @ B 'to
be high,' &c.], s.m. Naming, calling, giving a name to,
nomination; pronouncing the name of God, saying
bismillh, 'in the name of God' (over a thing, such as
food, or an animal about to be slaughtered).
A 0Ytasannun [inf. n. v of <B 'to pursue a good course'],
s.m. Following a sannat, regulating one's course of life;
being or becoming a Sunn.
A 2 0Y tasnm [inf. n. ii of 2 B 'to raise,' &c.], s.f. The name
of a water or fountain in Paradise (so called because
running above the elevated chambers and the pavilions;
see the Qor. lxxxiii. 27).
H 0Y 0 tas , T0 tass , s.m. A measure of length, the
twenty-fourth part of a gaz, or the breadth of the second
and third ngers; an inch.
H 0 0Y [" tisw s, s.f. The twentieth part of a
bisw s, q.v.
A + ) 0Y taswd [inf. n. ii of  B; prob. a denom. from sawd],
s.f. Making black, blackening; rst draught, original
copy, rough draft (of a letter, &c.); sketch, plan,
delineation.
A  40Y tas-hl [inf. n. ii of 4B 'to be smooth, easy,' &c.],
s.f. Making easy, facilitation, smoothing the way (to).
H ZY 3 tish, s.f.=tis; trishn;
qq.v.

S ZY ,3 tush, s.m. Husk, cha (com. of rice); dry straw;

rice with cha remaining in it after cleaning; the beard
of grain; Beleric myrobalan, Terminalia bellerica:—tushnal
(˚sha+an˚), s.m. A con agration of cha or of the husk of
corn; a capital punishment, which consists in twisting
dry straw, &c., round the limbs of a criminal and setting
it on re (syn. tringni).

A 4 Y tashbh [inf. n. vi of 4%E ], s.m. Likeness,
resemblance, similitude, similarity.
S  Y ,3 tushr, adj. & s.m. Cold, frigid, frosty; dewy;—
cold, frost, ice, snow, hail; mist, dew, thin rain, fog,
blight;—a crop that ripens in the cold season:—tushr-giri,
s.m. The snowy mountains, the Himlaya.
H  Y ,3 tushr = H  Y ,3~ tushr [the preceding
+S. t or t], adj. Cold, frosty, &c. (=tushr).
H  Y ,3~ tushr = H  Y ,3 tushr [the preceding
+S. t or t], adj. Cold, frosty, &c. (=tushr).
A g) Y tashrf, s.f. pl. (of tashrf), Honours, dignities.
A  Y tashkul [inf. n. vi of E 'to mark,' &c.], s.m.
Mutual resemblance.
S  Y ,3! tushnal, s.m. See s.v. tush.
A 4%Y tashabbh [inf. n. v. of 4%E ], s.m. Likeness,
resemblance, similitude (cf. next, as also tashbh).
A 4 %Y tashbh [inf. n. ii of 4%E ], s.f. Similitude;
comparison, simile, metaphor, allegory:—tashbh den (se), To assimilate (to), liken (to); to compare (with); to
illustrate by a simile:—arf--tashbh, particle (or adverb)
of similitude.
P Y tasht [Pehl. tasht; Zend tasta, rt. tash; S. 9, rt. d],
s.m. Cup, bowl, basin, charger, platter, salver (cf. tasl).
S Y ,3 tushit, s.m. A class of subordinate deities
(thirty-six in number); one of this class of deities.
A *Y tashattut [inf. n. v of 
C E 'to become broken,' &c.],
s.m. Becoming dissolved or broken up; dispersion,
separation. disorder, confusion, distraction.
H *Ytashtar = H  Ytashta  [tasht, q.v.+Prk. f=S. +
], s.f. A salver; a small plate or dish (rikb); a saucer.
H  Ytashta  = H *Ytashtar [tasht, q.v.+Prk. f=S. +
], s.f. A salver; a small plate or dish (rikb); a saucer.

S ZY ,9 tusha, vulg. tush, part. Satised, contented;
pleased, glad, &c.
S  ZY ,9 tushat, s.f.=next, q.v.
S ZY,.9 tushi, s.f. Satisfaction, gratication,
contentment, pleasure, delight.
A v>Y tasha  u [inf. n. v of v>E ; quasi-pass. of next],
s.m. Individuality, personality; identifying,
particularizing; appropriation (cf. the next).
A v >Y tash  [inf. n. ii of v>E , but formed from sha ,
q.v.], s.f. Individuating, distinguishing perfectly;
ascertainment, determination, diagnosis, specication;
estimate, valuation, appraisement; assessment:—tash 
karn (-k), To individuate, to distinguish; to ascertain (a
disease); to determine, decide, settle; to value, appraise,
assess.
A + Y tashaddud [inf. n. v of +C E 'to make hard, rm,' &c.],
s.m. Seizing or holding rmly or by force; showing
vehemence or severity; intensity; aggravation; rigour,
severity; hardship;—adj. Strong, robust; strengthened,
conrmed, corroborated (cf. next).
A A+ Y tashaddudt, s.m. (pl. of tashaddud), Aggravations;
rigours, severities, hardships, trials, &c.
A + )+ Y tashdd [inf. n. ii of +C E ], s.f. Strengthening,
conrming, corroborating; doubling a letter by placing
the mark or sign (C) over it; the mark or sign (C), used to
indicate that a letter is doubled.
A .Y tasharr [inf. n. v of .E 'to institute or prescribe (a
law),' &c.], s.m. Acting in conformity to the ordinances
of a prophet (particularly those of Mohammad, called
shar); the ordinances of a prophet, &c.
A )Y tashr [inf. n. ii of E 'to discover, to explain,'
&c.], s.f. Explaining, expounding; dissecting; explanation,
exposition, elucidation; declaration; description;
dissection, anatomy; a skeleton or anatomical
preparation:—tashr-dn, s.m. An anatomist:—tashr
karn (-k), To explain, expound; to declare, to
particularize:—tashr-wr, adv. In detail, with full
particulars, minutely, severally.
A c)Ytashr, adj. Of or pertaining to anatomy,
anatomical.
A g)Y tashrf [inf. n. ii of eE 'to be exalted,' &c.], s.f.

Honouring, exalting, ennobling; decking or investing
with a splendid robe;—(in address) your honour, your
worship:—tashrf arzn farmn, tashrf farmn, v.n. To go;
to come:—tashrf-le-jn, v.n. To go:—tashrf-ln, v.n. To
grace or honour with one's presence, to come (used in
speaking of or to a superior, but never of oneself, except
by kings).
A A h )Y tashrft, s.f. pl. (of tashrf), Honours, dignities.
A ()Y tashrk [inf. n. ii of E 'to be a co-partner,' &c.],
s.f. Making (one) a co-partner (with); associating one
(with); communicating (to).
A h Ytasha" [inf. n. v of h E 'to relieve,' &c.], s.f.
Recovery, restoration; relief; consolation; becoming
calm (after anger, &c.), calmness, tranquillity,
satisfaction (of mind).
A (Y tashakkuk [inf. n. v of 
C E 'to be in
doubt' (concerning)], s.m. Doubting.
H Y l4 tish, s.f.=trish,
q.v.

A 6Y tashannuj [inf. n. v of 6E 'to contract,'], s.m.
Spasmodic contraction (of a muscle, &c.); cramp;
twitching; spasm, convulsion.
H b Y tashna, tishna, s.m. corr. of tashn, q.v.
P (Y tashank [rt. Z. tash = S. d], s.m. An iron
instrument for piercing walls.
P JYtishnag (from tishna, q.v.), s.f. Thirst; strong
desire, longing; temptation.
P Y tishna [Pehl. tashn; Zend tarshna; S. trishnaj],
adj.

Thirsty; thirsting (for), eagerly desiring; greedy,
insatiable:—tishna--  n, tishna-  n, adj. Thirsting for
the blood (of); bloodthirsty:—tishna-km, adj. 'Having a
parched or dry palate,' thirsty:—tishna karn, v.t. To make
(one) thirsty; to create desire, to make (one) long (for, k); to tempt:—tishna-lab, adj. Parched-lipped, thirsty:—
tishna-lab, s.f. Thirstiness, thirst.
H Y tashna, tishna, s.m. corr. of tashn, q.v. (used by
women; cf. tashna).
H A &% Y ,l4"#0 tush-bh t (S.tushm-bh ta), adv.
Silently, quietly (= up- p-se ).
A b Y tashn [inf. n. ii of b E 'to disgrace,' &c.], s.f.
Speaking ill (of), disparaging, slandering; taunting;
taunt, reproach.

A Z) *E tashwsh [inf. n. ii of D E , which is not in use], s.f.

A ) MY tawr, s.f. pl. (of tawr), Pictures, portraits.

Confusion; perplexity, distraction; grief, care, anxiety,
disquietude, alarm, apprehension.
A + 4Y tashahhud [inf. n. v of + 4E 'to bear witness'], s.m.

A cMY ta [inf. n. ii of C f 'to be healthy, sound, or
right,' &c.], s.f. Rectication, correction, emendation;
verifying; illustrating; verication, attestation:—ta
karn (-k), To rectify, correct, &c.
P c cMY taa (from ta), s.m. Muster, inspection (of

Avowing belief in the unity of God and in the prophetic
oce of Mohammad (by reciting the formula, 'I bear
witness that there is no god but God, and that
Mohammad is His servant and apostle'); making a
profession of religious sentiments;—seeking martyrdom.
A  4Y tashhr [inf. n. ii of 4E 'to make apparent, as evil,'
&c.], s.f. Proclaiming, publishing; reciting in public;
marking a criminal; parading (an oender) as a public
example, public exposure (of an oender, who is
mounted on an ass—often with his face blackened and
turned towards the animal's tail—and paraded through
the city):—tashhr karn, v.t. To publicly expose (an
oender):—tashhr hon, v.n. To be paraded as a public
example (an oender or criminal).
S Y l tishy, s.f. Emblic myrobalan, Phyllanthus
emblica.
A u Y tashaiyu  [inf. n. v of u E 'to become a shai '], s.m.
Feigning old age; making a show of dignity; ostentatious
pretence to honour or dignity.
A b Y tashaiy [inf. n. v of b E 'to become spread,' &c.],
s.m. Professing to be of the Mohammadan sect called
Sha, or a follower of Al:—tashaiy-mahab, s.m. The
Sha sect, followers of Al; heresy (according to Sunn
views);—adj. Heretical.
A < Y tashaiyun [inf. n. v of  E 'to become a person of
importance'], s.m. Making a display of state; dignity;
ostentation. (The word is not classical.)
S  Y l tishya, s.m. An asterism regarded as shaped
like an arrow and containing three stars, of which {
Cancri is one (it is the sixth Nakshatra of the old, or
eighth of the new order);—adj. Auspicious, fortunate:—
tishya-pushp, s.m. and tishya-phal, s.f. Emblic myrobalan
(=tishy, q.v.).
A + m MY taud [inf. n. vi of + P f 'to ascend'], s.m.
Ascending, going up; becoming dicult.
A g  MY tanf, s.f. pl. (of tanf), Literary compositions,
works.

troops, &c.: see s.v. dg).
A g cMY taf [inf. n. ii of gcf; but formed from the
subst. afa], s.f. Making an error in writing; an
orthographical mistake; changing the diacritical points
so as to alter the pronunciation and meaning of a word.
A G+ MY taadduq [inf. n. v of G+ f 'to full' (a vow &c.)],
s.m. Giving adaqa or alms (particularly with a religious
view); alms, charity; devoting, sacricing; sacrice:—
taadduq karn (with acc., -ko, of direct, and loc., -par, of
indirect object), To devote, sacrice (a person or thing
for another).
A b )+ MY tad, vulg. tada [inf. n. ii of .+ f 'to cleave,
split'], s.f. Headache; worry, annoyance, vexation,
perplexity; toil, trouble, aiction, sorrow, care:—tad
uhn, v.n. To experience trouble, or sorrow, &c.; to
take trouble:—tad-dih, adj. Troublesome, annoying,
vexatious, &c.:—tad den (-ko), To give trouble (to), to
trouble, incommode, annoy, vex, worry, harass, distress,
pester, plague:—tad karn, v.n. To take trouble (=tad
uhn).
P P )+ MY tada, s.m. corr. of tad, q.v.
A H)+ MY tadq [inf. n. ii of G+ f 'to speak truth,' &c.], s.f.
Proving true, conrming the truth (of), verifying,
attesting; acknowledging the truth (of); conrmation,
proof, verication, attestation; appeal:—tadq--bil
taawwur, s.f. Presupposition:—tadq karn (-k), To
conrm, prove to be true, to verify, attest, &c.:—tadq
hon, v.n. To be conrmed, be veried, &c.
A eMY taarruf [inf. n. v of ef 'to turn,' &c.], s.m.
Turning, changing (cf. tarf); employment, use,
application; possession, occupancy, sway; holding at
(one's) disposal, disposal; expenditure, expenses;
extravagance; diverting from (its) proper use,
misapplication, misappropriation, embezzlement; power,
in uence, art, cunning; supernatural power (as aected

by holy men among Muslims):—taarruf karn (-ko, or par), To turn (from), to change; to use, employ; to apply
to one's own purpose or use; to spend; to take or get
possession (of), to occupy; to misapply, misappropriate,
embezzle:—taarruf-me ln, v.t. To bring into use; to
take possession (of), &c.=taarruf karn, q.v.
A A _MY taarruft, s.m. pl. (of taarruf), Possessions;
usages, licences (of poetry); sum total of expenses.
P _MYtaarruf (fr. taarruf), s.f. Common provisions given
to dependants (as opp. to a, or what the master and
the company eat).
A )MY tar [inf. n. ii of f 'to become pure, or clear,'
&c.], s.f. Making clear; declaring; manifestation;
evidence; explanation; narration (cf. tashr).
A g)MY tarf [inf. n. ii of ef 'to turn, to change,' &c.], s.f.
Turning, changing, converting; (in Gram.) in ection,
declension, conjugation:—tarf karn (-k), To in ect,
decline, &c.
A   MY tagr [inf. n. ii of  f 'to be small or little'], s.f.
Lessening; diminution; a diminutive noun.
P  h MY taya [for A. ~ h MY tayat, fem., inf. n. ii of h f 'to be
pure'], s.m. Clearing, making clear; clearance; purifying
(particularly the mind from ill-will); purication,
purgation; purity; reconciliation; settlement, adjustment,
disposal (of a case, &c.):—taya-talab,
adj. Requiring

adjustment, &c.; to be settled, determined, or decided:—
taya karn (-k), To eect a reconciliation, to reconcile;
to eect a compromise; to settle, adjust, dispose (of).
A U #MY talb [inf. n. ii of U#f;—formed from
U #f 'a cross'], s.f. Crucifying, crucixion; making the
sign of the cross; the guring of a cross or crosses (upon
a garment, &c.).
A 2 @ MY tamm [inf. n. ii of 2 f 'to strike,' &c.], s.f. Holding
rmly to (an opin on, &c.); determination, resolve.
A b MY taann [inf. n. v of b f 'to make, construct, &c.'],
s.m. Making a display of art, studying to make a fair
appearance; showing a specious exterior; speciousness;
embellishment; fabrication; alteration (of a thing) so as
to present a specious appearance, falsication.
A g MY tanf [inf. n. ii of gf not in use], s.f. Compiling,
composing (a book); invention; literary composition:—

tanf karn, v.t. To compose, to write (a book, &c.).
A A h MY tanft, s.f. pl. (of tanf), Literary compositions,
writings, works (=tanf).
A  MY taawwur [inf. n. v of  f 'to form or fashion,' &c.],
s.m. Imaging or picturing (a thing) to the mind;
imagination, fancy; re ection, contemplation,
meditation; forming an idea; idea, conception,
perception, apprehension:—taawwur karn, v.t. To
picture to ooneself; to imagine, fancy; to regard,
consider, suppose; to conceive, apprehend, &c.
A e MY taawwuf [inf. n. v of e f ;—prob. formed from
 f], s.m. The theology of the S fs or mystics of the
East; mysticism; devoting oneself to contemplation;
contemplation.
A ) MY tawr [inf. n. ii of  f 'to form,' &c.], s.f. Picture;
drawing; sketch; painting; portrait; an image:—tawr
bann (-k), To make a drawing, or picture, &c. (of); to
draw; to paint:—tawr- na, s.m. Picture-gallery:—tawr
khai n (-k) = tawr bann:—rangdr tawr, s.f. A
coloured picture, a painting:—sd tawr, s.f. An
uncoloured picture; a drawing, a sketch:—aks tawr, s.f.
A photograph.
A A) MY tawrt, s.f. pl. (of tawr), Pictures; drawings,
paintings, &c. (=tawr).
A  qY tadd [inf. n. vi of +C | 'to overcome'], s.m.
Contrariety, opposition, contradiction; inconsistency,
absurdity.
A ( cqY tak [inf. n. ii of (c| 'to laugh'], s.f. Laughing
at, mocking; ridicule, derision.
A .qY taarr [inf. n. v. of .| 'to be humbled,' &c.], s.m.
Self-abasement, humility; earnest supplication;
complaining, lamenting.
A g P qY taf [inf. n. ii of gP | 'to be weak'], s.f. Folding
over; doubling.
A < @ qY tamn [inf. n. ii of <@ | 'to be responsible,' &c.], s.f.
Taking (one) as a surety or guarantee; giving security;
giving satisfaction (for an injury); entrusting (a thing,
&c.) with another; lending on interest; causing (a thing)
to be comprehended or contained (in another);
comprehending or including (one thing in another);
putting or depositing (a thing) in (a receptacle);

inserting or introducing a verse or two (of another poet)
into one's own poem (to complete, or to corroborate, the
meaning intended,—notifying it, however, as borrowed):
—tamn karn, v.t. To insert a verse or two (of another
poet) in one's own poem, &c.
H b qY ta, s.f. contract. of the next, q.v.
A b qY tay [inf. n. ii of b | 'to perish'], s.f. Causing to
perish, destroying, spoiling, wasting, idling away (time):
—tay--auqt, s.f. Idling away time; ennui, weariness.
A H NY tatbuq
[inf. n. vi of H%O 'to stick to,' &c.], s.m.


A Ui P Y taqub [inf. n. vi of UQ m 'to come after'], s.m.
Following, pursuit; persecution (syn. p h); alternating,
alternation, alternate succession.
A P Y tal (imperat. of ! P Ytal, q.v.), intj., lit. 'Be
exalted';—tal-taal, taalallh, 'God be exalted! Good God!
Bravo!
A ! P Ytal [3rd per. sing. perf. vi of #m 'to be high'], adj.,
lit. 'He is exalted'; or 'be He exalted'; the Exalted, the
Most High (God).
A  P Y tawun [inf. n. vi of  m; the iii of which is prob.

Conformity, correspondence, congruity, agreement,
concurrence, similarity, analogy; coherence, cohesion.
A  NY tatwul
[inf. n. vi of O 'to be extended,' &c.], s.m.


formed from aun, 'help'), s.m. Assistance; mutual aid;
conspiring.
A UP Y taab, vulg. tab, s.m. Exertion, labour, toil, trouble,

Exalting oneself; haughtiness, insolence, rudeness;
oppression, tyranny; usurpation; conquest, extension of
dominion.
A H %NY tatbq
 [inf. n. ii of H%O; but formed prob. from tabaq,

'a cover'], s.f. Comparing; likening; putting (two things)
together face to face; causing to confront, drawing up in
a line (as two armies).
A . NY tataww
[inf. n. v of . O 'to be ome submissive,'

&c.], s.m. Doing a thing without its being incumbent or
obligatory on one; an act of supererogation.
A ) NY tatwl
 [inf. n. ii of O 'to be extended, &c.], s.f.
Extending, stretching out, lengthening, prolonging;
prolongation, prorogation.
A  4NY tathr
 [inf. n. ii of 4O 'to become clean or pure'], s.f.

hardship; fatigue, weariness, lassitude:—taab-kash, adj.
Enduring toil, or trouble, &c.
A + %P Y taabbud [inf. n. v of + %m 'to serve, obey, &c.'], s.m.

Cleansing, purifying; purication, purgation,
sanctication.
A 2 #Y tazallum
[inf. n. v of 2 # 'to act tyrannically'], s.m.

Complaining of the wrong-doing, injustice, or tyranny
(of anyone); groaning under oppression; injus tice,
injury, oppression.
A e P Y taruf [inf. n. vi of em 'to know'], s.m. Knowing
one another; mutual acquaintance;—rule, fashion,
custom.
A O P Ytat [inf. n. vi of Nm 'to take'], s.f. Taking with the
hand; giving reciprocal presents; mutual giving or
surrender; a silent kind of bargain, the vendor handing
over the thing to the buyer, and the latter giving him
the price without speaking.

Applying oneself to acts of devotion; being pious;
devotion.
A  %P Y tabr [inf. n. ii of %m 'to meditate upon, to consider,'
&c.], s.f. Interpretation, explanation (particularly of
dreams);—attribute, quality:—tabr-go, s.m. An
interpreter of dreams.
A A %P Y tabrt, s.f. pl. (of tabr), Explanations,
interpretations, &c.
P %P Y tabia [for A. ~%P Y tabiat, fem., inf. n. ii of  %m 'to
arrange,' &c.], = A  %P Y tabiya [inf. n. ii of %m or  %m=R%m], s.m.
Setting in order, arranging; arrangement, disposition;
drawing up (an army), preparing for battle; inlaying.
A  %P Y tabiya [inf. n. ii of %m or  %m=R%m], = P %P Y tabia [for A.
~%P Y tabiat, fem.,inf. n. ii of  %m 'to arrange,' &c.], s.m.
Setting in order, arranging; arrangement, disposition;
drawing up (an army), preparing for battle; inlaying.
A U8P Y taajjub [inf. n. v. of U8m 'to wonder'], s.m.
Wondering (at); wonder, astonishment, surprise,
amazement; admiration:—taajjub karn (-par), To wonder
(at), be astonished (at); to deem strange or
extraordinary; to admire.
A  8P Y tajl [inf. n. ii of 8m 'to make haste,' &c.], s.f.
Hastening; haste, despatch, expedition; speediness,
agility.
A + P Y tadd, vulg. tdd [inf. n. of +C m 'to number,' and

also of ii +C m], s.f. Numbering; enumeration, computation,
number; amount, sum; measure, extent, length (syn.
andz; pram).
A + P Y taaddud [inf. n. v of +C m], s.m. Exceeding in number;
plurality; numbering; number; multiplying.
A + P Ytaadd [inf. n. v of + m 'to exceed, transgress,' &c.],
s.f. Wrong-doing, injustice, tyranny, oppression, injury,
violence, force, compulsion, extortion, exaction; (in
Gram.) being or becoming transitive (a verb); causation.
P )+ P Y tadiya [for A. ~)+ P Y tadiyat, fem., inf. n. ii of + m], s.m.
Making (a verb) transitive; a transitive or causal verb.
A / P Y taaur [inf. n. v of / m 'to excuse'], s.m. Adducing or
urging an excuse; excuse, apology.
A U)/ P Y tab [inf. n. ii of / m], s.f. Punishment; torture.
A )/ P Y tar [inf. n. ii of / m], s.f. Making an excuse,
apologizing; excuse, subterfuge. (Rare.)
A }P Y taarru [inf. n. v of }m 'to present or oer itself (a
thing)'], s.m. Happening, occurring; coming before,
presenting oneself (or itself); noticing; opposing,
hindering; opposition, hindrance, obstacle, impediment.
(A. pl. taarrut.)
A eP Y taarruf [inf. n. v of em 'to know'], s.m. Inquiring
with the view to learn, seeking knowledge; acquainting
oneself (with), learning; instructing, notifying.
A \)P Y tar [inf. n. ii of }m 'to be broad,' &c.], s.f.
Making broad or wide, enlarging; making conspicuous;
rendering obnoxious; opposing, objecting; ambiguity or
equivocation in speech; hinting at a subject obscurely or
indirectly, insinuation (of wrong, or evil, &c.), making an
allusion (to);—rendering intricate; writing indistinctly or
illegibly; not dressing meat suciently; bartering,
exchanging, barter, &c.;—a statement of particulars of
landed property (deposited in a collector's oce).
A g)P Y tarf [inf. n. ii of em 'to know'], s.f., lit. 'Making
known'; explaining (a term, &c.), explanation;
description; making determinate, dening, a denition;
introduction (to a person); praising, praise,
commendation;—a table of rates of export and import
duties (hence the European 'tari'):—tarf karn (-k), To
praise, &c.:—tarful-majh l bil-majh l, 'Explaining the
unknown by the unknown,' explaining in terms as little

understood as the thing intended to be explained.
A A h )P Y tarft, s.f. pl. (of tarf), Denitions, &c.
A h )P Ytarf, adj. Commendable; notable.
P )oP Y taziyat [for A. ~)oP Y, inf. n. ii of om'to endure
patiently'], s.f. Consoling; condolence; lamentation,
mourning:—taziyat-nma, s.m. Letter of condolence.
A )oP Y tazr [inf. n. ii of om 'to beat, to punish'], s.f.
Punishment, correction, reproof, censure, reprimand.
A )oP Y tazl [inf. n. ii of om 'to set aside, to remove'], s.f.
Removing or deposing (from oce), displacing.
P )oP Y taziya (i.q. taziyat, q.v.), s.m. A representation of
the shrines of Hasan and Husain, sons of 'Al (which is
carried in procession at the Moarram by the Shas
chie y):—taziya hand karn, To bury a taziya, to throw a
taziya into the river (at the anniversary of the
Moarram):— taiya- na, s.m. The place of the taziya:
—taziya-dr, taziya-gr, s.m. One who observes the
mourning in Moarram:— taziya-dr, s.f. Making a
taziya; the observance of Moarram:—taziya len, v.n.
To observe the mourning during Moarram, to go into
mourning.
A HP Y taashshuq [inf. n. v of Hm 'to love'], s.m. Exhibiting
or showing love, falling in love (with), being in love;
love, aection:—taashshuq jatn, v.n. To make a show of
love or aection:—taashshuq-se, adv. Lovingly, tenderly,
aectionately.
A UMP Y taaub [inf. n. v of UMm 'to cling to; to gather
round'], s.m. Zeal (for a party, or cause); prejudice (for
or against); bigotry, religious persecution; superstition.
A NP Y taattul
  [inf. n. v of Nm 'to be destitute (of)'], s.m.
Being without bracelets or other ornaments (a woman);
being or remaining without work or occupation; idleness;
being void or vacant (a place, or tent, &c.).
A  NP Y tatl [inf. n. ii of Nm], s.f. Rendering vacant, void,
or unoccupied (a place, &c.); rendering useless; laying
waste;—leaving untended or neglected, abandoning,
neglecting; freeing from work or occupation; vacation,
holiday.
A 2 P Y taazz um
  [inf. n. v of 2 m 'to be large, great,' &c.],
s.m. Magnifying oneself, behaving proudly or haughtily;
pride, haughtiness, arrogance, insolence;—

magnicence, grandeur, majesty.
A 2 P Y tazm
 [inf. n. v of 2 m], s.f. Magnifying, honouring,
treating with respect, reverence, or veneration; honour,
respect, reverence; geniality, politeness:—tazm
 karn (k), To show respect (to), to honour, respect, or
reverence.
A <h P Y taa"un [inf. n. v of <h m 'to become putrid'], s.m.
Stink, fetor, fetidness.
P  h P Y tayat [for A. ~ h P Y, inf. n. ii of h m 'to become
eaced'], s.f. Eacing, obliteration; amending, adjusting.
A UQ P Y taaqqub [inf. n. v of UQ m 'to follow'], s.m. Searching
(after), tracking, pursuing; tracing (intelligence, &c.);—
punishment, chastisement.
A + Q P Y taqd [inf. n. ii of + Q m 'to tie,' &c.], s.f. Tying fast or
strongly, knitting together, tying in knots; causing to
unite, joining.
A  Q P Y taqr [inf. n. ii of Q m 'to wound'], s.f. Wounding
much.
A Q P Y taaqqul [inf. n. v of Q m 'to be or become
intelligent'], s.m. Understanding, perceiving; informing.
A H#P Y taalluq [inf. n. v of H#m 'to hang or cling (to)'], s.m.
Being attached (to), being connected (to or with),
pertaining (to), dependent (on); attachment;
dependance; connexion, relation; relationship; concern,
reference, regard; consideration, re ection; commerce,
correspondence; means of support, employment,
situation, oce; property, possession; a manor,
&c.=taalluqa, q.v.:—taalluq-dr, s.m.=taalluqa-dr, q.v.:—
taalluq rakhn (-se), To be connected (with), to relate (to);
to depend (on); to have reference (to), to concern, to
pertain (to);—to have an interest (in).
A A Q #P Y taalluqt, s.m. pl. (of taalluq), Dependencies,
connexions; appurtenances; concerns; attachments;
estates:—taalluqt--duny,, s.m. Worldly concerns.
P A 8Q #P Y taalluqajt, s.m. pl. (of taalluqa), Lordships (of
land), manors, estates, &c.
P Q #P Y taalluqa (for A. ~Q #P Y, taalluqat, fem.), s.m. Connexion,
relationship (=taalluq); possession (of land); fee, manor,
lordship, estate; a division of a province, a district:—
taalluqa-dr, s.m. One who holds a taalluqa, a landholder,
possessor of an estate, lord of a manor, feoee:—

taalluqa-dr, s.f. The tenure, or the status, of a taalluqdr; the estate of a taalluq-dr.
A #P Y taallul [inf. n. v of Cm 'to use for the purpose of
diverting'], s.m. 'Diverting oneself'; whiling away time
(with); occupying oneself vainly; making an excuse;
procrastination; excuse; objection.
A 2 #P Y taallum [inf. n. v of 2 #m 'to know'], s.m. Being taught,
learning; study; knowledge.
A #P Ytaall [inf. n. v of #m 'to be high'], s.f. Becoming high
or elevated; highness, eminence; exalting ooneself,
appearing conspicuous.
A H #P Y talq [inf. n. ii of H#m 'to be suspended'], s.f. Hanging
or suspending (a thing to a thing), suspension; delaying;
—a kind of writing used by the Persians.
P Q #P Y talqa (for A. ~Q #P Y talqat, fem.), s.m. An appendix
(to a book or writing); a marginal note; a schedule, an
inventory, a list (of articles).
A  #P Y tall [inf. n. ii of Cm; see taallul], s.f. Diverting;
occupying or engaging the attention (with); changing
one of the weak letters for another (in gram.); causing,
occasioning; causality, causation; causing (or
pronouncing, one) to have an excuse.
A 2 #P Y talm [inf. n. ii of 2 #m 'to know'], s.f. Informing,
teaching, instructing; tuition, instruction;—copying
nely, writing accurately:—talm pn, v.n. To receive
instruction, to be taught, be educated:—talm den, talm
karn, v.t. To teach, instruct:—talm len, v.n.=talm pn.
A H@ P Y taammuq [inf. n. v of H@ m 'to be deep'], s.m. Diving
or going deep (into); penetrating; deepness; penetration;
profoundness.
A + @ P Y tamd [inf. n. ii of + @ m 'to prop or support'], s.f.
Propping up; damming (a stream, &c.);—baptizing.
A  @ P Y tamr [inf. n. ii of @ m 'to make habitable; to build,'
&c.], s.f. Building, constructing; construction, structure;
rebuilding; repairing:—tamr karn, v.t. To build,
construct, &c.:—tamr hon, v.n. To be built.
A  @ P Y taml [inf. n. ii of @ m 'to do, act, perform,' &c.], s.f.
Causing to act, putting in force (a decree, &c.), carrying
out (an order, &c.), executing; execution (of an order),
performance; exercise (of):—taml karn (-k).
To carry out, or to execute (an order, &c.), to put in

esecution.
A 2 @ P Y tamim [inf. n. ii of 2C m 'to be common or general'],
s.f. Rendering universal; generality, universality;
indeniteness.
P  @ P Y tamiya [for A. ~ @ P Y tamiyat, fem., inf. n. ii of @ m'to
be blind'], s.m. Rendering blind; making the meaning (of
a verse, or of speech, &c.) obscure, covert, or
enigmatical; an enigma.
A / ) P Y taw [inf. n. ii of z m 'to seek protection'], s.m.
Praying for protection or preservation (by invoking God,
or by uttering some charm), having recourse to God;—a
charm, an amulet, a phylactery; a magic square; a
structure of brick or stone work over a grave; a
tombstone.
A H) P Y tawq [inf. n. ii of G m 'to hinder; to cleave (to)'], s.f.
Hindering, preventing; averting; delaying; suspending,
suspension.
A + 4P Y taahhud [inf. n. v of + 4m 'to contract, covenant,'
&c.], s.m. Agreement, covenant, contract, engagement,
lease; rent:—taahhud-dr, s.m. The holder of an
agreement, or contract, or lease.
A Z P Y taaiyush [inf. n. v of Z m 'to live'], s.m. Procuring a
livelihood by labour and industry, labouring for a living;
—living a pleasant life; rejoicing.
A  P Y taaiyul [inf. n. v of  m 'to be poor'], s.m. Land held
by a member of a royal family (especially applied to the
royal family of Dehli), a royal appanage:—taaiyul--shh,
s.m. The royal domains (around Dehli).
H < P Y tan (corr. of taaiyun, or of tayn; but in the latter
case it should be fem.), s.m. Appointing; appointment;
deputation (see next):—tan karn, v.t. To appoint; to
depute.
A < P Y taaiyun [inf. n. v of < m 'to eye,' &c.], s.m. Specifying,
xing, determining, assigning, appointing, deputing,
establishing; appointment, establishment,
determination, &c.:—taaiyun karn, v.t. To specify; to x,
determine, establish, assign, appoint, institute, depute,
&c.
A A  P Y taaiyunt, vulg. tant (pl. of taaiyun; but also used
in the sing.), s.m. Appointments; appointment, service,
duty; a garrison:—taint karn, v.t. To appoint, depute, to

send on duty; to enlist; to put in possession:—taint hon,
v.n. To be appointed, be deputed, be sent on duty.
A Y  P Ytaaiyunt, vulg. tant, s.f. Appointment, service,
duty; taking up the duties of an appointment; the object
or business of an appointment, tour of service; a
deputation; a detachment of troops; a guard; a garrison;
any body of men told o for a special duty.
A <  Y tagbun
[inf. n. vi of <%p 'to deceive, cheat'], s.m.

Mutual cheating or deception, mutual endeavour to
overreach.
P & T   Y tagr (prob. from A.  p), s.m. Platter, pail, bucket,
tub, trough; a mason's mud or lime pit:—tagr bujhn,
v.n. To make mortar, or slake lime, in a pit.
P H   Ytagr,
 s.f. A small tub or trough, a kneading
trough.
A _  Y tagful
 [inf. n. vi of h p 'to be unmindful,' &c.], s.m.
Unmindfulness, heedlessness, forgetfulness, neglect,
negligence, inattention, inadvertence, indierence,
listlessness (syn. gaat):—tag
ful-shr,
adj. Unmindful,


careless, inattentive, &c.:—tagful-shar,
s.f.

Inattentiveness, carelessness, &c.:—tagful
 karn (-me ),
To be unmindful, or neglectful, &c. (in respect of):—
tagjul-kesh,
adj.=tagful-shr,
q.v.


H #_  Ytagful,
s.f.=tagful.


A )  Y tagyur
 [inf. n. vi of  p; see gair],
 s.m. Dierence,
diversity, discrepancy.
P )/  Y tagiya
fem., inf. n. ii of / p 'to
 [for A. ~)/  Y tagiyat,

feed'], s.m. Food, nourishment (=gi).

A U) Y tagrb
[inf.
n.
ii
of

p
'to
go
away,'
&c.], s.f.

Removing to a distance; putting away; banishment,
transportation: imprisonment.
A U# Y tagallub
[inf. n. v of U#p 'to take or obtain by force'],

s.m. Taking advantage (of), cheating; imposition;
forgery; falsication; embezzlement; breach of trust;—
adulteration:—tagallub
karn, v.n. To practise imposition

(on), to commit forgery; to embezzle, &c.
A P %# Ytagallub,
s.f.=tagallub.


P & T @  Y tagma,
s.m.=tamg
a, q.v.

A  Ytagann
 [inf. n. v of p'to be free from want'; 'to be
content'], s.f. Contentment; singing; cooing; celebrating
(a mistress) in verse.

H   Y tagr [contrac. of A.   Y tagyr,
 inf. n. ii of  p; formed

A  h Y taful, vulg. tafwul [inf. n. vi of _; formed from

from gair,
 'other'], s.f. Changing, altering (for the
worse); change, alteration; removing (from oce),
discharging, dismissing; discharge, dismissal;—adj.
Changed, altered; discharged, dismissed:—tagr karn
(with acc. of direct, and abl. of indirect object), To
change, alter; to remove, dismiss (a person, from an
oce):—tagr hon, v.n. To be changed or altered, to
alter; to be removed (from oce), be dismissed.
A   Y tagaiyur
[inf. n. v of  p; see tagr],

 s.m. Becoming

fl, q.v.], s.m. Auguring; augury, &c. (=tafawwul, q.v.).
P h Y taft (contrac. of tafta, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Hot, warm;—

altered or changed; change, alteration; deterioration;
removal; becoming vitiated or corrupt; falsication (of
documents):—tagaiyur-o-tabaddul,
s.m. Changes,

alterations; revolutionary changes.
H A  Y tagrt
pl. of tagyr),
 (for A. tagyrt,

 s.f. Changes,
alterations, &c.
H   Ytagr,
 s.f. The state of alteration or change;
revolution; discharge, dismissal, deposition, disgrace.
A   Y tagyr,
 s.f. See tagr.
P gY taf (see taft; tafta), s.m.f. Vapour, exhalation, steam,
mist.
A & P gY tuf [formed in imitation of e u", q.v.; cf. also A.
tu], s.m. Spit, spittle; spray, foam (as of the sea); a
curse;—intj. Shame!; e!; a curse (on)!; ugh!; foh!; faugh!
(e.g. tuf hai usk auqt par; aise nikha mardue-k rsh-par tuf
hai).
A r h Y taf ur [inf. n. vi of >_ 'to glory or boast'], s.m.
Glorying, boasting; boast, vaunt.
A G h Y tafruq [inf. n. vi of G_ 'to make a dierence
(between)'], s.m. Separation, division.
A H) h Y tafrq, s.m. pl. (of tafriqa), Separations, divisions;
intervals; instalments.
A A h Y tafwut [inf. n. vi of A _ 'to pass away or beyond'],
s.m. Being far apart, being widely separated; distance;
interval; dierence, distinction; dissimilarity;
discordance; disparity; adj. Widely separated, far away,
distant, remote, absent;—adv. Apart; at a distance:—
tafwut boln, v.n. To make incongruous or discordant
statements, to prevaricate:—tafwut karn (-me ), To
separate, divide; to distinguish (between):—tafwut karden (-ko), To put, set, or cast apart or aside.

heat, warmth.
P J*h Ytaftag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Heated state; heat,
warmth; ardour, fervour; trouble, anguish, teen.
P *h Y tafta [Zend tafta, rt. tap; S. Q, rt. ], part. adj.
Heated; melted; hot, burning; displeased, grieved;
twisted;—s.m. Quicklime:—tafta-dil, adj. Displeased or
grieved at heart.
A Z *h Y taftsh [inf. n. ii of Z*_ 'to examine,' &c.], s.f.
Examination, scrutiny, investigation; diligent inquiry or
search, research:—taftsh karn (-k), To look closely
(into), to search diligently (after), &c.
A 8h Y tafajjur [inf. n. v of 8_ 'to open (a channel for
water, &c.)'], s.m. Bursting forth or out; suppuration.
A vch Y tafau [inf. n. v of vc_ 'to search (for)'], s.m.
Search, investigation, examination, scrutiny, inquiry,
disquisition.
A >h Y tafa  ur [inf. n. v of >_ 'to glory or boast'], s.m.
Glorying, boasting; pride, arrogance.
A 5h Y tafarruj [inf. n. v of 5_ 'to make an opening or
break (in)'], s.m. Diversion, amusement, relaxation
recreation (particularly by viewing natural objects, or by
sight-seeing):—tafarruj-gh, s.f. Place of recreation (as a
garden, or a theatre, &c.).
A h Y tafarr [inf. n. v of _ 'to be glad'], s.m. Ease;
leisure; refreshment. (The word is not classical Arabic.)
A Kh Y tafarrus [inf. n. v of K_ 'to be skilled' (orig.
'in horsemanship,' and thence, in anything)], s.m.
Considering or examining (a thing) closely; perceiving (a
thing) by means of indications, evidences, &c.; judging
from physiognomy;—intuitive perception (of);
discernment, understanding, intelligence.
P ih Y tafriqa, corr. tafraqa [for A. ~ih Y, tafriqat, fem., inf. n. ii
of G_ 'to make a dierence (between)'], s.m. Dierence,
distinction; separation, division; variance, discord,
disunion (syn. ph ); scattering, dispersion; distress;
divorce:—tafriqa ln (-me ), To sow discord (between),
to set at variance, to separate:—tafriqa karn (-k), To
separate, divide; to distinguish, discriminate; to scatter,

disperse.
T ?h Y tafra, s.m. Pride; aected magnicence.
A )h Y tafr [inf. n. ii of _ 'to be glad'], s.f. Rejoicing,
gladdening, exhilarating; gratication; diversion,
amusement, recreation; fun, jest:—tafr--t ab,
 s.f.
Diversion of mind; ease of mind; cheerfulness, hilarity:—
tafr karn, v.n. To divert or amuse oneself, to take
recreation; to make fun, to be cheerful, to laugh and
joke.
A - c)h Y tafra (acc. of tafr), adv. By way of diversion or
amusement, for the sake of recreation; in fun, in jest.
A + )h Y tafrd [inf. n. ii of _ 'to be or become single or
alone'], s.f. Separation from others, retirement from the
world (esp. for the sake of devotion); the being unique in
science, &c.
A I)h Y tafrs [inf. n. ii of K_ 'to break the neck (of an
animal)'], s.f. Breaking or tearing in pieces, rending.
A H)h Y tafrq [inf. n. ii of G_; see tafriqa], s.f. Separating,
dividing; distinguishing, discriminating; separation,
division; analysis; distribution, partition, participation;
distinction, dierence, variety; classication; class,
department; (in Arith.) subtraction;—jealousy, suspicion;
misunderstanding:—tafrq karn (-k), To separate; to
analyse; to divide, partition, allot; to distinguish,
discriminate, specify, dene; to classify; to subtract:—
tafrq-nma, s.m. A deed specifying the shares allotted to
dierent parties.
P ?+ 0h Y tafsda [perf. part. of tafs-dan; rt. Zend taf, for tap
= S. ], part. adj. Warmed, heated, burning; burnt;
cracked or chapped (lips).
A  0h Y tafsr [inf. n. ii of 0_ 'to disclose; to explain'], s.f.
Explaining, expounding, interpreting; explanation,
exposition, interpretation (esp. of the Qorn);
paraphrase; commentary.
A  Mh Y tafl [inf. n. ii of M_ 'to separate or divide'], s.f.
Analysis, separation, division; explaining distinctly or in
detail; explanation; particulars, details:—tafl karn (-k),
tafl likhn (-k), To give the detail (of), exhibit in detail,
to detail; to specify, particularize, explain in full or
minutely:—tafl-wr, adv. Distinctly; in detail;
circumstantially.

A 3- Mh Y tafla (acc. of tafl), adv. In detail, &c.=tafl-wr,
q.v.s.v. tafl.
A qh Y tafaul [inf. n. v of q_ 'to exceed, to excel'], s.m.
Excess; excelling; deserving; conferring a benet (on);
benecence, kindness, favour.
A qh Y taf [inf. n. ii of q_ 'to disgrace'], s.f. Exposing
the vices or faults (of); putting to shame; disgrace,
disrepute, ignominy.
A  qh Y tafl [inf. n. ii of q_ 'to exceed,' &c.], s.f.
Excellence, pre-eminence:—ism--tafl, An adjective in
the comparative or superlative degree:—tafl--ba, The
comparative degree:—tafl--kull, The superlative
degree:—tafl--nafs, The positive degree.
A + Q h Y tafaqqud [inf. n. v of + Q _ 'to be lost'], s.m. Searching
for anything lost; inquiring diligently, wishing to know;
(g.) seeking to gain the heart (of), sympathy, kindness,
commiseration (syn. dil-jo, mihrbn).
A h Y tafakkur [inf. n. v of _ 'to think (upon)'], s.m.
Thinking (upon), considering; re ection, meditation,
cogitation; anxiety.
A h Y tafakkh [inf. n. v of _ 'to be free from
straightness'], s.m. Enjoyment (of a thing); wondering
(at), admiring; repenting, grieving, lamenting;
penitence.
P ^h Y tufang, s.m. A tube through which a thing is blown
or propelled; a musket; pea-shooter; pop-gun.
P :Jh Ytufang- , s.m. A musketeer, matchlock-man.
A <h Y tafannun [inf. n. v of <C_; see fan], s.m. Diversion,
relaxation, pastime, amusement, fun.
A G h Y tafawwuq [inf. n. v of G _ 'to be superior (to)'], s.m.
Exalting oneself (above others), pretending to a
superiority (over others); superiority, ascendancy;—
doing (anything) leisurely or by degrees.
A h Y tafawwul [inf. n. v of  _; but formed from fl, q.v.],
s.m. Auguring good (by or from), regarding as a good
omen; taking an omen (from); presaging happily;
augury:—tafawwul nikln (-se), To take an omen (from),
&c.
A \) h Y tafw [inf. n. ii of } _ not in use], s.f. Committing
(to), consigning (to); consignment (of); conding (to),
placing in trust or deposit; handing over (to);

forwarding; cession; recommending;—giving (a woman)
in marriage without a dowry:—tafw karn, v.t. To
commit (to), consign (to), conde (to), hand over (to),
place in trust or deposit, &c.
A 2 4h Y tafahhum [inf. n. ii of 2 4_ 'to understand'], s.m.

se), to detach (from); to place separately or loosely
(upon, -par); to give (one) the cut.
A + m Q Y taqud [inf. n. vi of + P i 'to sit'], s.m. Backwardness,

Understanding; conceiving, apprehending.
A 2 4h Y tafhm [inf. n. ii of 2 4_], s.f. Making (one)

continence (see taqw).
A  Q Ytaqw [inf. n. vi of  i'to be strong'], s.f.

understand or know; teaching instructing, informing.
A  Q Y taqbul [inf. n. vi of %i 'to come forward, to
approach,' &c.], s.m. Encountering, standing face to face,
the being drawn up in mutual opposition.
A 1  Q Y taqdum [inf. n. vi of 1 + i 'to precede,' &c.], s.m.

Strengthening, assisting (particularly tenants); money
in advance (esp. to cultivators for implements, digging
wells, &c.);—vying, contending (with).
A \ Q Y taqabbu [inf. n. v of \ i 'to take'], s.m. Mutual

Being ancient, antique or old; preceding, going before;
(in law) such a distance of time as suces to prevent
punishment (similar to the 'statutory limitations' of
English law).
A  Q Y taqrub [inf. n. vi of i 'to draw near'], s.m.
Approaching one another; name of a measure (in
versication).
P | Q Y taq [for A. taq, inf. n. vi of qi'to decree; to
pay (a debt),' &c.;—in A. nouns of this form the Persians
generally change nal  to , as tamsh for tamsh, &c.],
s.m. Demanding or exacting payment (of a debt),
dunning; pressing the settlement of a claim; demand,
requisition, claim; exigence, urgency, importunity:—
taq--sinn, s.m. The customs or habits of dierent
ages (as of childhood, youth, or manhood); the
requirements, or the natural tendencies, of dierent
ages:—taq--shadd, s.m. Great pressure or
importunity; inexorable dunning:—taq--umr,
s.m.=taq--sinn, q.v.:—taq karn (-k), To demand
payment (of); to exact; to claim; to press, to urge, to dun:
—indal-taq, adv. On demand.
P $ | Q Ytaq, adj. Exacting, pressing, urging,
importunate, solicitous.
A O Q Y taqtur [inf. n. vi of Ni 'to drop'], s.m. Dropping
continuously; distilling drop by drop; raining.
A b O Q Y taqt [inf. n. vi of b Ni 'to cut o,' &c.], s.m. Being
disunited; being detached or placed separately; cutting
one another, intersection (of lines):—taqt karn, v.n.
To cut one another, to intersect;—v.t. To cut o (from, -

dilatoriness, negligence.
P A Q Y taqwat (from A. RQ Y), s.f. Piety; abstinence,

surrender, silent exchange of an article and its cost.
A K+ Q Y taqaddasa [3rd pers. sing. perf. act. of conj. v. of K+ i
'to be pure or holy'], lit. 'He is sanctied or holy'; (optat.)
may (He) be sanctied;—adj. Sanctied, pure, holy (said
of God).
A K+ Q Y taqaddus [inf. n. v of K+ i], s.m. Being pure and
holy; purity, sanctity, holiness.
A 1 + Q Y taqaddum [inf. n. v of 1 + i 'to precede'], s.m.
Preceding; priority, precedence, pre-eminence.
P a + Q Y taqdima, vulg. taqdama [for A. ~a + Q Y taqdimat, fem.,
inf. n. ii of 1 + i], s.m. The proposition (of a syllogism);
advance (of money on account); nal adjustment or
audit (of an account); an estimate; a budget.
A )+ Q Y taqdr [inf. n. ii of + i 'to measure, determine,' &c.],
s.f. Measuring; apportioning (subsistence or daily bread);
ordering, ordaining, decreeing;—thinking, considering,
supposing; the ordaining of Providence; the Divine
decree; predestination; fate, destiny, lot:—taqdr-k he,
adj. Having a wretched lot;—s.m. A wretched wight:—bar
taqdr, adv. On the supposition; in the event (of).
A A)+ Q Y taqdrt, s.f. pl. (of taqdr), Decrees, &c. (of
Providence).
A I)+ Q Y taqds [inf. n. ii of K+ i 'to be pure or holy'], s.f.
Making pure or holy, sanctifying; sanctication, sanctity;
purity; magnifying.
A 2 )+ Q Y taqdm [inf. n. ii of 1 + i 'to precede'], s.f. Giving
precedence (to), preferring, putting before; precedence,
priority; sending forward, sending on before; setting
before, presenting; preparing; performing; putting one
before another, transposition:—taqdm karn, v.t. To give

precedence (to); to send forward, &c.; to put before; to
prepare, to perform.
A Q Y taqarrub [inf. n. v of i 'to draw near,'], s.m.

much, talkative, loquacious; fond of arguing,
disputatious.
A I)Q Y taqrs [inf. n. ii of Ki 'to be very cold'], s.f. Chilling,

Striving to draw near, seeking admittance; nearness,
propinquity, approximation, approach; access (to a
monarch or to the Deity):—taqarrub il karn (-k), To
obtain access or admittance (to a monarch, &c.).
A Q Y taqarrur [inf. n. v of Ci 'to remain rm, to rest,' &c.],

cooling; congealing.
A )Q Y taqrz [inf.
n. ii of  i 'to praise' (the living)], s.f. lit.


s.m. Being established; conrmation, ratication;
settlement; appointment; approbation; appropriation:—
taqarrur karn, v.t. To conrm; to appoint; &c.
A P Q Ytaqarrur, s.f. Settlement; appointment (=taqarrur).
A U)Q Y taqrb [inf. n. ii of i 'to draw near'], s.f. Giving
access (to), causing to approach, bringing near;
approaching; approximation, proximity; approach,
access; commending, recommending, mentioning
(anyone) to another before meeting; recommendation,
mention; occasion, conjuncture; festive occasion,
festival; ceremony, rite; cause, means; appearance,
probability; pretence, motive:—takrb karn, v.t. To bring
(one) near (another); to commend, recommend; to
prepare (one) for the reception (of another).
A A %)Q Y taqrbt, s.f. pl. (of taqrb), Occasions; festive
occasions, festivals, ceremonies, &c.
A - %)Q Y taqrba (acc. of taqrb), adv. Near to, nearly,
approximately, about.
A )Q Y taqrr [inf. n. ii of Ci 'to pour' (words into another's
ear); cf. taqarrur], s.f. Speaking, discoursing; relating;
explaining; conrming; speech, discourse, statement,
declaration, assertion, relation, recital, narrative,
account, detail; exposition; avowal, confession;
ascertainment; conrmation:—taqrr karn (-k), To speak,
discourse (of); to relate, recite, declare, assert, &c.
A -)Q Y taqrra = A H )Q Ytaqrr (acc. of taqrr) adv. By word
of mouth, orally.
A H )Q Ytaqrr = A -)Q Y taqrra adv. By word of mouth,
orally.
A H )Q Ytaqrr, = A H ))Q Y taqrriy, adj. Addicted to talking
much, talkative, loquacious; fond of arguing,
disputatious.
A H ))Q Y taqrriy, = A H )Q Ytaqrr, adj. Addicted to talking

'Praising the living' (justly or unjustly); reviewing,
review.
A 2 0Q Y taqsm [inf. n. ii of 2 0i 'to divide into parts'], s.f.
Dividing, distributing, sharing; division, distribution,
partition, allotment; division (in Arith.):—taqsm bhaiyr, s.f. Division of land between co-sharers who are
jointly bound for the payment of the revenue:—taqsm-jadd, s.f. A fresh division or partition, redistribution:—
taqsm karn (with acc. or gen. of rst, and loc. of second
object), To divide, distribute (among or over, -me , or par), to share, part, portion, apportion, assort:—taqsm-mu taar, s.f. Short division (in Arith.):—taqsm-murakkab, s.f. Compound division:—taqsm-nma, s.m. A
deed or record of division of property (=b  patra):—
taqsm hon, v.n. To be divided, &c.:—taqsm hone-k raqm,
s.f. The dividend (in Arith.).
A P @ 0Q Ytaqsm, adj. Divisible, liable to partition;
according to allotment.
A g0Q Y taqashshuf [inf. n. v. of g0i 'to be squalid,' &c.],
s.m. Living poorly; being scantily fed and coarsely
clothed.
A  MQ Y taqr [inf. n. ii of Mi 'to shorten'], s.f. Defect,
failure, omission, shortcoming; mistake, error, fault,
oence, crime misdemeanour; guilt, blame:—taqr-mand,
taqr-wr, adj. Blamable, culpable, faulty, criminal, guilty.
A A 0Q Y taqrt, s.f. pl. (of taqr), Shortcomings,
omissions, errors, failings; oences, crimes.
A  NQ Y taqtr [inf. n. ii of Ni 'to drop'], s.f. Causing to come
away drop by drop; distilling; distillation; passing (urine,
&c.) in drops; strangury; diabetes; gonorrhœa.
A b NQ Y taqt [inf. n. ii of b Ni 'to cut o'], s.f. Cutting into
parts, dissection; scanning (of verse); the cæsura or
pause (in reading poetry):—taqt karn (-k), To dissect; to
scan (verse).
A U#Q Y taqallub [inf. n. v of U#i 'to turn; to invert,' &c.], s.m.
Being turned, being inverted; turn, change, inversion,

conversion, &c. (see the trans. form taqlb).
A A %#Q Y taqallubt, s.m. pl. (of taqallub), Turns, changes, &c.
A U #Q Y taqlb [inf. n. ii of U#i], s.f. Turning (a thing) upside
down, or inside out; inverting; changing; inversion;
conversion, change; transposition; transmutation.
A P % #Q Ytaglb, adj. Changed, converted; transposed, &c.

superintendence, surveillance, observation, vigilance;
enjoining, injunction:—taqaiyud karn (-par), To
superintend, look closely (after); to impress (upon),
enjoin, caution, &c.
A A+ Q Y taqaiyudt, s.f. pl. (of taqaiyud), Injunctions,

A + #Q Y taqld [inf. n. ii of + #i 'to fold' (one thing over

cautions, &c.
P  Q Y taqya (for A. ~ Q Y taqyat, fem., inf. n. of RQ Y), s.m.

another)], s.f. Investing (with authority), investiture;
imitation, representation; mimicing, mimicry; a
counterfeiting; forgery:—taqld karn (-k), To imitate,
copy, mimic, ape; to represent; to feign, to counterfeit.
A H + #Q Ytaqld, adj. Imitated; forged; counterfeit; false

Fearing God, fear (of God), piety; caution (=taqw); pious
fraud or subterfuge (allowable in certain cases; e.g. in
the case of a Sha's visiting Mecca as a pilgrim, and
calling himself a Sunn).
H (Y  tak [S. «; or perhaps a contrac. of t+lag; cf.

(as stone, &c.).
A  #Q Y taqll [inf. n. ii of Ci 'to be little or few'], s.f.

talak], postpn. To, toward, up to, near to, even to, as far
as, so much as, to the extent (of), including, with;—till,
until, as long as, while, during, for.
H (Y  tak, s.f. Look, glance; aim, &c. (=tk, q.v.):—tak

Diminishing, diminution, reduction; causing to look less;
paucity.
A  Q Ytaqw, s.m. Fear of God, piety; preserving or
guarding oneself from sin; abstinence; continence:—ahl-taqw, adj. & s.m. Pious, devout;—the pious; a pious
man, one who fears God.
A  Q Ytaqaww [inf. n. v of  i'to be strong'], s.f.
Strengthening, assisting (particularly tenants, by
advances, remitting rents, &c.; cf. taqw).
P ) Q Y taqwiyat [for A. ~) Q Y, inf. n. ii of  i], s.f.
Strengthening, conrming, establishing; strength;
corroboration; invigoration; support, aid; assurance,
condence; comfort; trust, reliance:—taqwiyat karn (-k),
To strengthen, conrm; to sustain, support, back; to
inspirit, encourage, &c.
A 2 ) Q Y taqwm [inf. n. ii of 1 i 'to be standing or erect'], s.f.
Making straight or erect; setting in order, ordering,
regulating, adjusting, directing aright; xing,
determining, settling; estimating, rating; adjustment,
proportion, symmetry;—an almanac, a calendar:—asan
taqwm, s.f. Exquisite proportion, perfect symmetry.
A Q Ytaq, adj. God-fearing, pious, devout.
A Q Ytuq [inf. n. of RQ Y], s.m. Fear of God, piety (=taqw;
taqya).
A + Q Y taqaiyud [inf. n. v of + i 'to be bound'], s.f. (m.?),
Application, attention, diligence, industry, assiduity,
care; strictness; overseeing, superintending, oversight,

b dhn, tak lagn (-par) = tk b dhn, &c., q.v.s.v. tk.
H (Y  tak [Prk. =; S. y], s.f. A balance, a scale
(esp. a large one for weighing heavy goods).
H (Y , tuk [S. T5t], s.m. (f. ?), One line of a poem; a
rhyme; a cadence;—a moment (cf. uk):—tuk-band, s.f.
Forming rhymes, making verses:—tuk-band karn, tuk
jo n, v.n. To rhyme; to make verses:—tuk-me tuk miln, v.n. To rhyme; to concert (with); to sing the same
song (as), to agree (with), side (with).
H Y tikk, s.m. See Y tikka.
H Y tukk, s.m. See Y tukka.
P ; Y tak--p , = P $ ; Ytak--p , s.f.=tag--p , q.v.s.v. tag.
P $ ; Ytak--p , = P ; Y tak--p , s.f.=tag--p , q.v.s.v. tag.
 ] , s.m. Three
H  Y  ti-kr [S. P+3,' rt. 3
ploughings (cf. tikhr).
A B Y taksul [inf. n. vi of 0 'to be torpid or sluggish'],
s.m. Indolence, sluggishness; negligence, carelessness.
S   Y,d"" tuk-kshr, s.f.=tug-kshr, q.v.s.v. tug.
A g ! Y taklf, s.f. pl. (of taklf), Impositions, diculties,
distresses, hardships, trials.
P H  Y takn (fr. S. ), s.m. Motion, agitation; gesture:
—takn den, v.t. To put in motion, to shake, jolt; to
agitate; to brush o.
H  Y  takn, s.f.=thakn, q.v.

H  Y  takn [tak˚ = Prk. = ˚ or =U˚=S. 

A + Y takaddur [inf. n. v of +  'to be turbid,' &c.], s.m.

+ caus. augment], v.t. To aim.

Being turbid; being disturbed or troubled (in mind, &c.);
muddiness, turbidness; dregs; dulness; disturbed state
(of mind), disquietude; sullenness, moroseness.
A U)/ Y takb [inf. n. ii of /  'to lie'], s.f. Accusing of

A  Y takhul [inf. n. vi of 4 'to be slow,' &c.], s.m.
Indolence, negligence, remissness.
A %Y takabbur [inf. n. v. of % 'to be great'], s.m. Pride,
haughtiness, arrogance, loftiness, presumption,
grandeur.
A H %Ytakabbur, s.f.=takabbur, q.vA  %Y takbr [inf. n. ii of % ], s.f. lit. 'Making, calling, or
esteeming great'; magnifying God (by saying allh akbar,
'God is great'); repeating the Mohammadan creed, or
only saying 'God is great' upon particular occasions.
S Y = tikta, vulg. tikt, adj. & s.m. Bitter, pungent;
fragrant (see tt);—bitter taste, bitterness, pungency;
fragrance:—tikta-bhadrak, s.m. A kind of cucumber,
Trichosanthes dioica:—tikta-patra, s.m. The cucurbitaceous
plant Momordia mixta:—tikta-parvan, s.f. The pot-herb
Hilancha repens; the plant Menispermum glabrum:—tiktatumb, s.f. A bitter gourd:—tikta-dugdh, s.f. A medicinal
kind of moon plant; name of several other plants:—tiktarohinik, s.f. A medicinal plant, Diœca:—tikta-sr, s.m. The
Mimosa catechu:—tikta-sk, s.m. The plant Capparis
trifoliata:—tikta-ga dh, s.f. The plant Lycopodium
imbricatum:—tikta-vall, s.f. The plant Aletris hyacinthoides.
H (Y (Y  tak-tak (onomat.), s.m. The sound of feet,
&c. (=ak-ak).
S (*Y = tiktak, s.m. A kind of gourd, Trichosanthes
diœca;—a sort of gentian, Gentian cherayta.
H (Y (Y  tik-tik [S. , or $], s.f. The sound
uttered by the driver of a cart to urge on the bullocks,
&c. drawing it.
S *Y .= tiktik, s.f. A bitter gourd.
H *Y" taktak [tak, redupl.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
carpenter's level (com. akak).
A  Y taksr [inf. n. ii of  'to be much, or abundant,'
&c.], s.f. Multiplying, increasing, augmenting, enlarging.
A g Y taksf [inf. n. ii of g 'to be dense,' &c.], s.f.
Rendering thick or dense, condensing.
A + Y takaddud [inf. n. v of +C  'to labour'], s.m. Labour,
toil; hardship. (Not classical Arabic.)

falsehood, giving (one) the lie:—takb den (-ko), To give
(one) the lie.
S Y J takra, vulg. takr, s.m. Buttermilk with a fourth
part water:—takr (takra+aa), s.m. A churning stick.
A Y takrr [inf. n. of C 'to return,' and also of ii of C [,
s.f. Repeating often; repetition; tautology; the chorus or
burthen of a song; question, dispute; objection,
controversy, contention, altercation, wrangling,
wrangle, cavil:—takrr karn (-k and -par), To repeat; to
argue or debate (upon or about, to object (to),
remonstrate; to cavil (at); to dispute, contend, to carry
on an altercation, to wrangle, quarrel.
A H Ytakrr, adj. Contentious, disputatious, fond of
argument, importuning, troublesome; wrangling,
quarrelsome; litigious;—s.m. Caviller, carper; wrangler,
&c.
A Y takarrur [inf. n. v of C ], s.m. Repeating, reiterating,
repetition; persevering.
A 2 )Y takrm [inf. n. ii of 1  'to be noble or honourable,'
&c.], s.f. Honouring, revering; treating with honour or
respect; honour, respect, reverence:—takrm karn (-k),
To treat (one) with honour, or respect; to honour,
respect, revere.
H  (Y 7 tak , adj.=tag , q.v.
H  (Y,7" tuk , s.f. See uk .
A 0Y takassur [inf. n. v of 0 'to break'], s.m. Being
broken or shattered; being spent; being debilitated;
carrying (gures in arithmetic); folding up (the wings, as
a bird when about to cease from ight).
A 0Y takassul [inf. n. v of 0 'to be sluggish'], s.m. Being
lazy or inactive; inactivity, want of energy; indisposition,
sickness. (Not classical Arabic.)
A  0Y taksr [inf. n. v of 0 'to break'], s.f. Breaking to
pieces, shattering; carrying (gures in arithmetic);
dividing so as to produce a fraction.
H ZY tukkash (corr. of tarkash; but cf. tukka), s.m. A

quiver.
S (Y d takshak, s.m. Cutter, wood-cutter; carpenter
(=ba ha); one of the principal ngas or serpents of Ptla;
a snake of a middle size and of a red colour.
S <Y d4 takshan, s.m. Cutting, paring, peeling, planing.
S <Y d takshan, s.m. A wood-cutter, carpenter:—
takshail, s.f. Name of a city of the Gandhras in the
Panjb, the Taxila of Ptolemy.
H <Y d4 tiksha, adj.=tkshna, q.v.
S Yd4" taksha, s.f. A carpenter's adze, an axe, &c.
A h Y taka"ul [inf. n. v of h  'to be security (for)'], s.m.
Taking security; becoming security for another; surety;
bail.
A  h Y takfr [inf. n. ii of h  'to cover, to hide; to be
ungrateful,' &c.], s.f. Covering; expiating a crime, doing
penance or paying a mulct as atonement (for); humbling
oneself before another (putting the hand upon the
breast and inclining the head), shewing distant respect;
—accusing (one) of indelity or impiety, calling (one) an
indel; making (one) an unbeliever; guiltiness.
A < h Y takfn [inf. n. ii of <h  'to wrap (a body) in a
winding-sheet'], s.f. Putting on the winding-sheet, laying
in the con, shrouding; sepulture:—takfn karn (-k), To
shroud, to con.
H Y ,=! tukkal, s.f. = H 3Y ,! tukl, s.m. A small
paper kite (syn.gu).
H 3Y ,! tukl, s.m. = H Y ,=! tukkal, s.f. A small
paper kite (syn.gu).
H 3Y ! takl [S. j&
' +t], s.m. A spindle (=taku).
A g#Y takalluf [inf. n. v of g# 'to attend carefully (to)'],
s.m. Taking (anything) upon oneself gratuitously or
without being required to do it, gratuitousness; taking
much pains personally (in any matter); pains, attention,
industry, perseverance; trouble,
inconvenience; elaborate preparation (for); profusion,
extravagance; careful observance of etiquette,
ceremony, formality; dissimulation, insincerity:—takalluf
bar-taraf,
 adv. Ceremony apart, waiving ceremony:—
takalluf-k, adj. On which great pains have been
bestowed, laboured, elaborate, high-wrought, nished,

elegant:—takalluf karn (-me ), To take great pains (in); to
be ceremonious (in), &c.:—takalluf-mizj, adj.
Ceremonious.
A A h #Y takalluft, s.m. pl. (of takalluf), Elaborations;
elaborate preparations; troubles, inconveniences; forms
of ceremony, ceremonies; formalities, compliments:—
takalluft--darbr, s.m. lit. 'Extravagances of a court,'
lavish expenditure:—takalluft--rasm, s.m. Ceremonious
attentions, formal or empty compliments:—takalluft-majlis, s.m. The ceremonies of society, etiquette.
A 2 #Y takallum [inf. n. v of 2 # ; see kalm], s.m. Speaking,
talking; speech, conversation.
H #Y!" takl [S. j&
' +], s.f. A weaver's reed (cf.
takl).
H #Y,!" tukl (dim. of tukl, q.v.), s.f. A child's paper
kite.
A g #Y taklf [inf. n. ii of g# 'to attend carefully (to)'], s.f.
Ceremony; the imposition of a burthen (upon); burden,
diculty, trouble, distress, inconvenience; molestation,
injury, annoyance, hardship, grievance; suering,
ailment, aiction:—taklf uhn, v.n. To experience
trouble, &c.; to suer:—taklf pn, v.n. Idem:—taklf
pahu n (-ko), and taklf den (-ko), To in ict pain (on),
to trouble, incommode; to annoy, molest, &c.:—taklf
karn, v.n. To take the trouble, to trouble oneself:—taklfme , adv. In distress or want, &c.
P #@ Y takmila [for A. ~#@ Y takmilat, fem., inf. n. ii of @  ;
see kaml], s.m. Perfection; completion (cf. takml).
P @ Y tukma (prob. connected with tukka, and S. twak),
s.m. (Orig. 'a button'), a loop, button-loop, button-hole,
eye-loop.
A  @ Y takml [inf. n. ii of @  'to be perfect'], s.f.
Perfecting; nishing, completing; perfection, excellence;
completion; accomplishment;—authentication, authority,
validity:—takml pn, v.n. To be nished or completed:—
takml--tamassuk, s.f. Execution of bond:—takml--rahn,
s.f. Foreclosure of mortgage:—takml karn, takml-ko
pahu n, v.t. To nish, complete, bring to a conclusion
or termination, to execute; to give authority (to), to
authenticate.
H Y  takn (see tkn, and tk), v.t. To look at, peep

at, peer into; to look steadfastly at, to x the gaze upon,
to gaze or stare at; to watch or wait for, to look out for,
to expect; to look wistfully or longingly at or to;—v.n. To
look, peep, spy, watch; to aim (at), take aim; to point (as
a dog); to be looked at; to be stared at:—tak-rahn, v.t.
(intens. of takn), To keep the eye xed on, to look
steadfastly at, &c.
H  Y j taku,   takw [S. j+' t], s.m. A spindle
(=takl).
H  Y 6" takwh [tak˚ = tk˚ = Prk. =˚=S. +wh

=
w = Prk.  +=S. ++], s.f. Looking sharp
after, watching, overseeing, superintending.
P  (Y tak-o-dau, s.f.=tag-o-dau, q.v.s.v. tag.
H  Y 5 ti-kon = H  Y 5 ti-kon [S. P54+t],
adj. & s.m. Three-cornered, triangular;—a triangle.
H  Y 5 ti-kon = H  Y 5 ti-kon [S. P54+t],
adj. & s.m. Three-cornered, triangular;—a triangle.
H  Y 5 tikoniy [S. P54+t], adj.=tikon.

H &Y ,.L, ,3 tukhit, part. adj.=tushit, q.v.
H &Y L tikhr (from tikhrn), part. Ploughed three
times;—s.m. Ploughing three times:—tikhr karn, v.t. To
plough three times before sowing, to trifallow.
H &YL" takhar, takhr = H  YL7" takha , takh  [tak,
q.v.+Prk. f=S. +], s.f. Scales (of a balance); a pair
of small scales.
H  YL7" takha , takh  = H &YL" takhar, takhr [tak,
q.v.+Prk. f=S. +], s.f. Scales (of a balance); a pair
of small scales.
H <&Y L takhan, s.m.=taksha and takshan, qq.v.
H <&Y L takhan [S. +d4], adv. (prov.) At that time,
then (correl. of jakhan).
H  &Y L0(& tikh t, s.f.=tir-kh

, q.v.:—tikh -np, s.f.

Trigonometry (=tri-ko-miti).
H Y takiy, s.m.= Y takya, q.v.
H  Y"" takn [tak = takya+n = l = Prk. f=S. !

A <) Y takwn [inf. n. ii of   'to be'], s.f. Causing to be,

+], s.f. A small pillow or cushion.

giving a being or existence (to); originating; creating.
P Y takka, s.m. A goat (particularly a he-goat that leads

P  Y takya, s.m. A pillow, bolster, cushion; anything upon
which one leans, prop, support; reliance, trust; the
reserve of an army; a place of repose; the stand or
abode of a faqr:—takya-dr, s.m. A faqr, a dervish:—takya
den (-ko), lit. 'To give (one) a pillow to recline against';
to receive with respect;—to lean or rest (upon or
against):—takya karn (-k), To support, to encourage:—
takya karn (-par), To lean, rest, or recline (upon); to
depend or rely (upon):—takya-kalm, s.m. An expletive; a
needless word or phrase repeatedly or habitually
introduced into speech (such as the English 'do you see';
'do you understand,' &c.):—takya lagn (-par), To lean
(upon or against), &c.=takya karn (-par):—takya-nishn,
s.m.=takya-dr, q.v.
H ^Y tag (local)=postpn.=tak;—and s.f.=tak, 'a scale.'
P ^Y $ tag [Zend taka, rt. tak = S. ], s.f. Running,

the ock):—takka-rsh, s.m. Goat-beard, a beard on the
chin only, like a goat's:—takka-rsh, s.f. The state of
having beard on the chin only, as the goat.
P Y tikka, s.m. A bit, piece, a mouthful; a small piece of
esh, a lump of meat, a slice, a stake, chop, collop:—
tikka-bo karn (-k), To cut in pieces, to slice; to make
mince-meat (of).
P Y tukka (S. tunga), s.m. An arrow without a head, but
with a button or knob at the end;—a little hill, an
eminence.
H  &Y ,L, ,3 tukhr, s.m.=tushr, q.v.
H  &Y L tikhrn [tikhr˚ = S. P+3,' rt. >3] , v.t. To
plough three times before sowing, to trifallow;—to
inquire closely or earnestly into; to establish, conrm,
prove (syn. sthir karn; harn).
H  &Y L takhn [Prk. =L45; S. d], s.m. A
carpenter.
H  &Y L tikhn, v.t.=ikhrn, q.v.

ying, rushing:—tag--p , tag--p , tag--dau, tag-tz, tagdau, tag-o-p , tag-o-tz, or tag-o-dau, s.f. Running about in
quest of employment or on business; great exertion or
eort; close pursuit or search (after); bustle, toil, fatigue;
anxiety, care, concern (syn. dau -dh p; udhe -bun).

H JY F$ tagg (see tg), s.m. A strand or thread of a
twist; sewing thread:—tagga b dhn (-par), To tie a
thread (on the right wrist, in honour of Lakshm).
H JY tagg, s.m. The husband of a wet-nurse (syn.
dho ).
H JY tigg (c.f. tag), s.m. An errand-boy.

together.
H $ JY$  tagw, s.f.=tag, q.v.
H  JYV7" tagh , s.f.=tag , q.v.
H JYF$" tagg (dim. of tagg, or tg, q.v.), s.f. A strand

S JY ,$ tug, s.f. The manna of bamboos (=tabshr):—

or thread of a twist; a kind of shing line (not used with
a rod, prop. au-tagg, q.v.).
H JYF$" tigg, s.f. Giving a back, taking pickback (used

tug-kshr, s.f.=tug.
P ; JY tag-a-p , s.f. See s.v. tag for compounds of which tag

by boys).
H  JY $ tagiyn (from tg, q.v.), v.t. To stitch a

is the rst member.
H  JY $ tagn (caus. of tagn), v.t. To cause to be
quilted; to get stiched together.
H $ JY$ tag [tag˚, base of tagn+ = Prk.
 =S. ()++()], s.f. The act of
quilting; the price paid for quilting, &c.
S JY $ tagar, s.m. The shrub Tabernœmontana coronaria,

quilt, to quilt (=tg ln).
H  JY tagiyn (from P. tak or tag = S. tak), v.t. To cause to
run or gallop.
H  RJY G7 tage n (caus. from tag = S. tak), v.t. To run
after, to chase, pursue closely; to assault (cf. rage n).
S Y ! tala, vulg. tal, s.m. Surface, level surface, level;

tigan, [S. P$,4+ t], adj. & adv. Threefold, treble, triple;

bottom, lowest part, &c. (=tal, q.v.); lowness, inferiority
of position; low ground; the place under, underneath
part; sole of the foot; palm of the hand; ground, oor;
deck (of a ship); back;—adv. & postpn., Under, beneath,
&c. (=tale); from underneath, from beneath:—taltal (tala
+atala), s.m. The fourth of the seven divisions of the
infernal regions:—tal-uppar, tal- par, adv. One over or
upon another (as a row of water-pots, &c.); up and down;
upside down, bottom upwards, topsy-turvy, in confusion:
—tal-pa, adj. & adv. Turned upside down; trodden down,
ruined, destroyed (particularly crops by the treading of
cattle); lost, carried o, gone:—tal-pa karn, v.t. To
trample down, to ruin, &c.:—tal- , tal- u (from n),
s.m. Light land above clay, land that quickly becomes
soft and spongy in wet weather; menstruation:—tal- ha
(from hun), s.f. Sediment, grounds, lees, dregs; refuse,
leavings, scum, oals:—tal karn (-ke), To put underneath,
to put aside or apart, to hide (with the view of carrying
o or stealing):—tal-nazr,
 s.m. One who looks from
under his eye-lids:—talopari (tala+upari), adv. Upside
down, &c.=tal- par.
A Y tall, tal, s.m. A hillock, hill, eminence; a heap.
S Y ! til, s.m. The sesamum plant, Sesamum indicum;

thrice;—tigu, s.m. A tone in music.
H JY $ tagn (from tg, q.v.), v.t. To quilt; to stitch

the seed of the sesamum, oil-seed; a black spot or speck
(as the focus of solar rays through a burning glass); a

and a fragrant powder prepared from it.
P 'JY tagarg, s.m. Hail, a hail-storm.
H ^Y $7 taga (cf. tag ), s.m. A plate or leaf of metal; a
medal; a device on a shield (cf. tamga).

H  ^Y $7 tag  [tag˚ = tak˚ = S. T?+  = Prk. f =S. 
+t], adj. Stout, strong, robust.
H  ^Y$7" tag  [tg, q.v.+  = Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
thread, or a gold or silver chain, worn round the waist; a
girdle, a zone (syn. kardhan).
S @ JY F/ tigma, adj. & s.m. Sharp, pointed (as a weapon,
&c.); hot, pungent, acrid; violent,
ery, passionate, hasty;—a hot or pungent avour; heat,
pungency:—tigma-ga, adj. Going or ying swiftly.
S <JY $4 taga (ta+gaa), s.m. (in Pros.), The measure
called hypo-bacchic or anti-bacchic.
H <JY $,4 tigu, $4 tigan, = H JY $,4 tigu, $4
tign, [S. P$,4+ t], adj. & adv. Threefold, treble, triple;
thrice;—tigu, s.m. A tone in music.
H JY $,4 tigu, $4 tign, = H <JY $,4 tigu, $4

mole or a black spot (on the face, compared to a seed of
sesamum); the pupil of the eye; a small particle or
portion, the least bit (as much as a sesamum-seed); a
moment or instant;—a kind of sweetmeat (=til-ku; til-k
mih):—til-anjal, tilnjal (tila+anjal), s.f. A handful (or a
double handful) of water mixed with sesamum-seeds
oered to the manes of deceased ancestors:—tilnjal
den (-ko), To make an oblation of water and sesamumseeds, to perform funeral obsequies:—til ba dhn, v.n. A
black spot or speck to form (as that of the sun's rays
through a burning-glass):—til-bhugg, s.m.=til- r, and
til-ku, q.v.:—til-pi a, s.m. A sort of sweetmeat made
chie y of ground sesamum:—til-par, s.f. The sandal
tree, Pterocarpus santalinus; sandal-wood, red sanders:—
til-pinja, til-pej, s.m. Barren sesamum (which bears no
blossom, or whose seed yields no oil):—til-til, adv. By
little and little, by degrees, slowly;—til-til-k isb, or tiltil-k lekh, An account of every particle or fraction, a
strict or exact account:—til-tail, s.m. Sesamum oil (=til-ktel):—til- wal, til- ol, s.f. A mixture composed of rice
and sesamum-seeds; a mixture of black and grey (as in
the hair of the head or beard, &c.):—til- r (from ra),
s.f. A kind of sweetmeat (cf. til-pi a; til-ku):—til-dhenu,
s.f. Sesamum made up in the shape of a cow for the
purpose of being presented to Brhmans:— til-akar, s.f.
A kind of sweetmeat made of sesamum and sugar:—tilklak, s.m. A mole or natural spot on the body; a man so
marked:—til-ka, s.m. The farina of sesamum:—til-ku,
s.m. A kind of sweetmeat composed of pounded
sesamum and gu or sugar:—til-may, adj. Made of
sesamum, consisting of sesamum; abounding in
sesamum:—til-may r, s.m. A species of pea-fowl (marked
with spots like sesamum-seed):—tilottam (˚la+ut˚), s.f.
Name of an Apsaras:—tilaudan (˚la+od˚), s.m. A dish of
milk, rice, and sesamum.
H Y ,! tul [Prk. ,!", and ,!(; S. ,t and ,(], adj. &
adv. Equal; like, similar; alike:—tul-rthak, adj. Of like
meaning, synonymous:—tul baihn, v.n. To turn out or
prove to be equal; to be weighed against valuable things
which are to be given in alms; to sit straight and evenly
balanced (on a horse or in a boat;—tul, here, is probably
the past conj. part. of tuln):—t l rahn (-ke), To stand

facing or opposed (to), to confront, be drawn up in battle
array.
S 3Y ! tal, s.f. The leathern fence worn by archers on
the left arm.
H 3Y ! tal [Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m. Bottom, lowest
part, base; depth; keel (of a boat, &c.); sole (of a shoe,
&c.); a stand, support; protection (cf. tal):—tale (Prk. tale;
S. tale), adv. & postpn., At the bottom (of), at the foot (of,
-ke, but this postpn. is very commonly omitted); under,
underneath, beneath, below; down; on the ground:—talen, v.n. To come down, descend, dismount, &c.; to suer
loss; to come under, be under the authority or control
(of, -ke); to fall under, be trodden upon, be crushed (by);
to come under (anything, for shelter), to take shelter
under:—tale- par, adv. One over or upon another, one
after another, in succession; bottom upwards, upsidedown, topsy turvy; confused:—tale-band, tale-band bq,
s.f. A balance sheet:—tale pa n (-ke), To fall under, to be
crushed (by); to lie under or beneath; to lie or sleep on
the ground:—tale tale dekhn, v.n. To see clandestinely:—
tale-k zamn par hon, Great confusion to arise, great
commotion or convulsion to take place.
H 3Y ! til, ! till [Prk. ! ; S. !t; cf. P. tila,
and P. & A. til],
 s.m. Ointment, salve; overlay; drawn
gold; an ornamental fringe, gold-lace border (of a
turban, &c.):—til-dn, tile-dn, s.f. A small bag for
holding needle, thread, scissors, &c.; a housewife, a
hold-all.
S 3Y ,! tul, s.f. A balance or scale, a pair of scales; the
balance as an ordeal; the sign Libra of the Zodiac; a
measure or weight of gold and silver, 100 palas, or about
145 oz. Troy; the practice of being weighed against gold
or any valuable substance (which is afterwards given to
priests); the science of Statics:—tul-parksh, s.f. Ordeal
by the balance (the weight of the accused being rst
taken, certain prayers and ceremonies are performed,
after which he is weighed again; if lighter, he is
innocent; if heavier, or as at rst, guilty):—tul-dn, s.m.
The gift to a Brhman of as much gold, silver, &c. as
equals the weight of the body:—tul-koh, s.f. An
ornament of the feet or toes; a hundred millions:—tul-

ko, s.m.=tul-parksh, q.v.:—tul-lagan, s.f. The entrance
of the sun into Libra:—tul-vj, or tul-bj, s.m. The berry
of the Abrus precatorius, from which the goldsmith's or
jeweller's weight in India is taken (the berry weighs
about 1 5⁄16 grains Troy, the factitious weight about 2
3⁄16 grains).
H 3Y ! tul (perf. part. of tuln, q.v.), part. adj.

pupils, disciples).
H #a 3Y!/!" tal-mal, s.f.=talmal, q.v.

Weighed; poised, evenly balanced, in equipoise, in
equilibrium;—tul hu, adj. Idem:—tul rahn, v.n. To sit
evenly balanced (in a boat, &c.), to sit straight or erect
(on a horse; cf. tul baithn); to be in equilibrium:—tulemile zor, s.m. A system of forces in equilibrium.
S Y3Y !! taltal, s.m. See s.v. tal.

&c.
H 3Y ,! tuln [caus. of tuln; tul˚ = Prk. !U()=S.

H 3Ytil-dn, s.f. See s.v. til.
T & P D 3Y talsh (prob. contrac. from A. talsh, q.v.), s.f.
Search, quest; scrutiny; study, research; pursuit (syn.
just-o-j ):—talsh karn (-k), To search (for), to seek; to
explore.
T H E 3Ytalsh, s.f. Searcihng the person, property, or
house (of a person, for stolen property, or for smuggled
goods);—s.m.f. Seeker, searcher:—talsh len (-k), To
search the person or house, &c. (of); to institute a
search.
A E 3Ytalsh [inf. n. vi of R!; but said to be derived from
E "l-shay, 'nothing'], s.f. Annihilation; vanishing; disap
earance; dispersion.
A 2 O3Y taltum
 [inf. n. vi of 2 N! 'to buet'], s.m. Bueting,
dashing (particularly of waves).
A _3Ytalf [inf. n. vi of h !], s.f. Making amends,
reparation, compensation, recompense.
A i3Ytalq [inf. n. vi of Q !'to meet'], s.f. Meeting each
other; meeting, reunion, interview.
A 1 3Y tilm, s.m. pl. (of tilm), Boys, servants.
H / a 3Y talmi (contrac. of talm) = P ?/ a 3Y talmia (for A.
{/ a 3Y) = A / a 3Y talm s.m. plur. (of tilm), Scholars,
pupils, disciples).
P ?/ a 3Y talmia (for A. {/ a 3Y) = H / a 3Y talmi (contrac. of
talm) = A / a 3Y talm s.m. plur. (of tilm), Scholars,
pupils, disciples).
A / a 3Y talm = H / a 3Y talmi (contrac. of talm) = P ?/ a 3Y
talmia (for A. {/ a 3Y) s.m. plur. (of tilm), Scholars,

H 3Y ! taln [caus. of taln; tal˚+ = w = Prk.
 or U S.= caus. increment], v.t. To cause to fry;
to have (a thing) fried.
H 3Y ! tiln (corr. of tirn), s.m. A kind of song,

,+; cf. taln], v.t. To cause to be weighed, to have
or get (a thing) weighed, valued, &c. (=tauln, tulwn).
S #83Y!B*.! tilnjali, s.f. See s.v. til.
H 3Y ! talo [Prk. ! or ! =S. ft], s.m.
Tank, pond, &c. (=tlb).
H 3Y ,! tul [tul, rt. of tul-n+Prk.  =S. ()
+t], adj. Balancing, producing equilibrium, statical.
H 3Y talw, tilw (corr. of P. tilwa, which is a corr. of A.
tala
s.m. Advanced guard;
 or of its pl. tale),

reconuoitering party, patrol, guard, picket, night-watch.
H 3Y ,!  tulw [tul˚, base of tuln+w = Prk.
 (=S. ()+], s.m. The part of a (Hind stn)
carriage which rests on the axle-tree arm and supports
the body of the carriage.
P A3Y tilwat, vulg. talwat (for A. {3Y, inf. n. of #Y), s.f.
Reading (particularly the Qorn); meditation.
H  3Y! 7" tilw , tilo , s.f. Name of a plain in the
vicinity of Sirhind abounding in robbers (hence it is
applied to any situation of danger).
H $3Y! tal [Prk. !=S. f+], s.f. A small
tank or pond (=talaiy).
H $3Y! tal [tal˚, rt. of taln+ = Prk.  =S.
()++()], s.f. Frying;—cost of having (a
thing) fried;—til, s.f. A frying-pan.
H $3Y! til (til˚, rt. of tiln, fr. tel, q.v.+; see
tal), s.f. Oiling; pouring oil on (a torch, &c.).
H $3Y,! tul (from tuln), s.f.=tulw, q.v.
H %#Y !  til-bar [S. !+ t], s.m. lit. 'Spotted or
speckled'; the starling; a turtle dove, or other speckled

bird (=til-war; til-yar).
A I %#Y talbs [inf. n. ii of I%! 'to cover,' &c.], s.f. Covering;
obscuring, mystifying; concealing (facts or defects),
deceiving, cheating; deception, fraud, cheat, imposture;
fallacy; misrepresentation; failing to prove an allegation;
false personation; knavery; a knave; confusion; mixture,
adulteration, falsication, corruption, counterfeiting
(coin).
H `#Y !& talpa, adj. See s.v. tal.

P >#Y tal , s.m. Grain (or boiled rice) parched and
pounded and then mixed up into paste with water; (for P.
tal a), the gall-bladder.
P >#Ytal , s.f. Bitterness; pungency; acrimony, malice,
rancour.
A z/ #Y talau [inf. n. v of /C ! 'to take pleasure'], s.m.
Taking pleasure; pleasure, delight, enjoyment, charms,
deliciousness.
H  Y !7 ti-la , adj. & s.m. = H  Y!7" ti-lar, s.f. [S.

H L#Y ! talapn, v.n.=ta apn, q.v.

P+.9t], Having or consisting of three strings; a

H  L#Y ![ til-paniy [S. h!+"+], s.m. Water

necklace, or any ornament, of three strings or chains.
H  Y!7" ti-lar, s.f. = H  Y !7 ti-la , adj. & s.m. [S.

and oil, watery oil.
S 3&L#Y ,.!v! tuli-phal, s.f. The silk-cotton tree or Smal.
H &L#Y !v talaphn, v.n.=ta aphn or ta apn, q.v.
S " *#Y !! taltl, s.m. Slapping the hands together.
H 3*#Y !! taltaln, v.n. To shake; to crackle,
&c.=ta ta n, q.v.
H 3*#Y ,!,! tultuln, v.n. To become soft (with
moisture, as a mud wall, or a suppurating boil, &c.), to
become pulpy, mellow, or ripe (as fruit); to spout or gush
out; to drip.
H 9#Y ! til- a [tel, q.v.+ (n)+ = Prk.  (=S.
()+], s.m. A cockroach (Blatta).
H  :#Y !, tal- u, s.m. = H :#Y !+& tal- ha, s.f. See
s.v. tal.
H :#Y !+& tal- ha, s.f. = H  :#Y !, tal- u, s.m. See
s.v. tal.
H &:#Y !+ tila hn, tala hn, v.n.=talaphn, q.v.
P u# tal  [prob. fr. Zend thware: cf. tursh], adj. Bitter,
acrid; rancid; punsent; unpalatable; acrimonious.
malicious; sad, sorrowful:—tal -dna, s.m. Darnel, tares:
—tal -r , adj. Morose, surly; of severe or stern aspect:—
tal -km, adj. Bitter to the palate; distasteful;
disappointed:—tal -km, s.f. Bitterness of taste;
disappointment:—tal  karn, v.t. To make (a thing) bitter
(to or for, -par), to embitter, to aggravate; to cool or
damp (joy, ardour, &c.):—tal -go, adj. Of bitter speech;
plain-spoken; harsh, sharp, caustic:—tal -mizj, adj. Illtempered.

P+.9t], Having or consisting of three strings; a
necklace, or any ornament, of three strings or chains.
S 0#Y,!" tulas, vulg. tuls, s.f. The shrub holy basil,
Ocymum sanctum (said to have been produced from the
hair of the goddess Tulas, and held in great veneration
by Hind s):—tuls-ph l, s.m. Name of a superior kind of
fragra t rice (so called from its smelling like tuls);—tulsdna, s.m. A gold ornament:—tuls-dal, s.m. The leaf of
the tuls plant;—tuls-dal a hn (-par), To place or
sprinkle tuls leaves on the head of an idol or of a
Brhman:— tuls-k hr, s.m. A bead made of the wood of
the tuls.
A gN#Y talattuf
  [inf. n. v of gN! 'to be propitious or
favourable'], s.m. Favouring, showing kindness; favour,
kindness, obligingness; blandishment:—talattuf
  karn, v.n.
To show favour or kindness (to), to oblige.
A g#Y talaf, s.m. Perishing; ruin, destruction, loss;
profusion, prodigality, waste, consumption, expense:—
talaful-ml alaful-umr, The loss of riches is the
prolongation of life:—talaf karn or kar-den, v.t. To ruin,
destroy; to waste, consume:—talaf hon, v.n. To perish, to
be destroyed or ruined; to be wasted; to meet with a loss,
be unfortunate.
A h #Y tala"uz [inf.
n. v of h ! 'to throw out (of the

mouth)'], s.m. Pronunciation, articulation, utterance,
expression.
A H h #Y talfq [inf. n. of Hh ! 'to sew together'], s.f. Sewing
together; collecting.

A Q #Y tilq [inf. n. ii of Q !'to meet'], s.m. Meeting with;

S #Y ,.! tulik, s.f. A small bird (said to resemble the

arriving at; falling upon, encountering (in battle, &c.);
meeting, encounter; reprehension.
A < Q #Y talqn [inf. n. ii of <Q ! 'to perceive or understand'],

wag-tail).
S (#Y !& til-ka, s.m. See s.v. til for compounds of

s.f. Instructing, informing; instruction, religious
instruction; admitting (a person) into any order in
society, initiation; prayer over the dead at the time of
interment, funeral service:—talqn karn, v.t. To instruct,
inform, teach, &c.:—talqn hon (-se), To be instructed
(by), &c.
H (#Y ! talak [Prk. =S.  +lay; but see tak], postpn.
To, up to, &c.=tak, q.v.
S (#Y ! tilak, s.m. Ornament, the ornament of
anything (used in comp. to express greatness or
distinction, e.g. trailokya-tilak, 'the ornament of the three
worlds,' i.e. a distinguished personage); an ornament or
other mark between the eyes or rising between the
brows; a sectarial mark or marks made with coloured
eye-earths, sandal wood, or unguents upon the forehead
and between the eyebrows (as a ceremonial mark it is
made on the occasions of installation to oce,
coronation of a king, betrothal, &c., and hence is
sometimes synonymous with 'installation,'
'consecration,' &c.); a freckle, mole, natural mark under
the skin (=til); a species of tree with beautiful owers; a
commentary (=k):—tilak a hn (-par), tilak dhrn, tilak
dhran karn, To form the tilak mark on the forehead, to
ornament, to wear the tilak:—tilak-dhr, s.m. One who is
marked with the tilak, one who wears the tilak:—tilak
karn (-par), To mark with the tilak, to ornament; to
anoint, install, consecrate, crown; to betroth; to bid
adieu (to):—tilak lagn, v.n.=tilak a hn, q.v.
P (#Y tilak (corr. of T. tirlik), s.f. A short-sleeved (or a
sleeveless) robe; a gown; a robe of honour (= ilat).
S #Y .! tallik, s.f. A key.
S #Y ! tilak, s.f. A kind of necklace.
H #Y ! tilak, tilk, [S. !+t], adj. & s.m. Spotted,
freckled, marked with moles, &c.; chief,
principal;—the fourth part of a barley-corn, the unit of
length.

which that word is the rst member.
H ^#Y !$ talag, postpn. (local),=talak, q.v.
H 3@ #Y !/! talmaln [fr. S. f redupl., with change
of t to m], v.n. To be restless, uneasy, or agitated, &c.; to
toss about; to grieve; to be impatient; to be tantalized.
H #@ #Y!/!" talmal, s.f. Restlessness; dgetiness;
impatience:—talmal lagn (-ko), To suer from
restlessness, to be restless or uneasy, &c.
A / @ #Y tilm, vulg. talm, s.m. A scholar, pupil, disciple.
H <#Y ! talan [S. f(, rt. f; cf. also the S. .! 'fried'],
s.m. Frying; food or meat fried (in butter or oil).
H #Y ! taln (see talan), v.t. To fry;—v.n. To be fried
(in butter or oil).
H #Y ,! tuln [tul˚ = Prk. ,!()=S. ,(`), pass. of rt.
,!; +n = Prk. 4=S. "(], v.n. To be weighed, be
balanced; to be suspended; to be drawn up in array (as
one army against another); to lower;—v.t. To weigh; to
value, appraise, &c. (See toln).
H J#Y !($ tila g, vulg. tiling [S. h!r$+t], s.m. An
inhabitant of Tailanga or Tilangna (in which the rst
soldiers were clothed and disciplined in the European
manner; hence), a soldier.
H J#Y !($ tila g s.m. = H J#Y!($" tila g, s.f. A kind of
paper kite (cf. tukl).
H J#Y!($" tila g, s.f. = H J#Y !($ tila g s.m. A kind of
paper kite (cf. tukl).
H  #Y .![ tilinig , s.f.=teli, q.v.
H  #Y !, talu, !  talw [S. !+t, with

inserted],

s.m. The sole of the foot; the heel:—talw n = talwe
n, q.v.:—talwo -se g lagn, v.n. To feel the soles
burning'; to be on re, be excessively angry:—talwo -se
lagn (-ke), 'To touch or stick to the soles of the feet'; to
touch or aect (one), to touch the feelings or interests
(of); to follow close at the heels (of), dog the steps (of),
to pursue closely:—talwe-tale hth dharn (-ke), 'To place
the hand under the soles (of)'; to atter, &c.=next, q.v.:—

talwe n (-ke), 'To lick the soles of the feet (of)'; to
atter, coax, wheedle:—talwe sahln (-ke), 'To stroke the
soles of the feet (of)'; to atter, &c.=talwe n.
H  #Y !, tilu !  tilw [S. !+t, with inserted],
s.m. A kind of sweetmeat made of ground sesamum and
sugar (eaten, particularly by Hinds, when the sun
enters Capricorn).
H  #Y !  talwr [S.  t], s.f. A sword (=tarwr):—
talwr bajn, v.n. Sword to resound; to be busy with
(one's) sword:—talwr aln, v.n. To brandish a sword; to
use a sword; to strike with the sword:—talwr aln or alrahn, v.n. Swords to be busy, to be ghting with swords:
—talwr s tn, talwr khai n, v.n. To unsheathe or
draw the sword:—talwr-k gho, s.m. A sword-cut, swordwound:—talwr-k  , s.f. The ash of a sword:—talwr
mrn, v.t. To strike or cut with a sword, to use a sword:—
talwr miyn karn, v.n. To sheathe the sword:—talwro -k
h -me , adv. 'Under the shadow of swords'; wellguarded.
' v.n.
H B #Y !  talwsn [talws˚ = talw, q.v.+S. V3?],
To have the soles of the feet rubbed or worn away by
treading on hard rocky ground.
P B #Y talwsa, s.m. Commotion, restlessness; grief,
trouble; astonishment.
H  #Y ,!  tulwn [doub. cause of toln;—tulw˚ = tul

'colour'], s.m. Changing colour (like a chameleon);
versatility, variableness, changeableness, ckleness,
capriciousness, caprice; restlessness, dgetiness:—
talawwun-tab, talawwun-mizj, adj. Versatile, changeable,
unstable, capricious, ckle, whimsical:—talawwun-mizj,
s.f. Fickleness, capriciousness, caprice.
H  #Y !gf tilaun = H 4 #Y ! 6 tilo h (tel+au dh,
q.v.), adj. Sloped towards the oil (the wick of a lamp).
H 4 #Y ! 6 tilo h = H  #Y !gf tilaun (tel+au dh,
q.v.), adj. Sloped towards the oil (the wick of a lamp).
H ) #Y ,! 
h  tulwaiy [fr. tulw-n; aiy = Prk.
  =S.()++t], s.m. A weigher, weighman.
P #Y tila, s.m. Drawn gold, &c.=til or till, q.v.
H 4#Y !6 tilh [S. h!++t], adj. Oily.
H $ 4#Y!6 tilh [tilh+ = Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Oiliness.
H 4#Y .!6f® talh

(from tal), adj. & s.m. Inferior, next

below;—one who acts at or under the command of
another.
H #Y!" tal [Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. Bottom; sole of a
shoe, &c. (=tal, q.v.); hoof of a camel; ne or impalpable
powder:—tal-jh , s.f. A thorough cleaning or sweeping
out, a clean sweep.
H [ #Y p tale [Prk. & S. p], adv. & postpn. See s.v. tal.

+w redupl.=Prk. U=S. ], v.t. To have (a thing)

H #Y!" till [S. .! 'spotted'], s.f. The spleen or

weighed, &c.=tuln, q.v.
H 0 #Y talw s (see talwsn), s.m. Abrasion, or blister,
on the soles of the feet.
H $ #Y,!  tulw [tulw(n)+ = Prk.  =S.

milt:—till-k ba hn, s.m. Enlargement of the spleen
(=tap-till, or tp-till, q.v.s.v. tp).
H #Y!" til, ,!" tul, s.f.=tl, q.v.

()++], s.f. The act o weighing; price paid for

weavers to clean the threads of the woof (or used as a
brush generally, cf. tur); a painter's brush or pencil; a
rod, &c., dipped into a crucible to ascertain whether the
contents are in fusion.
H #Y!" tul (see tul), s.f. A small balance, a steelyard.

having (a thing) weighed, weighment fee.
S ; #Y!5 talopari, adv. See s.v. tala.
S  #Y !M tilaudan, s.m. See s.v. til.
H  #Y !  tilwar, s.m. A starling (=tilbar, q.v.).
H ) #Y !  talwariy [talwr, q.v.=iy = S.t & ],
s.m. A swordsman, one armed with a sword or scimitar,
a sword-player;—s.f. A sword, a scimitar.
A  #Y talawwun [inf. n. v of  !; derived from laun,

S #Y,!" tul, s.f. A brous stick used as a brush by

H # !h talaiy [Prk. !=S. f+], s.f. A small
tank or pond.
S #Y , tulyat, s.f. Equality; likeness, sameness,
resemblance, analogousness.

H R#Y!h&" talai [S. !+TR+], s.f. The bottom or
lower part (of anything); the bed (of a river); the oor
(of a room); outskirts, suburbs, environs.
H + #Ytile-dn, s.f.=til-dn, q.v. s.v. til.
H  #Y .! tiliyar, ! til-yar, p tiler s m. A
starling; a turtle dove, or other small speckled bird (=tilbar, til-war).
H < #Y Â tale , adv. & postpn.=tale, q.v.
H < #Y!°f" tilai , s.f. The day after the dulhain or
second day of the Hol festival.
H  #Y!"" taln (see tailin), s.f. A kind of beetle (found
chie y during the rainy season, the wings of which are
used for blistering, as a substitute for cantharides).
S  #Y , tulya, adj. & postpn. Equal (to, -ke), adequate (to);
like, resembling, similar, analogous (to), of the same
class; even, same; indierent:—tulya-bal, s.m. Of equal
strength:—tulya-pn, s.m. Drinking together.
H 4 #Y !h6 tilaih [S. ! 'spotted'+t], s.m. A turtle
dove.
S 2 Y tama, vulg. tam, s.m.=tamas, q.v.
A 2 Y tamma (3rd. pers. sing. perf. of 2C Y), It is completed, is
nished, is complete:—tammal-kitb, The book
isnished.
H 2 Y / tim (old H., correl. of jim and jimi), adv.=taise.
H 2 Y ,/ tum [Prk. ,@/ or ,@6=S.,l/], pers. pron., 2nd
pers. pl., You:—tum-p, You yourself:—tum-tanau
(Braj)=tumhr:—tum-san (Braj)=tum-se:—tum-n (old
H.)=tum-ko:—tum-ni, an in ective base, in Braj, of the
dat., acc., and abl. cases of tum;—tum-ni-so = tum-se;—
tum-ni-kau = tum-ko.
H @ Y @/ timm [Prk. @/(; S. F/+], s.m. Heat,
pungency, &c. (=tigma, q.v.).
A j @ Y tamsul [inf. n. vi of a 'to be like'], s.m. Being like;
being equal; equal part or division (of an estate, &c.).
H = @ Y tam  = H = @ Y tam a (P. tabn a, tapn a), s.m.
Slap, box, blow:—tam a mrn (-ko), To give (one) a slap,
&c.
H = @ Y tam a = H = @ Y tam  (P. tabn a, tapn a), s.m.
Slap, box, blow:—tam a mrn (-ko), To give (one) a slap,

&c.
H r @ Y tam r = P ?r @ Y tam ra (prob. corr. from A.
tamas ur), s.m. Jest, joke, fun, buoonery; raillery,
ridicule:—tam ra mrn (-par), To jest, joke, poke fun
(at), to ridicule;—to put on airs of consequence in
poverty.
P ?r @ Y tam ra = H r @ Y tam r (prob. corr. from A.
tamas ur), s.m. Jest, joke, fun, buoonery; raillery,
ridicule:—tam ra mrn (-par), To jest, joke, poke fun
(at), to ridicule;—to put on airs of consequence in
poverty.
A  @ Ytamd [inf. n. vi of + a not in use], s.f. Continuing a
long time; persverance; protraction; a long time, length
of time, duration, period; (in law) limitation as to time
which bars a civil prosecution.
A } @ Y tamru [inf. n. vi of }a 'to fall sick'], s.m.
Feigning a disease:—tamru karn, v.n. To feign sickness.
A K @ Y tamss, tams [inf. n. vi of I
C a 'to touch'], s.m.
Touching one another; contact.
A uB @ Y tamsu  [inf. n. vi of u0a 'to change,' &c.],
Metamorphosing, transforming; transmigration (of
souls); eacing. (The word is not classical Arabic.)
P E @ Y tamsh (for A. tamsh, inf. n. vi of a 'to walk'),
s.m. Walking abroad for recreation; entertainment,
exhibition, show, sight, spectacle; sport, amusement,
pleasure, fun, jest, joke; anything strange or curious:—
tamsh-bn, (or, more com.) tamsh-bn, s.m. A sightseer; a libertine, rake; an epicure (syn. aubsh):—
tamsh-bn, tamsh-bn, s.f. Luxury; libertinism,
licentiousness, gallantry, raking, whoring:—tamsh
dikhn (-ko), To show (one) a sight or spectacle, &c.;
(g.) to give (one) a trouncing:—tamsh de n, v.n. To
see a sight or spectacle, to see what is to be seen; to look
on at fun or sport, &c.:—tamsh karn, v.n. To see; to
take a walk; to make sport or fun; to exhibit, play, act a
part; to poke fun (at), make fun (of), to jeer, jest:—
tamsh karne-wl, s.m. One who makes sport; a
showman; player, actor:—tamsh-kunn, adj. Sightseeing, beholding, looking at for recreation or
amusement:—tamshe-k b, A strange, curious, or funny
thing; a pretty jest:—tamshe-k jagah, tamash-gh, s.f. A

spectacle, show; a place of show, theatre, circus, &c.
P $ E @ Ytamsh, adj. & s.m.f. Fit for a show or spectacle;

H  %@ Y @ { tambk , s.m. See  %Y tambk .

—a spectator, looker-on; libertine, rake; epicure.
H  @ Y /{ tamk , @/{ tammk , s.m. See tambk .

H  %@ Y tambn, s.m.= %Y tambn, q.v.

S @ Y /! taml, s.m. The tree Xanthocymus pictorius

H %@ Y @ 0 tamb , s.m. See %Y tamb .

(which has a very dark bark, but white blossoms); the
sectarial mark made with sandal, &c., on the forehead.
S (! @ Y /! tamlak, s.m. A sort of pot-herb, Marsilea

H  %@ Y tamb r, s.m. See ? %Y tamb ra.
H %@ Y @ 5! tambol = H <! %@ Y @ 5.! tambolin = H

dentata.
S ! @ Y /.! tamlik, s.f. Name of a district in Bengal

H <! %@ Y @ 5.! tambolin = H %@ Y @ 5! tambol = H

(the modern Tamluk; syn. tamo-lipt).
S ! @ Y/!" taml, s.f. Name of a medicinal plant (used
as an emollient in aections of the mouth and fauces).
A 1 @ Y tamm (inf. n. of 2C Y 'to be complete,' &c.], adj.
Complete, nished; perfect, entire, whole, full, total;—
s.m. The whole; conclusion, end:—tamm-tar, adv.
Wholly, completely, entirely, altogether:—tamm shud, Is
nished, nished, done:—tamm karn, v.t. To perfect; to
complete, nish, end, conclude, bring to a close (at, or
by, -par), put an end to (a business, or life, &c., e.g. usk
km tamm kiy):—tamm o kaml, adj. & adv. Complete and
perfect; whole and entire;—fully and completely,
thoroughly:—tamm hon, v.n. To be completed, nished,
or concluded; to come to an end, to cease; to die.
A P a @ Ytamm, s.f. Perfection; completion; conclusion,
end, termination; totality, the whole; brocade, cloth of
gold, tissue.
H  @ Y tamn, s.m. corr. of  %Y tambn, q.v.
H  @ Y / timn [tim˚ = S. /+, caus.
increment], To damp, moisten, wet.
H  @ Y ,/ tumn (caus. of t mn), v.t. To cause to be

H ! %@ Y @ !0 tambl , s.m. See ! %Y tambl .
H %@ Y tambur, s.m. corr. of tamb ra, q.v.

! %@ Y@ 5!" tambol See
! %@ Y@ 5!" tambol See

%Y tambol, &c
%Y tambol, &c

H ! %@ Y@ 5!" tambol = H %@ Y @ 5! tambol = H <! %@ Y
@ 5.! tambolin See

%Y tambol, &c

H %@ Y,@ " tumb [Prk. ,( ; S. ,.@ ], s.f. A long white
gourd, Lagenaria vulgaris; a small hollow gourd (in which
medicants carry water, &c.; cf. tumb); a kind of pipe or
musical instrument (made of the gourd) played on by
snake-charmers, jugglers, &c. (=tum ; t b, to b).
H %@ Y .@  tambiy, s.m. See %Y tambiy.
S @ Y / tamat, adj. Desirous, cupidinous, longing or
hankering (after).
A @ Y tammat (3rd pers. sing. fem. of the perf. of 2C Y); See
tamma.
S @ Y ./  timit, part. adj. Moistened, moist, wet, damp;
unmoved, unshaken; steady, xed; quiet, still.
A b *@ Y tamatt [inf. n. v of b *a 'to enjoy'], s.m. Using
enjoying, reaping advantage, gaining; enjoyment,
delight, pleasure.
H  @ *@ Y // tamtamn [tamtam˚ = S. / redupl.+ =
w = Prk. U=S.  caus. increment], v.n. To become

carded, to have or get (cotton) carded or cleaned.
H : @ Y tam , s.m.=tam , q.v.
H $ @ Y,/ tum [from tumn;  = Prk.  =S.

or grow red (in the face), to ush; to glow; to sparkle; to
twinkle; to ash.
H  @ *@ Y / / timtimn, v.n. To twinkle; to icker

()++], s.f. Price paid for carding cotton.

(cf. tamtamn).
H ? @ *@ Y //6& tamtamha [fr. tamtamn;—˚ha = wa

H %@ Y tamb, s.m. corr. of  %Y tambn, q.v.
H %@ Y ,@  tumb [Prk. ,( ; S. ,@ t], s.m. The gourd

= Prk.  +(=S. ()+; ]( , s.f. The state of growing

Lagenaria vulgaris; a hollowed gourd (in which mendicants
carry water, &c.; see to b, tom , t m , &c.).

red (in the face); ush, glow.
H *@ Y ,/M tum-tanau, pron. See s.v. tum.

A @ Y timsl (v.n. from a ; cf. tamsl),
 s.f. Resemblance,
likeness, picture, portrait, image, egy.
A @ Y tamassul
  [inf. n. v of a 'to be like'], s.m.
Resembling, imitating; applying or employing an
allegory, parable, fable, or proverb.
A  @ Y tamsl [inf. n. ii of a ], s.f. Likening, comparing;
assimilation; comparison, similitude, resemblance, facsimile, counterpart; example, allegory, fable, apologue;—
tamsl ln, v.n. To adduce examples; to employ parables,
&c.; to allegorize.
A 3 @ Y tmsla
 (acc. of tamsl),
 adv. By way of similitude,
allegorically, as an example.
A A3 @ Y tamslt,
 s.f. pl. (of tamsl),
 Examples, allegories,
&c.
A + 8@ Y tamjd [inf. n. ii of + 8a 'to excel in glory'], s.f.
Glorifying (God), glorication (of God); the hymn or
prayer that is pronounced from the minarets of a
mosque an hour and a half before dawn.
A + @ Y tamaddun (inf. n. v of + a ; but formed from madna,
'a city'), s.m. Residing in a city or town; dwelling
together in large bodies (men).
A @ Y tamr, vulg. tamar, s.m. A ripe date, a date:—tamr-hind, s.f. Tamarind.
S @ Y ./  timir, s.m. Darkness, obscurity; total blindness
(from an aection of the optic nerve);—a sort of aquatic
plant;—adj. Dark, gloomy:—timir-nak, adj. & s.m.
Dispelling darkness;—anything that dispels darkness, a
dispeller of darkness.
A @ Y tamarrud [inf. n. v of a 'to be very wicked, or
insolent,' &c.], s.m. Being refractory, or stubborn, &c.;
refractoriness, stubbornness, obstinacy; disobedience,
insolence, contumacy, rebellion; (in law) contempt,
resistance (to orders or proceedings).
A P @ Ytamarrud, s.f.=tamarrud.
H  2 Y,/7" tum  [S. ,.@ +  = Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
hollow gourd, &c. (=tumb; t mb , tomb ).
S I@ Y / tamas (in comp. tamo), s.m. Darkness (physical
or moral), gloom; the quality of darkness incident to
humanity; illusion of mind; head-strong passion, anger,
irascibility, vindictiveness; sorrow, grief; the gloom of
hell; name of one of the hells; a name of Rh or the

personied ascending node:—tamo- ar, s.m. 'Nightwalker,' an epithet of any rkshas:—tamo-gu, s.m. The
third of the qualities incident to creation or the state of
humanity, viz., the quality of darkness or ignorance
(=tamas, q.v.):—tamo-gu, adj. & s.m. Having the quality
of tamas predominant in the temperament, irascible,
ignorant, proud, &c.;—one who is under the in uence of
tamas, a mischievous or malignant person, incendiary,
villain, &c.:—tamo-ghna, adj. & s.m. Destroying darkness;
—the destroyer of darkness; the sun; the moon; re; an
epithet of the legislator Buddh: —tamo-vrit, adj. Obscured,
clouded; overcome with or in uenced by rage, fear, &c.,
or any of the eects of the property of tamas or
darkness.
S 0@ Y ./ k tamisr, s.f. A dark night, or one during the
wane of the moon.
H 0@ Y ./ k tamisr [S. ./ k+t], s.m. The dark half of
the month, from the full to the change.
A >0@ Y tamas ur, s.m. Jesting, joking, buoonery.
A (0@ Y tamassuk [inf. n. v of (0a 'to hold fast'], s.m. An
obligation, bond, promissory note, note of hand, writing,
instrument, receipt.
A A 0@ Y tamassukt, s.m. pl. (of tamassuk), Obligations,
bonds, &c.
A P 0@ Ytamassuk, adj. Pertaining to a bond or note of
hand.
S  0@ Y/.T " tamas-vin, s.f. Night, dark night.
S Z@ Y ./ 3 timish, s.m. A kind of pumpkin, Benincasa
cerifera;—a water-melon.
P & T  @ Y tamg (in T. also damg, by invers. from dagm;

cf. dg & S. dagdha), s.m. Stamp (on gold, silver, &c.),
seal; brand or mark (on an animal); trade-mark; device
on a shield; arms or armorial bearings; a medal; a royal
grant or charter, a diploma;—a tax on travellers. (The
vulg. and, originally, correct form of the word is tagma
 or
tagm).

S (@ Y / tamak, s.m. Oppression (of the chest), a kind
of asthma.
H (@ Y / tamak [S. / or /+>], s.f. Vanity;
arrogance, pride; growing red in the face.

H @ Y / tamk (i.q. tamak), s.m. Heat; sun-stroke.
A <@ Y tamakkun [inf. n. v of <a 'to hold rank,' &c.], s.m.
Having in one's power; possessing authority or power
(see tamkanat).
H @ Y / tamakn [tamak˚ = Prk. /=() or /=?(),
fr. S. /+>], v.n. To grow red in the face, to ush
(=tamtamn); to y into a passion, to become enraged
without adequate cause, to break out in violence at a
temperate and reason able speech.
H @ Y tamkanat (prob. corr. of tamakkun) = A < @ Y tamkn
[inf. n. ii of <a ] s.f. Gravity, dignity, majesty, grandeur,
greatness, authority, power.
A < @ Y tamkn [inf. n. ii of <a ] = H @ Y tamkanat (prob.
corr. of tamakkun) s.f. Gravity, dignity, majesty,
grandeur, greatness, authority, power.
S @ Y ,/,! tumul, adj. & s.m. Tumultuous, noisy; excited,
perplexed, confused;—tumultuous sound, tumult, uproar,
clang, clatter, din; tumultuous or confused combat, mêlée,
confusion:—tumul vivd, s.m. Noisy dispute or altercation,
excited controversy.
A H#@ Y tamalluq [inf. n. v of H#a 'to atter'], s.m. Flattery,
fawning, cajoling, caressing; adulation, blandishment,
dalliance; ceremony:—tamalluq karn, v.n. To make a
profession or show of love (for), to caress, cajole, atter,
&c.
A ( #@ Y tamlk [inf. n. ii of (#a 'to possess'], s.f. Appointing
master or possessor; possessorship; possession:—tamlknma, s.m. A deed of transfer.
P & T <@ Y tuman (see  a Y tman or tuman), s.m. lit. 'Ten
thousand'; a host, crowd, bevy, troop, squadron;—
brotherhood, connection, caste:—tuman b dhn (-k), To
collect a body of troops:—tuman-dr, s.m. The
commander of a tuman:—tuman-dr, s.f. The command
of a tuman.
P @ Y tamann (for A. tamann, inf. n. vi of a 'to try, to
aict,' &c.), s.f. Wish, desire, longing, inclination (=rz );
reqnest, prayer, supplication, petition:—tamann karn (k), To wish (for), to desire; to pray or petition (for), &c.:
—tamann-kash, adj. Wishful, desirous, solicitous.
T :@ Y taman a, s.m. A pistol (=taban a):—taman a ho n,

taman a dgn,
 v.n. To re or discharge a pistol:—taman a
nikln, v.n. To pull or draw out a pistol.
S J@ Y ./ r$! timi gil, s.m. See s.v. @ Ytimi.
A @ Ytamann, s.f. See tamann.
A 5 @ Y tamawwuj [inf. n. v of 5 a 'to roll in billows'], s.m.
Agitation (of waves), billowing or uctuation (of water).
A d @ Y tam z, s.m. The Syrian month corresponding to
July O.S.
S <X @ Y /5$,4 tamo-gun, s.m. See s.v. tamas for
compounds of which the rst member is tamo.
A @ Y tamawwul [inf. n. v of a 'to be rich'], s.m. The
being or becoming rich; riches, wealth.
H &@ Y ,@6 tumh [Prk. ,@6; S. ,l/], An optional base of
the oblique cases of the pron. tum (but not commonly
used, except in the dat.-acc. tumh-e , the form tum being
preferred).
H  &@ Y ,@6 tumh-r [Prk. ,@66(+gen. a. r, q.v.], The
gen. masc. of the pron. tum (f. -), Of you; your, yours.
H  4@ Y/,6" ti-muhn, /6" ti-mahn, s.f.=trimuhn, q.v.
A + 4@ Y tamhd [inf. n. ii of + 4a 'to spread equally'], s.f.
Arranging, disposing; arrangement, disposition,
adjustment, settlement, management; conrmation;
preliminary, preamble, introduction, preface,
preparative; pleading an excuse:—tamhd uhn, v.n. To
take up, or to open (a subject); to premise:—tamhd karn
(-k), To make an arrangement or disposition (of), to
dispose, &c.; to premise:—tamhde ba dhn, v.n. To lay
down premises; to frame vain suppositions beforehand,
to make idle and shuing excuses;—tamhde b dh
karn, To go on premising; to continue making vain
suppositions, &c.
A A+ 4@ Y tamhdt, s.f. pl. (of tamhd), s.m. Dispositions;
preparations, preliminary measures or arrangements,
&c.
A + 4@ Ytamhd, adj. Preliminary, introductory.
S @ Y/" tam, s.f. Night, darkness.
S @ Y./ timi, s.m. A kind of fabulous sh of an
enormous size (said to be one hundred yojanas long):—
timi -gil, s.m. lit. 'Swallowing even the timi'; a large

fabulous sh:—timi -gil-gil, s.m. 'Swallowing even the
timi gil'; a large fabulous sh.
P & H o @ Y tamz [for A. o @ Y tamyz, inf. n. ii of o a 'to
separate,' &c.], s.f. Discernment, judgment,
discrimination, distinction, discretion, sense:—tamz-dr,
adj. Possessing discernment, discerning, judicious,
discreet, sensible; well-conducted, well-mannered:—
tamz karnd (-k?), To distinguish, to discriminate
(between); to discern, perceive:—arf--tamz, 'The
specication,' an adverb.
A o @ Y tamaiyuz [inf. n. v of o a ], s.m. Being distinguished;
being discerned.
P & H <Y  tan [Zend tanu; S. ,], s.m. The body, person;
one's own person, self:—tan-sn, s.f. Ease of body,
bodily comfort, indulgence:—tan-war, adj. Corpulent,
stout:—tan parwar, adj. & s.m. Careful of the body,
self-indulgent; selsh; luxurious, voluptuous;—a selfindulgent person, &c.:—tan-parwar, s.f. A pampering of
the body, self-indulgence, ease, luxury, voluptuousness:
—tan-tanh, tan--tanh, adv. Alone; singly:—tan- hn (S. kshna), adj. Wasted in body, emaciated:—tan-durust, adj.
Well in health, sound in body, healthy, vigorous:—tandurust karn, v.t. To make (one) well, to restore to health,
to cure:—tan-durust, s.f. Health, bodily vigour:—tan-dih,
adj. & s.m. Applying oneself (to), attentive (to), of great
application, diligent;—one who has great application, &c.:
—tan-dih, s.f. Application, attention, diligence; exertion,
eort, pains:—tan-dih-se, adv. Attentively, diligently;
energetically, with exertion or eort, with painstaking:—
tan-dih karn, tan den (-me ), To give or apply oneself
(to), to pay attention (to), to exert oneself (in), to take
pains:—tan-zeb, s.f. A cloth of the nainsukh kind, but ner;
a kind of vest worn under the qab:—tan-sukh, adj. & s.m.
Taking ease, reposing, indulging; idling; bodily ease,
&c.=tan-sn, q.v.:—tan-ko lagn (-ke), To touch or aect
the person (of); to come home to one, to feel; to
assimilate (food), to nourish, to make esh, to fatten; to
be applied to the body, be brought into use:—tan-lg ,
adj. Personally attached (to, -ke), devoted (to), zealous
(for); active, energetic, painstaking:—tan-man, s.m. Body
and soul, one's whole self:—tan-man-se, adv. With body
and soul, with all (one's) heart and soul:—tan-man mrn,

tan-o-man mrn, v.n. To restrain the appetites or
desires; to suppress the feelings or emotions; to keep
quiet or silent; to concentrate one's attention or
faculties (on), to render oneself unconscious of
snrrounding objects, &c.
H <Y  tin [Prk. 4(; S. ;, acc. pl. neut. of base ],
The formative, or base of the oblique cases, of the plural
of the pron. so or taun, qq.v.
S <Y ,B tunna, vulg. tun, H. , tun (rt. tud), part. Goaded,
tormented, hurt, vexed, injured; cut, cut down, broken,
&c.;—s.m. The Toon tree, Cedrela toona (the wood of
which bears some resemblance to mahogany, and is
much used for furniture, &c.);—s.f. The ower of the
Toon tree (used for dyeing a yellow colour):—tunna-vya,
s.m. A tailor.
H Y B tann, v.n. See Y tann.
H ; Y  tanp [S. ~4, or ,+Prk. Q(=;(=; (=S. ;
+], s.m. Youth; buoyancy or elasticity of youth; pride of
youth.
A  Y tandd, tand [inf. n. vi of +  'to ee'], s.m. Being
dispersed, ying in disorder; dispersion, ight.
A .d Y tanz [inf. n. vi. of .oY 'to remove, to pull up,' &c.],
s.m. Disputing, wrangling; dispute, contention, strife.
P md Y tanzaa (for A. ~md Y tanzaat), adj. Disputed, at issue,
moot;—s.m.=tanz.
A d Y tanzul [inf. n. vi of o 'to descend'], s.m. Alighting;
descent; decline, fall (of price, &c.), loss (of rank, &c.);
leaping from (a horse, in order to ght), coming or
rushing down into a plain against each other (two
armies).
A UB Y tansub [inf. n. vi of U0 'to mention the
lineage' (of)], s.m. Resemblance; proportionateness,
proportion; relation.
A A %B Y tansubt, s.m. pl. (of tansub), Proportions,
relations.
A uB Y tansu  [inf. n. vi of u0 'to transform'], s.m.
Transformation, transmigration, metempsychosis.
A B Y tansul [inf. n. vi of 0 'to beget, bring forth'], s.m.
Begetting; generation; uninterrupted descent through a
series of generations:—latut-tansul, The organ of

generation.
A _ Y tanfur [inf. n. vi of h  'to run away in fright'], s.m.
Flying from one another; mutual repugnance or
aversion; disputing or contending (for honour) before a
judge.
A _ Ytanf [inf. n. vi of h 'to prohibit, to deny'], s.f.
Expelling; pursuing, persecuting, seeking to ruin one
another; denial (that another has fullled a contract or
paid a debt, &c.).
A \i Y tanqu [inf. n. vi of \Q  'to break; to violate'], s.m.
Being discordant or incompatible; contradiction;
discrepancy; incompatibility; (in law) the advancing of
two incompatible claims (to the same property).
A i Y tanqul [inf. n. vi of Q  'to transport,' &c.], s.m. A
communicating together; mutual communication.
H  Y B tannn (see tann), v.n. 'To be stretched;' to
be straight, to be erect;—to twang, sound (as the string
of an instrument); to have a sharp pricking pain; to
tingle (=tantann).
P  Y tan-war, adj. See s.v. tan.
A  Y tanwul [inf. n. vi of  'to give, present'], s.m.
Taking meat and drink, eating:—tanwul farmn, tanwul
karn, v.t. To eat.
A  Ytanh [inf. n. vi of 4'to reach, arrive'], s.f.
Reaching to the end, arriving (at the end of a journey,
&c.); being brought to a termination; nish, completion.
H %Y @  tamb, s.m. corr. of tambn, q.v.
H  %Y ( { tambk [Americ. Indian tabaco], s.m.
Tobacco (in P. also tambk ; A. & T. tumbk:—Some
derive the Hind word from the S. tmra-kuaka,
'tobacco ?):—tambk pn, v.n. To smoke tobacco, to
have a smoke.
H ! %Y ( !0 tambl [Prk. @ =S. Ã+!,+t], s.m. A
copper or brass pot or bowl; cooking-pot; pot, pipkin
(syn. tambiy; ba-loh).
P & T  %Y tumbn, vulg. tambn, s.m. Wide drawers
(almost like petticoats); drawers, short breeches.
H %Y @ 0 tamb [Prk. @ 5; S. T@ t], s.m. A tent
(particularly a large one); pavilion; canopy;—an eel, a
lamprey:—tamb tann, v.n. To pitch a tent.

P & H  %Y ( 0 tamb r, = H  %Y ( 0  tamb r, [S. ,@ ++t;
whence H. t b  or tumb , 'a gourd'; A. tumb
r or

tamb
r, which is fancifully derived from the P. dumb-i
bara, 'a lamb's tail'], s.m. A kind of mandoline, or Turkish
guitar, with chords of brass wire; a tambour; a drum.
H  %Y ( 0  tamb r, = P & H  %Y ( 0 tamb r, [S. ,@ ++t;
r or
whence H. t b  or tumb , 'a gourd'; A. tumb

tamb
r, which is fancifully derived from the P. dumb-i
bara, 'a lamb's tail'], s.m. A kind of mandoline, or Turkish
guitar, with chords of brass wire; a tambour; a drum.
T = %Ytamb r , s.m. A drummer; one who plays the
tabor.
H %Y ( 5! tambol [Prk. ( 5!(; S. @ !
0 ;( P. tamb l], s.m.
The betel leaf (syn. pn):—tambol n, v.n. To bleed at the
mouth (a horse, through injury from the bridle).
H <! %Y ( 5.! tambolin, ( 5! tambolan [Prk. ( 5.!4"; S.
@ .0 !"], s.f. A woman of the tambol caste; a woman
whose business it is to sell betel-leaf; the wife of a seller
of betel-leaf;—name of a tree.
0 "+t], s.m. A
H ! %Y( 5!" tambol [Prk. ( 5.! ; S. @ !
caste whose business it is to sell betel-leaf; a member of
that caste; a seller of betel-leaf.
A %Y tanabbh [inf. n. v. of % 'to recollect,' &c.], s.m. f. (?),
Advice, admonition; animadversion, &c. (see tambh);—
bashfulness, modesty.
H %Y (  tambiy [Prk. (
; S. Ã+t], s.m. A
copper or brass pot or bowl (syn. tambl ; ba-loh
(dialectic forms of the word are tamhe , ta bhe ,
ta be ).
H  %Y (  tambiyn [fr. S. Ã; H. t b], v.n. To
become coppery; to become covered with verdigris; to
acquire or have a coppery taste (food).
A  %Y tambh [inf. n. ii of % 'to recollect,' &c.], s.f.
Admonition, reproof, censure, reprimand; correction,
punishment:—tambh den, tambh karn, v.t. To
admonish; to reprimand, &c.
H Y B tant [S.  or ], adj. & adv. Precise, exact;
opportune;—precisely, exactly, just; opportunely;—s.m.
Precise or exact moment, opportune moment, nick of
time (=tat samay), critical moment; need, occasion.

H Y B tant [S. .Bt or BP"t], s.f. Thread, string, wire,

S *Y ,B, tantu, s.m. Thread, cord, wire, string, line; warp

chord of a musical instrument (=t t, of which it may be
a contraction):—tant-kr, s.m. A musician (=tantr).
H Y B tant [S. BP(], s.m. Chief or essential part,

of a web; cobweb; lament; a line of descendants;
ospring, issue, race:—tantu-k, s.m. The silk-worm.
S *Y.B tanti, s.m. A weaver.

essence, main point (=tattwa); principal doctrine; model,
typical form.
H *Y B! tantl, adj.=tanl, q.v.

H <Y (& tan, s.m. See an.

S *Y BP tantra, vulg. tantr, tantar, s.m. Leading or
principal action of a ceremony, the regular order of
ceremonies or rites, ritual; chief or essential part, main
point; principal doctrine, rule, theory; a scientic work; a
religious treatise teaching magical and mystic
formularies for the worship of the deities or the
attainment of superhuman power; a medicament, a
drug, a chief remedy or charm considered as producing
medicinal eects; charm, spell, incantation,
enchantment;—demonstration, clear and right
conclusion; the right way of doing anything;—raiment,
vesture.
S *YBP" tantr, s.m. A musician;—one who follows a

S <Ye&" tin, s.f. The plant Convolvulus turpethum (syn.
turbud; teo ).
A 2 8Y tanjm [inf. n. ii of 2 8 'to appear or rise' (a star)],
s.f. Prognosticating or calculating (an event) by the
aspect of the stars; science of the stars, astrology.
H &:Y(+" ta h [S.  ++t], adj.=tang, q.v.
A u>Y tana nu  [inf. n. ii of u>Y 'to remove,' &c.], s.m.
Clearing the throat, hemming, hawking.
P ? >Y tan h, tan h, s.f. Wages, pay, salary,

tantra; a practiser of enchantments.
H  Y.B7" tinti  (S. tinti), s.f. The tamarind tree.

allowance, an assignment (on the revenue), an order for
wages, &c.:—tan h ban, v.n. Pay to be distributed:—
tan h-dr, s.m. One who receives pay or salary; a
holder of an order for wages, &c.:—tan h-dr, s.f.
Receiving pay or a salary; service:—tan h den (-ko),
To pay salary or wages (to):—tan h--t, s.f. Special
or personal allowance.
H + Y B tind, s.m.=+ Y tindu, q.v.

H *Y B tantan (see next), s.m. Sound, noise, cry,

S + Y ,B tund, s.m. A protuberant belly; the belly,

shout, din, uproar; rumour, fame; pomp, dignity, state.
H  *Y B tantann [tantan˚ = S.  'to resound,'

abdomen;—s.f. The navel:—tund-parimarj, tund-parimrij,
s.m. One who is in the habit of stroking his belly; (met.) a
lazy man, a sluggard:—tund-k p, s.m.=tund-k p, s.f. The
navel.
P + Y tund (S. ,r$, or 04?),
' adj. Quick, swift, rapid, fast,

redupl.+ = w = Prk. U=S. ], v.n. To sound, ring, to
twang; to tingle.
H  *Y ,, tuntunn (onomat. or=tantann), v.n. To
sound, resound ring; to clink, tinkle.
H ? *Y B6& tantanha [fr. tantann;—˚ha = wa =
Prk.  +(=S. ()+; ]( , s.f. Tingling, smart; sharp
pricking pain (arising from a burn or from
in ammation).
H ? *Y ,B,6& tuntunha, s.f. Ringing sound, sound,
ring, tinkling, tinkle, clink.
P *Y tantana, s.m.=tantan, q.v.
H *Y,B," tuntun, s.f. A musical instrument (stringed),
a rude kind of guitar or inandoline.

eet; brisk, active; hot, sharp, acrid; hot-spirited,
impetuous, hasty; severe, stern, acrimonious; erce,
furious, violent:—tund- o, adj. Hot-tempered,
passionate, irascible, violent-tempered, furious; fretful,
peevish:—tund- o, s.f. Violence of temper, aptitude to
unreasonable and excessive anger, passionateness,
irascibility; fretfulness, peevishness:—tund-raftr, adj.
Fast-going, swift, eet:—tund-zabn, adj. Speaking
rapidly; uent, eloquent:—tund-mizj, adj. Hot-tempered,
&c.=tund- o, q.v.:—tund-hon, v.n. To become angry, be
very displeased.
S & + Y ,.B# tundibha, adj.=tundil, q.v.

P + Y tundar, tundur (S.  (), s.m. (?), Thunder;—the

P U)oY tan-zeb, s.f. See s.v. tan.

nightingale.
S + Y BW tandr, s.f. Lassitude, weariness, exhaustion,

A )oY tanzl [inf. n. ii of o 'to descend'], s.f. Causing (a
traveller, &c.) to alight, receiving (one) hospitably;
revelation; the Qorn.
A )oY tanzh [inf. n. ii of ?o], s.f. Keeping apart from all

syncope; sleepiness, sluggishness.
S !+ Y BW!, tandrlu, adj. Tired, wearied, overcome with
fatigue or sleep, sleepy, sluggish.
P B+ Y tan-durust, adj. See s.v. tan.
S + YBW" tandr, s.f.=tandr, q.v.
S + Y ,.B tundika, vulg. tundik, adj.=tundil, q.v.
S  + YBC" tinduk, s.f. The resinous fruit of the ebony
tree called tindu.
S + Y ,.B! tundil, adj. Having a large or prominent belly
or navel; gorbellied, corpulent.
A 1 + Y tanaddum [inf. n. v of 1 +  'to repent'], s.m.
Repentance, penitence; shame, bashfulness, modesty.
S + Y BC tindu, s.m. A species of ebony, Diospyros
glutinosa (from the fruit of which is obtained a kind of
resin used in India as pitch for caulking vessels, &c.).
H + Y tand r, s.m. corr. of tann r, q.v.
H + Y,B" tund [S. ,.Bt], adj. Gorbellied, &c.=tundil;—
s.m. A gorbellied or corpulent person.
P + Ytund (from tund), s.f. Swiftness; briskness, activity;
sharpness, severity, acrimony; impetuosity, violence,
erceness, fury.
H <Y ef ta, s.m. (local)=n, q.v.
S <Y ef,! taul, s.m. Grain (especially rice) after
threshing and winnowing.
S <Y ef,!, tanulu, s.m.f. A plant the seeds of which are
used as a vermifuge.
H (7<Y ef<! tael, s.m. See ael.
A oY tanazzul [inf. n. v of o 'to alight'], s.m. Descent,
decline, diminution, wane, decay, falling o;
degradation:—tanazzul karn (-se), To descend (from); to
decline, &c.:—tanazzul hon, v.n. To fall o, decline; to be
degraded, &c.
A ?oY tanazzh [inf. n. v of ?o 'to restrain oneself'], s.m.
Being pure, keeping oneself free from vice or stain;
studying continence; being modest or chaste.

impurity; purifying, cleansing; purity, holiness.
P )oY tanziya [for A. ~)oY tanziyat, inf. n. ii of o 'to
overpower'], s.m. Inspiring with desire; desire;
propensity.
A 0Y tanassul [inf. n. v of 0 'to bring forth'], s.m.
Pedigree, genealogy. (The form is not met with in
classical Arabic).
A u 0Y tans  [inf. n. ii of u0 'to cancel,' &c.], s.f. Causing
to annul or abrogate; cancelling; abrogation, quashing
(an indictment or a decision).
S ZY 8 tini, s.m. The tree Dalbergia ougeinensis.
A MY tanaur [inf. n. v of M; derived from narn, 'a
Christian'], s.m. Becoming a Christian (or Nazarene).
A g MY tanf [inf. n. ii of gM 'to reach to the
middle' (of)], s.f. Dividing in the middle, or into two equal
parts; bisecting; bisection:—tanf karn (-k), To bisect, &c.
A  Y tanzr [inf. n. ii of  'to look' (at)], s.f. Beholding,
contemplating;—likening, resembling.
A 2 Y tanzm
 [inf. n. ii of 2  'to join, string,' &c.],
Composing (verses); stringing or threading (pearls, &c.);
ordering, arranging.
A 2 P Y tana"um [inf. n. v of 2 P  'to be in a state of ease,'
&c.], s.m. Enjoying in abundance the conveniences and
comforts of life; enjoyment, ease, happiness; prosperity.
A 2 P Y tanm [inf. n. ii of 2 P ], s.f. Bestowing abundance,
putting (one) in a state of comfort or ease;—saying
naam, 'Yes' (in conrmation of an assertion, a debt,
&c.), acknowledgement (of).
A h Y tana"ur [inf. n. v of h  'to run away in fright'], s.m.
Avoiding, shunning; aversion, disgust.
A Ih Y tana"us [inf. n. v of Ih ; from nafas 'breath'], s.m.
Breathing, respiration; heaving a deep sigh.
A Q Y tanq [inf. n. ii of Q  'to extract' (marrow), &c.], s.f.
Cleaning, polishing; clearing (the bowels), purging;—
deciding (disputes), investigation, examination, sifting,
search, inquiry, ascertaining:—tanq-talab,
adj.


Demanding inquiry or investigation; to be decided or
determined; for decision:—tanq karn (-k), To decide,
determine; to ascertain; to sift, go to the bottom (of).
P  Q Y tanquiya [for A. ~ Q Y tanqiyat, inf. n. ii of Q 'to extract
marrow' (from)], s.m. Cleaning; clearing out (the
bowels), purging; winnowing (grain);—deciding (cases);
decision (cf. tanq).
H (Y , tanuk,  tanak, or  tanik [Prk. 4=5; S.
,t], adj. & adv. Little, small, slight, thin; very little,
the least;—a little, slightly; a little while:—tanak-s,
adv.=tanak.
P (Y tunak, tunuk (S. tanuka), adj. Little, small; thin,
slight, slender; weak, delicate; eeminate;—s.m. A thin
cake or fritter (=tunk):—tunuk-aws, adj. Sensible;
sensitive:—tunuk-aws, s.f. Sensibility, sensitiveness:—
tunuk-abr, adj. Having little patience, impatient:—tunukabr, s.f. Want of patience, impatience:—tunuk-zarf,
 adj.
& s.m. lit. 'A weak vessel'; shallow; empty; simple; unable
to keep a secret; unable to drink much, easily upset by
drink;—a simpleton; a tale-bearer, tattler:—tunuk-mya,
adj. Slight or weak in substance; poor of resources:—
tunuk-mizj, adj. Whimsical; fretful, peevish, captious,
touchy, irritable:—tunuk-mizj, s.f. Fretfulness,
peevishness, captiousness, irritability.
H (Y B tinnak (see next), s.f. A blade of grass; a
slight or frail thing or creature, a little or wee thing.
H Y  tink [S. 4t], s.m. Grass, straw; a blade of
grass; a bit of the stalk of grass; a bit or scrap (of thread,
paper, &c.); a mote, particle:—tink d to -me (or mu hme ) len, v.n. To make submission; to confess
inferiority; to ask for quarter:—tink na rahn, v.n. To
have not a scrap remaining, to be cleaned out (of
money, &c.), to be robbed of everything:—tinke unn,
v.n. 'To pick straws'; to be intoxicated, or insane, or
mad, &c.
P  Y tankr, s.m. incorr. for tangr, q.v.
H Y  tinakn [tinak˚ = S. B, rt. + >], v.n. To
prick, to throb, palpitate, utter; to break into a passion,
to are up (at, -par).
H &Y BL tinnakh, s.f.=tinnak, q.v.

H &Y L tinakhn, v.n.=tinakn, q.v.
H *," tunk [S. ,+], s.f. A thin crisp cake
(made of our, water, and usually a little sugar).
P ^Y tang [Pehl. tang; Zend tangista, rt. ta = S.  ], adj.
Contracted, straitened, conned, strait, narrow, tight;
wanting, scarce, scanty, stinted, barren; distressed,
poor, badly o; distracted, troubled, vexed; dejected, sad,
sick (at heart);—s.m. A horse-belt, girth;—a bag, sack;
half a horse's, bullock's, or camel's load;—a bell:—tangn, or ba-tang n (-se), To be distressed or incommoded
(by), to be in distress or diculty; to be troubled, or
vexed, or harassed (by); to be utterly weary or sick (of),
to have one's patience exhausted (by); to be dejected or
sad:—tang-posh, adj. Wearing tight clothes, tightly
dressed:—tang-posh, s.f. Tightness of dress:—tang ashm,
adj. Insatiable, covetous; miserly, niggard:—tang-l, adj.
Straitened in circumstances, poor, distressed, destitute,
in great straits:—tang-l, s.f. Narrow circumstances,
straits, distress, poverty, adversity:—tang-auila, adj. 'Of
narrow stomach or capacity'; unable to keep a secret
(=tunuk-zarf):—tang-darz,
s.f. Close stitching:—tang-dast,

adj. Poor, penniless; close-sted, miserly, niggard:—tangdast, s.f. Poverty, penury, want; inability (to do any
thing), helplessness;—parsimony, niggardliness:—tangdil, adj. & s.m. Narrow-hearted, illiberal, miserly,
niggard (=tang- ashm); sick at heart, dejected, sad,
sorrowful (=dil-tang);—a miser, a niggard:—tang-dil, s.f.
Niggardliness, stinginess, parsimony;—heart-ache, grief,
sorrow, dejection (=dil-tang):—tang-dahan, adj. Smallmouthed, an epithet of a sweetheart:—tang karn, v.t. To
contract, straiten, narrow, tighten; to distress, vex,
worry, harass; to put pressure upon, to compel, to
oppress:—tang kasn, tang khai n, v.n. To tighten the
girth (of a saddle):—tang len (-k), To contract, take in,
tighten (a knot, buckle, &c.):—tang-n, s.m. tang-ne, s.f.
A narrow place or passage, a strait; a dele:—tang-waqt,
s.m. Moment of diculty, critical moment, emergency;
hard times:—tang hth hon, v.n. To be in straits, be badly
o, be penniless:—tang hon, or ba tang hon, v.n.=tang n,
q.v.
S ^Y ,($ tung, adj. & s.m. High, elevated, lofty, tall, erect,

prominent; strong; hot, passionate;—elevation, height,
altitude, culmination; top, highest point, vertex, peak;—
the tree Rottleria tinctoria:—tung-bhadra, s.m. A restive
elephant, an elephant in rut:—tung-bhadr, s.f. Name of a
river in the Mysore territory (formed by the junction of
the Tung and Bhadra rivers).
P ^Y tung, s.m. A vessel with a long and narrow neck; a
body of troops.
H JY ($ tang, s.m. A denomination of money, equal to
two paiss (see ak).
P $ = ^*tang- , s.f.=tang, q.v.
P  JYtang-ne, s.f. See s.v. tang.
P JYtang (from tang), s.f. Straitness, narrowness,
tightness, closeness; scantiness, scarcity, distress,
diculty, want, poverty; stinginess, parsimony;—a bag,
sack:—tang karn, v. To practise parsimony, to be
parsimonious, to act the miser.
S JY,($" tu g, adj. High, lofty;—s.f. A kind of basil,
Ocymum gratissimum.
H  JY tangiyn (from tang), v.t. To tighten (the girths of
a horse, &c.).
H  JY tangiyn (corr. of tagiyn, q.v.), v.t. To make (a
horse) gallop.
S Y @ * BB/P tan-mtra (tat+mtra), adj. & s.m. That alone,
that merely, that itself.
H Y  tann (fr. the trans. tnn, q.v.), v.n. To stretch,
be pulled tight; to be spun out; to spread; to be pitched (a
tent); to sit upright or erect; to move or act in a pompous
or conceited manner, to make a display;—v.t. To pull
tight, &c.=tnn, q.v.
S Y , tanu, 0 tan , adj. Thin, slender, delicate, &c.
(=tanuk);—s.f. The body, &c. (=tan, q.v.):—tanu-ja, tanuj,
s.m. (f. -), Ospring, child, son:—tanu-k p, s.m. A pore of
the skin:—tanv-inriya, adj. Having slender limbs,
delicately formed, delicate, slim.
H " Y ( ! ta wl [S. /+!+t], s.m. Darkness
before the eyes, fainting, a swoon.
H  Y (  ta war [S. /; but cf. 5/], s.m. Name of a
tribe of Rjp ts (=tuwar).
P & A  Y tan r, tann r [Pehl. tan r; Zend tan ra: prob a

Semitic word, connected with nr], s.m. An oven; a stove.
P + a Y tan -mand, tano-mand [Zend tanumañt; S. ,+/],
adj. Robust, corpulent.
S )+  Y .B .BW tanv-indriya, adv. See s.v. tanu.
S  Y.B " tanwin = S  YB " tanw s.f. A delicate or
slender woman;—tanw, s.f. Name of a plant;—(in Pros.) a
kind of stanza of four lines with twenty-four syllables in
each.
S  YB " tanw = S  Y.B " tanwin s.f. A delicate or
slender woman;—tanw, s.f. Name of a plant;—(in Pros.) a
kind of stanza of four lines with twenty-four syllables in
each.
A ) Y tanwr [inf. n. ii of   'to shine'], s.f. Illuminating,
enlightening; illumination.
A <) Y tanwn [inf. n. ii of   not in use; formed from n n,
'the letter '], s.f. Nunation, doubling the short vowels at
the end of (Arabic) words in writing, and pronouncing
them with the addition of the sound  (e.g. ~-h #r alfata;
-  @ >Y ta mna: see Grammar).
P Y tana (S. rt. tan), s.m. Stalk, stock, trunk, stem;—a
spider's web.
P 4Y tanh (S. tanu), adj. & adv. Solitary, lonely; single;
singular, unique; private; alone; only; apart, privately.
P $ 4Ytanh, s.f. Loneliness, solitude; privacy.
S Y tanay, s.m. A son; a male descendant.
H Y" tan (from tann), s.f. The string or fasteniry of a
garment (as of an angarkh, &c.).
H Y" tan, s.f.=tanay, q.v.
H YB" tinn [S. 4+], s.f. A kind of rice.
S Y  tanay, s.f. A daughter; a female descendant
H Y  taniy [tan+iy = S. ], s.m. A kind of
covering for the wrist; a narrow strip of cloth for the
loins, &c.
S  Y B5 tan-nr (tat+nr), s.m. See s.v. tat.
A < Y tinnn, s.m. A large serpent; a dragon; a great seamonster, the great sea-serpent:—at-tinnn, s.m. The
constellation of the Dragon.
S Y  tava, vulg. tav, pron. adj. Thy, thine (=ter: com. in
H. poetry).

H Y 0 t [Ap. Prk. ,z( or ,6(, fr. Prk. base ,(S.; )+gen. a.

A + W Y tawjud [inf. n. vi of + W 'to be transported'], s.m.

z(, &c.], pers. pron. Thou (used to imply depreciation or

Mutual ecstasy, rapture.
H  Y , tuar, ,  tuwar [S. , "], s.f. A kind of pulse,

contempt; or by way of familiarity, or endearment; or, in
addressing the Deity, to imply extreme reverence):—t t aq karn, t -t karn, t -karn, v.t. To thou and thee, to
address rudely or disrespectfully; to wrangle, quarrel; to
abuse:—t -t mai -mai , s.f. 'Thou thou, I I'; altercation,
wrangling, squabbling; abusing:—t -t mai -main karn,
v.t. To wrangle, squabble; to abuse:—t -h, pron.
(emphat.) Thou thyself, even thou.
H Y 5 to [Prk. , gen. sing. base  or ,; see t ], The
formative, or base (in Braj. &c.) of the dat., acc., and abl.
cases of the pron. t (e.g. to-hi = tujh-ko);—thy, thine
(=ter).
H Y 5 to, M tau [Prk.  ; S.  ], conj. (correl. to agar,
jo, jab) & adv. Therefore, then, in that case; at any rate,
at least; at that time; moreover; that; also; for;—yes,
well!—(as a particle of asseveration or emphasis, to = )
indeed, actually, in point of fact; forsooth; just (cf. the S.
adv. tu):—tau-bh (S. tad+api), conj. Even then, even so,
yet, still, nevertheless, notwithstanding:—to sah, adv.
Forsooth; just (more emphatic than simple to):—tau-lag,
tau-lo , adv. (prov.)=tab-lag, tab-tak, q.v.:—tau-h , tau-h,
adv. (Braj)=tab-h, and tau-bh, qq.v.
H  Y   taw, vulg. taww [S. t; cf. tw, & the P.
tba], s.m. An iron plate or pan on which break-cakes
are baked, a griddle; a frying-pan; the small plate or
shard in a ilam on which the tobacco is placed; a shard
placed over the tobacco in the ilam; a leaden pan let
down into a well to cool the water, or to check excessive
ow;—bottom, or bed (of a river, &c.); layer, stratum; an
iron mirror:—tawe-par k b d, s.f. lit. 'A drop of water
from o a baking-pan'; anything tri ing or insignicant,
a mere tri e; a transient or eeting thing:—tawe-k
ha sn, s.m. The falling of sparks from a taw (regarded
as a good omen):—ul taw, adj. lit. 'An inverted taw';
coal-black, jet-black.
A b  Y tawb, s.m. pl. (of tb, q.v.), Followers,
dependants; &c.
A Y Y tawtur [inf. n. vi of Y 'to separate,' &c.], s.m.
Following in succession; succession, continuation.

Cajanus indicus, or Cytisus cajan (syn. arhar).
H  Y   ti-wr [S. P+t], s.m. A hall or building
with three doors (=ti-bra, tidar).
H <$ Y   tiwrin, s.f. The wife of a tiwr, q.v.
A  Y tawrud [inf. n. vi of  'to enter'], s.m.
Unintentionally inserting the sense of another's verses
in one's own poems;—corresponding (by letter).
H  Y " ti-wr [S. P+_"()+t], s.m. A class of
Brahmans who are entitled to read three Vedas; a
member of that class.
A u) Y tawrkh, s.f. pl. (of tr ), Dates; chronicles,
histories, annals.
H   Y 7" tiw , s.m.=tiwr, q.v.
H B Y " ti-ws, adj.=tibs, q.v.
P B Ytiws, s.f. A kind of embroidered carpet or rug.
A b | Y taw [inf. n. vi of b | 'to place, lay down'], s.f.
Humility; attention, civility, courtesy; hospitality,
reception, entertainment; gift, present; pretended
kindness, empty compliments:—taw--samarqand, s.f.
False politeness; empty compliments:—taw karn (-k),
To treat with civility or courtesy, to receive with
politeness; to entertain; to oer (a thing) as a present,
to make a present (to).
A H_ Y tawfuq [inf. n. vi of H_ 'to nd (a thing)
convenient,' &c.], s.m. Concord, harmony, agreement,
concurrence, coincidence; (in Arith.) the relation
between two numbers which have a common measure,
commensurability.
H " Y  ! tawl, s.m.=ta wl, q.v.
A + ! Y tawlud [inf. n. vi of + ! 'to bear children'], s.m.
Begetting, being born generation after generation;
propagation, generating again and again.
A ! Ytawl [inf. n. vi of !'to be near or contiguous'], s.f.
Following in succession; continuation, succession.
A 1  Y tawam, tauam, s.m. A twin (=jo l).
A  a  Y tawamn, tauamn, s.m. dual (of tauam), Twins
(syn. jo le).

P  Y tuwn, vulg. tawn [Pehl. tubn; Zend, rt. tu; S. tu],
s.m. Power, ability, strength:—tawn-gar, adj. Powerful;
rich, opulent:—tawn-gar, s.f. Power; opulence, riches,
wealth.
P  Y tuwn, vulg. tawn, adj. Powerful, able, strong,
robust; plump, fat.
P $  Ytuwn, vulg. tawn, s.f. Power, ability, strength,
&c.
P J Y tawngar, adj. See s.v. tawn.
H  Y ,   tuww, s.m. Name of a bird.
H $ Ytaw, s.f. corr. of tabh, q.v.
H ? Y taubh, s.f. corr. of tauba, q.v.
H  Y 5  tobr = P ? Y tobra s.m.=next, q.v.
P ? Y tobra = H  Y 5  tobr s.m.=next, q.v.
H

Y 5 7 tob  = H 2

Y tob a [S. H5R inverted+  = Prk.

f =S. +t; cf. H. thob , thop ; thoth], s.m. The bag
out of which horses eat their corn, a horse's nose-bag.
H 2 Y tob a = H  Y 5 7 tob  [S. H5R inverted+  = Prk.

cannonade:—top- na, s.m. Artillery; the artillery (in an
army); a battery, a park of artillery; the place where
cannon and artillery stores are kept, an arsenal:—topna--dast, s.m. Fire-arms, muskets, ri es (as opposed
to cannon):—top dgn (-par) = top aln, q.v.:—top hln,
v.n. To cast cannon:—top-se u n, v.t. To blow away from
a gun; to condemn to be shot:—top lagn, top mrn,
v.n.=top aln, q.v.
H ] Y 5 top [S. T0t], s.m. Heap, pile; cluster; a
Buddhist monument, a tumulus erected over a sacred
spot (as the top of Manikila in the Panjb); a cluster of
trees, a grove, plantation, garden.
H  ; Y 5 topn, (caus. of topn), v.t.=tupn, q.v.
T :; Ytop- , s.m. A conductor of artillery; a commissary
of ordnance; a bombardier; a cannonier.
H  ] Y 57 top , s.m. A y;—a kind of pigeon.
P (; Y t pak, topak, s.f.=tupak, q.v.
H ; Y 5 topn [fr. S. T0], v.t. To cover with a top or

f =S. +t; cf. H. thob , thop ; thoth], s.m. The bag

mound, to bury; to cover; to conceal.
A A Y 0 t t (the P. t d or t , S. t da, Arabicized), s.m. A

out of which horses eat their corn, a horse's nose-bag.
A  Y tauba, vulg. toba, s.f. Vowing to sin no more;

mulberry, Morus indica.
H Y Y 0 t t [S. 0t], s.m. Sulphate of copper (=t tiy,

repenting; penitence, repentance; conversion; abjuring,
renouncing; recantation;—tauba, or tauba-tauba, intj. Fie!,
faugh!, horrible!, good gracious!, never again!, Heaven
forfend!:—tauba-tauba-karke, adv. In all penitence;
appealing to God, before God (I declare, &c.):—tauba
to n, v.n. To violate a vow:—tauba-dh , s.f. The sound of
cries under punishment;—tauba-dh karn, v.n. To shriek
or yell under punishment:—tauba karn, v.t. To make
(one) repent; to entreat or induce (one) to repent:—
tauba karn (-se), To vow to sin no more; to repent (of
evil, sin, crime, &c.); to recant; to abjure, renounce,
forswear.
A u Y taub  [inf. n. ii of u  not in use], s.f. Threatening,
speaking harshly to; reproof, rebuke, reproach.
P & H ] Y top [T. tob, top, orig. 'a round mass'=S. st pa],
s.f. A gun, cannon, eld-piece; mortar, howitzer;—(g.) a
fat or corpulent person:—top-andz, s.m. A gunner, a
cannoneer:—top-par rakhn, v.t. To blow away from a gun
(=top-se u n):—top- aln, top ho n (-par), To

q.v.).
H Y Y 5 tot [P. tota; S. R,+ t; cf. totl and toto], s.m. A
parrot;—pet, darling (a term of endearment applied to
children):—tot- ashm, adj. lit. 'Parrot-eyed'; faithless,
false, treacherous:—tot-s boln, v.n. To talk like a
parrot, to prattle or talk sweetly:—tote u -jn (-ke, or
hatho -ke), To lose one's power of prating, to be struck
dumb, to be confounded:—tote-k-s a khe phern, v.n. To
turn away one's faithless eyes (to another), to withdraw
the aections (from), to become indierent (to).
H Y Y 5 tot [S. P5&t+t], s.m. The hammer or cock of
a matchlock.
H Y Y 5 totar, 5 totari, adj. Lisping, &c.=totl, q.v.:—
totar-ba an, s.m. Lisping.
H Y Y 5 totrn, v.n.=totln; tutln, q.v.
S (Y Y 0 t tak, s.m. Blue vitriol (=t tiy, q.v.).
H 3Y Y 5! totl [S. R,+ Prk. ! =S.!+t], adj. & s.m.

(f. -), Articulating imperfectly (as a child), lisping;
stuttering, stammering;—lisper; stutterer, stammerer.
H 3Y Y 5! totln, v.n. To speak indistinctly,
&c.=tutln, q.v.
H <Y Y 0 t tan [S. P,&4?], s.m. Fragments, chips,

A Z Y tawaush [inf. n. v of Z 'to y in terror']. s.m.
Being desolate, being deserted (a city, &c.); feeling
desolate or scared; ying (from), aversion, horror.
A +  Y taud [inf. n. ii of +  'to be single or alone'], s.f.

clippings, lings.
H Y Y 5 totn [fr. S. B,], v.t. To weave tape or

Declaring (God) to be one alone; believing in the unity of
God; unity; unitarianism.
S  Y ;  tvad (base tva), pron. adj. Thy (used in comp.):—

ribbon.
H Y Y 00 t -t (Onomat.), s.f. The cry of the koil or

tvad-anghri, Thy feet.
P A W Y t da-jt, s.m. pl. of t da, q.v.

cuckoo;—t -t , to-to, The sound of calling a dog.
H Y Y 55 toto, s.f. Prattling; prattler; (hence) the tongue
(cf. tot and totl).
P & H Y Y tota, s.m.=tot, q.v.
P Y Yt t, s.f. A small singing bird, Loxia rosea.
H Y Y5" tot (P. t  t; see tot), s.f. A parrot; parroquet.
H Y Y0 t ta, s.f. See *Ytuta.
H Y Y 0 t tiy [S. ,;R+t;—A. also t tiya], s.m. Blue

P  Ytodr, s.f. The seed of mallows.
P ? Y t da, toda (S. ,B), s.m. Heap, mound; stack; a mud
pillar, boundary pillar, land-mark (syn. hol); a mark or
butt (to shoot at):—t da-band, s.f. Laying down boundary
marks, marking a boundary:—toda--t fn, s.m.f. 'A mass
of calumny,' a great calumniator.
A b ) Y taud [inf. n. ii of . 'to bid adieu'], s.f. Bidding
adieu (to), taking leave (of); dismissing.
S ) Y ; " tvadya, pron. Thine; your, yours.

vitriol, sulphate of copper, tutty.
H  Y 5& to, s.m. prop. o, q.v.

H  Y   tawar, ,  tuwar, s.m.=ta war, and tomar, qq.v.

H  Y 5& toak [S. also toaka, prob. a Prkrit form of

H  Y ,  tuwar, 5 tor [S. , "], s.f. A kind of pulse=t ar,

troaka], s.m. A particular metre (each line of the stanza
containing twelve syllables):—toak-sawaiy (S. toaka+sapdika), s.m. A verse of four lines, each containing
twenty-ve syllables, with a pause at the fourth foot.
A W Y tawajjh [inf. n. v of W 'to turn the face (to)'], s.f.
Directing the steps (towards), turning (towards or to);
countenancing, regarding, attendiug (to); inclination;
regard; attention, consideration, countenance, favour,
kindness, obligingness.
A A 4W Y tawajjht, s.f. pl. (of tawajjh), Attentions,
favours, kindnesses, &c.
A  W Y taujh [inf. n. ii of W], s.f. Calling one's attention
(to); explaining, accounting for; illustrating; illustration;
argument; adjustment of accounts; assessment; a
statement, a description-roll:—taujh-navs, s.m. A keeper
of description-rolls.
S V Y ;  tva , s.f. Skin, hide; bark rind, peel;—s.m. (S.

q.v.
H  Y 5 tor (prop. tor, q.v.), s.f. A net thrown over a

tva am), Cinnamon.
S = Y ;  tva , s.f. Skin, &c. (=tva ); cassia bark.

H  Y 0 t r, s.m.=t l, q.v.

woman's plk.
H  Y 5 tor = H  Y 5 tor [Prk. ,6 +gen. a. r; see to
and tu], pron. adj. (dialec.), Thy, thine(=ter).
H  Y 5 tor = H  Y 5 tor [Prk. ,6 +gen. a. r; see to
and tu], pron. adj. (dialec.), Thy, thine(=ter).
H  Y tor, s.m.=? Y tora, q.v.
S  Y ;  tvar, s.f. Haste, hurry, speed:—tvar-vant adj.
Quick, swift, expeditious.
A A Y taurt, s.f.=tauret, q.v.
P  Y t rn [Pehl. turn; Zend t ra, fr. taurv = S. , '; cf.
,Il], prop. n. The name of the country to the northeast of Persia, generally called Transoxiana, Tartary,
Turcomania, Turkestan.
P  Yt rn, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to Turn;—native
of Turn, a Tartar.

S A Y ;  tvarit, adj. & adv. Hastening, quick, swift,
expeditious; quickly, swiftly, &c.;—s.m. Haste, quickness,
despatch.
S ' Y  $' ta-varg, s.m. See s.v. ta.
S  Y 04' t ra, vulg. t r, adj. & adv. Quick, swift,
expeditious;—quickly, swiftly, &c.
S  Y 54 tora, s.m. An arch, gateway; the ornamented
arch of a door or gateway; the decorations of a gateway;
strings of owers suspended across gateways on festive
occasions (syn. bandanwr).
H ? Y tora (prob. an Aryan word in a Semitic form), s.m. A
tray or dish of various meats; a number of trays
containing various dishes of food (presented by the rich
on marriage and other occasions);—a nobleman; a
minister;—pride, haughtiness, conceit, airs (cf. to ):—
tora-band, s.f. The arrangement or the sending out of
trays of food as presents:—tora-posh, s.m. A covering for
dishes:—tora lagn or lag-jn (-ko), To become proud,
couceited, or vain, &c.
T ? Y tora (prob. corr. from A. taurt), s.m. Custom, law,
rule, authority, order, institute, regulation, enactment
(e.g. shar tore-k zan hai).
H  Y56" torh, s.m.=turh, q.v.
H  Y " tiwr, tir, s.f. The brow, &c. (=tewr or teor;
used chie y by women):—tiwr pn, v.n. To frown,
scowl:—tiwr p-hu, adj. Frowning, scowling; illtempered.
S  Y, " tuvar, s.f. A kind of lentil, Cajanus indicus
(=t ar, q.v.).
H  Y0" t r, s.f.=t l, q.v.
H  Y5" tor, 5 tora, s.f.=tura, q.v.
H  Y5" tor, s.f. & postpn.=to , q.v.
P ) Y tauret (for A. tau t), s.f. The Pentateuch; the Old
Testament.
H Y 57 to [Prk. 575, S. P5&t; see to n], s.m. Breaking;
break, interruption; fracture, rupture; breach, rent,
ssure; breaking or injuring power (of a gun, &c.); force
or velocity (of a current, &c.); method of warding o or
meeting (a blow, &c.), guard, defence; ecacy, eect,

virtue (of a medicine, &c.); eective or telling rejoinder,
answer, refutation; turning point, height, climax (of
heat, cold, disease, &c.); irrigation of elds by ooding
(i.e. by breaking down a dam, or the ridges of watercourses); whey;—a net thrown over a child's cradle, or a
woman's plk:—to -pho , to -t , s.m. Breaking and
smashing; breaking to pieces; fracture, rupture; breach;
injury, damage, destruction, ravage, havoc;
eectiveness; plain-speaking; winning over, allurement,
enticement:—to -jo (and jo -to ), s.m. Breaking and
joining; breaking (with one) and taking up (with
another); taking to pieces and reconstructing (a
machine); arrangement (of words in composition),
construction (of a sentence), combination, cutting out
and putting together (a garment); contriving, managing,
eecting through shifts and expedients; deliberation,
planning; plans, contrivances, schemes, devices,
expedients, shifts:—to karn (-me ), To make a breach
(in, as a ball):—to -kasr, s.m. Fractions (in Arith.).
H  Y 57 to  [Prk. 5f ; S. P5&t], s.m. Break,
interruption, exhaustion, deciency, scarcity, want; a
piece of rope or cord; a plough-share; the match of a
gun, a linstock; a bank, bar, an island (syn. ar); a purse,
a bag of one thousand rupees (in this sense prob.
derived from S. tola+ka); a gold or silver chain for the
neck, a collarette (usually consisting of four or ve
separate chains); a similar ornament for the ankles
(usually corsisting of three chains);—name of a rg or
musical mode:—to -ma o , s.f. Wrenching and twisting:
pinching and squeezing:—to e-dr, s.m., to e-dr band k,
s.f. A matchlock; a gun of great range or damaging
power.
H  Y 57 to n (caus. of to n), v.t.=tu n, tup wn,
q.v.
H  Y 57& to , s.m. A dried pod of to  (q.v.) kept for
seed.
H  Y 57! to al [to a+l = Prk. f5=S. t or !t], s.m. A large
thick ring of gold or silver, &c. worn on the wrist or
ankle.
H  Y 57 to n [caus. of  n;—to ˚ = Prk. 5f() or

5f<()=S. P5&(), caus. of rt. P,&y ], v.t. To break, tear,

H K Y 0 t s, s.m.=tush, q.v.

rend, burst, split, crack; to interrupt, cut o, stop,
discontinue, abolish, to exhaust; to sever, sunder (a tie,
or friendship, &c.); to destroy, demolish; to ruin (a
person); to violate (a vow), infringe (a canon); to break
into (a house), force or break open (a lock); to break up
(ground), to plough; to pluck or gather (fruit, &c.); to
stretch, strain, exercise (the body, as by gymnastics); to
take, capture, conquer (a stronghold); to demolish (an
argument), to refute, confute; to change (money); to
reduce (in Arith.):—to n-jo n, v.t. 'To break and join'; to
take to pieces and reconstruct; to make and mar:—to den, v.t. intens. of &=to n:—to -ln (intens. of to n),
v.t. To break to pieces, to break and destroy, to pull
down, to demolish, &c.:—to -len, v.t. To gather or pluck
(fruit, &c.); to draw o or away, to sunder, to bring over,
gain or win over:—to n-ma o n, v.t. To wrench and
twist; to pinch and squeeze:—dam to n, To be at the
point of death:—ro to n, To eat the bread of idleness.
H  Y 57  to wn (doub. caus. of to n), v.t.=tu wn,

H + B Y 5 tos-dn, s.m. corr. of tosh-dn, q.v.

q.v.
H 8 Y57  to w, s.f. tu w, q.v.
H 2 Y to a, s.m.=to , q.v.
H  Y57" to  (prov.), postpn. To, up to, till (=tak).
H  Y57" to  = H 7 Y 57 to iy [Prk. 5f ; S.
P5&], s.f. The mustard plant; mustard-seed: rapeseed;—name of a rgin or musical mode.
H 7 Y 57 to iy = H  Y57" to  [Prk. 5f ; S.
P5&], s.f. The mustard plant; mustard-seed: rapeseed;—name of a rgin or musical mode.
P d Y toz, t z (S. ; ), s.f. The thin bark of a species of
birch (used to wrap round bows, saddles, &c., and, in
Kashmr, for writing upon in lieu of paper).
P d Ytoz, t z, s.f. A kind of shawl-stu manufactured at
Toz or Tz, a town in Khuzistn, in Persia.
A b )d Y tauz [inf. n. ii of .d 'to check; to bring together'],
s.f. A paper in which the dierent separate payments
made by a zamindr, &c. are entered; statement,
account; rent-roll; descriptive roll.

A wB Y tawassut [inf.
n. v of wB 'to sit in the midst'], s.m.

Mediation; introduction; middle-man, mediator, umpire.
H (B Y 5 tosak, s.f.=toshak, q.v.
A B Y tawassul [inf. n. v of B not in use], s.m.
Introduction (to another person; conjunction; copulation
(cf wasla).
P <B Y tausan, s.m. A young unbroken horse; a highblooded, noble steed, war-horse, charger, steed, horse; a
plump horse; a hard-mouthed or unmanageable horse.
S D Y 53 tosh, s.m. Satisfaction, gratication,
contentment, pleasure, joy, happiness; contentment
personied as a son of Bhagavat and one of the twelve
Tushitas.
S D Y ; 9 tvash, s.m. A carpenter; name of a deity, the
artist of the gods.
S D Y; .9 tvashi, s.f. The business of a carpenter.
P + E Y tosh-dn (i.e. tosha+dn), s.m. A pouch; a cartridge
or cartouche box.
P (E Y toshak, s.m. Bedding; a quilt, a mattress; (in Pers.)
furniture, eects, &c.:—toshak- na, s.m. A place where
furniture is kept, &c. (com. tosha- na, q.v.).
S (E Y 53 toshak, adj. & s.m. Gratifying, causing
pleasure or happiness;—one who, or that which, causes
pleasure, &c.
S <E Y 534 toshan, adj. & s.m. Satisfying, gratifying,
making contented, appeasing, pleasing;—the act of
satisfying; satisfaction; gratication (of), &c.
H E Y 53 toshn [tosh˚ = S. 53(), rt. ,3+ n = ana =
Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To satisfy, gratify, please, &c.
P E Y tosha, s.m. Provision for a journey, provision
supplies, viaticum; provision for a day accompanying the
funeral of a deceased person (to support him during his
journey to the other world,—usually, however, given as
alms to the grave-digger, or to some poor person); food
placed as an oering at the tomb of a saint:—tosha- na
(prop. toshak- na), s.m. A place where furniture is kept,
a wardrobe; store-house, store-room:—qibat-k tosh,

s.m. Provision for the next world, laying up treasure in
heaven; good deeds; a child gone to heaven; bearing
with resignation the loss of a child.
S E Y53" tosh, adj. & s.m. Satised or contented (with),
pleased (with); satisfying or making contented,
gladdening;—a contented person, &c.
A E Y taush [inf. n. ii of E ; but derived from wish 'a
belt or girdle'], s.f. Putting a belt or girdle (on); adorning;
arranging verses so that the initials of the lines being
put together may form some word or verse; an acrostic.
A g f Y tauf [inf. n. ii of gf 'to describe,' &c.], s.f.
Describing; qualifying, description; commendation; a
qualied substantive (in Gram.).
A | Y tawa [inf. n. v. of  | 'to excel in cleanliness,'
&c.'], s.f. Performing ablutions before prayer; arriving at
the age of puberty (boys or girls) when ablution must be
performed.
A | Y tau [inf. n. ii of | 'to be clear, evident,' &c.],
s.f. Making clear or evident; manifestation; illustrating;
publishing; statement, account of collections (=tauz).
A b | Y tau [inf. n. ii of b | 'to place or lay down'], s.f.
Putting down; depressing; humbling, lowering.
A <O Y tawattun
  [inf. n. v of <O 'to dwell, abide'], s.m.
Fixing one's residence (in a place or country), taking up
one's abode (in); residence.
A  _ Y taufr [inf. n. ii of _ 'to be full, to abound'], s.f.
Making complete or perfect; increasing, multiplying;
completion; increase, augmentation; abundance; excess,
surplus, savings;—perquisites, pickings;—adj. In excess;
supernumerary.
A H _ Y taufq [inf. n. ii of H_ 'to nd convenient and
useful'], s.f. Making events to conspire happily (Divine
Providence); divine guidance, grace, or favour; the
completion of one's wishes; prosperity;—ability, power,
means, resources.
A i Y tawaqqur [inf. n. v of i 'to be mild,' &c.], s.m.
Mildness, modesty, gentleness; sedateness, gravity;
respect, dignity, honour.
A b i Y tawaqq [inf. n. v of b i 'to fall'], s.f. Expectation,
hope; trust, reliance; wish, desire; request:—tawaqq
rakhn or hon (-k, of a thing, -se, from a person), To

entertain or have hope, to hope; to expect, to look (for),
to desire.
A gi Y tawaqquf [inf. n. v of gi 'to stand, stop,' &c.], s.m.
Stopping, pausing; pause, cessation; delay, suspension;
hesitation; tediousness; patience:—tawaqquf karn, v.n. To
pause, hesitate, wait, delay, dally, &c.
A  i Y tauqr [inf. n. ii of i 'to be sober or grave,' &c.], s.f.
Honouring, revering, respecting, treating with
ceremony; honour, reverence, veneration, respect:—
tauqr karn (-k), To do honour (to), to honour, &c.
A b i Y tauq [inf. n. ii of b i 'to fall'], s.f. Signing (an order,
&c.) with the royal signet; the royal signet put to
diplomas, letters patent, and other public deeds.
S  Y ;  tvak, s.f. Skin; bark, &c. (=tva , q.v.):—tvak- hed,
s.m. Skin-wound, esh wound, cut, scratch; circumcision:
—tvak-kshr, s.f. Manna of bamboo (=tabshr):—tvakkaur, s.m. Skin-wound, a wound, a sore.
H   Y 0 t -krn, v.t. See s.v. t .
A  Y tawakkul [inf. n. v of   'to entrust' (to), &c.], s.m.
Trusting (to), depending (upon); trust in God; faith,
reliance; resignation (to the Divine will):—tawakkul-par
baihn, To rest in hope, to trust in God, to be resigned;
to sit idle, to do nothing.
A   Y taukl [inf. n. ii of  ], s.f. Keeping in custody,
imprisonment.
S Y 0! t l, s.m.(f.?), Cotton:—t l-nl, s.f. 'Cotton-tube'; a
thick roll of cotton which is drawn out in spinning.
H Y 0! t l, s.m.=tul, and tulya, q.v.
H

Y 5! tol, M! taul [S. 5!t, rt. ,!] , s.m. Weighing;

weight or quantity measured by the balance; standard
weight or measure of weight:—taul-tl, s.m. Weighing
and measuring.
H " Y 5! tol [S. 5!t], s.m. A weight of 12 (or 16)
mshas (esp. of gold or silver), the weight of the Sicca
rupee, or about 179 grains; (the tola is reckoned in
books at 16 mshas of 6 grains each, and weighs
therefore 184 grains Troy; in practice, however, it is
calculated at 12 mshas, jeweller's weight, and weighs
nearly 210 grains);—a weigher of coins, &c.; weighman:
—tol-dr, s.m. Weighman (=tol).

H " Y M! taul, s.m.=taul, q.v.
H " Y M! taul, s.m. An intoxicating liquor made from
the owers of the Mahu tree.
P " Y tawall [for A. tawall, inf. n. v of !'to be near,' &c.],
s.m. Aection, attachment; cultivating friendship; hope.
H " Y M! tauln (caus. of toln), v.t.=tulwn, q.v.
H $" YM! taul, s.f.=tulw, q.v.
P ! Y tuwalat, s.f.=tuwala, q.v.
A + ! Y tawallud [inf. n. v of + ! 'to bear children'], s.m.
Birth, nativity;—adj. Born, generated:—tawallud hon (se), To be born (of).
S (! Y 5! tolak, s.m. A weight (see tol); a weighman.

order appointing one a superintendent, &c.; deed of
trusteeship.
A + ! Y tauld [inf. n. ii of + ! 'to bear children'], s.f.
Procreating, begetting; assisting at a birth, doing the
work of a midwife; generation, birth; production; growth.
T  a Y tomn (prop. tman or tuman), s.m. A myriad, tenthousand; a sum of money equal to ten thousand Arabic
silver drachmas (which are about one-third less than
those of the Greeks); a sum of fteen dollars and a half;
districts into which a kingdom is divided (each being
supposed to furnish 10,000 ghting men).
H %a Y5@ " tombr, 0@ " t mbr, = H  Ua Y5@ 7"
tomb , 0@ 7" tumb , s.f.=t m  and to b , qq.v.

H ! Y 5! toln, M! tauln [tol˚ = Prk. 5!() or

H  Ua Y5@ 7" tomb , 0@ 7" tumb , = H %a Y5@ "

5p()=S. 5!() or 5!(), rt. ,!] , v.t. To weigh; to

tombr, 0@ " t mbr, s.f.=t m  and to b , qq.v.

balance; to ponder, deliberate; to judge, estimate; to
confront one another (as two armies).
H $ ! YM!  taulw, s.f.=tulw, q.v.

S a Y 5/ tomar, s.m. An iron club or crow; a lance; a

A ! Y tiwala, tuwala (for A. ~! Y tiwalat, &c., fem.), s.m. A
philtre, love-potion; charm, amulet;—tuwala, s.m.
Misfortune, evil, dreadful calamity.
H ! Y tola, s.m.=" Y tol, q.v.
H ! Y0!" t l, s.f.=tul; tul, qq.v.
S ! Y0!" t l, s.f. Cotton; the wick of a lamp; a weaver's
brous stick or brush; a painter's brush or pencil, or a
stick with a brous extremity used as one; &c. (=tul,
q.v.).
H ! YM!" taul, = H ! Y M.! tauliy, [S. .Ã], s.f. A
vessel used by Hinds (orig. applied to a copper vessel,
syn. with tambiy; but now also applied to an earthen
vessel).
H ! Y M.! tauliy, = H ! YM!" taul, [S. .Ã], s.f. A
vessel used by Hinds (orig. applied to a copper vessel,
syn. with tambiy; but now also applied to an earthen
vessel).
H ! Y tauliy (corr. from the English), s.m. A towel.
P  ! Y tauliyat [for A. ~ ! Y, inf. n. ii of !'to assist; to
govern'], s.f. Appointing (one) as governor, deputy, or
superintendent; setting over; the superintendence (of
any business); trusteeship:—tauliyat-nma, s.m. Letter or

javelin; name of a class of Rjp ts (=tuwar, ta war); a kind
of metre consisting of four lines of nine syllables each.
H a Y 5/ tomr, s.m. Name of a class of Rjp ts
(=tomar).
H a Y0/" t mr, s.f.=t m , q.v.
H  1 Y 5/7 tom  [S. ,@ ++t], s.m. The gourd Lagenaria
vulgaris in a dry state; the same with the inner part
scooped out (used by mendicants to carry water in, &c.,
and also as oats in swimming, &c.).
H  1 Y5/7" tom , 0/7" t m  [S. ,@ ++], s.f.=tom ,
q.v.; (t m ) a musical instrument made of the gourd, a
kind of pipe (used by snake-charmers and jugglers); the
snout of an alligator, or crocodile, &c. (so called from its
resemblance to the shape of the gourd); (tom  or t m )
a lantern made of a hollowed gourd, or of a hollowed
water-melon, or of earth, &c.; a kind of rework (a small
earthen pot lled with powder, &c.; syn. phul-jhar).
H a Y 0/ t mn [t m˚ = Prk. ,@/() = S. ,@ (), rt.
,@ ], v.t. To pull (cotton or wool) to pieces and separate
it with the ngers preparatory to combing:—t m-ln,
v.t. intens. of and=t mn; (g.) to pull (one) to pieces; to
abuse roundly.
H a Y 0./  t miy [S. ,.@ +t], s.m. Thread made of

cotton that has been separated and loosened by the
hand and then carded (as opp. to the coarser kind of
thread made of ak  r , or cotton that has been beaten
only).
H  Y 0( t , pron. (prov.), Thou (=t ):—t -t karn, v.n.
To dispute, &c.=t -t karn and t -karn, q.v.s.v. t .
H  Y 0 t n, s.m. The tree Cedrela toona and its wood

H +  Y " to d [Prk.  ; S. ,.B], s.f. The navel
(=ton).
H +  Y " to d [S. ,4 f], s.f. A nger-tip.
H )+  Y  h! to dail [Prk.  !5; S. ,B+!+t] = H 3)+  Y
 h! to daila,  "! to dl, adj. & s.m. Pot-bellied,
gorbellied, corpulent;—a gorbellied person.
H 3)+  Y  h! to daila,  "! to dl, = H )+  Y  h! to dail

(=tunna, tun, q.v.).
S  Y 04 t , s.m. A quiver.

[Prk.  !5;S. ,B+!+t] adj. & s.m. Pot-bellied,

H  Y  to , g tau [Prk.  ; S.  ], adv. In that

gorbellied, corpulent;—a gorbellied person.
H  Y f" to , 0(f" t  [S. ,.ef], s.f. The navel

manner, so, thus; then, in that case (=to; tab, q.v.);
also=tyo , q.v.:—to -h, adv. In that very manner, exactly
so;—exactly then, at that very instant, there and then;
then even.
H  Y M taun [Ap. Prk. ` f,, Prk. `a65; S.  ], pron.
correl. (of jaun), He, she, it, that, that same (=so).
H  Y 0 t n, v.n. To abort, to miscarry, to slip:—t -jn,

(=to d).
H I Y g tau s [S. ,], s.f. Heat of the sun; heat; great
thirst.
H 0 Y g tau s, s.m. Sun-stroke.
H 0 Y g tau sn, v.n. To be heated in the sun: to be

t b , s.m.=tumb; tom , qq.v.
H  U Y  7 to b , 0 7 t b , = H % Y   to b, 0( 

overcome by heat, to be faint or
languid with heat; to be parched; to droop, fade, wither;
to be very thirsty.
P J Y tawangar, adj.=tawngar, q.v.
P J Ytawangar, s.f.=tawngar, q.v.s.v. tawn.

t b, s.m.=tumb; tom , qq.v.
H  U Y 7" to br, 0 7" t b , s.f.=tumb; tom , t m ,

H  Y 0  t war, s.m.=tuwar, and tomar, qq.v.

v.n. Idem.
H % Y   to b, 0(  t

b, = H  U Y  7 to b , 0 7

qq.v.
H 7 U Y 0( 7 t b iy, t ba iy [S. ,@ ++t], s.m.=lit.
'Having a snout'; the alligator, the crocodile (syn. magar).
H % Y 0(  t bn, v.t.=t mn, q.v.
H % Y " to b, 0( " t

b, s.f.=tumb; tom , t m , qq.v.

H % Y 0(  t biy, s.m.=t miy, q.v.
H +  Y   to d, 0( t

d [Prk. 5(; S. ,B(], s.f. A large belly,

a pot-belly; corpulence.
H "+  Y  ! to dl, = H +  Y  ! to dal, = H +  Y  
to d , [Prk.  ! ; S. ,B+!+t], adj. & s.m.=to dail.
H +  Y  ! to dal, = H "+  Y  ! to dl, = H +  Y  
to d , [Prk.  ! ; S. ,B+!+t], adj. & s.m.=to dail.
H +  Y   to d , = H "+  Y  ! to dl, = H +  Y  !
to dal, [Prk.  ! ; S. ,B+!+t], adj. & s.m.=to dail.

S   Y 04" t r, s.m. A quiver.
S  Y 0  t var, s.m. A bull without horns; a beardless
man; a eunuch.
A 2  Y tawahhum [inf. n. v. of 2  'to think, imagine,' &c.],
s.m. Thinking, imagining, supposing; imagination, fancy,
supposition, conjecture; suspicion; imputation.
H < Y 06  t hin, s.m. Snow, frost, &c.=tuhin, q.v.
H  Y M tau-h = H  YM6" tau-h adv. See s.v. tau.
H  YM6" tau-h = H  Y M tau-h adv. See s.v. tau.
H  Y56" to-h, pron.=to-hi, q.v.s.v. to.
A <  Y tauhn [inf. n. ii of < 'to be weak'], s.f. Debilitating,
enervating, relaxing; scong.
P & H $ Y" to, 0 t , s.f. Ornamental lace, edging (cf.
S. t sha).
P  Ytoy, to, s.f. (?), Feast, entertainment.
H $ Y tiwa, s.f. (Old H.), Woman, &c.=tiy, str, q.v.

S ) Y 5 toya, s.m. Water:—toya-pippal, s.f. The plant
Jussiœa repens:—toya-prasdan, s.m. lit. 'Purifying water';
the tree Strychnos potatorum or its nut, the clearing-nut
(this nut being rubbed upon the inner surface of a
water-jar occasions the precipitation of the impurities of
the water poured into it):—toya-pushp, s.f. The trumpetower, Bignonia suaveolens:—toya-da, s.m. lit. 'Watergiving'; a cloud; the fragrant grass or reed Cyperus
rotundus:—toya-dhar, s.m. 'Bearing or containing water'; a
cloud; the pot-herb Marsilia dentata:—toya-dhi, s.m.
'Receptacle of waters'; the ocean, sea; a reservoir:—toyakm, s.m. 'Fond of water'; a sort of cane growing in or
near water, Calamus fasciculatus:—toya-kri  hra, s.m. A
kind of penance, taking nothing but water for a xed
period:—toya-mu , s.m. 'Discharging water'; a cloud:—
toya-may, adj. Formed or consisting of water; abounding
in water:—toya-vall, s.f. A kind of gourd, Momordia
charantia.
P Y tah [S. TR; cf. H. thh), s.f. Ground; site; oor;
surface; bottom, underneath; foundation; depth; layer,
stratum; fold, plait, ply;—real meaning or intent; hidden
meaning; depth of meaning, profundity, subtleness;
allusion, insinuation (=ramz; kinya);—adj. (in comp.)
Under, beneath, underground:—tah-bzr, s.m. The
ground or site of a market:—tah-bzr, s.f. Ground-rent
of a stall in a market; ground-rent or tax paid by shopkeepers in a market-place:—tah-ba-tah, adj. & adv. One
upon or over another; fold within fold; complicated,
involved; (in Bot.) plicate;—plait by plait, fold by fold;
every fold:—tah-ba-tah karn, v.t. To pile or arrange one
upon or over another:—tah-band, s.m. A cloth worn
round the waist and passing between the legs:—tahposh, s.f. Drawers worn by women under the s :—tahpe , s.m. A cap or cloth worn under the turban (syn.
batna):—tah
to n (-k), To lick the bottom (of a platter,

&c.) clean, to lick (a platter, &c.) clean:—tah jamn (-k),
To plait, fold, place fold on fold; to drink glass after glass
(of):—tah- na, s.m. A room under ground, a
subterranean abode; a lower story; cellar, vault; a
cavern:—tah-dr, adj. Having bottom or foundation;
having depth (lit. & g.), deep, profound, subtle (e.g. yh

shr tah-dr hai); rational;—tah-dr, s.f. The having
bottom or foundation; deepness, depth, profundity, &c.:
—tad-darz, adj. New, quite new:—tah-deg, s.f. The
scrapings of a pot, the burnt part of victuals that sticks
to the bottom of a pot (syn. khur an):—tah-den, v.t. To
tinge slightly:—tah-r , s.m. Stung (of a saddle, &c.):—
tah-k, adj. (f. -), Deep, profound, hidden, occult,
mysterious; involved:—tah karn, v.t. To fold; to arrange;
to set aside, put by, put up; to dispose of, settle, decide:—
tah-kar rakhn, v.t. To fold up; to put carefully by; to keep
(a thing) to ooneself:—tah-ko pahu n (-k), To get to the
bottom (of), to get to the root (of), to discover:—tahmrn, s.m. A disease aecting the anks (of a horse,
arising from excessive thirst):—tah miln, v.n. To pair
(as birds):—tah-nl, s.m. The mounting at the lower end
of a scabbard or sheath:—tah-nma, s.m. An agreement;
a treaty (of peace, &c.); a bill of articles or items agreed
upon by two parties:—tah-nishn, adj. Inlaid (iron with
gold, or a sword-hilt with gold and precious stones):—tahnishn hon, v.n. To sink to the bottom; to settle; to
subside; to sink into the mind:—tah-o-bl, adv. Upside
down, topsy-turvy;—tah-o-bl karn, v.t. To turn upside
down; to subvert, to overthrow.
P Y tih, adj. Empty, &c.=tih, q.v.
H &Y R tha, The seventeenth consonant of the Ngar
alphabet, and the second of the dental class, being the
aspirate of the preceding letter A  t:—tha-kr, s.m. The
letter or the sound th.
H &Y R th [S. .TRt rt. TR], Was, (irreg. past tense
masc. sing. of the verb hon, 'to be';—fem. sing. th: see
Gram.).
H &Y R th, s.f.=thh, q.v.
H ] &Y R thp [Prk. RQ; see thpn], s.f. Pat, tap, ap,
slap, thump, cu; paw (of a beast); the sound of the tabla

or drum when struck with the palm of the hand:—thp
den, v.t. To pat, to slap, thump; to strike a drum with
the palm of the hand:—thp mrn, v.t. To slap, &c. (=thp
den); to strike with the paw, to paw (as a tiger, &c.); to
pat (cow-dung) into cakes and patch a wall (with them).
H ; &Y R thp [Prk. RQ ; see thpn], s.m. Mark of a

paw (as a tiger's); impression or mark made with the
palm of the hand on the wall of a house (as at a
wedding, by the members of the household; or to mark
out a house as one to be broken into and robbed; or to
distinguish a house as that of a murderer, in which case
the wall is smeared with blood); mark, impression,
stamp (of a large and rude kind); gleanings (of corn, &c.,
left on the eld after harvest).
H ; &Y R thpn [thp˚ = Prk. RQ(); prob. for S.
Tµ(`), pass. of rt. T6O used actively], v.t. To tap, pat,
beat; to pat (cow-dung) into cakes (for fuel), to patch or
plaster (a wall with cakes of cow-dung; see phn;
thopn); to slap, thump, box, cu.
H ; &Y R thpn [S. TR], s.f. The act of erecting an
image for worship; a religious ceremony performed at a
certain season at Agra and in its vicinity.
H ; &YR" thp [rt. of thp-n+Prk. =S. ], s.f. The
sound of patting or tapping;—the instrument with which
potters beat their clay; the wooden patter used by
mason's, an instrument of wood for patting or beating
smooth or even, a beater; a bat.
H &Y &YRR" thth = H Y &YR" tht [Prk. R;R ; S. 9+
], s.f. Anything given in charge, a charge, trust (syn.
dharohar).
H Y &YR" tht = H &Y &YRR" thth [Prk. R;R ; S. 9+
], s.f. Anything given in charge, a charge, trust (syn.
dharohar).
H  &Y R thr, s.m.=thl, q.v.
H  4Y 6 tihr, ,6 tuhr = H  4Y 6M tihrau (f.
tihr). pron. adj. (Braj, or old H.)=tumhr.
H  4Y 6M tihrau (f. tihr). = H  4Y 6 tihr, ,6
tuhr pron. adj. (Braj, or old H.)=tumhr.
H  &YR" thr, s.f.=thl, q.v.
H  4Y 67 tih  [S. P++t; or perhaps fr. tih n
= tihrn, q.v.], s.m. Division into three equal parts; a
third part;—tih , s.m. or tih e-k ba, s.f. A division of
the produce into three equal parts, one of which goes to
the proprietor of the land, and the other two to the
cultivators.

H  &Y R thk (see thak), s.m. A boundary pillar built of
masonry (in opp. to h , 'a mud pillar').
H  &Y R thkn, v.n.=thakn, q.v.;—v.t.=thakn, q.v.
H &Y R! thl = H " &Y R! thl [S. TR!(, and TR!+],
s.m. A large at plate or dish of metal (usually brass, or
bell-metal); a tray;—(thl), the basin or trench dug
round the root of a tree for holding water; the
excavation in which a tree is to be planted.
H " &Y R! thl = H &Y R! thl [S. TR!(, and TR!+],
s.m. A large at plate or dish of metal (usually brass, or
bell-metal); a tray;—(thl), the basin or trench dug
round the root of a tree for holding water; the
excavation in which a tree is to be planted.
H ! 4Y6!" tihl (see tih ), s.f. Cotton pods the bre
of which equals one-third of the whole produce.
H ! &YR!" thl [S. TR!"+], s.f. A small at plate or
dish of metal or earth; plate, dish, platter; a salver; a
stand (for a candlestick, or a uqqa, &c.); (g.) a present
of sweetmeats, fruits, &c. (made by relations or friends
on festive occasions):—thl bajn, v.n. To strike or play
on a thl or plate.
H ! &YR!" thl (see thl), s.f. A basin or trench dug
round the root of a tree (for holding water); a mound
about the root of a tree.
H 1 &Y R/ thm = H &%a &Y R@# thmbh s.m.=tham; thambh;
q.v.
H &%a &Y R@# thmbh = H 1 &Y R/ thm s.m.=tham; thambh;
q.v.
H a &Y R/ thmn = H %a &Y R@  thmbn = H &%a &Y
R@# thmbhn [thm˚, &c.=Prk. R(#() or R(S()=S.
T@# (), caus. of T@#], v.t. To prop, bear, support; to
sustain, maintain; to assist; to protect, shelter, shield; to
lay hold of, to hold, clutch, seize; to stop, prevent,
withhold, restrain, check; to pull up (a horse); to resist:—
thm-len (intens. of thmn), v.t. To hold up, support; to
lay hold of, catch, seize, &c. (=thmn); to accept, take (as
an advance, &c.).
H %a &Y R@  thmbn = H a &Y R/ thmn = H &%a &Y
R@# thmbhn [thm˚, &c.=Prk. R(#() or R(S()=S.

T@# (), caus. of T@#], v.t. To prop, bear, support; to

H &% &Y R[# th bh = H U &Y R[ th b s.m.=thambh, q.v.

sustain, maintain; to assist; to protect, shelter, shield; to
lay hold of, to hold, clutch, seize; to stop, prevent,
withhold, restrain, check; to pull up (a horse); to resist:—
thm-len (intens. of thmn), v.t. To hold up, support; to
lay hold of, catch, seize, &c. (=thmn); to accept, take (as
an advance, &c.).
H &%a &Y R@# thmbhn = H a &Y R/ thmn = H %a &Y

H % &Y R[  th bn = H &% &Y R[# th bhn

R@  thmbn [thm˚, &c.=Prk. R(#() or R(S()=S.
T@# (), caus. of T@#], v.t. To prop, bear, support; to
sustain, maintain; to assist; to protect, shelter, shield; to
lay hold of, to hold, clutch, seize; to stop, prevent,
withhold, restrain, check; to pull up (a horse); to resist:—
thm-len (intens. of thmn), v.t. To hold up, support; to
lay hold of, catch, seize, &c. (=thmn); to accept, take (as
an advance, &c.).
H  8a &Y R/* thm-jn, s.m. A kind of sedan chair, a
'tonjon' (=tm-jhm, q.v.).
H &a &Y R@6 thmhn, v.t.=thmbhn, q.v.
H  4Y 6[ tah [S. +TRs], adv. (correl. to jah , q.v.),
There, thither; then, at that juncture:—tah -tah , adv.
There and there, in each place.
H  &Y R thn [Prk. R4(; S. TR(], s.m. Place, spot,
locality, site; dwelling-place, abode, seat; stall (for cattle);
stable; manger; (g.) breed, stock (e.g. a he thn-k gho 
hai);—cloth or silk, &c., in the piece; a piece (of coin, &c.),
a unit, a single one;—covering (of a horse):—thn-me
n, v.n. To roll on the ground (a horse):—tno thn, s.m.
The private parts of a male.
H  4Y tahn (from tah), v.t. To fold, ply, wrap, &c. (=tah
karn, q.v.s.v. tah).
H  &Y R thn [Prk. R4(; S. TR], s.m. A
subordinate police station; a station; a guard;—the inside
of the lines of an army;—a heap or stack of bamboos:—
thn-dr, thne-dr, s.m. The keeper of a thn, a petty
police ocer:—thn-dr, thane-dr, s.f. The oce or
status of a thn-dr;—adj. Of or pertaining to the oce
of a thn-dr.
H U &Y R[ th b = H &% &Y R[# th bh s.m.=thambh, q.v.

v.t.=thmbhn, q.v.
H &% &Y R[# th bhn = H % &Y R[  th bn
v.t.=thmbhn, q.v.
H P A 8 &Y thna-jt, s.m. pl. of thna, q.v.
H ( &Y R thnak [S. TR], s.m. Position, situation,
place.
H ^ &Y R[$ th g [S. TR], s.f. lit. 'The exact spot or
place' (of a thing lost or sought); a den of thieves: trace
of stolen property; trace, track, clue, information;—
stolen property:—th g-gr, s.f. Receiving stolen
property:—th g lagn (-k), To obtain a clue (to hidden
or stolen property), to trace, to discover.
H J &Y R[$ th gn, v.t. To obtain a clue to, &c.=th g
lagn.
H J &YR[$" th g = H J &Y R[$ th giy s.m. An
abettor of thieves, an accomplice who supplies thieves
with information; a receiver of stolen goods;—one who
traces stolen property, a detective;—th g, s.f.=th g;—
th g-dr, s.m.=th g or th giy:—th g-dr, s.f. The
aiding and abetting of thieves; the receiving or holding
of stolen goods.
H J &Y R[$ th giy = H J &YR[$" th g s.m. An
abettor of thieves, an accomplice who supplies thieves
with information; a receiver of stolen goods;—one who
traces stolen property, a detective;—th g, s.f.=th g;—
th g-dr, s.m.=th g or th giy:—th g-dr, s.f. The
aiding and abetting of thieves; the receiving or holding
of stolen goods.
H "  &Y R[ ! th vl, th ol [S. TR+!+t], s.m. The
basin or trench dug for water round the root of a tree,
&c.=thl, q.v.
H  &Y R thna, s.m.=  &Y thn, q.v.
H  &YR" thn, s.f.=th g, q.v.
H  &YR" thn [S. TR++t], adj. & s.m. Stationary,
resident;—the owner of a thn; a householder, master of
a house; a permanent cultivator.
H  &Y R  thwar [S. TR (], s.m. lit. 'Stationary,

immovable' (opp. to jangam); any stationary or
inanimate object (as a plant, mineral, &c.); inorganic
nature;—Saturday:—thwar-jangam, thwar-o-jangam, s.m.
Things stationary and movable; things animate and
inanimate; organic and inorganic nature.
H K &Y R  thwas [S. Tt], s.m. Firmness, fortitude;
endurance, patience:—thwas karn, thwas len, v.n. To
bear patiently, to have patience, be patient.
H  &Y R ! thwal, s.m.=thwar, q.v.

H (L&Y R thapak (see next), s.m.(f.?), Tap, pat; slap,
thump, &c. (=thp).
H L&Y R thapakn [thapak˚ = Prk. RQ=?(); thappa
(see thp)+S. >], v.t. To tap, pat (a child to sleep); to
soothe, pacify;—to put o, to shue.
H L&Y R thapn (fr. the trans. thpn), v.n. To be
patted; to be made into a cake by patting.
H L&Y R thapn [thap˚ = Prk. RQ()=S. TR; or=S.

A  4Y tahwun [inf. n. vi of   'to be light, or vile'], s.m.

TN(`), rt. T#], v.t. To x, establish, place, set up.

Contempt; neglect, negligence, carelessness, sloth.
H ? &Y R6 thh [akin to S. TR], s.f. Bottom; depth; end;

H L&Y R, thupn, R thapn (fr. the trans. thopn), v.t.
To bear, endure, suer.
H RL&Y R|7 thape , = H  RL&Y R|7 thape , [Prk. RQf5

ford:—thh len (-k), To take the depth (of), to sound.
H  &YR6" thh, s.f. Fordableness;—adj. Fordable.

and RQf

H $ 4Y6 tih [Prk. ; "++ with

+t], s.m. Slap, thump, buet (of waves, &c.); gust, blast

euphonic h], s.f. A third part; the third part of a piece of
cloth for making trousers.
H ) &Y 6 tihyat, tihet, s.m.=tisryat, tisrait, qq.v.

(of wind);—the scalp.
H  RL&Y R|7 thape , = H RL&Y R|7 thape , [Prk. RQf5

H  L&Y R, thupn [caus. of thopn, q.v.;—thup˚ = Prk.
R,QU˚=S. T0Q˚, rt. T0+], v.t. To cause to prop, &c.;
to cause to be propped, &c.
H `&Y RQ7 thappa , = H  `&Y R7 thap , [Prk. RQf5 and
RQf ; see thpn], s.m. Slap, thump, box, &c. (=thp);
cake, clot; crust, layer:—thappa mrn, v.t. To slap,
thump, &c.
H  `&Y R7 thap , = H `&Y RQ7 thappa , [Prk. RQf5 and
RQf ; see thpn], s.m. Slap, thump, box, &c. (=thp);
cake, clot; crust, layer:—thappa mrn, v.t. To slap,
thump, &c.
H  `&Y R7 thap n [thappa , q.v.+ = w = Prk.  or
U=S.  caus. increment], v.t. To slap, &c.=thappa
mrn.
H  `&YR7" thap  [Prk. RQf; see thpn], s.f. The
clapping of hands:—thap  bajn, thap  pn, thap 
mrn, v.n. To clap the hands; to clap hands (at one, in
derision, &c.), to deride, mock, hoot:—thap  bajn, thap 
pin, v.n. To have the hands clapped (at one, in
derision), to be mocked, &c.

and RQf

with y inserted; see thp;—˚f5, &c.=S. 

with y inserted; see thp;—˚f5, &c.=S. 

+t], s.m. Slap, thump, buet (of waves, &c.); gust, blast
(of wind);—the scalp.
H &Y R thiti, thit [S. .TRt], s.f. Permanence,
continuance, stability; staying; stay; steadiness,
consistency; keeping, bringing up, fostering.
H *4Y 6\ tihattar [Prk. 6\.!; S. PQt], adj.
Seventy-three.
A (*4Y tahattuk [inf. n. v of (* 'to tear (a veil, &c.); to
expose'], s.m. Exposure, disgrace, infamy; defamation
(cf. hatk).
H  *&Y R,; tut-kr [S. R,;+t], s.m. Making the
sound thut in spitting; sputtering, spitting;—cholera
morbus (in the language of Mohammadan women).
H  *&Y R,; thut-krn, v.n. To spit, to sputter; to spit
or hiss (as a snake, &c.); to spit (at), to drive away
scornfully;—to imitate the sound and action of spitting
(in order to avert evil from one):—thut-kr len, v.t. To
make the sound thut, as of spitting, over (a person or
thing, in order to avert evil).
H  *&YR,;" thut-kr, s.f. A sputtering hag; a hag,
witch:—a fetter (for the leg); a shoe, slipper (local, used

chie y by women).
H  &*&Y R,R thuthn (from thoth, q.v.), v.n. To distort

shake or tremble; to tremble, &c.=tharrn.
H &Y R thirn [thir˚ = Prk. R () or RU()=S.

(the mouth), to hang or turn down the lip (in disgust,
&c.), to pout; to turn away (from, in disgust, &c.); to
frown, scowl:—mu h thuthn, To make a wry face, to
pout, &c.
H &*&YR,R" thuthn, s.f.=th thn or thothn, q.v.

.TR+], v.n. To settle (as liquor); to subside (as a

H [ *4Y 6` tah-te, pron. (Braj)=us-se, 'of or from him.'
A + 84Y tahajjud [inf. n. v of + 8 'to sleep'; 'to wake, watch,'
&c.], s.m. Sleeping soundly; sleeplessness, wakefulness;
a form of prayer repeated during the night.
A 84Ytahajj [inf. n. v of 8 'to join (letters), to spell'], s.f.
Spelling; orthography:—tahajj karn (-k), To spell:—ur f-tahajj, s.m. The letters of the alphabet.
A + )+ 4Y tahdd [inf. n. ii of +C  'to break,' &c.], s.f.
Terrifying; threatening; terror, alarm; threat, menace.
A U)/ 4Y tahb [inf. n. ii of /  'to prune; to clean,' &c.], s.f.
Purifying; adjusting, adorning; correcting, amending;
correction, amendment, edication, renement, polish:
—tahb--a lq, s.f. Civilization, good breeding, &c.:—
tahb-yfta, adj. Rened, polished, polite, educated,
civilized.
H 4Y ,6 tuhar, pron. adj. (dialectic)=ter (see toh).

swelling, &c.); to become calm, or tranquil, &c.
H 4Y 6 & thrwa [from thrn; ˚wa = Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Triplication.
H Y&Y R thirat, thirt [S. .TR], s.f. Firmness,
stability, motionlessness, stillness, rest; steadfastness;
settlement; calm, quiet, tranquillity, serenity.
H &Y&Y RR thar-thar [S. YR or !R invert. & redupl.; cf.
thal-thal], adj. & adv. Shaking, trembling, quivering,
shivering, quaking;—s.m. Shake, shiver, tremor, &c.:—
thar-thar k pn, v.n. To shake, tremble, &c.=thar-tharn,
q.v.
H &Y&Y RR thar-tharn, v.n. To shake, tremble,
shiver, quiver, shudder, quake; to vibrate; to totter.
H &Y&Y RR6 thar-tharh, adj. Trembling, shaking,
tottering, tremulous, shaky.
H ?&Y&Y RR6& thartharha, s.f. Trembling, shaking,
shivering, quivering; tremor, shiver, shudder, thrill,
throb, vibration.
H &Y&Y RR thartharn, v.n.=thartharn, q.v.

H &Y R thar [S. Tt], s.m. Anything spread; layer,

H &Y&YRR" tharthar, s.f. Shaking, trembling, &c.

stratum, bed, tier; coating or overlay (of plaster, paint,
&c.).
H &Y R thar, s.m.=thal, q.v.

(=thartharha); a shivering t, ague.
H  &Y R thirakn [thirak˚ = Prk. R=?()=S. .TR+>],

H &Y R thir [Prk. R5; S. .TRt], adj. Fixed, rm, stable,

v.n. To be set, be settled, be well postured (in dancing,
&c.); to move or dance in a stately manner, or with
expressive action and gesture; to strut, stalk; to mince,
dance.
H &Y R6 tharharn, v.n.=thartharn, q.v.

permanent, durable; settled; tranquil, calm, smooth,
even:—thir-rahn, v.n. To continue xed or rm; to be
durable, to last, &c.
H 4Y 6 thr [Prk. ` 6f =S. P+ ++t], adj.

H &Y R6 tharharn, v.n.=thartharn, or thartharn,

Three-fold, treble, triple, triplicate (see tehr).
H 4Y ,6 thr, pron. adj.=tuhar, q.v.

q.v.
H )&Y R thariy, s.f.=thaliy, or thl, qq.v.

H 4Y 6 thrn [thr, q.v.+ = w = Prk. U=S. 

H  Y R7 tha  [S. T, or TR!+t], s.m. Sithing place,

caus. augment], v.t. To tertiate; to do (a thing) for the
third time; to triple, to make three-fold.
H &Y Ry tharrn, v.n. To shake, tremble, shiver,

seat, platform (cf. thar).
H  Y R,7! thu -dil (tho +dil+k), adj. Faint-hearted,

&c.=thar-tharn, q.v.:—tharr-uhn, v.n. To begin to

cowardly; narrow-hearted, miserly, close.
H  G Y R7 thi akn, v.n.=thirakn, q.v.

H  Y R,7 thu n (from tho ), v.n. To fall short, be

H  &Y R thakn [thak, q.v.+n = Prk. 4(=S. ; ]( ,

insucient; to be wanting, to fail, be lacking:—thu -jn,
v.n. Idem.
H  YR,7" thu , s.f. Scarcity, lack.

s.f.=thakan; thak, q.v.
H  &Y R thakna [thak˚, rt. of thakn+˚ = w˚ = Prk.

H  YR,7" thu  (th + ), s.f. Spitting (at or on, -par, in
scorn); disgrace, dishonour, shame, infamy (used chie y
by women);—intj. (express. of disgust, &c.), Ah! e! for
shame!:—thu  thu  hon, v.n. To be disgraced,
dishonoured, &c.
H I4 I4Y 6 6 tahas-nahas (prob. from S. 8, tahas

 or U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To weary, tire,
fatigue, fag, jade, harass, exhaust:—thak-den, v.t.
(intens. of thakn), To tire out, exhaust, &c.
H  &Y R, thukn (caus. of th kn), v.t. To cause to
spit, to make (one) spit; to cause to reproach or despise,
&c.
H  &Y R thako = H  &Y R & thakwa = H ? &Y

being an apa-abd), adj. & s.m. Destroyed, ruined;
scattered, dispersed; overthrown, subverted; topsyturvy, confused;—destruction, ruin; overthrow,
subversion; dispersion; confusion.
H (&Y R thak, = H &Y R= thakk, [Prk. R=5 and

R6& thakha = H $ &YR thak [base of thak-n

R= ; see thakn], adj. & s.m. Conglomerate, congealed,

R6& thakha = H $ &YR thak [thak˚+Prk.  

coagulated, clotted, thick;—anything congealed or
conglomerated, a clot, lump, clump, clod, mass, heap
(syn. akk; hel:—thak-bast, s.f.=thok-bast, q.v.:—thakthak, adj. Conglomerated, stuck together; thickly
clustered, jumbled; wet through, soaked, drenched:—
thakke-ke thakke, adj.=thakk;—adv. In the mass, or heap,
in the lump or cluster.
H &Y R= thakk, = H (&Y R thak, [Prk. R=5 and
R= ; see thakn], adj. & s.m. Conglomerate, congealed,
coagulated, clotted, thick;—anything congealed or
conglomerated, a clot, lump, clump, clod, mass, heap
(syn. akk; hel:—thak-bast, s.f.=thok-bast, q.v.:—thakthak, adj. Conglomerated, stuck together; thickly
clustered, jumbled; wet through, soaked, drenched:—
thakke-ke thakke, adj.=thakk;—adv. In the mass, or heap,
in the lump or cluster.
H &Y R thak (perf. part. of thakn), adj. (f. -), Wearied,
tired, fatigued, exhausted, jaded:—thak-bakk, thakpikk, thak-phakk, adj. Worn out, troubled, perplexed,
distracted, confounded.
H &Y R= thukk, s.m. Spittle=th k, q.v. (used chie y in
comp.):—thukk-faat, s.f. Disgrace; abuse; strife,
contention, quarrel:—thukkam-thukk, s.m. Mutual abuse.

+Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Weariness, fatigue,
exhaustion, lassitude.
H  &Y R & thakwa = H  &Y R thako = H ? &Y
+(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Weariness, fatigue, exhaustion,
lassitude.
H ? &Y R6& thakha = H  &Y R thako = H  &Y
R & thakwa = H $ &YR thak [thak˚+Prk.  
+(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Weariness, fatigue, exhaustion,
lassitude.
H $ &YR thak = H  &Y R thako = H  &Y R &
thakwa = H ? &Y R6& thakha [thak+ = Prk. =S.
+ ()], s.f. Weariness, fatigue, exhaustion,
lassitude.
H $ &YR, thuk, adj. & s.m.=thukh, q.v.
H &Y R thakit [rt. of thakn, q.v.+S. t], part. adj.
Stopped; standing still, motionless; astonished; wearied,
&c. (=thak, q.v.).
H (&Y (&Y RR thak-thak, adj. See s.v. thak.
H  &*&Y R,R, thuk-thukn (see th kn), v.n. To spit
(especially on hearing the name of a disease for the
purpose of warding it o, or for the purpose of averting
an evil eye).
H &Y R thakn [thak˚ = Prk. R=?(), fr. S. T# (acc.
T)+>;+n = an = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be
wearied, to weary, tire, be fatigued, be jaded, be

exhausted; to ag, droop, faint; to be enervated; to be
inert, sluggish; to be slack or dull:—thak-jn (intens.)
v.n. To be wearied out, be exhausted, &c.=thakn.
H $ 4&YR,6 thukh, adj. & s.m. Fit to be spit upon,
vile, base, contemptible:—a contemptible person or
thing, &c.
H J&Y R$ thagit (i.q. thakit, q.v.), part. adj. Stopped;
remaining still; motionless.
H 3J&Y R$! thigl, s.m. = H #J&YR$!" thigl, s.f. =thegl,
q.v.
H #J&YR$!" thigl, s.f. = H 3J&Y R$! thigl, s.m. =thegl,

P #4Y tahluka, tahlaka, vulg. tahalka (for A. ~#4Y tahlukat,
fem., inf. n. of (#), s.m. Anything ending in destruction;
ruin, perdition; consternation, dismay, alarm, panic;
pang, agony.
H #&Y R.! thaliy [S. TR!+, or dim. of thl],
s.f.=thl, q.v.
A  #4Y tahll [inf. n. ii of C 'to call aloud, to proclaim,' &c.],
s.f. Praising God, acknowledging the true God (by saying
l ilha illallh, 'There is no god but God').
H 2 &Y R/ tham, s.m.=thambh, q.v.
H  @ &Y R/ thamn (caus. of thamn and thmn),

q.v.
H &Y R! thal [Prk. R!(; S. TR!(], s.m. Firm or dry ground,

v.t.=thambhn, q.v.
H U@ &Y R@ thamb = H %@ &Y R@  thamb = H &%@ &Y R@#

land (as opp. to water); ford; ground or land, soil; place,
spot, site; den of a lion or tiger; raised ground, a mound;
a sandhill:—thal-andar vidy, s.f. The science of
mineralogy:—thal-be , s.m. Ford or boat;—place of
abode; the whereabouts (of a person); (g.) means of
attaining one's desires:—thal- ar, thal- r, adj. & s.m.
Moving on land, land, terrestrial (animal);—a land
animal.
H 3&Y R! thal, s.m.=tha , q.v.

thambh [Prk. R@#5 and R@# =S. T@#t and T@#t], s.m.

H &*#&Y R!R! thal-thal [S. !R], invert. & redupl.; or a
var. pron. for kharkhar or pharphar, q.v.], adj. Loose,
abby, accid, soft, squashy; hanging loosely, baggy;
shaky, waving, undulating, uctuating (as a jelly, &c.);—
s.f. Shaking loosely, being abby, abbiness, &c.:—thalthal karn, v.n. To shake (as abby esh), &c.=thalthaln,
q.v.
H &Y &Y R,!R,! thul-thul, adv. Falling gently, dropping,
trickling (as water from a small height;—cf. ul- ul-n).
H 3&*#&Y R!R! thalthal, adj.=thal-thal, q.v.
H 3&*#&Y R!R! thalthaln (see thal-thal), v.n. To shake,
to hang loosely (as abby esh or fat), to shake,
undulate, or uctuate (as a jelly, or any thick glutinous
substance).
H #&Y R! thalakn [thalak˚ = S. !R+>; or a var. pron.
of kharak or pharak, q.v.], v.n. To shake, &c.=thal-thaln;—
to tremble, quiver, utter, throb, palpitate (=dha akn).

Support, prop, pillar, column, post;—thamb, thambh, the
stem of a tree (esp. of a plantain); a pillar-shaped
sweetmeat (oered at shrines chie y by women);
obstruction, obstacle, check, curb, anything that
restrains.
H %@ &Y R@  thamb = H U@ &Y R@ thamb = H &%@ &Y R@#
thambh [Prk. R@#5 and R@# =S. T@#t and T@#t], s.m.
Support, prop, pillar, column, post;—thamb, thambh, the
stem of a tree (esp. of a plantain); a pillar-shaped
sweetmeat (oered at shrines chie y by women);
obstruction, obstacle, check, curb, anything that
restrains.
H &%@ &Y R@# thambh = H U@ &Y R@ thamb = H %@ &Y R@ 
thamb [Prk. R@#5 and R@# =S. T@#t and T@#t], s.m.
Support, prop, pillar, column, post;—thamb, thambh, the
stem of a tree (esp. of a plantain); a pillar-shaped
sweetmeat (oered at shrines chie y by women);
obstruction, obstacle, check, curb, anything that
restrains.
H %@ &Y R@  thambn, v.n.=thambhn, q.v.
H  &%@ &Y R@# thambhn (caus. of thambhn and of
thmbhn), v.t. To stop, restrain, hold, quiet, &c. (see
thmbhn);—to cause or to get (one) to hold (a thing), to
put (a thing) into one's hands:—thambh-den,
v.t.=thambhn.

H &%@ &Y R@# thambhn [thamb˚ = Prk. R@#()=S. T@#(`),

R(  thambn, v.n. = H &%&Y R(# thambh, s.m. =&%@ &Y thambh

rt. T@#], v.n. To be arrested; to stand still, to stop,

and &%@ &Y thambhn respectively, qq.v.

cease, give over; to be still or quiet, be restrained; to be
supported; to support oneself, to rest; to recover, right
oneself (after a stumble, &c.):—thambh-jn, v.n. Intens.
of and=thambhn.
P @ 4Y thmat (for A. ~@ 4Y), s.f. Evil opinion; suspicion (of

H  4Y 6(  taha w = H  4Y 6( [ taha w adv.

guilt); allegation; false accusation, falsely charging one
with a crime, aspersion, detraction, calumny, slander:—
thmat den, thmat dharn, thmat karn, thmat lagn (par), To accuse falsely, to belie, calumniate, slander,
asperse, traduce.
A H *@ 4Ythmat, adj. & s.m. Suspicious; false, calumnious;
ignominious;—false accuser, calumniator, slanderer.
H  2 &Y R/7 tham  [Prk. Q@#f ; S. T@#++t], adj.
Thick, corpulent.
H @ &Y R/ thamn, v.n.=thambhn, q.v.:—tham-jn,
v.n.=thamn.
H <4Y 6( taha , adv. contrac. of tah , q.v.
H <4Y 6 tihi , z( ti-hu (Braj)=us-ko bh; us-ko.
H <4Y ,6  tuhin, s.m. Mist, dew; hoar-frost, ice, snow;
cold; moonlight, moonshine (cf. tushr):—tuhin-giri, s.m.
Snowy mountain, the Himalaya.
H <&Y R than [Prk. R45; S. Tt], s.m. Udder; teat;(prov.)
breast, bubby:—than-u, than- , adj. Weaned;
impoverished, thin, stunted through lack of
nourishment (a calf, foal, &c.):—than-dr, adj. & s.f.
Having an udder;—an animal with a large udder.
H U&Y R( thamb, s.m. = H %&Y R(  thambn, v.n. = H &%&Y
R(# thambh, s.m. = H &%&Y R(# thambhn, v.n. =&%@ &Y
thambh and &%@ &Y thambhn respectively, qq.v.
H %&Y R(  thambn, v.n. = H U&Y R( thamb, s.m. = H &%&Y
R(# thambh, s.m. = H &%&Y R(# thambhn, v.n. =&%@ &Y
thambh and &%@ &Y thambhn respectively, qq.v.
H &%&Y R(# thambh, s.m. = H U&Y R( thamb, s.m. = H %&Y

(prov.)=tah , q.v.
H  4Y 6( [ taha w = H  4Y 6(  taha w adv.
(prov.)=tah , q.v.
H &YR" than [Prk. R.4; S. T+], s.f. A blemish in
horses (excrescences, resembling teats on the breast or
neck).
H &YR," thun, s.f. (local)=th n, q.v.
P 4Y tahniat, tahniyat [for A. ~4Y, inf. n. ii of   'to be
joyful,' &c.], s.f. Wishing (one) joy or prosperity,
congratulating; congratulation.
H 0 &YRs" thanesar = H  0 &YRsT " thaneswar = H
  &YRs:" thanewar [S. TR+: + ()+t], s.m.
Name of a class of Brahmans belonging to the town of
Thnesar (in Kurukshetra, near Karnl, where there is a
famous Hind shrine); a Brahman of that class.
H  0 &YRsT " thaneswar = H 0 &YRs" thanesar = H
  &YRs:" thanewar [S. TR+: + ()+t], s.m.
Name of a class of Brahmans belonging to the town of
Thnesar (in Kurukshetra, near Karnl, where there is a
famous Hind shrine); a Brahman of that class.
H   &YRs:" thanewar = H 0 &YRs" thanesar = H
 0 &YRsT " thaneswar [S. TR+: + ()+t], s.m.
Name of a class of Brahmans belonging to the town of
Thnesar (in Kurukshetra, near Karnl, where there is a
famous Hind shrine); a Brahman of that class.
H 3 &Y Rs! thanel [Prk. R.4! ; S. T+!+t], s.m.
In amed breast (of a woman); enlargement of the
breasts (from disease, &c.);—name of an animal.
H  4Y 6  tahw = H  4Y 6 [ tahw adv. (prov.)=tah ,
q.v.
H  4Y 6 [ tahw = H  4Y 6  tahw adv. (prov.)=tah ,

R(  thambn, v.n. = H &%&Y R(# thambhn, v.n. =&%@ &Y

q.v.
H &Y R0 th [Prk. R0; S. R,], s.f. The sound made in spitting,

thambh and &%@ &Y thambhn respectively, qq.v.
H &%&Y R(# thambhn, v.n. = H U&Y R( thamb, s.m. = H %&Y

or an imitation of that sound;—intj. (expressive of
disgust, scorn, &c.) Fie!, out!, tush!, tut!:—th -th karn,

v.n. To be constantly or repeatedly spitting; to spit (on
or at, -par) in scorn, &c.; to out or jeer with the
exclamation th ; to deride, scorn, treat with disdain:—
th -th hon, v.n. To be outed or jeered with the
exclamation th ; to be derided, scorned, &c.; to be
disgraced.
H  &Y R0 th  [Prk. R0
; S. T0+t], s.m. A heap,

H Y &Y R5 thotar = H Y &Y R5 thotr (see thoth), adj.

mound; clod, lump (of clay); a mound or rude pillar of
mud (used to mark the boundary of a eld; syn. h ).
H  4Y 6  thwr, s.m.=teohr, q.v.

Blunted, having the edge turned, blunt, dull; battered
and spoiled (as the head of a mallet, or of a bamboo,
&c.), worn down (syn. bho thr); toothless; internally
rotten, worm-eaten, hollow, empty (as grain):—thotar,
s.f. Worm-eaten or hollow grain.
H  A &Y R,7 thut , s.m.=thuth , q.v.

H  &Y R07 th a , s.m.=th har, q.v.
H

&Y R5 7 thoba = H 

&Y R5 7 thob  [R5R, or S. H5R

inverted+ &  = Prk. f5 or f =S. +t], s.m. lit.
'Nose or snout of an animal'; (in contempt) mouth,
muzzle, (slang) mug (syn. thoth).
H  &Y R5 7 thob  = H &Y R5 7 thoba [R5R, or S. H5R
inverted+ &  = Prk. f5 or f =S. +t], s.m. lit.
'Nose or snout of an animal'; (in contempt) mouth,
muzzle, (slang) mug (syn. thoth).
H ] &Y R5 thop [Prk. R,Q5; S. T0t], s.m. Covering (for
the top or end of anything, cf. top, and op), topping,
cap, mounting (as of a stick, or the pole of a palanquin,
&c.).
H ] &Y R5 thop, s.m. Slap, thump, buet, &c. (=thp, q.v.).
H  ] &Y R57 thop , s.m.=thob , q.v.
H ; &Y R5 thopn [thop˚ = Prk. R,Q()=S. T0Q(), rt.
T0], v.t. To heap, pile, collect; to cover, hide; to cap,
mount.
H ; &Y R5 thopn (i.q. thapn, q.v.), v.t. To tap, pat,
beat; to make (cow-dung, &c.) into cakes; to clap (on, par, as a cake on a pan, &c.); to plaster; to support, prop
(cf. thpn, pthn; hopn).
H ; &YR5" thop (see thp), s.f. Slap, buet, &c. (thp,
thop); a potter's, or a mason's, patter or beater; a bat
(=thp).
H  ; &Y R5 thopiyn, v.n. To trickle, to fall in drops.
H A &Y R5 thot, s.m.=thoth, q.v.
H Y &Y R5 thot, adj.=thoth, q.v.

Blunted, having the edge turned, blunt, dull; battered
and spoiled (as the head of a mallet, or of a bamboo,
&c.), worn down (syn. bho thr); toothless; internally
rotten, worm-eaten, hollow, empty (as grain):—thotar,
s.f. Worm-eaten or hollow grain.
H Y &Y R5 thotr = H Y &Y R5 thotar (see thoth), adj.

H 3Y &Y R5! thotl, adj.=thotr, q.v.
H Y &YR5" thotn, R," thutn, s.f.=thothn, q.v.
H &Y &Y R5R thoth [S. H5Rt, by invers. & change of p into
th; cf. thobar], s.m. The nose or mouth (of a horse,
camel, &c.); the snout (of a hog);—face, mouth (usually
in contempt, and as equivalent to the slang word 'mug');
hollowness, emptiness (esp. such as arises from internal
decay); hollow, cavity.
H &Y &Y R5R thoth, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Internally decayed,
worm-eaten (as grain), hollow, empty; toothless;
meaningless, senseless (as words); blunt, without edge
or point;—an arrow without a head or point;—name of a
medicine.
H &Y &Y R5R thothar = H &Y &Y R5R thothr adj.=thotr,
q.v.;—thothar, s.f.=thotar.
H &Y &Y R5R thothr = H &Y &Y R5R thothar adj.=thotr,
q.v.;—thothar, s.f.=thotar.
H  Y &Y R,R7 thuth  (i.q. thuthn), s.m. The mouth or
snout (of an animal); the mouth or face (of a human
being: see thoth).
H 3&Y &Y R5R! thothl, adj.=thotr, q.v.
H <&Y &Y R0R th than, s.m. [thoth+n or n = Prk. f

or

f=S. !+t or ]. = H &Y &Y R5R thothn, R,R
thuthn, s.m. = H &Y &YR5R" thothn, R,R"thuthn, s.f.
The mouth or snout (of an animal, as a horse, camel, or
hog, &c).

H &Y &Y R5R thothn, R,R thuthn, s.m. = H <&Y &Y R0R

H  &YR07" th , R57" tho  (th , q.v.+ , fem. of e or a e,

th than, s.m. [thoth+n or n = Prk. f

q.v.), intj. Ah!, e!, for shame! (see thu ).
A . 4Y tahaww [inf. n. v of .  'to vomit,' &c.], s.m.

or f=S. !+t or

]. = H &Y &YR5R" thothn, R,R"thuthn, s.f. The mouth
or snout (of an animal, as a horse, camel, or hog, &c).
H &Y &YR5R" thothn, R,R" thuthn, s.f. = H <&Y &Y R0R
th than, s.m. [thoth+n or n = Prk. f

or f=S. !+t or

]. = H &Y &Y R5R thothn, R,R thuthn, s.m. The
mouth or snout (of an animal, as a horse, camel, or hog,
&c).
A  4Y tahawwur [inf. n. v of   'to impel,' &c.], s.m.
Plunging inconsiderately (into any business); rashness,
temerity, intrepidity, impetuosity, ardour, fury;—
oppression;—adj. Intrepid, brave, &c.
H &Y R0 th ar, s.m.=th har, q.v.
H  &Y R5 thor, R0 th ar, s.m.=tor and tuar, q.v.
H  &Y R5 thor, adj. & adv.=tho , q.v.
H  &Y R0 th rn [th r˚ = S. , ' or ,], v.t. To strike,
beat, injure, ruin, destroy, consume, devour.
H &Y R07 th a , s.m.=th har, q.v.
H &Y R5 tho [Prk. R,!5; S. TR0!t; cf. thol], s.m. The
spathe (of a plantain tree, or of rice, &c.) before it
shoots from the stem.
H  &Y R57 tho  [Prk. R5f ; S. T5++t], adj. (f. -) &
adv. Little, small; some, few; scanty, meagre, less,
insucient, short (of); narrow, limited; slight, tri ing;
scarce, rare, uncommon;—a little, slightly, somewhat;
seldom, rarely; scarcely, little indeed, in any way; in no
wise; not a jot or tittle (see tho -h):—tho -bahut, adj. &
adv. Some little, more or less; about:—tho -tho , adj.
Very little;—tho -tho  karke, adv. Little by little, by
degrees; a little at a time:—tho -tho  hon, v.n. To feel
oneself very little, to be ashamed, to shrink with shame:
—tho -s, adj. (f. tho -s) & adv. A little, a verylittle;—pl.
tho e-se, A very few:—tho  karn, v.t. To lessen, diminish,
decrease, reduce, mitigate:—tho -h, tho , vulg. tho a,
adv. Little indeed; in no part or degree, not at all, in no
wise, never:—tho e-dino-se, adv Since the last few days,
of late, recently, for a short time:—tho e-se tho , adj. &
adv. Very little; at least.

Inclination to vomit, sickness at stomach.
H  &Y R0 th k [Prk. R,=5; see th kn], s.m. Spittle,
saliva (cf. th ); the gossamer:—th k bilon, v.n. lit. 'To
churn spittle'; to chatter nonsense, to talk idly:—th k
n, see s.v. th kn:—th k lag-kar ho n, v.t. To treat
with sovereign contempt (see next):—th k lagn (-par),
To apply spittle (to), (also a term of abuse and most
indecent meaning); to spit (upon, in contempt), to
defeat, overcome:—th k hai, intj. Fie!, for shame!,
pshaw!, pish!, faugh!, pooh!.
H  &Y R5 thok [S. T t or T5/+t], s.m. Multitude,
mass, quantity; clump, heap; body, band, company,
party, community; amount, total sum; ready money;
share, portion, allotment, lot; holding, tenure, local
division (of an estate); a subdivision in coparcenary
(bhaiy r) estate; a spot where three or more
boundary lines meet, junction of boundaries:—thok
b d  (-k), To form into parties or companies, &c.; to
form into lots; to x the limits of estates (by a native
survey):—thok-bast, s.f. Fixing the limits of estates (by a
native survey, or preparatory to a regular scientic
survey), laying down and marking o boundaries (of an
estate, &c.):—thok-dr, s.m. The head of a company, or
community; the holder of a thok; the holder of a principa
share (in a village, who is responsible for the payment
of the revenue);—a wholesale dealer; a copyholder.
H  &Y R0 th kn [th k˚ = Prk. R,=() or R,=?()=S. c<
or T +>], v.n. To spit (at, -me or -par), to treat with
utter contempt; to vilify, abuse:—th k-den, v.t. (intens.
of th kn), To spit out; to give up (in disgust, &c.), to
leave, abandon:—th k-kar n, or th k n, v.n. To
swallow one's own words, to retract or recall a promise,
to break one's word
H &Y R5! thol, s.m.=tho , q.v.
H  4Y 6( tahau , adv. (Braj)=tau-bh, q.v.s.v. tau.
H  4Y ( tih

, adj. Three; the three (=tno , q.v.).

H  4Y ( tih

, pron. adv. (Braj)=tihu , q.v.

H % &Y R0(  th

b [S. T5/ or TR04 (with

inserted)+t],

H # &YRh!" thail [S. TR!"+ = H # &Y Rh.! thailiy (dim.)

s.m. A lump of earth (put on the end of a lever as a
balance).
H  &YR0" th n [S. TR0], s.f. Pillar, column, post, prop,

s.f. A bag, a sack; a purse of a thousand rupees (=to );
the scrotum.
H # &Y Rh.! thailiy (dim.) = H # &YRh!" thail [S. TR!"+

the upright post over the mouth of a well.
H  &Y R0 th ny [th n+S. t], s.m. The post which acts

s.f. A bag, a sack; a purse of a thousand rupees (=to );
the scrotum.
H < 4Y 6· tah (contract. of tah -h ), adv. There, in

as a support to the hekl.
H  &Y R06 th h, s.m.=th , q.v.
H  &Y R06 th har, R56 thohar, s.m. A species of thorny
Euphorbia, a cactus, Euphorbia neriifolia, or E. antiquorum
(often written th ar; syn. sj; ti-dhr; and zaqq m):—
ith  th har, s.m. The Euphorbia with at oval joints (the
peculiar habitat of the cochineal insect):—an th har,
s.m. The straight-jointed Euphorbia.
H $ &YR thawa [S. TR++t], s.m. A mason,
bricklayer; builder, architect.
H 4&Y R6 thaharn, v.n.=thar-tharn, q.v.
P 4Ytih, adj. Empty, void, vacant, vain:—tih-dast, adj.
Empty-handed; poor:—tih-dast, s.f. Poverty, penury:—
tih-damg, adj. Empty-headed, ignorant.
H 4Y,6 tu-hi, ,6" tu-h, pron. (emphat. of t ), Thou,
thyself; thou alone;—(in Braj, dat. & acc. of t ), to thee.
H &YR tha [S. .T], s.f. A mass, heap, pile (of cakes,
clothes, &c.).
A A 4Y tahyt, s.m. pl. (of tahya, q.v.), Preparatiens,
arrangements.
H  &Y R" thr, adj.=thir, q.v. (vulg. or poetical).
H  &Y R" thkar = H  &Y R" thkr (cf. hkar), s.m.
The duty of keeping the village watch (taken in turn by
the villagers).
H  &Y R" thkr = H  &Y R" thkar (cf. hkar), s.m.
The duty of keeping the village watch (taken in turn by
the villagers).
H #J &Y$!" thegl [S. TR$+l = Prk. f
S. +], s.f. A patch, a piece (in a garment, &c.; syn.
paiwand):—thegl lagn (-me ), To put a patch (in), to
patch.
H 3 &Y Rh! thail (see next), s.m. A large bag, a sack.

that same place, exactly there; thither, in that very
direction.
H &* &Y R°R thai th, (R the th [S. .TR+TR+t], s.m.
An instrument with a at blade and long handle used to
press down cakes, &c., on the pan.
H   &Y (  the war, the wr [S. T/++t], s.m. Bed
(of a garden); border.
H  &Y   thew [S. T/], s.m. Setting (of a stone);
stone set in a ring.
P  4Y tahy [for A. ~ 4Y tahyat, fem., inf. n. ii of   'to be
prepared'], s.m. Preparation, provision; putting in order,
arrangement:—tahya karn (-k), To make preparation
(for), &c.
H  &* &Y  the-the , RhRh thai-thai (Prkrit RhRh), s.f.
Merry-making, tumultuous mirth; music and singing,
song and dance; beating time with the foot;—adv. With
noisy mirth, merrily, noisily:—the-the karn, v.n. To
make merry, to rejoice, to caper, &c.
H Y ta [Prk.  ; S. +; cf. tay; taw], s.f. A
kind of baking-pan of iron, a frying-pan; a griddle.
H Y ti [S. P], adj. Three (in comp. e.g. ti-br, q.v.).
H Y" t, s.f.=ty, q.v.
H [ Y ` te; (in Braj) the formative, or base, of the oblique
cases sing. of the pron. t = wh;—the pl. of the pron. t,
q.v.:—te-t (correl. to jet;—t = tak), adj. & adv. So much,
that much; so many, that many:—te-hi, te-h, pron. To
him, &c. (=tis-ko);—adv. There and then, immediately,
instantly.
H [ Y ` te, postpn. (old H.)=se, q.v.
H Yh tai [S.  ], adj. (Braj), So many (=titne):—tai-ber,
adv. So many times, so often.
H Y  tay, s.m.=taw; and ta, qq.v.

H Y  tiy, " ty [Prk. P; S. k"+], s.f. A

"(], v.t. To abandon, &c.=tyg karn, q.v.s.v. tyg.

woman; wife.
H Y " ty [Prk. (=S. P+], adj. & s.m. Of three;

S X Y;$" tyg, adj. & s.m. Leaving, abandoning,

all three; multiplied by three (cf. tj);—aggregate of
three; threes; the three or tres (at cards or dice).
S  W Y ;A tyjya, part. adj. To be left or abandoned,
requiring to be given up, suitable to be abandoned,
capable of being abandoned.
P  Y taiyr, vulg. tayr (for A.  O taiyr,
'sharp, quick'), adj.

Ready, alert, willing; prepared, ready-made, nished,
completed, complete; fully developed, plump, fat (as an
animal, &c.); in full vigour, arrived at puberty, robust;
ripened, ripe (fruit):—taiyr karn or kar-den, v.t. To
make or get ready, to prepare; to provide, arrange, put
in order; to train; to fatten:—taiyr hon, v.n. To be ready,
be prepared; to get ready, be on the alert, &c.
P  Ytaiyar, s.f. The state of being prepared;
preparedness, readiness; preparation, getting ready,
making; arrangement; show, pomp, splendour,
magnicence; plumpness, fatness: robustness:—taiyr
karn (-k), To make preparation (for), to prepare, get
ready (for), &c.
S ' Y ;$ tyg, vulg. tiyg, s.m. Leaving, quitting,
abandoning, forsaking, deserting, parting (from);
relinquishing, renouncing; abandonment, desertion;
relinquishment, renunciation, resignation, abdication;
separation (from), divorce; self-devotion:—tyg-patra,
s.m. A writ of divorce:—tyg den (-ko) = tyg karn, q.v.:—
tyg-sl, adj. Disposed to give away, generous, liberal:—
tyg-lat, s.f. Generosity, liberality:—tyg karn (-ko, or k), To abandon, give up, relinquish, &c., to divorce; to
abdicate, &c. (see tyg, and tajn).
S X Y ;$ tygit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Left, quitted,
abandoned, deserted, forsaken; relinquished,
renounced, &c. (see tyg);—a forsaken one.
H <X Y ;$ tygan (see tygn), s.m. Abandoning;

renouncing; giving up, resigning; sacricing;—
abandoner, relinquisher, renouncer (applied chie y to
one who abandons terrestrial objects, thoughts,
passions, &c.), a religious ascetic.
H :L Y`" tep , s.f. Basting (a garment, &c.); a running
stitch; a felling, a seam hemmed down:—tep  bharn (me ), To put in running stitches, to run, to baste; to fell a
seam.
H L Y` te-pi (te, q.v.+S. api), Braj for we bh; also=tau bh,
q.v.s.v. tau.
H  Y " tt = H * Y " tt [Prk. \5 or \ ; S. =t
or =t], adj. Bitter (=ka w); hot, pungent, acrid.
H * Y " tt = H  Y " tt [Prk. \5 or \ ; S. =t
or =t], adj. Bitter (=ka w); hot, pungent, acrid.
H * Y " tt [S. ./ +t], adj. (local), Wet, moist, damp.
H * Y ` te-t, adj. & adv. (correl. to je-t); see s.v. te.
H " * Y `! tetl [S. P+!+t], adj. & s.m. Consisting
of three parts or divisions; three-storied; a three-storied
house.
H I ! * Y `!" tetls [Prk. `!"; S. P; 8], adj.
Forty-three.
H * Y " ttar, ttari [Prk. .\5; S. .\t], s.m. The
partridge, Perdix francolinus;—the guinea-fowl, Numida
meleagris (called also vilyat ttar):—ttar-ke mu h la hm,
Prov. 'Good fortune springs from the mouth of the
partridge'; great issues often wait on the words of men
of little estimation:—ban-ttar, bha-ttar, bhar-ttar (q.v.),
s.m. The sand-grouse or rock-pigeon, Pterocles fasciatus,
and P. Exustus:—safaid-ttar, s.m. The grey partridge,
Ortygornis pondecerriana:—kl ttar, s.m. The black
partridge, Francolinus vulgaris.
S * Y `.\ taittir, adj. & s.m. Produced from partridges;—a

abandonment, &c.=tyg, q.v.:—tygan karn (-k), To
abandon, &c.=tyg karn.
S <X Y ;$ tygin, adj. & s.m.=tyg, q.v.

partridge (=ttar); a ock or a covey of partridges.
H * Y"" ttr, s.f. A female partridge.

H X Y ;$ tygn [tyg, q.v.+n = an = Prk. 4(=S.

q.v.).

H * Y"" ttr, s.f. [S. .\"], A butter y, &c. (=titul,

S ()* Y h.\" taittiryak (see next), s.m. A follower of

q.v.s.v. te.
S * Y h! taitil (see titil), s.m. One of the astronomical

restorative, invigorating, provocative, tonic;—s.m. The
sun:—tejo-r p, adj. & s.m. Whose form is light; consisting
wholly of splendour;—the nature of light; the supreme
spirit, Brahma:—tejo-manth, s.m. The tree Premna spinosa
(the friction of the wood engendering ame):—tejo-may,
adj. Consisting of splendour or light, shining, brilliant,
luminous, glorious; full of energy or ardour:—tejo-vat, s.f.
The plant Piper chaba; the plant Scindapsus o$cinalis.
S  08 Y`*T " tejasv = H 08 Y`*" tejas adj.=tej-mn,

periods called karans;—deity.
H * Y"" t-t, s.f. A sound uttered in calling fowls.

q.v.s.v. tej.
H 08 Y`*" tejas = S  08 Y`*T " tejasv adj.=tej-mn,

the Tittiri branch of the Yajur Veda.
S )* Y h.\" taittirya, adj. Relating to the Tittiri branch
of the Yajur Veda (as a student, a teacher; a section, a
text, &c.).
H (* Y ` tetik, adj. & adv. (correl. to jetik) = tet,

H * Y` teti, pron. (Braj, or old H.)=te, q.v.;—adj. &
adv.=ati; bahut; qq.v.
H I * Y `" tets [Prk. `\"; S. PÀk8], adj. Thirty-

q.v.s.v. tej.
H 8 Y `* tejn, v.t. (prov.)=tyajn, or tajn, q.v.
H 8 Y ;* tyajn [S. ;*"(, rt. ;*], v.t. To leave,

three.
H 6 Y "* tj [Prk. A*"; S. "], s.f. The third day of a

abandon, &c.=tajn, tygn, tyg-karn, q.v.
S (8 Y `* tej-nak, s.m. A kind of reed, Saccharum sara.

lunar fortnight; a festival held on the third day of the
lunar fortnight of the month Swan;—the red-velvet
insect (=br-bahu), the lady-bird (so called, probably,
because of its appearance in Bhdo):—tj-teohr, s.m. A
festival;—presents suitable on the occasion of a festival
(=tr-teohr).
S 6 Y `* tej (rt. tij), s.m. Sharpness, pungency; spirit;

S 8 Y`*" tejan, vulg. tejn, s.f. The plant Aletris

energy; strength, power; ardour, re; wrath; splendour,
glory, refulgence, awe;—tej-pt (S. teja+patra), s.m. The
leaf of the Laurus cassia, cassia, bay-leaf:—tej-mn (f. mat), tej-vn, tej-vant (f. -vat), adj. & s.m. Sharp,
pungent; energetic; strong; glorious, refulgent, splendid,
luminous, brilliant, awful, majestic; famous, celebrated;—
tej-vat, s.f. The aromatic plant Pothos o$cinalis.
H 8 Y "* tj [Prk. A* ; S. "+t adj. & s.m. Third
(in number or degree);—a third a third
one; the third day after the death of a relation (on
which oblations are oered by Mohammadans); the
oerings made on this occasion.
S I8 Y `* tejas (in comp. also tejo), s.m. Flame, re;
glow, glare; light, lustre, radiance, brilliance, splendour,
glory; beauty; dignity, consequence; strength, power (cf.
tej); violence; semen virile:—tejas-kar, adj. Irradiating,
illuminating; conferring strength, power, or glory;

hyacinthoides.
S &*a 8 Y `*5/BR tejo-manth: see s.v. tejas for compounds
of which tejo is rst member.
H  8 Y `* B tej-want, adj. See s.v. tej.
H <&L Y "+ t han, adj.=tksha, tkh, q.v.
S  Y " tr, s.m. Shore, bank; margin, brink, edge;—
postpn. & adv. Near (to, -ke), close at hand:—tra-bhukti,
s.m. The province of Tirhut, lying to the north of Bihr:
—tra-ja, traj, adj. & s.m. Growing or standing near a
shore;—a tree near a shore.
P  Y tr [S. "], s.f. The fourth solar month of the
Persian year (corresponding to the Hind Swan); the
festival held on the third day of the lunar fortnight of
the month Swan (=tj):—tr-teohr, s.m.=tj-teohr, q.v.
P  Y tr [Old P. tigra; Zend tighri, rt. tij = S. *; S. ", prob.
fr. P.], s.m. An arrow;—a beam, a mast;—the planet
Mercury (=tr--falak):—tr-andz, s.m. An archer, a
bowman:—tr-andz, s.f. Archery:—tr-brn, s.m. A
shower of arrows; a punishment in which the culprit is
shot with arrows:—tr-ba-hadaf, adj. lit. 'An arrow to the
mark'; hitting the mark; to the point:—tr-bhl, adj. (Bot.),
Sagittate:—tr-partb, s.m. The range of an arrow, bow-

shot distance:—tr-phe kn, tr aln, tr ho n, v.n. To
shoot an arrow; (iron.) to do something wonderful, to do
great things:—tr-- k, tr- k, s.f. A light, smallheaded arrow:—tr- urda, adj. & s.m. Struck or
wounded by an arrow;—one so struck, &c.:—tr-ras, s.m.
The range of an arrow, bowshot distance:—tr-zan, s.m.
An archer:—tr-s, adj. & adv. Dart-like; as by an arrow:—
tr--falak, s.m. The planet Mercury:—tr-kr, s.f. The
piercing of the body by an arrow:—tr-k-fila, s.m. The
range of an arrow, &c. (=tr-ras, q.v.):—tr karn or karden, v.t. To put out of sight; to hide; to make away with:
—tr-kash, s.m. A quiver; an embrasure; an aperture, a
loop-hole:—tr-k mr, s.f.=tr-k fila, q.v.:—tr-gar, s.m. A
maker of arrows:—tr-gar, s.f. Arrow-making:—tr lagn (me , -ko), To be struck or hit by an arrow (a mark or
other object):—tr-mr, s.m. A viper; a viper's teeth:—tr
mrn (-ko), To strike (an object) with an arrow; to shoot
an arrow (at an object), &c.=tr aln, q.v.:—tr--nwak,
s.m. An arrow discharged through a tube:—tr nikln
nathno -me -se (-ke), To torture, torment, harass,
persecute:—tro -se u n, v.t. To do to death with arrows:
—thothe tro -se u an, v.t. To put to a lingering death, to
kill by degrees, to torture.
H  Y ` ter [S. "t, rt. ], adj. Passed, spent (as time):—
ter karn, v.t. To pass, spend:—ter hon, v.n. To be passed
or spent.
H  Y ` ter [S. `, gen. of ; ,( Prk. ` or +r, gen. a.],
pron. (gen. sing. of t ), Thy, thine:—ter-mer, s.m. termer, s.f. Angry thy-ing and -my-ing, altercation;—termer karn, v.n. To squabble or dispute (about a thing), to
quarrel (over a thing).
?  Y h tairk [rt. of tairn, q.v.+k; Prk.  5=S. 
+t(t)], s.m. A swimmer (=pairk, q.v.).
H   Yh" tairk [tairk+ = Prk. =S. ], s.f. The art
of swimming (=pairk).
S &Y Y "R' trth, & H. "R trath, s.m. A bathing place, a
shrine or sacred place of pilgrimage (as Benares, &c.;
especially particular spots along the course of sacred
streams, as the Ganges, &c.); pilgrimage:—trath-jtr,
s.m. Pilgrimage:—trath-rj, trth-pati, s.m. An epithet of

Pryg or Ilhbad, the chief place of pilgrimage (though
inferior in point of sanctity to Banras, to which latter
place the Hind goes rather to die than to bathe):— trthkr, s.m. A holy personage:—trath karn (-k), To go on a
pilgrimage (to).
H 5 Y "* traj, s.f.=terj, q.v.
H K Y ` teras [Prk. `"; S. P58"], s.f. The thirteenth
day of the lunar fortnight (=tiroda).
H K Y `I terus, s.m.=teoras, q.v.
P X  Ytrag (abst. subst. from tra, q.v.), s.f. Darkness,
obscurity, gloom.
P  a  Y tr-mr, s.m. See s.v. tr.
H  Y h tairn, " trn [tair˚ or tr˚ = Prk. () or
"()=S. () or (), rt. ], v.n. To swim; to oat
(syn. pairn);—v.t. To swim over or across; to go through,
become familiar with, to master (a business, or a subject,
&c.):—tair-hu hon (-me ), To be well versed (in), be
familiar (with).
S  Y "4' tra (rt. ), part. Crossed, passed over; spread,
expanded:—tra-pad, s.f. The plant Curculigo orchioides.
H  Y ` [ teraw , terw , adj.=terah-w , q.v.
P ? Y tra [Pehl. tireh; Zend, tthra, rt. tam; S. timira, rt.
tam], adj. Obscure, dark, black:—tra-abr, s.m. Black
clouds:—tra-ba t, Unfortunate:—tra-ba t, s.f.
Misfortune, adversity:—tra-dil, adj. & s.m. Ignorant,
stolid, black-hearted, malicious;—apostate, outcast:—trarang, adj. Turbid, muddy-coloured; black:—tra-rozgr, adj.
Unfortunate:—tra-roz, s.f. Misfortune, adversity.
H ? Y `6 terah [Prk. `6; S. P58], adj. Thirteen:—terahtez, s.m. The rst thirteen days of the Arabian month
Safar (held unlucky because Mohammad was seriously ill
during those days).
H   Y `6[ terah , adj.=next, q.v.
H   Y `6 [ terahw , terhw [Prk. `6/ =S. P58
+/+t], adj. (f. - ), Thirteenth;—terhaw , s.f. The
thirteenth day after a death (when the last of the
funeral rites is performed).
H 6) Y `"* terj [fr. S. rt. ], s.f. A list or string of
classied amounts to be added together; the paper

containing the same; an item in a number of items set
down to be added together; summing up and nding the
grand total of the several amounts under one head; the
grand total thus obtained; a classied list or account; a
register.
P o Y tez [Old P. tezh; Pehl. tej; Zend, tizhin, rt. tij = S. tij],
adj. Sharp, keen, acute; penetrating, piercing (glance,
&c.); hot, pungent, strong, acrid; caustic, corrosive; ery,
passionate, impetuous, violent; swift, eet; quick, apt,
intelligent, keen-witted; high-priced, dear:—tez-b, s.m.
(Chem.), An acid; aqua fortis:—tez-pt, s.m.=tej-pt, q.v.s.v.
tej:—tez-par, adj. Swift of wing; high- ying:—tez-par, s.f.
Swiftness of ight:—tez-dast, adj. Clever-handed,
dexterous:—tez-raftr, tez-rau, adj. Fast-going, swiftpaced, rapid, eet:—tez-rav, tez-rau, s.f. Swiftness,
eetness, speed;—tez-rau karn, v.n. To practise
swiftness; to attempt speed:—tez-tab,
 adj. Quick of
apprehension, of an acute intellect or genius:—tez-aql,
tez-fahm, adj. Of quick understanding, quick of
apprehension, intelligent, acute, apt:—tez-fahm, s.f.
Quickness of apprehension, intelligence, acumen,
acuteness, aptness:—tez-qadam, tez-gm, adj. Swift-paced,
fast-going, eet; active, brisk, quick:—tez-gm, s.f.
Swiftness, eetness, speed:—tez-n un, adj. Sharpnailed:—tez-nazar,
 tez-nigh, adj. Sharp-sighted, of keen
or penetrating vision, keen-eyed:—tez-hosh, adj. Sharpwitted, sharp, intelligent, &c.=tez-fahm, q.v.:—tez-hon,
v.n. To be sharpened, to be whetted (on, -par); to y into
a passion, become violent.
P o Y tezak, s.m. Cress, cresses, Lepidium sativum.
P o Ytez (see tez), s.f. Sharpness, keenness; pungency,
acrimony; heat, warmth; eriness, fury, anger,
wrath; violence, impetuosity; force, intensity; spirit, re,
fervour, ardour; quickness, acuteness, wit, intelligence;
incisiveness, edge, point; velocity, swiftness, eetness,
speed; scarcity, dearth; dearness, high price.
H I Y " ts [Prk. "; S. P8], adj. Thirty:—tso -din,
adv. Every day of the thirty (in the month), regularly
every day (=e din; used chie y by women):—tso kalm,
s.m. The whole thirty sections of the Qor n; the Qor n.
A I Y tais, s.m. A he-goat; a buck; a stag.

H I Y h tais, adj. & adv., contrac. of next, q.v.
H 0 Y h tais [Prk.  ; S.8+t], pron. adj. (correl.
to jais), That-like, such as that, such;—adv. In that
manner, in like manner, so; at that moment:—taise, adv.
In like manner, thus, so.
H 0 Y " tsr [t˚ = tn+sar = Prk. .! =S. T&+],
adj. (f. -), Third;—s.m. A third person or party, an
umpire, arbitrator:—tsr utr, s.m. The cube root (of a
number):—tsr a ho, s.m. The cube (of a number):—
tsre, adv. In the third place, thirdly.
H 0 Y`" tesr, s.f. Thrice-ploughed land.
H <0 Y h taisan [Prk. !5; S. 8+!t], A dialectic
form of tais, q.v.
H  0 Y " [ tswn [ts, q.v.+Prk. / ; S. P8+/+t],
adj. (f. -w ), Thirtieth.
H 0 Y"" ts [S. "], s.f. Linseed; ax, Linum
usitatissimum (syn. als).
H [ 0 Y h taise, adv. See s.v. tais.
P  Y tesha [Zend tasha, rt. tash; S. d], s.m. A carpenter's
axe; an adze:—tesha mrn (-ko), To strike with an adze;
to use an adze.
P T Y teg [Zend,
tigha, rt. tij = S. *], s.f. A sword, scimitar;

adv. Sword in hand:—teg-zan,
cutlass; dagger:—teg-ba-kaf,


adj. & s.m. Striking with a sword; using a sword;—one
who uses a sword or scimitar, a swordsman:—teg-zan,

s.f. Use of the sword or scimitar:—teg khn,
v.n.
To

receive a sword-cut:—tah--teg karn,
v.t.
To put to the

sword.
H  Y teg, = P  Y tega, s.m. A short, broad scimitar; a
broadsword;—name of a trick in wrestling;—a walled-up
arch or other opening:—teg-bz,
s.m. A sword-player; a

swordsman; a hero:—teg-num,
s.m. A sword like a

scimitar.
P  Y tega, = H  Y teg, s.m. A short, broad scimitar; a
broadsword;—name of a trick in wrestling;—a walled-up
arch or other opening:—teg-bz,
s.m. A sword-player; a

swordsman; a hero:—teg-num,
s.m. A sword like a

scimitar.
A Q Y tayaqquz [inf.
n. v of Q ) 'to wake, be watchful'], s.m.


Waking, watchfulness, vigilance; lucubration.
A <Q Y tayaqqun [inf. n. v of <Q ) 'to know for certain'], s.m.

s.f. Warmth, heat; sharpness, pungency; harshness,
roughness; subtlety, acuteness, keenness, shrewdness;
neness, &c. (cf. tez).
H  Y " tkn, v.t. To aim at, &c.=tkn; takn; qq.v.

Knowing for certain, ascertaining; ascertainment;
certainty (cf. yaqn).
H   Y " tkr, s.m.=tikr, q.v.

H   Y "{ tk r, s.f.=tkhur, q.v.

S  Y ;= tyakta, vulg. tyakt, part. adj. Left, abandoned,

H & Y "L tkh [S. "4+t], adj. Sharp, hot, pungent,

forsaken, deserted; resigned, relinquished, renounced;
rejected, discarded, thrown away (as useless or as
reprobate);—one who is abandoned, &c.
H ( Y "& tka, = H ( Y "_ tkah, [S. .T8+T8t],

&c. (=tksha, q.v. & cf. tez); piercing, keen; bright,
sparkling; comely, graceful; piquant, smart, lively
sprightly; spruce, dapper; spicy, racy; ne, shrill, high
(as a sound or tone);—s.m. A comely or beautiful person:
—tkh, s.f. A sharp tone, a shrill or high note:—tkh-bhl,
adj. (Bot.), Subulate.
H & Y "L, tkhur [S. P+d,"], s.f. A starchy substance

Buttocks, posteriors.
H ( Y "_ tkah, = H ( Y "& tka, [S. .T8+T8t],
Buttocks, posteriors.
S < Y "d4 tksha, vulg. tksha, adj. Sharp (in all
senses), hot, pungent, warm, ery; acid; ne, thin;
ardent, zealous, active; quick, keen, intelligent, shrewd,
penetrating, subtle; harsh, rough, angry, passionate
(syn. tez):—tksha-buddhi, adj. & s.f. Sharp-witted,
sagacious, acute, shrewd, witty;—acuteness of intellect,
sagacity, &c.:—tksha-patra, s.m. lit. 'Having pungent
leaves'; coriander:—tksha-pushpa, s.m. lit. 'Having a
pungent ower'; cloves:—tkshna-phal, s.m. 'Having
pungent fruit'; coriander; black mustard:—tksha-tail,
s.m. 'Pungent oil'; the resin of the Shorea robusta; resin;
the milky juice of the Euphorbia lactea; spirituous or
vinous liquor:—tksha-ras, s.m. lit. 'Pungent liquid';
saltpetre:—tksha-s ka, s.m. lit. 'Having sharp awns';
barley:—tksha-karman, adj. 'Sharp in action,' active,
brisk, energetic, zealous:—tksha-kaak, s.m. The thornapple, Datura metel:—tksha-kand, s.m. 'Pungent root'; the
onion:—tksha-gandh, s.m. 'Having a pungent smell'; the
plant Morunga hyperanthera; the gum-olibanum tree;—
small cardamoms:—tksha-gandh, s.f. Name of several
plants; mustard-seed; orris root; the plant Pandanus
odoratissimus; &c.
S * Y "4 tkshat, s.f. = S * Y "4; tkshatva,
s.m. Warmth, heat; sharpness, pungency; harshness,
roughness; subtlety, acuteness, keenness, shrewdness;
neness, &c. (cf. tez).
S * Y "4; tkshatva, s.m. = S * Y "4 tkshat,

obtained from the root of the Curcuma angusti folia; Indian
arrowroot.
H  Y "! tyal [S. k"++!], s.f. A suit of female's
clothes, the three articles of a woman's dress (viz., the
o hn, a giy, and lai gh).
H  Y h! tail, and `! tel [Prk. `!(; S. h!]( , s.m. Expressed
oil (prepared from sesamum, mustard-seed, &c.); storax,
gum, benzoin, incense:—tel bn karn, v.t.=tel a hn, q.v.:
—tail-pyik, s.f., tail-py, s.m., tail-pak, s.m. lit. 'Oildrinker' ; a cockroach; any oil-drinking beetle:—tailparik, s.m. A kind of sandal:—tel-phal, s.m. Marriage
presents, consisting of oil, cocoanuts, &c., sent by the
bridegroom to the bride shortly before his own arrival to
celebrate the marriage:—tel peln, v.n.=tel nikln, q.v.:—
tel-taw kl, adj. As black as an oiled baking-pan; glossy
black:—tel a hn (-par), To anoint the head, shoulders,
and hands and feet of the bride and bridegroom with oil
mixed with turmeric during the marriage ceremony;
(hence) the marriage ceremony above described:—tailaurik, s.f. lit. 'Oil-stealer'; a cockroach:—tail-sphaik, s.m.
Amber:—tail-kr, s.m. Oil manufacturer, oilman (=tail):—
tail-kia, s.m. Oil-cake a cake made of oily seed:—tel
lagn (-me ), To apply oil (to), to rub oil (on), to oil,
anoint:—tel-msh utrn, v.n. To show the (his or her)
face in a cup of oil imbedded in pulse (to a convalescent
person, or to one returned from a journey):—tail-ml,
s.f. A wick, the cotton of a lamp:—tel maln, v.n.=tel lagn,

q.v.:—tel nikln (-k), To express or to extract oil (from):
—tel nikaln (-k), Oil to be expressed or extracted (from);
oil or grease to exude (from); to sweat profusely
(through heat, toil, &c.).
H   Y`!7" tel  [Prk. `!f; S. h!++], s.f. A small
oil-pot.
S (# Y h.! tailik, s.m. Oil manufacturer, oilman (=tel).
H <# Y h.! tailin, `.! telin, `! telan [S. h.!"], s.f. a
woman of the tail caste; a woman who prepares oil; the
wife of a tel or oilman.
S ^# Y h!$
( tailang, s.m. The country along the coast
south of Orissa as far as Madras, the modern Carnatic.
H J# Y h!$
(  tailang, s.m.=tilang, q.v.
S # Yh.!" tailin, and H. `.!" telin, `!" teln, s.f.=tailin
or telin, q.v.;—a wick, the cotton of a lamp (=tail-ml);—a
kind of insect found in oil, a species of y (used in
medicine instead of the Spanish y;—cf. taln).
H # Y"!" tl [S. 0.!?], s.f. A wooden or iron bar or
wire (as of a bird-cage, &c.); the calf (of the leg; written
also til; tul).
H # Yh!" tail, and H. `!" tel [Prk. `.! ; S. h.!t], adj.
& s.m. Relating or belonging to oil, oily, &c.;—a caste
whose business it is to make or to sell oil; a member of
that caste; an oil manufacturer, oil-grinder, oilman;—an
unclean or dirty fellow:—tel-tambol , s.m. People of low
caste:—tel-rj, s.m. A class of mendicants who beg for
oil which they apply to their heads and clothes;—a dirty
vagabond:—taili-sl, s.f. An oil-mill:—tel-k bail, s.m. An
oilman's ox; (g.) a hard-working wretch.
H # Y `.! teliy [S. h!+t], adj. Oily, unctuous; dark,
deep (colour);—s.m. A dark bay colour:—teliy-surang, adj.
& s.m. Light bay coloured (a horse);—a light bay:—teliy
kkrez, s.m. A deep purple colour.
? 2 Y `/ tem, s.f. (m. in S.), Wetness, moisture; freshness,
verdure.
P  @ Y tmr [S. T"/+], s.m. Care (of), attention (to),
looking (after); attendance (on the sick); regimen (of the
sick); inrmity, sickness, indisposition; aiction, sorrow,
grief; condolence, sympathy.

A 2 @ Y tayammum [inf. n. v of 1  'to betake oneself (to)'],
s.m. lit. 'Betaking oneself to dust, to wipe the face and
hands and arms therewith, for prayer'; purifying or
rubbing the hands, face, and other parts of the body
before prayer, with sand or dust, where water cannot be
had.
S <@ Y `/ teman, s.m. Wetting, moistening; wet, damp,
moisture; a sauce, condiment.
S @ Y`/" teman, vulg. temn, s.f. A sort of chimney; a
re-place.
H < Y  ta [Prk. R.4 or R4<; S. TRs], postpn.
(governing gen. with -ke), To, up to: (-ke ta = ko; e.g.
uske tai = usko; apne ta ,=p-ko or apne-p-ko).
H < Y " tn [Prk. .T; S. P".4], adj. Three:—tn-p ,
s.f. lit. 'Three and ve'; altercation, contention, dispute,
squabble; knavish tricks, arts, dodges:—tn-p karn,
tn-p ln (-se), To dispute or quarrel (with); to try
one's tricks (with), practise tricks (upon):—tn-titl, s.m.
The number three; an odd number:—tn thn, s.m. The
private parts; the penis:—tn-terah, adj. Three and
thirteen (regarded as unlucky numbers); scattered,
dispersed, broken; distracted; ruined, destroyed;
squandered, dissipated, wasted;—tn-terah karn, v.t. To
scatter, disperse, &c.:—tn-tn, tn-tn karke, adv. Three
each; three at a time, by threes, in threes:—tn arf, s.m.
'The three (original) letters of lanat; (hence)
imprecation, abuse, scorn, censure;—tn arf bhejn, v.n.
To abuse, curse, &c.:—tn-raqm qn n, s.m. The rule of
three (in Arith.):—tn kl, s.m. The past, the present, and
the future; morning, noon, and evening (=tri-kl):—tn
k e, tn kne, s.m. Three aces, a throw of three with
three dice, a tres:—tn-kon, adj. Three-cornered,
triangular (=tikon):—tn-gu, s.m.=tno -gu, q.v.:—tno ,
adj. The three, all three;—s.m.=tn-thn, q.v.:—tno
avasth, s.f. The three periods of human life, viz.
childhood, manhood, and old age:—tno bhavan, s.m. The
three worlds, &c.=tri-lok, q.v.:—tno da, s.f.=tno
avasth:—tno dukh, s.m. The three kinds of trouble or
suering, viz. Daitik or that occasioned by the body;
Bhavatik or that which arises from existence or contact
with the world; and Daivik or that which comes from

Providence (as calamity, &c.):—tno deot, s.m. The
Three persons of the Hind triad, viz. Brahm, Vishnu,
and iva:—tno rin,
 s.m. The three kinds of human
obligations, i.e. devar or the obligations of a worshipper
to deity; pitri-r in or the obligation of ancestors to
posterity; and rishi-r
in or the obligation owing to the

rishis:—tno
kl, s.m.=tn kl and tri-kl, qq.v.:—tno gu,

s.m. The three qualities or constituents of nature and
every existing thing (viz. sattva, rajas, and tamas, see trigu and gu):—tno lok, s.m.=tno bhavan, and tri-lok, q.v.
H < Y Ì te , postp. (prov.)=te, or se, q.v.
H < Y Ì te , ° tai , postp. (prov.)=ta , q.v.
H < Y Ì te , Ì ti , pron. A dialectic form of t , 'thou.'
H I ! * Y Ì!" te tls, °!" tai tls, adj.=tetls, q.v.
H I * Y Ì" te ts, °" tai ts, adj.=tets, q.v.
H +  Y `B tend [S. BCt], s.m. The resinous fruit of the
tree Diospyros embryopteris, or D. glutinosa.
H +  Y ÌC te du, Ì  te dw [S. ,' rt. + +t],
s.m. (f. -), A large species of leopard or panther, Felis
leopardus.
H  Y" tnani = H 4 Y "z tinahu (loc. & prov.) = H
 Y" tni = H  Y " tniu (Braj) adj.=tno , q.v.s.v.
tn.
H 4 Y "z tinahu = H  Y" tnani = H  Y" tni = H
 Y " tniu (loc. & prov.) adj.=tno , q.v.s.v. tn.
H  Y" tni = H  Y" tnani = H 4 Y "z tinahu = H
 Y " tniu (loc. & prov.) (Braj) adj.=tno , q.v.s.v. tn.
H  Y " tniu = H  Y" tnani = H 4 Y "z tinahu =
H  Y" tni (loc. & prov.) adj.=tno , q.v.s.v. tn.
H Y ` te , ` teu, pron. (Braj) emphatic form of te,
q.v. (common in poetry).
S  Y "  tvar, s.m. A hunter, one who lives by killing

the brow:—tewar badaln. v.n. To change countenance, to
change colour; to change (one's) conduct (towards), to
turn away (one's) regard or aection:—tewar biga n, v.n.
To undergo a change of expression or countenance, to
change (one's) expression in death.
H  Y `  tewrn or teorn [tewar˚, q.v.+ = w = Prk.
 or U=S.  caus. increment;+n = Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To have a swimming in the head, to be giddy,
to be faint; to stagger:—teor-kar gir-pa n, v.n. To fall
down senseless or in a swoon.
S Y Y "] tvrat, s.f. = S Y Y "]; tvratva, s.m.
Violence, sharpness, pungency, heat, &c. (see tvra).
S Y Y "]; tvratva, s.m. = S Y Y "] tvrat, s.f.
Violence, sharpness, pungency, heat, &c. (see tvra).
H K Y `  teoras [S. "+ 3t],
' s.m. The third year
past or to come; the year before last; the year after
next.
S ? Y "] tvra, adj. & adv. Strong, severe, violent,
inteuse, erce, ardent, impetuous; sharp, keen, acute,
pungent; warm, hot, burning; ashing; much, exceeding,
excessive; endless, boundless;—excessively, much,
boundlessly, &c.:—tvra-vedan, s.f. Excessive pain, agony,
the torments of damnation.
H  Y` 6" teorh, s.f.=teor, q.v.
S  Y" " tvar, prov. s.f. A hunter's wife; a sherman's
wife.
H  Y` " teor, prov. `"te r, and " teur [tewar,
q.v.+Prk. ;=S. ], s.f. A contracted brow, a frown,
scowl:—teor badaln, v.n.=teor a hn, v.n. To raise or
to knit the brow, to frown:—teor a hn, v.n. The brow to
be knit, a frown to come on:—teor-me bal ln, v.n. To
contract or knit the brow, &c.=teor a hn.
H  Y` 7" teo , s.f.=teor, q.v.

and selling game;—a sherman, one who lives by
catching and selling sh.
H  Y `  tewar [Prk. & S. ./ (], s.m. Darkness before

H  Y` 7" teo  [S. P+ 
 ], s.f. The plant Convolvulus

the eyes, swimming in the head, giddiness, vertigo
fainting;—peculiar appearance or expression of the eyes;
eye; lock, aspect, expression, countenance, physiogamy;

S  Y `  tevan, s.m. Play, sport, pastime; a garden,

turpethum, or Ipomæa turpethum.
H  Y "  twan [S. `/(], s.m. Sauce, condiment, relish.
pleasure-garden, play-ground.

H  Y ; tyo , ;g tyau ,;0( ty

[Prk. `@  or `  loc.

H  Y " tiya, s.f.=tiy, q.v.

sing. of `@ , and `/, ` , /,  ; S.  ], adv. (correl.

H  Y " tya [S. .T], s.m. A mound, a boundary mark

to jyo ), Thus, so, then, in like manner, like, as; then, at
the same time, forthwith:—tyo -h, tyo -h , adv.
(emphatic), Just so, in that very manner; just then,
there and then, &c.
H +  Y ;  tyo dh, ;g tyau dh; prov. ` 

(cf. th , and thh):—tya-band, s.f. Marking a boundary,
xing boundary marks.


teo dh [S. /, or ./ +Bt], adj. (f. -), Dim-sighted,
purblind (syn. rat-au dhiy).
H   Y ` 6 teohr [S. ;+ t], s.m. A holiday, a
festival (cf. thwr and itwr).
H   Y` 6" teohr, adj. & s.f. Relating or pertaining
to a festival;—a present made at a festival.
H  Y  tiya, " tya, s.f.=tiy, q.v.
H  Y `6 teh, = H 4 Y `6 teh, [Prk. `

(with euphonic h);

S. `*], s.m. Anger, wrath, passion, rage, vehemence of
anger; speaking with warmth, vehemence of manner,
peremptoriness, imperiousness; perseverance,
steadfastness.
H 4 Y `6 teh, = H  Y `6 teh, [Prk. ` (with euphonic h);
S. `*], s.m. Anger, wrath, passion, rage, vehemence of
anger; speaking with warmth, vehemence of manner,
peremptoriness, imperiousness; perseverance,
steadfastness.
H  4 Y `6 tehr, adj.=tehr, q.v.; cf. also tih .
H  4 Y `65 tehro, pron.=ter (an old and poetio form).
H 4 Y `6 tehar, s.f. A kind of ornament worn by women
round the ankles.
H 4 Y `6 tehr [Prk. ` 6f ; S. P+ ++t], adj. (f. ), Threefold, triplicate, &c.=4Y thr, q.v.:—tehr-parl,
adj. (Bot.) Tripinnate:—tehr-tipattiy, adj. (Bot.)
Triternate.
P 4 Y taih , s.m. A small partridge;—adj. (in Pers.) Empty.
H 4 Y`6" te-h, adv. Exactly then, &c. (see s.v. te).
H I Y `  tes [Prk. ` "; S. P5 8t], adj. Twentythree.
H  Y "! tyal, s.f.= Y tyal, q.v.

H  & a: The fth letter of the Hind stn alphabet, and
the eleventh consonant of the Ngar,—the rst letter of
the third or cerebral class. Its sound resembles that of t
in true; but it is properly pronounced by pressing the tip
of the tongue against the palate instead of the roots of
the teeth:—a-kr, s.m. The letter or the sound :—a-varg,
vulg. a-barg, s.m. The cerebral class of letters in the
Ngar alphabet.
H ' 1 &  bar (i.q. bar, q.v.), s.m. A small lake, a pond,
tank, pool (cf. abbar; abr);—a hut, cottage (cf. p,
pr); family, household (cf. tabr).
H A & p (i.q. thp, q.v.), s.f. Hoof (of a horse); stroke
(of a horse's forefoot), pawing; sound (of a horse's hoof,
or of beating, &c.), tramp (of a horse); tap, whack;
patting, stroking, feeling (cf. thp);—a bamboo frame for
catching sh (=p):—p--o (or p--oiy) karn, v.n.
To feel about (for), to grope, to rummage; to tri e; to
nd out and repair (leaks in a thatched roof):—p mrn,
v.n. To paw or beat the ground (a horse), &c.=pn, q.v.
H ? & p, s.m. A bell-shaped covering of bamboowork for placing over fowls; a hen-coop; a bamboo frame
for catching sh (=p); a framework covered with net or
muslin placed over a cradle; a framework cover
generally (with or without any external covering; and,
locally, anything with such a cover, as a hut, a boat or
raft, &c.; also a covering of cloth, &c.; cf. ap).
H ' ? & pr [p+r = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. A
thatched house, a hut, &c. (see p).
H  ? & pn (i.q. thpn, q.v.), v.n. To paw or beat
the ground (a horse); to beat the feet on the ground, to
stamp (in impatience, or pain, or despair, &c.), to be
impatient, restless, or agitated; to tramp about;—v.t. To
leap or spring over (a wall, &c.), to scale (=apn).
H ? &0 p , s.m. An island; a shoal (= ar).
H  &&  [S. PP; or BP"t; cf. a], s.f. Sackcloth,

canvass; a mat; the piece of sacking or carpet on which a
banker sits;—the green pod of chick-pea or 'gram':—
ulan, v.n. 'The (banker's or merchant's)  to be
turned over'; (g.) to become bankrupt:—-bf, s.m. A
weaver of canvass or sacking:—-bf, adj.
Embroidered, worked with gold or silver (shoes);—s.f.
Embroidery; a shoe worked with gold or silver (syn. trbf, of which it is said to be a corruption).
H  && ak, adj.=ak, q.v.
H  && ak [S. BPt], s.m. Juggling; a charm
(=ok).
H &&" , s.f.=a, q.v.
H  D&"  n (cf.  k), s.f. A pin; a note or
memorandum.
H  & r, s.f.=l, q.v.

neck of an ox, or a cow, or an elephant).
H  &! l, s.m. A stack, &c.=l, q.v.
H  &! l, s.m. Putting o, postponement; evasion,
&c.=l, q.v.:—l-bl, s.m., l-ol, s.f.=l:—l-bl
batn (-ko), To make excuses; to evade, shue,
&c.=lam-ol karn, q.v.s.v. l.
H   &! ln [l˚ = S. (), rt. ], v.t. To pass
over, go beyond, exceed (a xed time); to put o, defer,
postpone; to reject (a request); to elude by subterfuge, to
evade, prevaricate; to avoid; to put or turn aside, to put
or turn (one) out of the way, to deter, frighten away; to
remove, avert, ward o, fend, obviate, prevent:—lden, v.t. intens. of &=ln.
H &!" l [S. !+], s.f. A small bell (=l); a half-

H  & rn, v.t.=ln, q.v.

rupee piece (in brokers' cant).
H   &/ mak, s.f.=amk, q.v.

H &" r (v.n. from rn), s.f. Distance, remoteness,

H  &B nn, v.t. See   nn.

interval (syn. antar; tafwut).
H  &7"  , s.f. A small axe, a hatchet.
H  G &L khn, s.m. The ankle=akhn, q.v.
H  &! l [S. !5!?], s.f. A station or place for
storing wood, grain, grass, and the like, and where it is
sold; a store of wood, grain, cha, &c.; a stack (of wood),
heap (of grain, &c.), a rick:—l karn (-k), To set up a l
or store of wood, &c.; to make a stack, heap, or rick (of):
—l mrn (-k), To heap up, to heap;—to turn the scale
fraudulently (in weighing), to give the beam a twist (and
thus diminish the true weight).
H  &! l (v.n. of ln, q.v.), s.f. Passing over, going
beyond (a xed time); putting o, deferring; evasion,
subterfuge, shuing, prevarication, chicane; putting or
turning aside, putting out of the way, deterring;
rejecting (a request);—a turn or trick in wrestling;—
baldness from age):—l-ol, l-mal, lam-ol, almaol,
s.m. Postponement; disappointment, evasion, &c.=l:—
lam-ol karn, v.n. To practise delay, to put o; to
practise evasion or subterfuge; to temporize; to shue,
prevaricate, &c. (see ln).
H  &! l [S. !"], s.f. A small bell (attached to the

H " &[&   [S. BP"; cf.  ], s.f. The crown of the
head; (contemptuously) the pate, skull.
H #  &[&  , = H #  &[_  h, [S. BP+t; cf. ],
adj. (f. -), Well-knit, compact, stout, strong, powerful,
sturdy; rm, solid; sti, hard.
H #  &[_  h, = H #  &[&  , [S. BP+t; cf. ],
adj. (f. -), Well-knit, compact, stout, strong, powerful,
sturdy; rm, solid; sti, hard.
H 8# &[_  h [ h + = Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Compactness, closeness, stoutness, sturdiness,
solidity, rmness, stiness, hardness.
H I &[  [S. ' ], adj. & s.m. Cross-grained,
perverse, &c.= , q.v.;—moving crookedly or
tortuously; moving round in a circle, hovering (a bird);—
perversity, perverse tricks; troublesomeness,
annoyance:— karn,  ln (-se), To practise
perverse or annoying tricks (with), to annoy, to
endeavour to get up a quarrel (with).
H  Z  &[7   [ , q.v. +  = Prk. f =S. +t],
adj. Cross-grained, perverse, froward, troublesome;
moving tortuously to obtain an end; audacious.
H  Z  &[  n (see  ), v.n. To move crookedly or

tortuously; to y round in a circle, to hover (as a bird); to
practise tortuosity, or deceit, or wheedling, &c. (with), to
cajole, wheedle, inveigle.
H [ &[f   [S. BP], s.f. (m.?), A scaolding (in a eld
of corn, &c. on which a person keeps watch when the
grain is ripe to frighten away birds and other animals), a
raised seat, stage, platform; a projecting sheif (in a wall).
H [ &[f   [S. ft], s.f. An ornament worn on the
upper arm, a kind of armlet.
H [ &[f   [S. BP+t], s.m. A train or line (of cattle,
&c.); a caravan (of merchants); the goods of a banjr,
q.v.; a venture (of goods); baggage, equipage; household
furniture:— , v.n.
Baggage, &c. to be loaded or packed; to set out (on a
journey); to depart (this life), to die.
H [&[f"  , s.f.= , q.v.
H   &[7  , = H  &[7"  , s.f. (prov.)= , and
 , qq.v.
H  &[7"  , = H   &[7  , s.f. (prov.)= , and
 , qq.v.
H  &[  k [Prk. &=5; S. &rt], s.m. A weight of four
mshs;—s.f. An iron pin; a rivet; a stitch; part, portion,
share; the parts of a bow;—assessment; appraisement,
valuation.
H  &[  k [Prk. &= ; S. &r+t], s.m. A pin, a
rivet; a stitch; a join; solder; a needle-full of thread (or
as much as would be used in one sewing);—a tub made of
stones:— k bharn,  k phern (-me ), To put a stitch
(in), pass a stitch (through):— k den,  k lagn (me ), To put a stitch, or a rivet, &c. (in); see  ke lagn:
— ke udha n (-ke), Stitches to come open or undone;
rivets or fastenings to become loosened; (g.) to be
unhinged, be undone, ruined, or destroyed:— ke khuln
(-ke), Stitches to open out or be undone; (g.) to have
one's secrets, or designs, &c. exposed or betrayed:—
 ke lagn (-me ), To put some stitches (in), to stitch (a
garment, or a wound, &c.); to rivet; to solder; to join.
S '  &[  kar, s.m. A blackguard, lecher, libertine.
H  &[  kan, s.f.= k, q.v.

H   &[  kn [ k˚ = Prk. &=() or &=?()=S.
&r() or &r(), rt. &r], v.t. To join, fasten, tie; to
stitch; to cobble; to rivet; to solder; to cement; to tack
(on or to), to append attach, annex; to make a note or
memorandum of; to record, enter, pen;—to swallow, gulp
down, eat up;— k-jn, Idem:— k-den, v.t. intens. of,
and= kn.
H  &["  kan, s.f.=a k, q.v.
H  &[L  kh, s.m. An underground reservoir for
water, a tank.
H &["  k [Prk.&.=; S. &r+], s.f. A stonecutter's chisel, a chisel; a tooth (as of a saw), a notch,
jag; a dent, hollow, small hole, pit; a small piece cut or
scooped out (as of a melon, &c. to examine the quality);
a venereal chancre or shanker:— k bajn (-k),
'Builder's chisel to sound or to be busy,' a building or
structure to be in course of erection.
H $ &[$  g [S. &r$(], s.f. The leg (from the hip to the
foot); a share (= k); a fourth part, a quarter (in the
language of brokers):—t g uhn, v.n. 'To raise the leg';
to copulate:— g a n or a -den (-me ), To step in
obtrusively, to interfere (in), intermeddle:— g-bal, s.m.
'Leg force or twist'; a trick in wrestling:— g-tale-se
nikaln (-k), To pass under the legs (of); to funk, to fail;
to forfeit; to submit, yield:— g den (-ko), 'To give the
leg' (to); to invite, or to yield to, the embraces (of a
lover); to be a catamite:— g len (-k), To seize or lay
hold of the leg (a dog, &c.):— ge rah-jn, v.n. The legs
to give way or fail; to have gout in the legs.
H ' %&[$"  gr, s.f. prop. ang , q.v.
H % &[$  gan, s.m. A hill pony.
H  % &[$  gn [fr. S. &r], v.t. To hang up by a
string, to hang up, dangle, suspend:— g-den, v.t.
intens. of and= gn.
H % &[V  ghan, s.m.= gan, q.v.
H %&[$"  g [S. &r+], s.f. A hatchet (= ).
H   & nn, v.t. To pull, &c. (=tnn, the proper
form).
H ' 7 & yar [S. +t;
'
or "t,
'
rt. ], s.m. = H

' 7&" tyar, er, s.f. A horse; a hack.
H ' 7&" tyar, er, s.f. = H ' 7 & yar [S. +t;
'
or "t,
'
rt. ], s.m. A horse; a hack.
H   &)  ibb [S. T@#, or .T.#+t], s.m. A height,
rising ground, hill (=l); a sand-bank, a shoal (in the
sea).
H '  &)  abbar, s.m. Family, household (=bar, q.v.).
H B  ibba, s.m.=ibb, q.v.
H   &# ibhn [tibh˚ = S. T`(`), rt. .T+=w=Prk.
 or U=S.  caus. increment] v.t. To give out in
driblets; to make (one) a small daily allowance (to subsist
on); to excite desire, or cupidity (=lla den).
H    &# ibho [base of ibhn+w = P.  =( S.
()(], s.m. A small daily allowance:—ibho den (-ko),
To give (one) a small daily allowance (=ibhn).
H   &# abhak, s.f. Sound of (water, &c.) dropping;
dropping; beat, throb, pulsation, &c. (=apak, q.v.).
H   &,# ubhak (see ubak), s.f. Sound of guggling or
gurgling, gurgle.
H    &# abhakn, v.n. To drop; to throb,
&c.=apakn, q.v.
H K & ap (i.q. thp, q.v.), s.m. Covering, cover, the
upper part or y (of a tent); the hood (of a carriage, &c.);
sound of dropping (as of rain, &c.); dropping, patter,
drop (of rain, &c.);—spring, leap, bound:—ap--ap, apap, adv. With a sound like that of a dropping liquid;
drop-drop, patter-patter; in continuous drops, in a
shower (as rain, tears, bullets, &c.); one after another,
continuously, successively.
H !  & ap, s.m. (local), An island in a river (cf. p ).
H !  &Q app [for thapp = thp, q.v.+S. t], s.m. Spring,
leap, jump (in measure); bound, range (of a ball, bullet,
&c.); distance, intervening space, interval (cf. pall); a
long stitch (in sewing); a relay, post (of k-bearers,
post-runners, &c.); station for relays, post-station, stage,
halting or resting-place; a post oce; a raft, a
catamaran (cf. p); a mode (in music); a kind of hook; a
small tract or division of country (smaller than a pargana,

and consisting, generally, of a large town with villages
and lands dependent;—app ln (-me ), To put in long
stitches, to use long stitches, to baste:—app khn, v.n.
To bound or ricochet (a ball):—app mrn, v.n. To bound;
to make a long jump, take a long leap; to skip (in
reading), to read in a desultory way; to baste (=app
ln).
H !  &&5 ap-o, &Q&5 app-o, s.m. = H
8! &&5 ap-o, &Q&5 app-o, s.f. (from apn
and o-n), Feeling (for), groping, passing the hand over
(=p-o, q.v.s.v. p).
H 8! &&5 ap-o, &Q&5 app-o, s.f. = H ! 
&&5 ap-o, &Q&5app-o, s.m. (from apn and
o-n), Feeling (for), groping, passing the hand over
(=p-o, q.v.s.v. p).
H !  &Q! appl [app, q.v.+S. !t], s.m. (dialec.) A
post-station; post-oce; post, mail; a relay (of runners,
&c.):—appl-wl, s.m. A runner, letter-carrier, postman
(=appl; k-wl).
H ! &Q!" appl, s.m. A letter-carrier, postman
(=appl-wl).
H !  & apn (caus. of apn), v.t. To cause to jump
or leap over; to cause to bound, &c.
H !  &, upn (caus. of opn), v.t. To cause to be
covered, to have (a thing, &c.) buried.
H ! # !  && apapn (see ap & ap-ap), v.n. To drop
continually, to drip.
H * !  &Q ippas, s.m. Firm footing; ground, foundation;
claim;—adherence, union, alliance, coalition;—conceit,
pride, haughtiness, arrogance (=hasak):—ippas jamn,
ippas lagn, v.n. To obtain a rm footing; to lay a
foundation; to secure the interest (of); to put in a word
for oneself; to make out a claim.
H !  & apak [ap, q.v.+S. >], s.f. Sound of dropping (of
a liquid, &c.); dropping, dripping; drop; beat, pulsation,
throbbing, throb, pain:—apak-navs, s.m. One who
reports erroneously what he pretends to have
overheard.
H !  & apk [apak+S. t], s.m. Continuous dropping,

dripping; a drop (of rain, &c., cf. ipk); fruit falling when
ripe (particularly mangoes), a windfall:—apk-apk, s.f.
Continuous dropping, dripping, trickle; a continuous
dropping or falling o (as of fruit, or customers, or of
men or animals under epidemic or murrain):—apke-k,
adj. Dropped, ripe (fruit):—apk lagn (-k), To drip; to
become leaky, to leak.
H !  & ipk, s.m. A drop; a spot; a stain (of any
colour applied by the nger); the focus of a burning
glass; (cf. apk, and k).
H !  & apkn (caus. of apakn), v.t. To cause to
drop or drip, to distil.
H  !  & apko [rt. of apkn+w = Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Dripping; distillation.
H  !  & apakn (see apak), v.n. To drop (as a liquid,
or as ripe fruit); to drip, dribble, distil, exude, leak; to
beat, throb, palpitate; to
ache, pain (cf. tapakn):—apak-pa n, v.n. To drip; to drop
o or down (as ripe fruit, &c.).
H ! &" apk [apak, q.v.+ = Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Friskiness, skittishness:—apk pa n (-k), To become
frisky or skittish, to become wanton (a woman).
H !  &Q ippan [S. &Q"], s.f. Annotation, gloss,
commentary (=k).
H  !  & apn (see ap), v.n. To cover, to superpose; to
put the hand (upon), pass the hand (over); to top,
mount; to copulate, couple, pair (as birds, &c.); to jump
(over or across), to vault; to jump about, be skittish, to
frisk, gambol:—ap-pa n (-ko), To spring or vault (over),
to leap or jump (over or across); to jump down (-me ,
upon, or in the midst of); (g.) to thrust oneself (into the
concerns of another), to intermeddle, interfere:—apjn (-ko), To leap over or across.
S  ! &Q" ippan, s.f. Annotation, commentary, &c.
(=ippan).
H !  &5 ipor, s.m. (dialec.) Vaunting, boasting; boast
(cf. ippas, and p):—ipor karn, v.n. To vaunt, boast.
H B!  appa, s.m.=!  app, q.v.
H #  & a [S. BP+t], s.m. A large bamboo or

wickerwork frame; a matted shutter; a screen; a lurking
or hiding place:—a lagn (-me), To be enclosed, to be
surrounded; to be thronged or crowded (a door or shop).
H #  && an, [fr. S. Q, rt. ], v.n. (prov.) To be
dried;—to pain, ache (the body or limbs).
S  #  &# iibh , s.m. The bird Parra jacana or goensis
(see ahr).
H 8 ; " &&0.( * a-p jiy [S. P,&+,*+t; or , q.v.
+pu jika], s.m. A merchant or trader of small capital or
stock-in-trade, a petty merchant; a merchant in reduced
circumstances, a bankrupt;—adj. Of small capital or
stock-in-trade, of small means; bankrupt (trader or
merchant).
H # #  && aan (see an), v.n. To pain or ache
intensely or much (the limbs or body).
H \ #  i rn, v.t.=ikrn, q.v.
H ' #  & aar, s.m.=a and haar, qq.v.
H . . ' #  &,&I(&(0 ur -

= H . .  #  &,&f0(&(0 u

- 

(Onomat.) s.m. The cooing of a dove;—adv. Alone, all
forlorn.
H . .  #  &,&f0(&(0 u -  = H . . ' #  &,&I(&(0 ur -
(Onomat.) s.m. The cooing of a dove;—adv. Alone, all
forlorn.
S ' # &" aar, s.f. A joke, jest; a lie;—a kettledrum.
H ' # &&" air, s.f.=ihr, q.v.
H  # &&7" a , &7" a  [ , q.v.+  = Prk. f=S.
+], s.f. The crown of the head.
H  # &&7" a  (see a), s.f. A fence, a hedge.
H #  && ak [S. ;.!t], adj. (f. -), Fresh, new,
recent.
H #  &,& uk, s.m.=ok, q.v.
H #  && ikr [&& onomat.+S. t], s.m. Urging on
an animal by clacking the tongue (see ikr).
H #  && ikrn, v.t. To urge on an animal by
clacking the tongue.
H # &&" ikr, s.f. The clacking of the tongue by
placing it on the roof of the mouth and drawing it
sharply forward (a sound made to urge horses, &c., to

proceed or to move faster):—ikr-par lagn (-k), To
come at a call or sign (from), to be at the beck or call
(of); to be domesticated or tame.
H  #  && aakn, v.n.=hihakn, q.v.

a screen or cover behind which anything can be done in
secrecy.
H ) #  && aiy (dim. of a), s.f. A small screen; a

H )  #  &&, auniy, s.f. (local)=awn, q.v.

small matted shutter, &c. (see a).
H ' ) # &&"" ar, s.f.=ihr, q.v.

H #  &¨ a [Prk. o ; S.  (rt. ) +  + t], s.m. An

H ' 3) #  &&"6 ihr, &&"6 ahr, s.m. = H ' 3) # &&"6"

undersized horse, a pony.
H # && " awn [a +S. a. "], s.f. A pony mare.

ihr, &&"6"ahr, s.f. [S. &#+ +t and ], The

H #  &&5! atol (v.n. from next), s.f. Feeling, touching,
touch; groping; searching, search.
H  #  &&5! aoln, v.t. To pass (the hand or ngers)
over, to feel, touch; to feel for, grope for; to examine,
test, or try by feeling (cf. aohn, and ohn).
H .#  &&5! [ aolw , adv. By the feel; by guess.
H #  &&5 aon = H  #  &&56 aohn v.t.=aoln, q.v.
H  #  &&56 aohn = H #  &&5 aon v.t.=aoln, q.v.
H ' 3# &&6" iihr = H ) 3#  &&6 iihy s.f.=ihr, q.v.
H ) 3#  &&6 iihy = H ' 3# &&6" iihr s.f.=ihr, q.v.
H ) #  &_ ahiy (i.q. thl, q.v.), s.f. A at metal dish or
plate used by Hinds (cf haher).
H # &" a [S. BP+], s.f. A frame-work of bamboo
(used for illumination, or as a support for a vine or other
creeper, or to form an enclosure, &c.); a matted frame
(for a door or window); a screen; a fence; a hiding place;
a necessary oce, privy, latrine (such being usually
enclosed by matted bamboo frames);—a bandhn (-k),
To be drawn up or formed in close rank (men): a jn,
v.n. To go to the necessary, to go to the rear, to perform
a function of nature:—a-k o baihn, v.n. To sit behind
a screen; to do (anything) secretly; to form an
ambuscade:—a-k o (or  -me ) shikr kheln, v.n. To
hunt or shoot from behind a screen:—a lagn (-me ),
To put up a screen or shutter; to screen; to enclose, to
fence:—ang r-k a, s.f. A vinery:— as- as-k a, or
as-k a, s.f. A bamboo frame covered with the
fragrant Andropogon grass (it is placed in a door-way and
kept constantly wet with the view of cooling the air as it
enters the house):—shikr-k a, s.f. A screen used by
sportsman to conceal themselves in approaching game;

sand-piper, Tringa goensis; the pewit or lapwing, Tringa
vanellus;—a kind of rattle (a child's toy):—kah ahr -se
smn tha beg or thm-jeg, 'Will the sky ever be
supported by the sand-piper?' (said of a person who
undertakes an enterprise far above his strength: the
sand-piper is fabled to sleep with its legs upwards, as if
to prop the rmament).
H ' 3) # &&"6" ihr, &&"6" ahr, s.f. = H ' 3) #  &&"6
ihr, &&"6ahr, s.m. [S. &#+ +t and ], The
sand-piper, Tringa goensis; the pewit or lapwing, Tringa
vanellus;—a kind of rattle (a child's toy):—kah ahr -se
smn tha beg or thm-jeg, 'Will the sky ever be
supported by the sand-piper?' (said of a person who
undertakes an enterprise far above his strength: the
sand-piper is fabled to sleep with its legs upwards, as if
to prop the rmament).
H Z  &,K u  [Prk. ,K+ ; S. ,K++t], adj. & s.m.
Light, worthless, insignicant; low, mean, base;—a low
or mean fellow; a rake, a blackguard (cf. lu ).
H  \  &L a n [S. &r+ or !+t], s.m. The anklejoint, the ankle (=akn; akhn).
H [ &§ i [S. P+c+t; lit. 'Having three supports or
joints' in each foot], s.m. A grasshopper (cf. i).
H 1[ &f# tiibh, s.m.=iibh , q.v.
H [&§" i (dim. of i, q.v.), s.f. A locust (= ):—
i-dal , s.m. A host or cloud of locusts.
H '  & ar [S.&; or & inverted], s.f. Shout, yell,
scream, cry, croak (of a frog), chatter, clatter, clack (cf.
ar-ar); shout of joy, rejoicing; a crane;—rudeness,
roughness, insolence, &c. (=arr-pan);—adj. Senseless,
stupid, dull; inattentive, regardless (like one intoxicated);
intoxicated.

H '  &y arr [the preceding+S. t], adj. Addicted to

H  < &, usakn, (dialec.) & asakn [usak˚ = S.

chattering or to answering; harsh, surly, rude, saucy,
pert, insolent, audacious; stubborn, obstinate, unruly;
wicked, vicious (as a horse); stout, strong, sturdy.
H ?'  &y arr-pan [arr+Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic. ; ()],

,+>; but cf. hasak], To cry, weep silently or quietly, to

s.m. Harshness, rudeness, sauciness, impudence,
insolence; refractoriness, stubbornness, &c.
H '  &y arrn [tarr+ = w = Prk.  or U=S. 
+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To mutter, murmur,
grumble; to chatter, clatter, clack, croak, caw, scream,
&c.; to be saucy, impudent, or insolent, &c.
H ' '  && ar-ar (ar redupl.) s.f. Muttering, murmuring,
grumbling; chattering, chatter, clack, cackle, caw, &c.;
sauciness, rudeness, insolence:—ar-ar karn,
v.n.=arrn.
H ' '  && ar-arn, v.n.=arrn, q.v.
H ' ' &&" arar, s.f.=arar, q.v.
H (F'  &! ar al, s.f. A contemptuous epithet for a
woman; an old jade; a low-priced trull, a drab.
H G'  & arkn (dialec.), v.t. To put o, &c.=ln,
q.v.
H '  & arn, v.n.=aln, q.v.
H  '  &~' arr [rt. of arrn+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m.
lit. 'Croaker,' a frog; a child's toy from which a croak
(like a frog's) issues.
H > 7'  &B irend, s.m. corr. of tirend, q.v.
H ' < & asar [Prk. &5; S. Pt], s.m. A coarse kind of
silk (=tasar).
H ' < ' < &/ asar-masar, s.f. (colloq.), Hesitation,
delay.
H < & asak [S. P+>], s.f. Shooting or throbbing
pain, dart, throb, stitch (syn. asak; s).
H < & askn (caus. of asakn), v.t. To cause to
move, to move, shake, stir; to cause to throb or pain;—
v.n. To shoot or throb with pain (=asakn).
H  < & asakn [tasak, q.v.+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.n. To move, shake, stir; to shoot, dart, throb (with
pain), to feel pain;—to decline (in quality), to abate.

sob (=husakn; hinakn).
H < & asan (see hs), s.f. Bursting (as of anything
too full, or stretched, or tight), splitting, cracking;
breach, split, dispute, contention, strife.
H  < & asn, v.n. To burst, as anything too tight,
&c.), to split, crack; to part, be sundered, become
estranged or unfriendly.
H <&U aswe, s.m. pl. Tears; false or hypocritical
tears.
H  & ak, s.f. Sight, look, gaze, stare, &c. (=tak and tk,
q.v.); temper, nature, disposition (in these senses
probably akin to S. sth):—ak--ak, adv. With xed or
intent look, with steadfast gaze:—ak b dhn, and ak
lagn, see s.v. tak or tk.
H  &, uk [Prk. _5=; S. T5, cf.  k], adj. & adv. A
little; a little while:—uk-s, uk-ek, adj. & s.m. A little,
very little;—a little bit; a little way.
H  & ak [Prk. &= ; S. &rt], A copper coin equal
to two pice (pais); two pice; two pie (p); (local) a rupee;
money, wealth:—ak-bhar, adj. lit. 'As much as a ak'; a
little:—ak-b , s.m. lit. 'Money and betel leaf or pn';
dues paid on the occasion of betrothals and marriages
(usually to the proprietor in possession, or to subproprietors of estates):—ak-s jawb, s.m. A ready, pert,
or plain answer; a point-blank refusal:—ak-s jn, s.f. A
sole individual life without relations or dependants:—ake
dha  lagn, v.t. To sell cheap:—ake-wl, s.f. A cheap
trull.
H ' ]&Y ik-ray (ik, rt. of ikn, q.v.+ray), s.m.
Halting-place, resting-place, caravansary.
H  & ikn (caus. of ikn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
stop, stay, remain, or last, &c.; to stop, detain, check; to
retain; to x (in or on a place), to station, encamp; to put
(one) up, lodge, billet; to apply, lay on, give (a blow or
slap, &c.):—ik-den, v.t. intens. of and=ikn.
H &" ikn (from ikn), s.f. A prop for the
support of the shafts or pole of a carriage (cf. tek).

H   & ik [ik, rt. of ikn + , Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. Stationary, xed, rm, stable, durable,
lasting.
H   & iko [rt. of ikn+o = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Stability, permanence, durability, rmness;
residence, abode.
H 8& ak (from ak), s.f. A tax, duty, collection,
imposition; a cheap trull (=ake-wl).
H " && ika (corr. from the English), s.f. A ticket
(railway, &c.), a postage-stamp; a visiting card; a pass,
passport; a label; a badge:—ika- asp , ika-dr, adj.
Stamped (a letter).
H #  && ak-ak, s.f. Rapping, rap, &c.=hak-hak, q.v.
(cf. tak-tak).
H #  && ak-ak, s.m.=ak-ak, q.v.
H #  && akakn, v.t.=hakhakn, q.v.
H # &&" ikik, &&" akak [fr. S.  redupl. or
ak redupl.], s.f. Fixed look, steadfast gaze, stare (=tak,
tk, q.v.):—akak (or ikik) b dhn or lagn (-par), To
regard with a xed look, to gaze steadfastly (at), to stare
(at); to stand or continue gazing or peeping (at):—akak
lagn, v.n. To remain staring or wide open (the eyes).
H # &&" ikik (ik-ik, imit. of the sound uttered by
the animal), s.f. The common house-lizard (of India).
H # &&" ikik [fr. S. P redupl.+], s.f. A small
triangular frame, a triangle; a tripod.
H # &_" ikah, ikh [S. P+c+], s.f. A threefooted stool; a small three-legged table, a teapoy.
H # &&" ik, s.f. contrac. of ikik, 'stare,' q.v.
S L7>&=b8" akka-de, s.m. The pot-herb Chenopodium
album.
H '  &= akkar [S. T+ar = Prk. f"=S. + ], s.f.
Striking or knocking (against), running (against),
collision, impact; pushing, push, jostling; butting, the
knocking of head against head; shock, concussion, blow,
knock; damage, loss; encounter, rencontre; competition,
rivalry; equality, resemblance, comparison; rival,
antagonist, match, equal:—akkar pah -se len, v.n. To

enter the lists against an adversary of greatly superior
force (see akkar len):—akkar jheln, v.n. To suer a blow,
meet a shock, endure hardship, trials, &c., to bear up
against loss, calamity, &c.; to stand aghast:—akkar (or
akkare ) khn (-se), To knock, strike, run, or bump
(against), to come into collision (with); to stumble; to be
dashed (against); to ght or contend (with); to vie (with);
to meet with a loss or misfortune:—akkar khiln, v.t. To
knock or dash against, &c.=akrn, q.v.:—akkar larn (-se),
To butt; to vie (with), &c.=akkar khn and akkar mrn:—
akkar lagn (-se), To knock (against), &c.=akkar khn:—
akkar len (-se), To encounter, confront, contend (with):
—akkar mrn, v.n. To knock (against), (met. from the
suppliant's striking his head against the ground) to pray;
to curse; to butt; to vie (with), to rival, emulate; to
contend (against), to oppose; to strive, endeavour, use
eort or exertion; to try in vain, exert one-self uselessly:
—barbar-ke akkar-k, adj. Equally good, equal.
H '  &, ukar, = H '  &, ukr, See   uka and  
uk .
H '  &, ukr, = H '  &, ukar, See   uka and  
uk .
H '  & akrn (fr. akkar), v.t. To knock (a body)
against (another), to bring into collision; to knock
together the heads of two people; to butt; to dash
together; to dash against (syn. akkar khiln);—v.n. To
knock (against), &c. (=akkar khn, q.v.); to go along
stumbling, to grope in a dark place or passage:—akrjn, v.n.=akrn.
H ' &" ikr, s.f.=ik , q.v.
H ' &" ikar, s.f. A kind of soil which is irretentive of
moisture.
H   &=7 akka , s.f. corr. of akkar, q.v.
H   &=7 ikka , s.m. (f.?) A thick cake of bread (cf. ik ,
ikl).
H   &,7 uka (in comp.) = H   &,7 uk  [Prk.
_5=f ; S. T5++t], s.m. A piece, bit, morsel, scrap,
&c.; a part, portion, division, fraction, section,
paragraph, clause; a bit of bread; subsistence, livelihood:
—uka - or, s.m. One who lives on or who devours

scraps or leavings; one who sponges; a dependant:—
uka -gad, s.m. One who begs for scraps or morsels of
food, a beggar:—uk  den (-ko), To give a scrap or
morsel of bread or food (to); to allot in small shares, to
dole out:—uk e uk e karn or kar-aln (-ko), To break,
tear, pull, or cut to pieces; to hack, chop up, make mincemeat (of); to cut to pieces; to analyze:—uk e karn or karln (-ko), To break or divide into pieces; to divide,
apportion, parcel out:—  d-k uk , shafaq-k ukr, s.m.
A beautiful or lovely creature.
H   &,7 uk  [Prk. _5=f ; S. T5++t], = H   &,7
uka (in comp.) s.m. A piece, bit, morsel, scrap, &c.; a
part, portion, division, fraction, section, paragraph,
clause; a bit of bread; subsistence, livelihood:—uka - or,
s.m. One who lives on or who devours scraps or leavings;
one who sponges; a dependant:—uka -gad, s.m. One
who begs for scraps or morsels of food, a beggar:—uk 
den (-ko), To give a scrap or morsel of bread or food
(to); to allot in small shares, to dole out:—uk e uk e karn
or kar-aln (-ko), To break, tear, pull, or cut to pieces; to
hack, chop up, make mince-meat (of); to cut to pieces; to
analyze:—uk e karn or kar-ln (-ko), To break or divide
into pieces; to divide, apportion, parcel out:—  d-k
uk , shafaq-k ukr, s.m. A beautiful or lovely creature.
H  &7" ik , s.f. Spreading hog-weed, Boerhavia

mint stamp; to be educated or polished; to be void of
shame, to be brazen-faced:—aksl-k ph , aksl-k
kho, adj. lit. 'Broken or spoiled in the mint'; spoiled or
mutilated in the birth; spoiled or corrupted in the
parents' home, or in early training, &c.; base-born; illbred, badly trained or educated.
H <&!" aksl [aksl+ = Prk.  =S. t], adj. &
s.m. Of or pertaining to, or coined in, a mint; of true ring
or value; true, genuine, real; sound; pure, chaste,
current (speech);—an ocer of the mint, mint-master;
coiner in a mint.
H ) < &.! aksliy, s.m.=aksl, q.v.
H + &!5 ikl [S. !+], s.f. A small round cake, a
wafer; an ornament worn on the forehead, a spangle
(cf. ipk, k); a small round piece of metal (to close a
hole, &c.).
H   & akn (i.q. a kn, q.v.), v.n. To be stitched; to
be studded with gems or embroidery, to be embellished
or adorned.
H   & akn, v.t.=takn or tkn, q.v.
H   & akn [S. &r+ or !+t], s.m. The ankle
(=a n).
H   & ikn (fr. the trans. ekn, q.v.), v.n. To stop,

H  &,7" uk  [Prk. _5=f; S. T5++], s.f. A

stay, remain, tarry; to halt, put up, lodge, abide; to be
detained; to stick fast (in); to last, endure, continue:—ikrahn, v.n.=ikn.
H   &, ukn [S. T5+n = r; cf. okr], A kind of

small piece, &c.; a small pane of glass; a piece of cloth.
H  &,7" uk  [S. T ++; but cf. uk  above], s.f. A

small basket (used for grain, &c.).
H  &{ ak , s.m.=taku, q.v.

party, band, troop; a division or corps (of an army); a
ock (of birds).
H *  & ikas, vulg. ikkas (corr. from the Eng.), s.m. A

H  &,  ukwn (caus. of okn), v.t. To cause to be

procumbens or di"usa.
H  &7" ik , s.f.=ikl, q.v.

tax, toll, duty, income-tax, house-tax.
H < & aksr, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
H < &! aksl [S. &r+8!], s.f. A mint, assay
oce:—aksl-bhar, adj. & s.m. Not bearing the mint
stamp (coin); unidiomatic, unchaste, obsolete, barbarous
(words, &c.); uneducated, unpolished, rude;—coin not
stamped at a mint; &c.:—aksl arhn (-par), To bear the

challenged, to have (one) interrogated; to have (one)
taken to task, &c. (see okn).
H  &5 akor, &5 ikor, s.m. A hot cloth applied to
an aicted part; a cataplasm, poultice.
H  &5 akor, s.f. = H  &5 akor, s.m. [S. T+
+!+t], A llip, tap; the sound of a drum; the treble end
of the Moorish kettle-drum (cf. a kr, ankor).
H  &5 akor, s.m. = H  &5 akor, s.f. [S. T+

+!+t], A llip, tap; the sound of a drum; the treble end
of the Moorish kettle-drum (cf. a kr, ankor).
H  &5 ikor, &M ikaur, &5 akor, s.m. A

roll; to cause to ow.
H ' % &V agharn [aghar˚ = S. PL, or Pr$+], v.n. To

small unripe mango (syn. kair).
H  &5 akorn (see akor), v.t. To foment.

move or walk to and fro (=ahaln), to roam, stroll; to roll;
to ow; (cf. ag; agar; agarn; ahal and ahaln).
H ;:% &V! aghln, v.t.=aghrn, q.v.

H  &M akaun, s.m.=ak, q.v.

H ;:% &V! ighln (caus. of ighaln), v.t. To melt, to

H   &L akhn, s.m.=a n, akn, qq.v.

dissolve (=pighln).
H  + % &V! aghaln, v.n.=agharn, q.v.

H 8) &L akhy, s.f. A cheap trull (=ak, q.v.).
H &" ak, s.f.=tk; ak, akak, q.v.
H &=" ikk, &" iki (i.q. ikl, q.v.), s.f. A small cake
of bread; livelihood, scanty means of subsistence; (g.)
interest, in uence (=lagg):—ikk lagn, v.n. To place
cakes (in an oven, or on a baking-pan), to bake bread; to
earn a scanty livelihood; to make interest, form a
connexion.
H )  & ikiy, s.f. A small cake of bread, a wafer
(=ikk); a small cake of charcoal for a uqqa; a bolus.
H )  &» akait, &? aket = H  )  &» akait, &?
aketa [S. &r+Prk. \5=Õ5=S. ], adj. & s.m.
Possessing ready money, moneyed, rich, wealthy:—a
moneyed man, rich man (syn. sh kr):—akait- and,
akait-re, s.m. A moneyed man (com. as a nickname).
H  )  &» akait, &? aketa = H )  &» akait, &?
aket [S. &r+Prk. \5=Õ5=S. ], adj. & s.m.
Possessing ready money, moneyed, rich, wealthy:—a
moneyed man, rich man (syn. sh kr):—akait- and,
akait-re, s.m. A moneyed man (com. as a nickname).
H ' % &$ agar [Prk. &$5; S. &r$+t], s.m. Borax;—
wanton play or sport; wandering of the mind, confusion,
bewilderment, perplexity.
H ' % &$ agr [S. &$+t], adj. (f. -), Squint-eyed.
H ' % &$ agrn (caus. of agarn), v.t.=aghrn, q.v.
H ' % &$ agarn, v.n.=agharn, q.v.
S % &$4 a-gan, s.m. A combination of six short
syllables.
H ' % &V aghrn (caus. of agharn), v.t. To cause to
move to and fro; to rub (with oil, &c.); to cause to roll, to

H  + % &V! ighaln, &V! aghaln, (cf. agharn and
pighaln), v.n. To be fused or melted, to melt, dissolve; to
rarefy.
H ;: &! all, s.m. Impetus sive succussus in coitu;
sonitus collisionis in coitu, congressus:—alle-navs, s.f.
lit. 'Registering the number of impetuses described
above'; vain, frivolous, or unprotable employment, a
wasting or frittering away of time, idling, dawdling.
H ;: &! aln (caus. of aln), v.t. To cause to move
or give way or inch, to move out of the way, to remove;
to put out of the way, cause to disappear, to conceal; to
put o, evade; to pass in idleness, to beguile (time;—cf.
ln):—al-den, v.t. intens. of and=aln.
H K+  &! alap, s.f. Bit, piece, morsel, fragment, chip,
paring.
H  +  &,! ulakn (see hulakn), v.n. (dialec.) To drop
(as fruit, &c.); to move with tottering or feeble steps, to
totter.
H ;:-+  &!/! almaln [almal˚ = S. &! redupl.], v.n. To
totter;—v.t. To excite cupidity or longing in, to tantalize.
H  +  &! aln [al˚ = S. (), rt. ; cf. ln], v.n. To
move, stir; to be displaced, be dislocated (as a bone, &c.);
to give way, to shrink, inch; to retire, make o, get out
of the way, sheer o, decamp, disappear, vanish; to pass
o, pass over, pass by or away (as a xed time or season
for anything, or a danger or evil); to be evaded or
shirked; to fail of observance, to withdraw, draw back or
out (of a promise or agreement, &c.):—al-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=aln.
H +  &!, alu, &!  alw [l, q.v.+S. t], s.m. The
man who watches over a l or store of wood, &c.; the

owner of a l.
H +  &!, ilu, &!  ilw, s.m. A small knotted piece

H   &,&, un-un, && an-an, s.f. See s.v. an.

of wood.
H +  &!, ilu, s.m. A atterer, wheedler, cajoler.

H  #   && anann, &,&, ununn [fr. S. T

H ) +  &.! iliy [l, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A small fowl, a
young hen, a pullet; (contempt.) a fat young woman.
H 0- &/ imk, s.f.=m-imk; m-m; qq.v.

H  #   &,&, unun, s.m.=unn, q.v.
redupl.], v.t. To sound or ring (a bell, &c.); to tune (an
instrument).
H &  &,(* unj, adj. Very little (quantity); very small (size),

drum, a tom-tom; the sound of a drum or tom-tom.
H ,# - &/ &/ im-im (see next), s.m. Soft or gentle rain,

diminutive, tiny, stumpy:—unj la n, v.t. To stake a very
small amount, to gamble with very little; to win by
degrees.
H I  &( an [S.  ; cf. tang], adj. Miserly, hard,

drizzle; a soft sound; a sound.
H -# - &/ &/ imimn [fr. S. .T/ redupl.], v.n. To

untractable.
H I  &,
( un , adj.=unj, q.v.

H ,# - &/&/ am-am (see amk), s.f. A small timbrel or

give a faint light, to glimmer, to twinkle, to icker, to be
at the last gasp.
H " -# - &/ &/6& imimha [fr. the preceding;—ha =
wa = Prk.  +=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Faint light,
glimmer, twinkle, icker.
H -&/" amk, s.f. A small timbrel or drum (made of
iron, wood, or clay); a small circular plate of brass or
mixed metal, a gong.
H <Y & an [S. T], s.m. Twang; sound (com. han):—anan, s.f. Imitative sound, ding-dong, &c. (=han-han).
H  & an [S. &; cf. n-n], s.m. Haughtiness, pride,
conceit, vanity.
H   & an, &B ann, s.m. Pudendum muliebre;
clitoris.
H   &,B unn [S. ,ef+t], s.m. A stump, stalk, stem; a
button, knob; a nipple; the clitoris.
H   & ann (caus. of ann), v.t. To extend, stretch,
pull, tighten (=tnn).
H #   &e& an [S. T+, rt. T], s.m. Wrangling,
altercation, noisy squabble or quarrel, brawl, row:—anebz, adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome;—a quarrelsome person, a
brawler.
H #   &,e& un, s.m.=un.

H [  &,ef un [S. ,ef(], s.m. A hand or branch that has
been cut o; stump of a branch, or arm, &c.
H [  &ef in [S. BC+t], s.m. (dialec.) A kind of
vegetable, Diospyros melanoxylon.
H [  &,ef un [S. ,eft], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Handless,
born without hands, having the hands cut o;—a person
who is without hands or arms (whether maimed or born
so); one whose hands are useless, a lazy fellow, one who
won't work;—the knob in the back part of a turban:—
une-dr, adj. & s.m. Having a knob in the back part (a
turban);—a turban which has a knob in the hinder part.
H [ &,ef" un [S. ,4 f+], s.f. The navel; stump of an
arm, the upper or lower arm exclusive of the hands (but
app. only used in this sense in the foll. comp.):—uniy
b dhn, uniy a hn, tuniy kasn (-k), To tie the
hands behind the back; to handcu:—uniy ba dhn,
v.n. To have the hands tied behind the back; to be
handcued.
H 7[  &,.ef uniyn, v.t. To tie the hands behind
the back (=uniy b dhn).
H ' 7[  &ef< aner, s.m. corr. of tirend, q.v.
H (7[  &efh! anail, &ef<! anel [S. BP+!t], s.m. The

H #   &e&! anl, s.m. Quarrel, &c.=an, q.v.:—anl-

commander or head of a n or body of men (as
workmen, lascars, labourers, &c.).
H   & anak [S. T+>], s.f. A harsh sound; jingle,

mr, adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome;—a quarrelsome person
(=ane-bz).

tinkle, ring (of metal, china, &c.); throb, beat, shooting
pain; spirit, mettle.

H   &r ank, s.m. A weight equal to four mshs; a

()(], s.m. Hanging, suspension (=lako).

sword, scimitar; a sacricial knife; a hatchet; a stonecutter's chisel; a spade, hoe; borax; a slope; a kind of
elephant-apple or wood-apple; a weight of silver put for
a coin:—ank-pati, s.m. A mint-master:—ank-l, s.f. A
mint.
H   &( ank [anak+S. t], s.m. Jingle, clink, ring (of

H ' % &($" a gr = H  % &($7" a g  [a g, q.v.+r = Prk.

plates, dishes, &c.=anak, q.v.).
H   &( ankr [S. T+"; or &r"], s.f. The

be hung, to be suspended; to rear (a horse):—ang-jn,
v.n. To be hung up, &c.=angn.
S  % &($" angin, s.f. The plant Clypea hernandifolia.

twang (of a bow-string); sound; howling; surprise,
wonder; fame, notoriety.
H   &( ankrn, v.n. To sound; to strike (as a
clock or gong); to shudder (?).
S   &r anknak, s.m. The mulberry, Morus indica.
H    &( a kn [a k˚ = Prk. &((); S. &r (), rt.
&r], v.n. To be stitched (=akn, q.v.).
H   &(5 a kor (see a kar), s.f. Twang, sound (of a
bow):—a kor den (-ko), To twang.
H   &(5 a korn (i.q. akrn), v.n. To twang.
S $  &r$ ang, s.m. Borax (=ank).
H $  &($ ag, s.f. A leg (= g, q.v.).
H %  &($ ang [ g, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. Having
legs, legged (used chie y in comp.);—s.m. A large reedy
kind of grass, Saccharum procrum (it grows on high
ground, and is usually as high as a man's legs, whence
its name):—ek-ang, adj. One-legged; lame:—du-ang,
adj. & s.m. Two-legged;—a biped.
H %  &,($ u g, s.m. A scut, a short tail (cf. un).
H %  &,($ ungr, s.f. Plucking (fruit, &c.); pecking;
nibbling; picking (food); piddling.
H %  &,($ ungrn, v.t. To pluck (fruit, &c.); to peck,
to nibble; to pick, piddle, eat squeamishly or with distate;
to gather up (the dress).
H % &($" a gr (dim. of  g), s.f. A small axe.
H %  &($ a gn (caus. of  gn), v.t. To cause to be
hung up; to hang up (=ngn);—a g-den, v.t. intens. of
and=a gn.
H  %  &($ a go [from a gn;—o = Prk.  =( S.

f=S. +], s.f. Leg; thigh.
H  % &($7" a g  = H ' % &($" a gr [a g, q.v.+r = Prk.
f=S. +], s.f. Leg; thigh.
H  %  &($ a gn (fr. the trans.  gn), v.n. To hang, to

H %  &($  a gwn (caus. of  gn), v.t.=angn, q.v.
H    & ann, v.n.=tann, q.v.
H 3  &,B6 unh, s.m. = H 73  &,B6 unhy, s.m. = H
83 &,B6 unh, s.f. See onh and onh.
H 73  &,B6 unhy, s.m. = H 3  &,B6 unh, s.m. = H
83 &,B6 unh, s.f. See onh and onh.
H 83 &,B6 unh, s.f. = H 3  &,B6 unh, s.m. = H 73 
&,B6 unhy, s.m. See onh and onh.
H )   &,( u iy, adj. Very small, tiny (cf. unj):—u iy
tot, s.m. A small species of parrot; a paroquet.
H  &5 o, s.m. The act of feeling or groping; touch
(syn. aol):—o-o karn (-ko), To feel (for), grope (for),
search (for):—o-o, s.f. Feeling (for), groping,
searching (for, by touch).
H 8&5 o, s.f.=o, and o-o, q.v.
H 1 &5  ob, s.m. A long stitch (=app; op; op).
H  1 &5  obn, v.t.=opn, q.v.
H A &5 op [S. T0t], s.m. A Buddhist monument (a
kind of tumulus erected over sacred relics of the great
Buddha, or on spots consecrated as the scenes of his
acts).
H A &5 op, = H ? &5 op, s.m. A covering for the
head; a cornered cap (lined with cotton) which covers
the ears and the back of the head; a kind of hood; a hat,
helmet; cover, head, or cap (of a thing); a thimble; a
drop; bait; a long stitch (such as is used in basting or
tacking, cf. app).

H ? &5 op, = H A &5 op, s.m. A covering for the
head; a cornered cap (lined with cotton) which covers
the ears and the back of the head; a kind of hood; a hat,
helmet; cover, head, or cap (of a thing); a thimble; a
drop; bait; a long stitch (such as is used in basting or
tacking, cf. app).
H  ? &5 opn, v.t. To cover with earth, to bury; to set
(a tree or cutting), to plant; to sow with the hand; to
hang, suspend; to baste, to tack (in which sense it is
connected with thp, q.v.).
H ?&5" op (dim. of op), s.f. A hat, cap; cap (of a gun);
cover or cap (as of a telescope, &c.); head or top (of a
thing):—op-wl, s.m. One who wears a hat; a European,
(also, in former times, a Persian or a Mogul soldier); an
animal with a comb, or a crest, &c.
H  &0&   (see  -n), s.f. Breaking; break, fracture;
breach, severance, misunderstanding, coolness
(between friends); harm, loss; deciency, scarcity,
failure; an omission in the text of a book supplied in the
margin:— -ph , s.m. Pieces, fragments; tatters:— hon (-k), Failure or deciency to arise (in).
H  &0&   [S. P,&+t, or perf. part. of  -n], part.
adj. (f. -), Broken, cracked, damaged; shattered,
demolished; crumpled; decayed;—s.m. Loss; failure,
deciency:— -ph , adj. Broken to pieces,
demolished; broken, cracked, damaged;—s.m. Pieces,
fragments.
H  &5& o [S. P,&+t], s.m. Loss, damage, injury,
detriment; deciency, scarcity, lack;—a hollow tube of
bamboo; a cartridge; a cracker or squib (straight); a
candle-end:—o uhn, v.n. To suer loss, to lose, to
sustain injury or damage:—o bharn (-k), To make
good a loss or damage, &c.; to make restitution, pay
compensation, to indemnify, to refund:—o-bhar, s.f.
Making good a loss, &c., paying compensation;
compensation, indemnication, restitution:—o pa n,
v.n. A loss to befall; to suer or incur loss; to fail (=o
uhn):—o den (-ko) = o bharn, q.v.:—o sahn,
v.n.=o uhn:—o hon, v.n.=o pa n.
H  '  &5&~ or = H  '  &5&f® o [S. P5&++t], s.m. A

kind of turtle-dove;—the refuse of bhang (in this sense
prob. related to S. trui; cf. o).
H  '  &5&f® o = H  '  &5&~ or [S. P5&++t], s.m. A
kind of turtle-dove;—the refuse of bhang (in this sense
prob. related to S. trui; cf. o).
S  &5& oak (cf. S. troaka), s.m. A kind of metre
consisting of four lines of twelve syllables each.
H  &5& ok [S. BP+t], s.m. A charm, spell, an
amulet, a philter, a superstitious remedy (cf. ak; syn.
afs n).
H  &0&  an (see next), s.f. An omission in the text of
a book supplied in the margin (= ).
H   &0&  n[ ˚ = Prk. ,(), or &,(); S. P,&Å(), rt.
P,&] , v.n. To be broken, fractured, cracked, damaged, &c.;
to be severed, sundered, dissolved (as a partnership); to
break, snap in two, burst, fail (as a bank, or as a supply),
to fall short, be decient or scarce; to fall into arrears,
be unrealized; to break out, fall out, befall, happen; to
break loose, break forth, break in (upon, -por), rush in,
make a rush (upon), fall (upon), attack, charge, assault
(in these senses the more usual form is  -pa n); to fall
in torrents (as rain), be poured forth, be rained or
showered copiously; to be lavish (of money, &c.), to
spend lavishly or freely; to be lost, spent; to be ruined,
be reduced to proverty; to feel pains in the bones or
joints; to pine; to fall ill; to become weak or inrm, to
break up (in these senses  -jn is the more common
form):— -pa n (-par), To be collected in crowds; to
break or rush in (upon), &c., see  n:— -jn, v.n.
(intens.) See  n, at the beginning and towards the
end:— -rahn, v.n. To be weary, to pine away; to suer
pains in the bones; to be separated (from, -se); to be
distressed, be reduced to poverty:— -ke girn, v.n. To
fall in torrents (as rain, &c.), to be poured out or forth
lavishly or copiously (as bounties, &c.).
H &0&"  , s.f. Loss, injury; failure, discomture (= ).
H &5&" o, s.f.=o , q.v.
H  &5 or, s.m. A kind of anklet with bells (worn by
women and children; cf. to ).
H  &5 or, s.m.=o , q.v.

S @ & $' a-varg, s.m. See s.v. a.
H   &57 o  [S. P5&-, caus. of P,&+ t], s.m. A ledge
(without pillars) extending out from a wall (to keep o
the weather); eaves; battens of a roof.
H  &57" o  [S. P5&"], s.f. The name of a rgin or
musical mode.
H 5 &0  s, s.m. Shoot, sprout; the fruit of the k or
Asclepias gigantea; the root of kua grass (bh).
H 5&0"  s, s.f. An unblown ower, a bud.
H 0 &0  k [Prk. _5=; S. T5], s.m. A small piece, a bit,
a little, a particle, an atom (see uk ):— k- k karn, v.t.
To break to pieces, &c.=uk -uk  karn, q.v.s.v. uk :—
 k-s, adj. & s.m. A little;—a small piece (=tho -s):—do
 k jawb, s.m. An outspoken answer, the plain truth, a
decisive answer, a at refusal:—do  k karn, v.t. To break
or divide in two; to settle, decide.
? 0 &5 ok (fr. okn, q.v.),, s.f. Questioning,
interrogating; challenge; check, prevention, hindrance,
obstruction; parole, watchword; the in uence of an evil
eye:—ok-k, ok-ok, s.f. Hindrance, prevention (=rokok):—ok-kar boln, v.n. To speak after due inquiry, to
speak from experience.
H G &0  k [Prk. _5= ; S. T5+t], s.m. A small
piece, &c.= k, q.v.;—a single beat of a drum.
H G &5 ok (perf. part. of okn), part. adj. (f. -),
Questioned, challenged; investigated, tried, proved;—
ok-paa, s.m. A sound lease; a permanent lease.
H ' G &5 okr, [Prk. R5=f ; S. T5++t], s.m. A
large basket (without a lid, originally circular, and
covered with leather); a wicker ferry-boat covered and
sewn over with leather, a coracle;—a lost game or defeat
at pa s:—okre-par-k hth rahn, v.n. lit. 'To remain with
the hand on the basket'; to narrowly escape shame,
exposure, or dishonour (the expression originates in the
idea of a host asking his guest to partake of more food,
and discovering, luckily after the guest has declined,
that the provision basket is empty):—okr den (-ko), To
defeat (one) at a game (esp. at the game of pa s).
H ' G&5" okr [Prk. R5=f; S.T5++], s.f. A

small basket (without a lid).
H  G &5 okn [ok˚ = S. (
 ), rt. ] , v.t. To
question, interrogate, challenge, accost;—to sound, test,
prove;—to check, stop, hinder, prevent, obstruct; to take
exception to, to object to, call in question; to censure,
blame;—to envy; to regard with an evil eye.
H  G &5 okn, s.m. = H  G&5" okn, s.f. (i.q. okr;
okr), A large brass vessel (for water); a cauldron.
H  G&5" okn, s.f. = H  G &5 okn, s.m. (i.q. okr;
okr), A large brass vessel (for water); a cauldron.
H  &0!  l (corr. from the English), s.m. Twill, twilled
cloth.
H  &5! ol, s.m. Sperm, seed; ospring, brat, spawn.
H  &5! ol, s.m. A group, band, body, company; a
society; a hamlet;—a knock, stroke, buet:—ol mrn, v.t.
To knock or dash (one thing against another).
H  &5! ol, s.m. A quarter or district of a town; a part
of a town inhabited by men of one class, sect, or trade;—
a set (of anything), a complete assortment;—a piece of
rock, a stone, a large pebble; a knock, stroke.
H &5!" ol, s.f. A band, body, &c. (=ol); a quarter of a
town, &c. (=ol); a heavy stone.
H J &0/  m, s.f. (m.?) A trinket, ornament, jewels;
tri es; any new and pretty thing, anything curious and
striking;—a ne woman, a belle;—intestines, oal;—a
frame for pigeons to perch on:— m-m, s.m. Trinkets;
tri es.
H   &0/  mn [fr. S. T,#] , v.t. To push gently, to jog,
nudge:— m-den, v.t. intens. of and= mn.
H . &0(  , s.m. Ventris crepitus:— karn, v.n.
Crepitum ventris edere.
H  &5 on, &M aun [S. BP+t], s.m. Charm, spell,
enchantment (cf. ok), necromancy, magic, witchcraft;
fascination; a marriage song:—one ulan (-ke), To nullify
or ward o enchantments or spells:—one-bz, s.m. An
enchanter, magician, necromancer, wizard, conjurer,
juggler (=onh):—on-man, s.m.=on-n, s.f. Charms
and spells; hocus-pocus, juggling.
H  &5 on, v.t.=ohn, q.v.

H " & & o  [S. P5&t], s.f. The beak or bill of a bird

H .7 &,[ uiy , adj.=u iy, q.v.

(= o ):—o  ba dhn, v.n. lit. 'To become like a bill'; to
become rigid, be benumbed or cramped.
H #  & & o , s.m.=o, q.v.;—adj. Handless.

H  _ ha: The twelfth consonant of the Ngar alphabet,

H # & &" ot [S. P5&+], s.f. A spout:—o -dr, o -

and aspirate of the letter :—ha-kr, s.m. The letter or
sound h.
H  _ h, s.m. A loud sound, sound made by one thing

wl, adj. Having a spout;—o -wl lo, s.m. An ewer.
H >& " o d [S. ,.B], s.f. The navel.

striking against another.
H  _ h [S. TR+t], s.m. Place, position, station (=sthn,

H [&0(f" 

and used chie y in comp.); (in Mus.) andante.
H  _& h, s.m.=hh, q.v.

, & f" o  [S. ,.ef], s.f. The navel; a

small branch (broken at the end and lea ess), stump of
a branch; stump of an arm.
H *  &g au s, &  o s, s.f.=tau s, q.v.
H  &  o k [S. P5&+], s.f. lit. 'A beak or bill'; point
(of a weapon, tool, pen, &c.); end, extremity, limit,
extreme (of a building, or a town or village, or a strip of
land, &c.).
H  &  o k, s.f.=ok, and ho g, qq.v.
H $ &0($  ng, s.f. Pecking, &c.=u gr, q.v.:— g- g,
s.f. Pecking and nibbling.
H $ & $ o g, s.f. Point; end, &c.=o k, q.v.
H  % &0($  gn, v.t.= grn, q.v.
H  &5  onw, s.m. Charm, &c. (=on);—a species of
hawk.
H 3 &56 onh, &MB6 aunh [S. BPt], or eft], s.m.
One who casts spells, a necromancer, sorcerer, wizard,
magician, conjurer, juggler; one who professes to cure
diseases by means of charms or superstitious remedies.
H 83&5B6 onh, s.f. Enchantress, sorceress, witch,
female conjurer, &c. (see onh).
H 2 &56 oh, s.f. Feeling (for), feeling, touching; touch;
searching, search:—oh-oh-ke, adv. By dint of searching,
by carefully searching (=h h-h h-ke ):—oh lagn (k), To take up the trace (of), to track, to search (for), to
nd out.
H   &56 ohn, v.t. To feel for, to feel, touch, handle;
to grope for, search for; to trace, hunt for (=h hn).
H  Y &56 ohn, s.m.=onh, q.v.
H 8&5 o, s.f. A joint of a reed (for a pen).

H '  _& har, s.m. A frame of bamboo; &c.=hahar,
and a, qq.v.:—har-band, s.f. Frame-work (for
illumination, &c.).
H  __ hh (see hahr; and hahn), s.m. The frame
of a roof (on which the thatch is laid); frame-work,
skeleton (cf. a and hahar); frame, form, shape,
fashion, mould, cut; design, scheme, device, plan;
arrangement, adjustment; posture, attitude;
preparation, provision; furniture, eects, goods;
requisites, conveniences (syn. smn; lawzim); adorning,
decoration, illumination; state, pomp, splendour,
magnicence; retinue, equipage; concourse, crowd,
multitude; plenty, abundance:—hh badaln, v.n. To
change posture or attitude (as a wrestler, &c.).
H  __ hh, s.m. Hump (of an Indian bull).
H  _ hr [Prk. _¯"; see hrhn], s.m. Determination;
snow, frost.
H  _7 h = H   _7 h  = H  &Y _i h h = H  
_i h h [Prk. _¯5 and _f ; S. T)t and T)+t],
adj. (f. -), Fixed, stationary; standing, erect; steep,
precipitous, perpendicular.
H   _7 h  = H  _7 h = H  &Y _i h h = H  
_i h h [Prk. _¯5 and _f ; S. T)t and T)+t],
adj. (f. -), Fixed, stationary; standing, erect; steep,
precipitous, perpendicular.
H  &Y _i h h = H  _7 h = H   _7 h  = H  
_i h h [Prk. _¯5 and _f ; S. T)t and T)+t],
adj. (f. -), Fixed, stationary; standing, erect; steep,
precipitous, perpendicular.

H   _i h h = H  _7 h = H   _7 h  = H
 &Y _i h h [Prk. _¯5 and _f ; S. T)t and T)+t],
adj. (f. -), Fixed, stationary; standing, erect; steep,
precipitous, perpendicular.
H   _i h hn [h h˚ = _¯˚=S. T), p.p.p. of rt.
T#], v.n. To be xed or stationary; to stop, stay
(=haharn); to stand up, be erect.
H   _iM h hau, adj. (Braj)=h h, q.v.
H 4 _ hs, adj.=hos, and has, qq.v.
H  5 _ hsn (i.q. h sn), v.t.=ho sn, q.v.
H ' G _j hkur [S. _=jt], s.m. An idol, a deity; the
Supreme God; a lord, master, chief (among certain
castes of Rjp ts); a feudal noble of Rjputn; the head of
a tribe or village; a landholder; a person of rank or
authority, one entitled to reverence or respect; an
honoric title after the name of a distinguished person
(in Bengal, written Tgore); a title of respect, Sir, Master,
Your Worship; an honoric form of address for a barber
(cf. alfa, 'a tailor'):—hkur-bp, s.m. A grandfather:—
hkur-b , s.f. An idol-temple:—hkur-j, s.m. A name
for the Deity (among Bairgs); a title of respect:—hkurdwr, s.m. An idol-temple (=hkur-b ):—hkur-sew,
s.f. lit. 'The service of an idol'; a grant of revenue for the
support of an idol-temple:—hkur-m, s.f. A
grandmother.
H ' G_j" hkurn, s.f.=hkurin, q.v.
H 8' G_j hkur, [ = Prk. =S. +], s.f.
The rank or oce of hkur; lordship; the oce of a
barber (cf. hakur, hukr).
H 7' G _j hkurin, _j hakuryan (in = S.
"), s.f. A goddess; a hkur's wife or daughter; a lady; a
title of respect, Madam; a barber's wife.
H  _! hl (see hl), s.f. The state of being out of
employment; freedom from occupation, disengagedness;
leisure; exemption from labour, holiday.
H  _! hl, = H  _! hl, s.m. A leafy branch (esp.
one lopped o; cf. l).
H  _! hl, = H  _! hl, s.m. A leafy branch (esp.

one lopped o; cf. l).
H  _! hl = H _!" hl (i.q. h , q.v.), adj. &
adv. lit. 'Standing still or idle'; unemployed, out of
employment; unoccupied, disengaged, at leisure:—hl
phirn, v.n. To wander about idly, to saunter about:—hl
hon, v.n. To be unemployed, be idle; to be disengaged,
to be at leisure.
H _!" hl = H  _! hl (i.q. h , q.v.), adj. &
adv. lit. 'Standing still or idle'; unemployed, out of
employment; unoccupied, disengaged, at leisure:—hl
phirn, v.n. To wander about idly, to saunter about:—hl
hon, v.n. To be unemployed, be idle; to be disengaged,
to be at leisure.
H _!" hl (dim. of hl), s.f. A small branch; a
sprig, spray.
H J _/ hm, s.m.f. = H   _/0 hm (poet.), s.m. = H
_/" hm, s.f. = H . _[ h , s.m.f. =h w or ho ,
q.v.
H   _/0 hm (poet.), s.m. = H J _/ hm, s.m.f. = H
_/" hm, s.f. = H . _[ h , s.m.f. =h w or ho ,
q.v.
H _/" hm, s.f. = H J _/ hm, s.m.f. = H   _/0
hm (poet.), s.m. = H . _[ h , s.m.f. =h w or ho ,
q.v.
H . _[ h , s.m.f. = H J _/ hm, s.m.f. = H   _/0
hm (poet.), s.m. = H

_/" hm, s.f. =h w or

ho , q.v.
H . _[ h [S. T;(], s.f. Sound, report, ring,
reverberation, echo:—h -th , th e -h en (pl.), s.f.
Reports, echoes.
H . _ hn [S. TR(], = H  _ hn [S. TR],
s.m. A place for tying up an animal, a stall:—hn-band,
hne band, adj. That is ever in the stall or stable (a
horse, bullock, &c.):—hn-band, hne-band, s.f.
Connement to the stall or stable (of a beast).
H  _ hn [S. TR], = H . _ hn [S. TR(],
s.m. A place for tying up an animal, a stall:—hn-band,
hne band, adj. That is ever in the stall or stable (a
horse, bullock, &c.):—hn-band, hne-band, s.f.

Connement to the stall or stable (of a beast).
H #  _[_0 h h , s.m. Sound, report (of a gun, cf. h );
—adj. Worthy of belief, trusty (vulgar).
H < _[ h s perf. part. of next), s.m. That which is

TR/(], Place, locality, situation, station, residence: —
h o-h o, adv. From place to place; in dierent
places; here and there.
H .  _( ho , s.m.f. = H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. =
H _[ h , s.f. = H )  _[ h  , s.f. = H   _

inserted or stued in; stung; wadding (of a gun, &c.).
H  < _[ h sn [th s˚ = Prk. &K+()=S. d(), rt.

hw, ho, s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f. = H ) 8 _ h ,

d], v.t. To make hard or rm; to ll full, to stu, cram,

s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(],

ram or cram down; to insert, introduce, thrust in, drive
in (cf. h sn).
H   _ hnn (fr. hn, q.v.), v.t. To x or settle (in

Place, locality, situation, station, residence: — h oh o, adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here
and there.
H 8_ h, s.f. = H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. = H

the mind), to resolve, determine on; to be intent on, set
the heart upon; to perform.
H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. = H _[ h , s.f. = H
)  _[ h  , s.f. = H   _ hw, ho, s.m.f. = H . 
_( ho , s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f. = H ) 8 _ h ,
s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(],
Place, locality, situation, station, residence: — h oh o, adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here
and there.
H _[ h , s.f. = H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. = H
)  _[ h  , s.f. = H   _ hw, ho, s.m.f. = H . 
_( ho , s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f. = H ) 8 _ h ,
s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(],
Place, locality, situation, station, residence: — h oh o, adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here
and there.
H )  _[ h  , s.f. = H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. = H
_[ h , s.f. = H   _ hw, ho, s.m.f. = H . 
_( ho , s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f. = H ) 8 _ h ,
s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(],
Place, locality, situation, station, residence: — h oh o, adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here
and there.
H   _ hw, ho, s.m.f. = H  _[ h w, h o,
s.m.f. = H _[ h , s.f. = H )  _[ h  , s.f. = H
.  _( ho , s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f. = H ) 8 _
h , s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or

_[ h , s.f. = H )  _[ h  , s.f. = H   _ hw,
ho, s.m.f. = H .  _( ho , s.m.f. = H ) 8 _ h ,
s.f. [Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(],
Place, locality, situation, station, residence: — h oh o, adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here
and there.
H ) 8 _ h , s.f. = H  _[ h w, h o, s.m.f. = H
_[ h , s.f. = H )  _[ h  , s.f. = H   _ hw,
ho, s.m.f. = H .  _( ho , s.m.f. = H 8_ h, s.f.
[Prk. _4(, or _4,, or _, or _/,; S. TR(, or TR/(], Place,
locality, situation, station, residence: — h o-h o,
adv. From place to place; in dierent places; here and
there.
H '  _6 hhar, s.f.=hahar, q.v.
H !  _Q happ [Prk. RQ ; see thp and app], s.m. An
instrument for stamping with, a stamp, die, printingtype, fount; impression; printing; a mark or impression
made with the hand or the paw; a mould or form (into
which plates of metal, &c. are beaten to be formed into
ornaments); broad silver lace:—happ den (-ko) = happ
karn:—happ sabt
 karn (-par), To stamp, make an
impression (on), to impress;—happ karn, v.t. To stamp,
impress; to pat or clap (a cake of cow-dung, &c.) against
a wall.
H  !  _ hapn (i.q. thpn), v.t. To strike, beat; to pat
or clap (a cake of cow-dung, &c. against a wall); to stamp,
impress (=happ karn).

H !  _  hapwn (caus. of hapn), v.t. To cause to
be struck or beaten; to have (a cake of cow-dung, &c.)
clapped (against a wall); to cause to be stamped.
H " _& ha, s.m.=hah, q.v.
H " _& ha, s.m.=a, q.v.
H #  _ ha, s.m.=hah, q.v.
H ' #  _ haar, s.m.=hahar, q.v.
H ' #  _& hiar, s.f. = H ' #  _& hir, adj. = H ' # 
_& hiarn, v.n. see hihar; hihr; and hiharn.
H ' #  _& hir, adj. = H ' #  _& hiar, s.f. = H ' # 
_& hiarn, v.n. see hihar; hihr; and hiharn.
H ' #  _& hiarn, v.n. = H ' #  _& hiar, s.f. = H ' # 
_& hir, adj. see hihar; hihr; and hiharn.
H  #  _& hiakn, v.n.=hihakn, q.v.
H #  _&5! haol, s.m. = H # _&5!" haol, s.f. see
hahol, and hahol.
H # _&5!" haol, s.f. = H #  _&5! haol, s.m. see
hahol, and hahol.
H #  __ hah (see hahn), s.m. Throng, crowd,
multitude.
H 3# 3 &6&6 ah-ah = H 3# 3 &6&6 ahah [fr. S. 6O 'to
grow'; cf. ahah], s.m. Flourishing state; freshness;
bloom, beauty, splendour; conspicuousness.
H 3# 3 &6&6 ahah = H 3# 3 &6&6 ah-ah [fr. S. 6O 'to
grow'; cf. ahah], s.m. Flourishing state; freshness;
bloom, beauty, splendour; conspicuousness.
H #  ___ hah [S. ¤9+t], s.m. Sport, play, fun; jest,
joke, pleasantry; jocularity, facetiousness, humour; a
mere tri e, an easy matter, child's play:—hahe-bz,
adj. & s.m. Jocular, facetious, humorous, waggish;—a
jester, a humorous person, a funny fellow, a wag
(=hahol):—hahe-bz , s.f. Sporting, jesting, joking, fun,
jocularity:—hah karn (-se, or -ke-sth, or ke-sang), To
sport (with), to jest or joke (with); to tri e (with); to
make fun (of), &c.=hatth mrn;—hah karn (-par) =
hah mrn (-par):—hah lagn, v.n. To crack a joke;
to raise a laugh; to make a laughing-stock (of):—hah
(or hahe) mrn (-par, or -k), To crack jokes (at), to

make sport or fun (of); to ridicule, mock (at), deride:—
hahe mr-kar, adv. In fun, in jest, jestingly; in ridicule
or derision, deridingly:—hah-mizj, adj. &
s.m.=hahe-bz, q.v.:—hahe-me u n or u -den (-ko),
To turn o in a jest, to make a joke or jest (of), to make
fun (of), to ridicule.
H #  __ hahn [S. &, or f, redupl.], v.t. To
strike, beat; to beat one's own head, &c. (in token of
vexation), to in iet pain on, to harass (oneself).
H 8# __ hah, s.f. Striking, beating; paining,
harassing (oneself).
H ' #  _ hahar [see h ], s.m. The frame (bamboowork) of a thatched roof; framework; shell of a house; a
skeleton, &c. (see hh; har; hahr).
H ' #  __ hihar, __ hihir, __, hihur (see hihr),
s.f. Numbedness, numbness, torpor, chilliness, cold;
frost.
H ' #  __ hahr (see hahar), s.m. A fence.
H ' #  __ hihar, hihr, __, hihur [S. .TR
redupl., or pres. part. c, rt. TR], adj. Benumbed,
numb, torpid, chilled; impotent:—hihr-jn,
v.n.=hiharn, q.v.
H ' #  __ hihirn, __ hihrn, __,
hihurn, v.t. To chill, to bennmb, to numb.
H " ' #  __6& hihrha, s.f. Numbness, &c.=hihar,
q.v.
H ' #  __ hiharn, __ hihirn, __,
hihurn, v.n. To be chilled (with cold); to be frozen; to
be benumbed or numbed; to be stopped (growth), to be
nipped (with cold):—hihar-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=hiharn.
H ' # __" hahr [rt. of hahn+r = Prk. f=S. 
+], s.f. A frame of bamboo-work (for a thatched roof,
&c.); the frame of a matted screen; framework, &c.
(=hahar, q.v.); a bier; a skeleton, a very thin person.
H #  __ hihak (v.n. of next, q.v.), s.f. The state of
standing still, stagnation; the state of stopping suddenly,
or of standing amazed, &c.;—(conj. part. of next), adv.
Reluctantly, hesitatingly, slowly (=hihak-ke).

H  #  __ hihakn [hihak˚ = Prk. _f,=?(), fr. S.
T)+>], v.n. To stand still, to stagnate; to stop short or

squabble, quarrel, broil (=bakhe ; jhagr).
H [ _§ ha [Prk. _¯ ; S. T)+t], s.m. The back

suddenly, to stand amazed or staggered; to draw back in
surprise, to shrink, to hesitate, to boggle:—hihak-jn,
hihak-rahn or rah-jn, v.n. To stop short, &c.=hihakn.
H  #  __==? hihak-ke (past conj. part. of hihakn),

stick of a paper kite; the back-bone:—ha- , adj. &
s.m. 'Having the back-bone bent or broken,' humpbacked;—a hunch-back.
H [_,¯" huh = H [_,§" hu [S. ,.ef], s.f. The

adv. In a state of amazement, staggered; reluctantly,
shrinkingly, hesitatingly, slowly.
H  #  __ hahn [hah˚ = Prk. _¯() or _¯<(), fr. S.

chin;—parched grain;—a spickle or head of Indian corn
and the like, after the grains have been picked out, a
cob:—huh (or hu) paka n (-k), lit. 'To take hold of
the chin'; to chuck under the chin; to humour, to atter,
to curry favour (with); to coax; to beg; to mollify; to
appease:—huh-k ga h, s.m. The dimple in a chin.
H [_,§" hu = H [_,¯" huh [S. ,.ef], s.f. The

T), p.p.p. of rt. T@#], v.n. To stand, endure, last, to
continue; to stand (against, -ke ge), to withstand,
oppose;—v.t. To arrange, set in order; to decorate,
adorn;—to x or settle in the mind, to determine.
H . #  _g hahanau (old H.; cf. hahn), v.n. To
stand still; to stand amazed=hihakn.
H #  __5 hahor, s.m.=next, q.v.
H #  __5! hahol [hah+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. & s.m.
Jocular, jocose; humorous, facetious, waggish;—a jester,
banterer, wag, humorist, a funny man (=hahe-bz).
H ! #  __5! hahol-pan, s.m. = H # __5!" hahol,
s.f. Jocularity, jesting, fun, humour; comicalness;
buoonery; derision:—hahol karn, v.n. To make fun, to
jest. &c.
H # __5!" hahol, s.f. = H ! #  __5! hahol-pan,
s.m. Jocularity, jesting, fun, humour; comicalness;
buoonery; derision:—hahol karn, v.n. To make fun, to
jest. &c.
H ) #  __5.! haholiy, adj. & s.m.=hahol, q.v.
H ' ) #  __< thaher [S. TR redupl. base of TR++t],
s.m. A maker of hard ware or metal pots and pans, a
brazier, a tinker;—the stalk of the jwr or Andropogon
sorghum:—hahere hahere-k badl, A bargain between
two people equally acute or knowing; 'diamond cut
diamond.'
H ' ) # __<" haher, s.f. A brazier's wife; a female

chin;—parched grain;—a spickle or head of Indian corn
and the like, after the grains have been picked out, a
cob:—huh (or hu) paka n (-k), lit. 'To take hold of
the chin'; to chuck under the chin; to humour, to atter,
to curry favour (with); to coax; to beg; to mollify; to
appease:—huh-k ga h, s.m. The dimple in a chin.
H '  _ hir [S. .TR(], s.f. Extreme cold; frost (cf. hr;
hihar).
H ' 3 &6 hr [S. .T++t], s.m. A small village, a
hamlet (=purw).
H '  _ har, _y harr, s.m. An inferior kind of
intoxicating liquor;—a kind of shoe (worn by villagers).
H '  _ harn, v.t. (dialec.)=hahrn, q.v.
H '  _ hirn (caus. of hirn), v.t. To cause to
freeze; to cause to congeal.
H  '  _ haro, s.m.=hahro, q.v.
H '  _ harar, = H 0'  _ harak, s.m. Snoring, snore:
—harak prn, v.n. To snore.
H 0'  _ harak, = H '  _ harar, s.m. Snoring, snore:
—harak prn, v.n. To snore.
H ' 3 &6 aharn, v.n.=ahaln, q.v.
H '  _ harn, v.n. (prov.)=haharn, q.v.

brazier.
H ' ) #  _ hater, s.m.=haher, q.v.

H '  _ hirn (see hir), v.n. To freeze; to be chilled.

H ' Z  _ haer (cf.  ), s.m. Wrangling, altercation,

H ' _,u hurr, s.f. (prov.)=hu, q.v.

H ' _u harr, s.f.=harr, q.v.

H 7'  _ hariy [S. TR!+t], s.m. A kind of earthen
uqqa.
H   _7 ha , adj. Standing, erect (=h h, q.v.).
H   _7 hi  [S. .TR+t], adj. Dicult, hard, untoward,

To be lled full, to be stued, or crammed.
H  <_" hasn, s.f. A rammer; a ramrod.
H < _,  huswn (doub. caus. of h sn), v.t. To

trying:—hi  waqt, s.m. A hard or trying time.
H *  _ has, _ his, _, hus, s.m. An imitative sound,

cause to stu or cram; to have (one) stued or crammed
(with).
H 3 &6 ahak, (local and prov.) &z ihuk, s.f.

as of a musket ill-charged, or a ash in the pan, &c.
H *  _ has (see hnsn, and honsn), adj. Pressed

Shooting pain, throb, &c.=asak, q.v.
H  _ hikn [S. .TR+>+TR+t; or ika, rt. of

down hard, crammed, stued; hard, rm, solid, heavy,
substantial (cf. hos); cracked, injured (as coin, &c.);
dense, stupid; stubborn, obstinate, wayward; idle, lazy;—
s.m. Short weight or measure:—has--has, adj. Stued
full, choke-full, crammed, lled, crowded.
H < _T hass [has, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A die,
fount; stamp, &c. (=happ, q.v.); pride, vanity (=hasak):—
hass ln (-k), To coin; to stamp, imprint, impress.
H < _, husn, (local) _ hasn, v.t.=huswn,
q.v.
H < _ hasak, s.f. = H < _ hask, s.m. [Prk.
&K+=˚ fr. S. d +>], Tightness or sense of oppression
(arising from cold), a cold, a cough; hacking sound of a
cough;—state, dignity; pride, vanity, pompousness;
aected gait or air, mincing; foppishness;—a fop, a swell;
—a narrow street.
H < _ hask, s.m. = H < _ hasak, s.f. [Prk.
&K+=˚ fr. S. d +>], Tightness or sense of oppression
(arising from cold), a cold, a cough; hacking sound of a
cough;—state, dignity; pride, vanity, pompousness;
aected gait or air, mincing; foppishness;—a fop, a swell;
—a narrow street.
H  < _ hasakn (see hasak), v.t. To break a piece
o, or to chip, an earthen ware vessel (by knocking it
against another).
H  < _, husakn [husak˚ = Prk. &,K+=?(), fr. S.
; d+>], v.n. To weep silently or softly; to sob (=usakn);
peditum ciere, suppedere.
H <_," husk, s.f. Ventris crepitus surdus.
H  < _, husn, (local) _ hasn (see h sn), v.n.

ikn+S. TR+t], s.m. Fixed or permanent place or
abode; proper place; precise or exact spot, whereabouts;
place, spot, site; dwelling.place, abode, residence, home,
quarters; special eld or scene of a labour, &c.), beat (as
of a barber, or sweeper, &c.); xing, xity, certainty;
certain knowledge; consistency, harmony, appositeness
(of speech, conduct, &c.); origin, source; ground, basis,
foundation (of a thing); goal, destination, end, limit,
boundary:—hikne ukn, To distribute money among
servants (on the decease of a member of a family):—
hikn h hn (-ke wste, &c.), To seek a residence or
employment (for):—hikne rahn, v.n. To remain
stationary, xed, or stable; to abide in one course, &c.:—
hikne-k, adj. (f. -), Congruous, consistent, harmonious,
apposite, to the point; sensible:—hikn karn (-k), To
put in (its) proper place; to nd a place (for), to make
room (for); to arrange; to take note (of), to learn
(about), to account (for), to search or trace (an aair) to
its source or commencement; to nd a husband or wife
(for):—hikn lagn (-k), To nd out, discover, trace
(one's residence, &c.); to trace to the source, to
establish, settle, prove:—hikne lagn (-ko), To dispose
of; to establish, settle, arrange; to make away with, to
spend, consume, run through; to send to (his or her)
long home, to despatch, put to death, kill, assassinate:—
hikne lagn, v.n. To be still, be at rest, have a home, &c.;
to be disposed of, be despatched, be put to death; to be
put an end to, be terminated:—be-hikne, adj. & adv. Out
of place, misplaced; irregular; incoherent, disconnected;
inconsistent; indeterminate, unsettled, indenite;
immoderate, disproportioned; uncertain; groundless,
unreasonable;—irregularly, incoherently, &c.;
indiscriminately, at random.

H _" hikn, s.f.=ikn, q.v.

H  3 &,z uhukn, v.n.=husakn and usakn, q.v.

H   __ hak-hak = H #  __ hak-thak (see

H   _ hakn [hak˚ = Prk. &=L()=S. d(), rt. d],

next), s.m. A sound of knocking or hammering, knock,
rap, tap;—hard work, troublesome business, harassing
labour, diculty, awkward or untoward aair (syn.
bakhe ).
H #  __ hak-thak = H   __ hak-hak (see

v.t. To knock, &c. (=hakhakn, q.v.).
H   _, hukn (fr. the trans. hokn, q.v.), v.n. To be

next), s.m. A sound of knocking or hammering, knock,
rap, tap;—hard work, troublesome business, harassing
labour, diculty, awkward or untoward aair (syn.
bakhe ).
H #  __ hakhakn [by redupl. of Prk.
&=L()=S. d(), rt. d], v.t. To knock, rap, tap, pat,
sound (cf. khakhan).
H ) #  __ hakhakiy, s.m. A stickler, wrangler.
H #  __M  hakhauw, s.f. A kind of small boat, a
shallop, ski (syn. panso).
H ;:) #  __<! hakhel [thak˚, rt. of hakn, redupl.+el =
Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -), Stued together in a
crowd, crowded (=ma ma ).
S '  _=j hakkur, and H. _j hakur (chie y in comp.),
s.m. See hkur:—hakur-suht, s.f. Compliment, attery.
H '  _ hikr, s.m.=hkr, q.v.
H '  _, hukrn [hukr˚ = hokar, q.v.+ = w = Prk.
 or U=S.  caus. increment], v.t. To kick against,

knocked, hammered, beaten; to be punished or
chastised; to be defeated, overcome, worsted; to be
thrown on the back (in wrestling); to suer a loss; to be
put in the stocks; to be imprisoned:—huk-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=hukn.
H  _,  hukwn (doub. caus. of hokn), v.t. To
cause to be beaten, or hammered, &c.
H $ _$ hag [S. TR$t], s.m. A robber, assassin, garotter,
cut-throat; one of a gang who strangle or poison
travellers; deceiver, impostor, cheat, knave, sharper,
swindler, plunderer:—hag-bz, s.f. Cunning, trickery,
roguery, fraudulent dealing, &c. (see hag):—hag-bidy,
s.f. The art of tricking or cheating; fraudulent arts,
swindling, &c. (see hag).
H % _$ hagn (fr. hag), v.n. To be cheated, &c.;—
v.t. To cheat, deceive, &c. (=hagn);—to cause to be
cheated, &c. (=hagwn):—hag-jn, v.n. To be cheated,
&c.
H 8%_$ hag (fr. hagn;—for  see hakur), s.f.
Cheating, fraud, deceit, imposture, knavery; swindling,
robbery, theft.
S % _$4 ha-ga, s.m. A combination of ve short

to strike the foot against (=hokar mrn); to kick, trample
upon; to spurn.
H ' _j" hakurn, s.f. The wife of a hkur,

syllables.
H % _$ hagin, s.f.=hagn, q.v.

&c.=hkurn, q.v.
H 8' _j hakur, _, hukr [hkur+ = Prk.

4(=S. "(], v.t. To cheat, deceive, beguile, impose on,

=S. +], s.f. Godship, divinity; the rank or status
of hkur; lordliness, nobility;—the oce of barber (see
hkur).
H 7'  _j hakurin, s.f.=hkurin; hkurn.
H ' _" hikr, s.f.=hkr, q.v.;—also=ikr, q.v.
H   _,7 huk , s.m. corr. of uk , q.v.
H 4Y &6 ahakn, v.n.=abhakhn and asakn, q.v.

H  % _$ hagn [hag˚ = S. TR$()+n = an = Prk.
delude, circumvent, trick, dupe; to rob; to be stolen, to be
made captive, to be captivated:—hag-ln, hag-len,
v.t.=hagn.
H  %_$" hagn, _$" hagin [S. TR$+"], s.f. The
wife of a hag; a female robber or cheat, &c.
H % _$  hagwn (doub. caus. of hagn), v.t. To
cause to be cheated or robbed, &c.
H %_$M" hagaur, _$5" hagor [Prk. _$f=S. TR$

++], s.f. Cheating, cheat, trick, imposture (see next).
H O %_$ haga = H %_$" hag [Prk. _$=S. TR$+
+], s.f. The business or practice of a hag; robbery,
cheating, imposture;—hag, the department for the
suppression of hags.
H %_$" hag = H O %_$ haga [Prk. _$=S. TR$+
+], s.f. The business or practice of a hag; robbery,
cheating, imposture;—hag, the department for the
suppression of hags.
H ) % _$ hagiy [Prk. _$ =S. TR$"+t], s.m. A cheat,
impostor, &c.=hag, q.v.
H (3 &6! ahal [S. PL+; cf. agharn; aghaln], s.f. lit. 'A
moving or walking to and fro'; work, business, task, duty;
service, attendance; toil, drudgery; housekeeping,
housewifery:—ahal-akor, ahal-akor, s.f.=ahal:—ahal
karn, or ahal-akor karn (-k), To serve, attend (on); to
labour, drudge:—ahal lagn (-k), To dance attendance
(on).
H ;:3 &6! ahln (caus. of ahaln), v.t. To cause to
walk to and fro or up and down, to lead about (as a horse
or a child); to make (one) dance attendance; to get (one)
out of the way, to put or turn aside, to remove, to
dismiss; to put o, postpone; to prevaricate (=ln).
H  + 3 &6! ahaln (see ahal), v.n. To walk to and fro,
or up and down; to take a walk, to rove, ramble, saunter;
to move o or away, to be o; to depart this life, to die:—
ahal-jn, v.n. To move away, to be o; to die.
H  + 3&6!" tahaln (from ahaln), s.f. A woman-servant,
a maid-servant (=ahl ); a house-wife.
H + 3 &6!0 ahl , s.f. (poet.)=ahal;—s.m. (local)=ahl .
H +  &6!0 ahl , &6!  ahalw [ahal, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. ()+t], s.m. A manager of household
concerns; a servant, attendant, drudge, menial,
labourer.
H +  _!, halu, adj. Out of employment; idle (=hl);—
s.m. An idle fellow.
H 8+ 3&6!0 ahl , s.f.=ahl ; ahaln; qq.v.
H ) +  _.! hiliy [S. TR!"+], s.f. An earthen

waterpot or pitcher:—hiliy bharn, s.m. lit. 'Filling a
pitcher'; the ceremony of oering a libation of water to
the manes of the deceased.
H ' - _,/ humr [S. T,# or T@#++t], adj. Small,
short, &c. (=humk).
H ' -_,/" humr [S. T,#++], s.f. A species of metre;
a variety of song, a species of amorous composition.
H - _,/ humak, s.f. = H - _,/ humk, s.m. [S. T,#
or T@#+>], Jerky gait or walk; walking with a graceful,
easy air; mincing gait; strutting, stalking;—adj. Of low
stature, stunted, stumpy, short, diminutive; dapper:—
humak-humak, adj. Mincing; strutting:—humak l, s.f.
Mincing gait or air, aected walk; stately or dignied
gait, strut.
H - _,/ humk, s.m. = H - _,/ humak, s.f. [S. T,#
or T@#+>], Jerky gait or walk; walking with a graceful,
easy air; mincing gait; strutting, stalking;—adj. Of low
stature, stunted, stumpy, short, diminutive; dapper:—
humak-humak, adj. Mincing; strutting:—humak l, s.f.
Mincing gait or air, aected walk; stately or dignied
gait, strut.
H - _,/ humkn (caus. of humakn), v.t. To
cause to move or walk with stateliness, dignity, or grace;
to cause to strut; to give a jerk to, to jerk (a paper kite);
to make stunted; to hammer or beat down or in.
H  - _,/ humakn, _/ hamakn (see humak),
v.n. To walk with a jerky, mincing, or wanton gait; to
walk aectedly; to walk with grace, stateliness, or
dignity; to strut, stalk.
H -_,/" humk (dim. of humk), s.f. Jerking or
playing (a paper kite, to keep it up when the wind is
light):—humk den, humk lagn (-ko), To give a jerk
(to), to jerk (a paper kite)=humkn.
H -_,/" humk, adj. & s.m. Idle, lazy;—a lazy fellow.
H  _ han [Prk. _4; S. T], s.f. Sound, noise, ring:—
han--han, s.f. Repeated or continued sound; ringing,
jingling, clanging; ring, jingle, clang, din; the sound of
the repeated strokes of a hammer, or of a mace, or
sword, or dagger, &c. (= ak-- k);—adv. With a jingle or

clang, &c., ding-dong:—han-han, s.f. Ring, clang, din, &c.
(=han--han); a mere sound or noise, a nothing:—hankr, s.f. Ring, clink, jingle, tinkle=hank.
H  3 &6 ahn, s.m. A thick branch, large bough (of a
tree).
H   _B hann, v.n. See    hann.
H 0  _ hank = H G  _ hank [Prk. _4=5; S.
T++t], s.m. A clinking noise, clink, tinkle, jingle,
rattle.
H G  _ hank = H 0  _ hank [Prk. _4=5; S.
T++t], s.m. A clinking noise, clink, tinkle, jingle,
rattle.
H '  _( " humbr, s.f.=humr, q.v.
H #   _,B_ hunh, s.m.=h h, q.v.
H   __ han-han, s.f. See s.v. han; and cf. an-an.
H  #   _4_4, __ han-hann [hanhan˚ = Prk.
_4=S. T redupl.], v.n. To ring, tinkle, clink, jingle,
rattle, &c.; to neigh; to snort; to utter a sound (as an
animal in rut).
H [  _ef, _(f han [Prk. _¯"; S. T.)], s.f. Coldness,

at the close of a feast (when the pan is becoming cool):—
han garm, s.f. Lukewarmness; a show of love,
pretended aection:—han ma, s.f. A stunted growth;
an impotent person:—han hon, v.n. To become cool or
cold, to cool; to rest (after fatigue); to be refreshed; to be
extinguished (a light); to be allayed, &c.; to be appeased
or pacied; to be comforted; to be subdued or tamed, to
submit, yield; to lose virility:—kalej han hon (-k), To
have one's longing, or revenge, &c. gratied; to be
avenged; to be satised; to be solaced or comforted; to
be pleased or happy.
H 8[ _ef hand [Prk. _¯; S. T)++], s.f.
Refrigerant medicine; a cooling drink; the intoxicating
potion made of bhang.
H 0[  _ef hanak [han, q.v.+S. >], s.f. Coldness, cold,
coolness; reduced temperature; a refreshing sensation;
pacication; calmness; solace, comfort:—hanak pa n (ke or -ko), To be cooled; to be refreshed; to have a
longing, or a desire for revenge, &c. gratied; to be
appeased (as rage, enmity, &c.); to be avenged.
H  [  _e© hanh, s.f. = H  [  _e© hanh, adj. = H  [ 
_e© hanhak, s.f. See hand, han, and hanak,

cold, chilliness:—han pa n, v.n. To be cold (e.g. ba 
han pa t hai, 'it is very cold).
H [  _4f han [Prk. _¯ ; S. T)+t], adj. (f. -),

respectively.
H  [  _e© hanh, adj. = H  [  _e© hanh, s.f. = H  [ 

Cold, cool, chill, bleak; frozen; iced, cooled; refreshed;
cold-hearted, insensible; dead; pacied, appeased,
soothed, allayed, extinguished, set at rest; still, quiet,
calm, tranquil; mild, placid, gentle; impotent, lacking
virility; dull, inactive (as a market); free from weeds (as
a soil):—han pa n, v.n. To become cold or cool; to
abate or become extinguished (as anger, wantonness,
virility, &c.):—hane peo , adv. Quietly, peaceably, at
peace:—hane-thane , adv. While it is cool, in the cool of
the day, in the morning or evening;—at peace,
peaceably:—ha  s s bharn, v.n. To heave a deep (lit.
cold) sigh, to sigh in despair:—han karn, v.t. To make
cold, to cool; to ice, to freeze; to extinguish (a light, &c.),
to quench, allay; to refresh; to soothe, comfort, assuage;
to pacify, appease:—han karne-wl, adj. (Med.)
Refrigerant:—han karh, s.f. Sweetmeat (alw) made

respectively.
H  [  _e© hanhak, s.f. = H  [  _e© hanh, s.f. = H

_e© hanhak, s.f. See hand, han, and hanak,

 [  _e© hanh, adj. See hand, han, and hanak,
respectively.
H [ _ef" han, s.f. Small-pox (colloq. and peculiar to
the speech of Moh. women):—han haln, v.n. To scale,
to recover from small-pox.
H <  _,( hu sn = H <  _,(  hu swn (caus.
and doub. caus. of h sn), v.t.=husn; huswn, q.v.
H <  _,(  hu swn = H <  _,( hu sn (caus.
and doub. caus. of h sn), v.t.=husn; huswn, q.v.
H   _ hinak, _,
, hunuk (see hinakn), s.f. Sob;
whimper, fretful cry (of a child).
H   _ han-kr, s.f. See s.v. han; and cf. next.

H   _ hankn (caus. of hanakn), v.t. To cause
to sound, to clink, sound, to clink, sound, ring (metal,
money, &c.); to produce a sound (as a hammer on an
anvil), to beat.
H   _,( hu kn (caus. of ho kn), v.t.=hukwn,
q.v.
H    _ hanakn [hanak˚ = Prk. _4=() or
_4=?()=S.T+>], v.n. To give forth a sound; to sound,
ring, clink, jingle, tinkle; to beat, throb, shoot (as pain).
H    _ inakn, _,
,  hunukn (see hanakn),
v.n. To sob; to cry, whimper, fret (as a child); to whine,
complain, murmur.
H  %  _$ hi gn [S. +«+t cf. he g], adj. (f. -),
Of small stature, short, dwarsh, diminutive (syn. n).
H 8 % _$ hi gn, s.f. Lowness of stature,
dwarshness, &c.
H % _$" hing, s.f. (local), A spark (= ing, ingr).
H ' ) %  _,(G hunger, s.f. Pecking; picking, eating
squeamishly, or bit by bit (=ungr, q.v.; c.f. also  g and
ho g).
H ' ) %  _,(G hungern (see u grn), v.t. To peck; to
pick, to eat squeamishly, to piddle.
H    _ hann (see hnn), v.n. To be xed or

haur, adv. In many places; in various places; in certain
parts:—haur rahn, v.n. To remain xed or stationary, to
stand still, to stay, remain; to remain or lie still or
lifeless, to be knocked down dead on the spot, to be
killed or murdered:—ku-haur, s.f. 'A bad place'; a tender
spot or part (of the body).
H _0" h r, s.f. Parched grain (=hu, q.v.).
H

_5i" ho h = H  _57" ho  [Prk.  f; S.

,.ef], s f. The chin (=huh or hu, q.v.):—ho 
bann, To shave the chin:—ho  paka n, ho -me hth
den (-k) = hu paka n, q.v.
H  _57" ho  = H _5i" ho h [Prk.  f; S.
,.ef], s f. The chin (=huh or hu, q.v.):—ho 
bann, To shave the chin:—ho  paka n, ho -me hth
den (-k) = hu paka n, q.v.
H 4 _5 hos (see ho sn), adj. Firm, hard, compact,
solid; dense, dull, obtuse, heavy, thick-headed.
H 5 _5 hos [hos+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. The thumb
presented in token of denial (a mode peculiar to
women):—hos di n = ang h di n, q.v.s.v. ang h.
H 85_5 hos [rt. of hosn+ = Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Firmness, compactness, solidity.
H  5 _5 hosn, _0 h sn, v.t.=h sn, q.v.
H 0 _5 hok, = H G _5 hok, s.m. (dialec.), Blow,

settled; to be determined or resolved; to be ascertained:
—han-jn, v.n. intens. of and=hann.
H  3&6" ahn (dim. of ahn), s.f. A small branch, a

stroke, &c. (=ahok; hokar).
H G _5 hok, = H 0 _5 hok, s.m. (dialec.), Blow,

spray, twig.
H  _" han, s.f. (local)=ahn.

stroke, &c. (=ahok; hokar).
H G3 &65 ahok (see hok-n), s.m. Blow, thump, slap,

H  _5 ho, s.m.(?) Number (local, and used in comp. with

cu; push, shove; jog, nudge; goad, spur.
H ' G _5 hokar [rt. of hokn+ar = Prk. f"=S. + ], s.f.

numerals, e.g. do ho, 'two'; syn. adad).
H  _5& ho (colloq. & local), adj. Dense, obtuse, stupid
(=hos, q.v.).
H  _5 hor [Prk.  f(; S. ,ef(], s.f. Beak or bill (of a
bird=ho h); lip.
H  _M haur, _5 hor [S. TR (], s.f. Fixed spot, place,
spot, locality, room, residence;—adv. Fixed, stationary,
still, on the spot:—haur be-haur, adv. In any place
indiscriminately; in a vital part; out of place:—haur-

A cause of stumbling (as projecting stones, boulders, &c.
on a road), obstacle, stumbling-block; tripping or striking
the foot against anything; trip, stumble, false step; kick,
thump, blow, stroke; shock; loss (in trade, &c.); beating
time with the foot; a cow-catcher (syn. hj):—hokar-par
mrn, v.t. To kick away, to spurn:—hokar khn, v.n. To
trip, stumble; to meet with a loss, to suer misfortune:—
hokare khn, v.n. To trip, &c. (=hokar khn); to be
kicked and knocked about, to be ill-used (by, -k):—hokar

lagn (-k), To come into collision (with), to knock
(against, an obstacle), to trip, stumble:—hokar mrn, To
kick (against, -par), knock or strike (against); to strike,
kick, spurn (with, -ko).
H ' G _5 hokr [rt. of hokn+Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
A llip;—adj. (f. -), Hard (as bad bread).
H G _5 hokan (see hokn), s.m. The act of making
rm, the act of driving in (a peg, &c.), or of beating, or
striking.
H  G3 &65 ahokn, v.t. To beat, thump, hammer

H # _0(_" h h [S. ,4 f], s.f. A small stump; a
stalk; stubble.
H ) #  _0( _ h hiy = H ) #  _0( & h iy [S. ,ef"
(base )+t], adj. Having the hand, or arm, &c.
amputated; mutilated (=h h, q.v.);—s.m. A eunuch.
H ) #  _0( & h iy = H ) #  _0(_ h hiy [S. ,ef"
(base )+t], adj. Having the hand, or arm, &c.
amputated; mutilated (=h h, q.v.);—s.m. A eunuch.
H [_ f" ho , = H  _ 7" ho , s.f.=ho h or ho ,

(=hokn); to push, shove; to impel, urge on, goad, spur.
H  G _5 thokn [hok˚ = Prk. &,=L()=S. ; d(), rt.

q.v.
H  _ 7" ho , = H [_ f" ho , s.f.=ho h or ho ,

; d], v.t. To make rm, to drive in (a stake, peg, &c.); to

q.v.
H  < _0( h sn, _  ho sn [ho s˚ or hos˚ = Prk.

hammer, strike, beat, thump, knock; to pat, tap, llip; to
thrust with the nger; to play, perform on (the kettledrum); to put in the stocks; to enter (a complaint
against), le (a suit or action):—hok-baj-ke, adv. After
striking and sounding, after close examination or
scrutiny; openly, publicly:—hok-den, v.t. intens. of
and=hokn:—bang hokn (-me ), To put a spoke (in one's
wheel):—tl hokn (-k), To make a lock secure, to lock
or shut up.
H G _5  hokw [hoka, fr. hokn+S. t, with

&,K+()=S. ; d()], v.t. To press down (or in) rm or
hard, to beat (or drive, or force) in, to stu, cram, thrust
in; to wad; to eat greedily, to devour:—h s-jn, v.t.
intens. of and=h sn.
H   _  ho kn, v.t.=hokn, q.v.
H $ _ $ ho g [S. ,ef+], s.f. A beak or bill; the act of
striking with the beak, pecking (= g; u gr); striking
with the nger.
H % _ $ ho g, s.m. Striking with the beak, pecking.

euphonic w], s.m. (prov.) lit. 'That which is patted'; a
cake, a pancake
H  _5! hol, s.m. A cup for the food and drink of a

H % _0($ h gn, _ $ ho gn = H  % _0($

bird in a cage;—the knuckles:—hol mrn (-ko), To strike
with the knuckles.
H .3 &6 aho (onomat.), s.m. The cry of a new-born

peck, &c.= gn; hu gern, qq.v.
H  % _0($ h gn, _ $ ho gn = H % _0($

child, or of a babe in arms.
H  _  hiwn, s.m.=heon, q.v.

peck, &c.= gn; hu gern, qq.v.
H G3 _6 hahk, s.m. Loud laughter, a roar or peal

H #  _0(_ h h (see  n), s.m. Stump (of an arm,

of laughter; loud noise, a succession of loud sounds, peal,
burst, crash, explosion:—hahke-k, adj. (f. -), Loud,
noisy, demonstrative:—hahk mrn, v.n. To laugh loud,
to burst out laughing.
H ' 3 _6 hahar, s.m. (prov.) See hahro.

branch, &c.), branch (of a tree) broken o at the end
and lea ess; an amputated hand or arm; a stunted tree.
H #  _ _ ho h [S. P5&t, or ,ef; cf. hor], s.f. Beak or
bill (of a bird).
H #  _0(_ h h, _ _ ho h (see un), adj. Reduced
to a stump, having the hand (or arm, &c.) amputated;
having its branches lopped and lea ess (a tree).

h gn, _ $ho gn v.t. To strike with the beak, to

h gn, _ $ho gn v.t. To strike with the beak, to

H ' 3 _6 hahrn (caus. of haharn), v.t. To cause
to stand or stay, to stop; to ascertain; to establish, prove,
demonstrate; to conclude, consider; to ascribe; to

appropriate; to x, settle, decide, determine; to decree,
judge, adjudge; to x on, appoint, constitute:—hah den, hahr-len, v.t. intens. of and=hahrn.
H  ' 3 _6 hahr [hahr, rt. of hahr-n+ = Prk.
 =( S. ()(], adj. Stable, permanent, durable, lasting
(=ik ).
H  ' 3 _6 hahrao [fr. hahrn;—o = Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Fixture; settlement, agreement;
appropriation; proof, conclusion; determination,
decision; stability, permanence, durability; cessation,
pause, rest, stop, halt.
H ' 3 _6 haharn (i.q. h hn, q.v.), v.n. To stand; to
stand still; to stand rm; to be stationary; to be xed; to
be stopped; to be congealed, be frozen; to stop, rest,
pause, cease, desist; to stay, remain, abide, wait, tarry;
to last, endure; to be ascertained, be proved, be
established; to be settled, be agreed upon, be concluded;
to be xed on, be determined, be resolved; to prove to
be, to turn out:—hahar-jn, v.n. intens. of and=haharn.
H (3 _6! hahal (prov.), s.m.=hahar; s.f.=ahal; qq.v.
H  3_z" hihun, s.f. The knee (=heon, q.v.).
H O _ ha [S. TR"], adj. Firm, solid, compact; stable,
permanent, durable; ascertained, established, wellfounded, certain, positive, to be relied on; xed, settled,
determined on; right, just, correct, exact.
H )  _ hiy, s.m. A mound, heap, or lump (of earth); a
block or mass (of stone, wood, &c.); a mud pillar, a
boundary mark (cf. th ; hh; h ; hiy); a support; a
place to sit on, a seat.
H  )  _<  heb, s.m. (prov.)=hew.
H K)  _" hp (perhaps for hk), s.f. A vessel for holding
or carrying re (such as faqrs use,—usually the lower
half of an earthen pitcher, syn. hikr); a brasier,
chang-dish.
H ! ) _<" hep [S. T.@#], s.f. Stopple, stopper, plug,
cork, bung:—hep-dr, adj. Stopped with a plug, having a
stopper or plug or cork, corked:—hep mu h-me den
(kis-ke), To stop the mouth (of anyone), to silence, to
gag; to stop (one's own, -apne) mouth, to be silent.

H # )  _<_ heh [S. ^t], adj. Pure, genuine; real, true,
actual, very; good, sound; chaste, idiomatic (as
language);—contentious.
H # ^ _"_" h-h, s.f.=he -he .
H * )  _< hes (cf. hos, hs, has), s.f. Knock, blow; thrust,
push, shove; striking the foot (against an obstacle),
tripping (against);—hes lagn, v.n. To be knocked
(against), to receive a knock, &c.; to trip (against=hokar
lagn).
H ' <)  _< hesr [hes+r = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. Jeer,
taunt, sneer, indirect re ection, innuendo.
H  <)  _< hesn (i.q. h sn), v.t. To thrust, to pierce;
to knock, push, shove; to strike against; to thrust or ram
in, to cram, stu; to eat voraciously (=hosn).
H )  _" hk [S. .TR+ 
 t?], adj. Firm, strong, compact;
stable; ascertained, established, well-founded, certain;
precise, exact, true, just, correct, accurate, right; even,
complete; t, meet, proper; reasonable; appropriate,
suitable, apposite; corresponding, answering; regular,
according to rule; in due form; well-formed, wellproportioned; straight, in order, well-conducted;—adv.
Exactly, precisely, just; accurately, correctly; duly, justly,
agreeably to; truly, in truth; to the point or purpose;
completely; clearly, &c.; just so!, precisely!, very true!, all
very ne!;—s.m. Precise total, sum, addition;—xed or
permanent residence; whereabouts (=hikn); certainty,
certain knowledge, &c. (in all these senses it seems
questionable whether hk, although it may be
conveniently rendered in English as a subst.=hikn, is
not properly an adj.: it is invariably constructed with a
genitive; e.g. usk ky hk hai, 'What is there certain in
respect of him?' or 'What certainty is there of him?';
umhr bh kah hk hai, 'Have you a xed abode
anywhere?'):—hk n, v.n. To prove true, turn out right
or correct; to come right; to be right, just, or adequate;
to succeed; to answer, suit, t, correspond, apply;—hk
bann (-ko), To make right or exact, &c.; to put (one) to
rights, to bring (one) to his senses; to beat (=hk karn):—
hk-hk, adj. & adv. Exact, accurate; t, proper;—quite
right, right and tight, all right; properly, tly, accurately,

adequately; in due order, duly adjusted, put to rights, put
straight, &c.;—s.m. Exactitude, &c.;—hk-hk karn (-ko),
To put to rights, to correct, adjust, t, &c. (=hk karn):—
hk-hk, adj. (emphat. of hk), The exact, very exact, &c.
(see hk); approximate; tolerable, passable:—hk-hk,
hkam-hk, hko -hk, adv. Exactly, precisely, just,
&c.=hk, q.v.:—hkam-hk, s.m. Abuse:—hk karn (-ko),
To render exact, right, true, or t, &c.; to correct,
amend, rectify, put to rights, adjust, adapt; to settle, set
in order, arrange; to complete, make up; to regulate; to
ascertain, establish, verify; to make certain; to
determine; to put (one) to rights, bring (one) to his
senses, to beat, chastise:—hk hon, v.n.=hk n, q.v.
H )  _< hek [S. TR@#+; but cf. ek], s.f. A support, a
prop; a ledge or platform (on which a porter rests his
load); a station (for plk-bearers, carts, &c., syn. a); a
wedge; bottom; the heel of a shoe; a shock of
unthreshed corn; a large sack lled with grain, a load.
H )  _" hk, _< hek (see hk), s.m. Contract; work
done by contract or by the job, piece-work; a task, job;
hire, fare; license; lease, farm; mortgage; rest (after
fatigue); accompanying a singer (on the hol or other
musical instrument); andante (in music):—hek bajn (k), To play an accompaniment, to accompany a singer
(on the hol, &c.):—hek-band, s.f. A lease, a farm; a
farm held on lease:—hek-pa, s.m. A deed of lease, a
document conveying a lease or farm:—hek-peshg, s.m.
A lease or farm of which the rent is paid in advance:—
heke-dr, s.m. Contractor; lease-holder, farmer, lessee;
one who farms a license (for the sale of spirituous
liquors or the like):—hek den (-ko), To give a contract
(to), to lease, to let in farm;—hek dene-wl, s.m. Lessor,
grantor:—heke-k, adj. Taken on contract; hired:—hekek md, s.f. The period for which a contract, &c., is
granted; the term for which a lease has to run:—hek
len (-k), To take on contract, to contract (for); to lease,
farm; to take out a license; to monopolize, engross:—
hek n ayt, s.m. A lease for the term of one's life.
H )  _< hek, s.m. A plug, a stopple, a cork (=hep;
hek).
H ' )  _" hkar, s.m. A system of auk-dr prevailing

in certain parts of India (as in Rohtak Bor), the duty of
keeping the village watch (taken by the villagers in
turn;=thkar).
H ' )  _" hkr (i.q. uk ), s.m. A broken piece of
earthenware, a large potsherd, a shard; a vessel for
holding re (such as faqrs use,—usually the lower half of
an earthen pitcher);—an earthen vessel for holding
lth, &c.; a broken vessel or ornament; a dilapidated
house; houses and lands:—hkr pho n (-k), (g.) To
slander, to defame;—roz-k hkr, kamne-k hkr, s.m.
The tools, instruments, or means by which one lives.
H ' ) _"" hkr (dim. of hkr), s.f. A broken piece of
earthen ware, potsherd; an earthen pan (for baking
bread); the upper or movable jaw of the cock of a
musket; mons veneris:—hkr unn (g.) To be mad.
H )  _< hekan, s.f. Prop, &c. (=hek; ek; ekan).
H  )  _< hekn (see hek), v.n. To strike or knock
(against), come into collision (with); to touch the bottom,
to ground, to stick (as a boat).
H ) _<" hek (see hek), s.f. The act of resting on the
way (by a porter carrying a load); a resting place (as for
a porter carrying a load); prop, support (=hek); a large
sack of grain, a load; a plug, cork (=hep; he h):—hek
den, v.t. To rest (against, as one carrying a load).
H %)  _<$ heg, s.m. (In gram.) An enclitic word
H ()  _<! hel = H ;:)  _<! hel (v.n. fr. hel-n), s.m. Push,
shove, thrust, impulse;—hel, A truck; a trolly; a wheelbarrow:—hel-ans, s.m. A share or portion of land
acquired by force:—hel-hel , helam-hel , s.f. Shoving
and shouldering, pushing, jostling:—hel-g , s.f. A
truck, &c.=hel.
H ;:)  _<! hel = H ()  _<! hel (v.n. fr. hel-n), s.m. Push,
shove, thrust, impulse;—hel, A truck; a trolly; a wheelbarrow:—hel-ans, s.m. A share or portion of land
acquired by force:—hel-hel , helam-hel , s.f. Shoving
and shouldering, pushing, jostling:—hel-g , s.f. A
truck, &c.=hel.
H  + )  _<! heln [hel˚ = S. TR!(), caus. of rt. TR!],
v.t. To push, shove, shoulder, jostle; to move forward by
pushing, to propel.

H  + )  _<! heln, s.m. Acting the buoon.
H #  )  _±_ he h, adj.=heh, q.v.
H #  ) _±_" he h, s.f. A plug, cork, bung (=hep; hek); a
lurap or ball of ear-wax; a dhot or cloth reaching as far
as the knee.
H )  )  _±_± he -he [S. T;( redupl.; or onomat.], s.f.
Silly and noisy laughter, giggle (=h-h); cf. e -e .
H #  ) _±&" he , s.f.=he h, q.v.
H  < )  _± he sn, v.t.=hesn, q.v.
H % )  _±$ he g [S. +«+t], s.m. A bludgeon, a
small club, a cudgel, a stick;—the thumb (=hos); the
penis:—he g bjn, v.n. Cudgel to sound, stick to be
used; to have a row, to fall out, to use clubs;—to be called
a penis, to be called an opprobrious name, to be
disgraced, to be jeered or hooted.
H  % )  _±$ he gn [he g()+n = l = Prk. f =S. !
+t], adj. Stumpy, short, &c.=hingn, q.v.
H () % )  _±$!
h he gail [he g, q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], s.m.
A cudgeller.
H )  _±  he wn, he on, _± he un, s.m.=heon,
q.v.
H )  _<  hew [S. T/, rt. T], s.m. The place for a
stone in a ring (=thew).
H )  _<  hewn, heon, _< heun [S. c" ], s.m.

cause to drop or exude'; to press, compress, squeeze;—to
feel, to grope;—to sing soprano; to pocket (money); to
note down, to register; to draw or win (a card):—p-len,
v.t. intens. of and=pn, q.v.
H )   e (for ew, perf. part. of ewn), part. adj.
Sharpened.
H # )  &"& , s.m. Lingula vulvæ muliebrum (syn.  ).
H + # ) &"&!" l, s.f. Name of a medicine.
H # )  &  ew, s.m.=e u or e w, q.v.
H  \ )  &"  n, v.n. To cry or call (as a partridge); to
sing or warble sweetly.
H [) &"f" , s.f.=i, q.v.
H ' )  &" r [S. , rt. ], s.f. A transverse piece in
cloths, a breadth cut diagonally.
H ' )   er, part. adj. Passed, spent (=ter, q.v.):—er karn,
er hon, see s.v. ter.
H ' )   er [S. f], s.f. Voice, sound; cry, call, shout;
tune.
H ' )   er (see e h), s.m. A curtain;—adj. Squinteyed.
H .' )   eran (see next), s.m.(?) Calling, shouting,
hallooing.
H ' )   ern [er˚ = S. f(), rt. f], v.n. To call

The knee; the pastern (of a horse).
H 3)  _"6 hh, s.m. A mud pillar, a boundary mark

aloud, cry out, to shout, scream, bawl, roar; to to sing,
chant;—v.t. To twist the keys (of an instrument), to tune.
H  )  7 e , s.m. The trunk of a tree; an instrument for

(=hiy, q.v.).
H  )  &"  b, s.m.=ibb; il, qq.v.

twisting coarse thread or twine (cf. aeran).
H   )  i e h, adj. (prov.)=e h;—s.f. Twist; pride, &c.

H  )  _<  eb, s.m. A long stitch (cf. app; tep i).

(=e h).
H   )  i e h [S. 
' +t], adj. (f. -), Crooked, bent,

H K)  &" p (v.n. fr. p-n, q.v.), s.f. The act of pressing
or compressing; raising the voice (in singing); the
highest pitch of the voice, a high or shrill note; drawing
or winning (a card);—a bond (on unstamped paper, cf.
tamassuk), a bill, a note of hand, promissory note; a
cheque:—p-p, s.f. The act of pressing, &c. (=p);—
ornament, decoration; pomp, show, ostentation,
splendour, magnicence (syn. ud-num).
H  ! )  &" pn [p˚ = S. T`(), rt. .T], v.t. lit. 'To

distorted, awry, askew; deformed, hump-backed, bowlegged, &c.; oended, displeased, cranky; froward,
obstinate; untoward, unfavourable, contrary, opposing,
obstructive:—e h-be h, e h-be , adj. Crooked, awry,
distorted:—e he-be he , adv. Crookedly, zigzag:—e h
samajhn, v.t. To misunderstand, misapprehend (=ul
samajhn):—e h sunn (-ko), To give crooked answers, to
give cross or rough answers, to be impertinent or rude

(to):—e h karn, v.t. To make crooked, to bend, crook,
distort:—e h-me h, adj.=e h-be h, q.v.:—e h hon,
v.n. To be crooked; to be froward, or perverse, &c.; to be
displeased or oended (with, -se).
H ?  )  i e h-pan, s.m. = H 8  ) i e h, s.f. = H
 !  )  i e h-pan, s.m. [e h, q.v.+pan, or pan = Prk.
Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () or ; +; and ˚ = Prk.
=S. +], Crookedness, distortion, obliquity,
tortuousness.
H 8  ) i e h, s.f. = H ?  )  i e h-pan, s.m. = H
 !  )  i e h-pan, s.m. [e h, q.v.+pan, or pan = Prk.
Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () or ; +; and ˚ = Prk.
=S. +], Crookedness, distortion, obliquity,
tortuousness.
H  !  )  i e h-pan, s.m. = H ?  )  i e h-pan,
s.m. = H 8  ) i e h, s.f. [e h, q.v.+pan, or pan =
Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () or ; +; and ˚ = Prk.
=S. +], Crookedness, distortion, obliquity,
tortuousness.
H  ) i" e h, s.f. Frowardness, perverseness,
obstinacy; pride, vanity, haughtiness (=aka ).
H  ) &"7"  , s.f. A locust=i, q.v.
H * )  _" s [S. P; cf. asak], s.f. Shooting pain,
throbbing, throb, palpitation; stitch:—s mrn, v.n. To
shoot (with pain), to throb, beat, &c.=sn.
H  <)  &" sn, v.n. To shoot, throb, palpitate; to pain.
H <)  0 es , s.m. The tree Butea frondosa (syn. pals);

determined or resolved (on).
H )   ek, s.m. Mass, pile, heap, mound, hillock
(=ekar); obstacle, bar, hindrance.
H )  &" k [S. !+t], s.m. Small round mark (or
marks) made on the forehead and between the
eyebrows (of coloured earth or unguents, and intended
either for ornament or for sectarial distinction (the
mark is commonly made at the ceremony of betrothal,
or at that of installation to an oce, &c.; or when one is
setting out on a journey, or a pilgrimage, or is about to
undertake an enterprise); an ornamental patch of gold,
or silver, or tinsel, &c., or a jewel, worn on the forehead;
a small round mark or patch made on any part of the
body; a stain, blot; inoculation, vaccination; the
ceremony connected with betrothal, or installation or
investiture (see above); dowry; nuptial gifts, presents in
money or goods from the bride's father to the
bridegroom:—k bhejn (-ko), To send the nuptial gifts
(to the bridegroom):—k lagne-wl, s.m. A vaccinator:
—k len (-se), To receive or accept the nuptial gifts.
S )  &" k, s.f. A commentary, annotation, gloss:—
k-kart, s.m. Commentator, annotator.
H ' )   ekar = H ' )   ekr [ek+Prk. f5 or f ;
S. t or +t], s.m. Heap, mound, hillock, rising ground;
slope or declivity (of a hill).
H ' )   ekr = H ' )   ekar [ek+Prk. f5 or f ;
S. t or +t], s.m. Heap, mound, hillock, rising ground;
slope or declivity (of a hill).
H ' ) &"" kr, s.f. A small eld of inferior land (cf.

the blossom of the Butea; an egy of the head of Tesu (a
mythical hero) carried about in the month Ásin; a kind of
play.
H <)  , esu,   esw, s.m. A tear (see aswe).

hkr).
H )   ekan (see ek and ekn), s.m. Pillar, prop,

H )  &" k (see k), s.f. An ornament (as a gold patch,

v.t. To support, prop; to place, set or put down:—ekrahn, v.n. To rest (against), lean (upon).
H  ) " ekn, s.f. dim. of ekan, qq.v.

&c.), worn on the neck or head; (local) a top-knot; a
drop, line, or stream (of blood, &c.).
H )   ek (see ekn), s.f. Prop, pillar, support; reliance;
promise, vow; determination, resolve; the burthen or
refrain (of a song):—ek dharnd, v.n. To be bent (on), be

support.
H  )   ekn [ek˚ = Prk. &=()=S. P (rt. Ph)+>],

H )  &"5 kor, s.m.=ikor, q.v.
H ) " ek (old H.), adj. Supported, reliable,
trustworthy, certain, positive (syn. ni ay-yut);—s.f.=thp,

q.v.
H ) )  &"» kait [k+Prk. \5=Õ5=S. 

to throttle, strangle.
H #  ) (&" e  (dim. of e ), s.f. The fruit of the karl;—

termin. of pres. part. with augment. ], adj. Invested

inconsiderate speech.
H )  )  (( e -e [S. T;( redupl.], s.f. An imitative, or

with the k or badge of sovereignty, inaugurated,
installed.
H ' %)  $ egr, s.m.=ekr, q.v.
H ' %)  V egharn, v.n. (prov.)=ighaln, q.v.
H ()  &"! l, s.f. A small fowl, a young hen, a pullet;
(contempt.) a fat young woman.
H ;:)  &"! l, s.m. Mound, hillock, rising ground, hill
(=ekr).
H  + )  ! eln, v.t. To push, thrust in (=heln;
ghuse n); to remove (=ln).
H + )  !, elu, !  elw, s.m. A beam.

an inarticulate sound; the screech or cry of a parrot (or
other bird, syn. e - e ); murmuring, muttering,
babbling, prating:—e -e karn, v.n. To utter an
inarticulate sound; to screech (as a parrot); to prate,
babble; to murmur, mutter.
H  )  ( e k, s.f.m. (prov.)=ek, q.v.
H ' % )  ($ e gr, s.m. = H ' % ) ($" e gr, s.f. [S. P+e&
+t and ], s.m. A kind of sh (Silurus).
H ' % ) ($" e gr, s.f. = H ' % )  ($ e gr, s.m. [S. P+e&
+t and ], s.m. A kind of sh (Silurus).

H 3+ )  &"!6 lh, s.m.=l, q.v.

H % ) ($" e g, s.f. Teasing.

H + ) &"!" l, s.f. dim. of l, q.v.

H  )  (  e wn, e on (see heon), s.m. The knee;

H ,)  / em [S. T`/, cf. im-imn], s.f. Snu or ame (of

the ankle.
H  ) " en, adj. & s.m. Tiny, little, small;—a breed of

a candle or lamp).
H J ,)  &"/&/ m-m, s.m. = H 0- ,)  &"/&/ mimk, s.f. Dress, show, ostentation, &c.=p-p, q.v.;
brocade, kimkhob (=P. kim- b).
H 0- ,)  &"/&/ m-imk, s.f. = H J ,)  &"/&/ m-m,

small fowls; a bantam.
H )   ew, teo [S. .TRt], s.f. Habit, custom, way,
manner; trick; whim, fancy.
H )    ew, s.m. Habit, &c.=eo, q.v.; calculation of

s.m. Dress, show, ostentation, &c.=p-p, q.v.; brocade,
kimkhob (=P. kim- b).
H -) &"/" m, s.f. (local), A cinder; a spark.

nativity; a small horoscope.
H )  " eor, s.f. corr. of teor, q.v.

H  )   en, s.m. A cock of the breed of fowls called

H )    ewn, eon [fr. S. .T/; or F/], v.t. To

en.
H  )   en, v.t.=eon, q.v.

sharpen, to whet.
H ' 3)  6 ehar, s.m.=ehr, and=tehr, qq.v.

H " )  (& e , (prov.) &·&   [S. B, or BPt], s.m. The

H ' 3)  6 ehr, s.m. A village.

ripe fruit of karl, q.v.;—lm, outer crust or covering;
speck in the eye, cataract (=phull);—a cotton-pod.
H #  )  (& e , s.m. A large ripe fruit of karl; a zgig, a

H ;:3)  6! ehl, s.m. Marriage custom, marriage

kind of re-work (syn. phuljha ); inconsiderate speech.
H ' #  )  (& e a , s.m. (prov.) The fruit of the karl (=e ).
H #  )  (&
, e u, (&  e w [S. B,t], s.m. The
windpipe, the throat; the head (of a
snake):—e w dabn (-k), To compress the windpipe,

H G)  " eok, s.f. A pillar, prop, support (=ek; ekan).

caremony.
k
k se, The sixth letter of the Hind stn alphabet (the
fourth of the Arabic) occurs only in words borrowed
from the Arabic. Its sound in Arabic is that of th in the
English thin; but in Hind stn it has the sound of s.
According to the abjad, q.v., it has the numerical value of
500.

A ` j sbit
 (act. part. `%j 'to continue, last,' &c.), adj.

A -  j sniyan,
sniy
(acc. of sn),


 adv. Secondly, in the

Continuing, subsisting, lasting, enduring, remaining;
remaining xed or stationary, standing, resting;
permanent, constant, rm, steady, steadfast, stable,
xed, fast, settled, established, conrmed, proved,
ascertained; sound, valid, substantial, real, sure, certain,
true, right, correct, just, proper:—sbit
 rahn (-me , or par), To continue rm (in); to adhere or stick (to); to be
obstinate (in respect of):—sbit-qadam,
adj. Firm,

immovable, stable, steady, steadfast; permanent,
constant; resolute, determined; persevering;—sbit
qadam karn (with acc. -ko of person, and loc. -par of
thing), To render or make (one) rm, steady, or
constant, &c. (in, or in respect of):—sbit
 karn (-ko), To
conrm (in, -par), to establish, render durable; to prove,
verify, bring home (to, -par), substantiate:—sbit
 hon,
v.n. To be conrmed, be established, be proved, &c.
A P  r ` jsbitn, s.m. A kind of soldier or armed

retainer (dressed, probably, agreeably to the device of
one Sbit Khn).
A Ui j sqib
 (act. part. of UQ j 'to pierce'), adj. lit.

second place.
P   j sniya
(for A. ~  j sniyat,
fem. of sn),
adj. & s.f.



Second;—a second, a moment.
A A j sabt
s.m. Continuance,
 (from %j; see sbit),


'Penetrating'; shining brightly, glistening, gleaming very
brightly, brilliant, splendid; famous, exalted, sublime,
high.
part. of l#j 'to form a third,' &c.), adj. &
A l! j slis

 (act.
s.m. Third;—a third person, a mediator, arbitrator,
umpire:—slis
air, s.m. An unprejudiced or impartial
 bil
arbitrator:—slis
 -s als
 a, s.m. Trinity (=tasls ):—s
 lis
 -nma,

s.m. An award by arbitration or by a jury, a deed of
award.
P ! j slis
 a  (for A. ~! j slis
 at, fem. of slis
 ), adj. & s.f. Third;
—mediatrix, arbitress.
A H ! jslis
 , s.f. Mediation, arbitration.
A k ! j sl s, s.m. The Trinity:—sal s--aqdas,
The most

holy Trinity.
(act. part. of <@ j 'to be the eighth'), adj. (fem.
A <a j smin

smina),
Eighth.

A  jsn
 (act. part. of j'to double'), adj. & s.m.f. Second;
—a second; match, equal:—sniyul-hl,
adv. A second or

another time, secondly:—sn
 mulaza, s.m. A second
inspection, revision.

subsistency, durability, permanence, stability,
endurance; constancy, rmness, steadiness,
steadfastness, xedness; resolution, determination;
soundness, validity.
A U%j sabt,
 s.f. Permanence; rmness, stability, xedness,
xing; impression; a seal, writing:—sabt
 karn, v.t. To
impress, to insert, enter, inscribe, to ax (a signture),
to subscribe, to write:—sabt-hon,
v.n. To be inscribed, be

written.
A A %j sub t, vulg. sab t (inf. n. of %j), s.m. Permanence;
constancy, rmness, &c. (=sabt,
q.v.); proof, testimony,

conviction;—adj. Firm; proved; entire (=sbit):—s
ub t-i
badh, sub t-i-bdiyun-naz ar,
 s.m. Prima facie evidence:—
sub t-i-wayat-nma, s.m. Probate of will.
A j sar
 (from j), adj. Opulent, rich;—s.m. The earth.
P Aj sarwat
(for A. {j), s.f. Much or a great quantity (of

property), wealth, auence; a great number, a
multitude; power, authority, in uence:—sarwatu-hu,
His

wealth.
A )j suraiy
(from j), s.m. The Pleiades (=aqd-i-suraiy).


A  %P j sbn,
s.m.f. A large and bulky serpent; an

enormous fabulous serpent; the basilisk.
A U#P j salab,
s.m. A fox:—salab-mir,
s.f. Salep, the root of


a species of orchis, Orchis mascula (considered,
particularly in the East, to be a strong restorative and
aphrodisiac).
A h j su,
 s.f.(?) Settlings, sediment, dregs, lees, refuse.
A A Q j siqt,
 s.m. pl. (of siqa),
 Condants, trusty friends.
P ! Q j saqlat,
vulg. siqlat
(for A. ~! Q j, inf. n. of Q j 'to be


heavy'), s.f. Heaviness, weight; heavy load, indigestion
(=siql).

A Q j siql,
 s.m. Weight, gravity, ponderousness; a weight;
a load or burden, heavy load, indigestion.
P Q j siqa
 (for A. ~Q j siqat,
 fem.; inf. n. of Hj), s.m. Trusting,
conding (in); condence;—adj. & s.m. Trusty, worthy of
condence;—a trusty person, a condant.

A  Q j saql
 (v.n. of Q j), adj. Heavy, weighty, ponderous;

A  j sawb
(v.n. from


hard to be borne, onerous, burdensome, oppressive,
aictive; indigestible; slow, sluggish, indolent, lazy,
phlegmatic; dull, torpid, inactive.
A k3j sals
l#j; see slis
 (from

 ), adj. (prop. fem. of sals
 at),

Three.
A k3j suls
 , adv. Three and three together, three at a

compensation, requital, or reward (especially, of
obedience to God); the reward of virtue in the future
state; a meritorious or virtuous act:—sawb-k,
adj. (f. -),

Virtuous, meriting reward in the future.
A   j sawbit,
s.m. pl. (of sbil,

 q.v.), The xed stars (opp.

time, by threes.
A j3jsuls
 , vulg. sals
 , adj. 'Of, or relating to, three
things'; comprising or composed of three (radical)
letters (a word), triliteral; made up, or consisting of,
three parts, triple; three-sided, triangular.
A l#j suls
A third, a third part or portion;—a kind of
 , s.m.

Arabic hand-writing.
fr. <@ j 'to form an
P   @ j samniya
(for A. ~  @ j samnyat,


eighth), s.m. lit. 'Eight'; (in Arith.) double rule of three.
A @ j samar
= P ?@ j samara,
vulg. samra
(samara,
for A. {@ j




samarat,
fem.), s.m. Fruit; produce; advantage, prot;

result, product; recompense, reward; ospring:—samar
ba sh, adj. Fruit-yielding, productive of fruit:—samar-dr,

adj. Fruit-bearing, fruitful.
P ?@ j samara,
vulg. samra
= A @ j samar
(samara,
for A. {@ j




samarat,
fem.),
s.m.
Fruit;
produce;
advantage,
prot;

result, product; recompense, reward; ospring:—samar
ba sh, adj. Fruit-yielding, productive of fruit:—samar-dr,

adj. Fruit-bearing, fruitful.
H <@ j saman
(corr. of the English), s.m. A summons (also,

and more corr., written saman):—saman
jr karn, v.n. To

issue a summons.
A <@ j saman
(see next), s.m. Price, value, estimated worth.

A <@ j sumun,
sumn
(fr. <@ j 'to make eight of,' &c.), s.m. An


eighth, an eighth part or portion.
A < @ j samn,
adj. High-priced, of high value, valuable,

precious.
A j san,
 s.f. Praise, eulogy, commendation, applause (it
diers from amd in having for its object either the
Deity or man, whereas amd is restricted to the Deity):—
sann, adj. & s.m. Repeating praise, praising;—one

who praises, praiser; san-gustar,
adj. & s.m. Scattering

praise;—one who scatters praise:—san-gustar,
s.f. The

scattering of praise.

j 'to return'), s.m. Recompense,

to saiyra, 'planets').
A P   jsawb,
adj. Meritorious, virtuous (=sawb-k,
q.v.).


A  jsawn,
adj. & s.f. pl. of sniya,
q.v.


A j saub
 (fr. j 'to return'), s.m. A garment, robe,
vestment.
A  j saur,
 s.m. A bull; the constellation Taurus, one of the
signs of the Zodiac; the redness rising and spreading in
the faint light that is seen above the horizon between
sunset and nightfall; twilight, crepuscule;—the name of a
mountain near Mecca.
s.m. pl. (of saub),
Clothes, garments, robes.
A j siyb,


P % j saiyiba,
(for A. ~% j saiyibat,
for saiyb,
orig. sawb),
s.f. A




young woman who has consummated her marriage, or
one that is not a virgin.
5
H 5 jm, *, The seventh letter of the Urd or Hind stn,
and the eighth consonant of the Ngar alphabet. It has
the sound of the English j as in judge. In the abjad, q.v., it
has the numerical value of 3. In almanacs it stands for
Tuesday; in astronomy for the sign Cancer. It may also
stand as an abbreviation for the Arabic month jamdal ir.
H W * j; the in ected base, in Braj, of the rel. pron. jo,
and=the Hind jis;—e.g. j-su, From whom, from which;
whereby (=jis-se); j-hi, To whom, to whomsoever (=jisko).
H W * j (imperat. of jn, q.v.), intj. Be o! away!
avaunt!
P W j [Pehl. g; Zend gtu; S. gtu, rt. g], s.f. Place (syn.
gh):—j-ba-j, adv. Here and there; everywhere:—j-bej, adj. & adv. In place or out of place; right or wrong; at
all times indiscriminately:—j-ur r, s.m. A necessary
oce, a privy (syn. pai- na):—j-nishn, s.m. A locum
tenens, a deputy, a vicegerent; a successor:—j-nishn,
s.f. Sitting in the place or room (of); lieutenancy,

H &; W *v j-phar, = H &; W *v! j-phal, s.m. (dialec. &

good birth, respectability, rank; family, race, lineage;
tribe, caste, sect, class; nature, kind, sort, species, genus;
—a votive oering (in the language of Hind women):—
jt-ndh (or jtyandha, i.e. jti+andha), adj. Blind from
birth, born blind:—jt-birdar, s.f. Caste and kinsfolk,
brotherhood, fraternity, &c.=birdar, q.v.:—jt-bh (or
jti-bh), s.m. One of the same tribe or caste, a brother
by caste, caste-fellow:—jt-bhrash (or jti-bhrasha), adj.
& s.m. Deprived of caste, fallen from caste, out of caste;
—an outcast:—jt-p t (or jti-pnti), s.f. Tribe, family,
race, lineage, pedigree:—jti- hand, s.m. A kind of verse
(measured by the number of mtras or metrical instants
in each line):—jt-dharam (or jti-dharm), s.m. The duty of
caste, the law or usage of caste:—jt den (-k), To make a
votive oering (to):—jt-subho (or jti-svabhv), s.m.
Specic or generic nature or character (of):—jt-k hn,
adj. & s.m.=jt-hn, q.v.:—jt-laksha (or jti-laksha), s.m.
Mark of tribe or caste, specic or generic characteristic
or distinction:—jt-mu alk, s.m. A recognizance bond:—
jt-v ak (or jti-v ak), adj. & s.m. Generic (as a name);—
a generic name, a common noun (=jti-v ak sa giy):—
jt-wl (or jti-wl), s.m. A person of high caste, a
respectable person:—jt-hn (or jti-hn), adj. & s.m. Void
of caste, having a low position, outcast;—an outcast:—
jtyabhimn (jti+abhimn), s.m. Pride of race, family, or
pedigree:—jtyukt (jti+ukta), part. adj. Spoken
concerning caste.
S Y W * jt (fem. of jta, jt, q.v.), s.f. Female ospring,

prov.)=je-phal, q.v.
H &; W *v! j-phal, = H &; W *v j-phar, s.m. (dialec. &

a daughter.
H Y W * jt (imperf. part. of jn, q.v.), part. adj.

prov.)=je-phal, q.v.
S ; W*" jp, s.m.=jpak and jap, qq.v.

Going; gone:—jt rahn, v.n. (continuative), To go away
entirely, to be gone for good, to pass away, to vanish, be
missing, be lost, to die.
S *Y W *; jtitva, s.m. (fem. -t), Distinction or nature

vicegerency; succession:—j-namz, s.f. A carpet, mat, or
cloth on which prayers are said.
H W * jb [Prk. *(#; S. *@#t], s.m. A muzzle (for
large cattle), ox-muzzle; a net (for fruit-trees); a kind of
grass.
A  W jbir (act. part. of %W), adj. & s.m. Despotic,
tyrannical;—despot, tyrant (cf. jabbr).
H  W * 7 jb , s.m. (prov.)=jab , q.v.
H 0 W * ! jb-sl (corr. of A. jawb-sawl, q.v.), s.m.
Conversation, talk, conference; reply, rejoinder.
H ! 0 W* !" jb-sl, s.f.=jb-sl;—adj. Ready at reply,
ready-witted; uent, voluble.
H  W* " jb [Prk. *(.#; S. *@#+; see jb], s.f. A
muzzle (for small cattle).
S ] W * jp, s.m. Muttering prayers or telling beads,
&c. (=jap, q.v.).
H ; W * jp [j, fr. jann (cf. S. * 'born')+p = Prk.
Q(=S. ; +], s.m. Child-birth, delivery, accouchement.
S (; W * jpak, s.m. One who mutters prayers and
counts his beads, one who recites to himself (=jp).
P B #; Wjpl s, s.f.= pl s, q.v.
H <; W * jpan [S. (], s.m. The causing time to pass
away, passing or spending time.
H ; W *, jpu, s.m. (prov.)=jp, jpak, q.v.

S A W * jta, vulg. jt (rt. *), part. Born, brought into
existence, brought forth, engendered, grown, produced;
—s.m. Male issue, a son:—jt-r p, adj. Embodied, having
assumed a shape or form; beautiful, brilliant, golden;—
s.m. Gold:—jt-karm, s.m. A ceremony at the birth of a
child when the navel string is divided (it consists in
touching the infant's tongue thrice with gh after
appropriate prayers; cf. ha).
H A W * jt [S. *t], s.f. Birth, production; high or

of caste or tribe; special or generic property.
H Y W P jtr [S. P, rt.  'to go'], s.f. Going, setting
o, departure, exodus, travel, journey, march; going on
a pilgrimage; pilgrimage; a company of pilgrims; a
festive train, procession; procession of idols; religious
festival or fair; a sort of dramatic entertainment;
passing away time; going to and fro, passage,

intercourse; livelihood, means of support; way, means,
expedient; practice, usage, custom; a moment (generally
a fortunate moment):—jtr karn, v.n. To set o, to
depart, to travel, &c.; to go on a pilgrimage (=ziyrat
karn).
H Y W *P jtrik [S. Pt], = H Y W *P, jtru, jtr

oblong;—s.m. A person of noble descent;—a rectangle:—
jtyyat, adj. & s.f. Rectangular, oblong;—a rectangle:—
jtya-tribhuj, s.m. A right-angled triangle.
H  W *& j, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp ts (who are

(prov.) = H Y W*P" jtr [S. P+t], s.m. Traveller,

H ( W *&! jal, = S +  W*&.! jli, s.m. The plant

wayfarer, pilgrim, one journeying to a religious festival
or fair.
H Y W *P, jtru, jtr (prov.) = H Y W *P jtrik [S.

Bignonia suaveolens.
S +  W*&.! jli, = H ( W *&! jal, s.m. The plant

mostly cultivators); a member of the tribe.
H  W *& j, s.m.=jh, q.v.

Pt], = H Y W*P" jtr [S. P+t], s.m. Traveller,

Bignonia suaveolens.
H +  W*&!" jl (j, q.v.+dim. a. l), s.f. Name of a

wayfarer, pilgrim, one journeying to a religious festival
or fair.
H Y W*P" jtr [S. P+t], = H Y W *P jtrik [S.

subdivision of the G jar tribe.
H  W *&, ju, *&0 j , s.m.=j, q.v.; cf. also jt .

Pt], = H Y W *P, jtru, jtr (prov.) s.m. Traveller,
wayfarer, pilgrim, one journeying to a religious festival
or fair.
S (Y W * jtak, s.m. A ceremony performed after the
birth of a child; nativity, astrological calculation of a
nativity;—a mendicant.
H Y W * jtn [S. ], s.f. Requital, retaliation,
return; acute pain, torment, anguish, agony, helltorment.
H Y W *, jtu [S. ,t ], s.m. Goer, traveller, wayfarer;

H  W *&, ju, *&  jw [j, q.v.+S. +t], s.m. A
community of Js; a branch of the amr tribe.
H  W *_ jh [S. .9t], s.m. The axis or roller (of an oil
or sugar mill, which presses the grain or the canes), the
upright beam (which moves in the mill);—a post placed
in the centre of a tank (to mark its being dedicated to a
deity or married to a grove: cf. lh; lah).
A j Wjs (act.
part. of W), part. adj. & s.m. Kneeling;—


time; a kind of evil spirit, a rkshas, goblin, demon.
H Y W *0 jt , s.m. Name of a Rjp t tribe in Karnl (of

kneeler.
A W W jjat, s.f. The series of binary combinations of
letters beginning with jm (the rst being jm-alif or j,
the second jm-te or jat).
H (W W ** jjak [S. *t, rt. *], s.m. A sacricer,

whom many have now become Musalmns).
S Y W* jti, s.f. See jt, s.f.

sacricing priest, a priest ociating at a sacrice.
H (W W ** jjak = H W W**" jjk (see j ak), s.m. A

S Y W*" jt (for jti), s.f. The great- owered jasmine,

player on cymbals or on the tabor; a wandering
minstrel.
H W W**" jjk = H (W W ** jjak (see j ak), s.m. A

Jasminum grandiorum; mace, nutmeg:—jt-patr, s.f.
Mace:—jt-phal, s.m. Nutmeg:—jt-ras, s.m. Gum myrrh.
H Y W*" jt [S. *"t], adj. Relating or belonging to
any species, genus, class, kind, caste, family, race, &c.
S +  Y W *;B jtyandh (i.e. jti+andha). For this and

player on cymbals or on the tabor; a wandering
minstrel.
S W W **! jjal, s.m. A certain school of the Atharva

other compounds see s.v. jt, 'birth,' &c.
S  Y W *; jtya, adj. Belonging to a family or caste; of

Veda.
H #W W **,.! jjulit [S. *A .!t, fr. intens. of rt. A !],

the same family, related; sprung from a noble family,
noble, well-born; (in Math.) right-angled, rectangular,

part. adj. (Old. H.), In amed with wrath, enraged,
furious.

H <#W W **,! jjulan [S. *A !(], s.m. Wrath, rage, fury.
P 2 W W jjam, jjim, s.f. A chequered or ornamented linen
cloth spread over a carpet; oor-cloth (=jzam).
H <W W ** jjan [S. *(, rt. *], s.m. Conducting a
sacrice, causing or assisting (others) to perform
sacrice, sacricing.
H  W W *A jjya [S. At], part. adj. & s.m. Fit to be
oered in sacrice; to be eected by sacrice; to be
sacriced, sacricial;—one on whose behalf a sacrice is
made; a sacricer; the person for whom a sacrice is
performed, the master or institutor of a sacrice;
property or presents obtained by ociating at sacrices.
H V W * j , s.m.=j , q.v.
H = W *. j it [S. .t], part. Asked, solicited,
prayed for, begged, obtained by begging;—s.m. A
borrowed article or thing: (in Law) a particular form of
deposit whereby the holder is allowed the use of the
article deposited.
H (= W * j ak [S. t], s.m. Petitioner, solicitor,
beggar, mendicant; suitor, candidate; a wandering
musician (=jjak).
H <L= W * j akpan [j ak+Prk. Q4(=; 4(=S. ; (
(Vedic. ; (], s.m. Begging, mendicancy.
H = W*" j ak, j k, s.m.=jjk, q.v.
H = W * j n ["(, rt. ], v.t. To ask, beg,
solicit, pray, request, desire, entreat, implore; to want,
need.
H = W * j an, j n [S. ], s.f. Asking,
soliciting, begging, &c.
H = W * j n, v.t.=j n, q.v.
P  W jdd, s.f.=je-dd, q.v.
P 5 W jdaj, s.m.=jda, q.v.
H  W * jdav, vulg. *5 jdo [S.  t, fr. C], s.m. A
descendant of Yadu; a name of Krisha
(as descended

from Yadu); a stock of cattle:—jdav-pat, s.m. 'Lord of
the Ydavas,' a title of Krisha:—jdav-kul,
s.m. The race of

Yadu.
P  W jd [Old P. ydu, ytu; Pehl. ytuk; Zend ytu; S.
ytu], s.m. Magic, enchantment, incantation, charm,

conjuring, juggling:—jd -on, s.m. Magic, charms,
spells:—jd atn (-par?)=jd karn, q.v.:—jd -reb, adj.
Enchanting, bewitching, charming:—jd karn (-ko), To
practise incantations, magic, &c.; to enchant, charm,
bewitch, conjure:—jd -gar, s.m. Magician, sorcerer,
wizard, enchanter, conjurer, juggler:—jd -garn, s.f.
Sorceress, witch:—jd -gar, s.f. Magic, enchantment,
necromancy, conjuring:—jd mrn = jd karn, q.v.
H  W *5 jdo, s.m. Name of a low caste in villages
(employed in menial oces; syn. kamn; udra).
H  W * jdo (see jdav), s.m. Name of a tribe of
Rjp ts.
P ? W jda (A. jddat), s.m. Way, road, pathway, highway;
the right road; manner, practice (cf. jdaj).
S B7 W *f jya, s.m. Coldness, frigidity; stiness,
inactivity, apathy, sluggishness, insensibility; stolidity,
dulness of intellect, stupidity, folly.
A z W jib, m. = P  z W jiba (for A.~ z W jibat), f. (act.
part. of / W), adj. Drawing, attracting; attractive,
alluring; absorbent:—jib-kga,
 s.m. Blotting paper:—
quwwat-i-jiba, s.f. The attracting power, or power of
attraction.
P  z W jiba (for A.~ z W jibat), f. = A z W jib, m. (act.
part. of / W), adj. Drawing, attracting; attractive,
alluring; absorbent:—jib-kga,
 s.m. Blotting paper:—
quwwat-i-jiba, s.f. The attracting power, or power of
attraction.
P  z W jibat, s.f. = P  z W jiba, s.m. (for A. ~ z W jibat,
fem. of jib), Drawing, attraction; allurement, charm,
grace, beauty, loveliness.
P  z W jiba, s.m. = P  z W jibat, s.f. (for A. ~ z W jibat,
fem. of jib), Drawing, attraction; allurement, charm,
grace, beauty, loveliness.
A  W jr (fr. rt.  W), s.m. A neighbour:—jr-i-mulsik, s.m.
A near neighbour.
A  W jrr, vulg. jr (act. part. of CW 'to draw,' &c.), s.m. lit.
Who or what drags, draws, or attracts; (in Gram.) a
preposition (see arf-i-jr):—jrr-o-majr r, s.m. 'The
attracting and the attracted,' a preposition and the word
it goverus:—arf-i-jr, s.m. 'The attracting particle,' the
particle that (in Arabic) governs the genitive; a

preposition.
H  W * jr [S. A ; or A !], s.m. Vehemence, violence,
virulence.
S  W * jr, s.m. A paramour, gallant, lover.
S 5 W ** jraj (jra+ja), s.m. (f. -j), The child of a
woman by her paramour, a bastard;—adj. Adulterine.
H  W *! jral, s.m. The tree Lagerstrœmia reginœ
(Roxb.), and its wood.
H  W * jran (see next), s.m. Fire-wood, fuel
(=jalwan).
H  W * jrn [jr˚ = S. A !(), rt. A !], v.t. To
light, kindle, burn, in ame (=jaln; bln).
H    W *g jrnau , v.t. (Braj.)=jrn, q.v.
H  W *~ jr [rt. of jrn+ = Prk.  =S.
()+t], adj. & s.m. Burning, in aming;—burner, &c.
P  W jr b, jrob (j, q.v.+r b, act. part. of ruftan, 'to
sweep'), s.m. He who or that which sweeps; a broom, a
beson (=jh ); a sweeper:—jrub-kash, s.m. A sweeper:—
jr b-kash, s.f. The act of sweeping; the status or oce
of a sweeper.
H  W*" jr [jr, q.v.+ = Prk. =S. ], s.f. Adultery;
intrigue;—gambling (=j ).
?  Wjr (for A.  W jri, act. part. of W'to run,' &c.), adj.
Running, owing, proceeding, progressing, in hand;
current, usual; continuing, continuous, permanent; in
use, in force (a law, &c.); prevalent, rife:—jr rakhn (-ko),
To keep (a stream, &c.) owing; to carry on, continue,
pursue, prosecute; to maintain; to conduct, manage; to
extend:—jr rahn, v.n. To continue, subsist; to remain in
use, &c.;—jr-shuda, part. adj. Issued; established, in
force:—jr karn (-ko), To issue, send out; to begin, start,
set on foot, set agoing, to introduce (a custom, &c.); to
make current, to spread, circulate; to put in force, to
enact; to set up, establish, institute; to use or exercise (a
right):—jr hon, v.n. To ow, to issue (from, -se), to be
issued, be enacted; to be current (as language, &c., on
the tongues of, zabn-par), to pass current, to circulate;
to be in force, prevail; to proceed (as business), be in
progress, to come into operation.

P ) W jriya (for A. ~) W jriyat, fem. of jr), s.f. A girl,
young woman, a maid-servant (so called because of her
activity and running); a female slave.
H W *7 j [S. *&], s.f. (prov.), A root (=ja ); the root (of
the teeth), the gums; a stump; a grinder.
H  W *7 j  [S. *f+], s.m. Coldness, cold; the cold
season, winter:—j  a hn (-ko?), To be attacked with a
cold or shivering t, to have ague:—j  lagn (-ko), To
feel cold.
H  W*7" j  (fr. j , q.v.), s.f. A row of teeth.
H B7 W *7 j ya, s.m.=jya, q.v.
P 1 d W jzam, s.f.=jjam, q.v.
A 1 d W jzim (act. part. of 1 oW), adj. 'Cutting o,' rendering
quiescent (the nal letter of a word).
A K B W js s (rt. I
C W 'to feel,' &c.), s.m. A spy, an
emissary.
A P B B Wjs s, s.f. Spying, espionage; the oce or duty
of a spy:—js s karn, v.n. To act or play the spy.
H  B W *0 js n, s.f.? (local), The shoe- ower plant, or
China rose, Hibiscus rosa sinensis (syn. jav).
H  W *& jka, s.f. A kind of coarse woolen cloth.
H  W *& jka (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A jacket.
H  W * jkar, s.m. incorr. for next, q.v.
H  W *7 jka [fr. S. (+>; cf. jaka n], s.m. A deposit
or pledge left with a vender for goods brought away for
inspection or approval; goods taken from a shop for
approval, a deposit or pledge being left; a conditional
purchase; articles taken on commission sale;—adv. On
inspection, for approval:—jka -bah, s.f. Account book of
sales subject to approval of goods, &c.:—jka be n, v.t.
To sell conditionally, or subject to approval:—jka le jn,
v.t. To take away goods on inspection, or for approval,
leaving a deposit or pledge with the vender.
H & W *L jkhar, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the j
tribe.
H <& W *L jkhan, s.m. The wooden foundation of the
brickwork of a well.
H ' W *$ jg (see jg-n), s.m.=jgaran, q.v.
H ' W *$ jg [Prk. *F(?; S. (], s.m. A sacrice,

oering, oblation.
H X W *$ jg, s.m. A designation of the Bh tribe of
Hind s.
H X W *$ jg (part. perf. of jgn), adj. Awake;—(jg,
q.v.+S. t) s.m. Waking (=jg):—jg-band, s.f.
Drowsiness, sleepiness.
H X W *$ jg, s.f. (prov.)=jagah, q.v.
H X W *$ jgat [S. *$t], s.f. Waking; keeping watch;
watchfulness, vigilance.
H *X W *$ jgt (imperf. part. of jgn), adj. (f. -),
Waking, awake; watching, vigilant; active, being in the
full exercise of its power, virtue, or ecacy (as an idol,
or a charm or spell, or a medicine, &c.);—s.m. One who is
awake:—jgti-jot (S. jgrat-jyotis), adj. Possessed of or
exerting miraculous powers (as an idol in the full
exercise of its divinity, or a mantra or medicine of ready
virtue or power):—jgte rahn, v.n. To remain or continue
in a state of wakefulness, to keep awake.
S X W *m jgrat, adj. Awake; on the watch, vigilant
(see jgt).
S YX W*$ jgarti, s.f. See jgat.
S X W *$4 jgaran, s.m. Waking, wakefulness, vigil,
sitting up at night (in a religious ceremony or at
prayers), vespers.
H X W *$ jgarn [jgar˚ = Prk. *$()=S. *$(),
rt. *$], v.n.=jgn, q.v.
S X W*$ jgrivi,
 adj. Watchful, attentive; awake.
H X W*$", *m" jgr [S. 8++],

s.f. Coarse or
brown sugar, refuse of sugar; treacle, molasses (=gu );
sugar of the palmyra tree.
H X W *$ jgn [jg˚ = Prk. *F$()=S. *$(), rt. *$],
v.n. To waken, be awake; to watch, keep vigil; to become
vigilant, be on the alert; to be refreshed; to brighten:—
jg-pa n, v.n. To waken, wake up, be roused; to brighten
up, &c.
H X W *$0 jg , *$, jgu [jg, rt. of jg-n+ = Prk.  =S.

P  X W jgr (j, q.v.+gr, rt. of giriftan 'to take'), s.f. Land
and villages given by government as a reward for
services or as a fee, a rent-free grant, a freehold, a
pension (in land, &c.), a ef:—jgr-dr, s.m. The holder
of a jgr or fee, a feoee, grantee; a holder of a
perpetual tenure subject to a quit rent and service:—
jgr--dawm, s.f. A rent-free estate obtained as a grant
in perpetuity:—jgr--manab, s.f. A grant of land, &c.
attached to an oce or dignity.
H ( X W *. jgyik [S. .t], s.m. Sacricer, the
institutor of a sacrice.
H  X W *. jgyiya [S. .t], adj. Fit for sacrice.
H W jl, adj. corr. of P W jal, q.v.
S W *! jl, s.m. A net (for catching birds, sh, &c.);
net-work; reticulated or chain armour, a coat of mail;—
grating; trellis-work; a lattice; an eyelet; a loop-hole; a
window;—a sash;—magic, conjuring; illusion, deception;
supernatural appearance;—the tree Salvador indica:—jl
bi hn, To spread a net; to lay or set a trap (for, -ke
wste):—jl-dr,
adj. & s.m. Reticulated;—net-work;

muslin, nainsukh, or other ne cloth embroidered with
the semblance of the scales of sh, &c.:—jl ln, To
cast a net (for sh); to set a trap (for a person):—jlsil, s.f. Coat of mail:—jl-kira , s.f. Sword and sash:—jllak , s.f. Valerian:—jl-me pha sn, jl-me ln, jlme ln (-ko), To take in a net, to ensuare, entrap,
inveigle:—jl-vant, adj. & s.m. Wearing a coat of mail;—
one so covered.
H " W *! jl [Prk. *! ; S. *!t], s.m. A net; a web,
spider's web, cobweb: a pellicle; a speck (in the eye),
cataract; a large jar, an earthen vessel; mildew (on our,
&c.); a kind of water-weed (used in rening sugar):—jle
pa -jn, v.n. To be overgrown with weeds.
A I! W jlis (act. part. of I#W 'to sit'), adj. & s.m. Sitting;—
one who sits; one of a company.
S (! W *.! jlik, s.m. One who uses nets to gain a

()+t], adj. & s.m. Waking, wakeful vigilant; one who

livelihood, a sherman; a fowler, bird-catcher, &c.; a
spider; a cheat, rogue; a conjurer, juggler.
S ! W *.! jlik, s.f. A net (=jl; jl); chain armour.

awakens, one who is wakeful or vigilant.

H ! W*.!" jlik, s.m.=jlik, q.v.

S @ ! W */ jlma, adj. & s.m. Cruel, harsh, severe;

H U%a W *@

inconsiderate, rash, acting without thinking; vile,
contemptible;—a despised or contemptible person, a low
person, one of a degraded tribe or occupation; a rogue; a
wretch, a miscreant.
H ! W *! jln, v.t. (prov.). See jrn and jaln.

fruit of the Jambu tree, the rose-apple (=jm).
S %a W *@ jmbav, = H U%a W *@ jmbab, s.m. The

S ! W*.!" jlin, s.f. A painted room, or one
ornamented with pictures; a picture gallery.
H ! W*!" jl [Prk. *.!; S. *.!; see jl, and jl],
s.f. Network; a net (for holding grass, straw, &c.);—an
ox-muzzle; a lattice; a grating; trellis-work; lace,
bobbinet; the integument in which a fœtus is enveloped;
a coil; a caul; the pellicle or coating of a fruit-seed (as
that of the mango).
H ! W *.! jliy [Prk. *.! ; S. *.!t, q.v.], s.m. A
cheat, rogue, vagabond; a conjurer, juggler.
A K  ! W jln s (from the Greek), prop.n.m. The physician
Galen.
P 1 W jm [Zend yma; S. yma or yama], s.m. Goblet, bowl,
cup, glass, drinking-vessel; a mirror:—jm-e-jam, jm-jamshd, s.m. The mirror of Jamshd (in which he saw
whatever he wished):—jm--jahn-num, s.m. A pharos:
—jm- na, s.m. A room with mirrors all round:—jm-lab-rez, s.m. A cup lled to the brim, a bumper.
H 1 W */ jm [Prk. *@/5=S. *B/ (base *B/)+t], s.m. A
son; seed (syn. bj; tu m).
H 1 W */ jm [Prk. */5; S. /t], s.m. A night-watch, a
period or watch of three hours, the eighth part of a day.
H 1 W */ jm [Prk. *@/0; S. *@ t, ], s.m. A fruit tree, the
rose-apple, Eugenia jamboo, and its fruit (cf. jmun).
H a W jm, s.m.=a W jma, q.v.
S Y a W */ jmt, = S Y a W*/ jmtri, s.m. A
daughter's husband, son-in-law (=d-md, q.v.);—a
husband, a lord or master; the sun- ower, Heliantus
annuus.
S Y a W*/ jmtri, = S Y a W */ jmt, s.m. A
daughter's husband, son-in-law (=d-md, q.v.);—a
husband, a lord or master; the sun- ower, Heliantus
annuus.

jmbab, = S %a W *@

jmbav, s.m. The

fruit of the Jambu tree, the rose-apple (=jm).
H *%a W*@ " jmbat, s.f. contrac. fr. jmbavat, q.v.
S A %a W @ ,  jmbuvat, *@

 jmbavat, s.m. Name of

the chief of the bears who, with the monkeys, was an
ally of Rma (and therefore sometimes called a monkey:
he was a son of Pitmaha and father of Jmbavat).
S Y %a W*@ " jmbavat, *@ , " jmbuvat, s.f. The
daughter of Jmbavat, and wife of Krish
and mother of

Smba.
A + a W jmid (act. part. of + @ W 'to congeal'), adj. Incapable
of growth or increase; aplastic; styptic; (in Gram.)
underived, primitive:—ism--jmid, s.m. A primitive or
concrete noun (not derived from any root and from
which no word is derived, as tree).
P + a W jma-dr, s.m. See s.v. jma.
P + a Wjm-dn (i.e. jma, q.v.+dn), s.f. A kind of cloth in
which the owers are woven and not worked (generally
musline); a kind of leathern basket or portmanteau
(=jma-dn, q.v.s.v. jma);—adj. Flowered; sculptured;
embossed (applied to utensils of metal, &c.).
H a W */~! jmr l, s.m.=jamr l, q.v.
A b a W jm (act. part. of b @ W 'to collect,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Collecting, combining, comprising, comprehending,
completing; comprehensive, collective, universal, all,
whole;—collector, compriser; compiler;—s.f. The
congregational mosque (=jm masjid, q.v.):—jmulkamlt, adj. & s.m. Comprising, or combining (in
himself, &c.) all perfection, skilled in all sciences, most
learned;—a most learned man, &c.:—jmul-mutafarriqn,
s.m. Collector of the dispersed or scattered abroad:—
jm masjid, s.f. The congregational mosque, the mosque
in which the prayers of Friday are performed (so called
because it collects the people for a certain time).
H (a W *./  jmik [S. ./ t], adj. & s.m. Pertaining to
the watches (jm); being on watch or guard;—one who
announces the watches, a watchman, one on guard or
watch at night.

P Ja Wjmag, jmg (fr. jma), s.f. 'A piece of cotton cloth';

*@ !
, t], s.f. The tree Eugenia jambelana, or Syzygium

get on one's clothes; to be transported (with joy):—jmawr, adj. Fit to make clothes of; sucient for a dress, or
robe, &c. (=jma-bhar);—s.m. A owered sheet or shawl; a
kind of chintz.
P a W*/" jm (fr. jm), adj. Of the cup;—prop. n. Name

jambolanum, and its fruit.
H <a W */ jman (i.q. jmn, q.v.), s.m. Sour milk used to

of a celebrated Persian poet.
H a W*/" jmi [S. *./ or ./ +], s.f. A sister; a

coagulate fresh milk, coagulator, a ferment, rennet (see
jamn, jamn).
H <a W *./  jmin, s.f.=jmin, q.v.;—s.m. corr. of min,

daughter-in-law; a virtuous woman;—night.
P  W jn [Pehl. gn; Zend gaya; S. gaya, 'the vital air'],

match of a gun;—salary, stipend, daily allowance of
provisions.
H <a W */ jman, */, jmun [Prk. *@/,!5 or *@ !
, 5; S.

q.v.
H a W */ jmn (caus. of jamn, q.v.), v.t.
(prov.)=jamn, q.v.;—v.n. To be born; to be produced
(=jamn; see jm).
H a W*./ " jmin [S. ./ "], s.f. Night.
H a W*/" jmn [S.  "], adj. & s.m. Born, or
produced in, or belonging to, the land of the Yavanas;
Grecian, Ionian; Musalman; foreign; barbarian;—s.f. The
language of the Yavanas; Greek, &c.
H a W*/" jmn, s.f. corr. of min, q.v.
A K a W jm s (corr. fr. Pers. go-m sh), s.m. A bualo
(=bhai s).
H  a W */ B jmvant, s.m.=jmbuvat, q.v.
P a W jma [S. /, or /! 'a pair'), s,m. A garment, robe,
gown, vest; a long gown (having from eleven to thirty
breadths of cloth in the skirt, which at the upper part is
folded into innumerable plaits, and the body part, being
double-breasted, is tied in two places on each side):—
jma- na, s.m. A wardrobe, a chest or sack for holding
clothes;—jma-dr, s.m. Keeper of a wardrobe; guard;—
jma-dr- na, s.m.=jma- na:—jma-dr, s.f. Guarding;
—s.m.f. The wardrobe-keepers, the guards:—jma-dn,
s.f. A portmanteau, trunk (=jmdn):—jma-zeb, adj.
Adorned with dress; becoming (one's) dress; becoming,
conferring grace or beauty;—s.f. A beautiful woman, a
beauty:—jme-se bhar hon, v.n. To be unable to contain
or control oneself (through passion, or emotion); to be
in an ungovernable rage:—jme-me ph l na samn, To
be so distended or swollen (with joy) as to be unable to

s.f.m. The breath of life, vitality; life, spirit, soul, mind;
self; animation, vigour, energy, force, stamina; the best
part, the essence (of a thing); that which imparts life, or
beauty, &c. (to a thing), ornament, grace, beauty; a
sweetheart, darling;—adj. (met.) Dear, beloved:—jnrn, s.m. Animator, creator of life (an epithet of the
Deity):—jn-b ta, jn-bz, adj. & s.m. Sporting with life,
risking life, venturesome, daring, intrepid, spirited,
mettlesome;—one who sports with life, a daring or
intrepid man, &c.:—jn-bz, s.f. The state of life being at
stake (e.g. jn-bz-ke waqt, 'when life is at stake'); risking
life (in battle, &c.); intrepidity, mettle, spiritedness;
working (at anything) as if life depended on success:—
jn-bz karn, To risk life (in battle, or an enterprise,
&c.); to act bravely or fearlessly, be intrepid, &c.:—jn
ba n (-k, or apn), To save the life (of); to shirk, skulk;
to funk:—jn ba-aqq taslm hon, 'The soul to be
surrendered to God'; to die, expire:—jn-ba sh, adj. &
s.m. Animating, life-giving; forgiving;—forgiver of a
capital crime; pardoner:—jn-ba sh, s.f. Giving life,
vivication; sparing life; forgiveness, pardon (of a capital
crime); salvation:—jn bar-aqq taslm karn, To give up the
ghost, to expire:—jn-bar hon, v.n. To survive, outlive:—
jn ba-lab, adj. At the point of death, dying, expiring:—jn
bhr hon (-par), To feel life to be a burden, to be weary
of life:—jn-bm, s.m. A life-insurance policy:—jn-bm
karn, v.n. To insure (one's) life:—jn-par n, v.n. To be
exposed to imminent danger:—jn-par bann, v.n. To be
in danger of life:—jn-par pa n, v.n.=jn-par n, q.v.:—
jn-par (or -pa) kheln, v.n. To put life at stake, to risk life,
to run into danger, to place oneself in a perilous
position; to sport or tri e with (one's) life:—jn pa n (-

me ), To receive the breath of life, to be quickened; to
receive new life, be refreshed, to revive:—jn-tarsh, adj.
Weakening:—jn taslm karn (apn), To resign (one's) life:
—jn-jokho , s.f. Risk or danger of life;—adv. In danger:—
jn urn, jn hupn (apn), To skrink (from), escape
(from), to skulk, shirk (=jn ba n):—jn hu n (-k, or
apn), To escape with life; to get rid of:—jn-dr, adj.
Having life or strength; powerful, active; lively, spirited
(as a horse);—s.m. A living thing, an animal (generally
implying strength);—jn-dr, s.f. Animation, spirit,
spiritedness:—jn d bar hon, v.n.=jn bhr hon:—jn den
(-par), To yield up life; to lose or sacrice (one's) life
(for), to die (for):—jn-sz, adj. Mind-feigning;
dissembling:—jn-sipr (or supr), adj. Resigning (one's)
life into the hands of another (an epithet of a lover):—
jn-sitn, adj. Life destroying, destructive of life (as
poison, or a snake, &c.):—jn-sitn, s.f. The taking or
destruction of life:—jn-so ta, adj. Having the soul
in amed:—jn-soz, adj. Life-consuming, soul-tormenting,
very painful; heart-in aming; beloved;—jn-se jn, v.n.
To give up life, to pass away, to die:—jn-se mrn or mrln, v.t. To deprive of life, to kill:—jn-se hth dhobaihn, v.n. To wash one's hands of life, to be weary of
life; to despair of life:—jn-fars, adj. Life-consuming:—
jn-z, adj. Life-increasing, animating:—jn-shn, adj.
Ready to sacrice oneself for another, devoted, zealous,
fervent;—jn-shn, s.f. Sacricing (one's) life in the
service of another, devotion, devotedness, zeal; hard
labour; extreme diligence;—jn-shn karn, v.n. To be
very devoted or zealous; to practise extreme diligence;
to labour or strive hard, to strain every nerve:—jn-k
dushman, jn-k lg , jn-k lew, s.m. Deadly foe, mortal
enemy;—jn-k lg hon (-k), To pursue (one) to death;
to persecute, harass, worry:—jn-kh, adj. Life-reducing,
soul-exhausting; heart-breaking, aicting; aecting,
pathetic;—jn-kh, s.f. Diminution of life; what tends to
shorten life:—jn-kandan, s.m., jn-kandan, s.f., jn-kan,
s.f. The agonies of death, agony, torture:—jn khn (-k),
To reduce to straits, to overcome, exhaust; to worry,
tease, vex, annoy, plague, torment:—jn khon (-ke sabab),
To sacrice or give up life (for):—jn-k amn, s.f. Safety
of (one's) life; life, quarter:—jn-ke-barbar rakhn (-ko),

To hold (one) as dear as life, to deem precious, to value
or prize highly:—jn-ke lle pa n, v.n.=jn-se hth dhobaihn:—jn-gudz, adj. Soul-melting, life-dissolving, lifedestroying; baneful, pernicious; weakening; consuming;
—jn-gudz, s.f. Dissolving or taking away of life;
banefulness, &c.:—jn-lew, s.m.=jn-k lew, q.v.:—jn
mrn (-k), To destroy life, to kill; to worry, tease, &c.
(=jn khn); to exert oneself to the utmost, strain every
nerve:—jn-me jn n (-k, mer), To be revived (=jn
pa n); to be satised, be comforted:—jn-nisr, adj.
Scattering life; ready to sacrice life (for another),
devoted; dying in agony;—jn-nisr,
 s.f. Readiness to
sacrice life (for another), devotedness, devotion:—jnnisr
 karn (-par), To devote (one's) life (for):—jn nikaln,
v.n. Life to depart, to die:—jn-hr, s.f. lit. 'Clinging to
life'; a sudden reviving of consciousness and life in a
dying man previous to his giving up the ghost (caused by
the weeping and lamentation of those around him):—jn
halkn karn, v.n. To make life wearisome; to worry; to
work to death (used by women):—be-jn, adj. Lifeless,
dead; dispirited; listless; weak, feeble, inactive.
H  W * jn [Prk. *4(: S. (; see jnn], s.f. Knowing;
knowledge, apprehension, opinion:—jn-pah n, s.m. An
acquaintance, a familiar friend;—s.f. Acquaintance,
familiarity:—jn-kr, adj. & s.m. Acquainted, familiar
(with, -se);—an acquaintance (=jn-pah n):—jn-kr, adj.
& s.f. Acquaintance, familiarity.
H  W * jn [S. "], adj. & s.m. Knowing, wise,
intelligent; a conjurer; soothsayer; astrologer (=gyn;
ojh).
H  W *[ j , adv. corr. of jah , q.v.
A  W jnn, vulg. jn, s.m. The father of the jinn or genii;
the genii (collectively), the race of the jinn; a jinn.
H  W * jn [j˚ = Prk. *() or *()=S. (), rt. ],
v.n. To go, to depart; to pass, to pass away; to be lost, to
disappear; to be ruined; to be managed, be
accomplished; to arrive, reach, attain (to); to go on, to
continue; to be (in which sense it is commonly used to
form passive verbs):—j-pa n (-par), To chance to fall; to
fall (on):—j-len (-ko), To catch up, to overtake; to
outstrip: (the root of jn is frequently prexed to other

verbs, e.g. j-baihn, To go and sit down, to sit down;—jghusn (-me ), To go and enter (into), to go (into); cf. the
similar use of the French venir):—jne-den, (permissive)
v.t. To let (one) go; to liberate; to overlook, pass over,
excuse (a fault);—jne-do (imperat.), Pardon, forgive
(him); let (him or it) go, let (him) alone; let it pass, never
mind.
H a  W*./ jnmi [S. +;@; or jn = Prk. *4=S.
+mi = pi = appi = Prk. .Q=S. ; +], s.f. (dialec.),
Conjuring; soothsaying, divination.
P   W jnn, s.m. (pl. of jn), Lives; souls; sweethearts;
(poet.) a beloved one, a sweetheart.
H U W * jnab [jn˚, rt. of jnn+Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Acquaintance; kith and kin; the persons or the
things one knows;—jnab-kr, s.m. An acquaintance
(=jnab; jn-pah n):—jnab-k , s.f. Acquaintance,
familliarity (=jn-kr).
A U W jnib, s.f. Side; part; outward or adjacent part,
quarter, tract, or region; party; direction;—postpn. In the
direction (of, -k), towards:—jnib-dar, adj. & s.m. Taking
a side, partial;—a supporter, second; a patron; a partisan:
—jnib-dr, s.f. Supporting, seconding; partiality, favour
(=taraf-dr);—jnib-dr
karn (-k), To take the side or part

(of), to support, second; to show partiality (to), to be
biassed in favour (of):—jnib-se, adv. From; in the name
(of), in behalf (of):— -jnib, s.m. This person, the writer
(of a letter,—used by a superior in addressing a
subordinate).
H &W  W * D
0 jan-b jh = H &W  W * D
0  jn-b jhkar = H [ &W  W * D
0 ? jn-b jh-ke (comp. past conj.
part. fr. jnn and b jhn), adv. Knowing, wittingly,
advertently, advisedly, intentionally, purposely.
0  jn-b jh-kar = H &W  W * D
0 janH &W  W * D
b jh = H [ &W  W * D
0 ? jn-b jh-ke (comp. past conj.
part. fr. jnn and b jhn), adv. Knowing, wittingly,
advertently, advisedly, intentionally, purposely.
H [ &W  W * D
0 ? jn-b jh-ke = H &W  W * D
0 janb jh = H &W  W * D
0  jn-b jh-kar (comp. past conj.
part. fr. jnn and b jhn), adv. Knowing, wittingly,
advertently, advisedly, intentionally, purposely.

A < % W jnibain (obl. dual of jnib), adj. & s.m. On both
sides, mutual;—both sides or parties; the contending
parties (in a suit or case):—jnibain-se, adv. From both
sides or parties; mutually, reciprocally; alternately.
H <L W * jn-pan = H L W * jn-pan [rt. of jnn
+pan, &c.=Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; )+], s.m.
The state of being in possession of knowledge.
H L W * jn-pan = H <L W * jn-pan [rt. of jnn
+pan, &c.=Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; )+], s.m.
The state of being in possession of knowledge.
H  L4L W *6 jn-pah n, s.m.f. See s.v. jn,
'knowledge.'
S  W * jnat, adj. Knowing, understanding; wise.
H  W *[ j t, s.f. = H * W *[ j t, s.m. [S. BP(, and
BP+], A wooden trough (for raising water); a stone
hand-mill (for grinding corn); a pair of bellows; (local) a
weight placed on the power arm of a lever (used for
raising water):—j t-kal, s.f.=j t or j t.
H * W *[ j t, s.m. = H  W *[ j t, s.f. [S. BP(, and
BP+], A wooden trough (for raising water); a stone
hand-mill (for grinding corn); a pair of bellows; (local) a
weight placed on the power arm of a lever (used for
raising water):—j t-kal, s.f.=j t or j t.
H * W *[ j t, s.m.=jta, jt, q.v.;—s.f.=jt, q.v.
H * W * jnt [S. +], s.f. Knowledge,
intelligence; skill.
H * W*[" j t [-—Prk. =S. ], s.f. dim. of j t,
j t, q.v.
H 9 W *[ j

(v.n. of next), s.f. Examination, trial,

assay, proof; appraisement; estimate; proximate
valuation.
H = W *[ j n [j ˚ = S. (), rt. ], v.t. To
inquire into, to ascertain; to examine, verify, test, try,
prove, assay, appraise:—j -len, v.t. intens. of
and=j n:—j ne-wl, j ne-hr (or -hr),
s.m.=j waiy, q.v.
H ) : W *[ 
h  j waiy [rt. of j n+waiy = Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. One who examines, or

tests, &c.; examiner, tester, asayer, appraiser; an
auditor of accounts.
H ( W * jnak [jn, 'life'+S. +t], adj. Pertaining or
relating to life or to the living.
H ( W * jnak [S. +t], adj. Possessed of
knowledge; cognizant.
H   W * jn-kr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. jn,
'knowledge.'
H   W * jn-kar, adv.=jn-ke, and jn-b jh-ke, qq.v.
H ( W *[7 j ka , s.m.=jka , q.v.
H [  W *? jn-ke (past conj. part. of jnn), adv.
Knowing, wittingly, &c.=jn-b jh-ke, q.v.:—jn-ke anjn
hon, v.n. To pretend or feign ignorance.
H ^ W *[$ j g, s.f.=j gh, q.v.
H J W *[$ j gar [j g or j ga+r = Prk. f5=S. t], s.m.
The thigh and leg; the leg:—j gar to n, v.n. lit. 'To
break the legs'; to wear the legs out, to labour or toil
hard, to drudge.
S J W *[r$! j gal, s.m. The francoline partridge
(=ttar).
S J W *[r$,! j gul, s.m. Poison, venom.
S (#J W *[fj.! j gulik, *[r$.! j galik, s.m.=j guli,
q.v.
H #J W *[$!0 j gl [S. *r$!+t], adj. Wild,
H #J W*[$!" j gal, j gl [S. *r$!+ ()+t], adj.
Rural, picturesque, diversied with hill, vale, wood and
water;—wild, not tame, savage, &c. (=ja gl);—s.m.
Picturesque country or scenery.
S #J W*r$!" j gal, s.f. Cowach, Carpopogon pruriens;

H &J W *[V! j ghal, *[.V! j ghil [j gh+Prk. f5 or
!5=S. !t or !t], s.m. A kind of heron, Ardea indica; the
snake-bird, Plotus melanogaster. (The long scapular
feathers of the Ardea are used as a badge of royalty
among the Khasias, and were once used as a badge by
one of the Bengal Irreg. Cavalry regiments.)
H &J W *[.V j ghiy = H J W *[$ j giy [S.
*r.Vt], s.m. lit. 'Relating or belonging to the thigh';
short drawers or breeches reaching to the thighs or
half-way down the thighs, or down to the knees; a
wrestler's breeches.
H J W *[$ j giy = H &J W *[.V j ghiy [S.
*r.Vt], s.m. lit. 'Relating or belonging to the thigh';
short drawers or breeches reaching to the thighs or
half-way down the thighs, or down to the knees; a
wrestler's breeches.
H  W * jnn [jn˚ = Prk. *4()=S. *(), rt. ;
+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t To know, apprehend,
understand, comprehend; to ascertain; to become aware
of; to perceive; to recognize; to suppose, believe, hold,
deem, think, consider, fancy, conceive; to judge, esteem,
account;—s.m. Knowledge, cognizance, apprehension,
opinion, &c. (e.g. hamre jnne-me  hai):—jn-pa n (ko), To become known or clear, to be evident; to be
perceived, to be visible, to appear; to seem, to occur
(mentally, to); to approve itself (to):—jn-rakhn (-ko), To
bear in mind, to remember:—jn-len, v.t. To get a
knowledge of, to understand, perceive, apprehend; to
recognize.
H   W *g jnnau , v.t. (Braj)=jnn.

the plant Mucuna pruritus.
S #J W*r$,.! j guli, s.m. A snake-catcher; snake-

H  W * jnav, s.m.=jnab, q.v.

doctor, one who pretends by charms to cure the bites of
snakes or other venomous reptiles, a dealer in
antidotes; a conjurer.
S #J W*r$,!" j gul, s.f. Knowledge of poisons; the

phalak, s.m. The knee-pan or patella:—jnu-sandhi, s.m.
The knee-joint.
H  W *5 jno (2nd pers. pl. of aor. or conditional of

possession of charms and drugs and the employment of
them as antidotes:—the pot-herb Lu"a acutangula.
H &J W *[V j gh [S. *rV], s.f. The thigh.

S  W *, jnu, s.m. The knee (=zn ); the lap:—jnu-

jnn), adv. & conj. You would suppose; it seems as if;
understand, suppose; that is, videlicet, to wit; like as, as
if, as.
P   W jnwar [jn, q.v.+war = Zend. bar = S. #], s.m. lit.

'Having life'; an animal, living creature;—(g.), a
blockhead, fool.
H   W *g jnau , v.n. (Braj)=jn, q.v.;—adv. &

H A W *  jwat, adv.=ywat, q.v.:—jwaj-jvan, adv. See

conj.=jno, q.v.
H  4 W *6 jnhr, or *6 jnihr = H  4 W *6

Mace (the spice).
P  W jwid = P  W jwidn. = P  W jwidna [Zend yavaê
(dat. of yu)+tã; cf. S.  ], adj. Perpetual, eternal

jnhr,or *6 jnihr [jnn, or jnni+Prk. f5 or
f

(with euphon. h inserted)=S. t or +t], part. adj.

Going; passing away; about to go or depart (=jne-wl);
at the point of death, likely to die, moribund; liable to be
lost or gone (money, &c.);—s.m. One about to go or
depart, &c.
H  4 W *6 jnhr, or *6 jnihr = H  4 W
*6 jnhr, or *6 jnihr [jnn, or jnni+Prk. f5
or f

(with euphon. h inserted)=S. t or +t], part.

s.v. yvat.
H Y W* P" jwatr * P" jwitr [S. *+P"], s.f.

everlasting;—jwidn, jwidna, adv. Perpetually,
eternally, for ever, always.
P  W jwidn. = P  W jwid = P  W jwidna [Zend yavaê
(dat. of yu)+tã; cf. S.  ], adj. Perpetual, eternal
everlasting;—jwidn, jwidna, adv. Perpetually,
eternally, for ever, always.
P  W jwidna = P  W jwid = P  W jwidn. [Zend yavaê
(dat. of yu)+tã; cf. S.  ], adj. Perpetual, eternal

adj. Going; passing away; about to go or depart (=jnewl); at the point of death, likely to die, moribund; liable
to be lost or gone (money, &c.);—s.m. One about to go or
depart, &c.
H  & W*B6 " jnhav, s.f. corr. of jhnav, q.v.

everlasting;—jwidn, jwidna, adv. Perpetually,
eternally, for ever, always.
P  Wjwidn, dj. & adv.= jwidn;—s.f. Eternity; the
next world.
H  W *  jwak [S.  ], s.m. The red colour

H  W*" jn [S. "+t], s.m. A conjurer; astrologer;

obtained from the lac insect (syn. alt).
H  W *  jwan, s.m.=jman, q.v.

fortune-teller (=jn; gyn).
P  Wjn [jn, q.v.+ = S. ()], adj. Of or relating to the
life or soul: cordial, hearty; dear, beloved, darling;
aiming at life, mortal, deadly (as a foe, e.g. jn dushman);
—s.m.f. Beloved one, darling, sweetheart.
H [  W *s jne (2nd. or 3rd. pers. sing. aor. of jnn), adv.
& conj. One would suppose; as if, &c.=jno q.v.:—jneanjne, adv. Wittingly or unwittingly. (Some of the
idiomatic uses of this word are noteworthy:—jne, who
knows? (=kaun jne);—He knows, God knows (=wh jne or
ud jne); na jne, or na jniye, There is no knowing; who
knows?:—ky jne, What does one know?; how does
anyone know?; who knows?).
H  W * , * jo (v.n, of jn), s.m. A going;—(imperat.
2nd. pers. pl. of jn), Go; be o:—jo baiho, intj. 'Go and
sit down'; be o about your business (used in contempt).
H  W *  jw, s.m.=jb, q.v.
H  W * [ jw [Prk. */ ; S. /t, rt. /], adj. & s.m.
Twin;—a twin, one of a pair or couple.

H  W * B jvant, adv.=jvat; yvat, q.v.
P + ) W jwd, jwed, adj. = P + ) Wjwdn, jwedn, adj. &
adv. = P ? W jwdn, jwedn, s.f. See jwid, jwidn, &
jwidn.
P + ) Wjwdn, jwedn, adj. & adv. = P + ) W jwd, jwed,
adj. = P ? W jwdn, jwedn, s.f. See jwid, jwidn, &
jwidn.
P ? W jwdn, jwedn, s.f. = P + ) W jwd, jwed, adj. = P
+ ) Wjwdn, jwedn, adj. & adv. See jwid, jwidn, &
jwidn.
P ? W jh [Pehl. g; Zend gtu; S. gtu], s.f. Dignity, rank,
high position; grandeur:—jh-o-jall, Rank and grandeur,
dignity; splendour, magnicence, pomp;—jh o-manab,
Rank and position or dignity.
A  W jhil (act. part. of 4W), adj. Ignorant, illiterate,
barbarous; uncivilized, rude, ill-mannered; silly, foolish;
wrong (in conduct);—s.m. An ignorant person, &c.
A P # Wjhil, s.f. Ignorance; paganism (see next).

P  # W jhilyat (for A. ~ # W, abst. s. fr. jhil, fr. jhil), s.f.

H &L $ W *v! je-phal [S. *+v!(], s.m. Nutmeg,

Ignorance; folly; paganism:—aiym-i-jhilyat, The times
or days of ignorance or paganism (the times previous to
the manifestation of Islm).
S   W*Ý " jhnav, s.f. 'The daughter of Jahnu,' an

Myristica moschata.
P + $ W jedd (j, q.v.+dd, 'giving'), s.f. Place, station;

epithet of the Ganges.
H  W*6" jh [S. *+], s.f. The great- owered
jasmine, Jasminum grandiorum; a re-work resembling
the jasmine (cf. j h).
H $ W* j (fem. of jy, q.v.), part. adj. & s.f. Born;—a
daughter, girl:—j-jagah, s.f. Birth-place, native land.
P $ Wje, s.f. Place; room; ground, &c.=j (of which it is
the usual form in the construct state):—je-tir, The
time or place of opposition or objection; room for
objection:—je-andesha, Place of anxiety or fear; cause
for apprehension:—je-bsh, Place of abode:—je-panh,
Place of refuge, asylum:—je-pesha, Place of business:—
je-se, adj. Proper, right:—je-ur, Ground of excuse, or
of complaint or objection:—je-gam,
 Place or time of
grief:—je-gh, s.f. Place, station, dwelling, residence (cf.
jagah):—jegr, adj. Taking a place; taking hold, xed;
ecacious;—s.f.=jgr, q.v.:—je-mukft, Place of
retribution; cause for retribution. (For other comp., as
je-nishn, &c., see s.v. j.)
H ) W * jy [S. *+t], part. adj. & s.m. Born;—a son,

appointment, employment, service; consignment; an
assignment on land (for the maintenance of troops, or
of an establishment, or of a person); estate, property,
eects, assets, funds, resources; the means or
capabilities of a district in respect of revenue:—jedd-ar, s.f. Landed property:—jedd--istimrr, s.f. An
assignment of revenue in perpetuity (with a reservation
of a certain amount of rent and of other Government
claims):—jedu--zaujyat, s.f. Wife's property:—jedd-sakan, s.f. Habitable property, houses:—jedd--gair
manq la, Immovable property, landed property, realty:—
jedd--mutaalliqa-- ndn, Family property; heirloom:—jedd--manq la, Movable or personal property,
personalty, personal eects, goods, chattels:—jedd-m -bihi, Property which is the subject of a will.
A o$ W jiz (act. part. of d W), adj. Allowable, permitted,

used only in compound verbs; e.g. jy hn, To wish to
go; to be about to go:—jy karn, To go habitually or
constantly. (The irreg. part. gay, 'gone,' is not so used.)
H $ W * jiy [j, rt. of jn+iy = S. ()++t],

possible; passing as right; lawful, right, proper, sound,
valid, good (in law), authorized, warrantable; admissible,
receivable, competent;—s.m. A joist, beam, the piece of
wood which passesacross between two walls (=P. tr):—
jizul-tir , adj. Admitting of objection, abjectionable,
exceptionable:—jiz rakhn(-ko), To allow, admit, receive
as right, lawful, or valid, &c.; to authorize, warrant,
legalize, justify, tolerate:—jiz qarr den(-ko), To decide
to be lawful, &c.; to legalize; to uphold:—jiz ki, It may be
that, possibly.
P ?o$ W jiza (for A. {o$ W jizat, fem. of jiz), s.m.
Examination, review, verication, conrmation,
checking (an account); signature; the mark made in
examining or checking; muster;—a gift, present, reward:
—jiza den, To undergo examination or scrutiny, to
render an account (of one's charge):—jiza len(-k), To
examine, to check (an account, &c.).
H I $ W * jes, s.m. Name of a tribe of s raj-bans

adj.=jn-hr, q.v.
H *L $ W*P" je-patr [S.*+P], s.f. Mace

Rjp ts.
P h $ W jifa (for A. ~h $ W jifat, fem., rt. e W), s.m. A wound

boy:—jy-jagah, s.f. Birth-place, native land.
H ) W * jy [S. *], part. adj. & s.f. Born;—a
daughter, girl.
S ) W * jy, s.f. A spouse, wife, one wedded lawfully or
according to the ritual:—jy-pati (or -pat), s.m. Husband
and wife.
H ) W * jy, the regular perf. part. of the verb jn, is

(=jwatr).

or stab that reaches to the belly (jauf), or to any other
vital part; a stab (punishable by a ne).

P ? J $ W jae-gh, s.f. See s.v. je.
P  J$ W je-gr, s.f.=jgr, q.v.;—adj. See s.v. je.
H ) W *!jyal, jel, * ! jl [S. *+!t or !t], s.m.
(dialec.), Twice-ploughed land.
H ) W *tjya, adj. & s.m.=jy, q.v.
S ) W*"jy, adj. & s.m. Conquering, subduing;—a
conqueror.
H UW * jab [Prk. @ 6 or @ ( loc. sing. of @ =S.
 ], adv. & conj. (correl. to tab), When, at the time
when; as soon as; in case; since (temporal and causal):—
jab-tab, adv. Now and then, occasionally:—jab-tak, jabtalak; (dialec.) jab-ta , jab-to , adv. Till when; till such
time as, until; whilst, while; as long as, so long as; by
that (or which) time:—jab-jab, adv. Whensoever, at
whatever time:—jab-se, adv. Since that time, since:—jabk, adj. (f. -), Of that time; past, previous, last:—jab-ktab, jab-k-jab, adv. At the time when; at the proper
moment:—jab-kabh , jab-kabh, adv. When at any time,
whenever:—jab-ki, adv. & conj. At the time when, when;
while; since (temp. & caus.):—jab-lag, jab-lo , adv.
(dialec.)=jab-tak, q.v.:—jab-na-tab, adv. Now and then, at
times; perpetually, always; never, not at all:—jab-h, adv.
At the very time or moment, whenever, as soon as;—jabh, jab-h-to, conj. Hence (it is, or was), on that account,
therefore.
P %W jib, s.m. Tax, tribute; revenue.
H %W *, jub [S. ,  , ], adj. Young.
A  %W jabbr (superl. or intens. fr. %W), adj. & s.m.
Omnipotent, mighty;—a conqueror; a revenger; a tall
palm tree; Orion.
A %W jibl, s.m. pl. (of jabal), Mountains, hills.
A  %W jabn (fr. <%W), adj. & s.m. Cowardly, pusillanimous,
timid, abject;—a coward.
A ? %W jibh, s.m. pl. (of jabha), Foreheads.
H *%W*, "jubat [S. , "+], s.f. A young woman,
damsel.
H + %W * ajabadd (prob. ja= j'born'+badd= bhadd, q.v.),
adj. Sti, rigid; awkward, clumsy; heavy.
H + %W * jabadn, v.n. To be lled; to be turned down

or back; to be folded.
H + %W* "jabd, s.f. A species of rice (grown in
Rohelkhand).
H )+ %W * ajabaddiy, adj. Ill-formed, ill-shaped, clumsy,
ungainly, ugly, &c.=jabadd.
A %W jabr (inf. n. of %W 'to set (a bone)'; 'to restore to a
sound state'; 'to compel or constrain'], s.m. Compulsion,
constraint, coercion; force, power, strength; violence,
outrage, oppression;—the reduction of fractions to
integrals; the addition of something for the purpose of
reparation, throwing in something by way of
compensation:—jabr uhn, v.n. To endure oppression,
&c.; to suer; to take trouble or pains:—jabr-se, adv. By
force, forcibly, &c. (=ba-jabr; jabra):—jabr karn(-par), To
use or employ force, &c. (on), to compel, constrain,
coerce; to press, bear forcibly (on):—jabr--nuqn, s.m.
Reparation or compensation for loss or injury; making
up for a deciency (in quality, &c.):—jabr-o-muqbala, s.m.
Algebra (syn. bj-gait).
A -%W jabra (acc. of jabr), adv. By force, forcibly,
compulsively, violently (=ba-jabr; zabardast):—jabra bhart
karn(-ko), To enrol or enlist by force, to press, impress:
—jabra-o-qahra, adv. By force and violence; willingly or
unwillingly, nolens volens.
A m%W jabril, = A  $%W jabrl,dial. vars. of jabral, q.v.
A  $%W jabrl, = A m%W jabril,dial. vars. of jabral, q.v.
A A%W jabar t, jabr t(from jabbr; the termination - tis
Aramaic, and=Arabic-yat), s.f. Omnipotence; the world or
sphere of omnipotence; heaven; dominion.
A H %Wjabar, s.f. Oppression, injury (=jabr);—adj.
Compelled, forced, compulsory, of force.
A )%W jabrl, jibrl, dial. vars. of next, q.v.
A  $%W jabral (Heb. ), prop. n. lit. 'Servant, or man, of
God'; the archangel Gabriel.
A <)%W jabrn, a dial. var. of jabral, q.v.
H  UW * 7jab  [Prk. *(#f ; S. *@#++t], s.m. The
lower jaw-bone; the jaw, or the portion of the face from
the corners of the mouth to the jaws (cf. jabh):—jab to , s.m. Jaw-breaker.
H  UW* 7"jab  [Prk. *(#f=S. *@#++], s.f. The

jaw:—jab -band, s.m. Lock-jaw.
A %W jabal, s.m. A mountain, hill.

forehead (on the ground in adoration or supplication).
S `W *jap, s.m. Muttering prayers, repeating in a

P #%W jibillat (for A. ~#%W, fr. %W 'to create'), s.f. Nature,

murmuring tone passages from scripture, charms,
names of a deity, &c.;—counting silently the beads of a
rosary, &c.; a muttered prayer or spell:—jap-parya, adj.
& s.m. Devoted to repetition of prayers, engaged in
muttering prayers;—one so devoted, or so engaged, a
saint-sage:—jap-tap, s.m. Devotion, adoration, worship:—
jap karn, v.n. To mutter prayers, &c. (see japn):—jap
karn(-se), To get a Brahman to repeat prayers, &c., or
to count his beads (for a sick person):—jap-ml, s.m. japml, s.f. A rosary.
S LW *jap, s.f. The China rose (=jav); the ower of the

natural constitution, natural disposition or temper;
original quality or property; temperament; essence;
idiosyncrasy; creation, form.
A 1 Q #%W jabalq m, s.m. An amethyst.
A #%Wjibill, adj. Of, or relating to, the natural, innate, or
original constitution, disposition, temper, or other
quality or property; natural, innate, constitutional,
essential (syn. tab).

A <%W jubn, jubun, s.m. Cowardice, pusillanimity.
P %W jubba, (local) jibba(for A. ~%W jubbat, fem.; fr. rt. U
C W 'to
cut o'), s.m. An outer robe or long cloth coat or gown
(of any colour), the sleeves of which reach not quite to
the wrist:—a coat of mail, any coat of defence.
H &%W *#jabh [Prk. *(# ; S. *@#+t], s.m. The jaw (cf.
jabh , jab ).
H &%W .*)#jibbh [S. .*6+t], adj. (f. -), Having a
tougue, tongued (used in comp.):—kal-jibbh, adj. & s.m.
Black-tongued;—a black-tongued person, one whose
curses are eective.
H  &%W .*#jibhr [Prk. .*)#! ; S. .*6+!+t],
adj. Talkative, loquacious; plain-spoken, long-tongued;
foul-tongued, abusive;—s.m. A loquacious person, &c.
H  %W *#7jabh , s.m.=jab , q.v.
P 4%W jabha (for ~4%W jabhat, fem.), s.m. The forehead
(=jabn):—jabha-s, adj. Rubbing the forehead (on the
ground), beseeching, begging earnestly;—jabha-s, s.f.
The act of rubbing the forehead on the ground,
beseeching, entreaty.
H &%W*#"jabh, adv.=jab-h, q.v.s.v. jab.
H &%W.*)#"jibbh, s.f.=jbh, q.v.
H &%W * 6 jabahiy, *.# jabhiy (?), adj.=jabaddiy,
q.v.
H %W* "jab, s.f. dim. of jb, q.v.
H %W.*) "jibb, s.f.=jbh, q.v.
A < %W jabn, s.f. The forehead (=peshn; mth):—jabns(or se), jabn-fars(or -farse), adj. Rubbing the

plant hurhur, or Cleome viscosa.
S LW *japat, part. Muttering prayers in a low tone,
repeating inaudibly or mentally the names of any deity,
worshipping.
H LW *japn [jap˚= Prk. *(()=S. *(), rt. *], v.t.
To mutter or whisper (prayers or spells), to count (one's
beads), to repeat (the name of any deity) inaudibly or
mentally, to recite (the bead-roll), to make mention of.
H  LW *gjapnau , v.t. (Braj.)=japn, q.v.
H LW *,japu, *0 jap , s.m.=japand jap, qq.v.
S LW*"jap, adj. & s.m. Uttering prayers in a low voice;
—one who mutters prayers, &c. (see jap):—jap-tap, s.m.
An adorer, a worshipper.
H W *jat [S. *t], s.f. Sort, kind; form, fashion,
manner.
H W *jat, * jati [S. t], s.f. A kind of musical
rhythm (generally sung at the holfestival).
H W *jat, (dialec.) adj. & adv.=jais; and jittor jitn;
qq.v.
H W *jat, s.m. A machine, &c.=jantr, q.v.
H W .*jit [Prk. \Ç, loc. sing. of .\=S.  ], adv.
(Braj., correl. to tit), Where, wheresoever.
S W .*jita, vulg. jit(rt. .*), part. Conquered,
vanquished, subdued; overcome, subject (to), enslaved
(by); won, gained, obtained:—jit-tm, adj. & s.m. Selfsubdued, void of passion;—one who has brought his

passions under control:—jitendr, jitendriy(jita+indr˚), adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Having the senses or passions subdued,
calm, impassive;—one who has couquered his passions
or subdued the senses; an ascetic, a sage; a chaste
person:—jitendriyat, s.f. Subjugation of the senses or
passions; self-restraint, continence, chastity:—jit-krodh,
adj. & s.m. Of subdued anger, not to be roused to wrath,
imperturbable;—one whose anger has been brought
under control.
H W *,jut [Prk. *,\5 or *,\(; S. ,=t or ,=(, rt. ,*] , adj.
ax (com. in comp.), Connected (with), united (with),
joined (to); endowed (with), possessed (of):—e.g. dharmjut, adj. Possessed of virtue, virtuous.
H W *,jut, s.f. Brilliancy, &c.=jotor joti, q.v.
H *W .*\jitt, .* jit [Prk. .\ ; S.  +t], pron.
adj. (f. -), As much, as many, &c. (=jitn, q.v.):—jitt-k,
adv. For all that, notwithstanding.
H *W *,jut [Prk. *,\ ; or S. ,=+t], s.m. The rope
which connects the irrigating basket with the handle.
S @ Y *W .*;/jittm (jita+t˚), adj. & s.m. See s.v. jita.
H  *W *,jutr [Prk. *,\f5; S. ,=+t], s.m. Ploughed or
cultivated land;—a ploughman (=jotr).
H  *W *jatr = H  *W *7 jat  [S. *+!+t],
s.m. Family, race, lineage, house, dynasty.
H  *W *7jat  = H  *W * jatr [S. *+!+t],
s.m. Family, race, lineage, house, dynasty.
H B *W *jats, s.m. (dialec.)=jatr, q.v.
H  *W *jatn [jat˚= jatw˚= Prk. *\ () or *\U(),
fr. S. Q p.p.p. of caus. of rt. ], v.t. To cause to be
known, understood, comprehended, or perceived; to
make known, to inform of, to apprize; to point out, show,
indicate, explain; to declare, pronounce; to remind; to
warn, caution, admonish; to evince, make a show of
(aection, &c.).
H  *W .*jitn (caus. of jtn), v.t. To cause to conquer
or win.
H  *W *,jutn (caus. of jotn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to be
joined; to cause to be yoked; to conglutinate; to yoke;—
v.n. To be joined; to be yoked; to be tilled (=jutn).

H  *W *,jut [rt. of jut-n+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. Fit for cultivation; arable.
H  *W * jaton, v.t.=jatn, q.v.
H  *W* "jaton (fem. of jaton), s.f. Reminder;
warning, admonition; token (= iton).
H $ *W*, jut (from jut-n), adj. Arable (=jut );—s.f.
Ploughing, tillage, cultivation.
H *W *jatar, s.m. (local) Cultivated land (=jutr).
H *W*P"jatrn, s.(m.?) Name of a tribe of jtsin
Rohelkhand.
S *W *P,jatru, s.m. The collar-bone, the clavicle.
H  0*W*"jatasr, vulg. jatsr[S. BP+T +], s.f. A
kind of song sung by women while turning the quern
(j t).
S (*W *,jatuk, s.m. Lac (=jatu);—asafœtida.
S *W *,jatuk, s.f. A kind of fragrant plant (com.
called akwat);—a bat.
S *W .*J5jit-krodh, adj. & s.m. See s.v. jita, jit.
H 3*W *!jatln, v.t.=jatn, q.v.
H 3*W .*!jitln, v.t.=jitn, q.v.
H <*W *jatan [S. ;t], s.m. Striving, exertion, eort,
energy, endeavour, diligence, perseverance;
carefulness, care; hardship, diculty; remedy (sy. tadbr;
la):—jatan karn, v.n. To make an eort; to take care
(of):—jatan-wn, jatan-wat, adj. Energetic, diligent,
persevering; making an eort.
H *W .*jitn [Prk. .\! ; S.  +t], pron. adj. (f.
-; correl. itn; utn, titn), As much as; as many; how
much; however much:—jitne-me , adv. In as much (time)
as; inasmuch as; on which.
H *W .*jitn (fr. the trans. jtn, q.v.), v.n. To be
conquered or subdued; to be won.
H *W *,jutn (fr. the trans. jotn, q.v.), v.n. To be
yoked (as an ox, &c., to a plough or cart), to be attached
(to); to be ploughed or tilled; to labour, toil, drudge:—jutjn, v.n. intens. of and=jutn.
H *W*"jatn [jatan, q.v.+S. ()+t], adj. Energetic,
diligent, persevering; careful.

H *W*"jatn, s.f. The string or strap fastened round
the wheel of a dista (syn. awl).
H  *W *"jatanya [S. "(], adj. To be exerted, or
persevered, or striven (after); to be made as an eort.
H *W .* jitav, s.m.=jtav, q.v.
S *W *,jatu, s.m. Lac, a red dye or pigment formed by an
insect analogous to cochineal:—jatu-putrak, s.m. A man
or piece at chess or backgammon, &c. (coloured with
lac).
H  *W .* jitwn [for jitawwn, doub. caus. of jtn;
˚w˚= ˚aww˚= Prk. U or  =S.  redupl.], v.t. To
cause to be overcome; to cause to conquer or win
(=jitn).
H  *W *, jutwn (doub. caus. of jotn), v.t. To cause
to be joined, to cause to be yoked; to have (a eld, &c.)
ploughed or tilled (by).
S  *W .*; jitwar, adj. & s.m. Victorious, triumphant; a
conqueror, victor.
S  *W.*; "jitwar, s.f. Victrix, an epithet of the city of
Benares.
H &*W *Rjath [Prk. *,;R(; S. 0R], s.m. A company,
band, gang, party, crew (of confederates, &c.), a
multitude, mass; a ock; capital, stock; strength:—jath
b dhn, v.n. To form a party:—jathe-wr, adj. In a body;
corporate, joint, common.
H &*W *Rjath [S. Q], adv. (correl. tath), In which
manner, in which way, as, like as, like, according to,
comormably to:—jathrth(S. yath+artha), adj. & adv.
Accordant with reality or fact, conformable to truth,
true, exact, actual, real, right, t, suitable:—conformably
to the sense; according to truth or fact; in fact, exactly,
truly:—jathrth-vd(or -bd), adj. & s.m. Speaking truly
or tly;—one who so speaks; a philosopher:—jathrthvidy, s.f. Philosophy:—jath-jog, jath-jogy(S. yath-yogya),
adv. In a proper manner, as it should be, properly,
suitably:—jath-sakt, adv. According to (one's) power or
ability, according to (one's) means (syn. asb--taufq).
H *W*jati, s.f.=jat, jati, q.v.
H *W*jati. *" jat [S. t], adj. & s.m. Subjugating the

passions or senses; continent, chaste;—one whose
passions or appetites are completely under subjection; a
religious mendicant (esp. one of the Jainsect), an ascetic;
a sage; a continent man, a faithful husband; a man with
one wife.
H  *W *,jutiyn [j t, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 caus. increment], v.t. To beat with a shoe or slipper
(deemed an act of great degradation).
H ( *W .*`jitek, *` jatek, adj. dialec. var. of jitn, q.v.
H +  *W.*`BW"jitendr [S. .*+.BWt], adj. & s.m. See s.v.
jita, jit.
S  *W .*;jitya, part. adj. (f. -), To be overcome; capable
of being overcome, conquerable, invincible.
H 5 *&ja, s.m.=j, q.v.
H 5 *&ja, s.f.=next, q.v.:—ja-malang, s.m. A pot-herb,
the many-spiked amaranth.
S 5 *&ja, s.f. Matted, or twisted, or tangled hair; the
hair matted and twisted together (as worn by the god
iva, and by ascetics and persons in mourning); long
tresses of hair twisted or braided together and coiled in
a knot over the head so as to project like a horn from
the forehead (or at other times allowed to fall carelessly
over the back and shoulders);—a brous root, a root in
general (=ja ); thread-like stems shooting from the trunk
of a tree; a runner:—jatjin(jat+aj˚), s.m. One who wears
matted hair and the hide of an antelope:—ja-j , s.f.
The matted and braided hair of ivarolled on his head;
long tresses of hair twisted on the top of the head:—jadhar, ja-dhr, adj. & s.m. Wearing matted or twisted or
braided hair;—one whose hair is matted, &c.; any
mendicant or ascetic wearing the ja; an epithet of iva;
an old serpent:—ja-dhr, s.f. The cockscomb ower,
amaranth, Celosia cristata:—ja-ms, ja-m s, s.f.
Spikenard, Valeriana jatamasi; or the plant Nardostachys
jatamansi.
H 5 *&ja, s.m.=j, q.v.
S 5 *&!jal, adj. Wearing a coil of twisted or matted
hair.
S 5 *&!jal, s.f.=ja-m s, q.v.s.v. ja.

S 5 *&!jalak, adj.=jal, and ja, qq.v.
H 5 *,&jun (caus. of jun), v.t. To unite closely

to stick fast; to stay, wait; to wait (for), expect.
H 5 *&,jau, *&  jaw [j, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A

together, to combine; to conglutinate, congeal, form into
a concrete mass.
S * 75 *&,jayus, = S 75 *&, jayu,s.m. Name of a

community of js;—a branch of the amror cobbler
caste.
H  5 *& 7jaw  [j+S. &+t], s.m. A place where

fabulous bird, the king of the vultures (the son of Garu,
according to the Rmya);—bdellium.
S 75 *&,jayu, = S * 75 *&, jayus,s.m. Name of a

jsreside, the quarter or district of the js.
H 5 *,_juh [Prk. *,\( or *,;( S. ,=(], s.m. A match, pair

fabulous bird, the king of the vultures (the son of Garu,
according to the Rmya);—bdellium.
S 5 *&jait, part. adj. Matted, tangled, clotted;—set or

(=jo ):—juh-milo, s.m. Two pieces coming together in
the game of ausar.
H 5 *,_juh, s.m.=jh, q.v.
H 5.*_"jihn [Prk. 4"; S. A¦c+"], s.f. The

studded with jewels;—s.f. Set-work or inlay of jewels.
S 5 *,&juak, s.m. (f.?) A braid of hair, any knot or

husband's elder brother's wife (see jeh).
S ' 5 *_jahar, s.m. The stomach, belly, abdomen,

llet of hair; the matted hair of ivaor of ascetics.
H (5 *&!jaal [Prk. *f!; S. *&!; or ja= ju˚, rt. of

bowels; the womb:—jahargni, vulg. jahar-agni, s.f. The
digestive re of the stomach, the gastric juice:—jaharm,
jaharmay(˚ra+m˚), s.m. Water in the abdomen, dropsy:
—jaharnal(˚ra+an˚), s.m.=jahargni:—jahar-nud, s.m. The
plant Cathartocarpus stula.
H ' 5 *_jahar [S. *_+t], adj. Hard, rm; bound,

jun+Prk. f5=S. !t], s.f. False or idle tale, a yarn,
fabrication, &c.=zaal, q.v.
S (5 *&!jail, adj. & s.m. Wearing the ja; having
matted or entangled hair;—one who wears the ja, &c.;
—a lion.
S (5 *&,!jaul, s.m. A freckle, mole, mark.
H ;:5 *&!jal [Prk. *f! =S. *&!+t; or jal= jul;
see jaal], s.m. Collection; meeting, assembly; union,
junction; combination, confederacy, league; concourse,
crowd (syn. sangha; bhr).
S ;:5 *&!jail, s.f. Indian spikenard (=ja-m s); long
pepper; orris root.
H + 5*&!"jal, s.f.=jal, jl, q.v.
S 5 *&jain, s.m.=jai, and ja, qq.v.
H  5 *&jan [ja˚= S. *&(), rt. *&], v.n. To become

tied.
H 5*"jah [S. A¦c+ ()+t], s.m. A professional
wrestler (=jeh).
H 5*"jah, s.f.=ja, q.v.
H ' ) 5 *_<jaher, adj. & s.m. jeh, jeh, jyeshha, qq.v.
S 5*&jai, s.f. The waved-leafed g-tree, Ficus venosa.
H 5*"ja [S. .9], s.f. Liquorice (=jeh madh).
H 5*,"ju [Prk. *,; S. ,=+], s.f. A couple;—two
rupees;—a bundle of tobacco leaves.
S 5*&"ja, = H ) 5 *& jaiy,adj. & s.m. Having

clotted or entangled; to become rusty (as iron, &c.).
H  5 *&jan (ja˚, prob.=jha˚, or jhapa˚), v.t. To snatch

matted hair; wearing a ja;—a person with matted or
tangled hair.
H ) 5 *&jaiy, = S 5*&" ja,adj. & s.m. Having

away, to seize or carry o by force; to snatch, seize; to
pilfer; to defraud, cheat.
H  5 *,&jun [ju˚= Prk. *,() or *,(< ) fr. *,=S. ,=

matted hair; wearing a ja;—a person with matted or
tangled hair.
H  R5*" , "ja-bu, s.f. Medicinal roots and herbs

p.p.p. of rt. ,*] , v.n. To unite, join, cohere; to close (as

(=ja -b ).
P W jussa  (for A. ~W jussat,
  fem.), s.m. The body, the
corporeal form or gure.

an open wound); to close (with, -se), engage in close
ght; to adhere, stick; to be stitched; to copulate (with);

H 6W **jaj [S. (], s.m. (Old H.) Oblation, sacrice

H  &8W *,Dgjujhanau , v.n. (Old H.)=jujhn, q.v.

oering.
H 6W jaj (corr. from the English), s.m. A judge (in law).
H 8W **jajar, adj. & s.m.=jarjar, q.v.

H )  &8W .*D5&jijhoiy, s.m. A low caste of Kanaujiya
Brahmans.
H ) &8W *,D hjujhwaiy [jujh, q.v.+Prk.  + =S.

H  @ 8W **/jajmn, vulg. .**/ jijmn, *,*/ jujmn

()++t], s.m. A warrior, ghter, &c.=jujhr.

[S. */t], s.m. A person who institutes the

H 8W.**"jij, .*A*" jijj = H 8W .*.* jijiy [S. .**" ,

performance of a sacrice, employs priests for the
purpose, and pays the expenses of it; a customer, a
client, one who has a right to certain services (as those
of the Brhman or priest, or the barber, or shoemaker,
or washerman, &c.); a client to whose custom
Brhmans, barbers, &c. have a prescriptive claim (the
hereditary priest, or barber, &c., of a village must be
paid his fees whether you choose to employ him or
another person).
H  @ 8W**/"jajmn [S. */+], s.f. The status

intens. from *" +], s.f. A breast, a dug; an elder

and the occupation of a jajmn; the stipend paid by a
jajmn;—(S. yajamn) the wife of a jajmn.
S B 8W .*jijns, vulg. jigys, s.f. Desire of knowing;
inquiring; inquisitiveness; search, investigation,
examination.
S B 8W .*,jijnsu, vulg. jigysu, adj. & s.m. Desirous of
knowing, inquiring, inquisitive, curious;—an inquirer.
S  B 8W .*Tjijnsya, part. adj. Deserving of being

sister (a term of respect, often applied generally to any
elderly female);—jijj, jijm , s.f. Foster-mother, wetnurse.
H 8W .*.*jijiy = H 8W.**" jij, .*A*" jijj [S. .**" ,
intens. from *" +], s.f. A breast, a dug; an elder
sister (a term of respect, often applied generally to any
elderly female);—jijj, jijm , s.f. Foster-mother, wetnurse.
H :W ja , vulg. ja (P. za aor zaja), s.f. A woman who
has recently given birth to a child (so called until the
fortieth day after her delivery), a lying-in woman:—ja na, s.m. A lying in chamber:—ja -gr, s.m. A song
sung on the occasion of the birth of a child.
H :W *ja  (perf. part. of ja n), part. adj. (f. -), Tried,
proved, experimented on; experimental:—ja  vidy, s.f.
Experimental science.
H  :W * &ja wa = H $ :W* ja  [rt. of j n, q.v.

inquired into, needing or calling for investigation,
admitting of investigation.
H &8W *,D jujh [Prk. *,AD(; S. ,-+(], s.m. War, battle,

= S. + ], s.f. Test, trial, examination, proof,

con ict, ght, engagement.
H  &8W *,Djujhr = H  &8W *,D jujhr [S. ,-+t or

investigation, scrutiny; valuation, appraisement.
H $ :W* ja  = H  :W * & ja wa [rt. of j n, q.v.

+ t], s.m. A ghter, warrior, combatant, soldier.

+wa= Prk.  + = S. ()++; ;( and = Prk. 

H  &8W *,Djujhr = H  &8W *,D jujhr [S. ,-+t or

= S. + ], s.f. Test, trial, examination, proof,

+ t], s.m. A ghter, warrior, combatant, soldier.

investigation, scrutiny; valuation, appraisement.
H :W *ja n (fr. the trans., j nor j n), v.n. To be

H  &8W *,Djujh [jujh˚, q.v.+Prk.  =( S. ()(], adj.
Of or relating to war, martial, military:—jujh bjn,
Warlike instruments or martial music to sound (in
battle).
H &8W *,Djujhn [jujh˚= Prk. *,AD()=S. ,(`), rt. ,],
v.n. To ght, to make war.

+wa= Prk.  + = S. ()++; ;( and = Prk. 

tested or tried, be examined, be investigated; to be
valued, be appraised, be estimated, be reckoned at its
worth, be rated; to be judged, be esteemed.
H  :W *Kgja nau , v.n.=ja n;—v.t.=j n, and j n.
H &:W *+ja h, s.m. (colloq.)=jaj, or yajna, qq.v.
A 2 cW jam, s.f. A violently aming or blazing re; hell-

re, hell.
H + W *jad [S. ], adv. (correl. tad), When, whenever;

estrangement.
H + Y + W *  jadb-tadb [S. ], s.m.

as, as soon as, &c. (=jab, q.v.):—jad-tak, &c.=jab-tak,
q.v.s.v. jab.
H + W *jad, conj.=jad, q.v.:—jad-api, conj.=jadyapi, q.v.s.v.

Unmeaning expression, nonsense; so so.
H ]+ W *jad-api, conj. See s.v. jadand jad.

jad.
A + W jadd, vulg. jad, s.m. Fortune, good fortune; riches,
competence, prosperity, happiness;—greatness, majesty,
dignity, glory (of God);—a grandfather, an ancestor (pl.
ajdd).
A + W jidd, vulg. jadd, s.m. Striving, labour, toil; exertion,
eort, endeavour, trial, painstaking, study:—jidd-o-jahd,
vulg. jadd-o-jihad, s.m.=jidd;—jidd-o-jahd karn, To strive,
labour, endeavour, &c.:—jidd-o-kadd, vulg. jadd-o-kadd,
s.m. Endeavour, eort, &c.; industry; expostulation:—
jadd-o-kob, s.m. Assault and battery, beating.
H + W *jad, adv.=jad, q.v.
P + W jud [Prs ja; Pehl. gvit; Zend vita, rt. vi= S.  ], adj.
Separated, parted; separate, distinct, away, apart, aside,
asunder, absent; dierent; peculiar; extraordinary (syn.
alay):—jud-jud, adj. & adv. Various, distinct, several;—
separately, severally, one by one;—jud-jud kahn(-ko),
To describe or name separately, to particularize:—jud
karn(-ko), To separate (from, -se), to part, disjoin,
disunite, detach, sever, sunder; to disengage, to
distinguish:—jud-gna, adv. Separately, apart:—jud
honor ho-jn(-se), To be separated or parted (from); to
be separate, be apart (from); to live apart.
A + W jidl [inf. n. iii of + W 'to make rm or strong,' &c.],
s.m. Contending; contention, altercation, contest.
A + W jadwil, s.f. pl. (of jadwal), Lines, marginal lines,
columns (in a book, &c.); rivulets.
P $+ Wjud = P J $+ Wjudeg (fr. jud, q.v.), s.f.
Separation, parting; absence; estrangement, discord:—
jud lnor l-den(-me , or b -me ), To sow discord
(between), to bring about a separation, canse
estrangement.
P J $+ Wjudeg = P $+ Wjud (fr. jud, q.v.), s.f.
Separation, parting; absence; estrangement, discord:—
jud lnor l-den(-me , or b -me ), To sow discord
(between), to bring about a separation, canse

A + Wjudr, jadr(prop. judar), s.f. Small-pox.
A + W jadal, s.m. Contention, disputation, altercation,
ghting; ght, battle, encounter (cf. jidl).
A + W jadwr (P. zadwrarabicized), s.m. Zedoary,
Curcuma zedoaria(syn. nir-bis, or narbas).
A + W jadwal (rt. + W), s.f. A rivulet, streamlet (natural or
articial); a ruled line (round a page), marginal line;
column, table (of a book); an astronomical table:—jadwalpa, jadwal-kash, s.f. A rule, consisting of a card of
pasteboard and threads on which the paper is pressed
and thus becomes ruled.
A P !+ Wjadwal, adj. Marked with lines (a book, &c.),
lined, ruled.
H + W *Cjadu [S. Ct], prop. n. An ancestor of Krisha:—

jadu-bans, adj. Of or belonging to the family of Jadu:—
jadu-nth, An epithet of Krisha.

H + W *,-juddh, *, judh [S. ,-(], s.m. War, battle, ght,
con ict, engagement (=jujh):—judh-mn, adj. Fighting,
warring.
H  + W *[jadh , adv. (prov.) When, &c.=jad, q.v.
H + W .*jidhar [Prk. a6+ (for  loc. a.); S.  ],
pron. adv. (correl. tidhar, udhar), Whither, where,
wherever, withersoever; there:—jidhar-tidhar, adv. Here
and there, hither and there, everywhere, all about, in all
directions:—jidhar niwn udhar pn halt hai, 'Where
there is a declivity thither ows the water'; misfortunes
never come singly; evil unites with evil.
H ' Z+ W *,.cjudhishhir, vulg. judishar, prop. n. Name
of the elder of the ve Pndavprinces (=yudhishhir, q.v.).
H + W*jadi, *" jad [S. ], conj. If, in case that;
whether; if perchance:—jadyapi, vulg. jad-api(S. yady-api),
conj. Even if, even though, though, although,
notwithstanding that.
A + Wjad, s.m. A kid; a young he-goat; the sign
Capricorn; the star aof Ursa minor, the pole-star.
A + Wjudai (dim. of the preceding), s.m. The pole-star.

A P + Wjadd (from jadd), adj. Ancestral, belonging to
ancestors, paternal (estate, &c.).
A + )+ W jadd (part. n. from +C W 'to cut o'), adj. lit. 'Newly
cut o'; new, fresh, recent, modern.
H  5 *©jahan, s.m.=ja han, q.v.
A 1 / W jum (fr. 1 / W 'to cut o'), s.m. A species of leprosy
(so called because it causes the esh to fall o, or
because the ngers or toes drop o):—jum- na, s.m.
A lazaretto.
A P a / Wjum, s.m. A leper.
A / W jab, s.m. Drawing, attraction; allurement;
absorption:—jab karn(-ko), To draw (as a plaster, &c.), to
attract; to suck up, absorb, imbibe:—jab--maqnts,
 s.f.
Magnetic attraction:—jab-hon, v.n. To be absorbed.
P  / W jaba (for A. ~ / W), s.m. Passion, rage, fury; violent
desire.
A / W jar, vulg. jaar(v.n. fr. / W 'to cut o'), s.m. A root;
origin, stock; (in Arith.) the square root:—jar-mlulml, s.m. The fourth root:—jar--aamm, s.m. A surd or
irrational root:—jar--nt iq, s.m. A rational root:—jar
nikln(-k), To extract the square root (of).
P / W jar, s.m. for A. oW jazr, q.v.
H W *jar, s.f. prop. ja , q.v.:—jar--m l= ja -m l:—jar-kul,
s.f. Root and all, the whole extent, &c.
H W *jar [Prk. *5; S. A t], s.m. A fever:—jar- s(S.

person.
H W *,jur, s.m. corr. of mW jura, q.v.
H W jurr, s.m.=jurra, q.v.
P T W jurrb (corr. of A. jirb), s.m. A stocking, sock;
leggings.
A AW jurat (inf. n. of W 'to be bold'), s.f. Boldness,
daringness, audacity, temerity, bravery, courage, valour:
—jurat karn(-me ), To make bold (in), to have the
audacity or courage (to), to dare, to presume (syn. diler
karn).
S YW *,jartur, adj. See s.v. jar.
H W *_jarh [jar= jal+h= S. _+t], adj. (prov.),
Scorched, half-burnt.
A W jarr (fr. W 'to wound'), s.m. One who dresses
wounds, a surgeon.
P W jarat (for A. ~W jirat), s.f. A wound; a sore.
A P Wjarr, adj. & s.f. Surgical, chirurgical;—surgery:
—jarr-k 'amal, s.m. The practice of surgery; a surgical
operation.
A W jard, s.m. A locust (syn. i).
A W jarrr (v.n. fr. CW 'to draw'), adj. Numerous,
multitudinous (an army); warlike, brave.
H W *jarn (caus. of jarn= jaln), v.t. To burn,
&c.=jaln.
H W *,jurn [caus. of jurn;—jur˚= jur˚+= w= Prk.

jwar ), s.m. Paroxysm of a fever.
A W jarr, vulg. jar, s.m. Dragging, drawing, attracting; (in
law) dragging forth an oender for public punishment;—
foot, bottom, foundation, base, lowest part (of a
mountain);—(in Gram.) the vowel kasraat the end of a
word (cf. jrr):—jarr--saql,
 s.m. Mechanics (the science):
—arf--jarr, s.m. The attracting particle; a
preposition=arf--jrr, q.v.s.v. jrr.
H W *jar, s.m. corr. of arra, q.v.

 or U=S.  caus. increment], v.t. To get, obtain,

S W *jar, s.f. The becoming old, old age; decrepitude,

H W *, jurwan [jurw˚= jur˚, as in jurn, q.v.+an=

the general debility consequent upon old age;—a kind of
date tree, Mimusops kauki;—name of a female demon
(worshipped for having united the two halves into which
king Jarsandhwas divided at his birth):—jartur(jar+tur),
adj. & s.m. Old, inrm, decrepit, debilitated;—an inrm

Prk. 4(=S. "(], adj. Obtainable, procurable.

procure;—v.n. To be or become composed or comforted,
to be pacied or calmed:—jur-den, v.t. intens. of
and=jurn.
H KW *[jar s, s.m. See s.v. jar, 'fever.'
H W *, juro [jur(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
Procurement.
H W * &jarwa, s.f.=ja wat, q.v.

H ?W jurrh, s.m.=jurra, q.v.
S 6)W *,*jaryuj, adj. See s.v. jaryu.
A 2 $W jarim, s.m. pl. (of jarma), Sins, faults, crimes,

oences:—jarim-- affa, s.m. Petty or light oences:—
jarim--sangn, s.m. Serious crimes (such as are not
bailable); felony.
S )W *,jaryu, s.m. (f.?), The membrane which
envelopes the fetus; after-birth, secundines; the uterus:
—jaryu-ja, vulg. jaryuj, adj. & s.m. Born from the womb,
viviparous;—a man or other animal born from the
womb.
S AW *jarat, adj. Old, ancient, advanced in years,
feeble, inrm, decayed:—jarad-gava, s.m. An old bull or
ox;—name of a vulture.
? YW *jaratik, = ? YW*" jart,s.f. An old woman.
? YW*"jart, = ? YW * jaratik,s.f. An old woman.
S YW *!jartil, s.m. Wild sesamum
H &YW *IRjaruth [S. *~R(], s.m. Skinniness, esh accid
with old age; loose or abby esh.
H W *_jarah = H W *_ jarh [S. *_t, and *_
+t], adj. Old, decayed, inrm; bent, bowed down;
drooping;—hard, solid; hard-hearted, harsh, cruel;—s.m.
Decrepitude, old age.
H W *_jarh = H W *_ jarah [S. *_t, and *_
+t], adj. Old, decayed, inrm; bent, bowed down;
drooping;—hard, solid; hard-hearted, harsh, cruel;—s.m.
Decrepitude, old age.
S WW **jarjar,
'
adj. Old, inrm, decrepit, decayed; thin;
torn or broken in pieces, torn asunder, broken, crushed;
rugged;—s.m. The banner or emblem of Indra;—a kind
of aquatic plant, Vallisneria.
H )WW **"jarjark
'
[S. **"+t],
'
adj. Old, decayed;
ragged, perforated, full of holes.
A W jar, vulg. jara, s.m. Wounding, in icting a wound;
a wound; (in law) an oence against the person;
rebutting evidence; invalidation of testimony; objection,
plea; denial:—jar karn(-k), To invalidate the testimony
(of), to rebut (evidence); to call in question; to crossquestion:—jar-ke sul, s.m. Interrogatories put with a
view to invalidating testimony; cross-examination.
A KW jaras, s.m. A bell.
A 1 BW jirsm (an arabicized word=P. bar-sm), s.m. The

pleurisy.
P mW jura (for A. ~mW jurat, fem.; rt. .W 'to swallow'),
s.m. A draught, gulp, sup, sip, drop:—jura-kash, s.m.
Drinker.
H  W jar-kul, s.f. See s.v. jar= ja .
H X W *$jarg, s.m. A kind of grass (used as fodder for
horses & cattle).
P X W jarga, s.m. Forming a circle, putting in rank or row
(men and other animals);—a circle, ring (of men or
beasts); a ock, herd, or drove (of animals).
A 1 W jirm, s.m. The body; a body (animate or inanimate);
a aw, crack (in a precious stone, &c.):—jirm--qamar,
The body of the moon.
A 1 W jurm, s.m. A sin, crime, fault, oence,
transgression, misdemeanour:—jurm-- aff, s.m. Minor
or petty oence (such as is bailable);—jurm-- ilf-w-tr, s.m. An unnatural oence, sodomy:—jurm--sangn,
s.m. A serious crime, felony; a capital crime:—jurm-se
munkir hon, To deny an oence, to plead not guilty:—
jurm--shadd, jurm--az m,
 s.m.=jurm--sangn, q.v.:—
jurm--qbil ph s, s.m. A crime deserving of death, a
capital crime:—jurm qub ln, v.n. To plead guilty:—jurm-k
murtakib hon, v.n. To commit or perpetrate a crime:—
jurm--kabra, s.m.=jurm--az m,
 q.v.
P  a W jurmna (A. jurm+P. na), s.m. Penalty, forfeit, ne:
—jurmna bharn, jurmna den, v.n. To pay a penalty or
ne:—jurmna karn, v.t. To impose a penalty, in ict or
levy a ne, to ne, mulct:—jurmna muf karn(-k), To
remit a ne.
H  a W jarimna, s.m. contract. of jarmna, and=jurmna,
q.v.
S &%a W *@#jrimbh,
s.f. Yawning, gaping (cf. jrimbha).


S (&%a W *@#jrimbhak,
s.m. A yawner; a sort of demon

or spirit; name of certain magical formularies for
exorcising the evil spirits supposed to possess weapons;
name of a spell that produces drowsiness.
s.f.=jrimbh,
q.v.
S &%a W *.@#jrimbhik,


S &%a W*.@#"jrimbhin,
s.f. The plant Mimosa octandra.

S &%a W *@#jrimbha,
s.m. Yawning, &c. (=jrimbh);
bursting


open, opening (as a ower), blowing; stretching,

expanding;—a kind of animal.
H W *jaran (for jalan; see jaln), s.f. The act of
burning.
S W *4jara, adj. & s.m. Old, decayed, inrm;—old age,
becoming old and inrm;—cumin-seed (=jr); the plant
Nigella indica(which yields a pungent seed).wil
S W *4jara,
'
vulg. jar, adj. Old, decayed; waning.
H W *jarn [jar˚= Prk. *()=S. A (), rt. A ], v.n.
To be feverish; to suer from fever.
H W *jarn, v.n. (prov.)=jaln, q.v.
H W *,jurn, v.n. To be obtained, &c.=ju n, q.v.
H  W *,gjurnau , v.n. (Braj.)=jurn.
H W *,Ijuru, *,  jurw [joru+S. ], s.f. (prov.)=jor ,
q.v.
H W * jarwn, v.t. (prov.)=jalwn, q.v.
H W *, jurwn (doub. caus. of jurn), v.t.=jurn,
q.v.
H W *~!jar l, s.m. (dialec.) The tree Lagerstræmia
reginœ(=jral, q.v.).
P ?W jarra (for A. {W jarrat, fem.; rt. CW), s.m. A jar, an
earthen water-vessel, a pitcher, ewer.
P ?W jirra (for A. {W jirrat, fem.; rt. CW), s.m. The cud which
a ruminant ejects from its stomach.
P ?W jurra (for A. {W jurrat, fr. W; cf. jar), s.m. (lit. 'Bold,
brave; active, swift'); a falcon (the male of the bz), Falco
saker.
A Wjar (rt. W; cf. jurat), adj. Bold, intrepid, brave,
valiant.
H W*ujarr, *" jar [S. A +], s.f. Epidemic or
pestilential disease; rinderpest:—jar-mar, s.f. Idem.
H )W *jariy [jar= ja +iy= S. ], s.f. The fulcrum
which supports the pivot on which the arm of the
he klturns.
H )W .*jiriy, s.f.(?) A kind of rice (grown in
Benares).
A  )W jarayn, pop. jiryn(inf. n. of W'to ow'), s.m.
Flowing, running, ux (of blood, urine, &c.); gonorrhœa;
gleet (=jiryn--man):—jiryn--b, Fluor albus:—jiryn--

shikm, Dysentery, ux:—jiryn--ma, Fluor albus:—jiryn-man, Gonorrhœa simplex, gleet.
H U)W *" jarb (for A jard), s.f. A. sort of wooden dart
with an iron point; a goad; a sta:—jarb aln, v.n. To
throw the jarb.
A U)W jarb, s.f. A measuring chain (of 20 gasor 60
Hindstn yards=55 English yards); a land measure (one
square jarb= one standard bgh); a corn measure of 384
muddsor about 768 lbs.:—jarb phe kn, jarb ln, v.n. 'To
throw the jarb'; to measure or survey with the chain:—
jarb karn, v.t. To make a survey (of land):—jarb-kash,
s.m. lit. 'Drawer of a measuring chain'; a measurer (of
land), a surveyor:—jarb-kash, s.m. Measurement or
mensuration (of land); the oce of a land-surveyor.
A H %)Wjarb, s.m. A land-surveyor;—s.f. Anything
relating to land-measurement; the cost of measuring,
&c.
H W *"&jar, s.m.=ja t, q.v.
P ?+ )W jarda (for A. {+ )W jardat, fem. from + )W, rt. W), adj.
Bare; solitary, alone, separate, unattended (when
travelling), unencumbered;—s.m. A tally (by which to
keep accounts); account-book; register; volume, book.
H 3)W *!jarel, *,! jurel [S. *f+!+t], s.m. A
species of rice (cf. ja han).
P  @ )W jarmna (A. jarma+P. na), s.m.=jurmna, q.v.
H 5 *7ja [Prk. *f; S. *&], s.f. Root; origin, foundation,
base, basis (syn. al; bunyd):—ja ukhe n(-k), To pull up
the root (of); to root out (=ja -se ukhe n):—ja paka n, v.n.
To take root; to be rmly rooted or xed;—ja -pe , s.f.
Root and branch; the whole:—ja -pe -se ukh n, v.t. To
tear up root and branch, to extirpate:—ja jamn(-k), To
lay the foundation (of), to set on foot, to institute,
establish:—ja jamn, v.n.=ja paka n, q.v.:—ja kn(-k),
To cut the root (of), to destroy utterly; to undermine,
damage:—ja -m l, s.f.=ja -pe , q.v.
H 5 *7ja [Prk. *f5; S. *ft], adj. & s.m. Cold, frigid,
chilly; motionless, apathetic, senseless, unfeeling; stolid,
stupid, idiotic; irrational, inanimate, material; dumb;—a
senseless, apathetic, or unfeeling person; a dumb
person; an inanimate body, anything void of life; a

stupid person, an idiot, a dolt, blockhead:—ja -buddhi, s.f.
Dulness of intellect, stupidity:—ja bharat, s.m. A dull or
stupid person, an idiot:—ja padrth, s.m. Any substance
that is void of animation:—ja -jv, s.m. A brute; an
unfeeling creature (applied to beasts and men):—ja ar , s.f. Inquiry into the nature of inanimate things:—
ja - ary, s.m. The action or property of any manimate
substance:—ja -kriya, adj. & s.m. Working slowly or
stupidly, dilatory; a dilatory or sluggish person.
H  5 *7ja  [Prk. *f ; S. *f+t], s.m. Cold, frost,
winter (com. j );—dulness, apathy, sluggishness of
body or mind; stupidity, fatuity, idiotcy.
H  5 *7ja  [S. *f], s.f. Cowach, Carpopogon pruriens; the
plant Mucuna pruritus.
H  5 *7ja  (perf. part. of ja n, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -), Set
(as a jewel, a stone in a ring, &c.); mounted (with silver
or gold).
H  5 *,7ju  (perf. part. of ju n), part. adj. (f. -), Joined,
united, attached, appended, &c.:—ju -hu, adj. Idem.
H  5 *,7&ju  (contrac. of ju wa, not in use), s.f.
(prov.), Joining, join, annexation.
H  5 *7ja n [j +˚= w= Prk.  or U=S. 
caus. augment], v.n. (prov.) To be cold (j  lagn).
H  5 *7ja n (caus. of ja n; for ˚n, see the
preceding), v.t. To cause to set (jewels), to have (jewels)
set or studded; to have or get (a thing) mounted (with
silver or gold).
H  5 *,7ju n (caus. of jo nand ju n, i.e. jor˚or ju ˚+
+n; see ja n), v.t. To cause to join, cause to adhere; to
cause to couple or pair; to cause to be mended, to get (a
thing) mended;—to cheer.
H  5 *,7jurn (fr. j ), v.n. To tear the hair (in
token of grief or vexation).
H   5 *7ja  [ja , rt. of ja -n+ = Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. Set or studded with jewels jewelled;
mounted.
H   5 *7 ja o, s.m. = H   5 *7 & ja wa, s.f.[ja ˚, rt.

H   5 *7 &ja wa, s.f. = H   5 *7 ja o, s.m.[ja ˚, rt.
of ja -n+ o= Prk.  (=S. ()(; and wa= aoor w
+Prk. O=S. ; ]( , The act of setting jewels, &c.
H   5 *7 ja war = H   5 *7 ! ja awal [j +Prk.
f5 (with euphon.

inserted)=S.  ++t], s.f. Winter

clothes, winter dress, warm clothing.
H   5 *7 !ja awal = H   5 *7  ja war [j +Prk.
f5 (with euphon.

inserted)=S.  ++t], s.f. Winter

clothes, winter dress, warm clothing.
H 8 5*7 ja  [ja ˚, fr. ja n+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. The act of setting jewels, &c.
(=ja o); the price of setting jewels.
H 8 5*,7 ju  (ju ˚, fr. ju n+; see the preceding),
s.f. The act of joining, soldering, &c.; the price of joining,
mending, &c.
H C 5 *7ja it [S. *&+t], part. adj. Set (with jewels);
studded, jewelled; bedecked.
H 9 5 *7ja at [S. jaat], s.f. = H 89 5*7 ja at [S.
jaat+ik], s.f.= H 9 5 *7; ja atva (S. jadatva),
s.m.Coldness, chilliness; immovableness, stiness,
rigidity, torpor; apathy, insensibility, stolidity, stupidity,
stupefaction.
H 89 5*7 ja at [S. jaat+ik], s.f. = H 9 5 *7 ja at
[S. jaat], s.f.= H 9 5 *7; ja atva (S. jadatva),
s.m.Coldness, chilliness; immovableness, stiness,
rigidity, torpor; apathy, insensibility, stolidity, stupidity,
stupefaction.
H 9 5 *7; ja atva (S. jadatva), s.m. = H 9 5 *7 ja at [S.
jaat], s.f.= H 89 5*7 ja at [S. jaat+ik],
s.f.Coldness, chilliness; immovableness, stiness,
rigidity, torpor; apathy, insensibility, stolidity, stupidity,
stupefaction.
H B7' G 5 *7Jja -kriya (S. jaa-kriya), adj. & s.m.; see s.v.
ja .
H  5 *f!ja ul (S. jaula), s.m. A freckle, &c. (=jaul, q.v.).

of ja -n+ o= Prk.  (=S. ()(; and wa= aoor w

H . 5 *7ja an (i.q. ja n, q.v.), s.f. The act of setting

+Prk. O=S. ; ]( , The act of setting jewels, &c.

(jewels), &c.

H  5 *7ja n [ja ˚= S. *&(), rt. *&; or ja n= jo n], v.t.
To join, attach, cause to stick or adhere; to put in, to
stick on; to x, set (jewels), stud, bestud, inlay, enchase,
mount (with silver or gold, &c.); to lay on (a blow), to
strike;—to make a complaint or charge against (-k); to
speak ill of:—ja -jn, v.n. To be joined, to unite, to stick
or adhere; to take root, to germinate; to throw out roots:
—ja -den, v.t. intens. of and=ja n.
H  5 *7ja n, v.t. To shake o (=jh n; jhakn).
H  5 *,7ju n (fr. the trans. jo n, or i.q. jun, q.v.),
v.n. To be joined, be attached; to join, unite; to copulate;
to come to hand, be got, be had. be obtained or
procured.
H  5 *,7 &ju w, s.f.=ju ; ju w, q.v.
H . 5 *,7 [ju w , s.m. A twin, twins; a pair (cf. jo wn).
H  5 *7 ja wn (doub. caus. of ja n), v.t.=ja n,
q.v.
H  5 *,7 ju wn (doub. caus. of jo n), v.t.=ju n,
q.v.
H 8 5*7  ja w (fr. ja wn, cf. next), s.f.=ja , q.v.
H 8 5*,7  ju w [ju w˚, rt. of ju w-n+= Prk.
 f=S. ()++], s.f. The state of being
joined or attached, adhesion.
H  5 *7 &ja wa (fr. ja ), s.f. The trunk of a tree.
H  5*7 ja w (fr. ja ), s.f. The small shoots of the rice
plant when it rst springs from the ground.
H  5 *,76ju h [rt. of ju n+S. +t], s.m. Twins
(=ju w ).
H  5 *764ja ha (fr. j ), s.m. Rice cropped at the end
of the rains or at the commencement of the cold season.
H  5*7"ja  [ja , q.v.+S. ], s.f. The root of a medicinal

brushwood.
H ;:7 5 *7"!ja l [ja +Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -),
Having a root.
P oW juz (contrac. of judaz, i.e. juda+az, qq.v.), prep. & adv.
Besides, except;—ba-juz, prep. With the exception (of),
excepting.
A oW juz (for oW, v.n. fr. oW), s.m. Part, portion; particle;
component part, ingredient; part or section of a book
(consisting of eight leaves); a printer's sheet; a quire (of
paper); a metrical foot (pl. ajz):—juz-band, s.f. Stitching
the parts of a book together, book-binding:—juz-dn, s.m.
A cloth in which books are wrapped up, a satchel: a portfolio:—juz-ras, adj. Penetrating, sagacious; frugal, thrifty,
economical; penurious:—juz-ras, s.f. Sagacity; frugality,
economy, &c.:—juz-kash, s.f. Acquisition of knowledge
(by reading):—juz-gr, s.m. An instrument used for
keeping a book open when reading or writing;—a portfolio:—juz--l-yutajazz, s.m. An undivisible atom,
anything too small to be divided, a monad:—juzul-kab,
s.m. The cube root (syn. ghan-m l):—juz-o-kull, s.m. adj. &
adv. Part and all, the whole; particulars;—great and
small (matters), all;—totally, in toto, entirely; collectively.
A oW jaz (v.n. fr. oW), s.f. Repayment, requital, return,
retaliation, satisfaction, compensation, amends; reward,
recompence; (in Gram.) an apodosis, the complement or
s.m. A
correlative of a condition (or shart):—arf--jaz,

particle denoting compensation, or the complement of a
condition; a conditional particle.
A x oW jaz-k-allh (jaz, 3rd pers. sing. perf. of oWused
optat.+ka, pers. pron.+allh), May God reward thee! God
bless thee!;—intj. Bravo!
A $oW jazir, s.m.pl. (of jazra), Islands.

herb (as of the mir  khand, which is used as an antidote
to snake-bites); the root of the common ber(g rbel):—ja b , s.f. Medicinal herbs, drugs, simples.
H 7 5 *7ja iy [ja ˚, rt. of ja n+S. ()+t], s.m. A

A $oW jazil (pl. of jazl, 'great, large'; but used by the
Persians as a sing.), s.m. A large musket or ri e (used
with a prong or rest); a wall-piece; a swivel:—jazilandz, s.m. One who res a wall-piece or swivel.
P :#$oWjazil- , vulg. jazail- , s.m.=jazil-andz, q.v.
P o oW jiz-biz, adj. Oended, displeased, put out:—jiz-biz

setter of jewels; a jeweller;—a sodomite (low);—a helper,
an assistant;—a striker.
H # 7 5 *7"&ja  [ja +Prk. f =S. &()+t], s.m. Bramble,

karn, v.n. To fume, fret, rave helplessly.
A oW jazr, s.m. The ebb-tide, re ux (of the sea):—jazr-omadd, s.m. The ebb and ow (of the tide).

H oW jazar, s.m. corr. of jar, q.v.
A 1 oW jazm, s.m. Deciding, resolving; decision,
determination;—amputation; the orthographic sign or
mark (˚) written over the nal consonant of all shut
syllables, and serving, when another syllable follows, to
separate the two:—bil-jazm, adj. With decision or
determination, in earnest.
A W juzw, s.m.=juz, q.v.
A oWjuzw, adj. Relating to a part or portion, pantial, in
part, few; particular; trivial, petty;—s.f. A little; a
particular.
A A )oW juzwiyt, s.f.pl. (of juzw), Parts; particulars.
A $oWjuz, adj. & s.f.=juzw, q.v.:—juz-o-kull, s.f. Part and
all; wholeness, totality, integrity.
A A $oW juzyt, s.f.pl. (of juz), Small parts, particulars,
minutiæ.
P ?)oW jazra (for A. {)oW jazirat, fem.), s.m. An island; a
peninsula:—jazra-num, s.m. A peninsula (lit.'resembling
an island').
P )oW jizya, vulg. jazy(for A. ~)oW jizyat, fem.; rt. oW'to give
as a satisfaction,' &c.), s.m. A capitation-tax levied on
the non-Muslim subjects of a Mohammadan
government; (local) a house-tax on the inhabitants of
towns not engaged in tillage.
H IW *jas, pron. adv. (prov.)=jais, q.v.:—jas-hu-tas-hu,
adv.=jais-tais, q.v.s.v. jais.
H IW *jas [Prk. *5; S. 8], s.m. Celebrity, fame,
renown; reputation, name, character; truthfulness,
probity; virtue, merit, good; luck:—jas-apajas, s.m. Good
and bad; good or evil; fame or infamy:—jas-pat, jas-pati,
adj. & s.m. Famous, renowned, reputable, excellent;—a
famous person, a celebrity:—jas karn, v.n. To make a
reputation or name, to acquire celebrity, to distinguish
oneself.
H IW .*jis, Old H. * jas [S. T, gen. of t, base ;
Prk. *T, with the fem. form jiinstead of ja, for the
base]; the formative, or in ective base of the oblique
cases, of the sing. of jo'who,' &c.:—jis-par, adv. Upon
which, whereupon:—jis-par bh, adv. Upon which even,
notwithstanding which:—jis-tis, pron. Whomever; that

which; whatever; some one or other:—jis-jnib, adv.=jistaraf,
 q.v.:—jis-jis, pron. Whomever; whichever; each of
which:—jis-jis-jagah, jis-jagah, adv. In whatever dierent
places, wherever, where:—jis-dam, adv. When; while,
whilst:—jis-se, adv. From whom; wherefrom, from which;
whereby; by means of or through whom or which:—jistara,
adv. According to; in whatsoever manner; as;—jis
tara
 hoor ho-sake, As can be managed, anyhow; at any
rate:—jis-taraf,
 adv. In whatever direction or quarter,
wherever, whithersoever:—jis-qadr, adv. To what degree
or extent; as much as; whatever, whatsoever:—jis-kar-ke,
adv. By means of which, whereby:—jis-kis-k, jis-kis-ko,
gen. & dat. of jo-ko, q.v.s.v. jo:—jis-maqm-par, jis-mauqepar, adv.=jis-jagah, q.v.:—jis-waqt, adv.=jis-dam, q.v.
P A 0W jasrat (for A. { 0W jasrat, inf. n. of 0W 'to be
bold'), s.f. Boldness, daring, courage, intrepidity;
temerity, presumption.
A 1 0W jusm, jism(wh. is prop. pl. of jasm), adj. Great,
large, big, bulky; big-bodied, corpulent.
P a 0W jasmat (for A. ~a 0W jasmat, inf. n. of 2 0W 'to be
large'), s.f. Corpulency, bulkiness;—body; dimension.
A P a 0Wjusm (fr. jusm, q.v.), s.f. Corpulence (=jasmat).
H  0W * jaswar, s.m. A small tribe of Rjp tsin
Mathura.
H L0W *jas-pat, adj. & s.m. See s.v. jas.
P 0W jast [Pehl. jat; Zend, ja h; S. jas], s.f. Leaping,
jumping; leap, jump, bound, spring:—jast karn, jast
mrn(-par), To leap or spring (upon); to leap, jump,
bound, spring.
H 0W *Tjast, s.m. Zine, spelter; tutenag; prince's
metal; pewter:—r p-jast, s.m. Pewter:—kl jast, s.m. A
sort of blende, or sulphuret of zinc.
P 0W just [v.n. of justan, Pehl. zytan; Zend jad; S. gad],
s.f. Searching; search:—just-j , just-o-j , s.f. Searching,
seeking; search, inquiry, quest, scrutiny, examination,
investigation:—just-o-j karn, v.n. To search, seek, &c.
H 0W just (see just), adj. Strong, sharp, pungent; harsh,
violent, passionate; clear.
H *0W *Tjast, s.m.=jast, q.v.
H *0W just (corr. of jussa),
  s.m. Power, strength.

P *0W jasta (perf. part. of jastan; see jast), part. Leaped;—
having leaped.
P *0W justa (perf. part. of justan; see just), part. adj.

glorious.
H  0W*T "jasw = H  0W * B jaswant = H 0W*" jas
[S. 8T "], adj. Possessing honour or glory, renowned,

Searched for, sought.
H *0W*T"jast [jast, q.v.+ ()+t], adj. Of, or made of,

famous, celebrated, illustrious, glorious.
H 0W*"jas = H  0W * B jaswant = H  0W*T " jasw

zinc, or pewter; pewter.
A + 0W jasad, s.m. The body (with the limbs or members).

[S. 8T "], adj. Possessing honour or glory, renowned,

H + 0W *,jasud, s.f.=jasod, q.v.
A 0W jisr, s.m. A bridge (syn. pul).
H I0W */jasas [S. 8], s.m. Glory, fame, &c (=jas,
q.v.):—jasas-km, adj. Desirous of glory or fame
ambitious:—jasas-kar, adj. Conferring glory, &c.:—jasaswn,
adj.=jasasw.
H  00W*T "jasasw [S. 8T "], adj. Famed, renowned,
celebrated.
A 2 0W jism, s.m. The body (with the limbs and members);
a body or material substance, a solid (pl. ajsm):—jism-jamd, s.m. A metallic body, a mineral:—jism--aiwn,
s.m. Animal body:—jism--nabt, s.m. A vegetable body
or substance.
A  @ 0Wjismn (prop. jusmn), adj. Of or belonging to
body, corporeal; material; carnal.
P   @ 0W jismnyat (for A. ~  @ 0W, fr. jismn), s.f.
Materiality, &c.
A @ 0Wjism (rel. n. fr. jism), adj. Bodily, corporeal;
personal.
P  @ 0W jismyat (for A. ~ @ 0W, fr. jism), s.f. Bodiliness,
corporeity, materiality.
H 0W *,jasu, pron. adv. (Braj)=jais, q.v.
H *@ 0W*,/ jasu-mati, = H *a 0W*5/ jasomati,s.f.=jasod, q.v.
H *a 0W*5/jaso-mati, = H *@ 0W*,/  jasumati,s.f.=jasod, q.v.
H  0W *5jasod [Prk. *5; S. 5+], s.f. lit. 'Glorygiving'; name of the wife of the cow-herd Nanda and
foster-mother of Krishna.

H  0W * Bjaswant = H  0W*T " jasw = H 0W*" jas
[Prk. *5 (5=S. 8+ ], adj. Possessing honour or
glory, renowned, famous, celebrated, illustrious,

famous, celebrated, illustrious, glorious.
A 2 0W jasm, adj. Bulky, large, corpulent, fat.
H ZW *8ja, s.m.=jas, q.v.
H ZW *,9jush [S. *,9(], s.m. The crumbs, remnants or
leavings of a meal (=jh h).
H ZW *,9jush [S. *,9+t], part. Served, obliged;
worshipped, gratied by service.
H ZW*.9jashi, s.f.=yashi, and jeh, q.v.:—jashi-madhu,
s.m.=jeh-madh, q.v.
S (W *,ljushkak, s.m. The water of boiled pulse,
pease soup, porridge, &c.
P <W jashn, vulg. jashan[Pehl. yan, yajashn; Zend yana, rt.
yaz; S. , rt. *], s.m. A banquet, feast, festival, jubilee;
rejoicing, joy (= ush).
S W .*l4,jishu, adj. Victorious, triumphant;
conquering, winning, gaining; excelling;—s.m. The sun;
an epithet of Indra, of Vishnu, and of Arjun; name of a
Vasu; name of a son of Manu Bhautya; name of the
father of Brahma-gupta.
P Wjashn (jashn, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Fond of feasting;
voluptuous, luxurious.
P %P W jaba (for A. ~%P W jabat, fem.), s.m. A quiver (for
arrows).
A + P W jad, s.f. Crisp or curly hair; a ringlet, a lock of hair.
A h P W jafar, s.m. A river;—a proper name (of a man).
P h P Wjafar, vulg. jfr(rel. n. fr. jafar, a man's name), s.f.
The purest kind of gold;—the yellow ower Linum
trigynum(syn. gul--ashraf);—a kind of cupola;—a sort of
screen (the interstices of the frame being lozenged);
lattice-work; a bamboo frame (in these senses perhaps a
corruption of the A. afra).
A P W jal, vulg. jl(inf. n. of P W 'to make a thing'), s.m. A
fabrication, a counterfeit; forgery:—adj. Counterfeit,

forged:—jal bann(-k), To make an illicit imitation (of),
to fabricate, to forge:—jal-sz, s.m. One who
counterfeits; a forger:—jal-sz, s.f. Fabrication,
counterfeiting, forgery:—jal-se, adv. By fraudulent
means, corruptly, dish mestly:—jal karn, v.n. To commit
forgery, to forge.
A #P Wjal (rel. n. fr. jal), adj. Forged, fabricated,

charms:—ilm--jafr, Idem.
P h W ja"a, ju"a(for A. ~h W ja"at, fem.), s.m. A company,
troop, body (=ja").
H (W *jak (i.q. jakh, q.v.), s.m. The animal which is

counterfeit, ctitious, articial; spurious, false,
supposititious (as a child).
H #P W jaliy [jal+S. t], s.m. A forger, &c.=jal-sz.

killed and buried along with treasure as a guard; the
guard of buried treasure; (met.) a miser (also called jak-k
gumshta).
P (W jak, s.m. (?), The fteenth night of the month
Shbn(syn. shab--bart).
S  W *ja-kr, s.m. See s.v. * ja.

?  #P W jalyat (for A. ~ #P W), s.f. Forgery; the being forged

H  W *,jukn, v.t.=jukhn, q.v.

or counterfeited.
? A W jugrt, s.m. (?), Sour or coagulated milk.
A  _ W jugrya (the Gr.   Arabicised), s.m.

H  W * Bjakwant, adj. (prov.)=jhakwant, q.v.
H *W*,.=jukti, s.f. Joining, junction, union, &c.=yukti,

Geography (syn. bh -gol-vidy).
A gW ja", ju", s.m. A company, troop, or body of men or

q.v.
H >  (W *7 Bjaka -band (rt. of jaka -n+band), adj.

people (syn. guroh);—ju", Anything hollow; an old wornout man.
A h W jaf (v.n. fr. h W), s.f. (orig. 'roughness or rudeness,'

Tight, fast bound, well-strung;—struck with cold or
rheumatism.
H ' G (W *7jaka -kar = H  G (W *7? jaka -ke (past.

but, by the Persians, used in the sense of) Oppression,
violence, cruelty, injury, injustice, hardship:—jaf-pesha,
jaf-j , jaf-shr, jaf-kr, adj. & s.m. Oppressive,
tyrannical, unjust, cruel;—a tormentor, oppressor,
tyrant:—jaf-kr, s.f. Oppression, tyranny:—jaf-kash, adj.
Enduring oppression or hardship; hard-working,
energetic:—jaf-kaf, s.f. Trial, hardship, calamity:—jauro-jafa, s.f.=jaf, q.v.
P h W juft [Zend yaoiti; S. y ti], s.m. Evenness; an even

conj. part. of jaka n), adv. Tight, tightly:—jaka ke
b dhn, v.t. To tie tight.
H  G (W *7?jaka -ke = H ' G (W *7 jaka -kar (past.

number; a pair, couple, match, mate (in general); a pair
of shoes;—adj. Even (not odd, opp. of tq).

P *h W jufta [perf. part. of juftan; Zend y ta, rt. yu= S. ,],
adj. & s.m. Bent; wrinkled; running together (the
threads in cloth);—a wrinkle; crease; aw, blemish:—jufta
pa nor pa -jn(-me ), A wrinkle, or crease, &c. to be
occasioned (in).
P *h Wjuft (see juft), s.f. Coupling, pairing (of animals);—a
parallel ruler:—juft khn, juft karn, v.n. To copulate, to
pair (as animals).
A h W jafr, vulg. jafar, s.m. (lit.'a lamb or kid that has begun
to pasture'), The art of divination (by examining the
entrails of a lamb, &c.); the art of making amulets or

conj. part. of jaka n), adv. Tight, tightly:—jaka ke
b dhn, v.t. To tie tight.
H  (W *7jaka n [jaka ˚prob.=S. (+>], v.t. To draw
tight (as a knot, &c.), to tighten, to tie tight; to bind, to
fasten, to pinion; to put in the stocks:—jaka -jn, v.n. To
become sti or rigid; to be rmly or tightly bound; to be
closely joined or placed together, to be closely packed.
H ZW *djaksh, = H &W *L jakh,[Prk. *=L5; S. dt], s.m.
A kind of demi-god, attendant especially on Kuvera, and
employed in the care of his gardens and treasures (cf.
jak).
H &W *Ljakh, = H ZW *d jaksh,[Prk. *=L5; S. dt], s.m.
A kind of demi-god, attendant especially on Kuvera, and
employed in the care of his gardens and treasures (cf.
jak).
H  &W *,Ljukhn (caus. of jukhnand jokhn), v.t. To
cause to weigh or to be weighed; to have weighed or
measured:—jukh-jn, v.n. To be weighed or measured.

H $ &W*,L jukh [jukh(n)+= Prk.  =S. 
++], s.f. Weighing; measuring;—the weighman's
fee.
H &W *.Ljakhir (prob. corr. of a ra), s.m. A mass
or heap of lumber or rubbish (especially such as is piled
up to be burnt).
H W *Ljakhan (ja= jis, q.v.+S. kshaa), pron. adv. (prov.
—correl. takhan), What time, when; at whatever time.
H &W *,Ljukhn (fr. the trans. jokhn, q.v.), v.n. To be
weighed or measured.
H &W*L"jakhn [S. .d4"], s.f. Wife of a jakh, q.v.; a
sort of female end attached to the service of Durg, and
frequently maintaining, like a sylph or fairy, an
intercourse with mortals.
H W*"jak, adj. & s.m. (prov.)=jhak; and jhakk; qq.v.
H ^W *$jag [Prk. *$,; S. *$ q.v.], s.m. The world, earth,
universe:—jag-dhr, s.m. 'The support of the universe,'
the Supreme Being:—jag-bandhu, s.m.
'Friend of the world,' God:—jag-plak, s.m. 'Preserver of
the world,' the Supreme Being; a sovereign or king:—jagpati, s.m. 'Lord of the universe'; an epithet of Vishnu,
and of iva; a king or prince:— jag-trak, jag-tra, jagtrt, s.m. The Saviour of the world; the Ganges
(according to the Hind religion):—jag-jn, s.m.f. An
epithet of any living creature:—jag-jagat, s.m. The
universe:—jag-janan, s.f. 'Mother of the universe'; any
chief goddess (as Prvat, &c.):—jag-joni, s.m. An epithet
of Brahma:—jag-jt, adj. Victorious over the world:—jagjv, s.m. A living creature:—jag-jvan, s.m. An epithet of
the Supreme Being as the giver of life:—jag-rj, jag-ry,
jag-r, jag-ry, s.m. 'Monarch or Lord of the Universe,'
the Supreme Being:—jag-dhr, s.m. 'Upholder of the
world,' the Supreme Being; (in Myth.) any chief deity:—
jag-kartr, s.m. 'Creator of the world'; Brahma:—jag-ghoni,
s.m. An epithet of Brahma:—jag-m l, s.m. 'Root or
foundation of the universe'; God:—jag-mohan, s.f. An
epithet of any very charming woman:—jag-nivs, s.m.
Inhabiting the universe, dwelling in the world:—jagnivs, s.m. An inhabitant of the world:—jag-vs, s.m.=jagnivs:—jag-va it, jag-van ak, s.m. 'Deceiver of the world,'

a great hypocrite:—jag-vikhyt, adj. & s.m. Of world-wide
renown; a person of world-wide renown:—jag-vikhyti, s.f.
World-wide celebrity:—jag-vyavahr, s.m. The way of the
world, universal custom:—jag-hans, s.f. Cause of
universal or general laughter; whatever causes general
laughter:—jagevar, vulg. jag-gsar(jag+vara), s.m. 'Lord of
the universe'; an epithet of Vish u, and of iva.
H ^W *$jag [Prk. *F(?; S. (], s.m. A feast, an
entertainment; a sacrice or religious ceremony in
which oblations are presented:—jag-jagat, s.m.=jag:—
jagopavt(S. yajn+upavta), s.m. The sacricial thread
originally worn by the Brhman, the Kshatriya, and the
Vaisya, as distinctive of their castes, but now conned to
the Brhmanical order:— jagopavt, s.m. One who is
invested with the sacricial thread.
H ^W *,$jug [Prk. *,F$(; S. ,F/(], s.m. A pair, couple, brace;
a term used in the game of ausarwhen two or more
pieces come together on the same square (opp. of a
blot).
H ^W *,$jug [Prk. *,$;( S. ,$]( , s.m. A yoke;—an age, a
period, an epoch, a cycle; an astronomical cycle of ve
years, a lustrum; (in Myth.) an age of the world, a long
mundane period of years (of which there are four, viz.
Kritor
 Satya-jug, Tret, Dwpar, and Kal, of which the rst
three have already elapsed, while the Kalis that in
which we are supposed to live; the rst comprises
1,728,000 years; the second, 1,296,000 years; the third,
864,000 years, and the fourth, 432,000 years, of which
nearly 5,000 have already elapsed);—a measure of
length of four cubits; a symbolical expression for the
number 4, and sometimes for the number 12; a very
long time or period:—a thread (in brocade-working):—
jugdar, jugdar(S. yuga+d˚), adj. Very old, ancient,
antiquated (man or animal):—jugnt(S. yuga+anta), s.m.
The end of an age; a destruction of the universe;—adj.
For an age, for all time:—jugnt bandhu, s.m.f. A fast
friend:—jugntar(S. yuga+ant˚), s.m. & adv. Another epoch;
—in the midst of an epoch; from age to age:—jugnujug,
vulg. jugnjug(S. yuga+anu˚), adv. From one age to
another, from age to age, during successive ages, to the
ages of ages, for ever and ever, to all eternity:—jug-pat,

adv. At one and the same time, together, conjointly; at
once, suddenly:—jug ph n, v.n. To become estranged,
to fall out:—jug-pho n(-k), To cause a dierence
(between friends), to divide, part, or sunder (close
friends, &c.):—jug-jug, adv. From age to age, for ever,
constantly, perpetually, eternally:—jug-jo , adv. With the
two hands clasped (as in earnest entreaty):—jug-lnor
l-den(-me ), To put a thread (in brocade-work):—jugvidhi, vulg. jug-bidhi, s.f. The quality or manner of a jug,
q.v.:—jug-vyavasth, s.f. The laws or economy of a jug.
H JW *$jag, s.f. corr. of jagah, q.v.
H JW *$jag, part. adj. contrac. of jg, q.v.
H A W JW *$*5jag-jot = H Y W JW*$A5 jag-jyoti [S.
*m+ A5t], s.f. Brightness, brilliancy, splendour,
much light.
H Y W JW*$A5jag-jyoti = H A W JW *$*5 jag-jot [S.
*m+ A5t], s.f. Brightness, brilliancy, splendour,
much light.
H  JW *,$jugdar, adj. See s.v. jug.
H JW *,$!jugl, s.m.=jugal, q.v.
H JW *,$!jugl (v.n. fr. next), s.m. The cud.
H ! JW *,$!jugln [jugl˚= S. +$ () or $!(),
fr. caus. of rt. $], v.t. To chew the cud (=pugran).
H ! JW*,$!"jugl, s.f. Chewing the cud:—jugl karn, v.n.
To chew the cud.
H  JW *,$jugn (v.n. fr. jugn, q.v.), s.m. The clothes
washed, ironed, and carefully arranged, as brought
home by the washerman; the washing;—washing-day.
H  JW *$jagn [jag˚= Prk. *F$ () or *F$U(); see
jgn, of which it is the caus.], v.t. To waken, to rouse
from sleep; to raise (the dead, or the wick of a lamp), to
make bright or lively; to rouse, to stimulate:—jag-den,
v.t. Idem.
H  JW *,$jugn [jug˚= Prk. *,F$ () or *,F$U()=S.
,F/ (rt. ,*+  caus. augment], v.t. To place in order,
to arrange; to keep with care, to be careful of, take care
of; to guard, tend;—to pair o labour, to lend labour, to
assist another in his work in expectation of similar

assistance being returned hereafter:—jug-ke(or jug-kar)
rakhn, v.t. To place in due or proper order, to arrange;
to gather, collect; to keep with care.
H  JW *,$Bjugnt. For this and other compounds (not
found elsewhere) of which jugis the rst member, see
s.v. jug.
H  JW *,$ jugwn or jugon, v.t.=jugn, q.v
S 0LJW *,$Q, jugups, s.f. Censure, reproach; abuse;
aversion.
S 0LJW *,$Q, jugupsit, part. Censured, reproached,
abused.
S <0LJW *,$Q, jugupsan, s.m.=jugups.
S JW *$jagat (chargeable, in combination, to jagad,
jagan, &c.), s.m. The world, the universe; men and
animals, created things;—a buttress; a curb of masonry
round a well;—adj. Movable, locomotive, transitory:—
jagat-amb, prop. jagad-amb, jagad-ambik, s.f. 'The
mother of the world,' a name of Durgor Prvati:—jagadindra, s.m. An epithet of Indra:—jagat-tm, prop. jagadtm, s.m. The soul of the world, the supreme spirit,
Brahma:—jagad-dhr, s.m. 'Stay or supporter of the
universe,' the supreme spirit;—air, wind:—jagat-ujgar,
adj. 'Enlightening the world'; an epithet of the Supreme:
—jagat-plak, s.m.=jag-plak, q.v.s.v. jag:—jag-plan, s.m.
The sustaining or nourishing of the world:—jagat-pati,
s.m.=jag-pati, q.v.s.v. jag:—jagat-pr, s.m. 'The breath of
the world,' wind, air:—jagat-tra, jagat-trt, s.m.=jag-trt,
q.v.s.v. jag:—jagat-tra, s.f. The redemption of the
world:—jagat-jhir, adj. World-illumining, brilliant, bright;
known to the whole world, universally celebrated:—jagatjanak, s.m. 'Parent of the universe,' an epithet of the
Deity:—jagat-dukh, s.m. 'Painer of the world,' a tyrant:—
jagat-swm, s.m. 'Lord of the universe,' the Supreme
Being:—jagat-seth, s.m. A great sehor banker; an epithet
of a very wealthy class of men:—jagat-kart, s.m. The
creator of the world, Brahma:—jagat-kshay, s.m. The
destruction of the world:—jagat-guru, prop. jaga-guru,
s.m. 'The teacher of the world'; an epithet of Brahma, of
Vishnu, and of iva; a senior or elder in religion:—jagatmta, prop. jagan-mt, s.f.=jagad-amb, q.v.:—jagat-mul,

s.m.=jag-m l, q.v.s.v. jag:—jagan-mohi, adj. & s.m.
Fascinating or bewildering the world;—one who
bewilders or infatuates the world:—jagan-nth, s.m. 'Lord
of the universe'; a name of Vishnu or Krishna; name of
a celebrated idol, and of a temple and the surrounding
district on the Coromandel coast, near Cuttack, in Orissa,
where Vishnu is especially worshipped as Jagannath
(and to the idol enshrined in which pilgrimages are
made from all parts of India; see rath-jtr):—jagan-nthk bht, s.m. The rice eaten at Jagannth by pilgrims of
all castes out of the same pot; (hence) something that
may be eaten by all without loss of caste:—jagat-vs,
s.m.=jag-vs, q.v.s.v. jag:—jagat-va ii, jagat-va ak; jagatvikhyt= jag-van it, &c., q.v.s.v. jag:—jagad-vin , s.m. The
destruction of the world, the expiration of a jugor period
of the world's existence:—jagad-vandya, vulg. jagat-vandh,
adj. 'To be praised or adored by the world'; an epithet of
Krishna;—jagad-s, jagdis, jagds, jagad-, jagd, jagad-var,
s.m. 'Lord of the world or universe,' an epithet of
Vish u, and of iva.
H JW *,$jugat, *,$ jugti [S. ,.=t], s.f. Connection,
union; agreement, concord; application, use, practice,
usage; appliance, means, plan, scheme, expedient,
contrivance, device, trick, stratagem; way, mode,
manner; skill, address, dexterity, ingenuity, art; wit;
punning, a pun; alliteration;—emblematical or mystical
expression of purpose; the mysteries of asceticism:—
jugat-bz, adj. & s.m. Skilful, dexterous; artful, scheming,
crafty;—a sharp, scheming, or crafty fellow, &c. (=jugat);
one who is addicted to using language with a double
meaning; a quibbler; a punster:—jugat-bz, s.f. Witticism;
pun; quibble, &c.:—jugat boln, v.n. To pun; to utter a
double-entendre.
H *JW *$jagt (imperf. part. of jagn), adj. (f. -),
Waking, awake.
S *JW*$"jagat, s.f. & adj. The earth, &c.=jagat;—
mankind, people;—a kind of metre:—jagat-tal, s.f. The
earth, world; sublunary things.
H *JW*,$"jugt, *,$ jugti [jugat, q.v.+= S. ], s.f. A
partner; a wife; a bride.
H *JW*$"jugat, jugt= H *JW *$ jugatiy [jugat+= S.

()+ t], adj. & s.m. Clever, skilful, dexterous;
economical; artful, cunning, crafty; facetious; punning;—
a skilful man; an artful or crafty fellow, &c.; a punster
(=jugat-bz).
H *JW *$jugatiy = H *JW*$" jugat, jugt[jugat+= S.
()+ t], adj. & s.m. Clever, skilful, dexterous;
economical; artful, cunning, crafty; facetious; punning;—
a skilful man; an artful or crafty fellow, &c.; a punster
(=jugat-bz).
H J8JW *$*$jagjag [by redupl. of jag= S. *$/, intens.
fr. rt. $/+S. t], s.m. Brass-tinsel; very thin plates of
brass used in decoration (cf. jagmag).
H  J8JW *$*$jagjagn (local) .*$.*$ jigjign (see
jagjag), v.n. To dance or move about (light), to give a
dazzling light, to glitter, &c. (=jagmagn).
H ? J8JW *$*$6&jagjagha [fr. jagjagn;—ha= wa=
Prk.  +O=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Dazzling light, glitter,
&c.=jagmagha.
H J8JW.*$.*$"jigjig (by redupl. fr. intens. of rt. gam),
s.f. Making a fuss (with), caressing, coaxing; wearisome
or importunate begging and beseeching; fawning,
cringing; attery, wheedling (syn. lapa-sapa);—jigjig
karn, v.t. To coax; to importune; to wheedle; to fawn
upon, to atter.
H J8JW .*$.*$jigjigiy [the preceding+S. t], adj. &
s.m. Fawning, attering, wheedling;—one who fawns, a
atterer, a wheedler.
S %+ JW *$@ jagad-amb, s.f. = S Z)+ JW *$"8 jagad-,
s.m.See s.v. jagat.
S Z)+ JW *$"8jagad-, s.m. = S %+ JW *$@  jagad-amb,
s.f.See s.v. jagat.
S JW *$jagar, s.m. Armour, coat of mail.
P JW jigar [Pehl. jegar; Zend yakare; S. yakrit],
 s.m. The
liver; the vitals; the heart; mind; spirit, courage, pluck;
kernel, core; (met.) dear, darling; a son; near and dear
relations or friends:—jigar-afgr, adj. Troubled in mind;
heart-broken:—jigar-band, s.m. The liver, lungs, and
heart together; the vitals; (met.) a son:—jigar-tafta, adj.
Heart-burnt; in love; in a fever:—jigar- k, adj. Heart-

broken:—jigar- k, s.f. Brokenness of heart:—jigar-jigar
digar-digar, Mine is mine and yours is yours, 'Everyone
knows where his own shoe pinches':—jigar- arsh, adj.
Heart-rending:—jigar- ur, jigar- r, s.m. An
enchanter, magician, sorcerer:—jigar-doz, adj. Heartpiercing, pathetic:—jigar-so ta, adj. Heart-in amed; in
love:—jigar-soz, adj. Heart-in aming, tormenting;
moving; heart-in amed, tormented, troubled in mind:—
jigar-gr, adj. Heart-broken, heart-wounded (=jigar-afgr;
jigar- k):—jigar-kv, s.f. Anxiety, trouble of mind:—jigark pra, jigar-k ukra, s.m. A piece of the liver; (met.) a
son:—jigar-gosha, s.m. A lobe of the liver; (met.), one dear
or beloved, a darling.
H JW jigr (from jigar), s.m. Power, strength; spirit,
courage, boldness, pluck.
P JW jigrana (S. jgaraa?), s.m. A species of crane.
P JWjigar, jigr(jigar+= S. ), adj. Belonging to the liver
or heart; hepatic; liver-coloured; livid;—dear, beloved,
intimate, close (friend).
H JW *,$!jugal [Prk. *,$!(; S. ,$!(], s.m. A pair, couple,
brace:—jugal-jo , s.f. A pair; two brothers or sisters of
about the same age.
H 2 JW *,$/jugam [S. ,F/t], s.m.=jugal, q.v.
H ^@ JW *$/$jagmag [by redupl. fr. *$/, intens. of rt.
$/], s.f. Dazzling light, glitter, &c. (=jagmagha, q.v.).
H J@ JW *$/$jagmag (i.q. jagjag, q.v.), adj. Dazzling,
brilliant, glittering, splendid.
H  J@ JW *$/$&jagmag, s.f.=jagmagha, q.v.
H  J@ JW *$/$jagmagn [see jagmag;—˚= Prk.  =S.
; n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To give a dazzling light,
to glitter, shine:—jagmag karn, jagmag-jagmag karn,
v.n.=jagmagn.
H ? J@ JW *$/$6&jagmagha (fr. jagmagnsee
jagjagha), s.f. Dazzling light, brilliance, glare; much
light; glitter, splendour, lustre.
H <JW *$4jaga (S. ja+gaa), s.m. (Pros.) An amphibrach.
H JW *$jagn (fr. the trans. jgn, q.v.), v.n. To be
awake; to awake, wake up:—jag-jn, v.n. To wake up,
rouse up.

S &Y JW *$BRjagannth (i.e. jagat+nth), s.m. See s.v.
jagat.
H B JW .*jigns (S. jijns), s.f. Desire of knowing,
asking, inquiring; inquiry, investigation; inquisitiveness.
H B JW .*,jignsu (S. jijnsu), adj. Desirous of
knowing, inquiring, inquisitive, curious;—s.m. An
inquirer, &c.
H  B JW .*Tjignsya (S. jijnsya), part. adj. To be
inquired into, deserving or requiring investigation;
admitting of investigation.
H $ JW*$ jagn [rt. of jagn+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Wakefulness, &c.=jaghar.
H 0%JW*$ 
( "jagan-bans, s.m. A tribe of Brhman
zamndrsin Fathp r.
H JW *,$0jugn = H  JW *,$0( jugn

[S. *$,t ], s.m. A

re- y; a glow-worm; a jewel or ornament worn (by
women) about the neck.
H  JW *,$0(jugn = H JW *,$0 jugn [S. *$,t ], s.m. A
re- y; a glow-worm; a jewel or ornament worn (by
women) about the neck.
H JW *jagna [S. , q.v.], s.m. A sacrice (=jag; jagya):—
jagna-s tra, s.m. The sacricial or sacred thread worn by
the Brahmanical order (=janeo):—jagnopab(S. yajna
+upavta), s.m.=jagna-s tra:—jagnevar(S. yajna+shvara), s.m.
'Lord of worship or of sacrice,' an epithet of Vish u
and of iva.
H JW*$"jagn, s.f. A kind of small grain from which oil
is extracted.
H JW*,$"jugn, s.f.=jugn , q.v.
H   JW *¢<:jagnevar, s.m. See s.v. jagna.
H  JW *jagnya, s.m.=jagna; jagya, qq.v.
H  JW *$ jagwn (doub. caus. of jgn), v.t. To cause
to wake, or to be roused.
H  %; JW *$5 "jagopabt, s.m. See s.v. jag, and jagna.
H JW *$6jagah [S. *+$,, by redupl.; cf. P. j, and gh,
and je-gh], s.f. Place, station, quarter, locality; room,
stead; vacant space, blank; opening, vacancy, post,
appointment, situation; t occasion (as for anger, &c.):—

jagah-jagah, adv. Here and there; everywhere:—jagah
ho n, v.n. To leave a place; to leave a vacant space or
blank:—jagah den(-ko), To give place or room (to); to
place; to make room (for), to lodge:—jagah sir hon, jagahse hon, v.n. To be in place, to be opportune or proper:—
jagah-me , jagah, adv. & postpn. In the place or room (of,
-k), instead (of).
H  &JW *V[jagh , *FV[ jaggh , s.f. (prov.)=jagah, q.v.
H 4JW *$6jaghar [S. *$4; or Prk. *F$f5, i.e.
jagga˚(=jg˚, see jgn)+o= S. t], s.m. Wakefulness
(occasioned by apprehension, or disease; syn. jagn);
vigils, vespers; coughing at night.
S <&JW *Vjaghan, s.m. The hinder part, the buttock; the
hip and loins; the pudenda, mons veneris;—rear-guard,
reserve of an army.
S  &JW *VBjaghanya, adj. Hindmost, hinder; last, latest;
lowest; low, worst, vile, base;—s.m. A  draor man of the
lowest caste:—jaghanya-ja, adj. & s.m. Last-born,
youngest; low-born; a younger brother;—a  dra.
H B JW .*jigys, s.f.=jigns, q.v.
H 0 JW *FGjaggesar, *G jagesar, = H   JW *G:
jagevar,s.m.=jagnewar, q.v.s.v. jagna;—and=jagad-var,
q.v.s.v. jagat.
H   JW *G:jagevar, = H 0 JW *FG jaggesar,
*Gjagesar,s.m.=jagnewar, q.v.s.v. jagna;—and=jagadvar, q.v.s.v. jagat.
P & H J8 JWjig-jig, s.f. An exclamation expressive of
surprise and pleasure.
S  JW .*$"3jigsh, s.f. Desire of gaining or obtaining;
desire of conquering, military ardour; wish to excel,
emulation, rivalry.
H  JW *jagya [S. *t], s.m. Sacrice, oering or
oblation (=jagna; jag):—jagya-bh mi, s.f. 'Sacrice-ground,'
a place for sacrice:—jagya-ptra, s.m. A
sacricial vessel:—jagya-purush, s.m. A name of Vishnu:—
jagya-pau, s.m. An animal for sacrice, a victim; a horse:
—jagya-sthn, s.m. A place for sacrice:—jagya-siddhi, s.f.
The completion or accomplishment of a sacrice, the
due performance of a sacricial ceremony; obtaining the

objects of a sacrice:—jagya-s tra, s.m. The sacricial or
sacred thread worn (criginally by the three rst classes
of Hindus, but now) by the Brahmanical order (=jagnas tra):—jagya-l, s.f. A sacricial hall; a house or place
for keeping the sacricial re:—jagya-karma, s.m. A
sacricial act, a sacricial rite or ceremony:—
jagyopavt(S. yajna+upa˚), s.m.=jagya-s tra(also written
jagnopabt; jagopavt, see s.v. jagna, and jag):—jagyopavt,
s.m. One who is invested with the sacricial or sacred
thread.
H  JW *.jagiya, for jagyiya[S. .t], adj. Worthy of
worship or sacrice; proper, suitable, or t for sacrice:
—jagiya-de, s.f. 'Sacricial country; the country of the
Hinds, that region (of Hindstn) in which the
sacricial ceremonies can be duly performed, the
country in which the black antelope is native.
S W *!jala, vulg. jal, s.m. Water;—frigidity (physical or
moral=ja );—a kind of fragrant medicinal plant;—adj.
Cold; apathetic; stupid, idiotic (=ja );—in the ingenious
system of reckoning by symbols adopted by Hinds in
their poetry, this word is a symbol for four:—jal-ali, s.m.
A water-bee; a whirlpool:—jal aman(jala+ ˚), s.m.
Rinsing the mouth with water:—jal-adhr, s.m. A pond,
lake, reservoir, any receptacle of water:—jalrdr(jala
+ar˚), adj. Wet, charged with moisture:—jalrav(jala+ar˚),
s.m. The sea of fresh water; the rainy season; great
ood, deluge, inundation:—jalay, vulg. jals(jala+aya),
s.m. A pond, tank, lake, reservoir, any piece of water; a
kind of fragrant grass, Andropogon muricatus;—adj. Cold,
apathetic; dull, stupid:—jalkr(jala+ak˚), s.m. Appearance
of water; source of water, spring, fountain:—jalkhu(jala
+khu), s.m. 'Water-mole,' an otter:—jalluk, jallok(jala
+l˚), s.f. 'Living in water'; a leech:—jalmay(jala+maya),
adj. Consisting of water; abounding in water, full of
water; watery, wet:—jalmbik, (jala+am˚), s.f. A well:—
jal - al(jala+an˚), s.m. A spring, well; a natural watercourse;—the plant Blyxa octandra:—jal-har, s.m. The
Persian wheel (for raising water):—jal-budbud, s.m. A
bubble of water;—jal-brahm, s.f. A kind of pot-herb,
Hingcha repens:—jal-bilo, s.m. An otter:—jal-bandhak, s.m.
'Water-barrier'; a dam, dike, rocks or stones impeding a

current:—jal-bandhu, s.m. 'Friend of water'; a sh:—jalbh , s.m. lit. 'Produced in or by water'; a cloud; a kind of
aquatic plant, Commelina salicifoliaor Bengalensis:—jalbhau r, s.m. A water-bee:—jal-bah, s.m. Swimming,
striking with the arms and legs in water:—jal-p n, s.m.
'Drinking water'; any slight repast, refreshment,
luncheon;—jal-pn karn, To take some refreshment, to
drink:—jal-pippal, s.f. An aquatic plant, Commelina
salicifolia, and another species:—jal-pati, s.m. 'Lord of the
waters,' Varu a or the Hind Neptune; the ocean:—jalpa h, s.m.f.=jal-paksh, q.v.:—jal-prya, adj. & s.m.
Abounding with water;—a country or place abounding
with water:—jal-prishhaja, s.m., jal-p ishhaj, s.f. The
plant Blyxa octandra, or Pistia stratiotes:—jal-pralay, s.m.
Destruction by water; the destruction of the world by
water:—jal-priya, adj. & s.m. Fond of water; frequenting
water;—the bird tak, Cuculus melanoleucus; a sh:—jalpaksh, vulg. jal-pakh, s.m.f. Water-bird, water-fowl:—jalpan h, s.m.f.=jal-paksh:—jal-ppal, s.f.=jal-pippal, q.v.:—jaltpik, jal-tl, s.m. The hilsor sable sh, Clupanodon ilisha:
—jal-taranj, s.f. jal-tarang, s.m., jal-tarang, s.f. A metal cup
lled with water, the edges of which when beaten with
two sticks produce harmonical notes; the musical glasses
or harmonicon; playing on glasses or China bowls by
rubbing the edges:—jal-tor, s.f. A sh:—jal-thal, jal-hal,
s.m. Ground half-covered with water, marshy ground; a
sheet of water; any place where water settles or
abounds:—jala-ja, jalaj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Produced or
born in water; growing or living in water;—an aquatic
animal; a sh; a shell; a lotus:—jalaj, s.f. A species of
plant (Bassia) growing in or near water:—jal-jt, m., jaljt, f.=jalaja, q.v.:—jal-jtr, s.f. A journey by water, a
voyage:—jal-jn, s.m.=jal-yn, q.v.:—jal-jal, adj. Full of
water; watery, wet:—jal-jantr, s.m.=jal-yantra, q.v.:—jaljantu, s.m. A sh; any marine or aquatic or amphibious
animal:—jal-jantuk, s.f. A leech:—jal-jogn, s.f. A leech; a
kite:—jal- r, jal- ar, adj. & s.m. Going in water; living in
or near water; aquatic; amphibious; an aquatic animal:—
jal- hatr, s.m. A stand or place where water is supplied to
travellers:—jal- hh, s.m. Sprinkling or splashing with
water, a splash:—jal-da, s.m. lit. 'Giving or pouring forth
water'; a cloud; a fragrant grass, Cyperus rotundus; name

of a varshor division of the known continent:—jal-dan,
s.m. The tree Shorea robusta(syn. sl):—jal-dn, s.m. Giving
or supplying with water:—jal-dhr, s.f. A stream or
current of water:—jal-dhar, adj. & s.m. Holding or
carrying or having water;—a cloud; the ocean; a kind of
fragrant grass, Cyperus rotundus:—jala-dhi, s.m. The
ocean:—jal-imb, s.m. A bivalve shell:—jal-ri, jal-rs,
s.m. A quantity of water, a sheet of water; the ocean:—
jal-ranj, jal-rank, s.m. A species of vakor crane, Ardea nivea:
—jal-ranku, s.m. A kind of gallinule:—jal-ruh, s.m. lit.
'Growing in water'; the lotus:—jal-s, adj.=jal-y, q.v.:—
jal-spar, s.m. Touching water (esp. Ganges water) for
religious purposes:—jal-sa skr, s.m. Ceremonial
purication by means of the external application of
water:—jal-s t(S. jala+s tra), s.m. The guinea worm, Filaria
medinensis(syn. nahru):—jal-s i, s.f. The Gangetic
porpoise, Delphinus gangeticus; a sh, a small sort of pike,
Esox cancila; a leech; an aquatic plant, Trapa bispinosa:—jals kh, s.m. Drought; dearth:—jal-sen(S. jala+ayin), s.f. A
sh; sleeping in water by way of mortication; drowning
by sleeping in water as an act of penance:—jal-, jaly, jal-ay, jal-ayan, adj. 'Sleeping on the water, an
epithet of Vishnu (who is supposed to sleep, reposing on
his serpent-couch above the waters, during the four
months of the periodical rains, and also during the
intervals of the submersion of the world):—jal-kk, jalkg, s.m. 'Water-crow'; the diver; the cormorant, Corvus
marinus:—jal-knksh, s.m. lit. 'Desirous of water'; an
elephant:—jal-kapi, s.m. 'Water-ape'; the Gangetic
porpoise:—jal-kar, s.m. Rent or tax derived from water
for sheries, &c.; revenue assessed on sheries, &c.:—
jal-kir, s.m. A shark; a large alligator:—jal-kr , s.f.
Sporting or gamboling in water; bathing for pleasure or
amusement:—jal-kash, adj. & s.m. Dry, parched;—
scarcity of water, drought:—jal-kukku, jal-kuka , jal-kukka ,
s.m. (f. -), The common water-hen, Gallinula chloropus;
the diver; the coot:—jal-kukkui, s.f. The black-headed
gull:—jal-ka, s.f. A drop of water:—jal-kuntal, s.m. lit.
'Water-hair'; the aquatic plant Blyxa octandra:—jal-kanak,
s.m. 'Water-thorn'; a crocodile; the plant Trapa bispinosa:
—jal-ku, s.m. A spring; a pool of water that never dries
up:—jal-k p, s.f. A spring, well; pond, pool; a whirlpool:—

jal-k rm, s.m. The Gangetic porpoise:—jal-kaww, s.m.
'The water-crow'; the water ouzel:—jal-khy, adj.
'Destroyed by water'; dried up, parched (soil, &c.):—jalke, s.m. lit. 'Water-hair'; the plant Blyxa octandra:—jalkeli, s.f.=jal-kr :—jal-gulma, s.m. A turtle, tortoise; a
quadrangular tank, a piece of water; a whirlpool:—jalghumar, s.m. A whirlpool:—jal-lat, s.f. 'Water-creeper'; a
wave, billow:—jl-mrjr, s.m. 'Water-cat'; an otter:—jalmrg, s.m. Watercourse, a drain or canal leading from a
pool, &c.:—jal-mnus, s.m. A merman, the water-kelpie; a
small species of monkey:—jal-murg, s.m. A water-fowl:—
jal-makshik, s.f. Water- y, water-insect:—jal-mal, s.m.
Foam, &c.:—jal-mandir, jal-mandar, s.m. A house or fabric
erected in the midst of water (commonly used as a
summer-house); subterranean apartments constructed
in the bank of a river to serve as a retreat in the hot
season; a summer-house:—jal-manal, s.m. A kind of
tarantula or large spider (the bite of which is said to be
fatal):—jal-m rti, s.m. An epithet of the god iva (of
whom one form is water, implying his presence in all
matter):—jal-may, adj. Abounding in water; consisting of
water; watery; deluged;—s.m. Deluge; inundation:—jalnidhi, s.m. 'Treasure of water'; the ocean, sea:—jalnirgam, s.m. A drain, watercourse; a pipe along a wall or
building for carrying o water; a water-fall, the descent
of a spring, &c. into a river below:—jal-nakul, s.m. An
otter:—jal-nl, s.f. The aquatic plant Blyxa octandra:—jalnm, s.m. A species of bitter herb, Herpestes monniera,
which grows on the banks of ponds, &c., and is used as a
drug:—jalotsarg(jala+ut˚), s.m. The ceremony connected
with the marrying of a pond, well, &c.:—jalo hws(jala
+u ˚), s.m. A drain or channel made for carrying o an
excess of water, a similar channel made naturally by the
over ow of a river, &c.; a conduit:—jalodar(jala+ud˚), s.m.
'Water-belly.'; dropsy (pop. jalandhar); a dropsical person:
—jalodgam(jala+ud˚), s.m. The course of the water:—jalvidy, s.f. The science of Hydrostatics:—jal-vil, s.m. An
otter (=jal-bilo):—jal-vri ik, s.m. 'Water-scorpion'; a
prawn, a shrimp:—jalorag(jala+ur˚), s.f. 'Water-snake'; a
leech:—jalorm(jala+ r˚), s.f. A wave;—adj. Wavy:—jalvishuv, s.m. The autumnal equinox, the moment of the
sun's entering Libra:—jalauk, jalaukas(jala+ok˚), s.f. 'Living

in water'; a leech:—jal-vindu, s.m. A drop of water; name
of a place of Hind pilgrimage:—jal-vihr, s.m. Sporting or
gamboling in water:—jal-vihang, jal-vihangam, s.m. A
water-fowl:—jal-vyadh, s.m. A kind of pike-sh, Esox
cancila:—jala-ha, jalah, s.m. A summer-house; a small
piece of water, a pond, lake:—jal-hs, s.m. Cuttle-sh
bone (considered as the indurated foam of the sea):—jalytr, s.f. A voyage (=jal-jtr, q.v.):—jal-yn, s.m. 'Watervehicle'; a ship, a boat:—jale- ar, adj. & s.m.=jal- r, jalar, q.v.:—jale hay(jala+i ˚), s.f. The plant Heliotropium
indicum:—jalevar(jala+i˚), s.m. 'Lord of waters'; the sea,
the ocean; the deity of the waters, Varu a;—jal-yantra,
s.m. A water-engine, a machine for raising water, any
contrivance connected with that element, water-works;
a water-clock, clepsydra:—jal-yantra-grih,
 s.m.=jal-mandir,
q.v.:—jalendhan(jal+in˚), s.m. Submarine re.
A W jalla (3rd pers. sing. perf. rt. CW), (He) is great or
eminent in majesty or glory;—adj. Great, glorious,
eminent:—jalla jallu-hu, jalla shnu-hu, Eminent is His
glory or majesty:—jalla wa al, (God) the glorious and
most high.
H W *,!jul [Prk. *,!(; S. ,$!(; cf. j l, &c.], s.m. Doubledealing, duplicity, guile, deceit, fraud, cheating, trickery:
—jul-bz, s.m. A cheat, knave:—jul-bz, s.f. Cheating,
knavery:—jul den(-ko), To deceive, cheat, trick:—jul
kheln, v.n. To practise deceit or trickery (on), to cheat,
circumvent:—jul-me n(-ke), To fall into the toils (of), to
be cheated, be circumvented (by).
A W jull, vulg. jul, s.f. A horse-cloth; a housing or
covering for an elephant, bullock, &c.
H 3W *!jal (perf. part. of jaln, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Burnt, &c.:—jal-bal, jal-bhun, adj. (f. -), Burned,
scorched, burnt up; in amed, angry, enraged; fretful,
irritable, irascible, passionate; grieved, wounded, hurt:—
jale po -k bill, A restless person, a vagabond, vagrant
(one who is restless and unsettled like a cat that has
burnt its foot; the corresponding Persian phrase is sag-p-so ta, or simply p-so ta); a woman with a sneaking,
stealthy tread, a sly cat:—jale-par non hi aknor lagn, To
sprinkle salt on, or apply salt to, a wounded part; to exult
over one in trouble or distress, &c.; to insult:—jale

phaphole phorn(-keor apne), To vent (one's) rage (on):—
jal tan, adj. Enraged; passionate:—jal-ka, s.f. Caustic
and cutting expressions, bitter and stinging sayings;
bitterness, acrimony; hatred:—jal-ka-pai n, To have
recourse to caustic and cutting expressions:—dil-jal, adj.
& s.m. Heart-in amed, in love;—one smitten with love, a
love-sick person.
H 3W *!jal, *! jall [S. *!+t], s.m. A mass of water,
a lake, tank, reservoir;—a shell, a cowrie:—jall-mr, s.m.
A boy's game, played with cowries (somewhat like the
English game of ring-taw;—also written jhall-mr).
A 3W jal, vulg. jil(inf. n. of #W), s.f. Leaving one's
country, &c. (=jal-watan,
 which is the word in general
use):—jal-watan,
 vulg. jil-watan,
 s.m. Leaving one's
country, emigration; exile, banishment;—adj. Banished:
—jal-watan,
 s.f. Exile, banishment, expulsion from one's
native land:—jal-watan karn, v.n. To quit one's country,
to emigrate;—v.t. To exile, to banish from one's country:
—jal-watan hon, v.n. To quit one's country, to emigrate;
to be exiled or banished.
A 3W jil (inf. n. of #W), s.f. Presenting (a bride) to her
husband adorned and unveiled;—brightening, polishing,
scouring; brightness, polish, lustre, splendour, enamel:—
jil ba shn(-ko), To impart lustre (to), to grace, adorn:—
jil-dr, adj. Bright, lustrous, splendid:—jil den(-ko), To
brighten, polish; to impart lustre (to), &c,=jil ba shn:—
jil-kr, s.m. A polisher, furbisher.
A 3W jullb, julb(the P. gul-barabicized), s.m. A mixture
of syrup and rose-water; a sherbet of sugar and rosewater;—a purgative (syn. mus-hil, the ordinary meaning
of the word in India).
H ; 3W *!jalp [Prk. *!Q(=S. A !++; +; see
jaln], s.m. Heart-burning, heart-ache, grief, remorse;
envy, jealousy; anger, rage, spite:—jalp- or, adj.
Wrathful; envious.
A 3W jalld (fr. + #W 'to skin; og'), s.m. (orig.) One whose
oce it is to og others with a whip; (in the present day)
an executioner;—adj. Cruel, merciless, hard-hearted:—
jalld--falak, s.m. The planet Mars (syn. mirr ).
P A3W jaldat (for A. {3W, inf. n. of + #W), s.f. Hardiness,
strength, sturdiness; agility, activity:—jaldat-asar, jaldat-

shr, adj. Hardy, strong; brave, valorous.
A P 3Wjalld, s.f. The oce of an executioner; cruelty,
villainy.
H B3W *!jals. For this and other compounds (not
given below) of which jalis the rst member, see s.v. jal.
A " W jall, s.m. = A !3W jallat, s.f.(inf. n. of CW),
Greatness, grandeur, eminence, dignity, state, majesty,
splendour, glory; might, power; awe, awfulness.
A !3W jallat, s.f. = A " W jall, s.m.(inf. n. of CW),
Greatness, grandeur, eminence, dignity, state, majesty,
splendour, glory; might, power; awe, awfulness.
A !3Wjall, adj. Great, illustrious, majestic, glorious;
awful, terrible; divine (attributes of the Divinity):—ism-jall, s.m. 'The great name,' an epithet of the Deity;—
texts from the Qorn, used as a charm or spell.
A P !3Wjall, s.m. An era reckoned from the time of
Jallud-dnor Akbar.
P  !3W jallya, vulg. jalliy(fr. jall), s.m. One who
worships the more terrible attributes of the Deity;—a
class of faqrs, the followers of Saiyid JallBu r;—a kind
of pigeon;—a ne species of wheat with reddish ears.
H 3W *!jaln [jal˚= Prk. *! () or *!U()=S. A !
+ caus. augment], v.t. (caus. of jaln), To burn; to
light, kindle; to re; to in ame; to excite envy or
jealousy; to vex, to irritate, enrage, exasperate; to
grieve, to cause anguish to, to consume with sorrow; to
smart, pain:—jal-den, v.t. intens. of and=jaln:—jalnewl, adj. & s.m. (Med.) Irritant; caustic;—an irritant.
H 3W .*!jiln (caus. of jn, q.v.), v.t. To give life to,
cause to live, to vivify, animate; to restore to life; to
allow to live, to preserve alive; to foster, to patronize:—
jil-den, v.t. To restore to life; to revive.
H 3W *!jal [rt. of jal-n+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
adj. & s.m. Burning; combustible; irritable; irascible;
furious;—a burner, &c.
H Y3Wjalwat, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
A <O3W jal-watan,
 s.m. See s.v. jal.
H 3W *! jalwan (i.q. jalwn= jaln, q.v.), s.f. Firewood, fuel (=jran).
H ?3W *,!6julh = H 3W *,!6 julh = H " Wjulha [Prk.

*,!

(with hinserted)=S. ,$! (rt. ,*) +t;—P. j lh,

S L#W*" jalp, adj. & s.m.=jalpk, q.v.

j lha, 'a weaver'; jula, julla, 'a ball of thread'], s.m. A
weaver (of the Mohammadan religion);—a dolt,
blockhead, fool (weavers being proverbially stupid):—
julh- h, julhe-k-s d h, s.f. A short pointed beard,
such as julhsusually wear.
H 3W *,!6julh = H ?3W *,!6 julh = H " Wjulha [Prk.

S (L#W *jalpak, adj. & s.m. = S *L#W *. jalpit, s.m.=

*,!

indignant; outrageous.
H 38#W *!*!&jaljal, s.f.=jaljalha, q.v.

(with hinserted)=S. ,$! (rt. ,*) +t;—P. j lh,

j lha, 'a weaver'; jula, julla, 'a ball of thread'], s.m. A
weaver (of the Mohammadan religion);—a dolt,
blockhead, fool (weavers being proverbially stupid):—
julh- h, julhe-k-s d h, s.f. A short pointed beard,
such as julhsusually wear.
H " Wjulha = H ?3W *,!6 julh = H 3W *,!6 julh [Prk.
*,!

(with hinserted)=S. ,$! (rt. ,*) +t;—P. j lh,

j lha, 'a weaver'; jula, julla, 'a ball of thread'], s.m. A
weaver (of the Mohammadan religion);—a dolt,
blockhead, fool (weavers being proverbially stupid):—
julh- h, julhe-k-s d h, s.f. A short pointed beard,
such as julhsusually wear.
H $3W*,! jul [jul= julh+= S. ()+t], s.m. A
weaver=julh:—jul-w , s.f. The ward or quarter of a
town inhabited by weavers.
H )3W *!jaly (perf. part. of jaln), part. adj. (f.
jal), Kindled, ignited; in amed.
H $3W*,!"julin [jul= julh+S. "], s.f. A weaver's
wife;—a female weaver.
H  W *! !jal-bal (perf. part. of jalna-baln), part.
adj.=jal-bal, q.v.s.v. jal;—see also next.
H [ # W *! !?jal-bal-ke (comp. past conj. part.), adv.
Vexed, annoyed, in anger, angrily, in a rage, &c. (see
jaln).
H `#W *jalp, s.m. Prate, babble, gossip, chatter; debate,
disputation, wrangling discussion.
S  L#W *jalpk, s.m. A chatterer, prater, babbler;—
adj. Talking much and foolishly or improperly.
H $ L#W*! jalp, s.f. The tree Eleocarpus serratus; the
fruit of this tree, a kind of olive.
S *L#W *.jalpit, s.m. = S (L#W * jalpak, adj. & s.m.=

S L#W*" jalp, adj. & s.m.=jalpk, q.v.
S L#W*"jalp, adj. & s.m. = S *L#W *. jalpit, s.m.= S
(L#W * jalpak, adj. & s.m.=jalpk, q.v.
H 38#W *!*!jaljal (fr. jaljaln), adj. Petulant, irritable;

H 38#W *!*!jaljaln [by redupl. of jal= Prk. *!=S.
A !], v.n. To be petulant or irritable, to rage; to be
indignant.
H ?38#W *!*!6&jaljalha [jaljal(n)+a= wa= Prk.
 +=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Irritation, indignation,
anger, passion, rage.
A + #W jald, adj. and adv. Swift, quick, eet; expeditious,
active, nimble, brisk; hasty, impetuous, rash, precipitate;
erce:—quickly, briskly; soon, without delay:—jald-bz,
adj. & s.m. Quick, &c.=jald;—an active person; a hasty or
impetuous man:—jald-bz, s.f. Quickness, briskness,
activity, agility; haste, expedition; precipitation, &c.
(=jald):—jald-rau, adj. Swift of motion, fast-going:—jaldqadam, adj. Swift of foot, eet:—jald-mizj, adj. Hasty,
precipitate; passionate, quick-tempered.
A + #W jild, s.f. The skin; hide, leather; binding (of a book),
a volume, book:—jild-b dhn, jild bann(-k), To bind (a
book):—jild-band, s.m. A bookbinder:—jild-bans.f. Bookbinding:—jild-sz, s.m.=jild-band:—jild-sz, s.f.=jild-band:—
jild karn= jild b dhn, q.v.:—jild-gars.m. A bookbinder
(=jild-band; jild-sz).
P + #Wjald (from jald), s.f. Quickness, haste, speed,
swiftness, celerity; expedition, despatch; hurry,
precipitation, rashness, abruptness, impetuosity; adv.
Quickly, &c. (see what follows):—jald-se, adv. Quickly,
with all speed, soon, without delay (=jald):—jald-k mr,
adj. Hasty, hurried, precipitate:—jald karn, v.n. To make
haste, to hasten, hurry; to be rash or precipitate.
A + #Wjild (fr. jild), adj. Of or pertaining to the skin,
cutaneous.
A I#W jils, s.m. A companion, comrade, mess-mate, guest.

H 0#W jals, s.m.=0#W jalsa, q.v.

H #W *,!juln (i.q. jun, q.v.), v.n. To be united, to

A 0#W julas, s.m. pl. (of jals), Companions.
H A 0#W *!0jal-s t, s.f. See s.v. jal.

meet; to agree, to harmonize (commonly used in
connection with miln).
A  #W julnr (the P. gulnrarabicized), s.m. The

P 0#W jalsa (for A. ~0#W jalsat, fem., rt. I#W 'to sit'), s.m. A
sitting; a meeting, an assembly; a social gathering; a
committee; a society; posture, situation, seat, post, state,
bearing:—jalsa--umar, s.m. Assembly of nobles; senate;
House of Lords:—jalsa--kim, jalsa--adlat, s.m. The
bench; a tribunal:—jalsa- atb,
 s.m. The sitting down of
the atbor
 preacher between the readings of the rst
and second utba:—jalsa
karn, v.n. To hold or to

convene a meeting.
A g#W jalaf, adj. & s.m. Hard, severe; churlish; mean,
base, despicable;—a churlish fellow; a miser.
T & P H#W jalaq (A. zalaq), s.m. Masturbation, onanism:—
jalaq mrn, v.n. To practise onanism.
H (#W *!jalak, s.f. (prov.)=jhalak, q.v.
H (#W *jalk, s.m. A prompt, ready, or eloquent tongue.
S #W *.!jalik, *!, jaluk, s.f. A leech (=jo k).
H 2 #W *!/jalam, s.m. corr. of janamor janma, q.v.
H @ #W *!/jalmat (corr. of A. z ulmat),
s.f. Darkness, &c.:

—jalmat khn, v.n. To perish, die.
H <#W *!jalan (i.q. jaln), s.m. & f. Burning, combustion;
heat, in ammation; smart; vexation, passion, rage;
envy, jealousy; rancour, hatred:—jalan-l, adj. Ignitable,
in ammable, combustible; passionate, ery, choleric.
H #W *!jaln [Prk. *!4(=S. A !"(, rt. A !], v.n. To
burn; to be burnt; to be on re; to be kindled, be lighted;
to be scorched, be singed; to be in amed, to be
consumed; to be touched, moved, or aected (with pity,
&c.); to feel pain, sorrow, anguish, &c.; to burn or be
consumed with love, or jealousy, or envy, &c.; to take
amiss, be oended, be indignant; to get into a passion,
be enraged, to rage:—jal-uhn, v.n. To break out (a re);
to blaze up:—jal-bujhn, v.n. To burn to ashes, to burn
out; to brand:—jal-pakn, v.n. To be in a passion, to rage:
—jal-jn, v.n. (intens.) To be burnt up, be consumed
(with, -se), &c., see jaln:—jal-marn, v.n. To die by
burning; to burn (oneself) to death.

pomegranate ower.
H + #W *!Bjalandar = H + #W *!B jalandhar [S. *!(
+t], s.m. Dropsy, ascites;— at alluvial land; name of a
district in the Punjab (the soil of which is alluvial.)
H + #W *!Bjalandhar = H + #W *!B jalandar [S. *!(
+t], s.m. Dropsy, ascites;— at alluvial land; name of a
district in the Punjab (the soil of which is alluvial.)
H + #W*!B"jalandhar [jalandhar, q.v.+S. ()+t], adj.
& s.m. Dropsical;—a dropsical person.
H #W *!0jal [S. *!0], s.f. A leech (=jo k).
H #W jalau, vulg. jilau, jilo(P. jalav, fr. A. #W), s.f. A horsebridle; rein (of a bridle); retinue, equipage, train, suite,
court;—splendour, pomp, state (=jalwa):—jilau- na, s.m.
A court-yard, an area; a vestibule, porch, ante-chamber:
—jilau-dr, s.m. A retainer, an attendant.
H  #W jalw, s.m.=? #W jalwa, q.v.
H  #W *! jalwn (doub. caus. of jaln), v.t. To cause
to be burnt, to have (a thing) burnt; to cause to be
ignited; to cause (some one) to set re (to).
P A #W jalwat, jilwat(for A. { #W, inf. n. of #W), s.f. Splendour,
&c.=jalwa, q.v.
S '0Y #W *!5;$jalotsarg,
'
s.m. = S  #W *!5 jalodar,
s.m.See s.v. jal, 'water.'
S  #W *!5jalodar, s.m. = S '0Y #W *!5;$' jalotsarg,
s.m.See s.v. jal, 'water.'
A K #W jul s (inf. n. of I#W), s.m. Sitting; accession (to a
throne);—state, pomp.
A B #Wjul si (rel. n. fr. jul s), adj. Of the reign; dating
from the accession (of a monarch); relating to the
accession (to the throne):—jul s o , s.m. A light
cartridge.
H   #W *!57jalok  [S. A !++t], s.m. A passionate
person; an envious or jealous person, an envier.
P ? #W jalwa, jilwa, (rarely) julwa(for A. { #W jalwat, fem., inf.
n. of #W), s.m. Manifestation, publicity, conspicuousness;

splendour, lustre, eulgence; displaying a bride (to her
husband) unveiled and in all her ornaments; the
meeting of the bride and bridegroom (in the presence of
their relations); the ceremony (among Mohammadans)
when the bridegroom reads a chapter of the Qorn, and
for the rst time sees his wife's face in a mirror (syn.
rs-muaf);—the nuptial bed; the bridal ornaments:—
jalwe-k gt, s.m. Epithalamium:—jilwa-kunn, adj. & adv.
Clear, manifest, conspicuous, splendid;—conspicuously,
splendidly:—jalwa-gh, s.f. Place of manifestation or
display, theatre; nuptial throne:—jalwa-gar, adj. Clear,
manifest, conspicuous, splendid:—jalwa-gar, s.f.
Clearness, conspicuousness; splendour; aectation,
blandishments:—jalwe-me , adv. In public, publicly,
openly (opp. to alwat-me ).
H ) #W *! 
h jalwaiy [rt. of jalw-n+Prk.  + =S.
()++t], adj. & s.m. Burning;—a burner (=jalnehr).
H #W julah, s.m. contrac. of julh, q.v.
H 4#W*!6"jalahr, .*!6" jilahr [Prk. *!6; S. *!
++], s.f. A small pit for water (such as that into
which the water in which an idol has been bathed ows);
the trough or pot in a blacksmith's shop (for cooling
heated iron).
A #Wjal, adj. Clear, manifest, apparent, evident,
conspicuous; large, plain (hand-writing); distinctlysounded (as a letter):—jal qalam-ke harf, Large letters,
capitals:— att--jal,
s.m. Large, plain, hand-writing:—

fal--jal, s.f. The season before the commencement of
the rains, in which a crop of rice is cut.
H #W *.!jaliy [S. *!++t], s.m. A sherman.
H #W *!hjalaiy (i.q. jalwaiy, q.v.), s.m. A burner; one
who in ames or excites; a beloved one, a sweetheart.
H U #W jaleb (corr. of jilau, q.v.), s.m. Attendants,
equipage, suite;—neighbourhood, vicinity:—jaleb-ts,
 s.m.
The goglet in which water is cooled with nitre.
H % #Wjaleb (rel. n. fr. jaleb), adj. Belonging to the
retinue, equipage, &c.
H % #W*p "jaleb, (rarely) .*p " jileb (cf. A. zalbiya; P.
zalbiya), s.f. A kind of sweetmeat.

H  #W*!h"jalair, .*!h" jilair, s.f.=jalahr, q.v.
A I #W jals (fr. I#W 'to sit'), s.m.f. A companion, comrade,
chum.
A  #W jall (fr. CW 'to be great'), adj. Great (in respect of
estimation, rank, or dignity), glorious, illustrious:—
jallul-qadr, adj. High in dignity, august, illustrious.
H #W jaleo, s.f.=jaleb, q.v.
P 2 W jam [Pehl. yam; Zend yima; S. yama], s.m. Name of an
ancient king of Persia (=jam-shed).
H 2 W */jam [Prk. */5; S. /t], s.m. The regent of the
infernal regions, and the judge of departed souls, the
Pluto of the Hinds; the angel of death; ( met.) anything
disagreeable or intolerable; one of a pair or couple:—jamdiwr, s.m.=jam-diy, q.v.:—jam-d t, s.m. The messenger
of Jam or of death (syn. malakul-maut:—jam-dwity, vulg.
jam-duty, s.f. Name of the second day in the light half of
the month Krtik(when brothers and sisters dress up and
exchange gifts and compliments in allusion to the
attachment of Jamand Jamun):—jam-dhar, s.m. lit.
'Death-bearer'; a dagger:—jam-diy(S. yam+dpa), s.m. A
lamp, or illumination, sacred to Jam, lighted on the
thirteenth of Krtik Krisha-paksh,
i.e. three days before

the Diwl:—jam-rj, jam-re, s.m. The king Jam, the king
of Hell, or of death.
A 2 W jamm, s.m. A mass, a multitude, a mob:—jamm-gafr,
 s.m. A great multitude or crowd, all, both high and
low.
H 2 W .*/jim, .*./ jimi [also jem= Prk. /, @ ; fr. S.
 ], adv. and conj. (old H.) Like, &c.=jaisand jyo .
A  @ W jamd (fr. + @ W 'to congeal'), s.m. A thing that is
incapable of growth or increase, an inorganic thing; an
inanimate thing; a stone, fossil, mineral.
A A @ W jamdt, s.m.pl. (of jamd), Stones, minerals,
fossils; inorganic nature.
A  @ Wjumd (fr. + @ W), s.m. One of the names of the
Arabian months:—jumdal-avval, jumdal-ul, s.m. Name
of the fth Arabian month:—jumdal- ir, jumdas-s n,

s.m. The sixth Arabian month.
A . @ W jim (fr. b @ W 'to collect,' &c.), s.m. Coitus,
concubitus, copulation:—jim karn, v.n. To copulate:—

jim--n-jiz, s.m. Illicit intercourse.
P m @ W jamat (for A. ~m @ W, fr. b @ W 'to collect'), s.f. A
company, body, band, party, troop, group, congregated
or collective body, assembly, congregation, society,
meeting, gathering; class, order, rank:—jamat--sanadyfta, s.m. An incorporated company, a corporate body:—
jamat--muttaqa, s.m. An association:—ham-jamat,
s.m. A class-fellow.
A @ W jaml (fr. @ W 'to be beautiful,' &c.), s.m. Beauty,
comeliness, pleasingness (syn. usn); elegance,
prettiness.
H  X @ W */!$5&jaml-go [S. *+!+$,&t], s.m. A
purgative nut (resembling the pistachio nut), Croton
tiglium.
A ! @ Wjaml (rel. n. fr. jaml), adj. Amiable, lovable (as an

collection, accumulation; accretion; concretion;
agglutiuation; coagulation; congelation; consolidation;—
jamo, s.m. A gathering, mass, crowd, multitude.
H  @ W */ &jamwa, s.f. = H  @ W */ jamo, s.m.[see
jam ;—wa= o+Prk. (=S. ; ]( , Cohesion; adhesion;
collection, accumulation; accretion; concretion;
agglutiuation; coagulation; congelation; consolidation;—
jamo, s.m. A gathering, mass, crowd, multitude.
H   @ W */ 7jamo  [jamo+ = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
A collection, &c. (=jamwa); a meeting, assembly,
gathering.
H  @ W */6jamhn, v.n.=jamhn, q.v.
H  @ W*/6"jamh, s.f.=jamh, q.v.
A   @ W jamhr, s.m. pl. (of jamh r), States, kingdoms,

attribute of the Deity, in opp. to jall);—s.m. A kind of
musk-melon (red- eshed).
H  @ W */jamn [jam˚= Prk. *@/ () or *@/U()=S.

republics, nations.
H $ @ W*/ jam [S. */], s.m. A son-in-law.

*B/+ caus. augment.], v.t. (caus. of jamn), To cause

Vallisneria.
H " %@ W *@ !jambl [S. *@ !+t], s.m. The fragrant

a cohesion (between two or more things), to cause to
cohere; to cause to adhere or unite; to collect, to
accumulate, amass, store up; to sum up; to cause (water)
to congeal, to congeal, to form or make (ice,—e.g. barf
jamn); to consolidate; to cause to coagulate, to form
(coagulated milk, or curds,—e.g. dah jamn);—to cause to
take root, to plant (a tree, shoot, &c.); to implant; to
cause (one's words) to impress (a person), to bring
(one's words) home (to another,—e g. bt jamn:
jamnbeing here syn. with ihn-nishn karn); to x, to
lay down; to lay o (a measurement from a scale);—to
pace in the manege:—jam-den, jam-len, v.t. intens. of
and=jamn.
H  @ W .*/jimn [Prk. .*/ () or .*@/ ˚=S. /
+(), rt. .*/], v.t. (caus. of jemn), To feed, to
entertain:—jim-den, v.t. Idem.
H  @ W */jam (rt. of jam-n+ = Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. Capable of adhesion, or congelation, &c.;
xed, rm, enduring lasting.
H  @ W */ jamo, s.m. = H  @ W */ & jamwa, s.f.[see
jam ;—wa= o+Prk. (=S. ; ]( , Cohesion; adhesion;

S %@ W *@ !jambl, s.m. Mud, clay;—an aquatic plant,

plant Pandanus odoratissimus.
S (%@ W *@ 
, jambuk, s.m. A jackal;—a low man;—the
rose-apple (=jambu, q.v.).
S %@ W *@ j, ambu, *@ 0 jamb , s.f. The rose-apple tree
Eugenia jambolana, and its fruit;—s m. Name of a fabulous
river (said to ow from the mountain Mern and to be
formed by the juice of the fruits of an immense Jambu
tree on that mountain);—one of the great Hind
divisions of the world (=jambu-dvp):—jambu-taru, s.f. The
rose-apple:—jambu-dvp, jamb -dvp, s.m. Name of one of
the seven continents or large islands surrounding the
mountain Meru (so named either from the Jambu trees
abounding in it, or from an enormous Jambu tree on
Mount Meru visible like a standard to the whole
continent); the central division of the known world,
including India (according to the Puras; but with the
Buddhists it is conned to India).
H %@ W *@ j0 amb [S. *@ 
, t], s.m. A jackal.
H %@ W *@ j0 amb , s.m.= amb , q.v.
S

%@ W *@ !
0 jamb l, s.m. The plant Pandanus

odoratissimus(=jambl); the rose-apple tree (=jamb ).
S  &%@ W *@#"jambhr, s.m. = H  &%@ W*@#"" jambhr,
s.f.The common lime or citron, Citrus acida, and its fruit;
—a plant considered to be a kind of basil with small
leaves.
H  &%@ W*@#""jambhr, s.f. = S  &%@ W *@#" jambhr,
s.m.The common lime or citron, Citrus acida, and its fruit;
—a plant considered to be a kind of basil with small
leaves.
H %@ W jambiy, s.m.= %W jambiy, q.v.
S  %@ W *@ "jambr, s.m.=jambhr, q.v.
S *L@ W*@"jam-pat, s.m. dual, Husband and wife.
H 2 W 2 W */*/jam-jam (rt. of jam-n, redupl.), adv.
Constantly, perpetually, always, for ever:—jam-h-jam,
adj. & adv. In heaps, in abundance; abundant; (g.) none
whatever, none at all (used superstitiously for the
negative phrase).
A + @ W jamd, s.m. Freezing, congealing; congelation;
connection.
S X + @ W*/.¢ jamadagni (jamat+agni), s.m. (lit. 'Blazing
tire'); Name of a Rishi, the father of Parau-rma;—a
passionate or irascible person.
H + @ W */jam-dhar, = H 5@ W */* jam-raj,See s.v.
jam.
H 5@ W */*jam-raj, = H + @ W */ jam-dhar,See s.v.
jam.
H @ W */~!jamr l [S. *@ !
0 t], s.m. The tree Jambosa
alba, and its fruit:—ll jamr l, s.m. The tree Jambosa aquea,
and its fruit.
H  2 W */7jam  [Prk. *@/f ; S. *B/++t], s.m.
(dialec.), Generator, father.
H  2 W*/7"jam , s.f. A mother.
P + @ W jamshed, jamshd(Pehl. yam+shet; see jam), s.m. lit.
'Splendid king; name of an ancient king of Persia.
A b @ W jam, vulg. jama(inf. n. of b @ W 'to collect'), s.f. A
collection, a number together, an assemblage, a
congregation, assembly; conjunction; accumulation;
aggregate, amount, sum total, whole; (in Arith.) addition;
the plural (of a word), the plural number; capital,

principal, stock, assets; a fund; outlay, cost price; the
credit side of an account, credit; collections, receipts;
proceeds of land; the land tax, the government demand,
revneue (of the state):—jam n, v.n. To assemble:—jamband, s.f. Accounts of the revenues, rental, rent-roll;
proceeds of land; the government revenue; settlement
of the revenue, assessment of the land revenue,
assessment:—jam-band karn(-k), To assess the revenue
(of):—jam bharn, v.n. To pay the rent or jam:—jamjhart, s.f. (local), Statement of receipts and expenditure;
periodical account of either cash or grain:—jam- ar ,
jam-o- ar , s.m. Receipts and disbursements; debit and
credit; revenue receipts and balances; account of receipt
and disbursement; account of collections and charges;
cash account; account current:—jam- ar karnor likhn,
v.n. To draw out an account; to book:—jam- ar miln,
v.n. To make up or balance an account:—jam- ar -navs,
s.m. A book-keeper, an accountant:—jam-dr, s.m. The
head of any body of men (as guides, harkras, &c.); a
native ocer of the army so called; an ocer of police,
customs, or excise (second to the Drog):—jam-dr, s.f.
The oce or business of a jam-dr:—jam-adar, s.m. The
revenue assessment settled directly with the
government by the proprietors or contractors (opp. to
jam mufaal):—jam karn, v.t. To collect, accumulate,
amass, gather together, assemble, heap; to store up, lay
by; to add together, add up, sum up; to call in, raise, levy;
to deposit; to credit; carry to credit or account:—jamkarne-wl, s.m. One who collects, &c.; one who deposits,
a depositor:—jam-kul, adv. Altogether, in toto:—jam-koh,
Bank stock; the
assets of a rm:—jam-mal-mr-bar, s.m. Port duties;
an account of the same:—jam-murakkab, s.f. Compound
addition:—jam-wil-bq, s.m. Payments and arrears;
demands, collections, and balances; revenue receipts
and balances; an account stating payments periodically
due, &c.:—jam-wl, s.m. A capitalist:—jam-o- or ,
s.m.=jam- ar , q.v.:—jam hon, v.n. To be collected; to
assemble, gather, ock; to be composed or at ease (in
respect of, -se):—jam hone-k jagah, s.f. Place of resort or
assembly, rendez-vous; centre, nucleus:—al jam, s.f. The
net demand:—sm-wr jam-band, s.f. An account of

revenue assessments settled with each individual
cultivator.
A A P @ W jamt, s.f. pl. (of jam), Collections; additions;
receipts, &c.
P + P @ W jamdr, s.m. See s.v. jam.
H AP @ W juma-rt, jum-rt(A. juma+H. rt), s.f. 'Fridayeve'; Thursday:—kl-jume-rt, s.f. 'Black Thursday';
doomsday.
P JP @ Wjumag (fr. A. juma), s.f. The weekly allowance to
school-boys, paid on a Friday; the present given on a
Friday by school-boys to their preceptor.
P P @ W juma (for A. ~P @ W jumat, fem.), s.m. lit. 'The day of
the congregation'; Friday (on which day Musalmans
assemble to pray at the great mosque); a collection (of
things), a handful:—juma-rt, s.f. 'Friday-eve,' i.e.
Thursday.
P  P @ W jamyat, vulg. jamaiyat(for A. ~ P @ W), s.f. A
collection, assemblage, band, party, body (=jamat); an
army;—collectedness, composure, tranquillity, peace (of
mind); wealth, auence; recollection, re ection:—
jamyat-- tir, Peace of mind.
H (@ W */jamak (v.n. fr. jamak-n, q.v.), s.f. The state of
succeeding or going on well, ourishing, thriving.
H (@ W */jamak [S. /t], s.m. A twin, one of a pair or
couple, a fellow; (in rhetoric and poetry) the repeating
or setting in opposition in the same stanza of words or
syllables dierent in meaning but similar in sound; a
kind of play on words.
H  @ W */jamkn (caus. of jamakn), v.t. To adjust,
to make to go on well; to settle, x; to cause to succeed,
to cause to ourish; to collect, assemble, crowd together.
H @ W */jamakn [jamak˚= Prk. *@/=() or
*@/=?(), fr. S. *B/+>; see jamn], v.n. To be collected,
be assembled; to be settled or adjusted; to succeed, go on
well; to t; to ourish, prosper, thrive (=jamn; panapn;
amakn); to be going on, be proceeding, be begun (as a
case or suit, e.g. mugaddama jamk); to be joined (as
battle, e.g. la  jamk); to be full (as a meeting, &c.; e.g.
majlis jamk):—d kn jamk, Buyers and sellers are
collected in the shop.

H  @ W */{7jam-k , s.m. A kind of covering for the
head and shoulders (made of reeds or palm leaves) used
during the rainy season.
H J@ W */V&jam-gha = H J@ W */V& jam-gha [rt. of
jamn+gha= S. V&t], s.m. A dense mass, a crowd,
multitude.
H J@ W */V&jam-gha = H J@ W */V& jam-gha [rt. of
jamn+gha= S. V&t], s.m. A dense mass, a crowd,
multitude.
H @ W */!jamal [Prk. */!(; S. /!(], s.m. A pair, couple,
brace.
A @ W jamal, jaml, s.m. A camel; a large salt-water sh
(said by some to be the whale, and by others the swordsh).
A @ W jumal, s.m. pl. (of jumla), The whole, the aggregate,
the sum.
A @ W jummal, jumal, s.m. A cable:—hisb--jummal, The
reckoning of the alphabet by abjad, q.v.
P J#@ Wjumlag (fr. A. jumla), s.f. Universality, totality, the
whole.
P #@ W jumla (for A. ~#@ W jumlat, fem.), s.m. Aggregate, sum,
amount, total, whole; (in Gram.) a proposition; a clause;
a sentence:—jumla--ismya, s.m. A nominal sentence, a
sentence that begins with the subject (subst. or
pronoun), or one that is composed of an inchoative and
an enunciative;—jumla--shartya,
 s.m. A conditional
sentence or clause:—jumla--ifatya, s.m. A qualicative
or adjectival sentence:—jumla--flya, s.m. A verbal
sentence, a sentence of which the predicate is a verb
(with the subject expressed, or included in the verb):—
jumla--mutaarria, s.m. A parenthetical sentence or
clause:—az n jumla= min jumla, q.v.:—l-jumla(rarely, biljumla), In short, in substance, on the whole;—min jamla,
From, or out of, the whole.
H <@ W */jaman, */, jamun (i.q. jamn, q.v.), s.m.
Congelation; coagulation; rennet or acid employed for
curdling milk (=jman).
H @ W */jamn [jam˚= Prk. *@/() or *@q(), fr. S. *B/;
+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To germinate; to sprout,

shoot; to grow; to take root; to come up; to become set;
to become rm or xed; to become hard or concrete; to
be collected, combined, or united; to consolidate; to be
congealed or frozen, to congeal; to be coagulated, to
coagulate; to curdle, clot, cake, become thick; to form
sediment or precipitate; to be rmly placed, be settled,
be located, be seated; to cohere, adhere, stick, cling
together; to stand fast, be rooted (to a spot, &c.);—to
insist; to persist; to t closely, properly, or well (in or on,
-par); to be placed in order, be arranged); to have a rm
hold or footing; to be rmly established or set up; to
succeed, prosper, thrive, ourish; to be impressed
(upon), have eect, go home (as counsel, speech, &c.); to
be well planted (as a blow); to come right (as an
account); to pace in the manege:—jam-jn, v.n. intens.
of and=jamn.
H @ W */,jamun, */ jamn [S. /,], s.f. Name of a
river, the Jamna; (in Myth.) the twin sister of Jam or
Yama.
H @ W */jamanik [S. *  and  ], s.f. A
wall or screen of cloth surrounding a tent; a curtain,
screen.
H  @ W */M&jamnau = H )  @ W */M& jamnauiy [A.
min+au= Prk.  (=S. ˚+ \
 +], s.m. A certain
consideration given to a surety (min), generally
amounting to about ve per cent.
H )  @ W */M&jamnauiy = H  @ W */M& jamnau [A.
min+au= Prk.  (=S. ˚+ \
 +], s.m. A certain
consideration given to a surety (min), generally
amounting to about ve per cent.
H  @ W */5jamo [S. *@ 
, t], s.m. A species of the
jmuntree, and fruit,—the tree Elœodendron roxburghii.
H  @ W */5jamo (prob. corr. of jamy, part. of jamn),
s.m. Indigo planted before the rains, and irrigated by
articial means.
H  @ W */0 &jam wa, */0& jam a, */5& jamo (fr.
jamn), s.m. The foundation of a well; the festive
ceremony on the occasion of completing the foundation
of a well.
H ' @ W */5$jamog [Prk. *@/ $5?; S. *@/+5$t], s.m.

Transfer of liabilities by mutual consent (as in the case
of a loan contracted by a landholder for which he
transfers to the lender the rents of his tenants); a
conditional mortgage:—jamog-r, s.m. A person who
lends a landed proprietor a sum of money and recovers
the loan from the tenants:—jamog-nma, s.m. A deed of
transfer of liabilities.
H X @ W */5$jamog [S. *B/ (see jm)+5$+t], s.m. A
disease to which children are liable; the atus or
atulence incident to children.
H X @ W */5$jamogn (fr. jamog), v.t. To test, prove,
verify, ascertain; to settle, adjust (syn. j n; hahrn).
H  4@ W *@6jamhn [jamh˚= Prk. *(#()=S *@#(`), rt.
*@#], v.n. To yawn, gape.
H $ 4@ W*/6 jamh, s.f. Yawning, gaping;—jamh len,
v.n. To yawn, gape.
A  4@ W jumh r (fr. 4@ W 'to collect together'), s.m. A large
sand-heap;—a great number of people, a collective body
(of men); the populace; a community; a whole people; a
republic;—adj. Universal; all:—jumh r--riysat, jumh r-saltanat,
s.f. A republic; a democracy.

H @ W*/"jam [S. ./ +t], adj. & s.m. Restraining,
controlling, curbing;—one who restrains himself, a sage
who has subdued his senses.
H @ W*/"jam [S. /"], s.f. A twin-sister; the wife of Jam.
H @ W *³jamaiy (fr. jam-n), s.m. (local) A species of
grass.
H @ W *³jamaiy, s.f. (prov. & corr.)=juma-rt.
H A @ W *,qjumert, s.f. corr. of juma-rt, q.v.
A b @ W jam (fr. b @ W 'to collect'), adj. In a state of
collection; the whole, all, universal.
A P- @ W jama (acc. of jam), adv. In toto, altogether;
universally.
P P @ W jamat (for A. ~P @ W),s.f. A concourse,
&c.=jamyatand jamat, q.v.
A  @ W jaml, m. = P # @ W jamla (for A. ~# @ W), f. (fr. @ W 'to be
beautiful,' &c.), adj. Beautiful, elegant, comely, pleasing;
good, fair; becoming.
P # @ W jamla (for A. ~# @ W), f. = A  @ W jaml, m.(fr. @ W 'to be

beautiful,' &c.), adj. Beautiful, elegant, comely, pleasing;
good, fair; becoming.
S <W *jana, vulg. jan, s.m. A created being, living being,
man; person, individual; mankind; (as last member of a
compound) the whole race or class of; -kind, -folk, &c.;
e.g. str-jan, 'women-kind,' 'women';—bandhu-jan,
'kinsfolk'):—janray(jana+˚), s.m. An asylum or shelter
for men; an inn, caravansary; a temporary hall:—
janntik(jana+an˚), s.m. Speaking aside (to another),
secret communication, whispering:—jan-ba a, s.m.
Ospring, family:—jan-pad, s.m. A community, nation,
people; an empire, country; a province:—jan-jnwar, s.m.
Man and beast:—jan-ranjan, adj. Befriending, imparting
joy; inspiring with condence; conciliating; gratifying
the people: courting popular favour;—an epithet of the
Deity:—jan-rava, s.m. The sound of human voices,
clamour, noise; rumour, report; calumny, scandal:—janruti, s.f. Hearsay, report, rumour; news, tidings,
intelligence:—jan-lok, s.m. One of the seven Loks or
divisions of the universe (the fth or next above Maharlok, where the sons of Brahm and other pious men
reside):—janan-gam, s.m. A man of a low or degraded
caste, a andl:—jan-vd, s.m. 'The talk of men,' news,
rumour, report; scandal:—janodhara(jana+ud˚), s.m.
'Laudation of men,' glory, fame:—jan-hit, adj. Salutary,
benecial; benecent:—janes, jane, janevar(jana+˚), s.m.
'Lord of men,' a king.
H <W .*jin [Prk. * f (by change of f to 4), fr. S.  ],
The formative, or base of the oblique cases, of the pl. of
the rel. pron. jo, 'who,' &c.:—jin-kar, (old H.)=jin-k, 'of
whom,' 'whose,' &c.
H <W .*jin, * jan, * jani, neg. adv. (dialec.) No, not;
(prohibitive) do not (syn. mat).
S <W .*jin, s.m. A generic term appllied to a Buddh or
chief saint of the Bauddh sect, in the same manner as to
a Jain saint; a Jin, a generic name of the personage
peculiar to the Jain sect who is ranked by them as
superior to the gods of the other sects; a deied saint
and teacher.
A <W jinn, vulg. jin, s.m. One of the Genii, a male fairy
(fem. par); an elf; a spirit; a demon; (g.) a headstrong

person; a determined or resolute person:—jin utrn, v.n.
To dispossess one possessed by a Jin; to remove the evil
in uence of a Jin(from); to exorcise or invoke a spirit:—
jin paka n, v.n. To capture a Jin; to exorcise or invoke a
spirit.
H <W *,jun, s.m. Time (=j n, q.v.).
H W *jan [Prk. *4 ; S. *+t], s.m. A man, person,
individual (=jan):—jan-jt, adv. Man by man, individually,
one by one.
H W *jan (perf. part. of jann), part. adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Born (of), brought forth;—ospring, a son (syn. zda).
H W *Bjann, v.n. & t.= W jann, q.v.
H W *,jun (see j ), v.t. To yoke together.
A

W janb, s.f. Side, brink, margin; a court or yard;

vestibule; threshold; a place to which one repairs for
refuge, &c. (hence, as a title of respect, in addressing, or
speaking of, a great man) your honour, your excellency,
your majesty; his honour, &c.:—janb--l, Exalted Sir!
your, or his, excellency, &c.=janb:—janb--man, My dear
Sir.
P  W janbat (for A. ~ W), s.f. Pollution; loss of sperma.
S ; W jnpit (pop. gypit), part. Made known,
informed, notied; revealed; discovered.
S (; W jnpak (pop. gypak), adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Making or causing to know, teaching, informing, giving
information, proclaiming;—a teacher, instructor; one
who heralds or makes known.
S <; W jnpan (pop. gypan), s.m. Making known,
announcing, notifying, apprizing, informing; teaching;
announcement, notication, information:—jnpanrth,
adv. For the purpose of apprizing, &c.
A A W jannt, s.f. pl. (of jannat), Gardens.
A A W jinnt, s.m. pl. (of jin), The Genii:—jinnt-k lam,
The world of the Genii.
S A W jnta, vulg. jnt(pop. gyt), part. Known,
ascertained, comprehended, understood:—jntnvay(jnta
+an˚), s.m. 'Of known lineage'; a name of Vardhamn, the
last Jin or Jain ponti:—jnta-siddhnt, s.m. A man
completely versed in any science or stra.

S Y W jnt, vulg. gyt, = S Y W jntri, vulg.
gytri,adj.
& s.m. Knowing, wise, intelligent; acquainted

(with);—one who knows, a knower, a wise or intelligent
person; an acquaintance.
S Y Wjntri, vulg. gytri, = S Y W  jnt, vulg.
gyt,adj. & s.m. Knowing, wise, intelligent; acquainted
(with);—one who knows, a knower, a wise or intelligent
person; an acquaintance.
S ) Y W jntavya, vulg. gytavya, adj. To be known or
understood; to be investigated or inquired into;
perceptible; conceivable; to be considered as.
S Y Wjnti, vulg. gyti, s.m. A father; a paternal
relation; a kinsman; a distant kinsman (one who does
not participate in the oblations oered to deceased
ancestors).
H A W W **jan-jt, adv. See s.v. jan.
A  W jan, s.f. A wing, pinion; the wing (of an army).
P ?d W jinza, janza(for A. {d W jinzat, fem.), s.m. A bier
with a corpse on it; a bier; a funeral;—jinza(rarely
janza), s.m. A corpse:—janza-rawn, (met.) A horse:—
janza-kash, adj. & s.m. Drawing a bier;—drawer of a bier.
S E W*Yjanray, s.m. See s.v. jan.
P S W jang (corr. fr. A. jan), s.f. A stipulation, contract,
bargain; a wager;—the breast bone of a bird; the bow or
pommel of a saddle.
P S W jung (fr. A. jan), s.m. An outside covering of a
saddle (usually made of the skin of a leopard, &c.); a
surcingle; a stirrup leather; the ap of a saddle.
A  W jinn, s.f. pl. (of jannat), Gardens (planted with
trees); the regions of paradise.
S  W jnn (pop. gyn), s.m. Knowledge;
understanding, intellect, intelligence; sacred or religious
knowledge (such as is derived from meditation on the
higher truths of religion and philosophy, and which
teaches man his own nature, and how he may be
reunited to the supreme spirit); cognizance;
consciousness:—jnndhikya(jnna+adh˚), s.m. Superiority
or pre-eminence in intelligence:—jnn- ar , s.f. The
pursuit or practice of wisdom:—jnn- akshu, s.m. The eye
of intelligence, mind's eye; intellectual vision:—jnn-

darpa, s.m. 'Mirror of true knowledge'; a man of
Manjur, one of the Jain saints:—jnn-drishi,
s.f. Clear

vision or perception (untainted either by ignorance or
by sin):—jnn-da, s.f. A state of intelligence or
knowledge:—jnn dau n, v.n. To meditate deeply:—jnn
skhn, v.n. To acquire knowledge:—jnn-kn, s.m. That
inner or esoteric portion of the Veda which relates to
true spiritual knowledge or the knowledge of supreme
spirit as distinguished from the knowledge of
ceremonies:—jnn-mn, jnn-vn, adj. & s.m. Endowed
with knowledge or science; knowing, familiar with,
intelligent, wise, learned; having spiritual knowledge;—
one who understands fully, &c. (=jnn, q.v.):—jnn-vishay,
s.m. The thing called jnn, q.v.:—jnn-vi-jnn, s.m. Sacred
and miscellaneous knowledge; the Vedas with the
supplementary branches of knowledge, medicine, arms,
&c.:—jnnopade, vulg. jnn-upade, s.m. Wise instruction:
—jnne hu(jnna+i ˚), adj. Desirous of knowledge or
wisdom:—jnnendriya(jnna+in˚), s.m. An organ of
perception or sensation (of which there are ve, viz., the
skin, tongue, eye, ear, and nose); mental power,
intellect.
H  W *jann (caus. of jann), v.t. To deliver, to bring
to bed;—s.m. Delivering; midwifery.
H  W *jann (caus. of jnn), v.t. To cause to know,
to inform, &c.=jatn(which is the form commonly used
in Hindand Urd , jannbeing used chie y in Braj).
S (* W *.Bjanntik, s.m. See s.v. jan.
S < W jnnin, = S  W" jnn (pop. gyn),adj. &
s.m. Endowed with knowledge or intelligence, intelligent,
wise, knowing, learned, sage, judicious;—one who
understands fully; one endowed with religious
knowledge; one who knows future events; a sage; a
prognosticator, astrologer, fortune-teller (syn. jnn-wn).
S  W"jnn (pop. gyn), = S < W  jnnin,adj. &
s.m. Endowed with knowledge or intelligence, intelligent,
wise, knowing, learned, sage, judicious;—one who
understands fully; one endowed with religious
knowledge; one who knows future events; a sage; a
prognosticator, astrologer, fortune-teller (syn. jnn-wn).

H  W * jano [jan(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
A signal, a sign.
H  W * janwar, s.m. corr. of jn-war, q.v.
H  W * janon, v.t.=jann, q.v.
H $ W* jan (v.n. fr. jann), s.f. A midwife:—janbidy, s.f. Midwifery:—jan-adqa, s.m. Alms given at the
birth of a child.
P ) W jinyat (for ~) W, inf. n. of RW), s.f. Any prohibited
injurious action, as a wounding, maiming, &c.
H UW * janab, s.m. (local) The plant Crotalaria
juncea(syn. san).
A UW jamb, s.f. A side, part; a tract (of country=jnib).
A UW junub, adj. Under the obligation of performing a
total ablution (by reason of sexual intercourse, &c.),
polluted, deled.
H %W janib (fr. A. jamb, or jnib), s.m. Support,
assistance, seconding, countenancing; partiality.
H  %W jumbn (imperf. part. of jumbdan; rt. gaf, or gamf,
akin to Zend & S. gam), part. adj. Moving, stirring,
shaking, vibrating, trembling; tremulous; (rt. of
jumbndan) causing to move or stir, &c., shaking.
P Z%W jumbish (v.n. fr. jumbdan), s.f. Moving, movement,
motion; shake, vibration, trembling; agitation; gesture:—
jumbish den(-ko), To put into motion, to move, shake,
stir, &c.:—jumbish-me n, v.n. To get into a state of
motion or action, to move, shake, &c.; to become active;
to be stirred up, be roused, be excited.
S (%W *@ 
, jambuk, = H %W *( 0 jamb ,See (%@ W jambuk,

informed, taught, expounded.
S *LW.Qjnapti (pop. gyapti), s.f. Knowing;
understanding, apprehension, comprehension; the
exercise of the intellectual faculty.
H W *janat [S. *], s.f. The being born, birth,
generation.
S W *janita, vulg. janit, part. Engendered, begotten,
born, produced, occasioned.
P W jannat (for A. ~W), s.f. The garden, the abode of
recompense, paradise:—jannat-rm-gh, jannat-shiyn,
Whose place of rest is paradise; the deceased or late
(king, &c.):—jannatul-bild, The paradise of regions, an
epithet of Bengal:—jannat--adan, The garden of Eden:—
jannat--mw, The paradise of rest:—jannat--nm,
jannat--nam, The garden of delight, a paradise so
called:—jannat-makn, jannat-nab, Whose abode or lot is
paradise.
H W *Bjant [S. BP(], s.f. A leathern thong or a rope;
harness.
H *W *Bjant [S. BP+], s.m. An instrument for
drawing wire.
S *W *janat, s.f. A number of men, an assemblage of
people, a community; people; mankind.
S *W *janit, s.m. A father, progenitor.
H  *W *Bjantr [S. BP(], s.m. An amulet, a charm.
H  *W *jantn [jant, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 caus. augment], v.t. To press, squeeze;—v.n. To be

and %@ W jamb .
H %W *( j0 amb , = S (%W *@ 
, jambuk,See (%@ W jambuk,

pressed or squeezed.
H *W *BPjantra, jantr, *B jantar [S. BP(], s.m. An

and %@ W jamb .
S  &%W*@#""jambhr, s.f. See  &%@ Wjambhr.

instrument, machine, engine, implement, apparatus,
appliance; a musical instrument; a dial; an observatory;
an astrological or magic diagram, a magic square; an
amulet, a charm, a philter; juggling:—jantar-mantar, s.m.
Juggling, conjuring, enchanting by gures and
incantations; magical or mystical ceremonies in which
diagrams are drawn and charms or prayers are
repeated;—an observatory.
H *W *BP4jantra [S. BP4], s.f. Constraint,

A %Wjamb (rel. n. fr. UW jamb), adj. Of or pertaining to
the side; lateral.
H %W jambiy, s.m.= %W jambiya, q.v.
S  %W *@ "jambr. See  %@ W jambr.
P  %W jambiya (fr. A. jamb), s.m. A large dagger worn at
the side; side-arms.
S LW jnapit (pop. gyapit), part. Made known,

compulsion; pain, anguish, aiction.

S *W*janitri, s.m. A father, &c.=janit.

H + W *Bjandr = H + W *( jand [S. BP+], s.m. A

S *W*P"janitr, s.f. Progenitrix, mother.

pitchfork; a kind of rake used (in the North-west
Provinces) during irrigation for dividing a eld into small
beds.
H  + WÀ*7"jind , = H X + WÀ*$" jindag,s.f. corr. of

H *W*BP"jantr [S. BP"+t], s.m. A conjurer, juggler,
wizard.
H *W*BP", *B" jantr [S. .BP], s.f. A perforated
plate of steel through which ingots of gold, silver, &c.,
are drawn into wire;—an almanac, a calendar:—jantrme khai n, or nikln, v.t. To draw out into wire; to
attenuate; to take the crookedness out (of one), make
(one) straight.
H  0*W*B"janta-sr, s.f.=jat-sr, q.v.
S 3*W *B,!jantul, s.f. The plant Saccharum spontaneum.
S *W *B,jantu, s.m. A living creature, an animal (usually
creatures of the lowest organization, such as worms,
insects, &c.):—jantu-phal, s.m. The glomerous g-tree,
Ficus glomerata:—jantu-ghna, s.m. 'Killing worms'; any
vermifuge:—jantu-may, adj. Abounding in animals.
H *W*B"jant [S. *P"], s.f. A mother.
H *W*B"jant, s.f. Birth, &c.=janat, q.v.
A *Wjannat (rel. n. fr. jannat, q.v.), adj. Of paradise,
heavenly.
H 8W *(*!janjl [S. *+*!(], s.m. Entanglements,
embarrassments, troubles, cares or anxieties (of wordly
concerns or engagements); trouble, complication,
bother, fuss; a teasing, tiring, or troublesome person or
business; an encumbrance, a clog, load; a plague, pest,
bore:—janjl-me pha sn(-ke), To get into an
entanglement, fall into diculties; to get into a mess.
H 8W *(*!janjl, s.m. A large musket, a swivel (=jazil,
q.v.).
H ! 8W*(*!"janjl [janjl+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
Occasioning trouble, embarrassing, troublesome, &c.;—a
troublesome person; one who molests.
P + W jund, s.m.(?), Castor, a medicinal substance obtained
from the castor beaver.
H + W *(jand = H + W *B jandr [S. BP+], s.m. A
pitchfork; a kind of rake used (in the North-west
Provinces) during irrigation for dividing a eld into small
beds.

zindag, q.v.
H X + WÀ*$"jindag, = H  + WÀ*7" jind ,s.f. corr. of
zindag, q.v.
H !+ W *(M.!jandauliy, s.m. Name of a class of
Rjp tsin Banda.
H <W*,(f"jun, = H W*," junar,= H  <W*,(7"
jun ,s.f.=junhar, and jur, qq.v.
H W*,"junar, = H <W*,(f" jun,= H  <W*,(7"
jun ,s.f.=junhar, and jur, qq.v.
H  <W*,(7"jun , = H <W*,(f" jun,= H W*,"
junar,s.f.=junhar, and jur, qq.v.
H W janaral, janral= H )W janarel, janrel(corr. fr. the
English), s.m. A general.
H )W janarel, janrel= H W janaral, janral(corr. fr. the
English), s.m. A general.
A IW jins, s.f. Genus, kind, species, sort, class; gender;
family, race, stock; goods, merchandise, commodities,
wares; moveables, articles, things; grain, corn; crop,
products; (in Arith.) practice:—jins--adn, s.f. An inferior
article, a thing of low price or value; inferior grain (for
cultivation):—jins--awwal, s.f. A rst-class article or
commodity, superior goods or wares; a rst-rate crop:—
jins--bashar, The human race, mankind:—jins- na, s.m.
A warehouse:—jins--al, jins--kmil, s.f. An article that
fetches a full price; a rst-rate crop (=jins--awwal);—jinswr, adj. According to kind or species, &c.; specifying
crops according to kind:—jins-wr jamband, s.f. Account
of revenue assessed at certain rates according to the
produce or crops raised:—jins-wr, s.f. Specication;
classication;—adv. Specically; separately, distinctly:—
abn--jins, s.m. 'Sons of the same stock,' those of the
same class, kind, or rank:—ism--jins, s.m. A generic or
indeterminate noun:—bi(or ba) jinsi-hi, adv. In its very
kind, in every particular; in its entirety, as it is, bodily.
A 0Wjins, adj. (rel. n. fr. jins, q.v.), Generic, generical; in

kind, in goods (paid, &c.).
P  0W jinsyat (for A. ~ 0W, fr. jins), s.f. A generic quality
or state; correspondence or similarity of kind, race, or
genus, homogeneousness.
A  NW jantiyn
(Lat. gentianaarabicized), s.m. The herb

gentian.
S (W *janak, adj. & s.m. Generative, generating,
begetting, producing, causing;—a father, a progenitor;—
name of a king of Mithila who was the father of St,
Rm'swife:—janak-pur, s.m. The metropolis of King Janak
(in the district of Tirh t):—janak-sut, s.f. The daughter of
Janak, i.e. St.
H (W *,januk, adv. & conj. To wit; though, although
(cf. jno).
H W *janik [prob. jan(n)+S. ], s.m. An
expression having more than one meaning, a pun, a
double-entendre.
H ^W *($jang, [prob. by redupl. for S Ve&; P. zang], s.m. A
brass bell such as are suspended from bahls, ekks, raths,
&c.).
P ^W jang, s.f. Fighting; ght, battle, war, combat (syn.
la ):—jang-zm da, jang-zm, adj. & s.m. Tried or
experienced in war, warlike, brave:—a veteran:—jang-mush, s.f. Boxing:—jang-war, s.m. A ghter, a
champion, a hero:—jang-war, s.f. Battle, warfare:—jangjo, adj. Quarrelsome, contentious, litigious:—jang-dda,
adj. Experienced in war:—jang--zargar, s.m. lit. 'A
goldsmith's quarrel'; a collusive dispute between two
parties to defraud a third:—jang karn, v.n. To wage or
make war:—jang-o-jidl, jang-o-jadal, s.m. Fighting; battle,
con ict; contention, altercation, brawl, squabble.
H ^W *,($jung [fr. S. ,*] , s.f. Emotion, impulse;—a
volume containing several books.
S ^W *,r$jung, s.m.f. A kind of pot-herb, Convolvulus
argenteus.
H JW *($!jangl, s.m. corr. of zangr, q.v.
P ? JW jangh (contrac. of jang-gh), s.f. Field of battle.
S JW *,r$jungit, part. Deserted, abandoned, outcast;
injured.
H JW *($jangar, s.m. (prov.)=jangal, q.v.

H JW *($jangr [j gha, q.v.+r= Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
The haulm or stalk of autumnal crops.
S JW *r$!jangal, s.m. A jungle, wood, forest, thicket;
forest land; waste land; land or country overgrown with
long grass and weeds; a wild or uninhabited part; long
grass and weeds (on grounds, or in a garden, &c.);—adj.
Wild, waste, desert, solitary:—jangal-bur, s.f. The act of
clearing woodlands:—jangal phirn, jangal jn, v.n. 'To
walk in or go to the wood'; to ease oneself:—jangal fkarn, To clear land:—jangal-k dm, s.m. A wild man,
&c.=ban-mnus:—jangal-o-wrn, Jungle and waste.
H 3JW *($!jangal, jangl[S. *r$!+t], adj. & s.m. Wild;
woody;—woody country, forest; a coppice, thicket; a
grating, lattice; railing, fence; cloth pencilled with groups
of trees, owers, &c., in various colours;—name of a
rginor musical mode; a medley of tunes, a Dutch
concert:—jangl lagn(me ), To put in a grating or lattice;
to put up a railing, to fence.
H #JW jangla, s.m.=jangl.
H #JW*($!"jangl [S. *r$!++t], adj. & s.m. Of or
pertaining to a forest or wood; uncultivated; wild,
savage, uncivilized, barbarian, clownish, boorish;—a
barbarian, clown, boor; a savage:—jangl bdm, s.m. The
wild almond:—jangl bill, s.f. A wild cat (=ban-bilo):—
jangl piyz, s.f. Squills, Erythronium indicum:—jangl amp,
s.m. The wild jasmine, Plumieria alba:—jangl h, s.m.
The eld rat;—jangl sarv, s.m. The wild cypress, Ailanthus
excelsa:—jangl singhr, s.m. Hermodactyl:—jangl s ar,
s.m. The wild hog, the boar:—jangl kab d, s.m. The
bustard, Otis sarda:—jangl kanda, s.m. Dracontium
polyphillum:—jangl kaww, s.m. The raven, Corvus
culminatus.
S 2 JW *r$/jangam, adj. & s.m. Moving, movable,
locomotive; in motion; having motion (opp. to
stationary), having life, living;—the animal kingdom; a
wanderer; a wandering mendicant, a class of
mendicants with matted hair, who wear a thin chain on
their feet and carry a bell which they keep constantly
ringing.
S *@ JW *r$/; jangamatva, s.m. The state of having

motion; movableness.
S &JW *«jangh, s.f. The thigh; the leg;—the shrouds
(of a ship):—jangh-mathn, s.f. An adultress, harlot,
strumpet.
H  &JW *(Vjanghr [jang, q.v.+S. +t], s.m. The
name of a large and turbulent tribe of Rjp ts.
S &JW *«!janghl, adj. & s.m. Going quickly, rapid,
quick;—a rapid mover or walker; a courier.
H &JWÀ*V"jingh, = S JWÀ*r$" jing,s.f. Bengal madder,
Rubia munjista.
S JWÀ*r$"jing, = H &JWÀ*V" jingh,s.f. Bengal madder,
Rubia munjista.
P JWjang (fr. jang), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to war;
warlike, martial, military; quarrelsome, turbulent; great,
vast, extensive:—a combatant, a warrior; a quarrelsome
or turbulent man:—jang jahz, s.m. A man-of-war:—jang
fauj, s.f. A military force:—jang l, s.m. 'Military-lord,'
the commander-in-chief of the Indian army.
S 2 W *B/janma, vulg. janm, and H. */ janam, s.m. Birth,
production, origin; nativity; existence, life; state of
existence; life-time:—janmsham, vulg. janam-asham(S.
janma+ash˚), s.f. The eighth day in the dark half of the
month Svan-Bhdo , the birth-day of Krisha:—

janmntar(janma+an˚), s.m. Another birth; another state
of existence; the future life; regeneration:—janmntarya,
adj. Belonging to or done in another life; of or
pertaining to another state of existence:—janmndh,
vulg. janam-andh, adj. & s.m. Blind from birth;—one
born blind:—janam-bol, s.m. A born idiot:—janam
big n(apn), To waste (one's) life; to indulge in sensual
and sinful pleasures:—janam biga n, To be ruined for life;
to become a widow:—janam-bhar, s.m. & adv. A whole life,
a life-time;—through life, for a life-time:—janam-bhum,
janm-bh m, janm-bh m, s.f. Birth-place, native land,
fatherland:—janm-patr, janam-pattr, s.m.=janam-pattr,
s.f. Horoscope, astrological record of nativity, the paper
or scroll on which are recorded the year, lunar day,
conguration, and relative position of the planets, &c. of
the birth of a particular individual, and a table of his
fortunes throughout life:—janam-pattr-k bidhi miln, To

receive (one's) destined award, to meet (one's) fate:—
janm-jag, s.m. Birth-place:—janam-jal, adj. (f. -), 'Burned
or spoiled from birth,' originally bad; unfortunate,
wretched;—very little:—janam-janam, janm--janam, adv.
From birth to birth, one life after another; in successive
transmigrations:—janm-janmntar, adv.=janam-janam:—
janam-dt, s.m.=janma-da, janmad, s.m. 'Birth-giver';
father, progenitor;—the Author of existence:—janm-din,
janam-din, s.m. A birthday:—janm-rog, adj. & s.m. Sickly
from birth;—a valetudinarian:—janm-sthn, s.m. Birthplace, native land, home:—janm-swrth, s.m. A fortunate
or well-spent life:—janam-kunl, s.f. A short horoscope; a
generalogical table:—janm-kl, s.m. 'Pillar or stay of
birth'; an epithet of Vishnu:—janm-gat, adj. Inherent,
natural:—janm-lagn, janam-lagan, s.m. The conjunction of
the sun and a sign of the Ecliptic at the moment of a
birth; the moment of birth; a horoscope, &c. (=janampattr):—janam len, v.n. To become incarnate (as a deity);
to be born; to transmigrate (a soul):—janm-mara, s.m.
Eternal death:—janmotsav(janma+ut˚), s.m. A festival held
on the anniversary of Krisha'sbirthday.

H  @ W *B/janmn [S. *B/+˚= w= Prk.  or U=S.
˚+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. (caus. of janamn), To
beget; to cause to vegetate.
H 0 @ W */[janm s, s.m.=janws, q.v.
H *@ W */janamt (imperf. part. of janamn), adj. (f. -),
Being born; new-born.
S <@ W *B/janman, s.m.=janma, q.v.
S <@ W *.B/ janmin, s.m.=janm, q.v.
H @ W */janamn [fr. janam= S. *B/], v.n. To be born.
S 0Y @ W *B/5T janmotsav, s.m. See s.v. janm.
S @ W*B/"janm, s.m. A living being, a man, a creature,
an animal;—adj. Innate, inborn; constitutional,
inherited, natural;—impotent from birth.
S <W *janan, s.m. Generating, begetting, producing,
causing; birth, production, causation; coming into
existence; life, existence; family, race, lineage; a parent,
progenitor.
H W *jann [jan˚= Prk. *4() or *4<()=S. *(), rt.

*], v.n. To be born; to be delivered (of a child), to give
birth (to);—v.t. To bring forth, produce; to give birth to;
to cast young; to generate, beget, breed.
S 2 JW *r$/janangam (janam+gama), s.m. A man of a low
or degraded tribe, a anl.
H W*janani, adv. & conj. (Old H.)=jno, q.v.
S W*"janan, vulg. jann, s.f. Mother, progenitrix,
parent;—tenderness, compassion.
S W *,janu, *0 jan , s.m. Birth.

me , jun n-ke galabe-me
, adv. In a state of insanity,

under the in uence of madness; in a t of phrensy or
passion.
A  Wjun n (rel. n. fr. jun n), adj. Mad, insane;
phrensied; passionate.
H  4W *6jan-hr [S. *t], adv. Man by man, one
by one, individually (=jan-jt, q.v.s.v. jan).
H  4W *,6junhr [S. *" +t], s.m. Indian millet,

H W *5jano (or janoi), s.m. (dialec.)=jane , q.v.

Andropogon sorghum, &c. (=ju ); Indian corn, maize
(=juwr; and applied locally to other similar kinds of
grain; cf. the forms jo r, jo , jundr, &c.).
H $ 4W*6 janh, adv.=jan-hr, q.v.

H K W * janws = H B W *  janws [S. *B

H $ 4W*,6 junh [Prk. *546; S. A5;´+], s.f.

+ t and +t], s.m. The place at the bride's house

The moon, moonlight.
H 4W *6janhar, s.m. Name of a branch of the

H W *5jano, *, janu, adv. & conj. (prov.)=jno, q.v.

where the bridegroom and his train are received.
H B W * janws = H K W *  janws [S. *B
+ t and +t], s.m. The place at the bride's house

G jartribe.
H 4W*,6"junhar, junhr[junhr+= Prk. =S. ],

where the bridegroom and his train are received.
H B W * janwsat, s.m.=janws, q.v.

s.f.=junhr, q.v. (also junr, j nr).
H 4W *,Ájunhaiy, s.f.=junh, q.v.

H  W * janwn (doub. caus. of jann), v.t. To cause

H W*"jan (fem. of jan, q.v.), s.f. A daughter.

to be born, &c.=jann, q.v.
H 0 W * [janw s, s.m.=janws, q.v.

H W*"jan [S. *++t], s.m. A dangerous fainting-t

H $ W*  janw [janw(n)+= Prk. ) =S.
()++], s.f. A midwife's fee.
H $ W*(  ja w [S. */+t], s.m. A son-in-law
(=jam).
A W jan b, s.m. The south.
A - W jan ba (acc. of jan b), adv. To the south,
southward.
A  Wjan b, adj. (f. jan bya), Southern.
S  W *564janodhara, s.m. See s.v. jan.
H  Wjanwar (corr. fr. the English), s.f. January (the
month).
A  W jun n, s.m. A state of possession by a jin,
demoniacal possession; loss of reason, madness,
insanity, phrensy;—a demoniac:—jun n a hn, v.n. To be
possessed; to become mad; to be in a phrensy:—jun ndaur, s.m. Insanity with lucid intervals:—jun n-k lat-

to which lying-in women are subject.
S W*"jan, * jani, s.f. A woman; a wife; a mother; the
wife of a son or brother's son, a daughter-in-law; a
maid-servant;—birth, production; birthplace.
H W*B"jann, s.f.=Wjanan, q.v.
H [ W *sjane, conj. (colloq.)=jne, q.v.
A Wjinn, s.m.f. One of the genii=jin, q.v.
S W *Bjany, s.f. The friend of a mother; the relation
or companion of a bride, a bridesmaid.
H W *,
h junaiy, s.f.=junh, q.v.
P % W janbat (for A. ~% W), s.f. A she-camel that one gives
or lends to people, with money, in order that they may
bring corn or other provision for him.
H  W *sjanet, .*s jinet [S. *B+P], s.f. A marriage
procession; the company and attendants at a marriage
feast.
S * W *janayit, s.m. A father, progenitor, ancestor.

H  W *,sjuner, *s janer, s.m.=junhr; junhar, qq.v.

H W *5jo, *M jau (see the preceding), conj. If, if that, that;

A < W jann, s.m. An embryo, a fœtus; the child, or young,

in that, inasmuch, since:—jo-kabh, If ever:—jo-ki,
Though, although (=agar i); inasmuch as, whereas
(= ki).
H W *Mjau (and, in a few comp., and in Braj) * jav [S.

in the womb.
H W *sjane , janeu, *s janeo [Prk. *e/5 (; S. 
+ "(], s.m. The sacricial or sacred thread worn by
the Brahmanical order among Hinds (over the left
shoulder and hanging down diagonally across the body
to the right hip); a (thread-like) aw in a jewel (such
being regarded as sacred).
H  W *s janew, s.m. A kind of grass, Agrostis
linearis(syn. d b); a kind of fragrant grass which grows
with arfcrops.
S  W *Bjanya, s.m. A father; the friend or attendant or
companion of a bridegroom;—ghting, war, combat.
P  W jinnya (for A. ~ W jinnyat, fr. jinn, jinn), adj. & s.f. Of
or relating to the genii;—a female jinor jinn.
S W * java, vulg. jav, s.m. Speed, quickless, swiftness,
rapidity.
H W .* jiv, .* ji , s.m. corr. of jv, q.v.
H W *0j , s.m. & adv. (Braj)=j, q.v.
P W j , jo[Pehl. g i; Zend vidhi, rt. vad; cf. S. 0], s.f. A
river, stream; a rivulet, brook.
P W j , jo(act. part. of justan= Pehl. zytan; Zend, rt. jad=
S. gad), adj. & s.m. Seeking; seeker (used in comp., e.g.
jang-jo, 'Quarrel-seeking,' contentious, &c., see s.v. jang).
H W *5jo, prov. *M jau, *M jaun [Ap. Prk.  f, (by elision
of f or change of f to 4); Prk.a65; S. 8+t], rel.
pron. Who, which, that, what:—jo-jo, Whoever,
whichever, whatever:—jo-jo-ku h, Whatsoever thing,
whatever:—jo- z, The thing which; whatever thing,
whatever:—jo-ku h, Whatever, whatsoever, anything:—
jo-ko, Whoever, anyone who:—jo-ki, Whichever:—jo ho,
Whatever happens; at all events, at any rate:—jo ho-sakt
hai, Whatever can be done, what is practicable or
possible:—jo ho so ho, Happen or come what may.
H W *5jo, *M jau [Prk. @ or ( , fr. S.  ], adv. When
(=jab, q.v.):—jo-kabh, Whenever:—jau-lag, jau-lau , adv.
(Braj)=jab-lag, q.v.s.v. jab:—jo-h , adv. (correl. wh ),
The very moment that, as soon as, no sooner.

 t], s.m. Barley; a grain of barley; a barley-corn
(measure); a jot, tittle; the mark between the ngerjoints:—jav kur(S. yava+an˚), s.m. A shoot or blade of
barley; the young shoots of barley presented by
Brahmans to their disciples at the feast of Naurtr:—jauphal, s.m. The medicinal plant Wrightia antidysenterica:—
jau-jau isb len, To take an account of every tittle, to
take a strict account:—jau- an, s.f. A mixture of barley
and chick-pea or 'gram':—java-khr(S. yava+kshra, s.m. An
alkali prepared from the ashes of burnt barley straw, a
medicine; impure saltpetre; nitrate of potash:—jau-ku,
jau-kob, adj. 'Reduced to particles like barley-corns,' halfpounded, bruised, coarsely ground:—jau-madhya, s.m. lit.
'Having the middle like a barley-corn'; a kind of
penance, diminishing the food daily during the dark
fortnight; fasting on the new moon and gradually
augmenting the food to the full moon.
H  W * jaw [S.  t], adj. & s.m. Of the size or shape
of a barley-corn;—barley, &c. (=jau); a gure or mark
(resembling a barley-corn) in the joints of the ngers
(=jau); a clove of garlic; a kind of stitch in needle-work:—
jau, s.m. A kind of small grub or worm:—jawe-dr, adj.
Made with golden bits of the size and form of a barleycorn (a chain, &c.); sewed with the stitch termed jaw:—
jaw-khr, s.m.=java-khr, q.v.s.v. jau:—jaw-ha , s.f. A very
small species of the yellow Myrobalan (ha or halela).
S  W * jav, s.f. The China rose, Hibiscus rosa sinensis:—
jav-pushp, s.m. Idem.
H  W *, juv, in comp. juva[Prk. *, ; S. ,  (, )], adj. &
s.m. Young, juvenile;—a young man, a youth:—juva-rj,
s.m. 'A young king'; an heir-apparent associated with
the reigning sovereign in the government, a crown
prince:—juva-rjya, s.m. The dignity of heir-apparent and
associate on the throne.
H  W *0j  [Prk. *,(; S. ,$+], s.m. A yoke; the yoke

of a carriage or plough:—j  hrn, To throw o the
yoke, to refuse the yoke; to be tired (of).
H  W *0j  [S. 10+t], s.m. Play, gaming, gambling,
dice, playing with dice:—j e-bz, s.m. A gamester,
gambler (=j r):—j - or, s.m. A gambler who sneaks
away with his winnings:—j e- na, s.m. A gaminghouse:—j  kheln, v.n. To gamble, to play with dice.
A  W jawb, s.m. Answer, reply, response (to a letter,
writing, saying, or question); retort, rejoinder; anything
answering to another, counterpart, facsimile, double,
pair; return, reward, compensation; discharge, dismissal,
congé; refusal (of an oer of marriage, &c.):—jawbuljawb, s.m. The rejoinder or reply to an answer;
rejoinder:—jawb b-awb, s.m. A tting or proper
answer:—jawb bl, 'May your advice prevail,' a kind of
benediction:—jawb pn, To get (one's) discharge or
dismissal, receive (one's) congé;—jawb-dh, adj. & s.m.
Answerable, responsible, amenable, accountable;—
answerer; one called to account; a respondent,
defendant:—jawb-dh rahn(-k), To be responsible or
accountable (for):—jawb-dh, s.f. The giving an answer,
answering; the being responsible, responsibility, liability;
the defence (in a court of law):—jawb-dh-se bar karn(ko), To relieve of responsibility; to exonerate:—jawbdh karn(-k), To respond, to defend (a suit or action):—
jawb den(-ko), To give an answer (to), to answer, reply;
to give an account (of, -k), to account (for); to be
responsible, accountable, or amenable (for); to
discharge, dismiss, disband; to leave, forsake, desert:—
jawb-suwl, s.m. Question and answer; conversation,
dialogue; disputation, argument; contention, altercation:
—jawb-suwl karn, To argue, dispute, &c.:—jawb-suwl,
adj. & s.m. Ready at reply or rejoinder;—one who is
ready at rejoinder;—reply, rejoinder:—jawb--shf,
s.m.=jawb--f, q.v.:—jawb--hart,  s.m. (Gram.) An
apodosis, the complement or correlative of a condition:—
jawb--f, s.m. A at refusal by way of answer, a
categorical answer:—jawb-t alab,
adj. Requiring an

answer; called to account:—jawb talab
 karn(-se), To
request or call for an answer (from); to call to account:—
jawb--qat, s.m. A denite or conclusive answer:—jawb
karn(-k), To make answer; to be responsible (for); to

respond, to defend (a suit):—jawb khn, v.n. To be
answered, to be silenced:—jawb miln, v.n. To be
discharged or dismissed (=jawb pn):—jawb-nma, s.m.
A writing xed to the winding-sheet, on the breast of
the deceased, which it is intended that the angels
Munkarand Nakr(q.v.) should read in case the poor soul
should be too much urried to answer their questions:—
jawb hon, v.n. To be the counterpart (of, -k), to
correspond or agree (with); to be dismissed or
discharged:—arf--jawb, s.m. A responsive or
replicative particle.
A   Wjawb, adj. & s.m. Responsive; in reply; counter;
re-;—counterpart; a respondent, defendant;—a kind of
bill of exchange, which is not paid till notice is received
of the bill's having been taken up;—the chorus
(especially in repeating a marsiyaor
elegy):—jawb zor,

s.m. (Mech.) Counter force; reaction.
H  W *0&j  = H  W *0_ j h [j , q.v.+S. c(; or
˚= Prk. f5=S. &t (for t)], s.m. A yoke (=j , q.v.).
H  W *0_j h = H  W *0& j  [j , q.v.+S. c(; or
˚= Prk. f5=S. &t (for t)], s.m. A yoke (=j , q.v.).
A  W jawd, vulg. jawwd(see j d), adj. Liberal, bountiful,
municent, generous, benecent.
H  W *, juwr, *0 j r, s.m. (prov.)=j , q.v.
H  W *, juwr, *, jur, *  jawr, A  jwr, *5
jor [S. *!+ t;
' or *0+ ], s.m. Flood-tide, ood:—jurbh, s.m. Flood and ebb-tide.
H  W *, juwr, *, jur, *  jawr, A  jwr, *5
jor, [S.  +H or ; cf. also junhr], s.f. Indian
millet, Andropogon sorghum, or Holcus sorghum; (local)
maize, Indian corn.
H  W *, juwr, *, jur, *  jawr [juwr+Prk.
 =S. +t], s.m. Indian corn, maize; large millet;
barley, &c.
H  W * jawr [S.  +rj+t; or r= Prk. ! =S.
!+t; but cf. juwrabove], s.m. A blade or shoot of
barley;—juwre, pl. The barley-shoots which are forced
in earthen pots for presentation at the Dasahra festival;
the small shoots of rice which germinate when steeped

in water.
H  W *, juwr, *, jur, *  jawr (?) [j r=
j +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A yoke or pair of oxen
(engaged in work); as much land as can be ploughed by a
pair of bullocks; (local) the area ploughed in half a day.
H K W jawras, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
A D  W jawrish (the P. guwrisharabicized), s.f. A
digestive stomachic; a thing that causes food to digest.
H  W* "jawr, *, " juwr, s.f. A thread stretched
over the bridge of a musical instrument, beneath the
strings (whereby the sound is said to be improved); the
bridge of a stringed instrument (as a sir, &c.).
H  W*, "juwr, *," jur, * " jawr, s.f. dim. of
juwrand jur, qq.v.
H  W*, "juwr, *," jur [S. 10+"()+t], s.m.
A gambler.
H  W *, 7juw , *07 j  , s.m. (prov.)=j , q.v.
P d W juwz, jawz, s.m. A large wooden or stone mortar
(for pounding grain); an oil-press; a sugar-mill.
A d W jawz (inf. n. of d W 'to pass'), s.m. Permission;
toleration; lawfulness, legality; validity; propriety:—jawz
hon, v.n. To be allowable, lawful, &c.
P )d W jawzyat (for A. ~)d W, fr. jawz, fr. jawz), s.f.
Allowability; legality; propriety.
H K W * jaws = H B W *  jaws [S.  t, and
 t], s.m. A prickly plant or grass, Hedysarum alhagi,
or Alhagi maurorum(on which cattle and camels browse,
and of which asare made.
H B W * jaws = H K W *  jaws [S.  t, and
 t], s.m. A prickly plant or grass, Hedysarum alhagi,
or Alhagi maurorum(on which cattle and camels browse,
and of which asare made.
H  &  W * Ljaw-khr, s.m. See jaw, and jau.
A  W jawwl (fr. W 'to go round or about'), adj. & s.m.
Going about or travelling much;—one who goes about or
travels much.
A  W jiwl, s.m. pl. (of j l), The walls or enclosures of
wells, parapets (of wells).
P  W juwl, s.m.(?) A sack, bag; half of a (horse) load; the

human body; guile, deceit, fraud (=jul); anything open,
expanded, or wide.
H  W *, !juwl, *0! j l, s.m. (prov.)=j  = juq.v.
S  W A !jvl, s.m. = S " W A ! jvl, s.f.Flame, blaze;
light; re; heat; passion:—jwl-jihv, s.m. 'Flametongued'; a name of Agni or re:—jwl-mukh, jwlmukh, s.f. A volcano; any place where subterranean re
or in ammable gas breaks forth (such places being held
sacred by the Hind sas indicating the presence of a form
of Durg); a title of the goddess Dev(Durg), and of her
shrine in the district of K gr, in the Panjb.
S " W A !jvl, s.f. = S  W A ! jvl, s.m.Flame, blaze;
light; re; heat; passion:—jwl-jihv, s.m. 'Flametongued'; a name of Agni or re:—jwl-mukh, jwlmukh, s.f. A volcano; any place where subterranean re
or in ammable gas breaks forth (such places being held
sacred by the Hind sas indicating the presence of a form
of Durg); a title of the goddess Dev(Durg), and of her
shrine in the district of K gr, in the Panjb.
H " W * !jawl, s.m. = H ! W* !" jawl, s.f.[S. 
+!+, and ], Mixed barley and wheat; grain or
chick-pea mixed with barley (as food for cattle).
H ! W* !"jawl, s.f. = H " W * ! jawl, s.m.[S. 
+!+, and ], Mixed barley and wheat; grain or
chick-pea mixed with barley (as food for cattle).
P H  W *, juwn, *  jawn [Prk. *, 45; S. , t;—Old
P. jun; Zend yavan; S. yuvan], adj. & s.m.f. Young,
youthful, in the prime of manhood or womanhood;
vigorous; blooming;—a young man or woman; a youth;
an adult; a man, an able-bodied man; a soldier, warrior:
—jawn-ba t, adj. Fortunate, of blooming prospects:—
jawn--li, s.m. A proper or ne youth:—jawn-mard,
adj. & s.m. Manly, brave, gallant, spirited, bold, intrepid;
magnanimous, generous;—a spirited or brave fellow, a
ne young fellow, a hero; a generous or large-hearted
man:—jawn-mard, s.f. Manliness, bravery, courage,
spirit, gallantry, intrepidity; magnanimity, generosity:—
jawn-maut, s.f. Untimely death (=jawn marg):—jawn
maut marn, To die prematurely:—jawn--nau- ez, s.m.f.
One who has just attained to manhood or womanhood.

P  W jawn, adj.=jawn(used in comp.):—jawn-marg, s.f.

H $ W*  jaw, s.m.=ja w, jam, qq.v.

Death in the ower of youth, untimely death:—jawnmarg marn, To die prematurely.
H  W .* jiwn, v.t.=jimn, q.v.

H <$ W A jwin, s.f.=ajwin, jawn, qq.v.

H  W .* jiwn (caus. of jn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
live (see jiln).
P  W jawn , s.m. pl. (of jawn), Youths; soldiers, &c.
P   W jawn-na, adj. & adv. Of or pertaining to a youth
or a young man; tting or becoming a youth; like a
young man.
A U W jawnib, s.f. pl. (of jnib), Parts, sides, environs,
tracts, quarters.
H <L W*  jawn-pan = H L W *  jawn-pan
[jawn, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () or ;
+], s.m. Youthfulness, youth, &c. (=jawn).
H L W * jawn-pan = H <L W*  jawn-pan
[jawn, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () or ;
+], s.m. Youthfulness, youth, &c. (=jawn).
H 0 W * [jaw s, s.m.=jaws, q.v.
H  W * [jjav kur, s.m. See s.v. jau, jav; and jawr.
P  W jawna, adj.=jawn, and jawn, qq.v.
P  Wjawn, s.f. Youth; adolescence, manhood, age of
discretion, puberty; the season of youth:—jawn a hn(par), To attain to the vigour of manhood, to arrive at the
age of puberty; to be aected by youthful lust:—jawn-k
phal, s.m. The fruit or enjoyment of youth:—jawn-k
'lam, s.m. The season or time of youth.
H  W* "jawn [S.  "], s.f. The plant Ptychotis(or
Ligusticum) ajowan(see ajwn).
H  W* [ jaw , s.m.=ja w, jam, qq.v.
A  W jawhir, s.m. (pl. of jauhar, but used as a sing. also),
Jewels, gems, precious stones; a jewel, gem;—essences,
substances:—jawhir- na, s.m. A jewel-oce; a
storehouse for jewels:—jawhir-nigr, adj. Ornamented or
bedecked with jewels, jewelled, studed with jewels.
A A W jawhirt, s.m. pl. (of jawhir), Jewels, gems, &c.
A  Wjawhir, s.m. A dealer in jewels, a jeweller.
H ? W * 67jaw-ha , s.f. See s.v. jaw.

H < W *5 joban, *M  jauban [Prk. *5 4(; S. M (], s.m.
Youth, youthfulness, the prime of life, bloom of youth;
puberty, manhood, adolescence; vigour, bloom,
ourishing state; the pleasures of youth; exquisite
enjoyment; the pleasures of sense, taste, or culture;
(met.) the breast, well-developed breasts; a ne gure;
beauty:—joban ubharn, joban umakn, joban uma dn, v.n.
Puberty to show itself; the breasts (of a woman) to be
developed:—joban-pain, To attain to puberty; to be in
full vigour; to bloom:—joban-jor, s.m. Youthful strength or
vigour;—adj. Strong with the strength of youth:—joban-k
mt, m. (joban-k mt, f.) adj. Intoxicated by (the pride
of) youth:—joban l n, v.n. To taste or enjoy the
pleasures of youth to the full, to revel in the pleasures of
youth:—joban-mat, m. (joban-mat, f.) adj.=joban-vn, q.v.:—
joban nikln, v.n.=joban l n, q.v.:—joban-vn, m., jobanvat, f. adj. Young, youthful, juvenile; attained to or
arrived at the age of puberty, t to be married,
marriageable; beautiful, handsome.
H  W *5 joban, s.m.=joban.
H  W *5 jobn, v.t. (prov.)=jovn; john, qq.v.
H ] W *0j p [S. 0t], s.m. A sacricial post or stake (to
which the victim is fastened); a column erected in
honour of a victory, a trophy.
H A W *0j t, s.m. A shoe, a slipper, &c.=j t, q.v. (used
chie y in comp.):—j t-patra g, s.m. A ght, scue, &c.
(=j t-paizr):—j t aln= j t aln, q.v.:—j t- or, adj. &
s.m. Beaten with shoes; mean, vile, infamous;—one who
has been beaten with slippers.
H A W *5jot, *5 joti [S. A5, or 15+, rt. 1,] , s.f.
Light, brightness, brilliancy, lustre, splendour; sunshine,
sunbeam; a ray of light; ame of a candle or lamp; a
light, a lamp;—a glance of the eye, the faculty of seeing,
vision, sight; (met.), soul, spirit:—jot-batt karn, jot
a hn, v.n. To light a lamp (in a temple), to place a
lighted lamp (before an idol):—jot-sarup(S. jyotis+swar p),
adj. Luminous, radiant, resplendent, eulgent, glorious;
an epithet of the Deity:—jot-mn, adj.=jot-sar p, q.v.

H A W *5jot [Prk. *5\(; S. 5=(, rt. ,*], s.f. Fastening,

H IY W *5jotis = H ZY W *53 jotish, vulg. jotikh[S.

tie, band, cord, rope, strap, trace (of a carriage, &c.); the
strap or cord that fastens the yoke of a plough, &c. to
the neck of the ox; a yoke; the rigging of a ship;—(v.n. of
jotn, q.v.) yoking (oxen to a carriage, or to a plough,
&c.);—ploughing, tillage, cultivation, husbandry,
agriculture; cultivated land, a cultivated tract; the
holding or tenure of a cultivator; the rent paid by a
cultivator:—jot-bot, s.f. Tillage, husbaudry, agriculture:—
jot-jam, s.f. The land cultivated and the assessment paid
by a cultivator:—jot-jog, adj. Fit for cultivation, culturable,
arable:—jot-dr, s.m. Plougher, tiller, husbandman, one
cultivating land:—be-jot, adj. Uncultivated, untilled (land):
—be-jot jam, s.f. A statement in the public account of the
revenue leviable on land left uncultivated:—nij-jot, s.f.
The lands of cultivating proprietors (syn. ud-ksht).
H Y W *0j t [Prk. *,\(; S. ,=, rt. ,*] , s.m. A pair of

A53(], s.m. Astronomy; astrology;—a kind of spell.

shoes; a shoe, a slipper:—j t uhn, v.n. To raise a shoe
(in order to beat), to be ready to apply the shoe:—j t
u haln, j t barasn, v.n.=j t aln, q.v.:—j t-jt, s.f.
j tam-j t, s.m. Mutual application of shoes, a ght with
shoes; a scue, ght:—j t den(-ko) = j t lagn, q.v.:—
j te-k shn, s.m. One kept in submission or rendered
tractable by the application, or through dread of the
shoe:—j t-lagn, j t mrn(-ko), To apply the shoe (to),
to give (one) a shoe-beating.
H Y W *5jot (perf. part. of jot-n), part. adj. & s.m. (f. ), Ploughed, tilled;—cultivated land.
H Y W *5jot [jot˚, q.v.+= i= iw= Prk.  ( or
 (=S. ()+], s.m. A ploughman, cultivator,
husbandman, agriculturist:—jot-dr, s.m. Idem.
H Y W *5jot [Prk. *5\(; S. 5=+; see jot], s.m. 'A tiewall,' a partition wall.
H  Y W *5jotr [jot, q.v.+r= Prk. f5=S. t], s.m. A
ploughman, &c.=jot, q.v.
H  Y W *5jot , adj. Fit for cultivation; arable (=jut ,
q.v.).
H $ Y W*5 jot, s.f. Ploughing, &c.=jut, q.v.
H Y W* P"jawatr, * \" jawattar, jawattr[S. *"P"],
s.f. Mace (=jwatr).

H ZY W *53jotish, vulg. jotikh= H IY W *5 jotis [S.
A53(], s.m. Astronomy; astrology;—a kind of spell.
H Y W*53"jotish [S. AM3t; or jotish+S. in+t], s.m.
An astronomer; an astrologer.
H (Y W *5jotik, s.m.=jotikh= jotish, q.v.
H (Y W *M,jautuk [S. M, or M], s.m. Property
given to a bride at her marriage, a dower, a a nuptial
present.
H &Y W *5Ljotikh, s.m.=jotish, q.v.
H &Y W*5L"jotikh, = H Y W*5" jotik,s.m.=jotish,
q.v
H Y W*5"jotik, = H &Y W*5L" jotikh,s.m.=jotish,
q.v
H ^Y W *5$jotig, s.m. (Old H.)=jotish, q.v.
H <Y W *0j tan, s.m. pl.=j te:—j tan- or, adj. & s.m.=j tor, and j t- or.
H <Y W *5jotan (i.q. jotn, q.v.), s.m. Ploughing, &c.;—a
ploughman=jotr:—jotan-hr, s.m. A ploughman, &c.=jot,
jotr.
H Y W *5jotn [*5˚ jot˚= Prk. *5\() or *5\<()=S.
5=((), fr. 5=], v.t. To yoke (oxen to a carriage, or
to a plough), to put to (a horse); to plough, till, cultivate,
bring into cultivation, to reclaim (land);—to drag, force,
or constrain (one) to do a thing; to win or buy (one)
over:—jotn-bon, v.t.=jotn, 'to plough.'
H Y W *5,jot [rt. of jot-n+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m.=jot, jotr.
H &Y W *0Rj th [Prk. *,;R(; S. 0R(], s.m. A body, band,
company; a ock, herd (=jath):—j th-wr, adj. Corporate,
joint, possessed in common.
H ! &Y W*0R!"j thl, s.f. Land which bears two harvests
during the year (=jh han, q.v.).
H  &Y W *0R j th-wr, adj. See s.v. j th.
H &Y W*0R"j th [S. 0R" or 0R], s.f. A kind of jasmine,
Jasminum auriculatum.

H # &Y W*0!"j thel, s.f.=j thl, q.v.
H Y W*0"j t [Prk. *,.\; S. ,=+; see j t], s.f. A
shoe, a slipper:—j t-par j t a hnor a h-jn, v.n. One
shoe to come on top of the other (superstitiously
regarded as a sign of an impending
journey):—j t-par mrn(-ko), 'To strike or beat (one or a
thing) against the shoe'; to spurn, disdain, despise,
contemn:—j t-paizr, s.f. A ght with shoes; a general
scue:—j t-paizr karn, To ght with shoes:—j t- or,
j t- ora, adj. & s.m. Beaten with slippers; disgraced;
mean, vile, infamous:—one so beaten; a vile or infamous
person:—j t-se, adv. It concerns my shoes; my shoes
may care:—j t-k nok-par mrn(-ko) = j t-par mrn, q.v.:
—j t-kr, j t-mr, s.f. The act of beating with slippers:—
j tiy uhn(-k), 'To take up the shoes' (as a duty); to
do menial service, to wait upon:—j tiy bagal me mrn,
To slink away or run o with (his) shoes under his arm:
—j tiy a te phirn, 'To walk about making the shoes
creak'; to walk about doing nothing:—j tiy sdh karn(k), 'To arrange or dispose the shoes;' to perform menial
service; to pay respect or homage (to); to cringe (to):—
j tiy khn, v.n. To suer a shoe-beating; to suer
indignity or humiliation; to remain in an abject state of
submission:—j tiy mrn(-par), To give (one) a shoebeating; to treat contemptuously, to disdain; to revile,
taunt:—j tiyo -me dl ban(-k), 'To have dlput in his
shoes'; to have a domestic quarrel.
H Y W*, juwat, *, " juwat [S. , t or , "], adj. &
s.f. Youthful, young;—a young woman, a damsel.
H Y W*5"jot [Prk. *5.\; S. 5.=; see jot], s.f. The
string which suspends the scale of a balance; the strap
or cord which fastens the yoke of a plough, &c. to the
neck of the ox.
H Y W*5joti, s.f.=jot, 'light,' q.v.:—joti-sarup, adj.=jotsarup.
H Y W *0j tiy, s.f.=j tiy , q.v.
H Y W *5jotiy [jot(-n)+iy= Prk.   =S. ()
++t], s.m. A ploughman, husbandman, &c.=jot, jot .
H

Y W *0!j tiyl, s.m. A class of hereditary

watchmen located in the tract under the Siwlikrange of

hills.
H  Y W *0[j tiy , s.f. Land which bears two harvests
during the year (=j thl).
S  W *0&j , s.m. The matted hair of iva; the twisted or
matted hair of an ascetic.
H  W *5&jo [S. *j&;( or Prk. *,=( S. ,=(;—see jun], s.m.
A pair (as of oxen used in a plough, &c.); one of a pair, a
match, peer, fellow, companion, mate (=jo );—adj. Equal,
even (opp. to odd);—jo b dhn(-k), To form a pair, to
pair, match.
H  W *5&jo [Prk. *,(; S. ,=+], s.m.=jo, and jo ,
qq.v.
H  W *0_j h, = H  W *0_ j h,s.m. Leavings of food,
&c.=jh , &c., q.v.
H  W *0_j h, = H  W *0_ j h,s.m. Leavings of food,
&c.=jh , &c., q.v.
H  W *0_j han, s.f.=j h= jh , q.v.
H )  W *5&joiy [Prk. *, ; S. ,=+t], s.m.=jo, jo,
jo , q.v.
H )  W *0&!j iyl, s.m.=j tiyl, q.v.
H <W W *5*jojan [S. 5*(], s.m. A measure of four kos,
q.v.; a distance of from ve to nine miles.
H &W W *0D j jh [Prk. *,AD(; ,+(], s.m. War, battle,
con ict, ght, combat, contest, engagement, struggle,
strife.
H &W W *0Dj jhn [j jh˚= Prk. *,AD()=S. ,(`), rt. ,],
v.n. To ght, combat; to wage war; to contend (with); to
be killed in battle:—j jh-marn, v.n. To die ghting.
A  W j d (inf. n. of  W 'to be liberal'), s.f.m. Liberality,
bountifulness, municence, generosity.
P A W jaudat (for A. { W, inf. n. of  W 'to be good,' &c.),
s.f. Excellence; quickness of apprehension, intelligence;
ingenuity; benignity.
H  W *5-joddh, *5 jodh [S. 5t], s.m. A ghter,
soldier, warrior, combatant; a brave fellow, a hero.
H <;  W *5jodh-pan [jodh+Prk. Q4(=;4(=; 4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Soldiering; bravery, prowess, heroism.
H < W *5jodhan [S. 5(], s.m. Fignting; battle.

H  W*5"jodh [S. 5"+t], s.m. A warrior &c.=jodh.

H W *07j

H  W *5jor, s.m. corr. of zor, q.v.:—jorwar, adj.=zorwar.
A  W jaur, s.m.f. Wrong-doing, injustice, oppression,

Cold; coldness (=st; han; han).
H  W *07j  = H W *07 j [S. *ft and *ft], adj. & s.m.

violence, tyranny:—jaur-o-zulm, s.m. Idem.
S  W A jvar, s.m. Fever (=jar):—jvarpah(jvara+ap˚), s.f. A

Cold; coldness (=st; han; han).
H  W *07j  [S. *,& or *0&], s.m. A knot or llet of

febrifuge, the plant Medicago esculenta:—jvargni(jvara+ag˚),
s.m. Feverish heat, the hot paroxysm in fever:—jvarnak, adj. Febrifuge, antifebrile:—jvarotpati(jvara+ut˚), s.f.
The origin of fever:—jvar-aushadh, s.m.f. Any medicine
for fever.
H 5 W *, *juva-rj, s.m. See s.v. juv.

hair, the hair done up in a knot behind, top-knot (= );
—crest or plume (of a bird); the hinder part of a turban;
a rope or ring of twisted grass (placed as a support under
a round-bottomed jar;=j n).
H  W .* 7jiv , .*7 ji , s.m.=jv , or jiy , q.v.

H  W *5jorn, v.t.=jo n, q.v.
H  W *5~jor [jor˚= jo ˚, rt. of jo n, q.v.+S. +], s.f. A
wife:—jor -k bh, s.m. Wife's brother, brother-in-law
(=sl):—jor -k gulm,
jor -k mazd r, jor -k murd, s.m. A

wife's slave, an uxorious husband; a hen-pecked
husband.
H  W*0"j r, s.f. Ague=j , q.v.
H  W*5"jor, s.f.=jo , q.v.
S  WA "jvar, adj. Febrile, feverish, aicted with fever.
H W *57jo (see jo n), s.m. Joining, junction, union,
connection, join, joint, soldering; conjunction; accretion;
combination; society; sum, total; (in Arith.) the rule of
addition, addition; (in Alg.) plus; a patch, a seam; a pair,
match, equal, mate, partner; an invention, fabrication,
concoction; a plot, a trick:—jo bihn(-me ), To t (in) a
join, to dovetail:—jo -patt, s.f. (Bot.) Compound leaf:—jo to , s.m. Joining; joint; contrivance, mechanism; device,
craft;—jo -to karn, To contrive, devise, scheme, exercise
(one's) skill or ingenuity; to plot (against):—jo -j , s.m.
Scraping together, collecting by small quantities;
savings; scraps:—jo -jo , s.m. Every joint (of the body,
&c.):—jo -dr, adj. Jointed, having joints; (in Bot.)
compound:—jo den(-me ) = jo lagn, q.v.:—jo -resha,
s.m. (Anat.), Tissue:—jo -ghao-k ul lg, s.f. (Math.),
Harmonical progression: jo -ghao-la , (Math.)
Arithmetical progression:—jo -lg, adv. (Math.)
Componendo:—jo lagn(-me ), To put a patch or piece
(in); to cast up, to add up a sum.

= H  W *07 j  [S. *ft and *ft], adj. & s.m.

H  W *57jo  [jo , q.v.+S. +t], s.m. Joining,
connection; a pair, couple; one of a pair, fellow, mate,
match, counterpart; partner, consort (wife or husband);
a pair of shoes; a suit (of clothes);—alchemy; alloy:—jo 
bann, v.n. To form or mix alloy, to alloy.
H  W *57jo  (perf. part. of jo n, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Joined; mended; patched, &c.:—jo -j , adj. Mended,
pieced, patched, clouted:—jo  aniy (Mech.), A
combination of levers.
H 8 W*57 jo  [jo (n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. The act of joining, &c.; the business of
joining, mending, &c.; the price of joining, &c. (=ju ,
q.v.).
H 9 W*57"jo t [jo (n)+Prk. .\=S. .Q (+
+)], s.f. Counting, adding; calculation, computation,
reckoning; the sum total.
H  W *57!jo l [jo (n)+Prk. f ; S. + or !+t], adj.
& s.m. Twin; (in Math. & Bot.) conjugate;—a twin:—jo l
bh, s.m. A twin brother.
H . W *57jo an (see next), s.m. Joining; collecting, &c.;
that which joins or binds, &c.; solder; rennet:—jo an-hr,
s.m. One who joins or mends, &c., a joiner, a mender;
one who collects or amasses, &c.; one who adds or sums
up, &c. (see jo n).
H  W *57jo n [jo ˚= Prk. *5f() or *5f<()=S.
*5&() rt. *,&] , v.t. To join, unite, connect, bind, tie,
attach (to, -se); to mend, patch; to cement, solder; to
stitch together; to set (a bone, &c.); to bind up, heal, or
comfort (a broken heart, &c.; e.g. ue dil-k jo n); to

yoke; to harness (=jotn); to match, mate, pair; to add
together, cast up, sum up; to reckon, calculate, compute;
to bring or get together, to collect, to assemble; to
accumulate, amass, to scrape together, to save up; to
consolidate; to coagulate; to compose (verses, &c.); to
make up (a re); to brighten up, to light (a lamp); to
contrive, scheme, devise, plan; to invent, fabricate,
concoct:—jo -den, v.t. intens. of and=jo n.
H . W *57 [jo w [rt. of jo n+w = Prk.  (with
winserted)=S. +t], s.m.f. A twin; a pair, mate,
companion, consort (see ju w ).
H  W*07"j  (see j , j ; ˚= Prk. i= S. ik), s.f. A
shivering t, an ague.
H  W*07"j  [S. *,& or *,f+], s.f. A small bundle of
sugar-cane (the tops of the j brought home on the
Ikdasof Ktikare kept suspended from the roof of the
house till the Hol, and burnt during that festival);—a
necklace of small cakes of dried cow-dung strung
together (which is cast into re during the Hol).
H  W*57"jo  (fem. of jo , q.v.), s.f. A pair, couple; a
fellow, assessor, mate; partner, consort; match, equal,
counterpart;—a carriage and pair; (local) a pond, tank;—
adj. fem. of jo , q.v.:—jo  h kn, To drive a pair.
H 7 W *57jo iy, *M7 jau iy [rt. of jo n+Prk.
 =S.t(+t)], adj. & s.m. Twin; connote;—a twin; a
fellow.
H -7 W*07"/"j -mr, s.f. (local) lit. 'Brought under
the yoke'; land actually in possession (as opp. to that to
which a man is entitled by descent from a common
ancestor).
A d W jauz, s.m. A nut;—nutmeg (=jephal):—jauzul-msal,
s.m. The thorn-apple.
A d W jauz, s.m. The sign Gemini;—Orion.
H K W *0j s [S. 03t], s.m. Broth; pease-soup, peaseporridge; the water in which pulse has been boiled.
A HB W jausaq (the P. k shkarabicized), s.m. A lofty
building; a palace; a belvedere.
H B W*5"jos, s.m.=josh, q.v.
H B W*5"jos, s.m. The name of a tribe of Hind s(see

josh).
H D W *03j sh, s.m.=j s, q.v.
P D W josh [prob. Zend yukhsh, fr. yuz= S. ,*] , s.m.
Boiling, ebullition; eervescence; heat, excitement,
passion, emotion; lust; fervour, ardour, zeal; vehemence;
enthusiasm; frenzy:—josh--jawn, s.m. The ardour or
re of youth:—josh- arosh, josh-o- arosh, s.m. Noise,
tumult, din; excitement, working of passion, anger,
passion, rage:—josh--  n, s.m. Ebullition of the blood;
full-bloodedness, plethora; maternal or fraternal
aection:—josh--dahan, s.m. A breaking out or eruption
of the mouth:—josh den(-ko), To cause to boil, to boil:—
josh-zan, josh-zann, adj. Boiling up, in a state of
ebullition:—josh khn, v.n. To boil, to bubble up:—josh
mrn, josh-me n, v.n. To begin to boil, to boil, bubble
up, to ferment; to swell, over ow; to chafe, rage; to be
heated; to be agitated (as the waves of the sea); to be
lustful; to be moved, be touched, be overcome with
emotion; to be in a frenzy; to be inspired:—josh-me ln,
v.t To rouse one's anger, &c.; to enrage, excite, &c. (see
josh).
P  E W joshn, imperf. part. (of joshdan; see josh), Boiling,
bubbling up; foaming (as waves).
P ?+  E W joshnda (imperf. part. of joshdan; see josh), s.m.
A decoction (syn. k h)
H E W *53joshit [S. 53], s.f. A woman, female; a
wife.
P ZE W joshish (v.n. from josh, q.v.), s.f. Ebullition; heat;
fervour; emotion; violent desire (see josh).
A <E W jaushan, vulg. joshan, s.m. A coat of mail, cuirass,
armour;—a gold or silver ornament worn by women on
the upper arm, an armlet.
H E W*53"josh [S. AM3+t], s.m. An astronomer; an
astrologer;—a low caste of Brhmansemployed in casting
nativities.
A . W j , s.f. Hunger, appetite:—j ul-kalb, adj.
Voracious, gluttonous:—j ul-kalb, s.f. Canine hunger,
voracity.
A e W jauf, s.m. An interior space, a hollow, vacancy,
cavity, concavity; inside, interior.
A G W jauq, s.m. A body, troop, company (of men:—jauq-

jauq, adv. In troops.
H  W *5jok, s.f.=jo k, q.v.
H  W *0j k [S. 0], s.f. A louse (=j

, q.v.).

H  W *5jokn, v.t.=jokhn, q.v.
P

 W jau-kob, adj. See s.v. jau, 'barley.'

H & W *5Ljokh (v.n. fr. jokhn, q.v.), s.f. Weighing;
weight; measurement; a weight.
H  & W * Ljava-khr, s.m. See s.v. jau, 'barley'
H $ & W*5L jokh [jokh(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Weighing; measuring; the
weighman's fee or perquisite (=jukh).
H 2 & W *5.L/jokhim, *5L/ jokham [S. 5$+d</(], s.f. orig.
'Security, secure possession' (of property, &c.); the
charge for securing property (from accidents), insurance
(syn. bm); property, substance, valuables (as jewels,
money, &c.); an achievement, enterprise, venture, a
hazardous undertaking or business; risk, hazard; the
thing risked or put to hazard; jeopardy, peril, danger,
fear; loss, injury (in any business or undertaking):—
jokhim uhn, v.n. To run the risk (of, -k), to venture,
risk, hazard; to suer loss:—jokhim-k, adj. (f. -k), Risky,
venturesome, hazardous, dangerous:—jokhim-me pa n,
v.n. To run a risk; to be placed in jeopardy, to fall into
danger:—jokhim-me ln, v.t. To risk; to place in
jeopardy, to endanger.
H @ & W*5.L/"jokhim [jokhim, q.v.+S. t (i.e. +t],
adj. & s.m. Involving danger or risk, venturesome,
perilous, hazardous;—a venturesome person, one who
risks.
H & W *5Ljokhn [jokh˚= S.*53() rt. *,3] , v.t. To
weigh; to measure; to estimate, rate, take the measure
or amount of (one's abilities, &c.).
H  & W *5L jokho , s.f.=jokhim, q.v.
H & W*5L"jokh (from jokh), adj. Weighed, determined
by weighing; of weight.
H ' W *5$jog [Prk. *5$5; S. 5$t], s.m. Joining, uniting,
tting; connection, union; yoking; putting to (horses);
meeting, contact; mixture, combination, association;
method, means, mode, manner; propriety, tness,

suitability; xing (an arrow or other weapon);
application of a remedy, remedy, cure; consequence,
result; occasion, opportunity; (in Astron.) conjunction, a
lucky conjuncture, auspicious or fortunate moment; (in
Arith.) addition, sum, total;—application or concentration
of the thoughts (keeping the body in a xed posture);
abstract contemplation, meditation, devotion, penance;
union with the Supreme Being by means of abstract
contemplation; the Yoga system of philosophy (as
established by Patanjali, to teach the means by which
the human soul may attain complete union with the
Supreme Being);—the twenty-seventh part of a circle
measured on the plane of the Ecliptic (and used in
calculating the longitudes of the sun and moon); a
division of the moon's path corresponding to the
twenty-eight Nakshatras; (in banking) the person on
whom a draft or bill of exchange is drawn;—adv. By
means of, by reason of, through; in consequence of; on
the part of, from:—jogbhys(S. yoga+abh˚), s.m. The
manner of life and practice of Jogsor Hind ascetics:—
jogsan(S. yoga+sana), s.m. The posture or mode of sitting
proper for profound and abstract meditation:—jog- l,
s.m. The precession of the equinoxes:—jog sdhn, v.n. To
practise profound and abstract meditation; to lead the
life of an ascetic:—jog-sew, s.f. The practice or
cultivation of religious abstraction:—jog len, v.n. To
retire from the world, to become an ascetic:—jog-my,
s.f. The myor magical power of the Yoga, a certain
illusionary power which Jogsare supposed to possess (viz.
the being able to assume at will any number of forms of
their own body):—jog-nvik, s.m. A kind of sh, Silurus
ascita:—jog-nidr, s.f. A kind of sleep (supposed to be
peculiar to devotees) which admits of the full exercise of
the mental powers, a state of half-contemplation, halfsleep; light sleep, wakefulness:—jog-vh, s.m. A
menstruum or medium for mixing medicines;—s.f. Alkali;
quicksilver:—jogear, joge, jogevar(S. yog+˚), s.m. A
master of the Yoga; any principal sage or Jog; one who
has obtained superhuman faculties, a magician; a
teacher of sacred science; a deity; the object of devout
contemplation; an adorer, a devotee;—an epithet of
Krish a, of iva, and of Yjnavalkya.

H ' W *5$jog = H X W *5$ jog [Prk. *5F$5, or *5F$ =S.

H I X W *5Gjoges, = H   X W *5G: jogewar,s.m. See

5Ft, or 5F+t], adj. Useful, serviceable: t, becoming,

s.v. jog.
H   X W *5G:jogewar, = H I X W *5G joges,s.m. See

suitable proper, appropriate; apposite; applicable; t for,
qualied for; able, capable of, adequate; advisable; (in
comp. joganswers to -able, -worthy, &c.; e.g. bar-jog, lit.'t
for a bridegroom'; marriageable).
H X W *5$jog = H ' W *5$ jog [Prk. *5F$5, or *5F$ =S.
5Ft, or 5F+t], adj. Useful, serviceable: t, becoming,
suitable proper, appropriate; apposite; applicable; t for,
qualied for; able, capable of, adequate; advisable; (in
comp. joganswers to -able, -worthy, &c.; e.g. bar-jog, lit.'t
for a bridegroom'; marriageable).
H X W *,$jugat, s.f.=JW jugat, q.v.
H *X W *5$jogt [S. 5F], s.f. Suitableness, propriety,
tness, appropriateness, consistency; ability, capability.
H *X W*,$"jugat, adj.=*JWjugat, q.v.
H <X W *5$jogin, *5$ jogan [S. 5$"], s.f. The wife of
a jog; a female devotee or performer of jog.
H X W*5$"jogin, *5$" jogn [S. 5$"], s.f. A female
demon or being of magical power (created by and
attendant on Durg), a witch, a sorceress; (in Astrol.) a
spirit ruling periods of good and ill luck.
H  X W *5$"joginya, s.f. (old H.)=jogin.
H X W *5$0jog , s.m. (prov.)=jog, q.v.
H  X W *5$ jogavn, jogaon, v.t. To take care of, to
guard, tend (=jugn, q.v.).
H X W*5$"jog [S. 5$"], s.m. One who performs the kind
of religious exercise called jog, a contemplative saint; a
devotee, an ascetic, a hermit; one supposed to have
obtained supernatural powers, a magician, a conjurer;—
name of a particular mixed caste who are commonly
weavers (this caste do not burn but bury their dead; and
the women are sometimes buried alive with the corpses
of their husbands).
H X W *5$jogiy [S. 5$+t], s.m. The colour worn
by jogs, a reddish-yellow colour; ochre (syn. geru);—
name of a rginor musical mode; a kind of pigeon.
H * X W *5Fjogyat, s.f.=jogt, q.v.

s.v. jog.
H  X W *5Fjogya [S. 5Ft], adj.=jog, q.v.
S

W A !jval, s.m. Flame, blaze, light.

A W j l, s.m. The wall that surrounds the interior of a
well, the parapet of a well (pl. jiwl, q.v.).
H W *0!j l, = H " W *0! j l, *5! jol,s.m.=jul, q.v.
H " W *0!j l, *5! jol, = H W *0! j l,s.m.=jul, q.v.
A " W jawaln (inf. n. fr.

W 'to go round or about'), s.m.

Walking round, going about; turning round, revolving (as
dust or wind, &c.); motion, agitation.
P " W jawln, jauln(A. jawaln), s.m. Wandering up and
down, wandering about; moving or springing from side
to side (as combatants or competitors in an
amphitheatre or place of exercise); moving round (as a
horse in a manege), coursing;—jauln, j ln, s.m. Fetters,
irons:—jauln karn, v.n. To move or spring about, &c.;—
v.t. To cause to move round, or spring about, &c.;—
jawln-kunn, adj. Moving, leaping, springing:—jawln(or
jauln) gh, s.f. A place of exercise (for troops or for
horses); a champ-de-mars:—jauln-gar, s.f. Galloping fast;
a gallop; eetness:—p-ba-jauln, adv. With the feet in
irons, fettered.
P " Wjauln (fr A. jawaln), s.f. Strength (of body or
mind); intelligence, quickness of apprehension, acumen;
eetness.
P ?" W j lh, jolh, = P " W j lha,s.m.=julh, q.v.
P " W j lha, = P ?" W j lh, jolh,s.m.=julh, q.v.
H j l(corr. fr. the English), s.f. July (the month).
S ! W A .!jvalit, part. Kindled, burnt, consumed by re;
blazing, aming.
S ! W A !jvalak, vulg. jvalk, s.f. A large ame or
blaze.
S <! W A !jvalan, adj. & s.m. Burning, blazing, aming;
shining;—re; caustic potash.
H ! W *0!j la, *5! jol, s.m. (local), A tract of land
containing sixteen bss.

H ! W*5!"jol, s.f. Partner, fellow, companion, &c.=jo ,
q.v. (used chie y in comp, e.g. ham-jol, q.v.).
P ?+ ! W j lda, jolda(perf. part. of juldan; and=shorda, q.v.),
part. adj. Scattered; confused.
H  + a W *M/jau-madhya, s.m. See s.v. jau, 'barley.'
H  W * jawan, *M jaun [Prk. * 45; S.  t], s.m. An
Ionian, a Greek; a Mohammadan (sometimes applied to
both the Mohammadan and European invaders of
India); a foreigner, barbarian; the country of the
Yavanas(sometimes applied to Bactria, Ionia, Greece, and,
more recently, to Arabia):—jaun-pur, s.m. 'The town of
the foreigner or Mohammadan,' the town of
Jaunp r(near Banras):—jawan-ml, s.f. A kind of
ornament worn on the neck by women.
S  W * javan, adj. & s.m. Swift, eet;—a eet horse, a
courser;—swiftness, speed, velocity.
H  W *0(j [S. 0], s.f. A louse;—a thing as small as a
louse; a tittle:—j pa n(-me ), To become lousy:—j
dikhn, To get one to hunt for lice:—j dekhn, To hunt
for lice, to louse:—j -k l, s.f. Very slow or creeping
motion:—j -k l aln, To creep along:—j e (or j e )
mrn, lit. 'To kill lice'; to tri e, dilly-dally, dawdle:—j mu h, adj. lit. 'Small-mouthed'; smooth-tongued,
hypocritical:—mar j , s.f. lit. 'A dead louse'; a slow,
heavy person; a lifeless or inanimate person; a sluggard.
H  W *0j n, *M jaun [Prk.*,4;( S. *04 for *"4, rt. *], s.m.
Old, decayed;—time; period, age.
H  W *0j n [S. 5t], s.f. The body (as the repository of
the soul); the form of existence or station as xed by
birth; birth; transmigration:—j n badaln, j n palan, To
change the body, to transmigrate:—j n p r karn, To live
the life to which one is destined; to drag out one's
existence, to exist.
H  W * jo , *g jau *0( j [Prk. * f, (by change of to n),
fr.  , fr. S.  ], adv. As, like; when (=joand jab, q.v.):—
jon-to , adv. As before, in statu quo; in some way or other,
anyhow:—jo -to karke, jon-tyo karor karke, adv. By some
means or other, by any means, somehow, anyhow; as it
could be done; with much diculty:—jo -jo , j -j , adv.
As; as far as, as long as; as by degrees;—jo -k to , j -k

t , adj. & adv. Unaltered, untouched, perfect, whole,
the very same;—as originally, as it was, in statu quo, the
same as ever, precisely the same; as in fact, as in
reality:—jo -k to rakhn, v.t. To preserve or keep
unaltered; to let alone; to keep safe and sound; to
maintain intact, to uphold:—jo -kar, adv. As, like; as
possible, in any way:—jo -lag, adv.=jab-lag, q.v.s.v. jab:—
jo -h, jo -h , adv. The very moment that, just as soon
as, no sooner; just as fast as; exactly as if.
H  W *5jon, *5 joni [S. 5t], s.m.f. The womb,
uterus, vulva, vagina, pudendum mulieris:—jon-yars, (S.
yoni+aras), s.m. A eshy excrescence in the vulva,
menorrhagiaor prolapsus uteri:—joni-ling, s.m. The clitoris:—
joni-ns, s.f. The upper part of the vulva, the point of
union of the labiœ.
H  W *Mjaun [S. Mt], adj. (f. jaun), Relating to the
womb or place of birth, uterine; concerning or relating
to marriage or anity; resulting through marriage;
connected by the mother's side.
H  W *Mjaun, Braj. *g jau [Prk. * f, (by change of to
n), fr.  , fr. S.  ], rel. pron. Who, which, &c.=jo, q.v.:
—jaun-s, Whichever, whatever; any.
H  W *0(j  [j , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A large
louse, a louse.
H  W *0j n [Prk. *,4 ; S. *"4+t],
'
adj. Old, worn,
decayed; thin.
H  W *0j n [S. 0+, rt. ,], s.m. A rope of grass (for
cleaning vessels, or for tying a bundle); a ring of twisted
grass or twine (placed as a support under a roundbottomed vessel).
H  W *5jon, v.t.=jown= john, q.v.
H   W .* jivnr, jionr, *M jaunr, s.f. A feast,
entertainment, &c.=jeonr, q.v.
H   W *Mjaunr = H  W *M! jaunl [Prk. * 4!5; S.
 +!t], s.m. Land cultivated alternately by raband
arfsowings, land in continual cultivation; land which
has yielded a spring crop of wheat and barley, and is
sown for another crop of dierent grain.
H  W *M!jaunl = H   W *M jaunr [Prk. * 4!5; S.

 +!t], s.m. Land cultivated alternately by raband

H B  W *5Byjonyars, s.f. See s.v. jon, joni.

arfsowings, land in continual cultivation; land which
has yielded a spring crop of wheat and barley, and is
sown for another crop of dierent grain.
H ` W *gjau p = H < L W *g° jau pai [S. 1], conjn.

H 3  W *0(¦!j yel [j

(Braj), Even if, although, supposing.
H < L W *g°jau pai = H ` W *g jau p [S. 1], conjn.

H  W *M jauwan [S. M (], s.m. Youth; manhood,

(Braj), Even if, although, supposing.
H : W*g"jau  [S.  +d+; or /3"], s.f. A kind of
smut in barley and wheat, in which the ears are empty.
H  W *gfjaun, s.m. A platform about ten feet high,
from which watch is kept on cattle and crops.
H  W*gf"jau r, = H  W*gf" jau ,= H  W*0"
j nr,s.f.=jur; junhr; junhar, qq.v.
H  W*gf"jau , = H  W*gf" jau r,= H  W*0"
j nr,s.f.=jur; junhr; junhar, qq.v.
H  W*0"j nr, = H  W*gf" jau r,= H  W*gf"
jau ,s.f.=jur; junhr; junhar, qq.v.
H  W *gjau r, s.m.=jau , q.v.:—jau r-bhau r, s.m.
A retired room, a vault; retirement, privacy.
H   W *g7jau , s.m. Payment of village servants in
kind.
H ( W * jo k [S. *!0], s.f. A leech:—jo k lagn, To
apply leeches:—jo k ho-ke lipan, To stick like a leech.
S  W * javanik, s.f. A screen surrounding a tent; a
curtain.
H  W * jo -kar, adv. See s.v. jo .
H  W *gjau kn, v.t. To rail at, to scold, to abuse.
S ^ W * $jo g, = S (J W * $ jongak,= H &J W * V
jo gh,s.m. Aloe wood, agallochum.
S (J W * $jongak, = S ^ W * $ jo g,= H &J W * V
jo gh,s.m. Aloe wood, agallochum.
H &J W * Vjo gh, = S ^ W * $ jo g,= S (J W * $
jongak,s.m. Aloe wood, agallochum.
H < 4 W * 6·jo -h , adv. See s.v. jo .
H  W*5joni, s.m.f.=jon, joni, q.v.
H  W*0( j

 (dim. of j ), s.f. A louse.

+S. !+t], adj. (f. -), Lousy.

H  W *5jo (v.n. of jon= jown= john, q.v.), s.m.
Seeing, looking at, beholding.
H  W *0 j w, s.m. (prov.), A yoke (=j , q.v.).
&c.=joban, q.v.:—jauwan-darp, s.m. The pride of youth,
conceit; rashness:—jauwan-das, s.f. The period of youth:
—jauwan-wn, adj. m. (f. jauwan-wat), Youthful.
H  W *5 jown = H   W *5 g jowanau (see john),
v.t. To see, look at, behold, regard.
H   W *5 gjowanau = H  W *5  jown (Braj) (see
john), v.t. To see, look at, behold, regard.
H ? W *06 j h, s.m. A yoke (=j , q.v.).
?  W .*6jivh, s.f.=jihv, q.v.
H   W *,6juhr, *56 johr [joh(n)+r= Prk. f=S. 
+; or fr. jiu= S. *" ], s.f. Falling at the feet (by way of
salutation); salutation, obeisance.
H   W *56johrn (see johr), v.t. To salute, to
address reverentially, to make obeisance to.
H  W *06j har, *56 johar *M6 jauhar [S. *" +6t, rt. ¤],
s.m. (Obs.), Taking one's own life, committing suicide;—
ghting desperately to the death:—j har(or jauhar) karn,
To kill oneself together with wife and children. (When
the Rjp tsare attacked by an overwhelming force, they
sometimes slaughter or burn their wives and children,
and then sell their lives dearly on the eld of battle.)
H  W *06j har, *56 johar, s.m.=johar, q.v.
H  W jauhar (the P. gauhararabicized), s.m.f. A gem,
jewel; a pearl; essence, matter, substance, constituent,
material part (opp. to accident), absolute or essential
property; skill, knowledge, accomplishment, art;
excellence, worth, merit, virtue; secret nature; defects,
vices;—the diversied wavy marks, streaks, or grain of a
well-tempered sword;—adj. Bright, shining, glittering:—
jauhar-dar, adj. & s.m. Marked with jauhar;—a scimitar so
marked:—jauhar dikhn, To show what one is made of; to
show to advantage:—jauhar--fard, s.m. An indivisible
atom; (met.) an unrivalled or unequalled person:—jauhar

khuln(-k), One's abilities or virtues to come to light;
one's defects or faults to be exposed:—ahl--jauhar, s.m.
Men of ability, merit, or worth.
A A W jauhart, s.m. pl. (of jauhar), Gems, jewels
(=jawhir).
A  Wjauhar (rel. n. fr. jauhar), s.m. A jeweller, a seller
of gems, &c.; a lapidary; a tester, appraiser (of precious
stones, &c.);—adj. Relating to a jewel, essential (as a
property, &c., opp. to accidental).
H ? W *067j ha [j h= j = j , q.v.+ar= Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
A yoke attached to a plough.
H ? W *067j ha , *567 joha [S. *!+t], s.m. A pit or
tank (not made of masonry) in which rain-water, &c.
collects; a pond, inundated land.
H < W *56johan (see next), s.m. Looking longingly at,
gazing at, beholding:—johan-jog, adj. Worthy to behold,
worth seeing (e.g. Mohan-kau mukha sohan, johan-jog).
H  W *56john [joh˚= Prk. *5 6(), or *5(), or
*5 (); S. A5;´(), fr. A5;´], v.t. To see, look at,
behold, gaze at; to look longingly or eagerly at; to look
for, expect, watch for (=apeksh karn; intizr karn).
H  W*06"j h = H $ W*0 j  [S. 0R"], s.f. Jasmine,
Jasminum auriculatum;—a kind of reworks resembling
the jasmine.
H $ W*0 j  = H  W*06" j h [S. 0R"], s.f. Jasmine,
Jasminum auriculatum;—a kind of reworks resembling
the jasmine.
H $ W*0 j  (see j  ), s.f. A species of insect destructive
to certain crops.
P $ Wj e, joe(see j , jo), s.f. A rivulet, brook:—joe-br, s.f.
A large river formed by many smaller streams; a large
body of water, a ood (cf. jur).
P $ Wjo (fr. justan; see j or jo, and just), s.f. (used in
comp.), Seeking, searching.
H $ W*5joe, joya, *5 jo [S. *], s.f. A wife (=jor ).
P ) W joy = P  ) W joyn = P ?+ ) W joyanda (imperf. part. of
justan; see just), part. adj. & s.m. Seeking, inquiring (or or
after);—one who seeks or searches (for), a seeker; an
inquirer:—joy hon(-ke), To seek, search (for), to inquire

(for or after):—joyanda ybanda, He nds who searches;
seek, and you shall nd.
P  ) W joyn = P ) W joy = P ?+ ) W joyanda (imperf. part. of
justan; see just), part. adj. & s.m. Seeking, inquiring (or or
after);—one who seeks or searches (for), a seeker; an
inquirer:—joy hon(-ke), To seek, search (for), to inquire
(for or after):—joyanda ybanda, He nds who searches;
seek, and you shall nd.
P ?+ ) W joyanda = P ) W joy = P  ) W joyn (imperf. part. of
justan; see just), part. adj. & s.m. Seeking, inquiring (or or
after);—one who seeks or searches (for), a seeker; an
inquirer:—joy hon(-ke), To seek, search (for), to inquire
(for or after):—joyanda ybanda, He nds who searches;
seek, and you shall nd.
P <) W jawwn, jauwn[fr. jaw, q.v.+n= Zend ana= S. ],
adj. Made of barley.
H &W Djha, the ninth consonant of the Ngaralphabet
and the aspirate of the letter ja:—jha-kr, s.m. The letter
or the sound jha.
S 4W *6jah, s.f. A plant, the owers of which resemble
those of the kadamb.
H &W D jhb = H &W D  jhb [S. P(, and P+; or
 't, cf. abbaand ab], s.m. A leathern vessel for
measuring out or holding oil, ghee, &c.; a ladle; a
narrow-mouthed milk-pail (syn. jhwl).
H &W D jhb = H &W D jhb [S. P(, and P+; or
 't, cf. abbaand ab], s.m. A leathern vessel for
measuring out or holding oil, ghee, &c.; a ladle; a
narrow-mouthed milk-pail (syn. jhwl).
H  &W D jhbar [jhb, q.v.+ar= Prk. f"=S. ++ ], s.f.
Low-land on which water lies; a pool: marshy land, a
marsh, fen, swamp.
H  &W D jhbr, s.m. = H # &WD !" jhbl, s.f.[jhb,
q.v. + r= Prk. f =S. ++t; jhbl= jhbr]=jhb, q.v.
H # &WD !"jhbl, s.f. = H  &W D  jhbr, s.m.[jhb,
q.v. + r= Prk. f =S. ++t; jhbl= jhbr]=jhb, q.v.
H ; &W Djhp (cf. jhb), s.m. A narrow-mouthed
basket.
A A 4W jiht, s.f. pl. (of jihat), Sides, faces; quarters;

cardinal points;—duties on manufactures.
S  4W D&jh, s.m. An arbour, bower, place overgrown
with creepers; a wood, thicket.
S  &W D&jh, s.f. Jasmine, Jasminum auriculatum.
S  &W D&jhik, s.f. The plant Flacourtia cataphracta.
H 5 4W *6*jahj, s.m. corr. of jahz, q.v.
H &W &W DDjhjh, s.m. An intoxicating mixture made of
bha gor hemp (=g j).
H &W &W DDjhjhar [S. D D(' ; or jh jh, q.v.+ar= Prk.
f5=S. +t], s.m. Cymbals (=jh jh); an ornament with
little bells worn on the ankle.
A  4W jihd (inf. n. iii of + 4W 'to labour,' &c.), s.m. A war
waged by Muslims against indels; a crusade.
H  &W Djhd, = H  &W D jhd,s.m.=jhbarq.v.
H  &W Djhd, = H  &W D jhd,s.m.=jhbarq.v.
A  4Wjihd (see jihd), s.m. One who ghts against
unbelievers, a crusader.
H  &W Dfjh, s.m. A bush, &c.=jh , q.v.; (loc.) a tree.
H  &W Dfjh, s.m. (dialec.)=jhd; jhbar, q.v.
H  4W *,6juhr, s.f.=  W juhr or johr, q.v.
H  &W Djhr, s.m. (dialec.)=jhjh, q.v.
H  &W Djhr [jhr(n)+= i= Prk.  (=S. ()+],
s.m. A kind of sieve;—(jhra(n)+S. t), Drizzling rain,
drizzle (syn. jha ; jhs).
H  4W *,6juhrn, v.t.=johrn, q.v.
H  &W Djhrn [jhr˚= Prk. Df() or Df<()=S.
8(), caus. of rt. 8], v.t. To sift; to winnow (cf.
jh n).
H  &WD"jhr (dim. of jhr, q.v.), s.f. A pitcher with a
long neck and a spout to it, an ewer.
H  &WD"jhr, s.f.=jh , q.v.
H &W D7jh [S. D&t], s.m. A bush, shrub; bushes,
bramble, brushwood, scrub, underwood, brake; a kind of
arabesque work; a lustre or chandelier; a kind of
rework:—jh bisn, v.n. To pick a quarrel:—jh jha khr, s.m. Brambles, underwood; a tangled thicket, a
brake:—jh -jh r, s.m.=jh -jha khr:—jh -s, adj. (f. -),

Like a bush or shrub; (in Bot.) cymose:—jh -k k ,
s.m. Bush-thorn, bramble-thorn; (met.) a quarrelsome
person:—jh -khan, adj. & s.m. Full of brambles, bushy;—
a forest, jungle; the forest of Baijnth:—jh ho-kar lipan,
v.n. To stick or cling (to one) like a bramble; to stick
close (to one):—jh hon, v.n. Idem.
H &W D7jh (v.n. of jh n), s.f. Sweeping, cleaning, &c.
(see jh -n); a purge; a shower, continuous and heavy
rain, downpour (=jha ):—jh -ant, adv. Sweeping clean
out, making a clean sweep, entirely:—jh -bq, s.f.
Clearing o (an account, &c.), full payment; nishing
touch or stroke:—jh b dhn, v.n. To shower, to pour
down, to rain without ceasing:—jh -po h, s.f. Wiping,
dusting, cleaning:—jh -pah , s.m. Digression:—jh ph k, s.f. Juggling, conjuring, exorcising; incantation,
sorcery, hocus-pocus (particularly to cure a disease or
the bite of a snake):—jh -jhaak, s.f.=jh -po h, q.v.:—
jh -jh r, s.f. Sweeping, dusting, &c. (=jh -po h);
sweepings; perquisites.
H  &W D7jh  [S. D&+t], s.m. A bush, &c.=jh (used
chie y in comp.):—jh  phirn, jh e-jhape jn, jh jhak phirn, v.n. lit. 'To walk among the bushes'; to go
to the necessary, to go to the rear, to ease oneself.
H  &W D7jh  [rt. of jh n+= Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Sweeping, cleaning, clearing; minute search (made by
making a person suspected of stealing take o all his
clothes); sweepings; a stool, purge, evacuation;
excrement, dirt, lth;—conjuring, hocus-pocus,
incantation:—jh -jhap len(-k) = jh  len, q.v.:—jhrjh , s.f. Search:—jh  den(-ko), To submit to minute
search (of one's person); to hocus-pocus, conjure, mutter
incantations (over):—jh  len(-k), To search (one's
person) minutely:—d kn-jh , s.m. Sweepings of a
(druggist's) shop; compound medicine.
H . &W D7jh an (see next), Sweepings, rubbish
(=jha an);—a coarse cloth for wiping furniture, &c., a
duster, a dish-clout.
H  &W D7jh n [jh ˚= Prk. AD§<()=S. (
' ),
caus. of rt. ' with ], v.t. To clean, to sweep, to
brush, to dust:—jh n-jhaakn, v.t. Idem:—jh -bahrn,

v.t. To sweep up, to clean:—jh -pa hor-kar dekhn, v.t. To
look closely into, to search thoroughly, to examine
minutely, to scrutinize:—jh -den, v.t. (intens.) To brush,
brusn o, clean up, clear out, sweep away, sweep clean:—
jh -ln, v.t. (intens.) To sweep out, sweep away; to
dust or clean well, &c.:—jh -len, v.t.=jh -den, q.v.
H  &W D7jh n [caus. of jha n;—jh ˚= Prk. Df() or

discharge cargo, to unload a ship:—jahz-shikan, s.f.
Shipwreck:—jahz-k jahz, s.m. A ship itself, quite a ship
(applied adjectively to any thing or person of great size):
—jahz-ko rsta batn, To pilot a ship;—jahz-ke utre-k
jagah, A landing-place for ships, a port (syn. bandar):— orjahz, s.m. A privateer; a pirate.
A d 4Wjahz (rel. n. fr. jahz), adj. & s.m. Naval, nautical;

Df<()=S. 8(), rt. 8], v.t. To cause to drop or fall;

—a sailor:—s.f. A kind of scimitar;—a kind of betel-nut:—
jahz iqrr-nma, Charter-party:—jahz tijrat, s.f. Trade
by ship; carrying trade, commerce:—jahz or, jahz
k , s.m. A pirate, a privateer:—jahz kutt, s.m. A
greyhound (in this sense jahzis probably a corruption
of the A. jahz, ' eet, swift'):—jahz log, s.m. Sailors; the
crew (of a ship).
H  &WD"jhkar, = H   &WD7" jhka ,s.f.=jhakr,

to strain; to shake (trees, carpets, &c.), to beat (bushes,
&c.); to shake o, to cast (its feathers, as a bird); to
brandish or ourish (a sword, stick, &c.), to make a cut
(at); to give one a shaking or a set-down; to knock o,
break o; to dash, strike, ap; to shed sparks, to strike
out re (as from a int); to conjure, hocus-pocus, to
repeat spells or charms over:—jh n-ph kn, v.t. To
exorcise, to repeat spells or charms over (a sick person).
H  &W D7Bjh -ant, adv. See s.v. jh , 'sweeping.'
H  &W Df®jh

[rt. of jh n'to sweep,'+ = Prk. f =S.

()+t], s.m. A broom, a besom, a whisk;—a comet:—
jh -bardr, s.m.=jh -kash, q.v.:—jh phirnor phirjn, v.n. To be swept, to be swept clean; to be cleaned
out:—jh phern, v.t. To sweep, &c.=jh den:—jh
diln, v.t. To get (a place) swept:—jh den, v.t. To
sweep, to clean; to make a clean sweep of all in a house,
to spare nothing:—jh karn, v.t. To crush (one) down,
to scold, chide; to castigate, chastise:—jh -kash, s.m. A
sweeper (by caste and occupation, syn. all- or,
bhang):—jh mrn, v.t. To beat with a broom.
H  &WD7"jh  [S. D&+], s.f. A shrub, bush; bramble,
brushwood, small bushes, underwood; copse, brake,
thicket; wood, forest, jungle (see jh );—a jasmine bush
or creeper:—jh -b , jh -b , s.f. Shrubs, bushes,
brambles:—jh -b -k ber, s.m.=jha -ber, q.v.
A d 4W jahz, s.m. A ship; the tree of a camel's saddle, or
the saddle and its appurtenances; the requisites, or
equipments, or the paraphernalia, of a bride (which she
carries to her husband's house, syn. jahez, q.v.); funeral
apparatus;—the pudendum of a woman:—jahz--han,
s.m. An iron ship; an iron-clad:—jahz-par, adv. Aboard a
ship, aboard, on board:—jahz-se asbb utrn, To

q.v
H   &WD7"jhka , = H  &WD" jhkar,s.f.=jhakr,
q.v
 rt. 8], s.m. Foam, froth;
H ' &W D$jhg [prob. S. 8t,
scum:—jhg ln, v.n. To foam, to froth; to foam with
rage.
A 4W juhhl, s.m. pl. (of jhil), Ignorant people,
simpletons, fools.
H &W D!jhl [S. dt, rt. d], adj. & s.m. Sharp, hot,
pungent;—sharpness, heat, hot taste, pungency (as of
pepper or chillies), acrimony; joining or solder (of
metals);—a large basket (=jhall).
H " &W D!jhl (cf. jhr), s.m. Local rain, rain which
falls on one spot and not on another close to it.
P ! 4W jahlat (for A. ~! 4W), s.f. Imperfect knowledge,
ignorance, barbarism, brutality.
H ! &W D!jhlar [jhl˚= jhr= jh (n)+ar= S. "], s.f. A
fringe:—jhlar-dr, adj. Having a fringe, fringed.
H ! &W D!jhlr (see jhlar), s.m. A spring (of water), a
well; a square bolor well of solid masonry.
H ! &WD!"jhlr [S. D!" 'a kind of drum'], s.f. A
cymbal (=jhjhar; jh jh).
H  &W D!7jhl  (see jhlar), s.m. (dialec.) A necklace.
H ! &W D!jhln (see jhl), v.t. To make hot or

pungent, to season (pickles, &c.);—to solder
H ! &W D!jhln [jhl˚= Prk. D!(), or Dp()=S.
A !(), caus. of rt. A !], v.t. To clean, to polish (plate,
&c.).
H 1 &W D/jhm, s.m. A large instrument in the shape of a
hoe used for excavating earth in well-sinking, &c.
H a &W D/jhm [S. d/+; Prk. S. D/], s.m. Pumice
stone; vitried brick (com. used to clean the hands and
feet with; also written jh w ).
S a &W D/jhmar [prob. for S. d/+t], s.m. A small
whetstone (such as is used by housewives for
sharpening their spindles, needles, &c.).
H a &W D/jhmar, s.f. Marshy land, swamp (=jhwar,
jhbar):—jhmar-jh mar, s.m. A mirage; illusion.
S (a &W D/jhmak, s.m.=jhm, q.v.
H  4W *6[jahn, prov. .*6[ jh [i.e. jit+thn; Prk. .\
+Rs; S.  +TRs], adv. (correl. tah ), Which place,
where, in the place which; wherever, wheresoever:—
jah -tak, jah -talak, adv. As far as:—jah -tak ho-sake, As
far as possible:—jah -tah , adv. Here and there, all
about; promiscuously; in some few spots or places:—
jah -tah phirn, To wander; to straggle:—jah -jah ,
adv. Wherever, wheresoever:—jah -se, adv. From which
place, whence:—jah -k(or -k, or -ke) tah , adv. Here,
there, and everywhere; everywhere;—in the same place
as before, without change of position or situation:—
jah -kah , adv. Wherever, wheresoever:—jah -lag,
jahn-lo , adv. (dialec.)=jah -tak, q.v.
H  4W jahn, vulg. jah (Old P. gehn, ghn, jihn; Pehl.
gehn; Zend gaetha), s.m. The world:—jahn-r, adj.
World-adorning:—jahn-arn, s.m. Creator of the world:
—jahn-bn, s.m. Keeper or protector of the world; the
Deity; a powerful monarch:—jahn-bn, adj. & s.m. Worldseeing; an epithet of the Deity; (met.) the eye; a
traveller:—jahn-panh, s.m. World-protection; protector
or asylum of the world; his majesty; your majesty!:—
jahn-panh salmat, Long live the king! (the cry of the
naqbor herald who rides before the sovereign):—jahntb, adj. World-in aming; heating or warming the world
(the sun):—jahn-jahn, adj. Much; many:—jahn-dr, s.m.

Possessor or ruler of the world, a king:—jahn-dr, s.f.
Rule, dominion, government, empire:—jahn-dda, s.m.
One who has seen the world, a great traveller; an
experienced person:—jahn-soz, adj. & s.m. Worldin aming;—an incendiary; a re-brand:—jahn-gard, adj.
& s.m. Going round the world;—one who goes round the
world, a great traveller:—jahn-gr, adj. & s.m. Worldtaking, world-subduing;—a great conqueror, a sovereign;
name of the son and successor of the Emperor Akbar:—
jahn-gr, adj. & s.f. Of or relating to Jahangr; of or
relating to a sovereign, royal, princely;—universal sway;
—a sort of bracelet:—jahn-num, adj. World-exhibiting
(as a lofty tower, &c.).
H ` &W D[, D[@ jh p (v.n. from jh pn, q.v.), s.m. A
frame of bamboo covered with matting (used as a door
or screen), a matted shutter; an enclosure of bamboowork for fowls, &c.
H L &W D[, D[@ jh p [jh p, q.v.+Prk. =S. +t],
s.m. A large jh por matted shutter (such as constitutes
a village gate).
H L &W D[jh pn [jh p˚= Prk. D(()=S. dQ(`), pass.
of rt. d (used actively)], v.t. To cover, hide, conceal,
screen, shade; to shut, close.
H L &W D@@5,D[5 jh po, s.f. A bad woman, a harlot;
the common king-crow, Dicrurus albirietus.
H  &W D[&jh  [S. D&, rt. D&; cf. *&], s.f. The hair of
the private parts, pubes.
H 6 &W D[*jh j, s.f.=jh jh, q.v.
H <8 &W D[*jh jan, s.f.=jh jhan, q.v.
H &8 &W D[Djh jh [S. DD], s.f. Anger, passion, pet,
rage; dispute, quarrel; impatience (of hunger, &c., or in a
horse expecting his corn):—jh jh ln, v.n. To get into a
rage, to rage, fume; to dispute, quarrel.
H &8 &W D[Djh jh [S. D4D4 onomat.], s.f. A cymbal; a
hollow tinkling anklet.
H &8 &W D[Djh jh [S. D D+t,
'
rt. D D],
' s.m. A
perforated ladle, a strainer or slice;—a kind of worm or
caterpillar, cabbage-worm.
H 8 &W D[D&jh jha (see jh jh), s.f. Wrangling,

squabbling, quarrel.
H &8 &W D[Djh jhar [S. D Dt],
'
adj. Perforated, full of

s.m. Bush, bramble, underwood.
H  &W D[jh kn [jh k˚= Prk. ADZ (), fr. S.

holes, riddled; cracked, broken, leaky;—s.f.=jhjhar,
jh jh, q.v.
H <&8 &W D[Djhnjhan [S. D4D4], s.f. A tinkling anklet

d], v.n. To peep (into, -me , or at), to spy, to look

(=jh jh).
H &8 &WD[D"jh jh [S. D D+],
'
s.f. A perforated pot
or vessel;—a kind of play, a procession of girls at night
(in the month Asin) carrying on their heads perforated
earthen pots with lamps inside, in honour of Queen Snj;
a kind of song (prob. that sung by the children in the
procession described above).
H &8 &W D[.D jh jhiy [jh jh, q.v. iy= S. t(+t)],
adj. Petulant, passionate, wrathful, furious.
H 8 &WD[*"jh j, s.f.=jh jh, q.v.
H 0 &W D[jh s [rt. of jh s-n+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Wheedling, attery, humbug, hoax, trick, deception;
eager desire, inclination; design;—an assessment made
by general estimate (without specic ground);—jh sebz, s.m. A wheedler, &c.=jh s , q.v.:—jh sa batn,
jh s den(-ko), To wheedle, delude, trick, deceive,
&c.=jh sn, q.v.:—jh se-me n(-ke), To be wheedled,
tricked, hoaxed; to be cheated, deceived, &c.
H 0 &W D[jh sn [jh s˚= S. T(), rt.  with
], v.t. To atter, coax, wheedle, hoax, humbug; to
delude, deceive; to corrupt, seduce, debauch;—to desire
eagerly, to long for, hanker after, to covet.
H 0 &W D[0jha s [rt. of jh sn+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. Flatterer, coaxer, wheedler, humbug; deceiver,
cheat; corrupter, seducer.
S ( 4W *6jahnak, .*6 jihnak, s.m. The period of
the total destruction of the world.
H ( &W D[jh k (v.n. of jh kn, q.v.), s.f. Peeping,
spying; a peep:—jh k--jh k, jh k-jho k, s.f. Peeping,
bo-peep:—jh k mrn, v.n. To peep, &c.=jh kn, q.v.
H ( &W D[jh k (i.q. jho k; jo k; see jho kn, 'to
throw'), s.m. A herd (of deer); a ock (of birds); a cloud
or host (of locusts), &c.
H ( &W D[7jh ka [jh k, q.v.+ar= Prk. f5=S. +t],

(through a hole or opening); to put (one's) head out (of a
door or window); to inspect, to examine narrowly (into);
to look (in for a short time), to pay a ying visit (to one).
H & &W D[Ljh kh (cf. jhakh , & jh k), s.m. A stag; an
elk; a deer.
H  &WD["jh k [rt. of jh kn+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
peep-show, a show, exhibition; a scene (in a play).
H ^ &W D[$jh g s.m.=jhg, q.v.
H J &WD[$"jh g, s.f. (dialec.)=jh ; jhka , q.v.
H  & &W D[ jh w, = H   &W D[ [ jh w ,s.m.=jhm,
q.v.
H   &W D[ [jh w , = H  & &W D[  jh w,s.m.=jhm,
q.v.
H   &W D[ jh wr [S. D/+"], s.f. A tinkling anklet
(=jh jh).
H   &W D[ jh wr [S. /++t], adj. (f. -), Darkcoloured, dusky, black.
H   &WD[ "jh wr, s.f.=jh war.
H !  &WD[ !"jh wl, jh ol[jh w˚= jh p˚, rt. of
jh pn, q.v.+l= Prk. f=S.  or !+], s.f. A look or
glance with partly-closed eyes, a side look; a wink; an
amorous glance, ogling, coquetry:—jh wl-bz, s.f. An
ogler, a coquette:—jh wl den(-ko), To wink (at), cast
amorous glances (at), to ogls.
H !  &WD[ !"jh wl, jh ol, s.f. Hot wind.
H  &WD[ jh , s.f.=jh , q.v.
P  4Wjahn (fr. jahn), adj. & s.m. Relating to the world;
worldly;—a person of this world, a human being.
P   4W jahniy , s.m. pl. (of jahn), Mortals, creatures,
worldly people.
H  &W Djh , jhau[S. D ,t], s.m. A tree of the
Tamarisk kind, Tamarix gallica, or T. Indica(called, in P.,
gaz, or shora-gaz, from its growing in marshy or sandy
ground: it is much used for thatching, making baskets,
hedging, and as fuel);—name of a plant (that grows wild,

and is used to adulterate chiretta).
H  &W D jhwar, s.f.=jhba , q.v.

&c.=jhapk, q.v.
H  L&W D&jhap, s.m.=jhap; jhapk; and jhapa,

H ! &WD !"jhwl, s.f.=jhbl, jhb, q.v.

qq.v.
H K L&W Djhaps [jhap+Prk. =S. 3y], s.f. A sharp

S  &W D ,jhwu, s.m.=jh , q.v.
H < $ &W Djh [S. +; or /+], s.f. Shadow;
re ection; a dusky oolour; a dark spot in a looking-glass
(where the quick-silver has worn away); a freckle, a
black spot on the face (not a mole):—jh -jhapp, s.m.
Trickery, deception:—jh -m , s.f. A children's game
(in which they go round in a circle and make a noise like
the cawing of crows).
H %&W D) jhabb [S. ) +, rt. #] , s.m. A tuft; a tassel; a
pendant;—adj.=jhabbe-dr, Tufted; having a tassel; (in
Bot.) fasciculate.
H %&W D jhabr [the preceding+S. +t], adj. (f. -),
Having long hair (an animal), hairy, shaggy.
H %&W D jhabk, s.m.=jhabb; jhumk, qq.v.:—jhabke-k
bl, s.m. An ear-ring having a cluster of pearls (or other
jewels) as a pendant.
H  %&W D jhabkn (see jhapkn, and jhamkn), v.t.
To dazzle; to astonish.
H  %&W D) 
, jhabbu, D , jhab  [jhabb, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. +t], adj. (f. -) & s.m.=jhabb, q.v.;—long-haired,
&c.=jhabr, q.v.;—bent, curved, bending (as the bough of
a tree).
H %&WD) "jhabb (dim. of jhabb), s.f. An ornament with
a tuft or tassel, trappings.
H %&W D  jhabiy, s.m. A kind of ornament (cf. jhabb;
jhabk).
H `&W Djhap [Prk. D(5; S. D@t], s.m. Spring; dart; jerk;
—quickness, rapidity;—adj. Quick; brisk;—adv. Quickly, in
a trice:—jhap-jhap, jhap--jhap, jhap-se, adv.=jhap:—jap-jhap, s.f. Haste, hurry:—jhap khn, v.n. To overset (as a
paper kite in ying).
H L&W D,Qjhupp, s.m.=jh p; jho p, q.v.
H A L&W Djhapt, = H  L&W D& jhap,s.f. Quickness,
&c.=jhapk, q.v.
H  L&W D&jhap, = H A L&W D jhapt,s.f. Quickness,

shower; driving rain (see jhas).
H B L&W Djhapsiy, adj. Sharp, astute, deceitful,
fraudulent.
H  L&W Djhapk, s.f. = H  L&W D jhapk, s.m.
[jhap, q.v.+Prk.  or , and (, &c.; S. + and 
+], Quickness, speed, rapidity, celerity, haste; activity,
agility;—jhapk, adj. Quick, &c.:—jhapk-se, jhapke-se,
adv. Quickly, with all speed, rapidly, post-haste, in a
trice.
H  L&W Djhapk, s.m. = H  L&W D jhapk, s.f.
[jhap, q.v.+Prk.  or , and (, &c.; S. + and 
+], Quickness, speed, rapidity, celerity, haste; activity,
agility;—jhapk, adj. Quick, &c.:—jhapk-se, jhapke-se,
adv. Quickly, with all speed, rapidly, post-haste, in a
trice.
H  L&W DQjhappn, s.m. A kind of sedan chair (used in
the hills), a 'jompon.'
H  L&W Djhapn (fr. jh pn, 'to close'), v.n. To close
the eyes, to take a nap, to doze.
H `&W D&jhapa, s.f. Spring, bound, leap (as of a tiger);
jerk, snatch, snap; ap, whisk; rush, dash, pounce, onset,
onslaught, assault; a round (in a ght); &c. (see next).
H `&W Djhapa, s.m. Spring; rush, &c. (=jhapa, q.v.);
—a sustained eort or act; a spurt or go; a stretch:—clash
(as of swords); swoop, stoop (as of a bird of prey);
desolating sweep (as of an epidemic); vehemence,
violence, fury (as of fever, wind, rain, or re); gust (of
wind): shock, collision; in uence, blast (of an evil spirit):
—jhapa mrn(-par), To pounce (upon), make a dash or
rush (at), to swoop down (upon); to snatch (at), &c., see
jhapan:—jhapae-me n(-ke), To fall into the clutches
(of); to come under the in uence (of), be blasted (by an
evil spirit), to be possessed, be bewitched, &c.
H `&W D&jhapn (caus. of jhapan), v.t. To cause
to run or go quickly, to despatch with all speed.

H  `&W D&jhapan, v.n. To go quickly, run with all
speed; to run or y (at, -par), to dash (at), to make a
sudden attack (on); to spring, pounce, or swoop down
(upon); to snatch or snap (at):—jhapa-len, v.t. To seize
and carry o; to spring or pounce upon; to snatch or
snap up.
H (L&W Djhapak (v.n. of jhapakn, q.v.), s.f.m.(?)
Moving to and fro (a fan, &c.), fanning; swaying,
swinging, waving; winking, blinking, wink, blink; nod; a
blast, gust (of wind).
H L&W Djhapk, s.m.=jhak; jhapk; jho k, qq.v.
H  L&W Djhapkn, v.n.=jhapakn, q.v.
H L&W Djhapakn [jhapak˚= Prk. D(=() or
D(=?(), fr. S. D(+>], v.t. To move to and fro (a fan,
&c.), to swing, wave; to fan (=jhaln); to throw on;—v.n.
To lower or drop (the eye-lids, through drowsiness, fear,
or shame); to close (the eyes), to nap, doze; to be or feel
ashamed or afraid (of, -se); to wink, to blink, to twinkle;—
to pounce (upon, -par), spring (at or upon); to snatch or
snap (at).
H L&WD"jhapk [jhapak+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A spring
(as of a tiger); a snatch, snap; drowsiness, nodding, a
nap or doze; a wink, blink, twinkle:—jhapk len, v.n. To
take a nap, to doze.
H 3L&W D!jhapln [jhap˚= S. d-, rt. .d, cf. hap],
v.t. To wash, to rinse.
H RL&W D|&jhapet, s.f.=jhapa, and jhapa, q.v.:—jhapeme n(-ke) = jhapae-me n.
H  RL&W D|&jhapen, v.n.=jhapan, q.v.
P 4W jihat (for A. ~4W, from W), s.f. Side, face, surface;
form, fashion, manner, mode; cause, account, reason,
regard:—is jihat-se, For this reason, because of this, in
consequence of this.
H W D&jha [S. D&, perhaps for &; cf. D&+], s.m.
Quickness, celerity;—adj. Quick, brisk;—adv. Quickly,
speedily, instantly, at once (cf. jhap):—jha-pa, jha-se,
adv.=jha.
H W D,&jhu, adj. & s.m. False, &c.=jh , jh h, q.v.:—jhupu, s.m. Twilight, dawn; dusk:—jhu-mu, adv.=jh n-

m h, q.v.
H W D,jhu, adj. & s.m.=jh h, q.v.
H 4W D&jhas [jha, q.v.+Prk. =S. 3y], s.f. Squall,
driving rain; gust; shock; clap, ap.
H  W D,&!jhuln = H W D,& jhun (denom. fr.
jh , q.v.; lor l= caus. ax), v.t. To pollute victuals by
touching or tasting; to touch or taste (food); to leave
(remains of food);—jhuln, v.t. To assert falsely, to
falsify, to belie; to prove (a statement, &c.) to be false, to
disprove; to prove (one) to be in the wrong; to give (one)
the lie (=jh  karn):—mu h jhuln, v.n. To taste food, to
eat something:—mu h--mu h jhuln, To give (one) the
lie to his face.
H W D,&jhun = H  W D,&! jhuln (denom. fr.
jh , q.v.; lor l= caus. ax), v.t. To pollute victuals by
touching or tasting; to touch or taste (food); to leave
(remains of food);—jhuln, v.t. To assert falsely, to
falsify, to belie; to prove (a statement, &c.) to be false, to
disprove; to prove (one) to be in the wrong; to give (one)
the lie (=jh  karn):—mu h jhuln, v.n. To taste food, to
eat something:—mu h--mu h jhuln, To give (one) the
lie to his face.
S W D &jhaiti, and H. D & jhait, D& jhaati, adv.
See jha.
H W D&jhaak (v.n. fr. jhaakn, q.v.), s.f. A jerk,
wrench, shake; a toss, throw; a twitch, stitch (see next).
H W D&jhak [the preceding+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
A jerk, pull, wrench, shake; a twitch, a stitch; a gust (of
wind):—jhak den, v.t. To jerk, to pull with a jerk; to jolt,
shake.
H W D&jhak, part. (of jhaakn), Broken asunder,
torn by a sudden jerk, torn to pieces; slaughtered by
having the head cut o (in the Hind way);—s.m. An
animal so slaughtered (for sacrice, &c., the only meat
lawful for Hindus to eat).
H W D&jhakn (caus. of jhaakn), To shake, to
pull, &c.
H  W D&jhaakn [jhaak˚= Prk. D&=() or D&=?(),
fr. S. D&+>], v.t. To pull with a jerk, to jerk, touse, twitch;

to snatch, snap, wrench; to
shake (a cloth, &c.);—v.n. To be shaken, pulled down (as
by sickness), to fall o (in esh), to become lean or thin:
—jhaak-jn, v.n.=jhaakn:—jhaak-len, v.t. To snatch or
jerk away:—jhake-k ml, s.m. Plunder, booty.
H (W D,!jhual (fr. jh 'falsehood,' &c.), adv. In
pretence, in fun or sport; for love (opp. to 'for money').
H ;:W D,&!jhuln, = H  W D,_! jhuhln,= H
;:W D,_! jhuhln,v.t.=jhuln, q.v.
H  W D,_!jhuhln, = H ;:W D,&! jhuln,= H
;:W D,_! jhuhln,v.t.=jhuln, q.v.
H ;:W D,_!jhuhln, = H ;:W D,&! jhuln,= H
 W D,_! jhuhln,v.t.=jhuln, q.v.
S WD &jhai, s.m. A small tree, a shrub, bush (see jh ).
H ) W D &jhaiyn, s.m. Name of a small clan of
Rjp tsin the upper Doab.
H () W D,&!
h jhuail [S. .K+ 9 or *,9+!t], adj. & s.m.f.
Left, rejected, stale;—a stale thing; a cast-o woman;
leavings, &c. (=jh ).
H 8&W DA*jhajjar, s.m.=jhajjhar, q.v.
H 8&WD*"jhajr, s.f.=jhajhr, q.v.
H (8&W .D *jhijak, s.f.=jhijhak, q.v.

holes, riddled; porous; reticulated; grated; latticed,
trellised;—s.f. (S. jarjark), A porous goglet; a grating; a
lattice, a screen (=jhanjhr).
H (&8&W .D Djhijhak [prob. by redupl. fr. S. ; cf. the
forms jhajhakn, jhi ak, jhi akn], s.f. A start (through
astonishment, surprise, or fear), recoil; astonishment,
amazement; timidity; shyness.
H  &8&W .D Djhijhkr [jhijhak, q.v.+S. +t], adj. (f.
-), & s.m. Starting; timid; shy, retiring, reserved;—a
timid person, a boggler.
H  &8&W DDjhajhkrn, .D D jhijhkrn, v.t. To
cause to start, to startle; to speak snappishly to, to
browbeat.
H  &8&W .D Djhijhkn, v.n. To start, &c.=jhijhakn,
q.v.
H &8&W .D Djhijhakn, DD jhajhakn (see jhijhak),
v.n. To be startled; to start, shrink, wince, recoil; to
boggle; to be timid; to be shy, retiring, or reserved;—to
feel the sensation of the limbs being asleep or
benumbed:—jhijhak-uhn, v.n.=jhijhakn:—jhijhakne-wl,
adj. & s.m. Starting, easily startled, timid; shy, retiring,
reserved;—one who starts, &c.; a boggler.
H 3&8&W DD!jhajhl [S. D D+t],
'
s.m. lit. 'Having

H  8&W .D *jhijkn, = H 8&W .D *

openings or interstices'; a kind of sweetmeat.
H 3&8&W D,D!jhujhln, v.n.=jhu jhln, q.v.

jhijakn,v.n.=jhijhakn, q.v.
H 8&W .D *jhijakn, = H  8&W .D *

H #&8&W DD!jhajhalk [S. *A !+t; by redupl. fr. rt.

jhijkn,v.n.=jhijhakn, q.v.
H 8&W .D *jhijn, v.n.=jhjhn; hjn; qq.v.
H &8&W DDjhajh, s.m. A long beard.
H &8&W DADjhajjh, DD jhajh [S. DD], s.f. A violent
gust with rain, a squall, &c.; see jhanjh.
H &8&W DADjhajjhar [S. **+t;
'
cf. jhajhr], A large

A !], s.m. Break of day, early dawn.
H &8&W .D Djhijhn, v.n.=jhijharn, q.v.;—adj.=jha jhan,
q.v.
P (:&W .D jhi ak, s.f.=jhijhak, q.v.
H :&W .D jhi akn, v.n.=jhijhakn, q.v.

H &8&W .D Djhijharn [jhijhar˚= S. DD+, or *D+],
'

A + 4W jahd, vulg. jahad, jihad, s.m. Labour, toil, exertion,
eort, endeavour, struggle, painstaking, care, diligence,
assiduity, earnestness:—jahd karn, v.n. To strive, to use
eort, to endeavour, &c.
H  W D,§¨jhu , adj. & s.m. Unoccupied, idle;—one who

v.n. To be angry, to be petulant or snappish, to be
peevish or fretful.
H &8&WDD"jhajhr [S. **"t],
'
adj. Perforated, full of

wastes time, an idler, a tri er.
A 4W jahr, s.m. Speaking or reciting with a loud voice,
speaking audibly;—jahror jihar, s.m. A female oblation.

porous water-jar; a porous goglet (=jhanjhar).
H  &8&W DDjhajhark, s.m.=jhajhalk, q.v.

H &W Djhar, s.f.=jha , q.v.
H &W Djhar [S. A !], s.f. The heat (from a re).
H &W Djhar, s.m. The sound produced in tearing cloth; a
tatter, a shred:—jhar-jhar kar-ln, v.t. To tear to shreds
or ribands.
H &W D,jhur (perf. part. of jhurn), part. adj. (f. -),
Withered, faded away.
H &W Dyjharr, s.m. (dialec.)=jharn, q.v.
H &W Dy&jharr, s.m. The sound produced by the
tearing of cloth (=jhar).
H  &W D jhar-barn [i.e. jal-baln, by redupl. fr. S.
A !), v.n. To burn furiously, to be all in ames, to be
entirely burnt.
H  &W D%jhar-ber, s.m.=jha -ber, q.v.
H  &WD%"jhar-ber, s.f.=jha -ber, q.v.
H ; &W Djharapn, v.n.=jha apn, q.v.
S &W&W DDjhar-jhar, s.m.=jhajjhar, q.v.
H &W&W .D .D jhir-jhir [S. D D(' , prob. fr. d], adj.
Running in a slender stream (water, &c.), trickling;
splashing.
H &W&W .D .D jhirjhir [S. **+t],
'
adj. (f. -), Worn,
thin, emaciated; thin, imsy, badly woven (cloth).
H &W&W .D .D jhirjhirn [jhirjhir, q.v.+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To run or ow in a small stream, to trickle.
H &W&WD,D,' "jhurjhur [S. A  redupl.+], s.f. The
shivering or ague that precedes fever, incipient fever.
H &W D,&jhurka [S. d,W+>], adj. Cut small or thin,
pared; lopped (as a branch); emaciated, reduced (in
body);—a bundle of small twigs (=jhunka).
H 1 &W D,/&jhurma (see jh mak), s.m. A dense mass, a

winnowed, be sifted;—jharn, s.m. A spring, a cascade, a
jet deau; a kind of sieve; a perforated skimmer.
H &W Djharn, v.n.= W jha n, q.v.
H &W D,jhurn [jhur˚= S. *,(), rt. *,; or S. d(), rt.
d], v.n. To waste away, to grow thin; to pine (from
grief), to wither, fade.
H &W DI jharuw, DI jharu, s.m. A kind of
nutritious grass (the grain resembling that of shm or
Panicum frumentaceum, of which it is considered to be a
wild species).
H  &W D5jharok, DI jhar k, s.m.=jharokh, q.v.
H & &W D5Ljharokh [S. *!+d+t], s.m. Loop-hole,
eyelet-hole, lattice, window, casement, skylight; open
door or arch (of a summer-house).
H &WD"jhar (see jharn), s.f. A waterfall, cascade.
H &W.D "jhir [S. d+], s.f. Opening, ssure, cleft,
crevice, slit, crack, chink;—a small spring dug in a
nl(where the water percolates a few feet below the
surface);—blight; withered or blighted grain.
H &W.D "jhir, s.f.=jhill, q.v.
H &WD,ujhurr, D," jhur (see jhurn), s.f. A wrinkle, fold,
pucker.
H  )&W D,jhuriyn [fr. S. d,], v.t. To weed;—to
wipe, clean and plaster (a house).
H W D7jha [S. d, or rt. of jha n], s.f. A falling, fall (of
leaves, &c., e.g. pat-jha ); a shower, downpour, heavy or
continuous rain (=jha ); a volley;—the tongue or bolt of a
lock:—jha --jha , adv. In showers; heavily, incessantly,
continuously (raining):—jha -bats, s.f. A storm of wind
and rain, a squall.
H W D,7jhu [S. D,e&], s.m. A bush, bramble (=jh ).
H  W D7jha  (see jha ), adv. Making a clean sweep,
wholly, altogether.
H 9 W D7jha t, s.m.=jha ot, q.v.

crowd, multitude, large gathering or muster, assembly,
ball; array (of troops), manœuvres (of troops); battle,
con ict; a shawl twisted round the head as a turban.
H &W Djharn, .D  jhirn [jhar˚= S. d], v.n. To ow

t], s.m. Quickness, speed, haste, hurry:—jha ke-se,

or run in a slender stream, to trickle; to fall in drops, to
drop; to ooze; to be shaken (as a cloth, &c.); to be

adv. With all speed, quickly, post-haste, &c.
H G W D7jha k = H 0 W D7 jha k [S. D&+t, or

H 0 W D7jha k = H G W D7 jha k [S. D&+t, or

t], s.m. Quickness, speed, haste, hurry:—jha ke-se,
adv. With all speed, quickly, post-haste, &c.
H G W D7Ljha kh, s.m.=jharokh, q.v.
H . W D7[jha  , adv.=jha , q.v.
H  W D7jha n (caus. of jh n), v.t. To cause to be
swept, to get (a place) swept; to get (a cloth, &c.) shaken
or dusted; to cause to be exorcised.
H ' 1 W D7 jha -barn, v.n.=jhar-barn; and la ba n, qq.v.
H ' 1 W D7 jha -barn, v.n.=jhar-barn, q.v.
H ' ) 1 W D7%jha -ber [S. D &+ t], s.m. The fruit of the
wild jujube tree or Zizyphus jujuba(see next).
H ' ) 1 WD7%"jha -ber [S. D &+ + A wild beror
jujube bush, Zizyphus jujuba; the wild lote-tree.
H () 1 W D7%!jha -bel, s.m.=jha -ber, q.v.
H A W D7jha ap [S. A !, or A +; ]( , s.f. Heat, eriness,
pungency (as of pepper, &c.); ame, blaze; acrimony;
contention, sparring, ght, cock-ght, bird-ght;—being
possessed of a devil:—jha p--jha p, s.f. Contention,
sparring, ghting (particularly of birds).
H A W D,7jhu ap, Df, jhu up [S. D,e&+; cf. S.  &], s.f.
(dialec.), A thorny shrub, a bush; bushy place, thicket.
H ? W D7jha pn (caus. of jha apn), v.t. To make
(cocks or other birds) ght; to cause to spar or ght, to
set by the ears; to take possession of, to blast (as an evil
spirit).
H 7? W D7jha py, perf. part. of jha pn, q.v.:—
jha py jn, v.n. To be set a-ghting; to be set by the
ears; to be possessed, be under the in uence (of an evil
spirit).
H  ? W D7jha apn (see jha ap), v.n. To spar, to ght
(as cocks, &c.), to contend.
H 9 WD7"jha t, s.f. [jha (n)+t= Prk. .\=S. .Q
( caus. augment+a. +)], Searching, &c.=jh ,
q.v.:—jha t len(-k) = jh  len.
H   W D7D7&jha jha  (v.n. fr. jharjha n; = ha),
s.f. Shaking (of a tree, &c.), apping (of wings).
H   W .D 7.D 7&jhi jhi t (v.n. fr. jhi jhirn), s.f.

Chiding, scolding; petulance, snappishness; rage, bluster.
H   W D7D7jha jha n [S. d redupl.; cf. jha n],
v.t. To shake, jerk, ap.
H   W .D f.D 7jhi jhi n (a var. form of the
preceding), v.n. To rage, rail, storm, bluster.
H 0 W .D 7jhi ak [S. d+; but cf. jhaak, jhatk], s.f. A
pull, jerk; a threat; an augury:—jhi k--jhi k-, jhark-jha k-, s.f. Mutual pulling and jerking; mutual wrangling.
H G W .D 7jhi kn, v.t.=jhi akn, q.v.;
and=jhi akwn, q.v.
H  G W .D 7jhi akn, Df jha akn (see jhi ak), v.t.
To shake, jerk; to drive away, beat o, put aside or away;
to snap at, to scold, rebuke, chide, threaten, browbeat:—
jhi ak-den, v.t To shake or jerk o; to drive away, beat
o, &c.
H G W .D 7 jhi akwn (double caus. of jhi akn), v.t.
To cause to be scolded, to have (one) chid, &c.
H G W.D 7"jhi k, D7" jha k, s.f. Jerk; repercussion;
snapping; snappishness; frowning; threat; scolding,
rebuke:—jhi k den, jhi kiy den, v.t. To snap at, to
chide, scold, rebuke, threaten.
H . W D7jha an (see next), s.f. The falling o (of fruit
from a tree, or of the hair of a man or animal, or of the
feathers of a bird); a shower (of fruit, &c.); shavings,
parings, sweepings, rubbish; small prots or savings;
pickings, perquisites; snu (of a candle).
H  W D7jha n [jha ˚= Prk. Df() for +f()=S. 8(),
rt. 8], v.n. To drop, fall, fall o (as fruit from a tree,
hair from an animal, &c.); to be shed; to be poured; to be
discharged (as a volley, or semen, &c.); to be shaken (as a
cloth, &c.); to be winnowed, be sifted; to shake; to be
sounded or played (as the naubat); to remain over, to be
saved:—jha -jn, v.n. (intens.) To fall o, to drop o, to
wither, to fade.
H  W D7jha n (fr. the trans. jh n, q.v.), v.n. To be
swept, be swept o, be swept clean; to be beaten or
dusted (as clothes, carpets, &c.).
H  WD7"jha n (i.q. jharn), adj. Falling o; (in Bot.)
deciduous.

H  W D7 jha wn (doub. caus. of jh n), v.t. To

H  &W Djhakn, v.t.=jha kn, q.v.

cause to be shaken or dusted, to cause to be beaten; to
have (a place) swept, &c.
H 9 W D75jha ot = H  W D75& jha o [rt. of jha n

H  &W D,jhukn [caus. of jhukn;—jhuk˚+= w= Prk.

+Prk. \( or (=S. \+
' or \
 +], s.m. The end of
the season (of fruit, &c.);—adj. Going out of season.
H  W D75&jha o = H 9 W D75 jha ot [rt. of jha n
+Prk. \( or (=S. \+
' or \
 +], s.m. The end of
the season (of fruit, &c.);—adj. Going out of season.
H  WD7"jha  [rt. of jha n+Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Continued rain, showers; pickings, perquisites:—jha 
lagn, v.n. To rain continually.
S Z&W D3jhash, s.m. A sh; the sign Pisces:—jhash-ket ,
s.m. The sign Pisces;—name of Kmdev, the god of love.
H (&W Djhak (v.n. of jhakn, q.v.), s.f. Babble,
incoherent speech, foolish talking or acting, nonsense;
muttering, murmuring; tall talk, boasting; raving,
delirium; passion, emotion; wrangling, contending,
contention:—euvium, rank or oensive odour:—jhakjhak, jhik-jhik, s.f. Wrangling, altercation, dispute:—jhakjhor, s.m., jhak-jhor, s.f. Wrangling, contention, mutual
pulling and tugging (either in play or in earnest);
scramble; altercation; sky-larking; mutual dalliance:—
jhak-jhol, adj. Troubled, disturbed, turbid (as water);—
s.m.=jhak-jhor, q.v.:—jhak mrn, v.n. To talk
incoherently, to babble or prate (as an insane person, or
a drunken man), to rave; to talk or act foolishly; to talk
largely, to boast; to pull a long bow:—jhak-marg, s.f. The
being aected with jhak, the talking or acting foolishly,
&c.
H (&W Djhak [prob. S. ], adj. Bright, shining; clear,

U=S. ;+n = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To cause to
stoop, to bend downwards, to tilt; to cause to nod; to
incline (the head), to nod, bow; to abash; to lower (as a
gun, in order to take aim); to put into a scale, to weigh;
to speak (at), direct speech at, -par):—jhuk-den,
v.t.=jhukn.
H  &W D, jhuko [jhuk(n)+oor w= Prk.  ( = S.
()(], s.m. The state of being bent downward; stoop;
bend, inclination; curve; irregular line; (in Mech.)
exibility:—jhuko-khet, s.m. (Mech.) An inclined plane:—
jhuko-la ak, s.f. (Physics) Elasticity of exure.
H  &W D, &jhukwa [the preceding+Prk. (=S. +; ]( ,
s.f. Bending downwards, stooping; nodding; the state of
being bent downward; bend; inclination.
H  &W D Bjhakwant [jhak, fr. jhak, q.v.+Prk. 
( 5=S.
], adj. Wrathful, passionate, furious.
H *&W D,jhukt (imperf. part. of jhukn), part. adj. (f. ), Bending, stooping, &c. (see jhukn):—jhukt-jh mt,
adj. & adv. Crouching and dodging (to escape
observation, &c.).
H (&8&W .D .D jhik-jhik (see jhakand jh kn), s.f.
Fretting, whining, whimpering:—jhik-jhik karn, v.n. To
fret, &c.=jh khn, q.v.
H &8&W DDjhakjhakn (by redupl. fr. jhak, q.v.),
v.n. To talk incoherently, to prate nonsense, &c.=jhak
mrn, and jhakn, q.v.
H &W Djhakr, s.m. A large earthen vessel.
H &WD"jhakr (dim. of jhakr), s.f. An earthen vessel

clean, white:—jhak--jhak, adj. Bright, shining, glittering
(with gold and silver, &c., as brocade):—jhak kar-den, v.t.
To brighten, to polish, to make clean, to clean out (a
platter).
H &W D,jhuk (perf. part. of jhukn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),

(for holding milk, &c.); a milkpail.
H (&W D=7jhakka [S. Drt], s.m. A sudden blast, a

Bent, stooping, inclined; (in Bot.) decumbent:—jhukhu, adj. (f. -), Bent; bending down; drooping:—jhuk
sikhar, s.f. (in Math.) An ellipse.

Foolish prattle, nonsense; a rigmarole, a silly story.
H  (&WD7"jhak , s.f.=jhakr, q.v.

squall, gale, storm, tempest, hurricane;—adj. Stubborn,
perverse, mulish:—jhakka aln, v.n. A storm to rage, &c.
H  (&W D7jhak  [jhak, q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.

H &W Djhakn [jhak˚= Prk. D(L()=S.  [d(), rt.

 [d], v.n. To babble, chatter, prate, talk nonsense, to
rave; to lament; to rail (see jhak mrn).
H &W Djhakn, v.t. (dialec.)=h kn, q.v.

(=jhakorn); to dash or knock about (in water); to splash.
H <&&W DLjhakhan (see next), s.f. Chattering, talking

H &W D,jhukn [jhuk˚= Prk. D,=(), fr. S. d,# (acc.

nonsense; raving; lamenting, bewailing.
H &&W DLjhakhn, v.n. To chatter, &c.=jhakn, q.v.

sing. n. d,)+>], v.n. To be bent down (as the bough of a

H &WD"jhak [jhak, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj.

tree), to bend, stoop, lean, incline; to be tilted; to
preponderate, to dip (as a scale, or the arm of a
balance); to bow, to nod; to crouch; to be prone (to, me ), be ready (for); to hang down, to drop (as the eyes);
to be abashed; to stoop (to, -se), pay homage (to),
humble oneself (before); to submit, to yield; to be angry;
to be perplexed; to be spent, be thrown away (in or on, me ):—jhuk-pa n, jhuk-jn, v.n. intensives of
and=jhukn.
H &WD,"jhukn, s.f. Aiction, suering, grief, sorrow.

Wrathful, passionate, violent.
H &WD="jhakk = H &W D  jhakiy (see jhak), s.m.

H  &W D5jhakor (v.n. of jhakorn), s.f. A shaking (as by
sickness, &c.); a shock; loss, misfortune (see jhakor):—
jhakor pn(-se), To be shaken (by); to receive a shock; to
meet with loss.
H  &W D5jhakor, .D 5 jhikor [jhakor+Prk.  =S. 
+t], s.m. Waving, shaking, agitation (of a tree, &c., by
the wind): gust, blast (of wind), current (of air); a squall,
a heavy shower, driving rain; a large wave; a shove,
push, impulse, drive.
H  &W D5jhakorn [jhakor˚= S. D+], v.t. To shake,
to put in motion; to drive or beat (as wind or rain); cf.
jhakoln.
H   &W D5gjhakornau , v.t. (Braj)=jhakorn, q.v.
H

&W D5!jhakol, s.f. = H " &W D5! jhakol, s.m.A

shaking, agitation; a shock, &c.=jhakorand jhakor;
splashing, a splash or dip (in water); a large wave
(=jhakor):—jhakol den(-ko), To shake, agitate, &c.
(=jhakoln, q.v.).
H " &W D5!jhakol, s.m. = H &W D5! jhakol, s.f.A
shaking, agitation; a shock, &c.=jhakorand jhakor;
splashing, a splash or dip (in water); a large wave
(=jhakor):—jhakol den(-ko), To shake, agitate, &c.
(=jhakoln, q.v.).
H ! &W D5!jhakoln, v.t. To shake, put in motion, &c.

A chatterer, prater, mutterer, one who talks to himself,
&c. (see jhak; and bakws).
H &W D jhakiy = H &WD=" jhakk (see jhak), s.m.
A chatterer, prater, mutterer, one who talks to himself,
&c. (see jhak; and bakws).
H J&W D$jhag, s.m.=jha g, q.v.; cf. also jhagul.
H  J&W D$jhagn (from jhg, 'foam'), v.n. To foam, to
froth.
H ^&W D$&jhag, s.m. (dialec.)=jhag , q.v.
H ^&W D$7jhaga , s.m. A species of hawk or falcon.
H  ^&W D$7jhag  (v.n. fr. jhaga n), s.m. Wrangling,
quarrelling; contention, strife, dispute, quarrel, squabble,
brawl:—jhag  uhn, To raise a quarrel, to set awrangling, &c.=jhag  karn:—jhag  paka n(-k), To
engage or interfere in a quarrel (of others):—jhag jhag , s.f. Mutual wrangling or quarrelling:—jhag -rag ,
s.m. Wrangling and squabbling, squabble, brawl (=jhag ):
—jhag  karn(-me ), To cause a quarrel (between), to set
a-wrangling, to set by the ears:—jhag  karn, To quarrel,
wrangle, squabble (=jhaga n).
H  ^&W D$7.!jhag lin, adj. fem. of next, q.v.;—s.f. A
quarrelsome or contentious woman.
H  ^&W D$7!0jhag l [jhag , q.v.+S. a. !,+t], adj.
& s.m. Quarrelsome, wrangling, disputatious,
contentious, litigious;—a disputer, an arguer; a
contentious or quarrelsome person, a brawler.
H  ^&W D$7jhag n (caus. of jhaga n), v.t. To cause
to quarrel, to set a-wrangling, to set by the ears, to get
up a ght (between=jhag  karn).
H   ^&W D$7jhag  [jhag (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()
+t], adj. Quarrelsome, &c.=jhag l , q.v.

H  ^&W D$7jhaga n, v.n. To wrangle, dispute,
contend, quarrel, squabble; to argue; to cavil.
H  ^&W D$f®jhaga , jhag , adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=jhag l ,
q.v.
H 3J&W D$,!jhagul, D$! jhagl, s.m. = H #J&W D$,.!
jhaguliy, s.f.[jhaga= jha g, q.v.+Prk. !

and .!=S.

! +t and ], A child's frock or coat (reaching to the
feet); a child's angarkh.
H #J&W D$,.!jhaguliy, s.f. = H 3J&W D$,! jhagul, D$!
jhagl, s.m.[jhaga= jha g, q.v.+Prk. !

and .!=S.

! +t and ], A child's frock or coat (reaching to the
feet); a child's angarkh.
A 4W jahl (inf. n. of 4W 'to be ignorant'), s.m. Ignorance,
foolishness, silliness;—foolish or senseless disputation, a
war of words.
H &W D!jhal [S. A !], s.f. Warmth, heat (from a re);
radiance; glare;—strong emotion; ardency; passion,
anger; jealousy:—jhal bujhn, or jhal min, To cool
(one's) ardour or passion, &c.; to satisfy a longing:—jhaljhal, s.m. Radiance, glare, glitter, brilliance, splendour:—
jhal--bor= jhal--jhal, adj. & s.f. Radiant, brilliant, shining,
splendid, covered with jewels and ornaments;—radiance,
&c.=jhal-jhal.
H &W .D !jhil, s.f.=jhl, q.v.
A 3&W juhal, s.m. pl. (of jhil), Ignorant people, the
ignorant.
H 3&W D!jhall (from jhaln), s.m. A large basket.
H 3&W D!jhall, s.m.=jall, q.v.;—a shower:—jhall-mr,
s.m.=jall-mr, q.v.s.v. jall:—jhalle-palle, s.m. pl. Showers.
H 3&W D!jhall [S. A !+t; but cf. jhl], adj. (f. -), Hot,
pungent (=jhl); ery, passionate, hot-tempered; lustful,
libidinous.
H 3&W D,!jhull (see jh land ol), s.m. A shirt or frock
that covers the body from the shoulders downward (syn.
jhang).
H  3&W D! 5jhalbor, = H &W3&W D!D! jhaljhal,adj. &
s.f. See s.v. jhal.
H &W3&W D!D!jhaljhal, = H  3&W D! 5 jhalbor,adj. &

s.f. See s.v. jhal.
H 3&W D!jhalr [S. D&+!t], s.m. A brake, thicket,
copse, underwood, brushwood.
H 3&W D,!jhulr [S. 6!+t, see jh ln], s.m.
Swinging, waving, swaying from side to side; wavy
motion (as of trees, water, &c.), oscillation.
H 3&W D!jhaln (caus. of jhaln), v.t. To mend, repair
(by soldering), to solder, cement.
H 3&W D!jhalln (see jhal), v.n. To burn, to smart, to
tingle; to become angry or enraged, to y into a passion.
H 3&W D,!jhuln (caus. of jh ln), v.t. To cause to
swing or sway; to swing, to push a swing (in which
others are), to give (one) a swing; to rock (a cradle); to
make (one, as a dun) dance after one; to dangle, hang:—
jhul-rakhn, v.t. To keep one running
to and fro; to keep one (at, -me , a thing, as reading,
&c.).
H 3&WD!6"jhalh [jhalla+S. +t], adj. Hot, burning,
&c. (=jhall, q.v.);—distrustful, suspicious, jealous
(=jhalhy, q.v.).
H &8#&W D!D!jhaljhal [S. A ! redupl.], s.m. Radiance,
glare, glitter, brilliance, splendour.
H 3&8#&W D!D!jhaljhal [jhaljhal+Prk.  =S. +t], adj.
(f. -), Bright, glittering, radiant, brilliant, splendid.
H 3&8#&W D!D!&jhaljhal, s.f.=jhaljhalha, q.v.
H 3&8#&W D!D!jhaljhaln [jhaljhal+˚= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment], v.n. To shine, glare, glitter,
sparkle; to burn, smart, tingle; to throb, beat; to become
angry, be enraged, to y into a passion.
H ?3&8#&W D!D!6&jhaljhalha [jhaljhal(n)+ha= wa=
Prk.  +(=S. ()++; ]( , Glittering, sparkling;
glitter, &c.=jhal-jhal, q.v.;—burn, smart.
H #&W D!jhallar (fr. jal), s.m. (prov.), A water-wheel, a
Persian wheel (syn. raha).
H &W .D !7jhilla , s.m. (prov.), A band, company, troop;
a ock, herd.
H 0#&W D,!jhuls (perf. part. of jhulasn), part. adj. (f. -),
Scorched, singed, charred, seared, branded.

H  0#&W D,!jhulsn (caus. of jhulasn), v.t. To cause to
singe; to have singed;—to scorch, to singe, to sear, to
brand.
H 0#&W D,!jhulasn [jhulas˚= S. A .!l(), rt. A !],
v.n. To be burnt, be scorched, be singed, be charred, be
parched, be seared, be branded (=bhulasn);—v.t. To
scorch, singe, &c.; (met.) to blacken (the face), to
disgrace (by getting one to accept a bribe, &c.):—jhulasjn, v.n. intens. of, and=jhulasn:—jhulas-den, v.t. To
scorch, burn, singe, &c.=jhulsn.
H (#&W D!jhalak (v.n. of jhalakn, q.v.), s.f. Brightness,
radiance, glare, glitter, sparkle, lustre, splendour,
refulgence, re ection (of light).
H #&W D!jhalk [S. 8+t], s.m. A blister (cf. hilk).

twinkle (of a star, &c.), scintillation; icker;—a venetian
blind, a shutter (=jhilmil); a kind of gauze:—jhilmil hon,
v.n. To sparkle, ash, &c.; see jhilmiln.
H 3@ #&W .D !./ !jhilmil [jhilmil+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. (f.
-), Sparkling, ashing; gauze-like, thin, ne.
H 3@ #&W .D !./ !jhilmiln [jhilmil, q.v.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n.
To sparkle, to ash (as water &c. in the sun); to twinkle,
to scintillate; to undulate as the ame of a candle, or
water), to icker.
H #@ #&W.D !./ !"jhilmil [jhilmil+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
venetian blind, a shutter;—a kind of gauze (=jhilmil).
H #&W D!jhaln [jhal˚= S. 6!(), rt. 6!; cf. jh tn],

H  #&W D!jhalkr [jhalak+r= Prk. f5=S. +t], s.m.

v.t. To move (a fan, &c.) to and fro, to fan, to ap, to
swing or wave.
H #&W D!jhaln (fr. the trans. jhln, q.v.), v.n. To be

Light, brightness, &c.=jhalak, q.v.
H  #&W D!jhalkn (caus. of jhalakn), v.t. To cause to

repaired or soldered, be cemented.
H #&W .D !jhiln (fr. the trans. jheln, q.v.), v.n. To be

shine or sparkle, &c.; to brighten, polish, burnish; to
ash.
H  #&W D,!jhulkn [S. A !+>; cf. next], v.t. To burn,

undergone or experienced, be endured or borne; to be
digested.
H #&W D,!jhuln, v.n.=jh ln, q.v.

to scorch, to singe (=jhulasn).
H #&W D!jhalakn [jhalak˚= Prk. D!=(), or

H ^#&W .D !($jhilang = H J#&W .D !($ jhilang [Prk. D"4=S.

S #&W .D .!jhillik, s.f. A cricket (=jhill).

D!=?(); fr. S. D! (for A !)+>], v n. To shine, glare,
glitter, glisten, sparkle, ash.
H #&W D!jhalakn, v.n. To spurt, to spurt out,
&c.= halakn.
H #&WD!"jhalk [jhalak, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
ash; a glance.
H J#&W .D !$jhilg [Prk. D"4($(; S. d"4+($+], adj. (f. ), Old, worn, worn out, loose, ragged, in pieces or
shreds;—s.m. A rpor bed the string or tape of which
is loose and broken (cf. jhilang).
H 2 #&W .D !/jhilam, s.f. Armour, coat of mail; the visor of
a helmet.
H 2 #&W D,!/&jhulma, s.m.=jhurma, q.v.
H @ #&W .D !./ !jhilmil [S. A !+/"!], s.m. Sparkling,
ashing (of water, &c. in the sun or light); twinkling,

d"4+($,( and ($+], adj. Worn, thin, emaciated, lean;
loose, ragged (cf. jhilg); thin, ne (as cloth);—jhila g,
s.m.=jhilg, q.v.
H J#&W .D !($jhilang = H ^#&W .D !($ jhilang [Prk. D"4=S.
d"4+($,( and ($+], adj. Worn, thin, emaciated, lean;
loose, ragged (cf. jhilg); thin, ne (as cloth);—jhila g,
s.m.=jhilg, q.v.
H J#&W .D !($jhilang, s.m. A foot-soldier; a peon.
H #&WD!"jhaln, s.f. (dialec.)= haln, q.v.
H #&W D!5jhallo, adj.=jhall, q.v.
H  #&W D,! [jhulw [rt. of jh l-n+S. +t (with
inserted)], s.m. A wreath or garland of owers.
H  #&W D! jhalwn (caus. of jhaln), v.t. To cause to
be moved to and fro (a fan); to have (one) fanned; to
cause to be apped.
H  #&W D! jholwn (caus. of jhln), v.t. To cause to

be soldered or cemented, to get (a thing) soldered or
repaired.
H $ #&WD!  jhalw [jhalw(n)+Prk.  =S.

H @ &8@ &W D/D/jhamjhamk, adj. (f. -), Shining,

()++], s.f. The price paid for soldering.

q.v.
H @ &WD,/ jhumari [Prk.-S. D,/ ], s.f. Name of a

H  #&W D!5jhalor, s.m.=jhulr, q.v.
H ) 4#&W D!6jhalhy (see jhalh), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Burnt; hot, burning (with), consumed (by passion, lust,
or jealousy, &c.); lustful; jealous, suspicious;—a lustful
man; a jealous man.
A #4Wjahl (rel. n. fr. jahl), adj. & s.m. Ignorant; foolish;
passionate; lazy; argumentative, disputatious;—an
ignoramus; a disputatious person; a driveller.
H #&WD!"jhall (dim. of jhlor jhall), s.f. A large basket.
H #&W.D !"jhill [Prk. & S. .D !"; prob. fr. Prk. D"4=S.
d"4; cf. jhilg, jhilang], s.f. A thin skin, a pellicle, the
inner skin (of the stomach, &c.), a membrane, the
omentum or caul; the inner bark (of a tree); parchment.
S #&W.D !"jhill, s.f. A cricket.
H #&WD,!"jhull (dim. of jhol), s.f. A wrinkle, fold, plait (in
cloth), a crease.
H  #&W D .!6jhaliyh, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = jhalhy, q.v.
S ( #&W .D !"jhillk, s.m. A cricket (=jhill).
H 2 &W @ &W D/D/jham-jham, s.m. & adv.=jham-jham, q.v.
H  @ &W D/jhamk [S. D(+++t], s.m. Beating rain,

glittering, brilliant, resplendent.
H @ &W@ &W D/D/jhamar-jhamar, s.m. & adv.=jham-jham,

rginor musical mode (cf. jh mar, and jh mn).
H (@ &W D/jhamak, s.f. = H @ &W D/ jhamk, s.m.(cf.
jhalak, and amak), Radiance, lustre, sparkle, glitter,
splendour, refulgence;—jhamk, s.m. The sight, or the
appearance, of a beautiful woman.
H @ &W D/jhamk, s.m. = H (@ &W D/ jhamak, s.f.(cf.
jhalak, and amak), Radiance, lustre, sparkle, glitter,
splendour, refulgence;—jhamk, s.m. The sight, or the
appearance, of a beautiful woman.
H @ &W D/jhamk [S. D(++t], s.m. Clanging, clang (of
metallic instruments), clash (of swords), clatter, &c.
H @ &W D/=jhamakk (see the preceding), s.m.
Concourse, crowd (especially of low people), mob.
H @ &W D,/jhumk [S. d,#++t], s.m. A bunch or
cluster (of owers or fruit); a tuft, a tassel; the bellshaped pendant (of an ear-ring); the passion- ower; the
ower Gloriosa superba; Charles's Wain, Ursa Major; the
Pleiades:—jhumke-dr, adj. Clustering; having a pendant,
&c.
H  @ &W D/jhamkn (caus. of jhamakn), v.t. To

a heavy shower; crash (as of breaking glass, &c.);—
quickness, celerity, haste, dash, &c. (=jhapk, q.v.).
S `@ &W D@jhamp, s.m. A jump, spring; a plunge; a sally.

cause to glitter or dance; to ash (cf. amkn).
H  (@ &W D/7jhamak  [jhamak, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. 

H L@ &W D@jhampn, v.n.=jhapan;—v.t.=jh pn.

H @ &W D/jhamakn (see jhamak), v.n. To shine, to

H 2 &WD,/ &jhumi, s.f. (dialec.), Name of a Hind
festival.
H 2 &W 2 &W D/D/jham-jham [S. D( redupl.], s.m. & adv. The
sound of heavy rain; dashing, beating (of rain), steady
downpour;—heavily and continuously (raining).
H  @ &8@ &W D/D/jhamjhamn (cf. jhaljhaln), v.n. To
shine, sparkle, ash, glitter, dance (as light).
H ? @ &8@ &W D/D/6&jhamjhamha (=jhaljhalha, q.v.), s.f.
Glitter, sparkle, &c.=jhalak, q.v.

++t], s.m.=jhamak; jhalak.

glitter, glisten, ash; to dance (cf. jhalakn; amakn).
H @ &WD/"jhamk, s.f. Flash, glance, glare, glitter (cf.
jhalk).
H @ &WD,/"jhumk (dim. of jhumk), s.f. A kind of earring with a pendant.
H  @ &W D/0jham r, adj. & s.m. Hairy, shaggy (=jhabu,
jhabr);—a shaggy animal (as a bear, &c.).
A @ 4Wjahm, adj. Of or pertaining to the sect so called;—
s.f. (for jahmyat), The appellation of a Mohammadan

sect.
H  @ &WD,q jhumeri, s.f.=jhumari, q.v.

G jartribe.
H 38&W D,*
( !jhunjln, v.n.=jhunjhln, q.v.

H  @ &W Dq!jhamel, s.f. = H 3 @ &W Dq! jhamel, s.m.[S. D(

H 8&W D,*,jhunjun, s.m.=jhunjhun, q.v.

+q! and q!+t; or el(pleon.)=f5 (with euph.

H  8&WÀD *5&"jhinjo, s.f.=jhinjho, q.v.

yinserted)=S. ++t], Wrangling, altercation, row,

H  8&W D(*57jhanjo n, ÀD *57 jhinjo n,

pother; entanglement, complication, diculty, dilemma,
imbroglio, mess, &c. (syn. bakhe ).
H 3 @ &W Dq!jhamel, s.m. = H  @ &W Dq! jhamel, s.f.[S. D(

v.t.=jhanjho n, q.v.
H &8&W D(D jhanjh, s.f.=jh jh, q.v.

+q! and q!+t; or el(pleon.)=f5 (with euph.
yinserted)=S. ++t], Wrangling, altercation, row,
pother; entanglement, complication, diculty, dilemma,
imbroglio, mess, &c. (syn. bakhe ).
H # @ &W Dq .!jhameliy [jhamel, q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S.
t(+t)], s.m. A wrangler, a quarrelsome fellow, a
brawler; a mischief-maker, troublesome fellow, pest, &c.
(=bakhe iy).
H <4W *6(jaha , adv. contrac. of jah , q.v.:—jaha -taha ,
adv.=jah -tah .
H <&W D(jha , D4 or D jhan [S. D(], s.m.f. (?), The sound
of metallic vessels, &c. striking against one another,
jingling, clanking; clash (of arms, swords, &c.).
H <&W D,jhun, s.f. A slight resemblance.
H &W D,Bjhunn, s.m. A ne kind of muslin (=jh n, q.v.).
H  &W Djhank [S. D(+Prk. 

or  =S. +

+t], s.m. Clash, clank, crash, ring.
H  &W DBjhannn (see jhanjhann), v.n. To tingle; to

S &8&W DDjhanjh, s.f. Wind, wind and heavy rain, a
squall, gale, hurricane;—a clang or sharp clanking sound,
jingling, rattling:—jhanjhnil(jhanjh+anil), s.m. Violent
wind and rain, a high wind in the rainy season, a
typhoon, or the sort of tempest frequent during the
south-west monsoon:—jhanjh-vt, s.m. Wind with rain, a
storm, squall.
H ? &8&W D(D6&jhanjhha [S. DD+ . \t, Prk. "], s.f.
Diculty, dilemma, perplexity, trouble, vexation.
H 8&W D(D&jhanjha, s.m.f.(?) Wrangling, contention;—
perplexity, dilemma; encumbrance:—jhanjha ln(-se), To
get up a quarrel (with), to wrangle.
H 8&WD(D&"jhanjha (see next), adj. Intricate, dicult,
perplexing.
H ) 8&W D(D &jhanjhaiy [jhanjha+Prk.  =S. t(
+t)], adj. & s.m. Contentious, quarrelsome;—a wrangler,
a quarrelsome fellow.
H &8&W D(Djhanjhar, s.m.=jhajjhar, q.v.
H &8&WD(D"jhanjhr, adj. & s.f.=jhajhr, q.v.
H  &8&W D(Djhanjh-kr [S. DD+"], s.f. Clinking,

become benumbed or cramped (the legs, feet, &c.), to
feel the sensation of pins and needles striking into the
limbs.
H <&W D,e&jhun [S. *,&] , s.m. A shrub, bush, bramble

tinkling, ringing; humming, buzzing; burring (of a
grasshopper); chirping (of a cricket, &c.).
H 3&8&W D,(D!&jhunjhl, s.f.=jhunjhlha, q.v.

(=jhu ).
H <&W.D e&"jhin, s.f. The shrub Barleria cristata.

[jhunjhal˚, prob. Prk. D,.4 redupl.; S.   redupl.], v.n. To

H ) <&W D,( &jhu iy [S. *0& or *,&+, or dim. of jho],

H 3&8&W D,(D!jhu jhln, D,(D,! jhunjhuln
be petulant or irritable, to snap (at); to rage, storm; to be
peevish or fretful.
H ?3&8&W D,(D!6&jhunjhlha [jhunjhl(n)+ha= wa=

s.f. A lock of hair left at the back or top of the head
when the rest is shaven.
H 6&W D(*&jhanja, s.m.=jhanjha, q.v.

Prk.  +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Petulance, irritation,

H 8&W ÀD *jhinjar, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the

snappishness, peevishness, raging, storming.

H  #&8&W D,D!jhunjhla-kr [rt. of jhunjhln, q.v.+S.
(], adv. In irritation, petulantly, angrily, snappishly
(cf. jhunjhliy).
H #&8&W D(D!jha jhaln, v.n. (dialec.)=jhunjh-ln.
H #&8&W D(D!jhanjhaln, v.t. To shake to and fro, to
swing, vibrate (as dyers do cloth in order to dry it; cf.
jhaln).
H #&8&W D,(D .!jhunjhliy [rt. of jhunjhln+iy= Prk.
 =S. t], adj. Irritable, petulant, snappish, cross,
peevish.
S <&8&W DD, D(D jhanjhan (by redupl. of D(), s.m. The
sound of metallic vessels, &c. striking together, clang,
clank, jingle, tinkle, rattle, ring, &c.:=jhan-jhan karn, v.n.
To clang, clank, jingle, &c. (=jhanjhann).
H &8&W D(Djhanjhan [S. DD+t], adj. (f. -),
Irritable, petulant, peevish, fretful.
H &8&W ÀD .D jhinjhin [Prk. D"4 redupl.+ =S. d"4
redupl.+t], adj. (f. -), Worn, decayed, worn away; thin,
emaciated; threadbare; thin, ne (as cloth).
H &8&W D,D,jhunjhun [Prk. D,.4 redupl.; S.  
redupl.+t], s.m. A child's rattle.
H  &8&W DDjhanjhann, D,D, jhunjhunn [S.
DD; or Prk. D4D4˚=S.   redupl.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment].
v n. To clang, jingle, tinkle, clink, ring, rattle; to y into
a passion, to rage, storm, be petulant or peevish; to
tingle, be benumbed or cramped, go to sleep (as the
limbs).
H ? &8&W DD6&jhanjhanha (fr. jhanjhann; for ha,
see jhunjhlha), s.f. Jingling, tinkling, tinkle, rattling, &c.
(=jhan-jhan; jhan-kr);—petulance, peevishness.
H &8&WDD"jhanjhan, .D .D " jhinjhin [jhanjhan+Prk.
=S. ], s.f. Tingling, numbness (of the limbs), the
sensation as if pins and needles were striking into the
limbs.
H &8&WD,D,"jhunjhun [Prk. D,4D,.4; S.   redupl.
+], s.f. A small bell (one of such as are worn on the

feet); (g.) an iron fetter (so called from its clanking or
rattling).
H  &8&WÀD D5&"jhinjho, s.f. Name of a rginor musical
mode.
H  &8&W D(D57jhanjho n, ÀD D57 jhinjho n
[jhanjho ˚= S. DD+], v.t. To pull and gnaw, rend and
tear (as a dog, &c. does a bone, esh, or another
animal), to shake, to worry; to grapple with.
H &8&WD(D"jhanjh, ÀD D" jhinjh, s.f. Tingling, &c. (cf.
jhanjhan).
H &8&WÀD D"jhinjh (see jhinjhin), s.f. A cowrie or shell
with the top worn away or broken o; a woman with a
at nose.
H &8&W D(.D jhanjhiy [jh jh+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
small cymbal.
H 8&WD(*"jhanj, s.f.=jhanjh, q.v.;—ÀD *" jhinj, s.f.=jhinjh,
q.v.
H 8&W D(.*jhanjiy, s.m.(?) A species of serin the lower
Doab.
H <&W D,efjhun [Prk.-S. D,e&t, prob. fr. S. *,&t or *0&t],
s.m. A shrub, bush; underwood; a tuft (of grass, &c.); a
clump (of trees); a thicket; thick hair, mop (of hair); a
ragged-looking tree.
H <&W D,efjhun [Prk. *,;R(; S. 0R(; but cf. the preceding],
s.m. A multitude, crowd, troop; a ock, herd; a swarm;—
the buzzing noise of a crowd:—jhun-ke-jhun, Dense
crowds; whole ocks.
H <&W Defjhan [S. *B+t; see jhan], s.m. A ag,
banner, standard, ensign; a agsta; (dialec.) the male
ower of maize:—jhan g n, To set up a ag or banner,
to plant or x a standard:—jhane-par a hn(-ko), To
expose, render infamous, defame, disgrace:—jhane-par
a hn, v.n. To be exposed, be rendered infamous, &c.:—
jhane-tale-k dost, s.f. A casual or passing acquaintance.
H  <&W Def0jhan [S. *& or D&+t], s.m. (dialec.), A lock
(of hair); petal (of a ower); foliage (of trees).
H  <&W Def0!jhan l = H   <&W Def0! jhan ln
[jhan +lor ˚ln= Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m.
Having a thick or ne head of hair; having thick foliage

(a tree); thick, bushy;—a man or child with a thick head
of hair; a tree with thick foliage.
H   <&W Def0!jhan ln = H  <&W Def0! jhan l
[jhan +lor ˚ln= Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m.
Having a thick or ne head of hair; having thick foliage
(a tree); thick, bushy;—a man or child with a thick head
of hair; a tree with thick foliage.
H <&WDef"jhan [S. *B"+], s.f. A small ag, a ag; a
agsta.
H <&W.D ef"jhin, s.f.=jhin, q.v.
H <&WD,ef"jh n [jhun, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
bush; a tuft (of grass); thicket, jungle; the root of grain
stalks, sugar-cane, &c.
H <&W D(7jha , s.f. (prov.)=jhanak, q.v.
H (&W D4or D jhanak [S. D4+>], s.f. Clinking,

D4=?(), fr. S. D4( (or D4)+>] v.n. To tinkle, jingle,
clank, clink, ring, rattle, &c.;—to be angry, be oended
or vexed, to take umbrage.
H &W D,(jhu kn, v.n.=jhukn, q.v.
H  &W D(5jha korn, v.t.=jhakorn, q.v.
H &&W D(L7jha kh = H  &&W D(L7 jhankh  [S. D(
+>t, lit. 'Struck, blasted'], s.m. A tree with bare
branches, a lea ess tree;—jha kh , s.m. A stag; an elk
(=jh kh; so called from the resemblance of its horns to a
lea ess tree).
H  &&W D(L7jhankh  = H &&W D(L7 jha kh [S. D(
+>t, lit. 'Struck, blasted'], s.m. A tree with bare
branches, a lea ess tree;—jha kh , s.m. A stag; an elk
(=jh kh; so called from the resemblance of its horns to a
lea ess tree).
H &&W D(.Ljha khit [S. D(+>t; or rt. of jha kh-n+S.

tinkling, ringing, rattling; clank, clink, tinkle, jingle, ring,
rattle;—tingling, pricking:—jhanak-b, s.f. Acute
rheumatism.
H  &W D4or D( jhan-kr [S. Dr], s.f. A low

t], part. adj. Shaken, struck (by the wind, &c.), blasted;

murmuring sound, humming, buzzing; burring (of a
grasshopper); chirping (of a cricket), &c.;—clinking,
tinkling, &c.=jhanak, q.v.
H  &W D4, D( jhan-krn (jhan+krn, q.v.),

H &&W D(Ljha khn [jha kh˚, fr. S. D(+>], v.n. To be

v.t. To cause to give forth a clinking sound to tinkle,
jingle, clank, clink, ring, rattle, &c.
H  &W D4, D( jhan-krn (fr., jhan-kr, qq.v.),
v.n. To murmur, hum, buzz (as bees); to burr (as a
grasshopper); to chirp (as a cricket), &c. (=jhingrn).
H &W D(7jha k , s.m.=jha kh , q.v.

horror-struck, having the hair standing on end,
terried;—raving; lamenting.
H  &W D(L7jha kha , jha kh , s.m.=jha kh , q.v.
shaken, to be struck or blasted; to be horror-struck, to
have the hair standing on end, to be terried, be scared;
to shudder.
H &&W D(Ljha khn, v.n.=jhakhn= jhakn, q.v.
H  &&W D(Lgjha khnau , v.n. (Braj.)=jha khn, jhakn,
q.v.
H J&W D($jha g [Prk. AD($ ; S. r$t (+r$

H  &W D(jhankn (caus. of jhanakn), v.t.=jhan-krn,

+t)], s.m. An upper garment; a long frock or coat

q.v.
H  &W D(jha kn (caus. of jh kn), v.t. To cause to

(=jhagul, q.v.).
H J&W ÀD $jhing, s.m.=jh g, q.v.

peep, to make or to get (one) to peep or spy, &c.
H (&W D,&jhun-ka, s.m. A bundle of twigs (=jhur-ka,
q.v.).
H  (&W D(7jha ka , jha k , s.m.=jha khar; jha kh ,
q.v.
H &W D, D4 jhanakn [jhanak˚= Prk. D4=() or

H J&W D,($jhu g, s.m.=jh g, q.v.
H  J&W ÀD $jhi gr, s.f.=jhan-kr, and i gh , qq.v.
H  J&W ÀD $jhi grn, v.n. To buzz, &c.=jhan-krn,
and ingh n, qq.v.
H J&W ÀD $7jhing , s.f.=jhi gr, q.v.
H  J&W ÀD $7jhi g n, v.n.=jhi grn, q.v.

H J&W ÀD $jhi gar, ÀD $, jhi gur, s.m.=jh gar, q.v.

H  &W D0jh , s.m.=jh p; h , qq.v.

H #J&W ÀD $.!jhingaliya [jhinga= jhang, q.v.+Prk. f=S.

H  4W *6 [jahw , adv. (dialec.)=jah , q.v.

 or !+], s.f. A child's upper garment; a small frock or

H ; &W D0jh p [S. T0+t], s.m. A collection, heap, pile

coat, a tunic (see next).
H J&W D($jha giy [Prk. AD($ S. r$; see

(as of fruit, corn-stalks, &c.; cf. h ).
H  ] &W D57jhop , s.m. = H  ] &WD57" jhop , s.f.See

jha g], s.f.=jhingaliy, q.v.
A 2 4W jahannam, s.m. Hell; hell-re;—Gehenna, the

jho p , and jho p .
H  ] &WD57"jhop , s.f. = H  ] &W D57 jhop , s.m.See

Valley of Hinnom.
A @ 4Wjahannam, adj. Of or belonging to hell; hellish,
infernal.
S 4W *Bzjahnu, s.m. Name of an ancient king and sage

jho p , and jho p .
H  &W D0&jh  = H  &W D0& jh  =jh h, and jh h, qq.v.

who adopted the Gangas his daughter. (When the river
Ganges was brought down from heaven by the
austerities of Bhagratha, it inundated in its course the
sacricial ground of Jahnu, who there fore drank up its
waters, but consented at the praver of Bhagrathato
discharge them from his ears, and hence the river is
regarded as his daughter, and is called
Jhnav.)—jahnu-tanay, jahnu-sut, jahnu-kany, s.f. 'The
daughter of Jahnu , a name of the river Ganges.
H  &W D( [jha w (see jh w , & next), s.m. A kind of
rice.
H  &W D( jha wn [jh w, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment;+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To clean
the feet by rubbing them with jhmor jha w ;—v.n. To
tan (in the sun), become dusky or black; to wither, fade,
become faint; to smoulder; to be extinguished (a re):—
jha w-jn, v.n. intens. of and=jha wn.
H &W .D 6§jhin-ha [S. d"4+6§+t], adj. Lean, thin,
emaciated, bony, raw-boned.
H &WD( jha  (fr. jhai n), s.f. A swoon, faint,
stupefaction.
H &W DMjhau [S. A !], s.f. (dialec.), Fire, ame, heat.
S  4W .*6jihv, s.f. The tongue (=jbh):—jihv-svd, s.m.
'Tasting with the tongue,' licking, lapping:—jihv-mal,
s.m. The fur of the tongue.
H  &W DM jhauw [S. D ,t], s.m.=jh , q.v.;—a large
open basket (made from the twigs of the jh ).

H  &W D0&jh  = H  &W D0& jh  =jh h, and jh h, qq.v.
H  &W D5&jho, s.m.=jho , q.v.
H   &W D0&!jh ln, v.t.=jhuln, q.v.
H  &W D0&jh an, s.m.=jh han, q.v.
H  &W D0_jh h [S. .K+ 9(; cf. also *,9(], s.m. Remains or
leavings of food, orts, refuse, oal; that which has
touched food and is thereby deled;—delement,
pollution (=jh h);—a lie, a falsehood;—adj. Lying, false,
&c. (see jh h):—jh h bann, To frame or invent a lie:—
jh h boln, To tell a lie, to lie; lying, uttering a falsehood:
—jh h paka n(-k), To detect falsehood; to convict (one)
of a lie:—jh h jnn, To regard or consider as a lie, to
disbelieve:—jh h-sa , s.f. Invention, fabrication,
misrepresentation, calumny:—jh h-sa lagn(-ko), To
misrepresent, to calumniate:—jh h lagn(-ko), To say
what is false (of), to lie (against), to calumniate:—jh hm h, s.m. Lie, lying, falsehood;—adv. Falsely,
deceptively, feignedly; vainly, to no purpose, uselessly,
needlessly; without ground or cause, without rhyme or
reason.
H  &W D0_jh h [jh h+Prk. (=S. +], s.m. Leavings
of food, &c.=jh h, q.v.;—adj. (f. -), Touched (by food),
deled;—lying, false; pretended, feigned, insincere,
sham, hypocritical; groundless, imaginary;
supposititious; delusive, illusive, vain; unsound, invalid;
ctitious, invented, articial, forged (as a document);
counterfeit, not genuine; not pure, alloyed, base (as
coin); failing of power, untrustworthy, useless (as a limb,
a tool, &c.);—s.m. A false person, a liar:—jh ho , jh h,
adv. Falsely, feignedly, hypocritically, in pretence, by

way of sham, as a make-believe, as a mere matter of
form:—jh he, adv. Uselessly, in vain, needlessly:—jh h
bann(-ko), To falsify, to belie; to prove false; to convict
(one) of falsehood:—jh h pa nor pa -jn, v.n. To be
proved false; to be convicted of lying;—to prove false or
untrustworthy, to fail (one), to be powerless or useless
(as a limb, a tool or weapon, &c.):—jh h-jh, jh jh, s.m. Left food, oal, &c.=jh h, jh h, q.v.:—jh h
n, To eat leavings; to be very wretched:—jh h dastwez, jh h kga, s.m. A false or forged document:—
jh h karn(-ko) = jh t bann, and jhuln, qq.v.:—jh h
khn= jh h n, q.v.:—jh h honor ho-jn,
v.n.=jh h pa n, q.v.
H . &W D0_jh hn, s.f.=jh han, j tiyl, &c. qq.v.
H 8 &WD0_ jh h [jh h+= Prk. =S. +], s.f.
Falseness, untrueness, untruthfulness, &c.
H  &W D0_jh han, s.m. pl. (Braj pl. of jh h). Leavings
of food, orts, refuse (=jh h).
H  &W D0_jh han, s.f. Land yielding a double crop
yearly (=jh hl, j iy , jhuht, jh hiyil, jh har).
H (7)  &W D0_!jh hiyil, s.f.=jh han, q.v.
H  &WD0&jh i, s.f. (dialec.) A lie, &c.=jh h, q.v.
H W &W D5*jhojr, adj.=jhojhr, q.v.
H &W &W D5Djhojh [Prk. *,AD(; S. 0-+(], s.m. A ght, a
quarrel, &c.=j jh:—jhojh karn, To ght, quarrel.
H &W &W D5Djhojh [S. **t],
'
s.m. A stomach. paunch; a
pendulous belly; nest (of a bird,=jh jhor jho jh).
H &W &W D5Djhojh [jhojh+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
paunch (=jhojh);—a pot-bellied person, a corpulent man;
—name of an inferior class of Musalmns in the Doab,
&c. (chie y converts from Hinduism).
H &W &W D5Djhojhr [S. D *+t],
'
adj. Cracked (as a
voice, sound, &c.).
H &W &W D5D,~jhojhur , D5D~ jhojhr , s.m. A kind of
grass (to which camels are very partial, and which is
occasionally given as fodder to horned cattle. It grows to
the height of about two feet, and is known also by the
name of jangl nl, 'wild indigo').
H &W &W D0Djh jhn, v.n.=j jhn, q.v.

P  4W juh d, jah d(for A. yah d), s.m. A Jew.
H  &W D jhawar, DM jhaur, s.f.=jhau , q.v.
H  &W D0jh r (perf. part. of jh rn), part. adj. (f. -),
Withered, faded, dried up, &c.
H  &W D5jhor (fr. jhorn), s.m. The haulm or stalk of a
leguminous plant (such as m g, moh, &c.—used as
fodder).
H  &W D0jh rn [jh r˚= S. *0(' ), rt. *, or *"(' ), rt.
*}; cf. also rt. D}], v.n. To pine, fade, wither, dry up
(=murjhn).
H  &W D5jhorn, D0 jh rn, v.t. To shake (fruit o a
tree); to beat, to thrash (=jhrn);—to pound, grind (cf.
jhau n& jholn).
H &W D07jh [S. *,& or *0&; cf. D0e&t], s.m. A bush, a
bramble; a shrubbery:—jh -jh , s.m. Bushes, brambles,
a thicket.
H &W DM7jhau , D57 jho [S. D+], s.f. Thrashing,
beating; clawing, scratching; altercation, squabble, ght,
quarrel, row, disturbance, tumult; noisiness, violence,
vehemence;—sounding all the strings of a musical
instrument at once:—jhau karn, v.n. To squabble,
quarrel, &c.
H  &W DM7jhau  [jhau +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Squabble,
&c.=jhau .
H  &W DM7jhau n (see jhau ), v.t. To beat, thrash; to
handle roughly, to bang, pommel, drub; to claw, scratch,
tear.
H B &W D0jh s, s.m. = H B &WD0" jh s, s.f.Fine rain,
misle, drizzle (=jhs).
H B &WD0"jh s, s.f. = H B &W D0 jh s, s.m.Fine rain,
misle, drizzle (=jhs).
H  &W D5jhok (v.n. fr. jhok-n), s.m. (in H., but) f. (in
Urd ), Inclination, leaning over, deviation (from
perpendicularity), de exion; bend, incurvation; dipping
(of a scale), preponderance, weight; (in Mech.)
sensibility (of a balauce); breeze, current (of air), gust,
blast, violent sweep (of a sudden gust), impulse (of a
squall, &c.); in uence of drink or intoxication, &c.);
swoop (of a bird of prey); shock, impetus, a shove or

push (in swinging); blow, collision; rolling, reeling,
staggering:—jhok- ih, s.f. An empty note or paper, a
fraudulent note of hand, or cheque, or bill, &c.:—jhok
sa bhln(-k, or -k), To withstand or bear up against a
gust (of wind, as a tree, &c.), to bear the shock (of), to
weather (a storm); to endure (a loss):—jhok khn, To
receive a shock or blow, to be displaced, to roll, &c.:—jhok
mrn, To give a (fraudulent) twist or turn (to the beam
of a scale).
H  &W D5jhok [jhok, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Breeze, current (of wind), pu, gust, blast; contact,
collision, blow, shock (=jhok); swaying, swinging,
swing, oscillation; fraudulent turn (of a balance, in
weighing).
H  &W D5jhok [rt. of jhok-n, 'to throw'+i= iw= Prk.
 (=S. ()+], s.m. The thrower of fuel (into an
oven, or a furnace), reman (=jhokiy, q.v.).
H  &W D5jhokn (caus. of jhukn), v.t. To cause to
incline or bend; to bring (a gun) into position (to re), to
point (a gun); to aim (at, -par), direct (speech
at=jhukhn); to bear down upon; to swoop down on.
H  &W D5jhokn [jhok˚= Prk. D< =(), fr. S. d< (or
d)+>], v.t. To throw, cast, toss; to toss down, pour
down, qua, guzzle, swill; to put (in); to supply (fuel, to a
furnace or oven), to heat (an oven or a furnace); to set
re to (straw, &c.);—v.n. To sway, roll, reel, stagger;—
s.m. Fuel (for heating a furnace or an oven):—jhok-den,
v.t. (intens.) To throw away (in or on, me ), to waste,
squander (money, lives, &c.); to risk, hazard, put at
stake; to set re to (straw, &c.); to toss down, &c.
(=jhokn).
H +  &W D5Bjhokand (rt. of jhok-n+S. B), s.f. The spot
on which the reman stands to feed the re of a
furnace, &c.; the mouth of a furnace.
H  &W D5jhokiy [rt. of jhok-n+Prk.    =S.
()++t], s.m. One who supplies fuel to a furnace, a
reman (=jho kiy; jhok).
A 4W jah l (intens. of jhil), adj. Characterized by great
ignorance, very ignorant.

H

&W D0!jh l (see jh l-n), s.f. A swing (=jh l; jh ln);

body-clothes (of cattle, &c.), horse-cloth, housings (=A.
jul); a bag, wallet (=jhol).
H &W D5!jhol (v.n. fr. jholn), s.m. Puckering or bagging
(as of ill-made clothes), bagginess, rumple, pucker,
crease; incurvation or contraction (of a limb, &c.), palsy
(=jhol) ;—a brood, hatch; a litter, farrow; a birth; a batch
(of eggs);—gravy, broth, soup (=j sh);—a wash of gold,
gilding (syn. mulamm):—jhol phern(-par), To put a wash
of gold (on), to gild:—jhol-jhl, s.m. Shaking, scue,
squabble, altercation, quarrel, row; delay:—jhol a hn(par) = jhol phern, q.v.:—jhol-dr, adj. Puckered, rumpled,
bagging, baggy;—having a gravy;—gilded:—jhol ln(me ), To make baggy, to pucker, rumple, crease:—jhol
nikln, v.n. To take the puckering or bagginess (out of, me -se), to remove a rumple or crease (from), to
smooth; to raise a brood, to hatch; to litter; to bring
forth, give birth (to).
H " &W D0!jh l, s.m. A swinging-rope, a swing; a cradle;
—a species of song sung when swinging:—jh l jh ln,
v.n. To swing:—jh l ln(-me ), To put up a swingingrope or a swing.
H " &W D5!jhol [jhol+S. +t], s.m. Bagging, bellying out;
pendulousness; incurvation; curve (as of a rope hanging
freely between two points of suspension); a bag, wallet,
knapsack; bending or waving (the hand, in beckoning),
beckoning (with the hand);—palsy, paralysis;—a hot wind
or blast; a stroke of the sun; a cold blighting wind (which
withers or dries up the ears of wheat);—adj. Loose, slack,
bagging, baggy; pendulous; curved.
H <! &W D0!jh lan (see next), s.f. Swinging, oscillating,
&c.:—jh lan-jtr(cf. S. dolana+ytr), s.f. A Hind festival
kept about new moon in August in honour of Krishaand

his mistress Rdh. (Idols representing these personages
are placed in a cradle or chair suspended from the roof
of the temple or house and swung to and fro while
oerings of fruits, &c. are presented. The Brahmans are
feasted, and love-songs of the most indecent description
are chanted all night. This festival is usually celebrated
for ve days and nights.)

H ! &W D0!jh ln [jh l˚= S. 6!(), rt. 6! (orig.  !],

H a &W D0/jh mn [prob. fr. S. d,#; cf. jh ln], v.n. To

v.n. To hang down, to dangle; to swing, sway to and fro,
to oscillate, rock, reel; to swing (for amusement or
exercise);—s.m. A swing; a cradle; a kind of poem or
song.
? ! &W D5!jholn [jhol˚= S. 6!(), rt. 6!; see

shake, to sway to and fro or from side to side, to wave;
to stagger, roll, reel; to move with stately steps, to strut;
to move (the head) up and down (as an animal); to nod
(through sleep); to hang loosely, hang down; to droop; to
gather, to lower (as clouds).
H 3 a &W D0q!jh mel [rt. of jh mn+S. !+t], adj.

jh ln], v.t. To move or swing to and fro (as a fan, &c.);
to shake, put in motion, stir, agitate (as water, &c.);—
s.m. A bag (=jhol, jhol).
H ! &WD0!"jh l [jh l(n)+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A cloth or
sheet waved to and fro as a fan for winnowing grain
when there is no wind (=jhol);—a swinging oot, a
hammock.
H ! &WD5!"jhol [S. DM.!; prob. a Prk. form fr. rt. 6!],
s.f. A bag, sack, pouch, wallet;—pendulous belly (of an ox,
&c.);—a sheet used as a fan in winnowing (=jh l, q.v.); a
trick in wrestling:—jhol ho n, v.n. To get or have a
pendulous belly, to grow fat:—jhol-dr, adj. Furnished
with a bag or pouch; (in Bot. and Anat.) saccate.
H 1 &W D0/ jh m (v.n. fr. jh m-n), s.m. Swaying, waving,
undulating; abundance of foliage:—jh m-jhal, s.m.
Raging, storming, anger, fury:—jh m-jh m, s.m. A
gathering of clouds;—adv. Crowding, in dense crowds,
thickly; overpoweringly (as sleep, &c.):—jh m--jh m,
s.m. Mutual or repeated attack.
H a &W D0/jh mar [S. d,#+t; cf. S. D,/ t], s.m. A
gathering, assembly, company, band; a company of
women dancing; a kind of dance (in which the dancers
join hands, syn. dast-band); a kind of song sung by
women in concert;—an ornament consisting of a
number of chains forming a fringe, which is attached to
the top-knot (of a woman's head) and falls on the
forehead.
H (a &W D0/jh mak [S. d,#+ >], s.f. A dense mass, a

Shaking, swaying, waving; moving (the head) up and
down (as quadrupeds).
H  &W D0jh n [S. *04,' rt. *,, or *"4,' rt. *}+], s.m. A
ripe cocoa-nut;—a kind of muslin (syn. malmal).
H  &W D5jhon [jho˚= S. d5#(), rt. d,#] , v.t. (dialec.),
To set in motion or action, to set agoing, to get up; to
apply; to beat, strike.
H L &W D jho p [Prk. D,( ; S. d,@+t; cf. kho p], s.m.
A cluster or bunch (of fruit), a spike; a coil (of hair on the
top of the head), top-knot (=jho );—a cloth with eyelets
which covers the whole body.
H  ` &W D 7jho p , s.m. = H  ` &WD 7" jho p , s.f.
(dim.)[Prk. D,(f , and D,f; S. D,@++ and ], A
small hut or hovel built of reeds and mud; cottage, cot,
hut; a thatched roof or shed.
H  ` &WD 7"jho p , s.f. (dim.) = H  ` &W D 7 jho p ,
s.m.[Prk. D,(f , and D,f; S. D,@++ and ], A
small hut or hovel built of reeds and mud; cottage, cot,
hut; a thatched roof or shed.
H  &W D0(&jh , s.m.=jh h, q.v.
H  &W D &jho  [S. D,e&+t, or *,&t; rt. *,&] , s.m. Coil
(of a woman's hair), top-knot (=jho p; kho p); a bualo
(so called on account of its hump);—swing, oscillation;
the motion of a swing; nodding;—jho  den(-ko), To
shake (the head); to nod:—jho am-jh, jhoam-jh,
s.m. Mutual pulling and tugging at the hair of the head.
H '  &W D0(&jh ar, = H '  &W D0(_ jh har,s.f. Land

crowd, multitude, an assembly, company, a ball; array
(of troops); battle, engagement (=jhurma).
H a &W D0/jh mk, s.m. = H a &WD0/" jh mk,

yielding a double crop yearly (=jh han, q.v.)
H '  &W D0(_jh har, = H '  &W D0(& jh ar,s.f. Land

s.f.=jhumk, jhumk, qq.v.
H a &WD0/"jh mk, s.f. = H a &W D0/ jh mk,

yielding a double crop yearly (=jh han, q.v.)
H  &W D0(_jh han, s m. Leavings of food, &c.=jh han,

s.m.=jhumk, jhumk, qq.v.

q.v.:—jh han-jh han, s.m. Idem.

H  &WD &"jho  [S. D,.e&, or *,&), s.f. Coil (of a
woman's hair);—a young bualo.
H 6 &W D *jho j, Dg* jhau j, s.f. (dialec.)=jhaunjh, q.v.

cluster (of fruit); ear or beard (of corn).
H   &W D jho kn, v.t.=jhukn, jho kn, q.v.
H  &W D jho kn, v.t.=jhokn, q.v.

H 8 &W D0(*!jh jal, s.f.=jh jhal, q.v.

H  &W Dgjhau kn (caus. of jhukn), v.t. To bend the

H &8 &W D0(D jh jh, D * jho jh, s.m. Nest (of a bird);

head for the purpose of butting, to butt, to gore (see
jhokn).
H  &W D jho kiy, s.m.=jhokiy, q.v.

&c.=jhojh, q.v.
H &8 &W DgDjhau jh, s.f. (dialec.) Itching:—jhau jh mrn,
v.n. To itch.
H &8 &W D0(Djh jh, adj. Petulant, peevish; discontented,
dissatised.
H &8 &W D0(D!jh jhal (see jhu jhln), s.f. Access of
anger, rage, vexation, petulance, snappishness,
irritableness, peevishness.
H 3&8 &W D0(D!jh njhln, v.n.=jhu jhln, q.v.
H +  &W D0(jh

d, s.m. A heap; a crowd; an association

(see jhu ).
H +  &W D jho d, s.m.=jhojh, q.v.
H +  &WD0("jh

d = H  &WD0(f" jh

 (see jh

d), s.f. A

lot or parcel of land in a coparcenary village; the amount
due from each sharer in a coparcenary estate;—a clump
of grass, &c. (=jhun, q.v.).
H  &WD0(f"jh  = H +  &WD0(" jh d (see jh d), s.f. A
lot or parcel of land in a coparcenary village; the amount
due from each sharer in a coparcenary estate;—a clump
of grass, &c. (=jhun, q.v.).
H  &W Dgjhau r = H  &W Dg jhau r [S. /+t and 

H 40  &W D "6jho k-sahn [S 5$+d</ ], s.m. The
keeping safe of property;—the charge for securing
property from accidents, insurance (=jokhim; bm).
H J &W D0($jh g, s.m. Bramble, brushwood (=jh g).
H J &W D0($jh g, D,($ jhu g (fr. jhuk, perf. part. of
jhukn), s.m. (f. -), An ox or bullock with horns bent
downward;—jh g, s.f. Long, downward-hanging
moustache.
H  &W Dg!jhau l, = H 3 &W Dg! jhau l,adj.=jhau r,
jhau r, q.v.
H 3 &W Dg!jhau l, = H  &W Dg! jhau l,adj.=jhau r,
jhau r, q.v.
H @  &W D0(/jh mn, v.n. (prov.)=jh mn, q.v.
H  &W D5hjhonaiy, s.m. Name of a division of the
Kurmtribe.
H  &W DM jhauw, s.m.=jh , q.v.
H  &W D06jh h, s.m.=jh , q.v.
H 4&W D6jhaharn, v.n. To blink with pain (through

+t], adj. Dusky, tawny, copper-coloured, reddish-yellow,

strong light), to be dazzled.
H 4W*6"jah, adv. & pron. (dialec.)=jah , and yah-, qq.v.

wheat-coloured, straw-coloured.
H  &W Dgjhau r = H  &W Dg jhau r [S. /+t and 

H 4W.*6 ji-hi (see j), pron. (Old H.)=jo;—(Braj)=jis-ko,

+t], adj. Dusky, tawny, copper-coloured, reddish-yellow,

dat.-acc. of jo:—jihi-kar(poet.)=jis-k, gen. of jo.
H &8 &W D"Djhjhn, v.n.= hjn, q.v.

wheat-coloured, straw-coloured.
H  &W D jho r, s.m. A bunch or cluster (of

H  &W D<jher, s.m. A pit-fall, a pit, hole, well; a well that

fruit,=jho p);—also=jhol, q.v.
H 0 &W Dgjhau s (jh w, q.v.+s), adj. (f. -),
Excessively burnt or scorched.
H ( &W D jho k, s.f.=jhok, q.v.
H  &W D jho k, s.m.=jhok, q.v.;—(also) bunch or

has fallen in or become choked.
H  &WD<"jher, s.f. A chink, crevice, &c. (=jhir, q.v.).
P o 4W jahez (by imla, fr. A. jahz), s.m. The paraphernalia
of a bride, vestments and furniture of every kind which
a bride brings to her husband's house; bride's portion, a
dowry.

H 0 &WD""jhs, s.f. Mist-like rain, misle, drizzle,

Prk..D =() or .D =?(); S. 8";J"(`) pass. (used

shower.
H  &W D"jhkn, = H & &W D"L jhkhn,v.n.=jh kn,

actively) fr. 8"+>], v.n. To grieve, regret, repine, sigh,

q.v.
H & &W D"Ljhkhn, = H  &W D" jhkn,v.n.=jh kn,
q.v.
H  &W D"!jhl, s.f. A pool, a shallow lake; a marsh,
morass, swamp.
H  &W D"!jhl, s.f. The bass (in music or singing);—the
treble (cf. jl).
H # &W D<!jhelna (i.q. jhaln, q.v.), v.t. To blow or waft

lament; to fret, whine, whimper;—to recommend
anything seriously;—s.m. A tale of sorrow or distress, a
grievance.
H J &W D·$jh g [Prk.-S. .D r$t], s.m. The vegetable
Lu"a acutagula, or Cucumis acutangulus:—jhng-turo, s.m.
Idem.
H J &W D·$jh g, s.f. A shrimp, a prawn (cf. i g ).
H ^ &W D·$&jh ga, s.m. A steersman.
H J &W D·$jh gar, D·$, jh gur, s.m. A cricket (cf. S.

away, to brush o; to swing (a fan, &c.) gently to and fro,
to fan.
H # &W D<!jheln [fr. the intens. of S. rt. ¤ 'to take'], v.t.

ingaa).
H J &W D·$,!jh gul, s.m. (dialec.)=jh gar, q.v.

To take, catch; to admit; to accept, to bear, endure,
submit to, undergo, experience; to digest (prob.
connected with S. jra):—jhel-len, v.t. (intens.), To
catch, grasp; to fold in the arms.
H 2 4W jahm, s.f. corr. of A. jam, q.v.

S W*jaya, vulg. jay, and H. *h jai, ja(fr. rt. .*), s.m.f.

H < 4W *6·jah (contract. of jah -h ), adv. In
whatsoever place, wherever, wheresoever.
H < 4W .*6 jihi , pron. (Braj)=jin-ko, dat.-acc. pl. of jo.
H < &W D"jhn = H  &W D" jhn [Prk. D"4( and D"4(; S.
d"4( and d"4+], adj. (f. -), Diminished, wasted, worn
away; thin, emaciated; delicate, slender; ne; subtle (cf.
jhin-jhin).
H  &W D"jhn = H < &W D" jhn [Prk. D"4( and D"4(; S.
d"4( and d"4+], adj. (f. -), Diminished, wasted, worn
away; thin, emaciated; delicate, slender; ne; subtle (cf.
jhin-jhin).
H 0 &WD·"jh s, s.f.=jhs, q.v.
H  &W D·jh kn = H & &W D·L jh khn [jh k˚=
Prk..D =() or .D =?(); S. 8";J"(`) pass. (used
actively) fr. 8"+>], v.n. To grieve, regret, repine, sigh,
lament; to fret, whine, whimper;—to recommend
anything seriously;—s.m. A tale of sorrow or distress, a
grievance.
H & &W D·Ljh khn = H  &W D· jh kn [jh k˚=

H  &W D°jhai n, v.n.=jha wn, q.v.
Winning, being victorious; conquest, victory, triumph;
advancement, preferment, promotion; resignation;—(as
an intj.) bravo! hurrah! all hail!;—s.m. A yellow species of
the Phaseolus mungo;—name of one of the two gatekeepers of the Hind paradise:—jay-pl, s.m. 'Guardian of
victory'; a king, sovereign; name of several celebrated
Hind princes;—the plant Croton jamlgoa:—jaya-pattra,
jay-patr, s.m. A written account of a victory, record of a
victory or triumph; a written and sealed decision in a
cause or suit:—jay-pur, s.m. 'Town of victory'; name of a
province in Rjp tn, and of its capital:—jay-phal, s.m.
The reward of victory or triumph:—jay-thamb, s.m. A
monument in commemoration of a victory, a triumphal
column:—jay-ja, s.m. The fame or renown of victory:—
jay-jay-abd, s.m. Shout or song of victory, the
exclamation jay-jayrepeated (like the Ioof the Greeks):—
jay-jay-kr, jay-jay-kr, s.m. Triumph, exultation, cheers,
rejoicings, jubilee;—jay-jay-kr karn, To huzza, to shout;
to exult, rejoice:—jay-jay-want, s.f. Name of a rginor
musical mode:—jay-dhwaja, s.m. 'Banner or symbol of
victory'; name of the father of Tla-jha gha:—jay-dhwani,
s.m. A shout or cry of victory:—jay-hak, jay-hk, s.m. A
large kettle-drum (beaten as a sign of victory):—jay-l,
adj. Victorious, conquering:—jay-abd, s.m.=jay-jay-abd,
q.v.:—jay-kr, adj. Gaining a victory, victorious:—jay-ml,

s.m. jay-ml, s.f. Necklace or garland of victory, bays,
laurels:—jay-mn, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat), Victorious;—a
victor:—jay-mangal, s.m. A royal elephant:—jay-wn, jaywant, adj. & s.m. (f. -wat) = jay-mn, q.v.
H W* ja [S.  +], s.f. Oats;—a small species of
barley; small shoots of barley (which are carried about
in the turbans of Hinds during the dasahrfestival); the
rst sprouts of germinating rice (see jawr) when the
seeds are steeped in water previous to sowing.
H W*"j [Prk. *" 5; S. *" t], s.m. Life, soul, self, spirit,
mind; heart; courage; disposition; aection, regard;
strength, health;—any living thing;—a form of address, a
term of endearment or respect, Sir, Master, Madam;—
adv. Yes Sir, yes; true; very good (=j h ):—j -jn(-par),
To have the mind suddenly xed (on a thing or person);
to have the heart set (on), to long (for); to fall in love
(with):—j uhn(-k taraj-se),
To withdraw one's aection,

or friendship, or desire (from):—j u  jn, v.n. To be
dazed, be bewildered, be confounded:—j uktn(-se), To
be weary (of), be tired or disgusted:—j ula-jn, v.n. To
lose one's mind, reason, or senses:—j bur karn, To
vomit, to feel nausea; to give oence (to, -k), to
displease, to grieve; to take oence, be displeased:—j
ba hn(apn), To be moderately desirous; to cheer or
comfort (oneself); to inspire (another) with courage,
rouse the spirit (of, -k), to animate, encourage; to raise
the spirits (of), to cheer:—j
bikharn or bikhr jn, v.n. The heart to sink; to sink; to
faint:—j bhar n, v.n. The heart to be full, to be touched
with compassion, be deeply moved; to be seized with
grief:—j bhar-jn(-se), To be contented, be at ease; to be
full, be satiated:—j bhar-ke, adv. To (one's) heart's
content:—j bahln, v.n. To divert the mind (of), to
amuse; to amuse oneself, to dissipate re ection:—j
baih jn, v.n.=j bikharn, q.v.:—j pn(-k), To get at or
to understand one's temper or disposition; to know the
pleasure or desire (of);—to be highly pleased, to get new
life; to escape from misfortune:—j pn karn(-k), To vex
or try one exceedingly, to worry, tease, harass, plague:—
j-par aln(-ke), To act according to the pleasure or wish
(of), to obey (one):—j-par kheln, v.n. To sport with one's

life, to risk one's life, to run the hazard (=jn-par kheln):
—j pa n(-me ), To be a mass of life, to become maggoty,
be full of worms:—j pasjn, j pighalnor pighal-jn, v.n.
The heart to melt, to be deeply moved, to feel pity or
compassion; to feel aection:—j pak -jn, v.n. To be
sorry:—j pha-jn, v.n. The heart to give way, to be
broken-hearted:—j phirnor phir-jn(-se), To turn
(from), to be contented, be satiated; to be disgusted
(with); to feel nausea:—j tarasn, v.n. To long or yearn
(for):—j-jn-se qurbn, Devoted heart and soul:—j jne,
The heart alone knows: j jaln(-k), To in ame or vex
the soul (o), to wound or grieve, to plague; to rouse
emotion (of gratitude, &c.) in the heart (of), to befriend:
—j jaln, v.n. To be vexed or troubled in mind, to have
the heart in amed, or wounded or grieved:—j hn(-ko),
To desire, long for:—j chhe, If you wish, if you like:—ji
urn(-se), To try to escape (from work, &c.), to shirk or
neglect (work), to do (a work) carelessly or lazily;—to
pretend to be dead:—j- al, adj. Brave, courageous;
generous, liberal; crazy, daft, out of (one's) mind:—j
caln(-par), To long (for), hanker (after), to covet; to put
forth spirit or courage, to act bravely, to brave, venture,
dare:—j aln(-par), To feel desire (for), to long (for);—to
lose one's senses, become distracted in mind, go mad:—j
hipnor hupn(-se), To try to escape (from work), to
shirk (work,=j urn):—j h nor h  jn, v.n. To lose
heart, to be disheartened or discouraged; to be faint, to
sink:—j hnn(-k) = j len, q.v.:—j-dr, adj. Possessing
spirit, brave, courageous, enterprising:—j-dn, s.m.
Granting life; pardon (of a capital crime); quarter;
permission;—j-dn karn(-k), To grant life, to pardon (a
capital crime):—j dukh hon, v.n. To be troubled in mind
or heart, to be distressed, sorrowful, &c.:—j-dha akn,
v.n. To have palpitation of the heart; to shake, shudder:
—j  bnor  b-jn, v.n. To faint, to sink (=j bikharn);
to be lost in meditation:—j hay jn, v.n.=j bikharn,
q.v.:—j rakhn, v.n. To have a mind (to, -k); to please, be
easily pleased; to get at the heart (of), to please, charm,
captivate:—j-se utar-jn(-ke), To lose the regard or
favour (of), to fall in the esteem (of);—to lose all heart,
to be broken-hearted:—j-se jn, v.n. To lose life, give up
life, to die:—j-se mrn(-ko), To kill (=mr-ln), to

deprive of life:—j k pn, v.n.=j dha akn, q.v.:—j karn(k), To set the heart (on), to desire, long (for):—j-ko
lagn(-ke), To touch the heart, to be approved or
acceptable; to wound, hurt:—j-ko mrn(apn), To mortify
desire, to repress a longing, to practise self-denial:—j
khapn(-kor apn), To wear out (one's) life, spend
oneself, to work to death:—j khol-kar, adv. Freely,
without restraint or stint; to (one's) heart's content;
with pleasure, cheerfully:—j-k amn m gn, To ask that
one's life be spared; to seek or request pardon; to
preface a discourse with excuses:—j-ke badal j den, To
devote one's life for another; to espouse the cause of
another:—j-k-j-h-me rahn, v.n. To remain unsatised
(a wish or longing):—j ghabrn, v.n. To be uneasy or
disturbed in mind, to be agitated, be bewildered:—j ghajn(-se), To turn (from), be weary (of), be disgusted
(with), to detest:—j lubhn(-k), To allure or entice; to
captivate the heart (of), to fascinate:—j lagn(-me or par), To x or set the mind (on); to pay attention (to); to
excite desire or love; to fall in love (with):—j lagn(me or -par), The heart to be set or xed (on), to be fond
(of), to take or incline (to), to feel aection (for), to be
enamoured (of):—j lal n(-par), To be eagerly desirous
(of), to hanker (after):—j-lon(-par), To be very fond
(of), to desire eagerly; to utter, pant (for):—j len(-k),
To ascertain the mind or views (of), to penetrate the
thoughts (of); to captivate the heart (of); to excite one's
desire:—j-mr, adj. Capital (as a crime); mortifying one's
desires;—s.m. One who morties his desires; a destroyer
of life, slayer, murderer:—j mrn(-k), To destroy life; to
mortify one's desire, &c. (=j-ko mrn), q.v.; to cross
(one), to vex, displease:—j matln, v.n. To feel nausea,
to be sick at stomach:—j matlne-wl, adj. (in Med.)
Nauseant:—j miln(-se), To unite in feeling, &c. (with),
to contract friendship (with):—j miln(-se), The heart to
be attached (to), to agree (with), be in accord (with), to
be friends (with):—j-me n(-k), To come into the mind
(of), to occur (to one); to have a mind or fancy (for)—jme baihn, v.n. To be impressed on or xed in the
mind:—j-me jal-jn, v.n. To be consumed with jealousy,
or envy, &c.:—j-me jamnv.n.=j-me baihn:—j-me j
n, v.n. To receive new life, to be revived, be refreshed,

to be comforted:—j-me j ln(-ke), To impart one's
feelings or convictions (to another), to convince,
persuade:—j-me rakhn(-ko), To bear or keep in mind; to
keep to oneself, to keep secret:—j-me khub-jn, v.n. To
go home to one's heart; to be struck or taken with, to
take the fancy (of):—j-me ghar karn(-ke), To nd a place
in one's heart, to make oneself agreeable or acceptable
(to), to win one's regard, to please:—j nihl hon, v.n.=j
bikharn, q.v.:—j nikaln, v.n. To expire, die; to be dying
for, (-par), to desire or love excessively; to be in mortal
fear (of):—j hrn, v.n. To lose heart, to become fainthearted, be spiritless, be discouraged or depressed (from
fear):—j ha-jn(-se), The heart or mind to turn away
(from), to become averse (to), have an aversion for, to
dislike:—j hon(-k), To have a desire or wish (for):—j-h
j-me , adv. In one's inmost soul;—to oneself:—allh-k j,
rm-k j, s.m. A pure and simple mind;—a simpleton, an
innocent.
H [ W je, pron. rel. plur. (Braj)=jo, q.v.
H W*hjai, adj. & adv. As many as (=jitn):—jai-ber, adv. As
many times as, as often as.
H W *jay, s.m. (Old H.)=jay, q.v.
H W *jayy [S. *t], adj. Victorious, able to conquer.
H W .*jiy, j[S. *" +t], s.m. Life, soul (=j); beloved,
dear, darling.
S W Ajy, s.f. A bow-string; the chord of an are; (in
Geom.) a sine;—the earth; a mother.
H  W .*jiyr [jiy, q.v.+r= Prk. f5=S. +t], s.m.
(poet.)=jiyor j, and jiyar, qq.v.
H  W*,"juyr, s.m. (prov.)=j r, q.v.
H  W .*jiyn (caus. of jn), v.t.=jiln, q.v.
H   W .*gjiynau , v.t. (Braj)=jiyn; jiln; q.v.
H U W *" jb, s.f. The tongue (=jbh, q.v.):—jb- hiln, s.f. A
tongue-scraper.
A U W jaib, vulg. jeb, s.f. The opening at the neck and
bosom (of a shirt, &c.); the breast-collar (of a garment);
the heart; the bosom; (the Arabs often carry things
within the bosom of the shirt, &c.; and hence the word is
now applied by them to) 'a pocket' (in which sense the

Turks, Persians, and Indians pronounce it jeb):—jaib-pra,
adj. Having the collar rent; sad:—jaib- k, s.f. Heartrending:—jeb-i- , s.f. A privy purse:—jeb- ar , s.m.
Pocket-money:—jeb-katr, s.m. A pickpocket: jeb katarn(k), To pick the pocket (of):—jeb-gha , s.f. A watch.
H (% W *" jbak, s.m.=jwak, q.v.
H % W *" jbik, s.f.=jvik, q.v.
H &% W *"#jbh [Prk. .*)#; S. .*6], s.f. The tongue:—
jbh ulan, v.n. 'The tongue to turn back'; to pronounce
distinctly:—jbh ba hn, v.n. 'To make the tongue long';
to be loquacious and abusive; to pursue pleasures beyond
one's reach:—jbh-paka n(-k), To silence; to interrupt
the discourse (of anyone); to criticize minutely:—jbh
jhukn, v.n. To pretend to wealth falsely:—jbh n(par), To smack the tongue (over or at), to long (for
something unattainable), to covet:—jbh aln(-par), To
boast (of) beyond one's ability; to talk grandly or largely:
—jbh db-ke bt kahn, v.n. To speak hesitatingly or with
reserve:—jbh kn(-k), To stop one's tongue by signs, to
forbid by signs;—(from the Persian) to grant the request
(of a petitioner); to bite the tongue in astonishment, &c.;
to be struck with terror or astonishment:—jbh
karn(prov.), To set the tongue agoing, to speak, to
answer; to be rude or insolent in speech, to abuse:—jbhke tale jbh hon, v.n. To be double-tongued:—jbh nikln,
To put out the tongue; to be extremely fatigued or
thirsty; to pull out the tongue (as a punishment for
misusing it).
H  &% W *"#jbhr = H  &% W *"# jbhr [Prk. .*)#!5
and .*)#! ; S. .*6+!t and !+t], adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Plain-spoken; loquacious, long-tongued; foul-tongued,
abusive;—a loquacious person, &c.
H  &% W *"#jbhr = H  &% W *"# jbhr [Prk. .*)#!5
and .*)#! ; S. .*6+!t and !+t], adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Plain-spoken; loquacious, long-tongued; foul-tongued,
abusive;—a loquacious person, &c.
H &% W*"#"jbh [Prk. .*.)#; S. .*.6 ]. s.f. An
instrument for cleaning the tongue, a tongue-scraper;—
bit (of a bridle).
H &% W*"#"jbh [Prk. .*.)# ; S. .*.6 

(˚+t)], adj. Of or pertaining to the tongue; tonguelike, tongue-shaped:—jbh-ma h , s.f. 'The tongue-like
sh,' a sole.
H % W*" "jb, adj. & s.f.=jbh, q.v.
A H % Wjeb (rel. n. fr. jeb=jaib), adj. Of or belonging to the
pocket; for the pocket:—jeb-r ml, s.m. A pockethandkerchief:—jeb kutt, s.m. A lap-dog:—jeb kitb, s.f. A
pocket-book.
S L W *!jay-pl, vulg. jaipl, s.m. See s.v. jaya, jay.
H  W *"jt [Prk. .*\; .*;, rt. .*; or v.n. of jtn, q.v.],
s.f. Winning; victory, conquest; acquisition, gain; success;
advantage, superiority:—jt-patr, s.m. Record of victory
or triumph (furnished by the defeated party in a
wrestling match, a learned disputation, &c.); a
favourable decree (in litigation):—jt-vant, adj. & s.m.
Conquering, overcoming; winning;—victor; winner:—jt
hon, v.n. To obtain a victory, to achieve success.
H  W *jayat, *h jait,  jet [S. *hP"], s.m. The plant
#schynomene sesban, or Sesbania œgyptiaca;—a luxuriant
crop;—name of a musical mode.
H  W .*jiyat, *" jyat, s.m.=jtabor jtav, q.v.
H * W *"jt [Prk. *" 
( ; S. *" B+t; or imperf. part.
of jn], adj. (f. -), Living, alive:—jt-jgt, adj. Living and
healthy; alive and well, alive and ourishing:—jt-jh ,
s.m. A gross falsehood:—jt rahn, v.n. To remain or
continue alive; to enjoy a long life:—jt-h, adj. & adv. All
alive, quite alive (as I am, or he is, &c.; e.g. majhe jt-h
zamn-k paiwand kar-do):—jte-j, adv. Living, alive, in the
living esh; in the life-time (of, -ke); for life, during the
lifetime (of -ke):—jte-j-tak-k qaba, s.m. A life tenure:—
jte-j marn, v.n. To suer death in life, to die a living
death; to endure extreme misery or anguish.
H * W *"jt, s.m. Mutual assistance in tillage; allowing
the use of a plough and bullocks instead of paying wages
in money or kind (=jter).
H * W *"jt [S. ], adj. Over, above, more, in excess:
—jt hon, v.n. To be over, to exceed, be in excess.
H * W jet, \ jtt (see jitt), adj. & adv. As much as,
as many as (=jitn):—jet ki, conj. Though, although.

H *; * W *"Pjt-patr, s.m.=jt-patr, q.v.s.v. jt.

H RW &je, s.f. A heap, accumulation.

H !  W *"!0jt-l , s.m. Arrow-root.

H RW _jeh [Prk. 5; S. A¦ct], adj. & s.m. Eldest,

H U* W *" jtab [S. *" (], s.m. Life, existence (=jvan).

eldest-born, oldest, very old; head, chief, &c. (=jeh,
q.v.);—an elder brother; a husband's elder brother;—a
professional wrestler, a champion wrestler (jah, jeh);
—the second Hind month, the month May-June:—
jeth , jeh-a s, s.m., jeh-a s, s.f. The eldest brother's
share; the right of the eldest son (to a larger portion of
the patrimonial property than his brothers), the right of
primogeniture; the best share:—jeh rayat, s.m. Head
villager, chief man of a village.
H RW _jeh [Prk.  ; S. A¦c+t], adj. (f. -), The

H * W *hPjaitr, = S ?* W *hP jaitra,adj. & s.m. Victorious,
triumphant, overcoming, surpassing, superior;
successful;—a conqueror, victor:—jaitra-rath, adj. & s.m.
Having a triumphal car;—a victor, conqueror, hero;—a
triumphal car.
S ?* W *hPjaitra, = H * W *hP jaitr,adj. & s.m. Victorious,
triumphant, overcoming, surpassing, superior;
successful;—a conqueror, victor:—jaitra-rath, adj. & s.m.
Having a triumphal car;—a victor, conqueror, hero;—a
triumphal car.
S * W*hP"jaitr, s.f. Victrix; a heroine.
H (* W jetik, adv.=jet, and jitek, q.v.
H * W *"jtn [Prk. .*\() or .*\<(), fr. S. *", p.p.p.
of rt. A], v.t. To win; to conquer, vanquish, overpower,
overcome, defeat, beat; to subdue; to suppress;—v.n. To
be victorious (over, -se); to succeed:—jt-jn,
v.t.=jtn(e.g. muqaddama jt-gay):—jt-len, intens. of
and=jtn.
H * W *" jtav, s.m.=jtab, q.v.

most excellent, noblest, best, greatest; rst, chief,
highest; eldest, senior; oldest, very old;—s.m. The rst
and strongest tint obtained from kusumor Carthamus
tinctorius;—one born in the month Jeh.
H RW_"jehn [Prk. 4"; S. A¦c+"], s.f. The
wife of a husband's elder brother (=jihn).
H ' RW _jehr [Prk. f ; S. A¦c++t], adj. & s.m.
Elder, rst-born (=jeh);—eldest brother; husband's
elder brother (=jeh).
H [ RW _,(fjehun [S. A¦(c+ e&t], s.m. The right or

H * W *"0jt [rt. of jt-n+Prk.  =S. ()+t],

share of an eldest son (=jeh-ans).
H CRW _Mjehaut [Prk. \5; S. A¦c+,Pt], s.m. Son

s.m.=jtwaiy, q.v.
H * W ,jetu, 5 jeto, adj. & adv. (Braj)=jet; jitn; q.v.

of a husband's elder brother.
H RW_"jeh [S. .9], s.f. A stick:—jeh-madh(S.

H ) * W *" 
h jtwaiy (rt. of jt-n+Prk.  + =S.

yashi+madhu), s.m. Stick-liquorice, Glycyrrhiza
glabra(=ja).
H RW_"jeh [Prk.  ; S. A¦.ct (˚+t], s.m. A

()++t], s.m. A winner, victor (=jt-want, q.v.s.v.
jt).
H * W*h"jait [S. *hP"; cf. jai ], s.f. A kind of weed
(Euphorbia) which springs up with the rabor spring
crops, and yields a kind of oil.
H * W *"jtiy [S. *" +], s.f. Name of a fast
observed by Hind women who have lost children, with
the view of preserving the remainder. (In this fast the
goddess Devis sacriced to and worshipped):—jtiy-barat,
s.f. Idem.
H  * W *"`jter, s.m. Mutual help in tillage, &c. (=jt,
q.v.).

champion in wrestling (=jeh, q.v.)
H RW_"jeh, s.f.=jehn, and jyeshh, qq.v.
H 8 W *"*jj, s.m. A brother-in-law (cf. next).
H 8 W*"*"jj, s.f.=jijj, and jijiy, q.v.
H * 8 W** B"jay-jay-want, s.f. See s.v. jay.
H : W*h"jai , s.f.=jait, q.v.
A + W jayad (inf. n. of + W), s.f. Length and slenderness of
neck.
A + W jd, s.m. (?) The neck; a long, slender, beautiful

neck.
A + W jaiyid (fr.  W), adj. Good, approvable, excellent;
elegant; arable, tertile.
H + W *"jdhar, adv. (chie y poet.)=jidhar, q.v.
H 0 RW *©jay-hk, s.m. See s.v. jay.

measure, tit for tat, a Rowland for an Oliver:—jaise hosake= jaise bane, q.v.:—jais-h, jaise-h, adv. Just as, in
precisely the same manner in which.
H <0 W *hjaisan [Prk. *!5; S. 8+!t], adv. a dial.

H  W jer [S. *,t ], s.m. The membrane in which the

var.=jais.
H  0 W *h jaiswr, = H  0 W *h  jaiswr,s.m.

fœtus is enveloped; after birth, secundines.
H  W .*jiyar [S. *" +r= Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. Life,

Name of certain low-caste tribes.
H  0 W *h jaiswr, = H  0 W *h  jaiswr,s.m.

soul; beloved, dear, darling (=jv ).
H  W *"jr, = S  W *" jrak,s.m. Cumin-seed (=P.

Name of certain low-caste tribes.
A Z W jaish, s.m. (?), Ebullition; raging (as of the sea, &c.);

zra).
S  W *"jrak, = H  W *" jr,s.m. Cumin-seed (=P.
zra).
A  W jrn, s.m. pl. (of jr), Neighbours.
S  W *"4jra,
'
vulg. jr, and H. *" jran, adj. (f. -), Old,
ancient; decayed, worn out, withered; digested;—s.m. An
old man, &c.:—jr-vastra, s.m. Old, worn, or tattered
clothing:—jra-vradhnak, s.m. The fragrant grass Cyperus
rotundus.
S * W *"4jrat,
'
s.f. = S * W *"4;' jratva, s.m.Old
age, frailty, inrmity, decay.
S * W *"4;' jratva, s.m. = S * W *"4
' jrat, s.f.Old
age, frailty, inrmity, decay.
S  W*"X4jrni, s.f. Old age, inrmity, decay: digestion.
H 0 W *hjais [Prk. * ; S. 8+t], pron. adj. & adv.
(f. -), Which-like, what-like; like as, as, such as; in the
manner which, according as;—jaise, adv. As, in like
manner as, just as, in such kind as, as if: jaise bane, jaise
bane taise, adv. As well as is possible, as best you can;
anyhow; at any rate:—jais-tais, adv. As well as, so so:—
jaise-taise, adv. Somehow or other, by hook or by crook,
with diculty, painfully:—jais ho, As you please:—jais
hiye, As it should be, as it ought (to be), suciently;
properly, thoroughly, eectually; as may be desired, as
occasion may require:—jais-k tais, jaise-k tais, jaise-k
wais, adv. Such as in the original, as before, as it was (or
as I was, as you were); the self-same, unaltered:—jais ki,
conj. As though, as if; according to:—jais ki hiye= jais
hiye, q.v.:—jaise-ko tais, Like for like, measure for

mental excitement;—an army, a legion, troops.
H Z W 9jesh, = H I W c jeshh,adj. & s.m.=jeh, q.v.
H I W cjeshh, = H Z W 9 jesh,adj. & s.m.=jeh, q.v.
H Z W cjeshh, s.f.=jyesh, q.v.
P  W jga, jega, s.m. An ornament worn on the turban (it
consists of a band of velvet about six inches long and
two broad, beautifully embroidered, and a gold plate set
with precious stones sewn on it).
A g W jiyaf, s.m. pl. of next, q.v.
P h W jfa (for A. ~Q W jfat, fem.), s.m. A carcass, a corpse.
H  W *"jk, s.m. contrac. of jvik, q.v.
H J W V7jegha , s.f.=jeha , q.v.
H  W *"!jl [S. ©?; P. zr], s.f. A high note or tone (in
music), the treble (cf. jhl); the treble-sounding member
(of the tabor, &c.).
H  W !jel [S. *!], s.m. A row, string, line; a string or
line of captives chained together; the string or chain of
buckets passed over the Persian wheel.
H  W jel, s.m. (corr. from the English), A jail, prison:—jelna, s.m. Idem:—jel- na--dwn, s.m. A civil jail, a
debtor's prison:—jel- na--faujdr, s.m. A criminal jail:
—jel- ne-k droga, s.m. A gaoler.
H  W !jel, s.m.=jer, q.v.
H # W!"jel [jel, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A kind of rake with
wooden teeth pointing upwards (for turning over
sheaves of corn in threshing).
H  @ W *"/j-mr [S. *" +/], adj. See s.v. j.
H @ W *"/jmn, (dialec.) / jemn [jm˚= Prk.

.*@/() and /(); S. /(), rt. .*/], v.n. To eat, to
take food;—to take (a bribe); to embezzle.
H  @ W *"/ jman-wr, s.f. A feast, &c.=jeonr, q.v.
H &@ W @6jemhar, adj. (dialec.) Whithersoever (=jidhar).
H < W *"jn [S. *"4t],
' adj. Old, decayed, &c.;—an old man
(see jra).
H < W jn, s.m. corr. of zn, q.v.
S < W *hjain (from jina, rt. ji), s.m. A Jain; a teacher of
heterodox notions; a sect of Hindus who are worshippers
of a number of Jinsor great saints whom they regard as
superior to the Hindu gods (they also deny the divine
authority of the Vedas, and disregard the distinctions of
caste):—jain-dharm, adj. Of or belonging to the
Jainreligion;—s.m. A Jain.
H  W *"jn [j˚= Prk. *"()=S. *" (), rt. *" ] , v.n. To
live, be alive, to exist, to subsist; to enjoy life; to be
revived, be restored (to health, &c.);—s.m. Living; life:—
j-uhn, v.n. To rise up alive, to be resuscitated, to come
back to life again, to be revived, to get new life.
S * W*B"jayant, s.f. A ag, a banner; the tree
#schynomene sesban(=jait).
H 0 W *°jai s, adv. (prov.)=jais, q.v.
H J W *·$,j gurn, v.t. To corrugate, to wrinkle
(=siko n).
H   W ( jenwn, v.t.=jewn, q.v.

+an˚), s.m. Destroyer of life, a slayer, murderer; a fowler,
bird-catcher:—jv-putrak, s.m. A plant that bears seeds of
which rosaries are made:—jva-jv= S. jvan-jv, or jvanjvika, s.m. A kind of bird (supposed to be a pheasant);
the chakor or Greek partridge:—jv-dn, s.m. Giving life;
rescuing from sickness;—title of a manual of medicine
composed by !yavana:—jva-da, adj. & s.m. Life-giving;—
who or what gives life:—jv-day, s.f. Kindness or
tenderness for animal life:—jv-dhr, adj. Possessing life;
assuming life:—jv-dharm, s.m. The appropriate functions
of animal life:—jv-dhan, s.m. Living property, live stock,
wealth in ocks and herds:—jv-an, s.m. Capital
punishment:—jv-sthn, s.m. A joint, an articulation:—jvas , s.f. The mother of living ospring:—jv-ke badle jv
den(-ke), To devote or sacrice one's life for another; to
espouse the cause of another:—jv-koh, s.f. A house or
hospital for vermin, &c. (such as may be seen at Surat):
—jv-gar, j -gar, adj. Lively, spirited; brave, courageous,
bold, resolute (=jva):—jv-mr, adj. & s.m.=j-mr, q.v.s.v.
j:—jv-mandir, s.m. 'The mansion of the soul,' the body:—
jv-hi s, s.f. Injury to life, destruction of life.
H W A5jyo, s.m. (dialec.)=jv, or j , q.v.;—adv.=jyo , q.v.
S  W *" jv, s.f. The chord of an are, &c.=jy, q.v.
S Y W *" ,jwtu, s.m. Life, existence; a medicine for
restoring life.
H  W *h jaiwr,   jewr [S. *+wr= wl= wl, q.v.],

H  W*h"jain, adj. Of or relating to the Jainsect; of a Jain.

s.m. Name of a clan of Rjp ts;—the head inhabitants of
a village.
H  W * jay-wn, adj. See s.v. jay, q.v.

H [  W sjene, adv. (dialec.) Whithersoever (=jidhar;

H  W  jewn [caus. of jewn;—jew˚= jem˚+= w= Frk.

jah ).
S W *" jv, and H. *" j , *" ju, .* jiu, s.m. Life,

U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cause to eat, to give

H   W ( je wnr, s.m.=jeonr; and jewan-har, qq.v.

existence; soul; living creature, animate being, animal;
the sentient individual soul (or emanation of the Deity,
which, it is believed, is incorporated in the animal body,
imparting to it life, motion, and sensation, and hence
called jvtman, in contradistinction to paramtmanor
supreme soul);—a beloved one, darling, sweetheart;—
intj. Bravo!:—jvtm(S. jva+t˚), s.m. The individual soul,
the vital principle or spirit:—jv-dhr(jva+dhra), s.m.
The earth, the world of organic beings:—jvntak(jva

food to, to feed (=khiln).
H $ W*"  jw [S. *" += Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Land assigned as subsistence (to relations
or dependants), rent-free land.
S A W *" jvat, adj. Living, alive; for life, during life;
lively, spirited, &c.=jwa, q.v.;—s.m. corr. of jvit, q.v.:—
jvat-pati, s.f. A woman whose husband is alive:—jvattok, s.f. A woman whose children are living:—jvat rozna,
s.m. A subsistence for life; a life-tenure of rent-free laud:

—jvan-mukta(i.e. jvat+mukta), adj. & s.m. Exonerated
whilst living from future birth or transmigration and all
ritual ceremonies;—one who is so exonerated:—jvanmukti, s.f. Liberation in the present state of life; (in the
Vedntasystem) a secondary sort of liberation which
conducts the soul after death to live with Brahma, not,
however, divested of a subtile corporeal frame.
S A W *" jvit, adj. & s.m. Living, alive, existent—
living, life, existence; duration of life; livelihood, &c.
(=jvan):—jvit-kl, s.m. Life-time, period or duration of
life, a life:—jvite(jvita+), s.m. 'The lord or master of
existence'; a lover; a husband; an epithet of Yama the
regent of death; a drug to revive the dead.
S Y W *" jvat, s.f. The state of life or existence.
H Y W *" jvit, vulg. jvt[S. *" +t], adj. Living,
alive.
S IY W A5jyotis (used chie y in comp., and
changeable to jyotishand jyotir), s.f. Light, brilliance,
splendour, &c. (=jyoi, q.v.):—jyoti- akra, s.m. 'Circle of
the luminaries,' the zodiac:—jyotir-gan, s.m. The
heavenly bodies collectively:—jyotish-mn, adj. Luminous,
brilliant, radiant, splendid, resplendent, glorious;
heavenly, celestial:—jyotir-may, adj. Consisting of light,
brilliant, abounding with stars, starry:—jyotir-vett, An
astrologer, one who casts nativities (syn. gaak):—jyotrath(i.e. jyotis+rath), s.m. The pole-star.
S 0Y W A5;´jyotsn, s.f. Moonlight:—jyotsn-priya, s.m. 'A
friend of the moonlight,' the akoror Greek partridge:—
jyotsn-vriksh,
s.m. The tree or tripod of a lamp, a

lampstand, a candlestick.
S 0Y WA5;´"jyotsn, s.f. A moonlight night; a night in
which the moon is full.
S ZY W A53jyotish, s.m. Astronomy; astrology; a kind of
spell:—jyotish-vidy, s.f. Astronomical science.
S (Y W A53jyotishik (for jyautishika), s.m. An
astronomer; an astrologer (=jyotish).
S (Y W A5ljyotishka, s.m. A luminary, a heavenly
body; the luminaries arranged under ve heads, viz. the
sun, moon, planets, xed stars, and lunar mansions
(regarded by the Jains as a class of deities).

S Y W A5ljyotishk, s.m. pl. (of the preceding), The
sun, moon, planets, xed stars, and lunar mansions.
H Y WA53"jyotish [S. AM3t], adj. & s.m. Of or
relating to astronomy, or astrology;—an astronomer; an
astrologer.
S Y.RWA53"jyotish, s.f. A star; a planet; an asterism.
H  Y W A53"jyotishya, adj. & s.m.=jyotish, q.v.
H Y WA5jyoti, (poet.) A5" jyot [S. A5], s.f. Light,
brilliance, lustre, radiance, splendour (=jot, joti); a
sunbeam; ame (of a lamp or candle);—a vision;—
intelligence:—jyoti-mn, adj.=jyotish-mn, q.v.s.v. jyotis:—
jyoti-may, adj.=jyotir-may, q.v.s.v. jyotis:—jyoti-swar p, adj.
& s.m.=jot-sar p, q.v.s.v. jot.
H Y W *" jvtiy, s.f.=jtiy, q.v.
H  W *" &jwa, .*M jiyau [S. *" ; or *" + ], adj.
Lively, spirited; brave, courageous, bold, resolute; strong,
vigorous, powerful.
H W W *" *" jva-jv, jv-jv, s.m. See s.v. jv.
H  W "jewr,  " jeor, s.f.=jeo , q.v.
H  W *" 7jv , (dialec.) .*07 jiy , *"7 j  [Prk.
*" f =S. *" ++t], s.m. Life, soul; beloved object,
sweetheart; will, pleasure, wish;—subsistence allowance,
or annual payment (generally in grain) to village
washermen and others.
H  W  7jew , jeo [S. .*Ë++t], s.m. A rope, cord.
H  W 7"jew , jeo (the preceding with  in place of
t], s.f. A cord, string; a worm; a snake; a measuring
rope or chain; measurement by rope or chain.
S  W *" jvak, s.m. A living being, living creature,
animal:—the tree Pentaptera tomentosa; name of a
medicinal plant (considered as one of the eight principal
drugs classed together under the name asha-varg).
S  W *" jvik, vulg. jvk, s.f. Means of subsistence,
livelihood, maintenance, allowance, stipend, pension;
occupation or profession (by which a subsistence is
obtained).
H X W jv-gar, adj.=jwa, q.v.
S  W *" jvan, s.m. Life, existence; subsistence; means

of subsistence, living, livelihood, profession;—water;—a
son:—jvan-birt, s.m. Maintenance; stipend allowed to the
family of an old servant deceased:—jvan-d, jvan-dyak,
adj. & s.m. Life-giving;—giver of life, an epithet of the
Deity:—jvan-maran, s.m. Life and death; transmigration:
—jvan-m l, jvan-m ri, s.m. The root of life (a term of
endearment):—jvan-moksh, s.m. Acquitting (oneself) of
the obligations of life:—jvan-moksh vidy, s.f. Social
science:—jvanopy(jvana+upya), s.m. Means of
subsistence, livelihood:—jvan-vat, jvan-vn, jvan-vant,
adj. (f. -vat), Possessed of life; pertaining or relating to
life:—jvan-vat, s.f. A pregnant female:—jvan-aushadh,
s.m. A life-giving or invigorating medicine, a drug for
reviving the dead, elixir vitœ:—jvan-hr, adj. Endowed
with life, living, animate.
H  W  jewan, [S. /(], s.m. Eating, partaking of food:
—jewan-har, s.m. A guest.
H  W  jewan, s.m. (dialec.)=jvan;—adv. (dialec.)=jyo .
H  W A jyo , A0( jy , dialec. Ag jyau [Prk. /, À* , ( ;
S. R; or  ], adv. As, like; how much; the more so;
when; as if:—jyo -jyo ; jyo -k tyo ; jyo -h= jo -jo , &c.,
q.v.s.v. jo .
H  W *" jvn, jon, v.n. To live (=jn, q.v.).
H  W  jewn, jeon, v.t. To eat (=jemn).
H   W  jewnr, jeonr, A5 jyonr [jeon+r= Prk.
f"=S. + ], s.f. An entertainment, feast, banquet, dinner,
a treat.
H   W  jewnr, jeonr, s.f. Land left in stubble for a
year, &c. (=jaunror jaunl, q.v.).
H   W  jeonr, s.m. A feast, &c. (=jeonr);—a
guest (=jewan-har).
S  W * Bjay-vant = jay-vn, q.v.s.v. jay.
S  W *" Bjvant, adj. & s.m. Living, alive;—life; a living
creature.
S (* W *" .Bjvantik, s.m. A fowler, bird-catcher.
S * W *" .Bjvantik, s.f. A parasitical plant,
Epidendron tesseloides, and other species; the plant,
Menispermum glabrum.

S * W*" B"jvant, s.f. The plants Celtis orientalis;
Menispermum glabrum; the Sam or Saen tree, Mimosa
albida; the yellow myrobalan, Terminalia chebula; and
other plants.
S  W*" "jvan, s.f. A kind of jasmine.
S  W*" "jv, adj. & s.m. Living, alive, animate; living
(upon or by);—a living being.
H  W 6jeh [S. .*Ë], s.f. A string, &c. (=jeo ).
H  W *"6jh [Prk. *"6; S. .*6], s.f. The tongue (=jbh,
the com. form).
H  W *"6jh, s.m.=j= jv, q.v.
H 4 W 6jehar [prob. jeh, q.v.+ar= Prk. f5=S. +t], s.m.
A kind of ornament worn by women.
H  W 67jeha [S. *"  or *"  'water'+V&"], s.f. A
water-pot, water-jar;—a pile of pots lled with water and
placed one over the other in order to be carried on the
head; a ceremony preparative to marriage, in which
pots lled with water are piled over one another, the
whole is crowned with a bowl of sherbet, and the friends
watch by it during the night. (To take the water-pots o
the head of a divorced woman implies consent to marry
her.)
S  W*"jay, adj. & s.m. Conquering, victorious, gaining a
victory, winning (in a law-suit);—conqueror; winner (of a
law-suit, &c.).
S W jey, adj. Conquerable, vincible, to be conquered
or overcome; needing, liable, or t to be conquered.
S Z W A¦cjyeshha, vulg. jyeshh, adj. & s.m. Eldest-born,
oldest, &c. (=jeh, and jeh, qq.v.):—jyeshhdhi-kr(˚ha
+adh˚), s.m. Birthright, right of primogeniture:—
jyeshhn, s.m.=jeh , q.v.s.v. jeh:—jyeshha-tt, s.m.
Father's elder brother:—jyeshha-var, s.m. One of the
rst caste, a Brahman.
S Z W A¦cjyeshh, s.f. An elder sister;—name of the
eighteenth lunar mansion;—the middle nger;—
misfortune (personied as a goddess and the elder sister
of Lakshm).
S  Z W A¦cjyeshhat, s.f. = S  Z W A¦c; jyeshhatva,
s.m.Superiority; primogeniture, seniority.

S  Z W A¦c; jyeshhatva, s.m. = S  Z W A¦c jyeshhat,
s.f.Superiority; primogeniture, seniority.
V
H V e or m(in Urd );  a (in Hind). The eighth letter
of the Hind stn, and the twentieth letter (or the sixth
consonant) of the Ngaralphabet (the rst of the second
or palatal class of consonants). It has the simple sound
of chin cherry. In Urd or Hind stnit is also called jm-frsand jm--ajam, 'the Persian jm' (since the letter
does not occur in Arabic). The numerical value of the
letter, according to the abjad, is the same as that of jm,
viz. 3:— a-kr, s.m. The letter or the sound a.
S  a, conj. & adv. And, both, also, moreover, as well as
(usually placed, like the Latin queand the Greek $, as an
enclitic afterthe word or clause which it connects with
what precedes); otherwise; either, or; even indeed,
certainly; just; mutually, equally; but, on the contrary,
yet, nevertheless; for, on account of;—adj. & s.m.
Seedless; bad, vile, base, mischievous;—a thief; a
tortoise; an epithet of iva:— amay also be used as an
expletive.
H =  , s.m.= o, or h, qq.v.:— - oz, s.m.= o- oz, or
h-o- oz.
P =  (Chinese tshâ), s.f. Tea:— -po , s.f. A tea-pot:— dn, s.m. A tea-caddy; a tea-pot.
P ( = buk, adj. Quick, active, alert;—s.m. A horse-whip,
a whip:— buk-bz, s.f. A whipping, lash:— buk
phakrn, To crack a whip:— buk-dast, adj. Nimble,
active, alert, expeditious; dexterous, adroit; lightngered; beautiful:— buk-dhar, s.f. 'Whip-handle'; the
shrub Cryptospegia grandiora:— buk-sawr, s.m. A horsebreaker; a rough-rider; a good rider, a jockey:— buksawr, s.f. The business of a horse-breaker, &c.;
breaking-in horses; jockeyship:— buk mrn(-ko), To
horsewhip, to whip, lash.
P  = buk, s.f. Activity, alertness, agility, celerity,
despatch.
H  =   bn [Prk.  4(=S.  '4"(, rt.  '], v.t. To
chew, masticate; to press with the teeth, to bite; to
champ; to gnaw; to crunch (= abn):— b- b bte

karn= ab- ab-ke bte karn, q.v.s.v. abn.
H =  0 b [ b˚(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m. Chewing, gnawing;—chewer, &c.
H  ;  = #&7 bha p n, v.t. To crunch or crush
(with the teeth).
H & =#" bh = H  = " b (Port. chave), s.f. (local)
A key (syn. tl).
H  = " b = H & =#" bh (Port. chave), s.f. (local)
A key (syn. tl).
S ] =  p, s.m. A bow (syn. dhanush; kamn); are of a
circle:— p-kriti,
 adj. Of the form of a bow, bow-shaped;
arched:— p-kriti paimna, s.m. A circular protractor:—
p-pa, s.m. The tree Buchania latifolia:— p-kar, s.m.
The chord of an arc:— p-kshetra, s.m. Segment of a
circle.
H ] =  p (=  p, v.n. of  pn, q.v.), s.m. The refuse
of the jha -berafter the plis beaten from it:— p-jarb,
s.m. Gross measurement of the lands of an estate.
P Y ; = pt, s.f.= apt, q.v.
H ] = & pa [rt. of pn+a= Prk. f"=S. +&"], s.f.
Husk; bran (=cap ).
H ; =  pr, s.m.= p , q.v.
H ] = pa (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A chopper, an
instrument for chopping.
H ] = 7 pa [rt. of pn+a = Prk. f"=S. +"], s.f.
Hard crusty soil, stony soil; a at expanse of land, a plain
(cf. next).
H  ] = 7 p  [S. &+t],
'
s.m. A cake of cow-dung
(= ap ).
S ; = ! pal, s.m. Fickleness, unsteadiness; mobility,
quick movement, quickness, swiftness.
P K #; = pl s, s.m. A atterer, wheedler, a sycopnant.
P B #; = pl s, s.f. Flattery, wheedling; fawning,
sycophancy.
S  #; =  palya, s.m.= pal, q.v.
H ; =  pn, v.t.=  pn, q.v.
H + &; = vB phand ( p+phand), s.m. A kind of shingnet.

S ; =" p, s.m. A bow-man, an archer.
H Y =  tar, , tur, s.m. A large net, a seine;—a
conspiracy (syn. or-manal).
S Y = , tur, adj. Relating to four:— tur-varya, adj.
Suited to the four tribes or castes; belonging to the four
castes;—s.m. The aggregate of the four original castes,
viz.the Brhman, Kshatriya, Vaiya, and  dra(= tur-var):—
tur-vaidy, adj. & s.m. Versed in or familiar with the
four Vedas;—one so versed (= aube, q.v.);—knowledge of
the four Vedas.
H Y = , tur, adj. Four (= atur, q.v.):— tur-var,
s.m.= tur-varyaand tur-vara, q.v.:— tur-vara-de,
s.m. The country of the four castes, India.
S Y = , tur, adj. Clever, able, accomplished, shrewd,
sagacious; skilful, dexterous (= atur).
S Y =," tur, s.f. = S )Y = ,' turya,
s.m.Cleverness, ability, shrewdness, skilfulness,
dexterity (= atur).
S )Y = ,' turya, s.m. = S Y =," tur,
s.f.Cleverness, ability, shrewdness, skilfulness, dexterity
(= atur).
S (Y =  tak, s.m. The pied cuckoo, Cuculus
melanoleucus(syn. paph, living, according to the legend,
only upon rain-drops).
S  Y = ; ! twl, s.m. A hole in the ground (especially
one dug to receive a burnt-oering).
S  = & , s.m. A cheat, a rogue.
H  = &  (v.n. of n, q.v.; and cf. P. shtand
shn), s.f. Eating, tasting, licking; lick; taste, avour;
relish; a delicacy, bonne bouche;—wish, longing,
prurience; habit, custom:—  pa n(-k), To get thetaste
(of); to acquire a taste or longing (for):— -par lagn(ko), To give one a taste for; to inculcate a habit:— 
lagn=  pa n.
H  = &  [ , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. The
vessel that receives the juice of the sugar-cane as it
drops from the mill (cf. ).
H   = & n [ ˚= Prk. §(), fr. S. 9. p.p.p. of rt.
3], v.t. To lick; to lap; to taste, to eat (cloth, as a worm;

or herbage, as a locust), to consume, devour:— -jn,
intens. of and= n:— -len(intens.), v.t. To lick up; to
eat up, &c.
S  = &, u, s.m. Pleasing or grateful words or
discourse, attery, wheedling, coaxing.
H  = &0  , ¨  [ (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
adj. & s.m. Toothsome; greedy;—am epicure (= aor);—a
gourmand;—one who takes bribes.
H  =&"  (dim. of ), s.f. An earthen vessel or
pitcher, a 'chatty'; a churn.
H = =    [S.  or ;+t], s.m. A paternal uncle
(see a or a , the more com. forms).
H = =   ar [S. "],
'
s.m. Festive song and dance,
festive sport; song and dance round a pole at the
holfestival; the pole round which the dance takes place
at that festival; a fair or assemblage of people collected
after the hol.
H d = = 5² - oz, s.m.= o- oz, and h-o- oz. qq.v.
H = ="   (dim. of  , q.v.), s.f. A paternal aunt
(= a , q.v.)
P  = dar, s.f. A sheet; a table-cloth; a covering; a
coverlet; a calico mantle or wrapper (of one fold, which
reaches from the head to the ankles);—a sheet (of iron,
&c.); a cascade; a kind of re-work (in imitation of a
cascade);—shot and shell:— dar utrn(-k), To take o
the covering or mantle (of a woman), to disgrace or
insult (a woman):— dar bi hn(-par), To lay the cloth
(on a table); to spread or put down a sheet:— dar-jo , A
pair of shawls:— dar a hn, To present a daror sheet
as an oering (to be spread over the tomb of a saint);—
dar- hat, s.f. A ceiling-cloth.
P ? = dara (dim. of dar), s.m. A small sheet or mantle
(covering the head and shoulders down to the waist).
H & P  =  r [Prk. \=S.; , neut.
pl. of ,;—the Pers. ris a contrac. of ahr, q.v.], adj.
Four:— r abr , s.m. A kind of dervish who shaves his
eye-brows and whiskers:— r abr -k afya, s.m. Shaving
of the eye-brows and whiskers; shaving of the head,
eye-brows, moustache, and beard:— r dm, s.m. 'Four
people'; people (in general); a jury of arbitrators:— r

a khe , s.f. 'Four eyes;' the meeting of the eyes of two
people; meeting, interview (= r ashm):— r u gal, s.m.
The breadth of four ngers; a measure equal to that
breadth; a palm; a gira, or two and a half inches:— r
u gl, s.f. The hand's breadth:— r na, s.m. A kind of
armour (it is so called from four plates of steel which are
xed on the breast):— r blish, s.m. A kind of large
cushion (on which the great sit or recline); a throne; a
couch, sofa:— r b g, adj. Sensible, intelligent; quick,
alert:— r band, s.m. 'Four fastenings'; joints, members,
limbs:— r bs, s.f. Fourscore:— r p, s.m.= r pya, q.v.:
— r pra, adj. Divided into four, four-pieced, four square,
in four parts:— r-pya, s.m. 'Four-footed'; a quadruped:
— r-p, s.f. A bedstead, a bed; a litter for carrying the
sick;— r-p-par pa n, v.n. To take to (one's) bed; to
become sick, be conned to (one's) bed:— r path, s.m. A
crossing of two roads, a quadrivium:— ri pad, s.m. The
four feet of religion, viz. truth, purity, benecence, and
mercy:— r-tr, r-tra, s.m. lit. 'Having four strings'; a
lute with four strings:— r tu m, s.m. A mixture of four
kinds of seeds (tu m--rain, isbagol, blanga, and
urfa) used as a cure for dysentery:— r tag, s.f. Full
gallop;—adv. At full gallop:— r  k, adj. Broken (into four
pieces):— r-jma, s.m. A kind of saddle made of cloth
(lit.of four folds) and without a tree:— r le, s.m. The
going (and returning) of the bride and bridegroom to
their respective homes four times in the month after
marriage:— r ashm, s.f.= r  khe , q.v.;—adj. Faithless,
inconstant (=tot- ashm):— r and, adj. Fourfold, four
times (as much), quadruple:— r arf, 'Four letters' (of
execration); abuse:— r- na, adj. & s.m. Chequered,
checked;—chequered cloth; checked muslin; cloth
ornamented with squares; tripe (of a ruminant):— rd t, s.m. lit. 'Four teeth'; a four-year old (= r-sl):— rd g, s.m. The four quarters of the globe:— r din, s.m.
lit. 'Four days,' a few days (e.g. r din-k zindag hai):— rdin-k, adj. For a few days, temporary, eeting,
transient:— r-dwr, s.f. A courtyard, enclosure, area; a
wall round a town, ramparts;— r-dht, s.m. An estate
formed of the land belonging to four villages:— r-zn ,
s.m. A mode of sitting (like that of a tailor at work);— rzn baihn, v.n. To squat, to sit cross-legged:— r-sl,

s.m. A four-year old (horse):— r-s , s.m. A cross-road,
two roads crossing each other; a square or court;—adv.
On all sides, all round:— r-shna, adj. Tough, hardy,
lusty:— r-shamba, s.m. Wednesday:— r-arb, adj.
Sensible, intelligent, shrewd (a slave):— r taraf,
 adv. On
all sides, all round, everywhere:— r-qab, s.m. An article
of dress so called, a kind of vest;—a kind of mirror;— r
kga,
 s.m. The proceedings in a law-suit, viz. the plaint,
defence, replication, and rejoinder:— r-kon, s.f. A
square, a quadrangle;— r-kon-k rol, s.f. The kernel of
the Chironjia sapidaor Buchanania latifolia:— r-kh , s.m.
The four quarters of the globe, the whole world (= rd g):— r-gun, adj. Fourfold, four times;— r-magz, s.m.
A walnut;—an earthen ball with which children play:—
r-nazar,
 r-nazare
 , s.f.= r- ashm; r- khe , q.v.:—
ro , adj. The four, the whole four, all four:— ro
avasth, s.f.= ro da, q.v.:— ro ram, s.m. The four
religious orders among Hinds:— ro padrth, s.m. The
four chief things, viz. arth, dharm, km, and moksh:— ro
jug, s.m. The four yugasor epochs of the world, viz. the
Satyaor Krita, Treta, Dwpar, and Kl:— ro - l barbar,
adv. All square:— ro ne it, adv.= ro shne it, q.v.:
— ro da, s.f. The four states of man; the four states
of a student of the Vedntaphilosophy, viz.waking,
sleeping, unconsciousness, and absorption into the one
universal spirit of Brahma:— ro di, adv. On all sides,
all round, everywhere:— ro shne it, adv. At full
length, on the back, sprawling:— ro taraf,
 adv.= ro
di, ro or, qq.v.:— ro qul, Four verses of the
Qrn(used as a charm):— ro or, adv. On all four sides,
all around, in all directions:— ro var, s.m. The four
chief castes among the Hinds:— ro ved, s.m. The four
Vedas:— r-yr, s.m. The four successors of Mohammad,
viz. Ab -bakr, Omar, Osmn, and Al:— r-yr, s.m. A sect
of Musalmnswho venerate equally the four successors of
Mohammad (the term is applied by the Shasto the
Sunns):— r-yr-k rupay, s.m. A square silver coin (used
as a charm to discover a thief):— r-yak, r-ek, s.m. One
part out of four, a fourth part.
H  =  r, s.m. A present on a festive occasion.
S  =  r, s.m. A spy, scout, secret agent or emissary;—

the tree Chironjia sapidaor Buchanania latifola.
P  = r, s.m. (contrac. of ra), s.m. Remedy, &c. (see
ra):— r-n- r, r-o-n- r, adv. Certainly, inevitably,
perforce, right or wrong, nolens volens.
H  =  r [Prk.  (; S. +, rt. ], s.m.
Food (for cattle), fodder, forage, herbage; provisions;
bait (for sh); a young plant:— r ln, To give fodder
(to); to bait.
H  = r, s.m. Remedy, &c.=P. ra, q.v.
P $ ;  = r-p, s.f. See s.v. r, 'four.'
H Y = r-t, s.m. contrac. of r-tr, q.v.s.v. r, 'four.'
P ? = r-dah [for ahr-dah; Z. athru-daan; S. aturdaan], adj. Fourteen; fouteen days old, full (the moon).
P 2  = r-dahum [for ahr-dahum; Z. athru-daa; S.
atur-daa], adj. Fourteenth;—the full moon.
S  =  rak, s.m. A spy, a secret agent (= r, q.v.).
P 1  = rum = P a  = rum = P < a  = rum (contrac. of
ahrum, q.v.), adj. Fourth.
P a  = rum = P 1  = rum = P < a  = rum (contrac. of
ahrum, q.v.), adj. Fourth.
P < a  = rum = P 1  = rum = P a  = rum (contrac. of
ahrum, q.v.), adj. Fourth.
S  = 4 ra, s.m. A wanderer; a pilgrim; a wandering
actor or singer; a dancer; a mime; a bard.
H  =  ran, adj. (dialec.)= ro , q.v.s.v. r, 'four';—
s.m.= lan, q.v.
H  =  rn, v.n. (dialec.)= aln, q.v.
S  = I ru, adj. & s.m. Agreeable, welcome, approved,
esteemed, beloved, dear; pleasing, beautiful, lovely,
pretty, elegant;—an agreeable person; a beautiful
person, &c.:— ru-d t, adj. Having beautiful teeth.
H  = ~ r (i.q.  ), s.m. A great eater.
H  = 5 ro, adj.= ro , q.v.s.v. r, 'four.'

/+t], adj. Fourth (= auth, q.v.).
H ( =  [ rw k, s.m.= rwk, q.v.
H ! =5!" rol [S. +.9?+], s.f. The kernel of
the Chironjia sapida(see r);—kernel of a nut (generally).
S  = u rv (see ru), s.f. A beautiful woman;
splendour; moonlight; intelligence.
P ? = ra (akin to S. ; cf. H. r), s.m. lit.'to be
applied'), Remedy, cure, expedient; redress, help,
resource:— ra-par, adj. Admitting of remedy, remedi
able:— ra-sz, s.m. One who remedies or cures:— ra
sz, s.f. Preparing a remedy; using means for a remedy,
remedying, curing; cure;— ra-gar, s.m.= ra-sz, q.v.:—
ra-gar, s.f.= ra-sz, q.v.
H ? = ra, s.m.= = r, q.v.
H = 7  [Prk. f; S. &; , rt. &], s.f. A turf
(=cakt);—a scar, mark, wound, hurt, knock (= o);—a
lever (=  ).
H K =  s (v.n. fr. sn, q.v.), s.f. Ploughing,
cultivation:— s karn, v.t. To plough.
H B =  s [ s(n)+= i= iw= Prk.  (=S. ()
+], s.m. A ploughman, cultivator, tiller, husbandman.
H B =  sn [ s˚, prob. fr. S. 3˚,' by redupl. fr. rt.
>3] , v.t. To plough, till, cultivate.
H B =" sn [fr. S.  'sugar-cane'], s.f. A large
pan in which sugar-cane juice is boiled.
H B =" s [ s(n)+S. +t], s.m. A ploughman, &c.
(= s, q.v.);—s.f. s(n)+S. (i)tavy+t+ik), Ploughing, &c.
(= s, q.v.):— s- s, s.f.= s, s.
S D = 3 sh, s.m. The blue jay, Coracias indica(syn. nlkanh).
P E = sht (S. 3, rt. 3), s.f. The middle hour

P  = rw, s.m. A quadruped (= r-pya); a pony:— rwdr, s.m. A groom.
S  =  y rvk, s.m. A philosopher or sophist who

between sunrise and the meridian; the meal eaten
at that hour, breakfast; dinner, a collation:— sht-gh,
s.f.= sht:— sht-namz, s.f. Morning prayer.
P E = shn [fr. Zend ah= S. 3, cf. sht], s.f. Taste,

holds materialistic or unorthodox opinions, a sceptic, an
atheist.
H  =  [ rw [ r, q.v.+w = Prk. / or   ; S.

avour, relish; a mixture of sweet and sour; a taste by
way of a sample; a specimen; a piece of gold or silver
melted to prove its purity; proof, trial;—syrup; the

viscous state of a syrup:— shn-dr, adj. Sweet and sour:
— shn-gr, s.m. A taster; a servant whose duty it is to
watch over the kitchen of princes and to taste every
dish brought on table (as a security against poison; cf.
bakwal).
H E =3" shn, s.f.= sn, q.v.

& = d,L kshukh,adj. Consisting in sight, depending

H E =3" sh, s.m.= s; s, q.v.

& = d,L kshukh,adj. Consisting in sight, depending

P & T G = q (for S = g = S. r$), adj. Active, alert;
dexterous; erect (a horse), ready (to cover); sound,
healthy, hale, hearty; in spirits:— q- auband, adj. Hale
and hearty, sound (in health), vigorous, athletic,
muscular; well-set, tight; smart, active, alert.
P i = q , s.m. A clasp-knife; a penknife.

on or produced from sight; peculiar to the eye, belonging
to the eye, visual, optical; perceptible by the eye, visible;
—relating to Manu kshusha;—s.m. Name of the sixth
Manu.
H & = d,L kshukh, = S Z = d,3 kshush,= H

P  = k (cf. next), s.m. Fissure, cleft, rent, slit, a
narrow opening (intentionally left in clothes);—adj.
Rent, slit, torn, lacerated:— k karn, v.t. To rend, tear,
slit, split:— k-girebn, adj. Having the collar rent;
alicted, sad.
H  =  k [Prk. =; S. J], s.m. A wheel; a potter's

on or produced from sight; peculiar to the eye, belonging
to the eye, visual, optical; perceptible by the eye, visible;
—relating to Manu kshusha;—s.m. Name of the sixth
Manu.
H  = ! kal, adj. Broad, wide (= akl, q.v.).

on or produced from sight; peculiar to the eye, belonging
to the eye, visual, optical; perceptible by the eye, visible;
—relating to Manu kshusha;—s.m. Name of the sixth
Manu.
H ( = d, kshuk, = S Z = d,3 kshush,= H

( = d, kshuk,adj. Consisting in sight, depending

H  =  kn, v.t.= khn, q.v.

wheel; pulley (over which a well-rope passes); a ring or
circle of earth or wood (such as are used in forming a
well); a mill; a millstone; a vessel in which sugar is
manufactured (after being transferred from the sn):—
k-p jn, The Hind marriage ceremony of worshipping
the potter's wheel.
H  =  k, s.m.= akk; akra, q.v.

try, test, prove (=parakhn).
H  =" k, s.f.= akk, q.v.

P  = kar (fr. intens. of S. >), s.m.f. A servant, under-

H = ! l (v.n. of ln= aln, q.v.), s.f. Motion,

servant, an attendant.
P  = karn, s.m. pl. (of kar), Servants:— karnzamn, s.f. Lands exempted from revenue dues and
appropriated to the maintenance of public servants.
P  = kar, kr, s.f. Service, employ, oce;
attendance; duty; a grant for personal service in a
village, service-land:— kar karn(-k), To serve, wait
upon, attend.
H  = 7 ka , adj. Broad, wide (= akl, q.v.).

movement, gait, walk, carriage; pace (of a horse); a
move (in chess, &c.); course, procedure, process, mode,
method, manner, fashion; rule, practice, custom, usage;
conduct, behaviour, habit; breeding, politeness; means,
expedient, plan, scheme, device, artice, manœuvre,
trick, stratagem; a metre; a tune, an air;—a kind of sh:
— l paka n(-k), To follow the course, or practice, or
fashion, &c. (of); to adopt the custom, &c. (of); to become
current, to prevail:— l-hk akkar, s.m. A balance-wheel
(of a watch):— l hk karn(-k), To regulate (a watch,
&c.):— l- alan, s.f.m.(?), Behaviour, conduct,
demeanour:— l aln, vn. To behave, act, conduct
oneself; to practise tricks or deception (on, -se), to

H & P 0 = 0 ks [S. d,l(, fr. d,], s.m. A
medicine (made of small black seeds) for diseases of the
eye.
S Z = d,3 kshush, = H ( = d, kshuk,= H

P  = k , s.m.= q , q.v.
H & = L kh [S. 3t], s.m. The blue jay (syn. nlkanh).
H & = L khn, v.t. To taste, &c. (= akhn, q.v.); to

behave deceitfully (towards):— l dikhn(-k), To show
the paces (of); to go away, be o:— l-hl, s.f. Gait,
motion, procedure; manners, behaviour, deportment;
breeding, politeness; fashion, make, frame:— l miln(k), To get (at); to smell a rat:— l-me n(-k), To fall
into the scheming (of), to be tricked or deceived (by).
S = ! l, s.m. The thatch or roof of a house.
H = ! l, s.f. A colour (in horses), roan (cf.  gl).
H " = ! l [ l+S. t], s.m. Motion; departure; an
auspicious moment or day for setting out on a journey
(there are dierent days for dierent quarters of the
compass); the departure of a bride or wife for the home
of her husband; the ceremony of the wife's going to and
returning from her father's home shortly alter
marriage (four such visits are made; see r- le);—
stratagem, trick; misfortune, calamity.
H " = ! l, s.f. A species of sh, a kind of sprat,
Clupea cultrata.
P " = l = P " = lk (prob. akin to S. !), adj. Active,
alert, eet, nimble, quick, smart; expert, dexterous;
clever, ingenious; laborious, hard-working; vigilant;
artful, cunning, designing, astute:— lk-dast, adj. Expert
of hand, dexterous, adroit, clever:— lk-dast, s.f. Sleight
of hand, expertness, adroitness, dexterity, cleverness:—
lk log, s.m. pl. Astute or designing people; sharpers.
P " = lk = P " = l (prob. akin to S. !), adj. Active,
alert, eet, nimble, quick, smart; expert, dexterous;
clever, ingenious; laborious, hard-working; vigilant;
artful, cunning, designing, astute:— lk-dast, adj. Expert
of hand, dexterous, adroit, clever:— lk-dast, s.f. Sleight
of hand, expertness, adroitness, dexterity, cleverness:—
lk log, s.m. pl. Astute or designing people; sharpers.
P  " = lk, s.f. Activity, alertness, smartness;
quickness, speed, agility, celerity; expertness, dexterity,
skill; cleverness, ingenuity; sharpness; vigilance;
astuteness, artfulness, cunning; sharp practice, trickery;
stratagem, manœuvre:— lk-se, adv. Astutely, artfully,
craftily, by unfair means:— lk karn(-se), To practise
cunning or artfulness, to overreach; to be beforehand
(with); to avoid or elude by artice.

H  " = alkiy, s.f.= lk, q.v.
H & P " = ! ln [S. !( rt. !; or i.q. ln=
aln, q.v.], s.m. An invoice or way-bill, bill of lading; a
list (of letters, &c. sent); a certicate of despatch; a
remittance; a memorandum of money received and
invested; a pass, a passport; clearance (of a ship);
sending up or forwarding (a case, or a prisoner, &c. to a
magistrate, &c.); transportation:— ln-dr, s.m. The
person who has charge of an invoice, the bearer of a
despatch or remittance; an escort:— ln karn, v.t. To
send up (a case, or a prisoner, &c. to a magistrate), to
commit (a prisoner) for trial; to forward an invoice (of).
P Z! = lish (cf. l), s.f. Elegant gait, graceful motion;
stateliness; manner, conduct;—exertion in battle; battle.
S (! = ! lak, adj. & s.m. Laxative;—a laxative.
S <! = ! lan, s.m. Motion; shaking; sifting;—a sieve; a
strainer (= lan):— lan-hr, s.m. A sifter, one who sifts.
H ! = ! ln [ l˚= Prk. !(), or p()=S.
!(), caus. of rt. !], v.t. To cause to pass through a
sieve, to sift, to shake;—v.n. To practise artice or tricks;
to be mischievous.
S ! =!" lan, vulg. ln, s.f. A riddle; a sieve, a
strainer; an instrument for sifting our; a kind of basket
for winnowing grain.
H   ) ! = ! 6 l-vyavahr, s.f.m.(?)= l- alan,
q.v.s.v. l.
H ! = la, s.m.= l, q.v.
H ! =!" l [rt. of ln+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. A detachment or party of men told o for any
duty;—the bamboo-work on the oor of a boat;—the
saddle of harness.
H ! =!" l = H ! = .! liy [rt. of ln+Prk.
  =S. ()+ t], adj. & s.m. Clever, artful,
astute; roguish, wicked, mischievous; deceitful,
treacherous;—an artful person, &c.
H ! = .! liy = H ! =!" l [rt. of ln+Prk.
  =S. ()+ t], adj. & s.m. Clever, artful,
astute; roguish, wicked, mischievous; deceitful,
treacherous;—an artful person, &c.

H I ! = !" ls, !" lls [Prk. \!"; S.
; 8], adj. Forty:— ls-ser, adj. (f. -), Of forty sers;
weighty; pure, unadulterated; heavy, stupid:— ls-sut n,
adj. & s.m. Having many (lit.forty) pillars;—a pavilion; a
palace, &c.
H 0 ! = !" ls [the preceding+S. ], s.m. The
fortieth year of any era, or of the century; an aggregate
of forty; a period of forty days; a quarantine;—a hero or
winner of forty ghts;—the great famine (in India) of
1783 (Sambat 1840);—a dimness of sight which is
supposed to come on at forty years of age (and often to
be removed on approaching the forty-eighth or ftieth
year);—adj. Numbering forty years.
H  0 ! = !" [ lsw [ ls, q.v.+Prk. / or   =S.
/+t], adj. & s.m. (f. - ), Fortieth;—the fortieth day
after childbirth, or after the death of a relation (when
food is distributed).
H 0 ! =!"" ls [ ls+S. ], s.f. Quarantine; a period
of forty days abstinence (kept after the death of a
kinsman, or after a childbirth, &c.).
 s.m. Skin, hide; leather:
H 1 = / m [Prk. @/(; S. /],
— m- i akh, s.f. lit. 'Leather-winged'; a bat:— m- or,
s.m. An adulterer:— m- or, s.f. Adulterous connexion
with another man's wife:— m-ke dm, s.m. The leather
money made current by the bhisht, Nizm, during his
three days rule in the time of the Emperor Humy n:—
m-ke dm aln, To introduce a leather currency; to
stretch to the utmost a temporary authority.
S a = / mar, s.m. The tail of the Bos grunniens(used
as a whisk to drive away ies, &c.):— mar-pushp, s.m.
The betel-nut tree, Areca faufelor Catechu.
S <a = /,ef mun, s.f. A form of Durg.
S  a = /" mkar, s.m. Gold.
H ` = [  p [S. (], s.f. A bow; the lock of a gun; the
stocks; the rack:—  p a hn(-k), To bend a bow; to
cock a gun;—to punish or torture by squeezing the ear
under the lock of a gun; to put in the stocks.
H ` = [  p, s.f. The tree Michelia kisopa(cf. amp).
H L = [  p (perf. part. of  pn, q.v.), s.m. Kneaded

our, dough.
H L = [  pn [  p˚= p˚= Prk. (|()=S. (), rt.
], v.t. To press, squeeze, to knead (dough, or the
limbs), to shampoo; to join; to thrust in, stu, cram.
H L =["  p, s.f. (dialec.), A key (= b, q.v.).
H  = [&   [rt. of  n+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
slap, a thump, a cu.
H   = [&  n [  ˚= Prk. f<()=S. &(), caus.
of rt. &], v.t. To press, squeeze (=  pn); to strike with
the at of the hand, to slap, to thump (= aiyn).
H  =[&" a  [rt. of  n+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Cesses levied from (lit.squeezed out of)
artisans, &c.
H : = [  ar, s.m.=  ar, q.v.
H : =["  r, s.f. An inferior kind of grain (as
m gor jawr);—the grain which remains in the ear after
treading ont.
S  #: = [  alya, s.m. Unsteadiness, ckleness,
restlessness, mutability.
H &: = [+  hn [  h˚= S. ; d(), rt. ; d], v.t. To
scrape up, to grub (as grass, &c.).
H +  = [  d [Prk. B5 or (5; S. BWt], s.m. The moon;
the crown of the head; a white spot in the forehead of
cattle, &c. (and many other things which are moon-like);
a semi-lunar gold ornament (worn under two others on
the head); a target or mark (to shoot at); a lunar month:
—  d-tr, s.m. Cloth gured with moons and stars; a
robe made of owered muslin, &c.:—  d hipn, v.n. To
change as the moon:—  d dekhn, v.n. To look out for,
or to see, the new moon as soon as it is visible:—  d-rt,
s.f. The night of new moon, the rst night of a lunar
month:—  d-k uk , s.m.f. lit. 'Piece of the moon'; a
lovely person (man or woman), a beauty (syn. mah-pra):
—  d-k khet karn, v.n. The moon to rise (e.g.  d-ne
khet kiy, 'the moon rose, or has risen'):—  d mrn, To
re at a target or mark:—  d-mr, s.f. Firing at a
target; target-practice:— r  d lagn, v.n. To have a
splendid or beautiful appearance:—to be exalted, be
raised to a post of honour;—to make a display, to act or

walk ostentatiously:— a ht  d, s.m. The rising moon:—
 bt  d, s.m. The setting moon:— l-k  d, s.m.
The month of -qd(in which no festival is held, and
which is considered unlucky).
H +  = [  d (fr.  d), s.m. A common theodolite
station of the Revenue Survey (forming the ends of the
main lines from which the village boundaries are laid
down).
H +  = nd, s.m.= nda, q.v.
H <)+  = B4 ndya, s.m.= ndrya, q.v.
S +  = BW ndra, adj. & s.m. Lunar; relating to the
moon, regulated by the moon;—a lunar month; the light
fortnight or half month during which the moon is on the
increase;—the moon-gem:—  dra-bhg, s.f. (= andrabhg), The river Chenbin the Panjb:— ndra-ms, s.m. A
lunar month:— ndra-mas(fr. andra-mas), adj. & s.m.
Relating or belonging to the moon, lunar;—name of the
fth lunar mansion, the constellation Mriga-iras;
the

stars in Orion.
S <)+  = BW4 ndrya, s.m. A religious observance or
expiatory penance regulated by the moon's age (it
consists in diminishing the daily consumption of food by
one mouthful every day for the dark half of the month,
beginning with 15 at the full moon until the quantity is
reduced to 0 at the new moon, and then increasing in
like manner during the fortnight of the moon's
increase).
H "+  = [!  dl [  d+Prk. f=S. + or !+t; or S.
BWt], s.m. A wafer-like ornament of gold or tinsel
worn on the forehead;—the ceremony of putting the
ornament on the foreheads of persons at the drawing
up of a marriage contract, as the ratication of the
agreement.
H 1 +  = [/ ndam, s.m. Name of a clan of Rjp ts.
H +  = [  dan (see  dn; and the next), s.f. The
light half of a month.
H +  = [  dn [  d+Prk. ! =S. ++t; cf. S. BW
+t], s.m. Moonlight; light, splendour, brilliance;—a
pigeon with white wings; a species of pheasant,

Gallophasis albocristatus(common in the Himalayas):—
 dn-paksh,  dn-pakh, s.m. The light fortnight of the
moon:—  dn ho-jn, v.n. To be light, to dawn; to be
lighted up; to have the sensation of lights or stars
dancing before the eyes (from a blow, &c.; syn. teorn);
to be crushed by a misfortune.
H +  =["  dn [  d+Prk. .!=S. ++; or S.
.BW], s.f. Moonlight, moonbeam;—a kind of white
ower, Tabernæmontana coronaria;—a white cloth spread
over a carpet; an awning, a canopy or cope; anything
white and shining:—  dn-  d, s.m. An epithet of the
moon:—  dn- auk, s.m. A wide and public street or
market:—  dn hiakn, v.n. The moonlight to be
bright:—  dn-rt, s.f. A moonlight night:—  dn-kara,
s.m. The practice of Brahmans and others wounding
themselves in order to extort alms or the payment of a
debt:—  dn khiln, v.n.=  dn hiakn, q.v.:—  dn mrjn(-ko), To be moon-struck, to be paralyzed from a
stroke of the moon (a horse).
H +  = [   dw [  d, q.v.+aw= Prk.  (with
inserted)=S. +t], s.m. A covering, an awning; a cloth
ceiling; a glass spangle, &c. worn on the forehead by
women (cf.  dl).
H ?+  =  da, s.m.=  d, q.v.
H +  =["  d [Prk. (; S. BW+], s.f. Pure silver;
plate; money; the crown of the head:—  d-k pahr,
s.m. A lucky moment:—  d-k j t, s.m. 'A silver shoe';
a bribe, a douceur:—  d kar-den, v.t. To make white; to
burn to ashes:—  d hon, v.n. To be burnt to ashes.
H  = [f  , s.f.=  , q.v.
S  = ef! nl, s.m.= anl, q.v.
H  = [7 

[S. 4(], s.f. A post, pillar; a prop, support;

a lever (=he kl).
H ( = [  k = H  = [  k [fr. S.  or +>
' ],
s.m. A stamp or mark (xed on a stack or heap of grain,
&c.; cf.  p; hp);—a ceremony observed in the
threshing ground at the time of forming the winnowed
corn into a heap (cf. ba hwan, and hattur).
H  = [  k = H ( = [  k [fr. S.  or +>
' ],

s.m. A stamp or mark (xed on a stack or heap of grain,
&c.; cf.  p; hp);—a ceremony observed in the
threshing ground at the time of forming the winnowed
corn into a heap (cf. ba hwan, and hattur).
H  = [  kn (see  k; and cf. apkn, and
 pn), v.t. To stamp or mark.
H  =["  k, s.f. (dialec.)= k, akk, q.v.
H 3J = [$!  gl [S. r$+ or !+t], adj. (f. -),
Healthy, sound, robust; expert, active, smart:—s.m. A
colour (in horses), roan.
H  = B nn, s.m. = H  =B" nn, s.f.=  dn, and
 dn, qq.v.
H  =B" nn, s.f. = H  = B nn, s.m.=  dn, and
 dn, qq.v.
H   = [  a war, = H  = [ !  wal,s.m. Uncooked
rice (= wal, q.v.)
H  = [ !  wal, = H   = [  a war,s.m. Uncooked
rice (= wal, q.v.)
P  = na, s.m. The lower jaw; the chin; jaw, jabber, talk;
a lump of dough (enough to make a cake).
H <  = [   , s.m.=  , q.v.
H  =   [ = h˚, q.v.+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(], adj.
Fond, loving; desirous, eager.
H  =  , 
w, o; (Braj)   ,   (i.q.
h, q.v.), s.m. Wish, desire, longing, liking, fondness;
eagerness; pleasure, taste, relish, zest, gusto;
heartiness, cordiality, warmth:— o- o l, o- oz, s.m.
Fondness, endearment; fondling, caressing; caress;
toying, dalliance:— o-me n(-ke), To become an object
of regard or aection, to be a favourite, to be made
much of; to have the head turned by being made much
of; to take advantage of aection, &c.:— o nikln, To
gratify a wish, satisfy a longing (of one's own, apn).
H  =  w, o,  [Prk.  or  =S. ,t], s.m.
A measure equal to four ngers;—a kind of bamboo.
P & T D  = wush,  sh, s.m. (local), A sergeant, a

boiled it is termed bht);—the weight of a grain of rice,
one-eighth of a ratt, q.v.:— wal abwn(-se), To make
(one) chew rice (over which an incantation has been
pronounced: this is done in the case of persons
suspected of stealing, it being believed that the thief will
be discovered by blood issuing from his mouth, or by a
deciency of saliva being produced.
H ? = 6 h [S. K+, rt. 3; or rt. of hn, q.v.], s.f.
Wish, desire, inclination; volition, will; longing, craving;
love, aection, liking, fondness; fancy; choice;—appetite,
relish, zest, gusto;—want, need, requirement;
requisition, demand, request:— h- it, s.f.= h-o- oz, q.v.:
— h-se, adv. With pleasure; with appetite or relish;
eagerly; aectionately, lovingly; of one's own accord,
voluntarily:— h-o- oz, s.f.= o- oz, q.v.s.v. o:— h
hon(-k), To have a desire, &c. (for); to be in request or
demand.
P ? = h [Pehl. h; Zend t, rt. kan= S. khan], s.m. A well,
a pit; a dimple:— h--zanakh, h--aqan, s.m. The
dimple of the chin:— h-kan, s.m. A well-digger.
H  = 6 h, s.m. A snipe; a sand-piper.
H  = 6 h (perf. part. of hn), s.m. What is desired,
one's pleasure; desire, will; love, aection (= h):— hh, s.f. The love of one's country.
H  = 6 hat [rt. of hn+at= Prk. \"=S. .Q(
caus. augment+], s.f.= h, q.v.
H * = 6 ht [imperf. part. of hn; and= h˚+t=
at= Prk. ( =S. B+t], adj. & s.m. Owing, due;—that
which is owing, a due.
H ? = 6& ha, s.f.= hat; h, q.v.
H  = 6  hir, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp tsin
Hisr.
H ( = 6 hak [ h˚, q.v.+Prk. 5=S. +t], adj.
Longing, desirous, craving; fond, aectionate; friendly;—
s.m. A friend; a lover.
H  = 6 ! hil, s.m.= hir, q.v.

beadle, a mace-bearer (syn. ob-dr).
H  =  ! wal [for  wal= S. ef,!;( cf.  , h , &c.],

H  = 6 hn [ h˚for hh˚= Prk. K+6() or

s.m. Rice cleared of the husk and not cooked (when

S. K+], v.t. To wish, desire, will; to want, demand,

K+6(), fr. S. ;6; or Prk. K+ (), or K+(), fr.

require, need; to be inclined to; to tend to; to be about to
(with perf. part. of following verb); to intend; to like,
love, be enamoured of; to choose, approve; to pray, ask
for, crave, entreat, to attempt, try;—s.m. Pleasure, will,
&c.= h.
H  = 6 hn [ h˚, prob.=S. d], v.t. To see, look at,

&c.), a disease that causes the hair to fall o, scaldhead;
mange:—  -j  ,  -  , s.f. Scald-head.
H < $ = < $ =  
(  ( en- e (onomat.; cf. e - e ), s.f.

look for; to watch, observe.
H  = 65 ho (2nd pers. pl. aorist of hn), conj.

 '+(), rt.  '], v.t. To bite (the lip); to gnaw; to

Noise (of birds, &c.), chirping; cawing; chatter, gabble,
jabber.
H  %=   abn [ ab˚= Prk.   (), or  U()=S.

so irrigated:— h zamn, s.f. Idem.
H  =6" h, s.f. A snipe, Scolopax gallinago(= ah).

champ; to crunch;—to cause to chew (= abwn):— abab-ke bt karn, To speak with study or preparation; to
speak without reserve; to mince one's words, to speak
haughtily or scornfully or aectedly; to hum and haw, to
drawl; to express what one has to say by little and little;
to clip one's words, to mouth, to speak indistinctly.
H " %=   !,   ! abol, .  ! ibol

H [  = Ç he (2nd pers. sing. aorist of hn), conj.

[ abo(n) = ab(n)+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -),

Though (= ho);—either, or (usually repeated):—
heathw, conj. Or or:— he. par, hetau-bh, conj.
Though still or yet:— he jitn, However great, however
much, how much soever: he jo, Whichever:— he he,
conj. Either or; whether or.
H   = 6" ht, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.

Childish, boyish, puerile (= ibill).
H $ %=  ab [rt. of ab-n+= Prk.  =S.

Though, even if;— ho ho, Either ... or; whether ... or
(see he).
H   = z  huwn, s.m. (Old H.)= auhn, q.v.
P  = h (fr. h), adj. & s.f. Irrigated from wells;—land

H *  = 6" ht (see ht), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Desired,
wished for; agreeable; beloved, darling;—a beloved
object, a darling.
H * =6"" ht, s.f. A beloved one, a sweetheart.
H [  = 6 ¦ hiye (the precative form of the aorist of
hn, used as a phrase), Is necessary, is needful or
requisite, is proper or right; it behoves; should or ought
(=Lat. opus est, necesse est; debet; oportet;—pl. hiye : see
Hind. Gram. 439, et seq.):—ky na hiye, What is not
wanting (to me), what do I not want, I want everything;
—nothing is wanting (to me), I have everything.
H  =,  y, e, s.m. Desire, &c. (= o, or h,
qq.v.).
P  = e, s.f. Tea (= , q.v.).
' but cf. next], s.m. Name of a low
H < $ =   [S. t;
class of Hinds.
H < $ =   [S. X/ ], s.m. Seed of the tamarind.
H < $ =   [S. X/ ], s.f. Scale or scab (in the head,

()++], s.f. Chewing, mastication; champing,
crunching.
H %=%=    abar- abar = H  D U=  7  7 aba aba [by redupl. of Prk.  f"=S.  '++ ], s.f. Jawing,
jabber, chatter.
H  D U=  7 7 aba - aba = H %=%=     abarabar [by redupl. of Prk.  f"=S.  ++
'
], s.f. Jawing,
jabber, chatter.
H (%=   abak, s.f. Throbbing, throb, shoot of pain
(=abhak; apak, qq.v.).
S (%= . 
, ibuk, s.f. The chin.
H %=   abakn (cf. next), v.n. To shoot with pain,
to throb (=apakn).
H %= , 
,  ubukn [ ubuk˚= S. d,#+>], v.n. To prick,
&c.= ubhn, q.v.
H %=, 
, " ubukn, s.f. A prick, puncture, stab, sting;
spur, motive, incentive.
H %= . ! ibil, adj.=next, q.v.
H 3%= . ! ibill, . ! iball [Prk.  ! ; S.  '
+!+t+t; cf. abol], adj. (f. -), Boyish childish,

puerile; unpolite, rude, uncouth.
H <; 3%= . ! ibill-pan [ ibill+Prk. Q4=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Childishness, puerility
H 3%=  ! abln, . ! ibln (i.q. abn,

into, to stick into, thrust into, to pierce, prick, goad, stab,
sting.
H  &%= ,#  ubhon = B  &%= ,# ubhn [caus. of
ubhn;— ubh˚+or w= Prk.  or U=S. caus.

ltaking the place of as caus. augment), v.t. To chew
slowly; to eat without relish;—to mouth (one's words), to
mumble.
H  @ %= abmk, s.f. (prov.) corr. of aqmq, q.v.

augment], v.t. To cause to penetrate or pierce, to force
into, to stick into, thrust into, to pierce, prick, goad, stab,
sting.
H *&%= ,# ubht (imperf. part. of ubhn), adj. (f. -),

H %=   abn (fr. the trans. bn, q.v.), v.n. To be

Piercing, pricking, stinging:— ubht kahn, To say
stinging things.
H   D %= #7#7 abha - abha , s.f. & adv.= apa - apa ,

chewed or masticated.
H %= ,  ubn, v.n.= ubhn, q.v.
H %= " abn [Prk.  .4(; S.  '4"(], adj. Requiring
to be chewed:— abn ha, s.f. Gristle, cartilage.
H  %=   abwn (doub. caus. of bn;—w˚= aww=
w+w), v.t. To cause to chew, to make (one) chew, get
(one) to chew.
H Y %=  P
0  ab tr = H ?Y %=  
0  ab tara [ ab ˚= aw =
a = S. ,; cf. aubr], s.m. A terrace, a raised and
levelled piece of ground (to sit and converse on), a
platform; a market-place; a boundary mark; a police
station; a tribunal or court of justice; a custom house:—
ab tr b dhn, To make a terrace or platform, &c.:—
ab tre a hn(-ko), To convey to the police station.
H ?Y %=  
0  ab tara = H Y %=  P
0  ab tr [ ab ˚= aw =
a = S. ,; cf. aubr], s.m. A terrace, a raised and
levelled piece of ground (to sit and converse on), a
platform; a market-place; a boundary mark; a police
station; a tribunal or court of justice; a custom house:—
ab tr b dhn, To make a terrace or platform, &c.:—
ab tre a hn(-ko), To convey to the police station.
H %=  57 abo (rt. of abnor abon+Prk.f5 and f"
(with

inserted)=S. t or + ], adj. Crushed, bruised;—s.f.

Jesting, joking; jest, joke.
H  %=  5 abokar [rt. of abon+S. t], s.m. (dialec.)
One addicted to joking, a jester.
H  &%= ,# ubhn = H  &%= ,#  ubhon [caus. of
ubhn;— ubh˚+or w= Prk.  or U=S. caus.
augment], v.t. To cause to penetrate or pierce, to force

q.v.
H (&%= # abhak [for ubhak, ubha+S. >;—see ubhn],
s.f. A prick; a sting.
H &%=,#" ubhk [ ubhak+S. ], s.f. A plunge (in
water), a dip, dive (=ubk).
H <&%= ,# ubhan (see next), s.f. Pricking; pinching or
griping; colic.
H &%= ,# ubhn [ ubh˚= S. d,N (), rt. d,#; cf. H.
khubn], v.n. To be stuck or thrust (into, -me ), to be
pricked, be pierced, be goaded, be stabbed; to stick (into),
run (into), to prick, pierce, penetrate; to be stung, feel
the sting (of); to be disagreeable, go against the grain; to
be agreeable, to take the fancy; to be struck or
fascinated (with or by):— ubh-jn(-me ), intens. of
and= ubhn.
H  &%= ,#  ubhwn (doub. caus. of ubhn), v.t. To
cause to be pierced, &c.
H  &%= ,#5 ubhon (caus. of ubhn), v.t.= ubhn, q.v.
H  %= % abe  [Prk.  .4(; S.  '4"(], s.m.
Something to be munched or chewed; parched gram or
grain (used as food).
H  %=%" aben (see aben), s.f. Parched grain
(= aben); a lunch of parched grain or sweetmeats, &c.,
given at noon.
P `= ap [Zend havya; ], adj. & s.m. Left (hand or
side); discordant, inharmonious; unlucky, sinister;—the
left hand, the left side:— ap--g alat
 den, To run zigzag
when pursued by an enemy (in order to bae him), to

dodge:— ap-o-rst, adj., adv. & s.m. Right and left;—
carelessness; unsteadiness, want of principle.
H `= , up [cf. S. , 'to move quietly or stealthily'], s.f.

H `= .& ip (perf. part. of ipan), part. adj. Stuck,

Silence, quiet, stillness;—adj. & adv. Quiet, silent; secret,
stealthy;—quietly, silently, &c.;—intj. Silence! be quiet!
(= up rah):— up-- up , up- up , up- p, adj. & adv. Quite
silent, perfectly quiet or still: silently, softly, quietly,
secretly, furtively, stealthily:— up rahn, up sdhn, up
lagn, v.n. To remain silent, to practice silence, to be
dumb:— up lagn(-ko), To be struck cumb:— up n dhn,
v.n.= up rahn, q.v.:— uphoke, adv. Silently, quietly, in
silence:—cup honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become silent,
be speechless; to be silenced.
H L= Q app [S. +t;—cf. auw], s.m. A hand-

caus. augment+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To press at,

breadth, a measure of four ngers, a span (of land):—
app- app, adv. Every span of land, every inch of
ground.
H A L= apt (Portuguese çapato), s.f. (local) A shoe of the
European fashion (having a heel-piece, in
contradistinction to the Persian shoe).
H & P Y L=" apt [S. &"],
'
s.f. A thin cake of
unleavened bread.
H  L=  apn (caus. of apn), v.t. To cause (one) to
feel shame, to abash;—to place one thing on another, to
heap, pile; to press down, compress, atten, squeeze,
crush.
H L=  apat [S. &t or &t,
' through P. ap t], s.m.
A slap, a thump, cu, box:— apat-gh, s.f. 'The slapping
place,' the cheek; the crown of the head; the head.
H `= & apa, s.f.= ap(used in comp.):— apa-bz, s.f.
Femina libidini sapphicæ indulgens:— apa-bz, s.f.
Congressus libidinosus duarum mulierum.
H `= & ap [S. K& or .K&+t, rt. K; or per
met..& or .&+t; cf. apn], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Pressed at, attened, compressed; at, even, level;
shallow and broad (as a vessel);—a person with a at
nose;—a large at earthen vessel:— ap gol, s.m. An
oblate spheroid.
H `= .& ip (see ap; and cf. ip ip), adj. (f. -),
Sticky, viscous, glutinous, clammy.

&c.
H `= & apn [ ap+Prk.  or U=S. 
to atten, to press even.
H `= .& ipn (fr. ip; see apn), v.t To
cause to adhere, to stick on (anything, as a wafer, &c.);
to put on (a patch); to lay down turf, to turf, to sod.
H  `= & apan (fr. the trans. apn), v.n. To be
attened, to be pressed at or even, become at, &c.:—
apa-jn, v.n. Idem.
H  `= .& ipan (fr. the trans. ipn), v.n. To
stick, to adhere; to cohere; to cling (to;= iman):— ipajn, v.n. Idem.
H  `= ,& upan, v.t. (local)= upa n, q.v.
H `= _ aph, adj.= ap, q.v.
H 3`=&6" apih, s.f. A kind of insect.
H `=&" ap, s.f. Congressus libidinosus duarum
mulierum (= apa-bz):— ap kheln, ap la n, ap
la n, Libidini sapphicæ indulgere
H ) `= & apaiy [ apa+Prk. =S. ], s.f. dim. of
ap, q.v.
H L:L= .. ip ip [=H. ; fr. S K or K+ by
redupl.; cf. S. .K+ !], adj. (f. -), Sticky, adhesive,
glutinous, viscous, viscid, clammy, smeary, slimy.
H [ Y L:L= ,,` up- upte (in ec. imperf. part. of
up upn), adv. Perfectly silent, quite still, silently,
&c.= up- p, q.v.s.v. up.
H  L:L= .. ip ipn (fr. ip ip, q.v.), v.n. To stick,
adhere, cohere; to be glutinous, be viscous, be clammy,
&c.
H  L:L= ,, up upn [S. , redupl.], v.n. To move
quietly or stealthily; to keep perfectly quiet or silent.
H ? L:L= ..6& ip ipha [ ip ip(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Stickiness, adhesiveness,
tenacity, glutinousness, viscosity, clamminess.
H uL= .Q ippa , adj. & s.m.= ippakhor ippak, q.v.

H >L= . ip , s.m.= ipk, q.v.
H L=  apr (fr. aprn), adv. Tenaciously, dog,

s.m.See aprs, and aprs.
H 5 `=7" ap s, s.m. = H 4 `= 7 ap s,

gedly, persistently; suddenly, unexpectedly, all at once.
H L= . ipr [S. K+++t; or .K+ !+t, rt. +],

s.f.See aprs, and aprs.
H  `= 7 p n (caus. of apa n), v.t. To assert

s.m. Gum; matter (discharged from the eyes; cf. ip ).
H KL=  aprs (said to be contrac. fr. P. aprst; but

falsely, to falsify, to belie; to brazen.
H   `= 7 p  [ ap (n)+Prk.  =S. ()+t],

cf. ap), s.f. A breast-plate, a plate worn on a belt (as a
mark of oce), a badge; a clasp, a buckle.
H BL=" aprs [ aprs+Prk.  =S. t(+t)],

adj. Brazen-faced, shameless, bold, impudent;—s.m. A
slipper.
H   `= .76 ip h [see ipr, q.v.+S. +t], adj.

s.m. One who wears a aprsor badge, a peon, orderly,
beadle, messenger (of a court, &c.):— aprs--adlat,
s.m. A baili, a process-server.
H L=  aprn, v.t.= ipn, q.v.

Having mattery eyes, blear-eyed.
H  ! D `= 77 apa - apa [S.  '+, by redupl., cf.

H L=  aprn, v.t.= ap n, q.v.
H L=  aparn, v.n.= apa n, q.v.:— apar-jn, v.n.
Idem.
H L= , uparn, = H  L= ,g

abha - abha ; or onomat.], s.f. The sound made in
chewing or eating; the sound of lapping;—adv. (Eating or
chewing) with a noise; with the noise of lapping.
H ) 9 X `= apa -qantiy, adj. & s.m. Low, mean;—a
atterer, a sycophant, a toady.
H  `= 7 apa n [ apar˚= S. .dH, rt. .d], v.n. To

uparnau ,v.t.= upa nd, q.v.
H  L= ,g uparnau , = H L= , uparn,(Braj)

ee, run away, slip away (from, -se), to escape; to evade,
elude; to shue; to desist, deny.
H  `= ,7 upa n [ upar˚= Prk. 5Qf(); prob. fr. S.

v.t.= upa nd, q.v.
H L= apri [S. .dH<], adv. Quickly, instantly,

K (), caus. fr. rt. K,], v.t. To oil, butter, grease,

forthwith.
H L=" apr, s.f. A puddle;—a small species of pulse
(resembling an);—husk, bran (cf. ap ).
H  `= 7 ap  (cf. ipr, and next), s.m. Shell lac, lac;
husk, bran; clear land;—two pice (in the language of
brokers).
H  `= .7 ip , s.m. (f. -), Gum (of the eyes= ipr,
q.v.);—one who has a constant discharge of matter from
the eyes.
H  `= ,7 up  (perf. part. of upa n), adj. (f. -), Oiled,
greasy; oily, unctuous, smooth, plausible, specious, oilytongued, mealy-mouthed;— up , s.f.= up  ro, q.v.:—
up  l , s.m. The yam:— up  bt, s.f. Smooth or
honeyed words, attery:— up - ikn, adj.= up :— up 
ro, s.f. A cake rubbed over with, or dipped in, claried
butter.
H 4 `= 7 ap s, s.f. = H 5 `=7" ap s,

lubricate, besmear, anoint; to baste; to varnish; to
smooth; to gloss over, to palliate.
H . `= ,7 [ upa w , adj. Oiled, oily, greasy, &c.
(= up ):— upa w marham, s.f. Ointment.
'
H  `=7" ap , .7" ip  [Prk. Qf=S. ++],
s.f. A cake of cow-dung.
H  `=.7" ip , s.f. See ip .
H  `=,7" up , adj. & s.f. See s.v. up .
T Z#Q L= apqalish, apqalash, apqulish, s.f. A ght (with
swords); an altercation, a row:—close-packing, crowding,
want of room.
H (L=  apak, s.f.= abak, apak, qq.v.
H (L= . ipak (see apakn; ipakn), s.f. Compression;
adhesion; stickiness, adhesiveness, glutinousness, &c.
(= ip ipha, q.v.).
H (L= .Q ippak [for ippakh= S. .P+d"], s.f. The
sparrow-hawk;—the goat-sucker, Caprimalgus.

H (L= .Q ippak (see ipak), adj. Compressed, at;
shallow (= ap); drawn (as the face or cheeks), thin
(also written ippa ).
H L= . ipk,  apk, s.m. The male of the
ippak, q.v.
H L= , upk [ up, q.v.+S. +t], adj. (f. -), Silent,
quiet, mute; secret, stealthy, sly;— upke, adv. Silently,
quietly, with little noise; secretly, stealthily,
clandestinely, furtively, slyly:— upke-se, adv. Quietly, &c.
(= upke); in a low voice, in a whisper:— upke-ho,
adv.= upke, q.v.
H  L= . ipkn,  apkn (caus. of ipakn),
v.t. To cause to adhere; to press (on or upon), to
compress; to stick (on), to paste or gum; to get (one) into
a berth, stick (a person into a place); to threaten.
H & P <L=  apkan (see apakn), s.f. A kind of (closetting) vest or short coat:— apkan-dr, s.m. A vest like a
apkan.
H L=  apakn, . ipakn [ apak˚= Prk.
=() or =?(), fr. S.  or +>
' ], v.n. To be
compressed; to be pressed at down or on; to collapse; to
stick, adhere; to cling (to);—to take up (with), form an
unlawful connexion (with), to be entangled (in an
amour), to fall in love (with); to spread or sink (as ink on
damp paper):— ipak-jn, v.n. (intens.) To stick close (to),
to stick together; to be compressed, &c.= ipakn;—to be
sold on account of (its) sweetness (cf. pi akn, and
ipan).
H  L= .  ipakwn (doub. caus. of ipkn), v.t.

tmak, adj. Of a ckle or inconstant nature:—capal-gi ,
s.f. (dialec.), The chameleon.
P L= apal, adj. Foul, lthy, nastly, disgusting, brutal,
beastly.
H L= Q! appal, ! apal [S. +!],
'
s.f. A sandal; a
slipper.
S 3L= ! apal, s.f. Lightning; the goddess Lakshmor
Fortune; a wanton, a harlot.
H $3L=! apal, s.f. = H <L#L= ! apal-pan, s.m.=
S *#L= ! apalat, s.f.= S *#L= !;

apalatva,

s.m.Activity, briskness, quickness, nimbleness, agility;
unsteadiness, inconstancy, ckleness, giddiness,
frivolity, levity, wantonness, &c. (see apal):— apalat
karn, To show nimbleness, &c.
H <L#L= ! apal-pan, s.m. = H $3L=! apal, s.f.=
S *#L= ! apalat, s.f.= S *#L= !;

apalatva,

s.m.Activity, briskness, quickness, nimbleness, agility;
unsteadiness, inconstancy, ckleness, giddiness,
frivolity, levity, wantonness, &c. (see apal):— apalat
karn, To show nimbleness, &c.
S *#L= ! apalat, s.f. = H $3L=! apal, s.f.= H
<L#L= ! apal-pan, s.m.= S *#L= !;

apalatva,

s.m.Activity, briskness, quickness, nimbleness, agility;
unsteadiness, inconstancy, ckleness, giddiness,
frivolity, levity, wantonness, &c. (see apal):— apalat
karn, To show nimbleness, &c.
S *#L= !; apalatva, s.m. = H $3L=! apal, s.f.= H
<L#L= ! apal-pan, s.m.= S *#L= ! apalat,

H L=," upk (see upk), s.f. Silence (= up):— upk

s.f.Activity, briskness, quickness, nimbleness, agility;
unsteadiness, inconstancy, ckleness, giddiness,
frivolity, levity, wantonness, &c. (see apal):— apalat
karn, To show nimbleness, &c.
H +  B L= Q!Ó appal-send, s.f. (dialec.), The prickly

lagn(-ko), To have a t of silence; to be struck dumb.
S L= ! apal, adj. & s.m. (f. -) & adv. Shaking,

pear, Cactus indicus(syn. g-phan).
H <L= Q appan (see next), s.m. A (large) lid or cover of

trembling, tremulous, unsteady, agitated, restless,
wavering; variable, inconstant, ckle, uncertain, volatile,
giddy, wanton; active, quick, swift, agile, expeditious;
swiftly, quickly, &c.;—an unsteady person, &c.:— apal-

a pot (= apn).
H L=  apn [ ap˚= Prk. Q()=S. Q(`), pass. of rt.

To cause to be stuck, to have (a thing) pasted or
gummed, &c.
H &L= .QL ippakh, adj. & s.f.= ippak, q.v.

], v.n. To be compressed, be attened; to be crushed
or squeezed;—to be abashed or ashamed; to be bashful;

to blush; to lower the eyes, to cower, quail; to submit,
stoop; to be put to silence.
H L= . ipn, v.n. (dialec.)= hipn, q.v.
H L=" apn (see apn), s.f. A at lid or cover (of a
cooking pot; syn. sar-posh; cf. hakn); a saucer;—the cap
of the knee, knee-pan;—the crown of the head:— apnbhar pn-me (or pn leke) ub-marn, 'To drown oneself
in a saucer-full of water'; to be greatly abashed:— apn
n, 'To lick the pot-lid'; to be contented with little.
H L= Q0 app [rt. of ap-n+S. +t], s.m. A paddle, an
oar;—(local), a sandal, a shoe with a wooden sole (syn.
appal):— app mrn, To row, to paddle.
H  L=5&" apo [rt. of ap-n+S. P
prob. ois a diminut. su.], s.f. An old worn-out turban or
cap; a attened hat or cap.
H &L= v! aphl, s.f. A piece of ground, or a place,
surrounded with marshes and mire.
H L=Q" app [Prk. .Q; S. ], s.f. Pressing or
kneading the limbs, shampooing.
H L=.Q" ipp, s.f. A small piece stuck on to anything, a
patch (on paper, &c.); cf ep.
H L=,Q" upp, s.f. Silence, taciturnity (cf. up, and
upk).
S RL= |& ape, s.m. The palm of the hand with the
ngers extended;—s.f. A slap; a sudden misfortune, &c.
(= ape).
H RL= |& ape [S. |&+t], s.m. The palm with the
ngers extended; a slap, thump, cu; a stroke, shock, a
sudden misfortune; blast or in uence (of an evil spirit);
risk, loss, injury (cf. jhapa; jhape);—adj. & s.m. Taken
by violence, snatched; illegitimate;—an illegitimate son,
a bastard.
H  L= | apekn, v.t. To stick (a thing on),
&c.= ipkn; to force (a thing, on a person).
H = . it [Prk. .+ \(; S. .dQ(, rt. .d], adj. Thrown;
lying at (on the back), prostrate, supine (opp. of pa):—
it-ng, (S. kshipta+anga), adj. & s.m. Lying at, prostrate,
&c. (= it);—a person lying prostrate or supine:— it-pa,
s.f. Wrestling; a kind of game, heads or tails, cross and

pile:— it pa n, v.n. To fall or lie at on the back, to lie
prostrate or supine:— it karn, v.t. To throw (an
adversary) on the back (in wrestling), to discomt, to
overcome (in battle), overthrow; to win:— it len, v.n.
To lie at on the back:— it honor ho-jn, v.n. To be
thrown on the back; to lie at on the back, to lie
prostrate, to stretch oneself; to roll over, fall down (in a
swoon, &c.); to be laid low, be killed, to die.
H = . it [S. .Pt], adj. (dialec.); see it-pit .
H = . it [S. .+t], s.f. Look, glance (cf. itwan).
H = .\ itt, . it [S. .\(], s.m. The reasoning
faculty, the mind, life, soul, heart, intellect,
understanding; sense; thought, re ection; memory;
attention:— ittbhog( itta+bhog), s.m. Full consciousness,
consciousness of pleasure or pain, the attention of the
mind to its own sensations:— id-tm(i.e. it+tm), s.m.
The thinking principle, pure intelligence, spirit:— id-k,
s.m. An epithet of the all-pervading spirit:— id-nand,
s.m. An epithet of the Deity as the seat of blessedness:—
it ban(-k), To divide or divert the attention:— itbhang hon, v.n. To lose one's mind or senses, to be
distracted:— it-par a hn, v.n. To be impressed on the
mind, to take possession of the mind:— itt-prasannatva,
s.m.= itt prasannat, s.f. Happiness of the mind, joy,
gaiety:— it-cu, it- o, it- e , adj. Pleasing to the
mind, what the heart desires, satisfactory, gratifying:—
it- or, adj. & s.m. Heart-stealing, heart-alluring;—a
heart-ravisher, an epithet of Krisha:—
it- eta, adj.

Mindful, attentive, observant, careful, cautious:— it
dharn(-par), it den(-ko) = it lagn, q.v.:— it-se utarn(ke), To slip the mind or memory, to escape one, be
forgotten:— it karn, To make up (one's) mind:— it ln,
it lagn(-par), To apply the mind (to), to be attentive
(to); to set the heart (on), be attached (to):— it-lagan(S.
itta-lagna), adj. Amusing, pleasing, captivating:— inmay(i.e. it+may), adj. & s.m. Spiritual; all intelligence (as
an epithet of the Deity);—pure intelligence:— it-me
baihn(-ke), To impress on the mind, to instil in the
mind:— itt-vn, adj. Endowed with understanding,
reasonable; having a tender heart, kind-hearted,
amiable:— itt-vibhram, s.m. Derangement of mind,

insanity, madness:— it-ha, s.f. Dislike, aversion,
repugnance, reluctance.
S *= . it, s.f. A pile of wood (on which the Hinds
burn their dead), a funeral pile, pyre:— itrohan( it
+ro˚), s.m. Ascending the funeral pile, the burning (of a
widow) with the corpse of her husband:— it-pind, s.m.
An oering of cakes, rice, milk, &c. to the manes at the
time of burning a corpse:— it- ak, s.m. A mark where
a funeral pile has been, a monument, a mausoleum.
H *= .\ itt [S. .P+t], adj. & s.m. Bright, clear,
silvery, white, fair (= i);—the application of a blister;—
the medicinal plant Plumbago zeylanica(= ttar-m l).
H *= .\ itt = it, 'lying at,' q.v.
H *= .\ itt, s.f. (dialec.)= int, q.v.
H  *= . itrn [citr˚= S. .P+], v.t. To paint.
H  *=." itr [S. .P+"], s.m. A drawer of gures,
a limner, a painter.
H & *= .L itkh [S. .++t], s.m. A funeral pile
( it).
H  *= . itn [ it˚= itw˚= Prk. .\ () or
.\U()=S. .\+()], v.t. To cause to observe, to
draw attention (to); to apprize, inform, intimate,
suggest, advise; to remind; to admonish, caution, warn;
to give an alarm to, to alarm (cf. jatn)
H ^ *= .[$ it- g, adj. & s.m. See s.v. cit, 'thrown.'
H  *= .  iton, v.t.= itn, q.v.
H  *=. ", . " iton (i.q. iton), s.f. Token,
sign, clue; timely notice, caution, warning, admonition;
alarm; a reminder.
H = = . it-pit [S. .P+pit, a jingling word], adj.
Spotted, marked, stained, sullied, foul, dirty:— it-pit
karn(-ko), To blot (paper, when writing); to spoil (a
copy), to mess, dirty.
S *= , atur (changeable in comp. to atus, and atush),
adj. Four:— atur-asra, adj. & s.m. Four-cornered,
quadrangular;—a quadrangle; a quadrangular gure, a
square:— atur-ang, adj. & s.m. Consisting of four
members or parts, quadripartite;—an entire or complete
army, comprising elephants, chariots, cavalry, and

infantry;—the game of chess (cf. P. shatranj);—a kind of
song; a variety of music:— atur-ang, adj. (f. -in) = aturang, q.v.:— atur-nan, adj. & s.m. Having four faces;—an
epithet of Brahma:— atur-bhuj, adj. & s.m. Having four
arms; four-sided, quadrilateral;—an epithet of Vishnu;—a
four-sided gure, a square:— atur-bhuj, s.f. 'The fourarmed one,' an epithet of Durg:— atur-bhadra, s.m.—
atur-varg, q.v.:— atush-path, s.m. A place where four
roads meet, a cross-way:— atush-pad, adj. & s.m. (f. -or ), Having four feet; consisting of four pdas;—a
quadruped; anything which has four parts or members;
a metre or stanza consisting of four padasor lines:— aturda, adj. Fourteen:— atur-da, s.f. The fourteenth day of
the moon's age:— atur-dik, adv. Towards the four
quarters, on all sides, all around:— atus-sahasra, adj. Four
thousand:— atush-ko, adj. & s.m. Quadrangular, square;
—a quadrangular gure, a tetragon, a square (= au-ko):
— atur-mukh, adj. & s.m. Having four faces;—the fourfaced one, an epithet of Brahma:— atur-varg, s.m. The
four objects of human pursuit collectively, viz. dharm,
'virtue'; km, 'pleasure'; arth, 'wealth'; and moksh, 'nal
beatitude':— atur-var, s.m. The four classes or castes of
Hinds, viz.the Brhman, Kshatriya, Vaiya, and  dra:—
atur-vi a, adj. Twenty-fourth:— atur-vi ati, adj.
Twenty-four:— atur-ved, adj. & s.m. Familiar with the
four Vedas;—one so familiar (= aube);— atur-yug, adj. &
s.m. Containing the four yugas;—the aggregate of the
four ages or epochs of the world (= au-jug).
S *= , atur, adj. & s.m. Swift, quick, active, smart;
expert, dexterous, clever, skilful, ingenious, adroit,
sharp, shrewd, knowing, sagacious, wise; cunning,
astute, sly;—a shrewd person, &c.
P *= atr, vulg. atar(S. +P), s.m. An umbrella, a parasol:
— atr--mr, atar-mr, s.m. A toadstool; a mushroom.
S *= .P itra, vulg. itr; and H. .\ ittar, . itar, adj.
& s.m. Bright, clear, bright-coloured, white; variegated,
spotted, speckled; various, manifold; uctuating; strange,
wonderful, surprising;—a wonder, a surprising
appearance or phenomenon; a spot, speck; a painting,
picture, drawing, delineation, sketch, writing, &c.; a
circular ornament, sectarial mark on the forehead:—

itrlay( itra+laya), s.m. Atelier, studio:— itrng( itra
+anga), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a variegated or spotted
body, dapple-bodied, spotted, striped, painted;—a kind of
snake; the plant Plumbago zeylanica;—vermilion; yellow
orpiment:— itr gad, adj. (f. -), Adorned with brilliant or
variegated bracelets:— itr-ba, s.m. A species of the
ba tree:— itra-bhojan, s.m. Change of diet; the eating
unusual food:— itr-pa, itr-pah, s.m. A picture;—
variegated cloth:— itr pd, s.f. The bird commonly
called main:— itr-pad, s.f. The plant Cissus pedata; a kind
of metre:— itr-parik, itr-par, s.f. The plant Hemionites
cordifolia; Bengal madder, Rubia manjeth; and several
other plants:— itra-dev, s.f. A kind of plant:— itr-rekh,
s.f.= itr-lekh, q.v.:— itr-sen, vulg. atar-sain, s.m. Name of
a snake-demon; name of a leader of the Gandharvas
and son of Viw-vasu, and also of several other
personages:— itra-r, s.f. A picture; a kind of garment:
— itra-l, vulg. itr-sl, s.f. Picture-gallery, pictureroom, a hall adorned with pictures:— itr-kr, s.m. A
limner, painter, artist:— itr-kr, s.f. The art of painting;
painting, I ortrait-painting;—ornamenting,
decoration;— itr-kr karn, To limn, paint; to ornament,
eect ornamentation:— itra-kar, itra-kara, s.m.= itr-kr:
—cira-kara, s.m.= itr-kr:— itr-kambal, s.m. A variegated
carpet; a painted or ornamented cloth (used as an
elephant's housing):— itr-k , itr-ko, s.m. Name of a
mountain in Bundelkhand (the modern Compteh,—the
rst habitation of Rmain his exile):— itr-gupt, s.m.
Yama, the god of hell; Yama's registrar, the recording
angel who registers the virtues and vices of mankind;—
itr-gar, s.m.= itra-kar, or itr-kr, q.v.:— itr-grv, s.m.
'Spotted-necked'; the king of the pigeons:— itra-likhit,
part. adj. Represented, delineated (as in a picture),
depicted, painted:— itr-lekh, s.f. A picture, a portrait;—
(in Pros.) two species of metres; name of an Asparas
(born from Brahm'shand, and skilled in painting):—
ittar-m l, itar-m l, s.m. The plant Plumbago zeylanica:—
itr-netr, s.f. The bird called main:— itra-vat, adj. (f. vat), Decorated with paintings or ornaments:— itra-vat,
s.f. A kind of metre (of four lines of thirteen syllables
each):— itr-vi itr, vulg. itr-bi itr , adj. & s.m. Variously
coloured, variegated, chequered; multiform:—the

chamelion:— itra-vidy, s.f. The art of painting;
knowledge of pictures or painting:— itr-var, s.m. The
peacock.
H *= (,  atur,  atr [S. ,+t], adj.= atur, q.v.;—
s.m. A wise, or shrewd, or clever man, &c.
S *= .P itr, s.f. The star Spica virginis; a constellation,
the fourteenth lunar mansion.
H *= .P itr [S. .Pt], adj. (f. -), Variegated, &c.
(= itr, q.v.).
H *= . itrn (caus. of itarn), v.t. To cause to
paint; to get (a picture, &c.) painted.
H ^*= .P[$ itr g, adj. & s.m. See s.v. itr.
H *=  atro [catur, q.v.+Ap. Prk. =Prk.
(=\(=S. +; ]( , s.m.= atur, q.v.
H $*=, atur, 

atr [ atur+= Prk. =S.

+], s.f. Alertness; expertness, dexterity, smartness,
cleverness, knowledge, wisdom, sagacity, skilfulness,
ingenuity; astuteness, cunning, slyness, subtlety,
craftiness, deceit, roguery.
S A*= .P itrit, part. Variegated, spotted, striped,
chequered; painted with a variety of colours.
S Y*= , aturat, vulg. aturt, s.f.= atur, q.v.
S &Y*= ,R' aturtha, vulg. aturth, adj. Fourth (= auth):—
aturth , ( aturtha+a a), s.m. A fourth part, a quarter;
receiving a fourth.
S ,Ru aturth, s.f. The fourth day in a lunar fortnight;
the fourth (or dative) case (in Gram.):—
aturthyant( aturth+anta), adj. Terminating with the
sux or sign of the fourth (or dative) case.
S D *= ,8
' atur-da, adj. = S ?B*= , atur-asra,
adj.See s.v. atur.
S ?B*= , atur-asra, adj. = S D *= ,8
' atur-da,
adj.See s.v. atur.
S *= .P! itral, adj. & s.m. Variegated, spotted;—a
variegated colour.
H *= . itarn [fr. S. .P], v.t. To paint (a picture,
&c.).
H J*=.($" itrang [S. .P+r$t(˚+t)], adj. &

s.m. Many-faced, versatile, unsteady; artful, cunning,
deceitful;—a versatile person, &c.
S *=.P4" itri, s.f. One of the four divisions into
which women are classed by erotic writers; a woman
endowed with various talents end excellences (cf.
padmin).
P *= atr (see atr), s.f. An umbrella, a parasol; a veil, a
canopy; a tent, a pavilion.
H *=," atur, s.f.= atur, q.v.

H 7 *= .R7 itha iy [ itha a+S. t], adj. & s.m.
Ragged, tattered, in rags or tatters, clothed in or
covered with rags;—a ragamun, a tatterdemalion:—
itha iy-pr, s.m. A pror saint to whom rags are oered
(being stuck on a tree by the road-side); the tree on
which rags are stuck as an oering to a saint;—a
ragamun, a tatterdemalion.
H (7*= .R7<! ith ail [ ith +Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. &

S  *= .; it-kr, s.m. Cry, scream; bray (of an ass).

s.m.= itha iy, q.v.
H  R&*= .7 ithe n, v.t.= ith n, q.v.

S *= . itik, s.f. A funeral pile (= it).

S *=. iti (rt. .), s.f. A heap; a pile of wood, a funeral

H %*= .  itkabr [S. .P+ ',+t], adj. (f. -),

pile (= it).
S *=. iti (rt. .), s.f. Understanding, intellect (= itt).

Spotted, speckled, dappled, piebald, gray; double-faced,
deceitful.
H *= .\! ittal, s.m.= tal, q.v.; also= itral, q.v.
H 3*= .! itl [S. .P!+t], adj. (f. -), Spotted, &c.
(= itkabr, q.v.).
H *= . itn [ it˚= S. ., rt. .], v.n. To gaze (at),
look (at), see, behold; to appear, seem
H *= . itn [fr. S. .P], v.n. To be painted (see
tn).
S  *= .; 8 itwri at, adj. Forty.
H  *= .  itwan (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Sight, look, glance;
appearance, aspect.
H  *= .  itaon, .M itaun (caus. of itn), v.t.

H *=.\" itt [S. .P+], s.f. A spot, speck, mark,
stain, blotch; a freckle; a scar; a species of speckled
snake; the hen-amadabat (= i); a speckled cowrie; a
cowrie worn smooth with rubbing; mildew or rot (in
cloth, &c.):— itt-dr, adj. Spotted, speckled:— itt khn,
v.n. To become mildewed or rotted (as damp cloth):— itt
ln, v.n. To form a scar, to scar.
S *= .; ity, s.f. A funeral pile (= it).
H " *= .;! ityl [S. .;, or h;+!(], s.m. A place
of sacrice or religious worship, an altar, a temple, a
shrine.
H  *= .` iter [S. .P++t], s.m. A person who

To gaze at, look at, see, behold.
H  *=.M" itaun, s.f.= iton, q.v.

paints owers, &c. (on wood, &c.), a painter, an artist; an
engraver (= itr).
H   *= .h[ itainau , v.t. (Braj)= itaun.

H  &*= .R7 ith n [ ith ˚= ith , q.v.;—or r˚= l=

S  *= .; itya, s.m. A monument or any mark of the site

caus. augment; cf. ithn], v.t. To tear to pieces or rags
(= ith e- ith e kar-den); to pull (one's character) to
pieces, to treat with indignity, to vilify, revile, abuse; to
ll a paper with a scrawl, to scribble.
H *= .6& it-ha, s.f. See s.v. itor itt.

of a funeral pile (= it- ak).
H V & a (see jha), adv. Quickly, instantly, in a trice:—

H  *= .R7 ith  [S. .+ W+, rt. .+ ], s.m. A rag, tatter,
shred:— ith e- ith e karnor kar-den, v.t. To tear to
pieces or shreds, &c. (see ith n):— ith e-gud e, s.m. pl.
Rags, tatters; (g.) scattered clouds:— ith e lagnor lagjn, v.n. To become rags; to be in rags.

a-pa, adv. Quickly, instantly, hastily, in a hurry;
abruptly, suddenly, all at once:— a-pa hon, v.n. To die
suddenly:— a-pa, a--pa, s.f. Quickness, agility;
speed; haste, hurry; suddenness; sudden death; a
number of deaths in rapid succession.
H V & a [S. &, rt. &], s.f. The sound of breaking, or
snapping, or cracking; a snap, a crack;—a scratch, a
slight cut or wound, an excoriation, a sore, a scab, a

chancre:— a- a, s.f. The sound of repeated snapping or
cracking, the sound of the crackling of a burning body,
or of quickly repeated strokes, &c.; the sound made in
cracking the ngers (cf. a-ca):— a de  n, v.n. To
break with a snap or crack; to snap short.
H V & a (contrac. of ; see nand an), s.f.
Eating up, devouring, &c. (used chie y in comp.);—adv.
Wholly, altogether, clean:— a-bhasam, s.m. Eating up
the whole, licking the platter clean:— a karnor kar-jn(ko), To eat with zest; to eat up entirely, to lick the platter
clean, to devour, consume; to dissipate; to make away
with, to embezzle:— a honor ho-jn, v.n. To be eaten
up entirely, be swallowed up, be devoured, be consumed;
to be dissipated, &c.
H V .& i [S. .P( or= a], s.f. A bit, piece, chip; a scrap,
a rag:— i ukha n, v.n. To have a small piece knocked
o, to be chipped, to splinter:— i lagn(-me ), To stick a
small piece (of paper, &c. on), to put a patch (on), to
patch.
H V  a, s.m. An excoriation; a red spot, a pimple;
&c. (= a, q.v.);—calumny, slander; a stroke or blow of
misfortune, a loss (= a);—a heap, pile (of bricks, &c.).
H V  a [S. +P+t], s.m. A schoolboy, a pupil.
H V . i [S. .P+t], adj. (f. -), Bright, clear, white,
fair; speckled, spotted;—s.m. A silver coin, a rupee.
H V . i, s.m.= i, q.v.; also= ih, q.v.
H V , u, s.m.= o, and uiy, qq.v.
H # 1V   a-ba [S. &+t+ &+t], s.m. A child's
toy, consisting of a number of small (painted) wooden
balls suspended from a at or saucer-shaped piece of
wood, which rattle when shaken:— ae-bae la n, v.n.
To juggle with cups and balls; to carry tales which set
people by the ears.
H # ?V&&" a-pa, s.f. See s.v. a, 'quickly.'
H # ?V&&" a-pa [fr. S. .P+t], s.f. A variegated
colour:— a-pa-k, adj. (f. -), Variegated, dappled,
piebald.
H "DV && a- a [S. &&, rt. &], s.m. Repeated
sound of snapping or cracking; the sound of snapping or

cracking the nger-joints; the sound of quickly repeated
strokes, &c. (see a- a, s.v. a);—adv. Repeatedly,
successively, in quick succession.
H YV & a , s.f. = H FV && a , s.m.= H
0V & ak, s.f.[Prk. f=" and f= ; S. &+ +
and t], A snap, a crack, a crackling sound; a smack; a
crash, an explosion:— a - a , ak- ak, s.f.
(intens.) Loud cracks or reports; repeated cracks, &c.;
also= a- a, q.v.
H FV && a , s.m. = H YV & a , s.f.= H
0V & ak, s.f.[Prk. f=" and f= ; S. &+ +
and t], A snap, a crack, a crackling sound; a smack; a
crash, an explosion:— a - a , ak- ak, s.f.
(intens.) Loud cracks or reports; repeated cracks, &c.;
also= a- a, q.v.
H 0V & ak, s.f. = H YV & a , s.f.= H FV
&& a , s.m.[Prk. f=" and f= ; S. &+ 
+ and t], A snap, a crack, a crackling sound; a smack;
a crash, an explosion:— a - a , ak- ak, s.f.
(intens.) Loud cracks or reports; repeated cracks, &c.;
also= a- a, q.v.
H 0V & ak (see a ), adj. Quick, sharp,
intelligent, shrewd; cunning, artful (also written a ).
H GV & ak, = H GV &L a ,s.m.= a , or
ak, q.v.
H GV &L a , = H GV & ak,s.m.= a , or
ak, q.v.
H  V ,&! uln ( utl˚= o, q.v.+caus. a. l), v.t. To
wound, to hurt; to attack (= o karn).
H .V & an,  an, s.f. Rock, rocky ground; a
large block of stone.
H V & an (caus. of n), v.t. To cause to taste;
to cause to lick or lap; to put (a sword, &c.) to the
grindstone, to sharpen, to whet (a sword, &c.); to give
(one) a smack or taste of (a whip; or a douceur, or bribe,
&c.);—s.m. The ceremony of feeding a child for the rst
time.
H V ,& un, v.t.= uln, q.v.

H 8V& a [Prk. f.= or (f=S. &++],
s.f. A mat (so called from the cracking noise it makes):—
a bi hn, To spread a mat, to mat.
H ]V && a-pa, adv. See s.v. a; and cf. jha-pa.
H ]V ,&,& u-pu (contrac. of h -ph  ), s.f. (colloq.),
Sundry or miscellaneous expenses; petty expenditure or
contingencies.
H # ! V && apa, adj. (f. -) = apaiy.
H # ! V && apan (fr. a-pa, q.v.), v.n. To utter,
ounder, knock about, toss about; to be agitated; to
palpitate; to wince; to dance about (as frying grain), to
be frying.
H # ! V ,&,& upun, v.n. (local), To be frying
(= apan).
H " # ! V &&6& apaha [ apa(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Knocking or tossing about,

crops. (It is used as fodder for cattle; and the poorer
cultivators use the seeds, mixed with barley, for food.)
H ' V&" ar, = H ' # ' V &/& aar-maar,s.f. A
species of herb which springs up with the rabor spring
crops. (It is used as fodder for cattle; and the poorer
cultivators use the seeds, mixed with barley, for food.)
H  BV&" a-sr, = H B V &! a-sl,= H V
" B &! a-sl,[S. +P+8!], s.f. A school (syn. phl).
H BV &! a-sl, = H  B V&" a-sr,= H V
" B &! a-sl,[S. +P+8!], s.f. A school (syn. phl).
H " BV &! a-sl, = H  B V&" a-sr,= H V
B &! a-sl,[S. +P+8!], s.f. A school (syn. phl).
H V & aak (see aakn), s.f. Quickness, briskness,

oundering, uttering; utter, urry; palpitation,
agitation, distress.
H # ! V&&" a-pa [ a-pa+Prk. =S. ], s.f.

smartness; intelligence;—adj. Quick, sharp, intelligent:—
aak-se, adv. With smartness; deceiving, artfully.
S V & aak, s.m. (f. -), A sparrow.

Quickness, briskness, &c.; see s.v. a.
H ) # ! V && apaiy [ a-pa+Prk.  =S. t (+t)],

H V & aak (see aakn), s.f. (m.?), A crack, snap,

adj. Quick, active, brisk, smart, alert; hasty, precipitate;
expert, adroit, clever;—hot, pungent; tasty, savoury
(= arpar).
H # Z V && a- a, adj. (f. -),= apaiy, q.v.
H # Z V .&.& i- i, s.m. Catchweed, the plant
Cleavers, Galium.
H # Z V && a an, .&.& i in [fr. S. &
redupl.], v.n. To make a cracking or crackling noise, to
make a snap or crash (as anything hard in breaking).
H \ V && a r, s.m.= akr, q.v.
H \ V & a rn, v.t.= akrn, q.v.
H \ V && a n, v.t.= akn, q.v.
H  \ V & aa n, v.n.= aakn, q.v.
H  \ V&" a an, s.f.= akan, q.v.
H ' # ' V &/& aar-maar, = H ' V&" ar,s.f. A
species of herb which springs up with the rabor spring

crash, a smack (= a):— aak-se jn, v.n. To pay with the
foretop sail.
H V & aak s.f. (m.?), Brightness, brilliance, lustre,
splendour; bright colour; glitter; gaudiness; prime of life:
— aak-dr, adj. Bright, brilliant, glittering, gaudy
(= akl):— aak-maak, s.f. Mincing or wanton gait.
H V & ak (fr. n), s.m. A parching sun;
deciency, scarcity, dearth, famine; excessive thirst;
eager desire:— ak lagn(-par), To thirst (for), to desire
eagerly.
H V .& ik, s.m. A kind of grass or grain;—mucus,
slime; snot.
H V .& ik, s.m. A funeral pile (= it); a place
where corpses are burnt.
H V & atkr [S. &++t], s.m. A clack made
by the tongue against the palate on tasting something
pleasant or pungent:— akre bharn, v.n. To make a
clacking noise with the tongue; to smack the lips (over

anything luscious).
H V .& ikr [S. .P++t], s.m. A spot, speck,
mark, scar:— ikr lagn(-me or -par), To put a mark
(on), to brand.
H V & akrn (fr. akra), v.t. To clack the
tongue against the palate (on tasting anything luscious
or pungent); to urge cattle by clacking the tongue
(=ikrn); to snap or crack the ngers (by bending
them).
H V&" akr (dim. of akar), s.f. The clack of

H  V & akan [i.q. aakn,], s.m. A box on the ear,
a slap, a thump, a cu.
H  V ,& uakn [Prk. ,f=() or ,f=?(), fr. S. ,&
+>], v.t. To nip, to bite; to pluck (a ower):— uak-len,
v.t. Idem.
H  V&" akan, .&" ikin, s.f. Bolt (of a door).
H 8V&  aakw, s.f. Quickness, &c. (= aak; apai).
H V.&" ik [S. .P++], s.f. Sunshine; heat,

the tongue in urging cattle, &c.; the cracking noise made
by the nger-joints (when bent and pressed).
H V & akn, .& ikn (caus. of aakn),

warmth.
H V,&" uk, (prov.) .&" ik [ uak(n)+Prk. =S.

v.t. To snap (the ngers, or a gun, &c.), to crack (a whip,
&c); to break with a snap, to split; to produce a cracking
of the nger-joints (by bending the ngers); to re o (a
musket or gun); to irritate; to alienate; to drive away; to
get rid of, dispose of.
H (V ,&! ukal, s.m.=next, q.v.

in cloth (made by a dyer to prevent a part taking the
dye); hammer (of a gun); a twist given to lace; stretching
cloth after it is sewn; a portion of grain (about two seers)
given to a weighman as his fee; a medicinal powder; a
ring worn (by women) on any of the toes (except the
great toe):— uk bajte-me , adv. In the time it takes to
snap the ngers, in a moment, in a trice:— uk bajn,
v.n. To produce a snapping sound by means of the
thumb and middle nger, to llip with the ngers (as an
accompaniment to a song, &c.):— uk-bhar, As much as
can be held between a nger and the thumb, a pinch (as
of snu, &c.):— uk bharn, or bhar-len, uk to n(-kor me ) = uk len, q.v.;— uk a hn(-par), To test the
soundness of coin by putting a pinch of testing powder
on it (= uk lagn):— uk kn, v.t. To nip, to pinch, &c.
(= uk len):— uk lagn(-me ), To apply the ngers (to),
to pick (a pocket); to test coin (= uk a hn, q.v.); to fold
up (a leaf, &c.); to tear (cloth, &c.) with the tips of the
ngers:— uk len(-kor -me ), To pinch, nip; to give a
llip (to), to stir up, to kindle; to throw out provoking
insinuations or innuendoes; to utter cutting words or
sarcasm; to wound or hurt (the feelings, e.g. dil-me uk
len):— uk-me , adv.= uk bajte-me , q.v.:— ukiyo me u n, v.t. To turn o in a joke; to turn into ridicule.
H ;:) V &"! akl [ aak, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+],

H ;:V ,&j! ukul, ,&! ukal [rt. of uakn
+! =S. !+t], s.m. Jest, pleasantry, banter;
facetiousness, humour, wit, a bon mot; a pun; a
conundrum; a squib, a mischievous joke or trick;—a
specic remedy:— ukul ho nor ho -jn, v.n. To utter
a jest or pleasantry; to let o a squib; to put forth a
playfully mischievous story:— ukul-s, adj. Facetious,
amusing, &c.
H  V & aakn [Prk. f=() or f=?(),
fr. S. &+>], v.n. To give forth a snapping or cracking
sound, to crack, to crackle (as burning wood, &c.); to
break, to crack with a report, to split, burst, explode; to
burst or open (as a bud), to bloom; to be irritated; to
speak snappishly, or angrily, or rudely; a split or dispute
to occur, alienation or estrangement to take place
(between, -me , two persons,—in this sense, the verb, in
the past imperfect tense, is idiomatically used in the
feminine, e.g. un dono -me  b ak), to fall out; to
make (oneself) scarce, to make o, to disappear, go
away suddenly; (in Urd the word is commonly written
aa n):— aak-jn, v.n.= aakn.

], s.f. A pinch; a handful; snapping the ngers; a knot

adj. (f. -), Bright, brilliant, glittering, splendid, glowing;
gaudy, showy, gay:—pungent; tasty, savoury; strong, in
excess (as salt, &c. in a dish).

H ;:V .&! il [S. .+ , rt. +5+!+t], adj. (f. -), Small,

[ ato +Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedie ; ()], s.m. Toothsomeness,

little, diminutive:— il ungl, s.f. The little nger (see
il).
H ;:V ,&! ul [S. ,f+!+t], s.m. A cue or lock of hair

epicureanism.
H ?V &5 aor-pan = H ?V &5 aor-pan

worn behind; the ribbon with which the hair is tied or
braided at the end; the hair so tied or braided (= o l);
thick large top-knot (of a woman); a coil of false
(human) hair (worn by women).
H + V.&!" il, s.f. The little nger (= il ungl).
H  V & an (fr. the trans. n), v.n. To be tasted,
&c. (see n);—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Voracious;—a
voracious person.
H  V&" an, (i.q. an; cf. shn), s.f. A kind of pickle
or sauce (the solid ingredients of which are chopped or
bruised and retained with the vinegar); a mixture of salt
and pepper with some acid for a relish; seasoning,
condiment, relish;—state of being cut to pieces, or
mangled, or bruised, or mashed, &c.:— an karn(-ko), To
reduce to a state of an, to reduce to pulp, to bruise,
mash, mangle, &c.:— an honor ho-jn, v.n. To be
reduced to pulp, be bruised or mashed, &c.; to be eaten
with relish, be quickly devoured.
H V &, au, s.m. A kind of plaything (cf. a-ba);
—a species of hawk.
H V &  awn, v.t.= an, q.v.
H V ,&  uwn (doub. caus. of

n), v.t. To

cause to be plucked or gathered, to have ( owers, or
fruits) plucked.
H FV &5 ao , s.m.= aokh, q.v.
H V &5 aor = H V &5 ao  [ , q.v.+Prk. !5
and ! ; S. ! and !+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Greedy,
voracious; toothsome;—a gourmand; an epicure (syn.
an); one who wastes his money on delicacies.
H V &5 ao  = H V &5 aor [ , q.v.+Prk. !5
and ! ; S. ! and !+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Greedy,
voracious; toothsome;—a gourmand; an epicure (syn.
an); one who wastes his money on delicacies.
H ?V &5 aor-pan = H ?V &5 aor-pan

[ ato +Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedie ; ()], s.m. Toothsomeness,
epicureanism.
H GV &5L aokh [S. .P+d+t], s.m. The speckled
dove.
H BV ia (for i), s.m.= ih, q.v.
H 3V ,&6 utih (see o), adj. Wounded, stricken, hurt.
H V  ah (see ), s.m. A delicacy, dainty, tit-bit,
bonne-bouche.
H V . ih [S. .Pt], s.m. An account of the lands
(of a village); general account of the revenues; rent-roll;
pay-roll; a roll of stipendiaries (of a district, &c.); pay or
stipend; an order (upon the treasury); a memorandum
(of money paid to servants, &c.); a rough note, or draft,
or account; a list, schedule; subscription-list; bill of
charges; a journal or day-book:— ih b n(-ko), To
distribute pay (to), to pay:— ih b dhn(-k), To draw
up a rough memorandum or account (of); to calcuiute,
estimate; to balance accounts:— ih-bah, s.f. A rough
balance-sheet;— ih karn, To prepare a subscriptionlist; to raise a subscription (= anda karn).
H V." ih [S. .P+], s.f. A letter, a note; a
certicate, testimonial; a note of hand, promissory note,
bill, draft; an order; a pass:— ih-bah , s.f. Letterregistry book:— ih-pt , ih-pattar , ih- ap, s.f.
Letters and notes; epistolary correspondence:— ih
ln(me ), To drop a letter (into); to post a letter;—to
make a lottery or rae:— ih rh-dr, s.f. A pass, a
passport; a certicate of clearance:— ih-ras , s.m.
Bearer of a letter; a postman:— ih-k khel, s.m. A
lottery:— ih lagn(-me ), To post a letter:— ih gern=
ih ln:—inkr ih, s.f. A refused letter:—be-pate-k
ih, s.f. A dead letter:— har ih, s.f. A custom's pass
(to salt-dealers):—raw g ih, s.f. Port clearance:—
sifrish ih, s.f. A letter of recommendation or
introduction:—talabihor ih t alab),
s.f. A summons;


a process:—niks ih, s.f. A certicate of clearance:—
nek-nm-k ih, s.f. A certicate of good conduct, a

cousin, a father's younger brother's son.
H  := , u n, ,K u n, . i n [fr. S.

testimonial:—hth-k ih, s.f. A letter under one's own
hand; a note of hand.
H V" a [ (n)+Prk. =S. ], s.f. Diminution;

,K ˚ or .K ˚, by redupl. fr. rt. K,], v.n. To drop,

deciency, lack, scarcity, want; loss (in trade, &c.),
injury, damage (= a; ak);—expense, charge:— a
bharn(-k), To make good a loss; to suer a loss; to incur
expense, to pay (for).
H V." i (fem. of i, q.v.), s.f. The hen of the little

trickle, drip, leak, distil, exude (= n); to be drenched
(with water or grease, &c.), to be dripping wet (with
sweat, &c.); to be oozy or miry; to be bursting as though
about to exude (fruit, or roses on the cheeks).
H  :=" a n [ a , q.v.+n= S. " or "], s.f.

birds called Amaduvades, Frigilla amandava(syn. muniy;
the mate is called ll); a tamarind seed marked on one
side (used as a die, the thrower winning if the mark
turns up):—do-gan i, s.f. A tamarind seed
(fraudulently) marked on both sides (so that the thrower
always wins);—a go-between; a fomenter of quarrels;
one who atters both parties in a dispute.
H V," u, ,&" u, s.f.= oor uiy, and y , qq.v.

Father's brother's wife, aunt.
H :=  a ar, adj. & s.m.(?) Cultivated or ploughed for

H ) V & aiy [S. +P+t], s.m. A school-boy, pupil,
scholar (= a).
H ) V ,& uiy, & aiy [ o, or u, q.v.+t],
s.m. The head of a gang of thieves; a spy to thieves.
H ) V ,& uiy [S. ,f+], s.f. A lock of hair left on
the top of the head when the rest is shaved; a coil of
hair, a top-knot:— uiy-se jn, v.n. To die in boyhood
(used by women).
H ) V & aiyn [S. &++=
'
w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment], v.t. To slap, box, cu (see  ).
H ) V ,& uiyn [ uiy˚= S. ,e&++= w, caus.
augment], v.t. To wound, cut, hurt, bruise; to bite; to
attack; to beat (metal), to sharpen.
H () V &! ayal, adj. Bare, bleak, desolate:— ayal
maidn, s.m. A bare level plain.
H () V ,! uel = H ;:) V ,&"! ul [ o, q.v.+S. !t], adj.
(f. -), Wounded, stricken, hurt, bruised.
H ;:) V ,&"! ul = H () V ,! uel [ o, q.v.+S. !t], adj.
(f. -), Wounded, stricken, hurt, bruised.
H :=  a , K a  [S. ;+t; cf. a ], s.m.
Paternal uncle, father's (younger) brother;—a superior;
a knowing or astute fellow:— a  bann, v.t. To give
(one) a beating, to castigate:— a -zd bh, s.m. A

one year after having lain fallow;—land so cultivated.
H :=  a r, . i r [prob. S. ; ++t], s.m.
The tree Butea frondosa; another kind of tree.
H ":= ! a rl, s.m.= ar , q.v.
H :=" a r (see a r), s.f. The shrub Myrsine
africana(common in the outer Himalaya; the fruit is sold
in the bazaars of North-West India under the name of
baibrang).
H 9= ,K7 u a [S. ,
, or ,.+t], s.m. A large
breast; a large udder.
H 9= .K7 i a , = H  9= .7 i ,s.m.= i , q.v.
H  9= .7 i , = H 9= .K7 i a ,s.m.= i , q.v.
H

9=.i" i h, s.f. A line, a score (= a r):— i h

khai n(-par), To score; to scrawl.
H  9=.7" i  [Prk. Kf; S. ; F*(; +*)++],
s.f. A tick or louse (of dogs or sheep, &c.):— i  ho-kar
lipanor lipa-jn(-me ), To stick (to one, &c.) like a tick.
H  := , u kr [S. ,3+ "], s.f. A sucking sound
with the lips by which animals are called or coaxed
(= umkr; cf. u kr).
H  := , u krn (see u kr), v.t. To coax or
cheer by making a sucking or kissing sound with the lips;
to chirp to; to kiss or chuck (by way of aection or
respect), to fondle, to coax (=cumkrn).
H  :=," u kr (see u kr), s.f. Chirping to,
coaxing, pacifying, fondling; caress; blandishment.
H := K! a al, s.m.= u a , q.v.
H + := .,B i undar, B a andar, s.m. (f. -) =

ha h dar, q.v.
H <:= ..ef i in [Prk.-S. ..ef+t], s.m. A kind of

H < := f a en, °f a ain, s.m.= i in, q.v.

gourd (used as a vegetable), Bela vulgaris, or Trichosanthes
anguina.
H J:= .À$ i i g, s.m.= i in, q.v.

opposision, variance, strife, altercation, quarrel, contest;
tumult, uproar, noise:— a - a , s.f. Babble, prating,
chatter:— a -- a , s.f. Wrangling, discord,
altercation, dispute.
P  >= a n = P u= a .[S. 6, 6], s.f. Enmity,

H  := ,  u wn (caus. of u n), v.t. To cause to
drip; to cause to be drenched, &c.
H  := 5 a orn = H  := 57 a o n [by
redupl. for S. ,3+ ], v.t. To suck (particularly a dry
substance from which nothing can be obtained).
H  := 57 a o n = H  := 5 a orn [by
redupl. for S. ,3+ ], v.t. To suck (particularly a dry
substance from which nothing can be obtained).
H +  := .  i o ar,   a o dar, s.m. (f. -) =

P u= a . = P  >= a n [S. 6, 6], s.f. Enmity,

opposision, variance, strife, altercation, quarrel, contest;
tumult, uproar, noise:— a - a , s.f. Babble, prating,
chatter:— a -- a , s.f. Wrangling, discord,
altercation, dispute.
P t @ >= a m , s.f.= aqmq, q.v.
H  >= .  i wn (caus. of  n), v.t. To cause to
scream, to make (one) cry out or shriek, &c.
P H [ >= a e (from. a ), intj. Begone! be o! away!

ha h dar, q.v.
H  := . f i o , s.m.= i in, q.v.

avaunt! (used by women):— a e-ho, Idem.
P H >= a iy [ a +S. t], s.m. A jester.

P  4:= ,6
,  a uhn, v.n. To sing, whistle, warble (as

S @ Y+ = .;/ id-tm ( it+tm), s.m. See s.v. it, itt.

birds= ahn, q.v.);—also=cu iyn, u n, q.v.
H 4:= 6  a ahiy, adj. & s.m. Whistling warbling;—a

H K+ = , uds [ od(n)+Prk. +
( =S. +], s.f. Desire

whistler.
H :=,. u i, ." i , s.f.=

, q.v.

H :=" a , K" a  (fem. of a ), s.f. Father's
brother's wife, aunt.
H := . a iy [ a a+S. t], adj. Pertaining to a
a or uncle:— a iy-ss, s.f. Father-in-law's brother's
wife:— a iy-susar, s.m. Father-in-law's brother.
H  := .. i iyn [S. . or " redupl.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To squeak, squeal,
scream, shriek, bleat.
H  := ,. u iyn, v.n.= u n, q.v.
H  := " a r [S. " by redupl.], s.m. A stripe, line,
score.
H  :=  a er [ a +S. !+t], adj. (f. -), Pertaining
to a paternal uncle; descended from or related through a
paternal uncle:— a er bh, s.m. Son of a paternal
uncle, a cousin:— a er bahin, s.f. Daughter of a paternal
uncle, a cousin.

for sexual intercourse, lust, lasciviousness.
H B+ = , uds [ od(n)+Prk. +
(
=S. +t], adj.
(f. -), Desirous of copulating; addicted to or fond of
venery, lustful.
H + = , udn (caus. of udn; cf. odn), v.t. Viri
amplexibus se submittere (mulier).
H + =," udn, s.f. Pudendum muliebre.
H $+ =, ud ud(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Copulation; prostitution; the wages of
prostitution:— ud khn(-k), To live by pimping;—s.m.
A pimp, a bawd.
H + = addar (P. dar, adar; prob. akin to S. +), s.f. A
sheet, &c. (= dar, q.v.):— addar-andz, s.f. Throwing a
sheet over the bride and bridegroom, a marriage
ceremony among the Sikhs when a man marries a
widow:— addar bi hn, To lay the cloth:— addarhupauwal, s.m. A boy's game:— addar-ni o , A slight
shower, sucient to wet the addar.
H + = ,=7 udakka [ od(n)+S. +t], adj. & s.m.

Addicted to venery, libidinous;—a salacious person, qui
coitu frequenti fruitur.
H + = , udn (fr. the trans. odn, q.v.), v.n. Feminam
subigere.
H + = ,  udwn, v.t.= udn, q.v.
H $+ =,  udw, s.f. The wages of prostitution
(= ud).
H )+ =  
h  udwaiy [ od(n)+Prk.   =S. ()
++t], adj. & s.m.= udakka , q.v.
H V § a, s.m.= ah, q.v.
H  V ,§5 uo [fr. S. ,§O 'to wanton'], s.f. A whore,
harlot, strumpet (used as a term of abuse).
H  V ¯ ah (see a h), s.m. The groin; a bubo;—a
buoon, merry-andrew.
H V¯" ah = H V§" a (fr. a hn), s.f. (dialec.),
Riding, mounting (on an animal, or a man's back).
H V§" a = H V¯" ah (fr. a hn), s.f. (dialec.),
Riding, mounting (on an animal, or a man's back).
H =  ar, s.m.(f.?) Sound made by tearing cloth, &c.
(= a , q.v.).
S =  ar, adj. & s.m. Moving, going, shifting (as sand,
&c.); movable, locomotive; animate; following, practising
(commonly used at the end of comp.);—a spy, a secret
emissary or agent;—a wagtail;—pasture, forage; food;—a
sandbank, an island formed by the current of a river, a
shoal, a ford (cf. arh):— ar ar( ara+a ara), vulg. ar-a ar,
adj. & s.m. Movable and immovable, locomotive and
stationary, animate and inanimate;—the aggregate of all
created things, animate and inanimate things; the
world; the sky; atmosphere; heaven:— ar-kh , adj. &
s.m. (dialec.) Grazing; graminivorous;—an animal that
grazes (= arand).
S = . ira, vulg. ir, adj. & s.m. Long, lasting a long
time; existing from ancient times, old;—a long time,
delay;—adv. Long, for a long time; long since (= iram):—
iry ( ira+yus), adj. & s.m. Long-lived;—a deity, a
divinity:— ir jvn, v.n. To live long, to attain to a great
age:— ir-jv, adj. & s.m. Long-lived;—a person of great
age; an epithet of Vishnu and others; a crow:— ira-sthy,

adj. Long-continuing or enduring, lasting, of long
continuance, left for a long time:— ir-kr, adj. Working
or acting slowly, delaying, dilatory, slow, tedious:— ir-kl,
s.m. & adv. A long period;—for a long time; always;
eternally;— ir-kl-se, adv. For a long period; long since,
long ago:— ir-kriy, adj. Dilatory, slow, tedious.
H = , ur, s.f. An imitative sound; cf. ar, and a .
P = ar (), s.m. Grazing, pasturing; pasture:— r-gh,
s.f. Grazing-ground; grazing-land, pasture; a meadow.
H C= arr (v.n. fr. arr-n, fr. ar, q.v.), s.m. Cracking,
crackling; crack; thunder-clap.
P = i-r, adv. For what, why, wherefore; how.
H Y= . irt, s.m.= iret, q.v.
S ==  ar ar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ar.
P S= arg,  irg, s.m. A lamp; a light:— irg-batt,
s.f. A

wick for a lamp; a lamp and a wick; lights:— irg-batt-k

waqt, s.m. Time for lighting lamps, dark, evening:— irg- 
batt karn, To prepare the lamps for lighting:— irg 
bujhn, irg ba
 hn, To extinguish a lamp, put out a
light:— irg-p,
 adj. Rearing (a horse);— irg-p
 hon, v.n.
To rear (as a horse); to be enraged or angry:— irg 
hand karn, To extinguish a lamp (= irg bujhn):—
irg 

jaln, To light a lamp:— irg jaln,
v.n. A lamp to be

lighted; a lamp to burn:— irg  mosh karn= irg 
bujhn, q.v.:— irg-dn,
s.m. A lamp-stand; a candlestick:

— irg raushan
hon, v.n.= irg jaln,
q.v.:— irg-se


 irg 
jaln, v.n. A lamp to be lighted from another; (g.) to
derive prot one from another:— irg--kushta,
s.m. An

extinguished lamp:— irg-ko
 hth den, irg gul
 karn, To
put out a light, &c. (= irg bujhn):—
irg
gul
hon,
v.n. A


batt pa n, v.n. A
lamp to be extinguished:— irg-me

lamp to be lighted; to be growing dark, night to set in:—
irg ha
 sn, v.n. A light to drop sparks (=ph l jharn irg- 
k,—it is regarded as a good omen):—be- irg,  adj.
Without a lamp or light, dark; cheerless, desolate;
childless;—be- irg karn,
v.t. To render dark, to make

cheerless or desolate; to ruin:—gh-ke irg jaln,
v.n.

'Lamps to burn with butter in them' (in place of oil); to
live in ne style, to make great rejoicings.
P p= irg, s.m. One pice (for a light,—used by
mendicants).

P  p= argn,
 irgn,
 s.m. pl. (of irg), Lamps; lights; a
display of lamps, a general illumination.
P p= arg, irg, s.f. Visiting the tomb of a saint, and
depositing a votive lamp and an oering of money, &c.
thereon; a present to the Mullfor oering oblations and
a votive lamp at the tomb of a saint; alms given to
beggars who walk the streets at night (as the class called
naqsh-band); a present to soothsayers.
H =  ark [S. ++t (t)], s.m. An

+$B+t], The smell of burning leather, esh, bones, or
hair, &c.
H =  , 

aro [ ar(n)+o= P.  =( S. ()(],

s.m. Pasture-ground, a eld or meadow t for grazing.
H = . iro (v.n. fr. irn; see aro), s.m. A slit,
rent, ssure, cleft; split wood (for fuel).
H A=   arwat, = H =  & arwa,[ ar(n)
+Prk.  (=S. ()++ ; ]( , s.f. Tending cattle while

animal that grazes.
P ? X = ar-gh, s.f. See s.v. ar.
H <a = ,/ urman, adj. & s.m.= rman, and

H ?+ = .[ ir d, s.m. = H + = .[ ir d, s.f.[S. / '

-

ma, qq.v.
H =  arn (v.n. fr. arn), s.m. Lea fallow, a

grazing, cattle-feeding, grazing, pasturing.
H =  & arwa, = H A=   arwat,[ ar(n)
+Prk.  (=S. ()++ ; ]( , s.f. Tending cattle while
grazing, cattle-feeding, grazing, pasturing.
H + = .6( irhand, = H + )= .(

meadow, a plain; a salt marsh or meadow by the seashore.
P = arn [imperf. part. of ardan, rt. Zend ar= S. ),

iryand,s.f.= ir d, q.v.
H + )= .( iryand, = H + = .6(

part. adj. Grazing (a beast).
H =  arn (caus. of arn), v.t. To tend grazing

irhand,s.f.= ir d, q.v.
H $= ar [ ar(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()

cattle, to graze, pasture; to feed;—to have (one) under
command; to lead (one by the nose); to make a fool of.
H = y arrn (fr. ar, onomat., q.v.), v.n. To make a

++], s.f. ending out cattle to graze; grazing,

cracking noise in breaking or tearing (as cloth, &c.), to
crack, crackle; to burst with a report;—to throb; to smart,
to ache;—v.t. To cause to tear or be torn (= irn), to
tear.
H = . irn (caus. of rn), v.t. To cause to tear or
be torn; to cause to split, to get or have (a thing) split,
&c.
H = , urn [contrac. fr. orwn; orw˚= Prk.
5 (), or 5U()=S. 5 or M+()], v.t. To
steal, lch, pilfer, rob; to plagiarize; to misappropriate; to
suck in or up, to absorb; to draw back; to turn aside or
away (the eyes):— ur-len, v.t. intens. of and= urn:—
 kh urn, To take a furtive glance (at), not to look
straight at (one).
H + = .[ ir d, s.f. = H ?+ = .[ ir d, s.m.[S. / '
+$B+t], The smell of burning leather, esh, bones, or
hair, &c.

pasturage;—grazing-ground, grass-land (= aro); the
price paid for grazing; rent derived from pasturage.
H * $= ., .  iret [S. .=+t], s.m. A
kind of gentian, Gentiana cherayta(also written irtand
irait).
P ?+ )= aryanda, arinda(imperf. part. of ardan; see
arn), adj. & s.m. Grazing;—a grazier.
H )= ., iryu, adj. See s.v. ira, ir.
P = arb, vulg. arab, adj. Fat, greasy, oily; viscous;
thick, gross, grumous; smooth, glib; sharp, smart, quick,
ready;—overpowering, prevailing;—s.m. An overmatch:—
arb-dast, adj. & s.m. Having a nice hand at work; active,
expert, dexterous, ingenious;—one who has a nice hand
at work, an expert, &c.; (met.) a thief:— arb-dast, s.f.
Expertness, manual dexterity:— arb-zabn, adj. & s.m.
Smooth-tongued, glib-tongued, fair-spoken, plausible;
attering; agreeable, entertaining, conversible; voluble,
eloquent;—one who has a smooth tongue to persuade,
wheedle, or deceive:— arb-zabn, s.f. Glibness of tongue,

speciousness of language, plausibility, fairness of speech,
ne talk; persuasion, attery; volubility, eloquence;
swagger:— arb gi,
 s.f. Rich food, dainties:— arb karn,
v.t. To anoint, to smear or rub over with oil or gh; to
broil in ghor butter; to make sleek or supple:— arab hon,
v.n. To be more than a match (for), to get the better
(of), to prevail (against); to be sharper or more skilful
(than).
H = arb, s.m.= arba, q.v.
H  =   arbk [S.  '++t (i.e. t); cf.
bn, abnand arbarn], adj. Smooth, spoken,
plausible; smart (in conversation), smart, sharp, clever;
—bold, brazen, impudent, shameless (cf. arbark;
arphar).
H  = arbn, v.t.= arb karn, q.v.s.v. arb.
H  =   arbn [S. /+=
' w= Prk. U=S.  caus,
augment], v.t. To brace (a drum).
H ( =  [ arb k, adj.= arbk, q.v.
H  =   arbar, adj. a dial. var. of a-pat, and
arphar, qq.v.; and cf. next.
H  =   arbark (cf. arbk), adj. s.m. Smart (in
conversation),
glib-tongued, plausible; uent, voluble;—a glib-tongued
person; a great talker (cf. arpar).
H  =   arbarn, v.n. To speak smoothly; to
speak or act plausibly; to be uent or voluble.
H J $ =  $" arbareg, s.f. Smoothness of speech,
glibness of tongue, plausibility:—activity, expertness, &c.
(= atur, q.v.).
H  = arabn, v.n. (local)= arab hon, q.v.s.v. arb.
P  = arba (rel. n. fr. arb), s.m. Thin vellum or paper
used for tracing, tracing-paper; a copy (of a drawing,
&c.) made by means of tracing-paper, a tracing:— arba
utrn(-k), To make a tracing or copy (of), to trace.
P  = arb (fr. arb), s.f. Fat, grease, suet, tallow:— arbdr, adj. Fat, sleek; fatty, greasy;— arb-k jl, s.f. The fat
caul that covers the bowels, the omentum:— arb-k jhill,
s.f. The ne membrane that covers the fat; caul.
H  = arbiyn (fr. arb), v.n. To form fat, to grow fat or
sleek.

H ; =  arpar, s.m.= arphar, q.v.
H ; =  arpar, adj. (f. -), Hot, pungent, biting,
acrid;—smart, sharp, &c. (= arphar).
H ; =  arparn, v.n. To smart, tingle, burn (as a
wound, &c.).
H ?; = 6& arparha, s.f. Pungency, sharpness;
smarting, tingling, burning.
H ); =  arpariy, adj. Active, smart; expert,
ingenious (cf. apaiy).
H 5 ; = arp j = H d ; = arp z ( aror al+P. p jor p ), adj.
Irregular, scrawly; loose, weak, feeble; vile, mean;
useless; stupid; miserly; wicked.
H d ; = arp z = H 5 ; = arp j ( aror al+P. p jor p ), adj.
Irregular, scrawly; loose, weak, feeble; vile, mean;
useless; stupid; miserly; wicked.
H &; = v araph, adj.= arphar.
H &; = v arphar, s.m. Quickness, activity, smartness;
cleverness, expertness, dexterity, skill, ingenuity.
H &; = v arphar (cf. arpar& apaa), adj. (f. -),
Quick, active, smart; clever, expert, dexterous, skilful,
ingenious; attentive, vigilant (= araph).
H &; = v arpharn, v.n. (prov.) To move, shake,
&c.=oln, q.v. (cf. atpa ).
H A= ' art, ,' urt, s.f. Drowsiness, nodding, a nap.
S A=  arit (rt. ar), part. & s.m. Gone; gone to,
attained, gone over or through, done; enacted;
practised; customary;—acting, doing, practice, behaviour,
&c. (= aritr, q.v.); a xed institute, proper or peculiar
observance; disposition of mind:— aritrth( arita+artha),
adj. Attaining one's object or end, successful in an
undertaking, successful; eected; satised (=kritrth).

S Y= P aritra, vulg. aritr, arittar, s.m. Acting,
behaving; behaviour, conduct, carriage, bearing,
procedure, manner, way; habit, practice, custom, usage;
acts, deeds, proceedings; arts, tricks, wiles; exploits,
adventures; story, history, or account of any one's deeds
or exploits; nature, temper, disposition; quality; talent:—
tiry- arittar(i.e. strya aritra), s.m. Woman's ways;
woman's wiles.

S *Y= .= ira-tikta, s.m.= iret, q.v.

H == ,, ur ur [S. 04' or H. 0 redupl.], adj. (f. -),

S Y= .; iratna, adj. Old, ancient, antiquated, of long

Crisp, short (like pie-crust), crumbling.
H == & ar ar, s.f.= ar arha, q.v.

standing, long-lasting.
H Y=" art [S. ++t], s.m. One who does not
fast.
S = & ara, s.m. A wagtail (= ar; syn. mamol).
S == y ar , s.f. Covering or cleansing the body with
unguents, smearing with ointment, anointing, smearing,
plastering.
H == y ar  [S. t,
' rt. ],
' s.m. Repetition,
recitation, careful perusal, consideration, deliberation,
re ection; investigation, inquiry; discussion, argument;
attention (to business), engagedness; prevalence;
talking over past events, mentioning, incidental
mention, discourse, popular talk, report, rumour, gossip;
—practising, applying, cultivating (science, &c.); adoring:
—bar val( ar +vali), s.f. Discourse, mention,
recapitulation; story, history, account:— ar  karn(-k),
To make mention (of), to talk or discourse (of or about);
to report, to give out;— ar e-me rahn(-ke), To continue
engaged in, to apply oneself constantly to, &c.
S  ==  ar r, s.m. A crumb.

H ==  ar arn, .. ir irn (see ar ar,
and ar ar), v.n. To chatter, prate, talk nonsense; to
crackle (as burning wood), to sputter; to chew with a
cracking noise; to creak (as shoes, &c.); to make a
scratching noise (as a pen in writing); to be angry,
peevish, or irritable, to fret, fume, storm; to be pungent
or sharp (on the tongue); to smart, tingle, burn
(= arparn).
H ?== 6& ar arha [ ar ar(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Making a cracking sound,
cracking (as burning wood, a branch breaking, cloth
tearing, &c.), sputtering; creaking, &c.; pungency,
keenness, sharpness (on the tongue); smarting, burning
(= arparha).
H ?== ..6& ir irha ( ir ir(n)+ha, as in the
preceding), s.f. Peevishness, irritability, fretfulness.
H ==,," ur ur [S. 04u redupl.], s.f. Dregs, lees,
sediment (= urr).
S (== 
' ar ak, s.m. Repeater; arguer.

H V= ..& ir i, .. ir ia, s.m. A kind of

H ==  ara n, . ira n [ ara ˚= S. (' ), rt.

grass (somewhat like young bjr; it produces an ear like
that of the ka gn; and its grain, which is about the size
of a barley-corn, is eaten by the poorer classes);—the
thorny shrub Lycium europœum(the fruit of which is
eaten, and on the branches of which goats and camels
browse);—also= i ia, and ir ir, qq.v.
H ==  ar- ar [S. & redupl.; or onomat.; cf. ar], s.f.

],
' v.t. To perfume (the body) by smearing or

An imitative sound; prating, chatter, prate, gabble;
scratching (of a pen in writing); creaking (of shoes); &c.
H ==  ar ar, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Prating, talkative;—
a prater, chatterer.
H ==  ar ar, adj. (f. -), Hot, pungent, keen,
sharp, acrid (= arpar, q.v.).
H == .. ir ir, s.m. The plant Achyranthes
aspera(said to be a remedy for snake-bites, sting of a
scorpion, &c.);—a boy, child.

plastering it with an unguent made of sandal-wood, to
anoint; to worship.
H == 
' ar n [ ar ˚= S. (
' ), rt. ],
' v.t. To
consider, re ect, apprehend, conceive; to peruse
carefully,
H  == 0( ar- n ( ar+ , onomat.), s.m. An imitative
sound (as of a cart-wheel, &c.);—idle prattle (cf. ara ).
S ==u ar , s.m.= ar ak, q.v.
S ==u ar , s.f. Repetition of words in recitation.
H  == Ï ar ait [ ar , q.v.+Prk. \5=(5=Õ5=S.
 the termin. of the pres. part. with the caus.
augment ], s.m. One who mentions or speaks (of), a
mentioner; a reasoner (= ar ak).

H 3 == !
× ar el [S. y+!+t], s.m. A chatterer,

P r= ar a, = H r= ar ,s.m. A spinning-wheel; a reel;

prater.
P t= ar , vulg. ara [Zend akhra; S. akza], s.m. A
wheel (as of a water-mill, or of a well, &c.); a potter's
wheel; a lathe; the celestial globe or orb, the sphere of
the heavens, the heavens, the sky;—circular motion;
turn;—fortune, chance;—a cross-bow; a bow in a very
tense state;—a falcon (particularly a white one); a
hyena:— ar --asr, s.m. The ethereal sphere; the
heaven of the stars:— ar --a ar, s.m. The blue vault,
the ethereal sphere;— ar --atlas,
 s.m. The crystalline
sphere or heaven (where the Mohammadans imagine
the throne of God is xed):— ar -andz, s.m. A bowman;
an expert archer:— ar -p j, ara -p j, s.f. A
ceremony observed by the lower orders of Hinds on
the day when the sun enters Aries, for the expiation of
their sins (they are suspended, by an iron hook thrust
through the esh of the back, to one end of a lever
which is raised on the top of a high pole, and whirled
round by means of a rope attached to the other end: this
penance is often
performed by proxy for those who are rich enough to
pay for it):— ar  a hn, v.t. To turn (on a lathe):— ar 
a hn, v.n. To be turned (as on a lathe); to dress or
adorn (oneself):— ara - , arra - , s.f. The
creaking of a wheel (cf. ar- ):— ar --dawwr, s.m.
Revolving heaven; the sky, the rmament; changeable
fortune:— ar --dolb, s.m. The celestial orb; the sky:—
ar -zan, adj. & s.m. Whirling, turning, revolving;—one
who turns a wheel; a spinner:— ar -zan, s.f. Spinning; a
spinning-wheel:— ar  khn, v.n. To be turned; to turn
round, whirl, revolve, rotate; to circulate; to be formed
into globules (as quicksilver, &c.); to be tested (by re, as
metals):— ar  mrn, v.n. To wheel, turn round, revolve,
to move or soar in a circle; to circulate (as the blood):—
ar -hinols.m. A merry-go-round.
H r= ar , = P r= ar a,s.m. A spinning-wheel; a reel;
the axis of a pulley;—a nag; jade, garran;—adj. Thin,
weak, poor, sorry; worn out, rickety (as a cart, &c.):—
ar -p n, ar -pon, ar -o-p n, s.f. Spinning and
carding:— ar  ktn, To spin:— ar  ho-jn, v.n. To
become worn out, rickety, weak, old, &c.

the axis of a pulley;—a nag; jade, garran;—adj. Thin,
weak, poor, sorry; worn out, rickety (as a cart, &c.):—
ar -p n, ar -pon, ar -o-p n, s.f. Spinning and
carding:— ar  ktn, To spin:— ar  ho-jn, v.n. To
become worn out, rickety, weak, old, &c.
P r= ar  (see ar ), s.f. A spinning-wheel; a pulley;
an instrument for separating cotton from the seed;—a
globe; a kind of re-works, a catharine-wheel;—a dumbwaiter:— ar  fn s, s.f. A revolving lantern made of tale
with pictures all round, a Chinese lantern (syn. fn s-iyl).
H ' D = 77 ara - ara , s.m.(f.?)= ar- ar, q.v.
P d= arz, s.m. A species of bustard, Otis bengalensis(cf.
arg).
H K=  aras (fr. ars), s.m. A large leathern bag or
bucket (for drawing water from wells;—syn. purwa;
moh);—the exudation of the owers of hemp collected
with the dew and prepared for use as an intoxicating
drug (it is collected, it is said, by persons running
through a eld of gnj, with leathernaprons):— aras-bz,
s.m.= ars, q.v.
H K= , uras, curs, s.f.(m.?), A wrinkle (in the skin); a
crease (in cloth);—(dialec.) envy, jealousy; enmity, spite,
grudge, rancour.
H B=  ars [S. +; +], s.m. Hide (of an ox or
bualo), a skin; dressed leather (particularly the thickest
and strongest sole leather;—syn. adhau ):— ars-bhar
zamn, s.f. lit. 'As much land as can be covered by a hide';
as much land as can be irrigated by a pair of bullocks.
H B=" ars [ aras+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. One
who is addicted to smoking the intoxicating drug called
aras.
H B=," urs (fr. uras), adj. Wrinkled; creased;—
(dialec.) envious, jealous; ill-disposed, mimical, spiteful,
malicious, rancorous.
H B=  arasiy, s.m.= ars, q.v.
H B=  arasiy, arsiy(i.q. ars), s.m. The man
who receives and empties the arasor leathern bag at
the well-mouth.

S E =3.' 4 arshai, vulg. 34"
'
arsha, s.m. Men,

P < = irkan, s.m.= irk, q.v.

people, race, nation;— arsha, s.f. Name of the wife of
Varuna.
H S= arg (=
 ar , q.v.), s.m. A kind of falcon or hawk; a

H  = . irakn (fr. P. irk), v.n. To have a scanty

hyena.
P + p= argad,
 s.m. A cricket.

chirp, chirrup; to prattle, babble, gabble.
H & = L arkh, s.m.= ar , q.v.

H p= aragn,
 v.n. (local)= uragn, curakn, q.v.
P < p= argn,
 (corrupt) argain,
 = P  p= argna
 argain,adj.

& s.m. Sordid, mean, low, vile, wicked, villainous;—a low
or mean fellow; a villain;—a squint-eyed man
= P < p= argn,
P  p= argna
 argain,

 (corrupt) argain,adj.

& s.m. Sordid, mean, low, vile, wicked, villainous;—a low
or mean fellow; a villain;—a squint-eyed man
S =  arak, s.m. A spy, a secret emissary or agent;—

stool.
H  = ,I urukn, , u akn (see uruk), v.n. To

H  & = L ar-kh , adj. & s.m. (dialec.); see s.v. ar.
H & =L" ar , s.f.= ar , q.v.
H  =" ark [ arak, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
leper.
H  =," urk [S. 0f++], s.f. A lock of hair; a
ringlet, curl.
P <  = irkn ( irk, q.v.+n= S. ), adj. Dirty, lthy, foul;

name of a Muniand physician; name of a treatise on
medicine (composed by !arak).
H =  arak [S. .P; or contrac. of /+' .P], s.m.

squalid; slovenly;—s.m. Ordure, dung.
H '= ,I$ urug, ,$ urag, s.f.= uruk, q.v.

Leprosy.
P = irk, vulg. irak(cf. S. .!), s.m. Dirt, lth,

S 1 = / arama, vulg. aram, adj. Last, hinder, ultimate,

ordure; matter, pus:— irk-lud, adj. Soiled with dirt, dirty,
lthy, squalid; mattery.
H = ,I uruk, , urak (onomat.), s.f. Chirping (of
birds), chirp, chirrup.
H  =  ark [S. .P+; cf. arak], adj. & s.m. Whitespotted (as from leprosy);—morbid whiteness of the
skin, white leprosy; a slight wound, a cut, a scratch;—
cauterization;—damage, loss; fraud, swindle.
S  = .! ir-kl, adv. See s.v. ir
P  = irkat, s.m.= irk, q.v.
H = .j& irku [S. "+>]( , s.m. A bit, piece, rag,
scrap.
H = ,j& urku [S. 04+>
' ]( , s.m. Powder.
H = & ar-ka [ ra+k= k˚+= i= iw= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. The man who cuts
forage for cattle, elephants, &c.; elephant-keeper's
mate.
H ) = .j& irkuiy [ irku, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t],
adj. & s.m. Ragged, in rags;—a tatterdemalion; a
ragamun.

H X = ,I$ urugn ,$ uragn, v.n.= urakn, q.v.
nal; outermost; western, west:— aram al( arama+a ala),
arama-kshmbhrit, s.m. The western mountain behind
which the sun and moon are supposed to set.
S & P 1 = / ' arma, vulg. arm(corrupt) irm, s.m. Skin,
hide, leather, parchment; a shield:— arm-patr, s.m. armpatr, s.f. A manuscript of skin or parchment:— armtarang, s.m. A fold of skin, a wrinkle:— arm- aak, armak, s.m., arm-caik, arm- a, s.f. A bat:— arma-kr,
s.m. See amr:— arma-may, adj. Made of skin or leather,
leathern; encased in leather; abounding in leather:—
arma-vant, adj. Covered with hides or skins; covered
with leather, leathery.
S 1 = .( iram (acc. sing. of ira), adv. Long, for a long
time (= ir, q.v.):— iran-j, iran-jv, adj. Long-lived;—adv.
phrase, Long may you live (used as a benediction):—
iran-jvn; iran-jvin, iran-jv;= ir-jvn, &c. q.v.s.v. ir.
H  a = /y armr, s.m.= amr, q.v.
H 1 =.X/ _" irmih = H 1 =.X/ &" irmi [S. /
+.9], s.f. Wild liquorice.
H 1 =.X/ &" irmi = H 1 =.X/ _" irmih [S. /
+.9], s.f. Wild liquorice.

H a = ,/, urmur [S. 04+/
' t], adj. Crushed, reduced
to powder, pulverized (also written rm r; cf. m r-me).
H a = ,/, urmur [ urmur+S. +t], s.m. Cleaned rice,
soaked, attened, and parched (used as uben).
H a = ,/, ur-mur, s.f. = H a = ,/, ur-mur, s.m.
(onomat.) An imitative sound; murmuring, muttering,
fretting, repining, &c.
H a = ,/, ur-mur, s.m. = H a = ,/, ur-mur, s.f.
(onomat.) An imitative sound; murmuring, muttering,
fretting, repining, &c.
H a = ,/, urmurn, v.n. To murmur, mutter, fret,
moan (over); to be grieved, be vexed (internally).
H a = ../  irmirn, v.n. To smart, tingle, burn.
H ?a = ../ 6& irmirha [ irmir(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Smarting, tingling,
pricking, smart, burn.
S <a = /
' arman, s.m. Hide, &c. (= arm); the hide on
which a student sits (usually that of an antelope); bark.
S a =/u arm (corr. irm), adj. & s.m. Having a hide or
skin; covered with skin or parchment; made of leather,
leathern; armed with a shield;—one armed with a shield,
a shield-bearer.
P  a = armna [ arm+na= Zend. arema+a&na; S. X/ ],
adj. Made of leather, leathern:— armna-doz, s.m. A
shoemaker:— armna-farosh, s.m. One who sells shoes.
S = 4 ara (& H. ), s.m. The foot; base or root (of
a tree, &c.); foot (of a verse), a dactyl; a single line (of a
verse); a foot-soldier; a shoe; a sect, a school;—acting,
dealing, conduct, practice, performance; good or moral
conduct; xed or instituted observance (for any class,
age, or condition);—consuming, eating, feeding, grazing:
— arabhara( rana+bharaa), s.m. An ornament for
the foot:— araravind(˚na+ar˚), s.m. The lotus-like foot
(of a deity, lover, &c.):— arambuj(˚na+am˚), s.m. The
dust of the feet:— aramrit(˚na+am˚),
s.m. 'Foot-nectar';

the water in which the feet of an idol, or a priest, or a
Brahman, or a guru, or a husband, or a guest, have been
washed;— aramrit len(-k), To sip the water in which
the feet of an idol, &c. have been washed:— ara-bardr,

s.m. One who carries his master's shoes, shoe-bearer:—
ara-patit, part. Fallen at the feet, prostrate:— arapatan, s.m. Falling at the feet, prostration:— ara-ph,
s.m. A wooden shoe; a footstool:— ara- inh, s.m. Footmark, foot-print:— ara-raj, s.m.f. Dust of the feet:—
ara -sroj, s.m.= araravind, q.v.:— ara-sev, s.f.
Service, devotion, obsequious attendance:— ara-sevak,
s.m. A devoted attendant:— ara-kamal, s.m. Lotus-foot;
beautiful foot (as of a deity, a lover, &c.):— ara len(-ke),
To touch the feet (of a priest, &c.):— araodak(˚na+ud˚),
s.m.= aramrit, q.v.
S = ,4 ura, s.m. Stealing, thieving, robbing.
H = ,4 ura, s.m.= ran, q.v.
H =  arn [Prk. 4(=S. 4"(, rt. ], v.n. To
graze, pasture; to feed, to pick, to eat.
H =  arn (cf. next), s.m. Trousers reaching to the
knees, half-trousers (syn. jngiy):— arn a hn, To put
on half-trousers.
H =  arn, v.n. (dialec.)= a hn, q.v.
H = . irn (fr. the trans. rn, q.v.), v.n. To be split
or torn; to split; to tear;—to be or become irritated; to be
irritable; to be vexed, to take oence (at, -se), cf. i n;—
to be ploughed, be tilled:— ir-jn, v.n. intens. of
and= irn.
H = , urn (prob. fr. the trans. urn), v.n. To be
stolen (= or hon).
S <*= .B irantan ( iram+tana), adj. Old, ancient,
antiquated, of long standing (= iratna).
S =.e&" iran, .e&" irin, s.f. A woman, married
or single, who continues to reside after maturity in her
father's house; a young woman.
H 8=.(*" iranj = S 8= .*" iranjv (.(+*" ),
adj. See s.v. iram.
S 8= .*" iranjv = H 8=.(*" iranj (.(+*" ),
adj. See s.v. iram.
P + = arand, vulg. arind= P ?+ = aranda, arinda[imperf.
part. of ardan, rt. Zend ar= S. ], adj. & s.m. Grazing
(an animal); graminivorous;—an animal that grazes, a
beast, a quadruped:— arand-o-parand, s.m. Beasts and

birds.
P ?+ = aranda, arinda= P + = arand, vulg. arind[imperf.

To tend (animals) when grazing; take (animals) to grass.
H $=  arw = H = 6" arwh [ arw(n)

part. of ardan, rt. Zend ar= S. ], adj. & s.m. Grazing

+= Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. Taking

(an animal); graminivorous;—an animal that grazes, a
beast, a quadruped:— arand-o-parand, s.m. Beasts and
birds.
H + = 40! aran-dh l, = H  = ef0! aran l,s.m.

(animals) to graze; the wages of a herdsman in grain;
price paid for grazing or pasturage:— arwh karn(-k),
To tend (animals) when grazing; take (animals) to grass.
H $=.  irw (rt. of irw-n+; see the

(dialec.)= an l, q.v.
H  = ef0! aran l, = H + = 40! aran-dh l,s.m.

preceding), s.f. Price paid for having wood split.
H )=   arwy, s.m.= arwh.

(dialec.)= an l, q.v.
H =" arn (fr. arn, 'to feed'), s.f. A feeding trough;

H Y= 5 arotar [S. +\(], s.m. A life-rent grant.

a manger; a stable.
H =B" arann ( r+n), s.f. A four-anna piece (= auann).
H [ = ,s urne, s.m. pl. Ascarides (= unne; unn):— urne
lagn, v.n. To be troubled with ascarides; to be irritable
or peevish; to take ill or amiss.
S = I aru, & H. ~ ar , s.m. A pot, a cauldron (cf.
next); an oblation of rice, barley, and pulse, boiled with
butter and milk for present tion to the gods or manes:—
aru-prasd, s.m. The distribution of the aruor oblation
by Brahmans.
H = I  aruw, ~ ar  [S. I+t], s.m. A large
earthen pot (syn. mak)
H =   arwn (doub. caus. of arn), v.t. To cause
to graze; to graze, &c. (= arn, q.v.).
H = .  irwn (doub. caus. of rn), v.t. To cause

H =.M" iraur [S. . onomat.+"], s.f.
Beseeching, begging, requesting; supplication, entreaty,
request.
S =  '4 arva, s.m. Chewing, masticating; tasting.
H 8=. *" iro j, .g*" irau j [S. + "*+], s.f.
The nut of the Chironjia sapida; the tree Chironjia sapida.
H $=I aru (dim. of ar ), s.f. An earthen pot.
H )=  
h  arwaiy [rt. of arw-n+Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m.= arwh, q.v.
H =" ar [S. +], s.f. Green corn cut for fodder;—
a small portion of land held rent-free by a cultivator
(= arotar).
S =," ar, adj. Movable, locomotive; unsteady,
shaking, tremulous.
S =," ur, s.f. A small well.
H =," ur, s.f. A bangle or ring made of lac or glass,

to split or tear; to cause to be split or torn, to get (wood)
split, to get (cloth) torn;—to split, &c. (= i n).
H = ,  urwn (caus. of urn), v.t. To cause to

&c. (= , q.v.):— ur-hr, s.m. A maker, or a vendor, of
glass or lac bangles.
H =,u urr, s.f. Dregs, sediment (= ur ur, q.v.).

steal; to cause to be stolen, get (a thing) stolen.
H =  6 arwh [rt. of arw-n+Prk.   =S.

S )= y ary, s.f. Going about, wandering, roaming;

+= Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. Taking

visiting; performing, practising, engaging in; due and
regular observance of all rites and customs; following
the rules of studentship; practising religious austerities;
practice, conduct, behaviour, deportment; custom, usage.
H )= h araiy (i.q. arwaiy, q.v.), s.m.= arwh, q.v.

(animals) to graze; the wages of a herdsman in grain;
price paid for grazing or pasturage:— arwh karn(-k),

H V 7 a [S. &; or onomat.], s.m.(f.?), The sound made

()++t], s.m. A grazier, tender or feeder (of cattle,
&c.), herdsman, cowherd, shepherd.
H = 6" arwh = H $=  arw [ arw(n)

H *)= .h irait, s.m.= iret, q.v.

H # D V .7.& i i, s.m.= ir i; i i, qq.v.

by a breaking branch, or in tearing cloth; sound of
cracking or tearing:— a - a , a -- a , s.m.(f.?)= a (with
the addition of the idea of repetition, or continuity).
H V .7 i (v.n. of i n, q.v.), s.f. Oence, hu,

H  D V .7.7 i i  [fr. i , redupl.+S. t], adj. (f. -),

displeasure conceived; vexation, irritation, peevishness;
aversion, antipathy, dislike, abhorrence; provocation;
mocking, jeer, grimace:— i nikln(-k), To provoke,
irritate; to mock, jeer, to banter.
H V ,7 u , s.f. Vulva (= t; bur):— u -marn, s.f. A

aspera(= ir ir, q.v.).
H  D V 77 a a n (see a - a ), v.n. To crack, to

Irritable, petulant, testy, touchy, cross, snappish,
peevish, fretful.
H  D V .7.7 i i , s.m. The plant Achyranthes

crackle, &c. (= ar arn, q.v.).
H  D V .7.7 i i n [fr. i , redupl.+= w= Prk.

strumpet; a term of abuse.
H  V .7 i  [Prk. f ; S. &t], s.m. A cock-sparrow;—

U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To be irritable, or

the blue-throat (and prob. other small birds; cf. i ig).
H  V .7!0 i l [ i , q.v.+Prk. !0=S. !,t ] adj. Cross,

petulant, or testy, &c.; to chide, fume, fret, &c.
(= ircirn).
H "  D V .7.76& i i ha [ i ci (n)+ha= wa= Prk.

huy, &c. (= i i , q.v.).
H  V 7 a n, v.t. (dialec.)= a hn, q.v.
H  V 77 a n, v.n.= arrn, q.v.
H  V .7 i n [Prk. .+ f (), fr. S. .dQ p.p.p. of .d
'to abuse'], v.t. To provoke, oend, aunoy, vex, irritate;
to mock, jeer, make fun of; to make grimaces at (usually
with the word mu hexpressed).
H > V .7[ i  d (dialec.), adj.= i l ; i i , q.v.

 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Irritability, testiness,
peevishness, fretfulness.
H  V 7 a ar, = H V 77 a a ,s.m.= a , q.v.;— a a a a , s.m.= a - a , q.v.
H V 77 a a , = H  V 7 a ar,s.m.= a , q.v.;— a a a a , s.m.= a - a , q.v.
H G V 7 a k, s.m.= ark, q.v.

H   V 7 a o, s.m. (dialec.)= a ho, q.v.

H  V 7 a n, v.n. (dialec.)= a hn, q.v.

H   V 7  a w, s.m. (dialec.)= a hw, q.v.

H  V .7 i n (see the trans. i n), v.n. To be

H   V .7  i wn, or i on, v.t.= i n, q.v.

irritable or huy; to take hu or oence; to be vexed; to
be easily provoked; to fume, to fret.
H  V ,f u u, ,7  u w, .7  i w [ a+S. t

H > 7 V .7( i en (dialec.)= i nd; i i , q.v.
H  1 V 7 7 a -ba (see a ), s.f. Prating, chattering (=ba ba ):— a ba boln, a ba karn, v.n. To prate, chatter,
jabber, gabble.
H 7 1 V 7 7 a ba iy [ a -ba ,+S. +t], adj. & s.m.

(with winserted)], s.m. Rice partially boiled in the husk,
and then attened and parched.
H  V i a h (v.n. fr. a h-n), s.f. Rise, ascent; increase,

Prating, talkative; prater, chatterer; gossip.
H  ? V 77 a pa , .77"6& i pi , adj.= arpar, q.v.

&c. (= a ho, which is the more com. word); attack,
assault, onset;—alluvial land, alluvium (cf. ar).
H  V .i i h, s.f.= i , q.v.

H  ? V 77 a pa n, v.n.= arparn, q.v.

H  V i a h (perf. part. of a hn), adj. (f. -), Risen,

H "  ? V 776& a pa ha, .776& i pi ha,
s.f.= arparhat, q.v.
H  D V 77 a - a (by redupl. of a , q.v.), s.m.f. Prating,
chattering (= a -ba ); cracking (as burning wood, or a
breaking branch), creaking (as shoes), &c.

high (as prices, a tone, &c.); braced; swollen (as a river),
&c.; in practice, in working order; in hand (as a job, &c.):
— a h-ba h, s.m. A wealthy or great person:— a hhu, adj. (f. -) = a h:— a h-hu hon, v.n. To be risen,
&c.; to be in practice, to be in good working condition (as
the hand, eye, &c.); to be in hand (as a work), to be in

course of preparation; to be possessed (by an evil spirit;
e.g. uske sir jin a h-hu hai).
H   V i a hr-dr, s.m. A kind of jacket (worn by
harlots).
H  V i a hn (caus. of a hn), v.t. To cause to
ascend, or mount, or embark, &c.; to cause to rise, or
increase, or swell, &c.; to raise, lift, take up; to advance,
elevate, exalt, magnify; to oer up (oblations or
sacrice), to sacrice, devote; to brace (a drum, &c.); to
string (a bow); to bend; to pull, draw on or up; to cock; to
put (on, upon, or into, -par,—as a utensil on a re, or
colour on a thing, or goods into a boat or ship, &c.); to
spread, to apply (colour, or decorations, to, -par, cloth,
&c.); to x (a bayonet, &c.); to put in hand (a work); to
raise to the mouth, to drink, imbibe; to lead (an army,
against, -par):— a h-den, v.t. intens. of and= a hn:—
a h-ln, To bring (an army, against, -par).
H  V .i i hn, v.t.= i n, q.v.
H   V i a h (see a ho), adj. & adv. Capable of
being ascended, or climbed, &c.;—in advance (as
payment, &c.).
H   V i , i
a ho [ a h(n)+w= Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Ascent, rise, acclivity; rise (in prices, &c.);
increase, augmentation; elevation, ascension;
exaltation, promotion, advancement; rank, dignity;
oering (made to idols= a hw); (in Math.) raising to a
power, involution; swelling, inundation; ood-tide; upstream; attack, assault, onset; access, t; excitement,
passion; loftiness, pride, conceit; intoxication;—string (of
a bow):— a ho-utr, s.m. Ascent and descent; rise and
fall; ood-tide and ebb-tide; up-hill and down-hill; upstream and down-stream; ups and downs; (in Math.)
involution and evolution; (in Mus) rising and descending
scale.
H   V i  a hw [ a ho, q.v.+Prk. (=S. ], s.m.
Anything presented in sacrice, a religious oering or
gift; a present (from a bridegroom to his bride):— a hw
a hn, To present or oer up a religious oering.
H 8 Vi a h [ a h(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Ascent; rise; ascension, &c.

(= a ho);—conveying, conveyance;—embarkation;
attack, assault, invasion, irruption;—price or fare for
ascending, or riding, or embarking, &c., fare; passagemoney.
H  7 V i a het, s.m. A rider, a trooper, &c.
(= a hait, q.v.).
H  V i a ht (imperf part. of a hn), adj. (f. -) &
s.m. Ascending, rising, increasing, waxing (as the
moon), advancing, progressing, progressive, growing;
increasing in speed, accelerated; superior (to, -se),
better, excelling;—rise or increase (of price, &c., see
a ht); settlement of revenue at a progressively
increasing rate:— a ht bho, s.m. A rise, or an advance,
in price:— a ht pa, s.m. A lease for a term of years at
a progressively increasing rent:— a ht kal, s.f.
Advancement, improvement:— a ht hon, v.n. To be
rising, &c.; to be superior (to, -se), be better (than), to
excel.
H  Vi" a ht [ a h(n)+t= at= Prk. .\=S. 
caus. augment++ (or .Q)], s.f. Rise, increase,
advance; superiority; advantage, prot, gain.
H '  V i a hkar = H   V i? a hke (past conj. part.
of a h-n), adv. With progressive or steady rise or
increase; with raised voice, in a loud voice, aloud, in a
high tone; confessedly, avowedly, designedly; in a
superior manner or degree, excellently;— a h- a h-kar,
adv. intens. of and= a hkar:— a h- a h-kar-boln, v.n. To
speak with raised voice, or in a high tone, &c.
H   V i? a hke = H '  V i a hkar (past conj. part.
of a h-n), adv. With progressive or steady rise or
increase; with raised voice, in a loud voice, aloud, in a
high tone; confessedly, avowedly, designedly; in a
superior manner or degree, excellently;— a h- a h-kar,
adv. intens. of and= a hkar:— a h- a h-kar-boln, v.n. To
speak with raised voice, or in a high tone, &c.
H  V i a han (see next), s.m. Ascending; riding &c.:—
a han-dr, s.m. A passenger; a supercargo.
H  V i a hn [ a h˚= Prk. ¯(), or §()=S. 
+8(; i.e. K+)], v.n. To go up, ascend, mount,
climb; to soar; to ride (on, -par); to go (on board),

embark; to go, be taken or conveyed, be transported
(to); to go (on), t; to go forward, advance, proceed (as a
procession); to come on (as fever, &c.); to rise (as a
price, a river, &c.), to increase, swell; to accumulate, fall
in arrears (as pay. &c.); to be enlarged, to spread, to
grow; to be raised, elevated, exalted, promoted; to be
oered (as a sacrice); to be drawn on or up, be tucked
up; to be strung (as a bow); to be braced (as a drum, &c.);
to be xed (as a bayonet, or an arrow); to be set (as a
bone); to be put (on, or in, as colour; or a weight, &c. in a
scale, &c.), to be applied, to be spread or laid (over); to
be entered (in, as an account or item), be put down; to
march (against), lead an attack (against); to invade; to
enter (the mind); to enter (the system, or head, &c.) and
take eect (as poison, intoxicants, fever, &c.); to be
possessed (by an evil spirit); to be taken, be caught, be
hooked, be entrapped; to be superior (to), to excel; to
gain (as a watch); to pass, elapse (as time, e.g. pahar-bhar
din a h); to be put in hand, be taken in hand (as a
work):— a h-n(-par), To come (against), to be led to the
attack (of):— arhn utarn, v.n. To ascend and
descend; to be advanced and lowered; to be hired and
dismissed;—congressus:— a h-bann, v.n. To advance, gain
ground, to get the better (of), to win, score (a victory); to
nd an opportunity:— a h-baihn(-par), To mount, ride
(upon); to overcome:— a h-jn, v.n. intens. of
and= a hn.
H  V .i i hn, v.n.= i n, q.v.
H  Vi" a hn (i.q. a hn), s.f. Preparation for battle.
H  V iM  a hauw = H . V i [ a haw or a hw ,
©M [ a hauw (see a hw), s.m. A shoe with a high
heel (in contradistinction to a ghetl, or a slipper without
a heel).
H . V i [ a haw or a hw , ©M [ a hauw = H
 V iM  a hauw (see a hw), s.m. A shoe with a
high heel (in contradistinction to a ghetl, or a slipper
without a heel).
H  V i  a hwn (doub. caus. of a hn), v.t. To
cause to be raised, to have (a thing, &c.) raised sent up,
pulled on, put on, &c. (see a hn).

H  V ig  a hau w, = H . V ig [
a hau w ,s.m.= a hauw, q.v.
H . V ig [ a hau w , = H  V ig 
a hau w,s.m.= a hauw, q.v.
H  Vi " a hw, s.f. Raising rents.
H 7 V i 
h  a hwaiy [ a h(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. One who ascends or mounts; a
climber; a rider, horseman; one who places goods or
grain, &c. in the scale for weighment.
H Vi" a h, s.f.= a hn, q.v.
H ) V ih a haiy, s.m.= a hwaiy, q.v.
H ) V ih a hait [ a h(n)+ait= it= Prk.
\5=Õ5=S. (the termin. of the pres. part. with
the caus. augment )], s.m. A mounter, rider,
horseman, trooper; an expert horseman.
H  ) V ih a hait [ a hait, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
A rider, &c. (= a hait);—a trooper who does not ride his
own horse.
H  V7" a , s.f. The leg-trick (in wrestling), tripping.
H  V.7" i  [Prk. f; S. &+], s.f. A hen sparrow;
a bird:— i -mr, s.m. A bird-catcher, a fowler.
H  V,7" u , s.f.= ur,
, q.v.:— u -hr, s.m. See s.v.
ur.
H 7 V .7 i iy, prov. .7h, i aiy(i.q. i , q.v.), s.f. A
hen-sparrow; a bird;—a kind of sewing; a gusset;—a
scotch (so called from its bird-like shape); a crutch; a
shuttlecock; the timber by which the column or beam
and the crusher of an oil-mill are connected:— i iyna, s.m. An aviary:— i iy-k, i iy-wl, s.m. (colloq.)
A term of abuse:—sone-k i iy, s.f. 'A golden bird'; a
valuable prize.
H (7 V ,7h! u ail, s.f. The ghost of a woman who dies in a
state of pregnancy or of impurity; a witch, hag, beldam;
a fury, a shrew; a dirty or ugly old woman, a slut,
slattern.
H  0= , usn (caus. of sn), v.t. To cause to suck,
to give to suck.
P  L0= asp [imperf. part. of aspdan= apsdan=

avsdan= javsdan, rt. javs= Zend yu= S. ,], adj. Sticking
(to), adhesive, viscous, slimy; coherent; congruous;
applicable, suitable, to the point:— asp karn, v.t. To
join or cause to stick (to, -par), to stick, ax (on,—as a
paper or notice on a board or wall, &c.).
P  L0= aspn, s.f. Sticking together, adhesiveness,
viscosity.
P X + L0= aspdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Adhesion,
tenacity, coherence; attachment, love, aection.
P ?+ L0= aspda (perf. part. of aspdan; see aspn), part.
adj. Stuck (to), glued, cemented, adhered; attached (to),
inclined (to), addicted (to), fond (of), liking.
P 0= ust (cf. just), adj. Quick, brisk, active, eet; smart,
adroit, expert, clever, ingenious; narrow, strait, tight,
close; compact, well set; t, suiting; elegant, beautiful;
strong, forcible, terse:— ust- lk, ust-o- lk, adj.
Active, alert, eet, agile.
H *0= usta, adj. & s.m.= usta, q.v.
P  *0= istn, s.m. contrac. of stn, q.v.
P *0= usta (fr. ust, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Tight, tting well
(as clothes);—a wrinkle, a crease;—the ventricle of a
sheep, or goat, or calf; rennet; tripe; the rectum.
P *0= ust (fr. ust), s.f. Agility, alertness, activity,
eetness, nimbleness; speed, expedition, despatch;
smartness, dexterity, skill, adroitness, address.
H (0=  asak [fr. S. P+>; cf. asak], s.f. Shooting
pain, throbbing pain; pain, ache; a stich.
H 0=  ask [prob. fr. S. 3], s.m. Taste (for),
relish; longing, ardent desire; prurience, itching; habit,
custom:— ask pa n, ask lagn, ask ho-jn(-k), To
acquire or have a taste (for), &c.
H  0=  askn (caus. of asakn), v.t. To cause to
pain or throb.
H (0= ,=7 usakka [S. 03++t], s.m. One who is
in the habit of sucking; (g.), a tippler.
H 0=  asakn, , usakn (see asak), v.n. To
shoot with pain, to throb, palpitate, beat.
H 0=," usk [S. 53, rt. 03+ +], s.f. A draught or
a mouthful of water or other liquid; a suck, a sip; a pull
(at a huqqaor pipe):— usk lagn, To take a suck or sip, to

sip.
H 0=  asn, v.n. To burst or split (as tight cloth); to
be torn or rent (syn. masakn; phasakn).
H 0= , usn (intrans. fr. sn), v.n. To be sucked, to
be absorbed.
H 0=," usn [S. 034"(; see usn], s.f. A sucking
stick (for children), a (child's) coral; a sucking-bottle
(= sn).
H 0=T" ass, s.f. A cutaneous disease peculiar to the
palms of the hands and the soles of the feet (said to be
occasioned by insects); a kind of leprosy.
H 0=,T" uss [S. 0l(, rt. 03] , s.f. The juice of fruits;
anything to be sucked or sipped.
P Z= ash (rt. of ash-dan, Zend ash= S. 3), part. adj.
Tasting (of), having a avour or smack (of;—used in
comp., e.g. namak- ash, 'tasting of salt').
S *=3 ashati (rt. ash), s.m. Decay, inrmity,
feebleness.
S (= 3 ashak, s.m. A drinking-vessel, a goblet, bowl,
cup, wine-glass;—spirituous liquor.
P (= ashak (S. 3+), s.f. A tasting, a taste.
P 2 = ashm [Pehl. ashm; Zend ashman; S. aksh+man(cf.
S. akshan; akshus)], s.f.m. The eye (syn.  kh);—hope,
expectation:— ashm--bad d r, May the evil eye be far
removed! avaunt malicious glances!:— ashm ba-rh hon,
v.n. To be looking out (for), to be expecting, to be
waiting (for); to be impatient (for):— ashm-bandak, s.m.
Blind-man's-bu:— ashm-basta, adj. & adv. With closed
eyes:— ashm-bos, adj. Kissing the eyes (by way of
aectionate salutation); hanging on the eyes (as drops
of water, or tears):— ashm--bmr, s.m.f. An eye that
looks half-closed (from modesty, an epithet of beauty), a
drooping or languid eye:— ashm-posh, adj. & s.m.
Conniving or winking (at);—a winker, conniver:— ashmposh, s.f. Turning away the eyes; aecting not to see or
hear; conniving, connivance; overlooking, palliating,
excusing;— ashm-posh karn(-se), To turn the eyes away
(from); to pretend not to see or hear; to overlook, to
cover; to wink or connive (at), to palliate, to excuse:—
ashm-tar, adj. & s.m. Moist-eyed;—a weeper:— ashm-tar,

s.f. Moistness of eye; moist eyes, full eyes, weeping:—
ashm- na, s.m. Socket of the eye:— ashm--  n-lud,
s.f.m. Eyes tinged with blood, blood-shot eyes; ery eyes,
erce look, murderous looks:— ashm-dsht, s.f. Hope,
expectation, desire; trust, condence:— ashm-zakhm,
s.m.f. Look of an evil eye; fatal misfortune (in
consequence of witchcraft, &c.); a killing look; an eyesore:— ashm-num, s.f. Reproof, rebuke, reprimand;
threat:— ashm-num karn(-k), To reprove, &c.:— ashmo- irg, adj. & s.m.f. Dearly beloved;—a beloved object;
light of the eye:—hu- ashm, adj. Gazelle-eyed, fawneyed, soft-eyed (an epithet expressive of beauty).
H @ = ashm, s.m.= ashma, q.v.
P (@ = ashmak [ ashm, q.v.+ak= S. ], s.f. Winking, a
wink; looking askance (at), coldness, misunderstanding
(e.g. mer un-se ashmak hai);—spectacles;—the seed of
Cassia absus(used as a remedy in diseases of the eye; syn.
ks ):— ashmak-zadan, s.f. A winking:— ashmak-zan,
ashmak-zan , adj. & s.m. Winking;—a winker:— ashmak
mrn, v.n. To wink.
P @ = ashma (rel. n. fr. ashm), s.m. A spring, source,
fount; a fountain;—spectacles (= ashmak);—a batten:—
 d-k ashma lagn, 'To wear silver spectacles'; (g.) to
take bribes.
P = ash (see ash), s.f. Tasting (used in comp).
P ?+ = ashda (perf. part. of ash-dan; see ash), part.
Tasted; experienced; having tasted; having experienced
(= akh-kar).
T * = agatt, s.m. Name of a Mogalfamily
or tribe to

which the house of Tmurbelongs.
P +  = ugd, s.m. An owl; the small screech-owl.
P  = agar,
 s.m. A wall-eyed horse.
H  = agarb,
s.m.= akarb, q.v.


P  = ugal, ugul,
 s.m. An informer, a spy; a tale-bearer,
tell-tale; a back-biter, slanderer:— ugal or, s.m. Idem:—
ugal or, s.f. Tale-bearing, &c. (= ugl, q.v.).
P # = ugl, ugul,
 s.f. Tale-bearing; backbiting,
slandering, slander:— ugl khn(-k), To tell tales (of), to
inform (against); to backbite, to slander.
P +  = ugundar,
s.m.= uqandar, q.v.

P h = aft, = P *h = afta,s.m. A prop; a trellis; an arbour; a

saloon built of wood and supported on columns.
P *h = afta, = P h = aft,s.m. A prop; a trellis; an arbour; a
saloon built of wood and supported on columns.
P *h = aft (prob. for apt, rt. ap= S. ), s.f. A atterer.
T & P H= iq, s.f. A hanging screen or blind (it is made of
of split bamboos, or of reeds, placed horizontally at
intervals, and strung together); syn. ilwan.
P G = Q = aq q, s.f.= akck, q.v.
T Q :Q = aq aq, s.f. A kind of musical instrument made of
wood (used by Mgals).

H Q = uqqar, s.m.= ukka (of which it is the Urd form).
T G @ Q = aqmk, s.f. A int, or steel, for striking re:—
aqmq jh n, To strike re with a int and steel.
T i @ Q = aqmq, s.f. A relock.
T H@ Q = aqmaq, s.f.= aqmq, q.v.
P + Q = uqandar, uqundar, s.m. Beet-root, beet, Beta
vulgaris.
? (=  ak [Prk. =; S. J], s.m. Landed property,
estate, tenure, holding, farm; a piece of assigned land, a
patch of rent-free land; a subdivision of land (as of a
pargana, &c.); detached elds of a village; cultivation:—
ak-barr, s.m. Collecting the rent of a ak:— ak-bast, adj.
Having an estate, &c. marked out; having the elds, &c.
of a village marked out (in a village map):— ak-band, s.f.
Dening or marking the boundaries of an estate or ak:
— ak-uk , s.m. A plot or parcel of a landed estate:— aknma, s.m. A document descriptive of the boundaries of
an estate or of elds; an account of village lands,
assignments, common pasture grounds, grants, &c.; a
grant for holding lands, &c. in a village.
H (=  ak, s.m. A shepherd; goat-herd; (dialec.) the
eye (= akh).
H (= . ik,  ak [S. .=t], s.m. A musk rat; a
mouse.
H (= . ik [S. .=, rt. .=], s.f. A pain in the loins
or back.
H (= . ik, s.m. (local), A mutton-butcher.
H (= . ik, s.f.= iq, q.v.
H (= ik (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A cheque, a moneyorder.

H = = akk [Prk. =(; S. J], adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Circular, round;—thick, clotted (= akkn);—a circle; wheel
(of a cart, &c.); anything round and at; a sod of turf; a
round or square heap (of material, masonry, &c.); the
weight (generally of clay) used to press down the small
arm of the he kl;—thick curd, coagulated milk.
S = .= ikk, s.f. (cf. ik, ak), A musk rat; a mouse.
H = ,= ukk [S. ,!
, t; or 0t or 03+t; cf. ukka ],
s.m. A small earthen pot for drinking spirituous liquours
out of (= ukk , ukka ; syn. kulhiy).
H =  0 akb [S. J+06 t], s.m. Any circular array
of troops.
'
adj.
H  = & ak [Prk. = ; S. J t],
Whirling round, in a whirl, bewildered, dazed, dazzled,
astonished:— ake jn, v.n. To be or become dazed or
dazzled, to be in a whirl, to be or become astonished or
amazed, &c.
H Y = & akn (fr. ak, q.v.), v.n. To be in a
whirl, to be dazzled, &c. (= ake jn, q.v.s.v. ak).
P  = = ak k = P (= = ak ak (cf. S. aa a), s.f.
The clashing of swords, daggers, battle-axes, or maces;
the sound of the repeated strokes of a sword, &c.
P (= = ak ak = P  = = ak k (cf. S. aa a), s.f.

bewildered:— ak au d mrn, v.t. To dazzle, to daze.
H +  = =g" ak au d = H +  = = g
ak au dh = H +  = =g" ak au dh [S. J
redupl.+B( or B+], s.f. The state of being in a
whirl, or dazed, or dazzled; the eect on the eyes of a
sudden ash of light;— ak au dh lagn, ak au dh-me
n(-se), To be dazzled or dazed (by); to be confounded or
bewildered:— ak au d mrn, v.t. To dazzle, to daze.
S  = ,= uk-kr, s.m. The roaring of a lion.
H  = . ikr [S. .+ =+t], s.m. The ravine deer
(found commonly on the banks of the Jamn; it is so
called on account of the sneezingsound ( hikk) it makes
when approached by man).
H  = . ikr [S. .;+t], s.m. A kind of ddle
with four or ve wires and horse-hair for strings.
H  = . ikr, adj. Thick-set, sturdy, robust, strong,
tough.
H  = , ukr (fr. uk-n), s.m. Duty, due, customs'
duty.
H  = . ikrn [ ikr˚= S. .+], v.n. To
scream, squeak, squeal.
H ? = . ikra, s.m. The ravine deer (= ikr, q.v.).

The clashing of swords, daggers, battle-axes, or maces;
the sound of the repeated strokes of a sword, &c.
H +  = = [ ak  dh, s.f.=next, q.v.

P ? = ikra ( i+kra), adj. lit. 'Of what use'; useless,

H +  = = g ak au dh = H +  = =g"

H  =." ikr [S. .;+], s.f. A gnat, a

ak au dh = H +  = =g" ak au d [S. J
redupl.+B( or B+], s.f. The state of being in a
whirl, or dazed, or dazzled; the eect on the eyes of a
sudden ash of light;— ak au dh lagn, ak au dh-me
n(-se), To be dazzled or dazed (by); to be confounded or
bewildered:— ak au d mrn, v.t. To dazzle, to daze.
H +  = =g" ak au dh = H +  = = g
ak au dh = H +  = =g" ak au d [S. J
redupl.+B( or B+], s.f. The state of being in a
whirl, or dazed, or dazzled; the eect on the eyes of a
sudden ash of light;— ak au dh lagn, ak au dh-me
n(-se), To be dazzled or dazed (by); to be confounded or

worthless, contemptible.
H  =" akr, s.f. corr. of kr, q.v.
musquito;—smut, obscenity (in this sense prob. k+la
+ik).
H  =." ikr, s.f. (local), A hunting-knife.
P  = ikr, adj.= ikra, q.v.
H = ,=7 ukk , s.m. A small earthen cup (= ukka ).
P  = akn [imperf. part. of akdan, fr. ak= akra= Prs
rik rik= Zend raka], part. adj. Dropping, distilling
(used in comp.).
H  = = akkn [S. J+(], adj. Thick, clotted,
coagulated, conglomerated; blotted, smeared;—s.m. A
blot; a scar, scratch, a round mark.
H  =  akn, v.t. (dialec.)= akhn, q.v.

H  = , ukn (caus. of uknand

kn, q.v.), v.t. To

nish, complete; to settle or x (the price or rate of); to
settle or adjust (an account, dierences, &c.), to arrange,
decide; to discharge, to pay (a debt, tax, &c.); to assign,
allot:— uk-den, v.t. intens. of and= ukn.
H  = , uk [ uk(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. One who settles or xes (a price, rate, or bargain,
&c.); one who is ready or prompt to pay.
H  =  ako, s.m. Decision (for uko= uk).
H  =  ako [S. J++; ]( , s.m. Juggling, hocuspocus, deception, trickery.
H  = . & ikwa, s.f.= iknwa, q.v.
H  =   akwar [S. J+ (with winserted)++t],
s.m. Ringbone (in a horse's foot;—syn. Jakr wal).
H  = akwak (S. J+ ), s.m. The ruddy goose
(commonly called the Brhmanduck; syn. akw; sur b);
—a lark.
H  = " akw [S. J++], s.f. A kind of
ringworm.
H $ =, uk [ uk(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Settlement, adjustment; agreement, decision
(= ukaut);—oversight, slip (= k):— uk den(-ko), To
escape (one's) notice; to give (one) the slip.
S =  akit, part. adj. Alarmed, terried,
frightened; astonished, confounded, bewildered.
H = = akkat, s.m. The loss of a akor whole plot of
ground by diluvion or inundation.
H = , ukat [ uk(n)+Prk. \"=S. + (.Q)],
s.f. Settlement, &c. (= ukt; ukaut, qq.v.).
T *= akatt, s.m.= agatta,
q.v.

H *= \ akatt,  akt [S. J+ÄPt], s.m. A
round slice (as of a vegetable, &c.), a slice; round
discoloured spot (on the body), a mark, scar, scratch or
scrape (of the skin); a sod or turf:— akatt bhar-len(me ),
To bite so as to leave a mark; to mark, to scar:—
akatt(or akt) den(-ko), To scar, to mark:— akatt
ln(-me ) = akatt bhar-len:— akt len= akt den, q.v.
H *= , ukt (imperf. part. of ukn), adj. (f. -),

Settled, xed; denite, conclusive;—wholesale.
H  *=  aktn [ akt, q.v.== w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To sod, to
turf.
S 0*= .; ikits, s.f. The practice or science of
medicine, administering or applylng remedies, healing,
curing; attendance of a physician on a patient.
S (0*= .; ikitsak, s.m. Medical practitioner,
physician, doctor.
H *=" akt [for akatt= S. J+.ÄP; see akt], s.f.
A small round piece or patch (of leather, &c.); a slice; a
round at lump (as of cheese, soap, tobacco, &c.); a
round plate (of metal); a shield; the hide of a rhinoceros
(of which shields are made); the tail of the sheep called
dumba; the crown of the head; a letter.
H *=," ukt, , ukti [ uk(n)+Prk. .\=S. 
++ (.Q)], s.f. Settlement; agreement; decree or
sentence (of a court, &c.).
H (= .=& ikka, = H (= .& ik,adj. (f. -),
Sticky, viscous, gummy, glutinous, tenacious; clammy;
clotted; covered with grease and dirt, greasy and black;
dirty, lthy (= ka; cf. k, and k ).
H (= .& ik, = H (= .=& ikka,adj. (f. -),
Sticky, viscous, gummy, glutinous, tenacious; clammy;
clotted; covered with grease and dirt, greasy and black;
dirty, lthy (= ka; cf. k, and k ).
H (= .& ik, s.m. An inferior kind of silk or
asarcloth.
H (= ,& uk,  uka (see uk& uk), s.m. A
handful (=buk).
H  (= .& ikan (fr. ikka), v.n. To stick together
(the hair, &c., through viscosity and dirt), to be matted
or clotted; to be sticky, be clammy; to be dirty or lthy:—
ika-jn, ika-rahn, v.n. intens. of and= ikan.
H (= ._ ikh, adj. (f. -), Greasy; lthy, &c.
(= ikka, q.v.);—s.m. An oil-merchant
H (=.&" ik (fr. ikka), s.f. A sticky or tenacious
soil, a clayey soil.

H (=,&" uk, s.f. A pinch, &c. (= uk, q.v.).
H :=  ak ak [S.  redupl.+t], adj. (f. -),
Glittering, shining brilliantly, resplendent, dazzling.
H :=" ak ak, s.f. A kind of dagger (worn on the
waist); a small knife (cf. k, q , akk ).
T := ak ak, s.f.= aq aq, q.v.
H 3+  := g! ak au dhl [S  redupl.+B+!
+t], adj. (f. -), Dazzied (by light); weak-eyed, dimsighted, purblind.
H +  :=g" ak au dh, s.f.= akcau dh, q.v.
H + &:=+(" ak ha d = H +  :=+0(" ak h d
(see ak au dh, of which it is a var. form), s.f. The musk
rat, Sorex cœrulescens, or S. cœrulens(syn. hu h dar).
H +  :=+0(" ak h d = H + &:=+(" ak ha d
(see ak au dh, of which it is a var. form), s.f. The musk
rat, Sorex cœrulescens, or S. cœrulens(syn. hu h dar).
H  (= f5! ak-ol [S. J+5!t], s.m. A kind of swing,
a merry-go-round.
S = J akra, vulg. akr, and H. = akkar, (in comp.)
 akar, s.m. Wheel (of a cart, &c.), a potter's wheel; a
catharine-wheel; a discus or sharp circular missile
weapon; a quoit; an oil-mill; a circle, a ring;
circumference; a circular road or course; a circular
position; a form of military array (in a circle= akb );
circular ight (of a bird, &c.); revolving in a circle,
revolution, whirl; round, circuit; circumambulation; a
whirlwind; a whirlpool, an eddy, anything revolving in a
circle; a whirligig; the lounge (in a manege); giddiness,
vertigo;—an army, a multitude; a side, a quarter (e.g.
aho cakkar-me , 'On all four sides'); (in Gram.) a table or
paradigm; (in Astron.) the zodiac with its twelve signs;
(g.) maze, perplexity; misfortune, scrape:— akrkr( akra
+kra), adj. Round, circular, ring-shaped:—
akryudh( akra+yudha), adj. & s.m. Fighting with the
discus;—an epithet of Vishnu:— akkar adh-ka, s.m. 'The
line which bisects a circle,' a diameter:— akkar b dhn(k), To whirl (a thing) rapidly round (so as to make it
present the appearance of (a disc):— akar-barde, s.f.
Compound interest (= akr-vriddh):— akkar-b , s.m.

Centre of a circle:— akkar-uk , s.m. Segment of a circle:
— akr- l, s.f. Circular motion, rotatory motion, rotation:
— akr- h t, adj. (f. -), Touching a circle, tangential;—
akr-ch t lakr, s.f. A tangent:— akr-dhr, s.m. An epithet
of Vishnu (lit.'bearing a discus');—a peacock;—a circular
course; the lounge (in a manege):— akkar den(-ko), To
lounge (a horse);—to surround:— akkar-k, adj. (f. -),
Round, circular; round-about, circuitous:— akkar khn,
v.n. To be put into rotatory motion, to whirl, turn round,
revolve; to move or y in a circle; to go a long round,
take a circuitous road:— akkar mrn, v.n. To wheel
round, to whirl round, to revolve, to move or y in a
circle; to take a roundabout road:— akar-makar, s.m.
Trick, fraud, deception, evasion, subterfuge, shue:—
akkar-me n(-ke), To be involved in diculties, be
entangled in the meshes (of):— akkar-me ln(-ko), To
involve one in diculty or mess; to perplex, bewilder,
mislead, lead astray:— akra-vk, s.m.= akw, q.v.:— akrvn, adj. Circular, ring-shaped:— akra-vat, adv. Revolving
like a wheel, in rotation:— akra-vart, vulg. akar-batti,
s.m. Sovereign of the world, universal monarch,
emperor, the ruler of a akraor country described as
extending from sea to sea (twelve princes beginning
with Bharatare especially considered as akra-vartins); the
title of one of the great families of Brhmans in Bengal:
— akr-vriddhi,
s.f. Interest upon interest, compound

interest;—wages for transporting goods in a cart.
S = .j ikur, s.m. The hair of the head; a lock of hair.
S = ,J ukra, vulg. ukr, s.m. Sourness; acid seasoning;
vinegar made by the acetous fermentation of grain;
Indian sorrel, Rumex vesicarius.
H =  akr [S. J+t], s.m. A kind of at round
cake made of our and pulse (dlor ba ).
H = .j ikur [S. .j+t], adj. Inconsiderate, rash;
rashly criminal, punishing or injuring others without
consideration.
S   = J akrkr, adj. See s.v. akr.
H =  akrn [S. J+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To turn
round, whirl, &c. (= akkar khn, q.v.s.v. akkar);—to be in

a whirl, to feel giddy or dizzy; to be perplexed, to be
bewildered or confounded; to be agitated, be disturbed or
troubled; to be alarmed or frightened.
H =" akrn [ kar, q.v.+S. "], s.f. A womanservant, maid-servant.
H =  ! akrwal, s.m. A ring-bone (in a horse's
foot,= akwar, q.v.).
H =   akarb [S. J+ +t], s.m. Bustle, tumult,
noise, uproar; revelry;—row, quarrel, dispute:— akarb
ma n, v.n. To make a noise or uproar, to cause a
tumult; to revel, to riot.
H A=  akrit, adj.= akit, q.v.
S  = ,J ukrik, s.f. Wood-sorrel, Oxalis monodelpha,
or Rumex vesicarius.
H = .= ik-karn, v.n.= ikrn, q.v.
S = J  akr-vk, s.m.= akw, q.v.
H = 6 akarih [ kar+S. t], s.m. One habituated
to service; one in want of service; one t for service, a
good servant.
H =J", " ak  [S. J+], s.f. A pulley; a mill
(= akk);—a round plate on which bread is rolled; a
whirligig; a bandalore or small wheel with a cord xed to
its centre which winds and unwinds itself alternately by
the motion of the hands; a circle or an assembly of
singers;—a kind of cloth made of silk and cotton.
H =," ukr, s.f. A fractional division of land.
H )=  akariy, s.f.= kr, q.v.
H = _ akreh, adj.= akeh, q.v.
H 3)= Jw! akrel [S. J+!+t], adj. (f. -), Round,
circular.
H (= .=7 ikka , s.f.= ka , and k a , qq.v.
H (= ,=7 ukka [S. 03++t; but cf. ukk], s.m. A
small earthen vessel, a drinking-cup (syn. kulhiy; cf.
ukk ); a pit, a small tank or pond.
H 1 (= 7  aka b, s.m.= akarb, q.v.
H  (=.7" ik , s.f. A kind of deal wood (cf. r).
H I= = akkas (P. akas, aksa), s.m. A perch for birds
(particularly falcons); a roost.

S I= .= ikkas, s.m. Barley meal.
H 0=  aks, s.m.= ask, q.v.
H 0= . iks,  aks, s.m. A kind of pulvil or
sweet-scented powder of many ingredients;—a small
earthen lamp (syn. ugh ; cf. irg).
H 0= iksa, s.m.= iks, q.v.
H  0=0" aks n, s.f. A species of grass.
P Z= akish (abst. s. fr. ak-dan; see akn), s.f. The
dropping or dripping (of water, &c.).
S = d, akshu, s.m. The eye:— akshu-rog, s.m. Disease
of the eye, ophthalmia.
S = .! ikil, s.m. Mud, mire (= ka ; k a ).
H 3= ! akl [S. J+!+t], adj. Round, circular;—
wide, broad;—a round and broad stone or slab, or piece
of wood; a block of stone; a log of wood; a mill (for
grinding pulse);—a division of a country containing
several parganas; quarter of a town (particularly the
quarter inhabited by prostitutes); a brothel;—a kind of
cloth made of silk and cotton (= akr):— akl-band, s.f.
The distribution of a province or of a zamn-drinto
aklas:— akl- ar , s.m. The expenses of a akl:— akledr, s.m. The governor or superintendent of a province
or akl; the proprietor or renter of a akl:— akle-dr,
s.f. Government of a province or akl; the status or
oce of a governor of a akl:— akl-navs, s.m. The
accountant of the revenues and charges of a akl.
H 3= ! akln [ akl, q.v.+n= Prk. 4(=\4(=S. 
+; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. & f. Breadth, width (syn. akl).
H 3= ! akln [ akl, q.v.+n= = w= Prk. U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n], v.t. To extend in breadth, to
widen.
H $3=! akl [ akl+= Prk. =S. +], s.f.
Breadth, width.
H #= .! ikaln [by redupl. fr. S. >] , v.t. To crush,
triturate, bruise; to chew, masticate; to press, to squeeze.
H #=!" akl [S. J+!+], s.f. A pulley (over which
a well-rope passes).
H @ = / akm [fr. S. J], s.m. A game at cards;—

cheating, trickery, trick; loss, injury, damage:—
akmuhn, To suer a loss:— akm aln, A trick to
succeed to be successful in cheating or trickery:— akm
den(-ko), To practise a trick (on), to trick, to cheat; to
in ict loss (on), to occasion loss or damage (to).
H @ = akm, s.m.= akma, q.v.
H  @ = akmk, s.f. = H (@ = akmak, s.f.corr. of aqmq,
and aqmaq, qq.v.
H (@ = akmak, s.f. = H  @ = akmk, s.f.corr. of aqmq,
and aqmaq, qq.v.
T @ = akma, s.m. A boot, a stocking (syn. moza).
P <= ikan, ikin, s.m.f. A particular mode of working
owers on muslin or other cloth; embroidery,
needlework; embroidered cloth:— ikan-doz, s.m. A
worker of owers on muslin, &c., an embroiderer:—
kan-doz, ikan-kr, s.f.= ikan, q.v.:— ikan-gar, s.m.= ikandoz.
S <= ..=4 ikki, adj. & s.m. Flat-nosed;—one who has
a at nose.
S <= .=4 ikka, ..=4 ikkia, = H = . ikn,
..=4 ikki,adj. (f. -), Unctuous, oily, greasy, fat,
rich; smooth, glossy, sleek; polished, clean, shining:
slippery; slimy; emollient, bland, mild, soft; smoothfaced, smooth-spoken, plausible, specious;—beautiful;
showy, gay; incontinent, lewd, wanton;— ikn, s.m. Oil,
grease, fat:— ikn-bsan, s.m.= ikn gha , q.v.:— ikn jor ,
s.f A slippery wife:— ikn-  d(S. ikkaa+ andra), adj (f. ), Beautiful:— ikn- up , adj. (f. -), Oily, greasy;
smooth-spoken, plausible; humorous, amusing; glossy,
sleek; gay, decked out;— ikn-cup  bte bannor karn,
To use oily speech, to speak plausibly, to butter, to
gammon, wheedle, atter:— ikn- up  rahn, To be
always decked out, to wear showy clothes:— ikn hliy,
ikn al, s.f.= ikn supr, s.f. Betel-nut boiled in milk (and
so prepared to be cut up and eaten with betel-leaf or
pn):— ikn  rat, s.f. Sleek-looking; prosperous,
ourishing, auent:— ikn karn, v.t. To grease, to
lubricate; to smooth, to polish:— ikn gha , s.m. 'A
greasy vessel'; one who is deaf to reason or admonition,
an incorrigible person, a shameless person; an
incontinent person, a pro igate;— ikn gha  bann, To be

or become incorrigible, &c.:— ikn-mi , s.f. Clay, potter's
earth; loamy or clayey soil.
H = . ikn, ..=4 ikki, = S <= .=4 ikka,
..=4 ikkia,adj. (f. -), Unctuous, oily, greasy, fat, rich;
smooth, glossy, sleek; polished, clean, shining: slippery;
slimy; emollient, bland, mild, soft; smooth-faced,
smooth-spoken, plausible, specious;—beautiful; showy,
gay; incontinent, lewd, wanton;— ikn, s.m. Oil, grease,
fat:— ikn-bsan, s.m.= ikn gha , q.v.:— ikn jor , s.f A
slippery wife:— ikn-  d(S. ikkaa+ andra), adj (f. -),
Beautiful:— ikn- up , adj. (f. -), Oily, greasy; smoothspoken, plausible; humorous, amusing; glossy, sleek; gay,
decked out;— ikn-cup  bte bannor karn, To use oily
speech, to speak plausibly, to butter, to gammon,
wheedle, atter:— ikn- up  rahn, To be always decked
out, to wear showy clothes:— ikn hliy, ikn al,
s.f.= ikn supr, s.f. Betel-nut boiled in milk (and so
prepared to be cut up and eaten with betel-leaf or pn):—
ikn  rat, s.f. Sleek-looking; prosperous, ourishing,
auent:— ikn karn, v.t. To grease, to lubricate; to
smooth, to polish:— ikn gha , s.m. 'A greasy vessel';
one who is deaf to reason or admonition, an incorrigible
person, a shameless person; an incontinent person, a
pro igate;— ikn gha  bann, To be or become
incorrigible, &c.:— ikn-mi , s.f. Clay, potter's earth;
loamy or clayey soil.
H =  akn, v.t. (dialec.)= akhn, q.v.
H = , ukn [ uk˚= Prk. ,=(), fr. S. K,+ >; cf.
kn], v.n. To be nished, &c. (see uk-jn, the com.
form);— uk-jn, v.n. To be nished, be completed; to be
exhausted (as a supply or store), to come to an end, to
cease (=ho- ukn); to be settled, be xed, be agreed upon
(as a price, &c.); to be settled, be adjusted, be adjudicated
(as a dierence or dispute, or a law-suit);—to fall short
(of), to fail (see kn):— ukne-wl, adj. (f. -) & s m.
Falling short (of), failing;—one who fails (to do
anything).
H  = .& ikn, s.f.= iknha, q.v.
H  = = 0 akn- r [S. Lef, intens. fr. rt. Lef
+04],
 adj. & s.m. Broken to pieces, dashed to pieces,

shattered, shivered; racked with pain (the body); small
pieces, scraps, atoms, lings:— akn- r karn, v.t. To
break or dash to pieces, to shatter, shiver:— akn- r
hon, v.n. To be shattered, &c.
H  = . iknn [ ikn˚= Prk. .=4 (), or
.=4U()=S. .=4 (or ..=4)+()], v.t. To oil,
grease, to lubricate; to smooth, polish, clean (= ikn
karn); v.n. To grow fat, become plump, become sleek.
H A = .  iknwat = H  = . & iknwa
[Prk. .=4/"; S. .=4++/.\], s.f. A loamy or
clayey soil; rich and highly cultivated land.
H  = . & iknwa = H A = .  iknwat
[Prk. .=4/"; S. .=4++/.\], s.f. A loamy or
clayey soil; rich and highly cultivated land.
H  = .  iknwn or iknon, v.t.= iknn, q.v.
H ? = .6& iknha [ ikn(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Oiliness, greasiness,
fatness; sleekness; smoothness; glossiness, gloss;
cleanness, polish; beauty.
H $ =. ikn [ ikn+= Prk. =S. +], s.f.
Oil, grease, fat, butter; greasinoss,
&c. (= iknha, q.v.); fat of meat;—incontinence,
wantonness.
H  = .M& iknau, s.f.= iknwa, q.v.
S =.=4"cikka, s.f. The betel-nut.
H = . ikaniy, ikany[S. .=4+t], adj. & s.m.
Smooth, sleek, &c. (= ikn); spruce, foppish;—a fop, beau,
spark, dandy, swell.
H = ={ akk (fr. P. k ), s.m. A pen-knife; a clasp-

H Y = ,M ukaut, M akauta [fr. ukaut= uk˚=
ukw(n)+Prk. .\=S. ++], s.m. Stipulated
hire or wages (of a hireling); contract; compact, bargain,
agreement; adjustment, settlement, decision; a task; a
xed rate (of rent, &c.); a deed of acquittance:— ukaut
ukn, To pay a sum stipulated for or agreed upon:—
ukaut ukn, The stipulated amount to be paid; a xed
sum or rate to be agreed to, a bargain to be made, to
come to terms.
H Y = 5 akotar, akotr= H ?Y = 5 akotara,
akotra[S. J+\+], s.m. A fruit of the lime kind, the
shaddock, pumelo, or pomplemoes, Citrus decumana(said
to have been introduced into India from Java).
H ?Y = 5 akotara, akotra= H Y = 5 akotar,
akotr[S. J+\+], s.m. A fruit of the lime kind, the
shaddock, pumelo, or pomplemoes, Citrus decumana(said
to have been introduced into India from Java).
H Y = ,M ukauta, s.m. = H Y =,M" ukaut, s.f.= H
 = M& akau, s.m. (prov.)= ukaut, q.v.
H Y =,M" ukaut, s.f. = H Y = ,M ukauta, s.m.= H
 = M& akau, s.m. (prov.)= ukaut, q.v.
H  = M& akau, s.m. (prov.) = H Y = ,M ukauta,
s.m.= H Y =,M" ukaut, s.f.= ukaut, q.v.
S  = 5 akor, s.m. The Bartavelle or Greek partridge,
Perdix rufa, or Tetrao rufus(fabled to subsist upon moonbeams, and to eat re at the full moon).
H  = .5 ikor (cf. ikur), adj. (f. -), Restless,
inconstant.
H  = .5 ikorn, v.t. To peck.

knife.
H  =   akw [S. J+ t], s.m. The ruddy goose,

H  =5" akor [S. 5+], s.f. The female of the

commonly called the Brhmanduck, Anas casarca:—
akwn( akw+ana), s.m. The egg of the akw:— akwpaksh, s.m.= akw.
H  =   akw [S. J+t (with winserted)], s.m. A

g akau d, {( ak d, s.m.= H  =  f
(

whirlpool, an eddy.
H < $ =   akw , s.m. Name of a small class of
Rjp tsin the district of Ghzpur.

akor, q.v.
H +  =  
( akwa d [S. J+/ +t],
'
s.m.(f.?) = H +  =
akwa, gf akau , s.m.= H  = g7 akau ,  7
ako , 7
( akwa , s.m.The plant Cassia tora(esteemed
a remedy for ringworm);—a common weed bearing a
long legume (used as a pot-herb).

H +  = g akau d, {( ak d, s.m. = H +  =
 
( akwa d [S. J+/ +t],
'
s.m.(f.?) = H  =  f
(
akwa, gf akau , s.m.= H  = g7 akau ,  7
ako , 7
( akwa , s.m.The plant Cassia tora(esteemed
a remedy for ringworm);—a common weed bearing a
long legume (used as a pot-herb).
H  =  f
( akwa, gf akau , s.m. = H +  =  
(

Wages for weeding.
H &= L akhn [ akh˚= S. 3(), rt. 3], v.t. To taste,
to eat; to relish, enjoy; to experience, suer:— akh-jn(ko), To eat up the whole (of a thing):— akh-ln, v.t. To
taste or partake of with relish or gusto; to enjoy
thoroughly or to the full, to take (one's) ll of, to drain
to the dregs.
H &= L, akhu, s.m. & adv.= akh, q.v.

akwa d [S. J+/ +t],
'
s.m.(f.?) = H +  = g

H Y &=LM" akhaut [ akh(n)+aut= Prk.  =S.

akau d, {( ak d, s.m.= H  = g7 akau ,  7

++ (i.e. .Q)], s.f. Dainty, delicacy, bonne-

ako , 7
( akwa , s.m.The plant Cassia tora(esteemed
a remedy for ringworm);—a common weed bearing a
long legume (used as a pot-herb).
H  = g7 akau ,  7 ako ,  7
( akwa , s.m. =
H +  =  
( akwa d [S. J+/ +t],
'
s.m.(f.?) = H +  =
g akau d, {( ak d, s.m.= H  =  f
(
akwa, gf akau , s.m.The plant Cassia
tora(esteemed a remedy for ringworm);—a common
weed bearing a long legume (used as a pot-herb).
H ? = 56 akoh, s.m. (dialec.)= akr, q.v.
H  = " akw, s.f. The female of the akw, q.v.
H = akka, s.m.= akk, q.v.
H &= L akh [Prk. =L0 or =L,(; S. d,], s.m. The eye.
H &= akh, s.f. corr. of a , q.v.:— akh- akh, s.f.= a a , q.v.s.v. a .
H &= L akh, adv. (dialec.)=jais, q.v. (prob. connected
with akh= S. akshus).
H  &= L akhn (caus. of akhn), v.t. To cause to
taste, to make (one) taste, give (one) a taste of; to cause
to experience or suer, to in ict (pain, punishment, &c.).
H &= .L ikhar, s.m.(?) The husk of chick-pea or
an(used as fodder for cattle).
H &= .L, ikhuran, s.m. A weed.
H &= .L, ikhurn, .L ikharn, v.t. To weed.
H &= .L,  ikhurwn, .L  ikharwn (caus.
of ikhurn), v.t. To cause to weed, to have or get
weeded.
H $&=.L,  ikhurw, .L  ikharw, s.f.

bouche, tit-bit.
H  &=.L," ikhur, [ khur, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A squirrel.
H = aka [S. J+], s.f. A whirligig;—a species
of nectarine.
H = aka [S. J+ "], s.f. The female of the
ruddy goose:— aka- akw, Male and female (or a pair
of) ruddy geese.
H ==" akk [Prk. .=; S.J+; see akk], s.f. A
mill-stone; a pair of mill-stones, a mill, hand-mill, quern;
a grinder, a grinding-stone;—a whirligig;—the timber of
a gun-lock; the knee-pan;—a thunderbolt:— akk psn, To
grind in a mill, to work a mill or quern:— akk phern,
akk jhon, To turn or work a hand-mill, to grind:— akk
jhon, To spin a long yarn:— akk aln= akk phern, q.v.:
— akk-rah, s.m. One whose business it is to notch millstones:— akk-rahn, To notch a mill-stone:— akk-k p,
s.m. The upper, or the nether, mill-stone:— akk-k psn,
s.m. Turning or grinding in a hand-mill; (g.) a grinding
task, a tedious or wearisome occupation:— akk-nma,
s.m. A kind of song sung by women at weddings while
grinding a perfumed powder (aban):— akk-nwaror
nur, s.f. Presentation of perfumed powder to the bride
and bridegroom and the women by whom it has been
prepared.
H [ = =? akke (fr. akk), s.m. A Hind festival at which
it is unlawful to eat any grain ground in a mill.
H =.=" ikk, adj. & s.m.= ikin, q.v.
H =.=" ikk [S. .=], s.f. A rotten betel-nut.
H =,=" ukk [S. .P+>], s.f. Trickery, deceit, fraud:—

ukk den(-ko), To play tricks (on), to deceive.
H R= ?& ake = H R= ?_ akeh [S. J+sP+],
adj. & s.m. Having large eyes, goggle-eyed;—a goggleeyed person.
H R= ?_ akeh = H R= ?& ake [S. J+sP+],
adj. & s.m. Having large eyes, goggle-eyed;—a goggleeyed person.
P X + = akdag (abst. subst. fr. next), s.f. Dropping,
distillation; a drop.
P ?+ = akda (fr. akdan), part. Dropped, distilled, oozed
out.
H J= ,$ ug [rt. of ugn+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Food
picked up with the beak, pickings (= ugan; ug).
H J= ,$ ug, ,F$ ugg (perf. part. of ugn), adj. (f. -),
Picked, &c.; thin, scanty (as a beard, &c.).
H J= $! agl, adj. (dialec.) Thick, compact, massive,
heavy (cf. ikr)
H  J= ,$ ugn (caus. of ugn), To cause to feed or
peck, to take (animals, fowls, &c.) out to pick up food.
H $ J=,$ ug [ ug(n)+= Prk. =S. +], s.f.
Picking up, pecking, feeding, grazing; pasturage; pickings
(for birds); price or fee paid for pasturage, &c.
H IJ= F$ aggas, s.m.= akkas, q.v.
H #J= $! agaln, .$! igaln [prob. by redupl. fr.
S. $], v.t. To chew slowly and long, to turn round and
round in the mouth; to eat without appetite or zest or
pleasure.
H <J= ,$ ugan (see next), s.m. Picking, gathering;
pecking, feeding; that which is picked out (from grain,
&c.); pickings (for birds);—a gather, a plait or fold (in a
garment;—syn. unat).
H J= ,$ ugn [prob.= unn; or ug˚= S. 0X4+>; cf.
gn], v.t. To pick up food (with the beak), to pick.
peck; to feed:— ug-len, v.t. To pick up;—to gather, cull,
select, choose (= unn); to fold, to plait.
H J= ,$M ugau, s.m. (Braj)= ug, q.v.
H  J= ,$  ugwn (doub. caus. of ugn), v.t.= ugn,
q.v.

P J J= ig nag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Nature or manner
(of a thing); circumstance; matter; quality.
P  J= i-g na [Zend i+gaona; S. +$,4], interrog. adv.
How? of what kind? in what manner? in what state?
H  J= ,V7 ugh , s.m. (dialec.) A small earthen lamp
(= irg).
H  J= G ager, s.f.= a ger, q.v.
S = ! ala, vulg. al, s.f.m. (masc. in S., but fem. in H.,
in which it is the v.n. of aln, q.v.), Going, departure;
dispersion; variation; departure from truth, deception;
failure (in the performance of a promise, or the
accomplishment of a prediction);—adj. Moving,
trembling, tremulous, shaking, loose; unsteady,
inconstant, ckle, uctuating; disturbed, confused,
troubled:— al al(S. ala+a ala), adj. Movable and
immovable, locomotive and stationary:— alcal,
al al( ala+ ala), adj. & s.f. Moving to and fro; movable,
tremulous, shaking, unsteady; variable;—motion to and
fro; preparation for departure or for a journey, stir,
bustle; setting out on a journey; departure from this life:
— al-bi al(S. ala+vi- ala), adj. & s.m.f. Unsteady,
unsettled, unstable; shaky, rickety, out of joint;
displaced, disordered, disarranged;—unsteadiness,
inconstancy, unstability, variableness, mutability;
shuing, prevarication;—displacement, derangement;
disorder, confusion; blunder, error, mistake:— al-pher,
s.m. Motion to and fro, motion:— al- itt, adj. & s.m.
Fickle-minded, inconstant, mutable;—a ckle person;—
ckleness, mutability, &c. (see next):— al- ittat, s.f.= alittatva, s.m. Fickleness of mind, unsteadiness,
inconstancy, mutability, frivolity:— al- alo, s.m.= al al,
al al, q.v.:— al-dal, s.m. The holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa:
— alendriya( ala+indriya), adj. & s.m. Having unsteady
organs, sensitive; sensual, not having subdued senses or
passions;—a sensual person, &c.:—bol- al, adj. & s.m. Not
true to (one's) word; taunting, sneering;—a liar, a
shuer.
H = ! al (imperat. of aln), intj. Be o! &c.:— al-pare,
al- aak, al- a e, al-d r, intj. Be o! away! begone!
avaunt!

H = .! ill, .! il (v.n. fr. illn), s.f. Noise, cry,
confused noise:— il-bil , s.f. The cry of a pup; confused
noise of children:— il-pukr, s.f. Hue and cry, shout,
clamour.
S = .! illa, vulg. ill, s.m.= l, q.v.
P = il (contrac. of ihalor ihil, q.v.), adj. Forty.
H = ,! ul [S. ,§, rt. ,§ or ,!, rt. ,!; see
ul uln], s.f. Longing, craving, prurience, itching,
itchiness (g.& lit.), titillation; the itch (= rish);
eagerness, impatience, restlessness, uneasiness,
dgetiness; wantonness, lust, sexual passion:— ul min,
To satisfy a longing or craving (for); to satisfy carnal
desire or lust.
S = ,! ulla, vulg. ull, adj. & s.m. Blear-eyed;—a blear
eye.
H 3= ! al (perf. part. of aln), part. adj. (f. -), Gone,
started, set out, &c.; (see aln):— al n, v.n. To come
on or down, to continue (from some past time), to be
handed down:— al jn, v.n. To go away, depart, be o;
to go on or along, to proceed, to continue; to last:— ale
jn, ale aln, v.n. To go on, be going on, to keep
moving or going, to keep on (a road, walk, &c.), to
continue to be or to remain (on a course, or according to
a rule).
H 3= .! ill, s.m. Noise, cry, outcry, &c. (= il, q.v.).
H 3= .! ill (P. illa), s.m. The string of a bow;
selvage, gold threads in the border of a turban, &c.;
thread or string tied as a vow or a charm on a tomb or
shrine or on a tree, &c.:— ill b dhn(-par), To tie a
thread or string as a vow, &c. on a tomb, &c.; to make a
vow:— ill a hn, To string a bow, to bend a bow:— ill
khai n(-par), To draw or bend a bow, to prepare for
battle.
P 3= ill (rel. n. fr. ihalor il, 'forty'), s.m. A period of
forty days; the forty days of Lent during which the
religious fraternities of the East seclude themselves in
their cells or in their mosques, or remain at home
fasting and engaging in divine worship; the fast of Lent;
—the place of such seclusion and fasting;—quarantine;—
the period of forty days after childbirth during which a

woman remains unclean;—the ceremony of purication;
—the period of forty days in winter when the cold is
most severe:— ille baihn, ill kn, ill khai n, v.n.
To pass forty consecutive days in fasting and divine
worship in a cell or mosque, &c.; to keep Lent;—to keep
quarantine.
H 3= ,! ull [S. ,!+t], adj. (f. -), Blear-eyed;
purblind (= undhl).
S =3= !! al al, = H #=3=!!" al al,adj. & s.f.
See s.v. al.
H #=3=!!" al al, = S =3= !! al al,adj. & s.f.
See s.v. al.
H 3= ! aln, s.m.(f.?)= ln, q.v.
H 3= ! aln [ al˚= Prk. ! (), or !U()=S. !
+()], v.t. To cause to move or go or pass, to move,
put in motion, set agoing; to stir, agitate (with a spoon,
&c.); to hasten, urge, impel, propel, drive; to discharge
(an arrow or gun), to re (a gun or cannon), to shoot (at,
-par), to throw (a dart, stone, &c.);—to originate,
introduce, bring into use; to promulgate; to accustom; to
make current, give currency to, put in circulation, to
issue, utter (as coin, &c.), pass;—to transmit, send,
forward; to advance or lend (money,—e.g. s d-par rupay
aln); to do, act, transact, carry on, conduct, manage,
direct (a work, business, &c.); to prosecute, pursue, carry
out; to put in execution, to bring into eect, to enforce;
to use, employ, apply;—to thrust (into), drive (in):— alden, v.t.= aln.
H 3= .! illn, .! iln [S. .! 'a kite'+= w=
Prk. U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.n. To make a noise like a kite, to scream, screech,
shriek, yell, bawl, roar; to cry out, make a noise, raise an
outcry; to exclaim aloud; to shriek or bawl (at, -par);—
s.m. Noise, scream, cry, outcry, clamour.
H 3= ,! uln (caus. of n), v.t. To cause to drip, to
distil, &c. (= uwn, q.v.).
H 3= ! al ( al(n)+ = o, see next), adj.
Moving, going, passing, shifting; shaky, unstable;
mutable, ckle, inconstant; transitory, frail, perishable;
passing away, dying;—that may be made to answer or

do, that may serve as a make-shift;—durable, lasting.
H 3= ! alo [ al(n)+o= Prk.  ( or  =( S.

lizard (generally).
H & P (L#= ! alpak (prob. for orig. aplak, fr. S. ap),

()(], s.m. Motion, movement, going; pace; procedure,

s.f. A thin apt, q.v.; a cake fried in oil or butter.
S #= ! alat, part. Going, moving, &c. (= alt, q.v.).

conduct; habit, custom (see l).
H 3= ,! ulo, s.m. A kind of dish prepared of boiled
rice (without meat; cf. pulo).
H 3= !  alw, s.m.= alo, q.v.
H 3= !  alwan (see next), s.m. (dialec.)= aln,
ln, q.v.
H 3= !  alwn or alon, v.t.= aln, q.v.
H ?3= .!6& illha [ ill(n)+ha= wa= Prk.  
+(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Scream, cry, outcry, noise,
clamour.
H  @ )3= !/ ale-mn, adj. Moving, going,
proceeding; movable; unsettled, unsteady, vacillating;
inconstant, ckle:— ale-mn hon, To move, &c.
H + %#= !  al-bidhr [S. !+ +t], adj. (f. -),
Restless, impatient, restive.
H ?+ %#= ! 6& al-bidhrha [ al-bidhr+ha= wa=
Prk.

"=S. . \t], s.f. Impatience, restiveness.

H %#= .! ! il-bil , s.f. See s.v. il, 'cry.'
H %#= ,! !
, ul-bul ( ul, q.v.+bul, a jingling word), s.f.
Restlessness; playfulness, &c. (= ulbulpan, q.v.).
H 3%#= ,! !
,  ulbul [ ulbul+S. +t; cf. ul ul], adj. (f. -),
Restless, dgety; airy, gay, sportive, lively; wanton,
coquettish.
H <; 3%#= , !
,  ulbulpan [ ulbul+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Restlessness, dgetiness;
sportiveness, liveliness, gamesomeness, gaiety;
wantonness, coquettishness.
H 3%#= ,! !
,  ulbuln (see ul-bul), v.n. To be restless
or dgety, to dget, to be agog; to roll or toss about (in
sleep, fever, &c.).
H ?3%#= ,! !
, 6& ulbulha, s.f.= ulbulpan, q.v.
H #%#= ,! ., ! ulbuliy [ ul-bul, q.v.+S. t], adj.= ulbul,
q.v.
P B L#= alpsa, ilpsa, s.m. A small venomous lizard; a

H #= ! alat [ al(n)+Prk. \"=S. + (.;)], s.f.
Movement, &c.:— alat-phirat, s.f. Movement, motion,
going.
S #= .! alit, vulg. ! alat, part. adj. & s.m. Gone,
departed;—shaking, trembling;—current, in vogue, usual,
customary;—movable or personal property, &c.
H *#= ! alt [imperf. part. of aln; and=Prk. !(t;
S. !], adj. (f. -), Moving, in motion, going, passing,
proceeding; movable (as a pulley, &c.); owing, running
(as a stream); running, current (as an account); current,
in vogue (as speech, money, &c.); customary, ordinary,
usual; in operation, in use; under cultivation (land);
passable (as coin, &c.); saleable (as goods); active, busy,
ourishing, thriving (as a shop or business); operating
quickly, active, ecient, powerful, potent (as a medicine
or charm); fast, quick, lively (music, &c.); passing, loose,
vague (as speech):— alte- alte , adv. While going, on the
way; gradually, by degrees:— alt z, s.f. Saleable goods,
goods in brisk demand;— alt d kn, s.f. A thriving
business:— alt rakhn, v.t. To keep going, keep up,
continue, maintain; to prolong, protract, extend:— alt
km, s.m. Work done hurriedly and carelessly, bad work;
temporary work:— alt karn, v.t. To set in motion, set
agoing, to start, to begin; to originate, to introduce; to
make current, to issue, put forth, send out, despatch; to
enable (one) to get on or along;—to set free, to send
away, to discharge:— alt kasr, s.f. A recurring decimal:—
alte hth -po , adv. With the arms and legs in working
condition, while the limbs are serviceable:— alt-hu,
adj. (f. -) = alt; (also) sharp (as a knife, &c.):— alt-hu
auzr, s.m. A sharp tool or instrument; (g.) a sharper,
cheat, swindler:— alt-hu purza, s.m. A sharper, &c.
(= alt-hu auzr):— alt hon, v.n. To be in motion; to be
in operation, &c. (see alt); to be o, to go or run away
(= al-den); to be issued, be sent out; be despatched.
H < *#=/pa> ! alt, .! alit, s.m. The tree Dillenia

indicaor D. speciosa(the fruit of which has an agreeable
taste; the eshy leaves of the calyx, which surround the
ripe fruit, make a palatable jelly; the wood is used to
make gun-stocks, helves, &c.).
H  *#= ! alt [ alt+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
adj.= alan-hr, q.v.s.v. alan.
H *#= .!P alitr, .!\ alittar, !\ alattar, .!\

(dialec.) To drop, drip, trickle (= n).
H 3:#= !! al- alo, s.m. See s.v. al.
H #:#=,!,!" ul ul, s.f.= ul- ul, q.v.
S + #= !! al-dal, s.m. See s.v. al.
H #= .! illar = H = .!7 illa [Prk. .!f5; S. .!
+t], s.m. (f.?) lit. 'Bred in clothes,' a louse:— illa mrn,

ilattar (corr. of aritr, q.v.), s.m. Conduct; story, &c.
H *#= .!\6 alittarh [˚h= S. +t;—fem. ], = H

To louse.
H = .!7 illa = H #= .! illar [Prk. .!f5; S. .!

*#=.!P" alitr [ = S. t], adj. & s.m. Gay, sportive;

+t], s.m. (f.?) lit. 'Bred in clothes,' a louse:— illa mrn,

aected; changeable, inconstant; artful, cunning;—an
aected person, &c.
H *#=.!P" alitr [= S. t], = H *#= .!\6 alittarh

To louse.
H  = .!7 il , s.m. A fried cake of pulse-meal.

[˚h = S. +t;—fem. ],adj. & s.m. Gay, sportive;
aected; changeable, inconstant; artful, cunning;—an
aected person, &c.
P *#= ilta (i.e. ihal-tah, 'forty-folds'), s.m. A thick
reduplicated coat (for soldiers), coat of mail, armour.
H *#=!" alt [ al(n)+Prk. .\=S. ++
(.Q)], s.f. Activity, briskness (of business, trade,
&c.); access, reach; sphere of action, power, authority,
in uence, jurisdiction; competency;—land under
cultivation (= alt zamn).
S :#= !.\ al- itt, adj. & s.m. See s.v. al.
H :#= .!.! il- il (cf. jhal-jhal), s.f. Talc (syn. abrak).
H :#= ,!,! ul- ul (v.n. of ul uln; by redupl. of ul,
q.v.), s.m. Restlessness; prurience; &c. (= ul);
wantonness, inconstancy.
H Y3:#= .!.! il ilt (imperf. part. of next), adj. (f. ), Hot, burning, scorching (as the sun).
H 3:#= .!.! il iln (=jhal-jhaln), v.n. To be very
hot (as the sun).
H 3:#= .!.! il iln (by redupl. fr. il-ln), v.n. To
scream, keep on screaming, to shriek, to screech.
H 3:#= ,!,! ul uln [ ul ul˚= Prk. ,!
, !
, (); cf. S.

H   = .!76 il h [ illa , q.v.+S. ++t], adj. Lousy.
P ?d  #= ilgoz
 (S. d" or 8!+$5, H.  +g da), s.m. The
seed or kernel of the Pinus gerardiana; the cone of this
pine; the tree itself. (The word is derived by native
lexicographers from il= ihal, 'forty,' and goza, 'kernel or
nut.')
S (#= !, aluk, s.m. The hand hollowed to hold a little
water, &c.; a handful of water (= ull ); a small pot, a
gallipot.
H (#= .! ilak (cf. jhalak), s.f. Brilliance, glitter,
refulgence.
H (#= ..! ilik, s.f. Twitch, stitch; twist, sprain (cf. ik).
H ? #= ,!6& ulkha [ ulak(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Itching, titillation, &c. (cf.
ul- ul).
H *#= .! ilakt (imperf. part. of ilakn), adj. (f. -),
Bright, shining, glittering.
H #= .! ilakn (=jhalakn), v.n. To shine, sparkle,
glitter.
H #= .! ilakn (= halakn), v.n. To squirt; to emit
sperm (as mares).
H #= ,! ulakn [ ulak˚= Prk. ,!=?(), fr. S. ,! (or
,§)+>], v.n. To itch, to feel or suer titillation.

,§O and ,!], v.n. To suer from prurience, or itching;

H #=.!" ilk = H %= .! ilkiy (fr. ilakn), adj.

to itch, to titillate; to feel lust, feel the sexual passion.
H 3:#= ,!,! ul- uln (by redupl. fr. uln), v.n.

Bright, shining, glittering;—s.m. A rupee (in the
language of brokers).

H %= .! ilkiy = H #=.!" ilk (fr. ilakn), adj.
Bright, shining, glittering;—s.m. A rupee (in the
language of brokers).
H & P 2 #= .!/ ilam, s.f. The part of a uqqawhich holds
the tobacco and the re:— ilam-bardr, s.m. The servant
who prepares the ilam:— ilam-bardr, s.f. The work or
oce of a ilam-bardr;(g.) menial or low service:— ilamtambk , s.m. Tobacco enough for one ilam; a little
tobacco:— ilam- at, s.m. A great or excessive smoker:—
ilam bharn, v.n. To ll or prepare a ilam;—to serve or
wait (upon).
H & P :@ #= ilam , s.f. The part of a uqqaxed under the
ilam.
T :@ #= ilam , s.f. A wash-hand-basin of metal (with or
without a cover; syn. silaf ).
P a = il-mardn, s.m. The leather xed to the vacant
part of the tree of a saddle.
H <@ #= .!/ ilman, s.f.= ilwan, q.v.
S <#= ! alan, s.m. Going, proceeding, departing;
course, procedure, process; gait, carriage; manner of
life, conduct, behaviour, mien, deportment; habit,
custom; ceremony; way, fashion, manner, mode;
currency (of money); method, management (of
expenditure, &c.), economy;—adj. Tremulous, shaking;
unsteady; customary, fashionable, current:— alan aln,
v.n. To proceed in a course, &c.; to behave:— alan-se,
adv. After a good fashion or manner, with propriety,
carefully; methodically, with good management,
economically:— alan-hr, adj. & s.m. About to go or
depart; about to decamp or abscond; about to die,
moribund;—one who is about to depart, &c.
H #= ! aln [Prk. !4(; S. !"(, rt.

oneself, to behave; to go on well, to ourish, thrive (as a
business, &c.); to progress, advance; to go beyond, to
exceed (due bounds); to go on, continue (from some past
time), be transmitted or handed down; to last, endure; to
go down, be taken (as medicine); to pass, work, answer,
serve, be of avail, to avail (against); to try tricks or
pranks (with or on, -se), to practise trickery or deceit
(on);—to move (mentally towards, -par, with the desire
of possessing, &c.);—to go, give way, slip, begin to fall; to
begin to wear out;—to be made out, be deciphered (as
the letters, writing, &c.);—to be thrust (in), be driven
(into):— al-basn, v.n. To leave and abide elsewhere; to
depart this life, to die; to come to an end, to be over:—
al-pa n, v.n. To set out, to start, &c.;—to set in; to come
into season, be in season or in the market (as fruit, &c.):
al-jn, v.n. (intens. of aln), To pass, work, answer,
succeed, avail; to be loose (as the bowels); to go, give
way, to fall; to be worn out; to go bad, be spoiled, to turn
(as food, milk, &c.); to go mad, lose (one's mind; e.g. dil
al-gay):— al-den, v.n. To go away, to be o, to decamp:
— al-nikaln, v.n. To move on or away, to march o, to
go or take one's way;—to exceed bounds, to turn out
vicious.
H #= ,! uln, v.t. (prov.)= rn, q.v.
H *#= ! alant [Prk. !( ; S. !+(B)+t], adj.
(f. -), Passable (as coin); vendible, saleable (= alt).
H  4#= !6 alan-hr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. alan.
H #=!" aln [S. !+ t], adj. Current, circulating
(as coin); in use, in operation; usual, fashionable.
S #=!" alan, s.f. A kind of short petticoat (worn by
women of the humbler classes); cf. a hn.
H #=!" aln, s.f., contrac. of ln, q.v.

!], v.n. To move, stir; to go, proceed; to depart; to

S #= !, alu, and H. !0 al , s.m. A handful or mouthful

walk, travel; to ow, run (as a stream, a pen, &c.); to be
loose (as the bowels); to blow (as wind); to sail (as a
ship); to be discharged, be red, to go o (as a gun); to
be used, be brandished (as a sword); to set out, to start;
to begin, be begun, be introduced; to pass (as coin), to be
current, be in vogue, be in operation, be in force; to walk
(in, -par, a path or course), to conduct or comport

of water (= ull , q.v.); rinsing the mouth by sipping
water from the hand and spitting it out again (a
ceremony performed before religious ceremonies,
meals, &c.; syn.  aman).
H #= !5 alo (2nd pers. pl. imperat. of aln), intj. Come!
let us be going! away! begone (cf. al; aliye).
H #= ,!0 ull , .!0 ill , !0 all [Prk. ,! ; S.

,!,t], s.m. The palm of the hand hollowed so as to
hold water, &c.; a mouthful (of water); a handful (of any
liquid):— ull -bhar, s.m. As much (water, &c.) as can be
contained in the hollowed palm of the hand, a handful
(of any liquid):— ull -bhar pn-me  b-marn , lit. 'To
drown oneself in a handful of water'; to be greatly or
unreasonably abashed:— ull - ull sdhn, To sip;—to
acquire a habit of drinking by gradual increase; to
become gradually rich:— ull -se pn, v.t. To drink
(water, &c.) out of the hollowed palm:— ull len(-k), To
rinse the mouth before and after eating, &c.:— ull -me
ull hon, To become as stupid as an owl (or to become
intoxicated) with a mouthful.
H  #= !  alw [S. .!"/+t?], s.f. A kind of sprat or
anchovy, Clupea cultrata.
H  #= .!, ilu [S. .!+t], s.m. (dialec.), A louse
(= illa ).
H  #= .!  ilwn, s.m.(?)= ilwan, q.v.
H  #= !  alwn (doub. caus. of aln), v.t.= aln,
q.v.
H  #= .!  ilwn (caus. of illn), v.t. To cause to
scream, to make (one) scream or cry out, &c.
H I #= .! [ ilw s, s.m.= ilhw s, q.v.
H $ #=.!  ilw [S. .!++ (with winserted)],
s.f. Mud, mire, slush;—the turf or rushes on which the
arasor leathern bucket rests when it is brought to the
top of the well.
H  #= .!  ilwan, s.f. A curtain or hanging screen
made of reeds or spht bamboos strung together
horizontally at short intervals (= iq); a venetian blind; a
lattice;—a bamboo or a fence placed across a stream
(usually with a net attached to catch sh).
H  #= !M alaun (for ! = aln), s.m. An
instrument (as a spoon, stick, &c.) for stirring the
contents of a pot on the re; a winch or small stick with
which the spinning wheel is turned.
H ) #= ! 
h  alwaiy [ al(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

deal, a great walker, &c.
P #= illa, s.m. A bow-string, &c.;—a period of forty days
&c.= ill, q.v.
H  4#= .6 ilhr [S. .!+!t], adj. Abounding in
kites.
H  4#= ,!6 ulhr [S. ,§ or ,!++t; cf. ul], adj.
(f. -), Wanton, lustful, lascivious, lewd.
H $ 4#=,!6 ulh, adj. f. Lewd, &c. (= ulhr);—s.f. A
lewd or libidinous woman.
H 4#= ,!6 ulhar, ulahr, adj. (f. -),= ulhr, q.v.
H #= .67 ilha , s.m.= illa , q.v.
H 34#= .!6! ilahl [S. .L!+!+t], adj. (f. -),
Muddy, miry, splashy, slimy.
H I &#= .6 [ ilhw s [S. .!+/[(], s.m. The esh
of the kite (the eating of which is said to produce
madness).
H I &#= .!6 [ ilhw s [S. .!+ 8t], s.m.
Screaming like a kite;—screaming, crying; cry, noise.
H  &#= .!65 ilhorn, v.t. To peck (= ikorn).
H #=.!" ill, s.f. A kind of dish made of eggs;—s.m. A
blockhead, a dolt, an owl; one who plays mischievous
pranks.
H #=,!" ul, s.f.= ull; lh; and ol, qq.v.
H #=,!" ull [S. ,§ or ,!++t], adj. & s.m. Lewd,
&c. (= ulhr);—a libidinous man;—a catamite.
S #=,!" ull, s.f. A re-place; a chimney (= lh);—the
support placed beneath a stack of straw or store of
grain, staddles.
P L #= alp (corr. of alb), s.m. A cross, crucix; anything
crooked or bent.
S )+  #= p.BW alendriya, adj. & s.m. See s.v. al.
P 2 = am [Zend jam; S. gam], adj. & s.m. Prepared,
adorned, arranged;—gained;—bent, curved, crooked;—an
easy air, a graceful gait; a swaying motion in walking.
H @ = ,@/ umm, ,/ um, s.m. A kiss (= m, q.v.):—

()++t], adj. & s.m. Moving about much,

um- , s.f.= m- .
H  @ = / amr [Prk. @/5 or @/!5; S. /+t],
'

wandering about, roving;—one who moves about a great

s.m. A caste of men who work in leather; a member of

that caste; a worker in leather, a currier, a shoemaker,
harness-maker; a cobbler; a tanner:— amr- audhar, s.m.
A meeting of shoemakers, &c.;—a row, great noise,
tumult, din:— amr-kr, s.m. (barbarous)= amr.
H  @ = / amrin, amran, = H  @ =/" amrn
[S. /
' "], = H  @ =/" amr,s.f. A woman of the
amrcaste; the wife of a amr.
H  @ =/" amrn [S. /
' "], = H  @ = /
amrin, amran,= H  @ =/" amr,s.f. A woman of
the amrcaste; the wife of a amr.
H  @ =/" amr, = H  @ = / amrin, amran,= H
 @ =/" amrn [S. /
' "], s.f. A woman of the
amrcaste; the wife of a amr.
P S @ = amg,  = P G @ = amq,s.m. An iron mace; a wooden
mace or club with a knob on the head, or headed with
iron.
P G @ = amq, = P S @ = amg,s.m.
An iron mace; a wooden

mace or club with a knob on the head, or headed with
iron.
P  @ = amn [imperf. part. of amdan; rt. Zend jam—S.
$/], s.m. Swaying from side to side in walking; walking
jauntily or with a strut, walking haughtily or gracefully.
H  @ = ,/ umn (caus. of mn), v.t. To cause to kiss;
—to tri e with, play with, to disappoint.
H  @ = / am , = H  @ = /( am

,[S. / '

+C], s.f. Slippers or shoes xed to pattens.
H  @ = /( am

, = H  @ = / am ,[S. / '

+C], s.f. Slippers or shoes xed to pattens.
H  @ = ,/  umwan (i.q. ,/ = umn), s.m. The
ceremony of kissing the crown of the head, and (by
women) the feet also.
H $ @ =/ am [S. /+,
'
or @+t], adj. Tawny,
copper-coloured.
H <) @ = / amyan, s.m. Name of a clan of the
G jartribe in Panipat Bargar.
H %@ = @  amb [S. /+t
'
(with winserted)], s.m. A
class of beggars who squat before a house and cut or
scarify their skin for the purpose of extorting alms.

H %@ = ,@  umb [S. ,@ +t], s.m. A kiss(= m, q.v.).
H %@ = ambar, s.m. See %= ambar.
H %@ = .@ , imbur, s.f. (?), An inferior kind of grass.
H (%@ = .@ 
, imbuk, s.f.= ibuk, q.v.
S (%@ = ,@  umbak, s.m. A loadstone, a magnet;—an
extract (from a book, &c.);—a quotient; a general
scholar, one who knows parts of a variety of books;—the
upper part or middle of a balance;—a rogue, cheat:—
umbak-patthar, s.m. 'The kissing stone'; a loadstone
(= umbak).
H %@ = @ ! ambal [S. /4+
'
"], s.f. Name of a river in
Bundelkhand that falls into the Jamn;—a log of wood
with grooves in it, which is xed on the banks of canals,
and used in drawing water for irrigation.
H %@ = @ ! ambal, = H 3%@ = @ ! ambl,s.m.= ammal,
aml, q.v.
H 3%@ = @ ! ambl, = H %@ = @ ! ambal,s.m.= ammal,
aml, q.v.
S <%@ = ,@  umban, s.m. Kissing; a kiss (cf.

m).

H %@ = @ 0 amb [S. /0+t, rt. /], s.m. A narrownecked vessel for holding water, a gugglet (cf. jamb ).
H  %@ = .@ 0 imb r, s.f.= imbur, q.v.
H # %@ =@%!" ambel, s.f.= amel, a bel, q.v.
S `@ = @ amp, s.m. Mountain ebony, Bauhinia variegata.
H L@ = @ amp [Prk. ( , (5; S. @t], s.m. The
tree Michelia champaca(bearing a fragrant yellow ower):
— amp-bar, s.f. The colour of the amp ower
(= amp, q.v.);—a name or an epithet of females:—
amp-kal, amp-kl, s.f. A necklace composed of little
ornaments in the form of the bud of the amp ower:—
amp-kel, s.m. (f. -), A species of plantain (small,
scented, and very sweet).
H $ L@ =@ amp, s.f.= amp;—adj. & s.f.= ampa;
am; qq.v.
H L@ = @ ampat [ amp(anau )+Prk. (=( S. ], part.
adj. Lying concealed, hidden, invisible:— ampat honor
ho-jn, v.n. To become invisible, to vanish, disappear,
abscond, scamper o, run away.

S (L@ = @ ampak, s.m. The tree Michelia

H 2 =./&" im, (dialec.) ,/&" um, s.f. Pincers, &c.

champaca(= amp);—a variety of the jack or bread-fruit
tree:— ampak-barn, s.f.= amp-barn; ampa; q.v.
H  L@ = @g ampanau [ amp˚= S. @(), rt.

(dim. of im, q.v.);—a nip, a pinch;—an ant (= y ,
 ):— im kn(-ko), To pinch (= uk kn).
H 9@ = amma , ama , = H :@ = am  s.m. A spoon

@=+@, prob. a Prk. form akin to S. .d; cf. hipn], v.n.

(= am a, q.v.):— amma -boza, s.m. The spoonbill, Platalea
leucorodia.
H :@ = am  = H 9@ = amma , ama ,s.m. A spoon (= am a,

(old H.), To lie concealed, to be hid; to crouch; to creep.
S L@ = @0 amp , s.f. A kind of elaborate and highly
articial composition in which the same subject is
continued through alternations in prose and verse.
H L@ =.@ ampi (past conj. part. of ampanau ), adv. (old
H.), Unperceived, secretly, stealthily; in secret.
H L@ =@" amp = H L@ =@ ampa [S. @+ and
], adj. & s.f. Of the colour of the amp ower, yellow,
golden, orange-coloured;—yellow colour, &c.
H L@ =@ ampa = H L@ =@" amp [S. @+ and
], adj. & s.f. Of the colour of the amp ower, yellow,
golden, orange-coloured;—yellow colour, &c.
?  *@ = /; amat-kr, s.m. Surprise, astonishment,
amazement; show, pomp, grandeur, splendour; a
spectacle; a miracle;—haste;—a kind of grass.
S  *@ =/;" amat-kr, adj. & s.m. Wonderful,
astonishing, surprising, extraordinary, unusual;
sagacious, acute;—a wonderful man, a sagacious person,
&c.;—s.f.= amat-kr.
S A*@ = /;> amat-krit, part. adj. Surprised,
astonished, amazed.
H 2 = ./& im, (dialec.) ,/& um (see iman; and
cf. y ), s.m. Tongs, forceps, pincers, nippers (used
chie y for taking up re).
H 2 = ./& imn (caus. of iman), v.t. To cause to
adhere, &c. (= ipn, q.v.);—v.n.= iman, q.v.
H  2 = ./& iman [= ipan, q.v.; ima˚is prob. akin to
Prk. .@/() and S. .], v.n. To adhere, stick, cling (to, se); to be pasted, gummed, glued, &c.; to take in close
embrace; to follow close at the heels (of), to dog, to
persecute:— ima-jn(-seor me ), intens. of, &= iman:—
ima-rahn(-se), To stick close (to), to cleave (to), &c.
H 2 = ./_ imh, adj. (f. -) = im , q.v.

q.v.):— amma -boza, s.m. The spoonbill, Platalea
leucorodia.
H 9:@ = /.K7 am- i a [ am= S. /+H.
'
i a , q.v.],
adj. & s.m. 'Sticking to the skin like a tick,' sticking close;
—skinny;—one who sticks close.
H :@ = / am arak = H 0 9@ = /7 am a ak = H
G 9@ = /7L am a akh [S. /+&t],
'
adj. Skinny,
emaciated, lean, meagre,—s.m. A bat;—a skinny person,
a bag of bones.
H 0 9@ = /7 am a ak = H :@ = / am arak = H
G 9@ = /7L am a akh [S. /+&t],
'
adj. Skinny,
emaciated, lean, meagre,—s.m. A bat;—a skinny person,
a bag of bones.
H G 9@ = /7L am a akh = H :@ = / am arak =
H 0 9@ = /7 am a ak [S. /+&t],
'
adj. Skinny,
emaciated, lean, meagre,—s.m. A bat;—a skinny person,
a bag of bones.
H @ :@ = ./ ./ im im [by redupl. of Prk. .@/˚, fr. S.
.], adj. & s.m. Glutinous, viscous (= ip ip, q.v.);—oil
become viscous by age.
H  @ :@ = // am amn (cf. jhanjhann), v.n. To
tingle, smart; to sleep, become numb (as the limbs);—to
shine, sparkle, glitter (= amakn, q.v.).
H ? @ :@ = //6& am amha [ am am(n)+ha= wa=
Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Brightness, sparkle,
glitter.
H @ :@ = im ima, adj. & s.m.= im im, q.v.
P :@ = am a (S. /), s.m. A spoon, a ladle:— am a-bhar,
s.m. A spoonful:— am a har deg, s.m. A sponger; a
meddler; a libertine.
H :@ = am  (dim. of am a), s.f. A small spoon (such as is

used to take out pickles, or the lime which is eaten with
betel).
S @ = / amar, s.m. (f. -), The Bos grunniens(syn. yk,—

H  2 = ./7 im , adj. (f. -), Ductile, exible, elastic;

highly valued for its bushy tail);—the tail of the Bos
grunniens(used to whisk o ies, insects, &c.; it is also
one of the insignia of royalty), a chowrie, a whisk
(= a war):— amar-bagl, s.f. The bittern.
H @ = / amar, contract. of amr, q.v. (used in comp.):

become hard or sti.
H "  2 = ./76& im ha = H 8 2 =./7

— amar-rag, s.f. 'The disposition of a amr'; aversion to
labour; sullenness:— amar-w , s.m. The quarter (of a
town, &c.) inhabited by amrs.
H @ = / amr, s.m.= am , q.v.

exibility, elasticity.
H 8 2 =./7 imr = H "  2 = ./76& im ha [ im 

H A@ = /  amrwat = H @ = / & amrwa

tough, infrangible, hard; tenacious.
H  2 = ./7 im n (fr. im ), v.n. To grow tough,
imr [ im 

+ha= wa, as in amrwa, q.v.;—and ˚= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Toughness; tenacity; power, rigour; ductility,

+ha= wa, as in amrwa, q.v.;—and ˚= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Toughness; tenacity; power, rigour; ductility,

[Prk. @/ \" and @/ "; S. /++
'
\y

exibility, elasticity.
H  2 = ./7 ima n, v.n.= iman, q.v.

and . \t], s.f. The perquisites of a amr.

S I@ = / amas, s.m. A kind of spoon or ladle (used at

H @ = / & amrwa = H A@ = /  amrwat

sacrices for drinking the juice of the acid asclepias);—
the plant Mollugo pentaphylla(commonly called khetppar).
H 0@ = ./ im-s, adj. Glutinous, viscous (as oil by long

[Prk. @/ \" and @/ "; S. /++
'
\y
and . \t], s.f. The perquisites of a amr.
H [  @ = / 6 × amar-barhe (lit. 'That which increases
the amaror ambal,' q.v.), s.m. pl. (dialec.), The rain
which falls about twelve days after the end of the cold
season, winter rains.
H K@ = / amras [ amr= am +as= ghassa= S. V3t],
'
s.m. A sore on the foot (caused by the friction of a shoe).
H & @ = /L amrakh [S. /++t],
'
s.f. The leathern
strap which goes round a spinning-wheel;—a lean or
skinny woman (cf. am a akh).
H @ =/" amarn, s.f.= amrn, and amar, qq.v.
H @ = /  amarw [ amr, q.v.+S. + (with
winserted)], adj. Belonging or appertaining to a amr;
low, vile; ill-looking; badly made.
S @ =/" amar, vulg. amr, s.f. The female of the
amaror Bos grunniens:— amr-gau, s.f.= amr.
H  2 = /7 am  [Prk. @/f ; S. /++t],
'
s.m. A hide,
skin, leather:— am  utrn, amr udhe n, am  hu n,
am  khai n, am  nikln(-k), To skin, to ay;— am 
udhe nor udhe -den(-k), To skin or excoriate by
beating.

keeping; syn. im ima).
H (@ = / amak (v.n. fr. amakn), s.f. Glitter,
brilliance, splendour; ash; gleam;—timidity, starting,
tendency to shy:— amak-tamak= amak-damak, s.f.
Splendour, sheen, glitter, refulgence:— amak-dr, adj.
Shining, glittering, brilliant, beaming.
H (@ = ,@/ ummak, s.m.= umbak, q.v.
H  @ = ,/ umkr [S. ,@ +t], s.m.(f.?), A kissing
sound made with the lips to coax, or quiet, or to call
children, horses, dogs, &c.; cheeping (syn. u kr).
H  @ = / amkr [S. /++t], s.m. Glitter,
glare, light.
H  @ = ,/ umkrn (fr. umkr, q.v.), v.t. To make
a kissing sound with the lips in order to coax or quiet,
&c.; to chirp or cheep to, to coax, to soothe, to cheer; to
speak kindly to; to fondle.
H ? @ = amkra, s.m.= amkr, q.v.
H  @ =,/" umkr, s.f.= umkr, q.v.:— umkr den(ko) = umkrn.
H @ = / amkn (caus. of amakn, q.v.), v.t. To

cause to glitter, cause to beam or glow; to ash; to
burnish, brighten, polish; to display, to make a show; to
make famous; to cause to ourish or prosper, to extend,
to carry to a great height of prosperity; to wave,
brandish, ourish; to rouse, stir up, make lively or
active; to provoke, to cause to start or shy, to startle:—
amk-den, v.t.= amkn.
H  @ = / amko, s.m. = H ? @ = /6& amkha,
s.f.= H $ @ =/

amk, s.f.[ amk(n)+o= Prk.

 =( S. ()(; and -ha= wa= aoor w+Prk. (=( S. 
+; ;( and -= Prk. =S. +], Brightness, glittering,
glitter, much light, gleam, ash, brilliance, lustre,
splendour;— ourish;—starting, start.
H ? @ = /6& amkha, s.f. = H  @ = / amko,
s.m.= H $ @ =/

amk, s.f.[ amk(n)+o= Prk.

 =( S. ()(; and -ha= wa= aoor w+Prk. (=( S. 
+; ;( and -= Prk. =S. +], Brightness, glittering,
glitter, much light, gleam, ash, brilliance, lustre,
splendour;— ourish;—starting, start.
H $ @ =/ amk, s.f. = H  @ = / amko, s.m.=
H ? @ = /6& amkha, s.f.[ amk(n)+o= Prk.
 =( S. ()(; and -ha= wa= aoor w+Prk. (=( S. 
+; ;( and -= Prk. =S. +], Brightness, glittering,
glitter, much light, gleam, ash, brilliance, lustre,
splendour;— ourish;—starting, start.
H *@ = / amakt (imperf. part. of amakn), adj. (f. ), Bright, shining, glittering, glistening, splendid;
ourishing, prosperous, &c.:— amakt-hu, adj.= amakt.
H @ = / amakn [ amak˚= Prk. /=() or /=?(),
S. /+J`, pass. fr. >], v.n. To shine, beam, glow,
glimmer, sparkle, glisten, glitter, glare; to be bright, be
polished;—to do well, prosper, ourish, thrive; to be
lively or brisk (as a market, &c.); to prevail, rage (as an
epidemic, &c.); to y into a passion, become angry;—to
be startled, to start, shy;—to get to the head (liquor):—
amak-rahn, v.n. continuative of and= amakn.
H @ = /=5 amakko, s.f. A passionate or quarrelsome
woman;—a wanton woman.

H  @ = /  amakwn, v.t. doub. caus. of amakn,
q.v.; and also= amkn, q.v.
H  (@ =/ 4u amak-var, s.f.= ampak-ba n, q.v.
H

@ = / ! amkawwal, amkauwal[ amak˚+S. +

(with winserted)+!t], adj. Shining, bright, &c. (= amkl).
H @ =/" amk, s.f. Glitter, &c. (= amak);—tinsel, a
spangle.
H 3 @ = /"! amkl [ amak+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Brilliant, sparkling, glittering, splendid.
H  J@ = /$7 amgda , ./$7 imgda , s.m. = H
+ J@ = /$a7 amgidda [S. /+$
' £t], s.m. = H  + J@ =
/$7 amgid , s.m.= H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud , s.f.=
H + J@ = /$! amgadal, s.m. (old H.)= H + J@ = /$"7
amgda , s.m.A ying fox; a bat (also amgadda and
imgadda ).
H + J@ = /$a7 amgidda [S. /+$
' £t], s.m. = H  J@ =
/$7 amgda , ./$7 imgda , s.m.= H  + J@ =
/$7 amgid , s.m.= H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud , s.f.=
H + J@ = /$! amgadal, s.m. (old H.)= H + J@ = /$"7
amgda , s.m.A ying fox; a bat (also amgadda and
imgadda ).
H  + J@ = /$7 amgid , s.m. = H  J@ = /$7
amgda , ./$7 imgda , s.m.= H + J@ = /$a7
amgidda [S. /+$
' £t], s.m. = H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud ,
s.f.= H + J@ = /$! amgadal, s.m. (old H.)= H + J@ =
/$"7 amgda , s.m.A ying fox; a bat (also
amgadda and imgadda ).
H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud , s.f. = H  J@ = /$7 amgda ,
./$7 imgda , s.m.= H + J@ = /$a7 amgidda [S.
/+$
' £t], s.m. = H  + J@ = /$7 amgid , s.m.= H + J@ =
/$! amgadal, s.m. (old H.)= H + J@ = /$"7 amgda ,
s.m.A ying fox; a bat (also amgadda and imgadda ).
H + J@ = /$! amgadal, s.m. (old H.) = H  J@ = /$7
amgda , ./$7 imgda , s.m.= H + J@ = /$a7
amgidda [S. /+$
' £t], s.m. = H  + J@ = /$7 amgid ,
s.m.= H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud , s.f.= H + J@ = /$"7

amgda , s.m.A ying fox; a bat (also amgadda and
imgadda ).
H + J@ = /$"7 amgda , s.m. = H  J@ = /$7
amgda , ./$7 imgda , s.m.= H + J@ = /$a7
amgidda [S. /+$
' £t], s.m. = H  + J@ = /$7 amgid ,
s.m.= H  + J@ =/$,7" amgud , s.f.= H + J@ = /$!
amgadal, s.m. (old H.)A ying fox; a bat (also
amgadda and imgadda ).
H @ = @/! ammal, s.f. (dialec.)= ambal, q.v.
H @ = @/! ammal, s.m. = H 3@ = /! aml, s.m.= H
#@ =/!" aml, s.f.A beggar's cocoanut-shell or cup; a
begging dish.
H 3@ = /! aml, s.m. = H @ = @/! ammal, s.m.= H
#@ =/!" aml, s.f.A beggar's cocoanut-shell or cup; a
begging dish.
H #@ =/!" aml, s.f. = H @ = @/! ammal, s.m.= H 3@ =
/! aml, s.m.A beggar's cocoanut-shell or cup; a
begging dish.
H @ = ,@/! ummal, s.m. = H #@ =,/!" uml, s.f.(dialec.)
A ring (of cloth, grass, &c.), to place under a load upon
the head, or under a pitcher or vessel (= u bal; syn.
j n).
H #@ =,/!" uml, s.f. = H @ = ,@/! ummal, s.m.(dialec.)
A ring (of cloth, grass, &c.), to place under a load upon
the head, or under a pitcher or vessel (= u bal; syn.
j n).
P <@ = aman [Zend jam+ana; S. gam+ana], s.m. A bed (in a
garden), ower-bed, a parterre; a ower-garden; a
blooming, verdant, or ourishing place:— aman-band,
s.m. A gardener:— aman-band, s.f. Laying out a garden:
— aman-band karn, To lay out a garden:— aman--dahr,
s.m. Terrestrial abode:— aman-zr, s.m. A verdant
meadow:— aman-istn, s.m. A ower-bed.
H @ = ,/ umn, v.t. (prov.)= mn, q.v.
P @ = aman (fr. aman), adj. Of or relating to a parterre
or ower-bed.
S @ = /0 am , s.f. An army; division of an army; a
squadron.

H  @ = /5& amo, s.m. = H  @ =/5&" amo, s.f.[S. / '
+t or ; or dim. a. o], A strap, or piece of
leather; a razor-strop; a leather sock (put round the leg
of a prisoner, &c.);— amo, (g.) A leather-headed
person, a blockhead, dolt.
H  @ =/5&" amo, s.f. = H  @ = /5& amo, s.m.[S. / '
+t or ; or dim. a. o], A strap, or piece of
leather; a razor-strop; a leather sock (put round the leg
of a prisoner, &c.);— amo, (g.) A leather-headed
person, a blockhead, dolt.
H < @ = /0 am kan, /5 amokan [S. /+;j
'
4t],
s.m. A body-louse, a tick (infesting cattle;—syn. ic ).
P @ = am, adj. Real, true, signicant.
S @ =../ imi, s.m. A parrot;—a plant from the bres of
which coarse cloth and ropes are made.
H R@ = q& ame (= ape, q.v.), s.m. A slap, box,
thump, blow.
H # @ =q!" amel [S. @+?.!t], s.m. The jasmine,
Jasminum grandiorum(also written ambel, a bel).
H <=  an, . in, s.m. (prov.), A kind of sugar-cane.
H <= . in, s.m.= inh, q.v.
S <= .B inna, vulg. inn, s.m. A kind of grain, Panicum
miliaceum(= na).
H = 4,  an [Prk. 4 ; S. 4t], s.m. The chickpea, Cicer arietenum, commonly called 'gram':— ane
bh nn, ane-se bh nnor bh n-den, v.t. To roast or
parch like gram; to destroy (as with a volley);—v.n. To be
parched like gram; to be in a great state of heat, or in a
fever (as the body).
H = B ann, s.m. (dialec.)= nn,  dn, q.v.
H = inn, unn, v.t. See = unn, inn.
H =  un (perf. part. of unn), adj. (f. -), Picked,
gathered, culled; selected, arranged, laid (as dishes);
plaited:— un-hu, adj. Idem.
H = ,B unn (cf. un un), s.m. The thread-worm,
Ascaris;— unne, pl. Ascarides.
P  = anr, inr, s.m. The plane-tree; the poplar;—a
circle stained (by women) on the hand or foot with

privet or inn.
H  =  ank, s.m.= anak, q.v.

H %= ambal, s.m.= ambar, q.v.

P  = un (

H %= ( ! ambal, = H 3%= ( ! ambl,s.m.= ammal,

, 'like'+ , 'that'), adj. & adv. Like that,

such as that, such; so:— un - un , adv. In this and that
manner;—s.f. Evasion, subterfuge; talk, palaver;
bombast, grandiloquence;— aws, defects:— un - un
karn, To practise evasion; to nd fault (with), pick holes
(in):— un - i, un - e, un -kior -ke, adv. In such a
manner that, so that, as, like as, accordingly, for
example.
H  = , unn (caus. of unn), v.t. To cause to pick,
or gather, or cull, &c.; to cause to be chosen or selected;
to cause to be arranged, or laid, or put in order;—to
dress, array, or deck (oneself) with:— un-len, v.t. To
plait (cloth), to crimp; to kill by building (a person) into a
wall, to enclose alive and build in, to immure (= inwn).
P : = un - i, adv. See s.v. un .
H  = , & unwa [ un(n)+wa= Prk.  +(=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Plaiting, crimping; plait, gather
(= unat).
H $ =, un, .

in [ un(n)+= Prk.

 =S. ()++], s.f. Piling up (stones,
bricks, &c.), building up (a wall); masonry-work;—lling
up (a hole) by ramming (stones, &c.) into it; ramming,
cramming:—pakk un, s.f. Building with bricks (or
stone) and mortar, brick-and-mortar work:—s kh un
karn, v.n. To ram, cram, stu (oneself), to eat much
without drinking:—ka  un, s.f. Building with mud,
mud-work.
H %= amb, s.m.= %@ = amb, q.v.
H %= (  ambr, s.m. (dialec.)= amr, q.v.
P %= ambar, s.m. Cover for the ilamof a uqqa(syn. sarposh);—a circle, hoop (of a tub, &c.), a ring (cf. ummal):—
ambar-- arkh, s.m. The celestial vault:—cambar--gardan,
s.m. Stocks; pillory; a necklace, a handkerchief; a dog's
collar.
H %= ambar, adj. Round, circular.
H (%= ,(  umbak, s.m.=(%@ = umbak, q.v.
H (%= À 
, imbuk [S. . 
, ] , s.m. The chin.

H %= ,( ! umbal, s.m.= ummal, q.v.
caml, q.v.
H 3%= ( ! ambl, = H %= ( ! ambal,s.m.= ammal,
caml, q.v.
H %= ( , amb , s.m.= %@ = amb , q.v.
H # %=(%!" ambel, a bel[S. @+?.!], s.f. The jasmine,
Jasminum grandiorum(= amel):— a bel-k jl, s.m. A kind
of embroidery ( a belshaped owers worked on cloth).
H L= ( amp, s.m.= L@ = amp, q.v.
H L= ( ampat, part. adj.=L@ = ampat, q.v.
H (L= ( ampak, s.m.=(L@ = ampak, q.v.
H L= (0 amp , s.m.= app , q.v.
H L=( ampa, adj.=L@ = ampa, q.v.
H = , unat [ un(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. + (.Q)],
s.f. Plaiting (cloth), crimping; plait, gather, rue;
rumple, crease.
H = .B int, = S *= .B int,s.f. Thought,
consideration, re ection; attention; recollection; care,
concern, anxiety, solicitude; doubt, suspense;—risk, peril,
danger, fear:— int-par, adj. & s.m. Thoughtful, anxious;
—an anxious person:— in-kr, adj. Thoughtful,
anxious, careful:— int karn(-k), To think (of), to engage
in re ection, to re ect (on); to be anxious or uneasy
(about):— intkul( int+kula), adj. Disturbed in thought,
distracted by any idea:— int-mai, s.m. A fabulous gem
(supposed to yield its possessor all desires):— int-vat,
int-vn, adj. Thinking, thoughtful, &c. (= inte-mn,
q.v.):— int-veman, s.m. Council-house, council-room:—
ku h int nah, There is no cause for auxiety; it does not
signify; no matter.
S *= .B int, = H = .B int,s.f. Thought,
consideration, re ection; attention; recollection; care,
concern, anxiety, solicitude; doubt, suspense;—risk, peril,
danger, fear:— int-par, adj. & s.m. Thoughtful, anxious;
—an anxious person:— in-kr, adj. Thoughtful,
anxious, careful:— int karn(-k), To think (of), to engage
in re ection, to re ect (on); to be anxious or uneasy

(about):— intkul( int+kula), adj. Disturbed in thought,
distracted by any idea:— int-mai, s.m. A fabulous gem
(supposed to yield its possessor all desires):— int-vat,
int-vn, adj. Thinking, thoughtful, &c. (= inte-mn,
q.v.):— int-veman, s.m. Council-house, council-room:—
ku h int nah, There is no cause for auxiety; it does not
signify; no matter.
H  *= .B intn (caus. of intn), v.t. To cause to

volatile, ckle, uncertain; heedless, lawless; wanton,
sportive, playful; transient, perishable;—an unsteady
character, an inconstant or ckle person, &c.; a
libertine:— an al-hriday, adj. Of uncertain disposition,
capricious, ckle, false-hearted.
S 3:=  !, (! an al, s.f. Lightning;—the goddess

study or meditate.
H  @ ) *= .B/ inte-mn, adj. Thoughtful, careful,

unsteady, be restless, &c.; see an al.
H ?3:= (!6& an alha, s.f. = H $3:=(!

full of care, anxious, concerned.
S *= ..B intit, part. adj. & s.m. Thoughtful,

s.f.= H <L#:= (! an al-pan, s.m.= H L#:= (!

re ective; anxious, solicitous, perplexed;—thought,
re ection, care; attention; design.
S (*= .B intak, adj. Thinking (of), re ecting (on),
considering, studying; caring (for), anxious (used as the
last member of compounds).
S <*= .B intan, s.m. Thinking, re ecting, meditating,
study; anxious thought:— intan karn(-koor k), To
meditate (on), to ponder, to study.
H *= .B intn [ int˚= Prk. À() or À`()=S.
.B(), rt. .B], v.t. To think, to re ect on, to study.
S  *= .B" intanya, adj. To be thought of, be
considered, be meditated on; to be attended to.
S *= ..B intiy, s.f. Thinking, consideration,
re ection.
H <= e& an, s.m. A miser (cf. un u).
H <=,(&" u , s.f. (prov.)=

, y , q.v.

H := À in  [S. .  f. 'Tamarind'], s.m. Tamarind
seed (used as playthings by children).
H 9= ,,& un u, adj. & s.m. Very little, sparing,
paltry; niggardly, miserly;—a niggard, a miser (= an).
H := ( an ar, adj. & s.m.= a ar, q.v.
S ():=  " an ark, s.m. A bee (syn. bhramar).
H 9= ,(7 u a , s.m.= u a , q.v.
S :=  !, (! an al, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Moving to and
fro, movable, trembling, shaking, tremulous; unsteady,
restless, unstable, inconstant, inconsiderate, changeful,

of fortune.
H 3:= (! anealn (fr. an al), v.n. To be
an al,

an al-pan, s.m.Movableness, unsteadiness;
restlessness, inconstancy, uncertainty, capriciousness,
ckleness; wantonness, playfulness; transitoriness,
perishableness.
H $3:=(! an al, s.f. = H ?3:= (!6& an alha,
s.f.= H <L#:= (! an al-pan, s.m.= H L#:= (!
an al-pan, s.m.Movableness, unsteadiness;
restlessness, inconstancy, uncertainty, capriciousness,
ckleness; wantonness, playfulness; transitoriness,
perishableness.
H <L#:= (! an al-pan, s.m. = H ?3:= (!6&
an alha, s.f.= H $3:=(!

an al, s.f.= H L#:=

(! an al-pan, s.m.Movableness, unsteadiness;
restlessness, inconstancy, uncertainty, capriciousness,
ckleness; wantonness, playfulness; transitoriness,
perishableness.
H L#:= (! an al-pan, s.m. = H ?3:= (!6&
an alha, s.f.= H $3:=(!

an al, s.f.= H <L#:=

(! an al-pan, s.m.Movableness, unsteadiness;
restlessness, inconstancy, uncertainty, capriciousness,
ckleness; wantonness, playfulness; transitoriness,
perishableness.
S *#:=  ! an alat, s.f. = S *#:=  !; an alatva,
s.m.= an al, an al-pan, q.v.
S *#:=  !; an alatva, s.m. = S *#:=  ! an alat,
s.f.= an al, an al-pan, q.v.
H #:=(!" an l, s.f. The plant Achyranthes alternifolia.

H := À. in in (see in inn), adj. (f. -), Cross,

P + = and (for anda, rel. n. fr. and, q.v.), s.m.

peevish, fretful.
H := ,(
,  un un (cf. ul ul), s.m. The worm

Contribution, subscription, donation; assessment;—the
fund for remounts (in police accounts):— and den, To
pay a contribution, give a subscription or donation:—
and karn, To raise a subscription.
H !+ = B.! andliy [S. ef!?+t], s.m. Name of a

Ascaris(= unn):— un une lagn, v.n. To be aicted with
Ascarides;—(g.) to be restless, to be on thorns.
H  :=  an ann [ an an˚= S. 4 redupl.+= w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment.], cf. anakn, and hanhann], v.n. To simmer, to crackle, to sputter (as
butter, &c. in a frying-pan);—to shoot, to throb, to smart,
tingle.
H  := .. in inn (see an ann), v.n. To
scream, screech, squeak, squall (cf. e - e karn);—to be
cross, to fret, murmur, repine; to be stung, be annoyed,
be irritated.
H ? := 6& an anhat [ an an(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Simmering, crackling, &c.;
throbbing, shooting, throb, &c.
H :=,(
, " un un (dim. of un un), s.f. The worm
Ascaris;—itchiness, uneasiness (cf. ul ul).
S :=  , an u, s.f. Beak, bill (of a bird= o , q.v.).
P + = and [old P. ant; Pehl. and; Zend. vant, rt. u; S.
.], adj. How much? how many? how often? how
long?—so many; several, some, a few, sundry; (in comp.)
quantity, as much or many, times, fold (e.g. du- and,
'two-fold'):— and dar and, adj. & adv. Several, various;
exceeding, excessive; many times, many fold:— and-roz,
adj. Of or for a few days, ephemeral, temporary,
transitory, transient:—har- and, har- and-ki, adj. Much as,
with all that, so much the more; although,
notwithstanding, nevertheless, however.
H + = B and [Prk. (5; S. BWt], s.m. The moon (=  d):
— and-badan, and-mukh, s.m. A face as bright or as
beautiful as the moon;—adj.= and-badan, and-badan, or
and-mukh, or and-mukh, adj. Moon-faced, having a
face as beautiful as the moon (=S. andra-vadana, andramukha, &c.).
H + = B and [Prk. (±=S. BW+t], s.m. The moon
(= and, andra);—a round piece or slice:— ande-mahtb,
adj. As bright and beautiful as the sun and moon.

caste of sweepers.
P + = and (fr. and), adj. & adv. Much, many,
numbers, more, as many as, so much, so many, so great,
how much soever, how many soever; so greatly:— and
ur r nah , There is no great necessity, it is not very
necessary:— and -ki, adv. As much as, as many as, as
oft as, as soon as, as long as; whatever, so greatly;
insomuch that; how much soever; notwithstanding that,
although:— and muyaqa nah , It is of no great
consequence; there is no great object; no matter.
P + = andna, adj. & s.m. Sundry; miscellaneous;—a
variety of petty taxes formerly levied by the
MogalGovernment
(such as those on musicians,

showmen, &c.); sundries, miscellaneous charges, &c.
S + = BW andra, vulg. andr, and andar, s.m. The moon;
a moon-like spot:— andrtap( andra+tapa), s.m.
Moonlight;—an open hall, one only furnished with a
roof; an awning:— andrst(ra˚+as˚), s.m. The setting (or
the time of the setting) of the moon:— andr-bl, s.f.
Large cardamoms:— andar-badan, adj.= andr-vadan:—
andar-bans, adj. & s.m.= andr-va , q.v.:— andr-bhg,
s.m. Name of a mountain in the Himalaya in which the
river Chenab has its source:— andr-bhg, s.f. The river
Chenab (one of the ve streams of the Panjb):— andrjot, s.f. Moonlight; blue light:— andr-dri, s.m. Phase of
the moon; new moon:— andr-d t, s.m. A messenger
from the moon (regarded as a deity):— andr-dev, s.m.
The moon (regarded as a deity):— andr-rekh, s.f. A digit
of the moon (= andr-lekh):— andr-reu, s.m. lit. 'One who
has the dust of the moon'; a plagiarist, a poetical thief:—
andr-sgar, s.m. An epithet of kshr-sgaras the place
whence the moon rst came:— andr-sambhav, s.f. Small
cardamoms:— andr-kl, s.m. (Astrol.) Death occasioned
by the in uence of the moon:— andr-knt, adj. & s.m.
Lovely as the moon;—the moon-stone, a fabulous gem

(supposed to be formed from the congelation of the rays
of the moon and to dissolve under the in uence of its
light):— andr-kant, s.f. The wife of the moon; the night:
— andr-kal, s.f. A digit or one-sixteenth of the moon's
disc; a lunar crescent;—a kind of dhot, or petticoat (worn
by women):— andr-gupt, s.m. 'Moon-protected'; the
fabled registrar of Yama's court:— andr-graha, s.m. A
lunar eclipse:— andra-gol, s.m.= andr-manal, q.v.:— andrlekh, s.f. A digit of the moon;—the plant Serratula
anthelmintica;—a species of metre:— andr-lok, s.m. The
sphere or heaven of the moon:— andr-mukh, andramukh, adj. Moon-faced, &c. (= andr-vadan, q.v.):— andrmalik, s.m. The white chrysanthemum:— andr-mai, s.m.
The moon-gem (= andra-knt, q.v.):— andr-manal, s.m.
The orb or disc of the moon; the lunar sphere; a halo
round the moon:— andr-maul, adj. & s.m. 'Mooncrested';—the moon-crested one, an epithet of iva:—
andr-wl, s.f.= andr-bl, q.v.:— andropal( andr+upala),
s.m. The moon-stone (= andra-knta):— andr-vadan,
andr-vadan, adj. Moon-faced, having a face as fair as
the moon:— androday, vulg. andr-uday( andra+udaya),
s.m. Rising of the moon, moon-rise; an awning, a cloth
or sheet spread over the large open courts of Hindu
houses upon festive occasions;—a mercurial preparation
used in medicine; a kind of collyrium:— andr-vallar, s.f.
The moon-plant, Asclepias acida; rue:— andr-vimb, vulg.
andr-bimb, s.m. The disc of the moon:— andr-vindu, s.m.
The nasal sign  (seldom used in Hind, the anuswrbeing
used instead):— andr-va , s.m. The lunar race, a certain
race or dynasty of Kshatriyas who claim descent from
the moon:— andr-va , vulg. andr-bans, adj. & s.m. Of or
appertaining to the lunar race;—one of the lunar race or
dynasty:— andr-hr, s.m. A necklace composed of circular
pieces of gold, silver, &c., or of white stone beads worked
with gold, &c. (vulg. andan-hr):— andr-hs, s.m. lit.
'Deriding the moon'; a glittering scimitar.
H + = BW andr [S. BWt], adj. Bald (= andl);—wise,
intelligent.
S `Y+ = BW andrtap, s.m. See s.v. andra.
H + = BW andrn [ andra+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be

withered or blighted (a tree), to wither or dry up, to
cease to grow.
H + = ( andrna [ and˚fr. S. +, rt. ++rcaus.
augment], v.n. To make pretexts or excuses, to practise
concealment, to pretend ignorance; to impute falsehood
(to).
H + = ( ! andrwal [S. BW+ !"], s.f.
Acquaintance; companion; connexion.
H K+ = ( andras (corr. fr. sandaros, q.v.), s.m. Gum
anime, or gum copal.
S + = BW andrak, s.m. The eye in a peacock's tail;—a
nger-nail.
S )+ = .BW andrik, s.f. Moonlight, moonbeam,
moonshine;—a kind of sh, Zeus oblongus;—large or small
cardamoms;—a species of metre.
S + = .BW! andril, s.m. A barber;—a name of iva;—the
pot-herb Chenopodium album.
H a + = BW/ andr-m, andar-m[S. BW+/], s.m. The
moon;—the deity of the moon.
H + = B andarn, v.n.= andrn, q.v.
H + =,(" undr, = H  + =,(7" u d ,s.f.= unr, q.v.
H  + =,(7" u d , = H + =,(" undr,s.f.= unr, q.v.
H "+ = B! andl, adj. Bald (= andr, q.v.);—s.m.
Baldness.
S + = B andan, s.m. The sandal tree, Santalum album,
or Sirium myrtifolium; sandal-wood, sandal, sanders; the
unctuous preparation of sandal-wood (held in high
estimation as a perfume);—a proper name.
H + = B andn, s.m. Moonlight (=  dn);—epithet of
a parrot.
H  4+ = B6 andan-hr, s.m.= andra-hr, q.v.s.v.
andra.
H + = B  andw, B5 ando = H )+ = B5
andoy (i.e. ando, with y inserted)[S. BW+t (with
euphonic winserted)], s.m. A small canopy, an awning;
the crown (of a hat, &c.);—the scraper for getting the
gu out of the boiler in a kolh ;—the shaft of a
ploughshare.

H )+ = B5 andoy (i.e. ando, with yinserted) = H + =
B  andw, B5 ando [S. BW+t (with euphonic
winserted)], s.m. A small canopy, an awning; the crown
(of a hat, &c.);—the scraper for getting the gu out of the
boiler in a kolh ;—the shaft of a ploughshare.
P ?+ = anda (fr. and), s.m. Subscription, &c. (= and, q.v.).
H + = ,B undh = H 3+ = ,B! undhl [S. +B
+t, and !+t, cf.

dh; ak aundh, &c.], adj. (f. -) &

s.m. Having weak eyes, dim-sighted, purblind;—
indistinct, bad, scrawly (handwriting);—one whose eyes
are too weak to bear daylight, a blinkard.
H 3+ = ,B! undhl = H + = ,B undh [S. +B
+t, and !+t, cf.

dh; ak aundh, &c.], adj. (f. -) &

s.m. Having weak eyes, dim-sighted, purblind;—
indistinct, bad, scrawly (handwriting);—one whose eyes
are too weak to bear daylight, a blinkard.
H 3+ W ,B! undhln = H  + = ,.B undhiyn
(fr. undhl, and undh) v.n. To be dazzled by excess of
light= au dhiyn), to see dimly (owing to weak eyes), to
be purblind.
H  + = ,.B undhiyn = H 3+ W ,B! undhln
(fr. undhl, and undh) v.n. To be dazzled by excess of
light= au dhiyn), to see dimly (owing to weak eyes), to
be purblind.
P + = ande (fr. and), adj. & adv. Some, somewhat, a few,
a little, a while:— ande-bad , adv. After a while, in due
course.
H + =À" ind (fr. inna= unn), s.f. A small piece, a
fragment, a scrap, a rag, a tatter:— ind- ind karn, v.t.
To break to pieces, reduce to fragments, &c.
S + =,(" und, s.f. A harlot, a bawd, a procuress.
H )+ = .B andiy [S. BW+], s.f. The crown of the
head;—a round at cake (of our or meal).
H )+ = Bb andey, Bh andaiy, s.m. A deep place.
H )+ =(b" ander = H )+ = (b! andel [ anderi= andel=
andel+S. ], s.f. Name of a village on the left bank of
the Betw(remarkable for a ne species of cotton fabric
manufactured there);—also= andel, q.v.

H )+ = (b! andel = H )+ =(b" ander [ anderi= andel=
andel+S. ], s.f. Name of a village on the left bank of
the Betw(remarkable for a ne species of cotton fabric
manufactured there);—also= andel, q.v.
H )+ = B"! andl, Bb! andel. = H 3)+ = Bb! andel
[S. BW+t and !+t], s.m. Name of a tribe of
Rjp tswho claim descent from the moon.
H 3)+ = Bb! andel = H )+ = B"! andl, Bb! andel.[S.
BW+t and !+t], s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjp tswho
claim descent from the moon.
H #)+ =Bb!" andel (see ander), s.f. A very ne species
of cotton cloth (made originally at !andelor Cander. The
thread of the best quality is sold for its weight in silver;
and the cloth is of so costly a description as to be used in
native courts only).
H <)+ = B" andn (see  d), adj. Silvery.
P <)+ = and [ and, q.v.+n= Zend a&na= S. in], adj. So
much, so many (see and ).
P )+ = andna, adj. & s.m.= andna, q.v.
H 4)+ = B"6 andh [S. BW++t], adj. (f. -), Silvery;
white.
S <= ef a, adj. (f. -), Fierce, violent, impetuous, hot,
passionate, wrathful, furious; hot, pungent, acrid;—s.m.
A violent person, &c.
S <= ef a, s.f. A passionate or furious woman; a
name of the goddess Durg(applied especially to her
incarnation for the purpose of destroying the Asuror
demon Mahesh. This exploit forms the subject of a
section of the Mrkaeya-purna, and is particularly
celebrated in Bengal at the Durg-p j, or festival held in
honour of this goddess in the month Aswin, Sept.-Oct.).
H <= ef anr, s.m.= anl, q.v.
S <= ef! anl, corr. .ef! inl, s.m. The most
degraded of the mixed tribes; a man of this tribe (born
from a  drafather and a Brhmanmother); an outcast, a
miscreant, a vile wretch, a malignant or diabolical
creature; a miser:— inl-bl, s.m. A hair on the head
(considered unlucky):— anl- auk , s.m. A company of
four or more miscreants.

H <= ef! anl, = H <= ef.! anlin,= H
 <=ef.!" anlin,= H <=ef!" anl,s.f. A
woman of the anlcaste; the wife of a anl; a
degraded vile woman, &c.
H <= ef.! anlin, = H <= ef! anl,= H
 <=ef.!" anlin,= H <=ef!" anl,s.f. A
woman of the anlcaste; the wife of a anl; a
degraded vile woman, &c.
H  <=ef.!" anlin, = H <= ef! anl,= H

H  <= (f0! an l, (f5! anol [S. 4+0.!t], s.m. The
pyramid-crested lark, Galerita cristata.
H  <= (f5! anol, s.m. contrac. of anwal, q.v.
H  <= (f5! anol, Àf5! inol [S. ,+5!t], s.m. A
sort of sedan (= au-ol);—a plaything consisting of four
little earthen pots joined together.
S <=ef" an, s.f.= an, q.v.:— an-kusum, s.m. Red
oleander.
H =," unr = H  <=,7" un  [ un(n)+r= Prk.

<= ef.! anlin,= H <=ef!" anl,s.f. A

f=S. ++], s.f. A mode of dying cloth parti-

woman of the anlcaste; the wife of a anl; a
degraded vile woman, &c.
H <=ef!" anl, = H <= ef! anl,= H <=

coloured (knots being tied in dierent parts of it
previous to dipping it in the dye to prevent those parts
from receiving the colour; syn. uk); cloth dyed particoloured; a parti-coloured sheet or s (worn by women).
H  <=,7" un  = H =," unr [ un(n)+r= Prk.

ef.! anlin,= H  <=ef.!" anlin,s.f. A
woman of the anlcaste; the wife of a anl; a
degraded vile woman, &c.
H ) <= ef.! anliy,[S. ef!+t], s.m. A caste of
sweepers; a member of that caste (= andliy).
H  <= ef ! anwal [T. andwul], s.m. The rearguard (of an army);—camp-followers.
S 9<= ef anat, s.f. = S 9<= ef;

anatva,

s.m.Warmth, pungency; passionateness, erceness,
furiousness.
S 9<= ef; anatva, s.m. = S 9<= ef anat,
s.f.Warmth, pungency; passionateness, erceness,
furiousness.
H G<= .ef anik, s.f. A name of Durg(= an, q.v.).
H <= ef! anal, s.m. contrac. of anl, q.v.
H  <= ef0 an [S. ef+t], s.m. An intoxicating drug
made of opium:— an -bz, s.m. One addicted to
smoking an :— an - na, s.m. A house in which
an is smoked.
H  <= ef  anw [S. BW+t (with winserted)], s.m.
The shaft of a ploughshare (= andw).
S . <= ef  an-vn, = S C <= ef  an-vat,adj.
Fierce, passionate, &c. (= an, q.v.).
S C <= ef  an-vat, = S . <= ef  an-vn,adj.
Fierce, passionate, &c. (= an, q.v.).

f=S. ++], s.f. A mode of dying cloth particoloured (knots being tied in dierent parts of it
previous to dipping it in the dye to prevent those parts
from receiving the colour; syn. uk); cloth dyed particoloured; a parti-coloured sheet or s (worn by women).
H 0= , ansur [S. BW+80(], s.m. Cress, cresses,
Lepidium sativum; syn. hlim.
H (= ( ank, s.m. corr. of ankh, and of ang, qq.v.
S (= 4 anak, s.m. The chick-pea (= an, q.v.).
H (= . inak, s.f.= inag, q.v.
H (=  anak, . inak, s.f. = H =  ank, s.m.
(see anakn), Bursting (of the husk of a seed); bursting
or opening (of a bud); cracking (with or without a report,
as earthenware, &c.);—a pain or stitch (in the back= ik):
— anak-bo, s.m.= anak-b, s.f. Rheumatic pain,
rheumatism (in the back, &c.).
H =  ank, s.m. = H (=  anak, . inak, s.f.
(see anakn), Bursting (of the husk of a seed); bursting
or opening (of a bud); cracking (with or without a report,
as earthenware, &c.);—a pain or stitch (in the back= ik):
— anak-bo, s.m.= anak-b, s.f. Rheumatic pain,
rheumatism (in the back, &c.).
H =  anakn [ anak˚= Prk. 4=() or 4=?(),

fr. S. 4 (or +>], v.n. To burst and fall out (as seed

a wild beast); talon (of a bird); hand; clutch, grasp; hook;
—a handful or st-full (of anything dry).
H #J= À$! i galn, v.t.= igaln, q.v.

from the husk); to burst or open (as a bud); to crack (as
earthenware);—to be irritated (= in inan;—cf. aakn).
H ^= .$ inag (i.q. anak, inak), s.f. Pricking,

H J= .$ inagn (fr. inag, q.v.), v.n. To prick, smart,

smarting, burning (as prickly heat &c.); irritation,
in ammation (of a member); ardor urinœ; the clap.
P ^= a g (S.  ), s.m. 'Anything crooked or bent'; the

burn, throb, shoot (with pain); to be in amed;—to cry, to
squeak, to screech.
H J= ,($ u gn,
 v.t.= ugn, q.v.

hand expanded with the ngers somewhat hooked: claw
(of a wild beast), talon (of a bird); a Jew's harp, a lute; a
paper kite with small cymbals attached; a streamer or
utterer of paper fastened to a kite; a name of one of
the eight suits at cards;—fame, report:— ang-bo, a gbyu, s.m. Rheumatic or other pain in the back or a limb
(causing it to be bent or curved; cf. anak-bo):— a gnawz, s.f. Playing on the harp or lute, &c.
H J= ($ a g [S. r$+t], adj. (f. -), Sound, good; true;

H J= À$ i gn, s.m. = H J=À$" i gn, s.f.[ ing˚=

pure; right, &c. (=a h); well, in health, healthy; healed,
cured, convalescent:— a g bann(-ko), To put to rights,
to correct, punish, chastise:— ang karn(-ko), To make
well, to restore to health, to heal, to cure:— a g hon,
v.n. To be healed, be cured, become well, &c.:—bhala g, adj. (f. -), Sound, good, perfect; in health and
vigour, hale and hearty; uninjured; tolerable, passable,
fair.
H J= À$ i g, s.m. A chicken (= ingn;  g, q.v.).
H  J=À$" i gr [S. d"4+r$+], s.f. A spark (of
re):— ingr ho n, v.n. To emit sparks;—to say cutting
or vexing things:— ingr ln, To shed sparks; to cast a
re-brand (into);—to sow discord:— i gr lagn(-me ),
To apply sparks of re (to), to set re (to); to in ame:—
i gr-lagne-wl, s.m. An incendiary.
P J= angl (fr. a g, q.v.), s.m.= a gul, q.v.
S ^= .r$& i ga, s.m. A shrimp or prawn (= i g ).
H J= ($ a gar, s.m.= a ger, q.v.

inag= inakor anak, q.v.+n= lor r= Prk. f

or ! =S. 

or !+t], A chicken, &c. (=  g, q.v.).
H J=À$" i gn, s.f. = H J= À$ i gn, s.m.[ ing˚=
inag= inakor anak, q.v.+n= lor r= Prk. f

or ! =S. 

or !+t], A chicken, &c. (=  g, q.v.).
H  J= ($0 a g r [Prk. ($, !5; S. r$+!t or !t], adj.
Excellent, sound; ourishing, prosperous.
H &J= ÀV i ghr, s.f. = H &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.f.= H
 &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.m.[S. .;", and S. .; +t],
Scream, screech, trumpeting of an (elephant); noise,
clamour:— i gh (or i gh e ) mrn, To scream, &c.
(= i gh n).
H &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.f. = H &J= ÀV i ghr, s.f.= H
 &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.m.[S. .;", and S. .; +t],
Scream, screech, trumpeting of an (elephant); noise,
clamour:— i gh (or i gh e ) mrn, To scream, &c.
(= i gh n).
H  &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.m. = H &J= ÀV i ghr, s.f.=
H &J= ÀV7 i gh , s.f.[S. .;", and S. .; +t],
Scream, screech, trumpeting of an (elephant); noise,
clamour:— i gh (or i gh e ) mrn, To scream, &c.
(= i gh n).
H  &J= ÀV7 i gh n (fr. inghr, q.v.), v.n. To

H  ^= À$7 ing , s.m. = H  ^=($7" i g , s.f.[S.

scream, to screech, to trumpet (as an elephant), to roar.
H &J=ÀV" i ghn, s.f.= i gn, q.v.

.r$&+t and ], A shrimp; a prawn.

P J= a g, s.m. One who plays on the a gor harp, &c., a

H  ^=($7" i g , s.f. = H  ^= À$7 ing , s.m.[S.

harper.
H J=À$" i g, s.f. A spark (= ingr);—a rebrand; a

.r$&+t and ], A shrimp; a prawn.
P J= a gul, vulg. u gal, u gul(see ang), s.m. Claw (of

malignant dwarf:— i g h n, i g jha n, i g nikaln,

v.n. To drop sparks; to sparkle.
H J=,($" u g [ un(n)+S. ++], s.f. A cess levied

small species of millet.
H  = , [ unw ( un, p.p. of unn), adj. Gathered,

from grain-sellers, &c. (being as much grain as a man
can grasp in his hand); the fees of a weigher of grain;
town-duties; illegal abstractions of handfuls of market
produce (frequently, however, given as a sort of rent for
the use of market conveniences, or to zamn-drs,
baniys, &c. for the establishment of new markets):—
cu g-pe h , s.f. A market or fair held on condition of
giving a small portion of each saleable article to the
zamndr.
H  J= (G a ger, s.f. A small basket or bowl (for holding

picked, culled, selected, chosen.
H  = .  inwn (caus. of inn), v.t. To have (a

owers, garlands, &c.), a ower-pot, a tray.
H  J= (G a ger, s.m. A large basket; a tray; a trough.

wall or a doorway) built up; to have (a person) immured,
&c.
H  = ,  unwn (caus. of unn), v.t. To cause to be
gathered or picked, &c. (see unn).
H $ =,  unw [ unw(n)+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Price paid for picking, &c.; cost of building (a wall,
&c.), wages of masons.
H Y =.M" inaut, ,M" unaut [ un(n)+aut= Prk.
 =S.  (caus. augment)++ (i.e. .Q],

ruined buildings (the seed of which, called ubz, is
used in medicine).
H 2 #=,!"./ " unl-mi , s.f. Potter's clay; clay.

s.f. Folding, plaiting; a fold, plait; a letter;— esh hanging
from the ear of a cock;—incitement, encouragement (of
troops in battle), &c. (= unau, q.v.); deance,
provocation; reproach, taunt, disrespect; envy, spite; an
oath.
H  = ,M& unau, s.m. = H  =,M&" unau, s.f.[S. 4'

S @ =.B/ in-may (.+/), adj. & s.m. See s.v. it.

+P+t and ], A box for holding the lime which is

H  J=(G" a ger (dim. of a ger), s.f.= a ger, q.v.
H  J= (G! a gel, s.m.(?) A herb which springs out of

H @ = ./  anamiy, s.m. Name of a class of Rjp ts.
H <= , unan (v.n. fr. unn), s.m. A gather, pucker,
rumple, crease.
H = . inn [ in˚= Prk. .4()=S. .5 (), rt. .],
v.t. To gather, &c. (= unn, q.v.); to build up (a wall,
doorway, &c.); to enclose (a person) alive and build in, to
immure; to ll (a hole) by ramming (stones, &c.) into it.
H = , unn [ un˚= Prk. ,4()=S. .5 (), rt. .],

eaten with betel-leaf or tobacco;— unau, s.f. A small
spoon used to take out the lime.
H  =,M&" unau, s.f. = H  = ,M& unau, s.m.[S. 4'
+P+t and ], A box for holding the lime which is
eaten with betel-leaf or tobacco;— unau, s.f. A small
spoon used to take out the lime.
H  =,M&" unau (i.q. unaut, q.v.), s.f. Gathering,

v.t. To gather, pick, pluck; to choose, select, cull, glean;
to pick up (food, &c. as a bird); to place in order, to
arrange, to lay (dishes on a table); to gather, to plait
(cloth), to crimp; to build up (a door-way, &c.)= inn, q.v.:
— un-den, v.t. (intens.) To pick out, select, choose, &c.;
to build up (a doorway, &c.):— un-ln, v.t. (intens.) To
pick out, &c.; to pluck out, pull out:— un-len, v.t.
(intens.)= un-den.
H ?+ = uninda, part. adj. corr. of inda, q.v.
H ^= .($ ina g, s.f.= inag, q.v.

folding; folding the sheet or mantle (s );—selection of
the ttest men (from an army) for a desperate
enterprise; incitement, encouragement (of troops in
battle, for which purpose an ocer is especially
appointed in Indian armies); deance, provocacation;—a
practice which formerly prevailed at Benares (viz.on the
eleventh day of the ukl-pakshof Jaihthe inhabitants
were wont to swim across the river, and forming
themselves into two parties, to ght with swords, clubs,
&c.).
H  = (  a war [S. /t & /(], s.m. The Bos grunniens,

H  =  [ anw [S. 4t (with winserted)], s.m. A

&c. (= amar, q.v.);—the male ower of maize:— a war-

holn, To shake a a waror whisk (for the purpose of
driving away ies, &c.), to whisk o ies with a aur.
H  =.M" inaun (for inaun= inawn, fr ihn, with
awinserted), s.f. Picking out, selecting.
H &= .B6 inh [Prk. .e6(; S. .B6(], s.m. Mark; spot, scar,
stain; print (of a foot, &c.); sign, token, symptom;
symbol, badge; gure, emblem; distinguishing mark or
feature, characteristic:— inh- aran, s.m. Foot-mark, footprint:— inh a hn(-par), To mark, brand; to stigmatize.
H &= .B6 inh, s.m.= nh, q.v.
H  &= .B6 inhr ( inh+r, which is identical with the
gen. a. kar, q.v.), s.m. An acquaintance.
H  &=.B6" inhr, s.m. & f.= inhr, q.v.
H  &= .B6 inhn (for inhwn, caus. of nhn),
v.t.= inhwn, q.v.
H  &=.B6" inhn (fr. inhn, caus. of nhn), s.f. A
mark, sign, token (= inh).
H &= ..B6  inhit [S. ..B6 t], part. adj. Marked,
distinguished; known, recognized:— inhit karnor karden(-ko), To mark, to distinguish, to render
recognizable:— inhit-nma, s.m. A list of distinguishing
marks, or descriptions, or names.
H  &= .B6  inhwn (doub. caus. of  hn), v.t. To
cause to be distinguished, or recognized, or known.
H =" an, (dim. of an), s.f. A small species of chickpea.
H =,B" unn (= n, q.v.), s.f. A small ruby;—the worm
Ascaris(pl. unniy , Ascarides).
H = , uniy, . iniy [S. d"4+t and ],
adj. & s.f. Small, diminutive; young;—the female
Amadabat (syn. muniy):— iniy batak, s.f. A duck (as
disting. fr. a goose).
H = , uniy, s.f.= n, q.v.
H  =  aniyd, s aned, = H = !
aniyl,s.m.(?) Land under a crop of an.
H = ! aniyl, = H  =  aniyd, s
aned,s.m.(?) Land under a crop of an.
H R= s_ aneh, s.f. Spices given to cattle, drugs for

oxen.
P ?+ = inda [perf. part. of indan, rt. Zend i= S. .
(.5)], part. adj. Gathered, picked, culled, selected,
chosen; select, choice.
P < = un ( n+ ), adj. & adv. Like this, such; so, thus.
P = , adv. & conj.= , q.v.
H = M au [prob. fr. Prk.  =S.  '], s.m. A
grinder, a back-tooth;—a proughshare; a clump round a
ploughshare.
H = M au [Prk. ; S. ,], adj. Four (used only in
comp.):— au-ann, av-ann, s.f. The fourth part of a
rupee, a four-anna piece;— au-ann-k, adj. A quarter, a
four-anna (share, &c.):— au-b h, au-b h, s.m. A levy
of revenue on four things under the ancient regime in
the Dehli territory, viz. the pgor 'turban,' the tgor
'string or thread worn by a child round the waist,' the
k or 'hearth,' and p chor 'tails of cattle' (the rst two
correspond to the 'poll-tax,' the third to 'hearthmoney'—the fumage of Domesday Book):— au-b, s.f.
Wind blowing from the four quarters, &c. (= au-w,
q.v.):— au-bagl, s.m. A gusset under the arm-pit; a kind
of jacket not open under the arms:— au-band, s.m. The
four fastenings, four joints; four limbs or members;—adj.
Sound in the four limbs, vigorous, &c. (used in comp.
with q):— au-band, adj. & s.f. Of or appertaining to the
four limbs or the four legs;—fastenings (of baggage, &c.);
putting four new shoes on a horse or beast, shoeing;—
au-band b dhn, To shoe (a horse or beast):— au-band
fad, Bleeding in four limbs, viz.the arms and legs:— aubars, s.f. An obsequial rite performed on the fourth
anniversary of a death:— au-bol, s.m. A verse of four
lines;—a play;— au-bol hand, s.m. A kind of metre:— aup, adj. & s.m. See s.v.:— au-pra, adj. Four-pieced:— aups, adv. On all sides, all round, around:— au-pe,
aupya; see s.v.:— au-patt, au-pattr, s.f. A small tract,
an essay, a pamphlet; a pocket-book:— au-pahr, adj. &
adv. Consisting of four watches, four-watch;—for or
during four watches or twelve hours:— au-pahal, aupahl , adj. & s.m. Four-sided, quadrilateral;—a four-sided
gure, a quadrilateral;— au-pahal, s.f. A square bottle:—
au-pahiy, adj. & s.m. Having four wheels, four-wheeled;

—a four-wheeled vehicle or carriage:— au-pher, adj. &
adv. All round, on all sides;— au-pher np, s.f. Perimeter:
— au-tr, au-tr, adj. & s.m. Having four strings or
wires, four-stringed;—a four-stringed musical
instrument:— au-tl, cau-tl, s.m. A mode in music, the
time of which is marked by four claps of the hands:— autark, s.m. A mitre;—a kind of tent with four ropes:— autagg, adj. & s.f. Consisting of four strands;—a thread of
four strands;—a kind of shing line (not used with a
rod):— au-tah, au-tah, adj. Of four folds:— au-tah, auta, s.f. A piece of cloth of two breadths of double length:
— au-tak, s.f.= r- khe , q.v.s.v. r:— au-jug, adj. Of or
relating to the four ages or great periods; of vast
antiquity:— au-shiya, adj. Four-bordered, having an
ornamental border on the four sides (a shawl, &c.):— auadda, adj. & s.m, (f. -), Of or appertaining to four
boundaries, or environs;—the four boundaries; environs,
surrounding country, neighbourhood;—a raised mound
indicating where the boundaries of four villages meet:—
au-dn, au-dniya(fr. dn), s.f. An ear-ring formed
(usually) of four pearls:— au-dis, au-di, au-di, adv. On
all sides, all round:— au-dant, adj. 'Having four teeth or
tusks'; crossing the tusks (as elephants do in ghting);—
stout, sturdy, robust; bold, valiant:— au-dant, s.f.
Stoutness, sturdiness; boldness, valour, heroism:— auol, s.m. A kind of sedan with two poles (= au-pl):— aurst, au-rh, s.m. Junction of four roads, cross-road,
quadrivium;— au-rhe-me , adv. On the cross-road, in
public:— au-rang, adj. (f. -), Of four colours; of four
kinds:— au-sing, au-singh, adj. Four-horned;—s.m. A
raised mound indicating the junction of the boundaries
of four villages (= au-adda):— au-siwn, au-sm , adj.
& s.m.= au-adda, q.v.:— au-ka , s.m. (f. -), A ring of two
pearls worn in each ear:— au-kon, au-kon, au-kor, adj.
& s.m. Four-cornered, quadrangular, square;—a square:
— au-khan, s.f.= au-singh, q.v.:— au-kh , au-kh ,
adj. & s.m. Four-cornered, quadrangular; rhomboidal,
lozenge-shaped;—a four-sided gure, a quadrilateral:—
au-kh , s.m. The four quarters of the globe, the world;
—adv. On all four sides, all round:— au-kh -barbarbz , s.m. A rhombus;— au-kh  do barbar bz , s.m. A
rhomboid:— au-kh  b barbar, s.m. A parallelogram:—

au-gna, adj. Four-fold, quadruple (= au-gun):— augadd, s.m.= au-adda, au-si gh, qq.v.:— au-gird, adv. On
all sides, all round;—s.m.pl. Neighbourhood, adjacent or
surrounding district or territory:— au-gun, adj. (f. -),
Four times, four-fold, quadruple:— au-gosha, adj. Fourcornered, &c. (= au-ko );—s.m. A kind of oblong tray:—
au-gosh, s.f. A four-sided cap;— au-gosh, au-goshiy,
s.m. lit. 'Having four ears'; an animal (particularly a
horse) with slit ears:— au-ghar, au gha , adj. (f. -) &
s.m. Having four partitions or compartments, &c.;—a
small box (of gold or silver, &c.) with four partitions (for
holding spices or perfumes);—an earthen toy consisting
of four small cups joined together:— au-gha , s.f. A raft
or oat supported on four or more earthern pitchers:—
au-lw, s.m. A large well (admitting of four losor ropes
being let down at one and the same time):— au-la ,
s.m.= au-la , s.f. A necklace of four strings or rows:— aums, s.m. Four months; lands tilled during the four
months of the rainy season and prepared for the
rabsowing:— au-ms, adj. & s.m. Of or relating to the
four months of the rains;—the four months (from
Asa hto Kur) constituting the rainy season; a kind of
song (descriptive of the season) sung during the rains:—
au-msiya, au-masiya, s.m. A ploughman hired for the
four months of the rainy season:— au-mualla, aumal, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Having four stories, four-storied;
—a four-storied house, &c.:— au-magza,
 adj. & s.m.
Having four kernels;—a walnut;—a large-headed person:
— au-mukh, adj. & s.m. Having four faces; having four
points (an arrow, &c.); having four burners (a lamp);—a
name of Brahm;—a lamp-stand with four partitions or
burners:— au-mukh, adj. & s.m. Four-faced, &c. (= aumukh);—a kind of paor fencing stick:— au-mukh la n,
v.n. To be good at argument:— au-mukh, adj.= au-mukh;
—s.f. A name of the goddess Dev;—the seed of the
Elœocarpus ganitrus:— au-muhn, s.m. The junction of
four streams, or of four roads:— au-mekh, s.m. (orig.) A
punishment which consists in tying the four
outstretched limbs to four pegs; tying a man's arms and
legs; tying the elbows behind; tying the four legs of a
horse:— au-me , adj. & s.m. Having four boundaries;—
a place or village having four boundaries:— au-w, s.f.

H  = ,  uwn, 0

n, , un, 5

Wind blowing from the four quarters, or from all
quarters;—contrary winds;—a tempest, hurricane,
commotion:— au-ha, s.m. A market where four roads
meet, a square with shops on all sides.
H  = 0 , ,  uw, s.m. A rat; a mouse (= h, q.v.).

on (caus. of n), v.t. To cause to drop or drip, to
distil, lter, draw o, drain;—to direct (speech) at, to talk
at.
H  = .  iwn [S. .+TR+t; or Prk. . 4(, fr.

H  = 0 , , u [S. ,Jt], s.m. The pot-herb

S. .], s.m. A place for cremation, a ghwhere bodies

Amaranthus oleraceus(com. called ll sg; cf. aul).
H  =   aww, M  auw [S. ,l; or ,+t (with

are burned.
H  =MB" au-ann,  B" awann, s.f. See s.v. au.

winserted)], s.m. An aggregate of four, a four, fours, the
four or quatre (at cards, dice, &c.); four-ngers' breadth,
a hand-breadth;—a skein of silver thread;—pod, siliquia,
or skin (of any kind of pulse, syn. hm):— aww-her,
s.f. A gambling game played with cowries.
H  = M  auw [S. ,3+ +t], s.m. A quadruped, a

H  =   awo [ ab(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],

beast, an ox.
H  = M  auw, 5  ow, 5 o (see awwor

H  = M  au-wr, s.m.= au-br, aup , q.v.

a post; a sta, mace, club; stick; drumstick:— ob- n , s.f.
The medicine called China root, Smilax China:— ob-dr,
s.m. An ocer who carries a silver or gold sta, and
whose business it is to announce the arrival of visitors; a
mace-bearer, an usher, a herald:— ob-dast, s.f. A sta, a
walking-stick.
P = ob (see ob), s.m. A stake, a post;—an iron peg or
nail (= obh);—boiled rice (presented at a betrothal).
H = M  aub, 5  ob, s.m.= aube, q.v.

H  = 5 or, = H  = 57 o ,s.m. Name of a

H $ =M  aub, s.f. See s.v. au.

mountain tribe who are robbers; a mountain-robber, a
mountaineer and outlaw (= oh ).
H  = 57 o , = H  = 5 or,s.m. Name of a

H  = M  au-br = H  = M  au-br,[Prk. 5 5

auw), s.m. An unguent or fragrant paste of four
ingredients (viz.sandal, agallochum, saron, and musk;
or ambergris, saron, musk, and the juice of the owers
of the Abor tristis).
H  = 5 o [S. K5+], s.m.= n, on, q.v.

s.m. A report, backbiting, slander; scandal.
H $ =  aw [ ab(n)+= Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
s.m. Reporter, backbiter, slanderer.
P = ob (=S. d,), s.f. Wood, timber; pole of a tent, &c.),

or  5, and 5  , &c.; S. , yt and , y+t],

H I ! =  !" awls, M!" auls M !" auwls

s.m. A shed; an assembly-room (of a village), a kind of
summer-house or pavilion (generally built jointly by
several people as an assembly-room or resting-place
common to them all), a private room; a vestibule, a
porch.
H  = M  au-br, = H  = M  au-br [Prk. 5 5

[Prk. 5!"; S. ,¹; 8], adj. Forty-four.

or  5, and 5  , &c.; S. , yt and , y+t],

H  = ,  uwn, 0

s.m. A shed; an assembly-room (of a village), a kind of
summer-house or pavilion (generally built jointly by
several people as an assembly-room or resting-place
common to them all), a private room; a vestibule, a
porch.
P  = bn (fr. bor ob), s.m.= pn, q.v.

mountain tribe who are robbers; a mountain-robber, a
mountaineer and outlaw (= oh ).
H  = , ! uwl, 0! l [S.  '+!], s.m. The jaw.
H " =  ! awl, s.m.= au-pl, q.v.

n, , un, 5 on

(v.n. fr. next), s.f. Dropping, dripping; draining;
dribbling, dribble;—a windfall (fruit);—a small pit or tank
into which water drains, a reservoir, a cistern:— nkh, s.f. A deep ditch with water springing at the
bottom.

H <$ = M  aubin [Prk. U4"=S. , × "], s.f. A

H ; = M! aupl, adj. Quadrilateral;—s.m.= au-pya.

woman of the aubeclass; the wife of a aube.
H : = auba a, s.m. corr. of ah-ba a, q.v.
H  = M  aubar [ aub˚= auw= au+ar= Prk. f5=S. +t],

H " ; = M! au-pl [S. ,3+ +t], s.m. A litter, a

adj. Stout, sturdy, robust; bold.
P ( = obak (dim. of ob, q.v.), s.f. A little stick; a

+], s.f. A kind of metre or verse consisting of four

drumstick.
H & = 0# bh (rt. of

bhn= ubhn), s.m. Pricking,

prick, puncture.
H & = 5# obh, s.m. Prick, puncture;—an iron peg or
nail;—boiled rice, &c. (presented at c. betrothal, &c.);—
prey.
H & = 0# bhn, v.n.= abhn, q.v.
P  = ob ( ob, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of wood, wooden.
H [ = M% aube, 5% obe [Prk. U

S. ,+Ut],

s.m. A Brhmaacquainted with the four Vedas (now
however the term is applied to the descendants of such,
though not learned).
H I = M " au-bs [Prk.  "(; S. ,+ 8t], adj.
Twenty-four.
H 0 = M " au-bs = H 0 = au-bsa [Prk.  "(; S.

sedan.
H $ ; =M au-p [Prk.  or Q; S. ,3
padasor short lines;—a singing party in the holseason:—
aup hand, s.m. A verse of four lines, each of fteen
instants.
P  ; = pn, opn, aupn[for sh = Zend fshu= S. 8,+bn,
q.v.], s.m. A shepherd; a cowherd.
H  ; = pn, s.f. The oce of shepherd or cowherd.
H $ ; =M au-pe = H & P ) ; = M au-pya [Prk.
 or Q ; S. ,3+ t], adj. & s.m. Four-footed;
—a quadruped, a beast, an animal;—any four-footed
piece of furniture.
H & P ) ; = M au-pya = H $ ; =M au-pe [Prk.
 or Q ; S. ,3+ t], adj. & s.m. Four-footed;
—a quadruped, a beast, an animal;—any four-footed
piece of furniture.
H ] = M& aupa [S. ,3+ &t], adj. Open all round;

four villages in the occupation of a particular tribe.
H 0 = au-bsa = H 0 = M " au-bs [Prk.  "(;

wide open;— at, levelled; razed, ruined, destroyed;—s.f.
A desolate place, ruin, waste:— aupa karn, v.t. To level;
to raze, to ruin, demolish, destroy.
H ] = 07 pa , 57 opa [Prk. 5Qf5; prob. fr. S.

S. , 8+], s.m. A tract of country containing

K,(K `)], s.m. Oil, grease, butter (see upa n).

twenty-four villages in the occupation of a particular
tribe.
P < = obn (=S. d,+), adj. Wooden (= ob).

H ] = M7 aupa [S. ,3+], s.f. A game played

, 8+], s.m. A tract of country containing twenty-

P ] = op, s.f.= ob, q.v.
H ] = 5 op, s.f.= o por au p, q.v.
H ; = M au-p, adj. & s.m.= au-pe, au-pya, q.v.
H  ; = M au-pr, adj. & s.m.= au-pya;—s.m.= au-pa ,
q.v.
H ; = M7 au-p , = H ; = M! au-pl,s.m.= aubr,
q.v.
H ; = M! au-pl, = H ; = M7 au-p ,s.m.= aubr,
q.v.

with oblong dice (like ausar); the cloth or board on
which the game is played (having two transverse bars in
the form of a cross);—the form of a cross;— aupa -bz,
s.m. A aupa player:— aupa -k, adj. Having the form of a
cross:— aupa -k bzr, aupa -bzr, s.m. A market-place
in the form of a aupa cloth, i.e. having two transverse
roads passing through it.
H  ] =07" p  (see pa ), adj.= up , up , q.v.
H ; = 5 opn [ op= S. K (), rt. K,], v.t. To
throw water on (a eld, &c.) from a daur, q.v.; to water,
irrigate.
H 34; = M6! au-pahl, s.m.= aupl, q.v.; cf. also au-

pahal, au-pahl , s.v. au.
H ; =M aupa, = H ; = Mh aupaiy,s.f.= aup,
q.v.:— aupaiy- hand, s.m. A verse of four lines, each of
thirty instants.
H ; = Mh aupaiy, = H ; =M aupa,s.f.= aup,

,Ru], adj. Fourth (= auth);—s.f. The fourth day of a
lunar fortnight (cf. auth).
H &Y = MR auth [Prk. ;R(, or ;R"; S. ,R, or ,Ru],

q.v.:— aupaiy- hand, s.m. A verse of four lines, each of
thirty instants.
S A = 0 t, s.m. The mango tree, Mangifera indica;—the

s.f. A fourth part; a species of tribute, blackmail to the
extent of one-fourth of the regular government
assessment levied by the Marhasfrom the
neighbouring princes.
H &Y = MR auth [Prk. ;R ; S. ,Rt],
'
adj. (f. -), adj.

anus.
H A = 0 t [S. K,t], s.f. Vulva:— t-salm, s.f. Fees

Fourth:— authe, adv. Fourthly, in the fourth place.
H $ &Y =MR auth [ auth+= Prk. =S. +],

paid by a bridegroom to the Qon the morning after
his nuptials:— t-marn, s.f. A strumpet; a term of
abuse.
H A = 5 ot, s.m.= oth, q.v.

s.f. Fourth part, a quarter; a ne equal to one fourth of
the revenue.
H <L&Y = MR auth-pan [ auth= auth+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. The fourth stage of life, old age.

H A = M aut, s.f.= auth, q.v.:— aut-k khaial, s.f. A sum

H &Y =5R" oth, s.f.= oth, q.v.

paid to the zamndrfor the privilege of weighing the
grain of the cultivators.
H Y = 0 tar, s.m.= ta , q.v.

H &Y =MR" auth [S. ,Ru], s.f. The fourth day; a

H Y = M autar, autr, s.m.= ab tar, q.v.
H  Y = M au-tark, s.m. See s.v. au.
H A = 07 ta [S. 0, or K0+ar= Prk. f5=S. t], The
backside, bum, buttock, posteriors, rump, hip:— ta
bajn, To slap the rump with joy, to be overjoyed:— ta
pn, 'To beat the buttocks' (= t bajn);—to lament,
grieve, bewail:— ta dikhn, To turn tail:— ta sako n,
To loiter; to hang back:— ta -se kn g hn, To speak in
parables, to use far-fetched expressions; to do wonders:
— t o -k lahu marn, 'The circulation of the blood in the
posteriors to be stilled'; to be steadied; to be subdued:—
t on-ke bal baihn, 'To squat down on the hams'; to sit
down in a state of helplessness, to be baed.
H  A =07" ta  [S. K0+ar= Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
dim. of ta , q.v.:— ta yo aln, To move on the hams;
to crawl, creep.
H Y =M" au-tan, s.f. A four-cornered cap.
H &Y = 5R oth [S. K5?], s.m. Cow-dung (passed at one
time).
H &Y = MR auth [Prk. ;R5 and ;R"; S. ,Rt' and

Mohammadan ceremony observed on the fourth day
after s ak, or the day following a marriage (the bride
and bridegroom visit the bride's family, and the married
pair, after feasting, make a show of beating each other
with sticks covered with owers).
H &Y = MR authiy, MRh authaiy [Prk. (.;R ; S.
,R+t],
'
s.m. The receiver of a auth; the holder of a
quarter share; the landlord's share of the produce
where rents are paid in kind;—a measure in general use
for grain (equal to about a serof wheat);—a quartan ague.
H <L &Y = M authe-pan, s.m.= auth-pan, q.v.
H Y = 0 tiy [ t, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. One
who lives on the earnings of his wife's prostitution; a
term of abuse, a blockhead, dolt:— tiy-paait, tiyakkar, tiy- ampa, s.m. A blockhead, a fool:— tiyshahd, s.m. A cully, a dupe;—(slang) a man who kills
himself by excess of venery, a martyr to venery.
H Y = M" auty, s.f. A quartan ague (= authiy).
H <; Y = 0 tiy-pan (for -pan, see auth-pan), s.m.
Foolishness, folly, stupidity.
H I Y = M" auts, adj.= au ts, q.v.
H  = 0& , ,& u, s.m. A crack, a snap, a noise.

H  = 5& o [S. ,e& rt. ,e&; or fr. S. 5&() rt. ,&] ,
s.f. Hurt, wound, bruise, injury, damage; a blow, a stroke;
a turn; fall; shock, loss (in trade, &c.); rivalry,
competition; spite; attempt, eort; assiduity; desire,
wish, aim:— o b dhn(-k), To bind up the edge (of a
sword, &c.); to defend: to restrain (by magic):— o-par
o, Blow on blow, stroke upon stroke; one misfortune
after another; misfortunes come not singly:— o karn(par, or -me ), To hurt, wound; to strike (at), to make an
attack (on), to attack; to re (upon or at); to cast a spell
(on or over):— o khn, v.n. To be hurt, be wounded, be
injured or damaged; to receive a blow; to suer loss or
injury:— o lagn, v.n. To feel pain, to receive an injury,
to be hurt, &c. (= o khn).
H  = 5& o [S. 0f], s.f. A blanket or sheet gathered
and fastened into a knot at one end (that of the head)
and worn so as to cover the head and shoulders;—the
tying of a blanket or sheet in the manner described
above.
H  = 5& o [ o, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Discount
or premium (independent of interest).
H  = 5& o [S. K5+, rt. K,] , s.m. Expressed juice
of sugar-cane; treacle.
H  = 5 o (dim. fr. or, q.v.), s.m. A petty thief, a
pilferer.
?  =5&" o, [S. 0f or 5f+], s.f. A lock of hair left
on the top of the head (the rest being shaven o); the
hair braided or plaited and hung down behind, a cue; a
coil (of hair), a top-knot; an ornament worn on the head
(by women); crest (of a bird); top, summit, acme; peak
(of a mountain); pinnacle; apex, vertex; the part by
which a balance is suspended:— o smn-par ghisn, 'To
rub the top of the head against the sky'; to be very vain;
to be very aspiring or ambitious:— o-dr, adj. Having a
o; having a crest, crested; having a peak; pointed,
tapering:— o-rakhn, To retain a lock of hair on the top
of the head (as a votive oering, &c.);—to overcharge:—
o-k, adj. (f. -), The highest, the best, the most
excellent, the acme of, the pith or essence of (e.g. o-k
bt):— o-k hon, v.n. To excel, be pre-eminent or

unrivalled, &c.:— o-ka, s.m. lit. 'One whose ois cut
o'; one under control or subjection, a slave:— o
kawn, To have the ocut o; to be under subjection,
to be obedient, to be a slave:— o karn, o g dhn, To
braid or plait the hair:— o-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having a o, &c. (= o-dr);—one who has a o;—a
ghost, an evil spirit, goblin:— o(kis-k) hth-me n,
v.n. To get hold of (one's) cue or top-knot to get (one)
into one's power, to have power over one, to subdue.
H )  = 5& oiyn, v.t. To wound, hurt, &c.
(= uiyn, q.v.).
H 5 = j, s.m.= z, q.v.
H 5 = 5* oj (old H.) M* auj [S. 51(, rt. ,] , s.m. A
wonder, marvel;—subtleness, delicacy, nicety,
minuteness, neness; grace, beauty; point, wit;
excellence, merit: trick, prank; subtlety, artfulness, trick,
fraud;—ardent desire, ardour, eagerness, longing,
fondness (cf. n-o- oz).
H W = j, = P W = ja,s.m.= za, q.v.
P W = ja, = H W = j,s.m.= za, q.v.
H W =5*" oj [ oj, q.v.+S. +t], adj. Subtle, ne, nice,
delicate, &c.
H V = 5 o , s.f. (prov.)= o , q.v.
S V = 5 o , s.m. Bark, rind; skin, hide; the uneatable
part of a fruit; half-eaten fruit; the fruit of the fan-palm;
the cocoanut; the plantain.
H = = 5 o ar [ o +ar= Prk. f5; S. 5+t], s.m. An
empty-pated fellow, a blockhead, a simpleton;—a cow
that is nearly dry.
H 3= = 5! o l [S. 51+!+t], s.m. Endearing arts
and expressions, playfulness; toying, toyishness,
fondling, dalliance, blandishment, coquetry;—pleasantry,
humour; amusement, sport;—airs, aectation.
H = =0"  [S. ,.t], s.f. Breast, pap, nipple, teat,
dug:— -pt, s.m. A sucking child, a child in arms:—
pn,
 len, To suck, to take the breast:— iyo -me
h aoln, 'To feel for bones in bubbies'; to squeeze a
stone, to draw blood from a stone.
H  = M aud, adj. (dialec.)= audah, q.v.
H  = au-dn (dn, fr. P. dna), s.f. See s.v. au



H  =M" audar, audr, s.m.= audhr, q.v.

5a"; S. ,+8"], s.f. The fourteenth day of the lunar

existence (viz. the earth, the six that are above it, and
the seven that are below it):— audaho ratn, s.m. The
fourteen treasures that were produced at the churning
of the ocean:— audaho -lok, s.m.= audaho bhuvan, q.v.:—
audaho vidy, s.f. The fourteen branches of learning
taught in the system of the Hinds.
H   = M6[ audah (contrac. of audah-w ), adj. (f. -

fortnight.
H &X  = 5V od-ghar (rt. of od-n+ghar), s.m. bawdy

i ), Fourteenth.
H  = M au-dhar, adj. Stout, corpulent; sturdy, robust,

house.
H  = 5 odn [ od˚= S. 5(), caus. fr. rt. ,], v.t.

vigorous, active (cf. aubar).
H  = M audhar = H $ =M

To copulate with, to have sexual intercourse with.
H  = 5 od [ od(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m.

) = M audharyat [Prk. =", and ˚

Addicted to venery, lustful, lascivious, libidinous (= uds,
udakka ):—a lascivious man;—an improvident fellow, a
spendthrift.
H B = 5  odws [ od(n)+Prk. +
(
=S. ++t],

+B" (the term. of the fem. pres. part. with the caus.

H K = M audas = H D  = M8 auda [Prk. a" or
5a"; S. ,+8"], s.f. The fourteenth day of the lunar
fortnight.
H D  = M8 auda = H K = M audas [Prk. a" or

audhar = H

and ˚("; S. J+" and ˚++, and 
augment ], s.f. The oce, jurisdiction, dignity, or
privileges, &c. of a audhr, q.v.
H $ =M audhar = H  = M audhar = H

adj. (f. -) & s.m.= od , uds, q.v.
H  = M [ audaw , audw , adj.= audah-w , q.v.

) = M audharyat [Prk. =", and ˚

H 0 = 5 [ odw s, adj. (f. -) & s.m.= odws,

and ˚("; S. J+" and ˚++, and 

uds, q.v.
H ? = M6 audah = H   = M[ audh [Prk. a65

+B" (the term. of the fem. pres. part. with the caus.

and a6 ; S. ,+ 8t and 8+t], adj. Fourteen:—

privileges, &c. of a audhr, q.v.
H ) = M audharyat = H  = M audhar = H

auda-gun-nidhn, s.m. 'Receptacle of fourteen virtues';
one who possesses all qualities, a paragon of excellence:
— audaho , adj. The whole fourteen, the fourteen:—
audaho bhuvan, s.m. The fourteen worlds or states of
existence (viz. the earth, the six that are above it, and
the seven that are below it):— audaho ratn, s.m. The
fourteen treasures that were produced at the churning
of the ocean:— audaho -lok, s.m.= audaho bhuvan, q.v.:—
audaho vidy, s.f. The fourteen branches of learning
taught in the system of the Hinds.
H   = M[ audh = H ? = M6 audah [Prk. a65
and a6 ; S. ,+ 8t and 8+t], adj. Fourteen:—
auda-gun-nidhn, s.m. 'Receptacle of fourteen virtues';
one who possesses all qualities, a paragon of excellence:
— audaho , adj. The whole fourteen, the fourteen:—
audaho bhuvan, s.m. The fourteen worlds or states of

augment ], s.f. The oce, jurisdiction, dignity, or

$ =M

audhar [Prk. =", and ˚ and

˚("; S. J+" and ˚++, and +B"
(the term. of the fem. pres. part. with the caus. augment
], s.f. The oce, jurisdiction, dignity, or privileges,
&c. of a audhr, q.v.
H  =M" audhar, audhr[Prk. = =S. J
++t 'the discus-bearer'], s.m. The head man of a
caste, guild, profession, or trade; the head man of a
village; a title, an honoric form of address.
H   = M6 [ audah-w , M [ audhaw ,
audhw [Prk. a6  ; S. ,+8+/+t], adj. (f. -w ),
Fourteenth:— audah-w rt, s.f. Fourteenth night (of the
moon), the night on which the moon is full:— audh-w
rt-k  d, Full moon;—a face like the full moon, a

beautiful face.
S  = 0f , s.f.=

, q.v.

H   = Mf5! au-ol [S. ,+5!t], s.m. A kind of sedan
with two poles.
H  =   awar [S. ,+ t], s.m. Land ploughed four
times.
H  =   awar, s.m.= a war, and aur, qq.v.
H  = 0 r [Prk. 0I; S. 04],
 s.m. Powder; lings; atoms;
—part. adj. (=S. rit), Bruised, crushed, pulverized,
powdered;—steeped (in), besotted; exhausted;—powder;
lings; atoms:— ur- r, ur- r, adj. Broken to atoms,
utterly crushed, shivered;— ur- r, s.m. Fragments;
crumbs:— r rahn, To sot (see r ho-rahn):— r karn,
v.t. To break into small pieces, to shatter; to reduce to
powder:— r honor ho-jn, v.n. To be broken into small
pieces, to be shivered; to be reduced to powder; to be
exhausted:— r honor ho-rahn, To be enamoured (of),
to dote; to be steeped (in liquor), be intoxicated, be
besotted:—mot- r, s.m. Crushed pearls (used
medicinally).
H  = 5 or [Prk. 55; S. 5t or Mt], s.m. A thief, a
robber, a pilferer;—an unperceived hole (in a roof, wall,
&c.); a secret outlet;—an omission, a deciency; a sore,
an ulcer (e.g. za am-k or); suspicion, mistrust;—adj.
Secret, hidden, masked, sly, treacherous, false:— orinm, s.m. Land possessed rent-free stealthily or
unauthorizedly:— or-bl , s.m. Quicksand:— or-badan,
s.m. A deceptive frame or body, one whose undressed
body is stouter or more muscular than it appears with
clothes on:— o -pn, s.m. Water obtained by scraping
the surface of sandy soil near a river, &c.:— or-pa n,
Thieves to fall on or attack, or to break (into a house,
&c.):— or-pushp, s.f. The plant Chrysopogon aciculatus:—
or-pahr, s.m. A masked guard; vanguard (of an army):—
or-pais, s.m. The copper coin (pais) introduced by the
English (so called because it is half the thickness of the
old native pais):— or-th g, s.m. A receiver of stolen
goods (=th g; or-dhanik):— or-jahz, s.m. A pirate ship:
— or- r, or- akr, s.m. A thief:— or- na, s.m. A byeroom; a secret drawer:— or-darwz, s.m. A private or

secret door; a trap-door:— or-dhanik, s.m. A receiver of
stolen goods (=th g):— or-hor, s.m. A thief taken with
stolen property in his possession;—plainti and
defendant; all the parties of a law-suit:— or-rasta, s.m. A
secret path; a by-way:— or-zamn, s.f. A quagmire, a bog:
— or-saudgar, s.m. A dealer in contraband or stolen
goods, a smuggler (= auk-mr):— or-s h, s.f. Back-stairs:
— or-khi k, s.f. A secret wicket; a back-door:— or-garh,
s.m. A pit-fall:— or-gal, s.f. A secret path; a by-road, a
back lane:— or lagn, v.n. To be infested by thieves;—to
be injured, to damage; to waste, to gutter (as a candle):—
or-maal, s.m. The apartments of the concubines of
great men:— or-ma d r, s.m., or-manal, s.f. A game
played by village children (a pebble is concealed in one
of several small heaps of cowdung, and he who nds it
takes all the cowdung):— or-moh, s.m. A thief taken with
stolen property (= or-hor):— or-m g, s.m. Hard grains
of pulse which remain whole in the mill, or which
remain undissolved in cooking:— or-mah n, s.f. Hide
and seek:— or-nimak, s.m. Contraband salt:—dl-me or,
Grit in the dlor pulse:—shama-k or, s.m. A thief in the
candle; a bit of half-burnt wick burning independently
and consuming oil:—kl or, s.m. A great thief;—
anybody; nobody;—a ghost or goblin.
H  = M aur [Prk.  (; S. ; (], s.m. A large open
space in a forest; a large tract of low land (= au ).
H  = M  au-war, adj.= au-bar, q.v.
'
s.m. Powder; lings;
H  = 0 r [Prk. 0 ; S. 04t],
sawdust; bruised grain (to be chucked into the mouth); a
small piece, a fragment:— r karn, v.t. To break to
atoms; to reduce to powder; to bruise, to pulverize:— rman, adj. Broken-hearted, sorrowful, contrite, penitent.
H  = M aur, 5 or (contrac. fr. autar, q.v.), s.m.
The place where, or the funeral pile on which, satis
performed;—also= autar, ab tr, q.v.
H  = M aur, (prov.) 5 or, s.m.= aul, q.v.
H  = 5 or, s.m. & adj. (prov.)= r,

, and au ,

qq.v.
H  = M aurr [S. , y+t], s.m. A shed, &c.
(= aubr, q.v.).

H B =M" aurs [Prk. "; S. ,8"t], adj.
Eighty-four;—s.f. A subdivision (in former times) of a
parganaor district comprising eighty-four villages;—small
bells (such as are hung from the necks of draught oxen,
or under the seat of a native vehicle); morris-bells (worn
on the ankles by dancing girls);—the varieties or
dierent stages of transmigration:— aurs bhogn, To
undergo all the transmigrations in store for one; to be
punished for one's sins:— aurs ghane-wl, s.f. An
epithet of the goddess Kl.
H  = 5 orn, v.t.= urn, q.v.
H   =MU aurnwe, aurnawe, MU aurnawwe
[Prk. 5 ; S. ,' t], adj. Ninety-four.
H <)  = MÕ aurnwe , adj.= aurnwe, q.v.
H  = 5  orwan (i.q. orwn= urn), s.m. (Braj.)
Stealing.
H K = M auras [Prk. T5; S. ,kt], adj. Level,
even, plane; square;—adv. On all four sides, all round:—
auras khet, s.m. A plane supercies:— auras-khet-k kon,
s.m. A plane angle:— auras karn, v.t. To make even, to
level (= aurasn).
H  B = M aurasn, aursn[ auras, q.v.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To make even or
smooth, to level.
H $ B =M auras, aurs[ auras+= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Equality of surface, evenness, levelness.
H B =M" auras, aurs[ auras+S. ], s.f. Levelling,
planing;—a granary above ground.
S   = M aurik, s.f. Thievery, theft, robbing; fraud.

s.m. A pebble, gravel, hardened fragment of earth or
brick; limestone nodule (com. called ka kar):— rna-man,
adj. Broken-hearted, repentant, contrite.
H  = 0 rn (fr. r, q.v.), v.t. To crush, reduce to
small pieces or atoms, to reduce to powder.
H 0 = M( aura s, s.m. A species of metre.
S  = 0X4 rik, s.f. Fried or pounded rice, or grain
of any kind (eaten dry by chucking into the mouth).
H ^ = M($ aura g [Prk. ($;( S. ,+r$], s.m. A
practice of the sword exercise, cutting o the four legs
(of an animal) at one blow;—a game formerly
played during the four months of the rainy season:—
au a g kn(-ke), To cut o the four legs (of an animal)
at one blow:— aura g mrn(-ke), To hamstring (a beast);
to lose the use of the limbs (by illness).
H ? = ra, s.m.= r, q.v.
H  =0" r [S. 0X4], s.f. A cake of bread rich with
gh.
H  =0" r, s.f.= n; and

, qq.v.

H  =5" or [Prk. 5; S. M, rt. ,], s.f.
Thieving, theft, robbery; trickery; stealth; hiding,
concealment:— or- or, or-se, adv. By stealth, secretly,
on the sly, furtively, clandestinely:— or-k, adj. (f. -),
Stolen:— or karn, v.t. To steal (= urn):— or lagn(-ko),
To accuse of stealing, charge with theft:—hor- or, s.f.
Cattle-lifting.
H  =M" aur, s.f.= au r, and aubr, qq.v.
S ) = M' aurya, s.m. Theft, &c. (= or, q.v.).
H = 07

[S. 0ft and 0f, 0!], s.m. The ceremony of

crumbled bread or bread-crumbs ( r) mixed with butter
and sugar.
H  a  = 0/0 r-m r, adj.= ur-mur, q.v.

tonsure; a top-knot; a crest; a diadem; a ring, an amulet;
the bracelet put on a bride at her marriage; the gold or
silver ornament worn by Hind widows; a ring put on the
end of an elephant's tusk (cf. ,
).
H = 57 o [S. 5ft and 5!t], s.m. A bodice, a jacket.

S  = 04' ra, vulg.

H = M7 au (= aupa), adj. Demolished, destroyed,

H a  = 0/ rm, s.m. A kind of sweatmeat made of

rn, and H. 0

ran, s.m. Powder,

any minute particle of substance; our; dust; aromatic
powder, pulvil, pounded sandal, &c.; a digestive powder
(composed of ground spices, dried green mangoes,
limes, &c.); fossil alkali, eorescent salt:— ra-kha,

ruined, spoiled; decayed; bad, vicious:— au - aupa, adj.
Idem.
H = M7 au , adj. & s.m.= au , q.v.
H  = 07

 [S.

], s.f. The ceremony of tonsure; a

single lock or tuft of hair left on the crown of the head
after the ceremony of tonsure; a top-knot; crest (of a
bird, &c.); plume; diadem; head, top, summit:— -kar,
s.m. Shaving the head all but one lock, tonsure:— mai, s.m. An ornament or jewel worn on the top of the
head; a jewel worn in a crest or diadem.
H  = 07  [S. 0ft], s.m. A top-knot (=j ); a crest,
plume, diadem (= o); an ornament worn on the top of
the head; a ring (of brass, &c.) put on the extremity of
an elephant's tusk; a ring or bangle of lac (worn by
single women and femmes couvertes).
H  = 07  [S. 04t
' or .&t; cf. y ], s.m. Rice
boiled in the husk, and then parched and pounded:—
-bhanr,
-bhanr, s.m. An allowance for the
maintenance of the junior members of a
zamndr'sfamily.
H  = 57 o  [S. ,!
, t?], s.m. Mud, mire; slush.
H  = M7 au  [S. J++t], adj. (f. -), Wide, broad,
expanded; ample; pertaining to breadth, of breadth or
width;—destroyed, ruined; abandoned (as a tenement,
&c.);—s.m. A large open space in a jungle or remote
from human habitation (= aur):— au - akl, adj.
Expanded; extensive, spacious:— aur karn, v.t. To make
broad, to widen, to enlarge, &c. (= au n):— au e-me ,
adv. In the open; in broad day:— au e-me baih rah-jn,
To be left desolate, to be abandoned, be quite forsaken;
to be ruined:— au  hon, v.n. To be wide, &c.; to be
ruined, be undone.
H ? = M7 au -pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Breadth, width, &c. (= au ).
H  = 07!

l = H  = 07!

l [S. 0f!t and

0f!t], adj. & s.m. Having a single lock of hair on the
crown of the head; having a top-knot; crested; tufted;—a
crested one, &c.;— l, s.m. A kind of cyperus, Kyllinga
monocephala.
H  = 07! l = H  = 07! l [S. 0f!t and
0f!t], adj. & s.m. Having a single lock of hair on the
crown of the head; having a top-knot; crested; tufted;—a
crested one, &c.;— l, s.m. A kind of cyperus, Kyllinga
monocephala.

H . = M7 au n [ au , q.v.+n= Prk. 4(=\4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.f.m. Breadth, width, &c. (= au ).
H  = M7 au n [ au += w= Prk. U=S.  (caus.
augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To increase in
breadth, to make broad, to widen, to enlarge, to expand;
—to ruin, destroy, to spoil, plunder.
H   = M7 au o [ au +o= Prk. (=S. ; ]( ,
s.m.= au , q.v.
H C  = 07  -vat [S.

-vat], adj.=

l, q.v.

H 8 =M7 au  [ au , q.v.+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Breadth, width; latitude; extension, extent;
expansion, dilatation;—boasting.
H  =07"  [S. 0f+], s.f. (dim. of ). A ring or
bangle of lac or glass (worn on the wrist); a ring; ring (of
an eye-glass); a gather, pucker:— -dr, adj. & s.m.
Gathered, puckered;—drawers or sleeves made too long,
so as to be crumpled into plaits:— -hr, s.m. A maker
of glass or lac bangles:— iy pahann, v.n. 'To put on
bangles'; to marry again;—to be eeminate:— iy
han karn, To break (one's) bangles (as a woman does
on the death of her husband;—the verb han karnbeing
used superstitiously for to n).
H 7 = 07 iy [S. 0f+t], s.m. Striped cloth.
P d = z, s.m. A young hawk (under a year old), a hawk
that has not hunted (cf. za).
H & P d = oz (= oj, q.v.), s.m. Eager desire, longing,
fondness, &c. (used chie y in comp. with hor o, q.v.).
H d = z = P ?d = za (S. d,W?), s.m. A chicken; a young
bird; a young hawk or kite (= z):— za-bz, s.f. An old
woman who keeps a young gallant, an old woman fond
of striplings.
P ?d = za = H d = z (S. d,W?), s.m. A chicken; a young
bird; a young hawk or kite (= z):— za-bz, s.f. An old
woman who keeps a young gallant, an old woman fond
of striplings.
H K = M aus, s.m. Powder; ower, meal.
H K = M aus (i.q. ausar, q.v.), s.m. Land four times
ploughed (cf. ausar).

H K = M_ ausah [Prk. "; S. ,+3.9t], adj. Sixtyfour:— auah-gha , s.f. The sixty-four gha sor twentyfour hours, day and night; constantly, always.
H B = M ausar [Prk. T.! ; S. ,+T&t, p.p.p. of
rt. T&], s.m. (f.?) A game like pa s, but played with dice
instead of cowries (cf. aupa , from which it diers only
in the form of the game); the cloth or board on which
the game is played.
H B =M" ausar [Prk. T.!=S. ,+T&+
(,T)], s.f. An ornament worn (by women) tight
round the neck and hooked behind;—land ploughed four
times (= aus), a eld four times tilled.
H B = 0 sn [Prk. 04(; S. 034"( rt. 03] , v.t. To
suck; to absorb, drink in, draw in; to appropriate; to kiss;
to exhaust:— s-ln, v.t. (intens.) To suck dry; to
absorb altogether, &c.
H B =0" sn (see sn), s.f. A child's coral &c.
(= usn, q.v.).
S <E = 534 osha, s.m. Sucking, suction.
S  E = 5l oshya, adj. & s.m. Fit to be sucked, that can
be sucked;—anything capable of being sucked; a mango,
&c.
T p = og, = T p = oga,s.m.
A kind of cloak like a

morning-gown (made of wool or camel's hair).
T p = oga, = T p = og,s.m. A kind of cloak like a
morning-gown (made of wool or camel's hair).
H  = 0 k (v.n. fr. k-n), s.f. Omission, oversight,
inadvertency; failing, failure; miss; mistake, blunder,
error, fault.
H  = 0 k [S. ,J] , s.m. Sourness, acid; sorrel, Rumex
vesicarius, or R. montanus;—a medicine made of boiled
lemon-juice and pomegranates.
H  = M auk [Prk. =L(; S. ,l], s.m. A quadrangle;
a square; a court-yard; an open place in a town where
the market is held (and where also the chief of the
police-oce is stationed); a daily market; the main
street or central thoroughfare of a city;—a square place
lled (at marriages and other occasious of rejoicing)
with sweetmeats (which, after certain ceremonies, are

distributed);—an ornamented square of coloured meal,
&c., in which a bride and bridegroom are seated a short
while during a certain number of nights before the
wedding; the number four, an aggregate of four (e.g. tn
auk brh);—a grinder or back-tooth (being one of a set
of four):— auk bharn, auk p rn, To form a square space
of coloured meal in which at marriages the bride
and bridegroom are seated on chairs, &c.;—to ll a
square space with sweetmeats, &c. on some occasion of
rejoicing;—to make chequers or squares:— auk-pa,
s.m. A seat on which people sit and eat in the ceremony
of auk:— auk- akn, auk-  dn, s.f. A festival held on the
fourth of the light fortnight in Bhdo , when the pupils
of ptlasworship Gane:— auk-lagn, v.n. A market to be
held; a row of shops to be opened:— auk-mr, s.m.
Evading the market-tax, smuggling:— auk-niks, s.m. A
tax on all goods sold in a auk.
H  = 0 k [S. ,J+t], s.m. Wild sorrel (= k, q.v.
H  = 0 k, s.m. A kind of earthen pot (= ukk,
ukka ).
H  = 5 ok, adj. (prov.)= okh, q.v.:— ok-bg, s.m.
Seed sown immediately after a fall of rain.
H  = M auk [Prk. =L(; S. ,l+], s.m. An
aggregate of four, a four (e.g. do auk ah);—a square
piece of ground; the space in which a Hind cooks and
eats his victuals (the ground being rst plastered with
mud and cowdung); a square slab of marble or other
stone;—the four front teeth;—the cube of the measure
called b s:— auk-bartan karn, To make a auk(i.e. to
plaster and prepare a space for cooking) and scrub the
pots and pans.
H  = M& auka, s.m.= aukha, q.v.
H +  = Mj aukudan, = H <+  = Mj aukudhan,adv.
On all four sides, all round.
H <+  = Mj aukudhan, = H +  = Mj aukudan,adv.
On all four sides, all round.
H  = 5 okar, s.m. Husk or refuse of wheat, barley,
&c.; bran.
H  =M" aukr [ auk+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
measure of grain, the fourth of a authiy.

H  = 57 oka , s.m.= okar, q.v.

H 0 = au-kas (see kas), s.f. Four people employed

H  = M7 auka [ auk, q.v.+a = Prk. f5=S. t (with 

together, or eating out of the same dish or plate.
H  = 0 kn [ k˚= Prk. ,=(), fr. S. K,+ >; cf.

of base)], adj. Good, excellent, ne; strong, sturdy, stout.
H   = M7 auk  [ auk, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m. A gathering or assemblage of four (see auk );—
division of a crop in which the cultivator gives only a
fourth.
H C  = M7 auk t [ auk +t= wat= Prk. \ (with
pleon. )=S. \y], s.f. An assembly of four; (hence) a
council of arbitration.
H   =M7" auk , 57" ok  [ auk, q.v.+ = a = Prk.
f=S. +], s.f. An aggregate of four; an assembly
of four (persons); a carriage and four; a period
comprising the four yugasor ages;—bound (as of a deer,
&c.—the four legs being all drawn up at once), spring,
bounce:— auk  bharn, v.n. To bound along; to bound,
spring, leap, bounce:— auk  bh ln, v.n. To forget (one's)
bound, to lose (one's) elastic tread; to be fascinated, be
bewildered or confounded, to have (one's) senses
benumbed:— auk  mrn, v.n.= auk  bharn:— auk -mr
baihn, v.n. To squat.
H I = M aukas [S. d,], adj. Cautious, careful,
watchful, vigilant; alert, active; circumspect, diligent;
intelligent, sharp, clever;—exact, accurate, proper, full
(weight);—intj. (= aukas rah) Be careful! be vigilant! &c.:—
aukas rahn(-se), To be cautious or careful, to be vigilant,
to be on one's guard (against), &c.:— aukas karn(-se), To
make one cautious, &c., to put one on his guard, &c.
H $ 0 =M aukas, auks[ aukas+= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Caution, vigilance, watchfulness, watch,
care, attention, circumspectness, circumspection;
alertness; intelligence.
H 0 =M" aukas [ aukas+Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Watching, watch; vigilance, caution, circumspection, &c.
(= aukas, q.v.).:— aukas karn(-ko), To keep watch
(over), to watch, to guard; to be vigilant or circumspect
(in respect of); to be on the alert.
H 0 =M" aukas [ aukas+= Prk.  =S. t(+t)],
s.m. An assayer, an examiner, a supervisor or inspector.

ukn], v.n. To mistake, to blunder, to commit a fault or
error; to depart (from), to deviate (from), to go astray,
to wander, to err, to miscarry; to be neglectful or
decient (in), to fall short (of), to fail; to fail to hit (a
mark), to miss; to be short (of); to be missing; to be
inadvertently omitted:— k-pa n, v.n.= kn.
H  = M aukn, v.n.= au kn, q.v.
H  = MB au-kann [Prk. 4 ; S. ,3+ 4+t],
'
adj. (f. -), lit. 'Four-eared'; circumspect, cautious,
vigilant, wary, on one's guard, alert, on the watch; sly:—
aukann hon(-se), To be on the alert, to be on one's
guard (against), &c.:— aukann ho-kar, adv. Circumspectly,
warily, &c.
H   = M5 au-kor, adj.= au-ko, q.v.s.v. au.
H & = 0L kh [S.  ], s.m. Name of a medicine,
orris-root, orrice-or iris-root.
H & = 5L okh = H & = 5L okh [Prk. 5=L5 and
5=L ; S. 5dt and 5d+t], adj. (f. -), Clean, pure,
unadulterated, genuine; neat, good, choice, excellent;
honest; clever, dexterous; pleasing, delightful, beautiful;
ne, sharp, high (as a tone or note, &c.); sharp, keen,
pungent.
H & = 5L okh = H & = 5L okh [Prk. 5=L5 and
5=L ; S. 5dt and 5d+t], adj. (f. -), Clean, pure,
unadulterated, genuine; neat, good, choice, excellent;
honest; clever, dexterous; pleasing, delightful, beautiful;
ne, sharp, high (as a tone or note, &c.); sharp, keen,
pungent.
H & = ML aukh, 5L okh = H  & = 5L okhn
[Prk. =L(=S. ,l+], s.m. A station where four
boundaries meet.
H  & = 5L okhn = H & = ML aukh, 5L okh
[Prk. =L(=S. ,l+], s.m. A station where four
boundaries meet.
H  & = 5L okhn = H $ & =5L

okh [ okh+n=

Prk. 4(=\4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (); and ˚= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Purity, genuineness, &c.; neness,
sharpness, pungency.
H $ & =5L okh = H  & = 5L okhn [ okh+n=
Prk. 4(=\4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (); and ˚= Prk. =S.
+], s.f. Purity, genuineness, &c.; neness,
sharpness, pungency.
H  = ML& au-kha, s.m.f. = H  = ML& au-kha,
s.m.= H  = ML_ au-khah, s.f.[S. ,3+ c( and
c], The frame-work of a door; sill or threshold (of a
door); sill and lintel (of a door-frame); frame (of a
picture, or of a looking-glass, &c.);—basement (of a
building):— aukha-bz , s.m. The four pieces of wood
forming the frame of a door (= aukha).
H  = ML& au-kha, s.m. = H  = ML& au-kha,
s.m.f.= H  = ML_ au-khah, s.f.[S. ,3+ c( and
c], The frame-work of a door; sill or threshold (of a
door); sill and lintel (of a door-frame); frame (of a
picture, or of a looking-glass, &c.);—basement (of a
building):— aukha-bz , s.m. The four pieces of wood
forming the frame of a door (= aukha).
H  = ML_ au-khah, s.f. = H  = ML& au-kha,
s.m.f.= H  = ML& au-kha, s.m.[S. ,3+ c( and
c], The frame-work of a door; sill or threshold (of a
door); sill and lintel (of a door-frame); frame (of a
picture, or of a looking-glass, &c.);—basement (of a
building):— aukha-bz , s.m. The four pieces of wood
forming the frame of a door (= aukha).
H <+ & = ML, aukhudhan, adv.= aukudhan, q.v.
H & = 0L khn, v.t. To suck, &c. (= sn, q.v.).

station (of police, of customs, of toll, or of the railway,
&c.); a guard's post, an outpost; a party of peons, &c.
stationed, a guard, a watch; watching;—a band (of
musicians, &c.);—harlotry, prostitution; pay or hire of a
courtezan;—an aggregate of four;—a measure of corn
(equal to four ser):— auk badaln, v.n. To relieve a guard;
—a guard to be relieved;— auk bharn, To make an
oering to a deity:— auk-pahr, s.m. Watch and ward;
one's turn of watch or guard:— auk-dr, adj. & s.m.
Keeping watch or guard;—a watchman, guard, sentinel:—
auk-dr, s.f. The oce or business of a watchman; the
pay or hire of a watchman; the tax on account of watch
and ward:— auk den, To watch (for, -k); to watch,
guard, mount guard; to give a seat (to, -ko):— auk-mr,
s.m. A smuggler:— auk mrn(-k), To smuggle:— aukmr, s.f. Evading the market tax; smuggling:— auk-me
baihnor rakhn(-ko), To keep (one) in the guard-house
or in custody, to detain (a suspected person
H X = 5$cog (for cug, fr. cugn), s.m. Food of birds;
food or birds brought up from the
crop:— og badaln, To feed its young (the parent bird);
to bill, to caress as doves, &c. by joining bills:— og den(ko), To feed its young (a bird).
P & H  X = augn, s.m. A plain (cf. au-gna, s.v. au);—a
game resembling hockey but played on horse-back, the
game of polo;—the bat or stick with which the game is
played:— augn-bz, s.m. A player of hockey on
horseback, a polo-player:— augn-bz, s.f. Playing the
game of augn:— augn-gh,
s.f. The place where

augnis played, polo-ground.
H  J= augn, s.f. The straight tube of a uqqa, q.v.
H  ^= M$7 auga  [S. ,+$+t],
'
s.m. A rabbit; a

H  & = ML0& au-kh , adv.= au-kh , q.v.s.v. au.

hare.
H X = M$ augn, adj.= au-gu, q.v.s.v. au.

H  = " avik [S.  ], s.f. The plant Piper chaba.

H

H  =M" auk [S. ,l+], s.f. A square and low

joiner's work which ts into another, a dove-tail; the
foot of a door or the pivot on which it turns in a socket
in the threshold; an axle-tree arm:— le ukha n, le
hl honor ho-jn, v.n. 'The joints to become dislocated,
or to become loose'; to be tried, to be worn out or
exhausted (with labour, &c.).

seat or pedestal, a frame to sit on, a stool, a bench, a
chair (prop. kurs); a small throne;—a commode;—a low
board; a kneading-board;—an ornament worn on the
breast, a square pendant (of a chain, &c.), a brooch; a

= 0! l [S. 0!=0f], s.f. A tenon, the part of a

S

= M! aul, s.m. Tonsure, &c. (see what follows):—

aul-ka m, s.m. The ceremony of tonsure; cutting o all
the hair from the head of a child three years old, except
one lock on the crown.
H " = 0! l, s.m.= lh, q.v.
S " = 0! l, s.f. A crest, &c. (= ,

, q.v.).

H " = 5! ol [S. 5!+t], s.m. A short jacket, a bodice;
the body of a gown; a gown, coat, cloak; a garment worn
by a bride (at her marriage);—case, mould, form, frame;
the body; animal life, being:— ol badaln, 'To change the
body,' to transmigrate:— ol ho n, 'To leave the body,'
to die.
H " = M! aul, s.m. A kind of bean or pulse, Dolichos
sinensis(syn. lobhi, bo ).
H $" =M! aul, s.f. A species of pot-herb, Amaranthus
polygamus(there are two kinds, one red, called ll sgor ll
aul; the other green, called also mars, gindhr,
ganderor har aul);—wild rice.
H ! = 0! lat, s.f. A crest (= l, ).
H ! = 5! oln [S. 5!+n= l= S. !+t], s.m. Short
breeches, reaching half-way down the thighs.
H 4! = 06 lh, s.m. = H &! =06" lh, s.f.[S. ,.!+t
and  A re-place; a hearth; an oven:— lh jhokn, To
feed a re, to heat an oven; to bake, to cook:— lhe-me
pa n, lhe-me jn, To be cast, or to go, into the re;
(slang) to go to pot:— lhe-me jhokn, lhe-me lnv.t.
To cast into the re:— lhe-nyot, s.m. An invitation to a
feast given to one member of every household.
H &! =06" lh, s.f. = H 4! = 06 lh, s.m.[S. ,.!+t
and  A re-place; a hearth; an oven:— lh jhokn, To
feed a re, to heat an oven; to bake, to cook:— lhe-me
pa n, lhe-me jn, To be cast, or to go, into the re;
(slang) to go to pot:— lhe-me jhokn, lhe-me lnv.t.
To cast into the re:— lhe-nyot, s.m. An invitation to a
feast given to one member of every household.
S ! =5!" ol (cf. ol), s.f. A small jacket, a bodice; a
waistcoat; body (of a gown or coat);—a small betelbasket:— ol-dman-k sth hon(-k), 'To be as closely
united as the body and skirt (of a garment), to be united

in close friendship, to be on very good terms.
H ! = 0 ly, s.m. (dialec.)= lh, q.v.
H a = 0/ m [Prk. ,(

; S. ,@ +t], s.m. A kiss:—

m- , s.f. Dalliance, billing and cooing:— m len(k), To take a kiss, to kiss.
H `a =  & omp = H 1 = 5/& om [S. ,3+ t],
s.m. A raised mound indicating where the boundaries of
four villages meet (= au-adda, au-ga).
H 1 = 5/& om = H `a =  & omp [S. ,3+ t],
s.m. A raised mound indicating where the boundaries of
four villages meet (= au-adda, au-ga).
H (a = 0/ mak, s.m.= umbak, q.v.:— mak-patthar,
s.m.= umbak-patthar.
H <a = 0/ man (see next), s.m. Kissing.
H a = 0/ mn [Prk. ,( 4(; S. ,@ "(, rt. ,@ ] , v.t.
To kiss; to lick; to fawn upon:— m- -kar ho -den, To
make much of for a time and then cast aside, to weary
of a thing or object much desired before possession:—
m- -ke(or m- m-ke) khn, To lick (the platter)
clean:— mne liq, adj. Fit to be kissed; inviting a kiss;
loveable, lovely.
H  = 0(
(onomat.), s.f. A slight or low noise or sound;
squeaking, a squeak; creaking; the sound of breaking
wind:— -  ,
- ,
- ah, s.f. Creaking;
squeaking; chirruping, chirrup (of birds, grasshoppers,
&c.); twittering, twitter; warbling, song, voice:— - ,
s.f. A squeaking toy:— -kr, s.m. Making a suppressed
sound or noise; the sound of breaking wind:— -kr
mrn, To break wind:— na karn, To make not the
slightest noise, to remain perfectly quiet.
P =
(contrac. of i-g n), adv. Like, in the manner
of, as, such as; when;—how? why? wherefore?;—conj.
Because, forasmuch as, &c. (= -ki):— --be- ig n, adj.
& s.m. Without likeness, incomparable;—the
incomparable One, the Deity:— n- ir,
-o- ir, Why
and wherefore?; wrangling, altercation, dispute:— ir karn,
karn, To demand why and wherefore; to
question, to object; to wrangle, dispute:— -o- ir na
karn, To ask no questions, to remain silent:— -ki, adv.
& conj. When that; seeing that, whereas, forasmuch as,

inasmuch as, since.
H  = 04, 0 n [Prk. ,e/(; S. 04],
 s.m. Powder; our,
meal; pulse coarsely ground (= n); lime (= n):— nk, adj. (f. -), 'Of powder or dust'; frail, weak.
H  = M  auwan,   awwan [Prk. Qe/(; S. ,3

H I * = g" au ts [Prk. \"; S. ,+P8], adj.
Thirty-four.
H  = 0(&  [S. ,e&++t; but cf. y , and im],
s.m. A large ant.
H ;: =  &! o l, s.m.= ul, q.v.

+ 8], adj. Fifty-four.

H   = 0(&

H  = 0 n [Prk. ,e/(; S. 04+
' ], s.m. Lime, slaked

,(&() or ,(()=S. ,e&() or ,e&(), rt. ,e&], v.t. To

lime (vulg. called 'chunam'); white powder or dust:—
n-paz, s.m. A lime-burner:— n-pazn, s.f. A dancing
girl:— n lagn(me ), To put a coating of lime (on);—to
defeat; to defame:— n ho-jn, v.n. To become powder,
to turn to dust (as bones):— ne-k bha, s.f. A lime-kiln:
— ne-wl, s.f.= n-pazn:—bhun n, s.m. Slaked lime:
—ka  n, s.m. Quick lime.
H  = 0 n [ ˚= Prk. ,() or 5()=S. K5(), rt.

press, nip, pinch; to break, pluck, gather (a ower, &c.);
—to claw, scratch, tear, rend.
H   = 0(_ hn = H   = 0(&
n [ n˚= Prk.

K,( (or K,) ], v.n. To drop (as ripe fruit from a tree,
&c.); to drop, leak, distil, ooze, exude; to be ltered;—to
secrete;—to menstruate.
H   = 0~ nr [S. 04++t],
'
= H   =0"
nr [S.04+
' +t], s.m. A lime-burner; a worker in
lime.
H   =0" nr [S. 04+
' +t], = H   = 0~
lime.
P  =

press, nip, pinch; to break, pluck, gather (a ower, &c.);
—to claw, scratch, tear, rend.
H  =0(&"  [Prk. ,(&; S. ,e&+], s.f. A small ant
(= y ).
H  = &" o , s.f.= o, q.v.
H 9 =   o

[Prk. (;0 S.  ,t ], s.f. Beak, bill (of a

bird); a point; a spout:— o mrn, v.t. To peck:— o
miln, To join beaks, to bill and coo.
H : = g! au l, adj. (prov.)= an al, q.v.
-

, s.f. See s.v.

.

H 3: =  ! o l, s.m.= o l, q.v.
H : = g au a [S. ,R+' h, q.v.], s.m. The fourth

n , adv.= un .

H ` = g au p,   o p [prob. fr. the caus. of S. rt.
d,#] , s.f. Incentive, stimulus; avidity, alacrity, wish,
desire, fondness;—a gold ornament worn on the front
teeth— au p dilwn(-ko), To stimulate, to rouse, to spur
on, to incite, to excite, to in ame.
H ! * =g!" au tl [S.,R+!+],
'
s.f. Cotton-pods,
&c. in which the bre is equal to one-fourth of the whole
produce.
H * = g au tar, s.m.= autar, ab tr, q.v.
H * = 0(P0

tr , s.m. (local), Head man of a district (cf.

audhr).
H &* =  R o thn, v.t. To scratch, claw, &c. (=
q.v.).

hn [ n˚= Prk.

,(&() or ,(()=S. ,e&() or ,e&(), rt. ,e&], v.t. To

H  =  = 0((0

nr [S.04++t],
'
s.m. A lime-burner; a worker in

n = H   = 0(_

n,

reservoir to which water is raised by the be and daurfor
the purpose of irrigation.
H  4: = 0(6& - ah, s.f. See s.v.
.
H : =0("

; s.f.=

, q.v.

H  : =  . o iyn (fr. o ), v.t. To peck.
H +  = 0(

dar, = H +  =0("

dar,= H )+  = 0(

dariy,s.f.= undar, unr, q.v.
H +  =0(" dar, = H +  = 0(

dar,= H )+  = 0(

dariy,s.f.= undar, unr, q.v.
H )+  = 0( dariy, = H +  = 0(
+  =0("

dar,= H

dar,s.f.= undar, unr, q.v.

H +  = g au dh,   o dh, 0(
Dazzled; dim-sighted, &c. (= undh, q.v.).

dh, adj. (f. -),

H + = g! au dhal,  ! o dhal, s.m. (?)— au dh,
q.v.
H 3+  = g! au dhl,  ! o dhl, adj. (f. -) =
undhl, q.v.
H 3+  = g! au dhln, o dhln, v.n.= undhln,

kotwal's oce (cf. aur, aubr, auk).
H   = g7 au  [S. 0ft], s.m. A well or subterranean
apartment for grain.
H   = gf® au , s.m.= au  , q.v.
H I = g_ au sah, adj.= ausah, q.v.

q.v.
H +  =g" au dh,  " o dh [S. +B+], s.f.

H 0 = g au sar, s.m.= ausar, q.v.

Darkness (through the eyes being dazzled), dimness,
dulness of sight.
H  +  = g au dhiyn [ au dhiy= aundh, q.v.+=

H ( = 0(

w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To be dazzled,
&c. (= undhiyn, q.v.); to be struck with astonishment or
amazement, to be bewildered, be confused, to be
frightened out of one's senses.
H +  =0(" d, s.f.= und, q.v.
H  = gf aun, s.m.= aun , q.v.
H  =  f o  [S. 0ft], s.m. The head; crest; coil (of
a woman's hair), top-knot (usually applied to the hair of
an old woman, j being applied to that of a young
woman);—a ka well where the water is near the
surface:— o d dhaul(or safaid) hon, To become greyheaded, the hair to become white (with age):— o 
munwn, To have the head shaved; to suer disgrace,
be disgraced:—dh p-me o  safaid karn, 'To whiten
one's hair in the sun,' to be grey-headed without
experience or wisdom, to pass (one's) life in vain.
H   = gf0 au  , s.m. A blockhead, dolt, fool.
H   = gf5! au -ol, s.m.= au-ol, q.v.
H  =  ( awa r, g au r [S. /(], s.m.= au r, q.v.
H  = 0 nar, s.f.= unr, q.v.
H  = g au r, s.m.= au , q.v.
H  =0(" nr, s.f.= unr, q.v.
H  =g" au r [S. /+], s.f. A chowrie, the bushy
tail of the Bos grunniensused as a y- ap or fan (and as
one of the insignia of royalty), a y- ap, a whisk (made
of a kind of grass, or of horse-hair, or of peacock's
feathers).
H  =g" au r [S. ; +], s.f. A police station, the

H 0 = 0(

sn, v.t.= sn, q.v.
k, s.m. Sorrel, &c. (= k, q.v.).

H ( = g au k (v.n. fr. au kn), s.f. The act of
starting, a sudden start.
H   = 0( kr, s.m. See s.v.

.

H   = g au kn (caus. of au kn), v.t. To cause to
start, to startle; to rouse, to waken; to make vigilant, put
on the alert:— au k-den, v.t.= au kn.
H  = g au kn [ au k˚= Prk. /=() or /=?(),
or Ap. Prk.  =
 ()=S. /+J` pass. of > (used
actively)], v.n. To be startled, to be roused (from sleep);
to start, boggle, wince; to be vigilant, be on the alert:—
au k-uhn, au k-pa n, v.n. (intens.) To start up; to
wake up suddenly; to bounce up; to wince, to boggle
(= au kn).
H  =   o kn, v.t. To prick, to pierce, to goad
(= ubhn).
-ki, conj. See s.v.
.
P  =
H & = 0(L khn,  L au khn, v.t.
(dialec.)= sn, q.v.
H   = g?! au kel [ au k, q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. &
s.m. Boggling, timid, shy, wild;—an untamed animal; an
animal that shies, a boggler.
H J =  $ o g [contract. from  $!, fr. S. ,+r$,!
+], s.m. 'A hand-breadth'; a joint of bamboo (closed at
one end, used to send letters in, or to keep oil, salt, &c.
in); a tube; barrel (of a gun); a funnel; a drill; a
cylindrical tin case;—a looped strap, &c.
H J =  $ o g, s.m.= og, q.v.
H J = g$ au g, s.m. Wheedling, cajolery:— au g
karn, v.t. To wheedle, to cajole.

H 3J =  $! o gl, s.m. A joint of bamboo, &c. (= o g,

H   =067" h  (see

q.v.).
H J = 0($

sweeper caste; the wife of a sweeper (= h ).
H   = M6 auhn [S. ,+ z], s.m. Name of a caste

q.v.
H J =0($"

gn, v.t.= ugn, q.v.;—(dialec.)=

khn,

h ), s.f. A woman of the

of Rjp ts(so called after their rst king, atur-vhu).
H * = M6\ au-hattar [Prk. 6\; S. ,t +Qt], adj.

g, s.f.= u g, q.v.

H J = $" o g, s.f. dim. of o g, q.v.
H J =g$" au g, s.f. Wheedling; sharp practice, &c.

Seventy-four.
H  = M6 au-har, auhr[Prk.  6 ; S.,+ +

(= au g):— u g-bz, s.m. A wheedler, cajoler; a
sharper:— au g-bz, s.f. Wheedling; sharping, &c.
H $" =g! au l, s.f.= aul, q.v.

+t], adj. (f. -), Having four folds; four-fold; consisting of

H  = na, s.m.= n, q.v.
H  = B" awann, s.f.= au-ann, q.v.s.v. au.

H ? = 067 ha , s.m. The act of hunting by deceiving

H  =0" n [Prk. ,e/" or ,.e/ ; S. ,4u, or 0X4],
s.f. Bruised or broken grain, pulse coarsely split or
ground;—a spark, a small ruby or other gem (= unn).
H  = 5  ow, s.m.= o, q.v.

a set of four.
H  =06" hr, s.f.= h, q.v.
game with a stalking horse.
H ? = 567 oha , M67 auha [S.  '+6§(], s.m. The jaw:—
oha -ni l, s.m. The lower jaw.
H  ? = 067 h , s.m. A village sweeper, &c. (= h ,

H  = M  auwr, s.m.= aubr, aup , q.v.

q.v.):— h - amr, s.m. Low caste; a man of low caste:—
h - h , s.f. A kind of song and dance.
H  ? =067" h , s.f.= h , q.v.

H  = M  auwan, adj.= = awwan, auwan, q.v.

H 3 = 06! hl, s.m.= lh, q.v.

H  = 0  wn, = H   = 0 g

H 3 = 56! ohl [S. 80!+t], s.m. A large wooden peg or

H  = M  auw, s.m.= = auw, q.v.

wanau ,v.n.= n,

q.v.
H   = 0 g wanau , = H  = 0 

wn,(Braj)

v.n.= n, q.v.
H  = 06 h [prob. fr. S. ,, or  '], s.m. A rat; a
mouse;—(g. & colloq.) dry mucus sticking out of the
nose:— he-dn, s.m. A rat-trap, a mouse trap:— hedattiy , s.f. pl. Bracelets made of bits of gold wire
fastened together and projecting like a rat's teeth:—
he-k bil dh hn, 'To look for a rat's hole,' to seek
any place of refuge to y to through fear:— he-mr,
s.m. A mouser, a sparrow-hawk; a cormorant.
H  = 56 oh [S. 0t], s.m. A small well (cf. oy).
H  = 067 h (prob. fr.

raand jh n), s.m. The

sweeper or scavenger caste in a village; a member of
that caste, a village sweeper, a scavenger (= h ; syn.
bha g; all- or).
H  = 567 oh , s.m. Name of a mountain-tribe (= o ,
q.v.).

pin, a tent-peg; a prop.
H # =06!" hl, s.f.= lh, q.v.
H  = 06 hn, v.t.= sn, q.v.
H  =06" h = H  = 06 

hiy (dim. of

h), s.f. A

h (dim. of

h), s.f. A

mouse; a rat.
H  = 06  hiy = H  =06"
mouse; a rat.
H $ =0 " w,

, s.f.= h, q.v.

S  = avi, s.f. A species of the pepper plant which
yields long pepper, Piper havya.
H $ =5 o (dim. of o), s.f. (dialec.), The pip of an
orange.
H ) = 5 oy [S. 0t; or fr.

n], s.m. A hole dug for

water in the dry sandy bed of a river, a well of water in
the dry bed of a river (= oh, o); a spring; a rivulet, the
channel of a stream after it issues from the hills;—a
fragrant paste of four ingredients (see o).

H ) = 5 oy, s.m. Husk, rind; bark; scale (of a sh;—cf.
o).
H  $ = 5 ! ol ( oor oy, q.v.+S. a. ila), s.m.(?) Land
lying low and always moist.
S ) =  avya, s.m.= avi, q.v.
P = a (old P. a; Zend a; S. ), A particle axed to
Persian nouns to form diminutives (e.g. bg-  a, 'a small
garden': it may also take the form - a, as bg- a: it
sometimes occurs also in the forms -za, -za,—the letters
a, ja, za, and zhabeing interchangeable,—e.g. mashkza, 'a
small leathern bottle').
P = ah (contrac. of h, q.v.), s.m. A well:— ah-ba a, s.m.
A small reservoir, a cistern, a vat; a hole into which
water descends, a sink-hole.
H = 6 ah, s.m. A platform; a pier-head.
P = i [Zend i, nom. is; S. a], pron., adv. & conj. What?
—which, what; as, because; either, whether, or, even
(when prexed to another word the mute his dropped,
e.g. i-g na, q.v.: it is also used as an ax; e.g. agar- i, 'if
even,' 'although'; n- i, 'that which'; har- i, 'everything
which,' 'whatever').
H &= + ha, the seventh consonant of the Ngaralphabet,
and the second letter of the a-vargor palatal class: it is
the aspirate of the letter a:— ha-kr, s.m. The letter or
sound ha.
H &= + ha; prop. &= ha, q.v.
H ] &= + hp (see hp-n), s.f. Stamp, print, copy;
impression (of a stamp, or type, &c.); a seal, a signet;
stamp (on coins), mark (on weights and measures to
indicate their accuracy), an ocial stamp in general;
sectarial marks representing a lotus, trident, &c.,
delineated on the body by the worshippers of Vishnu
(= hp):— hp karn, hp lagn(-me ), To put a seal or
stamp (on), to stamp, seal, print, make an impression or
mark (on).
H ; &= + hp [ hp+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Stamp,
print, seal, impression (= hp); a large wooden seal with
which corn in a granary is stamped (also hp); sectarial
marks (= hp); the stamp for making sectarial marks;
printing; print, impression; an edition; a press;—a night-

attack:— hp-il, s.m. A tax on stamping cloth:— hpena, s.m. A printing-oce; a press;— hpe- na-wl,
s.m. Proprietor of a press:— hp karn, v.t.= hpn, q.v.:
— hpe-k zd, The freedom of the press:— hp lagn(me , or -par), To put a stamp or seal (on), to stamp, &c.:
— hp lagn= hp mrn(-par), To surprise (an enemy)
in a night-attack:— hpe-me hapn, To appear in print,
to be published; to be exposed or defamed in print:—
hpe-wl, s.m. A printer;—a pressman:— hp vidy,
The art of printing:—patthar-k hp, s.m. Lithography.
H *; &=+" hpt [ hp(n)+t= Prk. .\=S.  (caus.
augment)++ (i.e. .Q )], s.f. A seal or mark of
cow-dung placed on a heap of grain on the threshingoor to prevent its removal.
H ; &= + hpn (caus. of hapn, q.v.), v.t. To stamp,
to seal; to print, bring out an impression, to publish:—
hp-den, v.t.= hpn.
H ; &= hpa, s.m.= hp, q.v.
H A &= + ht [S. +ÄP, rt. +], s.f. Roof (= hat);—adj.
Emaciated, thin, feeble.
H Y &= + ht [S. +ÄP+t], s.m. An umbrella;—a broad
and prominent chest (like that of an athlete), the breast;
—a mushroom, a fungus;—mouldiness.
S Y &= +P htra, s.m. A scholar, disciple, pupil, student; a
tyro, novice.
H Y &=+" ht [Prk. +\; S. +ÄP or +ÄP+], s.f. (dim.
of ht), A small umbrella, a parasol;—the breast, chest,
bosom; a breast, dug, bubby;—heart, spirit, courage;
fortitude; liberality:— ht umagnor umann, 'The heart
to be full,' to be aected, be moved or touched:— htbhar, adj. Breast-high:— ht bhar-n, 'The breast to
heave' (with emotion), to be greatly moved, to weep:—
ht bhar-jn, To be chest-foundered:— ht-par patthar
rakhn, 'To place a heavy stone on the breast' (to still its
heaving), to have patience, endure patiently:— htpar(or -pe) s p lon, To burn or be tormented with
envy:— ht-par m g daln, 'To grind pulse on the
breast' (of, -k), to do anything vexing or calculated to
pain (one) in his presence:— ht-par hth ln, To place
the hand on the breast (of, -k); to press or squeeze the

breast (of a woman):— ht paka -ke rah-jn, 'To lay the
hand on the bosom and be quiet,' to grieve or mourn in
silence:— ht paka n, To hold the breast (in emotion,
pain, &c.); also ht-par hth ln, q.v.:— ht paknor
pak-jn, 'The breast to suppurate,' the heart to be sore,
to feel very sore or vexed:— ht phan, The chest to be
bursting (with pain); the heart to burst (with grief or
sorrow); to sympathize:— ht pn, To beat the breast
(in sorrow, &c.), to grieve, to lament, to regret, to
repent:— ht-tale rakhn, 'To keep under or within the
bosom,' to keep very carefully:— ht hukn, v.n. To be
encouraged, be assured, be satised:— h hn karu,
To still or quiet the breast, to please, to assuage, to
comfort:— h han hon, The heart to be quieted; to be
pleased, be comforted or solaced:— ht hokn(-k), To
pat on the breast; to encourage, to assure;—to hurt,
pain, wound:— ht jaln, To set the breast a ame, to
cause heart-burn (to), to wound the feelings (of):— ht
jaln, To have the heart-burn, to burn with grief, or
envy, &c.:— htiy a hn, or a h-rahn, The breasts to
be very full or to be distended (with milk):— ht dabn,
To press the breast (as a child does in sucking; hence),
to suck the breast:— ht-dhar, adj. Courageous, spirited,
brave, valiant; liberal, generous:— ht sarhn(-k), To
praise the courage or the fortitude (of):— ht-se lagn(ko), To fold to the breast, to embrace; to fondle:— ht-k
patthar, ht-k pah , s.m. 'A heavy weight on the chest,'
an intolerable burden, an encumbrance, an incubus, a
nuisance, a pest:— ht-k jam, s.m. 'The destroyer of the
heart'; an incubus, &c. (= ht-k patthar):— ht karn, To
show courage or magnanimity; to show liberality:— ht
k n, v.n. (= ht pn, q.v.):— ht khol-ke miln(-se), To
meet (one) frankly:— ht-ke kiw pha-jn, 'The gates
of the bosom to burst open,' to speak out loudly or
vehemently, to make a great noise; to be consumed with
envy, &c.:— ht gadrn, The breast to swell (in a young
woman):— ht lagn, To lament, to grieve (= ht pn);
—also= ht-se lagn, q.v.:— ht masaln(-k), To press or
squeeze the breasts (of a woman):— ht nikl-kar aln,
'To walk with the chest thrown forward,' to stalk, to
strut.
H Y &= + htiy, s.f. (prov.)= ht, 'breast.'

H 5 &= +* hj (see hjn), s.m. A kind of at basket
used in winnowing grain; a winnowing fan;—a cowcatcher; splash-board (of a vehicle):— hjo me h
barasnor pa n, Rain to fall in torrents.
H ) W &= +* ! hjl [ hj, q.v.+S. a. +!t], adj.
Having a long beard.
H <W &= +* hjan (see next), s.m. Thatching, covering
in.
H W &= +*chjn [ hj˚= Prk. +()=S.
+&Å(), rt. +], v.t. To cover in (a house, &c.), to
thatch.
H W &= +* hjn [ hj˚= Prk. +A*(); S. +(), rt.
+ or +B], v.n. To be becoming (to, -ko), to become,
bet, suit.
H V &= + h , s.m.= hj, q.v.;—s.f.= ha h, q.v.
H &= &= ++ h h [S. J], s.f. Buttermilk.
H &= &=++" h h [Prk. K ; S. **"t],
'
adj.
Dilapidated, ruined, desolate (syn. manh).
H  &= + hdn, s.m. A water-bag.
S A &= + hdit, part. Covered, hidden, concealed.
S  &= + hdan, s.m. Covering, hiding, concealing; a
covering, raiment; a cover, a screen.
P  4= ahr [Pehl. ihr; Zend athware; S. atvras, m.pl. of
atur], adj. Four:— ahr-blish, s.m. A throne with four
cushions:— ahr-takor tag, s.m. A gallop:— ahr- and, adj.
Four-fold:— ahr-s , s.m. A square; a market-place:—
ahr-shamba, s.m. Wednesday.
H  &= + hr [Prk. +5 and +~; S. dt and d(], adj.
& s.f. Caustic, corrosive; pungent; acid; saline;—alkali;
ashes; dust, earth:— hr-kardam, s.m. 'A pool of acid or
saline mud,' name of a hell.
H  &= + hr [S. +&], s.f. A mass, a lump; a clod (of
earth).
H  &= + hr, s.f.= h , q.v.:— hr- ih, s.f.= h - ih.
H  &= + hr, adj.= hl, q.v.:— hr- habl, s.m.= hlhabl.
H  &= + hr (= hr, q.v.), s.m. Ashes, &c.;—a lump; a
large clod.

P ? 4= ahr-dah [Zend athr -daan; S. atur-daan], adj.

TB)+>; see hnn], v.t. To clear or clean the water of a

Fourteen.
P 2  4= ahr-dahum [Zend athru-daa; S. atur-daa], adj.

well; to strain; to purify.
S ' &= +$ hg, s.m. A goat.

Fourteenth.
P 1  4= ahrum (S. aturtha), adj. & adv. Fourth;—fourthly.

S X &= +$ hgik, s.f. A she-goat.

H  &= +~ hr [Prk. +I; S. d+; but cf. hl], s.m.
Blister; ulcer, the thrush (disease).
H  &=+" hr [S. +&; or dim. of hr], s.f. A lump (of
unalloyed silver, or gold, &c.).
H &= +7 h , s.m. A shrub, plant, &c. (=jh , q.v.):— h ha elaor - ha l, s.m. A medicinal plant, spikenard; a
kind of fragrant moss, &c. (see ha el).
H &= +7 h (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Leaving, abandonment
(=tyg); bank (of a river); land gained from a river,
alluvium:— h - ih, s.f. A permit, pass, passport (= ho ih).
H  &= +7 h n [ h ˚= Prk. +§()=S. + ' (), rt. +],
v.t. To let go, release, &c. (= ho n, q.v.);—to vomit
(= h n, q.v.).
H  &=+7" h , s.f.=jh , q.v.
H K &= +& hsa, adj. (dialec.)= hiysah, q.v.
H  &= + hk, s.f. Time of milking; milking.
H  &= + hk, s.m.(f.?) Ready prepared food carried by
labourers and husbandmen when they proceed to their
daily work; the rst meal of the day; luncheon;—large
round cakes sent as a marriage present by a bride to the
bridegroom.
H  &= + hk = H  &= +& hk (see hkn),
adj. Full of liquor, drunk, intoxicated, stupeed;— hk,
s.m. A drunkard, a sot; an eater of intoxicating drugs (as
opium, &c.).
H  &= +& hk = H  &= + hk (see hkn),

S X &= +$! hgal, adj. Coming from or relating to a
goat;—s.m. (f. -), A goat;—s.f. A goat-skin; a bottle or
vessel of leather or earth (generally having a spout).
S X &=+$" hg, s.f. A she-goat.
H &= +! hl, adj.= hail, q.v. (used in comp.):— hlhabl, adj. & s.m.= hail;—s.m. A beautiful species of
fragrant moss.
H &= +! hl (cf. u hl), s.f. Spray; a wave, billow (=jhl;
—in comp. it also takes the form hr, e.g. bo- hr).
H &= +! hl [S. +!"; cf. 8 and 8!(], s.f. Skin; rind,
peel; bark (cf. khl):— hal utrn(-k), To peel, to
decorticate.
H " &= +! hl [ hl, q.v.+S. +], s.m. Skin, hide (used
in comp., e.g. mrig hl, 'a deer-skin');—a blister; a
pustule, pimple:— hl pa n, A blister to rise, to become
blistered.
H ! &=+!" hln [ hl+Prk. .4(=S. "(], s.f. An
instrument for skinning or peeling.
H ! &=+!" hl (dim. of hl), s.f. A small blister, &c.
H ! &= +.! hliy [cf. S.-Prk. D .!t], s.f. Betel-nut.
H  &= +[ h [Prk. +6; S. +], s.f. Shade; shadow,
re ection (of an object in a mirror, &c.):— h -b h, s.f.
Auspices:— h -hr, adj. (f. -), Shady, umbrageous.
H  &= + hn [S. +(, rt. +], s.f. A roof, a frame of
bamboo for thatching, thatch; a thatched structure.
H  &= + hn (see hn-n), s.f. Straining, sifting, &c.

adj. Full of liquor, drunk, intoxicated, stupeed;— hk,
s.m. A drunkard, a sot; an eater of intoxicating drugs (as
opium, &c.).
H  &= + hkn [ hk˚= S. (), rt. ], v.n. To be

(used in comp.):— hn-bichn, s.f.= hn-binn, s.m.= hnbn, s.f. Sifting, close search, scrutiny, investigation;
analysis; exploration:— hn-bn karn, To make close
search, to sift, to scrutinize, &c.
H  4= .6 ihn [fr. S. .P (H. it)], v.t. To embellish,

intoxicated, to be stupeed (cf. hkn).
H  &= + hkn [prob. for h kn; fr. S. TB (rt.

decorate.
H  &= + hn [ h˚= Prk. +(), or + (), or +(),
or +(); S. +(), rt. +], v.t. To cover; to thatch, to

roof; to shade; to spread;—v.n. To spread, be spread, be
diused; to swarm;—to be shaded;—to make a home (for
oneself), to take up one's abode, to abide, tarry:— hjn(-par), To spread (over), to cover; to lie; to cast a
shadow (on or over), to overcast, overshadow:— hrahn(-ko, or -par), To cover completely, to line; to cover,
&c. (= h-jn); to ll; to be heard on all sides or all along
(a road); to swarm:— h-len(-ko), To cover completely,
to overspread, overcast, cloud, darken.
H  &= + hn (see the preceding), s.m. Cakes of
cowdung (usually placed on the thatch or roof to dry).
H  &= +[& h , s.f. Vomiting, vomit (= h , q.v.):—
h  karn, To vomit, to disgorge (= h n, h n).
H  &= +[& h  = H  &= +[& h an (see h n), s.f.
A cutting, clipping, paring, scrap, slip, chip, a small
bundle of cuttings (as of thorns, &c.); ( h ), cut or
fashion (of clothes);—picking, sorting, selection, excerpt,
extract; separating (into classes, &c.); siftings, refuse,
rubbish:— h - hao, s.m.= h - h , s.f. Cutting o,
cutting down; cuttings, slippings, &c., trimming, pruning;
—retrenchment; savings, scrapings:— h - h  karn, To
cut or clip o, to trim, &c.; to retrench; to save, lay by.
H  &= +[& h an = H  &= +[& h  (see h n), s.f.
A cutting, clipping, paring, scrap, slip, chip, a small
bundle of cuttings (as of thorns, &c.); ( h ), cut or
fashion (of clothes);—picking, sorting, selection, excerpt,
extract; separating (into classes, &c.); siftings, refuse,
rubbish:— h - hao, s.m.= h - h , s.f. Cutting o,
cutting down; cuttings, slippings, &c., trimming, pruning;
—retrenchment; savings, scrapings:— h - h  karn, To
cut or clip o, to trim, &c.; to retrench; to save, lay by.
H   &= +[& h tn, v.t.= h nor h n, q.v.
H   &= +[& h n [ h ˚= Prk. +()? fr. S. ; 9, rt.
; d], v.t. To cut, clip, pare, crop, lop, prune, trim, dress;
to cut o, cut clean through; to cut up (an army, &c.); to
knock o; to cut out (clothes); to cut down, reduce,
retrench (allowances, expenses, &c.); to abbreviate,
abridge, curtail;—to pick, pick out, cull, select, sort, to
separate the husk from grain (by pounding it in a
mortar), to husk; to sift; to remove (dirt, straws, &c. by

some light and smart process); to wash (clothes) slightly
(without boiling them); to clean, clear (of weeds, &c.);—
to reject;—to discuss (rumour, news, &c.); to chop (words,
politics, &c.):— h t-len, v.t. (intens.) To cut o; to cut
out; to cut up, &c.; also= h n.
H +  &= +[ h d (v.n. fr. h dn, q.v.), s.f. Fastening,
tether; trammel; net:— h d-b d, s.m. Fastening,
trammel.
H +  &= +[ h d, s.m. Share, part (among faqrs).
H +  &= +[ h dn [ h d˚= S. (), rt. ] , v.t. To
fasten, tie, bind, tether, trammel:— h dn-b dhn, v.t.
Idem.
S  X +  &= +B5F hndogya, s.m. The doctrine of the
!hando-gasor Udgtripriests
contained in a Brhmaaof the

Sma-veda;—the Vedas in general.
H  &= +[f h  [S. + t], s.f. Sickness, vomiting.
H  &= +[f h n [ h ˚= Prk. +§()=S. + (' ), rt.
+] , v.n. To vomit, to spew;—to let go, to release, &c.
(= ho n, q.v.).
H  &= +[7 h , s.f.= h , q.v.
H   &= +[7 h , s.m.= hr, q.v.;—and perf. part. of
next.
H   &= +[7 h n, v.t. & v.n.= h n, q.v.
H I &= + hnas (fr. hn-n), s.f.(m.?), Cha, husk.
H  &= + hnn [ hn˚= Prk. +B(), or +Bs(), fr. S.
TB (p.p.p. of rt. TB)], v.t. To sift; to strain, to lter;—
to search minutely, to investigate; to canvass; to
explore:— hn-ln, v.t. intens. of and= hnn:— hnlen, v.t. To sift, &c. (= hnn);—to cull, to select:— hnmrn, v.t. To sift, to search closely, to rummage, to
explore; to canvass.
H  &= +[ h w, = H   &= +[  h w,= H   &= +[±
h o ,s.f. Shade, &c. (= h , h h, q.v.).
H   &= +[  h w, = H  &= +[ h w,= H   &= +[±
h o ,s.f. Shade, &c. (= h , h h, q.v.).
H   &= +[± h o , = H  &= +[ h w,= H   &= +[ 
h w,s.f. Shade, &c. (= h , h h, q.v.).
H   &=+U hnwe, hnawe[S. 3e/ t (3+ t)], adj.

Ninety-six.
H & &= +[6 h h = H & &= +[6 h h [Prk. +6; S.

H $ &=+ h [S. d+], s.f. Ashes.

+], s.f. Shade, shadow; a re ected image, re ection:—

S ) &= + hy, s.f. Shade, shadow; a shady place;

h h-b h, s.f. Auspices:— h h-wl, adj. (f. -),
Aording shade, shady.
H & &= +[6 h h = H & &= +[6 h h [Prk. +6; S.

of any animal; a young elephant (from ten to twenty
years old)= haun.
H  &= +  hw, s.f. Shade, &c. (= h h, q.v.).

re ected image, re ection; light, lustre, splendour;
colour;—darkness, obscurity;—s.m.(?) An apparition, a
spectre; a faint image or resemblance:—refuge, asylum,
protection (=sya);—a mode (in music):— hy-pd, s.m.
Ascertaining the time by observing the shadow (of an
object):— hy-path, s.m. Ether, the atmosphere or
rmament:— hy-taru, s.m. A large umbrageous tree
(giving abundant shade or shelter):— hy-dn, s.m.
Oering up one's shadow (to ward o the in uence of
evil: this is eected by looking at one's image in a cup of
oil, which is then presented to the the akaut, q.v.):—
hy-mitr, s.m. 'Friend of the shade'; a parasol or
umbrella:— hy-wl, adj. Shady, umbrageous:— hyvn, hy-vant, adj. Possessing or granting shade, shady,
shadowy:— hy-yantr, s.m. 'Shadow-instrument,' a sundial.
H  ) &= +[ hy , s.f.(m.?)= hy, h , q.v.

H  &=+ " hwar [S. D ,++], s.f. A kind of basket

H  ) &= +& hyna, s.m. Name of a rgor musical

(made of twigs of the jh or tamarisk tree; syn. hab ).
H   &= + 7 hw  [Prk. + f ; S. 8 ++t], s.m.

mode.
H $ &=+ h , s.f. Shade, &c. ( hy);—discoloration; a

Young (of an animal), young one, young creature; young
tiger (cf. hon).
H  &= +± ho , s.f.= h w, h o , h h, q.v.

spectre, ghost.
H 3 $ &= +¦! hyel, hel[Prk. +! ; S. ++!

H  &= +  hon [Prk. + f

H U&= +

+], s.f. Shade, shadow; a re ected image, re ection:—
h h-b h, s.f. Auspices:— h h-wl, adj. (f. -),
Aording shade, shady.
H (& &= +[6 h hak [S. +t], adj. Appertaining to a
shadow, &c.; shadowy.
H  4=.6" ihn [S. . (or .)+TR+], s.f. A
place of cremation, a ghwhere corpses are burnt
(= ih).
H  &=+" hn (fr. hn), s.f. Thatch, roong.
H  &= +  hw [Prk. +

; S. 8 t], s.m. The young

or + ! ; S. 8 +! or

+t], s.m. Young (of an animal), young one (= ho ).
H  &= +  hon, v.t. To thatch, &c. (= hn, q.v.).
H  &=+ " hon, hun(fr. hon), s.f. Thatching,
roong, covering; the art of thatching;—huts or barracks
for soldiers, a cantonment:— hon hn, 'To thatch a
roof'; to make a home for oneself, to take up (one's)
abode:— hon ln, To form or make a cantonment:—
hon karn(-me ), To canton, to take up quarters (in).
H <  &= +6· hh , s.f.= h , q.v.
H $ 4=.6 ih, s.f. A place for cremation (= ihn,
q.v.).

H  &=+ he, s.f.= hay, hai, q.v.

+t], adj. (f. -), Shady, umbrageous, shadowy.
hab [S. +  t], s.f. Beauty, grace, charm;

ornament, decoration; splendour, brilliancy;—shape,
form, gure, body, structure; graceful form, symmetry:—
hab-ta t, s.f. Handsomeness; a ne bust:— hab- hn,
adj. Of delicate mould, small in shape, slender;
emaciated; faded in beauty or splendour.
P :%4= ah-ba a, s.m. See s.v. ah.
H  U&= + 7 hab  [S. D ,++t], s.m. A large basket
(made of twigs of the jhuor tamarisk, or of other twigs,
or of reeds; syn. hwar).
H  U&=+ 7" hab , s.f. dim. of hab , q.v.
H %&=+  habi, + " hab, s.f.= hab, havi, qq v.
H I %&= +) " habbs [Prk. + "(; S. 3&+ 8t], adj.

Twenty-six.
H 3 %&= + "! habl [S. +  +!+t], adj. (f. -),
Handsome, comely, graceful, beautifully formed or
shaped; gay, sprightly, wanton, amorous.
H `&= + hap, s.f. = H L&= + hap, s.m.(prob. onomat.;
but cf. hapn), The sound occasioned by the hand or a
falling body striking water; a splash, squash:— hap- hap,
s.f. The sound produced by striking water the splashing
sound of water.
H L&= + hap, s.m. = H `&= + hap, s.f.(prob. onomat.;
but cf. hapn), The sound occasioned by the hand or a
falling body striking water; a splash, squash:— hap- hap,
s.f. The sound produced by striking water the splashing
sound of water.
H L&= .+  hip, +, hup (perf. part. of hipnor
hupn), part. adj. Hidden, concealed, close, secret:—
hip(or hup) chip, adv. Secretly, underhand:— hip(or
hup) rasta, s.m. A secret path, a private road:— hip(or
hup) rahn, v.n. To lie perdu, to hide, be in hiding; to
abscond; to be hidden or veiled (from, -par).
H  L&= +0 hapk [ hap+Prk. = or  =S. +
+t], s.m.= hap, or hap- hap, q.v.
H  L&= .+  hipkar = H [  L&= .+ ? hipke (past
conj. part. of hipn), adv. Secretly, stealthily,
unperceived.
H [  L&= .+ ? hipke = H  L&= .+  hipkar (past
conj. part. of hipn), adv. Secretly, stealthily,
unperceived.
H  L&= + hapn [caus. of hpn;— hap˚= hap+=
w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cause to be

(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Hiding, lurking,
concealment, secrecy; hiding-place.
H  L&= .+   hipwn or hipon, v.t.= hipn, q.v.
H  L&=.+  " hipwn or hipon(fr. hipon=
hipn), s.f. Clandestine action of any kind (as
cultivation of land, &c.).
H $ L&=+ hap [ hap(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Printing; impression, edition; the
price or cost of printing.
H *L&= .+  hipt, +, hupt (imperf. part. of hipn),
adj. (f. -), Hiding, lurking, &c.:— hipte(or hupte) phirn,
v.n. To go skulking about, to be in hiding.
H `&=.+ &" hip, s.f. A chip; a shaving; a splinter:—
hip-s, adj. (f. -), 'Like a shaving,' thin, delicate.
H L&= +Q happar, (in comp.) + hapar [S. +Ä t, rt.
+], s.m. A sloping thatch, a thatched roof; a shed, a
hut;—tester of a bed);—(g.) a heavy burden:— happarband, s.m. A thatcher:— happar-band, s.f. Thatching;
price of thatching; cultivating, with permanent
residence (in a village):— happar-par dharnor rakhn, v.t.
'To place on the thatch,' to throw aside as worthless, to
lay aside, to care nothing for:— happar ph -ke den(-ko),
'To cleave the roof and give'; to surprise (one) with an
unexpected gift; to give in a miraculous manner:—
happar  -pa n, 'Roof to fall in'; a sudden calamity to
befal (one):— happar hn, happar ln, To thatch; to
make a roof or home (for oneself), to take up (one's)
abode, to abide, to tarry:— happar-kh, happar-kha,
hapar-kha, s.m. A bedstead with a tester and curtains.
H L&=+" hapr [ hap, q.v.+r, Prk. f=S. +], s.f.

stamped, marked, or printed, to get or have printed
(= hapwn).
H  L&= .+  hipn, +, hupn (caus. of hipnor

A puddle, a pool.
H `&= +Q7 happar, s.m. incorr. for happar, q.v.

hupn; cf. hapn), v.t. To cause to be concealed, to
conceal, hide, secrete, to cover, to veil:— hip-rakhn, v.t.
To hide, conceal, secrete; to keep secret; to abstract; to
keep back:— hip-den, v.t.= hipn:— hip-len, v.t.
intens. of and= hipn.
H  L&= .+  hipo, +, hupo, .+  hip [ hip

(= hap, q.v.):— hapak- hapak, s.f. The sound produced by
striking water (= hap- hap):— hapak- hapak karn, To
make a splashing noise; to splash.
H L&= + hapk, s.m. A splash (of water= hapak);—a

H (L&= + hapak (see hapakn), s.f. Splashing, a splash

net (for catching pigeons, &c.); a cage with a net
attached to it.

H L&= .+  hipk [fr. S. .dQ+>], s.m. Sprinkling.
H  L&= + hapkn (causal of hapakn, q.v.), v.t. To
dash or throw (water); to splash.
H L&= .+  hip-kar, +, hup-kar, adv.= hipke, q.v.
H #L&=.+ !" hipkal, vulg. hipkil(fr. hip-n, q.v.), s.f.
The common house-lizard (of India), a lizard.
H L&= + hapakn [ hapak˚= Prk. +(=?(), fr. S. d@

prints cloth, &c. (= hp, q.v.).
H &= + hat [S. +  or + t rt. +], s.f. A roof; a
ceiling; a ceiling-cloth;—a platform:— hat bann, hat
pn, To ceil, to cover the inner roof of a building:— hatgr, s.f. A ceiling-cloth (= dar- hat):— hat lagn= hat
bann, q.v.
H &= + hat, s.f. contrac. of ht, 'breast' (used in

+>], v.n. Water to be dashed or thrown; to be splashed;

comp.):— hat-lagan, s.m. A sweetheart, a lover.
H &= .+  hit, s.f.= hiti, q.v.

to be beaten.
H L&=.+ " hipk, s.f. A lizard (= hipkal, q.v.).

H *&= +\ hatt [Prk. +\ ; S. +ÄPt], s.m. A bee-hive, a

H [ L&= .+ ? hip-ke, +,? hup-ke (past conj. part. of
hipn), adv. Secretly, stealthily, unperceived:— hip- hipke, adv. Idem.
H <L&= +Q happan [Prk. +Qe/?; S. 3 8], adj.
Fifty-six.
H L&= + hapn [ hap˚= Prk. +(()=S. d@(), rt. d@],
v.n. To be stamped, be marked; to be printed, be
published.
H L&= .+  hipn, +, hupn [ hip˚= Prk. +,Q(), or
.+ Q()=S. d5Q(`) caus. pass. of rt. .d], v.n. To be
hidden or concealed; to be absent; to hide, to lurk; to
disappear, to set (as the sun, &c.); to put on a veil or
mask; to elude or escape observation:— hip-jn, v.n. To
become hid; to hide, &c. (= hipn); to retire, to withdraw:
— hip-rahn, v.n. To lie or remain concealed, to hide, &c.:
— hipne-k jagah, s.f. Hiding-place.
H  L&= +  hapwn (doub. caus. of hpn), v.t. To
get or have printed, &c. (= hapn, q.v.).
H $ L&=+  hapw (see hap), s.f. Printing; cost of
printing (= hap).
H L&=+ hapay, hapai, +

hapa, +Q

happa [Prk.

+Q5; S. 3&+t], s.m. A kind of poem in Hind verse
consisting of six hemistichs.
H L&= +h hapaiy [ hp(n)+aiy= waiy= Prk.  
= S. ()++t], s.m. A printer, a pressman (= hpnewl).
H  L&= +| haper [ hp, q.v.+S. +t], s.m. One who

honey-comb; a group, cluster;—a roofed lane, a covered
way or passage.
S *&= +P hatra, vulg. hatr, and +\ hattar, s.m. An
umbrella (particularly a large umbrella held over idols
and kings);—a cake of cowdung, or a stick, &c. placed on
a heap of winnowed corn (in order to avert an evil eye):
— hatr-bhang, s.m. 'Breaking or destruction of the royal
parasol,' loss of dominion or empire, deposition; a
forlorn condition; widowhood:— hatr-pati, s.m. 'Lord of
the umbrella or parasol,' any king over whom a parasol
is carried as a mark of dignity, a Rj, king, prince:—
hatr-dhr, s.m. 'Bearing a parasol or umbrella,' a king,
&c. (= hatr-pati):— hatr-want, adj. & s.m. Possessing an
umbrella;—one who has an umbrella (= hattr).
H *&= +P hatr [S. dP(], s.m. A man of the second or
Kshatrcaste (= hatr):— hatr-bandhu, s.m. A mere Kshatr,
a Kshatrin name only, a base Kshatr(a term of abuse).
H *&= +\ hattar [S. +Ä t; or d<P]( , s.m. A house set
apart for the charitable entertainment of strangers, a
choltry or resting-place; a shed, an open building.
H *&= +\, hattur, s.m. A covering placed on a heap of
winnowed corn, &c. (= hatror hattar, q.v.).
S *&= +P hatr, s.f. A kind of fennel, Anethum sow;
anise; coriander;—a mushroom.
S *&= +P hatrk, s.m. A mushroom.
H *&= .+ P, .+  hitrn [ hit˚= S. .dQ p.p.p. of
.d; r, caus. a.], v.t. To scatter, to strew, to sow
broadcast; to spread.
H *= .+  hitro, +

hatro [ hitr(n)+o= Prk.

 =( S. ()(], s.m. Scattering, dispersion:— hatro
kar-den, v.t. To scatter, disperse.
H * *&= .+   hitar-bitar = H &* *&= .+  R hitarbithar (rts. of hitarnand bitharn), adj. Scattered,
dispersed.
H &* *&= .+  R hitar-bithar = H * *&= .+   hitar-

&c.
S  *&= +;  hatwar, s.m. A house, a dwelling; an arbour,
a bower.
H 4*&= +,6 hutihar, adj. dial. var. of the next, q.v.
H 4*&= +,6 hutahr [Prk. +,\f ; S. +,Q+++t],

bitar (rts. of hitarnand bitharn), adj. Scattered,
dispersed.
H *&= .+  hitarn (see the trans. hitrn), v.n. To be

adj. (f. -), Deled by touching, unclean (ceremonially),
impure, foul, corrupt; polluted (applied to drinking
vessels, dishes, &c.).
H *&=+  hati [S. dt], s.f. Hurting, hurt, injury, harm,

scattered, be strewed, be spread.
H *&=+ P" hatrin [S. dP4"; or hatr+S. "], s.f. A

detriment; destruction, damage.
H *&=.+  hiti, .+ " hit [S. .dt, rt. .d], s.f. The

woman belonging to the Kshatrcaste; the wife of a
Kshatr.
H *&=+P" hatr [S. dPt], s.m. The second or military

earth; the soil of the earth:— hiti- hn, adj. Covering the
earth; prostrate on the ground; scattered, dispersed:—
hit- hn hon, v.n. To be scattered, &c.
H  *&= +  hatiyn [ ht, q.v.+= w= Prk.  =S.

caste of Hinds; a member of the military or reigning
class, a warrior, a soldier.
H *&=+P" hatr [S. + P], s.f. A small umbrella, an
umbrella (= ht); covering, canopy, or tester (of a bed);
covering or hood (of a carriage, &c.); a small ornamental
pavilion generally built over a place of interment, or a
cenotaph in honour of a Hind chief, or a faqr; the poop
of a ship; a bamboo frame (attached to the upper
extremity of a long pole, for pigeons to settle upon);—
long hairs on the crown of the head:— hatr-dr, adj.
Having a covering, or tester, or hood; covered, canopied,
hooded (as a carriage, &c.).
S *&=+ÄP", +P" hatr, adj. & s.m. Bearing or having an
umbrella;—one who has an umbrella.
H *&=.+ " hitr, s.f.= hitn, q.v.
H *&= .+  hitn (see the trans. hetn), v.n. To be
broken, be split, be pounded, be bruised; to be
hammered, be attened; to be beaten, be punished
severely.
H  *&= + hatnr [S. +ÄP+r= Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
'Umbrella-shaped' or 'mushroom-shaped'; bunchy, at.
H *&=.+ " hitn (fr. hitn), s.f. A small basket without
a cover or handle; a broken basket.
H  *&= .+   hitwn (doub. causal. of hitn), v.t. To
cause to be broken, &c.; to get or have (a thing) beaten,

 (caus. augment)], v.t. To raise (a gun) to the
shoulder, to point (a gun).
H I *&= +\" hatts [Prk. +\"; S. 3P8], adj. Thirtysix:— hatts bhojan, s.m. Thirty-six dishes of food (= hatts
vyanjan); a variety of dishes:— hatts-gun-nidhn, s.m. An
epithet of a Brhmaconsidered as possessing all the
virtues possible to one of his order:— hatts vyanjan, s.m.
The thirty-six dierent kinds of food that are lawful to
Brhmas.
H 0 *&= +\" hatts (see hatts), adj. (f. -), Cunning,
artful, crafty;— hatts, adj. & s.f. Prudish, wanton, lewd;
—s.f. A prude, an artful wanton woman, a strumpet (one
who knows thirty-six postures in copulation and yet
aects modesty and simplicity).
H <; 0 *&= +\" hatts-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Artfulness, cunning, craftiness, wiliness.
H = +& ha, s.f.= hah, q.v.
H = +,& hu (rt. of hu-n, q.v.), disjunc. part. or prep.
(governing the formative), Omitting, excepting, save,
but, without (e.g. tujh hu, 'excepting thee';—syn. ho ).
H = +,& hu (contrac. of ho), adj. Little, small, &c.
(used in comp.):— hu-bhaiy, s.m. Poor, low, or common
people:— hu-koniy, adj. Acute-angled:— hu-koniy
tikh , s.m. Acute-angled triangle.

H = +& ha (perf. part. of han), part. adj. Picked,

H 8=+,& hu, s.f. Littleness, smallness (= ho,

sorted, selected;—doubly-distilled, out-and-out,
consummate (rascal or villain, &c.):— ha-hu, adj.
Idem.
S = +& ha, s.f. A lump, mass; assemblage; number;

q.v.).
H "! = +&& ha-pa, s.f. Tossing about, uttering;

multitude; a collection of rays of light; light, lustre,
splendour, brilliance, brightness, refulgence, a glory;—a
straight or continuous line or mark:— habh( ha
+bh), s.f. Lightning.
H = +& ha, (f. -), Sixth (= hah, q.v.):— hae, adv.
Sixthly, in the sixth place:— hae- ha-ms, hae- hamhe, adv. 'Once in six months,' now and then.
H = +, hu (for hu, perf. part. of hun), adj. (f. ), Separate, detached, single; bare, mere, simple.
S 1= +&# habh, s.f. See s.v. ha.
H ?= +,& hup [ ho, q.v.+Prk. Q(=S. ; +], s.m.
Littleness, diminutiveness (cf. huand huhan).
H ?= +,& hup ( hu(n)+p, as in the preceding),
s.m. (dialec.)= hu w, q.v.
H .= +,& hun (fr. hun), s.f. Leisure, time.
H ; +& han (caus. of han), v.t. To cause to be
cut or clipped, to get or have pruned or thinned, &c.; to
cause to be picked, or sorted, &c.; to have the husk
separated from grain; to sift, &c. (= ha wn, q.v.).
H = +,& hun (caus. of hun), v.t. To cause to be

oundering; agitation, &c. (= hapa).
H # ! = +&& hapan, v.n. To toss or tumble about,
to ounder, to utter; to be agitated.
H " # ! = +&&6& hapaha, = H # ! =+&&" hapa,s.f.
Tossing about, oundering, uttering; utter, agitation,
restlessness; briskness, activity; haste, hurry.
H # ! =+&&" hapa, = H " # ! = +&&6& hapaha,s.f.
Tossing about, oundering, uttering; utter, agitation,
restlessness; briskness, activity; haste, hurry.
H ! = +,& hupan, = H  ! = +,& hupan,s.m.
Childhood, infancy (= ho-pan).
H  ! = +,& hupan, = H ! = +,& hupan,s.m.
Childhood, infancy (= ho-pan).
H = +,& huak, adj.= huk;—adv.= huand h , qq.v.
H = .+ & hik (fr. hiakn), s.m.= h , q.v.
H = +,& huk [S. d,Wt], adj. (f. -), Little, small,
diminutive; lesser; younger, junior;—the little or lesser
one; the younger one.
H = +,& hukr, s.m. = H = +,& hukr,
s.m.= H =+,&" hukr, s.f.[ h (n)+t and 
+t and ], Liberation, deliverance, release, discharge,

two ounces.
H =+,&" hun, s.f.= hun, q.v.

acquittal; liberty, freedom, emancipation; exemption
(from, -se), disengagement:— hukr pn(-se), To obtain
deliverance, or release, or exemption, &c. (from); to be
released, be set free, &c.; to be got rid of:— hukr
den(-ko), To give (one) liberty; to release, set free; to
acquit, to discharge from liability; to exempt:— hukr
hon, v.n. To be released, &c. (= hukr pn).
H = +,& hukr, s.m. = H = +,& hukr,

H  = +&

s.m.= H =+,&" hukr, s.f.[ h (n)+t and 

separated; to have or get (one) released or set free, &c.
(= hu n, q.v.).
H = +&[ ha k [S. 3&+&r], s.f. The sixteenth part
of a ser, two ounces (avoirdupois, nearly).
H =+&[" ha k [ ha k+S. ], s.f. A weight of

hao [ ha(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],

s.m. Picking out; sorting; detaching, separating; clearing
grain or rice from the husk (= ha o, q.v.).
H 8=+,& hu [ hu(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Rescue, deliverance; escape
(= hu ).

+t and ], Liberation, deliverance, release, discharge,
acquittal; liberty, freedom, emancipation; exemption
(from, -se), disengagement:— hukr pn(-se), To obtain
deliverance, or release, or exemption, &c. (from); to be
released, be set free, &c.; to be got rid of:— hukr

den(-ko), To give (one) liberty; to release, set free; to
acquit, to discharge from liability; to exempt:— hukr
hon, v.n. To be released, &c. (= hukr pn).
H =+,&" hukr, s.f. = H = +,& hukr, s.m.=
H = +,& hukr, s.m.[ h (n)+t and +t
and ], Liberation, deliverance, release, discharge,
acquittal; liberty, freedom, emancipation; exemption
(from, -se), disengagement:— hukr pn(-se), To obtain
deliverance, or release, or exemption, &c. (from); to be
released, be set free, &c.; to be got rid of:— hukr
den(-ko), To give (one) liberty; to release, set free; to
acquit, to discharge from liability; to exempt:— hukr
hon, v.n. To be released, &c. (= hukr pn).
H = .+ & hikn, +& hakn (caus. of
hiakn; cf. hitrn), v.t. To sprinkle, squirt, splash;
spatter; to strew, scatter, disperse, dissipate; to
disarrange, to dishevel (hair); to displace, to dislocate; to
cause to y back with a spring (as a bow, or the bolt of a
door, &c.).
H = +,& hukn [ huk˚(prob.=S. +,&+], v.t. To
release, set at liberty, &c. (= hu n, q.v.).
H ' = +,& hu-kar, s.m. Deliverance, release, &c.
(= hu-kr).
H  = .+ & hiakn, +& haakn [ hiak˚= Prk.
.+ &=?() or .+ &=(), fr. S. .dQ+>], v.n. To be
spattered, be splashed, to spurt; to be strewed, be
scattered, be dispersed, be dissipated; to be spread, to
spread, to be diused (as light), be shed, to shine, be
bright; to be disordered, be deranged, be dishevelled
(the hair); to be displaced, be dislocated;—to y back
with a spring (as a bow, the bolt of a door or lock, &c.):—
hiak-jn, v.n. intens. of and= hiakn.
H  = +,& hukan, adj. & s.m.= huk, q.v.

(= h); small shot (= harr):— hik den(-ko), To spot,
speck, ecker, to mark with strokes or touches:— hik
ln(-par), To splash:— hik karn, hik lagn= hik
den.
H  = +& han (see the trans. h n), v.n. To be cut,
be clipped, be lopped, be pared, be pruned, be trimmed,
&c.; to be cut taper, be nibbed (a pen); to be hewn down;
to be hacked asunder; to be cut up (as an army, &c.);—to
be picked out, be sorted; to be sifted; to be separated, be
dispersed; to be cleaned; to separate; to be diminished,
be reduced, be retrenched; to diminish; to waste away,
become emaciated or thin, to decay (also written
ha n):— ha-jn, v.n.= han.
H  = +& han (see h n), s.m. An instrument for
separating or sifting, &c., a kind of sieve.
H  = +,& hun [ hu˚= Prk. +,()=S. +,&Å(`), pass. of
rt. +,&] , v.n. To be set free, be liberated, be discharged,
be acquitted; to be redeemed (a pledge); to be let go; to
get loose; to be loose; to be dishevelled (the hair); to
escape (from); to slip (from); to be adrift; to be got rid of,
to be separated (from); to be left, be abandoned; to be
left out, be omitted; to be left o, be given up, be
relinquished; to be let o, be discharged, to go o (a
gun); to be free with (the hands), use (the hands) freely
(in striking); to cease, stop; to issue, to come out or forth
(as blood, life, &c.), to spout, to shoot forth; to come out
or o (as colour from cloth, &c.); to begin to move, be set
in motion (as sand, or a train, &c.), to start:— hu-jn,
v.n.= hun.
H = .+ &,  hiuw, .+ &  hiw [ hi(n)+S. +t (with
winserted)], s.m. Scattering (seed), sowing broadcast.
H .= +& [ haw (= ha, perf. part. of han), adj.

H  =.+ &" hikan (fr. hiakn), s.f. Bolt (of a door).

Separated, sorted, picked; select, choice;—rejected,
thrown out or aside (= haawwal).
H .= +& [ haw [Prk. +&/ or +&  ; S. 3&+/

H ;:) = +,&! hukhel [S. d,W+!+t], adj. (f. -) & s.m.

+t], adj. (f. -), Sixth (= hah).

Dissolute;—a dissolute man, a rake (=lu ).
H + ) =+,&!" hukhel (khel= S. kheli), s.f.

H = +,&  huwn (doub. caus. of hun), v.t. To

Dissoluteness.
H =.+ &" hik [ hiak˚+S. ], s.f. Splash; speck, spot

cause to be set free; to release, &c. (= hu n, q.v.).
H 9=+,&M" huaut [ huw(n)+a+S. +], s.f.
Remission of revenue or rent.

H = +& ! haawwal, +&M ! haawwal, +&5! haol

H 6&= +* haj (see next), adj. Bushy; woody, shady;—s.m.

[ ha, p.p. of ha-n+S.  (with winserted)+!t],

A thicket.
H 8&= +A* hajj (see hjn), s.m. The expanded

adj.= haw , q.v.
H = +_ hah, + hah [Prk. +"; S. 3c"], s.f. The
sixth day of the lunar fortnight (cf. hahor ha).
H = +_ hah, + hah [Prk. + ; S. 3c+t], adj.
(f. -), Sixth (= ha, q.v.).
H 3= +&6 haah [ ha(n)+S. +t], adj. (f. -),
Snappish, peevish, waspish.
H .= +_[ hah , = H .= +_ [ hahw ,adj. (f.  ),
Sixth (= haw , q.v.).
H .= +_ [ hahw , = H .= +_[ hah ,adj. (f.  ),
Sixth (= haw , q.v.).
H =+_" hah = H =+&" ha [Prk. +"; S. 3c"], s.f.
The sixth day after the birth of a child (on this day the
house undergoes a thorough cleaning, the midwife
receives her present, the mother and child are bathed,
the child is named, and friends are invited to dinner):—
hah-k d dh yd diln(-ko), To beat severely:— ha-k
khn, s.m. Meats prepared on the sixth day after the
birth of a child:— ha-k khy-piy nikln, To beat or
chastise severely.
H =+&" ha = H =+_" hah [Prk. +"; S. 3c"], s.f.
The sixth day after the birth of a child (on this day the
house undergoes a thorough cleaning, the midwife
receives her present, the mother and child are bathed,
the child is named, and friends are invited to dinner):—
hah-k d dh yd diln(-ko), To beat severely:— ha-k
khn, s.m. Meats prepared on the sixth day after the
birth of a child:— ha-k khy-piy nikln, To beat or
chastise severely.
H =+," hu [ hu(n)+t= Prk. .\=S. ++
(.Q, pibeing the caus. increment], s.f. Dismissal,
discharge; release, acquittal, &c. (= hukr); permission;
intermission, cessation; leisure, time; leave, holiday,
furlough:— hu den(-ko), To give leave, or furlough
(to); to dismiss; to discharge, to release:— hu-miln , To
obtain permission; to obtain leave, get a holiday; to be
discharged, be acquitted.

branches of a tree (which aord shade); a covered way;
eaves (of a house); a pent (over a door-way), a portico; a
veranda; a balcony; a gallery:— hajje-dr, adj. Having a
pent, or a portico, &c.; broad-brimmed (a turban, or hat).
H  8&= .+ * hijn (caus. of hjn), v.t. To cause to
waste or wear away; to decrease, to lessen.
H  9&= .+ 7 hi  [S. ; ++t], s.m. Skin, cuticle,
integument, the cellular membrane that covers the
surface of the body; slough (of a wound), crust (of a
sore); the prepuce, foreskin; entrails; oal.
H (7 9&= .+ 7h! hi ail [ hi , q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
Skinny, lean.
H  :&= +, hu krn (see u kr), v.t. To cheep to
(a dog, &c.); to set on or encourage (a dog);—to drive
away contemptuously.
H  :&= .+ 5 hi ora, +5 ha or, adj. (f. -), hi hor,
q.v.
H 4:4= 66 ah ah [S. ";
' P. ah aha; prob.
onomat.], s.m. Singing, warbling, chirping; song (of a
bird);—chatter; mirth, merriment, rejoicing:— ah ahe
karn= ah ahe mrn, To sing, to warble (as birds), &c.
(= ah ahn, q.v.).
H 4:4= ,6,6 uh uh, adj. (f. -), Warm coloured, deeply
coloured, deep red; glowing, bright; ushed.
H  4:4= 66& ah ah, s.f. contrac. of ah ahha, q.v.
H  4:4= 66 ah ahn (see ah ah), v.n. To sing,
warble, whistle, chirp (as birds);—to chatter gaily or
merrily; to make merry, to rejoice.
H  4:4= ,6,6 uh uhn (see uh uh), v.n. To dye a
deep colour (especially a deep red); to glow (as colour); to
blush (a ower).
H ? 4:4= 666& ah ahha (v.n. fr. ah ahn), s.f.
Singing, warbling (of birds), &c. (= ah ah, q.v.).
H  :&= .+ +7 hi h , s.m.= hi , q.v.
H  :&=++7" ha h , ha ha , s.f. The root of the

phapondtree.
H  &:4= +,+ hu hkrn, v.t.= hu krn, q.v.

+,K+,Bt], s.f. The musk rat, Sorex cœrulescens;—a squib;

Shallow, of little depth.
H $3&:&=.+ +! hi hl [ hi hl+= Prk. =S. 

—a rover, a gad-about:— ha h dar ho n, To let o a
squib;—to backbite, to calumniate; to excite resentment,
to cause a quarrel, to set by the ears.
H &:&=+,K+" hu h, s.f.= h h, q.v.

+], s.f. Shallowness.

H 4:4= 66  ah ahiy [rt. of ah ah(n)+Prk.  =S.

H #&:&=.+ +!" hi hl (see hi hl), s.f. The play of ducks

+t], s.m. A warbler, a whistler.

H 3&:&= .+ +! hi hl [S. ,K++!+t; cf. hi ], adj. (f. -),

and drakes:— hi hl kheln, To play at ducks and drakes.
H #&:&=+,+!" hu hl, s.f. The play of a dog or cat with
game, &c.
H 2 &:&= +,K+/ huccham, +,+ / hu ham, +,K/ hu am
[Prk. +,K+(; S. ,K+(], adj. Empty, void, hollow; vain, light;
small, little; thin; tri ing; low, mean, insignicant, poor,
worthless (cf. hi hor; h h; h hak).
H + &:&= +,+,( hu hundar, s.m. = H + &:&=+,+,("
hu hundar, s.f.= ha h dar, q.v.
H + &:&=+,+,(" hu hundar, s.f. = H + &:&= +,+,(
hu hundar, s.m.= ha h dar, q.v.
H  &:&= ++, ha hu, s.f. (dialec.), Boiled rice.

H &:&= + .+  ha hiy, + .+  ha hi, s.f. A skimmer, a
kind of spoon.
H &:&= + .+  ha hiy, + .+  ha hi (dim. of h h,
q.v.), s.f. (dialec.), Butter-milk.
H 3 &:&= ++"! ha hl = H 3 :&= +"! ha l [ h h,
q.v.+Prk. ! =S. a. !+t], adj. (f. -), Mixed with
butter-milk, having or containing butter-milk.
H 3 :&= +"! ha l = H 3 &:&= ++"! ha hl [ h h,
q.v.+Prk. ! =S. a. !+t], adj. (f. -), Mixed with
butter-milk, having or containing butter-milk.
S + &= + had, s.m. A cover, covering; a leaf; a wing.
H 1 + &= +/ ha-dm, s.m. See s.v. &= ha.

H  &:&= +,+  hu hwn, +,+, hu hun (by

H + &= .+  hidn (caus. of hedn), v.t. To cause to

redupl. of h , q.v.), v.t. To breathe an incantation over,
to conjure, to exorcise.
H  &:&= .+ +5 hi hor [Prk. +,K+f (with winserted);

pierce; to perforate; to get pierced or perforated
(= hidwn).
S + &= .+ W hidra, vulg. hidr, s.m. A hole, orice, opening,

S. ,K+++t], adj. (f. -), Light, vain, airy, petty, tri ing,
frivolous, puerile, childish, shallow, supercial; tawdry,
showy, ostentatious; low, mean, insignicant,
contemptible.
H <;  &:&= .+ +5 hi hor-pan = H <;  &:&= ++5
ha horpan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m.
Lightness, airiness, frivolity, puerility; shallowness;
meanness; show, display, &c.
H <;  &:&= ++5 ha horpan = H <;  &:&= .+ +5
hi hor-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m.
Lightness, airiness, frivolity, puerility; shallowness;
meanness; show, display, &c.
H  &:&= .+ +57 hi ho , adj.= hi hor, q.v.
H +  &:&= +,+0( hu h dar, ++0( ha h dar [S.

aperture, a crack; a defect, fault, aw; weakness, weak
point;—adj. Pierced, perforated (see hidr; chd).
H + &= +,W hudr [S. d,Wt], adj. Little, tri ing; mean, low,
&c. (= hi hor, q.v.).
H + &= .+  hidr [S. .+ W+t], adj. (f. -), Containing
gaps or openings, thin (as cloth, a crop, &c.), not closely
woven; sparse, meagre; straggling, widely separated,
wide apart (as the legs of a person or animal;= hd).
H + &= .+  hidrn (fr. hidr), v.t. To place at wide
intervals, to spread out;—v.n. To walk with the legs far
apart;— hidr-kar aln, v.n. Idem.
S A+ &= .+ W hidrit, part. Pierced, perforated, having
holes, gaps, or openings.
S Y+ &= .+ W hidrat, s.f. = S Y+ &= .+ W;

hidratva,

s.m.The state of being perforated, the quality of giving
space, holes, or openings; the quality of being pervaded
by everything.
S Y+ &= .+ W; hidratva, s.m. = S Y+ &= .+ W hidrat,

a dagger; a razor:— hur-chur,s.f. & adv. Fighting with
knives or daggers, snick and snee;—a quarrel; at daggers
drawn.
H &= +, hurn, v.t.= hu n, q.v.

s.f.The state of being perforated, the quality of giving
space, holes, or openings; the quality of being pervaded
by everything.
S <a &= +¡ hadman, = S a + &= +¡ hadma,s.m. A

H  &=+,[7" hur  [S. d,+#.ef], s.f. A razor-case,

deceptive dress, disguise, masquerade; plea, pretext,
pretence, trick, deceit, hypocrisy; fraud, craft,
dishonesty:— hadma-tpas, s.m. A false ascetic, a
religious hypocrite.
S a + &= +¡ hadma, = S <a &= +¡ hadman,s.m. A
deceptive dress, disguise, masquerade; plea, pretext,
pretence, trick, deceit, hypocrisy; fraud, craft,
dishonesty:— hadma-tpas, s.m. A false ascetic, a
religious hypocrite.
H + &= + hadn, v.n. (dialec.)= hidn, and handn,
qq.v.
H + &= .+  hidn (fr. the trans. hedn), v.n. To be
pierced, to be bored:— hid-jn, v.n. Idem.
H + &= .+   hidwn (doub. caus. of hedna), v.t. To
cause to be pierced, to havo or get pierced or bored.
H + &= .+ 6 hidaha [ hid, part. of hidn+S. +t], adj.
(f. -), Pierced, bored, perforated.
H + &= +, hudh [Prk. +,; S. d,], s.f. Hunger.
S + &=+  hadi, s.f. Thatch or roof (of a house), roof (of
a carriage, &c.).
P 4= hr, s.m.= hra, q.v.
H &= + har, s.f.= ha , q.v.
H &= +y harr [ ha(n)+S. +t], s.m. Small shot; a
charge of shot, a shower of small pebbles, or balls, or
nails, &c.:— harr u n, v.n. To speak with animated and
overpowering eloquence;—to smoke madak, q.v.:— harr
piln, v.t. To load (a gun) with shot; to give (one) a
charge of shot, or a shower of pebbles, &c.:— harr aln,
v.n. Shot, or small pebbles, &c. to y about, or be
showered; jests to y about;—to smoke madak.
H &= +, hur [Prk. +, ; S. d,+t], s.m. A large knife;

razor bag or bundle; tool-bag or bundle.
H  &=&=++5 " har- hob (see jha , and jh ), s.f. Jakes,
a necessary.
S &= + ' hard, = S  &= +  hardik,= S &=+ 
hardi,s.f. Sickness, nausea, vomiting, retching:—
hardik-rip , s.m. lit.'anti-emetic'; small cardamoms.
S  &= +  hardik, = S &= + ' hard,= S &=+ 
hardi,s.f. Sickness, nausea, vomiting, retching:—
hardik-rip , s.m. lit.'anti-emetic'; small cardamoms.
S &=+  hardi, = S &= + ' hard,= S  &= + 
hardik,s.f. Sickness, nausea, vomiting, retching:—
hardik-rip , s.m. lit.'anti-emetic'; small cardamoms.
H  &= hirk, s.m. vulg. corr. of sirk, q.v.
H  &= .+  hirakn, v.t.= hi akn, q.v.
H + &= + B harind [ ha(n)+ind= and= Prk. (

or

( =S. B+t], adj. (f. -), Separate, alone, single, free,
not burdened (a traveller), not loaded (cf. haw ; ha ;
ha l).
P ?4= hra [Zend ithr; S. .P], s.m. Face, visage;
countenance; air, mien; likeness, portrait; a mask, visor;
a descr ptive roll:— hra-band, s.f. A descriptive roll:—
hra-shh, adj. Having or bearing the king's (or
queen's) head (coin):— hre-k len(-ke), To make faces,
to mock:— hra likhn(-k), To have (a person's)
descriptive roll made out, to enroll, to enlist;—to take
service and horses:— hra likhn(-k), To take down a
description (of a person), to make a descriptive roll (of),
to enroll, to register:— hra-mohr, s.m. Features,
lineaments:— hra-navs, s.f. Writing a descriptive roll; a
descriptive roll:— hra hon, v.n. To be registered, be
enrolled, be enlisted.
H &= +6 harahr [ ha(n)+S. +++t], adj. (f. -),
Worn, emaciated, thin, lean, spare (man).
H &=+u harr, s.f. dim. of harr, q.v.

H &=+," hur [Prk. +,=S. d,], s.f. A knife; a

H 8 =+,7 hu  [ hu (n)+= Prk.  =S.

dagger; a scalpel:— hur-tale dam len, 'To take breath
under the knife'; to be patient in the midst of diculties,
&c.:— hur-kar, s.f. Fighting with knives, snick and
snee;—daggers-drawn, deadly enemies:— hur mrn(ko), To stab:—mh hur, s.f. 'A sweet knife'; cold steel;—
one who, with a smooth face, eects the ruin of another;
a secret enemy.
H )&= .+  hiriy (dim. of her), s.f.= her, q.v.

()++], s.f. Liberation, release, &c. (= hu o,

H )&= +h harair, adj.= harahr, q.v.
H = +7 ha [S. *&], s.f. Spikenard.

q.v.).
H G = .+ 7 hi kn (caus. of hi akn), v.t. To cause
(one) to sprinkle; to cause to be sprinkled, have or get
sprinkled (by;= hi akwn.
H  G = 7 hi ko ( hi k(n)+o; see hu o), s.m.
Sprinkling, watering:— hi ko karn, v.t. To sprinkle, &c.
(= hirakn, q.v.).
H  G = +7 ha akn (i.q. haakn, q.v.), v.n. To be

H = +7 ha [S. 8(], s.f. Shaft, pole, pike, sta, ag-

startled (an animal), be scared (syn. bha akn).
H  G = .+ 7 hi akn [ hi ak˚= Prk. .+ f=() or

sta; a shing-rod (cf. ha );—stem, stalk; stubble.
H  = +7 ha  (perf. part. of ha n, q.v.), adj. (f. -),

.+ f=?(), fr. S. T9+>], v.t. To sprinkle, to asperse, to

Separated, separate, apart; solitary, single, alone
(= haw ; ha l):— ha e- ha k, adv. Alone, singly.
H  = +7 ha , s.m. An ear-ornament made of pearls.
H  = +,7 hu n [caus. of ho n= hu ˚= hu w˚=
ho w= Prk. +5fU(), where we= S. , caus.
augment], v.t. To cause to free or release, &c.; to have
(one) released or liberated, &c. (= hu wn);—to set free,
to free, liberate, deliver, release; to rescue, extricate; to
redeem (a pledge); to dismiss, discharge, remove, get rid
of; to separate, to except, to put aside:— hu  den,
v.t.= hu n:— hu -len, v.t. (intens.), To set free, &c.
(= hu n);—to take or snatch away (from, -se), to rob
(of).
H   = +,7 hu o = H   = +,7  hu w [ hu (n)+o=
Prk.  ( and  (=S. ()( and ()+], Setting
free, liberation, release, deliverance, salvation,
extrication, rescue; discharge, dismissal;— hurw, s.m.
Deliverer, saviour, &c.
H   = +,7  hu w = H   = +,7 hu o [ hu (n)+o=
Prk.  ( and  (=S. ()( and ()+], Setting
free, liberation, release, deliverance, salvation,
extrication, rescue; discharge, dismissal;— hurw, s.m.
Deliverer, saviour, &c.
H   = +,7  hu wn or hu on, v.t.= hu n, q.v.

water by sprinkling;—to scatter, strew:— hi ak-den,
v.t.= hi akn:— hi ak-kar be n, v.t. To sprinkle water on
stale or faded vegetables or fruits and sell them as
fresh;—to pu o goods.
H G = .+ 7  hi akwn (doub. caus. of hi akn), v.t.
To cause to be sprinkled, to have or get sprinkled, &c.
H  = +7 ha n (i.q. hn, q.v.), v.t. To separate
(husk from rice, &c.), to beat or pound (rice), to husk;—to
beat, chastise.
H  = .+ 7 hi n (see the trans. he n), v.n. To be
touched, have the ngers passed over; to be played on
(as a stringed instrument); to be molested, be plagued;
to be excited, be vexed; to take oence; to fret (= i n,
q.v.).
H  = +7  ha wn (caus. of ha n), v.t. To cause
husk to be separated (from rice, &c.) by beating or
pounding, to have or get (rice, &c.) husked.
H  = .+ 7  hi wn (doub. caus. of he n), v.t. To
cause to be touched, &c. (see he n).
H  = +,7  hu wn (doub. caus. of ho n), v.t. To
cause to be released, or let go, &c.; to have (one)
released, get (one) his liberty, &c.
H 9 =+,7M" hu aut [ hu w(n) = hu (n)+Prk. =S.
a. +], s.f. Ransom.
H  =+7" ha  [ ha , q.v.+S. ], s.f. A switch, stick,

wand, rod, cane, a walking-stick;—a procession of the
followers of Shh Madr;— hariy , pl. A kind of
embroidery resembling a branch with twigs and shoots;
—trimmings; stripes;—a Hind marriage ceremony in
which the bride and bridegroom playfully beat each
other with sticks covered with owers on the fourth day
after marriage (see auth):— ha -dr, s.m. The marshal
who walks before people of consequence with the mace
or wand of oce, a mace-bearer (= ob-dr):—ph lha iy , s.f. pl. Sticks covered with owers.
H 7 = +7 ha y, adj. Separate, &c.= ha (used in
comp.):— ha y- h, adj. ha , q.v.
H 7 = .+ 7 hi iy (see jhiri), s.f. A narrow lane or
passage; a small private door.
H .7 = + 7[ ha iy , s.f. pl. of ha , q.v.
H ;:7 = +7"! ha l [ ha (n)+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Separate, &c. (= ha , q.v.).
H ;:7 = +7"! ha l, +7<! ha el [S. *&!+t], s.m.
Spikenard;—a kind of fragrant moss (cf. h - ha el).
H I&= +& ha-sa, = H I&= +_ hasah,adj.= hiysah, q.v.
H I&= +_ ha-sah, = H I&= +& hasa,adj.= hiysah, q.v.
H 4= 6 ahk (fr. ahakn, q.v.), s.m. Smarting,
burning, or tingling (of the skin on the application of a
medicine); a burn; a blistering plaster; a kind of
rework;—a layer of stone and cement on a mud oor or
roof; a pavement:— ahk lagn, To burn the skin slightly
(by fomenting, &c.); to apply a plaster or blister (to);—to
pave.
H &= += hakk [Prk. +=(; S. 3&+], s.m.
Aggregate of six; the sixth (at cards, &c.); the six or size
(at dice, &c.);—a cage with a net attached to it:— hakkpakk ron, To weep very bitterly:— hakk-panj, s.m.
Plots, schemes, devices, tricks; fraud, deceit, cheating:—
hakk panj karn, To play tricks, to practise deceit, &c.:—
hakke h nor h -jn, v.n. To lose the six senses, to
lose all one's wits, to be bewildered, be confounded.
H (&= &= ++ hak-- hak (see hakn), adj. Full,
brimful; full to repletion, crammed, satiated; full of wine,

intoxicated:— hak-- hak karn(-ko), To ll to repletion, to
satisfy, to satiate, to cram.
H  4= 6 ah-kr, s.f. Chirruping, singing, warbling
(of birds;= ah ah, q.v.).
H  4= 6 ahkrn, v.n. To chirrup, sing, warble
(= ah ahn, ahakn).
H  &= + hakn, .+  hikn (caus. of hakn),
v.t. To ll to repletion, to satiate, to pamper, to cloy; to
satisfy fully;—to chastise, punish:— hak-den,
v.t.= hakn.
H $ &=+ hak, .+  hik [ hak(n)+= Prk.
 =S.++], s.f. Fulness, repletion,
satiety; full satisfaction;— hik, Settlement in full; a
deed of release.
H &= +j hakur [Prk. +=j!5; S. 3&+!t], s.m.
Division (of crops, &c.) whereby the proprietor (or
landlord) receives one-sixth.
H (&= +=7 hakka (cf. jhakka ), s.m. (f.?), A thump or
blow (especially on the head), a slap, a cu, a buet.
H  (&= +7 hak  [S. 8&+t], s.m. A two-wheeled
bullock-cart (vulg. called 'a hackery'); a cart (for carrying
goods).
H  (&= +7 hak n (fr. hakka ), v.t. To thump, box,
slap, cu, buet.
H  (&=+7" hak  [Prk. +=7; S. 3&++],
s.f.= hakk, q.v.
S <&= .+ = hikkan, s.m. Sneezing (see h kn).
H 4= 6 ahakn, .6  ihikn [prob. fr. S. ;
+>], v.n. To chirrup, to whistle, to sing or warble (as
birds;= ah ahn, q.v.);—to sound (like reworks, &c.);—
s.m. Whistling, singing, &c.
H 4= 6 ahakn [prob. fr. S. +>
' ], v.t. To burn, to
cauterize, to blister; to brand.
H &= + hakn, .+  hikn [ hak˚= S. (), rt.
], v.n. To be full to repletion, to be satiated, be
thoroughly satised; to be gratied;—to be astonished;
to be harassed, be aicted;—(dialec.) to be tricked, be
deceived:— hak-jn, v.n. intens. of and= hakn.

H &= .+  hikn (fr. the trans. hekn, q.v.), v.n. To be
cut or crossed out, to be cancelled; to be detained, be
stopped, be arrested, &c.; to be conscated, be
sequestrated.
H &=.+ j" hikun, s.f. A switch, a stick, a wand
(= ha ).
H  &= +  hakwn (doub. caus. of hakn), v.t. To
cause to be lled, to cause to be satiated or satised.
H R4= 6»& ahkai = H R4= 6»_ akhaih [ ahk˚=
ahuk= aukor auk, q.v.+ai= ait= Prk. \5+(5=(5=S.
 (the term. of the pres. part. with the caus.
augment pi], adj. Square-built, stout, brawny, sturdy,
robust.
H R4= 6»_ akhaih = H R4= 6»& ahkai [ ahk˚=
ahuk= aukor auk, q.v.+ai= ait= Prk. \5+(5=(5=S.
 (the term. of the pres. part. with the caus.
augment pi], adj. Square-built, stout, brawny, sturdy,
robust.
S ^&= +$ hag, s.m. A goat.
H J&=+$" hagr [S. +$!"], s.f. A small goat, a goat
(= her).
H J&= +$! hagal, s.m. & f. (dialec.)= hgal, q.v.
S 3J&= +$! hagal, = S #J&=+$!" hagal,s.f. A she-goat;
—a kind of convolvulus, C. argenteus, or C. pes-caprae.
S #J&=+$!" hagal, = S 3J&= +$! hagal,s.f. A she-goat;
—a kind of convolvulus, C. argenteus, or C. pes-caprae.
H  J&= +$g haganau , v.t. (old H.), To taste, &c.
(= akhn, q.v.).
H J&=+$," ha-gun, s.f. See s.v. &= ha.
H 4= 6! ahal [S. .L!t; cf. hl], s.m. A strong kind
of soil (ranking between the rauslor 'sandy' and the
akuror clayey).
P 4= ihal, ihil[Zend, athware-ata; S. atvari at], adj.
Forty:— ihal-tah, s.f. lit. 'Forty-folds'; a coat of mail
(= ilta, q.v.):— ihal-sut n, s.m. A pavilion or palace, &c.
supported by forty (or a great number of) columns;
also= ihal-manr, q.v.:— ihal-qadm, s.f. A walk, ramble;—a
custom at the funeral of Musalmns, of stepping back

forty paces from the grave and again advancing to it
before reading the service over:— ihal-manr, s.m. 'The
forty towers'; a name of the ruined city of Persepolis.
H 4= ,6! hal, 6! ahal [prob. S. ; +!+; cf. also
a ar, and S. "],
'
s.f.
Mention;—jollity, mirth, merriment, festivity;
pleasantry:— hal-bz, adj. Merry, mirthful, gay;
amusing, pleasant:— hal-phal, ahal-pahal, s.f.= hal;—
(also) life, stir, bustle, activity:— hal karn, v.t. To carol,
to be gay or cheerful, to make merry, &c.
H 4= ,6 ! uhil, ,6! uhal, s.m. Excess, abundance.
S &= +! hal, s.m. Fraud, deceit, deception, knavery,
imposture; sham, pretence, pretext, excuse;
circumvention, trick, stratagem, subterfuge, artice,
evasion; guise, disguise, delusion, illusion, semblance,
counterfeit, appearance, feint:— hal-batiy , s.f.
Deceptive or specious words, &c.:— hal-ba, s.m. Fraud
and harm, deceit, &c. (= hal):— hal-bal, s.m. Fraud and
force, trick, trickery, stratagem, &c. (= hal):— hal-baliy,
adj. Fraudulent, &c. (= hal- hidr, q.v.):— hala-jnn, vulg.
hal-gyn, adj. Understanding tricks or strategy, &c.:—
hal- hidr, hal- hidram, s.m. Trick, plot, stratagem, &c.
(= hal):— hal- hidr, hal- hidriy, adj. Fraudulent,
deceitful, tricky, false, &c.:— hal den(-ko), To deceive,
trick, impose upon, to circumvent, &c. (= haln):— hal
karn, v.n. To commit fraud, to practise deceit, &c.:— halmay, adj. Abounding in deception, &c.:— hal-me n(-ke),
To be deceived or tricked (by), be imposed on (by), &c.
H 34= .6! hl, 6! ahl [Prk. .=L! ; S. .T !
+t], s.m. Mud, mire, puddle; ooze, slime:— ahl nikaln(k), 'The sweat to come out (of),' to be tired, to fatigue or
tire.
H 34= 6! ahl, .6! hl [S. 8!+t], s.m. A
splinter (of wood);—a log (of re-wood):— ahl karn, v.t.
To split to pieces.
H 34= ,6! hl, s.m.= ohl, q.v.
H 34= ,6! hal, hl[ uhalor hal, q.v.+S. t], adj. &
s.m. Comic, jocose; merry, gay; amusing, pleasant;—a
jester, wag (= hl).
H 3&= +! hall [S. =!+t or J+!+t], s.m. A plain

ring (of gold, silver, or other metal, worn on a nger or
toe):— hall- hipauwalor hupauwal, s.m. A game in which
one of a party or side hides a ring in his hand, and one
of an opposite party has to guess in whose hand the ring
is:— halle-jo , s.m. A ring consisting of three rings joined
together, the two outer ones being plain, and the middle
one having interstices:— halle-dr, adj. Having rings;
ringed, annular;—articulate; vertebrate;—having rings
or spots of grease or oil on the surface (as soup, water,
&c.), greasy.
H 3&= +! hall [S. + .! or +.!=(], s.m. A kind of
song (usually sung by eunuchs on the occasion of the
birth of a child);—name of an air or song (popular in the
Panjb).
H 3&= .+ ! hiln (caus. of hln), v.t.= hilwn, q.v.
H 3&= +,! huln (caus. of h n), v.t. To cause to
touch, to make (one) touch or feel (= huwn).
H ^3&= +![$ hal g [contrac. fr. S. +8!+!rV(; cf.
u haln], s.f. Skipping, jumping; skip, leap, spring, bound:
— hal g(or hal ge ) mrnor halng bharn, v.n. To
skip, jump, spring, &c. (= hal gn).
H J3&= +![$ hal gn (fr. hal g), v.n. To skip, jump,

H ?3&:#&= +!+!6& hal halha, +,!+,!6& hul hulha
[ hal hal(n)+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( ,
s.f. Rustling or rippling sound; babble, murmur.
H &= .+ !7 hilla [ hl(n)+a = Prk. f5=S. +t], s.m.
The husk of an, q.v.
H (#&= +! halak (see halakn), s.f. Running over,
over ow; splashing, splash.
S (#&= +! halak, + .! halik, adj. & s.m. Deceptive,
delusive; deceiving, cheating;—a deceiver, knave, cheat:
— halik-r por r p, adj. & s.m. Deceptive, false, feigning,
artful, tricky;—a deceitful or tricky person, &c.
S (#&= + .! halik, s.m. A song consisting of four parts
and recited with certain gestures and gesticulation.
H #&= .+ ! hilk [S. 8+], s.m. Skin, cuticle,
epidermis; bark, rind; shell, peel, husk, hull; crust, scale:
— hilk utrn(-k), To blanch, peel, husk, shell,
decorticate.
H  #&= +! halkn (caus. of halakn), v.t To cause
to run over, to spill.
H *#&= +! halakt (imperf. part. of halakn), part.

leap, spring, bound.
H 3&= +!  halw [ hal(n)+w= Prk.  (=S.

adj. (f. -), Running over:— halakt-hu, adj. Running
over, brimful.
H #&= +! halakn [ halak˚= Prk. +!=() or

()+], s.m. Ignis fatuus, will-o-th'-wisp:— halw ho-

+!=?(), fr. S. +8!+>], v.n. To be spilt; to over ow; to

jn, v.n. 'To turn into or be like a will-o-th -wisp,' to
vanish or disappear suddenly, to elude search or pursuit.
H 3&:#&= +,!+,! hul hul [S. d,!t=d,Wt, redupl.], adj.

spill; to splash;—v.t. To ll to the brim:— halak-den, v.t.
To ll to the brim.
H #&= +,! hulakn [ hulak˚= Prk. +,!=?(), fr. S. 

Tri ing, nical; boyish, childish, puerile;—weak in the
genital organs or in the bladder, passing semen or urine
involuntarily or quickly (through weakness, or fear, &c.).
H 3&:#&= +!+! hal haln, +,!+,! hul huln [fr.

+:! (=8!)+>], v.n. To pass urine involuntarily (through

S. 8! or d!=d, redupl.], v.n. To move with a rustling
sound (=sarsarn); to make a rippling sound; to babble, to
murmur;—to come o (as loose fæces) with a rumbling
interrupted noise;— hul huln, To make water slowly
(as a mare, &c. in heat; cf. hulakn):— hul- hul-karte
phirn, v.n. To move about making a rustling or rumbling
noise; to it about restlessly.

fear or otherwise); to make water slowly (as a mare, &c.
in heat); to discharge semen (cf. hul huln).
H #&= hilka, s.m.= hilk.
P 2 #4= hlum, adj. & s.m. Fortieth;—the fortieth day (of
mourning, &c.).
S <#&= +! halan, s.m. Deceiving, deluding, tricking,
cheating, outwitting; feigning (see haln).
H #4= 6! ahaln, v.n. To be fatigued, to tire (= ahl
nikaln, q.v.s.v. ahl).
H #&= +! haln [ hal˚= Prk. +!() or +p()=S.

+!(), fr. the n. +!], v.t. To deceive, delude, trick,
cheat, outwit, circumvent, impose on; to evade; to feign,
pretend; to represent jalsely; to personate.
H #&= +! haln (i.q. ln, ln, q.v.), s.m. A strainer, a
cloth through which anything is sifted (see haln).
H #&= .+ ! hiln (fr. the trans. hln, q.v.), v.n. To be
excoriated; to be peeled, be shelled, be husked; to be
erased, be scraped, be scratched out (see hln).
H ^#&= +!($ hala g, s.f.= hal g, q.v.
H J#&= +!($ hala gn, v.n.= hal gn, q.v.
H #&=+!" haln (i.q. alnor ln, q.v.), s.f. A sieve, a
strainer (= hln, aln);—adj. Battered:— haln karnor
kar-ln, v.t. To riddle, to batter:— haln hon, v.n. To be
pierced or perforated, to be full of holes (like a sieve); to
be riddled, be battered.
H #&= +,!0 hull [S. d,!=d,W+t], adj. Boyish, childish,
puerile, silly (= hul hul, hulohl).
H  #&= .+ !  hilwn (doub. caus. of hln), v.t. To
cause to be skinned, or peeled, &c.; to have (a thing)
peeled, pared, or scraped, &c.
H $ #&=.+ !  hilw [ hilw(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Peeling, paring, husking, &c.;—price
paid for peeling or husking, &c.
H  #&=.+ !M" hilaur, .+ !5" hilor, +!5" halor
[ hilkor hl+aur= Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. A blister
(= hl); a whitlow, a felon.
H 3 #&= +,!56! hulohl [ hull , q.v.+S. +!+t], adj. (f. ), Tri ing; childish, &c.(= hull , hul hul, qq.v.).
H 4#4= .6!6 hlah [S. .L!++t], adj. (f. -),
Muddy, miry, splashy, slimy.
H $ 4#&=+!6 halh [ hal(n)+h= Prk.  

hal, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t(+t)], adj. & s.m. Comic,
jocose; merry, gay; amusing, pleasant;—a jester, a wag, a
merry fellow.
H #4= ,6 .! haliy = H #4=,6!" hl, hal[ uhalor
hal, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t(+t)], adj. & s.m. Comic,
jocose; merry, gay; amusing, pleasant;—a jester, a wag, a
merry fellow.
S #&=+!" hall (prob. a Prkritform;
cf. 8 and 8!(),

s.f. Skin; bark; rind, &c. (= hilk; cf. jhill).
S #&=+!" hal, = H #&= + .! haliy,adj. & s.m.
Fraudulent, deceitful, false, perdious, treacherous;
artful, tricky;—a deceiver, cheat, trickster, betrayer, &c.
H #&= + .! haliy, = S #&=+!" hal,adj. & s.m.
Fraudulent, deceitful, false, perdious, treacherous;
artful, tricky;—a deceiver, cheat, trickster, betrayer, &c.
H @ &= +/ ham, .+ / him [Prk. +/; S. d/], s.f.
Pardon, forgiveress, absolution;—forbearance,
indulgence, favour, kindness:— him-jog, adj.
Pardonable, venial:— him rakhn(-par), To show
indulgence or kindness (to):— him karn(-ko, and -par),
To pardon, forgive, excuse; to show indulgence or
kindness (to).
H &:@ &= +/+ ham h [S. /T], s.m. A kind of verse.
H 2 &:@ &= +/+/ ham- ham (fr. ham hamn;—cf. jhamjham), s.f. Sound of heavy rain; tinkle, jingle (of small
bells, anklets, &c.), tinkle-tinkle.
H  @ :@ &= +/+/ ham hamn [fr. the S. onomat.
+/K+/˚], v.n. To sound (as falling rain); to tinkle, jingle.
H  @ &:@ &= +/+/ ham hamn, v.n. To shine, glitter,

(with

hinserted)=S. ()++t (+t)], adj. Deceitful,
tricky, &c. (= haliy, q.v.).
H 34#&= +,!6
, ! hulhl, hulahl, adj. (f. -) = hulohl, q.v.
H #4=6!" ahl [S. J+], s.f. The wheel on which the
rope revolves at the top of a well.
H #4=.z!" ihul, s.f.= eol, q.v.

H #4=,6!" hl, hal= H #4= ,6 .! haliy [ uhalor

ash, &c. (=jhamjhamn, q.v.
H @ &= +/ hamn [ ham˚= S. d/(), rt. d/], v.t. To
pardon, forgive.
S <@ &= +/4f haman, s.m. An orphan, a fatherless son.
H <4= z( ahu , adj.= ah

, q.v.

S <4= .B6 ihna, vulg. ihn, s.m.= inh, q.v.
H <&= + han (onomat.; cf. han- han; jhan, jhan-jhan),
s.m. The hissing sound produced by a drop of water

falling on a hot plate;—tinkle, jingle; clink, chink (of
silver coin);—a bracelet (worn with s, the
sbeing
on each side and the hanin the middle);—gravel, grit (in
grain or food; in this sense prob. fr. hann).
H <&= + han (contract. fr. hand), s.m. A couplet
repeated by a bridegroom at a wedding ceremony.
H <&= +, +4 han, .+ 4, .+  hin [Prk. +45; S. d4t],
s.m. An instant, a moment, the twinkling of an eye:—
hin-bidhans(S. kshana-vidhwa s), adj. Collapsing or
perishing in a moment, passing or fading away quickly,
frail:— hin-bhar-me , adv. In an instant or moment:—
hin-ek, s.m. A moment, an instant, a little while;—adv.
In a moment.
S <&= +B hanna, hann, part. Covered, concealed, hidden.
S <&= .+ B hinna, vulg. hinn(part. fr. .+ ), part. adj. Cut,
divided, torn, broken, rent, perforated, destroyed:—
hinna-bhinna, hinn-bhinn, hin-bhin, adj. Pierced
through and through, cut up, broken in pieces,
shattered, shivered, destroyed, scattered:— hinna-r h,
s.f. The tree Menispermum glabrum:— hinna-sa say, adj.
Free from doubt, condent:— hinna-veik, s.f. The plant
Clypea hernandifoliaor Cissampelos hexandra.
H 4= 6 ahn, v.t. contrac. of hn, q.v.
H &= +B hann, v.n. & s.m. See &= hann.
H &= +B hann (see hanand han- hann), s.m. A cup
of bell-metal, &c. (that gives out a ringing or tinkling
sound).
S &= .+ B hinn, s.f. A harlot;—the tree Menispermum

H &= .+ ! hinl, .+ B! hinnl [S. .+ B+!"; or .+ B
+"], s.f. A harlot, a prostitute, a wanton, a drab, a
trull:— hinl-dda, adj. Wanton-eyed.
H " &= .+ ! hinl, = H <L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan,= H
L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan,s.f. Harlotry, prostitution;
fornication, adultery:— hinl karn, To commit
fornication, &c., to whore.
H <L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan, = H " &= .+ ! hinl,= H
L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan,s.f. Harlotry, prostitution;
fornication, adultery:— hinl karn, To commit
fornication, &c., to whore.
H L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan, = H " &= .+ ! hinl,= H
<L! &= .+ ! hinl-pan,s.f. Harlotry, prostitution;
fornication, adultery:— hinl karn, To commit
fornication, &c., to whore.
H  &= + hann (caus. of hnn), v.t.= hanwn, q.v.
H  &= .+  hinn (caus. of hnn), v.t.= hinwn, q.v.;
—also= hnn, q.v.
H  &= .+  hino [ hino(n) = hin(n)+o= Prk.
 =( S. ()(], s.m. Seizing, seizure.
H <&%&= .+ B.#B hinn-bhinn, .+ .# hin-bhin, adj. See
s.v. hinna, hinn.
S 4= ..B6  ihnit, part. adj. See inhit.
H <&= +(& ha  (perf. part. of ha n), part. adj.= ha,
q.v.
H <&= +(&cha n (caus. of ha tn), v.t.= ha twn,

glabrum.
H &= .+ B hinn, v.n. See &= hinn.

and h n, qq.v.
H  <&= +(& ha o [ ha (n)+o; cf. hin-o], s.m. A

H  &= .+  hinr, s.f.= hinl, q.v.

cutting, paring, scantling; retrenchment, reduction,
saving;—beating or pounding rice to clear it from the
husk, husking; husked rice, &c. siftings, refuse; pus,
discharge (from a sore or wound;—secundines or afterbirth; a detachment on forage (see hao).
H $ *&=+(& ha , s.f.= ha w, q.v.

H  &= .+  hinr, s.m.= hinl, q.v.
H  &= + hank = H  &= + hank [Prk. +4=5
and +4= ; S. +˚++t], s.m.= han; jhan, jhan-kr,
qq.v.
H  &= + hank = H  &= + hank [Prk. +4=5

H  <&= +(& ha n, v.n.= han, q.v.

and +4= ; S. +˚++t], s.m.= han; jhan, jhan-kr,

H <&= +(&  ha wn (doub. caus. of h n), v.t. To

qq.v.

cause to be cut, or clipped, &c.; to have or get pruned, or

trimmed, &c.; to cause to be separated, or sorted, or
picked, or cleaned, &c.; to have or get (rice, &c.) husked
by beating or pounding.
H 8<&=+(&  ha w [ ha w(n)+= Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. Separating, picking,
sorting, selecting; sifting, cleaning, &c.; price paid for
picking, or sifting, or cleaning, &c.
H <&:&= ++ han- han [see han hann; and cf. jhanjhan], s.m. & adv. Ringing sound, tinkle, jingle, clink,
chink (of money);—tinkle-tinkle, clink-clink, chink-chink:
— han- han karn, v.t. To tinkle, clink, &c. (= han hann).
H  &:&= ++ han hann [S. +K+B onomat.+=
w= Prk. U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To sound, ring, tinkle, clink, chink (as
money); to simmer; to sing (as a kettle);—to tingle,
smart, pain (cf. jhanjhann).
H ? &:&= ++6& han hanha [ han han(n)+ha=
wa= Prk.  +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Sounding,
ringing, resounding; tinkling, tinkle, &c. (= han han);—
tingling, smarting, smart.
H + &= +B hand [S. +E], s.m. Deceit, fraud, dishonesty,
trick, craft:- hand-band, s.m. Trickery, cheating, &c.
H + &= +B hand [S. +Bt, rt. +], adj. Concealed, hidden,
clandestine, secret, private, solitary.
S + &= +B hand, adj. & s.m. Praising, attering;—
appearance, look, shape;—wish, desire, pleasure,
predilection; will; opinion; meaning, intention, purport,
object; self-help; power, subjection; a composition in
verse:— hand-ptan, s.m. An ascetic in appearance only,
a pretended or false ascetic; a pretender, a hypocrite.
H + &= +B hand [S. +B, in comp. +B5], s.m. A sacred
hymn; the sacred text of the Vedic hymns; metrical
science, prosody; poetical metre; a measure (in music):—
hand- or, s.m. One who steals (another's) verses, a
plagiarist:— hand-sambandhy, adj. Versied, in verse:—
hand-mtr, s.f. The measure or feet of verse:— handmtr-gint, s.f. Scanning verse:— hand-mtr ginn(-k),
To scan:— hando-jna, hando-ga, handog, s.m. A reciter or
singer in metre; a chanter of the Sma Veda:— hando-

nir pa, s.m. A treatise on prosody.
H + &= +B hand, s.m.= h d, q.v.
H + &= +( ha dn (see the trans. h dn), v.n. To be
fastened, be tied, be bound, &c.
S '+ &= +B5$ handog, s.m. See s.v. hand, 'metre.'
H + &=+B" hand [S. + .E+t; see hand], adj. Deceitful,
dishonest, tricky;—s.m. A deceiver, trickster, &c.
H <&= +(f ha n (dialec.), = H .<&= +(fg ha nau
(Old H.),v.n. To vomit, &c. (= h n).
H .<&= +(fg ha nau (Old H.), = H <&= +(f ha n
(dialec.),v.n. To vomit, &c. (= h n).
H &= .+  hinr, s.m.= hinal, q.v.
H (&= + .4, +  hanik [S. d.4t], adj. Momentary,
temporary, transient, eeting, perishable, inconstant,
uncertain.
H (&= .+  hinak, s.m. & adv., contrac. fr. hin-ek,
q.v.s.v. hin.
H  &= +( ha kn (caus. of h kn= hkn, q.v.),
v.t. To cause to strain; to concentrate.
H  &= À+  hi kn (caus. of h kn), v.t. To cause to
sneeze (= hi kwn).
H  &= À+  hi kn (caus. of he knor hekn), v.t.
To cause to stop; to cause to seize, to have (one)
arrested, &c. (= hi kwn); to score or cross out, to
cancel (= hekn):— hi k-den, v.t.= hi kn.
H ? &= +(6& ha kha [ ha k(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Causing to strain;
concentrating, concentration.
H $ &=À+  hi k [ hi k(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Causing to sneeze; sneezing.
H 4= z( ahu kn, v.n.= au kna, q.v.
H &= À+  hi kn, v.n.= h kn, q.v.
H &= .+  hinakn (see ha kn), v.t. To winnow, to
sift.
H &= .+  hinakn (i.q. sinakn, q.v.), v.n. To blow
the nose;—to go away oended.
H  &= À+   hi kwn (doub. caus. of h kn), v.t.

To cause to sneeze (= hi kn, q.v.).
H  &= À+   hi kwn (doub. caus. of hekn), v.t. To

H ( &= .+ s hin-ek, s.m. & adv. See s.v. hin.

cause to be crossed out, or cancelled; to have (one)
stopped or detained, &c.; see hekn.
H J&= +($ ha g [S. 3&+r$,+t], adj. & s.m. Having six

(f. -), Full of small stones or pebbles, gritty.
S &= +  havi, vulg. hav, s.f. Hide, skin; colour; light,

ngers;—one who has six ngers.
H #&=À+ $,!" hi gul, +,($!" hu gl = H #J&= +,($.!
hu gliy(dim., -iy = S. -ik)[S. d"4+r$,.!t], s.f. The
little nger.
H #J&= +,($.! hu gliy (dim., -iy= S. -ik) = H
#&=À+ $,!" hi gul,+,($!" hu gl [S. d"4+r$,.!t], s.f.
The little nger.
H 3&= .+ ! hinal [S. .+ B+!+t], s.m. A dissolute
character, a pro igate, a fornicator, a rake.
H #&= .+ .! hinaliy, hinaly[the preceding, with S.
 for t], s.f.= hinl, q.v.
? &= + hann (see the trans. hnn), v.n. To be
strained, be percolated; to be sifted, be cleaned; to be
shed; to be concentrated (upon, -par);—to be closely
searched, be scrutinized;—to make or nd a way through
(-se) interstices, openings, or chinks (as the sun through
the leaves of trees, &c.);—to be fought out (a quarrel):—
han-jn, v.n.= hann.
H &= + hann (i.q. hannabove), s.m. A strainer, a
sieve; a cloth through which anything is sifted (syn.
haln).
H &= .+  hinn (see the trans. hnn). v.n. To be
snatched, to be seized, be wrested (from):— hin-jn, v.n.
Idem.
H  &= +  hanwn (doub. caus. of hnn), v.t. To

H 3 &= +"! hanl [ han, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.

brilliance, lustre, splendour; beauty (see hab).
H &= +0 h , +, hu [S. d,, rt. d,; or onomat.], s.f. Blowing
or breathing sound (as made by a washerman beating
clothes); blowing or breathing after a prayer or
incantation;—intj. used to excite a dog on to his prey:—
h -- h , s.f. The blowing or breathing sound made by a
washerman beating clothes on a stone to clean them:—
h - h, s.m. Blowing or breathing after an incantation,
conjuration, enchantment, magic:— h - h bann,
v.n.= h hon:— h karn(-par), To pronounce an
incantation and blow (upon), &c. (= h -mantar karn, q.v.):
— h -mantar, s.m. An incantation, a charm;—intj. Hey
presto!— h -mantar karn, v.n. To pronounce an
incantation and blow (upon), to conjure, to exorcise:—
h hon, v.n. To vanish, disappear suddenly, be o
(=u n- h hon).
H &= +5 ho, s.m.= hoh, q.v.
H  &= +5 ho [S. K5+, rt. K,] , s.m. Treacle (= o).
H  &= +, hur [S. 8,l++t; or 8,l+v!+], s.m. A
dried date (= huhr).
H  &= + [ haw [S. 33+/+t], adj. Sixth (= hah,
q.v.).
H  &= +,  huwn, +, hun, +0 ch n
(caus. of h n), v.t. To cause to touch, to make (one)
touch, get (one) to touch.
H  &=+0" h n, s.f.=a hwn, q.v.
H  &= +,  huwo [ huw(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],

cause to be strained, to have or get strained or sifted,
&c.
H  &= .+   hinwn (doub. caus. of hnn), v.t. To

s.m. Resemblance, likeness.
H & &= +5# hobh = H & &= +5# hobh [S. d5#t and d5#

cause to be snatched; to make one snatch; to get (a
thing) snatched away, &c.
H $ 4&=+(6 ha h [ ha h, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 

anguish (cf. hoh).
H & &= +5# hobh = H & &= +5# hobh [S. d5#t and d5#

+], s.f. Shadiness.

+t], s.m. Agitation, excitement, emotion, distress,

H &=+B" hann, s.f.= hann, q.v. (syn. haln).

anguish (cf. hoh).

+t], s.m. Agitation, excitement, emotion, distress,

H ] &= +5 hop (fr. hopn), s.m. A coat (of paint, &c.);

H  &= +5& hot, adj. (prov. & poet.)= ho, q.v.

plastering, repairing; lling up:— hop- hp, s.m.
Covering with plaster or paint, &c., plastering, &c.
(= hop):— hop- hp karn, v.t. To plaster, &c. (= hopn).
H ; &= +5 hopn, v.t. [ hop˚= Prk. +,Q()=S T(`),

H  &= +5& ho [S. d,Wt], adj. (f. -), Little, small; less,

pass. (used actively) of rt. T8; cf. hpn], To put on a
coat (of paint or plaster, &c.), to paint, to colour or dye;
to plaster, to repair (a wall, &c.); to ll up, make up, to
shut:— hop-den, v.t.= hopn.
H A &= +0 h t [ h (n)+Prk. \"=S. +t (.Q,
pibeing the caus. augment], s.f. Touch of anything
impure, contamination; delement, impurity:— h t hon,
v.n. To be touched, be contaminated, be deled, be
polluted.
H A &= +5 hot [ h t; or Prk. +,\=S. +,Q, rt. +,], s.f.
Touch, delement, &c.;—malignant in uence (esp. on
the eyes);—resemblance, likeness; copy, duplicate:— hot
jhrn(-k), To use a charm as a remedy for disease of
the eye (attributed to malignant in uence).
H Y &= +0 h t (imperf. part. of h n), adj. (f. -),

lesser; younger, junior, minor; subordinate, inferior,
common; trivial, tri ing, unimportant, of no
consequence; low, mean, insignincant, contemptible:—
ho bt, s.f. A tri ing matter or aair, a small or easy
matter:— ho b ne-wl, s.m. (Math.), The least
common multiple:— hoa-ba a, adj. & s.m. Great and
small, high and low; young and old; varied, various;—
ho nd, s.m. (local), The climbing plant Ophioxylon
serpentinum(the root of which is said to be an excellent
remedy for snake-bites):— ho ib, s.m. An assistant
to a district ocer; a subordinate European ocer:—
ho mu h ba  bt, 'Big words from a little mouth,' proud
words from a weak stomach.
H ? &= +5& ho-pan, s.m. = H 8 &=+5& ho,
s.f.See hup, hupanand hu.
H 8 &=+5& ho, s.f. = H ? &= +5& ho-pan,
s.m.See hup, hupanand hu.
H   &= +0& h n [ h ˚= Prk. +,()=S. +,&Å(`), rt. +,&] ,

Touching:— h t kha  lakr, s.f. (Math.) A normal:— h t
lakr. s.f. (Math.) A tangent.
H Y &= +5 hotr, +M hautr, s.m. Skin; rind, peel

v.n.= hun, q.v.:— h -jn, v.n. Idem.
H 9 &=+,&M" huaut, s.f. See 9= huaut.

(= hilk);—a poppy; opium.
H  &= +0& h  (see h n), s.f. Severance, separation;

H &= &= +0+ h h [Prk. +,K+(; S. ,K+(], adj. Empty, &c.

divorce; liberation, deliverance, release; leaving;
relinquishment; freedom, liberty; escape; exemption
(from, -se); remission (of revenue, &c.); exception;
rejection; leavings, refuse; grain left on the threshing
oor;—radiance or splendour (of jewels, &c.); re ection
(of a mirror, &c.);—a catch-word;—(in fencing) striking
o hand or playing loose, striking the opponent's body
anywhere one pleases;—giving money o hand or at will
to jugglers, dancing girls, &c., at entertainments;—a bet;
letting pigeons y on a bet that they return to their cot;
—adv. Omitting, excepting; apart, aside, &c. (= hu, q.v.):
— h - h -bol , s.m. (Gram.) A disjunctive particle:— h huo, s.m. Severance, separation, parting;
intervention, mediation:— h  la n, v.n. To ght loosely,
to hit all round;—to let (the tongue) loose.

H (= &= +0 h ak, s.m.= h hak, q.v.
(= h h);—s.f. The refuse left after extracting the juice
from sugar-cane, &c.; refuse.
H &= &= +0+ h h [Prk. +,K+(; S. ,K+], adj. (f. -),
Empty, hollow; shallow; low, mean, contemptible,
despicable.
H &= &= +0+ h - h, s.m. See s.v. h .
H (&= &= +0+ h hak, s.m. A ceremony observed after
childbirth (when the mother visits her father—generally
forty days after the birth of her child—and returns with
presents of clothes, money, &c.); the presents made on
the occasion of the ceremony.
H 3&= &= +0+! h hl [S. ,K++!+t], adj. (f. ), Empty,
&c. (= h h, q.v.); foolish, silly, stupid.
H &= &= +5+5 ho ho [S. 8,Yt0 (fr. desid. of rt. Y,)], s.f. A
nurse;—bosom:— ho ho karn, To nurse; to fondle.

H &= &=+0+" h h [ h h+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A piece of

H &= +57 ho = H  &= +57 ho  (v.n. fr. ho -n), s.m.

a hollow reed or bamboo; a pipe, a tube, a canula; a
needle-case; an ear without grain.
H  &= +5 hor (v.n. of hor-n), s.f. Border, edge, margin,

Letting go, loosing, setting free, release, liberation,
deliverance; sparing; leaving, abandoning, &c.;
relinquishment, renunciation; abdication; omitting,
omission:— ho - ih , s.f. A pass, a permit; a deed of
release; a deed of divorce or abandonment (of a wife); a
document relinquishing claim to a girl betrothed to the
repudiator, but who, in his absence, is married to
another man.
H  &= +57 ho  = H &= +57 ho (v.n. fr. ho -n), s.m.

bank, shore; limit, boundary; side, end, extremity, tip,
point, summit, brow (of a hill);—a tow-boat.
H  &= +M haur, s.m. A large stack of jawr, or bjr, &c.
collected for fodder;—walking a boundary with a raw
cow-skin on the head under a solemn oath to decide
correctly.
H  &= +M haur [S. dM(, fr. d,], s.m. Shaving of the head
or beard;—the oce of barber:— haur banwn, To get
oneself shaved.
H  4= 65 ahor (see ahorn), s.m. A re sort of rice.
H  &= +0 h r, +, hur, s.m. See &= hur.
H  &= +5 hor [Prk. + f ; S. 8 ++t; cf. hok ],
s.m. A boy, lad:— hor- hor, Boy and girl;—a children's
game (=be-be).
S   &= +0 h rik, s.f. A nostril.
S  &= +54 hora, s.m. Abandoning, leaving (see
ho n).
H  4= 65 aho n, v.t. To transplant.

Letting go, loosing, setting free, release, liberation,
deliverance; sparing; leaving, abandoning, &c.;
relinquishment, renunciation; abdication; omitting,
omission:— ho - ih , s.f. A pass, a permit; a deed of
release; a deed of divorce or abandonment (of a wife); a
document relinquishing claim to a girl betrothed to the
repudiator, but who, in his absence, is married to
another man.
H  &= +57 ho n (caus. of ho n), v.t.= hu n, q.v.
H   &= +57

ho o, = H   &= +57 

ho w,s.m.= hu o, hu w, hor, qq.v.
H   &= +57  ho w, = H   &= +57

H  &= +5 horn, v.t.= ho na, and ahorn, qq.v.

ho o,s.m.= hu o, hu w, hor, qq.v.
H   &= +57  ho on, v.t.= ho n, hu n, q.v.

H  &=+0" h r, s.f.= hur, q.v.

H ' G &= +57 ho -kar, = H  G &= +57? ho -ke,past. conj.

H  &=+5" hor [Prk. + f; S. 8 ++], s.f. A girl,

part. (of cho n) & adv.= ho , q.v.
H  G &= +57? ho -ke, = H ' G &= +57 ho -kar,past. conj.

a lass (= hokr).
H  &=+M" haur (dim. of haur), s.f. A stack or bundle of
fodder.
H  W ) &= +M"*  hor-ajwn (see ajwn), s.f. Seeds of
Cleome viscosa.
H &= +57cho (past conj. part. of ho n), part. & adv.
(gov. the acc.) Having left, leaving, &c.;—omitting,
excepting, except, save, besides; setting aside; not to
speak of:— ho -baihn, 'To leave and sit down'; to
abandon entirely, give up altogether; to withdraw from:
— ho -jn, To leave behind, to abandon, forsake, &c.;
see ho n:— ho -marn, To leave at one's death, to die
and leave, to bequeath.

part. (of cho n) & adv.= ho , q.v.
H  &= +57 ho n [ ho ˚= Prk. +5f() or +5f<()=S.
+,&(), or (Bh type) +5&() rt. +,&] , v.t. To let go, let
loose, to loose; to set free, to free, release, liberate; to
spare, forgive, pardon; to let o, discharge; to leave or
let alone; to leave, quit; to forsake, abandon, desert; to
relinquish, resign, renounce, give up; to abdicate; to
abstain from; to omit, to except; to put or lay aside; to
discharge, shoot, re (an arrow, or a gun, &c.); to emit,
to give out, pour forth; to cause to run or ow, to pour
(water, &c. into a vessel):— ho - h n, v.t.
(colloq.)= ho n:— ho -den, v.t. intens. of and= ho n.

H 9 &=+57M" ho aut, s.f. Ransom, &c. (= hu aut, q.v.).
H  &= +5 hokr [Prk. + f ; S. 8 ++t], s.m.
A boy, lad; a slave boy;—a dancing man dressed in
woman's clothes.
H  &=+5" hokr [the preceding with  for t], s.f.

to touch, feel; to handle, to meddle with;—s.m. Touching,
touch, contact.
H  &= +  ho , s.m.= ho, q.v.
H  &= +M haun [Prk. + f ; S. 8 +! or +t], s.m.
The young of any animal;—(dialec.) boy, son (=be).
H ` &= +5 honip, s.m. See s.v. honi, hon.

A girl, a lass; a slave-girl; a dancing girl.
H   &= +57 hok ; prop.  &= hokr, q.v.

H 3&: &= + +! ho hl, s.m.= o l, q.v.

H < &= +M haukan (cf. jhapak), s.m. A scrambler.

H &: &=+0(+" h

H  &= +M haukn, v.n. To scramble.

needle-case, &c.;—a large needle, a bodkin;—a small cup
(for children).
H ( &= +  ho k, +g hau k (cf. jho k), s.f. Seasoning,

H  &=+0" h k, s.f. A gnat.
H

&= +5! hol (fr. holn, q.v.), s.m. A chip; shaving.

H

&= +M! haul, +5! hol, s.f.= hal, q.v.

H " &= +5! hol [ hol(n)+Prk.  ( = S. +], s.m.
Green gram or chick-pea in the pod;—a labourer who
strips o the leaves and lops o the heads of sugar-cane
before it is pressed.
H " &= +5! holn (caus. of holn) v.t. To cause to be
cut, clipped, lopped, or pared, &c.; to have (a thing)
scraped, &c.
H + ! &=+5!" holdr ( hol˚, prob.=jhol, q.v.), s.f. A
kind of small tent (used for sepoys, servants, &c.).
H ! &= +5! holn [ hol˚= Prk. +5!˚; prob. fr. S. ; 9,
p.p.p. of rt. ; d], v.t. To cut, to lop; to skin, peel, pare,
scrape, erase (syn. hln).
H ! &=+5!" holn (fem. of holn), s.f. An instrument
for scraping, a scraper.
H  ! &= +5!  holwn (doub. caus. of holn),

H ! &= +M.! hauliy, adj. & s.m.= hal, hl, qq.v.
, z( ahu , 6 aho [ ah˚= au+

relish; taste, avour; spices for seasoning food (=baghr).
H < &= +g hau kan, +  ho kan (see next), s.m.
Seasoning, spices with which food is seasoned.
H  &= +g hau kn (cf. jho kn), v.t. To throw in
seasoning, to season:— hau k-den, v.t. Idem.
H #J &= +0($.! h gliy, s.f.= #J&= hu gliy, q.v.
H  &=+5" hon, +5 honi [S. d54"], s.f. The earth:—
honi-pa, honip, s.m. 'Lord of the earth,' a king,
monarch.
H  &=+M" haun, s.f.= hon, q.v.
H ? &= +56 hoh [S. d5#t, rt. d,#] , s.m. Agitation, emotion;
love, aection, tenderness;—anger, passion:— hoh
honor ho-jn, v.n. To feel anger, &c., to be angry.
H  &= +56 hohr, s.m. = H  &=+56" hohr,
s.f.= hokrand hokr, qq.v.
H  &=+56" hohr, s.f. = H  &= +56 hohr,
s.m.= hokrand hokr, qq.v.
H  &=+56" hoh [S. d5#++t], adj. Aectionate;—

v.t.= holn, q.v.
H ! &= hola, s.m.= hol, q.v.
H  4= ( ah

ch, + +" ho h (= h h, q.v.), s.f. A

= Prk.

6(=S. / a. of the gen. plur.], adj. Four; the four, all
four (= ro ):— ahu - ak(S. atu+ akra), adv.= ahu -dis, or
disi, or di, or di, or dii(S. atur+diam) = ahu -or, adv.
On all four sides, all around, in all directions or quarters,
circumjacently (= ro -or).
H  &= +0 h n [ h ˚= Prk. +, ()=S. +,(), rt. +,], v.t.

angry.
H $ &=+0 h , s.f. Chalk (cf. huhn).
H ) &= + h hawaiy, +   hawiy [ h(n)+waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t (+t)], s.m. A thatcher.
H $ @ $ &=+0 /0 h -m  (perf. part. of h nand m n),
s.f. The sensitive plant, Mimosa sensitiva, or M. pudica;—a
sensitive or irritable person; a delicate or frail thing.
H &= +t, + ha [Prk. +; S. 33], adj. Six:— ha-b diy, s.m.

lit. 'Having six spots'; a kind of noxious insect which has
six spots on its back:— ha-dm, s.m. A denomination of
money equal to six dmor two dam , the fourth part
(properly, six twenty-fths) of a pais(or about sixteen
cowries):— ha-ras, s.m. Six tastes (see ras):— ha-st, s.m.
Prank, trick, cheating, jugglery (cf. tn-p ):— ha-kaliy,
s.m. An angarkhor coat, the front and back of which are
made of six pieces:— ha-koniy, adj. Having six corners
or angles, hexagonal:— ha-gun, ha-gun, adj. (f. -), Sixfold:— ha-gun, s.f. A child's coral:— ha-mtr, adj.
Containing six mtrs, q.v.:— ha-msr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Of six months, six months old;—a boy or child six
months old:— ha-mh, adj. & s.f. Six-monthly, halfyearly, occurring once in six months;—half-yearly
payment or salary; a ceremony, &c. occurring once in
six months:— hao or haho (obl. plur. of ha; cf. ah- ),
adj. The six, all six, the whole six.
H  4&= +,6 huhr (i.q. hur, q.v.), s.m. A dried date.

abolished; destroyed, &c.
H &=+ ha [S. + t+], s.f. A thatched roof (on a
boat, &c.);—a stued pad (to prevent oxen, &c. from
being galled when loaded):— ha-paln, s.m. A packsaddle with the pad used with it.
H &=+" h, .+ hi [Prk. .+ ; S. ], intj. Fy! foh! faugh!—
h- h, s.f. Dirt, lth, excrement;—(colloq.) an epithet
applied to a class of Eurasians (by whom the expression
his commonly used);—intj. Fy! shame! &c. (see h).
H &= he, adj. (dialec.)= ha, q.v.
H 4= ,6  uhiy (dim. of uh), s.f. A little mouse, a
mouse (= h).
H &= + hay, +h haiy, s.f.= hy, q.v.
H &= + hay, +h haiy [S. d+t, rt. .d 'to dwell,'
&c.; cf. also hw; rt. +], s.m. (f. ha), Race, family,

H  4&= +,6 & huhwa [ huh(n)+wa= Prk.  

generation;—child, boy (e.g. ab-k ha k nirl bte , 'The
language or conversation of the rising generation is
extraordinary').
H &= + hay, +h haiy [S. d+t , or d<+t, rt.

+(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Touching, touch.

.d 'to destroy'], s.m. A victim.

H *4&= .+ 6\ hihattar, hhattar[Prk. +6\; S. 3&

H K &= .+ _ hiysah, +_ haysah, vulg.

H  4&= +,6 huhn (caus. of hopn), v.t. To whitewash.

+Qt], adj. Seventy-six.

hsah[S. 3&+3.9t], adj. Sixty-six.

H K &= +3_ ha-sah, adj.= hiysah, q.v.

H B &=.+ " hiys, hs, vulg. hs[S. 3f8"],

H 4&= +,6 huhn, v.t. (dialec.)= h n, q.v.
H  4&= +6 haho [ hah+o = Prk. 6(=S. / (a. of the

Eighty-six.
H I ! &= .+ !" hiyls, hls[S. 3&+; 8], adj.

gen. plur.)], adj.= hao , q.v.s.v. ha.
H 4=6" ah, s.f. Warbling, &c. (= ah ah, q.v. and cf.

Forty-six.
H   &=.+ U hiynawe, hiynwe, hnwe[S. 3e/ ],

ahakn).
H 4=6" ah [ ah+S. ], s.f. A snipe (contrac. of h,

Ninety-six (sometimes written hiynwe , &c.).
H ` &= +" hp (v.n. of hpn, q.v.), s.f. Discoloration or

q.v.).
H &=+ hay, hae, hai, +

spot (on the skin), white spots (on the skin), leprosy;-a
shing-rod; a leathern strap for buckling on the saddle;
—the act of a bualo's pushing with his horns;—an
inferior kind of palm-fruit.
H L &= +" hpn [ hp˚= Prk. .+ Q()=S. .dQ(). rt

ha [Prk. +( or +(; S.

dt, rt. .d 'to destroy'], s.f. Loss, waste, diminution,
destruction, decay, wasting or wearing away; removal;
frailty; mortality; pulmonary consumption, any wasting
disease:— hay-rog, or hai-rog, s.m. Consumption:— haykr, adj. Causing or promoting decay or destruction, &c.;
destructive.
H &=+ ha [ hay+Prk.  =S. t], adj. Removed;

.d; or S. T(`), pass. (used)
actively) of rt. T8] , v.t. To print (cloth);—to push with
the horns (as a bualo);—to draw up the rod (in shing).

H L &=+"" hp [ hp(n)+= Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.

H  : &= +"+7 h h , s.m. Skin, membrane, &c. (= hi ,

A cloth-printer, one who stamps oor-cloth, &c. (syn.
haper);—( hp˚+Prk. i= S. ik), s.f. A y- ap (a piece of
wood with a cloth or a piece of leather attached to it); a
small ag waved to scare pigeons, or to make them y.
H * &= +" htar, s.m. A brogue, shoe.

q.v.); the skinny part of meat, tough and uneatable part
of esh:— h h  karn, To ay; to tear to pieces.
H + &=  hed [Prk. .+ a(; S. .+ W(, rt. .+ ], s.m. A hole,

H * &= P hetr [S. d<P]( , s.m. Landed property, land, soil, a
eld (=khet), plantation; a battle-eld; a sphere of action;
—place, region, country; a sacred spot or district, a place
of pilgrimage (as Benares, &c.), &c. (see kshetr);—a
geometrical gure, a plane surface:— hetr-pl, s.m. A
man employed to guard elds from depredation;—
proprietor of the soil, landlord, &c. (=bh miy, q.v.):—
hetr-phal, s.m. Supercial contents or area (of a eld or
a plane surface, or of a geometrical gure):— hetr-sm,
s.f. The boundaries of a eld, or of a sacred place.
H * &=P" hetr [S. d<P"], s.m. The owner, or the
cultivator of a eld, &c., an agriculturist, a husbandman;
—husband.
H * &=P" hetr, s.m.= hatr, q.v.
H * &=  hetn [ he˚= Prk. .+ \()? fr. S. .dQ p.p.p.
rt. .d; cf. hedn], v.t. To break, crush, bruise, pound; to
beat, hammer, atten.
H R&= +"& h, s.f. = H R&= +"& h, s.m.= h and
h , q.v.
H R&= +"& h, s.m. = H R&= +"& h, s.f.= h and
h , q.v.
H  R&= +"& hn, or & hen, v.t.= h n, q.v.
H 6 &= +"* hj (fr. hjn, q.v.), s.f. Loss, waste, wane,
diminution, ebb (of tide, &c.); destruction, decay, wasting
or wearing away;— hj-ba, hj- hapa, s.m. Tare and
tret.
H  8 &= * he-jn, v.n. See henor heon.
H 8 &= +"* hjn [ hj˚= Prk. .+ A*()=S. .+ 1(`), pass.
fr. rt. .+ ], v.n. To decrease, dwindle, diminish, wane; to
decay, waste away, fade, wither, pine away, become
emaciated, to wear away (by attrition, &c.), to be eaced
or removed:— hj-jn, v.n. intens. of and= hjn.

opening, orice, aperture (cf. next).
S + &=  heda, vulg. hed(see hedn), s.m. Cutting,
cutting o, dividing; (in Math.) divisor, the denominator
of a fraction;—a cutting, cut, section, slice, piece;—an
incision, cleft, slit;—destruction, dissipation, interruption,
vanishing, cessation, deprivation, want, deciency.
H + &= +" hd [S. .+ W+t], adj. Thin, not close (as
cloth, &c.), sparse, straggling, widely separated, &c.
(= hidr, q.v.).
H + &=  hed (= hedak, q.v.), s.m. A small insect of the
weevil kind (destructive to corn), Calandra granaria;—the
disease in corn occasioned by this insect.
H + &=  hedak [S. .+ W+t or t], s.m. Anything
with which a hole is bored, borer, piercer, splitter.
S + &=  hedan, s.m. Cutting, cutting or lopping o,
removing; amputation, mutilation, tearing asunder,
splitting;—boring, piercing (e.g. kan- hedn, 'earpiercing');—a hole, opening, orice:— hedan karn, v.t. To
cut, pare, lop o, &c.
H + &=  hedn [ hed˚= Prk. .+ a() or .+ a<()=S.
.+ W(), fr. .+ , rt. .+ ], v.t. To make a hole in, to
bore, pierce, perforate; to cut, pare, cut or lop o:— hedden, v.t.= hedn:— hed-ln, v.t. (intens.) To pierce
through and through, &c.
H  &= +" hr, (corr. of sr, q.v.), s.f. The lessoe's own
cultivation.
H  &= +" hr [Prk. +"(; S. d"(], s.m. Milk (cf. P. shr):—
hr-sgar, s.m. (Myth.) The ocean of milk; (Geog.) the
White Sea.
H  &=  her [Prk. +f ; S. +$!++t], s.m. A goat
(see her).
H  &=  hern, v.n. To be troubled with indigestion,
to have a bad digestion (cf. he n).
H  &=" her [Prk. +f; S. +$!++], s.f. A shegoat.

H R&= +"7 h , s.m.= hr, q.v.;—s.f.= hr, h, and he ,

and +!

qq.v.
H R&= 7 he (see he n), s.f. Touching, touch,

Handsome, comely, beautiful; spruce, foppish, gay,
dashing;—a handsome fellow a gay young spark, a fop, a
beau, an exquisite, a coxcomb:— hail- ikaniy, hailhabl, adj. & s.m.= hail.
H 3 &= +h! hail = H  &= +h! hail, ! hel [Prk. +!5

handling, passing the hand over; meddling with,
molesting, molestation, provocation, excitement,
irritating, irritation, vexing, vexation, worrying,
annoying;—touching up, stirring up, making active;
action, activity, stir; incitement, stimulus, llip;—
dalliance, irtation, amorous intercourse or skirmishing;
jest, fun:— he - h , he -khn, s.f. Touching, touch, &c.
(= he );—stricture, animadversion; mutual action or
exertion; interchange (of compliments, &c.); attack and
counter-attack;—tightening the strings or screws (of an
instrument), tuning (an instrument).
H  R&= 7 he  [ he +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Touch;
provocation, &c. (= her, q.v.).
H  R&= 7 he n, or +"7 h n [ he ˚= Prk. f() or
f<(), fr. S. p.p.p. .dQ], v.t. To touch, lay the hand on,
pass the hand over; to meddle with, molest, interrupt,
disturb, trouble, annoy, tease, torment, worry, irritate,
vex, excite, provoke; to touch up, stir up, incite,
stimulate, jog, urge, spur;—to question closely, or
searchingly, or strictly, to call to account, take to task,
censure, rebuke; to address unseemly language to, to
abuse, insult; to laugh at, quiz, deride;—to touch upon, to
begin;—to tune (an instrument preparatory to playing
on it), to strike the chords, to begin playing.
H ( &=  hek, s.m.= hed, q.v.
S ( &=  hek, adj. Tame, domesticated; shrewd, sharp,
smart:— hekokti( heka+ukt), s.f. Indirect speech,
insinuation, double-entendre, hint, &c.
H ( &=  hek, s.f.= he k, q.v.
H  &= +" hk, s.m.= h k, q.v.
H 3 &= ! hekl, s.m. A hole, &c. (= hek, hedq.v.).
H  &=  hekn, v.t.= he kn, q.v.
S *  &=5.= hekokti, s.f. See s.v. hek.
H  4= Ç! ahel, .Ç! ihel, s.m. Wet, oozy land (see
ahaland ahl).
H  &= +h! hail, ! hel = H 3 &= +h! hail [Prk. +!5

and +!

; S. +  +!t and !+t], adj. & s.m.

; S. +  +!t and !+t], adj. & s.m.

Handsome, comely, beautiful; spruce, foppish, gay,
dashing;—a handsome fellow a gay young spark, a fop, a
beau, an exquisite, a coxcomb:— hail- ikaniy, hailhabl, adj. & s.m.= hail.
H 3 &= ! hel, s.m. (dialec.) A goat (= her, q.v.).
H <; 3 &= +h! hail-pan, s.m. = H <L# &= +h! hail-pan,
s.m.= H $ J# &=+h!$

hail-g, s.f.[Prk. +!Q4(;—

˚pan= S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], Spruceness, foppishness,
smartness, jauntiness; gaiety, sportiveness; airs.
H <L# &= +h! hail-pan, s.m. = H <; 3 &= +h! hail-pan,
s.m.= H $ J# &=+h!$

hail-g, s.f.[Prk. +!Q4(;—

˚pan= S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], Spruceness, foppishness,
smartness, jauntiness; gaiety, sportiveness; airs.
H $ J# &=+h!$ hail-g, s.f. = H <; 3 &= +h! hail-pan,
s.m.= H <L# &= +h! hail-pan, s.m.[Prk. +!Q4(;—˚pan=
S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], Spruceness, foppishness, smartness,
jauntiness; gaiety, sportiveness; airs.
H <# &= +"! hlan (see next), s.f. Parings, scrapings (of
rind or peel), clippings, shavings, sortings.
H # &= +"! hln [prob. akin to hol , q.v.; or fr. .+ W],
v.t. To skin, excoriate, peel, pare, bark, to scratch,
scrape, erase;—(g.) to ask the same thing again and
again; to make a nice point of:— hln- hln, hl- hlkarn, v.t.= hln.
S # &= !, helu, s.m. The medicinal plant Vernonia(or
Conyza) anthelmintica.
H # &=!"chel, s.f. A she-goat (= her, q.v.t.
H 2 &= / hem [S. d</( or d</], s.f. Welfare, happiness
(see kshem):— hem-kual, s.f. Idem:— hem-kar,
s.f.= heman-kar, q.v.

S <@ &= /ef heman, s.m. A fatherless child, an orphan.
H @ &=/(" hema kar [S. d</(+"], s.f. The
Brhmakite or Coromandel eagle (regarded as a bird of
good omen), Falco ponticerianus.
H @ &=+"/" hm [S. .8.@ ], s.f. A pod, legume; a bean;
green pease, &c. in the pod (cf. maar).
H < &= +"4, +" hn [Prk. +"4(; S. d"4(], adj. Wasted,
worn away; emaciated, thin, feeble; delicate, slender,
slight, little; poor, miserable.
H < &= +" hn = H  &= +" hn (fr. hn-n, q.v.), s.m.
Snatching, &c. (used in comp.):— hn-jhapa, hn-jhap,
s.f. Snatching, taking by force:— hn- hn, hn- hn,
s.f. Mutual snatching and tugging; pulling backwards and
forwards; scrambling, scramble (syn. kashmakash):—
hn- hn karn, v.n. To scramble, &c.
H  &= +" hn = H < &= +" hn (fr. hn-n, q.v.), s.m.
Snatching, &c. (used in comp.):— hn-jhapa, hn-jhap,
s.f. Snatching, taking by force:— hn- hn, hn- hn,
s.f. Mutual snatching and tugging; pulling backwards and
forwards; scrambling, scramble (syn. kashmakash):—
hn- hn karn, v.n. To scramble, &c.
H  &= +" hn [ h˚= Prk. .+ () or .+ 6()=S. T8(),
rt. T8; cf. hhn], v.t. (dialec.)= h n, q.v.
H  &= +" hn, v.t. (dialec.), To sting, to bite (cf.
heon).
H  &= +"B hnn, v.t. See  &= hnn.
H  &=  hen, +" hn (i.q. hjn, q.v.), v.n. To be
torn, be slit, be rent, be cleft or riven (as the eye of a
needle, &c.), to be worn out, to be rubbed or worn away,
to fray, to fret (as cloth); to become bad, to turn (as
milk):— he-jn, v.n. Idem.
H  &=  hen, v.t.= heon, q.v.
H  &=  hen [S. + rt. h], s.m. Curd; a
sweetmeat made of curds (= hen-bar).
H  &=  hen, s.m. A small kind of cymbal.
H  &= ! henl, s.f. (prov.)= hinl, q.v.
H < &= +·& h  (fr. h tn, q.v.), s.f. A spot, speck,
stain, blot; spattering, splash; a sprinkling or a drop (of

water);—chintz;—balance, remainder, odd days (of a
month):— h -k kau , s.f. Wages for odd days or for a
broken period.
H < &= +·& h  [ h +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Shot,
spot, splash, &c. (= h ); a sprinkle, a slight shower (of
rain); bespattering, aspersion, ridicule, raillery, banter;—
scattering, sowing broadcast; seed scattered at the
extremities of a village (with a view to obtain
possession);—sowing an inferior crop (as pease, or
linseed, &c.) between the lines of the chief crop (e.g.
rice, &c.); a eld so sown;—a broad shallow basket (used
in sowing broadcast, &c.);—a lump or ball (of tobacco or
opium);—stimulus, excitement;—deception, trick, toils:—
h  den, h  mrn, v.t. To sprinkle, to splash,
bespatter;—to deceive, trick;—to encourage, incite,
stimulate.
H H< &= +·& h ab [ h (n)+ab= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Sowing broadcast (= h ).
H  < &= +·& h n [ h ˚= Prk. .+ <() or .+ (), fr.
.+ =S. T9 p.p.p. rt. T8] , v.t. To sprinkle; to scatter
(= hiknand hi akn).
H : &= +· h n (cf. s n), v.t. To water; to throw
out water.
H : &= ( he n [ he ˚ = Prk. K+()=S. ;T(),
fut. of rt. .+  (used for the pres.)], v.t. To mince, back,
chop, pound, &c.
H ( &= +· h k [S. .+ =; or verb. n. fr. h kn], s.f.
Sneezing; a sneeze:— h k lne-wl, s.m. (Med.) A
sternutatory.
H ( &= ( he k (fr. he kn, q.v.), s.f. Detention,
stoppage, interruption, restraint, arrest; sequestration,
conscation.
H  &= +· h k [S. .8=+], s.m. A network of strings
or cords to hang anything in (as food, pots, a burthen at
either end of a yoke or pole, &c.); the cords of a bahang,
q.v.; a rope-bridge across a hill-torrent, or a rope with a
sling or basket attached (by which travellers are drawn
across);—a muzzle (for cattle).
H   &= ( he ko [ he k(n)+o= Prk.  =( S.

()(], s.m. Detention, &c. (= henk, q v.).

+], s.f. The Indian butter-tree, Bassia butyracea.

H  &= +· hnkar [S. d</ +], s.m. The acacia (syn.

H  &=   hewn or heon[chew˚= Prk.  (), fr. S.

kka ; bab l).
H  &= +· h kn [ h k˚= Prk. .+ =() or .+ =?()=S.

, rt. .+ ], v.t. To cut, make an incision in, to lance, to

.+ =(), fr. .+ =], v.n. To sneeze.
H  &= ( he kn [ he k˚, fr. S. +>], v.t. To

mark; to pierce or bleed a trtree, to extract t or palmjuice; to notch (a millstone);—to shake, stir, disturb.
H  &= " hewn, heon(fr. hewn), s.f. An

interrupt, to interfere with, cross the path of; to detain,
prevent, stop, retain, bar, restrain, arrest;—to cut out, to
cross or score out, to cancel;—to surpass, excel:— he klen, v.t. (intens.) To stop, &c.; to sequester, to
conscate.
h  he kwaiy [ he ko, q.v.+Prk.  =S. 
H )  &= ( 

instrument for piercing with; a tool for notching
millstones, &c.; a piercer, a chisel, a punch; (Mech.) a
wedge.
H  &= 6 heh [S. d¦], adv. (Old H.), In (or at) the end,

+t (+t)], s.m. One who detains or stops, &c.; a

S = aya, vulg. ay, s.m. Heap, pile, mass, collection,

conscator.
H  &= +" hnn [ hn˚= Prk. .+ B() or .+ Bs(), fr. S.

multitude, assemblage; a mound of earth raised to form
the foundation of a building; a rampart or mound of
earth raised from the ditch of a fort.
H  = K yr, adj. (Old H.)= r, 'four.'

.+ B p.p.p. of rt. .+ ], v.t. To pull, snatch, pluck, tear,
wrench, wrest, rob, take by force; to seize, usurp:— hnlen, v.t. (intens.), To snatch up; to tear or snatch away;
to seize, usurp, take forcible possession of, to deprive (of,
-se), to bereave (of), &c.
H  &= +"0 hn [ hn-n+Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m. (in comp.), Snatching, stealing;—snatcher, &c.
H  &=" hen, s.f.= heon, q.v.
H &= 

hew or heo(see heon), s.m. A cut, incision;

mark, stroke; a piece (of wood, &c.) cut o, a chip:— heo
mrn(-me or -par), To make an incision (in), to mark, to
line out.
H  &=   hew [ hew+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A stroke
or line (in writing), space, dash, comma, stop;—(dialec.)
inoculation, vaccination:— hew den(-ko), To make a
line, a dash, or stop, &c.;—to vaccinate.
H  &=   hewar,  , hewur [ hew+ar= Prk. f5=S. 
+t, and ˚ur= Prk. !5=S. !t], s.m. Skin, cuticle.
H ? &= +" h ra,  he r, hai r, s.m.= heuli,
q.v.
H &= +"! h l, .+ 0! hiy l, .+ ! hi l, s.m.(?), The
tree Butea frondosa(syn. pals; hk).
H ! &=.! heuli, heul[ hew+l= Prk. f=S. ! or 

nally, at length.
H [ 4&= 6 ¦ ahiye; contrac. of hiye, q.v.

H  = .[ iy , "[ y , s.m. The seed of tamarind.
H &% = "# bhar (prob. k+bhar, qq.v.), s.m. Land which
remains long moist.
H ` =  ep (fr. epn), s.f. Stickiness, viscosity; gum, the
acrid resin of fruits and trees; gum or matter (of the
eye), matter, pus:— ep-dr, adj. Sticky, glutinous, viscous,
&c. (= ip ip, q.v.).
H L =  ep [ ep +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Gum, &c.
(= ep, q.v.).;—a disease which aects standing crops.
H ` = "7 pa , s.f. = H  ` = "7 p , s.m.Gum or
matter of the eye (= ipr, ip , qq.v.).
H  ` = "7 p , s.m. = H ` = "7 pa , s.f.Gum or
matter of the eye (= ipr, ip , qq.v.).
H L =  epn [prob. fr. S. .d], v.t. To stick or gum
on, to paste on, to stick together (= ipkn); to force (a
thing) on (a person;= apekn);—to pat (with the hand).
H L =" ep, s.f. A piece stuck on (= ipp, q.v.).
H  =  et [S. t, rt. .; or fr. hetn, q.v.], s.m.
Thought, perception, sensation, consciousness, wits,
sense; vigilance, caution; circumspection (=hosh),
equanimity; memory, recollection, remembrance:— et

karn, To bear in mind, &c.
H  = h ait [Prk. \5 or \5; S. hPt, fr. .P], s.m.
The twelfth month of the Hinds (the full moon of which
is near itr), March-April:—songs sung in the month of
ait:— ait kheln, v.n. To join in the songs and sports of
aitor spring:— ait-k fal, s.f. The spring crop (which is
cut in March).
S  = K, yuta, vulg. yut, part. (rt. yu), Deviated from,
erred, strayed; fallen from, fallen o; degraded;
dropped; oozed out.
H * = " t (perf. part. of tn, q.v.), part. adj. & s.m.
Thought of, cared for; desired, wished for;—thought,
consideration, understanding, wisdom; wish, desire.
H * = " t [ t(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Painting.
H * = " t [Prk. .\ ; S. .Pt], s.m. The huntingleopard, or dog-leopard, Felis jubata;—the medicinal plant
Plumbago zeylanica.
H * =  et [ et, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.= et, and
itt, qq.v.
H * =  et [S. t, rt. .], s.m. Adviser,
admonisher.
S * = hP aitra, vulg. aitr, s.m. See ait.
S * =hP" aitr, s.f. The day of full moon in the month
ait.
H  = "7 ta (a dial. var. of

ta , q.v.), s.m. Buttocks,

&c.:— ta ekn, v.n. To support the buttocks, to sit down,
to get rest.
S  * = "; t-kr, s.m.= it-kr, q.v.
H * = "! tal [Prk. .\!5t; S. .P!t], adj. & s.m.
Variegated, spotted, speckled;—any spotted animal; the
axis or spotted deer, Cervus axis;—a leopard; a large
spotted snake.
S <* =  etan, adj. & s.m. Percipient, perceiving,
observing, sentient, conscious, intelligent, rational;
alive, living, feeling; of sound mind; in possession of the
senses, awake, aware, wary, alert, vigilant, cautious;—a
living and sentient being;—soul, spirit:— etan karn, v.t.
To make conscious, make aware; to rouse, awake; to
bring (one) to (his) senses; to apprize, warn, caution:—

etan hon, v.n. To be conscious, be wide awake, be on
the alert, be wary, &c.; to come to one's senses.
H <* =  etan (see etn), s.m. Reason, rationality;
caution, &c. (= aitanya, q.v.).
H * = " tn (i.q. intn, q.v.), v.t. To think, consider,
imagine; to wish, desire.
H * = " tn [ t˚= Prk. .\( or .\<()=S. .P(),
fr. .P], v.t. To raw, paint (with colours);—to scrawl or
scribble upon:— t-den, v.t. (intens.) To write or scribble
over or upon.
S * =  etan, vulg. etn, s.f. Consciousness,
understanding, sense, intelligence, wisdom, re ection.
H * =  etn [ et˚= S. (), or (), rt. .], v.t.
To think of, remember; to think on, re ect on; to
perceive; to advise, admonish;—v.n. To become
conscious, to recover (one's) senses; to be roused, be or
become aware (of); to awake, to start up;—to are up (a
light); to be blown up, blaze up (a re):— et-jgn, v.n. To
rouse up, come to one's senses, &c.; to bethink oneself:—
et-jn, v.n. To bethink oneself; to come to one's
senses; to become conscious, to become aware (of), &c.
S  * = hB aitanya, s.m. Intelligence, mental perception,
reason, understanding, intellect, wisdom, rationality;
consciousness, sense, sensation, feeling; animation;
caution; the possession of the proper use of the faculties;
—soul, spirit; the deity considered as the essence of all
being and source of all sensation;—a sentient being;—
adj.= etan, q.v.:— aitanytm(˚ya+t˚), s.m. The rational
spirit, the living soul:— aitanya - rn, s.m. 'Quickening
powder'; snu:— aitanya- ol, s.m. The living human
body.
H   * = h 7 aitw  [S. hP+ +t], s.m. The season
or time of ait, q.v.
H * = " ta, s.m.= * = t, q.v.
H * = "R7 tha , = H  * = "R7 th ,s.m. A rag, &c.
(= ith , q.v.).
H  * = "R7 th , = H * = "R7 tha ,s.m. A rag, &c.
(= ith , q.v.).
H &* = "R thn [ th˚= S. .+ W, rt. .+ ], v.t. To rend,

tear; to lacerate; to bruise, crush:—(cf. ith n):— thden, v.t. Idem.
H * =h" ait [Prk. .\; S. hP+], s.f. The harvest

tear, rent, slit, strip:— r-phr, s.f. Cutting and hacking;
amputation, performing a surgical operation.
H  = " r [S. d""; but cf. " above], s.f. The pine,

of the month ait; the spring crop (= ait-k fal).
S * =K, yuti, s.f. Departing; owing out; fall; perishing;

Pinus longifoliaor P. gerardinaor P. excelsa(also written  ,
l; cf. il-goza).
H  = " r [S. "+t], s.m. A turban made of parti-

failing in or falling short of duty;—the vulva; the anus.
S R= & e, = S R= & eak,s.m. (f. -, and -ik), A
servant, slave.
S R= & eak, = S R= & e,s.m. (f. -, and -ik), A
servant, slave.
H R= & eak [S. .P+], s.f. A wonderful deed, a
miracle; magic; delusion, deception.
H R= & eak [S. .B+], s f. Thought, care, anxiety;
concern (= int):— eak lagn(-k), To think (of), feel
anxiety (for).
H R= & eak [S. 9+], s.f. Exertion, diligence;
activity, readiness, expertness.
H R="_" h, s.f. (prov.)= ih, q.v.
S R=&" e, s.f. A female servant or slave.

coloured cloth (see b dhn ):— r-bandor re-band, rewl, s.m. One who wears the turban called r; a
physician or akm.
H  = " r (perf. part of irn), part. adj. (f. -), Rent.
torn, &c.:—( r+= Prk. aö= S. +t), s.m. Incision, cut, slit,
wound, opening (of a wound);—virginity, maidenhead;—
triangular subdivision of a eld (in a survey); the pillars,
&c. used to mark this subdivision:— r utrn(-k), To
de ower;— r-band, re-band, s.f. A virgin:— ir-ph ,
part. adj. Broken, torn, ragged, rent:— r to n= r
utrn:— r-wl, s.f.= r-band.
H  =  er, s.m.=A servant, slave, &c. (= el, q.v.).
H $ = er [ er+= Prk. =S. a. +], s.f.

H 9 = "7  a (cf. k a ), s.f. Matter or lth in the

Slavery, servitude;—discipleship.
H *) =  eret, s.m. Chiretta (= iret, q.v.

inner corner of the eye (= p ).
H  9 ="7"  , s.m. The tike or tick (= i , q.v.).

H  = " rn [ r˚= Prk. "() or "()=S. "(),

H (: = e ak (cf. S. .P), s.f. The small pox (syn. stl;
mt); measles (?):— e ak-r , adj. Pitted with the small
pox, pock-marked.
H u = "   (see khn), s.f. Scream, screech, shriek,
yell:—   mrn, v.n. To raise a cry, to scream, &c.
(=  n).
H > = " khn [ kh˚= S. .+>], v.n. To cry out,
scream, shriek, roar.
H > = "  n, v.t. To taste (= a n, q.v.).
P ?+ = da (perf. part. of dan, and=S. ita, rt. i), part.
adj. Gathered, picked, culled; select, choice.
S  = " r, s.m. Bark; a vesture of bark; a strip of cloth,
a rag, tatter;—s.f. (?) Cloth, clothes, attire; a sort of
covering or dress for women:— r-haran, s.m. Taking o
clothes, denuding, stripping; violating the modesty (of).
H  = " r (v.n. of rn), s.m. Tearing, rending, &c.;

fr. " 'rag'], v.t. To rend, tear, slit, split, cleave, rip; to
saw; cut open, to lance (a boil, &c.);—to form, create,
bring into being;—to tear away, to steal:— r-nikaln( r=
r-kar), v.t. To cleave or cut a way through, to break
through (a crowd, or troops, &c.).
H  = "~ r , s.m. Red thread.
H  = ~ er , s.m. Name of a wild tribe in the
Mirzp rdistrict.
H  = ~ er , or   erw [S. f++t (with
winserted)], s.m. A slave (see el).
H ? = ra, s.m.= r, q.v.
P ? = ra, adj. Powerful, bold, daring; uncouth, rude,
uncivil.
S  ="" r, s.f. A cricket;—the hem of an undergarment.
S  ="" r, adj. & s.m. Clothed in bark ( r); clothed in

rags;—one who is clothed in bark, &c.
H  =" er, s.f. A slave-girl (= e, q.v.).

q.v.).
H & = "L kh (for akh, see akhn), s.f. Taste (=svd).

H *) = "h rait, s.m.= iret, q.v.

H & = "L, khur [ kh+ur= Prk. !5=S. !t;—but cf. S.

H R= "7  , s.m. & f.= r, q.v.;—adj. Hard, sti, tough;—

.jt], s.m. A squirrel.

unlucky, inauspicious:—  -k lak , s.f. Deal wood.
H  R= 7 e , s.m.= el, e, q.v.

H & = "L khn, v.n. To cry out, scream, &c. (=  n,

H  R= "7  n, v.t.= rn, q.v.

q.v.).
H & = "L khn, v.t. To taste (=  n, a n, q.v.).

H  R=7" e , s.f.= er, e, q.v.

H  = "! l, s.f. (dialec.)= ror  , q.v.

P o = z, s.f. Thing, article, commodity; an item; a thing

H  = "! l [Prk. .!5; S. .!t], s.f. A kite, Falco cheela:

of value, a valuable, a precious thing:— z-bast, s.f.
Things, goods, chattels, baggage, furniture; (in Physics)
matter:— ze, adv. Somewhat, something, a little.
H I = " s (=s, q.v.), s.f. Shooting pain, throb:— s

— l-jhapaor jhap, s.m. 'Swoop of a kite'; a boy's
game (something like the game of bear-baiting):— l
jhapa karnor mrn, To pounce upon in the manner of
a kite, to snatch:— l-d gar, adj. & s.m. (colloq.), Having
long shanks;—long-shanks:— l-k pah, s.m. (colloq.),
'The young of a kite'; a stupid or foolish person.
S  = ! el, h! ail, s.m. Cloth, clothes, garment,

mrn, v.n. To shoot with pain, to throb, ache (= sn).
P  *0 = st ( i+ast+n, 'What is that?'), s.m. A riddle, an
enigma (syn. pahel).
H 0 = " sn (=sn, q.v.), v.n. To shoot with pain, to
throb, ache, smart, pain.
S Z = 9 esht, s.f. Action or movement of the body,
motion, gesture, action, activity; striving, eort,
endeavour, exertion, application, search, research;—
manner, behaviour; form, gure:— esh karn(-k), To
strive (after), to endeavour (jne-ko esh karn, 'To
strive to go').
H ( = " k [S. .n(], s.f.= ka , q.v. & cf. k .
H ( = "& ka (= ikka), s.f. The greasy and dirty
deposit of a lamp; a mixture of oil and dust or dirt;—
clayey soil (= k);—adj. Greasy and black or dirty (as
cloth), &c. (see ikka).
H ( ="&" k, s.f. Clayey soil (= ka; cf. ikkaand
ik).
H  = " kar = H ( = "7 ka [ k+ar= Prk. f"=S. 

raiment.
H  = h! ail, s.m.(?) Land twice tilled.
H 3 = "! l, s.m. A fried cake of pulse-meal (= il ).
H 3 = ! el [S. &t or ft], s.m. A servant, a slave
(brought up in the house);—a pupil, disciple, follower:—
ele-  e , s.m. Pupils, disciples:— el karn, v.t. To make
a disciple or convert of.
H 3 = h! ail (= ahl, q.v.), s.m. A log or billet (of wood),
a piece of split wood (for burning).
H  = "!7 la , s.f.= illa , q.v.
H # = ! elak, s.m.= el, q.v.
H # = "!0 l , s.m. The apricot (syn. zard r ; when dried
it is termed kish).
H &# = "6 lh, s.f.=cl, 'kite.'
H # = "67 lha , s.f.= ilha , illa , q.v.

+], s.f. Mud, mire, slime; land that has been recently

H # =!" el, s.f.= er, e, q.v. (and cf. the m. el).

irrigated.
H ( = "7 ka = H  = " kar [ k+ar= Prk. f"=S. 

H # =h!" ail (dim. of ail, q.v.), s.f. A small piece of split

+], s.f. Mud, mire, slime; land that has been recently

wood, a chip, shaving; saw-dust.
H 2 = "/& m, s.m. Pincers, nippers, &c. (= im,

irrigated.
H & = "L kh [S. .;], s.f. Cry, scream, &c. (=  ,

q.v.).
P < = n (fr. -dan, rt. Zend = S. i), part. act. & s.m. (in

comp.) Gathering, picking, collecting;—gatherer, picker,
&c.;—s.f. Fold, plait, pucker, crease, wrinkle:— n-abr
hon, n ba-jabn hon, To have a wrinkle on the brow, to
frown, knit the brow:— n-par n hon, To be covered
with wrinkles or folds of fat, to become wrinkled (from
fat):— n--peshn, s.f. A frown:— n ln(-me ), To
pucker, crease:— n len(-me ), To gather, to crumple:—
n mnnor mn-jn, To accept rebuke, to acquiesce in
or submit to blame or loss.
H < = ·  ,  e [S. .; or onomat.], s.f. Cry, squeak,
chirp (of birds); chatter, murmur, &c.:—  buln(caus.
of next), To cause to squeal, to make (one) cry out, &c.:—
 boln, v.n. To cry out, to squeal; to utter a cry of
helplessness or humility, &c., to confess oneself beaten:
—  -pa kh,  - apa, s.f. Impudence, insolence:—  - 
karn, e - e karn, v.n. To chirrup, to chatter; to cry out,
to squeal; to murmur, grumble.
S < = " n, s.m. China;—a kind of panic, Panicum
miliaceum;—a sort of cloth:— n-pish, s.m. Minium or
red lead (it is brought in cakes or lumps from the hills to
the north-west of Bengal):— n-karp r, s.m. Camphor.
H < =  en, h ain, s.m.(f.?)= e d, q.v.
H < = h ain [S. 8.Bt], s.m. Ease, comfort, relief,
repose, rest, quiet, calm, peace, tranquillity (syn. rm:—
ain u na, v.n.= ain ka n, q.v.:— ain pa n, v.n. Ease or
comfort, &c. to be obtained, to be at ease or in comfort,
&c.:— ain- n, s.m.= ai :— ain-se, adv. At ease,
comfortably; in peace, &c. (=rm-se):— ain karn, v.n. To
take ease, enjoy oneself, make oneself comfortable, &c.:
— ain-may, vulg. ain-ma, adj. At rest, reposed, tranquil,
calm:—rain- ain, s.m. Nights of ease or peace, &c.; nights
of pleasure or enjoyment, &c.
H  = " n [S. "t], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
China, produced in China;—a Chinaman:— n badm,
s.m. (local) 'China-nut,' the ground-nut, Arachis
hypogœa(syn. m g-phal).
H  = " n,  en, h ain [S. "t], s.m. A kind
of panic or millet, Panicum miliaceum.
H ` =  e p, s.m.= ep, q.v.
H * = ·  tn (see thn), v.t. To pull or tear up by

the roots, &c.
H &* = ·R  thn, v.n. To be bruised by being trodden
upon.
H < = & e , s.f. (dialec.), A slight cut or bruise, a
scratch, a scar.
H < = ·&  , °& ai , & e  (see imand
iman), s.m. A large ant (black or red= y ).
H < =·&"  , &" e  or °&" ai  (dim. of  ), s.f.
A small ant, an ant (= y ,
).
H 9 =  e , s.f.(?) A kind of herb which springs up in
uncultivated places in the rainy season.
H 9 ; 9 = |Ò e -pe , s.m. Brats, young ones;
confused mass, tangle, confusion (see pe ).
H < = < =  e - e , s.f. See s.v.  or e .
H 3: = ! e l, s.m. A thin skein;—un edged young
(of a bird), a nestling:— e l nikln(-k), To crush.
H : =" e , s.f. A needle-case (= h h).
H +  =  e d (cf. hadman), s.f. Denying a bet (in
gaming), cheating (at play), imposture:— e d karn, e d
ln, v.n. To practise shuing or imposture, to cheat.
H +  =·"  d, s.f. A small piece, &c. (= ind, q.v.); a
round piece of leather attached to a spinning wheel.
H  < = 7 e  (see e ), adj. (f. -), Young, little.
H J = ·$  g (see i gn), s.m. Young (of a bird):—
 ge-poe, s.m. Young ones, little ones, children, brats.
H J = ·$  gn, v.t.= igalnand ugn, qq.v.
H  = " nn, v.t.= nhn, q.v.
H   =· &"  u, s.f.= u , q.v.
P  = na [fr. dan, rt. Zend i= S. i], s.m. Millet (= nor
ain, q.v.).
H & = "B6 nh, s.m.= inh, q.v.
H & = "B6 nh [S. ..B6 +t], s.m. An acquaintance
(= inhr).
H & = "B6 nhn [ nh˚= Prk. .e6() or .eÇ()=S.
.B6(), fr. .B6], v.t. To know, recognize, distinguish,
identify.
H  & = "B6g nnhau , v.t. (Braj)= nhn, q.v.

H  ="" n [S. "+ t], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
China, produced in China, Chinese;—a Chinese or
Chinaman (= n);—s.f. White or coarse sugar (cf. mir,
fr. mir); china-ware, porcelain; (hence) the face of a
watch;—the Chinese language:— n-k bartan, s.m.
China-ware, porcelain; crockery.
H  = " niy, adj.= n, q.v.:— niy-go d, s.m.
(dialec.) Gum arabic.
S Y = KM; yautna (rt. yu), adj. & s.m. Animating,
inspiring, promoting; moving, going,—oviparous;—void
of virtue or purity, abandoned, wicked;—shaking,
concussion; enterprize, exertion; contrivance,
management; strength.
S  = "  var, s.m. The tattered dress of a mendicant
(especially of a Buddhist).
S  = "  varin, s.m. A Buddhist or Jain mendicant.
H  = "7  , K07 y  [S. .&t], s.m. Rice
beaten at and parched (it is eaten dry).
H ! = !",  !" eol, s.f. A kind of thick glossy silk,
taeta (=P. tafta).
S  = K  yavan (rt. yu), s.m. Moving, motion; de
parture from, deprivation, loss; sinking, falling,
perishing.
H  = KM yaun, v.n. (dialec.)= n, q.v.
H  = "(& 

, K0(& y , .(& i , iu (cf.

im, iman, ip, &c.), s.m. A large ant (black or red).
H  =K0(&" y , " &( ", "(&" o ,  , .(&"
iu  (dim. of y ), s.f. A small ant, an ant.
H  = .( i kn, v.n. (dialec.)= au kn, q.v.
H 4 = 6 ehr, s.m. corr. of ?4= hra, q.v.
H 4 = 6 ehn (cf. khn), v.n. To cry with pain (as a
child), to pule, to moan.
H 4 ="6" h, "Ç he, s.m. Name of a subdivision of
the G jrtribe.

 e, The ninth letter of the Urd alphabet (the sixth of
the Arabic, whence it is taken), called -muhmala(q.v.)
and -ut t,  'the which occurs in the word utof
 the

abjad.' Its sound is an aspiration much stronger, and
formed deeper in the fauces, than that of h. It occurs
only in Arabic words, or in secondary formations from
Arabic words. In the abjad(q.v.) it has the numerical
value eight; in astronomical tables it denotes the sign
Sagittarius; and in royal grants, &c. it is the initial letter
of the words u r-navs, 'the Secretary in Waiting,'
whose business it was to issue such grants with his
siguature axed.
A 2 Y W tim (act. part. n. of 2 * 'to decree,' &c.), s.m. One
who decrees or ordains; one who pronounces a judicial
decision, a judge;—a black crow, a raven (so called
because its croaking is held to necessitate separation or
departure);—the name of an Arabian chief (surnamed
T, from his tribe tai)
 famed for his boundless liberality;
—(hence) adj. & s.m. Liberal, generous, bountiful;—a
liberal or generous man.
A 5  jj, vulg. j(act. part. n. of 6C 'to repair,' &c.),
s.m.=j, q.v.
A UW  jib (act. part. n. of U8 'to prevent,' &c.), s.m. A
door-keeper, porter; a chamberlain; a minister of state;
—a curtain, screen (=ijb);—the eye-brow.
A A W  jt, s.f. pl. (of jat), Wants, necessities.
P W  jat (for A. ~W , fr. 5  (for 5 ), 'to want or
need'), s.f. Want, need, necessity, exigency, poverty; a
thing wanted, an object of want or need, a requirement,
a needful or requisite thing, aair or business; a call of
nature; hope, wish;—a place of detention (for prisoners
pending trial):—jat-bar-r, adj. & s.m. Providing what is
wanted or desired;—one who provides what is needed:—
jat raf karn(-kor apn), To relieve (one's) necessities,
to supply a want; to go to the necessary, to ease nature:
—jat-raw, adj. Providing or supplying what is needed:
—jat raw karn(-kor apn), To supply (one's) wants, to
provide what is needful or necessary:—jat-raw, s.f.
The act of providing what is needed, supplying the wants
(of), provision, succour:—jat-mand, adj. Needy,
necessitous, indigent; hoping, depending:—jat-mand,
s.f. Need, indigence, destitution:—ja-me rakhn, v.t.
To keep or place (a prisoner) in the house of detention.
H *W jat (fr. jat), s.m. One in need, a mendicant; a
supplicant;—s.f. A chamber utensil.

A oW  jiz (part. n. fr. o8 'to prevent,' &c.), adj. & s.m.

A E  sh, s.f. (?), Thyme.

Hindering, intervening, &c.;—a thing intervening, an
obstacle or obstruction, a barrier, &c.
A W j (for jj, a n. of un. fr. jj, q.v.;—not found in

P  E  shiya (for A. ~ E  shiyat, fem.; fr. R), s.m.
Side, margin, border, selvage, hem; facings (of a military
uniform); marginal note or notes, annotation,
comments, scholia;—men of inferior rank, attendants,
retinue, troops:—shiya a hn(-me ), To write a
marginal note or notes, to make comments; to make
additions (to, a story, &c.):—shiya ho n(-me ), To
leave a margin (on paper):—shiye-dr, adj. Having a
border or margin, or hem, &c.; having marginal
comments:—shiya-gawh, or gawh-shiya, s.m. An
attesting witness (he writing his name in the margin of
the deed, &c. witnessed to):—shiya lagn(me ) = shiya
a hn:—shiye-me mundarij karn(-ko), To enter or
note in the margin.
A f  il (act. part. n. of M 'to come out, to result,'
&c.), s.m. Product, produce, outcome, what is cleared,
what remains (of anything), result, issue, ultimate
consequence; inference, deduction, corollary; produce or
net produce (of land, or of anything that is a source of
revenue), revenue;—acquiring, acquisition, advantage,
prot, gain, good; sum, sum and substance, substance,
purport, import, object:—il-bzror bzr, s.m.
Revenue from duties on a market, market dues:—iltafrq, hil--tafrq, s.f. The remainder or dierence (in
subtraction):—il-taqsmor il--taqsm, s.f. 'The result
of division,' the quotient:—il-jmor il--jam, s.f.
'The result of addition,' the sum or total:—il-zamn, s.f.
Land that pays revenue, productive land:—il-arbor
il--arb, s.f. 'The result of multiplication,' the product:
—il karnor kar-len, v.t. To acquire, get, obtain,
accomplish; to gain, realize; to collect; to produce; to
learn:—il-kalm, il--kalm, adv. In short, brie y:—
il honor ho-jn, v.n. To be acquired, be obtained, be
gained; to result, to accrue.
A A3f  ilt, s.m. pl. (of il), Proceeds; results, &c.
A |  ir (act. part. of q 'to be present,' &c.), adj.

classical Arabic, but used by the Persians and Turks),
s.m. A pilgrim (to Mecca); one who has performed the
pilgrimage (of Mecca):—j-amaq, j-bewuq f, s.m.
(local), Two mock pilgrims who play a conspicuous part
in the Marramfestival:—jiyul-aramain, s.m. A pilgrim
to the two sacred places (Mecca and Medina); one who
has performed the pilgrimage of the two sacred places.
A   dd, vulg. d(fr. +C  'to prevent,' &c.), adj. (f.
dda), Sharp, pointed, piercing; acute; pungent, bitter,
acrid; sour; ardent, ery, caustic, poignant (syn. tez):—
dduz-zwiya, adj. Acute-angled.
A k  dis (fr.
 k+  'to be new'), adj. New, recent, just
appearing, just begun:—dis hon,
v.n. To appear, to

emerge; to happen, occur.
P j  disa  (for A. ~j  disat, v.n. fr. k+ ), s.m. A new
thing, a novelty; an accident, incident, event,
occurrence, adventure, casualty; a mishap, misfortune,
disaster, calamity, aiction.
A G  diq, adj.=iq, q.v.
P ?  dda (for A. {  ddat), adj. fem. of dd, q.v.
A Gz  iq (part. n. of G/  'to cut,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Sharp, acute, intelligent, penetrating, skilled, skilful,
thoroughly learned or versed or procient (in),
ingenious; excelling;—a procient, an adept, &c.
A   rr, vulg. r(part. n. fr. C 'to be hot'), adj. Hot,
ardent; dicult, troublesome, distressing, severe.
A 5  rij (act. part. n. of 5 'to be close or strait,'
&c.), s.m. Obstructer, hinderer, &c.; obstacle, hindrance,
obstruction.
A + B  sid (act. part. n. fr. + 0 'to envy'), adj. & s.m.
Envying, envious;—an envious man; an enemy:—sid
hon(-k), To be envious (of), to envy.
A E  sh [fr. E 'he set (one) aside,' iii of R, but
derived fr. R- 'a side'], prep. & adv. Excepting, except,
besides; far be it from:—sh-ka, sh-li-ka, Far be it
from thee:—sh-kal-lh, God preserve thee from it:—
sh lil-lh, God forbid! by no means.

Present, in attendance, at hand, ready, prepared, at the
service of, willing, content; (in Gram.) the second
person:—ir n, v.n.=ir hon, q.v.:—ir-bsh, s.m.
lit. 'Be ready'; a constant or regular attendant, one who
is never absent from his post; a follower, retainer:—

ir-bsh, s.f. The act of waiting; constant attendance:—
ir-jawb, adj. Ready with an answer or reply; readywitted, pert:—ir-jawb, s.f. Readiness in replying;
repartee:—ir rahn, v.n. To remain or continue
present, to be in attendance; to attend, to wait (on):—
ir-min, s.m. Surety for the appearance of another,
bail, one bound with the personal surety:—ir-mn,
s.f. Security for the appearance of another, the act of
giving bail for another; bail-bond:—ir karn(caus. of
next), v.t. To cause to be present, cause to appear:—ir
karn, v.t. To bring before (one), to bring forward; to
deliver up (a person); to introduce, present, to lay
before; to make ready, to prepare:—ir-o-nzr, adj.
Present and seeing (an epithet of the Deity, used in
formal oaths, &c.):—ir hon, v.n. To be present, be in
attendance, to attend; to be at hand, be ready, be
willing, be at the service of, to consent; to be a witness
(of a writing, or event):—gair-ir,
adj. Not present,

absent, not forthcoming.
A |  irt, = A P Y| irt,s.f. pl. (of ir),
Invocation of spirits; exorcising evil spirits; commanding
or imprisoning evil spirits; raising the devil:—irt
karn(-k), To invoke evil spirits, &c.; to exorcise.
A P Y| irt, = A |  irt,s.f. pl. (of ir),
Invocation of spirits; exorcising evil spirits; commanding
or imprisoning evil spirits; raising the devil:—irt
karn(-k), To invoke evil spirits, &c.; to exorcise.
A P Y| irt, s.m. An exorciser, a conjurer.
P |  irn, s.m. pl. (of A. ir), The people present,
those present, those who witnessed (an event, &c.).
A P | ir, vulg. r, s.f. Presence, attendance,
appearance (in a court); levee, audience, muster-roll;—
an oering of food to a saint or to a departed spirit; a
funeral feast (sent to the household of the deceased);—
breakfast (of Europeans):—r-bah, s.f.=r-k rajistar,
s.m. A register of attendance, a muster-roll:—r khn,
To breakfast:—r len(-k), To take the attendance, to
call out the names (of):—r-me kha  rahn, v.n. To be
in constant attendance:—ba-ir, adv. In the presence
(of, -ke), before:— ho r, s.f. 'The little breakfast' (of
Europeans), the tea and toast, &c. partaken of (by
Europeans) in the early morning (the 'big' breakfast

being later on).
A <)|  irn (obl. Ar. pl. of ir), s.m. pl. The persons
present, the company, assembly, audience:—irn-jalsa, s.m. The persons present at the meeting; the
present assembly, this meeting.
H O  ta, s.m. (contrac. of it, q.v.), Premises, an
enclosure, court-yard, 'compound' (in Anglo-Indian
phraseology).
A _  z (act.
part. n. fr. h  'to keep, guard, &c.), s.m.

A keeper, guardian, protector, preserver, governor; the
Preserver of all things (a name of the Deity);—one who
has the whole Qrnby heart; a blind man (so called
because such very commonly know the Qrnby heart);
—adj. Having a good memory:—z --aqq,
The true

God, God.
P _  z a (for A. ~_  z at,
 fem. of _ , and=quwwat-z a),
 s.m. The retentive faculty of the mind,
memory.
A P _ z , s.f. Retentiveness of memory; good
memory.
A 2   kim (act. part. n. of 2  'to restrain'; to judge';
'to exercise rule,' &c.), s.m. One who exercises judicial
authority, jurisdiction, rule, dominion, or government; a
judge; a magistrate; one in power or authority; a ruler,
governor, an ocial, ocer; a commander, chief,
master;—the Supreme Judge (one of the names of God):
—kim--b-i tiyr, s.m. A judge, &c. with full powers; a
competent authority:—kim--bl, s.m. A superior
ocer:—kim--dwn, s.m. The civil power; an ocer
of the civil court:—kim--- tiyror majz, s.m.=kim-b-i tiyr, q.v.:—kim--zer-dast, s.m. An inferior or
subordinate ocer:—kim--adlat, s.m. A judge:—
kim--la, s.m. The highest authority; the paramount
power:—kim--faujdr, s.m. A judge who presides over
a criminal court:—kim-nishn, s.m. Seat of a ruler or
governor, &c.:—kim-e-waqt, s.m. The present ruler or
rulers, the government of the day.
A P  @   kim-na, adj. & adv. In the manner of one
having authority; judicial, ocial;—with authority;
judicially, magisterially.
A P @  kim, adj. Belonging to the government,

governmental;—s.f. Rule, sway, governance,
government, dominion; legal or judicial authority,
authority, power; the oce or functions of a ruler,
magistracy, &c.:— ud-kimi, s.f. Arrogation of
authority.
A  l (fr.  'to become altered or changed'), s.m.
State, condition, circumstance, case, predicament,
situation; existing or present state (as of revenue
collections, &c.); a state of ecstasy, frenzy, or religious
transport;—present time; (in Gram.) the present tense;—
good condition, prosperous circumstances;—business,
aair, matter, thing; statement, account, story, history;
—adj. & adv. Present, current, now passing;—at present,
&c. (=l-me , al-l, qq.v.):—l n(-ko), To be inspired,
to be thrown into ecstasies:—l- -ki, adv. Whereas,
now that, since, though, although, notwithstanding,
however, yet, even:—l-bq, s.f. Present or current
balance:—l-be-l hon, v.n. The state to be altered
from good to bad, to be deteriorated, become illconditioned or out of condition, be disordered, be in a
bad way:—l-purs, s.f. Inquiring after health, &c.:—l-peshn, s.m. The former or original state:—l-hl(or
l-hl) aln, v.n. To go quickly, walk in haste:—l-sbiq, l-sbiq, s.m. The former or past state or
condition:—l-sl, s.m. The present or current year, this
year:—l-shikasta, adj. 'In broken condition,' ruined,
distressed, wretched:—l ln, v.n. To get into a state of
ecstasy or frenzy:—l-me = al-l= l-l, adv. At the
present time, at present; for the present, for the time
being;—instantly, immediately:—ba-har-l, adv. In any
case:—tabh-l, shikasta-l, adj. In straitened
circumstances, badly o, &c. (=l-shikasta).
A "  l, la(acc. of l), adv. At present, now, &c. (=all, q.v.s.v. l);—s.m. (local) An instalment of revenue.
A A"  lt, s.f. pl. (of lat), States, conditions,
circumstances, cases; facts, particulars:—lt-- , s.f.
Special circumstances.
P !  lat (for A. ~! ), s.f. State, condition, &c. (=l);
nature, constitution; (in Gram.) case (of a noun);—
ecstasy, &c. (=l):—lat--if, s.f. The genitive case:—
lat--fil, s.f. The case of the agent, the nominative
case:—lat--maf l, s.f. The accusative case:—lat--

mauj da, s.f. Present state or condition, present
circumstances:—lat-me , adv. In the case (that), in the
event of:—ba-lat, adv. In a state (of), under the
in uence (of).
P 2 !  lim, s.m. Cresses, &c. (=hlim, q.v.).
A P ! l, adj. & adv. Present, modern, new; current (as
coin);—presently, now, soon;—s.f. (local) The
government assessment (cf. l).
A 1  m, prop. n. Ham (son of Noah).
A + a  mid (act. part.n. of + @  'to praise'), s.m. One who
praises (God).
A \a  mi (act. part. n. of \@  'to be sour,' &c.), adj.
Acid, sour, sharp, pungent.
A a  mil (act. part. n. of @  'to bear or carry'), s.m. A
bearer, carrier, porter;—adj. Pregnant (=mila, q.v.):—
mil-- at or ruqa, s.m. Bearer of a letter, &c.:—mil-matan, s.m. A commentary rehearsing, or annexed to,
the text.
P #a  amila (for A. ~#a  milat, fem. of mil), adj. f.
Carrying, pregnant (a woman):—mila hon, v.n. To be
or become pregnant, to conceive.
A a m (act. part. n. of @ 'to protect,' &c.), s.m.
Protector, defender; supporter, patron;—s.f. Assurance,
conrmation or ratication (to an engagement) aorded
by a third person's pledging himself to the fullment of
it:—m bharn(-k), To give a pledge or assurance, to
pledge oneself (to), to agree, promise, consent, allow,
own, acknowledge, confess:—m-dr, s.m. One who
gives assurance or satisfaction by pledging himself to
the fullment of the engagement, &c. entered into by
another;—an assurance.
P  a  mya (for A. ~ a  myat, fem. of m), s.f.
Protectress, &c.; a protective body.
A l  nis (act.
part. n. of l 'to violate an oath'), s.m.

A violator or non-performer of his oath; a perjurer.
A  w (act. part. n. of  'to collect,' &c.), part. &
s.m. Collecting; comprising, comprehending, including;
getting within one's grasp;—a collector; a
comprehender, &c.:—w hon(-par), To comprise,
comprehend, include, &c.
A w$  it (fr.
 s  'to guard,' &c.), s.m.(?) A wall, a wall of

enclosure; a fence.
A ($  ik (act. part. n. of   'to weave'), s.m. A

nafas, s.m. Suocation.
A Z% abash (fr. Z% 'to collect or congregate'), s.m. The

weaver.
A $  il, vulg. yal(act. part. n. of  'to intervene,'

Abyssinians or Ethiopians;—(for A. abashat), the country
of the Abyssinians, Abyssinia, Ethiopia.
H <% abshin, abshan= H %abshin, abshan(A.

&c.), part. & s.m. Intervening, interposing; preventing,
hindering, restraining;—one who or a thing which
interrupts, or prevents, preventer, hinderer; hindrance,
obstacle, impediment:—il hon(-k), To intervene as a
separation, or barrier, or obstacle, to obstruct, hinder,
impede; to interrupt, break, disturb.
A U abb, vulg. ab(fr. U
C , see next), s.f. A grain (of
corn, &c.); seed, kernel, or stone (of fruit); a berry;—a
pill:—abb--balsn, s.f. The fruit of the tree called 'balm
of Gilead,' Amyris gileadensis:—abbus-saltn,
 The purging
croton nut:—abbul-gr,
Laurel
berries.

A U ubb, vulg. ub(inf. n. of U 'to be beloved'), s.f.
Love, aection, friendship; inclination, wish, desire:—
ubbul-watan,
 s.f. Love of one's country, patriotism:—
amal--ubb , s.m. A love-charm.
A % ib (v.n. from iii of %), s.m. A gift.
A % abb, vulg. ubb, s.m. A bubble:—abb uhn, v.n.
Bubbles to rise, to bubble:—abb-s, adj. (f. -), 'Bubblelike,' very frail, or thin, or slight, or little.
A P  %abb, adj. Of or resembling a bubble; full of
bubbles; (in comp.) bubbling.
A  %ubra (fr. % 'to beautify,' &c.), s.m. The bustard.
A / % abba (abba, perf. of rt. U 'to love'+z), adj. &
intj. Charming, excellent, bravo!
A I% abs (inf. n. of I% 'to conne,' &c.), s.m.
Connement, imprisonment, restriction, retention,
restraint, keeping in;—a place of connement, a prison
or jail;—a prisoner;—a dam, mound, bank; a reservoir,
tank, pond:—absul-baul, s.m. Retention of urine, a
strangury:—abs--dam, s.m. Keeping in the breath
(which some faqrsdo as a religious act for a very long
time; this is esteemed a means of prolonging life, on the
principle that every man has a predestined number of
inspirations to make, and the more slowly these are
performed, the longer will be the period of his
existence);—an asthma:—abs--dawm ba-ub r--dary-shor, Transportation for life beyond the sea:—absun-

abash+S. a. in), s.f. A female Abyssinian;—abshan,
adj.=absh, q.v.
H %abshin, abshan= H <% abshin, abshan(A.
abash+S. a. in), s.f. A female Abyssinian;—abshan,
adj.=absh, q.v.
P % abasha (for A. abashat), s.m.=abash, q.v.
A %abash, vulg. absh(rel. n. fr. abashat), adj. & s.m.
Of, or belonging to, or relating to, Abyssinia or the
Abyssinians; Abyssinian; negro; black;—an Abyssinian or
Ethiopian; a Care; a negro; a black slave.
A % abl (v.n. fr. % 'to bind, tie,' &c.), s.m. A rope, cord;
a vein; bond, cause of union; a covenant, compact,
league, alliance:—ablul-ward, s.m. One of the carotid
arteries, the jugular vein.
A % ub b, s.f. pl. (of abb), Grains (of corn, &c.);
berries.
A A % ub bt, vulg. ab bt, s.f.pl. (of ub b),
Vegetables, pot-herbs; articles formerly furnished gratis
to men in authority, consisting of sheep, milk, eggs,
blankets, hides, &c.
P % abba (for A. ~%C abbat, fem.; n. of un. fr. abb, q.v.),
s.m. One grain, one berry, one seed (syn. dna); a pill;—a
grain (weight=the weight of a grain of barley); a
measure (=two barley-corns); a particle, a small piece or
portion (of), a jot or tittle.
A U % abb (fr. U 'to love,' and=mab b), s.m. A person
loved or beloved; a lover, sweetheart; a friend.
A *atta, prep. & conj., To, up to, as far as, to the time
of, to the extent of; till, until; until that, that, in order
that, to the end that, so that; in such a manner, and
thus:—atta-ki, conj. Until that; so that; insomuch that,
&c.:—attal-imkn= attal-maqd r= attal-wus, To the
extent of, or to the best of, one's power, or ability, or
means; as far as lies in (one's) power; to one's utmost.
A 6 ajj, vulg. aj(inf. n. of 6 'to repair to'), s.m.
Repairing or going (to a place); the act of moving round;

—pilgrimage (to Mecca):—ajj--agar,
 s.m. The minor
pilgrimage (to Mecca):—ajj--akbar, s.m. The greater
pilgrimage (to Mecca):—ajjul-farz, s.m. The enjoined
pilgrimage (to Mecca, which it is the duty of every true
Musalmnto perform once in his lifetime).
A 8 ijb (v.n. fr. U8 'to prevent,' &c.), s.m. A veil; a
curtain;—concealment;—modesty, bashfulness, shame;—
night:—ijb uhn, v.n. A veil, or a curtain, to be raised
or removed; the sense of shame to be lost:—ijb- ashm,
adj. Sheep's-eyed:—ijb karn, v.t. To veil, cover, hide,
conceal;—to exhibit a sense of shame or modesty;—ijb
khn, v.n. To feel shame, be bashful; to blush.
A 8 ujjb, s.m. pl. (of jib), Door-keepers, porters,
&c.
A P  8ijb, adj. Veiled; modest;—s.f. Concealment,
secrecy.
A 5 8 ujjj, s.m. pl. (of jj), Pilgrims (to Mecca).
A d 8 ijz (fr. o8 'to hinder,' &c.), s.m. lit. 'A thing
intervening, a barrier or obstacle'; Mecca and the
adjacent country, Arabia Petræa;—one of the three
principal musical modes of the Persians (the other two
being isfahnand irq).
A 1 8 ajjm (fr. 2 8 'to scarify'), s.m. A cupper, scarier,
phlebotomist; a shaver, a barber (a barber in the East
commonly performs the operation of bleeding, &c.).
P a 8 ajmat (for A. ~a 8), s.f. The craft or art of the
ajjm, and the operation that he performs; cupping,
scarifying; shaving; a shave:—ajmat bannor banden(-k), To shave; (g.) to spoil, plunder:—ajmat
bannor ban-jn(-k), To be shaved;—(g.) to be spoiled or
plundered.
H a 8ajjmn [ajjm+n= S. "], s.f. The wife of a
barber.
P a 8ajjm, s.f.=ajmat, q.v.
A U8 ajb (inf. n. of U8 'to prevent,' &c.), s.m.
Intervening, interposing, precluding, secluding,
excluding, fencing round.
P 8 ujjat (for A. ~8, v.n. fr. 6C 'to overcome
by an argument,' &c.), s.f. Argument, plea, allegation;
proof, reason; objection, pretext, excuse; disputation,
contention, altercation:—ujjat karn, ujjat ln, v.n. To

adduce an argument or plea (against), take exception
(to), to dispute, contest; to raise an objection, bring
forward a pretext:—ujjat--l-t il,
 s.f. A useless
objection; a frivolous pretext; cavil:—ujjat nikln,
v.n.=ujjat karnor ln:—bil-ujjat, adj. Undisputed,
unchallenged.
A P R*8ujjat, s.m. A sound reasoner;—a disputatious
person, sophist, arguer, disputer, wrangler, caviller,
disputant.
A 8 ajar (v.n. fr. 8 'to prevent, to resist'), s.m. A
stone;—prohibition; (in Law) annulment:—ajarul-aswad,
s.m. The black stone of the kabaor temple of Mecca:—
ajarul-yah d, s.m. Jews-stone, a calcareous stone used
in medicine (found in Palestine, and resembling an olive
or acorn), Helmintholithus judaicus.
A A8 ujrt, s.m.pl. of ujra, q.v.
A  Y8 ajratn (dual of ajarat, n. of un. fr. ajar), s.m.
Gold and silver.
P ?8 ujra (for A. {8 ujrat, fr. 8; see ajar), s.m. A
chamber, room, closet, cell; a hut.
P #8 ajala, vulg. ajla, ujla(for A. ~#8 ajalat, fem.; n. of
un. fr., or the fem. of, ajal, 'the partridge'; rt. 8 'to
walk with short steps'), s.m. A partridge, the female
partridge.
P #8 ajala, vulg. ajla, ujla(for A. ~#8 ajalat, fem., fr.
8 'to interpose an obstacle,' &c.), s.m. A kind of
curtained canopy or alcove or the like, prepared for a
bride; an ornamented pavilion or chamber with curtains,
for a bride; the curtain which hangs before her;—the
marriage bed.
A 2 8 ajm (fr. 2 8 'to restrain,' &c.), s.f. Thickness,
bigness, magnitude, bulk, size (a post-classical
signication).
A +  add, vulg. ad(inf. n. fr. +C  'to prevent,' &c.), s.f.
Boundary, term, limit, bounds, extreme, extremity,
extent;—bar, obstruction, impediment, separation;—a
denition;—the point, or verge (of an event), utmost
point or degree;—a starting-post;—a restrictive
ordinance or statute (of God, respecting things lawful or
unlawful); castigations or punishments appointed to be
in icted (agreeably to the laws of Muhammad) for

certain crimes;—adv. At most; at least; extremely, very
(=ad-se; az ad; e.g. ad bur mal m hot hai):—ad
b dhn(-kor -ke), To x, or determine, or mark the
limits or boundaries (of), to bound, terminate; to dene:
—ad-bhar, s.m.=ad-pr, q.v.:—ad-bast, ad-band, s.f.
Fixing the limits or boundaries (of);—ad-bast karn, or
ad-band karn(-k) = ad b dhn:—ad-bhar karn, v.n. To
do one's best:—ad-pr, s.m. An outlaw:—ad-jawb, s.m.
Rejoinder, surrejoinder:—add--samat, s.f. A limitation
statute:—ad-se, adv. Beyond bounds, extremely, very:—
add--siysat-me , adv. Within jurisdiction:—ad-se afz n,
ad-se bhar, ad-se ziyda, adv.=ad-se, q.v.:—ad-se
ba hn, v.n. To overstep bounds, go beyond limits, to
exceed one's power; to transgress; to encroach (on):—
ad-shikan, s.f. Encroachment, violation of a
(neighbour's) landmark; trespass:—ad karn, v.n. To
push to extremity, to go beyond bounds; to reach the
utmost limits:—ad mrn, v.t. To punish severely:—admad d, 'Within dened limits,' a term in leases or
farming contracts which recognizes the power of the
farmer over all the lands and crops within the dened
limits:—az ad, adv.=ad-seand be-ad, q.v.:—be-ad, adj. &
adv. Without limit, unboundless, endless, innite;
immoderate, excessive, unfathomable;—immoderately,
excessively, &c.
A +  addd, (fr. + ), s.m. A blacksmith.
P A+  iddat (for A. {+C , fr. +C ), s.f. Sharpness (of a sword,
&c.); the edge (of a sword, &c.); sharpness, keenness,
acuteness, acrimony, virulence, poignancy, vehemence,
impetuosity, force, strength.
A k+  adas, ads(v.n.
fr. k+  'to be new'), s.m. Anything

existing for the rst time, recently happening, a thing
not known before, a new thing, a novelty, an
innovation; an accident, event, casualty, contingency;—
an accidental cause of impurity (according to
Musalmntraditions) that forbids or prevents one's
performing prayer, &c. without ablution; a state
annulling legal purity.
A k+ W ud s (inf.
n. of k+ ), s.m. The being new or

recent; novelty; invention.
A +  ud d, s.f.pl. (of add), Boundaries, limits,
connes;—denitions;—restrictive ordinances (see

add);—(sing.) a denition:—ud d--arba, s.f. The four
boundaries:—ud d-ar, s.f. Local limits:—ud d-sharya, s.f. Penal laws.
A P ?+  adda (rel. n. fr. add), adj. Bounded, having a
boundary (used in comp.):—sh-adda, s-adda, adj. &
s.m. Having three boundaries;—a place or point where
three boundaries meet.
A l)+  ads (fr.
 k+ , see adas), s.m.f. Narration,
narrative, story, history, tradition; a tradition or
narration relating to or describing a saying or an action
of Mohammad:—ads karnor
khe n(-k), To abjure,

forswear, renounce.
A + )+  add (fr. +  'to resist'), s.m. Iron; an instrument
or implement of iron; a helmet.
P Q )+  adqa (for A. ~Q )+  adqat, fem.; fr. G+  'to look at'),
s.m. A walled garden, a garden, an orchard.
A / W aar (inf. n. of /  'to be cautious'), s.m. Caution,
wariness, vigilance, care; prudence;—fear.
H e/  af, vulg. aaf(inf. n. of e/  'to cut o'), s.m.
Cutting o (a letter or syllable of a word), dropping,
rejecting; apocope; elision:—af karn, v.t. To cut o,
drop (a letter, &c.), to reject, to omit, to contract, to
elide.
A  arr, vulg. ar(v.n. fr. C 'to be hot'), s.f.(?) Heat,
warmth; ardour;—boiling.
A  urr, vulg. ur(fr. C 'to be free'), adj. Free,
ingenuous, free-born; generous, noble, well-born.
A 5 irj, s.f. pl. of harajat, q.v.
P A arrat, s.f. = P ? arra, s.m.(for A. { arrat,
fem.; inf. n. of C 'to be hot'), Heat, warmth;
feverishness; anger, passion; vehemence, ardour,
fervour, zeal; frenzy; enthusiasm;—(arra) cozening,
cozenage, fraud (?):—arra den(-ko), To cozen, to
defraud (?):—arrat--dn, s.f. Religious fervour,
fanaticism:—arrat--garz,
s.f. Natural heat (of the

body, &c.):—arra ln(-se), To be angry (with).
P ? arra, s.m. = P A arrat, s.f.(for A. { arrat,
fem.; inf. n. of C 'to be hot'), Heat, warmth;
feverishness; anger, passion; vehemence, ardour,
fervour, zeal; frenzy; enthusiasm;—(arra) cozening,
cozenage, fraud (?):—arra den(-ko), To cozen, to

defraud (?):—arrat--dn, s.f. Religious fervour,
fanaticism:—arrat--garz,
s.f. Natural heat (of the

body, &c.):—arra ln(-se), To be angry (with).
P B irsat (for A. ~B, inf. n. of K 'to take care of'),
s.f. Watching, guarding; care, charge, custody; guard,
escort:—irsat karn(-k), To take care (of), to guard, &c.;
to govern.
A } arr (fr. ur; rt. }), s.m. One who burns lime,
plaster, or alkali, &c.
A e arrf (intens. adj. fr. e 'to turn from, to alter,'
&c.), adj. Altered, perverted;—ingenious, clever, sharp,
astute, tricky;—pleasant, facetious;—talkative, chatty.
A 1  arm (inf. n. of 1  'to be prohibited,' &c.), adj.
Forbidden, prohibited, unlawful, wrong; excluded; sacred,
inviolable;—illegitimate, spurious (=arm-zda);—
disingenuous, dishonest;—s.m. An unlawful act, wrongdoing, iniquity; fornication, adultery;—a wrong-doer;
fornicator, &c. (=arm-krand arm-kr):—arm- r,
arm- or, s.m. One who lives on the wages of iniquity,
a venal or corrupt person (as one who takes bribes or
other unlawful gains), a dishonest fellow, an idle,
worthless fellow:—arm- or, s.f. The wages of iniquity,
unlawful gains (e.g. peculation, malversation, &c.),
dishonesty; the bread of idleness:—arm rakhn, v.t. To
hold or keep sacred; to probibit, &c.:—arm-zda, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Unlawfully begotten, illegitimate, spurious,
base-born;—a bastard; a wicked person, a rogue, villain,
scoundrel:—arm-zda-g, s.f. Illegitimacy;—wickedness,
roguery, rascality, villainy:—arm-zdag karn(-se), To
behave ill (to), ill-treat; to abuse:—arm-k, adj. (f. -),
Unlawful; ill-gotten (as wealth, &c.); illegitimate,
spurious;—arm-k pillor nutfa, s.m. A bastard; a term of
abuse:—arm-kr, s.m. An evil-doer, a fornicator, an
adulterer:—arm-kr, s.f. Any forbidden act (but
especially fornication and adultery):—arm karn, v.t. To
regard or determine as unlawful or wrong;—v.n. To do
what is forbidden or wrong, to commit fornication or
adultery:—arm khn, To receive the wages of iniquity:
—arm-magz, s.m. The spinal marrow; the spinal cord:—
arm maut, s.f. A violent or unnatural death, suicide:—
arm hon(-par), To be unlawful (for), &c.
A a arm, adj. & s.m. Unlawful, illegal; ill mate,

spurious;—wicked, atrocious;—a doer of what is forbidden
or unlawful, a wicked person; robber, an assassin;—a
rascal, a cheat;—a
bastard:—arm pill, or tikk, or ol, or m t, s.m. A
bastard; a term of abuse.
A < a  armain, s.m. dual (of arm), The two sacred
places (Mecca and Medina).
A  arb (v.n. fr.  'to plunder,' &c.), s.f. War,
warfare, ght, battle, con ict:—arb-gh, s.f. Field of
battle.
A  irb (v.n. fr. ), s.m. The chameleon.
P   arba (for A. ~  arbat, fem.; v.n. fr. ), s.m. A
dart, javelin; arms, implements of war;—a thrust, stick,
stab:—arba karn(-par), To thrust (at), to attack.
A  arb, adj. & s.m. Relating to war; warlike, hostile;—
a warrior.
A k ars (inf.
n. of k 'to sow'), s.m. Sowing,

cultivating, ploughing; a ploughshare.
P W arajat, s.f. = P W araja, s.m.(for A. ~W arajat,
inf. n. of un. of 5 'to be collected'), A collection of trees,
a wood, a thicket;—a collection or ock of camels.
P W araja, s.m. = P W arajat, s.f.(for A. ~W arajat,
inf. n. of un. of 5 'to be collected'), A collection of trees,
a wood, a thicket;—a collection or ock of camels.
A d irz (v.n. fr. d 'to be fortied'), s.m. A fortied
place, fortication; a place of refuge or custody; a safe
place, an asylum;—an amulet, a charm.
A K irs, s.m.=irsat, q.v.
A F ir (inf. n. of F 'to desire eagerly'), s.f. Desiring
eagerly; greediness, avidity, avarice, covetousness:—ir
h n, v.n. To be avaricious or covetous:—ir diln, ir
den(-ko), To make (one) desire eagerly, to rouse cupidity
in; to tempt, entice, allure:—ir karn(-k), To long (for),
to covet:—ir--ir, ir--ir, adv. Greedily,
avariciously, covetously.
H  f irh (A. ir+h= S. +t), adj. Greedy, &c.
(=irand ar, q.v.).
P fir (rel. n. fr. ir), adj. Greedy, avaricious,
covetous; ambitious.
A e arf (inf. n. of e 'to turn from, to alter,' &c.), s.m.
Changing, altering; inverting, turning (as a coat);—

extremity, verge, border, margin, brink, brow, side,
edge; ridge or ledge (of a mountain); summit of a
mountain;—nib (of a writing-reed) obliquely cut; a
crooked pen; writing obliquely;—a letter of the alphabet;
(in Gram.) an indeclinable word, a particle;—a word (so
used in lexicons, &c.);—blame, censure, reproach,
stigma, animadversion:—arf-shn, adj. & s.m. Being just
able to read, knowing the letters;—one who knows the
letters:—arf n, v.n. Infamy or reproach to be incurred:
—arf-andz, adj. Cunning, artful:—arf-andz, s.f.
Cunning, artice:—arf uhnor uh-len, v.n. To make
out the letters, to read; to decipher:—arf u nor u -jn,
v.n. The letters (or a letter) to be obliterated or eaced:
—arf--istisnor
arful-istisn,

 s.m. A particle of
exception:—arf--istidrkor arful-istidrk, s.m.
Adversative particle:—arf--istifhmor arful-istifhm,
s.m. Interrogative particle:—arf bihnor baihln, v.n.
To compose (for printing):—arf-ba-arf, adv. Letter by
letter, literally, syllable by syllable, word for word:—harf
bann(-me ), To alter letters or words, to insert a letter;
to alter or tamper with (a writing or document);—to
write well or carefully:—arf-par u gl rakhn, harf paka n,
v.n. To nd fault (with), to pick holes (in), to cavil (at); to
censure; to criticise:—arfut-tkd, s.m. Particle of
injunction or emphasis:—arfut-ta ss, s.m. Particle of
identity or specication:—arf--tarddor arfut-tardd,
s.m. Disjunctive particle:—arf--tashbhor arfut-tashbh,
s.m. Particle of similitude:—arf--tarfor arfut-ta f,
s.m. The denite article:—arf--tallor arfut-tall, s.m.
Particle of cause or reason:—arf--tankror arfut-tankr,
s.m. The indeterminate article:—arf--jrra, s.m. A
preposition:—arf jamn, arf jo n, v.n. To compose (for
printing):—arf--rabt, s.m. A preposition (=arf--jrra):—
arf rakhn(kis-par), To lay blame (on), impute a fault (to
one), to stigmatize:—arf-zan, adj. Talking, speaking;
vocal;—arf-zan hon, v.n. To speak, &c.:—arf--shartor
arfush-shart, s.m.
Conditional particle:—arf-shins, s.m.

One who is learning the letters, or is beginning to read,
a beginner:—arf-shinau, adj. & s.m. Attending to what is
said;—one who listens to advice:—arf--a, s m. A
consonant:—arf--afor arful-af, s.m. Copulative
particle, a conjunction:—arf--illat, s.m. A weak letter,

or a long vowel (i.e. , or , or ):—arf-gr, adj. & s.m.
Cavilling, captious, censorious;—censurer, caviller, critic:
—arf-gr, s.f. Censoriousness, cavil; criticism;—arf-gr
karn(-par), To cavil (at), to censure, nd fault (with), to
criticise:—arf ln(-par), To nd fault (with), to blame,
cast a stigma or slur (on), to disparage:—rf--manaw,
s.m. A signicant particle, a postposition:—arf-n-shinau,
adj. Not attending to advice, obstinate:—arf-n-shinav,
s.f. Inattention to advice; obstinacy:—arf--nidor
arfun-nid, s.m. Vocative particle; an interjection:—arf-nudbor arfun-nudbat, s.m. Particle of lamentation;—
an interjection:—arf--naf, s.m. Particle of negation:—
arf-o-ikyat, s.f. Conversation, discourse;—disputing:—
arf-o-su an, s.m. Word and speech, talk, discourse:—arf
hon(-par), To be a stigma, stain, spot, or disgrace (upon);
to be derogatory (to).
A _- arfa (acc. of arf), adv. Literally:—arfa-arfa,
adv. Letter by letter, syllable by syllable, word for word,
literally.
A A _ arft, s.m.pl. (of arf), Letters (=ur f, q.v.).
P _ irfat, s.f. = P _ irfa, s.m.(for A. ~_ irfat, fem.;
v.n. fr. e 'to turn to'), Craft, handicraft, trade, art,
professsion, any habitual work or occupation (to gain a
living);—skill, ingenuity, cleverness; cunning, art,
artice, trick, deceit:—irfat-bz, adj. Crafty, artful,
cunning, intriguing:—ahl--irfa, s.m. Workmen,
operatives, artizans; men of skill, artists:—nishn--irfa,
s.m. Trade-mark.
P _ irfa, s.m. = P _ irfat, s.f.(for A. ~_ irfat, fem.;
v.n. fr. e 'to turn to'), Craft, handicraft, trade, art,
professsion, any habitual work or occupation (to gain a
living);—skill, ingenuity, cleverness; cunning, art,
artice, trick, deceit:—irfat-bz, adj. Crafty, artful,
cunning, intriguing:—ahl--irfa, s.m. Workmen,
operatives, artizans; men of skill, artists:—nishn--irfa,
s.m. Trade-mark.
A A   arakt, s.f.pl. (of arakat), Motions, movements,
actions, proceedings; the vowel-points:—arakt--sals
 a,
s.f. The three short vowels:—arakt-o-sakant, s.f.
'Alternate movements and rests'; gestures,
gesticulation, postures.

P   arakat, vulg. arkat(for A. ~  arakat, fem.; v.n.
fr.  'to move'), s.f. Motion, action, movement,
proceeding; gesture, gesticulation; act, deed; an
improper or bad action, misdemeanour, fault, minor
oence, crime; fornication, adultery;—agitation,
commotion; opposition, interruption, prevention,
hindrance; loss, damage;—a short vowel, a vowel-point:
—arakat den(-ko), To set in motion, to move:—arakat-rozna, s.f. Diurnal motion (of the planets):—arakat-slna, s.f. Annual motion:—arakat karn, v.n. To move,
act, work; to move (in, -me ); to do any bad act, act
improperly (in respect of, -me ); to commit fornication
or adultery;—to practise interruption, to interrupt,
hinder, obstruct, disturb:—arakat hon, v.n. To be
interrupted, be disturbed, be hindered, &c.
A * arakat, vulg. arkat(fr. arakat), adj. & s.m.
Interrupting, obstructive;—an interrupter, &c.
A 1  aram (v.n. fr. 1  'to prohibit'), adj. Forbidden;
sacred;—s.m. The sacred territory of Mecca; the temple
of Mecca, or the court of the temple; a sanctuary;—s.f. A
wife; a concubine, a female slave; any woman under
covert; a daughter;—women's apartments, seraglio,
harem:—aram-sar, s.m. Women's apartments, &c.
(=aram):—aram-k jan, adj. & s.m. Base-born;—a
bastard (=arm-zda).
A  a  irmn (inf. n. of 1  'to render hopeless,' &c.),
s.m. Rendering hopeless;—refusal, denial (of a thing, to
a person); disappointment, repulse.
P a  urmat (for A. ~a , inf. n. of  'to be forbidden,'
&c.), s.f. Reverence, respect, honour, dignity; 'a thing
that should be sacred or inviolable,' (hence) honour,
reputation, character; chastity (syn. br ):—urmat-bah,
s.m. Damages for defamation; compensation for
calumny or libel:—urmat to n(-k), To injure the
reputation or character (of), to disgrace:—urmat den,
v.t. To bestow honour or dignity (on), to exalt, to dignify;
—to sacrice reputation, lose character, incur disgrace:—
urmat rakhn(-k), To preserve or maintain the dignity
or honour (of), to uphold the dignity (of):—urmat karn(k), To shew respect (to), treat respectfully; to do honour
(to), to honour:—urmat len(-k), To deprive (one) of
honour or reputation, to defame, to disgrace; to violate

the chastity (of), to violate, ravish:—urmat-wl, adj. (f. ), Respectable, honourable, worthy:—be-urmat, adj.
Disreputable, infamous.
H X oa aram-zadag, s.f. contrac. of arm-zdag,
q.v.s.v. arm.
A  ur r (inf. n. of C), s.m. Heat, &c. (=arr, q.v.).
A e ur f, s.m. pl. (of arf), Letters, &c.:— ruf-tahajj, hur f--hij, The letters of the alphabet; an
alphabet:—ur f--tahajj-k tartb, s.f. Alphabetical order.
A ) arr (v.n. fr. C), s.m. Silk, dressed silk, silk-cloth.
P ?) arra (for A. {) arrat, fem.; fr. C), s.m. A kind of
pap, a caudle (of s j, sugar, milk and water, aniseed, and
cardamoms).
A )arr (rel. n. fr. arr), adj. Silken, of silk-cloth;—
ne (like silk):—arr kga,
 s.m.=arr, s.f. A very thin
kind of paper, tissue paper.
A v) ar (see ir), adj. Greedy, avaricious, covetous;—
s.m. A greedy or covetous person;—an imitator (of
others).
A g) arf (v.n. fr. e 'to turn to,' &c.), s.m. A fellowworker (in one's craft or ordinary occupation), an
associate, a partner, a mate;—a rival, opponent,
adversary, antagonist; an enemy;—adj. Clever, cunning;
—pleasant, facetious;—impudent, audacious.
P h )arf (fr. arf), s.f. Rivalry, antagonism; enmity;—
cleverness; stratagem, fraud.
A 2 ) arm (fr. 1  'to be forbidden,' &c.), s.m. The
enclosure of the temple of Mecca; a sacred place, a
sanctuary (=aram); a house or dwelling.
A o izb (v.n. fr. o 'to straiten,' &c.), s.f. (?), A part or
portion; a sixtieth portion of the Qrn.
A 1 o azm (inf. n. of 1 o 'to bind'; 'to make rm'), s.m.
(?), Strength or rmness of mind or judgment; the being
resolved (upon a thing), rm resolution.
A o uzn (v.n. fr. o 'to be sorrowful,' &c.), s.m. Grief,
mourning, lamentation, sorrow, aiction, sadness,
unhappiness.
A <)o azn (v.n. fr. o), adj. Grieving, mourning,
lamenting; grieved, sorrowful, sad, aicted, melancholy;
plaintive.
P )oazn (fr. azn), s.f.=uzn, q.v.

A I iss, vulg. is(inf. n. of I
C  'to feel compassion,' &c.),
s.m. Feeling, sense; a sense, a faculty of sense;
imagination; sentiment;—sympathy:—iss--bt in,
 s.m.
An internal sense; perception:—iss--z hir,
s.m. An

external sense; sensation:—iss--mushtarik(vulg.
mushtarak), s.m. Common sense;—the sensorium:—behiss, adj. Without feeling or sense:—be-iss-o-arakat, adj.
Without sense or motion.
A 0 isb (inf. n. of U0, and also of iii of U0 'to
number,' &c.), s.m. A numbering, counting, reckoning,
calculation, computation; arithmetic; account, accounts;
bill (of charges); rate, price, charge;—measure,
measurement; proportion; rule, standard;—estimation,
judgment, opinion;—condition, category:—isb barbar
karn(apn), To square accounts; to do (one's) business,
nish a task:—isb-bah, s.f. Account-book:—isb be-bk
karn, To settle or adjust an account; to liquidate a
balance:—isb pk karn, To clear or settle accounts:—
isb pk hon, v.n. Accounts to be settled or cleared:—
isb-par a hn, or darj karn, v.t. To carry to account, to
post or book (an account), to charge, debit:—isb partl
karn, isb j nor dekhn, v.t. To examine or audit
accounts:—isb jo n(-k), To add up an account, to total,
to calculate:—isb ukn= isb be-bk karn, q.v.:—isbor, s.m. Defaulter (in accounts):—isb-dn, s.m. An
arithmetician:—isb-dh, adj. Accountable, answerable,
responsible:—isb den, To give or render an account:—
isb rakhn(-k), To keep account (of); to keep accounts,
to register:—isb raf karn, To settle an account:—isb
samjhn, To render an account; to account (for):—isbkitb, isb-o-kitb, s.m. Accounts; book-keeping:—isbkitb durust karn, To clear or make up accounts:—isb-okitb-me rahn, v.n. To live within one's income; to live
within bounds, not to indulge in excesses:—isb karn(k), To calculate; to make up or settle an account:—isbk r -se, adv. As per account:—isb lagn(-k), To make a
calculation, to calculate, reckon; to come to terms (with,
-se), to enter into a liaison(with); to form a league (with),
to conspire, plot;—to serve, be employed:—isb len(-se),
To take an account (from):—isb-me jam karn, v.t. To
credit to an account, to credit:—isb-me farq nor hon,
A decit or defalcation to take place or occur:—isb-me

len, v.t. To take into account; to consider:—isbnavs(=isb-kitb rakhne-wl), s.m. An accountant; a
book-keeper:—apne isb, adv. In my opinion or
estimation, according to my reckoning; as far as I am
concerned:—amn--isb, s.m. Auditor of accounts:—
bikr-k isb, s.m. Account sales; bill of sales:—ba-isb
rasad, adv. Rateably, pro rata; in proportion:—be-isb,
adj. Numberless, countless, incalculable:—pakk isb,
s.m. Exact amount; exact measurement:— alt isb, s.m.
Account current; demand account:—ka  isb, s.m. A
rough account.
P  0isb (fr. isb), adj. Belonging to accounts;
reckoned; accountable, proper, accurate, correct, just;—
s.m. An accountant;—s.f. (in comp.), Reckoning,
calculation:—isb sl, s.m. The usually-reckoned year,
the ocial year.
A K 0 asss (intens. n. fr. I
C  'to feel'), adj. & s.m.
Endued with the ve senses; acute, shrewd;—an animal.
A 1 0 usm (v.n. fr. 2 0 'to cut'), s.f. A sharp sword.
A  0 ussn, vulg. assn(intens. n. fr. <0 'to be
beautiful'), adj. Very good, most comely or beautiful.
A  0 isn, adj. pl. of ussn, q.v.
A U0 asb (inf. n. fr. U0 'to reckon'), s.m. Computing;
considering, re ecting upon;—suciency, a thing
sucing or sucient for; quantity, &c. (see asab);—adv.
Agreeably (to), conformably (to), according (to), in
conformity (with); as:—asb--ittifq, adv. By chance:—
asb--itmnn,
adv. To the satisfaction (of), in a

satisfactory manner:—asbul-irshd, asbul-amr, adv.
Agreeably to orders, according to orders, as ordered:—
asbul-imkn, adv. As far as possible:—asb--l, adv.
According to circumstances, as exigency may require:—
asb--dast r, adv.=asb--mam l , q.v.:—asb--dil- h ,
adv. Agreeably to the wish or desire (of, -ke),
satisfactorily:—asb--ail, adv. As below or under, as
follows:—asb--sarrishta, adv. As provided or regulated:—
asb--bit a, asb-qida, adv. According to rule or
practice, duly, formally:—asb--qn n, adv. According to
law, legally:—asb--murd, adv. According to the wish or
desire (of, -ke):—asb--mam l , or asbul-mam l, adv.
Agreeably or according to custom, as usual:—asb-mansh, adv. Agreeably to the purport or intent (of); in

the sense (of):—asb--mauqa, adv. According to
circumstances, as the case may demand:—asb--wq,
adv.=asb--mauqa& asb--l.
A U0 asab (v.n. fr. U0 'to reckon'), s.m. A number
counted; number, computation; amount, quantity,
measure, proportion, value;—state, condition; way,
mode, manner;—relations (of a person), pedigree,
lineage; nobility;—religion:—asab-o-nasab, s.m. Pedigree,
lineage.
A + 0 asad (inf. n. of + 0 'to envy'), s.f.m. Envy, malice;
—emulation, ambition:—asad-pesha, adj. Envious
(habitually or na~urally):—asad rakhn(-par), asad karn(par), To bear envy or malice (against), to be envious (of),
to envy:—asad le-jn(-par), To be seized or carried away
by envy, to become envious (of).
H ) + 0 asadhy [asad, q.v.+hy= S. +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. asadh), Envious; jealous;—an envious person, &c.
P A0 asrat (for A. {0, inf. n. of 0 'to grieve for'), s.f.
Grief, regret, intense grief or sorrow;—longing, desire:—
asrat-luda, adj. Overwhelmed with grief:—asrat-zada,
adj. Sorrow-stricken, aicted, woe-begone:—asrat
karn(-k), To grieve or repine (for):—asrat-kushta, adj.
Killed with grief.
A <0 usn (inf. n. of <0 'to be good or beautiful,' &c.),
s.m. Goodness, goodliness; comeliness, beauty,
pleasingness:—usn--ittifq, s.m. A favourable or lucky
chance:—usn--i tiyr, s.m. Free will:—usn--a lq,
s.m. Approvable manners, aability, courtesy,
politeness:—usn--intiz m,
 s.m. Good management or
administration; good discipline:—usn--iniram, s.m. A
favorable or happy termination:—usn-parast, s.m. An
admirer of beauty:—usn--tadbr, s.m. Good or sound
policy:—usn-- ulq, s.m. Excellence of disposition; a
good disposition:—usn--z ann,
 s.m. A good opinion, a
favourable judgment:—usn-o-qub, s.m. Good and bad
qualities, merits and defects.
A <0 asan (v.n. fr. <0), adj. Good; beautiful, comely,
pleasing;—name of a son of Al; a proper name.
A  0 as d (fr. + 0; see asad), adj. Envious, spiteful,
malignant.
A  0 us d, s.m. Envying; envy (=asad).

A < 0 asn, adj. (=asan, q.v.), Comely, beautiful,
handsome, elegant.
A < 0 usain (dim. of asan), adj. Good; beautiful, &c.;—a
proper name; name of the younger son of Al.
P  0usain (rel. n. fr. usain), adj. Of or relating to
Husain;—s.f. A species of grape:—usain kabb, s.m. Pieces
of meat with salt and lime-juice toasted over a re.
A D  ushsh = ushsha, q.v.
H D ; D  ashshsh-bashshsh, ashsh-bashsh(for A.
ashshatand bashshat, rts. Z
C  and Z
C ; ; see bashshsh, and
next), adj. & adv.
Merry, joyful, cheerful, in good spirits;—joyfully,
cheerfully, &c.
P E  ushsha (for A. ~E  ushshat, fem.; fr. Z 'to dry
up,' &c.), s.m. The remains of life; the last breathings (of
a dying person).
A  ashr (inf. n. of  'to collect'), s.f. Gathering,
meeting, congregation, concourse; the resurrection;—
commotion, tumult, noise (such as that of the
resurrection); wailing, lamentation:—ashr barp karn,
ashr to na, To raise a great commotion, make a dreadful
noise; to weep and wail aloud:—ashr- irm, adj. Making
a stir, exciting a great commotion (a woman) by the
elegance of her gait:—yaumul-ashr, s.m. The day of
resurrection.
A A ashart, s.f. pl. (of asharat, not in use in Urd),
Reptiles, insects, animalcules;—(sing.) a fearful or
dangerous crowd;—buzzing noise, hum, din, commotion
(of a crowd):—ashartul-ar, s.f. Reptiles, &c. (=ashart).
P ashr (rel. n. fr. ashr), adj. Ghastly, fearful;—
violent and impetuous (for the mare, a stallion).
P h  ashafa (for A. ~h  ashafat, fem.), s.m. Glans penis.
A 2  asham (inf. n. of 2  'to be or become angry'),
s.m. Special dependents, train, equipage, suite
(=ashmat).
P @  ashamat, vulg. ashmat(for A. ~@ ), s.f. Equipage,
retinue, train (=asham);—state, dignity, pomp, parade;—
wealth, riches.
A  ashw, vulg. asho(inf. n. of  'to stu'), s.m.
Stung (for a pillow, cushion, &c.); padding; trash,
rubbish; refuse;—people of the meanest condition;—

small camels:—ashw-min-hor -min-h, s.f. Subtraction,
deduction; the quantity subtracted or deducted; (in
revenue) rent-free.
H   ashw, s.m. corr. of ashafa, q.v.
H M i, s.m.=M ia, q.v.
A  M ir (inf. n. of iii of M 'to encompass'), s.m.
Encompassing, besieging;—a fortress, fort, castle;
fortication, ramparts, bulwarks; enclosure, a fence:—
ir b dhn, To make an enclosure, to enclose;—to
besiege:—ir karn(-k), To encompass, lay siege (to), to
besiege:—bl-ir, s.m. 'The lofty or elevated fort'; the
citadel (of a fortress).
P  Mir (rel. n. fr. ir), adj. & s.m. Besieged;—those
who are besieged;—a soldier (in garrison).
P  M anat (for A. ~ M, inf. n. of <M 'to be
inaccessible,' &c.; 'to be chaste'), s.f. Firmness, stability,
durability, steadiness;—continence, chastity.
A M ar (inf. n. of M 'to surround,' &c.), s.m.
Surrounding, encompassing, restricting, circumscribing;
besieging;—restriction, limit; siege, blockade;—
reckoning, counting; number;—dependence, reliance:—
ar karn(-k), To surround; to circumscribe; &c.;—to
trust (to), rely (on), &c.
A vM ia, s.m. pl. (of ia), Shares, lots, portions.
A <M in (inf. n. of <M 'to be inaccessible'), s.m. A fort,
fortress, castle, fortied place, fortication:—in--an,
s.m. An impregnable fortress.
A M u l (inf. n. of M 'to be produced,' &c.), s.m.
Getting, acquisition, attainment; product, produce, issue;
prot, gain, advantage (cf. il):—u l bil-jabr, s.m.
Forcible appropriation, extortion, exaction.
P M ia (for A. ~M iat, fem.; v.n. fr. v
C  'to cut o'),
s.m. Part, portion, lot, share, division; dividend;—class;
compartment:—ia--auat,  s.m. Average share:—ia-kim, s.m. The share of produce to which the king or
ruler is entitled:—ia-- urd, s.m. The lesser part or
portion:—ia-dr, vulg. hie-dr, s.m. A shareholder, a
sharer, one of a community of sharers; a partner, copartner, coparcener:—ie-dr , s.m. pl. Shareholders,
sharers, &c.:—ie-dro -k jamat, s.f. A joint-stock
company, a body of shareholders:—ie-dro -k sanad,

s.f. Bank scrip:—ia-dr, s.f. Sharing; entitled to a
share; copartnership; coparcenership:—ia-rasador
rasad, s.f. An equal share; a proportional share, part, or
contribution; a fractional share of land; a dividend on a
share;—a rate, cess:—ia karnor kar-len(-k), To share,
part, portion, apportion, divide, distribute:—ia-kash,
s.f. The distribution and appointment of shares
(according to strict genealogical succession);—drawing
lots; a lottery:—ia--kaln, s.m. The greater part:—
ia-ma l, s.m. Portion or proportion of tax:—ia-musw, s.m. An equal share:—ia--muaiyan, s.m. A
xed or specied portion or share:—ia--hl, s.m. A
ploughman's share, or wages in kind (generally
amounting to about one-eighth of the produce).
H  M iait [ia, q.v.+ait= it= Prk. \5=Õ5=S.
 (term. of the pres. part. with the caus. augment
), s.m. A shareholder (=ia-dr).
A  M ar (fr. M 'to straiten,' &c.), s.m. A mat (of
reeds, &c.).
A < M an (fr. <M 'to be inaccessible,' &c.), adj.
Inaccessible, impregnable; fortied, strong.
A  q ur, s.m. pl. (of ir), The people present,
assembly, attendants, spectators, auditors.
A q aar (v.n. fr. q 'to be present'), s.m. Presence,
residence at home; xed residence, home; resting,
remaining in a place (opp. of safar).
P Aq arat (for A. {q, inf. n. of q 'to be present'),
s.f. Presence;—dignity;—a title applied to any great man,
the object of resort, your or his Majesty, Highness,
Excellency, Eminence, Worship, or Holiness, &c. (when
so used respectfully instead of a pronoun or name the
gender of the person to whom it has reference is
adopted):—arat-salmat, Greeting to your Highness, &c.;
—I bow to your Highness:—arat zill--subn,
His

Majesty the Shadow of God, the king:—arat s, Jesus
Christ:—arat maryam, The Virgin Mary:—ba e arat,
s.m. A superior;—a consummate knave or rascal.
A  q u r (inf. n. of q 'to be present'), s.m. Presence,
attendance; the royal presence; the presence of a
superior authority (as a judge, &c.); the person of the
monarch or of any high functionary;—the presence

chamber, hall of audience, the court; the government;
government estate;—your Majesty, or Highness, &c.;—
postpn. In the presence (of, -ke):—u r-tal, s.f. The
collection of revenue by the chief scal ocer of the
government without the intervention of a third party;—
the talof the head-quarters of the collector of a
district:—u r-t alab,
adj. Being called to the presence;

summoning attendance:-u r-mal, s.m. Estates
paying revenue direct to the government:—u r-me ,
adv. In presence (of, -ke), before:—u r-navs, s.m.
Secretary of State, one who registers all royal or
viceregal grants and orders: a private secretary:—u r-wl, s.m. The high or exalted presence.
P  qu r, adj. & s.m. Of or pertaining to the court or
the government, royal; divine;—a courtier; an attendant;
—s.f. Presence, attendance, audience;—privilege of
paying revenue direct to government; collections made
directly by the government:—u r mlguzr, s.f. Paying
revenue, or revenue paid, direct to the government (by
a landholder or tenant):—u r nlish, s.f. A complaint
preferred direct to government.
A \ q a (v.n. fr. \
C  'to incite,' &c.), adj. Low,
depressed;—the lower extremity or surface (of
anything); a depressed piece of ground, the foot of a
mountain;—(in Astron.) the lower apsis in an eccentric
orbit (opp. to auj).
A UN atab (v.n. fr. UN 'to collect rewood'), s.f.
Firewood.
A UN atib (fr. UN), adj. Very lean or meagre, thin,
lank (like a stick).
A. ~@ N utamat,
fem.; v.n.
P @ N utama,
vulg. atma(for



fr. 2 N 'to break to pieces'), s.m. A vehement re; a
name of hell or of hell-re; the fourth stage of hell; or
(as some say) the gate, or rst stage, of hell.
A  azz , vulg. az,  (inf. n. of 
C  'to be or become for.
tunate'), s.m. Fortune, good fortune, felicity;—share,
portion, lot;—pleasure, delight, enjoyment, gratication;
avour, taste:—azz  uhn(-k),
To partake of the

pleasure (of), to enjoy:—azz --nafsn,
s.m. Sensual
 
pleasure:—be-az, adj. Tasteless, insipid, vapid.
A  azr  (inf. n. of  'to prohibit'), s.m. Forbidding,

prohibition; seclusion;—harshness, rudeness.
A   uz  z,  s.m. pl. (of azz ),
  Pleasures, &c
P  h  ifzat (prob. a later, or a Persian, formation, fr.
A. ifz), inf. n. of iii of h  'to preserve,' &c.), s.f.
Guarding, keeping. preservation, care, custody,
guardianship, charge, protection; security, safety;—
memory (cf. ifz):—ifz
at-ud), s.f. Self-defence:—


ifzat-ud-i tiyr, s.f. Independent or private

defence:—ifzat--z
at,
adv.

 s.f. Self-defence:—ifzat-se,

Carefully; in safety:—ifzat karn(-k), To take care (of),
to keep, preserve, guard, defend; to keep in custody, to
secure;—to be careful, be on (one's) guard;—to keep in
memory; to commit to, or repeat from, memory:—
ifzat-me
rakhn(-ko), To place in security, or in custody,

to preserve, to guard, &c. (=ifzat karn):—ifzat--nafs,

s.f. Self-preservation.
A h  ifz (inf.
n. of h  'to preserve,' &c.), s.m.

Preservation, keeping, care, custody, guardianship,
protection;—memory;—adv. From memory; by heart:—
ifz pa
 hn(-ko), To repeat from memory, to say by heart:
—ifz karn,
v.t. To commit to memory:—ifz--m


taqaddum, s.m. 'Attention to what is before (one)';
foresight, precaution:—ifz--martib,
s.m. Attention to

degrees or ranks (of persons), observing etiquette;
etiquette.
A h  a (inf. n. of h  'to collect'), s.m. Company (of
men), congregation, assembly, council.
A H aqq, vulg. aq(v.n. fr. HC 'to be just,' &c.), adj. Just,
proper, right, correct, true; suitable to reality or fact
(syn. hk);—s.m. Justness, propriety, rightness,
correctness, truth; reality, fact;—justice; rectitude;—
equity;—right, title, privilege, claim, due, lot, portion,
share, proprietorship;—duty, obligation;—behalf, benet,
interest;—the Truth, the true God:—aq ad karn(-k), To
render (one) his due, give (one) his rights; to do what is
right; to perform social or domestic duties:—aqqus-sa,
s.m. The wages of labour, recompense for trouble:—
aqqul-abd, s.m. 'The right of the slave'; the right of an
injured individual to redress or justice:—aqqul-lh, s.m.
'The rights of God'; the retributive chastisement which it
is the duty of the magistrate to in ict for crimes and
oences against morality and religion; punishment

in icted for religious oences;—adj. Right, correct, true
(e.g. aqqul-lh bt kaho):—aqqul-wqa, s.m. A
statement or record of facts:—aqqun-ns, s.m. The
rights of man, punishment of crimes against society:—
aqqun-nzirn,
 s.m. What is left after a banquet for the
servants and spectators (such leavings being regarded
as their right):—aq-bhe , s.m. Presents frequently
made half-yearly by the mlguzrsto
native ocers in

authority:—aq-bn, s.f. Seeing the truth:—aqq--pawr,
s.m. The fees payable to the pawror village
accountant:—aq-par la n, To ght for one's rights:—aqpasand, adj. Approving what is just, right, equitable, or
honest:—aqq--tarr, s.m. The due or fee of a letterwriter:—aqq--tasl, s.m. The right of collection; the
rate, or the fee, of the ocer employed to collect rents:
—aqq--tanf, s.m. Copyright:—aq-tal, The Most High
God:—aq-talaf, s.f. Violation of right; perversion of
justice; wrong, injury:—aq-talaf karn(-k), To deprive of
a right, to do a wrong (to), to wrong, to act unjustly
(towards):—aq hahrn(-k), To determine or adjudge a
right, to pronounce to be the right (of):—aq sbit
 karn(par), To establish a right or claim (to):—aq jnn, v.t. To
consider as right or just, to approve:—aq-jall-o-jall, The
Deity in all his splendour:—aq-jo, adj. & s.m. Seeking
truth;—one who seeks truth:—aq hn, To claim or
demand a right or due:—aqq-- ahrum, s.m. A fourth
share:—aq aq karn, To cry O God! O God! (through
hunger, &c.), to be very hungry, be starving;—to coo (as
a dove):—aq-all, adj. Lawful, right, due:—aq-uq q,
s.m. Rights and dues, &c.:—aqq--n-ayt, s.m. A lifeinterest:—aqq-- idmat, s.m. Right due to or earned by
service:—aq-dr, adj. & s.m. Having a just claim, or
right, or title; rightful, just, equitable, lawful;—one
possessing a right or title, holder of a right, &c.; rightful
nominee;—owner, proprietor;—aq-dr karn, v.t. To give
(one) a claim (to, -k), to entitle (one, -ko, to a thing, -k):
—aq-dr, s.f. The holding any right or privilege, the
right of claim, or privilege, or property; ownership:—aq
dabn(-k), To deprive of a right, to usurp a right, to
dispossess wrongfully:—aqq--da l-kr, s.f. Right of
occupancy:—aq den(-ko), To give (one) his right or due,
to concede a right; to administer justice:—aq-ras, s.f.

Justice, redress, relief, remedy, deliverance from wrong;
the ends of justice:—aqq--riy, s.m. Right of the
subject;—tenant-right:—aqq--zamndr, s.m. The rights
and interests of landowners, proprietary right of a
zamndr:—aqq--sar-ba-rh, s.m. The right of
management (as of the head of a village to conduct its
aairs):—aqq--sarkr, s.m. The right of Government to
a share of the crops, or a money commutation:—aq-se,
adv. Justly, rightly, fairly, honestly; deservedly:—aqshins, adj. & s.m. Rendering to everyone his due; able to
appreciate and ready to reward; knowing and
performing (one's) duty;—grateful;—one who renders to
everyone his due, &c.:—aq-shins, s.f. Knowledge of
what is right, or of God; gratitude:—aqq--shufa, s.m.
Right of pre-emption:—aqq--qim-maqm, s.m. The
right of being represented by another:—aqq--qadmat,
s.m. The right of long-established or immemorial usage
or custom; a prescriptive right:—aq-ko pahu n, To
obtain a right or due; to recover (one's) property:—aqguzr,
 adj. & s.m. Conveying or imparting the truth;
doing what is right or just; honest, sincere;—grateful;—
one who does what is right or just, &c.; an administerer
of justice:—aq-guzr,
 s.f. Imparting or representing of
truth or fact; administering of justice; uprightness,
honesty, sincerity; gratitude:—aq-go, s.f. Truthspeaking, truthfulness:—aq len(-k), aq mrn(-k), To
deprive (one) of a right or due, to wrong, injure, defraud:
—aqq--ml, s.m. Right to property:—aqq--mlikna,
s.m. Proprietary right:—aqq--murajja, s.m. Preferential
right:—aqq--murawwaja, s.m. Customary due:—aqq-milkyat, s.m.=aqq--ml, q.v.:—aq-me , adv. In respect
(of, -ke), with respect (to), as regards, as to, about; in
behalf (of), for:—aqq--n-tamm, s.m. An imperfect
title:—aq-n-aq, adv. Right or wrong, per fas et nefas, by
fair means or foul; nolens-volens; wrongfully, unjustly,
without cause or reason:—aqq-o-murq, s.m. Rights and
interests:—aq hon(-k), To belong of right, be the right
or due (of), to belong or appertain (to);—to die:—aq hai,
al-aq, It is true; very true:—d dh-k aq, s.m. The rights
of a mother.
A Q  aqq (for aqqa, acc. of aqq), adv. By God; truly,
really;—s.m. God (=aqq;—used by women)

P A Q  aqrat, vulg. iqrat(for A. { Q  inf. n. of Q  'to be
contemptible'), s.f. Contempt, scorn, disdain;
contemptibleness, despicableness, baseness, vileness;—
disgrace; aront:—iqrat-id, hon, To be exposed to
contempt:—iqrat karn(-k), To treat with contempt, to
despise:—iqrat-k nazar-se
dekhn, v.t. To regard with

contempt, to look down upon.
A  Q aqqn (rel. n. fr. aqq), adj. Of or relating to God;
divine; true, just; perfect.
A H$ Q  aqiq, s.f. pl. (of aqqat), Truths, realities, &c.
P Q  uqna (for A. ~Q  uqnat, fem.; fr. <Q ), s.m. A
clyster; a clyster-pipe, a syringe, a squirt.
A  Q  uq q, s.m. pl. (of aqq), Rights, dues, just claims;
privileges, fees, duties:—uq q--zaujyat, s.m. Conjugal
rights:—uq q--shauhar, s.m. Marital rights.
P Q  uqqa (for A. ~Q  uqqat, fem.; fr. HC), s.m. A casket, a
small box, a small cocoanut used as a box; (in India) the
hookah or pipe and its apparatus by which tobacco is
smoked through water;—a sort of rocket (used in war), a
grenade or bomb:—uqqa-bz, vulg. uqqe-bz, s.m. A
juggler;—a grenadier;—a great smoker of the uqq:—
uqqa-bardr, s.m. The servant whose business it is to
attend to the uqqa:—uqqa bharn, To prepare the uqqa,
ll the ilam, q.v.:—uqqa-pn, s.m. 'Smoking and
drinking'; social intercourse:—uqqa-pn band karn(kisk), To stop smoking and drinking with (one), to put
(one) out of caste, to excommunicate (one):—uqqa-pn,
To smoke the uqqa:—uqqa-tza karn, To change the
water of the uqqa:—uqqe-k pn, s.m. The water of a
uqqabottom (which acquires a foul smell after the
uqqahas been smoked):—uqqe-k dhatiyor rasiy, s.m. A
great smoker of the uqqa.
A ~ Q  = P  Q  aqqyat (abst. s. fr. aqq, rel. n. fr. HC), s.f.
Right, just pretension, claim, title; proprietorship,
ownership; property; a holding, tenure; share:—aqqyatihr, s.f. The manifestation or proof of a right:—
aqqyat--shikm, s.f. An under-tenure:—aqqyat--ksht,
s.f. A title arising from cultivation:—aqqyat--nqi, s.f. A
defective title:—aqqyat--wirsa, s.f. Right of inheritance.
P  Q  = A ~ Q  aqqyat (abst. s. fr. aqq, rel. n. fr. HC), s.f.
Right, just pretension, claim, title; proprietorship,

ownership; property; a holding, tenure; share:—aqqyatihr, s.f. The manifestation or proof of a right:—
aqqyat--shikm, s.f. An under-tenure:—aqqyat--ksht,
s.f. A title arising from cultivation:—aqqyat--nqi, s.f. A
defective title:—aqqyat--wirsa, s.f. Right of inheritance.
A  Q  aqr (fr. Q  'to be contemptible,' &c.), adj.
Contemptible, despicable, mean, paltry, abject, base, vile;
insignicant, little, thin, weak:—aqr jnn, v.t. To
esteem or deem contemptible, &c., to contemn, despise.
P  Q aqr (fr. aqr), s.f. Contemptibleness,
despicableness, insignicance.
P Q Q  aqqat (for A. ~Q Q , v.n. fr. H 'to be just or right,'
&c.), s.f. Essence (of a thing), essential property or
quality; truth, reality, fact, true or real nature or state or
circumstances or facts, gist, pith;—rightness, sincerity;—
account, narration, relation, story, state, condition,
explanation:—aqqat--l, or aqqat-l, s.f. The true or
real facts or circumstances of a case; statement:—
aqqat-me , or dar aqqat, or l-aqqat, adv. In truth, in
fact, really, essentially:—aqqat-nma, s.m. A written
statement of facts or particulars.
P *-Q Q  aqqata (for A. ~-Q Q , acc. of aqqat), adv. In truth,
in reality, truly, really (=aqqat-me ).
A Q Q aqq (rel. n. of aqqat), adj. Essential, genuine;
true, real, just, certain, accurate, actual; own:—aqq
bh, s.m. Own brother, full brother:—rishta--aqq, s.m.
A relation of the full blood.
A ( akk, vulg. ak(inf. n. of 
C  'to scratch'), s.m.
Scratching out, erasing, erasure:—hak karn, v.t. To
scratch out, to erase:—ak-hon, v.n. To be erased.
A   akkk (v.n. fr. (), s.m. A cutter and polisher of
precious stones, a lapidary.
A 1  ukkm, s.m. pl. (of kim, q.v.), s.m. Governors,
rulers, commanders, authorities, ocers, judges,
magistrates:—ukkm--bl-dast, s.m. Superior
authorities or ocers:—ukkm--il, s.m. District
ocers or authorities:—ukkm--faujdr, s.m.
Magisterial authorities, criminal judges or magistrates:—
ukkm--m-tator ukkm--tb, s.m. Subordinate
ocers:—ukkm--ml, s.m. Revenue ocers or
authorities.

P a ukkm (rel. n. fr. ukkm), adj. Of or pertaining
to, or done by, rulers, &c.;—s.f. Grants of land made by
the ocers of government.
A A )  ikyt, s.f. pl. (of ikyat), Tales, stories, &c.
P )  ikyat (for A. ~) , inf. n. of 'to relate,' &c.),
s.f. Narrative, narration, history, story, tale, romance:—
ikyat karn, To relate, recount, to tell;—to argue,
dispute.
A 2  ukm (inf. n. of 2  'to prevent or restrain'), s.m.
Judgment, judicial decision, sentence, decree, verdict,
doom, award; judicial authority, jurisdiction, rule,
dominion, government, control, direction, management;
—an ordinance, a statute, a prescript, edict, decree, law,
enactment, precept, rule, predicament; an order, a
command; sanction, permission, a requisition;—eect,
in uence, eciency; article (of faith, &c.);—the rs card
thrown by rule (in a game):—ukm uhn(-ka), To
execute or carry out an order;—to countermand or
cancel an order;—to draw (at cards); to cut for the deal:—
ukm-- ir, s.m. A nal order or judgment:—ukm
ulan(-k), To reverse the judgment or decision (of), to
countermand an order:—ukm-andz, adj. & s.m.
Obedient to orders or directions;—hitting the mark
aimed at;—a good marksman, a sure shot:—ukm-bardr,
adj. Obeying an order, obedient:—ukm-bardr, s.f.
Obedience:—ukm-par aln(-ke), To act according to
orders, to obey or execute an order:—ukm-par mauq f(ke), At the bidding or disposal (of); pending the orders
(of):—ukm to n(-k), To infringe or violate an order, to
disobey:—ukm aln, To exercise authority, to rule or
govern:—ukm--darmiyn, s.m. An intermediate or
interlocutory order:—ukm den, v.t. To pass judgment or
sentence; to decide, to sentence; to give or pass an
order, to order, direct, enjoin, issue an injunction; to
authorize; to permit, sanction:—ukm-rn, s.f. Rule,
sway, sovereignty, government, administration:—ukmrn karn, To exercise rule, to rule, &c.:—ukm rakhn(k), To exercise the authority (of), hold the place or
position (of):—ukm--abt , s.m. Order of resumption:—
ukm--t alab,
s.m. Summons for the appearance (of

persons); application for a decree or judgment (in a
court of law):—ukm--zahr,
s.m. An order written on the


back (of a writing):—ukm-qat, s.m. A decisive or
imperative or nal order; a clear or explicit command or
injunction:—ukm karn, To sentence, decree, adjudge,
award; to rule, govern, to exercise authority; to order,
command, direct, enjoin:—ukm-kash, adj. Obedient to
orders, under command:—ukm--gasht, s.m. A circular
order:—ukm lagn(-k), To arm or assert positively;—
to foretell, to predict:—ukm--mutlaq,
 s.m. Absolute
authority or power:—ukm--mauq f, s.m. Order of
dismissal (of a person);—arrest of judgment:—ukm-me
rahnor hon(-ke), To abide or be under the authority or
rule (of); to stand in the predicament (of), conform to
the rule (of):—ukm n-jiz rakhn(-k), To disallow or to
overrule an order (of another):—ukm--nt iq, s.m. A
decisive or peremptory order:—ukm-nma, s.m. Written
order, writ, decree, warrant, written award or judgment,
injunction, process, prescript;—a deed conveying certain
authority, a license:—jo ukm, Whatever your order it
shall be obeyed (by me), I await your orders, your
servant to command.
A 2  akam (v.n. fr. 2 ), s.m. An umpire, arbitrator,
mediator.
A 2  ikam (pl. of ikmat), s.f. Wisdom, knowledge,
science, &c.
A @  ukam, s.m. pl. (of akm), Wise men, sages,
philosophers; physicians.
P @  ikmat (for A. ~@ , v.n. fr. 2 ), s.f. Wisdom;
knowledge, science; philosphy;—mystery; miracle;—
cleverness, skill, art, contrivance, ingenuity, device,
address; management, frugality, economy;—the
functions of a physician:—ikmat-se, adv. Skilfully; with
management, prudently, &c.:—ikmat--amal, s.f.
Practical skill; judicious management, tact, savoir faire:—
ikmat karn, To exercise wisdom or skill, &c.; to contrive,
scheme, plot;—to practise physic.
P *@ ikmat (rel. n. fr. ikmat), adj. Of wisdom;
knowing; philosophical; clever, ingenious, skilful; artful,
scheming, dodgy;—of management, frugal, economical.
P @ ukm (rel. n. fr. ukm), adj. Obedient to directions
(generally applied to medicine).
P a  uk mat (for A. ~a , inf. n. of 2  'to restrain,'

&c.), s.f. Judicial authority; jurisdiction authority, power,
sway, dominion, rule, sovereignty, government:—
uk mat jatn, To make a display of authority:—uk mat-sha , s.f. Dominion or sway of an individual;
monarchy; despotic government:—uk mat karn(-par),
To exercise authority (over); to rule, govern:—uk matjamh r, s.f. A republic, democracy (=riysat-jamh r).
A akk (rel. n. fr. akk, q.v.), s.f. An erasing knife.

all karn, v.t. To make lawful; to slaughter (an animal)
according to the forms prescribed by the Mohammadan
law;—to kill, murder;—to marry a kept woman or
mistress; to make an honest woman of:—all hon(-par),
To be lawful (to or for), &c.
A 3 alll (fr. C 'to untie,' &c.), s.m. Untier: solver;
resolver, &c.
P !3 alla (for A. ~!3 allat, fem.; fr. C 'to be lawful'),

A 2  akm (fr. 2 ), s.m. A wise man, a sage; a

s.f. A woman married again with her rst divorcer, after
she had been divorced by her secona husband.
P A3 alwat (for A. {3, inf. n. of # 'to be sweet'), s.f.

philosopher;—a physician, doctor:—nm-akm, s.m. An
inexperienced physician.
P  @  akmna (rel. n. fr. akm), adj. & adv. Sage-like;
philosophical;—physician-like: —sagely, wisely.
P @ akm (rel. n. fr. akm), adj. Of or relating to a
sage or sages; of or appertaining to a physician, medical;
—s.f. The practice of medicine:—akm karn, To practise
medicine.
A  all, vulg. al(inf. n. of C 'to untie,' &c.), s.m.
Untying, loosing; dissolving, melting; solving, solution;
analysis; grinding, trituration:—al-kr, s.f. Plating,
gilding:—al karn, v.t. To untie, to loosen, to open; to
dissolve, liquefy; to discuss, dilute; to solve (a problem, or
riddle); to analyze; to triturate:—al-hon, v.n. To be
loosened, be opened, to be overcome (as diculties); to
be solved; to be resolved, be dissolved, &c.:—l-al, adj.
Insoluble; inexplicable.
A 53 allj (fr. 6# 'to rd cotton'), s.m. A comber, a
carder of cotton.
A 3 all (v.n. fr. C 'to be lawful'), adj. Legal, lawful,
allowable, free, right, having religious sanction (opp. to
arm); (an animal) suitable for food, lawful to eat, killed
as prescribed by law;—lawfully acquired or earned;—(a
woman) laying aside mourning for the death of her
husband at the expiration of one hundred days (during
which time she is not by law allowed to marry):—allor, s.m. One who eats what is lawful; one whose
earnings are legitimate;—a man of the lowest caste (who
performs the lowest functions; so called because
everything is lawful foodto him);—a sweeper:—all- or,
s.f. The business or state of a all- oror sweeper;—a
female sweeper:—all-k, adj. Lawful, legitimate, pure:—

Sweetness;—delight, pleasure, enjoyment taste, relish.
P %# ulba (for A. ~%# ulbat, fem.; fr. U# 'to milk'), s.m.
The plant fenugreek, Trigonella fœnungrœcum, (syn.
meth).
A %#alab, adj. Of or belonging to alabor Aleppo, from
or made in Aleppo.
A  *# iltt, s.m. (?), Assafœtida.
A g# alf, vulg. alaf(inf. n. of g# 'to swear'), s.m.
Swearing (by anything sacred); an oath:—alf uhn, v.n.
To take an oath, make oath, to swear:—alf-darog, s.f.
False swearing, perjury:—alf den(-ko), To administer an
oath (to), put (one) on oath:—alf-se izhr
 den, To depose
on oath:—alf len= alf uhn:—alf-nma, s.m. A
declaration on oath, an adavit; a written
solemn declaration by a person exempt by the
regulations from being sworn in the ordinary manner:—
ba-alf, adv. On oath; by an oath (=alfa).
A - h # alfa, alf(acc. of alf), adv. On oath.
A H# alq, vulg. alaq(v.n. fr. H# 'to shave'; 'to wound,'
&c.), s.m. The fauces; the throat, the gullet, the
æsophagus; the windpipe:—alq band karn(-k), To make
(one) hold his tongue, to silence; to stop (one) from
speaking, to interrupt:—alaq baihn(-k), The throat be
set, to become hoarse:—alaq dabn(-k), To press or
squeeze the throat (of), to throttle, to strangle:—be-alq,
adj. 'Having no throat'; ravenous, greedy, covetous.
A 1 Q # ulq m, s.m. The windpipe; the throat (=alq).
P Q # alqa (for A. ~Q # alqat, fem.; v.n. fr. H# 'to shave'),
s.m. A circle, a ring, hoop, link, loop, button-hole; the
collar (of harness); a company (of people), assembly,

fraternity; a circle, a circuit (of a village, &c.); a
boundary line which includes all the lands and dwellings
of a village or hamlet; knocker (of a door);—a kind of
rework:—alqa b dhn(-k), To form a circle or ring;—
to encompass, surround; to besiege:—alqa ba-gosh, s.m.
lit. 'Having a ring in the ear' (as a badge of servitude); a
slave:—alqa ba-gosh, s.f. Servitude, slavery:—alqa-band,
s.f. Arrangement of villages in circles or groups (for
village accountants, schools, &c.); a concentric division
of villages, &c.; of or pertaining to such an arrangement
of villages, &c.:—alqa-zan, s.m. Knocking (at a door).
A Q #alq (rel. n. fr. alq, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Of or relating
to the alqor fauces; faucial, guttural;—the guttural
letters (t.S?).
P  #al-kr, s.f. See s.v. allor al.
A 2 # ilm (inf. n. of 2 # 'to be forbearing'), s.m.
Forbearance; clemency; moderation, gentleness,
mildness, aability; patience; staidness, sedateness,
calmness; gravity; wisdom:—be-ilm, adj. Merciless,
severe.
A ~ @ # ilmyat = P  @ # ilmyat (abst. subst. fr. @ #rel. n.
of ilm), s.f.=ilm, q.v.
P  @ # ilmyat = A ~ @ # ilmyat (abst. subst. fr. @ #rel. n.
of ilm), s.f.=ilm, q.v.
A  # alw (v.n. fr. # 'to be sweet'), s.m. Sweetmeat; a
kind of pudding made of our, gh, and sugar, or of s j,
gh, sirup, dried cocoa-nut, and spices;—an electuary;
anything soft and sweet (like alw);—sweet fruit, fruit:—
alw--be-d d, s.m. An esteemed kind of confection;—
fruit naturally ripened on the tree:—alw-sohan, s.m. A
kind of sweetmeat (somewhat like 'toee,'—said to be so
called after one Sohan Ll):—alw-m , s.m.
Sweetmeats and cakes:—alw-mh, alw-ma h, s.f. A
kind of sh, the pomfret, Stromateus argenteus:—alw
nikln(-k), To beat severely or to a mummy.
H  # alwn (corr. of A. ulln? 'a thing with which an
oath is expiated,' rt. C), s.m. A kid; a lamb.
P $ #alw (rel. n. fr. alw), s.m. One who makes
alwand other sweetmeats, a confectioner; the tribe or
caste of confectioners.
H <) # alwyan, alwin, s.f. The wife of a alw; a

woman of the alwcaste.
A # ul l (inf. n. of C 'to alight,' &c.), s.m. Alighting,
descent, stopping, sojourning; entering, penetrating;
transmigration.
H ? # alwa, s.m.=alw, q.v.
A A ) # alwyt (fr.  #, see alw), s.m. pl. Sweetmeats.
H # alla (corr. of A. amla?; but cf. all), s.m. Attack,
assault, onset, storm:—alla karn(-par), To attack, &c.
P # ulla (for A. ~# ullat, fem.; fr. C 'to untie,' &c.), s.m.
A dress consisting of a waist-wrapper and a wrapper for
the whole body; a robe, garment.
A #ul, s.f. pl. (of R#, rt. R#), Ornaments (of a woman),
jewels, gems.
A 2 # alm (fr. 2 # 'to be forbearing,' &c.), adj.
Forbearing, clement; mild; aable; unassuming;
tractable;—s.m. A kind of food dressed in the Moarram.
P  # ilya, vulg. ulya(for A. ~ # ilyat, fem.; fr. R#), s.m.
The appearance in respect of colour, complexion, &c. (of
a man); a description of the face or countenance; a
descriptive roll:—ilya-nma, s.m. A descriptive roll.
A  @  imr (fr. @ ), s.m. An ass.
A  @  ammr, s.m. An ass-driver.
A  @ imr (rel. n. fr.  @ ), adj. Of or relating to the ass,
asinine.
P i @  amqat, vulg. imqat, (for A. ~i @ , inf. n. of H@ 
'to be or become foolish,' &c.), s.f. Foolishness, folly,
stupidity, fatuity.
A @  amml (v.n. fr. @  'to bear or carry'), s.m. A
carrier of burdens, a porter; a plkbearer.
P ! @  ammla (for A. ~! @  ammlat, fem. of amml), s.f.
A female carrier of burdens.
A 1 @  amm (v.n. fr. 2C  'to be warm'), s.m. A pigeon; a
dove.
A 1 @  ammm (fr. 2C  'to become warm'), s.m. A hot
bath; a Turkish bath; a bagnio:—ammm karn, To take a
hot bath, to bathe:—ammm-k lu g, s.f. 'A bath-sheet';
(hence, a thing) common to all, free.
A a @  amm (fr. 2C ), s.m. The heating plant, amcmum;
Jamaica pepper; stone parsley.
A a @ ammm (rel. n. of ammm), s.m. The owner or
keeper of a ammmor bath; an attendant at a bath.

P ) @  imyat (for A. ~) @ , inf. n. of @ 'to protect,' &c.),
s.f. Protection, defence; guardianship, patronage,
support, countenance:—imyat-k au, s.m. 'The pony
of protection'; one who presumes on the protection (of
another):—imyat karn(-k), To defend, protect, guard,
to patronize, support, countenance, to espouse the cause
(of), take the part (of), to befriend.
H *) @ imyat (rel. n. fr. imyat), s.m.f. Protector,
defender, guardian, patron, supporter; assistant;
partizan.
A $ @  amil (pl. of ~! @  imlat or ~# @  amlat, rt. @  'to
bear or carry'), s.f. Suspensory thong, or cord, or
shoulder-belt (of a sword, &c.);—a necklace of owers or
of rupees;—a small Qrnsuspended to the neck (as an
amulet):—amil karn, v.t. To sling across the shoulders
(as a sword, or gun, &c.).
A + @  amd (inf. n. of + @  'to praise'), s.f. Praise (of God):
—amd karn(-k), To praise or bless (God).
A @  umar (fr. @  'to pare,' &c.), s.m. Asphaltum,
bitumen, Jews' pitch, naphtha.
A @  umr (orig. pl. of amar), = A @  amr (orig. fem. of
amar),adj. Red, of a red colour.
A @  amr (orig. fem. of amar), = A @  umr (orig. pl. of
amar),adj. Red, of a red colour.
A H@  umq, humuq, vulg. umaq(inf. n. of H@  'to be or
become foolish'), s.m. Foolishness, folly, stupidity
(=imqat).
A Q @  umaq, s.m. pl. (of amaq), Fools, stupid fellows.
A @  aml, vulg. amal(inf. n. of @  'to bear or carry,'

amla karn(-par), To make an attack (on), to attack,
assault, storm, assail; to attempt:—amle-k dhamk den,
v.t. To threaten an assault:—amle-k numish, s.f. Show
of assault.
A @ umm (fr. 2  'to become hot'), s.m.(?), A fever:—
umm--rib, A quartan ague.
P  @  amyat (for A. ~ @ , inf. n. of R@  'to become very
hot'), s.f. Indignation; scorn;—ardour, impetuosity, zeal;
a nice sense of honour; care or concern for what is
sacred, or what one is bound to honour or defend.
A + @  amd, m. = P ?+ @  amda, f.(amda, for A. {+ @ 
amdat, fem. of amd, fr. + @  'to praise'), adj. Praised,
commended, approved; praiseworthy, laudable,
commendable, approvable:—a lq--amda, Laudable
qualities, praiseworthy manners or disposition:—auf-amda, Laudable qualities or qualications.
P ?+ @  amda, f. = A + @  amd, m.(amda, for A. {+ @ 

sign of the Zodiac.
P #@  amla (for A. ~#@  amlat, fem.; v.n. fr. @ ), s.m.

amdat, fem. of amd, fr. + @  'to praise'), adj. Praised,
commended, approved; praiseworthy, laudable,
commendable, approvable:—a lq--amda, Laudable
qualities, praiseworthy manners or disposition:—auf-amda, Laudable qualities or qualications.
A  @  aml (fr. @  'to carry'), s.m. lit. 'What is carried,
or carried o or away'; rubbish, rotten leaves or sticks,
scum, &c. (carried down by a stream);—a foundling, a
bastard, child of a whore;—a surety.
H  @  amel, s.f. formed by imlafr. amil, q.v.
A  inn, vulg. in(v.n. fr.   'to become green,' &c.),
s.f. The plant Lawsonia inermis, Egyptian privet or Indian
myrtle, henna (used for dyeing the hands and feet and
hair):—inn-band, adj. Having henna applied, adorned
with henna:—inn-band, s.f. The (Mohammadan)
ceremony of sending henna for the bride before the
wedding day.
P $ inn, vulg. in(rel. n. fr. inn), adj. Of or
having the colour of henna; stained with henna.
A 8 anjar, vulg. injar= P ?8 anjara, vulg.
injara(anjara, for A. {8, anjarat, fem.; fr. 8 'to

Charge, attack, assault, onset, storm; aggression,
invasion; (g.) concubitus;—a stroke, beat:—amla-war,
adj. & s.m. Charging, attacking, &c.;—an assailant:—

prevent,' &c.), s.m. The windpipe, gullet, throat.
P ?8 anjara, vulg. injara= A 8 anjar, vulg.
injar(anjara, for A. {8, anjarat, fem.; fr. 8 'to

&c.), s.m. A burden, load;—gestation, pregnancy; the
fruit (of the womb), the young that is borne in the
womb;—fruit (of a tree):—aml rahn(-ko), To conceive, to
become pregnant:—aml karn, v.t. To load; to ascribe or
impute (to), to accuse:—aml-k girn, Causing
miscarriage:—aml hon, v.n. To be or become pregnant.
A @  amal (v.n. fr. @ ), s.m. The sign Aries, the rst

prevent,' &c.), s.m. The windpipe, gullet, throat.
A  anzal (fr. ), s.m. The wild gourd, colocynth,
Cucumis colocynthis.
A   aww (fr. A. ; Heb. 'to live'), s.f. Eve, the mother
of mankind:—mm aww, Idem.
A k  awdis, s.m.
pl. (of disa, q.v.), Accidents,

occurrences; misfortunes, calamities.
A A j  awdist, s.m. pl. (of awdis)  = awdis, q.v.

A  awr (rel. n. fr.  ), s.m. One having a white
skin;—one who whitens clothes (by washing and beating
them), a washerman, a fuller; one who acts sincerely,
honestly, or faithfully; a friend, companion; a
companion or disciple (of Moammad); a disciple or
apostle of Jesus Christ.
A  )  awrg n, s.m. pl. (of awr), The disciples and
apostles of Jesus;—the companions of Mohammad.
A K  awss, vulg. aws, s.m. pl. (of assa; see iss), The
senses:—aws-b ta, adj. & adv. With the senses lost,
bereft of the senses, out of one's senses, beside oneself,
crazy;—insensible, unconscious, stupeed:—aws
paka n, To recover or come to one's senses:—aws
hikne hon, To have the senses right or about one:—
awss-- amsa, s.m. The ve senses:—awss--z hir,

s.m. The external senses; the ve senses;—feeling:—
bad-aws, be-aws, adj.=aws-b ta, q.v.
A E  awsh, s.m. pl. (of shiya), Skirts, margins,
borders; followers, attendants.
A f  awil, s.m. pl. (of auala), Stomachs;—storerooms, magazines; cells;—(sing.) An animal from the
skin of which garments are made;—s.f. A pelican.
A A"  awlt (pl. of ~! ; see awla), s.f. pl. & sing.
Things given in charge, trusts;—custody; a lock-up:—
awlt karn, awlt-me den, v.t. To put in custody:—
awlt-me rakhn, v.t. To detain (a suspected person);
to place in custody.
P A 8!  awla-jt, s.m. pl. of awla, q.v.
P + !  awl-dr, s.m. contrac. fr. awla-dr, q.v.s.v.
awla.
P !  awla (for A. ~!  awlat, fem.; v.n. fr.  'to
change; to shift,' &c.), s.m. Transfer; commitment;
charge, trust, care, custody; possession; consignment (of

any property, duty, or liability in trust); assignment (for
payments);—reference, allusion;—awle, adv. & postpn.
In the charge, or care, &c. (of, -ke):—awla-dr, s.m. One
employed to protect the grain before it is stored; a
steward or agent employed for the management of a
village;—a military ocer (in native regiments) of
inferior rank;—a head constable:—awla den, v.t. To
make a reference; to quote an authority:—awle karn,
v.t. To give in charge or possession (of, -ke), to hand or
make over, to transfer, to consign, commit, doliver in
trust, to intrust; to deposit:—awla hon, v.n. To be in
charge, &c.
P ! awl (for A. awl, dual of awl; rt.  'to go
round,' &c.), s.f. Environs, outskirts; suburbs.
A A   t, s.f. A sh; the constellation or sign Pisces.
A    r. = P   r (pl. of aur, the fem. of awar,
'having eyes characterized by awaror intense whiteness
of the white of the eye and intense blackness of the
black thereof,' rt.  ;—used by the Persians and
Hind stnsas a sing.), s.f. A virgin of paradise, a blackeyed nymph;— r,  r-k ba a, A very beautiful damsel
or youth.
P   r = A    r.(pl. of aur, the fem. of awar,
'having eyes characterized by awaror intense whiteness
of the white of the eye and intense blackness of the
black thereof,' rt.  ;—used by the Persians and
Hind stnsas a sing.), s.f. A virgin of paradise, a blackeyed nymph;— r,  r-k ba a, A very beautiful damsel
or youth.
P ?d  auza (for A. {d  auzat, fem.; v.n. fr. d  'to
collect'), s.m. A tract, side, part, middle.
P #f  auala, vulg. auila, aula(for A. ~#f  aualat,
fem.; v.n. fr. M 'to be obtained,' &c.), s.m. Stomach,
maw; crop, craw; (g.) capacity; desire, ambition;
resolution; spirit, courage:—auila-dr, adj. Having a
stomach (for); capacious;—ambitious (see auila-mand):
—auila-dr, s.f. Capacity, &c.:—auila-mand, adj.
Aspiring, ambitious;—enterprising, bold, daring:—auila
nikln(apn), To satisfy (one's) ambition; to do one's
best:—aule-wl, adj.=auila-mand, q.v.:—l auila, adj.
Aspiring, high-minded, &c. (=auila-mand):—kam-auila,

adj. With little or no ambition, or spirit, &c., unambitious.
A }  au (v.n. fr. }  'to collect water'), s.m.
Reservoir, cistern, pond, pool, tank, vat, trough, basin of
a fountain, a fountain.
A  awal (inf. n. of  'to squint'), adj. Squinting; blind
(of one eye).
A  aul (inf. n. of

 'to change,' &c.), s.m. Changing;

disgure:—aisyat
 rakhn(-k), To have capacity (for), be
capable (of); to hold, contain;—to possess means, have
property:—aisyat-se,
adv. According to (one's) ability or

means; according to, as:—aisya--urf,
s.f. Repute,

reputation, character:—aisyat-yfta,
adj. Possessed of or

supplied with means; enabled.
A +  aidar (fr. +  'to be thick and strong'), s.m. A lion;
a name of Al, son-in-law of Mohammad; a proper
name.
A + aidar (rel. n. fr. aidar), adj. & s.m. Of or

returning; passing by or over; detaining;—a year;—
strength, power, might;—deceit:—l aul, a deprecatory
phrase, contrac. fr. l aula wa l quwwata ill bil-lhilalyil-azm,
 'There is no strength nor power but in God,
the High, the Great.'
P + !  awal-dr, s.m. contrac. of awl-dr, awla-dr,
q.v.
P #) awel (by imlafr. awl, q.v.), s.f. A house of brick
or stone; house, dwelling, habitation, mansion; the
districts or lands attached to and in the vicinity of a
town (the revenues of which were devoted to the
support of the military garrison).
A aiy (v.n. fr. RC 'to live'), adj. Having life, living,

&c.), adj. In a state of confusion or perplexity
perplexed, bewildered, distracted, confounded,
astonished (at, -se), disturbed; harassed, plagued,
worried, distressed:—airn karn, v.t. To confound,
perplex, bewilder; to astonish, amaze; to worry, &c.:—
airn-o-sar-gardn, adj. Wandering about in a distracted
or bewildered state of mind.
P  airn (fr. airn), s.f. Confusion, perplexity,

alive:—aiy-qaiy m, and aiy-l-yam t, adj. Eternal;
immortal, imperishable.
A  ay (inf. n. of R ), Shame, sense of shame,
modesty; pudency; shyness, bashfulness:—ay-dr, adj.
Modest; retiring:—ay-kushta, adj. Overwhelmed with
modesty; being very modest:—ay-mand, ay-wl,
adj.=ay-dr, q.v.:—be-ay, adj. Shameless, immodest;
bold, impudent.
A A  ayt (inf. n. of  'to live'), s.f. Life:—ayt--tza,

perturbation, distraction (of mind), distress;
astonishment, amazement.
P A  airat (for A. { , inf. n. of   'to be dazzled,' &c.),
s.f. Perturbation and stupor (of mind), astonishment,
amazement, consternation:—airat-afz, airat-faz, adj.
Astonishing, amazing:—airat-zada, adj. Struck with
astonishment, amazed, thunder-struck, aghast:—airatmab, adj. Astonished.
P Y airat (rel. n. fr. airat), adj. Astonished, amazed,

s.f. New life, regeneration (used to express recovery
from severe illness, the pleasure derived from meeting
with a friend, &c.):—ayt--mustar, s.f. A contingent
life (depending on the will of God).
P Y ayt (rel. n. fr. ayt), adj. Of or appertaining to a
life-time, for life:—ayt pa, s.m. Lease for a life; liferent.
P    aisyat
 (for A. ~  , abst. subst. fr. l  ais, 'where'),

s.f. Ubiquity; universality;—capacity, ability, capability,
means, resources; merit;—conditional proposition;
condition (of life), status;—outward form or appearance;
—nature, character:—aisyat
arb karn(-k), To deface,


bewildered.
A o  aiyiz (v.n. fr. d  'to be collected,' &c.), s.m. A
quarter, tract, region, place, part;—a court-yard, an area.
A v v  ai-bai (ai, inf. n. of v  'to turn or ee
from'; bai, 'diculty,' v.n. fr. v ), s.f. Confusion,
perplexity; a perplexed business, dilemma; straitness,
diculty.
A \  ai (inf. n. of \  'to menstruate'), s.f. The
menses:—ai-war, s.m. A medicine to promote
menstrual discharge, emmenagogue:—ai-k latt,
s.m.=ai-k gadd, s.f. A pessary:—ai-se hon, v.n. To
have the menses:—waladul-ai, s.m. A term of

belonging to Haidar;—one of the sect of Al.
A   airn (v.n. fr.   'to be dazzled or confounded,'

reproach; bastard; brat, imp.
P q ai (rel. n. fr. ai), adj. & s.m. Illegitimate;—

bestial:—aql--aiwn, s.f. Animal instinct.
P    aiwnyat (for A. ~  , abst. subst. fr. aiwn), s.f.

wicked, impish;—bastard; brat, imp:—ai ba ,
s.m.=ai.
P N  ta (for A. ~N  tat,
 fem.; inf. n. of s  'to guard or

Animality; animal nature, beastliness, bestiality,
brutality (opp. to innyat, 'humanity').
P A   ayt (for {  ), s.f.=A  ayt, q.v.
t

keep,' &c.), s.m. An enclosure, a court, a place.
A g  aif (inf. n. of g  'to act wrongfully,' &c.), s.m.
Iniquity, injustice, oppression; a pity;—intj. Ah! alas! what
a pity!
H h aif (fr. aif), s.f. (local), Grief, sorrow, regret.
A   iyal, s.m. pl. (of la), Frauds, tricks, stratagems,
&c.
P #  la (for A. ~#  lat, fem., orig. ~ ! , inf. n. of

 'to

be altered, to be turned from,' &c.), s.m. Evasion, shift,
wile, artice, artful contrivance or device, machination,
trick, plot, stratagem, expedient; pretence, colour;
deceit, deception, fraud:—la-bz, adj. & s.m. Artful,
insidious, wily, tricky, deceitful, fraudulent;—an artful
fellow, knave, cheat, impostor:—la-bz, s.f. Artfulness,
wiliness, artice, chicane, trick, stratagem:—la-awla,
s.m. Trickery, chicane, deceit; tergiversation:—laawla karn, To practise deceit, &c. (=la karn):—la-sz,
adj. & s.m. 'Preparing deceit,' &c. (=la-bz, q.v.):—ilasz, s.f. 'Preparation of deceit,' &c. (=la-bz, q.v.):—la
karn, To practise deceit, or evasion, &c.; to pretend, to
feign:—la-gar, adj. & s.m.=la-bz, q.v.:—la-gar,
s.f.=la-bz, q.v.:—la-o-awla, s.m.=la-awla, q.v.
P *-#  lata (for A. ~-# , acc. of lat), adv. Artfully,
deceitfully, by fraud.
A <  n (inf. n. of < ), s.m. Time, space, or period, or
interval of time;—adv. (in comp.) For the time or period
(of):—n-ayt, s.f. Life-time;—adj. For a life-time, lifelong.
A   aiwn (an. inf. n. of  'to live'), s.m. An animal, a
beast, brute;—(g.) a stupid fellow, dolt, blockhead:—
aiwn--mut laq,
 s.m. 'An absolute animal,' a beast or
brute:—aiwn--nhiq, s.m. 'A braying animal,' an ass:—
aiwn--nt iq, s.m. 'A rational animal,' man.
A A   aiwnt, s.m. pl. (of aiwn), Animals, brutes.
A  aiwn (rel. n. of aiwn), adj. Of or relating to an
animal or animals; animal, brutish, brutal, beastly,

t e, the tenth letter of the Hindstn alphabet (the
seventh of the Arabic, from which it is borrowed), called
-manq ta, and --mjama. It is one of the faucial
or guttural letters, and has no corresponding sound in
English, but is approximately expressed by the Scottish
pronunciation of chin the word loch. As a numeral (see
abjad) it denotes 600;—in astronomy it denotes the
planet Mars.
P r  [rt. of dan; rt. Zend kar= S. kar, fr. kr; cf. r],
act. part. Chewing, gnawing, eating (used in comp.; e.g.
shakar- , 'Sugar-eating').
A 2 Y r tim (act. part. n. of 2 *r 'to seal'), s.m. orig. 'A
signet-ring'; a nger-ring;—a seal, stamp, mark;—end,
nish, &c. (= tima):— timul-ambiy, timulmursaln, s.m. The seal, or the last, of the prophets or
apostles, the prophet Mohammad:— tim-band, s.m. A
setter of stones in rings; a seal-setter.
P @ Y r tima (for A. ~@ Y r timat, fem.; see tim), s.m.
End, issue; conclusion, nish, nis; epilogue; appendix:—
tima-bil- air, s.m. A happy end or issue:— timaband, s.f. A kind of workmanship in making bows;—the
ceiling of a roof:— time-tak-pahu n, v.t. To bring to
an end, carry to a conclusion; to put an end to, to close
(a business, &c.).
P & T  Y r t n, s.f. A noble woman, a lady, matron (a
common termination of Mohammadan female names,
e.g. Jamla /t n):— t n--jannat, Queen of Paradise (a
title given to Ftima, daughter of Mohammad).
P  r d, s.f.(?) A kite; a falcon; an eagle.
A 1  r dim (fr. 1 + r 'to serve'), s.m. A servant; a servant
in charge of a mosque or shrine; one who has charge of
a religious bequest or endowment:— dimut -t ulab,

s.m. A public teacher, a professor (of a college):— dim-dargh, s.m. A servant who takes care of a mosque, or
tomb, &c.

P  a  r dimn, s.m. pl. of dim), Servants, &c.
P a  r dima (for A. ~a  r dimat, fem. of 1  r), s.f. A
female servant.
P a  r dim (fr. dim), s.f. Serving; service,
servitude; condition of a servant.
P  r r [rt. Zend kar= S. kar, fr. kr], s.m. A thorn,
prickle, spine; thistle, bramble; a spur, a cock's spur;—
bristle, hair:— r  kho -k, Anything disagreeable to
the sight, an eye-sore:— r-band, s.f. A fence, or
temporary defence, made of thorns:— r-pusht, s.m.
'Prickle-back,' a hedge-hog; a porcupine:— r- r, s.m.
Disquietude:— r-dr, adj. Thorny, prickly, bristling;
barbed; troublesome, arduous;—having a beard, bearded:
— r-zr, s.f.= r-istn, s.m. A place of thorns, thistles,
&c.; a thicket, a brake:— r-kash, s.m. A woodcutter:—
r khn(-par), To feel or have a thorn in the esh; to
feel jealous or envious (of):— r-o- as, s.m. Sweepings,
rubbish; anything vile:— r hon, v.n. To be a thorn in
the side, be an eye-sore, be disagreeable (to).
P  r r, s.m. A hard stone, a int;—a kind of
undulated silk-cloth;—adj. Hard, inty:— ra-sang, s.m.
Granite; a kind of marble:— r-shigf, adj. Stonesplitting; strong and sharp (as rats' teeth, &c.).
A 5 r rij (part. n. fr. 5r 'to come out,' &c.), adj. Being
out, out (of, -ke); exterior, external; separated, excluded;
produced (as a line in Geometry); extraneous, extrinsic,
foreign;-adv. or postpn. Without; irrespective (of, -ke):—
rij az istml, Out of use:— rij az bas, Out
of the

question:— rij az aql, Senseless, foolish:— rij rakhn,
v.t.= rij karn, q.v.:— arij-qismat, s.f. (Arith.) The
quotient (in division):— rij kar-ke, Putting
aside, excluding, excepting, exclusive of:— rij karn, v.t.
To except, to exclude; to eject, expel, remove, dispossess;
to reject, to renounce, cast o; to throw out; to dismiss (a
case in a court of law);—to produce (a line, in Geom.); to
carry forward or over:— rij hon, v.n. To be excluded;
to be dismissed, &c.; to fail, cease, become exhausted,
become extinct.
A W- r rija (acc. of rij), adv. Outwardly, externally;
—according to report or rumour.
P W r rija (for A. ~W r rijat, fem. of rij),

adj.= rij;—s.m. What is excluded or excepted;—the
word at the bottom of a page (which is repeated at the
beginning of the next page), a catchword; an asterisk.
A W r rij (rel. n. of rij), adj. & s.m. Relating to
what is external or extrinsic:—extraneous, extrinsic, not
included, excluded, excepted, separate; belonging to a
separate village, or community, &c. (opp. to d il, q.v.);
—an outsider; an outcast;—a body of heretics or
schismatics (who do not reckon Alamong the legal
successors of the prophet); a member of this sect; a
heretic, schismatic; a renegade.
P  *B r ristn, s.m. See s.v. r.
P D  r rish = P E  r risht (abst. s. fr. rdan; see
r), s.f. The itch; scab; mange.
P E  r risht = P D  r rish (abst. s. fr. rdan; see
r), s.f. The itch; scab; mange.
P *E  r risht, adj. Itchy; scabby; mangy.
P  r r, s.f.= r r, q.v.
A d r zin (act. part. n. of or 'to store,' &c.), s.m. A
treasurer, keeper or guardian (of property), custodian.
P *B r sta (perf. part. of <*B r; rt. S. vas; Zend qd?),
part. adj. Risen, got up, sprung up (used in comp.).
P  E r shk, s.m. Sweepings, chips, shavings, leaves,
rubbish, trash.
A F r , vulg. (v.n. fr. v
C r 'to distinguish or
particularise, &c.), adj. Distinguished (from others),
particular, peculiar, special, distinct; private; kept for
private use (of a king or a master), personal, own,
proper;—choice, select, choicest, best; pure, unmixed,
unadulterated; excellent, noble;—adv. Particularly,
peculiarly, especially, &c.:— -bardr, s.m. An
attendant who carries the arms of his master;—a
servant who (in a great man's retinue) carries a relock:
— -pat, s.f. Sweetmeats of various kinds brought in
as dessert:— -tal, s.f. Government collections
without the intervention of a zamndror farmer of the
revenue:— - el, s.m. The head disciple in a
monastery (the destined successor of the mahantor head
of the establishment):— - -log, Persons of
distinction, or of rank and consideration; persons who
have access to the private council, chiefs, nobles,

ministers:— - aws, The servants (or a servant) of a
king or a great man:— -dn, s.m. A kind of canteen to
carry water vessels in;—a betel-dish or box with a cover;
—a wallet; a portmanteau:—  zamn, s.m. Land of
which the revenue is collected by the Government
ocers immediately from the cultivators:— -karor
kar-ke, adv. In particular, particularly, especially, &c.:—
 karn, v.t. To distinguish, to particularize, to specify;
to apply to any particular use;—to consecrate:— mal, s.m. An estate managed by the Government:—
-maal, Private (female) apartment, the apartments
of married women (op to urd-maal, 'apartments of
concubines'); (met.) rst married wife:— -navs, s.m. A
private clerk or secretary:— -o-m, adj. & s.m. Noble
and plebeian, high and low; the public.
H f r , adj. & s.m.=f r a, q.v.
P  f r n, vulg. n, s.m. pl. (of ), Persons of
rank or distinction, the great, the noble.
A ~f r at = P f r ssat (fem. of ), adj. Special,
private, &c. (= ); cf. also a;—adv.= ata, q.v.
P f r ssat = A ~f r at (fem. of ), adj. Special,
private, &c. (= ); cf. also a;—adv.= ata, q.v.
A ~-f r = P & H *-f r ata (acc. of at), adv. In
particular, particularly, especially, &c.
P & H *-f r = A ~-f r ata (acc. of at), adv. In
particular, particularly, especially, &c.
P Jf r ag, vulg. ag(fr. a), s.f. Peculiarity,
speciality;—excellence; nobility.
P f r a, vulg. a(for A. ~f r at, fem., and
corrob., of ), adj. (f. -) & s.m. Special, private,
personal;—pure; excellent, noble, &c. (= , q.v.); good,
ne, capital; nice, pretty, elegant, charming, delightful;
virtuous;—fair, ordinary;—property, peculiar nature;
disposition, &c. (= yat, q.v.);—private property (as
one's own stable, &c.);—a condential servant;—dinner
(of kings or great personages);—a kind of ne cloth,
muslin:— a unn, To lay dinner (on the table).
P  f r yat, vulg. iyat(for A. ~ f r, abst. s. fr.
), s.f. Quality, property, attribute, peculiarity,
peculiar nature, natural disposition.
A UO r tib,
 s.m.= atb,
 q.v.

A O r tir (part. n. of Nr 'occur to the mind,' &c.), s.f.
orig. 'Whatever occurs to or passes in the mind,'
cogitation, thought, suggestion; memory, remembrance;
—mind, soul, heart; inclination, propensity; aection,
regard, favour; pleasure, satisfaction; will, choice; sake,
account, behalf;—postpn. For the sake (of), on account
(of, -k), out of consideration or regard (for), &c.:— tir-
zr, s.f. Displeasure:— tir-zurdaor
zurda- tir, adj.

Displeased, oended; hurt, grieved; dejected, sad,
sorrowful, melancholy:— tir-shufta,
adj. Disturbed in

mind, discomposed, distressed, agitated; dispirited:—
tir-basta,
adj. Distressed in mind, oppressed in spirit:—

tir-pareshn,
adj. Troubled in mind, disturbed,

discomposed:— tir-pasand,
adj. Pleasing to the mind,

agreeable, liked, approved:— tir-jam,
adj. & s.f.

Collected, composed, comforted, assured, contented,
condent, tranquil, at ease; satisfactory;—collectedness
or peace of mind, composure, content, satisfaction,
condence, assurance, encouragement:— tir-jam-se,

adv. Comfortably, easily, at (one's) ease, conveniently:—
ir-jam karn, v.t. To set (one's) mind at ease (with
respect to, -se, or -k taraf-se),
to satisfy, assure, &c.:—

tir-jam,
s.f. Comfort, condence, composure, ease of

mind:— tir- h, adj. & adv. Agreeable to wish,
satisfactory;—to (one's) satisfaction or pleasure, to the
heart's content:— tir-dr,
s.f. Consideration, regard,

favour; gratication, satisfaction, encouragement,
condence, comfort;—hospitable entertainment, warm
reception:— tir-dr
karn(-k), To show consideration

(for); to gratify, indulge, treat with kindness or favour;
to receive or entertain (one) warmly; to comfort, to
s.f. Complaisance; regard,
encourage:— tir-dsht,

favour:— tir rakhn(-k), To have a mind (for), to like;
to x the mind or intention (on), to purpose;—to
conciliate, quiet, comfort, encourage:— tir-reb,
adj.

Stealing the heart, heart-alluring, &c. (=dil-fareb, q.v.s.v.
dil):— tir karn(-k), To study the feelings or the
interest (of), to desire to please, to indulge; to soothe,
comfort, encourage; to conciliate, reconcile; to fondle,
show aection (for), be partial (to):— tir-me
rakhn,

v.t. To bear in mind, to remember:— tir-me
ln, v.t.

To allow to enter the mind; to think of, give a thought

to; to regard, mind, care for, attend to (generally used
negatively, e.g. tir-me
na ly):— tir-nishn,
adj. &


s.f. Impressed on the mind, imprinted on the memory;
by heart;—impression on the mind; any mark of
remembrance, &c.:— tir-nishn
karnor kar-den, v.t. To

impress (a thing) on the mind (of, -k), to convince:—
tir-nishn,
adj. Fixed in the mind or memory; by heart;

—chosen, beloved:— tir-wl,
adj. (barbarous),

Possessing a large heart, kind, obliging:—zurda tir,
adj.= tir-zurda,
q.v.

A -O r tira
 (acc. of tir),
 adv. In or by the mind or
memory; by heart;—willingly;—for the sake of; as a
favour.
A gO r tif (act. part. n. of gNr 'to seize,' &c.), part. adj.
Seizing, snatching, carrying o, taking away, removing.
P _ r f (for A. e r ), adj.= af, q.v.
T & P  i r qn (prob.= n- n), s.m. orig. Emperor of
China or Chinese Tartary; an emperor, a king.
P  i r qn, adj. Imperial, royal;—name of a most
celebrated poet of Persia.
P  r k (cf. S. d), s.f. Dust, earth; ashes;—little,
precious little, none at all, nothing whatever (e.g. to km
ky k hot hog, 'What precious little work will be
doing'; k jnt hai, 'He knows nothing whatever');—
intj. Out (upon)! away (with)! a g (for)! &c. (e.g. k ais
zindag-par):— k u te phirn, v.n. To go about kicking up
a dust, to wander or saunter idly about:— k u n, To
throw dust, to raise a dust; to wander, roam;—to make a
stir or commotion; to defame:— k u nor u -jn, v.n.
Dust to be blowing; to be clouded with dust;—(g.) to be
reduced to poverty; to be disgraced:— k-bz, s.f.
Playing with dust:— k-p, s.f. Dust of the feet; earth
trodden under foot; the lowest or most worthless thing:
— k ph kn, To wander, to stray;—to deviate (from
truth), to lie:— k-toda, s.m. A pile or mound of earth; a
butt or mark of earth (for shooting arrows at); a sandhill:— k n, To lick the dust, to humble oneself:—
k hnn, 'To sift dust,' to labour or exert oneself to no
purpose, to go through laborious and fruitless toil or
search; to beat the air:— k-dn, s.m. A receptacle or pit
for dust, earth, ashes, &c.; a place where rubbish is

placed, a dust-bin;—(met.)
the world:— k ln(-par), To throw dust (on); to bury,
to conceal (an aair, or any thing disgraceful);—to heap
curses (on), to execrate;— k-rob, s.m. A sweeper:—
k-roba, s.m. Sweepings, rubbish:— k-rob, s.f.
Sweeping:— k-zd, adj. Earth-born; produced from or
made of dust:— k-sr, adj. 'Like dust'; base, mean, lowborn, humble, lowest of the low;—s.m. Humble petitioner
(used by one in speaking of himself):— k-sr, s.f.
Humility, self-abasement, humbleness, lowness,
meanness:— k sir-par u n, To throw dust and ashes
on the head, to mourn, lament:— k siyh karn(-k), To
plunder and lay waste a country, to depredate:— k-shaf, k-shaf, s.f. 'Earth of healing'; sacred earth or
ashes from a shrine:— k-sho, s.m. A person in the
mint who washes the ashes to recover any particles of
bullion which may have fallen;—the man who prepares
earth for brick-making or pottery:— k karn, v.t., and
k-me miln, v.t. To reduce to dust and ashes, to level
with the ground, to waste, ruin demolish:— k-me
miln, v.n. To mingle with the dust, to die, to perish; to
be laid waste, be ruined, be demolished:— k-ne, s.f.
(in Geog.) An isthmus:— k hon, v.n. To become or be
reduced to dust; to be ruined (= k-me miln); to
moulder or pine away; to be consumed (with rage, or
jealousy, &c.).
P  r k, s.m. A plan, sketch, draft, outline, tracing,
delineation; a caricature;—a kind of embroidery (worked
from a pattern or paper over which net or muslin is
placed to copy it):— k utrn(k), To make a tracing
(of), to trace, sketch, &c.:— k u n(-k), To caricature;
to make a jest (of), to ridicule, to villify, to give a bad
name (to):— k bann, k karn(-k), To make a plan
or sketch (of); to make a model (of).
P *0 r kistar, s.f. Ashes; calx (of metals):— kistar
karn(-k), To reduce to ashes, to calcine: kistar hon,
v.n. To be reduced to ashes; to be calcined.
P *0 r kistar, adj. Covered with ashes; ashy; ashcoloured.
H 0 r ks, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
P  r ksh, s.f. A small weight (the seed of Abrus
precatorius) used by goldsmiths (syn. ghu g );—a red

bramble;—a small red seed used in medicine (chie y as
an eye-salve).
P $  r k-ne, s.f. See s.v. k.
P  r ka, s.m.= k, q.v.
P  r k ( k, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of the dust, of ashes;
earthy; earthly, terrestrial; dusty; dust-coloured;—s.f.
The colour of dust or earth;—s.m. A Hind mendicant
who smears his body with the ashes of burnt cowdung;—
an earthy-brown dye; cloth of the colour of dust or earth
(of which the uniform of the Sikh regiments is made;
hence), Sikh infantry;—an epithet of a kind of arrow;—
unirrigated land (depending wholly on rain):— k an,
s.m. An addled egg, wind egg; a term of reproach;
bastard.
P   r kiyn, s.m. pl. (of k), A denomination of
Mohammadan faqrs.
P ' r g [Zend-Pzand hk, S. ef], s.m. An egg
(= ya).
H  X r gna (rel. n. fr. g; or contrac. of ya+gna),
s.m. Fried eggs; a kind of dish made of eggs, an omelet;
a pancake, &c.
A r l (fr. r or  r), s.m. Maternal uncle, mother's
brother;—a black mole on the face (regarded as
ornamental); a spot, patch (natural); an articial spot
(made of kjal, &c., for ornament, or to ward o the
eects of the malignant eye):— l- l, adj. & adv.
Thick, close, thickly spread;—little, scarce, rare;—very
few, few and far between, here and there; rarely.
H " r l (for A. ~! r, fem. of l), s.f. Maternal aunt,
mother's sister:— l-zd bh, s.m. Mother's sister's
son, cousin:— l-k ghar, or l-mm-k ghar, or
na-- la, s.m. 'Aunt's house'; a place of rest and
security.
H Y" r lt (fr. l= A. ~! r), adj. Descended from or
related to a maternal aunt (cf. aler):— lt bh, s.m.
Maternal aunt's son, cousin (= la-zd bh).
H $" r l ( l+), s.m. (local), Mother's sister's
husband (= l , q.v.).
A v! r li (fr. v#r 'to become clear,' &c.), adj. Clear,
pure, sheer, free from admixture; genuine, sincere;—
s.m. A sincere friend.

P M! r lia, vulg. la(for A. ~M! r lisat, fem. of
lis), adj. Pure, &c. (= li);—s.m. An oce of
government in which the business of the revenue
department is transacted, exchequer;—lands under the
management of government, crown or government
land;—revenue-paying lands (opp. to muf);—(in the
Panjb) a term for Sikhs who profess a pure Hinduism:—
le lagn, To be appropriated by government, to be
conscated.
A H! r liq (act. part. n. of H#r 'to measure,' &c.), s.m.
The Creator, the Great Creator, the Originator.
H & P ! r l (fr. A. la), s.m. Maternal uncle,
mother's sister's husband.
P ! r la (for A. ~! r, fem. of l), s.f. See l.
A ! r l (fr. #r 'to be or become empty,' &c.), adj.
Empty, vacant, void, desert; hollow, having nothing in it,
blank, not lled up, not full; unoccupied, unemployed,
free; exempt (from, -se); devoid, destitute (of);—without
eect, ineective, inoperative;—pure, unmingled; mere,
only, sole, single, unaccompanied;—adv. Alone, by
oneself, singly;—idly, unemployed;—s.m. (?), The month
between the festivals of dand bakar d(so called on
account of no festival occurring during that period):—
l an, s.m. An egg without a tread:— l den, v.t. To
parry:— l-k mahn, s.m.= l, q.v.:— l karn, v.t.
To empty (of, -se), to clcar or rid (of); to discharge; to
vacate, to evacuate; to exhaust:— l-hth, adj. Emptyhanded; unarmed; penniless, destitute:— l hon(-se),
To be emptied (of), to be exhausted; to be without, be
devoid (of); to be free (from), &c.
P 1 r m (=S. /), adj. Raw, unripe, green, crude,
immature; inexpert, inexperienced; vain, puerile,
absurd; not solid or substantial, not made of masonry, of
unbaked earth or of mud; rough, approximate (as an
estimate, &c.); imperfect, unsound, bad; lower, smaller
(weight or measure,—opp. to pu ta, 'the larger' of two
standard weights):— m mdan, s.f. Gross receipts or
collections (of revenue):— m-pra, A term of abuse
applied to a woman who has been cohabited with before
the age of maturity;—a sharp or cunning woman; a
prude:— m ih, s.m. A rough statement or account:—

m- iyl, s.f. Vain imaginations; crude ideas:— mdast, adj. & s.m. Inexpert, awkward;—a bungler:— mdast, s.f. Inexpertness, bungling:— m-shurw, s.m.
Half-boiled soup:— m-shob, adj. Half-washed, rinsed:—
m tab,
adj.
 adj. Foolish, absurd; dull:— m-tama,

Entertaining vain desires:— m-tama,
s.f. The

entertaining of vain desires; foolish desire:— m-aql,
s.f. Weak understanding; folly:— m ilqa, s.m. An
estate which is under direct management (and not
leased):— m-trat,
 adj. Weak-minded:— m-kr, s.f.
Inexpertness, unskilfulness, awkwardness;—a writing
reed, a pen (see ma):— m-karn, v.t. See mn.
P Za r mush, adj. = P a r mush, s.f.= mosh, and
mosh, qq.v.
P a r mush, s.f. = P Za r mush, adj.= mosh, and
mosh, qq.v.
H a r mn (fr. m?), v.t. To close (the mouth of a
vessel) with earth, or our, &c.; to close, to seal, fasten
(a letter, &c.):— m-den, and m-karn= mn.
P D a r mosh, adj. Silent;—s.m. A disease in horses.
P E a r mosh, s.f. Silence, taciturnity.
P a r ma, s.m. A writing-reed, a pen:— ma-dn, s.m.
A pen-case.
P a r m (fr. m, q.v.), s.f. Rawness, unripeness,
immaturity; inexperience; imperfection, defect, fault;
weakness, inrmity (of a title, &c.);—loss.
P  r n [Pehl. ahu; Zend a hu; S. asu; cf. also S. svmin],
s.m. orig. 'Master, owner'; lord, prince, a title of
Mohammadan nobles (especially of those of Mogal or
Pahndescent); a common adjunct of Afgnor

Pahnnames (the title of n, or n-ib, is also
applied to native physicians, musicians, &c.);—the headman or chief of several villages:— n- nn, s.m. 'Lord
of lords,' a prime minister.
P A 8 r na-jt, s.m. pl. (of na, q.v.), Houses,
dwellings, &c.
P +  r n-dr, s.m. = P +  r n-dr, s.f.= na-dr, and
na-dr, q.v.s.v. na.
P +  r n-dr, s.f. = P +  r n-dr, s.m.= na-dr, and
na-dr, q.v.s.v. na.
P +  r andn (for na-dn), s.m. Family, household;

race, lineage, descent, house (of a prince, &c.), dynasty:
— ndn--shh, Royal family; house, dynasty;—
ndn-k 'almat, s.f. Armorial bearings.
P +  r ndn, adj. Relating to the family, &c.;
descended from father to son, hereditary, ancestral,
family; of good family, of rank.
P " 0 r n-slr ( nprob.= na), s.m. A taster of
provisions (to a king).
P  a 0 r nsmn, vulg. nsm ( n+sm n) s.m. lit.
'Master of the stores,' a house steward, butler, majordomo.
P  a 0 r nsmn, s.f. The oce or department which
has charge of all expenses in a great man's house.
A ? Q  r naqh = P Q  r naqah (P. na+ghor gah,
arabicised), s.f. orig. 'A convent for S frecluses; a
convent, monastery, a religious establishment for holy
men.
P Q  r naqah = A ? Q  r naqh (P. na+ghor gah,
arabicised), s.f. orig. 'A convent for S frecluses; a
convent, monastery, a religious establishment for holy
men.
P J r nag, vulg.  g(rel. n. fr. na), adj. Relating
to a house, domestic, household; private, personal;—
domesticated, tame;—s.f. A kept woman; a clandestine
prostitute:—  g mumala, s.m. A domestic aair; a
private business or matter.
P 2  r nam (fem. of n), s.f. A lady, a woman of rank,
a princess; title of the wife of a n.
P  @  r n-mn (for n-o-mn= na, q.v.+mn,
'family'; furniture, &c.), s.m. House and home,
household furniture, everything belonging to the house;
household, family:— n-mn wra, A wanderer from
home:— n-mn- arb, adj. Having a ruined or
desolated home; ruined, desolated.
P ?  r nwda (for na, q.v.+wda, 'source, origin,'
&c.), s.m. Family, house, &c. (= ndn); a race or tribe of
people; a great tribe, an illustrious family;—the mistress
of a family.
P  a   r n-o-mn, s.m.= nmn, q.v.
P  r na (prob. rel. n. fr. n, q.v.), s.m. House,
dwelling, place; receptacle, socket, drawer, partition,

compartment; pigeon-hole (of a desk); square (of a
chess-board, &c.); column (of a tabular statement, &c.);
head (in an account or statement); division, class;
department:— na-bd, 'May your house
ourish!' (used by way of benediction);—adj. Flourishing,
prosperous:— na-bd, s.f. Prosperity:— na-br, s.m.
A family house:— na-bg,  s.m. An inclosed garden, a
garden adjoining a house; a kitchen garden:— na-badosh, adj. & s.m. 'Having his house on his back';
wandering from place to place, having no settled
habitation, nomadic;—one who has no xed residence, a
rover, wanderer, a traveller; a pilgrim; a gipsy; a
vagrant;—a nomadic tribe:— na-ba-dosh, s.f.
Wandering, roving; vagrancy:— na-bar-andz, s.m. A
prodigal, a spendthrift:— na-bar-bd, s.f. Destruction
of a house or family, breaking up of a home (chie y by
the death of the mistress):— na-pur, s.f. Filling in the
columns (of), entry (of, -k):— na-talsh, s.f. The act of
searching a house, search of a house:— na-to , s.m.
Flowers worked on net or muslin; the work itself:— na-jam-se ba h-jn, To exceed the amount at credit:—
na-jang, s.m. A breeder of domestic quarrels; a
breeder of disturbances, a brawler; a duellist:— najang, s.f. Domestic or family quarrels; intestine broils,
civil war; bickering; skirmish, duel, disturbance, aray:—
na- na, adj. Cellular:— na- ud, s.m. Master of a
house:— na-- ud, s.m. 'House of God,' a mosque:—
na- arb, adj. & s.m. Ruined, destroyed; base, abject;
—a vain, empty fellow, a good-for-nothing fellow, a
vagabond, a wretch:— na- arb, s.f. Ruin,
destruction:— na-dr, s.m. Family man, householder:—
na-dr, s.f. The state of the master of a family;
housekeeping:— na-dmd, s.m. A son-in-law who lives
in the house of his wife's father (by whom he is adopted
as a son):— na-dmd, s.f. Son-in-law-ship:— nadost, adj. & s.m. Fond of staying at home (a term of
abuse):— na-zd, s.m. 'Born in the house'; child of a
slave, a slave:— na--zanjr, s.m. A prison; a madhouse:— na--siysat, s.m. House of correction:— nasz, adj. Home-made:— na-soz, adj. & s.m. Houseburning, destructive (re);—a house-burner, an
incendiary:— na-shumr, s.f. A census:— na-nishn,

adj. & s.m. Sitting in the house, unemployed, idle;
retired;—one out of employ; a retired ocer; a
pensioner.
P  r war (see ur), s.m. The west; (but often used
by poets for) the east;—the sun:— war-k tjdr, s.m.
'The monarch of the east,' the sun.
P  r warn, s.m. pl. (of war), The east and west;—
name of a district in /ursn.
P  r warn, adj. Of or belonging to /warn, q.v.
P  r war, adj. Western; eastern;—solar.
P +  r wand, vulg. wind(contrac. of udwand),
s.m. Lord, master; husband:— wind karn, To take a
husband, to marry.
P +  r windna, adv. In the manner of a lord or
master, like a master, lordly.
P +  r wind, s.f. Dominion, mastership; protection,
patronage; favour, kindness.
A g$ r if (act. part. n. of e r 'to fear,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Fearing, fearful, afraid, frightened, timid, pusillanimous;
—a fearer, &c.
A <$ r in (act. part. n. of  r 'to be unfaithful,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Unfaithful, treacherous, perdious; deceitful,
fraudulent;—a traitor, a treacherous man; a deceiver.
P ) r ya (see g), s.m. An egg; a testicle:— yabardr, s.m. A cringing or obsequious fellow, a fawner:—
ya-bardr, s.f. Obsequiousness, cringing, fawning:—
ya-bardr karn, To cringe, to fawn:— ya umn, v.t.
To disregard, treat with contempt; to be disobedient, be
stubborn, not to submit to obedience:— ya sahln(-k),
To curry favour (with); to cringe, &c. (= ya-bardr
karn):— ya-kashda, adj. & s.m. Castrated;—an eunuch.
P j %r absat, vulg. ubsat(for
A. ~j %r, inf. n. of l%r 'to

be bad'), s.f. Badness, corruptness, wickedness,
depravity; impurity; baseness; brutality:— absat-
jibill, s.f. Innate depravity.
A d %r abbz (v.n. fr. o%r 'to knead and bake'), s.m. A
baker.
A l%r ubs (inf.
n. of l%r), s.m.= absat, q.v.

A %r abar (inf. n. of %r 'to know'), s.f. Knowledge,
acquaintance; information, a piece of information; a
notication; intelligence; an announcement, advice;

news, tidings, a piece of news; report, rumour; fame;—a
story, an account;—notice, care, heed:— abar basant-k
p hn, lit. 'To ask after the basant,' q.v.; to be extremely
ignorant or negligent (of):— abar pa n(-ko), To come to
know, become aware; to come to one's senses;— abar-ir, s.f. Report, sudden news; guessing what is to
happen (/irwas a prophet, skilled in divination; and
hence, when from certain symptoms the public guess at
the intentions of Government, &c., intelligence of such
intentions, &c. is called. abar-- ir):— abar-dr, adj.
& s.m. Having knowledge (of), acquainted (with);
informed; taking care, careful, on one's guard, watchful,
cautious;—a knower, one who is acquainted (with);—an
informer, spy, scout;—intj. Have a care! take care! be
careful! be on (your) guard!— abar-dr rahn(-se), To be
or continue careful (of); to be attentive (to); to keep on
(one's) guard (against):— abar-dr karn, v.t. To put on
(one's) guard, to forewarn, caution, give an alarm:—
abar-dr honor ho-jn(-se), To take care (of), be on
(one's) guard (against):— abar-dr, s.f. Informing,
getting information;—taking care, carefulness; care,
charge, custody, guardianship:— abar-dr karn(-k), To
take care (of), to look (after), to guard:— abar-dihanda,
adj. & s.m. Intelligence-giving;—one who gives
information, an informer:— abar den(-ko), To give
information (to), to inform, apprize:— abar-ras , s.m. A
messenger:— abar rakhn(-k), To be informed (of), be
acquainted (with); to bear in mind; to be on the look out
or alert:— abar karn(-ko), To acquaint, inform, apprize,
advise; to report (to):— abar-gr, s.m. An informer, a
spy;—a guardian, protector, patron; a manager:— abargr , adj. & s.m. Taking care;—one who takes care (of),
or looks (after), &c. (= abar-gr):— abar-gr, s.f. Taking
care (of), looking (after), managing; taking thought (of);
management, protection, care, aid, support;—informing;
spying:— abar-gr karn(-k), To look (after), to manage,
conduct; to protect, care (for), to aid, support:— abar
lagn(-k), To seek for a trace (of), to search (for stolen
property, &c.):— abar len(-k), To look (after), take care
(of), to support; to watch (over), to guard; to take notice
(of); to inquire (into), to ask (about); to seek; to look
(one) up;—to be after (one), to serve (one) out, settle

accounts (with):— abar hon(-k), To have knowledge
(of), to be informed (of), be apprized (of), &c.:—be- abar,
adj. Unacquainted (with, -se); ignorant, uninformed;
regardless, careless, inattentive; insensible; senseless,
unconscious; stupeed; intoxicated.
P A%r ibrat (for A. {%r, v.n. fr. %r 'to know,' &c.), s.f.
Wisdom, learning; experience; experiment, trial, proof,
test.
H )%r abariy, s.f. (prov.)= abar.
A w%r abt (inf.
n. of w%r 'to disorder, derange,' &c.), s.m.

Making a mistake;—madness, insanity; fatuity:— abt 
u haln, v.n. Madness to arise, &c. (= abt ho-jn),
to

become insane, be demented or crazed.
P N%r abt (rel. n. fr. abt), adj. Mad, insane, crazy.
A l %r abs (fr.
 l%r 'to be bad or corrupt'), adj. & s.m.
Bad, corrupt, depraved, wicked, malignant; impure, foul,
lthy;—an unclean spirit, an evil or malignant spirit;—a
term of reproach or abuse; vile wretch; miser, &c.
A A  %r abst, s.m. pl. (of abs), Impure things.
P  %r abs (fr. abs), s.f. Impurity;—a malignant
woman.
H (*r uttak = H *r utk (corr. fr. P. kutk, or k tak),
s.m. A stick, a club, a bludgeon (syn. so ; cf. gadk);—the
penis.
H *r utk = H (*r uttak (corr. fr. P. kutk, or k tak),
s.m. A stick, a club, a bludgeon (syn. so ; cf. gadk);—the
penis.
A 2 *r atm (inf. n. of 2 *r 'to seal'), s.m. Seal; end,
conclusion, termination; a recitation or perusal of the
Qrn(=A. atma); the feast celebrated at the end of
such perusal;—adj. Done, concluded, completed,
terminated:— atmul-mursaln, s.m. The seal of those
sent (of God), the prophet Mohammad:— atm karn, v.t.
To conclude, close, nish, complete, terminate (at, -par):
— atm hon(-par), To be concluded, be terminated (at),
be nished.
P @ *r atm, s.f. A recitation or perusal of the whole
Qrn(= atm).
A <*r atn, vulg. atan(inf. n. of <*r 'to circumcise'), s.m.
Circumcising; circumcision;—a circumcision-feast.
A <*r atan (fr. <*r; see atn), s.m. Any near relation on

the side of the wife (such as her father, or mother, or
brother, &c.);—a daughter's husbaud, son-in-law.
P <*r utan, prop. n. Tartary; a district of Tartary
(famous for musk).
P * atna (for A. ~* atnat, fem.), s.m. Circumcision
(= atn, q.v.):— atna karn(-k), To circumcise.
P ! 8r ajlat, vulg. ijlat(for A. ~! 8r, inf. n. of 8r 'to
be ashamed';—but considered by some to be a vulgar
mistake for ajlat), s.f. Bashfulness, shame, sense of
shame.
P *08r ujasta, ujista[  = Zend hu= S. su;+jista= Zend
ista, rt. it= S. it], adj. Happy, fortunate, auspicious,
blest.
A 8r ajal (inf. n. of 8r), s.m. Shame, &c. (= ijlat,
q.v.).
A 8r ajil (part. n. of 8r), adj. Ashamed, abashed;
bashful, modest.
P #8r ajlat, vulg. ijlat(for A. ~#8r, v.n. fr. 8r), s.f.
Shame, &c. (= ijlat); blush:— ijlat uhn, ijlat n,
v.n. To feel or experience a sense of shame, to be
bashful; to blush.
H 9r :r a - a (prob. onomat.; cf. ka -ka ), s.f. The
sound of a spear or battle-axe; the sound of treading in
clay or mire (cf. also a ar- a ar).
H :r a ar [for H. LK kha ar = S. >8], s.m. A mule:
— a ar-bn, s.m. Mule-driver, muleteer.
H :r:r a ar- a ar, = H  Z F 9r a a - a a ,s.m. An
imitative sound; splash-splash, &c.
H  Z F 9r a a - a a , = H :r:r a ar- a ar,s.m. An
imitative sound; splash-splash, &c.
A + r add, vulg. ad(inf. n. of +C r 'to furrow'), s.m.(?) A
furrow; an opening, crack (in the ground);—the cheek.
P + r ud [old P. qadhi, qudhi; Pehl. khoti; Zend
qadhta, qa+dta, rt. d= S. sva+dhita, rt. dh], s.m. lit.
'Having his own law,' &c.; the Supreme Being, God;—
lord, master, ruler, owner (chie y in comp., e.g. n ud,
q.v.):— ud uh-le, May God remove (him or her, by
death):— ud-parast, adj. God-worshipping, godly,
devout:— ud-parast, s.f. The worship of God;
devoutness:— ud-tars, adj. God-fearing; virtuous,
upright;—compassionate, merciful:— ud-tars, s.f. The

quality of fearing God; piety; goodness, virtue,
uprightness:— ud-talor ud--tal, The Most
High God (=allh-tal):— ud jne, God knows:— ud
he, If God will, God willing:— ud z , God (be your)
protector! God keep you! adieu! farewell!— ud- udkar-ke, adv. After earnest and repeated imploring of the
aid of God, after much prayer; with great diculty; by
hook or by crook:— ud-dd, adj. Given of God, granted
by God; (hence) natural;—a proper name:— ud-dn,
s.f. The knowledge of God:— ud dikh den(-ko), lit.
'God to be manifest'; to think of God in danger or
trouble:— ud-rasda, adj. God-arrived, godly:— ud
samjhe, God will avenge!— ud-se km pa n, To cast
(one's) burden on God; to have recourse to God for aid
(in a matter):— ud-shins, adj. & s.m. Knowing God;—
one who knows God;— ud-shins, s.f. Knowledge of
God:— ud-talab,
s.f. The seeking of God:— ud-k

ghar, The abode of God, heaven; the house of God, a
place of worship; a mosque;— ud-ke ghar se phirn, To
have a narrow escape from death;—to recover from a
dangerous illness:— ud-k nm len, To act justly, be
just, do justice:— ud-kare, God grant; would to God!—
ud-k panh, (I seek) the protection of God; God
preserve (me, &c.):— ud-k sa wr, ud-k mr, s.f.
Divine vengeance or wrath:— ud-ke mre hon, To be
stricken, or to suer, by the decrees of fate; to be
unfortunate:— ud-lagt bolnor kahn, To speak as
before God, to speak the truth, say what is right:— ud
n-karda, or ud na-kare, or ud na- staor nasta bshad, God forbid. lest (=mubd):— ud-wste-ki

dushman, s.f. Unreasonable enmity.
A 1 + r uddm, s.m. pl. (of dim), Domestics, servants,
ministers.
H + r udn (fr. ud), s.f. (rare) A goddess.
P + + r ud-wand [see ud, q.v.+wand= Zend vañ= S.
B], s.m. Owner, possessor, master, lord; husband;—my
lord! your lordship! Sir!— udwand--nmat (a form of
address to superiors), Lord of bounty, benecent master;
—adj. Possessing wealth, rich, opulent.
P + + r udwand, s.f. Ownership, lordship,
sovereignty; divinity, providence; the property or quality

of a benecent lord or master, favour.
P $+ r ud (fr. ud, q.v.), adj. Divine;—s.f. God. ship,
godhead, divinity, providence; almighty power,
omnipotence;—creation, nature, the world:— udr, adj. Despised by the world:— ud rt, s.f. Singing
hymns and watching all night, a vigil, a religious feast
kept by women at night:— ud ram, s.m. A kind of
food given to the poor in completion of a vow:— udk jh , s.m. A world-famed or notorious liar:— ud
karn, To perform something miraculous; to show or use
divine power:— ud ghar-me n(kis-ke), To be pued
up with pride (from the accession of fortune).
P )+ r udy (voc. of ud), O God.
P  J)+ r udyagn (i.e. ud+gn), s.m. A great lord, a
sovereign, a great king.
P E + r adsha (for A. ~E + r adshat, fem.; fr. adsh, inf.
n. of D + r 'to scratch, to hurt'), s.m. Hurt (of the heart);
doubt, solicitude, anxiety, apprehension, fear, alarm,
danger (syn. andesha; khak).
A 1 + r adam, s.m. pl. (of dim), Servants, domestics,
attendants, retinue.
A A a + r idmt, s.f. pl. (of idmat), Services; situations,
appointments.
P a + r idmat (for A. ~a + r, inf. or v.n. of 1 + r 'to serve'),
s.f. Service, attendance, ministry; employment,
business, oce, appointment, function, duty; use:—
idmat-rasda, adj. Past service; worn out:— idmat
karn(-k), To serve, wait (on), minister (to); (g.), to
serve out, to beat; to satirize:— idmat-gr, A servingman, a servant, a table-servant; a butler:— idmat-gr,
s.f. Service, ministry, attendance; readiness to serve:—
idmat-gur, adj. & s.m. Ready to serve, forward,
obliging;—a willing or faithful servant:— idmat-gur,
s.f. Service (performed); readiness to serve.
P *a + r idmat (rel. n. fr. idmat), adj. & s.m. Employed;
ocial, ministerial;—s.m. A servant, an attendant (esp.
at a mosque).
P ^+ r adang, s.m. The white poplar, a tree from which
arrows are usually made; an arrow.
P )+ r idv, idev, udev, adev, vulg. ideo, &c. (cf.
ud, and ud), s.m. Lord, master; an independent

ruler, a king, sovereign, a mighty monarch; Khedive (as
of Egypt); the unequalled of the age.
P e/ r aaf, s.m.(?)= azaf, q.v.
P r ar (Zend khara; S. L), s.m. An ass:— ar-btashdd, adj. Doubly or emphatically an ass, very stupid:—
ar- wind, s.m. 'Donkey-lord'; owner, possessor,
master (used contemptuously):— ar--dasht, s.m. The
wild ass, the onager:— ar-damg, adj. Stupid, pigheaded, perverse, obstinate; cross-grained, ill-tempered;
—proud; boastful:— ar-damg, s.f. Stupidity; obstinacy,
&c.:— ar-mast, adj. Lusty; athletic;—obstinate; stupid;—
lustful, lascivious, lewd:— ar-mast, s.f. Lasciviousness,
lewdness:— ar-nafs, ar-nafsa, adj. Magnum penem
habens;—lustful, &c. (= ar-mast):— ar-wr(= ar-br),
s.m. An ass-load.
P r ur, adj. & s.m.= r ur or ur, q.v.
A r arb (inf. n. of r 'to be or become in a state of
ruin';—used as an epithet), adj. Ruined, spoiled,
depopulated, wasted, deserted, desolate; abandoned,
lost, miserable, wretched; bad, worthless, vitiated,
corrupt, reprobate, noxious, vicious, depraved,
pro igate; deled, polluted, contaminated:— arb-bd,
s.f. Ruin, destruction, demolition:— arb-awl, arbl, or arb- asta, adj. Ruined, desolated; broken down
(in circumstances), wretched, distressed:— arb kar-ke
kahn, To mis-call:— arb karn, v.t. To ruin, mar, spoil;
to waste, depredate, depopulate, lay waste, desolate; to
vitiate, corrupt, deprave; to pollute, dele; to debauch, to
violate:— arb-gard, adj. Wandering about
homeless and destitute; wandering about to no purpose.
A A r arbt, s.m. pl. (of arba), Ruins, desolate
places;—s.f. A tavern;—a brothel (such being usually kept
in ruins).
P Y r arbt (rel. n. fr. arbt), s.m. A haunter of
taverns and brothels, a debauchee, a rake.
P + r arba (for A. ~ r arbat, fem. of arb), adj.
Ruined, &c. (= arb, q.v.);—s.m. Ruin, devastation,
desolation; a waste, waste land.
P  r arb (fr. arb), s.f. Ruin, destruction,
desolation; badness, corruption, depravity; noxiousness,
ill, evil, mischief, perdition; misery, trouble, aiction;

diculty, perplexity:— arb dekhn, To experience ruin,
or evil, &c.
H r arr (prob. fr. A. r 'to sound'; or onomat.), s.m.
Snoring (see kharr):— arr bharn, arr len,
arr mrn, v.n. To snore.
A 5r arj, vulg. irj(v.n. fr. 5r 'to come out,' &c.),
s.m. Tax, tribute, impost, duty, revenue (syn. kar):— irj
tal-karne-wl, s.m. Tax-gatherer; rent-collector:—
irj--zamn, s.m. Land tax; revenue from land:— irjgur, adj. & s.m. Paying tax, or tribute, or rent;—a
tributary; one who pays revenue to Government:— irj
lagn(-par), To tax, to assess; to levy tribute or a
contribution (on).
P Wr arj, vulg. irj(rel. n. fr. arj), adj. Subject to
taxation, revenue-paying (land); tributary.
P r arrd, vulg. ard(prob. corr. fr. A. arrt, q.v.),
s.f. A lathe:— ard-par a hn, and ard a hn, 'To be
put on the lathe'; to be polished (by intercourse with a
superior character, or with rened society).
H r ardn (fr. ard), v.t. To turn on a lathe; (met.)
to worry, to torment.
P r arrd, vulg. ard, s.m. A turner (= arrt).
P  Br ursn, adj. Of or belonging to the country of
/ursn(the ancient Bactriana), native of ursn;—
ursn ajwn, s.f. Seeds of Hyoscyamus niger, black
henbane.
P D r arsh, irsh[Zend rt. kare; S. kar, fr. kri; cf.
also A. irsh, inf. n. iii of D r 'to scratch'], s.f. Scratch,
scraping, cutting, excoriation;—part. adj. Scratching,
scraping, lacerating, &c. (used in comp., e.g. dil- arsh,
'lacerating or wounding the heart'):— arsh--ma r t,
s.f. (Math.) Conic-section.
H E r arshn, v.t. To scrape, scratch, claw, lacerate.
P E r ursha, vulg. arsha(for A. ~E r urshat, fem.;
fr. D r 'to scratch'), s.m. Scale or ling (of iron);—a small
debt.
P E r arsh, s.f. Scratching, clawing, lacerating (used
in comp.; see arsh).
A s r arrt (fr.
 s r 'to pull or rub o'), s.m. A turner (of
wood, &c.);—s.f. A turner's lathe (also spelt art).
P Or arrt, vulg. art(rel.
n. fr. arrt), adj. Turned


on a lathe;—s.m. A turner;—s.f. The business of a turner.
A < Or artn (the P. < Yr arabicized;—said to to be
derived from ara, 'mud, and tn, 'collected, or
produced'), s.m. An earth-worm.
A A _r urft, s.f. pl. (of urfat), Fables, &c.;—(as a
sing.) senseless or improper speech, folly; obscene
language, smut:— urft bakn, To talk nonsense; to use
improper or indecent language.
P _r urfat (for A. ~_r, fr. er 'to dote, to talk
nonsense'), s.f. Fable, tale, romance; idle tale; ludicrous
saying, folly, nonsense, improper or indecent speech.
P 1 r irm [rt. S. J/], s.f. Pace, gait, walk, march;
stately gait, graceful walk; strut:— irm karn, To pace,
walk, march:— ush- irm, adj. Walking elegantly, or
with a stately gait.
P  a r irm (fr. irmdan; see irm), act. part.
Walking in a stately manner, moving gracefully;
strutting:— irm - irm , adv. With a graceful or
stately movement.
P  a r irmn, s.f. Graceful or stately walking.
P a r irm, s.f. (in comp.) Walking, gait.
H r urr , ur , adj.=khur , q.v.
P ?o r arbuza = P ?d r arb za = P ?o; r arpuza (prob.=S.
3f+#,* 'six-sided'), s.m. The marsh-melon, Cucumis melo.
P ?d r arb za = P ?o r arbuza = P ?o; r arpuza (prob.=S.
3f+#,* 'six-sided'), s.m. The marsh-melon, Cucumis melo.
P ?o; r arpuza = P ?o r arbuza = P ?d r arb za (prob.=S.
3f+#,* 'six-sided'), s.m. The marsh-melon, Cucumis melo.
H d r arb z, adj. Coloured or streaked like the
arb zaor melon, of the colour of the marsh-melon.
A 5r arj (inf. n. of 5r 'to go out or forth,' &c.), s.m.
What goes out or is expended (of a man's property, &c.),
outgoings, &c.; see ar , the com. form.
H Wr urj (prob. fr. A. urj, rt. 5r, through P. urjn;
but said to be fr. ur- n), s.f. A saddle-bag; a sack, a
wallet; a gunny bag for holding tents or other goods
(loaded on camels, or other beasts of burden).
P Vr ar , vulg. ara (for A. arj, q.v.), s.m. Outgoings,
disbursements, outlay, expenditure, expenses; means of
meeting expenses, resources;—price, cost, charge; debit,

the debit side (of an account);— ar uhn(-k), To take
upon oneself or be responsible for the expense, cost, or
charge (of); to bear the expense, &c. (of); to act as a
disbursing ocer;—to spend, &c. (= ar karn):— ar i rjt, s.m. Disbursements, expenditure:— ar --bl,
s.m. Additional or extra expenses, contingent expenses,
&c.:— ar -bar-dr, s.m. 'The bearer of the expenses,' a
servant whose oce it is to supply the requirements of a
household:— ar -pt, s.m. Expenses for betel-leaf, &c.:—
ar pa n, v.n. To be expended, &c. (= ar hon):—
ar -- na-dr, s.m. Expenses of house-keeping;
household expenses:— ar -- airt, s.m. Charge or
allowance for charitable gifts or endowments:— ar -aima, s.m. Tentage:— ar --rozmarra, s.m. Daily or
current expenditure:— ar karn, v.t. To disburse,
expend, spend:— ar --mutafarriqt, s.m. Miscellaneous
expenses or charges; contingencies:— ar --mulk, s.m.
Imperial expenditure:— ar -me likhn, v.t. To enter in
the column of disbursements; to enter as cost; to charge
(to), to debit:— a hon, v.n. To be expended, be spent;
to be consumed, be exhausted.
H =r ar n, vulg. ara n(fr. ar ), v.t. To expend,
spend (= ar karn); to use, bring into use; to bring out,
to utter, to produce;—to sell.
P ^=r ar ang [=S. +

,], s.m. A crab (syn. ke kr);
the sign Cancer;—a kind of herb.
H =r ar [P. ar + = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m. Expensive, lavish, prodigal, extravagant;—a
spendthrift, &c.
P =r ar a (fr. ar ), s.m. Expenses; costs, charges;
costs of a law-suit:— ar a diln, v.t. To judge or award
costs:— ar a qbil--wus l, ar a yftan, s.m.
Recoverable costs.
P =r ar  ( ar , q.v.+= S. ), adj. Lavish, prodigal;—
s.f. Provision for a journey; travelling expenses;—price
of stupration, wages of harlotry:— ar  jn, v.n. To go
out as a prostitute, to live by prostitution;—to go by or
pass away (as the time for plying the trade):— ar 
aln, To carry on the business of hiring out prostitutes;
to live on the wages of harlotry.
P +  rr ar- wind, s.m. See s.v. ar.

P rr ar- ar, ur- ur(=S.L redupl.;—or fr. A. Cr 'to
sound'), s.m. Snoring; purring (of a cat); gurgling or
rattling (of the throat, as in choking, or in croup, &c.):—
ar- ar karn, v.n. To snore; to purr, &c.
H rr ar ar [A. ar arat; but see ar- ar), s.m.
Snoring, &c. (= ar- ar):— ar are-k zr, The croup.
P rr ar asha, s.m. A crowd, tumult, riot; a dispute,
quarrel; causeless wrangling; encounter; plea; litigation;
—mental distress, agitation, anxiety (syn. jhag ;
andesha).
P r irad (old P. khard; Pehl. khart; Zend khratu; S. kratu),
s.f. Understanding, judgment, intellect, wisdom:— iradpasand, adj. Approved by the understanding,
commendable:— irad-mand, irad-war, adj. Possessing
understanding, intelligent, sagacious, wise:— iradmand, irad-war, s.f. Sagacity, wisdom.
P r urd (=S. d,W), adj. Small, little, minute; young:—
urd-bn(prob. for urda-bn), s.f. A microscope:—  rdm, adj. Ground small, bruised, broken:— urd-sl, adj.
Of tender years, young; under age:— urd-sl, s.f.
Childhood, youth, minority:— urd-maal, s m. The
apartments of the concubines of great men.
A r ardal, s.m.(?) Mustard-seed, mustard.
P ?r urda (rel. n. fr. urd), s.m. Anything small, a
small qnantity, a bit, fragment, fraction, a particle; a
crumb; a speck; a slight blemish; a pedlar's small or
tri ing wares; small coin, small change:— urda be n,
v.t. To sell in small quantities or in retail:— urda-bn,
adj. & s.m. Acute; hypercritical;—a critic, a caviller:—
urda-bn, s.f. Subtilty of genius, acuteness;
hypercriticism:— urda paka n, To seize on tri ing
faults, to cavil, to criticise:— urda-farosh, s.m. A vender
of small wares, a pedlar, a huckster:— urda-farosh, s.f.
Peddlery, huckstering:— urda karn, v.t. To reduce to
small pieces;—to change (money);—to sell, dispose of:—
urda-gr, adj. & s.m. Fault-nding, fault-seeking;
cavilling;—a caviller, a critic:— urda-gr, s.f. Seizing on
tri ing faults, cavilling:— urda-gr karn(= urda paka n,
q.v.).
P r urd, s.f. (fr. urd), Smallness, littleness;
childhood, infancy; minority.

H )r urdiy = H )r urdiya [ urd= urda+iy= Prk.

P 1 r urram, uram[old P. h ram; Zend hu+rt. ram= S. su

 =S. t (+t)], s.m. A money-changer.

+ram], adj. Pleased, glad, joyful, merry, gay, cheerful,
smiling; pleasant, delightful:— urram-dil, adj. Of a
cheerful mind or disposition, glad-hearted.
P a r urm, s.m. A date, the fruit of the Phœnix

H )r urdiya = H )r urdiy [ urd= urda+iy= Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], s.m. A money-changer.
P ?dr ar-zahra, s.m. A poisonous shrub or fruit;
rhododaphne or rose-bay, Nerium oleander.
P Kr irs (S. }d), s.m. A bear:— irs-bz, s.f. Bear's
play, rough play, rudeness, romping.
P + Br ursand (cf. urram; u= Zend hu;=S. su), adj.
Contented, satised, pleased, happy, glad:— ursand
karn, v.t. To make contented or happy, to please.
P + Br ursand, s.f. Contentment, satisfaction,
happiness, pleasure, joy, gladness, mirth.
P ^Br ar-sang, s.m. A large rough stone; an obstacle;
a rival.
P + E  urshed, urshaid, s.m. The sun (= ur,
urshed, qq.v.).
A 1 Or urt  m, s.m. Snout; proboscis of an elephant.
A er arif (v.n. fr. er 'to dote,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Disordered in the intellect, doting;—an old dotard.
P _r urfa (for A. ~_r urfat, fem.; fr. er 'to gather or
pluck'), s.m. That which is plucked from a tree, gathered
or plucked fruits; autumnal fruit.
P _r urfa, s.m. Purslain, Portulaca oleracea.
A Gr arq (inf. n. of Gr 'to bore or cut through,' &c.),
s.m. Tearing, rending, breaking through, infringing
(used in comp.):— arq--dat, s.f. An event breaking
through or infringing the usual course (of nature), an
unusual or extraordinary thing, a miracle (pl. arq-dt, miracles).
P ir irqa (for A. ~ir irqat, fem.; fr. Gr 'to tear,' &c.),
s.m. A ragged, patched garment; dress of a devotee or
religious mendicant:— irqa-posh, s.m. One who wears a
ragged garment, a devotee, a religious mendicant.
P ? X r ar-gh, ir-gh(Pehl. khvar+g; Zend hvare+gtu;
S. svar+gtu), s.m. A tent, pavilion, tabernacle; the royal
tent or court; a wide, spacious place of residence, a
palace (cf. awarnaq).
P D X r ar-gosh, s.m. lit. 'Ass-eared, or large-eared'; a
hare; a rabbit (syn. sasor sass).

dactylifera; a kind of sweetmeat (shaped like a date).
P <a r irman, s.m. Harvest; heap, stack, or rick of
unthreshed corn; a barn:— irman-gh, s.m. Threshingoor.
P D a r ar-m sh (=S. L?+#03), s.m. A species of large
rat, a bandicoot (syn. gh s).
P ?4a r ar-mhra, s.m. The small shell called
'cowrie' (kau ), Cyprœa moneta.
P a r urram (fr. urram, q.v.), s.f. Cheerfulness,
pleasure, delight, joy, gladness, mirth.
P Ih r ar-nafs, adj. = P r ar-wr, s.m.See s.v. ar.
P r ar-wr, s.m. = P Ih r ar-nafs, adj.See s.v. ar.
A 5r ur j (inf. n. of 5r 'to go out or forth,' &c.), s.m.
Going out or forth, issuing, issue; egress; sally, eruption;
exodus;—excretion:— ur j karn, To go out or forth, to
issue, to sally, &c.
P Kr ur s, uros(cf. next), s.m. A dunghill cock.
P D r arosh, urosh(Pehl. khru; Zend khru; S. J58, rt.
Jj8) , s.m. (f.?) Loud noise, cry, call, shout, yell; tumult;
crash.
P  E r arosh ( arosh, q.v.+Zend añ?= S. ant), adj.
Making a loud noise, yelling, shouting; resounding.
P )r aryat (P. ar, q.v.+A. a. yat), s.f. Asinine quality
or nature; stupidity; obstinacy.
H 6)r arj, adj. Extra; sundry, miscellaneous;—s.f.
Scraps;—small change (cf. rij, of which it is prob. a
corruption).
P + )r ard (v.n. fr. ardan= S. J", rt. J" 'to buy'+a. (),
s.f. Buying; purchase, thing bought; cost, price; demand,
requisition (also used in comp. for arda, e.g. zar- ard,
q.v.s.v. zar, see arda):— ard- at, s.m. Deed of
purchase:— ard-faro t, s.f.= ard-o-faro t, q.v.:—
ard-k mol, s.m. Prime cost; cost price:— ard-nma,
s.m. Deed of purchase (= ard- at):—
 ard-o-faro t, s.f.
Buying and selling; business transactions, dealings;

trading, commerce:— ard-o-faro t karn(-k), To buy
and sell; to transact business, to negotiate (with).
P + )r ard-r, s.m. Purchaser, buyer; holder by
purchase; customer; a lover.
P + )r ardr, s.f. Buying, purchasing.
H + )r ardn [ ard, q.v.+n= an= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.t. To buy, purchase;—to bring upon (ooneself), to reap.
P ?+ )r arda (=S. J", rt. J"), perf. part. Bought,
purchased (sometimes contrac. in comp. to ard, e.g.
zar- ard).
P N)r arta (for A. ~N)r artat,
 fem.; fr. s r 'to pull o,'
&c.), s.m. A receptacle, pouch, purse (of leather, &c.); a
hold-all; a letter-bag; a small silk bag in which letters for
great men are enclosed;—(met.) a letter (from one great
personage to another).
A g)r arf (fr. er 'to gather or pluck'), s.f. Autumn;
the autumnal harvest; autumnal crops.
P h )r arf (rel. n. fr. arf), adj. Grown in autumn,
autumnal; relating to the autumnal harvest.
A or azz, vulg. az, s.f. A coarse kind of silk (cf. P. qaz).
P or iz , az (cf. ezn; Zend iz+añ~), s.f.
Autumn, the fall of the leaf;—decay, old age:— iz dda, adj. Having seen or experienced autumn.
P :or azn  ( azna, q.v.+ ), s.m. A treasurer, cashkeeper:— azn -gar, s.f. Oce of treasurer,
treasurership.
P or izna, vulg. azna(for A. ~or iznat, fem.; v.n.
fr. or 'to stow, to guard,' &c.), s.m. A repository,
magazine, store-room, granary; a treasury;—treasure,
revenue, nances;—chamber (of a gun):— azna-dr,
adj. & s.m. Having a chamber (a gun);—a gun or musket
with a chamber:— azna--mira, s.m. The royal
treasury, the Government treasury:— azne-k and q,
s.m. Treasure-chest.
P or izn (rel. n. fr. izn), adj. Autumnal; fading.
A <$or azin, s.m. pl. (of izna), Repositories;
treasuries, &c.
A eor azaf, s.m.(?) Pottery, earthen vessel or vessels;
potsherd; broken shells.
P )or azna (for A. ~)or aznat, fem.), s.m. A treasury,
&c. (= azna, q.v.).

P Ir as, s.f. A fragrant grass, Andropogon
muricatum(from the roots of which tasare made); any
useless herb or stick, rubbish of sticks or thorns:— asposh, adj. Covered over with thorns:— as- as, s.f. The
sweet-scented root of Andropogon muricatum:— as-o- r,
as-o- shk, s.m. Sticks and straws, litter, rubbish.
A Ir ass, vulg. as, s.m.(?) Lettuce, Lactuca sativa.
P A 0r asrat, vulg. israt, s.f. = P ? 0r asra, vulg.
isra, s.m.(for A. { 0r asrat, fem.; inf. n. of 0r 'to
suer loss,' &c.), Loss, injury, damage, harm, hurt;—
plunder, devastation;—fraud, unfaithfulness, perdy,
treachery:— isra uhna(-k), To suer or experience
loss, &c.:— isra den(-ko), To make good a loss, to pay
damages, to compensate:— isra muqarrar karn(-k), To
assess damages:— isra--naqd, s.m. Loss in ready
money; pecuniary loss.
P ? 0r asra, vulg. isra, s.m. = P A 0r asrat, vulg.
israt, s.f.(for A. { 0r asrat, fem.; inf. n. of 0r 'to
suer loss,' &c.), Loss, injury, damage, harm, hurt;—
plunder, devastation;—fraud, unfaithfulness, perdy,
treachery:— isra uhna(-k), To suer or experience
loss, &c.:— isra den(-ko), To make good a loss, to pay
damages, to compensate:— isra muqarrar karn(-k), To
assess damages:— isra--naqd, s.m. Loss in ready
money; pecuniary loss.
P B 0r assat (for A. ~B 0r, inf. n. of I
C r 'to be sordid,'
&c.), s.f. Sordidness, &c. (= issat, q.v.).
P ?+  0r isnda (fr. isndan; rt. Zend kar= S. kar, fr. kr),
s.m. An infusion (in medicine).
P 0r issat (for A. ~0r, inf. n. of I
C r 'to be mean or
sordid,' &c.), s.f. Meanness, baseness, vileness;
sordidness, stinginess, parsimony, avarice,
penuriousness.
P 0r ast (= asta, q.v.), part. adj. Wounded, broken,
&c.
H (*0r istak, s.f.= ishtak, q.v.
P J*0r astag (abst. s. fr. asta), s.f. Wound, sore;
sickness; fatigue, exhaustion;—fragileness; brittleness;
crispiness (as of pastry).
P *0r asta [part. perf. of astan; fr. Zend q], part. adj.
Wounded, hurt; broken; inrm; sick, sorrowful;—fragile,

brittle; crisp, short, light (as pastry):— asta-jn, astajigar, adj.= asta-dil, q.v.:— asta-jn, s.f.= asta-dil:—
asta-hl, adj. In bad circumstances, in a bad situation;
aicted, distressed:— asta-l, s.f. Distress, destitution;
aiction:— asta-dil, adj. Heart-broken; sick at heart:—
asta-dil, s.f. The state of being heart-broken; wound or
disease at heart.
A 0r asr, usr, asar(inf. n. of 0r 'to lose'), s.m. Loss,
injury, damages; fraud, perndy;—depreciation (in value).
P 0r usar, usur(=S. :8,; H. sasur), s.m. Father-in-law.
P 0r usrau, vulg. usr (old P. khusrav; Pehl. khar h;
Zend husravanh; S. su-ravas, 'famous'), s.m. Famous or
great king; a royal surname; the celebrated king Cyrus
or Chosroes;—name of a famous poet of Dehli.
P 0r usravna, adj. & adv. Prince-like, princely,
kingly, royal; in a princely manner;—like usrav.
P 0r usrav (rel. n. fr. usrav), adj. Belonging to a
king, royal, regal, imperial.
P A W0r asra-jt, s.m. pl. of next, q.v.
H ?0r asra, s.m. A ruled form or statement, &c.; a eldbook (in surveying); a list of the elds in a village:—day
or waste book; a rough draught, rough drawing (also
written khasr):— asra-bd, A list of the houses in a
village with their occupants:— asra-taqsm, A register of
shares (in a eld, &c.).
P (0r asak (dim. of as), s.f.(?) Chips, sticks, straws,
litter, rubbish;—a triangular, prickly herb;—caltrops.
A e 0r us f (inf. n. of g0r 'to become eclipsed,' &c.),
s.m. Eclipse of the moon.
A I 0r ass (fr. I
C r 'to be base, or sordid,' &c.), adj. Low,
ignoble, base, vile; mean, sordid, stingy, avaricious,
penurious.
P r isht (Pehl. khastak; Zend istya; S. ishak), s.f. A
brick; a tile:— isht-paz, s.m. A brickmaker.
P (*r ishtak (dim. of isht), s.f. A small brick;—a
square piece of cloth put under the arm-pit of a shirt,
&c., a gusset; cod-piece;—drawers, trousers.
P *r ishti (rel. n. fr. isht), adj. Of brick; of tile, tiled.
H >r ish at, s.f. corr. of ishtak, q.v.
P Z>r ash- ash = P D >r ash sh (=S. LTL), s.m.
A poppy; poppy seed;-the unit of weight (being equal to

one-eighth of a grain of rice).
P D >r ash sh = P Z>r ash- ash (=S. LTL), s.m.
A poppy; poppy seed;-the unit of weight (being equal to
one-eighth of a grain of rice).
P (r ushk (Pehl. khushk; Zend huska; S. ushka), adj.
Dry; parched; withered;—pure, mere, plain, bare:—
ushk-damg, adj. Grieved:— ushk-damg, s.f. Grief:—
ushk-rod, s.m. Dry channel or bed (of a river):— ushksl, s.m. Dry year, a drought, general dearth:— ushksl, s.f. Drought; sterility:— ushk-lab, adj. Having dry or
parched lips, dry-lipped; having a dry shore or margin:—
ushk-magz, adj. Dry-brained, stupid, dull, thick-headed;
crack-brained, crazy;—hot-headed:— ushk-magz, s.f.
Craziness, madness; hot-headedness:— ushk honor hojn, v.n. To be or become dry, to dry up.
H r ushk = P r ushka (rel. n. fr. ushk), s.m. A
dry pulo, q.v.;—rice boiled plain without seasoning.
P r ushka = H r ushk (rel. n. fr. ushk), s.m. A
dry pulo, q.v.;—rice boiled plain without seasoning.
P r ushk, s.f. Dryness; dearth (occasioned by
drought); dry land; high lands not ooded by water
(upon which grains not requiring much moisture are
cultivated);—dandri, dry scurf;—dry our sprinkled over
and under dough, or on the board, &c. on which it is
kneaded (syn. palethan):—adv. By land (opp. to tar, 'by
water'):— ushk-k rh, adv. By land (= ushk).
P 2 r ashm, ishm[old P. khashm; Pehl. khishm; Zend
a&shma, rt ish= S. ish], s.m. Anger, writh, indignation,
passion, rage, fury:— ishm-l d, adj. Tainted or
disgured with anger:— ishm-gn, ishm-nk, adj. &
adv. Angry, enraged, passionate, wrathful;—in a rage:—
ishm-gn, s.f. Wrathfulness, passionateness, rage.
A <r ashin (fr. <r 'to be rough,' &c.), adj. Rough,
coarse; rugged; harsh, severe; rude.
P  r ushn d (old P. khashn dor khashn t; Pehl.
khushn t; Zend khshn t, rt. khshnu= S. kshu). adj.
Contented, satised, pleased, happy.
P  r ushn d, s.f. Contentment, satisfaction,
pleasure.
A . r ush  (inf. n. of b r 'to be humble'), s.f.(?)
Humbling oneself, humility, humiliation.

P  r ush nat (for A. ~ r, inf. n. of <r 'to be rough,'
&c.), s.f. Roughness, harshness, asperity, severity;
rigidness, austereness, austerity; animosity; erceness;
indignation; disdain.
A Mr il, s.f. pl. (of alat, q.v.), Qualities; habits good
qualities, talents, virtues, &c.
A $ Mr ail, s.f. pl. (of il),= il, q.v.
P #Mr alat (for A. ~#Mr, v.n. fr. Mr 'to cut or cu o'),
s.f. Property, quality; nature, disposition; habit, custom;
mode; talent, virtue.
A 2 Mr am, vulg. aam(fr. 2 Mr 'to contend,' &c.), s.m.
An adversary, antagonist, an enemy;— aam(used by
the Persians and Indians in the sense of) master, owner;
husband:— aam-p, aam-ro, s.f. 'Who has wept for
her husband'; a woman who has lost her husband;—
(used as a malediction) may your husband die:— aamwl, s.f. A woman whose husband is alive.
P  @ Mr amna (fr. A. am), adv. Inimically;—like a
good husband; economically; attending to domestic
aairs; husbanding;—s.m. Housewifery.
P @ Mr am (fr. am), s.f. Enmity:— am--jn, s.f.
Mortal enmity.
H @ Mr am (fr. asam), adj. Having a husband (used in
comp., e.g.), sat- am, adj. & s.f. Having seven
husbands;—a woman with seven husbands:—ni- am,
adj. Without a husband or master.
A F Mr u  (inf. n. of v
C r 'to particularize,' &c.), s.m.
Doing anything particular;—particularity, speciality;—
aair, business, thing, particular;—adv. Particularly, &c.
(= u a):—al- u , bil- u , adv.= u a, q.v.
A f
- Mr u a (acc. of u ), adv. Particularly,
especially, specially.
P  f Mr u yat (for A. ~ f Mr, inf. n. of v
C r), s.f.
Particularity, peculiarity, speciality, specialty; singularity;
—attachment, friendship:—ba- u yat, adv. Especially,
with special reference (to).
P a Mr u mat (for A. ~a Mr, v.n. fr. iii of 2 Mr, 'to
contend or dispute'), s.f. Contention, altercation,
litigation, quarrelling, strife; animosity, enmity:—
u mat--shadd, s.f. Violent animosity.
A Mr a, vulg. a(fr. Mr'to castrate'), s.m. A

castrated animal (particularly a goat), a castrated goat;
(local) a goat; an eunuch;—a woman with no breasts:—
a karn, v.t. To castrate;—(local) to slaughter a goat
for sacrice.
P  Mr uya (for A. ~ Mr uyat, fem.; n. of unity, fr.
RMr), s.m. A testicle (syn. ya;  ):— uye-bardr; and
uye sahln= ya-bardr; and ya sahlnrespectively; q.v.s.v. ya.
A qr ib (inf. n. of Uqr 'to colour or tinge'), s.m.
Tinging or dyeing the nails and hair (especially the
beard), hair-dye, hair-tincture (usually of a red or dark
blue colour):— ib--han phernor karn, To apply a
razor (to the chin, &c.), to shave (the beard):— ib
lagn(-me ), To apply hair-dye, to dye the hair black.
A qr ir, iar, prop. n.; see ja ir, s.v. ja.
A . qr u  (inf. n. of b qr 'to be humble,' &c.), s.f. (?),
Humbling oneself; humility, lowliness (= ush ).
fr. w
C r 'to make a line or mark';
A wr att, vulg. at(v.n.

'to write'), s.m. A line, a streak, or stripe, a mark;
lineament;—writing, character, handwriting
chirography; a letter, epistle;—down on the face,
incipient beard, &c.; beard; moustaches:— at--ftb,

s.m. 'Sun-shaped characters,' a form of Persian writing
in which the curved tails of the letters are portions of a
circle:— at n,
v.n. A letter to arrive;—down to appear

(on the face), beard, &c. to begin to sprout:— att-
istiw, or att--tidl
, s.m. The equinoctial line, the

equator:— at biga
-jn, v.n. Handwriting to fall o or

become worse:— at bannor
banwn, To shave (the

chin, &c.), or to have (the chin) shaved; to dress or trim
the beard:— at--baiaw
, s.m. 'Egg-shaped characters,'

a form of Persian writing in which the curved tails of the
letters are segments of an oval:— at pak
 -jn, A letter
to be intercepted:— at paka
n(-k), To intercept a

letter:— att--jad,
s.m. The tropic of Capricorn:— at-

jal, s.m. Large handwriting:— at-  ut  t,  s.m. Letters,
epistolary correspondence:— at-dr,
adj. Marked with

lines or streaks; striped (as cloth, &c.):— att--sart
n,


s.m. Tropic of cancer:— at--arrf,
s.m. Bank-bill,

cheque:— att  sa
 warnor sa war-jn, v.n. Handwriting
to improve or to become good:— att--sh,
att-

sh, s.m. Rays of the sun; a solar ray;—a kind of

writing:— att--am
d, s.m. A perpendicular line:— at- 

-gubr,
s.m. The smallest Arabic or Persian handwriting:

— at-kitbat,
s.f. Correspondence:— at--gulzr,
s.m. A


kind of ourished handwriting:— att--l-daw,
s.m. An

unclaimed letter;—a release or acquittance in writing: a
writing relinquishing all claim (to):— att--mutawz
,

s.m. A parallel line:— att--mustadr,
s.m. A circular line:

— att--mustaqm,
s.m. A right line, a straight line:—

att--munan,
s.m. A curved line:— at m wn, To

have the beard shaved o:— at-me
at miln,
To copy


the handwriting (of); to forge a handwriting:— at-
nastalq, s.m. Plain, round Persian writing (see nastalq):
— at--nas
, s.m. A kind of Arabic writing (see nas ):—

shikasta at, s.m. 'Broken writing'; a running hand in the
Persian &c. character (see shikasta).
A Nr at (v.n. fr.  Nr 'to do wrong,' &c.), s.f. A wrong
action, fault; a mistake, an error; an unintentional fault
or oence, a slip, an oversight; failure; miss (as of an
arrow, &c.):— at-ba
sh, s.m. A forgiver of faults or

errors, &c.:— at karn, To commit a fault, to err, to
blunder, to be wrong or at fault; to miss, to fail (of):—
at-wr,
adj. Faulty; guilty:— at honor ho-jn, v.n.

An error to be committed (by, -se);—to fail, be decient;
—to pass involuntarily (as urine, &c.).
P or A Nr at, prop. n. The country of Scythia beyond
Imaus, Northern China (the Cathay of Marco Polo and
other travellers).
A Nr itb (inf. n. of iii of UNr 'to recite'), s.m.
Conversation, discourse, speech, address, harangue;—a
title:— itb karn, To address, accost:— itb-o
 -tb,
s.m. Angry or reproachful speech, rebukes, censures.
P  Nr atbat,
vulg. itbat(for
A. ~ Nr, inf. n. of UNr 'to


recite'), s.f. Preaching; eloquence, rhetoric.
A A Nr attt
C r; see att),  s.m. A practiser of the
  (fr. w
art of writing, a good writer, a caligraphist.
H a Nr uttma,
s.f. corr. of quttma,
q.v.


P $ Nr at (rel. n. fr. at),
 adj. Of or belonging to
ator
 Cathay; manufactured in Cathay.
H <) Nr atyan
(prob. for acc. of A. at, 'fault'), s.f.

(Arith.), Position, or the rule of false:— atyan
ek adad-
far, s.f. Single position:— atyan
do adad--farz, Double


position.
A UNr atb, vulg. atab(inf.
n. of UNr), s.m. Asking or

demanding a woman in marriage; contracting a
marriage; marrying, betrothing;—a thing, aair,
business, work, cause.
A %Nr utab,
 s.m. pl. (of atb),
 Preachers.
A P %Nr utba (for A. ~%Nr utbat,
 fem.; v.n. fr. UNr 'to
recite'), s.m. A discourse, sermon, oration, or harangue
which the atbor
 preacher recites on the pulpit in the
noon-service of the congregational mosque on Friday (it
consists of expressions of praise to God, exhortation,
blessings on Mohammad and his family and
companions, and prayer for the Mohammadans in
general, and especially for the reigning sovereign):—
utbaatb).
 wn, s.m. Reciter of a utba(see


A Nr atar (inf. n. of Nr 'to occur to the mind'), s.m.
Occurring to, or coming into, the mind; thought;
remembrance, recollection;—imminent danger, peril,
jeopardy, risk, hazard; fortune:— atar-nk,
adj.

Dangerous, perilous, hazardous; frightful:— atar-nk,

s.f. Dangerousness, &c.
H Nr atr,
 s.m.=next, q.v.
P ?Nr atra (for A. {Nr atrat,
 fem.; n. of un. fr. Nr),
s.m. Danger, &c. (= atar,
 q.v.); fear, apprehension:—
atra raf karn(-k), To ward o danger:—to ease nature:
— atra na karn(-se), Not to fear or apprehend danger
(from), not to be afraid (of); to make no bones (of), to
make no diculty:— atre-me
ln-ko, To expose to

danger, &c., to endanger, imperil, to risk, hazard,
venture.
H oNr at-zan,
s.m. corr. of qat-zan,
q.v.s.v. qat. 


A @ Nr atm,
 itm,
 s.f. Marsh-mallow, Althœa o$cinalis.
A  Nr ut r (inf. n. of Nr; see atar),
 s.m. Occurring to
the mind, &c. (= atar);—dignity.

A s Nr ut  t, s.m. pl. (of att),  Lines, stripes;—letters,
epistles:— ut  t--mutawziya,
s.m. Parallel lines,

parallels.
P O Nr ut  t (rel. n. fr. ut  t), adj. Linear
(demonstration or measurement).
P Nr itta  (for A. ~Nr ittat,
C r; see att), 
  fem.; v.n. fr. w
s.m. A piece of ground (marked out), a plot of land;

district, territory, region, country.
P Nr att (rel. n. fr. att),  adj. Linear, lineal;—in
writing; literal;—of or pertaining to the beard, &c.;—of,
or belonging to, or made at, /at(a place in Arabia,
famous for the spears made there);—s.f. A spear made
at at. 
A U Nr atb (fr. UNr 'to recite'), s.m. A public speaker,
an orator, a preacher, a reciter of a utba,
 q.v.
P % Nr atb,
s.f.
The
duty
or
oce
of
a
at
bor


preacher, &c.
A  Nr atr (from Nr), adj. Characterized by rank or
station, eminent, noble, honourable, dignied, great,
important.
A gr i" (fr. g
C r 'to be light'), adj.= aff, q.v.
A gr u" (fr. g
C r), s.m. A boot.
A h r af (inf. n. of h r'to be unperceived,' &c.), s.f.
Concealment;—a secret.
H h r af, adj.=h r afa, q.v.
P h r i"at (for A. ~h r, inf. n. of g
C r 'to be light'), s.f.
Lightness, levity, want of dignity;—indignity, abasement,
humiliation, disgrace; aront, slight:— i"at uhn, v.n.
To suer indignity, slight, or disgrace, &c.:— i"at karn(k), To treat with indignity, &c.; to slight; to vilify, to
slander.
P h r uft [v.n. of uftan, Pehl. waftan, qaftan; Zend
qap; S. svap], s.f. Sleeping; sleep.
P  *h r aftn (prob.=T. qaftn), s.m. A sort of vest worn
under armour, a caftan.
P *h r ufta (=S. ,Q, rt. T ; see uft), part. adj.
Sleeping, asleep; put to sleep.
A  Q h r afaqn, vulg. afqn(inf. n. of Hh r 'to move to
and fro; to utter'), s.m. Fluttering, palpitation (esp. as a
disease of the heart); hysterics.
P  Q h r afaqn, vulg. afqn(rel. n. fr. afqn), adj.
Subject to palpitation (of the heart).
P Jh r afag, vulg. afg(abst. s. fr. afa), s.f.
Displeasure, vexation, anger:— afg karn(-par), To be
angry (with), to storm (at):— afg-k nazar-se,
adv. With a

look of displeasure or anger, angrily.
P h r afa (Old P. apa; prob.=S. Ll), adj. Displeased,
vexed, angry:— afa hon(-se), To be angry (with).

A h r a (fr. h r'to be imperceptible'), adj.
Imperceptible, not apparent, obscure, occult, hidden,
concealed; secret, private; low, faint, soft (as a voice,
&c.); ne, small (as writing, type, &c.):— af-o-jal, adj.
Imperceptible and perceptible, visible and invisible;
small and large (as handwriting, &c.).
A g h r aff (part. n. of g
C r 'to be light'), adj. Light, of
little weight; of little or no consequence; of light
character, frivolous, undignied; immoral;—trivial,
unimportant, insignicant; small, petty (as an oence,
&c.); low, slight (as a fever):— aff hon, v.n. To be
lowered, be regarded lightly, be disgraced; to be vilied,
be spoken ill of; to be put to shame, to be or become
ashamed; to be aronted.
? h h r affa (for A. ~h h r affat, fem. of aff), adj. f.
Light, &c. (= aff, q.v.);—s.f. A small-cause court (=adlate- affa).
P *- h r ufyata (for A. ~- h r, acc. of ufyat), adv. Secretly,
privately.
P  h r ufya (for A. ~ h r ufyat, fem.; inf. n. of h r'to hide
oneself,' &c.), adj. & adv. Concealed, hidden, disguised;
secret, private;—covertly, secretly, privately, stealthily,
clandestinely:— ufya abar, s.f. Secret or private
intelligence:— ufya farosh, s.f. Clandestine selling;
contraband trac:— ufya kr-raw karn, To carry on a
business or work secretly or privately; to investigate
secretly or privately, make private inquiry:— ufya-navs,
s.m. A secret correspondent, an informer:— ufya-navs,
s.f. The writing of secret intelligence; secret intelligence;
the business or oce of a secret intelligencer.
A r all, vulg. al, s.m. Vinegar.
A r ill, s.m.= all, q.v.
A 3r al (inf. n. of #r 'to be empty or vacant,' &c.),
adj.= l, q.v.;—s.m. A vacant place or space, vacancy,
vacuity, vacuum:— al-mal, adj. & s.m. Unfeigned,
sincere; intimate, close (friendship);—sincere or un
feigned friendship; warm or close attachment.
P 3r alb, vulg. ilb(i.e. al, 'clay, or
mud'+b'water'), s.m. Mud, clay, mire, lth (cf. gil).
H Y3r alt, adj.= lt, q.v.; and cf. aler.
A F3r al (inf. n. of v#r 'to be free from diculty,'

&c.), s.m. Deliverance, liberation, release, discharge,
acquittal; freedom; manumission, emancipation;—
exemption, immunity;—adj. Free, liberated, redeemed;
done, out:— al-patr, s.m. Deed of release; order for
discharge:— al karn, v.t. To liberate, release, free; to
discharge, acquit; to rescue, extricate, deliver (from, -se):
— al hon, v.n. To be freed, be set at liberty, be
released, be discharged; to emit;—to be brought to bed,
be delivered; to calve;—semen emittere; emissio seminis.
P f3r ulat, s.f.= ula, q.v.
P f3r ula (for A. ~f3r ulat, fem.; fr. v#r 'to be
free from admixture,' &c.), s.m. The choice or best part
of anything, the essence, extract, quintessence, ower,
substance, gist, pith; sum; abstract, abridgment;
conclusion, inference, moral; out-come (of work or
action);—adj. Clear, free, unencumbered; loose; spacious,
roomy, wide, open; plain, apparent, evident;— ula,
ula- ula, adv. Giving the substance; expressly,
explicitly; clearly, distinctly, plainly; openly, publicly:—
ula karn(-k), To make an abstract (of); to give the
substance (of); &c. (=i tisr karn, q.v.);—to make clear,
to explain, to resolve:— ula nikln(-k), To make an
abstract (of), to summarise; to sum up.
P f3r al (fr. A. al), s.f. Deliverance, &c. (= al,
q.v.);—an escape canal;— al, or all, s.m. A native
sailor; a native artilleryman; a tent-pitcher:— al pn,
v.n.= al hon:— al-den, v.t.= al karn, q.v.s.v.
al.
A e3r ilf (inf. n. of iii of g#r 'to succeed or follow,'
&c.), s.m. Contrary, opposite (of, -k); opposition,
contrariety; hostility, enmity; the contrary of truth,
falsehood;—postpn. In opposition (to, -ke), contrary (to),
adverse (to), against, (as the rst member of
compounds, it may sometimes be conveniently rendered
by the English prexes un, mis, &c.):— ilf-i tiyr,
Opposed to authority, not authorized, unwarranted:—
ilf-ism, s.f. A misnomer:— ilf-bayn, s.f.
Contradictory statement, contradiction; prevarication;
misrepresentation:— ilf ukm(-ke), Contrary to orders;
authorized:— ilf--re, Against the opinion or will (of):
— ilf--shar, Contrary to (Mohammadan) law, illegal,
unlawful:— ilf--tab,
 Against the will or disposition

(of); unnatural:— ilf--aql, Contrary to reason:— ilf-qiys, Inconceivable, improbable, absurd; irregular,
anomalous:— ilf-qiys, s.f. Improbability; irregularity,
anomaly:— ilf kahn, To make a contradictory or false
statement, to tell a falsehood; to misrepresent:— ilfgo, s.f. Lying:— ilf--maror ilf-mar, Contrary to
the will (of), against the wish (of):— ilf--mizj(in
Med.) Disagreeing with the habit of the body:— ilfman kahnor bayn karn(-k), To distort or pervert the
meaning (of); to misrepresent:— ilf-nlish, s.f. A cross
suit or action; a counter-charge:— ilf-warz karn(-k),
To oppose; to contravene; to commit an oence:— ilf-wa, Contrary to good manners or to custom;
unnatural:— ilf--wadaor ilf-wada, Contrary to
promise or agreement;—s.m. A promise-breaker:— ilfwadag, s.f. Breach of promise:— ilf hon(-ke), To be
opposed (to), to be against:—ba- ilf, adv. Opposed (to),
adverse (to), against.
P _3r ilfat (for A. ~_3r, inf. n. of g#r 'to succeed or
follow'), s.f. Deputy-ship, lieutenancy; the oce or
dignity of Caliph (khalfa);—imperial dignity, monarchy
(especially the succession of princes who ruled at
Damascus and Bagdad from the time of Mohammad to
that of Hulku Khn).
A G3r allq, s.m. The creator (= liq).
A 3r ill (v.n. fr. Cr 'to pierce'), s.m. (orig.) 'A pin; a
skewer,' &c.; a tooth-pick; a long thorn or prickle, straw,
&c. (such being often used as a pin and as a toothpick):—
ill den, ill karn(-me ), To use a toothpick.
A 3r ill (prob. pl. of alal; but used grammatically as
a sing. syn. with alal, q.v.), s.m. Intervening space,
interval, middle;—imperfection, defect, aw, damage,
ruin; disorder; rout, overthrow, defeat:— ill den, ill
karn, v.t. To throw into disorder; to overthrow, to
defeat.
P !3r allat, illat, ullat(for A. ~!3r, prob. n. of un.
fr. ill, inf. n. iii of Cr; see ullat), s.f. True or sincere
friendship (in which is no alalor defect).
P !3r ullat (for A. ~!3r, v.n. fr. Cr 'to pierce'), s.f. What
comes forth from the teeth when they are picked; bits of
food sticking between the teeth.

A H$3r aliq, s.f. pl. (of alq), Created things, creatures,
the creation; men, people.
P #r ullat (for A. ~#r, inf. n. of iii of Cr 'to pierce,' &c.),
s.f. True, or sincere, friendship; friendship.
A  8#r alajn, vulg. aljn(v.n. fr. 6#r 'to put in motion,'
&c.), s.m. Throbbing, beating; distraction, agitation,
anxiety, uneasiness:— alajn raf honor ho-jn(-k),
Anxiety or uneasiness to be removed.
A >#r al l (fr. >#r), s.m. An anklet (of gold or silver)
with bells attached to it.
P #>#r al ala (for A. ~#>#r, fem. of al- al, fr. r), adj.
Worn out, thin (as a garment, or cloth); loose.
A + #r uld (inf. n. of + #r 'to remain or abide'), s.m. The
abode of the state of perpetual existence; eternity;
paradise; the world to come.
P Z#r alish [abst. s. fr. al-dan; rt. Zend har= S. sar, fr.
], s.f. (& m.?), Pricking, pain; care, solicitude, anxiety;
apprehension, suspicion, misgiving;—putting a stop to,
interruption:— alish uhn(-k), To suer anxiety, &c.;—
to reconcile;—to excite enmity.
H v#r ala (=A. il, rt. v#r 'to become pure'), s.m. A
sincere friend.
A w#r alt (inf.
n. of w#r 'to mix'), s.m. Mixture, medley,

confusion, jumble:— alt-malt
, s.m.= alt;—adj.
Mixed,


mingled; confused, jumbled.
A w#r ilt (fr.
 w#r 'to mix'), s.m. One of the four humours
of the human body;—(as a plur.) constitution, nature:—
ilt--fsid,
s.m. Corrupt humour;—canker of a sore,

Cacochymia.
P N#r ilta (for A. ~N#r ilta,
 fr. w#r 'to mix'), s.m. Social
or familiar intercourse; enjoyment of society and the
pleasures of life; conviviality.
P N#r ulta (for A. ~N#r ultat,
 fem.; fr. w#r 'to mix'), s.m.
Sociableness, familiarity, intimacy; association,
partnership, copartnership.
A b #r al (inf. n. of b #r 'to pull or throw o,' &c.), s.m.
Pulling o, stripping o, stripping; deposing, removing
(from oce):— alaal-ir, lit. 'He has thrown o the
rein'; is unchecked or uncontrolled.
A b #r ul (fr. b #r), s.m. Divorcement of a wife for a
ransom given by her, or for a gift or compensation from

her or from another.
P P #r alat, vulg. alat(for A. ~P #r, v.n. fr. b #r 'to put
o,' &c.), s.m.f. A dress; a robe of honour with which
princes or those in authority confer dignity on subjects;
a present, a gift;—approval, commendation:— ilat-bah,
s.m. A cess levied by the Mohammadan Government to
defray the cost of robes of honour presented at court:—
ilat pahnn, ilat den(-ko), To invest with a robe of
honour.
A g#r alaf (v.n. fr. g#r 'to succeed'), s.m. A substitute; a
successor, an heir; a good son, a favourite son; a son;
posterity, progeny, descendants;—adj. Filial, dutiful;—
evil, depraved, corrupted:— alafu-idq, s.m. A
legitimate son; a dutiful son;—true or rightful successor
or heir:—n- alaf, s.m. An uudutiful son.
A g#r ulf (v.n. fr. g#r), s.m.(?) Breach of promise.
A h #r ulaf, s.m. pl. (of alfa), Successors; princes; the
Caliphs.
A H#r alq (inf. n. fr. H#r 'to create,' &c.), s.f. Creating;—
creation; mankind; people:— alqul-lh, alq-- ud,
God's creatures; people:— alq karn, v.t. To create:—
alq hon, v.n. To be created:— air-- alq, s.f. The good
of people, or of the community; the public good or
welfare.
A H#r ulq (v.n. fr. H#r), s.f. Nature, natural disposition or
temper, &c.; quality; good disposition, aability, urbanity,
politeness, civility, good manners.
P Q #r ilqat (for A. ~Q #r, fr. H#r), s.f. Creation;
constitution, natural constitution; the creation, the
world; people, populace:— ilqat karn, v.t. To create.
A Q #r ilq (rel. n. of ilqat), adj. Natural, constitutional,
innate, inherent.
H J#r alg, s.f. corr. of kalg, q.v.
A #r alal (v.n. fr. Cr 'to become lean, or poor,' &c.; 'to
pierce,' &c.), s.m. Break, breach, chink, gap; hiatus;
interruption; rupture; disorder, derangement,
unsoundness, corruptness; confusion, disturbance; ruin;
— aw, defect, imperfection; damage, injury, harm,
mischief, prejudice:— alal-n(-me ), Disorder or
disturbance, &c. to take place (in):— alal-andz, adj. &
s.m. Introducing confusion, &c.; intermeddling;—one

who introduces confusion, a disturber (of the peace, &c.);
an intermeddler, a mar-plot:— alal-andz hon(-k), v.n.
To be an interrupter (of), to interrupt; to disturb; to
interfere:— alal--damg,  s.m. Disorder of the brain,
madness, craziness; melancholy:— alal-damg,  adj.
Having a disordered brain, mad, crazy, confused, brainsick, hare-brained; hot-headed:— alal-par, adj.
Disordered, disturbed, troubled:— alal ln(-men), To
interrupt, obstruct; to interfere, meddle; to disturb, mar,
spoil, do injury (to), damage; to pervert, to turn aside
(from); to impute corruptness (to); to shake, to
invalidate; to prejudice (a right, &c.):— alal karn= alal
ln:—be- alal, adj. & adv. Unbroken, uninterrupted;
undisturbed; uninjured, &c.
P ##r alal (rel. n. fr. alal), s.m. Interrupter; disturber,
mischief-maker, &c. (= alal-andz, q.v.).
P  8#r ulanjn (in A. alanjn), s.m. prop.  8! r
 linjn, q.v.
A #r ul (for  #r ulwu, inf. n. of #r), s.m. Vacuity,
&c. (= al, q.v.).
P A #r alwat, vulg. ilwat(for A. { #r, v.n. fr. #r 'to be
empty,' &c.), s.f. Loneliness, solitude; seclusion,
retirement, privacy; a vacant place, a private place or
apartment, a closet, &c. (to which one retires for
privacy); a cell (for religious retirement);—private
conference:— alwat- na, s.m. Place of retirement,
private apartment, closet, cell, oratory; the women's
apartment:— alwat-dr, s.f. Privacy; behaviour or
conduct in private:— alwat karn, To retire; to be
closeted (with, -se), to confer in private (with):— alwatgh, s.f. A solitary place; a place of retirement and
seclusion; retirement:— alwat-guzn, and alwat-nishn,
adj. & s.m. lit. 'Choosing solitude' and 'sitting in solitude'
retired, recluse;—a solitaire; a hermit:— alwat-o-jalwatme , In private and in public.
P Y #r alwat, vulg. ilwat(rel. n. fr. alwat), adj. &
s.m. Of or appertaining to solitude; solitary;—a solitaire;
a hermit;—one admitted into the private apartments; a
condant, an intimate friend:— alwat rg, s.m. Soft
music.
A F #r ul  (inf. n. of v#r 'to be pure'), s.m. Purity;
sincerity, candour, integrity, friendship, aection.

P #r ala, s.m. A long pole with which a boat is impelled,
an oar, a helm, a rudder (syn. patwr);—any sharp
piercing thing (as a needle or awl):—wind in the bowels
causing acute pain; a pain that comes suddenly in the
side and joints; anything that passes away by degrees or
slowly;—a written document signed by a judge
(conrming any mercantile transaction, &c.);—tri es,
idle talk, silly discourse.
H #r aly ( la, q.v.+S. a. ik), s.f. Mother's sister,
maternal aunt:— aly-ss, s.f. Mother-in-law's sister.
A 6 #r alj (fr. 6#r 'to take away,' &c.), s.m. orig. 'A canal;
a river,' (but in India) a gulf or bay.
P ?+ #r alda (perf. part. of aldan; see alish), part.
adj. Pricked, pierced.
H  #r aler [A. la+er= el= Prk. ! =S.!+t; cf.
mauser; phupher, &c.], adj. (f. -), Descended from, or
related to, a maternal aunt:— aler bh, s.m. Son of a
maternal aunt, cousin:— aler bahin, s.f. Daughter of a
maternal aunt, cousin.
H N #r alta, s.m. corr. of arta, q.v.:— alta--t

fn,
s.m. An exciter of disturbance; a calumniator; a wicked
person.
P h #r alfa (for A. ~h #r alfat; v.n. fr. g#r 'to succeed'),
s.m. A successor, a sovereign (particularly applied to the
successors of Mohammad), a Caliph;—(in India the term
is applied to a Mohammadan cook, or tailor, or barber;
and also to the son of a master or tutor, to a monitor in
a school, and to a fencing master).
A H #r alq (fr. H#r 'to create'), adj. lit. 'Adapted or
disposed by nature'; well-disposed, of good disposition,
kind, aable, benign, urbane, obliging, civil, polite.
A  #r all (v.n. fr. Cr 'to be poor or needy'), s.m. A
friend, a true or sincere friend; the friend (of God),
Abraham (= allul-lh).
P 2 r am [rt. Zend qap= S. T ], adj. & s.m. Curved,
twisted, bent, crooked, bowed; curled; coiled;—a bend,
curve, crook; a curl, knot, ringlet; a coil, fold, ply;
crookedness, curvature; bending, exure;—the part of a
noose which encircles the neck; a noose;—the upper
arm:— am-andar- amor am-dar- am, adj. Twist
within twist; curly;—s.m. Curling locks;— am bajn,

am ho kn(apne), To strike the hand against the arms
(preparatory to wrestling), to challenge (as wrestlers
do):— am- am, s.m. Graceful motion;—coquetry,
blandishment (of a mistress);—adj. Elegant, graceful:—
am-- augn, s.m. The curved stick with which hockeyon-horseback is played:— am-dr, adj. Curved, twisted,
bent, crooked, &c. (= am):— am mrn= am ho kn,
q.v.:— am-o- am= am- am, q.v.
P 2 r um [Zend umba; S. j@#], s.m. A large vessel or

mat-weaver (see umra).
P ?@ r umra (for A. {@ r umrat, v.n. fr. @ r 'to cover,'

jar; an alembic, a still:— um- a hn, To boil clothes
preparatory to washing them:— um- na, um-kada,
s.m. A liquor-shop, a tavern.
A  @ r umr (v.n. fr. @ r 'to cover'; see amr, 'wine'),
s.m. Intoxicating, intoxication; the eects of
intoxication, pain and headache, &c. occasioned by
drinking, crapulence, crop-sickness; headache or
sickness (arising from want of sleep, &c.); languor;
languishing appearance of the eyes (the eect of
drinking, or of drowsiness, or of love, &c.); languishing
look:— umr-l d, or umr-l da, adj. Intoxicated;
intoxicating (eyes); languishing (eyes):— umr- na,
s.m. A tavern:— umr-shikan, s.f. The alleviating the
eects of intoxication; anything used for that purpose,
as tea, soda-water, &c.).
A  @ r ammr (fr. amr), s.m. orig. 'A wine maker';—a

P 0@ r amsa (for A. ~0@ r amsat; rt. I@ r 'to take the

great drinker of wine, a drunkard;—adj. Much given to
drink; crop-sick.
P  @ r umr (rel. n. fr. umr), adj. & s.m. Given to
drinking wine, drunken;—languishing;—one who is
drunk;—s.f.= umr, q.v.
A B @ r ums (rel. n. fr. ums, 've together'; see
ams), adj. & s.f. Consisting of or belonging to ve;—a
word composed of ve radical (or radical and
augmentative) letters;—a sort of magic pentagon.
H  @ r amn (fr. P. am), v.t. To bend, twist, crook,
bow; to coil; to curl.
A @ r amr (inf. n. of @ r 'to veil or cover'), s.m.
Covering, concealing; clouding;—fermenting, leavening;
wine, spirituous or fermented liquor.
H @ r umr (fr. A. umra, 'a mat'), s.m. A caste of
Musalmans who weave mats; a member of that caste; a

&c.), s.m. A small pot or jar, a vessel for
leaven;—a small drum (carried by beggars);—a small mat
of palm leaves (for kneeling on at prayers);—a sect of
faqrsor Mohammadan mendicants.
A I@ r ams, adj. fem. of amsa, 've,' q.v. (used only in
Arabic phrases).
A I@ r ums, umus(fr. I@ r), s.m.(?), A fth part.
fth,' &c.), adj. Five;—s.m. An aggregate of ve poetical
pieces; a stanza of ve lines.
P D @ r amosh (contrac. of mosh), adj. Silent; dumb;—
intj. Be silent! silence!
P  E @ r amoshn, s.m. pl. (of amosh), The silent ones,
the dead.
P E @ r amosh (contrac. of mosh), s.f. Silence.
P @ r am (fr. am), s.f. Crookedness; bending, bend,
curvature, exure.
P ?d @ r amyza, vulg. imyza[kham, q.v.+yza, rt. Zend
y= S. 8], s.m. Stretching; yawning, gaping;—
stretching by way of punishment, putting on the rack;
punishment, retribution, reward, fruit:— amyza uhn,
amyza bharn, amyza bhugatn= amyza khai n(2),
q.v.:— amyza-kash, part. adj. Stretching, yawning:—
amyza-kash, s.f.= amyza:— amyza khai n, 1˚ To
stretch; to yawn;—2˚ To suer the punishment (of), to
reap the fruit (of;—e.g. ham-ne is-km-k  b amyza
khai ).
P X + @ r amdag (abst. s. fr. amda), s.f. Crookedness;
curvature.
P + @ r amdan (fr. amdan, 'to bend'), adj. To be bent,
t to be bent.
P ?+ @ r amda (perf. part. of amdan; see am), part.
adj. Curved, bent, crooked, awry (= am):— amda-qadd,
adj. Bent in form or stature.
A  @ r amr (v.n. fr. @ r 'to leaven'), s.m. Leaven,
ferment; kneaded and leavened dough;—composition,
constitution; earth, clay:— amr uhn(-k), To ferment:
— amr uhn, v.n. To become fermented (dough, &c.).
P ? @ r amra (for A. { @ r amrat), s.m. Leaven, &c.

(= amr);—conserve (of roses or violets); a thick syrup;—
a kind of tobacco.
P  @ r amr (rel. n. fr. amr), adj. Leavened;—a sort of

laugh;—one who sets up a laugh.
H + r and (fr. anda), s.f. A woman given to laughing

leavened bread.
A <r inn (prob. P. narabicized), s.m. A ship in ballast,

and joking with men;—a wanton, shameless woman (a
term of abuse);—a coquette.
A )or inzr (v.n. fr. or 'to be narrow and small' (the

empty ship; the hold of a ship.
H r ann, s.m. Conceit, vanity:— anne aln, v.n. To

eye), s.m. Hog, pig, swine.
P )or inzr (rel. n. fr. inzr), adj. Hoggish, swinish;—

walk or act conceitedly, to be aected, to strut, &c.; to
swagger; to be quarrelsome.
A )d r anzr, s.m. pl. (of inzr), Hogs;—glandular

s.f. A hog-sty.
A Mr inir, inar, s.f. The little nger; the little toe.

swellings, or ulcers, in the neck; scrofula.
A K r anns (v.n. fr. Ir 'to retire; to shrink'), s.m. The

happy, fortunate.
P r unuk, s.f. Coldness; coolness, temperateness;—
prosperity.
P ^r ing, s.m. A white, or grey, or cream-coloured, or
dappled horse; a horse, steed.
P Jr ing, adj. & s.m. Able-bodied;—an athletic clown.
P r uny, s.m. Modulation, melody, singing, song:—

devil (so called because he retires or shrinks at the
mention of God);—(met.) a wicked person.
P B r anns (rel. n. fr. anns), adj. Devilish, Satanic;
—s.f. Devilishness.
A G r anq (v.n. fr. Hr 'to strangle,' &c.), s.m.
Strangulation, suocation; the quinsy.
corr. of next, q.v.
H lr uns, = H r uns,s.m.

H r uns, = H lr uns,s.m.
corr. of next, q.v.

A r uns  (v.n. fr. lr 'to fold or double,' &c.), s.m. A
hermaphrodite;—asphodel.
A 8r anjar, s.m. A large knife, a dagger (generally
curved and double-edged), a poniard, a hanger.
P 8r anjar, vulg. anjr(fr. anjar), s.f. A mode of
printing or staining silk (gul-badan); striped silk; stripes.
P 8r anjar, vulg. anjr(=H. khanjar), s.f. A small
tambourine.
H  >r an- ann, vulg. un- unn(fr. A. an- ana,
rt. an, 'to make a sound from the nose'), v.n. To
snue, to speak through the nose.
P + r andn (act. part. of anddan, 'to laugh'), adj.
Smiling, laughing (at, -se); merry.
A G+ r andaq (P. kandaarabicized), s.f.(m.?), Ditch, fosse,
moat.
P ?+ r anda [fr. anddan; rt. Zend qar; S. sur], adj. &
s.m. Laughing, smiling; a laugh; laughter;—a laughingstock:— anda-peshn, adj. Having a smiling or open
brow, eheerful:— anda-r , adj. Of a smiling
countenance, cheerful:— anda-r , s.f. Cheerfulness,
mirth:— anda-zan, anda-zann, adj. & s.m. Setting up a

P (r unuk, vulg. unak, adj. Cold; cool, temperate;—

uny-gar, s.m. Singer, minstrel, musician:— uny-gar,
s.f. Minstrelsy.
P r o,  (S. T ), s.f. Nature, disposition, temper;
habit, custom; way, manner:— o-bo,  -b , s.f.= o,
q.v.:— o-pa n, v.n. A habit to be acquired; to become a
habit:— o-par, adj.= o-girifta, q.v.:— o ho n, To give
up a habit:— o ln(-k), To naturalize; to habituate,
accustom, use (to), inure; to train; to exercise; to adopt a
habit; to introduce a custom or practice:— o-karda, adj.
Habituated; habitual:— o-gar, adj.= o-gr, q.v.:— o-gar,
o-girifta, adj. Accustomed, habituated, inured:— o-gr,
adj. Rendered well-behaved, or tractable, or mild; tamed;
—accustomed, habituated.
P  r b, or b(Pehl. vb; Zend qafna; S. swapna),
s.m.(f.?), Sleep; dream, vision; nap (of cloth,—usually at
the end of compounds, e.g. kam- bor kim- b, q.v.):
— b-l da, adj. Sleepy, drowsy:— b-war, adj. &
s.m. Producing sleep;—(in Med.), a soporic, anodyne:—
b-- argosh, s.m. 'Hare's sleep'; light sleep;—
negligence:— b- iyl, s.m. Vision, spectre, phantom,
delusion;—adj. Visionary, imaginary, delusive:— b
dekhn, To have a dream, to dream:— b-gh, s.f.
Sleeping apartment, bed-room, dormitory:— b-nk,
adj.= b-l da, q.v.:— b-o- ayl= b- iyl, q.v.;

part. adj. Sleeping, asleep; sleepy, drowsy.
A < Y r awtn, s.f. pl. (of t n, q.v.), Ladies.

s.m. Petitioner, applicant, candidate, competitor, bidder,
suitor:— st-gr, s.f. Desire, solicitation, &c. (= st);
candidateship; competition; a matrimonial suit.
P  *B r str, s.m. Wisher; asker, petitioner.

P W r ja, s.m. Lord, master, owner; a man of

P *B r sta (perf. part. of stan; see st), part.

distinction, a respectable man, a gentleman;—a rich
merchant;—a eunuch (vulg. oj):— ja ir, Name of
a prophet skilled in divination, and who is said to have
discovered and drank of the fountain of life; hence he is
considered as the saint of waters (Mohammadans oer
to him oblations of lamps, owers, &c., placed on little
rafts and launched on the river, particularly on
Thursday evening in the month of bhdo ; and it is in
his honour that the feast of be (q.v.) is held. Travellers
by boat always invoke his aid on starting, with the words
Ai ja ir be  pr!He is by some confounded with the
prophet Elias, and is regarded by others as a companion
of Moses, or as Phineas):— ja-sar, s.m. A eunuch in
the service of a king or prince who has free ingress to
all parts of the palace, or one who has charge of the
seraglio;—chief of a household; a major-domo, a butler.
P  r  , or r[rt. Zend qar= S. svar; cf. r], adj.
Poor, distressed; deserted, abandoned, friendless,
wretched, ruined; abject, vile, base, contemptible.
P  r r (act. part. of rdan; rt. Zend qar; S. svad),

Desired, wished, willed; wished for, wanted; having
wished or willed.
A F r aw, vulg. aws, s.m. pl. (of , 'peculiar,'

— b-o- ayl hon, To vanish like a vision or spectre.
P ?+  r bda (perf. part. of bdan; see b),

part. adj. & s.m. Eating, devouring; drinking; suering;—
eater; drinker; suerer (used in comp., e.g. mardumr, 'man-eating';  n- r, 'blood-drinking, bloodthirsty').
A 5 r awrij, s.m. pl. (of rij), Heretics, schismatics.
A G r awriq (pl. of riq; see arq), s.m. Events
infringing the usual course of nature, unusual things,
miracles.
P  r r [Zend qiri, rt. qar= S. svar], s.f.
Contemptibleness, meanness, baseness, vileness;
abjectness, friendlessness, wretchedness, distress.
P  r r (fr. rdan, see r), s.f. Eating;
drinking; suering (used in comp., e.g.  n- r,
'blood-thirstiness).
P B r st (v.n. of stan, 'to wish'; rt. Zend qd?; S.
vas), s.f. Desire, wish; solicitation, request:— st-gr,

&c. and of a, 'distinguished
person'), Grandees, ministers of state, people of quality
or distinction;—special or favourite attendants;
attendants, domestics;—(as a sing.) a favourite;—a page
or female attendant (on the great):— au-bol, s.f.
Bidding for the seat of honour (in the car which bears
the Jain god; cf. aw):— aw-pura, s.m. The
apartments or habitation allotted to the domestics (of a
great man); the servants' quarters:— aw-o-awmm,
s.m. pl. Nobles and plebeians, high and low (= a-om).
A F r awa, vulg. aw, s.m. pl. (of ~f r 'a
property'), Properties, qualities, attributes
P B r aw (rel. n. fr. aw), s.f. The oce or duty of
an attendant;—the place where one sits behind a great
man upon an elephant; the back seat in a hauda, &c:—
aw-me baihn, v.n. To sit in attendance behind a
great man on an elephant.
P  r n, s.m. A tray (cf. na):— n-posh, s.m. A
cloth for covering a tray; a tray cover or lid.
P  r n (rt. of n-dan; Pehl. qan-tan; Zend qan; S.
swan), part. adj. & s.m. Reading, reciting, singing,
chanting;—reader, reciter; chanter, &c. (used in comp.,
e.g. ush- n, 'reading well')
P : r n a (dim. of n, 'tray'), s.m. A small tray;
a small cash-box.
P +  r nd (v.n. of ndan; see n), s.m. (?),
Reading, reciting, &c. (see n).
P X +  r ndag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Reading, recital;
repetition (as of old lessons, &c.).
P ?+  r nda (perf. part. of ndan; and=S. svanita;
see wn), part. adj. Read, recited, repeated;—having
the knowledge of reading and writing, lettered:—n-

nda, adj. & s.m. Illiterate, ignorant;—one who
cannot read, an ignoramus.
P  a 0 r n-smn, s.m.= n-smn, q.v.
P ?+  r nanda (part. act. of ndan), s.m. A reader,
reciter, repeater; singer, chanter; crier, convoker.
P  r n (fr. n, 'reading,' q.v.), s.f. Reading,
recitation, repetition (used as last member of
compounds).
A <  r awnn, s.m. pl. (of P. n), Lords, nobles, &c.
P ? r h (act. part. of <*B r, see st), part. adj.
Wishing, willing, desiring, soliciting, requiring, wanting
(used in comp., e.g. taraqq- h, 'Wishing for increase,
soliciting advancement';— tir- h, q.v.s.v. tir:—

h ma- h, h na- wh, adv. Willing or
unwilling, nolens volens, perforce; certainly, positively,
absolutely, inevitably, at all events);—conj. Either, or;
whether:— h— h, and h—y, Whether—or.
P   r hn (act. part. of stan), adj. & s.m.
Wishing, desiring; desirous;—desirer, seeker:— hn
hon(-ke), To be desirous (of), to desire.
P  r har, vulg. hir(Zend qa har; S. svasar), s.f. A
sister.
P  r har-na, adj. & adv. Sister-like, sisterly.
P Z r hish (abst. s. fr. h), s.f. Wish, desire, will,
inclination; request, demand:— hish rakhn, hish
karn(-k), To have a desire (for), to desire, wish (for):—
hish-mand, adj. Desirous, solicitous; curious:—
hish hon(-k), To be in request or demand.
P ?+  r handa (see h), s.m. One who wills, or
wishes, or asks, or wants; wisher, asker, &c.
P r  b [Pehl. vap; Zend hvpo, hu+pa; S. su+apas],
adj. & adv. Splendid, beautiful, pretty, charming; good;
ne; excellent; pleasing, amiable;—very good; very well;
well, excellently, &c.:—  b-tar(compar. of  b), adj.
More beautiful; ner; better:—  b-tarn(superl.), adj.
Most beautiful, fairest; best, nest:—  b-r ,  b- rat,
adj. & s.f. Having a beautiful face, beautiful, handsome;—
a beauty:—  b-r ,  b- rat, s.f. Comeliness of face
or form, beauty.
P  r  bn, s.m.f. pl. (of  b), The fair, the beautiful;
(as a sing.) Sweetheart, lady-love.

P  r  bn, s.f. An apricot; a dried apricot (with its
kernel, or that of an almond inserted).
P * r  b-tar, adj. See s.v.  b.
P 3 r  b-kal , s.f. Name of a seed of a cooling
quality.
P  r  b (fr.  b), s.f. Beauty; goodness, excellence;
merit, virtue; well-being; pleasantness:—ba-  b, adv.
Well, excellently, &c.
H W r oj = P W r oja (= ja, q.v.), s.m. A eunuch
(i.e. one who has been castrated).
P W r oja = H W r oj (= ja, q.v.), s.m. A eunuch
(i.e. one who has been castrated).
P  r ud, or ud(Zend qae, rt. qa+ta, or ti, or tu; S. sve,
fr. sva+ta, &c.), recip. pron. Self (my, thy, &c.);—own,
private, personal:— ud-r, adj. Adorning or decorating
self; setting o self; conceited, proud, arrogant:— udr, s.f. Self-decoration; the setting o of self, pride,
&c.:— ud-i tiyr, s.f. Self-control, self-government,
self-possession:— ud-intiz m,
 s.f. Self-government:—
ud-ba- ud, adv. Of oneself; of himself (themselves,
&c.), of one's own accord, voluntarily, freely; of itself,
spontaneously, naturally:— ud-ba-daulat, Yourself, your
worship, your honour, your majesty;—Sir; his honour,
his majesty, &c.:— ud-bn, adj. 'Regarding self'; selfconceited, vain, proud, arrogant, presumptuous:— udbn, s.f. Self-conceit, vanity, pride:— ud-parast, adj.
'Worshipping self'; self-opinionated, dogmatic; selfconceited; self-indulgent, selsh:— ud-parast, s.f.
Doggedness in one's own opinion; self-suciency; selfconceit; self-indulgence:— ud-pasand, adj. 'Selfapproved'; self-satised, self-complacent, vain,
conceited, opiniated:— ud-pasand, s.f. Selfcomplacency, conceit, &c.:— ud-san,
 s.m. An egotist, a
boaster:— ud-kim, s.f. Self-government;—arrogation
of authority:— ud-dr, adj. Self-possessing, being
master of oneself; content; patient:— ud-dr, s.f. Selfpossession, self-restraint; content; patience:— ud-re,
adj. Self-opinionated; self-conceited; wilful, headstrong,
wayward:— ud-r, s.f. Dogmatism; self-conceit,
wilfulness, &c.:— ud-r-se, adv. Dogmatically; wilfully,
&c.:— ud-rukhat, s.m. One who leaves a service of his

own accord;—s.f. Leaving a service of one's own account
(in which case it is customary to deduct something from
wages):— ud-rusta, ud-roor rau, adj. Growing of itself,
wild, spontaneous:— ud-ziyn-kr, adj. Hurtful, or doing
mischief to, oneself:— ud-sit, s.f. Self-praise, selfapplause:— ud-sar, adj. Self-conceited; acting of self;
wilful, head-strong, obstinate; absolute, independent;
arrogant, refractory:— ud-sar, s.f. Self-conceit; selfwill, obstinacy; absoluteness, independence, arrogance:
— ud-gara,
adj. Self-interested, selsh, designing:—

ud-gara,
s.f. Self-seeking, selshness:— ud-farosh,

adj. & s.m. 'Selling oneself'; boasting, vaunting; boastful;
—a boaster, bragger, blusterer; an egotist:— ud-ksht,
adj. & s.m. Cultivating one's own eld;—a cultivating
proprietor, a resident cultivator;—one's own cultivation,
land which the proprietor or holder cultivates himself:—
ud-km, adj. Following one's own desire or will, selfwilled, selsh; living like a libertine:— ud-km, s.f. Selfwill; selshness, wilfulness; the persisting in what is
pleasing to self:— ud-karda, part. adj. & s.m. Made or
done of self;—one's own act or deed:— ud-kush, s.f.
Self-destruction, suicide;— ud-kush karn, To commit
suicide:— ud-mu tr, adj. & s.m. Independent,
unrestrained, uncontrolled, free;—a free agent:— udmu tr, s.f. Independence; freedom of action:— udmatlabor
matlabiya,
adj.= ud-gara:—
ud-mun, s.m. A



dervish on his own account, one who acknowledges no
saint or pr:— ud-num, adj. Ostentatious, selfconceited, vain, proud:— ud-num, s.f. Ostentation;
self-conceit, vanity, pride.
H  r  d, s.m.= awd, q.v.
P  r od [Zend khaodha, fr. khud; S. kuha], s.m. A helmet,
steel head-piece.
P  r udh, recip. pron. plur. (of ud), Selves;
themselves.
P  r ud, or ud(fr. ud), s.f. Self; identity;—
selshness, egotism, conceit, vanity, pride, arrogance:—
be- ud, s.f. The state of being beside ooneself; ecstasy,
transport; madness;—independence, freedom.
P  r ur, or(act. part. of urdan; rt. Zend qar; S.
svad), part. adj. & s.m. Eating, drinking; devouring;—
eater, devourer (used in comp., e.g. all- or, q.v.s.v.

all;—mardum- ur, 'Man-devouring');—s.m. Eating,
food:— ur-o-posh, s.m. Food and raiment:— ur-onosh, s.m. Meat and drink.
P  r ar, ur, or(Pehl. khvar; Zend hvare; S. svar),
s.m. (orig.), 'Light, splendour'; the sun; the East.
P  r ar, ur[Zend qar; S. svar?], adj. Worthy; t,
proper, capable, suitable; agreeable (to).
P  r ur, adj. Abject, despicable, &c. (= r, q.v.):—
ur-b, s.m. Dirty or impure water;—a oodgate, dam
of a sluice.
P  r ar, ur, adj. Worthy, &c. (= ar, q.v.).
P  r ur (see uror or), adj. Eating;
experiencing, suering;—voracious.
P  r urk ( ur, q.v.+k= S. aka), s.f. Food, victuals,
provisions; eatables; daily food, rations, diet, board,
regulated allowance of food;—one meal; one dose (of
medicine, &c.):— urk-3-afyi, s.f. Food for elephants; a
tax formerly levied by the Mogal emperors.
P   r urk, s.f. Daily allowance of food, or of money
to purchase it; subsistence money, board-wages;—adj. &
s.m. Eating much, gormandizing:—a gourmand.
P < r r urjn, s.m.= urj, q.v.
P  r urd, adj.=r urd, q.v.
P  r urd (v.n. of urdan; cf. ur), s.m.(?), Eating;
drinking;—2˚ contrac. of urda, q.v.:— urd-burd, s.m.
lit. 'Eaten and carried away'; what is consumed, what is
spent; dishonest gains, peculations; frauds:— urd-burd
karn, v.t. To make away with, to consume, to spend, to
appropriate; to embezzle.
P X  r urdag, s.f. Small change, &c. (= urda, q.v.).
P  r urdan, inf. n. m. Eating; drinking; devouring;
suering.
P  r urdan, adj. & s.f. Fit to be eaten, eatable;—
anything eatable; provisions.
P ? r urda (perf. part. of urdan), perf. part. Eaten,
devoured, consumed; taken, appropriated, made away
with (often contrac. to urd);—past conj. part. Having
eaten, &c.;—part. adj. Aicted; corroded, &c.;—s.m. for
urda, q.v.
P  r urd, s.f.= r urd, q.v.
H ) r urdiy, s.m.= urdiy, q.v.

P + B r ursand, adj. = P + B r ursand,
s.f.= ursand, and ursand, qq.v.
P + B r ursand, s.f. = P + B r ursand,
adj.= ursand, and ursand, qq.v.
P D  r urish (see ur; urdan), s.f. Eating and
drinking, food, victuals, fare.
P + E  r urshid, s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.
P + E  r urshed, urshaid(Old P. varshed; Pehl.
khvar-shet; Zend hvare+khshaeta; S. svar+kshit), s.m. The
sun (= ur):— urshaid-r , adj. Having a countenance
as bright and dazzling as the sun.
P 1  r urram, adj. = P a  r urram, s.f.= urram, and
urram, qq.v.
P a  r urram, s.f. = P 1  r urram, adj.= urram, and
urram, qq.v.
P ?+  r uranda (act. part. of urdan), s.m. An eater,
feeder; a great eater, gormandizer.
A H r awarnaq (the arabicized form of P. awarna; Old
P. varna, fr. Z. hvare= S. svar), s.m. A magnicent edice,
a palace; the lofty palace built by Nmn-bin-Munir for
king Bahrm Gor, in Babylonia.
P ? r ura, ara(fr. urdan), s.m. Anything that
eats or corrodes, &c. (as rust, moth, gangrene, &c.); the
leprosy;—that which, or one who, suers or endures
(used in comp.).
P  r ur (see ur), s.f. Eating; corroding;—
enduring, suering (used as last member of compounds).
H ?d r uzda, uzda(corr. fr. P. ud+zda), adj. (f.
-), Naturally beautiful, not needing decoration or dress.
P D r ush, ush[Zend usta, u+t= S. +TR], adj.
Good; excellent; healthy, wholesome; ourishing,
prosperous, well;—sweet, delicious; delightful, agreeable,
acceptable; pleasing, pleasant; beautiful, fair, charming,
elegant; amiable, aable, cheerful, glad, happy, pleased,
delighted, merry, gay; content, willing:— ush-b, oshb, adj. Moist, fresh, juicy, succulent, full of water;
having good water (a pearl, &c.); clear, pellucid; bright,
brilliant:— ush-b, s.f. Moistness, freshness,
succulence, &c.:— ush-a tar, adj. Of lucky star,
fortunate:— ush-a tar, s.f. Good fortune:— ush-usl b,
adj. Well-proportioned, of elegant form, elegant, neat:—

ush-usl b, s.f. Elegance of form or proportion:— ushatwr,
 adj. Well-conducted, well-bred, mannerly:— ushiqrr, adj. Good in promising, abounding in promises:—
ush-iln, adj. & adv. Sweetly singing, tuneful,
melodious, musical, sweet;—with a sweet voice,
melodiously:— ush-iln, s.f. Sweet singing,
tunefulness, melody:— ush-mad, s.f. See s.v.:— ush
n(-ko), To prove acceptable (to), to be agreeable or
pleasing (to), to please:— ush-andm, adj. Well-formed:
— ush-intizm, s.f. Good management, good
administration:— ush-wz, ush-hang, adj. & adv.
Sweet-voiced, melodious;—with a sweet voice:— ushwz, s.f. Sweetness of voice:— ush-yand, ush-yanda,
adj. Coming agreeably or pleasantly; attering
(caresses); pleasing, agreeable, delightful, amiable,
charming; grateful, pleasant, wholesome:— ush-bsh,
adj. & s.m. Free to stay or depart, unrestrained; having a
temporary residence;—living comfortably or at ease;—
one at liberty to stay or go;—a temporary resident; one
newly settled;—one who lives in comfort or at ease:—
ush-bsh, s.f. Liberty to stay or go, a welcome;—the
living in a state of ease or comfort, or the being enabled
to live so:— ush-bsh-jam, s.f. A light assessment, low
rent:— ush-b , ush-bo, s.f. Fragrance, perfume, odour;
—adj.= ush-b -dr, adj.—Sweet-smelling, fragrant,
odoriferous, aromatic:— ush-bo, s.f. & adj.= ush-bo:—
ush-bayn, adj. & s.m. Perspicuous; eloquent:—an
eloquent speaker, an orator:— ush-bayn, s.f.
Eloquence; oratory; rhetoric:— ush-purkr, adj. Wellproportioned, well-shaped:— ush-poshk, adj. Welldressed;—fond of good clothes:— ush-tarr, s.m. A
good-writer:— ush-tarsh, adj. Elegantly cut or shaped,
well-made:— ush-tadbr, s.f. Good management, good
policy:— ush-tarkb, adj. Of elegant mould or form:—
ush-taqrr, adj. Eloquent; of winning address; skilled in
argument:— ush-jauhar, adj. Of ne water (steel, gems,
&c.):— ush jauhar, s.f. Fineness of water (in jewels, &c.):
— ush- ashm, adj. Having beautiful eyes:— ush- ashm,
s.f. Loveliness of eye:— ush- hab, adj.= ush-usl b, q.v.:
— ush-l, adj. In pleasant or easy circumstances;
happy; fortunate:— ush-l, s.f. Easy circumstances;
prosperity:— ush- l, s.f. lit. 'Having a good mole'; a

mistress, a sweetheart:— ush- abar, adj. & s.m.
Bringing good news;—one who brings good news:—
ush- abar, s.f. Glad tidings, good news:— ush- irm,
adj. Of graceful gait, graceful in walking:— ush- irm,
s.f. Graceful walk or gait:— ush- ard, s.f. Paying ready
money; purchasing in private sale; private sale;—buying
cheap; a bargain:— ush- at, s.m. Fine writing, good
handwriting:— ush- at, s.f. Fine penmanship,
caligraphy:— ush- il, or ush- alat, or ush- ulq,
or ush- o, adj. & s.m. Of good disposition, well-bred,
aable, polite;—one who has a good or aable
disposition:— ush- ulq, ush- o, s.f. Pleasantness of
manner, aability, politeness:— ush- r, s.m. A good
liver, one who lives well:— ush- n, s.m. One who
sings sweetly; one who reads well;—a pupil who pays
school fees:— ush- urk, s.m. One who lives well:—
ush- ur, s.f. Good eating and drinking, good living:—
ush- ush, adv.= ush- ush, q.v.:— ush-dman, s.f.
Mother-in-law (syn. ss):— ush-dil, adj. 'Merry-hearted,'
happy, pleased, delighted, cheerful:— ush-dil, s.f.
Happiness, cheerfulness:— ush-damg, adj. Cheerful,
gay, delighted:— ush-dahnor dahan, adj. Having a
pleasing or beautiful mouth:— ush-dahan, s.f. Elegance
or beauty of mouth:— ush-qa, adj. Grateful to the
taste, high- avoured, tasteful, palatable, savoury:—
ush-raftr, adj. Graceful in walking or in motion:—
ush-rang, adj. Of a pleasant, or good, or bright colour:—
ush-rau, adj. Pleasant-paced:— ush-r , adj. Having a
beautiful face, beautiful:— ush-roz, s.m. A day of
festivity or diversion, a festival, a holiday:— ush rahn(se), To be in a state of pleasure, to be pleased, be happy,
&c.:— ush-zabn, adj. Eloquent; of winning tongue;
plausible:— ush-zabn, s.f. Eloquence; sweetness of
language, &c.:— ush-zamzama, adj. Sweet in song:—
ush-sa ra, s.m. A pleasant, humorous fellow:— ushsar-anjm, adj. Having a fortunate end, fortunate, happy;
— ush-salqa, adj. Of pleasant manner or method, wellbred, polite:— ush-salqag, s.f. Pleasantness of manner;
goodness of method; politeness;— ush- ush-sawd, adj.
Of pleasant environs:— ush-sawd, s.f. Pleasant
environs:— ush-tl,
 adj. Of happy destiny, fortunate,
prosperous:— ush-tl, s.f. Good fortune, prosperity:—

ush-tab,
 adj. Of cheerful disposition, pleasant; jocular,
merry, facetious;— ush-tab,
 s.f. Cheerfulness, gaiety,
pleasantness; jocularity, mirth, pleasantry:— ush-tarq,

adj. Well-behaved, well-bred, mannerly:— ush-zhir,

adj. Of pleasing exterior or appearance, handsome:—
ush-nn, adj. Light in hand (a horse), of easy pace,
gentle, tractable:— ush-gilf, adj. & s.m. Having an
easy-tting scabbard;—a sword that comes forth from
the scabbard with ease, or without being drawn (such a
one is considered as the best of swords):— ush-fl, adj.
Of proper conduct or action; of pleasant action:— ushfl, s.f. Propriety of action or conduct; pleasantness of
action:— ush-qmat, adj.= ush-qad, q.v.:— ush-qabla,
s.m. An unconditional engagement; a sale without
stipulation:— ush-qad, adj. & s.f. Well-shaped, of elegant
stature;—a sweetheart:— ush-qismat, adj.= ush-nab,
q.v.:— ush-qat, adj. Well-shaped, nicely cut out:— ushqat, s.f. Elegance of cut or shape:— ush-qumsh, adj. Of
good texture or quality:— ush karn, v.t. To satisfy,
gratify, please, delight, rejoice, gladden, amuse:— ushgap, adj. & s.m. Conversible, pleasant, chatty;—an
entertaining talker:— ush-gurn, adj. & s.m. Living in
ease and comfort;—one who possesses a competency:—
ush-gurn, s.f. Passing life in ease and comfort; good
living:— ush-go, adj. & s.m. Eloquent; melodious;—an
eloquent man:— ush-gawr, adj. Pleasant, agreeable;
sweet, delicious; easy of digestion:— ush-libs, adj. Welldressed:— ush-mizj, adj.= ush-tab,
 q.v.:— ush-maza,
adj. Pleasant-tasted, well- avoured, delicious:— ushmazag, s.f. Pleasantness of avour:— ush-mash, adj.
Well-fed; in easy circumstances:— ush-mash, s.f. Good
living:— ush-nishn, adj. Pleasantly-seated, sittingeasily, having room enough:— ush-nab, adj. Of happy
lot or portion, fortunate, lucky:— ush-nab, s.f. Good
fortune, luck:— ush-nagma,
 adj.= ush-iln, q.v.:— ushnigh, adj. Of pleasing aspect, well-looking:— ush-nigh,
s.f. Pleasantness of aspect:— ush-num, adj. Pleasant to
the sight, beautiful, neat, pretty:— ush-num, s.f.
Beauty, splendour:— ush-naw, adj. Having a sweet
voice:— ush-naw, s.f. Sweet singing:— ush-navs, adj.
& s.m. Writing an elegant hand;—a ne writer, a
calligraphist; a writing-master:— ush-navs, s.f. Fine

writing, calligraphy:— ush-nyat, adj. Well-disposed;
honest:— ush-nyat, s.f. Good disposition; good will:—
ush-nyat-se, adv. In good faith:— ush-o- urram, adj.
& adv. Happy, rejoicing, cheerful, gay;— ourishing,
prosperous, in good circumstances:— ush-waqt, adj.
Happy; in good or happy circumstances:— ush-waqt, s.f.
Happiness, delight; entertainment:— ush-ham, adj.
Easy of digestion:— ush hon(-se), To be pleased (with),
be satised, to be glad, to rejoice (at).
P E r ush, or ush, intj. Happy! how happy!
blessed! how fortunate! joy! hail!
H E r ushl, adj. corr. of ush-l, q.v.s.v. ush:—
ushl-pa, s.f. A cess levied to defray the expenses of
a private or public rejoicing (as a marriage, the birth of a
son, &c.).
P + a E r ushmad, ushmad( ush+mad, v.n. of
madan, 'to come'), s.f. Flattery, adulation, fawning:—
ushmad-talab,
adj. & s.m. Seeking attery, shing for

a compliment; fond of attery;—one who is fond of
attery, &c.:— ushmad karn(-k), To atter, to pay
compliments (to), to fawn (upon), to curry favour (with).
P + a E r ushmad, ushmad(˚= S. ), adj. & s.m.
Given to attering;—a atterer, a sycophant;—
s.f.= ushmad, q.v.
P %E r ush-b , ush-bo, s.f. See s.v. ush.
P *E r ush-tar (compar. of ush), adj. More
pleasant, very pleasant, &c. (see ush).
P <)*E r ush-tarn (superl. of ush), adj. Most
pleasant, &c.
H  >E r ush- na, s.m. corr. of  >E i qush- na, q.v.
P  E r ushn d, adj. = P  E r ushn d,
s.f.= ushn dand ushn d, qq.v.
P  E r ushn d, s.f. = P  E r ushn d,
adj.= ushn dand ushn d, qq.v.
P E r osha, s.m. An ear of corn; a spike; a bunch,
cluster (of grapes, or dates, &c.; syn. gu h);—an earring:— osha- n, s.m. A gleaner; (g.) recipient of a
benefaction:— osha- n, s.f. Gleaning.
P E r ush, ush(fr. ush), s.f. Happiness,
gladness, delight, joy; pleasure, enjoyment;
cheerfulness, mirth, gaiety, fun; will, voluntariness,

choice, consent:— ush- tir, ush- ush, adv. Of
(one's own) free will and pleasure, voluntarily;—at (one's
own) convenience:— ush- ush, and ush-se, adv.
With pleasure, happily, gladly, cheerfully, joyfully,
willingly:— ush karn, To make merry, to rejoice;—to do
the bidding or pleasure (of), to please:— ush-ke log, s.m.
pl. People who aord pleasure or amusement, players;
jesters; dancing girls:— ush-me n, v.n. To get into a
state of delight, to be pleased;—to become an object of
love or aection; to be the pleasure or will (of), to please.
A } r au (inf. n. of } r 'to wade; to enter'), s.m.
Diving (into), entering; considering; consulting;
purposing, resolving, intending; consideration,
attention; deep thought; research:— aul karn(-me ),
To dive (into), enter (into), go deep (into), to consider
deeply or with attention; to be lost in thought or
meditation.
A e r auf (inf. n. of e r, for e r 'to fear'), s.m. Fear,
dread, terror:— auf den, auf dikhn, v.t. To impress
(one) with fear (of, -k), to frighten, terrify; to threaten:
— auf-raj, s.m. 'Fear and hope'; suspense:— auf karn,
To evince fear (in, -me ); to be afraid (of, -se), to fear:—
auf ln(dil-me ), To give place to fear (in the heart):—
auf-me ln, v.t. To put into a state of fear, to
frighten, to intimidate:— auf-nk, adj. Frightful,
terrifying;—afraid, frightened, terried:— auf-nk, s.f.
Fright, terror, alarm, panic.
P  r  k (Pehl. kh k; Zend hu; S. s kara), s.m. A boar,
hog, swine, pig.
P X r o-gar, = P  X r o-gr,adj. See s.v. o.
P  X r o-gr, = P X r o-gar,adj. See s.v. o.
P  X r ogr, s.m. The stung of a saddle; a pad; a
saddle-cloth; a pack-saddle:— ogr-doz, s.m. A saddlemaker:— ogir-k bhart, s.f. Padding or stung of a
saddle; rags, rubbish, trash.
H r ol (for khol, q.v.) s.m. A cover, case, sheath; a
hollow.
P <>! r  linjan, olinjan, ulanjan(=S. j!*), s.m.
Galangal, Alpinia galanga.
P  r  n (Pehl. khun; Zend vohuni; S. vas), s.m. Blood;
killing, slaughter, murder:—  n-b,  n-ba, s.m.

Bloody water; blood; a torrent of blood; tears of blood;
blood turned to water (through grief):—  n-shm, adj.
'Drinking blood,' bloodthirsty, ferocious, cruel:—  nafshn, s.f. Pouring out of blood, shedding of blood:—
 n-l da, adj. Blood-stained, bloody:—  n( kho -me )
utarn, To be blood-shot (the eyes,—with rage, &c.):—
 n-br, adj. Shedding (or raining) blood (generally
spoken of the eyes of a lover):—  n-br, s.f. The
raining or weeping of blood:—  nbiga n, The blood to
become impure; to be leprous:—  n-basta, adj. Bound or
clotted together with blood:—  n-bastag, s.f. Clotting of
blood; binding together or cementing with blood:—  nbah, s.m. The price of blood, blood-money, a ne for
blood-shedding:—  n bahn, To shed blood:—  n
baihn, v.n. To pass blood (as from hemorrhoids, &c.):—
 n--jigar pnor khn, To suppress (one's) feelings,
restrain (one's) emotion, or anger, or grief, &c.;—to
consume (one's own) life-blood; to vex or worry
(oneself) to death;—to work (oneself) to death:—  nakn, adj. Blood-dropping:—  n aln, v.n. Blood to
issue, to bleed:—  n- arba, s.m. Bloodshed, bloody
work, deeds of death; mutual slaughter:—  n- arba
karn, To do deeds of death, to make great havoc, &c.:—
 n- r, adj. & s.m. Bloodthirsty, murderous,
sanguinary, cruel;—a bloodthirsty man (or other
animal), a murderer; an animal that preys on others:—
 n- r, s.f. Bloodthirstiness; blood-shedding,
slaughter, murder;—sorrow:—  n- h, adj. Desiring
blood, bloodthirsty:—  n-dr, adj. Bloody, sanguine:—
 n-rez, adj. & s.m. Blood-shedding, murderous;—a
blood-shedder, executioner, murderer, cut-throat,
assassin:—  n-rez, s.f. Bloodshed, slaughter, carnage,
massacre:—  n sir a hn(-k), To be distracted in
consequence of having assassinated a person;—to be
bent on taking the life or lives (of):—  n sufaid karn, 'To
turn the blood white'; (g.) to be unkind; to be displeased:
—  n sufaid hon, To lack natural aection; to be unkind:
—  n-shn, adj. Blood-shedding, murderous:—  n-k
piys, adj. Thirsting for the blood (of, -k), desirous of
(one's) death:—  n-k waz, s.m. Compensation or ne
for bloodshed, blood-wite; retaliation for blood-shedding,
blood for blood:—  n karn(-k), To shed the blood (of),

to kill, murder, assassinate;—to lavish, squander, waste:
—  n-girifta, adj. 'Whose blood is taken,' doomed to be
slain or to die, at the point of death:—  n len(-k), To
bleed, to phlebotomize:—  n-nb=  n-b, q.v.:—  n
hon, v.n. A murder to be committed; to be murdered;—
to be wasted, be squandered.
P : r un a, s.m.= nca, q.v.
H < r  nan (fem. of  n), s.f. A murderess.
P  r  n (  n, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Relating to
blood, or to murder; bloody, sanguinary;—a murderer,
an assassin.
P <  r  nn (i.q.  n, q.v.), adj. Bloody; blood-coloured:
—  nn- angul, adj. Bloody-taloned; cruel-taloned.
P + ) r avd, vulg. oyid, s.m. (f.?), A green eld, a sown
eld, a eld of green wheat or barley; green wheat or
barley cut for fodder (=vulg.  d).
P Z) r esh (Zend qae, fr. qa+pron. su. D; S. sve, fr.
sva), recip. pron. & s.m. Self; own;—a kinsman; a son-inlaw; a family;— esh-qarbt, s.m. pl. Kinsmen,
relations:— esh-o-aqrib, s.m. Kith and kin; kinsmen,
&c. (= esh-qarbt).
P +  ) r eshwand (see esh;—wand, prob.=S. vant),
s.m. A kinsman, a relative.
P +  ) r eshwand, s.f.= wesh, q.v.
P ) r esh, s.f. Relationship, consanguinity, anity.
P [ 4r ahe, intj. Well done! bravo! how good!
P  r iybn, aybn, s.m. A parterre, a ower-bed.
A  r iyr (subst. fr. i tiyr, inf. n. of viii of  r 'to be
good,' &c.), s.m. Election, choice, option.
P & A  r iyr (the A. being der. fr. P. iyr= H. r, fr.
S. d"), s.m. A cucumber, Cucumis sativus:— iyr- ambar,
s.m. The Cassia stula.
A  r ayr (prob. formed fr. r, q.v.), s.f. A kind of
violet.
A <) r iyrain, s.m. (obl. dual of iyr, q.v.), The two
kinds of cucumbers, i.e. the cucumber and the muskmelon; the seeds of the cucumber and musk-melon
(used medicinally).
A s r aiyt (fr.
 w r 'to sew'), s.m. A tailor; a seamster.
A r ayl, vulg. iyl(v.n. fr. r, for  r 'to think, to

fancy,' &c.), s.m. Thought, opinion, surmise, suspicion,
conception, idea, notion, fancy, imagination, conceit.
whim, chimera; consideration; regard, deference;
apprehension; care, concern;—an imaginary form,
apparition, vision, spectre, phantom, shadow, delusion;—
a kind of song:— ayl--btil, s.m. Foolish imagination; a
wrong idea, false notion, misconception:— ayl
b dhn(-k), To form a conception or idea (of), to
imagine; to frame a thought or image in the mind; to
build castles in the air;—to arrange (one's) thoughts:—
ayl-band, s.f.
Structure of the imagination;—imagining, dreaming,
castle-building:— ayl-parast, adj. & s.m. Fanciful;—a
visionary; a castle-builder:— ayl-pa n, v.n. To occur
(to, -ko), to seem;—to give the mind (to, -par), x the
thoughts (on), to pursue (an object):— ayl-pulo
pakn, see ayl pulo pakn, s.v. ayl:— ayl
ho n(-k), To relinquish all thought (of); to be out of
conceit (with):— ayl-- m, s.m. A crude notion; a
vain or ridiculous idea:— ayl-- ilfat, s.m. 'Thoughts
of the caliphate'; ambition:— ayl rakhn, v.t. To bear in
mind;— ayl-se bhar, adj. Inconceivable:— ayl--fsid,
s.m. A false notion, vicious idea; idle fancy;—corrupt or
lewd thoughts:— ayl karn(-ko, or k), To think (of), to
consider, imagine, fancy, conceive; to regard attentively,
to attend (to), direct the attention (to), to mind, observe;
to form designs (against, -k):—(kis) ayl-me rahn,
v.n. To be constantly, or always, thinking (of a thing):—
ayl-me na ln(-ko), To give no thought to, pay no
regard to, not to take into consideration, to disregard; to
consider as unworthy of thought; to show no
consideration or respect for:— ayl na rahn(with dat., ko, of pers., and gen., -k, of thing), To lose all
recollection (of), to forget (about), to escape (one's)
memory:— ayl na karna, v.t., 1˚= ayl-me na ln, q.v.;
—2˚, to think nothing of, to pass (oensive speech, &c.)
unnoticed, not to take amiss:—ba- ayl, adv. In
consideration (of, -ke), with regard (to), with reference
(to); out of consideration or regard (for).
A A" r aylt, s.m. pl. (of ayl), Thoughts, ideas,
imaginations, fancies, &c.:— aylt--l-til,
 s.m. Vain
thoughts, absurd ideas, ill-grounded expectations.

P ! r ayla (for A. ~! r aylat, fem.), s.m. Apparition,
spectre, phantom, &c. (= ayl, q.v.).
A ! r ayl (rel. n. fr. ayl), adj. Ideal, imaginary;
fanciful, capricious; fantastical; visionary; chimerical:—
ayl pulo, s.m. Vain speculations; castle-building:—
ayl pulo pakn, To indulge in vain speculations or
absurd fancies; to build castles in the air.
P  r iynat, vulg. aynat(for A. ~ r, inf. n. of  r, for
 r 'to be unfaithful, or perdious,' &c.), s.f.
Unfaithfulness (to one's condence, or to a trust);
perdy, treachery, treason; breach of trust,
misappropriation; embezzlement; dishonesty, knavery:—
iynat karn(-me ), To be unfaithful to a trust; to be
guilty of breach of trust, to misappropriate, to embezzle;
to practise perdy or treachery.
A  r air (inf. n. of  r 'to be possessed of good'; 'to be
good or well'), s.f. Good; goodness; benet; good fortune,
prosperity, welfare, well-being, weal; health; happiness;
—adj. & adv. Good; best; well;—well; very well; it is just as
well; no matter;—intj. Indeed! you don't say so!:— airulanm, or airul-bashar, The best of men, i.e. the prophet
Mohammad:— airun-nis, The best of women, i.e.
Ftima:— air-andesh, s.m. A well-wisher; one who looks
after (another's) welfare:— air-andesh, s.f. Wellwishing; good will, good intention; benevolence;
friendship:— air-bd, May he prosper; farewell!:— airabar, s.f. News (= abar):— air- h, adj. & s.m. Wellwishing, benevolent, friendly, loyal; aectionate;—a
well-wisher, a friend (a common signature to
anonymous petitions, &c.):— air- h, s.f.= airandesh, q.v.:— air- airt, s.f.= airt, q.v.:— airal(vulg. air-all), s.f.= air-o-fyat, q.v.:— air-se,
adv. In good condition; well; in safety, safely, tranquilly:
— air gur, All passed or went o well (used where
some trouble or calamity which had been anticipated did
not happen):— air m gn, or air mann(-k), To pray
for, or to desire, the good (of), to wish (one) well; to pray
for the safety (of);—to seek peace:— air-o-fyat, s.f.
Health and prosperity; health; welfare (syn. kual-kshem):
— air hu, It was well:— air hai, It is well; is it well? is all
well? what is the matter?;—it is very improper (used
when one says or does a thing which ill becomes him;

e.g. tum-ko ai hai).
A A r airt (plur. of { r airat, the fem. of air), s.f.
Good works, charities; charity, alms:— airt- na, s.m.
Alms-house.
P Y r airt (rel. n. fr. airt) adj. Intended for
charitable purposes, to be given in charity; given, or
received, in charity; charitable:— airt shaf- na, s.m.
A charitable dispensary.
H  r aird, s.m. = H  r aird, s.m.corr. of
ardand ard, qq.v.
H  r aird, s.m. = H  r aird, s.m.corr. of
ardand ard, qq.v.
P X  r rag (abst. s. fr. ra), s.f. Darkness, obscurity,
dimness; the state of being dazzled, or of having the
sight overcome; dizziness; stupefaction; astonishment;—
blackness of heart, malevolence, malignity (cf. trag).
P  r air (P. r , or er ), s.m. Mallow- ower; the
gilli ower (esp. the yellow kind); &c. (=gul-- air , q.v.;
cf. r).
P ? r ra (cf. tra), adj. Obscure, dark; black-hearted,
wicked, malevolent, malignant; vain; head-strong,
froward;—dazzled; stupeed; astonished, confounded.
P  r r (prob.=S. d""), s.f. The gilli ower (particularly

P ( r k, s.f. A leathern water-bottle or bag.
A  r ail, s.m. Horsemen; cavalry;—s.f. (in Persian) A
body, troop, company (of men); army host, multitude; a
tribe:— ail- na, s.m. A house or family; a noble or
illustrious family.
A 3 r ail (see l), adj. & s.f. Marked with many
moles (a woman);—a woman having many moles (a
great beauty).
H 3 r el, ail(fr. khel, q.v.), adj. & s.f. Playful;
unsteady, wanton; foolish, silly; careless, untidy slovenly
(woman or girl);—a playful, or foolish woman, &c.:—
el-pe , el-jn, adj. & s.f.= el, q.v.
H <; 3 r el-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m.
Unsteadiness; foolishness; slovenliness, &c. (see el).
P [ # r khaile (fr. ail), adv. Many; much; very, extremely.
P @ r aima, vulg. also ma, ema(for A. ~@ r aimat;
fr. 2 r), s.m. A tent, pavilion:— ma-doz, s.m. A tentmaker:— aima-zan, s.m. A pitcher of tents:— aima
karn, To encamp:— aima-gh, s.f. Encamping ground; a
camp.
H @ r ma, s.m. corr. of @ i qma, q.v.

H  dl  da: The eleventh letter of the Urd or

the yellow species); a species of violet, Viola alba(and
other species); Althæa rosea.
P ) r airyat (for A. ~) r, abst. s. fr. air), s.f. Welfare,
safety; happiness;—intj. Peace be to you! all hail!
P o r ez (fr. stan, 'to rise'; Zend khiz), part. act. & s.m.
Rising; springing up; leaping, bounding, capering;
raising, exciting, producing;—riser; raiser; &c. (used in
comp., e.g. ub- ez; tna- ez, qq.v.);—s.m.(?), A rising;
a spring, leap, &c.
P o r ezn (act. part. of stan), part. adj. Rising;

Hindstn alphabet (called dl--muhmala); and the
eighteenth consonant of the Ngar alphabet,—the third
letter of the ta-vargor dental class. Its sound is much
softer and more dental than that of the English d. As a
numeral (see abjad), dldenotes 4: hence, in almanacs, it
stands for the fourth day of the week, or Wednesday; it
is moreover used in astronomy to denote the planet
Mercury, or the sign Leo of the zodiac:—da-kr, s.m. The
letter or sound da.
S  da, m. = S   d, f.(rt. d), Giving; giver (used as last

springing up (as owers, &c.).
P D o r ezish (abst. s. fr. ez, q.v.), s.f. Rising; springing
up, &c.
P o r ez (see ez), s.f. Rising, &c. (used in comp.).

member of comp., e.g. sukha-da, 'ease-giving';—janma-da,
'birth-giver,' a father; fem. janma-d).
S  d, f. = S   da, m.(rt. d), Giving; giver (used as last

A 1  r aish m (v.n. fr. 2 r), s.m. The interior of the
nose; the nose; the cartilaginous part of the nose;—nasal
letters;—prominence, or ridge, or summit (of a
mountain).

member of comp., e.g. sukha-da, 'ease-giving';—janma-da,
'birth-giver,' a father; fem. janma-d).
S  d (fr.  for 5 'to cut'), s.f. A sickle, bill-hook; iron
cleaver.

H   db (v.n. fr. dbn, q.v.), s.m. Pressure; weight;—
power, authority; control, restraint; awe (=dabo);—
impression (in printing, &c.):—db baihn, db jamn(par), To bring pressure to bear (on); to exercise control
or authority (over), to bring under control, to rule, to
control, restrain, subdue.
P  db (see db; & cf. dabdaba), s.m. Ostentation,
magnicence, pomp. pride.
A  db [inf. n. of  'to strive,' &c.], s.m. Custom,
manner, habit, wont; institution; aair, business,
concern; case, state, condition;—the act of driving
vehemently; vehement or forcible propulsion:—db-bat, s.m. Good manners; civilization.
H   db, s.m.=dv, q.v.:—dbgni, dbnal, see s.v.
dv.
H   db [db(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Covering
one (in fever, &c.) with blankets or the like (to produce
perspiration);—burden, oppressive burden, oppression,
exaction:—db-ki l, s.f. Exactions, deductions, or
cuttings (from what is lawfully due).
P   dbbat [for A. ~ , orig. a fem. part. n. fr. C  'to
creep, to walk,'], s.f. A reptile; a beast:—dbbatul-ar,
'The Beast of the Earth'; an appellation of one of the
signs of the time of the resurrection; the second beast
mentioned in the Revelations. (It is believed, by
Mohammadans, that it will come forth from a-afa, a
mountain at Mecca, with the rod of Moses and the seal
of Solomon; with the former it will strike the believer,
and with the latter it will stamp the face of the
unbeliever, impressing upon it 'This is an unbeliever').
H    dbn [db˚= S. @(), rt. /], v.t. To press
down; to suppress, repress; to rule; to restrain; to snub;
to subdue, to tame; to squeeze, hug (see dabna):—dbbaihn, v.t. 'To sit heavily upon'; to repress, keep down;
to take unlawful possession of, to usurp; to embezzle; to
encroach upon; to do violence to; to violate:—db-den,
v.t. (intens.), To press down; to bury:—db-rakhn, v.t. To
press, to retain by pressure; to keep down; to keep back,
withhold; to conceal, secrete; to steal; to keep possession
of by force or fraud; to grip (as money):—db-len, v.t. To
press down; to overpower, to subdue; to seize by force, to

usurp, &c. (=db-baihn);—to outgrow.
H &  #dbh [Prk. )#5; S. #t],
' s.f. Kua-grass (see
darbh).
S  &  Ndbhya (rt. #), part. adj. To be governed, or
ruled, capable of being governed or ruled.
H   "db [db(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+], s.f.
(local), A beam for pressing indigo in the vats or in the
frame;—a measure of about ten handfuls (of autumn
crop, &c.).
H ] dp [Prk. Q5; S. t,
' rt. ], s.m. Pride,
arrogance, haughtiness, insolence; self-importance,
vanity, conceit; boastfulness.
H ] dp (i.q. db, q.v.), s.m. Stamping forcibly;—
strength, potency.
H A dt [S. ; ,( rt. ], s.m. Bountifulness,
liberality.
H A dt, s.m. corr. of d t, q.v.
S Y dt (base dtri, rt. d), adj. & s.m. Giving,
bestowing, imparting; liberal, generous;—giver, donor,
benefactor, a liberal man:—the Giver of all things, God:—
dt-datr, s.m.=dt.
H <; Y dt-pan [pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (],
s.m. Liberality, benecence; benevolence.
H  Y dtr [dt+ar= Prk. f5=S. t], s.m.=dt.
H <LY dt-pan, s.m.=dt-pan, q.v.
S Y dtri, adj. & s.m.=dt, q.v.
S Y Pdtra, vulg. dtr(rt. d, 'to cut'), s.m. An
instrument for cutting or chopping; a sort of sickle; a
large knife, a bill-hook, or hatchet (see d).
S YY dtrit,
 s.f. = S YY ; dtritva,

s.m.Benecence, bountifulness, liberality.
S YY ; dtritva,
 s.m. = S YY  dtrit,

s.f.Benecence, bountifulness, liberality.
H <Y dtan, s.f.=d tan, datwan, qq.v.
H  Y  dtwan, s.f.=1˚ datvan, q.v.;—2˚ Cleaning the
teeth with a toothbrush.
S *) Y dtavyat, s.f. Liberality, generosity:—
dtavyat karn(-ke sth), To act generously (by).

S ) Y dtavya, adj. & s.m. To be given or bestowed;
—anything that may be, or ought to be, given.
A 5 dj [v.n. fr. W 'to cover'], s.m. A dark night;
darkness, obscurity.
A r d il [act. part. n. of r 'to enter,' &c.], part. adj.
& s.m. Entering, penetrating; arriving;—entered;
inserted; included, comprehended; produced;
forthcoming;—interior, inside;—entering (upon), taking
possession (of);—entry (in a book or account); inclusion
(of a minor in a larger piece of land, &c.):—d il- rij,
s.m. 'Inserting and striking out'; a transfer of land or
property under one name to another name in a deed or
register; erasure of an entry;—d il- rij karn, To
transfer land or property (by taking out the name of the
former proprietor from a deed or register and inserting
that of the new):—d il-dr, s.m. An occupant:—d 
daftar, adj. Entered upon the record, placed on record;
led with the record; laid aside, or indenitely
postponed; struck o the le:—d il-daftar karn, v.t. To
le with the record, &c.:—d il karn(-me , or -ke andar),
To cause to enter or be entered; to place or x (in); to
cause to arrive; to produce; to incorporate, include; to
admit, lodge; to enter, insert, introduce; to enrol, enlist;
to le; to deposit, to carry to credit; to pay (in);—to eect
penetration:—d il-karne-wl, d il-kunanda, s.m. One
who enters or inserts, &c.; one who pays (in), payer,
depositor:—d il-nma, s.m. A warrant or deed of
possession; a conveyance:—d il hon(-me ), To enter,
to come or go (in); to arrive; to penetrate; to enter
(upon), take possession (of), to occupy; to come (under),
to belong or appertain (to);—to be entered, be inserted,
be enrolled, &c.; to be led; to be paid (in), to be
deposited.
H 3r d il = P #r d ila (for A. ~#r d ilat, fem. of
d il), adj. & s.m. Interior, inside;—entry (in an account,
&c.); insertion; quotation; entrance; entrance fee;
admittance, admission; delivery or payment (of money,
&c.); a receipt (for money,—esp. for revenue paid in):—
zwiya--d ila, s.m. (Geom.) Interior angle.
P #r d ila = H 3r d il (for A. ~#r d ilat, fem. of
d il), adj. & s.m. Interior, inside;—entry (in an account,

&c.); insertion; quotation; entrance; entrance fee;
admittance, admission; delivery or payment (of money,
&c.); a receipt (for money,—esp. for revenue paid in):—
zwiya--d ila, s.m. (Geom.) Interior angle.
A #rd il (rel. n. fr. d il), adj. Interior, internal;
home (as opp. to foreign);—included, contained (in);
inclusive; belonging (to); inherent:—d il maua, s.m. A
newly formed village attached to or included in an older
(al) village.
H & P  dd [S. W¬t ], s.m. Ringworm, herpes; the
shingles; St. Anthony's re:—dd-mardan, dd-mr, s.m.
Name of a plant used to cure the ringworm, Cassia alata.
P  dd [Pehl. dd; Zend dta, rt. d; S. datta, rt. d'to
give'], s.f. Giving; gift;—(in comp.) given, &c. (=dda, q.v.):
—dd-dihish, s.f. Liberality, benecence, bounty,
municence; a present:—dd-sitad, dd-sitd, s.f. 'Giving
and taking,' buying and selling, commerce, dealings
(=len-den; ard-o-faro t).
P  dd [Pehl. dt; Zend dta, rt. d= S. dh, 'to put,' &c.],
s.f. Statute, law; equity; justice; crying out for justice,
complaint; revenge:—dd-war, s.m. Distributor of justice,
God (=ddr, q.v.):—dd-bedd , s.f. Crying out for help or
justice:—dd-bedd karn, To demand justice or redress:—
dd pn, To obtain justice or redress, to obtain a hearing
for (one's) complaint:—dd hn, To demand justice, to
seek redress:—dd- h, adj. & s.m. Demanding justice;
—a petitioner for justice, a suitor; a complainant,
plainti, prosecutor:—dd- h hon(-par), To seek
redress (against):—dd- h, dd- hish, s.f. The
demanding of justice, application for redress:—dd-dih,
s.f. The administering of justice:—dd den(-k), To
dispense justice; to do justice (to), to appreciate, to give
due praise (to), to praise duly (e.g. dd su an-k det hai);
—to make reparation:—dd-ras, adj. Administering
justice, just;—one who administers justice, a redresser of
grievances:—dd-ras, s.f. The administering of justice;
redress of grievances, redress, deliverance from
oppression or wrong-doing:—dd-faryd, s.f. Cry for help
or redress, application for justice:—dd-faryd karn, To
cry aloud for justice:—dd karn, To make complaint (of
injustice, &c.):—dd-ko pahu n(-k), To administer

justice, do justice (to); to obtain justice or redress;—to
respond to cries for help (from), to come to the aid or
rescue (of):—dd-gar, adj. & s.m. Just (prince, &c.);—
administrator of justice:—dd-gustar, s.f. Administration
of justice; diusion of justice:—dd len(apn), To take
revenge:—dd miln, To obtain redress, &c. (=dd pn;
dd-ko pahu n):—dd o be-dd, s.f.=dd-be-dd , q.v.:—dd
o sitad, s.f.=dd-sitd, q.v.
H  dd [S. +t], s.m. A paternal
grandfather;—an elder brother; a term of veneration or
respect addressed to Brhmans by Jsand G jars, &c.
P  ddr [Old P. ddhr; Pehl. dtr; Zend dtar, rt. d; S.
, rt. ], s.m. The Creator, God.
H  Cddur [Prk. ao5; S. Ct],
'
s.m. A frog.
H  ddr [ddur, q.v.+= Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
kind of song to a quick air (so called from its
resemblance to the quick tones of a frog: this class of
songs is most common in Agra and Bundelkhand);—the
palate, the uvula.
H  C ddurw [˚w= Prk.  (with winserted)=S.
+t], s.m.=ddur, q.v.
H K ddas [S. +:Y0t ], s.f. (dialec.), Mother-inlaw of the mother-in-law of a wife or husband (syn.
dadiy-ss).
H B ddasr = H 0B , ddsusr [S. 
+:8,t], s.m. Father-in-law of a wife's or husband's
father-in-law.
H 0B ,ddsusr = H B  ddasr [S. 
+:8,t], s.m. Father-in-law of a wife's or husband's
father-in-law.
P ddan, ddn(fr. ddan, 'to give'; see dda), s.f.
Advances (of money, pay, &c., made to cultivators,
labourers, manufacturers, &c.);—debts:—ddn-dr, s.m.
One who has received advances of money.
H  dd (see dd), s.m. Name of a famous faqr:—
dd -panth, s.m. Name of the sect who are followers of
the faqr Dd ; a member of that sect.
P ? dda [perf. part. of ddan; and=Zend dta, rt. d; S.
datta(Vedic dta), rt. d'to give'], part. Given, bestowed,

imparted;—having given (used chie y in comp., e.g. tbdda, 'heat-imparted,' in amed).
H  ddhn [ddh˚= Prk. - or ¯=S. F p.p.p. of
rt. 6O], v.n. To burn.
H "dd [S. +; see dd], s.f. Paternal
grandmother.
P dd (dd, 'justice,' q.v.+= S. ), s.m. One suing for
justice, a plainti, complainant:—dd-faryd, s.m.=dd.
P  dr [fr. dshtan; rt. Zend dar= S. ], act. part. n.
Having, possessing, holding, keeping; possessor, keeper,
lord, master (used in comp., e.g. b-dr; ie-dr, &c.,
qq.v.):—dr-gr, dr o gr, s.m. Taking, seizing, capturing;
capture;—entanglement, diculty;—tumult, con ict:—
dr-madr, dr o madr, s.m. Agreement, stipulation,
contract; adjustment of a dispute, conciliation;
reconciliation; dependence; protection, safeguard.
P  dr [Zend duru, S. dru], s.m. Wood, a piece of wood;
gallows, gibbet; impaling stake:—dr-par a hn, dr-par
khai n, v.t. To impale:—dr-kash, s.m. Hangman,
impaler.
A  dr (v.n. fr.  'to move'), s.m. (but in A. f. & m.),
Abode, dwelling, habitation, house, mansion, seat;
country, district:—drul- irat, s.f. The next world:—
drul-imrat= drul- ilfat, q.v.:—drul-amn, s.m. House
or abode of safety; a country with which there is peace:
—drul-baq, The everlasting abode, the next world:—
drul-bawr, s.m. The abode of perdition, hell:—drularb, s.m. 'Land of war'; country of an enemy, or of
indels, on whom it is lawful to make war:—druluk mat, drul- ilfat, s.m. Seat of empire or
government, royal residence, capital:—drus-salm, s.m.
Abode of peace or safety, heaven:—drus-saltanat,

s.m.=drul- ilfat, q.v.:—drush-shar, A court of law, a
spiritual court:—drush-shifaor shaf, s.m. A hospital
(=shaf- na):—dru-arb, s.f. The mint (syn. aksl):—
drul-adlat, Court or hall of justice:—drul-ilm, College,
school, university (syn. madrasa):—drul-iwa, Mansion
of retribution:—drul-fan, The abode of perishableness,
the perishable abode, the world:—drul-qarr, The abode
of stability, the stable abode; the mansion of rest; a
burial-ground; the grave; one of the seven heavens:—

drul-mara, s.m.=drush-shif, q.v.:—drul-mukft, The
abode of recompense or retaliation, the world:—dr o
dasta, s.m. House and family.
H  dr, s.f.=dl, q.v.
S  dra, vulg. dr, = S   dr,s.f. A wife:—
drdhn(dra+adh˚), adj. & s.m. Dependent on, or subject
to, a wife;—a hen-pecked husband; a husband who
depends on his wife.
S  dr, = S   dra, vulg. dr,s.f. A wife:—
drdhn(dra+adh˚), adj. & s.m. Dependent on, or subject
to, a wife;—a hen-pecked husband; a husband who
depends on his wife.
P  dr (see dr), s.m. Holder, possessor, lord; king,
sovereign; god;—prop. n. Darius.
P  drb, prop. n. Name of a Persian king (the father
of Darius, and the eighth king of the Kainian dynasty).
P $dr (rel. n. fr. dr), adj. Of or belonging to
Darius;—s.f. Sovereignty;—red silk cloth (vulg. dary).
S 5 I*druja, vulg. druj, adj. See s.v.  dru.
H  =""dr- n [S. I+""; see n], s.f.
Cinnamon; bark of the Laurus cassia:—dr n-k ko pal, s.f.
Cassia buds.
S  drad, s.m. A kind of poison (brought from the
country called Darad).
H  drid, s.m.=next, q.v.
H  Wdridra, vulg. dridr[S. (, fr. W], s.m.
Poverty, indigence, wretchedness:—dridr khedn,
'Driving out poverty'; a superstition or religious
ceremony observed on the morning of the Dwlfestival
(a sieve or winnowing basket is beaten in every corner
of the house, with the words shvar paiho, dridr niklo,
'Enter, O God; depart, O Poverty').
H W4"dridr-, s.f. A poor or wretched woman.
H W"dridr [dridr, q.v.+S. a. t (+t)], adj.
Poor, indigent, needy, unfortunate, wretched.
S ) dridrya, s.m.=dridr, q.v.
S B)  ©drhya,
'
s.m. Firmness, stability, xedness;
hardness; strength.
S D  9yBdrshnt (fr. drishnta),
adj. Explained by


an example, or simile, or case in point; illustrated by a
metaphor or gure.
S  drak, s.m. A boy, son, child; a young animal.
S  Idruk, s.m. (f. ), A doll, a puppet;—name of
Krish a's charioteer;—name of an incarnation of iva.
S   drik, s.f. A daughter, girl:—drik-dn, s.m.
The giving of a daughter in marriage.
P + a  dr-madr, s.m. See s.v. dr.
S  4dra (rt. dr), s.m. The clearing-nut plant,
Strychnos potatorum.
S  I4dru (rt. dr), adj. & s.m. Hard, harsh, rough,
severe (as speech, &c.), austere; cruel, pitiless, heartrending; terrible, terric, frightful, fearful, dreadful,
shocking; agonizing, painful; intense, violent;—
harshness, sevevity, hard-heartedness, cruelty; horror,
horribleness;—the plant lead-wort, Plumbago zeylanica:—
druri(˚na+ari), s.m. 'Enemy of cruelty,' an epithet of
God, or of any merciful being.
S  Idru (fr. dr), s.m. Wood, timber; a species of
pine, Pinus devadru:—dru-putrik, dru-putr, s.f. A
wooden doll or puppet:—dru-ja, druj, adj. Produced from
wood, made of wood, wooden:—dru-str, s.f.=dru-putr,
and dru-nri:—dru-may, adj. Abounding in wood,
consisting of wood, woody; wooden:—dru-nri, s.f.
'Female doll'; a wooden doll, puppet:—dru-nia, s.f. The
plant Cucurma xanthorrhizon:—dru-haridr, s.f.=dru-ni.
P  dr , s.f. Medicine, drug; remedy, cure:—dr darman, s.m. Medicines, &c. (see darman); application of
medicines, medical treatment:—dr lagn, v.n. Medicine
to take eect.
H & P  ~dr , s.f. Spirituous liquor, wine;—
gunpowder (=br d):—dr -ss, s.m. 'Powder and lead';
military stores, ammunition.
H   ~7dr , s.m. = H  ~7" dr , s.f.[dar
+ and = Prk. f

and f=S. +t and ], Wine;

spirituous liquor (=dr ).
H  ~7"dr , s.f. = H   ~7 dr , s.m.[dar
+ and = Prk. f

and f=S. +t and ], Wine;

spirituous liquor (=dr ).

H p drog, s.m.=p droga, q.v.

H $ pdrog,
The oce, or the
 = P Jpdrogag,s.f.

duty, of a droga; directorship; superintendence.
P Jpdrogag,
The oce, or the
 = H $ pdrog,s.f.

duty, of a droga; directorship; superintendence.
P p droga, s.m. The head man of an oce, a
superintendent, inspector, manager, master, keeper,
director, intendant, overseer;—an inspector of police;
the prefect of a town or village:—droga--jelna, s.m.

na, s.m. Master of the hall of
Jailer:—droga--dvn
audience:—droga--rh-dr,
s.m. Toll-collector.

S    drvik, s.f. A sort of collyrium made from
an infusion of the Cucurma xanthorrhiza;—a sort of potherb.
H  ~6dr h [dr +S. +t (with euphon.
hinserted)], s.m. A drinker of spirituous liquors, a
drunkard.
S  udrv, s.f. The plant Cucurma aromaticaor C.
xanthorrhiza;—also=drvik, q.v.
H "dr [S. +], s.f. A female slave taken in
war; harlot, strumpet, &c. (used by women):—dr-jr,
s.m. The child of a female slave by a paramour; a
bastard.
P dr (fr. dr), s.f. Having, possessing, holding, &c.
(used in comp., e.g. jahn-dr).
A <) drain (obl. dual of dr), s.m. 'The two worlds,' the
present and future life.
H 0  7d ak (S. daka), s.m. A tooth, tusk (see d h).
H J  7/d im. = H Ua  7@ d imb (S. dima), s.m.
The pomegranate tree, or its fruit, Punica granatum:—
d im-priya, s.m. 'Fond of pomegranates'; a parrot:—
d im-pushpak, s.m. The medicinal plant Soymida
febrifugaor Amoora rohitaka.
H Ua  7@ d imb = H J  7/ d im.(S. dima), s.m.
The pomegranate tree, or its fruit, Punica granatum:—
d im-priya, s.m. 'Fond of pomegranates'; a parrot:—
d im-pushpak, s.m. The medicinal plant Soymida
febrifugaor Amoora rohitaka.
H   id h [Prk. ©; S. (9¸], s.f. A jaw-tooth, backtooth, grinder (= h):—d h mr-kar ron, v.n. To weep

aloud or in anguish, &c.:—d h mrn, v.n. To grind or
gnash the teeth in wrath or anguish, &c.
H   id h [Prk. © ; S. (9¸+t], s.m.f. A large
tooth, a tusk;—s.f. A number, multitude.
H i"d h, i d hi [Prk. ©; S. © or
(.9¸], s.f. Beard (= h); awn; tendril:—d h bann, To
shave the beard:—d h ho n, To let the beard grow:—
d h dh p-me sufaid karn, lit. 'To whiten (one's) beard
in the sun'; to be wanting in experience, or wisdom, or
judgment:—d h khuwn, v.n. To give up shaving the
beard:—d h munn= d h bann.
H B)  iÅd hya, s.f. 1˚=d h;—2˚=dri  hat; qq.v.
H  7"d , s.f.=d h, q.v.
S K dsa, vulg. ds, s.m. A slave, servant; a  dra; a
sux (orig. to the names of  dras, but now) to the
names of all Hinds except Brhmans:— dsnuds(˚sa
+an˚), s.m. A slave of a slave, a servant of servants
(applied in lowliness or humility by a speaker to
himself):—ds-bikr, s.f. Slave trade:—ds-ds, s.f. The
female slave of a slave;—s.m. Male and female slaves.
P K ds, s.m. A sickle; a scythe (cf. ds).
H B ds [S. , q.v.+H. s'like,' q.v.], s.m. A reapinghook, a sickle.
H B ds, s.m. A broad and long stone or piece of
wood;—a piece of wood projecting from a wall to support
the happaror thatch;—a wall-plate.
H LB ,ds-pur, = H  LB 0 ds-p r,s.m.=dpur,
q.v.
H  LB 0ds-p r, = H LB , ds-pur,s.m.=dpur,
q.v.
S *B dsat, s.f. The condition of a slave or
servant; slavery, servitude, service.
P  *B dstn, s.f. A story, fable, tale; history;—fame,
notoriety:—dstn-go, A story-teller, a reciter of tales.
S *B ; dsatva, s.m.=dsat, q.v.
S (B dsak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Of or appertaining
to servants;—a slave, servant (=ds).
S B dsik, s.f.=ds, q.v.

P B dsa, s.m.=ds, and ds, qq.v.
S B "ds, s.f. A female slave or servant; a servantmaid:—ds-putr, ds-jy, s.m. The son of a female slave;
a bastard.
S  B Tdsya, s.m. Slavery, servitude, service.
H  B dseya, s.m.=deya, q.v.
S D  8d, s.m. (f. -), A sherman; a boatman.
H D  8d, s.m. corr. of ds, q.v.
S LE  8,dpur (fr. daa-pura), s.m. The fragrant grass
Cyperus rotundus.
P E  dsht [v.n. fr. dshtan; rt. Zend dar= S. dhar], s.f.
Bringing up, taking care of, keeping, breeding; care,
patronage;—service
S &YE  8Rdarath (fr. daa-ratha), adj. & s.m.
Belonging to Daa-rath, coming from Daarath;—a
descendant of Daarath;—a patronymic of Rma.
S E 8"d, s.f. A sherwoman; the wife or daughter
of a sherman.
H E 8"d, s.f. corr. of ds, q.v.
H  E  ¶derak, s.m. Name of the province of
Mlw.
S  E  ¶deya, s.m. (f. -), The son of a sherman's
wife.
A md (act. part. n. of m 'to supplicate,' &c.), s.m. One
who prays for the welfare of another, a well-wisher;—a
plainti, complainant;—one who instigates (another to
anything), instigator; author, cause; motive, means.
P  m diya (for A. ~ m diyat, fem., v.n. fr m), s.m. Claim,
pretention; demand; suit, petition, plaint, complaint;
desire, wish.
P S dg [Zend
dagha, fr. daz; S. 6, rt. 6O, orig. V; Prk.

V], s.m. A mark burnt in, a brand, cautery; mark, spot,
speck; stain; stigma; blemish; iron-mould; freckle; pock;
scar, cicatrix; wound, sore; grief, sorrow; misfortune,
calamity; loss, injury, damage;—(adjectively) branded,
cauterized, scarred, wounded, &c.:—dg bar
 bl dg=
dg-par
s.f. Marking out the lines of a
 dg, q.v.:—dg-bel,

road with a spade; a line of road; mark:—dg-par
 dg,  One
misfortune following another, calamity on calamity:—

dg  a hn= dg lagn,
q.v.:—dg-dr,
adj. Burnt; branded,


cauterized; scarred; marked, spotted; streaked, striped;
stained; blemished, spoiled:—dg diln(-me
), To set re

(to), to set alight (as a pyre, &c.):—dg den(-me
), To

mark, to scar; to wound, to grieve:—dg-karnewl,
adj. (f.

-), Corrosive, caustic:—dg khn(-se),
To be wounded, or

grieved, &c. (by):—dg ln(-me
), To vilify, &c.=dg 

lagn(-me ), To stain, sully, vilify, defame:—dg 
lagn(me ), To be burnt; to be branded; to be defamed, to
get a bad name; to be damaged:—dg hon,
v.n. To be

cauterized, be scarred, &c.
H p dgn [dg, q.v.+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To mark
by burning with a hot iron, to brand, to cauterize;—to
re (a gun, &c.):—dg-den,
v.t. (intens.), To brand, &c.

karn,
v.t. To heat, warm, brown (gh, &c.).
(=dgn):—dg


P pdg  [dg+=
Zend
aêna= S. ], adj. Marked, spotted,

stained; branded, sullied, disgraced, dishonoured;
spoiled, damaged:—dg karn,
v.t. To spot, to stain; to

blemish; to brand, stigmatize, disgrace, dishonour.
A b _ df (act. part. n. of b _ to repel,' &c.) = P P _ dfa
(for A. ~P _, fem.of df)adj. & s.m. Repelling, repellent;—
repeller, &c.:—quwwat--da, s.f. Repelling power;
power of expulsion.
P P _ dfa (for A. ~P _, fem. of df) = A b _ df (act.
part. n. of b _ to repel,' &c.) adj. & s.m. Repelling,
repellent;—repeller, &c.:—quwwat--da, s.f. Repelling
power; power of expulsion.
S  dk (rt. d, 'to give), s.m. Giver, donor, one who
makes presents (esp. to Brhmans); the institutor of a
sacrice who employs and pays the ociating priests.
H  dk, s.f.=dkh, q.v.
S Z  ddksha, vulg. dksh(fr. daksha), adj. Relating or
appertaining to Daksha.
S )  d4"dkshyi, s.f. Any of the daughters of
Daksha; —name of the nymph and asterism Rohi ;—the
plant Croton polyandrum;—f. pl. The twenty-seven lunar
mansions (considered mythologically as the daughters
of Daksha and wives of the moon).
S  .ddkshi, s.m. Son of Daksha:—dkshi-kanh, s.f.
Name of a village in the north of India in the country of

the Vhlikasor Bal :—dkshi-kanhya, adj. & s.m. Relating
to Dkshi-kanh; produced or born in Dkshi-kanh;—a
native of Dkshi-kanh.
S    dkshya, s.m. Cleverness, dexterity, skill,
ability, capability, tness.
H &  Ldkh [S. Wd], s.f. Grape; a raisin:—dkh-ras,
s.m.f. Grape-juice, wine:—dkh-lat, s.f. A vine: vinetendril.
H ' $dg, s.m. = H X  $ dgn, v.t.corr. of dg; 
and dgn,
 qq.v.
H X  $dgn, v.t. = H ' $ dg, s.m.corr. of dg; 
and dgn,
 qq.v.
H  !dl [S. !(, rt. ! 'to split,' &c.], s.f. Split pea (of
m g, arhar, and other kinds of pulse, much used for
food); split pulse; pulse, lentils, vetches;—a
black or dark spot (resembling dl, in anything); focus
(of rays of light);—a crust, scale, scab:—dl bandhn(-k), A
scab to form;—a focus (of light) to be formed:—dl- apt,
s.f. Boiled pulse and bread:—dl-daliy, s.m. Poor diet,
coarse fare; pot-luck; something, some small gain:—dlro, s.f. Bread and dl; food, sustenance, livelihood:—dl
galn(-kis-k), 'The dlto become soft in boiling'; to have
an advantage, to avail; to succeed; to keep in (with), to
get on (with):—dl-me ku h kl, '(There is) something
black (as a y or the like) in the dl; (there is)
something wrong or suspicious (in the aair, &c.),
something amiss (here):—dl-wl, s.m. (f. -), A dealer in
pulse, &c.:—-dl, s.m. Flour and dl; food, livelihood:—
patl dl-k khne-wl, s.m. 'One who lives on pulse boiled
thin and watery'; a feeble person; a baniy.
A  dll, vulg. dl(act. part. n. of C  'to direct,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Indicative (of), pointing (to); signicant, expressive
(of); typical;—indicator, index; indication, guide (=dall):—
dl hon(-par), To indicate, to point (to), &c.
S " !dl, s.f. Colocynth.
P " dln, s.m. A hall:—dln dar dln, s.m. A double
hall:—pesh-dln, s.m. An ante-chamber; a balcony:—dardln, s.m. An outer hall, ante-chamber.
H  :!!""dl- n, s.f.=dr- n, q.v.
H + ! .!Wdlidr, s.m. = H + !.!W" dlidr, adj.corr. of

dridr; and dridr, qq.v.
H + !.!W"dlidr, adj. = H + ! .!W dlidr, s.m.corr. of
dridr; and dridr, qq.v.
H ! .!!dlil, corr. of dridr, q.v.
H 2 ! .!/dlim [Prk. .!/(; S. f/(, and .!/(],
s.m.=d im, q.v.
H  ! !0dl n, s.m. 1˚=dl-wl, q.v.s.v. dl;—2˚ corr. of
dln, q.v.
H ! !dla, s.m. A peculiar kind of tenure in the Dob.
H 1  /dm [Prk. @/,; S. W@/(], s.m. Money; price, value,
cost (syn. mol; qmat);—a copper coin, or a measure of
money-value, equal to one twenty-fth of a pais(at the
present time: in the time of Akbar the dmis said to have
been of the value of one fortieth of a rupee):—dm-ans,
s.m. A purchased share (of an estate or village, &c.):—
dm bharn, To pay, or pay in, the price or value (of, -k),
—to take the price or value (of), to charge (for):—dmdm, s.m. The whole amount, every fraction to the last
farthing:—dm den(-ko), To pay (one) the price or value
(of, -k).
H 1  /dm [Prk. /(; S. / (base /), rt.  'to
bind'], s.m.f. A rope, cord, string; a fetter.
P 1  dm [=S. /, rt.  'to bind'], s.m. A net, a snare:—
dm-dr, s.m. One who uses a net or snare; a sherman;
a fowler, &c.:—dm-dr, s.f. The laying of nets;—a
branch of revenue arising from fowlers, players,
musicians, &c.:—dm-gh, dm-gah, s.f. Place of snares:—
dm-me ln(-ko), To bring (one) into a snare, to
ensnare, entrap.
P 1  dm [Pehl. dm; Zend dman, rt. d; S. /, rt. ],
s.m. 'Creature'; animal, any quadruped that is not
rapacious (opp. to dad):—dm o dad, s.m. Quadrupeds in
general, wild animals (both rapacious and not
rapacious), wild beasts.
A 1  dma (3rd. pers. s. of perf. of 1  'to continue,' &c.,
used optat.), May (it) be perpetuated, or may (it) last,
&c.:—dma daulatu-hu, May his fortune or prosperity
continue:—dma zillu-hu(or
z illu-hum),
May his (or their)


prosperity continue:—dma mulku-hu, May his kingdom
be everlasting.

H a  /dm [Prk. / ; S. /+t], s.m. A rope, &c.
(=dm, q.v.);—a garland.
P  a  dmd [Zend zmtar; S. jmtri], s.m. A son-in-law;
a bridegroom.
P  a dmd, s.f. State, or relationship, or right, of a
son-in-law.
H ? B a  /6dmsh [prob. S. /++,], prop. n.
Name of a merchant, who dying insolvent, his eects
were divided among his creditors in proportion to their
claims.
H  B a  /6"dmsh, s.f. An equitable partition of
the eects of an insolvent among his creditors; dividend
(of a bankrupt's property); proportioning, equal
assessment; composition.
P  a  dmn, s.m.=dman, q.v.
S (&%a  .@#dmbhik, adj. & s.m. Deceitful;
hypocritical;—a deceitful person, a cheat;—a hypocrite;—
a kind of crane, Ardea nivea.
H :a  /dm  [S.  'protection'+/ +t], s.m. A
platform in a eld on which a person is posted to protect
crops.
S L#a  /.!Qdmalipta, s.m. Name of a country, the
modern district of Tamluk.
P <a  dman (=S. / 'a girdle,' &c., rt. d, 'to bind'), s.m.
Skirt (of a garment), petticoat; sheet (of a sail); foot, or
declivity (of a mountain):—dman-afshn, adj. Spreading
or expanding the skirts (of the robe); walking proudly, or
gracefully:—dman paka n(-k), To seize or to cling to the
skirt (of); to come under the protection (of), to take
refuge; to become an adherent or follower (of);—to
surrender at discretion, to cry for mercy (from);—to
detain (one) by holding the skirt (of his garment), to
stop; to prevent; to oppose;—to be the accuser (of), seek
redress (from), to be or become a claimant or plainti:—
dman phailn, 'To spread out the skirt' (of one's
garment); to beg, supplicate, petition; to desire:—dmantale hipn, v.t. To cover, screen, shield, protect; to
conceal or hide (a fault), to commit crimes secretly:—
dman jh -kar uhn, v.n. 'To shake the skirt on rising'; to
go away without taking anything (from a house); to rise

quickly in displeasure, to shake o all connection (with a
person or place):—dman jhaak-len(-se), 'To snatch the
skirt (from)'; to refuse decidedly or rudely, to decline
clownishly:—dman hu n(-se), To get (one's) skirt away
(from), to shake o, get rid (of), escape, or get away
(from):—dman-dr, adj. Wide (as cloth):—dman dab
baihn(-k), To intrude (upon):—dman-se lagn(-ke), To
cling, or hang on to the skirt (of); to come under the
protection (of), to depend (upon), claim protection
(from):—dman-kashn, adj. 'Dragging or trailing the
skirt'; walking with dignity and grace;—turning away
(from), shunning, abandoning:—dman-gr, adj. & s.m.
Seizing the skirts (of), depending (on), attached (to);
demanding justice, or seeking redress (from);—an
adherent, a dependant; an accuser, prosecutor, plainti,
claimant;—dman-gr hon(-k), To seize the skirts (of), to
attach (oneself or itself, to), cling (to), depend (on);—to
seek justice or redress (from), to accuse, to prosecute; to
persecute, to pursue:—dman-gr, s.f. Attachment;
dependence; friendship;—applying for justice,
accusation, arraignment:—dar-dman, s.m. The hem or
embroidery of a skirt.
P a  dmana, s.m.=dman, q.v.
P a  dman (fr. dman), s.f. Part of a woman's dress, a
veil, a mantle;—a scrap of a shroud kept by the relations
of a deceased person; a piece of cloth, inscribed with the
genealogy of the priest of a deceased woman, which is
placed on her shroud;—a saddle-cloth, furniture,
housings;—an ornament worn on the forehead.
H a ./ "dmin, ./  dmini, /" dmn [S.
M./ "], s.f. Lightning.
S a  /"dman, vulg. dmn(rt. d'to bind'), s.f. A
number of ropes or strings (for tying cattle); a rope, &c.
(=dm, q.v.).
S a  /"dman, vulg. dmn(fr. damana), adj. Relating
to the artemisia ower (see don).
S  a  /5dmodar (dma+udara), prop. n. Name of
Krisha;
a proper name; (lit. 'Having a rope round the

belly'; Yaod, the foster-mother of Krisha,
having in

vain passed a rope round his body, whilst a child, to keep
him in connement).

H a /"dm, s.f. An assessment:—dm lagn(-me ?),
To assess:—dm wilt, s.f. Gross assets of a village.
P a dm [dm, q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], s.m. A setter of

wise man, a sage (pl. dnyn):—dn-bn, adj.=dn:—
dn-dahr, The learned of the age or time:—danyn-farang, The wise men of Europe.
H  dn, s.m.=dna, q.v.

snares, a fowler, a hunter, sportsman.
H  [d ; corr. of d w; and of d t, qq.v.

H  dn, s.m. corr. of dnav, q.v.

S  dna, vulg. dn, s.m. Giving, presenting, oering;

S Z   ddndhyaksh, s.m. See s.v. dn, 'gift.'

giving in marriage; gift, present, donation, grant;
liberality, charity, alms; anything demanded by law or
by custom (as toll, &c.);—a religious rite in which the
Brhmans pronounce a charm or incantation over
anything in the wish of a happy futurity and give it (dn)
as a present (to another person); the thing so charmed
and given away;—a dowry;—the uid that ows from the
temples of an elephant in rut:—dn-dhyaksh(˚na+adh˚),
s.m. An almoner:—dn-pati, s.m. 'A master of liberality,'
an exceedingly liberal or municent man:—dn-pattaror
patr, s.m. A deed of
conveyance, a deed of gift by which land is conveyed to
Brhmans;—a will;—one to whom a grant may be made,
or to whom by law property may be conveyed:—dn-patrdr, s.m. A grantee, of Brhman caste, to whom lands
have been assigned by deed:—dn-pa, s.f.=dn-pattar:—
dn-pun, dn-puya, s.m. Almsgiving, charity:—dn-datr,
s.m. (iron.) A liberal man:—dn-dakshi, s.f. A religious
gift to a mendicant, or to a Brhman priest:—dn-dharm,
s.m. Almsgiving, charitable acts, charity; the rules or
practice of almsgiving:—dn den, v.t.=dn karn, q.v.:—
dn-l, adj. Liberally disposed, liberal, generous,
charitable, municent, bountiful:—dn-lat, s.f.
Benecence of disposition, liberality, charitableness, &c.:
—dn karnor kar-den, v.t. To give away, to bestow alms,
to give in alms;—v.n. To practise liberality, &c.:—dn-vr,
s.m. 'A hero in liberality,' an exceedingly liberal man:—
dn-yogya, adj. Worthy of a gift, meriting a donation.
P  dn [Pehl. dn; Zend dna; S. ], An ax denoting
the receptacle, place, or stand (for a thing;—e.g. pk-dn;
qalm-dn; sham-dn, &c., qq.v.).
P  dn [fr. dnistan; Pehl. dnetan; rt. Zend d, 'to
know'], act. part. Knowing, understanding (used as last
member of comp., e.g. qadr-dn, nukta-dn, &c., qq.v.).
P  dn (dn, q.v.+a. ), adj. & s.m. Wise, learned;—a

P $ dn (fr. dn), s.f. Wisdom, knowledge.
H <L dn-pan [S. +; ( (Vedic ; )( ; Prk. Q4(], s.m.
Liberality, bountifulness, benecence.
H  [d t [S. Bt], s.m. Tooth; tusk (of an elephant,
or a boar):—d t u gl kn, To bite the fore-nger in
astonishment, or amazement, or perplexity, &c.; to
indicate surprise, &c.:—d t bjnaor bjn, v.n. The teeth
to chatter;—to squabble, wrangle;—chattering of the
teeth; squabbling, &c.:—d t bn, To show the teeth, &c.
(=d t niklnor nikosn, qq.v.):—d t banne-wl, s.m. A
dentist:—d t-bha k, s.m. Wrangling, quarrel:—d t
baihn, v.n. The teeth to be set or clenched (as in
lockjaw, &c.):—d t-par a hn, v.t. To detract from the
virtues or praise of (another):—d t-par d t bjn, v.n.
The teeth to chatter, &c. (=d t bjn):—d t ph n= d t
nikosn, q.v.:—d t psn, To gnash the teeth (in anger,
&c.); to grin:—d t-tale u gl dabnor kn= d t u gl
kn, and d to -me u gl den;—d t tink, The taking a
straw or a piece of grass in the mouth to express
submission, or to deprecate anger (see d to -me tink
len):—d t to n(-ke), To break the teeth (of); to render
powerless, to humble, to bring (one) low (cf. Eng. 'to
draw one's teeth'):—d t abn= d t psn, q.v.:—d t
jh n(-ke), 'To knock out the teeth (of)'; to make one
laugh the wrong side of his mouth:—d t jha n, v.n. The
teeth to fall out, or to be broken:—d t rakhn(-par), To
desire exceedingly, to covet (a thing); to be bent (on a
thing, as revenge, &c.):—d t salsaln, The teeth to
ache:—d t-k ot khn(-k), 'To eat bread bitten by
another'; to be an intimate friend (of), be in close
friendship (with):—d t-k dard, s.m. Tooth-ache:—d t
kakan, or ka ka n, or ki ki n, To grind the teeth, to
gnash the teeth (in rage, &c.)=d t psn:—d t karrn,
To grind the teeth (in sleep):—d t ka ka n, The teeth
to chatter (through cold, &c.):—d t khae karn(-ke), To

set the teeth on edge; to excite the envy or jealousy (of);
to dishearten, discourage; to displease; to bae, to
disappoint, to frustrate:—d t khae hon(-ke), The teeth
to be set on edge; to have (one's) cupidity, or envy, &c.
excited; to be displeased, &c.:—d t girn, v.n.=d t jha n,
q.v.:—d t-ghu gn, s.f. A preparation of wheat, poppyseed, and sugar (a ceremony observed by
Mohammadans on the appearance of a child's rst
tooth):—d t karn, and d t ln, v.n.=d t nikaln, q.v.:—
d t lagn(-par), To x or set the teeth (upon):—d t
lagn, v.n. The teeth to be set or clenched (as in
lockjaw=d t baihn):—d t mrn(-par), To bite;—(met.)
to acquire or get possession (of a thing), to possess
(oneself) of:—d t nipo n, d t niksn, or nikosn, or
nikln, To show the teeth, to grin, to laugh; to express
or confess inability or helplessness, to whine, to cringe:
—d t nikln, d t nikaln, v.n. To teeth; to grow (as
teeth):—d t hon(-par), The teeth to be xed (on); to
desire eagerly, &c. (=d t rakhn, q.v.):—d to -par mail na
hon(-ke), 'To have no tartar on the teeth' (through
fasting); to be starving, be in poverty or destitution:—
d to -par hon, v.n. To be cutting the teeth, be teething:
—d to a hn(-ke), 'To come between the teeth (of)'; to
provoke the envy or hatred (of):—d to zamn paka n,
'To seize the ground with the teeth'; to be reduced to
extremities; to be in great pain:—d to zamn-pak  na
rahn, To be utterly powerless to keep (anything) in
(one's) grasp:—d to mrn, To gnash the teeth (=d t
psn):—d to -me u gl denor dabn, To bite the forenger in indication of astonishment, or perplexity, or
shame, or remorse, or sorrow, &c.; to stand amazed, be
astonished, to wonder; to feel remorse, &c.:—d to -me
tink len, 'To take a straw or a piece of grass in the
mouth'; to express submission (to another), or to
deprecate the anger of (the action implying, 'I am your
cow, and therefore entitled to your protection'):—d to me jbh(or zabn) hon, 'To be with the tongue between
the teeth'; to live unmolested or uninjured in the midst
of enemies:—d dh-ke d t, s.m. Milk-teeth:—d dh-ke d t
 n, 'The milk-teeth to be shed'; to be no longer a
child, to have gained wisdom and experience (e.g. d dhke d t abh nah  e, 'he is yet unwise and

inexperienced').
H * [d t [S. Bt], s.m. A large tooth; tooth (of a
comb or saw); cog (of a wheel); dent, notch, jag:—d tkilkil(S. dantaka+kilkil), s.f. Bickering, wrangling, qnarrel:
—d te pa n(-me ), To be or become notched or jagged.
S * dnat, s.f. Giving, bountifulness, liberality
(=dnpan).
S (* .Bdntik, adj. Made of an elephant's tusk, or
of ivory; ivory.
H <* [d tan (prob. contrac. fr. d twan= datwan,
q.v.), s.m. A piece of wood, or a twig (com. of the nm, or
the bab ltree), used as a tooth-brush;—(in Braj) pl. of
d t, q.v.:—d tan-kull karn, To brush the teeth, and
rinse the mouth.
H * [d tn (fr. d t), v.n. To get teeth (said of
cattle, horses, &c.).
H * [0d t [S. B+t], adj. & s.m.f. Having
projecting teeth;—a person with projecting teeth.
H  * [ d twan, s.m.=d tan; datwan, q.v.
H *["d t [S. B+], s.f. Tooth (of a saw, &c.); cog
(of a wheel);—a row of teeth;—lockjaw;—a sickle; a rake;
a harrow;—a notch, dent, jag:—d t pa n(-me ), To be
notched or indented, to become jagged:—d t den(-ko),
To make (one) hold his (or her) tongue; to snub;—to
insist upon:—d t lagn, v.n. The teeth to be clenched; to
have lockjaw.
H * [d tiy [S. B+t (+t)], s.m. A mixture
of an alkali (called reh) and tobacco (used for the teeth);
tooth-powder.
H  efd  [Prk. (f(; S. ef(], s.m. Oppression,
injustice; injury;—punishment, penalty; ne mulct;—an
oar; (see  ).
H  efd  [Prk. (f(; S. ef], s.m. A landmark, a
boundary line:—dn-me , s.m. Frontier or boundary
(between the lands of two proprietors, &c.).
S 0 .efdnik, adj. (f. -), In icting punishment,
punishing, chastising;—s.m. Chastiser, punisher.
H ef"dn [Prk. (f ; S. .eft (˚+t); and Prk.
(f ; S. ef+], s.m. A rower: a waterman (=n);—

s.f. A balance.
P 0 dnist (v.n. of dnistan; rt. Zend d, 'to know'), s.f.
Knowledge; opinion.
P J*0dnistag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Knowledge, &c. See
dnish.
P *0 dnista (perf. part, of dnistan; see dnist), part.
Known; knowing, having known;—adv. Knowingly,
wittingly (generally in comp. with dda, e.g. dda o
dnista).
P Z 3dnish (dn, q.v.+ish= Zend she), s.f.
Knowledge; science; learning:—dnish-moz, s.m.
Student; beginner; tyro:—dnish-mand, adj. Learned;
wise, sagacious:—dnish-mand, s.f. Learning, science;
wisdom:—dnish-war, adj.=dnish-mand, q.v.:—dnish-war,
s.f.=dnish-mand.
A H dnaq, s.f. The arabicized form of the next, q.v.
P ^ dng (=S. 4), s.f. A small denomination of
money, the sixth part of a dnr, q.v.;—a weight, the
fourth part of a drachm;—a sixth part (of anything); side
or quarter (of a town); a side.
H ^ [$dng, s.f. A hill, a precipice; summit (of a
mountain); high bank (of a river; also written  g).
H J [$d gar, s.m. Horned cattle (= gar);—a term
of abuse, ox, fool, idiot.
H J[$"d g (rel. n. fr. dng), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to hilly country:—a name given to Bundel
Rip ts.
? ?+  dnanda (dn, q.v.+Zend añ= S. B), part. adj. &
s.m. Knowing, intelligent; skilled;—one (or he) who
knows (=jnne-wl).
?  [ d w, d o[S. W ( or W(, rt. W¬;—P. dvor dao],
s.m. Time, turn; vicissitude; opportunity, chance; (g.)
power, clutch, grasp (=qb );—ambuscade, ambush
(=ght); snare, trap, stratagem, artice, trick,
manœuvre; sleight or trick (in wrestling);—a stake,
wager; throw or cast (of dice); stroke (at a game):—d o
baihn, v.n. To lie in ambush, to lurk:—d o-par a n,
v.t.=d o-par lagn:—d o-par a hn, v.t. To bring
under (one's) power; to get a grip (of one's opponent in
wrestling):—d o-par rakhnor rakh-den, d o-par

lagnor lag-den, v.t. To stake, wager:—d o pa n, v.n.
To be thrown (dice); to throw high, have a good throw:—
d o paka n, To wrestle:—d o-pe , s.m. Stratagem,
trick, &c. (=d o):—d o tkna(apn), To watch (one's)
opportunity; to lie in wait (for):—d o aln, To make
the most of an opportunity, to take advantage:—d o
aln, v.n. To have the advantage;—d o den(-ko), To
give (one) his turn; to trick, deceive:—d o karn, To
practise a sleight or trick (in wrestling):—d o khn(-se),
To be tricked, be taken in:—d o kheln, To trick (=d o
den):—d o-ght, s.m. Ambuscade, &c. (=d o):—d o
lagn, v.n. To get an opportunity or chance:—d o len,
v.n. To take (one's) turn;—to seize an opportunity:—
d o-me n(-ke), To be tricked (by):—d o-me baihn,
v.n.=d o baihn.
S   dnava, vulg. dnav, s.m. A class of demons; a
demon; a giant, a Titan;—adj. Belonging, or peculiar, to
the Dnavas.
H   [ [d w [S.  +t], s.m. A forest
con agration; burning stubble, a bonre.
H  [ "d wr [Prk. /f; S. /++; see dm],
s.f. A rope, &c. (=dm); the rope with which bullocks are
tied together when treading out corn.
P  dna [Pehl. dnek; Zend dna; S. dhn], s.m. Grain,
corn; food;—a grain; seed, berry; chick-pea, 'gram';
(local) poppy-seed;—a speck; a bead; a pimple, pustule;—
dice:—dna ugalwn, To cause a pigeon to bring up the
grain in its crop (an act had recourse to to make a
pigeon light for ying):—dna badaln, v.n. To caress by
joining bills (as pigeons do), to bill:—dna-badlauwal, s.m.
Billing, caressing (as pigeons do) by joining bills:—dna
badl-karn, v.n.=dna-badaln:—dna band, s.f. A cursory
or rough survey; a partial measurement or weighment
(of the produce of a eld); an assessment of the revenue
upon a valuation of the standing crops:—dna bharn,
v.t. To feed (its young, a bird):—dna-pn, s.m. Meat and
drink, provisions, food, victuals:—dna jamn(-me ), To
put seed (into the ground), to sow;—to bait (a hook):—
dna-dr, vulg. dne-dr, adj. Granulated; having the
appearance of being granulated;—containing grain;—
apportioning jamor any other contribution according to

the actual produce:—dne-dunke, s.m. pl. Grains; crumbs;
pickings:—dna-dn karn, v.t. To mingle, confound, to
destroy:—dna ln(-ke geor smhne), dna den(-ko), To
throw grain (before), give grain (to), to feed (fowls, &c.):
—dna-zad, s.m. One who clutches at, or who grudges,
even a single grain; a miser, an avaricious person:—
dna-kesh, s.m. A kind of embroidered neck-cloth (worn
in cold weather over the cloak).
H & [6d h, s.m.=dhinor dhn, q.v.

P d d (rel. n. fr. d d), adj. Relating to David, of

H 4 [65d ho [fr. S. .d4], adv. (prov.), Skilfully,

H   do , s.m.=d o, q.v.

properly, well; thoroughly, perfectly; to the heart's
content.
P dn (see dn), s.f. Receptacle, place, &c. (used in
comp., e.g. tel-dn).
S "dn, adj. (f. -in), Giving, liberal, benecent,

H  dwan, s.m. corr. of dman, q.v.
H   dwan, don(i.q. dwn, q.v.), s.m. The act or

bountiful, charitable.
H  [d y, s.m.=dhin, q.v.:—d ye-b ye,
adv.=de -ben , q.v.s.v. de .
P ?o  dnza (in P. also dnzha;=dna+dim. a. za=  a= a),
s.m. A lentil.
S   "dnya, adj. Due, bestowable, worthy or t to
be given; worthy of having (anything) given.
H  d [Prk. \, ?; S. t], s.m. An appellation
of a father or of an elder brother;—Baladeva,
Krisha'selder
brother.

H   do,  d , s.m. Stratagem, feint, &c. (=d w,
q.v.):—do-gho, s.m.=do.
H   do,  d [S. P( (rt.  'to cut'); P. dvor
do], s.m. A kind of hatchet with a hooked point, a bill; a
sickle.
P H   dv, do, s.m.=d w, q.v.
S   dva, vulg. dv, and do, s.m. A forest
con agration, a forest on re;—a forest;—re, heat (see
dh):—dvgni(˚va+ag˚) or dvnal(˚va+an˚), s.m. A forest
con agration.
H   dw, s.m. corr. of dy(fr. d, 'nurse'), q.v.
A  d d, prop. n. David (king of Israel):—da dn(vulg. dwat- n), s.f. Name of a kind of white
wheat; name of a sort of garland.

David;—s.f. Chain armour (so called because it is believed
to have been originally made by David), coat of mail;—
name of a shrub that bears a ower like camomile,
Chrysanthemum indicum; a rework in imitation of this
shrub;—a kind of white wheat (=d d- n).
P  dvar (for dd-var; see dd), s.m. God;—a just prince;
a sovereign; a judge, administrator, arbiter.
P dvar, s.f. Sovereignty; empire, dominion.

process of treading out corn (cf. de );—destruction.
H   dwn or don(i.q. dbn, q.v.), v.t. To tread
out corn, to thresh, to tread;—s.m. The act of treading
corn.
H dwan, s.f. corr. of dman, q.v.
H ? 6dh [Prk. 65; S. 6t, rt. 6O], s.f. Burning;
combustion, con agration; cauterizing; cautery;—re;
the sensation of burning, internal heat, feverish or
morbid heat; in ammation;—ardour; heart-burning,
envy, jealousy:—dh-jvar, s.m. In ammatory fever:—dh
den(-ko), To apply re (to), to light (the funeral pile):—
dh-rakhn, v.n. To bear envy, &c., to be envious or
jealous; to grudge:—dh-sar, s.m. A place where dead
bodies are burnt:—dh-karm, dh-karan, s.m.=dh-kriy,
q.v.:—dh karn, v.t. To burn, &c.:—dh-kriy, s.f. The act,
or the ceremony, of burning a corpse:—dh-hara, s.m.
'Removing heat'; the root of the fragrant grass
Andropogon muricatus(which is woven into screens and
kept wet for the purpose of tempering the hot winds; see
as- as).
H  dh, s.m. corr. of dah, q.v.
S ( 6dhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Burning, kindling,
setting on re; causing heat or combustion; incendiary;
in ammatory; cauterizing, caustic;—an incendiary;—the
plant Plumbago zeylanica.
S < 6dhan, s.m. Causing to burn, setting re to,
burning, in aming; cauterizing.
H  6dhn [dh˚= Prk. 6() or Ç()=S. 6(),

caus. fr. rt. 6O;+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To set re to,
to burn, to kindle.
H  6 dhin, 6 dhn [Prk. 6 4 ; S. .d4
+t], adj. Right (hand, &c.)=dahin, q.v.
H  zdhu (dialec.); 1˚=dh;—2˚=dh;—3˚=d ; qq.v.
S 6"dh, adj. (f. -in), Burning, setting on re;
burning hot; tormenting, paining.
A  dh (act. part. n. of  'to possess intelligence'),
adj. Possessing intelligence or sagacity, cunning,
knowing, skilful, shrewd, penetrating.
H $  d [S. t i.e. +t], adj. & s.m. Giving,
bestowing; giver, &c. (com. used at the end of comp., e.g.
dukh-d, q.v.).
H $ d [Prk. .\; S. P rt. ], s.f. A nurse; a
wet-nurse; a midwife; (local) a maid-servant;—the stand
that children run to in playing hide-and-seek:—d al,
s.f. A superior maid-servant, a lady's maid:—d-pil,
s.f. A wet-nurse:—d-jan, s.f. A midwife:—d-ko
so pn, v.t. To put out to nurse:—d-khil, s.f. A drynurse:—d-gar, s.f. Midwifery.
S dya, vulg. dy, s.m. A gift, present, donation; a
nuptial present;—separate property (of a wife); paternal
property, patrimony, inheritance:—dypavartan(˚ya+ap˚),
s.m. Forfeiture of property, privation:—dyd, dydav(˚ya
+da), s.m. An heir; a claimant; a son, or other kinsman,
who is entitled to partake of an inheritance:—dyd, s.f.
An heiress; a daughter:—dya-bhg, dya-vibhg, s.m.
Partition or portioning of mheritance, division of
property amongst heirs; portion.
H dya (old H.), = H )  dy,s.m. corr. of day,
q.v.
H ) dy, = H  dya (old H.),s.m. corr. of day,
q.v.
H ) dy [S. t], s.m.=dya, dy, q.v.
H ) dy [Prk. .\ ; S. P+t; see d], s.m. The
husband of a dor nurse; a male nurse.
H ) dy (prob. corr. fr. daw), s.m. Demand, claim;
plaint.
S <Y ; )  dypavartan,
'
s.m. = S  )  dyd,

s.m. (f. -)See s.v. dy.
S  ) dyd, s.m. (f. -) = S <Y ; )  
'
dypavartan, s.m.See s.v. dy.
H  ) [dy , adj. & adv. Right (hand or side=dhin,
q.v.):—dy boln, s.m. Crying on the right (a partridge,
—considered as a bad omen by travellers and thieves).
S ) dyit (supp. to be a wrong reading for dpita),
part. Condemned to pay, ned; sentenced; adjudged,
awarded.
H 6) *dij [S. +1], s.m.=next, q.v.
H 8) *,  * dej, * dij [S. +1+],
s.m. Dowry, dower, portion, nuptial present, marriagegift (=dahez).
A $ dir (act. part. n. of  (for ) 'to move round'),
part. adj. Going round, encircling; in process, agitated (as
a law-suit); capable of being agitated; cognizable:—dirtajwz, adj. Proceeding, under consideration or trial,
pending:—dir karn, v.t. To institute (a suit), to put in (a
complaint):—dir o sir, adj. Going the circuit (judges,
&c.); absolute, invested with authority.
P ?$ dira (for A. {$, fr. dir, q.v.), s.m. Circuit, compass,
circumference; a ring, a circle; orbit;—a large tambourin;
—a monastery:—dira-dr, s.m. The chief of a
monastery, an abbot; a prior:—dira-qutb,
 s.m. Polar
circle.
S () dyak, vulg. * dik, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Giving;—giver, donor (com. used as last member of Hind
comp.; e.g. bhiksh-dyak, 'alms-giver';—cf. d).
A 2 $ dim (act. part. n. of 1  (for 1 ), 'to continue'), adj.
& adv. Continuing, lasting; continuing always, continual,
&c. (see dim, the more com. form.);—continually,
always, perpetually (=dima):—dimul-abs,
Imprisonment for life; perpetually imprisoned:—dimulamr, adj. & s.m. Perpetually drinking wine;—a sot, a
drunkard:—dimul-mara, adj. Always sick.
A @- $ dima (acc. of dim), adv. Continually,
perpetually, for ever.
A @ $ dim (rel. n. fr. dim), adj. Continual, lasting,
enduring, permanent, durable, standing; prolonged;
perpetual, in perpetuity, continuing always or for ever,

unintermittent (as fever), ceaseless, eternal,
everlasting;—s.f. Permanence; perpetuity, &c.
(=dimyat, q.v.).
P  @ $ dimyat (for A. ~ @ $, abst. s. fr. dim), s.f.
Continuance, durableness, permanence; perpetuity,
eternity.
A <$ din (act. part. of  (for <)), 'to take upon credit'),
s.m. One who borrows, or takes upon credit; a debtor;—
one who gives credit, a creditor.
H < $ dn, s.m. pl. (of d n, formed after the model of
the Arabic), Hill estates.
H < $ d [S. /, rt. ; or /], s.f. Equality (of
age or size); measure, size:—d -dr= d -k, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Of equal age or size;—an equal (in age or
size).
H < $ (,  ( de (i.q. dahine, obl. of dahin, q.v.), adv.
To the right, on the right (hand or side):—de -be ,
adv. Right and left:—de -be de-kar nikal-jn, To
dodge right and left and get away:—den-be dekhn,
To look right and left, to keep a sharp look out, to be
vigilant or careful:—de -be karn, v.t. 'To put to the
right and left'; to put out of the way, to stow away,
secrete, conceal.
H < $ (,  ( de [S. /+; or fr. dwan, q.v.], s.f.
Tying a number of bullocks together for the purpose of
treading out grain from the ear; treading out grain by
means of a number of bullocks tied together (c.f. dwan);
—untnreshed corn.
H < $ (,  ( de (prob. onomat.), s.f. Booming sound
(of guns, &c.):—de -de s.f. Idem.
H $"din, s.f. (prov.)=d, q.v.
P ) dya, s.f. A nurse, &c. (=d, q.v.).
S )"dy, adj. (f. -in), Giving, presenting, granting;
communicating; causing, eecting (com. used as last
member of Hind compounds; see d).
A  dubb, vulg. dub(v.n. fr. C  'to walk,' &c.), s.m. State,
condition; natural disposition, constitution, temper,
quality, property; way, mode, manner, custom;—a bear;
(met.) a fool:—dubbul-ag ar,
 or dubb--ag ar,
 The
constellation of the Lesser Bear:—dubbul-akbaror dubb-

-akbar, The constellation of the Greater Bear.
H   dab (perf. part. of dabn), part. adj. (f. -),
Pressed down; crouched; alarmed; kept under restraint
or control; subdued; snubbed; cowed:—dabe-po , adv.
With noiseless tread, with silent or soft steps,
noiselessly; timidly; furtively, stealthily:—dabe-po -k,
adj. (f. -), adj. Having a soft or noiseless tread (a man or
animal):—dab-daby, adj. (f. dab-dab), Covered,
concealed; restrained, curbed, repressed; pent-up:—dab
zabn-se, adv. In a subdued tone; in a reluctant tone.
H  ) dabb,   dab (v.n. fr. dabn, q.v.), s.m.
Crouching, lying in wait, ambush;—a layer (in a garden,
&c.):—dabb mrn, To crouch, to lie in wait.
H   dib, s.m.=div, q.v.:—dib-kar= div-kar.
P ?  du-bra, adv. See s.v. door du.
H B C "du-bs, s.m. corr. of du-bhsiya, q.v. s.v. do.
A S  dabbg (fr.
 T  'to tan'), s.m. A tanner; a currier.
H    dib-kar, s.m.=divkar, q.v.s.v. div.

H    dab-kar (past. conj. part. of dabn), adv. By
violence, or force, or compulsion; violently, forcibly, &c.
H    dabn (caus. of dabn, q.v.), v.t. To press
down, bow down, compress, depress; to suppress,
repress, keep under, put down, restrain, curb, check,
chide, snub, awe; to subdue, to tame; to clinch; to crush;
—to sow (seed); to make a layer;—dab-baihn(-ko), To
press down, keep down, to compress; to copulate with; to
usurp, to seize upon, to keep possession of by force or
fraud:—dab-den, v.t. intens. of, and=dabn:—dab-len,
v.t. To conceal, cover up; to subdue, overcome; to
encroach upon, to usurp, to keep forcible, or fraudulent,
possession of:—dabe-ln(dabe= dabor dab-ke), v.t.
To stow away, hide, keep concealed (generally furtively).
H    dab-n (dab; prob. past. conj. part. of dabn),
v.n. To advance.
H    dab [dab(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj.
& s.m. Pressing down, keeping down; oppressing,
oppressive;—pressing heavily in front (as the load of a
cart; cf. ul ):—an oppressor, &c.
H     dabo, s.m. = H ?   6& dabha, s.f.[db(n

+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(; and ˚ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Pressing, pressing down;
depression, cavity; compression; pressure; crush; force,
strength, power, authority, in uence; constraint;
suppression, restraint, check, curb; submissiveness,
tractableness; resignation; respect; awe, dread:—dabo
mnn(-k), To pay regard to authority, to be submissive
(to); to submit (to); to stand in awe (of).
H ?   6&dabha, s.f. = H     dabo, s.m.[db(n
+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(; and ˚ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Pressing, pressing down;

H   <=   f®V,f®dab -ghus

[fr. dab(n), and ghus(n)

+ = f =S. +()+t], adj. & s.m. (prov.), Skulking;
lying concealed; hidden, concealed;—weak, helpless,
insignicant;—under obligation, dependent;—a skulker,
&c.
P o  dabz, adj. Thick, coarse, strong (as cloth;=dabz).
P  *0  dabistn (contrac. fr. dabr+istn), s.m. A school.
P  *0 dabistn, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to a school;—
a student, scholar.
H 0 C "dubs [Prk. C "; S. + 8], s.f.
The percentage allowed to farmers on the revenue paid
to government (formerly 'two in twenty,' or ten per
cent.).
H     dabkn [caus. of dabakn; dabk˚= dabak+=

depression, cavity; compression; pressure; crush; force,
strength, power, authority, in uence; constraint;
suppression, restraint, check, curb; submissiveness,
tractableness; resignation; respect; awe, dread:—dabo
mnn(-k), To pay regard to authority, to be submissive
(to); to submit (to); to stand in awe (of).
H     dabwn or dabon, v.t.=dabn, q.v.

w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To stow away,

H <)  C dubin [dube, q.v.+in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A

H <   dabkan (v.n. fr. next), s.f. The weight (usually

woman of the dubecaste; the wife of a dube.
H $    dab [dab(n)+Prk.  = S. ()+
+], s.f.=dabo, q.v.

a clod of earth) used to press down the small arm of the
he kl;—lurking place, covert, ambush.
H    dabakn [dabak˚= Prk. @/=() or @/=?(),

P  +  dabdaba (for A. ~ +  dabdabat, fem., inf. n. of +  'to

fr. S. @˚ (see dabn)+>], v.n. To be covered or

raise cries'; rt. C  'to walk leisurely'), s.m. Noise, sound,
cry, clamour, din;—(in P., by
amplication) ado, state, pomp; dignity, majesty;
awfulness, awe.
H +  C dubdh [S. h+t, fr. +], s.m. Doubt,

concealed, to lie hidden or concealed, to skulk; to lurk, to
lie in ambush; to crouch; to set (as a dog); to twinkle; to
be awed, be intimidated, be cowed, be humbled
(=girgirn);—v.t. To beat or atten (wire):—dabak-n,
dabak-baihn, dabak-jn, v.n. To crouch down, to lie
crouching; to skulk, to sneak:—dabak-rahn, v.n. To lie
hidden or concealed, to lurk; to crouch down, &c.
(=dabak-jn).
H   "dabk [dabak(n)+Prk.  =S. ()

suspense, uncertainty, perplexity, dilemma, indecision:—
dubdh karn, v.n. To be in a state of doubt, to doubt, to
mistrust.
H  +  C h!dubdhail [dubdh, q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
& s.m. Being of two minds, undecided, wavering, in
doubt, perplexed, puzzled, in a dilemma;—a waverer, &c.
A   dubur (v.n. fr.   'to follow at the back'), s.f. The
back; the hinder part (of a thing); the backside,
posteriors, buttocks, the podex;—the latter part (of), the
end, conclusion (as of a month; of prayers, &c.).
H    dabr, s.m.=abr, q.v.

to conceal, hide;—to check, chide, snub, threaten,
browbeat, daunt, awe, cow, intimidate.
H    dabkar (=dam-kal), s.f. A trap, snare.

+], s.f. The act of hiding or skulking; crouching;
ambush:—dabk lagn, dabk mrn, v.n. To crouch, to
lurk, to lie in ambush.
H    dabka [dabk(n)+, as in dabk, q.v.), s.f. The
act of beating or attening wire (for embroidery, &c.);—
the business or craft of a wire-beater.
H    dabkiy,  » dabkaiy, vulg.

dabaky[dabk(n)+aiyor iy= Prk.   =S. +
+t], s.m. An artisan whose work consists in attening
silver wire for purposes of embroidery or edging); a
wire-beater.
H     ?!dabkel,  »! dabkail [dabak(n)+Prk. !5=S.
!t], adj. & s.m. Crouching lurking, skulking;—a skulker.
H 3    "!dabkl, adj. (f. -) = dabkel, q.v.).
H J  dabgar [P. dabba+gar= S. O+], s.m. A maker of
leathern bottles, scales, &c. (see ab, and abgar).
H    !dabal [˚al= Prk. f5=S.  or !], adj. (rustic)=dab,
q.v.
H    !dabal, adj.=abal, q.v.
H 3  C !dubl [Prk. C) ! =S. C '!+t], adj. (f. -),
Lean, thin, meagre; poor, barren; weak, feeble.
H ; 3  C !dublp = H <; 3  C ! dublpan = H ; 3 
C ! dublpan [dubl+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Leanness, meagreness, thinness, emaciation;
weakness.
H <; 3  C !dublpan = H ; 3  C ! dublp = H ; 3 
C ! dublpan [dubl+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Leanness, meagreness, thinness, emaciation;
weakness.
H ; 3  C !dublpan = H ; 3  C ! dublp = H <; 3 
C ! dublpan [dubl+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],
s.m. Leanness, meagreness, thinness, emaciation;
weakness.
H 3  C !dubln [dubl, q.v.+= w= Prk. Õ=S.
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To become
lean, thin, or emaciated.
H $3 C ! dubl [dubl, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f.=dublp, q.v.
H    dabn [dab˚= Prk. @/() or  ()?=S. @(`),
pass. fr. rt. /], v.n. To be pressed down, be compressed;
to be depressed, be bowed down; to be squeezed, be
crushed, be buried (under); to sink, to fall; to bend
(under pressure or weight);—to be concealed, to lie hid,

to lurk, to crouch;—to be restrained, be checked, be
repressed, be suppressed, be quelled; to be subdued, be
tamed, be awed, be cowed, be snubbed; to submit to
control or authority, to yield (to force, &c.); to cower; to
shrink;—to be kept back, be withheld; to be kept down,
be retrenched;—to fall short (in measure, &c.):—dab-n,
v.n. To advance:—dab-jn, v.n. (intens.), To be pressed
down; to sink down; to crouch down; to be suppressed,
&c. (=dabn); to retire, to withdraw:—dab- aln, v.n. To be
overcome, be subdued; to be awed:—dab-dab-jn, v.n.
To be crushed; to be suppressed, to be squashed (as a
proposal, &c.):—dab-marn, v.n. To be crushed to death:—
dab-nikaln, v.n.=dab- aln, q.v.
H ^   $
( dabang = H J   $
(  dabang [dab(n) + Prk. ($(
and ($(; S. r$( and r$], adj. & s.m. Ill-formed, illfashioned, rough, rude, uncouth, awkward, unpolished;
untrained, ill-bred, unpolished, barbarous, brutish;
foolish;—a lout, a clown, a dolt;—a blusterer, bully.
H J   $
( dabang = H ^   $
( dabang [dab(n) + Prk. ($(
and ($(; S. r$( and r$], adj. & s.m. Ill-formed, illfashioned, rough, rude, uncouth, awkward, unpolished;
untrained, ill-bred, unpolished, barbarous, brutish;
foolish;—a lout, a clown, a dolt;—a blusterer, bully.
H =   5dabo n (prob. db(n)+ko nor kho n), v.t.
To press tight, squeeze, nip; to seize, clutch, grasp;—to
stow away, conceal, hide:—dabo -len, v.t. intens. of
and=dabo n.
A   dab r (fr.   'to follow behind'), s.m. West wind,
zephyr.
P K  dab s, s.m. A club, a mace.
H K   5dabos, s.m. A int.
H B  dab s, = P B  dab sa,s.m. The cuddy (of a ship);
cabin; stern (of a ship).
P B  dab sa, = H B  dab s,s.m. The cuddy (of a ship);
cabin; stern (of a ship).
H B   5dabosn, v.t. To drink intoxicating liquor, to
tope, to tipple.
H   M"dabaun (for dabo-n, fem. of dabon=
dabn), s.f. A pressing-machine; a weight, a paperweight.

P H   ) dabba [S. +t, or  '+t], s.m. A spoon,
ladle (usually of leather); a leathern bottle or vessel (for
holding oil, &c.; syn. kupp; cf. aband abb).
H B &  C#du-bhsiy, = H E &  C#3 dubhshiy,adj. & s.m. See s.v. do, du, 'two.
H E &  C#3du-bhshiy, = H B &  C# dubhsiy,adj. & s.m. See s.v. do, du, 'two.
H & & C#L"du-bhkh, adj.=du-bhsh, q.v.s.v. do, 'two.'
H * X &  C#Fdu-bhgyat, s.f. corr. of dur bhgyat, q.v.
H (&  C#,dubhuk [S. CX#d(], s.m. Scarcity, famine.
H [  CUdube [Prk. C U ; S. Ut (˚U+t)], s.m.
Name of a class of Brhmans who are (or are supposed
to be) familiar with two of the four Vedas; a member of
that class.
H   dabiy [db(n)+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A
measure of about ten handfuls (of corn, &c.).
P   dabr, s.m. A writer, a secretary, notary.
P o  dabz, adj. Thick, coarse, strong (cloth, &c.).
A Q dabq, s.f. lit. 'Made at Dabq'; a kind of rich silk
stu.
H   %!dabel,  !
h dabail, vulg. dabiyal[dab(n)+Prk.
!5; S. +!t], adj. & s.m. Subject; subordinate; weak;
—one under subjection or control, a subject.
H 3   "!dabl (see dabel), s.m. Name of a medicine;—
a paddle.
H   )dibya, dibbya[S. (], adj. & s.m. Pure,
unpolluted;—an oath, adavit, &c. (see divya).
H 4  %6dabehr [dab(n)+S. +t; or+Prk. ! =S.
!+t], s.m. A large wooden ploughshare xed behind
the iron share.
H 4 %6"dabehr (dim. of dabehr), s.f. A light kind of
plough.
H ;  dipat, adj. corr. of dpta, q.v.
H ] &dapa [Prk.  f"; S. W +& or + ; cf. dau (n)],
s.f. Course, gallop; rush; attack (com. used in comp. with
dau ).
H ] Cdu-pa, s.m. For comp. having duor dofor the

rst member, see s.v. do, 'two.'
H ] &dapn (caus. of dapan), v.t. To cause to
gallop, &c.; to gallop.
H  ] &dapan (fr. dapa, q.v.), v.n. To gallop, to
rush;—v.t. To rebuke, reprimand; to menace; to attack
(= n).
H  ; + ;  dapdapn [dapdap˚, prob.=S. ˚' (rt.  'to
light') redupl.], v.n. To shine:—dapdap karn, Idem.
H ? ; + ;  6&dapdapha [dapdap(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shining, brilliance,
splendour.
H *0;  Cd past, adj. Pregnant (=dopast, q.v.).
H ;  0dap , s.f. The anus (vulgar).
H A Cdut, s.f.=Yduti, q.v.
H A Cdut,  dat, intj. Away! begone! avaunt!:—dutdabak, s.f.=dut-kr, s.m.=dut-kr, s.f. Driving away;
rebuke, reproof, reprimand:—dut krn, or dat-krn, v.t.
To drive away; to reprove, rebuke, reprimand.
S A \datta, vulg. datt(rt. d), part. & s.m. (f. -), Given,
granted, presented, made over, assigned;—a common
name or title of a man of the Vaiya caste, and also of
some Kyasths:—datttman(˚ta+t˚), adj. & s.m. Selfgiven;—one who has given himself; a youth or orphan
who gives himself to persons disposed to adopt him:—
dattnapa-karman(˚ta+an˚), s.m. Non-resumption of gifts:—
datta-pradnik, s.m. Resumption of a gift.
S Y \datt, s.f. A girl who is given in marriage.
H Y C\dutt (see dut), s.m. Driving away (by saying dat,
or dut-dut):—dutt den(-ko), To drive away scornfully.
H Y C\dutt (i.q. dhutt, q.v.), s.m. Trick, deception,
fraud:—dutt den(-ko), To deceive, baulk; to cheat.
H  Y datr; contrac. of dtr, q.v. (used in comp.).
H  Y Cdutn (fr. dut, prob.=dut-krn), v.t. To
repress, keep down or under, subdue, to snub, chide; to
threaten (cf.  n).
H Y datar [S. B++t], s.m. A large rake (used for
gathering high grass together into a cocklet).
S *; (Y \,Pdattak-putr, s.m. A son given away by his

natural parents to persons engaging to adopt him (one
of the twelve kinds of heirs acknowledged by the old
Hind law).
H Y datn [fr. dat= S. B; or akin to n, q.v.], v.t.
To face, confront; to oppose, to ght, to attack; to
confute.
H  Y  datwan, M dataun, 0 dat n [S. B

H 5 C*duj, adj. & s.m. (old H.)=dvij, q.v.
H W C*duj, adj.=d j, q.v.
A W dajjl (fr. W 'to conceal the truth'), s.m. A liar, a
great deceiver;—the false Christ, Antichrist;—adj. & s.m.
Having one eye;—a one-eyed man.
P #W dijla, dajla(for A. ~#W dijlat), s.m. The river Tigris (so

+ (?], s.m. A tooth-brush (com. a piece of stick or a

called because it coversthe land with water):—a lake.
H V da (prob. fr. S. d), s.m.(?) A homestead (Eastern

twig of the nmor bab ltree).
H $ Y5 dato, s.f. Land which has been lately cropped

Oudh).
H &= +da h [Prk. K+5; S. dt], adj. & s.m. Learned,

with the Indian corn, or bjr, or jor.
S Y.\datti, s.f. Gift, donation, oering.

scientic, dexterous, clever, able;—name of an ancient
sage (see daksh).
H <&= .K+ da hin, .+  da hin [Prk. .K+ 45; S.

S Y diti, s.f. Name of a daughter of Daksha and wife
of Kayapa (the race of Daityas, or implacable enemies of
the gods, are described as her progeny):—diti-ja, ditisuta, diti-nandan, s.m. 'A son of Diti,' a Daitya, an enemy
of the gods.
H YCduti [S. 1,t], s.f. Light; brilliance, splendour,
beauty;—spite, malice.
H Y\"datt, s.f. A match.
H YC"dut, s.f.=d tior d t, q.v.
H Y ditiy, C duty [S. "], s.f. The second
day of a lunar fortnight (=d j);—(in Gram.) The objective
case.
S  Y ;ditya, s.m. 'A son of Diti,' a Daitya, a Titan, a
demon.
H  da, s.m.=a, q.v.
H  &dan (see  n), v.t.=dabkn, q.v.
H   &dan, v.t.=datn, q.v.;—v.n. To stop; to be
confronted.
H . _ dihwan, s.f.=deohn, q.v.
H  _Mdihaun (i.e. dihwn, caus. of dhn, q.v.),
s.m. A patch, or an articial mole on the face (com. put
on the forehead of a child to guard against the in uence
of a malignant eye).
A  j disr (v.n. fr. j 'to become dirty'), s.m. A gar ment
worn over the shr, an upper garment (opp. to shr);—
habit, custom, &c. (=shr, and used in comp.).

.d4t], s.m. The south:—da hinyan(S. dakshia+ay˚),
s.m. The sun's progress south of the equator, the winter
solstice.
H &= .K+ da hin, .K+  da han, .+  da hin,
da hn[S. .d4], s.f. Presents to Brhmans on solemn
or sacricial occasions, fee for spiritual services.
H &=.K+ "da hin, adj. & s.m.=dakshinya, q.v.
H &=K+"da h, adj.=da h, and daksh, q.v.
P t da  [Zend dasha; S. daksha], adj. & s.m. Good; t,
able, qualied;—company, throng, army, row (of men);—
essence (of anything).
P t du , s.f. A daughter (=du tar, q.v.);—an aquatic
plant or reed (of which mats are made).
A t da  , du  , s.m.=next, q.v.
A  r du n (fr. <r 'to smoke'), s.m. Smoke; steam;
fume (of tobccco, &c.).
A  r du n, adj. Of or appertaining to smoke, or
steam; smoky; steamy; steam:—du n jahz, s.m. A
steam-ship, steamer:—du n kal, s.f. Steam-engine.
P r du t = P *r du tar [Pehl. dukht; Zend dughdhar; S.
duhitar], s.f. Daughter, girl; a virgin, maid:—du t--raz,
du tar--tk, or du tar--raz, s.f. 'Daughter of the vine,'
wine; a grape:—du tar--rabba, s.f. A step-daughter.
P *r du tar = P r du t [Pehl. dukht; Zend dughdhar; S.
duhitar], s.f. Daughter, girl; a virgin, maid:—du t--raz,
du tar--tk, or du tar--raz, s.f. 'Daughter of the vine,'

wine; a grape:—du tar--rabba, s.f. A step-daughter.
P *r du tarak (dim. of du tar), s.f. Little daughter;
little girl.
A r da l, vulg. da al(inf. n. of r 'to come in'), s.m.
Entrance, ingress, admission, access; entering (upon),
taking possession (of), possession, occupation,
occupancy; making way or progress (in a study),
progress, prociency, knowledge; reach, grasp, scope,
comprehension; possibility; capacity, competency;
in uence, power, authority,
jurisdiction;—intrusion, interference, meddling,
disturbance, molestation;—income, receipt, revenue,
prot, produce, proceeds:—da l pn, v.n. To have
access, to be admitted; to obtain possession, be put in
possession (of):—da l-dr, s.m. One who has admission
(to); a partner, an accomplice:—da l dar maq lt,
Interruption, interference:—da l-dihn, s.f. The giving
possession (to):—da l den(-ko), To give admission (to),
to allow to enter; to interpose (in or between, -me ), to
interfere; to interrupt, to disturb:—da l karn(-par), To
enter (upon), take possession (of), to occupy; to
encroach (upon);—to meddle (in, -me ), intermeddle,
interfere (in or with), concern (oneself), intrude; to
interrupt:—da l-karnewl, s.m. An occupier, occupant;
an encroacher, an intruder, &c.:—da l-me rakhn, v.t.
To keep possession of, to retain:—da l-nma, s.m. A
document giving the right of occupancy, a writ or
warrant of entrance or of possession (of lands, &c.):—
da l o qaba, s.m. Entry and possession:—da l-yb, s.f.
Obtaining entrance or admission; taking possession:—beda l, adj. Excluded; dispossessed, ejected:—be-da l
karn, v.t. To exclude; to dispossess, dislodge, eject:—beda l, s.f. Dispossession, ejectment.
P @ r da ma (Zend dakhma), s.m. The house for the
reception of the dead among the Gabrs or reworshippers; a vault or tomb for the dead; a con;—a
substance like lights which a male camel protrudes from
the mouth when in heat.
A r du  l (inf. n. of r 'to enter'), s.m. Entering,
entrance, admission, &c. (see da l); penetrating,
penetration; pudenda feminœ;—income, revenue, &c.:—
du  l o ur j, s.m. Ingress and egress, &c.

A  r da l (v.n. fr. r), adj. & s.m. Allowed entrance,
admitted; introduced, adopted (as a word); occupying, in
possession (of land, &c.);—intimate, familiar;—meddling,
interfering;—one who has entered on possession (of);—
one who has a rm footing (in any business, post, or
oce, &c.);—an adventive abider (among a people); a
guest; an intimate, a condant; an accomplice;—one who
interferes or intermeddles, a meddler:—da l-kr, adj. &
s.m. In possession (of lands, &c.);—an occupant;—one
who has authority to interfere:—da l-kr, s.f. The
being in possession (of), possession, occupation,
occupancy:—da l karn, v.t. To allow (one) to enter (in, me ), to admit; to put (one) in possession (of):—da l
hon(-me ), To enter (upon), to occupy; to be introduced
or adopted (as a word); to be a meddler, to meddle,
interfere (in).
P  dad, s.m. A rapacious animal, beast of prey;—a forest
full of game:—dad o dm= dm o dad, q.v.s.v. dm.
H  dad (P. dd; prob.=S. dtrik),
 s.f. A female servant,
a nurse (particularly an old nurse that has attended
upon one from her youth); a maid-servant.
H &= K+dada har, s.m.=dhadha har, q.v.
S  W¬dadru, s.m. WÎ dadr , s.f. A cutaneous eruption or
rash, herpes, &c. (see dd):—dadru-roginor rog, adj. &
s.m. Herpetic;—a person having herpes.
H W", " dadr (prob. fr. S. , by redupl.), s.f. Unripe
corn (chie y barley) which is cut from time to time and
brought home to be eaten without being taken to the
threshing- oor.
H   dadakn, v.n.=dhadhakn, q.v.
H " !dadln (fr. dutor dat; cf. dutn; datn, and
 n), v.t. To rebuke, to chide, to snub.
H   57dado , M7 dadau  [dd, q.v.+Prk. f =S.
++t], s.m. A bump or swelling (caused by the bite of
an insect, or by bad state of the blood).
H  dadh, s.m.=dadhi, q.v.
H  didh, adv. corr. of dvi-dh, q.v.
P   Cdudhr = H  C" dudhr [Prk. C-!; S.
CF+!], adj. Giving much milk; milk-giving, milch.

H  C"dudhr = P   C dudhr [Prk. C-!; S.

H ) !dadiyl [dadiy, q.v.+S.  .!t], s.m. Paternal

CF+!], adj. Giving much milk; milk-giving, milch.

grandfather's house or family; ancestors on the
paternal grandfather's side; pedigree, lineage descent.
H  G  f0da kn [redupl. of o kn], v.n. To low, to

H &: K+dadha ar, s.m.=dhadha har, q.v.
S  3,didhishu, = S  s.m. The second husband
of a woman twice married.
S  30didhish , = S  s.f. A virgin widow
remarried; an elder sister unmarried having a younger
married sister; the childless widow of a brother (whom,
under the old law, a surviving brother was required to
marry).
H  dadhakn, v.n.=dhadhakn, q.v.
S dadhi, s.m. Sour, thick milk; coagulated milk
(=dah):—dadhi-pushpik, s.f. The plant Clitoria ternatea, or
its ower:—dadhi-phal, s.m. The elephant or wood-apple,
Feronia elephantum(the fruit having the acid taste of
coagulated milk):—dadhi-dn, s.m. A presentation, or an
oering, of milk:—dadhi-kdo, or kdau , or k do(S. dadhi
+kardama), s.m. Coagulated milk and clay thrown by
persons at each other in sport on the festival of
Krisha'sbirthday;
the festival observed on the

anniversary of Krisha'sbirthday
(=janmsham parb):—

dadhi-manthan, s.m. The churning of coagulated milk.
S  didhi (cf. dri  ha-dh), s.f. Fixed state of mind or
being, rmness, xedness, stability.
H C-"duddh [Prk. C.-; S. C.F], s.f. A sort of
Asclepias, A. rosea; the plants Euphorbia hirtaand E.
thymifolia(the milk of which is commonly used by women
to tattoo themselves);—chalk, a pencil of chalk; a kind of
white stone (used in building);—breast or bubby.
S  "dadhyn, s.f. Name of a medicinal plant.
S   "3,didhshu, s.m. "30 didhsh , s.f.=didishu,
q.v.
H   Ch!dudhail [Prk. C-!; S. CF+!], adj. Giving
milk, milch (=dudhr).
H ) dadiy [dd, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj. Of, or
pertaining to, or related to, a grandfather (dd):—
dadiy-ss, s.f. Mother-in-law of a husband's or wife's
mother-in-law:—dadiy-susar, s.m. Father-in-law a
husband's or wife's father-in-law.

bellow (as cattle;=akrne, q.v.); to roar; to thunder.
P  dar [Zend dvara; S. dvra], s.m. Door, gate;—adj. & adv.
(in comp.) Outer; out:—dar n, v.n. To come out, to issue:
—dar-bn, s.m. Door-keeper, gate-keeper, porter:—darbn, s.f. The oce of door-keeper:—dar-ba-dar, adv.
From door to door;—s.m. One who goes from door to
door, mendicant, vagrant:—dar-ba-dar, s.f. The going
from door to door; begging, vagrancy:—dar-band, s.m.
Door-fastening, bolt or bar of a door:—dar-dln, s.m.
Outer hall, ante-chamber:—dar-dar, adv.=dar-ba-bar, q.v.;
—dar-dar m gn, To beg from door to door:—dar-zan, s.m.
Door-knocker:—dar-wn, s.m.=dar-bn, q.v.:—dar-wn,
s.f.=dar-bn, q.v.:—dar-o-dwr dekhn, To look anxiously
around, to be in anxious expectation; to feel anxiety and
solicitude.
P  dar [for an-dar; Pehl. dar; Zend añtare; S. antar], prep.
& prex, In, into, within, among; on, upon; per; at, near,
close by; under; of, concerning, about:—dar-ijra, s.m.
Under-tenure or farm, sub-lease:—dar-ijra-dr, s.m.
Holder of an under-tenure, a sub-farmer of revenue:—
dar-mad, s.f. A coming in, going in, ingress, entrance;
access; arrival; income, receipt; import; account of fees
paid for serving processes, the return of a process;—
perf. part. (contrac. of dar-mada), Come in;—dar-madbar-mad, s.f. Ingress and egress; receipts and
disbursements;—dar-mad hon(-me ), To come or go
(into), to enter; to arrive, &c.:—dar-n, v.n. To come in,
to enter; to penetrate; to arrive; to enter (upon, -me ),
engage (in); to be successful, to succeed (see also s.v. dar,
'door'):—dar-, See s.v.:—dar-bb(-), adv. In the matter
(of), relating (to), respecting, in respect (of), as (to):—
dar-br, See s.v.:—dar-bra, adv.=dar-bb, q.v.:—dar-bast,
adv.=dar-o-bast, q.v.:—dar-pattan, s.f. Sub-leasehold:—darpattan-dr, s.m. Sub-leaseholder:—dar-basta(fr. darbastan), part. Bound, tied, fastened:—dar-parda, adj. &
adv. Concealed, veiled, hidden, secret;—secretly,
privately, in private; in disguise, by innuendo, by

implication, indirectly:—dar-pai, dar-pae, adv. & postpn.
In the footsteps (of, -ke), following, after, close behind;
in pursuit or quest (of); in prosecution (of), intent (on):—
dar-pai--jn hon(-kis-ke), To seek or desire the death (of
anyone), to persecute to the uttermost:—dar-pai rahn,
continuative of and=next, q.v.:—dar-pai hon(-ke), To be in
the track (of), to be after, be in pursuit (of), to follow, to
pursue; to be in quest or search (of), to seek; to be close
at the heels (of), be at hand; to dog the steps (of), to
persecute; to prosecute, to be intent (on):—dar-pesh, adv.
In front (of, -ke), before; on the tapis; under
consideration, under trial;—dar-pesh karn, v.t. To place
or lay before, to introduce, bring forward, adduce:—darpesh hon(-ke), To be in front (of), be before; to be on the
carpet or anvil; to be in hand, be on foot; be pending; to
happen, occur; to be incumbent, be necessary:—dar-pesh
ln(-ko), To bring forward, adduce (=dar-pesh karn):—darpesh, s.f. The being before (a court at law):—dar l, adv.
At the present time, at present, just
now, immediately, on the instant, on the spot:—dar l-eki, dar late-ki, adv. In case that, in the event of; under
the circumstances:—dar-awla, s.m.=dar-ijra, q.v.:—darst, See s.v.:—dar-dman, s.m. Hem, or embroidery, or
ornament, of a skirt, or of a gown or robe:—dar  rat,
adv. In case, in the event (of), provided, supposing (that,
-ki); since, inasmuch as:—dar-kr, See s.v.:—dar-kanror
kinr, adv. On one side, apart; out of the way, aside; out
of the question;—put it aside!—dar-gh, See s.v.:—darguar, s.m. Passing by or over, overlooking, excusing,
&c.;—dar-guar karn(-se), To pass by or over, to overlook,
excuse, forgive; to turn aside (from); to neglect (see
next):—dar-guarn(-se), To pass by or over, &c. (=darguar karn); to leave o, desist (from), abstain or refrain
(from), to decline:—dar-girift, s.f. Catching, taking, &c.;—
dar-girift karn, v.t. To catch, seize, take; to captivate:—dar
gor, intj. (colloq.) (May you lie) in the grave! may you die!
(used by women):—dar-gr, adj. Taking hold of, making
an impression, eective; burning, in aming:—dar-ln,
v.t. To bring in or under; to include, comprise:—darmndag, s.f. Misery, distress, wretchedness, penury,
misfortune:—dar-mnda, part. adj. Destitute, distressed,
ill at ease, miserable, wretched; helpless, without

remedy:—dar-mh, dar-mh, dar-mha, dar-mah, s.m.
Monthly wages, salary, pay;—adv. per mensem, monthly:
—dar-mha-dr, dar-mhe-dr, s.m. One who receives
monthly wages:—dar-mh, s.f.=dar-mh:—dar-miyn, See
s.v.:—dar-o-bast, adj. All, entire, whole (of):—dar-yft, See
s.v.:—dar  wil, adv. At this time, at present; in this
case; by these presents.
P  dar (fr. dar-dan; rt. Zend dar= S. dara, rt. ), part. adj.
Rending, tearing (used in comp., e.g. mardum-dar).
H  dar [prob. fr. S. ; cf. S. -dar], s.f.m.(?), Value,
estimation, esteem; excellence; price, rate, tari, xed
standard, market or current rate:—dar-band, s.f. A
statement of the dierent rates of a village; rent rates
used for assessments; assessing the price or value of
crops or produce:—dar-ka, s.f. (in Arith.) The rule of
Practice.
S  dara, vulg. dar(rt. ), s.m. Crack, crevice, ssure,
breach, a hole (to plant a tree, or to x a post in); a
cavity, cave; shell.
H  Cdur [S. (], intj. Away! begone! avaunt!—also,
contract. of d r, 'far,' q.v. (used in comp., e.g. dur-bs;
dur-daran-yantra):—dur-dur-phi-phi hon, v.n. To be an
object of scorn:—dur-dur karn, v.t. To drive away, to turn
out.
S  Cdur (=dus, q.v., for which it is used before vowels
and soft consonants), insep. prex, (implying) Evil, bad,
badly, wicked, wickedly, wrong, contemptible; dicult,
hard, with diculty, painful, troublous; slight, inferior,
&c., and sometimes equivalent to the English prex inor
un:—dur-abhigrah, s.m. lit. 'Dicult to be laid hold of'; the
plant Achyranthes aspera:—dur-abhigrah, s.f. Cowach,
Mucuna pruritus; Alhagi maurorum:—dur-uttar, adj.
Unanswerable:—dur-atikram, adj. Dicult to be surpassed
or overcome, dicult to be conquered, unconquerable;
dicult of performance or accomplishment,
insurmountable; dicult to be escaped from, inevitable:
—dur-ishha, (superl.) adj. & s.m. (f. -), Very bad, very
wicked;—a very wicked person;—a great crime; extreme
wickedness:—dur-ant, adj. (f. -), Having a bad end,
ending ill or in misery, miserable, unhappy:—dur-tm,
adj. & s.m. Evil-natured, wicked, bad, vile;—a rascal,

scoundrel, villain:—dur- r, s.m. Bad behaviour, bad
conduct, wickedness;—misdeed, malpractice,
delinquency, &c.:—adj. (f. -)=next, q.v.:—dur- r, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Addicted to evil practices, disregarding or
deviating from established practices; wicked, depraved,
vicious, irreligious, pro igate, reprobate;—an irreligious
man, an evil-doer, a pro igate, reprobate, &c.:—durdharsh, adj. & s.m. Dicult to be attacked, unassailable,
dangerous;—white mustard:—dur-rdhya, adj. & s.m.
Dicult to be won over or propitiated; dicult to be
worshipped;—one who is worthy of being conciliated, or
of devotion, even at the cost of pain or trouble to
ooneself:—dur-roh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dicult of ascent;
—the palm tree, the date tree, &c.:—dur-roh, s.f. The
silk-cotton tree:—dur-, s.f. Bad hope or expectation;
hopelessness:—dur-lp, s.m. Curse, imprecation;
scurrilous or abusive language, abuse:—dur-labh, adj. (f.
-), Dicult to be laid hold of or handled; dicult of
attainment:—dur-labh, s.f. The prickly plant Alhagi
maurorum:—dur-bs, s.f. Bad odour;—adj.=dur-vsas, q.v.:—
dur-bs, adj.=dur-vsas, q.v.:—dur-bs, adj. Having an
oensive smell, stinking, fetid;—s.f. (colloq.), A name for
Visarg:—dur-ba an= dur-va an, q.v.:—dur-buddhi, durbuddh, adj. & s.m. Weak-minded, silly, foolish; ignorant,
stupid; perverse, evil-minded, badly-disposed;—a foolish,
or a perverse, man, &c.; a wretch;—s.f. Weakmindedness, silliness, ignorance, stupidity, dulness;
perverseness, obstinacy, evil-mindedness:—dur-buddhit,
s.f.=dur-buddhi, q.v.:—dur-bal, adj. (f. -), Of little
strength, weak, feeble; thin, emaciated, impotent,
nerveless, powerless; faint, poor (see dubl):—dur-balat,
s.f. Weakness, feebleness, thinness, impotence, &c.:—
dur-bhg, s.m. Ill-luck, misfortune:—dur-bhg, adj. & s.m.
Ill-fated, unfortunate, luckless;—an unfortunate person,
luckless wight:—dur-bhgya, adj. & s.m.=dur-bhg, and
dur-bhg:—dur-bhgyata, s.f.=dur-bhgyatva, s.m.=dur-bhg,
q.v.:—dur-bhv, dur-bho, s.m. Bad disposition, ill-temper;
bad behaviour, ill manners:—dur-bhi h= dur-bhiksha, q.v.:
—dur-bhaksha, adj. Dicult to be eaten:—dur-bhiksha, s.m.
Scarcity of provisions, dearth, famine, want in general:—
dur-bhag, s.f. A wife disliked by her husband; a badtempered woman:—dur-jt, adj. & s.m. Badly or

inauspiciously born or produced; wretched, miserable,
unhappy; bad-natured, bad, wicked; of a bad kind, not
genuine, false;—misfortune, calamity; ill-condition;
disparity; impropriety:—dur-jti, adj. Vile, low, outcast,
wicked:—dur-jar, adj. Dicult of digestion, indigestible,
hard:—dur-jan, adj. & s.m. Low-bred; vile; wicked, bad,
malicious, mischief-making;—a bad man, wicked wretch,
mischievous person, villain, scoundrel:—dur-janat,
s.f.=dur-janatva, s.m. Wickedness, villainy; low breeding:—
dur-jneya, adj. Dicult to be known or understood, hard
to be discovered:—dur-jay, adj. (f. -), Dicult to be
subdued or overcome, hard to win or conquer, invincible:
—dur- r, corr. of dur- r, q.v.:—dur-dar, adj. Dicult to
be seen, dicult to be met with; disagreeable or painful
to the sight:—dur-drisha,
part. adj. Ill-seen (lit.or g.); ill
examined, imperfectly investigated; not well
ascertained; looked at with an evil eye:—dur-dasor da,
s.f. Bad situation, evil plight, adversity, misfortune,
calamity, misery; unsteadiness;—dur-da karn(-k), To
reduce (one) to an evil plight, to ill-use;—dur-da-grasta,
adj. In straitened, dicult, or unpleasant circumstances,
in evil plight, badly o, distressed;—dur-dam, adj. Dicult
to be subdued:—dur-din, s.m. A dark, cloudy, or rainy day;
bad weather:—dur-dant, adj. & s.m. Having formidable
teeth;—a creature with formidable teeth:—dur-devor daiv,
s.m. Ill-luck, misfortune:—dur-km, s.m. Bad action:—durkm, adj. (f. -in), Evil. doing, wicked, iniquitous, bad,
lustful:—dur-karman, s.m. A bad action;—an evil-doer:—
dur-ga, durg, See s.v.:—dur-g, See s.v.:—dur-gat, adj. In
bad circumstances, in evil plight, unfortunate, poor,
indigent, in trouble; distressed; suering pain or
aiction:—dur-gati, s.f. Bad circumstances, wretched
condition, misfortune, poverty, straits, indigence, want;
abjectness, meanness;—a dicult path or situation;—
hell:—dur-gam, adj. & s.m. Dicult to be traversed or
travelled over, dicult of access or approach,
impassable, inaccessible, impervious, unattainable;
dicult of attainment, dicult to be understood,
profound, deep;—anything dicult or profound, &c.:—
dur-gamat, s.f. dur-gamatva, s.m. Inaccessibleness,
unapproachableness, imperviousness, &c.; profundity,
depth:—dur-gandh, s.f. Bad smell, bad odour, stink,

stench, any ill-smelling substance;—adj. & s.m. Ill
smelling, ill-scented, stinking, fetid;—a stinking fellow, a
stinkard, &c.:—dur-gandh, adj. (f. -in) = dur-gandh, q.v.:—
dur-gha, adj. (f. -or -), Dicult to be accomplished,
dicult, impossible, unattainable:—dur-labh, adj. (f. -),
Dicult to be obtained, hard to be attained, dicult of
attainment or accomplishment; dicult to be found or
met with, scarce, rare; excellent, eminent; dear,
beloved;—s.m. A species of Hedysarum, or Curcuma:—durlabh, s.f. A species of prickly nightshade:—dur-laksha,
s.m. An evil mark, unlucky sign, evil omen:—dur-matior mat, adj. & s.m. Weak-minded, silly, ignorant, simple;
evil-minded, malicious, wicked;—a stupid or silly person,
a blockhead;—an evil-minded person, &c.;—s.f.
Foolishness, folly:—dur-mukh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having
an ugly face, ugly, hideous; foul-mouthed, abusive,
scurrilous;—an ugly person; a foul-mouthed person:—
dur-mil, s.m. The seventh Yogeshvara, q.v.:—dur-mil, s.f.
The name of two species of metre, one consisting of 4 by
32 syllabic instants, the other consisting of 4 by 8
anapests:—dur-milik, s.f.=dur-mil:—dur-man, adj.
Distressed or troubled in mind, depressed in spirit,
discouraged, sad, melancholy, meditating sorrowfully:—
dur-m lya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), High-priced, dear, costly,
precious;—anything of high price or value;—costliness,
dearness:—dur-muh rt, s.m. An inauspicious hour or
moment:—dur-medh, dur-medh, adj. Dull-witted, simpleminded, silly, stupid, ignorant, uninformed:—dur-nm,
s.m. A bad name, discredit, disrepute, infamy, obloquy,
slander:—dur-nm, s.m. Piles or hemorrhoids:—durnmn, s.f. A cockle, a kind of muscle:—dur-nm, s.m. A
disreputable or infamous person; a slandered person;—
dur-nivr, adj. Dicult to be kept back, or stopped, or
checked, &c., unrestrainable; dicult to be contradicted;
dicult to suppress, irrepressible; invincible,
unconquerable:—dur-t, adj. & s.m. Ill-behaved, illgoverned; impolitic: untoward, froward;—bad conduct,
misconduct; bad policy, impolicy:—dur-ti, s.f.
Misconduct; bad policy; injustice, bad management,
maladministration:—dur-v , dur-va ya, dur-vd, s.m.=durva an, q.v.:—dur-vsas, adj. Badly clad, denuded, naked;—
s.m. Name of a rishior
saint:—dur-va an, s.m. Harsh


expression, censure, reproach; abusive language, abuse;
obloquy, slander; an unlucky or ill-omened utterance:—
dur-vidhi, s.m. 'Bad fate,' bad luck,
misfortune;—also=dur-bho, q.v.:—dur-vritt,
 adj. & s.m.
Behaving badly, misbehaved, leading a low or infamous
life, following disreputable habits or business, vile,
wicked, criminal;—a rogue, cheat, blackguard, blackleg; a
juggler:—dur-vritti,
 s.f. Bad circumstances, distress,
misery;—disreputable conduct, bad practices, the leading
a low or infamous life, following a disreputable
occupation; fraud, knavery; or juggling:—dur-van, s.m. A
dense, impenetrable forest:—dur-hriday,
adj. (f. -), Bad
hearted, evil-minded.
A  durr, vulg. dur(fr, C), s.m. A pearl; an ear-ring having
a single pearl set in it (worn on the lobe of the ear):—
dur-afshn, adj. Scattering pearls; eloquent:—dur-afshn,
s.f. The act of scattering pearls; eloquence (=dur-rez):—
dur-br, adj. Raining pearls:—dur-rez, adj. 'Shedding
pearls,' eloquent:—dur-rez, s.f. Eloquence:—dur--yatm,
s.m. A priceless pearl.
H  dar [P. dara; S. +t, rt. ], s.m. The highway;—
s.m.f.=darra, and dar, qq.v.
P  dar, vulg. dir(said to be comp. of dar, 'in,' and ,
'come'), s.f. A bell (=dar-).
A 5 darrj (v.n. fr. 5 'to go step by step'), s.m. A
malignant whisperer, a calumniator, slanderer;—a
hedgehog.
A 5 durrj (fr. 5), s.m. A partridge, francolin; attagen,
heath-cock; rail.
H  darr = H  7 darr [Prk. !; S. +!],
s.f. A crack, ssure, rift, rent, chasm, gap, opening,
aperture, breach.
H  7darr = H   darr [Prk. !; S. +!],
s.f. A crack, ssure, rift, rent, chasm, gap, opening,
aperture, breach.
H d darz (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Drawers (of a chest,
&c.).
P d darz [Pehl. drj; Zend drja h, rt. draj? 'to seize'; cf.
S. drihand
drgh], adj. Long, tall, extended, stretched out:

—darz-dast, adj. 'Longi-manus,' long-handed; (met.)
oppressive, tyrannical:—darz-dast, s.f. Oppression,

tyranny:—darz-qad, adj. Tall of stature, tall:—darz karn,
v.t. To lengthen, extend, stretch out; to let loose, make
free use of (the tongue):—darz-gosh, adj. & s.m. Longeared; an ass; a hare:—darz hon, v.n. To be lengthened,
be extended; to stretch out, lie down full length.
P ddarz, s.f. Length; extension.
S   Wddrksh, s.f.=dkh, q.v.

fusing, liquefaction:—drva-kar, s.m. A kind of borax, a
ux.
S  W fdrvi, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Draviian, belonging

P   darrka (for A. ~  darrkat, fr. darrk, rt. ; see
idrk), adj. & s.m. Having great or strong perception;—
the understanding.
S @ &X  W.V/drghim (fr. drgh), s.m. Length; a degree

to the Drvias;—a Drvia;—the Drvi people and their
country (properly the coast of Coromandel from Madras
to Cape Comorin, or the country in which Tamul is
spoken; in a more general sense, the name is applied to
four other countries, viz. Karn~a, Gujjart,
Mahrshtra, and Telinga); a Brhman of Drvia, or of
the south.
S  f"drvi, s.f. A Draviian female;—a

of longitude, longitude.
P + a  dar-mad, s.f. See s.v. dar, 'in.'

cardamom.
H  W drvirak, s.m.=drvi ak, q.v.

P  darn (act. part. of dar-dan; see dar), part. adj.
Rending, tearing (used in comp.).
H  ydarrn [prob. fr. S. W or W , rt. W¬], v.n. To go

H  W 7drvi = drvi, q.v.

straight and quickly; to go on fearlessly or boldly;—adj. &
adv. Going straight and quickly, straight forwards;
without hesitation or delay, boldly.
H  Cdurn [d r, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.  (caus.
augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To cause to
disappear, to make away with, put out of the way, stow
away; to send away, to remove; to hide, conceal; to
suppress (fact or truth), to practise hypocrisy.
H  [dar t [prob. S. +Bt], s.m. A hooked knife;
a bill.
H *["dar t [prob. S. +.B], s.f. A kind of
sickle, a reaping-hook; an instrument to cut grass with, a
kind of scythe:—dar t pa n(-me ), To be reaped, &c.
P durrn, s.m. Name of a tribe of Pa~hns or Afgns
inhabiting the country about Kandahr (they are said to
have got this name from wearing pearls in the ear; they
are also called Abdls).
H  C duro, (dialec.) C dur [dur(n)+Prk.
 =( S. ()(] , see durn), s.m. Concealment;
deception; hypocrisy:—duro karn, To practise
concealment, to attempt to deceive, to put (one) o the
scent, keep (one) away from the point, &c.; to trick.
S  W drva, vulg. drv(rt. dru), s.m. Running, owing;

H 0  W 7drvi ak (S. drviaka), s.m. Zedoary,
Curcuma zedoaria;—black salt.
S  W drvak (rt. dru), adj. Causing to run or ow,
diuretic; solvent, discutient.
S   W drvik, s.f. Saliva.
S   W drva-kar, s.m. See s.v. drva.
S  W drvan, s.m. Fusing;—the fruit of Strychnos
potatorum, used for purifying water; the clearing nut.
H  C duron, v.t.=durn, q.v.
A 2  darhim, s.m. pl. of dirham, q.v.
P $dar, dar-e(dar, 'in'+, rt. of -dan, fr. +rt. Zend
i, 'to go';=S. i), s.f. 'Coming in, entering '; commencing a
discourse; beginning or exordium of a discourse, or
oration; talking, conversation (used in comp., e.g. ddadar, s.f. Intercourse or conversation with the eyes;—
harza-dara, s.f. Talking nonsense, chattering);—
breaking in upon conversation, interrupting;
contradicting;—a bell (=dar):—a blacksmith's hammer.
P ) diryat (for A. ~), inf. n. of 'to know'), s.f.
Knowledge, sense; science;—quality, property,
temperament, constitution, disposition, habit; manner,
mode.
H  W drab,  ' darb, vulg. darab[S. W(], s.m. Substance,
matter, thing, object:—wealth, possession, property,
money:—drab-da, s.m. Money-penalty, penalty, ne:—

drab-hn, Moneyless, having no property or eects, poor,
indigent.
P   darbr [dar, 'in,' q.v.+br= S. ], s.m. A house,

vanity, conceit, boastfulness.
H ;  ydarp [S. +t],
'
s.m.=darp, q.v.

dwelling; court, area; hall of audience, court; holding of a
court, a levee; royal audience; the executive government
of a native state:—darbr b dhn(-ke?), To bribe, give
bribes:—darbr-- , s.m. Private audience:—darbrar , s.m. Court charges, political or diplomatic
expenditure; charge for presents and gratuities made to
princes and public functionaries, and for bribes, &c.
(under the Mohammadan rule, an addition made to the
assessment by government ocers, or the zamndrs, on
the plea of providing for gratuities, exacted by their
superiors or the state, on their payment of the
revenue):—darbr-dr, s.f. Presence or attendance at
court:—darbr-dr karn(-k), To be assiduous at court; to
dance attendance (on), to be obsequious:—darbr--m,
s.m. Public audience; public hall of audience:—darbr
karn, To hold a court or levee.
P  darbr [darbr+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. & s.m. Of

S ; udarp, adj. Proud, arrogant; insolent; boastful.

or belonging to the court, court, courtly; attending court;
—one who attends court, a courtier;—one entitled to a
seat in a levee;—darbror darbr zabn, s.f. Court
language; the elegant and polished language of the
court.
P   dar-bn, s.m. See s.v. dar, 'door.'
H

 W 7drabi , corr. of dravi , and drvi, qq.v.

P 0  dar-bast, See s.v. dar, 'in.'
S   C '!dur-bal; for words beginning with the prex

S <;  4darpa,
'
s.m. A looking-glass, a mirror.
P ; dar-pai, adv. See s.v. dar, 'in.'
P Z ;  dar-pesh, adv. See s.v. dar, 'in.'
S A Cdurit (dur+ita), adj. & s.m. Dicult; bad, sinful,
wicked; concealed;—bad course, evil ways, evil, sin.
S A W¬drut (rt. dru), adj. Quick, speedy, swift; runaway,
own, escaped:—druta-pad, s.m. A quick pace or step;—
adj. & adv. Quick of step, going quickly;—quickly.
A 5 darj (inf. n. of 5 'to fold or roll up'), s.m. Folding
up, fold; comprising, including, holding; insertion, entry
(in a book, &c.), registration;—a thing in, or upon, which
one writes; a scroll or long paper (which is folded or
rolled up); a writing folded or rolled up; a volume;—a
place for writing, a closet:—darj--rajisar, adj. Entered on
the register or roll:—darj karnor kar-den, v.t. To fold (in,
-me ); to enter, insert; to include; to copy (into), to write
(in), to book, to register, to record:—darj hon(-me ), To
be included (in), be entered, be inserted, be booked.
A 5 durj (fr. 5), s.m.f. A small receptacle or casket for
gems, &c.
A A W darajt, vulg. darjt, s.m. pl. (of darja), Steps,
stages, degrees, &c.
P (W durjak (A. durj+P. dim. a. ak= S. ), s.m. A small

rice.
H   udarb [Prk. . ; S.  ], s.f. A spoon, ladle.

casket, a cabinet, box (for jewels).
H <W darjan (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A dozen.
P W daraja, vulg. darja(for A. ~W darajat, fem., v.n. fr. 5
'to go step by step'), s.m. A stair, step, stage, story,
degree (in progress, &c.), grade, order, degree, station,
rank, dignity; position, situation, plight; a degree (of a
circle); an act (of a play):—darja ba-darja, adj. Step by step,
by degrees, gradually; each in his degree; each in its
proper place, in order:—darje-gyat,
adv. At most, at

furthest:—darja ghan(-k), To degrade:—darja-wr, adj.
& adv. According to the rank or degree (of):—ba-darja,
adv. By many degrees, far, ever so much.
H W*"darj, s.m. corr. of darz, q.v.

S ] darp
'
(rt. ), s.m. Pride, arrogance, haughtiness;

P r dara t, dira t, vulg. darkhat, s.m. A tree.

dur, see s.v. dur.
P +   dar-band, s.m. See s.v. dar, 'door.'
H +  dar-band, s.f. See s.v. dar, 'value.'
S &  #darbh,
'
s.m. The sacricial grass called kua, Poa
cynosuroides;—a kind of reed, Saccharum spontaneum, or S.
cylindricum.
H 4   6darbahr C 6 durbahr, [prob. S.C+]h6
(fr. ]"6 )++t], s.m. An intoxicating spirit made from

P  r dara sn, dura shn(fr. dura sh-dan; fr.
darekhsh= Zend. dare; S. dar), act. part. Shining, ashing,
brilliant.
P  rdara shn, s.f. Shining; splendour, &c.=next.
P X + rdara shandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Brightness,
brilliance, splendour.
P ?+ r dara shanda (darakhsh˚+anda= Zend an= S. ant),
part. adj. Shining, glittering, bright, lucid, refulgent;—
s.m. Shiner, &c.
P B r dar- st (dar, prex, q.v.+ st, q.v.), s.f.
Desire, wish, request, demand, application, entreaty,
petition, appeal, or petition of appeal; proposal, oer,
tender:—dar- st--sarsar, s.f. Summary application:—
dar- st karn, To make application (for, -k), to apply
(for), to submit or put in a petition, to request, beg,
entreat, beseech; to seek; to propose:—dar- stkunanda, s.m. Applicant, petitioner:—dar- st gurnn=
dar- st karn, q.v.
P  r dar- ar [dar, prex, q.v.+khvar= Zend qar= S.
svar?], adj. Suitable, proper, t, becoming.
P  dard [Pehl. dart; Zend drta, fr. dar= S. dar], s.m. Pain,
ache; aiction; pity, compassion, sympathy; aection:—
dard uhn(-me ), Pain to arise, to have a pain (in):—dardlud, adj. Pained, grieved, overwhelmed in grief:—dardmez, adj. Painful, distressing; piteous, compassionate;
feeling, pathetic:—dard n(-ko), To be aected with
compassion, to feel pity:—dard-angez, adj. Painful, &c.
(=dard-mez); pitiable, exciting compassion, aecting;
sickly:—dard--dl, s.m. Heart-ache, grief, sorrow,
anguish:—dard-ras, adj. Grieved, aicted: dard--zih, s.m.
Pains or throes of labour:—dard--sar, s.m. dard-sar, s.f.
Head-ache; labour, pains, trouble, vexation:—dard-shark,
adj. Commiserating, sympathetic:—dard--shikam, s.m.
Stomach-ache; colic:—dard--farzand, s.m. Parental
aection:—dard-k mr, adj. & s.m. Aicted;—aicted
one, suerer:—dard karn, To pain, ache:—dard khn, To
feel compassion or pity (for);—also=dard lagn, q.v.:—dard-gurda, s.m. Pain in the kidneys, nephritic pains:—dard
lagn(-ko), To feel the pains of childbirth:—dard-mand,
adj. Aicted, compassionate, sympathizing:—dard-mand,
s.f. Aiction, sorrow; compassion, sympathy:—dard-

mauq f-karne-wl, adj. & s.m. Sedative; an anodyne:—
dard-nk, adj. Painful; piteous, &c. (=dard-mez):—be-dard,
adj. Without sympathy, unsympathetic, unfeeling,
pitiless, hard-hearted, cruel:—be-dard, s.f. Want of
sympathy, unfeelingness, heartlessness, cruelty.
P  durd, s.f. Sediment, dregs, lees.
P  dard (fr. dard), intj. O the pain! alas! woe's me!
H  dard [S. +t], s.m. The country of the Dds
(called Drd-istn), bordering on Kashmr and the
mountains about Kashmr and Peshwar;—the
inhabitants of this country, the Drds.
H & CC#"durdubh,
'
C#"
' durdabh, s.f. corr. of dundubh,
q.v.
H  dardar, s.m. Cinnabar.
S  Cdardur,
'
s.m. A frog;—a pipe or ute;—name of a
mountain in the south (sometimes associated with the
mountain Malaya).
S  Wdaridra, vulg. daridr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Poor,
needy, indigent, distressed, wretched (=dridr);—a poor
or needy person;—poverty, indigence.
H  dardar [S. ' (rt. )+t], adj. (f. -), Broken,
bruised, crushed, coarsely ground, half-pounded,
granulated.
H <;  dardar-pan [dardar, q.v.+Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state of being broken or bruised,
&c., granulation.
H  CCdurdurn [durdur˚= S.  redupl.+= w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To drive away, to
order o, turn out.
S Y Wdaridrat, s.f. = S Y W; daridratva,
s.m.Poverty, indigence, penury, wretchedness.
S Y W; daridratva, s.m. = S Y W daridrat,
s.f.Poverty, indigence, penury, wretchedness.
H W"daridrn [daridr, q.v.+Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A
poor or wretched woman.
S  W¬d' ardru, WÎ' dardr , s.m. Cutaneous eruption,
herpes (=dadru; dd):—dardru-roginor dardr -rog, adj.
Aicted with cutaneous eruption, herpetic.

H W"daridr, adj. contrac. of dridr, q.v.
S   ©driha,
vulg. drih,

 = H   i dri  h,adj. (f. -),
Fixed, rm, hard, strong, solid, massive; rmly fastened,
shut; tough; sti; compact; tight, close, dense; thick,
coarse; able, powerful; steady, persevering; reliable;
durable, conrmed, established; secure; severe, violent;
(in Math.) reduced to the last term or smallest number
by a common divisor;—adv. Firmly, strongly, tightly, &c.:
—dri  h- r, adj. & s.m. Ascetic; orthodox;—an ascetic,
&c.:—dri  h g(˚ha+an˚), adj. Firm-bodied, strong, hard,
stout, stalwart;—s.m. A diamond:—dri  h-yudh, adj. & s.m.
Strong in battle;—a hero:—dri  h-bandhin, s.f. 'Winding
closely round'; a species of creeper, Echites frutescens:—
dri  h-bhakti, dri  h-bhakt, adj. 'Firm in devotion,' faithful,
devoted:—dri  h-bhakt, s.f. Faithfulness, devotedness:—
dri  h-phal, s.m. 'Having a hard fruit'; the cocoa-nut:—
dri  h- it, adj. & s.m. Firm or resolute of mind, staunchminded;—a resolute or staunch-minded person;—
resoluteness, staunch-mindedness:—dri  h-rahn, v.n. To
remain or stand rm, to maintain (one's) ground; to
hold out, insist, persist:—dri  h-skandh, s.m. 'Strongstemmed,' a species of Mimusops:—dri  h-s trik, s.f.
'Having strong bres'; a plant from the bres of which
bow-strings are made, Sanseviera zeylanica:—dri  h-sauhrida,

adj. & s.m. Firm in friendship, constant;—a rm friend:—
dri  h-kr, adj. Resolute, determined, persevering:—dri  hkan, s.m. 'Having a strong stem'; a bamboo:—dri  h-loma,
adj. & s.m. Having coarse hair;—coarse hair; bristles;—a
wild hog:—dri  h-mushi, adj. & s.m. Close-sted, tightsted; niggardly, miserly;—one whose hand is dicult to
open; a niggard, miser:—dri  h-ni ay, adj. Having a xed
determination; certain, conrmed, corroborated,
undoubted.
H   idri  h, = S   © driha,
vulg. drih,adj.
(f. -),


Fixed, rm, hard, strong, solid, massive; rmly fastened,
shut; tough; sti; compact; tight, close, dense; thick,
coarse; able, powerful; steady, persevering; reliable;
durable, conrmed, established; secure; severe, violent;
(in Math.) reduced to the last term or smallest number
by a common divisor;—adv. Firmly, strongly, tightly, &c.:
—dri  h- r, adj. & s.m. Ascetic; orthodox;—an ascetic,

&c.:—dri  h g(˚ha+an˚), adj. Firm-bodied, strong, hard,
stout, stalwart;—s.m. A diamond:—dri  h-yudh, adj. & s.m.
Strong in battle;—a hero:—dri  h-bandhin, s.f. 'Winding
closely round'; a species of creeper, Echites frutescens:—
dri  h-bhakti, dri  h-bhakt, adj. 'Firm in devotion,' faithful,
devoted:—dri  h-bhakt, s.f. Faithfulness, devotedness:—
dri  h-phal, s.m. 'Having a hard fruit'; the cocoa-nut:—
dri  h- it, adj. & s.m. Firm or resolute of mind, staunchminded;—a resolute or staunch-minded person;—
resoluteness, staunch-mindedness:—dri  h-rahn, v.n. To
remain or stand rm, to maintain (one's) ground; to
hold out, insist, persist:—dri  h-skandh, s.m. 'Strongstemmed,' a species of Mimusops:—dri  h-s trik, s.f.
'Having strong bres'; a plant from the bres of which
bow-strings are made, Sanseviera zeylanica:—dri  h-sauhrida,

adj. & s.m. Firm in friendship, constant;—a rm friend:—
dri  h-kr, adj. Resolute, determined, persevering:—dri  hkan, s.m. 'Having a strong stem'; a bamboo:—dri  h-loma,
adj. & s.m. Having coarse hair;—coarse hair; bristles;—a
wild hog:—dri  h-mushi, adj. & s.m. Close-sted, tightsted; niggardly, miserly;—one whose hand is dicult to
open; a niggard, miser:—dri  h-ni ay, adj. Having a xed
determination; certain, conrmed, corroborated,
undoubted.
H  1 i#.=dri  h-bhakti (see dri  h-bhakti), s.f. A
faithful or devoted mistress or wife.
H   idri  hn [dri  h, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S.
pi(caus. augment)], v.t. To strengthen; to conrm,
corroborate; to prove.
H 8  i dri  h = S   i dri  hat = H 8 i
dri  ht [dri  h+= Prk. =S. a.  + and  =S. 
+], s.f. Fixedness, rmness, hardness, solidity,
strength; steadiness, perseverance; conrmation,
corroboration.
S   idri  hat = H 8  i dri  h = H 8 i
dri  ht [dri  h+= Prk. =S. a.  + and  =S. 
+], s.f. Fixedness, rmness, hardness, solidity,
strength; steadiness, perseverance; conrmation,
corroboration.
H 8 i dri  ht = H 8  i dri  h = S   i

dri  hat [dri  h+= Prk. =S. a.  + and  =S. 
+], s.f. Fixedness, rmness, hardness, solidity,
strength; steadiness, perseverance; conrmation,
corroboration.
P d darz [Zend darez; S. darh, rt. dri  h], s.f.m.(?) Opening,
breach, rent, ssure, cleft, crack, aw; seam, suture (of a
garment, &c.); sewing; a rent (in a garment) that has
been sewn up;—a rag, slip (of cloth), long strip (of cloth),
a narrow shred:—darz pa n(-me ), To be cracked, &c.
P d darzan, s.f. A needle.
H d darzan, darzin= H ddarzin [fem. of darz; ˚anor ˚in=
S. in], A sempstress;—a tailor's wife.
H ddarzin = H d darzan, darzin[fem. of darz; ˚anor ˚in=
S. in], A sempstress;—a tailor's wife.
P ddarz [darz, q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], s.m. A tailor.
A K dars (inf. n. of K 'to read'), s.m. Reading, learning
to read; a lecture; a lesson, exercise:—dars den(-ko), To
give a lecture, or a lesson (to), to lecture; to teach to
read, to instruct:—dars kahn, To lecture, to preach:—dars
len(-se), To take a lesson (from), to read a lesson:—darso-tadrs, s.m. Learning and teaching.
H K dars,
'
 daras, s.m. Seeing; sight, &c. (=dar,

right mind, sound of understanding:—durust-kirdr, adj.
Right in action or conduct, upright:—durust kirdr, s.f.
Rectitude of conduct, uprightness:—durust karn, v.t. To
set right, put in order, regulate, adjust, arrange; to
repair, rectify, remedy, mend; to restore, heal, cure;—to
bring (one) to (his) senses, make (one) well-ordered in
conduct, to punish, chastise:—durust-karne-wl, s.m.
Orderer, rectier, &c.:—durust-go, adj. & s.m. Speaking
correctly, truthful;—a truthful person, one who speaks
the truth:—durust lagn, v.t. To set in order:—durustnyat, s.f. Proper design, right intention:—durust hon,
v.n.=durust n.
P J*B durustag, s.f. Soundness; healthiness; tness, &c.
(=durust, which is the more com. form).
P *Bdurust (fr. durust), s.f. Rectitude; tness, propriety;
justness; exactness, correctness, accuracy; soundness;
healthiness; straightness; arrangement, adjustment;
amendment, correction; reformation, reform.
H K&"diras, s.f. (Old H.), corr. of drishi,
q.v.

H (B darsak,
'
s.m.=darak, q.v.
H <B darsan [Prk. 4(=S.8(
' ], s.m.=daran, q.v.
H B darasn [fr. daras= S. 8],
' v.n. To look (at), to
see; to be visible, to appear, be seen.
H B"darsan, adj.=daran, q.v.

q.v.):—daras dikhn, To give (one) a glimpse (of), to show
(oneself, or one's face, to).
H  B darsn, v.t.=darn, q.v.

H  B "darsanya, adj.=daranya, q.v.

H ) B darsy, part.=dary, q.v.

H B"dars, adj.=dar, q.v.

H B darsit, part., corr. of darit, q.v.

P Bdars (rel. n. fr. A. dars), adj. Relating to reading or

P B durust, adj. Right, t, proper, becoming, suitable;

study, relating to a prescribed course of study.
S D  8dar
'
(fr. dri),
 s.m. Seeing, sight, view, look,

just, true; correct, accurate, precise, exact; straight; well,
safe, sound, entire (syn. hk);—intj. True! right! very
good! just so! precisely!:—durust n, v.n. To come right;
to t, suit, answer, agree, harmonize; to be applicable, to
apply, to hold good, to succeed, &c. (=hk n, q.v.):—
durust-aws, adj. Sound of sense, having full use of the
senses, sensible:—durust- o, adj. Right or proper in
disposition, well-disposed, well-minded; well-conducted,
honest:—durust rakhn(-ko), To admit, allow (=next, q.v.):
—durust samajhn(-ko), To regard or consider as right, or
proper, &c.; to admit, allow;—to apprehend rightly, have
a right or correct apprehension of:—durust-aql, adj. Of

appearance;—the moon when only just becoming visible,
the new moon; the day of new moon; the conjunction of
the sun and moon:—dara-pa, darapadj. Drinking the new
moon oblation:—dar-pratp, s.m. contrac. of daranpratp, q.v.s.v. daran.
S E  8dri,
s.m.
 s.f. The eye:—driopam(˚+up˚),

'Resembling the eye'; the white lotus, Nelumbrium
speciosum.
H  E  8ydarn (fr. dar), v.t. To show, cause to be
seen, to exhibit.

H ) E  8ydary (perf. part. of darn), part. adj. (f.
dar), Shown, exhibited; seen.
S E  X8darit, part. Shown, displayed, exhibited,
exposed to view; explained; seen, understood; visible,
apparent.
P E  durusht [Zend dareshata, fr. daresh; S. dhrishita,
or

dhrisha,
rt. dhrish],

 adj. Rough, rude, insolent; stern,
morose, surly, erce, harsh, oppressive; rugged, uneven;
hard, sti, rigid.
P  *E  durushtna [durusht, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adj. & adv. Roughish, rough, &c.;—roughly, &c.
P *E durusht, s.f. Roughness; harshness, severity,
erceness, asperity, violence, moroseness.
H D  9drish,
q.v.
 s.f.=drishi,

vulg. drish,
S D  9drisha,

 part. Seen, looked at,
beheld, perceived, observed; visible, apparent,
observable; considered, regarded; experienced, suered,
endured:—drishkr(˚ta+k˚),
s.m. Visible form or

appearance:—drishnt(˚a+an˚),
s.m. 'The end or aim of

what is seen, or what is in view,' example, precedent,
comparison, illustration; parable, allegory, simile, type,
trope:—drishnt
karn, To give an example, to liken, to

exemplify, to illustrate:—drish-k
, s.m. A riddle, enigma:

—drisha-vn,
or -vat, or -vant, adj. (f. vat), Having seen or

beheld; seeing, beholding.
S D  9Bdrishtnt,
s.m. See s.v. drisha.


S D .9drishi,
vulg. drish,

 s.f. Seeing, looking, at,
viewing; the faculty of seeing, sight, vision, view; the
eye; look; eye-sight; the pupil of the eye:—drishi
bandhak, s.m. Mortgage or pledge of real property,
without possession (but such as the mortgagee can keep
in view); deed of hypothecation:—drishi-pt,
s.m. 'Falling

of the sight'; a look, glance:—drish—dosh,
s.m. In uence

of the malignant eye:—drishi-kr
it, s.m. 'Suitable to the

faculty of seeing'; the plant Hibiscus mutabilis:—drishi

karn, To look, behold, look (at, or upon, -kor -par), to
take a view (of), cast the eyes (on, -par); to take notice
(of), pay heed or attention (to):—drishi-k
; prop. drish

k , q.v.s.v. drisha:—d
ishi-go ar, s.m. Range or compass

of the sight;—adj. Within range or compass of the sight,

in view, visible, perceptible:—drishi-nipt,
s.m.=drishi

pt, q.v.:—drishi-vishayak,
s.m. Any visible object.

S (E  8darak,
'
adj. & s.m. Seeing, looking at;
examining, searching; causing to be perceived, showing,
displaying, exhibiting, explaining;—a spectator; an
examiner, a searcher; who, or what, shows or displays,
or explains or makes clear, a shower, an indicator, &c.
S <E  8daran,
'
s.m. Seeing, looking, observing; sight,
vision, observation, look, view; appearance, aspect,
semblance; perception; exhibition; inspection,
examination; going into the presence of, visiting, an
interview; visiting a sacred shrine, worshipping in the
presence of an image;—a view or theory prescribed in a
system or book; one of the six religious or philosophical
systems of the Hinds, a stra;—mental or spiritual
vision, contemplation; a vision, dream;—apprehension,
judgment, opinion; discernment, understanding,
intellect:—daran pn(-k), To obtain a sight (of), to be
admitted to an interview (with):—daran-pratp, s.m. The
advantage gained by an interview; the blessing arising
out of a visit to a shrine:—daran-pratibh , s.m. Surety for
appearance, sponsor, bail:—daran-dhr, adj. Beautiful,
handsome:—daran den(-ko), To appear before (a
person), put in an appearance; to grant or vouchsafe an
interview:—daran karn, v.t. To visit, have an interview;
to pay a visit to a shrine:—daranendriya(˚na+in˚), s.m. The
organ of sight, the eye; the sense of sight.
H E  8"daran
'
[S. 8";
'
see next], adj. To be seen,
worthy of being seen, good-looking, beautiful,
handsome, comely, sightly;—payable at sight, at sight (a
bill of exchange);—s.f. A present at an interview; a
present, an oering; a bill of exchange payable at sight;
—an epithet of the goddess Durg:—daran jawn, s.m. A
youth worthy of being seen, a beautiful youth:—daran
hun, s.f. A bill of exchange, or a money order, payable
at sight.
'
adj. Worthy of being seen,
S  E  8"daraniya,
beautiful, &c. (see daran):—daranya-mn, adj. Thinking
oneself handsome, vain, conceited.
S 2 ; E  85/driopam,
s.m. See s.v. dri.



S E  8udar, adj. Seeing, looking, observing;

P    dar-kr [dar, 'in,' q.v.+Zend kra= S. kra, or krya],

examining, inspecting; knowing; showing, explaining,
&c. (com. used as the last member of compounds).
S E 8"dri,
 s.f. The eye (=dri,
 q.v.).

adj. Necessary; in requisition, required, wanted.
P   darkr, adj. Needful, requisite.

S * E  driyat,
s.f. Visibility; vision, sight.

S  E  driya,
 part. adj. To be seen, visible; worthy of
being seen or looked at; beautiful, pleasing;—s.m. (in
Arith.), A known or given quantity or number:—driya-jal
r p, adj. Of the nature of visible water:—driya-mn,
adj.

(f. -mat), Under the view, under survey or inspection.
P m dira (for A. ~m), s.m. A yard (measure).
P Z_ irafsh [Pehl. drafsh; Zend drafsha; S. drapsa], s.m.(?),
A banner, ensign, standard;—a sash wound round the
head or the helmet when going to battle;—light,
splendour; lightning; anything glittering, shining, or
ashing;—a cobbler's awl (=darosh, q.v.).
P  _ dirafshn, darafshn, durafshn(act. part. of
dirafshdan, fr. dirafsh, q.v.), part. adj. Shining, ashing,
glittering, splendid
P _ durufsha, s.m. A sword.
P i daraqa, or darqa(for A. ~i daraqat, fem.), s.m. A shield
or buckler of solid leather; shield; coat of mail.
A  dark, darak(v.n. of an unused form ; see idrk),
s.m. Overtaking; seeking to attain; attainment;
comprehending, understanding, perception, knowledge;
—bottom or lowest depth; a stage (of hell, &c.), a stage
downwards:—darak den= da l den, q.v.s.v. da l.
H  darak (fr. darakn), s.m.=dark, q.v.
S  drik (fr. dri; changeable to drig, &c.), s.m. (but f.
in S.), The eye; sight, view; perception; wisdom:—drig
an al, s.m. The eyelid; eyelash:—drik-kar,
s.m.
(f.
-or
-),

lit. 'Having eyes for ears'; a snake (which in the opinion
of the Hinds, has no visible external ear):—drig-gol,
and

drin-manal,
s.m. A small circle on the axis of the earth

within the greater circles of the armillary sphere,
accompanying each planetary circle or orbit.
H   dark [darak(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Rent,
ssure, breach, crack, crevice, cranny.
A A   darakt, s.m. pl. (of darakat), Depths; stages
downwards, descents (opp. to darajt).

H    darkn (caus. of darakn), v.t. To cause to
crack or split, &c.; to split, rend, tear, &c.
S 2 #  W¬.!/dru-kilim, s.m. See s.v. dru.
H   darakn [darak˚= Prk. =() or =?(), fr.
S. +>], v.n. To split, rend, crack, be torn (=ta akn);—to
palpitate, throb, beat.
P    dar-kinr, adv. See s.v. dar, 'in.'
H &  L!darkhl, s.m.(?), A cattle-enclosure.
H &  CLudurkh, s.f. An insect whose ravages are very
destructive to the young plants of indigo.
S ' $d rig, s.m.=drik, q.v.:—drig-gol,
s.m. See s.v. drik.

S ' C$dur-ga,
'
vulg. durg(dur, prex+ga), adj. & s.m. (f. ), Dicult of access or approach, almost impassable or
inaccessible, impenetrable, impervious; dicult of
attainment, unattainable;—a dicult or narrow passage
over a stream, or a mountain, or through a wood, &c.; a
dele, narrow pass; a place dicult of access, a crag, a
hill-fort, castle, fort, fortress, stronghold;—name of an
Asur (supposed to have been slain by the goddess Durg,
and from whom, according to some, she received her
name):—durgdhikr(˚ga+adh˚), and durgdhyaksh(˚ga
+adh˚), s.m. The governor or commandant of a fortress:
—durgrayan(˚ga+a˚), s.m. Taking refuge in a fortress:—
durg-karm, s.m. Dicult work; a dicult undertaking;—
fortication:—durg-va , adj. & s.m. Appertaining to the
race of Durg;—name of a tribe of Rjp ts.
S X  C$ydurg, s.f. 'The inaccessible goddess,' name of
the daughter of Hima-vat and wife of iva (also called
Um, Bhavn, Prvat, &c.; the mother of Krtikeya and
Ganea: in her character of Durg, she is a goddess of
terric form and irascible temper, particularly
worshipped by the Bangls at the Durg-p jfestival);—a
Hind book containing the narration of the goddess
Durg;—(met.), a word:—durg-p j, s.f. The chief annual
festival of the Bangls, held in honour of Durg in the
month Ásvin (Sept.-Oct.):—durg-dev, s.f. The goddess
Durg:—durg-navam, s.f. The ninth day of the light half

of the month Krtik (sacred to Durg as Jagaddhatror

'maintainer of the world'):—durgotsav(˚g+ut˚), s.m.=durgp j, q.v.
P ? X  dargh (dar, prep.+gh, qq.v.), s.f. Portal, door;
threshold; a royal court, a palace; a mosque; shrine or
tomb (of some reputed saint, which is the object of
worship and pilgrimage).
P  X  dargh, adj. Of, or belonging to, or connected with
a dargh(used at the end of compounds).
H 0%X C$ 
( "durag-bans, s.m. corr. of durg-va ,
q.v.s.v. durg.
P / X  dar-guar, = P _X  dar-girift,See s.v. dar, 'in.'
P _X  dar-girift, = P / X  dar-guar,See s.v. dar, 'in.'
P X  dargah, s.f. contrac. of dargh, q.v. (used chie y in
poetry).
P  X  dar-gr, See s.v. dar, 'in.'
P 1  diram (cf. S. W@/), s.m. Money, specie; a silver coin
(of about the value of two pence sterling; see dirham).
S 1  W¬/ druma, vulg. drum, and durm, s.m. A tree of
Svargaor paradise:—drummay(˚ma+m˚), s.m. 'Treedisease'; lac, the animal dye, resin:—drum-nakh, s.m.
'Tree-claw,' a thorn:—drum-vydhi, s.m.=drummay, q.v.:—
drumevar(˚ma+˚), s.m. 'The king of trees,' the palmtree:—drumendra, vulg. durm-indr(˚ma+in˚), s.m. King of
the forest and the waters (syn. ja ir).
H a  /darm, s.m. A kind of mat.
P  a  darmn (dar, prex, q.v.+mn, rt. Zend man= S. man),
s.m. Medicine, remedy (=darman).
P ?+  a  dar-mnda, part. adj. See s.v. dar, 'in'; and see
mnda.
P  a  dar-mh, See s.v. dar, 'in'; and see mh.
H 1  C/,&
' durmu, C/& durma = H Ia  C/,
' durmus

P  a  darmiyn (dar, 'in,'+miyn, 'midst,' qq.v.), s.m.
Middle, midst, interval;—adv. & postpn. or prep. In the
middle; in the midst (of, -ke, or -i), between, among;
before, in view; during;—about, concerning:—darmiyn
n(-ke), To come between, to intervene; to take place
between; to interrupt, to obtrude:—darmiyn den(-ko), To
put between (as a sacred book, for the purpose of
deciding or adjusting), to employ as a mediator, to
propose as an umpire, or a security; to give as a hostage:
—darmiyn-k, adj. (f. -k), Of or pertaining to the middle,
midmost, &c. (=darmiyn, q.v.):—darmiyn ln(-ko), To
bring in, to introduce (a discourse, &c.); to include; to
bring forward, to adduce:—is-darmiyn-men, adv. In the
interval or interim, in the meantime, meanwhile.
P  a  darmiyn (darmiyn+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Midmost,
intermediate, intervening; middling, fair; interior, inner;
included, contained;—a mediator, middle-man, gobetween; an interpreter (syn. mutarjim).
H  Cdurn [fr. S. ; see durn], v.n. To get out of
the way, to disappear, to abscond; to be absent; to lurk,
lie hidden, be in concealment.
P +  darand, vulg. darind= P ?+  daranda, vulg. darinda[act.
part. of dar-dan; and=Zend dar+añt; S. , fr. +B], adj.
& s.m. Tearing, rending; rapacious, ferocious, ravenous;
—a tearer, render; a rapacious or ravenous animal, a
beast of prey (syn. dad).
P ?+  daranda, vulg. darinda= P +  darand, vulg. darind[act.
part. of dar-dan; and=Zend dar+añt; S. , fr. +B], adj.
& s.m. Tearing, rending; rapacious, ferocious, ravenous;
—a tearer, render; a rapacious or ravenous animal, a
beast of prey (syn. dad).
P ^ dirang [Pehl. darg; Zend daregha; S. drgha; cf. also

[prob. S. /,.9+ ], s.m. An instrument for pounding or

darz, Zend drja h], s.m. Delay, hesitation, tardiness
(=der, q.v.):—dirang karn, To delay, &c.
P Jdirang, adj. Tardy, dilatory, slow;—s.f. Lateness,
tardiness.
P  dirav, vulg. dirau(fr. dirav-dan; rt. Zend dar= S. dar, fr.

ramming pavements, &c., a pounder, a rammer.
P <a  darman (contract. of darmn, q.v.), s.m. Drug,
medicine, remedy.

dr), s.m. Reaping, cutting corn at harvest:—dirau karn(k), To reap.
H   'darv or darw, s.m. See darbor drab, and dravya.

[prob. S. /,.9+ ], s.m. An instrument for pounding or
ramming pavements, &c., a pounder, a rammer.
H Ia  C/,
' durmus = H 1  C/,&
' durmu, C/&durma

S  W drava, vulg. drav(fr. dru), adj. Flowing; uid; liquid.
S  W¬dru, s.m. A tree (=drum):—dru-sallak, s.m. The tree
Chironjia sapida:—dru-kilim, s.m. A species of Pinus
devadru.
P ?d darwza (fr. dar-wz, 'gates (of a city) thrown back,
or open'; and=dar, 'door or gate'+bz, 'open,' qq.v.+a. adenot. simil.), s.m. A door:—darwza band karn, To close
a door:—darwza bandor band hai, 'The door is closed' (to
visitors), 'not visible,' 'not at home' (an expression
peculiar to Europeans in India):—darwza hokn, To
knock at a door:—darwza tega hon, A door, or door-way,
to be built up with bricks and mortar:—darwze-k ma leln, To wear away the ground about a door (by
frequent visiting); to visit (a place) frequently:—darwza
mam r karn, To close a door.
P ddarwz (darwza+= S. ), s.m. Keeper of a gate (of
a town), a warden.
P  dar-wn, s.m.=dar-bn; see s.v. dar, 'door.'
P 0  dar-o-bast, adv. See s.v. dar, 'in.'
P  dur d, s.f.(m.?), Benediction, blessing, mercy;
prayer; praise (esp. of Mohammad); thanksgiving;
congratulation; salutation:—dur d bhejn(-koor -par), To
send benedictions or blessings, &c., to bless:—dur d
pa hn(-par?), To pronounce a benediction or blessing
(on), to bless, to pray (for); to praise.
P  dar d, darod, durod[v.n. of dar dan= dardan; rt. Zend
dar= S. dar, fr. dr], s.f.(?), Wood, timber; plank:—darodkror dar d-gar, s.m. A carpenter:—darod-kror dar d-gar,
s.f. The business of a carpenter; carpentry:—dar d-gar
kr--bozna nst, proverb, 'Carpentry is not the business
of a monkey' (=jis-k km us-ko hje, &c.; see s.v. he g,
and hjn).
H  W 7dravi (S. dravia; cf. drvia), s.m. Name of a

druj= S. drogha, rt. druh], adj. & s.m. Lying, false;—a lie,
falsehood (syn. jh ):—darog--alfor
darog-alf,
s.m.


False swearing, perjury:—darog-go,
s.m.
A
liar:—darog
-go,


s.f. False speaking, lying:—ba-rh--darog-go,
adv.

Falsely.
H p daroga, s.m. contrac. of drogha, q.v.
P pdarog  (˚= S. ), adj. & s.m. False, lying;—a liar.
P  p darogyat
 (darog+A. abst. a. -yat), s.f. Falsehood
(=darog).
P  dar n (see dar, 'in'), s.m. Inside, interior;—heart;
bowels;—adv. In, within; inwards.
S  W54droa, vulg. dro, s.m. A wooden tub, a trough; a
certain measure of capacity (=one hak, and also=four
haks);—the sixteenth part of a khar, or forty-eight
gallons;—a weight of thirty-six seers (about sixty-four
pounds avoirdupois);—a raven, a carrion-crow:—droakk, s.m. (f. -), A raven:—dro-mukh, s.m. The capital of a
district, the chief of 400 villages (=dro-mukh).
S  W 4dravi, s.m. A valuable possession, property,
&c. (=dravya, q.v.); strength, power, vigour:—dravi-nan,
s.m. 'Destroying vigour'; the plant Hyperanthera moringa.
H  W dravn [drav˚= S. W (), rt. W¬+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To run, ow, be uid or liquid, to melt,
dissolve, rarify; (met.) to melt, to feel compassion, be
moved with pity, to exercise mercy.
S  W54dro, s.f. A kind of shrub.
H +  Cgdurau dh, s.m. Lintel (of a door).
S ( WM.4drauik, adj. & s.m. Containing a dro; sown
with a droof grain (a eld);—a eld sown with a droof
grain.
S WM.4"drauiki, s.f. A vessel holding a droby
measure.
P  dar na (fr. dar n), s.m. The inside, interior; the

district and people on the east coast of the Deccan
(dakkhan;—the people are regarded as degraded
Kshatriyas); a man of that race.
H  W 7"dravi , s.f. Name of a rgin, or musical mode.

S  W54"dro, s.f. A canoe, raft (see ong), small boat

P D  darosh, durosh(old P. diravsh; prob. fr. rt. Zend dar=
S. dar, fr. dr), s.m. An awl; a lancet (cf. dirafsh).
P S darog [old
P. darauga; Pehl. darog; Zend draogha, fr.


made from the sheath of a plantain tree; any boatshaped vessel; a wooden tub, a trough, a bucket;—a
valley:—dro-mukh= dro-mukh, q.v.

heart, core.
P dar n, adj. Internal, interior, inner; intrinsic.

S ? W56droh (rt. druh), s.m. Injury, insidious wounding,
hostile action, mischief, malice, spite, enmity, hatred,
rancour; perdy, treachery; trespass, wrong, oence;
rebellion:—droh- intak, adj. Malicious, designing:—drohintan, s.f. Injurious design, malice prepense, the wish,
thought, or attempt to injure:—droh karn(-se), To act
maliciously or spitefully (towards), to be inimical or
hostile (to).
H   W56&droh (cf. doh), s.m. A species of metre,
the dohor stanza of Hind poetry.
H W56"droh = H  W56  drohiy [S. W56+t (
+t)], adj. & s.m. Hurting, harming, injuring,
endeavouring to hurt, malicious, malignant, spiteful,
inimical, hostile, mischievous;—a spiteful or a
mischievous person, an enemy, a malignant.
H  W56 drohiy = H W56" droh [S. W56+t (
+t)], adj. & s.m. Hurting, harming, injuring,
endeavouring to hurt, malicious, malignant, spiteful,
inimical, hostile, mischievous;—a spiteful or a
mischievous person, an enemy, a malignant.
S  darvi,  u darv, s.f. A spoon, ladle.
H W dravi, s.m. (old H.)=dravya, q.v.
P ?o) darveza (darvesh, q.v.+rel. a. -a; shand being
interchangeable), s.m. The practice of begging,
mendicity, beggary (=dary za).
P Z) darvesh (fr. Zend driwis, nom. of driwi; or fr.
dareghus i, nom. of drighu; rt. drigh, 'to be poor, to beg';
cf. S. darbh, rt. dribh;
 and daridra), adj. & s.m. Poor,
indigent;—a dervish, a religious mendicant, a beggar (pl.
darveshn):—darvesh-mahab, adj. Holding the views or
opinions of a dervish.
P  ) darveshna, adv. Dervish-like, like a pauper or
beggar.
P )darvesh, s.f. Poverty; a religious mendicant's way
of life; doctrine or oce of a dervish; mendicancy.
S ) Wdravya (rt. dru), s.m. A substance, thing, object;
the ingredients or materials of anything; matter;
elementary substance (of which nine kinds are reckoned
in the Nyya philosophy, viz., earth, water,  re, air,
ether, time, space, soul, and mind);—an object

possessed, a possession, wealth, property, goods, money;
—bell-metal, brass;—a drug, medicament:—dravyrjan(˚ya
+ar˚), s.m. Acquiring property, gain or acquisition of
wealth:—dravya-priya, adj. (f. -), Loving material wealth:
—dravya-sa ay, s.m. Accumulation of property or wealth,
store of worldly goods:—dravya-vn, or -vat, or -vant, adj.
(f. vat), Having property, possessed of substance, rich,
wealthy.
P ? dara, darra[Zend dar; S. , rt. ], s.m. A valley
(especially between hills, through which a stream ows),
a glen; a mountain-pass, a dele;—a crack, ssure, &c.
(=darand dar).
P ? durra, dirra(the latter being the Arabic, or the
arabicized form), s.m. A scourge made of twisted thongs
(with which oenders are punished), a scourge, a whip;—
a stroke with a scourge or whip:—durra mrn(-ko), To
whip, scourge, og.
P 2  dar-ham (dar, 'in'+ham, qq.v.), adj. Intermixed,
intertwined, entangled, intricate, confused, confounded,
jumbled, higgledy-piddledy;—aicted; vexed, angry:—
darham-barham, adj.=darham:—darham-barham karn, v.t.
To confuse, confound, jumble, turn topsy-turvy, to
disorganize:—darham-barham hon, v.n. To be confused,
&c.
A 2  dirham, dirhim(the P. diramarabicized), s.m. A silver
coin (of which from twenty to twenty-ve have at
dierent times passed current for a dnar, which latter is
nearly equal to a ducat, or sequin, about nine shillings;
so that a diramis worth about ve-pence);—money, cash,
coin;—a measure of weight, the weight of a diram, a
drachm.
P @  darham (fr. dar-ham), s.f. Confusion, disorder.
H 6"darh, s.f. A kind of carp (sh).
S "dar, s.f. A natural or articial excavation in a
mountain, a cave, cavern, grotto; a valley (=darra).
H "dar [Prk. ; S. +], s.f. A carpet (made of
cotton); a kind of cotton cloth (resembling drill, made in
India).
P dar (fr. dara, q.v.), adj. Of or pertaining to a valley or
glen, living or found in valleys or hills (e.g. kabk--dar,
q.v.s.v. kabk);—s.f. (fr. dara, or fr. dar, 'gate'; 'palace'),

Name of one of the three surviving dialects of the seven
anciently spoken in Persia (said by some to be the
dialect of a certain district comprehending Balkh,
Bukhr, Badakhshn, Mar-Shh-Jahn, Bmiyn, and
other mountainous parts; and by others to have been
spoken at the court of the monarchs of the Kainian
dynasty, and called the language of the court and of
paradise).
P dar (see dar, fr. dardan), s.f. Rending, tearing (used
in comp.).
H C"dur [prob. door du, 'two' +Prk. f=S. +],
s.f. The two on dice, the deuce.
P ) dary [old P. daraya, daryw; Pehl. zra&; Zend zraya h,
rt. zri= S. jrayas, rt. jri], s.m. The sea; the waters; a large
river (the com. signication in
India):—dary--a ar, s.m. 'The Green Sea,' the Arabian
Sea:—dary-bar-r, dary-bar-mad, s.m. Alluvial land,
alluvion; land reclaimed from a river:—dary-burd, part.
adj. & s.m. Carried or cut away by a river (as land, &c.);—
land cut or washed away by the encroachment of a
river; diluvion:—dary-burd, s.f. Diluvion:—dary-pr, The
other side of the river, across the river:—dary-dil, s.f.
'Sea-like expansion of heart,' great liberality:—daryshikast= dary-burd, q.v.:—dary--shor, s.m. 'The salt
waters,' the sea, ocean:—dary-k kaf, s.m. Froth of the
sea, spume; bone of the cuttle-sh:—dary-k nriyal, s.m.
The sea cocoa-nut:—dary-ko k ze-me band karn, 'To
enclose the sea in a jar'; to say much in a few words, to
be concise or comprehensive;—to attempt the
impossible.
P = ) dary a (dary, q.v.+dim. a. - a= ak= S. ), s.m. A
small sea; a lake; a river.
P _ ) daryft (dar, prex, q.v.+yft, v.n. of yftan, q.v.), s.f.
Conceiving, understanding; conception; discernment;
comprehension; knowledge; inquiry, investigation,
nding out, discovery:—daryft karnor kar-len, v.t. To
perceive, conceive, understand, comprehend, discern; to
inquire into, ascertain, nd out (from, -se), discover,
detect; to refer to:—daryft hon, v.n. To be inquired into,
be investigated, be ascertained; to be discovered, &c.
P $ ) dary [dary, q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Of or

belonging to the sea or river, marine, maritime:—dary
dm, s.m. A merman:—dary tot, s.m. 'Sea-parrot,' the
amingo (=rj-h s):—dary gho , s.m. 'Sea-horse,' the
hippopotamus:—dary nriyal, s.m. The sea cocoa-nut
(=dary-k nriyal).
H $ )dary, s.f. corr. of dr, q.v.
H %) " darb,   dareb [dar= S. +eb= ew= Prk.


(with winserted)=S. +t], s.m. A stall (in a market)

where betel is sold (cf. da b).
H *)h"darait, s.f.=dalait, q.v.
P :) dar a (dar, q.v.+dim. a.- a= a= ak= S. ), s.m. A
window, casement; a small hole for the admission of
light;—a wicket.
P X + )dardag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Rent, tear, ssure;
laceration.
P ?+ ) darda (perf. part. of dardan; and=Zend dareta, rt.
dar= S. dar, rt. dr), part. adj. Torn, rent:—darda-dahan,
adj. Open-mouthed; plain-spoken, saying whatever
comes uppermost.
H o) darez, = H I) dares,s.f. Muslin, printed muslin, any
ne printed stu.
H I) dares, = H o) darez,s.f. Muslin, printed muslin, any
ne printed stu.
H I) dares, dires(corr. fr. the English), adj. & s.m.
Dressed; adjusted; put into exact line;—any very straight
line; a road; margin;—adv. In a line, in order:—dares
karn, v.t. To dress; to put into exact line.
H 0) dares, s.m. A dresser (of wounds, &c.);—s.f. The
being in an exact line, evenness, regularity:—dares
karn(-k), To make level, or even, or straight (a road,
&c.); to adjust, to put to rights.
drighu, fr. drigh], s.m. Denial,
P T ) dareg,  direg[Zend

refusal; repugnance, disinclination; regret, sorrow,
vexation, grief; a sigh;—intj. alas!—dareg rakhn,
dareg 

karn(-k), To withhold (from, -se), be niggard or
grudging (in respect of), to grudge, to think much (of):—
dareg hon(with
dat. of person, and abl. of thing), To have

a disinclination or objection (e.g. mujhe kis bt-se dareg 
nah ).
P  ) dareg, direg, intj. Alas! ah! well-a-day!

S  ) W<=4drekk, s.m. The third part of a sign of the
zodiac; the demi-god presiding over that part (the
Decanus of European astrology).
S < ) C5duryodhan (dur+yodhan), s.m. lit.
'Invincible'; name of the eldest of the Kuru princes, and
leader in the war against his cousins the Pavsand
Krisha,
which was the subject of the Mahbhrat.

P ?d ) dary za (fr. dary z= dary shor daryosh= darwesh,
q.v.), s.m. Begging, &c. (=darweza, q.v.).
H   77da  , s.f. = H    77 da  , s.m.=dar , q.v.
H    77da  , s.m. = H   77 da  , s.f.=dar , q.v.
H 1  7 da b [dar= S. +b= aw= Prk. 

(with

winserted)=S. +t], s.m. A house or roost for fowls or
pigeons, fowl-house; (ironic.) house, place:—da be da be,
intj. Into the house! in, in! to roost, to roost!
H  1  7 7da ba n (see dar, and ar), v.t. To
represent as false; to misrepresent;—to intimidate, to
threaten.
H   7da ar, s.m.? (local), An impetuous ood; a
torrent; a water-fall.
H G  7=da akk, s.m.=dha akk, dha k, qq.v.
H  G  7da akn, v.n. To split, &c. (=darakn);—to open
the mouth wide, to eat greedily.
H G C7"du k, s.f. corr. of dulk, q.v.
H  G  f®da kn, v.n. To bellow (as cattle), &c.
(=da kn, q.v.).
H   ida h, contrac. of d h, 'beard' (used in comp.):—
da h-mu , da h-mu, adj. Beard-shaven; beardless.
H   idi h, adj.=dri  h, q.v.
H   idi hn, v.t.=dri  hn, q.v.
H   idi hat, di ht, s.f.=dri  hat, q.v.
H [ -  i/,e7da h-mun, adj. See s.v. da h.
H ()  i!da hiyal [d h, q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
Bearded, having a long beard.
H  7  7<7da e  [prob. S. ef+!+t], s.m. Impetuosity,
violent attack; hard or pelting rain.
P d duzd [old P. dusdah; Zend duzhdo, dush(=S. dush)

+do, 'knowledge,' &c., rt. d], s.m. A thief, robber.
P dduzd, s.f. Stealing, theft, robbery.
P ?+ )d duzdda (perf. part. of duzddan, fr. duzd, q.v.),
part. Stolen.
P 1 n dizham, adj. Dejected, melancholy; grieved,
sorrowful; sick;—dark, black.
H K das [Prk. ; S. 8], adj. Ten:—das baras-k, adj. (f.
-), Ten years old; for ten years, decennial:—das-sla,
adj.=das baras-k, q.v.:—daso , obl. pl., or pl. formative, of
das, The whole ten, all ten, the ten:—daso disor di,
s.f.=dao di; see s.v. dafor this and other compounds.
S K Cdus (euphonically changeable to duh, +dur, du,
and dush), insep. prex, (implying) Evil, bad, dicult, &c.
(see dur):—dush-prp, dush-prpt, or dush-prpya, adj.
Dicult of attainment, hard to attain, dicult to be
reached, unattainable, remote:—dush-prakriti,
 adj. Of a
bad nature or disposition, evil-natured, bad-tempered:—
dus-tar, adj. Dicult to be crossed or passed over, hard to
be traversed, impassable:—dus-tyaj, adj. Dicult to be
relinquished or quitted:—dush-ar, adj. 1˚=dus-tar, q.v.; 2˚
hard to be overcome, unconquerable, invincible:—duar, adj. Dicult to be gone to or approached,
unattainable, inaccessible; dicult to be passed or spent;
dicult to be performed or accomplished;—acting ill,
behaving wickedly:—du- arit, adj. & s.m. Doing ill,
misbehaving, wicked, abandoned;—misbehaviour,
misconduct, wickedness, evil purpose, error:—dusharatva, s.m. (f. -t), Diculty of being approached,
inaccessibility; diculty of being practised:—duh-sdhya,
+
adj. Dicult to be accomplished; dicult to be managed;
dicult, arduous:—duh-ssan=
duh-san,
q.v.:—duh-shas,
+
+
+
adj. Rash, presumptuous, bold, daring; irreverent:—duh- +
spar, adj. & s.m. Dicult or unt to be touched or laid
hold of, unpleasant to the touch;—the prickly plant Alhagi
maurorumor A. hedysarum:—duh-spar,
s.f. A prickly sort
+
of nightshade; Solanum jacquini(and several other plants):
—duh-sam,
adj. Improper, evil, bad, unseasonable:—duh- +
+
samay, s.m. Bad time or season, time of aiction,
distress, or trouble:—dus(or duh) + sah, adj. Dicult to be
borne, hard to bear or endure, unbearable, intolerable:—
duh(or
+ da) san, adj. Dicult to be governed,

intractable, unmanageable; ill-managed; badly
governed;—s.m. A bad governor, a tyrant;—
mismanagement, mal-administration:—duh-l,
+ adj. &
s.m. Of a wicked disposition, badly disposed, ill-behaved,
reprobate, abandoned;—a reprobate, &c.:—dush-kar, adj.
Dicult to be periormed or accomplished, hard to be
done, dicult, arduous:—dush-krit, s.m. Evil action,
misdeed, sin, crime, guilt:—dush-krit,
 s.m. An evil doer,
oences, criminal, sinner:—dush-karm, s.m. Evil act,
wickedness, vice, crime, sin:—dush-karm, s.m. Evil-doer,
malefactor, criminal, sinner:—dush-kul, s.m. A low family
or race:—dush-kuln, adj. Of a low or degraded family or
race, low-born:—dush-kha, duh-kh,
+ see dukh, s.v.
H K dis = H B  dis [Prk. ; S. 8], s.f. Side,
quarter, &c. (=di, di, qq.v.):—dis karn, To travel.
H B dis = H K  dis [Prk. ; S. 8], s.f. Side,
quarter, &c. (=di, di, qq.v.):—dis karn, To travel.
H B das, s.f.=da, q.v.
H B Tdass, s.m. An inferior class of the Vaiyacaste;
—a hybrid, half-caste.
H B CTduss, s.m.=dhuss, q.v.
H  B Cdusd = H  B C dusdh [prob. S. C3 or C
+], s.m. Name of a low caste of Hinds who keep pigs,
act as chauk-drs, and who are employed to remove
carcases and act as executioners (also written dosd).
H  B Cdusdh = H  B C dusd [prob. S. C3 or C
+], s.m. Name of a low caste of Hinds who keep pigs,
act as chauk-drs, and who are employed to remove
carcases and act as executioners (also written dosd).
S  B Ctdu-sdhya: For words beginning with Ct, see
s.v. dus.
H  B  diswar [S. b8+t or  t], s.m. A
foreign country or countries; foreign mart or emporium;
foreign goods brought in, imports:—diswar n, v.n. To
come from a foreign country, to be imported:—diswar
a hn, diswar-k m g hon, To be required for
exportation, to be in demand abroad; to be in great
demand, to be high-priced, be dear:—diswar-ko bharn,
v.t. To load for exportation, to export.

H  B "diswar [diswar+S. t], adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to a foreign country, foreign, imported;—a
foreigner;—a species of dove; a kind of (imported) betelleaf.
P B dast [old P. data; Zend zata; S. hasta], s.m. Hand
(syn. hth); a cubit;—suit (of armour or clothes);
anything complete (as a house with its oces); purging
or loose stool, stool, purge, evacuation:—dast-afshn, adj.
& s.m. Extending or moving the hands in dancing, or in
relinquishing anything, or in anger or excitement, or in
denying;—one who moves the hands in dancing, &c.:—
dast-moz, adj. 'Accustomed to the hand,' tame,
familiarized, gentle, tractable;—handy; skilful, dexterous:
—dast n, v.n. To have diarrhœa or loose bowels:—dastandz, adj. & s.m. Intermeddling, interfering;—one who
interferes, &c.; one who commences a business;—an
encroacher; an oppressor, a plunderer:—dast-andz, s.f.
Putting the hand (to, -me , anything), meddling (with),
interference; encroachment; oppression:—dast-andz
karn(-me ), To put the hand (to), to meddle, &c.:—dastvar, adj. Purgative, eective (as medicine), cathartic:—
dast-vez, s.f. 'That which ties or fastens the hands';
what a man takes with him as a means of promoting his
suit; what one gets into his hand and depends on; a
signature; a note of hand, bond, deed, title-deed,
voucher, certicate, instrument, charter, &c.;—a small
present to be given into the hands of a person whose
favour is sought;—instance or example at hand:—dast baair, May good attend the hand (said by one who points
out on his own body the seat of another's malady or
pain):—dast ba-dast, adj. & adv. Hand in hand; from hand
to hand; quick, expeditious;—s.m. (=dast ba-dast mumala),
Ready-money purchase or transaction:—dast ba-du
hon, To put up the hands in prayer:—dast-burd, s.m. Preexcellence, superiority, advantage, victory (at play, in
war or law); encroachment, usurpation; plunder, rapine;
misappropriation, embezzlement:—dast-burd karn, v.t.
To plunder, &c.:—dast-bardr hon(-se), To give up,
abandon, relinquish, resign, to wash (one's) hands (of),
to leave o, to let go, to desert; to abstain, desist (from),
cease; to retire; to decline:—dast-bard, s.f.
Relinquishment, abandonment, renunciation;

withdrawal (from); cessation:—dast bar-sar hon, To be
quite helpless, be unable to execute (one's) intention; to
be in great grief, be distressed, weak, poor, or wretched:
—dast-basta, adv. With close or folded hands (in token of
respect):—dast ba-sar hon, To salute (in the Eastern
manner) by putting the hand to the head:—dast ba-qaba,
adj. & adv. 'Hand to the hilt,' sword in hand, ready for
battle:—dast-buq a, s.m. Cloth in which a small bundle is
wrapped up:—dast-band, s.m. A string of pearls or
precious stones worn (by women) on the wrist;—a gold
or silver ornament worn on the back of the hand:—dastbandhak, s.f. A pledge, deposit:—dast-bos, dast-bos, s.f.
Kissing of hands:—dast-bos honor dast-bos karn, To kiss
the hand, to salute:—dast-bai hon, To become a disciple
(of):—dast-panh, vulg. daspana, s.m. Tongs:—dast- lk,
adj. & s.m. Light-ngered;—a thief:—dast- lk, s.f.
Lightness of nger; stealth;—a civil war; a duel:-dastat, vulg. daskhat, daskat, s.m. 'Hand-writing'; signature;
endorsement, or acceptance;—a manuscript,
chirography:—dast- atod;, adj. Written with one's own
hand; in manuscript; signed:—dast-darz, adj. & s.m.
'Long-armed'; oppressive, extortionate;—an oppressor:—
dast-darz, s.f. Violence, oppression, extortion, exaction,
excess:—dast-darz karn(-se, or -par?), To practice
violence or oppression, to oppress, ill-treat, plunder, &c.:
—dast-ras, adj. Within (one's) reach or power; to be
reached with the hand; able; come to hand, obtained;—
s.f. Reach; ability, power, means; aid, assistance; facility;
dexterity, skill; acquisition, attainment:—dast-ras hon,
v.n. To come to hand, to arrive; to be reached; to be
obtained; to have in one's power, to be able:—dast-ras,
s.f.=dast-ras, q.v.:—dast--shif, 'Having healing in his
hand,' an epithet of a physician who is successful in
restoring his patients to health:—dast-talab,
s.m.

Begging; want:—dast--gaib, s.m. lit. 'The hidden hand'; a
charm or incantation by means of which a hidden hand
supplies one's wants:—dast-farosh, s.m. A retailer, a
hawker, a pedlar:—dast-farosh, s.f. Pedlary; the business
of a pedlar:—dast-qudrat, s.f. Power, ability, strength:—
dast-qalam, adj. Amputated in the hand;—s.m. A writer:—
dast-kr, adj. Wrought, manufactured; dexterous, expert,
expeditious;—s.m. One who lives by the work of his

hands, an articer, handicraftsman, artizan, artist, a
manufacturer:—dast-kr, s.f. Manufacture, handicraft;
art, trade; operation (in surgery); dexterity:—dast-kash,
adj. & s.m. Taken by the hand; led;—oppressed, weak;—a
led horse; a guide (of the blind), a leader; a beggar; a
captive:—dast-gh, or dast-gah, s.f. Power, strength,
ability, means; understanding; intellect; knowledge:—
dast-gardn, adj. & s.m.? Going from hand to hand;
hawked about;—money, &c. which is obtained on loan, a
loan for a short period (on a verbal promise to pay);—
anything hawked about for sale:—dast-gardn den(-ko),
To lend (money, &c.) for a short period:—dast-girifta, adj.
& s.m. Taken by the hand, helped;—one who is taken by
the hand, a protégé:—dast-gr, adj. & s.m. Taking by the
hand; laying hands on; imprisoned;—a helper, assistant,
patron, protector, a guardian-saint;—a prisoner:—dastgr, s.f. Assistance, aid, help; defence, support,
protection, patronage:—dast-lf, s.m.? The rst money
received for sale of merchandize in the morning,
handsel (syn. bon):—dast lagn(ko), To feel a desire to
ease nature; to have loose stools:—dast-ml, s.m. lit.
'Hand-wiper'; a towel; napkin; handkerchief:—dast-nigar,
dast-nigarn, adj. lit. 'Regarding the hand'; needy,
wanting, in want:—dast-o-bagal, adj. Caressing,
embracing:—dast-o-girebn hon, 'To have the hand on
the collar,' to engage in combat:—dast-yb, adj. Attained,
obtained; reached; attainable, procurable;—dast-yb hon,
v.n. To be attained, be acquired, be found, &c.; to attain
(to), reach:—dast-yr, s.m. Aider, helper, assistant:—dastyra, s.m. A bracelet (of gold or silver).
S *B Tdast, s.m. Zinc, tutanag; lapis calaminaris.
P  *B dastr, s.f. A sash or ne muslin cloth wrapped
round a turban;—a napkin, towel; a cloth, &c. (on which
dishes are laid):—dastr-band, s.m. A servant whose
business it is to make up the turban:—dastr- n, s.m.
A cloth, &c. to place dishes on (vulg. dastar- n, q.v.).
P = *B dastr- a (dim. of dastr), s.m. A small turban or
sash;—a napkin; towel; handkerchief.
P  *B dastn, s.m. pl. of dast, q.v.;—s.f.=dstn, q.v.
P  *B dastna (dast, q.v.+su. -na= Zend naor ana= S.
), s.m. A glove, a gauntlet; a falconer's glove; the

handle of a shield.
H  r*B dastar- n (contrac. of dastr˚), s.m. A tablecloth, a piece of cloth or leather, &c. spread on the
ground, upon which the dishes of a meal are placed:—
dastar- n-k bill, 'The cat of the table-cloth'; an
uninvited guest, a sponge.
P (*B dastak, s.f. 'A little hand'; a handle; a knock or rap
(at a door, &c.); clapping of the hands (com. with a view
of drawing a person's attention);—a pass, passport;
permit, license; a summons, citation, warrant, judicial
writ, process; fee for serving a summons, &c.;
commission; tax:—dastak b dhn, To incur needless
expenses:—dastak ih, s.f. Pass, passport, &c. (=dastak):
—dastak den(-par), To knock (at a door, &c.); to clap the
hands:—dastak lagn(-par), To x or attach a summons,
&c. (to a door, wall, &c.); to impose or levy a tax (on).
P  *B dastakna, s.m. Fee for a passport, or for serving a

P  *Bdast r, adj. Customary, usual, ordinary;—s.f.
Perquisites paid to servants by one who sells to their
master (usually at the rate of one or two pice in the
rupee), perquisites, fees, commission of a broker;—leave,
license, congé:—dast r-me , adv. In the customary way,
in ordirary.
H ) *B dast riy [dast r, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. One
who takes dast r; a broker.
P *B dasta (rel. n. fr. dast), s.m. A handle, helve, haft,
hilt; a pestle; a handful, bundle; a bundle of twenty-four
arrows; a quire (of paper); a hank or skein (of silk,
thread, &c.), a clew; a nosegay; a ower-bed; a kind of
button (sewn on the qabor coat); division of an army,
brigade, squadron:—dasta-dr, s.m. Commander of a
division or brigade, a brigadier.
P *B dast (dast, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of or from the hand,

writ or summons.
P *Bdastak, s.f. A falconer's glove;—a pocket-book; a
tweezer-case.
P ? J*B dast-gh, = P J*B dast-gah,s.f. See s.v. dast.
P J*B dast-gah, = P ? J*B dast-gh,s.f. See s.v. dast.
P J*Bdastag (fr. dasta), s.f. The strap which depends

manual;—having a handle, handled;—s.f. A small handle;
a vessel with a handle or handles; any vessel, &c., that
may be lifted by or carried in the hand; a small pencase; a torch or link carried in the hand; a trick with the
hand (in wrestling); a present to native ocials at the
dasahrfestival.
P  *B dast-yr, s.m. See s.v. dast.

from the hilt of a sword;—a falconer's glove (=dastak).
P  *B dast r (dast, q.v.+ r= var= Zend bar= S. #), s.m. A

S 6 *B CT;*dus-tyaj: For words beginning with the prex

prime-minister (=vazr); a councillor, a senator a model,
exemplar, rule, regulation; basis, foundation settled or
established order, custom, usage, practice, fashion,
mode, manner; a customary fee or tax, or percentage;—
a district, an aggregate of parganas:—dast rul-.
amal, s.m. Model, rule, regulation; rules of practice, body
of instructions, manual of regulations, hand-book,
manual; code of laws; constitution, form of government:
—dast r-muwq, adv. According to custom, &c. (=next,
q.v.):—ba-dast r, adv. According to rule or custom, as
usual, as heretofore, in statu quo:—be-dast r, adj. Without
example or precedent, unprecedented, irregular,
informal, anomalous, unlawful.
P A *B dast rt, s.m. pl. (of dast r, after the model of the

H .K _Mdashaun, s.m. Contrac. of das han, q.v.

Ar.), Customs, usages, practices, modes; customary
perquisites, fees, per-centage.

C, see s.v. dus.
P w>B das at,  = P N>Bdas at,contrac.
of dast- at, &c.,

qq.v.s.v. dast.
P N>Bdas at, = P w>B das at,contrac.
of dast- at, &c.,

qq.v.s.v. dast.
H B CTdussar (i.q. d saror d sr, q.v.), s.m. Double
stakes (at dice, &c.); playing double or quits.
H B Cdusr; colloq. contrac. of d sr, q.v.
H  B Cdusr-kar = H [  B C? dusr-ke (app.
past. conj. part. of an unrecorded verb dusrn), adv.
Once more, over again, again:—dusr-tisr-kar, adv. For a
second and third time; repeatedly, over and over again.
H [  B C?dusr-ke = H  B C dusr-kar (app.
past. conj. part. of an unrecorded verb dusrn), adv.

Once more, over again, again:—dusr-tisr-kar, adv. For a
second and third time; repeatedly, over and over again.
H B dasrn (dast+rn), s.f. (local), 'Hand and hip'; name
of a twist or manœuvre in wrestling.
H &YB Rdasarath, s.m.=daarath, q.v.s.v. da.
H 2 B /dasam [Prk. /5; S. 8/t], adj. Tenth
(=dasw ).
H @ B/"dasam, dasm[Prk. /"; S. 8/"], s.f. The
tenth day of the lunar fortnight (=dasw ).
H <B dasan [Prk. 4(; S. 8(], s.m. A tooth.
H B disn, (dialec.)  dasn [dis˚= Prk.
T()=S. (`), pass. of rt. 8] , v.n. To be visible, be
in sight, be seen; to come into view, to appear; to seem.
H B disn [dis˚= Prk. ()=S. 8(), rt. 8], v.t.
To see; to show, exhibit.
H B Cdusn, v.t. corr. of doshn, q.v.
H  B  [dasw [Prk. / , or   ; S. 8+/+t],
adj. & s.m. (f. -w ), Tenth;—a tenth part, a tenth;—the
ten days during which alms, &c. are given for the
benet of the soul of a deceased relative; prayers or
oerings on the tenth day (after a death, &c.).
H  B  daswn (fr. dasw ), s.m. A tenth part
(added to the revenue, &c.).
H Y B 5dasotar [S. 8+\+t], adj. & s.m. Ten
per cent.;—a tenth.
?  B 0_das h, s.m.=next, q.v.
H  B 0_das han, 5_ dasohan [prob. dasa= das
+uhn], s.m. Bathing on the tenth day after child-birth.
H & B 5Ldasokh [prob. S.  (rt. )+d+t], s.m.
Moulting (of birds):—dasokh jh n, To moult.
H  B  daso , adj. See s.v. das, and da.
H  B Mdasaun, s.m.=asaun, q.v.
H +  B gdasau dh [fr. S. 8/t], s.m. An oering
made to a goddess when a child reaches its tenth year.
H +  B gdasau dh = H +  Bg" dasau dh [prob.
S. 8+ Bt, and .Bt ( .B+t)], s.m. A panegyrist,
a bard.

H +  Bg"dasau dh = H +  B g dasau dh [prob.
S. 8+ Bt, and .Bt ( .B+t)], s.m. A panegyrist,
a bard.
H & B  Ldaso kh, s.m.=dasokh, q.v.
H B dussa, s.m.=duss, dhuss, q.v.
H <) B  ·daswn, adj. fem. of dasw , q.v.;—s.f. Tenth
day of a month;—tenth day of the lunar fortnight
(=dasam).
H 4B das,hat, s.f. corr. of dahshat, q.v.
H 4B 6dasahr [S. 8+6+t], s.m. lit. 'The taker
away of ten sins'; the tenth of Jaih ukl-paksh, the
birthday of Gang, and the festival held on that day
(whoever bathes in the Ganges on that day is said to be
puried from ten sorts of sins);—the tenth of Asin uklpaksh, and the festival held on that day in honour of
Durg or Dev (on this day, after the worship and
religious ceremonies performed during nine nights
(nava-rtr), images of Dev are thrown into the river. On
this day, it is said, Rma marched against Rvana, on
which account it is called vijay-dasam. This day is
celebrated with great pomp by Hind princes; the
weapons and instruments of war are hallowed; and, if
war be intended, the campaign is then opened);—(local)
The Mohammadan marriage ceremony in which the
bridegroom visits the bride's house for ten days:—
dasahr- ar , s.m. Expenses attending the Dasahr
festival; a cess levied by a zemndar on his tenants
(consisting of rice, milk, ghee, &c.).
H B "das [S. 8], s.f. Thread; the unwoven threads
at the end of a piece of cloth.
H Bdisi, s.f. Region, direction, quarter, &c. (=di,
q.v.):—disi-pa, disi-rj, s.m.=dik-pati, q.v.
H 3 B "!dasl, adj.=dal, q.v.
H < B dasa (dialec.)=dasw , q.v.
S B T,dasyu, s.m. A cruel or mischievous man; an
enemy; an oppressor, wrong-doer; a thief, robber,
bandit, ruan; an outcast; name of one of the mixed
classes:—dasyu-vritti,
 s.f. Dishonest mode of living, theft,
&c.

S D  8daa, vulg. da, adj. Ten:—darh(˚a+ar˚), s.m.
Name of a warrior tribe descended from Darha of the
family of Yadu;—the country inhabited by this tribe (in
the south of India):—da (˚a+an˚), s.m. A tenth part,
tithe:—dangul(˚a+an˚), adj. Ten ngers long;—s.m. A
water-melon, a melon:—danan(˚a+n˚), s.m. 'Tenfaced,' an epithet of Rvan:—davatr(˚a+av˚), s.m. 'He
of the ten incarnations,' an epithet of Vishnu (of whom
the Hinds believe there were ten descents from
heaven for the protection or the punishment of
mankind):—daa-pur, da-pur, s.m. Name of a district or
part of Mlwa in Bundelkhand;—a species of Cyperus
rotundus:—daa-rath, s.m. 'Having ten chariots'; name of
an ancient sovereign of Ayodhy (the modern Oude),
and father of Rma:— daa-sat, da-sat, adj. & s.m. Ten
hundred;—a thousand:—da-sahasra, adj. & s.m. Ten
thousand;—a myriad:—daa-rsha, vulg. da-s, s.m. 'Tenheaded'; an epithet of Rvan:—da-kma-ja-vyasan, s.m.
Ten vices arising from kmaor love of pleasure, viz.,
hunting, gambling, sleeping by day, fault-nding (or
abusiveness), lust, drunkenness, dancing, singing,
playing, and useless travel (or, acc. to some, hypocrisy):
—da-kanha, s.m. 'Ten-necked'; an epithet of Rvan:—
da-kanhri(˚tha+ari), or da-kanha-jit, s.m. 'The enemy,
or the conqueror, of Dakan~h,' an epithet of Rma:—
da-kandh, or da-kandhar, s.m.=da-kanha, q.v.:—da-grm,
s.m. A district, or a collection, of ten villages:—da-gu(f.
-), or da-gu(f. -), adj. & adv. Ten-fold, ten times; ten
times as large; ten times over:—da-laksha, s.m. Ten
marks or attributes:—da-ml, s.m. A collection of ten
garlands:—da-mu , da-mukh,
da-mun, s.m. 'Ten-faced'; an epithet of Rvan:—dam l, s.m. Name of a tonic medicine prepared from the
roots of ten plants:—dao , vulg. daso , adj. The ten of
them, all ten, the whole ten:—dao -indr= daendriy, q.v.
below:—dao -di, dao -dig, s.f. The ten regions or
quarters of the world:—dao -dwr, s.m. The ten gates or
passages for the action of the faculties, viz. the eyes, the
ears, the nostrils, the mouth, the crown of the head, the
anus, and the penis:—dae(˚a+a), s.m. Lord of ten
towns, superintendent of ten villages:—daendriya, or
daendriy, s.m. pl. The ten organs of perception and

action, viz. the skin, eye, tongue, nose, ear, larynx (or,
acc. to some, the organ of speech), hand, foot, anus, and
pudendum.
S D  8di, s.f. Point of the compass, quarter of the sky,
cardinal point, quarter, direction, side, region, place,
space, part (=dik, the form com. used in comp.).
S D  C3dush, insep. prex, euphonically substituted for
dusbefore certain letters; see s.v. dus.
S E  8da, s.f. State, condition, circumstances,
predicament, plight; period or time of life (as youth,
manhood, &c.), age:—da-phal, s.m. Result of
circumstances or of condition of life:—da-viesh, s.m.
Special or peculiar circumstances or condition:—da-hn,
adj. In bad condition or circumstances, ill-conditioned, in
wretched plight, unfortunate.
S E  8di, s.f. Quarter, direction, &c. (=di, dik, qq.v.);
—also=di-fargat,
 q.v. below:—di phirn, di jn, To
obey a call of nature (=jh  phirn):—di-s l, vulg. diss l, s.m. Any inauspicious planetary conjunction, or sign
in the heavens;—the quarter towards which it is deemed
unlucky to travel on particular days; name of particular
days on which travelling in certain directions is not
allowed;—an inauspicious sign, a face of ill-omen:—difargat,
 s.f. A call of nature:—di-fargat jn, v.n.=di
jn.
S  E  84dar,
'
s.m. Name of a country in Central
India (south-east of the Vindhaya hills).
S  E  84ydar, s.f. Name of a river rising in the
Vindhya hills (prob. the modern Dhasn; the ancient
Dosarene).
S  E  86darh,
'
s.m. See s.v. daa, da.
S <B E  C88du-san, adj. See s.v. dus.
S ( E  8danik, s.m. The plant Croton polyandrum.
S LE  8,da-pur, s.m. See s.v. da.
S E  8daat, s.f. A collection or aggregate of ten, a
decade.
P E  dasht, s.m. A desert, a steppe, an arid plain; a
forest:—dasht-gard, dasht-navard, adj. & s.m. Wandering
or travelling over deserts;—a traverser of deserts:—

dasht-gard, s.f. The wandering or travelling over deserts:
—dasht--h , s.m. A desert void of all but God, a terrorstriking wilderness.
H *E  8Pdaatr = dasotar, q.v.
S *E 8daati, s.f. 1˚=daat, q.v.;—2˚ A hundred.
P *E  dasht (dasht+= S. ), adj. Of the desert or forest;
wild, savage.
H D  9dish, s.f. corr. of drishi,
q.v.:—dish-bandhak=

drishi-bandhak,
q.v.s.v. drishi.


S D  C9dusha, vulg. dush(rt. dush), part. adj. & s.m. (f. ), Corrupted, depraved; corrupt, vicious, wicked, bad,
evil; faulty; false; perverse; obdurate; low, vile,
worthless;—a bad or wicked man; an enemy; a
miscreant, vile wretch:—dushtm(˚ta+t˚), adj. & s.m.f.
Of a bad nature, evil-minded, wicked;—a very wicked
person:—dush r, dush- r, adj. & s.m. Following evil
practices;—a bad or wicked person:—dush-ba an, s.m.
Bad words, or speech, or language, abuse:—dush-bhv,
adj. Evil-natured, of a wicked or depraved nature,
innately bad or wicked:—dush-bhvat, s.f. Innate
depravity, wickedness:—dusha-tar, adj. (compar.), Very
wicked:—dush-jantu, s.m. Evil creature, noxious animal
(as a snake, &c.):—dush- r, adj. & s.m. Practising evil
deeds, wicked, criminal;—an evil doer, a wicked person:—
dush- et, adj. Evil-minded, bad-hearted, malevolent;—
obtuse, stupid:—dush-dalan, s.m. 'Breaker, crusher, or
destroyer of the wicked,' an epithet of Krish a:—dushmati, adj. Evil-minded, wicked, depraved:—dush-va an,
see dush-ba an.
S D  C9dush, s.f. A bad woman, an unchaste woman,
a harlot.
S  D  C9dushat = H 8 D C9 dushat [˚t= S. 

S ' D  C9dushar, adj. See s.v. dus.
H D .9dishi, s.f. corr. of drishi,
q.v.

S &YE  8Rdaarath, s.m. See s.v. daa, da.
S 2 E  8/daam, vulg. dasam, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Tenth;—a
tenth part.
P <@ E  dushman [Zend dusmainyu, i.e. dush+m˚; S. dush
+manyu], s.m. Enemy, foe, adversary (in polite speech
the word is frequently used euphemistically in a peculiar
manner, e.g. p-ke dushmano -k tabyat kab-se all hai,
'How long have your foes been indisposed?' but
implying, 'Since when have you (or has your honour)
been indisposed?'):—dushman--jnor jn, A mortal
enemy:—dushman--dil, An enemy at heart:—dushman-t, A natural foe:—dushman-km, s.m. 'A foe's wish';
misfortune, calamity:—dushman-kush, s.f. Killing of an
enemy:—dushman-gudz, s.m. Dissolver or destroyer of
enemies:—jn dushman= dushman--jn:—aql-k dushman,
s.m. 'Foe of knowledge,' a stupid person, a fool.
P @ E dushman, s.f. Enmity, hostility, animosity, hatred,
detestation:—dushmn lnor l-den(-me , or -ke b ),
To sow enmity or discord (between).
S @ E 8/"daam, vulg. dasam, s.f. The tenth day of a
lunar fortnight; the tenth decade or last stage of a
human life; the last ten years of a century.
S @ E 8/"daam, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Between ninety
and one hundred years, very old or aged;—a very aged
man.
S <E  8daan, vulg. dasan, s.m. A tooth.
P 1 E  dushnm [Zend dush+nãman; S. dur, for dus+nman],
s.m. Ill-name, abuse, invective.
P E  dashna [prob. fr. Zend rt. da= S. da ; cf. S. 8],

+], s.f. Badness, wickedness, depravity; villainy;

s.m. A dagger, poniard.
P  E  dushwr (prob. contrac. fr. dush- r), adj.

perversity; falsehood:—dusha karn, To practise evil, do
wicked or bad things, &c.
H 8 D C9 dushat = S  D  C9 dushat [˚t= S. 

Dicult, hard, arduous, troublesome, trying (to, -par).
S  E dushwr, s.f. Diculty, &c.
H  E  8 [daw , adj.=dasw , q.v.

+], s.f. Badness, wickedness, depravity; villainy;

P  E  dushwar, adj. contrac. of dushwr, q.v.

perversity; falsehood:—dusha karn, To practise evil, do
wicked or bad things, &c.

H  E  8 dao , vulg. daso , adj. See s.v. da, and das.
H 4E  86daahr, s.m. See dasahr.

S E 8"dai, adj. & s.m. Having ten;—lord of ten towns,

A  mdaw (fr.
4 viii of m 'to seek,' &c.), s.m. = P  mdau

superintendent of ten villages (=dae, q.v.s.v. da).
H E 8"da, s.f.=das, q.v.

(fr. the above),s.f.Pretension, claim; demand, suit; plaint,
action at law, lawsuit; charge, accusation; contention,
assertion:—daw rij karn(-k), To dismiss a claim or
suit:—dawe-dr(P. daw-dr), s.m. A pretender; a
claimant, suitor, plainti:—daw karn(with gen. of thing,
and loc., -par, of person onwhom claim is made), To lay
claim (to), to claim, make a claim (on, -par, for, -k), to
sue; to make pretensions (to), to pretend, assert,
profess.
P  mdau (fr. the above), s.f. = A  mdaw (fr.
4 viii of

H 3 E  8"!dal [S. 8+!+t], adj. (f. -), In good
circumstances, prosperous, fortunate.
A m du (inf. n. of m 'to pray,' &c.), s.f. Prayer,
supplication (to God); an invocation of good, a blessing,
benediction; wish; congratulation, salutation;
imprecation of evil, curse, maiediction (=bad-du);—a
verse, or verses, of the Qor n;—an incantation (pl.
adiyat, or vulg. adiya):—du-- air, s.f. Prayer for the
welfare (of anyone):—du--daulat, s.f. Prayer for the
prosperity (of), benediction:—du den(-ko), To give a
blessing (to), to bless, to pray for:—du karn= du
m gn, q.v.:—du-go, s.m. One who invokes a blessing,
one who blesses or prays, a blesser; a well-wisher,
friend:—du-go, s.f. Invocation of a blessing,
benediction, blessing:—du m gn(-k), To pray (for); to
wish (for), desire:—bad-du, s.f. Imprecation, curse,
malediction.
P  $ m duiya (after the model of A., fr. ~C $ m, fem. of $ m),
adj. Benedictory;—s.f. Benediction, &c. (=du):—jumla-duiya, s.m. (Gram.) A benedictory sentence.
P  m daw, s.m.= mdaw, q.v.
4
A A m dawt, s.f. pl. (of dawat), Prayers, benedictions;
convocations, invitations, &c.
P A m dawat (for A. { m, inf. n. of un. fr. m 'to pray, to
call,' &c.), s.f. A prayer, benediction; a call, invitation,
convocation, call or invitation to Mohammadanism;
invitation to a repast or feast; fare, repast, feast,
banquet; invocation (of spirits), exorcism;—pretension,
claim:—dawat den= dawat karn, q.v.:—dawat-samarqand, s.f. 'Feast of Samarcand'; a feast one day and
a fast the next:—dawat--Shrz, s.f. 'Fare of Shrz';
simple fare, a plain repast:—dawat qub l karn(-k), To
accept an invitation to a feast:—dawat karn
(-k), To give a feast; to mvite:—dawat-me jn, v.n. To
go to a feast:—dawat--walma, s.f. A marriage feast
(=walma).
P Y mdawat (fr. dawat), s.m. One invited to a feast, a
guest;—an invoker of spirits, exorcist, magician.

m'to seek,' &c.), s.m. Pretension, claim; demand, suit;
plaint, action at law, lawsuit; charge, accusation;
contention, assertion:—daw rij karn(-k), To dismiss
a claim or suit:—dawe-dr(P. daw-dr), s.m. A pretender;
a claimant, suitor, plainti:—daw karn(with gen. of
thing, and loc., -par, of person onwhom claim is made),
To lay claim (to), to claim, make a claim (on, -par, for, k), to sue; to make pretensions (to), to pretend, assert,
profess.
dagdag
P p dag (prob. connected with dagland
 a),
 s.f.

Deceit, imposture, treachery; cheat, fraud, artice,
delusion:—dag-bz, adj. & s.m. Deceitful, treacherous,
fraudulent;—cheat, knave, impostor, traitor:—dag-bz,
s.f. Deceitfulness, fraud, imposture, cheating, knavery,
treachery, foul play, villainy:—dag- or, s.f. The being
deceived or imposed on;—deceit, treachery:—dag-dr,

adj. & s.m.=dag-bz:—dag
-dr,
s.f.=dag
-bz:—dag




den(-ko), To deceive, impose on, cheat:—dag karn(-se,
or ke sth), To act deceitfully or treacherously, to practise
deceit or treachery, to play false, &c.:—dag khn(-se), To
be deceived or imposed on (by).
H  p ¿dagn
 (caus. of dgn),
 v.t. To cause to be, or
to have, branded or marked;—to cause (a gun) to be
red.
H $ p¿ dag [dag(n)+=
Prk.  =S. ()+

+], s.f. Pri e paid for branding or marking.
H p+ p dagdag
  = P p+ p dagdag
 a [fr. A. ~p+ p dagdag
 at,
 inf. n.
f. of S+ p 'to tickle,' &c.; used in P. with amplication of
signication], s.m. 'Titillation'; inclination or prompting
(of the mind); suspicion, doubt, distrust; mental

disturbance, tumult, perturbation, perplexity, anxiety,
solicitude, care; alarm, fear, dread, trepidation, awe.
P p+ p dagdag
 a = H p+ p dagdag
  [fr. A. ~p+ p dagdag
 at,
 inf. n.
f. of S+ p 'to tickle,' &c.; used in P. with amplication of

signication], s.m. 'Titillation'; inclination or prompting
(of the mind); suspicion, doubt, distrust; mental
disturbance, tumult, perturbation, perplexity, anxiety,
solicitude, care; alarm, fear, dread, trepidation, awe.
A p dagal (v.n. fr. p; used in P. with amplication of
signication), s.m. Corrupt state, corruptness,
unsoundness; corruption, vice, depravity; deceit, fraud,
treachery, villainy (=dag);
 base coin;—a cheat, impostor,
villain; a pickpocket; confusedness or entanglement of
plants or herbage; abundance or luxuriance of herbage;
luxuriant, tangled, or dense herbage;—adj. Unsound;
base (as coin); corrupt, depraved; false, insincere,
deceitful, treacherous:—dagal-bz,
adj.=dag-bz,
q.v.s.v.


dag:—dag
al-faal,
s.f. Depravity; duplicity, deceit,


treachery.
H 3p dagl, s.m.=3X  dagl, q.v.
dagal),
P #p dagal,
 vulg. dagl(fr.

 adj. Deceitful,
treacherous;—dagalor
dagl, s.f. Deceit, fraud, treachery,

villainy (=dagal).

H p ¿dagn (fr. the trans. dgn),
 v.n. To be branded
with a hot iron, to be marked;—to be red o (as a gun).
H ! p dagoliy
[prob. dag+Prk.
! =S. !+t (


+t)], s.m. An impostor.
H 3 p ¿"!dagl [dg, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. ), Marked, spotted, stained (=dg-dr).

H 3 p dagl = P # p dagla (for A. ~# p daglat),
adj. Deceitful,

&c. (=dagal).

P # p dagla = H 3 p dagl (for A. ~# p daglat),
adj. Deceitful,

&c. (=dagal).

H e daf (prob. fr. A. dafu, v.n. fr. rt.  _), s.m. Heat,
warmth; ebullition; over ow, excess; disagreeableness,
noxious property:—daf marn(-k), Disagreeableness (of a
thing) to be removed, noxious property to be extracted
or destroyed.
P e daf (for A. da"u), s.m. A kind of bass tambourine
(without cymbals); a tambourine.

A Y _ daftir, s.m. pl. (of daftar), Books; registers; volumes,
&c.
H ! _dafl [daf, q.v.+Prk. .! =S. !+t (+t)],
s.m. A man of the class whose business is playing the
tambourine; a kind of faqrwho always plays upon the
dafor tambourine; a tambourine player (vulg. afl,
apl).
A <$ _ dafin, s.m. pl. (of dafna), Buried or hidden things,
or treasures.
P *_ daftar (A. daftar, diftar, fr. the P.; Gr. { 'a skin,'
&c.), s.m. A roll, scroll, list; an index; a bundle of papers
or written documents tied together in a cloth; a record,
register, journal, book, volume, account-book; an ocial
statement or report (especially of public revenue);
archives; a record-oce; an oce, counting-house,
place of business:—daftar- na, s.m. Record-oce;
oce, counting-house; archives:—daftar- ar , s.m.
Oce-charges:—daftar-navs, s.m. A clerk; a registrar:—
sar--daftar, s.m. Head of an oce; head clerk.
P *_daftar [daftar, q.v.+Zend aêna= S. ], s.m. An ocekeeper; a man who has charge of the stationery, &c. of
an oce, and whose business it is to arrange and bind
the papers and books, rule sheets of paper, make and
mend pens, prepare envelopes, &c.
P *_daft = P < *_ daftn [fr. A. ~_ , rt. e), s.f. The sides or
boards (of the binding of a book); pasteboard.
P < *_ daftn = P *_daft [fr. A. ~_ , rt. e), s.f. The sides or
boards (of the binding of a book); pasteboard.
H #i_ dafar-qaliy = P  #i_ dafar-qalya [A. ~ #i+_, inf. n. of
un. fr.  #i_ 'to cook,' &c.], s.m. An abominable mess,
tasteless victnals, a dish in which much broth,
vegetables, &c. are mixed to make it go further,
wishwash.
P  #i_ dafar-qalya = H #i_ dafar-qaliy [A. ~ #i+_, inf. n. of
un. fr.  #i_ 'to cook,' &c.], s.m. An abominable mess,
tasteless victnals, a dish in which much broth,
vegetables, &c. are mixed to make it go further,
wishwash.
A b _ daf, vulg. dafa(inf. n. of b _ 'to push, to repel,' &c.),
s.m. Pushing, thrusting, beating o; preventing,
averting, repelling, repulsion; warding o, preparing:—

daful-waqt, s.m. Putting o, postponement:—daf karn,
v.t. To push or thrust away or o, to dispel, remove,
repel, avert, ward o, parry; to guard (oneself, against, se):—daf hon, v.n. To be beaten o, be repelled, &c.; to
be turned back; to return.
A A P _ daft, s.m. pl. (of dafa), Times, &c. (see dafa).
P *-P _ dafata, dafat(for A. ~-P _, acc. of ~P _), adv. Time
after time, often;—at one time, all at once, suddenly.
S + P _ dafa-dr, s.m. See s.v. dafa.
P P _ dafa (for A. ~P _ dafat, inf. n. of un. fr. b _ 'to push,'
&c.), s.f. One time, one turn or bout; time; a moment;—a
collective body; a class; an item, a section:—dafa-ba-dafa,
adv. From time to time, time after time, repeatedly:—
dafa-dr, vulg. dafe-dar, s.m. An ocer commanding a
small body of cavalry or infantry:—ka dafa, adv. Several
times, repeatedly.
H  P _ dafya (formed, after the model of the A., fr. b _),
s.m. Repulsion, averting, preventing, prevention,
warding o; a preventive:—dafya karn(-k), To repel, &c.
H #_ daa [daf, q.v.+Prk. f =S. !+t], s.m. A small
tambourine.
A <_ dafn, vulg. dafan(inf. n. of <_ 'to bury'), s.m. Burying,
burial, interment; covering, hiding, concealing—dafn
karn, v.t. To bury; to hide, conceal:—dafn hon, v.n. To be
buried.
H  _ dafnn [dafn, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus. aug.)
+n], v.t. To bury, &c. (=dafn karn).
P  _ dafna (for A. ~ _ dafnat, fr. < _, rt. <_ 'to bury'), s.m.
A thing buried; buried or hidden treasure; treasuretrove.
C ), s.m. Woollen cloth from which
P G daq (prob. fr. A. G
hairs hang, a coarse kind of woollen cloth (such as that
of which a faqr'sblanket is made);—a ne and precious
sort of cloth.
A G diqq, vulg. daq, and daq(v.n. fr. G
C  'to become thin,
&c.), adj. & s.m. Thin, slender; minute; subtle, &c.
(=daqq, q.v.); hectic (e.g. tap--diq, 'a hectic fever');
indisposed, ailing; troubled, disturbed; vexed, annoyed,
irritated, teased, worried, harassed, plagued;—a hectic
fever (=tap--diq); diculty, trouble, worry, &c.:—diq-dr,
adj. Troublesome, teasing; in trouble, or aiction, or

diculty; distressed, pinched:—diq-dr, s.f. Trouble,
vexation, worry; distress, poverty, penury;—diq-dr
uhn, v.n. To undergo trouble, &c.; to take trouble, to
be at the pains (to, -k):—diq karn, v.t. To tease, irritate,
annoy, trouble, harass, worry, plague:—diq-kar mrn,
v.t. To worry or plague to death, to trouble or annoy
exceedingly, to pester, torment, &c.:—diq hon, v.n. To be
indisposed, be ailing (e.g. tabat
diq hai); to be irritated,

be annoyed, or worried, &c.
A G i diqq, duqq(v.n. fr. G 'to break, crush,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Small, minute, ne; subtle; sagacious, intelligent
(=daqq, q.v.);—a broken piece or particle, fragment, chip,
shred.
A G i daqqk (v.n. fr. G
C  'to break,' &c.), s.m. One who
bruises, brays, or pounds; a corn-grinder.
A H$ i daqiq, s.m. pl. (of daqqa), Subtleties, nice points;
diculties; minutiæ; minutes, moments;— our, meal (in
this sense used in P. for the A. sing. daqq).
P i diqqat (for A. ~i, inf. n. of G
C  'to be slender,' &c.;
with amplication of signication), s.f. A minute or
subtle thing, knotty or nice point; delicate matter;
diculty; abstruseness, intricacy; trouble, perplexity,
diculty, distress;—diligence, close application, industry;
accuracy:—diqqat-shins, adj. Understanding subtleties,
&c.; penetrating; discerning; quick of apprehension:—
diqqat-me pa n, To fall into diculties, get into trouble,
be in distress.
P H! G daq-o-laq (prob. A. C and H!; also written dak-o-lak,
dag-o-lag
,  laq-o-daq, &c.), s.m. An extensive uncultivated

plain; a desert.
A H i daqq (v.n. fr. G 'to be slender,' &c.), adj. Slender,
small, minute, ne, thin (opp. to galz
 ); paltry, tri ing,
inconsiderable; subtile, nice, abstruse, recondite,
obscure, dicult;—s.m. Flour, meal; farina.
P Q i daqqa (for A. ~Q i daqqat, fem. of daqq), s.m.
Anything small or minute, a particle; an inconsiderable
or tri ing business or matter; a subtile question,
abstruse or nice point;—a minute, a moment of time:—
daqqa-ras, adj. Comprehending nice or abstruse points,
penetrating, discerning; of quick apprehension.
S  dik (fr. 8, q.v.;—euphonically changed to dig,

in comp., before certain letters; and com. written digin
Hind), s.m. (but fem. in S.), Point of the compass,
quarter, direction, side, way; space, region, tract; (in
comp.) -wards (e.g. uttar-dig, 'northwards'):—dig-ambar,
adj. & s.m. 'Sky-clothed'; having only the sky or
atmosphere for raiment, clad by the regions of space,
unclad, stark naked;—a naked person; a naked Hind
ascetic; an order of ascetics of the Jain sect who go
naked (if clad in coloured cloth, they are called ptmbar;
if in white, svet-mbar); a member of that order, a Jain
mendicant; an epithet of iva (from his being naked),
and of certain of his devotees:—dig-ant, s.m. The end of
space, the horizon, remote distance:—dig-antar, s.m.
Another region, a distant quarter; aërial space, the
atmosphere:—dik-pl, dig-pl, s.m.=dik-pati, q.v.:—digplan, s.m. The functions of a dig-plor guardian deity of
any region:—dik-pati, dig-pati, s.m. The regent or
guardian of one of the ten regions or points of the
compass, or of a quarter of the world (of these guardian
deities there are two divisions; 1˚ Astronomical, viz. the
Sun, of the east; Saturn, of the west; Mercury, of the
North; Mars, of the south; Venus, of the south-east;
Rah, of the south-west; the Moon, of the north-west;
and Jupiter, of the north-east;—2˚ Mythological, viz.
Brahma, for upwards; Ananta, for downwards; Indra, of
the east; Varu a, of the west; Kuvera, of the north;
Yama, of the south; Agni, of the south-east; Nirriti, of
the south-west; Marut or Vyu, of the north-west; and
I na or iva, of the north-east):—dik- l, dig- l, s.m.
Any inauspicious planetary conjunction (as for the Sun
and Venns to be in the west, &c.); see di- l, s.v. di;—
dig-gaj, s.m. 'Elephant of the quarter'; a mythical
elephant of one of the eight quarters or points (which,
with others at dierent quarters, is supposed to support
the world); (met.) great, large, huge:—dig-wr, dig-wn,
s.m. A guard, watchman:—dig-vibhg, s.m. Point or
quarter of the compass, point, quarter, direction:—digvijay, s.m. Subjugation of various countries in all
directions; subjugation of extensive tracts of country
(whether by arms or controversy), universal conquest:—
dig-vijay-kram, s.m. Invasion of various countries, going
forth to conquer the whole world:—dig-vijay, s.m.

Conqueror of many realms, or of the world:—dig-vyp,
adj. Spreading through all space.
A <    dakkn, s.f. pl. (of dukkn), Shops.
H   C!dukl [Prk. C=!5; S. C3+!t], s.m. (dialec.)
'Bad season'; scarcity, famine.
P    dukn, s.f. A shop (=d kn, q.v.):—dukn-jh , s.m.
Sweepings of a (druggist's) shop; compound medicine.
H   C7duk  [Prk. C =f ; S. +++t], s.m. The
fourth part of a pais.
H  C76"duk h [duk + =S. +t], adj. Worth
one-fourth part of a pais.
H  C7"duk  [Prk. C =f; S. +++], s.f. Two
of anything, a pair;—a snae.
S Z  ddaksha, vulg. daksh, adj. & s.m. Able, competent,
t, suitable; dexterous, deft, expert, adroit, skilful,
clever;—an able, or clever, or dexterous person; a
scholar, panit;—name of one of the Prajpatis, sons of
Brahm:—dakhdhvara-dhwa sa-krit(˚ksha+adh˚),
s.m.

'Disturber of the sacrice of Daksha'; an epithet of iva
(Daksha having instituted a sacrice to which he invited
all the gods except his son-in-law iva and his wife Sat,
the latter went unbid, and being received
contemptuously, threw herself into the re; upon which
an emanation or incarnation of iva was produced
named Vra-bhadra, who attacked Daksha, and a
general aray ensued: Daksha was decapitated, but was
restored to life by iva at the prayer of the gods):—
daksha-prajpati, s.m.=daksh(see praj-pati):—daksha-j,
s.f.=daksha-kany, q.v.:—daksha-sut, s.m. 'Son of
Daksh,' (=pra etas):—daksha-sut, and daksha-kany, s.f.
'Daughter of Daksha,' Durg (called also Prvat, Dev,
Sat, &c.).
H   ddiksh [S. "d], s.m. Initiation as the pupil or
disciple of some saint or religious guide (vulg. da h).
S *  ddakshat, s.f. = S *  d; dakshatva,
s.m.Ability, cleverness, dexterity.
S *  d; dakshatva, s.m. = S *  d dakshat,
s.f.Ability, cleverness, dexterity.
S <  .d4dakshia, vulg. dakshi, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Right (opp. of left; see dahin); southern, south;—able,

competent, clever, skilful, dexterous, deft;—
straightforward, candid, sincere, upright, honest; polite,
aable, amiable, pleasing;—the right hand or side; the
south; the southern part of Hindstn:—dakshi-aksh a,
s.m. Southern latitude:—dakshi r(˚a+ ˚), adj. & s.m.
Honest or upright in conduct;—one who conducts himself
honestly:—dakshi al(˚a+a ˚), s.m. The Malaya
mountain:—dakshi-gni(˚a+ag˚), s.m. The southern re
of the altar, a sacred re placed towards the south:—
dakshi-mukh, dakshi-mukh, adj. & adv. Having the face
turned southward, facing the south;—s.m. One who turns
his face towards the south:—dakshiyan(˚a+ay˚), s.m.
The sun's progress south of the equator, southing,
south-declination, the half-year in which the sun moves
from north to south, the winter solstice:—dakshiyanas rya, s.m.=dakshiyan, q.v.:—dakshivart(˚n+v˚), adj. &
s.m. Turning towards the right; turning to the south;—
the south country, the Dakkhan;—a conch shell with the
valve opening to the right:—dakshi-pa im, s.m. The
south-west quarter:—dakshi-p rv, s.f. The south-east
quarter:—dakshi-di, s.f. The southern quarter.
P   .d4dakshi, s.f. The south (=dakshi, q.v.);—fee
for spiritual services, a present to Brhmans on
occasions of sacrice; donation, reward, alms (esp. to
Brhmans);—a  gure of the goddess Durg in which the
right side is said to be advanced.
S *  .d4dakshiat, s.f. Ability, skilfulness,
cleverness, dexterity; uprightness, honesty; politeness,
kindness.
H   .d4"dakshi [S. .d4"t], adj. Of or belonging to
the south or the Dakkhan (a man, or horse, &c.);
southern, south (=dakhin).
S <   .d4<dakshiena (inst. case of dakshia), adv. To
the right hand, on the right; to the south, southward.
S    .d4"dakshi ya, .de dakshiya, adj. Worthy of
the sacricial fee; meriting a reward; worthy to be
honoured with presents.
H  d"daksh [S. d+t (+t)], adj. Able, t,
competent, well-qualied (=daksh, q.v.).
P   C{!duk l, s.m. A species of plant; woven silk, very

ne cloth or raiment (made of the inner bark of this
plant).
H &  CLdukh [Prk. C=L(=S. CtL(], s.m. Pain, ache,
ailment, aiction, suering, distress; misery, trouble,
sorrow, grief, uneasiness, unhappiness; diculty;
oppression; vexation, annoyance, bother; fatigue,
labour, toil;—adj. (f. -), Painful, disagreeable,
unpleasant; uneasy, uncomfortable, troublesome,
dicult:—dukh uhn, v.n. To suer pain, to be aicted;
to experience diculty, &c.; to take trouble or pains:—
dukh ban(-k), To share the trouble or sorrow (of
another):—dukh bharn, dukh bhugatn, v.n. To suer
distress or trouble, put oneself to incovenience; to
labour, toil:—dukh-bahul, adj. (f. -), Full of trouble,
suering excessively, abounding with distress or trouble,
&c.:—dukh-bhanjan, s.m. A breaking or destroying of grief
or aiction; an epithet of God (considered as the
destroyer of aiction):—dukh-bhog, s.m. Suering,
aiction:—dukh bhogn= dukh bharn, q.v.:—dukh-bhogin,
dukh-bhog, adj. & s.m. Suering or sharing pain, sorrow,
or trouble;—one whose portion is pain, &c.:—dukh pn,
v.n. To suer pain or trouble, to be acted:—dukh-prada,
adj. & s.m. Pain-imparting;—a giver or causer of pain,
&c.:—dukh-jv, s.m. One who passes life in pain or
distress:—dukh- hinna, part. Pierced by sorrow, pained,
aicted, distressed:—dukh-da, dukh-dn, dukh-dyak,
dukh-dor dy, adj. & s.m. Pain-imparting, painful,
aictive, grievous, troublesome, vexatious, oppressive;—
one who gives or occasions pain, a painer, tormentor,
persecutor, &c.:—dukh-dhak, adj. & s.m. Burning up
aiction;—one who burns up or destroys the miseries,
&c. (of another):—dukh-dagdha, adj. Burnt or tormented
by aiction, pained, distressed:—dukh-dhandh, s.m.
Trouble and toil, hard or distressing work:—dukh-dn,
part. adj. (poet.)=dukh-diy, perf. part. of next, q.v.:—dukh
den(-ko), To give pain (to); to occasion trouble, to
bother:—dukh-sgar, s.m. 'Ocean of trouble,' the world;
deep distress:—dukh-sukh, s.m. Pain and pleasure:—dukhkr, dukh-kr, dukh-kar, dukh-kart, adj. & s.m. Causing or
occasioning pain, sorrow, or trouble, &c.;—one who
occasions pain, &c. (see dukh-d):—dukh-k mr, adj. &
s.m. Aicted, wretched, miserable;—aicted one, poor

wretch:—dukh-khanan, adj. & s.m. Pain-destroying;—one
who destroys the trouble, &c. (of another):—dukh-grhak,
adj. & s.m. Grief-removing, &c.;—dukh-labhya, adj. To be
eected or obtained with diculty, hardly procurable:—
dukh lagn, v.n. To feel pain:—dukh-may, adj. & s.m.
Abounding in pain, consisting of suering, &c.;—one
whose nature is made up of suering:—dukh-nikand, s.m.
The uprooting of grief or trouble, &c.:—dukh-nivra, adj.
& s.m. Preventing or warding o trouble, or aiction,
&c.;—the prevention of trouble, &c.:—dukh-hr, dukhhart, dukh-hara, adj. & s.m. Taking away pain or grief,
&c.;—a remover or reliever of pain, &c.;—an anodyne:—
dukh-han, adj. & s.m. Destroying or removing pain,
trouble, or sorrow, &c.;—pain-destroyer, pain-killer.
H  &  CLdukhr = H  & CL" dukhr [Prk.
C=L!

and C=L! ; S. CtL+!+t and t], adj. &

s.m.=dukhiyr, dukh, dukhiya, qq.v.
H  & CL"dukhr = H  &  CL dukhr [Prk.
C=L!

and C=L! ; S. CtL+!+t and t], adj. &

s.m.=dukhiyr, dukh, dukhiya, qq.v.
H  &  CLdukh-kar (past conj. part. of dukhn), adv.
In a painful or cutting manner, &c.
H  &  Ldikhn (caus. of dekhn), v.t. To cause to
see, to show; to direct; to denote, indicate;—to exhibit,
display, expose, manifest, discover, reveal:—dikh-den,
v.t.=dikhn.
H  &  CLdukhn (caus. of dukhn), v.t. To in ict pain,
to pain, to hurt; to torment, to grieve; to touch or probe
so as to hurt (a sore, &c.).
H  &  Ldikh [dikh(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. )(],
adj. Visible, apparent, to be seen; t to be shown or
exhibited, presentable, comely; for show; showy,
ostentatious; specious, ostensible:—dikh nazar-gher,

'The visible circle which bounds the sight,' the visible
horizon.
H  &  L dikho, s.m. = H  &  L  dikhw, s.m.=
H A &  L  dikhwat, s.f.= H  &  L & dikhwa,
s.f.[dikhoand dikhw, i.q. dikh , q.v.;—dikhwa=
dikho+Prk. (=S. +; ]( , Sight, view; exhibition,

representation; show, display, ostentation, pomp,
pageantry; speciousness, pretence, disguise.
H  &  L dikhw, s.m. = H  &  L dikho, s.m.=
H A &  L  dikhwat, s.f.= H  &  L & dikhwa,
s.f.[dikhoand dikhw, i.q. dikh , q.v.;—dikhwa=
dikho+Prk. (=S. +; ]( , Sight, view; exhibition,
representation; show, display, ostentation, pomp,
pageantry; speciousness, pretence, disguise.
H A &  L dikhwat, s.f. = H  &  L dikho, s.m.=
H  &  L  dikhw, s.m.= H  &  L & dikhwa,
s.f.[dikhoand dikhw, i.q. dikh , q.v.;—dikhwa=
dikho+Prk. (=S. +; ]( , Sight, view; exhibition,
representation; show, display, ostentation, pomp,
pageantry; speciousness, pretence, disguise.
H  &  L &dikhwa, s.f. = H  &  L dikho, s.m.=
H  &  L  dikhw, s.m.= H A &  L  dikhwat,
s.f.[dikhoand dikhw, i.q. dikh , q.v.;—dikhwa=
dikho+Prk. (=S. +; ]( , Sight, view; exhibition,
representation; show, display, ostentation, pomp,
pageantry; speciousness, pretence, disguise.
H  & L &"dkhwa, adj. For show, pretended,
specious, false, forged.
H  &  L dikhwn or dikhon, or L
dikhun, v.t. (dialec.)=dikhn, q.v.
H $ & L dikh [dikh(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Showing (one self, itself, &c.), coming
in sight, appearance; exhibition, show, display:—dikh
pa n, dikh den(-ko), To show oneself (or itself, &c.), to
come in sight, to appear, be visible or apparent, be seen.
H &  .Ldikhit [S. ".dt], s.m. Name of a certain
tribe of Rjpts.
H &  C.Ldukhit [S. Ct.Lt], part. adj. Pained, suering
pain, distressed, aicted, tried, grieved:—dukhit rahn,
v.n. To be ever suering, to be distressed, &c.
H    CL7dukh  [Prk. C=Lf ; S. CtL++t], s.m.
Great, or constant, suering; distress, calamity,
misfortune, woe; hard labour, toil:—dukh  pa n, v.n. To
be aicted, or distressed, &c., to be overtaken by

misfortune:—dukh  pn, v.n. To live a life of toil and
trouble:—dukh  ron(apn), To bewail (one's) woes or
troubles, to tell (one's) misery, &c.:—dukh  rot
phirn(apn), To go about telling (one's) grievances or
troubles.
H 3&  L!dikhln (caus. of dekhn), v.t. To show; to
direct; to indicate, &c. (=dikhn, q.v.); to present the
appearance of, to make a show of, to pretend.
H 3&  L! dikhlw, s.m. 1˚=dikhw, q.v.;—2˚ One
who shows the way, a guide, conductor.
H 3&  L! dikhlon, v.t. (dialec.)=dikh-ln, q.v.
H $3& L! dikhl, s.f.=dikh, q.v.
H <&  .Ldakhin, .=L dakkhin, L dakhan, =L
dakkhan [Prk. .=L45; S. .d4t], adj. & s.m. Southern,
south;—the south; the southern part of Hindstn, the
Deccan.
S <&  Ct.Ldukhin, adj.=dukh, q.v.
H &  .=Ldakkhin, L dakhn [Prk. .=L4

and

.=L4; S. .d4+t and .d4], adj. f. & s.f. Southern;—a
southerly wind.
H &  Ldikhn (from the trans. dekhn), v.n. To be
seen; to appear; to seem;—v.t. (dialec.)=dekhn, q.v.
H &  CLdukhn [dukh˚= Prk. C=L() or C=()=S.

solstice:—dakhin dhur, s.m. The south pole:—dakhin rs,
s.m. Southern sign or constellation.
H ) &  L hdikhwaiy [dekh(n)+waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. One who looks on,
beholder, spectator, viewer, observer.
H & CL"dukh (f. -in). = H &  C.L dukhiy, m.f.= H
 &  C.L dukhiyr (f. -)[Prk. C.=L ; S. Ct.L + t;
—dukhiyr= dukh+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m.
Pained, aicted, in pain or distress, distressed,
suering, ill, sick; aected, grieved, sorrowful, sad;
unfortunate, poor, indigent, miserable, wretched;—
aicted one, suerer, distressed person, unfortunate
one, poor wretch.
H &  C.Ldukhiy, m.f. = H & CL" dukh (f. -in).= H
 &  C.L dukhiyr (f. -)[Prk. C.=L ; S. Ct.L + t;
—dukhiyr= dukh+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m.
Pained, aicted, in pain or distress, distressed,
suering, ill, sick; aected, grieved, sorrowful, sad;
unfortunate, poor, indigent, miserable, wretched;—
aicted one, suerer, distressed person, unfortunate
one, poor wretch.
H  &  C.Ldukhiyr (f. -) = H & CL" dukh (f. -in).=
H &  C.L dukhiy, m.f.[Prk. C.=L ; S. Ct.L + t;—

CtL(), fr. CtL], v.n. To pain, ache, smart, throb; to

dukhiyr= dukh+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m.

feel pity or compassion (for); to feel compunction or
remorse.
H $ & L dakhn [˚= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A south

Pained, aicted, in pain or distress, distressed,
suering, ill, sick; aected, grieved, sorrowful, sad;
unfortunate, poor, indigent, miserable, wretched;—
aicted one, suerer, distressed person, unfortunate
one, poor wretch.
H ' $dig, s.m.=dik, q.v.:—dig-s l= dik- l, q.v.

wind (=dakhn).
H <) &  .=Ldakkhinyan, L dakhanyan,
s.m.=dakshiyan, q.v.s.v. dakshi:—dakkhinyan-s raj,
s.m.=dakkhinyan.
H  &  LM&dikhnau (dekh(n)+au= wa),
s.f.=dikhwa, q.v.
H & .L"dakhin, .=L" dakkhin, L" dakhan,
dakhn[S. .d4"t; see dakkhin], adj. Southern; of or
belonging to southern India or the Deccan (generally
applied to persons or things from the south);—dakhin
podna, s.m. Horse-mint:—dakhin hairo, s.m. The winter

H  X  C$7dug , adj. & s.m.=dog , q.v.
H X + X  $$dagdag [S. V, for 6O, by redupl.+t],
adj. (f. -), Burning, shining, bright;—s.m. A burning lamp
(placed within a paper cup).
H  X + X  $$&dagdag, s.f.=dagdagha, q.v.
H  X + X  $$dagdagn [dagdag˚= S. 6O (or V), redupl.
+= w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To burn
brightly, to shine, glow, gleam, twinkle;—to be in amed,

be very red.
H  X + X  $$digdign, v.n. To chatter (as teeth).

to propel (=agrn).
H  ' $7daga n, v.n. To rock; to roll, &c. (=agarn,

H ? X + X  $$6&dagdagha [dagdag(n)+ha= wa= Prk.

q.v.);—v.t. To doubt, discredit, disbelieve (a true
testimony, &c.).
H 3X  $!dagl, s.m. A coat or vest (angarkh) padded

 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Brilliance, splendour;
sparkling, sparkle, glow, twinkling, twinkle (as of a star).
H X + X C$C$"dugdug, s.f.=dhugdhug, q.v.
S + X  Fdagdha, adj. (f. -), Burnt, consumed by re,
scorched, singed; cauterized; hurt, wounded, sore,
grieved; unlucky, unpropitious; cunning:—
dagdhkshar(˚dha+ak˚), see dhadha - har:—dagdha-kk, s.m.
A black crow, a raven.
S + X  CFdugdha, adj. Milked;—s.m. Milk (=d dh):—
dugdha-phen, s.m. The froth or skim of milk; cream;
syllabub:—dugdha-phen, s.f. Name of a small medicinal
shrub:—dugdha-tlya, s.m. The froth of milk, syllabub;
milk and mangoes, mango-foule:—dugdha-vat, s.f. Any
milch animal.
H + X  Fdagdh [S. F+t], adj.=dagdha, q.v.
H + X  CFdugdh, s.m. Name of a tribe of inferior

with cotton, a quilted coat or vest.
S %@ X  $@ dig-ambar, s.m. See s.v. dik.
H  J@ X  $/$dagmagn, v.n.=agmagn, q.v.
H <X  C$dugan = H X  C$ dugn (f. -)[S. +$,4t and
$,4+t], adj. Two-fold, double, twice as much or as many
(=do-gu);—dugan, s.m. The second tone in music.
H X  C$dugn (f. -) = H <X  C$ dugan [S. +$,4t and
$,4+t], adj. Two-fold, double, twice as much or as many
(=do-gu);—dugan, s.m. The second tone in music.
H  X  $ digwr, = S  X  F  digwn,s.m. See s.v.
dik.
S  X  F digwn, = H  X  $  digwr,s.m. See s.v.
dik.
H &X V"digh, FV" diggh = H X $" dig, F$" digg

Brhmans on the borders of Allahabad.
S *+ X  CFdugdhat, s.f. Milkiness, milky nature.

[Prk. .FV; S. "XV], s.f. An oblong tank or pond.

S + X  C.Fdugdhik, s.f. A species of Asclepias, A.

H X $"dig, F$" digg = H &X V" digh, FV" diggh

rosea(=d dh).
S <+ X  C.Fdugdhin, adj.=dugdh, q.v.
H + X  $dagadhn [dagadh˚= S. F, p.p.p. of rt. 6O],
v.t. To burn, scorch, singe; to hurt, wound; to tease, vex,
torment, pester; to chide, upbraid, threaten; to revile.
S + X  C.Fdugdhinik, s.f. A red species of the
Achyranthes aspera.
S + X  CF"dugdh, adj. (f. -in), Having milk, milky,
milch.
P X  digar (contrac. of dgar, q.v.), adj. Another, other (pl.
digarn);—adv. Once more, again:—digar-g n, adj. Of
another colour or complexion; altered, changed.
H ' $7daga [S. W&t, or W$ft], s.m. A kettle-drum (cf.
a kand hakk).
H  ' $7dag , s.m. Road, way, highway (=agar).
H  ' $7dag n (caus. of next), v.t. To rock; to roll;

[Prk. .FV; S. "XV], s.f. An oblong tank or pond.
S  !dala, vulg. dal, s.m. A small shoot, leaf (of a tree);
wild rice;—a lump, mass, heap, quantity; thickness, bulk,
volume; a company, party or body (of men, united
together for a common object,—hence, sometimes used
in Hind as a sign of the plural, e.g. kash-dal, 'farmers');
a large army, a host;—destruction:—dalhak(˚la+h˚),
s.m. Name of several plants; the aquatic plant Pistia
stratioites; a species of jasmine, Jasminum pubescens; wild
sesamum; the plant Messua ferrea(com. called nagesar); the
tree Acacia sirissa:—dalmal(˚la+am˚), s.m. The plants
Vangueria spinosaand Artemisia, &c.:—dal-bdal, s.m. A
mass of clouds; a large army; a large tent or pavilion:—
dal-pushp, s.f. The fragrant plant Pandanus
odoratissimus(the leaves of which surround the ower;
syn. ketk):—dal-dr, adj. Thick, substantial, solid; full,
eshy, pulpy:—dal-s s(S. dala+snas), s.f. The bre or

vein of a leaf:—dal-kap, s.m. A folded leaf or petal:—dalkosh, s.m. lit. 'Having young shoots incased in sheaths'; a
sort of jasmine, Jasminum pubescens:—dal-ganjan, s.m. A
kind rice:—dal-mil-hu, adj. (Bot.) Monophyllons:—daln, s.m. The destruction of an army, or of a body of
people:—dal-nirmok, s.m. lit. 'Leaf-shedding'; a kind of
birch (the bark of which is used for wrapping woollens
in, and for uqqasnakes, &c.; syn. bhoj-patr):—dal-wl,
s.m. Commander of an army:—dale-gandhi, s.m.
'Fragrance in the leaf'; the plant Echites scholaris.
P  dil [Zend zaredhaya; S. hridaya],
s.m. Heart; mind,

soul; spirit, valour (see j):—dil aakna, v.n.=dil phasn, q.v.:
—dil-u -hon, dil-u an(-se), The heart to turn (from),
to be weary (of), be disgusted (with); to be alienated
(from):—dil-r, adj. & s.m.f. Beloved;—a sweetheart:—
dil-rm, s.m.f. 'Heart-easing'; a sweetheart:—dil-zr,
adj. & s.m.f. Heart-tormenting, vexing, cruel;—a
sweetheart:—dil-zr, s.f. Torment of the heart,
vexation of spirit, anxiety, trouble:—dil-zurd, adj.
Troubled in mind, dejected; vexed, displeased, oended:
—dil-s, s.m. 'Mind-soothing'; soothing, comfort,
consolation, encouragement;—dils den(-ko), To soothe,
console, comfort; to encourage:—dil-ofgr, adj. Heartbroken, dejected, melancholy, pensive (=dil-gr):—dilgh, adj. Prudent, wise; provident, vigilant:—dil ul al
n, v.n. The heart to be greatly perturbed, to be uneasy
to distraction:—dil nor -jn(-par), To fall, or be, in love
(with):—dil-war, adj. Bold, brave, intrepid, warlike:—dilwar, s.f. Boldness, bravery, courage:—dil-wez, adj.
Suspending the soul (with delight), heart-ravishing,
transporting, delightful, charming, engaging:—dil-wez,
s.f. Charmingness, attractiveness, allurement:—dilb ta, adj. Heart-deluded; spiritless, timid, cowardly:—
dil-bz, s.f. Fluttering or palpitation of the heart;
rashness:—dil-baorn(-k), To dishearten, discourage,
deject:—dil-ba-dil, s.m. Interchange of hearts, mutual
love:—dil-bar, adj. & s.m. Heart-ravishing, captivating,
attractive, charming, lovely, beloved;—heart-ravisher, a
lovely person, a sweetheart:—dil bur karn(apn), To take
oence, become displeased;—to be sick, to vomit:—dilbardshta, adj. Having the heart turned (from) or set
(against, -se), averse (to), indierent (to), dissatised,

disgusted (with):—dil-bardshtag, s.f. Aversion;
indierence; dissatisfaction, disgust:—dil-bar, s.f.
Captivation of the heart; winning of the hearts or
aections (of people); attraction, charm, loveliness;
pacication, comfort:—dil ba hn(-k), To give (one)
heart, to inspirit, encourage:—dil-basta, adj. 'Heartbound'; aicted; attached, enamoured, in love:—dilbastag, s.f. Aiction or anguish of mind; attachment,
friendship, love:—dil-band, adj. & s.m. Attractive,
charming, lovely;—a beloved child, a son:—dil bahln(k), To amuse, divert, beguile:—dil bahaln, v.n. To be
amused, or diverted, &c.:—dil pn(-k), To nd out the
mind or disposition (of), to discover what is agreeable or
pleasing (to anyone); to nd one agreeable:—dil-par,
adj. Acceptable to the mind or soul, pleasant, delightful,
amiable, approved (syn. dil-pasand):—dil-par aln(kis ke),
To act according to the wishes (of), to be obedient (to):—
dil-pasand, adj. Grateful to the heart, satisfactory or
pleasing to the mind, pleasing, desirable, agreeable;
esteemed; plausible, &c. (syn. dil-par):—dil pak -jn(k), One's intentions to be discovered, or detected:—dil
phan, v.n. The heart to be breaking; to be in great
sorrow or distress of mind:—dil phirnor phir-jn(-se),
The heart to turn away (from); to be sick or weary (of),
be disgusted (with):—dil phasn, v.n. The heart to be
captivated, to fall in love:—dil phern(k), To turn (one)
away (from), to render (one) disinclined:—dil p he pa n,
v.n. The heart to be turned back (from); to forget one's
sorrow, to be consoled, be quieted, be composed:—diltafta, adj. Heart-burnt; distressed; in love:—dil taftag, s.f.
Heart-burning, distress of mind; love:—dil-tang, adj.
Distressed, mournful, sad;—miserly, niggard (=tang-dil):—
dil-tang, s.f. Distress, grief, sadness:—dil to n(k), To
break the heart (of), to dishearten, discourage; to
disappoint, to mortify:—dil hikne lagn, dil haharn, v.n.
The heart to be at rest, to be quieted, be comforted or
consoled:—dil hukn, v.n. To be assured, be satised:—dil
jaln, v.n. The heart to burn, to be moved or aected:—
dil-jam, adj. Collected in mind, assured, contented,
cheerful (= tir-jam,
q.v.):—dil-jam rakhn(apn), To

keep the mind at ease, to rest assured:—dil-jam, s.f.
Ease of mind, assurance, condence; security, content:—

dil-jam karn(-k), To set (one's) mind at rest or ease, to
give assurance or condence (to), to satisfy:—dil-jo, adj.
Heart-seeking, studious of pleasing; grateful, agreeable,
desirable:—dil-jo, s.f. Seeking to gain the heart (of
another); study to please; attention; sympathy:—dil-jo
karn(k), To study the inclination or wish (of), to try to
please, &c.:—dil urn(-k), To steal the heart (of); to
draw the heart away (from, -se), to abstain (from), to be
deterred
and desist (from an enterprise); to be inattentive (to), to
neglect, &c., see j hipn:—dil- asp, adj. Beloved,
pleasant, delightful, interesting, alluring, engaging,
charming:—dil- asp,. s.f. Delightfulness, &c.:—dil- al,
adj. (f. -), Persevering; brave; resolute; enterprising;
generous:—dil aln(-me ), To stimulate the heart (in);
to be brave (in):—dil aln(-par), The heart to be set (on),
to desire:—dil- al, s.f. Bravery, courage; resolution;
generosity:—dil- or, adj. Heart-ravishing, captivating;—
inattentive, negligent;—timid:—dil ir hon, v.n. To
have presence of mind:—dil- arsh, adj. Heart-rending,
horrible, excruciating, vexatious; grieved to the heart:—
dil- arsh, s.f. Wounding of the heart, torment:—dilasta, adj. Heart-broken, aicted; love-sick:—dil- h,
adj. & s.m. Beloved; desirable; desiring; in love;—what
one likes or longs for, heart's desire, a beloved object;
desire, aection:—dil- ush, adj. Contented, cheerful,
glad, pleased:—dil ush karn(-k), To gladden or cheer
the heart (of), to please, amuse, divert:—dil- ush, s.f.
Contentment, cheerfulness:—dil-dda, adj. Who has
given his heart:—dil-dr, adj. & s.m.f. Possessing or
winning the heart, delighting the heart, charming;—
having heart, encouraged;—a lover, mistress,
sweetheart (syn. dil-bar):—dil-dr, s.f. Demonstrations of
love, kindness, blandishment; consolation;
encouragement:—dil-doz, adj. Heart-piercing:—dil-dih,
adj. Hearty, earnest, zealous:—dil-dih, s.f. Giving the
heart (to a thing or work), heartiness, earnestness,
alacrity;—consolation; encouragement:—dil dekhn(-k),
To look into the heart (of); to study the temper (of),
ascertain the inclinations or wishes (of):—dil den(-ko),
To give the mind (to), to apply oneself diligently (to); to
lose the heart (to), to be in love:—dil-rub, adj. & s.m.f.

Heart-ravishing, bewitching, alluring;—a charmer,
sweetheart:—dil-rub, s.f. Heart-stealing, ravishment,
allurement:—dil rakhn(-k), To possess the heart or
aection (of); to show consideration for the feelings or
wishes (of), to please, gratify, oblige; to comfort, console;
—to encourage; to conciliate:—dil-resh, adj. Wounded to
the heart, aicted; in love:—dil-resh, s.f. Wound of the
heart; aiction:—dil-zada, adj. Wounded or stricken to
the heart:—dil-sz, adj. Pleasing the heart, delightful:—
dil-sz, s.f. Pleasing the heart, delighting; ardour:—dilsitn, adj. Heart-stealing, ravishing, beautiful:—dil-sard,
adj. Cold-hearted, cold, indierent, averse:—dil
sa bhln(apn), To take heart or courage, to nerve
(oneself to an eort):—dil-so ta, adj. 'Heart-burnt';
aicted; grieved:—dil-soz, adj. & s.m.f. Heart-burning,
heart-in aming; beloved; moving, aecting, touching,
pathetic; sympathetic; compassionate, benevolent;
passionate, ardent, fervent;—a friend; a sweetheart;—
dil-soz na-tarsh, s.m. An enemy under the semblance
of a friend:—dil-soz, s.f. Heart-burning, warmth of
feeling; ardour, fervour; aection; sympathy,
compassion:—dil-shuda, adj. Whose heart is lost,
enamoured, in love; bereft of reason, deprived of the
senses:—dil-shikasta, adj. Broken-hearted, comfortless;
sorely aicted:—dil-faroz, adj. Heart-enlightening; heartcheering, delightful, pleasant, recreating, refreshing:—
dil-fareb, adj. Heart-alluring, enticing, bewitching,
enchanting, fascinating, charming, beautiful, lovely:—
dil-gr, adj. Heart-broken, mournful, dejected, sad,
melancholy, pensive;—an epithet of a sweetheart:—dil-k
bdshh, Monarch of one's (own) heart:—dil-k phaphol
pho n, see dil-ke phaphole to n:—dil-kr, adj. Aecting the
heart:—dil ka  karn, or dil-ka w karn, 'To harden the
heart,' to summon up courage or resolution (for):—dilkash, adj. Heart-attracting, alluring, attractive, winning,
engaging, pleasant; beloved, approved, chosen:—dilkush, adj. Heart-expanding, blissful, delightful,
charming, exhilarating:—dil-kush, s.f. Delightfulness,
&c.:—dil-kash, s.f. Attractiveness, winningness, female
attraction, loveliness:—dil-ko lagn(-ke), To touch the
heart, to aect; to approve itself (to):—dil-kha karn(k), To turn the heart (of anyone) against (one), to

displease, oend:—dil-ke phaphole pho n, or to n(apne, or
kis-ke), To relieve the mind (of pain; or of a feeling of illwill, or revenge, &c.); to take revenge, pay o old scores;
to minister consolation (to);—to rip up old sores, to
renew a half-forgotten grief:—dil-ke phaphole  n, v.n.
The mind to be relieved, &c.:—dil-gudz, adj. Heartdissolving, heart-melting, pitiful:—dil-gurda, s.m.
Courage:—dil-garm, adj. Warm-hearted, animated,
ardent, fervent; full of desire, brave:—dil-garm, s.f.
Warm-heartedness, warmth of heart; friendship;
ardour, alacrity:—dil-gr, adj. Seizing or captivating the
heart; terrifying, lling with horror or anguish; heartstricken, oppressed in mind, aicted, concerned,
grieved (at or with, -se), low-spirited, melancholy, sad:—
dil-gr, s.f. Aiction, sorrow, concern, sadness,
melancholy, &c.:—dil-lagn, To set the heart or mind
(on, -me ), give or apply the mind (to); to intend; to give
the heart (to), fall in love (with, -se):—dil-lagan, adj.
Mindful, attentive, busy:—dil lagn, v.n. The heart to be
given or applied (to, -me ), to be attentive (to); to be
attached (to, -par, or -k taraf),
to be enamoured (of), be

in love (with):—dil-lag, s.f. Application of mind,
attention, diligence; inclination; attachment, friendship;
diversion, merriment, joking, fun, jest:—dil len(-k), To
captivate or win the heart (of, to discover or ascertain
the wishes or feelings (of):—dil-mne, adv. As the heart
might wish, to the heart's desire:—dil-murg,  s.m. A kind
of arrow:—dil masos-kar rahnor rah-jn, To press the
heart and be still, to bear quietly or patiently:—dil mazb t
rakhn, To keep or bear a stout heart:—dil mail karn, To
cloud the heart (with grief, or vexation, &c.), to take to
heart, to be grieved or displeased:—dil-me jagah den(ko), To place in the heart, to cherish, love:—dil-me dil
ln(-ke), To put one's own heart or mind into
(another), to cause one to think or feel as oneself does;
to exercise in uence (over); to possess the heart (of):—
dil-me ln(-ke), To put into the heart (of), to inspire:—
dil-me rakhn(-ko), To keep hidden in the mind, keep to
oneself; to bear in mind, to remember:—dil-me farq
hon(-ke), To feel distrustful (of), to distrust, suspect:—dilme khub-jn(-ke), To obtain a place in the heart (of), to
possess the heart (of):—dil-me kahn, To say to oneself:

—dil-me ghar karn(-ke), 'To take up (one's, or its) abode
in the heart (of), to win the heart or aections (of), to
contract intimate friendship (with):—dil-me ln= dilnishn karn:—dil-nishn, adj. Heart-residing, impressed
on, or implanted in, the mind; forming a subject of
constant thought; grateful to the mind, agreeable,
pleasing:—dil-nishn karn(-ke), To implant in the mind
(of), to x or impress on the mind (of):—dil-navz, adj. &
s.m.f. Soothing the mind, soothing; gracious,
conciliating; beloved;—a mistress, sweetheart:—dilnawz, s.f. Blandishment:—dil-nihd, s.m. Anything on
which the heart is xed, an object of aection, a
sweetheart; attention:—dil-wl, adj. (f. -), Spirited,
courageous, bold; large-hearted, generous, liberal:—dil-ojn, s.m. Heart and soul; tooth and nail;—dil-o-jn-se, adv.
With heart and soul, heartily, cheerfully:—dil-o-dimg,
s.m. 'Heart and brain'; loftiness of soul; ambition; pride;
stateliness:—dilo -dil, adv. To the very heart, to the
heart's core:—dil hth-se den, To lose heart, to be fainthearted; to lose command over oneself:—dil ha-jn(-se,
or -k taraf-se),
The heart to turn (against), to be averse

(to):—dil hon(-par), The heart to be set (on); to be tender
(towards):—dil-h dil-me , adv. In the inmost heart; to
oneself, silently:—dil--dil, s.m. A secret;—adv. Kept
secret; secretly, to oneself (=dil-h dil-me ):—ek dil hokar,
adv. With one mind, with one consent, unanimously:—
ba  dil-karn, To show largeness of heart, to practise
liberality, be very liberal: be-dil, adj. Heartless; dispirited,
discouraged; unwilling, averse;—s.m. One who has lost
his heart, a lover:—be-dil, s.f. Spiritlessness;
discouragement; unwillingness, aversion.
H  !dil, s.f. (local), A small eminence; site of an old
village (cf. dill).
P " dil, voc. O heart!
H " !dil, s.f.=dilh, q.v.
H " C!dulr (fr. dulrn, q.v.), s.m. Fondness, love,
aection:—dulr karn, To fondle, love, &c.
H " C!dulr, adj. (f. -), Beloved, dear, darling.
H " C!dulrn [dulr˚= S. C! or 5!+], v.t. To
fondle, to show aection to, to love, to pet.
P B" dil-s, s.m. See s.v. dil.

A " dallk (v.n. fr. (! 'to rub'), s.m. One who rubs, or

H %! ! dalb [prob. S. .! (rt. !)+t], adj. & s.m.

rubs and presses, the body in a hot bath; a barber.
P  "dallk (fr. A. dallk), adj. Of or relating to a barber,

Broken, crushed, beaten, defeated, dispirited; feeble,
weak;—a crushed or feeble bird, &c. (esp. a ll, q.v.,—
such a bird is used to train another of the same species
to ght).
P + %! dul-band (contrac. of dol-band), s.m. A turban; a
sash; the ne cloth of which a turban is made.
S ! !dalat (rt. !), Breaking, splitting, bursting:—

&c.:—teg--dallk,
'A barber's sword, a razor.

H " !!dall, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts.
A " dall (v.n. fr. C  'to direct,' &c.), s.m. Amorous
gesture or behaviour (of a woman), coquettish boldness
with feigned opposition; looking (amorously or
haughtily) through half-shut eyes; looking with aected
anger (as lovers); cinœdus libidine infamis;—boldness,
presumptuousness (towards a person beloved, or in
whose estimation one holds a high place).
A " dalll (v.n. fr. C  'to direct'), s.m. One who brings
together the seller and the buyer, a broker, a salesman.
P !" dallat, dillat(for A. ~!", inf. n. of C  'to direct'), s.f.
Direction, guidance, guide, mark, sign, token, indication;
expression; argument, demonstration, proof, evidence;—
brokerage (=dalll):—dallat karn(-k), To betoken, to
point (to), to indicate, show;
to express, denote, signify, allude (to), typify; to prove,
demonstrate.
P !" daltata (for A. ~!" dalllat, fem. of dalll), s.f. A gobetween, a procuress.
P !" dalll (fr. dalll), s.f. The business of a broker;—
brokerage, commission of a broker.
S a " !/!dalmal, s.m. See s.v. dal.
H " !daln, v.t.=dalwn, q.v.
H " !diln (caus. of den), v.t. To cause to give,
cause to give up, cause to yield, cause to pay; to put in
possession; to occasion; to consign; to assign:—dil-pn,
v.t. To obtain or get back, to recover:—dilne-wl, s.m.
One who causes (another) to give or give up, &c.
H " C!duln [dola, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.  caus.
augment], v.t. To shake, agitate; to toss.
H " C! dulo [dul(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
Shaking, agitating, agitation, &c.
P " dil-war, adj. See s.v. dil.
P H $" C! du-l, s.f. See s.v. do, du.
A $" dalil, s.f. pl. (of dall), Indications; arguments,
proofs, evidences.

dalad-hriday,
adj. Broken-hearted, cut to the heart.

S ! .!dalit, part. Burst, split, broken, torn, rent.
H :! C.!duli , s.m.=dul , q.v.
H  J ; + ! dald-pesh-gr, s.m. A screen or cover in front
of a bed.
H + ! .!Wdalidr, .!a daliddar, s.m. Poverty, &c.
(=daridr, q.v.);—mess, rubbish, refuse.
H Y+ ! .!Wdalidrat, s.f.=daridrat, q.v.
H + !.!W"dalidr, .!a" daliddar, s.m.=daridr, q.v.
A + ! duldul (v.n. fr. + ! 'to put in motion'), s.m. A
hedgehog;—a certain mule belonging to the prophet
Moammad (which he gave to his son-in-law Al);—adj.
Fat; abby:—duldul-sawr, 'Rider of duldul,' a title of Al.
H + ! !!daldal [prob. fr. S. 6!, redupl.;—cf. also A.
+ ! daldal, 'to shake'], s.f. Marshy land, mire, mud,
marsh, swamp, bog, quagmire, slough, quicksand.
H "+ ! !!daldal, adj. (f. -), Marshy, swampy, quaggy,
boggy.
H "+ ! !!daldaln (see daldal), v.n. To shake,
quake; to undulate (=thartharn).
H ?"+ ! !!6&daldalha [daldal(n)+ha+wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shaking, quivering,
trembling, tremor (=thartharha).
S + !!¤dalad-hriday,
adj. See s.v. dalat.

H !+ !!!"daldal [fr. daldal; ˚= Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
adj.=daldal, q.v.
A <h ! duln = A < h ! dulfn (Gr. *), s.f. The dolphin
(supposed to save one who is drowning).
A < h ! dulfn = A <h ! duln (Gr. *), s.f. The dolphin
(supposed to save one who is drowning).

A H! dalq [arabicized form of the P. dala, dalak, rt. Zend

H  ! ! dalwn [doub. caus. of daln, and=dal(n)+w

dal= S. !], s.m. A kind of patched garment, worn by

+w= Prk. U, redupl.; S.  caus. augment], v.t. To

many devotees, reputed saints, and darweshes:—dalqposh, adj. Wearing the dalq, clothed in rags.
H (! !dalak (fr. dalak-n, q.v.), s.f. Shaking,

cause to be coarsely ground, to have or get (pulse, &c.)
bruised or split.
H  ! ! dilwn (doub. caus. of den), v.t. To cause

trembling, quaking; tottering;—a shock, a blow.
H (! !dalak (=jhalak), s.f. Glitter, splendour.
S  L! !&dal-kap, vulg. dalakp, s.m. See s.v. dal.

to be given or given up; to cause to be paid, &c., see
diln:—dilw-den, v.t. Idem.
H $ !!  dalw [dalw(n)+= Prk. Q =S.

H ! !dalakn [dalak˚= S.6!+>], v.n. To shake,

()++], s.f. Price paid for grinding or bruising

tremble, totter:—dalak-jn, v.n. Idem.
H ! !dalakn (i.q. jhalakn), v.n. To shine, glitter,

pulse, &c.
H ) ! ! 
h dalwaiy [dal(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

sparkle.
H !C!"dulk [Prk. C!.=, fr. S. C! or 5!+>; cf.

()++t], s.m. One who grinds or bruises gram,

dulakhn], s.f. Trot (of a horse, or dog);—a dog-trot:—
dulk jn, dulk aln, v.n. To go at a trot, to trot.
H &! C!Ldulakhn [dulakh˚= Prk. C!=( ) or C!=?(),
fr. S. 5! (rt. C!)+>], v.t. To swerve from, to disobey, to
kick against; to decline, refuse.
P @ ! dalama, s.m. Milk coagulated by runnet and formed
into a lump; new cheese.
P @ ! dulma, s.m. A venomous animal like a spider, a
tarantula.
P  @ ! dulmiyn (contrac. fr. dol, 'purse' + miyn, 'waist'),
s.m. A purse or bag (worn or carried on the waist), a
letter-bag.
S <! !dalan, adj. & s.m. Breaking to pieces, tearing,
tearing asunder, rending; dividing, crushing;—a tearer,
&c.
H ! !daln [Prk. !4(; S. !"(, rt. !], v.t. To
grind coarsely, to bruise, to split (pulse);—dal-mrn, v.t.
To crush to death; to trample or crush under the feet:—
dal-masal karn, v.t. To squeeze and crumple, to rumple;
to thrash:—dal-maln, v.t. intensive of and=daln.
A ! dalv, s.m. A bucket (syn. dol, ol), an urn; the sign
Aquarius;—the hopper of a mill.
H ! ! ! !"dilwl (=dill-wl), s.m. An inhabitant of
Dill or Dehl:—dill-ke dilwl mu h ikn pe l, prov.
The inhabitants of Dill have sleek faces (indicative of
opulence), when, in fact, they are starving.

pulse, &c.; a corn grinder;—a seller of grain and pulse,
&c.
H ) ! ! dilwaiy (dilw(n)+aiy= waiy; see dal-waiy),
s.m. One who causes to be given, or given up, or to be
paid.
H ! C!6dullah, s.m.=dulh, q.v.
H 4! !6dilh, s.f. A panel.
H &! C6dulh [Prk. C!6 =S. C!#+t],
'
s.m. A
bridegroom.
H  4! !6dal-hr [contrac. of dalne-hr= Prk. !.4
+f

(with hinserted)], s.m.=dalwaiy, q.v.;—a dealer in

grain, pulse, &c.
H  4! !6dalhran = H  4!!6" dalhr (fem. of
dalhr; ˚an= in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A woman who deals
in grain, &c.; the wife of a grain-dealer.
H  4!!6"dalhr = H  4! !6 dalhran (fem. of
dalhr; ˚an= in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A woman who deals
in grain, &c.; the wife of a grain-dealer.
H <4! .!6dalihan, s.f. Any sort of pulse, &c. which may
be split (as dl, gram &c.); split pulse.
H <&! C6dulhan, C.6  dulhin = H &!C6" dulh = H &!
6 dulhaiy [Prk. C!6 4" and C!6 ; S. C!#+"
'
and ], s.f. A bride (see dulh).
H &!C6"dulh = H <&! C6 dulhan, C.6 dulhin = H &!

6 dulhaiy [Prk. C!6 4" and C!6 ; S. C!#+"
'
and ], s.f. A bride (see dulh).
H &! 6dulhaiy = H <&! C6 dulhan, C.6 dulhin = H
&!C6" dulh [Prk. C!6 4" and C!6 ; S. C!#+"
'
and
], s.f. A bride (see dulh).
H < 4!C! f"dulhain, s.f.=dhulen, q.v.
S !!"dal, s.f. A clod of clay or earth (cf. hel).
P ! dil [dil, q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Of the heart,
hearty, cordial; sincere, true; intimate.
H ! !"dill, prop. n. The city of Dill or Dehl (also
callcd Shhjahnbd;—the ancient Hastinpur; cf. S.
dil-pa):—dill-wl, dill-wl, s.m. A native, or an
inhabitant, of Dill.
H ! .!daliy [Prk. .!(; S. .!+], s.m. Halfground or coarsely-ground grain, bruised grain or pulse,
split pulse, coarse meal;—a thin kind of rice-milk.
S ` ! !"dilpa, vulg. dilp, s.m. Name of a king of Dil
or Dill, and ancestor of Rma.
H 6; [ ! p(*dale-panj (dale, in . perf. part. of daln+panj,
've'), s.m. 'The ves obliterated,' old age (in a horse),
the third or last stage (in the term of a horse's life).
H * !!h"dalait, s.f.=dale t, q.v.
H : ! C!"dul  (prob. corr. fr. gl a= ql a, vulg.
gal ), s.m. A carpet.
P  ! diler (dil+er= yr= wror war= war, q.v.), adj. Intrepid,
bold, daring, venturesome, brave, courageous, valiant;
animated; insolent, presumptuous, impudent.
P  ! dilerna [diler+na= Zend naor ana= S. ana], adv.
Boldly, intrepidly, &c.
P  !diler, s.f. Intrepidity, boldness, daring, courage,
valour, bravery, venturesomeness, hardihood,
hardiness; assurance, insolence, presumption:—diler
karn(-me ), To be bold, or venturesome, &c. (in); to
make bold (to).
S + J !p$.Bdale-gandhi, s.m. See s.v. dala, dal.
A  ! dall (v.n. fr. C  'to direct'), s.f. Indication, evidence,
argument, proof, demonstration; a director, guide,
indicator, discoverer:—dall pesh-karn, To adduce

evidence, proof, or argument:—dall karn(-par), To argue
(on, or about); to dispute, be argumentative:—dall ln,
dall nikln= dall pesh karn:—dall hon(-par), To be a
proof (of), to testify (to).
P # !dall (rel. n. fr. dall), adj. & s.m. Argumentative;—a
good arguer.
H @ ! !"/dalm, s.m. Name of a class of Tags in
Murdbd.
H * !Â"dale t, !°" dalai t [S. !+BP+], s.f. A
hand-mill for grinding, bruising, or splitting (grain,
pulse, &c.).
H < !C!°f"dulain, s.f.=dhulai , q.v.
S 1  /dama, vulg. dam, s.m. Taming, subduing; selfcommand, self-restraint, self-control, subduing the
passions, temperance; endurance of painful austerities:
—dama-ghosh, dam-ghokh, s.m. Name of a prince of the
lunar race, king of ed, father of iu-pl.
P 1  dam [v.n. fr. dam-dan, rt. Zend dam= S. /˚], s.m.
Breath, vital air, life;—a moment, an instant;—breath or
blast (of a furnace or oven); a pu, whi, pull, draw (of a
uqqa); a draught (of water); stewing or simmering over
a slow re;—spring, elasticity; vitality, energy, vigour,
stamina, spirit, mettle; strength, goodness, virtue (as of
medicines, cloth, &c.);—ambition;—cheerfulness,
pleasure, recreation; society (as a breathing together);—
edge (of a sword); point (of a spear):—dam--dam, adj. &
adv. Continual;—continually, &c. (=dam-ba-dam, q.v.):—
dam ulan, v.n. To gasp or draw in the breath (as one
who has had a severe fall, or is dying); to be suocated
or choked; to breathe one's last;—to be confounded, be
confused:—dam--bz-pasn , s.m. The last breath:—damb dhn, To be breathless in attention, to be very
attentive:—dam ba- ud, adj. Struck dumb, confounded,
aghast; silent:—dam-ba-dam, adv. 'Breath by breath,'
every moment, continually, constantly, perpetually,
incessantly, successively, repeatedly:—dam ba hn, To
make (oneself) long-winded; to practise holding the
breath:—dam-band, s.m. An alembic:—dam band karn(kis-k), To silence:—dam band hon, v.n. To hold the
breath; to be silenced, be unable to answer or say
anything:—dam-bhar-ko, adv. For a moment:—dam-bhar-

me , adv. In a moment, in an instant:—dam bharn, v.n.
To speak, say a word, to say bo to a goose; to stir;—to
speak (of, -k), to sing the praises (of), to laud; to boast
(of); to believe (in, -k), to profess;—dam bharnor bharjn, v.n. To be, or get, out of breath, to be exhausted:—
dam-pu t, s.m. Simmering, cooking in steam; a stew or
soup cooked in a pot the mouth of which is fast closed
with paste, &c., in order to keep in the essence of the
meat:—dam ph ln, v.n. To breathe short, to become
breathless:—dam ph kn(-me ), To breathe (into), to
inspire:—dam to nor to -rahn, v.n. To be in the death
agony:—dam  n, v.n. To be unable to hold one's
breath; to be out of breath; to be dying:—dam jagn, v.n.
To speak, talk:—dam urn, To hold the breath, to feign
fainting or death;—to skulk (from, -se), to shirk (=j
hipn, q.v.):—dam a hnor a h-jn, v.n. To be out of
breath, to heave, to pant:—dam- u , s.m. A kind of
rework that burns at intervals:—dam ho n, To breathe
out or forth, to breathe one's last, to expire:—dam-kham,
s.m. Edge or temper (of a blade);—stamina, vigour:—
dam-dr, adj. Long-winded; continuing long; long-lived;
elastic;—sharp-edged, well-tempered:—dam denor deden, To give up one's life, to die; to die (for, -par, -pe), be
madly in love (with); to impart temper (to, -ko, steel), to
temper (steel);—to let (a thing in a pot) simmer or stew
over a slow re:—dam-raftan, s.m. Expiring:—dam rukn,
v.n. To be suocated; to breathe short or with diculty:
—dam rakhn, To hold one's peace, to be content with a
little:—dam rokn(-k), To choke, suocate, throttle:—dam
zadan, s.m. Keeping silence; hesitating; pretending or
making a claim:—dam-zan, s.f. Keeping silence;
hesitation:—dam sdhnor sdh-jn, v.n. To stop or hold
the breath (as a religious exercise, as some faqrs do for
hours together; or feigning death; or in diving,
swimming, &c.):—dam-sz, adj. & s.m.f. Agreeing (with, se), concordant, consenting, harmonious, intimate,
familiar; singing or reciting together;—a friend, an
intimate, companion, consort; (in Mus.) an
accompaniment:—dam-sz, s.f. Intimacy, condence;
concord, harmony:—dam--sard, s.m. A cold sigh, a sigh
of despair:—dam--shamsher, s.m. Edge of a sword:—damtamn
, s.m. A short sword;—a pistol:—dam-qadam, s.m.


Breath and moving power, life and motion; existence;
health and strength:—dam karn(-par), To blow (as a re);
to blow, breathe, pronounce, repeat (an incantation, on
or over, as a conjurer):—dam-kash, adj. Drawing in the
breath; silent; breathing; gasping:—dam-kash, s.f.
Drawing in the breath; silence:—dam-ko lekar baih-rahn,
v.n. To hold one's breath and be still; to remain silent; to
be confounded or perplexed:—dam khn(-k), To
persecute, worry, annoy, tease;—dam khn, or kh-jn,
or kh-rahn, v.n. To remain silent, be silent; be crestfallen; to bear patiently, to be patient; to be dressed over
a slow re (a stew, &c.):—dam khai n, 'To draw in the
breath,' to remain quiet or silent, hold one's peace;—to
take a pull (at the uqqa), to have a smoke:—dam-ke damme , adv. In a moment, in a twinkling:—dam ghun, v.n.
To be suocated, be choked:—dam lagn(-k), To have a
pull (at the uqqa), to smoke (the uqqa):—dam lagnor lagjn(-k), To be desirous (of);—to be aected by the
fumes (of);—to have a smoke:—dam len(-se), To take
breath; to rest (from):—dam mrn, To utter a word,
breathe a syllable, to speak; to boast (of, -k), &c. (=dam
bharn, q.v.):—dam-me dam nor -jn(-ke, or mere), To
recover one's breath, to revive; to recover from a faint,
&c.), to recover one's senses; to regain calmness or
composure, &c.:—dam-me dam rahnor hon, Life to
remain, to draw breath, to breathe, to exist:—dam-naqd, adj. & adv. Ready (as dinner, &c.); single, sole;
alone, by oneself:—dam nk-me nor -jn, or nk-me
dam nor -jn, To be greatly distressed; to be tired or
worried to death; to be at the last gasp, to gasp for life:—
dam nikalnor nikal-jn, v.n. Breath to leave (the body),
to breathe one's last, to expire; to die (for, -par), be
deeply in love (with):—dam hon, v.n. To be stewed or
simmered over a slow re, to be left on the re after
cooking (a stew, &c.).
P H 1  /dam [Prk. (#5; S. @#t], s.m. Deceit, fraud,
trickery, trick, coaxing, wheedling;—arrogance, pride,
haughtiness; boasting:—dam-bz, adj. & s.m. Deceitful,
artful, treacherous;—an artful person, a deceiver,
coaxer, wheedler:—dam-bz, s.f. Deceiving, deception,
trickery, imposture, artfulness, coaxing, wheedling:—
dam-jh s den= dam den:—dam-dils, s.m. False hope,

soft words; coaxing. soothing, comfort, encouragement:
—dam denor de-den(-ko), To wheedle, coax, cajole,
deceive, inveigle:—dam-se ln(-ko), To put or turn o
with a joke, &c.:—dam-me n(-ke), To be taken in, be
deceived, be cajoled (by):—dam-me ln(-ko), To deceive,
delude, wheedle, entice; to entrap, bring into one's
meshes.
A 1  dam (fr. a  or a 'to bleed'), s.m. Blood:—damula awain, s.m. The red, resinous, inspissated juice called
dragon's blood, Sanguis draconis.
P 1  dum [Pehl. dum; Zend duma, rt. du= S. 0], s.f. Tail;
end, extremity;—a constant follower (see next):—dumhall, s.m. Tail of a paper kite; a tail, generally; (met.)
one who is ever at the heels of another (as a child that
follows its mother about), a constant follower:—dum-dr,
adj. Having a tail, tailed:—dum-dr tr, s.m. A comet:—
dum dab-kar, adv. With the tail between the legs:—dum
dabn, v.n. To put the tail between the legs, to drop the
tail, to turn tail, to run away (=dum dab-kar bhgn):—
dum-sum, adj. In good condition, plump, fat:—dum alam
karn, v.n. 'To make the tail erect'; to run away with the
tail stuck out (as an elephant, &c.):—dum-k
tr, s.m.=dum-dr tr, q.v.:—dum-gaz, s.m. The root, or
place of growth, of the tail (of a bird, or other animal),
the coccyx:—dum-lba, s.m. The wagging of the tail (as of
a dog, when pleased):—dum-lba karn, To wag the tail
(=dum hiln):—dum-me ghusn(-k), To creep under the
tail (of, as pups under a bitch); to take refuge or
protection (with); to dangle or run (after), to follow
about, to cling (to, as a child to its mother's skirt):—dum
hiln, To shake or wag the tail (as a dog, &c.).
H Y a  /Pdi-mtr, adj. corr. of dvi-mtra, q.v.
H  a  /damd, s.m. corr. of dmd, q.v.

smell:—damg pareshn
karn(k), To confuse or disturb

the brain, to produce a confused state of mind:—damg 
jha n(-k), To have a running of the nose;—to have the
conceit or pride, &c. taken out (of one):—damg  a hn,
damg  alnor al-hu hon(-k). To have the head
turned, to be or become conceited or proud (with excess
of wealth, &c.):—damg  l karn(apn), To beat or rack
the brains:—damg  l honor ho-jn, 'The head to
become empty'; to become light-headed, to be or
become confused or stupid, to be worried, be bored:—
damg-dr,
adj. Fanciful; conceited, proud, haughty,

arrogant; disdainful, supercilious:—damg-raushan,
s.f.

Snu:—damg karn,
To put on airs, to be conceited or

vain; to act proudly or haughtily, to be proud, or
arrogant:—dimg-me
alal hon(-ke), To have disorder

of the brain, to be deranged:—damg na
 pnor miln(-k),
To be unable to fathom the pride, &c. (of); to be unable
to satisfy the (demands of one's) extreme pride (e.g.
usk damg nahn
milt, 'His pride cannot be fathomed,'

'his pride is extreme'):—damg hon(-ko),
To be vain, or

proud, or haughty.
P p a  dimg, damg(rel.
n. fr. dimg), adj. Of the brain;

fanciful, fastidious; vain, conceited; frivolous; proud,
haughty, arrogant.
H a a  damm = P a a  damma (prob. fr. rt. Zend dam= S.
dham˚; cf. damdama), s.m. A large kettle-drum;—noise;
pomp, &c. (=damdama).
P a a  damma = H a a  damm (prob. fr. rt. Zend dam= S.
dham˚; cf. damdama), s.m. A large kettle-drum;—noise;
pomp, &c. (=damdama).
P  a  damn (=S. daman), adj. Powerful; terrible;
impetuous; erce.
H  a  /damn [dam, 'temper,' q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.

A . a  dum, dumm(fr. b a  'to shed tears'), s.m. Water of
the eye (arising from disease, or old age); water that
ows from the grape-vine in spring.
A S a  dimg, (in P.) damg(used
in P. with amplication of


 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be

signication), s.m. The brain; head, mind, intellect;
spirit; fancy, desire; airs, conceit; pride, haughtiness,
arrogance; intoxication; high spirits (produced by
stimulants, esp. by drinking bhang, &c.);—the organ of

a blunderbuss.
P %a  dumbl, s.m. See % dumbl.
H &%a  @#dambh [Prk. (#5; S. @#t], s.m. Deceit,

tempered; to acquire elasticity;—v.t. To test the elasticity
(of steel, or a sword) by bending (it).
P ( a  damnak [damn, q.v.+ak= S. +], s.m. A carbine;

deception, fraud, trickery; feigning, hypocrisy;

wickedness; pride, haughtiness, arrogance; boast, selfin ation; ostentation:—dambh-bakk, s.m. One who uses
boastful language, a boaster.
H &%a @#"dambh [Prk. (.# ; S. .@#t (.@#+t)], adj.
& s.m. Acting deceitfully, deceitful, feigning, hypocritical;
proud, arrogant;—a deceiver, an impostor, a hypocrite,
&c.
S *La  @dam-pati (dam= dama, 'a house'), s.m. Master

H  1 /7"dam  [Prk. @/ f; S. W@/++], s.f. Onefourth or one-eighth of a pais(about three dms); a
nominal coin;—(g.) a farthing, a sou;—a subdivision of
land-measure (one dam = 25 ka  bghs).
H (a  /damak (fr. damakn, q.v.), s.f. Heat, hot blast;
ardour; glow; brilliance, glitter, sheen; ush, bloom.
S (a  /damak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Taming, subduing;

or lord of the house; master, lord.
S *La  @"dam-pat, s.m. Wife and husband, master and

—tamer, subduer; one who subdues his passions; a hero
(=daman).
S a  ./ damik, s.f. A heroine, &c. (see damak).

mistress, the couple.
H La  /!dampal, s.m. (local) The tree Xanthochynus

H a  /damk, s.m. (local) A hillock, an eminence.

pictoriusor Stalagmites pictoria(called also de-ph l).
P :a  dum  (fr. dum), s.f. A crupper; the lower part of

H a  /!damkal = H 3a  /! damkal [S. /+!

H  (a  /7damak , s.m.=damark, q.v.
+t], s.m. A squirt; a pump; a re-engine;—a jack or

the back:—dum -k ha, s.f. The crupper bone, the os
sacrum, the coccyx.
H  a + a  //damdamn [damdam˚= Prk. //()=S.

crane (for raising weights).
H 3a  /!damkal = H a  /! damkal [S. /+!

//(), fr. /], v.t. To cause to move or vibrate, to

+t], s.m. A squirt; a pump; a re-engine;—a jack or

shake.
P a + a  damdama [prob. Zend dam, redupl.=S. //, fr. /

crane (for raising weights).
H a  /damakn [damak˚, prob.=Prk.  =? (), fr. S.

rt. /], s.m. Sound of a drum; report or booming of

 +>], v.n. To give forth heat; to glow, shine, glitter,

cannon, and the like;—report, noise, tumult, din,
clamour, stir, ado, pomp, show;—a kettle-drum, a drum
(=damma);—a mound, a raised battery; name of a place
near Calcutta which is an artillery station (anglice,
amam);—a cavalier;—fraud, deceit; fascination (see
dam= S. dambha):—damdama b dhn, To raise a battery.
H a  /damrak, dimrak, = H  a  / damark,s.m.

glisten, are; to bloom.
H  a  /L7damakh , s.m.=damak , damark, q.v.

The whirl of a spindle (a spherical piece of leather or
wood) on which the thread is wound (=damak ,
damkha ).
H  a  /damark, = H a  / damrak, dimrak,s.m.
The whirl of a spindle (a spherical piece of leather or
wood) on which the thread is wound (=damak ,
damkha ).
H a /"damr, s.f.=dam , q.v.

A a  dummal (prob. P. dumoalarabicized), s.m. A boil, &c.,
see dumbal.
H #a dummal [dummal, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small
boil or swelling.
P + a 1  dam-madr, s.m. (lit. 'Let it not breathe'), A
religious ceremony very popular with the agricultural
and lower classes in Upper Hindstn, which consists in
jumping into a re and treading it out with the
exclamation of dam-madr! dam-madr!(cf. dhamml).
S <a  /daman, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Taming, subduing,

H  1  /7dam  [Prk. @/f ; S. W@/++t], s.m. Gold,

overpowering; subduing the passions; passionless;—a
hero, one who subdues his passions;—the ower
Artemisia indica(=don).
P <a  daman (=S. /B"), prop. n. The bride of Nal

silver, money, wealth, riches:—dam e karn, v.t. To sell
o, to sell cheap.

(whose adventures form an episode in the great
Sanskrit epic poem Mahbhrata); a lover.

A <a  dimn (fr. <a  'to manure,' &c.), s.f. The orbicular

S  dina, vulg. din, s.m. Day (of twenty-four hours); a

dung of camels, sheep, goats, &c. (syn. me gn).
H a  /damn (cf. damakn; and dam), v.n. To glow, to

day (of twelve hours); daytime; time; circumstances; lot,
fate;—(pl.) days, period of life, age:—dinrambh(˚na+r˚),
s.m. Beginning of day, day-break, morning:—dinnt(˚na
+an˚), s.m. End or close of day, sunset, evening:—
dinndha, dinndh(˚na+an˚), adj. & s.m. Day-blind;—the owl
(see dinaundh, dinaund):—dinvasn(˚na+av˚), s.m. Close
of day, evening:—din-ba-din, adv. Day by day, day after
day, every day, daily, from day to day:—din bahu n, din
bhale n, v.n.=din phirn, q.v.:—din-bhar, adv. The whole
day, all day:—din bharn(-ke), To occupy the whole day
(about a thing); to pass a life of pain and sorrow, to drag
out one's days:—din-pt, s.m. Daily bread, subsistence,
livelihood:—din-pati, s.m. 'The lord of day,' the sun:—dinprati, adv. Every day, daily (=pratyek din):—din-par din,
adv.=din-ba-din, q.v.:—din pa n, v.n. (Evil) days to befall,
to be unfortunate; to become a widow:—din p re karn(ke), To serve, or go, or to live one's full time; to drag out
one's days, &c.(=din bharn):—din phirn, v.n. The days or
times to take a (favourable) turn, to begin to prosper
(after adversity):—din ph ln, v.n. Day to break, to dawn:
—din er karn= din bharn, q.v.:—din-jyotish, s.m. Sunshine;
daylight:—din- a hn, To commence (any business) late
in the day; to be late, to delay; to earn wages without
labour, to eat the bread of idleness:—din a hnor a hjn, v.n. The day to be far advanced, or to advance, the
sun to rise;—to pass beyond the time (of menstruation,—
a woman); to conceive:—din- a he, adv. Late in the
morning, when the day is (or was) far advanced:—din
hipn, v.n. The day to disappear, the sun to set:—dindn, adj. & s.m. Giving daily;—a very benecent person:
—din-din, adv. Every day, daily, always (=din-ba-din):—
din-din-k, adj. (f. -), Daily:—din-diwle, din-do-pahar, dindah e, din-dhaule, din-diye, adv. In broad daylight, in
open day:—din-diy, s.m. Daylight:—din haln, v.n. The
day to close, the sun to decline, to grow late:—din-hale,
adv. In the afternoon, at eventide:—din-rt, din-rt, dinrti, din-rain, s.m. A day and a night; day and night; day
or night;—adv. Incessantly, uninterruptedly, without
intermission, constantly:—din-se, adv. While yet day,
early in the day, during the daytime, before sunset:—din
kn(-apne), To pass (one's) days with diculty, or in

sparkle, glitter, ash;—to be tempered (as steel); to bend
with elasticity, to spring (in these senses, prob. formed
from dam, q.v.).
S (a  /damanak, s.m. The ower Artemisia
indica(=daman);—name of a jackal (com. called Damn,
e.g. kall-o-damn);—name of two kinds of metre.
H a  /0daman , damn [S. /+ = Prk.  =S. ()
+t], s.m.f. A destroyer.
S a /"daman, s.f. A heroine, &c. (see daman).
S  a  /"damanya, adj. To be subdued or restrained,
tameable, subduable, restrainable.
H B a  / Tdamwast, s.m. Name of a low tribe of
Rjpts in the Benares district.
A  a damaw (fr. dam, 'blood'; orig. damawu), adj. Of or
relating to the blood; bloody, tinged with blood;
plethoric, sanguineous.
P a  dama (fr. dam, q.v.; and=S. / or /), s.m. A pair
of bellows;—asthma.
P a  dam (fr. dam), s.f. A kind of uqqa, or pipe (for
smoking).
H a / dama (fr. dm? q.v.), s.f. Rate or amount of
assessment.
P X + a damdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Blowing (as of
wind); blowing (of a ower), blossoming; sprouting.
P ?+ a  damda [perf. part. of damdan, rt. Zend dam= S.
/˚, rt. /], part. Blown, blossomed, shot forth, opened
out, expanded, vegetated (a plant); blowing, blossoming;
sprouting; broken forth (as the dawn of day).
S * a /B"damayant (rt. dam), s.f. (lit. 'Subduing men'),
Name of the beautiful daughter of Bhma, king of
Vidarbha, and wife of Nala (whose story forms the
subject of a celebrated episode of the epic poem
Mahbhrata).
S  a  @damya (rt. dam), adj. To be tamed, tameable, to
be subjected or controlled; tamed, subjected;—s.m. A
young bullock, a steer that has to be tamed.

hardship or pain; to drag out one's days:—din kan, v.n.
The days to be passed in hardship, or with diculty:—
din-kar, s.m. 'Day-maker,' the sun:—din-kar-kar, s.m. A
ray of the sun;—2˚ (poet.) genit. (Hindi) of din-kar, q.v.:—
din-ko tre dikhn(-ko), 'To show (one) stars by daylight,'
to make stars dance before one's eyes (by a blow, &c.),
to beat severely:—din-ko din rt-ko rt na jnnor samajhn,
To have no consciousness of day or night, to take no
note of time; to be absorbed in thought, or business, &c.:
—din khasn, v.n.=din haln, q.v.:—din khuln, v.n.=din
phirn, q.v.:—din ga wn, To waste time, to tri e away
time:—din lagn(-ko), To give oneself airs (=haw lagn):—
din-mn, s.m. Length of a day:—din-mai, s.m. 'The jewel
of day'; the sun:—din mundn, v.n. The day to draw to a
close, the sun to set, to grow late:—din nikaln, v.n. The
day to appear, the sun to rise, to dawn:—dino -ko dag(or

dhok) den, To cheat one's (ill) fate; to live in great
distress or misery:—dines, dines, dine(˚na+˚), s.m. 'The
lord of day,' the sun (=din-pati):—ba  din, s.m. Broad day;
'the great day,' Christmas day;—adv. Late in the
morning:—p re din hon, To have completed the period of
gestation (a pregnant woman), to be gone (her) full
time.
H  Bdann [S. eft], s.m. A stick (used in playing
ge , q.v.);—membrum virile;—adj. (local), Large, great,
enormous.
H  din [S. +t], s.m. A poet. form of din, q.v.
H  Cdun, adj. contrac. of d n, q.v.
P A,  danat (for A. {, , inf. n. of   'to be low, or
ignoble,' &c.), s.f. Lowness, meanness, baseness.
H Y "dint [din+t= Prk. .\=S. \+],
'
s.f.
Time of a plough's working in the course of a single day;
daily work of labourers.
H   dandan [prob. S.  t redupl.], s.f. Report,
reverberation, booming (of cannon, &c.).
H $  din, s.f. Tetter, ringworm.
P )  danyat, incorr. for danat, q.v.
P U dumb, s.f. Tail, &c. (=dum, q.v.).
P % dumbl = H " % dumbl = P ! % dumbla (dumb,
'tail,'+l= r, rel. su.), s.m. A tail; end or extremity (of

anything); the outer corner (of the eye); the shank (of a
sword, or dagger, &c.); the rudder (of a ship); hinder
part or rear (of a saddle, &c.);—adv. After, behind, in
pursuit (=p he):—dumbla-dr, adj. Having a tail, tailed:—
sitra--dumbla-dr, 'A star having a tail,' a comet.
H " % dumbl = P % dumbl = P ! % dumbla (dumb,
'tail,'+l= r, rel. su.), s.m. A tail; end or extremity (of
anything); the outer corner (of the eye); the shank (of a
sword, or dagger, &c.); the rudder (of a ship); hinder
part or rear (of a saddle, &c.);—adv. After, behind, in
pursuit (=p he):—dumbla-dr, adj. Having a tail, tailed:—
sitra--dumbla-dr, 'A star having a tail,' a comet.
P ! % dumbla = P % dumbl = H " % dumbl (dumb,
'tail,'+l= r, rel. su.), s.m. A tail; end or extremity (of
anything); the outer corner (of the eye); the shank (of a
sword, or dagger, &c.); the rudder (of a ship); hinder
part or rear (of a saddle, &c.);—adv. After, behind, in
pursuit (=p he):—dumbla-dr, adj. Having a tail, tailed:—
sitra--dumbla-dr, 'A star having a tail,' a comet.
P % dumbal, s.m. A boil, a swelling, a felon, an
imposthume, an abscess, a bubo (=dummal, q.v.).
P % dumba (rel. n. fr. dumb), s.m. A kind of sheep with a
large, round, and fat tail;—adj. (met.) Fat.
S  Bdanta, vulg. dant, s.m. Tooth; tusk (of an
elephant or boar):—dantrbudor dantrvud(˚ta+ar˚), s.m.
Disease of the teeth; ulceration of the gums; gum-boil:—
danta-patrak, s.m. A kind of jasmine, Jasminum
pubescens(the petals of which resemble teeth in colour
and shape):—danta-pushp, s.m. The plant Strychnos
potatorum(the ower of which is compared to a tooth):—
dant-pr, s.f. Tooth-ache:—danta- had, s.m. 'Covering of
the teeth'; the lip:—dant-dhvan, s.m. Cleansing or
washing the teeth; a tooth-brush or brous stick used
for cleaning the teeth;—the tree Acacia catechu, &c. (the
wood of which is used for cleaning the teeth):—dant-n,
s.m. A dentrice composed chie y of the powdered fruit
of the myrobalan and green sulphate of iron:—dant-ah,
s.m. lit. 'Bad for the teeth';—name of several trees with
acid fruits; the common lime, Citrus acida; the elephant
or wood-apple, Feronia elephantum; the plant Averrhoa
carambola(acida), &c.:—dant-ah, s.f. Wood-sorrel:—dant-

odhan, s.f. Tooth-cleanser, a tooth-pick:—dant- l, s.m.
Tooth-ache:—dant-kath, s.f. Proof, or attempted proof,
by mere word of mouth (as distinguished from literary
quotation); tradition; a statement without foundation, a
ction:—dant-kuredn, dant-khodn, s.f. A tooth-pick:—dantm s, s.m. The gums:—dant-mal, The tartar of the teeth,
any impurity of the teeth.
H ! *( !"da tol [S. B+!+.; Prk. .!], s.f.
A rake, a harrow.
S * B,dantur, adj. & s.m. Having long or projecting
teeth, tusked; toothed;—an elephant a boar, or other
animal that has large or prominent tusks.
H * B0da t [S. B+t; cf. dantur], s.m.f. A person
whose front teeth project.
H  * (
, da tu, (  da tw [S. Bt, with winserted],
s.m.=da tol, q.v.
H &* BR!danthal, = H 3&* BR! danthl,s.m.= thal,
q.v.
H 3&* BR!danthl, = H &* BR! danthal,s.m.= thal,
q.v.
S * B"dat, s.f. A medicinal plant yielding a pungent
oil, Croton polyandrum, or C. tigtium:—dant-vj, s.m. A
strongly purgative nut, the fruit of the croton.
H *B"dant [Prk. ( ; S. B+t (+t)] = H  *
B`! dantel, Bh! dantail [Prk. (!5, and (! ; S.
B+!t (and !+t)] = H 3 * B`! dantel, B"!dantl
adj. & s.m. Having teeth, toothed; having large or
projecting teeth, tusked; serrated, notched, jagged; (in
Bot.) erose, sinuate;—an elephant; a boar:—dant-ghil,
adj. Dentato-sinuate; scolloped and toothed:—dantla
pahiy, s.m. A toothed or cogged wheel.
H  * B`!dantel, Bh! dantail [Prk. (!5, and
(! ; S. B+!t (and !+t)] = H *B" dant [Prk.
( ;S. B+t (+t)] = H 3 * B`! dantel,
B"!dantl adj. & s.m. Having teeth, toothed; having
large or projecting teeth, tusked; serrated, notched,
jagged; (in Bot.) erose, sinuate;—an elephant; a boar:—
dant-ghil, adj. Dentato-sinuate; scolloped and toothed:
—dantla pahiy, s.m. A toothed or cogged wheel.

H 3 * B`!dantel, B"! dantl = H *B" dant [Prk.
( ;S. B+t (+t)] = H  * B`! dantel, Bh!
dantail [Prk. (!5, and (! ; S. B+!t (and !
+t)] adj. & s.m. Having teeth, toothed; having large or
projecting teeth, tusked; serrated, notched, jagged; (in
Bot.) erose, sinuate;—an elephant; a boar:—dant-ghil,
adj. Dentato-sinuate; scolloped and toothed:—dantla
pahiy, s.m. A toothed or cogged wheel.
H *B"dant, = S  * B; dantya,adj. Dental, of or
belonging to the teeth, produced on the teeth;—s.m. The
dental letters:—dant-yoshhya(˚ya+osh˚), vulg. dant-ho h,
adj. Denti-labial.
S  * B;dantya, = H *B" dant,adj. Dental, of or
belonging to the teeth, produced on the teeth;—s.m. The
dental letters:—dant-yoshhya(˚ya+osh˚), vulg. dant-ho h,
adj. Denti-labial.
S 6 ,*danuj, s.m. See s.v.  danu.
P +  dand (=S. B; cf. dandn), s.m. A tooth; a rib; a
toothed instrument (used by weavers); anything styptic
or astringent (that contracts the mouth); name of a
purgative seed (prob. croton; cf. dant); name of a certain
herb;—a class of beggars whose practice it is to cut and
wound their bodies if their applications are not
immediately attended to;—a thief;—adj. Poor, needy, in
want of food; foolish, ignorant, stupid, silly; bold,
fearless, wilful; unconscionable; irreligious.
P +  dand (=S. ef), s.m. The beam of a weaver's loom.
H +  CBdund [S. CBCt], s.m. A large kettle-drum
(=dundubh);—noise, din, tumult, uproar, riot; outrage,
injustice (=andher):—dund ma n, To make a noise,
create an uproar; to perpetrate an outrage, to practise
oppression.
P +  dand (see dand), s.m. A rib;—the middle of a
mountain;—adj. Lost.
H +  B~dandr [prob. S. ef+!+t], s.m. A blister;
a pimple.
P +  dandn [Zend dañtan; S. B], s.m. A tooth:—dandnshikan jawb den, To make a crushing reply or rejoinder,
to silence (a person):—dandn-gr, adj. Biting (horse):—

dandn-mir, s.f. A kind of sweetmeat, barley-sugar.
P +  dandna, s.m. Tooth (of a saw, &c.); anything

yogya, adj. Worthy or deserving of punishment, guilty.
H  efdan [Prk. (f ; S. eft], s.m. Stick, club;

resembling a tooth; a notch, a jag:—dandne pa nor pa jn(-me ), Notches or jags to form (in, a knife, &c.), to
become notched or jagged.
S & + CBC.#dundubhi, s.m. A large kettle-drum;—an

pole (of a carriage), post, stake, &c. (=an, q.v.):—
dan-dan, s.f. Fighting with sticks or staves, mutual
cudgelling; single-stick.
S .-7 ef/danyamn, adj. Standing erect.

epithet of Krish a;—an epithet of an Asura, and of a
Rkshas;— dundubh, s.f. A kettle-drum;—a pair.
H  +  CBdundk, s.m. A sugar-mill; the outlet for the

S C .efdanit, part. Punished, chastised, amerced,

smoke at a sugar-mill (=dhundk).
H 1 +  CB/dundam, s.m.=dund, dundu, dundubh.
S  a +  CBC/dundumr, s.m. A sort of red worm.
H  +  dandann [prob. fr. S.   redupl.], v.n.
To sing for joy, be in high spirits; to enjoy oneself, to be
contented and independent, to live at ease.
S +  CBCdundu, s.m.=dundubhi, q.v.
S  efdan, s.m. Stick, sta, rod; mace; stem, handle; a
pole or measure (of four cubits); a measure of time
(twenty-four minutes);—assault, attack, violence;
correction, corporal chastisement, punishment;
amercement, ne, penalty;—danram(˚a+˚), s.m. The
order of the sta, condition of a pilgrim:—dan-prushya,
s.m. 'Stick - assault,' actual violence, assault and battery:
—dan-pl, s.m. A small kind of sh, Cyprinus barbiger(?):—
dan-tmr, s.f. A copper or metallic cup of prescribed
capacity and perforated by a small hole at the bottom
(when placed in a vessel of water it answers the purpose
of a clepsydra, and the water gradually lling it marks
the time that has elapsed):—dan-hakk, s.f. A kind of
kettle-drum, on which the hours are struck:—dan-krak,
adj. & s.m. Awarding or in icting punishment;—one who
administers correction or punishment; an avenger:—
dan-nti, s.f. The rule of in icting punishment, the
system of civil and military administration taught by
 akya and others:— dana-vat, dan-vat, s.f. lit. 'Like a
stick'; falling or lying prostrate, prostration, a mode of
salutation among Hinds, obeisance, bow (the complete
prostration is now rarely practised, except before an
idol, or a person of high caste or position):—danvat
karn, To fall or lie prostrate, to do obeisance:—dan-

sentenced, mulcted, ned.
S 0 efdanak, s.m. Stick, sta, pole, &c. (see dan);—
a species of metre (the stanza of which exceeds twentyseven, and may extend to two hundred syllables);—
name of a district in the Dakkhan, between the Narbad
and Godvar rivers (which, in the time of Rmandra,
was a forest, and celebrated as a place of pilgrimage);—
the inhabitants of this district:—danakranya(˚ka+ar˚),
and danak-van, s.m. The Danaka forest (in which for
some time Rma resided;—see above).
S G efdanak, s.f. The country of Danaka (see
above).
S . .efdanin, s.m. One who carries a stick or sta; a
mace-bearer (= ob-dr), &c. (see dan).
H  efdann [dan˚= S. ef(), rt. ef], v.t. To
punish, chastise, in ict a penalty on, to mulct, ne.
S B)  ef"dananya, adj. Punishable, to be chastised,
deserving punishment, liable to a ne.
S C  ef dan-vat, and H. efM danaut, s.f. See s.v.
dan.
S ef"dand, s.m. (f. -in), A sta-bearer; a religious
mendicant who carries a sta in his hand; an epithet of
Yama; a mace-bearer (=danin).
H ef"dan, s.f. (local)=an(the more com. form,
q.v.).
S B7 efdanya, adj.=dananya, q.v.
H I (da s, s.m.=next, q.v.
S Z (8da , s.m. Biting; stinging; a bite; sting; a tooth;
armour, a coat of mail:—da -m l, s.m. lit. 'Having a
pungent root'; the plant Hyperanthera moringa, or a sort of
horse-radish.

S  (.8da it, part. Bitten; stung;—protected by mail
or armour, mailed.
H ' Z (9¸da shr [S. (lW+t], s.m. A large tooth, tusk,
fang.
S ' Z(9¸"da shr, s.m. A biter; a stinger; any animal
with tusks or large teeth; a boar; a hyena; a snake.
S ( (8da ak, s.m. An animal that bites or stings, a
biter; a dog; a snake; a gad- y.
S < (8da an, s.m. The act of biting, or stinging.
H (8"da  [S. (.8], s.f. A small gad- y.
S   (¶da er, adj. Biting, mordacious; noxious,
mischievous; cruel.
S  dinik, s.f. A day's wages, hire for the day, or
by the day.
H  Cdunk [prob. S. +t; see dna, in comp.
with which it is com. used], s.m. Crumb, scrap, pickings.
S  din-kar, s.m. See s.v. din.
P ^ dang, adj. Struck, astonished, amazed, confounded,
demented, stupeed, stupid, foolish; careless:—dang rahjn, dang honor ho-jn, v.n. To be astonished, &c.:—
dang-o-duwl, s.m. Magnicence, grandeur, pomp (such
as amazes or confounds).
H J ($da g [S. B+], s.m. Wrangling, row, fray,
confusion, hubbub, disturbance, tumult, riot, rebellion,
mutiny, sedition:—dange-bz, adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome,
pugnacious, turbulent, riotous, seditious, rebellious,
mutinous;—a turbulent fellow; one who incites to
rebellion:—dang karn, To create a disturbance or
hubbub, &c., to commit a riot, to incite to rebellion.
H  JC($"dungn, s.f. (local), A small fractional
division of an estate.
H JC(m"dungr, s.f. A coarse kind of cloth.
H 0J ($Tdangast, s.m. Name of a clan of Rjpts in
Ghzipur.
H J ($!dangal, s.m. A kind of chair.
H P J ($!dangal (cf. dang, and dang), s.m. A
tumultuous assembly, a crowd;—the sitting face to face
in an assembly;—an amphitheatre; arena (esp. for

wrestling):—dangal bandhn, dangal jamn, An
amphitheatre to be lled, an assembly to be gathered in
an amphitheatre:—dangal-me utarn, To appear in the
arena.
H J($ da ga = H  J ($
h da gait [da g+= Prk.
 =S. t (+t);—and ˚ait= Prk. \5, or (5, or
Õ5=S.  the term. of the pres. part. with the
caus. augment pi], adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome, pugnacious,
turbulent; refractory, seditious, rebellious, mutinous;—a
quarrelsome, or turbulent fellow, a brawler; one who
creates a
disturbance, or who incites to rebellion, a seditious
person, a mutineer, &c. (=dange-bz).
H  J ($
h da gait = H J($ da ga [da g+= Prk.
 =S. t (+t);—and ˚ait= Prk. \5, or (5, or
Õ5=S.  the term. of the pres. part. with the
caus. augment pi], adj. & s.m. Quarrelsome, pugnacious,
turbulent; refractory, seditious, rebellious, mutinous;—a
quarrelsome, or turbulent fellow, a brawler; one who
creates a disturbance, or who incites to rebellion, a
seditious person, a mutineer, &c. (=dange-bz).
S  ,danu, s.f. Name of one of the daughters of
Daksha, wife of Kayapa, and mother of the demons
called Dnavas (the Titans of Hind mythology):—danuja, vulg. danuj, s.m. (f. -), A son of Danu, a Dnava or
demon.
H +   MBdinaundh = H +   MB dinaundh [S. 
++B and B + t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Blind by day,
aicted with day-blindness or dysopia;—day-blindness,
dysopia; purblindness.
H +   MBdinaundh = H +   MB dinaundh [S. 
++B and B + t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Blind by day,
aicted with day-blindness or dysopia;—day-blindness,
dysopia; purblindness.
S +  MB"dinaundh = H +  MB" dinaund [i.q.
dinaundh, with  in place of t], s.f.=dinaundh, q.v.
H +  MB"dinaund = S +  MB" dinaundh [i.q.
dinaundh, with  in place of t], s.f.=dinaundh, q.v.

A  dan (fr.   'to be ignoble,' &c.), adj. Low, mean,
base, ignoble, vile; petty, paltry.
H "din = H   diniy [din, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t
(+t)], adj. Aged, old (generally applied to animals).
H  diniy = H " din [din, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t
(+t)], adj. Aged, old (generally applied to animals).
A  duny (fem. of adn, 'nearer,' &c.; rt.  'to be or
become near'), s.f. (lit. 'Nearer, nearest, former'); the
present world, the present life or state of existence; the
people of this world, people; a whole world, a multitude;
—worldly enjoyments or blessings, worldly goods, the
good things of this life, wealth, riches:—duny-dr, adj. &
s.m. Worldly; worldly-minded;—a person of the world;
one absorbed in worldly aairs, a mammonist, one
possessed of the good things of this world, a rich man:—
duny-dr, s.f. Worldliness, attention to the concerns of
the world; worldly aairs; economy; mammon, worldly
goods or possessions, riches; wife and children, family;—
a show of politeness:—duny-sz, adj.=duny-dr:—dunysz, s.f. Worldliness, &c. (=duny-dr):—duny-talab,
s.f.

Seeking the goods of the world, worldliness:—duny wa
m f-h, The world and whatever is in it.
A  dunyw, = P  dunyaw,adj. Belonging to the
world, worldly, secular.
P  dunyaw, = A  dunyw,adj. Belonging to the
world, worldly, secular.
P   danyat (for A. ~ , rt. 'to be weak or
contemptible'), s.f. A low or base quality, baseness
meanness; vice, defect, blemish, imperfection.
S   dava, vulg. dav(rt. du), s.m. Fire; burning; a wood
on re, a forest con agration, &c. (see dv):—davgni(˚va
+ag˚), and davnal(˚va+an˚), s.m. A forest con agration:—
davri, davr, s.m.=davgni.
S   d iv, s.f. Heaven, sky; day (=div, q.v.):—div-da,
vulg. divad, adj. & s.m. Heaven-imparting; heaven.
H   div, adj. Divine, &c. (=divya, q.v.):—div-dhm, divgrih,
 s.m. The divine abode, abode of the celestials:—divdhm, adj. Celestial.
H  5do, C du (in comp.) [Prk. 5; S. M], = P  du [Pehl.
du; Zend dva; S. dva],adj. Two:—du-b, do-b, du-ba, s.m.

A tract of country lying between two rivers which unite
after running some distance; the country between the
Ganges and Jamn (called the antar-bed):—du-tasha, adj.
Of two res; double-distilled:—du-tasha sharbor sharb-du-tasha, s.m. Double-distilled liquor, very strong wine,
&c.:—du-arth, do-arth, adj. & s.m. Double-meaning,
ambiguous, equivocal;—double meaning, ambiguity;
double-entendre:—du-aspa, adj. & s.m. Having two horses;
having one horse to relieve another; quick, expeditious;
—a relay of two horses:—du-shiyna, s.m. lit. 'Having two
rooms'; a kind of tent with two rooms:—do-a g, du-a g,
adj. (in Bot.) Dichlamydeous:—do-ann, du-ann, s.f. A
small silver coin, the eighth part of a rupee:—do-ek, adj.
One or so, a few;—s.m.=du-sla, and dok, qq.v.:—du-bra,
adj. & adv. Twice, double; double-distilled, or strained,
&c.;—a second time, again:—du-bz, s.m. A kind of
pigeon; a paper kite; a species of eagle, the Nipl hawkeagle, Spizaëtus nipalensis:—do bz barbar, adj. (Geom.)
Having two (opposite) sides equal (as an oblong):—do(or
du) ba an, s.m. (Gram.) The dual number:—du barbar,
adj. Equal to two, double:—du-ba-du, d -ba-d , s.f. Facing,
or confronting, of two people;—adv. Two together, two at
a time; face to face, tête-5-tête; in the presence (of, -k),
before:—d -ba-d hon(-k), To come face to face, to
confront; to be confronted (with);—to quarrel, wrangle,
to abuse each other (two people):—du-bar-du, adv.=du-badu:—do-bard, adj. & s.m. With two bullocks (a cart);—a
two-bullock cart:—do-bars, adj. Biennial:—du(or do) bisw,
s.f. An allowance of two biswsout of twenty, ten per
cent.:—do-bald= do-bard, q.v.:—do bol pa hwnor pa hwden(-ke), 'To cause two words or "yeas" to be repeated';
to obtain the assent of two parties (to a contract); to get
(a girl) married (in a quiet and inexpensive manner):—
du-bhs, du-bhsiy, du-bhsh, du-bhshiya, s.m. lit.
'Knowing, or conversing in, two-tongues'; an
interpreter:—du-bh il, adj. (f.-)=du-bh tiy, q.v.:—dubh t, s.f. lit. 'Of two kinds'; double-dealing, duplicity:—
du-bh tiy, adj. & s.m. Two-faced, double-faced;—a
double-faced man; a hypocrite:—du-bho, adj. Doublefaced, hypocritical:—do-bhedl, do-bhesl, du-bhesiy, adj.
Double-faced; doubtful, ambiguous, equivocal; vague;—
s.m. A double-faced man (=du-bh tiy):—do b , s.m. pl.

'The two centres,' the foci (of an ellipse):—do-p, adj. Of
two breadths or folds:—du-pra, adj. Halved; in two
pieces:—du-pya, adj. & s.m. Two-legged;—a biped; a
man:—do-patiya, adj. (Bot.) Binate:—du(or do) pa, s.m.
lit. 'Having two breadths'; a kind of mantle, or a piece of
linen, in which there are two breadths; a cloth or sheet
thrown loosely over the shoulders, a wrapper:—du-pa
n-ke son, To sleep with the sheet drawn over the head;
to sleep in peace or with a mind at ease; to sleep the
sleep of death:—du-pa hilnor phirn, To hold out, or
wave, a ag of truce; to oer to surrender (a fort):—dupa, s.f.=du-bh t, q.v.:—du-part, adj. Of two folds,
double:—du-pushta, adj. Printed on both sides (a page):—
du-pal i, s.f. A kind of cap consisting of two pieces;—dupalk, s.m. lit. 'Having two eye-lids'; a kind of pigeon;—a
kind of stone for a ring:—do-ph , adj. (Bot.) Bipartite:—
do-pahar(S. dvi-prahara), s.f. Mid-day, noon:—do-pahar-par
n, s.m. (Astron.) Transit:—do-pahar-pahle, adv. Before
noon; ante meridiem, A.M.:—do-pahar- akkar, s.m.
(Astron.) Meridian lines:—do-pahar haln, v.n. The sun
to decline from the meridian, to be past mid-day:—dopahar-hale, adv. Past or after mid-day; post meridiem,
P.M.:—do-pahar-k, adj. (f. -) = du-pahriy, q.v.:—do-pahar,
do-pahr, adj. Of noon or mid-day; mid-day heat;—s.f.=dopahar, q.v.:—du(do) pahriy, adj. & s.m. Of noon or
noontide; meridian;—a kind of ower, Pentapetes
phœnicea;—a child born at noon:—do-phal, adj.=du-fal,
q.v.:—du(or do) piyza, s.m. A rich meat curry in which a
double quantity of onions is used, and which has little or
no gravy:—du-paikar, s.m. The sign Gemini:—du-t,
adj.=du-to, du-th, q.v.:—du-tr, adj. & s.m. Twostringed; double-threaded;—a two-stringed instrument
(as a guitar, &c.); a kind of shawl:—du-to, du-th, adj.
Two-plied, double; bent;—s.m.=du-tah, q.v.:—du-tah, duta, s.f. Cloth that is lined; a piece of cloth having two
breadths (used for lying upon):—do-tn, adj. Two or
three, a few:—do  k, adj. Two-pieced; clear, plain, clean;
decisive; pertinent:—do  k jawb den(-ko), To give a
plain or decisive answer; to give a at refusal or denial:
—do  k karn, v.t. To divide or cut in two, to sunder, to
separate:—do  k hon, v.n. To be divided or cut in two, to
be sundered, be separated; to be at variance;—to be

adjusted, be settled, to be completed:—do-jiy, adj. & s.f.
Pregnant;—a pregnant woman:—do-jbh, du-jibh, adj. (f.
-), Two-tongued, double-tongued:—do-jr, s.m.=du-zra,
q.v.:—do-j-se, adj.=do-jiy, q.v.:—do-j-se hon, do-jiy hon,
v.n. To be pregnant:—do-jv, adj. & s.f.=do-jiy, q.v.:—dor, adj. 'Two or four,' a few (=do-tn):—du- r, s.f. A
meeting, an interview:—du- r hon, v.n. To meet, to
have an interview:—du- h, du- ah, s.m. The second
reservoir to which water is raised for the purpose of
irrigation:—du(or do) itor du- itt, adj. & s.m. Of two
minds, divided in thought or sentiment, puzzled,
distracted, doubtful, wavering, vacillating, uctuating,
irresolute; abstracted, absent-minded;—a waverer, &c.;—
doubt, suspense, &c. (=next, q.v.):—du- it, s.f. Doubt,
suspense; wavering, vacillation; absence of mind,
abstraction:—du- all, s.m. A roof sloping two ways:—duand, du- andn, adj. Twice as much, as much again,
double, two-fold:—du- oba, adj. & s.m. Having two poles;
—a two-poled tent:—du- hatt, s.m. A house with a double
roof; a thatched roof sloping in two directions:—du-arf,
s.f. Wine:—du- na, adj. Having two compartments, &c.;
of two stories (=du-manzila):—du- amm, s.m. A kind of
uqqa-snake with two bends (such as that of a gu gu ):—
du- ba, adj. & s.m. Having two naps (as cloth);—a
kind of double-napped cloth:—du-dm(fr. dm, 'thread'),
s.f. Flowered muslin (the owers being worked with a
needle);—du-dasta, adj. (f. -), Two handed; having two
handles; consisting of, or divided into, two branches or
divisions:—du-dila, adj.=du- itt, q.v.:—do-dam, adj. Twicesharpened, very sharp; two-edged:—do din-k mhmn,
adj. lit. 'A two-days' guest'; temporary, transitory,
eeting, passing away (as beauty, &c.):—do din na paka n,
v.n. To die young, to die soon:—du-dhr, adj. (f. -), Twoedged (a sword, &c.):—du-rsta, adj.=du-rasta, q.v.:—durh, s.m. A road dividing into two, or branching o in
two directions; the junction of two roads:—du-ru a, adj.
(f. -), Double-faced (=du-bhesiy); having the same face
or appearance on both sides, not having a wrong side;—
having two faces or aspects, having the two sides of
dierent colours (as cloth, &c.):—du-ru , s.f. A kind of
bow:—do-ras, s.m. A soil consisting of clay and sand:—doras, s.m. A mixture of two kinds of things

(as of tobacco, &c.):—du-rasta, du-rsta, adj. Having a row
of trees, or of houses, on both sides (a road):—du-ragg,
adj. & s.m. Capricious, whimsical;—half-bred;—a
mongrel, a person of double breed (having good qualities
on one side, and bad on the other, so as not to be
depended on; syn. dogl):—do-rang, du-rang, adj. (f. -), Of
two colours; piebald;—capricious; double-dealing;
hypocritical;—s.m. A capricious person; a double-dealer;
a hypocrite:—du(or do) rang, s.f. The property of having
two colours; capriciousness; double-dealing, duplicity,
deceit, hypocrisy:—do-r , adj. & s.m. Two-faced, doublefaced, hypocritical;—a double-faced person, a hypocrite;
—name of a ower (one face of which is yellow and the
other red; syn. gul--ran):—du-roza, adj. & s.m.
Consisting of, or lasting for, two days; short, brief; the
space of two days:—du-r , s.f. The having two faces,
double-facedness; duplicity, &c. (=du-rang, q.v.):—du-ruy,
adj. & s.m. Double-faced, &c. (=do-r );—adv. On both
faces, or sides:—du(or do) zn baihnor ho-baihn, v.n.
To kneel and sit on the heels behind; to sit on the hams
or haunches:—du-zabn, adj. Double-tongued, deceitful;
forked-tongued:—du-zabn, s.f. The being forkedtongued; the having two tongues, duplicity; equivocation:
—du-zra, s.m. A kind of rice:—do sr honor ho-jn, v.n.
To pierce through and through, to go right through:—duskh= du-sh, q.v.:—du-sla, adj. Of two years, two years
old; biennial;—s.m. A two-year old colt;—lands that have
been two years under cultivation:—do-sh, do-s, adj. &
s.f. Yielding two crops a year (land; = du-fasl):—du-sar-h,

adv. Tête-5-tête (=du-ba-du):—do-sar, s.f. The ploughing
land twice; twice-ploughed land:—du-s t, s.m., or du-s t,
s.f. A kind of cloth, the threads of which are double:—duser, s.m., or du-ser, s.f. A weight of two sers:—du-sh a,
adj. & s.m. Having two branches; forked (a branch);—the
fork of a branch:—du-shl, s.m. A pair of shawls (worn
like the du-pa);—du-shle-posh, s.m. One who wears a
du-shl:—du-arb, adj. Double-bolted (as a lock); doublebarrelled (as a gun); in icting two blows, or a double
wound:—du-tarfa,
 adj. (f. -), Having two sides, two-sided;
on both sides, mutual, taking or pretending to take both
sides in a dispute, deceitful:—du-amal, s.f. Double rule,
the rule of two masters:—du-fal, adj. & s.f. Yielding two

crops or harvests in the year (viz. the rabor spring
harvest and the arfor autumnal harvest);—land
yielding two crops in the year:—do-kl, s.m. Both worlds:
—do karn, v.t. To divide into two parts, to cut in two, to
bisect:—do-kas, adj. Two-personed; t for two persons:—
do-kal, s.m. A double padlock, iron chains for the legs of
criminals:—du-koha, adj. & s.m. Two-hunched;—a twohunched camel, the Bactrian camel:—du(or do) g , adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Twice, double;—a musket that carries two
balls, a double-barrelled gun:—du-gna, adj. & s.m.
Double, two together; of two sorts;—two genu exions in
prayer; a prayer in which two genu exions are made;—
two intimate friends, an inseparable pair:—du(or o) gun,
du-gun, adj. (f. -), Double, two-fold, twice as much:—
du(or do) gan i, s.f. A go-between, a fomenter of
quarrels, one who atters both parties in a dispute (the
expression is taken from a game in which ior
tamarind seeds are used as dice, the seed being marked
or rubbed on one face or side; and if it be fraudulently
marked on both sides, it is called du-gan):—do-gang, adj.
In two streams (a river):—do-gha , s.m. Two vessels full
of water placed one on top of the other (to pass a dogha on the right hand is regarded as a good omen):—dugha iy, s.f. A space of two hours:—du-lwa, adj. & s.m.
Having two ropes;—a well with two losor ropes, and
buckets:—du-l, s.f. A wrap made of two kinds of stu,
one sewn upon the other; a quilted covering or robe, a
double sheet:—du-latt, s.f. A kicking up, or a kick, with
both hind legs (of a horse, or other quadruped):—du-latt
phe kn, du-latt mrn, To kick up or out with the two
hind legs (a horse, &c.):—do-la , du-la , and dol , adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Having two strings or bands, of two rows;
having two strings to one's bow; acting a double part,
going from one party to another;—a necklace, or girdle,
&c. of two strings or bands;—a piece of cloth consisting
of two breadths:—du-loh, du-loh, adj. & s.f. Composed of
two plates of steel;—a scimitar made of two plates of
steel joined together:—do-ma, du-ma, adj. & s.m.
Consisting of two soils;—a mixture of two soils:—domaikr, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the Brhman
class:—du-mal, du-manzila, adj. Of two oors or stories
(a house, &c.); of two decks (a ship):—du-mu h, adj. &

s.m. Having two mouths; two-faced, deceitful;—a twofaced or deceitful person; a kind of serpent with two
mouths:—do mu h ha s-lena, v.n. To laugh and amuse
oneself in moderation:—du(or do) nl, vulg. do-nal, adj.
Double-barrelled (gun):—du-nok, adj. Having two points
or tips; (in Bot.) bid:—dono , adj. See s.v.:—du-nm, adj.
& s.m. Divided in two, halved;—two halves:—du-warq,
adj. & s.f. Consisting of two leaves;—a book of two leaves
or pages, a small book:—du-hattar, du-hatthar, adj. & s.f.
Held with both hands;—a slap or blow with both hands at
one time:—du-huttar talwr, s.f. A sword that is held with
both hands:—du-hattar talwr mrn, v.t. To strike a blow
with a sword held with both hands:—du-hattar mrn(-ko),
To strike (one) with both hands at one time:—du-hatt,
adj. With both hands.
P  du [Pehl. du; Zend dva; S. dva], = H  5 do, C du (in
comp.) [Prk. 5; S.M], adj. Two:—du-b, do-b, du-ba, s.m.
A tract of country lying between two rivers which unite
after running some distance; the country between the
Ganges and Jamn (called the antar-bed):—du-tasha, adj.
Of two res; double-distilled:—du-tasha sharbor sharb-du-tasha, s.m. Double-distilled liquor, very strong wine,
&c.:—du-arth, do-arth, adj. & s.m. Double-meaning,
ambiguous, equivocal;—double meaning, ambiguity;
double-entendre:—du-aspa, adj. & s.m. Having two horses;
having one horse to relieve another; quick, expeditious;
—a relay of two horses:—du-shiyna, s.m. lit. 'Having two
rooms'; a kind of tent with two rooms:—do-a g, du-a g,
adj. (in Bot.) Dichlamydeous:—do-ann, du-ann, s.f. A
small silver coin, the eighth part of a rupee:—do-ek, adj.
One or so, a few;—s.m.=du-sla, and dok, qq.v.:—du-bra,
adj. & adv. Twice, double; double-distilled, or strained,
&c.;—a second time, again:—du-bz, s.m. A kind of
pigeon; a paper kite; a species of eagle, the Nipl hawkeagle, Spizaëtus nipalensis:—do bz barbar, adj. (Geom.)
Having two (opposite) sides equal (as an oblong):—do(or
du) ba an, s.m. (Gram.) The dual number:—du barbar,
adj. Equal to two, double:—du-ba-du, d -ba-d , s.f. Facing,
or confronting, of two people;—adv. Two together, two at
a time; face to face, tête-5-tête; in the presence (of, -k),
before:—d -ba-d hon(-k), To come face to face, to

confront; to be confronted (with);—to quarrel, wrangle,
to abuse each other (two people):—du-bar-du, adv.=du-badu:—do-bard, adj. & s.m. With two bullocks (a cart);—a
two-bullock cart:—do-bars, adj. Biennial:—du(or do) bisw,
s.f. An allowance of two biswsout of twenty, ten per
cent.:—do-bald= do-bard, q.v.:—do bol pa hwnor pa hwden(-ke), 'To cause two words or "yeas" to be repeated';
to obtain the assent of two parties (to a contract); to get
(a girl) married (in a quiet and inexpensive manner):—
du-bhs, du-bhsiy, du-bhsh, du-bhshiya, s.m. lit.
'Knowing, or conversing in, two-tongues'; an
interpreter:—du-bh il, adj. (f.-)=du-bh tiy, q.v.:—dubh t, s.f. lit. 'Of two kinds'; double-dealing, duplicity:—
du-bh tiy, adj. & s.m. Two-faced, double-faced;—a
double-faced man; a hypocrite:—du-bho, adj. Doublefaced, hypocritical:—do-bhedl, do-bhesl, du-bhesiy, adj.
Double-faced; doubtful, ambiguous, equivocal; vague;—
s.m. A double-faced man (=du-bh tiy):—do b , s.m. pl.
'The two centres,' the foci (of an ellipse):—do-p, adj. Of
two breadths or folds:—du-pra, adj. Halved; in two
pieces:—du-pya, adj. & s.m. Two-legged;—a biped; a
man:—do-patiya, adj. (Bot.) Binate:—du(or do) pa, s.m.
lit. 'Having two breadths'; a kind of mantle, or a piece of
linen, in which there are two breadths; a cloth or sheet
thrown loosely over the shoulders, a wrapper:—du-pa
n-ke son, To sleep with the sheet drawn over the head;
to sleep in peace or with a mind at ease; to sleep the
sleep of death:—du-pa hilnor phirn, To hold out, or
wave, a ag of truce; to oer to surrender (a fort):—dupa, s.f.=du-bh t, q.v.:—du-part, adj. Of two folds,
double:—du-pushta, adj. Printed on both sides (a page):—
du-pal i, s.f. A kind of cap consisting of two pieces;—dupalk, s.m. lit. 'Having two eye-lids'; a kind of pigeon;—a
kind of stone for a ring:—do-ph , adj. (Bot.) Bipartite:—
do-pahar(S. dvi-prahara), s.f. Mid-day, noon:—do-pahar-par
n, s.m. (Astron.) Transit:—do-pahar-pahle, adv. Before
noon; ante meridiem, A.M.:—do-pahar- akkar, s.m.
(Astron.) Meridian lines:—do-pahar haln, v.n. The sun
to decline from the meridian, to be past mid-day:—dopahar-hale, adv. Past or after mid-day; post meridiem,
P.M.:—do-pahar-k, adj. (f. -) = du-pahriy, q.v.:—do-pahar,
do-pahr, adj. Of noon or mid-day; mid-day heat;—s.f.=do-

pahar, q.v.:—du(do) pahriy, adj. & s.m. Of noon or
noontide; meridian;—a kind of ower, Pentapetes
phœnicea;—a child born at noon:—do-phal, adj.=du-fal,
q.v.:—du(or do) piyza, s.m. A rich meat curry in which a
double quantity of onions is used, and which has little or
no gravy:—du-paikar, s.m. The sign Gemini:—du-t,
adj.=du-to, du-th, q.v.:—du-tr, adj. & s.m. Twostringed; double-threaded;—a two-stringed instrument
(as a guitar, &c.); a kind of shawl:—du-to, du-th, adj.
Two-plied, double; bent;—s.m.=du-tah, q.v.:—du-tah, duta, s.f. Cloth that is lined; a piece of cloth having two
breadths (used for lying upon):—do-tn, adj. Two or
three, a few:—do  k, adj. Two-pieced; clear, plain, clean;
decisive; pertinent:—do  k jawb den(-ko), To give a
plain or decisive answer; to give a at refusal or denial:
—do  k karn, v.t. To divide or cut in two, to sunder, to
separate:—do  k hon, v.n. To be divided or cut in two, to
be sundered, be separated; to be at variance;—to be
adjusted, be settled, to be completed:—do-jiy, adj. & s.f.
Pregnant;—a pregnant woman:—do-jbh, du-jibh, adj. (f.
-), Two-tongued, double-tongued:—do-jr, s.m.=du-zra,
q.v.:—do-j-se, adj.=do-jiy, q.v.:—do-j-se hon, do-jiy hon,
v.n. To be pregnant:—do-jv, adj. & s.f.=do-jiy, q.v.:—dor, adj. 'Two or four,' a few (=do-tn):—du- r, s.f. A
meeting, an interview:—du- r hon, v.n. To meet, to
have an interview:—du- h, du- ah, s.m. The second
reservoir to which water is raised for the purpose of
irrigation:—du(or do) itor du- itt, adj. & s.m. Of two
minds, divided in thought or sentiment, puzzled,
distracted, doubtful, wavering, vacillating, uctuating,
irresolute; abstracted, absent-minded;—a waverer, &c.;—
doubt, suspense, &c. (=next, q.v.):—du- it, s.f. Doubt,
suspense; wavering, vacillation; absence of mind,
abstraction:—du- all, s.m. A roof sloping two ways:—duand, du- andn, adj. Twice as much, as much again,
double, two-fold:—du- oba, adj. & s.m. Having two poles;
—a two-poled tent:—du- hatt, s.m. A house with a double
roof; a thatched roof sloping in two directions:—du-arf,
s.f. Wine:—du- na, adj. Having two compartments, &c.;
of two stories (=du-manzila):—du- amm, s.m. A kind of
uqqa-snake with two bends (such as that of a gu gu ):—
du- ba, adj. & s.m. Having two naps (as cloth);—a

kind of double-napped cloth:—du-dm(fr. dm, 'thread'),
s.f. Flowered muslin (the owers being worked with a
needle);—du-dasta, adj. (f. -), Two handed; having two
handles; consisting of, or divided into, two branches or
divisions:—du-dila, adj.=du- itt, q.v.:—do-dam, adj. Twicesharpened, very sharp; two-edged:—do din-k mhmn,
adj. lit. 'A two-days' guest'; temporary, transitory,
eeting, passing away (as beauty, &c.):—do din na paka n,
v.n. To die young, to die soon:—du-dhr, adj. (f. -), Twoedged (a sword, &c.):—du-rsta, adj.=du-rasta, q.v.:—durh, s.m. A road dividing into two, or branching o in
two directions; the junction of two roads:—du-ru a, adj.
(f. -), Double-faced (=du-bhesiy); having the same face
or appearance on both sides, not having a wrong side;—
having two faces or aspects, having the two sides of
dierent colours (as cloth, &c.):—du-ru , s.f. A kind of
bow:—do-ras, s.m. A soil consisting of clay and sand:—doras, s.m. A mixture of two kinds of things (as of tobacco,
&c.):—du-rasta, du-rsta, adj. Having a row of trees, or of
houses, on both sides (a road):—du-ragg, adj. & s.m.
Capricious, whimsical;—half-bred;—a mongrel, a person
of double breed (having good qualities on one side, and
bad on the other, so as not to be depended on; syn.
dogl):—do-rang, du-rang, adj. (f. -), Of two colours;
piebald;—capricious; double-dealing; hypocritical;—s.m. A
capricious person; a double-dealer; a hypocrite:—du(or
do) rang, s.f. The property of having two colours;
capriciousness; double-dealing, duplicity, deceit,
hypocrisy:—do-r , adj. & s.m. Two-faced, double-faced,
hypocritical;—a double-faced person, a hypocrite;—name
of a ower (one face of which is yellow and the other
red; syn. gul--ran):—du-roza, adj. & s.m. Consisting of,
or lasting for, two days; short, brief; the space of two
days:—du-r , s.f. The having two faces, doublefacedness; duplicity, &c. (=du-rang, q.v.):—du-ruy, adj. &
s.m. Double-faced, &c. (=do-r );—adv. On both faces, or
sides:—du(or do) zn baihnor ho-baihn, v.n. To kneel
and sit on the heels behind; to sit on the hams or
haunches:—du-zabn, adj. Double-tongued, deceitful;
forked-tongued:—du-zabn, s.f. The being forkedtongued; the having two tongues, duplicity; equivocation:
—du-zra, s.m. A kind of rice:—do sr honor ho-jn, v.n.

To pierce through and through, to go right through:—duskh= du-sh, q.v.:—du-sla, adj. Of two years, two years
old; biennial;—s.m. A two-year old colt;—lands that have
been two years under cultivation:—do-sh, do-s, adj. &
s.f. Yielding two crops a year (land; = du-fasl):—du-sar-h,

adv. Tête-5-tête (=du-ba-du):—do-sar, s.f. The ploughing
land twice; twice-ploughed land:—du-s t, s.m., or du-s t,
s.f. A kind of cloth, the threads of which are double:—duser, s.m., or du-ser, s.f. A weight of two sers:—du-sh a,
adj. & s.m. Having two branches; forked (a branch);—the
fork of a branch:—du-shl, s.m. A pair of shawls (worn
like the du-pa);—du-shle-posh, s.m. One who wears a
du-shl:—du-arb, adj. Double-bolted (as a lock); doublebarrelled (as a gun); in icting two blows, or a double
wound:—du-tarfa,
 adj. (f. -), Having two sides, two-sided;
on both sides, mutual, taking or pretending to take both
sides in a dispute, deceitful:—du-amal, s.f. Double rule,
the rule of two masters:—du-fal, adj. & s.f. Yielding two
crops or harvests in the year (viz. the rabor spring
harvest and the arfor autumnal harvest);—land
yielding two crops in the year:—do-kl, s.m. Both worlds:
—do karn, v.t. To divide into two parts, to cut in two, to
bisect:—do-kas, adj. Two-personed; t for two persons:—
do-kal, s.m. A double padlock, iron chains for the legs of
criminals:—du-koha, adj. & s.m. Two-hunched;—a twohunched camel, the Bactrian camel:—du(or do) g , adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Twice, double;—a musket that carries two
balls, a double-barrelled gun:—du-gna, adj. & s.m.
Double, two together; of two sorts;—two genu exions in
prayer; a prayer in which two genu exions are made;—
two intimate friends, an inseparable pair:—du(or o) gun,
du-gun, adj. (f. -), Double, two-fold, twice as much:—
du(or do) gan i, s.f. A go-between, a fomenter of
quarrels, one who atters both parties in a dispute (the
expression is taken from a game in which ior
tamarind seeds are used as dice, the seed being marked
or rubbed on one face or side; and if it be fraudulently
marked on both sides, it is called du-gan):—do-gang, adj.
In two streams (a river):—do-gha , s.m. Two vessels full
of water placed one on top of the other (to pass a dogha on the right hand is regarded as a good omen):—dugha iy, s.f. A space of two hours:—du-lwa, adj. & s.m.

Having two ropes;—a well with two losor ropes, and
buckets:—du-l, s.f. A wrap made of two kinds of stu,
one sewn upon the other; a quilted covering or robe, a
double sheet:—du-latt, s.f. A kicking up, or a kick, with
both hind legs (of a horse, or other quadruped):—du-latt
phe kn, du-latt mrn, To kick up or out with the two
hind legs (a horse, &c.):—do-la , du-la , and dol , adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Having two strings or bands, of two rows;
having two strings to one's bow; acting a double part,
going from one party to another;—a necklace, or girdle,
&c. of two strings or bands;—a piece of cloth consisting
of two breadths:—du-loh, du-loh, adj. & s.f. Composed of
two plates of steel;—a scimitar made of two plates of
steel joined together:—do-ma, du-ma, adj. & s.m.
Consisting of two soils;—a mixture of two soils:—domaikr, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the Brhman
class:—du-mal, du-manzila, adj. Of two oors or stories
(a house, &c.); of two decks (a ship):—du-mu h, adj. &
s.m. Having two mouths; two-faced, deceitful;—a twofaced or deceitful person; a kind of serpent with two
mouths:—do mu h ha s-lena, v.n. To laugh and amuse
oneself in moderation:—du(or do) nl, vulg. do-nal, adj.
Double-barrelled (gun):—du-nok, adj. Having two points
or tips; (in Bot.) bid:—dono , adj. See s.v.:—du-nm, adj.
& s.m. Divided in two, halved;—two halves:—du-warq,
adj. & s.f. Consisting of two leaves;—a book of two leaves
or pages, a small book:—du-hattar, du-hatthar, adj. & s.f.
Held with both hands;—a slap or blow with both hands at
one time:—du-huttar talwr, s.f. A sword that is held with
both hands:—du-hattar talwr mrn, v.t. To strike a blow
with a sword held with both hands:—du-hattar mrn(-ko),
To strike (one) with both hands at one time:—du-hatt,
adj. With both hands.
P  dav, dau(fr. dav--dan, 'to run'; rt. S.  ), part. adj.
Running (used in comp.):—dav--davor dau, dav--davish,
dav--davor dau, s.f. Running incessantly; running to
and fro, or in every direction; bustling about; being
active and energetic in any business; bustle; labour and
fatigue, toil and trouble (syn. tag--p ; dau -dh p).
A  daw (v.n. fr. 'to be diseased'; or fr. , 'to treat
medically,' conj. iii of ), s.f. Medicine; a remedy:—
daw-par, adj. Medicable, admitting of a remedy,

remediable, curable:—daw- na, s.m. A room for
medicines, a medical hall, an apothecary's shop; a
dispensary:—daw-dr , s.f., or daw-darman, s.f. Use of
medicine, application of a remedy; medical treatment;
medicine, remedy:—daw-dr karn(-k), To treat
medically, to apply or use a remedy:—daw-sz, s.m. A
maker or compounder of medicines, an apothecary:—
daw-farosh, s.m. A seller of medicines, a druggist:—daw
karn(-k), To treat medically, to apply a remedy, to
remedy, cure, heal:—daw khn, To take medicine:—
daw lagn(-ko), A medicine to take eect.
H   diw [Prk.  , or " ; S. "t], s.m. A
lamp (=dw; diy, q.v.):—diwe-sal, s.f.=diy-sal, q.v.s.v.
diy.
S   div (inst. case of div), adv. By day;—s.m. Day;
day-light;—div-tan, adj. Of or belonging to the day, daily,
diurnal:—div-rtra, s.m., or div-rtri, s.f. A day and a
night; day and night; day or night;—adv. Day and night,
incessantly, uninterruptedly, without intermission,
constantly, ever, always:—div-kar, s.m. 'The day-maker,'
the sun:—div-madhya, s.m. Mid-day, noon:—divndha,
divndh(˚v+an˚), adj. & s.m. Blind by day;—an owl:—divni, s.m. and adv.=div-rtra, q.v.
H  d , 5 do [Prk. 5; S. ], adj. Of two;—
s.m. The two or deuce (at cards, dice, &c.).
P  du-b, do-b, s.m. See s.v. do.
A  dawbb, vulg. dawb, s.m. pl. (of dbba), Beasts,
cattle; (as a sing.) an animal, a beast, a quadruped.
S ;  dwpar, s.m. That die, or side of a die, which is
marked with two spots or points; 'the age with the
number two' (dw), the third of the four yugasor ages of
the world (comprising 2400 years);—doubt, uncertainty.
P A dawt (for A. {, fr. ; see daw), s.f. An inkholder, inkstand; an inkhorn, a portable case with
receptacles for ink and writing-reeds, &c.;—ink:—dawtaln, s.f. The style with which the cloth or wool in an
(Eastern) ink-bottle is stirred.
S <Y  divtan, adj. See s.v. div.
H K dv-das, vulg. du-das, = H B" dvdas, vulg. duds,See dv-da; and dv-da.

H B"dv-das, vulg. duds, = H K  dv-das,
vulg. du-das,See dv-da; and dv-da.
S D  8dv-da, adj. (f. -), The twelfth;—twelve,
consisting of twelve:—dvdaditya(˚a+d˚), s.m. The
twelve Adityas(sons of Áditi).
S E  8"dv-da, s.f. The twelfth day of the half
month (reckoned from new or full moon).
P  dav--dau, = P D  dav--davish,s.f. See s.v. dav, or
dau, 'running.'
P D  dav--davish, = P  dav--dau,s.f. See s.v. dav, or
dau, 'running.'
H   dawr [prob. S.  +t], s.m. (f. ?), lit. 'Forestenemy'; a re that breaks out in a forest, a forest
con agration (=davnal, q.v.s.v. dava, dav).
H  diwr, s.f. corr. of dwr, q.v.
A  duwr, dawr, vulg. dor(fr.  'to move or turn
round'), s.m. Whirl, giddiness in the head, vertigo.
A  dawwr (fr.  'to turn round'), adj. Turning round,
revolving, rotating, moving in a circle, circling;—
versatile, ckle (as fortune):— ar --dawwr, The
revolving heavens.
S  dvr, vulg. duwr, dur, s.m.f. Door, gate;
doorway, gateway, passage, entrance, opening; access,
way; vehicle, means, expedient, opportunity, medium
(by which anything is eected):—dvr-pl, dvr-plak, or
dvr-pl, s.m. A door-keeper, gate-keeper, porter,
warder (=darwn):—dvr-pl, s.f. The business or oce of
a door-keeper:—dvra-bali-bhuj, s.m. lit. 'Eating
the oering (of food) scattered before the door'; the
crane, Ardea nivea; a crow; a sparrow.
H  dwr [S. t], s.m. A door, &c. (=dvr, q.v.):—
dwr-bat, dvr-vat(S. dvra-vat), s.f. lit. 'Having many
gates'; name of the capital of Krish a, and= dvarak, q.v.
?  dvr (inst. case of dwr), postpn. By means (of,
-ke), through the medium (of), through, by, with.
S  dvrika, vulg. dvrik, s.m. (f. -ik), A doorkeeper, warder; a chamberlain (at the court of a Hind
prince).
S   dvrak,  dvrik, vulg. dwrk, s.f. 'The

city with many gates'; name of a sacred place of the
Hinds situated near the mouth of the gulf of Kach, on
the western coast of Hindstn (it was the capital of
Krish a, and is supposed to have been submerged by the
sea):—dvrak-purior pur, s.f.=dvrak:—dvrak-nth, s.m.
'The lord of Dwrak,' a name of Krish a:—dvrak-vs,
vulg. dwrk-bs, s.m. An inhabitant of Dwrak (applied
especially to Krish a).
S  dvrin, = S " dvr,s.m.=dvrik, q.v.
S "dvr, = S   dvrin,s.m.=dvrik, q.v.
P ?d duvz-dah [Pehl. dvz-dah; Zend dva-daan; S. dvdaan], adj. Twelve:—duvzdah jausaqor ml, The twelve
signs of the zodiac.
P 2 d duvz-dahum [Pehl. dvz-dahum; Zend dva-daa; S.
dv-daa], adj. The twelfth.
P dduvzdah, s.f. An aggregate of twelve, a a dozen.
S X   .¢ davgni, s.m. See s.v. dava, dav.
H  diwl; 1˚ s.f.=dwl, q.v.; 2˚ adj. & s.m.=dewl, q.v.
P  davl, duvl, dul, vulg. dol, divl(cf. dabba, ab,
and b); s.f. Skin, hide, leather; a leather strap, stirrupleather, a belt;—splendour, pomp, grandeur, majesty:—
duvl-p, adj. & s.m. Web-footed; leather-legged;—name
of a people in India who have thin and ductile legs with
which they strangle unwary travellers (they are said to
pretend to be lame, and to importune travellers to carry
them on their backs, which proves fatal to those whose
compassion induces them to comply, as the villains twist
their legs round their necks and instantly strangle
them), the Thags;—a member of that class, a Thag, q.v.
H "  !diwl, s.m. Bankruptcy insolvency (the
origin of the word is the same as that of diwl, the
festival so called; the failure of a merchant or banker
being indicated by one or more lamps attached to his
house):—iwl pn, diwl nikaln, v.n. To declare
bankruptcy, to become insolvent.
H ! !"diwl [Prk.  .!; S. "+.!], s.f.
(lit.'A row of lamps'), A Hind festival celebrated on the
day of the new moon of Krttik in honour of Krttikeya,
the god of war. (At this festival, the Hinds, after
bathing in some river, put on their best attire, and

perform a rddh; and at night they worship Lakshm;
their houses and streets are illuminated, and the night
is spent in gambling.)
P ! dul, vulg. diwl, s.f. A leather strap, a belt
(=dul):—dual-band, s.m. lit. 'Having a leather belt,' a
siph, or sepoy.
H !  .!diwliy (see diwland diwl), s.m. A
bankrupt, an insolvent.
A U ! dawlb, s.m. pl. (of d lb= P. dol-b), Wheels,
water-wheels.
A 1  dawm (inf. n. of 1  'to continue,' &c.), s.m.
Continuing, lasting; persevering; continuance;
perpetuity; duration;—adv. Continually, always,
perpetually, eternally:—alad-dawm, adv. See s.v. al.
P  davn (act. part. of davdan, and=S.  ; cf. dav),
part. adj. Running, walking fast.
H  diwn, = H  diwna,adj. corr. of dwn, q.v.
H  diwna, = H  diwn,adj. corr. of dwn, q.v.
H <;  diwn-pan, = H <L diwn-pan,s.m. Madness, &c.
(=dwna-pan, q.v.).
H <L diwn-pan, = H <;  diwn-pan,s.m. Madness, &c.
(=dwna-pan, q.v.).
S +   Bdivndha, adj. & s.m. See s.v. div.
H CB"du-ann, 5B" do-ann, s.f. See s.v. do.
H $daw, s.f.=daw, q.v.
A $ dawir, s.m. pl. (of dira), Circles:—dawir mutawz
att--istiw,
Parallels of latitude:—dawir--ham-markaz,

Concentric circles.
H   d b [Prk. C ; S.  y], s.f. Bent grass, panic
grass, Panicum dactylon, or Cynodon dactylon(commonly
used as fodder for horses, &c.).
P d  du-bz, s.m. See s.v. do.
H   5 do-bar (do+wra), adj. Twice, double, two-fold.
H    d bar, adj. & s.m.=d bhar, q.v.
H    d bar, = H     d br,adj.=dur-bal, and dubl,
qq.v.
H    d br, = H     d bar,adj.=dur-bal, and dubl,
qq.v.
H   <=   7Vf®d ba -ghas

= H   <=   f®Vf®

d b -ghas [fr. d bar, and rt. of ghusirn, with su. =
Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m. Hiding or slinking away
through weakness, helpless, insignicant, unknown;—a
helpless, or an insignicant person, a nobody.
H   <=   f®Vf®d b -ghas = H   <=   7Vf®
d ba -ghas [fr. d bar, and rt. of ghusirn, with su. =
Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m. Hiding or slinking away
through weakness, helpless, insignicant, unknown;—a
helpless, or an insignicant person, a nobody.
H &  #d bhar [S. C+#t], adj. & s.m. Dicult to be
borne, dicult, burdensome, troublesome, trying;—a
burden, a trial, a troublesome person, an incubus.
H (&  #d bhak [S. C+.#d(], s.f. Scarcity, dearth,
famine, want.
H  &  5#dobhniyn, = H  &  5# dobhyn,adj.
'Having two arms'; two-sted, ambidextrous; strong.
H  &  5#dobhyn, = H  &  5# dobhniyn,adj.

business or oce of an envoy, or ambassador, &c., the
condition of a messenger or emissary.
S *Y ; d tatva, s.m. = S *Y  d tat, s.f.The
business or oce of an envoy, or ambassador, &c., the
condition of a messenger or emissary.
S (Y d tak, s.m. (-ik), A messenger, envoy, &c.
(=d t).
S Y d tik, s.f.=d t, q.v.
H Y"d t-n [fem. of d t;—n= Prk. 4"=S. "],
s.f.=d t, q.v.
S Y ; dvitva, s.m. (f. dvi-t), Doubleness, twofoldness,
duality; reduplication; repetition; corroboration:—dvitva
karn, To double; to repeat, &c.
H < $ &Y MRdauth [S. 1M+TR+t], s.m. Day, dawn
(=daus, q.v.).
S Y"d t,  d ti, s.f. A female messenger, a

H   d biy [fr. d b, q.v.+Prk.  , and ; S. t

condante, a go-between, a procuress, a bawd; a spy; a
gossiping, mischief-making woman, a tale-bearer,
mischief-maker.
H Yd ti, " d t (?), s.f. See Yduti, and dyuti.

and ], adj. Consisting of grass;—s.f. A kind of green,

H Y d tiy, C dutiy [S. "t], adj. Second,

grass-green.
S ] dvi-pa, vulg. dvip: For comp. words beginning

the second;—the second, or accusative case.
S Y "dvity (fem. of next), s.f. lit. 'A second self'; a

with dvi, see s.v. dvi.

wife legally wedded
(according to Vedic rites);—the second day of a lunar
fortnight (=d j).
S  Y "dvitya, adj. Second, the second:—dvitybh(˚ya

'Having two arms'; two-sted, ambidextrous; strong.
H [  %d be, s.m.=dube, q.v.

H *0;  5Tdopast [S. +TR?+], adj. Pregnant
(=du-jiy).
S A d t, s.m. Messenger, carrier of intelligence,
envoy, emissary, ambassador; a go-between, negotiator;
an angel who passes between God and man; a secret
messenger, a spy.
H $ Y  d t [d ta+S. a. +], s.f. Embassy,
message; the status, employment, or oce of an envoy,
&c.
H <LY d t-pan [d t+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],
s.m. The condition of a messenger or envoy, &c.
(=d tat); ambassadorship;—spying, espionage (syn.
js s);—mischief-making.
S *Y d tat, s.f. = S *Y ; d tatva, s.m.The

+bh), s.f. A scitamineous plant, Curcuma xanthorrhiza.
H 5 *d j [Prk. CA*; S. "], s.f. The second day of
a lunar fortnight:—d j-k  d, s.m. The new moon.
S 5 *dvi-ja, vulg. dvij, See s.v. dvi.
H W *d j, C* duj [Prk. CA* ; S. "+t], adj. (f.
-), Second, other, another; secondary;—s.m. The second
one; the second spirit or soul.
H  5 * d j-bar [Prk. CA* 5; S. "+ t], s.m. A
man who marries a second wife, a bigamist (cf. dojh).
H W *Md jau, or *5 d jo, s.m. (dialec.)=d j, q.v.
H &W 5Ddojh [S. +*?], adj. Married to a second

wife;—s.m.=d j-bar, q.v.
P = du- ah, s.m. See s.v. do.
P r do t (v.n. of do tan; rt. Zend dug= C6O 'to milk,'
&c.), s.f. Sewing; a stitch; a seam:—do t karn, v.t. To
sew, &c.
P *r do ta (perf. part. of do tan; see do t), part. adj.
Sewed, stitched; xed (as the eye or sight), transxed.
P  d d [Pehl. d t; Zend dunman, rt. du= S. 0; cf. S. 0/ ],
s.m. Smoke, vapour, mist, haze, exhalation, breath:—
d d-l d, d d-l da, adj. Smoked; perfumed; smoky:—
d d--dil , s.m. 'Exhalation of the heart,' a sigh.
H  d d, s.m. corr. of d dh, q.v.
P  a  d dmn [mn= Pehl. mn= Zend nmna, 'house,'
&c., rt. man+ni= S. +/; cf. n-o-mn, and mndan],
s.m. An illustrious house, a noble family, a great tribe;
house, family, race, generation.
H  5dodn, v.t. To deny (=mukarn; palan).
H  d dh [Prk. C-(; S. CF(, rt. C6O], s.m. Milk; the
milk or juice of certain plants; (g.) family, race, caste,
sect:—d dh--bht-, s.f. The ceremony of a bride and
bridegroom eating a mess of boiled rice and milk and
sugar together on the fourth day after marriage:—d dh
utarn, v.n. The milk to descend (into the udder, or into
the breasts of a woman), to have milk (in the ndder, or
the breasts):—d dh-dhr, adj. & s.m. Living on milk;—
one who lives on milk:—d dh ba hn(-k), To wean (a
child):—d dh ba hn, v.n. To be weaned:—d dh-bht,
s.f.=d dh-bht, q.v.:—d dh-bh, s.m. A foster-brother:
—d dh bhar-n(-me ), Milk to ow into and ll (the
udder, or the breasts), to be full of milk (the udder, &c.)
—to feel aection (for):—d dh-bhar kaoriy , s.f. Breasts
full of milk:—d dh-bahanor bahin, s.f. A foster-sister:—
d dh be n, To sell milk; to sell (one's own, apn) milk, to
serve as a wet-nurse:—d dh pa n(-me ), The milk to
form (in plants, or in wheat, &c., before the grain):—
d dh piln(-ko), To suckle, to nurse:—d dh-pil , adj. &
s.f. Giving milk, suckling;—a wet-nurse;—d dh-p t , s.m.
'Milk and ospring'; milch-kine and children, cattle (or
wealth) and children:—d dh-pta, adj. (f. -), Milkdrinking, sucking (as an infant, or the young of an

animal);—interest-bearing, active (as money or capital);
—d dh hurn(-k), To wean (=d dh ba hn):—d dh
dekhn(-k), To examine the milk (of a pregnant woman
in order to ascertain from its thickness the sex of the
unborn child):—d dh-s, adj. (f. -), Like milk, white as
milk:—d dh-k p , s.m. A sucking calf, a sucking child:—
d dh-k d dh(aur) pn-k pn karnor kar-den, 'To
distinguish between what is really milk and what is pure
water,' to sift the good or the true from the bad or the
false; to exercise absolute and faultess justice:—d dhka , s.m. A child, or the young of an animal, that has
not been suckled for the full period (owing to the
mother's pregnancy, or other cause):—d dh-ke d t, s.m.
Milk teeth:—d dh-m, s.f. Foster-mother:—d dh-mukh,
s.m. (f. -), The young of an animal:—d dh-mogr, s.f. The
double white rose-hay or oleander, Nerium coronarium:—
d dh-wl, s.m. (f. -), Milk-man, milk-vendor; milkyielder:—d dh-wl, s.f. A milk-maid; a mother who
suckles her child:—dudho naho puto phalo, 'May you
bathe in milk and bear many children,' may you be rich
in cattle and children!—d dh-hn, or han, s.f. An
earthen vessel for holding milk.
P ? d da (see d d), s.m. Family;—lamp-black; soot.
H  d dh (see d dh), s.m. A species of rice.
H   Cdudhr, adj. See   dudhr.
H  !d dhal, adj.=dudhaland dudhail, qq.v.
H "d dh [Prk. C.- ; S. CF+t (+t)], adj.
Having milk, yielding milk, milky, milch; containing
milky juice or sap (see d dhiy).
H "d dh [Prk. C.-; S. C.F], s.f. The breast
(esp. of a mother or nursing woman);—starch;—name of
several plants with milky juice (as various species of
Asclepias, Echites, Euphorbia, &c.; see duddh).
H  d dhiy (i.q. d dh), adj. Containing, or
yielding, milk, &c. (=d dh, q.v.); milk-white, white, pure;
young, juicy, tender, green;—s.m. Name of several milky
plants (see d dhand duddh);—a young and tender head
of maize or Indian corn, &c.:—d dhiy patthar, s.m. A kind
of white stone (used in building, and in making plaster,
and utensils, &c.; see duddh);—an opal.

H   Ch!dudhail, adj. See   dudhail.
S P  d r (P. d r, fr. Zend d ra= S. d ra), adj. Distant,
remote, far (from, -se), at a distance, a long way o;—s.f.
Distance, remoteness (=d r);—adv. Far, afar, far away,
to a distance, beyond (with abl.);—intj.=d r ho, q.v.:—d r-d r, adv. Very distant or far, to a great distance:—d randesh, adj. Far-sighted, far-seeing, penetrating, keen,
discerning; provident, foreseeing, anticipative,
circumspect, prudent, sagacious, wise:—d r-andesh, s.f.
Far-sightedness, foresight, forecast; anticipation;
providence; circumspection, carefulness, prudence,
sagacity, wisdom:—d r-andesh karn, To exercise
prudence, &c.; to provide (against, -me ):—d r-bd, intj.
Far be it! God forbid!—d r bsh, intj.=d r-ho, q.v.:—d r
bhgn(-se), To run far away (from); to abstain (from); to
avoid, shun, abhor, abominate:—d r-bn, adj. Far-seeing,
far-sighted, &c. (=d r-andesh, q.v.); perspicuous;
ingenious; intelligent; judicious; sound, solid (as
judgment);—having the quality of showing a distant
object;—s.m. A spy-glass, a telescope:—d r-bn, s.f. Farsightedness; foresight, &c. (=d r-andesh, q.v.):—d rpr(Zend d ra&pra; S. d ra-pra), intj. 'May it be far
away' (from me, or from you, &c.), far be it! God forbid!
(a phrase used commonly by women):—d r-dabak batn,
v.t.=d r durn, q.v.:—d r-darz, adj. Far, very distant;
long:—d r durn, v.t. To send away to a distance, to
drive away:—d r-dri, adj. & s.m.=d r-dar, q.v.:—d rdrishi,
s.f.=d r-daran, q.v.:—d r-darak, adj. Far-sighted,

&c. (=d r-dar, q.v.):—d r-darak-yantra, s.m. A telescope
(=d r-bn):—d r-daran, s.m. Far-sightedness; longsightedness; foresight; discernment, prudence (=d rbnand d r-andesh):—d r-daran-yantra, s.m.=d r-darakyantra, q.v.:—d r-dar, vulg. d r-dars, adj. & s.m. Farseeing, long-sighted; foreseeing, provident, prudent,
discerning, &c. (=d r-andesh);—a vulture;—a prophet,
seer, sage; a learned man, a teacher:—d r-dast, adj.
Distant, out of reach, dicult to reach, remote,
inaccessible:—d r-dast, s.f. The being out of reach, or
dicult to reach, remoteness, inaccessibleness:—d r
rahn(-se), To remain far away or apart (from); to
abstain (from), &c. (=d r bhgn):—d ra-stha, adj. Situated

at a distance, standing afar o, far o, remote:—d r-k,
adj. (f. -), Distant, far removed (as a relation); deep,
profound (as thought); far-fetched, out-of-the-way; long
and sharp, or thorough good (as a scolding, &c.):—d r
karn, v.t. To put far away, keep at a distance; to remove
(from, -se); to avert; to dispel; to put away or aside; to
reject; to get rid of, to part with; to dismiss; to eject,
dispossess; to do away with, abolish; to put out of sight,
conceal; to eace:—d r-gm, adj. & s.m. Going far, farreaching;—one who goes to a distance:—d r-vs, vulg.
d r-bs, adj. & s.m. Residing in a distant land, or in a
foreign country, outlandish;—one who resides at a great
distance, &c.; an outlandish person:—d r-vart, adj. &
s.m. Being, or situated, at a distance, far-removed,
remote; residing at a distance;—one who is at a distance:
—d r ho, intj. Begone! be o! away! avaunt!—d r hon,
v.n. To be distant, be far o, to be or stand remote, to be
far beyond (with abl.); to be removed, be averted, be
dispelled; to be eaced; to be o, get out of the way,
make (oneself) scarce, disappear, decamp.
H  5dor (prob. for do-har= dohr, q.v.), s.m. Twiceploughed land.
A  daur (inf. n. of  'to turn round, to revolve,' & c.),
s.m. Going round, moving in a circle, revolving;
revointion (of a body, or of time); circular motion; the
going round, or circulating (of wine); the cup handed
round; the coming round in turn (of days or times);
vicissitude;—repetition (of a lesson); a kind of argument,
reasoning in a circle;—circumference, perimeter;
circular enclosure; border (of a garment, &c.); circle,
circuit; orbit; circuit of rule, compass, jurisdiction, power,
authority, dominion, sway;—a period of years, time, age,
cycle; a turn, tour, round, course, progress; a turn or
twist (of a rope, &c.):—daur daur, s.m. Prosperity:—daurdaur, s.m. Circuit of rule, jurisdiction, dominion, sway
(=daur):—daur karn, To go or come round; to complete a
period (of time, &c.); to make the circuit (of, -k); to
encircle, encompass, surround; to go through, to repeat
(a lesson, or the Qor n, &c.).
H  Mdaur, 5 dor [Prk. 5!5, S. 5!t], s.m. The strings
used to sling a basket for irrigation.

S  dvir (for dvis;—used only in comp.), adv. Twice:—

H  M6daurah, daurh, s.m. A forest con agration

dvir-gaman, s.m. 'Twice-coming'; the ceremony of the
second entrance or approach of the bride to her
husband's house after a visit to that of her father:—dvirukt, adj. Twice spoken, twice said, repeated; said or told
in two ways:—dvir-ukti, s.f. Saying twice, repetition,
tautology; telling anything in two ways, two-fold way of
expression.
H  Mdaur [Prk. 5! ; S. 5!+t], s.m. A large

(cf. davr).
P S "d r (see d r), s.f. Distance (apart), farness,

basket (without a lid); cf. daur.
S  @ Y M;@daurtmya (fr. dur-tman), s.m. Evil-

rope with which a string of cattle are bound together (as
bullocks, when threshing, &c.); a ashing-line; a line with
which lands are measured (=o );—a small at basket
(without a lid); a sling-basket (used in irrigation).
H  M7dau , vulg. 57 do (fr. dau n, q.v.), s.f. Running,

mindedness, badness of soul, wickedness, depravity.
P  dawrn, daurn(for A. dawarn, inf. n. of  'to go or
move round'), s.m. Going round, revolving, rolling
round, whirling, &c.; circulation (as of the blood, &c.);—a
revolution; a period, circle, cycle; time, an age;
vicissitude; fortune:—daurn--sar, s.m. A swimming in
the head, dizziness, giddiness, vertigo.
H  "div-rn, s.f.=dev-rn, q.v.
S  #  M daur-balya
'
(fr. dur-bala), s.m. Impotence,
feebleness, weakness, debility.
S  X &  M#yFdaur-bhgya (fr. dur-bhga), s.m. Bad
condition, miserable plight, ill-luck, misfortune.
S  W M*Bdaur-janya
'
(fr. dur-jana), s.m. Wickedness,
maliciousness, vileness, depravity.
S Y d rat, s.f. = S Y ; d ratva,
s.m.Remoteness, distance, farness.
S Y ; d ratva, s.m. = S Y  d rat,
s.f.Remoteness, distance, farness.
S   I=dvirukt, adj. See s.v. dvir.
S + X M$.' Bdaur-gandhi (fr. dur-gandha), s.f. Bad or
disagreeable smell, badness of smell, fetor.
S   yd rv, s.f. Panic grass (see d b).
P ? daura (for A. {, fr. daur, q.v.), s.m. A going round, a
revolution, a turn; round, tour, circuit, course, &c. (see
daur):—daure-supurd, Commitment for trial before the
circuit sessions:—daure-supurd karn, To commit to the
circuit-sessions:—daura karn, daure-ko uhn, v.n. To go
on a tour or circuit; to hold sessions.

remoteness, separation; absence; perpendicular distance
between two lines, &c.;—adv. Distant; to a distance, far
away or o:—d r-bh t, part. adj. Become distant,
removed, remote, far o; situated at a distance:—d rkrit, part. adj. Removed to a distance, placed afar o.
A M"daur, 5" dor [Prk. 5.!; S. 5!+], s.f. A

a run; gallop; pace; race (chie y in comp., e.g. ghu -daur);
course, career; range, reach, compass; endeavour,
eort, struggle; an expedition, incursion, invasion,
attack, assault, raid;—(past. conj. part. of dau n), adv.
Running, in haste, quickly, readily, eagerly (=dau -ke):—
dau --dau , s.f. Running, haste, hurry, bustle; contest in
running, race:—dau n, v.n. To come running, to come
quickly, &c.:—dau -dh p, s.f. A running to and fro,
bustling about, exertion, labour and fatigue, much eort:
—dau dh p karn, To run to and fro, to use much eort or
exertion, to toil hard:—dau m n, To make a forced
march; to make a sudden attack (on, -par); to surprise.
H   M7dau  [dau (n)+= Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], s.m. A runner, &c. (=dau h, q.v.);—a mounted
highwayman.
H   M7dau , s.m.=daur, q.v.
H ?  M7dau p (prob. for dau w), s.m.=dau h,
q.v.
H 0  M7dau k [dau (n)+k= Prk.  5 or 5=S.
t (i.e. the caus. augment pi+t)], s.m. A fast
runner; a eet horse, a racer; a courier.
H   M7dau n (caus. of dau n), v.t. To cause to
run, to make (a horse) gallop, to gallop; to run, drive,
impel, actuate, expedite, speed, despatch, send (after, or
in pursuit); to run (in, -men), put (in) quickly (as bread

into an oven, &c.); to set (thought) busy, to give wings to
thought, or fancy, e.g. ayl dau n:—dau -den, v.t.
intens. of and=dau n:—dau -mrn, v.t. To cause to run
in haste; to despatch with all speed.
H    M76dau h (i.q. dau , q.v.), s.m. A runner, a

divas-pat, s.m. 'The lord of heaven,' Indra;—the lord of
day,' the sun.
H K Mdaus [S. 1M, fr.  ] , s.m. Day; dawn, early

village messenger, a courier, a harbinger, a guide.
H ' G  M7dau -kar = H  G  M7? dau -ke (past conj.

A K daws, daus(inf. n. of K 'to trample upon,' &c.), s.m.

part. of dau n), adv. Running, in haste, quickly, readily,
eagerly.
H  G  M7?dau -ke = H ' G  M7 dau -kar (past conj.
part. of dau n), adv. Running, in haste, quickly, readily,
eagerly.
H   M7dau n or 7 dau n [dau ˚= Prk.  f() or

morning.
H K 5dos, s.m.=dosh, q.v.
Trampling, treading on; beating (the ground with the
feet); treading out (corn); beating, thrashing, drubbing;
indulging much in venery;—polishing (a sword);—
baseness, meanness.
H  B 5dosd, s.m.=dusd, q.v.
H & B5L"do-skh, CL" du-skh = H  B56"
do-sh,C6" du-sh = H $ B5 do-s,C du-s [do

 f<(), fr.  f=S. W +], v.n. To run, to go quickly, to

+skh, &c.=S. 8L +t and ], adj. (Land) yielding two

hasten; to gallop, course; to drive; to rush (at, -par), fall
(upon), assault, attack, invade; to spread quickly, travel
fast (as news); to spread (through, -me ), to pervade (as
poison, in the system):—dau n-dh pn, v.n. To run
violently, to run to and fro, &c. (=dau -dhup karn, q.v.s.v.
dau .
H   M76dau ah, s.m.=dau h, q.v.

crops a year (=du-fal, q.v.s.v. do);—s.f. A spring crop
sown after an autumn crop (usually gram and linseed
sown after rice).
H  B56"do-sh, C6" du-sh = H & B5L" do-

H  M7"dau , s.f. A drawn game at aupa .

crops a year (=du-fal, q.v.s.v. do);—s.f. A spring crop
sown after an autumn crop (usually gram and linseed
sown after rice).
H $ B5 do-s, C du-s = H & B5L" do-

P d doz (fr. do tan; see do t), part. adj. & s.m. Piercing,
transxing; sewing;—one who sews (used in comp. e.g.
aima-doz, 'a tent-maker'; zar-doz, 'embroiderer').
P td doza  [old P. duzhakh; Pehl. dushaqv; Zend duzha h,
fr. duz?; S. C6O], s.m. Hell;—(met.) the belly:—doza 
bharn, To ll the belly:—doza -wl= doza .
P rddoza  [doza , q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. &
s.m. Hellish, infernal, damned; hell-deserving; the
people of hell, the damned; a dweller in hell; a great
sinner;—(met.) a glutton.
P ?d doza (rel. n. fr. doz, q.v.), s.m. A plant the fruit of
which is a prickly nut (of the size of the lbert), and
which adheres to a garment coming in contact;—gum lac
(used in fastening the handles of knives and swords).
P ddoz (see doz), s.f. Piercing, pricking; sewing (used
in comp. e.g. aima-doz).
S K  divas (gen. of div), s.m. Heaven;—day, a day:—

skh,CL" du-skh = H $ B5 do-s,C du-s [do
+skh, &c.=S. 8L +t and ], adj. (Land) yielding two

skh,CL" du-skh = H  B56" do-sh,C6" du-sh
[do+skh, &c.=S. 8L +t and ], adj. (Land) yielding
two crops a year (=du-fal, q.v.s.v. do);—s.f. A spring crop
sown after an autumn crop (usually gram and linseed
sown after rice).
P B dost [Pehl. dot; Zend zusta, perf. part. fr. zush;=S.
*,9, rt. *,3] , s.m. A friend, one beloved; a lover, a
sweetheart:—dost-dr, vulg. dos-dr, s.m. A friend, &c.
(=dost);—adj. & adv. Friendly; lovingly:—dost-dr, vulg.
dos-dr, s.f. Friendliness, friendship; love, aection:—
dost rakhn(-ko), To hold dear, to like:—dost-num, adj. &
s.m. Appearing friendly, in the guise of a friend;—a
seeming friend:—dost-navz, s.m. Cherisher of friends.
P  *B dostna [dost, q.v.+Zend su. n, or ana= S. ],

adj. & adv. Friendly, kind; amicably, aectionately:—
dostne-me , adv. In a friendly way, in friendship, as a
friend.
P *B dost [dost, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Amity,
friendship; love, aection, attachment, intimacy; illicit
love:—dost-k dam bharn(k), To make a boast of
friendship (for), to pretend or aect friendship (for):—
dost karn(-se), To form a friendship or an intimacy
(with).
H B d sr, adj.=next, q.v.
H B d sr [Prk. .! =S. t++t], adj. (f. -),
Second, another, other, next, following (day, &c.);—s.m.
A second, a match, an equal, a peer; a duplicate:—d sr
utr, s.m. (Arith.), Square root:—d sr a ho, s.m.
(Arith.), The second power, the square:—d sr br, adv. A
second time, once more, again:—d sr-ko, adj. & s.m.
Some other, any other;—someone else, anyone else:—
d sr-m, s.f. A step-mother:—d sre, adv. Secondly, in the
second place, again, further; on the other hand.
H B 5dosn, v.t.=doshn, q.v.

Attributing blame (to), nding fault with, accusing;—a
fault-nder, blamer, accuser, calumniator:—dosh den(ko) = dosh lagn, q.v.:—dosh-kar, adj. Causing evil or harm,
hurtful, doing injury (to), deteriorating, impairing:—doshkalpan, s.m. Attributing blame, reprehending,
condemning:—dosh-gyak, adj. & s.m. Singing the defects
(of), censorious, slanderous, &c.;—a calumniator, &c.:—
dosh-grhak, dosh-grh, adj. Seizing on defects, faultnding, censorious, vituperative, malicious, malignant:—
dosh-grasta, part. adj. & s.m. Involved in crime or guilt,
convicted, guilty;—a guilty person, a criminal, sinner:—
dosh lagn(-ko), To impute a fault or crime (to), to blame,
accuse (of, -k); to calumniate:—dosh-mo an, adj. & s.m.
Pardoning oences, &c.;—one who overlooks or pardons
an oence or fault, &c.:—dosh-vat, dosh-vant, dosh-vn, adj.
(f. -vat), Having faults, faulty, defective, &c. (=dosh, q.v.):
—dosh hon, v.n. To be blamed, be accused (of); to be sick
after childbirth (from neglect of regimen).
S E  3d shit, and H. 53 doshit, adj. (f. -),

H B5"dos [S. 53+t; or 56++t], s.m. A

Corrupted, spoiled, vitiated, contaminated; violated, hurt,
injured; defamed, disgraced; blamed, censured;
calumniated, falsely accused; esp. of adultery):—d shit
karn, v.t. To corrupt; to violate; to defame, disgrace, &c.
S *E  3d shit, and H. 53 doshit, s.f. A girl who

milkman of the Musalmn caste.
P D  dosh [Zend daosha, f.=S. 53, f. 'Evening, night'],

has been violated or de owered.
S (E  3d shak, and H. 53 doshak, adj. & s.m.

adv. Yesterday evening, last night.
P D  dosh [=S. 5, or 53, or 53], s.m.? The arm, the

Corrupting, contaminating; sinful, wicked; ill, low,
infamous, contemptible;—an oender, seducer,
corrupter; an infamous or wicked person; a criminal,
sinner; an objector, a withstander.
S (E  53doshik, adj.=dosh, q.v.

H B5"dos, s.f.=dosh, q.v.
H B5"dos [S. WQT+], s.m. Thick sour milk.

shoulder:—dosh-ml, s.m. A towel or duster used by
butchers, grooms, &c.
S D  53dosha, vulg. dosh, s.m. Fault, vice, defect, bad or
noxious quality, blemish; blame, accusation, reproach,
calumny; badness, wickedness, sinfulness; oence,
transgression, wrong, sin, guilt, crime; damage, harm,
detriment; bad consequence; morbid aection, disease;
disorder of the humours of the body, defect in the
functions of the wind, or the bile, or the phlegm, or the
circulation:—doshpatti(˚sha+p˚), s.f. The misfortune or
calamity of crime or guilt:—dosh hdan(˚sha+ ˚), s.m.
Covering or hiding sin or fault:—dosh-patr, s.m. Bill of
accusation, indictment:—dosh-dyak, adj. & s.m.

P @ E  dosh-ml, s.m. See s.v. dosh, 'arm.'
S <E  34d sha, and H. 534 dosha, adj. & s.m.
Corrupting, spoiling, ruining, vitiating, contaminating,
dishonouring, violating; hurting, injuring; defaming,
disgracing;—the act of corrupting, or spoiling, &c.;
nding fault with, blaming, censuring, disparaging;
speaking ill of, calumniating;—fault, blemish, defect;
blame, censure; detraction, defamation, calumny; guilt,
crime, sin:—d shan den(-ko) = dosh den, q.v.s.v. dosh.

S <E  53doshin, and H. 3 d shin, adj. & s.m.=dosh.
H E  53doshn (fr. dosh, q.v.), v.t. To nd fault with,
to censure, withstand, blame, reproach, accuse; to
calumniate.
P %E  du-shamba, s.m. Monday (syn. pr; see shamba).
S E  53"dosh, and H. 3" d sh, adj. & s.m. Faulty,
defective; corrupt, vitiated, contaminated, deled;
blameable, culpable, bad, wicked, guilty, criminal;—a
wicked or a guilty person, a sinner, &c.
S E  3"d sh, = S  E  3"  shk,s.f. Secretion or
rheum of the eyes.
S  E  3" shk, = S E  3" d sh,s.f. Secretion or
rheum of the eyes.
P X o E doshzag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Virginity.
P ?o E  doshza (dosh˚, rt. of dosh-dan= doz˚= do (see
do t)+za=  a= a= S.), s.f. A virgin.

d kn ba hn, d kn band karn, To close a shop:—d kn
aln, v.n. A shop or business to ourish:—d kn-dr, s.m.
Shop-keeper:—d kn-dr, s.f. Shop-keeping, business,
trade:—d kn-dr-k bte , s.f. 'Shop-keeping words';
falsehood, deception, trickery, humbug:—d kn karn, To
keep a shop; to open a shop:—d kn lagn, To set up or
to open a shop or business; to arrange goods for sale, to
display (one's) wares.
P   d kn, s.f. Shop-keeping;—s.m. A shop-keeper.
H &  5Ldokh, s.m.=dosh, 'defect,' q.v.
H (&  5Ldokhak, adj. & s.m. corr. of doshak, q.v.
H &  5Ldokhn, v.t.=doshn, q.v.
H & 5L"dokh, adj. & s.m. corr. of dosh, q.v.
H &  5L"dokh, s.f. A raised mound indicating the
junction of two boundaries.
H  X  5$7do-g , C$7 du-g , s.m. See s.v. do.

P < E  doshn = P  E  doshna [Zend daosha+a&na= S. 53

H X  5$dogar, s.m. Name of a marauding tribe in the

+], adv. Of last night, last night's.

north-west of India.
H 3X  $!d gl, C$! dugl, s.m. A sling-basket of large

P  E  doshna = P < E  doshn [Zend daosha+a&na= S. 53
+], adv. Of last night, last night's.
S  E  doshna [=S. 5+], s.m. What is carried on the
shoulder, a shoulder-load.
S  E  ld shya, adj. (f. -), Reprehensible, culpable,
contemptible, vile, bad.
P S dog [prob.
f. Zend rt. dug= S. C6O; cf. S. 5V], s.m.

Churned sour milk, butter-milk.
H 3p dogl [prob. corr. fr. P. dg-ol,
 dg, q.v.+a. ol= Prk.
!5=S. !t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Not of pure blood or
breed, mean-blooded, cross-bred, hybrid, mongrel:—
double-faced, deceitful;—a person of mean blood; an
animal (as a horse, or a cock, &c.) of impure breed, a
hybrid, a mongrel;—a two-faced or deceitful person, a
hypocrite.
P  d k (=S. j)' , s.m. A spindle.
H  5dok [S. ], s.m. A two-year-old colt.
P    d kn (for A. dukkn), s.f. A shop, workshop; a
business:—d kn uhnor uh-den(-k), To remove the
shop or business (of); to mar or ruin the business (of):—

size, round and deep, used for irrigation.
A  diwal, duwal, dawal, s.f. pl. (of daulat), Riches,
wealth, &c.
S  5!dol (rt. dul), s.m. Swinging, oscillating; a swing, a
swinging cot; a litter, a  l; a festival on the fourteenth
of the month Phgun (Feb.-March), when  gures of the
juvenile Krishaare
swung in an ornamental swing:—dol
ml karn, v.n. To swing, to wave; to undulate; to hesitate:
—dol-ytr, vulg. ol-jtr, s.f. corr. of dol-ytr, q.v.s.v.
dol.
P  dol (said to be fr. A. ! dalw, by transposition; prob.
connected with S. dola), s.m. A bucket (=ol, q.v.);—the
mast of a ship; a bag, a purse (cf. dulmiyan).
S " 5!dol (see dol), s.f. A swing, &c. (=ol, q.v.);—
uctuation, incertitude:—dol-ytr, s.f. 'The swingfestival,' name of a festival in honour of Krisha,
when

gures of him and his consort Rdh are carried about
in a litter or swung in an ornamental swing.
P " dol-b (A. daulb, d lb; fr. P. dol+b; or A. daul,
'turning round'+b), s.m. A vertical wheel with a series of

earthen pots strung round it, with which water is raised
for irrigation, a water-wheel, the Persian wheel; (met.)
machination, artice, trick, fraud.
P  "dolb, adj. Resembling a water-wheel in its
rotation, rotating, revolving; tricky, deceitful,
treacherous.
P H $"du-l, s.f. See s.v. do.

H ! !6d lah, = H &! 6 d lh,s.m.=dulh, q.v.
H &! 6d lh, = H ! !6 d lah,s.m.=dulh, q.v.
H <&! .6 d lhin, s.f.=dulhan, q.v.
P 1  duvum, vulg. d am[Zend dwa+a. ma= S. +/], adj.
Second; inferior, second sort.
H 1  /&d ma, C/& du-ma, adj. & s.m. See s.v. do.

S  @ )" 5!/dolyamn, adj. Swinging, oscillating,

H a  /d m, s.m. A leather case in which tea is

rocking, being swung backwards and forwards;
vacillating, wavering, doubting, perplexed.
P ! daulat (for A. ~!, inf. n. of un. of  'to come

imported into Garhwl and Kam on.
P < a  duvumn, vulg. d amn, adj.=duvum, q.v.

round,' &c.), s.f. Good fortune, prosperity, happy state or
condition, happiness, felicity; riches, wealth;—state,
government, monarchy, empire, sovereignty, dominion,
rule;—cause, occasion, eect, means:—daulat- na, s.m.
lit. 'House of fortune'; a mansion, palace, house (in polite
speech, e.g. p-k daulat- na kah hai, 'Where is your
house?'):—daulat- na-- s, A royal residence, the
king's palace:—daulat- h, adj. & s.m. Wishing
happiness or prosperity or empire, loyal;—a well-wisher,
a loyal subject (com. applied by the writer of a letter or
petition to himself in the sense of 'I' or 'me'):—daulath, s.f. The wishing happiness or prosperity or
empire, good wishes, goodwill, loyalty:—daulat-sar,
s.f.=daulat- na, q.v.:—daulat-madr, s.m. Seat of good
fortune, abode of felicity; seat of sovereignty:—daulatmand, adj. & s.m. Fortunate, prosperous, happy; wealthy,
opulent, rich;—a rich person, &c.:—daulat-mand karn, v.t.
To bless or prosper (with, -se), to enrich (with):—daulatmand, s.f. Prosperity, happiness; wealthiness, wealth,
opulence:—daulat-wl, s.m. Possessor of wealth, a rich
man:—ba-daulat(-k), postpn. By the good fortune (of), by
means (of), by the favour (of), through:—nau-daulat, s.m.
A novus homo, a parvenu, an upstart.
P *!daulat (fr. daulat), adj. & s.m.=daulat-mand, q.v.s.v.
daulat.
P :! dol a (dol+dim. a. a), s.m. A leathern bucket
(=ol- ).
S ! 5.!dolik, s.f. A swing (=dol).

d n-k lenor liy-karn(-se), To boast, to brag, to be in the
habit of bragging (before, or to).
H  d n, s.f. [S. 4M?], A tract of country at the foot

H 2 ! !/d lam, s.m. (local) Nonentity, non-existence
(=nh).

H  d n, adj. (in comp.=d n), Double, &c.; see d n:—

of hills, a valley.
A  d n, adj. Low, base, vile, ignoble, grovelling, mean,
paltry, poor, inferior, contemptible:—d n-himmat, adj.
Mean-spirited, low-minded, base.
H   do , s.m. A fractional division of an estate.
H  gdau [S.  +.¢ t], s.f. A forest-con agration;—
re, ame; burning heat, excess of heat or thirst:—dau
lagn(-k), To feel burning heat; to be consumed with the
ame of love, to long or pine (for).
H  d n [Prk. C4 ; S. +$,4+t], adj. (f. -), Twofold, double, twice as much, twice, multiplied by two
(=dugn):—d n-d n, d n-d n, adj. & adv. Twice as
much again; more and more, all the more;—s.m. The
double of a thing added thereto.
H  5don, M daun [Prk. 54 ; S. W54+t], s.m.
Leaves folded up in the shape of a cup (for holding
owers, sweetmeats, &c.), a basket or bucket made of
large leaves.
H  5don, M daun [S. /+t], s.m. The plant
Artemisia indicaor A. lactifolia, or its ower:—daun-marw,
s.m. The Artemisia vulgaris; a kind of sweet marjoram.
H 8 g*dau j [S.  'protection'+/ ], s.m. A
scaold, &c. (=aunj, q.v.).
P +  davand, vulg. davind(for davanda, act. part. of
davdan, and=S.  +B), part. adj. & s.m. Running;—a

fast runner; a eet horse, a racer.
S +  Bdvand, = S ?+  B dvandva,s.m. A pair, brace,
couple; a couple of animals of dierent sexes, male and
female; union of the sexes, coupline; any two things
taken together, any pair of qualities and conditions
which are the opposite of one another (as heat and cold;
happiness and misery, &c.):—dvandva- r, s.m. 'Going in
couples'; the ruddy-goose.
S ?+  Bdvandva, = S +  B dvand,s.m. A pair, brace,
couple; a couple of animals of dierent sexes, male and
female; union of the sexes, coupline; any two things
taken together, any pair of qualities and conditions
which are the opposite of one another (as heat and cold;
happiness and misery, &c.):—dvandva- r, s.m. 'Going in
couples'; the ruddy-goose.
H   do r, s.m.=o r, q.v.
H   do kn [do k˚, fr. S. / (rt. /), or  +>;
cf. dhau kn, and okn], v.n. To growl, to roar, to bellow,
&c.
H  "do k, s.f. Bellows (=dhau k, q.v.).
H J  $do gr, g$ dau gr = H  ^  $7 do g ,
g$7dau g  [prob. S.  +> (=H. kar, gen. a.)+ t],
s.m. A heavy shower.
H  ^  $7do g , g$7 dau g  = H J  $ do gr,
g$dau gr [prob. S.  +> (=H. kar, gen. a.)+ t],
s.m. A heavy shower.
H  55dono = H   5 dono [obl. pl. of do; and=Prk.
5e6( or 5e6z( (gen. plur.)], adj. The two, both, both of
them:—dono taraf,
 adv. On both sides:—dono -ke dono ,
adj.=dono :—dono waqt milte, adv. At the mingline of day
and night, at dusk:—dono waqt miln, Day and night to
mingle, day to shade into night, to become dusk:—dono
hth tl bajn, lit. 'To clap with both bands'; to
reciprocate, to meet half way; to give as good as one
gets.
H   5 dono = H  55 dono [obl. pl. of do; and=Prk.
5e6( or 5e6z( (gen. plur.)], adj. The two, both, both of
them:—dono taraf,
 adv. On both sides:—dono -ke dono ,
adj.=dono :—dono waqt milte, adv. At the mingline of day

and night, at dusk:—dono waqt miln, Day and night to
mingle, day to shade into night, to become dusk:—dono
hth tl bajn, lit. 'To clap with both bands'; to
reciprocate, to meet half way; to give as good as one
gets.
H  5 doo, 5 do , adj. (dialec.)=dono , q.v.
S  Mdvau, adj. (m. dual of dvi), Two.
S K  5divo-ds (divas+dsa), s.m. lit. 'Slave of
heaven'; name of a king of Benares, founder of the
Indian school of medicine.
H  56doh [Prk. 56; S. ], s.m. An old and
popular Prkrit and Hind metre; a couplet, distich (the
two verses of which rhyme: each verse consists of 24
mtrs, which are distributed into feet of 6+4+3
mtrsrespectively, with a caesura at the end of each
rst hemistich).
H W  d hj , s.m. A widower who marries again (cf.
dojhand d j-bar).
H   56dohn [S. +6(], s.m. A two-year-old
bullock, a young bullock, a steer.
H   56 doho [doh(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. The zamndr's perquisite of milk from the
cultivators' cows.
H $ C6, C6 duh [do+hy; S. +66], s.f. lit.'A
crying twice, "alas!"'; a cry for help, or mercy, or justice;
complaint; exclamation; appeal;—intj. Help! mercy!
justice! (often used in obsecration, e.g. Akbar-k duh hai,
'I appeal to, or swear by, Akbar';—bhagwn-k duh, 'By
God!' God help us!—rm-duh, By Rm (I swear):— duhtih karnor ma n, To cry repeatedly for justice, or
help; to make reiterated complaints:—duh den, duk
karn(-k), To cry for help, or mercy, or justice.
H * 56doht [S. M6 P+t], = S * M6 P dauhitr,s.m.
Daughter's son, grandson.
S * M6 Pdauhitr, = H * 56 doht [S. M6 P+t], s.m.
Daughter's son, grandson.
S *M6 P"dauhitr, = H *56" doht,s.f. Daughter's
daughter, granddaughter.
H *56"doht, = S *M6 P" dauhitr,s.f. Daughter's

daughter, granddaughter.
H : doh ah, s.m.=du- ahor du- h, q.v.s.v. do.
H +  56dohad (Prk.-S. 56(, for S. M¤(
' , fr. C+¤),
s.m. Morbid desire, craving; the longing of a pregnant
woman; the desired object itself;—pregnancy:—dohadlaksha, s.m. lit. 'Having longing desire as its mark'; the
fœtus, the embryo:—dohad-vat, and dohadnvit(˚da+an˚),
s.f. A pregnant woman longing for anything.
H  5zdohur (cf. next), s.m.(?), A sandy sub-soil.
H  56dohar, or C6 duhar [Prk. C 6f5; Ap. Prk. 56f,;
S. +  (fr. vi-dh)+t], s.m.(f.) A cloth of two folds, a
double sheet;—a sheath (syn. khp);—the old bed of a
river; land which bears two crops in the year (syn. dufal).
H  56dohr, C6 duhr [Ap. Prk. 56f, Prk.
C 6f ; S. + ++t], adj. (f. -), Double, two-fold,
twice as much; reduplicated; compound;—s.m. A couplet,
distich (=doh, q.v.):—dohr r-dant, adj. (in Bot.)
Serrate:—dohr bt, s.f. An equivoque, a double-entendre:—
dohr-parl, adj. Bipinnate:—dohr-ty, adj. Bi-ternate:—
dohr abd, s.m. A compound word:—dohr gol-ka, adj.
Doubly crenate:—dohr-lg, s.f. (Arith.) Proportion:—dohr
honor ho-jn, v.n. To be doubled, be folded up, be
curved or bent.
H  56dohrn, C6 duhrn [dohr, q.v.+= w=
Prk. U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.t. To fold, to double; to reduplicate; to repeat (a word,
or thing, or an act); to revise (a lesson, &c.);—v.n. To
return (a sickness or attack); to suer a relapse.
H  56 dohro, s.m. = H  56  dohrw,
s.m.= H $56 dohr, s.f.[dohr(n)+Prk.  +( (
and ; S. ()(+ and +], The act of doubling,
or folding; reduplication; repetition, revision,
disputation;—dohrw, s.m. An equivoque, a doubleentendre(syn. hekokt).
H  56 dohrw, s.m. = H  56 dohro,
s.m.= H $56 dohr, s.f.[dohr(n)+Prk.  +( (
and ; S. ()(+ and +], The act of doubling,
or folding; reduplication; repetition, revision,

disputation;—dohrw, s.m. An equivoque, a doubleentendre(syn. hekokt).
H $56 dohr, s.f. = H  56 dohro, s.m.= H
 56  dohrw, s.m.[dohr(n)+Prk.  +( ( and
; S. ()(+ and +], The act of doubling, or
folding; reduplication; repetition, revision, disputation;—
dohrw, s.m. An equivoque, a double-entendre(syn.
hekokt).
H 56"dohr, s.f.=dohl, q.v.
H G ? 567doha ik [S. +L.ef; Prk. 56f], s.f.
The Prkrit metre called doh, q.v. (a species of stanza of
four lines containing thirteen and eleven syllabic
instants alternately).
H  56!dohal [Prk. 56!(; S. M¤(
' ], s.m.=dohad, q.v.:—
dohal-vat, s.f.=dohad-vat.
H 3 56 !dohil, s.m.=next, q.v.
H #56!"dohl [prob. S. 56 (rt. C6O)+!+], s.f.
Service-lands; rent-free lands granted to Brhmans or
to religious mendicants for a public or charitable object
(as the sinking of wells, the erection of an assemblyroom, the building and maintenance of a temple, &c.).
S < 56dohan, s.m. Milking; the result of milking;
anything that yields milk or other desirable objects;—a
milk-vessel, milk-pail.
S < 56 dohin, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = doh, q.v.
H  56dohn, 6 d hn [doh˚= S. 56(), caus. fr.
rt. C6O], v.t. To milk;—s.m. Giving or yielding milk or
other desirable objects; anything that yields milk, &c.
(=dohan);—a milk-pail:—dohne-wl, s.m. Milker.
S 56"dohan, vulg. dohn, s.f. A milk-vessel, milkpail.
S 56"doh, adj. & s.m. Giving milk, granting or
yielding desirable objects;—a milkman, milker.
H  56 dohiy [Prk. 56  =S.56 t (56 +t)],
s.m. Milker, milkman (=doh).
H  6 d hiy [Ap. Prk. 6 , Prk.  6 ; S. 
+ +t], s.m. A two-faced or double
place.

lh, or re-

H $ d i, or C dui [Prk. C or CU; S. ], adj. (dialec.),
Two (=do).
H $  d , C du (fem. of du, q.v.), s.f. The being
two or two-fold, duality; matching, pairing; a second,
another:—separation, disunion, estrangement, discord.
P duv, d , adj. & adv. Two and two, by twos; being
two-fold or double, binary.
S dvi, adj. Two (occuring, in Hind, only in comp.):—
dvi-pa, vulg. dvip, s.m. lit. 'Drinking twice'; an elephant
(which imbibes uids by his trunk and thence conveys
them into his mouth); the tree Mesua ferrea:—dvi-path,
s.m. A place where two roads meet, a cross-way:—dvipad, adj. & s.m. Two-footed, bipedal;—a biped (including
four genera, viz. gods, demons, men, birds):—dvi-ja, vulg.
dvij, adj. & s.m. Twice-born;—a man of any one of the
rst three castes of the Hinds (but particularly a
Brhman), whose investiture with the sacred thread at
the age of puberty constitutes, religiously and
metaphorically, his second birth; any oviparous animal
(as a bird, snake, &c.):—dvija-patn, s.f. 'The wife of a
twice-born,' a Brhman's wife:— dvija-priy, s.f. lit. 'Dear
to a twice-born'; the Soma or moon-plant, Asclepias acida:
—dvija-ds, s.m. 'Slave of the twice-born'; a servant of
the rst three classes, a man of the servile caste, a
dra:—dvij-rj, or rj, or rj , s.m. 'King of the twiceborn,' the moon;—king of the birds,' an epithet of
Garur;—king of the serpents,' an epithet of Anant:—
dvija-sevak, s.m.=dvija-ds, q.v.:—dvija-kutsit, s.m. 'Despised
by the Brhmans'; the tree Cordia latifolia, and C. myxa:—
dvi-j, s.f. A kind of fragrant plant, Siphonanthus indicus;
gum olibanum:—dvi-jti, adj. & s.m.=dvi-ja, q.v.:—dvijyan, s.f. The sacred thread or cord worn over the
shoulder and marking the rst three twice-born classes
of Hinds:—dvi-janm, adj. & s.m. Having a double birth,
having two natures, regenerate;—a member of the rst
three classes, especially a Brhman (see dvi-ja):—dvi-dh,
adv. Divided; in a two-fold manner; in two parts; of two
kinds or sorts; in two ways, in two directions:—dvi-dhtu,
adj. Having two roots, or two natures, &c.:—dvi-rad, adj.
& s.m. Two-toothed, two-tusked;—an elephant:—dvi-r p,
dvi-r p, adj. (f. -in), Of two forms, biform, two-fold:—dvi-

sapth, s.m. A fortnight:—dvi-aph, adj. & s.m. Clovenfooted;—a cloven-footed animal:—dvi-karmak, adj. Having
two functions or objects;—s.m. (Gram.) A causative verb:
—dvi-kha, adj. Divided into two parts, cloven, split:—dviguor dvi-gu sams, s.m. A compound word the rst
member of which is a numeral (the word dvi-gu, 'having
two cows,' is itself an example of this class of
compounds):—dvi-gu, Doubled, double, two-fold, &c. (see
dugn, and d n):—dvi-gu-krit, adj. Twice-ploughed (as a
eld):—dvi-guit, adj. Doubled, double, multiplied by two;
folded; invested, enveloped:—dvi-guat, s.f. The state of
being two-fold, duplication:—dvi-gunottar(gua+ut˚), s.m.
An ambiguous reply:—dvi-gu-bh t, dvi-gu-krit, part.
adj. Doubled, augmented:—dvi-mtra, dvi-mtrik, adj.
Containing two syllabic instants; of or pertaining to a
double mtra;—s.m. (in Gram.), a long vowel:—dvi-mukh,
adj.=du-mu h, q.v.;—s.m. A species of serpent,
Amphisbœna; a leech:—dvi-mukhhi, The serpent
Amphisbæna(=dvi-mukh):—dvi-va an, s.m. (in Gram.) The
dual number:—dvi-vidh, adv. Of two sorts, biform, of two
kinds, bipartite; in two ways:—dvi-vidh, s.m.=dubdh,
q.v.:—dvi-ved, s.m.=dube, q.v.:—dvi-hriday,
s.f. lit.

'Having two hearts'; a pregnant woman:—dvy-arth, adj. &
s.m. Having two senses or interpretations, meaning two
dierent things, ambiguous, equivocal; having two
dierent objects;—two-fold meaning, double entendre.
S hdvai, adj. Two (=dvi):—dvai-pahar, s.m. The end of
the second watch; noon; midnight.
H )  
h diwaiya [de(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A giver, bestower.
S X ).¢ dvaygni (dvaya+ag˚), s.m. A kind of tree,
Plumbago zeylanica.
S `) "dvp, s.m. An island; a peninsula, any land
surrounded by water; a place of refuge, shelter,
protection; a division of the terrestrial world, a
continent, clime, region (according to the Hind
philosophy the globe is divided into seven, or four, or
nine, or thirteen dvps, which are situated round the
mountain
Meru like the leaves encircling a lotus ower; and each
dvpis separated from the next by a distinct

circumambient ocean: the seven dvps, reckoning from
the central one, are Jambu, Plaksha, lmal, Kua,
Krauna, aka, and Pushkara):— dvp-kalpa, s.m. A
peninsula.
S L)""dvp, s.m. An islander; a tiger.
S  L) hQdvaipya, adj. Of or relating to an island;
inhabiting an island;—s.m. An islander.
S ) hdvait (fr. dvi-t), s.m. Duality, doubling, the being
doubled, duplication; dualism (in Philosophy), the
assertion of two principles (as of life and soul, spirit and
matter, God and the universe, &c.); doubt; separation:—
dvait-vd, s.m. 'An asserter of dualism,' a philosopher
who asserts the two principles or the existence of the
soul as separate from the Supreme Being.
S + ) hdvaidh (fr. dvi-dh), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Double,
two-fold; of two sorts;—double existence or nature, twofold state or form, duality; division or separation into
two parts; disunion, diversity, dierence, variance,
contest, con ict; duplicity; doubt, uncertainty;
contradiction, dispute:—dvaidh-bhva, s.m. Two-fold form
or state, double nature, duality, duplicity; doubt,
uncertainty; sowing dissension between, or causing the
separation of, allies; division of an army:—dvaidh-kara,
s.m. A making into two, separating, disuniting.
S &Y) Rdvyarth,
'
adj. & s.m. See s.v. dvi.
S Z) <3dvesh, s.m. Hatred, hate, dislike, abhorrence;
aversion, repugnance; enmity, malignity, malice, spite.
S ) <3"dvesh, adj. & s.m. Hating, disliking, having an
aversion to; adverse, hostile, mimical, obnoxious;—
hater; foe, enemy.
S * ) <ldveshyat, s.f. Aversion, dislike; odiousness,
detestableness.
S  ) <ldveshya, adj. To be hated, hateful, odious,
detestable.
P 2 ) duyum, vulg. d yam, doyam(see duvum), adj. Second;
next, &c. (see d sr); inferior, secondary;—adv. In the
second place or instance, secondly.
P < @ ) duyumn, adj.=duyum, duvumn.
S ) h dvaiva, vulg. dvaiv, adj. Of or belonging to heaven

or to divine things, heavenly, divine, supernatural.
S   ) h dvai-vidhya (fr. dvi-vidha), s.m. The state of
being two-fold, duality, two-fold manner or character;
duplicity; diversity; variance.
S ) divya, adj. Divine, heavenly, celestial;
supernatural, magical, wonderful; brilliant; charming,
beautiful, agreeable;—s.m. An ordeal; an oath,
adjuration, solemn declaration or promise:—divystra(˚ya
+as˚), s.m. Celestial weapons:—divy g(˚ya+an˚), s.f. A
divine woman, a beautiful woman:—divya-pa mrit, s.m.
'The ve divine ambrosias'; a mixture consisting of the
ve ingredients gh, curds, milk, butter, sugar:—divyatanu, s.m. 'Celestial-bodied'; an epithet of the Apsaras:—
divya-jnn, vulg. divya-gyn, s.m. Supernatural knowledge:
—divya-drishi,
s.f. Supernatural knowledge:—divya
dharm, adj. Having a divine nature; virtuous; agreeable:
—divya-ratn, s.m. 'The heavenly gem'; the fabulous gem
!int-mai:—divya-ras, s.m. 'The divine uid'; quicksilver:
—divya-kava , s.m. Armour of the gods:—divya-vkya, s.m.
A celestial voice; oracle; divine revelation:—divya-vastra,
adj. Clothed in celestial raiment, divinely dressed:—
divyopa-pduk(˚ya+up˚), adj. Divinely born, of heavenly
birth or origin, celestial, divine.
H ? 6dah [Prk. 65; S. W6t, prob. a Prkrit form of S.
Öt], s.m. Very deep water, a deep pool; depth, abyss;
pool or eddy (in a river), whirlpool, vortex; a lake; a river
(e.g. ka wal-dah, 'A pool or lake of lotuses or water-lilies';
kl-dah, 'the river Kl').
P ? dah [Pehl. dah; Zend daan, nom. daa; S. 8, 8],
adj. Ten (also used, for daor das, by some of the old
Hind poets, as and, &c., and in Hind compounds):—
dah-bsh(bsh, fr. T. bsh, 'head'), s.m. A commander of
ten men; a person having a place of trust; a valet:—dahand, adj. Ten-fold, ten times:—dah- andag, s.f. A ten-fold
(return,—used in returning a salutation):—dah dar duny
ad dar  irat, prov. 'Ten in this world, a hundred in the
next'; charity will be returned ten-fold in the next world
(used as a benediction by mendicants;—sattar, 'seventy,'
is sometimes substituted for ad, 'hundred'):—dah dar dah,
'Ten by ten,' ten cubic yards (of water,—such being
regarded as pure according to the adsor Mohammadan

law):—dah-dila, adj. 'Having ten hearts'; ckle,
inconstant, faithless;—brave, courageous, bold:—dahroza, s.m. An aggregate of ten days, a decade:—dah-sla,
adj. Of ten years; decennial:—dah-san, adj. Of or for ten
years;—s.f. A book comprising the collections, accounts,
registers, &c. of ten years:—dah-ser, s.m. A weight of
ten seror seers:—dah-marda, adj. & s.m. Consisting of, or
capable of carrying, ten men;—a company or body of ten
men; a cart (smaller than a g or hak ), capable of
carrying ten men:—dah-mann, adj. Holding ten manor
maunds:—dah-nm, s.f. lit.'Half of ten'; ve per cent.:—
dah-yak, s.m., or dah-yak, s.f. A tenth part, a tithe, one in
ten; an allowance of ten per cent.
P ? dih, dh[Prs dahi; Pehl. dahy ; Zend da hu= S. T,],
s.m. A village:—dh-band, s.f. A detailed statement of
villages and their assessment:—dh-jam, s.f. The
revenue assessment of a village.
P ? dih, dh[fr. ddan, rt. d= Zend d= S. ;—P. dihum=
Zend dadhmi= S. ./ ], part. adj. & s.m. Giving,
occasioning;—a giver, &c. (used in comp., e.g. rm-dih,
'Giving ease or comfort, comforting; comforter').
S ? C6duh, adj. & s.m. Imparting, yielding;—yielder, &c.
(occurring only as last member of Hind compounds).
H  dha: The nineteenth consonant of the Ngar
alphabet, and the fourth letter of the ta-vargor dental
class: it is the aspirate of daor d:—dha-kr, s.m. The letter
or sound dha.
P  dah (fr. dah), s.m. The rst ten days of the
Moharram (syn. ashara; sh r);—the models of the
tombs of Hasan and Husain, or the model of a building
containing the tombs, which are carried about in
procession during those ten days. (On the tenth day the
tombs are buried, or in some places, thrown into water:
the building, if made of cheap materials, shares the
same fate; if costly, it is carried back and deposited in
the darghor Karbal.)
H   dhb [prob. S. /+t], s.m. A at roof of
earth; a house so roofed.
H   "dhbr [dhb, q.v.+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
A fowl-house; pigeon-house, dove-cot.

H $ &  # dh-bh [S. P"+2+t], s.m. Fosterbrother.
H ]  dhp [prob. for dhw, fr. dhwn, q.v.), but cf.
thp; p), s.f. The distance a man can run without taking
breath, a distance of about half a mile; distance, space,
range (= dhapp); a large expanse of low ground; a ghor
passage; a foot (measure of length).
H ;  dhpn [dhp˚= S. (), fr. caus. of rt. <],
v.t. To ll, satisfy, satiate;—v.n. To be lled, be sated; to
be weary (=dhapn).
P A  diht, dht, s.m. pl. (of dih, after the model of the
Arabic), Villages;—the country (as distinguished from
town):—dht--istimrr, s.m. Villages held at a xed
rent.
H A  dht [S. ,t ], s.m. A mineral, fossil, metal,
ore, &c. (see dhtu);—s.f. Semen virile:—dht- hn(S.
dhtu+ksha), s.f. Seminal weakness.
S Y  dht, s.m. One who places or lays, a founder,
maker, creator, originator, author; supporter,
maintainer, preserver, sustainer, nourisher, parent;
name of Brahm; name of one of the Ádityas:—dhtvidht, s.m. Name of Brahm; name of two of the
deities.
S `Y  ,dhtup, s.m. See s.v. dhtu.
S  Y  Pdhtrik, s.m. Emblic myrobalan, the plant
Emblica o$cinalis.
S Y dhri, s.m.=dht, q.v.:—dhtri-pushpikor

pushp, s.f. The tree Grislea lomentosa.
S Y dhtr  (fem. of dhtri), s.f. An epithet of
Sarasvat.
S Y P"dhtr, s.f. A wet-nurse, a foster-mother,
nurse, mother (=d); the earth;—emblic myrobalan,
Emblica o$cinalis.
S Y "dhtak, s.f. The tree Grislea tomentosa.
S Y  ,dhtu, s.m. An element, primary or elementary
substance (viz. earth, re, water, air, atmosphere);
constituent element of the body; primary or essential
uid or juice, a secretion; semen; the matter which
oozes in a gleet; a humour or aection of the body (as

sharp;—an edged or sharp tool or weapon:—dhr-dhurr,
or dhr-dh r, s.m. Boundary (between two villages);
boundary formed by a stream:—dhr dharn(-par, or -k),
To give an edge (to), to sharpen;—to winnow:—dhr den,
To give a stream of milk, to give milk:—dhr rakhn= dhr
dharn, q.v.:—dhr ka hn= dhr nikln, q.v.:—dhr kirnor
kir-jn, v.n. The edge to be turned or to become jagged:
—dhr-kaln, s.f. Main-stream, principal channel:—dhr
len(-k), To receive, or to drink, milk as it streams from
the teat:—dhr mrn(-par), To pass urine, to make water
(on); to despise, scorn, &c. (see dhr-par m n):—dhr
nikln(-k), To milk;—to produce an edge (on), to
sharpen.
S   dhr, s.f. A line of descending uid, a stream,

phlegm, wind, and bile); any one of the ve qualities or
properties of the elements observed by the organs of
sense (viz. sound, tangibility, colour, avour, smell); a
primary element of the earth or of mountains, a
mineral, fossil, metal, ore; the primary element of
words, root, crude form, radical, verbal root:—dhtubidy(for dhtu-vidy), s.f. Metallurgy:—dhtu-bhr it, adj.
Promoting the elementary juices or secretions:—dhtupa, vulg. dhtup, s.m. The alimentary juice, chyle:—dhtupadrth, s.m.=dhtu(a tautological form):—dhtu-rjak,
s.m. The seminal uid, semen:—dhtu-ekhar, s.m. 'Chief
of minerals,' green sulphate of iron, green vitriol:—
dhtu-k, s.m. Red sulphate of iron:—dhtu-mrii, s.f.
'Dissolving metals'; borax:—dhtu-mkshik, s.m. Sulphuret
of iron:—dht pal(˚tu+up˚), s.m. 'The stone among
metals,' chalk:—dhtu-vd, s.m. An assayer; a miner;—a
mineralogist, metallurgist:—dhtu-vstu, s.m.=dhtu(a
tautological form):—dhtu-vallabh, s.m. 'Friend of metals';
borax (used as a ux):—dhtu-vair, s.m. 'Enemy of
metals'; sulphur.
P Y diht, dht(fr. diht), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to a village, for or relating to the country, rural, rustic;—
a villager, a rustic.
S  &"dh, s.f. Advancing towards an enemy,

current (of water, or of a river, &c.), a channel, a watercourse; a torrent; a ood; a hard shower (of rain); a
drop;—margin or border (of anything); circumference or
periphery (of a wheel);—sharp edge (of any tool or
weapon);—a multitude:—dhr-dr, adj. Channelled, (in
Bot.) channel-leaved:—dhr-r p, adv. In a stream, in
streams:—dhrsr(˚r+s˚), s.m. A heavy shower; a large
drop (of rain):—dhr-vhik, adj. Penetrating; unremitting
(in study).
S A  dhrit, part. Borne, supported, upheld,

confronting or assaulting an enemy, assault.
H   fdh, s.m. (dialec.)=dh ; dhr; dhr, qq.v.

maintained, sustained; assumed;—s.m. A horse's foot.
H Y  dhrt, s.m.=dhart, q.v.

H   6dahr, 6 dihr, s.m.=dehir, q.v.

H K  dhras, s.f. (m. ?)=hras, q.v.

H   C6duhr [S. 56 (rt. C6O)+t], s.m. A milker

H D   9dhrish, s.m. Name of a subordinate Hind

(=dohne-wl, dohiy).
S   dhr (rt. ), s.m. lit. 'Supporting, support'; a

caste.
S   dhrak, adj. & s.m. Holding, containing;—

hollow tree inserted in the mouth of a well (in the Tar)
to keep it from falling in;—a sudden shower, a sprinkling
of rain;—end, boundary, limit;—debt (=uddhr, q.v.);—s.f.
A continuous line, a line, lineament; a line or chain (of
mountains, &c.); edge (of a sword, &c.); sharpness;—
owing, ow, stream, current; a line or stream of
descending uid (as milk from a cow, &c.; hence), a
stream of milk, milk; a libation:—dhr-b hh, s.f. An even
or general distribution of charges, rates, &c.:—dhrpar(or pe) mrn, v.t. To disregard, contemn, despise,
scorn (cf. dhr-mrn):—dhr-dr, adj. & s.m. Edged,

what or who holds, a receptacle; a debtor.
S (a   X/ dhrmik, adj. Righteous, just, virtuous,
religious, pious, devout; faithful.
S *a   X/ dhrmikat, s.f. = S *a   X/ ;
dhrmikatva, s.m.Righteousness, justice, virtuousness, &c.
S *a   X/ ; dhrmikatva, s.m. = S *a   X/ 
dhrmikat, s.f.Righteousness, justice, virtuousness, &c.
S   4dhra, and H.  dhran, s.m. Holding,
bearing, carrying, keeping, wearing; upholding,
maintaining, sustaining, preserving; possessing, having,

assuming; knowing, acquiring; undertaking:—dhra
karn, v.t. To bear; to possess; to wear; to assume; to
seize, retain; to draw, to absorb, &c.
S   4dhra, s.f. Keeping in remembrance,

robbers, banditti;—a robbery;—a stream or body of water
falling from a height, a torrent, a water-fall:—dh
pa n(-par), A band of robbers to fall (upon), to be
ataacked by a band of robbers:—dh den, dh mrn, To
plunder in bands.
H   67dih  [prob. deh, q.v.+ = Prk. (=S. \
 +;

retaining in the mind; a good memory, memory;—
continuance in rectitude, keeping in the right way,
fortitude, rmness, steadiness, resolution; aptitude to
acquire (wisdom, &c.).
H   dhrn [dhr˚= Prk. (), or ()=S.

condition, plight; wretched condition, miserable plight.
H   7dh n, and 67 dah n [dh ˚= Prk.

(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. To hold, bear, carry; to

f()=S. £f(`), rt. £f (adopted fr. the Prk.; prob. a

have, keep; to uphold, support, sustain;—to owe;—to pour
(water).
H   dhrn [dhr˚= Prk. (), or (), fr. S.

denom. of £9 p.p.p. of £* 'to glide, ow)], v.t. To send

], v.t. To pour (water, &c.).
S   4"dhra, vulg. dhr, s.f. A straight line; any
tubular vessel of the body.
H  "dhr,  dhri [Prk. ; S. ], s.f. A line;
lineament; a stripe, a streak; a groove;—a small buttress;
an army, a host;—margin, extremity, border:—dhr-dr,
adj. Lined, streaked, striped.
S  "dhr, adj. & s.m. Bearing, holding, carrying,
wearing, having, keeping, possessing; sustaining,
supporting, maintaining, preserving, &c.;—bearer,
holder, &c. (used as last member of comp., e.g. jv-dhr).
S  "dhr, s.f. The plant Lythrum fructicosum(used in
dyeing); the plant Grislea tomentosa(=dhtak).
H  67dah (v.n. of dah n, q.v.), s.f. Roaring,
thundering; roar, loud noise or cry:—dah e mrn,
dah e mr-kar ron, To cry aloud, to weep bitterly (=d h
mr-kar ron).
H  7dh , s.f. = H   7 dh , s.m.(fr. dh n,
q.v.), A multitude, crowd, band, gang; a band or gang of
robbers, banditti;—a robbery;—a stream or body of water
falling from a height, a torrent, a water-fall:—dh
pa n(-par), A band of robbers to fall (upon), to be
ataacked by a band of robbers:—dh den, dh mrn, To
plunder in bands.
H   7dh , s.m. = H  7 dh , s.f.(fr. dh n,
q.v.), A multitude, crowd, band, gang; a band or gang of

or dih= da, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. State,

forth, pour forth, pour out; to shed, &c. to cast (metal in
fusion), to mould, &c. (see hln, the more com. form);
—to roar, to bellow, to thunder (in this sense usually
dah n; cf. akrn).
P   dahk (fr. dah; cf. dahk), s.m. The place of tens
(in Numeration).
H   dhk [prob. S. 3t,
' rt. 3] , s.f. Renown, fame;
grandeur, glory, pomp;—awe, dread, fear, terror:—dhk
ba dhn(-k), The fame (of a place, &c.) to be established,
to be famed, become famous; to be held in awe, be
regarded with dread.
H   dhk [S. t, rt. ], s.f. A post.
H   dhk, s.m.=hk, q.v.
H   6dahk [S. 8+], s.m. A collection or
aggregate of ten;—the tens' place, the tens (in
Numeration).
H   6dahk (prob. from dahn, 'To burn,' q.v.),
s.m. Loss, damage; blow, shock; grief, sorrow, aiction.
H   dhkar, adj. & s.m. Of mixed origin or breed,
mongrel;—a mongrel, cross-breed (syn. dogl).

H   dhkar (cf. dhkar), s.m. Name of a small
tribe of Rjpts in the district of Agra.
H &  Ldhkh, See dhk, and dhkh.
H &  Ldhkh [S.  or +t, rt. ], s.m. A
swing.
H &  Ldhkh, s.m.=hkh, hk, q.v.
H X  $dhg [prob. fr. S. ; cf. tg], s.m. Thread:—

dhg piron, dhg ln(-me ), To thread (a needle, &c.):
—dhg ln(-me ), To quilt.
H "  !dhl [S. +t], s.m. A stream, current;—a
kind of cess (about one nin the rupee) levied on
villages (cf. dhr-b h).
H 1  6/dahm [S. 8+m/(?], s.m. A collection or
aggregate of ton (e.g. tn dahm ts).
S 1  /dhma, vulg. dhm(rt. ), s.m. Dwelling-place,
house, abode, home, residence, place; paradise, heaven;
splendour, &c. (see dhman); name of a class of
superhuman beings:—dhma-da, vulg. dhmad, adj. & s.m.
Heaven-giving;—a person by whom, or the means by
which, paradise is obtained:—dhma-vat, dhma-vant,
dhm-vn, adj. Splendid, luminous; eminent, exalted,
illustrious, heroic.
H a  /dhm [S. /+t], s.m. A basket (made of
cane).
S <a  /dhman, s.m. Dwelling, house, &c. (=dhm,
q.v.);—a troop, host;—state, dignity, majesty, glory; light,
splendour, radiance, brilliancy.
H <a  /dhman, ./  dhmin [Prk. @/45; S. /4t],
'
s.m. A large species of snake (which is said to suck cows,
and to be harmless);—a kind of wood; a kind of bamboo,
Grewia tiliœfolia(of which bows are made);—dhman, A
grass of good quality (found in the Bha~~ territory).
S a /"dhman, vulg. dhmn, s.f. Any tubular vessel
of the body; a vein.
S A a  / dhma-vat, adj. See s.v. dhm.
H a /"dhm, s.f. dim. of dhm, q.v.;—also=dhmin,
q.v.
H  a  ./ [dhmiy (pl. of dhm?), prop. n. Name of
a sect, followers of Prnth, a Hind reformer who
ourished in the seventeenth century in Bunelkhan.
P   dahn, s.m. The mouth; an orice.
H   dhn [S. B(], s.m. The rice plant; rice in the
husk; a sort of re-work (rice husks lled with powder
and attached to a small stick):—dhn-pn, s.m. lit. 'Riceleaf'; (g.), a slender or delicate object or creature;—adj.
Slender, slim, thin, delicate:—dhn-kor dhn-ka, s.f.

Rice-cutting, reaping the rice crop:—dhn-ku, s.m. A
pounder or thresher of rice:—dhn-ku, s.f. Pounding
rice to separate it from the husk, threshing rice:—dhnk khle or khliy , s.f. Swollen parched rice.
H   6dahn (caus. of dahn), v.t. To set re to, to
burn:—dah-den, v.t. intens. of and=dahn.
H   C6duhn (caus. of dohn), v.t. To cause to be
milked, to have or get milked.
H   dhn [dh˚= Prk. ()=S.  (), rt.  ], v.n.
To run, go quickly, make haste, to rush; to bustle about,
to toil, labour, drudge.
H   dhn [dh˚= S (), rt. h], v.t. To worship,
adore; to invoke.
H   dhn, s.f.=dhn:—dhn-ka, s.f.=dhn-ka.
H   dhn [S. +], s.m. The portion of a village
inhabited by Gonds (such portion being separated from
the rest).
H +   [!dh dal, s.f.=dh dhal. q.v.
H !+  [!"dh dl, = H !+   [.!
dh dliy,s.m.=dh dhl, q.v.
H !+   [.!dh dliy, = H !+  [!"
dh dl,s.m.=dh dhl, q.v.
H +   [!dh dhal [S. B+al= Prk. f"=S. !"], s.f.
Wrangling, altercation, quarrel, row, disturbance;
subterfuge, trick, cheating, juggle, chicanery (=dha dhl):
—dh dhal-bz, s.m.=dh dhl, q.v.:—dh dhal karn, or
dh dhal ln, or dh dhal ma n, v.n. To practise
trickery, to play false, to cheat, &c.
H L#+   [!dh dhal-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ;
(Vedic ; )+], s.m. Chicanery, trickery, juggle,
cheating, wily practices.
H #+  [!"dh dhl [˚= Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.
A wrangler, a creator of disturbance; a trickster, wily
knave, cheat.
H +   [dh dhn [prob. fr. S.  by redupl.], v.t. To
devour, bolt down, cram (oneself) with, to gormandize.
H I  [dh s (fr. dh sn, q.v.), s.f. Irritation (in the
throat) caused by inhaling or swallowing any pungent

substance; coughing caused by any irritating or pungent
substance (as chillies, pepper, &c.; e.g. mir o -k dh s
a h-ga); coughing, cough (particularly of horses or
cattle=dh s).
H 0  [dh sn [prob. fr. S. (8], v.n. To cough
(through inhaling or swallowing any irritant).
H 0 ["dh s, s.f. Coughing, a cough (=dh s).
S (  ,ldhnushk (fr. dhanus), s.m. A bowman, an
archer (=dhnuk, q.v.).
S   ,ldhnushk, s.f. The plant Achyranthes
aspera.
H (  ,dhnuk [S. ,lt], s.m. A bowman, an
archer; a watchman armed with a bow; name of a tribe
of hill people who use bows and arrows (they are
employed las archers, fowlers, house-guards, and in
several menial occupations both of the house and of the
eld; while their women serve as midwives).
H J  [$dh gar, s.m. A caste whose business it is to

H    dhw [Prk. 

; S.  t, rt.  ], s.m.

Running, going expeditiously; a loud and expeditious
march, a forced march; an expedition, invasion,
overrunning (of a country), incursion, inroad; attack,
assault; a rushing or crowding together; a stock, store:—
dhw karn(-par), To rush (at), to fall (upon), to attack,
assault; to surprise (an enemy):—dhw mrn, To make
a long and expeditious march, to make a forced march;
to make an expedition, to make a sudden attack (on, par), to invade.
H    dhw, s.m.=dho, q.v.
S A   dhvat, adj. Running, going quickly.
S A   dhvit (rt.   'to run'), part. Running o or
away; gone, gone away; run to, advanced towards or
against.
S A   dhvit (rt.   'to clean'), part. Puried,
cleansed, washed, cleaned, clean.
S    dhvak (rt.   'to run'), adj. Running, going

dig wells, tanks, &c.
H )    hdhnwaiy [S. B+/+t], s.m. A

quickly, expeditious, swift.
S    dhvak (rt.   'to clean'), adj. Cleaning,

thresher of rice; a seller of rice or grain.
P   dahna (rel. n. fr. dahn), s.m. Mouth (of a water-

cleansing, washing.
S  a    /dhvamn, adj. Running, &c. (=dhvak,

bag, or drain, or watercourse, or river, &c.), opening (of
a valley, &c.);—bit (of a bridle); anything which covers
the mouth.
H   dhna, s.m.=   dhn, q.v.

q.v.).
S    dhvan (rt.   'to run'), s.m. Running, going,

H  "dhn [dhn, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A kind of
rice in the husk;—rice-land, good soil (t for rice or
other grain);—a light green colour.
H  +  [[dh e-dh e, s.f.=dhe -dhe , q.v.s.v.
dhe .
S    Bdhnya, s.m. Grain, corn; rice, Oryza sativa;—
coriander;—a measure equal to four sesamum seeds:—
dhnya-rj, s.m. lit. 'Prince of grains'; barley:—dhnya-vat,
adj. Abounding in grain, rich in corn.
H    dho [S.  t or "], s.m. The plant Grislea
tomentosa(used in dyeing).
H    dhw (fr. dhwn), s.m. Running, &c. (=dhw,
q.v.).

moving, motion; a runner, a messenger.
S    dhvan (rt.   'to clean'), s.m. Washing,
cleaning, cleansing, purifying.
H    dhwan, s.m.=dhmanor dhmin, q.v.
H    dhwn [dhw˚= Prk.  ()=S.  (), rt.
 ], v.n. To run, make haste; to range, roam, rove; to
trudge;—v.t. To run or rush at, to attack; to run after, to
pursue.
H    dhwn [dhw˚= S. (), rt. h], v.t. To
worship (=dhn, q.v.).
P    dhvanik, vulg. dhonik, s.f. A kind of
prickly nightshade.
H  C6 "duhon (fr. duhwn= duhn), s.f.=dohn,
q.v.

S   "dhvan, vulg. dhon, s.f. A species of

H 3%  !dhabl, , ! dhubl [the preceding+S. t],

creeping plant, Hedysarum lagopodioides.
H ?  6dhh [S.  +; cf. dhe], s.f. Sound, echo,

s.m. A coarse and strong garment or cloth, a stout dhot,
any loose garment for covering the legs, a skirt, a
petticoat.
H $ &#% !6 dhabalh (see dhabbal), s.f. A big fat

noise, report, ring; cry, groan, yell:—dhh mrn, To cry,
groan, to raise an outcry, to yell.
H $ 6 dah [fr. S. 8+], s.f. The gure ten;
tenth part; the tens, the tens' place (in numeration), the
decimal place (of gures), a decimal.
H $ C6 duh, s.f.= $ doh, q.v.
H $  dh,  or  dhe [Prk. ; S. P],
s.f. A wet-nurse, a foster-mother; a nurse; a midwife
(=d):—dhe-bh, s.m. Foster-brother (=dh-bh):—
dhe-ke den, v.t. To put out to nurse.
H $ ,  dhe, = H < $  (,  dhe ,s.f. Sound,
noise, cry, &c. (=dhh, q.v.):—dhe mrn= dhh mrn:—
dhe -dhe , s.f. Noise, clatter, report (of cannon),
distant booming (of guns, &c.), sound of a drum:—dhe dhe karn, v.n. To sound, to make a noise or clatter, to
resound, to boom; to jabber, prate; to wrangle, quarrel.
H < $  (,  dhe , = H $ ,  dhe,s.f. Sound,
noise, cry, &c. (=dhh, q.v.):—dhe mrn= dhh mrn:—
dhe -dhe , s.f. Noise, clatter, report (of cannon),
distant booming (of guns, &c.), sound of a drum:—dhe dhe karn, v.n. To sound, to make a noise or clatter, to
resound, to boom; to jabber, prate; to wrangle, quarrel.
H U  dhab, s.m.=dhap, and dhab-dhab, qq.v.
H % ) dhabb [prob.=thapp; cf. dhap, dhapp; thp,
thappa , and p], s.m. A coloured mark or patch, a stain,
a blot; stigma, brand, slur:—dhabb lnor lagn(-me ),
To stain, blot, &c.:—dhabb lagn(-me ), To be stained, &c.
H %  !dhabl, adj.=dhabbal, q.v.

woman;—a very full skirt or petticoat.
H K % dhab s, s.m. corr. of dab s, q.v.
H % , dhubiy, s.m. (prov.)=dhob, q.v.
H ` dhap [i.q. thap, p; see dhabb], s.m. Sound,
noise, crack; clack (of a shoe in walking), noise of a
heavy body falling, thud; thump, blow (=dhapp, q.v.).
H L Qdhapp (see dhap), s.m. A stain, blot, &c.
(=dhabb, q.v.);—a slap, box, thump, blow (with the at of
the hand);—deception, cheating; misfortune, loss,
damage:—dhapp lagn, v.n. To get a thump or blow; to
suer loss:—dhapp mrn, v.t. To slap, thump; to
damage; to deceive, cheat.
H L Qdhapp, s.m. Distance, range, space, &c. (=dhp,
q.v.).
H L 7dhap [S.  +t], s.m. Running, race.
H  L dhapn, v.t.=dhpn, q.v.
H L dhapn (fr. the trans. dhpn), v.n. To be lled,
be sated; to be weary (of), be sick (of).
H L dhapiy [dhp, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
short run, a short kos, a short distance or range.
H  L dhapiyn [dhapiy˚= dhapp(fem. of dhapp,
q.v.)+= w= Prk. wa, or we= S. pi, caus. aug.], v.t. To
slap, thump, cu, box, &c. (=dhapp marn).
S  6dahat, adj. Burning, scorching.
S  6 dahit, part. Burnt, scorched.

H U U   dhab-dhab (see dhabb, and dhap), s.m.

H  dhat [S. t, rt. ], s.f. A habit; a passion,

Sound of footsteps; stamping, heavy tramp or tread;—
adv. Falling with a noise or thud; stamp-stamp, tramptramp, thud thud.
H % ) !dhabbal,  ! dhabal [prob. dhabor dhap, q.v.

mania; a bad habit, vice:—dhat pa n. v.n. A habit to be
acquired, or to grow (on one), to become addicted (to).
H  dhat [prob. S.  , rt.  ], s.f. A word used to

+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. & s.m. Heavy, large, thick-set,
stout, sturdy, fat, corpulent;—a thick-set or sturdy fellow,
a fat man, &c.

encourage elephants, or to stop them, &c.:—dhat-dhat,
intj. Stop! stand! halt! lie down!
H  ,dhut,  dhat [S. £,]( , intj. Away! be o! (=dut,
q.v.):—dhut tere k, intj. Away with you! be o!—dhat-dhat,

intj. Idem:—dhat-krn, dhut-krn, v.t. To reprove, revile;
to drive away.
H  ,dhut, [prob. S.  Tt, rt.  ], adj. Steeped (in, -

ignoble, spurious;—a lusty fellow, a great hulk, &c. (see
hang ).
H 6 6*dahaj, s.m. corr. of dihez, q.v.

me ), stupeed (by, liquor, &c.), besotted (with).
H * dhat (see dhat, dhut), s.m. The act of driving

H 6 *dhaj [S.  *], s.f. Air, mien, appearance; shape,

away;—putting o, evasion:—dhat batn, v.t. To drive
away, turn out; to put o.
H * ,\dhutt [Prk. ,\ ; S. 0+t],
'
s.m. Trick,
trickery, knavery, deception:—dhutt den(-ko), To trick,
deceive.
S * C6 duhit, = S *C6  duhitri,s.f.
 Daughter:—
duhit-pati, or duhitri-pati,
s.m. Daughter's husband, son
in-law.
S *C6 duhitri, = S * C6  duhit,s.f. Daughter:—
duhit-pati, or duhitri-pati,
s.m. Daughter's husband, son
in-law.
H  * 0dhat r [S. \0t], s.m. The thorn-apple (a
powerful narcotic), Datura alba, or D. fastuosa(see below):—
dhat r den(-ko), To administer dhat r(to), to drug or
poison with dhat r:—sda(or safaid) dhat r, s.m. Datura
alba:—kl dhat r, s.m. Datura fastuosa.
H ) * 0dhat riy [S. \0+t (+t)], s.m. One
who drugs or poisons with dhat r;—a cheat, knave,
impostor.
H *\"dhatt, " dhat = H *  dhatiy = H  *
! dhatiyal [dhat, 'a habit, q.v. + Prk. 

and !5=S.

t and !t], adj. & s.m. Having an inveterate habit,
addicted to;—one who is addicted to any vice.
H * dhatiy = H *\" dhatt, " dhat = H  *
! dhatiyal [dhat, 'a habit, q.v. + Prk. 

and !5=S.

t and !t], adj. & s.m. Having an inveterate habit,

form, gure, stature, person; style, fashion, dress;
posture, position, attitude;—(S.  *t), s.m. Organ of
generation, penis:—dhaj-bhang, s.m. Impotency:—dhajbhang, s.m. An impotent man:—dhaj palan, To change
the appearance, or shape, or dress; to change the
attitude in fencing.
H 8 *dhaj [S.  *+t], s.m. Posture, attitude (=dhaj).
H 8 *dhaj [S.  *], s.f. Flag, banner, ensign,
standard, pennon, a slip of cloth; a pole with a strip of
cloth attached (which is erected, in fullment of a vow
near some place of worship).
H 8A*"dhajj [S.  *+], s.f. A slip (of cloth or
paper), strip, shred, rag, tatter:—dhajj ho-jn, v.n. 'To
become a shred'; to become very thin, or weak or feeble:
—dhajjiy u n, dhajjiy karn(-k), To tear to shreds; to
punish severely; to tear (one's) character to pieces, to
disgrace, to expose to infamy:—dhajjiy lagn, v.n. To be
in tatters; to be reduced to poverty.
H  8 *"dhajr, s.f.=dhajj, q.v.
H 3 8 *"!dhajl [dhaj, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Well-formed, well-shaped, well-made; well-looking,
personable; well-dressed, stylish.
H : dha k [dha ak(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Jolt, jerk, shock; loss, damage (=dhakk, q.v.):—dha k
uhn, dha k lagn, v.n. To experience a shock, suer
loss, or damage.
H : dha akn (dha ak˚, prob.=dhasak˚, or

addicted to;—one who is addicted to any vice.
H  * !dhatiyal = H *\" dhatt, " dhat = H *

dha ak˚), v.n. To be jerked; to jolt, to shake; to give way,
to sink (as a bog, slough, &c.).
H   +  dhad-kr [Prk. -=S. F (p.p. of rt. 6O)

 dhatiy [dhat, 'a habit, q.v. + Prk. 

+t], s.m. Igniting, setting re to, burning.

and !5=S.

t and !t], adj. & s.m. Having an inveterate habit,

H +  6!dahdal, s.f. (m.?)=daldal, q.v.

addicted to;—one who is addicted to any vice.
H ' % ) ? &·$dha gar [fr. S. 9+r$+t], adj. & s.m.

H  +  dhadhn, v.n.=dhadhakn, q.v.

Sturdy, lusty, bulky; bold, overbearing; base, low,

H &:+  K+dhadha har [Prk. -K+(; S. F+d(],

s.m. lit. 'Burnt letters'; in versication, certain words or
letters which are considered by Hind poets to be
unlucky (as 6, $,  at the beginning of a verse; , *,  in
the middle; and , &,  at the end).
H *+  dhadhakt (imperf. part. of next), adj. (f. ) Blazing, burning ercely, aring.
H +  dhadhakn [dhadhak˚= Prk. -=(), or

H  C6duhr, adj.=dohr, q.v.
S  dhar (fr. dhar, rt. dhri), s.f. The earth:—dhartala, s.m. Earth, ground; surface, supercies, table:—
dhar-sur, s.m. 'God of the earth,' an epithet of a
Brhman.
H  ,dhur [S. ,+t], s.m. An axle, axle-tree; the

-=?(), fr. S. F (p.p. of rt. 6O)+>], v.n. To burn

wooden portion of an axle; a pole, yoke; an axis.
H  ,dhur [S. £, t, rt. £,; see dhur], s.m. Border or

ercely, to blaze, to are.
A  dahr, dahar, s.m. Time; a long period of time; an age;

limits of a village or eld, &c.), a boundary, a landmark.
H  ,ydhurr, s.m. A strip of cloth (=dhajj):—dhurre

eternity; fortune, fate; chance, adverse fortune,
misfortune, calamity, adversity; danger;—custom, habit,
mode, manner; care, solicitude; the world; atheism.
H  6dahar, s.m.?=dahr, and ahr, q.v.

u nor u -den= dhajjiy u n, q.v.
H 5 *dhirj, s.m. contrac. of adhirj, q.v.

H  dhar, s.m.=dha , q.v.;—adj.=daha or dha , q.v.
S  dhar, adj. Holding, bearing, carrying; wearing;
possessing, having, possessed of; containing; keeping;
sustaining, preserving (used as last member of Hind
compounds);—s.m. A rope, line; the earth (=dhar; dhart).
H  dhar, s.m. Stream, &c. (=dhr; used in comp.):—
dhar mrn= dhr mrn, q.v.
H  ,dhur [S. £, t, rt. £,], s.m. Beginning; limit, end,
extremity;—adj. Extreme, remote, far distant:—dhur-dhur, adv.=dhur-se dhur tak:—dhur-pad, s.m. A kind of song
(in the Hind or Braj), the introductory stanza of a poem
or song, which is repeated as a kind of burden or chorus:
—dhur-s jh, s.f. Dusk, twilight, evening:—dhur-se dhurtak, adv. From beginning to end, throughout, wholly:—
dhur-k  n, v.n. To be doomed from the rst, the
thread of life to be spun out.
S  ,dhur, s.m. A yoke; a load; the fore part of a pole
where the yoke is xed; the head (as the place of
honour):—dhur-dhar, or dhuran-dhar, adj. & s.m. Bearing
the yoke, bearing a burden; helping; strong in
supporting, mighty;—a beast of burden; a man of
business; a chief, leader;—name of a people; name of a
Rkshas.
H  6dihr, dhr, z dihur [S. b +$,6 +], s.m. A
Hind temple; a Jain temple (=dehr).

H  C6duhrn, v.t.=dohrn, q.v.
H  dharn, v.t. To owe (=dhrn);—to deposit, to
give in deposit (=dharn);—v.n. (prov.) To be laid hold of,
be seized, be appre hended, be imprisoned.
H  dhirn [prob. fr. S. &; but cf. dhir-kr], v.t.
To threaten, to bully.
H  C6 duhro, s.m.=dohro, q.v.
H   dharo [dhar(n)+ao= Prk.  ( ()(],
s.m.=dhar, q.v.
H   &dharwa [dhar(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Land ascertained and apportioned by
estimate (not by measurement).
H   dharwn, dharon(fr. dharn= dharn),
s.f. A woman married a second time; second marriage of
a girl.
H  6dharhar [dhar, i.q. dharo, q.v.+har= Prk.
V(=S. $6(], s.m. A depository.
H $ dhar [dhar(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Placing, putting down; holding, laying hold
of, seizing.
H  £, dhrub, adj. & s.m.=dhruv, q.v.
H + ;  ,dhur-pad, s.m. See s.v. dhur.
H  G (;  7?dhar-paka -ke (past. conj. part. of
dharnand paka n), adv. By main force, by force.
H A C6duhrit [duhar= dohar, q.v.+S.t], adj.

Doubled, &c. (=dohr, q.v.).
S A dhrita,
), part. Held, borne,
 vulg. dhrit(fr.

carried; maintained, supported, sustained; contained;
possessed, kept, retained, detained; laid hold of, seized,
grasped:—dhrittm(˚ta+t˚),
adj. Firm-minded, self
possessed, steady, calm, collected:—dhrita-rshra,
s.m.

'Whose empire is rm, or who holds the kingdom'; name
of a king, father of Duryodan, and uncle of the ve
P u princes.
S Y ydhart (base dhartri), s.m. Holder, bearer,
supporter, preserver; a debtor.
H Y dhart (prob. imperf. part. of dharn), s.m.
Discount, commission.
S YP"dharitr, s.f. A female bearer, supporter; the
earth.
S ) Y dhartavya,
'
adj. To be held; to be upheld, be
supported; to be had, be possessed; to be placed, be
xed.
H Y", u dhart [Prk. .!.\; S. P+], s.f.
The earth; earth, ground, land, soil, mould:—dhart
bhnor jotnor rn, To plough the earth or land:—
dhart-pati, s.m. Landlord:—dhart-k ph l, s.m.
Mushroom; toad-stool:—dhart-ke parde-par, On the
earth's surface, on the earth:—dhart-mt, s.f. Mother
earth.
S Ydhriti,
 s.f. Holding, holding fast, having,
possessing, keeping; rmness, constancy, steadiness,
steadfastness, fortitude, energy, resolution; strong will,
self-command; satisfaction, contentment, happiness;—a
species of metre (in which the stanza consists of four
lines of eighteen syllables each):—dhriti-mat,
dhriti-mant,


dhriti-mn,
adj. Steadfast, rm, steady, calm,

determined, resolute; satised, content.
H  ,dhur-dhar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. dhur, 'yoke.'
H @  /dhar-dhamakn (dhar, prob. rt., or past.
conj. part., of dharn, or=dha , q.v.; and dhamakn, q.v.),
v.n. To come or move on rapidly, to proceed with
tumultuous rapidity, to rush o or forward, to set o in
hot haste, to start o (e.g. dhar-dhamk wah se la t-hu
shahr-k taraf.—Saud).


S D  3dharsh,
'
s.m. Repressing, curbing, overcoming;
overbearing conduct, violence.
S D  9dhrisha,
vulg. dhrish,

 adj. Bold, daring,
condent; insolent, impudent, rude, shameless; forward,
presumptuous (=hh).
S  D  9dhrishtat,
s.f. = S  D  9; dhrishatva,


s.m.Boldness, condence; impudence, insolence;
forwardness, &c.
S  D  9; dhrishatva,
s.m. = S  D  9 dhrishtat,


s.f.Boldness, condence; impudence, insolence;
forwardness, &c.
H E  3dharashn [dharash˚= S. 3(' ), rt. 3] , v.t.
To overpower; to repress, restrain, curb, chide.
H    ydhir-kr, intj.=dhik-kr, q.v.s.v. dhik.
H   y!, ! dhir-kl, s.m. Name of a caste who
are bamboo workers.
H   dharakn, v.n.=dha akn, q.v.
H ' $dhrig, intj.=dhik, q.v.
S 1  /dharma,
'
vulg. dharm, and H. / dharam, s.m. lit.
'That which is to be held fast or kept'; ordinance,
statute, law, rule, usage, practice, custom; customary
observances of caste, sect, &c., religious observances,
religion, piety; prescribed course of conduct, duty,
obligation; business, profession; caste; right, justice,
equity, legality; the god of justice, &c.; the judicial
system; virtue, morality, morals; merit, righteousness,
right dealing, probity; good works; propriety, tness;
innocence:—dharmt, dharmtm(˚ma+t˚). adj. & s.m.f.
Religious, pious, virtuous, just;—a pious or virtuous
person, a saint;—the Holy Spirit;—s.f. Justice:—dharmtar, s.m. A charitable grant (=dharmrth):—dharm- r,
s.m. The observance of religion or of prescribed duty,
&c. (whether ceremonial or otherwise); religiousness of
behaviour;—dharm- ror dharm- r, s.m. (f. -ini), One
who practises the principles or the ceremonies of
religion, &c. (see dharm- r):—dharm-dharm(˚ma+adh˚),
s.m. Religion and irreligion; right and wrong; justice and
injustice:—dharmdharm-parksh, s.f. lit. 'Test of right
and wrong'; a kind of ordeal by drawing lots or slips of
black and white paper:—dharm-dharm, s.f. Swearing to

one another:—dharm-dhikr, vulg. dharm-adhikr(˚ma
+adh˚), s.m. The administration of justice; the right to
administer law; the oce of a judge:—dharmdhikr,
vulg. dharm-adhikr, and dharmdhyaksh(˚ma+adh˚), vulg.
dharmdhksh, s.m. Minister of justice, chief ocer of
justice, an administrator of the law, a judge, magistrate:
—dharmrth(˚ma+ar˚), adv. For the sake of justice or
religion, for religious purposes;—s.m. A charitable grant,
religious endowment:—dharmrth(˚ma+ar˚), s.m. One who
is jealous for justice or religion:—dharmraya(˚ma+ar˚),
s.m. A sacred grove or wood; name of a sacred forest in
Madhyade into which Dharma is said to have retired:—
dharmsan(˚ma+s˚), s.m. Throne of justice, judgment
seat, the bench:—dharmnurg(˚ma+an˚), s.m. Passion for
religion, &c., zeal:—dharmnurg, adj. & s.m. Having a
passion for religion, zealous, enthusiastic in religious
matters;—a religious zealot or enthusiast:—
dharmnusr(˚ma+an˚), s.m. Conformity to law or virtue;
course or practice of duty;—adv. In conformity to law,
&c., according to law or duty &c.:—dharmvatr, vulg.
dharm-autr(˚ma+av˚), s.m. Incarnation of Dharma, or god
of justice (an epithet of respect for a just or upright
man); your holiness; your excellency; his holiness, &c.:—
dharm-upade= dharmopade, q.v.:—dharm-upadeak=
dharmopadeak, q.v.:—dharm uhn, v.n. To swear by
(one's) creed, to take an oath:—dharm-bp, s.m. Adopted
father; god-father:—dharm-bipart, adj. Contrary to law or
justice, opposed to religion or duty, unlawful or unjust;
impious, immoral:—dharm-bhgin, s.f. A virtuous and
amiable wife:—dharm-bhg, s.m. A just or virtuous man:
—dharm-bhesh, s.m. A profession of religion:—dharmbhesh, s.m. Professor of a religion:—dharm-be, s.m. (f. ), Adopted child; godson:—dharm-plak, adj. Cherishing
the observance of the law, observing the law, dutiful:—
dharm-patr, s.m. A deed of gift or endowment for a
religious purpose;—the glomerous g-tree, Ficus
glomerata:—dharm-putr, s.m. A lawful son, a son begot
from a sense of duty; 'son of the god Dharma,' an
epithet of the Pnu prince Yudish~hir:— dharm-pati, s.m.
One who, in the name of religion, exercises care for a
defenceless widow; a lawfully married man; a man who
has a rst and only wife:—dharm-patn, s.f. A lawful wife

(one lawfully married and of the same caste as her
husband):—dharm-pradhn, adj. & s.m. Eminent in piety;
—one who is eminent in piety:—dharm-pravartak, s.m. An
advocate of religion:—dharm-pravrityarth,
s.m. A seeker

after dharm, q.v.;—adv. For the sake of establishing
religion, &c.:—dharm-pustak, s.m. Holy Scripture (as the
Bible, the Qor n, &c.):—dharm-tul, s.f. 'The scales of
religion'; weighing or considering religion for the
purpose of enquiry:—dharm-tyg, s.f. Abandonment of
religion, apostasy; abandonment of virtue, or duty, &c.:—
dharm-tyg, s.m. An apostate; a renegade:—dharm-jnn,
vulg. dharm-gyn, s.m. The knowledge of moral, legal,
and religious duty:—dharma-jna, vulg. dharma-gya, adj.
Knowing the law or what is right, knowing (one's) duty,
conversant with virtue:—dharm- r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Observing the law, fullling (one's) duties, practising
virtue, virtuous, dutiful, moral;—one who is observant of
religion or duty, &c.; an honest spouse:—dharm- rin, s.f.
A dutiful and virtuous wife:—dharm- intan, s.m., or dharmint, s.f. Pondering on the law or duty, study of virtue,
consideration of moral duties, virtuous re ection:—
dharm-ds, s.m. lit. 'Slave of duty,' &c.; an attendant upon
a temple:—dharm-droh, s.m. Violation of law or right,
injustice, oppression:—dharm-droh, adj. & s.m. Violating
the law, or right, &c., wicked, immoral;—a wicked or
unjust man, an indel; a villain:—dharm-div-kar, s.m. An
epithet of the chief light of a religion; e.g. Christ, Rma,
Moammad, &c.:—dharm-d t, s.m. A messenger in the
cause of religion:—dharm-dhr, adj. & s.m. Supporting or
maintaining justice or the law, &c., virtuous, just, moral;
—a maintainer of justice, &c.:—dharm-dhvajor dharmdhvaj, adj. & s.m. Displaying the ag or colours of
religion;—one who makes a livelihood by assumed
devotion, a religious hypocrite or impostor:—dharmhh, s.m. A mass or accumulation of dharm, q.v.:—
dharm-rj, dharm-re, s.m. 'King of justice,' just king; an
epithet of Yama or Pluto, and of Yudhish~hir, and of
Arjun;—a king (in general); (for dharm-rjya), a kingdom
where justice is administered; ruling justly:—dharm-rj
karn, To rule justly:—dharm-raksh, s.f. Fostering
religion, or law, &c.; zeal for religion (whether
ceremonial or otherwise):—dharm-rakshak, s.m. A

guardian or patron of law, or justice, or religion:—dharmr p, dharm-r p, adj. Having the form of virtue, &c.,
consisting of, or replete with, virtue; virtuous, righteous:
—dharm-rodh, adj. Obstructing the law, opposed to law or
virtue, illegal, immoral;—a law-breaker, &c.:—dharm-rt,
s.f. Religious ceremonies or customs:—dharm-sl,
s.m.=dharm-l, q.v.:—dharm-sabh, s.f. A court of justice,
tribunal; an assembly of pious persons; a religious
society:—dharm-stambh, s.m. 'Pillar of righteousness'; an
epithet of a very religious man:—dharm-sthal, s.m. 'Place
of justice'; name of a town:—dharm-samj, s.f. A religious
society (=dharm-sabh):—dharm-sambandh, adj. & s.m. Of
or relating to religion, &c.;—anything inherent in or
relating to religion:—dharm-sanhit, s.f. A code or
collection of laws (especially the work of some saint or
divine person, as Manu, &c.):—dharm-s y, s.m. Sacrice,
religious oblation:—dharm-se, adv. In good faith,
honestly; solemnly:—dharm-setu, s.m. 'Barrier of justice';
an epithet of iva; name of a son of Aryak:—dharm-str,
s.m. A body or code of laws (esp. the code of Hind law),
jurisprudence:—dharm-strya, adj. Of or relating to the
code of Hind law; lawful:—dharm-l, s.f. A court of
justice; an edice erected for pious purposes, a
charitable institution, hospital, alms-house, monastery,
a place of rest for travellers and pilgrims;—dharm-sl, adj.
Of a virtuous disposition, virtuous, just, pious:—dharmlat, s.f. or dharm-latva, s.m. Piety of disposition;
virtuousness:—dharm-k, adj. (f. -), Adopted by law; of or
relating to law:—dharm-kj, s.m., or dharm-krya, s.m., or
dharm-kriy(vulg. kiry), s.f., or dharm-karm, s.m. A
religious or virtuous act, work of merit, religious duty or
exercise, any indispensable act of religion; righteous
conduct, acting according to law:—dharm karn, To
perform a duty; to do justice; to practise virtue, do good;
to give alms:—dharm-kshetr, s.m. The department or
province of the law;—name of a plain in the north-west
of India near Dehli (the scene of the great battle
between the Kurus and P us, commonly called
Kurukshetr):—dharm kamn, v.n. To store up treasure in
the future world by good works and a virtuous life, to
work out (one's) salvation:—dharm khn, v.n.=dharm
uhn, q.v.:—dharm-granth, s.m. The book of the law, the

sacred scriptures (as the Bible, the Vedas, the Qor n,
&c.; syn. dharm-pustak):—dharm-gur , s.m. A teacher of
religion, &c.:—dharm-graha, s.m. Observance of moral or
religious precepts, accepting or following the law:—
dharm-gaur, s.m. A Brhman or Gaur:— dharm-gyn,
s.m.=dharma-jnn, q.v.;—dharm-m rtti, dharam-m rat, s.m.
'Image of righteousness,' an epithet of respect (used by
Brhmans, &c. in addressing a Rj or a Vaiya):—
dharm-m l, s.m. The foundation of Hind law and
religion; the Vedas:—dharma-may, adj. Consisting of law
or virtue, made up or replete with virtue; moral,
righteous:—dharm-nibandh, s.m. Attachment to virtue or
religion, piety, virtue:—dharm-nibandh, adj. Attached to
virtue; engaged in religious duties; pious, holy:—dharmnish-patti, s.f. Fullment or discharge of duty, moral or
religious observance; duty:—dharm-nishh, s.m. The
ordinances of religion:—dharm-nishh, s.f. Firmness in
religion; steadfastness in virtue:—dharm-vd, adj.
Discussing the law or duty; contending or talking about
religion:—dharm-vn, adj. Endowed with virtue, virtuous,
pious, upright, just, lawful:—dharmopade, vulg. dharmupade(˚ma+up˚), s.m. Instruction in law or duty; a
discourse on religion; moral or religious instruction:—
dharmopadeak, vulg. dharm-upadeak, s.m. A teacher of
the law, a gur or spiritual preceptor:—dharm-vat, dharmvant, adj.=dharm-vn, q.v.:—dharm-vivd, s.m. Contention
or dispute about religion:—dharm-vivh, s.m. A legal
marriage (it is of ve kinds, viz. Brhma, Daiva, Arsha,
Gandharb, and Prjapatya):— dharm-vive an, s.m. Judicial
investigation:—dharm-vet, s.m. One who is acquainted
with the law and religion:—dharm-hn, adj. Devoid of
religion or virtue, unrighteous, faithless, worthless:—
dharm-yuddh, s.m. A religious war, a crusade:—ha-dharm,
adj. Lawless, irreligious, faithless:—ha-dharm, s.f.
Irreligion, faithlessness.
H A a  /ydharmt = dharm-tm, q.v.s.v. dharm.
S *a  /dharmat,
'
s.f. = S *a  /;' dharmatva,
s.m.Religion, virtue, righteousness, rectitude, probity,
morality, piety; — inherent nature, peculiar property.
S *a  /;' dharmatva, s.m. = S *a  /
' dharmat,
s.f.Religion, virtue, righteousness, rectitude, probity,

morality, piety; — inherent nature, peculiar property.
H Za  X/ 9dharmisha = S Za  X/ c dharmishha
(superl. of dharmin, dharm), adj. & s.m. Completely
harmonizing or agreeing with law or virtue; very
virtuous or pious;—a very virtuous or pious person.
S Za  X/ cdharmishha = H Za  X/ 9 dharmisha
(superl. of dharmin, dharm), adj. & s.m. Completely
harmonizing or agreeing with law or virtue; very
virtuous or pious;—a very virtuous or pious person.
S <a  /4dharma,
'
s.m. A kind of snake (=dhman, q.v.);
a species of tree.
S a  /udharm (fr. dharmin), adj. & s.m. Obeying the
law; knowing (one's) duties; virtuous, just, upright,
religious, pious, holy, godly;—a virtuous or just man, a
pious or holy man.
S  4dhara, and H.  dharan, s.m. Holding,
seizing; having, possessing, keeping; bearing,
supporting; placing; fastening, &c. (see dharn);—a
support; a fastening; a bank, dike, dam;—the female
breast;—a sort of measure or weight.
H  4,  dharan [S. .4t], s.f. The earth
(=dharan); the womb; the navel, the umbilical cord or
vein (supposed by Hind physicians to become
occasionally displaced, and thus to give rise to various
morbid symptoms);—a beam;—accent, tone:—dharan
aln, dharan ignor han, The womb, or the navel, to be
displaced.
H  C6duharn (see the trans. duhrn), v.n. To be
doubled, to be folded up.
H  dharn [dhar˚= Prk. ()=S. (`) 'place,' and
(), 'seize, rt. ], v.t. To place, put, put down, deposit,
lay, lay down; to pledge, stake; to put on, apply; to put
(to), apply (the mind, or ear, &c.), to keep (at);—to have
(in the hand), to hold, lay hold of, clutch, grasp, gripe,
seize, to hold fast or pertinaciously; to take; to assume;
to keep, retain; to catch, seize, apprehend, give in
charge; to take (a side), espouse (a cause), entertain or
hold (an opinion); to have, possess, hold, own, occupy,
take possession of; to acquire, receive, obtain:—dharden, v.t. (intens.), To put down, set or lay down; to

pledge, stake, &c. (=dharn):—dhar-rakhn, v.t. To put
aside, put by, lay by; to keep, retain, take care of:—dharlen, v.t. (intens.) To lay hold of, take hold of, grasp,
seize (=dharn):—dhar-ghasn, v.t. To drag o or away by
main force; to pull or haul away.
H  dharn (i.q. dharn, as above), s.m. The act of
sitting in restraint at the door of a debtor, by the
creditor or his agent, to enforce the payment of a debt;
sitting doggedly and fasting at the door of a temple, &c.,
to extort favours from the idol, &c., or to obtain
compliance with some demand:—dharn baihn, dha n
den, v.n. To enforce payment of a debt or compliance
with a demand by sitting (or seating an agent) doggedly
at the debtor's door; to extort favours from an idol, &c.
by sitting doggedly and fasting at the door of a temple,
&c.
S +  ,Bdhuran-dhar, adj. See s.v. dhur, 'a yoke.'
H J $dharing, s.m. (local), A kind of rice.
S  4"dhara, .4 dharai, and H. " dharn, s.f.
The earth, globe; earth, soil, land, ground;—a beam:—
dharn-dhar, s.m. lit. 'Bearing or sustaining the earth'; an
epithet of esh-ng, the serpent which is said to uphold
the earth;—an epithet of Vishnu in the form of a
tortoise and a boar;—a mountain:—dhara-sut, s.f.
'Daughter of the earth,' an epithet of St wife of Rma
(as produced from the soil by Janaka when he was
ploughing a spot to prepare it for sacrice):—dharn-kand,
s.m. An esculent root or bulb.
H "dharn [dharan(=dharn)+Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], s.m.=next, q.v.
H   sdharnet, h dharnait [dharan(i.q. dharn)
+ait= Prk. itto= yanto= wento= S. payan, the term. of
the pres. part. with the caus. augment pi], s.m. One who
sits in restraint at a person's door to compel payment of
a debt or compliance with a demand; a dun (see dharn,
and dharn den).
S  £, dhruv, adj. Fixed, rm, immovable, stable,
enduring, constant, lasting, permament; certain, sure,
true, right;—s.m. The polar star, the north pole
(personied in mythology as son of Uttna-pda and

grandson of the rst Manu); name of one of the twentyseven astronomical Yogas; a name of Vishnu, and of
others;—permanence, xedness, &c.:—dhruv-pad,
s.m.=dhur-pad, q.v.s.v. dhur:—dhruv-tr, s.m. The polar
star:—dhruv-lok, s.m. (in Myth.) One of the divisions of
paradise.
H  £0dhr , ,~ dhur , s.m.=dhruv, q.v.

soil (in low ground), marshy soil.
A dahr (rel. n. fr. dahr), adj. Relating to time, or to

S  £, dhruv, s.f. A virtuous woman;—the plant

H  ) ,dhuriyn,  dhariyn [S. 0.!+= w=

Desmodium gangeticumor Hedysarum gangeticum; the tree
Sanseviera zeylanica(from the bres of which bow-strings
are made);—the introductory stanza of a song, &c.
(=dhur-pad, q.v.s.v. dhur).
H   dharwn (doub. caus. of dharn), v.t. To

Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To throw dust upon;

cause to be placed, &c.; to cause to be held or laid hold
of, to have one seized, or apprehended, or given in
charge, &c. (see dharn).
H A 5dharot, M dharaut, ~ dhar t [dhar(n)
+aut= wat= Prk.  "=S. .Q (i.e.  caus. augment
+a. )], s.f.=dharoha , q.v.
H  57dharo , s.f. contrac. of dharoha , q.v.
H  M"dharauk [dharw(n) = dhar(n)+S. +],
s.f. Ascertainment by guess or conjecture.
H  5!dharol, M! dharaul (i.q. dharo ), s.f.=dharohar,
q.v.
H  Mdharaun, 5 dharon, s.m.=dharon, q.v.
H  56dharohar = H ? 567 dharoha [dharoh˚,
prob.=dharo, q.v.+aror a = Prk. f"=S.++ ], s.f. What is
committed to the charge (of another, syn. amnat),
charge, trust; deposit, pledge, pawn;—adv. As a trust, or
deposit:—dharoha (or dharo ) rakhn, v.t. To commit to the
charge (of), to place in trust, to deposit.
H ? 567dharoha = H  56 dharohar [dharoh˚,
prob.=dharo, q.v.+aror a = Prk. f"=S.++ ], s.f. What is
committed to the charge (of another, syn. amnat),
charge, trust; deposit, pledge, pawn;—adv. As a trust, or
deposit:—dharoha (or dharo ) rakhn, v.t. To commit to the
charge (of), to place in trust, to deposit.
H 6"dahr (see dahr; and ahr, ahr), s.f. Sti clay

fortune; secular, temporal; relating to the world, worldly;
impious, atheistical.
H ,"dhur [Prk. ,=S. ,+; see dhur], s.f.
Pole; iron part of an axle, axle-tree, axle; axis.
H ) dahry, s.m.=) dahrya, q.v.

—to winnow, sift, separate good grain from bad.
H :) "dhar , s.m. The second husband of a Hind
widow among the lower classes (this connexion being
contrary to the spirit of the Hind institutions, is formed
without any particular ceremony, except marking the
bride's head with minium).
H ) !dharel [dhar, p. p. of dharn+Prk. !" or
!"=S. !"], s.f. (dialec.) A kept woman, a mistress, a
concubine.
S <) ,"4dhur, s.m. Beast of burden;—man of
business; head-man, leader, chief.
H <),Ûf"dhure , s.f.=dhule , q.v.
P ) dahrya (for A. ~), fr. dahr, q.v.), s.m. One who
maintains the eternity of matter, a materialist, an
atheist.
H ? 7dha [Prk. &(; S. P],
 s.m. Trunk (of the body),
the body; a body, party, side;—(dialec.) side, face;
direction;—a kind of drum (sounded in the arena when a
wrestler is successful):—dha -bh, s.m. One of a party or
side, a partisan:—dha -to , s.m. 'Breaking the back,' a
trick in wrestling:—dha - , adj. & s.m. Broken-backed;
hunch-backed;—a broken-backed person; a hunch-back:
—dha jv-se la n, v.n. (g.), To think, re ect, consider:—
dha rah-jn, v.n. The body to be deprived of power or
motion, &c., to be paralyzed:—dha -me ut n, v.t.=dha me ln:—dha -me uta n, dha -me pa n, v.n. 'To be
taken into the trunk or belly,' to be stowed away, be
swallowed, be gulped:—dha -me ln, v.t. To take down,
to swallow, gulp, to stow away, make away with.
H ? 7dha , 67 daha [Prk. ©(; S. ©]( , adj. & s.m. Firm,

hard, strong, stout, compact, solid; intense, excessive,
severe, violent, erce, furious;—rmly, tightly,
compactly; fearlessly, right forward, decidedly, plainly,
atly; violently, noisily;—s.f. A noisy fall or blow, a
thump, bump, thud, &c.:—dha --dha , s.f. A smart or
sharp succession of sounds (as of falling bodies, blows,
ring, &c.), rattling, thumping, banging, &c.;—adv. With
a loud and continued noise, bang-bang, rattle,
thump-thump, crash-crash, thud-thud:—dha --dha -, s.f.
A smart succession of noises, quick or repeated
hammering or thumping, &c. (see dha --dha ); report
(of re-arms), crack, crash, explosion:—dha -dha or
daha -daha , adv. Intensely, violently, ercely, furiously,
noisily, with a crack, or crash, &c.;—s.f. Intense or
repeated noise or rattling, &c.; knock, rap (at a door,
&c.), rat-tat; shaking, shivering:—dha -dha jaln, v.n. To
burn furiously, to blaze:—dha -dha rahn, v.n. To beat,
palpitate, utter:—dha -dha karn, v.n. To make a
rattling noise, &c., to knock (at a door); to make a noise
(with a drum), to beat (a drum):—dha -dha k pn, v.n.
To shake or shiver violently.
H ? ,7dhu , s.m.=hur, q.v.
H  ? 7dha  [Prk. &(; S. P+
' ], s.m. A body, band,
party, side, faction;—a weight (usually of ten ser), or the
quantity weighed by it; a counter-balancing weight; a
large weight made up by counter-balancing stones, &c.
against a small weight, and adding them to that weight,
and so on, till the original weight is doubled, or
quadrupled, or any required standard of weight is
obtained:—dha  uhn(-k), To weigh (by means of a
dha ):—dha  b dhn, v.n. To make up a party or side;—
to make up a standard to weigh with (see dha ):—dha e
bandhn, or pa n, v.n. To be split up into bands, or
parties, or factions:—dha  karnor kar-len(-k), To
balance, to counterpoise:—ul dha  b dhn, To frame
or bring a counter charge.
H   ? 77dhar-dha , adv. & s.f. = H   ?77"
dha -dha , s.f.See s.v. dha .
H   ?77"dha -dha , s.f. = H   ? 77 dhardha , adv. & s.f.See s.v. dha .
H F ? dha  , s.m. the Urd form of the next, q.v.

H G ? 7dha k [prob. dha ak, q.v.+S. +t; cf.
ta k), s.m. A loud report, explosion, crash, peal, raging
(of a tempest), violence (of an attack, &c.), din and roar
(of a battle); vehemence; rapidity; boldness:—dha ke-se,
adv. With a loud report, with a crash; boldly, fearlessly;
rapidly, quickly.
H J ? 7/dha m, s.f.(?) (colloq.) Loud report, noise (of
a falling body), crash, thud:—dha m-se, adv. With a
crash, &c.
H  ? 77dha -dha , adv. & s.f. See s.v. dha .
H  ? 77dha -dha n (fr. dha -dha ), v.n. To
knock (at a door); to sound (a drum), make a rattling or
banging noise;—to utter, to beat, to palpitate.
H 0 ? 7dha ak (v.n. from dha akn, q.v.), s.f. Beating,
throbbing, palpitating; beat, throb, palpitation;
trepidation, fear, alarm (cf. thalak).
H G ? 7dha k [dha ak+ Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Beating, throb, &c. (=dha ak); suspense, doubt, fear,
apprehension;—crash, peal; thunder; shock, blow (cf.
dhakk, dha k).
H G ? 7=dha akk (i.q. dha k, q.v.), s.m. Report,
explosion, crash (=dha k, q.v.); sound of hammering,
&c.; alarming, frightening, intimidating, bullying;
bravado (cf. dharsh);—a crowd (=dha all; bh ).
H G ? 7=dha akk [dha ak(n)+Prk.  (=S. ()
+], s.m. A scarecrow (=ha kh, q.v.).
H G ? 7dha kn (caus. of dha akn,) v.t. To cause
to beat or palpitate, to put in a state of trepidation, to
frighten, alarm.
H G ? 7dha kan (v.n. fr. next), s.f.=dha ak, q.v.
H  G ? 7dha akn [dha ak˚= Prk. ¯=(), fr. S.
F(p.p. of rt. 6O)+>], v.n. To blaze up, to burn ercely;
to be intensely hot (as the body in fever, &c.); to be
in amed (with anger, or lust, &c.; cf. bha akn);—to be
distressed, to tremble (from fear, &c.); to beat, throb,
palpitate, utter.
H G ? 7Ldha kh, s.m. Trepidation, alarm (=dha k);—
a scarecrow (=dha ak-k, q.v.).

H  ? 7!dha all [dha , q.v.+! =S. !+t], s.m.

H  0 dhasn (caus. of dhasn), v.t. To cause to

Sound of beating or hammering, &c. (=dha akk, q.v.);—a
crowd, band, host, swarm (=bh );—a scarecrow.
H $ ? 7($dha -ang, s.m. Body and limbs;—(dialec.) adj.

sink (into, -me ), to cause to enter or pierce, to thrust or
drive (into), to stick (into):—dhas-den, v.t. intens. of
and=dhasn.
H  0  dhaso [dha(n)+o= Prk.  =( S ()(],

Large, lusty, stalwart, strapping:—(nang-dha ang, 'naked
in body and limb,' stark naked).
H  ? f®dha , 7  dha w [prob. S +t (with

s.m. A slough, &c. (=dhasn, q.v.).
S  *0 ,T0dhust r, s.f. The thorn-apple, Datura

winserted)], s.m. A species of main(bird).
H 8 ?7  dha w, s.m. A pawr, or market ocer,

fastuosa(=dhat r, q.v.).
H (0 dhasak (fr. dhasakn, q.v.), s.f. Giving way,

whose business is to weigh the grain, &c. brought into a
market, or at the harvest (and whose perquisite is a
dha , q.v.).
H  ? 757dha o , s.f.(m.?)=dharohar, q.v.

sinking; coughing, cough (=dh s).
H 0 dhask, s.m. (fr. dhasakn, q.v.)=dhasak.

H 8 ?f® dha , 7 " dha w, s.f.=dha w, q.v.
H  ?z7"dihu , s.f. Threshold, door (=dhl, q.v.):—
dihu -dr, s.m. Door-keeper.
H  ?7"dha  (dim. of dha , q.v.), s.f. A weight of ve
seror seers; the quantity weighed at a time, ve seers;—a
large weight made up, &c. (see dha );—ve hundred
rupees:—dha  bharn, To weigh:—dha -dha  kar-ke l n,
To spoil (one) of everything, to make a clean sweep (of).
H  ?7"dha  [S. +], s.f. A line; border or edge (of
cloth, &c.):—dha  jamn(with loc.), To mark lines (on the
teeth) with miss, to apply miss(to the teeth or lips).
H I dhas, , dhus (fr. dhasn, q.v.), s.m.(f.?) A steep
slope (as of a river's bank, or the side of a hill), any
declivous place; glacis (of a fort); a battery, earthworks,
fortication; a sterile sandy eminence; (local) red sterile
soil.
H 0 ,Tdhuss [S. 8+
' or 0l+; cf. duss], s.m. A
coarse kind of woollen stu; annel; blanket.
H  0 dhasn [S. 84y; but considered by some as
identical with dhasnfollowing], s.f. Name of a river
which rises in the Vindhya hills, ows through
Bundelkhan, and falls into the Betw (a tributary of the
Jamn).
H  0 dhasn (=dhasan), adj. & s.f.(m.?) Having
quicksands, swampy, boggy;—a quicksand, swamp, bog,
slough, quagmire.

H 0 dhasakn [dhasak˚= Prk. =(), fr. S.  
(
+>], v.n. To give way, to slip (out of place); to sink (as a
slough); to yield, to slip or fall down, give way (as a mud
wall); to enter, pierce, stick (into);—to cough.
H 2 0 /dhasam, s.f.(m.?) A slough, &c. (=dhasan,
dhasn, q.v.).
H @ 0Ct/duh-samay, s.m. See s.v. dus.
H <0 dhasan (i.q. next), s.f. The state of being
thrust into;—adj. & s.f.=dhasn, q.v.
H 0 dhasn [dhas˚= Prk. (() or ()=S.  /
( (`),
rt.  
( ], v.n. To sink (into, -me , as into a slough); to
enter, run (into), stick (into), pierce; to be pierced, be
stuck (into), be thrust (into); to yield, give way:—dhasjn, v.n. Idem.
H 0dah-san, adj. & s.f. See s.v. dah, 'ten.'
A Z dahash (inf. n. of Z), s.m.f. Astonishment,
amazement, consternation;—adj. Astonished, amazed,
stupeed, confounded, bewildered, struck with
consternation.
P Z dihish (abst. s. fr. dih, 'giving,' q.v.), s.f. Liberality,
bounty, charity, alms.
P  dahshat (for A. ~, fr. dahash, q.v.), s.f.
Consternation, fear, fright, terror, dismay, dread, awe,
alarm:—dahshat-angez, adj. Horrible, terrible, hideous,
terrifying, alarming; threatening, intimidating:—dahshat
den(-ko), To frighten, terrify, alarm, &c., to instil dread
(into):—dahshat-zada, adj. Terror-stricken, panic-struck,
terried, frightened, alarmed, scared:—dahshat khn(-

se), To be frightened, be afraid, be intimidated,
&c.:—dahshat-nk, adj. Alarming, terrifying, &c. (=dahshatangez); frightened, &c. (=dahshat-zada).
P  Q  dihqn (dih, 'village'+ n, qq.v.; A. dihqn; Zend
daqyuma, fr. daqyu= da hu= dih; S. dasyu), s.m. A villager,
husbandman, &c. (see dihqn); head-man of a village.
P  Q dihqn (dihqn, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Rustic, country,
boorish, clownish;—s.m. Villager, countryman, rustic,
peasant, husbandman;—s.f. The business or profession
of a husbandman, agriculture.
P   Q  dihqnyat, vulg. dihqniyat, s.f. = P   Q  dihqnya,
vulg. dihqniya, s.m.(for A. ~  Q  fr. dihqn), Husbandry,
agriculture (rare);—rusticity, country manners,
boorishness, vulgarity.
P   Q  dihqnya, vulg. dihqniya, s.m. = P   Q  dihqnyat,
vulg. dihqniyat, s.f.(for A. ~  Q  fr. dihqn), Husbandry,
agriculture (rare);—rusticity, country manners,
boorishness, vulgarity.
H ( 6dahak [S. 6O+>], s.f. Burning, blazing,

dhakk, s.m., Shoving and pushing, jostling:—dhak-pel
karn, To push and shove, to jostle:—dhakk den(-ko), To
shove, push, jolt, jostle, knock against, to thrust or push
away; to in ict a blow or shock on, to bring misfortune
on:—dhakk khn, v.n. To receive a shock or blow, to be
pushed, shoved, or knocked, &c., to suer collision:—
dhakke khn, To be pushed or jostled about, to suer
indignities, to be roughly handled; to suer misfortune:
—dhakk lagn(-ko), To get a knock, or shock, or jolt, &c.;
to suer loss; to meet with misfortune:—dino -ko dhakke
den, To push through life somehow, to live with
diculty.
S   ==dhik-kr, and H.  dhikr, s.m. See s.v.
dhik.
H   6dahkn (caus. of dahakn), v.t. To burn,
kindle; to heat (iron, &c.), to in ame; to cause to regret
or grieve; to ruin, destroy, lose.
H   dhakn [dhakk, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.=dhakk den,

con agration; glow; ardour, fervency, fervour.
H ( =dhakk,  dhak (=dhakk, q.v.), s.m. Shock,

q.v.s.v. dhakk.
H (+  dhak-dhak (fr. next, q.v.), s.m. (f.?),

sudden impression of terror (see dhak-dhak):—dhak rahjn, or ho-jn, or dhak-se rah-jn, v.n. To become
motionless or paralyzed through fear, to be struck with
amazement or consternation, to stand or remain
aghast.
S ( dhik (changeable in comp. to dhig, which is the

Beating, palpitation, tremor; perturbation, anxiety,
apprehension (=dha- ak);—adv. Pit-a-pat:—dhak-dhak
karn, To beat, palpitate, &c. (=dhak-dhakn, q.v.).
H  +  dhakdhakn, (dialec.) ,,

pop. form), intj. Fie! shame! out upon! what a pity!
pshaw! pish!—s.f. Curse, execration:—dhik-kr, vulg.
dhikr, s.m. Reproach, censure, contempt; anathema,
curse, execration:—dhik-kr denor karn, To swear, lay
one's oath; to utter a curse:—dhik-karn, v.t. To reproach,
censure, reprimand; to curse, execrate:—dhik-kr, s.f.
Curse, execration; damnation;—adj. Cursed, accursed,
damned.
H  =dhakk, (and in comp. also)  dhak (i.q.
dha k, q.v.), s.m. Shove, push, knock, jostle, jolt, jog,
shock, impact, collision; a blow or stroke of misfortune,
or aiction, &c.; loss (in trade), damage:—dhak-pel,
s.m., dhak-pel, s.f., dhakk-dhakk, s.f., or dhakkam-

dhukdhukn (dhakdhak˚, by redupl. fr. dhak, q.v.; cf.
dha akn), v.n. To blaze up, to burn brightly;—to shine,
glitter, ash, twinkle;—to beat, throb, palpitate, utter;
to tremble, shake (through fear); to be perturbed, be
anxious.
H + "dhakdhak, ,," dhukdhuk, s.f.
Beating, palpitation; perturbation, &c. (= dhak-dhak);
consideration, re ection:—dhukdhuk(com. dhugdhug),
s.f. The hollow in the throat below the Adam's apple; an
ornament (as a small mirror set in gold or silver, &c.)
worn round the neck (usually resting on the depression
below the Adam's apple; it is said to take its name from
its rising and falling with the action of the heart)
H  ? ( ,7,7dhuka -puka = H   ( ,7/,7
dhuka -muka [dhuka = dhuk˚+Prk. f"=S. +"], s.f.

Beating, palpitation;—agitation, anxiety; suspense,
uncertainty; wavering, indecision.
H   ( ,7/,7dhuka -muka = H  ? ( ,7,7
dhuka -puka [dhuka = dhuk˚+Prk. f"=S. +"], s.f.
Beating, palpitation;—agitation, anxiety; suspense,
uncertainty; wavering, indecision.
H  (,7"dhuka , dhuk , s.f. A purse.
H  2  =/=dhakkam-dhakk, s.m. See s.v.
dhakk.
H  6dahakn [dahak˚= Prk. 6=(), or 6=?(),
fr. S. 6+>], v.n. To burn, to blaze; to be burnt; to be
ruined or destroyed, to be lost; to regret, grieve, be
consumed with regret, &c.
H   dhakiyn [dhak(fem. of dhakk)+= w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t.=dhakk den, q.v.
H   ?!dhakel [dhak(= dhakk) + Prk. !5=S. !t],
s.m.(f.?), Shove, push, thrust:—dhakel-g , s.f. A truck,
trolley (syn. hel).
H 3  ?!dhakel [dhakel(n)+Prk.   =S. ()
++t], s.m.=dhakel , q.v.
H #  ?!dhakeln (fr. dhakel, q.v.), v.t. T shove,
push, jostle (= dhakk den):—dhakel-den, v.t. To push or
shove down, to prec pitate, to push, &c. (=dhakeln).
H #  ?!0dhakel [dhakel(n)+Prk.  =S ()+t], adj.
& s.m. Shoving, pushing, jostling;—one who shoves,
pusher;—a paramour (=dhagga ).
H  #  ?! [dhakelw , adv. Pushing along;—
plentifully, abundantly, in heaps.
H ^ $dhig, intj.=dhik, q.v.:—dhig-dhig= dhik-dhik,
intens. of dhik.
H J $7dhag , s.m.=dhagga , q.v.
H X + J,$C$"dhugdug, s.f.=dhugdhug, dhukdhuk, q.v.

master, superior, lord:—dhaga -bz, s.f. An adulteress:—
q(or ba sh) k dhagga , lit. 'The Q's(or, the paymaster's, or collector's) master,' I care not a g for the
Qz's (or, the collector's) master (much less for the Qz
himself); a g for parson or squire; I am independent of
judge (or paymaster).
H  ^ $7dhag  = H ^ F$7 dhagga , $7 dhaga
(cf. dhakk)s.m. Paramour, lover, gallant, leman;—
master, superior, lord:—dhaga -bz, s.f. An adulteress:—
q(or ba sh) k dhagga , lit. 'The Q's(or, the paymaster's, or collector's) master,' I care not a g for the
Qz's (or, the collector's) master (much less for the Qz
himself); a g for parson or squire; I am independent of
judge (or paymaster).
H 8 ^$76 dhaga h, = H  ^$7" dhaga ,
dhag ,s.f. An adulteress (=dhaga -bz).
H  ^$7"dhaga , dhag , = H 8 ^$76
dhaga h,s.f. An adulteress (=dhaga -bz).
H ! J $5!dhagoln, v.n. To roll, to wallow.
H  6!dahal (v.n. fr. dahaln, q.v.), s.f. Shaking
tremulously, shaking, trembling, quaking, tremor; fear,
apprehension, dread;—shifting sand, quicksand, &c.
(=daldal). (The name of Dahl or Dehl is said to be
derived from this word; the ground on which the city
was built being so loose and inrm that tent-pins could
not be xed in it.)
P  duhul, duhal(=S. ©5!), s.m. A drum, a tabor.
H 3 6!dahl [dah= das+l= al= Prk. f =S. !+t],
s.m. Ten (at cards), the ten (of a suit of cards).
H 3 dahln, s.m. corr. of daln, q.v.
H 3 6!dahln, s.m. Name of a tribe of Jagas in the
Upper Dob.
H 3 6!dahln (caus. of dahaln), v.t. To shake, to

H  J+ J $$dhagdhagn (i.q. dhakdhakn, q.v.),

agitate; to cause to tremble or quake.
H 3 ,!dhuln (caus. of dhon), v.t. To cause to be

v.n. To burn brightly; to glow; to shine, glitter, ash.
H J+ J,$,$"dhugdhug, s.f.=dhukdhuk, q.v.

washed, to get (a thing) washed.
H $3,! dhul [dhul(n)+= Prk.  =S.

H ^ F$7dhagga , $7 dhaga (cf. dhakk) = H  ^

()++], s.f. Washing; price paid for washing:—

$7 dhag  s.m. Paramour, lover, gallant, leman;—

hth-dhul, s.f. The (barber's) fee for washing the

hands of the bride and bridegroom (before the marriage
feast).
H 3+ # !!dhaldhaln (cf. dha dha n), v.n. To
gush out, to rush out with a noise, to gurgle.
H # 6!dahaln [dahal˚, prob.=Prk. 6f=S. 6+! or ],
v.n. To shake, tremble, quake; to fear, be alarmed or
terried:—dahal-jn, v.n. Idem.
H # ,!dhuln (fr. dhuln), v.n. To be washed:—dhuljn, v.n. To be washed, to be washed out or away (from,
-se).
H # ,!dhuln [prob. fr. S. C!], v.n. To swing; to roll.
H  # ,! dhulwn (doub. caus. of dhon),
v.t.=dhuln, q.v.
H $ #,!  dhulw, s.f.=dhul, q.v.
H #6!"dihl, dhl[S. b6!"], s.f. Threshold (=dihu ).
H #6!"dihl, dhl, Ç!" dahl, prop. n. The city of
Dehli, the metropolis of Hindstn (under the
Mohammadan rule; see dill; and dahal).
H  # ,.!dhuliyn, v.t.=dhuriyn, q.v.
P o # dahlz, dhlz(=S. b6!";—A. dihlz, fr. the Pers.), s.f.
Threshold; portico, entrance hall, vestibule:—dahlz
jh kn, v.n.=dahlz la gn:—dahlz-k kutt, s.m. The dog
of the porch, house-dog;—a hanger-on, parasite:—dahlz
khundln, s.m. lit. 'Treading the threshold'; a
ceremonial visit paid by a young man about to be
married to the parents of his intended bride:—dahlz
la gn(-k), To cross the threshold (of), to pay a visit (to).
H < #,Âf"dhule , ,!f
° " dhulai  [Prk. 0!f=S.
0.!++], s.f. The rst day of the month !ait(on which
it is the practice of the Hinds to scatter ashes); the
second day of the Hol festival (on which they throw a
red powder called abror gullon one another).
H 2  6/daham [fr. S. 6O], adj. Burnt to ashes, burnt out,
extinguished.
P 2  6/dahum [Pehl. dahum; Zend daema; S. 8/], adj.
Tenth.
H 2  /dham [S. /, rt. /], s.f. Sound, loud noise or
report (as of a drum, &c.); thud:—dham-- auk , s.f.

Noise, tumult, bustle, riot, row:—dham--dham, s.m.(f.?),
Sound of walking over a hollow place, or of stamping, or
of continued beating or thumping, or drumming, &c.;—
adv. With a loud noise, with a bang, thump-thump,
drum-drum, &c.:—dham-dham, s.f. Sound of a drum, &c.;
—2˚=dham--dham:—dham-se, adv. With a loud noise or
report, with a thud, noisily; heavily; suddenly, all at
once.
H 2  ,/ dhum, s.f. corr. of dh m, q.v.:—dhum-dha akk,
s.m.=dh m-dhm.
H   = @ /M7"dhm- auk , s.f. = H 2  @  //
dham-dham, s.m.See s.v. dham.
H 2  @  //dham-dham, s.m. = H
  = @ /M7"dhm- auk , s.f.See s.v. dham.
H  @  /dhamr, s.m.=dhaml, q.v.
H  @  /dhamk [dham, q.v.+S. ++t], s.m. A loud
report (as of a falling wall, or a gun, &c.), crack, crash,
bang;—a hard blow or thump;—a kind of cannon (carried
on an elephant); a relock.
H @  @/!dhamml, /! dhaml [Prk. @/ !5; S.
/+!t],
'
s.m. Jumping into, or running through re (a
practice of faqrsor qalandars; cf. dam-madr); skipping and
capering (of qalandars, &c.);—a musical measure; a piece
composed in that measure; a kind of song (sung during
the Hol festival); wild and tumultuous merriment, noise,
tumult, uproar;—adj. (dialec.), Bulky, big, fat, corpulent
(=dhumpl, q.v.).
H ! @  /.!dhamliy [dhamml+iy= Prk.  =S.
t(+t)], s.m. A qalandaror calendar who leaps into,
or runs through, re.
H L@  ,/!dhumpl, dhmpl, adj. Bulky, fat,
corpulent.
H :@  /dhim , s.m. A kind of tamarind.
H  @ + @  //dhamdhamn (by redupl. fr. dham,
q.v.), v.n. To produce a noise by running over a hollow
place, to make a noise by stamping, &c.; to stamp
repeatedly; to drum; to thump.
H ? @ + @  //6&dhamdhamha [dhamdham(n)+ha=

wa= Prk.  (=S.()++; ]( , s.f. Stamping
overhead; drumming noise or sound; thumping,
banging.
H B + @  /0dham-dh sar [dham, q.v.+dh s(n)+Prk.
f5=S. +t], adj. Fat, corpulent (=dhumpl).
H @  ,/dhumr, adj.=dhuml, q.v.
H I@  @/dhammas, / dhamas, ,/ dhumas, s.m. A
pavior's monkey, a beetle, heavy rammer or beater
(with a vertical handle):—dhammas karn, v.t. To ram or
beat down (a terrace, or oor, or new-laid turf).
H (@  /dhamak (v.n. fr. dhamakn, q.v.), s.f. Noise of
footsteps overhead, or such as arises from the fall of a
body, sound of thumping, drumming, &c.;—shooting
pain, beating, throbbing, throb, pulsation; glow, blast,
hot blast; lustre, radiance, glitter;—threatening, threat;
awe;—fall, or unevenness (in ground, such as would
produce a shock; e.g., in kahr'sidiom, dhamak hai).
S (@  /dhamak (rt. /), s.m. (f. -ik), A blacksmith.
H @  /dhamk [dhamak+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Sound produced by the fall of a heavy body; a shock; a
thump, blow, buet;—hot blast; closeness and heat (as
after rain); feverishness;—threatening, chiding, threat,
menace.
S @  ./ dhamik (see S. dhamak), s.f. A blacksmith's
wife.
H  @  /dhamkn (caus. of dhamakn), v.t. To

Threatening, threat, menace, reprimand, snubbing:—
dhamk den(-ko), To threaten, &c. (=dhamkn):—dhamkme n(-k), To be frightened or coerced by the threats
(of another).
H 3 @  /"!dhamkl [dhamak˚+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. & s.m. Glowing; bright, glittering;—a bright colour.
H 3@  ,/!dhuml [Prk. 0/! ; S. 0/!+t], adj. (f. -),
Smoky; hazy, misty, foggy; dim, dull, gloomy, dark; dimsighted, blind.
H $3@ ,/! dhuml [dhuml+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Haziness, mistiness; dimness, dulness;
gloominess, darkness (=dhundhl).
H @  /dhamn [dham˚= Prk. /()=S. /(), rt.
/], v.n. To be grieved; to be amazed or astounded.
S @  / dhamani, /" dhaman, vulg. dhamn, s.f. A
small tube through which to blow a re; any tubular
vessel of the body, as an artery, a vein, or a nerve.
H  @  /0dham k (fr. dham), s.m. A thump, blow,
buet.
H  @  /5dhamok (see dham k), s.m. A kind of
tambourine.
H 3 @  ,³!dhumail [Prk. 0/! ; S. 0/ +!+t],
adj.=dhuml, q.v.
S < 6dahan, s.m. (but f. in Hind), Fire; burning,

dhamdham-ha, q.v.), s.f. Threatening, &c. (=dhamk,
q.v.).
H @  /dhamakn [dhamak˚= Prk. /=(), or

combustion, con agration;
sultriness;—s.m. Agni, the god of re; lead-wort,
Plumbago zeylanica; the marking nut, Anacardium
o$cinarum;—a gold coin (in value six rupees):—
dahanopal(˚na+up˚), s.m. 'Fire-stone'; the sun-gem; a
crystal lens:—dahan karn, v.t. To burn.
P < dahan, s.m. contrac. of dahn, q.v.
S < C6duhan (rt. C6), s.m. Milking, the act of milking.

/=?(), fr. S. /+>], v.n. To shoot with pain, to throb;

H < Cz(duhu , adj. (Braj)=dono , q.v.

to beat, palpitate, thump; to glow; to ash, glimmer;—to
make a rush; to make a hasty inroad or incursion; to run
(against); cf. dhar-dhamakn(in this last sense
dhamaknwould seem to point to S. dhvas its source):—
dhamak-uhn, v.n. To throb, &c.;—to resound, ring again.
H @ /"dhamk [dhamak(n)+Prk. =S. ], s.f.

A < duhn (v.n. of < 'to anoint'), s.m. Oil; ointment,
unguent (see adhn).
S < dhan, s.m. Property (of any description), chattels,

chide, scold, threaten, menace, snub, cow, daunt; to
repress by threats, or reproof, &c.
H ? @  /6&dhamkha (dhamk(n)+ha, as in

substance, wealth, treasure, riches, money, gold, wealth
in cattle or herds, cattle; fortune, good fortune,

prosperity (in this sense prob. fr. S. dhanya):—
dhandhr(˚na+dh˚), s.m. Treasury, store-house, &c.
(=dhangr):—dhandhipati(˚na+adh˚), s.m.=dhan-pati, q.v.:—
dhandhikr(˚na+adh˚), s.m. Title or right to property:—
dhandhikr(˚na+adh˚), s.m. (f. -in), One who has a right
or title to property, an heir:—dhandhyaksh(˚na+adh˚), s.m.
An overseer of treasure, a treasurer; an epithet of
Kuvera:—dhanhya(˚na+h˚), adj. Abounding in wealth,
very rich or wealthy, opulent:—dhanhyat, s.f., or
dhanhyatva, s.m. Wealthiness, opulence:—dhanrth(˚na
+ar˚), adj. & s.m. Wealth-seeking, desiring wealth,
covetous, greedy, miserly;—an avaricious person; a
beggar:—dhanrjan(˚na+ar˚), s.m. Acquisition of property
or wealth:—dhan(na+), s.f. Longing after wealth,
desire of riches:—dhangr(˚na+g˚), s.m. lit. 'Dwelling or
treasury of wealth'; a very rich man:—dhanndh(˚na+an˚),
adj. Blinded by riches, purse-proud:—dhan-ba h vidy,
s.f. The science of political economy:—dhan-ptr,
s.m.=dhangrand dhan-vn, qq.v.:—dhan-pati, s.m. 'Lord
of riches or treasure'; an epithet of Kuvera;—a very
wealthy person:—dhan-patr, s.m. An inventory of
property:—dhan-priya, adj. (f. -), Fond of wealth,
avaricious:—dhan-priy, s.f. An avaricious woman;—the
plant or vegetable Ardisia solanacea:—dhan-trishn,
s.f.

Thirst for riches, covetousness, greed:—dhan-teras(S.
dhana+trayoda), s.f. The thirteenth day of the waning
moon of the month Ávin or Krtik, and the festival held
on that day (on which the Shros worship money):—
dhan- i , s.f. The horn-bill, Buceros(=dhane):—dhan- aun,
s.m. A herd of horned cattle:—dhan-dyak, dhan-dy,
dhana-da, vulg. dhanad(f. -d), adj. Granting wealth,
giving money or property, municent, liberal,
benecent;—s.m. An epithet of Kuvera:—dhan-darp, s.m.
Pride of wealth:—dhan-da, s.m. Amercement, ne,
money penalty:—dhan-sampatti, s.f. Accumulation of
wealth:—dhan-s , s.m. 'Producing wealth'; the fork-tailed
shrike:—dhan-garvit, adj. Proud of (one's) riches or
wealth, purse-proud:—dhan-lobh, s.m. Desire of wealth,
avarice, greed, covetousness:—dhan-mn, adj. (f. -mat) =
dhan-vn, q.v.:—dhan-mad, adj. Intoxicated with wealth,
in ated with the pride of wealth, purse-proud;—s.m.
Pride or intoxication from wealth:—dhan-m l, s.m.

Principal, capital:—dhan-vn, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat),
Wealthy, rich, opulent, auent;—a wealthy man (syn.
daulat-mand):—dhan-vnat, s.f. Wealthiness, opulence:—
dhan-vat, dhan-vant= dhan-vn, q.v.:—dhan-vyay, s.m. 'The
spending of money,' expenditure, extravagance:—dhanhr, s.m. lit. 'Stealing property'; a thief, pilferer:—dhanhar, s.f. A kind of perfume (commonly called or):—dhanhn, adj. Deprived of wealth, reduced to poverty, poor:—
dhane(˚na+), s.m. 1˚=dhanevar;—2˚, the horn-bill,
Buceros(=dhan- i ):—dhanevar(˚na+˚), s.m. 'Lord of
treasure,' Kuvera, the god of wealth;—a very rich man.
H < dhan [Prk. e/5; S. Bt], adj. Fortunate, &c.
(=dhanya, q.v.);—intj. Well done! bravo! what happiness!
how fortunate! blessings (on you)!—s.m. Thanks:—dhanbd= dhanya-vd, q.v.:—dhan-bhg= dhanya-bhgya, q.v.:—
dhan-dhan, adj. & intj. intens. of dhan:—dhan mann(-k),
To express devout thanks, to be grateful (for):—dhanmn, adj. Thankful, grateful;—intj. Well done! bravo!—
dhan-nab= dhan-bhg, q.v.
H < dhan, s.m.=  dhanu, q.v.
H < ,dhun [Prk. ,4"; S. ,t, rt. ,, or 0t, rt. 0], s.f.
Agitation; longing, ardent desire, ardour, passion;
ambition; inclination, propensity; diligence, assiduity,
application, perseverance;—racking pain in the bones
(=dhuniho; cf. dhunn).
H < ,dhun, s.f.=huni, q.v.
H  6dahn [Prk. 64(=S. 6"(, rt. 6O], v.n. To be
burnt; to be in amed; to burn, blaze.
H  6dahn, v.n.=hanor hahn, q.v.
H  6 dahin, 6 dahn [Prk. 6 4 ; S. .d4+t],
adj. (f.-), Right (hand, or side, &c.):—dahinvart=
dakshivart, q.v.s.v. dakshia:—dahncobl. of dahn; Prk.
dhie; S. dakshie), adv. To the right; on the right; at the
right.
H  C6duhn [duh˚= S. Cµ(`), pass. fr. rt. C6O; but, as a
trans.verb, prob.=dohn], v.t. To milk;—v.n. To be milked.
H  dhan [S. ], s.f. A wife, mistress, lady,
(=dhann, q.v.).
H  Bdhann, s.m.=dharn, q.v.

H  ,Bdhunn, v.t.=  dhunn, q.v.

s.m.See s.v. dhan.
H B "dhansr [S. Y"], s.f. Name of a Rginor

darkness, gloom; thick cloudy weather; a dust-cloud;
dim-sightedness, purblindness;—adj. Hazy, misty, &c.
(=dhundhl); bereft of sense or consciousness,
intoxicated, besotted, stupeed:—dhundh-k pasr, The
region of darkness, the world:—dhundh-kr, s.m.
Mistiness, cloudiness, darkness, obscurity:—dhundh karn,
v.t. To make foggy, &c.; to intoxicate, to stupefy.
H +  dhandh [S. ++t], s.m. Craft, calling,

musical mode; (g.) a stinging or felling blow;—a trick in
wrestling.
H RB  B_dhann-seh [S. B++Y<ct], adj. & s.m.

trade, occupation, business, avocation, employment,
work, way of life.
H  +  Bdhandhr [prob. S. B +t], adj. & s.m.

Fortunate, blest, successful, wealthy; true-speaking;—a
fortunate or successful man; a rich man, a great banker.
H * dhanat, s.f.=dhanyat, q.v.

Retired, lonely, solitary (syn. uds; eknt);—a recluse, a
devotee.
H  + B"dhandhr [dhandhr+Prk. =S. ], s.f.

H * \dhanattar [S. + +], adj. & s.m. Very rich

Retirement, loneliness, solitude.
H " +  B!dhandhl [prob. dhandh+Prk. !=S.

H  ,Bdhunn, s.m. (dialec.)=dhuniy, q.v.
S <W  *dhanrjan,
'
s.m. = S B)   © dhanhya,
adj.See s.v. dhan.
S B)   ©dhanhya, adj. = S <W  *
' dhanrjan,

or wealthy, opulent, powerful;—a wealthy person, a
great or in uential man.
H * \dhanattar [S. B Bt], s.m. Name of a
physician in the court of Indra;—a very skilful physician.
H 4* 6 dhantahiy = H &* R dhanthiy
(from dhn), s.m. A rice eld which has been cut.
H &* Rdhanthiy = H 4* 6  dhantahiy
(from dhn), s.m. A rice eld which has been cut.
P +  dihand (contrac. of dihanda, q.v.), act. part. & s.m.
Giving; willing to pay;—one who gives, or who is willing
to give; one who pays, or is able to pay.
S +  dhana-da, vulg. dhanad, adj. See s.v. dhan.

!;—but cf. dhandl], s.f. A procuress, a bawd (syn.
dallla; kun).
H +  ,Bdhundhar [dhundh, q.v.+Prk. f"=S. "],
s.f.=dhundh, q.v.
H +  ,Bdhundhr, adj.=dhundhl, q.v.
H +  ,Bdhundhrn, v.n.=dhundhln, q.v.
H (+  Bdhandhak, s.m.=dhandh, q.v.
H +  Bdhandhk [prob. S. B++t; or fr. S.
 t], s.m. A kind of drum.
H + B"dhandhk [the preceding, with S. , for

H +  ,Bdhund, adj. & s.m.=dhundh, q.v.

t], s.f. A small drum.

H +  ,Bdhund (cf. dhun), s.m. Design, intention,

H +  ,Bdhundhkiy [dhundh, q.v.+S. +t (=

attempt; idea, thought.
H +  dhand, s.m.=dhandh, q.v.

+t)], adj. Producing or causing haziness or mistiness,

H "+  (!dhandl, s.m.=dhandhl, q.v.
H "+  ,B!dhundl, adj.=dhundhl, q.v.
P ?+  dihanda (dih, q.v.+Zend a. añ= S. B), act. part. &
s.m. Giving; liberal, generous;—a giver, donor; a liberal
or benecent person.
H +  ,Bdhundh [Prk. ,-, fr. S. 0/ t], s.m. Haziness,
mistiness, fogginess, haze, mist, fog; cloudiness,

beclouding, mistifying.
H 3+  B!dhandhl [dh dhal, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t],
s.m. Subterfuge, trick, deception, cheating, chicanery;—
adj. (dialec.), Tricky, artful, deceitful.
H 3+  ,B!dhundhl [dhundh, q.v.+Prk. ! or
! =S. +!+t], adj. (f. -), Hazy, misty, foggy, cloudy;
dull, dim (as sight, &c.).
H <; 3+  ,B!dhundhlpan [dhundhl+pan= Prk.

Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Haziness, mistiness,
fogginess, cloudiness, obscurity, dulness, dimness
(=dhuml, q.v.).
H 3+  B!dhandhln [dhandhl+= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment], v.t. To trick, deceive, cajole, cheat.
H 3+  ,B!dhundhln (fr. dhundhl; for ˚n, see
dhandhln), v.n. To be or become misty, or foggy, &c.; to
become dull or dim.
H ?3+  ,B!6&dhundhlha = H $3+ ,B!
dhundhl [dhundhl+ha= wa= Prk.

"=S. . \t;—and

= Prk. =S. a. + ], s.f.=dhundhlpan, q.v.
H $3+ ,B! dhundhl = H ?3+  ,B!6&
dhundhlha [dhundhl+ha= wa= Prk.

"=S. . \t;—

and = Prk. =S. a. + ], s.f.=dhundhlpan, q.v.
H #+  ,B!dhundhalk [dhundhal= dhundhar, q.v.+S.
+t], s.m. Dawn of day, early morning, twilight:—
dhundhalke, adv. In the early morning, at dawn.
H <L #+  B<!dhandhlepan, s.m.=dhandhl, q.v.
H <L #+  ,Bpdhundhlepan, s.m.=dhundhlpan, q.v.
S  @ +  ,B,/dhundhu-mr, s.m. See next.
S +  ,B,dhundhu, s.m. Name of an Asur or demon
(slain by Kuvalayva, father of Sunda): dhundhu-mr,
s.m. 'Slayer of Dhundhu,' an epithet of Kuvalayva;—a
species of insect, coccinella (syn. indra-gop, and brbahu).
H  +  ,(, dhu dhuwn, ,(, dhu dhun [Prk.
dhundhu(see dhundh)+= w= Prk. U=S.  (caus.
augment)+n= Prk. 44(=S. "], v.n. To be lled
with smoke, to abound with smoke.
H 3 +  B<!dhandhel, ,B<! dhundhel [S. B+!
+t], adj. (f. -), Deceitful, tricky, knavish.
S  ,dhanur-dhar,
'
s.m. See s.v. dhanus.

of the zodiac (see dhanush, and dhanu):—dhanuh-pa,
s.m.
+
The tree Buchanania latifolia(syn. piyl):—dhanur-dhr,
s.m. An archer, bowyer, bowman:—dhanur-dhar, adj. (f. ), Bearing a bow, armed with a bow;—s.m. One armed
with a bow, an archer, &c. (=dhanur-dhr); an epithet of
Arjuna:—dhanuh-kh, s.f. A plant from the leaves of
which a tough thread is extracted of which bow-strings
were formerly made, Sanseviera zeylanica, or S.
Roxburghiana:—dhanur-lat, s.f. The moon-plant:—dhanurml, s.f. A plant from the leaves of which bow-strings
were made (cf. dhanuh-kh).
+
H 0 (dha sn, v.n.=dhasn, q.v.
S 0 0dhans , s.m. See s.v. dhan.
S Z ,3d hanush (for dhanus, q.v.; but used in Hind
both in comp. and alone), s.m. A bow; rainbow, &c.
(=dhanuk):—dhanush-p(or pn), adj. & s.m. Armed with
a bow;—an archer:—dhanush-pa, s.m. The tree
Buchanania latifolia:—dhanush to n, To re o a bow:—
dhanush-a kr, s.m. Twang of a bow;—a severe
spasmodic aection:—dhanush  n, A bow to go o:—
dhanush-dhr= dhanuk-dhar, q.v.s.v. dhanuk:—dhanushdhr= dhanuk-dhar, q.v.:—dhanush-dhr, s.m.=dhanurdhr, q.v.s.v. dhanus:—dhanush-dhar, adj. & s.m.=dhanurdhar, q.v.s.v. dhanus:—dhanush-kshetr, s.m. Segment of a
circle:—dhanush-koi, s.f. Point or end of a bow:—dhanushmn, dhanush-mant, adj. & s.m. (f. mat), Having a bow;—
an archer, bowman:—dhanush-v, vulg. dhanush-bn,
s.m. Bow and arrow:—dhanush-vn, adj. & s.m.=dhanushmn, q.v.:—dhanush-vidy, s.m. The science of archery:—
dhanush-yajna, s.m. Any religious ceremony in which the
bow gures as an emblem.
S Z cdhanishh, s.f. The twenty-third lunar
mansion (the dolphin;—it comprises four stars and is
gured by a drum or tabor).
S ( dhanik, adj. Rich, wealthy, &c. (=dhan); pious,

S I ,dhanus (euphonically changed, in comp., to

virtuous, excellent;—s.m. A rich man, &c. (=dhan); a
creditor, money-lender;—a pious man.
H ( ,dhanuk,  dhanak [S. ,3] , s.m. A bow; a

dhanur, and dhanush), s.m. A bow (for shooting); rainbow;
a measure of length; arc of a circle; the sign Sagittarius

rainbow;—ne narrow lace; embroidery;—a kind of
covering or mantle (o hn):—dhanuk-b, s.f. The tingling

H I (dha s, s.m.=dhva s, q.v.

or pricking sensation felt in a limb that is asleep;—
tetanus: — dhanuk-dhr, s.m. = dhanur-dhr, and dhanukdhar, adj. & s.m.=dhanur-dhar, q.v.s.v. dhanus:—dhanukdhar, s.f. A female archer;—a certain ceremony in
honour of iva.
H   ,dhun-kr (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Noise
report, explosion; roar, bellowing, lowing.
H   ,dhun-krn [dhun-kr˚= S.  +, rt.
>], v.n. To make a noise, to roar, bellow, thunder.
H (&"dhan-ka [dhn+ka(n)+= Prk. =S. ],
s.f. The season for cutting rice;—a kind of cloth.
H (j"dhan-ku [dhn, q.v.+ku= Prk. j=S.
j+], s.f. An instrument for pounding grain
(especially rice) and separating it from the husk
(consisting of a long beam with a vertical mallet at one
end which falls on the grain, the other end being
pressed down by the feet to raise the beam on its
fulcrum).
H  dhan-kar = H ( 7 dhan-ka (cf. dhankhar), s.f. A rice-eld; sti soil on which rice is grown; a
eld which has been cropped with rice during the
previous season.
H ( 7dhan-ka = H   dhan-kar (cf. dhan-

cleaned, or carded.
H ,"dhanuk [dhanuk+Prk. =S. t (+t], adj.
Having the shape of a bow, bowed, arched.
H ^ $dhing, = H J $ dhing,adj. corr. of dhng,
and dhng, q.v.
H J $dhing, = H ^ $ dhing,adj. corr. of dhng,
and dhng, q.v.
H J $dhing, s.m. A kind of pitchfork or rake (used
on the threshing- oor; syn. jel, q.v.).
H  J ,($dhungr (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.m. Seasoning
with which anything is stirred and fried (syn. baghr;
hau k).
H  J ,($dhungrn [dhungr˚= S. 0 (rt. 0)+],
v.t. To season with spices.
H  J $dhingn (fr. dhng, q.v.). v.t. To oppress,
harass, worry, tease;—s.m. Oppression; teasing;—
clamour.
H  @ /"dhan-mn, adj. &c. See s.v. dhan= dhanya.
S + @  /dhan-mad, adj. & s.m. See s.v. dhan, 'wealth.'
H  ,dhunn [dhun˚= Prk. ,4()=S. 0"(), rt. 0],
v.t. To card or comb (cotton); to beat, pommel (e.g. sir
dhunn); to make strenuous eort, to rack (the brains).
H * Bdhanantar, adj.=dhanattar, q.v.

khar), s.f. A rice-eld; sti soil on which rice is grown; a
eld which has been cropped with rice during the
previous season.
H  dhanakn [prob. fr. S. 0 (rt. 0)+>; cf.

dhananta ,s.m.=dhanattarand dhanvantari, qq.v.
H *B"dhananta , = H * B

dhunakn], v.n. To be set on re, be kindled; to blaze.
H  ,dhunakn [dhunak˚= Prk. ,4=(), or

dhanantar,s.m.=dhanattarand dhanvantari, qq.v.
S 8 (*dhanan-jay, s.m. lit. 'Conquering booty,'

,4=?(), fr. S.  +>], v.n. To sound, resound,

'wealth-acquiring';—re, and its deity Agni; an epithet of
Arjun;—the plants Terminalia(or Pentaptera) Arjuna, and
Plumbago zeylanica.
S  ,dhanu (contrac. of dhanus), s.m. A bow; the sign

reverberate, boom (as cannon, &c.).
H  ,dhunakn [dhunak˚= Prk. ,4=() or
,4=?(), fr. S. 0 (rt. 0)+>], v.t. To card or comb
(cotton), to separate (cotton).
H & ,Ldhanukh, s.m.=dhanuk, dhanush, qq.v.
H & Ldhan-khar, s.f.=dhan-kar, q.v.
H ,"dhanuk, ," dhunk [dhanuk+Prk. =S.
], s.f. The bow with which cotton is separated, or

H * Bdhanantar, = H *B"

Sagittarius of the Zodiac;—a measure of four cubits:—
dhanu-pni, adj. Armed with a bow (=dhanush-pi):—
dhanu-pa, s.m. The tree Buchanania latifolia.
S   B dhanv, B dhanva, s.m. A dry soil, a country
scantily supplied with water, a desert, a waste; a rm
spot, land, ground, shore:—dhanva-yavsor dhanva-ys,

s.m. The plant Alhagi maurorum.
H   B dhanv [S. B +t], s.m. A bow.
H   ,( dhu w, = H   ,( [ dhu w ,s.m. Smoke, &c.
(=dh  , dh w, qq.v.).
H   ,( [dhu w , = H   ,(  dhu w,s.m. Smoke, &c.
(=dh  , dh w, qq.v.).
H   ,( dhu wr, adj. (=dh war, q.v.).

growing, for the cultivation of rice (lands, or a country);
—s.m. A cultivator of rice.
H  4 ,6 dhuniho [prob. fr. a form dhuniy(n) =
dhun(n);—o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Racking pains
in the bones (=dhun).
S 46"dhan-har, s.f. See s.v. dhan.
H ,6"duhn, dhn, s.f. A milk-pail (=dohn, q.v.).

S    dhan-vn, adj. & s.m. See s.v. dhan.

H "dhan,  dhani, adj. &c. (=dhanand dhanya,

S ;  65!dahanopal, s.m. See s.v. dahan.

qq.v.
S "dhan, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Opulent, rich, wealthy,

H   B5&dhanno [dhann˚, fr. dhann(=dharn)+o= S.
t or Ät], s.m. A cross-beam (one of such as are
used to sustain the supports of thatch).
H   6gdahnau , v.n. (Braj.)=dahn, q.v.
S    Bdhanvant = dhan-vn, q.v.s.v. dhan.
S *  B Bdhanvantar, = S * B B
dhanvantari,s.m. The physician of the gods (who was
produced at the churning of the ocean holding a cup of
amritin
 his hands); a celebrated physician (also called
Divo-ds, q.v.), who was king of Ki, and is considered
to be the founder of the Hind school of medicine (cf.
dhanattar).
S * B Bdhanvantari, = S *  B B
dhanvantar,s.m. The physician of the gods (who was
produced at the churning of the ocean holding a cup of
amritin
 his hands); a celebrated physician (also called
Divo-ds, q.v.), who was king of Ki, and is considered
to be the founder of the Hind school of medicine (cf.
dhanattar).
S  B "dhanv, adj. & s.m. Armed with a bow;—
cunning, sharp, shrewd;—an archer, a bowman; the sign
Sagittarius; an epithet of iva, of Vishnu, and of Arjun;—
a cunning or shrewd man, a sharp fellow, a wag, wit;—
the plant Pentaptera(or Terminalia) Arjuna.
H  ,B "dhunw (for dhanu, fr. dhanuk), s.f.=dhanukor
dhunk, q.v.
S K )  B  dhanvayavs, vulg. dhanvayws, s.m. See
s.v. dhanv.
H 4 6dhanh [S. B+ or +t], adj. Rice-

well o;—a rich man;—possessor, owner, proprietor,
lord, master; husband;—a money-lender, creditor (cf.
dhanik); an epithet of the Deity:—dhan-jog, adj. Payable
to the owner or to the person who purchases it (a
hunor bill);—s.m. Holder of a bill.
H  B"dhann [S. "], s.f. A female owner, &c.,
proprietress, mistress, lady, wife (dhan, dhaniyn).
H B"dhann [S. 4"], s.f. Beam, rafter.
H ,"dhun, ," dhun [S.  t], s.f. Sound, inusical
sound, air, tune; key-note;—a frog.
S ,dhuni, ," dhun (rt. ,), s.f. A river.
H ,"dhun, s.f. Persevering, &c. (=dh n, q.v.).
H  dhaniy [S. B, B or B], s.m.
Coriander seed, Coriandrum sativum:—dhaniye-k khop me pn piln, 'To give one a drink from the husk of a
grain of coriander'; to tantalize, vex, disturb; to kill one
by inches.
H  hdhanaiy, s.m.=dhn-waiy, q.v.
H  ,dhuniy [dhun(n)+iy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A carder or cleaner (of cotton).
S   Bdhanyk, s.m. Coriander (=dhaniy).
H  "dhaniyn, B" dhanyn [S. "+"],
s.f. Lady, &c. (=dhann, q.v.).
P   duhnyat (for A. ~ , fr. duhn, q.v.), s.f. Fatness,
oiliness, unctuosity; oil, ointment (=duhn; syn. ikn).
S *  Bdhanyat, s.f. Good fortune, fortunate
condition.

H I  sdhanes = dhane, q.v.s.v. dhan.

+t], s.m. Smoke; vapour:—dh e u n, To reduce to

H  ,s"dhunen, ,
h " dhunain [dhuniy+Prk. 4"=S.

poverty; also=dhajjiy u n, q.v.s.v. dhajj:—dh e
bakhern, 'To scatter as smoke'; to exhaust (one's)
resources;—to render speechless, to silence:—dh e pn-k shark, s.m. A sharer in smoke and water; nextdoor or near neighbour:—dh  -dhr, s.m. A cloud of
smoke, much or dense smoke;—adj. Smoky; hazy, misty,
foggy; cloudy, dark, black, dense (as clouds); bright,
beautiful, adorned;—excessive; fuming, boiling, raging;—
adv. Excessively, heavily, in torrents (e.g. dh  -dhr
barasn):—dh  -kash, s.m. An exit for smoke, a
chimney, funnel (of a steam-ship); a steamship (=dh e kash-k jahz):—dhue -k nauk, s.f. A steam-boat:—dh  lapak, s.m. One who smokes at another's expense, a
hanger on or sponge.
H   , dhuwn, , dhun (caus. of dhon),

"], s.f. The wife of a dhuniyor cotton-carder; a woman
who cards or cleans cotton.
S   6"dahnya, adj. & s.m. To be burnt, t to be
burnt; combustible;—anything to be burnt.
S   Bdhanya, adj. Bringing wealth; fortunate,
auspicious, well-fated, lucky, happy, blest; good, virtuous,
worthy of greatness or glory;—intj. Well done! bravo!
how fortunate! what happiness! blessings (on you)!—
dhanya-bhgya, vulg. dhan-bhg, s.m. Good fortune, happy
lot:—dhanya kahn, v.t. To call blessed; to pronounce
blessings on, to bless:—dhanya mnn(-k), To express
devout thanks (for), to be very grateful (for):—dhanya
mere bhgya, Blessed is my lot! happy man am I! what a
fortunate thing for me!—dhanya-vd, vulg. dhan-bd, s.m.
Thanksgiving, thankfulness, thanks; praise, applause:—
dhanya-vd karn(-k), To express thankfulness or thanks
(for); to give praise, to applaud (for):—dhanya-vd, s.m.
One who gives utterance to thanks; one who praises or
congratulates.
H 4  ,s6dhuneh, s.m.=dhuniy, q.v.
H  4  ,"6 dhunho, s.m.=dhuniho, q.v.
H  Cduh , C duhu, adj. (dialec.)=dono , q.v.
S   dhava, vulg. dhav, s.m. A man; a husband;
possessor, master, lord;—the plant Grislea tomentosa.
H  5dho, s.m. corr. of droh, q.v.
H  Mdhau [S.  t], s.f. The tree Grislea tomentosa,
Roxb., or Lythrum fruticosum, Linn., and its wood.
H  Mdhau, 5 dho [S. £, ], s.f. The iron band of a
wheel, the strake or tire.
H    dhaw [prob. S.  t, rt.  'to run'], s.m. A
Musalmn caste of plkbearers; a member of that caste.
H   0dh , , dhu, s.m.=dh  , q.v.

v.t.=dhuln, q.v.
H   0(dh  r, s.m. An exit for smoke, a chimney
(=dh wl, q.v.).
H 0  0(dh  s, , [ dhuw s (dh  +s, 'like,'
qq.v.), adj. Smoked, smoky;—s.m. Soot; anything smoky
or about which soot collects, smoked cobwebs, &c.
S Z   [ddhv ksh, s.m. A crow;—a crane, gull, any
aquatic bird feeding on sh.
H  5 dhob [v.n. fr. dhobn= dhown(=dhon);—or
dho(n)+b= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Washing; a wash:
—dhob pa n, v.n. To be washed (=dhoyor dho jn).
H <  5 dhobin, 5  dhoban = H  5 " dhobin
[dhob, q.v.+ Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A washerman's wife; a
washerwoman, laundress:—dhobin- i iy, s.f. A wagtail
(so called from the bird's frequenting the ghswhere
dhobswash clothes; syn. mamol).
H  5 "dhobin = H <  5  dhobin, 5  dhoban
[dhob, q.v.+ Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A washerman's wife; a

(=ho).
H   , dhuwr, , dhur, adj.=dh war, q.v.

washerwoman, laundress:—dhobin- i iy, s.f. A wagtail
(so called from the bird's frequenting the ghswhere
dhobswash clothes; syn. mamol).
H  5 "dhob [dhob, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A

H   0(dh  , , [ dhuw [Prk. 0 
 or 0/ =S. 0/

washerman:—dhob-p, s.m. A washerman's board or

H   5dho (cf. dhop), s.m. A present of fruit, &c.

stone (on which he beats the clothes when washing);—a
trick in wrestling (by which a wrestler throws his
adversary with both hands as a washerman dashes
down his clothes on the stone).
S ]  0dh p, s.m. Incense, frankincense; any fragrant

shaken o, removed; fanned; rinsed, scoured, cleansed,
cleared out (cf. dhauta);—deserted, abandoned;
reproached, reviled; judged, discriminated;—s.m. Good
behaviour.
H A  5dhot, intj.=dhut; dut, qq.v.

gum or resin (burnt before idols); vapour proceeding
from fragrant gum or resin, aromatic vapour or smoke,
perfume;—(also, in Hind and Urd) s.f. Sunlight,
sunshine, heat of the sun, the sun;—prickly heat:—
dh png(˚pa+an˚), s.m. Turpentine:—dh p-ptr, s.m.=dh pdn, q.v.:—dh p pa n, v.n. To be sunny, to be hot:—dh p
jaln, dh p a hn, To burn incense (before an idol,
&c.):—dh p a hn, v.n. The sun to rise, or to be high:—
dh p- h , s.f. Sunshine and shade;—shot silk:—dh pdn, s.m., or dh p-dn, s.f. Incensepot, censer; box for
keeping incense:—dh p-dasm, s.f. The burning of
incense (before a Jain idol) on the tenth of the light
fortnight of Bhdo :—dh p dikhn, v.t. To put in the sun
(to dry, &c.), to sun:—dh p-dp , s.m. Oering of incense
(to an idol):—dh p den(-ko) = dh p dikhn, q.v.:—dh pklor kl, s.m. Hot weather, the hot season:—dh p khn,
v.n. To bask in the sun:—dh p khen= dh p a hn, q.v.:—
dh p-me o  (or bl) safaid karn, 'To whiten one's hair
in the sun'; to become gray-headed without gaining
experience or wisdom; to pass life in ignorance:—dh pme rakhn(-ko), To sun (=dh p dikhn):—dh p-vriksh,

vulg. dh p-briksh,
s.m. 'Incense-tree'; a species of pine,

Pinus longifolia:—badl-k dh p, s.f. A clouded sun, a very
hot sun.
H ]  5dhop (cf. thp; and thop), s.f. A kind of sword

S A  Mdhauta, vulg. dhaut(fr.  ), part. Washed,

(long and straight); a blow or stroke with the at of this
sword, or with a cudgel; (g.) a broad leaf or blade.
H ]  5dhop [fr. S.   'to run'; cf. dhob], s.f. Running,
a race; exertion.
H ;  0dh pn [dh p˚= S. 0(), fr. 0;+n= Prk.
e/(=S. "(], v.t. To burn incense to or before; to
fumigate; to perfume; to besmear with resin or pitch.
H  # ;  0|.![dh peliy [plur. of dhupel= dh p+el= Prk.
.!=S. !+; cf. ghamaur], s.f. Prickly heat.
S A  0dh ta, vulg. dh t(fr. 0), part, Shaken, agitated;

cleansed, puried; bleached; polished, bright—dhauta-ila,
s.m. 'Bright stone'; crystal, rock-crystal.
S Y  0dh t, s.f. A wife.
H Y  5dhot [Prk. ,\ ; S. 0t],
'
adj. & s.m.
Cunning, crafty, dishonest, false, treacherous,
perdious;—a cheat, knave, rogue.
H Y  5dhotar, s.f. (dialec.)=dhot, q.v.
H Y  5dhotar (=adhotar, q.v.), s.f. A kind of cloth
(manufactured in India).
H Y  65dahotar, dahotr[S. 8+\+], s.m. Tenth
part, tithe, ten per cent., an allowance or tax of ten per
cent.
H Y 5P"dhotr, s.f. (dialec.)=dhot, q.v.
H Y  0dh tn [dh t˚= Prk. ,\=S. 0],
' v.t. To cheat,
trick, defraud, to deceive, play (one) false.
H Y 5"dhot [prob. S. 5+ k+], s.f. A cloth worn
round the waist, passing between the legs and tucked in
behind:—dhot-band, dhot-prasd, s.m. One who wears a
dhot; (contemp.) a Hind (esp. a Brhman, or a Baniy).
H Y 5"dhot, 0" dh t [Prk. ,.\ =S. 0+t],
'
s.m. A
kind of falcon (the female of which is called besar).
S 5  *dhvaja, vulg. dhvaj(f. -), = H W   * dhvaj
[S. *+t], s.m. Flag, banner, standard, &c. (=dhaj,
q.v.);—a mark, sign, symbol;—the organ of generation,
the penis (=dhaj).
H W   *dhvaj [S. *+t], = S 5  * dhvaja, vulg.
dhvaj (f. -),s.m. Flag, banner, standard, &c. (=dhaj, q.v.);
—a mark, sign, symbol;—the organ of generation, the
penis (=dhaj).
H <W  M*dhaujan, s.m. (dialec.), Worry, annoyance,
bother.
S W  *"dhvaj, adj. & s.m. Furnished with, or bearing

a ag;—a standard-bearer.
H    5dho-dh-kar, past. conj. part. (of dhondhn; see s.v. dhon), Having thoroughly washed and
cleansed.
H   ,,dhu-dhu, s.m. A driving away;—intj. O, o!

s.f. (?), Advance of rent paid by villagers to the landlord
in the months of Je~h and Asrh.
H   0"dh rk, s.f. The twentieth part of a dh r, or
1⁄400 of a bisw.
S  5.4dhorai, 54" dhora, s.f. An uninterrupted

away! &c. (=dur-dur; dhut-dhut, qq.v.).
H   0dh r, s.f. Dust (=dh l, q.v.):—dh r-dhr, s.m. One

series; tradition.
H  0dh ri, s.f. Dust (=dh li, q.v.).

who is covered with dust; a dirty or shabby person.
H   0dh r, s.f. A coarse kind of grass;—the twentieth

H  0"dh r, s.f. 1˚=dhuri, q.v.;—2˚ Strand of a rope (cf.
dohr).
H  5"dhor, s.m.=dh rta, dh rt, q.v.

part of a bisw.
H   Mdhaur [S.  !t], s.m. A large species of dove;—a

H  5"dhor, s.m. [S. ,?],
' s.m. An ox, bullock; cattle

kind of sugar-cane.
H   0dh r, s.m. An axle, &c. (=dhur, q.v.).

(=hor).
H  5"dhor, M" dhaur, s.f.=adhau , q.v.

H   0dh r, 5 dhor [S. Mt],
'
s.m. Trick,

H  5dhore, adv. & postposn. Near, close (to); before;

deception, &c. (=dhutt; dhokh):—dh r den(-ko), To
deceive, trick, wheedle, take in.
H   5dhor, s.m. A kind of medicine (cf. dhat r).

closely:—dhore-dhre, adv. Closely, approximately.
H 3 )  0%!dh riy-bel [prob. S. 0.!++/ .!],

H   Mdhaur, 5 dhor, adj. White, &c. (=dhaul,

s.m. A species of large jasmine.
H 3a )  0/!dh riy-mallr [S. prob. 0.!+

q.v.).
S A  0dh
' rt, adj. & s.m. Cunning, crafty, sly,

+/!"], s.m. Name of a musical mode (sung

dishonest, fraudulent, knavish; mischievous, injurious;—
a cheat, knave, rogue; a gamester.
S *Y  0dh
'
rtat, s.f. = S *Y  0;' dh rtatva,
s.m.Shrewdness, craftiness, slyness, knavishness,
knavery, fraudulence, roguery; cheating.
' dh rtat,
S *Y  0;' dh rtatva, s.m. = S *Y  0
s.f.Shrewdness, craftiness, slyness, knavishness,
knavery, fraudulence, roguery; cheating.
S (Y  Mdhaurtik, adj. Of or pertaining to a cheat;
cheating, dishonest, roguish, knavish, fraudulent, &c.
H   0"dh r-dhn [prob. S. 0, or ,++t],
'
s.m. A tall stout fellow; a bulky or unwieldy person, a
monster.
H   0"dh r-dhn, s.f. A relock (without a
chamber).
H &8B  0(Ddh r-sanjh, s.m. Evening, dusk (=dhurs jh, q.v.s.v. dhur).
H   0&dh r-ka (prob. dhur, q.v.+ka, rt. of kn),

particularly at the beginning of the rains).
H  )  0dh riyn (fr. dh r, 'dust'), v.t. 'To blow
away dust, &c. from'; to winnow grain a second time.
H  57dho [Prk. 5f5; S. 5ft], s.m. A species of
water-snake.
H B  5dhos [S. Cl+t], s.m. A coarse kind of shawl
(cf. dhuss).
H B  B 0"dh s-dhs (dh s, v.n. fr. dh sn,
redupl.), s.f. Cramming and stung.
S B  0dh sar, adj. & s.m. Of a dusty-white colour,
dust-coloured, grey;—the colour grey.
H B  0dh sn [dh s˚, prob.= 
( (), caus. of rt.
 
( ; but cf. h sn, hosn], v.t. To ram, stu, cram down;
—to butt, to gore (as horned cattle).
H   5dhok (fr. dhokn, q.v.), s.f. Bowing or bending
(before an idol), salutation, obeisance; leaning (on or
against; cf. hok):—dhok mrn, v.n. To bow down (before
an idol), &c. (=dhokn, q.v.).

H   65dahok, 5 dhok, s.m. A measure of about
ten handfuls (of grain, &c.).
S   , dhuvak, s.f. The introductory stanza of a
song (forming afterwards the burden of each verse; cf.
dhur-pad).
H   5dhok, s.m.=dhokh, q.v.
H   57dhoka (cf. thok; hok), adj. Large, bulky,
robust, burly, lusty, sturdy, stout, strong, athletic.
H   5dhokn (cf. jhukn; jhokn), v.n. To bow down
(before an idol), to make a salutation; to lean
(against=hokn).
H   Mdhaukn = dhau kn, q.v.
H  M"dhaukn, s.f.=dhau kn, q.v.
H &  5Ldhokh [S. Mt],
'
s.m. Deceit, deception,
delusion; blunder, mistake; disappointment, baulking;
doubt, hesitation; alarm, panic; anything that may
deceive or mislead, false appearance, a scarecrow;
anything imaginary or unreal, a mirage; an object or
form indistinctly seen at a distance:—dhokhe-bz, s.f.
Deceit, fraud, imposture, &c.:—dhokh pa n(-ko), To be
deceived or deluded, &c.:—dhokh den(-ko), To deceive,
cheat, take in; to mislead; to disappoint, baulk:—dhokh
khn(-se), dhokhe-me n(-ke), To be deceived (by), be
deluded, be taken in; to be misled; to be mistaken (in
respect of); to be disappointed or baulked:—dhokhe-me
rakhn(-ko), To keep one in a delusion, to feed with false
hopes or promises:—dhokh hon, v.n.=dhokh pa n, q.v.
S   !dhavala, vulg. dhaval, adj. (f. -, or -), & s.m.
White, dazzling white; handsome, beautiful;—the colour
white;—the plant Grislea tomentosa(see dhav; dhau);—name
of an inferior rgor mode in music:—dhaval-paksh, s.m.
The fortnight of the moon's increase:—dhavala-giri, s.m.
'The white or snowy mountain,' name of one of the
highest peaks of the snowy range of the Himlayas:—
dhaval-mrittik,
s.f. 'White earth,' chalk:—dhaval-bh t,

part. adj. Become white:—dhaval-krit, part. adj. Made
white, whitened.
H  0!dh l [S. 0.!t], s.f. Dust (syn. k):—dh l u n,
To raise, or throw, dust; to raise a dust, make a
commotion; to disgrace, defame:—dh l u nor u -jn,

v.n. Dust to blow or y about; a commotion to be raised;
to be reduced to poverty; to be disgraced:—dh l jh n(-k,
or -se), To dust:—dh l-dhn, adj. Trampled under foot,
ruined; dispersed; troubled, perplexed:—dh l-dhoy, s.m.
A washer of refuse or dust:—dh l-k rass ban, lit. 'To
twist a rope of sand'; to attempt an impossibility, to
labour in vain:—dh l-gol, s.m. A whirlwind, a devil.
H  M!dhaul [S.  (rt.  )+al= Prk. -f"=S. +!],
s.f. A thump, buet, rap, slap, box:—dhaul-ja n= dhaul
mrn, q.v.:—dhaul- hak , s.f. or dhaul-dhapp, s.m.
Thumping and slapping, mutual cung, a ght, row:—
dhaul lagn(-ko) = dhaul mrn, q.v.:—dhaul lagn, v.n. To
get a thump or buet; to receive a blow or shock, to
suer loss:—dhaul mrn(-ko), To thump, buet, cu, &c.
H  M!dhaul (=dhaur, q.v.), s.m. A kind of sugar-cane;
the stalk of jor(which is sucked as sugar-cane is).
H "  !dih l, s.m. A species of rice plant.
H "  M!dhaul [Prk.  ! ; S.  !+t], adj. & s.m. (f.
-), White, clean, bright;—the colour white; a white ox or
bull; any white thing (as milk, &c.); a kind of sugar-cane,
&c. (=dhaul, q.v.):—dhaul pa n, v.n. To turn white or
pale;—dhaul-giri, dhaul-gir, s.m. Name of one of the
highest peaks of the snowy range of the Himlayas
(=dhavala-giri).
H <; "  M!dhaul-pan [dhaul, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Whiteness, &c. (=dhaul, q.v.).
H "  M!dhauln [dhaul, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To thump,
slap, buet, cu (=dhaul mrn).
H $" 5! dhol, s.f.=dhul, q.v.
H $" M! dhaul [dhaul, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Whiteness, cleanness, brightness.
S !   .!dhavalit, adj. Made dazzling white,
whitened, white.
S (!  0!dh lak, s.m. Poison.
S !  !"dhaval, and H. M!" dhaul, s.f. A white cow,
&c. (see dhaul).
S !  0.!dh li, 0!" dh l, s.f. Dust, powder:—dh l-dhoy,

s.m. A washer of dust or refuse (=dh l-dhoy):—dh ligu hak, s.m. The red fragrant vegetable powder thrown
about at the Hol festival.
H !  0.!dh liy [Prk. 0.! ; S. 0.!+t], adj. & s.m.
Of dust, made or composed of dust;—anything made of
dust; a god of dust (made by children in play);—s.f. Dust
(=dh lor dh lik):—dh liy-miiy karn, v.t. 'To make dust
and earth of,' or 'to cover with dust and earth'; to quash
or hush up (an aair).
H  !  M.!dhauliyn (fr. dhaul, for dhaul+, &c.),
v.t.=dhauln, q.v.
H 1  0/ dh m [S.  t; or fr. /; cf. /], s.f. Noise,

! =S. ! or !+t], adj. (f. -) = dh mr, q.v.
H a 0/"dh m [dh m, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj. Noisy,
tumultuous, uproarious, boisterous; quarrelsome,
turbulent.
H   C(duh , adj. (Braj)=dono , q.v.
H   0(dh

[S.  t], s.f. Explosion, report (of a gun);

sound (of a drum).
H   Mdhaun, g dhau [S. +/4;
'
or=dh-man], s.m. A
weight of half a manor twenty seers (ser).
H   gdhau , conj. Whether.
S    dhvan, s.m. Sound, tune:—dhvan-mod, s.m. lit.

bustle, bluster, tumult, uproar; report, rumour, fame;
celebrity, display, parade, pomp, ado:—dh m-dhm, s.f.
Idem:—dh m pa n, v.n.=dh m ma n, q.v.:—dh m ma n,
To make a noise, create an uproar; to make a stir or ado;
to cry aloud, to roar:—dh m ma n, dh m hon, v.n. To be
noised abroad, to resound, to be or become famous or
notorious.
S 1  0/ dh ma, vulg. dh m, s.m. Smoke; vapour; mist,
haze:—dh m-lay, s.m. Fire-place, chimney:—dh mprabh, s.f. Name of one of the seventeen divisions of
hell, where smoke takes the place of light:—dh m-ketu,
adj. & s.m. 'Having smoke as a sign or ag'; known or to
be known by smoke;—re; a comet; a falling
star:—dh m-may, adj. Consisting of smoke or vapour,
abounding in smoke, &c., smoky.
? a  0/dh m [S. 0Ã+t], s.m. Smoke-colour, a
mixture of red and black, a purple, a dun colour.
? a  0/dh mr [S. 0Ã+t], adj. (f. -) Smoke-coloured,
grey, blue, of the colour of black and red mixed, purple,
dun; dark, lurid.
H a  0/dh mr = H 3a  0/! dh ml [dh m, 'noise,'
q.v.+Prk. f =S. + or ! +t], s.m. Tumult, bustle,

'Delighting by its sound,' the humble-bee.
H    dhvan, s.f.= dhvani, q.v.
H   0dh n [S. 04t], s.m. Gum, rosin, resin (esp.
that of the Shorea robusta).
H   5dhon [dho˚= Prk. 5()=S.  (), rt.   (or
, (), rt. 0], v.t. To wash, cleanse:—dhon-dhn, v.t. To
wash and cleanse thoroughly:—dho-ln, v.t. (intens.)
To wash out, rinse out, clean.
H    0(dh r, s.m.=dh wl, q.v.
H    0((dh

 [Ap. Prk. 0 
 , Prk. 0/ =S. 0/ +t],

s.m. Smoke, vapour (dh  , dh w).
S    dhvanit, part. Sounded; giving forth a noise
(as a drum); alluded to, guratively or rhetorically
expressed.
H *  g!dhau tl [dhanwant(q.v.s.v. dhan)+Prk.
!5=S. !t], adj. Rich, wealthy; profuse, lavish, openhanded, unsparing;—stout, strong; bold, brave; brisk,
smart, active, sharp; loose, disorderly, licentious; vicious,
mischievous, wicked.
H ! * g!"dhau tl [dhau tl, q.v.+= =
Prk.=S.a. +;—and -(adj.) Prk.  =S. t], s.f.

uproar, confusion (=dh m).
H 3a  0/!dh ml = H a  0/ dh mr [dh m, 'noise,'
q.v.+Prk. f =S. + or ! +t], s.m. Tumult, bustle,

Riches; profuseness, lavishness; strength; courage, &c.
(see dhau tl);—adj.=dhau tl.
H    &"dho  [S. 0+' P], s.f. A shepherd's crook;

uproar, confusion (=dh m).
H 3a  0/!dh ml, 0./ ! dh mil [dh m+Prk. !

—an instrument for digging up with or cutting down.
H 6  g*dhau j, s.f. Thought, consideration, re ection

or

(syn. dhyn).
H :   dho , adj. & s.m. See ho .
H +    dho dh, s.m. A small mound (of earth), a
small hillock (syn. l);—(g.) a large belly, a pot-belly.
H +   0(dh dhar, s.f.=dhundhar, q.v.
H +   0(dh dhr, adj.=dhundhr, dhundhl, q.v.
H   +   0(0dh dh -kr = H   +   0(0( dh
dh -kr = H  +   0(0(! dh -dh -kl [dh

-

= S. 0/

redupl.+t], s.m. Heavy rain obsouring the whole
heaven; gloomy or cloudy weather, clouds; gloominess,
cloudiness, obscurity; desolateness; vaporization;
evaporation; waste;—name of a game;—adv Heavily
(raining, so as to obscure the sky).
H   +   0(0(dh -dh -kr = H   +   0(0
dh dh -kr = H  +   0(0(! dh -dh -kl [dh

= S.

0/ redupl.+t], s.m. Heavy rain obsouring the whole

threatening, menace; imposition, exaction, extortion;
deception, trick, cheating;—s.m. A large kettle-drum:—
dhau s-pa, s.f. Deception, &c. (=dhau s):—dhau sdha all, s.m. Blustering, bullying, tumult; impetuous
assault (of a crowd or body of men):—dhau s den(-ko), To
threaten; to deceive, trick, cheat:—dhau s-me n(-k),
To be in uenced by a threat;—to be taken in, be tricked
or cheated.
S I   
( dhva s, s.m. Falling down, destruction,
demolition; loss, ruin:—dhva s hon, v.n. To be destroyed,
&c.
H 0  gdhau s [S. 3t,
'
see dhau s], s.m. Boldness,
daringness, presumption; power, ability; attack, assault;
shock, blow, injury, misfortune;—a large keetle-drum:—
dhau s khn, v.n. To suer a shock or blow, to be
unfortunate or ill-fated.
S 0   ( dhva sit, part. Thrown down, demolished,
destroyed, ruined, lost.
S <0   
( dhva san, adj. & s.m. Destroying,

heaven; gloomy or cloudy weather, clouds; gloominess,
cloudiness, obscurity; desolateness; vaporization;
evaporation; waste;—name of a game;—adv Heavily
(raining, so as to obscure the sky).
H  +   0(0(!dh -dh -kl = H   +   0(0

S 0  
( "dhva s, s.f. A mote in a sunbeam.

dh dh -kr = H   +   0(0( dh -dh -kr [dh

S 0  
( "dhva s, adj. Falling, perishing, being

= S.

0/ redupl.+t], s.m. Heavy rain obsouring the whole
heaven; gloomy or cloudy weather, clouds; gloominess,
cloudiness, obscurity; desolateness; vaporization;
evaporation; waste;—name of a game;—adv Heavily
(raining, so as to obscure the sky).
H    fdho , s.m. A kind of grass which grows in
rice elds (and sometimes chokes the plant).
H    fdho , s.m. (dialec.) Stone, rock.

destructive;—destruction, ruin, loss.
H 0  0(dh sn, v.t.=dh sn, q.v.

destroyed, decaying; destroying, destructive.
H 0  gdhau siy [dhau s, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], s.m. One who conducts himself audaciously or
overbearingly; the leader of an assault, the leader of a
hue and cry or posse comitatus;—an extortioner; a
trickster, a cheat.
S (  04or 0 dh nak, s.m. Resin (esp. that of the

H    f!dho l [dho , q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t],

Shorea robusta; see dh n).
H (  gdhau k (from dhau kn, q.v.), s.f. Blowing,

adj. Abounding in stones or rocks, stony, rocky.
H   f"dho , s.f. A kind of grass (=dho , q.v.).

pung; breathing, panting;—the asthma.
H   0(dh k [S. 0/ ++t], s.m. Chimney (of a

H   f"dho , s.f. (dialec.)=o , q.v.

sugar-mill, &c.; cf. dh r, dh r, dh wl).
H   gdhau kn [dhau k˚= Ap. Prk.  =(), Prk.

H   0(dh r, s.m.=dh r, dh wl, q.v.
H I  gdhau s [S. 3y, rt. 3] , s.f. Noisy demeanour,
overbearing conduct, bluster; impetuous assault;

/=?(), fr. S. / (rt./+>], v.t. To blow (with bellows,
&c.); to breathe upon;—v.n. To blow, to pu, pant.

H   g"dhau kn (fr. dhau kn), s.f. Blowing,
panting, hard breathing;—bellows:—dhau kn lagn(-ko),
To suer from shortness of breath, to be blown; to pu,
pant, breathe hard.
H  g"dhau k [dhau k(n)+= Prk. -=S. ], s.f.

undergo fumigation.
S   dhvani, s.f. Sound, noise; echo; tone, tune; the
sound of a drum:—dhvani-nl, s.f. A sort of trumpet; the
bnor lute; a pipe, fe, &c.
H   5 dhow, part. adj.=dhoyor dho, q.v.

Bellows (=dhau kn).
H    0( dh w [Ap. Prk. 0 
 , Prk. 0/ =S. 0/ +t],

H A  5 dhowat [dho(n)+-wat= wat= Prk.

s.m. Smoke; vapour (=dh  ).
H    0( dh wr, s.m.=dh wl, q.v.

Washing.
H   5 dhowan (i.q. dhown= dhon), s.m. Water in

H    0( dh wrn, v.t. To smoke.
H "   0( !dh wl,  ! dho wl [dh

w+l= S.

!+], s.m. An exit for smoke, a chimney.
H    0( [dh

w , s.m. Smoke, &c. (=dh  , q.v. for

compounds).
H    0( dh war, adj. Smoke-coloured, &c. (=dh mr,

 "=S..Q (i.e.  caus. augment+a. )], s.f.

which anything (as clothes, dishes, rice, &c.) has been
washed; a washed garment, &c. (also written dhoan,
dho an).
H   5 dhown, vulg. dhobn[dhow˚= Prk. 5 ()=S.
 ()], v.t. (dialec.)=dhon, q.v.
H   06dh h (=dhokh, q.v. & cf. h h), s.m. A

q.v.).
H   dhavni [S.  t?], s.f. Bellows (=dhau kn).

scarecrow.
H $  5 dho, 0 dh  (fem. of dho, perf. part. of

H  0"dh n, ," dhun [dhun, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (

dhon), part. adj. & s.f. Washed, rinsed, cleaned;—pulse
which has been soaked previous to boiling, a mash;—
drippings of juice from the poppy.
H $ 5 dho, s.m. corr. of droh, q.v.

+t], adj. Persevering, assiduous, using strenuous eort.
H  0"dh n [Prk. 0  or -0./ ; S. 0./ ], s.f.
Smoke; the smoke-re over which a Hind ascetic sits
inhaling the smoke by way of penance (it is also often
practised in the manner of dharn, q.v., to extort
compliance with demands); fumigation, or the burning
of incense (to purify the air, or as a medical application,
or to exorcise one possessed):—dh n-pnor dh n-pnk sanjog, s.m. Familiar friendship, intimacy, attachment
(from the assumption that, in the former birth, one of
the parties was a guru, and the other his disciple,
employed in kindling for him the dh n, bringing his
pn, &c.):—dh n den(-ko), To smoke, to fumigate (either
medicinally, or in order to exorcise one possessed);—to
dun, to importune (see dh n lagn):—dhun ramn, dh n
lagn, v.n. To light a re and sit over it after the
manner of jogs; to become a jog:—dh n lagn, v.n. To
have recourse to the smoking process in order to extort
compliance with a demand, to persevere, or to insist
obstinately, in a demand;—to fumigate, &c. (=dh n den):
—dh n len(-k), To inhale smoke (as a penance); to

H )   dhaviy, s.m. (Braj)=dhob, q.v.
H )  5dhoy (perf. part. of dhon), part. adj. Washed,
&c. (also written dho; see dho):—dhoy-dhy, part. adj.
Washed, ready washed.
H + $ 5 ("dhoe dh, = H <$ 5 (f" dhoe ,prob. a
corr. of dahen, q.v. (used in comp.):—dhoe dh(or
dhoe ) akr, s.f. A sour belch.
H <$ 5 (f"dhoe , = H + $ 5 (" dhoe dh,prob. a
corr. of dahen, q.v. (used in comp.):—dhoe dh(or
dhoe ) akr, s.f. A sour belch.
H 6"dah, corr.  dha [Prk. 6 (; S. +], s.m.
Thick sour milk, coagulated milk (called 'tire or tyre' in
India):—dah jamn, To make coagulated milk:—dah
jamn, v.n. To be or become coagulated (milk):—dahwl; s.m. (f. -), A seller of dahor coagulated milk.
H [  dahe, s.m. pl.=dah, q.v.
P dih (fr. dih, q.v.), s.f. Giving, the act of giving (used

as last member of compounds).
P dih (rel. n. fr. dih, 'village,' q.v.), adj. Of or
belonging to a village, village:—dih asm, s.m. A resident
cultivator in a village holding the right of cultivation at a
xed rent:—dih rt, s.f. Village custom or practice, village
rate.
H C6 duhi, s.f. (dialec.), Desire, inclination, lust.
S "dh, s.f. Understanding, wisdom, intellect, mind,
intelligence, sense; knowledge, science, art:—
dhndriya(dh+in˚), s.m. An organ of perception (as the
mind, the eye, &c.):—dh-akti, s.f. Power of the mind,
intellectual faculty (as attention, comprehension, &c.):—
dh-mn, dh-mat, dh-mant, or dh-vn, adj. Possessed of
understanding, endowed with intelligence, intellectual,
intelligent, sagacious, wise, learned, shrewd, sensible.
H "dh [S. " or C6 ; Prk. ", "], = H  
dhiy, " dhy,s.f. Daughter, girl, maiden.
H  dhiy, " dhy, = H " dh [S. " or
C6 ;Prk. ", "], s.f. Daughter, girl, maiden.
S  Cµduhy (fem. of duhya, q.v.), s.f. A milch animal.

par, or -k or), To pay attention (to), turn or direct the
attention (to), to consider, to heed, regard, observe,
mind:—dhyn rakhn(-k, or -par), To think (about),
meditate (on), keep the attention xed (on):—dhyn-se,
adv. Meditatively; with xed attention, attentively:—
dhyn karn(-k, or -par, or k or), To contemplate,
meditate (on), give thought or attention (to), to think
(over), &c. (=dhyn dharnand dhyn den):—dhyn lagn(par) = dhyn dharn, q.v.:—dhyn-me n(-ke), To be
apprehended, be understood, be taken in (mentally):—
dhyn-me ln, v.t. To apprehend, understand, take in
(mentally); to pay attention or regard to, to heed:—
dhyn-yog, vulg. dhiyn-jog, s.m. Devout meditation, the
performance of religious abstraction.
H   Bdhynn,  dhyn (fr. dhiyn), v.t. To
meditate on, think on, to adore; to know, apprehend.
H   dhiyn [S. C6 4[, gen. plur. of C6 ; cf.
gharand gharn], s.m. (f. -), Sons-in-law, or brothers-inlaw (of a family).
H J $"dhiyng [S. ", fr. ], s.f. Daily

H .  7[dhiy  , s.m. pl.=dhiyn, q.v.

wages; day's work.
H    gdhynau , v.t. (Braj)=dhyn, q.v.

S 1  /dhym, s.m. A kind of fragrant grass; the plant

S  "dhyn, and H. " dhiyn, adj. & s.m. (f. -

Artemisia indica(syn. daun).
S   dhyn, and H.  dhiyn (rt. h), s.m.

in), Contemplative, engaged or absorbed in religious
meditation, meditating, given to meditation, religious;
thoughtful, considerate, attentive;—one who engages in
religious meditation, &c.:—dhyn-gyn, s.m.=dhyn.
H  "dhiyn (fem. of dhiyn, q.v.), s.f. Daughters,

Meditation, contemplation (especially profound and
abstract religious contemplation); divine intuition or
discernment; consideration, imagination (esp. that
profound and abstract consideration which brings
objects fully and undisturbedly before the mind); mental
representation of the personal attributes of the divinity
to whom worship may happen to be addressed;
attention, regard, advertency:—dhyn-par, adj. & s.m.
Lost in thought, absorbed in meditation, re ecting,
meditative;—one whose highest object is meditation, a
person absorbed in meditation:—dhiyn-par(or -pe)
a hn, To absorb mental consideration; to take the
fancy:—dhyn dharn(-par), To apply the mind to
contemplation, to contemplate, meditate (on); to pay
attention or regard (to), to observe, notice:—dhyn den(-

or sisters (of a family).
S    "dhynya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), To be meditated
upon, to be considered;—an object suitable for or
requiring meditation or consideration.
H    dhywn, = H     g
dhywnau ,v.t.=dhyn, q.v.
H     gdhywnau , = H     dhywn,(Braj)
v.t.=dhyn, q.v.
H 6  Ç*dahej, s.m. corr. of dihez, q.v.
H 8  *dhyaj, corr. of dhvaj, q.v.
S +  "dhd, s.f.=dhor dhiy, q.v.

H [  [  <<dhe-dhe, intj. The driver's call to an elephant
to kneel that he may be mounted.
S   "dhr, adj. (f. -), Steady, holding rmly (to),
steadfast; enduring, patient; durable, lasting, stable,
continual, constant; rm, determined, resolute;
deliberate, cool, calm, collected, self-possessed;
energetic, persevering; courageous, brave, bold; sedate,
grave, sober, solemn; deep, hollow, low, bass (as a voice
or sound); inactive, sluggish, slow, lazy, dull; soft, gentle,
mild (see dhr).
H   "dhr [S. h; Prk. "(], s.m. Steadiness,
steadfastness, rmness; endurance, patience; durability,
stability, strength, consistency, constancy; resoluteness,
in exibleness; fortitude, courage, bravery;
deliberateness, coolness, calmness, composure, selfpossession;
sedateness, gravity, soberness:—dhr b dhn; and dhr
dharn, &c. (=dhraj-b dhn, &c., q.v.s.v. dhraj).
H   "dhr [dhr +Prk.  ; S. "+t], adj. (f. -) =
dhr, q.v.:—dhire, or dhre-dhre, adv. Slowly; deliberately;
patiently; gently, softly.
H   <dher, adj. (dialec.)=her, q.v.
S Y  "dhrat, s.f. = S Y  "; dhratva, s.m.=dhr,
q.v.
S Y  "; dhratva, s.m. = S Y  " dhrat, s.f.=dhr,
q.v.
H 5  "*dhraj, h* dhairaj, dhairj[S. h],
 s.m.=dhr,
q.v.:—dhraj(or dhr) b dhnor bandhn(-ko), To inspirit,
encourage; to cheer, solace, to "set (one's) heart at ease:
—dhraj(or dhr) dharn, dhraj rakhn, dhraj karn, v.n. To
exercise patience, have patience or perseverance, to
take courage, to be rm; to be composed, be calm, be
deliberate, be imperturbed:—dhraj-mn, or dhraj-wn,
dhraj-wat, dhraj-want, adj. Endowed with endurance,
patient; resolute, rm; deliberate, collected, composed;
sedate, &c. (see dhr):—dhairj-kalit, adj. Steady, calm,
assuming composure or rmness.
H *W  "*dhrajt, s.f. = H *W  "*; dhrajtwa,
s.m.(barbarous forms)=dhraj, or dhr, q.v.
H *W  "*; dhrajtwa, s.m. = H *W  "* dhrajt,

s.f.(barbarous forms)=dhraj, or dhr, q.v.
H  ""dhr [Prk. "(; S. "],
 s.f.=dhr, dhraj, q.v.
H  ""dhr [S. .9+], s.f. The pupil of the eye.
H )  "dhriy [Prk. "f; dh, q.v.+S. +], s.f.
Daughter.
S )  hdhairya,
'
and H. "' dhrya, s.m. Steadiness,
rmness, constancy; courage; gravity, &c. (=dhr, q.v.):—
dhairya-kalit, adj. Assuming rmness or composure,
endowed with calmness, steady, calm, composed, cool:—
dhairya-karn, To be steady, constant, rm, &c. (=dhraj
karn, q.v.):—dhairya-mn, dhairya-mat, dhairya-mant, or
dhairya-vn, dhairya-vat, dhairya-vant, adj. Possessed of
rmness, or patience, &c., rm, steady, constant;—
patient, forbearing, &c. (see dhr).
? R Ç7dahe [prob. fr. S. F; but cf. he ], s.m. A
raven; a crow; a species of bird, Coracias;—the dial bird of
Southern India, Copsychus saularis(a beautiful songster
common throughout India).
H  R <7dhe , adj. (dialec.)=her, q.v.
H  RÇ7"dahe , s.f.=dahe , q.v.
H   _ R <7" dher-kaww (see dahe , and he , and
he -kaww), s.m. A species of bird, the nut-cracker,
Nucifraga hemispila(found in the pine forests of the
Himlayas);—a species of Coracias.(cf. dahe ).
H o  dihez, dahez, vulg. dahej(fr. P. jahez, fr. A. jihzor
jahz; but cf. H. dej), s.m. Dowry, portion; a wife's
paraphernalia, &c. (see jahez).
H o  dahez [dahez, q.v.+S. t], adj. Of or belonging to
a dowry;— imsy, gim-crack.
H   Ç!dahel, 6 ! dahiyal, s.m.=dahe , q.v.
H 3  Ç!dahel [S. 8+!+t], s.m. (dialec.), The ten
(at cards).
H 3  CÇ!duhel [S. C or C3+!+t], adj. (f. -), Hard,
dicult, arduous, weighty, burdensome.
H 3  <!dhel (contrac. of adhel), s.m. Half a pais, &c.
(=adhel, q.v.); half (generally);—fty rupees (in Broker's
speech).
H # <!"dhel, s.f.=adhel, q.v.

H # Ç!"dahel, s.f.=dihlor dhl, q.v.

H J  ·$dh g = H ^  ·$ dh g [S. W©+r$+], adj.

H 2  "/dhm (see next), s.m. Slowness, tardiness;

Stout-bodied, strapping, stalwart, robust, strong;—dh g,
s.m. A stalwart fellow, &c.; a paramour, gallant
(=dhagga ):—dh g-dh g, s.f. Might, power, force,
violence, oppression; harassing, worrying, teasing;—
commotion, tumult, uproar, hurly-burly (syn. h -h );
—adv. Violently, forcibly, by force:—dh g-mush, or
dhe g-mush, s.f. A scue, sticus, ght, row:—dh gdhau k  karn, To use force or violence.
H J   $dahe gar (fr. dah; cf. dahai ), s.m. A vessel

gentleness, mildness, &c. (see dhm).
H @  "/dhm [S. //+t], adj. (f. -), Tardy, slow,
lazy, inactive; gentle, mild, soft, low, subdued (as a tone
or voice, &c.), faint, dim, dull (as light, colour, &c.); slight
(as fever); temperate, moderate; abated, allayed, lulled,
calmed:—dhm pa n, or pa -jn, v.n. To be or become
abated, or lulled, &c., to become faint, or low, or dim,
&c.:—dhm karn, v.t. To soften, to moderate, mitigate,
&c.:—dhme, or dhme-dhme , adv. Slowly; gently, softly,
faintly, &c. (cf. dhre-dhre).
S  @  "/dh-mn, adj. See s.v. dh.

for carrying coagulated or sour milk (especially at
festivals).
H  ^  ·$7dhng  [dh g, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. +

H $ @ "/ dhm [dhm, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 

+t], s.m.=dh g.

+], s.f. Slowness, tardiness; gentleness, mildness,

S   <d, henu, and H. <0 dhen (rt. <), s.f. A milch cow;

softness, faintness, &c. (see dhm).
S @  "/dh-mat, adj.=dh-mn, q.v.s.v. dh.
H @  "/dhmar, s.m.=dhvar, q.v.
H <  "dhn (?), s.m.=dhm, q.v.
H <  <dhen, h dhain, s.f. A cow (=   dhenu, q.v.).
S )+   ".BWdhndriya, s.m. See s.v. dh.
H < Çef"dahe ,  f" dahai , = H  <  7" dahe 
[S. +#ef+], s.f. A vessel in which milk is
coagulated, or in which coagulated milk is kept.
H  <  7"dahe  [S. +#ef+], = H < Çef"
dahe ,  f"dahai ,s.f. A vessel in which milk is
coagulated, or in which coagulated milk is kept.
S   <
, dhenuk, s.f. A milch cow;—an oering, a gift,
a present.
H ^  ·$dh g = H J  ·$ dh g [S. W©+r$+], adj.
Stout-bodied, strapping, stalwart, robust, strong;—dh g,
s.m. A stalwart fellow, &c.; a paramour, gallant
(=dhagga ):—dh g-dh g, s.f. Might, power, force,
violence, oppression; harassing, worrying, teasing;—
commotion, tumult, uproar, hurly-burly (syn. h -h );
—adv. Violently, forcibly, by force:—dh g-mush, or
dhe g-mush, s.f. A scue, sticus, ght, row:—dh gdhau k  karn, To use force or violence.

a cow that has lately calved;—the earth;—an oering, a
gift, a present (to Brhmans):— dhenu-mat, s.f. A name
of the river Gomt.
H    · dh war, s.m.=dhvar, q.v.
S   " dh-vn, adj. See s.v. dh.
S A  h dhaivat, s.m. The sixth note of the gamut.
H Y  < dhewat, dheot[S. M6 Pt+t; or prob. dh,
q.v.+S. ,Pt], s.m. Daughter's son, grandson.
H Y < "dhewat, dheot[S. M6 P"; or dh, q.v.+S.
,P], s.f. Daughter's daughter, grand-daughter.
S   " dhvar, s.m. The caste of sher; one of that
caste (=kahr), a sherman, sher (=dhmar).
S  " "dhvar, s.f. A sherman's wife;—a sort of
harpoon for catching sh.
S   Cµduhya, adj. (f. -), That may be milked, requiring
to be milked, milkable.
H $ ,  da [S. , rt. d], s.f. A gift.
H $ da, s.m.=d, 'giver,' q.v.
H $ da [Prk. ; S.  ]( , s.m.f. The Deity; a god;
destiny, fate;—s.f. Godhead, divinity;—intj. O God! my
God! (cf. Fr. mon Dieu!):—da-k d sr, s.m. 'A god's peer';
a demon, devil (=deo):—da lagn(-ko), To be visited by
divine wrath, to be unfortunate:—da-mr, adj. & s.m. (f.

adj. (f. -) = day-sa yukt, q.v.
H ) diy [perf. part. of den, and=Prk. 6  =S. 

-), Struck by the Deity, fate-stricken, accursed;—an
accursed one.
H $ da, s.f. 1˚=day(e.g. nir-da);—2˚=daiy, qq.v.

(for  or )++t], part. Given;—s.m. A gift.

H $ da, perf. part. (dialec.)=d, q.v.

H ) diy, d[Prk. "

H day, dai(dialec.), 1˚=diy, p. p. of den;—2˚=deke,
past. conj. part. of den.
H "d, contrac. of di, for diy, fem. of diy, perf. part.
of den, q.v.
P dai, dae[Zend dadhvo, porf. part. act. fr. rt. d= S.
, s.m. The tenth month of the solar year (when the
sun is in the sign Capricorn), December; the beginning
of winter, winter.
H ) day [prob. S. , rt. ], s.f. A gift (=da).
S ) day (rt. ), s.f. Compassion, pity, sympathy,
tenderness, mercy, clemency, aection, love, favour,
kindness, benevolence:—day-p rvak, adv.
Compassionately, pitifully, kindly, &c.:—day-jut,
adj.=day-yut, q.v.:—day-rm, s.m. A pitiful or
sympathetic person; a proper name:—day-r p, day-r p,
adj. Of the nature, appearance, or form of compassion;
compassionate, pitiful, merciful, tender, aectionate,
kind, benecent, generous, &c.:—day-sgar, day-sindhu,
s.m. 'Ocean of compassion, &c.' (=day-nidhi, q.v.):—daysa yukt, adj. (f. -), Connected with, or possessed of or
endowed with, compassion, or mercy; compassionate,
kind, &c.:—day-sl, or day-l, adj. (f. -), Of a
compassionate disposition, compassionate, tenderhearted, merciful, aectionate, kind, &c.:—day-kr(f. -),
or day-kar(f. -), day-krit(f.
 -), adj. Showing pity or
compassion, sympathetic, pitiful, merciful, aectionate,
kind, benevolent, benecent, generous, liberal:—day
karnor day ln(-par), To have compassion (on), feel pity
(for), &c.:—day-mn, adj. (f. mat), Compassionate,
merciful, kind, &c. (see day-kar):—day-murtti, day-may,
adj. (f. -), Consisting of, or abounding in, compassion,
&c.:—day-nidhi, s.m. 'Treasure of mercy'; a very
compassionate person; an epithet of the Deity:—dayvn, day-vat, day-van, or day-vant, adj. (f. vat) = daymn, q.v.:—day-vr, s.m. 'A hero of compassion,' a very
compassionate or merciful person:—day-yut, day-yukt,

or "

or  ; S. "t],

s.m. A light, a lamp, lantern (=dvor div):—diy-bt
karn, To prepare the lights, to light the lamp:—diy
brn, To light a lamp; to strike a light:—diy bujhn, diy
ba hn, To extinguish a light, put out a lamp:—diy-sal,
s.f. A match dipped in sulphur; a lucifer-match:—diy karden= diy bujhn, q.v.
H ) hdaiy [Prk. .\ ; S. P], s.f. Mother;—the
stand that children run to in playing hide and seek:—
daiy-dah or dh , s.f. 'A cry for mother'; a cry for help;
a loud noise, outcry.
A  ) diyr (pl. of mult. of dr), s.m. (orig. Houses, &c.),
Country, region, province:—diyr-bakr, The ancient
Mesopotamia.
H  ) diyr, b der = H  ) 7 diy , b7
de  (said to be a contrac. of of the P. dary-barr; but
prob.=S. "++t; cf. the form dewr), s.m. An
island formed in the middle of a river, a tract of alluvial
land, alluvion.
H  ) 7diy , b7 de  = H  )  diyr, b
der (said to be a contrac. of of the P. dary-barr; but
prob.=S. "++t; cf. the form dewr), s.m. An
island formed in the middle of a river, a tract of alluvial
land, alluvion.
H  ) b7de  [for dew = S. b +!+t; cf. dmak],
s.m. A hillock or ground thrown up by white ants, whiteant hill.
H ) !dayl [Prk. !0; S. !,+t], adj.
Compassionate, pitiful, merciful, gracious, kind,
benecent (=day-mn; day-l).
S *! ) !,daylut, s.f. = S *! ) !,; daylutva,
s.m.Compassionateness, pitifulness, tenderness,
mercifulness, charity, kindness, benecence,
generousness.
S *! ) !,; daylutva, s.m. = S *! ) !, daylut,
s.f.Compassionateness, pitifulness, tenderness,

mercifulness, charity, kindness, benecence,
generousness.
S ! ) !,daylu, and H. !0 dayl , adj. See dayl.
H  ) dayn, s.m. corr. of dwn, q.v.
P  ) diynat (for A. ~ ), inf. n. of <) 'to become a servant
of God'), s.f. Conscience, honesty, probity, integrity,
justice, piety, virtue:—diynat-dr, adj. Conscientious,
upright, honest, just, pious:—diynat-dr, s.f.
Conscientiousness; honesty, &c. (=diynat):—diynat-se,
adv. Conscientiously, honestly:—bad-diynat, adj.
Dishonest:—bad-diynat, s.f. Dishonesty, fraud.
S  )  day-vn, = S ) ) , day-yut,adj. See s.v.
day.
S ) ) ,day-yut, = S  )   day-vn,adj. See s.v.
day.
P %) deb db (contrac. of debh= dev+bft, qq.v.), s.m. lit.
'The weaving of the Devs or Jinn; a sort of silken texture
of high price, silk brocade; gold tissue.
P W %) dbja = P = %) db a (rel. n. fr. dbj, the arabicized
form of P. dbhor debh), s.m. lit. 'Having a rich edging
of gold, &c.'; frontispiece (of a book); preface, exordium,
introduction, preamble.
P = %) db a = P W %) dbja (rel. n. fr. dbj, the arabicized
form of P. dbhor debh), s.m. lit. 'Having a rich edging
of gold, &c.'; frontispiece (of a book); preface, exordium,
introduction, preamble.
P ? %) debh, dbh, s.m.=deb, q.v.
H + %) b deb-dr [S. b +I], s.m. The mast-tree,
Uvaria longifolia.
H %) b debr, adj. (f. -), Left (hand, or side=dewr; syn.
by ).
P H%) debaq, dbaq, = P %) debah, dbah,s.m.=debhor deb,
q.v.
P %) debah, dbah, = P H%) debaq, dbaq,s.m.=debhor deb,
q.v.
H %)b "deb, s.f. A goddess, &c. (=dev, q.v.).

antar karn, v.t. To transport beyond seas.
S `) "dpa, vulg. dp, s.m. A light, lamp:—dpl(˚pa+l),
s.f.=diwl, q.v.:—dp-br iksh.
s.m.=dp-vriksh,
q.v.:—dp

pushp, s.m. 'Lamp- ower , the plant Michelia
champaka(syn. amp):—dp-dn, s.m. A ceremony
observed for ten days after the decease of a relative (it
consists in the suspending of a lamp on a ppalor some
other tree for the purpose of lighting the departed spirit
on the road to Yam-puri);—the oering a lamp to an idol;
—land assigned to Brhmans on the banks of rivers to
deprecate river-encroachment:—dp-dhvaj, s.m. 'Lampsign'; lamp-black, &c. (=dp-ki ):—dp-sikh, s.f. The ame
of a lamp or candle:—dp-ki , s.m. Lamp-black, the
condensed smoke or soot of a lamp; snu of a candle:—
dp-k por dp-khor, s.f. Wick of a lamp:—dp-mlor dpmlik, s.f. A row of lamps, an illumination (see diwl):—
dp-vriksh,
s.m. 'Lamp-tree'; the stand or stem of a lamp,

candlestick.
S ! L)"!"dpl, s.f.=diwl, q.v.
S *L) "Qdpta, adj. Blazing, aming, in ames; ashing,
radiant, luminous, bright, glowing:—dpta-mn, adj. corr.
of dpti-mn, q.v.s.v. dpti.
S *L)".Qdpti, s.f. Light, glow, brightness, brilliancy,
lustre, splendour:—dpti-mn, dpti-mant , adj. (f. mat),
Having brightness, bright, glowing, shining, lustrous,
brilliant, splendid.
S (L) "dpak, adj. & s.m. Kindling, in aming,
illuminating, making bright or luminous; exciting,
stimulating;—a light, lamp, candle; a kind of re-work;—
a rgor musical mode sung at noon or at the dusk of
evening in the hot season (the superstition is that
singing it causes re to break out);—the aromatic seed
or plant Ptychotis ajowanor Ligustum ajaen:—dpak hand,
s.m. A verse of four lines, each of ten instants.
S L) "dpik, s.f. A light, lamp.
S <L) "dpan, adj. (f. -) Kindling, in aming, setting on

H `) "dp [S. "(], s.m. An island (syn. jazra); a

re, burning, causing light or heat; exciting, stimulating,
digestive, tonic.
H L) "dpn [dp˚= Prk. Q()=S. "Q(`), rt. "],

continent; a region or clime (of the earth; see dvp):—dp

v.n. To be lighted, be kindled; to shine, burn, blaze, glow.

H %)h "daib, adj. & adv.=daiv, q.v.

S  @ L) "Q/dpya-mn, adj. (f. -), Shining, blazing,
glowing, radiant, &c (=dpti-mn).
S ) dayit, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Desired, cherished,
beloved, dear;—a loved one; a husband, a lover.
P ) diyat (for A. ~), inf. n. of 'to make retribution'),
s.f. The law of retaliation; paying a mulct or
compensation for manslaughter or maiming, price of
blood, blood-wite (in cases of murder it is exacted when
the homicide is committed in any other way than with
sword, dagger, &c.).
H ) hdaiyat, h dait, s.m.= *) daitya, q.v.
H ) 1,dyut, s.f.=*)dyuti, q.v.
S *) dayit, s.f. A wife, spouse; mistress, sweetheart:
—dayitdhn(˚t+dh˚), adj. & s.m. In subjection to a wife,
hen-pecked;—a hen-pecked husband.
S 3*) 1,!dyutil, s.f. The plant Hemionites cordifolia.
H <*) hdaitan (Braj), s.m. pl. of dait= daitya:—daitanbandheo, s.m. 'Binder of the Daityas,' an epithet of
Vish u.
S *)1,dyut, s.f. Light, radiance, splendour, brightness,
brilliancy, lustre; beauty; inajesty, dignity:—dyuti-mn,
adj. & s.m. (f. mat), Bright, brilliant, radiant, splendid,
resplendent; dignied, majestic;—a dignied or majestic
person, &c.
S  *) h`daiteya (fr. diti), s.m. A son of Diti, &c. (=daitya,
q.v.);—adj. Proceeding from or belonging to the Daiteyas;
sprung from Diti.
S  *) h;daitya, s.m. 'A son of Diti,' a being hostile to the
gods, a demon, an evil spirit, a Titan, giant (of the Hind
mythology):—daitya-yug, s.m. An age of the demons
(consisting of 12,000 divine years or the sum of the four
Yugas or ages of man):—daitya-yoni, s.m.f. The place or
source of demons.
H  &diya, "& da, s.f.=dwa, q.v.
H  "_dh, s.f.=dhi, q.v.
H   "_dhn (see next), v.t. (dialec.) To look at,
see (=dekhn):—dh-pa n, v.n. To be seen, to be visible,
to appear.
H "_dhi, "_" dh [Prk. " or ; S. .9t], s.f.

Sight, view, glance, look, vision.
H 8) b*dej, h* daij [S. b (rt.  'to give')+], s.m.
Dowry, portion; presents made by the bride's family to
the bridegroom with the view of securing a husband of
higher rank.
H 8) b*0dej [S. b+t?], s.m. Part of a portion or
dowry.
P  8) daij r (fr. A. dj, rt. W 'to be dark,' by imla+P. a.
waror r;—A. also daij r), adj. & s.m. Dark, pitch dark,
black;—the night of conjunction of sun and moon; a dark
night without moonlight;—anything black; darkness,
obscurity.
H &:) "+d h, s.f.=dksh, q.v.
H &:) ".+ d hit, adj. & s.m.=dkshit, q.v.;—2˚ Name of
a tribe of Kanaujiy Brhmans.
P + ) dd [Zend dta; or v.n. of ddan, 'to see'; Pehl. dtan;
rt. Zend ddor d= S. dh(ddhte )], s.f. (m. rarely), Seeing,
sight, vision; show, spectacle:—dd-bz, s.m.f. Sight-seer;
ogler:—dd-bz , s.f. Looking about one, sight-seeing,
taking the air; ogling:—dd-bn, s.m. A watch, guard,
sentinel, scout, one who keeps a look-out (prob. contrac.
of dda-bn):—dd-bn, s.f. Observation, watching, lookout:—dd karn(-k), To look (at), behold, inspect:—ddwn, s.m.=dd-bn, q.v.:—dd-u-dd, dd-w-dd , s.m. An
interview.
P + ) dd (contrac. of dda), part. Seen; having seen;—dd
na shund, adj. 'Nor seen nor heard of'; wonderful,
extraordinary, strange.
P + ) ddr [d(dan), q.v.+dr= tr= Pehl. tar= Zend tar= S.
], s.m. Sight, vision (=dd); look, appearance; face,
countenance, cheek; interview;—overseer, inspector,
watch (syn. dda-dr):—ddr-bz, s.m.f., and ddr-bz,
s.f.=dd-bz, and dd-bz , q.v.s.v. dd:—ddr- h, adj. &
s.m. Seeking or soliciting an interview;—one who seeks
an interview.
H + ) didr (for P. ddr), adj. Worthy of being seen,
well-looking, fair, comely, handsome, personable,
presentable.
P + ) ddan [Pehl. dtan; rt. Zend didor d= S. " ("")],
v.t. To see, look, observe; to perceive, feel, experience;—

seeing; experiencing, &c.
P + )ddan, adj. To be seen, visible; t or worthy to be

(dialec.)=dvidh, q.v.
S  @ L)+ ) b"Q/dedpyamn, and H. h"Q/

seen.
P ?+ ) dda (perf. part. of ddan, q.v.), part. Seen, observed,

daidpyamn (fr. intens. of rt. "), adj. Shining intensely,

perceived, felt, experienced; having seen, &c. (used in
comp., e.g. jahn-dda, jang-dda, &c.):—dda-o-dnista, adv.
'Having seen and known'; knowingly, wittingly, wilfully,
purposely, intentionally.
P ?+ ) dda [Zend dta; or rel. n. fr. dd, q.v.], s.m. The eye;
the sight; a wanton, or impudent eye; (met.) impudence:
—dda-bn, s.m. Watch, sentinel, overseer, inspector
(=dd-bn);—the sight (of a gun, &c.):—dde ph n, dde
ph -kar dekhn, To look steadfastly (at), to stare (at),
gaze:—dda-pha, adj. f. Having large staring eyes (a
woman):—dda-dr, s.m.=didr, and dd-bn:—dda-dalel,
adj. Wanton, impudent, bold, immodest:—dda-dalel, s f.
Wantonness, &c.:—dda-dho, adj. f. Having an eye void
of shame, wanton, &c. (=dda-dalel):—dda-rez, s.f. A
fatiguing or trying the eye (by looking at minute objects,
&c.):—dda-rez karn, To fatigue or try the eye:—dde-k
pn haln, To throw away all modesty, to become
shameless:—dde-k af, s.f. Shamelessness, impudenoe:
—dda kholn, 'To open the eyes,' to consider maturely,
regard attentively:—dda lagn(-par), To have the eyes
xed (on), to be intent (on):—dde makn, To make eyes
(at), to wanton with the eyes:—dde nikln, To look with
angry eyes, to glare (at):—dde nle-ple karn, To get into
a passion or rage:—dda-wn, s.m.=dda-bn, q.v.:—dda-odil-se, adv. With heart and soul, cheerfully, willingly:—
dda-war, adj. Sharp-sighted, clear-sighted:—dda-war, s.f.
Sharpness, or clearness, of sight:— arb k-dda,
adj.=sho -dda:—dhoy-dda, s.m. An eye void of shame;—
adj.=dda-dho, q.v.:—sho -dda, adj. Saucy-eyed,
fearless, bold, impudent, shameless, wanton.
H + ) "ddhit, = S *+ )" ddhiti,s.f. Light,
brightness, splendour; a ray of light, sun-beam, moonbeam.
S *+ )"ddhiti, = H + ) " ddhit,s.f. Light,
brightness, splendour; a ray of light, sun-beam, moonbeam.
H + ) "Mddhau; 1˚ (old H.)=diy, perf. part. of den;—2˚

glowing, very radiant or lustrous, blazing.
H )+ ) bbde-den, v.t. See s.v. den.
P ) der, dr(rare) [old P. drañga; Pehl. darg, der; Zend
daregha, fr. darez= S. "V,' rt. 6 ' (6O)], adj. & adv. Long, of
long standing or time, old, antique;—late, long since, a
long while, a while since; tardily, slowly;—s.f. A long
time, a period of time, an interval; lateness, delay,
tardiness, slowness:—der e durust e, prov. What is long
in coming, or happening, or doing, will be well come, or
well done:—der-p, adj. Durable, lasting, rm, constant;—
slow-paced:—der-p, s.f. Durability, rmness:—der-tak,
or talak, adv. For a long time, till late:—der- b, s.f.
Late sleeping:—der karn, v.n. To delay, to be a long time,
be behind time:—der-gh, adv. Always; der lagn, v.n. To
delay, loiter, tarry, be tardy:—der-me , adv. Late, after a
long time or interval.
A ) dair, s.m. A convent or monastery (of Christians, or
of Sfs, &c.); a temple, a place of worship, a church.
H ) bder (P. ?) dera; prob.=dehr, q.v.), s.m. House,
habitation, dwelling, tent (=er); an idol-temple (=dehr).
S &X ) "Vdrgha,
'
vulg. drgh(fr. 6O), adj. (f. -), Long (as
space, or time, or the quantity of a vowel); lofty, high,
tall; grave, weighty;—s.m. A long vowel;—the saul or
sltree, Shorea robusta:—drghyu(˚gha+yu˚), adj. & s.m.
Long-lived, long-living;—longevity:—drghyus(˚gha+y˚),
adj. & s.m. Long-lived;—a crow;—the silk-cotton tree,
Bombax heptaphyllum:—drgh-pd, adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -),
Long-footed, long-legged;—a heron:—drgh-patr, adj. &
s.m. Long-leaved;—garlic:—drgh-patr, s.f. A species of
Eugenia:—drgh-patrak, s.m. Garlic;—a species of thorny
plant;—a kind of Bassia that grows in marshy places:—
drgh-para, adj. Long-leaved, longifolium:—drgh-paksh,
s.m. 'Long-winged'; the fork-tailed shrike:—drgh-pallav,
adj. & s.m. Having long shoots or tendrils;—the sanplant,
Crotolaria juncea:—drgh-phal, s.m. lit. 'Having long fruit';
the Cathartocarpus(cassia) stula;—Butea frondosa;—Asclepias
gigantea:—drgh-tanu, adj. (f. -v), Long-bodied, long, tall;—

s.m. Any tall animal:—drgh-jibh, adj. & s.m.=drgh-jihva,
q.v.:—drgh-jangal, s.m. A kind of sh:—drgh-jangh, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Long-legged, spindle-shanked;—a camel; a
crane, Ardea nivea; any long-legged animal:—drgh-jihva,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Long-tongued;—a snake:—drgh-jv, s.m.
Long life:—drgh-jv, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Long-lived, living
long;—any long-lived creature:—drgh-drishi,
or drgh
dar, adj. & s.m. Long-sighted; far-seeing, far-sighted,
forecasting, provident, prudent, sagacious, wise;—a farseeing person; a wise or learned or shrewd person, a
seer, prophet (syn. d r-dar):—drgh-rtra, s.m. A long
night; long period:—drgh-rv, drgh-rav, adj. & s.m.
Making a long-continued noise, yelling, howling;—a
long-winded talker; any loud-voiced creature;—name of
a jackal, a proper name:—drgh-rog, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Long ill, long sick;—one who has been long ill:—drghas tra, adj.=drgha-s tr:—drgha-s trat, s.f. Procrastination,
dilatoriness, irresolution, tediousness, slowness:—drghas tr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), 'Spinning a long yarn,' working
slowly, slow, procrastinating, dilatory, tedious, irresolute;
—a dilatory person, &c.:—drgh-svar, s.m. A long vowel;—a
long note:—drgh-kh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having long
branches;—the sltree, Shorea robusta:—drgh-kl, s.m. A
long time, long period:—drgh-kanak, drgh-kandhar, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Long-necked;—a species of crane, Ardea nivea:
—drgh-ke, adj. (f. -, or -), Long-haired;—s.m. A bear:—
drgh-kl, s.m. lit. 'Having a long-stem'; the tree Alangium
hexapetalum:—drgh-m l, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having long
root;—a kind of beltree;—a kind of sensitive plant:—drghm l, s.f. The creeper Echites(or
Ichnocarpus) frutescens;—Desmodium gangeticum:—drghm l, s.f. The plant Hedysarum alhagi, or H. gangeticum, or
Alhagi maurorum:—drgh-nidr, s.f. Long sleep; death:—
drgh-nivs, s.m. Long or deep-drawn breath, a deep
sigh:—drgh-var, s.m. A long vowel:—drgh-vrint,
 adj. &
s.m. Long-stalked:—the plant Bignonia indica, or
Calosanthes indica:—drgh-vrintik,
s.f. The plant Mimosa

octandra:—drgh-va , adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a long
lineage or pedigree, of an ancient family;—a person of
an ancient family.
S &X ) "XVdrghik, s.f. An oblong pond (=diggh, q.v.).

P d) d-roz [d= Zend de?=S. ; or Zend di, 'this,'+roz,
q.v.], adv. Yesterday.
P ?d) d-roza, adj. Of yesterday.
P )der (fr. der), s.f. Lateness, delay, &c. (=der, q.v.):—
der karn, v.n. To delay, to dally; to be a long while:—der
lagn(-ko), To be late; to be long; to be slow, &c.
P )dair (rel. n. fr. A. dair), adj. Of or appertaining to an
idol temple, &c. (see dair).
P <)) dern, drn= P )) derna, drna(der, q.v.+nor na=
Zend a. aêna= S. ), adj. Old, ancient; experienced,
wise; shrewd, cunning;—derna, s.m. An old or
experienced person.
P )) derna, drna= P <)) dern, drn(der, q.v.+nor na=
Zend a. aêna= S. ), adj. Old, ancient; experienced,
wise; shrewd, cunning;—derna, s.m. An old or
experienced person.
H  h7daiyar, s.m.=dahe , q.v.
H I) bdes [Prk. b5; S. b8t], s.m. Place, spot, country,
&c. (=de, q.v.);—2˚ A kind of rgsung at midnight (cf.
dekhand dekr).
H 0) bdes, s.m. An annual oering for the dead
(among Mohammadans).
H  = 0) bdes-r, s.m.: For words beginning with
des˚which are not given here, see under the form de.
H  0) bdesrn, s.f. corr. of dar, q.v.
H  0) b deswar, s.m. = H  0)b " deswar, adj.
& s.f.See diswar; and diswar.
H  0)b "deswar, adj. & s.f. = H  0) b  deswar,
s.m.See diswar; and diswar.
H 0) "dsn [ds= Prk. T(), or "( )=S. (`),
pass. of rt. 8] , v.n. To appear, &c. (=disn; and dikhn,
qq.v.).
H 0) b0des , b, desu, s.m. (Braj)=de, q.v.
H  0) b !deswl, s.m.=de-wl, q.v.s.v. de.
H [ 0) "dse [S. 8?; cf. P. des], adj. & adv. Like;—likely.
H 0)b"des (i.q. de, q.v.), adj. Of or belonging to a
country, native, indigenous; home-made; local;
provincial;—s.m. Native of a country.

H 0)b"des [S. 8"], s.f. Appearance.

P U) d-shab (d= Zend di, 'this'; or Zend de= S. ?

S Z) b8dea, vulg. de, and des, s.m. Place, spot, region,

+shab, q.v.), adv. Last night, the past night (cf. d-roz).
S  ) b8de-kr, vulg. deskr, s.m. = S  )b8"

country, territory, province, dominion; part, side,
direction:—dean(˚a+a˚), s.m. The wandering through
a country or countries, peregrination:—de r(˚a+ ˚),
s.m. Custom or usage of a country, local usage or custom:
—dedhipati(˚a+adh˚), s.m. (f. -patn); and dedhikar(˚a
+adh˚), s.m. (f. -in), The ruler of a country, governor of a
province, ruler, governor, monarch:—dent(˚a+an˚), s.m.
The end, limit, or frontier of a country:—dentar(˚a+an˚),
s.m. Another country, foreign country, abroad:—
deshntar, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of or belonging to another
or foreign country;—a foreigner:—des-ba-des phirn, To
go from country to country, to travel about:—debahin(or bahan), s.f. A fellow-countrywoman:—desbeohr(or byohar, s.m.=de-vyavahr, q.v.:—de-bhsh,
vulg. des-bhkh, s.f. Vernacular language, local dialect:—
de-bh, s.m. A fellow-countryman:—de-tyg, s.m. The
abandoning one's country, voluntary exile, emigration:—
de-tyg, s.m. One who abandons his country, an
emigrant, exile:—de- alan, s.m.=de- r, q.v.:—de
ho n(apn), To leave (one's) country, to emigrate:—dedharm, vulg. des-dharam, s.m.The law or usage of a
country, local law, local rights or customs:—des-des, s.m.
Many countries, dierent or various countries;—adv.
From country to country; through various lands:—derti, s.f.=de- r, q.v.:—de-nikl, s.m. Banishment, exile:
—de-nikl den, v.t. To banish from a country:—de-wl,
vulg. des-wl, s.m. (f. -), A native of a country:—
deopadrav(˚a+up˚), s.m. National misfortune or calamity,
national distress:—de-vyavasth, s.f. The laws of a
country:—de-vyavahr, vulg. des-vyahr, and des-beohr,
s.m. Custom or practice of a country or province, local
usage:—deaivarya(˚a+ai˚), s.m. The greatness or
magnicence of a country.
S & ) b8Ldekh, vulg. deskh, s.m. Name of a rgor
musical mode sung at noon in the spring.
H  ) b8 devar, = H  )b8 " devar,see
diswar; and disvar.
H  )b8 "devar, = H  ) b8  devar,see
diswar; and disvar.

de-kr, vulg.deskr, s.f.Name of a musical mode (rg,
and rgin) sung in the morning.
S  )b8"de-kr, vulg. deskr, s.f. = S  ) b8
de-kr, vulg. deskr,s.m.Name of a musical mode (rg,
and rgin) sung in the morning.
S )b.8"dein, s.f. The index or fore-nger.
S )b8"de (f. -in), = S  ) b8" deya (f. -),adj. Of or
belonging to a country, native, indigenous, local,
provincial;—de, s.m. A native of a country (see des).
S  ) b8"deya (f. -), = S )b8" de (f. -in),adj. Of or
belonging to a country, native, indigenous, local,
provincial;—de, s.m. A native of a country (see des).
S  ) bdeya, adj.=deya, q.v.;—s.m. An eye-witness (of
anything);—an inhabitant or native of a country.
P T ) deg,  s.f.=deg, q.v.
S ) "ddksh, s.f. Preparation or consecration (for a
religious ceremony); a ceremony preliminary to a
sacrice, initiation, dedication; receiving the initiatory
mantraor prayer; undertaking religious observances, or
engaging in a course of austerities (for a special
purpose), devotion; sacricing, oering oblations,
dedicating oneself (to an object, or to a person), selfdevotion.
S ) ".ddkshit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Consecrated,
initiated; prepared, ready (for a sacrice, &c.);
performed (as the dkshceremony);—one who has
received initiation, or by whom the preparatory
ceremonies have been observed; a disciple or pupil (of a
Brhman).
S *) ".ddkshit, = S *)".d dkshitri,s.m.

Consecrator, spiritual father, one who initiates, the
communicator of the initiatory mantraor prayer.
S *)".ddkshitri, = S *) ".d dkshit,s.m.
Consecrator, spiritual father, one who initiates, the
communicator of the initiatory mantraor prayer.
H &) bLdekh (fr. dekhn, q.v.), s.m. (f. -), Seeing,

sight:—dekh-bhl, s.f. Looking, scanning; ogling;
searching, search:—dekh-bh l, s.f. 'Deception or
fascination of the sight (as eected by conjurers, &c.),
ocular deception or mistake; a winding place or passage
(as the course of a river, &c.); any intricate or
perplexing work; a maze, labyrinth (cf. dekhat-bhul):—
dekh-dekh, s.f. Seeing or looking at one another, mutual
gazing or scanning; the being within sight (of an object);
—imitation, emulation, competition, rivalry;—adv. In
sight (of); by seeing, at the sight (of, -k, or ter, &c.), in
imitation (of), through rivalry:—dekh karn, v.n. To keep
looking (at), to continue looking, be in the habit of
looking.
H &) bLdekh (perf. part. of dekhn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Seen, &c.:—dekh-bhl, part. adj. (f. -), Seen and
experienced or tried:—dekh-hu, adj. (f. -), Seen,
perceived, observed, experienced, suered, endured, &c.
H  &) bLdekhn, v.t.=dikhn, q.v.
H $ &)bL dekh, s.f.=dikh, q.v.
H &) ".Ldkhit [S. ".dt], s.m.=d hit, q.v.
H &) bLdekhat = H *&) bL dekht [imperf. part. of
dekhn, and=Prk. =L(( and =L((; see dekhn], part.
adj. & adv. Seeing;—whilst seeing or looking at; at sight
(of):—dekhat-bhul, s.f. Deception or fascination of the
sight, ocular deception;—a maze, labyrinth;—a kind of
convoluted and intricate embroidery work on net or
muslin:—dekhat-me , adv. To look at, to all appearance:—
dekhte-dekhte, adv. Before the eyes, in the presence (of, ke, or -mere, &c.);—through long or continued looking:—
dekhte rah-jn, v.n. To stand still looking, to stand gazing
(in wonder, or disappointment, &c.), to remain agape:—
dekhte rahn, v.n. To keep on the watch, to look (after); to
continue looking.
H *&) bLdekht = H &) bL dekhat [imperf. part. of
dekhn, and=Prk. =L(( and =L((; see dekhn], part.
adj. & adv. Seeing;—whilst seeing or looking at; at sight
(of):—dekhat-bhul, s.f. Deception or fascination of the
sight, ocular deception;—a maze, labyrinth;—a kind of
convoluted and intricate embroidery work on net or
muslin:—dekhat-me , adv. To look at, to all appearance:—

dekhte-dekhte, adv. Before the eyes, in the presence (of, ke, or -mere, &c.);—through long or continued looking:—
dekhte rah-jn, v.n. To stand still looking, to stand gazing
(in wonder, or disappointment, &c.), to remain agape:—
dekhte rahn, v.n. To keep on the watch, to look (after); to
continue looking.
H 3&) bL!dekhln, v.t.=dikhln, q.v.
H <&) bLdekhan (v.n. fr. next), s.m. Seeing, looking at,
&c.
H &) bLdekhn [dekh˚= b=L()=S. W(), the future
of rt. 8 (used in the sense of the present)], v.t. To see,
look, look at, behold, view, observe, perceive,
inspect, mark, note, consider, look to, weigh well,
examine, prove, try; to search, scan; to watch (for); to
feel (as the pulse, &c.); to experience, suer, endure,
tolerate, bear the sight of:—dekhn-bhln, To see, look
at, view, inspect, examine, try:—dekhne-me , adv.
Apparently, to all appearance:—dekhne-me an, v.n. To
come into sight, to be seen, to appear, be visible; to be
observed; to be experienced, &c.:—dekhne-hr, s.m. Onlooker, beholder, viewer, spectator:—dekh-pn, v.t. To
be permitted to see, to get to see; to nd out, to
ascertain:—dekh-pa n, v.n. To be seen, to be or become
visible, to appear; to seem:—dekh-len, v.t. intens. of
and=dekhn.
H &) "Ldkhn, v.n.=dikhn, and disn, q.v.:—dkhpa n, and dkh-jn, v.n. =dkhn.
H &) bL5dekho (2nd pers. pl. imperat. of dekhn), intj.
See! behold! observe! lo! look here! look out! be on your
guard! (2nd per. pl. aorist) you'll see; perhaps.
H ) &) bL 
h dekhwaiy [dekh(n)+waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. Seer, beholder,
viewer, observer, on-looker, spectator (=dekhne-hr).
P ^) deg [prob. fr. Zend diz= S. 6O (b.F), cf. P. dez, 'a
cooking pot'], s.f. A large metal pot (for culinary or other
purposes), a caldron, kettle; a boiler:—deg-dn, s.m. A
trivet, tripod, pot-hook; a re-place:—deg-sho, s.m. A
scullion:—dege khanakn, v.n. Pots and pans to resound,
preparations for a feast to be going on.
H :J) deg  = P :J) deg a (deg, q.v.+dim. a. a= ak= S.

), s.m. A metal cooking utensil (smaller than a deg), a
small caldron, a kettle.
P :J) deg a = H :J) deg  (deg, q.v.+dim. a. a= ak= S.
), s.m. A metal cooking utensil (smaller than a deg), a
small caldron, a kettle.
H :J) deg  (dim. of deg ), s.f.=deg , q.v.
P J) dgar (connect. with S. "), adj. & adv. Other,
another, next, following (=d sr);—over again, again;
moreover, besides, further.
H %@ J) "$@ dgambar, b$@  degambar, s.m.=digambar,
q.v.
H ) !diyal (dialec.), part.=diy, p.p. of den.
H &#)b!6", b6" delh, s.m.=dihlor dhl, q.v.
H  @ ) b/de-mrn, v.t. See s.v. den.
H (@ ) "/dmak (=P. dvak, q.v.), s.f. The white ant:—
dmak-khy, adj. (f. -kh), Eaten by white ants, full of
holes; pitted (as with the small pox):—dmak lagn(-ko, or me ), To be attacked by white ants; to be eaten by white
ants.
H <) "dn [Prk. 4(; S. \( or +(], part. (old H.)=diy,
perf. part. of den.
S <) "dna, vulg. dn, adj. Poor, indigent, needy,
aicted, distressed, wretched, miserable; humble, lowly,
meek;—s.m. A distressed person, a poor person, poor
creature, wretch:—dn- arya, s.m. 'The spiritual teacher
of the humble,' an epithet of God:—dn-bandhu, s.m.
Friend of the poor; an epithet of God:—dn- etan, adj. &
s.m. Dejected, distressed in mind;—a distressed or
dejected person:—dn-dt, dn-dtr i, s.m. One who is
benecent to the poor:—dn-day-kar, s.m. One who
shows or exercises compassion for the lowly:—dn-dayl,
adj. & s.m. Merciful to the lowly;—cherisher of the poor
(=garb-parwar);
an epithet of the Deity; a proper name:—

dn-day-nidhi, s.m. 'The treasury of compassion for the
humble,' an epithet of God:—dn-mukh, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having a dejected countenance, of melancholy aspect;—
a person with a downcast look:—dn-man, adj. Troubled
or aicted in mind, distressed, dejected, downcast;
humble-minded, lowly:—dna-nth, vulg. dn-nth, s.m.

'Lord or protector of the poor,' an epithet of the Deity; a
proper name:—dn-va an, s.m. Utterance of distress;
humble supplication.
A <) dn (prob. fr. Pehl. & Prs dn= Zend daên, rt. d= S.
"), s.m. Faith, religion; the religion (of Moammad):—
dn-panh, s.m. Support or protection of religion,
defender of the faith:—dn-dr, adj. Religious, devout,
pious, virtuous:—dn-dr, s.f. Religiousness, devoutness,
devotion; rmness or constancy in religion:—dn-duny,
s.f. 'Religion and the world,' the hope of religious belief
(i.e. the happiness of the next world) and this world:—
dn-duny-se jn, To fail to secure happiness either in
this world or the next:—dn dn pukrn, To raise the cry
of 'Religion!' to raise the standard of a religious war:—
dn-k, adj. (f. -), Of or appertaining to religion, religious:
—dn-k sth-den, To stand by, or to ght for, (one's)
religion:—dn-me miln(-ko), To bring over to a religion,
make a convert of.
H <) bden (fr. den, q.v.), s.m. (f. ?), Giving; a gift debt,
liability (=den):—den-dr, s.m. A debtor, ower (cf. daindr):—den-len(or len-den), s.m. 'Giving and taking,'
dealings, commercial transactions, barter, trac;
pecuniary transactions on interest; debit and credit:—
den-hr, den-hr, s.m. Giver (=dene-wl); payer; debtor.
A <) dain, vulg. den, s.m. A debt; a loan (syn. qar):—daintamassuk, s.f. The certicate given to a banker who has
given up his eects:—dain-dr, s.m. A debtor, ower (of, k):—dan--muajjal, s.m. A debt payable on demand:—
dain--muwajjal, s.m. A debt of which payment is
deferred.
S <) hdain (fr. ), adj. Relating to a day, diurnal, daily.
S <) hdain (fr. "), s.m. Poverty, wretchedness, misery,
miserable condition; humbleness, lowliness; meanness;
covetousness.
H ) "dn (old Hind), 1˚ v.t.=den;—2˚ part.
m.=diy(see dn).
H ) bden [de˚= Prk. b()=S. (), rt. , or S. "(`),
passive of ], v.t. To give, grant, impart, yield, produce,
aord, emit; to lay (eggs); to resign; to pay (a debt, &c.);
to cause, occasion (as pain, &c.); to allow, let, permit

(after an in ected innitive, e.g. jne den); to place, put
(on, or in or into, -me ; e.g. gale-me hth den; pn-me
zahr den); to put (on), apply; to give forth, to raise (a cry
for help, &c.); to close (a door);—s.m. Giving; paying; that
which is to pay, debt, liability, &c.:—den-pn, s.m.
Assets and liabilities, debit and credit, prot and loss;
settling (one's) aairs:—den-len, s.m.=den-len, q.v.s.v.
den:—de-paakn, v.t.=de-mrn, q.v.:—de-jn(-ko), To
leave behind, to leave:—de-den, v.t. To give away (deln); to make over, deliver, consign; to give up, resign,
concede:—de-ln, v.t. To give away, to bestow:—demrn, v.t. To dash down, to dash (against, -par), to
throw; to stamp:—de-marn(with acc.), To leave at death,
to bequeath. (N.B. Not only is the root or the past conj.
part. of denprexed to another verb to intensify or to
modify its meaning, as in de-ln, de-marn, &c.; but the
verb itself is commonly added to the base of another
verb to intensify its sense, e.g. thak-den, 'to tire out';
phe k-den, 'to throw away': it is however frequently
added without aecting the sense of the other verb; and
such a compound is even more common than the simple
verb.)
P  ) dnr [Zend daêna+a. r= war? A. dnr, prob. fr. the
P.; S. "; Gr. {@; Lat. denarius], s.m.f. A coin, a
gold coin, a ducat, a dinar; a weight of gold (about a
drachm and a half; but it is variously stated); a gold
ornament.
H &Y  ) "Rdn-nth, s.m.=dna-nth, q.v.s.v. dna, dn.
H ) °dai t, s.m.=dait, daitya, q.v.
S *) "dnat, vulg. dnt, s.f. = H $ *) dint,
s.f.= S *) "; dnatva, s.m.[Hind ˚t= S. t+ik],
Poverty, indigence, want, distress, wretchedness;
humility, lowliness, meekness.
H $ *) dint, s.f. = S *) " dnat, vulg. dnt,
s.f.= S *) "; dnatva, s.m.[Hind ˚t= S. t+ik],
Poverty, indigence, want, distress, wretchedness;
humility, lowliness, meekness.
S *) "; dnatva, s.m. = S *) " dnat, vulg. dnt,
s.f.= H $ *) dint, s.f.[Hind ˚t= S. t+ik],
Poverty, indigence, want, distress, wretchedness;

humility, lowliness, meekness.
S () hdainik (fr. ), adj. Diurnal, daily (=dain).
S )h"dainik, s.f. A day's hire or wages.
H < ! <) b(Âde -le , b! pden-len, s.m. See s.v. den.
H ) "Mdnau = H  ) "g dnau (Braj); 1˚=den;
2˚=diy(see dnand dn).
H  ) "gdnau = H ) "M dnau (Braj); 1˚=den;
2˚=diy(see dnand dn).
H  ) bgdenau , v.t. (Braj)=den.
H &) "B6dnh, perf. part. (Braj)=diy(see din).
A )dn (fr. dn), adj. Religious; spiritual.
S  ) hBdainya (fr. "), s.m. Poverty, &c. (=dain, and
dnat, qq.v.).
H ) Mdayau, 5 dayo (Braj); 1˚=diy, p.p. of den;—
2˚=daiy;—M diyau, 5 diyo (Braj)=diy(fr. den).
S ) b deva, vulg. dev, and b

deo, b deu (fr. div, 'to

shine,' &c.), s.m. (f. -), A deity, god;—an evil spirit, a
demon (in this sence, com. deocf. P. dev)—a
divine man, a Brhman, a priest (applied as a surname
to Brahmans and to Kyaths); a god among men, a king,
prince;—a husband's brother (cf. devar):—devlay(˚va
+laya), s.m. 'Residence of the gods,' a division of
heaven;—an idol temple, a pagoda:—devhuti(˚va+h˚), s.f.
An oblation to the gods:—devh t(˚va+h˚), adj. Invoking
the gods:—dev-ballabh, s.m. The tree Rottleria
tinctoria(used in dyeing):—deva-bhshitam-iti, Thus spake
the god:—dev-bhavan, s.m. 'Residence of the gods,'
heaven, paradise; a temple; the holy g-tree:—dev-pati,
s.m. 'Lord of the gods,' an epithet of Indra:—dev-path,
s.m. The way of the gods, the celestial path or way, the
rmament, heaven:—dev-p j, s.f. Worship of the gods,
worship of idols, idolatry, paganism:—dev-p jak, s.m. (f. ik), A worshipper of the gods or of idols, an idolater,
pagan:—deo-t (S. deva-ta), s.m. The plant Lu"a fætida;
the grass Andropogon serratus:—dev-taru, s.m. 'Tree of the
gods,' the holy g-tree; the tree of plenty (one of the
trees of Svarg or paradise); the old tree of a village (held
sacred by the villagers), the tree under which (or the
place in which) villagers assemble:—dev-thnor deo-

thn(S. deva-sthna), s.f.m.(?) A place of idols, an idol
temple;—(met.) the rain:—dev-trth, s.m. The part of the
hands sacred to the gods, i.e. the tips of the ngers:—
deo-jn, s.f.=dev-yn:—deva-dru, vulg. deo-dr, s.m. A
species of pine, the cedar, Pinus deodoraor deodr;—(in
Bengal) the tree Uvaria longifolia(=debdr);—(in the
peninsula) the tree Erythrosylon sideroxyloides:—dev-dn,
s.f. A species of creeper (com. called hat-ghosh):—devadatta(f. -), vulg. deo-datt, adj. Given by the gods, godgiven; given to the gods;—s.m. (f. -), Gift of God; a
proper name (= ud-dd):—dev-drish,
s.f. Divine vision;

divine intelligence:—dev-d t, dev-d tak, s.m. Messenger
of the gods, divine envoy, angel:—dev-dhnya, s.m. 'Grain
of the gods,' a kind of grain cultivated in many parts of
Hindstn, Andropogon saccharatus, A.or Holcus
sorghum(=jor):—dev-dhuni, s.f. A name of the Ganges:—
dev-dh p, s.m. A fragrant resin or bdellium used for
incense:—dev-rt, s.m. lit. 'God-given'; the name given to
una-eph after being received into the family of Vivmitra;—name of a king who was the son of Su-ketu and
descendant of Nimi;—name of a king who was the son of
Karambhi;—an epithet of Rj Parikshit;—a sort of
crane:—dev-rj, s.m. Divine ruler, king of the gods, an
epithet of Indra:—dev-rishi,
 devarshi, s.m. A sage or saint
of the class of demi-gods, a divine sage (as Nrad, Atri,
Mari, &c.):—dev-r p(f. -), or dev-r p(f. -in), adj. Of
divine form, god-like:—dev-sabh, s.f. Assembly of the
gods:—deva-sthn, vulg. dev-asthn, s.m.=deo-thn, q.v.:—
deva-sva, s.m. 'Property of the gods,' property applicable
to religious purposes, religious endowments:—dev-kshh,
s.m. A species of pine, Pinus Devadru:—deo-knar, s.m.
Water-cresses:—dev-kardam, s.m. 'Divine paste,' a
fragrant paste of sandal, agallochum, camphor, and
saower:—dev-karm, s.m. Religious act or rite, worship
of the gods, oblation to the gods:—dev-kir, s.f. Name of a
rginor musical mode:—dev-kusum, s.m. 'The ower of
the gods'; cloves:—dev-kun, s.m. A natural spring:—devkany, s.f. A celestial or divine maiden, a nymph:—devgndhr, s.f. One of the Rginsor female personications
of the modes of music:—dev-gyan, s.m. 'Songster of the
gods,' a celestial chorister (=gandharv):—dev-grih,
 s.m.
'House of the gods'; a celestial or planetary sphere;—a

temple, oratory; palace of a king:—dev-giri, or dev-gir, s.f.
One of the Rginsor female personications of the
modes of music (cf. dev-kir):—dev-lat, s.f. Double
jasmine:—dev-lok, vulg. deo-lok, s.m. Heaven, paradise;
the particular sphere or heaven of any divinity; any one
of the seven superior worlds (from the earth to the
highest or Satyalok, in opposition to those below the
earth):—deo-lok-ko sidhrn, To go to paradise, to die:—
dev-ms, s.m. 'The divine month, or month of the gods';
the eighth month of pregnancy:—dev-mn, s.m. The
residence or dwelling of the gods:—deva-ngar, s.m.=devangar, vulg. dev-ngr, s.f. lit. 'The divine city writing'; the
character in which Sanskrit is usually written (also
termed ngar):—dev-nirmit, adj. & s.m. (f. -), God-made,
god-created, natural;—any created or natural object:—
dev-nal, s.m. A kind of reed, Arundo bengalensis(the stem
of which is made into writing pens):—dev-nind, s.f.
Reviling the gods, contemptuous speech in reference to
the gods, blasphemy, indelity, atheism, heresy:—devnindak, s.m. A reviler of the gods, atheist, unbeliever,
heretic:—dev-v, vulg. dev-bn, s.f. Divine voice, voice
from heaven; language of the gods; the Sanskrit
language:—devotthn(˚va+ut˚), vulg. deo-uhn, deo-hn,
s.m. The awaking and rising of Vishnu on the eleventh
of the bright half of Krttik:—devodyn(˚va+ud˚), s.m.
'Grove of the gods,' a sacred grove, a garden near a
temple or consecrated to a deity:—deva-var, s.m. A divine
boon or blessing:—deva-vrit, s.m. A vow or obligation to
any deity:—deva-vriksh,
vulg. deo-br iksh,
s.m. 'The divine


tree'; name of the Mandraand other fabulous trees of
heaven or paradise;—the tree Echites(or Alstonia)
scholaris;—a plant yielding a fragrant resin or bdellium:—
lev-h , adj. Invoking the gods,—s.m. The left ear (which
is turned northwards if the face is directed towards the
east):—dev-h tior hut, s.f. Invocation of a deity; name of
a magical formula with which the gods are invoked;—
name of a daughter of Manu Svayam-bh and wife of
Kardam:—dev-yn, s.m. The car or vehicle of a god:—devyn, s.f. Name of a daughter of Uanas, wife of Yayti
and mother of Yadu and Turvasu:—devaivarya(˚va+ai˚),
s.m. The dominion of the gods:—devendra(˚va+in˚), s.m.
'Chief of the gods,' an epithet of Indra; and of iva.

P ) dev, dv(esp. in comp.), vulg. deo[Pehl. dev; Zend

S  ) b dew, s.f. The plant Hibiscus mutabilis; and

daêva, fr. dv; S. b ], s.m. An evil spirit, devil, demon, an

Marcilea quadrifolia.
H  ) b dew [de(n)+w= Prk.  (=S. ()+], s.m.

evil jinn, a ghost, hobgoblin; a giant, a monster, a huge
fellow or thing:—dev-bd, vulg. deo-bd, s.f. lit. 'A devil's
wind,' a whirlwind, 'a devil':—deo-zd, adj. Demon-born
or begotten:—dev-stn, vulg. deo-stn, s.m. The
habitation of demons:—deo-k-deo, s.m. A perfect giant,
a veritable monster.
S ) h daiv, vulg. dav, adj. (f. -), Of or belonging to a
deity or divinity; coming from the gods, divine, celestial;
—s.m. One of the forms of marriage, the gift of a
daughter at a sacrice to the ociating priest;—a deity,
a celestial being;—a religious oering or rite, an oblation
or oering to the gods;—divine power, destiny, fate,
fortune, chance, accident; the part of the hand sacred to
the gods, i.e. the tips of the ngers:—daiv-gator gati, s.f.
Providential dispensation, sudden misfortune,
unforeseen disaster, accident:—daiva-jna, vulg. daivaggya,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Acquainted with fate, knowing the
destinies of men, foretelling;—an astrologer, fortuneteller; a prophet:—daiv-jnn, vulg. daiv-gyn, s.m.
Knowledge of the destinies of men, supernatural
knowledge:—daiv- int, s.f. Reliance on fate, fatalism:—
daiv- intak, s.m. (f. -ik), An astrologer; a fatalist:—dairsa yog, adj. Connected with a deity, or with fate:—daivkarm, s.m. Oering oblations to the gods, sacricing,
worship of the gods, a religious rite (=dev-karm):—daivgati, daiv-ghan, s.f. Course of destiny, run of fate, an
event for which the gods (rather than men) are
answerable, fortune, lot; misfortune, accident:—daivlekhak, s.m. (f. -ik), An astrologer, a fortune-teller:—daivv, s.f. A voice from heaven, oracle, divine revelation:
—daivodyn, s.m.=devodyn, q.v.s.v. deva, dev:—daiv-yug,
s.m. An age of the gods, cycle of the immortals:—dairyog, s.m. A fortuitous combination, the intervention of
destiny, the occurrence of any unforeseen event,
fortune, chance, accident, contingency:—daiv-yogya, adj.
Worthy of chance or fortune.
H  ) " dw [Prk. " ; S. "+t], s.m. A light, lamp,
&c. (=diy, q.v.):—dw-sal, s.f.=diy-sal, q.v.s.v. diy.
H  ) b dew [S. b t], s.m. A deity, a god (=dev).

Giving, paying, &c.;—a giver (e.g. pn-dew):—dew-lew,
s.m., or dew-le, s.f. Barter, trac, &c. (=den-len, q.v.s.v.
den).
S A ) h daivt (ablat. of h ), adv. By the interposition
of fate, fatally, providentially, by chance, fortuitously,
accidentally.
H  ) " dwr [prob. S. b +!t], s.m. (dialec.) The
god or 'genius loci' under whose special care a village is
placed (and for whom a portion of grain is always set
apart at each harvest).
P  ) dwr (said to be derived, by imla, fr. P. dv, 'a layer
or stratum'+r), s.f. A wall; bridge (of the nose):—dwrbz , s.f. Wing-wall:—dwr bh kn rakht hai, or dwr-ke
bh kn hai (P. dwr ham gosh drad), prov. Walls also have
ears:—dwr--parda, s.f. A curtain wall:—dwr--qahqaha,
s.f. The great wall of China; a very high wall; great
laughter:—dwr-gr, s.f. A bracket;—a wall lamp:—dwrgr, s.f. Tapestry; cloth to adorn a wall, or to protect the
backs of the sitters from the plaster;—a bracket;—dostdwr, s.f. A wall added on to another.
H  ) dwr, s.m. corr. of dwr, 'a wall,' q.v
H  )dwr, s.f.; 1˚=dwr;—2˚=dwlor diwl;—3˚=dwl,
diwlor dul, qq.v.
H   ) " 7dw , s.m.=diyror diy , q.v.
H X  ) h $daivgat, b $ devgat [S. h +$], s.f.
See s.v. daiv.
P  ) dwl, s.f.=dwr, q.v.:—dwl-gr, s.f.=dwr-gr.
H  ) dewl, s.f.=dual, diwl, or diwl, q.v.:—dewl-band,
s.m.=diwl-band.
H  ) b !dewl, s.m.=dewal, and devlay, qq.v.
H  ) b !dewl [dew, q.v.+al= Prk. f5=S. +!t], adj. &
s.m. Giving, liberal, generous (=dn-l); able to give or
pay, solvent;—a giver, a liberal man, &c.
H " ) b !dewl, s.m. 1˚=devlay;—2˚=diwl, qq.v.
H ! )dwl, s.f.=diwlor dul, q.v.
H ! )" !"dwl, b !" dewl, s.f.=diwl, q.v.

S ! )b !devlay, s.m. See s.v. deva, dev.
H ! )b ! dewla, s.f. 1˚=devlay, q.v ;—2˚=dew-le,
q.v.s.v. dew.
H ! ) b .!dewliy, s.m.=diwliy, q.v.
P  ) dwn (said to be orig. dev-n, 'an assembly of kings
or great men'; and prob. fr. Zend dv= S.  ; A. dwn, fr.
the Persian), s.m. A royal court; a tribunal (of justice or
revenue); a council of state, senate, divan; a court or hall
of audience;—a minister, a chief ocer of state; nance
minister, head of the revenue or nancial department; a
secretary; a steward;—a complete series of odes or other
poems by one author running through the whole
alphabet (the rhymes of the rst class terminating in
alif, the second in be, and so on);—the collected writings
of an author:—dwn--al, s.m. A prime minister, a
vazr:—dwn-- , s.m. Privy-council-chamber, cabinet
council:—dwn-- lia, s.m. Accountant-general of the
royal revenue, chancellor of the exchequer:—dwnna, s.m. A tribunal, oce; a hall of audience, hall,
court, chamber, a public room (detached from the
house):—dwn--m , s.m. Public hall of audience.
H  ) dwn, dewn, adj.= ) dwna, q.v.

gods,' an epithet of Indra.
S A ) 10dy ta, vulg. dy t, s.m. Play, gaming, gambling,
playing with dice, &c.:—dy tdhikr(˚ta+adh˚), s.m. Keeper
of a gaming-house:—dy t-p rnim, s.f. The day of full
moon in the month Krttik (Oct.-Nov.), the night of
which is spent in games of chance in honour of Lakshm,
goddess of fortune:—dy t-sabh, s.f., or dy t-samj, s.m.
Assembly of gamblers; gaming-house:—dy t-kr, s.m.
Keeper of a gaming-house; a gambler.
S Y ) b devat, s.f. State or nature of a deity, divinity,
divine character, divine dignity or power;—(in Hind
also) dew-tor deot(cf. daivat), s.m.f. A Hind deity, a
god or goddess, idol or image of a god;—an object of
worship, or which is held sacred, a snake, &c.;—divine
being, holy man, good man, gentleman; (in respectful
address to a religious superior, &c.) 'your Holiness,' 'your
Reverence,' 'your Lordship':—devatntar(˚t+an˚), s.m.f.
Another god;—adv. In the midst of the gods.
S (Y ) 15dyotak, adj. Making clear, showing,
explaining; meaning, signicant, expressive of;—s.m. (in
Gram.) A signicant particle, an inseparable particle.
H <Y ) b dewatin, deotin[S. h +"], s.f. A goddess.

H  ) b dewn, v.t. (prov.)=diln, q.v.

S Y ) b ; devatva, s.m. Divine character, divinity, &c.

H <L ) dwn-pan, s.m. = P J )dwna-g, s.f.=dwna-pan,

(=devat, q.v.).
H  ) " &dwa, b & dewa, b & deo [S. "+P(], s.f.

q.v.
P J )dwna-g, s.f. = H <L ) dwn-pan, s.m.=dwna-pan,
q.v.
P  ) dwna [dv, or dev, q.v.+Zend a. anaor na= S. ],
adj. (f. -), Mad, insane, lunatic; in an ecstasy, frenzied;
inspired:—dwna bann, or karn, or kar-den, v.t. To
make mad, to madden.
H <;  ) dwna-pan [dwna, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

Lamp-stand.
H . ) b _dew-hn, deo-hn[S. b ++TR, rt. TR],
s.f. The eleventh day of the light fortnight of the month
Krttik (Oct.-Nov.), on which the god Vish u awakes
from his sleep of four months.
H  )b &"dew, or deo[dew(=dw= S. ")+= a= Prk.
f=S. & (=)+], s.f. (dialec.), A lamp; a torch.

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Madness, insanity, mania.

S  )b "deva, s.f. A sort of gull, Larus ridibundus.

P  )dwn (rel. n. fr. dwn), adj. Of or appertaining to
a tribunal, belonging to a court (of law), &c.;—s.f. Oce
or jurisdiction of a dwn; ministry, &c.;—a civil court.
S A ) h daivat, adj. Of or relating to a god or to the

A k ) daiy s (fr.
 l) 'to be soft, or easy'), s.m. A wittol, a
tame cuckold; one who winks at the adultery of his wife
or the fornication of his female relations from
interested motives.
S <W ) h daivajna, vulg. daivagya, s.m. See s.v. daiv.

gods, belonging to a deity; divine; s.m. A god, a deity, an
idol of a god; the deities:—daivat-pati, s.m. 'Lord of the

H  ) b deo-dr, = S  ) b I dev-dru,s.m. See s.v.

devaor dev.
S  ) b Idev-dru, = H  ) b  deo-dr,s.m. See s.v.

H ! )" !"dwl, s.f. = H " ) " ! dwl, s.m.[dw= dp,

devaor dev.
S  ) b dewar, s.m. A husband's brother (esp. his

lamp;—dwl, s.f. A socket.
H ! )b !"dewl, s.f.=dwl, q.v.

younger brother).
H  ) b dewr, adj.=debr, q.v.

H ! )b !"dewl [S. b + +], s.f. A sh-scale; scale,

H  )b 4", b " dewrn, or 15" dyorn, or
1M" dyaurn [S. b +"], s.f. Husband's younger
brother's wife.
S  ) b 4devar,
'
b X4 devari (i.e. b +}4), s.m. A
religious rite, oering oblations to the gods, worship of
the gods, any observance due to a deity from a
worshipper.
A K ) daiy s, s.m.=daiy s, q.v.

P  ) dvak (dvor dev, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ; cf. P. dv a),
s.f. The white ant; weevil; moth (cf. dmak).
S  ) b devak, adj. (f. -ik), God-like, divine, celestial;—
s.m. Name of the inhabitants of one of the Varshas or
divisions of the world.
S  ) h daivak, s.m. (f. -ik), An astrologer; an
almanac-maker.
S  ) h daivik, s.f. A female astrologer; an
astrologer's wife.
S  )b "devak, s.f. Daughter of Devak, wife of Vasudev and mother of Krishna:—devak-nandan, s.m.
'Devak's joy,' or 'the son of Devak,' an epithet of
Krishna.
S   ) b "devakya, adj. Belonging or relating to a
divinity; divine, godlike.
H  X )b $""dev-gr, s.f.=dev-gir, q.v.s.v. deva, dev.
H  X ) h daivagya, s.m.=daivajna, q.v.s.v. daiv.
H

) b !dewal [S. b +!(], s.m. An idol temple, a

small temple or pagoda.
S ) b !deval, s.m. An attendant upon an idol.
H " ) " !dwl, s.m. = H ! )" !" dwl, s.f.[dw= dp,
q.v.+Prk. f

and f =S.  or !+t and ], A small

lamp;—dwl, s.f. A socket.

q.v.+Prk. f

and f =S.  or !+t and ], A small

scab, scar, cicatrix.
H ! )b !"dewal [dewal, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small
temple or building made for an idol only, a shrine, an
altar.
H  ) "(d , s.f.=dmak, q.v.
H  ) b dewn, deon, s.m.=donor daun, q.v.:—deonmarw, s.m.=daun-marw, q.v.
H  ) b !deo-nal, ! d -nal, s.m.=dev-nal, q.v.s.v.
devaor dev.
H  ) b "dew-n [Prk. b 4"; S. b "], s.f. A female
deoor demon.
H Y ) 5 5dovotar [S. b +P(?], s.m. Land held free in
the name of Hind deities (ostensibly for the provision
of all the necessaries of divine worship).
S  &Y ) b 5;Rdevotthn, s.m. = ?  ) ) b 51 devodyn,
s.m.See s.v. deva, dev, and cf. deo-hn.
?  ) ) b 51devodyn, s.m. = S  &Y ) b 5;R devotthn,
s.m.See s.v. deva, dev, and cf. deo-hn.
S ? ) h daiva, adj.=daiv, q.v.
H  ) b 6dewhr, deuhr[Prk. b 6(; S. b +$6 +],
s.m. An idol temple.
S  )" dvi, s.m. The blue jay (also written divi).
S  )b "dev, vulg. deb, s.f. A female deity, a goddess;
the wife of a deity, (especially) Durg or Bhawn (wife
of iva);—a queen; the plant Trigonella corniculata(and
several other plants):—dev-pati, s.m. The husband of a
goddess, (especially) an epithet of iva:—dev-koaor -ko,
s.m. The city of Vn, probably 'Davicotta,' on the
Coromandel coast.
H  )h "daiv [S. h , fr. h t], adj. Divine; wonderful
(see daiv);—s.f. An inevitable accident, &c. (=daivgati);—
adv. By chance, &c.; at length (see daivt):—daiv-gati,
s.f.=daivgati, q.v.s.v. daiv.

H ) ) b 
h dewaiy [de(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

S. b +$6( or $6 +], s.m. An idol temple (Hind or Jain).

()++t], s.m. A giver, bestower (=dene-wl).

H 4)b6"dehr, b6 dehri, s.f.=dehl, q.v.

S ) ) h "daivya, adj. Of or relating to the gods or to

S (4) b6dehak, adj. (f. -ik), Of or belonging to the

fate.
S ) ) h daivya, s.m. Divine power or eect, fate, fortune,

body.
S #4)b6!"dehal, vulg. dehl, and b6.! dehali, dehli, s.f.

chance.
P ) dh, s.m.=dih, q.v.

Threshold of a door, the sill or lower part of the wooden
frame of a door; a vestibule, a porch; a raised terrace in
front of a door (see eo h).
S <4) b6 dehin, adj.=deh, q.v.

H ) "6dh, s.f. (old H.)=deh, q.v.
H ) b6deh [Prk. b65; S. b6t], s.f. (but, about Benares, m.,
as in Prk. & S.), The body, the person:—dehtma-vd(˚ha
+t˚), s.m. One who asserts that the body and soul are
one, a materialist:—dehnt(˚ha+an˚), s.m. The end of the
body, i.e. death:—dehntar(˚ha+an˚), s.m. Another body,
another embodied state (in the doctrine of
metempsychosis):—deh-tyg, s.m. 'Resigning or
relinquishing the body,' dying; death, voluntary death:—
deh- yut, part. adj. Separated or detached from the body
(as excrement, or the spirit):—deh durn(-k, or -apn),
To cover the person, conceal (one's) wickedness:—dehdhr, adj. Occupying or assuming a body, embodied,
incarnate:—deh sambhln(apn), To keep up the spirits; to
be rm, to steady oneself, recover oneself:—deh-kshay,
s.m. Decay or wasting of the body, sickness, disease:—
dch-vn, deh-vat, deh-vant, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Furnished
with a body, embodied, corporeal; of or belonging to the
body;—an embodied creature, a living being, a man
(=deh):—deh-ytr, s.f. 'Departure of the body,' dying,
death.
H 4) b6deh [Prk. b6 ; S. b6+t], s.m. A poetical form
of deh, q.v.
P A 4) dht, s.m. = P Y 4)dht, adj.=diht, and diht,
qq.v.
P Y 4)dht, adj. = P A 4) dht, s.m.=diht, and diht,
qq.v.
H 4) b6 dehir (cf. ehrand dahr), s.m. Land ooded
after the rains, marshy land.
H 4) b6dehar = H 4) b6 dehr [Prk. bV( or bV(;
S. b +$6( or $6 +], s.m. An idol temple (Hind or Jain).
H 4) b6dehr = H 4) b6 dehar [Prk. bV( or bV(;

P 4) dha, s.m.=dhor dih, q.v.
P 4)dh, adj.=dih, and diht, qq.v.
H 4)b6"deh [Prk. b6 ; S. 6+t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Having a body, embodied, corporeal; of or belonging to
the body;—a living creature or being, a man (=deh-vn).
H 4)b6"deh [deh, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f.=deh, q.v.
H )"day (dialect.)=d, for di, fem. of diy, p.p. of den.
S  ) bdeya (rt. d), adj. To be given or presented, to be
granted or allowed; t or proper to be given, due; proper
for a gift.

H  fa: The twelfth letter of the Urd or Hindstn
alphabet, and the thirteenth consonant of the Ngar or
Hindi,—the third letter of the a-vargor cerebral class. It
has no corresponding sound or character in the Arabic
and Persian, nor indeed in any European language. It
has something of the sound of the English din drum; but
is properly pronounced by turning back the tongue and
pressing the tip of its under surface against the palate.
In Hind this letter is frequently (when not at the
beginning of a syllable) changed into hard r( ):—a-kr,
s.m. The letter or sound .
H / f b [Prk. f)#5 or )#5; S. #t],
' s.f.m.? Sacricial
grass, kuagrass, Poa cynosuroides;—a kind of grass used in
making ropes (employed in making the bottom of
rps, &c.), Saccharum spontaneumor S.
cylindricum(=bh);—s.m. A green cocoa-nut.
H / f b, s.m. A leather strap or belt, a sword-belt
(cf. ab, abb; dabba, and davl).
H ' 1 f bar [prob. fr. S. f@ t; Prk. f( 5; but cf.

next], s.m. Low or hollow ground where water collects
(=abrand ahr), a marsh, swamp, a pool, puddle, a
small pond, pit, tank:—a vessel for washing the hands in
(syn. ilam ); a water-vessel:—bar-nain, adj. f. 'Saucereyed,' large-eyed;—having eyes that quickly ll with
tears, moist-eyed.
H 1 f bak [S. W+#], s.m. Water just drawn
from a well, fresh water (=abk).
H 1 f bak, s.m. Fear, &c. (=abk, q.v.).
H 1 f#bh [Prk. f)#5; S. #t],
' s.m. Kua grass, &c.
(=b, q.v.).
? 1 f#bh [S.  t], s.m. A forest.
H 1f "b [prob. S.  (rt.  'to cut')+#+], s.f.
(dialec.) A reaper's remuneration or allowance (usually a
tenth of the harvest).
H  f& (fr. -n, q.v.), s.f. Restraining, restraint,
checking, check, snubbing, brow-beating, threatening,
threat, menacing gesture;—a stopper, stopple, cork, plug,
spigot, spike; key-stone (of an arch; cf.  or  th,
 hal,  h, a, anthal):— apa, s.f. Threat,
menacing gesture; attack, assault, charge, rush or gallop
(upon or against; cf. h):— lagn(-me ), To put a
stopple or plug, &c. (in), to plug, &c.
H   f&n [˚= Prk. (), fr.f=S. 9], v.t. To
restrain, curb, check, rein in (a horse, &c.); to chide,
rebuke, threaten, snub, brow-beat; to correct, chastise,
punish;—to stop up, to plug; to ll (as a ilam, &c.), to
stu, cram (=h sn).
H   f©h [Prk. f¯ or ¯ =S. F+t], part.
Burnt;—s.m. (dialec.) Fire.
H  fr [S. f( or ], s.f. Line, row, rank, range,
string (as of deer, birds, &c.):—r-k r, A whole line or
row or string, a whole herd, a whole ock.
H  fr, s.f.=l, q.v.
H J f/rim [Prk. f/(; S. f/(], s.m. The
pomegranate (fruit or tree).
H  frn, v.t.=ln, q.v.
H f"r, s.f.=l, q.v.
H J  f7/ im, s.m.=rim, q.v.

H   fi h [S. (9¸; Prk. ©], s.f. A jaw-tooth, grinder:
— h garm hon, v.n. lit. 'The grinders to be warmed';
the teeth to be whetted or used (on); food to be eaten, to
have a snack:— he mr-kar ron, To gnash the teeth
and weep, to cry aloud or bitterly:— he mrn, To
grind or gnash the teeth (from rage, despair, or grief,
&c.).
H   fi h [Prk. © ; S. (9¸+t], s.m. A large tooth,
tusk, fang; depending root (as of the ba h-tree).
H fi" h [Prk. ©; S. (.9¸, ©], s.f. Beard,
whiskers (=d h):— h pha-krn, To comb or smooth
the beard:— h rakhn, To let the beard grow, to keep a
beard:— h-k ek ek bl karn, To pluck out every single
hair of a beard:— h khason, To pull or pluck out the
beard:— h-mun, adj. Beard-shaven, beardless
(=a h-mun):— h no n(-k) =  h khason.
H 5 fsan (fr. next, q.v.), s.m. Bedding (=asaun;
bi haun).
H  5 fsn [s˚= S.  
( (), caus. of rt.  
( ], v.t.
To make a bed.
H  5 fsn, v.t.= sn, q.v.
H 0 fk [prob. fr. S. W 'quickly,' or v.n. of kn,
q.v.], s.f. Post (for conveyance of letters), the mail;
disposition or relay of horses, or runners, or
plkbearers along a road (for conveyance of the post or
travellers); travelling by post; a post-oce:—k bihn(k) = k lagn, q.v.:—k-bahang, s.f. Parcel-post:—kpiyda, s.m.=k-wl, q.v.:—k- auk, s.f. A post station, a
station or stage at which a relay (of horses, or runners,
&c.) is posted (for conveyance of the mail, or travellers):
—k- na, s.m. Post-oce:—k-k ar , s.m. Expenses
incurred in travelling by post; postal charges; postage:—
k-k gho , s.m. A horse used for a kor relay; (g.) a
worn-out horse;—a fast walker:—k-g , s.f. Mail-cart;
mail-train; a carriage used in travelling by k:—k-ghar,
s.m. Post-oce:—k lagn(-k), To post relays (of
horses, or runners, or plkbearers):—k lagn, v.n. A
post to be organized; a kor relay (of horses, &c.) to be
laid:—k-ma l, s.m. Postal charges, postage:—k-me
ih lnor lagn, To post a letter:—k-wl, s.m.

Postman; letter carrier, runner:—k-o-k, adv. In the
manner of the post, postingly, post-haste, without
stopping on the way.
H 0 fk [prob. S. 6t; rt. 6O; cf. ahn], s.m. A

v.n. To vomit;—to call out, bawl, shout, vociferate, roar,
bellow (cf. akrn, and da kn).
H  Gf"kin [Prk. f.=4", f4"; S. f",

piece of gold or silver leaf, &c. placed under a gem (in a
ring) to heighten its brilliance, a foil; a coloured
substance placed under glass to form a mock gem
(= k).
H 0 fk [Prk. f.= ; S. (9¸"+t], s.m. The husband

witch whose evil eye causes children to pine and die
(and who is believed to consume their livers);—(met.) a
termagant, a shrew.
H G f{k [Prk. f=j , f=j; S. (9+t], s.m. One of a

of a kin, q.v.; a wizard, sorcerer.
H 0 fk (fr. k-n, q.v.), s.f. Continual vomiting;—
calling out, shouting, &c.; bidding (at an auction):—k
boln, To bid (at an auction):—k-nlm, s.m. Auctionsale.
H G fk [Prk. f= or f=(; S. 9+t or ], s.m.
Robbery, gang-robbery; an attack by a band of robbers;
a band or gang of robbers:—k pa n, v.n. An attack to
be made by robbers or 'dacoits,' 'dacoits' to fall (upon):—
k en, k ln, To commit 'dacoity' or robbery in
gangs:—k-zan, s.f. 'Dacoity,' highway-robbery
(=akait).
H ' # G f&kar (fr. the English), s.m. A doctor,
physician.
H ' # Gf&"kar, s.f. The medical profession.
H ' G fkar, s.f. = H ' G f kr, s.m.[Prk. f=f"
and =ff ; S. 9+, and  +t], A strong, rich, clayey
soil (regarded as the best, or second best, quality of soil;
but requiring much ram to saturate it suciently for
sowing).
H ' G fkr, s.m. = H ' G f kar, s.f.[Prk. f=f"
and =ff ; S. 9+, and  +t], A strong, rich, clayey
soil (regarded as the best, or second best, quality of soil;
but requiring much ram to saturate it suciently for
sowing).
H G fkin [fem. of kiya; -in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f.
A female robber; the wife of a 'dacoit' or robber;—a
postman's wife.
H G fkin, s.f.=kin, q.v.
H  G fkn [k˚= S. + /+>; cf. okn, o kn],

(.9¸4"], s.f. A kind of female demon, a female imp, a

gang of robbers, a 'dacoit,' robber, highwayman,
freebooter, pirate (=akait; syn. ba-p ).
H G f"k [Prk. f.= ; S. (9¸"+t], adj. & s.m.
Gluttonous, voracious;—a glutton.
H ) G fkiy [k, 'the post'+Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], s.m. Postman (=k-wl, q.v.).
H ) G fkiy (i.q. k), s.m.=k , q.v.
H ) G f»kait, s.m.=akait, q.v.
H  ) Gf»"kait, s.f.=akait, q.v.
H  f!l [Prk. !"; S. "], s.f. A branch, bough; a
basket (made of twigs, or split bamboos) used to throw
up water from ponds, &c. for irrigation (cf. all);
irrigation of land by throwing up water from a pond, &c.;
—blade (of a sword, or knife, &c., to which the handle is
not attached):—l-k pakk, adj. (f. -), Ripened on the
bough or tree:—l-k  , adj. (f. -), 'Plucked from the
branch'; fresh; ne, excellent:—ek l, adj. Of one piece,
without seam or joining.
H  f!l [Ap. Prk. f!(, Prk. ! ; S. +t], s.m.
A large branch;—a litter, &c. (see all).
H , f.!/lim [Prk. & S. .!/(, f/(], s.m. The
pomegranate (= im).
H   f!ln [l˚= Prk. f() or f()=S. (),
caus. of rt. ], v.t. To throw, ing, cast, hurl, drop; to
produce or have an abortion of; to shed, pour, inject; to
vomit; to place or lay (before), to submit, to present; to
lay (on), to put or throw (on, as a garment, &c.); to keep
(as a mistress), to put aside; to push; to set; to shake; to
scatter, to sow broadcast; to sow (discord, &c.); to thrust;
to destroy; to protrude; to involve; to cause, occasion,
produce, excite: (lnannexed to the base of another

verb, is used to form intensives, e.g. to -ln, 'To break
to pieces'; de-ln, 'To give away'; kh-ln, 'To eat up
the whole'):—l-jn(with acc.), To throw down and go,
to leave behind; to throw away; to leave, abandon,
desert:—l-en, v.t. (intens.), To throw down or away,
&c., see ln:—l-rakhn, v.t. To put away, lay aside; to
detain:—l-len, v.t.=lnand l-den.
H f!"l [Prk. f.!? .!; S. +], s.f. A
branch, a small branch; a twig;— a basket (to hold
owers or fruit); a basket of fruit, &c.; a present of fruit,
sweetmeats, &c. (brought on a tray; cf. alakamor
allakam).
H )  f.!liy [l, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.

minutes;—an oar; the back-bone; a line;—punishment,
amercement, ne, forfeit; retaliation, revenge;—high
land (not culturable for lack of water; hence), sterile
land:—  bharn, To pay a ne, undergo a penalty or
punishment, to suer:— -dhurr, s.m. Village
boundary:—  lagn, To ply an oar, to row:— 
len(-se), To take a ne (from), to ne, amerce, punish;
to take revenge, to retaliate:—  mrn=   lagn,
q.v.
H [ fef, f[f   [Prk. (f±; S. eft], s.m.

The man who throws up water with the lor basket.
H    f/f5!m-ol, adj. corr. of  w -ol, q.v.

Boundary line, eld-boundary, landmark; raised ground,
a ridge (of earth); a path, a road:— -me , s.m.
Frontier-boundary, or a boundary road, between two
estates;—bar (of a harbour);—alliance, friendship.
H [ f[f n [ ˚= Prk. (7() or (7<(=S. ef(),

H Z  f/m , s.m.=au j, q.v.

rt. ef], v.t. To punish, ne, amerce; to pay o, take

H '  f/mar [Prk. f( 5; S. f@ t], s.m. Dammar,

revenge on, retaliate on (e.g. ule or kowle  e).
H [fef", f[f"   [Prk. (f =S. ef+t (+t)],

resin (esp., in commerce, the resin of the sltree); pitch;
a torch;—an object causing surprise.
H " f[& , s.f. Rebuke; threat, &c. (=, q.v.):— -

s.m. An oarsman, a rower.
H [fef", f[f"   [Prk. (f=S. ef+], s.f. The

H #  f[_ h, s.f. [S. ef"], = H (#  f[_!  hal, s.m.

beam of a pair of scales;—a carpet swung on a pole and
carried on the shoulders of two men (used for the
conveyance of residents in the hills, and called in
English 'a dandy').
H   f[7 , = H   f[7  ,s.m.=n, q.v.

[S. ef+!t], = H # f[_"  h, s.f. [S. ef+], Pedicle,

H   f[7 , = H   f[7  ,s.m.=n, q.v.

petiole, foot-stalk, stem, stalk, culm; straw, stubble,
refuse of a harvest- oor; a knot in a stalk (of grain, &c.).
H (#  f[_! hal, s.m. [S. ef+!t], = H #  f[_  h,

H   f[7 , s.m.=n, q.v.

apa= -apa, q.v.
H " f[& , s.f.=t; and  h, a h, qq.v.
H  #  f[& n, v.t.=n, q.v.

s.f. [S. ef"], = H # f[_"  h, s.f. [S. ef+], Pedicle,
petiole, foot-stalk, stem, stalk, culm; straw, stubble,
refuse of a harvest- oor; a knot in a stalk (of grain, &c.).
H # f[_" h, s.f. [S. ef+], = H #  f[_  h, s.f.
[S. ef"], = H (#  f[_!  hal, s.m. [S. ef+!t], Pedicle,

H  f[7" , s.f.= , q.v.
H *  f[ s [S. (8t], s.m. Sting (of a reptile);—a gnat,
a large musquito; a gad- y.
H  < f[ sn, v.t.=asn, and sn, qq.v.
H  f[ k, s.f. The post or mail, &c. (=k, q.v.).
H  f[ k, s.m. Foil (of a gem), &c. (=k, q.v.).
H  f[ k, s.m.=ank, q.v.

petiole, foot-stalk, stem, stalk, culm; straw, stubble,
refuse of a harvest- oor; a knot in a stalk (of grain, &c.).
H [ f[f, fef   [Prk. (f5; S. eft], s.m. A stick, sta,

H  f[ k, s.m.=k, q.v.

cudgel, pole; a measure of length, a pole of four to six
cubits; a particular measure of time, about twenty-four

H  f[{ k , s.m.=k , q.v.

H   f[d kn, v.n.=kn, q.v.
H f[" k, adj. & s.m.=k, q.v.

H $ f[$ g [prob. S. ef or ef], s.f. A stick,

H    f f5!w-ol, = H  [  f [f5! w -

club;—ridge or summit of a hill or mountain; hilly and
wild tract of country, high land (see  ).
H ' % f[$ gar = H ' % f[$  gr [ g, q.v.+Prk.

ol,adj.= w -ol, q.v.
H  [  f [f5!w -ol, = H    f f5! w-

f5 and f ; S. + and +t], adj. Lean, thin, half-

ol,adj.= w -ol, q.v.
H   f war, s.m.=bar, q.v.
H 2 f6h [Prk. f65 or 65; S. 6t, rt. 6O;—or fr.

starved;—s.m. A starveling; a lean beast; a beast, horned
cattle;—blossoming or owering stem of radishes or
mustard;—(dialec.) the plant producing the dark green
pumpkin, and its fruit (cf. S. a gar, and  gar).
H ' % f[$ gr = H ' % f[$  gar [ g, q.v.+Prk.

hn, q.v.], s.f. Burning, rage, heart-burning, jealousy,
envy, malice, spite, rancour:—h khn, To be jealous, or
envious, &c.
S   fzhuk, s.m. A gallinule.

f5 and f ; S. + and +t], adj. Lean, thin, half-

H   f6hn [h˚= Prk. f6() or fÇ(), fr. f6=S.

starved;—s.m. A starveling; a lean beast; a beast, horned
cattle;—blossoming or owering stem of radishes or
mustard;—(dialec.) the plant producing the dark green
pumpkin, and its fruit (cf. S. a gar, and  gar).
H   f[ f5! w-ol, adj. = H   f[ f5!"  w-

6], v.n. To be hot, to burn; to burn with rage or envy,

ol, s.f.see  w -ol, and  w -ol.
H   f[ f5!" w-ol, s.f. = H   f[ f5!  wol, adj.see  w -ol, and  w -ol.
H   f[ f5! wr-ol, adj.= w -ol, q.v.
H . f[ [ w , adj.=w , q.v.
H  [ f[ [f5! w -ol [S.   (rt.  )+5!t], adj.
Wandering without house or home, errant; unsettled,
uneasy, restless, distressed (in mind); ruined, lost,
destitute;—s.m. A running or hurrying to and fro; a
convulsion (as of an earthquake, &c.):— -w -ol
phirn, v.n. To go wandering about, to be unsettled, &c.
H  [f[ [f5!" w -ol [˚ol= S. 5!+], s.f. The
wandering about without house or home, unsettled or
restless state; state of destitution.
H   f[ ~ wr [a w˚= w˚= b(n), q.v.+r= ar= Prk.
f=S. + = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. A tiger's cub or
whelp.
H   f o, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚=do;—2˚=h; qq.v.
H   f w = H .  f [ w (=bw ), adj. (dialec.)
Left (hand or side).
H .  f [w = H   f  w (=bw ), adj. (dialec.)
Left (hand or side).

&c., to be malicious, or spiteful; to be heated or fused (as
metals).
H f6"h [Prk. f6 ; S. 6"+t], adj. & s.m. (f. in), Jealous, envious, malicious, spiteful, rancorous;—a
malicious person, &c.
H 7 fyan, f yin, f i , f ( e (i.q.
kinor kin, q.v.), s.f. A female goblin, a witch, an old
hag who is reputed to have an evil eye; an ugly old
woman.
H / f ab [Ap. Prk. f ,, Prk. /5; S. /t; cf. dbn,
dabn], s.m. Strength, power, authority, grasp.
H / f ab [S.  't or t; cf. dabba; dab-gar; dawl], s.m.
Leather (of which oil-pots, scales, spoons, &c. are made);
a pouch or pocket;—the nape of the neck:—ab karn, v.t.
To pocket, to stow away;—ab-gar, s.m. One who makes
leathern scales, &c., (=dab-gar), a worker in leather.
H 1 f) abb [abb= ab, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
leathern vessel (for holding oil, gh, &c.; syn. kupp); a
leather box; a soldier's pouch, cartridge-box;—(g.) the
chest:—abb-dawl, s.f. Cartridge-box and belt:—abbek marz, Disease of the chest.
H 1 f) ibb, (local) f)  dabb (q.v., and cf. P. dabba),
s.m. A box (generally, a round wooden box, for keeping
scents, or jewels, &c. in), a casket (syn. ba); a
cartridge-box.
H 1 f) ibb, s.m. The left hand (cf. debr).

H 1 f, ubn [caus. of  bn; ub˚=  b(n)+= w=

H  1 f abakn (see dabakn), v.n. To shine, glitter,

Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cause to sink, to

twinkle.
H 1 f, "ubk [prob.  b, fr.  bn+S. >], s.f. Dip, dive,

sink, dip, immerse, submerge, drown, ood; to lose,
waste, exhaust, sacrice, ruin, destroy, demolish:—ubden, v.t. intens. of and=ubn.
H  1 f, ub , f,  ubo [ub(n)+uor o= Prk.
 =( S. ()(], adj. Enough to drown, deep, out of a
man's depth.
H  1 f,  ubo (i.q. ub ), s.m. Drowning, sinking,
immersion.
H 1[1 f f ababn (by redupl. of ab˚, prob. a dial.
var. of ub˚=  b, see  bn), v.n. lit. 'To be brimful, to be
over owing (in which sense it is locally used); to be lled
or suused
with tears (the eyes), to be over owing with tears:—
 khe (or  s ) ababn, The eyes to be lled with
tears, to be ready to shed tears.
H ' 1 f abr, s.m. Marshy land, a eld under water, a
pool, puddle, &c. (=bar, q.v.):—abr-ahr, s.m. A hole
or pit of water, a puddle, &c.
H ' 1f "abr (see bar), s.f. An earthen water-vessel,
a cup, bowl.
H ' 1f "abr s.f. Division of prots among a village

plunge; sound made by a plunge (into water); gurgling:—
ubk den(-ko), To dip, to immerse, submerge; to dive:—
ubk khn, v.n. To be dipped;—to dive (=next):—ubk
lagn, ubk mrn, To dive, plunge, sink.
H (1 f !abal (fr. Eng. 'double'), s.m. The pais, or the
rupee, made current by the English Government.
H  1 f, ubn, v.n.= bn, q.v.
H 1 f) 0 abb = H 1 f 
, abu [S.  '+t], s.m. A
large spoon, a ladle.
H 1 f 
, abu = H 1 f) 0 abb [S.  '+t], s.m. A
large spoon, a ladle.
H 1 f, ubwn (double caus. of  bn), v.t. To
cause to be sunk, or submerged, or drowned, &c., to
have or get dipped, or sunk, &c. (see  bn, and ubn).
H 1 C 5ubon, f 5 abon, v.t.=ubwn= ubn,
q.v.:—ubo-den, v.t. intens. of and=ubon.
H 1 f,#ubh [ b˚+S. +t], s.m. A small kind of
water-pot.
H  7[1 f#f<#abhebh (see abr, bar), adj. & s.m.

community according to their respective shares.
H 7' 1 f ibariy, f  abariy (cf. debr, ibb),

Full of holes and hollows, rugged, uneven (ground);—
uneven ground.
H ' 1f,#"ubhr, s.f. A paste made of mahu(q.v.).

adj. & s.m. Left-handed;—a left-handed person.
H  1 f 7ab , s.m.=abr, q.v.

H 1f) "ibb, f " ib, (local) f) " abb, f " ab

H * 1 f abas, s.m. Provisions for a journey by water,
sea-stock; stores, stock.
H <1 f, "ubs (ub˚, fr.  b(n)+s, fem. of s, 'like,'
q.v.), s.f. Inundated land, land liable to be ooded.
H 1 f, ubak, f, 
, ubuk, s.f.=ubk, q.v.
H 1 f abk (cf. dabakn, abo), s.m. Fear,
apprehension, dread, awe.
H 1 f abk, s.m.=bak, q.v.:—abke-k pn, s.m.

(dim. of ibbor abb; see ibiy), s.f. A small box or
case, a small casket; (local) a seed; a germ.
H 1f,) "ubb [ b(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+], s.f.
Diving, a dive (=ubk):—ubb mrn, To dive:—ubbmrne-wl, s.m. One who dives, a diver:—pan-ubb, s.f.
The diver; a water-fowl.
H ) 1 f ibiy = H .) 1 f [ ibiy [dim. of ibb; iy= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A tiny box or casket;—a small

Idem.
H 1 f abk (prob. ab, 'a leathern bag or box'+k,

portion of grain given at harvest-time to inferior village
servants.
H .) 1 f [ibiy = H ) 1 f  ibiy [dim. of ibb; -

gen. a.), adj. Fat, corpulent, large (cf. app ).

iy= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A tiny box or casket;—a small

portion of grain given at harvest-time to inferior village
servants.
H A fap, s.m. 1˚=ab, 'leather,' &c.;—2˚=aph, qq.v.

rein in, stop, check, make stationary, &c. (see an, and
n).
H   f&an (fr. the trans. n, q.v.), v.n. To be

H ? f!"apl, s.m.=aphl, q.v.

restrained, be checked; to stop, stand still, be or become
stationary; to halt, stay, remain: to be or become xed
or rm; to last, endure; to be settled or agreed on; to be
determined or resolved.
H   f&in = ihn, q.v.

H # ? f,upa, s.m. corr. of du-pa, q.v.s.v. do, 'two.'
H # ? f&aptn (caus. of apan), v.t. To ride or
gallop hard; to urge (a horse) impetuously (against, -par),
to charge with impetuosity (a horseman).
H  # ? f&apan [i.q. au n, q.v.; apa= Prk. dim. n.
 f], v.n. To run, rush, gallop; to call out, shout, bawl;—
v.t. To shout at, challenge, rebuke, menace; to urge (a
horse); to rush at, spring upon, attack, assault.
H # ? f&"ip (corr. of the English), s.m. Deputy (used
chie y in comp., e.g. ip-kalekar, ip-majisre, &c.).
H ' ? fapr [daf, q.v.+r= ar= Prk. f =S. ++t],

H  f_ah, s.m. A stalk, &c. (= h, anh, &c.).
H   f_ihn (fr. the trans. thn, q.v.), v.n. To be
seen, be or become visible, to appear; to seem;—
v.t.=hn, q.v.
H )  f_ihiyr [Prk. "+! ; S. .9+!+t],
adj. (f. -), Possessed of sight, seeing; not blind.
H G f,fuk, s.m. A kind of disease in the rice-plant.
H   ff5aor, s.m. corr. of hanhor, q.v.

s.m.=aphl, q.v.
H ? fapk, s.m.=abk, q.v.:—apke-k pn, Idem.

H )  f¯ihiy, ihy, f© ihiy, ihy= H 7

H ? fQ0app [Prk. fQ ; S. @+t, rt. f@, prob.

f§ iiy, iy, ff iiya, iy[S. .9+], s.f.

fr. ], s.m. A large or huge object; a big, fat man; a

(dialec.) Longing or eager look, covetous eyes;
covetousness, greediness:—iy lagnor lage-rahn(par), To x eager or covetous eyes (on), look covetously
(at), to covet, to be greedy, to be insatiable.
H 7 f§iiy, iy, ff iiya, iy= H ) 

monster.
H ? f5!apol [Prk. fQ!5 or Q!5; S. f or f@
(prob. for )+ !t], adj. Big, large, huge, monstrous,
&c.:—apol-sankh, adj. & s.m. lit. A huge conch-shell;
making a great noise but eecting nothing, promising
much and performing nothing;—one who talks loud but
does nothing, &c.
H ? fvaph (corr. of daf, q.v.), s.m. A tambourine.
H ? fvaphrn (aph+caus. a. r= l;+n), v.n. To
make a great noise, to cry aloud or bitterly, to blubber,
to roar.
H ?fv!"aphl, s.m. A tambourine player, a
drummer, &c. (=dafl);—(met.) a chatterer.
H ;:? fvj!aphul, fv! aphl [daf, q.v.+Prk. ! =S.
!+t], s.m. A kind of tambourine or tabor.
H  fa [S. ef+t], s.m. A stopper, stopple, cork,
plug, spigot (=); a fence.
H  f&an (caus. of next), v.t. To restrain, curb,

f¯ ihiy, ihy, f© ihiy, ihy[S. .9+],
s.f. (dialec.) Longing or eager look, covetous eyes;
covetousness, greediness:—iy lagnor lage-rahn(par), To x eager or covetous eyes (on), look covetously
(at), to covet, to be greedy, to be insatiable.
H  far [Prk. f5 or 5; S. t], s.m.f (?), Fear,
apprehension, alarm, dread, awe:—ar-pok, ar-pokn(S.
ara+posha, and poshaam), adj. & s.m. 'Entertaining fear,'
timid, &c. (=ark);—a timid person; a coward: — ardikh-ke, adv. By intimidation; — ar dikhn, v.t. To
frighten, put in dread (of, -k), to intimidate, to scare:—
r-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = ar-pokn, q.v.
H 0 fark [ar, q.v.+k= Prk.  5=S. t (pi,
caus. aug.+aka)], = H  f!0 arl [ar, q.v.+Prk. !0=S.
!,+t], adj. & s.m. Fearful, apprehensive, timorous,

timid;—a timid person; a coward, dastard.
H  f!0arl [ar, q.v.+Prk. !0=S. !,+t], = H 0
f ark [ar, q.v.+k = Prk.  5=S. t (pi, caus.
aug.+aka)],adj. & s.m. Fearful, apprehensive, timorous,
timid;—a timid person; a coward, dastard.
H  farn (caus. of arn), v.t. To caus. to fear, to
make (one) afraid, to frighten, alarm, terrify, scare,
intimidate, threaten, daunt, deter;—adj. (f. -), Causing
fear or dread, fearful, frightful, dreadful, terrifying,
terrible, formidable, tremendous;
intimidating, threatening, deterrent:—ar-en,
v.t.=arn.
H   far [ar, q.v.+u= o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],

  =S. ()++t], adj. & s.m. Fearful, timid,
shy; cowardly;—a timid or shy person; a coward (=arl ).
H 7  f6arhy = H 7  f h arwaiy [ar(n)+Prk.
  =S. ()++t], adj. & s.m. Fearful, timid,
shy; cowardly;—a timid or shy person; a coward (=arl ).
H 7 f,uriyn [or, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To lead
about with a rope or string (as a horse, &c.), to lead in
hand:—uriy-len, v.t. Idem.
H <a   fi/,efa h-mun [ h, q.v.+mun= S. /,.ef
+t], adj. Having the beard cropped, beard-sbaven,
beardless.
H )  fi!a hiyl = H ()  fi! a hiyal [ h, q.v.

adj.=arnor aron, q.v.
H   f arw [ar+w= Prk.  (=S. ()+],

+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. Having a beard, bearded;

s.m. Frightening, intimidation; threat.
H   f arwn, aron, v.t. & adj. (f. -) = arn,

having a long beard.
H ()  fi!a hiyal = H )  fi! a hiyl [ h, q.v.

q.v.
H A farap (fr. next), adj. Afraid, apprehensive.

+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. Having a beard, bearded;

H  ? farapn, v.n. To fear, be afraid, &c. (=arn,
q.v.).
H 9 fart (imperf. part. of arn), part. adj. Fearing,
fearful, apprehensive:—arte rahn(-se), To be ever afraid
or apprehensive (of), to be constantly timid or cautious.
H G f=arakk [ar+akk= Prk.  =S. ++t], s.m.

having a long beard.
H 4 fas [S. 8], s.f.m.(?) The string by which scales
are suspended or held in the hand;—the threads of the
warp at the end of a piece of cloth which are left
unwoven; the end of a piece of cloth.
H 5 fasn (=sn), v.t. To make a bed.
H * -5 ismis (fr. the English), part. Dismissed (military

(dialec.) Alarm, fright, terror.
H ' G far-kar = H  G f? ar-ke (past. conj. part. of

and law term):—ismis ho-jn, v.n. To be dismissed.
H  5 fasn [as˚= Prk. f() or f(()=S. (8(), rt.

arn), adv. In fear, in alarm, through dread, timidly,
terried.
H  G f?ar-ke = H ' G f ar-kar (past. conj. part. of

(8 or (), rt. ], v.t. To bite, to sting (as a

arn), adv. In fear, in alarm, through dread, timidly,
terried.
H  farn [ar˚= Prk. f(), fr. f=S. ], v.n. To be

bed.
H ` fvaf, s.m.=aph, daf, q.v.

afraid (of, -se), be frightened (by, -se), be daunted; to
fear, dread (with abl. case):—ar-jn, v.n.=arn.
H   fMaraun, &5 aron, adj.=aronor arn,

H E afl, = H Z Eafl ,s.m.=dafl, q.v.

q.v.;—s.m. A timid person; a coward.
H 7  f harwaiy = H 7  f6 arhy [ar(n)+Prk.

venomous animal).
H 5 fMasaun (i.q. aswn= asn), s.m. Bedding,

H Z Eafl , = H E afl,s.m.=dafl, q.v.
H ;:E fv!a, s.m. = H + Efv!" a, s.f. (dim.)=aphl,
q.v.
H + Efv!"a, s.f. (dim.) = H ;:E fv! a, s.m.=aphl,
q.v.

H 0 fak, s.m.=a k, q.v.

+,Pt and ,P+t], s.m. A caste of Hinds descended

H 0 f,uk (cf. huk-n; hok-n), s.m. A blow with the

from a Brhmin on the father's and a gwlinon the
mother's side (they subsist on alms asked on Saturdays,
and are skilled in astrology and fortune-telling, &c.); an
individual of this caste.
H ) 9G fMakautiy = H CG fM akaut [prob. S. d

st:—uk--uk, or ukkam-ukk, s.m. Mutual sticung,
boxing.
H G fakr (fr. akrn, q.v.), s.f. A belch, eructation;
—roaring, roar (of a tiger, &c.); bellowing, lowing (of an
ox):—akr len, To belch:—dakr na-len, 'Not to belch,' to
make no noise, give or make no sign, to keep one's own
counsel, not to betray oneself.
H G fakrn [akr˚= S.  , rt. $ with ], v.n.
'To belch'; to roar, bellow, low, make a loud noise;—v.t.
To take down with a noise, to gulp down, to swallow; to
embezzle:—akr-baihn, akr-jn(with acc.), To
swallow up; to embezzle, make away with,
misappropriate.
H ' GG[G ffakakkar = H  GG[G ff? akakke
(past. conj. part. of next), adv. With loud or large gulps,
in great draughts:—akakke pn, v.t. To drink with loud
gulps, or in large draughts.
H  GG[G ff?akakke = H ' GG[G ff akakkar
(past. conj. part. of next), adv. With loud or large gulps,
in great draughts:—akakke pn, v.t. To drink with loud
gulps, or in large draughts.
H G[G ffakakn (by redupl. of ak; see akr;
and cf. hokn), v.n. To make a noise in swallowing, to
take large or loud gulps; to drink great draughts.
H G[G ffakakn, v.n.=agagn, q.v.
H ' G f,=ukkar, f, ukar [Prk. C=(; S. C3+(], s.m.
(f. -), A hog, boar (syn. s ar).
H ' G fakr [prob. fr. S. (8;+r= Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m. Venom, poison; a kind of medicament or drug.
H ' G fakrn (=akrn, q.v.), v.n. To make a loud
noise, to roar, bellow, low (as an ox); to cry aloud or
bitterly.
H 7' G f,ukariy (dim. of okr, q.v.), s.f. An old or
decrepit woman:—ukariy-purn, s.m. A tradition or
custom of, or relating to, old women; an old woman's
tale.
H CG fMakaut = H ) 9G fM akautiy [prob. S. d

+,Pt and ,P+t], s.m. A caste of Hinds descended
from a Brhmin on the father's and a gwlinon the
mother's side (they subsist on alms asked on Saturdays,
and are skilled in astrology and fortune-telling, &c.); an
individual of this caste.
H Gf5"akor [akor a k, q.v.+Prk. .!=S. !
+], s.f. (dialec.), A wasp; a hornet.
H Gf="ikk, s.f. Attack, onset; butting with the horns
(as an animal).
H ) G f,ukiyn (fr. ak, q.v.), v.t. To give (one) a
blow, to thump, beat (with the st).
H ) G f»akait [k, q.v.+ait= it= Prk.
\5=(5=Õ5=S. , the term. of the pres. part.
with the caus. aug. pi], s.m. One of a gang of robbers, a
'dacoit,' robber, brigand, highwayman, pirate (=k ).
H  ) Gf»"akait [the preceding+= Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Gang-robbery, 'dacoity,' highway-robbery, robbery,
piracy.
H @ f$ag, f$ ig (see ign), s.f. Pace, step, stride (also
written he g, deg):—ag bharn, ag dharn, v.n. To step,
step out, stride.
H = fF$agg [ag, q.v.+S. a. +t], s.m. lit. 'Taking
long strides,' or 'having long legs'; longshanks; a horse,
&c. that takes long steps or strides, a lean long-legged
horse, a Rosinante (also written hagg; cf. he k).
H = f$igrn (caus. of igarnor agarn), v.t. To
cause to go away, to send or drive away.
H = f$ign (caus. of ign), v.t. To cause to shake
or move, to cause to slip, or stumble, or fall, or swerve
(from), or relapse, &c.; to shake (as faith, loyalty, &c.), to
loosen, to render unsteady or unstable; to displace,
dislocate.

H @[= f$f$ag-ag (by redupl. of ag; see ign) adj. &
s.m. Shaking, tottering, trembling, &c. (=ag-mag; and
agmagha, qq.v.).
H ' G=[= f$f$agagkar, = H  G=[= f$f$?
agagke,= H =>= f$f$ agagn,See akdakkar,
and dakdakn.
H  G=[= f$f$?agagke, = H ' G=[= f$f$
agagkar,= H =>= f$f$ agagn,See akdakkar,
and dakdakn.
H =>= f$f$agagn, = H ' G=[= f$f$

our, &c., and also to winnow with).
H ' = f$agrn (caus. of agarn), v.t. To put in
motion, to propel, to roll.
H ' = f$agarn, f$ igarn (see agar; and ag),
v.n. To go or walk along a road, to travel, to roam; to go
away, take one's departure, be o; to roll; to totter:—
igar-jn, v.n. To go away, &c. (=igarn):—agar-agar
karn, v.n. To totter along, to walk with tottering steps;
to roll.
H ' = f$agarn, s.m. (local), A pole on which a load is

agagkar,= H  G=[= f$f$? agagke,See akdakkar,

suspended.
H ' =f$"agr, s.f. dim. of dagr, q.v.

and dakdakn.
H =[= f$f$agagn (see agag), v.n. To shake,

H ' =igr (corr. of the English), s.f. A degree;—decree:—

totter, &c. (=agmagn, q.v.).
H =[= f$f$agagn, f,$f,$ ugugn, v.n. To
burn brightly, &c. (=dhakdhakn, q.v.).
H =[= f,$f,$ugugn (cf. dhukdhukn), v.n. To be
beaten, to sound (as a drum or ugug, q.v.).
H =[=f,$f,$"ugug (cf. dhukdhuk; and dundubh), s.f. A
small kettle-drum (used in making proclamations, and
by jugglers, &c.); proclamation by drum:—ugug bajn,
To play the ugug; to proclaim by beat of drum
(=ugug pn):—ugug pin, v.n. The drum to be
sounded, proclamation to be made by drum:—ugug
pn, To proclaim by drum, to make public.
H ' = f$agar, s.f. = H ' = f$ agr, s.m.(fr. ag, q.v.),
Highway, way, road, path, track; a wide path between
elds (for the passage of cattle, &c.):—agar batn(-ko),
To show or point out the road, to direct, to guide:—aur
agar aln, 'To take another road or path'; to mislead,
deceive, trick, cheat.
H ' = f$agr, s.m. = H ' = f$ agar, s.f.(fr. ag, q.v.),
Highway, way, road, path, track; a wide path between
elds (for the passage of cattle, &c.):—agar batn(-ko),
To show or point out the road, to direct, to guide:—aur
agar aln, 'To take another road or path'; to mislead,
deceive, trick, cheat.
H ' = f$agr (fr. agrn), s.m. A round-bottomed
basket or tray (made of split bamboo; used to hold rice,

igr ijml, s.f. Joint decree:—igr pn, To obtain a
decree:—igr jr karn, To issue a decree, to enforce a
decree, to take out execution:—igr il karn= igr pn:
—igr-dr, s.m. Decree-holder, one who takes out a
decree, the person in whose favour judgment has been
given:—igr den, igr karn, To grant a decree, to
decree, adjudge, award.
H C7' = igriyt, s.f. pl. (of igr), Degrees;—decrees.
H $-= f$/$agmag, f$/$ igmag, f$./ $ igmig. = H
%-= f$/$ agmag, f$/$ igmag (see ag-ag)adj.
Shaking, shaky, tottering, trembling, tremulous, rolling,
reeling, swaying from side to side; unsteady, wavering,
vacillating.
H %-= f$/$agmag, f$/$ igmag (see ag-ag) = H
$-= f$/$ agmag, f$/$ igmag, f$./ $ igmig.adj.
Shaking, shaky, tottering, trembling, tremulous, rolling,
reeling, swaying from side to side; unsteady, wavering,
vacillating.
H %-= f$/$agmagn, f$/$ igmagn, or
f$./ $ igmign (see agmag), v.n. To shake, totter,
tremble, stagger, reel; to shiver, quake, quail (with fear);
to sway or roll (in walking), to move with a twisting
wanton gait, to walk or move aectedly.
H " %-= f$/$6&agmagha, f$/$6& igmagha, or
f$./ $6& igmigha [agmag(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shaking, tottering,

trembling, swaying, rolling; shivering, quaking.
H = f$4agan, s.m. A combination of four short
syllables.
H  = f$ign [ig˚= ag˚= S. Pr$(), rt. Pr$, or
; r$(), rt. ; r$], v.n. To shake, tremble, vibrate,
quaver; to move, shift, become displaced; to stumble,
slip, fall; to swerve (from), deviate, be shaken or moved
(as from one's faith, &c.); to shrink, inch:—ig-jn, v.n.
intens. of, and=ign.
H =f,F$"ugg, s.f.=ugug, q.v.

H  f!, aluw, f!  alw [S. f!t (with

inserted);

cf. l; al], s.m. A large basket (without a lid).
H  f! alwn (doub. caus. of ln), v.t. To cause
to be thrown or thrown down, to have or get thrown
down, to have (a thing) put down, or put on (as a
garment, &c.); to put on, to wear; to occasion, &c. (see
ln).
H f!"al [S. !+; see al], s.f. A lump (of sugar,

H  f!al, f! all [S. !+t], s.m. A piece, bit; a

meat, &c.), a piece, bit; a kind of sweetmeat; a kind of
betel-nut.
H f,.!uli [S. C.!; Prk.-S. f,.!; prob. fr. S. C!], s.f. A

large lump, a clod (syn. hel).
H  f!al, or f! all [S. f!, or f!], s.m. A

small turtle; a female turtle.
H )  f.!aliy [dim. of l; and al;—iy= Prk. =S.

large (wicker-work) basket (see l);—a present of fruit,
sweetmeats, &c. (sent by a bridegroom to the bride, &c.).
H  f!aln (caus. of ln), v.t.=alwn, q.v.
H  f,!uln (caus. of oln), v.t. To move, shake,
swing, agitate:—ul-uln, v.t. intens. of uln.
H   f! alo [l(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
Refuse, rubbish, lth; a heap of rubbish, &c., a dung-hill,
manure-heap, night-soil.
H  f!alak (Prk. - S. f! or f!; prob. S. +),
s.m. A basket, a sling, a  lcarried on men's shoulders
by means of a stick and ropes (like the beam and strings
of a balance); a present of fruit, &c. (such being usually
sent in this manner).
H  f!alak (fr. alakn, q.v.), s.f. Glitter, &c. (=dalak,
q.v.).
H  f,.!ulik (Prk. - S. f,.!; prob. S. C!+), s.f. A
kind of wagtail.
H   f!alakn, v.n. To glitter, &c. (=dalakn, q.v.).
H ;:- f!/!almaln [by redupl. of al˚= S. &!], v.n.
(dialec.)=agmagn, q.v.
H   f!aln (fr. the trans. ln, q.v.), v.n. To be
thrown or cast; to be placed, or put, or kept.
H   f,!uln, v.n. To move, stir, &c. (=oln, q.v.);—to
walk with a peculiar twisting of the body (a gait much
aected by women;—cf. agmagn).

], s.f. 1˚=l, 'branch,' q.v.; 2˚=al, q.v.;—3˚ A small
basket (see al, and alw):—aliy-jhr, s.m. 'Brushing
or emptying out of the (sowing) baskets'; conclusion of
the sowing season; the season of relaxation and
rejoicing after the sowing.
S J f/im, s.m. A dramatic entertainment, dramatic
exhibition of battle or siege, &c. (cf. imb).
H    f/f5!am-ol, adj. & s.m.= w -ol, q.v.
H   f,/umr [S. f5/+pleon. su. r= Prk. !5=S.
!t], s.m.=om, q.v.
S H  f@ imb, s.m. Aray, riot, con ict;—a battle
carried on after the king has been slain;—an egg,
chrysalis; the embryo in the rst stage of its existence;
the uterus; a new-born child; young of an animal; the
bladder; the spleen.
S   f.@ imbik, s.f. A libidinous woman.
H   f@#imbh [prob. S. @#t; or fr. S. C], s.m. Pride,
vanity, aectation.
S   f@#imbh, s.m. = S   f@# imbh, s.f.New-born
child; young of an animal; infant, child;—blockhead,
idiot, fool.
S   f@#imbh, s.f. = S   f@# imbh, s.m.New-born
child; young of an animal; infant, child;—blockhead,
idiot, fool.
H [ f/ f/"imim , s.f.=amru, q.v.

S .'  f/amarin, vulg. amrin, s.m.=amru.

H #  f(_anh = H (#  f(_! anhal = H ;:#  f(_! anhl

collector of market-dues (=aniy):—ane bajte phirn,
To wander about idling:—ane bajn, To play on sticks:
—an-ol karn, v.t. To lift one up by the arms and legs
(representing a olwith its pole):—an-zan, s.f. A
mode of torture (it consists in fastening a man's arms
behind his back with a cord, which is twisted round by
means of a stick so as to increase the tension until the
pain in icted becomes intolerable):—an-s, adj. (f. -),
Like a stick; cylindrical; (in Bot.) terete:—an khai n,
To build a wall (round):—ane-mune-ke bal-se ,
adv.=an-mun-ke bal-se, q.v.s.v. an.
H C [ fef anwat, corr. of anwat, q.v.

[S. ef+t, and ef+!t and !+t], s.m. Stem, culm, stalk,

H 1[ f,ef,#unubh [S. f,ef,#t; or CBC#t], s.m. (f. -), A

pedicle, petiole, &c. (=nh).
H (#  f(_!anhal = H #  f(_ anh = H ;:#  f(_! anhl

kind of lizard without feet, Amphisbæna; a kind of snake.
S [ f.efinir, s.m. Cuttle-sh bone (considered to be

[S. ef+t, and ef+!t and !+t], s.m. Stem, culm, stalk,

congealed foam of the sea).
S J[ f.ef/inim, s.m. = H [f.ef/" inim, s.f.A

S  '  f/Iamaru, vulg. amru, and H. f/~ amr (Prk.
f/I5; S. f/It), s.m. A tabor or small drum shaped
like an hour-glass (held in one hand and beaten with the
ngers: it is one of the ten attributes of iva); anything
shaped like an hour-glass; the knee-joint(?):—amrumadhya, or amr -madh, s.m. (Geog.) An isthmus.
H  '  f/Iamru [Prk. f/I5; S. f/It], s.m. Pain in
the knee-joints.
S ' f/"amar, vulg. amr, s.m.=amrin, amru, q.v.

pedicle, petiole, &c. (=nh).
H ;:#  f(_!anhl = H #  f(_ anh = H (#  f(_! anhal
[S. ef+t, and ef+!t and !+t], s.m. Stem, culm, stalk,
pedicle, petiole, &c. (=nh).
H # f(_"anh, s.f. dim. of and=anh, q.v.
H [ fefan [Prk. f(f5; S. eft], s.m. A stick, cudgel, rod;
—the part of the arm above the elbow;—an athletic or
gymnastic exercise (placing the hands on the ground
and then bending down so as almost to touch the earth
with the breast);—punishment, ne, amercement, mulct,
compensation; retaliation; tax:—an bharn(-k), To pay
a ne, to make compensation, pay damages (for):—anpel, s.m. One who exercises himself at the an:—an
peln, To practise the gymnastic exercise of and:—an
en= an bharn, q.v.:—an ln(-par), To levy or
impose a ne, or tax:—an len(-se), To ne, amerce:—
an-mun-ke bal-se, adv. With the power of the arm and
head, with all one's might:—an-yog, adj. Deserving of
punishment, punishable, penal.
H [ f,efun, s.m.=unu, unubh, q.v.
H [ fefan [Prk. f(f ; S. eft], s.m. A sta, club,
bat, ensign-sta, pole, bar, beam (of a pair of scales);—
the upper arm (=an);—a wall enclosing a house;—a

kind of small drum or tabor (cf. amrin);—a plant bearing
a small fruit, Carissa carundas.
H [f.ef/"inim, s.f. = S J[ f.ef/ inim, s.m.A
kind of small drum or tabor (cf. amrin);—a plant bearing
a small fruit, Carissa carundas.
H [ fefann, v.t.= n, q.v.;—(fr. the trans.
 n), v.n. To suer punishment; to be ned, be taxed.
H  [ f,ef,unu [S. f,ef,t or CBCt], s.m.=unubh, q.v.
H  [ fef anwr, s.m. A south wind.
H C [ fef anwat, f(fM anaut [S. ef ], s.f.
Prostration (before a god or a superior), obeisance,
Hind salutation, bow:—anwat karn, To prostrate
oneself, to do obeisance.
H [fef"an [Prk. f(f =S. ef"+t], s.m. A religious
mendicant carrying a sta; anyone carrying a sta;—a
weighman.
H [fef"an [Prk. f(f; S. .ef], s.f. Beam (of a
pair of scales);—pole or shaft (of a vehicle); a lever; a
handle; stalk, stem, &c. (=anh, a h, q.v.), the tube of
the corolla of the Nyctanthes arbortristis(used for dyeing);
—the penis, yard;—an ear-ring axed to the border of
the ear;—a foot-path, path;—a line, stripe, &c. (see

anr):—an-dr, s.m. Holder of the beam (of scales),
weighman:—an mrn(-k), To press down the weight
arm of a balance by a twist of the nger, to give short
weight.
H 7[ f.efaniy [Prk. f(f ; S. ef+t (+t)], s.m.
(lit. 'striped') A kind of garment for women, a mantilla;—
a collector of market duties.
H ' 7[ fef"anr [an, 'line'+pleon. su. r= Prk.
!"=S. !"], s.f. Line, stripe, trace, score, lineament.
H . ' 7[ fef" a r-wn, adj. Striped, marked with
lines.
H  < f(a sn, v.t.=asn, q.v.
H  f(a k [or  k; S. (8t], s.m. Sting (of a wasp, or
scorpion, &c.);—nib (of a pen):—a k ubhon(-me ) =
ank mrn:—a k lagn(with gen. of insect, and dat. of
object stung), To be stung:—a k mrn, v.t. To sting.
H  f(a k [prob. S. eft; but cf. ©=], s.m. A
drum-stick (esp. the bass beating stick of the tabor);—a
large kettle-drum; the bass end of a small kettle-drum;—
(g.) publicity, notoriety, fame (but only in combination
with bajn):—a k bajn(-k), To beat or sound a drum;
to exercise sway or authority, to rule, reign; to rejoice,
make merry; to make (oneself, -apn) famous (e.g. apn
a k bajn);—to make (a person, or matter) notorious,
to proclaim, make public, expose (e.g. usk a k bajn):
—a k bajn(-k), To be famous, be notorious, be
proclaimed:—a ke-k o kahn, v.t. To proclaim by beat
of drum, to make public, to proclaim aloud, to speak out.
H  f(a krn, v.n.=akrn, q.v.
H 8f( a k, s.f. Wages of a beater of the kettledrum.
H  f("a kin, f(" a kn, s.f.=kin, in, qq.v.
H f("a k, adj.=a kl, q.v.
H )  f(a kiyn [ank(=ank)+= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment], v.t. To sting (as a reptile=ank
mrn, q.v.s.v. a k).
H ;:)  f("!a kl [ank+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
Possessed of a sting, stinging;—s.m. An animal that has
a sting, stinger.

S ' % f$i gar, s.m. A servant, slave; a rogue, cheat; a
low depraved person; a fat man.
H (% f$!ingal (prob.=ingar), adj. Low; irregular;
inaccurate.
H % f($ a gwr (see ngand ngar), s.m. Mutual
accommodation or assistance in tillage (consisting in the
loan of oxen and ploughs without charge).
H %f($ "a gwr, s.f. Partnership in cattle.
H %f$"i g, s.f.=ng, eng, q.v.
H   f( f5!a wol, = H   f( f5!" a wol,= H
 [ f( [f5! a w ol,= H  [f( [f5!" a w ol See
 w -ol, and  w -ol.
H   f( f5!"a wol, = H   f( f5! a wol,= H
 [ f( [f5! a w ol,= H  [f( [f5!" a w ol See
 w -ol, and  w -ol.
H  [ f( [f5!a w ol, = H   f( f5! a wol,= H
  f( f5!" a wol,= H  [f( [f5!" a w ol
See  w -ol, and  w -ol.
H  [f( [f5!"a w ol = H   f( f5! a wol,= H
  f( f5!" a wol,= H  [ f( [f5! a w ol,See
 w -ol, and  w -ol.
H   f aw, f5  ow [S.  t], s.m. A large (wooden)
spoon, a ladle.
H /  f0  b (v.n. of  bn, q.v.), s.m. Dip, dive, &c.
(=ubk):— b den, v.n. To dip, dive (=ubk lagnor
mrn).
H /  f5 ob (v.n. of obn, q.v.), s.m. Dipping (in dye or
colouring matter), dip (of a pen, &c.), immersing,
immersion, soaking.
H 1  f0  b (perf. part. of  bn), part. adj. (f. -), Sunk,
submerged, immersed, under water; lost, &c. (see
 bn);—s.m. One who is drowned, a drowned man;—
ooded land, low land under water (= b zamn):— b
asm, A ruined man, a bankrupt, insolvent:— b ar,
s.m. An island or bank left in the channel of a river; low
land that is liable to be ooded:— b-hu, adj. (f. -) =
 b, q.v.:— b- ar , s.m. Lost expenditure,
expenditure without return:— b-hu kht, s.m.

Account or register of outlay or expenditure that is lost
or yields no return, or of bad debts.
H 1  f5 ob, s.m. Dip (=ob);—fainting;—a reservoir,
tank, pond (=obn).
H 1  f0  br [ub+r= Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m.= bor  b ar, qq.v.
H .1  f5 obn, s.m. A reservoir, &c. (=ob, q.v.).
H 1  f0  bn, v.t.=ubn, q.v.
H 81 f0   b [ b(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Drowning, &c.;—an unconditional bribe
(given whether the donor gain or lose his suit, in
contradistinction to tirnor tar, a bribe which is to be
returned if the suit be lost).
H  1  f0  bt (imperf. part. of  bn), part. adj. (f. -),
Sinking, drowning, &c. (see  bn);—s.m. One who is
drowning, a drowning man.
H 1  f0  ban (i.q.  bn), adj. Sinking (cf.  bant):—
 ban be , s.m. A sinking boat; a losing venture or
speculation, whatever entails loss, or injury, &c.; a
damning sin:— ban be  pa n, 'To prove a sinking ship,'
to prove injurious or baneful, &c.; to fall into a damning
sin.
H  1  f0  bn [ b˚, per met.= b ˚= Prk. §
, ()=S.
],f(), rt. ],f], v.n. To dive; to sink, drown, be drowned;
to drown oneself; to be immersed, be submerged,
inundated, deluged, or ooded; to be lost, be sacriced
(as capital, reputation, &c.); to be destroyed, be ruined;
to sink, go down, set (as the sun); to sink, faint (as the
heart); to be absorbed, be engrossed, be lost (in
business, or study, or thought, &c.):— b-jn, v.n.
intens. of and= bn:— b-marn, v.n. To be drowned,
die by drowning; to drown oneself.
H  1  f5 obn (prob. a caus. of  bn), v.t. To dip
(cloth, &c. in dye or colour, or a pen in ink), to immerse;
to dye, colour:—ob-den, v.t.=obn, and is the more
com. form.
H 1  f0 5 bon, v.t.=ubon, q.v.
H  1  f0 B bant, adj. (dialec.) Sunk, lost, irrecoverable,
dead, bad (as a debt):— bant p, s.f. A dead or bad bond:

— bant kht, s.m. An irrecoverable balance.
H   f5fo, s.m.=o , q.v.
H  f5f"o, s.f.=o , q.v.
H   f5or, s.m. (prov.)=ol, 'bucket.'
H   f5or [Prk. f5! or 5!; S. 5!], s.f. Thread,
twine, string, cord, line, rope:—or-par lagn, v.t. To
tame (a bird, &c.):—or lagn, v.n. To be attached (to); to
be absorbed (in):—or-wl, s.m.=or-wl, q.v.
H   f5or [or, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Thread,
string, cord, &c. (=or, q.v.);—line, streak (syn. lk, rekh;
see  kh-k orbelow); stream, line (of descending uid;
syn. dhr; e.g. gh-k or); edge (of a sword, &c.; syn.
dhr); a prolonged or full-toned sound or note (see ore
ln):—or aln(-me ), To string, to thread (a needle,
&c.):—ore ln(-me ), To stitch (a quilt), to quilt; to
braid (the hair); to spread a net, lay a snare; to utter a
prolonged or full-toned sound or note (e.g. kis i-ne ore
le, ukre ho ho ll la  hai, 'what female Amaduvade
uttered its prolonged notes, that the male has fought so
desperately'):— kh-k or, s.m. A streak of blood in the
eye, vessels distended with blood in the tunica
conjunctivaof the eye (from intoxication, or cold, &c.), a
blood-shot eye:—gardan-k or, s.m. Venus's necklace; a
graceful motion of the neck in dancing.
H   f5or, s.m.=o , q.v.
H   f5or [S.  '+t or  '+t], s.m. A large ladle, a
scoop (to bale or dish out,—com. a piece of cocoanut shell
with a stick handle.
H   f5or (i.q. abr, q.v.), s.m. A hole or pit lled
with water; a hole dug for water (in the dry channel of a
river, &c.; syn. oy).
S 0  f5orak, s.m. A llet of thread or cord tied round
the arm or wrist; string (of a parcel or packet).
H    fM~aur , s.m.=amr , q.v.
H  f5"or [or, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. String, cord
(=or, or);—a llet of thread or cord tied round the arm
or wrist (=orak);—line or chain (used in measuring land);
braid:—or-wl, or or-hr, s.m. A rope-maker; a ropeseller; a pedlar (who sells thread, cord, braid, &c.).

H  f5"or (dim. of or), s.f. A ladle, &c.
H 7  f5oriy [or, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.
Striped muslin (cf. aniy); lace;—a dog-keeper.
H   f57o , s.m. Name of a race of Rjpts (said to be
now extinct).
H    f57o  (prob.=or), s.m. Seed-pod, capsule
(especially of the poppy, or cotton, or kh).
H    fMiau h [for  f , by transposn. fr. Prk.
¯C =S. -+' "+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Half as much
again (=eo h);—raised one half higher (a tone in
music).
H  fMi"au h, s.f.=eo h, q.v.
H   f 7"aw , s.f. (prov.); 1˚=ibb; 2˚=eo h, qq.v.
H   f57"o , s.f.=o , q.v.
H 0  f5ok (fr. okn, q.v.), s.f. Vomiting;—pulmonary
disease in animals;—a loud or large gulp; a large draught
(cf. hok; syn. gh ).
H ' G  f5okr, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Old, aged, decrepit
(gen. used contemptuously or abusively);—an old man;—
okr, s.f. An old woman.
H  G  f5okn [ok˚= S. + /+>; cf. o kn], v.n. To
vomit:—to take large gulps or draughts, to drink much,
guzzle, tope (=ukukn, and hokn).
H G f5"ok [ok(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+], s.f.
The act of vomiting.
H ' =  f5$ogar, s.m. (prov.)=o gar, q.v.
H   f5!ol (fr. oln, q.v.), s.m. Moving, swinging,
rocking, &c. (see oln):—ol-pher, s.m. Moving or
swaying from side to side or to and fro, restlessness,
unsettled state:—ol-ol, s.m. Moving to and fro, roving,
perambulating.
H   f5!ol (=dol, q.v.), s.m. A bucket (of metal, or
leather, for drawing water), a pail, a large leather bag
(used in throwing up water for irrigation);—(local) mast
of a ship;—the richest kind of black soil (cf daldal).
H   fM!aul (prob. i.q. hl, fr. hln), s.m. Shape,
form, fashion, gure, make, build; appearance, aspect;
natural form or state, nature, constitution; course, way,

method, manner, mode, style, air, general features or
character (of speech, &c.); pattern, model, specimen;
opportunity; device, scheme, plan; estimate of revenue
or assets (as a guide to assessment); raised boundary (of
a eld, &c.), boundary, limit (=aul; cf. hr);—coition,
copulation (=aul):—aul-pa, s.m. Rent-roll of a farm:
—aul-patr, s.m. A model-form, a blank form or return
(to be used as a model):—aul-par ln(-ko), To bring into
shape, give shape or form to, put in order, regulate,
systematize:—aul ln(-k), To set the example (of), lay
the foundation (of):—aul-se, adv. In due form, in order,
ship-shape, methodically, &c.:—be-aul, adj. Without
shape or form, shapeless, irregular, ill-shaped, illformed, ill-made, ugly, deformed; uncouth, ill-mannered,
cross-grained.
H   f5!ol [Prk. f5! , or 5! ; S. 5!t], s.m. A
swing; a cradle; a litter; a kind of sedan (in which women
of rank are carried); a 'dooley' (=ol;—(local) a bier;—a
woman of inferior rank given to a person of rank and
position (to whom she is privately married without any
ceremonial: she ranks below wives of equal family, but
above concubines):—ol den(-ko), To give a daughter to
a superior by way of tribute.
H   fM!aul, f5! ol (=aul), s.m. Manner, &c.;
boundary; coition (prob. fr. ol-n).
H   f5!oln, v.t.=uln, q.v.
H Z   f5!ol , s.m. = H Z  f5!" ol , s.f.(=ol- a,
q.v.), A small bucket (for drawing water), a pail.
H Z  f5!"ol , s.f. = H Z   f5! ol , s.m.(=ol- a,
q.v.), A small bucket (for drawing water), a pail.
H    f5!oln [ol˚= Prk. f5!(), or f5p(), or
5p()=S. 5!(), rt. C!;+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n.
To swing, oscillate, rock, roll, reel, sway from side to
side; to shake, move, stir; to totter, tremble, quake; to
inch, swerve, waver; to move to and fro, to walk about,
roam, rove, wander, ramble.
H  f5!"ol [Prk. f5.!, or 5.!; S. 5.!], s.f. A
litter, a kind of sedan (for women);—a small portable cot,
a 'dooley.'
H J  f5/om = H H   f5@ omb [S. f5/t; f5@ t], s.m. A

low caste of Hinds (they make ropes, mats, baskets,
fans, &c.
&c., and are employed in removing carcases, lth, &c.,
and about burial and burning grounds: they are also
tumblers and merry-andrews; and withal are great
thieves: thus it will be seen that, besides the name, they
have much in common with the gipsies or 'Rom');—a
caste of Mohammedans (perhaps converts from the
Hind oms), the males of which are musicians, and
their women singers, dancers and actresses (but they
sing and dance &c. in the presence of women only);—an
individual of the omcaste.
H H   f5@ omb = H J  f5/ om [S. f5/t; f5@ t], s.m. A

om.
H &  fg*au j = H T   fg* au j [S. 

low caste of Hinds (they make ropes, mats, baskets,
fans, &c. &c., and are employed in removing carcases,
lth, &c., and about burial and burning grounds: they
are also tumblers and merry-andrews; and withal are
great thieves: thus it will be seen that, besides the
name, they have much in common with the gipsies or
'Rom');—a caste of Mohammedans (perhaps converts
from the Hind oms), the males of which are musicians,
and their women singers, dancers and actresses (but
they sing and dance &c. in the presence of women only);
—an individual of the omcaste.
H !   f5/om-pan = H  !   f5/ om-pan [om,

with one horn, or with broken or crumpled horns.
H [  f0(f  (=dhundha, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.), A dust-

of lizard (=unubh, q.v.); a kind of snake with two heads.
H   f 7"o , fg7" au , s.f.=o , q.v.

q.v.+Prk. Q4(, and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), and ; +; cf.

H   f o k, s.f.=ok, q.v.

gipsy, 'Rompen'], s.m. The arts or practices of the oms;
omdom;—adulation.
H  !   f5/om-pan = H !   f5/ om-pan [om,

H    f o kn, v.n.=okn, q.v.

q.v.+Prk. Q4(, and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), and ; +; cf.
gipsy, 'Rompen'], s.m. The arts or practices of the oms;
omdom;—adulation.
H '   f0/ mar [S. f,@ t], s.m.f.(?), The glomerous g-

'protection'+/ (, and / ;—cf. m ], s.m. An elevated
platform or shed raised on bamboos in a eld or orchard
(where a watchman is stationed to protect the crop from
cattle, birds, &c.); a scaold, platform.
H T   fg*au j = H &  fg* au j [S. 
'protection'+/ (, and / ;—cf. m ], s.m. An elevated
platform or shed raised on bamboos in a eld or orchard
(where a watchman is stationed to protect the crop from
cattle, birds, &c.); a scaold, platform.
H [  f0(f  (see und, un;  n), s.m. A bullock

cloud, a whirlwind.
H [ f f"o , fgf" au  [S. CBC#"], s.f. A small
kettle-drum (beaten by a public crier); proclamation by
beat of drum.
H '   f o r, s.f. = H '   f  o r, s.m.[S. CBC#], A kind
of lizard (=unubh, q.v.); a kind of snake with two heads.
H '   f o r, s.m. = H '   f  o r, s.f.[S. CBC#], A kind

H    f o kn (i.q. okna), s.m. (dialec.), A dove.
H %  f0($ g, f $ o g [prob. S. r$+t], adj. (f. -),
Deep, profound.
H %  f $o g [S. W54+t], s.m. A trough; a canoe, boat;

+t], s.m.=om, q.v.

any boat-shaped vessel; a ladle (commonly a cocoanutshell with a long wooden handle), a large spoon; (in
Anglo-Indian households) a double dish, hot water dish;
a tureen; an entrée.
H .%  f $o gn [o g+n= Prk. 4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();

H  !    f5/oman-pan (oman, prob. dialec. plur. of

—and = Prk. : S. a. +], s.m. = H 8% f0($

om), s.m.=om-pan, q.v.
H    f5/"omn [om, q.v.+S. a. "; cf. gipsy, 'Rom-

 g, f $ o g, s.f.Depth, deepness; abyss, gulf.

tree, Ficus glomerata.
H    f5/7om  [om, q.v.+ a= a = Prk. f ; S. f5/+

ni'), s.f. A woman or girl of the omcaste; the wife of a

H 8% f0($  g, f $ o g, s.f. = H .%  f $

o gn [o g+n = Prk. 4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and  =
Prk. : S. a. +], s.m. Depth, deepness; abyss,
gulf.
H ' %  f0($ gar, f $ o gar [Prk. f $5; perhaps fr. S.
mt; cf.  g], s.m. Hill, mountain; hilly country; high
ground.
H ' %  f $o gr, s.m. A slight shower.
H ' % f $"o gr [o gar, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
small hill, hillock, mount, eminence.
H %  f0(V gh, adj.= g, q.v.
H % f V"o gh, s.f. Branch (of a tree).
H % f $"o g [do g()+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small

keep the beard up).
H  ©_"hh = H   ©&" h [S. +], s.f.
Binding tight, stretching on the rack; rack, torment,
torture;—a noose or gin fastened on a horse's nose;
nose-string (of an ox, or camel, &c.; syn. nakel):—h
a hn, or den, or lagn(-k, or -ko), To fasten a noose
or gin on the mouth or nose (of a horse, &c.).
H   ©&"h = H  ©_" hh [S. +], s.f.
Binding tight, stretching on the rack; rack, torment,
torture;—a noose or gin fastened on a horse's nose;
nose-string (of an ox, or camel, &c.; syn. nakel):—h
a hn, or den, or lagn(-k, or -ko), To fasten a noose
or gin on the mouth or nose (of a horse, &c.).
H   ©hr (prob.=hl), s.f. A kind of ear-ring.

boat;—a ladle, spoon.
H  f5"on [S. W54+], s.f. A small boat, canoe, ski,

H   ©hr (=her), s.m. A heap (of corn, &c.).

barge; a small trough; a small boat-shaped receptacle
made of leaves (for gh, &c.).
H 2  f56oh (i.q. ah, q.v.), s.m. Very deep water, a deep

H 4  ©hras = h as, q.v.

H   ©hr = hl, q.v.
H   ©hrn, v.t.=hln, q.v.

pool (in a river, &c.), pit, hollow.
H '   f56ohr [oh, q.v.+r= Prk. f =S +t], s.m. A

H  ©"hr, s.m.=h , q.v.

large ladle or spoon (used in sugar-manufactories, &c.).
H  f06" h (see h h), s.f. Mound, mud pillar,

Firmness of mind, condence, courage, boldness, heart,
encouragement, comfort; fortitude, patience (cf. dhraj):
—h as b dhn, To keep up the spirits, to take heart,
have courage, or patience, &c.:—h as bandhn(-k), or
h as den(-ko), To impart courage (to), encourage,
animate, cheer, comfort.
H .   ©7h in [h ()+in= S. "], s.f. A woman of the

boundary mark; alluvial formations.
H 8 f5 o [S.  ; cf. o], s.f. A (wooden) spoon, a
ladle;—an oar, paddle;—head, poll, pate:—o-pho , s.f.
'Breaking the head'; wearisome head-work (as that of
instructing a blockhead, &c.); any toilsome and vain
exertion:—o-pho iy, s.m. A class of mendicants who
are so importunate that rather than depart emptyhanded they will beat their heads against stones; an
individual of this class; (g.) an importunate petitioner.
H 1  © hb (prob. i.q. hp, fr. hp-n), s.m. A net;
—the eaves of a house (extending three or four feet
beyond the wall, so that people may sit under them);
(local) a large kind of tile, ridge-tile.
H ' 1  © hbar (from hn), s.f.(?), Rubbish, lth, dirt.
H  ?  ©hpn, v.t.=h pn, q.v.
H   ©&h [prob. S. ,' y; rt. ], s.m. A
handkerchief or cloth tied over the ears and head (to

H 4   ©7h as [S. ©+s=
' s, 'like,' q.v.], s.f.m.(?),

h caste; the wife of a h .
H *   ©ih has, s.f.=h as, q.v.
H    ©ih hin (fem. of h h), s.f.=h in, q.v.
H

 ©i"h h = H   ©7" h  [prob. fr. S. 9, rt. ],

s.m. A caste of (Mohammadan) singers (among the
retainers of kings and great men, whom they precede
on their march with armies, or in processions, chanting
praises, &c.); an individual of that caste; a singer, a
musician.
H   ©7"h  = H  ©i" h h [prob. fr. S. 9, rt. ],
s.m. A caste of (Mohammadan) singers (among the
retainers of kings and great men, whom they precede

on their march with armies, or in processions, chanting
praises, &c.); an individual of that caste; a singer, a
musician.
H 0  ©hk [prob. fr. S. .d or , rt. 6O], s.m. The
Butea frondosa(syn. pals. The tree in full bloom presents
a striking spectacle, like re on the horizon; from
natural ssures and incisions made in the bark, issues,
during the hot season, a red juice, which soon hardens
into a ruby-coloured, brittle, astringent gum, similar to
kino, and sold as Bengal kino; lac is collected on the
branchlets; the leaves are used as plates, &c., and
instead of paper, to wrap up parcels, and are given as
fodder to bualoes; the owers, with alum, are made
into the yellow dye used in the Hol festival, and are also
used medicinally; the seeds are given as purgative and
anthelmintic, mostly in veterinary practice; the wood is
used for coating wells, and for the sacricial re):—hkpa hor pa he, s.m. The person who collects the gum
from hktrees.
H G  ©hk, s.m. A thick wood of hktrees; the
district and city of Dhk (Anglice, Dacca).
H G  ©Lhkh, s.m.=hk, q.v.
H G  ©Lhkh, s.m. 1˚=hk; 2˚=hk, qq.v.
H   ©!hl (fr. hln, q.v.), s.m. Cast, mould, form,
fashion; manner, mode, way, style; custom, habit, bent;
natural condition, state;—inclination, slope, declivity: a
gradient;—postpn. After the custom or manner, &c. (of, keor -k?):—hl-bhol(-bol?), s.m. Complete transfer by
sale:—hl-hl jn, v.n. To move or walk slowly.
S   ©!hl (prob. a Prk. form), s.f. m.(?), Shield, target,
buckler:—hl-talwr, s.f. Shield and sword:—hl-s, adj.
(f. -), Shield-like, (in Bot.) peltate, peltated.
H   ©!hl, s.m. (dialec.)=l, l, q.v.
H    ©!hln (i.q. dh n, q.v.), v.t. To pour out,
shed, spill, tilt; to throw, cast; to cast (metal in fusion), to
mould, fashion, form, shape, coin (money), frame or
compose (a sentence, &c.); to aim or direct (speech, at),
to speak (at, -par); (g.) to do mischief (to), to injure,
mar, spoil.
H   ©!0hl [hl(n)+ = Prk.  =S. +t], adj. &

s.m. Sloping, slant (=hlw , halw );—casting,
moulding;—doing mischief, spoiling;—caster, moulder,
fashioner, &c.; spoiler; destroyer;—slope, descent (of a
hill, &c.):—hl bh karn, (local) To shift goods, &c.
(occasionally) over shallows, &c.
H .  ©! [hlw [hl +S. t;—or hl(n)+Prk.
 (=S. () + ], adj. (f. -w ), Sloping, slanting,
declivous (=halw );—cast, moulded (=hl).
H  ©!"hl [hl, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj. &
s.m. Bearing or armed with a shield;—one armed with a
shield, shield-bearer.
H  ©!"hl, s.f. (dialec.)=l, q.v.
H )   ©.!hliy, s.m.=haliyor halaiy, q.v.
H J  ©/hm = H    ©/ hm (hm= hw= hy=
h, q.v.), adj. & s.m. The double of any number or
quantity together with its half (e.g. 57 as 2 times 23),
2 times any number;—the multiplication table of 2
times.
H    ©/hm = H J  ©/ hm (hm= hw= hy=
h, q.v.), adj. & s.m. The double of any number or
quantity together with its half (e.g. 57 as 2 times 23),
2 times any number;—the multiplication table of 2
times.
H .  ©hn [prob. S. P4], s.m. Hedge, fence,
enclosure.
H   ©hn [h˚, prob. fr. S. ; or fr. W6O; cf.
hhn, and hln], v.t. To break, batter, shatter, throw
down, pull down, knock down, raze (a building, &c.),
destroy, demolish; to cause to befall, to bring (trouble,
&c. upon):—h-den, v.t. intens. of and=hn:— unun 'imrat hn(-k), 'To throw or pull down the readymade structure (of),' to overthrow the project (of), spoil
or mar (one's) plans.
H  !   ©[h pn [prob. a modication of h kn,
q.v.;—or h p˚= S.  (+)], v.t. To cover, put a
cover on, to shut, close; to conceal, hide (cf. jh pn):—
h p-den, v.t.=h pn.
H #  ©[_"h h, = H #  ©[&" h t,s.f.=h, q.v.
H #  ©[&"h t, = H #  ©[_" h h,s.f.=h, q.v.

H I  ©[h

= H Z   ©[ h  (cf. m , au j),

s.m. Frame, frame-work; skeleton; mould (syn. s );
plan, form (syn. naqsha).
H Z   ©[h  = H I  ©[ h (cf. m , au j),
s.m. Frame, frame-work; skeleton; mould (syn. s );
plan, form (syn. naqsha).
H *   ©[h s, s.f. 1˚, Cough (=dh s, q.v.);—2˚,
Musquito (= s, q.v.).
H <  ©[h s [h s(n)+= Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Blame, accusation, false charge, calumny, defamation,
undeserved abuse (cf. jh s):—h s en(-ko), To
blame, accuse falsely, calumniate, defame, &c.
H  <  ©[h sn [h s˚= Prk. ©(()=S. (8(), rt.
(8] , v.t. To blame, &c. (=h s den, q.v.s.v. h s; and
cf. jh sn).
H   ©[h k, s.m.=hk, q.v.
H '   ©[h kar [prob. h k(n)+ar= Prk. f5=S. t],
s.m. A hedge, fence (=hn).
H    ©[h kn [h k˚= Prk. ©=() or ©=?()=S.
TRF(`), pass. (used actively) of TR$; or perhaps S. TR$
+>], v.t. To cover, to put a cover on; to shut, close; to
conceal, hide (syn. h pn):—h k-den, v.t. intens. of
and=h kn.
H $  ©[$h g (i.q.  g, q.v.), s.f. A steep hill,
precipice, cli, high bank (of a river).
H .  ©[(h  , = H .  ©[ [ h w ,= H .   © [
hw ,= H .   ©( h

,adj. & s.m.=hm& hm, q.v.

H .  ©[ [h w , = H .  ©[( h 
hw ,= H .   ©( h

,adj. & s.m.=hm& hm, q.v.

H .   © [hw , = H .  ©[( h 
h w ,= H .   ©( h
q.v.
H .   ©(h

,= H .   © [
,= H .  ©[ [

,adj. & s.m.=hm& hm,

, = H .  ©[( h 

H    ©6hhn, v.t.=hn, q.v.
H 8 © h [Prk. ¯=¯=¯A*=S. -'
+"], adj. Two and a half (=a h):—h gha -k nor
-jn, 'To meet with death in two and a half hours,' to
die very soon (a phrase used by women).
H H  © hab [prob. S. /t;
' cf. aul, and hl], s.m.
Shape, form, fashion; mode, manner, way, style; idiom;
knack; habit; course, means; position; opportunity;
manners, breeding, behaviour, conduct; know. ledge,
savoir faire, skilful management, art, dexterity, address;—
a small light hammer (syn. hathau):—hat bann,
v.n.=hab lagn, q.v.:—hab-par a hnor a h-jn(-ke), To
be moulded or fashioned to (one's) will, to be gained or
won by skilful management, to be brought under the
in uence or power (of), to be caught or taken by artful
management, to fall into (one's) clutches:—hab-dr, adj.
Well-formed, well-shaped (=habl), graceful; ne,
showy:—hab ln(-k), To set the fashion (of), to make
a habit (of), get into a manner or way; to accustom, train
(to):—hab-kor hab-hab-k, adj. (f. -), In proper form,
suitable, appropriate; moderate; reasonable; skilful,
dexterous:—hab lagnor lag-jn, v.n. Some way or
means to be found, a chance or opportunity to arise, to
get an opportunity; to obtain an advantage (over), get
the upper hand (of).
H H  H  © © hab-hab, adj. (dialec.)=habar-habar, q.v.
H '  © habar = H '  ©  habr (cf. abr), adj.
Slushy, muddy, watery, turbid, thick:—habar-habar, adj.
Watery, slushy, &c.; sodden, insipid (as food).
H '  © habr = H '  ©  habar (cf. abr), adj.
Slushy, muddy, watery, turbid, thick:—habar-habar, adj.
Watery, slushy, &c.; sodden, insipid (as food).
H ' © "hibr [prob. S. .T.# or T@ +r= Prk.
f=S. +], s.f. Nut (of a screw), female screw; a

,= H .  ©[ [

h w ,= H .   © [ hw ,adj. & s.m.=hm& hm,

socket (also written hebr).
H   © hibk [S. T@ ++t], s.m. Lump;

q.v.
H    ©6hh [hh(n) + Prk.  ( = S ()(], s.m.

protuberance.
H   © "habk [S. T@ ++], s.f. The log

Steep slope, steep bank (of a river, &c.)

connecting the ratiand beam to which the yoke is

attached in an oil-mill, &c.
H   ©) 0 habb , © 0 hab , s.m.=next, q.v.

forward, or impudent, &c.; to persist, insist, &c.
H ) #  ©_hahiy = H # ©" ha = H ) #  ©&

H   © 
, (habu, © 
, hibu [S. T@ +t (with wor

haiy (see h), s.f. A rope or cord used instead of a
bridle, a nose-string (syn. bg-or; nakel).
H # ©"ha = H ) #  ©_ hahiy = H ) #  ©&

uinserted)], s.m. lit. 'A small lump'; an unstamped lump
of copper used as money, and equal in value to a pais;
(g.) money, wealth (also written hebu).
H 4  ©) 
0 habb s (habb , q.v.+s= s, 'like,' q.v.), adj.
Dumpy, podgy, heavy, fat, corpulent; clumsy, awkward.
H ;:)  © "!habl [hab, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Well-formed, well-shaped, well-made, graceful,
elegant (syn. su-aul; sajl).
H K  ©hap (i.q. aph, af, q.v.), s.m. A large tabor or
drum.
H !  ©Q!happl [prob. S. T@ +!t], adj.=happ ,
q.v.
H ) !  ©.!hapliy, s.m.=aphl, afl, qq.v.
H ! [!  ©©hap-hapn (by redupl. of hap), v.t. To
beat or play
upon (a drum, &c.), to drum on (a table, &c.):—hap-hap
karn(-par) = hap-hapn.
H  !  ©hapn (see h pn), v.n. To be covered; to
be concealed; to lie hidden, to hide; to be submerged; to
sink;—s.m. Covering; cover, lid.
H  ! ©"hapn, s.f. dim. of hapn, q.v.

haiy (see h), s.f. A rope or cord used instead of a
bridle, a nose-string (syn. bg-or; nakel).
H ) #  ©&haiy = H ) #  ©_ hahiy = H # ©"
ha (see h), s.f. A rope or cord used instead of a
bridle, a nose-string (syn. bg-or; nakel).
H ' % ) #  ©&·$ha gar, = H  % ) #  ©&·$7 hang ,adj. &
s.m. Sturdy, burly, &c. (=dha gar, q.v.);—a big burly
fellow, a great hulk of a man.
H  % ) #  ©&·$7hang , = H ' % ) #  ©&·$ ha gar,adj. &
s.m. Sturdy, burly, &c. (=dha gar, q.v.);—a big burly
fellow, a great hulk of a man.
H ' Z  ©ha ar [h , q.v.+Prk. f5=S. t], adj. & s.m.
Fragile, weak, inrm, rickety, loose; gimcrack;—frame,
frame-work, plan, &c. (=h , q.v.):—ha ar b dhn,
ha ar kha  karn, To form a plan, to frame, plan; to
make a show, keep up appearances:—ha ar phailn(-k),
To make preparations (for), make arrangements (for),
provide necessary apparatus (for).
H ' Z ©"ha r [h +r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f.

H !  ©Q0happ [prob. S. T@ +t (with winserted); cf.

Plan, contrivance, device, artice, trick.
H [  ©§ha, s.m. Low ground where water collects or

habb , hep], adj. & s.m. Podgy, bulky, fat, corpulent;—a
podgy man, &c.
H !  ©Mhapaun, s.m. (dialec.)=hapn, q.v.

lies (=abr, bar, q.v.).
H  [  ©§5hao, s.f. A species of babbler, Malacocercus

H !  ©vhaph, s.m.=hap, q.v.
H 8# ©& hi, s.f.=hih, q.v.
H #  ©hah, s.m. 1˚=aor , qq.v.;—2˚=hahiy,
q.v.
H  #  ©_hih , adj. & s.m.=hh, q.v.
H 8# ©_ hih [hh, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Boldness, forwardness, assurance,
presumption, impudence, audacity, erontery, pertness,
temerity, petulance; persistence; obstinacy,
stubbornness, wilfulness:—hih karn, v.n. To be bold,

malcolmi(a chattering gregarious bird, commonly seen in
ocks of seven or more, and hence called 'the seven
sisters');—a decrepit old woman, a harridan.
H  [  f6f6ahah (fr. next, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Glowing,
bright, blooming, ourishing, fresh, verdant, green,
pleasant, pleasing; overpowering, excessive, great.
H  [  f6f6ahahn, v.n. To glow, shine; to bloom,
blossom, ourish.
H  [  ©©5hihor, s.m. 1˚=hanhor;—2˚=hanhoriy,
qq.v.
H  [  ©©5hihor, s.m.=hanhor, q.v.

H  [  ©©5hahorn (prob. a redupl. form of

H  fz7"ihu , f67" iha  [S. b6!"], s.f. Threshold,

h hn), v.t. To search narrowly, to ransack,
rummage; to seek; to investigate.
H [ ©,¯"huh = H [ ©,§" hu (see huh, hu),

porch, &c. (=eo h, q.v.):—ihu -dr, s.m. Doorkeeper.
H  + <  ©!hisaln (local, hsaln) [prob. fr. S.  
(

s.f. The rump-bone, root of the tail, the coccyx;—an
inferior kind of uqqa.
H [ ©,§"hu = H [ ©,¯" huh (see huh, hu),
s.f. The rump-bone, root of the tail, the coccyx;—an
inferior kind of uqqa.
H [ ©§"ha, s.f.=ha, q.v.
H '  f6ahar, s.m-1˚=agar, q.v.;—2˚=ahr, q.v.
H '  f6ahr, fz ahur [prob. S.  (for f)+
+t], s.m. A hole dug for water; hollow or low ground (in

+!], v.n. To give way, sink, fall in or down, to yield:—
hisal-jn, Idem.
H   f6ahak [S. ; or W6], s.m. Cave, cavern;
abyss; pitfall.
H   ©hak [S. ©?], s.m. A weight.
S   ©=hakk, s.m. A large drum, a double drum.
H   ©hakr, © hikr, s.f. corr. of akr, q.v.
H   ©hakrn, © hikrn, v.n. corr. of
akrn, q.v.
H   f6ahkn, v.t. To lead astray, to mislead; to

which water collects), tank, &c. (=abr, bar, q.v.); a
water-tank (in a ship), a barrel or cask in which drinking
water is kept (in a boat or ship); the part of a boat or
ship in which bilge-water collects.
H G'  ©harkn, v.t.=halkn, q.v.

spoil (cf. ahn; hn).
H   ©hakn, v.t.=hakwn, q.v.

H  G'  ©harakn, v.t.=halakn, q.v.

H  <  ©,
j hukusn, ©, hukasn, v.t.=hakosn,

H G'  ©Lharkh (prob. fr. ar), s.m. A scarecrow

q.v.
H (  ©!hakal, s.m. = H  +   ©! hakaln, v.t.

(=dhokh).
H '  ©!harl [prob. ar+Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m. A
scarecrow (=harkh).
H '  ©harn (i.q. haln, q.v.), v.n. To ow down, to
come down; to come; to draw near, approach.
H ' f6"ahr (see ahr), adj. Marshy;—s.f. Marshy
soil, &c. (=abr).
H   ©,7hu , s.m. The hip; a cross-buttock(?):—hu -par
uh-kar de-mrn, or hu -par u n, v.t. To throw (one)
across the hip, to give (one) a cross-buttock:—hu -par
a -par a hn, v.t. To raise or place (one) on the hip (in
wrestling).
H G  ©7 ha -kaww [Prk. f¯ =S. F+t;
cf. dahe ], s.m. A raven.
H    ©7 ha w [prob. S. ++t (with winserted)],
s.m. A bird of the mainkind (=dha u).
H    ©i5hi hor (=hihor), s.m. Name of an inferior
caste of Ahrsin Benares.

deceive, disappoint, baulk, tantalize, &c. (=bahkn, q.v.).
H   f6ahkn, v.t. To throw away uselessly, to

(dialec.)=hakel; hakeln, qq.v.
H  +   ©!hakaln, v.t. = H (  ©! hakal, s.m.
(dialec.)=hakel; hakeln, qq.v.
H +  ©,!"hukl [huk(n) + l= al= Prk. f=S. ! or 
+], s.f. A machine for raising water (=he kl, q.v.).
H   ©=hakkan = H    © hakn (see next), s.m.
Covering; cover, lid, pot-lid (=hapn).
H    ©hakn = H   ©= hakkan (see next), s.m.
Covering; cover, lid, pot-lid (=hapn).
H    ©hakn (i.q. h kn, q.v.), v.t. To cover; to
conceal, &c. (=h kn);—to coincide with, t exactly on
or over;—v.n. To be covered; to be concealed:—hak-jn,
v.n.=hakn:—hak-len, v.t.=hakn.
H    f6ahakn, v.t.=ahkn, q.v.
H    ©,hukn (i.q. h kn, q.v.), v.n. To approach, to
come or go (towards); to incline (to or towards), to tend
(to or towards); to bend, bend down or forward, to stoop,

run or ow, to pour out, to cast (metal), to mould;—
2˚=halwn, q.v.
H ;:  ©,!huln (caus. of huln), v.t. To incline,

duck: to crouch (ready for a spring); to take aim (at); to
look, peep (at); to return, revert, come back;—to have
regard (to); to sympathize; to enter, penetrate, make a
way (into).
H   ©"hakn (fem. of hakn, q.v.), s.f. A small

make inclined, to tilt; to cause to run over, to spill.
H ;:  ©,!huln (caus. of hon), v.t. To cause to be

cover, cover, lid, pot-lid.
H   © hakwn (doub. caus. of h kn, or

carried, to have or get removed, or transported, &c.
H  ;:  ©!hal , ©,! hul (rt. of hal(n), or hul

hakn), v.t. To cause to be covered, to have or get
covered, &c.
H ;:5  ©5!hakosl (fr. hakos-n), s.m. Stung,

(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(], adj. Slant, sloping,

padding, super uity, anything unnecessary; a thing
intended to beguile, an idle tale, ction, fable, delusion,
deception.
H  5  ©5hakosn, v.t. To eat or drink
immoderately or greedily, to devour, to stu or cram
down, to guzzle:—hakos-jn(with acc.)=hakosn.
H  ©,="hukk [hukk(the Prk. form of
huk˚)+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. The act of bending, or
stooping, or crouching (as of a cat, or a tiger,
preparatory to springing on its prey); looking, peeping,
peep, taking aim:—hukk-lagn, To take a peep (at, or
into), to take aim (at):—hukk mrn, To bob or duck; to
crouch ready for a spring (as a cat, or tiger).
H ()   ©?!hakel, s.m.=dhakel, q.v.
H  + )   ©?!hakeln, v.t.=dhakeln, q.v.

inclined;—hal , s.m. Slope, inclination, declivity
(=halo).
H  ;:  ©,! hulo, or ©! halo (hul(n) or hal(n)
+o=  as in hal ), s.m. Inclination, slope, declivity:—
hulo-kon, s.m. Angle of inclination (of a plane).
H 8;: ©! hal [hal(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. The act of casting, or moulding;—the cost
of casting, &c.
H 8;: ©,! hul [hul(n)+as in hal), s.f. The
having a thing carried or transported;—the price paid
for having a thing carried, &c.
H 8;: ©! hill [hill= hl+= Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Slowness, laxity, laziness, indolence, &c. (see
hl; and hlpan).
H  +  ©!halt (imperf. part. of haln), part. adj. (f. -),

By the side (of, -ke), near, close (to).
H %  ©F$hagg, s.m.=agg, q.v.

Rolling; falling; moving, slipping, shifting, &c.:—haltphirt ho , lit. 'Shifting and moving shadow'; the
changeable state of worldly concerns, the vicissitudes of
life or fortune; (g.) a person of capricious or unsteady
temper.
H ' +  ©!hillar = H  +  ©!7 hilla [hilla(=hl)+Prk.

H %  ©$higr, s.m. (dialec.), Heap, pile, store, &c.

f5=S. t], adj. & s.m. Lax, slow, lazy, indolent, &c. (=hla,

(=her, q.v.).
H %  ©$4haga, s.m.(?), A combination of three short

q.v.);—a lazy or indolent man, &c.
H  +  ©!7hilla = H ' +  ©! hillar [hilla(=hl)+Prk.

syllables.
H ;:  ©!hall (i.q. hel, q.v.), s.m. A lump of clay, a

f5=S. t], adj. & s.m. Lax, slow, lazy, indolent, &c. (=hla,

H + )   ©?!0hakelu, s.m.=dhakel , q.v.
H $  ©$hig [S. , 8], s.m. Side, quarter;—postpn.

clod.
H .;:  ©!haln, ©,! huln [hal(fr. haln)+n= Prk.

q.v.);—a lazy or indolent man, &c.
H +  ©!halak (fr. halakn, q.v.), s.f. Inclining, tilting;

4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Slope, declivity (=hl).

rolling, rocking; spilling (cf. halak).
H +  ©!halk (fr. halkn), s.m. Causing to run over,

H ;:  ©!haln (caus. of hln), v.t. 1˚ To cause to

spilling;—an aection of the eye causing it to run; a

blear-eye;—adj. Blear-eyed.
H +  ©!halkn (caus. of halakn), v.t. To cause
to run over or down, to cause to ow; to spill; to pour out;
to tilt, overturn; to cause to roll, to roll (=hulkn):—
halk-den, v.t.=halkn.
H +  ©,!hulkn (caus. of hulakn), v.t. To cause
to roll, or topple over, or fall, or slip, or slide; to roll, roll
down; to tilt, to incline;—to incline (one) to, to incite,
instigate.
H  +  ©!halakn [dhal˚(fr. haln)+S. >], v.n. To run
down, to ow; to be poured out, be spilt, be shed; to fall
or hang down loosely, be accid or loose (cf. laakn); to
decline, sink, fade (=haln); to rock; to roll, slide
(=hulakn):—halak-jn, v.n. intens of and=haln.
H  +  ©,!hulakn (=lu hakn, by transposn.), v.n. To
roll, roll down, slip, slide; to topple over, fall over or
down; to be pushed or forced down:—hulak-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=hulakn.
H (-+  ©!/!halmal, ©!./ ! hilmil (by redupl. of rt.
halof haln), adj. Shaking, tottering, staggering,
unsteady, wavering, vacillating (cf. agmag).
H ;:-+  ©!/!halmaln (see hal-mal), v.n. To move
from side to side, to sway, totter, stagger, reel, rock; to
be unsteady, to waver, vacillate (cf. agmagn).
H  +  ©!haln (fr. the trans. hln, v.n. To be poured
out or down; to be cast (as metal), be moulded; to run,
run down, ow, drop or fall (from, -se); to spill; to roll; to
incline (=huln); to decline, sink, fade (as day, or life,
&c.):—hal-pa n, v.n. (intens.), To run down, ow down,
drop or fall down, &c.:—hal-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=haln.
H  +  ©,!huln (i.q. haln, and lu hn), v.n. To be
inclined; to incline, slope (towards); to roll, move or slip
forward, to yield, slip, sink (cf. haln);—to be poured out,
be spilt (=haln).
H  +  ©,!huln (fr. huln, caus. of hon), v.n. To be
carried, conveyed, transported, or removed.
H % + ©!($"hilang [hl+Prk. ($=S. r$+], s.f.
Laxity, slowness, tardiness, procrastination, &c. (see
hl, and hl-pan).

H +  ©!,halu, adj. 1˚=next, q.v.;—2˚ Cast (as metal,
i.q. hal).
H .+  ©! [halw , ©,! [ hulw [hal(n) or hul(n)
+Prk. ( (with winserted)=S. +], adj. (f. -w ), Inclined,
slant, sloping, declivous:—halw khet, s.m. Inclined
plane.
H +  ©! halwn (caus. of hln), v.t. To cause to
be poured out, to have or get poured out;—to cause to be
cast or moulded, to have or get cast, &c.
H +  ©,! hulwn (doub. caus. of hon),
v.t.=huln, q.v.
H 8+ ©,!  hulw, s.f.=hul, q.v.
H * 3+  ©!6[hilh s, s.m.=helw s, q.v.
H ) +  ©.!haliy, ©!h halaiy [hl(n)+Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. One who pours out;
one who casts, or moulds, caster, founder.
H ) +  ©!hhalait (hl(n)+ait, as in next), s.m.=haliy,
q.v.
H ) +  ©!hhalait [©! 'shield'+ait= it= Prk.
\5=(5=Õ5=S.  (= picaus. augment+an,
term. of the pres. part.)], s.m. 'Shield-bearer,' a military
retainer armed with sword and buckler; a targetier; a
constable, a village watchman.
H  ) + ©!h"halait [halait, q.v.+= Prk.  and =S.
t (+t), and ], adj. Of or belonging to a halait;—
s.f. The oce or duty of a halait.
H K-  ©@hamp, s.m. corr. of hap, q.v.
H - [- ©/ ©/"himhim , s.f.=imim , q.v.
H ;:-  ©/!hamln (prob. contrac. of halma-ln),
v.n. To roll, totter, stagger, reel, &c. (=halmaln, and
agarn).
H   ©han, f6 ahn [fr. the trans. hhn; cf.
hahn], v.n. To fall, fall down, fall in, tumble to pieces;
to become dilapidated; to be demolished, razed, or
destroyed:—ha-jn, or ah-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=han.
H  !   ©(ha pn, v.n.=hapn, q.v.

H [  ©,ef, ©,(f hu n, v.n.=hunhn.
H  [  ©ef5, ©(f5 dha or, s.m.=hanhor, q.v.
H D [ ©(f5"ha or  = H 7 [  ©ef5, ©f5
ha oriy s.m.=ha horiy, q.v.
H 7 [  ©ef5, ©f5 ha oriy = H D [ ©(f5"
ha or  s.m.=ha horiy, q.v.
H  >  ©,(e©, ©,(© hunhn, v.t.=h hn, q.v.;—v.n.
To be searched.
H  [  ©,e© , ©,(©  hunhwn (doub. caus. of
h hn), v.t. To cause (one) to seek; to have or get
searched.
H  [  ©e©5, ©(©5 ha hor, s.m. 1˚=hanhor;—
2˚=hanhoriy, qq.v.
H  [  ©e©5, ©(©5 hanhor (prob. by redupl. fr. S.
©,e©; cf. hahorn), s.m. Proclamation by beat of drum:—
hanhor pn, To proclaim by beat of drum.
H 7 [  ©e©5, ©(©5 hanhoriy [hanhor, q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. Public crier, one who proclaims by
beat of drum.
H 8 [ ©(©5 ha ho, ©(© " ha hiw, ha hw, s.f.
The scum of boiling sugar-cane juice.
H ' ) [  ©,(©< hu her, s.m.=hanhor, q.v.
H () [  ©(©!
< ha hel = H (7[  ©(f<! ha el [prob. S.  T

particular manner or style), to behave;—to conform to a
mode or fashion; to bend to circumstances.
H %  ©($ha g = H %  ©($" ha g [hang+Prk.  and
=S.t and ] (in comp.)=ha g:—be-ha gor behang, adj. Ill-formed, ill-fashioned, ill-shaped,
shapeless, ugly, ill-favoured; ill-behaved, ill-mannered,
ill-bred, unpolished, rude, uncouth, awkward, loutish;
irregular, disordered, confused; untidy, slovenly:—beha g-pan, s.m. Shapelessness; ill-manneredness,
rudeness, uncouthness, awkwardness; disordered state;
untidiness, &c.
H %  ©($"ha g = H %  ©($ ha g [hang+Prk.  and
=S.t and ] (in comp.)=ha g:—be-ha gor behang, adj. Ill-formed, ill-fashioned, ill-shaped,
shapeless, ugly, ill-favoured; ill-behaved, ill-mannered,
ill-bred, unpolished, rude, uncouth, awkward, loutish;
irregular, disordered, confused; untidy, slovenly:—beha g-pan, s.m. Shapelessness; ill-manneredness,
rudeness, uncouthness, awkwardness; disordered state;
untidiness, &c.
H ) %  ©($ha giy, ©($ ha gi, s.f. (dialec.)=ha g.
H ;:) %  ©($"!ha gl [ha g, q.v.+Prk. ! ; S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Well-shaped, comely, graceful, handsome;
well-behaved.
H  -  ©/hanmann [prob. fr. S. B , rt. B ; or

+ `!; cf. hahn], s.m. Scum of oil or gh; oil in which

by redupl. fr. S. ], v.n. To roll, reel, stagger, be

anything has been fried.
H (7[  ©(f<!ha el = H () [  ©(©!
< ha hel [prob. S.  T

unsteady; to be tossed about; to be upset; to spill (cf.
halmaln; agmagn).
H 7  ©45haoriy, s.m. corr. of ha horiy, q.v.

+ `!; cf. hahn], s.m. Scum of oil or gh; oil in which
anything has been fried.
H    ©(ha kn = hakn, q.v.
H   ©("ha kn, s.f.=hakn, q.v.
H $  ©($ha g [prob. S. /+r
'
; cf. hab], s.m. Mark,
sign, characteristic, property, peculiarity (syn. laksha);
method, mode, manner, fashion, way, style; form,
gure, shape, build, make, mould; course of proceeding,
practice, carriage, conduct, behaviour, manners,
breeding; gracefulness, grace; accomplishment, art:—
ha g baratn(-k), To carry, or comport, oneself (in any

H )   ©shanek, s.m. corr. of dhaneor dhanes, q.v.
H   ©0h , © ha (cf. h ), adj. & s.m. Big, bulky,
burly, strapping, sturdy, strong;—a big, burly, cr
strapping fellow.
H   ©Mhau, ©5 ho, s.m. (dialec.), Deep water, &c. (=dah,
q.v.).
H   ©0h  [S. T0+t], s.m. A heap of mud or earth,
a mound, a boundary mark (=hol).
H   ©5ho (cf. dho; dhop), s.m. A present of fruit
and owers (from an inferior to a superior) on festival

days (cf. l).
H   © haww, ©M  hauw, s.m. (dialec.) The
musician or attendant of a dancing-girl or courtezan; an
hermaphrodite; a pimp; a wittol.
H   © hawn (caus. of hn), v.t. To cause to be
pulled or thrown down, to cause to be razed, or
demolished.
H ' 1  ©5 hobr, s.m. Hole, breach, ssure (in a
vessel, or wall, &c.); an earthen vessel with a hole or
holes in it, an old, broken vessel; an old, broken, or
dilapidated house, or wall.
H   ©5&ho (i.q. hol, q.v.), s.m. Child, son (esp. a
ne, large, robust child).
H   ©5fho, = H    ©5© hoh,s.m.=ho , ho h,
q.v.
H    ©5©hoh, = H   ©5f ho,s.m.=ho , ho h,
q.v.
H   ©5hor [S. ,t],
' s.m. Cattle, beast, brute
(generally):—hor- gar, s.m. pl. Cattle, horned cattle
H   ©5hor, s.m.=ho , q.v.
H   ©5hor, s.m. A kind of weevil (very destructive to
chick-pea or 'gram').
H   ©5hor (i.q. hol, q.v.), s.m. Heap or mound of
earth (raised by the side of a ditch).
H    ©0 h rw, s.m. A pea (cf. hon).
H  ©5"hor, s.f. Eagerness, ardour.
H    ©57ho  (cf. hol), s.m. The representation of
the tomb of asan and usain carried about in the
Moarram (syn. tziya; dah);—a house; a shop; an
empty show:—ho  ban-rakhn(-k), To keep up the
appearance of state or dignity (after it is lost).
H    ©07h n, v.t. (dialec.)=h hn, q.v.
H    ©5iho h, s.m.=ho , q.v.
H    ©0ih hn, v.t. (dialec.)=h hn, q.v.
H   f7"ih , f657" iho , s.f.=eo h, q.v.
H 4  ©5hos [prob. fr. S.  
( ; cf. hos-n], s.m. Thrust,
stab.

H ' 5  ©0h sar, s.m. Name of a Hind caste (they are
really Vaiyas, but call themselves Brhmans); an
individual of this caste.
H 0  ©0h k (fr. h kn), s.f. Vacillation; putting o:—
h k-hk, s.f. Idem:—h k-hk batn(-ko), To put o
(=ln).
H 0  ©5hok, s.f.=dhok, q.v.
H 0  ©5hok (v.n. of hokn), s.m. Gulp, draught, large
mouthful (syn. gh ).
H 0  ©5hok, = H G  ©5 hok,s.m. A large piece of
broken stone;—small stones of an inferior quality
extracted from the Chunr quarries.
H G  ©5hok, = H 0  ©5 hok,s.m. A large piece of
broken stone;—small stones of an inferior quality
extracted from the Chunr quarries.
H G  ©0h k (v.n. fr. h kn), s.m. Crouching; stealing
up to; peeping, peep; touching, poking, tapping, shoving,
nudging; tap, touch, nudge (by way of calling one's
attention to anything);—hiding-place, lair:—h k den(ko), To peep; to touch, tap, nudge, &c.
H  G  ©0h kn [h k˚= Prk. ©,=()=S. ©M(`), rt. ©M],
v.n. To approach, draw near; to steal (upon); to crouch;
to lurk; to peep; to go (into), enter; to shut, close, &c.
(see hukn).
H  G  ©5hokn (i.q. okn; ukukn, qq.v.), v.t. To
gulp large draughts of, to gulp down, qua, guzzle, swill,
tope.
H   ©5!hol [S. ©5!t], s.m. A large drum or tabor (cf. P.
duhul);—a xed pulley.
H   ©0!h l, ©5! hol [S. TR0!+ or T0+!+t; cf.
h h], s.m. A heap or mound of earth, a pillar of mud or
brick, boundary-mark, landmark; bank (of a river, &c.); a
scarecrow (=h );—a log fastened to the neck of a
vicious ox (=en):—hol-band, s.f. Marking a boundary,
&c. with mud heaps or pillars.
H   ©5!hol [Prk. ©5! ; S. 0t;
' cf. ho], s.m.
Name of a famous lover; a lover, gallant; a gay deceiver;
—a darling, pet; boy, child, son.
H 8 ©5! hol, ©,! hul, s.f. = 8;: hul, q.v.

H   ©5!holak = H  ©5!" holk [S. ©5! +  and 

TR0!+,B(; cf. hu, and oor or], s.m. Seed-vessel,

+], s.f. A small drum.

pod, capsule (of poppy, cotton, gram, pulse, &c.);—
2˚=ho or ho , q.v.
H [  ©0ef, ©0(f h n, v.t.=h hn, q.v.

H  ©5!"holk = H   ©5! holak [S. ©5! +  and 
+], s.f. A small drum.
H  ©5!"holk = H )   ©5! holkiy [holak+Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], One who plays on a small drum, a
drummer.
H )   ©5!holkiy = H  ©5!" holk [holak+Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], One who plays on a small drum, a
drummer.
H   ©5!holan (see ho), s.m.f. A lover, sweetheart;
a friend.
H    ©5!holn [hol, q.v.+n= l= Prk. f =S. !+t],
s.m. A small amulet in the shape of a drum; a miniature
copy of the Qor n, &c. worn as an amulet.
H  ©5!"hol, ©0!" h l [dim. of holor h l, q.v.), s.f.
A heap or bundle of about two hundred pnor betelleaves.
H  ©5!"hol = H )   ©5.! holiy [hol+Prk.  =S.
t], s.m. A drummer.
H )   ©5.!holiy = H  ©5!" hol [hol+Prk.  =S.
t], s.m. A drummer.
H   ©5hon [ho˚= S. + 6(), rt. 6O], v.t. To take
or bear up (a load), to carry, transport, remove.
H Z   © ho , ©g hau  [Ap. Prk. ¯g, for
¯ 
( =S. +
'
/+t], adj. & s.m. Four and a half;—
the sum of four times a number or quantity added to its
half; the pah or multiplication table of 4 times (also
written dho ).
H [  ©0ef, ©0(f h , s.m.=h h, q.v.
H [  ©0(fh , © f ho , s.m.=h hor ho h, q.v.
H [  © fho  = H [  © f ho  [S. ,ef, or ,B, or
TR0!+,B(; cf. hu, and oor or], s.m. Seed-vessel,
pod, capsule (of poppy, cotton, gram, pulse, &c.);—
2˚=ho or ho , q.v.
H [  © fho  = H [  © f ho  [S. ,ef, or ,B, or

H  [  ©0e©, ©0(© h h (see h hn), s.m.f.(?), Seeking,
search: — h h-h h , s.m. Seeking, search, quest,
close or strict search, inquiry, investigation:—h hh h karn, To search, make a close or strict search,
&c. (=h hn-h hn.
H  [  ©0(©h h, © © ho h, ©g© hau h [prob. S.
 Tt, or by redupl. fr.  
( ], s.m. A dilapidated house, a
ruin.
H  [  © ©ho h, s.m. Seed-vessel, pod, &c. (=ho ,
q.v.).
H  [  ©0(©h hr [h h+S. t], s.m. Making
search, search, searching, &c. (=h h, and h hh h, qq.v.).
H  [  ©0(©h han (v.n. fr. next), s.m. Seeking. search
(=h h).
H  [  ©0(©h hn [h h˚= Prk. ©,(©()=S. ©,e©(), rt.
©,e©], v.t. To seek, search for:—h

hn-h hn, v.t.

To seek, search for; to make close or strict search for,
make strict inquiry or investigation into:—h h-ln(ko), To seek and bring, seek out:—h h-nikln, v.t. To
seek out, nd out, ferret out:—h hne-hr, s.m. Seeker,
searcher, one by whom an inquiry is carried on
(=h hne-wl ).
H  [  ©0(© h dhwn, v.t.=hu hwn, q.v.
H ) [  ©0( ©h hiy [h h˚+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A
devotee or mendicant of the Jain sect.
H [ ©0(f"h , © f" hon (dim. of ho , q.v.), s.f.
Seed-vessel, pod, &c. (esp. of gram, or pulse);—ho ,
s.f. A kind of grass (that grows in rice elds, and
sometimes chokes the crop; it is used for thatching and
bedding);—a kind of reed (of which qalamsor pens are
made).
H 7[  ©0( fh iy, s.m.=h hiy, q.v.
H    ©0(7h

, s.m. (rustic)=h h, q.v.:—h

-h ,

H O © ha (prob. fem. of hay, perf. part. of han),

s.m.=h h-h h .
H    f0(7dh n, = H     ©0(i h

hn,v.t.

(rustic)=h hn, q.v.
H     ©0(ih hn, = H    f0(7 dh

n,v.t.

(rustic)=h hn, q.v.
H   © 7"ho , s.f.=ho , q.v.
H *   © ho s, s.f.=hos, q.v.
H ' <  ©0(h sar, s.m.=h sar, q.v.

s.f. A strong pull, tug, heave, strain; vigorous and
determined eort; staying overlong (as of a guest or
visitor):—ha den, To make a vigorous and determined
eort; to throw (oneself) upon, force (oneself) upon, to
force an invitation by sticking in a house till dinner is
ready.
H  ©"h [prob. S. .T; cf. hh; h h], s.f. Heap,

H    © ho kn, v.t.=hokn, q.v.

mound; high bank (of a river, &c.); site of a fallen house,
a mass of ruins.
H   ©<he (cf. ahiy), s.m. A subdivision of the J~ tribe.

H $  © $ho g [prob. S. @#t], s.m. Deceit, fraud,

H )  ©hhaiy, f6  ahiy (for hay, perf. part. of

cheating, imposture, trickery, artice, trick, feigning,
hypocrisy, sanctimoniousness, pretence, sham, arrogant
or fraudulent assumption or display:—ho g b dhnor
b dh-rakhn(-k), To make a pretence (of), to make a
false show, to practise deception, to impose (upon).
H %  © $ho g, ©0($ h g, s.m. Rump, buttock; hip;

han), part. adj. Fallen, ruined, destroyed, &c.;—s.m.
Land near a village, eld;—a tribe of J~s (cf. he):—
haiy-ekar, adj. Ruined, laid waste, destroyed, desolated.
H )  ©hhaiy [h, q.v.+S. a. t], s.m. A measure of

H   © ho k, s.m. Gulp, &c. (=hok, q.v.)

side; cut, slit, or opening in the side (of a gown, shirt,
&c.).
H % © $"ho g = H ) %  © $ ho giy [ho g, q.v.+=
Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m. Deceitful, fraudulent,
hypocritical; deceptive, delusive; a deceitful man, a
knave, impostor, pretender, hypocrite.
H ) %  © $ho giy = H % © $" ho g [ho g, q.v.+=
Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m. Deceitful, fraudulent,
hypocritical; deceptive, delusive; a deceitful man, a
knave, impostor, pretender, hypocrite.
H 2  ©06 h h, ©56 hoh (see h ), s.m. Mound; (local)
elevated ground in the midst of ravines.
H    ©06h h, s.m.=h , and hol, qq.v.
H 3  ©6hahn (caus. of hahn), v.t. To throw
down, &c. (=hn, q.v.); to cause (one) to fall, to bring
down, to humble.
H  3  ©6hahn, v.n. To fall, fall down, &c. (=han,
q.v.):—hah - pa n, or hahe-pa n, or hah-jn, v.n.
(intens.) To fall down, tumble down, fall in, to sag, settle;
to be demolished, razed, or destroyed; to stay, remain.
H ) 3  ©6 hahiy, s.m.=haiyor ahiy, q.v.

two and a half sers.
H ' ) ©< "dhebr, s.f.=hibr, q.v.
H  )  ©< 
, hebu, s.m.=hibuor habu, q.v.
H K)  ©<hep, ©" hp = H ! )  ©< hep, ©" hp
[prob. S. T@ t; cf. hebua; hibr; habb s; happ ], s.m.
Lump, clump, mass (of oil-cake, boiled rice, &c. &c.), clod
(of earth); arable land;—hep, adj. (f. -), Lumpy, bulky,
massive, large, fat, corpulent.
H ! )  ©<hep, ©" hp = H K)  ©< hep, ©" hp
[prob. S. T@ t; cf. hebua; hibr; habb s; happ ], s.m.
Lump, clump, mass (of oil-cake, boiled rice, &c. &c.), clod
(of earth); arable land;—hep, adj. (f. -), Lumpy, bulky,
massive, large, fat, corpulent.
H ")  ©"&h = H # )  ©"_ hh Prk. __5; S. 9t, rt.
3] , adj. & s.m. (f. -), Bold, daring, fearless, condent;
familiar, forward, presumptuous, overweening;
impudent, barefaced, shameless; insolent, rude, saucy,
pert; obstinate, stubborn, wilful;—a bold, or impudent
man, &c.
H # )  ©"_hh = H ")  ©"& h Prk. __5; S. 9t, rt.
3] , adj. & s.m. (f. -), Bold, daring, fearless, condent;
familiar, forward, presumptuous, overweening;

impudent, barefaced, shameless; insolent, rude, saucy,
pert; obstinate, stubborn, wilful;—a bold, or impudent
man, &c.
H # )  ©"_hh = H # )  ©"_ hh [Prk. 5 and  ;

an individual of that caste.
H   )  ©<ihe h = H  )  ©<7 he [prob. 9t: but cf. dahe ],

S. 9t and 9+t], part. Seen, perceived, observed.

s.m. A crow;—a low caste of Hinds who work in leather;
an individual of that caste.
H   )  ©"ih h, s.m.=he h, or h h, q.v.

H # )  ©"_hh = H # )  ©"_ hh [Prk. 5 and  ;

H

S. 9t and 9+t], part. Seen, perceived, observed.

H  ) ©<7"he , prop. ' ) her, q.v.

H # )  ©"_hh, adj.=ht, or hh, q.v.

H   ' )  ©57" he -kaww (see he ), s.m.=dhe -

H 8# ) ©"_ hh, s.f.=hih, q.v.

kaww, q.v.
H )  ©<hek (i.q. he k, q.v.), s.m. The Indian crane,

H [)  ©"fh, s.f. (dialec.)=h , q.v.
H  [)  ©"©hh (see r h), s.m. The back.
H ' )  ©<her [Prk. ÇI; S. <t], adj. & s.m.f.(?), Much,
abundant, ample, enough;—collection, accumulation;
heap, mound, pile, stack; a large quantity, abundance,
plenty;—gummy excretion of the eyes:—her-s,
s.m. A large quantity, a great deal, abundance, (vulg.)
heaps, lots:—her rahn, v.n. To remain or lie in a heap
or as a heap, to lie dead, be slain (=her ho-jn):—her
karnor kar-den(-k), To make a heap or pile (of), to pile,
store, to accumulate, amass; to make a lifeless mass (of),
make a corpse (of), to kill:—her ho-jn, v.n. To become
a heap, to lie in ruins, to fall (as a house); to lie dead, be
slain.
H ' )  ©<her, s.m. Two pieces of wood joined together
in the form of a cross, and used for twisting and making
a ball of coarse thread or twine (=cr); the sign of
addition (+) in Algebra, plus; the cross or mark made by a
person who cannot write;—a large fat louse, or bug, &c.
(cf. h hand he h);—adj. Squinting, squint-eyed
(=er).
H ' ) ©<"her [her, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small
heap, a heap, &c.; a share in a village or estate,
subdivision of a pa, q.v.
H ' ) ©<"her [her, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. A
share-holder in a village or an estate.
H  )  ©<7he , ©"7 h , s.m.f. Heap, &c. (=her);—gummy
excretion of the eyes.
H  )  ©<7he = H   )  ©<i he h [prob. 9t: but cf. dahe ],
s.m. A crow;—a low caste of Hinds who work in leather;

 ) ©<i"he h, s.f.=he , q.v.

Ardea sibirica.
H + ) ©<!
j "hekul, ©<!" hekl = H ) ©<5!" hekol
s.f.=he kl, q.v.
H ) ©<5!"hekol = H + ) ©<!
j " hekul, ©<!" hekl
s.f.=he kl, q.v.
H $)  ©"$hg, s.m. A large heap or mass, &c. (=her,
q.v.).
H ()  ©"!hl [Prk. ©!" and ©!(; S. .8R!t, and
.8R!(], adj.=hl, q.v.;—s.f. Looseness, relaxedness,
slackness, laxity; tardiness, dilatoriness, delay;
remissness, negligence, laziness, inattention;—caution,
foresight:—hl den(-ko), To let loose, to loosen, slacken,
relax; to prolong, give a longer time:—hl karn(-me ),
To be slack, or lax, or remiss (in), to be tardy, to delay,
dawdle, dilly-dally.
H ;:)  ©"!hl [Prk. ©! ; S. .8R!+t], adj. (f. -),
Loose, slack, relaxed, free, abby, accid; lax, remiss,
negligent, inattentive, dilatory, tardy, slow, lazy,
indolent; slovenly, careless, clumsy; weak, impotent;—
hl or ln(-ko), To give a loose rein (to), to grant
liberty or licence (to), to let alone.
H ;:)  ©<!hel (see her; and hep; and cf. also S. p9,),
s.m. A lump (of clay, chalk, &c.), mass, a clod (of earth),
a pellet (of dried clay, to shoot with); the eye-ball:—
hel- auth, s.f. The fourth day of the light half of the
month Bhdon, and the festival held on that day (in
which Hinds pelt one another with lumps of earth or
with stones, and even throw them into one another's
houses; and if they are abused, they consider the abuse

an honour).
H 8;:) ©"! hl, s.f.=hill, and dhl, q.v.
H * + )  ©<! [helw s [hel= hel, q.v.+S. Ht], s.m. A
sling.
H <+ ) ©<! ["helw s [helw s, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t
(+t)], s.m. One who uses or throws with a sling, a
slinger.
H ,)  ©</ hem, ©"/ hm = H -)  ©</ hem, ©"/ hm
(i.q. hep, hep, q.v.), s.m. A lump; a clod; dried clay:—
hem b dhn, v.n. To form into lumps, &c.
H -)  ©</hem, ©"/ hm = H ,)  ©</ hem, ©"/ hm
(i.q. hep, hep, q.v.), s.m. A lump; a clod; dried clay:—
hem b dhn, v.n. To form into lumps, &c.
H )  ©<hen, s.f. corr. of   dhenu, q.v.
H  )  ©hdhain, v.n.=hahn, q.v.
H [ )  ©±fhe , s.m.=he h, q.v.
H [ )  ©±fhe r [he = ho , q.v.+r= ard= Prk.
f =S. +t], s.m. Seed-vessel, pod (of cotton, hemp,
&c.; cf. he h, he ).
H 4[ )  ©±fhe as, s.m.=he as, q.v.
H  [ )  ©±©he h, ©·© h h (prob. another form of
ho hor ho , q.v.), s.m. A large belly; pregnancy.
H [ ) ©±©"he h (dim. of he h), s.f.=he , q.v.
H 4  )  ©±7he as (he or he = ho , 'pod'+s= s,
'like,' q.v.), s.m. A kind of vegetable, the ochro or okhra,
or gobbo, Alelmoschus esculentus(syn. bhin).
H    )  ©±ihe h, ©·i h h, s.m.=he h, q.v.
H   ) ©±7"he  (dim. of he or he h, q.v.), s.f.
Seed-vessel, pod, capsule (of the poppy, the cotton-tree,
hemp, gram, &c.), a poppy-head (=o );—a capsuleshaped ornament for the ear.
H  )  ©±he k (he k= eg= igor ag, q.v.+S. a. t),
s.m. lit. 'Taking long strides'; a long-legged person or
animal, longshanks (=aggor hagg):—the Indian crane,
Ardea sibirica(=hek).
H  )  ©±he k [prob. S. T@#t], s.m. A machine for
pounding with (a beam working on an upright post as a

fulcrum, and having a vertical log, like a pestal, attached
to one end, which falls on the substance to be pounded,
when the pressure applied at the other extremity in
order to raise it, is withdrawn);—the curved piece of
wood which passes over the head of the roller of an oilmill, &c., and presses it down;—the wood by which the
moving beam and the upright post in a sugar-mill are
joined to one another.
H '  )  ©±he kar, s.m.=h khar, q.v.
H +  )  ©±!"he kl [he k= he k, q.v.+l= Prk. f=S.
!+], s.f. A machine for drawing water (being a lever
supported on a long post, having a bucket suspended to
one end, and a weight of earth or stone at the other); a
lever, crane, windlass, &c.;—an apparatus with a lever
for pounding with (=he k, he k);—(met.) a somersault;
—a mode of joining breadths of cloth, or of cutting out
cloth:—he kl lagnor khn, v.n. To turn a somersault.
H  )  ©±
j he ku, he kw[he k= he k+S. t (with
winserted)], s.m. A machine for drawing water
(=he kl).
H '  )  ©·Lh khar, s.m. A kind of harrow, consisting
of a bundle of thorns tied together and drawn by
bullocks (used for the purpose of beating out grain from
the ear; and also for eradicating grass and weeds from
ploughed land).
H  ) ©±"he k (dim. of he k, q.v.), s.f. An apparatus
for pounding with.
H $ )  ©±$he g, s.m. (dialec.)=eg, ig, or ag, q.v.
H % )  ©±$he g (i.q. he g, q.v.), s.m. Cudgel; walkingstick.
H )  ©< he , ©< heo, s.m. A wave, surge; a whim (cf.
eo).
H 3)  ©"6hh, s.m.=h hor h (of which it is prob.
but another form).
H 3)  ©<6heh, s.m. A kind of faqr;—a tribe of J~s
(=ahiy, he).
H # 7 f"_h [Prk.  or "; S. .9t], s.f. Look, glance,
view, sight, vision (cf.  kh):—h-band, adj. & s.m.
Enchanting the sight, preventing one's seeing by

conjuration or hocus-pocus;—a conjurer, juggler, one
who hoodwinks:—h-band, s.f. Enchanting the sight;
preventing, by conjuration, one's seeing; hoodwinking.
H  # 7 f"_hn (fr. h), v.t. To see, look at, behold
(=dekhn);—to take aim at (=hukk lagn).
H ' 7 f<er (=er, q.v.), adj. Squinting, squint-eyed (cf.
her).
H ' 7 f<er = H 2' 7 f< era (see der), s.m. Tent,
marquee, pavilion, temporary dwelling; abiding place,
dwelling, house:—er pa nor ere parn, To be
encamped:—dere-dr,
adj. Having a xed abode, well-to-do (as a courtezan,
&c.):—er ln, To pitch a tent; to encamp; to take up
(one's) abode; to tarry, linger, loiter, delay:—er kha 
karn, To erect or pitch a tent; to encamp:—er kha 
hon, v.n. Tent to be pitched;—to be encamped:—erewl, adj.=ere-dr, q.v.
H 2' 7 f<era = H ' 7 f< er (see der), s.m. Tent,
marquee, pavilion, temporary dwelling; abiding place,
dwelling, house:—er pa nor ere parn, To be
encamped:—dere-dr, adj. Having a xed abode, well-todo (as a courtezan, &c.):—er ln, To pitch a tent; to
encamp; to take up (one's) abode; to tarry, linger, loiter,
delay:—er kha  karn, To erect or pitch a tent; to
encamp:—er kha  hon, v.n. Tent to be pitched;—to be
encamped:—ere-wl, adj.=ere-dr, q.v.
H  7 f<7e , s.f. A tooth, &c. (= h, q.v.):—e mrnor
de e mrn=  h mrn, q.v.
H  7 f<7e , adj.=next, q.v.
H   7 f<ie h [for  ¯5, fr. Prk. ¯C =S. +' "t],
adj. One and a half:—e h bakyan miy bg-me , 'The
gentleman is in his garden, which consists of but a tree
and a half of the bakyankind'; the saying is applied to a
person who assumes consequence without reason:—
e h-po, adj. & s.m. Three-eighths (of a ser):—e hpauw, s.m. A weight equal to three-eighths of a ser:—
e h-shiya, s.m. A kind of embroidered stu worn by
women (the embroidery being on the front, and a little
on the sides):—e h-ser, s.m. A serand a half:—e h-sau,
adj. One hundred and fty:—e h-gat, s.f. A kind of

dance:—e h-girah, s.m. Half a bow-tie; a slip-knot; a knot
that is easily opened:—apn e h  -k masjid bannor
unn, 'To make a mosque for oneself of a brick and a
half'; to withdraw, through pride, from the society of
others; to have ideas or opinions of one's own.
H 8  7f"i  h, s.f.=dri  h, q.v.
H $7 f<$eg, s.m. Step, pace, stride (=igor ag, q.v.).
H (7 f"!l (prob. another form of aul, q.v.; and cf. her,
hel, and el), s.m. Bulk, size, stature, body; gure,
form, shape, likeness:—l-aul, s.m. Size and frame,
gure, shape.
H (7 f<!el, f"! l (=hel, q.v.), s.m. Lump (of earth,
&c.), clod; bump; corn; bunion;—ploughed land (=hep).
H ;:7 f<!el, s.m.=hel, q.v.
S 7 fayan (rt. f"), s.m. Flying, ight (of a bird);—a
car or litter carried upon men's shoulders, a palanquin, a
'doolie.'
H 7 fhain [S. f ' ying'], s.m. Wing (of a bird).
H  7 f<en, s.m. A log tied to the neck of a vicious ox
(=hol).
H  7 fhain (=ain), s.m. Wing (of a bird); branch,
bough (of a tree).
H #  7 f±_e h, s.m. (dialec.)= h, anh, q.v.
H $ 7 f·$ng (cf. imbh, 'pride'), s.f. Pride, boasting,
vaunting, gasconading, boast, brag:—ng-mr, adj. &
s.m. Boastful;—a boaster:—ng mrn, ng h kn, v.n.
To boast, brag.
H % 7f·$" g, f±$" e g (another form of o g), s.f. A
small boat, a ferry-boat, ski, canoe; a vessel used in the
coasting-trade:— g-wl, s.m. Boatman, ferry-man.
H ) % 7 f·$ giy [dng, q.v.+S. a. t], s.m. Boaster,
braggart (=ng-mr).
H  7 fh"ain (from in, q.v.), adj. f. (m. -), Unlucky,
&c. (only occurring in the following):—ain u gl, s.f. The
middle nger.
H  7 f< iewa h, eo h, contrac. of next, q.v. (and=erh,
q.v.).
H  7 f< ieo h, f5i yo h, f<i eu h [fr.

 ¯ =Prk. ¯C =S. +' "+t], s.m. Reckoning
by e h; half as much again; interest in kind at fty per
cent. (esp. on grain, a maund and a half of seed being
repaid for a maund taken):—eo h karn, v.t. To make
one and a half times as much or as great;—to balance
account books, &c., close an account:—isb eo h, s.m.
An old system of account during native rule, under
which interest was not decreed when it had exceeded
fty per cent. of the principal.
H  7 f< ieo hn [eo h, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To take
once and a half as much; to receive back the sum lent
with fty per cent. interest.
H 7f< i"eo h, f5i" yo h, fi" iu h [S. b6!"],
s.f. Threshold, porch, ante-chamber, entrance, door:—
eo h-r, s.m. Door-keeper, porter:—eo h-wn,
s.m.=eo h-dr.
H  7f< 7"eo , s.f.=eo h, q.v.
H 7 f< !eol (i.q. hol, q.v.), s.m. Mound; high
ground.
H B7 f"6h (perhaps corr. of dihor dh; but cf. h), s.m.
Haunt, place, dwelling, village; site of a deserted village
(cf. h).
H 37 f"6h (i.q. hh, h h, qq.v.), s.m. Heap (of
earth), mound, bank.
H ' 37f<6"ehr (see ahr, ahr), s.f. Marshy soil.
H  37 f<z7ehu , s.f. A volley (of musketry).
H

 37f<zi"ehu h, = H  37f<z7" ehu ,s.f.=eo h, q.v.

H  37f<z7"ehu , = H

 37f<zi" ehu h,s.f.=eo h, q.v.

z
H z l, called dl--mjama, is the thirteenth letter of
the Hindstn or Urd alphabet, and ninth of the Arabic
(from which it is taken). It is pronounced by the Arabs
like thin the English thou; but in Urd its sound is not to
be distinguished from that of ze, which is exactly our
own letter z.It is used, by way of abbreviation, for ulijja, the last month of the Arabic lunar year; and in
reckoning by abjad, it stands for 700.
A z b (act. part. n. of z 'to cut, cleave, slaughter'),

s.m. Slaughterer, sacricer; butcher:—sadu-b , The
two stars  and in the left horn of Capricornus; the
twenty-second mansion of the moon.
A Az t (fem. of  , q.v.), s.f. Possessor, owner, mistress
(in these senses used as a prexed noun; and often
better rendered 'having, possessed of, endowed with');
essence, substance, nature, radical constituent; soul;
body, person, self (i.e. a man's self, or a thing's self);
generation, breed, tribe, caste; genus, species; sort, kind
(in these senses, prob. connected, through the Persian,
with the S. *; H. jt; which the Hindstns commonly
corrupt into t); (in Gram.) a real substantive, a
substantive (=ism--t, as opp. to ism--man, and to
ifat):—tul-jamb, s.m. The pleurisy:—tur-riya, s.m.(?)
In ammation of the lungs, pneumonia, peri-pneumony:
—tu-adr, s.m. In ammation in the chest; pleurisy; a
collecting of matter in the chest:—tul-am d , Being at
a perpendicular:—t jn(=jtjn), To lose caste, become
an outcast:—t den(apn), To give up (one's own) caste,
or to relinquish the benets of (one's) religion, by
eating, &c. with a person of another caste;—to give caste
(to, -ko), to receive (one) as a member of a caste or sect
(=jt den):—t-se gir-hu, adj. & s.m. Out of caste;—an
outcast:—t-se niklnor nikl-den, v.t. To put out of
caste (see jt):—t--sharf, s.m.f. An excellent mind or
soul; a noble personage; (ironic.) a consummate knave:—
t len, t mrn(-kis-k), To deprive of caste (by
touching the food, &c. &c. of another):—t-nm, s.m.
(Gram.) A generic noun, a common noun:—ism--t,
s.m. (Gram.) A substantive:—ba t-- ud, ba-t-- ,
adv.=bi-ti-hi, q.v.
A Yz t (rel. n. of t), adj. Essential, substantial,
natural, constituent, original, innate, constitutional, real,
material, intrinsic, fundamental; personal (cf. al, and
jt).
H 3 Yz tl (prob. a local corr. of jtl= jt+S. a. !+t),
adj. (f. -) = t, q.v.
A ez f (v.n. of ez 'to die quickly'), s.m. Quickness of
death; sudden death.
A  z kir (act. part. n. of  z 'to remember,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Remembering; grateful;—rememberer; a grateful

person; one who praises God.
A z hil (act. part. n. of z 'to forget, neglect,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Forgetful, neglectful, negligent, careless,
inattentive;—a negligent or inattentive person, &c.
A H$z iq (act. part. n. of Gz (for Gz 'to taste'), adj. &
s.m. Tasting;—one who tastes, taster.
P Q $z iqa (for A. ~Q $z iqat; see iq), s.m. The sense of
tasting; the palate; taste, relish, avour, savour, smack:
—iqa-dr, vulg. iqe-dr, adj. Possessing relish, tasty,
savoury:—iqa-shins, adj. & s.m. Knowing in taste;—one
who is skilled in taste:—iqa len(-k), To have a taste
(of), to taste, to relish, smack the lips (over).
A z ab, vulg. ib, iba(inf. n. of z 'to slaughter,'
&c.), s.f. Slaughtering, cutting the throat of, slaying,
sacricing;—ib, vulg. iba, s.f. An animal prepared for
slaughter, or sacrice; a sacrice, a slaughter:—ab
karn, To slaughter, cut the throat of (an animal
intended for food, agreeably to the Moammadan law);
to sacrice, to immolate; to slay, kill, execute, put to
death.
A z ab (v.n. fr. z; and=mab ), part. adj.
Slaughtered, sacriced;—s.m. An animal that is destined
or prepared for sacrice, an intended victim, a sacrice
(=aba):—abul-lh, A surname of Ishmael (who,
according to the generality of Moammadans, was the
son whom Abraham designed to sacrice, and not
Isaac).
P c z aba (for A. ~c z abat, fem. of ab), s.m. An
intended victim, a sacrice (=ab); an animal lawfully
slaughtered (and t for food).
A $ rz a ir, s.m. pl. (of a ra), Treasures, stores,
provisions, victuals.
A rz u r, s.m.=a ra, q.v.
H  rz a r = P ? rz a ra (for A. { rz a rat, v.n. fr.
rz 'to hoard, treasure,' &c.), s.m. A thing hoarded,
treasured, or laid up; treasure, hoard; provisions,
victuals, stores, munition:—a ra kar-rakhn, v.t. To
treasure, store up, lay up.
P ? rz a ra = H  rz a r (for A. { rz a rat, v.n. fr.
rz 'to hoard, treasure,' &c.), s.m. A thing hoarded,
treasured, or laid up; treasure, hoard; provisions,

victuals, stores, munition:—a ra kar-rakhn, v.t. To
treasure, store up, lay up.
A z arr, s.m.=arra, q.v.
H z arr, vulg. ar, and jar(i.q. arra, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
(f. -), A little;—a little while, short time; a slight or trivial
matter;—adv. Just, would you just, please, kindly (e.g.
ar yh uh-den):—ar-aror ar-ar-karke, adv. Little
by little, by degrees; every bit, every jot and tittle:—
arr-sor ar-s, adj. (f. - -s), A little; slight, trivial,
tri ing;—s.m. Just a little:—arre-me , adv. In a little
while, in a very short time, soon, quickly;—with much
trouble or diculty.
A Az arrt, s.m. pl. (of arra), Motes, atoms, particles,
&c.
P ?z urra (for A. {z urrat, v.n. fr. Cz 'to scatter,
sprinkle'), s.m. Particles ying or scattered about of
anything grinding or pounding.
A .z ir (v.n. fr. .z 'to stretch forth the arm'), s.m. lit.
'The arm from the elbow to the tip of the middle nger';
a cubit; a yard;—the two bright stars  and in the
heads of Gemini; the seventh mansion of the moon.
P Az irwat, urwat(for A. {z, fr. z or z'to be raised,'
&c.), s.f. Top of a camel's hump; summit (of a mountain,
&c.), pinnacle;—much wealth, opulence (cf. sarwat);—

majesty, pomp.
P ?z arra (for A. {z arrat, n. of un. fr. Cz 'to sprinkle,
scatter,' &c.), s.m. A mote, atom, particle, a little, jot,
tittle, an ace (see arror ar);—adj. (f. -), Little:—arraifat, arra-wr, adj. Like an atom, minute, a little;
humble, lowly.
H zarr, vulg. ar(dim. of arraor arr, q.v.), s.f. A
minute particle, an atom, a very little, &c.
P )z urryat (for A. ~)z, fr. Cz 'to scatter, spread,' &c.), s.f.
Progeny, ospring, children, little ones, young ones,
descendants, race, stock, seed.
P P )z ara, vulg. aria(for A. ~P )z arat, fr. .z 'to stretch
forth the arm'; cf. ir), s.m. orig. 'A cover or screen (as
a beast, &c.) behind which a hunter lurks and
approaches game'; (hence) a means of access or
approach, medium, means, instrumentality, agency,
cause, occasion, interest, favour, ingratiation,

intervention, intercession (syn. wasla):—ara paid
karn, To nd means; to make interest:—ara rakhn, To
have interest:—areor are-se, postpn., and ba-ara,
prep., By means (of, -ke), by, by the medium (of),
through the instrumentality or the intervention (of); in
or by virtue (of); under cover (of):—is are-se, By this
means; hereby; by these presents.
A e mz f (v.n. fr. gmz 'to give poison'), s.m. Poison,

or brilliant genius.
A z ill, vulg. il(inf. n. of C z 'to be easy,' &c.), s.m. Ease,

deadly poison (pl. gmz uf).
A <iz aqan, s.m. The chin; beard:— h--aqan, s.m.

P !z illat (for A. ~!z, inf. n. of C z 'to be base,' &c.), s.f.

Dimple in the chin.
H <iz aqan (corr. of P. + pd agand,
 q.v.), s.m. Spring,
bound.
A  z ak (inf. n. of R z, for  z 'to be sharp or acute in
mind'), s.m. Sharpness or acuteness of mind, quickness
of perception or understanding, acumen, sagacity,
penetration.
A  z uk (fr.  z 'to ame, blaze'), s.m. The sun.
P A  z akwat (for A. {  z, abst. n. fr.  z 'to be sharp,'
&c.; prob. a post-classical word), s.f. Brightness of
genius, wit, acuteness, &c. (=ak, q.v.).
A  z akar (v.n. fr.  z 'to mention,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Male,
of the male sex, masculine;—a male;—the male organ of
generation, membrum virile, penis.
A  z ikr (inf. n. of  z 'to remember; to mention,' &c.),
s.m. Remembering, remembrance; memory;
commemoration;—mention, telling, relating, relation,
recital, report, account; praise, eulogy, fame; the praise
and glorication of God (the saying subhnal-lh, and alamd-lil-lh, and allh akbar, and l ilha illal-lh, and
other forms of praise); thanking God; prayer,
supplication; a reading or reciting of the Qrn:—ikr
karn(-k), To make mention (of), to mention, tell (of),
relate, express, state, &c.:—ikr-mak r, s.m. Mention,
talk, conversation, allusion.
A   z uk r, s.m. pl. of akar, q.v.; and see next.
P ?  z uk ra (for A. {  z uk rat, pl. of akar), s.m. Males;
the male sex.
A  zak (rel. n. of ak, q.v.), adj. Sharp, acute,
intelligent, clever, of penetrating intellect, sagacious
(syn. ahn);—ery, aming:—akyul-ma, Of a splendid

easiness, gentleness; tractableness, submissiveness.
A z ull, vulg. ul(inf. n. of C z 'to be base,' &c.), s.m.
Baseness, meanness, &c. (see illat, and next).
P !"z allat, (for A. ~!"z, inf. n. of C z 'to be base,' &c.), s.f.
Baseness, abjectness, contemptibleness; obsequiousness.
P 1 "z ulm, s.m. The cholic.
Baseness, meanness, vileness, abjectness,
contemptibleness, abasement, humiliation, dishonour,
disgrace, indignity, aront, insult;—illat den(-ko), To
dishonour, disgrace, &c. (=all karn, q.v.):—illat
khai n(-se, or kis-ke hth-se), To suer dishonour, or
disgrace, or shame, &c. (at the hands of).
P !z illat, s.f. incor. for zallat, 'error,' &c., q.v.
A H!z alq (v.n. fr. H!z 'to be sharp or eloquent'), s.m. A
sharp and ready or eloquent tongue; readiness of
speech, volubility:—arfu-alq, s.m. A lingual letter.
A !z alal, s.m.=ull, and illat, q.v.
A !z al l (v.n. fr. C z 'to be easy,' &c.), adj. Gentle,
tractable, docile, submissive, obedient.
A  !z all (v.n. fr. z 'to be base,' &c.), adj. Base, mean,
vile, wretched, contemptible, despicable, ignominious;
brought low, abased, humbled, disgraced, insulted:—all
karn, v.t. To abase, debase, disgrace, render abject or
vile, to humble, bring low, to insult:—allun-nafs, adj.
Mean-spirited, abject; submissive:—all hon, v.n. To be
brought low, be abased, be disgraced, be insulted.
A 1 z amm (inf. n. of 1C z 'to blame'), s.f. Blame, censure,
reproach, accusation, disparagement, detraction
(=maammat, which is the more common form).
A 2 $ a z amim, s.m. pl. (of amma), Crimes,
misdemeanours; reprehensible or base qualities.
P a z imma (for A. ~a z immat, v.n. fr. 1 z 'to blame'), s.m.
Obligation, responsibility, suretyship, security; trust,
charge, subjection; burden (as of proof); duty, service,
delity; lineage;—imme, postpn. In the suretyship or
security (of, -ke); in charge (of):—imma-dr, vulg. immedr, adj. & s.m. Responsible, answerable, liable;—a
responsible person, surety, security; guarantor, trustee,

assignee:—imma-dr, vulg. imme-dr , s.f. Engagement,
obligation, guarantee; responsibility, liability; trust,
charge, custody:—imme karn(-ke), To give into the
charge (of), make over (to), to deliver in trust, to deposit
(with):—imme-karn, or imme len(apne), To take in
charge, undertake the charge (of), take upon oneself,
become responsible for, be security or surety for:—
imma-wr, adj. & s.m.=imma-dr, q.v.:—imma-wr,
s.f.=imma-dr, q.v.
P @ a z amma (for A. ~@ a z ammat, fr. amm, 'blamed'; rt.
C1 z 'to blame'), s.m. An act, or a quality, to be blamed or
reprehended; a reprehensible act, bad quality, vice,
misdeed, crime, misdemeanour.
A Uz amb (v.n. fr. Uz 'to follow the tail, or the track of'),
s.m. Sin, crime, fault, misdemeanour, misdeed.
A Uz anab (v.n. fr. Uz; see amb), s.m. Tail; end,
extremity; (in Astron.) the tail of the Dragon, the
descending node.
A z un b, s.m. pl. (of amb), Sins, crimes, misdeeds,
&c.
A z z , s.m. Possessor, owner, lord, master;—adj.
Having, possessing, possessed of, endowed with (always
used as a prexed noun, in comp.; and contracted to u,
in pronunciation, before the Arabic article; see aw, and
):— -arbaatul-al, adj. & s.m. Four-sided,
quadrilateral;—a quadrilateral:— -af, s.m. A common
multiple:— -af--aql, s.m. Least common multiple:—
ul-jall, adj. Possessed of dignity, or majesty, or glory;
majestic, glorious:—ul-jan, adj. & s.m. Having wings,
winged;—the winged one,' name of the horse of Husain,
son of 'Al:—ul-ijja, s.m.=-ijja, q.v.:—ul-faqr, s.m.
'The possessor (cleaver) of the vertebræ,' name of the
celebrated sword of Al-s-bin-Munabbih , an unbeliever
who was slain in the battle of Badar; it became the
property of Mohammad, and afterwards fell into the
possession of his son-in-law Al:—ul-qada, s.m.=-qada,
q.v.:—ul-qarnain, adj. & s.m. Bicornous;—lord or
possessor of the two horns (i.e. the East and West), an
epithet of Alexander the Great:—ul-minan, s.m.
'Possessor of obligations,' an epithet of the Deity:— anab, adj. & s.m. Having a tail, tailed;—a comet:— fun n, adj. & s.m. Acquainted with the sciences, learned,

accomplished;—a learned or accomplished person;
(ironic.) an astute or artful person, a knowing fellow:— musallas
adj. & s.m. Trilateral;—a triangle:—  atul-al,

man(prob. corr. of ul-manain), s.m. Pun, joke, double
entendre.
A Gz awwq (intens. n. fr. Gz, for Gz 'to taste'), s.m.
One who tastes much, a great taster, a taster.
A Uz awnib, s.m. pl. (of anab), Tails.
A Gz auq (inf. n. of Gz 'to taste'), s.m. Taste, enjoyment,
delight, joy, pleasure, voluptuousness:—auq-se, adv. With
pleasure, willingly:—auq-shauq, s.m. Pleasure and
delight, great pleasure:—auq hon(se), To have a taste
(for), take pleasure (in).
A zaw, s.m. pl. (accus. of  ; like which it is used),
Possessors, owners, &c.;—having, possessed of, endowed
with:—awil-arm, Relatives by the mother's side:—
awil-iqtidr, adj. Powerful (=ul-qadr):—awil-ikrm, adj.
Held in veneration.
A z ahb (inf. n. of Uz 'to go, depart,' &c.), s.m. Going,
departure; failing, failure (as of the heart), loss (as of
reason):—ahbul-baar, s.m. Loss of sight, amaurosis.
P  z ihnat (for ~ z, abst. n. fr. <z 'to be intelligent';
prob. a post-classical word), s.f. Intelligence, sagacity,
acuteness, &c. (see hn).
A Uz ahab, s.m. Gold;—the yolk of an egg.
A z ahl (inf. n. of z 'to forget; to neglect,' &c.), s.m.
Forgetting, neglecting, leaving careleesly, abandoning.
A <z hn, ahan(inf. n. of <z 'to be intelligent'), s.m.
Intellect, intelligence, understanding, sagacity,
acuteness, acumen, genius, wit, mind, memory, capacity,
ability, ingenuity, skill (cf. ak):—hn--daqq, s.m. A
subtle or penetrating intellect, a subtle genius:—hn
la n, v.n. To set the mind to work, to think, consider:—
hn-nishn, adj. Fixed or settled in the mind, impressed
on the mind:—hn-nishn karnor kar-den, v.t. To x in,
or impress on, the mind; to convince (of).
A zhn (rel. n. of hn, q.v.), adj. Of or relating to the
hnor intellect, &c.; intellectual, mental, ideal,
subjective.
A z uh l (inf. n. of z 'to forget'), s.m. Forgetting,
oblivion; neglecting, leaving (cf. ahl).

A < z ahn (part. n. fr. <z; see hn), adj. Intelligent,
possessed of understanding, sagacious, acute, clever,
skilful, ingenious; endowed with a retentive mind (syn.
ak).
A z, s.m. (gen. of  ; like which it is used), Possessor,
&c. (see  ):—-i tiyr, adj. & s.m. Possessed of power
or authority, empowered, with powers (of a magis trate);
—one empowered or in authority, one having competent
jurisdiction:—-istdd , adj. & s.m. Possessed of ability
or capacity, capable, well-qualied;—a man of capacity or
ability:—-iqtidr, adj. & s.m.=-i tiyr, q.v.:—il-ij, or
il-ijja, s.m. The last month of the Mohammadan year
(on the tenth day of which is the festival of baqar-d):—
il-qada, s.m.=-qad, q.v.:—il-maqm, adj. Endowed
with place or dignity:—-ijja, s.m.=il-ij, q.v.:—-aq,
adj. & s.m. Having a legal or just claim, rightful, just,
entitled;—a legal or just claimant:—-ayt, adj. & s.m.
Endowed with life, animate, living;—an animal;—adv.
While living, during life:—- n-dn, adj. Of good family:
—- irad, adj. Endowed with wisdom or understanding,
wise:—-rutba, adj. & s.m. Possessed of rank or
distinction;—a man of consequence or distinction:—r , adj. & s.m. Rational; animate;—a rational being; an
animal; (as a pl.) animate creatures, the animal
kingdom:—-shn, adj. Possessed of, or conspicuous for,
dignity:—-shu r, adj. Intelligent, sagacious:—z-izzat ,
adj. Honourable, respectable:—-qad, s.m. The eleventh
month of the Mohammadan lunar year:—-hosh, adj.
Sensible, wise:—gair--r
h, adj. & s.m. Irrational;

inanimate;—an inanimate object; inanimate things.
A )z ail, s.m. The latter, hinder, last, or hindmost part
(of anything), lower part, bottom; supplementary part;
skirt, or lower extremity (of a garment), train (of a
robe); train, retinue; sequel, that which follows, or is
annexed:—asb--ail, adv. As below, as follows, as
under-mentioned:—asb--mufaila--ail, adv. As
detailed below.

H  re,  ra (called, in Urd, re mhmala, and re
manq ta),
 is the fourteenth letter of the Hindstn
alphabet, and the twenty-seventh consonant of the

Ngar (being the second of the semi-vowels). Its sound
is that of ras pronounced by the Scotch and Irish; that is,
it is much more marked than the English r. It is
interchangeable with and l, as will be seen from
numerous examples in the preceding and following
pages. In reckoning according to the abjad, it stands for
200. In almanacs, it is the astronomical character for
the moon; and in dates, it denotes the Arabic month
rabul-awwal:—ra-kr, s.m. The letter or sound ra.
H   rb [prob. S. W , rt. W¬], s.f. Inspissated juice (of
the sugar-cane), treacle, molasses, syrup;—ground
prepared for sowing by the burning of grass, sticks, &c.;
the crop raised on ground so prepared.
H   7"rb  [rb, q.v.+ = Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
kind of food like pap; meal mixed with buttermilk;
thickened milk.
P N  rbita (for A. ~N  rbitat,
 fem. of rbit, act.
part. of w  'to tie, bind,' &c.), s.m. Anything that binds,
connects, or regulates, &c.; tie, connection, bond of
union; conjunction; ligature; relation; the copula (of a
proposition); catchword (placed at the corner of a page,
under the last line, and repeated at the top of the page
which follows).
H <   4rba,   rban, s.m. corr. of rwa, q.v.
H ; "rp, s.f.=Lr p, q.v.
H A rt [Prk. \"; S. Pt], s.f. Night:—rt-bas-kar,
adv. After staying a night or for the night:—rt-bhar, adv.
The whole night, all night:—rt tho  aur sng bahut, 'The
night is short and the business great (or the play long)';
much to do and little time to do it in, or the task is
arduous and the time short; (cf. Ars longa vita brevis, and
'Art is long and time is eeting'):—rt- ar, s.m. lit. 'Nightwanderer'; a goblin, evil spirit; a thief:—rt-din, adv.
Night and day, continually:—rt-din-barbar- akr, s.m.
The equinoctial line:—rt-din barbar hon, Day and night
to be equal:—rt-ko, rt-ke waqt, adv. At night, by night,
during the night:—rt-k rt, adv. For one night, for the
night, the one night; the night long, the whole night:—
rt-me , adv. In the night, at night (=rk-ko):—rt-wl,
s.m. The bird of night, the owl; cholera (used by
women):—rto -rt, adv. In the middle of the night;

during the whole night; night after night:—dh rt, s.f.
Midnight:—ba  rt, adv. Late at night, in the dead of
night:—bhr rt, s.f. A long, wearisome, or bad night.
H Y rt [Prk. \ ; S. =+t, rt. *], adj. Red,
crimson, dyed red; dyed, coloured, tinged, stained, &c.
(see rtn).
A UY rtib, vulg. rtab(v.n. UY 'to be xed,' &c.), s.m. A
set pension, salary, stipend, or allowance; daily
allowance of food, a ration; allowance of food for dogs or
elephants; dog's food:—rtib- or, s.m. A pensioner;
stipendiary.
P %Y rtiba (for A. ~%Y rtibat, fem., fr. rtib), s.m. Salary,
stipend, pension, allowance (=rtib).
S Y Prtra, vulg. rtr, s.m. Night (used in comp.):—
rtrndh(˚tra+an˚), adj. Blind at night (=rtau dhor
ratau dh, q.v.).
S YPrtri, P" rtr, s.f. Night (=rt, q.v.):—rtri- ar,
adj. & s.m. Night-wandering, night-walking, prowling or
roaming at night;—night-rover, night-prowler, thief,
robber;—a night-watcher, watchman, guard, patrol;—evil
spirit, end, ghost, goblin:—rtr-samay, s.m. or rtr-kl,
s.m., or rtr-wel, s.f. Night-time.
H Y rtn [rt˚= Prk. \() or \<(), fr. \=S. =,
p.p.p. of rt. *], v.t. To dye, colour, tinge, stain; to dye
red, &c.;—v.n. To be aected by passion, be passionately
fond (of), be strongly attached (to), be deeply in love
(with).
H +  Y grtau dh, adj. & s.m.=ratau dha, q.v.
H Y"rt [Prk. .\ ; S. Pt], adj. Of or belonging
to night.
H Y "rt [Prk. .\; S. P+], s.f. Night (=rt).
H  _Mrhaur [rh= S. 9¸+au = Prk. !5=S. !t or
!t], s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts.
H  _M7rhau , _57 rho , adj. (dialec.), Strong,
rm, xed, fast; tough; hardy, rough, rugged.
S 5 *rja, vulg. rj(fr. *; cf. rj), s.m. (used in
comp.) King, prince, sovereign, chief, master; any
principal object, anything the best, or the largest, of its
kind;—a master-mason, mason, builder, bricklayer:—

rjbhishek(˚ja+abh˚), vulg. rj-abhishek, s.m. Consecration
or coronation of a king, royal inauguration or
installation (syn. rj-tilak);—rjjn, vulg. rjggy(˚ja+j˚),
s.f. King's edict, royal decree or command, mandate,
ordinance:—rjdhirj, vulg. rj-adhirj(˚ja+adh˚), s.m. King
of kings, supreme ruler of princes, paramount
sovereign, emperor, mighty potentate:—rjdikr, vulg.
rj-adhikr(˚ja+adh˚), s.m. Paramount power; royal
prerogative:—rjdhikr, vulg. rj-adhikr, s.m. (f. -in),
'Royal ocial'; one who holds sway, regent, governor,
ruler, king:—rjvart(˚ja+v˚), s.m. A kind of diamond or
other gem (=rj-pa, q.v.):—rjwalior rjwal, vulg.
rjol(˚ja+v˚), s.f. Line of kings, royal dynasty or
genealogy, royal house (=rj-va or rj-ba s):—rj-bas,
s.m.=rj-d t, q.v.:—rj-ba s, rj-ba , s.m.=rj-va , q.v.:—
rj-ba s, adj. & s.m.=raj-va , q.v.:—rj-bah, vulg. rajbah, s.m. Principal channel, main distributory, the
principal or common branch (of a canal, &c.):—rjbhanr, s.m. Royal storehouse; public warehouse; royal
exchequer, public treasury; royal kitchen:—rj-bhavan,
rj-bh wan, s.m.=rj-mandir, q.v.:—rj-bhog, s.m. Food
placed before an idol at noon; endowment of a temple:—
rj-bhe, s.f. A present made by an inferior on admission
to the presence of a great man;—fee paid to a public
functionary for permission to reap the harvest:—rjbaiwasth, s.f.=rj-vyavasth, q.v.:—rj-p, s.m. Royal
cushion or throne (=rj-pa; see also s.v. rj,
'government'):—rj-pati, vulg. rj-pat, s.m. 'Lord of kings,'
prince (a Hind title):—rj-putr, vulg. rj-put, s.m.=rj-p t,
q.v.:—rj-patn, s.f. King's wife, royal consort, queen:—rjpath, s.m. King's highway, public road, main road,
principal street:—rj-pa, s.m. Royal llet, a tiara; royal
cushion, throne; a kind of precious stone, a diamond of
inferior quality (said to be brought from Vr-de, in the
north-west of India):—rj-pa, Rank of a king; kingship:—
rj-pad-dhr, s.m. One who accedes to the position and
oce of king:—rj-pur, s.m. and rj-pur, s.f.=rj-dhn,
q.v.:—rj-pratp, s.m. Royal power and splendour, kingly
dignity, majesty:—rj-prabandh, s.m. Royal government;
royal or public policy; administration:—rj-pratinidh, s.m.
Regent; viceroy:—rj-p t(S. rja-putra), s.m. (f. -n), lit.
'King's son or descendant'; name of a military tribe of

Hinds (of the second or Kshatriya caste); name of a
class of Hinds who claim descent from the ancient
Kshatriyas;—a member of the Rjpt caste, a Rjpt:—
rj-p t-na, adj. Like, or belonging to, the Rjpts;—prop.
n. A name for the province of Ajmr, the country of the
Rjpts:—rj-p t, s.f. The essential quality of a Rjpt,
courage, prowess in war:—rj-pho a, s.m. The king's evil
(?); a kind of carbuncle or large boil (which generally
rises at the back of the neck and commonly proves
fatal):—rj-tilak, s.m. The mark placed on the forehead of
a royal personage on the occasion of coronation;
coronation, installation (cf. rjbhishek); a mark put on
the forehead of a royal personage by his vassals:—rjtejas, s.m. Royal splendour or dignity, majesty:—rj-k,
s.f.=rj-tilak, q.v.:—rj- akr, s.m. The discus of Krishna;—
fear or perplexity occasioned by a monarch:—rja- inh,
s.m. The insignia of royalty:—rj-dr, s.f. King's wife,
royal consort:—rj-datt, adj. (f. -), Given or allowed by
the king or by Government:—rj-datt-bh mi , s.f. An
allowance of land by the king or by Government:—rjdarbr, s.m. Royal audience, court, levée:—rj-daran, s.m.
The act of seeing, or appearing before, a king, a royal
audience, royal levée:—rj-daran-l, s.f. The royal hall
of audience, presence chamber:—rj-droh, s.m. 'The act
of injuring a king.' high treason, rebellion;—tyranny:—
rj-droh, adj. & s.m. Rebellious, disloyal;—king-injurer,'
traitor, rebel:—rj-dulr, s.m, (f. -), 'King's darling,' a
prince:—rj-dulr, s.f. A princess:—rj-dan, s.m. King's
sceptre, royal sceptre; kingly authority; punishment
in icted by order of a king; tax or ne payable to
royalty:—rj-danpaharan(-dana+apa˚), s.m. 'Seizure of
property in execution of a royal or of a legal decree,'
conscation:—rj-dwr, s.m. The king's gate, gate of a
royal palace, palace-gate, royal entrance:—rj-d t, s.m.
(f. -i, -in, -n, or -), A king's ambassador:—rj-dhm,
s.m.=rj-dhn, q.v.:—rj-dhnor rj-dhn, s.f. King's
residence, a palace; royal city, seat of government,
capital, metropolis:—rj-dhur, 'The king's yoke,' the
burden of government, kingly responsibility, royal
functions:—rj-dharm, vulg. rj-dharam, s.m. A king's duty;
the duties of a sovereign, the functions or obligations of
government;—duties of the military caste:—rj-dhan, s.m.

Royal revenue or right to property; public property:—rjan, s.m.=rj-dan, q.v.:—rja-rj, rj-rj, s.m.=rjdhi-rj,
q.v.:—rj- , s.f. Queen-consort, royal spouse;—an
epithet of the goddess Kl:—rj arshi(rja+rishi),
s.m. A

royal Rishi or saint; Rishi of royal descent; that holy and
superhuman personage which a king or man of the
military class may become by the performance of great
austerities:—rj-rog, s.m. A mortal disease; consumption;
(g.) any great aiction or evil (as a long-pending lawsuit, &c.); a mania of any kind (as for building, &c.):—rjsabh, s.f. A royal assembly or court; an assemblage of
princes; an assembly in which the king is present, royal
council; king's privy council; parliament:—rj-satt, s.f.
Royal dignity, majesty:—rja-sthn, vulg. rj-asthn, s.m.
King's palace, &c. (=rj-mandir, or rj-dhn);—prop. n.
Another name for the province of Rjptna:— rj-sarp,
s.m. 'Monster-serpent'; the boa:—rj-si hsanor rjsi ghsan, s.m. Royal throne:—rj-s ya, vulg. rj-s , s.m. A
great sacrice or religious ceremony performed at the
coronation of a supreme sovereign or universal
monarch by the king himself and his tributary princes:—
rja-sva, s.m. Royal possessions: royal revenue, tribute,
tax:—rj-sew, s.f. King's service, royal service:—rj-sevak,
s.m. Attendant on a royal personage, a king's servant; a
courtier:—rj-san, s.m. Royal edict, decree, mandate;
king's sway:—rj-h, s.f. Royal status, kingship, royalty:
—rj-k, adj. (f. -), Royal, national, public:—rj-kj, rjkrva, s.m. King's business, royal
duties, state aairs, functions of government, public
administration:—rj-kar, corr. rj-kr, s.m. Tax paid to
royalty, king's taxes, royal tribute, revenue:—rj-kaseru,
s.m. The fragrant grass Cyperus rotundus; the root of
Cyperus pertenius:—rj-kul, s.m. King's family, royal
family, royal race or dynasty; king's court; court of
justice;—(f. -), a king's son, a prince:—rj-kumr, vulg.
rj-kumbar, rj-ku ar, rj-ku war, rj-kuwar, s.m. A king's
son, a prince:—rj-kumr, and rj-kany, s.f. King's
daughter, princess:—rj-kavi, s.m. Poet laureate (syn.
malikush-shuar):—rj-gd, rj-gadd, s.f. Royal cushion or
seat, king's throne, royal throne (=rj-si ghsan):—rjguru, s.m. Royal counsellor, spiritual preceptor of a king,
or prince, or chief:—rja-grih,
 s.m. King's house, royal

dwelling, palace:—rj-grva, s.m. A species of at freshwater sh:—rj-ght, s.m. Regicide:—rj-ght, rja-gha,
rja-ghna, s.m. King-killer, a regicide:—rj-gr, s.m. The
plant Amaranthus polygamus:—rj-gr, s.f. Masterly work,
workmanship; mason's work, masonry:—rj-lakshm, s.f.
Good fortune or glory of a king;—a royal welcome:—rjlaksha, vulg. rj-la han, s.m. Royal sign or token, any
mark (on the body, &c.) indicating a future king; marks
of royalty; royal insignia, regalia:—rj-lekh, s.m. Royal
letter or edict:—rj-mrg,  s.m.=rj-path, q.v.:—rj-maal,
s.f. Royal residence, palace, royal apartment:—rj-mudr,
s.f. Royal signet or seal, privy seal:—rj-marl, s.m. (f. -),
A very beautiful swan:—rj-mistr, s.m. Master-mason,
head bricklayer:—rj-muku, s.m. Royal crown or diadem:
—rj-mantr, s.m. Minister or counsellor of state, primeminister, chancellor, privy counsellor:—rj-mantr-sabh,
s.f. Senate, cabinet council, privy council;—rj-mandir, rjmandil, s.m. Palace of a king, royal mansion or
residence:—rj-nay, s.m.=rj-ntior nt, s.f. Royal conduct
or policy, administration of government, regal polity,
princely duties; science of government; statesmanship;
politics;—code of law, jurisprudence:—rj-nl, s.m. An
emerald:—rj-w , s.m. Country of rjs, royal domains;
a kingdom (cf. rajw ):—rja-vat, adj. & adv. Like a king,
kingly, royal, princely:—rj-var, s.m. Excellent king, chief
king:—rj-va , s.m. Family of kings, royal race or family,
dynasty:—rj-va i(f. -in), rj-va ya, (f. -), rj-va ya(f. ), adj. & s.m. Belonging to a royal family, of regal race
or descent;—ospring of royalty; a tribe of Rjpts:—rjvj, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of royal seed, sprung from a
royal race; a royal personage:—rj-vaidya, s.m. King's
physician:—rj-vr, s.m. Prince of heroes; an epithet of
any man of superior bravery:—rj-vyavasth, s.f. Royal
institute or order, mandate, edict, decree; royal
administration (=rj-prabandh):—rja-h, rja-han, s.m. A
regicide (=rj-ght):—rj-hsak, s.m. A species of sh,
Cyprinus catlaor Niloticus):—rj-ha s, rj-h s, s.m. A goose;
a white goose with red legs and bill, the amingo:—rjha, s.f. 'King's perverseness'; despotic power, absolute
government, despotism, tyranny:—rj-yudhv, s.m. One
who makes war against a king, rebel, mutineer, traitor:
—rjevar(˚ja+), s.m. King of kings, supreme sovereign;

sovereign, prince, governor:—rjendra(˚ja+in˚), s.m. Lord
of Kings, king of kings, supreme sovereign, emperor;
powerful king:—rj-yogya, adj. Betting a king, suitable
for royalty; kingly, princely, royal.
H 5 *rj [S. At], s.m. Royalty, sovereignty, reign;
kingdom, realm, state, dominion, empire, monarchy,
government; administration or exercise of government,
administration, government, rule, sway, sovereignty:—
rj-bhugol, s.m. Political geography:—rj-p, s.m.
'Kingdom and throne'; kingdom, dominion;
administration or policy of a state:—rj-p ak, s.m.
Oppressor of a kingdom, tyrant:—rj-dhar, s.m.
'Exercising rule'; prime-minister:—rj rajn, v.t. To cause
to rule; to keep (one) in princely state, or in ease and
comfort:—rj rajn, v.n. To rule (=rj karn); to live like a
prince:—rj karn, v.n. To exercise rule or sway, to rule,
reign, govern.
H W *rj [Prk. *; S. *, base *], s.m. King,
sovereign, monarch, prince, lord, master, governor; (g.)
an extravagant and careless person.
H <; W *rj-pan [rj+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], Kingship, royalty (=rj).
H  W *rj [rj+ (=)=S. t (for t)], adj. Kingly,
royal, princely.
S A W * rjvart,
'
s.m. See s.v. rja, rj, for this and
other words beginning with rjthat are not given below.
H $ W* rj, s.f. = S *W * rjat, s.f.= S *W *;
rjatva, s.m.[rj+= Prk. =S. a. +], Kingship,
royalty, rank or function of a king, sovereignty,
princedom, kingly dignity or authority, supremacy,
government, sway, rule, reign.
S *W *rjat, s.f. = H $ W* rj, s.f.= S *W *;
rjatva, s.m.[rj+= Prk. =S. a. +], Kingship,
royalty, rank or function of a king, sovereignty,
princedom, kingly dignity or authority, supremacy,
government, sway, rule, reign.
S *W *; rjatva, s.m. = H $ W* rj, s.f.= S *W
* rjat, s.f.[rj+= Prk. =S. a. +],
Kingship, royalty, rank or function of a king,

sovereignty, princedom, kingly dignity or authority,
supremacy, government, sway, rule, reign.
S IW *rjas, adj. (f. -), Belonging or relating to the
quality of passion (rajas), attendant on the quality of
passion; endowed with or in uenced by passion,
passionate.
S 0W*"rjas, s.f. An epithet of the goddess Durg.
S (W .*rjik, s.m. Lord, chief, noble person; name
of a Muni.
S (W .*rjik, s.m. = S W .* rjik, s.f.Stripe,
streak, continuous line, row, range; a eld; black
mustard, Sinapis racemosa.
S W .*rjik, s.f. = S (W .* rjik, s.m.Stripe,
streak, continuous line, row, range; a eld; black
mustard, Sinapis racemosa.
S  W *"rjakya, adj. Kingly, royal, princely.
P JW*$"rjag, s.f.=rj, q.v.
S <W *rjan, s.m.=rj, q.v. (base rjan; nom. rj).
H W *rjn [rj˚= Prk. A*()=S. A(), rt. * or
*], v.n. To be adorned;—to shine.
S W"rjn, s.f. Queen (=rn, q.v.).
H W *rja, s.m.= W rj, q.v.
H  &W D5rjhor [S. *+Tv5&t], s.m.=rj-pho ,
q.v.s.v. rja, rj.
S W.*rji, *" rj, s.f. Streak, stripe, line, row, rank;
continuous or unbroken line; line parting the hair.
H W*"rj, adj. corr. of |r, q.v.
A Wrj (act. part. n. of W 'to hope'), adj. Hoping,
hopeful.
S W *" rjv, s.m. (lit.'striped, spotted'); A species of
sh (=rj-hsak); a kind of deer; the Indian crane; an
elephant;—the blue lotus, Nelumbium speciosum:—rjvlo an, rjv-nayan, or rjv-netra, adj. (f. -or -), Lotus-eyed.
S  W Arjya, s.m. Kingship, royalty, sovereignty,
reign; kingdom, principality, government, empire,
monarchy; administration or exercise of government,
administration, government, dominion, sway, rule:—
rjydhikr(˚ya+adh˚), s.m. Authority over a kingdom; right

or title to sovereignty:—rjydhikr, s.m. King, ruler,
governor:—rjya-bhrash, adj. & s.m. Deposed from
sovereignty;—deposed sovereign, one fallen from
royalty (=rjya- yut):—rjya-bhra , rjya-bha g, s.m.
Falling from sovereignty, subversion of sovereignty;
deposition from a kingdom, dethronement:—rjya-p,
s.m. Royal throne (=rj-p, q.v.s.v. rj):—rjya-parkram,
s.m. Sovereign dominion, regal power:—rjya- yut, adj. &
s.m. Fallen from sovereignty, deprived of regal dignity,
deposed, dethroned;—a king who has lost his kingdom, a
deposed or dethroned monarch:—rjya- yuti, s.f. Loss of
sovereignty, deposition, deposal, dethronement (=rjyabhra ):—rjya-dharm, s.m.=rj-dharm, q.v.s.v. rja, rj:—
rjya-raksh, s.f. Protection or defence of a kingdom:—
rjya-sukh, s.m. Pleasure or sweets of royalty or
sovereignty, enjoyment of a kingdom, the happiness of
governing:—rjya-kj, s.m. State aairs, &c. (=rj-kj,
q.v.s.v. rj:—rjya-ku ar, s.m. corr. of rj-kumr:—rjyagadd, s.f.=rj-gadd, q.v.s.v. rja, rj.
H = r n (i.q. rjn, q.v. & cf. rtn), v.n. To be
aected or imbued (with love, or passion), to be strongly
attached (to).
H &= +r h [prob. S. dt; cf. S. d" 'a large
tooth'], s.m. A toothed instrument (as a weaver's);
instrument, implement, apparatus;—the innermost or
oldest portion of a tree or timber:—r h-ra hne, s.m. pl.
Implements; utensils;— akk-k r h, The pivot on which
a hand-mill turns.
H I&= K+r has, + r has, s.m.=rkshas, q.v.
H 0&=+"r hasn [˚n= S. a. "], s.f.=rkshas, q.v.
H 0&=+"r has, adj. & s.f.=rkshas, q.v.
A  r (v.n. fr.  'to become sprightly,' &c.), s.m.(?),
Wine;—enjoying satisfaction (cf. next).
P  rat (for A. ~, v.n. fr. ), s.f. Quiet, rest, repose,
ease, tranquillity, cessation of toil or trouble or
inconvenience, freedom from toil or trouble, &c., relief;
pleasure:—rat-afz, adj. Quieting, soothing, promoting
or adding to (one's) comfort, &c.:—rat--jn, vulg. ratjn, s.f. lit. 'Comfort of the soul'; green chillies chopped
up and mixed with salt and lime-juice.
P # rila (for A. ~# rilat, fem. fr. ril, act. part. of

 'to saddle, or to ride, a camel'), s.m. A
camel that is ridden, a saddle-camel; a camel t for
bearing burdens;—a party or company of travellers, a
caravan.
A 2  rim (act. part. of 2  'to have mercy'), adj. Having
mercy, merciful, compassionate.
H t r , s.f. (local)=&  rkh, q.v.
H  rd = H   rdh [prob. fr. S.  or ], s.f.
Pus, matter.
H  rdh = H   rd [prob. fr. S.  or ], s.f.
Pus, matter.
S  rdh, s.f. Name of a celebrated cowherdess or
gop, the favourite mistress and consort of Krishna
during his residence in Brind-ban amongst the
cowherds;—name of the foster-mother of Kar a (she
was the wife of Adhiratha the charioteer of king Sra);—
name of the twenty-rst (or, according to some, the
sixteenth) Nakshatra (containing four stars in the shape
of a festoon):—rdh-pyr, s.f. An epithet of Rdh as the
beloved of Krish ;—rdh-krish,
Rdh and Krish a; a

kind of ejaculatory invocation much used by the
devotees of Krish and Rdh:—rdh-ku, s.m.
'Rdh's pool or well,' name of a sacred place of
pilgrimage in Mathur.
H J $"rdh-nagar, s.m.f.(?), A kind of silk
cloth (formerly) made at Rdh-nagar.
S  rdhik, s.f. A diminutive of the name of
Rdh (expressive of endearment); also=Rdh, q.v.
H  rr,  rri, s.f.=  r , q.v.
H "rr, adj.= r , q.v.
H "rr, s.f.=

r h, q.v.

H  7r , or 7 r i [Prk. !f"; S. &t, rt. &], s.f.
Fight, battle; quarrel, fray, brawl; wrangling, dispute,
contention, strife:—r ba hn(-k, or, -me ), To increase
strife or a feud, to foment a quarrel:—r -karn, To ght,
quarrel, contend, dispute:—r ma n, To create a
disturbance, occasion a quarrel or fray, cause strife.
H   ir h, s.m. = H   i r h, s.f.[S. ©], Name
of that portion of Bengal which lies to the west of the

Ganges.
H   ir h, s.f. = H   i r h, s.m.[S. ©], Name
of that portion of Bengal which lies to the west of the
Ganges.
H  i"r h [S. ©"t], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
the country of Rrh;—a Brhma from Rrh.
H i"r h, s.f. A coarse kind of grass (found in poor
soils; also written rr).
H  7"r  [r , q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m.
Quarrelsome, contentious, turbulent;—a quarrelsome or
contentious person.
H  7"r , s.f. (dialec.), The sharp point of an arrow,
or of a pen.
H 7  7r iy, s.m.=r , q.v.
P d rz [Pehl. rj; Zend raza h, rt. raz; S. 6, rt. 6O], s.m.
A secret, mystery:—rz-posh, s.m. One who keeps or
conceals a secret:—rz-posh, s.f. Keeping or concealing
secrets:—rz-dr, adj. & s.m. Trusty, faithful, who keeps a
secret;—one who keeps a secret; one who is intrusted
with a secret, a condant; one who is cognizant of, or
privy to, a criminal act or oence, an accessory (to a
fact):—rz-dr, s.f. Keeping of secrets, secrecy; the
keeping secret, having knowledge of a criminal act and
not giving information:—rz-dn, adj. & s.m. Acquainted
with secrets or mysteries;—one who is acquainted with a
secret, &c.:—rz fsh karn, To divulge a secret, to betray
the secrets (of), to expose:—rz--ma f, rz--nihufta,
s.m. A hidden or close secret; a private matter:—rzniyz, or rz-o-niyz, s.m. Secret conversation or
intercourse (as that of prayer); lover's secrets, loving
prattle.
P d rz, s.m. A builder, mason, bricklayer (=rj, q.v.).
A Gd rziq (act. part. n. fr. Gd 'to grant the means of
subsistence'), s.m. The supplier of the means of
subsistence (rizq, or arzq), sustainer, an epithet of the
Deity.
P drz (rel. n. fr. rz), adj. Of or relating to a secret, or
to secrecy.
A Gd razzq (intens. n. fr. Gd; see rziq), s.m. The great
Giver of the means of subsistence, an epithet of the

Deity.
A K rs (v.n. of K), s.m. The head; head (of cattle, i.e.
one ox, one horse); top, summit, apex, vertex; end,
extremity; head-land, promontory, cape:—rsus-saratn,

The summer solstice:—rsul-jad, The winter solstice:—
rsul-ml, Capital, or principal of property:—rs-faqat, A
horse of middling breed:—rs-kaln, A high-bred horse.
H K rs [Prk. T"; S. ./ t], s.f. Reins (of a bridle).
H K rs,  rsi [S. .8t], s.f. Heap, mass, pile,
accumulation, stock; a heap of unthreshed corn; a heap
of husked grain (the produce of the rst treading of the
ears); a sign of the zodiac, &c. (see ri);—interest, usury;
—adoption (of a son):—rs n(-ko), To agree (with,—as
climate, medicine, &c.), to suit; to be auspicious; to be set
to rights, be made well, be cured (rs, in this phrase, is
supposed by some to be a contrac. of rst, q.v.):—rs
bihn, v.t.=rs len, q.v.:—rs- akr, rs- akkar, s.m. The
zodiac; the ecliptic:—rs- akkar-k jhuko, s.m. The
obliquity of the ecliptic:—rs len, v.t. To adopt (a son):—
rs miln(-k), To come, or be, under the same
constellation or star; to be in harmony or accord (with):
—rsi-nm, s.m.=ri-nm, q.v.s.v. ri:—rs-nishn, s.m. An
adopted son.
S K rs, s.m. Sound, noise, confused noise, uproar,
din; a Hind festival including songs and dances
celebrated in the month Krttik, the circular dance
practised by cowherds in commemoration of the dance
in which Krish and the Gops engaged; festive
amusement, sportive game; amorous pastime;—speech;
—a chain:—rs-dhr, s.m. A dancing boy (who imitates
the rsof Krish );—a composer of dances:—rs-ll, s.f.
The amorous pastimes of Krish (esp.on a certain night)
with the cowherdesses of Mathur; the play or work
which describes these sports:—rs-maal, s.m. The
circular dance, or dancing-ground, of Krish :—rs-vils,
s.m.=rs-ll, q.v.:—rs-ytr, s.f. A festival in honour of
Krish and his dances with the Gops held on the full
moon of the month Krttik:— rse-ras(rse, loc. case of
rsa), s.m. The dance mentioned under rs-ytr;—
pastime, sport, festive mirth; a company, assembly,
party;—love, desire, sentiment;—alchemy.

H B rs [S. +t], s.m. Noise, din; quarrel, fray
(=r ).
S &%B #rsabh, s.m. (f. -), An ass.
P B rst [Zend rsta, rt. rz= S. *], adj. Right, true;
good, just, upright, straightforward, honest, sincere;
right (as opp. to left); straight, even, level;—adv.
Actually, certainly, surely, truly:—rst-tibr, adj. Of right
faith, straightforward, honest:—rst n, v.n. 'To come
right,' to be set to rights, to be healed or cured; to regain
(one's) temper; to agree (with); to prove eective:—rstbz, adj. Faithful, trustworthy, to be depended on,
honest, upright, righteous; candid, sincere:—rst-bz, s.f.
Fidelity, integrity, uprightness, honesty, plain-dealing,
fair play:—rst-guftr, and rst-go, adj. True of speech,
truthful:—rst-guftr, and rst-go, s.f. Speaking truth,
truthfulness, veracity:—rst ln, To produce the desired
eect:—rst-mumala, adj. & s.m. Of good actions, proper,
just;—one whose actions are fair or good;—a fair
transaction:—rst-num, adj. Appearing true, or upright,
&c.; specious, plausible.
H *B T,  rst (for P. *B rsta, q.v.), s.m. Road,
way, path, street, lane; (g.) way, manner:—rst
batn(with -koof person, and -kof direction), To show
(one) the way (to), to direct (one) on his way, to guide:—
rst pak o, Go your way! be o!:—rst- alt, s.m.
Wayfarer, traveller:—rst dekhn(-k), To watch or wait
(for), to be expecting or looking out (for):—rst katrn,
To slink away; to take another way, to turn aside, to
dodge:—apn rst lo, Go your way! begone!
P *B rsta (fr. Zend rsta; see rst), adj. Dexterous, righthanded;—s.m. A road, way, &c. (see rst).
P *Brst (fr. rst, q.v.), s.f. Rectitude, justice, delity,
loyalty, honesty, probity, integrity, uprightness; truth,
veracity; candour, sincerity; justness: straightness:—
rst-par n, v.n. To return to the right path; to speak
the truth:—rst-se, adv. Honestly, fairly, truthfully, &c.;
by gentle means, gently, mildly.
A uB rsi  (act. part. of uB 'to be or become rm, &c.'),
adj. Firm, steady, steadfast, stable, durable, constant,
xed, fast, settled, established, rooted; sincere; learned,
well versed (in).

S B ´rsn, s.f. The plant Mimosa octandra; the plant

P |r, vulg. *" rj (for A. ri, act. part. of | 'to

Ophioxylon serpentaria;—a sort of perfume.
P B rs (old forms ru, rau), s.m. A weasel; a
mungoose, Viverra mungo.
H B Mrsau (Braj, and old H.), s.m.=rs, q.v.

be pleased,' &c.), adj. Pleased, well-pleased, content,
contented, satised, agreed, willing, acquiescent;
regarding with good will or favour, liking, approving;
(colloq.) well, in good health:—r-ba-ri(or ra), adj.
Resigned to the will of God, resigned, contented;—God
willing:—r bann, v.t. To make contented or satised
by chastising, to chastise (=hk bann):—r- ush, adj.
Contented and happy; well and happy:—r-r, adv.
With the greatest pleasure, willingly, gladly:—r karn,
v.t. To please, gratify; to content, satisfy; to win over,
persuade, prevail upon; to reconcile, conciliate:—rnma, s.m. A deed of agreement or compromise by which
a plainti or prosecutor acknowledges that he has been
satised by the defendant; an agreement, a written
consent:—r hon, v.n. To be pleased (with, -se), to
approve (of), to regard with favour; to be satised or
content (with, -seor -par), to be willing, to agree or
consent (to, -par), to assent (to), acquiesce (in), comply
(with), accede (to); to condescend, deign.
A ~- | ryata (acc. of ryat, fr. r), adv. Contentedly,

H B"rs [prob. rs(=S. .8t)+S. a. t, or t], adj.
Of the heap or mass; of the middle quality, or grade, &c.;
of middling breed (as a horse), middling, indierent, soso.
H D  8r [S. .8t; P. D  rsh], s.m. A heap of
winnowed corn (=rs).
A D  rsh (v.n. fr. Z) 'to feather (an arrow)'), s.m.
Feather; feathers, plumage.
S ' D  9¸rshra, vulg. rshr, s.m. Kingdom, realm,
empire, dominion; country, region, territory, inhabited
country:—a public calamity (as famine, plague, &c.).
S G' D  .9¸rshrik, s.f. A prickly sort of night-shade,
Solanum jacquini.
A + E  rshid (act. part. of + E  'to take or follow a right
way'), adj. & s.m. Taking or following a right way or
course, holding a right belief, orthodox; pious, faithful;—
one who takes or follows a right way, &c.; one who is
directed aright.
S E .8ri, s.m. Heap, mass, pile, accumulation,
congeries, group; multitude, quantity, number; the gure
or gures put down for an arithmetical operation; the
addendum, multiplicand, dividend, &c.; sum, amount,
total; the numerator and denominator (of a fraction); a
sign of the zodiac:—ri-bhg, s.m. A fraction:—ri-bhog,
s.m. The passage of the sun, or moon, or any planet,
through a sign of the zodiac:—ri- akr, s.m. The zodiacal
circle, the zodiac; the ecliptic:—ri-krit, part. adj. (f. -),
Heaped, piled, collected into a heap; computed, summed
up:— si-kara, s.m. Heaping, piling, gathering into a
heap, accumulating:—ri-nm, s.m. Name given (to a
child) taken from the name of the zodiacal sign (under
which he is born):—r-yantar, vulg. rsyantar(ri+an˚),
s.m. Another (ri) sign of the zodiac.
A E  rsh (act. part. of E  'to give rishwator a bribe'),
s.m. Giver of a bribe, briber; one who takes bribes.

to (one's) content or satisfaction (rare).
P mr (for A. .
  ri, act. part. of m'to pasture'), s.m.
Keeper or guarder (of cattle), pastor, shepherd.
P S rg,  s.m. The lower part or skirt of a mountain on
the side of a desert; a meadow; a desert.
A Up rgib (act. part. of Up 'to desire'), part. adj.
Desiring, wishing (for); willing; desirous; eager; curious:
—rgib karn, v.t. To make (one) desirous (of), to incite,
encourage; to dispose, incline (to):—rgib hon(-k), To be
inclined or disposed (to); to become eager (for), desire
eagerly.
P _ rfat (for A. ~_, inf. n. of e 'to pity'), s.f. Pity,
tenderness, compassion, commiseration; clemency,
grace, favour.
A q_ r (fr. \_ 'to desert'), s.m. A sect of the Shas
(so called because they deserted Zaid the son of Al
when he forbade them to speak against the Companions
of the Prophet); a member or individual of that sect, a
schismatic, heretic.
A b _ rf (act. part. of b _ 'to elevate'), part. adj. & s.m.

Raising, elevating, exalting; repelling; carrying o;—
raiser, exalter, &c.
A Ui rqib (act. part. of Ui 'to watch,' &c.), s.m. Watcher,
observer; a rival (=raqib, q.v.).
A 2 i rqim (act. part. of 2 i 'to mark, impress, write,' &c.),
s.m. One who writes, writer:—rqimul-ur f, The writer
of these letters, or of this letter (or of these presents, or
of this book, &c.).
H  rk, s.f. corr. of rkh, q.v.
S   rk, s.f. The day of full moon; full moon;—itch,
scab;—a girl in whom menstruation has just commenced;
—rk-patis.m. 'Lord or husband of Rk,' full moon:—
rk-ni, s.f. The night of full moon:—rke, vulg.
rkes(rk+sa), s.m. The full moon; an epithet of iva:—
rkes-kar, s.m. Moonbeams, moonlight.
A U  rkib (act. part. of U  'to ride upon, to mount,'
&c.), part. adj. & s.m. Riding, mounted (on a horse or
other beast), embarked (in a ship), on board (a ship or
boat);—a rider; a person on board (of a ship or boat).
H &"rk, s.f. (dialec.)=rkh , q.v.
H  7rka , s.f. (?) A stony, sandy soil.
H I  rkas, s.m. corr. of rkshas, q.v.
S I  drkshas, adj. Of or belonging to a demon,
demoniacal, endish, infernal; infested by demons;—
s.m. An evil or malignant spirit, demon, devil, end, imp,
goblin;—(g.) a great eater, gormandizer; a form of
marriage (=rkshas-byh, q.v.);—one of the astronomical
yogasor divisions of the moon's path: (the Rkshas plays
an important part in Hind mythology, and is divisible
into three classes; 1˚, the kind which has a demi-celestial
nature and is ranked with the attendants on Kuvera; 2˚,
the kind answering more to a demon, goblin, imp, or
end, going about at night, haunting cemeteries,
disturbing sacrices and devout men, animating dead
bodies, ensnaring and devouring human beings; 3˚, the
kind approaching more to the idea of a Titan or
relentless enemy of the gods in a superhuman or
incarnate form, such as Rvan):— rkshas-byh, s.m. One
of the eight forms of marriage (the violent seizure and
rape of a girl after the repulse or destruction of her

relatives):—rkshas-belaor vel, s.f. The time when evil
spirits are abroad, the period included between sunset
and night, the evening twilight.
S 0 d"rkshas, s.f. A female rkshasor demon;—a
large tooth, a tusk;—a sort of perfume:—rkshas-bel,
s.f.=rkshas-bel, q.v.s.v. rkshas.
H &  Lrkh [S. d], s.f. Ashes (syn. k).
S &  Lrkh [S. dt], s.m.=rkh, q.v.
H A &  Lrkht [fr. S. .d?], s.m.(?) Lands set apart
for grazing (prov.).
H   L7"rkh  [Prk. =Lf; S. d++], s.f.
(dialec.) A kind of ornament worn by women on the
head.
H I&  Lrkhas [Prk. =L5; S. dt], s.m. Evil
spirit, demon, &c. (see rkshas):—rkhas-patt, s.m. The
aloe-plant:—rkhas-ga, s.m. 'Devil's root,' a species of
air-plant, Bryonia epigæa.
H 0& L"rkhas, s.f.=rkshas, q.v.
H &  Lrkhn, = H  &  Lg rkhnau ,(rustic)
v.t.=rakhn, q.v.
H  &  Lgrkhnau , = H &  L rkhn (Braj)
v.t.=rakhn, q.v.
H & L"rkh, s.f. Ashes (=rkh, q.v.).
H & L"rkh [S. .d], s.f. A piece of thread or silk
bound round the wrist on the festival of Salno or the
full moon of Svan, either as an amulet and
preservative against misfortune, or as a symbol of
mutual dependence, or as a mark of respect; the festival
on which such a thread is tied;—fee paid for protection;
(local) the portion of the land of a village which is
assigned for the maintenance of a watchman;—the black
mail formerly levied by the Sikhs in the parganas on the
Jamn:—rkh-bandhan, s.f. The festival called rkh, q.v.
H & L"rkh [Prk. .=L ; S. .dt], s.m. Guard,
watchman, protector, one who watches a eld when the
crop is ripening.
H I   ?rakes, s.m. See s.v. rk.
S ' $rg, s.m. Colour, hue, tint, dye; mental aection,
emotion, feeling, passion, love, aection,

desire; joy; sorrow; anger, &c.;—a musical mode (six
primary modes are enumerated, viz. Bhairav, Mlav,
Srang, Hinol, Vasant, and Dpak or Megh);—music,
Harmony, melody, vocal music, song, tune, air:—rg
p rn, To sing a long ditty, tell a long story:—rg- (S.
rga- ra), s.m. The tree Acocia catechu(which yields an
astringent resin, and the wood of which is used in
dyeing):—rg- hn, To be in concert:—rg-dve, s.m. Love
and hatred, aection and enmity:—rg-rang, rg-o-rang,
and rg-raliy , s.m. Music and merriment, song and
mirth, merry-making, revelry, festivities, amusements,
fun and frolic:—rg-sgar, s.m. A song composed of many
rgsor musical modes:—rg gn, To sing a song; to sing
(one's own) song, tell (one's own) story (apnbeing
expressed, e.g. apn rg gte ho):—rg-ln(-me ), 'To bring
or introduce music or song'; (g.), to cause a quarrel:—
rg-ml, s.f. Name of a treatise on music (it is merely a
collection of pictures exhibiting the traditional history of
the primary and subordinate modes, and the subjects
appropriated to each):—rg-o-rang, s.m.=rg-rang, q.v.
H X  $rgn (fr. rg), v.n. To begin to sing; to sing.
S X $4"rgi, and H. $" rgin, $" rgn, s.f. A
modication of the musical mode called Rg (thirty or
thirty-six of these rginsare enumerated, either ve or
six being assigned to each Rg, and personi ed as his
wives);—a wanton and intriguing woman.
H X $"rgin, s.f. (old H.)=r, q.v.
S &X  V rghav, s.m. (f. -), A descendant of Raghu; a
patronymic of Rm-andra;—sea, ocean;—a species of
large sh, Silurus pelorius(?)—an intruding guest.
S X  $"rg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Coloured, dyed; imbued
(with); full of passion or feeling, impassioned;
passionate; loving; passionately found (of);—lustful,
carnal, sensual;—a painter; a singer; a lover; a lustful
man, libertine.
H X  $"rg [S. $, $"], s.f. A sort of grain, Eleusine
coracana(much cultivated in southern India).
S  !rl, s.m. (f. ?) The resinous exudation of the
Shorea robusta; resin, rosin, pitch.
H  !rl [S. !!], s.f. Saliva, spittle, slaver, dribbling

(of an infant).
H " !rl (perf. part. of rln), part. adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Stirred; brayed, bruised; mixed;—a mixture of dierent
kinds of grain; (in southern India) a kind of millet,
Panicum italicum:—rl gu , s.m. Stirred molasses, thin
molasses.
H ! !rln (caus. of raln), v.t. To bruise; to mix
(=raln, q.v.).
H !!"rl (fr. rl, q.v.), s.f. Bruised grain, coarse
meal.
S 1  /rma, vulg. rm, adj. (f. -), Pleasing, delighting,
pleasant; lovely, beautiful, charming;—s.m. Name of
three celebrated mythological personages who are
regarded as incarnations of Vish u, viz. Parau-rm,
Rm-andra, and Bal-rm (but most commonly applied
to Rm-andra, q.v. below):— rmnuj(˚ma+an˚), s.m.
Name of a celebrated reformer, author of several
Vednta treatises (he belonged to the sect of the
Vaish avas, was regarded as an incarnation of esh,
and ourished in the 12th century in southern India
where he combated the aivas):— rmnuj-mat, s.m. The
sect of Rmnuj:—rmnand(˚ma+n˚), s.m. Name of a
disciple of Rmnuj and founder of a subdivision of the
Vaish ava sect:— rmnand, s.m. A class of Hind
ascetics who are followers of Rmnand; an individual of
that class; believers in Rm:—rmvatr(˚ma+av˚), s.m.
The seventh incarnation of Vishnu (see rm- andra):—
rmyudh(˚ma+y˚), s.m. 'Rm's weapon,' a bow:—
rmyan(˚ma+ay˚), s.m. 'Rma's goings or adventures,'
name of the great epic poem of the Hinds written in
Sanskrit by Vlmki, in which are recorded the exploits
and adventures of Rm or Rm-andra; a common name
of several other poems on the same subject by other
authors; (g.) a long story, a long yarn, any prolix and
tedious tale:—rm-ba, s.f. A fair and equitable division
of a crop between landlord and tenant:—rm-bhajan, s.m.
Worship of Rm, hymns of praise addressed to Rm:—
rm-bhakt, s.m. (f. -), Worshipper of Rm:—rm-pad, s.m.
The feet of Rm; the status of Rm; the religion of Rm;
the salvation imparted by Rm:—rm-pratp, s.m. The
splendour or glory of Rm:—rm-phal, s.m. The fruit

called 'Bullock's heart,' and 'sweet-sop,' Annona
reticulata(cf. st-phal, 'custard-apple,' from which it
diers in having a perfectly smooth rind; it derives its
name from the resembiance it bears to a bullock's
heart):—rm-trak, s.m. Name of a
mantra(rmrmyanamah) by repeating which
emancipation is obtained:—rm-tura, s.f. A kind of
vegetable, 'okhra,' 'ladies' ngers,' Abelmoschus
esculentus(syn. he as; bhin):—rm-tuls, s.f. A large
species of basil, Ocymum gratissimum:—rm-uny , s.m. A
small earthen drinking cup (syn. kulhiy; ukka ):—rmek, s.m. 'Rm's hill,' name of a mountain near Ngpr
(syn. rm-giri):—rm-jas, s.m. Renown of Rm-andra:—
rm- arit, s.m. The exploits or adventures of Rm:—rmar , s.f. 'Mention of Rm,' conversation on religious
topics; preaching; (local) a phrase used emphatically or
expletively in a speech expressing any positive and utter
denial:—rm- ara, s.m. The (blessed) feet of Rm or
Rm-andra:—rm- andra, vulg. rm- andar, s.m.
Rmchandra or Rm, the seventh incarnation of
Vish u, and the hero of the great epic poem called
Rmya a (he was the son of Daarath, a king of the
solar dynasty; and is supposed to have reigned in
Ayodhya (the modern Awadh) about 1600 B.C. He
typies the conquering Kshatriyas advancing
southwards and subjugating the barbarous aborigines
represented by the demon Rva , and his followers the
Rkshasas):— rm- er, s.m. (f. -), 'Slave of Rm,' a
proper name (particularly that of a slave):—rm-dwr,
s.m. lit. 'Rm's gate,' or the means of access to Rm'; a
monastery:—rm-dhma-d, s.f. 'The donatrix of the
abode of Rm,' an epithet of the river Sarj (as those
who bathe therein are supposed to obtain
emancipation):—rm-duh, rm-dh, s.f. An
asseveration by Rm;—by Rm (I swear); by God:— rmdhanush, s.m. The rainbow:—rm-rm, s.f. A form of
salutation or greeting (common among Hinds), good
morning; compliments, respects (as conveyed in
messages, or letters);—slight acquaintance (sucient
only to warrant the exchange of salutations), 'a bowing
acquaintance';—a form of invocation;—intj. Good God!
good heavens!—rm-rm bhajn, rm-rm karn, or rm-rm

kahn, To praise Rm, to invoke or call on Rm, to say, or
to exclaim Rm-rm:— rm-rm karo(or bhajo), intj. God
forbid! for God's sake say not so!—rm-ri h(corr. of
rm-raksh), s.f. lit. 'The protection of Rm'; exorcising,
incantation:—rm-ras, s.m. Salt:—rm-sar, s.m. A kind of
reed; a kind of wood:—rm-sing, s.m. A kind of horn or
wind instrument having a deep bass sound:—rm-knt,
s.m. A kind of sugar-cane:—rm-kath, s.f. The story of
the exploits of Rm:—rm-kar, rm-kal, s.f.=rm-kel, q.v.:
—rm-kahn, s.f. The Rmyan or story of Rm;—a long
story (see rmya):—rm-k-j, s.m.f. (colloq.) A simple
person:—rm-krtti, s.f. The renown of Rm-andra:—
rm-kel, s.f. Name of a rginor musical mode:—rm-guru,
s.m. Rm's guru, i.e. Vaish~ha:— rm-giri, s.m. Name of a
mountain in Bundelkha  (called also Kompte, or
itrk~);—name of a mountain near Ngpr (= rm-ek):—
rm-ll, s.f. Name of a Hind festival (held during the
rst ten days of the light fortnight of the month Asin),
and of the play performed during that festival, in which
the deeds of Rm are represented:— rm-nm, adj.
Having the name of Rm on it (a ring, cloth, &c.):—rmnavam, vulg. rm-naum, s.f. The ninth day in the light
half of the month !aitra, being the birthday of Rmandra:—rm-nl, s.f. corr. of rm-ll, q.v.:—rm-ya, s.m.
The renown of Rm-andra.
P 1  rm [rt. Zend ram= S. /], adj. & s.m. Subdued,
tamed; tractable, obedient, submissive, tame;—pacied,
appeased, tranquillized;—one who is submissive or
obedient; one who receives orders; a domestic:—rm
karn, v.t. To subdue, tame, render obedient or tractable;
to tranquillize, appease:—rm honor ho-jn, v.n. To be
subdued, &c.
S a  /rm (fem. of rm), s.f. A beautiful woman.
H A a  / rmwat [rm, q.v.+wat= Prk. \=S. \y],
s.f. The system or tenets of that sect of Hind ascetics
who are followers of Rmnuj (q.v.s.v. rma).
S <) a  /4rmya. For this and other words which
begin with rmthat are not given below, see s.v. rma.
H *&%a /#rmbhati [r bh(n)+Prk. \"=S. .Qt (pi,
caus. augment+a. t)], s.f. Calling or crying out for

redress, a complaint.
H &%a  @#rmbhn, v.n.= &% r bhn, q.v.

scraping leather.
H &8 [D  jh [S. *t, rt. *], s.m. A sweetheart,

H La @"rmp, s.f. See Lr p.
H W 1  /*"rm-jan [S. /+*"], s.f. lit. 'A pleasing

lover; Leander, the lover of Hero (called in Hind Hr).
H &8 [Dr jhr [r jh()+r= Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.

or charming woman'; a Hind dancing girl; a harlot,
prostitute.
P Za  rmish [Zend rma+P. a. -ish; rt. Zend ram= S. /],

One who makes or sells coloured or painted toys, a
toyman (syn. rang-bhar).
H <&8 [Dr jhan, s.m. (f. ?). A large (earthen) water-

s.f. Repose, rest, ease; joy, mirth, hilarity; harmony,
modulation:—rmish-gar, s.m. Musician; singer.
H  a  //0rmm n (?—prob. rmm , corr. of rmm h,

jar.
H <&8 [Dr jhan = H &8 [D r jhn [S. *(],

'having a simple or innocent face'; cf. rm-k j), s.m.
(dialec.), A kind of goat.
P a rm (for A. 1  rmi, act. part. of a 'to throw, cast,
&c.'), s.m. Thrower, hurler (of javelins, or stones, &c.);
shooter; archer;—one who reproaches, or taunts, or
upbraids; jester, scoer;—the constellation Sagittarius.
P  rn [Pehl. rn; Zend rna, rt. ar= S. ar(rioti)],
s.f.

The thigh (syn. j gh):—rn-tale dabn, v.t. 'To press
under the thigh,' to have completely in (one's) power, to
subdue; to mount, ride (a horse):—rn-se rn b dhn(-k),
To keep close to, to keep close watch over (one), to
guard or watch diligently.
P  rn [fr. rn-dan, contrac. of rav-n-dan, caus. of raftan;
rt. Zend harpor hrap?=S. ],
' act. part. Driving, driving
away; managing, conducting (used in comp., e.g. km-rn,
'pushing on desire,' prosperous, successful):—rn- ho n,
v.t. (local), To drive out, to expel.
H  4ra, r, s.m.=r, q.v.;—r, s.f.=r, q.v.
H  4r,  rn [Prk. 4 , 4 ; S. +t],
s.m. Title of a prince or rj(among Hinds, esp. Rjpts);
name of a tribe of Rjpts.
H  rn [S. et], adj. Wild, growing

s.m. An estimable person; a sweetheart, &c. (=r jh,
q.v.).
H &8 [Dr jhn = H <&8 [D r jhan [S. *(],
s.m. An estimable person; a sweetheart, &c. (=r jh,
q.v.).
H : [r n, v.n. (rustic), 1˚=r n;—2˚=ra n, qq.v.
H +  [r d, s.f.=r dh, q.v.
H 4 ]+  [75r d-pa os, s.m. Neighbourhood (=a ospa os).
H +  [rndn (fr. P. rn-dan; see rn), v.t. To drive
away or o, to drive out, to expel.
H + ["r dn, s.f. Parsley (syn. ajmod).
P ?+  rnda (perf. part. of rndan; see r dn, and rn),
part. adj. Driven, driven out, expelled; rejected, cast o,
forsaken;—s.m. One who is expelled, or rejected, &c.:—
r da-hu, adj.=rnda.
H +  [r dh, s.f. Quarrel, dispute, contention, strife
(syn. r ):—r dh kn, To put an end to strife, to settle a
dispute.
H +  [r dhn [r dh˚= Prk. ((), or (<()=S.
B(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. To cook, prepare food.
H +  [hr dhanaiy, vulg.

spontaneously (syn. ud-rau).
H &% [#r bhn [r bh˚= Prk. (#()=S. @#(`), rt.

r dhnaiy[r dhan(=r dhn)+Prk.   =S. ()+

@#], v.n. To bellow, roar, cry out; to low (as cattle).

H  efrn, [f r  [S. ef], s.f. A widow; woman; a

H L["r p [Prk. (, fr. (=(v (said to be a

term of abuse in addressing women, a slut:—r --nap t, s.f. The state of being a widow and childless;
wishing a woman to be reduced to that state (as women
do when quarrelling):—r - hand, s.m. A woman-

substitute for S. d; prob.)=S. @v], s.f. An instrument
(used by curriers, leather dressers, and cobblers) for

+t], s.m. A cook; baker.

hunter, a libertine:—r -k sn, s.m. lit. 'A widow's
stallion,' a gallant, a cavaliere serviente; a base,
contemptible fellow;—a spoilt child:—bl-r , s.f. A
young widow.
H  efr, [f r  [S. eft], adj. Barren,
unproductive (as a tree, e.g. the male palm, &c.; also
applied to the mango-sh without roes);—s.m. A widower
(=ranu).
H ? efrnp, s.m. Widowhood (=ranp, q.v.).
H  [7r , s.f.=rn, q.v.
H G  [7r k (r +k, gen. a.), s.m. A block-head,
ninny.
H ^ [$r g [S. r$t], s.f. Juice of plants (used in
dyeing); dye.
H ^ [$rng [S. r$(], s.f. = H J [$ r g [S. r$+],
s.m. Pewter; tin:—r g-bhar, s.m. A maker of pewter
toys, a toyman (=rang-bhariy):—r g hon, v.n. To be
melted or liqueed; (g.) to fall or deteriorate in value.
H J [$r g [S. r$+], s.m. = H ^ [$ rng [S.
r$(], s.f. Pewter; tin:—r g-bhar, s.m. A maker of
pewter toys, a toyman (=rang-bhariy):—r g hon, v.n. To
be melted or liqueed; (g.) to fall or deteriorate in
value.
H ^ [$7r ga , = H  ^ [$7 r g ,s.m. Name of a
country between Gujarth and Mewt;—the tribe of
Rjpts who inhabit that country, or who inhabit the
south and west of Mlw, and Mewr.
H  ^ [$7r g , = H ^ [$7 r ga ,s.m. Name of a
country between Gujarth and Mewt;—the tribe of
Rjpts who inhabit that country, or who inhabit the
south and west of Mlw, and Mewr.
H  ^[$7"r ga , r g , s.f. The dialect spoken in
R ga .
H J [V7r gha , s.m.=r ga , q.v.
H  J[V7"r gha , s.f.=r ga , q.v.
H   [ r w [Prk. 4(, or 4( (with winserted); S.
e], s.m. (rustic), Wooded or waste land (esp.near a
town or village);—a tax on cattle grazing on waste land.

H 4"r, " rn [Prk. 4"; S. "], s.f. Queen,
princess.
H   ro, (dialec.)  r ,  ru [S. *t], s.m.
King, prince; chief; a Hind title of honour:—ro-krishak,

s.m. Headman of a village.
H A  rwat,  r t,  rut [S. *+,Pt], s.m.
Prince; chieftain, chief; hero, warrior;—a high caste of
sweepers (who do not eat the leavings of others, as
sweepers commonly do); an individual of that caste (cf.
mh-tar).
H A r t,  rut [S. *+t], s.m. (dialec.),
'Royal messenger'; a land-baili, a person employed to
collect rent from a village, an agent (syn. mahto); a
trooper, cavalier.
H  &"ro, s.f. A kind of small quadrangular tent
(without boots), a 'rowtie';—a small room on the top of a
house.
H  =   ro- o [Prk.  =S. $t+ o, q.v.], s.m.
Aection, love, attachment, endearment; caress,
blandishment, dalliance; gaiety, amusement,
merriment, mirth.
H  rur, s.m. (dialec.), Royal palace, &c. (=rul,
q.v.).
H   rwar,  rur = H    ror,  rur
= H   5 roro,  M rorau (dialec. & Braj), pron. (f.
-), Of you, yours (=bumhr, q.v.).
H   ror,  rur = H    rwar,  rur
= H   5 roro,  M rorau (dialec. & Braj), pron. (f.
-), Of you, yours (=bumhr, q.v.).
H   5roro,  M rorau = H    rwar, 
rur = H    ror,  rur (dialec. & Braj),
pron. (f. -), Of you, yours (=bumhr, q.v.).
H   !rwal, ! rul [Prk. !(, or !(; S. *
+j!]( , s.m. (dialec.), Prince; chieftain, chief; warrior,
soldier;—court of a king, royal palace (=rur).
H "  !rol, s.m.=" raul, q.v.
H !  .!rwaliy [rwal, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj.
Royal, princely;—knightly, soldier-like.

S   4rva, s.m. lit. 'The Vociferator'; name of the
ruler of Lank or Ceylon, and the famous chief of the
Rkshasas or demons whose subjugation and destruction
by Rmandra, the seventh incarnation of Vish u, form
the subject of the epic poem called Rmya , (he was
the son of Viravas by Kaikas, and the half-brother of
Kuvera).
P +  rwand, s.f. Rhubarb (root of the plant called rebs,
q.v.):—rwand-- n, s.f. China rhubarb.
S  .4rvai, s.m. Name of Indra-jit, the eldest son
of the demon Rvan.
P rw (for A.  rwi, act. part. of 'to
bring water'; 'to transmit orally,' &c.), s.m. Relater,
reciter, rehearser, narrator, historian; author of a fable,
romance, or ction, &c. (Pers. pl. rwiyn; Ar. pl. (obl.)
rwiyn, Relaters, &c.).
H ? 6rh, s.m. corr. of rhu, q.v.
P ? 6rh [Pehl. r, rs; Zend raithya= S. ^], s.f. Road,
way, path, passage; journey, progress; means of access,
access; manner, method; custom, fashion;—postpn. By
way (of, -k); in the path (of), for the sake (of=rh-me ):—
rh-ward, s.f. A present brought from a distance, or by
one who has been on a journey:—rh b dhn(-k), To
stop the path or progress (of), to refuse admittance (to),
to bar out:—rh batn(with -koof person, and -kof place),
To show (one) the way (to), to guide; to show (one) the
door, to turn out; to discharge, dismiss:—rh-bar, s.m. A
road-guide, guide, conductor:—rh-bar, s.f. Conducting,
guidance:—rh-par n(-k), To come or return to the
road, nd the road (which had been lost); to mend
(one's own) ways or manners:—rh-par ln(-ko), To put
one on the road (which had been lost); to guide (one) in
the right path, to reform:—rh pa n, To establish mutual
condence:—rh paid karn, To make a way or path; to
establish relations (with), form an acquaintance or
friendship (with):—rh takn(-k) = rh dekhn, q.v.:—rhaben, s.f. Sweetmeats, &c. given as alms to Brhmans
or mendicants as a provision for the soul on its journey
to the next world:—rh- alt, s.m. Wayfarer, traveller:—
rh- alto -k pall paka n, 'To seize the skirt of a
wayfarer's garments,' to pick a quarrel with, quarrel

(with one) without just cause:—rh ho n(-k), To leave
the road; to get out of the way, to give way:—rh- ar ,
s.m. Road-charges, travelling expenses:—rh-dr, s.m.
One who has charge of the public roads; a road-patrol; a
collector of toll or duties on a road:—rh-dr, s.f. Tolls;
duties;—rh-dr, s.f. (local), or rh-dr-k parwn(or -k
ih), s.m. A passport to be excused tolls or duties; a
pass or letter to guard against molestation on the road:
—rh dikhn, v.t. To show (one) a road; to make one wait
(for):—rh dekhn(-k), To watch or wait (for), to look
(for), expect, await:—rh den(-me ), To open a way,
make way (for, -ko); to grant access (to), to admit:—rh
ln(-k), To establish a custom:—rh-rh, or rh-rh-se,
adv. According to custom, properly, reasonably, fairly:—
rh rh aln, To continue in (one's) usual practice or
mode of conduct; to behave properly or according to
custom or etiquette:—rh-rh-k, adj. (f. -), Customary,
reasonable, fair:—rh rakhn(-se), To keep up an
intercourse (with):—rh-ravor rau, s.m. A traveller,
wayfarer; a follower or sectary:—rh-rawish, s.f.
Manners, habits, ways, customs; conduct, behaviour:—
rh r dan, s.m. Barring the way; keeping the gangway
clear:—rh-rt, s.f. Practice, usage, custom:—rh-zan, s.m.
Highwayman, footpad, robber:—rh-zan, s.f. Highwayrobbery:—rh-sir, adj. Just, right, proper (=rh-rh):—rhsir aln= rh-rh aln, q.v.:—rh-se(-k), By way (of); by
means (of), by:—rh-se be-rh hon, To leave the right
road or path, lose (one's) way, go astray; to run to
excess, to exceed all bounds:—rh-se aln, v.n. To act or
behave with propriety:—rh kn, To travel a road, get
over a road; to quit a path, take a short cut:—rh karn=
rh paid karn, q.v.:—rh kho karn, To delay or linger on
the road:—rh-guar, s.m. Road, way, passage, channel,
pass;—a traveller:—rh-gr, s.m. Traveller, wayfarer:—rh
lagn, To take (one's own) course, follow (one's own)
devices:—rh len(-k), To take the way or road (to), to set
out (for), to depart; to take (one's) way, take (oneself,
apn) o (e.g. apn rh lo):—rh mrn, To rob or plunder on
the highway, to waylay; to lay (one) under restraint; to
ruin (one's) prospects in life; to play false; to desert:—rh
marn, The trace of a path to be eaced: rh npn, lit. 'To
measure the road'; to walk about idly, to employ oneself

unprotably:—rh-nma, s.m. A book or map of roads:—
rh nikln, To open out or make a road; to start or devise
anything new; to devise a new mode of conduct:—rhnum, s.m. Guide, leader, conductor, pilot:—rh-num,
s.f. Guidance, pilotage:—rh-wr, adj. & s.m. Ambling,
ambling-paced, quick, active;—an ambling horse, a
courser, steed, a good roadster:—rh-wr, s.f. Ambling,
an ambling pace:—rh-o-rabt, s.m. Intercourse,
correspondence:—rh-o-rasm, s.f.=rh-rt, q.v.:—rh-oravish, s.f.=rh-ravish, q.v. (For other compounds see s.v.
rah.)
A U rhib (act. part. of U 'to fear'), s.m. A Christian
monk or devotee, a religious recluse.
S  * 6 ;rhitya, s.m. Freedom from anything;
destitution.
A < rhin (act. part. of < 'to put or place as a pledge'),
s.m. Pledger, pawner, mortgager.
H  6rhn (cf. rehn), v.t. To roughen a mill-stone

zambac:—re-jman, s.f. A species of the jamblong tree,
Calyptranthes caryophyllifolia:—re ryn, s.m. 'Prince of
princes,' a title among Hinds; the Dwn of the Khlisa
or chief treasurer:—re-zda, s.m. A prince's son, a
young prince:—re-man(or mun), re-maniy, s.m. A
kind of rice (in the husk):—re-mun, s.m. The llor male
bird of the Fringilla amandava(see muniy).
A ry, re(for 
 , inf. n. of 'to see; to suppose,' &c.),
s.f. Belief, judgment, opinion, notion, thought,
meditation, deliberation; wisdom, intelligence, skill in
aairs; counsel, advice:—re p hn(-k), To ask the
opinion (of), seek the advice (of), to consult:—re taslm
karn(-k), To accept the opinion (of), to submit or bow to
the judgment (of):—re den, To give an opinion; to vote:
—re lagn, To pronounce judgment (in):—re len(-k),
To take the opinion (of):—re mnn(-k) = re taslm
karn:—izhr--re,
s.m. Expression of opinion; a

communication.
H ) ry [Prk. =S. *], s.m.=rj, and ry, qq.v.

(by digging little pits in its surface with a small pickaxe).
S  zrhu, vulg.  rh , s.m. (Myth.) Name of a

H ) riy,   ry (?),  ry [S. .*t], s.m.

Daitya or demon (son of Vipra-itti and Sinhik) who is
supposed to seize the sun and moon and thus cause
eclipses; (in Astron.) the dragon's head, the ascending
node of a planet;—rhu-ketu, vulg. rh -get, s.m. The
ascending and descending nodes of a planet:—rhugrsor rhu-grh, s.m. Eclipse of the sun or moon.
H   6 rhw, s.m.=r w, q.v.

A species of mustard with large seeds;—cha (of wheat),
bran (syn. kanik).
A A ) ryt, s.f. pl. (of ryat, q.v.), Banners, standards
(esp. of an army in motion); (met.) a camp.
P ) ryat (for A. ~), v.n. fr. 'to see'), s.f. Banner,
standard (of an army).
H *) or   ret [prob. S. *"+>+t], s.m.

P 6"rah [rh, q.v.+= Zend su. aêna= S. ], s.m.

Pumpkins or cucumbers sliced and pickled (in sour milk,
&c.), condiment of sliced pumpkin, &c.; a salad:—ret
karn(-k), To make mincemeat (of), to beat to ribbons or
to a jelly (syn. bhurt karn, and ka mar nikln).
A 6$ rij (act. part. of 5 'to have a ready sale'), adj.

Traveller, wayfarer.
H $ r [S. .*], s.f. A kind of mustard with small
seeds, Sinapis racemosaor S. chinensis; mustard; a mustardseed; a small particle:—r-bhar, As much as a mustard
seed; (g.) very little:—r-k, adj. Broken or reduced to
small pieces or atoms:—sufaid r, White mustard, Sinapis
alba:—kl r, Black mustard, Sinapis nigra.
H ry, re,  re, (old H.)  ri [Prk. , ;
S. *], s.m. Prince; chief; a Hind title (cf. ro); (in
comp. as rst member) any principal object, anything
the best or largest of its kind:—re-b s, s.m. A kind of
spear:—re-bel, s.f. A species of jasmine, Jasminum

Vendible; customary, current, usual, common;
fashionable:—rijul-waqt, s.m. Fashion or custom of the
time; current coin:—rij karn(-ko), To make current, give
currency to, to pass:—rij hon, v.n. To be current, be
customary, to be in force, to prevail.
P c$ ria (for A. ~c$, fem. of $, act. part. of  'to be
cool and pleasant,' &c.), s.m. Odour, smell, scent,
perfume, fragrance.
P  J $ regn (rc= rh, q.v.+gn), adj. & adv. 'Found or

picked up on the road'; acquired without labour;
gratuitous; useless, unprotable, bootless, vain;—gratis;
in vain:—regn jn, v.n. To be thrown away, be wasted,
be lost, be in vain:—regn karn, v.t. To render useless
or vain; to throw away, waste, lose:—regn hon,
v.n.=regn-jn, q.v.
A  rabb, vulg. rab, s.m. Lord, possessor, owner, master;
governor, regulator, disposer, orderer; preserver; God:—
rabbul-lamn, s.m. Lord of the universe, preserver of
the world, God:—rabbul-ibd, s.m. God, the protector of
his servants:—rabba-n, Our Lord:—rabb-, My lord,
master!
A  rubb, P. rub, s.m. Rob, thick expressed juice,
inspissated juice (of any fruit), syrup, jelly:—rubbus-s s,
s.m. Extract of liquorice.
P  rub [fr. rub dan, rt. Zend rup= S. !,], act. part. &
s.m. Robbing, stealing, carrying o by violence; stealer,
robber (used in comp., e.g. dil-rub, Heart-ravishing).
A  rabb, and P. rubb, s.m. A kind of viol, a rebeck.
A  rabb, = H  rabbiy,s.m. A player on the rebeck.
H  rabbiy, = A  rabb,s.m. A player on the rebeck.
A s  ribt (v.n.
fr. w  'to tie, bind'), s.m. Rope, fastening,

ligament; a building for the accommodation of travellers
and their beasts, an inn, a caravansary; a hospice; a
religious house (pl. ribtt).

P O ribt (rel. n. fr. ribt), s.m. The keeper of a ribt, 
innkeeper, &c.
P m rub (rel. n. fr. A. .  rub, 'four and four
together,' fr. b  'four'), s.f. A quatrain, a stanza of four
lines, a tetrastic (pl. rubiyt).
A   rabbn (rabb+n, a rel. term. borrowed from the
Aramaic), adj. Divine, godly.
H  %   rabi-br [S.  + t], s.m. Sunday (see
ravi).
H    frab, adj.=  rab , q.v.
H   rabar = H

 raba (corr. of the English), s.m. (colloq.)

Rubber, india-rubber.
H  raba = H   rabar (corr. of the English), s.m. (colloq.)
Rubber, india-rubber.
H   7raba (fr. raba n, q.v.), s.f. Running busily

about, bustle, toil, hard labour, drudgery; strain,
exertion; fatigue; fruitless labour; trudging; a bootless
journey:—raba pa n(-ko), Toil to befall (one), to suer
fatigue; to take a long round, to have to trudge; to labour
in vain.
H    7rab  (perf. part. of raba n), adj. (f. -),
Fatigued, wearied, weary, worn.
H    7rab n (caus. of raba n), v.t. To cause to
run about; to make (one) run about fruitlessly; to make
(one) drudge; to fatigue.
H    7raba n (i.q. rapan, q.v.), v.n. To run about
fruitlessly; to labour or work hard, toil, fag, drudge; to
fatigue oneself.
H   7"rab  (i.q. rb , q.v.), s.f. Thick milk; thickened
milk; pap; a kind of porridge made of meal or Indian
corn.
A w  rabt (inf.
n. of w  'to tie, to bind'), s.m. Binding,

connecting, uniting; connexion, bond, relation,
dependence; consistency, xity; friendship, intercourse;
familiarity, practice, habit, use; (in Gram.) construction;
the copula:—rabt barhn(-se),
To strengthen the bond of

union (with), become more familiar (with), improve
(one's) acquaintance (with), become intimate:—rabt 
den(-ko), To connect, bind together, unite, strengthen,
give consistency or xity (to); to construe:—rabt-o-abt
,

or rabt-abt
, s.m. Intercourse; government, subjection,

dependence; system, organization:—be-rabt, adj.
Without

connexion, disconnected, incoherent.
P N  rabt (fr. rabt), s.f. Connectedness, &c. (used in
comp.):—be-rabt, s.f. Unconnectedness; incoherency,
irrelevancy.
A b  rub, s.m. One of four parts, a fourth part, a quarter;
a quarter of a sheet or leaf of paper:—rub--mask n, s.m.
The inhabited quarter of the earth (the remaining three
quarters are supposed to be under water).
A  rub b, s.m. pl. (of rub, q.v.) Extracts, syrups, &c.
P   rub dan [rt. Zend rup= S. !,], inf. or v.n. To rob,
robbing, carrying o, ravishing.
H   "rab,  rabi, s.m. corr. of ravi, q.v.
H   "rab, s.f. corr. of b  rab, q.v.

A U  rabb (v.n. fr. C  'to rear, foster'), s.m. lit. 'Reared,

pass. of caus. of rt. I6O], v.n. To be xed; to be obstructed,

brought up'; a step-son, (a man's) wife's son by another
husband.
P %  rabba (for A. ~% , fem. of rabb), s.f. Step-daughter.

be arrested, be stopped, to be brought to bay, to be at
bay; to stop (syn. rukn).
S ;  ,ripu, s.m. Enemy, adversary, foe:—ripu-s dan, adj.

A b  rab (rt. b ), s.f. Spring; spring-grass; the springharvest (grain sown in October-November, and cut in
the spring months March-April, comprising wheat,
barley, peas, gram, oil-seed, arhar, &c.):—rabulawwalThe third month of the Mohammadan year (the
ninth and twelfth days of which are festivals):—rabulkhir, and rabus-s n,
 The fourth month of the
Mohammadan year.
A P rab (rel. n. fr. rab), adj. Of or belenging to the
spring, produced in the spring, vernal.
H ] rip [S. ,t , q.v.], s.m. An enemy; a troublesome

& s.m. Destroying enemies;—destroyer of enemies;
name of the youngest of the three brothers of Rmandra.
H  ;  rapor (corr. from the English), s.f. Report (=rapa,
q.v.).
H 4;  I6rupahr = H 34;  I6! rupahl [Prk.
IQ! ; S. ~Q++! or +t], adj. (f. -), Of silver,
silvern, silver; silvered, tinted with silver.
H 34;  I6!rupahl = H 4;  I6 rupahr [Prk.
IQ! ; S. ~Q++! or +t], adj. (f. -), Of silver,

or importunate suitor (e.g. tum bahut rip hue).
S *;  ,riput, s.f. Enmity, hostility.

silvern, silver; silvered, tinted with silver.
H [ ;  I rupae, Ih rupai (for rupaye), obl. sing. & nom. pl.

H ] rapa (corr. of the English), s.f. Report:—rapa

of ;  rupay, q.v. (rupaialso=rupiy; and is sometimes

karn(-k), To make a report (of), to report.
H ] &rapa (fr. rapan), s.f. Bustling about, hard

corruptly used for rupaiye-paise, 'rupees and pice,'
money).
H ;  Irupay, I rupiy, rupy, I" rupy, Ih

labour, &c. (=raba , q.v.), hunting, chevying, chase
(=rape); slipperiness.
H ' G] &rap-kar (past. conj. part. of rapn), adv.
Running, with all speed, post-haste, quickly.
H ] &rapn (caus. of rapan), v.t. To cause to
move rapidly, to urge or push on, to cause to run, to
make (a horse) gallop; to expedite to cause to slip or
slide:—rap-den, v.t. Idem.
H ! ] &rapapn, v.n.=raprapn, q.v.
H ] &rapan (v.n. fr. next), s.m. Slipping, sliding;
slipperiness (=rapa).
H  ] &rapan (cf. lapan), v.n. To move rapidly; to
slip, slide:—rapa-pa n, and rapa-jn, v.n. intensive of
and=rapan.
H ];  rap-rap (fr. next), s.f. Trot, gallop (of a horse);
sound of (a horse's) trotting or galloping.
H  ; ;  raprapn (fr. rap-rap), v.n. To go fast, to
trot fast, to gallop hard.
H ;  Irupn [rup˚= Prk. IQ(), or 5Q()=S. 5Q(`),

rupaiy [Prk. IQ(; S. ~Q], s.m. A rupee (the silver coin
so called); coin, cash, money, wealth (in Urd the word is
frequently written ;  rupay; but the  is inserted merely
to indicate that the vowel of  is u.The Calcutta sicca
rupee is worth about two shillings, and the silver of it is
better than English standard silver by 2d. the ounce.
By the regulations of Government passed in May 1793
the rupee should weigh 179 grains Troy):—rupiywlor rupae-wl, s.m. A rich man, wealthy person.
H R;  |&rape (fr. rapen, q.v.), s.f. Running, pursuing,
hunting, chasing; chase, chevy.
H  R ;  |&rapen (caus. of rapan; cf. lapen), v.t. To
run after, pursue, chase, run down, hunt, worry.
S A rata, vulg. rat(rt. ram), part. & s.m. Pleased,
delighted (with), satised; enamoured (of), fondly
attached (to), taking pleasure (in); inclined (to),
disposed; loved, beloved; intent (on, -me ), addicted (to);
devoted (to), occupied (in), engaged (in);—pleasure,
enjoyment, enjoyment of love, sexual union, coition,

copulation; the private parts:—ratrth(˚ta+ar˚), adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Wishing for sexual enjoyment, amorous,
lascivious;—a libidinous man, a lecher:—ratrthin, s.f. A
wanton woman;—ratyan(˚ta+ay˚), s.f. A lewd woman, a
harlot, a prostitute:—rat-kel, s.m. Venery, coition,
copulation:—rat-nidhi, s.m. The wagtail.
H A rat, s.f. Attachment; addiction (to); intentness,
&c. (=Yrati, q.v.):—rat-gha, s.f. Toil and trouble, labour
and pains.
H A rit, s.f. corr. of rtor rti, q.v.
H A rit, I rut [S. },], s.f. Season; weather; courses
(of a woman); the rutting season (see Y
ritu):—rut-badal, s.f. Change of season:—be-rut-k, adj. (f.
-), Unseasonable, out of season.
H Y rit [S. =t], adj. (f. -), Empty, void (=rt,
q.v.):—rite-hth, adv. Empty-handed.
H ! Y !0ratl [S. =+!0t ], s.m. A species of red yam,
Dioscorea purpurea.
H  Y ratn [rat, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.  (caus.
augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To rut; to be lewd.
H  Y ritn [rtor rit+n, as in rat-n, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be emptied, to have or get emptied; to
empty.
H  Y  ratw (rt, 'night'+w, 'coming,' or dhv,
'attack'), s.m. A night-attack (syn. shab-  n), a sudden
inroad (into an enemy's country):—ratw mrn, To
make a night-attack.
S &Y YRuratrth, adj. & s.m. = S ) Y" ratyan,
s.f.See s.v. rata, rat.
S ) Y"ratyan, s.f. = S &Y YRu ratrth, adj. &
s.m.See s.v. rata, rat.
P %Y rutba (for A. ~%Y, n. of un. fr. UY 'to become stable or
rm,' &c.), s.m. A step, stair; station, standing, honour,
rank, condition, quality, degree, dignity; high station or
dignity, &c.; distinction:—rutba-dr, adj. Of high rank or
station, noble, distinguished, eminent.
H J8Y *$rat-jag [rat= rt, 'night'+jag= jg(n)+Prk.
 =S. +t], s.m. Watching all night (on religious
occasions), a vigil.

H  Y ?!rat-kel, s.m. See s.v. rata, rat.
S <Y ;ratna, vulg. ratn, and H.  ratan, s.m. Jewel,
gem, precious stone, pearl, treasure; the pupil of the
eye; (in comp.) anything valuable or desirable, any
precious thing, anything excellent or best of its kind
(e.g. str-ratn, 'a pearl of a woman'):—ratnkar(˚na+k˚),
s.m. Jewel-mine; the sea, ocean:—ratnval(˚na+v˚), s.f.
Row of jewels, string of pearls, necklace of gems:—ratanpurus(purush), s.m. The plant Ionidium su"ruticosum:—
ratn-jait, ratn-ja , ratan-ja  , or ratn-ja it, adj. Set or
studded with jewels, begemmed:—ratn(or ratan) jot, s.f.
The plant Lithospermum vestitum; a kind of medicine (said
to be good for the eyes):—ratn-si hsan, s.m. A throne
studded or adorned with precious stones:—ratn-kandal,
s.m. Coral:—ratn-khni, s.f. Jewel-mine, mine for precious
stones:—ratn-ml, s.f. Necklace of jewels, pearlnecklace; name of a book on astronomy (and of various
other works); a kind of ower:—ratn-manjar, s.f. Name of
a ower;—name of a Vidydhar;—name of one of the
thirty-two images supporting the throne of
Vikramditya;—a proper name:— ratn-may(f. -), and ratnvat(f. -vat), adj. Made or consisting of jewels; abounding
in precious stones, abundantly studded or decorated with
jewels:—ratn-vriksh,
s.m. The coral-tree.

H Y ratn (see rtn), v.n. To be dyed red; to be
aected by passion, &c. (=rtn, q.v.).
H Y ritn [fr. S. =; see rt], v.n. To be emptied.
H Y ritn (fr. the trans. retn, q.v.), v.n. To be led.
H  Y ratnr = H  Y ratnre (dialec.)[prob.
ratn, q.v.+ r= Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. & s.m. Red; bright,
pleasant;—red colour, &c.
H  Yratnre (dialec.) = H  Y  ratnr [prob.
ratn, q.v.+ r= Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. & s.m. Red; bright,
pleasant;—red colour, &c.
H  Y [ratniy (fr. ratn), s.m. A kind of rice.
S Y 0rat , s.f. The river of heaven, the celestial
Ganges;—a true speech; a woman who speaks the truth.
S Y },ritu,
 and H. , ritu, s.m. (generally f. in Urd;
see rut), Settled point of time, xed time; right time, t

season; season (of the year); weather; a month; the
season approved for sexual intercourse; the courses (of
a woman), menstrual discharge (The Hinds divide the
year into six seasons of two months each, viz. Vasant,
'spring'; Grishm, 'the hot season'; Varsh, 'the rains';
Sarad, 'the autumn'; Him, 'the cold season'; and iir,
'the dewy season.'):—ritu-prpt,
adj. Productive in due

season, fruitful, fertile:—ritu-rj,
vulg. ritu-rj, and ritu
rj, s.m. 'King of the seasons,' the spring:—ritu-sukr
it,

s.m. An epithet of spring:—ritu-snn,
vulg. rut-asnn, s.m.

Bathing after menstruation:—ritu-mat,
adj. & s.f.

Menstruant;—a woman during her courses; a woman in
the period approved for sexual intercourse; a
marriageable girl.
H  Y  ratw [S. =t (with winserted)], s.m. A kind
of red stone hung round the neck of a child as a charm
against fever and other diseases;—a red insect which
destroys a wheat crop.
H  Y  ritwn (caus. of ritn), v.t. To cause to be
emptied (=ritn, q.v.).
H  Y 6"ratwh, (cf. ratw, q.v.), s.f. A night-attack;
—a concubine who comes at night;—a kind of song sung
by Mewts at night.
H +  Y gratau d, s.m.=next, q.v.
H +  Y gratau dh [rat= rt+au dh= S. Bt], s.m.
Night-blindness, nyctalopia, purblindness at night.
H +  Y gratau dhiy [rataundha+iy= Prk.  =S. t
(+t)], adj. & s.m. Night-blind, purblind at night;—one
aicted with night-blindness.
H +  Yg"ratau d, s.f.=ratau dh, q.v.
S &Y Rratha, vulg. rath, s.m. Carriage, vehicle, chariot,
car, war-chariot; the castle (in chess):—rathva, vulg.
rath-aswa(˚tha+a˚), s.m. Carriage-horse; chariot-horse;
carriage and horse:—rathng(˚tha+an˚), s.m. Any part of a
carriage; carriage-wheel, chariot-wheel;—the ruddy
goose, Anas casarca:—rath-kr, s.m. Car-maker, coachbuilder:—rath-vn, vulg. rath-bn, s.m. Charioteer,
carriage-driver, coachman:—rath-vn, vulg. rath-bn, s.f.
The oce of carriage-driver; coachmanship:—rath-hn,
adj. Not possessing a chariot, deprived of a chariot:—

rath-ytr, vulg. rath-jtr, s.f. 'Car-procession,' festive
procession of an idol on a car (esp. the procession of the
car of Jagannth); a festival at which the chariots go in
procession:—rath-yut, s.m.=rath, q.v.
S &YR"rath, s.m. (f. -in), Owner of a chariot; rider in a
chariot or carriage; a warrior who ghts from a chariot
or car; a charioteer.
H &YR"rath, ;R" ratth [S. R+], s.f. A bier.
S &Y ^rathy, s.f. Road for carriages, high road, main
road (cf. rh); place where several roads meet;—a
number of carriages or chariots, assemblage of cars.
S Y rati, and H. " rat, vulg. ratt(rt. /), s.f.
Pleasure, enjoyment, delight, joy; desire; love,
attachment (to), fondness (for), regard, favour (of);
addiction (to); intentness (on); the pleasure of love,
sexual passion, sexual intercourse, venery, coition; the
pudenda; the goddess of love or sexual passion
personied as the wife of Km-deva; (prob. for daiv-k
rator ratt), the favour of fortune, fortune, destiny, luck;
—a species of metre, four times ¯:—rati-pati, s.m. 'Rat's
husband,' Km-deva, the god of love:—rat(or ratt)
jgnor amakn, v.n. To begin to prosper, to thrive,
ourish:—rati-dn, s.m. Sexual intercourse, the
enjoyment of carnal love:—rati-satwar, s.f. The plant
Trigonella corniculata(considered, perhaps, as
aphrodisiac):—rati karn(-me ), To be attached (to), be
fond (of); to be addicted (to); to be intent (on), &c.:—ratikriy, and rati-keli, s.f. Sexual intercourse, venery,
coition:—rati-nth, s.m.=rati-pati, q.v.:—rat-wn, rat-wat,
rat-want, adj. & s.m. Fortunate, prosperous, ourishing;
—a fortunate or prosperous person, &c.
H Y\"ratt, " rat [Prk. .\; S. .=], s.f. The seed
of Abrus precatoriusused as a weight; a weight equal to
eight barley-corns (the seed weighs about 1 5⁄16 grains
Troy; the articial rattaverages nearly 2  grains):—
ratt-bhar, Of the weight of a ratt, as much as a ratt; (g.)
very little.
H  &ra (v.n. fr. ran, q.v.), s.f.=ratn, q.v.
H X  &V&ra-gha, s.f. (m.?—dialec.)=rat-gha, q.v.s.v.
rat.

H   &ran [ra˚= S. &(), caus. of rt. &], v.t. To
repeat, iterate; to call out; to solicit, or to demand,
repeatedly.
H   &ran, s.f. Repetition, iteration; persistent
solicitation or demand, importunity:—ran lagn(-ko), To
be constantly repeating; to make repeated request (for),
to be importunate.
H  I_ruhn (caus. of r hn), v.t. To oend,
displease, vex, irritate.
H   I_ruhn, v.n.=  r hn, q.v.
H 5 *raj [S. *t], s.m. (f. in Urd), Impurity, dirt, dust,
powder; sand; pollen, farina (of owers); the menstrual
excretion, menses;—the quality or property of passion,
sexual passion; the second of the three inherent
natural qualities (gu) of living beings (=rajo-gu): it
predominates in air, and is active, urgent, and variable;
it produces sensual desire, worldly coveting, pride, and
falsehood, and is the cause of vice and of pain):—rajmanit, adj. Covered with dust:—raj-vrya, s.m. Menstrual
excretion; semen virile.
S 5 I*ruj, s.m. Pain, sickness, illness, disease (=rog, q.v.).
H W *raj (perf. part. of rajn), part. adj. Filled, sated,
satised, having a bellyful (syn. shikam-ser):—raj-puj,
adj. Full, sated, &c. (=raj); rich, wealthy:—raj-hu,
adj.=raj.
H W *raj, s.f. corr. of | ra, q.v.
A W raj (inf. n. of W 'to hope'), s.f. Hope, expectation;
prayer, supplication, intercession.
A W rijl, s.m. pl. (of rajul), Men:—rijlul-gaib,
 s.m. An
invisible being which moves in a circular orbit round the
world (syn. yogin. On the 1st, 9th, 16th, and 24th days of
a lunar month, his station is in the east; on the 3rd,
11th, 18th, and 26th, in the south-east; on the 5th, 13th,
20th, and 28th, in the south; on the 4th, 12th, 19th, and
27th, in the south-west; on the 6th, 14th, 21st, and 29th,
in the west; on the 7th, 15th, and 22nd in the northwest; on the 2nd, 10th, 17th, and 25th, in the north; and
on the 8th, 23rd, and 30th, in the north-east. His
in uence on each day is especially exerted during nine
gha s, or three hours thirty-six minutes, at the close of

that tithor lunar day; and, in that interval, it is
unfortunate to begin a journey towards the station of
this being, or in such a direction as to place him on the
right hand).
H " W *!rijl, adj. corr. of !d rizla, q.v.
H  W *rajn (caus. of rajn), v.t. To cause to rule, to
place or keep (one) in the enjoyment of sovereignty, or
princely state, &c. (used chie y in comp., e.g. rj rajn,
q.v.s.v. rj).
H $ W* , * raj, * raji [raj(n)+= Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. Enjoyment of
sovereignty, sovereignty, rule; royal decree, edict,
mandate, order, command:—raji-su, s.m. Royal decree,
&c. (=raj).
H $ W* raj, s.f. See $ |ra, q.v.
A UW rajab (v.n. fr. UW 'to fear; to venerate'), s.m. The
seventh month of the Arabian and Moammadan year
(so called because of the honour in which it was held in
the Time of Ignorance, inasmuch as war or ghting
during it was held unlawful):—rajabul-murajjab, s.m.
'Rajab the honoured,' the month Rajab.
H 4%W * 6raj-bah, s.m. contrac. of rj-bah, q.v. s.v.
rja, rj.
H LW *,rajput, = H A LW *0 rajp t,s.m. contrac. of
rj-p t, q.v. s.v. rj.
H A LW *0rajp t, = H LW *, rajput,s.m. contrac. of
rj-p t, q.v. s.v. rj.
H Y LW*0"rajp tn (contrac. of rj-p tn), s.f. A Rjpt
female.
S W *rajat, adj. & s.m. White; silver-coloured, silvery;
—the colour white; silver; gold; a pearl ornament or
necklace; ivory; blood; an asterism, constellation; a
name of the mountain Kails.
S W .*rajit, part. Aected, moved, excited, attracted.
S *W }*,rijut,
s.f. = S *W }*,; rijutva,


s.m.Straightness; rectitude, honesty.
S *W }*,; rijutva,
s.m. = S *W }*, rijut,


s.f.Straightness; rectitude, honesty.
H a + W */raj-dhm, s.m. contrac. of rj-dhma,

q.v.s.v. rj.
H  + W*"raj-dhn, s.f. contrac. of rj-dhn, q.v.s.v.
rj.
A oW rajaz, s.m.(?) A species of verse, consisting
(primarily) of the measure mustafilunsix times:—rajazn, s.f. Recitation of verse.
S IW *rajas (changeable, in comp., to rajo), s.m.
Impurity, dirt, dust, &c. (=raj, q.v.):—rajas-val, vulg. rajasul, s.f. A menstruating woman; a marriageable girl:—
rajo-bandh, s.m. Suppression of menstruation:—rajo-gu,
s.m. The quality rajasor passion (see s.v. raj):—rajo-gu,
adj. Of or pertaining to rajo-gu.
H ' IW .*&rajisar (corr. of the English), s.m. A
register:—rajisar-par a hnor rajisar-me darj karn, To
enter in a register, to register:—rajisar rakhn, To keep a
register:—rajisar murattab karn, To prepare a register, to
make up, or keep in order, a register.
H ' IW.*&"rajisar, s.f. Registry, registration;—adj.
Registered:—rajisar karn, v.t. To cause to be registered,
to have or get registered:—rajisar karn, v.t. To register.
P P W ajat, rijat(for A. ~P W, inf. n. of un. of b W 'to
return'), s.f. Return; the act of returning, reverting;
return or recurrence (of a t, &c.); return of a man to
his family; a man's returning to his wife, or taking her
back by marriage, after having divorced her;—reply or
answer (of a letter); returning to earth after death; the
resurrection:—rajat honor ho-jn(-k), To be constantly
recurring (to), or harping (on), to be repeating (the
same thing); to become mad, be crazy.
S (W *rajak, s.m. (f. -), A washerman.
H W*"rajakn [˚n= S. "], s.f.=next, q.v.
S W*"rajak, s.f. A washerman's wife; a
washerwoman;—epithet of a woman on the third day of
the menses.
H [ W *?raj-ke (past. conj. part. of rajn), adv. To
(one's) full, to satiety, to repletion.
H  JWI*$"rujgr, s.f. corr. of roz-gr, q.v.
H + JW*$a"raj-gadd, s.f. contrac. of rj-gadd, q.v.s.v.
rj.

A W rajul, s.m. A man (pl. rijl).
A 2 W rajm (inf. n. of 2 W 'to stone,' &c.), s.m. Stoning,
putting to death by stoning; driving away, expelling;
repulse; detestation; reproach, contumely, execration.
H W *rajn [raj˚= S. *(), rt. *], v.t. To govern,
rule (used chie y in comp., e.g. rj rajn, q.v.s.v. rj).
H W *rajn [S. *"(, rt. *], v.n. To be satised, be
sated, be lled or full:—raj-jn, v.n. Idem.
S W*"rajan, vulg. rajn, s.f. Night; the plant Curcuma
longa, and C. aromatica; turmeric; the indigo plant; lac:—
rajan-pat, s.m. 'The lord or husband of night,' the moon:
—rajan- ar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Wandering in the night,
moving about by night;—a Rkshas, evil spirit, ghost,
goblin; a thief; a watchman:—rajan(˚n+a), s.m. 'Lord of
the night,' the moon:—rajan-kar, s.m. 'The night-maker,'
the moon:—rajan-gandha, s.m. The tuberose, Polianthes
tuberosa:—rajan-mukh, s.m. 'Front or beginning of night,'
evening, nightfall:—rajan-hs, s.f. The plant Nyctanthes
arbor tristis(which blossoms at night, and the owers of
which diuse a powerful odour after sunset).
S W A*,rajju, and H. *, raju, A*0 rajj , s.f.m. Rope, cord,
string, line, thread; tie; a lock of braided hair, braid.
S W }*,riju,
 adj. Straight, right; upright, honest,
sincere:—riju-bhuj,
adj. Rectilineal.

H   W * 7rajw  [S. *+ &+t], s.m. A country
under the control of a Rj, a Hind kingdom, country of
Hind princes.
S +  W *5 Brajo-bandh, See s.v. rajas.
A . W ruj  (inf. n. of b W 'to return'), s.f.(m.?), Returning,
return; turning (towards); inclination, leaning, bent,
bias; appearing; recourse, reference, appeal, bringing
(into court, as a suit):—ruj  karn, To turn (from, -se); to
return (from); to return, to revert (to, -k taraf);
to turn

(to, or towards), incline (to); to have recourse (to), repair
(to); betake (oneself to); to refer (to), allude (to); to
appeal (to); to bring (into court):—ruj  ln(-me ), To
turn (to, or towards), &c.=ruj  karn, q.v.; to side (with);
to submit, yield:—ruj  hon, v.n. To be returned; to be
referred;—to turn (to, or towards, k taraf);
to incline (to).

S <X W *5$,4rajo-gu, s.m. See s.v. rajas.

P  ! W raj lyat, vulg. raj liyat(for A. ~ ! W, abst. s. fr. W 'a
man'), s.f. Manliness, virility.
H  &W Drajhn [caus. of rajhn; rajh˚= rajh˚+= w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cook, to boil, to
make a decoction of.
H  &W Drijhn (caus. of rjhn;—see rajh-n), v.t. To
ravish, enchant, charm, delight, please; to excite, annoy,
vex, tease, plague, perplex.
H  &W D rajho [rajh(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Cooking, boiling, ebullition.
H &W Drajhn [rajh˚= Prk. AD() = S. (), rt. ],
v.n. To be cooked, to be boiled.
? &W IDrujhn [rujh˚= Prk. IAD()=S. I(`), pass. of rt.
I], v.n. To be stopped, be obstructed, be shut or closed,
be blocked up (cf. rupn; rukn);—to be oppressed, or
harassed, or teased, or worried:—rujh-jn, v.n. Idem.
H  &W D rijhwr = H  &W D 7 rijhw = H ) W
D h rijhwaiy [rjh(n), q.v.+wr= wlor wl; and
˚waiy= Prk.   =S. ()++t], adj. Having the
quality of being pleased; easily pleased or gratied.
H  &W D 7rijhw = H  &W D  rijhwr = H ) W
D h rijhwaiy [rjh(n), q.v.+wr= wlor wl; and
˚waiy= Prk.   =S. ()++t], adj. Having the

hymn; a single verse, stanza, or text;—the Rig-veda (so
called because it consists chie y of hymns to the Hind
deities); a verse or text from the Rig-veda; a mystical
verse or text from a Veda, magical invocation.
H  = ra n (caus. of ra n;—see rajhnabove for
sux ˚n), v.t. To cause to make or do;—to make, do; to
set to work, set agoing; to make merry; to celebrate; to
stain (the hands, feet, &c.) with innaor mendh.
H  =  &ra wa [ra (n) + wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Staining (the hands, &c.) with inn,
&c.
S = .ra it, part. Made, formed, fabricated, created;
done; prepared, composed, compiled, written (by);
arranged; strung together; adorned, decorated.
H = Iru at [ru (n)+Prk. \"=S. .Qt (i.e. pi, caus.
augment+a. )], s.f. Desire, appetite, &c. (=ru i, q.v.).
H *= Iru t, imperf. part. of ru n, q.v.:—ru ta-pa t,
adv. With appetite and a good digestion.
S = I.ru ir, adj. Bright, brilliant, radiant, beautiful;
pleasing, agreeable, pleasant, sweet, nice; stomachic,
cordial, restorative.
S (= ra ak, adj. & s.m. Making, fabricating, &c.;—
maker, creator, fabricator, composer, arranger;
inventor, contriver; decorator, adorner.
H (= ri ak, s.m. corr. of ri  k, q.v.

quality of being pleased; easily pleased or gratied.
H ) W D hrijhwaiy = H  &W D  rijhwr = H  &W

H = ra n [ra ˚= Prk. K()=S. K(`), pass. of rt.

D 7 rijhw adj. Having the quality of being pleased;

], v.n. To be made, be formed or fashioned, be

easily pleased or gratied.
H V ra (fr. ra n, q.v.), s.m. Make, form;

created, be arranged, be composed, be invented; to be
set to work, be employed, be about (a business); to be
used or accustomed (to), to have to do (with, -se), to be
intimate or familiar (with); to become familiar, be
tamed; to keep time (in music); to predestinate; (in the
following senses prob. fr. S. ranjanyam, rt. ranj), to be
stained or dyed (with red); to stain, colour; to be in love
(with), to love, like; to be penetrated (with); to penetrate
and remain in (as scent in clothes, &c.), to be scented;—
v.t. To make, form, create, produce, fabricate, invent; to
prepare, get ready, make preparation for; to contrive,
plan, arrange, dispose, make arrangements for, to

workmanship, composition, &c. (=ra n):—ra -bho, s.m.
Composition (or make) and nature, &c. (see bho).
H V Iru , s.f.==ru i, q.v.
S V }ri  , = S = } ri  ,s.f. Lustre, splendour;—a
hymn; a single verse, stanza, or text;—the Rig-veda (so
called because it consists chie y of hymns to the Hind
deities); a verse or text from the Rig-veda; a mystical
verse or text from a Veda, magical invocation.
S = }ri  , = S V } ri  ,s.f. Lustre, splendour;—a

perform, to celebrate (a marriage, &c.); to compose,
write; to string together; to work, carve; to decorate,
adorn.
S = ra an, vulg. ra n, s.f. Making, forming,
fabricating, creating, inventing, composing, preparing,
making preparation; make, form, constitution, nature;
arrangement, disposition, management, preparation,
performance, accomplishment; fabrication, created
thing, workmanship, work, composition, literary
production.
H = Iru n [ru ˚= Prk. IK()=S. IK(`), pass. of rt.
I], v.n. To be tasty or delicious to the palate; to be
pleasant or agreeable; to feel appetite (for), to long (for),
to desire; to excite desire (in).
H  =  ra w [ra (n)+Prk.  ( (with winserted)=S.
()+], s.m. Making, make, formation, &c. (=ra n,
q.v.).
H &= }K+ri  ha, ri  h, s.m.=riksha;
and r h, qq.v.

H &= K+ra h, K+ ri h, s.f.=raksh, q.v.
H (&= K+ra hak, s.m.=rakshak, q.v.
H <&= K+ra han, s.m.=raksha, q.v.
H &= K+ra hn, v.t. corr. of rakshn; and rakhn, qq.v.
H I &= Kric hes, s.m. corr. of rikshe, q.v.s.v. riksha.

S =I.ru i, s.f. Light, lustre, splendour, beauty; a ray of
light; liking, taste, relish, zest, appetite, hunger; desire,
wish, craving, avidity, passion, inclination, sentiment;
desire of, or pleasure from, eating; intense application
(to):—ru i-bhojan, s.m. Savoury or tempting food, food to
one's appetite or taste:—ru i karn(-k), To have a taste or
fancy (for), to like; to desire, &c.
S ( = }"ri  k, s.m. Name of a saint, the father of
Jamadagni;—name of a country.
A  ral, vulg. rl(inf. n. of  'to depart,' &c.), s.m.
Departing; travelling;—dwelling, habitation, mansion,
resting-place, place of resort;—rlor ril, s.f. Stand or
desk (on which the Qor n is put), support or stand for a
book (pl. ril).
P # rlat (for A. ~#, inf. n. of un. fr. ; see ral), s.f.
Removal, departure, journey; departure from this life,

death, decease:—rlat karn, v.n. To take (one's)
departure; to depart this life, to die.
A 2  ram (prob. dialec. for rum, inf. n. of 2  'to have
mercy,' &c.), s.m. Mercy, pity, compassion, tenderness,
kindness;—a sort of sweet cake made of rice, &c. (an
oering made by Mohammadan women on the night
called ilh rt):—ram-shn, s.m. A friend to mercy;—adj.
Inclined to mercy, merciful:—ram-dil, adj. Tenderhearted, merciful, compassionate, kind:—ram karn(par), To take pity (on), to show mercy or kindness (to):—
ram khn(-par), To feel pity (for), be touched with
compassion, to take pity (on):—be ram, adj. Without pity,
merciless, hard-hearted, cruel.
A 2  raim, rm(v.n. fr. 2  'to have mercy,' &c.), s.m.
The womb;—connection by birth, relationship; the ties of
relationship.
A  @  ramn (v.n. fr. 2  'to have mercy'), adj. & s.m.
Merciful, forgiving;—the Compassionate, the Merciful
(an epithet applied to God).
P  @ ramn (rel. n. fr. A. ramn), adj. Divine.
P @  ramat (for A. ~@ , inf. n. of 2  'to have mercy'),
s.f. Mercy, compassion, pity (=ram); divine mercy or
favour, pardon, forgiveness; a gift of the divine mercy, a
blessing from on high; rain:—ramatul-lh alai-hi, The
mercy of God (be) upon him:—ad-ramat, 'A hundred
blessings from heaven' (be showered on you); bravo!
well done!
A <@  ramn, adj. & s.m.= @  ramn, q.v. (It is
generally written thus when it has the Arabic article
alprexed to it.)
P @  ram, s.f. Mercy, &c. (=ram;—used only in comp).:
—be-ram, s.f. Mercilessness, hard-heartedness, cruelty
(cf. be-ram, fr. wh. it is directly formed):—be-ram-se,
adv. Unfeelingly, mercilessly, cruelly.
A H  raq, s.m. Pure wine, the best wine.
A   ral (v.n. fr.  'to depart,' &c.), s.m. Departure,
journey (=rlat, q.v.).
A 2  ram (v.n. fr. 2  'to have mercy'), adj. Having
much mercy, very merciful;—s.m. The Merciful (an
epithet applied to God).
P t ru  [prob. Zend rukhsh= S. ru ; but cf. r , r e], s.m.

Face, countenance; cheek; face, aspect; point, side
quarter, direction;—the rook or castle (at chess; cf. rath):
—ru  badaln, To change countenance, to become
angry, be displeased; to change the direction of (one's)
face, to turn away the face, to be inattentive; to turn
away (from); to reject:—ru  phirn(neut. of next, q.v.),
v.n. 'The face to be turned away,' to be or become
oended or displeased:—ru  phern(-se), To turn the
face away (from), to become displeased, &c. (=ru 
badaln, q.v.):—ru  den(-ko), ru  karn(-k taraf),
To turn

the face (to or towards), to proceed (towards); to lean or
incline (to); to countenance, to encourage, to familiarize;
to attend (to), pay attention (to), to accede (to):—ru 
rakhn(-k taraf),
To keep the face (towards), to keep in

regard, to continue friendship, maintain friendly
intercourse (with).
A 1 r ru m (v.n. fr. 2 r 'to be soft,' &c.), s.m. Alabaster;
marble.
P r ra t (=S. }R, or R), s.m. Goods, chattels,
property, furniture, apparatus, wearing apparel;
harness:—ra t b dhn, To pack up, to depart, to set o
upon a journey.
P  0r ru -sr = P ? 0r ru -sra (ru , q.v.+a. sr= zr=
Pehl. r), s.m. lit. 'A large cheek'; cheek; face,
countenance; aspect, mien, complexion.
P ? 0r ru -sra = P  0r ru -sr (ru , q.v.+a. sr= zr=
Pehl. r), s.m. lit. 'A large cheek'; cheek; face,
countenance; aspect, mien, complexion.
P Zr ra sh [for ru sh= Zend rukhsh, for ru = S. I; cf. S.
Id], s.m. Light, rays or re ection of light; lightning;
brilliance, splendour;—a horse; name of the horse of the
celebrated Rustam.
P  r ra shn [ra sh, q.v.+a. n= Zend na= S. ], act.
part. (of ra shdan) & adj. Shining, ashing, dazzling,
resplendent, refulgent.
P X + rra shandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Flash, shine,
lightning, lustre, refulgence.
P ?+ r ra shanda [ra sh, q.v.+a. anda= Zend añS. B],
act. part. (of ra shdan), & adj.=ra shn, q.v.
P Mr ru at (for A. ~Mr v.n. fr. vr 'to be soft or

tender'), s.f. (orig.) 'Facilitation, license, indulgence';
leave, permission to depart, leave of absence,
dismission, congé; dismissal, discharge:—ru at--riyat,
Privilege leave:—ru at den(-ko), To give (one) leave to
go, to dismiss; to grant leave or license, to permit
(= hu den):—ru at-talab,
adj. Asking leave to depart:

—ru at karn, v.t. To permit or suer to depart, give
(one) leave to go, to bid adieu to, to dismiss; to send
away, discharge:—ru at m gn, To ask leave; to
request or beg for indulgence or delay:—ru at miln, To
obtain leave, &c.:—ru at hon, v.n. To take leave, to
have leave to depart, to depart, bid adieu (to, -se).
P  *Mr ru atna (ru at+a. na= Zend naor ana= S.
), s.m. A present made on dismissing a person,
parting present.
P *Mrru at [ru at+= Zend a. aêna= S. ; and Zend
i= S. ], adj. & s.m. On leave;—one who is on leave or
furlough;—s.f. Anything given at parting, a a parting
present.
A 2 r ra am, s.m. A species of bird, the white carrionvulture, Vultur percnopterus(also called Pharaoh's hen);—
a pelican.
P r ra na (prob. Zend rakh+su. anaor na= S. ana), s.m.
Breach (in a wall, &c.), fracture, hole, perforation, gap,
crevice, chink, notch (in a sword, &c.), crack, aw;
obstacle, hitch:—ra na-band, s.f. Concealment of holes
or aws, &c.:—ra na-bandiy karn(-k), To conceal the
aws (of), to conceal the faults or defects (of a person or
thing):—ra na-dr, adj. Having a breach or fracture,
damaged, cracked, notched, &c.:—ra na ln(-me ), To
throw obstacles (in the way of), to put a spoke (in one's
wheel):—ra na nikln(-me ?), To discover or detect
faults or aws (in); to pick holes (in), nd fault ( ith).
S  rad, s.m. Splitting, rending, tearing, scraping,
scratching, gnawing; a split, rent;—tooth, tusk (of an
elephant, &c.):—rad-pa, and rad- had, s.m. 'Toothcovering,' the lip.
A  radd, vulg. rad(inf. n. of C 'to return, reject, repel,'
&c.), s.m. Returning; restitution; rejection, repulsion;
casting o, turning back, averting; resistance,
opposition; disproving, refutation;—vomiting:—raddul-

ajz ala-adr, The antistrophe (repeating at the end of a
verse the same word with which it begins, or beginning
another with the word which terminated the preceding);
a kind of rondeau:—rad-badal, s.m. Argument, discussion,
dispute, altercation, controversy;—changing hands (as
property), chopping and changing (e.g. is are-me
milkyat-k bahut rad-badal ho-gay):—radd--sub t, s.m.
Disproving, refutation; counter-proof:—radd -jawb, s.m.
Reply, rejoinder, retort, refutation (of a defence);—radd-jawb karn, To make a reply, to reply, &c.:—radd-salm, s.m. Return of a salute; returning compliments:—
radd--qar, s.m. Repayment of a loan, liquidation of a
debt:—rad karnor kar-den, v.t. To return, refuse, reject,
to turn back, repel, avert, resist, oppose, frustrate; to
reply to, disprove, confute, refute; to cancel, rescind,
abrogate (a law):—radd--kalm, s.f. Refutation, contrary
declaration, counter-statement:—radd-o-badal, s.m.=radbadal, q.v.:—radd-o-qad karn, v.t.=rad karn, q.v.:—radd-oqad, s.m.=rad-badal, q.v.:—rad hon, v.n. To be returned,
be rejected, to be turned back; to be rescinded or
abrogated, &c. (see rad).
H  aradd [fr. S.  'to dig';—Pers. ?, fr. Zend rad],
s.m. Stratum (of a wall), layer (of bricks, &c.); line, row,
course; the work of a day:—radda rakhn(-k), To lay down
a layer or stratum (of).
A  rid (fr. ), s.f. A cloak or mantle (worn by
Dervishes); a cloak or wrapper (put on when going out);
an upper garment of ne linen unsewn or in one piece
(or sewn, if made of other cloth) reaching to the middle
of the leg.
S  IWrudra, vulg. rudr, s.m. 'The Roarer, or Howler,' the
god of tempests, (in the later mythology) an epithet of
iva; an epithet of the inferior manifestations of iva (as
the personied roaring of the storms):—rudrdhir(˚ra
+adhra), s.m. Uneasiness, solicitude, or pain occasioned
by Rudra:—rudrksh, vulg. rudr h, rudr , rudrj(˚ra+ak˚),
s.m. lit.'Rudra-eyed'; the tree Elœocarpus ganitrus; the
berry of this tree (used for rosaries).
S IW4"rudr, s.f. The wife of Rudra, the goddess
Durg.
S IW"rudr, s.f. A kind of lute or guitar.

S  radan, s.m.=rad, q.v.
H  Irudan, s.m. contrac. of rodan, q.v.
H + &   L radw-khadw, s.m. (colloq.) A castaway, an outcast, a vagabond; a low person.
P ? rada, and H. radda, s.m.= radd, q.v.
S  }-riddha,
vulg. riddh,
adj. & s.m. Increased;


prosperous, thriving, rising;—a prosperous person, &c.
S  I-ruddha, vulg. ruddh, part. Stopped, checked,
obstructed, impeded, hindered, restrained, suppressed,
opposed; held, withheld, kept back; shut, closed, secured;
invested, besieged, blockaded; enclosed, surrounded,
fenced in.
S  Irudhir, s.m. Blood.
S }.-riddhi,
and H. .- riddhi, s.f. Increase, growth;

plenty; auence, wealth, property; success, prosperity,
good fortune; accomplishment, perfection;—name of a
medicinal plant; prosperity personied as the wife of
Kuver; name of the goddess Prvat:—riddhi-siddhi,
s.f.

Accomplishment, success, &c. (=riddhi).

P radd (rel. n. fr. radd, q.v.), adj. Rejected, thrown
away, waste, used and done with; trashy, worthless, bad;
pernicious, hurtful;—s.f. Anything rejected, anything
worthless or unserviceable; waste; waste paper;
remnants, scraps, refuse:—radd karn(-k), To make
waste (of), to waste; to throw away.
A g) radf (v.n. fr. e 'to ride behind'), s.m. One who
rides behind another (on the same horse);—the
technical name given to one of the letters of
prolongation , , or , when it immediately precedes the
(raw, or) essential part of the rhyme (as in the words
mn, usmn;
fu l, rus l; twl, tanzl);—one or more

independent words placed after the rhyme at the end of
hemistichs or verses (words which ought to be the same
throughout the poem), hypermeter (e.g. the word 'thee'
in the following: 'There shone such truth about thee, I
did not dare to doubt thee'):—radf-wr, adv. In
alphabetical order; according to the last letter of each
stanza.
A z rul, vulg. ril, adj. See rila, and rizl.
P !z rila (for A. ~!z rulat, fr. rul, v.n. fr. z 'to be

low, or base,' &c.), adj. (f. -) & s.m. Low, mean, base,
bad, vile, contemptible;—the worse or viler (or the worst
or vilest), the refuse, or dregs (of anything), a thing of
which the good has been picked out; a mean, low, or vile
person; an impudent or shameless fellow.
A )z ral, adj.=rila, q.v.
S  IIruru, s.m. A kind of deer.
H  ) ririyn [S. " redupl.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 caus. augment], v.n. To cry, howl; to whine,
whimper; to beg earnestly, cry (for), to beseech,
importune.
H 0  7ra ak (fr. ra akn, q.v.), s.f. Pricking; pain.
H G  7ra k [S. ++t], s.m. A broom; a bit, a
particle.
H G  7ra kn, v.t. To remove; to push, shove,
propel.
H  G  7ra akn [ra ak˚= S. +>], v.n. To prick, to
pain.
H  G  7ri akn, v.n.=ririyn, q.v.
P d raz (cf. S. , and *), s.f. A vineyard; a vine; a
grape;—battle (cf. razm);—a castle in Medina.
A Gd razzq (intens. n. fr. Gd 'to give subsistence,' &c.),
s.m. The Supplier of the means of subsistence, the Giver
of daily bread, &c. to his creatures, Providence (an
epithet applied to God alone).
P idrazzq (fr. razzq), s.f. The giving the means of
subsistence, &c., an attribute of the Deity.
P d rizl, adj. corr. of z ril, q.v.
H <L!d rizl-pan = H L!d rizl-pan [ril+Prk. Q4( and
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), and ; +], s.m. Low estate, low
or mean condition or circumstances; lowness,
meanness, baseness, vileness, worthlessness, badness,
corruptness.
H L!d rizl-pan = H <L!d rizl-pan [ril+Prk. Q4( and
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), and ; +], s.m. Low estate, low
or mean condition or circumstances; lowness,
meanness, baseness, vileness, worthlessness, badness,
corruptness.
P !d rizla, adj. & s.m. corr. but com. form of rila, q.v.

A Gd rizq (inf. n. of Gd; see razzq), s.m. Means of
subsistence or support, subsistence, food, daily bread;
subsistence money, allowance, pension:—rizq pahu n,
rizq-den(-ko), To supply food (to), to support, maintain,
provide (for).
P 1 d razm [Zend raman, fr. arej, 'to draw out,'=S. *'
(}*)], s.m. War, battle, combat:—razm-gh, s.f. Field
of battle.
S K rasa, vulg. ras, s.m. Sap, juice; syrup; a liquid, uid;
water; liquor; gravy, soup, broth; (met.) the best or prime
part (of anything), essence, marrow, pith; potion,
poisonous drink, poison; constituent uid or essential
juice (of the body); humour; serum; chyle; semen virile;
quicksilver, mercury; exudation; gum, myrrh;—taste,
savour, avour, relish (of which there are six kinds,
viz.sweet, sour, salt, bitter, acrid, astringent; hence, in
Hind poetry), a symbolical expression for the number
six;—taste, inclination, appetite, enjoyment (of
anything); love, aection, desire; pleasure, charm,
grace, piquancy, elegance, beauty; sweetness, softness,
spirit, wit, taste, style, character;—taste, sentiment,
feeling, emotion, pathos, aection, passion (ten such
sentiments are enumerated in dramatic composition, viz.
ringr-ras,
'the erotic sentiment,' 'love'; hsya-ras, 'the

sentiment of humour,' 'comic vein,' 'facetiousness,' &c.;
karua-ras, 'the pathetic sentiment'; vr-ras, 'heroism';
raudra, 'indignation, anger'; bhaynak, 'terror'; bbhats,
'disgust'; adbhut, 'wonder, surprise'; nt, 'tranquillity or
contentment'; vtsalya, 'paternal tenderness'):—rasd(˚sa
+ad), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Taking or drinking juice,
absorbing moisture;—sucker or drinker of juice, &c.:—
raslay(˚sa+l˚), s.m. The seat or abode of the Rasas; the
seat of enjoyments:—rasnjan(˚sa+an˚), s.m. A sort of
collyrium prepared from the calx of brass with Amomum
anthorrhiza(or, according to some, prepared from vitriol
of copper with the addition of Curcuma):—rasyan, vulg.
rasin(˚sa+ay˚), s.m. Alchemy; chemistry; a mineral or
metallic preparation; the employment of mercury in
medicine, or for magical purposes; a medicine supposed
to prevent old age and prolong life, an elixir, elixir vitæ;
buttermilk; poison;—an alchemist; a name of Garu:—

rasyan bann(-k), To turn base metals into gold or
silver:—rasyan-mel, s.m. Chemical anity:—rasyan-vidy,
s.f. The science of alchemy, or of chemistry:—rasyan,
s.m. An alchemist (=rasyan), a chemist;—s.f. A canal or
channel for the uids (of the body), a vessel conveying
chyle, a lacteal or absorbent vessel:—ras-bhar, adj. (f. -),
Full of juice or sap; full of taste or sentiment; juicy,
succulent; liquid; luscious; tasteful; sensuous, voluptuous:
—ras-bhasman, s.m. Calx, oxide of mercury:—ras pa n(me ), To be or become full of juice, or sap, or serum; to
become juicy;—to attain to maturity or puberty; to be
pleased or delighted (with), to receive enjoyment (from):
—ras-pushp, s.m. A muriate of mercury (formed by
subliming in close vessels a mixture of sulphur, mercury,
and common salt):—ras-apakn, v.n. Juice to drop or
trickle (from); to be ripe (lit.& g.), to be mature, be in
full bloom or vigour; to be full of sexual desire:—rasajna(vulg. rasaggya), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Knowing tastes,
discriminating or appreciating avour or excellence,
knowing what gives real enjoyment; knowing the true
essence (of), capable of discerning the spirit or beauty
(of);—a man of discrimination; a writer who understands
the dierent sentiments (ras), a poet; an alchemist, one
who understands the magical properties of mercury; a
physician, a preparer of mercurial and chemical
compounds:—rasa-jn, vulg. rasa-gy, s.f. The tongue:—
rasa-jnat, vulg. rasa-gyat, s.f. Knowledge of avours;
acquaintance with the true essence of things; poetical
skill or taste; alchemy:—ras c n, v.n.=ras apakn, q.v.:—
ras-dhta, s.m. 'Fluid-metal,' quicksilver, mercury:—rasrj, s.m. 'King of uids,' quicksilver:—ras-rs, s.m.=rs-ras,
q.v.s.v. ras:—ras-ras, adv. Slowly, gently (=rasin-se):—rassind r, s.m. A sort of factitious cinnabar made with zinc,
mercury, blue vitriol, and nitre fused together:—raskarp r, vulg. ras-kap r, s.m. Corrosive white sublimate, or
a muriate of mercury similar to it (made with sulphur,
mercury, and common salt):—ras-khn, s.m. 'A mine of
ras,' an epithet of Krish a:—ras-khr, s.m. Rice-milk, rice
boiled in milk, rice and milk:—ras len(-k), To take or
draw out the essence (of); to extract pleasure (from), to
enjoy:—ras-nivritti,
 s.f. Cessation or loss of taste, avour,
&c.:—ras-vd, adj. & s.m. Quarrel-exciting;—a fomenter of

quarrels, mischief-maker:—ras-vn, ras-vat(f. ras-vat), adj.
Having juice or sap, juicy, succulent; well- avoured,
tasteful, agreeable, savoury, luscious;—tasty, charming,
elegant, piquant; spirited, witty:—ras-vat, s.f. An
agreeable or charming woman;—a cook-room, kitchen:—
rasendra(˚sa+in˚), s.m. 'Chief of uids or metals,'
quicksilver; the philosopher's stone (the touch of which
turns iron, &c. to gold).
P K ras [rt. of ras-dan= Pehl. ra= Zend r; cf. S. }3], act.
part. & s.m. Arriving, happening; touching at; causing to
arrive;—one to whom (a thing) arrives (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. dd-ras; faryd-ras; qq.v.s.v.
dd, and farydrespectively).
H K ris (fr. risn, q.v.), s.f. Anger, passion, vexation,
displeasure (conceived), oence, hu:—ris-me bharn, To
be lled with anger, &c.
H B ras [ras+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Gravy, soup;
sauce, &c. (=ras, q.v.).
S B ras, s.f. The earth, ground, soil; the tongue; the
lower world, hell; a mythical stream supposed to ow
round the earth and the atmosphere;—a vine, a grape
(cf. raz); name of several plants;—ras-tal, ras-tal-lok,
s.m. Name of the lowest of the seven hells or regions
under the earth (see ptl); the lower world or hell in
general (it is the abode of various monstrous and
demoniacal beings, as Ng, Asur, Daitya, &c.; but is not
to be confounded with Narakor the place of punishment).
P B ras (imperf. part. of ras-dan; see ras), part. & adj.
Arriving, attaining; causing to arrive (used as last
member of compounds); quick of apprehension, acute,
sharp, penetrating, skilful, capable, clever;—mixing or
mingling (with); amiable; well-received, welcome.
H B Trass,  ras [prob. S. ./ +t or /()+t],
s.m. Rope, halter, line, a thick rope, a cable.
S Y B !ras-tal, s.m. See s.v. ras.
H B !rasl [Prk. !5=S. !t; see ras], adj. & s.m.
Having juice, juicy, succulent; savoury, &c. (=rasl, q.v.);—
the sugar-cane; the mango tree.
S " B !rasl, s.f. Curds mixed with sugar and spices.
H " B !rasl, s.m. 1˚=ras-lay, q.v.s.v. ras;—2˚=corr. of

risla, 'a troop of horse,' &c.
P ! B rislat (for A. ~! B, v.n. fr. B 'to bring a message'),
s.f. Message, mission, divine mission (cf. risla);
apostleship, the apostolic oce or function;—rislatpanh, The abode or asylum of apostleship, the apostle
(Moammad).
H + ! B risl-dr, s.m. = H + ! Brisl-dr, s.f.contrac. of
risla-dr, and risla-dr, qq.v.s.v. risla.
H + ! Brisl-dr, s.f. = H + ! B risl-dr, s.m.contrac. of
risla-dr, and risla-dr, qq.v.s.v. risla.
S 0! B !raslas, vulg. rasls, s.f. Any tubular vessel
of the body (esp. one conveying the uids), a vein,
artery; a nerve, tendon.
P ! B risla (for A. ~! B; see rislat), s.m. A message,
mission; a letter; sending a letter, &c.; a tract, a short
treatise or discourse, an essay, book, writing;—(in Pers.)
a troop of horse, squadron, cavalry:—risla-dr, s.m.
Commander of a troop of horse:—risla-dr, s.f.
Command of a troop of horse; the post or oce of risladr.
A 1 B rassm (v.n. fr. 2 B 'to mark, trace,' &c.), s.m.
Delineator; engraver.
P  B rasn (fr. rasn-dan, caus. of ras-dan; see ras), act.
part. & s.m. Causing to arrive, conveying, bearing;—one
who conveys, bearer (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. ih-rasn, 'Letter-carrier,' 'letterpeon').
H  B rasn, s.m. contrac. of rasin, q.v.
H  B rasn (fr. ras), v.t. To solder.
H  B risn, I rusn [ris, q.v.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], To
take oence, be oended, be displeased, be angry or
vexed (=rosn);—risn, adj. (f. -), Oended, vexed, angry;
wrathful, passionate (=ris-h).
H  B"risn, s.f.=Anger, &c. (=ris, q.v.).
H  B rasniy, s.m. An alchemist (=rasyan,
q.v.s.v. ras).
H  B  !raswal (prob. a contrac. of ras+ wal;
or=rasl(with winserted), s.m. Rice boiled in the juice of
sugar-cane.

P $ Bras (abst. s. fr. ras, q.v.; and see ras):—s.f.
Arriving; entrance, access; accessibleness; reach,
compass;—quickness of apprehension, sharpness,
acuteness, penetration, cleverness, skill, talent, ability,
wisdom; propriety, tness.
A $ B rasil, s.m. or f. pl. (of rislaor rislat), Messages;
letters.
S <) B rasyan, and H.  rasi (+), s.m.
Alchemy; chemistry, &c. (see s.v. ras);—going slowly,
slowness; gentleness, mildness; quietness (=rasn):—
rasin-rasin, rasin-se, adv. Slowly, gently, softly,
quietly, easily.
S ) B"rasyan, See s.v. rasa, ras.
H *%B "ras-bat, s.f.=raswator rasaut, q.v.
H *%B "ras-bat [S. + X\], s.f. A port-re.
H UB  &ras-ba [ras, contrac. of rass, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. t],
'
s.m. A maker of rope, cord, &c.; ropemaker.
P B rust [v.n. fr. rustan; rt. Zend rud= S. I or I6O], s.f.
Growing, growth;—adj. Strong, rm; hearty, courageous,
valiant, bold, spirited:—rust-o-khez, s.f. Springing up.
H *B T,  rast (contrac. of rst, q.v.), s.m. Road,
way, path:—rast bahkn, To direct the wrong road, to
mislead:—rast paka n, To take (one's) way, to go o, be
o:—rast rokn(-k), To bar or close the way (of), to stop;
to close or block up a road or way; to molest (travellers).
H *B rist,  rast, s.m. corr. of *E  rishta, q.v.
H *B rist, imperf. part. of risn, q.v.
P o >*B rasta- ez [Pehl. rita-khej; Zend irito-kasha, i.e.
irita, perf. part. of irith, fr. iri= S. "+kasha, fr. kash,
contrac. of karesh= S. 3],
' s.m. The resurrection, the day
of judgment, the last day.
P o >*B rusta- ez (rusta, perf. part. of rustan; see rust
+ ez= Zend kasha; see rasta- ez), adj. Newly sprung up.
P  J*B rastagr [rasta, q.v.+gr= Zend kra= S. ], adj.
Liberated; escaped; safe, free; virtuous; bountiful,
generous.
P  J*Brastagr (the a. = Zend i= S. ), s.f. Liberation,

deliverance, escape, salvation, safety;—bounty,
generosity.
P 2 *B rustam (cf. rust), prop. n. m. Rustam, the son of Zl,
the most renowned of Persian heroes; (g.) a hero, a
brave man:—rustam-k sl, s.m. lit.'Rustam's brother-inlaw'; a boaster, a braggart.
P @ *Brustam (rel. n. fr. rustam), adj. Of or relating to
Rustam;—s.f. Heroism, valour, bravery; might.
P *Brustan (fr. rustan; see rust), s.f. 'What grows,' a
vegetable.
P *B rasta, contrac. of rsta, q.v.; see also rstand rast.
P *B rasta [perf. part. of rastan; rt. Zend raz= S. 6O], part.
Delivered, liberated, saved; escaped.
P *B rusta [perf. part. of rustan; rt. Zend rud= S. I or I6O],
part. Grown, sprung up (vegetation).
P + B rasad (fr. rasdan; see ras), s.f. Coming in, income,
import; revenue; store of grain (laid up for an army, or
camp, &c.), grain, provision, supplies; allowance of food,
ration; share, portion, quota, contribution:—rasad-besh,
s.f. Increase of income or revenue:—rasad-rasn, s.m. A
provider of supplies, one who causes supplies to reach (a
camp, &c.).
P + Brasad (rel. n. fr. rasad), adj. Proportionate, rateable;
progressively increasing or decreasing.
H B rasr [rass(), q.v.+Prk. f5=S. +t], s.m.=rass,
q.v.
H B"rasr [Prk. Tf (=rass()+ai); S. ./ +
+], s.f.=rass, q.v.
S (B rasik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Tasty, savoury,
avoured; tasteful (as a composition, &c.); full of feeling
or passion, sentimental, impassioned; spirited, witty;
graceful, elegant; taking pleasure (in); fanciful; lustful;
voluptuous;—a man full of feeling or passion; a man of
pleasure, a sensualist, a libertine;—a horse; an elephant.
S B rasik, s.f. The juice of the sugar-cane,
molasses;—curds mixed with sugar and spice;—the
tongue;—a woman's girdle.
H $ B rasik, s.f. = S *B  rasikat, s.f.= S
*B ; rasikatva, s.m.[˚= Prk. =S. +],

Tastefulness, tastiness, savouriness; taste, feeling,
sentiment; the having a taste (for), taking pleasure (in);
pleasure; amorousness; humour, joviality; shrewdness,
cunningness.
S *B rasikat, s.f. = H $ B rasik, s.f.= S
*B ; rasikatva, s.m.[˚= Prk. =S. +],
Tastefulness, tastiness, savouriness; taste, feeling,
sentiment; the having a taste (for), taking pleasure (in);
pleasure; amorousness; humour, joviality; shrewdness,
cunningness.
S *B ; rasikatva, s.m. = H $ B rasik, s.f.=
S *B  rasikat, s.f.[˚= Prk. =S. +],
Tastefulness, tastiness, savouriness; taste, feeling,
sentiment; the having a taste (for), taking pleasure (in);
pleasure; amorousness; humour, joviality; shrewdness,
cunningness.
H  B {rask k (fr. ras), s.f. A small pearl (a term
used by jewellers).
A B rusul, rusl, vulg. rasl, s.m. pl. (of ras l), Messages;
letters (=rasil):—messengers; apostles:—rusl-rasil, s.m.
Epistolary correspondence.
A 2 B rasm (inf. n. of 2 B 'to mark, trace, delineate,' &c.;
with amplication of meaning in Persian), s.f. Marking
out, delineating, designing;—sketch, outline, model, plan;
way followed (in respect of doctrine and practices of
religion, &c.), manner, custom, practice, usage, settled
mode; injunction, precept, canon, law;—a game among
children (the laws of which are, that one puts a question
to another, who is obliged to reply in words which do not
contain either of the three letters ,K, or 1, which
compose the word 2 B: if one of these should be found in
his answer, he is condemned, by way of penalty, to
imitate the voice of any animal that may be directed by
the questioner):—rasm-par jnor aln, To act according
to custom, to follow the custom or practice (of, -k):—
rasm-o-rawj, Custom and usage, established practice:—
rasm ho-jn, To be marked out, be delineated, be
sketched out; to become a custom or practice, &c.
H 0@ B /rasmas [S. +Ãd+t], adj. (f. -), Wet with
perfumed essences or with perspiration.

H  0@ B /rasmasn [rasms+= w= Prk. waor
we= S. pi(caus. augment)+n], v.n. To be or become wet
with perfumed essences or with perspiration.
H 3 0@ B /"!rasmasl [S. +Ãd+!+t], adj. (f. -) =
rasmas(which is the more com. word).
H @ B.T/ rasmi, s.m. corr. of rami, q.v.
A @ Brasm (rel. n. fr. rasm), adj. Usual, customary;—
middling, second sort or rate, ordinary.
A A @ B rasmyt, vulg. rasmiyt, s.f. pl. (of rasmyat, a postclassical formation fr. rasmor rasm), Usages, customs,
practices; rites, ceremonies.
A <B rasan (v.n. fr. <B 'to tie with a rope'), s.m. Rope,
cord (syn. rass):—rasan-bz, s.m. A rope-dancer:—rasansz, s.m. A rope-maker (syn. ras-ba).
H <B ,rasun, s.m. corr. of lasun, q.v.
S B rasan, s.f. The tongue.
H B rasan [S. 8], s.f. A woman's zone or girdle.
H B risn [ris˚= Prk. T()=S. (), rt. "], v.n.
To drop slowly, to drip, trickle, leak; to sweat, exude,
ooze:—ris-jn, v.n. (intens.) To leak out, to ooze out, &c.:
—rist bartan, A sweating vessel (applied to any porous
vessel).
H B risn, I rusn [ris˚= Prk. T()=S. (`),
rt. 3; and rus˚= Prk. IT()=S. I(), rt. I3], v.n. To
take oence, be displeased or angry, be vexed, &c.
(=r snor rosn, q.v.).
H ! B !"rasanol [rasan,
'tongue'+ol= Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. Language,
speech.
P  B rusw, rasw, adj. Dishonoured, disgraced,
opprobrious, infamous, ignominious (cf. r -siyh);—s.m.
Infamy, &c. (=rusw):—rusw--lam, adj. Infamous
throughout the world, of world-wide infamy:—rusw
karn, v.t. To dishonour, disgrace, render infamous:—
rusw hon, v.n. To be disgraced, &c.
S  B  ras-vd, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ras.
P $ Brusw, rasw, s.f. Dishonour, disrepute, disgrace,
infamy, opprobrium, ignominy.
H $ B   rasw [S. + 6+], s.f. The ceremony

of distributing the rst juice of the sugar-cane; the
season of pressing out the juice of the sugar-cane.
H A B  or M rasaut [ras, q.v.+aut= wat= Prk.
\=S. \y], s.f. The juice of the box-thorn, or of the
Amomum anthorhizum(which is used medicinally,
especially as a collyrium);—(g.) anything bitter, acrid, or
disagreeable.
H &Y B 0Rras th, s.f. (dialec.)=rasaut, q.v.
S Y B "rasvat, adj. fem. of ras-vn, q.v.s.v. ras, as also
rasvat, s.f.
A t B rus  (inf. n. of uB 'to be rm,' &c.), s.m.
Firmness, stability, steadiness, constancy, steady
friendship; importance, weight, in uence.
P  r B rus yat, vulg. rus iyat(for A. ~ r B a postclassical formation fr. rus ), s.f.=rus kh, q.v.
A B ras l (inf. n. of B 'to bring a message'), s.m.
(orig.) 'A message' (=rislat); one who has a message, a
messenger; an apostle; the apostle Moammad (= ras lul-lh):—ras l-shh, s.m. Name of a class of faqrs.
P ! Bras l (fr. ras l), s.f. Mission, divine mission,
apostleship.
H ! BM!"rasaul, 0!" ras l? [ras, q.v.+Prk. .!=S.
!+], s.f. Excrescence, tumour, boil, wen; proud esh.
A 1 B rus m, s.f. pl. (of rasm, q.v.), Customs, usages, &c.;
allowance; established fees, dues, duties, taxes,
perquisites, postage (of letters), commission (on sales,
&c.):—rus m-dr, s.m. One who holds particular fees or
perquisites:—rus m--sarkr, s.f. Stamp duties.
A A a B rus mt, s.f. pl. of and=rus m, q.v.
H  B  raso t, s.f.=rasaut, q.v.
H  B raso  = next, q.v.:—raso -dr, s.m.=rosoiy,
q.v.
H $ B 5 raso [S.  "], s.f. Cook-room, kitchen;
cooking, food (dressed), victuals:—raso bann, raso
karn, To dress food, to cook:—pakk raso, Food fried in
butter or oil:—ka  raso, Food that is not fried or
dressed.
H ) B 5rasoiy [raso, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A
dresser of food, a cook.

H 4B 6ris-h [ris, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. (f. -

+!t], adj. & s.m. Irritable, testy, easily oended;—an

), Oended, displeased, vexed, angry, wrathful,
passionate.
P B ras (ras, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. The arriving, the

irritable person, &c.
H 3 B "!rasl [Prk. ! ; S. +!+t], adj. (f. -),

attaining or obtaining; the being performed (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. dd-ras; faryd-ras).
H B T"rass [Prk. T"; S. ./ t], s.f. Rope, line, string,
cord, reins; a measuring line (about 100 or 120 cubits
long);—a snake (used superstitiously, especially by
women, who believe that uttering the word 'snake' will
cause one to appear).
S B "ras (fr. ; fem. "), adj. Tasteful; spirited,
full of feeling, impassioned; humorous, witty.
H [ B rase [S. ], adv. Slowly, softly, gently (=rasinse):—rase-rase, adv. Idem.
H B rasiy [Prk.  =S. t], s.m. An epicure;
one who enjoys life, or who makes pleasure his pursuit,
a voluptuary, a libertine, a rake.
H  B rasiyn [ras= Prk. rasi= S. rasik+= w=
Prk. waor we= S. pi(caus. augment)+n], v.n. To be
juicy, be moist; to run with juice; to commence ripening,
be or become ripe; to ooze.
H  B risiyn, I rusiyn, v.n. To be
oended, &c. (=risn, q.v.).
H  B  !rasiywal [Prk. f" (with
winserted)=S. +!"], s.f.=rasw, q.v.
P + B rasd (v.n. fr. rasdan; see ras), s.f. Acknowledgment
of arrival or receiving, receipt;—(in comp.) arrived,
received (contrac. of rasda, q.v.):—rasd den(with -koof
person, and -kof thing), To give (one) an
acknowledgment or receipt (of or for):—rasd-k ika, A
receipt-stamp.
P X + Brasdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Arrival; attainment;
ripeness; maturity, perfection.
P ?+ B rasda (perf. part. of rasdan; see ras), part. Arrived;
at hand; received; reached or overtaken by; mature,
ripe, of age (used in comp., e.g. mnat-rasda, 'overtaken
by trouble'; umr-rasda, 'advanced in years').
H  B I!rusiyal [rusiy(n), q.v.+Prk. !5 or !5=S. 

Juicy, succulent, moist, liquid; under-done (meat);
luscious; sensuous, voluptuous, rakish, amorous, wanton
(syn. rasik).
H 3 B I"!rusl [r s(), q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
Full of dandri, scurfy.
S +  B BWrasendra, s.m. See s.v. ras.
S  B Trasya, adj. Juicy, tasty, savoury, palatable;—s.m.
Blood.
H D  3rish, s.f.=ris, q.v.
H  E  8 rao [prob. S. d+o= Prk.  =( S. (],
s.m. Reclaiming waste land; dressing land (crushing
clods and smoothing the soil and letting it lie thus for
some days before sowing).
S &%E  }3#rishabh,
s.m. A bull; a chief; the rst 24

principal Jins or Jain saints; (in comp.) the best or most
excellent of (e.g. purush-rishabh,
'the best of men,' 'an

excellent man').
S E  I3rushit, part.=rush, q.v.
S *E  }3rishit,
s.f. = S *E  }3; rishitva,
s.m.The


order or state of a Rishi, q.v.
S *E  }3; rishitva,
s.m. = S *E  }3 rishit,
s.f.The


order or state of a Rishi, q.v.
P *E  rishta [perf. part. of rishtan, 'to twist'; rt. Zend ri = S.
; cf. S. .t], s.m. Thread, string, line; series;
connexion, relationship, kin; relation by blood or
marriage; alliance, anity; the hair-worm or guineaworm:—rishta-dr, vulg. rishte-dr, s.m. Relation,
kinsman; a dependent:—rishta-dr, vulg. rishte-dr, s.f.
Relationship, alliance, anity:—rishta karn(-se), To form
a connexion or alliance (with).
H *E 8"rat [prob. S. d+t= Prk. .\=S. .Q (pi,
caus. augment+a. ti+k)], s.f. A bonus paid by the
cultivator in consideration of being allowed to reclaim
waste lands.
S D  9rish, s.m. Happiness, good luck, prosperity;—
bad luck, misfortune; destruction, loss;—the soap plant,

Sapindus detergens.
H D  9rish [S. ¤9t], part. adj. Glad, merry, joyous,
happy:—rish-push, adj. Merry and fat, happy and wellfed, plump, robust, well-developed.
S D  I9rusha, vulg. rush(rt. I3), part. adj. (f. -),
Oended, displeased, vexed, angry, enraged.
S D  9rishak, s.m. The soap-berry plant, Sapindus
detergens(vulg. rh).
S D }.9rishi,
s.f. Spear; lance; sword:—rishi-mant,
adj.


& s.m. Armed with a spear;—a spear-bearer.
P cE  rasha (for A. ~cE , inf. n. of un. of E  'to 'sweat'),
s.m. Dropping, dripping; a drop; sweating, sweat; juice
(pl. rashat, Drippings, drops, &c.).
A + E  rushd, and rashad(inf. n. of + E  'to follow a right
course'), s.m. Being or continuing in the right way, or in
the way of truth; rectitude.
A gE  rashf (inf. n. of gE  'to suck, to sip water'), s.m.
Sipping; a sip or drop (of water, &c.).
H (E  8raak, corr. of rasik, q.v.
P (E  rashk [for arashk; Pehl. arask, rask; Zend araka, fr.
aresh= S. 3' (}3); cf. S. ly], s.f. Envy, emulation,
jealousy, grudge, spite, malice:—rashk le-jn, v.n. To be
lled with envy or jealousy, to be envious or jealous (of).
P E rashk [rashk+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Envious;
jealous.
S @ E ./ rami, s.m. A rein; a ray of light; an eye-lash.
S E  8raan, vulg. ran, s.f. A woman's zone or
girdle.
H E  8raan, ran, s.f. corr. of rasan, q.v.
H E }3"rishin,
s.f. The wife of a Rishi (=rish).


P A E  rishwat (for A. { E , v.n. fr. E  'to give a bribe'), s.f.
A gift for corrupting a judge, a bribe:—rishwat- or, s.m.
One who takes bribes:—rishwat- or, s.f. Taking of
bribes:—rishwat-dih, s.f. Giving a bribe:—rishwat den(-ko),
To give a bribe (to), to bribe;—s.m. Bribing, bribery:—
rishwat-sitn, s.f. The act of taking bribes, bribery:—
rishwat khn, rishwat len, To swallow or take a bribe, to
be bribed:—rishwat-o-bad-kirdr, s.f. Bribery and
corruption.

P Y E rishwat (rel. n. fr. rishwat), s.m. One who takes
bribes
S E  }3rishi,
 s.m. A singer or author of sacred hymns,
an inspired poet or sage, a seer, a bard; a pious person,
saint, saint-sage, an anchorite;—a Veda or sacred
composition: (the Rishisare seven in number, viz. Kutsa,
Atri, Rebha, Agastya, Kuika, Vasish~ha, and Vyava;
they constitute a peculiar class of beings in the early
mythical system, as distinct from gods, men, Asurs, &c.;
—they form, in Astronomy, the constellation of the
Great Bear; and the term rishiis
also applied to the

seventh asterism of the same constellation; the Rishis,
in the later sense of 'saints,' or 'anchorites,' are divided
into several orders, as Devarshi, Maharshi, Rjarshi,
&c.; in Hind poetry the word rishiis
a symbol for seven):

—rishi-patn,
s.f.
The
wife
of
a
Rishi:—r
ishi-r,
s.m. 'Lord


of the stars of the Great Bear,' an epithet of the moon:—
rishi-r
i,

 s.m. An obligation owing to the Rishis, i.e. the
study of the Vedas:—rishi-kany,
s.f. The daughter of a

Rishi; an epithet of St:—rishi-muni,
s.m.=rishi,

 or muni:—
rishi-nri,
s.f. Wife of a Rishi:—rishi-nyak,
s.m.=rishvar:—



rishs,
rish,
rishvar(˚shi+s˚),
s.m. 'Lord or chief of the



Rishis,' an epithet of any one of the four sons of
Brahm.
S E }3"rish,
 s.f. The wife of a Rishi.
A + E  rashd (v.n. fr. + E  'to take or follow the right way'),
part. adj. & s.m. Taking or following a right way or
course, guided or directed aright, holding a right belief,
orthodox, pious, dutiful, lial;—guiding or directing (one)
in the right way;—a follower of a right way, one guided
or directed aright; the Director to the right way, an
epithet of the Deity:—Hr nar-rashd, 'Hrn the
Orthodox,' a celebrated Caliph ( alfa) of Bagdd (known
to the readers of the 'Arabian Nights' as Haroun-alraschid).
S ( E  }lrishyak,
adj. Of the colour of the painted

antelope (rishya).

S  E  }lrishya,
s.m. The painted or white-footed

antelope:—rishya-r
p, adj. Of the shape or appearance of

the painted antelope.
H  E  lrishya, = H  E .l rishyi,s.m. (old H.)=rishi,
 q.v.

H  E .lrishyi, = H  E  l rishya,s.m. (old H.)=rishi,
 q.v.

A  | riwn (inf. n. of | 'to be pleased'), s.m. Good

A F f ra (v.n. fr. F
C  'to stick or join together'), s.m.

pleasure, &c. (=ra, q.v.);—Paradise; the treasurer,
keeper, or guardian of Paradise.
P  | riwn (rel. n. fr. riwn), adj. Of or belonging to

Lead; pewter; tin.
A F f ra (v.n. fr. F
C ; see ra), s.m. A seller of lead; a
worker in lead and pewter, a tinman.
A + f rad, raad(inf. n. of + f 'to watch, lie in wait for'),
s.m. Watching (the road, or the stars), observation;—a
place where one watches or observes, an observatory;—
instruments for observing:—raad-gh, s.f. Place where
one watches; an observatory; a watch-tower.
A | ra (prop. ri, v.n. fr. | 'to be pleased,' &c.), s.f.
The state of being pleased, content, &c.; pleasure, good
pleasure, will; content; approval; acquiescence, consent,
assent; permission, leave, furlough:—ra-pa, s.f. List
of holy-days, feasts, &c. in the course of the year (on
which days public oces are closed):—ra-jo, s.m. One
who seeks the goodwill or pleasure, or the gratication
(of another):—ra-jo, s.f. Seeking the goodwill or
pleasure or approbation (of), eort to please:—ra-mand,
adj. Willing, wishing, consenting, acquiescing, compliant;
permitting (cf. r):—ra-mand, s.f. Good pleasure,
willingness; consent; satisfaction; compliance;
permission:—ra-o-ragbat,
 s.f. Free will and pleasure,
free consent:—ra-o-ragbat-se,
adv. Willingly, of (one's)

free will and consent.
A . | ra (inf. n. of b | 'to suck a mother's breast'),
s.m. = P m | raat (for A. ~m |, inf. n. of b |), s.f.
Sucking; fosterage;—(Mohammadan law) a bond of
anity between persons nursed by the same female,
analogous to consanguinity.
P m | raat (for A. ~m |, inf. n. of b |), s.f. = A . | ra
(inf. n. of b | 'to suck a mother's breast'), s.m. Sucking;
fosterage;—(Mohammadan law) a bond of anity
between persons nursed by the same female, analogous
to consanguinity.
P m |r (rel. n. fr. ra), adj. Sucking, foster (used in
comp.):—ra-bh, s.m. Foster brother (syn. d dhbh).
P $ |ra, vulg. * raj [=S. .*+, prob.
through the P. raz, fr. razdan, rt. raz= S. *], s.f. A
quilt, a coloured coverlet.

Paradise.
A UO ratb (v.n. fr. UO 'to be moist,' &c.), adj. Moist,
humid, succulent, sappy, juicy; soft, tender, fresh, green,
verdant; supple, pliant, exible:—ratbul-lisn,
adj. lit.

'Suppleness, or refreshing, of the tongue (by
mentioning)'; frequently mentioned with praise,
celebrated.
A UO rutb (v.n. fr. UO), s.m. Herbage, green pasture,
green trees.
A UO rutab (v.n. fr. UO), s.m. Fresh ripe dates (pl. artab).

A O ratl (v.n. fr. O 'to weigh'), s.m. A pound-weight
(consisting of twelve ounces); a pound (of anything); a
pint-measure;—a cup of wine.
P  O rut  bat, incor. rat  bat(for A. ~ O, inf. n. of UO 'to
be moist,' &c.), s.f. Moisture, humidity, dampness,
juiciness, sap, juice; saliva; freshness (pl. rut  bt).
A ) m ray, vulg. riy, s.f. pl. (of  m rayat), Subjects;
tenants, peasantry, cultivators, ryots; the lower order of
people of all kinds, common people; people, community.
P ) m riyat (for A. ~) m, inf. n. of m'to pasture, to tend'),
s.f. Guarding, protecting, tending, looking (after), taking
care (of, -k), paying attention (to); observance, respect,
regard, attention, honour; kindness, favour, patronage,
partiality; indulgence, remission, mitigation, abatement;
pity, clemency, leniency;—a form of writing in which the
ideas introduced correspond with that suggested by the
rst word (e.g. the word 'garden' requires that the
images in the sentences following should be 'verdure,'
' owers,' 'birds,' &c.):—riyat karn(-k), To make
observance (of), be careful, take care (of); to pay regard
or heed or attention (to); to show favour or indulgence
(to), to be partial (to), be lenient, be indulgent; to remit,
to mitigate.
P *) mriyat (rel. n. fr. riyat), adj. & s.m. Favoured,
privileged; granted as a favour or indulgence, privilege
(leave);—a favoured or privileged person, a protégé; one
to whom remission or abatement has been granted.

A Um rb, rab(inf. n. of Um 'to frighten,' 'to fear'), s.m.
Terrifying; trembling with fear; fright, fear, terror,
dread, awe; commanding or awe-inspiring presence,
dignity:—rb bihnor jamn(-me ), To inspire with
awe, to awe:—rb-dr, adj. Awe-inspiring, of
commanding presence:—rb-me n(kis-ke), To be
terried (by), to be overawed (by).
A + m rad (inf. n. fr. + m 'to thunder'), s.m. Thunder;
threatening words, fulmination.
P m rasha (for A. ~m, inf. n. of un. fr. Zm
'to tremble'), s.m. A tremor, trembling, quivering,
shaking; the shaking palsy:—rasha-dr, adj. Having the
palsy, palsied.
A m ran (fem. of <m aran, v.n. fr. <m 'to be soft,' &c.:—
applied in Persian to masc. and fem.), adj. Moving
gracefully; graceful, lovely, beautiful, adorned; delicate,
tender.
P $ mran (ran+= Zend a. i= S. ), s.f. Gracefulness of
motion, graceful gait; grace, loveliness, beauty.
P  m ra nat (for A. ~ m, inf. n. of <m 'to be soft,' or
foolish, &c.), s.f. Pride, haughtiness, arrogance.
P  m rayat, vulg.raaiyat, raiyat(for A. ~ m, v.n. fr. m'to
pasture; to tend,' &c.), s.f. A subject; subjects, people;
tenant; cultivator, peasant; follower, dependant:—rayatzr, adj. & s.m. Subject-oppressing, tyrannous;—an
oppressor, a tyrant:—rayat-parwar, s.m. Cherisher or
protector of subjects, or tenants, &c.; a benevolent
sovereign or landlord:—rayat-parwar, s.f. Protection of
subjects, kind treatment of tenants or dependants, &c.:—
rayat-nawz, s.m.=rayat-parwar:—rayat-nawz,
s.f.=rayat-parwar:—rayat-wr, adj. By or with individual
cultivators;—s.f. The rayat-wrisystem (see next):—
rayat-wr faila, Settlement of land-rents, &c. made with
the cultivators themselves without the intervention of a
zamndror landlord (com. known as the Ryotwary
system).
P * m rayat, vulg. raaiyat, raiyat(rel. n. fr. rayat), adj.
Of or belonging to a rayat; given to a tenant or
cultivator;—s.f. Subjection; tenancy;—land farmed out,
tenanted, and cultivated on the spot; land farmed out by
a direct settlement with the cultivator; land of which the

revenue is paid in money (in contradistinction to amr,
the revenue of which is paid in kind).
A Up ragb, s.m.=next, q.v.
P %p ragbat
 (for A. ~%p, inf. n. of Up 'to desire,' &c.), s.f.

Desire, vehement desire, longing, avidity; wish;
curiosity; inclination, disposition; esteem, aection,
pleasure:—ragbat
 diln(-k), To create, incite, or
stimulate desire (of or for):—ragbat
 rakhn(-par, or -k), To
entertain desire (for), to long (for), set the heart (on):—
ragbat
 or -par, or -k), To evince desire (for),
 karn(-k taraf,
to long (for); to covet.
A 2 p ragm (inf. n. of 2 p 'to abase'; 'to dislike,' &c.), s.m.
Looking down, abasement, shame, reproach; contempt;
dislike, aversion, repugnance, abhorrence:—ragm-se,
adv.

In despite; with aversion, &c.
A e ra", vulg. raf(inf. n. of e
C  'to glisten,' 'to quiver,'
&c.), s.m. Shining, glistening, glittering; quivering,
moving tremulously; winking or twinkling with the eye;
swelling with moisture (herbage); defending, preserving;
honouring; favouring, serving; eating much; kissing (a
woman) with the tips of the lips; sucking (the lips) when
kissing; sucking milk (a colt); sowing something to the
lower part of a garment in order to lengthen it.
P _ raf (prob. for A. rif, v.n. fr.  _ 'to mend or repair,'
&c.), s.m. Mending (a garment); cementing (broken
friendship), eecting a reconciliation; pacifying,
quieting; reparation; concord, agreement; peace,
tranquillity.
P i _ rafqat, vulg. rifqat(for A. ~i _, inf. n. of H_ 'to be a
rafq,' q.v.), s.f. Being a companion; companionship,
society, friendship:—rifqat karn(-k), To keep company
(with), associate (with), to accompany.
A ? _ rifh (prob. pl. of rafhu, inf. n. of _; used in Persian
as a sing.) = P   _ rafhyat, vulg. rifhiyat (for A. ~  _, inf.
n. of _ 'to lead an easy life,' &c.) s.f. An easy or
comfortable state of life, enjoyment of life, ease,
comfort, auence; content, repose, quiet, tranquillity,
relief.
P   _ rafhyat, vulg. rifhiyat(for A. ~  _, inf. n. of _ 'to
lead an easy life,' &c.) = A ? _ rifh (prob. pl. of rafhu, inf.
n. of _; used in Persian as a sing.) s.f. An easy or

comfortable state of life, enjoyment of life, ease,
comfort, auence; content, repose, quiet, tranquillity,
relief.
P _ raft (v.n. of raftan, q.v.), s.f. Going, motion (used
chie y in comp., e.g. mad-raft, q.v.s.v. mad);—2˚
(contrac. of rafta, q.v.), Gone:—raft-guasht, or raft-oguasht, Past and gone.
P _ ruft (v.n. of ruftan, q.v.), s.f. Sweeping:—ruft-rob, rufto-rob, s.m.? A clean sweep;—a broom.
P  *_ raftr [raf(tan), q.v.+tr= Pehl. tar= Zend tar= S. tr],
s.f. Going, motion, walk, gait, pace; procedure, manner
of proceeding (syn. l).
P  J*_ raftagn, s.m.f. pl. (of rafta, q.v.), Those who are
gone, the departed, the deceased.
P J*_raftag (abst. s. fr. rafta), s.f. Going, departure; loss.
' v.n. To go,
P <*_ raftan [rt. Zend harp, or hrap?=S. ],
going, going away, departing; dying.
P <*_ ruftan [rt. Zend rup= S. !,], v.n. To sweep,
sweeping, brushing.
P *_raftan (fr. raftan), v. adj. Fit to go; obliged to go;
departing; transient.
P *_ rafta (perf. part. of raftan, q.v.; and=S. Q), part.
Gone, past, departed; deceased, defunct; lost:—rafta-rafta,
adv. Going on, in the act of going, in process of time;
step by step, by degrees, gradually; leisurely, easily.
A \_ rif (v.n. of \_ 'to abandon'), s.m. The persuasion,
or creed, of a raor heretic; heresy, schism;—(corr. of
A. raf, inf. n. of \_), abandoning, leaving, deserting.
P q_raf (prob. rel. n. fr. raf), s.m. A heretic (=r,
q.v.).
A b _ raf, vulg. rafa(inf. n. of b _ 'to raise,' &c.), s.m.
Raising, lifting, elevating; elevation, exaltation,
promotion; taking o or away, removing, repelling;
nishing, completing, settling, deciding, settlement:—
raf-dd, raf-daf, s.m. Finishing, settling, getting rid (of),
deciding; settlement, decision:—raf--shar, s.m. Settling
(or settlement of) a dispute, deciding a dierence,
getting rid of a dispute:—raf karn(or raf-daf karn), v.t.
To remove, repel, obviate; to settle, dispose of, decide (a
law-suit):—raf-nma, s.m. A deed of settlement or
compromise:—raf hon, v.n. To be removed, be got rid of;

to be settled, or decided, or disposed of.
P P _ rafat (for A. ~P _ rifat, v.n. fr. b _ 'to raise'), s.f.
Elevation, height, altitude; exaltation, promotion;
dignity, eminence, nobility, honourableness,
illustriousness.
A H_ rifq (inf. n. of H_ 'to be gentle, kind, or courteous,'
&c.), s.m.? Gentleness, tenderness, kindness,
graciousness, benignity, benevolence, courtesy, civility.
A Q _ rufaq, s.m. pl. of rafq, q.v.
H _ rafal (corr. of the English), s.f. A ri e;—a ne
muslin.
P _ raf (for A. rafwu, inf. n. of _ 'to mend; to darn'),
s.m. Darning; darn:—raf - akkar, s.m. Making one's
escape, stealing o:—raf - akkar-me nor -jn, To be
taken in the meshes (of), to be entangled (in); to be lost
in astonishment:—raf - akkar honor ho-jn, To make
(one's) escape, to abscond, decamp, steal o or away:—
raf -karn, v.t. To darn:—raf -gar, s.m. A darner:—raf gar, s.f. Darning;—the employment or work of darning.
P ?+ _ rafda (for A. { _ rifdat, rt. + _; by iml), s.m. (orig.),
'A pad (for a horse's saddle); a pad on which bread is laid
to be baked in an oven; old clouts sewed together;
(ironic.) a turban.
A b _ raf (v.n. fr. b _ 'to raise,' &c.), adj. High, elevated,
lofty, exalted, eminent, sublime, noble, honourable,
glorious; high, loud (in voice); ne, ne in texture (as
cloth, &c.), delicate, thin:—rafush-shn, adj. & s.m. Of
exalted dignity;—a person of dignity, a nobleman of high
rank:—raful-qadr, adj. Of high estimation; eminent in
power:—raful-makn, adj. Of exalted station or rank.
A g _ raff (v.n. fr. e
C  'to shine,' &c.), s.m.? The Daurian
lily, Lilium dauricum.
A H _ rafq (v.n. fr. H_; see rifqat), s.m. A companion (in
travelling, and generally), associate, comrade, friend,
ally; a coadjutor; an accomplice, accessory, confederate;
an adherent, a follower (Pers. plur  Q _ rafqn).
A G raqq, vulg. raq(v.n. fr. G
C  'to be thin,' &c.), s.m. Thin
skin, skin; parchment, vellum.
A i riqb, s.m. pl. (of raqaba), Necks; slaves, servants.
A F i raqq (v.n. fr. vi 'to dance,' &c.), s.m. (fem.
raqqa), A dancer; caperer, jumper;—the balance-wheel

of a watch.
A . i riq, s.m. pl. (of ruqa), Notes, &c.;—(in Pers., as also
riq), sing. A kind of handwriting.
P %i raqaba (for A. ~%i, v.n. fr. Ui 'to guard,' &c.), s.m.
Neck;—a slave;—raqba(P. fr the same A. source), s.m.
Enclosed space or area, enclosure; grounds pertaining to
a village or district, environs; esplanade; area,
supercial contents:—raqba--ara, s.m. Area of the land:
—raqba nikln(-k), To calculate the area (of).
P i riqqat (for A. ~i, inf. n. of G
C  'to be thin,' &c.), s.f.
Thinness, attenuated state or condition, attenuation,
imsiness, want of consistency; minuteness, subtileness;
—tender-heartedness, mercy, compassion, pity,
sympathy; aection; softness;—weeping;—ecstasy,
frenzy, religious transport, enthusiasm.
A vi raq (inf. n. of vi 'to dance'), s.m. Dancing; a
dance, a ball:—raq-kunn, part. adj. Dancing, capering.
A  Mi raqan (inf. n. of vi), s.m. Dancing, capering,
skipping about; ambling (of a camel, &c.).
A A P i ruqt, vulg. ruqqat, s.m. pl. (of P i ruqa), Notes; a
collection of epistles, a letter-book.
P A 8P i ruqa-jt, s.m. pl.=ruqt, q.v.
P P i ruqa, vulg. ruqqa(for A. ~P i, v.n. fr. b i 'to patch or
piece,' &c.), s.m. A bit, piece, a scrap (of paper, &c.); a
note, epistle, letter, billet (syn. ih); an invitation; a
receipt:—ruqa-wr, s.m. Paper t for writing letters on,
letter-paper.
A 2 i raqm, vulg. raqam(inf. n. of 2 i 'to stamp, mark,' &c.),
s.f. Mark, sign, price-mark; writing, hand-writing,
character; notation of numerals (chie y taken from the
initials of the terms for the Arabic numbers); one
character in the notation above described;—arithmetic;
gure, number; entry, item; amount, sum, total;—a
fractional share of an undivided estate;—rate of
assessment;—manner, kind, method, sort; article (of
goods);—a royal edict;—an embroidered ornamented
garment:—raqam karn(-par), To mark, mark down, to
note, to write, commit to writing, to record, to enter:—
raqam-wr, adv. According to the articles or items, item
by item, in detail:—raqam hon, v.n. To be marked, be
noted, be written, be recorded.

P @ iraqam (rel. n. fr. raqam), adj. Marked, written,
committed or reduced to writing, recorded.
A i raq (v.n. fr.  i 'to stop or cease to ow,' &c.), s.m.
Anything applied to staunch a bleeding, a styptic.
A i ruq b (inf. n. of Ui 'to look, watch,' &c.), s.m.
Looking (for), expecting, watching, waiting;
contemplating the stars.
A U i raqb (v.n. of Ui 'to watch,' &c.), s.m. One who
watches; a watcher, waiter (in expectation of a person or
thing); guardian, keeper;—rival, competitor; enemy.
A H i raqq (v.n. fr. G
C ; see riqqat), adj. Thin, ne, delicate,
attenuated, imsy, unsubstantial, minute, subtile.
P @ i raqma (for A. ~@ i, n. of un. fr. raqm, rt. 2 i; see
raqam), s.m. Letter, note, epistle.
P  rak [v.n. of rakdan, rt. Zend ra h= S. ], s.f.
Murmuring or grumbling through discontent, or anger,
or indignation, &c.; suppressed rage or indignation.
P  rak [prob. Zend raêka= S. L], s.f. A line, row;—
2˚=rag, q.v.
S  }rik, vulg.  rik (see ri  ), s.f. A verse of the Rigveda;—the Rig-veda:—rig-ketu,
s.m. The constellation of

the Bear:—rig-veda,
vulg. rig-bed,
s.m. The Rig-veda, the


rst and most important of the four Vedas (so called
because it consists chie y of hymns or sacred verses in
praise of the Hind deities).
H  Iruk, 1˚ (v.n. fr. rukn, q.v.), s.m. Stoppage,
hindrance (=rok);—2˚ (past conj. part. of rukn, q.v.),
adv.=ruk-kar, q.v.
H  Iruk, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of r kh, q.v.
A   rikb, vulg. rakb(v.n. of U  'to ride, mount,' &c.;—
used in Persian with amplication of signication), s.f. A
stirrup;—train, equipage, retinue, cavalcade;—a catch
word at the bottom of a page (to indicate the rst word
of the following page);—a tall and eight-sided goblet, a
goblet, bowl; a dish, plate (=rikb):—rikb-dr, s.m. A
stirrup-holder, a servant who runs at the stirrup (of a
great man), an attendant, a groom;—a cup-bearer;—
keeper of the dishes, pantry-man, steward, butler;—a
manufacturer and vender of preserves, pickies, and the
like:—rikb-duwlor diwl, s.f. Stirrup-leather:—p-ba-

rikb, adv. 'With foot in stirrup,' ready to start:—hamrikb, adv. In attendance (on, -ke); in company (with),
along (with).
P   rikb, vulg. rakb[rikb, q.v.+Zend = S. ], s.f. A
broad at dish, a plate, a copper saucer;—a drinking cup,
a bowl;—a kind of rupee current in Lakhnau:—rikbmahab, adj. & s.m. Parasitical;—a parasite.
H    rakn (dialec.), s.f. Way, manner, mode;—
reins; bridle.
H    Irukn (caus. of rokn), v.t. To cause to
enclose, to surround; to hinder, to stop.
H    I ruko, s.m. = H    I & rukwa, s.f.
[ruk(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(—and ˚wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Stoppage, obstruction,
checking, hindrance, prevention; detention;
backwardness, hesitation;—hitch, misunderstanding:—
ruko-zor, s.m. Resistance (in Mechanics).
H    I &rukwa, s.f. = H    I ruko, s.m.
[ruk(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(—and ˚wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Stoppage, obstruction,

blood and bile);—name of a plant used for the cure of
this disease:—rakt- andan, s.m. Saron;—red sandalwood, Pterocarpus santolinus:—rakt- rn, s.m. Red lead:—
rakt-dhtu, s.m. Red chalk, red orpiment, ruddle;—copper:
—rakt-ko h(S. rakta+kushha), s.m. A kind of leprosy in
which the part aected is red:—rakt-gulma, s.m. A clot of
blood;—a disease consisting of a hard lump in the
abdomen of a woman after conception:—rakt-lo an, adj.
Red-eyed:—rakt-mani, s.m. 'Red gem,' a ruby;—rakt-may,
adj. Consisting of blood, abounding in blood, full of blood,
bloody, blood-stained:—rakt-vikr, s.m. Deterioration of
the blood:—rakt-hn, adj. Bloodless; cold-blooded.
S   =rikta, vulg. rikt, part. adj. & s.m. Emptied,
cleared; empty, void, destitute (of);—a vacuity, vacuum;—
a wood, forest:—rikt-hasta, adj. (f. -), Empty-handed.
S **  =raktat, s.f. Redness;—the nature of blood;—
the being aected by passion.
S **  =riktat, s.f. Emptiness, vacuity, void. empty
space, space.
S @ *  .=/raktim, s.m. Redness, red colour.
H I  =rakkas, s.m. (dialec.) An answer;—the North.

checking, hindrance, prevention; detention;
backwardness, hesitation;—hitch, misunderstanding:—
ruko-zor, s.m. Resistance (in Mechanics).
S   =rakta, vulg. rakt, and H.  rakat, part. adj.

H I  =rakkas [for rakkhas= Prk. =L5; S. dt],

Coloured, dyed, painted, tinged, stained; red, crimson;—
passionately fond (of), attached (to);—s.m. Red colour;
blood:—raktlu(˚ta+lu), s.m. A species of red yam,
Dioscorea purpurea(vulg. ratl ):—raktmbar(˚ta+am˚), adj. &
s.m. Wearing a red cloth, clad in red garments;—anyone
clad in red; a vagrant devotee wearing red garments:—
rakt-pa, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Blood-drinking;—a Rkshas, a
demon:—rakt-p, s.f. A Dkin or female  end;—a leech:—
rakt-pt, s.m. Spilling of blood, bleeding, bloodshed:—raktpyin, s.f. (of next), A leech:—rakt-py, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Blood-drinking;—a bug:—rakt-pitt, s.m., rakt-pitt, s.f.,
and rakt-ph, s.m. 'Blood-bile,' a peculiar disturbance of
the blood caused by bile, plethora, spontaneous
hemorrhages from the mouth, nose, &c. (accompanied
with fever, headache, vomiting, purging, &c.);—a painful
and itchy eruption (supposed to arise from excess of

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Fiendishness; great greed, gluttony.

s.m. Malignant spirit, end (=rkshas);—a great eater, a
glutton.
H <L0  =rakkaspan [rakkas, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
S Z  draksha, vulg. raksh, s.m. Guard, protector
(=rakshak, q.v.);—preserving, protecting; protection (see
raksh):—raksh-pl, s.m.=rakshak, and rakhwl, qq.v.
H Z  draksh (cf. S. d, d, !d), s.m. Lac, shell-lac.
S Z  }driksh,
s.m. (f. -), A bear (vulg. r h);—a star; a

constellation.
S Z  Idruksha, vulg. ruksh, adj. Dry, parched; rough,
rugged, uneven; harsh, austere, morose, unkind, cruel
(see r kh).
S   draksh, s.f. Preservation, protection, keeping,
care, guardianship, custody, safety; defence, support,
patronage; shadowing;—ashes;—a sort of bracelet; an
amulet;—lac:—rakshdhikr(˚sha+adh˚), s.m. One placed

over for protection, superintendent or head of police:—
raksh-bandhan, s.f. An amulet. &c. (=rkh, q.v.):—raksh
karn(-k), To take care (of), to guard, keep, &c.
S   .drakshit, part. Protected, preserved, guarded,
kept, defended, saved; safe; detained.
S *  .drakshit, = S * .d rakshitri,s.m.=rakshak,

q.v.
S * .drakshitri, = S *  .d rakshit,s.m.=rakshak,
q.v.
S I  drakshas, s.m. A malignant spirit, demon, end,
&c. (=rkshas, q.v.):—raksho-ga, s.m. Class or company of
demons:—raksho-ga-bhojan, s.m. Name of a hell where
human beings are eaten by the Raksho-gaor demons.
S (  drakshak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Guarding,
preserving, keeping, protecting, &c.;—protector,
preserver, guardian, keeper, guard, defender, saviour.
S <  d4raksha, and H. d rakshan, s.m. Protector,
&c. (=rakshak, q.v.);—the act of guarding, watching,
protecting, tending, taking care (of), preserving;
protection.
S   d4raksha, and H. d rakshn, s.f.=raksha, q.v.
H   drakshn, v.t.=rakhn, q.v.
S   4raksha, s.m. Protection, preservation.
S  @   /4rakshyam, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat),
Protected, preserved, guarded;—one who is protected,
&c.
P P   rakat, vulg. rakt(for A. ~P  , inf. n. of un. of b   'to
bow or bend oneself'), s.f. Bowing of the head and body
(in prayer); standing for the recitation of a portion of
the Qor n, and then bowing the head and body (in
prayer):—rakat aln, rakat dau n, v.n. (g.) To be noised
abroad.
H   I=ruk-kar (past conj. part. of rukn, q.v.), adv.
Stopping and proceeding, with jumps or jerks; faltering,
with hesitation; hobbling; by ts and starts.
S <@   I.=/ rukmin, s.m.=rukm, q.v.

Lakshm.
S @   I=/rukma, vulg. rukm, adj. & s.m. Bright, radiant,
clear;—gold; iron;—(=rukm) name of the eldest son of
Bhshmak and brother-in-law of Krish (he was slain by
Balarm):— rukm-agra-ja, s.m. Name of the eldest son of
Bhshmak:—rukm-ke, s.m. Name of the second son of
Bhshmak:—rukma-vat, s.f. Name of a metre in Sanskrit


prosody, four times ¯¯¯¯¯¯; name of a granddaughter of
Rukmin.
H <  Irukan (v.n. fr. rukn), s.f. Stopping, hindering,
preventing.
A <  rukn (v.n. fr. <  'to incline to'), s.m. Outward part,
angle, corner, support, prop, pillar; aid, support; foot (of
a verse); a noble, a grandee; essence or essential part
(of a thing), an essential, a fundamental:—ruknussaltanat,
'A pillar of the state,' a noble.

H   Irukn (fr. the trans. rokn, q.v.), v.n. To stop, to
rest, to stick, to falter (in speech, &c.), to stammer; to be
closed; to be enclosed; to be hindered, be prohibited; to
be sad, be vexed:—ruk-jn, ruk-rahn,
v.n.=rukn(intensied).
H    I rukwn (doub. caus. of rokn), v.t. To cause
to be stopped, &c.
A   ruk b (inf. n. of U  'to ride or mount upon'), s.m.
The act of riding or mounting (on a horse, carriage, &c.);
—commission or perpetration (of a crime).
A   rak b (v.n. fr. U ; see ruk b), adj. & s.m. Ridden;
riding, for riding;—anyone mounted or riding; a beast
for riding.
A .   ruk  (inf. n. of b   'to bow or bend the body'; cf.
rikat), s.m. Bowing the body in prayer (bending the body
forward and resting the palms of the hands on the
knees, with back and neck horizontal, and the eyes xed
on the great toes).
H )   I 
h rukwaiy [rok(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. One who stops or hinders, &c.,

S @  I.=/ "rukmin, s.f. Name of a daughter of

hinderer, preventer, prohibitor.
H &  Lrakh (fr. rakhn, q.v.), s.m. A preserve (for grass,

Bhshmak (and sister of Rukmor Rukma) who was carried
o and espoused by Krish ;—epithet of the goddess

or game, &c.), a grassy wood.
H &  Lrikh, s.m. corr. of rishi,
 q.v. (cf. also rikh).

H &  I=Lrukkh, IL rukh, adj. (f. -) = r kh, q.v.
H  &  Lrakhn (caus. of rakhn), v.t. To cause to
keep, to give in charge; to put, place (=rakhn);—to cause
to be kept, &c. (=rakhwn, q.v.):—rakh-len, v.t. To take
in charge.
H  &  ILrukhn [r kh, q.v.+n= l= Prk. f =S. !+t],

by; to place, keep, &c. (=rakhn):—rakh-kar kahn, To speak
with reservation: to speak in innuendoes:—rakh-len, v.t.
(intens.) To take in, entertain; to engage, employ; to
take in charge; to keep, &c. (=rakhn).
H &  L"rakhn (fem. of rakhn), s.f. A kept woman, a
mistress.
H  &  L rakhwr, = H  &  L  rakhwr,s.m.

adj. (f. -), Dry, rough, harsh; insipid, uninteresting;
indierent, cool; curt, acrimonious, unfriendly, uncivil.
H  & IL"rukhn, s.f. An anger, a borer, a carpenter's

(rustic)=rakhwl, q.v.
H  &  L rakhwr, = H  &  L  rakhwr,s.m.

drill, a gouging chisel.
H  &  IL &rukhwa [r kh, q.v.+wa= Prk. "=S.

(rustic)=rakhwl, q.v.
H  & L "rakhwr, s.f. (rustic)=rakhwl, q.v.

. \t;—and ˚= Prk. =S. a. +], = H $ &  IL
rukh,s.f. Roughness, dryness (as of bread, &c.),
plainness, staleness, unseasonedness, insipidity;
indierence, coolness, coldness, incivility, harshness,
unfriendliness, unkind looks.
H $ &  IL rukh, = H  &  IL & rukhwa [r kh, q.v.

H  &  L !rakhwl = H " &  L ! rakhwl = H
! & L !" rakhwl [Prk. =L !5 or ˚ ! ; S. d
+!t or !+t], s.m. (f. -), Protector, guardian, guard,

+wa = Prk. "=S. . \t;—and ˚ = Prk. =S. a. 

keeper, custodian; watchman; gate-keeper; pastor,
herdsman, grazier, shepherd, cow-herd, goat-herd;—
rakhwl, s.f. Protectress, &c.
H " &  L !rakhwl = H  &  L ! rakhwl = H

+], s.f. Roughness, dryness (as of bread, &c.),

! & L !" rakhwl [Prk. =L !5 or ˚ ! ; S. d

plainness, staleness, unseasonedness, insipidity;
indierence, coolness, coldness, incivility, harshness,
unfriendliness, unkind looks.
H $ &  L rakh [rakh(n)+= aw= Prk.  =S.

+!t or !+t], s.m. (f. -), Protector, guardian, guard,

()++], s.f. Keeping, guarding, &c. (see rakhn);—
price paid for keeping, &c. (=rakhw).
H (&  Lrakhak, s.m. corr. of rakshak, q.v.
H <&  Lrakhan (fr. rakhn, q.v.), s.m. Protecting,
guarding, &c. (=raksha, q.v.):—rakhan-hr, s.m. Keeper,
&c. (=rakhwl, q.v.).
H &  Lrakhn [Prk. =L4(; S. d4"(, rt. d], v.t. To
protect, preserve, keep, take care of, save; to keep,
maintain; to keep, put, place, lay (upon or before), set,
station, deposit, lay down, pledge, stake; to keep back,
reserve; to put by, put aside; to leave; to stop; to possess,
own; to have, hold, harbour, entertain; to deem, esteem,
consider; to engage, employ, take into service; to apply,
ascribe, impute:—rak- ho n, v.t. To put away, lay aside;
to place, keep; to have; to keep back, withhold, detain; to
give in charge:—rakh-den, v.t. (intens.) To put down, put

keeper, custodian; watchman; gate-keeper; pastor,
herdsman, grazier, shepherd, cow-herd, goat-herd;—
rakhwl, s.f. Protectress, &c.
H ! & L !"rakhwl = H  &  L ! rakhwl = H " & 
L ! rakhwl [Prk. =L .! ; S. d+!+t], s.m.
(f. -), Protector, guardian, guard, keeper, custodian;
watchman; gate-keeper; pastor, herdsman, grazier,
shepherd, cow-herd, goat-herd;—rakhwl, s.f.
Protectress, &c.
H ! & L !"rakhwl [Prk. =L .!; S. d+!+],
s.f. Protecting, guarding, keeping; guard, watch,
protection, guardianship, care, charge, custody; tending
cattle, cattle-grazing; wages of a guard or watchman;
tribute or fee paid to a chief for protection of property;
black-mail:—rakhwl karn(-k), To take care (of), to
protect, guard; to exercise guardianship (over), &c.
H  &  L rakhwn (doub. caus. of rakhn), v.t. To
cause to be kept, to have (a thing) placed in charge or
custody (of), &c.:—rakhw-len, v.t. Idem; (also) to take in

charge.
H $ & L  rakhw (i.q. rakh, q.v.), s.f. Price paid for,
or cost of, keeping, &c.
H ) &  L hrakhwaiy [rakh(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m.=rakhne-wl, and rakhwl, q.v.
H &  L"rakh [Prk. .=L =S. .dt] s.m. Protector,
guardian (=rakshak, q.v.).
? &  L"rakh [Prk. .=L; S. .d], s.f. Tribute paid to
a chief or freebooter for protection; black-mail
(=rakhwl);—grass which has been preserved for cattle,
cut down and dried; hay; a stack of hay.
H & L"rikh, .L rikhi [S. }3t], s.m. A sage, saint,
&c. (see rishi):—rikhs,
rikh, s.m.=rish,
q.v.s.v. rishi.



H &  .Lrakhiy [Prk. .=L; S. .d], s.f.
Protection, keeping, care.
H &  Lhrakhaiy (i.q. rakhwaiy, q.v.), s.m.=rakh-wl,
q.v.
A U   rakb (v.n. fr. U  'to ride'), adj. & s.m. Riding, or
who rides, with another; a fellow-rider;—ridden; placed
upon;—anything ridden (=murakkab).
P %  rikeb (fr. rikb, by imla), s.f. A dish, plate (see
rikb).
A (   rakk (v.n. fr. C 'to be thin,' &c.), adj. Thin,
slender; shallow (as water); ne, minute, subtile.
P ' rag (=S. = or =; cf. Prk. F$5), s.f. An artery, a
vein; tendon, nerve, sinew, bre; (met.) a conrmed
vice; obstinacy, waywardness:—rag utarn(-k), To have a
rupture, to have a sprained tendon, &c.; (met.) to recover
from a t of obstinacy, &c.; to be appeased:—rag-pah,
s.m. Veins and muscles:—rag-jl, adj. Consisting of a network of veins, &c.; reticulated:—rag- a hnor a h-rahn(ko), To have a conrmed vice; to have a t of obstinacy,
to be obstinate or mulish, to be pettish, or proud:—ragdr, adj. & s.m. Veined;—having a conrmed vice,
hardened in vice;—cloth in which the threads are
uneven, so that some appear like veins;—one who is
hardened in any particular vice; a hardened wicked brat:
—rag-rag, adv. Every vein; in every vein; throughout the
veins, from vein to vein:—rag-resha, and rag-o-resha,
Veins and bres (of any living body); blood, nature,

constitution; every vein and muscle; every particle,
everything, all:—rag-zan, s.m. A bleeder, phlebotomist,
surgeon:—rag kha  hon, A vein to stand out or to swell:—
rag--gardan, s.f. 'Vein of the neck'; (g.) pride:—rag(or
rage ) marn, v n. To lose virility, to become impotent:—
rag-vat, adj. Vein-like; having veins or bres:—rag-o-resha,
s.m.=rag-resha, q.v.:—shh-ragor shah-rag, s.f. An artery;
the jugular vein.
P ' rag, s.f.= rak, q.v.
S ' }$rig, s.f.=rik; and rig-vedaor
rig-bed,
q.v.s.v rik.


H X  $ragat [S. =(], s.m. (dialec.) Blood.
H ' $7raga (fr. raga n), s.f. Rubbing against, rubbing,
friction, attrition, abrasion, graze; the state of being
worn;—the quick beating of a drum:—raga -kon, s.m.
(Mech.) Angle of friction:—raga khn(-k), To be rubbed
(by), be abraded, be grazed, be worn; to rub (against, se), to come into contact (with), to collide (with):—raga
lagn(-k), To be rabbed (by), be abraded, be grazed.
H  ' $7raga , rag [raga , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Rubbing, grinding; scouring, polishing;—quarrelling,
wrangling;—a kind of collyrium, an ointment for the
eyes:—rag -jhag , s.m. Debate, disputation, discussion,
dissension, altercation, quarrel, wrangling, strife.
H  ' $7raga n [raga ˚, prob.=S. H+V9, rt. V3] , v.t. To
rub, rub down, grind, grate, fret, abrade, excoriate; to
wear out;—to burnish, polish.
H  '$7"rag  [raga ˚+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj.
Quarrelsome, pugnacious, turbulent.
P  *0X  rigistn, s.m. (local), contrac. of registn, q.v.
S <X  $4ra-ga, s.m. (in Pros.), A Cretic (¯¯).
H X  $ragn [rag˚= Prk. F$() or FG), fr. F$=S. =,
rt. *], v.n. To be attached (to), to be in love (with).
S *X  I¢rugnat, s.f. Brokenness; crookedness,
curvedness; inrmity, sickness, disease.
S X  I¢rugna (rt. I*), part. Broken; bent, curved,
crooked; diseased, sick, inrm.
H X $"ragin, s.f. (old H.)=rjnor r, q.v.
S + ) X  }FUrig-veda,
vulg. rig-bed,
s.m. See s.v. rik.



S &X  V,raghu, s.m. Name of an ancient king of Oude,

H " !raln (caus. of raln), v.t. To pound together,

great grandfather of Rm-andra; name of the o spring
of this king (an abbreviation for raghu-va a, q.v.):—
raghu-pati, raghu-rj, raghu-rj, raghu-r, s.m.=raghu-nth,
q.v.:—raghu-kul, s.m. The race or ospring of Raghu:—
raghu-kul-mai, s.m. 'The gem of the race of Raghu,' i.e.
Rm-andra:—raghu-nth, raghu-nyak, s.m. 'Lord of the
race of Raghu,' an epithet of Daarath, and of Rm:—
raghu-nandan, s.m. 'Descendant or son of Raghu,' an
epithet of Rm:—raghu-var, s.m. 'The best (or chief, or
the eldest) of the race of Raghu,' an epithet of Rm:—
raghu-va , vulg. raghu-ba s, s.m. The race or ospring of
Raghu;—name of Klidsa's celebrated poem in honour
of the race of Raghu:—raghu-va , vulg. raghu-ba s, adj.
& s.m. Of or relating to the family or race of Raghu;—a
descendant of Raghu:—raghu-vr, s.m. 'The hero of the
race of Raghu,' an epithet of Rm.
H X $"rag, vulg. F$" ragg [rag(n)+= Prk.  =S. t

to pulverize, to grind; to mix, mingle.
H " I!ruln (caus. of roln), v.t. To cause (one) to

(+t)], adj. & s.m. Self-willed, intractable, hardened,
persisting in an evil or vicious course or habit;—a selfwilled person; one who is hardened in any particular
vice or habit.
H + X  Graged (fr. ragedn), s.f. Pursuit, chase, chevy,
hunt:—raged-par hon(-k), To be in pursuit (of), to chase
(for the purpose of pairing,—applied to pigeons and
other animals).
H + X  Gragedn [raged˚, prob.=S. H+(), rt. .L],
v.t. To pursue, chase, chevy, hunt, drive o or away.
H 3 X  $"!ragl [rag(n), q.v.+Prk. ! =S !+t], adj.
(f. -) & s.m.=rag, q.v.
H  I!rulla, rull= H " I! rull (fr. ruln, q.v.), s.m.
Land that requires to be left fallow for a year or two in
order to recover its vigour.
H " I!rull = H  I! rulla, rull(fr. ruln, q.v.), s.m.
Land that requires to be left fallow for a year or two in
order to recover its vigour.
H " !ral [ral(n)+= Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Mingling,
shuing, mixture, combination, connexion, union;
confusion, complication; mistake, discrepancy;
dierence, disagreement.

roll, or plane, or smooth; to have (or get) rolled, or
planed, &c.
H " I!ruln (caus. of ron), v.t. To cause to weep, to
make (one) cry or weep; to vex, displease, aict.
H ! !raln [prob. fr. S. !f], v.n. To be pounded, be
pulverized, be ground down; to be or become mixed or
mingled, to get mixed up (with); to be in league or
collusion (with):—raln-miln, v.n.=raln.
H ! I!ruln (fr. the trans. roln, q.v.), v.n. To be
rolled, be planed, be smoothed; to be pulverized; to be
dispersed:—rul-jn, v.n. intens. of and=ruln.
P 1  ram [v.n. of ram-dan; rt. Zend ram= S. / (@4)],
s.m. Terror, scare; ight, elopement; concealment:—
ram- ur, s.m. Taking to ight; scare:—ram- urda,
part. adj. Scared; taken to ight:—ram-rahn, v.n. To
remain concealed; to elope:—ram karn, To take to ight,
to y, ee, run away.
S a  /ram, s.f. A beloved woman; a wife; a mistress;—a
name of Lakshm, the goddess of fortune:— ram-pati,
s.m. 'The lord or husband of Ram,' Vishnu, or Krishn:—
ram-nivs, s.m. 'The one who dwelt with Ram,' Vish u.
A a  ram (v.n. fr. a 'to throw,' &c.), s.f. (?), Excess;
addition, increase; usury.
A d a  rammz (intens. n. fr. oa  'to make a sign,' &c.), adj.
& s.m. Speaking mysteriously, or by signs;—one who
speaks mysteriously, &c.; a proposer of enigmas, or
riddles, &c., an enigmatist.
A a  ramml (v.n. fr. a  'to weave a mat of palm-leaves,'
&c.), s.m. A practiser of geomancy, a soothsaver a
prophet, a fortune-teller, a conjurer.
P a  ruml, s.m. contrac. of r -ml, q.v.s.v. r .
A  a  rummn, s.m. The pomegranate.
H  a  /ramn (caus. of ramn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
wander or roam, to lead about divertingly, to divert,
entertain, beguile; to entice;—to take possession of.
A  a rummn (rel. n. fr. rummn), adj. Of or belonging to
the pomegranate; like or resembling the pomegranate;

ruddy, ruby (wine).
H %a  @ ramb, s.m. A kind of hoe (=rambh, q.v.).
H &%a  @#rambh [prob. S. @#+t; rt. #], s.m. An
instrument for grubbing or rooting up grass; a spade; a
hoe.
S &%a  @#rambh (rt. #), s.f. The plantain, Musa
sapientumor M. paradisiaca;—name of a celebrated A
psaras, a beautiful nymph of Indra's paradise; a
courtesan, a harlot;—delight;—a name of Gaur.
S &%a  @#rambh (rt. @#), s.f. A sounding, roaring;
lowing (of cattle).
H  &%a  @#rambhn [fr. rambh; see ra bhn], v.n. To
sound, to roar, to bellow, to low (as cattle).
H &La  &La  @v@vramphat-ramphat, adv. corr. of raftarafta, q.v.
H a  /ramat [ram(n)+at= Prk. (5=S. ], adj. & s.m.
Pleasing; sporting;—walking or roaming for pleasure,
stroll; amusement, sport.
S *a  /ramat, vulg. ramt, s.m. (f. -tr), One who sports
or plays; one who wanders, &c., a wanderer, rover;
traveller, sojourner, mere passenger.
S *a /ramati, s.m. A lover, love; paradise, heaven; a
crow; time.
H 2 &W 1  / .D /rim-jhim (onomat.), adv. With a pattering
sound, patter-patter (as rain).
H &8a  /D5!ramjhol, s.f. = H " &8a  /D5! ramjhol,
s.m.[prob. corr. of ranjhol= ranjol, fr. ranj(n) = ranj(an)
+oland ol= Prk. !" and ! =S. !" and !+t], A
kind of ornament for the foot, an anklet.
H " &8a  /D5!ramjhol, s.m. = H &8a  /D5! ramjhol,
s.f.[prob. corr. of ranjhol= ranjol, fr. ranj(n) = ranj(an)
+oland ol= Prk. !" and ! =S. !" and !+t], A

A oa  ramz (inf. n. of oa  'to make a sign'), s.f. Sign,
indication, nod, wink, hint, insinuation, innuendo,
ambiguous expression, double entendre, mysterious
allusion, riddle, enigma; sarcasm, irony:—ramz phe kn,
ramz aln, ramz mrn, To throw out hints or
insinuations, to make allusions, to speak in innuendoes,
to speak (at one).
A  qa  raman, vulg. ramn, corr. ramjn(v.n. fr. \a  'to
become intensely heated or hot'), s.m. The ninth of the
Arabian months (so called because, when they changed
the names of the months from the ancient language,
they named them according to the seasons in which
they fell, and this month agreed with the days of
vehement heat. On the 27th of this month the Qor n
began to descend; and every prayer oered up on that
night will, it is believed, be complied with; also, prayers
oered up on the 19th, 21st, and 23rd days of this
month are supposed to be peculiarly ecacious);—the
fast observed during this month, the Moammadan
Lent (during which Moammadans are interdicted from
eating, drinking, and conjugal duty, between the
morning dawn and appearance of the stars at night).
P  qa raman, vulg. ramn, corr. ramjn(rel. n. fr.
raman), adj. Of or relating to the month, or to the fast,
of Ramazn; born in the month of Ramazn; (hence) a
proper name.
A Ha  ramaq (v.n. fr. Ha  'to glance or look slightly at'), s.m.
The remains of life or of the spirit, the departing spirit,
the last breath or gasp; but little, just a little, the least
bit, the smallest quantity (of anything), a spark.
A a  raml, vulg. ramal, s.m. Sand; a tract or collection of
sand:—geomancy, divining by lines or gures in sand or
on the ground, divination (see ramml).
S <a  /4rama, and H. / raman, adj. & s.m. Causing

given to slaves or servants).
H ; + a  /v¨ramd -pha , s.m. Tag, Rag, and Bobtail;

pleasure, aording delight, delighting;—a lover, wooer;
spouse, husband; Km-dev, the god of love;—enjoying,
enjoyment, delight; play, sporting; amorous sport,
dalliance; coition:—raman karn(-me or -se), To delight
(in); to sport (with), &c.
? a  /ramn [ram˚= Prk. /()=S. /(`), rt. /], v.n.

Tom, Dick, and Harry; the populace, the vulgar.

To walk about for pleasure, to roam, range, wander; to

kind of ornament for the foot, an anklet.
H  :a  /ram er [contrac. of rm- er= S. /+&
+t], s.m. Slave, servant; a proper name (commonly

turn; to go;—v.t. To enjoy, delight in, luxuriate in; to
have carnal intercourse with:—ram-rahn(-me ) = ramn.
H a  /ramn [S. /4+t], s.m. A place to walk or
sport in, a park, a chase, preserve (for game); pastureland, meadow.
S (a  /4ramaak, s.m. Name of a Varsha; name of
the regent of this Varsha; name of a Dvp.
H a  ramna, s.m.=ramn, q.v.
S a  /4"rama, and H. /" raman, ramn, s.f. A
beautiful young woman, a charming woman; a mistress;
a wife;—mons veneris; a species of Sanskrit metre (four


times ¯, or four times ¯¯).
H a /4"rama, /" raman, ramn, adj.=ramaya, q.v.
S * a  /4"ramayat, s.f. Pleasantness,
agreeableness, delightfulness, winsomeness, beauty,
charm.
H ( a  /4"ramak, /" ramank, ramnk[S.
/4"], adj. Lovely, beautiful, agreeable, pleasing,
pleasant, &c. (=ramaya).
S  a  /4"ramaya, adj. To be enjoyed, enjoyable,
pleasant, agreeable, delightful, charming, beautiful,
lovely, handsome.
S  a  /eramaya, s.m. Pleasure; sport; dalliance.
A d a  rum z, s.f. pl. (of ramz), Signs, &c. (see ramz).
P a  rama [rt. Zend ram= S. /], s.m. A herd, ock, bevy,
covey; a company, troop, body, multitude, host, an army.
P ?+ a  ramda [perf. part. of ramdan, rt. Zend ram= S. /],
part. Terried, alarmed, scared, horror-struck,
disturbed, aicted.
S ( a  @ramyak, s.m. Name of a Varsha; name of one

Battle-place, eld of battle:—ra-bh mi, vulg. ran-bh m,
s.f. The region or locality of war, battle-eld:—ra pa n,
Fight to take place, battle to be fought;—to lie in the
battle-eld, to be slain in battle:—ra-jt, s.m. 'Battlewinner,' victor, conqueror:—ra- ho , s.m. An epithet of
Krish :—ra-dhr, ra-dhr, adj. & s.m. Firm, steady, or
composed in battle;—a calm and cool soldier, a gallant or
brave man:—ra-raak, s.m. Anxiety, anxious regret,
care:—ra-sthal, s.m.=ra-bh mi, q.v.:—ra-stambh, s.m.
'Battle-pillar,' monument of war or battle, trophy,
column:—ra-si g, ra-si gh, ra-si h, s.f. Battle-conch,
war-trumpet, trumpet:—ra-km, adj. & s.m. Desirous of
war, wishing to ght;—a warlike man:—ra-kanka, s.m.
'War-bracelet,' a kind of bracelet used as an oensive
weapon in battle:—ra-ga h, s.m. Lines of intrenchment:
—raotsh(˚a+ut), s.m. Prowess, bravery in battle.
H  ran [Prk. 4( or 4(; S. e(], s.m. Wood, forest;
desert, waste, wilderness:—ran-ban, s.m. A wilderness.
S  }4ri,
 and H. 4 rin, s.m. An obligation; debt;—(in
Alg.) a negative quantity, minus:—ri bharn, To pay o a
adj. & s.m. Lending;—a lender:—ri den,
debt:—ri-dyak,

To lend:—rin-odhan,
s.m. The clearing o a debt:—ri

grhak, adj. & s.m. Borrowing;—a borrower, one who
contracts debts;—ri-grasta,
part. adj. Indebted, involved

in debt:—ri len, To take a loan, to borrow:—ri-mr,
s.m.

One who does not pay his debts:—ri-mukti,
s.f.=ri

moksh, s.m. Discharge of a debt; freedom from debt.
S <J  4[$ra gan, s.m. See s.v. ra.
H K %  ranbs, s.m. corr. of ranws, q.v.
S &% (#rambh, s.f.= &%a  rambh, q.v.
H &% (#rambh, s.m.= &%a  rambh, q.v.
H L 4,ran-pur (see pur), s.m.=ra-vs, q.v.

of the minor divisions (dvp) of the world (lying to the
north of Ilvrit).
A 2 a  ramm [v.n. fr. 1C  'to become old and decayed' (a

H  (&ra  [fr. S. &; cf. S. &t], adj. (colloq.)

bone)], adj. Old and decayed (bone), carious.
S  a  @ramya, adj.=ramaya, q.v.

Contentious, quarrelsome.
P 6 ranj (=S. *, rt. *), s.m. Trouble; sorrow, grief,

S  4raa, vulg. ra, and H.  ran, s.m. Sound, noise;

aiction; sadness; anguish of mind, distress; suering,
pain, hardship; pains, toil, inconvenience; oence,
annoyance, vexation, molestation; anger; disgust:—ranj
uhn, To suer sorrow, or pain, or vexation, &c.;—ranj

battle, war, combat, ght, con ict; battle-eld (=rabh mi);-a mosquito; anxiety:-rangan(˚na+an˚), s.m.

H &* BR"ranth, s.f. A bier (=ratthor rath, q.v.).

den(-ko), To give pain (to), to distress, grieve, wound; to
vex, annoy, molest, &c.:—ranj karn(-k), To grieve, or
lament, or sorrow (about, or for); to take oence (at), be
vexed (at); to quarrel:—ranj-kash, adj. Enduring grief, &c.:
—ranj-kash, s.f. Endurance of toil, or trouble, or aiction,
&c.
H 6 (*ranj [S. e(], s.m. Wood, forest; desert,
wilderness (=ran).
S 8 .*ranjit, part. Coloured; moved, aected;
highly delighted.
P Z8 ranjish (abst. s. fr. ranj, rt. of ranjdan; see ranj), s.f.
Grief, &c. (=ranj); indignation, oence; unpleasantness,
coolness.
P H (8 (*ranjak (prob. P. ranja+dim. a. -k; but cf.
next), s.f. Priming-powder; priming-pan, touch-hole (of
re-arms); match (of a gun, or rocket, or squib, &c.);
train of powder (to a mine):—ranjak-u n, To burn
priming; to prime; to ash in the pan:—ranjak u n,
Priming to ash in the pan:—ranjak piln(-ko), To prime:
—ranjak -jn, To ash in the pan; to ash and fume,
to end in smoke:—ranjak-dn, s.m. Priming-pan, re-pan;
a ask or horn for priming-powder.
S (8 (*or * ranjak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Colouring,
dyeing; causing aection or passion, aecting,
gladdening, exciting;—colourist, dyer, painter; who or
what incites, an inciter of aection, &c.; a stimulus;
stimulant; biliary humour on which vision depends;—red
sandal; vermilion.
S <8 *or (* ranjan, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Colouring,
dyeing; exciting passion or love; gratifying, exhilarating,
delighting, rejoicing;—the act of colouring, or dyeing, or
painting; the aecting the heart; exciting passion or
love; pleasing, gladdening, delighting, conciliating,
befriending;—red sandal-wood.
S 8 *"ranjan, and H. (* ranjani, s.f. The female
personication of a particular musical mode; any woman
who excites passion, or who imparts gratication;—the
indigo plant, indigo.
P  8 ranj r [ranj, q.v.+ r= war= Zend bar= S. # (#)], adj.
Grieved, troubled, aicted, sorrowful, sad; sick, inrm.

P  8ranj r [ranj r, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Aiction, anguish; sickness.
P 8 ranja (see ranj), s.m. Trouble, grief, &c. (=ranj);—a
delicate and aected gait or air;—adj. Troubled, sad, &c.
(=ranjda):—ranja- tir, Troubled in mind.
H <&8 (Dranjhan, s.m. (local)=r jhan, q.v.
H &8 (Dranjhn [Prk. (*4(; S. *"(, rt. *], v.n.
To ourish, bloom, to grow luxuriantly;—to become
deeply rooted, to become chronic (as a disease);—ranjhjn, v.n.=ranjhn.
P X + 8ranjdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Aiction; sadness;
vexation, oence, displeasure.
P ?+ 8 ranjda (perf. part. of ranjdan, a denom. verb fr.
ranj, q.v.), part. Aicted, grieved, sorrowful, sad;
oended, displeased, vexed, chagrined:—ranjda- tir,
adj. Aicted in mind, grieved, &c. (= anjda):—ranjda
karn, v.t. To aict, to grieve, make sad; to oend, vex,
displease, irritate.
H 9 (ra [S. *t or *], s.m. A particle, a little, the
least bit, somewhat.
H : (.ra it; corr. of, 1˚ ranjit; 2˚ ra it, qq.v.
H +  Brand, s.m.=rand, 'hole,' q.v.
P +  rind (prob. connec. with S.  or B; cf. randa), s.m.
A sceptic; a knave, rogue; a lewd fellow, reprobate,
drunkard, debauchee, blackguard, pro igate, libertine,
rake (pl. rindn).
H +  Brand [S. B£+t]; s.m. Opening, ssure, hole;
loop-hole, embrasure, air-hole (see randhra).
H +  rand, s.m.=P. ?+  randa, q.v.
P +  rindna (fr. rind), adj. Dissolute, lewd, disorderly,
licentious, pro igate, rakish, like a debauchee.
P X + rindag (abst. s. fr. P. rindak, or rinda, fr. rind, q.v.),
s.f. Dissoluteness, lewdness, pro igacy, debauchery,
fraud, &c. (=rind).
H +  IBrundn, I( ru dn (fr. the trans. r dn),
v.n. To be trodden on, be trampled, be trod out (as corn);
to be crushed.
H +  I(or IB rundn, v.n.=rundhn, q.v.;—
v.t.=r dhn, q.v.

H +  IB rundwn (caus. of r dn), v.t. To cause to
be trodden on, or down, or out; to cause to be trampled
upon.
H ?+  randa, s.m.=rand, and randhra, qq.v.
P ?+  randa (rt.=S. ; whence P. randdan), s.m. A joiner's
or carpenter's plane; a rasper, grater:—randa phern(par), or randa karn(-ko), To pass the plane (over), to
plane.
S +  B£randhra, s.m. Slit, opening, ssure, aperture,
hole, chasm, vent, cavity, cavern; defect, fault, aw,
imperfection, weak point; (in Hind poetry) a symbolical
expression for the number nine (in allusion to the nine
apertures of the human body).
S <+  Brandhan, s.m. The act of cooking, dressing of
food.
H +  Brandhn (fr. the trans. r dhn), v.n. To be
cooked, be dressed or prepared, to be boiled (food).
H +  IBrundhn, v.n.=rundn, q.v.
H +  IBrundhn (fr. the trans. r dhn), v.n. To be
conned; to be restrained; to be surrounded; to be
astonished, be confounded; to be aicted (in mind);—v.t.
To enclose; to restrain; &c. (=r dhn, q.v.);—rundh-jn,
v.n. intens. of and=rundhn.
H < +  ("ra dhn, (h radhain [prob. S. .B+B(],
s.m. Dressed food, boiled food.
P + rind (fr. rind, q.v.), s.f. Trick, fraud; lewdness,
debauchery.
H  efra [S. eft], s.m. The castor-oil plant, Palma
christi, or Ricinus communis.
S  efra, adj. & s.m. Faithless; barren;—one who
neglects his religious duties; one who dies without male
issue.
H  efra (contrac. of r, or ran), s.f. A widow
(used in comp.):—ra-sl, ra-sla, s.m. Widow's dress,
widow's weeds.
S  Iefru, s.m. Headless body, trunk (of a body):—
ru-mu, s.m. The trunk and head (considered as
severed from each other).
S  efra, s.f. A widow; a term of abuse;—the plant

Salvinia cucullata;—name of a species of Sanskrit metre.
H ? efrap = H  ' ? ef5 rapro = H ?
ef ra-pan = H  ? ef ra-pan [ra+p,
or pan, or pan= Prk. Q(, or Q4( or Q4(=S. ; +, or ; (
(Vedic ; ();—˚pro= paro, prob.=Prk. Qf5=S. ; ++t], s.m.
Widowhood.
H  ' ? ef5rapro = H ? ef rap = H ?
ef ra-pan = H  ? ef ra-pan [ra+p,
or pan, or pan= Prk. Q(, or Q4( or Q4(=S. ; +, or ; (
(Vedic ; ();—˚pro= paro, prob.=Prk. Qf5=S. ; ++t], s.m.
Widowhood.
H ? efra-pan = H ? ef rap = H  ' ?
ef5 rapro = H  ? ef ra-pan [ra+p,
or pan, or pan= Prk. Q(, or Q4( or Q4(=S. ; +, or ; (
(Vedic ; ();—˚pro= paro, prob.=Prk. Qf5=S. ; ++t], s.m.
Widowhood.
H  ? efra-pan = H ? ef rap = H  ' ?
ef5 rapro = H ? ef ra-pan [ra+p, or
pan, or pan= Prk. Q(, or Q4( or Q4(=S. ; +, or ; (
(Vedic ; ();—˚pro= paro, prob.=Prk. Qf5=S. ; ++t], s.m.
Widowhood.
H 5 ef!ra-sl [S. ef+8&t], s.m. See s.v.
ra, 'widow.'
S 0 efraak, s.m. A barren tree.
H   ef,rau, (f  raw [S. ef+t (with
winserted)], s.m. A widower.
H ef"ra [Prk. (f; S. ef+], s.f. A woman,
wench; a harlot, prostitute (this is the common
signication in Urd):—ra-bz, s.m. A whoremonger,
rake:—ra-bz, s.f. Whoremongery, whoring,
fornication:—ra-ghar, s.m. A brothel:—ra-mu, s.f.
A harlot, prostitute.
H 7 .efraiy (see ra), s.f. A widow; a woman; a
low woman (a term of abuse), a harlot, a slut.
A o runz, s.m. Rice (syn. wal; birinj).
H I (ra s [S. ./ t], s.f. A ray, a sunbeam.

S ( (ra k, adj. & s.m. Avaricious, niggardly, mean;
indigent, poor, wretched, miserable; slow;—a miser; a
poor wretch, an indigent person, a pauper, a beggar.
H  I(ru kn, v.n. corr. of rukn, q.v.
S  (rj a ku, s.m. The spotted deer, the axis.
H & (Lra kh [prob. for rankah= rank+S. +t], adj. &
s.m.=rank, q.v.
H & I=Lrunakkh (ron+ kh, qq.v.+S. t), adj. (f. -),
Having the eyes full of tears, ready to weep.
H P ^ ($rang [S. r$t, rt. *], s.m. Colour, colouring
matter, pigment, paint, dye; colour, tint, hue,
complexion; beauty, bloom; expression, countenance,
appearance, aspect; fashion, style; character, nature;
mood, mode, manner, method; kind, sort; state,
condition;—a suit of cards;—a place of public amusement
or for dramatic exhibition, theatre, stage; dancing;
singing; acting; sport, entertainment, amusement,
merriment, pleasure, enjoyment;—a eld of battle;—a
mountain goat; a wild ox;—tin:—rang utarn(-k), To lose
colour, to fade; to become pale; to be grieved:—rang-rang, adj. Of various or many colours; of dierent sorts or
kinds; various, diverse, &c. (=rang-ba-rang-k):—rang u jn(-k), To lose colour, to fade; to change colour,
become pale (from emotion, or fear, &c.), to be afraid:—
rang-afshn, s.f. Scattering colour;—rang-afshn karn, To
scatter colour:—rang-mez, adj. Mixing colour; painting;
possessing colour, coloured, painted, dyed; of various
colours; changeable, variable, ckle, inconstant:—rangmez, s.f. Colouring, painting; the being or becoming of
various colours; changeableness of colour or of manner,
variableness, ckleness, inconstancy; stratagem:—rangb ta, adj. & adv. Having lost colour, with colour gone or
lost, in a state of fear or astonishment:—rang badaln, To
change colour; to change (one's) manner, &c., to be
ckle; to prove a turn-coat:—rang badalnor badal-jn,
v.n.=rang u -jn, q.v.:—rang-ba-rang, s.m. Various colours;
various sorts or kinds:—rang-ba-rang, adj. (in
Persian)=rang-ba-rang-k, Of various colours; of diverse
kinds or sorts; various, diverse; variegated, partycoloured, motley:—rang biga n(-k), Colour to be

destroyed or spoiled; to be discoloured or stained; to be
changed in state or condition; to be spoiled:—rang
bharn(-me ), To apply colour (to), to colour, paint, tint:—
rang-bhary, s.m. Colourist, painter:—rang-bhang, s.m.
Lasciviousness; hilarity;—spoiling of sport;—rang bhang
honor ho-jn, v.n. Sport to be spoiled:—rang-bh ti, rangbh t, s.f. The night of full moon in the month Avin (the
night of which is devoted to Lakshm, and spent in
playing ancient chess, and in dancing, &c.):—rang-bh mi,
rang-bh m, s.f. Place of amusement, place for acting,
stage, theatre; dancing-saloon; arena, palæstra:—rangpsh, s.f. Sprinkling colour; the sprinkling of es and
abrduring the Hol festival;—rang-psh karn, To sprinkle
colour:—rang-parwz karn= rang u -jn, q.v.:—rang phk
pa n, rang pl pa n, Colour to become dim or dull; to
become pale:—rang apakn, v.n. 'To drip colour'; to be
very bright:—rang a hn(-me ), To colour, paint, dye
(=rang bharn):—rang a hn(-me ), To be coloured, be
dyed, be painted; to have a colour, be ushed; to be
ushed or elated with liquor; to be merry:—rang n=
rang apakn, q.v.:—rang hi akn(-par), To sprinkle colour
(=rang-psh karn):—rang-dr, adj. Coloured, bright, gay,
showy, ne:—rang dekhn(-k), To look at or examine the
state or condition (of), to consider the result or
consequences (of);—to remain neutral:—rang den, rang
ln(-me ) = rang bharn:—rang-ln= rang-psh karn:—
rang-ha g, s.m. Colour, appearance, expression; fashion,
style; kind, sort:—rang ratn(-me or -ko?), To be aected
or imbued with love, to become attached (to):—rang-riz,
s.m.=rang-rez:—rang-ras, s.m. Pleasure, enjoyment,
delight; merriment, mirth, sport; melody:—rang-rasiy,
s.m. One who enjoys himself, one who makes pleasure
his aim; a voluptuary; a lascivious person:—rang-raliy ,
s.f. pl. Sports, pastimes; music and dancing; rejoicings,
gaieties: merriment, pleasure, mirth, revelry; pleasant
society (of a lover):—rang-r p, s.m. Colour; bright
complexion, bloom, beauty; form, appearance;
character, nature:—rang-rez, s.m. A dyer, painter:—rangrez, s.f. Colouring, dyeing, tingeing, painting:—rang zard
hon, v.n.=rang-phk pa n; and rang u -jn, qq.v.:—rangsz, s.m. A painter; colour-man, colour-manufacturer
(since Indian painters make their own colours):—rang-

sz, s.f. Mixing or making colours; painting:—rang sirhon, v.n. To be at (its) height; to attain (one's, or its)
prime or bloom:—rang-l, vulg. rang-sl, s.f.=rang-bh mi,
q.v.:—rang-shikasta, adj. & adv. Colour-altered, faded;
changed; having the colour changed (through aiction,
&c.):—rang faq honor ho-jn, v.n.=rang u -jn, q.v.:—rang
karn, To colour; to paint;—to enjoy oneself, to lead a life
of pleasure:—ra g kheln, To sport with colour, to throw
colour or red powder (on one another):—rang ln, To
ush up, to blush; to present a ne appearance or form,
to bloom; to nd resources; to accomplish wonders; to
bring about a change:—rang lagn(-me ), To colour, &c.
(=rang bharn, q.v.);—to excite a quarrel:—rang mrn, v.n.
'To hit the winning colour,' to win (in gaming,—an
expression taken from the game of aupa ):—rang-maal,
s.m. An apartment for festive or voluptuous enjoyment:
—rang nikln, 'To put forth colour,' to look bright or
showy, present a bright appearance; to make a show; to
show o; to come o with ying colours.
H J ($ra g (perf. part. of ra gn), part. adj. (f. -),
Coloured, painted; ushed (with wine, &c.), excited:—
ra g-jang, adj. (f. rang-jang), adj. Exciting, making (one)
merry or gay; gay, sportive, merry, jovial:—ra g-hu,
adj.=ra g.
H  J ($ra gr [rang+S. +t], s.m. (dialec.), A
colourer, a dyer (=ra g-rez; ra gwaiy).
P ^ J ra g--ra g, adj. See s.v. rang.
H  J ($ra gn [caus. of ra gn;—rang˚+= w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To cause to be coloured or dyed or painted (=ra gwn),
to get (a thing) coloured, &c.;—to colour, &c. (=ra gn); to
make (one) blush.
H  J ($ &ra gwa [rang(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Colouring, dyeing; colour; the business
of colouring, &c.
H $ J($ ra g [ra g(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. The act of colouring or dyeing, &c.;—price paid
for colouring, &c. (=ra gw);—a certain space of time
during which a cloth is dyed.
H J ($ra gat [ra g(n)+at= Prk. \5=S. .Qt (picaus.

augment+a. )], s.f. Colouring; colour, dye; tint, hue;
complexion; cloth for dyeing;—form; plan, design:—
ra gat n(-ko), To be coloured or dyed; to get a colour:—
ra gat sufaid hon, or ho-jn, v.n. 'Colour to turn white,' to
become pale; to pale (through fear, &c.), to be afraid.
P  *J rangtar (rang+tar+a; see tar), s.m. A kind of orange
(syn. sangtar, q.v. The name is said to have been given
by Moammad Shh).
H  JJ $$ri gri gn [prob. fr. S. " by redup.],
v.n. To be constantly crying or whimpering (a child), to
whimper, whine, be fretful.
H ^ ($7ra ga , s.m. (dialec.)=r ga , q.v.
H J ($ra gn [ra g˚= Prk. ($(), or (G()=S. r$(),
fr. r$], v.n. To colour, stain, dye, tinge, paint:—ra glen, v.t. To colour, &c. (=ra gn);—to make (another) of
the same complexion, or character, or tastes, &c. as
oneself:—ra gne-wl, s.m. Colourer, dyer, painter.
H  J ($ ra gwn (doub. caus. of ra gn), v.t. To
cause to be coloured or dyed or painted, to get (a thing)
coloured, &c. (=ra gn).
H $ J($  ra gw (i.q. rang, q.v.), s.f. Price paid for
dyeing or painting, &c. (=ra g).
H ) J ($ 
h ra gwaiy [ra g(n) + waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. Dyer, painter (=rangrez).
S J($"ra g, adj. & s.m. Colouring, dyeing, painting;
passionate, impassioned, attached (to), devoted (to);
addicted (to), having a passion or propensity (for); acting
or exhibiting on a stage;—a dyer; a painter; an actor;—a
passionate person, &c. (=rangl; rasl, qq.v.).
H J($"ra g [prob. fem. of rang, 'dyed,' and=S.
r$], s.f. Chintz; chintz the colour of which washes
out;—a kind of cloth peculiar to Khairbd.
H  J ($"ra gt [S. 4+$£]( , s.m. (dialec.), A kind of
vulture with a white body and yellow neck (commonly
called 'Pharaoh's chicken').
H 3 J ($"!ra gl [rang+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Bright, gaudy, showy, ne; gay, lively, merry,
jovial; airy, buxom; addicted to pleasure;—a man of

pleasure; a rake, a sybarite.
P < J rangn [rang, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj.
Coloured, painted (=ra g); of various or many colours,
variegated; ne, showy, gandy; adorned, ornamented;
elegant, ornate, owery, orid (as language or style);
gurative, allegorical, metaphorical; gay, lively, jovial;
fond of gaiety, addicted to pleasure (=rangl):—rangn-ad,
adj. Of elegant manners.
P  Jrangn, s.f. The being coloured; the being of
various colours; bright colouring, gaudiness; elegance;
orid style, word-painting; variableness, variety;
gurativeness, gurative language.
H K  4 or   ranws [prob. S. "+ t], s.m.
The seraglio of a Rj; a harem; a gynaeceum.
S ? 0Y  45;6raotsh, s.m. See s.v. ra.
H    ran-wan, s.m.=ran-ban, q.v.s.v. ran.
H  (6&ra ha, s.m.=raha, q.v.
H I"run [prob. S. I4"], s.f. The guava (syn. amr d).
S }4"ri,
 and H. " rin,  rini, adj. & s.m.
Indebted, under an obligation (to), in debt;—a debtor.
H  riniy [Prk. .4 ; S. }.4t], s.m. A debtor.
S   rav, vulg. rau, s.m. Cry, clamour, din; sound, noise;
voice; hum; report, fame.
H   raw, rau, M rau [S. t], s.f. Current, stream,
torrent; line, train; host, swarm; vehemence,
impetuosity, passion.
P  raw, vulg. rau[act. part. of raftan; rt. Zend harpor hrap?
=S. ' ()], part. adj. Going (used in comp., as pesh-raw,
'Going before'):—raw--raw, vulg. raw--rau, and raw-raw-, vulg. rau--rau-, s.f. Going, proceeding, travelling,
following quick; quick movement, haste, hurrying, hurry.
P  r [Pehl. r t; Zend raodha, rt. rud; S. 56, rt. I6O], s.m.
Face, countenance; appearance, aspect; surface (of the
earth, &c.); sake; cause, reason; colour, pretence:—r -barh, adj. lit. 'Face to the road'; ready for a journey,
setting out; t for business, adjusted, prepared; returned
from an erroneous course, reformed:—r -ba-r , s.m.
Presence;—adv. Face-to-face (with), in the presence (of,
-ke), in front (of), before, over against:—r -ba-r karnor

r -ba-r ln(-ko), To bring (one) face to face (with, -ke),
to bring in the presence (of, -keor -mere); to confront
(one with):—r -ba-rr honor ho-jn, v.n. 'To have the
face set towards ight'; to take to ight:—r -ba-kr, adj.
& s.m. 'Face to business,' ready for business, intent
(upon); approaching, in hand, on foot, about to be, in
agitation; agitated, proceeded on (as a suit at law);—a
proceeding (of a cause); an order (cf. r -ba-kr):—r -bakrt, s.m. pl. Proceedings; causes or matters brought
into court:—r -ba-kr, s.f. Proceeding (of a cause), a
record (in a cause); a warrant, an order; a
communication (in Urd or Persian) addressed by an
ocial to an equal:—r -ba-kr hon, Orders or warrants
to be issued for the trial of a case; to be tried or heard (a
case):—r -posh, adj. Hiding the face; absconding,
sheering o; concealed, in hiding, absconded;—being
externally one thing and internally another:—r -posh
hon, v.n. To abscond, to conceal oneself, be in hiding; to
evade service of a summons:—r -posh, s.f. Absconding,
hiding, concealment:—r -dd, s.f. lit. 'Presenting an
appearance'; occurence, incident; accident; state;
account of circumstances, statement (of a case),
proceeding, record (in a case); account, narrative,
report:—r -dr, s.m. A man of rank and dignity:—r -dr,
s.f. Rank, dignity;— attery; complaisance:—r den(-ko),
To regard, to attend (to); to present itself, to appear; to
occur, happen (=P. r ddan; cf. r -dd):—r -riyat, s.f.
Countenance, favour, partiality:—r -riyat karn(-k), To
countenance, favour:—r -sufaid, adj. Fair-faced, of a
bright countenance; unsullied in honour or reputation;
unblamable; honest, respectable; select:—r -sufaid, s.f.
Brightness of face; honourable conduct; unsullied
reputation; honour;—r -se, adv. By way (of, -ke);
according (to), &c. (=az-r , q.v.s.v. az):—r -siyh, adj. &
s.m. Having the face blackened; sullied in honour,
disgraced; infamous; criminal; unfortunate;—one whose
face is blackened; disgraced person, &c.:—r -siyh, s.f.
The state of having the face blackened; disgrace,
dishonour, infamy; criminal conduct:—r -shins, s.m. One
whose face is known, an acquaintance, a capacquaintance:—r -shins, s.f. Knowing one by sight,
acquaintance:—r -kash, adj. & s.m. Having or presenting

an exterior dierent from the interior;—anything whose
exterior and interior dier;—cover of a mirror:—r -kash,
s.f. The being externally one thing and internally
another:—r -gardn, adj. Turning away the face (from),
deserting, abandoning; faceaverted, disobedient; averse
(to), backward, turning inside out (as cloth):—r -gardn
karn, v.t. To turn the face away from, to abandon,
desert; to beat; to turn (the cloth of a coat, &c.) inside
out:—r -gardn, s.f. The turning away the face,
disobedience, disaection, revolt:—r -ml, vulg. ruml,
s.m. lit. 'Face-wiping'; a handkerchief; a towel, napkin; a
pessary:—r -ml, s.f. A handkerchief worn about the
head;—a mode of exercising the arms by turning clubs
or dumb-bells (mugdar) over the head;—a kind of pigeon:
—r -num, adj. Showing the face, appearing:—r -num,
s.f. A shewing of the face; sight of the face; the
ceremony of a bride's unveiling herself for the rst time
in her father-in-law's house; the present made to a
bride when she unveils herself:—is r -se, adv. For this
reason, on this account;—in this wise, so.
P  ro [fr. rustanor rodan; rt. Zend rud= S. I6O], act. part.
Growing, germinating (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. ud-ro, 'growing of itself').
P  raw (part. n. of raftan; see raw), part. adj. Going;
owing; passing; current; lawful, right; equitable,
reasonable; admissible, allowable; approved, tolerated;
worthy of reception or attention; worthy, proper, right,
suitable (syn. jiz):—raw jnn, v.t. To deem right, to
think t or proper; to approve:—raw-dr, adj. & s.m.
Judging or holding to be right, approving, lawful, &c.
(=raw);—approver, chooser, consenter;—raw-dr hon(k), To deem right; to permit (oneself) to do:—raw-dr,
s.f. Approbation:—raw rakhn, v.t. To hold, esteem, or
consider lawful, right, or proper; to uphold, maintain,
justify: to receive, acquiesce in;—to make current, or
legal, &c.; to warrant:—raw karn, v.t. To make going; to
cause to ow; to supply, render obtainable.
H   raw, corr. M  rauw [prob. S. ! +t], s.m. A
grain (of sand, dust, gunpowder, &c.); a granule (of
precious metal, or of congealed honey, or gh, &c.);
granulous wheaten our; grit (as in meal, &c.); a particle

(of gold or silver), lings (of precious metals); a lump or
little mass; a bit, piece, a little.
A UY rawtib, s.m. pl. (of rtib, q.v.), Necessaries of life,
&c.
H   &raw, rw(i.q. ro), s.m. (in Bundelkhan),
Bread made of kodo or s w .
A 5 rawj, vulg. riwj(inf. n. of 5 'to have a ready sale,'
&c.), s.m. Being vendible, being in great demand; being
current;—currency, prevalence; usage, use, custom,
practice, fashion;—vent, sale;—adj. Saleable, vendible;
current, customary:—riwj pn, v.n. To obtain currency,
pass current; to be customary; to become prevalent; to
be in force; to be in fashion; to have eect:—riwj pa n,
v.n. To become current or customary, to prevail:—riwj
paka n= riwj-pn, q.v.:—riwj den(-ko), To give
currency (to), to make current, make customary; to
introduce; to publish, spread abroad:—riwj--shud-mad,
s.m. Prescriptive usage.
H Wriwj (fr. riwj), adj. Current; in demand;
customary, ordinary, usual.
H   rawwr, rauwr, s.m. A cloth spread upon a
bed, &c. (for a person to lie upon).
H  5&ror (fr. ronand ran, 'to cry out'), s.f.
Weeping and wailing, lamentation.
H raw--raw, s.f. See s.v. raw, 'going.'
H K 5ros, I  ruws, I rus [ro(n)+s= Prk.
+
( =S. +; see next], s.f. Inclination to cry or weep.
H B 5ros, I  ruws, I rus [Prk.
!5 +
(

or !5(+ =S. 5+ +t], adj. (f. -),

Inclined to weep, ready to cry, lachrymose, tearful;
putting on a crying face, pouting.
H <B  rawsin, s.f. (dialec.)=raw s, q.v.
A \_ raw, s.m. pl. (of r, q.v.), Heretics, (partilarly)
Shas (so called from their forsaking Zaid ibn Al ibnu lusain).
A G riwq, rawq(v.n. fr. G 'to exceed,' &c.), s.m.(?), A
tent or canopy supported on one pole in the middle
thereof; a curtain stretched like a canopy before a tent
or the door of a house; a roof in the front of a tent or a
house, a portico, porch; a gallery in front of a house; a

lofty building resting on columns.
H   !rawl [prob. S. ! +!t; see raw], adj.
Granulous, composed of granules or minute and
distinct particles (as honey, gh, &c.);—s.m. A grain or
particle of silver or gold (=raw).
P  rawn, vulg. raw (=raw, q.v.), adj. Going, passing,
moving, running, current; owing, uid, uent, running
or owing smoothly; quick, brisk, active, sharp, expert,
dexterous;—s.m. Text; reading;—adv. Fluently, smoothly;
quickly, briskly, &c.:—raw -daw phirn, v.n. To go
running about, to wander to and fro, to stroll up and
down:—raw karn, v.t. To set agoing; to make current;
to cause to ow, to spill, shed; to supply (=raw karn); to
send, despatch, forward; to impart briskness to, make
active or quick; to sharpen, whet.
P  rawn, vulg. raw [prop. ruwn; old P. ruãn, rvãn;
Pehl. rubn; Zend urvan], s.m. The rational soul; soul,
spirit, life.
H  5(ro , ~( r  [Prk. !5/(; S. 5/+], s.m. Hair
of the body, bristle, down; wool, fur; nap, pile; moss:—
r  badaln, To shed the hair, to change the coat (an
animal):—r  kha  hon, v.n.=r ge kha e hon, q.v.s.v.
r g:—r e -dr, adj. Hairy; woolly; (in Bot.) furred.
H  rawn, adj. & s.m.= rawna, q.v.
H  I ruwn, I run, 5 ron (caus. of
on), v.t (dialec.) To cause to weep, make (one) cry, &c.
(=ruln, q.v.).
H I  [raw s [S. 5/8t; or raw = ro , 'hair'+s= s;
cf. ro sbelow], s.m. A kind of bean, Dolichos sinensis.
H 0  [raw s, 5( ro s, adj.=ros, q.v.
H 0 5(ro s, ~( r  s (ro +s, 'like,' qq.v.),
adj. (f. -), Hairy, woolly, having bristles or down, &c.
(see ro ).
P Jrawnag, vulg. rawng(abst. s. fr. next), s.f.
Running, owing, ux; going, passing; travelling, setting
out, departure; despatch, forwarding (of a letter, &c.);—
purport of a pass, or passport, &c.:—rawng- ih, s.f. A
pass, passport; port clearance.
P  rawna (see rawn, raw, and raw), adj. Going, &c.
(=rawn); departed;—despatched, sent;—s.m. A custom-

house passport, a pass, permit:—rawna karn, v.t. To
despatch, send:—rawna hon, v.n. To be owing, to ow;
to be in motion, be proceeding; to proceed; to depart, to
set out, to start (on a journey); to depart this life, to die;
to be despatched, be sent.
P rawn (fr. rawn), s.f. Going, proceeding; course;
running; currency; owing, ow, ux; eusion; uency;
reading; briskness (of market).
H $5 ro, I  ruw, I ru [ro(n)+= Prk.
=S. a. +], s.f. Weeping, wailing, lamentation.
A A ) riwyt, s.f. pl. (of riwyat), Recitals, narratives,
histories.
P ) riwyat (for A. ~), inf. n. of 'to recite,' &c.), s.f.
Relation, recital, narration, narrative, story, history;
tradition, legend; tale, ction, fable;—written legal
opinion (by a Mohammadan law-ocer).
P  rob, r b[fr. ruan; rt. Zend rup= S. !,], act. part.
Sweeping (used as last member of compounds).
P ?  robh, r bh[Pehl. r pah; Zend urupi, rt. rup= S. !,],
s.f. A fox (syn. lom ):—robh-bz, s.f. Foxiness, cunning,
artfulness, trick, wile, stratagem, deceit, evasion,
subterfuge:—robh-bz karn(-se), To practise artfulness,
or deceit, &c. (with).
P   r -ba-r , = P    r -ba-kr,See s.v.  r .
P    r -ba-kr, = P   r -ba-r ,See s.v.  r .
P   robah, r bah, s.f.=robh, q.v.
S ] ~r p, s.m. Outward appearance or phenomenon,
form, gure, shape, appearance, semblance, image,
representation, picture; face, countenance, aspect,
features; colour; beautiful appearance; handsome form,
mien, or gure, shapeliness, beauty, elegance, grace;
natural state or condition, case; natural disposition,
nature, character; feature, sign, symptom; kind, sort,
species; mode, manner, method; (in Arith.) discrete
quantity, the number one, arithmetical unit; integer
number;—(in Hind poetry) a symbolical expression for
one; (in Alg.) the known or absolute number, known
quantity;—a drama, play, dramatic composition; (r pis
commonly employed as the last member of compound
adjectives, of the bahu-vrhiclass, in the sense of 'having

the gure or appearance of,' 'like,' 'resembling,'
'consisting of,' e.g. manushya-r p, 'of the shape of a
human being'; and also in forming adverbial phrases,
e.g. samn-r p-se, 'evenly'; 'equally'; ' atwise' samp rr p-se, 'Quite,' 'altogether,' 'entirely'):—r pntar(˚pa+an˚),
s.m. Another form, change of appearance or form,
transformation:—r pntar karn, To transform:—r p
badaln(apn), To change (one's) form, or appearance, or
countenance, &c.:—r p big n(-k), To spoil the form, &c.
(of), to deform, deface, disgure, mar the beauty (of); to
sully, tarnish, soil, blot, smear:—r p-bann(-k), To
assume the appearance or the character (of), to
personate; to pretend to be; to represent; to act a part;—
to beautify or adorn (oneself, apn):—r p-bhnu, adj.
Resembling the sun, sun-like:—r p bharn(-k), To
assume the appearance (of), to personate (=r p bann,
q.v.):—r p-jnn, vulg. r p-gyn, s.m. Acquaintance with
forms; perception of colours; discrimination between
visible objects:—r p-daran, s.m. A rupee; money (used by
women):—r p dikhn(apn), To display (one's) charms;
to make a display:—r p-dhra, s.m. The assuming a
shape or form or guise:—r p-dhr, adj. & s.m. Bearing a
form, assuming a form or shape, disguised, in disguise;
endowed with a good gure, possessed of beauty;—a
disguised person, &c.:—r p dharn= r p bann, q.v.:—r prekh, r p-rekh, s.f. Countenance, features, visage:—r psgar, s.m. 'Ocean of beauty,' an epithet of a very
beautiful person:—r p-karan, s.m. (in Gram.) Declension:
—r p ln(-se), To assume an appearance of anger, or a
threatening appearance (towards):—r p-mn, adj.=r pvn, q.v.:—r p-nidhn, s.m. 'Receptacle or abode of
beauty,' an epithet of a very beautiful person:—r p
nikln, To develop (one's or its) beauty, to become
beautiful:—r p-vn, r p-vant, adj. (f. vat), Having form or
colour, possessing shape or gure; possessed of body,
formed, embodied, corporeal; having a beautiful form or
gure, handsomely formed, well-shaped, comely,
handsome, elegant, beautiful, lovely:—r p-vat, r p-vant,
s.f. A handsome or well-formed woman, a beautiful
woman.
H ] ~r p [Prk. IQ(; S. ~Q(], s.m. Silver (=r p); base
silver:—r p-jast, s.m. Mixed metal, a metal composed of

quicksilver, tin, and lead (of which uqqabottoms, &c. are
made); pewter:—r p-ras, s.m. Killed or calcined silver.
H ] 5rop [Prk. 5Q5; see ropn], s.m. A stalk of grass
or growing corn; a young plant or tree (intended for
transplantation), a plantlet, a sapling; a shrub, bush.
H ;  ~r p [Prk. IQ(; S. ~Q], s.m. Silver; base
silver.
H ;  5rop [perf. part. of ropn, and=S. 5+t], part.
(f. -), Planted, &c.; transplanted;—s.m. Transplanted
rice;—a plantlet, sapling.
S ;  5ropit, part. Made to grow; raised, erected; set,
planted, sown.
H ;  5ropar [ropa+Prk. f5=S. t], s.m. Transplanted
rice; a rate in a lease for crops of rice raised by
transplanting.
S (;  5ropak, adj. (f. -ik), & s.m. Raising; setting,
planting, sowing;—raiser, planter, sower.
S <;  54ropa, s.m. The act of setting up or erecting;
the act of raising, planting, or sowing; healing,
cicatrizing.
H ;  5ropn (caus. of rupn, q.v.), v.t. To raise, to
cause to grow, to set, sow, plant; to transplant; to place
or lay upon; to take upon oneself, to undertake; to stop,
to obstruct, hinder; to block, close; to defend (syn. rokn).
H ;  5ropn (see ropnabove), s.f. Marriage
procession; bride's conveyance; betrothal.
H ;  r pa, s.m.= ;  r p, q.v.
H 4;  ~6r pahr, I6 rupahr = H 34;  ~6!
r pahl, I6!rupahl =4; d rupahr, and 34;  rupahl, qq.v.
H 34;  ~6!r pahl, I6! rupahl = H 4;  ~6
r pahr, I6rupahr =4; d rupahr, and 34;  rupahl, qq.v.
H 4;  ~6r pahn (˚n= l, as in r pahl), adj. (f. -) =
r pahr, q.v.
S ; ~"r p, adj. Having form or gure, having shape,
possessed of body; shapely, well-shaped, handsome,
beautiful; having the form or appearance of, having the
character of, of the nature of; consisting or composed of
(commonly used as the last member of compounds; e.g.

manushya-r p, having the form of man,' 'of human
form'; parksh-r p, 'experimental').
H ;  ~r pay, I rupay, ~h r paiya,
Ih rupaiy, ~ r piy, I rupiy, s.m. See ; 
rupay or rupiy.
S  ;  ~Qr pya, s.m. Silver; wrought silver;—wrought
gold.
S A  ravat, adj. (f. ravant), Crying out, raising a cry,
bellowing.
H A ~r t [S. I(, rt. I], s.m. Cry, noise; hum; note,
song (of birds).
H A r t, prop. n. f. Ruth; the Book of Ruth.
H A r wat, s.f. (dialec.)=r hat, q.v.
H Y Mraut, s.m.=ret, q.v.
H $ YM raut [ro, q.v.+S. a. +], s.f. Chiefship,
&c.
S &Y  Rravath, s.m. The Indian cuckoo, the Ko il.
H  5&ro = H  5& ro [S. 5&t, and 5&t;—or
formed fr. ro, q.v.], s.m. Thick bread, a large thick cake
of bread;—a large loaf;—a sweet cake oered to a god;
sweetmeats oered to Hanumn.
H  5&ro = H  5& ro [S. 5&t, and 5&t;—or
formed fr. ro, q.v.], s.m. Thick bread, a large thick cake
of bread;—a large loaf;—a sweet cake oered to a god;
sweetmeats oered to Hanumn.
H   ~&r n, v.n.=r hn, q.v.

natans.
H 5&"ro [S. 5&], s.f. A cake of bread, a cake of
our or meal toasted on an earthen or iron dish or
plate;—bread, a loaf (=po ro); food, sustenance;
maintenance, livelihood;—scum or dregs (of liquids):—
ro upa n, To butter bread, to soak a cake of bread in
butter or gh:—ro den(-ko), To give bread (to), to feed,
support, maintain; to feast, entertain:—ro-kap , s.m.
Bread and clothes, maintenance:—ro karn(-k), To feed,
to feast:—ro-ko ron, To cry for bread, to be starving:—
ro khn, To eat bread; to eat, to partake of food; to live
(by means of), to earn (by):—roiy lagn(-ko), To be
nourished by the bread eaten, to become plump or fat;
(met.) to swell, to look big:—roiyo -k mr, adj. (f. -),
Starved; famine-stricken:—ro-wl, s.m. A baker (syn.
nn-b):—po-ro, or am  ro, s.f. Leavened bread,
the bread used by Europeans.
H )  5&"roy [ro+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A servant
who receives bread or food in lieu of wages.
H 5 ~*r j [for r jh= Prk. IAD5; see r jhn, s.m. A kind of
insect very troublesome to birds.
H 5 5*roj, s.m. corr. of d roz, q.v.
H 5 5*roj, s.m.=&W rojh, q.v.
H 5 5*roj [Prk. IA*, fr. S. I1˚ (fr. I1`, pass. of rt. I],.
= H  5 5*7 roj  [roj+  = Prk.f =S. ++t], s.m.
Weeping, crying, wailing, lamentation.
H  5 5*7roj  [roj+ = Prk. f =S. ++t], = H 5 5*

H  ~_r h [perf. part of r hn, and=S. I9+t], part.

roj [Prk. IA*, fr. S. I1˚ (fr.I1`, pass. of rt. I],. s.m.

adj. (f. -), Irritated, oended, displeased, angry,
estranged, cool.
H  ~_~_"r h-r h [S. I9I.9t, rt. I3], s.f. Mutual

Weeping, crying, wailing, lamentation.
H &W 5Drojh [P. roj, roz, or ros; Zend raozha; S. }t or

coolness, misunderstanding.
H   ~_r hn [r h˚= Prk. I(), fr. I=S. I9 p.p.p. of
rt. I3], v.n. To be irritated, be vexed, be oended or
displeased, to take oence or umbrage; to quarrel, to
have a misunderstanding (with a friend), to become
estranged, to be cool.
H  ~_"r hn (fr. r hn), adj. Quarrelsome, irritable,
testy, sensitive;—s.f. A species of sensitive plant, Mimosa

}8t, or }lt]. s.m. The painted (or white-footed)
antelope; the nl-go(or nl-ge) or 'blue bull'; the elk.
H &W ~Dr jh (perf. part of next, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
& s.m. Teased, or worried (esp. by the insect called r j,
as an animal, especially a bird);—an animal so teased.
H &W ~Dr jhn (trans. of rujhn, q.v.), v.t. To oppress,
harass, tease, worry, &c.
S (= 5ro ak, adj. & s.m. Pleasing, agreeable; giving
an appetite, stomachic, tonic;—any medicine, or fruit,

&c. which strengtheus the tone of the stomach and
restores lost appetite, a stomachic, tonic, stimulant,
carminative.
S <= 5ro an, adj. (f. -), & s.m. Enlightening,
illuminating, irradiating; bright, splendid, beautiful;
causing or exciting desire, pleasing, agreeable, pleasant,
charming, lovely; sharpening or giving an appetite,
stomachic, tonic;—a stomachic;—name of several plants;
turmeric;—the rmament; the æther.
S = 5ro an, s.f. A charming or excellent woman;—

5], s.f.(m?), A river, stream, owing water, a torrent;—
string of a musical instrument (cf. roda):—r d-br, s.m. A
place abounding in rivers or streams; a large river; a
channel formed by a torrent:—r d-khna, s.m. Bed or
channel of a river.
H  Mraud, adj. contrac. of raudra, q.v.
P  rod, s.m.=? roda, q.v.
P  r -dd, s.f. See s.v. r .
S  MWraudra, vulg. raudr, adj. & s.m. Violent,

S =5"ro an, s.f. A particular yellow pigment

impetuous, wrathful, irascible, fearful, terrible,
formidable;—heat, warmth, sunshine; ardour; passion,
wrath, rage.
S Y MWraudrat, s.f. Fierceness, horribleness,

(=ro an, or go-ro an, q.v.);—red arsenic, realgar.
H &= ~+r h [S. Idt, or ~dt], adj. Stern, harsh,

formidableness, dreadfulness.
S MW"raudr, s.f. A formidable woman; a name of

austere;—s.m. A violator.
A  r  (v.n. of  'to be entered, or be cooled, by the
wind,' &c.), s.f. The soul, spirit, life, the vital principle,
the breath of life; the spirit or essence (of anything);
inspiration, divine revelation, the Qor n; prophecy,
prophetic commission;—the angel Gabriel (=r ul-amn):
—r -afz, adj. Prolonging life; increasing the spirits,
exhilarating:—r ul-amn, s.m. 'The trusty or faithful
spirit,' the angel Gabriel:—r ul-qudus, or r ul-quds,
The angel Gabriel; (with Christians) the Holy Spirit:—
r ul-lh, The angel Gabriel; Jesus Christ; (with
Christians) the Spirit of God, the Holy Ghost:—r  parwz
karn, The spirit to take ight, to die:—r h-parwarda, adj.
Nourishing or enlivening the soul:—r  kis-k piys th,
Someone's soul was thirsty (a phrase used by women
when a pitcher or vessel full of water breaks of itself):—
r  nikln(-k), To take the life (of), to kill; to extract the
essence (of a thing):—r  nikaln(-k), The soul or life to
quit (the body), life to depart, to die; to be frightened to
death.
A  r n (rel. n. fr. r ), adj. Having a soul or spirit;

Gaur or Prvat.
S  5rodan, s.m. Weeping, wailing, lamentation;—a

a particular yellow pigment (com. called go-ro an, q.v.).
H = ~r n, I ru n, v.n.= = ru n, q.v.

spiritual; of or relating to the angels or the Jinn;—s.m.
Spiritual being; an angel; a Jinn.
P    r nyat (for A. ~  ), s.f. Spirituality.
P  r d, rod[Pehl. rot, r t; Zend urud, fr. rud= S. I?; cf. S.

tear, tears.
H  Mraudn, v.t.= +  rau dn, q.v.
P ? r da, roda(see rodor r d), s.m. A gut, an intestine, (a
sinew used as) a bowstring; the string of a musical
instrument; branch (of a tree or creeper).
S  5rodh, s.m. Restraint, prohibition, stoppage,
obstruction; a dam; bank, shore.
S < 5rodhan, adj. & s.m. Obstructing, impeding,
hindering;—obstructer, hinderer; the act of stopping,
checking, restraining, preventing, impeding; oppressing;
besieging, blockading; impediment, obstruction, obstacle,
hindrance; connement; blockade.
H  Mraudhn, v.t.=rau dn, q.v.
H   ~©r hn [r h˚= Prk. I¯(), fr. I¯=S. I9 p.p.p.
of rt. I3], v.n.=r hn, q.v.
H  ~r r, adj. (dialec.) 1˚=r h; 2˚=r r, qq.v.
H  5ror, M raur [Prk.  f"; S.  (rt. I)++ ], s.f.
Noise, din, clamour, outcry; rumour, fame, notoriety (cf.
raul).
H  Mraur, = H  M raur,pron. (dialec.)= rwar, 
rwr, qq.v.

H  Mraur, = H  M raur,pron. (dialec.)= rwar, 

H   ~ir h = H   ~i r h [Prk. !,¯5 and !,¯ ; S.

rwr, qq.v.
H  ~r r [Prk. ~ f ; S. ~++t], adj. (dialec.)

I9t (rt. I3) and I9+t], adj. (f. -), Hard, sti, rough;—
angry, cross; grim, harsh, severe; surly, rude, uncivil.
H ?  ~ir hpan [r h, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

Beautiful; good.
H  M&raur (prob. raur+ha), s.f. (colloq.) Tingling,

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Roughness, hardness, stiness;—

smarting, smart; compunction, regret, remorse
(=pa htw).
S  M raurav, adj. & s.m. Made of the hide of the deer

angriness, crossness; harshness, surliness, rudeness,
&c.
H ~ir hi, vulg. ~i" r h [S. ~©t r hi], s.f.

called ruru; proceeding from the ruru;—fearful, dreadful,
formidable, terrible, horrible;—ansteady; fraudulent,
dishonest;—a savage;—one of the divisions of the
infernal regions.
H   55ro-ro-kar (by redupl. of the past conj. part.

Ascending, rising, rise, ascent; growth, increase; birth,
origin; fame, renown, notoriety; tradition, customary
usage, general prevalence; popular or conventional
acceptation (of a word,—as opposed to its direct
etymological meaning);—a primitive or a plastic word
(syn. jmid).
H  57"ro  [S. !59+, or dim. of ro , q.v.], s.f. A

of ron, q.v.), adv. lit. 'With constant or repeated
weeping'; with many tears;—with much diculty, with
labour and pain.
H 5"ror (cf. ro ), s.f. 1˚, A kind of clay (with which
the tilakis occasionally made;—2˚=rol, q.v.
H   57ro  [S. !59+t], s.m. A fragment of stone or
brick; a stone; a brickbat;—(met.) an old inhabitant (of a
place);—(dialec.) name of a caste or tribe of Kshatr;—the
foot and mouth disease (in cattle):—b-k ro , A
stumbling-block (in the path); a thing to be kicked out of
the way; a worthless or useless thing; a poor wretch, a
pauper.
H   ~ir h [S. ~©t, rt. I6O], part. Mounted, risen,
ascended; arisen, sprung up, grown; budded, blown;
born, produced; spread about or abroad, diused;
notorious; certain, ascertained; traditional, generally
received, popular, conventional, having a special
meaning or one not depending directly on the
etymology (said of words); obscure:—r h-abd, or r hvkya, r h-va an(or -ba an), s.m. A word not
etymologically derived, or of which the etymology is
obscure or unknown; a word used in a conventional
sense (=r hi, q.v.).
H   ~ir h = H   ~i r h [Prk. !,¯5 and !,¯ ; S.
I9t (rt. I3) and I9+t], adj. (f. -), Hard, sti, rough;—
angry, cross; grim, harsh, severe; surly, rude, uncivil.

small piece of broken stone or brick; a stone, a pebble;
gravel:—ro  k n, To break stones.
P d roz, vulg. roj[Pehl. roj; Zend rao a h, rt. ru = S. I; cf.
S. 5t], s.m. Day (syn. din); a day of twenty-four hours;
—daily wages, hire or wages for a day;—adv. Daily, a day,
per diem; every day:—roz-afz n, adj. Daily-increasing;
increasing or progressing day by day:—roz--ummed-obm, 'The day of hope and fear,' the day of judgment:—
roz b-aish, A pleasant or good day (to you):—roz ban,
Daily wages to be distributed:—roz-ba-roz, adv. From day
to day, day after day, day by day; daily, every day,
constantly:—roz-bih, s.m. Fortunate days, happy times,
prosperity:—roz--jaz, 'The day of retribution,' day of
judgment:—roz--ashr, 'The day of general assembly,'
the day of judgment:—roz--dd, 'Day of justice,' the day
of judgment:—roz-roz, adv. Day by day, daily, every day,
always, constantly:—roz--siyh, 'Dark day,' day of trouble
or vexation; trouble, adversity, misfortune:—roz-shumr, 'Day of reckoning,' the day of judgment:—roz-qiymat, The day of resurrection:—roz-gur, s.f. Passing
of time:—roz-marra(see marra), adj. & adv. Daily,
customary, ordinary, usual, in daily use, current;
conventional; idiomatic;—daily, every day, always;—s.m.
Daily conversation, common discourse; idiom; daily
transaction or proceeding; daily allowance, daily food:—

roz-nm a, roz-nma, s.m. An ephemeris, day-book,
journal, diary, a journal of daily transactions or
expenses, daily account-book:—roz-nm a-navs, s.m. A
clerk whose business it is to keep the journal or diary of
work done in an oce:—roz-o-shab, adv. Day and night,
always, constantly (syn. din-rt).
P d rozna, adj. & adv. Daily, by day;—s.m. Daily pay,
daily allowance.
P  X d rozgr [roz, q.v.+Zend kra= S. ], s.m. Service,
employ, situation, business; earning, livelihood;—the
world; fortune; age, time, season;—rozgre, adv. Some
time, during some time, for a time:—rozgr-pesha, s.m.
One whose business is service, serving man, servant:—
rozgr h nor rozgr jt rahn, To lose (one's)
employment; to be out of work; to be dismissed from
service, &c.:—rozgr-se hon, To be in service, to have a
situation, &c.:—rozgr karn, To serve, be in service; to
work for a living, to earn; to set up in business:—rozgr
lagnor lag-jn(-ko), To obtain service, get a place, be
appointed to a post.
P  X drozgr, adj. & s.m. Serving; earning;—one who
earns.
P ?a d roz-marra, See s.v. roz.
P d rauzan [Pehl. ro an; Zend rao ana, rt. ru ; S. 5, rt.
I], s.m. An aperture in the middle of a house (for
allowing the smoke to escape), a hole; a window.
P ?d roza (rel. n. fr. roz, q.v.), s.m. Fasting; a fast; Lent
(see raman); a fast-day:—roza-to n, To break a fast
before the proper time:—roza- or, s.m. One who avoids
keeping a fast:—roza-dr, s.m. One who fasts or keeps
Lent:—roza rakhn, To keep a fast; to fast:—roza khn, To
avoid keeping a fast; to break a fast before the proper
time:—roz kholn, To break a fast, to partake of food
after keeping a fast.
P droz (roz, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ), s.f. Provision, daily
food or portion, sustenance; daily work, employment,
means of subsistence; wages:—roz-bir, s.m. One who
quarrels with his bread and butter; an idler:—roz-dih,
s.m. The Giver of daily bread (an epithet of God).
P )d rozna (roz, q.v.+Zend a. aêna= S. ), s.m. Daily pay

or wages; daily allowance, daily food, a stipend, a
pension;—adv. Daily, per day:—rozna-dr, s.m. One who
receives daily wages, or a daily allownace; a stipendiary,
a pensioner.
H K ~r s [S. &~3t], s.m. The shrub Justicia adhatoda.
H K 5ros, ~ r s [Prk. 5(, 5,; S. 53t, rt. I3], s.m.
Anger, wrath, passion, rage, fury:—ros karn(-se), To be
angry, be displeased (with):—ros mrn, To suppress
anger or wrath:—ros hon= ros karn, q.v.
H K raus (corr. of ravish, q.v.), s.f. A garden walk, an
avenue, &c.
H K 5ros, ~ r s = H B ~ r s [S. 5/8t; cf. rau s,
and raw s], s.m. (dialec.) The shrub Streblus asper(a
small scraggy tree with dark green foliage, and
hairybranchlets (the wood is used in making b dsfor
wells, &c.).
H B ~r s = H K 5 ros, ~ r s [S. 5/8t; cf. rau s,
and raw s], s.m. (dialec.) The shrub Streblus asper(a
small scraggy tree with dark green foliage, and
hairybranchlets (the wood is used in making b dsfor
wells, &c.).
P LBr sp, s.f. A courtesan, harlot.
P *B rost = P  *Brost [fr. rost= rotor r t= rutor rust,
part. of rutanor rustan, rt. Zend rud= S. I6O], s.m. A rural
district; a village;—a rustic, villager, peasant.
P  *Brost = P *B rost [fr. rost= rotor r t= rutor rust,
part. of rutanor rustan, rt. Zend rud= S. I6O], s.m. A rural
district; a village;—a rustic, villager, peasant.
H *BM"raust, s.f. = H B 5! rosal, M! rausal,
s.m.= H #B5!" rosal, M!" rausal,s.f.[raus˚, prob.=S.
~3 or ~d; ˚t= S. ;—˚aland al= Prk. !5 and .!=S.
+!t and !+], A light loamy soil.
H B 5!rosal, M! rausal, s.m. = H *BM" raust,
s.f.= H #B5!" rosal, M!" rausal,s.f.[raus˚, prob.=S.
~3 or ~d; ˚t= S. ;—˚aland al= Prk. !5 and .!=S.
+!t and !+], A light loamy soil.
H #B5!"rosal, M!" rausal, s.f. = H *BM" raust,
s.f.= H B 5! rosal, M! rausal, s.m.[raus˚, prob.=S. ~3

or ~d; ˚t= S. ;—˚aland al= Prk. !5 and .!=S. +!t
and !+], A light loamy soil.
H B 5rosn, ~ r sn [ros˚= Prk. 5()=S. (Vedic)
53(), rt. I3; r s˚= Prk. ~()=S. Il()], v.n. To be
irritated, be vexed, be angry, be oended or displeased;
to take ill; to have a misunderstanding (with a friend;—
cf. r hn).
H B~"r s [S. ~d+], s.f. Scurf, dandri.
P ? B r -siyh, adj. See s.v.  r .
H  B I!rusiyal, adj.= B rusiyal, q.v.
P D  ravish (rav, q.v.+a. ish= Zend shior she), s.f. Motion,
walk, gait, carriage; practice, custom, fashion, usage;
rule, institution, law; conduct, behaviour; order, course,
proceeding, procedure; manner, method, mode, way;—a
garden-walk, path, avenue, passage, gallery.
S D  53rosh, and H. ~3 r sh, s.m. Anger, &c. (see ros):—
rosh-vhan, adj. Bearing, or feeling, or displaying wrath;
wrathful, excitable, irascible, choleric.
S E  53roshit, part. Irritated, enraged, exasperated,
angry, &c. (=rush, and rosh, qq.v.
S <E  534rosha, adj. (f. -), Angry, wrathful, passionate,
easily enraged;—s.m. A touchstone; quicksilver.
H <E  raushan, roshan[Pehl. roshan; Zend raokhshna, rt.
rukhsh; S. 5, rt. I], adj. Light, lighted up, alight,
illuminated; bright, shining, splendid, luminous; clear,
evident, manifest, conspicuous:—raushan- auk, s.f. lit. 'A
lighted station,' a band of musicians; a kind of serenade
with pipes and small tabours:—roshan-dn, s.m. A hole for
admitting light, a skylight:—roshan-dil, adj. & s.m. Of
enlightened or luminous mind, enlightened, intelligent;
—one of enlightened mind; one who is endowed with
supernatural knowledge:—roshan-damg, s.m. Snu:—
roshan-re, adj. Of enlightened understanding:—roshanamr, adj. Of luminous mind, of splendid genius:—roshantab,
 adj. Of a bright genius:—roshan-aql, adj. Of luminous
understanding:—raushan karn, v.t. To light (a lamp,
candle, &c.); to illumine, enlighten; to bring to light,
make manifest; to clear (from ambiguity):—roshan-gar,
s.m. One who makes bright or light, an illuminator; a

polisher, furbisher:—roshan honor ho-jn, To be lighted,
become illuminated, become bright; to be or become
clear or evident (to, -par).
P E  roshan, s.f. Light, splendour; the name of one of
Alexander's queens (called by the Greeks Roxana).
P $ E roshn, s.f. Light, brightness, splendour;—ink.
P E raushn, roshn[Zend raokhshni; see roshan], s.f. Light,
brightness, splendour; illumination; brightness or
clearness (of vision), sight (of the eye); a lamp kept
burning at a Moammadan tomb or shrine:—raushn
karn(-k), To light (a lamp), to make an illumination, to
illuminate.
S E 53"rosh, adj. Irritable, angry, wrathful furious (see
rush).
P | raua (for A. ~|, fr. } 'to break, or train,' &c.),
s.m. A beautiful garden, a garden; the tomb of a learned
or pious man, a mausoleum:—raua- n, s.m. One who
recites the praises of Husain in the month Moharram; a
eulogist at the tomb of a saint or beloved person.
P <p raugan,
rokan; Zend raoghna, prob.
 vulg. rogan[Pehl.

fr. rt. rukhshor ru = S. I], s.m. Fat, grease, oil, butter,
claried butter or gh; varnish, polish; lacquer;
glossiness, sleekness, smoothness or brightness, (of
complexion):—raugan-e-balsn,
s.m. Balsam:—raugan-

tal , s.m. Oil expressed from rape or mustard-seed:—
raugan-dg,
s.m. A vessel for boiling butter in:—raugan-

ard, s.m. Butter, claried butter (gh):—raugan--siyh,

s.m. Mustard-oil:—raugan-farosh,
s.m.
An
oil-merchant;
a

vender of butter:—raugan-k
tel, s.m. Varnish oil.

P praugan,
raoghni; see raugan],
 vulg. rogan,
 rogn[Zend


adj. Greasy, oily, buttery, fried in butter:—raugan
ro,

Bread fried in, or baked with, butter; buttered bread.
A e rauf (v.n. fr. e 'to pity,' &c.), adj. Forgiving,
benign, merciful, pitiful, compassionate (see rfat).
H  ~r k, s.f.=r khan, q.v.;—s.m. corr. of r kh, q.v.
H  5rok (fr. rokn, q.v.), s.f. Stop, restraint, check,
restriction, prevention, prohibition, let, hindrance,
obstacle, bar, barrier, interruption, stoppage; stay,
support; screen, shelter (syn.  ):—rok-th b, s.f.
Restraint, check, stop, let, hindrance; stay, support,
prop; temporary remedy, a patching up (as of a quarrel,

&c.):—rok-ok, s.f. Let and hindrance, obstacle,
obstruction, &c. (=rok); opposition, resistance;
challenging, calling in question, challenge (of a sentry):
—rok-ok karn, v.t. To oer an obstacle to, to prevent,
hinder; to oppose, resist; to challenge, to call in question,
to take exception to.
H  5rok, s.m. = H  57 roka , s.f.= H   57
rok , s.m.[S. 5t 'buying with ready money'; and roka
+Prk. f" and f =S.  and +t], Cash, ready money,
hard coin; gold, silver, treasure, plate, trinkets, jewels,
valuables, stock, &c. (as convertible into hard cash);
prompt payment in cash:—roka -bikr, s.f. Ready-money
sale, cash transaction:—roka -bak, or (by contrac.) roka ,
s.f. Cash-book.
H  57roka , s.f. = H  5 rok, s.m.= H   57
rok , s.m.[S. 5t 'buying with ready money'; and roka
+Prk. f" and f =S.  and +t], Cash, ready money,
hard coin; gold, silver, treasure, plate, trinkets, jewels,
valuables, stock, &c. (as convertible into hard cash);
prompt payment in cash:—roka -bikr, s.f. Ready-money
sale, cash transaction:—roka -bak, or (by contrac.) roka ,
s.f. Cash-book.
H   57rok , s.m. = H  5 rok, s.m.= H 
57 roka , s.f.[S. 5t 'buying with ready money'; and
roka+Prk. f" and f =S.  and +t], Cash, ready money,
hard coin; gold, silver, treasure, plate, trinkets, jewels,
valuables, stock, &c. (as convertible into hard cash);
prompt payment in cash:—roka -bikr, s.f. Ready-money
sale, cash transaction:—roka -bak, or (by contrac.) roka ,
s.f. Cash-book.
H  57"roka , rok = H 7  57 roka iy [roka ,
q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. (f. -n, -in, or -in),
Cash-keeper, cashier, treasurer, banker.
H 7  57roka iy = H  57" roka , rok [roka ,
q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. (f. -n, -in, or -in),
Cash-keeper, cashier, treasurer, banker.
H <  ~r kan, s.f.=<&  r khan, q.v.
H <  5rokan (i.q. rokn, q.v.), s.f. Obstacle, ob

struction, hindrance, &c. (see rok).
H   5rokn [rok˚= Prk. I=() or I=?(), fr. S. I
(acc. sing. neut. I)+>], v.t. To stop, check, arrest,
challenge (as a sentry), restrain, prohibit, hinder,
impede, retard, prevent, obstruct, baulk, interrupt,
intercept, interdict, forbid, suppress, oppose, resist,
coerce; to hold, hold in or back, withhold, retain, keep,
hold in detention, detain; to engage, secure, forestall,
pre-engage; to avert, keep o, keep back, ward o,
parry, guard; to preserve, protect, screen, cover; to shut
close, block, fend, stop up, block up, ll up; to shut in,
hem in, enclose, surround, invest, besiege; to bind (as by
contract, &c.):—rok-den, v.t. intens. of and=rokn:—rokrakhn, v.t. To stop, restrain, detain, &c. (=rokn); to
impound, to pound (cattle).
H   5{rok [rok(n )+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m.
Preventer, hinderer, obstructer, &c.
H &  ~Lr kh [Prk. I=L5=S. d
 t], s.m. A tree (syn. pe ):
—r kh- a h, s.m. lit. 'Tree climber'; a monkey.
H &  5Lrokh, s.m.=rosh, ros, qq.v.
H &  ~Lr kh = H &  ~L r kh [Prk. I=L and I=L ;
S. ~dt and ~dt], adj. (f.-), Dry, plain (as bread, food,
&c.), simple, pure, unseasoned, unsavoury, insipid; dry,
vapid, at, tame; plain, blunt, harsh; unaecting, cold,
jejune; rough, unkind, unfriendly, displeased, cross, cool,
indierent:—r kh-phk, adj. (f. -), Dry, plain, vapid,
weak, &c.:—r kh-s kh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dry, plain,
blunt, harsh, &c. (words, or manner, &c.);—plain or
simple food, humble fare.
H &  ~Lr kh = H &  ~L r kh [Prk. I=L and I=L ;
S. ~dt and ~dt], adj. (f.-), Dry, plain (as bread, food,
&c.), simple, pure, unseasoned, unsavoury, insipid; dry,
vapid, at, tame; plain, blunt, harsh; unaecting, cold,
jejune; rough, unkind, unfriendly, displeased, cross, cool,
indierent:—r kh-phk, adj. (f. -), Dry, plain, vapid,
weak, &c.:—r kh-s kh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dry, plain,
blunt, harsh, &c. (words, or manner, &c.);—plain or
simple food, humble fare.
H &  5Lrokh, = H &  5L rokh,adj. (dialec.)=r kh,
r kh, q.v.

H &  5Lrokh, = H &  5L rokh,adj. (dialec.)=r kh,
r kh, q.v.
H <; &  ~Lr khpan [r kh, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Dryness, plainness, &c. (=rukh, q.v.;
and see also r kh).
H  & ~L"r khn, IL" rukhn, s.f.= & rukhn, q.v.
H $ & ~L r kh, IL rukh, s.f.=$ & rukh, q.v.
H   ~L7r kha [S. ~Lt], s.m. Name of a aiva sect;—
an individual of that sect; a Hind ascetic.
H    ~L7r kh , s.m. = H   ~L7" r kh , s.f.[Prk.
I=Lf , and I=Lf; S. d
 ++t and ], A small tree
(cf. r kh).
H   ~L7"r kh , s.f. = H    ~L7 r kh , s.m.[Prk.

cause of disease:—rog-hr, rog-har, adj. Taking away
disease, remedial, medicinal, curative;—s.m. A medicine;
—a physician.
? X 5$"rog = H X  5$ rogiy [rog, q.v. + Prk.  =S.
t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Sick, sickly, diseased, ill,
ailing, unwell;—sick person, invalid, valetudinarian:—
rog-sog, adj. Sick and sorry, aicted, &c.
H X  5$rogiy = ? X 5$" rog [rog, q.v. + Prk.  =S.
t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Sick, sickly, diseased, ill,
ailing, unwell;—sick person, invalid, valetudinarian:—
rog-sog, adj. Sick and sorry, aicted, &c.
H  X  5$"!rogl, 5$! rogiyal [rog+Prk. !5 or !5=S.
+!t], = H 3 X  5$"! rogl [rog+Prk. ! =S. !+t],

I=Lf , and I=Lf; S. d
 ++t and ], A small tree

adj. & s.m.=rog, q.v.
H 3 X  5$"!rogl [rog+Prk. ! =S. !+t], = H  X 

(cf. r kh).
H <&  ~Lr khan [prob. S. ~d4(, or ~34(], s.f. (m.?), A

5$"! rogl, 5$! rogiyal [rog+Prk. !5 or !5=S. +!t],

small quantity or measure over and above that
purchased which is given or taken gratis, a small
quantity thrown in over and above;—adv. Given into the
bargain, over and above, to boot (syn. ghalu; se t).
H & ~L"r kh [r kh, 'a tree,' q.v.+S. a.  (+)],
s.f. A squirrel.
S ' 5$roga, vulg. rog, s.m. Sickness, disease, malady;
inrmity, weakness; evil, worry, plague; fault, defect;
diculty, embarrassment;—the plant Costus speciosusor
arabicus:—rog bisn, To contract disease, to bring illness
(on oneself); to acquire a bad habit:—rog-bh , s.f. 'Seat or
place of sickness,' the body:—rog pln= rog bisn, q.v.:—
rog-rj, s.m. 'King of diseases,' consumption:—rog-ntak,
s.m. 'Alleviator or curer of disease,' a physician:—rognti, s.f. Cure or alleviation of disease:—rog kn, To put
an end to an evil, or contention, &c., to settle a
troublesome aair:—rog-grast, adj. & s.m. Seized with
sickness, sick, diseased;—one who is sick, an invalid:—
rog-grastat, s.f. Diseasedness,
badness of health:—rog-laksha, s.m. Sign or symptoms of
a disease:—rog lag-len= rog bisn, q.v.:—rog-nivrityarth,

adv. For the purpose of removing disease:—rogotpdak(˚ga
+ut˚), adj. & s.m. Engendering or occasioning disease;—a

adj. & s.m.=rog, q.v.
H  r l, raul(corr. fr. the English), s.f. (m.?), A ruler:—
r l-kash, s.f. Ruling lines.
H  rol (corr. of the English), s.f. Roll, register,
catalogue; revenue roll (of the government):—rol-dr,
s.m. One who is entered on a roll (as on that of a
Collector).
H  5!rol [S. !5!t, rt. !,!; see roln], s.m. Exercise (as
of a horse), walk, turn, rotation (e.g. rol-ko le-jn, 'to
take (a horse) out for exercise, or for a turn).
H  5!rol (v.n. fr. rol-n), s.m. Picked betel-nut (cf.
rolan).
H  M!raul (i.q. raur, q.v.), s.f. = H " M! raul [raur
+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Noise, shout, uproar,
commotion, excitement, tumult, riot, sedition, rebellion;
an alarm:—raul pa n, v.n. Commotion to take place; to be
excited, be stirred up, be roused, be incited:—raul ln,
raul karn, raul ma n, To make a noise, to shout, to
raise a commotion, cause an uproar, create a
disturbance or tumult.
H " M!raul [raur+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. = H  M!
raul (i.q. raur, q.v.), s.f.Noise, shout, uproar, commotion,
excitement, tumult, riot, sedition, rebellion; an alarm:—

raul pa n, v.n. Commotion to take place; to be excited, be
stirred up, be roused, be incited:—raul ln, raul karn,
raul ma n, To make a noise, to shout, to raise a
commotion, cause an uproar, create a disturbance or
tumult.
S " 5!rol (also !5! lola), s.f. A kind of metre of four
lines, each of 24 instants; with the last syllable long, and
a pause at the eleventh instant:—rol- hand, s.m. Idem.
H " 5! rolb (cf. ro ), s.m. (Mrwr), Rocky jungle.
H " 5!roln (caus. of ron), v.t.= " ruln, q.v.
H <! 5!rolan (fr. roln, q.v.), s.f. Anything picked out,
the pick (of anything).
H ! 5!roln [rol˚= Prk. !5!()=S. !5!(), rt. !,!] , v.t.
To roll; to plane, to smooth, to polish; to rub; to skim;—to
separate (anything from the rubbish mixed with it by
shaking or tossing it in a sort of fan), to sift, to winnow;
to pick, pick out, select; to pick up, rake up;—to make
(money) quickly or in abundance (e.g.  b rupay rolt
hai);—rol-len, v.t. intens. of and=roln.
H !5!"rol [lol(n)+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A mixture of
rice, turmeric, and alum, with acid, used (by Hinds) to
paint the sectarial mark on the forehead;—a red insect
which attacks standing wheat crops.
A 1  r m, prop. n. Greece (the lower empire); Rome, the
eastern Roman empire; the Turkish empire; Roumelia;
Asia Minor (the name is said by the Arabs to be derived
from Rm, the son of Esau):—r m-nivs, s.m. A dweller
in Rm.
S 1  5/rom, prop. n. The city Rome:—rom-de, prop. n.
m. The country of Rome, Italy.
S 1  5/roma, vulg. rom, s.m. Hair of the body (of men
and animals); down; bristle; wool; fur; pile, nap; moss;—
water:—rom (˚ma+an˚), s.m. 'Curling or erection of the
hair of the body,' horripilation; thrill of rapture; thrill of
horror:—rom it(the preceding+S. a. ita), adj. Having
the hair erect with excessive rapture, aected with
horripilation; delighted, enraptured:—romval(˚ma+v˚),
s.f. A line of hair extending across the middle of the
navel, or from the breast to the navel:—rom-p, s.m.
Woollen cloth:—rom- hidor hed, rom-k p, s.m. 'Hair-

hole'; a pore of the skin:—rom-vn, rom-vat, rom-vant, adj.
(f. -vat), Possessed of hair, covered with hair, hairy,
woolly (=roma):—rom-vikr, s.m. Horripilation, &c.
(=rom , q.v.):—rom-harsh, s.m.=rom , q.v.:—romharsha, adj. Causing the hair to bristle or stand erect;
causing excessive joy; causing a shudder or horror;
thrilling; awe-inspiring, terrible;—s.m.=rom-harsh, or
rom , q.v.
S 1  M/raum, s.m. A kind of salt procured from a salt
lake near the town of Smbhar in the Jainagar district:—
raum-lavan, s.m. Idem.
P a  r -ml, vulg. ruml, s.m. See s.v. r , 'face.'
S 9 a  5/[rom , s.m. See s.v. rom, 'hair.'
H 1 ~/&"r m, 5/&" rom, s.f.=rau or ro , q.v.;—adj.
& s.m.=rau , ro iy, q.v.
H Ia  5/romas, = S Za  5/8 roma,adj. & s.m. Having
thick hair or wool or bristles, hairy, woolly;—any hairy
or woolly animal, a sheep, ram; a hog.
S Za  5/8roma, = H Ia  5/ romas,adj. & s.m. Having
thick hair or wool or bristles, hairy, woolly;—any hairy
or woolly animal, a sheep, ram; a hog.
S (a  M/raumak, s.m.=raum, q.v.
A a r m (rel. n. fr. r m, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to Rm; Grecian, &c.;—a native of Rm; a
Grecian; a Turk.
S  a  5/"romya, adj. Of or belonging to Rome or to the
Romans.
H   rawan, M raun [Prk. /45, or  4?, ; S. /4t],
s.m. Husband; lover, sweetheart, gallant;—raun,
s.m.=raun, q.v.
H  ~(r ,  ro [Prk. !5/5; S. 5/t], s.f.=r  or ro ,
q.v.
H  Mraun, s.f.=raund, q.v.
H   rawn, or raun[raw˚= Prk.  (), fr. S.  , rt. I;
or S. M(), rt. I], v.n. To give forth sound, to sound, to
make a noise;—s.m. A thing that gives forth sound (as a
rattle, &c.); small pebbles or shot, &c. inserted in
anything to produce a sound or noise.
H   ro , s.m.= ro , q.v.

H  5ron [ro˚= Prk. I (), or I(), or 5 (), or

H % &$"ro g, s.f.=ro or rau , q.v.

5()=S. 5(), or (Vedic) I(), rt. I], v.n. To cry,

H    &ro n, g& rau n [ron˚= Prk. I(&()=S.

weep, wail, lament, complain; to be displeased, be sad or
melancholy;—s.m. Weeping, wailing, lamentation, grief,
distress;—adj. (f. -), Crying; addicted to crying; sad,
rueful, melancholy:—ro-baihn, v.n. To be disappointed
(of, -se); to have done with weeping; to be or become
resigned (to):—ro-den, v.n. (intens.), To burst into tears,
to weep, cry; to be displeased, be lled with indignation:
—ron-dhon, v.n. To weep copiously, be bathed in tears;
—s.m. Weeping and wailing:—ron- rat, s.f. A crying face,
a rueful or sad countenance;—adj. Having a rueful or
dejected countenance, of a sad countenance.
H  5ron [S. ! +n= l= Prk. f =S. !+t], s.m.=raw,

Ie&(), rt. Ie&, or Ie_(), rt. Ie_], v.t. To resist, dispute,

'a granule,' q.v.
H  Mraun [Prk. /4(=S. /4"(, rt. /], s.m. The
bringing home a wife to consummate a marriage (it is a
ceremony intermediate between the marriage and the
gaun, q.v.).
H  rawann, s.m.= rawanna, q.v.
H    ro r [ro , q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj. Having
hair (or bristles, or down, &c. on the body), hairy,
downy, bristly, woolly; mossy (syn. roma).
H    (ro  , s.m.=ro or r  , q.v.
H ! M !"raunwal, raunol[raun, q.v.+Prk.
.!=S. !+], s.f. A bride brought home to
consummate a marriage.
H L  ro pn, v.t. To plant, &c. (=ropn, q.v.).
H &*  Rro th [Prk. 5/(R5; S. 5/Bt], s.m. Rumination,
chewing the cud.
H &*  Rro thn [ro th˚= Prk. 5/(R(), fr. S. romantha;
see ro th], v.n. To ruminate.
H &* ~(Rr thn, v.t.=r dhn, q.v.;—v.n.=rundn, and
rundhn, qq.v.
H   &ro , g& rau  (v.n. fr. ro n, q.v.), s.f.
Resisting, wrangling, disputing, denying, dispute;
cheating, cheat, trick, trickery, deception, deceit,
subterfuge:—rau  karn, To resist, dispute; to cheat, &c.
(=ro n).

deny; to cheat, trick, deceive.
H  &"ro , g&" rau  [ro , q.v.+Prk. =S. ],
s.f.=ro , q.v.
H  &"ro , g&" rau  = H )   & ro iy, g&
rau iy [ro , q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Quarrelsome, contentious; unfair, dishonest, deceitful,
treacherous;—a quarrelsome or contentious man; a
cheat, rogue, knave, a deceitful man.
H )   &ro iy, g& rau iy = H  &" ro , g&"
rau  [ro , q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Quarrelsome, contentious; unfair, dishonest, deceitful,
treacherous;—a quarrelsome or contentious man; a
cheat, rogue, knave, a deceitful man.
H +  rau d (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Round (as of a
patrol, &c.):—rau d-gasht, s.f. Going a round, patrolling.
H +  grau dan, ~( r dan (i.q. next, q.v.), s.m.
Trampling, treading under foot, trampling or crushing
down.
H +  grau dn, ~( r dn [prob. fr. S. H/, or
H/R; or a corr. of r dhn, q.v.], v.t. To trample on, to
tread down; to ride over; to crush; to lay waste, to
destroy;—to tread out (corn).
P ?+  raanda [raw, q.v.+Zend a. añ= S. B], act. part.
(of raftan) & s.m. Going, travelling;—goer, traveller,
passenger.
H +  ~(r dh, s.f. = H +  ~( r dh, s.m.[Prk. I-"
and I- ; S. I- and I-+t], Enclosure, enclosed piece
of ground, a grass-preserve;—(fr. r dhn), Enclosure,
fence, hedge.
H +  ~(r dh, s.m. = H +  ~( r dh, s.f.[Prk. I-"
and I- ; S. I- and I-+t], Enclosure, enclosed piece
of ground, a grass-preserve;—(fr. r dhn), Enclosure,
fence, hedge.
H <+  ~(r dhan, g rau dhan, s.m.=rau dan, q.v.
H +  ~(r dhn,   ro dhn, g rau dhn,

v.t.=r dn, or rau dn, q.v.
H +  ~(r dhn, or   ro dhn, or g rau dhn

H J ~(V&r gna [S. 5/=V&], s.f. Dirt, lth.

[r ndh˚= Prk. I(()=S. I4.-, rt. I], v.t. To shut in, hem

H    ro w, = H    [ ro w ,s.m.=ro , q.v.

in, enclose, surround; to fence or hedge in; to watch; to
restrain.
H +  I(rundhn, v.n. To be restrained, &c. (= + 

H    [ro w , = H     ro w,s.m.=ro , q.v.

rundhn, q.v.).
H  f"ro , s.f. (dialec.)=ro , q.v.

H J  V&ro gh, s.m.=ro g, rong, q.v.

H   5gronau , v.n. (Braj)=ron, q.v.
H  rawanna (corr. of P. rawanda, or rawna), s.m. A pass,

H 0 ~(r sn,   ro sn, v.n.=r snor rosn, q.v.

permit, a passport;—a servant who attends at the gate of
the women's apartments to purchase articles that are
required; an errand-boy.
H  "rawan, rawn, s.f.=rama, q.v.

A H raunaq, vulg. ronaq(v.n. fr. 2 ;Hnd conj. 'to render

H  5 [row , s.m.=ro or r  , q.v.

clear'), s.f. Lustre, water (of a sword, &c.); brightness,
splendour, beauty, elegance, grace, ornament;
freshness, prime; colour, complexion; ourishing state
or condition;—(met.) order, symmetry:—raunaq-afz hon,
raunaq-afroz hon, v.n. To grace or honour (by one's
arrival or presence), to confer dignity (on); to arrive:—
raunaq-par hon, To be in full bloom or splendour, to be in
(its) prime; to be in a ourishing state:—raunaq-dr, adj.
Bright, brilliant, splendid.
S (  4ravaak, and H.   ravanak, s.m. A lter

H  5 rown (caus. of rown), v.t.=ruln, q.v.

H I grau s, rou s, s.m.=r s, ros, or r s, q.v.

made of cane or bamboo.
H (  rawanak, s.m.=ramaak, q.v.

H $5  row, s.f.=ro, q.v.
H  5 rown, = H   5 g rownau (dialec.)
v.n.=ron, q.v.
H   5 grownau = H  5  rown,(Braj) v.n.=ron,
q.v.
H 5 "rown, 1˚ adj. f.=ron, q.v.s.v. ron;—2˚=rohi,
q.v.
H  ~6r h [prob. S. ~3 (rt. ~3)+t], adj. (f. -),

, Prk. f =S. &+t], s.m. Hair (of the body), down; ne

Soiled, used; old.
H  r hat [fr. P. r ; or corr. of A. r yat, q.v.], s.f.
Brightness, freshness, cheerfulness; beauty;—regard,
attention to the wishes (of).
S  56 rohita, vulg. rohit, adj. & s.m. Red, of a red

wool (=ro , q.v.):—r g-r g-me basn, 'To abide in
every hair,' to ll every pore (of the body), to pervade
(the body):—r g-bikr, s.m.=rom-vikr, q.v.s.v. rom:—
r ge kha e hon, The hairs (of the body) to stand on end
(from cold, or astonishment, or fear, &c.).
H ^ ~($&r g = H ^ ~($ r g [S. 5/t+dim. a.

colour;—the colour red;—a kind of deer; a species of sh,
Cyprinus rohita, or C. denticulatus(com. called roh, or roh );
—a kind of rainbow appearing in a straight form, Indra's
bow unbent and invisible to mortals:—rohitva, adj. &
s.m. Having red horses;—the god of re, Agni.
H ? 56&roha [rt. of ron+ha= Prk.  (=S. ()+

, Prk. f =S. &+t], s.m. Hair (of the body), down; ne

+; ]( , s.f. Crying, weeping;—tears.

H (  rawanak, rawannak, s.f. corr. of raunaq, q.v.
H ^ ~($r g = H ^ ~($& r g [S. 5/t+dim. a.

wool (=ro , q.v.):—r g-r g-me basn, 'To abide in
every hair,' to ll every pore (of the body), to pervade
(the body):—r g-bikr, s.m.=rom-vikr, q.v.s.v. rom:—
r ge kha e hon, The hairs (of the body) to stand on end
(from cold, or astonishment, or fear, &c.).
H ^ $&"ro g, s.f. (by metathesis)=ro g, q.v.

H I 56 rohis, s.m.=next, q.v.
S Z 56 3rohish, 56 3 rauhish, s.m. A kind of deer; a
species of sh (=rohit, q.v.);—a kind of creeper;—a sort of
deer said to resemble an ass.
S ^ 56$rohaga, vulg. rohag, s.m. Name of a mountain

in Ceylon, Adam's peak.
S < 564roha, s.m. A rising, ascending, mounting
riding on; growing, springing up;—semen virile;—a species
of large forest-tree, Swietenia febrifuga; the sandal-tree;—
name of a mountain (Adam's peak, in Ceylon);—name of
an ancient Hind king.
S < 56 4rohi, s.m. The Indian g-tree (syn. ba ) a
kind of fragrant grass;—an epithet of the ninth Muhrt,
a part of the forenoon (extending to midday, in which
rddhasare especially to be observed).
S < M6 4rauhi, adj. & s.m. Born under the asterism
Rohi ;—the sandal-tree; sandal-wood; the Indian gtree;—a name of Agni; name of demon vanquished by
Indra;—name of the ninth Muhrt of the day (=rohi,
q.v.).
S 56 4"rohii, and H. M6 4" rauhi, and 564" roh,
s.f. A red cow; a cow;—name of the fourth (or the ninth)
Nakshatra or lunar mansion (personied as a daughter
of Roha or of Daksh and the favourite wife of the
Moon: it is gured by a wheeled carriage, and comprises
Aldebaran and four other stars in Taurus);—lightning;—a
girl in whom menstruation has just commenced; a
woman stained with red pigments;—in ammatory
aection of the throat;—Bengal madder; yellow
myrobalan;—name of a wife of Vasudeva, and mother of
Balarm.
S M6 4"rauhi, s.f.=rohi, q.v.
S   M6 4<rauhieya, s.m. A name of Balarm; the
planet Mercury; an emerald.
H  5roh [S. 56 t, and 56 ], s.m.f. A kind of
sh, Cyprinus rohita;—(f.) corner of the evelid.
S  ravi, s.m. The sun:—ravi-tanay, s.f. 'Daughter of
the sun' (=ravi-nanin, q.v.):—ravi-knt, s.m. A sort of
crystal, sun-stone;—ray of the sun:—ravi-kar, s.m. Name
of an old Hind commentator:— ravi-mrg, s.m. Path of
the sun:—ravi-mai, s.m.f. Sun-stone:—ravi-maal, s.m.
The sun's disc:—ravi-nandin, s.f. 'Daughter of the sun,'
an epithet of the river Jamn—ravi-vr, vulg. rabi-br,
s.m. Sunday (syn. itwr).
H $~ r , I ru (prob. S. 5/+; cf. r ], s.f. Cotton

(carded or cleaned), cotton-wool (when not separated
from the seed, it is termed kaps);—the white ant, Termes
bellicosus:—r -dr, adj. Quilted with cotton, stued with
cotton:—r -vastr, s.m. Cotton stu.
H $I ru, s.f. (dialec.)=roh , rohit, q.v.
P r e, s.m. Face, &c. (=r , q.v.):—r e-band, s.m. A veil
(syn. naqb):—r e-dd, s.f.=r -dd, q.v.s.v. r .
P roe, act. part. (of rodan), Growing, &c. (=ro, q.v.).
P $ro, s.f.=ron, q.v.
H ) rawaiy, s.m.=rawyaor rawaiya, q.v.
A ) r y (v.n. fr. 'to see'), s.f. Dream, vision.
H  ) ~r iy, s.m. See $ r iy.
H  ) 5[roy , s.m. (dialec.)=ro or r  , q.v.
P ) r yat, royat(for A. ~), inf. n. of 'to see'), s.f.
'Seeing'; sight, vision; view; countenance, appearance,
shape; aspect (of the planets, &c.); consideration,
regard.
P + ) r edd, s.f.=r -dd, q.v.s.v. r .
H < $ 5 r( oe , s.m. pl. of ro , q.v.;—s.f. pl. of ro , q.v.
H ) rawya, vulg. rawaiya(fr. P. raw, q.v.), s.m. Custom,
practice, fashion, way, manner, behaviour, conduct; rule,
law, institution (syn. alan).
H $ ~r iy, ~  r y [r , q.v.+Prk.  =S. t],
s.m. A seller of cotton, a cotton-merchant (=r h).
P X + $rodag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Growth (of a
plant); production; vegetation.
P ?+ $ roda [perf. part. of rodan; rt. Zend rud= S. I or
I6O], part. Grown, sprung up (as a plant); produced.
P < ) royn, ron, s.m. Bell-metal; brass:—ron-tan, s.m. lit.
'Brazen-bodied'; a hero; an epithet of Isfandyr (whose
body was impenetrable to weapons).
H 4 $ ~6r ih, ~ 6 r h, adj.= $ r iy, q.v.
P ? rah (contrac. of rh), s.f. Road, way, path, &c. (=rh,
q.v.):—rah-bn, s.m. One who guards the way:—rah-bn,
s.f. Guardianship of the way:—rah-bar, s.m. A guide, &c.
(=rh-bar, q.v.):—rah-bar karn, v.t. To make (one) a guide,
to make (a thing) the guide (of, -k):—rah-raw, s.f. Going
or travelling over a road, traversing a road:—rah-gur,
s.m. Road, pass, dele;—a wayfarer, traveller:—rah-guar,

s.m. Wayfarer, &c. (=rah-gur);—adventure, accident;
event, occurrence:—rah-guar, s.m.f. Wayfarer, traveller;
—s.f. The highway; a passage:—rah-gir, s.m.=rah-gr, q.v.:
—rah-gir, s.f. Travelling, journeying:—rah-gr, s.m.
Wayfarer, traveller:—rah-mr, s.m. Highwayman, &c.
(=rah-zanor rh-zan, q.v.):—rah-nam n, s.m. Guide,
conductor, pilot, escort:—rah-nam n, s.f. Guidance,
pilotage:—rah-na-mard, s.m. Traveller, traverser; a
galloping or eet horse;—time (i.e. twice, three times,
&c.). For compounds not given here, see s.v. rh.
H  rah, vulg. rih[fr. rastan, 'to liberate,' imperat. rah;
rt. Zend raz= S. 6O], part. adj. Released, liberated, set
free, discharged:—rih karn, v.t. To release, set free, set
at liberty, to discharge, dismiss; to relieve; to quit, leave,
discard, abandon.
H  6rah (perf. part. of rahn), part. adj. Remained,
&c. (see rahn):—rah-sah, part. adj. Remained, left,
escaped;—s.m. Leavings, savings (syn. ba at).
H K  6rahs, s.m.=rahws, q.v.
A   rihn, s.m. pl. (of rahnor rihn), Pledges; bets, stakes.
A   rihn (inf. n. of iii of < 'to remain,' &c.), s.m.
Betting on a horse-race.
H   6rahn (caus. of rhn), v.t. To cause to be
roughened (a millstone), to have or get (a millstone)
notched or dented or roughened:—rah-len, v.t. Idem.
H   6rah [rah(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj.
Abiding, continuing; lasting, durable; rm.
H   6 raho [rah(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
Stay, halt, continuance, delay; abode, residence; stop,
pause.
P $ rah, vulg. rih(see rahor rih), s.f. Liberation,
deliverance, salvation, escape, freedom release,
discharge, acquittal; relief, exemption:—rih den(-ko), To
liberate, discharge, &c. (=rih karn, q.v.)
H I$  6rahis, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
H Z$  68or 68 rahi, s.f. Stay, delay &c. (=raho,
q.v.):—rahi i tiyr karn, To take up (one's) abode, to
stay, tarry, delay.
H  %6 "rahbr, s.m.=rahwr, q.v.

A  % ruhbn, s.m. pl. (of rhib), Monks, religious recluses.
H  6rahat [rah(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Qt (pi, caus.
augment+a. )], s.m. Staying, remaining; abode.
S  6 rahit (rt. 6O), part. Relinquished, left, quitted,
forsaken, abandoned, deserted; separated from, free
from, deprived of, void of, devoid of, destitute of,
without, exempt from (commonly used as the last
member of compounds, e.g. dukh-rahit, 'Free from pain'):
—rahit karn, v.t. To divest (of, -se), deprive (of); to free
(from), &c.
H  * 6  rahitw [S. 6 +t (with winserted)], s.m. A
destitute person (=rahw).
H [ * 6`rahte (formative or oblique of raht, imperf.
part. of rahn), adv. In the presence (of, -ke), before;
while (he was) present, or here, or alive; during the
lifetime or existence (of); in the face of the fact (that), in
spite (of), notwithstanding.
H ? 6&raha [S. Vt], s.m. A wheel or machine for
drawing water, the Persian wheel (=arha, q.v.); a wheel
on a frame at the top of a well (for the bucket-rope to
pass over);—(met.) succession, series, course (cf. rah):—
raha lagn, 'To set up a wheel'; to make a series of
visits, to come and go repeatedly, be constantly coming.
H ? 6&raha, rah[S. Vt], s.m. A water-wheel
(=raha);—a spinning-wheel (syn. ar ).
H ?6&"raha, rah[raha, q.v.+Prk. =S. ), s.f. A
small water-wheel (cf. raha);—(met.) course, practice,
established custom;—a system of money-lending at
compound interest:—rah b dhnor b dh-len, To be
constantly or repeatedly coming to (a person, or place);
to make a practice or custom (of, -k), to become
habituated (to):—rah aln, To work the water-wheel;—
to lend money at compound interest.
H " : 65!rah ol [prob. S. R+,!+t], s.m.
Agreeable conversation, smooth words, attery,
cajolery.
P  rah-raw, vulg. rah-rau, s.m.=rh-raw, q.v.s.v. rh.
H [  66?rah-rah-ke (redupl. past conj. part. of
rahn), adv. Stopping and pausing; at intervals; again and

again.
H  ? 6f®rah

[prob. S. R++t], s.m. A cart (cf. reh );

a light, open cart (with one seat); a go-cart (syn.
ga ln).
H  ?67"rh  [reh, q.v.+ = a = Prk. f=S. ++],
s.f. Sandy or barren soil, brackisk land or soil.
H I 6rahas, rahs[prob. fr. S. ], s.m. Tramp ling,
treading under foot (syn. rau dan).
S I 6rahas, s.m. Loneliness, solitariness, solitude,
retirement, privacy, secrecy; a lonely or deserted place,
private or solitary abode, hiding-place;—a secret,
mystery, mystical or religious truth;—sexual intercourse,
copulation; a privity; pleasantry, merriment, sportive
sallies, jocund repartee, waggery; a kind of ballet or
theatric representation of Krishn and the Gops (a
similar entertainment was invented by Wajd Al Shh
of Lakhnau and given in his court);—adv. In a lonely or
solitary place, in private, in secret, secretly, privately,
privily, clandestinely:—rahas-rahas, adv. With merriment,
with sportive sallies, merrily, pleasantly, &c.'
? 0 6rahasn (fr. rahas), v.n. To be pleased, to
enjoy oneself, to rejoice, make merry.
S  0 6Trahasya, adj. & s.m. Secret, private,
clandestine, hidden, recondite, mysterious;—a secret,
mystery, anything hidden or recondite, secret doctrine,
mystical or esoteric teaching;—play or pleasantry, &c.
(=rahas, q.v.).
H  6!rahkal [prob. S. R+!t (rt. !) and !+t;
cf. kal], = H 3 6! rahkal, rahakls.m. A kind of cart
or waggon;—a small cannon, a swivel, a eld-piece.
H 3 6!rahkal, rahakl= H  6! rahkal [prob. S.
R+!t (rt. !) and !+t; cf. kal],s.m. A kind of cart
or waggon;—a small cannon, a swivel, a eld-piece.
P  J rah-gr, s.m. See s.v. rah.
H 3 6!rahl, s.m. The chick-pea, 'gram,' Cicer
arietinum(syn. an); a vetch.
H # 6!0rahl , s.m.= ? rah , q.v.
A < rahn, vulg. rihn, rahan(inf. n. of < 'to place as a
pledge,' &c.), s.m. Pledging, pawning; a thing deposited

as a pledge, a pledge, a pawn; a mortgage, a sum lent on
mortgage:—rahn-dr, s.m. The holder of a pledge or
mortgage, a mortgagee (syn. murtahin):—rahn-dr, s.f.
Holding a mortgage; a mortgage right:—rahn-dar-rahn, A
sub-mortgage:—rahn rakhn, v.t. To place as a pledge, to
pledge, pawn, mortgage:—rahn-se hu n, v.t. To release
from pawn, &c., to redeem:—rahn-nma, s.m. Mortgage
deed:—rahn hon, To be mortgaged.
H < 64raha, 6 rahan (dialec.) 6  rahin (i.q. rahn,
q.v.), s.f. Manner, way, method.
H  6rahn [rah˚= Prk. =L()=S. (`), pass. of rt.
d; or=S. µ(`), pass. of rt. 6O], v.n. To remain, to be
left; to escape; to remain, abide, tarry, stay, stop, halt; to
remain, lie; to be, exist, live; to inhabit, dwell, reside; to
last, stand, continue, endure:—rah-jn, v.n. To remain,
tarry, &c. (=rahn); to be left; to be left behind; to hold
back; to remain (without, -se), to be left without, to be
deprived (of, -se); to be left out, be omitted; to fail (of, se); to be incapable of motion or action (as a limb
through over-exertion, &c.), to be benumbed, be
paralyzed; to lie impotent or helpless:—rahn-sahn, To
abide, take up (one's) abode, to live (in or at), reside:—
rahan-hr, rahne-wl, rahne-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Remaining, tarrying; abiding, lasting; living, dwelling;—
dweller, inhabitant, occupant, inmate:—rahne-den, v.t.
To allow (one) to remain, &c.; to let alone, not to meddle
with; to keep back.
H  6rahn, v.t.=rhn, q.v.
H < 6(&raha , = H < 6(& raha ,s.m.=raha, and
raha, qq.v.
H < 6(&raha , = H < 6(& raha ,s.m.=raha, and
raha, qq.v.
P @  rah-num, s.m.=rh-num, q.v.s.v. rh.
H  rah , s.f.=roh , q.v.
H   6 rahw [S. 6 +t], s.m. A destitute person
(taken into a family); a servant, a slave (not purchased).
P   rah-wr, s.m.=rh-wr, q.v.s.v. rh.
H  6 "rahwr (prob. fr. rah-wr), s.m. A class of
Hinds who trade in camels.

H K  6 rahws [rah(n)+S. t], s.m. Dwelling,
residence, abode;—dweller, inhabitant, resident.
H $ 6  rahw [rah(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. House-rent (syn. kirya).
H $ 6  rahw (i.q. rakhw, q.v.), s.f. (rustic) Wages
due for watching crops.
H )  6 hrahwaiy [rah(n)+Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], s.m. Inhabitant, resident, denizen (=rahne-wl).
S ray (rt. "), s.m. Stream (of a river), current; rapid
ow, velocity, speed, swiftness.
H $ ra [prob. S.  +; cf. M.  "], s.f. Churningsta, churner;—bran:—ra aln, To churn.
S re (for males), " r (for females), vocat. part. O! ho
there! holloa! fellow! good fellow! friend! oh! alas! bravo!
(used afterthe object addressed, whereas areis used
before it,—and expressive of contempt or disrespect, of
familiarity or endearment, of admiration, and of woe).
P rai, prop. n. Name of the capital of Persian Irq
(Parthia); and of a city in Khorasn (Bactriana).
A raiy (inf. n. of ), s.m. Satisfying oneself with
drinking water, &c.; giving water to drink.
H ) ray, 1˚=ryor ri; 2˚=ry; 3˚=rah, perf. part. of
rahn(cf. rayn).
H ) ray [prob. S. +t or *t], s.m. Wine;—
afternoon.
A ) riy (prop. $ ri, inf. n. of iii of 'to see'), s.m.
Acting ostentatiously; aectation, show, pretence,
hypocrisy, dissimulation, subterfuge, evasion:—riy-kr,
adj. & s.m. Hypocritical, deceitful, double-faced;—
hypocrite, dissembler:—riy karn, To practise hypocrisy,
to dissemble, to act ostentatiously.
A A ) riyt or rit, s.m. pl. (of ) riya, q.v.), Lungs, lights.
A  ) riy, s.f. pl. (of r), Winds, airs; atus, atulence.
A <  ) rayn, vulg. riyn, s.m. pl. (of rain), Sweetsmelling plants, odoriferous herbs.
P B ) riysat (for A. ~B $, inf. n. of K 'to be or become
high in rank'), s.f. Governing, ruling; government,
dominion, sway, rule, headship, command; nobility,
nobleness, highmindedness:—riysat--jamh r, s.f. A

republic, a democracy.
A } ) riy, s.m. pl. (of raua, q.v.), Gardens.
A } ) riy, s.f.=riyat, q.v.
A A | ) riyt, s.f. pl. (of riyat), Exercises, religious
exercises, devotions, austerities.
P | ) riyat (for A. ~| ), inf. n. of } 'to train, to
discipline'), s.f. Training, discipline; exercise; labour, toil;
religious exercise, devotion, abstinence, abstemiousness,
mortifying the esh, austerity:—riyat(or riy) karn, To
exercise oneself; to labour; to discipline; to practise
abstinence, &c.
P *| )riyat, s.m. One who exercises himself, an active
or industrious person;—a devotee, an ascetic, one who
practises austerities.
A | )riy (rel. n. fr. riy), s.m. lit. 'Disciplinary';
mathematics, the exact sciences:—riy-dn, s.m. A
mathematician.
A  ) raiyn (orig.  ), v.n. fr. 'To have plentiful
irrigation'), adj. Flourishing, fresh, luxuriant, juicy,
succulent, sappy.
P $ )riy (rel. n. fr. riy), s.m. Hypocrite (=riy-kr);
sophist.
P U) reb, adj. & s.m. corr. of rev, q.v.:—see also aureb, and
fareb.
A U) raib (inf. n. of U) 'to cause to have doubt,' &c.), s.m.
Doubt, suspicion, evil opinion; scandal, oence;—
accident, evil accident, adverse fortune; danger;—a
want, a necessity:—be-raib-o-riy, adj. Without
dissimulation, guileless, undisguised.
P K %) rebs, s.m. Sorrel; the plant of which rhubarb is the
root, Rheum ribes, or R. palmatum(cf. rwand; rewand).
S &L) vreph, s.m. The letter  r; the mark (?) which
represents the letter rwhen it is placed over a following
consonant.
H ) "rt [S. "t], s.f. General course or way, method,
mode, manner, fashion, sort; usage, observance,
custom, practice, habit; rite, ceremony; rule, regulation;
plan, scheme (syn. rasm; qida; tarkb):—rt-rasm, s.f.
Manners and customs, usages, observances, &c.:—rt-se,
adv. Methodically; in a (certain) manner (e.g. is rt-se, 'in
this way'; 'accordingly'; bur rt-se, 'in a bad manner,'

'badly'); according to custom:—an-rt, or be-rt, adj.
Contrary to custom, irregular, unlawful; ill-fashioned;
disagreeable; bad:—na rt karn, To introduce a new
custom, &c.; to make an innovation.
S ) reta, vulg. ret, s.m.=retas, q.v.
H ) ret [S.  (rt. ")+*], s.f. Sand; lings.
H *) "rt [Prk. \ ; S. = (rt. )+t], adj. (f. -),

customs; one who is acquainted with established
customs, &c.
H *)"ret [ret, q.v.+Prk. =S. ), s.f. Sandy ground
on the bank of a river, a tract of alluvial land.
H *)"ret [ret(n)+Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f.
A le (=retn).
H  *) retiyn [ret+= w= Prk. waor we= S.

Empty; void, devoid (of), deprived (of):—rt karn, v.t. To
empty; to scoop out, hollow out.
H *) ret [ret, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Sand; lings

pi(caus. augment); n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To le,

(=ret).
H $ *) ret [ret(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+

adj. (f. -), Sandy; gravelly; gritty (=retal).
H  "_rh [Prk.  ; S. 9t, rt. 3], s.m. The

+], s.f. Price paid for ling, &c. (see retn).

soap-wort, soap-nut, Sapindus detergens, or S. emarginatus,
or S. saponaria.
H "_"rh = H )  "_ rhiy [Prk. ; S. 9

S I*) retas, s.m. Seminal uid, semen, sperm, sperma
genitale; seed, ospring; quicksilver (regarded as iva's
semen).
H *) !retal [ret, q.v.+al= Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
Abounding in sand, sandy, gravelly; gritty;—s.f. Sandy
ground or soil, sand (=retl, q.v.).
H 3*) ! etl [for retil= ret+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.

rasp; to polish.
H 3 *) "!retl [ret, 'sand,' q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],

+], s.f. A small soap-nut (rh).
H )  "_rhiy = H "_" rh [Prk. ; S. 9
+], s.f. A small soap-nut (rh).
H &8) "Drjh (v.n. of rjhn, q.v.), s.f. Pleasing, satisfying;

Sandy ground or soil; a tract of alluvial land (=ret).
S <*) retan, s.m.=retas, q.v.

pleasure, satisfaction, gratication; desire, wish,
inclination; love, liking; approbation:—rjh pa n, To
conceal (one's) gratication, &c.:—rjh-pa  , s.m. One
who conceals his desire or inclination, &c.
H #&8) "D!rjhaln, v.n. (prov.)=rjhn, q.v.

H *) "rtn [rt˚= Prk. ritta= S. rikta, p.p.p. of rt. ],

H &8) "Drjhn [S. *"(, rt. *], v.n. To be

v.n. To be or become empty (syn. l hon);—to pass,
elapse, &c. (=btn, q.v.).
H *) retn [prob. fr. S. "], v.t. To le, rasp; to polish;

rejoiced, be pleased, be delighted (with, -se), to be
gratied.
H  &8) "D rjhwr, adj.=rijhwr, q.v.

to thrum.
H *)"retn (fem. of retn), s.f. A le (=ret).

H 9) "r , s.m. (f. -in, or -n)=next, q.v.

(f. -) = retal, q.v.
H #*)!"retl [ret= reta+Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f.

H  *) ,retu,   retw [ret(n)+Prk.  =S. ()
+t], s.m. A ler; a polisher.
S *) tretah, s.m.=retas, q.v.
S *)"rti, and H. "" rt, s.f. Going, motion; general
course or way, &c. (=rt, q.v.); natural property or
disposition;—oozing, distilling;—brass, pale brass; rust of
iron; scoria of metal; calx of brass:—rti-jna, vulg. rti-gya,
adj. & s.m. Acquainted with established usages or

H &:) "+r h [Prk. K+5; S. }dt], s.m. (f. -in, or -n), A
bear:—r h-pati, s.m. 'Lord of the bears,' Jambavant:—
r hes(S. riksha+a),
s.m.=r h-pati.

A ) r (inf. n. of  'to be windy,' &c.), s.f. Wind, air;
atus, atulence; pu, whi; odour, exhalation:—r-k
dard, s.m. Rheumatism; rheumatic gout.
A  c) rain, vulg. rehn, rn(v.n. fr. ; see r), s.m.
The common sweet basil, Ocimum basilicum, or O. pilosum;
any sweet-smelling plant;—a kind of Arabic writing

(=rhn);—rain, s.m. Bounty, gift (of God); ospring;
means of subsistence, support of life; favour,
benecence, mercy, compassion;—the blade of coru;—
tu m--rain, corr. t mar , s.m. Seed of sweet basil
(used in medicine).
P  c)rain, rn(rel. n. fr. rain), adj. Of or relating to
sweet basil; smelling of sweet basil; sweet-smelling;—
s.m. A kind of Arabic writing (used in titles of books, on
monuments, &c.).
P c)r (rel. n. fr. r), adj. Windy; atulent.
P u) r  [rt. Zend ri = S. ; cf. S. ; and see rekh-ta],
s.f. Purging; thin excrement in diarrhœa:—r  nikaln, A
term of abuse.
H u) re , s.f.=&) rekh, q.v.
A u) rai  (inf. n. of u) 'to be lax,' &c.), adj. Loose,
relaxed; lax, remiss; fatigued;—straddling, being wide
between the thighs;—having a prolapsus ani;—prolapsus
ani.
P *r re ta [perf. part. of re tan, rt. Zend ri = S. ; cf.
S. .], part. adj. Poured out; scattered; mixed;—s.m.
'The mixed dialect,' the Hindstn or Urd language (as
used by men, cf. re t);—a Hindstn ode;—mortar,
plaster.
H *>)re t (fr. re ta), s.f. Hindstn verse written in
the language of women, and expressing the sentiments,
&c. peculiar to them. (The two principal writers in this
idiom are the poets Rangn and Jn Sib.)
H K+ ) hraids [S.  +t], prop. n.m. Name of a
faqr, founder of a low Hind sect;—a sect of amrswho
are followers of Raids.
H B+ )h"raids [raids, q.v.+S. t], adj. Of or
belonging to the amrsect (who are followers of Raids).
H ) "rr [fr. S. " (=I); cf. raur], s.m. Noise, clamour,
outcry.
H  )) "rriyn [fr. S. " by redupl.], v.n.=ririyan,
q.v.
H   "ir h [S. "it], s.f. The back-bone, spine;—r hk ha, s.f.=r h:—r h-or, s.f. The spinal cord:—r h-nl,
s.m. The spinal canal.

H   "ir h [S. 3y], s.f. Emulation, rivalry, &c. (=rs,
q.v.):—r h pnor p-rahn(-k, or apn), To follow the
track (of), keep in the beaten track, to follow old
customs, to move in a groove (syn. lakr pn).
H "i"r h, s.f. A young mango (syn. kair).
P o) rez [fr. re tan, imperat. rez; rt. Zend ri = S. ], act.
part. Pouring, scattering, dropping, shedding, infusing,
applying, &c. (used in comp., e.g. ashk-rez, 'shedding
tears'; dur-rez, 'scattering pearls'; rang-rez, 'a painter');—
s.f. A small thing, anything crumbled or reduced to
powder; a grain, scrap, bit, a crumb (=reza), a drop,
draught;—a favour, mercy;—profusion, abundance,
auence, wealth;—a cup, goblet, bowl;—will, desire,
wish, concupiscence:—rez karn, v.t. To pour out or forth,
to scatter, to shed; to begin to chirp or talk (as young
birds).
P o) rezn (imperf. part. of re tan; see rez), part.
Pouring, scattering, shedding, dropping (used as last
member of compounds).
P D o) rezish (rez, q.v.+ish= Zend shior she), s.f. Pouring out,
scattering; owing in small quantities, running; a
running at the nose.
H  X o)rezgr, s.f.=rezg, q.v.
P X o)rezag, vulg. rezg(rezak= reza+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. A
scrap, bit, piece (=reza); small coin (as two-anna, fouranna, or eight-anna pieces), change; a small piece of
gold or silver wire; a child employed in mason-work
(=reza, q.v.).
P ?o) reza (rel. n. fr. rez, q.v.), s.m. lit. 'Broken small'; a
minute fragment, atom, particle, scrap, bit, piece; a
crumb; small coin, change (=rezg, q.v.); a piece of cloth
(syn. thn); a kind of cock; a child employed in masonwork (and who receives one-half, or a third, see of a
man's pay);—a moulding box;—young (of an animal) ;—
reza- n, adj. & s.m. Picking up scraps;—one who picks up
scraps:—reza- n, s.f. The picking up of scraps:—reza
at, adj. Fine-striped, thin-lined:—reza- r, adj. &
s.m. Eating scraps or remnants (of food);—one who eats
scraps, &c.:—reza-reza, adj. & adv. In bits, in pieces,
broken in pieces, small;—s.m. Scraps, pieces:—reza-reza
karnor kar-ln, v.t. To break in pieces, to smash, crush,

shatter, shiver:—reza-reza hon, v.n. To be broken in
pieces, to be smashed, to be pounded small.
P o)rez (rez, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Pouring, scattering,

H P  ) regal, adj. (local), Thin, dry, lean;—s.m. A lean

&c. (see rez;—used in comp., e.g.  n-rez, 'bloodshedding).
H I) "rs [S. 3y], s.f. Envy; emulation, rivalry;

H &) "Lrkh, s.m. (Ga hwl) = r h, q.v.

equality; comparison:—rs n(with -koof recipient, and kof thing), To be lled with envy, to be envious (of):—rs
karn(-k), To be envious (of); to emulate, to vie (with).
H I) "rs, s.f.=ris, q.v.
A I $ ras, s.m. See I $ ras.
H 2 0) resam, s.m. corr. of resham, q.v.
P  @ 0) resmn [resor rs, fr. ristan, 'to spin,' &c., rt. Zend
r = S. +mn= Zend man= S. /; cf. S. /], s.f. String,
cord, thread, rope (=rass, q.v.).
H @ 0)resm, adj.=reshm, q.v.
H 0) 0res , s.f. (dialec.), Envy; emulation (=rs, q.v.).
P Z) rsh [Pehl. rsh; Zend raêsha; see resh], s.f. Beard;—
rsh bann, To trim the beard; to shave:—rsh- and, adj.
Laughing, risible, ridiculous:—rsh- and, s.f. Risibility; a
laughing-stock; a proverbial saying when one does a
thing unworthy of his beard:—rsh-safed, or safaid rsh,
s.m. Grey-beard, old man.
P Z) resh [Pehl. resh; Zend raêsha, rt. rish; S. 3, rt. 3,
(3)], s.m. Wound; sore; scar; pus, matter;—(in comp.)
wounding, wounded (e.g. dil-resh, 'wounding, or wounded
in, the heart').
P H  $ ) rshl (fr. rsh), adj. Having a long beard, longbearded.
P 2 ) resham (prob.=reshmn= resmn, q.v.), s.m. Silk
(thread, or cloth):—resham-wl, s.m. A silk-mercer.
P @ )reshm = P  @ ) reshmna [resham, q.v.+Zend a.
aêna= S. ], adj. Silken, made or woven of silk.
P  @ ) reshmna = P @ )reshm [resham, q.v.+Zend a.
aêna= S. ], adj. Silken, made or woven of silk.
P ) resha [prob. Zend raêsha; cf. rsh; and resmn], s.m.
Fibre; lament; nerve; vein (of a leaf); stringiness (of a
mango, &c.):—resha-dr, vulg, reshe-dr, adj. Fibrous;
stringy.

beast.
H  ) rekn, s.f.=rekhn, q.v.
H &) Lrekh (contrac. of rekh), s.f. A line, &c. (=rekh,
q.v.); a black line (made with miss) on the teeth:—rekhuhn, adj. Marked with lines:—rekh bhgn, The whiskers,
&c. to begin to appear, to have down on the cheek:—
rekh-r , or rekh-r p, s.m. Lineaments and complexion,
features and countenance, shape and form, the contour
and the tout-ensemble.
S &) Lrekh, s.f. Line; streak, stripe; row, series;
mark; writing; a furrow; lines on the palm of the hand;
fate, destiny; (in Astron.), the rst meridian, the line
drawn from Lank (Ceylon) to Meru, i.e. from the
equator to the north pole; fulness, satisfaction;—deceit,
fraud;—a small quantity, a little:—rekh-gait, s.f. lit.
'Line-reckoning,' geometry.
H  &) Lrekhn (prob. fr. rekhor rekh), s.f. Land that
is beyond the reach of river water.
H &) L~rekhr (rekh+r p), s.m. See s.v. rekh.
P ^) reg [fr. Zend ri = S. ; cf. rez, reza, rekhta, and
r ], s.f. Sand (syn. ret):—reg--rawnor reg-rawn, s.f.
Moving or shifting sand, quicksand; sand agitated as
waves (by the wind):—reg-zr, reg-istn, s.m. Sandy region
or tract, sandy desert, sandy place:—reg-ml, s.f.
Rubbing or polishing with sand or sand-paper:—reg-mh,
s.f. lit. 'Sand-sh'; the skink, Lacerta scincus(used, in a
dried state, in medicine).
H  J)$"regr, s.f.=reghr, q.v.
H  J) $regn, v.t. corr. of re gn, q.v.
H J) $regar = H ^) $7 rega (see reghr), s.f.(?) Black
soil.
H ^) $7rega = H J) $ regar (see reghr), s.f.(?) Black
soil.
P  *0J) registn, s.m. See s.v. reg.
H  &J)V"reghr [rekh+Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
furrow.
H &J) V~reghr , s.m. (dialec.)=rekhr , q.v.

H ) rel (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Rail, railway:—rel-k

H &:) ·+r h, s.m.=r h, q.v.

sa ak, s.f. Railway:—rel-g , s.f. Railway carriage; railway
train.
H ) !rel (fr. reln), s.f. Crowd; abundance, &c. (see rel-

H + ) ·r dhn (i.q. r dhn, q.v.), v.t. To dress

pel, the more com. form):—rel-pel, s.f. A continuous line
(of people, &c.), crowd, throng, press, crush (cf. rewa );
abundance, profusion, exuberance, glut (in a market):—
rel-pel karn, To crowd, throng; to press, push, jostle; to
supply in abundance, to overstock, to glut (a market):—
rel- hel, s.f. (dialec.)=rel-pel, q.v.
H 3) !rel [rel, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A line or
string of animals; a rushing stream, a torrent, a ood,
inundation;—rushing, pushing, rush, push, press, crush,
shove, assault:—rel den(-ko), To give a push, to push,
&c. (=reln, q.v.).
H #) !reln [prob. fr. S. H<; cf. peln], v.t. To push,
shove, jostle, hustle.
P 2 ) rm [Zend irior ri= S. "+Zend a. man= S. /], s.f.
Pus, matter, humour, rheum;—dregs, dross, lees (of
wine).
P @ )rm (rel. n. fr. rm), adj. Mattery, purulent,
suppurative:—rm bawsr, s.f. Piles with a white or pale
mucous discharge.
H <) rayan, s.f. (dialec.)=rain, q.v
H <) 4re, s.m.= ) reu, q.v.
H <) hrain, h raini [Prk. 4"; S. *"], s.f. Night:—
rain-baser, s.m. Nocturnal abode, roost; a night's halt or
lodging:—rain- ain, s.m. Nocturnal revelry;—perfect ease
or tranquillity:—rain-din, adj. Night and day, continually
(=rt-din).
H ) rayn, v.n. corr. of rahn, q.v.
H <) Û&re , s.m. corr. of raha, q.v.

(victuals), to cook, to boil.
H + )Û"re d (prob. re d, dialec. for ret, and re , qq.v.
+S. a.  or ), s.f. A small melon (syn. arbuza).
H <) Ûfre , s.f. The Palma christior castor-oil plant (the
more common form is ren ;—see re ).
H  <) ef,renu, Ûf0 re  , s.m. corr. of ) reu, q.v.
H <)Ûf"re  [S. ef+], s.f. The Palma christi, Ricinus
vulgaris(=re or re );—the berry or seed of the Palma
christi:—re -k tel, s.m. Castor-oil.
H <) <) ÛÛre -re [by redupl. fr. S. "], s.f. Constant crying
or whimpering (of a child); scraping or discordant
sounds (of a stringed instrument).
H <) Û7re , s.f.=ren, q.v.
H  <) Ûf®re  (=re u), s.m. corr. of ) reu, q.v.
H  <) Û©®re h (=rah , q.v.), s.m. Vehicle, carriage, cart.
H  <)Û7"re , s.f.=re , q.v.
H I) °rai s, s.m. corr. of rahasor rahasya, 'merriment.'
H () Ûre k (fr. re kn, q.v.), s.f. Braying (of an ass).
H ) hraink [S. 4,+t], s.m. Dust, &c. (see reu).
S ) 4,reuk, s.f. Name of a fragrant drug or
medicinal substance (of a bitter and slightly pungent
taste and greyish colour: it is procured in grains about
the size of pepper-corns);—a species of pulse, Ervum;—
name of the wife of Jamad-agni and mother of Paraurm.
H ) Ûre kn, ° rai kn, · r kn [re k˚= Prk.
=(), or =?(), fr. S. 3 (acc. sing. neut. &)+>], v.n.

H <) Û&re , °& rai  = H <) Û_ re  [fr. S. "], s.f.

To bray (as an ass);—to bellow, low (as a bualo, &c.).
H  J) Û$re gn (caus. of re gn), v.t. To cause to

Mucus (from the nose), snot, snivel (syn. po ;—cf. rm).
H <) Û_re  = H <) Û& re , °& rai  [fr. S. "], s.f.

creep or crawl, &c.
H $ J)Û$ re g [re g(n)+a= Prk.  =S. ()

Mucus (from the nose), snot, snivel (syn. po ;—cf. rm).
H <) Û&re , s.m. The fruit of the theswtree.

++], s.f. Creeping, crawling.

H <) Û&re , °& rai , s.m. contrac. of re g, q.v.

H ^) Û$&re g [re k(n)+= Prk. aa= S. += Prk.
 (=S. ()+], s.m. (f. -), A young ass, foal of an

ass.
H J) ·$r gn, Û$ re gn, v.n.=re kn, q.v.
H J) ·$rngn, Û$ re gn, °$ rai gn [re g˚= Prk.
$(), or F$()=S. r$(), rt. r$], v.n. To creep,
crawl, to go on all fours (as a child), to plod.
H J)Û$"re gn (fr. re gn), s.f. Sciatica, hipgout; spasm
(of a limb);—the plant Solanum jacquini(syn. bha-kaaiy).
S ) 4,reu, s.m.f. Dust; sand; powder; a grain of dust or
sand, &c.; an atom; grit; pollen (of owers).
H ) Û re w, s.f. (dialec.)=rew, q.v.
H )h"rain [Prk. 4"; S. *"], s.f. Colouring; colour;
extracting colour (from plants or owers, as the kas m,
&c.).
P ) rev (cf. S. , and L), s.f. Trick, fraud, deceit,
guile.
H )  rew [prob. S. 4,; or S.  , rt.  ] , s.f. (dialec.)
Sand, ne gravel; grit; grain (of sand, sugar, &c.); a
shoal, a ford (cf. rew ).
S  )  rew, s.f. Name of the Narmad river (which
rises in one of the Vindhya mountains called
Amarkan~ak, in the province of Gondwn);—name of
Rati, wife of Km-deva.
P K ) rews, s.m.=rebs, q.v.

involved in diculties, to nd oneself in a diculty, to
be disconcerted or discomted (the allusion is to a game
founded on the principle of geometrical progression,
where one bets that he will eat the sum of the
reo sobtained by doubling one reo a certain number of
times, and is confounded at nding it amount to a
quantity far exceeding his expectation).
H  ) rewan, corr. of rewand, q.v.:—rewan- n= rewand- n.
H * ) B"rewant, reo t[Prk.  ("; S.  "], s.f. The
ower Jasminum angustifolium.
P +  ) rewand, s.f. (m. ?) Rhubarb, Rheum ribesor R.
emodi(=rwand):—rewand-- nor rewand- n, s.f. China
rhubarb, Rheum palmatum.
P ) riya, ria (for A. ~$), s.m. The lungs, the lights:—zturria, In ammation of the lungs (see s.v. zt).
H ) 6reh [Prk. 6 or 6", fr. 6O=S. *; cf. Pers. rh], s.f.
Fossil alkali (used for washing and making soap), impure
nitrate of soda, fuller's earth (it abounds in some soils as
an eorescence, rendering them altogether
unproductive);—brackish or barren soil.
H 4) 6rehar = H ) 67 reha [reh, q.v.+Prk. !5=S.
!t], adj. Impregnated with alkali (said of soil), brackish,
barren.
H ) 67reha = H 4) 6 rehar [reh, q.v.+Prk. !5=S.

S A )  revat, s.m. Name of an ancient king, father of

!t], adj. Impregnated with alkali (said of soil), brackish,

Revat, and father-in-law of Balarm.
S Y ) "revat, s.f. Name of a daughter of Revat and

barren.
H  ) 6f®reh

wife of Balarm; name of the twenty-seventh (or the
fth) Nakshatra or lunar asterism (consisting of Piscium
¡ and thirty-one other stars, and gured by a tabor);—
name of one of the female energies (mtr) of the gods:
—revat-raman, s.m. 'Husband of Revat,' i.e. Balarm.
H )  7rewa [prob. S.  (rt.  ) + = Prk. f"=S.  (or &)

H 34) 6!rehl, s.m.=rahl, q.v.

+ ;—cf. rel, rel], s.f. A continuous line or string (of
animals); a herd or ock (of goats or sheep).
H  ) 7"rew , reo [S.  + = Prk. f= (or &)+],
s.f. A kind of sweetmeat (a small cake of solidied sugar
covered with sesamum-seeds):—reo -ke pher-me nor
pa n, 'To fall into the complication of the reo '; to be

(i.q. rah , q.v.), A cart, sled, sledge.

H 4) 6rehn (prob. fr. rekh= rekh, q.v.), v.t. To mark
with lines, to streak, to delineate.
H 4) reh , s.f.=rah , roh , q.v.
H 4 ; 4) |reh -peh , s.f. Abundance, &c. (=rel-pel,
q.v.).
H 4)6"reh, s.f.=reh, q.v.
A I $ ras (v.n. fr. K 'To be or become head,' &c.), s.m.
Head, headman, chief, principal, president, commander,
governor, ruler, lord, master, prince; a person of
authority; a person high in rank or condition, a
nobleman, gentleman, respectable person;—a citizen,

townsman, burgess:—ras bann, ras karn(-ko), To make
(one) the head, &c. (of, -k);—to grant the freedom of a
city (to); to enfranchise.
P 0 $ rasa (for A. ~0 $, fem. of ras), adj. & s.f. Chief,
principal, &c. (=ras);—a princess; a lady of rank.
H 7 a: The fteenth letter of the Hindstn alphabet.
Its sound diers from that of  r by being uttered with
the tip of the tongue turned upwards towards the roof of
the mouth; and closely resembles that of a, with which
it is often interchanged. In reckoning by abjadit counts
200, the same as re. It rarely (in Hind never) occurs as
the rst letter of a word, there being, so far as we have
been able to discover, only one solitary vocable under
this class.
H   o , s.m.=  ro , q.v.

(syn. janam-bh m).
P d zd = P ?d zda [perf. part. of zdan; Pehl. zt; Zend
zta, rt. zan; S. *, rt. *], part. & s.m. (f. zd), Born,
born of;—son, ospring (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. dam-zd, dm-zd; par-zd; shh-zdaor
shah-zda, shh-zdor shah-zd, &c., qq.v.s.v. dam, &c.).
P ?d zda = P d zd [perf. part. of zdan; Pehl. zt; Zend
zta, rt. zan; S. *, rt. *], part. & s.m. (f. zd), Born,
born of;—son, ospring (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. dam-zd, dm-zd; par-zd; shh-zdaor
shah-zda, shh-zdor shah-zd, &c., qq.v.s.v. dam, &c.).
P d zr [fr. Zend zar= S. ¤ (¤4"`; and, in some senses,
app.=S. ¤, 6); cf. zr], s.m. Groan, plaint, lamentation,

more commonly changed to * j, as rojfor roz, jorfor zor,

wailing (cf. zr); desire, wish; collection, multitude,
crowd; (as a sux) place where anything grows in
abundance, place, bed, garden (=stnor istn; e.g. gul-zr,
'a rose-garden')—adj. Groaning, lamenting, aicted;
thin, lean, weak:—zr-zr, and zr-qitr, s.m. Great
lamentation;—adv. With great lamentation; piteously,
bitterly, exceedingly, to excess (e.g. zr-zrron, 'to weep
bitterly'):—zr-nl, s.f. Lamentation, wailing:—zr-nizror
zr-o-nizr, s.m. Great lamentation;—adj. Thin, lean,
emaciated; weak, feeble.
P dzr (zr, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ), s.f. Weeping, sighing,

&c. In reckoning by abjad, it stands for 7; and in
almanacs, it represents Saturday, and the sign Scorpio.
P d zi, prep. poetical contrac. of d az, q.v.:—zi-bas, conj.=az-

groaning, wailing, lamentation, begging and praying,
supplication, entreaty, crying (or cry) for help.
P Sd zg (=S. ; H. $), s.m. A crow:—zg--b, s.m.

d
H d ze (called ze mhmalaor ze manq ta) is the sixteenth
letter of the Hindstn alphabet (the thirteenth of the
Persian, and the eleventh of the Arabic), and has the
sound of the English z.It has no corresponding letter in
the Ngar alphabet, in which it is represented by ², or

bas, q.v.
P d z; contrac. of zdor zda, q.v. (used in comp., e.g. mrzor mirz, q.v.).
P 5d zj [orig. zkor zg; prob.=S. >l4(, cf. zang; A. zj, fr.
the P.], s.m. Blue or green vitriol, copperas; black,
blacking; alum:—zj--sufaid, s.m. Alum.
A d zd (v.n. fr. d 'to lay in a stock of provisions for
travelling'), s.m. A stock of provisions (for travelling, or
for a xed residence), provisions, food:—zd--rh, zdrh, and zd--raila, s.m. A stock of provisions for
travelling; way-charges.
P d zd [Zend zãtha, rt. zan; S. *(, rt. *; cf. next], s.m.
Birth, parturition:—zd-b m, s.f. Birth-place, native land

lit.'Water-crow'; a coot.
P Sd zg,  = P 'd zg,s.m.=5d zj, q.v.
5d zj, q.v.
P 'd zg, = P Sd zg,s.m.=


P d zl [Zend zaurura, fr. zaurva, rt. zar= S. *], adj. Old,
decrepit, grey-headed (man or woman);—name of a
famous Persian prince, father of the celebrated Rustam,
and son of Sm, son of Narmn (he was called zl, or
zl--zar, because he came into the world with white
hair, and a red countenance; the former like that of an
old man, the latter of golden hue).
P d zn [Pehl. shnuk, znuk; Zend zhnu; S. *,], s.m. The
knee; the lap:—zn badaln, v.n. To change the knees, to
rest the knees alternately (in kneeling):—du-zn

baihn, To sit on the hams, to kneel.
P dzn (for A. d zni, act. part. of d'to commit
adultery'), s.m. Adulterer, fornicator, whoremonger.
P  d zniya (for A. ~ d, fem. of zn), s.f. An adulteress, a
strumpet, harlot.
P )d zwiya (for A. ~)d, v.n. fr. d'to draw (a thing)
together,' &c.), s.m. A corner, an angle; a retired place,
&c.:—zwiya--andar n, s.m. Interior angle:—zwiya-ber n, s.m. Exterior angle:—zwiya--tatn, s.m. Angle
of depression; angle on the other side of the base:—
zwiya--dda, s.m. Acute angle:—zwiya-- rija, s.m.
Outer corner; exterior angle:—zwiya--rs, s.m. Vertical
angle:—zwiya--qima, s.m. Right-angle:—zwiya-kash,
s.m. An instrument for drawing angles, a protractor:—
zwiya--ml, s.m. Angle of inclination:—zwiya-mutabdala, s.m. Alternate angle:—zwiya--mut, s.m.
Angle at the circumference (of a circle):—zwiya-murjaat, s.m. Angle of re ection:—zwiya mustaqmulattain,
  and zwiya--musatta,
  s.m. Plane rectilineal
angle:—zwiya--muqbala, s.m. Opposite angle:—zwiya-munfarija, s.m. Obtuse angle.
A + d zhid (act. part. of + d 'to abstain from'), adj. & s.m.
Abstinent, religious, devout;—one who shuns the world
and exercises himself in acts of devotion, a devotee, a
monk, recluse, hermit; a zealot.
P + d zhidna (zhid, q.v.+na= Zend a. anaor na= S.
), adv. In the manner of a zhid, like a zhid, devoutly.
P + dzhid [zhid, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Abstinence,
continence, devotion; the life of a devotee or recluse.
P :)d ze a, z a[ze, fr. zdan, rt. Zend zan= S. *+dim.
a. a= S. ], s.m. Horoscope (syn. janam-patr);
astronomical table (=zj, q.v.):—ze a bannor khai n(k), To make a horoscope (of).
A + $d zid (act. part. of + )d 'to increase,' &c.), adj.
Exceeding, in excess, beyond, more (than, -se),
redundant, super uous; remaining over and above;
additional, in addition; excrescent; adscititious;—useless,
worthless:—zidul-was f, Exceeding, or beyond,
description.
A $ zir (act. part. of d 'to visit,' &c.), part. & s.m.
Visiting;—visitor, visitant; pilgrim.

A $d zil [act. part. of d 'to pass away, to cease,' &c.],
part. adj. Passing away, ceasing to be or exist, failing,
perishing, vanishing, waning, declining; transient;
decient; nonexistent:—zil hon, v.n. To pass away, to
cease, fail, &c.
P ?+ )d zyanda [zy, rt. of zdan, fr. Zend zan= S. jan+anda=
Zend a. añ= S. ant], imperf. part. Bringing forth,
bearing children;—s.f. One who brings forth, a mother.
P ?+ $d zda [perf. part. of zdan, fr. z, rt. of zdan],
part. Procreated, generated, born;—s.m. One born (of, k), ospring, child.
A  d zabd, s.m.? Civet (the perfume so called).
P  d zabn, or zubn[Pars hizvãn; Pehl. huzvn; Zend
hizva; S. .*6], s.f. The tongue (syn. jbh); tongue,
speech, language, dialect (syn. bol):—zabn-war, adj.
Eloquent, uent, voluble:—zabn-war, s.f. Eloquence,
uency, volubility of tongue:—zabn badaln= zabn
palan, q.v.:—zabn ba hn, To let the tongue wag, to
chatter, prattle:—zabn band karn(-k), To render
speechless, to silence:—zabn band hon, v.n. To be
speechless, be unable to speak; to be stricken dumb;—to
have lockjaw:—zabn-band, s.f. Written testimony,
deposition, adavit (in a court of law):—zabn-band
karn, v.t. To take down a deposition:—zabn pn(-k), To
obtain the assent, or concurrence, or approval (of):—
zabn-par a hn(-k), To be on the tongue (of), be talked
about, be public; to be on the tip of (one's) tongue, to
have or know (a thing) by heart:—zabn-par rakhn, v.t
'To put on the tongue,' to taste:—zabn-par ln(-ko), To
utter, say, speak of, mention:—zabn paka n(-k), lit. 'To
lay hold of the tongue' (of); to prevent (one) from
speaking; to interrupt; to seize on the utterances (of), to
criticise, to cavil (at):—zabn palan, or zabn phern, To
retract, to eat one's words; to equivocate, to prevaricate,
to shue:—zabn  n(-k), The tongue to be exercised
in correct articulation; to be able to articulate or
pronounce correctly, to speak with correct articulation:—
zabn aln(apn), To talk much, talk at a great rate; to
use foul language, to give abuse:—zabn- ale-k ro
khn, To live by a glib use of the tongue, or by attery:—
zabn db-ke kahn, To speak with bated breath; to detract

in whispers:—zabn dbn, To hold (one's) tongue:—
zabn-dn, adj. & s.m. Skilled in language;—one wellversed in a language; a poet; a scholar; a linguist:—
zabn-dn, s.f. Knowledge of a language, linguistic
attainments:—zabn-darz, adj. 'Long-tongued';
loquacious; speaking much and malevolently; impudent,
saucy; abusive, scurrilous:—zabn-darz, s.f. Loquacity;
impudence; abuse, scurrility:—zabn-darz karn= zabn
aln, q.v.:—zabn dikhn(-ko), To show the tongue (to a
physician):—zabn den(-ko), To pledge (one's) word (to),
to promise:—zabn ln(-me ), To interfere by speech,
to inquire, ask, request:—zabn-zad, adj. Talked about,
spoken of, reported, public; current, used, in use:—zabnzad hon(-ke), To be talked about, be currently reported,
be often mentioned; to become current (as speech), to
be generally used (by), be commonly employed (by), to
pass into an idiom:—zabn sa bhlke boln, To be careful
as to what one says, to speak carefully or cautiously:—
zabn sa bhln(apn), To control (one's) tongue, to be
careful as to how one speaks or what one says; to hold
one's tongue:—zabn-se nikln, v.t. To give utterance to,
to utter, pronounce, speak:—zabn-se nikaln(-k), To
escape the lips (of); to be uttered, be said:—zabn kn(k), To interrupt the speech (of); to make a clicking noise
with the (apn) tongue expressive of regret at a slip or
error; to be sorry for what one has said; to grieve,
lament; to speak foolishly or inconsiderately:—zabn-k
mh, adj. Sweet-tongued, honey-tongued:—zabn karn,
To speak foolishly or inconsiderately:—zabn-ko bas-me
rakhn, or zabn-ko mu h-me rakhn, To keep the tongue
under control; to hold one's tongue, to be silent:—zabn
kholn(apn), To give loose to the tongue; to speak out:—
zabn-ke akre len, To smack the lips (over), to enjoy or
relish; to enjoy dainties:—zabn-ke maze len, To enjoy
dainties:—zabn-ke n e zabn hon, v.n. To be doubletongued:—zabn nikln(apn) = zabn aln, q.v.:—zabn
nikln(-k), To pull out the tongue (of):—zabn
hrn(apn), To pledge (one's) word, to promise:—zabn
hiln(apn), To wag the tongue, to speak; to ask, request.
P  d zabna, s.m. Tongue (of re, or of a buckle, &c.),
ame (of a candle).
P  dzabn, adj. & postpn. Of or by or from the tongue,

traditional, oral, verbal, vivâ voce; nominal, mere;—from
the tongue (of, -k), by the mouth (of);—adv. By word,
orally, &c.
A + d zubd (v.n. fr. + d, 'to feed with fresh butter') = P ?+ d
zubda (for A. {+ d, a piece of fresh butter') s.m. Fresh
butter; cream; the best (of anything).
P ?+ d zubda (for A. {+ d, a piece of fresh butter') = A + d zubd
(v.n. fr. + d, 'to feed with fresh butter') s.m. Fresh butter;
cream; the best (of anything).
P  d zabar (az+bar, 'upon,' qq.v.), adj. & s.m. Above, upper,
high, superior; greater, larger;—the Persian term for the
short vowel  a (so called because it is placed overa letter;
—the A. syn. is fata):—zabar-dast, adj. Having the upper
hand, superior, victorious; vigorous, powerful, strong,
athletic; high-handed, overbearing, tyrannical, harsh,
oppressive, violent:—zabar-dast, s.f. Superiority;
powerfulness; high-handedness, oppression, tyranny,
violence, force;—adv. By violence or force, forcibly,
violently, wrongfully, unjustly, arbitrarily, wantonly:—
zabar-dast karn(-se, or -par), To use violence or force
(with or towards), to force, compel; to oppress:—zabar
karn(-par), To practise violence (on), to oppess:—zabar
hon, v.n. To be superior, to have the upper hand.
A  d zibbir (intens. n. fr.  d 'to chide,' 'to repel,' &c.), adj.
Strong, very powerful, potent.
P A + W d zabarjad, s.m. A kind of emerald, a chrysolite; a
topaz; a beryl; jasper.
P  dzabar [zabar, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Violence,
oppression.
P <) d zabarn [zabar, q.v.+Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj.
Higher, upper; superior.
P I d zi-bas (az-bas, q.v.), adv. Suciently, in abundance,
plentifully:—zibas, or zibas-ki, conj. Inasmuch as.
A  d zab r (v.n. fr.  d 'to write'), s.f. The Psalms of David.
A  d zab n (v.n. fr. < d; a post-classical word, with
amplication of meaning in Persian), adj. Weak, inrm,
helpless; vile, evil, ill, bad, wicked, faulty; unfortunate,
unlucky; unhealthy (air or climate).
P  dzab n, s.f. Inrmity, weakness, helplessness;
vileness, badness, ill, faultiness, wickeduess, vice,
depravity; infamy, disgrace.

H (d zaal [for H. *&!; prob. S. *f+Prk. f"=S. !+ ], s.f.
Chattering, chatter, foolish prating, nonsense, false
oridle stories, quibbling, tattle:—zaal u n, v.n.=zaal
mrn, q.v.:—zaal-bz, s.m. One who talks nonsense; one
who tells false and idle stories:—zaal-qya, s.m.=zaal:—
zaal mrn, zaal h kn, v.n. To talk nonsense; to
quibble; to tell false and idle stories.
H + dzaall [zaal, q.v.+Prk.  =S.  (+t)], s.m. One
who talks nonsense, &c. (=zaal-bz).
A 5 Wd zujj (v.n. fr. 5
C d 'to pierce,' &c.), s.m. Glass; a glass,
or cup; a glass ask or bottle.
A Wd zajr, vulg. zijr(inf. n. of Wd 'to chide,' &c.), s.m.
Chiding, checking, forbidding roughly or harshly,
threatening, threat, a cry by which one chides; an
impediment.
H Vd zi [for ji , prob.=S. .*, rt. .*], part. adj. Defeated,
overcome; checkmated; reduced to straits, powerless,
helpless; weak, feeble;—teasing, harassing, confounding:
—zi karn, v.t. To defeat, overcome; to checkmate:—zi
honor ho-jn, v.n. To be defeated, &c.; to be teased or
harassed; to be sick or weary (of, -se).
H =d za , za = P =d za a, za a[prob.=S. *; see zda],
s.f. A woman who has recently brought forth (see ja ).
P =d za a, za a= H =d za , za [prob.=S. *; see zda],
s.f. A woman who has recently brought forth (see ja ).
P J=dza ag, s.f. Child-birth (see ja g).
A d zual, s.m. The planet Saturn.
P @ d zamat (for A. ~@ d, inf. n. of 2 d 'to press, as in a
crowd,' &c.), s.f. Disquietude, indisposition (of body or
mind); pain, aiction, trouble, sickness.
P *@ dzamat (rel. n. fr. zamat, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
Disquieted, in pain, troubled, aicted;—one who is
aicted or troubled, &c.
P td za , s.m. contrac. of 2 rd za m, q.v.
A  rd za  r (intens. n. f. rd 'to rise' (the sea)), adj. Full
and swelling (the sea), over owing, raging.
P 2 rd za m, vulg. za am[prob. jagh˚, fr. Zend rt. jan,
redupl.+a. man; S. *V, by redupl. fr. rt. 6+/], s.m.
(f.?), Wound, sore, scar, cut, gash; fracture; injury;
damage; loss (syn. gho; o):—za m-angez, adj. lit.

'Wound-exciting'; vesicant (in medicine):—za m-par
namak hi akn, To sprinkle salt on a wound; to aict or
torture the aicted:—za m den(-ko), To give (one) a
wound or cut, &c., to stab; to wound, hurt, injure:—
za m-ras, s.m. A deep wound:—za m--kr, or za mkr, s.m. A mortal wound:—za m khn, v.n. To be
wounded:—za m har hon, A wound to re-open or to be
renewed:—bandar-k za m, 'A monkey's wound'; a
wound kept green by constant irritation:— ashm-za m,
s.m. A wound with the eye, a fascinating look.
P @ rd za ma (see za m), s.m. Plectrum (of a guitar, or
lyre, &c.); bow (of a violin, &c.).
P @ rdza m (rel. n. fr. za m), adj. & s.m.f. Wounded,
hurt; slain, killed by a wound;—a wounded person:—
za m karn, v.t. To wound, hurt, to in ict wounds on:—
za m hon, v.n. To be wounded (by, -se).
P d zad [v.n. of zadan; or Zend jata, rt. jan= S. 6(, rt. 6],
s.f. Striking, beating; stroke, blow; damage, loss;—what is
struck; object aimed at; range:—zad-o-kob, s.f. Beating
and thumping; assault and battery; ght, con ict (syn.
mr-p).
P X dzadag [zadak=zada, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Striking; stroke, blow, percussion (used in comp., e.g.
haw-zadag).
P d zadan [Pehl. zatan; za= Zend ja˚, rt. jan= S. 6+tan= S.
a. (], inf. n. To strike, beat; striking, beating.
P dzadan, adj. Fit or deserving to be beaten, or
stricken, or killed, &c.
P ?d zada [perf. part. of zadan; Pehl. zat; Zend jata, rt. jan;
S. 6, rt. 6], part. Struck, stricken, smitten, beaten;
aected, aicted; oppressed;—accentuated; drawn up in
line, arrayed (e.g. af-zada); trimmed, adorned (used in
comp., e.g. fat-zda, q.v.s.v. fat);—old, worn out, ragged
(as clothes, &c.).
P d zar [Zend zairi, rt. zar= S. 6  'yellow'; but cf. Zend
zaranya, 'gold'; and S. 6 e], s.m. Gold; money, riches,
wealth:—zar--al, s.m. A principal sum; pure gold:—zr-amnat, s.m. Deposit money; trust-fund:—zar--mdan,
s.m. Income, revenue; receipts, proceeds, prots:—zarand dor zar-and da, part. adj. Covered or plated with

gold, gilded, gilt:—zar-bf, s.m. Brocade, gold tissue, cloth
of gold (=zar-bft);—one who works in gold thread, a goldlace worker:—zar-bf, adj. Woven in gold, brocaded,
embroidered:—zar--bq, s.m. Remaining money,
balance, outstanding balance:—zar-baft, s.m. Gold
brocade, &c. (=zar-bf):—zar-baftadj. Of gold
brocade, made of cloth of gold:—zar-parast, adj. & s.m.
Venal, mercenary; selsh, sordid;—a mammonist; a
sordid or selsh person:—zar-tr, s.m. Gold wire:—zar-twn, s.m. Money-penalty, ne:—zar--tal, s.m.
Collections, revenue:—zar--jafar, s.m. The purest gold:—
zar-- ar a, s.m. Costs (of a suit, &c.):—zar-- ard, s.m.
Purchase-money:—zar- ardor zar- arda, adj.
Purchased with one's own money, purchased (as a
slave):—zar- ez, adj. Producing gold; rich (a country);
fertile:—zar- ez karn, v.t. To enrich; to make
productive, to fertilize:—zar- ez, s.f. Productiveness,
fertility:—zar-dr, adj. & s.m. Wealthy, rich;—a moneyed
man:—zar-doz, adj. & s.m. Embroidered;—an
embroiderer:—zar-doz, s.f. Embroidery;—zar-dost, adj. &
s.m. Fond of money, covetous;—one who is fond of
money, a miser:—zar--igr, s.m. The amount decreed:—
zar-rez, adj.=zar- ez, q.v.:—zar--sur , s.m. 'Red gold,'
pure gold; gold; gold coin;—name of a suit in cards (see
s.v. tj):—zr--sufaid, s.m. Silver;—a suit in cards (see
tj):—zar--min, s.m. Security for money-payment, a
deposit-security:—zar--fil, s.m. Surplus money, surplus;
excess:—zar-e-qar, s.m. Amount of a debt; debts:—zar-k
j t, s.m. 'Gold shoe'; embroidered shoe; (met.) a douceur,
a bribe:—zar-kob, s.m. Gold-beater:—zar-kob, s.f. Beating
gold into thin leaves; the business of a gold-beater:—zargar, s.m. Goldsmith (syn. sunr):—zar-gar, s.f. The
business of a goldsmith;—a secret or enigmatical mode
of speech (similar to what, in English, is called the
planguage, the letter zbeing used instead of p; as tuzum
kazh jaztize huzo, i.e. tum kah jte ho):—zar--gul, s.m.
The yellow stamina of a rose:—zar--mutlaba,
s.m.=zar-
yftan, q.v.:—zar--mwaa, s.m. Compensation:—zar-munfa, s.m. Prots; income, revenue:—zar--naqd, s.m.
Ready money, cash:—zar-nigr, adj. Gilded, gilt; inlaid
with gold:—zar-nigr, s.f. Gilding:—zar--nlm, s.m. Saleproceeds:—zar--wilt, s.m. Usufruct; mesne prots:—

zar--harja, s.m. Demurrage; damages:—zar--yftan, s.m.
Money to be got in, balance to be received, debts due,
claims, demands, outstandings.
P Yd zartusht, = P E d zardusht,prop. n.=E d
zardusht, q.v.
P E d zardusht, = P Yd zartusht,prop. n.=E d
zardusht, q.v.
P md zirat (for A. ~md, inf. n. of .d 'to sow,' &c.), s.f.
Sowing, tilling; tillage, husbandry, agriculture; a sown or
cultivated eld, sown land; a standing crop:—ziratpesha, s.m. One whose business or occupation is sowing
or tilling, husbandman, agriculturist:—zirat karn(-k),
To till, to cultivate; to grow crops; to reclaim (land).
P e d zarbf. For this and other compounds beginning
with zarwhich are not given below, see s.v. d zar.
P d zard [Pehl. zart; Zend zairit, rt. zar; S. 6 , rt. ¤], adj.
Yellow (syn. pl); pale, pallid, wan, livid:—zard-b, s.m.
'Yellow water'; bile; serum; pus or matter running from
a wound:—zard-l or zard- , s.m. The apricot:—zard
pa n, v.n. To turn pale:—zard-plak, s.m. The golden
oriole, Oriolus kundu(commonly called the 'mango-bird,'
because it arrives when the mango-tree blossoms):—
zard- ob, s.f. 'Yellow wood'; turmeric, Curcuma longa:—
zard-rang, adj. Yellow; (met.) bashful; s.m. The colour
yellow:—zard-r , adj. Bashful, ashamed:—zard-r , s.f.
Bashfulness:—zard-gosh, adj. & s.m. Hypocritical;
malignant;—a hypocrite; a atterer:—zard ho-jn, v.n. To
become pale or livid.
P E d zardusht [Pehl. zartusht; Zend zarathustra], prop. n.
Zoroaster, founder of the religion of the Magi.
P d zardak [zard, q.v.+a. ak= S. ; or=zarda], adj. & s.f.
Yellowish;—a carrot.
P ?d zarda (fr. zard, q.v.), s.m. A sweet dish made of rice,
raisins and almonds cooked in spices and coloured with
saron (a kind of pulo, but without meat):—dry tobaccoleaf (eaten with pn, or chewed alone;—cf. s kh);—the
yolk of an egg (more commonly zard, q.v.).
P dzard [zard, q.v.+Zend a. = S. ], s.f. Yellowness;
yellow colour; paleness; jaundice;—yolk of an egg;—a
gold mohur:—zard chn(-par), Paleness to come (over
the face), to become pale.

A .d zar, vulg. zara(inf. n. of .d 'to sow'), s.m.=zirat,

zairina= S. 6 4], adj. Golden; made of gold;—zarna, s.m.

q.v.
A Gd zarq (inf. n. of Gd 'to cast (the eye) at'; with

Golden stus or goods:—zarrn murgh, s.m. Name of a
bird: (met.) the sun.
H d zi (for .*7=*f), s.f.=zaal, q.v.

amplication of meaning in Persian), s.m. Turning (the
eye) towards an object (so that scarce anything but the
white appears);—hypocrisy; fraud, imposture;—
detraction:—zarq-barq, s.m. Glare, glitter, show,
magnicence, pomp, splendour; glittering or shining
cloth, splendid clothes;—thunder and lightning.
P  %d zurumbd, s.m. Zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet.
P d zarna = P dzarn = P u d zarnkh = P H d zarnq [prob.
fr. Zend zairinaor zaranya; S. 6 4 or 6 e], s.m. Arsenic,
orpiment (syn. hartl).
P dzarn = P d zarna = P u d zarnkh = P H d zarnq [prob.
fr. Zend zairinaor zaranya; S. 6 4 or 6 e], s.m. Arsenic,
orpiment (syn. hartl).
P u d zarnkh = P d zarna = P dzarn = P H d zarnq [prob.
fr. Zend zairinaor zaranya; S. 6 4 or 6 e], s.m. Arsenic,
orpiment (syn. hartl).
P H d zarnq = P d zarna = P dzarn = P u d zarnkh [prob.
fr. Zend zairinaor zaranya; S. 6 4 or 6 e], s.m. Arsenic,
orpiment (syn. hartl).
P ?d zirah, zirih[Prs zreh; Pehl. zre; Zend zrdha, fr zrd=
S. Ö], s.f. Iron armour made with rings, chain-armour:
—zirah-posh, adj. & s.m. Clothed in chain-armour, mailed;
—a man clad in armour:—zirah-sz, s.m. A maker of
chain-armour.
P dzar [zar, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Anything woven
with gold thread; gold lace; gold brocade:—zar-bf, s.m. A
manufacture in gold thread; a gold-lace worker:—zarbf, s.f. The business or trade of gold-lace working:—
zar-posh, adj. Clothed in gold brocade.
H )d zar (prob. a corr. of A. )| ar), s.f. (local) A
railing or lattice-work surrounding a temple or tomb.
P <)d zarn, zarrn, vulg. zarr = P )d zarna, zarrna[Zend
zairina= S. 6 4], adj. Golden; made of gold;—zarna, s.m.
Golden stus or goods:—zarrn murgh, s.m. Name of a
bird: (met.) the sun.
P )d zarna, zarrna= P <)d zarn, zarrn, vulg. zarr [Zend

H  dzi i, s.m.=zaall, q.v.
P E d zisht [Prs zist; Zend zoizhda, fr. zizhd, rt. zish; cf.
S. .*3], adj. Ugly, unseemly, hideous; deformed;
inhuman; obscene, lthy:—zisht- oor  , adj. Of ugly
habits; of a wicked disposition; bad-tempered:—zisht-r ,
adj. Ill-favoured, ugly:—zisht-go, adj. & s.m. Foul-tongued;
—an obscene speaker.
P *E dzisht, s.f. Ugliness; deformity;—evil, ill; wickedness;
trouble, sorrow, woe.
A e md zf (v.n. fr. gmd 'to kill on the spot'), s.m. Speedy
or sudden death (by poison).
A h md zafarn, s.f. Saron (cf. Ital. za"erano).
A P h mdzafarn, adj. Of saron; saron-coloured,
yellow;—s.f. Saron-colour, a yellow colour.
A 2 md zm, zam(inf. n. of 2 md 'to assert'), s.m. Asserting,
assertion; thinking, presuming, speaking from belief;—
self-assertion; presumption, assurance, arrogance;
pride, vanity.
P pd zugl (cf. S. r$), s.m. Live coal; charcoal (also
written zagr).

P <pd zagan (contrac. of next, q.v.), s.f. A kite;—a spring,
&c. (=zagand).

P + pd zagand
 [prob. fr. Zend uz+ja h= S. +*; or=S.
TB], s.f. Jump, leap, spring, bound; sally; ight, levity:—
zagand
 mrn(-par), To jump, leap, bound, to spring
(upon), pounce (upon).
A e _d ziff (inf. n. of e
C d 'to conduct a bride to her
husband'), s.m. Conducting a bride to her husband's
house; consummation of a marriage.
H  _d zafr = H  _d zafl [prob. a corr. of A.  h f, inf. n. of h f
'to whistle'; cf. P. sapl], s.f. Whistling; a loud whistle
(such as is used in making pigeons y):—zafl den(-ko),
To whistle (to).
H  _d zafl = H  _d zafr [prob. a corr. of A.  h f, inf. n. of h f
'to whistle'; cf. P. sapl], s.f. Whistling; a loud whistle
(such as is used in making pigeons y):—zafl den(-ko),

To whistle (to).
H  _dzafr, s.f. A whistle.
H # _d zafln, v.n. To whistle.
A 1 id zaqq m, vulg. zaq m(v.n. fr. 2 id 'to eat quickly,' &c.),
s.m. An infernal tree (mentioned in the Qor n), the
fruit of which is supposed to resemble the heads of
devils and terrible serpents;—a prickly plant, cactus,
Euphorbia antiquorum(?).
H d zak or zik(said to be fr. the (prob. post-classical) A.
Cd 'to totter in walking';—but perhaps from the A. zaku,
inf. n. of   d 'to beat, strike'), s.f. Defeat, repulse, check;
injuring, injury, damage, loss; disgrace, humiliation,
insult, aront;—deceiving, baulking,
disappointing:—zak uhnor zak pn, v.n. To suer
injury, or loss, or damage; to suer humiliation or
disgrace, to experience shame, be put to shame:—zak
den(-ko), To beat, defeat, check; to aront; to humiliate,
put to shame; to cause injury or loss (to).
A {  d zakt (v.n. fr.  d 'to receive increase and blessing
from God'), s.f. Alms, poor-rate, the portion or amount
of his property that is given by a Musalman (agreeably
to the rules laid down in the Qor n) to the poor.
A 1  d zukm (v.n. fr. 2  d), s.m. Catarrh, rheum, de uxion,
a cold in the head:—zukm biga n, v.n. The de uxion
from the head to be suddenly stopped; the rheum to
become thick and clotted:—zukm hon(-ko), To have or
take a cold.
P A  d zakwat (for A. {  d, v.n. fr. 2  d 'to be or become
pure'), s.f. Purity; innocence; probity; ingenuity.
A A  d zakawt, vulg. zakwt, s.f. pl. (of zakt), Alms.
A {  d zakt, s.f.={  d zakt, q.v.
A  dzak (v.n. fr.  d 'to be or become pure'), adj. & s.m.
Pure, virtuous, good, righteous, pious; continent; one
who gives the prescribed portion of his wealth to the
poor.
P X d zagl, s.m.= pd zagl, q.v.

A d"d zalzil, s.m. pl. (of zalzala), Tremblings;
earthquakes.
A "d zull (v.n. fr. C d 'to slip'; 'to run,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Cool, cold, sweet, pure, or limpid (water);—pure water,
&c.

P !o!d zalzala (for A. ~!o!d, inf. n. of o!d 'to put in a state of
motion'), s.m. Violent motion, commotion, convulsion;
earthquake.
P g!d zulf (said to be deriv. fr. A. zulaf, pl. of zulfat, 'a
portion of the rst part of the night'; but prob. akin to S.
$,/, or $,@v), s.f. A curling lock (hanging down upon the
temple or over the ear), side-lock, curl, ringlet, lock,
tress; tuft; knot; whisker:—zulf--pareshn, s.f.
Dishevelled locks:—zulf--tbdr, s.f. Twisted locks,
curling ringlets:—zulf--darz, s.f. Long locks:—zulf-ambarn, s.f. Locks perfumed with ambergris, perfumed
locks.
P h !dzulf (zulf+= Zend a. i= S. ; or contrac. fr. P. zulfn),
s.f. A sword-knot;—the chain by which a door is
fastened; ring (of a door), bolt.
A H!d zalaq, vulg. jalak(inf. n. fr. H!d 'to slip,' &c.), s.m.
Onanism, masturbation (syn. mahol; hath-ras).
A !d zalal (inf. n. of C d 'to slip'), s.m. Slipping, stumbling,
falling; erring, blundering; a slip, fall; deciency, loss.
P !d zal (=S. *!,), s.f. A leech.
P !d zalla (for A. ~!d, v.n. fr. C d 'to slip,' &c.), s.m. Food
carried home by the guests from an entertainment.
P > !d zulai  (prob. the A. dim. of >!d, fem. of u!d; rt. u!d
'to slip'), s.f. Name of Potiphar's wife (whose passion for
Joseph is much celebrated in the East, particularly in the
elegant Persian poems by Nazm and Jm).
A 1 a d zimm, vulg. zamm(v.n. fr. 1C d 'to tie,' &c.), s.f.(m. ?),
Nose-rein, nose-string (of a camel, &c.); rein, bridle.
A  a d zamn, vulg. zam (v.n. fr. iv of <a d) = P  a d zamna
(for A. ~ a d,from zamn)s.m. Time, period, duration;
season; a long time; an age; (in Gram.) tense;—the
world; the heavens; fortune, destiny:—zamna dekhn, To
see the world, to gain experience:—zamna-sz, s.m. A
time-server, temporizer, turn-coat, sycophant:—zamnasz, s.f. Time-serving, turning with the tide, yielding to
fortune; sycophancy; hypocrisy; necessity;—zamna-sz
karn, To turn with the tide, to temporize, &c.:—zamneke muwq, According to the times, according to the
fashion of the day:—zamna-muwq, adj. Well-timed;
favoured by the times or by fortune, fortunate.
P  a d zamna (for A. ~ a d, from zamn) = A  a d zamn, vulg.

zam (v.n.fr. iv of <a d) s.m. Time, period, duration;

P a dzam [Prs zam; Pehl. damk; Zend zem; S. */], s.f.

season; a long time; an age; (in Gram.) tense;—the
world; the heavens; fortune, destiny:—zamna dekhn, To
see the world, to gain experience:—zamna-sz, s.m. A
time-server, temporizer, turn-coat, sycophant:—zamnasz, s.f. Time-serving, turning with the tide, yielding to
fortune; sycophancy; hypocrisy; necessity;—zamna-sz
karn, To turn with the tide, to temporize, &c.:—zamneke muwq, According to the times, according to the
fashion of the day:—zamna-muwq, adj. Well-timed;
favoured by the times or by fortune, fortunate.
H  %a d zamb r (prob. corr. of  %d, q.v.), s.m. (local), A vice,
nippers, forceps.
P >a d zumu t, zamu t(prob.=S. T@#t), adj. Styptic,

The earth, &c. (=zamn), q.v.:—zam-dr, s.m.=zamn-dr;
and zam-dr, s.f.=zamn-dr; qq.v.s.v. zamn.
P < a d zamn [Zend zemaênya, fr. zem; see zam], s.f. The

astringent (taste or avour, &c.;—syn. kasel).
A a d zumurrud, vulg. zumurrad[the arabicized form of P.
zumrud= Zend amareja? or mareja?; S. /t], s.m. The
emerald.
P <)a d zumurrudn [zumurrud, q.v.+Zend a. aêna= S. ],
adj. Of the colour of an emerald.
P ?a d zumra (for A. {a d, v.n. fr. a d 'to pipe,' &c.), s.m.
Company, body, troop, legion, crowd, multitude, number
(of persons).
A 1 oa d zamzam (v.n. fr. 1 oa d 'to make a confused sound'),
s.m. Name of a celebrated well at Mecca, called Hagar's
well.
P a oa d zamzama (for A. ~a oa d, inf. n. of 1 oa d; see zamzam), s.m.
Singing, chanting, intoning; chant; modulation; hum, a
low murmuring sound:—zamzama-pardz, s.m. A singer,
&c.
P a oa dzamzam, s.f. A goblet or vessel lled with water
from the well Zamzam, q.v.
P  *0a d zimastn, vulg. zamistn[zima+stn; Prs dametn;
Pehl. himtn; Zend zima+tna; S. 6 /+TR], s.m. Winter;
—wisdom, science.
P  *0a dzamistn, adj. Of or belonging to winter; wintry.
A <a d zaman, s.m. Time (=zamn, q.v.).
A )4a d zamharr, s.m. Intense cold; cold.
P )4a dzamharr (from the preceding), adj. Intensely
cold.

earth; soil, land, ground; oor; foundation, ground-work;
the ground of a picture; region, country:—zamn-smn-k
farq, 'As wide asunder as heaven and earth'; a very great
dierence:—zamn-bos hon, v.n. To kiss the ground, to
prostrate oneself; to make a profound bow, to make
obeisance:—zamn-par-se ku h pa  pn, To obtain a thing
without exertion or labour; to nd or obtain a thing
unexpectedly; to be overjoyed at nding unexpectedly
the object of one's wishes:—zamn paka n, To be rooted
to a spot; to stick to a place; to persevere obstinately in a
design, to stick (to a thing), to insist:—zamn-dr, s.m. See
s.v.:—zamn-doz, adj. Level with the ground;—
subterranean:—zamn-qand, s.m. A kind of sweet potato:
—zamn-k paiwand hon, v.n. 'To become a patch or piece
of the earth,' to mingle with the dust, to die:—zamn-k
gaz, s.m. (colloq.), A great traveller:—zamn-k gardan, s.f.
'A neck of land,' an isthmus (syn. k-ne; amru-madh):
—zamn-gr, adj. & s.m. Falling to the ground; taking to
the ground; hanging down to the ground, bent low;
bowed; oppressed or broken down by age or time;
paralytic;—one who is bowed or bent double, a paralytic:
—zamn-me samn, 'To t, or to be put, into the ground,'
to be buried:—zamn-me ga -jn, lit. 'To be buried in the
earth'; to sink into the earth with shame, to be greatly
s.f. The sensible horizon.
ashamed:—zamn-naz ar-gher,

P +  a d zamndr (zamn+dr, qq.v.), s.m. Land-holder,
land-owner, landlord, landed proprietor; farmer.
H +  a d zamndran = H +  a dzamndrn [zamndr+S. a.
"], s.f. The wife of a zamndr.
H +  a dzamndrn = H +  a d zamndran [zamndr+S. a.
"], s.f. The wife of a zamndr.
P ?+  a d zamndra (or zamndr-na), s.m. Allowance made
to a zamndr who is set aside;—country (syn. diht).
P +  a dzamndr, s.f. Landed estate, landed property,
estate, tenure in severalty, fee-farm, freehold, ef; land
or estate held by a zamndr; the oce or tenure of a
zamndr:—zamndr-pa, s.m. A document granted by

Government in recognition of the estate of a zamndr:
—zamndr-jam, s.f. The amount of revenue which the
holder of a zamndrhas engaged to pay to the
Government.
P  a dzamn, adj. Of or relating to the earth, earthly,

belonging to women, feminine; of or relating to a
seraglio.
P A H%d zambaq, s.m. The white jasmine, Jasminum sambac;

earthy, terrestrial.
P d zan [Pehl. zan; Zend ghena; S. ¢, for ], s.f. Woman;

vice, &c. (see  %a d zamb r);—a camel-swivel (=zamb rak).

wife:—zan karn, or zan len, To take a wife, to marry:—
zan-murd, adj. Hen-pecked:—zan--mank ha, s.f. A
married woman, a lawful wife (as opp. to zan--mad  la,
'concubine'):—zan-o-farzand, Wife and children.
P d zan [rt. of zadan; Zend jan; S. 6], act. part. & s.m.

P  %d zamb rak (zamb r+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.f. A small

Beating, striking, smiting;—beater, striker (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. rah-zan, 'high wayman').
A d zin (inf. n. of d'to commit fornication,' &c.), s.f.
Fornication; adultery:—zin bil-jabr, s.f.(m.?), Indecent
assault, rape:—zin-zda, s.m. Bastard:—zin-kr, s.m.
Fornicator; adulterer:—zin-kr, s.f. Fornication,
adultery, harlotry, illicit intercourse:—zin-kr b
eshn, s.f. Incest.
H  d zann, s.m.=sann, q.v.
A  d zunnr [prob. fr. Gr. ¡ @, or ¡ @], s.f.(m.?),
Waist-cord, belt (particularly a cord worn round the
middle by the Eastern Christians and Jews, and also by
the Persian Magi); the Brahmanical or sacred thread
(syn. jane , q.v.);—a Hind rosary:— zunnr-dr, adj. &
s.m. Belted, having on the sacred thread;—one who
wears the sacred thread;—a Brhman:—zunnr-posh, s.f.
Investiture with the Brhmanical thread.
P  d zann, s.f. pl. (of zan), Women; wives:—zann-mantr,
or zann-phi, s.m. Men who aect the speech and
ways of women.
P  d zann (fr. zadan; see zan), imperf. part. Beating,
striking; striking up (used, like zan, in comp.).
P  d zanna [zan+na= Zend ana, or na= S. ; or zann+a=
Zend a= S. a], adj. & s.m. Female, feminine; womanly;
eeminate;—an eeminate person, a woman; a eunuch
(an individual of a class whose occupation is singing and
dancing, &c.);—women's apartments, seraglio, harem;—
women, wives.
?  dzann [zann, pl. of zan, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Of or

the iris, Iris germanica, or I. sambac; the lily.
P  %d zamb r (for A. zumbur), s.m. A hornet; bee, wasp; a
T = %dzamb r , s.m. A fusileer.
gun or cannon, a camel-swivel (=zamb r, and zamb ra).
P ? %d zamb ra, s.m. A hornet; a large bee;—a camelswivel;—a kind of guitar made of two gourds (syn. kingr);
the point of this instrument.
P  %d zambl (A. zabl, zambl, zimbl), s.f. A basket (made
of palm-leaves); a dried and hollow gourd (for keeping
things in); a purse, bag, wallet.
P A  %8d zanjabl [S. 8r$U 'horn-shaped'; Gr. ¡} \;
Lat. zingiber], s.f. Dry ginger.
P g8d zinjaf, zinjif, s.f. Fringe, border, edging.
P U#8d zanjalab [zan, q.v.+A. jalab, fr. U#W 'to drive,' &c.],
s.m. A pander to his own wife, a cuckold.
P %#8dzan-jalab, s.f. Panderism to one's own wife,
cuckoldom.
P  8d zanjr (=S. 8rL!), s.f. Chain; fetters (zanjr, 'chain,'
is applied to elephants, as rs, 'rein,' is applied to
horses):—zanjr-band, s.f. A series; a train:—zanjr
khakhan, To rattle a chain:—zanjr-ml, s.f. A chain
for the neck in which stones are set at intervals.
P ? 8d zanjra, s.m. A necklace;—chain-stitch.
P  8dzanjr, adj. & s.m. Chained, in chains; mad, insane;
—a prisoner;—a maniac.
P ud zana  = P + >d zana dn [prob. akin to S. $ef], s.m.
The chin; the pit in the chin.
P + >d zana dn = P ud zana  [prob. akin to S. $ef], s.m.
The chin; the pit in the chin.
H >d zan a [prob. for P. zanka, q.v.], adj. & s.m.
Eeminate; weak, impotent;—a eunuch;—a dancing-boy.
P + d zindn [Pehl. zand; Zend zañtu; S. *B,], s.m.
Dungeon; prison, gaol.
P + dzindn, adj. & s.m. Of a prison; imprisoned;—
prisoner, captive.

P i+ d zandaqa (for A. ~i+ d, v.n. of G+ d, fr. the P. zandk, fr.
zand), s.m. A belief in the two principles of light and
darkness; a bad religion; impiety, unbelief, heresy,
atheism.
P  X + dzindagn (fr. zinda, q.v.), s.f. Life, living;
sustenance, livelihood.
P X + dzindag [zindak= zinda, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Life, living, existence:—zindag-se tang n, To be weary or
sick of life:—zindag-men, In (one's) lifetime.
P ?+ d zinda [fr. zstan; rt. Zend ji, or jv; S. *" B, rt. *" ] ,
adj. Living, alive (syn. jt):—zinda-dil, adj. & s.m. lit.
'Live-hearted'; pious, devout, holy;—lively, cheerful, gay,
witty;—a devout or holy man, &c.:—zinda-dil, s.f. Piety;—
cheerfulness, liveliness, gaiety; wittiness:—zinda karn,
v.t. To bring to life, to restore to life, to put life into.
A H)+ d zindq (fr. P. zandk, fr. zand), s.m. A magian, reworshipper;—one of a bad religion, an indel, atheist.
P d zanka [zan, q.v.+ka= S. ], s.f. A little woman.
P ^d zang (=S. 8rL), s.m. A small bell (cf. zang la).
P ^d zang [old P. gang; Pehl. kang; Zend ka ha; S. >l4(?],
s.m. lit. 'Blackness, darkness' (cf. P. zang--haw); rust;
canker;—Ethiopia:—zang-ludor luda, adj. Covered with
rust, rusty:—zang-br, s.m. Black ink;—the country called
Zanguebar:—zang lagn(-me ), To become rusty.
P  Jd zngr [zang, q.v.+Zend a. ar, S. ara, or ra], s.m.
Verdigris; rust; (in comp.) acetate; sulphate, &c.
P  Jdzangr [zangr, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Rusty; rustcoloured;—colour of verdigris, green.
P Jd zangl, s.m.= Jd zangr, q.v.
P ! Jdzangl, adj.= Jdzangr, q.v.
P  %Jd zang-br, s.m. See s.v. zang.
P ! Jd zang la and zangula[zang, 'bell,' q.v.+dim. a. laor
ula= S. ! or ], s.m. A little bell; small globular bells hung
round the rim of a tambourine; a cymbal.
P Jdzang [zang, q.v.+= S. ], adj. & s.m. Of Ethiopia,
Ethiop, Moor, negro; black;—an Ethiopian; a negro, a
blackamoor:—zang ha , s.f. Black myrobalan.
P  4d zinhr, s.m. Care, caution; protection, defence,
patronage;—intj. Take care! beware! mind!—adv.

(followed by neg. na), By no means, on no account;
never.
P dzan (see zan, fr. zadan), s.f. Beating, striking,
attacking, &c. (used in comp., e.g. lat-zan, 'kicking'; rahzan, 'highway robbery').
A Wd zawjir, s.f. pl. (of {Wd zjirat; see zajr),
Exhortations, chiding or restraining speeches;
prohibitions, forbidden things:—zawjir--shar, Things
prohibited by law.
P d zawd (prob. corr. of A. azwd, pl. of zd, q.v.), s.m.
Provision for a journey (in P. also zawda).
A {d zuwdat, a mistranscription for { )d ziydat, q.v.
A d zawwr (intens. n. fr. d 'to visit'), s.m. A frequent
visitor, a visitor; a pilgrim.
A d zawl (inf. n. of d 'to pass away,' &c.), s.m.
Declining (as the sun from the meridian); declination;
setting (of the sun, &c.); decline, wane, decay; fall;
cessation; defect, deciency, failure; harm, loss, injury
(syn. nuqn); humiliation; misery, wretchedness:—zawlpar, adj. Liable to decay, perishable, evanescent,
transitory, fading:—zawl-k waqt, s.m. The time of the
sun's decline, the afternoon:—zawl--mh, s.m. Wane of
the moon.
A d zawhir, s.f. pl. (of {d, fem. of zhir, act. part. of d
'to shine'), Beautiful owers; owers; ornaments.
A + $d zawid, s.m.f. pl. (of ?+ $d or {+ $, fem. of zid, q.v.),
Things additional, additions, super uities, redundancies;
excrescences; (in Gram.) letters of increase, servile
letters.
A 5d zauj (v.n. fr. 5d; ii 5d 'to couple,' &c.), s.m. A pair,
couple; fellow, like; spouse, husband:—zauj--bat l, s.m.
'The husband of the virgin or of the godly woman,' a
title of the Khalfa Al.
P Wd zauja (for A. ~W, fem. of zauj), s.f. A wife, spouse.
P  Wd zaujyat (for A. ~ Wd), s.f. Marriage-state, marriage;
—married woman, wite.
P d z d [Pehl. z t; Zend z ta, rt. zu; S. *0,( rt. *,], adj. &
adv. Quick, swift; quickly, soon; swiftly; suddenly:—z dranj, adj. Easily grieved or vexed, pettish, touchy;
sensitive; irascible:—z d-rasand z d-fahm, adj. Of quick
perception, intelligent; sharp-witted, acute:—z d-fahm,

s.f. Quickness of perception, intelligence, acuteness:—
z d-navs, s.m. A fast writer.
P dz d, s.f. Quickness, swiftness, speed, celerity.
A d z r (v.n. fr. d 'to incline,' &c.), s.m. Lie, falsehood,
untruth; adulteration;—a false deity, an idol;—hypocrisy,
dissimulation, deceit.
P d zor [old P. zura; Pehl. zavr; Zend zura, zvare, rt. zu=
S. *,], s.m. Strength, power, vigour, virtue; force, strong
eort, exertion, strain; stress; weight; violence;
coercion;—adv. Vigorously, powerfully; violently,
forcibly; extremely, very:—zor-zm, s.f. Trial of
strength; wrestling:—zor--zor, adv. By force, violently:—
zor-ula, s.m. Counter-force, counter-pressure:—zor n(ko), To acquire strength, to grow strong or stronger:—
zor-war, adj. Powerful, strong:—zor-war, s.f. Power,
force;—adv. By force, violently:—zor-bz -se, adv. By the
strength of (one's own) arm:—zor bharn, v.n. To gain
strength, to reach or attain full strength:—zor-pa at,
s.f.=zor-k pa at, q.v.:—zor-pa n(-par), Strain to fall (on), to
be strained (as the eyes); to be forced, be compelled:—
zor-phal, s.m. (Mech.) Resultant of forces:—zor-tulo, s.m.
(Mech.) Equilibrium of forces:—zor-uk , s.m. Component
forces:—zor jatn(apn), To display one's strength, or
one's power or authority;—to represent a force (in
Mechanics):—zor aln(apn), To use force, to use
coercion:—zor- aln(-par), To have power (over), to have
authority or in uence:—zor-dr, adj.=zor-war, q.v.:—zor
dikhn= zor jatn, q.v.:—zor de-kar, adv. With force or
pressure; with stress or emphasis:—zor den(-ko, or -par),
To give strength or force (to), to strengthen, impart
vigour (to); to lay stress (on), to emphasize; to assist, aid,
support; to corroborate, conrm:—zor-ln(-par), To put
pressure (on), to press or bear (upon), to coerce, compel:
—zor-se, adv. By force, forcibly, violently, severely,
heavily, swiftly, grievously, excessively:—zor-shor-se, adv.
With great force; with much ado, with great pomp:—zork, adj. (f. -), Strong, powerful, vigorous; violent, severe;
heavy; loud, &c.:—zor karn(-par), To use force or eort,
to exert oneself; to exercise; to use force (against), to
compel, to force;—to gather strength, to make head, to
be on the increase:—zor-k pa at, s.f. (in Mech.) Moment

of a force:—zor-k taraf-batt
lakr, (in Mech.) The line (of

a diagram) showing the direction of a force:—zor-ke kmkarne-k jagah, (in Mech.) The point of application of a
force:—zor-ke km-karne-k lakr(in Mech.) The line of
action of a force:—zor lagn, and zor mrn, v.n. To apply,
or to put forth, strength, to use eort; to endeavour,
strive hard; to toil, struggle:—zor-me n, v.n. To acquire
strength, to attain full strength:—zor-war, adj.=zor-war,
q.v.:—zor-o-zulm
 karn(-par), To use violence (against), to
tyrannize (over):—zoro -par a hnor a h-hu hon, v.n.
To be well exercised, to be in good (physical or muscular)
form; to be in (one's) prime:—zoro -k b -barbar khet,
s.m. (in Mech.) Parallelogram of forces.
A d zaur (inf. n. of d 'to visit'), s.m. Visiting (a shrine,
&c.), going on a pilgrimage (cf. ziyrat).
P dzor, s.f. Power, force (=zor, q.v.).
P <)d zorn [zor, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj. Strong,
powerful.
A _d z f = A _dz f [prob. fr. Gr. ¢## %\; Heb. êsôbh],
s.f. (m. ?) Hyssop, Hyssopus o$cinalis.
A _dz f = A _d z f [prob. fr. Gr. ¢## %\; Heb. êsôbh],
s.f. (m. ?) Hyssop, Hyssopus o$cinalis.
P ?d zh, zah[Zend zãtha, rt. zan= S. *], m. (f. ?) Bringing
forth, child-birth; ospring, seed;—intj. Good! excellent!
bravo! well done!—zh-dn, s.m. Womb, matrix.
P ?d zh, zah[Zend jya; S. A], s.f. A bow-string;-border or
edge (of anything), parapet (of a well, &c.), a ledge;
collar or facing (of a garment); edging, lace, fringe;—the
navel.
A  d zuhhd, s.m. pl. (of zhid, q.v.), Religious men,
devotees.
P  d zihr (fr. zh, q.v.), s.m. A bladder; the lower part of
the belly; mons veneris:—m -zihr, s.m. Pubes, pecten.
A + d zuhd, zhd(inf. n. of + d 'to abstain from'), s.m.
Abstinence; continence; devotion:—zuhd-kesh, adj.
Abstinent; continent; devout.
P d zahr [Zend gara; S. $], s.m. Poison, venom, virus;
(met.) anything bitter or disagreeable; gall and wormwood:—zahr ugaln, lit. 'To vomit poison'; to say
venomous, spiteful, or bitter things; to speak ill (of), to
calumniate; to sneer (at):—zahr-l dor l da, and zahr-

mez, adj. Mixed with poison, poisoned, envenomed,
venomous:—zahr-bd, s.m. lit. 'Poison-air'; a dangerous
disease of horses and elephants in which the yard and
testicles of the animal become suddenly swollen and
violently in amed:—zahr-dr, adj. Poisonous, venomous;
poisoned:—zahr--qtil, s.m. Deadly poison:—zahr khn,
v.n. To swallow or take poison (on account of, or through
love, &c., for anyone, -kis-par); to be exceedingly
envious or jealous (of anyone, -kis-par); to imitate an act
unsuitable to one's state or condition, to ape:—zahr
khiln, v.t. To give (one) poison, to poison:—zahr lagn(ko), To be regarded as poison, to be hateful (to):—zahrmr, adj. & s.m. Poison-destroying;—an antidote:—zahrmr karn, v.n. To swallow as poison, to do (a thing) by
force, or with great repugnance:—zahr-mily, adj. (f. -),
Mixed with poison, poisoned:—zahr-mhra, s.m. Bezoar,
an antidote to poison:—zahr--halhal, s.m. Deadly poison.
A d zahr, adj. f. (of azhar, rt. d 'to shine,' &c.), Shining,
bright, white, splendid, beautiful;—s.f. Name of Ftima,
daughter of Moammad.
P ?d zahra (fr. zahr, q.v.), s.m. Gall-bladder; bile;—
boldness, spirit, pluck:—zahra b hon, lit. 'The gall to turn
to water,' to be much distressed or terried, to be panicstricken, to take fright:—zahra phan, lit. 'The gallbladder to burst,' to be consumed with envy (of).
P ?d zhra (for A. {d zharat, v.n. fr. d 'to shine,' &c.), s.f.
(m. ?), The planet Venus:—zhra-r , adj. Like Venus in
countenance.
P dzahr (rel. n. fr. zahr, q.v.), adj.=next, q.v.
H 3)d zahrl [zahr, q.v.+S. a. !+t], adj. (f. -),
Poisonous, venomous.
P dzih, zihe, zah, zahe(fr. zih, or zah, q.v.), intj. How
good! admirable! excellent! bravo! well-done! there! lo!
A  d zahr, adj. Reduced (by sickness), thin;—sad,
melancholy, low-spirited.
P  )d ziyd, s.f. contrac. of next, q.v.
P A )d ziydat = P Y )dziydat (for A. { )d, inf. n. of + )d 'to
increase,' &c.), s.f. Increase, augmentation, addition,
surplus, excess; abundance, super uity, redundancy;
excrescence;—excess, force, violence, oppression,
tyranny:—ziydat karn(-par), To practise force or

violence (on), &c.
P Y )dziydat = P A )d ziydat (for A. { )d, inf. n. of + )d 'to
increase,' &c.), s.f. Increase, augmentation, addition,
surplus, excess; abundance, super uity, redundancy;
excrescence;—excess, force, violence, oppression,
tyranny:—ziydat karn(-par), To practise force or
violence (on), &c.
P ? )d ziyda (for A. { )d; see ziydat), adj. & adv. More,
additional; super uous, redundant; too much, excessive;
—super uously; excessively, &c.:—ziyda-tar, adj. More,
&c. (=ziyda):—ziyda add--adab, More would be the
extreme limit of respect (i.e. would verge on disrespect,
—such is commonly the concluding phrase of a petition
in Urd or Persian):—ziyda-sitn, s.f. Extortion,
exaction:—ziyda-sar, adj. & s.m. Conceited, too vain of
self;—one who has a high opinion of himself; one who
engages in an enterprise which he is unable to nish:—
ziyda-sar, s.f. The having too high an opinion of self,
vanity, self-conceit:—ziyda-se ziyda, adv. Too much,
overmuch; at the greatest or highest, at the very most:
—ziyda-talab,
adj. & s.m. Extortionate;—extortioner:—

ziyda-talabor
talb,

 s.f. Seeking more or too much,
inordinate desire; ambition; covetousness; extortion,
imposition:—ziyda-talb
 karn, To seek more, to covet,
&c.:—ziyda karn, v.t. To increase, augment, add (to, par); (g.) to take away the dinner and tablecloth (syn.
ba hn):—ziyda-go, s.m. A great talker:—ziyda hon, v.n.
To exceed, be in excess, to abound.
P A )d ziyrat (for A. { )d, inf. n. of d 'to visit'), s.f. Visiting
(a shrine, &c.), pilgrimage:—ziyrat karn(-k), To make a
pilgrimage (to):—ziyrat-gh, s.f. Place of pilgrimage.
P Y )dziyrat (rel. n. fr. ziyrat), s.m. Pilgrim.
P  )d ziyn, vulg. ziy [Prs zyãn; Pehl. ziyn; Zend zyna,
rt. zy= S. 6; S. 6=Zend zyni], s.m. Deciency, loss,
damage, detriment; hurt, harm, injury, mischief:—ziyn
uhn, v.n. To suer loss, &c.:—ziyn-kr, adj. & s.m.
Doing mischief, mischievous, noxious, hurtful, injurious,
destructive;—a mischievous person; a destroyer, &c.:—
ziyn-kr, s.f. The doing mischief,
occasioning of loss or damage, hurtfulness,
mischievousness, injury:—ziyn karn(-k), To cause the

harm or injury (of), to harm, hurt, injure, damage.
P U)d zeb, zb, s.f. Ornament, elegance, grace, beauty;—
part. adj. Adorning, imparting grace (to); becoming,
suiting (used as last member of compounds, e.g. jmazeb, 'Looking well (or one who looks well) in any dress':—
zeb ba shn(with acc. of person or member, and abl. of
thing), To grace, adorn, ornament, deck, beautify:—zebden(-ko), To ornament, adorn; to become, suit, show to
advantage:—zeb-o-znat, s.f. Ornament and decoration;
decoration, ornamentation.
P %)d zeb, zb(imperf. part. of zebdan), part. adj.
Adorning; becoming, betting; t, proper;—adorned;
arranged; beautiful, elegant, graceful:—zeb hon(-ko), To
be becoming (to), to become, &c.
P $ %)dzeb, s.f. Beauty, gracefulness, elegance.
P Z$ %)d zebish, s.f. Adorning, decoration; ornament;
elegance:—zebish karn(-k), To adorn, &c. (syn. rsta
karn).
P $ %)dzebish, adj. Ornamental, decorative.
P H%)d zbaq, zbiq, s.m. Quicksilver.
P ?+ %)d zebanda (imperf. part. of zebdan), part. adj.
Adorning, ornamenting, decorating; adorned, elegant,
beautiful.
A  *)d zait n, s.m. The olive tree; an olive.
A 6)d zj = P 9)d z (arabicized from P. zih, 'a bow-string,'
q.v.), s.m. A builder's string or line, a mason's rule;—a
set of astronomical tables; an astronomical almanac.
P 9)d z = A 6)d zj (arabicized from P. zih, 'a bow-string,'
q.v.), s.m. A builder's string or line, a mason's rule;—a
set of astronomical tables; an astronomical almanac.
A + )d zaid (inf. n. of + )d 'to increase'), s.m. Increasing,
augmenting, adding; increase, augmentation;—a
ctitious name (often used, with amar, as John Nokes
with Thomas Styles in English).
P A )d zr (=zer, q.v.), s.f. A ne, soft, or low sound; acute
tone; under-tone;—the smallest string (of a lute, &c.);
the treble (in music):—zr-se, adv. With a soft or low
sound, softly:—zr-o-bam, Low and high notes;—a pair of
small kettle-drums.
P )d zer [az, q.v.+er= Pehl. er= Zend adhairi, fr. adhara= S.
], adv. Under, below, beneath;—adj. Inferior, lower;

—s.m. The Persian term for the short vowel  i (so called
because it is placed under a letter; the A. syn. is kasra):—
zer-andz, s.m. The cloth, or carpet, which is spread
under a uqqa:—zer-br, adj. Embarrassed, overburdened
with expense, borne down with oppression;—zer-br
karn, v.t. To embarrass, to put to great expense, to run
(one) into debt:—zer-br hon, To be overburdened with
expense, to incur great expense, to be embarrassed, to
be thrown into debt:—zer-br, s.f. Burdens, expenses;
state of embarrassment; wretchedness:—zer-br uhn=
zer-br hon, q.v.:—zer-biryn, s.m. A kind of dish:—zerband, s.m. Martingal; girth;—whip, lash:—zer-band
mrn(-ko), To whip, lash, scourge, og:—zer-p, s.f. A
slipper:—zer-uk mat, s.f. Jurisdiction:—zer-dast, adj. &
s.m. Under subjection or command; subdued,
vanquished;—one who is under subjection, &c.; a
subordinate; a vassal, a subject; (at cards) the player on
one's right:—zer-dast hon(-k), To be under subjection
(to), &c.:—zer--rn, adj. 'Under the thigh,' under control,
subject; ridden (an animal):—zer-karn, v.t. To bring
under, to overpower, conquer, subdue, overthrow,
defeat, bae:—zer--lab, zer-lab, adj. & adv. Under the
lip, slightly uttered, inarticulate, mumbled; in an undertone, in a whisper, softly; inarticulately:—zer--lab,
adj.=zer--lab:—zer-mashq, s.f. Leather or paper, &c. used
as a pad for writing upon:—zer--nagn, adj. 'Under the
signet,' under the authority (of, -ke), subject (to),
submissive:—zer-o-zabar, and zer-o-bl, adj. Topsy-turvy,
higgledy-piggledy, turned upside down, overturned,
ruined.
H )d zr, s.m.=?)d zra, q.v.
P  )d zr-ki (z= az+ra= re?+ki), conj. For the reason
that, because that, because, since, on account of.
P )d zrak [prob. zeror zr, q.v.+ak= S. ], adj. Acute,
shrewd, sharp, quick, smart, quick in understanding,
ingenious, intelligent, sagacious, penetrating.
P  )dzrak, s.f. Acuteness, acumen, quickness, ingenuity,
intelligence, discernment, sagacity.
P ?)d zra (=S. *"), s.m. Cummin-seed;—pollen (of a
ower):—zra--sufaid, s.m. White cummin, Cuminum
cyminum:—zra--siyh, s.m. Caraway-seed:—zre-k pn,

s.m. Cummin-water, solution of cummin-seeds; a
mixture of ground cummin-seed, dry ginger, mint,
assafœtida, dried green mangoes, salt, and chillies,
dissolved in water (taken as a digestive).
P 0)d zst [v.n. of zstan= zvastan= zv-hastan; rt. Zend and
S. jv+S. +a. (], s.f. Living, life, existence:—zst karn,
v.n. To live, exist.
P )d zl (=zr), s.f. A shrill note, acute tone; the treble (in
music).
P <)d zn [Pehl. zn; Zend zaini], s.m. Saddle:—zn b dhn=
zn kasn, q.v.:—zn-posh, s.m. A cloth fastened over the
saddle, saddle-cloth, housing:—zn-sz, s.m. Saddlemaker, saddler:—zn-sawr, s.f. Riding on horse-back:—
zn kasn, zn khai n(-k, or -par), To saddle (a horse,
&c.):—zn-gar, s.m.=zn-sz, q.v.
A <)d zain (inf. n. of <)d 'to adorn'), s.m. Adorning, decking;
an ornament, a grace, a beauty.
P )d znat (for A. ~)d, v.n. fr. <)d 'to adorn'), s.f. Ornament,
decoration, ornature, embellishment, dress; grace,
beauty, elegance:—znat ba shn(with acc. of person or
member, and abl. of thing), To adorn, beautify, &c.
P )d zna [prob. akin to S. Y<.4], s.m. Ladder, stairs, steps:
—zne-k an, s.m. Rung of a ladder.
P  4)d znhr, s.m. & intj.= 4d zinhr, q.v.
P  )d zewar (akin to zeb), s.m. Ornament (of gems, or
gold, or silver), jewels.
P A )d zewart, s.m. pl. (of zewar, after the model of the
A.), Ornaments, jewels.
n
P n zhe (called ze frs, or ze ajam, 'the Persian z'), is
the seventeenth letter of the Hindstn and the
fourteenth of the Persian alphabet. It has the sound of
sin the English pleasure, or zin azure. It has no
corresponding character in the Devangar and Arabic
alphabets. It is often confounded with z, and occasionally
changed to j.
P nn zhzh [v.n. of zhzh-dan= v˚= jv˚; rt. Zend khshu, fr.
ga h= S. V], s.m. Idle, tri ing, or indecent speech; a
kind (of camel's) thistle:—zhzh- , s.f. Frivolous or
obscene talk:—zhzh- e, s.m. A tri er; one who talks
obscenely.

P !n zhla (=S. *!), s.m. Hail; dew, hoar-frost.
P en zharf [Zend jafra, fr. jap; cf. S. $], adj. Deep (as a
pit, or water, &c.); acute, penetrating.
P ?+ n zhinda, s.m. An old patched garment.
P ?+ !n zholda [perf. part. of zholdan= sholdan= shordan; rt.
Zend khshar= S. d], part. adj. Entangled; mixed,
intricate; dishevelled:—zholda m , s.m. Entangled hair.
P  )n zhiyn (=ziyn, q.v.), adj. Formidable, terrible erce,
rapacious, raging, angry.
K
K sn,  sa (usually named sn--mhmala, or sn--gair
manq ta, 'the unpointed s'), is the eighteenth letter of
the Hindstn, and the thirty-second consonant of the
Devangar, alphabet. Its sound is that of the English s,
as in sun, sin. In reckoning by the abjad, q.v., it stands for
60. In almanacs it represents the sun, and a sextile
aspect of the planets. It is also an abbreviation for the
word salm, 'salutation':—sa-kr, s.m. The letter or the
sound sa.
S K sa, insep. prex, With, together with, along with;
having, possessing, accompanied by, &c. (it is combined
with nouns to form adjectives and adverbs).
H P B s [Prk.  or .! ; S. 8+t], adj.
sux, (f. -), Like, resembling, as (it is annexed to the
accusatival base of adjectives, substantives, and
participles, and to the formative or oblique base of the
personal pronouns, and forms adjectives; e.g. kl-s,
'black-like,' 'blackish'; la k-s, 'boy-like,' 'boyish'; tujhs(rarely tu-s), 'like thee'; ter-s, 'like thine').
H B s [S. 8, the Taddhita ax], adv. sux (f. -),
Very, intensely, &c. (it is annexed to adjectives, and to
the relative, interrogative, and indenite pronouns; and
forms adjectives with an intensied signication; e.g.
kl-s, 'very black'; bahut-s, 'very much or many,' 'a
great deal of,' 'a great many'; thor-s, 'very little'; kauns, 'which particular one' (out of a number)?; ko-s, 'any
one whatever'; ku h-s, 'somewhat').
P B s [rt. of s dan;=Zend = S. 8 (85, )], imperf.
part. Rubbing, wearing; polishing; anointing; drawing

(used as last member of compounds).
H B B "sbs, 1˚, s.m. corr. of sahws, q.v.;—2˚, s.f.
corr. of shbsh, q.v.
H  + B  sbadhn, adj.=svadhn, q.v.
H  B  sbar [S. 8@ t], s.m. A large species of stag, a
kind of elk;—leather of elk's (or any kind of deer's) hide,
chamois, wash-leather.
H  B  sbar [Prk.  5; S. 8 t], adj. & s.m.
Belonging to a savage or barbarian, barbarous;—a
barbarian, a low man:—sbar-mantr, s.m. A
mantracomposed in a barbarous or colloquial language
(such as one of the Prkrits).
H  B  sbar, s.m.=sbal, q.v.
H 0 B  Tsbast, = H *0 B T" sbast,s.f. corr. of
sahavasat, q.v.
H *0 B T"sbast, = H 0 B  T sbast,s.f. corr. of
sahavasat, q.v.
A b B sb, adj. Seventh.
A P B sba (acc. of sb), adv. Seventhly, in the
seventh place.
A H B sbiq (act. part. of H%B 'to precede,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Preceding, foregoing, former, prior, past, ancient;—past
time, former times;—adv.=sbiq-me , q.v.:—sbiqul-anm,
s.m. Former bounties:—sbiqu-ikr, adj. Beforementioned:—sbiq-dast r, adv. According to former
practice, as before, as usual;—sbiq-me , adv. Formerly,
of yore, in times past, heretofore.
A Q- B sbiqa (acc. of sbiq), adv. Before, &c. (=sbiq-me );
as formerly, as before.
P Q B sbiqa (for A. ~Q B sbiqat, fem. of sbiq), adj.
Preceding, &c. (=sbiq, q.v.);—s.f. The past; ancient right
or custom;—pre-excellence, pre-eminence, priority,
precedence, superiority;—long-standing acquaintance,
friendship, intimacy, close intercourse, correspondence;
business (with), transaction, dealings:—sbiqa pa n(-se),
To become acquainted (with), to be brought into close
intercourse (with), to have to deal (with):—sbiqa ln(se), To cast (one's, -k) lot (with), to bring (one) into
close connection (with).
H  B  !sbal [S. 8 '!], s.m.(?) An iron crow or lever;

an instrument used by burglars to break into houses;—a
small anvil (=sbar).
H < B  ,sbun (corr. of A.  f, q.v.), s.m. Soap:—sbunk phen, s.m. Lather, soap-suds.
H A B  0sb t, adj. corr. of A %j sab t, q.v.
H  B  0sb n, s.m.=sbun, q.v.
H  Bsb n, s.f. corr. of  fb n, q.v.
H ] B sp, s.m. 1˚=] E p;—2˚, corr. of s p, qq.v.
H ; B sp [prob. S. 8+t], s.m. Mourning (see
s p).
H ; B sp, 1˚, s.m.=sp, q.v.;—2˚, adj. (rustic) corr. of
h f saf, q.v.
S ; B spardh (sa+ap˚), adj. Faulty, oending,
criminal, guilty.
H ; B spit,  spat, part. adj.=; E pit, q.v.
H <; B span [prob. S. 8( or 8(], s.m. Name of a
disorder in which the hair gradually falls o.
H <; B spin, s.f.=s pin, q.v.
H ; B spn, v.t.= ; E pn, q.v.
S  #&; B vsphalya (fr. sa-phala), s.m. Productiveness,
fruitfulness; prot, advantage; success; eectiveness,
eciency.
S Z ; B |dspeksha, vulg. speksh(sa+ap˚), adj. Having
regard or respect (to), relative (to), dependent (on),
proper, expedient.
S * ; B |dspekshat, = S *  ; B |
spekshyat,s.f. Dependence (on); exigency; need,
necessity; expediency.
S *  ; B |spekshyat, = S * ; B |d
spekshat,s.f. Dependence (on); exigency; need,
necessity; expediency.
H A B st [S. Q; Prk. \], adj. Seven:—stroha(S.
sapta+r˚), s.m. Seven wolves which keep together; a dog
which associates with six wolves;—a company (of
persons); a large family:—st-bh, s.m. lit. 'Seven
brothers'; a name of certain gregarious birds (so called
from their being generally seen in ocks of seven):—stp , adj. & s.m. lit. 'Five or seven'; ve or six; several; a

few;—ve or six persons, a number of persons;—s.f.
Tricks, trickery:—st-p karn(-se, or -ke sth), To
wrangle (with);—to practise tricks or trickery (with or
upon);—to be in doubt, to be unable to decide what to do:
—st-samundar, s.m. lit. 'Seven seas'; name of a game.
H A B st, contrac. of &Y B sth, q.v.
H < Y B 564stroha, s.m. See s.v. st.
S  0Y B stisr (sa+t˚), adj. & s.m. (f. ), Aicted
with dysentery, dysenteric;—a person aicted with
dysentery.
H @ Y B /Mstmau, adj. (Braj)=stw , q.v.
H Y B 0st , s.m. 1˚=satt ;—2˚=satw, qq.v.
H Y B 5sto, 0 st , adj. &c.=sto , q.v.
H  Y B  [stw [Prk. \/ , or \  ; S. Q/+t],
adj. (f. -w ), Seventh.
H  Y B 0st r [Prk. ;R!5; S. 8k+!t], s.m.
(dialec.), A large knife; a butcher's chopping knife or
cleaver.
S  Y B .Ä sttvik, .;  stvik (fr. sat-tva), adj.
Endowed with the Sattva Gu(i.e. purity or goodness; see
gu, and sattva); appertaining to that quality; real,
genuine, true, veritable, honest, sincere, good, virtuous,
pure, excellent, amiable;—s.m. An excellent or amiable,
&c. person; a Brhma .
H  Y B  sto [format. or obl. pl. of st= S. Q[, gen.
pl. of saptan; Prk. \(6(], adj. & collec, s.m. The seven, the
whole seven, all the seven;—the seven of them:—sto
k, s.m. The seven sections into which the Rmyan
of Tuls Ds is divided:— sto dvp, s.m. The seven
divisions of the world as recognized in the Hind system.
H ? Y B ; stwa, s.m. corr. of sattva, q.v.
H <) Y B  ·stwn [S. Q/"; see stw ], s.f. The
seventh day of the lunar fortnight.
H &Y B Rsth [Prk. ;R5; S. Rt;
' and Prk. ;R(; S. (TR(],
s.m. Troop, band, herd, ock; company, society;
accompaniment, regular attendant, concomitant, that
which regularly or invariably accompanies or is taken
with (a thing, as a relish, &c.);—postpn. & adv. In the
company (of, -ke, or mere), in company (with), along

(with), in connection (with), with, together; towards; for:
—sth iske(or us-ke), adv. Along with this (or that),
besides, moreover; notwithstanding this, although:—
sth(or st) bae adad, s.m. (in Alg.) Commensurable
number:—sth den(-me ), To take part (in), lend oneself
(to), to join, to associate (with), to co-operate (with), to
help; to take the part or side (of):—sth-sth, adv. With,
together, in one company, along (with, -ke), in society
(with); keeping together, in order or time, evenly, &c.
(as in marching, &c.):—sth kone-k np, s.f. (in Trig.),
Cosine of an angle:—sth lag-len(-ke) = sth ho-len, q.v.:—
sth-lage phirn(-ke), To follow (one) about:—sth len, v.t.
To take with (one, apne), take in (one's) company; to
carry away with (one):—sth(or st) na-bae adad, s.m. (in
Alg.), Incommensurable number:—sth-wl, s.m.
Companion, &c. (=sth, q.v.):—stho-sth, or stho -sth,
adv.=sth-sth, q.v.:—sth ho-len(-ke), To go in the
company (of), to accompany, to become or make one of
a company, to join:—sth-h, adv. Along (with, -ke);
immediately, immediately upon:—sth-sth(sth+emphat.
part. ), adv.=sth-sth, q.v.
H &Y B Rsth, s.m. (poet.)=sth, q.v.
H &Y BR"sthr [prob. S. P, rt. +], s.f. A small
carpet or mat on which a Hind sits to worship.
H <&Y B Rsthin, R sthan, = H &Y BR" sthin
[S. R+"],
'
s.f. A female companion, or attendant, or
associate, or accomplice.
H &Y BR"sthin [S. R+"],
'
= H <&Y B R sthin,
R sthan,s.f. A female companion, or attendant, or
associate, or accomplice.
H &Y BR"sth [Prk. .;R ; S. R+
' +t], s.m.
Companion, comrade, associate, attendant, follower;
ally, accomplice, supporter;—adv. More:—sth karn, v.t.
To make a companion of.
H Y B"st, s.m. contrac. of sth, q.v.
S (# Y B "!stlak, s.m. Pease; pulse.
H  B &s, s.f. Union, junction, &c. (=s , q.v.):—sb, s.f.=s -b .
H  B &s [S. 8&t], s.m. Petticoat; garment (see a).

H  B &s, adj. contrac. of  B sh, q.v.
H  B &s (see s ), s.m. 1˚=s ;—2˚ A kind of
cement or paste (=saan);—3˚ A graft;—return, exchange.
H  B &sak [S. & Prk. ], s.m. A species of metre.
H  B &sak, & sik, s.f.= B ak, q.v.
H  B &san (see s n), s.m. A kind of cement or
paste.
H   B &sn, v.t.=s n, and san, qq.v.
H  B _sh, _ shi [Prk. ; S. 3.9t], adj. Sixty.
H  B _sh [S. 3.9+t], s.m. Sexagenarian:—shph, s.m. A sexagenarian acting the part of a youth.
H  B _sh, s.m.=s, q.v.
H  B_"sh, _ shi [Prk. ; S. 3.9], s.f. A
kind of rice produced in the rains (so called because it
ripens in sixty days from the time of sowing).
H B)  B _Åshya, s.m.=B)  E hya, q.v.
H  B&"s, s.f.=  E ; and  Bs ; qq.v.
H 5 B *sj [Prk. & S. A*], s.m. (but. gen. f. in Hind),
Preparation; harness, accoutrements, ttings (cf. sz).
P A 5 B sj (=S. 8t), s.m. The teak-tree, Tectona
grandis(syn. sg n);—the plane-tree.
A + W B sjid (act. part. of + 8B 'to bend oneself down to the
ground,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Prostrate in adoration;—
one who prostrates himself in adoration or prayer, an
adorer, a worshipper.
H <W B *sjan (i.q. sjn, q.v.), s.m. Preparing,
dressing, decorating, adorning.
H <W B *sjan, A* sjjan [Prk. A*45; S. A*t, i.e.
+*t], s.m. Lover, paramour, sweetheart, gallant;
husband (cf. sajjan).
H W B *sjn [sj˚= Prk. A*() = S. A(`), pass.
(used actively) of rt. (*] , v.t. To prepare, to t out; to
dress, decorate, bedeck; to regulate;—v.n. (=sajn), To be
prepared, &c.; to be accoutred;—to become, t, suit.
H &W B Dsjh [Prk. AD ; S. µ, or µ (rt. 6O)+t],
s.m. Association, company (in trade), partnership;
relation, connection;—share (in a company);—adj. Joint:

—sjh  -jn(-k), Partnership to be dissolved;
connection to be severed;—sjh h n, Dissolution of
partnership:—sjh karn, v.n. To form an association or
a company; to enter into partnership:—sjhe, or sjheme , adv. In partnership, jointly:—sjhe-se, adv. As a
partner or sharer in, with the eye of a partner, as if in
co-parcenary.
H &W BD"sjh [Prk. .AD ; S. µ++t], adj. & s.m.
(f. sjhin, or sjhan), Assistant, helpful;—associate,
colleague; partner; coparcener; shareholder:—sjh hon,
v.n. To be or become a partner, &c. (=sjh karn, q.v.).
H V B s , adj. & s.m.=s , and sa , qq.v.
T H= B s aq, s iq, s.m. (f.?), The feast at the
bridegroom's house on the day of applying innto the
bride's hands and feet;—interchange of wedding
garments and presents which takes place the day before
a marriage (the bride's garments, &c. being sent by the
bridegroom's family and vice versâ).
H = B"s , s.f. corr. of sksh, q.v.
P  B shat (for A. ~ B, rt.  B), s.f. Court, open area (of a
house), quadrangle, inner part (of a building); shore,
coast, tract of country.
A  B sir (act. part. of cB 'to turn from its course,' &c.),
s.m. Enchanter, magician, necromancer, conjurer,
sorcerer, fascinator (syn. jd -gar).
P ? B sira (for A. { B sirat, fem. of sir, q.v.), s.f.
Enchantress, female magician, sorceress.
P  Bsir (fr. shir, q.v.), s.f. Enchantment, magic,
necromancy, sorcery.
A  B sil (v.n. fr. cB 'to rub o, to abrade,' &c.), s.m.
Sea-shore, shore, beach, coast, sea-board.
P r B s t [v.n. of s tan; s = Zend a = S. 8; tan= S.
a. (], s.f. Making, make, construction, structure,
formation, manufacture, fabrication; form, fashion,
gure, shape, mould;—pretence; hypocrisy.
P J*r Bs tag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Make, &c. (=
s t, q.v.); art, design; eort; machination.
P *r B s ta (perf. part. of sa tan; see s t), part. adj.
Made, formed; articial, counterfeited, ctitious, false,
feigned; surreptitious:—s ta-o-pard ta, and s ta-

cassia?
S  B sdar (sa+d˚), adj. & adv. Having or paying

simplicity, artlessness, sincerity:—sda-ru , sda-r , adj.
Smooth-faced, beardless:—sda-taur,
s.f. Gentleness,

aability; simplicity; stupidity:—sda-kr, s.m. A plain
worker in gold or silver (who makes articles which are
afterwards ornamented by other hands); a goldsmith
who turns out ne or delicate work:—sda-kr, s.f. Plain
work, or ne and delicate work, in gold or silver:—sdakga,
 s.m. Blank paper; unstamped paper:—sda-lau(d.q.
Tabula rasa), adj. & s.m. Pure-minded, single-minded,
guileless, artless, simple; vacant mind, stupid; a pureminded or a guileless person; a simpleton:—sda-lau,
s.f. Purity of heart, guilelessness, artlessness, simplicity;
vacant-mindedness, stupidity:—sda-lau-me ushnavs hon, To excel in simplicity:—sda-wa, s.f.=sdataur,
q.v.:—sade-subho, adv. Unintentionally,

inadvertently, accidentally.
H  B sdh [Prk. -; S. Y-], s.f. Wish, desire,

respect, respectful; impassioned;—with respect,
respectfully, considerately.
H  B sdr [prob. the preceding+S. t], s.m. A kind

inclination; prayer; eort;—longing of a pregnant
woman.
H  B sdh, v.n. (fr. sdhn, q.v.), s.f.

of song.
S  E  B sdriya,
 vulg. sdrisya,
 s.m.(f.?), Likeness,

Accomplishment, performance, fullment;—s.m. A
present (of clothes, sweetmeats, &c.), sent by the
parents to a daughter in the seventh month of
pregnancy or just before her connement.
H  B sdh, adj. & s.m. Virtuous, good, &c. (=sdh ,

pardkhta, part. adj. & s.m. Done and eected; anything
done or had done, act, deed:—be-s ta, adj. & adv.
Natural, unprepared, unaected; simple;
unpremeditated, impromptu, extempore; without
preparation, spontaneously, on the spur of the moment.
H  B sd [Prk. -; S. Y-], s.f. Wish, desire, longing;
inclination.
H  B sd [Prk. a5> noise, voice;—hallooing, calling
(to); halloo, call; answering call; echo.
H  B sd, adj. & s.m. corr. of sdh, q.v.
H  B sd, adj.=? B sda, q.v.
A A B sdt, s.m. pl. (of + B saiyid, q.v.), Princes, lords
(esp.the descendants of Moammad).
P 5 B sdaj, s.m. Indian spikenard; leaves of the Laurus

resemblance, similarity.
H  B"sdar [sdar, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t],
adj.=sdar, q.v.
A K B sdis (rt. K+ B), adj. Sixth.
A B- B sdisa, sdis(acc. of sdis), adv. Sixthly, in the
sixth place.
P X  Bsdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Plainness, absence of
ornament; artlessness, simplicity, openness, frankness,
sincerity, purity.
P ? B sda (prob. akin to S. ,, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Plain,
unadorned; white; pure, unmixed, simple; unseasoned;
smooth; beardless; without writing or impression, blank
(as paper, &c.); unstamped (paper); candid, sincere,
artless, guileless, open, frank:—sda-pa, s.f. A simple
at ring, one inch and a half broad, worn round the
waist by women:—sda-dil, adj. & s.m. Simple-hearted,
simple, artless; stupid;—a simple-hearted person; a
simpleton, a booby:—sda-dil, s.f. Simple-heartedness,

q.v.):—sdh-mat, s.m. Good behaviour, moral conduct.
S   B 4sdhra (fr. sa+dhraa), adj. & adv.
Belonging or applicable to many, common, general,
universal, joint; generic; public; well-known; usual,
ordinary, middling, common-place, trite, so-so; plain,
simple; easy; casual;—commonly, generally; ordinarily,
usually; by the way, casually; inadvertently; without
diculty, easily; softly, gently:—sdhra  k, The
indenite article (in Gram.):—sdhra-jan-rj, s.m. A
republic:—sdhra-dharm, s.m. Common or universal
duty, duty or law binding on all castes and orders alike:—
sdhra-r por sdhra-r p, adj. & s.m. Plain-featured,
plain, ordinary;—plain features; a person of plain
features:—sdhra-str, s.f. A common woman, a harlot:
—sdhra-gu, s.m. Generic property:—sdhra-nmv ak, s.m. (in Gram.) A common noun.

S  B sdhit, part. Completed, nished, achieved,
eected, accomplished; succeeded; habituated; settled,
fullled; substantiated, proved; made good, discharged
(as a debt); ned, amerced, punished by ne, awarded.
S * B ,sdhut, s.f. = S * B ,; sdhutva,
s.m.Goodness, excellence; honesty, correctness,
righteousness, piety, virtue.
S * B ,; sdhutva, s.m. = S * B , sdhut,
s.f.Goodness, excellence; honesty, correctness,
righteousness, piety, virtue.
S ( B sdhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Eective,
accomplishing, completing, performing; helping;
eecting by magic, magical; adept, skilful; holy;—an
accomplisher, a practiser, a skilful person, an adept; a
holy man, a devotee;—a determiner, proof, ground,
justication, conclusive argument (for, -k).
S < B sdhan, s.m. The act of accomplishing,
eecting, performing; settling, xing, determining,
regulating; accomplishment, completion, performance,
execution, observance, fullment; practice; attainment
(of an object), success; means of accomplishing, or
eecting, or obtaining, means of success, means of
subsistence; means or expedient; ecient cause, source,
cause; instrument, agent; substance, matter, materials,
ingredient; substantiation, proof, demonstration;
accomplishing by magic or incantations, magic;
propitiating, worshipping; good works, penance;
observance of moral and ceremonial duties;—result;
resource; wealth; prot, advantage:—sdhan-hr, adj. To
be accomplished or eected, to be done, feasible;
improveable, rectiable, &c. (see sdhanand sdhn).
S  B sdhan, vulg. sdhn, s.f. Accomplishment,
completion, performance, fullment; observance;
means, contrivance, expedient; regulation; the act of
familiarizing by habitude, practice; solicitation, entreaty;
propitiation, adoration, worship.
H  B sdhn [sdh˚= Prk. (), or <()=S.
(), rt. ], v.t. To accomplish, eect, perform; to
observe, keep; to practise, to use; to prepare, make,
shape, fashion, mould; to familiarize gradually (to any

habit), to habituate, accustom; to teach; train, discipline;
to learn, to acquire; to show, to prove, demonstrate,
substantiate; to settle, x, determine; to regulate, order,
arrange; to correct, rectify, improve, ameliorate; to
modulate; to steady, balance, poise; to point (a gun); to
conciliate, pacify; to propitiate, adore, worship; to hold or
stop (the breath):—sdh-jn(intens.), To stop or hold
(the breath):—sdh-len, v.t. (intens.) To prove, test,
examine the correctness (of).
H  B"sdhn (fem. of sdhn), s.f. A workman's
plummet or level; a mason's or carpenter's rule or
square;—anything that improves or sets o; metal
border or edging round the collet of a ring, &c.
S   B "sdhanya, adj. To be accomplished or
eected, feasible; to be proved.
S  B ,sdhu, and H. 0 sdh (=S. sdhu+t), adj. &
s.m. (f. -v), Perfect, excellent, good, eminent; virtuous,
honourable, righteous, pious, holy, pure, benevolent;
ingenuous, honest, guileless, simple, innocent; t,
proper, right;—a good or honest man, a virtuous or holy
man, a saint, sage, devotee, ascetic; a kind of Hind
mendicant, one of a class of monotheistical Hinds who
profess moral and personal purity;—a merchant, a
money-lender, usurer:—sdhu-pushp, s.m. A beautiful
ower; the shrub Hibiscus mutabilis:—sdhu-samj, s.m. A
large gathering of Hind ascetics:—sdhu-sev, s.m. One
who ministers to the wants of a Hind ascetic:—sdhu-l,
vulg. sdh -sl, adj. Well-disposed, benign, benevolent;
virtuously inclined, virtuous, righteous:—sdhu-mahim,
s.f. The majesty or excellence of Hind ascetics:—sdhuvriksh,
vulg. sdh -briksh,
s.m. A good tree; the Kadamb

tree, Nauclea cadamba.
S   B "sdhv (fem. of sdhu), adj. f. Virtuous,
chaste, good, &c. (see sdhu);—s.f. A chaste woman, a
virtuous wife.
H  B sdhy [S. , m. pl. of sdhya], s.m. pl.
lit. 'The perfect or pure ones'; a class of celestial beings
belonging to the Gaa-devat(syn. sdhy-ga;—see ga).
S  B sdhy (fem. of next, q.v.), s.f. Daughter of
Daksha, and wife of Dharma (regarded as the mother of

the Sdhyas).
S   B sdhya, adj. & s.m. To be accomplished or

H  B sr [S. 8!], s.f. Cow-house, cow-shed.

eected; to be formed; practicable, feasible, attainable,
easy; to be proved or demonstrated; to be substantiated;
—accomplishment, perfection; a thing that has to be
accomplished or to be established by proof; a proposition
(of Euclid);—name of a certain class of inferior deities
(whose number is variously given as twelve and
seventeen);—name of the twenty-second of the
astronomical periods called Yogas:—sdhya-sam, adj.
Possessed of the power of eecting a thing, equal to,
adequate to, sucient:—sdhya-ram, adj. To be
accomplished by application or energy:—sdhya-ga, s.m.
pl. Name of a class of celestial beings (=sdhya, and
sdhy, qq.v.).
H  B"sd, s.f. corr. of  E shd, q.v.

P  B sr (=zr), adj. a. Abounding in, full of, &c. (e.g.

S  B sr (rt. ), s.m. Essence, substance, best or
choicest part (of a thing), quintessence; heart; marrow;
cream; pith; gist; sap (of plants or trees); strength,
vigour; valour, heroism, prowess; value, worth,
excellence; wealth, goods, riches; curds; nectar; fresh
butter;—manure; pus, matter; sickness, disease;
dysentery; air, wind; iron; water;—a piece (at ausar, or
chess, &c.); a chess-board;—propriety, tness; climax;—
adj. Essential, substantial; vigorous, strong, hard
excellent; good, sound; best; real, true, genuine;
thoroughly proved, irrefragable:—srrth(sra+ar˚), s.m.
Substance, abridgment, epitome:—sr (˚ra+a a), s.m.
The best part (of a thing), substance, essence; epitome,
summary; table of contents:—sr -r p, adj. Consisting
of the essence or best part (of a thing):—sr jnn(-k), To
know the worth (of), to appreciate, to value, prize:—srgrh, adj. Extracting the essence (of a thing):—sr-graha,
s.m. The act of extracting the essence or best part (of a
thing):—sr-ghar, s.m. Cow-shed, a kind of hut (in the
jungle) used by cowherds:—sr-loh, s.m. Steel:—sr-nth,
s.m. lit. 'Lord of essences,' the Almighty:—sr-vat, adj. (f.
-vat), Having substance, substantial, strong; having pith
or sap, pithy; fertile:—sr-varjit, adj. (f, -), Devoid of
substance, unsubstantial; destitute of pith or sap,
pithless, sapless.

H  B sr, adj. sux (dialec.)=s, 'like,' q.v.
kohsr, 'mountainous'; sh -sr, 'full of branches').
P  B sr (cf. srabove, and s; s ), adj. a. Like,
resembling (e.g. shh-sr, 'like a king'; k-sr, 'like dust,'
'humble').
P  B sr (=sar, q.v.), s.m. Head; top, summit (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. nig n-sr, adj. 'Headdownwards,' 'inverted';— ashm-sr, 'A well's mouth').
P  B sr (=S. 8t), s.f. A starling, Turdus salica; the
Maina, Gracula religiosa(cf. srik).
P  B sr (=S. 3ef; H. [7), s.m. Camel (cf. shutur):—srbnand sr-wn, s.m. Camel-driver, camel-man.
P  B sr (=S. ), adj. Best; excellent; pure; undeled;
fragrant, odoriferous.
H  B sr [Prk. ! ; S. !+t], adj. (f. -), All, the
whole; whole, entire, complete, universal:—sr l, The
whole matter, all the facts (of a case), full particulars.
H  B sr, s.m. A funeral pile.
H  B sr [prob. S. ], s.f. Practice, custom, usage.
H  B sr [S. Y-?], s.f. Reliance, trust, credit (cf.
sr).
H  B sr, s.m.=sl, q.v.
S  B sr, s.f. Kua-grass.
H  B sr, perf. part. of srn, q.v.
S  0Y B ;srtsr (, abl. of +), adj.
Most essential;—s.m. Quintessence.
S &Y B Rsrth,
'
s.m. See s.v. sr, 'essence.'
H ! B.!srli, a. or postpn.=sarkh, q.v.
H ! B.!srli, !" srl, s.f.=!Bsarli, q.v.
P   B srbn, s.m. See s.v. sr, 'camel.'
H  &  B #&sr-bh [prob. S. +bh, q.v.], s.m.
Ebb-tide, low-water.
S ;  Busrp, s.f. Name of the ninth Nakshatraor lunar
asterism (over which the serpents are said to preside).
S Y B srat, vulg. srt, s.f. Essence, substance;

strength, highest degree.
S (&Y B Rsrthak
'
(sa+ar˚), adj. Having meaning,
signicant, important; t for the purpose, eectual,
substantial, serviceable, useful, protable, advantageous.
S &Y BRsrathi, R" srath, vulg. srth(fr. sa+ratha),
s.m. Driver of a car, charioteer, coachman; head or
leader of a caravan; name of a mixed caste (charioteers
by profession) supposed to have sprung from a Kshatr
father and Brhman mother.
H "a)  B srka (corr. fr. the English), s.f. (m. ?)
Certicate; testimonial:—bimr-k sarkaor kar-k
srka, Medical certicate.
H  B srad, s.f.= E rad, q.v.
S K B sras, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating or belonging
to a lake or pond;—the Indian crane, Ardea antigone, or A.
sibirica.
S A B B T srasvat, adj. (f. -), Relating or belonging
to the goddess Sarasvat, or to the river Sarasvat; being
in the form of Sarasvat;—eloquent; learned;—belonging
to the Sarasvat country;—s.m. Name of the country
about the Sarasvat river (i.e. the north-west part of the
province of Delhi including part of the Panjb); name of
the people of that country; name of a particular tribe of
Brhma s;—a sta of the Vilva tree.
A G B sriq (act. part. of GB 'to steal'), s.m. A thief.
S  B srak, adj. Cathartic, laxative, purgative.

H &  B Lsrikhn [srikh˚= S. d; see sarkh], v.t.
To liken;—v.n. To be like, to resemble.
S  a  B qsrameya, s.m. (f. -), A dog:—srameydan(sr˚
+ad˚), adj. & s.m. Dog-eating;—name of one of the hells
of Hind mythology.
H  B sran (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.m. Making,
mending, &c.:—sran-hr, s.m. Mender, repairer,
restorer, perfecter, &c.
H  B srn [sr˚= Prk. () or ()=S. (),
caus. of rt. ], v.t. To move aside or away, to remove
(=sarkn);—to make an end of, consume, expend,
exhaust;—to make, perform, achieve, accomplish, eect;
to complete, perfect (syn. nibhnand sdhn); to array,
to marshal; to tame; to mend, renew, repair, restore; to
correct, improve, ameliorate; to mind, observe;—to
manure;—to paint (the eyes with collyrium), apply
(collyrium).
H ?+  B Bsrinda, s.m. (dialec.) A violin, &c. (=sra g,
q.v.).
H ^ B ($sra g (corr. fr. P. sarhang, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.)
Boatswain (of a ship;—also sarang).
S ^ B ($sra g, adj. & s.m. Of a variegated colour,

&  B L srikh, L srkh,a. or postpn.=sarkh,

variegated, spotted, gaudy;—the spotted deer; a deer;
the tak, Cuculus melanoleucus; the Ko il or Indian cuckoo;
the peacock; the cry of the peacock; a kind of crane,
Ardea sarunga; a large bee; a snake; a cloud; water; name
of a rgor musical mode (the third of the Rgas;—it is
sung at midday); a lion; an elephant; a woman; a tree; a
lamp; an umbrella, parasol; a garment, cloth; hair; a
lotus; a ower; a conch-shell; a sort of musical
instrument; an ornament, a jewel; gold; a bow; sandal;
camphor; manure; an epithet of iva; an epithet of Kmdeva; name of a country:—sra g-pn, srang-dhar, s.m.
Epithets of Vish u.
S J B($"sra g, s.f. A musical instrument like a

q.v.
H &  B Lsrikh, L srkh, = H   B  srik,

ddle.
H J B ($sra giy [S. ($+t], s.m. One who

 srk,= H &  B L srikh,a. or postpn.=sarkh,

performs on a srang, a ddler;—adj. Fiddle-shaped.
H  B"sran, vulg. srn[sr(n), q.v.+Prk.

H P  B srak, s.m.=next, q.v.
H   B srik [S. 8], s.f. A starling, Turdus
salica;—the Main, Gracula religiosa;—the m, q.v.
H   B srik,  srk, = H &  B L srikh,= H
&  B L srikh, L srkh,a. or postpn.=sarkh,
q.v.
H &  B Lsrikh, = H   B  srik,  srk,= H

q.v.

  =S. ()++t], s.m.=sran-hr, q.v.s.v. sran.

H  B is h (in comp.)=s he, q.v.:—s h-sat= s he-st.

H  Bsrn (see sr), s.f. A female camel (=s n).

H  B ©®s h [S. !"+ 5©], s.m. A wife's sister's

H  B ~sr , s.m. corr. of s h , q.v.
H  B ~sr [sr(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. (in

husband.
H
Bi"s h, s.f. 1˚= Bs , q.v.;—2˚ corr. of sr,

comp.), Performer, accomplisher, &c. (see srn).
P H  B 5sro, ~ sr , s.f. The starling;—the Maina

'cream.'
H
Bi"s h [S. 3©+], s.f. Grain cut in the

(=sr, srik, qq.v.).
S A B  sra-vat, vulg. sr-vat, adj. See s.v. sr,

spring, the spring-harvest.
H  B i<s he = H  B7< s e Prk. ¯<; S. ×, loc. of

'essence.'
P  B srwn, s.m.=sr-bn, q.v.s.v. sr, 'camel.'

=+
'
],
' adj. Together with (its) half, with one half

H  B  !srwal, s.m.=swalor sbal, q.v.
S ? B  'srva (fr. sarva), adj. Relating to all, general,
universal:—srva-bhaum, adj. & s.m. Relating to or
consisting of the whole earth, comprising the whole
world; known throughout the worid;—an emperor,
universal monarch;—name of the elephant of Kuver
(regent of the north):—srva-dhtuk, s.m. Name
of the verbal terminations of the four conjugational or
special tenses of a Sanskrit verb (viz.the present,
imperfect, potential, and imperative), and of all the root
axes which have a servile or indicatory :—srva-klik,
adj. Belonging to all times, suited to all seasons;
everlasting; perennial:—srva-laukik, adj. Prevailing
throughout the whole world, common to all the world,
universally known, universal:—srva-varik, adj. Of every
kind or sort; belonging or relating to every tribe:—srvavedya, s.m. A Brhma conversant with all the Vedas.
H  B"sr, s.f. corr. of  Bs , q.v.
S  B"sr, s.f. A chess-man, a piece at chess or
backgammon;—the Maina, &c. (=srik, q.v.).
S  B"sr, adj. Going, proceeding, resorting to;—
having the essence or substance of (used as last
member of compounds).
H  B"sr [S. +], s.f. Cream.
P  Bsr (for A.  B sri, act. part. of B'to travel by
night,' &c.), part. adj. Passing; owing; circulating;
extending (to); penetrating, pervading; infecting,
contagious.
H  B f®s , s.m. corr. of  B s h , q.v.

more (it is used with numerals, beginning with three,
and is always prexed to them; the unit employed is 1,
from 1 to 99; 100, from 100 to 999, and so on; e.g. s he
tn, 'three and a half'; s he bs, 'twenty and a half'; s he
r sau, 'four hundred and fty'; s he r hazr, 'four
thousand ve hundred';—one and a half' is expressed
by de h; 'two and a half,' by a hor h):—s he-st, or
s h-sat, s.f. A period of seven and a half years (being
that occupied by Saturn in his revolution); (hence) evil
in uence of Saturn; grievous calamity or distress;
misfortune, adversity, ill-luck.
H  B7<s e = H  B i< s he Prk. ¯<; S. ×, loc. of
=+
'
],
' adj. Together with (its) half, with one half
more (it is used with numerals, beginning with three,
and is always prexed to them; the unit employed is 1,
from 1 to 99; 100, from 100 to 999, and so on; e.g. s he
tn, 'three and a half'; s he bs, 'twenty and a half'; s he
r sau, 'four hundred and fty'; s he r hazr, 'four
thousand ve hundred';—one and a half' is expressed
by de h; 'two and a half,' by a hor h):—s he-st, or
s h-sat, s.f. A period of seven and a half years (being
that occupied by Saturn in his revolution); (hence) evil
in uence of Saturn; grievous calamity or distress;
misfortune, adversity, ill-luck.
H  B7"s  [Prk. f"; S. 8&"], s.f. A kind of dress
worn by Hind women, a long piece of cloth wrapped
round the body and passed over the head (in some parts
of India it is worn in the manner of a lung, q.v.).
P d B sz [act. part of s tan, rt. Zend a = S. 8], part. &
s.m. Making, preparing, eecting; feigning;—maker;
counterfeiter (used as last member of compounds; e.g.

zinda-sz, 'making alive,' 'resuscitating';—gha -sz,
'watch-maker');—s.m. Arms, accoutrements; apparatus;
instrument, implement; harness; furniture; ornament;
concord, harmony; a musical instrument:—sz-bz, adj.
Trim, dressy;—s.m. Apparatus, &c.; ornament; concord
(=sz):—sz-kr, or sz-gr, adj. Consonant, concordant, in
accordance (with); proper, agreeing (with), harmonizing,
suiting, betting:—sz-kr, or sz-gr, s.f. Concord,
harmony, agreement; peace:—sz karn, v.t. To prepare,
get ready (necessaries, &c. for); to put in order, to
arrange; to cause to accord; to tune (an instrument):—
sz-wr, adj. Agreeing, suitable:—sz-o-smn, s.m.
Apparatus, instruments, implements; appliances;
materials; furniture; necessaries, supplies:—sz-yarq,
s.m. Warlike instruments;—furniture, baggage.
H d B sz, s.m. (local), corr. of sjh, q.v.
H D d B szish (fr. sz), s.f. Combination, collusion,
confederacy, league, cabal, conspiracy:—szish karn, To
combine, to conspire, &c.
P E d Bszish, adj. Collusive, fraudulent.
P ?+ d B szanda, vulg. szinda[imperf. part. of s tan;
and=sz, q.v.+Zend añ= S. B], s.m. Maker; arranger,
adjuster;—player on musical instruments, a musician.
P d Bsz (fr. sz, q.v.), s.f. Making, eecting, &c. (used as
last member of comp., e.g. zinda-sz, 'resuscitation').
H K B ss [Prk. T0 or 0; S. :Y0 s.f. Mother-in-law
(=ss ).
H K B ss, s.f. corr. of s s, q.v.
P K B ss (prob.=A. ss, 'weevil'), s.m. A bug; ee louse.
H B B ssat, = H *B B.T ssti,s.f.=*B E sti, q.v.
H *B B.Tssti, = H B B  ssat,s.f.=*B E sti, q.v.
H B B ssr (=susrl, q.v.), s.m. Mother-in-law's
house.
H <B B ssan, s.m. = H B B  ssn, v.t.See <B E
san; una B E sn.
H B B ssn, v.t. = H <B B  ssan, s.m.See <B E
san; una B E sn.
S B B ´ssn, s.f. The dewlap of an ox.
H B B"ssn, s.f.=s sn, q.v.

H B B ,ssu, 0 ss , s.f.=ss, q.v.
H A B B T sswat, adj.=A E E wat, q.v.
S  B B Tssya, adj.= B E sya, q.v.
S $D B 9[$ssh g (sa+asha+a ga), s.m. The
ceremony of touching the ground (in prostration) with
eight parts of the body, viz.the forehead, breast,
shoulders, hands and feet;—adv. With eight parts of the
body (touching the ground), with humble prostration of
the body.
P m B sat (for A. ~m B, fr. . B), s.f. Time; at hour; a short
time, a little while; a minute; a moment;—a clock, a
watch;—sat-sz, s.m. Watch-maker (=gha  sz).
A + m B sid (v.n. fr. + P B 'to aid'; 'to prosper,' &c.), s.f. The
arm from the wrist to the elbow, the fore-arm.
P m Bs (for A. .
 B si, act. part. of P B'to be active'; 'to
strive,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Laborious, diligent, assiduous,
energetic; earnest, eager;—one who exerts himself, or
who endeavours; a laborious or energetic man, striver,
endeavourer, attempter.
P p B sgar, s.m. Cup, bowl, goblet:—sgar-kash, s.m. One
who drains his cup, a toper.
P p Bsgar,
 s.f. The space between the tail and anus of a
horse or ass; back-leather of a horse or ass.
A G B sq (fr. G B), s.f. The leg (from the ankle to the
knee), the shank;—trunk, shaft, bole (of a tree); stalk (of
a herb):—sq--ar s, s.f. lit. 'Bride's leg'; a sort of sweet
bread.
A wi B sqit (act. part. of wQ B 'to fall, drop,' &c.), part. adj.
Falling, dropping; fallen, dropped; unavailable; out of
use, obsolete; lost; degraded, depraved, vile,
contemptible:—sqit karn, v.t. To drop, to throw down; to
cast; to reject:—sqit hon, v.n. To drop, fall; to abate. to
lapse; to be dropped; to become obsolete; to be fallen, be
lost, degraded.
H <i B sqan, fem. of sq, q.v.
H i B sq l, s.m. corr. of i E shq l, q.v.
P i Bsq (for A. G
 B sqi, act. part. of Q B'to give (water,
&c.) to drink'), s.m. One who gives to drink, cup-bearer,
page; (in India) one who gets ready and brings the
uqqa:—sqiy, O cup-bearer.

P  i B sqiyn, s.m. pl. of sq, q.v.

S  # B skalya (fr. sakala), s.m. Totality, entireness,

H  B sk [S. 8], s.m. Pot-herbs, greens (=sg, q.v.):

completeness; the whole, all.
A < B skin (act. part. of <B 'to be still, or stationary,'

—sk-banik, s.m. Vendor of pot-herbs, greengrocer.
H  B sk, s.m.=next, q.v.
H  B sk [S. 8+t], s.m. Era, epoch (generally
applied to the era of Slivhan, reckoning from about 78
 of the Christian era):—sk karn, v.n. To establish an
era; (met.) to distinguish oneself by heroic actions:—skebandh, s.m. A king who has established an era (=kevar).
S   B skr (sa+kra), adj. Possessed of form or
shape, of denite gure, gurate.
A  B skit (act. part. of B 'to be silent'), adj. Silent,
quiet, mute, at rest.
H  B =skt, s.m. corr. of  E kt, q.v.
S Z B dsksh (sa+ak˚), Having eyes;—having the seeds
of which rosaries are made; having a rosary.
H Z B dsksh, s.m. contrac. of skshya, q.v.
S A  B dsksht (abl. of sksha, q.v.), adv. Before the
eyes, in sight (of), in the presence (of), before; eye to
eye, face to face; visibly, evidently, openly, manifestly;
as, like, like as;—adj. Visible, evident, open, manifest,
conspicuous; precisely like, exact, true, identical, the
very same;—s.m. Interview, meeting:—skhsht-kr, adj.
Causing to be visibly present, making evident, proving.
S  B dskshar (sa+ak˚), adj. (f. -), Having syllables or
letters, containing syllables;—s.m. Orthography.
H  Bd"skshar [S. d+t (+t], adj.
Orthographical.
S  Bd"sksh, adj. & s.m. Observing, witnessing;
attesting, testifying, bearing testimony, giving evidence;
—observer, eye-witness, witness (in law):—sksh den, or
sksh karn(-ko), To give (one) as a witness, to make
(one) a witness, to call (one) to witness.
H  Bd"sksh, s.f. = S   B  skshya,
s.m.Testimony, evidence, witness, attestation:—sksh
den, To give evidence: — sksh karn, To bear witness.
S   B skshya, s.m. = H  Bd" sksh,
s.f.Testimony, evidence, witness, attestation:—sksh
den, To give evidence: — sksh karn, To bear witness.

&c.), adj. & s.m. In a state of rest, quiet, calm, tranquil,
peaceable; quiescent (letter); inhabiting, dwelling;—a
quiescent letter, a consonant not followed by a vowel;—
an inhabitant, resident.
H  B {sk , s.m.=sg n, and sl, qq.v.
A A  B sk t (intens. n. fr. B; see skit), adj. Constantly
or continually silent;—s.m. A silent man.
H & B Lskh [S. (], s.f.m. Evidence (of a witness),
testimony; credibility; credit, trust, mercantile credit;
name, reputation, honourable character.
H & B Lskh = H & B L skh [S. 8L], s.f. A
branch; genealogy (in these senses, com. skh); a
season, time; crop, harvest;—skh-mrig, s.m. lit. 'Branch
animal'; a monkey; a squirrel:—skho r(skh+u ˚), s.m.
Relating a genealogy, stating a pedigree.
H & B Lskh = H & B L skh [S. 8L], s.f. A
branch; genealogy (in these senses, com. skh); a
season, time; crop, harvest;—skh-mrig, s.m. lit. 'Branch
animal'; a monkey; a squirrel:—skho r(skh+u ˚), s.m.
Relating a genealogy, stating a pedigree.
H & B Lskh [S. d+t], s.m. 1˚=sk, q.v.;—2˚
Quarrel, ght:—skh ln(-me ), s  karn, To quarrel,
ght:—skhe- or, adj. & s.m. (colloq.) Quarrelsome;—a
quarrelsome person.
H & B Lskh [S. .dt], adj. (f. -), Credible,
trustworthy; creditable; of good reputation, honourable,
respectable.
H & B L0skh , s.m.=sg nand s kh , qq.v.
H & BL"skh, 1˚ s.m.=sksh;—2˚ s.f.=skshand skshya;
—3˚ s.f.=sakh; qq.v.
H & BL"skh [S. 8L"], s.m. (f.?), A tree.
H A & B Zskhyt, adv. &c.=sksht, q.v.
H  B"sk, s.m. 1˚=skhor sksh;—2˚=skhor kh;
qq.v.
H ' B $sg [Ap. Prk. $(; S. 8], s.m. Herb, pot-herb,
greens, edible vegetable;—the teak tree (=sg n, q.v.):—

sg pt, s.m. Greens; a mixture of dierent kinds of potherbs;—petty dues paid in kind to village ocials:—sgpt honor ho-jn, v.n. To become soft:—sg-ma , s.f. A
patch of cultivated ground; rice-eld; lands in full crop:—
sg-wl, s.m. Dealer in herbs or pot-herbs, greengrocer;
herbalist; vegetarian.
S X B $sgar, s.m. Ocean, sea;—a kind of deer:—name
of a district and town in the Central provinces (India).
S (X B .¢ sgnika, = S X B.¢ sgni,s.m. A
householder who maintains a sacred re.
S X B.¢ sgni, = S (X B .¢  sgnika,s.m. A
householder who maintains a sacred re.
H X B $0sg (Malay sg ), s.m. A tree of the palm
species, Sagus rumphii; sago (obtained from the pith of
this palm):—sg -dna, s.m. Sago.
H  X B $ sgwn, s.f.=sg n, q.v.
H Y X B$M"sgaut, $5" sgot [sag, q.v.+aut= Prk.
 .\=S. + . \+], s.f. Flesh, meat, butcher's meat.
H  X B $Msgaun, $5 sgon, $0 sg n, $, sgun
[S. 8+ 4' or ?], s.f. The teak-tree, Tectona grandis;
teak wood.
H S B !sl [S. 8!t], s.m. The saul tree, Shorea robusta,
and its wood;—the plane-tree;—a wall surrounding a
building, a wall (in general); enclosure, court;—a kind of
sh, Ophiocephalus wrahl;—the gilt-head sh, Sparus
spilotus:—sl-par, s.f. or sl-pi, s.f. lit. 'Having
slleaves'; the shrub Hedysarum gangeticum:—sl-pushp,
s.m. A ower of the sltree;—Hibiscus mutabilis:—sl-ras,
s.m. The resinous juice of the sltree.
H B !sl [S. 8!], s.f. House, place, hall; schoolhouse.
H B !sl [Prk. !(; S. 8(], s.m. A thorn;—(g.) pain,
aiction, trouble;—perforation, bore, orice, mortise; a
hole made by driving a pin into the ground, &c.
H B !sl [Prk. !5; S. 8$!t], s.m. A jackal (=siyr,
q.v.).
P B sl [Pehl. l; Zend aredha; S. 8], s.m. A year:—sl-yanda(vulg. -inda), s.m. Next year:—sl-ba-sl, adv.
Year by year, annually:—sl-bhar, adv. A whole year; all

the year round:—sl--paivasta, s.m. & adv. The year
before last:—sl-tamm, s.m. or sl-tamm, s.f. An annual
report:—sl-tamm-par, adv. At the end of the year:—sljha t jam- ar , Yearly account of receipts and
disbursements; debit and credit account:—sl-il, s.m.
Yearly produce:—sl--l, s.m. The present year:—sl-isb(or isb sl), s.m. Ocial or nancial year:—slurda, adj. Old in years, old, aged; worn out;—
experienced:—sl--zirat, s.m. The agricultural year:—
sl--fal, s.m. The fulyear:—sl--kabsa, s.m.
Intercalary year; leap year; a year of thirteen months,
which comes round every three years:—sl-girah, s.f. lit.
'Year-knot, or age-knot'; birthday, anniversary of
(one's) birthday (when a knot is tied in a string or
thread kept as a record of one's age;-syn. baras-g h):sl--guashta, s.m. The past year, last year:—sl-gasht,
adv. Old in years:—sl--ml, s.m. The revenue year:—
sl--mahjan, s.m. The mercantile year (concurrent
with the Samvat year, but commencing two months
later):—sl-wr, adv. By the year; according to the year
or years:—sl-o-mh, adv. lit. 'Years and months'; always,
at all times.
H " B !sl [S. 8!], s.f. House, place (used chie y in
comp., e.g. dharm-sl, p-sl, qq.v., and cf. sl).
H " B !sl [Prk. ! ; S. !+t], s.m. Wife's
brother, brother-in-law; a term of abuse.
P " B slr [sl, q.v.+r= war= prep. +war= Zend +bara= S.
+#], s.m. lit. 'Advanced in years'; chieftain, prince,
chief, head, leader, captain, commander, general:—slr-jang, or slr-jang, s.m. Leader in war, general or
commander-in-chief, a title given by Eastern princes to
their nobles:—slr--qla, s.m. Chief of a caravan,
leader of a troop:—slr--qaum, s.m. Head of a clan or
tribe.
P " B slna [sl, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj. &
adv. Yearly, annual; annually, per year;—s.m. Annual
pension; annuity;—land taken up for the whole year:—
slna-dr, s.m. Annuitant; pensioner.
P %! B sliba (for A. ~%! B, fem. of slib, act. part. of U#B 'to
seize'), s.m. A negative proposition (in logic).
P  %! B slbiya, s.m. Sage, Salvia.

H ! B !slr, s.m. Green barley (used as fodder).

+t (+t)], s.m. A horse-doctor, veterinary surgeon;

H 0! B sls [prob. fr. the Port.;—Sp. zarza; It. salsa], s.m.

a farrier.
H Y ! B!5P"slotr = H Y ! B !5 slotar [S. 8.!+65P

Sarsa or sarsaparilla.
H (! B !slak [prob. S. 8+t], adj. Painful,

+t (+t)], s.m. A horse-doctor, veterinary surgeon;

aictive, troublous.
A (! B slik (act. part. of (#B 'to go along, to travel,' &c.),

a farrier.
P K ! B slus, s.m. = P B ! Bsl s, s.f.Trick, fraud, deceit,

part. & s.m. Going, travelling;—traveller; (met.) devotee;
a class of Moammadans who observe the law and lead
a domestic life; an individual of that class (P. plur.
slikn).
H S 1 J! B !m/slagrm, vulg. .!m/ sligrm

subterfuge, hypocrisy.
P B ! Bsl s, s.f. = P K ! B slus, s.m.Trick, fraud, deceit,

[S. 8!+m/t], s.m. A species of black quartzose (found in
the river Gandhak), containing the impression of one or
more ammonites (conceived by the Hinds to represent
Vish u; and hence it is worshipped by the Vaish avas).
A 2 ! B slim (act. part. of 2 #B 'to be safe,' &c.), adj. Safe,
secure, free; sound, perfect; whole; (in Gram.) sound or
regular (a verb or word, i.e. not having one of the weak
letter  , ,for one of its radical letters, or the second
radical similar to the third).
H #@ ! B/!"slmal, s.f. See #@ ! E lmali, and @ B semal.
H <! B !slan = H ! B ! sln [prob. S. +! 4(],
s.m. A curry of meat, sh, or vegetables.
H ! B !sln = H <! B ! slan [prob. S. +! 4(],
s.m. A curry of meat, sh, or vegetables.
H ! B !sln [sl˚= Prk. (), or ()=S. 8(),
caus. of rt. 8;—or=Prk. !(), &c., fr. the S. caus. of
8!], v.t. To penetrate, pierce, prick; to perforate, bore,
drill;—v.n. To prick, smart, ache, pain.
H ! B !0sl [prob. S. 8!,+t], s.m. A kind of ne red
cloth, Turkey red.
P  ! B sl-wr, adj. See s.v. sl, 'year.'
H < ! B .! 6slivhan, ! 6 slavhan [S.
8.! 6t; Prk. ! 645], s.m. Name of a celebrated
sovereign of India, institutor of the era now called kaor
sk(his capital was Pratish~hna on the Godvar: he
was the enemy of Vikramditya).
H Y ! B !5slotar = H Y ! B!5P" slotr [S. 8.!+65P

subterfuge, hypocrisy.
P ! B sla (fr. sl), adj. a. Years old, &c. (used with
numerals, e.g. du-sla, 'Two years old'; ad-sla, 'of a
hundred years').
P 4! B slh, s.m. pl. (of sl), Years;—adv. For many years:
—slh-sl, slh-sl, s.m. A course or series of years,
several years;—adv. For years; year after year.
P ! Bsl (sl+= S. ), adj. Annual, relating to the year;—
s.f. Land taken by the year.
H ! B.!sli, s.m.=! E li, q.v.
H ! B!"sl [S. !"], s.f. Wife's sister (esp. younger
sister), sister-in-law.
P  ! B sliyna, adj. &c.=slna, q.v.
P 1 B sm [Prs ãm; Pehl. m; Zend ma, rt. am= S. /],
s.m. Name of a celebrated hero in Persian romance
(father to Zl, and grandfather to Rustam);—a swelling
(e.g. sar-sm, 'swelling in the head').
A 1 B smm, vulg. sm(act. part. of 2C B 'to put poison into,'
&c.), adj. Poisonous, venomous, baneful, infectious:—
smm-abras, s.m. A large and venomous kind of lizard
(the bite of which is said to produce leprosy).
H 1 B /sm [S. 8(  or 8@ ], s.f. A ferule (=sm).
H 1 B /sm, 1˚, s.m.=sym;—2˚, s.f.=shm, qq.v.
S 1 B /sma, vulg. sm, s.m. A hymn, a particular kind
of sacred text or verse that is to be chanted:—smaor
sma-veda, vulg. sm-bed, s.m. Name of one of the three
principal Vedas (the prayers of which are composed in
metre, and are always sung or chanted):—sma-ved,
vulg. sm-bed, s.m. A Brhma who studies the Smaveda.
H a B /sm, s.f. Apparatus, &c. (=smagr, and smn,

qq.v.);—provisions, food of various kinds.
H a B /sm, s.m. smak, and s w, qq.v.
H a B /sm, s.f. corr. of a E ym, q.v.
S (W a B /.*smjik (fr. samja), adj. & s.m. Relating
or belonging to an assembly or multitude, social;—an
assistant or spectator at an assembly or meeting,
member of an assembly.
S *W a B /.*smjikat, s.f. The belonging to an
assembly or society.
P  a B smn, vulg. samn(prob.=S. @/ or /+), s.m.
Furniture, baggage, articles, things, paraphernalia;
requisites, necessaries, materials, appliances;
instrument, tools, apparatus; provision made for any
necessary occasion, necessary preparations; pomp,
circumstance;—measure, quantity, proportion; order,
arrangement, disposition; mode; custom, habit; power,
strength; probity; opulence; understanding, reason,
intellect;—boundary, limit; landmark;—smn--bale,
s.m. Household furniture (such as beds, boxes, pots and
pans, &c.):—smn--jang, s.m. Warlike apparatus, warmaterial, ammunition:—smn karn(-k), To make
provision (for), to provide (for):—be-sar-o-smn, adj.
Destitute, indigent, helpless; immense, boundless,
endless; stupeed, brainless.
H  a B /smn, corr. samn, adj. & s.m.=smnya, q.v.:
—smn(vulg. samn) me n, To recover (one's)
equanimity; to come to (one's) senses, to become cool, to
be appeased or pacied.
S    a B /esmndhikaraya (fr.
samndhikaraa), s.m. The being in the same
predicament; common oce or function or government;
the condition of relating to the same object.
S  a B /Bsmny, s.f. A common woman, harlot.
S   a B /Bsmnya (fr. samna), adj. (f. -), General,
universal, generic, common; equal; ordinary, commonplace; insignicant, low, plebeian;—s.m. Community,
universality, generality; totality, entireness; the being
common to many; common aairs; common property;
generic character or property; specic property; kind,
species, genus; equanimity; identity:—smnya-bh , vulg.

smn-bh t, s.m. (in Gram.) The past or perfect tense:—
smnya-bhavishyat, s.m. The simple future;—smnyalaksha, s.m. Generic denition or sign, a denition
comprising many individuals; specic characteristic:—
smnya-vart-mn, s.m. (in Gram.) Present indicative:—
smnya-vivs, s.m. One who believes (a thing) in
common with others; one who believes (anything) on
trust.
H %a B @ smbar, s.m.=sbar, 'elk,' q.v.
H &%a B @#smbhar [S. 8+#"; @ ], s.m. A kind
of fossil salt extracted from a lake in the vicinity of the
town of Smbhar (kam-bhar) near Ajmr (cf. s bhar).
H ALa B @Hsmprat [S. smpratam), adv. Now, at this
time; seasonably, tly, properly.
H &8a B/,.D smujhi, s.f. (dialec.)=samajh, q.v.
S + a B /,Wsmudra, vulg. smudr(fr. samudra), adj. & s.m.
Of or belonging to the ocean, oceanic, marine, sea-born;
—a mariner, sailor, voyager;—sea-salt; cuttle-sh bone.
S + a B /,Wsmudra (fr. sa-mudra), s.m. An impression or
mark on the body, spot.
S + a B /,Wsmudrik, /,W smudrak, s.m. The art
of interpreting the marks of the body; palmistry,
chiromancy, fortune-telling; the science of
physiognomy;—one who interprets marks on the body,
fortune-teller; physiognomist:—smudrak-vidy, s.f.
Palmistry, &c. (=smudrik).
H  + a B/,W"smudrak, s.f.=smudrak.
H  + a B/,W"smudrik, s.m. Fortune-teller, &c.
(=smudrik).
H a B /smar, s.m.=smbhar, q.v.
H &Ya B /Rsmarth,
'
= S  &Ya B /^' smarthya,s.m.f.
Adequacy, tness, capacity; competency, capability,
ability; energy, fortitude; power, strength, might;
wealth, opulence; (in Gram.) sense or force of words;
mutual relation of words:—smarthya-wn, vulg. smarthwn; and smarthya-want, adj. (f. -vat), adj. Adequate,
capable, t, able, powerful, mighty; rich, opulent:—
smarth-wn, s.f. Capability. competency; potency;
opulence; prosperity:—smarthya-hn, vulg. smarth-hn,

adj. Destitute of strength, weak, feeble, helpless.
S  &Ya B /^smarthya,
'
= H &Ya B /R' smarth,s.m.f.

chant, song; the Sma-veda.
H a B /smn = H &a B @6 smhn [Prk. (/,6f ;

Adequacy, tness, capacity; competency, capability,
ability; energy, fortitude; power, strength, might;
wealth, opulence; (in Gram.) sense or force of words;
mutual relation of words:—smarthya-wn, vulg. smarthwn; and smarthya-want, adj. (f. -vat), adj. Adequate,
capable, t, able, powerful, mighty; rich, opulent:—
smarth-wn, s.f. Capability. competency; potency;
opulence; prosperity:—smarthya-hn, vulg. smarth-hn,
adj. Destitute of strength, weak, feeble, helpless.
H &Ya B/Rusmarth [smarth, q.v.+S. a. t (+t)],

S. @/,L+!+t], s.m. Encountering, confronting,

adj. Strong, powerful, &c. (=smarth-wn, q.v.
S * &Ya B /^smarthyat,
'
s.f. Powerfulness:
adequateness, ableness, ability.
H a B/"smar, s.f. corr. of %a E mbar, q.v.
A a Bsmir, adj. Samaritan;—s.m. A native of Samaria;—
name of a magician who is said to have been
contemporary with Moses and to have made by magic a
speaking calf (cf. the Qor an, Sra xx. 90, Ta. Ha.);—s.f.
The Samaritan language.
A b a B sm (act. part. of b @ B 'to hear'), adj. & s.m.
Hearing;—hearer, listener.
P P a B sma (for A. ~P a B smat, fem. of sm), adj. & s.f.
Hearing, hearkening, listening;—the sense of hearing,
hearing; the ear:—quwwat--sma, s.f. The sense of
hearing.
S (a B /smak, adj. & s.m. Belonging to the Smaveda;—one who chants the Sma-veda.
H (a B /smak [S. /t], s.m. A kind of edible
grain, Panicum frumentaceum(=s w); a kind of grainbearing grass (found in khdarlands).
S Ja B/m"smagr, s.f. Collection of materials or
implements, &c.; stock, eects, furniture, baggage,
goods, chattels, articles, things, materials, necessaries,
utensils, implements, apparatus, tools; train, retinue;
pomp, circumstance (syn. smn); scenery;—entireness,
wholeness, totality, the whole, completeness, perfection
(=S. smagrya).
S <a B /sman, s.m. Calming, conciliation; mildness;

meeting, opposing, facing; opposition; front, front part:—
smn(or smhn) karn(-k), To confront, face,
encounter, oppose; to be insolent:—smneor smhne,
postpn. Before, facing, in front (of, -ke, or mere, &c.), in
presence (of); confronting, opposite, over against; by the
side (of), in comparison (with);—smne-kor smhne-k,
adj. (f. -), Confronting, opposite; of or appertaining to
(one's) presence or life-time or age (e.g. smne-k bt, 'A
thing said or done in (one's) presence, or during (one's)
life-time'):—smne-k np(in Math.) A secant:—smne(or
smhne) hon(with gen.), To come in front, come
forward, come before (one); to confront, oppose, brave,
defy.
H &a B @6smhn = H a B / smn [Prk. (/,6f ;
S. @/,L+!+t], s.m. Encountering, confronting,
meeting, opposing, facing; opposition; front, front part:—
smn(or smhn) karn(-k), To confront, face,
encounter, oppose; to be insolent:—smneor smhne,
postpn. Before, facing, in front (of, -ke, or mere, &c.), in
presence (of); confronting, opposite, over against; by the
side (of), in comparison (with);—smne-kor smhne-k,
adj. (f. -), Confronting, opposite; of or appertaining to
(one's) presence or life-time or age (e.g. smne-k bt, 'A
thing said or done in (one's) presence, or during (one's)
life-time'):—smne-k np(in Math.) A secant:—smne(or
smhne) hon(with gen.), To come in front, come
forward, come before (one); to confront, oppose, brave,
defy.
H [ &a B @6ssmhne (obl. sing. of smhn), postpn. See
s.v. smhn.
H &a B@6"smh, /,Ç smuhe = H a B/" sm
(contrac. of smh)(dialec.=smhne, q.v.
H a B/"sm (contrac. of smh) = H &a B@6" smh,
/,Ç smuhe (dialec.=smhne, q.v.
H a B/"sm [S. 8( +?], s.f. A ferule;—rich arable
land.
H a B/"sm, s.m. corr. of swm, q.v.

P a Bsm (for A. 1 B, act. part. of @ B 'to be high,' &c.),
adj. High, lofty, exalted, sublime.
S  L a B /"Qsmpya (fr. sampa), s.m. Nearness,
proximity, contiguity, vicinity;—a neighbour.
S ( a B /smayik (fr. sam-aya), adj. Appertaining to

long periods).
H <L B [s pin, [ s pan [Prk. .Q4"; S. 4"],
s.f. A female snake;—a disorder which causes the hair to
fall o;—a blemish in a horse:—s pan-do-muh, s.f. A
species of snake with two heads (the fem. is used for the
male and female).
H  B Bsnt, part. corr. of  E nt, q.v.

time or to some appointed or understood time;
seasonable, timely, opportune; punctual; conformable to
agreement, conventional, customary; periodical;
temporary.
S  a B @smya (fr. sama), s.m. Evenness, equality,

of spring; name of a month.
S  * B B; sntwan (for 8B; ), s.m. Conciliation,

parity, sameness; likeness, similarity; harmony,
agreement; equability; impartiality, indierence.
H  B [s , adj. a.=s, q.v.

reconcilement; mildness; appeasing; speaking kindly and
in a conciliatory manner; friendly salutation and inquiry.
H &* B[R"s thr, s.f.=sthr, q.v.

P  B sn, vulg. s (said to be fr. s dan, rt. Zend = S. 8,

H &* B [R!s thal [Prk. ;Rf"; S.  R+!+], s.f. Thigh

and=s(fr. s dan); but prob. akin to S. /, or to H. s,

(syn. rn).
H * B.Bsnti, s.f.=* E nti, q.v.

q.v.), adj. a. Like (e.g. sher-sn, 'lion-like');—s.m.
Likeness, similitude;—muster, review (of an army;—cf. S.
sainya, and H. sain):—sn karn(-k), To muster, to review.
H  B sn [Prk. 4; S. (], s.f. Sign, token; trace;
hint, &c. (see sain):—sn-gumn, s.m. Sign, trace; hint;
notion, idea (=gumn).
H P  B sn [S. 84" or 8", rt. 85], s.f. Whetstone,
grindstone; touchstone:—sn-par rakhn(-ko), or sn
a hn, or dharn, or lagn(-ko), To put to the
whetstone, to whet, grind (a sword, &c.):—sn-gar, s.m. A
cutter of whetstones, grmdstones, &c.
H &% B [#s bhar, s.m.=smbhar, q.v.
H ` B [s p [Prk. Q5; S. t],
' s.m. Snake, serpent:—
s p-k rass-se are(or art hai), prov. 'One who has
been bitten by a snake dreads a piece of rope'; a burnt
child dreads the re.
H L B [s p [S. 8+t], s.m. Mourning or chanting
dirges (over the dead), mourning, wailing, weeping; a
passing bell;—condolence:—s pe jn, v.n. To make a
visit of condolence (to one), to condole (with):—s p
karn(-k), To mourn or bewail the death (of):—s pe-k
tyal, s.f. A suit of mourning;—holiday suit, best suit:—
lhaur s p, s.m. A long mourning (so called because the
Khatr women of the Panjb mourn for their dead for

H  B Bsnt [prob. fr. S. B], s.f. (local) The season

H * BB"snt, = H [ * B B` sne,See sant, and sante.
H [ * B B`sne, = H * BB" snt,See sant, and sante.
H  B [&s  (fr. s n, q.v.), s.f. Joining, sticking;
contact, union, junction, cohesion; attachment, liaison;
confederacy, collusion;—a knot;—a ail:—s -b (or sb), and s -g , s.f. Combining, leaguing, &c.;
combination, league, confederacy, collusion, intrigue.
H  B [&s  [s , q.v.+ =S. +t; cf. so ], s.m. A
stick or whip (for driving oxen, or for urging an elephant
to ght); a goad; a spur; a sugar-cane.
H   B [&s n (caus. of sa n= san, q.v.], v.t. To
stick, cause to adhere or cohere, to gum, paste; to join,
unite; to combine; to join threads, to splice; to twist
(rope, &c.); to weave; to attach (a person) to oneself, win
(one) over or away (from):—s -len, v.t. intens. of
and=s n.
H  B [_s h, s.f.=s , q.v.:—s h-g h, s.f.=s g or s -b , q.v.
H   B [_s hn, v.t.=s n, q.v.
H  B[_"s h, s.m.=sh, q.v.
H  B[&"s  [s , q.v.+S. a. ], s.f. A ail; a small
stick or goad, &c. (see s ).

H 6 B ,*snuj [S. +,*], adv. Along with (one's)

S  +  B .Bsnnidhya (fr. san-nidha), s.m. Nearness,

younger brother.
H 6 B [*s j, s.f. contrac. of s jh, q.v.

proximity, vicinity; presence, attendance.
H <L)+  B B"sndpan, s.m.=sandpan, q.v.

H 6 B [*s j, s.m. corr. of sj, q.v.

H <L)+  B B"sndpan = S L)+  BB" sndpani (fr.

H <8 B [*s jan, s.m.=sjan, q.v.

san-dpana), s.m. Name of a Muni or sage who was the
tutor of Krishn and Balarm.
S L)+  BB"sndpani = H <L)+  B B" sndpan (fr.

H 8 B [*s jn, v.t.=sjn, q.v.
H &8 B [Ds jh [Prk. (D; S. B], s.f. Evening, dusk,
twilight:—s jh-samay, and s jh-kl, s.m. Evening,
eventide:—s jh-sawere, adv. Morning and evening.
H &8 B [Ds jh, s.m. = H &8 B[D" s jh, s.f.[s jh,
q.v.+Prk. 

and =S. +t

and ], Images of cow-dung made by children during
the dark half of the month Asin to represent idols;—
hymns sung by Hind girls in praise of Snjh.
H &8 B[D"s jh, s.f. = H &8 B [D s jh, s.m.[s jh,
q.v.+Prk. 

and =S. +t and ], Images of cow-

dung made by children during the dark half of the
month Asin to represent idols;—hymns sung by Hind
girls in praise of Snjh.
H 9 B [s [Prk. K(; S. ;(], adj. & s.m.=9B sa , q.v.:
—s -ko  nah , prov. Fire does not harm truth; 'truth
has nothing to fear' (prob. in allusion to ordeal by re).
H : B [s , adj.=sa , and sa , qq.v.
H : B [s  [prob. S.  +t or t], s.m. A mould,
matrice; gure, form, outline; a cone:—s e-me hln(ko), To cast in a mould, to mould, form, shape.
H  : B [5s ar-non [prob. S.  ++! 4(], s.m.
Crystallized salt; Epsom salts; Glauber's salt.
H : B [5s o, [M s au (Braj)=s , q.v.
H &: B[+"s h, s.m.=sksh, q.v.
A A c B snit, s.m. pl. of next, q.v.
P c B snia (for A. ~c B saniat, fem. or n. of un. fr. sni,
act. part. of B 'to present itself, to occur'), s.m. An
occurrence, event, incident.
H +  B [s d [prob. S. /+/], s.m. A rope by which
a cow's legs are tied at the time of milking it.
H +  B [s dhn, v.t. (dialec.)=sdhn, q.v.

san-dpana), s.m. Name of a Muni or sage who was the
tutor of Krishn and Balarm.
H  B [fs , vulg. s [Prk. §5; S. 3eft], s.m. A bull
(esp. one set at liberty as an act of piety, and allowed to
wander about at will);—a stallion;—an independent,
extravagant fellow (syn. hal- ikaniy):—r -k s , s.m.
See s.v. r .
H  B [fs  [S. ef+t], s.m. A species of sandlizard (com. called sar-s ;—the oil extracted from it is
supposed to be a cure for rheumatism, gout, and
impotence).
H  B[f"s n, vulg. s n[S. 3ef+"], s.f. A female
camel (for riding), a dromedary (cf. srand srn):—
s n-sawr, s.m. One who is mounted on a camel; a
camel-rider; a messenger (who comes on a camel).
H 7 B [fs iy [S. 3ef+t], s.m. A young camel;—
a wheel used in lace-making.
H  B [7s , s.m.=s , q.v.
H   B[7"s n, s.f.=s n, q.v.
H I B [s s [Prk. 5; S. :t], s.f. Breath,
breathing, respiration; sigh;—a unit of time (equal to six
breathings); a crack or ssure (which lets in air):—s s
ul len(or ule s s len), To draw in the breath, to gasp
(as a person in agony):—s s bharn, To draw a deep
breath; to heave a sigh, to sigh, to regret; to gasp, pant:
—s s urn, To hold in (one's) breath, to pretend to be
dead:—s s a hn(-k), To be short of breath; to gasp,
pant:—s s ruknor ruk-jn(-k), The breath to be
stopped, to be suocated, be sti ed; to be smothered, be
throttled:—s s rokn(-k), To stop the breathing (of), to
suocate, sti e; to throttle:—s s-k rog, s.m. Asthma:—
s s khai n, To take a long breath; to hold in the

breath; to pretend to be dead:—s s len, To take breath,
to breathe, to draw breath; to sigh, to repine.
H 0 B [s s [Prk. ( ; S. (8t], s.m. Doubt,
misgiving, anxiety; fear, apprehension; imagination;
re ection.
S  0 B [snsrik (fr. samsra), adj. Belonging to

case.
H  B["s kr [S. 8rL+], s.f. A small chain, &c.
(see s kar).
H  B [!s kal, s.f. A chain, &c. (=s kar, q.v.).
H  B [5s ko, s.m.=s kho, q.v.
S

 B ,!
{ snuk l (sa+an˚), adj. Attended by

the world, worldly, mundane; secular; lay:—
snsrikopay(˚ka+up˚), adj. & s.m. Having recourse to
worldly or secular measures;—one who has recourse to
worldly contrivances, a time-server, temporizer;—
worldly contrivance, temporizing, time-serving.
H 0 B [s sat [S. 8.Tt], s.m. Punishment; pain

Garhwl) A honeycomb.
H & B [L5s kho, [L0 s kh , [Prk. (/5; S. rJ/t],

(=ssat).
H <0 B [s san, s.f.=s sn, q.v.

s.m. A bridge, causeway, suspension-bridge (syn. pul).
H & B [L0s kh [S. 8r], s.m. The tree Shorea robusta,

H 0 B [s sn [s s˚= Prk. (() or (()=S.

and its wood (syn. sl, q.v.).
S  & B [Zsnkhya, adj. Relating to number or

k(), caus. of rt. k(], v.t. To chide, rebuke,
threaten, snub; to punish; to distress.
H 0 B["s sn, s.f. A female of the gipsy tribe called
s siy, q.v.
H 0 B [s siy [prob. S.  +t], s.m. A tribe of
Indian gipsies; an individual of that tribe.
H ( B [s k [Prk. (; S. 8r], s.f. Fear,
apprehension.
H ( B [s k [prob. fr. S. :; see s s], s.f. Asthma.
H ( B [s k [S. 8L], s.f. (m. ?), A branch (=P. sh );
—a lump of sweetmeat (particularly of jaleb).
H  B [s k [the preceding+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Net-work of string, &c. (such as that which forms the
bottom of a rp).
H  B [s k, s.m.=s kh, s kho, q.v.
H  B [s kar [Prk. (!; S. 8rL!], s.f. A chain; a
door-chain; staple (of a lock); fetter; manacle; a kind of
ornament worn by women, a twisted chain worn on the
ankle.
H  B [s kar [Prk. (f( or (f,; S. r&(], adj.
Contracted, narrow, conned, close, strait, strict; tight,
scant;—s.f. A narrow lane or passage; a strait; a dele;—
diculty, strait, trouble; a perplexing or embarrassing

favourable circumstances.
H & B [Ls kh, s.m.=s kho, q.v.
H 3& B [.L!s khil [prob. fr. S. 8rL!], s.m.(?) (in

calculation, numeral; enumerating; deliberating;
reasoning; rational, discriminative;—s.m. One of the
Hind systems of philosophy (ascribed to Kapila);—(in
Logic) reasoning, argument:—snkhy-stra, s.m. The
Snkhya doctrine or system of philosophy, or any
treatise upon it:—snkhya-yoga, s.m. lit. 'Application of the
Snkhya doctrine to the knowledge of spirit,' name of
the second chapter of the Bhagavad-gta (supposed to be
so named as setting forth the Snkhya and Yoga
doctrines in regard to the soul).
H ^ B [$s g [Prk. ($;( S. r$], s.f. Spear, javelin, dart
(all of iron), a goad;—a borer for wells.
H ^ B [$s g (=sw g, q.v.), s.m. Imitation, acting,
mimicry, disguise, impersonation; mockery, sham, farce;
a play, representation; a scene, show; a part in a play, a
character:—s g bann, To get up a play or
entertainment:—s g bann, v.n. To act; to play the fool,
make a buoon of oneself:—sng bharn, To act the part
(of, -k), to represent a character, to act; to play the fool;
to sham, to pretend:—s g dikhn, To represent a
character; to sham, to pretend:—sng karn, To act, to
play a part; to act foolishly, to play the fool:—sng ln(k), To imitate, to mimic, to take o; to act the part (of):
—s g ma n, To act the buoon, to play the fool; to skip

and jump about, to cut capers:—s g nikln= s g bann,
q.v.
S ^ B [$s g (sa+a ga), adj. Having all the members,
complete in all its parts, nished; possessed of the
auxiliary branches (a ga) of sacred science:—
s gopng(˚ga+up˚), adj. Entire, complete; along with the
a gasand up gasor the principal and auxiliary branches
of sacred science.
P J B sngar, s.m. See s.v. sn, 'whetstone.'

S  B ,snu, s.m. Level ground on the top or edge of a
mountain, table-land; summit, ridge; top, end, point;
precipice; a shoot, sprout; a forest, wood; a road; a gale
of wind; a sage.
H   B [ s w = H   B [ [ s w [Prk. / ; S.
/t], s.m.=smk, q.v. (cf. sm).
H   B [ [s w = H   B [  s w [Prk. / ; S.
/t], s.m.=smk, q.v. (cf. sm).

H J B [$s gar [S. r$(], s.m. The pod of the ami

H   B [ &s o = H   B [ _ s oh [S. /0©; or

tree; a kind of bean; the pod or fruit of the Jan~ tree.
H IJ B [$,s gus = H K J B [$0 s g s [S. 8rt], s.f.

/T+t], adj. (f. -), Collected; ready; well, sound, in

The skate-sh, Raia sankur.
H K J B [$0s g s = H IJ B [$, s gus [S. 8rt], s.f.
The skate-sh, Raia sankur.
H  J B [$ s go , s.m. (dialec.)=s kho, q.v.
H &J B [Vs ghar, s.m. A wife's son by a former

health:—s oh karn, v.t. To bring or get together, to
collect.
H   B [ _s oh = H   B [ & s o [S. /0©; or
/T+t], adj. (f. -), Collected; ready; well, sound, in
health:—s oh karn, v.t. To bring or get together, to
collect.
H   B [ s wr, so r, adj.=s wl, q.v.

husband, step-son.
H J B[$"s g [s g, q.v.+S. a. t: (+t)], s.m.

H   B [ 5s wro, [ M s wrau = H   B [ 

Mimic, actor, player.
H J B[$"s g, s.f. A support on which the pole of a

s wro (Braj)=s wr, q.v.
H   B [  s wro = H   B [ 5 s wro, [ M

cart is propped;—the coach-box (of a hative vehicle); the
frame-work of a native cart (over which a covering or
curtain is placed to secure privacy for women).
H  J B [$"s gt, s.m.=sangt, q.v.

s wrau (Braj)=s wr, q.v.
H   B [ s wak, s.m.=smakand s w, qq.v.
H X  B[ $"s wg, s wg, s.f. A covered cart (=s g,

H  B snn [sn˚= Prk. 4() or 4<()=S. *(),

q.v.).
H  B [ !s wal, adj.=next, q.v.

caus. of rt. *; but cf. sau dn], v.t. To impregnate

H "  B [ !s wl, so l[Prk. /! ; S. /!+t],

(with); to rub in; to knead, mash, mix up (as our, dough,
earth, &c.); to rub, smear, stain, soil, dele; to implicate:
—sn-len, v.t. intens. of and=snn.
H  B snn (fr. sn, 'whetstone,' q.v.), v.t. To whet,

adj. (f. -), Of a dark or sallow complexion; dark, swarthy;
sallow, brown, nut-brown; of handsome countenance; an
epithet of Krish :—s ol-salon, adj. (f. -), Brown and
salty; rich brown;—piquant, pleasing:—s ol- rat, adj. &
s.m. Having a sallow or a handsome countenance;—one
who has a sallow countenance, &c., an epithet of Krish .
H !  B [ .!snwaliy [S. /!+t], s.m. An epithet

to sharpen.
S (B  B ,snunsik (sa+an˚), adj. (in Gram.)
Pronounced with a nasal sound, nasal (the term is
applied to any letter that has anuswror andra-vinduover
it; also to the fth letter of each of the rst ve classes
of consonants in the Ngar).
H  B [ s w, s.m.=sn, 'whetstone';—s.f. corr. of nti;
qq.v.:—s w- t, adj. Without anxiety, tranquil.

of Krish (=s ol- rat).
H   B [ s wan, s.m.=swan, q.v.
H   B [ Bs want, adj. & s.m.=swant, q.v.
H   B[ "s wan, s.f.=swan, q.v.

H  B"sn (fr. sn-n, q.v.), s.f. Cha or chopped straw
mixed with grain (esp. that from which oil has been
expressed) as food for cattle; mash;—s.m. A caste of
cultivators.
H  B[ s  = H <  B [ s  [Prk. ./ ; S. T ./ t],
s.m. Master, lord; husband; the Supreme Being, God;—a
religious mendicant.
H <  B [s  = H  B[ s  [Prk. ./ ; S. T ./ t],
s.m. Master, lord; husband; the Supreme Being, God;—a
religious mendicant.
H  B[ s , [ s e, = H <  B [ s  , [(
s e ,s.f. An imitative sound (as of the the wind, &c.):—
s e - s e , s.f. Soughing or whistling (of the wind);
whizzing; rustling, rustle;—creeping or tingling
sensation.
H <  B [s  , [( s e , = H  B[ s , [
s e,s.f. An imitative sound (as of the the wind, &c.):—
s e - s e , s.f. Soughing or whistling (of the wind);
whizzing; rustling, rustle;—creeping or tingling
sensation.
H  B s [Prk. ; S. ,t ], adj. Tractable, docile;
innocent (cf. sh ; sh);—s.m.f. A relation.
H A B  svit, adj. contrac. of next, q.v.
S Y B  Psvitra, adj. Relating or belonging to the sun;
descended from the sun, belonging to the solar dynasty;
—s.m. The sun;—a name of iva; an epithet of Kar a,
the child of the sun; name of a Vasu; name of one of the
Nakshatras or lunar asterisms.
S Y B P"svitr, s.f. A beam or ray of light; a cluster
of solar rays; name of a celebrated verse of the Rig-veda
(regarded as the most sacred verse of the Veda, and
called Svitr as addressed to the sun); the ceremony of
investiture with the sacred thread; the sacricial or
sacred thread;—an epithet of Um (wife of iva); and of
the wife of Satyavn.
H 5 B  *swaj, (dialec.) * suj [Prk.  A*(; S. :
++(], adj. & s.m. Savage, wild;—a wild animal, sport,
game (as deer, tiger, &c.).
S   B  svadhn (sa+av˚), adj. Attentive, heedful,

careful, cautious, circumspect; prudent; diligent:—
svadhn rahn(-se), To be careful or mindful (of), to
beware (of):—svadhn-se, adv. Carefully, cautiously, &c.:
—svadhn karn, v.t. To make (one) careful or cautious,
to put (one) on (his) guard, to warn;—v.n. To take care,
exercise caution, to be careful or cautious:—svadhn
hon= svadhn rahn.
S *  B  svadhnat, s.f. = S *  B  ;
svadhnatva,s.m.= H   B " svadhn,
s.f.Attention, carefulness, circumspection, caution,
prudence.
S *  B  ; svadhnatva, s.m. = S *  B  
svadhnat, s.f.= H   B " svadhn, s.f.Attention,
carefulness, circumspection, caution, prudence.
H   B "svadhn, s.f. = S *  B  
svadhnat, s.f.= S *  B  ;
svadhnatva,s.m.Attention, carefulness, circumspection,
caution, prudence.
H  B  swar, 1˚=sbaror sbal;—2˚=swalor s l, qq.v.
S   B  esvarya
'
(fr. sa-vara), s.m. Sameness or
similiarity of colour; identity of caste or class.
H  B  5swaro, adj. (Braj.)=s wl, q.v.
H  B  7swa [S. 0+$6( or 0+$(], s.f. Lyingin chamber; impurity from childbirth (cf. the forms so ,
sowa , and sau r).
H B B  Tswast, = H *B B T" swast,s.f.=sahavasti, q.v.
H *B B T"swast, = H B B  T swast,s.f.=sahavasti, q.v.
H  B  swak [S. 8 t], s.m. Child; young of an
animal; chick; edgeling.
H K   B  svaks = S D   B  8 svak (fr. sa
+av˚), s.m. Leisure, opportunity;—adj. & adv. Having
leisure, with leisure;—at leisure, leisurely.
S D   B  8svak = H K   B   svaks (fr. sa
+av˚), s.m. Leisure, opportunity;—adj. & adv. Having
leisure, with leisure;—at leisure, leisurely.
H   B  swkaran [S. /+4],
' adj. & s.m.

S ) B   svayav (fr. sa+av˚), adj. Composed of parts,

(dialec.) Having black ears;—a black-eared creature or
animal.
H  B  !swal, ! s l, ! sul, s.m.=sh l, q.v.

possessed of limbs or members.
H ? B 6sh, s.f. corr. of skh, q.v.

H  B  !swal, s.m.=sbal, q.v.

H ? B 6sh (=sh , q.v.), s.m. A merchant, a shop-

H  B  swan [Prk.  4,; S. Y 4(], s.m. The fourth
Hind month, July-August (beginning when the sun
enters Cancer: its full moon is near rava  or 
Aquilæ):—swan-bhdo , s.m. Sunshine and rain;—a kind
of lattice-work;—a kind of rework:—swan-k jha , s.f.
The constant showers of Swan:—swan hare na bhdo
s khe, 'Flourishing in summer and not fading in autumn';
continuing in the same state or condition.
S  B  svan, s.m. Institutor of a sacrice or
employer of priests at a sacrice; the conclusion of a
sacrice or the ceremonies by which it is terminated;—a
name of Varu a;—a month of thirty
solar days; a natural or civil day (from sunrise to
sunset); a day reckoned from sunrise to sunrise (of
which 1,577,917,828 are counted in a yugaor cycle of
4,320,000 years).
H  B  swn, v.t. (rustic)=sewn, q.v.
H  B  Bswant [S. /Bt], adj. & s.m. Brave,
warlike, heroic;—a leader, general; warrior, hero,
champion.
H * B B"swant [swant+ S. ], s.f. Bravery,
valour, heroism.
H J B($"s g, s.f.=s g, q.v.
H 3 B  (!, ±! so l, adj.=s wlor s ol, q.v.
H  B "svan [Prk.  .4; S. Y 4+], s.f. The
day of full moon in the month Swan; the harvest of
Swan, the arfor autumn harvest; the rejoicings of the
month of Swan (in which the scattered members of a
family assemble under the paternal roof, and presents
are interchanged between families where an
engagement is pending); sweetmeats and fruits, &c.
presented by the bridegroom (or by the parents) to the
bride in Swan; the ceremony of presenting a
ancéewith the materials for a swing (as coloured poles,
ropes, &c.) in the month Swan; the materials for a
swing which are presented to a ancéein Swan.

keeper; a banker; a title of respect given to merchants,
bankers, &c.;—an innocent or guileless person, an
honest man:—sh-jog, adj. Creditable, reputable; payable
at sight or on presentation, payable to the bearer (a
hun):—sh-j, s.m. A title of respect (=sh).
H  B 6sh, s.m. 1˚=skh, or skh, q.v.;—2˚ Day of a
marriage, wedding-day.
H   B 6shn, adj. corr. of shhna, q.v.
S   B6shyya, vulg. 6 shya (fr. sahya), s.m.
Friendship, fellowship, alliance, confederation; help,
succour; mutual help.
H   B6shy, s.m. corr. of sahy, q.v.
H <L B 6shpan, s.m.=sh -pan, q.v.
S  * B 6 ;shitya (fr. sahit) s.m. Association,
connection, combination, conjunction, union, society,
fellowship.
H  8 B 6*shjd, s.m. corr. of shhzda, q.v.
S ): B 6sha
'
arya (fr. saha- ara), s.m.
Companionship, fellowship, association, company,
society.
S I B 6shas, s.m. Violence, force, oppression,
cruelty, outrage, assault, rape, felony, suicide;
punishment, chastisement; hatred; boldness, daring,
courage, fortitude, resoluteness, spirit, valour,
intrepidity; encouragement, reassurance; foolhardiness,
rashness, temerity, impetuosity.
S (0 B 6shasik, = S 0 B6" shas,adj. Violent,
ferocious, rapacious, cruel, brutal; bold, daring, resolute,
determined, brave, undaunted, courageous, intrepid;
foolhardy, rash, impetuous; forward, obtrusive,
impudent, saucy:—shas hon, v.n. To be bold, &c.; to take
heart; to presume, &c.
S 0 B6"shas, = S (0 B 6 shasik,adj. Violent,
ferocious, rapacious, cruel, brutal; bold, daring, resolute,
determined, brave, undaunted, courageous, intrepid;

foolhardy, rash, impetuous; forward, obtrusive,
impudent, saucy:—shas hon, v.n. To be bold, &c.; to take
heart; to opresume, &c.
H  B 6 !shil, s.m. A porcupine (=sh).

Rubbing; polishing; diusing (used as last member of
comp. e.g. jabn-s, s.f. Rubbing the forehead (on the
ground in adoration).
H ) B sy, s.m.=) B sya, q.v.

H  B z!shul, s.m.=sh l, q.v.

P  %) B sya-bn, vulg. sebn, s.m. See s.v. ) B sya.

S 2  B 6/sham (sa+aham) = wh mai h .

H ) B syat,  sit, s.f. corr. of m B sat, q.v.

H < B 6shan (sh, q.v.+S. a. "), s.f. The wife of a

S  8) B ,Asyujya (fr. sa-yuj), s.m. Union, identication,

sh; a female sh, q.v.
H  B sh , z shu [Prk. ; S. ,], adj. & s.m.

intimate union, absorption (esp. the ultimate reabsorption of the soul into the divine essence);
similarity, likeness.
H + ) B syad,  sid; corr. of shyad, q.v.

Upright, honest, of good repute, respectable;—a
merchant; a banker (=sh, q.v.):—sh -kr, adj. & s.m.
Honest, &c. (=sh );—a banker; a merchant, shopkeeper, trader, broker; a wealthy person, a great man
(cf. mahjan):—sh -kro -k sabh, s.f. Exchange, stockexchange, bourse:—sh -kr, s.m. Money-market,
exchange:—sh -kr, s.f. The condition or the business
of a banker, &c.; banking business, banking; trade,
trac, commerce; brokerage; exchange (of money):—
shu-kr-p, s.f. A banker's bill of exchange.
H <;  B sh pan [sh , q.v.+Prk. Q4( S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. State or position of a banker, &c.; mercantile
or commercial credit.
H    B sh kr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. sh .
H

 B !sh l [prob. S. + !t; or ,+!t; cf.

sdhn], s.m. Plumb-line, plummet (other forms of the
word are shul, sahwal, sahol, and P. shqul, shq l).
H  B6 shi, s.m. (old Hind), corr. of shh, q.v.:—2˚
(dialec.), A religious mendicant, a Mohammadan
faqr(=s ).
H  B6"sh [S. 8!"], s.f. A porcupine (cf. s h, seh).
H $ B s, s.m.=s , q.v.
H $ B s [S. , or +], s.f. Earnest-money,
pledge:—s bajn, To full a contract for which earnestmoney has been received.
P $ Bs, s.f. = P [ $ B se, act. part.(fr. s dan; see s),
Rubbing; polishing; diusing (used as last member of
comp. e.g. jabn-s, s.f. Rubbing the forehead (on the
ground in adoration).
P [ $ B se, act. part. = P $ Bs, s.f.(fr. s dan; see s),

A $ B sir (act. part. of  B or B 'to remain'), s.m. The
rest, remainder; the whole.
A $ B sir (act. part. of  B 'to go'), part. & s.m. Going,
walking, wandering; current; contingent;—tax, duty
(levied on personal property), land-customs, octroi:—sir
ar , s.m. Contingent charges.
P A W$ B sirjt, s.m. pl. (of sir,—barbarous), Taxes (on
personal property), transit duties.
A I$ B sis, vulg. ss, sas(act. part. of K B 'to manage or
tend beasts'), s.m. A groom, horse-keeper.
P 0$ Bsis, vulg. ss, sas(fr. sis), s.f. The business of
a groom.
S () B syak, s.m. An arrow; a dart; a sword;
weapon.
H $ B sik [S. +t], s.m. A dart; lightning;
thunderbolt.
A $ B sil (act. part. of  B 'to ask,' &c.), part. & s.m.
Asking;—asker, interrogator, querist, questioner;
applicant, suitor, petitioner; beggar (P. pl. siln).
A $ B sil (act. part. cf  B 'to ow') part. adj. Flowing,
uid, liquid.
P @ $ B sima (for A. ~@ $ B simat, fem. of sim, act. part. of
1 B 'to go,' &c.), part. adj. Going away, or sent away, for
pasture; pasturing by themselves (goats, camels, &c.;—
pl. sawim).
S <) B 4sya, s.m. Name of a learned Brhma and
commentator (he is thought to have ourished about
A.D. 1370).
S <) B syan (sa+ay˚), s.m. The longitude of a planet

reckoned from the vernal equinoctial point.
S ) B r!sya kla, vulg. sya k, s.m. See s.v.
sya, 'end.'
S ) B sya, s.m. End, close, termination; close of day,
evening;—an arrow:—sya -kla, vulg. sya -kl, q.v., s.m.
Evening, eventide.
P ) B sya (=S. +), s.m. Shadow, shade; shelter,
protection; apparition, spectre; in uence (of an evil
spirit);—a petticoat:—sya-bn, vulg. se-bn, s.m. Canopy;
sunshade, umbrella, parasol; roof or y of a tent;
thatched roof:—sya-parwar, or sya-parwarda, adj. & s.m.
'Brought up in the shade,' delicately
nurtured;—a protégé; an inexperienced person;—a slave:
—sya pa nor pa -jn(-par), The shadow (of one, -k) to
fall (upon); to come under the in uence (of); to imitate:
—sye-tale n(-ke), or sye-me n(-ke), To come under
the shadow or protection (of), to take shelter (with):—
sya-dr, vulg. se-dr, adj. & s.m. Shady, umbrageous;
aording shelter or protection;—a protector:—sya ln(par), To cast a shadow; to aord shelter or protection
(to), to take under (one's) protection, to foster, to show
favour (to);—sya-gan, adj. & s.m. Casting a shadow;—
shadow-caster:—sya-gustar, adj. & s.m. Shade-diusing,
shading, shady; sheltering, protecting;—shelterer,
protector, favourer:—sye-me n(-ke), and sya honor ho
jn(-k), To come under the shadow (of), to fall under
the in uence (of an evil spirit, or a fairy or jinn), to be
possessed (by an evil spirit).
H I $ B ss, s.m.=I$ B sis, q.v.
H 0 $ Bss, s.f.=0$ Bsis, q.v.
H < $ B s , s.m.= Bs , q.v.
H UB  sab [S.  ; Prk.  ]( , adj. & s.m. All, entire,
whole, total; every; any;—all people, everybody; the
whole (the oblique pl. is generally sabho ):—sab-hikne,
adv. Everywhere:—sab-jnn, vulg. sab-gyn, adj. & s.m. Allknowing, omniscient;—all knowledge, knowledge of all:—
sab l, s.m. The whole case, all the facts, full particulars:
—sab-samet, adv. All together, in all, in the total:—sab-k,
adj. (f. -), Of or pertaining to all, general, common,
universal, public:—sab-k-sab(f. sab-k-sab), s.m. & adv.
The whole (of a thing), all of it together; altogether,

completely:—sab-ke-sab, s.m. pl. & adv. All without
exception (of a number of objects), the whole of them
together; completely:—sab-ku h, Everything, all:—sab-ko,
Everyone, everybody, all:—sab-khaww, adj. & s.m.
Omnivorous;—one who eats everything and anything:—
sab-kah , adv. Everywhere:—sab-gabl, s.m. A mash;
hodge-podge:—sab-log, s.m. The whole world, all people,
everybody.
H UB  sib, s.m. (Old H.) corr. of E iva, q.v.
A %B sab, prop. n. Name of a country in Arabia Felix,
Sheba (where Bilqs, the queen who visited Solomon, is
supposed to have reigned).
H %B  sab, s.f. corr. of sabh, q.v.
A

%B sibb (inf. n. of iii of UB 'to revile,' &c.), s.m. A

reviling, abusing.
P  %B sabbba (for A. ~ %B sabbbat, v.n. fr. U
C B 'to cut'; 'to
revile,' &c.), s.m. The index or forenger.
H  %B  sibr, s.m.= B sivr, q.v.
H K %B , subs [S. ,+ t], adj. Sweet-smelling,
fragrant;—sweet smell, odour, fragrance, perfume.
A . %B sib, s.m. pl. (of b %B sab), Lions; rapacious beasts,
beasts of prey.
H i %B sabqat (prob. corr. fr. sabqat), s.f.=sabqat, q.v.
H  %B, "subn [S. ,+ 4"], s.f. Sweet voice, pleasant
sound or speech.
S  %B , zsu-bhu, adj. & s.m. Handsome-armed;
strong-armed;—an epithet of Rvan (cf. su-bhuj).
A U%B sabab (v.n. fr. U
C B; ii U%CB 'to appoint or prepare a
means or canse'), s.m. (orig. 'a rope,' 'a means by which
one reaches'; hence) Means of access (to) or attainment
(of), means; cause; reason, motive; instrument;
connexion of relationship, relationship, anity;—
postpn. On account (of, -ke), by reason (of); by means
(of).
P  %%B sababyat (for A. ~ %%B, fr. sabab), s.f. Causation;
cause, motive.
H L%B , Hsu-bipra, su-bipr, s.m.=su-vipra, q.v.
P %B sabbat (for A. ~%B, v.n. fr. U
C B 'to revile,' &c.), s.f.
Podex, anus.
P %B subbat (for A. ~%B, v.n. fr. U
C B), s.f. A thing that

occasions one's being reviled, reproach, disgrace,
shame; slander; injury; villainy.
H %B  sabat (dialec.), s.f.=saut, q.v. (cf. sawat).
H *%B  sabatiy,   sabati, adj.=sautiy, q.v.
H *%B , \subitt, , \ subatt, s.m. (dialec.)=subtor
subhta, q.v.
H UB , su-baa, s.m. corr. of su-bhaa, q.v.
A  c%B subn (inf. n. of %B 'to magnify or glorify God'),
s.m. Magnifying, glorifying, or praising (God):—subnallh, Far be it from God! Holy God! Good God! God be
praised! wonderful! strange! bravo! well-done!:—subnahu, Glory be to Him; the Most Holy.
A  c%Bsubn, adj. Of God; divine.
P c%B suba (for A. ~c%B subat, v.n. fr. %B), s.m. A string
of beads (gen. ninety-nine in number; used in
performing the tasb, q.v.), a rosary:—suba-gardn,
part. adj. & s.m. Turning or revolving the rosary; one
who is counting his beads:—suba-gardn, s.f. The act of
counting the beads.
H + %B )sabd,   sabad, s.m.=+ %E abd, q.v.
P + %B sabud, s.m. A basket.
H + %B  sabdar, s.m. The bowsprit of a vessel.
H + %B , 
, su-budh (see next), s.f. Good understanding.
S + %B, ., -su-buddhi, vulg. , , " subuddh, adj. Of good
understanding, intelligent, wise, clever, shrewd.
H A%B  sabart,
'
s.m. A hare; rabbit (syn. sas).
H Y%B, su-birati, s.f.=su-virati, q.v.
H %B , 4,' , 4 subar, subara, ,  subaran [S. ,
+ 4],
 adj. & s.m. Of a bright colour; golden;—gold, &c.
(see su-var).
P o%B sabz, adj. Green, verdant; fresh; ourishing; raw,
unripe; grey-coloured or iron-grey (a horse); of a bluish
hue; black, dark (cf. siyh):—sabz bg dikhn(-ko),
'To

show (one) a ourishing garden,' to excite desire and
hope by deceitful promises, to practise deception on, to
deceive, trick (the phrase is said to be derived from the
trick by which conjurors produce fruit-laden trees, &c.):
—sabz-ba t, s.f. Flourishing state or condition,
prosperity:—sabz-posh, adj. Covered or clothed with

green, in full foliage; dressed in green, or in mourning:—
sabz-dh m, s.m. A kind of pigeon:—sabz-rang, adj. Green;
black, of a black complexion:—sabz-roshan, s.m. A kind of
pigeon:—sabz-qadam, adj. Unfortunate, unlucky, illomened:—sabz-hon, v.n. To be in full bloom, to be green
and ourishing, to ourish.
P o%B sabzak, s.m. A species of bird, Coracias; a jay.
P ?o%B sabza, s.m. Verdure, herbage; bloom; an incipient
beard, down (on the cheek); a green stone worn in the
ear as an ornament; an iron-grey horse; a nut-brown or
dark complexion (syn. s ol);—sweet basil, Ocymum
basilicum; the hemp plant, Cannabis sativa(syn. bhang):—
sabza-rang, s.m.f. A sweetheart (of a dark or nut-brown
complexion):—sabza-zr, s.m. A place abounding in
verdure, a verdant mead, meadow, lawn, greensward,
green.
P o%Bsabz, s.f. Greenness, verdure; greens, pot-herbs.
vegetables; the large leaves and capsules of the hemp
plant (bhang); an intoxicating liquor made of bhang;
spirituous liquor; a goblet or ask (for wine):—sabzfarosh, s.m. A greengrocer:—sabz-man, s.f. Vegetable
market.
H  %0%B   sabsabn [prob. fr. S. ' or  by
redupl.], v.n. To creep (as a snake; syn. sursurn).
H *0%B , subist, s.m.=subhtor subt, q.v.
A w%B sibt, s.m. Grandchild; progeny, family; a tribe (of
Israelites).
A b %B sab, adj. Seven:—saba-saiyra, The seven planets.
A b %B sub, s.m. Seventh part, a seventh.
A H%B sabaq (v.n. fr. H%B 'to precede,' &c.), s.m. Lesson,
lecture, reading:—sabaq parhn, To read or study a lesson:
—sabaq pa hn, sabaq den(-ko), To give a lesson (to), to
teach:—sabaq len(-se), To take a lesson (from).
P Q %B sabqat (for A. ~Q %B, from sabq, inf. n. of H%B 'to
precede,' &c.), s.f. Going or getting before, taking the
lead, preceding, outstripping, surpassing, excelling,
precedence, excellence, superiority; aggression:—sabqat
karn(-par), To go before, to precede, to advance; to get
before, to outstrip, surpass; to outvie; to be beforehand
(with):—sabqat le-jn(-paror -se), To bear away the palm
(from), to excel, to outstrip, to surpass.

P (%B sabuk, vulg. subuk[cf. Pehl. shafak; Zend khshvaêwa,
rt. khshvip= S. .d], adj. Light (not heavy); light-footed,
expeditious, active, nimble; light, frivolous, trivial,
tri ing; shallow; futile; unsteady; undignied, degrading,
debased; delicate, slim:—subuk-br, adj. Of a light weight;
lightly loaded, unencumbered; free from care:—subukpor pe, adj. & s.m. Light of foot, swift-footed;—a
courier:—subuk-p, s.f. Swiftness of foot, nimbleness,
activity:—subuk-parwz, adj. Light or swift in ight, lightwinged:—subuk- ez, adj. Rising quickly or swiftly, alert,
brisk, quick, active, vigilant:—subuk-dosh, adj. Lightly
laden, unencumbered; relieved, free from care or
anxiety, light-hearted:—subuk-ravor rau, adj. Going lightly
or easily, light-paced, travelling quickly, quick, swift,
eet:—subuk-r , adj. Cheerful, merry, jovial, jolly:—
subuk-r , s.f. Cheerfulness, gaiety, lightness or ease of
mind:—subuk-rau, s.f. Lightness of blowing:—subukravor rau, s.f. Quickness, swiftness, eetness, celerity:—
sabuk-sr, adj. Light-headed; unsteady, undignied,
without power or dignity, contemptible, mean, base;
helpless; hasty:—subuk-sair, adj.=subuk-rav, q.v.:—subuk
hon, To be light; to be despised, be held in contempt, to
be held cheap.
H %B  sabak, sabk, s.m. corr. of %E shabaka, q.v.
H $ %Bsubk (fr. subuk), s.f.=sabk, q.v.
H *%B , =subakt, s.m.=suvakt, q.v.
H %B , subakn, v.n. To sob (=sisakn).
H %Bsubka (contrac. of subk), s.f.=subk, q.v.
S %Bsubuk, vulg. subk(fr. subuk), s.f. Lightness, levity,
frivolousness; contempt; indignity, dishonour, disgrace,
insult; littleness; neness, delicacy (syn. i"at).
H %B, "subk, s.f. Sobbing; a sob.
S %B  !sabal (sa+bala), adj. (f. -), Strong, powerful,
forcible, energetic.
A %B sabal, s.m. Falling rain (before it reaches the
ground);—an ear of corn;—a disease in the eye
resembling a lm with red veins, a cataract; blood-shot
eye; blear-eye.
H %B ) !sabbal, s.m.=sbal, q.v.
A %B subul, s.f. pl. (of sabl), Ways, means; modes of life,

manners, institutions.
H $3%B ! sabal [sabal, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Strength, powerfulness, power, force, energy.
S + %B , Bsu-bandh, adj. (f. -), Well bound or secured,
well fastened, having a good binding.
S + %B , B,su-bandhu, vulg. , B0 su-bandh , adj. & s.m.
Having a good friend; having good connections;—a good
friend
P + %Bsiband; for words beginning with si, which are not
given below, see s.v. B si.
P %B sab , sabo, s.m. Ewer, jar, pitcher, pot, cup, glass:—
sab -ba-dosh, adj. & s.m. With a water-pot or ewer, &c. on
his back;—a bearer or carrier of a pitcher, &c.
H Y %B  5sabotar [S.  'P], adv. Everywhere.
P = %B sab a (dim. of sab , q.v.), s.m. A small pitcher or
ewer, &c.
H P ? %B sab ra (for sb ra), rel. adj. fr. sb r, name of a
place; or prob. fr. A. %B), s.m. Instrumentum in membri
virilis forma, e corio concinnatum, quo mulieres
libidinosæ utuntur; a dildo.
P K %B sab s, sabos, s.m. Bran; cha; scurf, dandri.
H &%B ,#subh, adj. & s.m.=&%E ubh, q.v.
H &%B ,#subh, s.m. corr. of 4%E shubh, q.v.
S &%B #sabh, s.f. Assembly, meeting, company; council;
a sitting of the king in council; a judicial court; a levee;
hall of audience; a gaming-house; a much-frequented
place;—place, house:—sabh-pati, s.m. President or
chairman of an assembly;—keeper of a gaming-house:—
sabhdhyaksh(˚bh+ad˚), s.m. President or chief of an
assembly:—sabh-sad, s.m. One of a company, a member
of an assembly, or society, or council, an assistant at an
assembly or meeting; (in law an assessor; an arbitrator:
—sabh-sammat, s.f. Award of a council:—sabh karn(-k),
To convene or to hold a meeting:—sabh-nyak,
s.m.=sabh-pati, q.v.:—sabh-wl, s.m. (f. -), Member of
an assembly:—rj-sabh, s.f. See s.v. rj.
H B &%B ,#subhs, s.f. = H B &%B,#" subhs, s.m.see
subhsh, and subhsh.
H B &%B,#"subhs, s.m. = H B &%B ,# subhs, s.f.see

subhsh, and subhsh.
S E &%B ,#3su-bhsh, s.f. Good language; pleasant
speech.
S E &%B ,#3su-bhshit, part. adj. (f. -), Well-spoken,
well-said; spoken elegantly, eloquent;—s.m. Elegant
speech, eloquence.
S E &%B,#3"su-bhsh, s.m. A fair speaker; an elegant or
eloquent speaker.
H ' &%B ,#$su-bhg, s.m.=sau-bhgya, q.v. (and cf. suhg).
H X &%B,#$"su-bhg [subhg+= Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
adj. Fortunate, auspicious, lucky; well-to-do.
H  X &%B ,#Fsu-bhgya, s.m.=saubhgya, q.v.
H  &%B ,#subhn [subh˚= S. 85#(), fr 85#;—cf.
subhon], v.t. To impart grace or elegance (to, -ko); to
make beautiful;—to give pleasure (to;—cf. bhn).
H  &%B ,# , ,# su-bhv, su-bho, (dialec.) ,#
subh , ,# subhu [S. ,+# t], s.m. Good disposition
or nature;—adj. Of a good disposition, good-natured,
well-disposed; of good quality.
H  &%B ,# , ,# subhw, subho, (dialec.) ,#
subh , ,# su-bhu, s.m.= & B svabhv, q.v.
H  &%B#sa-bhy, adj. corr. of &%Bsa-bhay, q.v.
H ) &%B ,#su-bhy, s.m.=su-bhwor subho, q.v.
H *4%B , 6 subihit, 1˚ adj.=su-vihita, q.v.;—2˚
s.m.=subht, q.v.
H *&%B ,.#\subhitt, ,.# subhit, s.m.=subht, q.v.
S %B ,#su-bhaa, vulg. su-bha, and H. ,#& su-bha,
s.m. A very learned man;—a distiuguished warrior, a
hero, champion.
S 6&%B ,#*
, su-bhuj, adj. & s.m. Having powerful arms,
strong-armed; an epithet of Rvan (syn. su-bhu).
S + &%B ,#Wsu-bhadra, adj. (f. -), Propitious; auspicious,
fortunate;—s.m. An epithet of Vish u.
H &%B ,2subhra, adj. 1˚=su-bhru;—2˚=ubhraand ubh, qq.v.
S Y&%B 2sa-bhrt, adj. With a brother; attended by
brethren.
S Y&%B ,2su-bhrt, s.m. A good brother.

S &%B ,2,su-bhru, ,20 su-bhr , adj. Having beautiful eyebrows, lovely-browed;—s.f. A woman.
S (&%B .#sabhik, s.m. Keeper of a gaming-house;
president of an assembly, &c. (=sabh pati).
S ^&%B ,#$su-bhag, adj. (f. -), Possessing good fortune,
very fortunate or prosperous, happy, blessed, highlyfavoured, auspicious; beautiful, lovely, charming;
agreeable, pleasant, good; neat, pure; beloved, liked,
amiable;—s.m. Fortune;—the Aoka tree; the Champaka
tree.
S J&%B ,#$su-bhag, s.f. A woman beloved by her
husband; a favourite wife; an honoured mother of a
family.
S *J&%B ,#$su-bhagat, s.f. Auspiciousness, for
tunateness, prosperity; loveliness, agreeableness,
amiableness.
H  &%B # sabho ; the formative or obl. pl. of sab, 'all,'
q.v.
S &%B#sa-bhay, vulg. sa-bhae, and H. #h sa-bhai, adj. &
adv. Apprehensive, fearful, timid;—with fear, timidly.
S  &%B #"sa-bht, adj. (f. -), Having fear, afraid, timid,
apprehensive.
S * &%B #"sa-bht, s.f. A timid woman; an epithet of
the goddess Kl.
H * &%B ,#"subht [S. 8,#+( 6 +t; but cf. S. , 6 t],
s.m. Auspicious time or moment, favourable opportunity,
convenient season or time, opportunity, time, leisure,
convenience; accommodation, time of peace and plenty
or of prosperous circumstances; prosperity, security,
safety, welfare, comfort, ease.
S * &%B Nsabhyat, s.f. = S * &%B N; sabhyatva,
s.m.Renement in manners, good breeding, politeness.
S * &%B N; sabhyatva, s.m. = S * &%B N sabhyat,
s.f.Renement in manners, good breeding, politeness.
S  &%B Nsabhya, adj. Belonging or relating to an
assembly; t for an assembly or for a court; suitable to
good society; social; polite; rened, civilized; trusted,
trustworthy, condential, faithful;—s.m. An assistant at
an assembly; an assessor (=sabh-sad); a person of

honourable or respectable parentage; keeper of a
gaming-house.
H %B sabay, adj. corr. of 1˚ saway; 2˚ savya, qq.v.

ornament or border (cloth, &c.).
H  LB &sapa (= jhap), s.m. Leap, spring, bound; a

H  %B %saber, adj. = H  %B % saber, s.m.See sawer,

long run, a heat; a quick or forced march:—sap bharn,
sap lagn, sap mrn, To spring, bound, leap, &c.
S  LB sa-pda, vulg. sa-pd, adj. Increased by one

and sawer.
H  %B %saber, s.m. = H  %B % saber, adj.See sawer,

fourth, with one-fourth added, with a quarter more.
H  LB ,supr (fr. supr, q.v.), s.m. Glans penis.

H * %B , "subt, s.m.=subht, q.v.

and sawer.
H Z %B ,%3su-besh, s.m. (colloq.)=su-vesh, q.v.
A  %B sabl, s.f. Way, road, path; course, manner of
proceeding; manner, mode; means of access, means,
instrument; water or sherbet given to thirsty travellers
during the festival of the Moharram; water or other
drink given as a pious duty; a shed, &c. in which water is
kept for thirsty travellers:—sablul-lah, The way, or
cause, of God or of religion, the means of advancement
in God's favour;—sabl piln, v.t. To give (one) water or
sherbet, &c. to drink as a pious duty, to give water, &c. to
drink gratis:—sabl rakhn, sabl lagn, To keep a shed for
the supplying thirty travellers, &c. with water during the
month of Moharram; to give water gratis to travellers,
&c. (=sabl piln):—sabl karn, v.t. To prepare, arrange; to
get together; to obtain money by begging or borrowing:
—ba-sabl(-, or -ke), adv. By way (of), by means (of), by,
through the medium (of):—f sabl-allh, adv. In the path
of God, for the sake of God, for religious or sacred uses,
as a religious or pious duty.
H LB Qsipp (see sp, sp), s.m. The half of an oystershell, &c., a shell, a cowrie:—sipp la n(-se), To keep on
good terms (with), to make interest (with), secure the
good oces (of):—sipp la n, v.n. To get a chance or
opportunity.
H LB Qsipp [prob. S. .dQt], s.m. Ground, footing,
standing; space, distance, range; aim.
S Y LB ,Psu-ptr, s.m. A good or suitable vessel; an
earthen vessel;—a t or competent person, an able man;
a worthy person, good man, respectable man;—adj. Fit,
suitable; good, worthy, respectable.
H  LB &sap (sa+p, qq.v.), adj. Flat, level, smooth,
even, plain; levelled, smoothed; having no raised

P D  LB siprish, suprish, s.f.=sifrish, q.v.
P ? LB sipra (contrac. of s-pra, q.v.), s.m. A thirtieth part,
or a chapter, of the Qor n.
P  LBsipr [fr. sipr-dan; rt. Zend par= S. Tv or Tvj], s.f.
Resigning, committing (to another;—used as last
member of compounds).
H  LB,"supr [S. ,+H; or su+piyr], s.f. Betel-nut,
the nut of Areca catechu;—glans penis.
P K LB sips [Pehl. p; Zend pa, rt. pa= S. 8], s.f.
Praise, thanksgiving:—sips-nma, s.m. Laudatory
address.
H K LB ,su-ps, s.m. Security, preservation, safety,
happiness.
H B LB,"su-ps [su-ps+S. a. t], adj. Well-kept,
preserved, secure, safe, happy.
P ? LB siph [old P. pda; Pehl. ph; Zend pdha; cf. S.
, and H. piyd], s.f. Soldiery, soldiers; troops,
forces, army:—siph-slr(or sipah-slr), s.m. Commander
of an army, a general:—siph(or sipah) gar, s.f. The
military profession, soldiering; military tactics.
H  LB 6siph, s.m. (f. -) = sipya, q.v.
P  LBsiph [siph, q.v.+i= S. ], s.m. Soldier (in India, a
native soldier, in contradistinction to gor, 'an English
soldier'); a beadle; a peon, messenger of a court.
P   LB siphiyna, adj. Like a soldier, soldierly.
P $ LBsi-p, s.f. = P ) LB si-pya, s.m.See s.v. B si.
P ) LB si-pya, s.m. = P $ LBsi-p, s.f.See s.v. B si.
H LB sapat, s.f.=sapath, or apath, q.v.
H LB ,sa-put, adj. & s.m.=sa-putr, and sa-p t, qq.v.
S LB Qsapta, vulg. sapt, adj. Seven:—saptvara(˚ta+v˚),
adv. Seven times:—sapt-pad, adj. Containing seven padas;

having seven steps:—sapt-pad, s.f. The seven steps at
marriage:—sapt-padn, s.m. 'The state of seven steps,'
intimacy; the advance of seven steps taken by a bride to
meet the bridegroom:—sapta-da, adj. Seventeen; the
seventeenth:—sapt-rishi,
 sapt-arshi, sapt-rikh, s.m. pl. The
seven great saint-sages of the Hinds; the seven
principal stars in the constellation of Ursa Major
(supposed to represent the seven sages), Charles's Wain:
—sapta-vi ati, adj. f. Twenty-seven:—sapta-vi atitam, adj.
Twenty-seventh.
S LB ,Qsupta, vulg. supt(fr. rt. svap), part. Sleeping,
asleep; paralyzed, numbed, insensible, senseless;—Sleep,
deep or sound sleep (see supti):—suptotthit(˚ta+ut˚), part.
Aroused or arisen from sleep, just arisen after sleep.
S ? *LB Q6sapth = H  *LB Q6 sapth (Q+6), s.m.
Seven days, a week, the eighth day after any other day:
—sapth-prya, or sapth-yajna, s.m. The ceremony of
reading the Bhgavat Pur through in seven days (one
of the many ways by which Hinds believe that they
may secure emancipation from the necessity for further
transmigration immediately after death).
H  *LB Q6sapth = S ? *LB Q6 sapth (Q+6), s.m.
Seven days, a week, the eighth day after any other day:
—sapth-prya, or sapth-yajna, s.m. The ceremony of
reading the Bhgavat Pur through in seven days (one
of the many ways by which Hinds believe that they
may secure emancipation from the necessity for further
transmigration immediately after death).
S **LBQsaptati, s.f. Seventy.
S D + *LB Q8sapta-da, vulg. sapta-das, adj. See s.v. sapta.
S *LB ,Psa-putra, vulg. sa-putr, adj. Having a son;
accompanied by a son, with a child.
S *LB ,,Psu-putra, vulg. suputr, and H. ,P sa-putr, s.m. A
good or excellent son, a dutiful or tractable son.
S *LB ,Psu-patra, vulg. su-patr, s.m. The leaf of the
Laurus cassia.
S E *LBQ3saptarshi, s.m.=sapta-rishi,
 q.v.s.v. sapta.
S 2 *LB Q/saptama, vulg. saptam, = H @ *LB Q/ saptam
[S. saptama],adj. (f. -), Seventh.

H @ *LB Q/saptam [S. saptama], = S 2 *LB Q/ saptama,
vulg. saptam,adj. (f. -), Seventh.
S @ *LBQ/"saptam, s.f. The seventh day of the lunar
fortnight.
S &Y *LB ,Q5.;Rsuptotthit, part. See s.v. supta.
H *LB ,6sa-putah (old form), adj.=sa-putr, q.v.
H &*LB Rsapath, s.f.=&*LB apath, q.v.
S &*LB ,Rsu-path, s.m. A good road; good conduct;
orthodoxy.
S &*LB,R"su-path, adj. Walking in the right path, wellbehaved; orthodox.
S *LB,.Qsupti, s.f. Sleeping, sleep, deep or sound sleep;
sleepiness, drowsiness; numbness, insensibility,
paralysis.
H `B sapa, s.m.=sap, q.v.
H 9LB ,supa , s.m. corr. of swa-pa = 9; E va-pa , q.v.
H  :LB sap n, v.t. To kindle brightly.
H &:LB ,K+supa h, s.m.=supaksh, q.v.
H &:LB,K+"supa h, s.m.=supaksh, q.v.
S + LBsa-padi, adv. At the same instant, at the
moment, instantly, in a moment, immediately, quickly,
swiftly.
P LB spar [Pehl. ipar; Zend pra, rt. par= S. Tvj] s.f.
Shield, target:—sipar-andz, adj. & s.m. Throwing
away the shield, surrendering;—one who throws away
his shield, &c.:—sipar-andz, s.f. The act of throwing
away the shield, surrender:—sipar-dr, s.f. Shielding,
protecting.
S LB Hsipra, s.m. Sweat, perspiration; heat;—the moon.
S LB Hsipr, s.f. A woman's zone;—a female bualo;—
name of a river near Ujjain.
H LB  'sa-parb,  sa-parab, adj. corr. of sa-parv,
q.v.
S ZYLB ,Hcsu-pratishh, s.f. Good reputation, fame,
celebrity; establishment or erection (of a temple, or idol,
&c.); installation, consecration;—a species of metre
containing four lines of ve syllables each.

P LB supurd, sipurd[v.n. fr. sipurdan; rt. Zend par= S. Tv

S D LB T9sprisha, vulg. sprish,
 part. Touched, felt,

or Tvj; cf. S. @H], s.f. Charge, keeping, care, trust;

handled.
S  E LB T8"sparanya,
'
adj. Admitting of being touched,

commitment, consignment, delivery:—supurd karn, v.t.
To give in charge (to, -ko), to recommend to the care
(of), to entrust, consign, make or hand over (to), to
commit (for trial):—supurd-kunanda(vulg. kuninda), s.m.
One who entrusts or consigns, &c.; a committing ocer:
—supurd-nma, s.m. Deed of delivery; assignment,
delivery, trust or hypothecation:—supurd-wr, s.f. An
article or thing, &c. entrusted (to) or deposited (with), a
deposit:—supurd hon(-ko), To be entrusted (to), be
committed (to), be consigned or delivered (to), &c.
H LB ysapard = H $LBy sapard [S. @H +

perceptible by the touch, tangible, palpable, sensible.
S E LBT8uspar, adj. Handling, touching; to be touched,
tangible, &c. (=sparanya, q.v.).
S  E LB Tspriya,
 vulg. sprisya, adj.=sparanya, q.v.
S D  LB ,H8su-prak, vulg. su-praks, adj. Distinctly
visible, manifest, apparent; public.
S  a LB H/4sa-pram, adj. Accompanied with proof or
evidence, authentic.
S a LB,4/"su-parinm, adj. Of good end.

t, and t], s.m. A musician attendant on singing

S LB  'sa-parv, adj. Having knots or joints, knotted.

women or dancing girls.
H $LBy sapard = H LB y sapard [S. @H +

S LB  sa-parivr, adj. Attended by a retinue, with

t, and t], s.m. A musician attendant on singing
women or dancing girls.
P X LBsipurdag, supurdag(abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Charging,
intrusting, consigning; charge, consignment, delivery,
surrender; commitment (by a magistrate):—supurdagme ln(-ko), To bring under the trust or care (of), to
take charge of.
P ?LB sipurda, supurda(perf. part. of sipurdan; see sipurd),
part. adj. Entrusted, consigned, committed, resigned, &c.
S LB T-ysparddh, Ty spardh, s.f. Emulation, rivalry,
competition; envy, jealousy.
S LBT-usparddh, Tu spardh, adj. Emulating,
rivalling; emulous, envious; proud.
P  LBsipurd, supurd, s.f. The article given up, or
entrusted, &c. (=supurd-wr, q.v.).
P dLB supurz, s.m. The spleen, milt.
S <BLB ,HBsu-prasanna, vulg. su-prasann, part. adj. Wellpleased; very gracious or favourable.
S D LB T8spar,
'
vulg. spars, s.m. Touching, feeling; touch,
contact; sexual intercourse; morbid heat; (in Gram.) the
ve vargasor classes of consonants embracing the letters
from  to / inclusive:—spar karn(-k), To touch, &c.:—
sparendriya(˚a+n˚), s.m. The function or sense of touch.

a retinue, having a multitude of dependants.
S LB T6sprih,
 s.f. Wish, desire, eager desire, longing;
envy, covetousness.
H LBT6"sprih
 [S. T6 + (+t)], adj. Wishful,
desirous, eagerly longing (for), covetous.
P LBsipar, s.f.=sipr, q.v.;—anything brought to a
conclusion.
S *)LBH"sa-prti, adj. Possessing or having aection,
aectionate.
H  `B 7sap n (caus. of sapa n), v.t. To catch,
arrest; to involve; to nish, exhaust, consume.
H  ! 5 `B 77sapa -sapa (onomat.), s.f. Lap ping;—
sapa -sapa -kar-ke khn, v.t. To lap up.
H  `B 7sapa n [prob. S. /+"(, rt. ; or
˚pa n, fr. S. (), rt. ], v.n. To fall into, to be taken
or caught, be entrapped, be seized, to become a captive;
to be involved; to be comprised;—to be nished, be
exhausted;—sapa -jn, intens. of, and=sapa n.
P  *0LB sipistn, s.m. The Sebesten plum, sebestens, Cordia
myæa(it is used medicinally).
S ZLB T9spash, part. adj. Distinct, clear, apparent,
evident, obvious, manifest; intelligible, easy, plain:—adv.
Distinctly, clearly, &c.:—spash-r p, adv. Distinctly, &c.
(=spash).

S  ZLB T9spashat, s.f. = S  ZLB T9; spashatva,
s.m.Distinctness, clearness, plainness, obviousness.
S  ZLB T9; spashatva, s.m. = S  ZLB T9 spashat,
s.f.Distinctness, clearness, plainness, obviousness.
S ZLB dsa-paksh, adj. & s.m. Having wings, winged;
having a side or party; belonging to the same party;—a
winged creature;—a partisan, ally, adherent;—a similar
instance (i.e. one in which the major term is found).
S ZLB ,dsu-paksh, s.m. The true or right side, &c.
(=supaksh, q.v.);—the fortunate or light half of the
month (from new to full moon).
H LB,d"supaksh [S. ,+d+t], s.m. The true or
right side, the party which has justice on its side;—an
advocate of the just cause.
S #LB ! sa-pallav, adj. & adv. Having branches, or
shoots, or sprouts, or twigs;—together with branches,
&c.
H #LB,!"supl [Prk. ,Qf; S. 80+!+],
'
s.f. A small
winnowing basket (see s p).
H <LB ,supn, supan,  sapn, sapan= H LB , supn,
sapn [Prk. ,Q45 and ,Q4 ; S. T Qt and T Q
+t], s.m. Sleep; dreaming, a dream, vision:—sapan-dosh,
s.m. Nocturnal pollution:—sapn-bi r, s.m. Interpreter
of dreams.
H LB ,supn,  sapn = H <LB , supn, supan,
sapn, sapan[Prk. ,Q45 and ,Q4 ; S. T Qt and

or ne limbs'; personable, handsome, beautiful, elegant;
muscular, brawny.
S <LB efsa-pi, = H <LB ef sa-pi,adj. & s.m.
Having the same pina, connected by the oering of the
funeral cake; —a kinsman connected by the oering of
the funeral cake to the manes of certain relations
(viz.father, grandfather, great-grandfather, &c.,
including the direct descendants of seven persons in
ascending and descending line); one entitled to pina,
i.e. any person of seven generations in direct line of
ascent or descent.
H <LB efsa-pi, = S <LB ef sa-pi,adj. & s.m.
Having the same pina, connected by the oering of the
funeral cake; —a kinsman connected by the oering of
the funeral cake to the manes of certain relations
(viz.father, grandfather, great-grandfather, &c.,
including the direct descendants of seven persons in
ascending and descending line); one entitled to pina,
i.e. any person of seven generations in direct line of
ascent or descent.
H <LBef"sa-pin [sa-pi, q.v. + S. t], s.m.=sapi,
q.v.
H <LBef"sa-pin [sa-pi, q.v.+S. ], s.f. The
oering of the pior funeral cake (or of a ball of rice) to
the manes of a deceased relative (commonly on the
twelfth day after his decease).
H &LB ,Lsupnakh, adj. corr. of  rpa-nakh, q v.s.v.

T Q+t], s.m. Sleep; dreaming, a dream, vision:—sapan-

] E  rpa, and see also s.v. s p.
S ^LB B$sa-pannag, adj. Furnished with serpents;

dosh, s.m. Nocturnal pollution:—sapn-bi r, s.m.
Interpreter of dreams.
H &*LB ,BRsu-panth, s.m.=su-path, q.v.

with the snake-shaped demons.
H  LB ,,"su-punt (poet. redundancy for punt), adj.

P + LB sipand [Zend penta, fr. panfr. u; cf. S. avant, and
vnta], s.m. Wild rue (=ispand, q.v.).
S + LB TBspandan, s.m. Motion, trembling, quivering,
throbbing, shaking, vibrating; the quickening of a child
in the womb.
P + LBsipand, s.f. Fumigation by wild rue against
malignant eyes, &c.
H <LB ,efsu-pi (S. su+pia), adj. 'Having a ne body

Pure, clean.
H A LB ,0su-p t, vulg. 0 sap t [S. ,+,Pt], s.m. (f. -),
A tractable or dutiful son, a good or worthy son.
H $ Y LB0 sa-p t [sap t, q.v. + = Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. The being a good or worthy son; tractableness
or dutifulness in a son.
H  LB 0sap ran (dialec.), adj.=samp r, q.v.;—s.m.
The full moon.

H D LB  9sipivish,  9 sipavish [S. .8+ 9t],

S &LBv"saphar, vulg. saphr(also aphar), s.f. A small

adj. & s.m. Pervaded by rays, having rays displayed;—
bald-headed; leprous;—one whose rays are displayed; an
epithet of Vish u.
H " LB 5!sapol = H ! LB 5.! sapoliy [Prk.

glistening sh, a sort of carp, Cyprinus sophore.
S &LB v!sa-phal, adj. Bearing fruit, fruitful, productive;

Q!

and Q! ; S. +' !+ and t], s.m. A

young snake just hatched, a little snake (=sapel).
H ! LB 5.!sapoliy = H " LB 5! sapol [Prk.
Q!

and Q! ; S. +' !+ and t], s.m. A

young snake just hatched, a little snake (=sapel).
P LB sipah, s.f. contrac. of siph, q.v.:—sipah-dr, adj. &

protable, yielding prot, advantageous, remunerative;
ecient, successful; fullled, blessed.
S &LB ,v!su-phal, adj. Bearing much or good fruit, very
fertile, very fruitful; very protable; fruitful for good,
attended with good results, advantageous, useful,
benecial, ecacious.
S *#&LB v!sa-phalat, s.f. Fruitfulness; protableness,
remunerativeness; eciency; successfulness; fullment.
S *#&LB ,v!su-phalat, s.f. Protableness,

s.m. Having an army;—commander of an army:—sipahslr= siph-slr, and sipah-gar= siph-gar, qq.v.s.v. siph.
S  &LB Tv&sphik, adj. Crystalline;—s.m. Crystal.

advantageousness, usefulness.
S (#&LB ,v!su-phalak, adj.=su-phal, q.v.

S LB Tvj&sphua, vulg. sphu, part. Burst, opened, blown,

H Y &LBTv{.\sph tti, s.f. corr. of sph rtti, q.v.

expanded; evident, manifest, apparent; known,
understood.
S LB Tv&spha, s.m. = S LB Tv& spha, s.f.Expanded

S  &LB Tv5&sphoa, vulg. spho, s.m. Breaking, bursting,

hood of a snake.
S LB Tv&spha, s.f. = S LB Tv& spha, s.m.Expanded
hood of a snake.
S LB Tv&sphaik, and H. Tv& sphaak, s.m. Crystal;
quartz:—sphaik-may, adj. Consisting of crystal, made of
crystal, crystalline.
H LBTv&"spha [S. Tv&], s.f. Alum (syn. phikar).
P 4LB sipihr, vulg. sipahr[Pehl. p; prob. akin to Zend
pr, and to S. Tv or Tvj], s.m. The celestial sphere,
sphere, heavens, sky;—fortune; time; the world.
P 4LB si-pahar, si-pahar, s.m. See s.v. B si.
S &LB vsaphar (also aphar), s.m.=saphar, q.v.
H 4LB 6 sapahir or sap-hir, s.m.=sapehror saper,
q.v.
S A&LB Tvjsphurat (nom. Tvj sphuran), and Tvj
sphurit, adj. Trembling, heaving, throbbing, palpitating;
shaken, agitated;— ashing, glittering, sparkling,
brilliant:—sphuran-mauli, s.m.f. A sparkling, diadem; a
brilliant head-dress.
H 4LBsi-pahr, si-pahar, s.f.=si-pahr, q.v.s.v. B si.

splitting open; a swelling, boil, tumour; (in the Prvammns) the eternal sound.
S  &LB Tv5&spho, s.f. Expanded hood of a snake
(=sphu).
S  &LB Tv5&sphoak, s.m. A swelling, boil, tumour
(=pho ).
S Y &LBTv{X\sph rtti, s.f. Throbbing, palpitating, shaking,
throb, palpitation, tremor.
S < &LB ,v
w su-phen, s.m. lit.'Good foam'; cuttie-sh-bone;
—yeast, barm.
H  LB,"su-piyr, ,Q" supyr, s.f.=supr, q.v.
H * LB,|"supet, s.f.=supaidor sufaid, q.v.
P + LB saped, supaid, adj.=safedor sufaid, q.v.
P ?+ LB sapeda, supaida, s.m.=sufaida, q.v.
P + LBsaped, supaid, s.f.=sufaid, q.v.
H  LB |saper = H  RLB |7 sape  [S. +6t,
'
rt. ¤],
s.m. Snake-catcher, snake-charmer.
'
rt. ¤],
H  RLB |7sape  = H  LB | saper [S. +6t,
s.m. Snake-catcher, snake-charmer.
H 3 LB |!sapel [Prk. Q! ; S. +!+t],
'
s.m.=sapol, q.v.

H 4 LB |6sapehr, s.m.=saper, q.v.
S B sat (euphonically changed in comp. to sajbefore j;
to sa before ; and to sadbefore a, , u, g, bh, &c.), part.
adj. Being, existing, existent; actual, real, essential, true,
right, t, proper; good, virtuous, honest; noble,
venerable, respectable; excellent, best;—everlasting,—
adv. Well, rightly, tly; actually, truly;—s.m. That which
really is, entity, existence, essence, true being, the selfexistent or universal spirit, Brahma; reality, fact, truth:
—sad-asat, vulg. sat-asat, adj. & s.m. Being and not being,
real and unreal; true and false; good and evil;—the real
and unreal; the true and the false, &c.:—sad-upade, vulg.
sad-upde, s.m. Wholesome instruction, salutary counsel:
—sad-uttar, s.m. Good answer, proper reply:—sad-tm,
adj. Being of a good essence or nature, good, virtuous,
pious:—sad- r, s.m. Moral or virtuous conduct; good
manners; approved usuage; traditionary observance,
immemorial custom:—sad- r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of
virtuous or moral conduct, well-behaved;—a moral or
virtuous man; a well-conducted man:—sad-bhv, vulg. satbho, s.m. Actual existence, the being alive or in
existence, entity, reality; the quality of goodness, pure
or virtuous disposition; good nature or temper, kindly
feeling, amiability;—adv. In reality, in earnest:—sat-ptr,
s.m. A proper object of presents or honours, a worthy or
virtuous person:—sat-putr, s.m. A virtuous or lial son; a
son who performs all the prescribed rites in honour of
his ancestors;—a legitimate son (prob. for sat-putr):—satpath, s.m. A good road; good course of life, correct or
virtuous conduct; sound or orthodox doctrine:—satpurush, s.m. True or honest man, good or virtuous man,
worthy or spirited man:—sat-phal, adj. & s.m. Having
good fruit;—the pomegranate, or any tree producing
good fruit:—saj-jan, adj. & s.m. (f. -, -), See s.v.:—sa - idnand, s.m. See s.v.:—sat-sa sarg, s.m. Association with
the good, the society of good and virtuous persons:—sasa g, s.m. Association with the good;—adj. Associating
with the good, good, virtuous, pious:—sat-sa g-prabho,
s.m. Excellence acquired by association with the good:—
sat-sa gati, or sat-sa ga, s.f. Good companionship,
intercourse or association with the good:—sat-sa gati-

mahim, s.f.=sat-sa g-prabho, q.v.:—sat-svabho, s.m.
Good disposition, goodness of nature:—sat-kr, s.m. Doing
good or right, kind or benevolent action, kind treatment,
hospitable treatment or reception, hospitality;
reverence, respect; care, attention; the act of regarding,
rewarding, or distinguishing; a pious act; a religious
observance; a festival; a meal; funeral rites, obsequies;
worship:—sat-kr karn(-k), To treat respectfully; to
receive hospitably, to entertain, &c.:—sat-kr, s.m. One
who practises kindness, or benevolence, or virtue, &c.
(see sat-kr); a kind or benevolent man, a hospitable
man; a virtuous man, &c.;—one who burns the dead;—s.f.
Goodness, virtue, truth, honesty, delity:—sat-krya, s.m.
Incumbent acts of kindness or benevolence; religious
duties, pious obligations:—sat-km, s.m.=sat-karm, q.v.:—
sat-km, s.m.=sat-karm, q.v.:—sat-krita,
 part. adj. Done
well, acted rightly or properly; treated with respect or
kindness or hospitality; respected, revered, honoured;
saluted; welcomed, entertained; worshipped, adored:—
sat-karm, s.m. Good or virtuous act, pious deed; virtuous
demeanour, piety, virtue; worship; hospitality; funeral
obsequies; expiation (syn. sat-kr):—sat-karm, s.m.=satkr, q.v.:—sat-kriy, vulg. sat-kiryor kiriy, s.f. Good or
virtuous action, doing good, charity; virtue (syn. satkrand sat-karm); respectful treatment, salutation,
welcome, courtesy, worship, homage, hospitality; funeral
or obsequial ceremonies; any puricatory ceremony:—
sad-gati, vulg. sad-gat, s.f. Good state or condition, good
estate; good conduct or behaviour; happy state, felicity,
fortune; happiness, blessedness:—sad-granth, s.m. A good
or holy book:—sat-guru(prop. sad-guru), s.m. Chief or
excellent guru, q.v.:—sad-gu, adj. & s.m. Having good
qualities, good, pure, virtuous, excellent, eminent;—good
trait, virtue, excellence:—sad-gandh, s.f. Odour, perfume,
fragrance:—sad-gyn, adj. & s.m. One who possesses
good knowledge, one who is wise in the best sense:—sadvakt, s.m. A true speaker, a truthful man (=satya-vakt):—
sat-vive ak, s.m. A correct discriminator.
H B \satt,  sat, adj. & s.m. contrac. of satya, q.v.:—
sat-bd, adj. & s.m.=satya-vd, q.v.:—sat-ba an, s.m.=satyava an, q.v.;—adv. or intj. True, very true, quite true:—satba aniy, s.m. One who admits the truth (of); one who

says 'true' to everything, or who corcurs in everything,
one who has not an opinion of his own; a committeeman (kumai-wl):—sat-bhm, s.f.=satya-bhm,
q.v.:—sat-par a hna, To stand on (one's) dignity; to be
rm in what is right, or in (one's) faith;—to be prepared
for sat, to mount the funeral pile (here sat, prob.=sat):—
sat-par rahn, To be or remain true to one's word; to be or
remain rm in honesty, or virtue, or chastity:—sat-jug,
s.m.=satya-yug, q.v.:—sat ign, sat oln, To be shaken in
(one's) faith or virtue, &c., to waver:—sat karn, v.t. To
make true, make good, ratify, full; to verify; to justify,
vindicate:—sat-lok, s.m.=satya-lok, q.v.:—sat-mat, s.m. The
true or right way in morals or in religion:—sat-vd, adj.
& s.m.=satya-vd, q.v.:—sat-hn, adj. Devoid of good
qualities, or of reality; destitute of credit, without
reputation, in disrepute:—sat-yug, s.m.=satya-yug, q.v.
H B sat [S. Ä ]( , s.m. Essence, nature; the principle
of goodness or virtue, &c.; juice, sap, pith, essence,
cream, marrow, &c.; strength, energy, vigour, power,
virtue; spirit, courage, fortitude:—sat ho n, sat hrn, To
lose courage or fortitude, to lose heart, become
dispirited:—sat nikaln, To lose (one's) strength, or
energy, or vigour, to become exhausted.
H B sat [S. Q; Prk. \], adj. Seven (=st, for which
it is used in comp.).—sat-pan = st-p , q.v.s.v. st:—satam, s.f. (colloq.) A woman who has had seven
husbands;—common or public property; an oce under
the control of several masters:—sat-sah, adj. Sixty-seven
(=sar-sahor sa -sah):—sat-sa, sat-saiy, s.f. lit.'Seven
hundred'; name of a poetical work composed in the Braj
dialect by Bihr Ll, an inhabitant of Gwliyr,
containing 700 dohsor distichs of exquisite beauty and
nish:—sat-kon, adj. & s.m. Seven-cornered; heptagonal;
—a heptagon:—sat-khan, sat-khan, adj. Having seven
divisions or compartments; seven-storied (a house);
having seven rooms (a house):—sat-la , adj. & s.m. (f. ), Of seven strings or rows (a chain, or necklace, &c.);
seven-fold;—a necklace of seven strings:—sat-la ,
s.f.=sat-la , q.v.:—sat-ms, s.m. A feast given in the
seventh month of pregnancy (=satw s, q.v.):—satmanzila, adj. & s.m. Having seven oors or stories;—a

seven-storied house:—sat-naj(-naj, fr. nj= anj), s.m. A
mixture of seven sorts of grain; a mixture, medley,
hodge-podge;—adj. (f. -), Mixed, composite; unsorted,
promiscuous, heterogeneous.
H B sat [Prk. (; S. 8(], adj. One hundred (=sau):—
sat-bhish, sat-bhikh, s.f. The twenty-fth Nakshatra or
lunar mansion, containing one hundred stars (the chief
of which is * Aquarii):—sat-koi, s.f. A hundred crores (=a
thousand millions):—satan-jv(S. atam+jva), intj. May you
live a hundred years!
S B sita, vulg. sit, adj. & s.m. White;—the colour
white; the planet Venus; the light half of the month;—an
arrow; (for S. sitam) silver; sandal:—sitnk(˚ta+an˚), and
sit- inh, s.m. lit.'White-marked'; a sort of sh, Lacerta
scineus:—sitopal(˚ta+up˚), s.m. 'White stone,' crystal; chalk
(or a similar substance considered as a variety).
S B ,suta, vulg. sut(rt. su), part. & s.m. (f. -),
Begotten, brought forth, generated, born, produced;—a
son, male child, ospring; a king, prince:—sutrth(˚ta
+ar˚), adj. Desirous of having a son:—sut-pl, s.m. (f. -),
Nourisher of children; name of a class of deities:—sutght, s.f. Murder of a son:—sut-ghtak(f. -ik), sut-ght(f. in), s.m. One who slays his son:—sut-vn, suta-vat, sutvant, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Having ospring;—parent of a
son:—svti-sut, s.m. See s.v. svti.
H *B sat, s.f. (dialec.)=saut, q.v.
S *B \satt (sat+t), s.f. Existence, being, entity, reality;
goodness, excellence.
H *B \satt [S. Ä +t], s.m. Strength, energy, vigour,
power, &c. (=sat, q.v.).
H *B \satt [S. Qt; Prk. \ ], s.m. Aggregate of
seven; seven (of a suit of cards); a throw of seven (with
dice).
S *B sit (see sit), s.f. Candied sugar; moonlight; a
beautiful woman; spirituous liquor; name of several
plants.
H *B sit, s.f. corr. of * B st, q.v.
S *B ,sut (see sut), s.f. A female child, daughter, girl.
H  *B "sitb, s.f. & adv. corr. of  *E shitb, q.v.

P  *B sitd [v.n. fr. sitdan; rt. S. T`], s.f. Taking,

H  *B,"sutr [S. 0P++; cf. sutr], s.f. An awl; a

receiving.
P ? *B sitda [perf. part. of sitdan; see sitd], part. Taken,
carried away.
P ? *B sitda [perf. part. of sitdan; rt. Zend t= S. TR],

large needle, a bodkin (syn. sutl).
H ) *B sitriy [sitr, q.v.+S. a. t], s.m. One who plays

part. Stood; standing; set up, erected; placed, deposited
(=istda).
A  *B sattr (intens. n. fr. *B 'to veil, conceal'), adj. & s.m.
Covering, concealing;—one who veils or conceals often
or well (an epithet of the Deity):—sattrul-uy b, Hiding
sins (with the veil of mercy); (He) who is wont to veil
sins.
H  *B sitr (si+tr, qq.v.), s.m. A kind of guitar with three
strings (commonly a calabash, without any holes on the
board, and mounted with from ve to seven steel wires,
all of which are used in playing, and that with both
hands: sometimes it has nine or eleven wires; but
generally three, whence its name):—sitr-bz, s.m. One
who plays (or is constantly playing) on the sitr:—sitrbz, s.f. Playing on the sitr.
H  *B ,sutr [Prk. ,\65; S. 0P+t], s.m. A
carpenter; wheelwright;—head workman; mate.
H  *B ,su-tr [su+tr? qq.v.], s.m. Time, opportune
moment, opportunity (syn. ght).
S &Y *B,Rusutrth, adj. See s.v. sutaor sut.
H < *B 564sat-rohan [sat= sat?+S. rohaa], s.m. The
ascent of the funeral pile (performed by Hindu widows).
P ? *B sitra [si+tra, 'three-stringed'], s.m. = sitr, q.v.
P ? *B sitra [Prs tr, tra; Pehl. tr, trak; Zend tare; S.
T], s.m. A star; fortune, fate, destiny;—a kind of
rework (pl. sitragn, 'stars'):—sitra-peshn, adj. Having
a star in the forehead (a horse,—which is reckoned a
blemish):—sitra amaknor amk hon(-k), 'One's star to
be shining brightly,' to be in good luck, to be prospering:
—sitra-dn, sitra-shumror shumur, and sitra-shins, s.m.
An astrologer:—sitra-shumr, s.f. Counting the stars:—
sitra-shins, s.f. The astrological art; astrology:—sitre-oburj, s.m. The constellations and the xed stars.
P  *Bsitr [si+tr, qq.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. A rope twisted
with three strings.

on the sitr(=sitr-bz).
H B *B\"satts, " sats [S. Q8"t; Prk.
\"], adj. Eighty-seven.
H ! *B,!"sutl, s.f.=sutr, q.v.
P  *B sitn [imperf. part. of sitdan; rt. S. T`], part. adj.
Taking, seizing, carrying away (used as last member of
compounds).
P  *B stn [Pehl. tn; Zend tna; S. TR], s.m. Place,
situation, station, stall (used as an ax to nouns ending
in a vowel, e.g. bo-stn, 'place of fragrance,' ' owergarden';—hind -stn, India: if the subst. terminate in a
consonant, the ax takes the form istn, e.g. reg-istn,
'place of sand,' 'a desert';—gul-istn, 'place of roses,'
'rose-garden').
H  *B ,su-tn (su+tn, qq.v.), s.m. Good time.
H  *B satn [sat˚= Prk. ( (), or (U()=S.
B(), caus. of /+], v.t. To pain, torment,
torture, distress, harass, persecute, oppress, in ict
injury upon, aict, harm; to trouble, grieve, tease,
annoy, vex, worry, molest, interrupt:—satne-wl, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Tormenting, harassing, molesting, vexing,
teasing; grievous, vexatious, injurious, hurtful, noxious,
pernicious;—tormentor, harasser, molester, injurer,
persecutor, oppressor, &c.
S ( *B [sit k, s.m. See s.v. sitaor sit.
H ^ *B [$sit g, s.m.=sita g, and t g, qq.v.
H   *B\Usattnawe, sattnwe, satnwe[S. Q t],
adj. Ninety-seven.
P  *Bsitn (fr. sitn, q.v.), s.f. Taking, seizing (used as
last member of compounds).
H  *B sat [sat(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m.=satne-wl, q.v.s.v. satn.
H  *B  satwar, s.m. A species of fattening plant or
drug.
S  *B T stvak, adj. & s.m. Praising, eulogizing;—

praiser, panegyrist, encomiast; atterer.
H  *B \ sattwan [S. Q 8], adj. Fifty-seven.
H  *B  satwn or saton, v.t.=satn, q.v.
P Z$ *B sitish [sita, rt. of sit dan+ish;—rt. Zend tu= S. T,],
s.f. Praise, encomium, panegyric; benediction, returning
thanks.
H I $ *B \ satts [Prk. \ "; S. Q 8t], adj.
Twenty-seven.
S + %*B T)stabdha, part. adj. Fixed, rm, sti, rigid,
hard, immovable, motionless, numb, paralysed,
insensible; senseless, stupid, dull; stopped, blocked, shut
up, brought to a stand.
P %*B sitabr [Zend tawra; cf. S. TR  and TR ], adj.
Thick, coarse; hard, sti (cf. ustuwr).
H &&%*B .#3sat-bhikh, s.m. See s.v. sat, 'one
hundred.' (For words beginning with sat, which are not
given below, see under one or other of the words sat.)
S *B satat, adj. & adv. Constant, lasting, incessant,
uninterrupted, continual, perpetual, eternal;—
incessantly, uninterruptedly, &c.
H *B T,stut, s.f. contrac. of **Bstuti, q.v.
S *B T,s tut, part. adj. Praising, celebrating (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. deva-stut, 'praising the
gods').
S *B T,stuta, vulg. stut(rt. stu), part. Praised, eulogized,
hymned, gloried; attered.
H **B \satattar, adj.=sathattar, q.v.
H **B\sattati [Prk. \; S. Qt], adj. Seventy
(=sattar, the common word).
S **BT,stuti, and H. T, stut, s.f. Praise, laudation,
magnifying, eulogy, commendation; adulation, attery;—
a hymn of praise, hymn, psalm, anthem, canticle:—stutkr, s.m. Hymning the praise (of); hymnology:—stut-kr,
s.m. Praiser, encomiast; psalmist, hymnologist:—stuti
karn(-k), To praise, bestow praise (on):—stuti gn(-k),
To sing the praises (of); to hymn:—stat-gyan, s.m.
Praising, eulogizing; psalmody:—stuti-yogya, adj.
Praiseworthy, commendable.

P + *B sitad [v.n. fr. sitadan; rt. S. T`], s.f. Taking,
receiving (=sitd, q.v.).
H *B satar, 1˚ s.m. corr. of atruor sattur, q.v.;—2˚ adj.
corr. of satrah, q.v.
S *B Psatra, vulg. satr, and H.  satar (rt. ), s.m.
Sacrice, oblation; alms, charity, liberality, municence;
wealth; a residence, house; place of refuge, asylum,
hiding-place; covering, clothing, concealing; fraud,
roguery, cheating;—a wood, forest; tank, pond.
H *B \sattar, corr.  satar [Prk. \"; S. Q], adj.
Seventy.
H *B \,sattur [S. 8P,t ], s.m. Enemy, foe.
A *B satr, vulg. satar(inf. n. of *B 'to cover,' &c.), s.m.
Covering, concealing, veiling, suppressing;—the privities:
—be-satr, adj. Uncovered, naked, exposed.
A *B sitr (v.n. fr. *B 'to cover,'), s.m. A covering, veil,
curtain, screen.
H *B satr, adj. (dialec.)=?*B satrah, q.v.
H *B ,sutr, adj. (dialec.)=suthr, q.v.
H *4 *B \ 6\sattar-bahattar, corr. satr-bahatr,
and satr-bhatr(sattar+bahattar+S. akah), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Old decrepit, doting; of or pertaining to an old dotard;—
an old dotard.
S a *B ,P/su-trm, s.m. lit.'Good protector,' a name of
Indra.
H *B satrn [prob. fr. satror satrah], v.n. To
rage, to be angry; to speak incoherently.
H Y*B P,satrut [S. 8P,], s.f. Enmity, animosity.
S *B sa-tark,

adj. Cautious, considerate, attentive.
P '*B saturg, siturg, suturg[Prs & Pehl. tor; Zend taora;
S. TR0], adj. Large, big, corpulent, stout, bulky, robust,
burly, sturdy, able-bodied; rough, rugged; rude,
impudent; immodest; passionate, quarrelsome,
contentious.
P ^*B satrang (=S. ,r$(), s.m. Chess (=shatranj);—the
mandrake.
H *B P,satru [S. 8P,t ], s.m. Enemy, foe.
H *B \ [sattarw [sattar, q.v.+Prk. /

or   =S.

/+t], adj. Seventieth;—also corr. of satrah-w , q.v.
H ?*B \6sattrah, P6 satrah [S. Q8; Prk. \], adj.
Seventeen.
H  *B P6 [satrahw (satrah, q.v.+w as in sattar-w ),

nature of woman; womanhood, feminineness; the
female sex.
H 0*B _sat-sah [S. Q.9t], adj. Sixty-seven
(=sar-sah).
H 0*B tsata-sah, adv.=I*B ata-as, q.v.s.v. ata.

adj. Seventeenth.
H *B\sattari, adj.=sattar, q.v.

S  *B ;sat-kr, s.m. See s.v. sat, 'true,' 'real,' &c.

P *Bsatr (fr. A. satr), s.f. Covering, &c. (used only in

H *B !sit-kl, s.m. contrac. of st-kl, q.v.s.v. st.

comp. as follows):—be-satr, s.f. The state of being
uncovered or unveiled, unveiling, exposure; immodesty,
shamelessness; disgrace, dishonour.
H *B"sitr, \" sittar [prob. S. TU+r= Prk. f=S.

S *B ,!su-tal, s.m. lit.'Immense depth'; one of the

+], s.f. Sweat, perspiration.
H *B,"sutr, s.f. (rustic)=sutl, q.v.

'seven.'
H  #*B ,!5sut-lok, s.m.=sutal-lok, q.v.s.v. sutal.

S *Bk"str, s.f. A woman; a wife:—str-bodhak, adj. (in

H #*B,!"sutl [Prk. ,\f; S. 0P+!+], s.f. Twine,

Gram.) Of the feminine gender, feminine:—str-jti, s.f.
The female sex, women-folk:—str-jit, adj. & s.m. Wifesubdued, hen-pecked;—a man ruled by his wife, a henpecked husband:—str-dharm, s.m. The duty of a woman
or wife, female duties; the laws concerning women:—strrjya, s.m. The kingdom of women (a country placed by
some in the region of Bho~an):— str-ratn, s.m. A jewel or
gem of a woman, an excellent woman; an epithet of
Lakshm:—str-r p, adj. Of the form of a woman, female,
feminine:—str-sikh, adj. Dame-taught, hen-pecked:—str
karn, To take a wife, to marry; to take to oneself a
woman (as a concubine):—str-ling, s.m. The female
organ; (in Gram.) the feminine gender:—str-varg, s.m.
The female sex, woman-kind, women-folk:—str-va, s.m.
Subjection to women; submissiveness to a wife;—adj.
Hen-pecked:—str-ved, s.f. Female craft, feminine wiles:—
str-haty, s.f. Murder of a woman.
S *)*B k"strt, s.f. = S *)*B k"; strtva,

pack-thread, string.
S 2 *B \/sattam (sat+tama), adv. Very good or right; most

s.m.Womanhood; wife-hood; womanliness;
feminineness, eeminacy.
S *)*B k"; strtva, s.m. = S *)*B k" strt,
s.f.Womanhood; wife-hood; womanliness; feminineness,
eeminacy.
S <)*B kh4strai, adj. Of or belonging to women; suited to
women; female, feminine;—hen-pecked;—s.m. The

seven divisions of the infernal regions (peopled by the
Ngas):—sutal-lok, s.m.=sutal.
H  *B !7sat-la , adj. & s.m. (f. -), See s.v. sat,

virtuous; excellent, best; very venerable or respectable.
P 2 *B sitam [Pehl. tahmak; Zend haza h; S. 6], s.m.
Tyranny, oppression, injustice, extortion, distress,
injury, violence, outrage, aiction, threatening,
vexation:—sitam-ddaor sitam-dd, sitam-rasda, and sitamzada, adj. & s.m. Subjected to tyranny, oppressed,
injured;—one who is oppressed:—sitam-arf, s.f.
Exquisiteness or ingeniousness in tyranny:—sitam-kr,
s.m. Tyrant, oppressor (=sitam-gr):—sitam karn(-par), To
practise tyranny or oppression (on), to tyrannize (over),
to oppress;—to do wonders, perform prodigies, do
something astonishing:—sitam-kash, adj. Oppressionenduring, oppressed; oppressive:—sitam-kushta, adj. &
s.m. Killed by oppression, violently slain;—a martyr to
tyranny:—sitam-kash, s.f. Endurance of oppression:—
sitam-gr,
sitam-gar, adj. & s.m. Tyrannical, oppressive;—tyrant,
oppressor:—sitam-gr, sitam-gar, s.f.=sitam:—sitam-war,
adj. & s.m.=sitam-gar:—sitam-war, s.f.=sitam.
S U@ *B T@ stamb, = S &%@ *B T@# stambh,s.m. Post, pillar,
column, pile; stem; hindrance, obstruction; stupefaction,
insensibility; stupidity; coldness, numbness, paralysis.
S &%@ *B T@#stambh, = S U@ *B T@ stamb,s.m. Post, pillar,

column, pile; stem; hindrance, obstruction; stupefaction,
insensibility; stupidity; coldness, numbness, paralysis.
S &%@ *B T.@#stambhit, part. Proppea, supported;

&c.
S *B,"sutin, s.f. A mother.

stopped, brought to a stand-still; benumbed, paralyzed;—
stupeed, senseless.
S <&%@ *B T@#stambhan, s.m. Propping, supporting,

entity, essence, life; natural property, nature, character;
thing, substance; wealth; anything of which a property
may be predicated, a living or sentient being, an animal;
evil being, demon, goblin, monster; (in Gram.) a
substantive;—certainty, reality; breath; mind; strength,
energy, vigour, power, courage, self-command, selfpossession; goodness, virtue, excellence; the quality of
purity or goodness (one of the three guasor properties
of man and nature); any natural property or quality:—
satva-raja-tam, s.m. The three guasor qualities, viz. satva,
rajas, and tamas:—satva-gu, s.m. The quality of purity or
goodnes.
H *B \5satto [S. Qt; Prk. \5], adj. (old H.)=st, q.v.

holding upright; stopping, bringing to a stand, blocking
up, hindering, obstructing, obstruction; paralyzing;
benumbing; stunning, stupefying, stupefaction,
insensibility; suppressing the use of the faculties by
magic or supernatural means;—an astringent.
H @ *B \/5sattamo [S. Q/t; Prk. \/5], adj. (old
H.)=stw , q.v.
H @ *B/"satm, \/" sattam [S. Q/"; Prk. \/"], s.f.
The seventh lunar day.
H <*B ,sutan, s.m. (Braj) pl. (of sutaor sut), Sons,
children, ospring, progeny, descendants.
S <*B Tstan, s.m. Breast (of a woman); nipple; teat, dug.
H <*B ,\suttan, = H *B , sutn,s.m. (f. -) = sutthanor
s than, q.v.
H *B ,sutn, = H <*B ,\ suttan,s.m. (f. -) = sutthanor
s than, q.v.
H *B ,sutn [sut˚= Prk. ,\() or ,\<(), fr. ,\=S. ,Q,
part. of T ], v.n. To be asleep, to sleep, to lie down,
repose, rest.
H *B ,sutn (fr. the trans. s tnor s tn), v.n. To
become worn or emaciated, to be drawn or sunken (the
cheeks, &c.).
S &%*B T(#stambh, s.m. = S <&%*B T(# stambhan, s.m.See
&%@ *B stambh, and <&%@ *B stambhan.
S <&%*B T(#stambhan, s.m. = S &%*B T(# stambh, s.m.See
&%@ *B stambh, and <&%@ *B stambhan.
H **B ,BPsutantr, adj. corr. of sva-tantra, q.v.
H 8*B *" satan-jv, See s.v. sat, 'a hundred.'
H ^*B ($sitang [S. 8"+r$(; see 8"[$], s.m. Being
chilled with cold, numbness; paralysis, palsy.
H J*B($"sitang [S. 8"+r$+ +t], adj. & s.m.
Chilled with cold, numbed; paralytic, palsied;—a paralytic,

S *B Ä sattva, ; satva (sat+tva), s.m. Being, existence,

S *B T stava, vulg. stav, s.m. Praising, celebrating,
hymning; praise, eulogium, encomium, panegyric;
attery (cf. stuti).
H *B \0satt = H  *B , satu [Prk. \, ; S. =,t],
s.m. The our of barley, gram, &c. (parched before it is
ground), parched grain reduced to meal, ptisan;—satu,
adj. Pulverable, free from threads or bres (applied to a
kind of ginger, e.g. satu baitr):—satt - ura, adj. & s.m.
Pæderastes, pædicator, præposteræ veneri addictus:—
satu-sa krnt, s.f. The entering of the sun into Aries, on
which day the meal of parched grain is distributed to
Brhma s.
H  *B ,satu = H *B \0 satt [Prk. \, ; S. =,t],
s.m. The our of barley, gram, &c. (parched before it is
ground), parched grain reduced to meal, ptisan;—satu,
adj. Pulverable, free from threads or bres (applied to a
kind of ginger, e.g. satu baitr):—satt - ura, adj. & s.m.
Pæderastes, pædicator, præposteræ veneri addictus:—
satu-sa krnt, s.f. The entering of the sun into Aries, on
which day the meal of parched grain is distributed to
Brhma s.
H B *B  satws, s.m.=satw s, q.v.
H  *B \ [sattaw , adj. corr. of sattarw , q.v.
H  *B , sutwn (caus. of s tnor s tn), v.t. To

cause to be stripped o (the leaves of a branch, or of
vegetables), to cause to be made bare; to cause to be
unsheathed, &c.
H 0 *B  [satw s [S. Q+/t], s.m. A seven

P  *B sut n, sit n, sat n[Pehl. t n; Zend t na; S. TR04],

months' child;—a feast given to a pregnant woman by
her parents in the seventh month of her pregnancy.
S ; *B 5!sitopal, s.m. See s.v. sitaor sit.

to or practising truth, true, veracious; honest; virtuous,
chaste; celebrated, renowned.
H : *B  sato  [fr. S. Q; Prk. \+o , after the

S A *B , suta-vat, s.m. A drinker of Soma juice; an
oerer of a libation (cf. sutvan).
S Y *B Ä sattvat, s.f. Purity, goodness, the existence
of the sattva-gu.
S Y *B T5stot (nom. of stotri), s.m. Praiser, encomiast,
panegyrist; atterer (syn. stut-kr).
S Y *B T5Pstotra, s.m. Praise, eulogy; hymn of praise; ode.
S Y *BT5stotri, corr. ,5 sutotri, s.m.=stot, q.v.
H Y *B,5sutotri, corr. of next, q.v.
H 3Y *B ,5!su-totl, adj. & s.m. Having an agreeable
lisp;—one who has a pleasant lisp; one whose lispings or
attempts to speak aord a sense of pleasure.
P ? *B sit da [perf. part. of sit dan; and=Zend tuta, rt. tu;
S. T,, rt. T,], part. adj. Praised, celebrated; gloried;
praiseworthy, laudable:—sit da-ift, adj. Of laudable
qualities.
P  *B sut r, sator[Pehl. tor; Zend taora; S. TR0], s.m.
Animal, quadruped, beast of burden, cattle; horse; camel;
mule; ass.
S  *B ; satvar (sa+tvara), adj. (f. -) & adv. Speedy, swift,
quick, expeditious;—quickly, swiftly, expeditiously,
hastily, suddenly.
S Y *B ; satvaral, s.f. Swiftness, speed, quickness,
hastiness.
H  *B 57sato  [prob. fr. S. Ä , or ;+o = Prk.
! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m. (dialec.) Destroyed, ruined,
annihilated;—utter destruction, annihilation (=satyns).
H <X *B 5$,4sato-gu, s.m. corr. of sattva-gu, q.v.s.v.
sattva.
S  *B ,; sutvan, s.m. An oerer of Soma juice; drinker
of Soma (=suta-vat).

s.m. Pillar, column, prop:— ihal-sut n, adj. Having forty
pillars (a palace, &c.).
H * *B  Bsatwant [S. ;+ ], adj. (f. -), Adhering

analogy of hau (mistakenly)], s.m. Seven and a half
(in the idiom of surveying Amns).
S ? *B ; satva, s.m. See *B sattva.
P ? *B sut h, sutoh, satoh(S. T,@#), s.f. Distress, aiction,
uneasiness, indigence;— adj. Sad, melancholy; indigent,
helpless.
S ; &*B TRsthpit, part. Fixed, established, placed; set
up, erected; founded, instituted, endowed, set apart;
ordered, regulated, decreed, enacted, enjoined; settled,
ascertained.
S <; &*B TRsthpan, s.m. Placing, xing; establishing,
conrming; setting up, erecting, founding, instituting,
regulating, appointing:—sthpan-kartt, s.m. Arranger;
founder, &c.:—sthpan karn(-k), To set up, erect; to
establish, found; to appoint, &c.
S ; &*B TRsthpan, s.f. Placing, &c. (=sthpan, q.v.);
arranging (as a drama, &c.); stage-management.
H ; &*B TRsthpn [sthp˚= S. TR(), caus. of rt.
TR], v.t. To place, x, locate; to establish, &c. (see
sthpan).
S ; &*BTR"sthpan, s.f. The plant Cissampelos heæandra.
S ! &*BTR!"sthl, s.f. A small at metal or earthen dish
or pan, a boiler, cooking-pan; platter, tray, salver (vulg
thl).
S  &*B TRsthn, s.m. The act of standing or staying,
stay, continuance; place, spot, locality, situation, site,
space, station, stall, abode, house, dwelling, residence,
home; occasion; object; place, section,
or chapter (in a book); station, degree, rank, dignity;
appointment, oce:—sthn-v ak, (in Gram.) Having
reference to place; an adverb of place.
S  &*BTR"sthn, adj. Having place or situation, having

xedness, xed, placed; abiding, permanent; resident.
S  &*B TR sthvar, adj. & s.m. Standing still, xed,
stationary; rm, stable, immovable; established, regular;
inert, inactive, slow;—a stationary or inanimate object; a
mountain; an old or xed resident (of a place), a xture,
a stay-at-home;—immovable property, real estate (such
as land or houses); heir-loom, family possession; a bowstring:—sthvar drav, s.m. Real or immovable property.
S () &*B TR,sthyuk, adj. Disposed to stay, likely to last,
abiding, staying, stopping, stationary, steady, rm;—s.m.
The overseer of a village.
S ) &*BTR"sthy, adj. Standing, staying, residing,
abiding, continuing, enduring, permanent, constant,
xed, steady, rm, unchangeable:—sthy-bhv, s.m.
Permanent or xed condition; lasting feeling.
S &*B .TRsthita, vulg. sthit, part. Stood, stayed,
remained, stopped; standing; abiding, dwelling, residing,
resident; xed, permanent, established, settled, steady,
rm, immovable, stable, steadfast, determined,
resolved; decreed:—sthit hon(-par), To stand (upon); to
be steadfast (to), to be resolved (on), &c.
H *4*B 6\sathattar [Prk. \+\"; S. QQt], adj.
Seventy-seven.
S *&*B.TRsthiti, s.f. The being xed or stationary;
standing, staying, remaining, abiding; stay, residence;
steadiness, continuance, permanence; preservation;
stability, duration, xedness; consistency; stop,
cessation; pause; decision, decree; maxim.
S &*B .TRsthir, adj. Fixed, immovable, rm, steady,
un uctuating, permanent, enduring, durable, lasting,
settled; steadfast, constant, faithful; determined; still,
calm, mild, tranquil, serene; cool, collected, composed;
quiet, quiescent;—s.m. A deity, an immortal; an epithet
of iva, and of Krttikeya (the god of war);  nal
emancipation from existence; a mountain; a tree; a bull;
the planet Saturn; name of one of the astronomical
yogas:—sthirtm(˚ra+t˚), Firm-minded, rm, unmoved,
resolute, steady, stable:—sthir- it, sthir- et, adj. Firmminded, rm, resolute, determined; constant, steady,
sedate:—sthir-mati, adj. Firm-minded, rm, steady,

resolute, deliberate, unwavering:—sthir-vritt,
 adj.
Constant of habit, steady, persistent, persevering, &c.:—
sthir hon, v.n. To be rm; to be at rest, &c.
H &*B Rsathr [S. (T+t], s.m. (dialec.), A mattress,
bedding (cf. bistar).
H &*B ,Rsuthr [prob. fr. S. ,+TR++t; or=S. ,B+t],
adj. (f. -), Neat, elegant, adorned, beautiful, handsome;
tidy, clean; excellent, well;—suthror suthr-sh, s.m.
Name of a religious mendicant:—suthr-sh, vulg. suthresh, s.m. A class of mendicants who are followers of
Suthr-sh; an individual of that class, a follower of
Suthr-sh.
H <; &*B ,Rsuthrpan [suthr+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m.=suthr, q.v.
H &*B Rsathrn [sathr, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 (caus. augment)], v.t. To spread about, strew,
scatter; to disperse.
H &*B R sathro [sathr(n)+o= Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Scattering, dispersion; a heap of slain
(perhaps, in this sense=S. 8T+m/):—sathro karn(-k),
To scatter, &c. (=sathrn).
H $&*B,R suthr [suthr, q.v. + = Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Neatness, elegance, beauty, prettiness;
excellence, goodness.
S Y&*B .TRsthirat, vulg. sthirt, and sithirt, s.f.
Firmness, stability, steadiness, permanence, perpetuity;
steadfastness, rectitute, fortitude; calmness, coolness,
composure, serenity; stillness, rest, inertia.
H $ Y&*B.TR sthirt, vulg. sithart, s.f. = S Y&*B .TR;
sthiratva, s.m.=sthirat, q.v.
S Y&*B .TR; sthiratva, s.m. = H $ Y&*B.TR sthirt,
vulg.sithart, s.f.=sthirat, q.v.
S J&*B TR$sthagit, part. Covered;—tired, weary (syn.
thak, q.v.).
H &*B R!sithal, vulg. sathal, sthal[S. 8"!(], adj. Cold,
cool; benumbed, torpid; stupeed, insensible; languid,
weak.
H &*B R!sithil, adj. = &*E ithil, q.v.; and cf. hl.

S &*B TR!sthal, s.m. Firm ground, dry land; place, site,
spot, region, soil; standing-place of a faqr; home, abode,
xed residence; a mound; terrace; a tent; part or place
(in a book); a point, topic; case, occasion, circumstance:—
sthal-padma, s.m. or sthal-padmin, s.f.=sthal-kamal, q.v.:—
sthala-ja, vulg. sthalaj, adj. (f. -), Land-born, produced on
land, growing on earth; terrestrial, terrene, not aquatic:
—sthal-sm, s.f. Land-mark, boundary:—sthal-kamal, s.m.
or sthal-kamalin, s.f. The owering shrub Hibiscus
mutabilis.
S 3&*B TR!sthal, = S #&*BTR!" sthal,s.f.=sthal, q.v.
S #&*BTR!"sthal, = S 3&*B TR! sthal,s.f.=sthal, q.v.
H <&*B ,;Rsutthan, ,R suthan, s.m. = H &*B ,R suthn,
s.m.= H &*B,R" suthn, s.f.See s than, s thn, and
s thn.
H &*B ,Rsuthn, s.m. = H <&*B ,;R sutthan, ,R suthan,
s.m.= H &*B,R" suthn, s.f.See s than, s thn, and
s thn.
H &*B,R"suthn, s.f. = H <&*B ,;R sutthan, ,R suthan,
s.m.= H &*B ,R suthn, s.m.See s than, s thn, and
s thn.
H  &*B R sathwr, s.m.=saho , q.v.
S

&*B TR0!sth l, adj. Great, large, bulky, fat, corpulent,

unwieldy; gross, coarse; clumsy, dull, stupid;—s.m. A
heap; a tent;—the jack-tree:—sth l-buddhi, adj. Crass of
intellect, dull-witted, thick-headed, stupid, dull,
senseless; coarse-minded:—sth l-dar, adj. & s.m. Dull of
perception, dull, obtuse, stupid;—dolt, blockhead, fool.
S *! &*B TR0!sth lat, s.f. = S *! &*B TR0!; sth latva, s.m.=
S  ! &*B TRM sthaulya, s.m.Bigness, stoutness, bulkiness,
corpulence; bulk, size; thickness, grossness, coarseness,
denseness, dulness, doltishness, stupidity.
S *! &*B TR0!; sth latva, s.m. = S *! &*B TR0! sth lat, s.f.=
S  ! &*B TRM sthaulya, s.m.Bigness, stoutness, bulkiness,
corpulence; bulk, size; thickness, grossness, coarseness,
denseness, dulness, doltishness, stupidity.
S  ! &*B TRMsthaulya, s.m. = S *! &*B TR0! sth lat, s.f.= S
*! &*B TR0!; sth latva, s.m.Bigness, stoutness, bulkiness,

corpulence; bulk, size; thickness, grossness, coarseness,
denseness, dulness, doltishness, stupidity.
S  &*B TR04sth , s.f. Post, pillar, column, prop (=sut n);
an iron image, a statue; an anvil;—a disease.
H 4*B,6
, "sutuh [Prk. ,\ (with hinserted); S. 8,.=],
s.f. A pearl-oyster; an oyster-shell (syn. sp).
H &*B Rsathiy [Prk. .;R ; S. 8k+t], s.m. A
surgeon;—an oculist.
H &*B Rsathiy [Prk. .;R ; S. T .Tt], s.m. A kind
of mystical mark made on persons or things to denote
good luck (it is shaped like a Greek cross with the
extremities of the four arms bent round in the same
direction: Hinds prex the mark in vermilion at the
beginning of their account-books at the commencement
of a new year; and the same mark is made on the
ground with our at marriages and other ceremonies).
H 5 &*B TRh*sthairj,
'
= S ) &*B T' sthairya,s.m. Firmness,
stability, xedness, steadiness; continuance;
steadfastness, constancy; fortitude; patience; calmness;
resoluteness.
S ) &*B Tsthairya,
'
= H 5 &*B TRh*' sthairj,s.m. Firmness,
stability, xedness, steadiness; continuance;
steadfastness, constancy; fortitude; patience; calmness;
resoluteness.
S *Bsati (rt. so), s.f. End, destruction.
S *Bsati (rt. san), s.f. Giving, a gift.
H *Bsati (dialec.), 1˚ adj.=satand satya; 2˚ s.f.=sat:—satibhm, s.f.=satya-bhm:—sati-bhe, s.m.=sad-bho,
q.v.s.v. sat:—sati-kapa, s.f.=sat-kapa.
S *B"sat (f. of sat), adj. & s.f. Virtuous, true, chaste,
constant, faithful;—a virtuous wife; the faithful wife who
burns herself with her husband's corpse; an epithet of
the goddess Durg or Prvat;—the ceremony of a widow
burning herself on her husband's funeral pile:—satkapa, s.f. (m. ?) The dissimulation of Prvat when she
went to Rm-andr pretending that she was St:— satmah, s.m. and sat-w , s.f. A burning-ground, a place
where a widow (sat) has been burned; tomb, grave (of a
sat).

H *B"sit, " sat, postpn. (dialec.)=sth, and se, qq.v.
H *B"sit, s.f.=tiand st, qq.v.
S *B,"sut, adj. & s.m. Having or possessing a child,
having ospring;—a father, parent.
H *B,su-tiya, su-t[S. ,+k"+], s.f. A good woman; a
good wife:—su-tiya-mai, s.f. 'The gem of excellent
women,' an epithet of Prvat; and of St.
H *B satiy, s.m.=sathiy, q.v.
H *B .\sattiy, \ satty, ; saty [S. Ä +t],
s.m. Strength, vigour, energy, power, &c. (see sattvaand
sat):—saty-nsor saty-n, s.m. Destruction, ruin, total
destruction, perdition, annihilation:—saty-ns jn(-k) =
saty-ns hon:—saty-ns karn(-k), To cause the ruin or
destruction (of), to do mischief (to), to ruin, spoil, waste;
to blast (reputation):—satya-ns hon(-k), To be the
deprivation, ruin, or destruction (of); to be destroyed, be
ruined, &c.:—saty-ns, adj. & s.m. Ruined, destroyed;
demoralized, depraved, bad;—a ruined man, &c.;—a
ruiner, destroyer;—name of a prickly plant (syn. kaail).
S *B ;saty (f. of satya), s.f. Truth, veracity; sincerity;

evinced by a widow ascending the funeral pile with her
husband's corpse).
S * *B ;satyat, s.f. = S * *B ;; satyatva,
s.m.Trueness, truthfulness, truth, veracity; sincerity,
integrity, virtue, goodness.
S * *B ;; satyatva, s.m. = S * *B ; satyat,
s.f.Trueness, truthfulness, truth, veracity; sincerity,
integrity, virtue, goodness.
H &: *B ,"+sut h, = H <&: *B ,"+
sut han,adj.=sutksha, q.v.
H <&: *B ,"+sut han, = H &: *B ,"+
sut h,adj.=sutksha, q.v.
S &Y *B "Rsa-trth,
'
adj. Having sacred bathing-places;
having the same bathing-place;—s.m. A pupil of the
same spiritual proceptor, fellow religious student.
S  &Y *B "^sa-trthya,
'
s.m.=sa-trth, q.v.
P o *B sitez [Prs tezh; Pehl. tej; Zend tij; prob. akin to S.
.TV], s.f. Strife, contention, con ict, ght, combat,
battle.
P ?o *B siteza (fr. sitez), s.m. Controversy, altercation,

—an epithet of St (wife of Rm); and of Satya-vat
(mother of Vysa).
S *B ,;suty, s.f. Bringing forth a child, parturition.

quarrelling, squabble, broil, dispute, ght, battle:—sitezakho, adj. Contentious, quarrelsome.
S  *B ,"4su-ksha, vulg. su-tksha, adj. (f. -), Very

H <; *B ;satypan = H ; *B ; satypan [saty+

sharp, very pungent; very subtle; very acute, acutely
painful.
S ( *B ;satyak, adj. True, real; veracious, &c. (=satya,

Prk. Q4( or Q4( = ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m.
Ratication of a bargain, fullment.
H ; *B ;satypan = H <; *B ; satypan [saty+
Prk. Q4( or Q4( = ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m.
Ratication of a bargain, fullment.
S @ Y *B ;;/satytm, adj. & s.m.f. See s.v.  *B satya.
H K  *B ;saty-ns, s.m. See s.v. sattyor saty.

q.v.);—s.m. (for S. satyakam), Ratication of a bargain,
fullment of a contract.
S  *B "!satl, s.m. Bamboo;—air, wind.
H  *B "!satl = H 3 *B "! satl [sat= S. Ä +S. a. !
+t], adj. (f. -), Strong, powerful, vigorous, energetic.

S A *B ;satynrit, s.m. See s.v.  *B satya.

H 3 *B "!satl = H  *B "! satl [sat= S. Ä +S. a. !

S * *B "sat-t, s.f. = S * *B "; sat-tva,

+t], adj. (f. -), Strong, powerful, vigorous, energetic.

s.m.Virtuousness, purity, chastity, delity (especially as
evinced by a widow ascending the funeral pile with her
husband's corpse).
S * *B "; sat-tva, s.m. = S * *B " sat-t,

pulse).
H (# *B "!satlak, "! sitlak, s.m.=stlak, q.v.
S 2 *B ;/satyam, adv. Verily, truly, indeed, yea verily,

s.f.Virtuousness, purity, chastity, delity (especially as

just so.

S 3 *B "!satl, s.f. Pease; pulse (or a particular kind of

H < *B ·sat , · sit , postpn. (dialec.)=sator sit.
S < *B T`stena, s.m. Thief, robber;—thieving, stealing.
H  *B " sat-wr = H  *B " 7 sat-w [S. "
+ &], s.f. See s.v. sat.
H  *B " 7sat-w = H  *B "  sat-wr [S. "
+ &], s.f. See s.v. sat.
S  *B ;satya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), True, real, genuine,
sincere, honest, truthful, faithful; accurate, pure,
virtuous, good; veried, fullled, realised, ratied;—(for
S. satyam) truth, reality, sincerity, goodness; solemn
asseveration on oath, solemn promise; demonstrated
truth or conclusion; the rst of the four yugasor ages, the
golden age (of Hind mythology);—the uppermost of the
seven lokasor worlds (the abode of Brahma and heaven
of truth):—satytm(˚ya+t˚), adj. & s.m.f. Having a true
soul, of a true or upright disposition, true;—a virtuous
and upright person:—satyrth(˚ya+ar˚), adj. & s.m.
Desirous of or seeking truth;—one who is in search of
truth:—satynrit(˚ya+an˚),
s.m. lit.'True and false'; practice

of truth and falsehood; commerce, trac, trade:—satyabhm, vulg. sat-bham, s.f. lit.'Having true lustre'; name
of the daughter of Satrjit, and one of the eight wives of
Krish :—satya-dev, adj. (f. -), Shining through truth:—
satya-dhm, s.m. 'The abode of truth,' an epithet of the
Supreme Being:—satya-dharm, adj. Practising the duty of
truth;—ruling by xed ordinances:—satya-sksh, s.m. A
veracious or unexceptionable witness, a genuine or
trustworthy witness:—satya-sa kalp, s.m. Faithful
agreement or promise;—one who is true to his promise,
or who fulls his engagements:—satya-sen, s.m. Name of
one of the incarnations of Vish u:—satya-km, s.m. Lover
of truth; one whose deeds are good;—a proper name:—
satya-kara, s.m. Demonstration, proof:—satya-lok, vulg.
sat-lok, s.m. (=satya), The uppermost of the seven worlds
(the heaven of Brahma—called also Brahma-lok,—to
which human beings once translated are exempt from
further birth):—satya-mat, vulg. sat-mat, s.m. The true or
right way in morals or in religion:—satya-mantra, adj.
Having or repeating true prayers, praying eectually:—
satya-vd, vulg. sat-bd, s.m. Truthfulness, veraciousness;

—adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.:—satya-vd, vulg. satya-bd, and
sat-bd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Speaking truth, truthful,
veracious;—one who speaks the truth, a truthful person;
—a philosopher:—satya-vn, satya-vat, satya-vant, adj. &
s.m. (f. -vat), Practising or speaking the truth, true,
veracious;—a veracious person:—satya-va an, vulg. satyaba an, and sat-ba an, s.m. Truth-speaking, veracity,
admitting the truth; a true statement (see sat-ba an, s.v.
sat):—satya-vrat, adj. True to a vow or promise, adhering
to truth, veracious; honest, sincere;—name of a king
(the twenty-fth of the solar dynasty in the second age);
—name of Manu Vaivasvata;—name of the author of a
Dharm-stra:— satya-var, vulg. satya-varanor baran, s.m.
The Brhma ical caste; an individual of that caste, a
Brhma :— satya-vakt, s.m. Speaker of truth, &c. (satyavd, q.v.):—satya-yug, vulg. satya-jug, and sat-jug, s.m. The
rst of the four yugasor ages of Hind mythology, the
golden age (the period of general virtue and purity: it
comprises a period of 1,728,000 years of mortals):—satyayug, vulg. sat-jug, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to the
satya-yugor golden age;—one who lived in that age.
S  *B T`steya, s.m. Theft, robbery; anything stolen.
H 4 *B `6sateh, s.m.=sathiya, q.v.
S K &saa, vulg. sa, s.m. An ascetic's matted or clotted
hair (=ja; cf. sa).
H K &sa (fr. san, q.v.), s.f. Union, close attachment
or intimacy, liaison; league (=a-sa; cf. sa-ba):—sa-sa, s.f. Sticking or striking together, adhering, uniting;—
succession of rapid strokes, beating, whipping;—adv. In
quick succession; rapidly, quickly.
S K &sa, s.f. An ascetic's matted or clotted hair
(=ja); the hair collected into a loose braid and twisted
forwards upon the forehead; a braid of hair; mane (of a
lion, &c.); bristles (of a boar); a crest.
H K &sa (perf. part. of san, q.v.), part. (f. -), Stuck,
adhered, &c.:—sa-hu, part. adj. (f. -), Stuck together,
joined, in close contact; attached (to, -se), in league
(with); stuck in, inlaid, set, studded.
H K sa [S. =+t; or perhaps fr. san] s.m. A
mercantile transaction; a contract or engagement, a

written agreement, a bond; a market; a hank:—saba, s.m. Interchange, exchange, barter; a mercantile
transaction;—union, combination, cabal, league, intrigue,
collusion; liaison, amour:—sa-bah, s.f. Deed of exchange
or transfer.
H K si (prob.=sa), s.m. Ear of Indian corn; ear
of corn.
H "5K &&sa--sa, s.f. & adv. See s.v. sa.
H K &san (caus. of san), v.t. To cause to stick or
adhere, to stick (in or on), to paste, gum, glue (on); to
join, unite; to graft (in), engraft; to set, stud:—sa-den,
v.t. Intens. of and=san.
H  K & sao [sa(n) + o = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Adhesion; attachment, connection.
H # ! K &&sapan, && sipin
(= hapan, q.v.), v.n. To be surprised, be amazed or
confounded; to be anxious, be restless, be in a utter, be
disquieted or distracted.
? ' # ?' K &&saar-paar s.f. (colloq.), Odds and ends,
miscellaneous duties (of a trivial kind), petty aairs,
tri es;—pottering about, bustling.
H K &saak (fr. saakn, q.v.), s.f. A exible tapering
rod; a thin stick, a switch, cane;—a small snake; a tube, a
huqqasnake.
H K &sak (perf. part. of saakn), Shaped, tapered;
manageable;—s.m. A stick, sta (cf. saak).
H K&"sikr, adj. Tapering, fusiform.
H K &!sakl [saak+Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m. A
lock of hair.
H K &sakn (caus. of saakn), v.t. To cause to
vanish or disappear; to make tapering;—to put out of the
way; to disappoint, baulk.
H 8K& sak [saak(n)+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. The vanishing of a tapering body at the
extreme point, taperingness; disappearance; rise and
fall; lowering and raising.
H K ,&jsukun, s.f. Tapering rod, stick, switch, cane
(=saak).

H  K &saakn, ,& suakn [saak˚= Prk. =(),
fr. S. P+>], v.n. To vanish, disappear, run away,
decamp, sheer o, steal away, make (oneself) scarce (cf.
sa akn):—saak-jn, v.n. Intens. of and=saakn.
H  K ,&
, suukn, ,& suakn, v.t. To swallow by
gulps and with a noise, to gulp down.
H  K ,&j"sukun, s.f.=sukun, q.v.
H (K &!saal, = H + K &!" saal,s.f.=zaal, q.v.
H + K &!"saal, = H (K &! saal,s.f.=zaal, q.v.
H + K &!5saallo (cf. zaall), s.f. A silly prating woman,
a gossip; a slattern, a slut.
H  K &san [sa˚= Prk. (_(), or (_(< )=S. (TR"(`),
pass. (used actively) of /+TR], v.n. To stick, adhere,
cohere; to join, unite; to league, combine, to be
combined; to be attached (to); to be contiguous (to, -se).
H K _sah [S. 8_t], adj. & s.m. Cunning, crafty,
deceitful;—a rogue, knave; a fool, blockhead.
H K sah, s.m.=sa, q.v.
H JK ,_/su-hm [S. ,+TR(], s.m.f. Good place,
pleasant spot; abode of bliss, paradise.
H K_"sihn [S. Y<c+"], s.f. The wife of a seh,
q.v.
H 8K_ sih [sh, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Tastelessness, insipidity, pithlessness,
weakness.
H  K _sahat [S. 8_], s.f. Cunning, cheating,
guile, deceit.
H  K_"sihn, s.f.=sihn, or sehan, qq.v.
H K _5sahor [so th+or= Prk. ! =S. +!+t],
s.m. A sweetmeat consisting of meal, sugar, ginger,
spices, &c. (given medicinally to puerperal women, and
distributed, as caudle is, to gossips;—syn. panjr).
H K"sah, s.f. A kind of rice (=sh, q.v.).
H K "sih [S. .89, or =R+], s.f. Dross, lees
(=sh).
H K "sih [Prk. "; S. .9t], s.f. Nature;—wits,
senses:—sih gum hon, To lose (one's) senses.

H K ,_suhi [S. ,c,t ; Prk. ,]o , adv. (dialec.), Much,
very, exceedingly, extremely.
H ) K _sahiyn [S. .9+= w= Prk. U=S. 
caus. augment)], v.n. To be turned of sixty years, to
become superannuated; to become decrepit or doting, be
in (one's) dotage.
S K&"sa, s.f. Zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet, or C. amada.
H K"sa (see sa), s.f. A market; horse-market.
H K"si, s.f.=sih, q.v.
H K"si, s.f. Whistling (=s, q.v.).
H ) K &saiy (cf. saak), s.f. A thin stick, a switch,
cane.
H ) K &siiy, s.f. Daughter.
H L) K seshan (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A station (civil
or military); railway-station.
S ) K &"sa-k, adj. Accompanied by a commentary or
exposition (k), explained by a commentary.
H 6B *saj [S. A*; or fr. sajn, q.v.], s.f. Preparation;
dress, ornament, decoration; appearance, shape:—sajdr, adj. Well-shaped, handsome, elegant (=sajl):—sajdhaj, s.f. Preparation and appearance; gure; adorning,
ornamentation; grace, elegance.
S 6B A*sajja, vulg. sajj, adj. Covered, clothed, dressed,
accoutred; ornamented, decorated; prepared, ready;
armed, fortied;—s.m. An armed person, &c.
S 8B A*sajj, s.f. An armed female, &c. (see sajja);—
dress; decoration; apparatus, equipment, equipage,
harness; armour, mail.
H 8B *saj, s.f. corr. of saz, q.v.
H 8B A*sajj [prob. S. A*+t], adj. Right (arm or
hand).
H A 8B *sa-jt = H Y 8B*" sa-jt [S. +*t], adj.

Of good kind or species; of good caste or race, of good
family, well-born.
H Y 8B ,*"su-jt = H A 8B ,* su-jt [S. ,+*t], adj.
Of good kind or species; of good caste or race, of good
family, well-born.
S  Y 8B *"sa-jtya, adj.=sa-jt, q.v.
A  8B sajjd (intens. n. fr. + 8B 'to prostrate oneself'), adj.
& s.m. Prostrating oneself much or frequently (in
prayer), bowing the head in adoration, adoring;—one
who bows in adoration, &c.
P ? 8B sajjda (for A. { 8B sajjdat; see sajjd), s.m. A
carpet or mat on which a Mohammadan prostrates
himself (and stands and sits) in prayer; place of
adoration; mosque; altar:—sajjda-nishn, s.m. lit.'Sitting
upon the prayer-carpet'; a Mohammadan priest (when
saying prayers); any religious ascetic of the
Mohammadan faith;—the spiritual superior of a mosque
or religious endowment (as distinguished from the
Mutawallor secular superintendent).
H  8B ,*sujk, s.m. corr. of sozk, q.v.
H  8B ,*su-jn [S. ,+(], adj. (f. -), Well-informed,
wise, intelligent.
H  8B ,*su-jn, * sa-jn, adj. (in poetry)=su-jn,
q.v.
H  8B ,*sujn (caus. of s jn), v.t. To cause to swell.
H  8B *sajn (caus. of sajn), v.t. To cause (a
person) to prepare (a thing); to arrange, prepare, assort,
methodize; to decorate, adorn; to mend:—saj-sajn, v.t.
To put into a state of preparation; to arrange, order, to
set out; to adorn.
H  8B * sajo, s.m. = H  8B * & sajwa, s.f.
[saj(n) + Prk.  ( and  (=S. ()(, and ()
++; ]( , Preparation, arrangement, order; adorning,

& s.m.f. Of the same sort or species, of the same tribe or
caste or race;—a fellow-clansman; a compeer; &c.
H Y 8B*"sa-jt = H A 8B * sa-jt [S. +*t], adj.

decoration, ornament; contrivance.
H  8B * &sajwa, s.f. = H  8B * sajo, s.m.

& s.m.f. Of the same sort or species, of the same tribe or
caste or race;—a fellow-clansman; a compeer; &c.
H A 8B ,*su-jt = H Y 8B ,*" su-jt [S. ,+*t], adj.

++; ]( , Preparation, arrangement, order; adorning,

[saj(n) + Prk.  ( and  (=S. ()(, and ()
decoration, ornament; contrivance.

H $ 8B* saj [saj(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Preparation, &c. (=sajwa, q.v.);—price paid
for accoutrements, or for belts and scabbards, &c.
A ) 8B sajy, s.f. (pl. of ~ 8B sajyat, v.n. fr. 8B
'to cover or conceal by darkness'), Nature, natural
disposition or temper; faculty, quality.
A A+ 8B sijdt, s.m. pl. (of sijda), Prostrations, bowings (in)
prayer, adorations.
P ?+ 8B sijda (for A. {+ 8B sijdat, v.n. fr. + 8B 'to prostrate
oneself (in prayer)'), s.m. Prostration (in prayer, &c.);
bowing so as to touch the ground with the forehead in
adoration (esp. to God), adoration:—sijda-gah, s.f. Place of
adoration, mosque, temple, &c.;—a board upon which
Shas rest the forehead in the act of prostration.
H I8B ,*su-jas, * sa-jas, s.m. & adj.=su-ya, q.v.
H 08B,*"su-jas, adj.=su-ya, q.v.
A b 8B saj (inf. n. of b 8B 'to speak, &c. in rhymed prose'),
s.m. Rhythmical speech or language, rhymed prose,
rhyme, cadence; metre; poesy:—saj-go, s.m. One who
speaks rhythmically; a rhymer; an eloquent speaker.
H ^8B *$sa-jag [sa+jag, rt. of jagn, q.v.], adj. Wide
awake, watchful, vigilant, circumspect, cautious, careful.
S 8B *!sa-jal, Possessing or containing water, lled
with or abounding in water, watery, wet, moist, humid.
H 8B .*!sijil, *! sijal [S. A*+!t; cf. sajl], adj.
Well-arranged; neat, tidy; good, right, proper; pure, ne,
choice; clean, polished, furbished:—sijil bann, v.t. To
arrange neatly; to deck, decorate, embellish; to polish,
furbish.
A 8B sijill, vulg. sijil(v.n. fr. 8B 'to pour out or forth
continually,' &c.), s.m. Written statement or contract;
written attestation of a notary; register; the record or
decree of a Qor judge, judicial record; seal of a judge
(sigillum);—the recording angel.
H 38B *!sajl, adj. & s.m.=sa jhl, q.v.
S <8B A*sajjan, and H. * sajan (sat+jana), adj. & s.m.
(f. -, or -), Well-born, of good family, well-bred,
respectable, reputable; virtuous, good;—a virtuous or
good man; a respectable man, one of good family;—a

sweetheart, lover; husband.
S <8B A*sajjan (rt. sajj), s.m. Fastening on (clothes),
dressing; putting on armour, arming, preparing;—a
guard, sentry, picquet; a ferry (syn. gh).
S <8B ,*su-jan, adj. (f. -), Good-natured, benevolent,
kind; good, virtuous; respectable: su-jan-samj, s.m. The
assembly of the good (used chie y of the Hind ascetics
in their corporate capacity).
H 8B A*sajjan, * sajan, sajn, s.m.=sajjan, q.v.
S 8B A*sajjan, and H. * sajan, s.f.=sajan, q.v.
S 8B A*sajjan (rt. sajj), s.f. The act of dressing;
decoration; ornamenting or caparisoning an elephant.
H 8B *sajn (fr. the trans. sjn, q.v.), To be made
ready, be prepared, be arranged; to be accoutred; to be
adorned or decorated;—to be betting or suitable (to, ko), to t, bet, become, beseem; to mend, improve;—v.t.
To arrange, adjust, rectify; to prepare, dress, accoutre;
to ornament; to ornament, adorn.
H 8B ,*sujn, v.t. (dialec.)=s jhn, q.v.
S A 8B sa-jnta, vulg. sa-gyt, part. (f. -), Known,
apprehended, perceived.
H A 8B sa-jnt, vulg. sa-gyt, s.f. corr. of sva-jnti, q.v.
S  8B sa-jnn, vulg. sa-gyn, adj. & s.m. (f. -),=sajnn, q.v.
S  8B ,su-jnn, vulg. su-gyn, s.m. Wisdom,
intelligence, sagacity;—adj. (f. -), Well-informed,
intelligent, knowing, wise.
S * 8B sa-jnnat, vulg. sa-gynat, s.f. Intelligence,
sagacity, wisdom.
S  8B "sa-jnn, vulg. sa-gyn, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Possessed of knowledge, knowing, intelligent, wise,
sagacious;—an intelligent man, a wise man, &c.
S *8B ,*su-janat, vulg. su-jant, s.f. Benevolence,
kindness, aability, urbanity; goodness, virtuousness;
respectability.
A 88B sajanjal (said to be a Greek word arabicised), s.m.
A mirror, a Chinese mirror;—spectacles; adj. Pure, clear.
H 8BA*"sajjan, *" sajan, sajn[S. A*+], s.f. A

virtuous woman; a respectable woman; a mistress,
sweetheart; a female friend (syn. sahel).
H 8B .* sa-jiv, adj. corr. of sa-jv, q.v.

S 8B *" sa-jv, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having life, endowed

H  8B * sajwn (doub. caus. of sajn), v.t. To cause

P  8B sajya (for A. ~ 8B sajyat, v.n. fr. 8B 'to cover or

to be prepared, to have or get prepared, to have
arranged; to have rectied, &c.
H  8B*M&"sajau [sajwa, q.v.+= Prk. +S. ], s.f.

conceal by darkness,' &c.), s.m. Nature, disposition,
temper (see the pl. sajy, which is the more common
form).
H 9B Ksa ,  sa [Prk. K(; S. ;(], adj. True, real,

Dressing, decking or adorning (oneself).
A  8B suj d (inf. n. of + 8B 'to prostrate oneself' (in
prayer, &c.)), s.m. An act of prostration with the
forehead touching the ground, adoration (=sijda).
H ' 8B ,*5$su-jog, s.m.=su-yog, q.v.
H  8B *5 sa-jovan, vulg. sa-joban[S. +M (], adj. &
s.m.f. Possessed of youth, in the prime of youth, in the
enjoyment of youth, youthful;—one who is experiencing
the season or the condition of youth.
H  &8B Dsijhn (caus. of sjhn), v.t. To seethe, boil;
to tan; to dissolve, melt.
H  &8B ,Dsujhn (caus. of s jhn), v.t. To cause to
perceive or understand, to show, point out.
H $ &8B,D sujh [sujh(n)+= Prk.  =S.

with life, living, alive;—a living creature.
H  8B *" sajvan, s.m.=sanjvan, q.v.

veritable, genuine, &c. (=sa , q.v.);—s.m. Truth, &c.
(=sa );—adv. In truth, truly, verily, indeed; actually; in
earnest; yea verily, yes, true:—sa -sa , adv. (emphat.)
Verily verily:—sa -mu , adj. & adv. True, real, veritable;
fac-simile of;—in truth, truly, verily, indeed; in reality,
really.
H 9B ,su [S. 8,.t], adj. Bright, clear, clean, white;
cleansed, puried, pure, undeled, unpolluted; virtuous,
upright, honest;—s.m. The hot season, the months of
May and June:—su -kr, s.m. Purifying, purication,
lustration:—su -kr, adj. Puricatory, lustral.
H :B Ksa ,  sa  [Prk. K5, K ; S. ;t],

(syn. dikh).
H &8B ,Dsujhn, v.t. (dialec.)=s jhn, q.v.

adj. (f. -), True, genuine, real; pure, unalloyed; truthful,
veracious; ingenuous, honest, sincere; faithful, trusty;
sure; just, fair; full (weight); bond de(transaction);—s.m.
A true or honest man; a truthful man, &c.
H :B ,Ksu , adj.=su , q.v.;—s.f.=su , q.v.

H 8BA*"sajj [S. X*], s.f. Natron, impure carbonate

H <; :B Ksa pan,  sa pan [sa , q.v.+Prk.

of soda, a kind of mineral alkali (used in India instead of
soap for cleaning linen, &c.; syn. khr):—sajj-maand
sajj-nonor n n, s.f.=sajj.
H 8B Asajy, 1˚ s.f.=ayyor sej, qq.v.;—2˚ s.m.=sahajn,

Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m.=sa .

()++], s.f. Showing, pointing out, explaining

q.v.;—3˚ s.m. corr. of sajya, q.v.
A  8B sijjl, corr. sajjl(said to be the P. sang-ogilarabicised), s.m. Stones of clay baked in hell-re,
whereon are inscribed the names of those for whom
they were destined, together with a catalogue of their
sins.
H 3 8B *"!sajl [Prk. .A*! ; S. A*+!+t], adj. (f.
-), Well-shaped, graceful, handsome; well-dressed;
decorated.

S  :B ,Isu- ru, adj. Very lovely or beautiful, very
agreeable, pleasing, delightful.
H :B ,!su- l (su+ l, q.v.), s.m. Graceful gait; good
behaviour, propriety of character
and deportment;—adj. Walking gracefully; behaving with
propriety.
?  :B sa n, s.m. lit.'Pursuing'; a falcon, hawk.
H  :B si n (causat. of s n), v.t. To cause to be
watered; to have or get irrigated;—to irrigate (=s n).
H  :B  &sa wa = H ? :B 6& sa ha,[sa = sa ,
q.v. + waor ha= Prk. "=S. . \t], s.f.=sa , q.v.

H ? :B 6&sa ha, = H  :B  & sa wa [sa =
sa , q.v. + waor ha= Prk. "=S. . \t], s.f.=sa , q.v.
H $ :BK sa ,  sa  [sa , q.v.+= Prk.
=S. a. +], s.f. Truth, reality; truthfulness,
veracity; sincerity, honesty, ingenuousness, probity,
rectitude of intention; delity, exactness; authenticity.
H $ :B si  [si (n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Irrigation; the cost of irrigation:—si -si ,
s.f. Articial irrigation (of land).
H $ :B, su  (su , q.v.+, as in sa , q.v.), s.f.
Cleanness, cleanliness, purity; whiteness; sincerity,
straightforwardness; simplicity, guilelessness.
S :B ,.su- it, adj. Unoccupied, disengaged, at
leisure; at (one's) ease; free from thought or anxiety;
thoughtless, careless;—attentive, heedful, careful;
occupied:—su itrh(˚ta+arh), adj. Worthy of attention or
care.
H *:B ,.su it, s.f.= *:E u it, q.v.
H $ *:B,. su- it [su it+= Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Freedom from care or anxiety, ease; attentiveness,
mindfulness, attention, carefulness.
S + + :B .KBsa idnand, and H. .B
sa idnand (sat+ it+n˚), s.m. lit.'Existence (or entity),
thought (or knowledge), and happiness'; an epithet of
Brahma or the Supreme Spirit.
S =:B sa ar ar (sa+ ara+ a ˚), adj.
Comprehending all moving and motionless creatures,
comprising animate and inanimate things, universal, all;
—s.m. The universe.
S A:B ,su- arit, s.m. Right conduct, good
behaviour.
H (:B ,su ak [prob. S. 8,+ +t], adj. Thoughtful,
re ective, attentive, careful, caautious.
H  :B ,su kr, s.m. See s.v. su .
H :B ,su akn [fr. S. ,+; or fr. su ak, q.v.],
v.n. To be astonished, to be startled; to be anxious or
thoughtful; to shrink, to start back, to hesitate.
S :B !sa- al, adj. Having moving things; having the

power to move, moving, locomotive.
H :B K!sa al [Prk. Kf5; S. ;+t or !t], adj.
True, &c. (=sa , q.v.);—s.m. Playing for money (as opp.
to playing for love);—adv.=sa -mu .
H :B si n (fr. the trans. s n, q.v.), v.n. To be
watered, to be irrigated;—v.t. (dialec.)=s n, q.v.
H :B .Bsa- int [S. +.B], adj. Thoughtful,
attentive, considerate.
S *:B ,.Bsu- int, s.f. Deep or mature thought, due
consideration or re ection.
S *:B ,..Bsu- intit, part. adj. Well thought about,
well-considered or weighed, well pondered, duly
re ected upon, well conceived.
S :B . sa iv (rt. sa ), s.m. Associate, companion,
friend; minister of state, counsellor, vizier.
H :B ,sa u, s.m. Joy, pleasure, happiness.
H  :BM&"sa au [sa = sa , q.v.+au= wa= Prk.
 =S. . \+], s.f. Truthfulness; sincerity, rectitude,
good faith, honesty, delity; heartiness; impartiality (cf.
sa watand sa ).
H &:B K+si h, s.f.=siksh, q.v.
H (&:B K+si hak, s.m.=sikshak, q.v.)
H + &:B K+Bsa hand, adj. & s.m.=sva hand, q.v.
S :B.sa i (rt. sa ), s.m. Associate, friend;—
connection, intimacy, friendship.
S :B.sa i (also a i), s.f. Name of a goddess, wife of
Indra.
H :B,.su i, adj. & s.m.=su and u i, qq.v.
H  :B ,su- et [S. ,+], adj. Attentive, mindful,
heedful; conscious, aware; cautious, wary, &c. (=sa et,
q.v.);—composed in mind, peaceful, contente, happy.
H  :B sa- et = H * :B  sa- et = S <* :B  saetan (=S. sa- etas), adj. (f. -), Having consciousness;
conscious; sentient, sensible; animate; having feeling;
feeling, considerate; rational; thinking, re ective,
intelligent; aware; recovering sense or consciousness;
attentive, mindful; circumspect, cautious, watchful, on
(one's) guard, alert;—s.m. A sentient being, a rational

creature, &c.:—sa et rahn(-se), To have a care, to be
cautious or wary, to be on one's guard (against):—sa et
karn, v.t. To rouse, to awaken, to bring (one) back to
consciousness, to bring (one) back from a state of
insensibility, to bring (one) to (his) senses:—sa et hon,
v.n. To be or become conscious, to recover (one's)
senses; to be awake; to be attentive, to mind, &c.
H * :B sa- et = H  :B  sa- et = S <* :B  saetan (=S. sa- etas), adj. (f. -), Having consciousness;
conscious; sentient, sensible; animate; having feeling;
feeling, considerate; rational; thinking, re ective,
intelligent; aware; recovering sense or consciousness;
attentive, mindful; circumspect, cautious, watchful, on
(one's) guard, alert;—s.m. A sentient being, a rational
creature, &c.:—sa et rahn(-se), To have a care, to be
cautious or wary, to be on one's guard (against):—sa et
karn, v.t. To rouse, to awaken, to bring (one) back to
consciousness, to bring (one) back from a state of
insensibility, to bring (one) to (his) senses:—sa et hon,
v.n. To be or become conscious, to recover (one's)
senses; to be awake; to be attentive, to mind, &c.
S <* :B sa- etan, = H  :B  sa- et = H * :B 
sa- et adj. (f. -), Having consciousness; conscious;
sentient, sensible; animate; having feeling; feeling,
considerate; rational; thinking, re ective, intelligent;
aware; recovering sense or consciousness; attentive,
mindful; circumspect, cautious, watchful, on (one's)
guard, alert;—s.m. A sentient being, a rational creature,
&c.:—sa et rahn(-se), To have a care, to be cautious or
wary, to be on one's guard (against):—sa et karn, v.t. To
rouse, to awaken, to bring (one) back to consciousness,
to bring (one) back from a state of insensibility, to bring
(one) to (his) senses:—sa et hon, v.n. To be or become
conscious, to recover (one's) senses; to be awake; to be
attentive, to mind, &c.
H * :B,"su- et [su et, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Attentiveness, attention; circumspection, caution;
discreetness.
S Z :B 9sa- esh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Making eort or
exertion, energetic, active, zealous;—an active or
energetic man, a zealous man;—the mango tree,

Mangifera indica.
A cB sab (v.n. fr. UcB 'to drag or draw along'), coll. n.
m. A cloud; clouds.
A e cB suf, vulg. saf(v.n. fr. gcB 'to strip o' &c.),
s.m. Consumption, ulceration of the lungs.
A  %cB sabn, s.m. Name of a celebrated Arabian orator.
A cB sir (inf. n. of cB 'to turn from (his or its) course';
'to enchant'), s.m. Enchantment, fascination, magic,
sorcery (syn. jd ):—sir-bz, s.m. Enchanter, sorcerer,
magician:—sir-bz, s.f.=sir:—sir--all, s.m. Lawful
magic; skilful eloquence; poetry:—sir-sz, and sir-gr,
s.m.=sir-bz:—sir-gr, s.f.=sir.
A cB saar (v.n. fr. cB 'to turn,' &c.), s.f. Time a little
before day-break; day-break, dawn of day:—saar-ghor
saar-gah, s.f.=saar:—saar-gh, adj. & s.f.=saar, q.v.
P cBsaar (fr. A. saar), adj. Of or relating to the dawn,
early;—s.f. Food eaten by Moammadans a little before
dawn during the fast of Ramazn.
A  cB sa r, s.m.=saar, q.v.
A >B sa  (inf. n. of >B or >B 'to be liberal'), s.f.=next,
q.v.
P A >B sa wat (for A. { >B, inf. n. of >B), s.f. Liberality,
generosity, municence.
P >B sa t [prob. Zend akhta, rt. ac= S. 8=, rt. 8; but
said to be another form of sanjda, q.v.], adj. Hard, sti,
rigid, rm, fast; strong, solid; tight; constipated;
obdurate, obstinate; stingy, sordid; wretched; dicult,
arduous, troublesome; painful, grievous; severe, intense,
vehement, violent; great, gross, excessive, extreme,
egregious; austere, stern, harsh; very cruel, fell;—adv.
Very, intensely, violently, severely, excessively,
extremely, &c.:—sa t-andz, s.m. An archer:—sa t-dil,
adj. Hard-hearted:—sa t-dil, s.f. Hardness of heart:—
sa t-r , adj. Of austere countenance, stern-faced, sourlooking:—sa t-sust kahn(-se), To reproach, scold, chide,
to rail (at):—sa t-go, adj. & s.m. Harsh or unpleasant of
speech; saying unpleasant things;—one who speaks
harshly or says unpleasant things:—sa t-goi, s.f.
Harshness or unpleasantness of language; abuse:—sa tgr, adj. Holding fast (an animal of chase):—sa t-gr, s.f.
Extortion, exaction, taking by force.

P *>Bsa t, s.f. Hardness, stiness, rigidity, rmness;
tightness; stinginess; obduracy, obstinacy; intenseness,
intensity, vehemence, severity; harshness, asperity;
sternness, austereness; violence, atrocity; cruelty;
grievance, hardship; adversity, indigence, distress,
diculty, evil, calamity:—sa t-se, adv. Harshly;
severely, &c.:—sa t karn(-se), To use force or violence
(towards), treat with harshness or severity, &c.
? {cB su ra (for A. {>B su rat, inf. n. of >B 'to mock at,'
&c.), s.m. Mockery, sco, derision, ridicule;—one who is
derided or laughed at, a laughingstock, a ridiculous
person;—one who is compelled to labour without
recompense or wages, one who is pressed to service.
P )>B su rya, vulg. su riya(for A. ~)C>B, fr. su ra, q.v.),
s.m. Mockery, sco, derision, ridicule (=su ra).
P <>B su un, su an, or sa un[old P. sahvan; Pehl. akhun;
Zend sqeni, rt. aqor a h= 8], s.m. Speech, language,
discourse, word, words;—thing, business, aair (syn. bt):
—su an-r, adj. Adorning language or discourse,
eloquent:—su an-r, s.f. Eloquence, elocution, display
of language:—su an-pardz, adj. & s.m. Talking; uent,
eloquent;—a uent orator:—su an-pardz, s.f.
Eloquence:—su an-parwar, adj. & s.m. Adhering to one's
word; bigoted, prejudiced;—a poet, an author;—one who
adheres to his word, or to his opinions:—su an-parwar,
s.f. Obstinate adherence to one's word or opinion:—
su an-takya, s.m. 'A prop-word,' an expletive (syn. takyakalm, q.v.):—su an-jn= su an-dn, q.v.:—su an- n,
s.m. Critic, hypercritic; informer, tale-bearer, spy;
calumniator:—su an- n, s.f. Hypercriticism; detraction,
slander, tale-bearing:—su an-dn, adj. & s.m. Skilled in
language, eloquent;—a scholar; an orator; a poet:—
su an-dn, s.f. Knowledge of language, philology;
eloquence, oratory:—su anden, To pledge (one's) word,
to promise, to vow:—su an ln(-par), To ask, question,
interrogate; to beg:—su an l-den, To refuse, reject:—
su an-rn, adj. & s.m. Lengthening a discourse, prolix;—
an orator, a rhetorician:-su an-rn, s.f. Oratory,
eloquence, elocution, rhetoric:—su an-ras, adj.
Intelligent, penetrating; attending to what is said;
eloquent:—su an-zan, adj. & s.m. Speaking (readily);

intelligent;—a poet; a relater of tales; a liar:—su an-sz,
s.m. Orator, speaker; a poet; one who makes words to
suit his purpose, a deceiver:—su an-sz, s.f. Oratory,
elocution, eloquence, address;—fabrication, invention;
defamation:—su an-sanj, adj. & s.m. Weighing one's
words, prudent;—one who weighs his words, a wise or
prudent man; a poet:—su an-shins, adj. & s.m. Knowing
or conversant in language, eloquent; a scholar; an
orator; a poet:—su an-tirz,
s.f. Eloquence:—su an-
gaib, s.f. Fore-telling, predicting; second sight:—su anfahm, adj. Quick of apprehension, intelligent; conversant
in language, &c. (=su an-shins, q.v.):—su an-fahm, s.f.
Intelligence, understanding, apprehension:—su an-go,
adj. & s.m. Speaking; praising; eloquent;—an orator; a
poet:—su an-go, s.f. Speaking, speech; oratory,
rhetoric, eloquence; praise; poetry; the poetic art:—
su an-n-shinavor shanau, adj. Not attending to advice,
inattentive:—su an-n-shinavor shanau, s.f. Inattention
to advice, inattention, heedlessness:—sukhan-war, adj.
Eloquent:—su an-war, s.f. Eloquence, rhetoric, &c.
(=su an-go, q.v.).
A >Bsa  (v.n. fr. >B; see sa wat), adj. & s.m. Liberal,
bountiful, generous;—a liberal or bountiful person.
A + B sadd (inf. n. fr. +C B 'to close up,' &c.), s.f. Obstruction,
obstacle, impediment, barrier, fence, rampart, wall,
ditch, &c.:—sadd--rh, s.f. Obstruction of the road,
obstruction, obstacle:—sadd--ramaq, s.f. Hindrance or
preventive from breathing one's last; stay of life,
support of life; a bare subsistence; the last remains of
life; the agonies of death:—sadd--sikandar, s.f.
Alexander's rampart.
S + B sad, a euphonic substitute for satbefore the letters
a, , u, bh, g, &c. (For words beginning with sadwhich are
not found below, see s.v. sat.)
H + B sad [S. 8t], s.m. Any edible vegetable product
(as fruit, &c.).
H + B sad [S. 1t], adj. Fresh; ourishing.
H + B sad, s.f. (in Panjb), s.f. A kind of song sung by
shepherds; an ode or poem.
P + B sad (=S. 8), adj. One hundred (more commonly
written + f ad, q.v.).

H + B asadd [Prk. a5; S. 8)t], s.m. (old H.)=abd, q.v.

S K+ B ,su-ds, s.m. (f. -), A good slave or servant;—

H + B sid, adj. corr. of siddh, q.v.

name of an ancient Hind king (at whose court both
Vasish~a and Vivamitra appear to have acted as family
priests).
S a + B ,/su-dm, = S <a + B ,/ su-dman,s.m. (f. -),

S + B sad, adv. Always, perpetually, continually, ever:
—sad-brat, or sad-bartor barat, s.m.=sad-vrat, q.v.:—sadbahr, adj. Always blooming, evergreen, perennial:—sadpushp, s.f. The white variety of the gigantic swallowwort:—sad-phal, adj. & s.m. Always bearing fruit;—a tree
which bears fruit every year, (as) the cocoa-nut tree; the
glomerous g-tree; the jack, Artocarpus integrifolia; the
sweet-lime; the belor Vilva, Aegle marmelos, &c.:—sad-tan,
adj. & s.m. Eternal;—an epithet of Vish u:—sad-sa, vulg.
sads, adj. Always honouring or giving:—sad-sthir, adj.
Always rm; of eternal duration, abiding, permanent:—
sad-sar-vad, adj. At all times, constantly, for ever and
ever:—sad-suhgan, s.f. Name of a bird, Trogon dilectus;—a
kind of ower, Hibiscus phœniceus(the white variety);—a
class of Moammadan faqrswho wear bangles and dress
like women; an individual of that class;—a faithful and
beloved wife; an unchaste woman or wife, a harlot:—
sd-iv, vulg. sad-siv, adj. & s.m. Always happy or
prosperous;—an epithet of iva or Mahdev; a proper
name:—sad-k, adj. (f. -), Perpetual, constant, incessant,
regular:—sad-kl, adv. At all times, always, constantly,
&c. (=sad):—sad-gati, s.m. lit.'Ever-going'; air, wind; the
Universal or Supreme spirit; the sun;—everlasting
happiness, nal emancipation:—sad-gulb, s.m. The
China rose:—sad-nart, s.m. lit.'Always dancing'; the
wagtail:—sadnand(˚d+n˚), adj. Always joyful, constantly
or eternally happy:—sad-vrat, vulg. sad-vart, and sadbartor barat, s.m. Alms or food distributed daily to the
poor, or to travellers, &c.:—sad-h, and sad-, adv.
emphat. of sad, q.v.:—sadaiv(˚d+eva), adv.=sadh.
P + B sadb, sudb(A. also sadbor sab), s.m. The herb
rue.
P + B sudb, s.f. (?) Power, strength.
S @ Y+ B ;/sadtm, = S  =+ B  sad ar,See s.v.
sat, 'real,' &c.
S  =+ B sad ar, = S @ Y+ B ;/ sadtm,See s.v.
sat, 'real,' &c.
S K+ B sadsa, vulg. sads, adj. See s.v. sad.

lit.'Giving liberally'; a cloud; the sea; a mountain; name
of Indra's elephant Airvata;—name of a particular cowherd;—name of a poor Brhma , who came to Dvrak
to ask Krish a's aid, and was raised to wealth by him;—
name of a river.
S <a + B ,/su-dman, = S a + B ,/ su-dm,s.m. (f. -),
lit.'Giving liberally'; a cloud; the sea; a mountain; name
of Indra's elephant Airvata;—name of a particular cowherd;—name of a poor Brhma , who came to Dvrak
to ask Krish a's aid, and was raised to wealth by him;—
name of a river.
H + B [sad , adv.=sad, q.v.
H + B ,a[sudd , adv. & postpn.=suddh , q.v.
S + + B Bsadnand, adj. See s.v. sad.
H + Bsa-dy, adj. corr. of sa-day, q.v.
S + B,su-dy, and H.  sa-dy, s.m. Good gift,
auspicious gift; a special gift given on particular solemn
occasions (e.g. a gift to a student at his investiture with
the sacred thread, a nuptial present, &c.);—one who
makes the above present (e.g. a mother, father,
husband, &c.).
H $+ B  sad [sad, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. t+ik],
s.f. Perpetuity, continuousness.
S  & + B E sad-bhv, s.m. See s.v. sat.
S  =+ B ,Csu-dur- r, adj. & s.m. Very wicked,
abandoned, pro igate;—an abandoned character, a
pro igate.
A {+ B sidrat (v.n. of un. fr. + B 'to be dazzled,' &c.), s.f. A
species of lote-tree, Rhamnus spina christior R. nabeca:—
sidratul-muntah, s.f. The lote-tree in the Seventh
Heaven (beyond which neither angel nor prophet
passes, and which shades the water and Paradise: it is
supposed to be the mansion of the angel Gabriel).
H  + B ,i
 su-dri  h (S. su-driha),
adj. & adv. Very hard,


very rm, solid;—very rmly.
S D + B 8sa-dri, adj. Like, resembling, similar;

S *X + B sad-gati, = S <X + B  4
o sad-gu,See s.v. sat.

conformable, t, proper, right, suitable; worthy;—postpn.
After the similitude (of, -ke), after the manner (of),
conformably (to).
S *E + B 8sa-driat,
s.f. = S *E + B 8; sa-driatva,



S + B sadan, s.m. A seat; dwelling, residence, house,

s.m.Likeness, similarity, sameness.
S *E + B 8; sa-driatva,
s.m. = S *E + B 8 sa-driat,


s.f.Likeness, similarity, sameness.
S <E + B ,8su-daran,
'
vulg. su-darsan, adj. (f. -), Goodlooking, beautiful, handsome, pleasing;—s.m. The discus
of Vish u or Krish a;—a vulture; an epithet of iva;
name of Mount Meru;—the rose-apple, Eugenia jambu:—
su-daran- akr, s.m. The discus of Vish u or Krish a (= sudaran).
S  E + B , su-d iya, adj. Clearly visible;—good-looking,
handsome, &c. (=su-daran).
S &%!+ B ,C!#su-dur-labh,
'
adj. Very dicult of
attainment, quite unattainable, inaccessible;
impracticable; very scarce, rare.
P ?+ B sidra (for A. {+ B sidrat, q.v.), s.m. The lote-tree:—
sidra--t  b, s.m. The lote-tree of Paradise:—sidranishnn, s.m. The angels:—tir--sidra,
s.m. 'The bird of

the lote-tree' (of the Seventh Heaven), a name of the
angel Gabriel.
S K+ B sadas, s.m. Seat, residence, abode, dwelling;
assembly, meeting.
S  B+ B Tsadasya, s.m. (f. -), Any person present at or
belonging to an assembly, member of an assembly, an
assessor; spectator; councillor; anyone present or
assisting at a sacrice; a spectator of a ceremonial
observance.
S E + B ,8su-da, vulg. su-das(su+da, qq.v.), Good
condition or circumstances; fortunate or happy lot; wellbeing, prosperity.
S E + B ,Clsu-dush-kar, adj. Very dicult to be done,
most arduous.
S < + B ,.d4su-dakshi, s.m. A good present;—adj. Very
sincere or upright, very liberal in sacricial gifts.

S <X + B  4
o sad-gu, = S *X + B  sad-gati,See s.v. sat.
palace, mansion;—perishing, decaying; exhaustion.
S + B ,su-din, s.m. Fine day, ne weather; auspicious
day, happy day; good or prosperous times.
H + B sadn [sad˚= Prk. (()=S. TB(`), rt. TB],
v.n. To leak (as a ship, &c.);—to settle down, to sink.
S + B ,Bsu-dant, s.m. A good tooth;—adj. (f. -), Having
good teeth.
S *+ B,B"su-dant, s.f. The female elephant of the
north-west quarter.
H K+ B Msidaus [prob. S. +1M or  ], s.f. Early
morning, dawn of day (syn. sawer).
H B+ BM"sidaus, adv. At dawn, early.
S D + B 53sa-dosh, vulg. sa-dos, adj. Having faults, faulty,
defective; improper, wrong; objectionable; sinful, guilty.
H E + B53"sa-dosh, adj.=sa-dosh, q.v.
P ?+ B sudda (for A. {+ B suddat, v.n. fr. +C B 'to stop up, to
obstruct'), s.m. An obstruction in the nose, coryza; (in
Med.) any obstruction in the body; scybala;—a vestibule,
porch; threshold.
S + B -siddha, vulg. siddh, and H.  sidh (rt. ),
part. adj. Accomplished, eected, brought about,
completed, nished, perfected, consummated;
performed, fullled; realized; obtained, acquired, gained;
successful; settled, established, substantiated,
demonstrated, proved; admitted to be true or right;
valid, sound, good; judged, determined, adjudicated,
decided, terminated (as a law-suit, &c.); paid, liquidated,
discharged, settled (as a debt, &c.); framed, formed,
enacted, made (as a regulation, or an award, &c.); ready
(as money, &c.), thoroughly prepared; made up,
concocted, compounded (as drugs, &c.); cooked, dressed;
matured, ripened, ripe; brought into subjection (by
magical power); thoroughly skilled or versed (in science,
or in magical arts, &c.); endowed with supernatural
powers; perfected or sanctied (by penance, or
austerities, &c.); emancipated, beatied; sacred, holy,

pious, divine; immortal, eternal; well-known, eminent,
celebrated; illustrious, shining, splendid;—s.m. A semidivine being supposed to be of great purity and holiness,
and said to be specially characterized by the eight
siddhisor supernatural faculties (the Siddhas, together
with the Vidydharas, Munis, &c. are believed to inhabit
the Bhuvarlok or middle region between the earth and
the sun);—an inspired sage, a seer; a holy personage, a
great saint, one who has subjected his will to the eight
siddhis;—an ascetic who by mystical and austere
practices has eected one or all of ve purposes, viz. 1˚
the in uence or wealth of the gods; 2˚ the form of the
gods; 3˚ the society of the gods; 4˚ residence in the
divine lokas; 5˚ identication with a deity;—an adept in
magical or mystical arts, a magician, one who by the
performance of certain mystical rites has acquired
certain superhuman powers;—the twenty-rst of the
astronomical periods called yogas:—siddhrth(˚dha+ar˚),
adj. & s.m. Having attained (one's) aim, successful;—one
who has accomplished his aim or object;—white mustard:
—siddhnt(˚dha+ an˚), s.m. Demonstrated conclusion,
establised truth, result, consequence, the
determination or result of investigation or discussion,
conclusion, decision; reliable doctrine; a system of
science (esp. of astronomy, geometry, &c.), a common
name of several treatises upon astronomy, astrology,
algebra, and other sciences:—siddhnt-paksh, s.m. The
logically correct side of an argument:—siddhnt-ko, s.f.
The point in an argument which is regarded as a logical
conclusion:—siddhnt, adj. Appertaining to a logical
demonstration;—s.m. One who establishes or proves his
conclusions, a logician; demonstrator; one learned in
scientic text-books; a follower of the Mmns
philosophy:—siddh-pr, s.m. = siddh-dhtu, q.v.:—siddhpurush, s.m. A perfect or completely sanctied
personage, one who by abstraction and austerities has
attained that degree of divine perfection which enables
him to accomplish anything he desires; a sage, seer; an
adept in mystical rites:—siddh-dhtu, s.m. 'Perfected
mineral,' quicksilver, mercury:—siddh-ras, adj. & s.m.
Having perfected metallic uids, mineral, metallic;—
mercury, quicksilver:—siddh-sdhan, s.m. The

performance of magical or mystical rites (for the
acquisition of supernatural powers, &c.); the materials
employed in mystical or chemical processes:—siddh-kr,
s.m. An observer of the laws:—sidh kar-ln(-ko), To carry
into eect, to obey:—sidh karn, v.t. To accomplish, eect;
to complete, nish; to perfect, to sanctify; to bring under
subjection by magic; &c.;—v.n. To make ready, to set out,
to start (cf. sidhrn):—siddha-lok, s.m.=siddh-purush, q.v.:
—siddhonmukh(˚dha+un˚), adj. Having the face set to
business, t or ready for business, &c.:—sidh hon, v.n. To
be accomplished; to be perfect, &c. (see siddh).
H + B -siddh,  sidh, s.f. = + Bsiddhi, q.v.
H + B ,sudh [S. ,+"], s.f. Consciousness, knowledge;
sensation, perception; thought; memory, remembrace;
attention, notice; care, regard; intelligence:—sudh-budh,
s.f. Consciousness and right understanding; sense;
sensation, perception, care, &c. (=sudh):—sudh-budh len(k) = sudh len, q.v.:—sudh bh ln, or sudh bisarn, To lose
(one's) consciousness, to lose (one's) senses:—sudh
rakhn(-k), To retain consciousness (of), to give (one's)
mind or attention (to), to be thoughtful (of), to bear in
mind, to care (for), to regard, to look (after):—sudh
karn(-k), To remember:—sudh len(-k), To take thought
(of), to remember; to take care (of), to look (after); to
inquire (into); to accommodate:—be-sudh, adj. Devoid of
consciousness, insensible; senseless; out of (one's)
senses, beside oneself.
H + B ,sudh [Prk. ,-(; S. 8,-(], adj. Correct, accurate,
sound, right, straight; clean, pure, unpolluted:—sudh-ang,
adj. Well-formed, handsome, graceful; polite:—sudhbudh, s.f. Correct understanding or knowledge;
discrimination, discretion, prudence; soundness of sense
and mind, sanity; self-possession, presence of mind:—
sudh kar-len, v.t. To set right, put straight, to rectify.
S + B ,su-dh, s.f. The beverage of the gods, nectar;
ambrosia; the nectar or honey of owers; juice; water;—
whitewash, plaster, mortar; a brick;—lightning;—adj.
Comfortable, in easy circumstances, at ease, peaceable:
—sudh-ras, s.m. Nectar; ambrosia:—sudhkar(˚dh+k˚),
s.m. lit.'Mine of nectar,' the moon (as the supposed
repository of the nectar of the gods); moonlight:—

sudh u, vulg. sudh su(˚dh+a ˚), s.m. lit.'Nectar-rayed,'
the moon (=sudhkar).
H  + B sidhrn [fr. S. +], v.n. To set out,

S * + B-B"siddhnt, = S  + B -B siddhnt,See

set o, start; to go, depart; to depart this life, to die (the
word is, generally speaking, one of aection or
tenderness).
H  + B ,sudhrn [sudhr˚= Prk. ,(), or

sudh.
H  + B sadh [sadh(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(;

,()=S. ,(), caus. of ,+], v.t. To form, frame,
fashion; to work in; to arrange, to manage, provide for;
to regulate, correct, reform, rectify, mend, improve, to
adjust, to methodize; to adorn; to polish:—sudhrne-hr,
or sudhran-hr, s.m. Fashioner, framer, worker in;
arranger, methodizer; manager, adjuster, adorner, &c.
H  + B 5sidhro (2nd pers. pl. imperat. of sidhrn),
intj. Be o! o! away!
H  + B ,~sudhr = H  + B," sudhr [sudhr(n) +
= Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m.=sudhrne-hr, q.v.s.v.
sudhrn.
H  + B,"sudhr = H  + B ,~ sudhr [sudhr(n) +

s.v. siddhaor siddh.
S  + B ,[8,sudh u, vulg. sudh su, s.m. See s.v.

and Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m.f. To be trained or
taught; docile, manageable; improveable;—maker,
former; trainer; manager; improver.
H  + B  sadho (sadh(n) + o=  , as in sadh ),
s.m. Training, management, discipline, correction,
improvement.
H  + B  &sidhwa = H $ + B sidh sdh, q.v.
+wa= Prk.  "=S. . \t; and = Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Straightness, directness; straightforwardness,
frankness, candour, artlessness, simplicity; goodness,
excellence.
H $ + B sidh = H  + B  & sidhwa sdh, q.v.
+wa= Prk.  "=S. . \t; and = Prk. =S. +],

sudhrn.
S  + B ,sudhkar, s.m. See s.v. sudh.

s.f. Straightness, directness; straightforwardness,
frankness, candour, artlessness, simplicity; goodness,
excellence.
H $ + B, sudh, s.f. (dialec., or corr.)=sidh, q.v.

H  + B ,-[suddh , ,[ sudh [Prk.  -, or -; S.

S *+ B -siddhat, s.f. Accomplishment, completion,

= Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m.=sudhrne-hr, q.v.s.v.

/], adv. With, along with, together with, inclusive;—
only, merely.
H  + B sadhn [caus. of sadhn, q.v.; and cf.
sdhn], v.t. To teach, train (an animal, &c.); to tame,
familiarize, domesticate; to manage; to correct,
discipline, improve; to make; to perform; to discharge.
H  + B -siddhn,  sidhn [siddh, q.v.+= w=
Prk. we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.t. To exercise or to
accomplish siddhi, q.v.
H  + B sidhn, v.n.=sidhrn, q.v.
H  + B ,sudhn [sudh, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S.
pi(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To cause
to remember, to put in mind, to remind (= etn).
S  + B -Bsiddhnt, = S * + B-B" siddhnt,See
s.v. siddhaor siddh.

perfection; success; validity (of a rule, &c.).
H *+ B ,-suddhat, s.f.=uddhat, q.v.
H + B , sudhro, s.m. = H $+ B, sudhr, s.f.
[sudhr(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;—and = Prk.
 =S. ()++], Forming, fashioning;
regulation, management, correction, rectication,
amendment, improvement, adjustment.
H $+ B, sudhr, s.f. = H + B , sudhro, s.m.
[sudhr(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;—and = Prk.
 =S. ()++], Forming, fashioning;
regulation, management, correction, rectication,
amendment, improvement, adjustment.
H 1 + B /sadharm,
'
s.m.=sva-dharm, q.v.
S 1 + B /sa-dharm,
'
adj. (f. -), Lawful;—having similar

duties, of the same sect or caste, observing the same
customs or laws (=sa-dharm).
H a + B /ysa-dharm [the preceding+S. t], adj. Having

cause to be taught, trained, or disciplined, &c. (see
sadhn, and sadhn).
H  + B , sudhwn,   sadhwn (caus. of

similar duties, &c. (i.q. sa-dharm, & sa-dharm, qq.v.);
similar, like, analogous.
S a + B ,/ysu-dharm, adj. Keeping well to duty,

sudhn), v.t. To cause to be reminded, to have (one) put
in mind.
H  + B , sudhwn (doub. caus. of sudhn), v.t. To

attentive to duty;—s.m. A council or assembly of the
gods; the hall or palace of Indra (given to Ugrasen by
Krish ).
S a + BX/ 4"sa-dharmi, s.f. A wife wedded according

cause to be cleaned or puried.
H + B M7sidhau [sidh, q.v.+Prk. !"=S. +!+ ],

to the proper ritual, a lawful or virtuous wife.
S a + B /usa-dharm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Observing the
same customs or laws, performing like duties, of the
same caste (=sa-dharm);—a caste-fellow, &c.
H + B ,sudharn (fr. the trans. sudhrn, q.v.). v.n.
To be set right, to be mended, be rectied, be regulated,
be corrected; to be correct; to be or seem right or good;
to avail, answer, succeed; to improve, mend, come right
again.
H . ?+ B ,7sudha an, adj. Right, proper, correct, wellbehaved.
H  ?+ B ,7sudha n, v.n.=sudharn, q.v.
H  + B ,sudhkn (caus. of sudhakn), v.t. To
kindle, light, to cause to blaze; to in ame (=sulgn).
H + B ,sudhakn (prob. = su+dahakn, qq.v.), v.n.
To kindle, to ignite, to burn brightly, to blaze (=sulagn).
S <+ B sa-dhan, adj. Possessing property or riches,
wealthy, rich, opulent.
H + B sadhn (fr. the trans. sdhn, q.v.), v.n. To be
trained, be taught, be disciplined; to be familiarized; to
be got ready, be nished, be made, be fashioned, &c.
(see sdhn):—sadh-jn, v.n. Intens. of and=sadhn.
H + B ,sudhn [sudh˚= S. 8,(), rt. 8,], v.n. To be
cleansed, to be puried (metal, &c.).
S + B"sa-dhan, adj.=sa-dhan, q.v.
S  + B  sa-dharv, s.f. A woman having a husband, a
wife whose husband is living; a happy wife.
H  + B  sadhwn (doub. caus. of sdhn), v.t. To

s.f. Longing of a pregnant woman.
S + Bsa-dhi, s.m. A name of Agni or re.
S + B.-siddhi, and H. -" siddh,  sidhi, or 
sidh, s.f. Accomplishment, fullment, consummation,
completion, perfection, complete attainment (of any
object), performance; success, prosperity;—settlement,
establishment, substantiation, demonstration, proof,
indisputable conclusion or position; validity (of a rule or
law);—certainty, truth, accuracy, correctness; decision,
adjudication, determination (of a lawsuit); payment,
liquidation (of a debt), discharge, acquittance;—solution
(of a problem); preparation, cooking, maturing,
maturity; readiness; complete knowledge;
understanding, intellect; complete perfection or
sanctication (by penance or austerities); nal
emancipation, supreme felicity, beatitude; the
acquisition of supernatural powers by magical means or
through the performance of certain mystical or
alchymical rites or processes; the supernatural faculty so
acquired (eight are usually enumerated, viz.animan,
mahiman, laghiman, gariman, prpti, prkmya, i-tva, vaitva, qq.v.):—any marvellous skill or capability;
concealment, vanishing, making oneself invisible; a
magical shoe or slipper (supposed to have the power of
conveying the wearer wherever he likes);—good eect
or result, use, advantage;—name of a certain yoga(either
the sixteenth of the astronomical periods or the
nineteenth of the twenty-eight astrological yogas);—the
hemp-plant, Cannabis sativa:—siddhi-pra-da, s.m. Giver of
perfection, &c.; conferrer of felicity or beatitude:—siddhiphol, s.f. (in Gram.) The junction of a consonant with a
vowel:—siddhi-wl, s.m. (f. -), One who possesses siddhi,
q.v.

H + B,sudhi, or ,.- suddhi, s.f. Memory, &c. (=sudh,

S )+ B b6sa-deh, adj. & adv. Having a body, corporeal;—

q.v.).
S + B,"su-dh, adj. & s.m. Intelligent, wise, learned;—

bodily, with a body, in an embodied form.
S )+ B 1tsadya, adv. To-day, this very day; now,

an intelligent or learned man, a panit.
H + B,"sudh, adv. (dialec.)=suddh , q.v.
S  + B ,"su-dhr, adj. Firm; considerate.

instantly, at the moment, at this (or that) very time;
forthwith, immediately, at once, just now; on a sudden.
H &)+ Bb6"sa-deh [S. +b6+t (+t)], adj.=sa-deh, q.v.

H  + B ,"su-dhr = H 3 + B ,"! su-dhl [sudh+ Prk. f5

H K fsa, adj. (dialec.)=sa , q.v.

or f =S. t or !t, or  or !+t], adj.=su-dh, q.v.

H  K ,fM!su-aul (see aul), adj. Well-formed, well-

H 3 + B ,"!su-dhl = H  + B ," su-dhr [sudh+ Prk. f5
S + B,sudi, and H. ," sud, s.f. The light half of the

shaped, symmetrical, elegant, graceful, handsome:—suaul-deh, s.f. Gracefulness of bodily shape or form,
handsomeness.
H   K ,fM!su-ault [su-aul+S. a. ], s.f. Excellence

lunar month (from the new to the full moon):—sudauth, s.f. The fourth day of the light half of the month.
S + Bsa-daya, vulg. sa-day, adj. Merciful,

of shape or form, elegance, gracefulness, prettiness,
handsomeness.
H  K ,©!su-hl = H H K ,© su-hab (see hl, and

compassionate, pitiful, tender, benevolent.
H )+ B sa-day [S.  + ], adv. Tenderly, mercifully,

hab), adj.=su-aul, q.v.
H H K ,© su-hab = H  K ,©! su-hl (see hl, and

kindly.
H )+ B sadiy,  sady [sdh(n) + Prk.

hab), adj.=su-aul, q.v.
H B sar [Prk. 5; S. 8t], s.m. A sort of reed (of which

or f =S. t or !t, or  or !+t], adj.=su-dh, q.v.

 =S. () +  + ], s.f. The female of the
little bird called Amadavat (syn. itt; muniy);—a kind of
faqror religious mendicant.
H 0)+ B ,b,su-desu (dialec.) = H [ 0)+ B ,b su-dese =sude,
and sude-e, qq.v.
H [ 0)+ B ,bsu-dese = H 0)+ B ,b, su-desu (dialec.)=sude,
and sude-e, qq.v.
H 0)+ Bh"sa-dais, adj. (Braj.)=sa-de, q.v.
H Z)+ B b8sade, s.m.=sva-de, q.v.
S Z)+ B b8sa-de, adj. Of the same country or place;
neighbouring, proximate, near;—before, fronting.
S Z)+ B ,b8su-de, vulg. su-des, s.m. A beautiful or ne
country; a limb:—su-de-e(S. loc. sing.), adv. In a beautiful
country.
H )+ Bb8"sa-de, or sa-des, adj.=sva-de, q.v.
H )+ Bb8"sa-de, vulg. sa-des[S. b8+t (+t)],
adj.=sa-de, q.v.
S )+ B h sadaiv (sad+eva), adv. See s.v. sad.

arrows are made), Saccharum sara; an arrow:—sarsan(S.
ara+asana), s.m. 'Arrow-shooter,' a bow:—sar- p-dhror
dhar, s.m. 'Holder of a bow and arrow,' an archer.
S B sara, vulg. sar(rt. ), adj. (f. -, or -), Going,
moving, proceeding (used as last member of
compounds);—s.m. Going, motion;—water; a waterfall;—
salt, saltness; coagulum or curds of milk, cream.
H B sar [Prk. 5; S. ], s.m. A large sheet of water,
lake, pond, pool, tank.
P B sar [Pehl. sar; Zend ara; S. ], s.m. Head, top,
pinnacle, tip, end, point; front, face; origin, beginning;
head, chief; intention, end, aim; inclination, will, desire,
love;—sar--p, adv. From head to foot, throughout,
totally; cap-a-pie;—s.m. The whole from head to foot; the
whole body;—a complete description in verse (of graces
or charms, &c.):—sar--p tak, adv.=sar--p:—sar--ijls,
adv. In the court (of), in the presence (of):—sar--sar,
adv. See s.v.:—sar-sma, adj. Disturbed in the brain,
bewildered, confounded, amazed, astonished, stupeed;
insane; distressed:—sar-smag, s.f. Distraction, confusion

of mind, amazement, perturbation, dismay; distress:—
sar-mad, adj. & s.m. lit.'Come to the top or end';
accomplished, perfect, complete;—a master (of an art, or
profession, &c.); a chief:—sar-anjm, s.m. See s.v.:—sarandz, adj. Warlike, intrepid, undaunted, fearless,
foolhardy; bloody, sanguinary; active, nimble; ingenious;
—confused, bashful; shameless, impure;—s.m. A robber,
thief;—a man who (by way of blandishment, or from
pride, or intoxication, or disease, or any singular habit)
moves his head from side to side in walking;—a veil
which women wear when they go abroad, a coif, a hood:
—sar--angushtor sar-angusht, s.m. Tip of the nger:—sarbz, adj. Bare-headed; risking (one's) head or life, brave,
resolute, intrepid, foolhardy:—sar--bzr, adv. In the
open market, in public:—sar-bz, s.f. Risking of life,
courage, intrepidity, foolhardiness:—sar-ba-rh, s.m. See
s.v.:—sar-basta, adj. Closed at the top or end; closed, shut;
covered, concealed, hidden, secret; inextricable; having
the head covered or tied up, wearing a turban:—sar-basar, adv. From end to end, totally, wholly, entirely (=sar-sar);—equally;—adj. Equal:—sar-buland, adj. Having the
head raised high, exalted, eminent, glorious, excellent:—
sar-buland, s.f. Exaltation, eminence:—sar-ba-mhr, adj.
Sealed at the top or mouth (as a bottle, &c.), sealed:—sarparast, s.m. Guardian, patron;—a servant:—sar-parast, s.f.
Patronage:—sar-pan , s.m. Head arbitrator or assessor,
president of a body of arbitrators, foreman of a jury:—
sar-posh, vulg. sar-pos, s.m. Cover, lid, pot-lid, stopple:—
sar-pe , and sar-pesh, s.m. An ornament of gold, silver, or
jewels, worn in front of the turban (it sometimes
consists of square pieces of gold plates strung together,
each plate being set with precious stones);—a band of
silk or embroidery from two to two and a half cubits
long, worn round the turban:—sar-tb, adj. Refractory,
rebellious, insubordinate, contumacious:—sar-tb, s.f.
Refractoriness, disobedience, insubordination,
contumacy; (in law) contempt:—sar-t-p, adv. From head
to foot, cap-a-pie(=sar--p):—sar-tj, s.m. Head, chief,
lord, master:—sar-tez, adj. Sharp-pointed:—sar-ad, s.f.
See s.v.:—sar--isb rahn, To live up to (one's) income:—
sar- ush, adj. 'Merry-headed,' intoxicated, tipsy, lively,
gay, merry, cheerful:—sar- ush, s.f. Exhilaration,

slight intoxication, cheerfulness, gaiety:—sar- ail, s.m.
Commander of a troop of horse, or of a body of men;—
head or chief of a clan:—sar-dara t, s.f. Produce of
trees, a tax on trees, orchards, &c.:—sar-dard, s.m.
Headache; toil, trouble, perplexity:—sar-dard, s.f.
Vexation, trouble:—sar-dar-kanr, adj. & adv. Hanging the
head aside, quiet:—sar--dast, adv. At hand, ready to
hand; at present, just now; immediately:—sar--daar,
s.m. Head of an oce; head clerk:—sar-duwl, s.f. A
head-stall; reins:—sar--rh, s.m. High road, higher part
of the road; head of a street;—adv. On the high road, by
the road-side:—sar-rishta, s.m. See s.v.:—sar-rafta, adj.
'Gone in the head,' distracted:—sar-raftag, s.f. Distraction
(of mind):—sar--r , s.f. The cephalic vein in the arm:—
sar-zada, part. adj. Depraved; ill-bred:—sar-zad hon, v.n.
To be accomplished or eected (by, -se), to be committed
(by), to proceed (from); to happen, occur; to appear,
come out, come to light:—sar-zamn, s.f. The earth;
surface of the earth; country, region, territory; limits,
connes:—sar-zan, adj. Striking the head; striking with
the head, butting;—rebellious, disobedient:—sar-zanish,
s.f. Reproof, reprehension, rebuke, chiding, railing at:—
sar-zan, s.f. Striking the head, bueting; butting:—sar-zor,
adj. Refractory, headstrong, rebellious, disobedient,
mutinous:—sar-zor, s.f. Rebellion, mutiny, refractoriness,
disobedience:—sar--sl, s.m. Commencement of the
year:—sar-sm, adj. & s.m. See s.v.:—sar-sabz, adj. See s.v.:
—sar--shm, s.m. & adv. Evening; early in the evening:—
sar-shr, adj. See s.v.:—sar-farz, adj. Having the head
raised; exalted, eminent, distinguished, honoured;
promoted; deprived of virginity; dishonoured, violated:—
sar-farz karn, v.t. To exalt, dignify, honour, ennoble;—to
dishonour, violate, de ower (a virgin):—sar-farz hon,
v.n. To be honoured (with or by, -se);—to be de owered,
be violated:—sar-farz, s.f. Honouring, distinguishing,
exaltation, advancement, promotion, eminence:—sar-kr,
s.f. See s.v. :—sar karn, v.t. To make head; to bring to an
end, accomplish, achieve, perform, complete; to
discharge, re (a gun);—to conquer, subdue, overpower,
take (a fort, &c.):—sar-kash, adj. Rearing the head,
refractory, rebellious, mutinous, disobedient,
contumacious; obstinate; proud, arrogant, insolent,

licentious;—revolted, disloyal:—sar-kash, s.f.
Disobedience, refractoriness, mutiny, rebellion,
insurrection; contumacy, obstinacy; arrogance,
insolence:—sar-kash karn, To be refractory or
contumacious; to mutiny, revolt; rebel:—sar-kob, adj. &
s.m. 'Head-striking'; overlooking, over-topping,
commanding (as a fort or situation);—beating the head;
reproof, reproach:—an eminence which commands a
fortress or houses, a commanding fortress;—overlooker,
superintendent; a superior (in any art); a powerful
adversary:—sar-kob, s.f. Striking the head, beating,
punishment:—sar-guasht, s.f. Event, accident, adventure;
transaction; story, history, narrative, account of
circumstances (syn. mjr):—sar-garn, adj. Having the
head confused or heavy with drink, intoxicated, cropsick;—proud, arrogant, insolent:—sar-garn, s.f.
Heaviness of the head from intoxication, headache,
crop-sickness; stupidity; dissatisfaction; pride, arrogance:
—sar-gardn, adj. 'The head whirling round,' dizzy,
vertiginous; stupeed, bewildered, confounded, amazed,
astonished; wandering, straying; distressed, humbled,
depressed (syn. airn; pareshn):—sar-gardn, s.f.
Stupefaction, confusion, bewilderment, astonishment,
amazement; distress:—sar-garm, adj. In amed with love;
enthusiastic, ardent, zealous, eager, earnest, intent (on);
assiduous, diligent, attentive:—sar-garm rahnor hon(me ), To continue or be intent (on), or zealous (in), &c.:
—sar-garm, s.f. Ardour, zeal, enthusiasm, eagerness,
earnestness, devotion; love, the being in love; attention,
application, diligence, assiduity:—sar-guroh, s.m. Head or
chief of the band or troops, &c.; leader, commander; a
chief of faqrs; a provincial:—sar-gashta, adj.=sar-gardn,
q.v.:—sar-gashtag, s.f.=sar-gardn, q.v.:—sar--gosh, or sargosh, s.m. The ear:—sar-gosh, s.f. Whispering:—sar-mya,
s.m. See s.v.:—sar-mast, adj. Very drunk, crop-sick;
intoxicated (with lust, or power, &c.):—sar-mast, s.f.
Intoxication:—sar-mashq, s.f. A copy (for writing), copylines:—sar--m , s.m. The point of a hair, a hair's
breadth:—sar-nma, s.m. Titles at the beginning of a
letter (given to the person to whom it is addressed);
address, superscription, direction of a letter;—a heading:
—sar-nma likhn, To write the address of a letter, to

direct a letter:—sar-nig n, adj. & adv. Hanging down the
head, abashed, ashamed; downcast, dejected; depressed;
mean, abject, vile;—backward, inverted; prone; headdownwards; upside-down, topsy-turvy:—sar--nau, s.m.
Recommencement
new commencement or date; renewal;—sar--nau, or sar-nau-se, or az sar--nau, adv. Anew, afresh, de novo:—sarnavisht, s.f. lit.'Written on the forehead'; destiny, fate,
lot, fortune:—sar-o-p, adj. & s.m. 'Head and feet'; all, the
whole;—an honorary vest or dress (syn. ilat):—sar-otan, s.m. A festival on the twentieth of the month afar,
q.v.:—sar-war, s.m. See s.v.:—sar-o-smn, s.m. Apparatus,
necessaries, requisites, eects, goods and chattels, bed
and bedding, &c. (see asbband smn):—sar-o-kr, s.m.
Business, intercourse:—sar-hang, adj. & s.m. See s.v.
H E 3sir [Prk. (; S. .8t], s.m. Head, skull, pate; top,
highest part or point, summit, crown, pinnacle;
beginning, commencement;—adv. At the beginning:—siruhte-h p-ml ho-jn, To be crushed in the
commencement of one's undertaking:—sir-uh-ke aln,
To walk with the head on high; to walk on tip-toe; to
walk conceitedly, to strut, to look big (syn. aka n):—sir
uhn, v.n. To raise the head; to rise up; to look up; to
exalt oneself; to rise (against), to make head (against),
to rebel, mutiny, revolt; to be refractory or
contumacious; to be contentious or quarrelsome:—sir
n(-ke), To get into the head (of), to take possession (of
one,—an evil spirit, &c.):—sir- kho -paror sir- kho -se,
adv. With all (one's) heart and soul, most willingly, most
cordially or cheerfully:—sir b dhn, To tie up the hair, to
plait or braid the hair:—sir-bojh, s.m. One who carries a
load or bundle on his head:—sir bhr hon, 'The head to
be heavy,' to have a headache; to be giddy:—sir-paakhn,
To dash the head (against the ground); &c. (=sir mrn),
q.v.:—sir-par, adv. On the head (of); close at hand:—sir-par
uh-len, To raise (a house, &c., with noise), to cause a
tumult or confusion, to make a great noise:—sir-par
a hn, v.t. To make much of, to show respect to; to
spoil (a child, &c.); to raise an inferior above oneself:—
sir-par a hn(-ke), To be spoilt by kindness or indulgence,
to impose on (one's) goodness or kindness; to behave
with extreme rudeness or incivility (to), to insult, treat

with indignity;—to be possessed (by an evil spirit):—sirpar happar rakhn(-ke), To place a thatched roof on the
head (of), to lay a great burden (on), to impose (on); to
lay (one) under an obligation:—sir-par k ln(-ke), 'To
throw ashes or dust on the head,' to mourn, lament:—
sir-par dhamml hon, To have a stamping or noise going
on over head; to be distracted by noise; to be burdened
or bowed down (by diculties, &c.):—sir-par rakhn, v.t.
To place on the head; to treat with great respect, to
honour, revere:—sir-par kl hnd rakhn(colloq.), lit.'To
place a black pot on the head'; to be disgraced, be
defamed; to become shameless:—sir-par hth dharn(-ke),
To place the hand on the head (of); to take under (one's)
protection or care, to foster, to patronize:—sir-pi t, s.f.
Headache:—sir pa n(-ke), To fall on the head (of), to
devolve (on):—sir paka n(-k), To hold the head (of); to
comfort, console; to help:—sir-phaauwaror phatauwal, s.f.
'Head-breaking'; wrangling, ghting;—aectation of
civility with internal hatred:—sir phirn, To turn or move
about the head in arduous exertion, to labour or strive in
vain:—sir phirn= sir gh mn, q.v.:—sir ph n, v.n. 'Head to
be broken'; a great ght to occur;—to have a splitting
headache;—to have the menses:—sir-pho -kar len= sirto kar len, q.v.:—sir pho n(-k), To break the head (of),
crack or split the skull (of); to wrangle, quarrel, ght;—to
rack (one's own) brains, to labour or strive in vain:—sirpho , s.f. A splitting headache;—brain-racking work,
absurd or vain labour:—sir phern(-se), To turn away the
head or face (from), to prove refractory, to revolt, rebel:
—sir-pe bihn= sir-par rakhn, q.v.:—sir pn, To beat the
head (in trouble or anguish), to mourn, lament, regret:—
sir-pe len, v.t. To take upon oneself, to be responsible
(for); to risk (one's) life (for):—sir to -kar len, v.t. lit.'To
break the head and take,' to take (a thing) by force or
violence; to extort (money, &c.) by threatening to
torture oneself:—sir to n(-k), To break the head (of=sir
pho n, q.v.); to subdue:—sir thakn(apn), To weary
(one's) brain, to bother or trouble ooneself:—sir  n=
sir-ph tn, q.v.:—sir-hahawwaror hahawwal, s.m.
Salutation (with displeasure):—sir-ju , adj. lit.'Headsjoined'; (in Bot.) connate;—sir jo n, or sir-jo ke baihn, To
lay (their) heads together, to hold a council or meeting;

to plot together;—to live in peace:—sir-jh mu h-pah ,
s.m. lit.'Having a bushy head and a monstrous mouth';
an ogre, a end:—sir jhukn, To bend down the head; to
bow, nod; to be obedfent or submissive, to submit; to be
humbled or humiliated:—sir apekn, v.t. To lay on the
head (of another, -ke):—sir- a h, adj. Spoilt (by
indulgence, &c.); proud, haughty, arrogant, insolent,
beyond control; rude, saucy:—sir a hn, v.t. 'To place on
the head'; to make much of; to pet or spoil (a child, &c.);
to exalt, honour, revere, reverence;—to oer oneself as
a sacrice, to devote ooneself;—to hold (one's, apn)
head high, to assume, to be arrogant:—sir- a h-ke boln,
To talk under the in uence (of an evil spirit, &c.):—sira h-ke marn, To die laying the guilt of one's blood at the
door (of another):—sir a hn(-ke, or mere), 'To mount on
the head' (of); to take advantage (of), impose upon, take
liberties (with), to be rude or insolent (to); to tyrannize
(over);—to be placed or debited to the account (of); to be
attributed or imputed (to):—sir- o, adj. (colloq.) lit.'Headhurting'; tedious, wearisome; excessive, burdensome;
hard, dicult;—adv. At once, immediately:—sir rn(-k),
To split the skull (of);—to insist on having one's own
way:—sir-dhar, or sir-dhar , s.m. Head of a village,
quarter, or family, &c.; patron, master:—sir dharn, 'To
place (one's) head low,' to be submissive or obedient:—sir
dhunn, or sir uln(apn), To shake or beat one's head
(from aiction, &c.), to mourn (=sir pn, q.v.):—sir- b,
s.m. Deep water above a man's head;—adj. Enough to
drown;—perfectly wet:—sir h knor hakn(-k), To
de ower, to violate (a virgin):—sir hak jn(-k), To be
de owered, to be violated:—sir rangn(-k), 'To colour the
head,' to make the head bleed:—sir rahn(-ke). To apply
(oneself) steadily (to), to persevere; to follow
persistently or doggedly (after):—sir-se sirwhor sirwh,
lit'The turban for the head'; the conducting of an aair
depends on the leader or head; followers fare as their
chief:—sir-se kafan b dhn, 'To wrap the winding-sheet
round the head'; to engage in a desperate undertaking,
to hold one's life in one's hand:—sir-s gh, adj. & s.m.
Rebellious, mutinous, turbulent;—a rebellious or
turbulent fellow:—sir-sehr hon, To be the head or leader
(of), to have the badge of honour or distinction:—sir

k hn, To become conspicuous:—sir-ka, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Beheaded, decapitated, headless;—a decapitated or
headless man:—sir karn, v.t. To lay on the shoulders (of,
-ke), to make liable;—to set by the ears;—v.n. To do the
hair:—sir-ko n, To turn (on or upon), to attack:—sir-ko
qadam karn, To go quickly but with respect:—sir khn(k), 'To devour one's head'; to worry, pester, tease;—to
make a great noise:—sir-khap, adj. & s.m. 'Headdestroying,' risking the head or life, intrepid, bold,
fearless, resolute (soldier), venturesome, adventurous;—
one who risks his life, a fearless or intrepid or resolute
man:—sir khapn, 'To destroy the head,' to put one's
head or life at stake; to trouble or bother (one's) head:—
sir-khap, s.f. Placing the head at stake,
venturesomeness, intrepidity, daring, resoluteness;
perseverance, enterprise:—sir khujn, To scratch the
head;—to court punishment:—sir-ke balor bhal, adv. On
the head, head-foremost, headlong, amain:—sir-ke zor,
adv. With all (one's) might; impetuously; head-foremost,
headlong:—sir-gir, s.f. Comb (of a cock), crest (of a bird):
—sir-g dh, s.f. The Hind marriage ceremony of
braiding a bride's hair for the rst time:—sir go onme (or ghuno -me ) den, To place the head on the feet
or knees, to be dejected or downcast:—sir gh mn, The
head to be in a whirl, to suer from vertigo; the head to
be turned, to be insane:—sir lagn(-ke, or mere), To be
accused (of), be charged (with);—to suer hardship:—sirmth, s.m. Nodding assent, assent:—sir mrn, To beat
the head; to rack the brains, to make strenuous eorts,
to try hard, take great pains; to make diligent search:—
sir-manj, s.m. A gem or jewel worn in a crest or upon the
head:—sir-mun, adj. & s.m. Having the head shaven;—
one whose head is shaved, a shaveling;—a shaven
crown:—sir munn(-k, or apn), To have or get the
head shaved;—to adopt the life of a mendicant or
devotee:—sir m nn(-k), To shave the head (of); to
cozen, cheat, eece:—sir-me bl hon, v.n. (colloq.) To
have hair on the head; to be able to endure or suer:—
sir-me k ln= sir-par k aln:—sir-me khn, v.t. To
get or receive it (viz. a blow) on the head:—sir nn, To
bend or bow the head, make obeisance, &c. (=sirjhukn):—sir-n, s.f. Bowing the head, obeisance:—sir na

pair, adv. Neither head nor foot (to it), without
foundation, groundless:—sir nawn, sir n  karn, To
lower the head; to be dejected; to be abashed or
ashamed; to be humbled or humiliated (syn. sir jhukn):
—sir-vindu, s.m. The sign Anusvra, or andra-vindu:—sirhon(kis-ke), To be constantly at (one), to worry, pester,
harass, persecute; to pursue, hunt; to stick close (to a
person, or thing, or work); to fall foul (of), pick a quarrel
(with); to accuse falsely; to insist (on), to persist; to be
ready or eager (for); to get hold (of), come (by), grasp,
pocket:—san(or lkh) sir-k, adj. (colloq.), lit.'Having a
hundred (or many) heads'; headstrong, obstinate;—
possessing the brains or reason of a hundred heads:—
maile-sir-se hon, To be menstruant, to have the menses.
A B sirr (v.n. fr. CB 'to rejoice or delight'), s.m. A secret; a
mystery.
S E 3,sura, vulg. sur, s.m. A god, deity; an angel;—the
sun;—the stars of the northern hemisphere;—(in
poetry), a symbolical expression for the number thirtythree:—sursur, vulg. sur-asur(˚ra+as˚), s.m. Gods and
demons:—surnk(˚ra+an˚), adv. In a line extending to the
gods, in the direction of the gods:—sur-bar , s.f.=suravar , q.v.:—sur-brt, s.m.=sura-vrta, q.v.:—sura-bh -pa,
sur-bh p, and sur-pati, s.m. 'Lord of the gods,' Indra:—surpur, s.m. The city or abode of the gods, the capital of
Indra; heaven:—sur-trt, s.m. 'Preserver of the gods,' an
epithet of Vish u:—sur-taru,
s.m. Tree of the gods, tree of paradise (syn. kalpa-vriksh):

—sur-triya, s.f. Wives of the gods:—sura-ja, suraj, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Born of a deity;—son of a god:—sur-jan, s.m.
pl. The gods:—sura-jyeshtha, s.m. 'Oldest of the gods,' an
epithet of Brahm:—sura-dh p, s.m. Resin, turpentine:—
sur-dhenu, s.f. Cow of the gods (=km-dhenu, q.v.):—surrj, or sur-ry, s.m. 'King of the gods,' an epithet of
Indra; and of Vish u:—sur-rukh, adv. In the direction of
the gods:—sur-r kh, s.m. The ve trees of Indra's
paradise, or any one of those trees:—sur-s , or surs , s.m.=sur-svm, q.v.:—sur-sar, s.m. 'Lake of the gods,'
an epithet of Mnassarovar lake:—sur-sarit, or sur-sarit,
or sur-sari, s.f. 'River of the gods,' the Ganges:—sur-saridhr, s.f. The stream or ow of the Ganges:—sursamud, s.f., and sur-samj, s.m. The gods of the Hind

pantheon regarded in their collective and corporate
capacity:—sur-sundar, s.f. An apsaras, celestial courtezan:
—sura-svm, or sur-swm, s.m. 'Lord of the deities,' an
epithet of Indra:—sur-kul, s.m. The race or family of the
gods:—sur-guru, s.m. 'Preceptor of the gods,' epithet of
Vrihas-pati:—sur-ga, s.m. A class or company of
divinities; a host of the gods; an epithet of iva:—sur-lok,
s.m. The world of the gods, the heaven of Indra:—surmani, s.m. Sun-stone, sun-gem (=s rya-mai):—sur-nth,
s.m. = sur-pati, q.v.:—sur-nr, s.f. Wives of the gods:—surnar, s.m. Gods and men, mortals and immortals:—survn, vulg. sur-bn, s.f. Voice of a god; celestial sounds:—
sur-vrt, vulg. sur-brt, s.m. A class or company of
divinities; host or army of the gods:—sur-var , vulg. surbar , s.f. Name of a female Rkshas:—sur-vth, or surv th, s.f. The way or road of the gods; an epithet of the
ecliptic:—sura-hit, adj. & s.m. Beloved of the gods;—a
sacrice; an epithet of Krish :—sures, sures, sure,
surevar(˚ra+˚), s.m. 'Lord of the gods,' an epithet of
Indra.
H B ,sur [Prk. ,5; S. T t], s.m. Sound, voice, tone,
tune; harmony; music, melody, air, song; note (of the
musical scale), the gamut; a bass, drone, or
accompaniment to the shhn;—air breathed through
the nostrils, nasal sound or twang; snoring;—accent,
tone;—a vowel:—sur-s tr, s.m. Phonetic laws:—sur-sandhi,
s.m. (f.?), The junction or coalition of vowels; the laws of
euphony as regards the junction of the vowels:—survidy, vulg. sur-bidy, s.f. The science of sound, acoustics:
—sur miln(-k), To tune an instrument in harmony
(with another); to sing in tune:—  sur, s.m. Major key;
sopranoor alto:—be-sur, adj. & adv. Inharmonious,
discordant;—out of tune:—dhm sur, or maddham sur, s.m.
The tenor; contralto:—n  sur, s.m. Low tone; the bass;
minor key;—n e sur-me , adv. In a low tone; softly.
P B sur [prob. Zend  ra; S. 80!], s.m. The sword-sh (cf.
surr).
P B sar [or sare; old P. ari; Zend thriti, rt. thr= S. P],
s.f. House, mansion, palace; temporary home for
travellers, caravansary, inn; (met.) the world:—sarparda, s.m. A curtain (esp. at the door of a royal pavilion

or palace); a wall of canvas surrounding a cluster of
tents; a royal tent or pavilion;—sar-dr, s.m. Keeper of a
caravansary, innkeeper; landlord; master of the horse.
P B sar [fr. sardan, rt. Zend ru= S. Y,], imperf. part.
Singing, trilling (used in comp.):—sar-parda, s.m.=sarparda, q.v.
S B sar, s.f. Waterfall, cascade (=sar, q.v.).
H B sar [prob. S. 8+t], s.m. A long and straight
bamboo, a pole.
H B sar [S. 8 ]( , s.m. Earthen cover or lid (of a
pot=saro).
A B sar (v.n. fr. B), s.m. A tree from which bows are
made.
H B sir [Prk.  ; S. .8+t], s.m. Head, top,
point, end; extremity, tip; beginning; head-piece or footpiece (of a bed, &c.):—sire-se, adv. From the end; from
the beginning, ab initio, from the very rst; rst and
foremost.
S B sir (also .8 ir), s.f. Any tubular vessel of the
body, an artery, vein, nerve;—a channel (for irrigation);
—a bucket, baling vessel;— ooding (a eld):—sir-jl, s.m.
Network of vessels or veins; enlargement of the vessels
of the eye:—sirotpt(˚r+ut˚), s.m. Disease or morbid
aection of the veins, &c.; redness and in ammation of
the eyes.
S B ,sur, s.f. Spirituous and inebriating liquor;—a
drinking-vessel;—a snake;—sur-pn, s.m. Drinking
intoxicating liquor; intoxicating drink; wine; grog:—surp, s.m. Drinker of spirits, drunkard (syn. sharb).
H B ,ysurr [prob. S. 80!+t], s.m. (dialec.), Sword-sh
(=P. sur);—a purse lled with gold or silver.
A B sarb, corr. surb(v.n. fr. B 'to go forth,' &c.), s.m.
The mirage, a vapour resembling the sea at a distance
(formed by the rays of the sun or moonlight on a sandy
plain); glare.
H B  sarb, 1˚ s.m.=saro, q.v.;—2˚ s.f. corr. of
sharb.
H ]B sarp,  srp [Prk. ,; S. 8t], s.m. Curse,
imprecation, malediction:—sarp den(-ko), To curse, to

invoke curses (on).
P ; B sar--p, See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H ; B srpit [S. 8t], part. (f. -), Sworn;—
cursed, accursed.
H ; B sarpn,  srpn (fr. sarp, q.v.), v.t. To
curse, to imprecate evil on, to execrate.
H AB sart, s.m. corr. of rddh, q.v.
H AB sirt,  sart [sir˚= sl= S. 8"!; ˚t, prob. =
Prk.  \(=S. + \
 (], adj. Cold, becoming cold.
S YB,Psu-rtri, s.f. A ne night; an auspicious night.
H <YB ,surtan [S. 80++,?], s.m. Courage,
bravery, valour, heroism, prowess.
H YB,"su-rt, , su-rti, s.f. = su-rtri, q.v.
A 5B sirj (v.n. fr. 5B 'to shine, be bright,' &c.), s.m. A
lamp; a candle;—the sun (syn. irg):—sirjul-qut
rub,
 s.m.

'The fairy's lamp'; a plant which shines at night like the
glow-worm.
A 5B sarrj (v.n. fr. 5B), s.m. A saddler; a groom.
H WB *!sir-jl, s.m. See s.v. sir.

P BBsar--sar, adj. & adv. Summary; cursory, rough (as
a measurement);—easy, facile (=sarsar);—cursorily;
summarily; hastily, in a hurry;—s.f. A summary; an
average; a rough estimate;—an ornament worn on the
head (going all round it):—sarsar bannor karn, v.t. To
make or perform hastily:—sarsar dekhn, v.t. To look
over cursorily, take a cursory view of, run the eye over.
H <BB sarsan, s.m. See s.v. sar, 'arrow.'
P @ BB sar-sma, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
P SB surg, s.m. Sign, mark, footstep, trace, track, clue;
search, inquiry; spying:—surg-rasn,
s.f. Tracing,

tracking; detection, discovery:—surg lagnor
surg len(

k), To trace out, search out, nd out, discover; to seek,
inquire (for), to spy:—surg miln(-k),
To be on the track

(of), to obtain a clue (to), to get an inkling (of).
P pB surg, s.m. Searcher, inquirer (after), one
employed to track (a criminal, &c.), secret agent,
detective.
H  X B ,$ surgo, s.m. = H $ X B,$ surge, s.f.
[S. ,.# + $Mt; Prk. ,6 +$

H WB *sirjn (caus. of sirajn), v.t. To create,

and $ ], The Yk of Tartary, or bushy-tailed bull (or

produce, form, make.
P =B sar a (sar, q.v.+dim. a. a= S. ka), s.m. Mansion,

cow) of Thibet, Bos grunniens.
H $ X B,$surge, s.f. = H  X B ,$ surgo, s.m.

palace (=sar); an inner apartment, a closet; a tent
surrounded with an inclosure; a single-poled tent:—
sir a--ftb, s.m. A parhelion, mock sun.
H =B sar a (see H. sar, 'a bamboo'), s.m. A long and
straight bamboo, a pole.
H  B"srdk [prob. fr. S. Y-; but cf. sarwak], s.m.

[S. ,.# + $Mt; Prk. ,6 +$

Name of a tribe of Hinds.
H B -srddh,  srdh,  sardh, s.m. corr. of

S. pi(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To

E rddha, q.v.
H B sardh, s.m.=srddh, q.v.
P )dB sarzr (sar++zror zer, qq.v.), adj. Sloping (little
used).
P BB sar--sar (see sar), adv. From end to end, from
beginning to end, all, the whole, wholly, entirely,
throughout, out and out;—adj. Cursory, &c. (=sarsarand
sarsar).

and $ ], The Yk of

Tartary, or bushy-tailed bull (or cow) of Thibet, Bos
grunniens.
H !B.!sarli, s.f.=arlior ari, q.v.
P + a B sar-mad, See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H B sirn [sir˚= sr= sl= S. 8"!+= w= Prk. we=
make cold, to cool;—v.n. To become cold, to cool.
H B sirn [fr. S. ], v.t. To oat, set a oat; to set
o, to despatch.
H B sirn, s.m. (dialec.)=sirhn, q.v.
H B Bsrnt, part. = H *B.B srnti, s.f.=rnt, and
rnti, qq.v.
H *B.Bsrnti, s.f. = H B B srnt, part.=rnt, and
rnti, qq.v.

P 1 8B sar-anjm (sar+anjm, qq.v.), s.m. Conclusion, end,

!V], v.t. To praise, magnify, commend, applaud,

accomplishment; event; issue, termination, end;
arrangement, preparation, provision; apparatus,
utensils, furniture, goods and chattels; materials,
requisites, ingredients, stores:—sar-anjm karn(-kand ko), To make an end (of), to complete, accomplish,
conclude; to arrange (for), make provision (for), provide
(for), to prepare, to obtain or get together the requisites
(for):—sar-anjm hon, v.n. To be accomplished, be
brought to a termination, be completed; to be prepared,
be arranged, be provided, &c.
H + B [sarndh, s.f. (dialec.) = sa  dh=sa hand, q.v.

celebrate, eulogize; to approve, appreciate, admire;—
s.m.=sarhan.
H B6 sarhi, 6" sarh, s.f.=sarh, q.v.

P H `)+ B B"sarandp, (a" saranddp [S. T 4,' for
, 4+";—A.
'
sarandb], s.m. lit.'Gold-island,' a name of
the island of Ceylon.
H B  saro = H B   sarw [S. 8 +t], s.m.
Earthen cover or lid (of a pot), a shallow cup or dish
(used as a lid).
H B  sarw = H B  saro [S. 8 +t], s.m.
Earthen cover or lid (of a pot), a shallow cup or dish
(used as a lid).
H B  sarwak = H X B  $" sarwag [S. Y 
+t], s.m. Name of a Hind tribe (founded by
Jaijandev); the lay votary of a Buddha or Jin; a disciple or
believer of the Jain sect.
H X B  $"sarwag = H B   sarwak [S. Y 
+t], s.m. Name of a Hind tribe (founded by
Jaijandev); the lay votary of a Buddha or Jin; a disciple or
believer of the Jain sect.
H B  sarwan,   sirwan, s.m. A harrow; any
instrument used in levelling ground.
H B  4srva,   sarwan, s.m.=rvanand swan,
qq.v.
H ?B 6sarh [Prk. !6, S. !V], s.f. Magnifying,
praise, commendation, panegyric, eulogium; attery.
H <B 6sarhan [Prk. !64(; S. !V(], s.m. The act
of praising, magnifying, &c.; praise, eulogy (=sarh).
H B 6sarhn [Prk. !64(; S. !V"(, rt.

P Bsare, vulg. sar, s.f.=sar, q.v.
P $Bsary, sar(see sar), s.f. Singing; modulation (used
as last member of compounds).
H $B sar [S. 8 +], s.f. A small earthen
saucer or cover (for a pot, &c.; see sarand saro).
H $B, sur [S. 80 (fr. 80)+], s.f. Bravery,
valour, courage, heroism, prowess (=surtan).
P )B siryat (for A. ~)B, inf. n. of B'to travel by night,'
&c.), s.f. Travelling by night; nightly journey; passing
from one thing (or part) to another, penetrating,
penetration, pervading, creeping (in or through);
contagion, infection:—siryat karn(-me ), To creep (in or
through), to pervade, permeate; to circulate; to extend
(to);—to aect by contagion, to infect, to corrupt, taint.
P :)B sare- a, s.m.=sar- a, q.v.
H < $B sar , s.f.=sar, q.v.
P ?+ )B saryanda, vulg. sari da[sar, q.v.+Zend a añ= S.
B], imperf. part. (of sardan) & s.m. Singing, chanting;
—singer, chanter, reciter.
H B  'sarb,  sarab [S.  't], adj. All, the whole (=sab,
q.v.):—sarb-gahan(S. sarva-graha), s.m. Total eclipse (see
sarvaor sarvfor compounds).
P B surb, vulg. surub[Pehl. rupn; Zend ru; cf. S P,t ],
s.m. Lead.
H  B B 5"sarbsodh [S.  '+85], s.f.
Massacre, havoc.
H + B  sarbad,
'
adv.=sarvad, q.v.
H  B sar-bar, adj. Equal (=sar-war, q.v.).
H  B  sarbar, s.m. (colloq.)=sarobaror sarovar, q.v.
P ? B sar-ba-rh (see sarand rh), s.m. Performer,
nisher, manager, steward (of an estate, or a feast, &c.),
agent, factor, commissary of supplies; a man sent ahead
to lay a kor post;—supply; travelling expenses or cash
to pay them:—sar-ba-rh-kr, adj. Expert or skilled in
business or managament of aairs;—s.m.=sar-ba-rh:—

sar-ba-rh-kr, adj. Relating to a factor or agent, &c.;—s.f.
Management, direction, accomplishment, adjustment;
agency, stewardship:—sar-ba-rh-kr karn(-k), To act as
a manager or agent, &c.; to manage, administer:—sar-barh karn(-k), To provide, furnish, supply, make
arrangements (for).
P  Bsar-ba-rh, s.f. Management, &c. (=sar-ba-rh-kr,

inhabiting Ptla):—sarp-gandh, s.f. Name of a plant,
Ophioxylon?—sarpa-ghna, s.m.=sarp-han, q.v.:—sarp-ma,
s.m.f. Snake-gem (=sarpa-phaaj, q.v.):—sarp-nagar, s.f.
Dwelling-place of serpents or reptiles; (in Myth.) name
of several places on earth and in hell:—sarp-han, s.m. (f. ), 'The snake-killer,' an ichneumon, mungoose.
S ; B ,sur-pati, s.m. See s.v. sur, 'a god.'

q.v.); the act of providing supplies:—sar-ba-rh karn= sarba-rh-kr karn.
H I B  sarbas,  , sarbasu [S.  'T ]( , s.m. Whole

H ; B sarpat = H *; B  sarpat [S. 8+P+t],

property or possession, everything.
H *0 B T"sarbast [S.  '+.Tt, rt. ], adj.
Omnipresent.
H ^& B #$sarbha g = H J& B#($" sarbha g [S.  '
+#r$+t], s.m. A class of faqrswho do not believe in the

s.m. A kind of reed or reed-grass, Saccharum
procerum(used in thatching and making mats).
H *; B sarpat = H ; B  sarpat [S. 8+P+t],
s.m. A kind of reed or reed-grass, Saccharum
procerum(used in thatching and making mats).
H ]B &sarpa, s.f. Galloping hard;—adv. Full gallop;

Hind ideas of caste and pollution, &c.; an individual of
that sect.
H J& B#($"sarbha g = H ^& B #$ sarbha g [S.  '

—glibly (=S. sarpat);—adj. Level, even (=sap):—sarpa
phe kn, or sarpa ln, or sarpa dau n, v.t. To set o in
a gallop, to make (a horse) go full gallop.
S ; B ,,sur-pur, s.m. See s.v. sur, 'a god.'

+#r$+t], s.m. A class of faqrswho do not believe in the

P ?; B sar-parda (prob. contrac. of sar-parda; see sar,

Hind ideas of caste and pollution, &c.; an individual of
that sect.
S & B ,.#su-rabhi, adj. & s.m. Sweet-smelling, fragrant;

'singing'), s.m. Name of a note in music; and of a musical
mode (supposed to have been published by Amr
Khusrau of Dehl).
S I; B sarpis, s.m. Claried butter, gh.

agreeable, charming, pleasing; handsome; beloved;
friendly; celebrated, famous; wise, learned; good,
virtuous;—fragrance, perfume; any sweet-smelling
substance; nutmeg; resin (esp. of the Shorea robusta); the
tree Michelia champaca; the Kadamb tree; the season of
spring; the month aitra(March-April).
S & B,#"su-rabh, ,.# su-rabhi, s.f. The earth; a
fabulous cow (the cow of plenty); a cow;—gum olibanum;
—spirituous liquor; the name of several plants.
S ]B sarp,
'
and H.  sarap, s.m. (f. -), Serpent,
snake (com. s p);—a sliding serpentine motion:—sarpaphaa-ja, vulg. sarp-phaaj, s.m. lit.'Produced in a snake's
hood'; the snake-stone or carbuncle (a gem said to be
found in a snake's head and to resemble the berry of
the Abrus precatorius, and to possess alexipharmic
properties):—sarp- hatr, s.m. lit.'Serpent-umbrella'; a
mushroom; toadstool:—sarp-rj, s.m. 'Serpent-king,'
epithet of Vsuki (sovereign of the serpent race

H <; B ,,surpun, s.m. The Poon-tree, or Alexandrian
laurel, Calophyllum inophyllum(syn. sultn amp).
P D ; B sar-posh, vulg. sar-pos, s.m. See s.v. sar.
H ; Bsarpi,  sarapi, s.m.=sarpis, q.v.
P 9 ; oB sar-pe , s.m. See s.v. sar.
H AB sarat [S. 8], s.m. The fourth of the six
seasons (comprising Asin and Krttik), the autumn:—
sarat-kl, s.m. Autumn-time, the autumnal season.
H AB ,surat, surt[S. T/], s.f. Remembrance,
memory, recollection; thinking (of or upon), thought,
consideration, re ection; intelligence; prudence;
attention; accuracy; mind, intention, aim, design:—surat
uhn= surat dharn, q.v.:—surat n(-kor mer), To come
into the mind (of), to be remembered:—surat bisrn,
surat bhul-den(-k), To lose the recollection (of), to
forget; to lose the power of thought, &c.:—surat dharn(-

par), To x the mind (on), &c. (=surat lagn):—surat-se,
adv. Thoughtfully, attentively, carefully:—surat karn, v.t.
To call to mind, bear in mind, recollect:—surat lagn(me , or -par), To x the mind (on), apply the mind (to),
to attend (to):—surat me n(-k), To come into the mind
(of), to occur (to), to be remembered; to be perceived, be
understood; to recover consciousness, to come to (one's)
senses:—surat na rahn(-k), To have no recollection (of),
to escape the memory (of), to forget (about); to give no
thought (to); to lose all consciousness, to become
stupeed, to be insensible.
S AB ,su-rat, adj. Much enjoyed; much pleased, highly

mindfulness, attention, carefulness, care; intelligence;
prudence.
H YB,sruti, , surti, s.f. = YE ruti, q.v.
H YB,surati, s.f. corr. of A f  rat, q.v.
H YB,"surt, s.f.=surt, q.v.
H YB,"surat, surt[fr. surt; S. ,9¸; Prk. ,],
lit.'Tobacco of Surt'; dry tobacco-leaf (for chewing, &c.).
H YB ,suratiy, adj.=surt, q.v.
P o YB sar-tez, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H 3 YB ,"!surtla [surator surt, q.v. + Prk. ! =S. !
+t], adj. (f. -) = surt, q.v.

delighted; playful; compassionate, tender;—s.f. Great
delight or enjoyment; amorous pleasure, sexual
intercourse, coition.
H AB ,surat, s.f. corr. of A f  rat, q.v.

S B &sara, s.m. Air, wind; a cloud; a lizard, iguana;

S AB ,sruta, vulg. srut, part.=AE ruta, q.v.

(=sara, q.v.).
S B&sarai, s.m. Wind; a cloud (=sara).

S AB sarit (rt. ), s.f. River, stream;—thread, string;
clue:—sarid-var, vulg. sarit-var, s.f. 'The best or chief of
rivers,' the Ganges.
H YB sarit [S. ; Pl sarit; Prk. , ,
and ], s.f.=sarit, q.v.
H YB ,surt [S. T/\y; or surt, q.v. + = Prk.  =S. 
+t], adj. (f. -), Considerate, thoughtful, mindful,
attentive, careful; accurate; intelligent, sensible,
prudent.
P YB sar-tb, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H Y YB  sart-bart (fr. sarnand baratn, qq.v.),
s.m. Distribution; expenditure, use;—sart-bart karn, v.t.
To distribute; to bring into use.
H <; YB ,surtpan, s.m. = H $ YB, surt, s.f.
[surt, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (); and = Prk.

chameleon.
H B &sara [S. & or 8&+t], s.m. A lizard, &c.

S 5B *saraja, vulg. saraj(sara+ja), s.m. lit.'Produced from
cream'; fresh butter.
S 5B I*sa-ruj, adj. (f. -), Suering pain or sickness,
sick, ill, diseased.
A 5B sarj (v.n. fr. 5B; see sarrj), s.m. A saddle.
S 5B ,*sura-ja, vulg. suraj, adj. See s.v. sura, 'a god.'
H 5B ,*suraj, s.m. corr. of s raj, q.v.
S 5B *sraj, s.f. Chaplet, wreath (of owers), garland.
H  WB *srijn,
* sirjn (caus. of srijnor


sirajn), v.t. To cause to produce or make (=sirjn).
S (WB *\?\ = S (WB *
' sarjak,s.m. Maker,
creator, former, producer.
S (WB *sarjak,
'
= S (WB *\?\ s.m. Maker,

=S. +], Consideration, thoughtfulness,

creator, former, producer.
S WB X*sarjik, s.f. Natron, alkali, impure, carbouate

mindfulness, attention, carefulness, care; intelligence;
prudence.
H $ YB, surt, s.f. = H <; YB , surtpan, s.m.

of soda (used in India instead of soap):—sarjik-kshr,
s.m.=sarjik.
S <WB *srijan,
' sarjan, and H. * sirjan,
 and *

[surt, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (); and = Prk.

s.m. Creating, making, forming, producing:—srijan-hr,

and sarjan-hr, and sirjan-hr, or sirjan-hr, s.m. Creator,
maker, former, producer; the Creator:—srijan-var,
s.m.


=S. +], Consideration, thoughtfulness,

God the Creator, the Almighty.
H <WB ,*surjan [prob. S. 80 or 0+*t], s.m.=sajjanor
sajan, q.v.
H <WB ,*sur-jan, s.m. See s.v. sur, 'a god.'
H WB *srijn,
 * sirajn, * sirijn,
sirjn[srij˚or
 sirij˚, &c. (trans.)=S. *(), rt. *; —(as an
intrans. or pass.)=S. A(`), pass. of rt. *] , v.t. To
create, produce, form, make, invent;—v.n. To be created,
&c.
H WB *0sarj , *, sarju [S. ,t or 0t ], s.m. Name
of a river (a tributary of the Ghgr).
S WBXA*sarjji, s.f.=sarjik, q.v.
H  WB *" sarjvan [prob. S.  '+*" t], adj. Everliving,' immortal, imperishable; evergreen;—moist;
fertile; life-prolonging, life-giving.
P @ =B sar- ashma (see sarand ashma), s.m. Fountainhead, source, a spring, fountain.
P ^=B sar- ang, s.f. A violent kick on the buttocks;
repulse, rout;—fatigue, labour, distress, trouble.
H =B,I.su-ru i, I. sa-ru i, s.f. A good or nice taste,
or appetite, &c. (see ru i).
P + B sarad (P. sar+A. add, qq.v.), s.f. Boundary,
boundary-line, frontier, connes, border, limit,
extremity:—sarad-il, s.m. Frontier duties.
P tB sur  [old P. urkh, uhar; Pehl. ukhr; Zend ukhra; S.
8,J], adj. Red (syn. ll); high (as a price or rate);—s.f. The
seed of the Abrus precatorius(syn. ghu g , q.v.):—sur bda, s.m. The erysipelas, St. Anthony's re:—sur -bed,
s.f. A kind of willow or cane;—name of a medicinal plant:
—sur -posh, adj. Dressed in red:—sur -r , adj. Red in
the face; honourable, unabashed, nullâ culpâ pallescens;
honourably acquitted, exonerated; triumphant:—sur r , s.f. Acquittal, exoneration; success; honour,
character, fame:—sur -sufaid, sur -o-sufaid, adj. lit.'Red
and white,' fair; ruddy;—plump, full, round:—sur -lab,
s.f. Redness of the lips:—sur  honor ho-jn, v.n. To be
red; to become red (with anger, &c.), to ush; to be or
become blood-shot; to be ripe (as fruit).
H rB sur , adj. & s.m.=rB sur a, q.v.

P

rB sur b, s.m. The ruddy-goose, Anas casarca(syn.

akw);—a species of lark:—sur b-k par lagn(-me ), 'To
wear a sur b'sfeather'; to be exalted, be advanced in
dignity, to receive an addition of titles or honours (under
the Mogul emperors the nobles of the court commonly
wore a sur b'sfeather, whence the phrase); to be some
great or wonderful man;—to do anything expeditiously:—
sir-par sur b-k par hon, 'To have a sur b'sfeather on
the head'; to be proud, to hold one's head high, be above
(one's) work.
P wrB sar- at (P.
 sar+A. att, qq.v.), s.m. An agreement
(to hire service, or to rent); lease (of a house); a bill of
sale; certicate (of service performed); receipt (given to
an asm).
P  rB sar- ud, adj. Independent, one's own master.
P rB sur a (fr. sur , q.v.), adj. & s.m. Of a roan, or
gray, or cream colour (a horse);—a roan horse;—red
tincture; red wine; liquid re; a kind of red pigeon;—
name of a son of Afrsyb.
P rBsur  [sur , q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Redness; red
ink; blood; brick-dust, pounded bricks; erysipelas (=sur bda):—sur -mil, adj. Inclined to red, slightly red,
reddish.
P  rB sar- ail, s.m. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H B sarad [S. 8], s.f. Autumn (=sarat, q.v.):—saradp no, s.f. The day of full moon in the month Asin
(regarded as the beginning of the winter season):—
sarad-  d, s.m. The autumnal moon:—sarad rut, s.f. The
season of autumn (the fourth of the six seasons; see
sarat):—sarad-kl, s.m. Autumn-time, the season of
autumn.
P B sard, corr. sarad[Pehl. art; Zend areta, rt. ar= S. 8],
adj. Cold, cool; damp, moist:—sard-tar, adj. Cold and wet:—
sard- ushk, adj. Cold and dry:—sard-ser, adj. Cold, cool
(country or 'place):—sard karn, v.t. To make cold, to cool
(=han karn, q.v.):—sard-garm, adj. Cold and hot;
variable, changeable, ckle:—sard-mizj, adj. Of a cold
disposition; cold-blooded; apathetic:—sard-mihr, adj. &
s.m. Cold, lukewarm;—a cold or lukewarm friend:—sardmihr, s.f. Coldness, coolness, lukewarmness in
friendship, indierence:—sard honor ho-jn, v.n. To be

or become cold, to cool; to become lukewarm or
indierent; to become chilled or paralyzed (through
fear, &c.); to die.
H B sard (for P. ?B sarda, rel. n. fr. sard, q.v.), s.m. A
kind of melon (brought from Kbul).
P  B sardba [sard+b, qq.v.+rel. a. a], s.m. A cold bath;
—a place where water is kept cool; a subterranean
dwelling, a grotto; a cool room for summer;—a grave
(esp. that which one has prepared for himself before
death).
P B sardr (sar+dr, qq.v.), s.m. Head man, head, chief,
commander, ocer of rank, general; chief (in any
department); representative (of a community);
president (of a committee, &c.); a head 'bearer' (among
the servants of Europeans in India).
H B sardran = H Bsardrn [sardr+S. a. "], s.f.
The wife of a sardr; mistress of a house; female head of
an establishment or of a community.
H Bsardrn = H B sardran [sardr+S. a. "], s.f.
The wife of a sardr; mistress of a house; female head of
an establishment or of a community.
P Bsardr (sardr+Zend a. i= S. ), s.f. The rank or
the oce of a sardr; headship, chiefship, lordship,
supremacy, domination, sway, rule, government:—sardr karn(-par), To exercise sway or dominion (over), to
rule, command, reign, sway.
H B sardn [sard, q.v. + = w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus.
augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To become cold;
to freeze.
P ?B sardwa, s.m.=sardba, q.v.
H $Bsard [sard+= Prk. =S. a. +], s.f. A
cool drink.
P BB sar-dast, s.m. The hand from the wrist to the
nger ends; the wrist.
P *_B sar-daftar, s.m. Frontispiece, title-page; head of the
roll (of), head, chief; chief clerk; accomptant; secretary.
H B !sardal (P. sar+dar, qq.v.), s.f. Lintel of a door.
H B -sraddh,  sardh [S. Y-], s.f. Worship,
adoration; belief, trust, faith, condence; liking,
fondness (for), aection, desire (after).

P B sar-duwl, s.f. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
P Bsard [sard, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Cold, coldness,
chilliness, dampness, rawness; cold producing quality (as
in drugs, articles of food, &c.);—a chill, a cold, catarrh:—
sard-b, vulg. sarad-b, s.f. A disease in elephants;
rheumatic stiness and pains:—sard pa n, v.n. To be
cold or chilly:—sard-k mausam, The cold season:—sardgarm, and sard-o-garm, s.f. Cold and heat; vicissitude
(e.g. sard-o-gram--zamna, 'the vicissitudes of life or
fortune'):—sard honor ho-jn, v.n. To have a cold; to
take a cold.
P $Bsarda (fr. sarda= sard, q.v.), adj. Of the colour of
the melon called sarda, greenish yellow;—s.f. The colour
of the sarda, a greenish yellow colour.
H B sarir, s.m. corr. of sarr, and of arir, qq.v.
H KB sarirs (corr. of P. sar-o-rsor sar-i-rst), adv.
(dialec.) In continuous succession, right on, o-hand;—
one and the same thing, alike, all the same (the word
appears to be peculiar to the Deccan and south-western
India).
P *E B sar-rishta (see sarand rishta), s.m. End of a cord or
thread, &c.; rope, cord, thread, line; series; connexion,
anity; rule, practice, course, custom, usage, form; rites,
ceremonies;—oce, employment; record-oce;
establishment, department:—sarrishta--talm, s.m.
Department of public instruction:—sarrishta-dr, sarishtadr, vulg. sarishte-dr, s.m. The superintendent of the
vernacular department of an oce; an ocer whose
business it is to lay petitions before judicial ocers and
to write down the orders passed on them; chief recordkeeper and court reader:—sarrishta-dr, vulg. sarishtedr, s.f. The oce or the work of a sarishta-dr:—
sarrishta--k, s.m. Postal department:—sarrishta-adlat, s.m. Judicial department; judicial court:—sarrishta-ml, s.m. Revenue department; revenue court:—
sarrishte-me d il karn, v.t. To place on ocial record:—
ba-sarrishta, adj. & adv. According to rule or precedent,
regular; in due form, en règle; regularly:—be-sarrishta, adj.
& adv. Unconnected; disconnected, incoherent;
irregular, anomalous, informal;—not en règle, contrary to
rule or practice:—be-sarrishta-g, s.f. Disconnectedness;

irregularity, informality, &c.
P dB sar-zad, See sar-zad hon, s.v. sar, 'head.'
P dB sar-zan, adj. = P ZdB sar-zanish, s.f.See s.v. sar,
'head.'
P ZdB sar-zanish, s.f. = P dB sar-zan, adj.See s.v. sar,
'head.'
S KB saras (changed to saro, in comp., before j, r,
&c.), s.m. Water, a large sheet of water, a lake, pool,
pond, tank; a piece of water in which the lotus grows:—
saras-i-ja, sarasij, s.m. lit.'Pond-born'; a lotus:—saras-i-ruha,
s.m. lit.'Growing in a pond,' a lotus; water-lily:—saras-vat,
saras-want, adj. (f. -vat), Watery, uid; juicy, sapid;
elegant; sentimental (cf. sa-ras);—s.m. The ocean; a male
river;—a bualo:—saras-vat, s.f. See s.v.:—saro-ja, vulg.
saroj, s.m. lit.'Lake-born'; a lotus:—saroj-in(fem. of saro-j),
s.f. A Brhma woman;—a pond abounding in lotuses; a
multitude of lotuses:—saroj(saro+ja+), s.m. (f. -in), An
epithet of Brahm; and of a Brhma :—saro-var, vulg.
saro-bar, s.m. A large lake or pond, any piece of water
deep enough for the lotus to grow in.
S KB sa-ras, adj. (f. -), Having juice or sap, juicy,
sapid, succulent; fresh, new; savoury, tasty; agreeable,
charming, beautiful, elegant; excellent; sprightly;
piquant; spirited; impassioned, sentimental.
H KB saras [S. Y<], adj. Better, ner; best, prime;
superior, excellent; surpassing, exceeding, additional,
more; greater, larger; in abundance, abundant, plentiful.
H KB saris,  saras [Prk. (; S. 8]( , adj.
(dialec.), Similar, resembling, like, &c. (=sadri, q.v.);—
postpn. After the similitude (of, -ke), after the pattern or
model (of), like (to); in the manner (of), according (to);
approaching (to), near or close (to), akin (to).
H KB saris, s.m. corr. of sares, or saresh, qq.v.
H KB siras [Prk. ; S. .8], s.m. The head, &c.
(=sir, q.v.).
H KB siris,  siras [Prk. 5; S. .8"3t], s.m.
The tree Acacia(or Mimosa) sirisa; and its ower.
S KB ,su-ras, adj. (f. -), Well- avoured, savoury;
sweet, luscious, delicious; juicy, sapid; tasty; elegant;—
s.m. Name of several plants.

H BB sars, adj. Best, prime, &c. (=saras, q.v.).
H BB sirs (=siris, q.v.), s.m. The tree Acacia sirisia.
S BB ,su-ras, s.f. An epithet of Durg;—name of
several plants;—a species of the Atidhriti metre.
H BB ,surs [prob. S. 80! + H. s, q.v.], s.m. A sharp
nail or spike, &c., a nail pointed at both ends.
H  BB sarsr, adj. corr. of sar-shr, q.v.
P 1 BB sar-sm (see sarand sm), s.m. Tumour or
in ammation of the brain; frenzy, delirium;
stupefaction;—adj. Stupeed; delirious.
H $ BB sars [S.  saras; or 
sa-rasa+= Prk. =S. +], s.f. Wateriness,
moisture, humidity.
H $ BB sars [sarasor sars, q.v.+= Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Excellence, superiority; excess, increase;
abundance, plenty; majority, plurality;—expertness,
dexterity, skill.
P o%BB sar-sabz (sar+sabz, qq.v.), adj. Fresh, green,
verdant, ourishing, blooming; thriving, prosperous,
fortunate, successful, happy:—sarsabz karn, v.t. To
freshen, to revive, renew, &c.:—sarsabz hon, v.n. To be
verdant or fresh, &c.; to bloom; to prosper.
P o%BBsar-sabz, s.f. Verdure, freshness; ourishing
state, prosperity.
H BB sarasat, sarsat, s.f. (dialec.), corr. of sarasvat,
q.v.
H BB Tsarist, T sirist, s.f. corr. of 1˚ sirishtor
sarish, q.v.;—2˚ of srishi,
q.v.

H *BB,"sarsut, s.f. corr. of sarasvat, q.v.
H KB _sarsah (=sat-sah, q.v.), adj. Sixty-seven.
S 6BB *saras-ija, vulg. sarasij, s.m. See s.v. saras,
'lake.'
H BB sarsar, ,, sursur [S. , or , redupl.], s.f.
Noise of a snake crawling, &c.; rustling;—sursur, s.f.
Creeping sensation, tingling, &c. (=sursurhaand sursur):
—sarsar(or sursur) aln, To creep along (as a snake); to
move with a rustling sound.
H BB ,,sursur, s.f.? A wind that creeps into the

joints, a piercing or nipping wind.
H BB &sarsar, ,,& sursur, s.f. contrac. of
sarsarha, and sursurha, qq.v.
H BB sarsarn, ,, sursurn [sarsaror
sursur, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus. augment)+n=
Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To creep along (as a snake); to
make a rustling sound, to rustle; to wave (as a eld of
corn in the wind); to grow, ourish, thrive (as crops,
&c.); to shudder or shiver (with cold); to hiss, to emit a
hissing or whizzing sound, as gunpowder, reworks,
&c.);—to feel a creeping sensation (in the limbs); to
tingle, prick (as a limb).
H ?BB 6&sarsarha, ,,6& sursurha [sarsar(n
)+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Noise
like that of a snake in creeping; rustling, &c. (see
sarsarn);—creeping sensation, titillation, tingling (in
this sense the more com. form is sursurha).
P BBsarsar (=sar--sar, q.v.), adj. & adv. Easy, facile,
careless, without attention or consideration, without due
consideration; summary; cursory; hasty, hurried; trivial,
tri ing;—easily; cursorily; hastily, in haste; gratuitously,
for nothing.
H BB,,"sursur [sursur, q.v.+Prk. =S. ],
Creeping, crawling; rustling;—creeping sensation,
titillation, irritation (produced by the crawling of ants,
&c. over the body), formication; tingling, pricking (of a
limb or member asleep);—hissing, whizzing; a rework,
a squib;—an insect bred in grain, weevil.
H BB 5sarso, s.f.=sarso , q.v.
S A BB T sarasvat, adj. (f. -vat), See s.v. saras.
S Y BBT "sarasvat, and H. 0" sars t, s.f. The wife
of Brahm, the goddess of speech and eloquence, the
patroness of music and the arts, and the inventress of
the Sanskrit language and the Devangar character;—
the river Sarst (it rises in the mountains bounding the
north-east part of the province of Dehl, and, running in
a south-westerly direction, becomes lost in the sands of
the great desert; according to the Hinds, however, the
river only disappears in this place, and, continuing its
course underground, joins the Ganges and Jamna at the

junction at Allahabad);—a river (generally);—speech,
eloquence; an excellent woman, an eloquent or an
inventive woman; a name of Durg; a cow.
H  BB  sarso [S. 3t],
'
s.f. A species of mustard
seed or plant, Sinapis dichotoma:—sarso -k lep, s.m. A
mustard-plaster.
S  BB T Bsaraswant, adj. See s.v. saras.
H BBsarasi, s.m. (dialec.)=siros, q.v.
S BB"saras, s.f. A lake, large pond, &c. (=saras, q.v.);
—name of a species of metre:—saras-ruha, s.m. lit.'Pondgrowing'; a lotus; water-lily.
H BB sarsa, s.f. (dialec.), corr. of sarasvat, q.v.
H BB sirsa, s.f. (dialec.)=sso, or shsham, q.v.
H ^ BB ·$sir-sng, adj. See s.v. sir.
P D B sirish, vulg. sarish, s.m.=saresh, q.v.
H D B 8sari (dialec.), adj. & postpn.=sarisand sadri,
qq.v.
S D B I3sa-rush, adj. Wrathful, angry, furious, erce.
H D B sirish, s.m.=siris, q.v.
P  E B sar-shr, adj. Over owing, brimful, full, high (as a
river, &c.); redundant; glutted; steeped, soaked (in, me ); intoxicated, drunk:—sar-shr karn, To ll to
over owing; to steep or soak (in, -me ); to intoxicate
(with, -k).
P  E Bsar-shr, s.f. Fulness; state of being glutted, or
soaked; intoxication.
S `E B 3sarshap,
'
vulg. sarkhap, s.m. Mustard or
mustard-seed (=sarso , q.v.).
P E B sirisht, vulg. sarisht[=S. .9; prob. fr. Zend arj, rt.
ar], s.f. Nature, temperament, constitution, disposition,
complexion;—natural shape, form, make;—intellect,
understanding.
P *E B sirishta [perf. part. of sirishtan, fr. arj, rt. Zend ar;
and=S. 9, rt. *] , part. Mixed; created, made.
P *E B sarishta, corr. sirishta, s.m. contrac. of *E B sarrishta, q.v.:—sarishta-dr= sar-rishta-dr, q.v.
S D B 9srisha,
vulg. srish,

 sarish, sirish(rt. *) , part.
(f. ), Created, produced, made;—put or sent away,

deserted, abandoned; attached, joined, connected
ornamented, adorned;—abundant, much, many.
H D B 9srish,
 vulg. sirish, s.f.=next, q.v.
S D B.9srishti,
s.f. Creating; creation, production,

invention; the creation, the world; nature; natural
disposition; natural state; natural property;—a liberal
gift:—srishiakr, s.m. lit.'The wheel of creation,' the

entire system of created things, the universe:—srishi
kart, s.m. Creator, maker, inventor.
P gE B sarshaf (=S. 3),
' s.m. Mustard seed, mustard
(=sarso ).
P (E B sirishk, vulg. sarashk[Prs rik; Pehl. rishk; Zend
raka, rt. ra ; cf. S. Y,], s.m. Tear, tear-drop.
A  OB saratn,
n. of s B 'to swallow,' &c.),
 vulg. sartn(inf.

s.m. A crab; the sign Cancer; a cancer, canker; a disease
in the pastern of a beast.
P mB surat (for A. ~mB, inf. n. of .B 'to be quick,' &c.),
s.f. Quickness, expedition, haste, speed, despatch;
rapidity, swiftness.
P *-mB surata (for A. ~-mB, acc. of surat), adv. Quickly,
expeditiously, rapidly, &c.
P pB sargana,
 adj. & s.m. Great, large; unequalled,
incomparable;—above-mentioned, aforesaid;—a great
personage, one unequalled; a chief.
A eB saraf (v.n. fr. eB 'to exceed,' iv of eB), s.m.
Extravagance, prodigality.
P d_B sar-farz, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
P _B surfa, s.m. A cough (syn. kh s).
P _B surfa (for A. ~_B surfat, v.n. fr. eB), s.m. A
caterpillar;—a white-ant; wood-worm; ship-worm.
P iB sariqa, vulg. sarqa(for A. ~iB sariqat, inf. n. of GB 'to
steal'), s.m. Stealing; theft, robbery larceny; plagiarism
(syn. or).
S B sarak, s.m. Going, moving;—a continuous line
of road (com. sa ak);—spirituous liquor;—drinking spirits;
distributing spirituous
liquor;—a drinking-vessel, a goblet;—a lake, pond, pool;—
heaven, sky.
H B sarak (fr. sarakn, q.v.), s.f. Moving, slipping;—
sarak, or sarak-ph s, s.f. A slip-knot, noose, snare.

S B srak, s.f.=sraj, q.v.
H  B sarik, adj. & postpn.=sarka, or sarkh, q.v.
H  B sirk, s.m.= B sirka, q.v.
P   B sarkr (for sar--kr), s.m. Chief, master, lord;
superintendent, supervisor, overseer, agent; landlord;—
(in Bengal) a bill-collector;—a respectful title (given to a
person absent or present), your Honour, your Worship,
his Honour, &c.;—s.f. Court (of a king); government,
ruling authority;—dignity, state, pomp;—estate, property;
(in Bengal) the subdivision of a  ba, a district
comprehending several parganas:—sarkr-darbr, s.m.
King's court; a judicial court, law-court:—sarkr-kampan,
s.f. The East India Company, the British-Indian
Government.
P   Bsarkr [sarkr+= S. ], adj. Of or belonging to the
government or to any superior authority, of the state,
government, state, ocial public (e.g. sarkr sm, 'a
government post, a public oce':—sarkr bg, 'a public
garden'); of or belonging to an estate, or establishment,
or rm, &c.;—your Lordship's, your Honour's, yours
(used in addressing a person of rank);—s.f.
Superintendence.
H  B !srikl,
 s.m.= X E rigl,
 q.v.
H   B sarkn (caus. of sarakn), v.t. To move,
shift, to move out of the way, to put on one side, to set
aside, to remove; to transfer (to, -ko), to pass or hand
(to):—sark-den, v.t. Intens. of and =sarkn.
H ` B sir-kap, sar-kap, adj. corr. of sir-khap, q.v.s.v.
sir.
H  B sarkar,

s.f.= E arkar, q.v.
H  B 7sarka , s.m.=sarka, q.v.
P Z B sar-kash, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H  B sarakn [sarak˚= Prk. =(), or =?(), fr.
S. +>;—cf. sa akn], v.n. To be moved, to be displaced;
to move, shift, slip, get out of place; to stir, budge, get
out of the way, remove; to inch, draw back, recede,
retire, give way, give place:—sarak-jn, v.n. (intens.), To
move away, to get out of place, to slip, &c. (=sarakn).
H  B ,Isurukn, v.t.= G K su ukn, q.v.

H < B efsarka [S. 8+ef+t], s.m. Reed or
stem of the Saccharum sara, or S. procerum; a reed-stalk
(used in making mats, screens, &c.).
H   B  sarakwn (doub. caus. of sarakn), v.t. To
cause to be moved away, to have or get (a thing)
removed, &c.
P  B sirka, s.m. Vinegar.
H & B ,T surkh [prob. S. 80!t; cf. M. , ], s.m. A
tall and tapering tree; a tall plant running up without a
due proportion of leaves.
H `& B Lsir-khap, L sar-khap, adj. See s.v. sir.
H  B"sirk, s.f. Reed-grass, the upper joint of
Saccharum procerum(see sarkan); a inat made of this
reed (used as a covering to keep o rain).
H  B,"surk, s.f.= G Ksu k, q.v.
H 'B $sarg,
'
$ sarag, ,$ surag [Prk. $5; S. T $t],
'
s.m. Heaven, Indra's paradise; the rmament, the sky:—
surag-bs, adj. & s.m. Dwelling in heaven, celestial;—a
dweller in heaven:—sarg-patl, s.m. A squint-eyed man
(lit.having one eye directed to the sky and the other to
ptlor the under-world); an ox, &c. having one horn
pointing upwards and the other downwards:—surag-gm,
adj. & s.m. Going to heaven;—one who is gone to
heaven:—sarg-lok, s.m.=sarg, q.v.
H 'B $srag, 1˚ s.f.=srakor sraj, q.v.;—2˚ (old H.) corr. of
svarg, q.v.
H X B $!srigl
 [S. 8$!t], s.m. A jackal (=siyr, q.v.).
P *X B sar-gashta, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
S 2 X B $/sari-gam, and H. $/ sargam, s.m. The

artless, plain, simple; easy;—s.m. A species of pine, Pinus
longifolia;—a kind of bird, Pavo bicalcarata:—saralnta-kara,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of an upright mind; of an honest heart;
—one who has an upright mind, &c.;—an upright mind;
an honest heart:—saral- itor saral-man, adj. Of an artless
or straightforward disposition, simple-minded:—saralsvabhv, adj. Honest-natured, simple, &c.
H B !saral [for sa al= Prk. ff5], adj. (dialec.)=sa ,
q.v.
S "B !saral, s.f. An ingenuous woman, &c. (see saral);
—a kind of convolvulus; a variety of the teorplant.
H "B !saral, sarl, adj.=saral, q.v.
S *!B !saralat, s.f. = S *!B !; saralatva,
s.m.Uprightness, rectitude, sincerity, honesty, candour,
ingenuousness, artlessness, simplicity.
S *!B !; saralatva, s.m. = S *!B ! saralat,
s.f.Uprightness, rectitude, sincerity, honesty, candour,
ingenuousness, artlessness, simplicity.
H 1 B /saram, / ' sarm [S. 8/?], s.m. (dialec.) Ridgepole (of a house).
H 1 B /sa
' m, / saram, s.m. corr. of 1 E sharm, q.v.
H 1 B /sram, / ' sarm [S. Y/t], s.m. Exertion, eort,
fatigue, toil, pains:—sram karn, To take pains, to labour.
H a B /ysarm, adj.= a E arm, q.v.
S a B /saram, s.f. Name of the bitch of Indra;—name
of the daughter of Daksh; and of the wife of Rvan's
brother.
P a B sarm (prob. contrac. of sard+mh), s.m. The cold
season, winter.
H a B ,/surm, s.m.=a B surma, q.v.

gamut; the descending scale; sol-fa-ing, solmization.
H <X B $,4sargu [S.  '+$,4t], s.m. All qualities;—adj.

P $ a Bsarm, adj. Of or relating to the cold season,

Possessing all qualities (an epithet of the Deity).
P E X Bsar-gosh, s.f. See s.v. sar, 'head.'

wintry;—s.f. Winter clothing.
H $ a B,/ surm, adj. Of surmaor collyrium; of the

S &X B Vsaragh, vulg. sargh, s.f. A bee.

colour of surma(=surma).
P ) a B sar-mya, s.m. Principal sum, capital, stock in trade;
fund, funds, assets, means, resources; materials (syn.
p nj).
A + a B sarmad, adj. Continuing incessantly or endlessly,
perpetual, endless, eternal, everlasting.

P < X B sargn (=S. $+
' ), s.m. Dung, excrement, cowdung.
S B !saral, adj. (f. -), Straight, direct; perpendicular;
tall; right, upright, honest, sincere, candid, ingenuous,

A + a Bsarmad, adj. Having neither beginning nor end,

H B ,suran, s.m. corr. of  B svar, q.v.

perpetual, eternal; divine.
P 0a B sar-mast, adj. See s.v. sar, 'head.'

H B sarn [S. 84], s.f.=saran, q.v.

P o a B sarmagzan
qq.v.), s.m. Brain (prob. sar+magz+zan,

racking work, labour, fatigue; trouble, vexation, worry,
perplexity.
A Ha B sarmag (for P. sarmak= sarma), s.m. Orach, Atriplex.
H &a B /,Lsarmukh, adv. corr. of sanmukh, q.v.
H + a B ./ Bsarmind, adj. corr. of sharmind, q.v.
H <a B /ef!sarmadal, s.m. A kind of musical
instrument.
P a B surma [fr. Zend rum, acc. of ru; cf. surb, 'lead'],
s.m. Lead-ore; antimony (reduced to powder); collyrium
(of antimony, or lead-ore or sulphuret of lead):—surmal da, adj. Stained or anointed with surma(the eyes or
eyelids:—surma-dn, s.m. or surma-dn, vulg. surme-dn,
s.f. A box or receptacle for surma:—surma ln= surma
lagn, q.v.:—surme-k qalam, s.f. A black-lead pencil:—
surma karn, v.t. To reduce to a state like that of surma, to
reduce to an impalpable powder:—surma-kash, s.m. One
who applies, or has applied, surmato the eyes (either his
own or another's); an instrument by which surmais
applied; enlightener of the eye or aider of sight;—a dark
night:—surma-kash, s.f. The act of applying surmato the
eyes):—surma-kashda, surma-gn, adj.=surma-l da, q.v.:—
surma lagn(-me ), To apply surma(to the eyes):—surma
hon, v.n. To be reduced to an impalpable powder.
P a Bsurma, adj. Of the colour of surma, greyish;—s.f. A
dark shade of grey.
H a B/sarmay, sarmai, adj. corr. of sarva-may, q.v.
H B 4and  saran [Prk. 4(; S. 84(], s.f. Shelter,
protection; refuge, place of refuge, asylum, sanctuary:—
sarangat(˚na+g˚), part. & s.m. Come for protection or
refuge;—one who comes for refuge, a refugee:—saran
n(-k), To come under the shelter or protection (of):—
saran gahn(-k), To seek the protection (of), take refuge
(in or with); to fall at the feet (of):—saran-me , adv.
Under the protection (of, -k, or mer, &c.).
H B saran [S. 4(], s.f. A blast (of wind).
H B ,suran (Braj), s.m. pl. (of sur, q.v.), Gods, deities.

S B 4sara, s.f. The plant Pœderia fetida.
H B sarn [Prk. 4(; S. 4"(, rt. ], v.n. To
move on or forward, to advance, proceed; to go on
smoothly, suitably, or harmoniously; to get on or along,
to pass (one's) days, to live; to be carried on, to be
nished, be performed, be accomplished; to come to an
end, to be expended, be exhausted, be consumed; to
issue;—v.t. To pass (as wind; e.g. bo sarn).
H B sirn, s.m. (dialec.)=sarhn, q.v.
P B surn [sur= S. T +nyor ne, q.v.], s.m. A kind of
pipe; a clarion; a hautboy;—(in the Panjb) an in ated
skin (or mashk) used in crossing a river.
P = Bsurn- , s.m. A piper; clarion- (or hautboy-)
player.
H 1 B /sarnm [S.  '+/; or P. sar+nm, q.v.], adj.
Having a famous name, famous, distinguished, wellknown, notorious;—sar-nm karn, v.t. To render famous
or notorious, to proclaim, publish, make public; to
distinguish, to magnify.
P a B sar-nma, s.m. See s.v. sar, 'head.'
H $ B sir-n,  sar-n, s.f. See s.v. sir.
P  Bsurny, surne, s.m.=surn, q.v.
P $ Bsurn, s.m.=surn , q.v.
P 1 8B saranjm, s.m. prop. 1 8B sar-anjm, q.v.
S B efsara, s.m. A bird; a lizard (cf. s );—a
rogue, cheat; a kind of ornament.
H B (!sri  kl, s.m. corr. of, 1˚ ri  khal; 2˚ ri  gr;—3˚
rigl.

H &B (L!sri  khal, s.m. = H 3&B (L! sri  khal,
s.f.See ri  khaland ri  khal.
H 3&B (L!sri  khal, s.f. = H &B (L! sri  khal,
s.m.See ri  khaland ri  khal.
H ^B ($sara g, s.m. corr. of sar-hang, q.v.
H ^B ,($su-ra g [S. ,r$t and ,(], adj. & s.m.
Bright-coloured; red-coloured, red; light bay or chestnut
(horse); bright, beautiful, showy, splendid;—a good

colour; bright colour; red colour; red sanders; vermilion;
an orange; a light bay or chestnut horse:—sura g-dhtu,
s.m. Red chalk.
H ^B ,($sura g [S. ,Ir$, ,r$], s.f. A hole dug
through a wall for the purpose of house-breaking; a
mine; an adit; a subterraneous passage; a tunnel; a
gallery:—sura g u n, To spring a mine:—sura g-ke tale
sura g lagn, To lay a mine under a mine, to undermine,
countermine:—sura g lagn, To lay a mine; to plot
(against).
H ^B ($sra g, s.f. (old H.) corr. of srakor sraj, q.v.;—2˚
corr. of asrij, q.v.
H ^B ($sri  g s.m.=ri  gand s g, qq.v.
S JB ,(r$su-ra g, s.f. A mine, &c. (see sura g);—a
kind of fragrant grass;—crystal.
H  JB ($sri  gr, s.m.=ri  gr, and singr, qq.v.
H JB($"sri  g, adj.=ri  g, q.v.
H JB,($"su-ra g, adj. Bright-coloured, &c. (=su-rang,
q.v.).
H JB,($"sura g = H JB ,($ sura giy [sura g, q.v.
+S. a.  (+t)], s.m. A miner; house-breaker,
burglar.
H JB ,($sura giy = H JB,($" sura g [sura g, q.v.
+S. a.  (+t)], s.m. A miner; house-breaker,
burglar.
S B.4sarai, 4" sara, s.f. Road, path, way; a
straight or continuous line:—the creeping plant Pœderia
fetida;—a disease of the throat.
S B e,sarayu, s.m. Air, wind; a cloud; water.
H  B esaraya, adj. & s.m.=araya, q.v.
A B sarv, vulg. saro(P. also sarv), s.m. The cypress,
Cupressus sempervirens:—sarv-andm, adj. Having a body
graceful as the cypress:—sarv-qad, or sarv-qmat, adj.
Cypress-like in stature, tall and graceful:—sarv--rawn, A
moving cypress; a sweetheart moving grace fully.
S B  'sarva, vulg. sarv, and sarb, adj. All; every; whole,
entire, complete, universal (see sab);—s.m. An epithet of
Vish u; and of iva:— sarvtm(˚va+t˚), s.m. The supreme

or all-pervading spirit;—all beings collectively:—
sarvdarmn, vulg. sarb-darm (˚va+d˚), adj. Respected or
honoured by all:—sarvdhi-kr(˚va+adh˚), s.m. General
superintendence or control:—sarvdhikr, s.m. Head or
general superintendent:—sarvrtham(˚va+ar˚), adv. For all,
on account of all:—sarvray(˚va+˚), adj. & s.m. Aording
shelter or protection to all;—universal protector, an
epithet of iva:—sarvng(˚va+an˚), s.m. The whole body
(from head to foot); all the a gasor ved gascollectively,
all the auxiliary branches of sacred science:—sarv g,
vulg. sarb-ang, adj. Possessing all the limbs or parts,
entire, complete, perfect, (in Bot.) polygamous:—sarvbhv, s.m. Whole being or nature, entire disposition; all
one's thoughts and purposes:—sarv-bhakshor sarv-bhaksh,
vulg. sarb-bha h, adj. & s.m. Eating all sorts of things, alldevouring, omnivorous;—an omnivorous animal; a goat:
—sarv-bh t, s.m. All beings, all created things; all the
elements;—sarv-bh t-may, adj. Containing all living
beings or existences, comprising all elementary matter;
—s.m. The supreme all-pervading spirit:—sarv-bh tvypak, s.m. An epithet of the supreme spirit considered
as pervading all existences:—sarv-pradhn, s.m. Chief of
all; an epithet of the Supreme Being:—sarv-p rakr, adv.
Of all kinds; in all ways:—sarv-priya, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Dear to all, universally beloved; loving all, generally
friendly;—a much-loved person; one who is universally
beloved;—a much-loving person:—sarv-pavitr, adj. Allholy:—sarv-p jit, adj. Worshipped by all, universally
worshipped; an epithet of iva:—sarv-p ra, s.f. Entire
fulness or completeness; complete preparation or
provision:—sarv-tejas, s.m. All splendour; all power,
omnipotence:—sarv-tejo-may, and sarv-tejmn, adj.
Consisting of all splendour, all-glorious; containing all
power, omnipotent:—sarv-jit, adj. All-conquering, allsubduing, irresistible; all-surpassing, excellent,
incomparable;—s.m. An epithet of the twenty-rst of
Jupiter's cycle of sixty years:—sarv-jagat, s.f.m. The whole
world, the universe:—sarva-jna, vulg. sarvagya, sarvag,
sarbag, adj. & s.m. All-wise, all-knowing, omniscient;—
epithet of iva; of a Jina or Buddha deied sage:—sarvujnn, vulg. sarb-gyn, adj. Omniscient, all-wise:—sarvajnat, vulg. sarvagyat, s.f. Omniscience:—sarv-dt, s.m.

Giver of all things; an epithet of the Supreme Being:—
sarv-daritva, s.m. or sarv-darit, s.f. Omniscience:—sarvdarak, and sarv-dar, adj. & s.m. All, seeing, omniscient;
—an epithet of the Supreme:—sarv-dukh-kshay, s.m.
Destruction of all pain, nal emancipation from separate
existence, beatitude:—sarv-daman, adj. & s.m. Allsubduing, all-taming, irresistible;—all-tamer,' an epithet
of Bharat (son of akuntal):— sarv-dhr, adj. & s.m. Allsustaining;—all-holder; epithet of iva;—s.f. Epithet of
the twenty-second year of Jupiter's cycle of sixty years:
—sarv-dhan, s.m. The total amount of (one's) wealth or
property; (in Arith.) sum total; sum of a series, sum total
of a progression:—sarv-deva-may, adj. Made up of all the
gods:—sarv-rtr, s.m. The whole night:—sarv-smarth, adj.
All-powerful, almighty, omnipotent:—sarv-smarthat, s.f.
All power, omnipotence:—sarv-smarth, adj. All-powerful,
omnipotent:—sarv-sidhi, s.f. Accomplishment of every
object, universal success;—s.m. The vilvaor beltree:—sarvsarv-nak, adj. Mutually destructive:—sarv-sukh, s.m. All
happiness, universal happiness; all pleasures:—sarv-sukhd, adj. & s.m. Bestowing all or perfect happiness; allhealing; one who bestows or is the source of all
happiness, &c.:—sarv-samat, s.f. Sameness or identity
with all things; equal regard for all, impartiality;
equanimity:—sarv-sa ay, adj. & s.m. Niggardly, miserly;
—a niggard, miser:—sarv-sa g, s.f. (?) A medley:—sarvsa gat, adj. (f. -), United with all; met with universally;—
sarv-sa gr, adj. All-uniting:—sarva-sva, vulg. sarbasu, sarbas,
s.m. The whole of a person's property or possessions,
one's all, everything; whole substance or essence (of
anything);—sarva-sva-dan, adj. & s.m. Fined to the
extent of one's all;—conscation of the whole of a
property;—sarva-sva-hara, s.m. Seizure or conscation of
the whole of one's property:—sarv-svm, s.m. Owner or
master of all; universal monarch; epithet of the
Supreme Being:—sarv-sah, adj. (f. -), All-enduring,
bearing the whole, bearing all things with rmness and
patience, very patient;—s.m. Bdellium:—sarv-aktimn,
adj. Almighty, all powerful, omnipotent:—sarv-kr, s.m.
Maker or doer of all things; the Creator:—sarv-kl, s.m.
and adv. All seasons, all times;—for all seasons; at all
times:—sarv-kln, adj. Of or belonging to all times or

seasons, perpetual:—sarvaga, vulg. sarvag, adj. & s.m.
Going everywhere; all-pervading, ubiquitous;
omnipresent;—spirit, soul; epithet of Brahm; and of
iva:—sarv-gat, adj. Going everywhere; universally
diused, all-pervading, omnipresent:—sarv-grs, s.m.
lit.'Swallowing all'; a total eclipse:—sarv-grs, adj. & s.m.
All-devouring, omnivorous, rapacious, voracious, greedy;
—a voracious or greedy person:—sarv-graha, vulg. sarbgahan, s.m. Total eclipse (of the sun or moon):—sarv-gu,
s.m. All qualities; every good quality;—adj. Possessing all
qualities (an epithet of the Deity):—sarv-gandh, s.m.
lit.'Having all perfumes'; a class of four aromatic
substances (viz.cloves, kakkol, olibanaum or gum
benjamin, and agallochum):—sarv-lok, s.m. All worlds, the
universe:—sarv-may, adj. Made or consisting of all, allcontaining, comprehensive, universal, general;—s.m. An
epithet of the Supreme Being:—sarv-n, s.m. Destruction
of all, complete ruin:—sarv-n, adj. All-destroying:—sarvnm, s.m. (in Gram.) A pronoun or pronominal adjective:
—sarvopari(˚va+up˚), adv. Over all:—sarvottum(˚va+ut˚), adj.
Best of all, most excellent;—an epithet of the Supreme
Being:—sarv-vid, and sarv-ved, adj. & s.m. All-knowing,
all-wise, omniscient;—all-knower, an epithet of the
Supreme Being:—sarvaushadhi, s.f.=sarvaushadhi-ga, q.v.:
—sarvaushadhi-ras(˚va+osh˚), s.m. The juice or infusion of a
number of plants (see the following) as used at a royal
inauguration:—sarvaushadhi-ga, s.m. A class of certain
medicinal herbs or drugs (viz. Mur, !amp Ja-m s,
turmeric, orris-root, benzoin, zedoary, Costus speciosus,
sandal, camphor, red sanders, Cyperus, &c.):—sarvvypitva, s.m. All-pervadingness, universality; the
embracing all the particular circumstances of a case:—
sarv-vypak, vulg. sarb-biypak, adj. All-pervading,
universal (in the Pantheistic sense);—an epithet of the
Supreme Being:—sarv-vypakat, s.f. and sarv-vypakatva,
s.m.=sarv-vypitva, q.v.:—sarv-vyp, adj.=sarv-vypak, q.v.:—
sarv-hr, s.m. Conscation of a whole property:—sarve(˚va
+˚), s.m. 'Lord of all,' the Supreme Being; a universal
monarch.
S B , sruva, vulg. sruv, s.m. (f. -), See surw.
S B  ysarv, adj. All, every, &c. (=sarv, q.v.).

H B  sarw, s.m. 1˚=saroor sar, q.v.;—2˚=sl, q.v.
H B  sarw, adj. Excelling.

elegance of form, beauty.
H ; B~"sa-r p [sa-r p+S. t (+)], adj.=sa-r p, q.v.

H B ,I suruw, ,I suru, ,  surw, s.m. corr. of

H ; B~"sar p [S. T ~"], adj. Having one's own form

shorb, q.v.
H B , surw [S. k, +t], s.m. A ladle in the form of a

or appearance or character; in its own or natural shape,
as it really appears; identical.
H ; B,~"su-r p, ~" sa-r p [su-r p+S. t], adj.=su-

hand used to pour ghor claried butter on the sacricial
re, a sacricial ladle.
S B , sruv, s.f. A sacricial ladle (=sruv, or surw);—
the M rvplant; the tree Boswellia thurifera; the plants
Sansviera Zeylanica; Aletris hyacinthoidesand Dracona nervosa.
A B sarwl, sirwl, s.m. The arabicized form of shalwr,
q.v. (pl. sarwl).
P !B surwla, s.m. A bur, a prickly adhesive grass,
Andropogon muricatum(commonly called 'love' in India).
H !B, !"surwl,  !" sirwl, s.f. Name of a
small black shining seed (used in medicine).
H B  [or  ª sarw , s.m.=sarw, q.v.
S ^B  ª$sarv g. For this and other words beginning
with sarvwhich are not found below, see s.v. sarva.
H  B 5 sarobar, s.m.=sarovar, q.v.s.v. saro.
S ]B ~sa-r p, adj. (f. -), Possessing form or
appearance, having shape, shaped, formed; of the same
shape or appearance, like, similar, resembling:—sa-r p
bann, sa-r p karnor sa-r p ln(-ke), To assume the
form or appearance (of), to personate.
H ]B ~sar p [S. T ~(], s.m. Own form or shape,
natural form, natural appearance; form, shape, gure;
identity; a spectacle; natural state or condition; essential
property; nature; character; species.
S ]B ,~su-r p, and H. ~ sa-r p, adj. (f. -), Wellformed, symmetrical, handsome, beautiful, elegant;—
s.m. A handsome or elegant form, ne gure, beautiful
face:—su-r p-vn, su-r p-vator vant, adj. (f. -vat), Having a
handsome form, well-shaped, &c. (=su-r p, q.v.):—su-r pvat, s.f. A beautiful woman.
S *; B ~sa-r pat, s.f. Identity of form, likeness,
resemblance.
S *; B ,~su-r pat, s.f. Comeliness, handsomeness,

r p, q.v.
S AB 5srota, vulg. srot, s.m. See srotas, and sot.
H AB 5srota, srot, s.m.=AE rota, q.v.
H YB 5sarot, M saraut, s.m. A kind of scissors
for cutting betel nut; nut-cracker.
H YB 5srot, 5 sarot [S. Y5], s.m. One who
hears, hearer.
H YB 5srot, s.m.=srotas, and sot, qq.v.
S A LYB 5;sirotpt, s.m. See s.v. sir.
S YB  Psarvatra,
'
vulg. sarvatr, adv. In all places,
everywhere; in all cases, in every case, at all times,
always.
H YB 5Psarotr, s.m.=sarot, q.v.
H YB5P"srotr [S. Y5Pt], s.m. A Brhman versed in
the study of the Vedas.
S IYB  'sarvatas, adv. From every quarter, from
every side; in every direction; on all sides, every way;
everywhere; wholly, entirely:—sarvato-bhv, s.m.
Entireness, completeness, universality:—sarvato-bhar,
adj. Good on all sides, everywhere auspicious;—s.m. A
temple or place of a square form with an entrance
facing each point of the compass;—a particular form of
military array;—a peculiar mystical square diagram;—a
kind of verse so contrived as to express the same
meaning whether read forwards or backwards; a kind of
charade;—the nmtree.
S IYB 5srotas, = S YB 5t srotah,s.m.
Flow or
+
course of water, current; a rapid stream, a river, a
torrent; a wave; a spring (cf. sot; sot).
S YB 5tsrotah, += S IYB 5 srotas,s.m. Flow or
course of water, current; a rapid stream, a river, a
torrent; a wave; a spring (cf. sot; sot).

S &YB  'Rsarvath, adv. In all ways; in every respect, in

S BB  'T sarvasva, s.m. See s.v. sarv.

every manner; by all means, by any means; at all times,
at every time; altogether, entirely, wholly, completely;
for the most part, mostly; exceedingly; assuredly,
certainly:—sarvath—samarth, adj. All-powerful, almighty,
omnipotent.
S 5B 5*saroj (i.e. saras+ja), s.m. lit.'Lake-born,' the

S  BB  'Tsarvasya, adj. (gen. sing. of  '), Of all.

lotus; water-lily.
S <WB  'sarva-jna, adj. See s.v. sarva.
S WB5*"saroj, s.m. See s.v. saras.
P B sarod, prop. surod[v.n. fr. surodan; rt. Zend ru= S. Y,],
s.m. Singing, chanting; song, modulation, melody;—a
kind of guitar (with catgut strings); a lyre.
S B  sarvad,
'
adv. At all times, always, constantly,
ever.
P Bsarod (sarod, q.v.+= S. ), s.m. A singer, chanter.
P B sar-war (sar+war, qq.v.), s.m. Chief, head, leader,
principal, lord, master;—name of a Moammadan saint;
—(in India also), adj. & s.m. Equal;—an equal, a rival:—
sarwar--kint, s.m, lit.'Chief of created beings,' an
epithet of Moammad.
H B  sarwar, s.m. contrac. of sarowar, q.v.
A B sur r, vulg. sar r(inf. n. of CB 'to gladden,' &c.), s.m.
'Making glad'; pleasure, delight, joy, cheerfulness;
exhilaration (caused by wine, &c.):—sar r jamn, sar r
gahn, sar r hon, v.n. To be exhilarated, to be ushed
(with wine).
S ?B 5I6saro-ruh, s.m. See s.v. saras.
H B "sarwar,   sarwari [S. 8 '"], s.f. Night,
evening; turmeric; a woman.
P Bsar-war [sar-war, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Chiefship, empire, sovereignty, rule, sway; preexcellence; (in India, also,) equality, rivalry, &c.
(=barbar).
H KB  sarwas, = H BB  , sarwasu,s.m.=sarva-sva,

S D B 53sa-rosh, adj. (f. -), Full of anger, angry.
wrathful.
P D B surosh, vulg. sarosh[Prs ros; Pehl. rosh; Zend
raosha, fr. rush, rt. ru= S. Y,], s.m. A voice from heaven;
—an angel; the angel Gabriel;—the seventeenth day of
every solar month.
P   B sarokr (sar-o-kr), s.m. Aair, concern, business;
intercourse; interest:—sarokr rakhn(-se), To have to do
(with), to be concerned (in).
S 'B 5$sa-rog, adj. (f. -), Aicted with disease, sick,
diseased.
S 'B  '$sarvaga, vulg. sarvag, adj. See s.v. sarva.
H "B 5!sarol [prob. S.  '+ol= Prk. ! =S. !+t],
s.m. A kind of sweetmeat ( our, sugar, gh, poppy-seed,
dates, and almonds, made into a paste, formed into little
pieces between the ngers, and boiled in milk).
S 1 B  '/sarvam, adj. All, every, &c. (=sarvaor sarvq.v.).
H <a B 5/.4siro-mai, 5/ siroman [S. .85/.4t],
s.m. A gem worn in a crest, or on the top of the head;—
the gem, choice, or best (of).
S a B '/sarv-may, adj. See s.v. sarvaor sarv.
H B  saro , s.m. corr. of sarvor saro, q.v.
H B  srawan,   sarwan [S.  4(], s.m. The act of
hearing; the organ of hearing, the ear;—the twentythird mansion of the moon (formed of the three
principal stars in Aquila):—sravan-magu(magu= Prk. maggu=
S. mrgam), s.m. Ear-hole.
S 1 B  '/sarv-nm, s.m. See s.v. sarvaor sarv.
H 6B g*sarau j, s.f. A kind of seed.
H  B  gsrawnau [sraw˚=S.  (), rt. ,], v.n. (Braj),
To ow, stream, trickle, drop, dribble, leak, ooze.
H  B  gsrawnau , v.t. (Braj)=sunn, q.v.
S B 5 sarovar (+ ), s.m. See s.v. saras.

q.v.
H BB  ,sarwasu, = H KB   sarwas,s.m.=sarva-sva,

S + E B Ð3sarvaushadhi, s.f. See s.v. sarva.

q.v.

H B 56"saroh, s.f. A kind of scimitar, a two-edged

sword (said to be so called from sarohor saro, the place
where it is made).
H )B  hsarwaiy [sr(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
++t], s.m. Mender, repairer, &c. (see srn).
H 4)B  h6 sirwaihiy (fr. sir), s.m. Head-man,
overseer.
H  B 6sirhn [S. .8+TR+t], s.m. Headplace, head-part, head (of a bedstead, or tomb, &c.); a
pillow:—sirhne, adv. At the head of (a bed, &c.).
H 6B 6*sarhaj [S. !+*?], s.f. (dialec.), Wife's
brother's wife (cf. s h ).
H + B surhid, adj. corr. of su-hrid,
 q.v.
H B,6"surahr (see surh), s.f. Reed-grass, a reed.
H  X ?B sura-go, s.m. See sur-go.
H B 6sarhan, 6
' sarhn, 6 sirhan, s.m.
Scale of a sh.
P ^B sar-hang [sar, q.v.+ha g, rt. Zend ha = S. ], s.m.
General, commander, captain, chief; overseer; mate (of
a ship); a boatswain (vulg.'serang'); a sergeant; a footsoldier; myrmidon;—adj. Disobedient, refractory,
rebellious; violent; strong.
P JBsar-hang, s.f. Disobedience, rebellion, violence.
H B,6"surah, surh[Prk. ,6 ; S. ,.#t], s.f. A kind of
grass growing on neglected or uncultivated lands.
S Bsari, " sar, s.f. Cascade, waterfall; watercourse, channel for water (in a garden, &c.), a river;—
sari-tr, s.m. Bank or margin of a river.
H B"sar [S. 8+], s.f. A reed (of which arrows are
made); shaft (of an arrow);—wire (of gold, &c. (=sariy,
q.v.).
P Bsar [sar, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Chiefship;—adj.

H B"sr, " sir,  siri [Prk. ", ; S. Y"], s.f.
Prosperity, happiness, success; improvement; beauty; a
name of Lakshm as goddess of prosperity, &c.; an
honoric or respectful prex to the names of deities and
eminent persons, and an auspicious prex at the
beginning of manuscripts, letters, documents, &c. (see
r):—sr karn, To commence in the name of Lakshm, to
make a beginning (syn. bismillh karn);—to ax (one's)
signature (to), to witness (a bond, &c.):—sr-gaeaynamah, +Salutation (or reverence, or glory) to the divine
Gane (syn. bismillhi-ramani-ram), an invocation to
Gane:—sr-mahrj, Your majesty:—sr-wast, s.m. Name
of a tribe of Kyasths:—sr-hat, adj. (f. -), Whose
prosperity is destroyed; whose beauty or splendour has
disappeared. (For other compounds, see s.v. r.)
S B,"sur, s.f. Spirituous liquor, &c. (=sur, q.v.).
H )B sariy [S. 8+], s.f. (m.?) A reed (used in
making silver or gold lace, &c.), a piece of reed; a narrow
shred or slip o a bamboo; wire (of gold, &c.); a chain of
twisted (gold or silver) wire; an ingot of gold; a thin iron
rod (used in making bars or fences, &c.).
H )B sariy, s.f. dim. of sr= s , q.v.
H )B siriy, suriy(see next), s.m. The province of Syria.
P  )B siryn or suryn(for suryn), adj. Syrian.
P  )Bsuryn, adj. Syriac;—s.f. The Syriac language.
P L)B sare-p, = H  L)B sare-po,s.m.=sar-o-p, q.v.s.v. sar.
H  L)B sare-po, = P L)B sare-p,s.m.=sar-o-p, q.v.s.v. sar.
H )B ,"su-rti, ," su-rt, s.f. Good course of
conduct, good demeanour, good behaviour, good
practice.
H )B ,hsurait = H <*)B ,h suraitin [prob. [S. ,+t],
s.f. Paramour, mistress, concubine (syn. rakhn).
H <*)B ,hsuraitin = H )B ,h surait [prob. [S. ,+t],

Good.
P Bsare, adv. lit.'A head'; a, per(e.g. sare goz kai rupai,
'how much a, or per, yard?');—to begin with, in the rst
place.
H B"sir,  siri [Prk. ; S. .8t], s.f. The head

the good (grain, &c.).
H 8)B ,*5sarejo, * sarejaw [S. 8et or Yt], s.m.

(esp. when severed from the trunk).
H B"sir, u sirr,  siri, adj.=si or si , q.v.

Shelter, protection, patronage (see sara).
A )B sarr, (v.n. fr. CB 'to rejoice,' &c.), s.m. A couch-

s.f. Paramour, mistress, concubine (syn. rakhn).
H *)B ,suretn (prob. su+retn, q.v.), v.t. To pick out

frame, bedstead, cot, a raised couch; a throne.
H )B "sarr, s.m. Body, &c. (=)E arr, q.v.):—sarr
dhran karn, To assume bodily form, to become
embodied, to be incarnate:—sarr-k o, s.f. Bodily hurt.
H )B "sarr [prob. fr. S. ], s.m. Grating, scratching
(as of a pen, or of a door on rusty hinges;—cf. sarsar).
H )B""sarr, adj. Corporeal (=arr, q.v.).
H )B,h"surair, s.f.=sursur, q.v.
H )B,h"surair [prob. S. 8,+p+].

are'; tum-sarkhe m rkho -ko paka ne-ke liye, 'for the
purpose of catching fools like you'; us-sarkhe-ko mat mno,
'don't heed the like of him,' 'don't heed a fellow like
that').
H &)B Lsarekh, dialec. variety of sarkh, q.v.
S &)B Lsa-rekh (see rekh), adj. Deceitful, cunning,
sly.
H &)B Lsarekh [S. p3], s.f. The ninth Nakshatra
or lunar mansion (consisting of ve stars near the
southern claw of Cancer).
H 3)B ,"!surl [S. T +!+t], adj. (f. -), Musical,

s.f. Whitewashing; whitewash, plaster:—surair phern(par), To pass whitewash (over); to wash or wipe out, to
eace, obliterate, to forget to pay (debts).
H I)B sares,  sires [Prk. p5; S. p3t, rt.

melodious; harmonious.
H  @ )B "/sr-mn, = H @ )B "/B sr-mant,adj. See

.!3], s.m.=P. siresh, q.v.

s.v. E r.

H 0)B ,sures, s.m. (dialec.)=sure, q.v.s.v. suraor sur.
H Z)B "3sirsh, s.m.=siris, q.v.
P Z)B sirsh, vulg. siresh, saresh(see sares), s.m. Glue;
starch.
H Z)B <csreshh [S. Y<ct, q.v], adj. Best, most excellent,
pre-eminent.
H e M)B sir-f, s.f. (?) A kind of muslin.
A b )B sar (v.n. fr. .B 'to be quick,' &c.), adj. Quick,
expeditious, swift; nimble; ready:—sarul-ijbat, adj.
Quick in answering, ready with an answer:—saruttsror
 sarul-asar, adj. Quick in taking eect,
penetrating, active (a medicine):—sarul-arakat, adj.
Quick or brisk in movement or action, quick, swift, eet,
rapid:—sarul-isb, adj. Quick or ready in reckoning
(God):—saruz-zawl, adj. Soon passing away, quickly
perishing, transient, fading, frail:—sarul-ham, adj.
Quickly digested, easy of digestion.
H h )B "vsarf, s.m. corr. of sharfa, q.v.
H )B "sark,  sarek, adj. &c. = next, q.v.
H &)B "Lsarkh [Prk. K+5; S. dt; cf. also S.
(; Prk. =L(], s.m. Similitude; pattern;—adj. (f. -),
& postpn. (governing the formative, or the genitive),
Like, resembling, after the pattern or type (of), such as,
as, so (e.g. ham-sarkh abal, 'such weak women as we

H @ )B "/Bsr-mant, = H  @ )B "/ sr-mn,adj. See
s.v. E r.
H <)B sarena, saren[S. 84, inst. sing. of 8], With an
arrow.
P <)B surn [Zend raon, rt. ru= S. ,], s.f. The buttocks,
hips, thighs.
H )Bk<4"or k<" sren, s.f.=)E re, q.v.
H )B ,sarayu, vulg. saryu, s.m. Name of a river (see
sarj ).
H )B  sareo, s.m.=sarejo, q.v.
H  )B <tsreyah, s.m.= )E reyah, q.v.
H K 7si [prob. S. .8t; Prk. ], s.f. Madness,
insanity; raving, drivelling talk:—si -billor si -bilill, adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Mad, crazy;—a madman, a crazy person:—
si h n, or si lagn(-ko), To go o one's head, to
become mad, to rave.
H  K 7si , adj. & s.m. (f. -), Mad, insane, crazy;—a
madman.
H  K 7sa  [perf. part. of sa n, q.v.;—and=Prk. f ,
f ; S. 8+t], adj. (f. -), Decayed, decomposed,
putrid, rotten, musty, fetid, stinking.
H  5 K 77sa --sa [S.  redupl.; cf. sarsar], s.f. The
whiz of an arrow, &c. in its ight;—adv. With a whiz, &c.;
—swiftly, rapidly.

H  K 7sa n (caus. of sa n), v.t. To cause to rot, to
reduce to a state of putrefaction; to cause to ferment,
&c.; to steep
H > K 7[sa  d, = H  > K 7[ sa  dh,s.f.=sa hand,
q.v.
H  > K 7[sa  dh, = H > K 7[ sa  d,s.f.=sa hand,
q.v.
H "  K 76&sa ha [sa , q.v.+ha= wa= Prk.  "=S.
. \t], s.f. Decay, decomposition, putrefaction,
rottenness, mustiness.
H >  K 76(sa hand, 76  sa hind [sa , q.v.+Prk.
("=S. $.Bt], s.f. Rottenness, putrefaction; putrid or
fetid smell, fetor, stench:—sa hand(or sa nd) mrn, To
give forth a putrid or fetid odour, to smell oensive, to
stink.
H A K ,7su ap, su p, ,f su up, 7 sa ap [prob. fr. S.
; or onomat.], s.f. Sipping, sucking up (broth, &c.); the
noise or sound made in sipping or sucking.
H ? K 7Qsa app, s.m. = su ap:—sa app lagnor sa app
mrn, To suck up (=su apn).
H ? K 7si pan = H  ? K 7 si pan [si +pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. = si , q.v.
H  ? K 7si pan = H ? K 7 si pan [si +pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. = si , q.v.
H  ? K ,7su apn, ,f surupn, 7 sa apn
[prob. S. 4"(
'
, rt. ], v.t. and n. To sip, suck, lick; to
gulp, swallow (with a noise):—su ap-jn(-ko), To suck up;
to gulp down.
H K K ,77,77su a -su a , s.f. (colloq.) A constant or
repeated hissing, or whizzing, or rustling, &c.;—adv.
With a hissing or rustling noise:—su a -su a karn, v.n. To
make a hissing or rustling noise.
H 0 K 7sa ak [S. t; or fr. sa akn, qq.v.], s.f. A
continuous line of road, road, high-road, highway (see
sarakand sarakn):—sa ak--han, s.f. Rail-road, railway
(syn. lohe-k sa akor rel-k sa ak):—sa ak bann, To make a
road; to repair a road:—sa ak-ph s, s.f.=sarak-ph s, q.v.:
—sa ak knor sa ak nikln, To cut out a line of road, to

break ground for a road, to lay out a road, to make a
road:—pakk sa ak, s.f. A macadamized or metalled road:—
han sa ak, s.f. A road which is kept watered:—ka  sa ak,
s.f. A road which is not macadamized, or not beaten
down and hardened.
H G K 7=sa akk, s.m. A slight shower.
H  G K 7sa akn, v.n. = saakn, and sarakn, qq.v.
H  G K ,7su akn, ,f su ukn, v.n. To gulp (at);—
to sni, snie;—v.t. To gulp;—to draw (a sword) from
the scabbard.
H G K,7"su k, ,7=" su akk [su ak(n) + Prk.
 =S. +++], s.f. The act of letting a line
or string run out, the sudden slackening of the string of
a paper kite.
H J K 7/sa am, s.m. (dialec.) Tow from the Crotalaria
juncea(syn. san).
H . K 7sa an (i.q. sa n, q.v.), s.f. Decay, decomposition,
putrefaction, rot, rottenness; (in surgery) a gangrene.
H . K 7si an [si or si , q.v.+S. "], s.f. A mad or crazy
woman.
H  K 7sa n [Prk. f4(=S. 8"(, rt. 8], v.n. To
decay, decompose, become rotten or putrid, to rot,
putrefy, to gangrene; to ferment.
H  K ,7su n [fr. S. ; cf. sursurand sursur], v.n. To
shiver (with cold, &c.).
H  K7"si , §" si  [si , q.v. + S. a. t (+t)], adj.
& s.m. Mad, insane, crazy;—a madman (=si ).
H  K7"sir, s.f. corr. of s h, q.v.
H (7 K 7!sariyal = H ;:7 K 7"! sa l (f. -)= H () 7 K
7¦! sa iyel [Prk. f!5 and f! ; S. 8
+!t and ! +t], adj.=sa , q.v.
H ;:7 K 7"!sa l (f. -) = H (7 K 7! sariyal = H () 7 K
7¦! sa iyel [Prk. f!5 and f! ; S. 8
+!t and ! +t], adj.=sa , q.v.
H () 7 K 7¦!sa iyel = H (7 K 7! sariyal = H ;:7 K 7"!
sa l (f. -)[Prk. f!5 and f! ; S. 8+!t
and ! +t], adj.=sa , q.v.

P oB saz [rt. Zend a ; cf. Pehl. ajak], s.f. (orig.) 'Worthy,

P 0B ,Tsust (=S. ,TR; see su-stha), adj. Indisposed,

deserving'; correction, chastisement, nunishment;
penalty, retribution:—saz pn, To receive punishment,
to be punished:—saz den(-ko) or saz karn(-k), To in ict
punishment (on), to punish, chastise; to avenge:—sazyb, adj. Liable to punishment, punishable:—saz-yfta,
adj. & s.m. Who, or one who, has been punished; an old
oender.
P oB saz-wr (saz+wr, qq.v.), adj. Worthy, deserving,

heavy, languid; feeble, weak; dejected, downcast;
unbraced, relaxed, lax, slack, loose; sluggish, inactive,
slow, dull, depressed (as a market, &c.); indolent,
slothful, idle, lazy, dilatory, tardy, negligent, remiss:—
sust-tiqd, adj. Slow to believe, lax in condence,
incredulous, sceptical; ckle:—sust-paimn, adj. Slow or
backward in fullling an engagement; ckle:—sust karn,
v.t. To relax; to diminish the motion or speed of; to
throw cold water on, to discourage.
H *0B Tsast [S. T+t, rt. ( or T TR+t], adj. (f. -

meritorious; becoming, t, suitable, congruous,
applicable, proper, excellent.
P oBsaz-wr, s.f. Worthiness, desert, merit,
excellence; justness; tness, suitableness, applicability.
P oB saz-war, adj.=sazwr, q.v.
T oB sazwal, s.m. Collector of revenue or rent, taxgatherer, land-steward, baili; superintendent,
supervisor, overseer.
T P !oBsazwal, adj. Relating to a sazwal;—s.f. The
business of a sazwal.
H IB sas, s.m.=aa, sas, and sasi, qq.v.
H IB sis [Prk. "5; S. .8lt], s.m. Scholar, pupil,
disciple.
H IB sis, and , sisu [S. .88,t ], s.m. Child, infant;
boy, lad; the young of any animal.
H IB sis, s.m. corr. of ss, q.v.
H 0B sas, (dialec.) T sass, and ,T suss [Prk.
 ; S. t], s.m. Hare; rabbit.
H  0B ,susr [prob. S. 0t+t], s.m. Cook, dresser
and seller of provisions.
S  0B ,su-sr, s.m. Substance, property, competence;
convenience, accommodation;—a kind of jewel or
crystal.
H & 0B,L"su-skh [S. ,+d"], s.m. A good or
favourable witness.
S 0 0B,6"su-shas, adj. Brave, courageous, valiant.
H L0B ,sisup [S. À88], s.f. The sisu tree, Dalbergia
sisu(=sso);—the custard-apple tree.
S ZL0B ,T9su-spash, adj. Very distinct, very clear,
easy, intelligible.

), Easily procured, cheap, low-priced.
H *0B ,Tsust, adj. 1˚=sust, q.v.;—2˚=sast, q.v.
H  *0B ,Tsustn, T or  sastn [sust˚or
sast˚= S. T TR+= w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus. augment)],
v.n. To take repose, to rest, lie down; to stop.
H $ *0BT sast [sast, q.v.+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Cheapness.
H *0B ,Tsustar, s.m. (?) (dialec.) A string for making
images move or dance.
S &*0B ,TRsu-stha, vulg. susth, adj. In good condition or
circumstances, well o, happy; well, healthy, in health;
in comfort, or ease.
S &*0B ,.TRsu-sthit, part. Being well or in good
condition; living well; in good health; safe.
S *&*0B ,TRsusthat, s.f. Healthiness, health; good
condition, welfare, happiness, ease, comfort.
S &*0B ,.TRsu-sthir, adj. Firm, steady, immovable, very
still; stable, resolute, calm; cool; placid.
S Y&*0B ,.TRsu-sthirat, s.f. = S Y&*0B ,.TR; susthiratva, s.m.Firmness, steadiness, resoluteness,
calmness.
S Y&*0B ,.TR; su-sthiratva, s.m. = S Y&*0B ,.TR susthirat, s.f.Firmness, steadiness, resoluteness, calmness.
P *0B,T"sust [sust, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Heaviness,
languor, dulness, inactivity, depression (of a market,
&c.), relaxation, feebleness; inaction, sluggishness,
indolence, idleness, laziness, slowness, tardiness,
dilatoriness, negligence, remissness:—sust to n, To

shake o (one's) indolence, to become alert or active; to
stretch oneself:—sust karnor sust ln, To be slothful or
idle, to idle; to be dilatory, to delay.
H (&:0B ,K+su-si hak, s.m.=su-ikshak, q.v.
H 0B sisir [S. .8.8(; Prk. (], adj. & s.m. Cool,
cold, chilly, frigid, freezing;—coolness, cold, hoar-frost,
dew; the cold season:—sisir-kl, s.m. The cold season,
winter (comprising two months, from about the middle
of January to that of March).
H 0B ,susar, , sasur = H 0B , susr.[Prk. ,5;
S. :8,t], s.m. Father-in-law (either husband's or wife's
father); a term of abuse pest, wretch, devil, &c.
H 0B ,susr. = H 0B , susar, , sasur [Prk. ,5;
S. :8,t], s.m. Father-in-law (either husband's or wife's
father); a term of abuse pest, wretch, devil, &c.
H 0B ,susrar, , sasurr, s.f. = next, q.v.
H 0B ,!susrl [S. :8,+!t], s.f. Father-in-law's
house or family. (The term is sometimes applied
ironically to a gaol or prison, just as, in English, the
pawnbroker's shop is called 'the mansion of mine uncle';
it is also used occasionally in the sense of 'no one knows
where,' e.g. wh susrl-ko gay, 'he has gone nobody
knows where,' 'he has made himself scarce'):—susrl-k
rishta, s.m. A marriage connexion:—susrl-k kutt, s.m. A
son-in-law who sponges on his father-in-law.
H !0B ,.!susriiy [susrl, q.v. + S. a. t (

H  0B,"suskr [sus+ S. "], s.f. Hissing,
sibilating; hissing or urging on (a dog).
H  0B"siskr [S. 8"8, onomat.+"], s.f.
Sobbing; sob (=sisk); drawing in the breath with a hissing
sound;—hissing or urging on (a dog=suskr):—siskr
bharn, v.n. To sob; to suck in the breath with a hissing
sound.
H 0B ,dsu-siksh, s.f.=su-iksh, q.v.
H 0B sisakn [sisak˚= Prk. T=?(), fr. S. 8"8
+>], v.n. To sob; to sigh; to gasp, to draw the breath
convulsively; to throb or quiver (through fear).
H 0B"sisk [sisak+ Prk. =S. ], s.f. Sobbing;
sob; sigh; gasp:—sisk(or siskiy ) bharnor len, To sob; to
gasp, to breathe convulsively.
H 2 0B ,,/ susum, adj. Lukewarm, tepid.
H  = @ 0B ,/su-sam r, s.m. 'Good news,' an
epithet of the Gospel.
H &8@ 0B , /Dsu-samajh, s.f. Good understanding or
intellect, excellent judgment.
S @ 0B,/su-samay, s.m. Good time, good season,
period of prosperity, season of plenty.
H <0B ´sisna, sisn[S. .8t], s.m. Membrum virile,
penis.
S  *0B ,Bsu-santn, s.m. Good race or lineage, good

+t)], adj. Of or belonging to the father-in-law's family.

family.
S Z)+ 0B ,Bb8su-sande, s.m. Good news, glad tidings.

H 0B sasarn [prob. fr. S.  or , by redupl.], v.n.

H 0B(8sa-sa ay, adj. (f. -), Doubtful, uncertain.

To move.
H 0B ,sisurn, v.n. = bisurn, and sisakn, qq.v.
H 0B,"susr [susur+i= Prk. =S. ], s.f. Mother-inlaw;—a term of abuse.
H (0B sasak, s.m.=sas, q.v.
H (0B sisak (fr. sisakn, q.v.), s.f. Sobbing; a sob
(=sisk).
H  0B ,suskrn [sus, onomat. + S. ], v.n. To
hiss (as a snake), to sibilate;—v.t. To urge (a dog) to the
chase, to hiss (a dog) on.

H (0B (sa-sa k, adj.=sa-a k, q.v.
S ^0B ,($su-sa g, s.m. = S J0B ,($ su-sangati,
s.f.Good company; the association or companionship of
the good.
S J0B ,($su-sangati, s.f. = S ^0B ,($ su-sa g,
s.m.Good company; the association or companionship of
the good.
S J0B ,($su-sa git, part. adj. (f. -), Well united,
auspiciously associated, well connected.
H J0B,($"su-sa g, s.m. Suitable companion or

associate (whether for good or for evil).
H 0B ,sisu, s.m. Child, &c. (=sis, q.v.).
H 0B ,sisu, s.m.=ssoand sisup, qq.v.
S  0B ,T su-svd, s.m. Pleasant taste, delicious
avour;—adj. Well-tasted, delicious (=su-svdu).
S A 0B ,T su-svdit, part. adj. Rendered pleasing to
the taste, well- avoured.
S  0B ,T Csu-svdu, adj. Very pleasant to the taste,
very sweet, delicious.
S  & 0B ,T # su-svabhv, s.m. Good disposition,
goodness of nature;—adj. Of a good disposition, goodnatured, well-disposed.
H  & 0B ,T # su-svabhvan, adj. (f. -) = su-svabhv,
q.v.
H 0B"sas,  sasi (dialec.)  sisi [Prk. ", ; S.

H  0B Tsasya [S. 8Tt], s.m. Fruit, produce (of a plant
or tree); corn, grain, crop, harvest.
S " B 8!sa-l, s.m. (f. -and -in), Fellow-student,
school-fellow.
S LB ,3Q, su-shupt, part. (f. -), Fast asleep, sound
asleep.
S *LB,3., Qsu-shupti, s.f. Deep sleep, profound repose;
entire insensibility, unconsciousness.
H (&:B ,.8K+su-i hak, s.m.=su-ikshak, q.v.
H ZB 9sish, 1˚ s.f. (dialec.)=srishi,
q.v.;—2˚ part.

adj.=srisha,
q.v.;—3˚ adj.=reshh, q.v.

H ZB 9sisha, sish, part. adj.=isha, q.v.
H B 8,saur, s.m.=susar, q.v.
S )B ,Ysu-rvy, adj. Distinctly audible; pleasing to

88"], s.m. lit.'Hare-marked,' epithet of the moon;—the

the ear.
S B ,.8dsu-iksh, vulg. su-siksh, s.f. Good teaching

sky, the heavens:—sasi(dialec.)=rewat, q.v.
H 0B sisa, s.f. (dialec.)=sso, q.v.

or instruction, good or sound doctrine.
S (B ,.8dsu-ikshak, vulg. su-sikshak, s.m. A good

H +  0B [isiy d, sisy d, sisi d, = H + $ 0B
B sisiyind,  B sisiynd,[sisy˚= sas, fem.
of sas. q.v.+S. $.Bt], s.f. A shy smell, a disagreeable
odour.
H + $ 0B Bsisiyind,  B sisiynd, = H +  0B
[ isiy d, sisy d, sisi d,[sisy˚= sas, fem. of sas.
q.v.+S. $.Bt], s.f. A shy smell, a disagreeable odour.
H * 0B ,"!su-stal, adj.=su-tal, q.v.
H R0B,h&"susaiya, ,&" susaya, &" sasaya
(corr. fr. the English), s.f. A society.
H  0B sasiyar,  sasyar [prob. S. 88"+( or !t],
s.m. The moon.
H  0B ,"!su-sl, adj.= B su-l, q.v.
H *# 0B ,"!su-slat, s.f.=su-lat, q.v.

learner; a good instructor.
S (B 8(sa-a k, vulg. sa-sa k, adj. Fearful, timid,
timorous; doubtful, suspicious; terrifying, alarming,
dangerous, formidable.
H B 8(saa kn, vulg. sasa kn, v.n. To be
possessed of fear, to be fearful or timorous.
S & B ,85#su-obh, adj. Well-adorned, beautiful,
handsome, comely.
S & B ,85.#su-obhit, part. Well-adorned, beautied.
S <& B ,85#su-obhan, adj. & s.m. Well-looking,
comely, handsome;—handsomeness, comeliness.
S  B 85sa-ok, adj. & adv. Sorrowful, sad;—
sorrowfully, sadly.
S  B ,85su-ok, s.m. Tender or auspicious grief;

S A 0B , su-sevit, part. adj. (f. -), Well-served, much

sympathy, compassion.
S * B ,8"!su-tal, vulg. su-stal, adj. Very cool, very

attended to.
S  0B , su-sevak, s.m. A good or faithful servant or

cold, frigid, freezing.
S *#* B ,8"!su-talat, s.f. Great coldness, frigidity.

attendant.

S  B ,8"!su-l, vulg. su-sl, adj. Well-disposed, of good

disposition, good-natured, good tempered; kind, aable,
benevolent; of good manners, polite.
S *# B ,8"!su-lat, vulg. su-slat, s.f. Goodness of

tenths or tithes raised for alms.
A *P B satar, s.f. Origanum, marjoram.

disposition, excellence of temper, good-naturedness,
natural amiability, kindness; politeness.
H # B,8"!"su-l, adj.=su-l, q.v.

instrumentum in modum virgœ virilis,confectum ex serico vel
simili materid, quo, ad medium corporis sibi alligato meretrices
utuntur.
A + P B sad (inf. n. of + P B 'to be prosperous,' &c.), s.m.

S < B ,34
< su-she, s.m. lit.'Having beautiful clusters'; the
karaundatree, Carissa carondas;—an epithet of Vish u.
H  B lsishya, vulg. sisya, s.m. = ishya, and sis, qq.v.
P %NB sitabr,
 adj.= *B sitabr, q.v.
A NB sat, vulg. sata(inf.
n. of NB 'to spread,' &c.), s.f.

Expanse; platform, terrace, at roof (of a house) surface;
(in Geometry) supercies, a plane:—sat--mu
tawziyul
al, s.f. A parallelogram:—sat--muaddab
ber n , s.f.

Convex surface:—sat--mustaw
or sat--hamwr,
s.f. A


at or level surface; a plane supercies.
A cNB sat,
 adj. Of or belonging to a surface, supercial;
at.
A NB satr, satar(v.n.
of NB 'to write; to rule' (a book)), s.f.

Ruling (lines); delineating; describing;—a line,
lineament, row, rank, series (pl. sut r):—satar-band,
s.f.

Ruling; lines for writing on.
A NB satl, vulg. satal, s.f. (local), A brass kettle; a broad
shallow basin or pan of brass or copper (having two
handles); a large can (with one handle).
P A NB satwat
 (for A. { NB, inf. n. of NB 'to assault,' &c.),
s.f. Impetuosity; force, violence; power, authority,
dominion; awfulness, awe, majesty.
A  NB sut r, s.f. pl. (of satr, q.v.), Lines, rows:—bainussut r, s.f. The space between two lines; interlineation.
P A P B sadat (for A. { P B, inf. n. of + P B 'to be prosperous,'
&c.), s.f. Prosperity, good fortune, happiness, felicity:—
sadat-mand, adj. Prosperous, fortunate, happy, blessed;
dutiful, obedient:—sadat-mand, s.f. Prosperity, felicity;
dutifulness.
P ) P B siyat (for A. ~) P B, inf. n. of P B'to labour, &c.'), s.f.
Work exacted of a half-ransomed slave to complete his
freedom, or his paying the remaining price of
redemption;—accusing or informing against, accusation,
calumny, detraction;—the care or management of the

P *P B satar, s.f. A woman that loves a woman;—a dildo,

Auspiciousness, propitiousness, felicity, prosperity.
P + P Bsad, s.m. Name of the celebrated poet and
moralist of Shrz, author of the Gulistn.
P )+ P B sadyat (for A. ~)+ P B, fr. sad, fr. sad, q.v.), s.f.
Auspiciousness, luckiness, felicity.
A <)+ P B sadain, s.m. obl. dual (of sadni, fr. sad, q.v.), s.m.
The two fortunate planets, Jupiter and Venus (or Venus
and Mercury).
P H P Bsa (for A. sayu, inf. n. of P B'to labour, be
active,' &c.), s.f. Endeavour, attempt; exertion, eort;
enterprise, essay; purpose:—sa karn(-k), To endeavour
(after), to attempt, to strive (after), to use eort or
exertion, to exert oneself.
A + P B sad (v.n. fr. + P B; see sad), adj. Prosperous,
fortunate, happy, august, auspicious.
A  P B sar (v.n. fr. P B 'to light a re'), s.f. Fire, hell-re;
name of a certain hell, or quarter of hell (destined for
idolaters).
P A h B sifrat (for A. { h B, inf. n. of h B 'to
make peace (between),' &c.), s.f. Making peace
(between), pacifying, acting as a mediator or messenger
of peace;—mediation; the oce of a mediator or
messenger of peace; composition, writing (of a book).
P D  h B sifrish [for siprish, fr. siprdan; rt. Zend par= S.
Tvj, Tv], s.f. Recommendation, introduction;
intercession; interest:—sifrish karn(-k), To recommend,
to commend (to); to intercede (for):—sifrish-nma, s.m. A
letter of recommendation or introduction (syn. sifrish
ihor a).
P E  h Bsifrish, adj. & s.m. Recommendatory, of
recommendation, of introduction;—a person
recommended or introduced by another:—sifrish ih,
s.f. or sifrish at, s.m. Letter of recommendation or of
introduction.

A  h B sa"k (intens. n. fr. (h B 'to shed,' &c.), s.m. A
great shedder of blood, a cruel man, a butcher.
P  h B sa"k (fr. sa"k), s.f. The shedding of blood.
A h B safl (inf. n. of h B 'to become low,' &c.), s.m.
Depression, descent, fall; lowness, meanness of rank.
P h B sifl = P ! h B sifla (prob. akin to P. sipr= Zend pra),
s.m. Earthenware (esp. such as is glazed); a tile; a shard,
potsherd:—sifla-posh, adj. Covered with tiles, tiled.
P ! h B sifla = P h B sifl (prob. akin to P. sipr= Zend pra),

serve also for a table when spread out on the ground; a
tablecloth, napkin;—the anus:—sufra- n, s.m. Remover
or spreader of the sufra.
P h Bsafar, vulg. safr(fr. A. safar), adj. Of or relating to
travelling or a journey;—s.m.f. A traveller;—s.f.
Provisions for a journey, travelling provisions:—safror
safr-m, s.m. A guava, Pisidium pyriferum(syn. amr d).
H $h Bsafard, s.m. corr. of sapard, q.v.
A (h B safk (inf. n. of (h B 'to shed,' &c.), s.m. Shedding,

&c.), s.f. Foolishness, folly, stupidity, ignorance;
buoonery; insolence.
A h B saft (inf. n. of h B), s.f. Drinking a great deal
without quenching thirst.
A h B sift (P. ziftarabicized), s.m.(?) Soft pitch.
P h B sift, suft, adj. Thick, close, coarse (as cloth); hard,

pouring out (blood, &c.).
A h B su, si(v.n. fr. h B 'to be low,' &c.), s.m. Meanness
(of origin); depression, lowness;—refuse;—adj. Inferior,
mean, &c. (=sia, q.v.).
P J#h Bsiag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Meanness, lowness,
baseness.
P #h B sia, sala(for A. ~#h B siat, v.n. fr. h B; see su), adj.
(f. -) & s.m. Low, mean, ignoble, base, vile, sordid,
contemptible; avaricious, miserly, stingy; envious;—a low
or base man, &c.; the common people, the canaille:—siaparwar, s.m. Protector or patron of the ignoble:—sia- o,
adj. Mean-spirited, of a base or ignoble disposition:—siadn, s.m. A cup or plate to throw scraps, &c. on.
H <; #h B sia-pan [sifta+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],

sti; rm, strong (syn. dabz).
P *h B sufta [perf. part. of suftan; rt. Zend if= S. .d], part.

s.m.=siag, q.v.
A #h Bsu, adj. Inferior, lower, infernal; mean.

s.m. Earthenware (esp. such as is glazed); a tile; a shard,
potsherd:—sifla-posh, adj. Covered with tiles, tiled.
P ! h Bsifl, adj. Made of earth, earthen; made of
earthenware.
P  h B sifnat (for A. ~ h B, v.n. fr. <h B 'to pare and smooth,'
&c.), s.f. The art, or craft, or occupation of ship-building,
and of navigation.
P  h B safhat (for A. ~ h B, inf. n. of h B 'to be unwise,'

Pierced, perforated, drilled, bored (as a pearl, &c.).
A h B safar (inf. n. fr. h B 'to go forth to journey'), s.m.
Journeying, travelling; journey, travel, voyage;
campaign:—safar- ar , s.m. Travelling expenses:—safarkarda, part. adj. & s.m. Travelled; experienced;—one who
has travelled, a traveller:—safar karn, v.n. To go on a
journey, to travel; (met.) to depart this life, to die:—safarnma, s.m. Account of a journey, travels:—as-safar
waslatuz-z afar,
 Travel produces advantage:—bar-safaror
dary-safar, s.m. Sea-voyage, voyage.
H h B sufr, s.m.=?h B sufra, q.v.
A Wh B safarjal, s.m.(?) A quince, Pyrus eydonia.
P ?oh B sufra (for A. {h B sufrat, v.n. fr. h B; see safar), s.m.
(orig.) 'The food of the traveller'; the receptacle for
food; the thing (whatever it be) upon which one eats; a
round leathern bag for holding food, so formed as to

A e h B saf f (v.n. fr. gB 'to take or eat medicine, &c. in a
state of powder'), s.m. Medicine taken dry and unmixed,
a powder (in opposition to an electuary).
P + h B safed, vulg. safaid, sufed, sufaid[old P. saped; Pehl.
pet; Zend paéta, rt. pit; S. :<, rt. .:], adj. White;
clean, blank:—safaid-posh, adj. & s.m. Clothed in white;—a
man dressed in white; one who can aord good clothing,
a well-to-do man:—safed tuls, s.f. White basil:—sufaid
sumbul, s.m. White oxide of arsenic:—sufaid tut a, s.m.
White vitriol, zinc:—sufaid karn, v.t. To whiten, to clean;
to whitewash:—sufaid mi, s.f. Chalky soil; chalk:—safaid
honor safaid pa -jn, To become white; to become grey;
to turn pale:—lah safaid hon, 'The blood to turn white';
to grow cold or indierent.
H + h B safed, s.m.=?+ h B safeda, q.v.
P + h B safedr (safed+ dr, qq.v.), s.m. The white poplar,

the aspen; and its wood.
P ?+ h B safaida, safeda, sufaida(see safed), s.m. Whiting,
chalk; white lead, ceruse; the whites, uor albus;—
sufaidaor sufaida-dam, s.m. Daybreak, dawn.
P + h Bsafaid, safed, sufaid[safed, q.v.+Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Whiteness; whiting, whitewash; white of an egg;
morning light, dawn; leprosy:—safaid phern(-par) or
safaid karn(-k), To whitewash.
A  h B safr (v.n. fr. h B 'to make peace (between), &c.),
s.m. Messenger, envoy, ambassador; mediator.
P  h B safna (for A. ~ h B safnat, v.n. fr. <h B 'to pare and

abusive language, abuse:—saqat hon,
v.n. To drop, to die

(applied to animals); to be dropped (as the young of an
animal), to miscarry.
A wQ B saqt (v.n.
fr. wQ B; see saqat), s.m. Sparks struck from

a steel; re.
P NQ B a saq-nma (saqt, fr. A. wQ B 'dropping'+nma, q.v.),
s.m. A casualty-list of horses that have died in the
cavalry.
A gQ B saqf (inf. n. of gQ B 'to make a roof,' &c.), s.f. Roof,
ceiling; canopy;—the sky;—a platform.
P h Q Bsaqf (rel. n. fr. saqf), s.f. Beam, rafter.
P A3Q B saqillt, saqilt, saqallt, saqalt, = P s 3Q B saqilt, 

smooth,' &c.), s.m. A ship, vessel, boat;—an oblong book,
a blank book, common place book, note-book.
H  h B safna (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Subpæna,

(?) Scarlet cloth.
siqlt,  suqlt (cf.
 A. sijillt,  sijlt),s.f.

P s 3Q B saqilt,  siqlt,  suqlt(cf.
 A. sijillt,  sijlt), = P A3Q B

summons (of a law-court).
A  h B safh (v.n. fr. h B 'to be ignorant or foolish,' &c.), adj.

saqillt, saqilt, saqallt, saqalt,s.f. (?) Scarlet cloth.
A 2 Q B suqm, vulg. suqum(inf. n. of 2 Q B 'to be or become

Light-witted, ignorant, stupid, foolish.
A Q B saqq (v.n. fr. Q B'to give to drink'), s.m. Water-

diseased,' &c.), s.m. Disease, disorder, sickness; defect,
aw.
A   @ Q B saqm iya (prob. through Syriac, fr. Gr.

carrier; one who gives to drink, a cup-bearer (=sq);
waterer (of plants, &c.);—a pelican (=murg--saqq,—so
called because it draws water for itself).
H Q B siq (corr. of P. Q jsiqa
 = A. ~Q j siqat, inf. n. of Hj), adj.
& s.m. Trusty, trustworthy; gentle, courteous;—a trusty
person or friend; a gentleman.
H  Q B saqw, vulg. saqb= H ? Q B saqwa, vulg.
saqba(corr. of next, q.v.), s.m. A cold bath, a cistern for
cold water for washing or bathing, a bath-room.
H ? Q B saqwa, vulg. saqba= H  Q B saqw, vulg.
saqb(corr. of next, q.v.), s.m. A cold bath, a cistern for
cold water for washing or bathing, a bath-room.
P ) Q B siqya, vulg. saqya(for A. ~) Q B siqyat, v.n. fr. Q B'to
water,' &c.), s.m. A bath (=saqwa); a drinking-cup; a
place for drinking water.
A Q B saqar (v.n. fr. Q B 'to burn or scorch'), s.m. Hell:—
saqar-maqar, s.m. Hell-abode.
A wQ B saqat (v.n.
fr. wQ B 'to fall or drop,' &c.), s.m. What is

dropped, or thrown away; anything worthless or useless,
or held in mean estimation; refuse, rubbish;
merchandise of a perishable quality (either spoilt, or
spoiling);—an error, blunder, mistake, defect; anything
disgraceful or shameful; improper or evil speech,

` }), s.m. (f. ?) Scammony (dried mucillage from
the root of Convolvulus scammonea).
A  Q Q B saqanq r (prob. fr. the Greek), s.m. The skink,
Lacerta scincus.
A 2 Q B saqm (v.n. fr. 2 Q B; see suqm), adj. Diseased,
disordered, sick, ailing; inrm, weak; unsound, faulty,
defective.
H (B sak, s.m.=(E aka or ak, q.v.
H (B sak (from sakn, q.v.), s.f. Ability, capacity,
strength, power, authority.
H (B sak, s.f. corr. of (E shakk, q.v.
H (B ,suk [S. 8,t], s.m. A parrot (=sugg, q.v.).
H (B ,suk [Prk. ,=; S. 8,], adj. Light, bright, white;
—s.m. The light half of a month (from new to full moon).
H (B ,suk [S. 8,Jt], s.m. The planet Venus;—Friday
(=s k):—suk-wr, s.m. Friday.
H (B ,suk, s.m.= k, and s , qq.v.
H (B ,suk, s.m. contrac. 1˚ of sukh;—2˚ of suk-dev; qq.v.
H B sak [sak, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Might,
power, main.

H B sik, s.f. 1˚=iksh;—2˚=ikh; qq.v.

H ! B!"sakl [S. !+], s.f. Early morning,

H B =sikk,  sik, s.m.=B sikka, q.v.
H B ,=sukk, , suk [Prk. ,=(; S. 8,l+], adj.

dawn (=sakl);—adv. Early in the morning (=sakle).
H ! B,!"su-kl [S. ,.!+t], s.m. name of a class

(dialec.), Dry, &c. (=s kh, q.v.).
A A B sukt (inf. n. of B 'to be or become silent'), s.f.

of Pitrisor
 demigods (the manes of the udras).
S [ ! B psa-kle (S. loc. sing. of !), adv. Betimes,

Silence;—adj. Silent; silenced.
H  B sakr, s.m.=sa-kl, q.v.

early in the morning, at dawn.
S 1 B /sa-km, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Contemed satised,

H  B sakr [S. T "t], s.m. Acceptance (of a

gratied, happy; full of love, loving; in love; sensual,
lascivious;—done with a desire of future reward or
fruition;—one who has attained his desire, a contented
person; a lover, &c.
H 1 B /sa-km [S. +/],
' adj. Engaged, occupied,

hunor bill), endorsement (of a bill) noting acceptance.
H  B sikr, s.m. corr. of shikr, q.v.
H  B sakr, s.m. = H $ B  sakr, s.f.[S.
T "+t and ], Charge for accepting and cashing (a
bill of exchange).
H $ B  sakr, s.f. = H  B  sakr, s.m.[S.
T "+t and ], Charge for accepting and cashing (a
bill of exchange).
S  B 4sakra, adj. Having some cause, originating
from a cause.
H  B sakrn (fr. sakr), v.t. To accept, or
endorse as accepted (a bill):—sakrne-wl, s.m. Accepter,
or endorser (of a bill):—sakre-p he be nor be  karn, To
negotiate (a bill) after acceptance.
H  B"sakr, s.f.=saklor sa-kl;—adv.=sakle; qq.v.
H  Bsakre, adv.=sakle, q.v.
A  B sakkk (v.n. fr. 
C B 'to make rm'; 'to clamp,' &c.),
s.m. (orig.) 'A stamper of money'; a maker of knives, a
cutler.
P  B sakkk (fr. sakkk), s.f. The business or craft of a
cutler.
S B !sa-kl, and H. ,! su-kl, s.m. Early
morning, the dawn;—adj. & adv. Seasonable;—
seasonably; betimes, early in the morning, at dawn,
tomorrow.
S B ,!su-kl, s.m. Good or auspicious time; goodness
of seasons; good season, time of plenty, plenty,
abundance, cheapness.
H ! B !sakln, v.t.=sakrn, q.v.

busy.
A  B sukkn (v.n. fr. <B 'to be or become still,' &c.), s.m.
A rudder, helm (of a ship or boat):—sukkn-gr, s.m.
Helmsman.
A  B sukkn, s.m. pl. (of skin, q.v.), Inhabitants,
dwellers.
H  B sakn [prob. fr. S. 8,, rt. ,] , v.n. To be
sorrowful; to grieve, mourn, repine; to be wearied or
languid.
P  Bsukkn (rel. n. fr. A. sukkn, q.v.), s.m. Helmsman,
steersman; quartermaster (of a ship).
A 6 %B sikbnaj (P.  %B sikbna; Gr. #%), s.m.
Sagapenum, a kind of gum-resin.
H B sakat, adj. corr. of E sa t, q.v.
H B sakat [S. 8.=t], s.f. Power, strength, ability,
&c. (see akti):—sakat-dr, and sakat-mn, adj. Strong,
powerful.
H B =sakt, adj.=E akt, q.v.
H B ,=sukt, s.m. corr. of s kt, q.v.
S *B sikt, s.f. Sand, gravel, grit; gravel or stone
(in the bladder).
S 3&L*B =,v!saktu-phal, s.f. lit.'Having fruit
resembling meal' (saktu, vulg. satt ); the tree Mimosa
suma.
H *B sikattar = H *Bsikattr (corr. fr. the English), s.m.
Secretary.
H *Bsikattr = H *B sikattar (corr. fr. the English), s.m.

Secretary.
S (*B =,saktuk, s.m. A species of poison.

saku .
H $ :Bj saku  [saku (n) + = Prk.  =S.

P *B sakta (for A. ~*B saktat, v.n. fr. B 'to be or become

()++], s.f. Shrinking; bashfulness;

silent'), s.m. Apoplexy; a trance, swoon; stupefaction;—a
pause, division, vacancy, hiatus.
S &*B =Rsiktha, s.m. Boiled rice; a lump of boiled rice;

apprehensiveness; &c. (see saku ).
H ) :B jsaku y (perf. part. of saku n), part. adj.

—bees-wax;—indigo (see sth).
S &*B.=Rsakthi, s.m. The thigh; a bone;—pole or shafts
of a cart; frame of a cart.
H *B.=sakti, =" sakt, s.f.=akti, and sakat, qq.v.
S *B.=sakti (rt. *), s.f. Attachment, contact,
union, junction, cohesion; addiction (to); devotion (to).
H (B &saka [S. 8&(], s.m. A cart (cf. hak ).

(f. saku ) = saku , q.v.
H :B jsaku n, ,
j  suku n [saku ˚= S.
(
j (), rt. /+j] , v.n. To shrink, contract, become
narrow or tight; to shrink (from), be afraid (of), be
apprehensive (of), to fear; to hesitate; to be abashed, be
shy, or bashful.
H )+ B ,b sukdev, s.m.= )+ E uk-dev, q.v.
H B =sakkar [S. 8;
 Pers. E shakar], s.f. Sugar.

H (B &saka [S. r&(], s.m. A strait, diculty,

H B Jsakr, s.m.=E akr, q.v.

pressing distress;—a Hind festival, the festival of the
birthday of Gane:—saka- auth, s.f. The festival of the
birthday of Gane.
S (B &saka, adj. Bad, vile;—s.m. The small tree

S B ,su-kar, adj. & s.m. Doing good, benecent,

Trophis aspera.
H (B &sik [prob. S. 8!t; or 8],

s.m. Piece of
an earthen vessel, a shard, potsherd.
H (B ,&suk [prob. S. 8,l+&+t; cf. sukk], adj. (f. ), Dry, dried up, lean, thin, emaciated.
H (B,&"suk [the preceding, with  for t], s.f.
Dried sh;—a withered old woman.
H 9B jsaku (fr. saku n, q.v.), s.f. Shrivelling up,
contraction, compression; shrinking, shyness, coyness,
bashfulness, shame; fear, dread, awe
H :B jsaku  [S. rj.+t, or perf. part. of
saku n], part. adj. (f. -), Contracted, narrowed,
compressed, tightened, tight;—shrivelled up, shrunk;
closed, bound; abashed, ashamed; intimidated, awestricken (=saku y).
H  :B jsaku n, ,
j  suku n, ,
suk n (caus. of saku n), v.t. To cause to shrink; to
compress, to tighten; to abash; to frighten intimidate,
overawe;—v.n.=saku n, q.v.
H  :Bj"saku n, adj.=saku y;—s.f. =saku or

benevolent;—easy, practicable, feasible;—doing good,
well-doing, benecence, charity, benevolence.
H B ,Jsukr, , sukar, = sukkar [Prk. ,!( S. 8,J] ,
s.m.=suk, and ukr, q.v.:—sukr-wr, or sukkar-wr, s.m.
Friday (=ukr-vr).
A B sukr (inf. n. of B 'to be or become intoxicated'),
s.m. Intoxication, inebriation;—any intoxicating drink,
wine.
A B sukkar (P. shakararabicized), s.m. Sugar (cf. sakkar).
H B sakr [prob. S. &+t], adj. & s.m. Bad,
impure, polluted (food);—impure food (cf. S. sakanna);
unfried food (regarded as not proper to be eaten outside
of the raso, q.v.).
H B sakr [prob.=sak , q.v.; or S. r&+t; Prk.
(Lf

or (f ], adj. (f. -), Contracted, narrow, strait,

not roomy, small, tight.
H B sikr, s.m. corr. of ?E shikra, q.v.
S B ,su-kar, s.f. A tractable cow;—the month of
May.
A AB sakart, sakrt(pl. of sakrat, v.n. fr. B; see sukr),
s.f. Fainting, insensibility, agony (of death):—sakart-maut, s.f. Insensibility attendant upon death, pangs or
agony of death.

H B sakrn [sakr, 'narrow,' q.v.+= w= Prk.

S a B,/usu-karm, adj. Well-doing, &c. (=su-kar, q.v.).

we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.t. To contract, to straiten,
to deprive of necessary room (cf. sak n).
H B sakrn (caus. of sakrn), q.v.), v.t. To

S B I4sa-karu, adj. Having pity, commiserating,

cause (one) to accept (a bill), to have or get (a bill)
accepted.
H B JB, or [ sakrnt, s.f.=sa krntor sa krnti,

S B J5sa-krodh, adj. Angry, wrathful, enraged.

q.v.
H *B JB", or [" sakrnt, adj. & s.f. See
sa krnt.
H $B sakr [sakr, q.v.+= Prk. =S.  + ],
s.f. Contractedness, narrowness, straitenedness, want of
room, smallness.
H $B sakr [sakr(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Fee charge for acceptance of a bill of
exchange (=sakr, q.v.).
S ; B ,
> su-krip,
 s.f. Pitifulness, tenderness,
compassion:—su-krip-nidhn,
s.m. lit.'The receptacle or

abode of compassion,' an epithet of the Deity.
S AB >sa-krit, adv. Once; at once, together; together
with, with; always, ever.
S AB ,
> su-krit, and H. , su-karit, part. adj. (f. -),
Well done, well performed; easily accomplished; treated
with kindness, befriended, assisted;—virtuous, pious;
fortunate, auspicious;—s.m. (for S. su-kritam),
Good or

virtuous act, kindness, friendliness; bounty;—virtue,
moral merit; fortune, auspiciousness:—su-karit karn, To
perform a good or virtuous action, to do good, &c.
> "su-krit,
S YB,
 adj. & s.m. Acting well or kindly,
benevolent, benign; virtuous, pious, good, meritorious;
fortunate, auspicious.
H Z B ,8su-karka

(S. ,+8),
 adj. Very hard; very
unfeeling or cruel.
S 1 B ,/su-karm,
'
s.m.=su-kriy, q.v.
H a B ,/ªsu-karm (S. su-karms, m. pl. of su-karma),
s.m. Name of a class of deities.
S (a B /sa-karmak,
'
adj. (in Gram.), Having an
object, transitive.

pitiful, tender, compassionate.
H B sikarn, j sikurn, v.n.=siku n, q.v.
P ?B sukra, s.m. An earthen cup or bowl.
H B"sikr, s.f.=sikl, q.v.
S )B ,Jsu-kriy, s.f. Good action, good work, moral
or religious observance, meritorious deed, merit.
H (B 7saka , adj.=sakal, q.v.
H  (B 7sak , ,7 suk , j7 siku  [perf. part. of
saka n, &c.; Prk. (¯ ; S. r=&9+t], part. adj. (f. -),
Drawn together, contracted, compressed, braced up,
tightened, tight; circumscribed; acute (angle); gathered
up; shrunk, shrivelled, wrinkled, withered.
H  (B 7sak n, ,7 suk n (caus. of saka n,
&c.), v.t. To draw together, to contract, to brace, to
tighten, &c. (see suka n);—v.n.=suka n.
H   (B ,7 suk o [suka (n)+o= Prk.  =( S. (],
s.m. Contracting, contraction; shrinking, shrivelling,
wrinkling.
H   (B 7saka -dd (prob. sakal+dd, qq.v.), s.m.
Great-grandfather, or great-great-grandfather (on the
father's side).
H . (B j7siku an (i.q. siku n), s.f. Shrivelling;
wrinkling; a wrinkle; gather, pucker.
H  (B 7saka n, ,7 suka n, j7 siku n,
7 sika n [saka ˚, &c.=Prk. (¯(), fr. (¯=S.
r=&9 p.p.p. of rt. /+>3] , v.n. To draw together, draw
in or up, to become contracted, to contract, to become
tightened or tight; to dwindle; to shrink, shrivel, to curl
up, to wrinkle; to be gathered together, be collected, to
gather, collect; to be swept up or together:—siku -jn, or
sika -jn, &c. v.n. Intens. of and=siku n.
H  (B 7saka -nn (prob. sakal+ nn), s.m.
Great-grandfather, or great-great-grandfather (on the
mother's side).
H B dsiksh, s.f.= E iksh, q.v.

H (B dsikshak, s.m. = (E ikshak, q.v.

A <B sakn (quasi-pl. of skin, q.v.), s.m. Inhabitants,

S B !sakal, adj. All, entire, the whole, every, each

people, inmates (of a house), family.
H <B jsakun [S. 8jt], s.m. An omen (=sagun,

and all:—sakal-ur-bs, s.m. lit.'Dwelling in all hearts'; an
epithet of Vishnu.
S B j!sa-kul, adj. & s.m. Having a family; belonging
to a noble family, of good lineage or stock; belonging to
the same family;—a family man;—a kinsman;—a kind of
sh (cf. saur).
H B !sikal, (dialec.) =! sakkal, s.f. A chain
(=s kal, q.v.).
H B !sikal, ! sikil, s.m. corr. of Q f aiqal, q.v.:—

shug n).
H B sakn [sak˚= Prk. =()=S. 8=(`), pass. (used
actively) of rt. 8], v.n. To be able, can (commonly
annexed to the base of a verb, or to an in ected
innitive, to form potentials; e.g. kh-sakn, 'to be able to
eat'; jne-sakn, 'to be able to go').
H B sikn (fr. the trans. se kn, q.v.), v.n. To be

sikal-garor sikil-gar= aiqal-gar, q.v.s.v. aiqal.
H B ,sn ukl, ,! sukal, adj. & s.m. = suk, and ukla, q.v.

warmed or heated; to be fomented; to be toasted or
parched.
H B sikn (dialec. & colloq.), v.t.=skhn, q.v.

S B ,!
j su-kul, adj. & s.m. Of good family, well-born;—a

H B ,sukn, v.n. (dialec.)=s khn, q.v.

good or virtuous family;—name of a caste of Brhma s.
H 3B !sakiln (caus. of sakiln), v.t. To bring

A A B sakant, s.f. pl. (of saknat), Rests, pauses, &c.

together, to collect, &c.;—to push away.
H 3B !sikln (colloq.), v.t. corr. of sikh-ln, q.v.
H $3B,n sukl, s.f. Brightness, whiteness, fairness
(=uklat, q.v.).
H #B !sakiln [prob. fr. S. r"4,' rt. > with /],
v.n. To gather, collect, accumulate, to convene; to purse;
to shrink, &c. (=siku n).
H #B!"sikl [S. 8rL!; cf. sikaland s kal], s.f. The
staple of a lock.
H #B!"sikl, s.f. corr. of Q f aiqal, q.v.:—sikl-garor
sikl-ga h, corr. of aiqal-gar.
H 1  #B ,n"/sukl-karm
'
[prob. S. 8,"+4(], adj. &
s.m. Making white, whitening;—soap.
S  #B jsa-kulya, s.m. One of the same family and
name (=sa-gotra); a distant relation; a kinsman.
S  @ B ,/
j su-kumr, adj. (f. -or -) & s.m. Beautifully
young or youthful; very soft or tender; smooth; delicate;
elegant;—a beautiful youth.
S Y @ B ,/
j su-kumrat, s.f. Softness, tenderness,
smoothness, delicateness; youthfulness; elegance.
A <B sakan, vulg. sakin(v.n. fr. <B 'to stop, stay,' &c.),
s.m. A dwelling, residence (syn. maskan).

A ~B saknat (v.n. fr. <B 'to be still,' &c.), s.f. A rest,
pause (esp. in reading the Qor n); the quiescence of a
letter, or its being void of a vowel.
S <B e&sa-kanak, adj. Having thorns, thorny,
prickly; troublesome, perilous;—s.m. The aquatic plant
Vallisneria.
S <B ,e_su-kanh, adj. Handsome-necked, &c. (=sugrv, q.v.).
P < %8B sikanjabn (sirka, q.v.+anjabn, the A. form of
angabn, q.v.), s.f. Oxymel; vinegar, lime-juice, or other
acid, mixed with sugar or honey.
S + B TBskand, s.m. A name of Krttikeya, god of war;
a king, prince; a learned man; the body (cf. skandh); bank
of a river.
P + B sikandar, prop. n. Alexander the Great (=iskandar).
P + Bsikandar, adj. Of or relating to Alexander;—s.f.
The dominion or power of Alexander.
P + Bsikandar, s.f. Falling on the head, stumbling;
stumble, trip (the word is apparently used only in the
Dakkhin):—sikandar khn, To stumble, to trip.
P )+ B sikandarya, prop. n. The city of Alexandria.
S + B TBskandh, s.m. The shoulder (=kandh); the
body; stem or trunk (of a tree); a large branch or bough;
branch or department (of human knowledge); section,

chapter, division, or part (of a book); division (of an
army); a form of military array; a body (of men), troop,
multitude; war, battle; the ve objects of sense; a king;
prince; a sage, wise or learned man, seer, teacher; a
road, path, way; an engagement, agreement; a heron.
P B sakna, s.m.=~B saknat, q.v.
P B sakana (for A. ~B sakanat, pl. of skin), s.m. pl.
Inhabitants, residents.
P Bsakan (rel. n. fr. A. sakan, q.v.), adj. Habitable.

H  B 57sako n, 57 siko n (caus. of saka nor
siku n, q.v.), v.t. To draw together, to contract,
compress, to draw up or in, to brace up, to tighten; to
crumple up, &c.;—v.n.=siku n, q.v.
A  B suk n (inf. n. of <B 'to be still,' &c.), s.m. Quiet,
quietude, tranquillity, rest, peace; cessation; a mute.
P  B suk nat (for A. ~ B, fr. suk n, q.v.), s.f. Dwelling,

H Bj"sakun [S. 8j+t (+t)], s.m. One who

residence, habitation;—rest, tranquillity, contentment
(=suk n).
H ? B 56sa-koh [S. J5t], adj. Enraged, wrathful,

understands omens.
H Bjsakuni, j" sakun [S. 8jt], s.m. A bird.

angry.
S  B, su-kavi, s.m. A good or excellent poet.

H B"sikn,  sikni [prob. S. .8rV4+], s.f.

P B sikka (for A. ~B sikkat, v.n. 
C B 'to clamp,' &c.), s.m. A

Mucus of the nose.
S B ,Bsu-kany, s.f. A beautiful girl; a good

stamp, seal, signet; a coining-die; type, printing-letter;—
an impression on money; stamped coin, a rupee; sterling
or current coin; name of a weight (equal, in Bengal, to 7
dwt. and 11·5511 grains);—adj. Stamped, sterling,
current:—sikka--al, Sterling coin:—sikka bihn(apn),
'To introduce (one's) coin,' &c., to establish (one's) rule
or authority, &c.:—sikka bann, To coin money:—sikka
pa ne-k ghar, s.m. A mint (syn. aksl):—sikka--jal, s.m.
Counterfeit coin:—sikka-- hra--shh, s.m. The English
rupee:—sikka--l, s.m. New coin, coin recently
stamped:—sikka-zan, s.f. Coiner:—sikka-zan, s.f. Coining:—
sikka-sanad, s.f. A paper or document stamped with the
royal seal; a grant from the crown under sign-manual or
bearing the ruler's seal:—sikka--qadm, s.m. Old or
ancient coin:—sikka--qalb, s.m. Counterfeit coin:—sikka
mrn, To stamp coin, to coin.
S &B Lsakh, s.m. Friend, dear friend (=sakhi);—the tree

daughter;—name of a princess (daughter of aryti, and
wife of the Rishi yavana).
H  B , sukwr [S. ,/
j t], adj. Soft, tender;
delicate, feeble.
H  B , suk-wr [S. 8,J+ t], s.m. Friday (see s.v.
suk).
S ] B 5sa-kop, adj. Full of anger, enraged, angry,
displeased.
A A B suk t (inf. n. of B 'to be silent'), s.f. Silence,
quietness, peace.
A A B sak t, adj. Silent, quiet.
H V B 5sako , (dialec.) 5, sako u [S. r5t, rt.
j with /], s.m. Regard, respect, esteem, &c. (see
sa ko ).
H = B 5sako n, v.t.=sa ko n, q.v.
H  B 5sikor, s.f.= B siko , q.v.
H  B 5sakor (P. suk ra; cf. sukra), s.m. A small

Mimosa catechu:—sakh-yukt, s.m. The friend referred to,
the aforesaid friend.
H &B Lsikh [S. .8lt], s.m. Disciple, pupil, scholar,

earthen cup.
H  B 5sikorn, v.t. & n.=siko n, q.v.

apprentice; a follower of Gur Nnak, a Sikh; the people
who inhabit the Panjb.
H &B Lsikh, s.f. corr. of &E ikh, q.v.

H ? B sakora, s.m.=sakor, q.v.
H  B5"sakor, s.f. dim. of sakor, q.v.

S &B ,Lsukh, s.m. Happiness, pleasure, delight, joy,

H B 57siko (v.n. of next, q.v.), s.f. Drawing
together, tightening, bracing up, &c.

gratication; comfort, solace, ease, tranquillity;
prosperity, easy circumstances, contentment; rest,
relief, alleviation; easiness;—heaven, paradise;—water;—

adj. Happy, joyful, delighted; delightful, agreeable, sweet;
easy; virtuous, pious:—sukhrth(˚kha+ar˚), adv. For the
sake of happiness, or ease, &c.:—sukhrth, adj. & s.m.
Seeking or wishing for happiness; desirous of ease;—a
seeker after happiness; one who is desirous of ease:—
sukh-san, s.m. An easy chair; a couch; a palanquin:—
sukhsvd(˚kha+s˚), adj. & s.m. Pleasant- avoured,
agreeable, delightful;—pleasant avour, pleasantness,
enjoyment:—sukh-lay, s.m. Blissful place,
abode of happiness, paradise:—sukh-bs, s.m. Abode of
comfort, ease, or happiness (=sukh-dhm):—sukh-bils,
s.m. Enjoyment, pleasure, gaiety:—sukh-bils, s.m. One
who devotes himself to enjoyment, a pleasure-seeker:—
sukh-bhg, Good fortune, happiness, bliss:—sukh-bhg,
adj. & s.m. Fortunate, happy, delighted, in the
enjoyment of ease;—a fortunate person, &c.:—sukh-bhog,
s.m. The enjoyment of pleasure:—sukh-bhog, adj. & s.m.
Enjoying pleasure or happiness, luxurious;—a luxurious
person, &c.:—sukh-pl, s.m. A kind of palanquin; an easy
chair; a couch:—sukh-prpti, s.f. The attainment or
enjoyment of happiness, or ease, &c.:—sukh-pra-da,
adj.=sukh-da, q.v.:—sukh-p rvak, vulg. sukh-p rbak, adv.
With ease or pleasure, without diculty, easily:—sukhtal, s.m. A piece of leather placed on the sole within a
shoe to protect the foot from friction:—sukh- ain, s.m.
Ease, rest, peace, tranquillity; leisure:—sukha-da, vulg.
sukhad, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Ease-aording, pleasure-giving,
comfortable; salubrious; pleasant; comforting, solacing;—
one who (or that which) confers happiness, or aords
ease or comfort, &c.; ease-giver, comforter;—an epithet
of Vish u:—sukh-d, s.f. A woman who aords happiness;
—a courtezan of Indra's heaven:—sukh-dt, sukh-dtri,
adj. & s.m.=sukh-da, q.v.:—sukh-ds, s.m. Name of a very
superior and delicious kind of rice:—sukh-dn, adj.=sukhda, q.v.;—s.m. The act of imparting happiness, or
comfort, or ease, &c.; benecence:—sukh-dn, sukhdyak, sukh-d, and sukh-dy, adj. & s.m.=sukha-da, q.v.:—
sukh-daran, vulg. sukh-darsan, s.m. The shrub Crinum
asiaticumor C. zeylanicum(the juice of which is given for
the ear-ache):—sukh-dukh, s.m. Pleasure and pain:—sukhdhm, s.m. Abode of happiness or tranquillity, &c.;
blissful place, paradise:—sukh-dain, adj. Imparting

happiness, pleasure-yielding;—s.m. Happiness and
unhappiness, joy and sorrow, prosperity and poverty:—
sukh-rs, s.m. Melodious sound; pleasant speech:—sukhri, vulg. sukh-rs, s.m. Accumulation of happiness (an
epithet of the Deity):—sukh-ras, s.m. Butter:—sukh-sadhya,
adj. Easy to be accomplished, easy of attainment; easy to
be cured; easy to be managed or subdued:—sukh-sgar,
s.m. 'Ocean of pleasure'; an epithet of the Bhgavat
Pur ; and of any popular deity (as Rmandra, &c.):—
sukh-sthn, s.m. 'Place of happiness,' an epithet of
paradise or heaven:—sukh-sandoh, s.m. 'Accumulation of
happiness'; an epithet of the Deity:—sukh-se, adv. In
comfort, comfortably, at ease; leisurely:—sukh-l, vulg.
sukh-sl, adj. Of a happy or pleasant disposition:—sukhkrak, sukh-kr, sukh-kar, adj. & s.m. Causing happiness or
pleasure, imparting happiness; generous, benevolent;
delightsome;—one who imparts happiness or pleasure, a
generous or benevolent man:—sukh karn, To take rest or
repose, to lie down, to sleep:—sukh-lav, s.m. A minute
portion of happiness, a trace of happiness:—sukh-le, s.m.
A little pleasure, a small portion of happiness,
insignicant pleasure:—sukh-may, adj. Consisting of
happiness, full of joy or pleasure, blissful, joyous:—sukhnidhn, s.m. 'Abode of bliss,' an epithet of the Supreme
Being:—sukh-nd, or sukh-n d, s.f. Good or sound sleep,
refreshing slumber:—sukh-vs, s.m. = sukh-bs, q.v.:—
sukhopayag(˚kha+up˚), adj. Contributing to or producing
happiness, pleasure, or ease, &c.:—sukhoday(˚kha+ud˚),
s.m. The occurrence or the realization of happiness or
pleasure:—sukh-vils, s.m.=sukh-bils, q.v.:—sukhe h(˚kha
+i ˚), s.f. Hope or desire of happiness.
S &B Lsakh (nom. of sakhi), s.m. Friend, associate,
companion:—sakh-log, s.m. pl. Companions, associates:—
sakh-vrind,
 s.m. pl. A number or host of companions.
H &B Lsikh, s.f. 1˚=ikh;—2˚=iksh; qq.v.
H &B Lsikh, s.m. (dialec.)=sis, and ishya, q.v.
H <; &B Lsikhpan, s.m. Teaching, instruction,
admonition:—sikhpan karn(-k?), To teach, to admonish.
S &Y &B ,LRsukhrth,
'
adv. See s.v. sukh.
H  &B ,Lsukhrn (fr. sukh), v.t. To make happy, to

contribute to the happiness of.
S  B &B ,LT sukhsvd, adj. & s.m. See s.v. sukh.
H " &B ,L!sukhl [S. ,L+!t], s.m. Abode of
happiness or ease, pleasant place, blissful abode (=sukhdhm).
H " &B ,L!sukhl [S. ,L+!+t], adj. (f. -), Easy
(syn. sn).
H  &B ,Lsukhn (caus. of s khn), v.t. To cause to
dry or dry up; to cause to wither; to cause to pine away
or become emaciated; to cause to evaporate; to dry, to
dry up; to parch; to evaporate; to wither; to emaciate; to
kill:—sukh-den, v.t. Intens. of and=sukhn.
H  &B Lsikhn (caus. of skhn), v.t. To teach,
instruct, inculcate; to advise, prompt, suggest to; to
admonish, reprove, correct, discipline, chastise:—siknaena, v.t. intens. of and=sikhn:—sikhne-wl, sikhnehr, s.m. Teacher, instructor, tutor, admonisher, &c.
H  &B L &sikhwa = H  &B L  sikhwan
[sikh(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
Teaching, instruction, admonition, advice.
H  &B L sikhwan = H  &B L & sikhwa
[sikh(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
Teaching, instruction, admonition, advice.
H  &B L sikhon, sikhun, v.t.=sikhn, q.v.
H $ &B L sikh, s.f. = H ) &B L sikhy, s.m.
[sikh(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()++
]=sikhwa, q.v.
H ) &B Lsikhy, s.m. = H $ &B L sikh, s.f.
[sikh(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()++
]=sikhwa, q.v.
H L&B ,L!sukh-pl, s.m. See s.v. sukh.
S &B ,.Lsukhit, part. Pleased, delighted, comforted,
tranquil, happy (=sukh).
S *&B .Lsakhit, s.f. = S *&B .L; sakhitva,
s.m.Friendship, intimacy.
S *&B .L; sakhitva, s.m. = S *&B .L sakhit,
s.f.Friendship, intimacy.

S + &B ,Lsukha-da, vulg. sukhad, adj. & s.m. See s.v.
sukh.
H <B+ &B ,Lsukh-darsan,
'
s.m. See s.v. sukh.
H &B Lsikhar [S. .8=+t], s.m. Three or more
strings tied together to form a support for hanging
anything on; network of string, netting; the cords of a
bahangin which the baskets rest.
H &B Lsikhar, s.m.=&E ikhar, q.v.
H &B Lsakhr, s.m.=sakr, q.v.
H &B Lsikharan [S. .8L4"], s.m. (?), A kind of
dish made of coagulated milk (dah) and sugar.
H 8 B=L7 sakkha a, s.f. Name of a rgin; a kind of
tune or music.
H Z&B L8sakha, s.m. corr. of \>E sha , q.v.
H 3&B L!sikhln (caus. of skhn), v.t.=sikhn, q.v.
H 3&B ,L!sukhln (caus. of s khn), v.t.=sukhn,
q.v.
S <#&B TL!skhalan, s.m. Stumbling, tripping, slipping,
falling; falling or deviating from the right course;
blundering.
H @ &B ,L/sukhm, adj.=sukh-may, q.v.s.v. sukh.
H  @ &B ,L/sukhmr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), corr. of sukumr, q.v. (and cf. sukwr).
H &B Lsikhn, v.t. (dialec. & colloq.)=skhn, q.v.:—
sikhan-hr, s.m.=skhne-hr.
H &B ,Lsukhn, v.n.=s khn, q.v.
H  &B L sikhnwad, s.m. Teaching, instruction.
H Y &B LM,sikhanautu, or sikhnautu[prob. S. .8d4
+ \+t],
'
s.m. New learner, novice.
H &BL"sikhn [S. .8l+"], s.f. Wife of a Sikh; a
woman of the Sikh people.
H  &B ,L sukhwn (doub. caus. of s khn), v.t. To
cause to be dried, to have or get dried, &c. (see sukhn).
S  &B,L5sukhoday, s.m. See s.v. sukh.
S &B.Lsakhi, s.m. (f. -) = sakh, q.v.
S &BL"sakh, and H. (dialec.) .L sakhi, s.f. A woman's

friend or companion, a female friend or condante; a
handmaid, an abigail;—a class of mendicants who dress
like women; an individual of that class; an eeminate
man:—sakh-jan, s.f. A female friend or condante:—
sakh-dau , s.m. A kind of verse in the beginning of a
lon, q.v.
H &BL"sikh [sikh, q.v.+S. a. t(+t)], adj. Of or

H RB ?7sake , ,?7 suke (see sake n), s.f. A drawing

belonging to the Sikhs, or their religion.
H &BL"sikh, adj. & s.m.=&E ikh, q.v.

instrument or weapon; a sword.
H # B ?!sakeln, v.n. & t.=sake n, q.v.

S &B,L"sukh, = H &B ,.L sukhiy,adj. Well-pleased,

P ^B sag [Zend p; S. :], s.m. A dog:—sag-bn, s.m.

glad, happy, tranquil, at ease, comfortable, contented;
possessing happiness or pleasure; pleasant:—sukhisvabhv, adj. & s.m. Of a happy
or contented disposition;—a happy or contented
disposition.
H &B ,.Lsukhiy, = S &B,L" sukh,adj. Well-pleased,

Dog-keeper:—sag-ba a, s.m. Pup, whelp:—sag-davor dau,
s.f. Running about fruitlessly:—sag-zda, s.m. Son of a
bitch:—sag-sr, adj. & s.m. Dog-headed; dog-like;—name
of a country where the inhabitants have heads like dogs
and bodies like those of men; a man of that country;—a
miser:—a worldly person:—sag-lag, s.f. Flattery, servility,
fawning, sycophancy.
S ^B ,$su-ga, vulg. sug, adj. Going well or gracefully;

glad, happy, tranquil, at ease, comfortable, contented;
possessing happiness or pleasure; pleasant:—sukhisvabhv, adj. & s.m. Of a happy or contented disposition;
—a happy or contented disposition.
H &B .Lsakhiy, s.f.=sakh, q.v.
S A &B ,Zsu-khyt, part. Well spoken of, of good
report, very renowned, celebrated, famous.
S A &B ,Zsu-khyti, vulg. su-khyt, s.f. Good report,
fame, celebrity.
S &: &B ,K+sukhe h, s.f. See s.v. sukh.
S < &B ,sukhena, vulg. sukhen(S. instr. sing. of sukh),
adv. With joy or pleasure, joyfully.
S  &B Zsakhya, s.m. Friendship, intimacy; equality.
H  B ?saket (fr. saketn), adj. Narrow, strait, tight,
small;—s.f. Straits, diculty, distress, want:—saket karn,
v.t. To conne, to narrow, &c. (=saketn).
H * B ?saketn (see sake n, sakeln), v.t. To draw
together, to narrow, conne, to brace up, tighten.
H * B?"saket, s.f.=saket, q.v.

together, contraction, shrinking, &c. (=siko ).
H  RB ?7sake n, ,?7 suke n [sake ˚= S. r=&9,
p.p.p. of /+>3], v.n.=suka nor siku n, q.v.;—
v.t.=sako nor siko n, q.v.
H 3 B ?!sakel, s.m. A kind of iron;—an iron

graceful, elegant;—well rid of;—easy of access, easily
passed;—easily understood, plain, intelligible;—s.m.
Feces, ordure.
H JB $sag, F$ sagg [Prk. $)# ; S. $#+t],
'
adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Own, full, related, born of the same parents;
akin, kin;—a blood relation, relative, kin:—sag bh, s.m.
Own brother:—sag-sodr(sodr= S. saha+udaras), s.m. Own
brother; kinsman, relation;—adj. Co-uterine; of the same
family:—sage-sambandh, s.m. Relations.
H JB ,F$sugg, ,$ sug [S. 8,+t], s.m. (f. -), A parrot.
H  JB$sagre, adv.=sakreor sakle, q.v.
P JB sigl, s.m. (?), Thought, suspicion; enmity, hatred;
calumny; word, speech, saying:—bad-sigl, adj. Of evil
thoughts, malevolent.
H  JB ,$sugn [prob. fr. S. T ], v.t. To appropriate,
to x on, to apply to.
H A JB $ sagwat = H $ JB$ sag [sag, q.v. +
wat= Prk.  \=S. + \y;—and = Prk. =S. 

S Y B,"X\su-krtti, s.f. Good report, good character;

+], s.f. Relationship by the same parents,

celebration;—an epithet of a certain hymn.
H  B ?sakern, ,? sukern, v.n. & t.=sakeln, q.v.

consanguinity, family relation, kin;—betrothing,
betrothal (syn. ma gn);—second marriage (of a woman
of low tribe):—sag karn(-k), To contract a marriage, to

betroth, aance.
H $ JB$ sag = H A JB $  sagwat [sag, q.v. +

sung in the forenoon.
S )JB ,m" su-grv, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a beautiful

wat= Prk.  \=S. + \y;—and = Prk. =S. 

neck, handsome-necked;—a swan; a goose; a hero;—a
sort of weapon;—name of a monkey-king (who, with his
army of monkeys headed by Hanumn, assisted
Rmandra in conquering Rvan and recovering St);
name of one of the four horses of Krish ; name of iva;
and of Indra; name of a particular mountain; name of a
particular Nga or serpent of Ptla.
H ^B $7saga , F$7 sagga [Prk. $f(; S. 8&(], s.m.

+], s.f. Relationship by the same parents,
consanguinity, family relation, kin;—betrothing,
betrothal (syn. ma gn);—second marriage (of a woman
of low tribe):—sag karn(-k), To contract a marriage, to
betroth, aance.
H *&%JB $#\sag-bhatt (sg+bhart, qq.v.), s.m. A hash of
vegetables.
S LJB ,$Q, su-gupt, part. adj. Well hidden or concealed,
well kept secret, very secret;—adv. Very secretly, privily.
S *LJB,$., Qsu-gupti, s.f. Secrecy, closeness, good
protection.
H *4; ^B $6sag-paht, s.m. Sgor greens dressed
with pulse.
S JB ,$su-gat, s.m. A Buddh; a Bauddh deied
preceptor.
S *JB,$su-gati, s.f. Good gait; good or happy state or
condition.
H ^B $&saga (dialec.), 1˚ adj.=sagror sakal;—2˚
s.f.=saga .
S JB $sa-gar, adj. Having poison, poisonous;—s.m.
Name of a king of the solar race, sovereign of Ayodhy
(the modern Oude).
H JB $sagar [Prk. $!(; S. !(], adj.=next, q.v.
H JB $sagr (dialec.) $ sigr [Prk. $!(; S. !
+], adj. (f. -), All, entire, the whole, every, one and all,
each and all.
S & JB $#sa-garbh,
'
adj. (f. -), Pregnant;—having the
same womb';—s.m. A brother by the same father and
mother, a brother of whole blood.
S  & JB $Nsa-garbhya,
'
s.m.=sa-garbh, q.v.
S JB $ 'sa-garv, adj. Proud, haughty; joyful, elated.
H JB $Msigrau, adj. (Braj),=sagr, q.v.
H JB$"sagr, s.f.=sag , q.v.
H $JB,$ sugra, s.f. Name of a rginor musical mode,

Cart (syn. hak ).
H ^B ,$7suga , adj. (dialec. & colloq.), corr. of su-gha ,
q.v.
H  ^B$7"saga , sag [Prk. $f; S. 8&+], s.f. A
small cart.
P  0JB sag-sr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. sag.
H JB $!sagal, 1˚ s.f. corr. of shakl, q.v.;—2˚ s.m. corr. of
shagl, q.v.
H JB $!sagal, = H 3JB $! sagl,adj. (dialec.)=sagar,
and sagr, qq.v.
H 3JB $!sagl, = H JB $! sagal,adj. (dialec.)=sagar,
and sagr, qq.v.
S 3JB$nsa-glni, adv. Languidly, weakly;
irreverently, reproachfully, censoriously, slanderously.
H #JB$!"sigl, s.f. corr. of Q f aiqal, q.v.:—sigl-gar,
s.m.=aiqal-gar.
S 2 JB ,$/su-gam, adj. (f. -), Easy to be traversed or
travelled over, easy of access or approach, accessible,
attainable; easy, practicable; plain, intelligible;—going
well.
S @ JB ,$./ su-gamit, adj. Easily reached, accessible,
easily attainable.
S *@ JB ,$/su-gamat, s.f. = S *@ JB ,$/; su-gamatva,
s.m.Accessibleness, attainableness; easiness, ease,
practicableness; plainness, intelligibleness;—easy ow,
euphony.
S *@ JB ,$/; su-gamatva, s.m. = S *@ JB ,$/ su-gamat,
s.f.Accessibleness, attainableness; easiness, ease,
practicableness; plainness, intelligibleness;—easy ow,

euphony.
S  @ JB ,$@su-gamya, adj. = su-gam, q.v.;—s.m.=sugamat,

oblations of food and water.
H Y JB $5Psa-gotr, = S Y JB $5P sa-gotra,adj. & s.m. (f.

q.v.
S <JB $4sa-ga, s.m. (in Pros.), An anapæst.

-or -), Of the same family, of one kin, related;—one of
the same family name and of common origin, a
kinsman; distant relation, one connected by funeral
oblations of food and water.
H Y JB$5P"sa-gotr [S. +$5Pt], adj.=sa-gotra, q.v.

H <JB $,sagun, (old H.) ,$
, sugun, ,$ sugan [Prk.
$,4;, S. 8jt], s.m. Omen, augury (cf. shug n).
S <JB $,4sa-gu, adj. Having properties or qualities, &c.;
possessing good qualities or attributes; virtuous, good:—
sa-gu-r p, adj. Possessed of a form that has qualities.
H + JB ,$Bsu-gand, adj.=su-gandh, q.v.
S + JB $Bsa-gandh, adj. Having a smell or scent,
odoriferous, fragrant, sweet-smelling (=su-gandh).
S + JB ,$Bsu-gandh, adj. & s.m. Sweet-smelling,
odoriferous, fragrant, spicy, aromatic;—good or pleasant
smell, sweet odour, scent, perfume, fragrance, aroma,
spiciness:—sugandh-visht, adj. Possessing sweet odour:—
sugandh-ptr, s.m. Any vessel containing sweet odours; a
scent-bottle:—sugandh-re, s.m. A kind of ower:—
sugandh-sn, adj. (f. -), Impregnated with perfume.
? + JB ,$.Bsugandhit, part. adj. Perfumed, rendered
fragrant; sweet-smelling, fragrant (=su-gandh).
S *+ JB ,$.Bsu-gandhit, s.f. Fragrance, perfume,
agreeable scent (produced by the trituration of
perfumes).
S + JB,$.Bsu-gandhi, adj. & s.f.=su-gandh, q.v.
H Y JB$,M"sagunaut, $M" sagnaut [Prk. $,4 .\;
'
s.f. Auspicious sign, good omen.
S. 8j+ \+],
H JB$,4"sa-gu, adj.=sa-gu, q.v.
H JB ,$, suguniy [Prk. $,.4 ; S. 8j+t], adj. Of
good omen, lucky
H  JB ,$ sugw [S. 8,+t (with winserted)], (rustic) A
parrot (=sugg).
H Y JB $Msigaut [S. 8r$+,=t], s.m. Hide, skin
(with the horns attached).
S Y JB $5Psa-gotra, = H Y JB $5P sa-gotr,adj. & s.m. (f.
-or -), Of the same family, of one kin, related;—one of
the same family name and of common origin, a
kinsman; distant relation, one connected by funeral

H Y JB$M"sagaut, $5" sagot, $" sagaut [sag,
q.v.+aut= Prk. .\=S. \+]
'
Animal food, esh,
meat.
H  JB $5sagodr, s.m. corr. of sagotra, q.v.
S JB ,V&su-ghait, part. adj. Well joined or united;
well contrived or devised, well arranged, well managed.
H &JB ,Vsughar, adj.=next, q.v.
H JB ,V7sugha [S. ,+V&t], adj. Well-formed, wellmade, symmetrical, neat, pretty, beautiful, elegant,
graceful; accomplished, skilful, clever, expert; eloquent;
good, virtuous; meritorious:—sugha -bhal, s.f. Flattery,
sycophancy, wheedling, currying favour.
H $&JB,V7 sugh  = H 8 JB,V7 sugh a [sugha +=
Prk. =S. + ], s.f. Neatness, prettiness, beauty,
elegance, accomplishment, skilfulness; virtuousness.
H 8 JB,V7 sugh a = H $&JB,V7 sugh  [sugha +=
Prk. =S. + ], s.f. Neatness, prettiness, beauty,
elegance, accomplishment, skilfulness; virtuousness.
H  JB,V7"su-gha , s.f. Lucky hour, auspicious moment,
opportune moment, suitable time.
S <&JB Vsa-ghan, adj. Thick, dense, solid, crowded,
impassable, impervious:—saghan-tushr, s.m. Ice.
H JB ,.F$suggiy, ,$ sugiy [S. 8,+], s.f. A
parrot.
H  JB ,su-gyn (prop. su-jnn), s.m. Sound
knowledge, wisdom, intelligence, sagacity;—adj. Wellinformed, wise, intelligent.
H  JB sa-gyn, = H  JB sa-gyn,= H  JBsa-gyn,adj. &
s.m.=sa-jnn, and sa-jnn, q.v.
H  JB sa-gyn, = H  JB sa-gyn,= H  JBsa-gyn,adj. &
s.m.=sa-jnn, and sa-jnn, q.v.

H  JBsa-gyn, = H  JB sa-gyn,= H  JB sa-gyn,adj. &
s.m.=sa-jnn, and sa-jnn, q.v.
S  JB ,$"su-gti, s.f. Good singing;—a kind of metre.

Gleaning; gleanings of a corn-eld:—sil ugnor sill
bnn, To glean:—sil-hror sill-hr, s.m. Gleaner.
H 3B !sill, ! sil, adj.=sl, q.v.

H B !sal [prob. S. 8!# or 8#], s.m. (dialec.) The

H  3B ! silbk [Prk. !+ =; S. .8!+ ],

large green grasshopper; the mantis or leaf-insect.
H B !sal [Prk. !(; S. 8(], s.m. Stake, spike, splinter,

s.f. lit.'Rock-bark,' a kind of moss or lichen (esp. a kind
used as a medicinal substance, and said to possess
cooling and lithonthriptic properties).
H & 3B ,!#su-lbh, adj.=su-labh, q.v.

thorn; diculty, embarrassment, &c. (see alya):—sal
ra n(apn), To meet or manage a diculty, &c., to
manage dicult aairs (of a house, &c.); to prepare
(one's own) funeral pyre, to become a sat:—sal-se baihn,
v.n. To be clear or free of diculty or embarrassment,
to be settled or composed.
H B !sal [S. 8(], adj. (colloq.) One hundred (=sau).
S B !sal, s.m. Water (=saraor sar).
A B sall, vulg. sal(inf. n. of CB 'to draw out or forth'), s.m.
Drawing out or forth (esp. a sword from the scabbard).
A B sill, vulg. sil(v.n. fr. CB; see sall), s.m. Consumption,
decline, ulceration of the lungs; a hectic fever:—sill-o-diq,
s.m. Rapid decline, galloping consumption.
H B !sil = H 3B ! sil [Prk. !; S. .8!], s.f. Rock,
stone; a slab, ag-stone; a at stone or slab on which
condiments, &c. are ground with a muller;—threshold,
door-frame:—sil-ba, s.m. The slab and muller with
which condiments, spices, &c. are ground:—sil-jit, and
sil-jt, corr. sal-jt(S. il-jatu, and il-jit), s.m. Storax;
stone-lac; red chalk; bitumen; benzoin; mineral coal; a
beautiful crystallized foliated gypsum:—sil-ras, s.m.
lit.'Rock-exudation'; storax, &c. (=sil-jit); olibanum;
incense; oil of cardamom:—sil-lo h, s.m.=sil-ba, q.v.
H 3B !sil = H B ! sil [Prk. !; S. .8!], s.f. Rock,
stone; a slab, ag-stone; a at stone or slab on which
condiments, &c. are ground with a muller;—threshold,
door-frame:—sil-ba, s.m. The slab and muller with
which condiments, spices, &c. are ground:—sil-jit, and
sil-jt, corr. sal-jt(S. il-jatu, and il-jit), s.m. Storax;
stone-lac; red chalk; bitumen; benzoin; mineral coal; a
beautiful crystallized foliated gypsum:—sil-ras, s.m.
lit.'Rock-exudation'; storax, &c. (=sil-jit); olibanum;
incense; oil of cardamom:—sil-lo h, s.m.=sil-ba, q.v.
H 3B !sil, ! sill [Prk. ! ; S. .8!+t], s.m.

H W3B !.*sil-jit, s.m. See s.v. silor sil.
A 3B sil, s.f. Weapon, weapons, arms, implement of
war (as a sword, spear, &c.); armour:—sil-bar-dr, s.m.
Armour-bearer, an esquire; an ocer who has charge of
the armoury:—sil-band, adj. Armed, accoutred:—silposh, adj. & s.m. Covered with armour; armed;—one who
is armed:—sil-posh, s.f. The wearing of armour:—silna, s.m. Armoury; arsenal, magazine:—sil-dr,
s.m.=sil-bardr, q.v.:—sil-sz, s.m. Armourer:—silshor, s.m. Champion, gladiator; fencing-master; a
breaker or trainer of horses.
H t3B !Lsal  [S. 8!], s.f. A bar (of iron); an ingot
(of gold or silver); a stake; a spit; a probe;—a continuous
line, a streak.
A t3B sall , (v.n. fr. u#B 'to skin'), s.m. A skinner, ayer.
H K3B !sil-ras, s.m. See s.v. sil.
P B3B salsat (for A. ~B3B, inf. n. of I#B 'to be easy,' &c.),
s.f. Easiness, simplicity; plainness, clearness, perspicuity;
facility; ductility; gentleness, tractableness; urbanity.
A B3B salsil, s.f. pl. (of silsilat), Chains.
A < O3B saltn,
 s.m. pl. (of sultn),
 Emperors, kings,
monarchs.
P 3B salk, s.f. (local)=sal , q.v.; and cf. next.
H  3B !salk [S. 8!], s.f. A probe; a rule, ruler,
&c. (see alk); a line, streak.
H  3B !salkn (fr. salk), v.t. To rule lines; to
mark with lines, to streak.
A 1 3B salm (inf. n. of 2 #B 'to be or become safe,' &c.), s.m.
Safety, peace; salutation, greeting, compliments; parting
salutation, adieu, farewell, good-bye:—salm phern, To
look to the right and the left after prayer:—salm den(ko), To bid adieu (to), to dismiss; (among Europeans) to

present (one's) compliments (to); to request the
presence (of a person); to desire permission to enter:—
salm-alaikor salm-alai-kum, Peace be with you; good
morning to you:—salm-kar, A congratulatory present
(see salm):—salm karn(-ko), To salute, greet, hail,
accost; to bid adieu (to), say farewell (to); to give up, to
desist or refrain (from); to bow (to), to acknowledge the
superiority of:—salm len(-k), To accept and return the
salutation (of):—salm-o-paym, s.m. Salutations and kind
messages.
P a 3B salmat (for A. ~a 3B, inf. n. of 2 #B; see salm), s.f.
Safety, salvation; tranquillity, peace, rest, repose;
immunity; liberty; soundness; recovery; health;—adj. &
adv. (used predicatively) Safe, sound, well;—in safety,
safely, securely:—salmat-ravor rau, s.m. An economist; a
good manager or administrator; a well-conducted
person:—salmat-rav, or rau, s.f.
Economy, good management; moderation; good
behaviour:—salmat rahn, v.n. To be or remain safe and
sound, to live long, to prosper.
P *a 3Bsalmat (fr. salmat), s.f. Safety, security,
protection; peace, tranquillity; health; good condition,
well-being; the being alive and in health;—a kind of
coarse cloth;—adv. In peace or safety; in health:—
salmat-k jm pn(-k), To drink to the health (of), to
qua a cup to the health (of).
P a 3B salm (salm+= Zend a. i= S. ), s.f. Salutation;
salute (as by presentation of arms, &c.), salute of
cannon;—a present on being introduced to a superior; a
present given to a landlord on granting a lease, &c.; a
present (on particular occasions) to a person making a
salute; a congratulatory present to a bridegroom
(generally from the father-in-law's household;—cf.
salm-kar);—slope, incline; a pavement across the bed
of a watercourse:—salm- na-br, s.f. A present from a
farmer to his landlord to enable him to build his house; a
compulsory present exacted by the landlord from a
tenant on his erecting a new hut.
H 3B !siln (caus. of sn), v.t. To cause to sew or
stitch; to sew (=sn).
H 3B !siln [sil˚= sl= Prk."!=S. 8"!+= w= Prk.

we= S. pi(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4( = S. "(], v.t.
To cool;—to moisten, to wet;—to bury (syn. han karn);
—to pour out (into a corner of the house, the remains of
holy water used in worship; e.g. kaule siln);—v.n. To
become damp or moist; to sweat; to become liquid or
uid, to melt.
H 3B ,!suln (caus. of son), v.t. To cause to sleep,
to put to sleep; to hush, lull, quiet, calm, allay; to lay,
repress, quell, subdue; to kill, murder:—sul-den, v.t.
intens. of and=suln.
H $3B! sal [S. 8!+], s.f. A piece of wire, a
needle, a probe, any pointed surgical instrument; a
catheter; a bodkin; a large needle used for tinging the
eyes with collyrium; a piece of wire, or needle, &c. used
to deprive a person of sight (by drawing it, while hot,
over the eyes); a lead-pencil; a brimstone match; a line,
streak, stripe:—sal phern(-par), To pass a red-hot wire
or needle, &c. (across the eyes of a person), to deprive
of sight, to blind:—sal-dr, adj. Streaked, striped, twilled
(as cloth).
H $3B! sil [sil(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Sewing; seam; needlework;—price paid for
sewing.
H $3B! sil (prop. sal, q.v.), s.f. A match tipped
with brimstone;—a kind of grub, Phylloxera(very injurious
to Indian corn, sugar-cane, &c.).
A U#B salb, salab(inf. n. of U#B 'to seize, carry o by force,'
&c.), s.m. Seizing by force, spoiling, depriving of;
deprivation; negation, denial, negative argument (in
logic);—spoil, plunder, booty:—satt--juz, s.m. Special or
particular negation:—salb--kull, s.m. General negation:
—salb honor ho-jn, v.n. To be carried o; to be deprived
of; to be wanting in, be devoid of; to be lost.
H &%#B !#salabh, s.m.=&%#E alabh, q.v.
S &%#B ,!#su-labh, adj. Easy to be obtained, easy of
acquisition; easy to be perceived or eected; easy of
access; attainable, feasible, easy:—su-labhvak(˚bha+av˚),
adj. Easily gaining room or admission.
S *&%#B ,!#su-labhat, s.f. Easiness of acquisition or
attainment, feasibleness.

S  &%#B ,!Nsu-labhya, adj.=su-labh, q.v.
H `#B silpa, silp, s.m. See `#E ilpa.
H `#B !&silpa [S. .8!+&t ], adj. Smooth, even,
level; rubbed or worn smooth (as coin); blind.
H `#B silpa (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Slipper.

thirty days), the day of new moon.
A I#B salis, vulg. sals(v.n. fr. I#B 'to be loose or slack,'
&c.), adj. Easy, gentle, tractable, docile, mild, compliant,
submissive; ductile.
A  %0#B salsabl, s.m. Name of a fountain in Paradise;—

H :L#B!"silap , s.f.= ilam , q.v.

running limpid water, pure, sweet water.
H 30#B !!&salsal, s.f. contrac. of salsalha, q.v.

H *#B .!salit (=sarit, q.v.), s.f. A river, stream.

H 30#B !!salsaln [prob. S. 8! redupl.+= w= Prk.

H  B ,!&sulan (prob. samor su+ulan, qq.v.), v.t. To
turn round again, to restore to a right position, to set
right again; to arrange or settle (a matter or aair, with
another);—v.n. To come or turn round again to a right
position, to get or come right again:—sula-len, v.t.
Intens. of and=sulan.
S 6#B !A*sa-lajj, adj. (f. -), Feeling shame or modesty,
bashful, modest, ashamed.
H 6#B !*salaj, s.f.=sarhajand salaij, qq.v.
H  &8#B ,!Dsuljhn (caus. of sulajhn), v.t. To
unravel, to disentangle; to solve (a diculty or a
problem); to analyse, to examine, test, prove; to set
right or straight again, to settle, arrange.
H  &8#B ,!D suljho = H  &8#B ,!D  suljhw
suljh(n)+oor w= Prk.  ( or  (=S. ()( or
()+], s.m. Unravelling, disentanglement; solution;
settlement.
H  &8#B ,!D suljhw = H  &8#B ,!D suljho
suljh(n)+oor w= Prk.  ( or  (=S. ()( or
()+], s.m. Unravelling, disentanglement; solution;
settlement.
H &8#B ,!Dsulajhn [ulajhn, q.v.+S. /], v.n. To be or
become unravelled, to be disentangled; to be solved; to
be analysed, tested or tried; to be settled, be set right
again:—suljh-suljhy, part. (of sulajhnand suljhn),
Ready, disentangled, &c.; tested, proved, experienced.
H <&:#B ,!K+su-la han, (dialec.) ,!K+  su-la hani,
s.m.=su-laksha, q.v.
A #B sila (and P. sala), s.f.=sil, q.v.
A u#B sal , vulg. sala (inf. n. of u#B 'to strip o,' &c.), s.f.
The last or end (of a month), the last day (of a month of

we= S. pi(caus. augment); cf. sarsarn], v.n. To creep,
crawl; to feel a creeping or tickling sensation; to itch; to
prick, pierce; to be troubled with doubt; to be uneasy; to
rankle (in);—to make a rustling sound (as the creeping
of a snake), to rustle;—v.t. To cause to simmer or boil,
&c., to heat.
H ?30#B !!6&salsalha [salsal(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ++; ]( , s.f. Creeping, crawling; sound as
of a snake creeping, rustling; creeping sensation,
titillation, irritation (caused by the crawling of an insect
on the body), formication; itching; prurience; pricking,
piercing; uneasy feeling, doubt; rankling (cf. sursurha).
H ?30#B silsilha (fr. silsila, q.v.), s.f. Concatenation.
H 0#B silsil-baul, or silsil--baul(prob. corr. of A.
salsalul-baul), s.m. Morbid copiousness of urine, diabetes.
P #0#B silsila (for A. ~#0#B silsilat, v.n. fr. 0#B, fr. rt. CB by
redupl.), s.m. Chain; series; concatenation; line;
succession; descent, pedigree, genealogy; a catalogue;
arrangement; connection; mode, way:—silsila-band,
adj.=silsila-wr, q.v.:—silsila-band, s.f. The state of being
linked together, concatenation; classication,
arrangement:—silsila-m , adj. Having the hair in ringlets
like chains:—silsila-wr, adj. & adv. Linked together;
serial; lineal; consecutive, unbroken, uninterrupted;—in
regular order, consecutively, in a line or series, seriatim;
connectedly, in the chain (of); systematically.
H #0#B,!,!"sulsul, s.f.=sursur, q.v.
A  N#B sultn (v.n. fr. w#B 'to overcome'; 'to possess
dominion,' &c.), s.m. Sultan, emperor, king, prince,
sovereign, ruler.
fem. of sultn), s.f.
P  N#B sultna
 (for A. ~ N#B sultnat,

Empress; queen.

P  N#Bsultn
 (rel. n. fr. sultn),
 adj. Of or belonging or
relating to a sovereign, royal, regal, princely;—s.f.
Dignity or oce of sultn;
 sovereignty, empire, dominion
(=saltanat);—a
kind of broadcloth.

P N#B saltanat
 (for A. ~N#B, v.n. fr. w#B; see sultn),
 s.f.
Power of dominion, sovereign or ruling power, empire,
sovereignty, dominion, rule;—kingdom, empire, realm:—
saltanat--jamh
r, s.f. A republic:—saltanat--sha
, s.f.


An absolute monarchy.
A g#B salaf (inf. n. of g#B 'to pass away,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Past, preceding, former (times, &c.);—such as have gone
before, predecessors, ancestors; past or former times;—
money advanced for merchandise, &c.;—a purse, bag.
A g#B silf (v.n. fr. g#B; see salaf), s.m. Wife's sister's
husband, brother-in-law.
H h #B sulf, s.m. A small ball of tobacco smoked in a
uqqawithout the intervention of a tile:—sulf karn, v.t.
To burn to ashes; to consume:—sulf honor ho-jn, v.n.
To be consumed; to be utterly destroyed or ruined.
H :h #Bsilaf , s.f.=silap , or ilam , q.v.
A (#B silk (v.n. fr. (#B 'to insert,' &c.), s.m. Thread,
string; order, series, train; course, tenour; road, way:—
silk-band, s.f. Account of the daily receipts of revenue
made out at the end of the month, when the whole is
added together and formed into one total.
S <#B ,!d4su-laksha, = H <&#B ,!=L su-lakkhan,s.m.
A good or distinct mark; an auspicious mark or sign or
omen; good conduct; excellence; beauty; a determining;
—adj. Clearly distinguished by marks; of good omen,
auspicious, favourable, promising, fortunate; wellbehaved; clever, expert; beautiful; excellent.
H <&#B ,!=Lsu-lakkhan, = S <#B ,!d4 su-laksha,s.m.
A good or distinct mark; an auspicious mark or sign or
omen; good conduct; excellence; beauty; a determining;
—adj. Clearly distinguished by marks; of good omen,
auspicious, favourable, promising, fortunate; wellbehaved; clever, expert; beautiful; excellent.
? #B,!d4"su-laksha [S. ,+!d4+t], adj.=su-laksha.
H &#B ,!Lsu-lakhan, adj.=su-laksha, q.v.
H #B!"salk [S. 8!0+], s.f. The root of the lotus

or water-lily.
S #B!"sallak, s.f. The gum olibanum tree, Boswellia
thurifera.
H ^#B !$salag [S. (!¢(], adj. Joined together, in one
piece, unbroken, continuous, uninterrupted;—s.m.
(local), Close friendship, intimacy, familiarity.
H  J#B ,!$sulgn, !$ silgn (caus. of sulagn),
v.t. To light, kindle, ignite, to cause to burn brightly; to
in ame, incite, stir up, rouse.
H 2 J#B !$/salgam, s.m. corr. of 2  #E shalgam, q.v.
H J#B ,!$sulagn, !$ silagn [sulag˚prob.=S.
(!$(), rt. !$ with /], v.n. To be kindled, be ignited,
be set light to; to light; to burn without smoke or ame,
to burn clearly or brightly; to be in amed, be excited, be
roused, be irritated.
S #B .!!salil, s.m. Water; liquid (in general).
A 2 #B salam (inf. n. of 2 #B 'to be safe,' &c.), s.m. Saluting;
submitting; cultivating peace; friendship;—peace, safety;
—adj. Free from fault or aw, sound;—sallamahul-lh
tal, May the Most High God save or protect him.
H 2 #B sallam, s.m. A kind of coarse cloth.
A 2 #B sullam, s.m. A ladder; staircase.
P @ #B salma, s.m. A band of embroidery:—salma-sitra, s.m.
A kind of embroidery consisting of small stars between
embroidered bands.
H #B !saln [S. , or !+n= Prk. f =S. !+t], s.m.
A rivulet.
H #B !saln (fr. the trans. sln, q.v.), v.n. To be
perforated, be pierced; to pierce, prick, enter (into).
H #B !siln (fr. siln), v.n. To be sewn.
H #B !5salano, salno, s.f. coutrac. of sal no, q.v.
H  4#B !6salan-hr, adj. Penetrable.
H #B !0sall , !0 sal [prob. S. 8+t], s.m. A thong,
a narrow strip of leather inserted in the seams of shoes,
saddles, &c.; a latchet.
H #B !5sallo, adj. & s.f. Foolish, silly (woman);—a silly
woman.
H  #B ! salwn (doub. caus. of saln), v.t. To cause

to be perforated or pierced, &c., to have or get (a thing)
pierced, &c.
H  #B ! silwn (doub. caus. of sn), v.t. To cause
to be sewn or stitched, to have or get (a thing) sewn.
H  #B ,! sulwn (doub. caus. of son), v.t. To cause
to be put to sleep, to have (one) put to sleep, &c. (see
sulnand son).
H $ #B!  salw [salw(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. The cost of having (a thing)
perforated or pierced, &c.
H $ #B!  silw (silw(n)+as in salw, q.v.), s.f.
Price paid for having (a thing) sewn (=sil).
H ] #B !0sal p [S. T (], s.m. A little, very little.
P A #B salwat (for A. { #B, inf. n. of #B 'to be content,' &c.),
s.f. Patient endurance, content, comfort, solace,
cheerfulness, happiness, tranquillity.
H Y #B!5P"salotr, s.m.=slotr, q.v.

S * #B !5sa-lokat, s.f. Being in the same world or
sphere (with).
S #B !5!sa-lol, adj. (f. -), Playful, sportive, wanton.
H  #B !5sa-lon, !0 sa-l n [Prk. !54,; S. +! e(],
adj. Having salt, salted (food), salty;—name of a district.
H  #B !5salon [Prk. !54(; S. +! e+], adj. (f. ), Salt, salted; seasoned; tasteful, tasty, savoury;
beautiful, handsome; interesting, piquant; intelligent;
dark-complexioned, nut-brown (complexion); expressive
(countenance).
H  #B !05sal no [S. Y 4"], s.f. The day of full moon in
the month Swan (July-August), the festival of rakshban-dhan(see rkh).
H  #B!5"sa-lcn [Prk. !54"; S. ! e(], adj.=salon,

H  #B !M&silau, !5& silo, ! & silwa [S. .8!+&

q.v.
A  #Bsalw (v.n. fr. #B 'to be content,' &c.), s.m.(?) A
quail;—honey.
H 64#B 6*salhaj, s.f.=salaij, q.v.

+], s.f. A small grinding-stone; a muller, a stone for

H #B!"sil, !" sill [S. .8! or .8!"], s.f. A stone, a

grinding spices, &c.
H  #B ! &silwa [prob. rt. of siln+S. &+], s.f.

block of stone, a slab; a whetstone; a hone; a touchstone;
—a small kiln;—trunk (of a tree); a plank.
H #B!"sill, !" sil [prob. S. 8"!+], s.f. The teal,

Seam, fold, ply; rumple, crease, furrow, wrinkle (syn.
shika ).
A  #B sul k, corr. sal k(inf. n. of (#B 'to travel,' &c.),
s.m. Journey, road, way; institution, rule, mode, manner;
behaviour or conduct (to or towards), treatment, usage;
civility, attention, kindness; intercourse, amicable
intercourse or footing, good terms or understanding
(with); cessation of hostilities, peace:—sul k-se, adv. With
civility or kindness, kindly; properly, well; in amicable
intercourse, on good terms, peaceably (e.g. sul k-se pesh
n, To treat or receive kindly; to behave properly or
well;—sul k-se rahn, To live on good terms):—sul k karn(se), To proceed (with); to act or behave (towards), to
treat; to treat kindly, to befriend, to behave well (to); to
be reconciled (to), make peace (with).
H  #B T!5slok, !5 salok, s.m.=!5 lok, q.v.
S  #B !5sa-lok, adj. Being in the same world;—s.m.
Good or respectable people, gentlefolk.

the whistling teal.
H #B!"sil [S. .8!+], s.f. The grain and cha on a
threshing- oor before winnowing.
H * #B salt, s.m. corr. of shalta, q.v.
H R#B sle (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Slate; a slate.
H 6 #B !h*salaij, p* salej [S. !+*], s.f. Brother-inlaw's wife (=sarhaj).
P I #B sals (prob. corr. of A. salis; or an unclassical form
fr. A. rt. I#B), adj. Easy, simple, plain, not abstruse:—salsnavs, adj. & s.m. Writing a plain hand;—one who writes a
plain hand.
P 0 #Bsals, s.f. Easiness, simplicity, plainness, clearness.
H Z #B Tp3slesh, s.m.= Z #E lesh, q.v.
H  #B Tp3slesh, slekh, s.f. contrac. of aleshor alekh,
q.v.
H @  #B Tpl/sleshm, s.m.= @  #E leshm, q.v.

P Q #B salqa (for A. ~Q #B salqat, v.n. fr. H#B 'to adapt or
dispose to,' &c.), s.m. Nature, natural disposition or
constitution; genius; taste; good disposition; method,
knack, way; knowledge, skill, dexterity, address:—salqadr, salqa-shr, salqa-mand, and salqa-wl, adj. Of good
disposition; well-conducted; possessed of genius;
discerning, discreet:—salqa--guftg , s.m. or salqe-k
guftg , s.f. Polite conversation:—salqa--majlis, s.m. Good
breeding.
H @ & #B pL/salekhm [S. pl/], s.m. The phlegmatic
humour, phlegm, rheum, de uxion, catarrh (syn.
zukm).
S  #B !"!sa-ll, adj. (f. -), Playful, sportive, wanton.
A 2 #B salm (v.n. fr. 2 #B 'to be safe,' &c.), adj. Safe, secure,
free; sound, perfect; healthy; right; pacic, mild, meek,
aable:—salmut-t ab,
 adj. & s.m. Right-minded; sound;
aable, &c. (=salm):—a right-minded person;—a real
genius, a genuine poet.
A  @ #B sulaimn, prop. n. Solomon (the son of David).
P  @ #Bsulaiman (rel. n. fr. sulaimn), adj. Of or belonging
to Solomon;—s.f. The state or dignity of Solomon;—s.m.
(=sulaimn patthar), The onyx.
P @ #Bsalm (rel. n. fr. salm), s.f. A kind of cloth.
H  #B salya, s.m.= #E alya, q.v.:—salyoddhr,
s.m.=alyoddnr, q.v.s.v. alya.
S 2 B /sam, insep. prep. or prex (opp. to vi, and, like Gr.
#/, Lat. con, expressing) With, together with, along
with, together: (it sometimes intensies the idea
contained in the simple root, and may often be
translated by) much, greatly, very, wholly, thoroughly,
perfectly, well, beautifully, &c.
S 2 B /sama, vulg. sam, adj. Even, level, at, plain,
smooth; same, equal, like, similar; all, whole, entire, full,
complete;—s.m. A level plain; (in Geom.) a mean
proportional segment;—(in music) measuring time; time;
a tone:—sam r(˚ma+ ˚), adj. & s.m. Equal or similar in
practice or in virtuous conduct;—equal or similar
conduct; upright or virtuous conduct, proper practice:—
samdhikr(˚ma+adh˚), s.m. Coadjutor, colleague;—joint
heir:—sam-bhv, adj. & s.m. Of like nature or property;—

equality, similarity, equability, sameness; equilibrium;
goodness:—sam-bh mi, s.f. Even or level ground; a racecourse:—sam-tribhuj, adj. & s.m. Having three sides
equal;—an equilateral triangle:—sam-t l, adj. Alike,
similar, equal, akin:—sam-tol, adj. & adv. Of equal weight,
equiponderant; equal, even, matching, rivaling, of the
same grade, of equal ability, of equal value or merit; duly
balanced, equable; evenly or harmoniously proportioned
(as a temperament or constitution, &c.);—evenly, equally
on both sides (as a weight pressing, &c.):—sam-jtya, adj.
(f. -), Of the same caste or class, of the same origin or
kind, homogeneous:—sam- atur-bhuj, adj. & s.m. Equally
four-sided;—an equilateral tetragon or rhombus:—samdar, vulg. sam-dars, adj. & s.m. Viewing or regarding
equally, looking at both sides impartially, impartial;—an
impartial person:—sam-dukh, adj. & s.m. Sharing
(another's) pain or grief, feeling for another's woe,
sympathizing (with);—a sympathetic person,
sympathizer:—sam-dukh-sukh, adj. Having the same grief
and joy, sympathizing in sorrow and joy:—sam-dukh=
sam-dukh, q.v.:—sam-dvi-bhu-tribhuj, s.m. An isosceles
triangle:—sam-dhar-tal, adj. Plane, level, level with the
ground:—sam-dhartal-pa, s.f. A plane-table (for
surveying):—sam-deya, adj. (f. -), Belonging to the
same country or locality:—sam-r p, adj. Of the same form
or gure;—s.m. Conformity; uniformity:—sam-sthn, s.m.
The horizon; the north or south point of the horizon; a
pole of the prime vertical:—sama-sva, s.m. Equality in
wealth;—adj. (f. -), Possessing equal wealth:—sama-svabhv, adj. Possessing equal wealth:—sam-klik, sam-klin,
or sam-kln, adj. Of or belonging to the same time or
period, contemporary, contemporaneous, coeval:—samkany, s.f. A suitable maiden, a girl t to be married:—
sam-ko, adj. & s.m. Rectangular, right-angled;—a right
angle:—sam-kon-samnntar- atur-bhuj, s.m. A rectangle:—
sam-lamb, adj. & s.m. Having equal perpendiculars:—a
trapezoid;—sam-lamb atur-bhuj, s.m. A trapezium; a
trapezoid:—sam-vrit, s.m. A species of metre in which all
the four feet are equal:—sam-ytr, s.m. A fellowtraveller.
H 2 B /sam, s.m.= 2 E am, q.v.
A 2 B samm, vulg. sam, s.m. Poison, venom:—sammu-

frand sammul-khr, s.m. Rats-bane, arsenic.
P 2 B sum [Pehl. umb, um; Zend afa; S. 8v], s.m. A hoof,
hoofed foot:—sum len, To pare the hoofs (of, -ke);—to
trip, stumble (a horse).
H 2 B ,/ sum [S. ,/(], s.m. A ower.
H @ B 3/sam [S. /t], s.m. Time, season; season of
plenty, season of greatest abundance or prevalence;
plenty, abundance; opportunity;—state, condition;
concord, harmony, unison;—scene, landscape, view:—
sam b dhn(-k), To make a picture or representation
(of), to represent;—to act, sing, or play in concert, to
produce harmony; to be in concert or harmony:—sam
pn, v.n. To nd or get an opportunity.
S @ B /sam, s.f. A year.
A @ B sam (v.n. fr. @ B 'to be or become high,' &c.), s.m.
The heavens, sky, rmament; a canopy; height, altitude,
meridian, highest or uppermost part (of anything),
culminating point, prime, spring.
S ; @ B /sampit, = S ; @ B /Q sampt,part.
Completed, concluded, accomplished, nished, done,
perfected;—skilful:—sampt karn, v.t. To complete,
conclude, nish, close, &c.
S ; @ B /Qsampt, = S ; @ B / sampit,part.
Completed, concluded, accomplished, nished, done,
perfected;—skilful:—sampt karn, v.t. To complete,
conclude, nish, close, &c.
H ; @ B /Qsampt, = S *; @ B/Q sampti,s.f.
Accomplishment, completion, perfection, conclusion,
nish, end, termination, cessation; reconciling
dierences, putting an end to disputes.
S *; @ B/Qsampti, = H ; @ B /Q sampt,s.f.
Accomplishment, completion, perfection, conclusion,
nish, end, termination, cessation; reconciling
dierences, putting an end to disputes.
S <; @ B /sampan, s.m. Accomplishing, nishing,
completion, conclusion; acquisition, gain; putting an end
to, killing, destroying;—section, chapter, division;—
profound meditation.
S <; @ B /Bsampanna, part. Attained, obtained,

gained; occurred, happened, arrived, come; completed,
nished, &c. (= sampt, q.v.); perfect, skilled, procient
(in).
P A @ B samt, simt, sumt(for A. ~@ B), s.f. Sign, mark,
note, index (cf. next).
A A @ B simt, s.f. pl. (of ~@ B, inf. n. of 2 B 'to brand,' &c.),
Marks, brands; signs.
S 5 @ B /*samj, s.m. Meeting, assembly, congregation,
congress; a society, company, association, club; convivial
meeting, party; the abode of a respectable community; a
collection, quantity, multitude, number; apparatus,
equipment, equipage;—an elephant.
P W @ B samjat (for A. ~W @ B, inf. n. of 6@ B 'to be foul,
unseemly, or ugly'), s.f. Deformity, unseemliness,
shamefulness, turpitude; adulteration; entreaty,
solicitation; adulation, attery;—adj. Deformed,
unseemly, ugly; foul, lthy, base.
S (W @ B /.*samjik, adj. & s.m. Belonging to a
society or community, held in common;—a member of
an assembly or congregation; a spectator.
H W @ B/*"samj [S. /.*t], s.m. Musicians that
attend dancers.
S  = @ B /sam r, adj. & s.m. See s.v. samaor sam.
S  = @ B /sam- r, s.m. Proceeding, going;
performance, practice, conduct, behaviour; usage, way;
proper practice or behaviour; state, condition,
circumstances, doings, news, report, information,
tidings, intelligence, message, advice (of a bill), account
of circumstances, health; an occurrence; tradition:—
sam r-patr, s.m. Newspaper:—sam r-dyak, s.m.
Newsman, intelligencer, herald, courier:—sam rkahn(-k), To give news or tidings (of), to report:—
sam r-likhak, s.m. News-writer.
P  @ B samat (for A. ~ @ B, inf. n. of @ B 'to be liberal,'
&c.), s.f. Liberality, berecence, bountifulness.
H  @ B /samd, s.m. corr. of sam-vd, q.v.
S  @ B /sam-dar, s.m. Great respect, reverence,
veneration.
H  @ B /samdh [S. /t, q.v.], s.f. Profound or
abstract meditation, restraining the senses and

conning the mind to contemplation (especially on the
true nature of spirit, &c.); intense absorption or
contemplation; silence, devotion; abstracted or absorbed
state; a religious vow or self-imposed restraint; selfimmolation (of a sanys) by drowning or by burying
himself alive; an exercise of austerity (among jogs)
whereby they are supposed to acquire the power of
suspending
during pleasure the connexion between soul and body;—
the tomb of a sanys(who has been buried alive); a tomb
over the relics of a dead body, or a little edice, to
contain the tulsplant, which is erected over the burial
place of a sanys:—samdh lagn, samdh len, To suspend
(one's) breath for a fabulous period of time; to submit to
be buried alive.
S   @ B /sam-dhn, s.m. Fixing the mind in
abstract contemplation (as on the true nature of spirit),
religious abstraction (as practised by Hinds),
restraining the senses by conning the mind to
contemplation, profound absorption or contemplation,
religious meditation; intentness, eagerness;—promising;
declaring, declaration; adjustment, decision,
determination; the act of satisfying, propitiating;
pacication; comfort, consolation, solace.
S   @ B/"samdhikr, s.m. See s.v. sam.
S  @ B/sam-dhi, s.m. Putting together; collecting
or composing the mind, xing the thoughts;
contemplation, profound or abstract meditation, &c. (see
samdh); composing or reconciling of dierences; the
laying up a store of grain; agreement, promise,
engagement, vow; religious vow or obligation; requital;—
a burial; tomb, grave; the joint of the neck; the
attempting impossibilities; demonstrated conclusion:—
samdhi-sthn, s.m. The place where a sanyshas been
buried alive; buring place, cemetery
S  @ B/"sam-dh, adj. & s.m. Absorbed in
contemplation, meditative;—a meditative or thoughtful
person.
S Z  @ B /dsam-dhyaksh, s.m. Overseer,
superintendent.

H  @ B /samr [prob. S. ( t], s.m. Crop-ploughing.
H  @ B ,/su-mr, 1˚ adj. corr. of su-mar, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.
corr. of shumr, q.v.
S A @ B T/smrt,
'
adj. & s.m. Relating to memory,
memorial;—recorded in the smritis,
 prescribed in the
inspired codes of law;—one who follows or professes the
doctrines of the smritisor
inspired codes of law;—a

Brhma skilled in jurisprudence or traditional law.
S  @ B T/smrak, adj. & s.m. Causing to remember,
refreshing the memory, putting in mind, reminding;
instructing, instructive;—that which reminds, a
remembrancer.
H  @ B /samrn, v.t. 1˚=sa wrn, q.v.;—2˚=
sa ghrn, q.v.
P S @ B samr g, s.m. lit.'Like an egg'; a white mushroom
resembling an egg.
S ? @ B /56sam-roh, s.m. Ascending, going up,
mounting; riding (upon); agreeing (upon);—
magnicence, grandeur, pomp.
S < @ B /564sam-roha, s.m. The act of ascending or
mounting, a riding upon; an agreeing.
H  @ B/56"sam-roh [S. /56+t (+t)], adj.
Magnicent, grand, pompous.
H  @ B/"samr, s.f.=saml, q.v.
S K @ B /sams, s.m. Aggregation, collection,
assemblage; conjunction, combination, union,
compounding, composition (of words); a compound word;
—contraction, abbreviation, condensation, abridgement;
conciseness; a summary.
A s @ B simt (v.n.
fr. w@ B 'to remove the hair or

wool' (from), 'to scald,' &c.), s.m. Order, rank, row,
series; side;—(vulg. sumt)  a table, or cloth, &c. on which
food is spread; a table with the victuals spread;—the
bloody sheet or bed of justice (usually made of ne
leather) on which the blood of oenders or malefactors
was formerly shed in the presence of the sovereign.
A . @ B sam (inf. n. of b @ B 'to hear,' &c.), s.m. Hearing,
listening to; listening to music or singing; the sense of
hearing;—singing, song, music (instrumental or vocal);

ecstasy occasioned by hearing singing or music
(particularly in Derwishes when hearing hymns).
P m @ B samat (for A. ~m @ B, inf. n. of b @ B 'to hear'), s.f.
Hearing, the sense of hearing; hearing or taking
evidence (in a law-suit, &c.), cognizance:—samat karn(k), To hear, to take evidence (in a suit), to try (a case),
to entertain or take cognizance (of a complaint):—
samat-ke qbil, adj. Worthy or deserving of a hearing,
admissible, cognizable (a suit).
A m @ B sam, adj. What has been heard or heard of,

society, company; an assembly;—arrival, approach;—
similar condition or progress:—sam-gam karn(-ke sth),
To associate (with), &c.
A  h ! 2 B sammul-fr, s.m. See s.v. samm.
H ! @ B /!samln, v.t.= sambhln, q.v.
H ! @ B /!0saml , s.m.= sambhl , q.v.
S ! @ B/!"sa-ml, s.f. Collection or bunch of owers,
nosegay.
S ! @ B,/!"su-ml, adj. Well-garlanded, possessed of a

what has been received by hearsay, traditional; (in
Gram.) irregular.
A G @ B sumq (v.n. fr. H@ B 'to be tall or high,' 'to overtop'),

good garland.
H  @ B /[sam , s.m.= samor samay, q.v.

adj. Pure sheer, unmixed:—sumq-pln, s.m. A vessel for
rice (it consists of two boiling pots, one tting into the
other, the inner pot being perforated full of small holes:
when the rice is boiled the inner vessel is lifted out,
leaving the water strained o in the exterior pot).
A G @ B summq, vulg. sumq(v.n. fr. H@ B; see sumq), s.m.
Sumach, Rhus coriaria, or its berry;—porphyry, the
hardest species of marble.
H & @ B /Lsamkh [S. /+.d+t:], adj. & s.m.

akin, alike, same, one, uniform; even, level, at;
common, general;—good, virtuous; honoured;—postpn.
Similarly (to, -ke), like, like as, equal (to), the same (as),
after the manner (of;—as an ax samn= s, q.v.);—s.m.
(f.?), Equality, level, rank;—one of the vital airs (viz.that
which is essential to digestion):—samnntar(˚na+ an˚), adj.
Parallel:—samnntar atur-bhuj, s.m. A parallelogram:—
samn-janm, adj. Having a common birth or origin; of
equal age:—samn- it, adj. Of an even or equitable
disposition:—samn-r p-se, adv. Equally, evenly; atwise:
—samn-k, adj. & s.m. Of the same level or rank;—one of
the same level or rank, an equal:—samn-klik, or samnkln, adj. Of or relating to the same period or time,
contemporary; synchronous:—samn karn, v.t. To make
equal, or level, &c.; to proportion:—samnodaka(˚na+ud˚),
s.m. lit.'Having common water oblations'; a kinsman
connected by the oering of water to the departed
spirits of common ancestors:—samn-vayashk, adj. (f. -or), Of equal age, of the same age.
S  @ B @/, (/ sammn, s.m. Honour, respect,

Having eyes;—one who has eyes to see with.
S & @ B /Zsam-khy, s.f. Report, fame, reputation,
celebrity, notoriety; name, appellation.
S A & @ B /Zsam-khyt, part. adj. Declared
proclaimed; famed, celebrated, well-known, public,
notorious.
S X @ B /$sam-gat, part. Come together, met,
encountered, joined, united; assembled; in conjunction;
come to, approached arrived.
H X @ B /$sam-gat, = S *X @ B/$ sam-gati,s.f.
Coming together encountering; meeting; assembly;
union joining; approach arrival.
S *X @ B/$sam-gati, = H X @ B /$ sam-gat,s.f.
Coming together encountering; meeting; assembly;
union joining; approach arrival.
S 2 X @ B /$/sam-gam, s.m. Coming together,
encounter, meeting, union, junction, coalition,
assembling; association, intercourse, acquaintance,

S  @ B /samn, adj. Like, similar, equal, adequate,

homage (=sanmn, q.v.).
H  @ B /samn [sam˚= samw˚= Prk. / ( or /
+], v.n. To be contained or held (in, -me ), to go or
get (in or into), to enter (in or into), to t (in); to take up
room ll or occupy space.
H  @ B /simn, s.m.=siwn, q.v.
S * @ B /samnat, vulg. samnt, s.f. Likenes s

resemblance, similarity, parity sameness, equality; level;
community (of kind or quality).
H * @ B /Bsamntar [S. /+Bt; or contrac. of

H A %@ B ,@ sumbt, s.f. A hoof (=sum, q.v.).
H  %@ B @ , (  sam-bd [S. ( t], s.m. Conversation,

samnntar, q.v.s.v. samn], adj. Parallel.
S * @ B /; samnatva, s.m.=samnat, q.v.

discourse; history, story; information, news;
communication (of news or intelligence).
H %@ B @ , (  sambat, s.m.=sa vat, q.v.

S I @ B ,/su-mnas, s.m. An epithet of lake Mnas.

S + %@ B @ -sam-baddha, part. Bound or tied together,

H ^ @ B /[$sam g, s.m.= saw gor sw g, q.v.
H  @ B /,samnu, adj. (dialec. & poet.)=samn, q.v.
S  @ B/"samn, s.f. A species of metre;—adj. (in
Gram.) Neuter (a verb).
S   @ B @/Bsam-mnya, adj. To be honoured,

fastened together, connected with, bound.
S + %@ B@ ., -sam-buddhi, s.f. A calling, calling to; (in
Gram.) the vocative case.
S %@ B @ sambar, s.m. A kind of deer (cf. s baror sbar);

honourable, respectable.
H  @ B /sam, [sam(n) + ' = Prk.  (

a sort of sh; a particular mountain; war; water; a
religious observance (with Buddhists).
H (%@ B @ 
, sambuk, s.m.=  %@ E amb k, q.v.

()(], adj. Roomy, capacious, t to hold;—s.m. A vessel

S %@ B @ !sambal, s.m. Provender, stock of provisions

in which re is kept.
H  @ B / samo (i.q. sam , q.v.), s.m. Room, space,

for a journey;—water (=sambar).
H %@ B @ !
, sambul, s.m. corr. of %B sumbul, q.v.

&c. (=sam, q.v.).
H  @ B / samwn, or samon, v.t.=samn, q.v.
A  @ Bsamw (rel. n. fr. sam), adj. Of or relating to the

H %@ B @ !simbal, s.m. corr. of semal, q.v.
S + %@ B @ B, ( B sam-bandh, s.m. Joining together,

(anything); room, space, capacity; capability,
competency, ability (syn. gunjish).
H $ @ B/ sam [prob. S. 8@(], s.f. Endurance,

union, association, connection, anity, relation,
alliance, relationship (by birth or marriage);
communication, intercourse; the having reference or
relation (to anything); the genitive or possessive case;
rhyme, metre:—sambandh rakhn(-se), To be connected
(with), be related (to), be associated (with), to have to do
(with):—sambandh-s ak, adj. Pointing out or governing
the genitive case, construed with the genitive:—
sambandh karn, v.t. To join, unite, connect, tie, fasten,
bind; to aance:—sambandh-v ak, vulg. sambandh-b ak,
adj. & s.m. Relative;—a relative pronoun:—sambandh-vn,
adj. Genitival, possessive.
S *+ %@ B @ Bsambandhat, s.f. Connectedness,

patience, forbearance, self-control.
H $ @ B/ sam, s.f. (colloq.)=samor samay, q.v.

relatedness, unitedness.
S + %@ B@ B"sambandh, adj. & s.m. Connected with,

H %@ B ,@ , ,(  sumb [prob. S. 8,# or 8,@#++t], s.m. A

belonging to, related (to), relating or referring (to);
adjunct, inherent;—relation or connexion (by marriage),
relative, kinsman; son or daughter's father-in-law:—
sambandh-patr, s.m. Kindred-roll, genealogical tree.
H %@ B @ ,0 ( 0 samb [prob. S. @ + t], adj. Much.

sky or heaven, heavenly, celestial.
S Z) @ B /U8sam-ve, s.m. Entrance, penetration,
complete possession; possession (by evil spirits);
aection, passion, emotion.
S   @ B/6sam-hway, s.m. Setting animals to ght
for sport, matching animals to ght for a wager.
H $ @ B/ sam [sam(n), q.v.+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. The act of containing or holding

ponderous implement of iron for cleaving blocks of
stone; rammer (of a cannon), ramrod, sponge-sta (=
sumbh); a peg, spike, punch:—sumb hokn:—(-me ), To
spike (a gun).

S < %@ B @ 5sam-bodhan, s.m. Calling to, addressing;
call; (in gram.) the vocative case;—the act of consoling,
comfort, soothing, encouragement.
H  %@ B @ 
0 samb k, s.m.= %@ E samb k, q.v.
H &%@ B @#sambh, s.m. corr. of am-bhu, q.v.
H &%@ B ,@#sumbh, s.m. A hole made in a wall.
H &%@ B ,@#, ,(# sumbh, s.m.=sumb, q.v.
H  &%@ B (@#, (# sambhrn, v.t. =sambhln, q.v.
S <E &%@ B @#34sam-bhsha, s.m. Conversation,
discourse; sexual intercourse;—war-cry; watch-word.
S X &%@ B@#$"sam-bhg, s.m. Sharer, partner,
participator, partaker, shareholder.
H " &%@ B @#!, (#! sambhl [S. @#+t; or perf.
part. of next, q.v.], s.m. The ickering of the vital ame
before death, the apparent rally before death:—sambhl
len, To rally before death, to show or have the last
icker of life, to icker; to tremble in the balance (life,
&c.).
H ! &%@ B @#!, (#! sambhln [sambhl˚= Prk.

mother of male issue.
S  &%@ B @# sam-bhvan, s.m. = S  &%@ B @#  sambhvan, s.f.Compatibility, tness, suitableness,
adequacy, competency, ability; possibility; probability,
likelihood; (in logic) doubt; considering, re ecting,
thought, supposition, conjecture; (in gram.) the sense of
the potential mood;—review; regard, esteem; love;
worship, honour.
S  &%@ B @# sam-bhvan, s.f. = S  &%@ B @#  sambhvan, s.m.Compatibility, tness, suitableness,
adequacy, competency, ability; possibility; probability,
likelihood; (in logic) doubt; considering, re ecting,
thought, supposition, conjecture; (in gram.) the sense of
the potential mood;—review; regard, esteem; love;
worship, honour.
S   &%@ B @# "sam-bhvanya, = S ) &%@ B @# sam-

a denom. fr. S. @#], v.t. To support, sustain, hold up,

bhvya,part. adj. To be adapted, to be made t; suitable,
capable, t; possible; supposable, imaginable, probable,
likely:—sambhvya-bhavishyat, (in gram.) The doubtful or
contingent future tense (e.g. mai jt ho or ho , 'I may
be going, or I may perhaps go, or it may be that I shall
go').
S ) &%@ B @#sam-bhvya, = S   &%@ B @# " sam-

uphold, prop; to take care of, to look after; to maintain;
to assist, help; to set right, to arrange, settle; to manage;
to superintend; to regulate (expenses, revenue, &c.); to
moderate; to stop, retain; to restrain, control, curb,
check, keep in check; to repress; to correct, punish:—
sambhl-len, v.t. intens. of and = sambhln.
H ! &%@ B @#!0, (#!0 sambhl [sambhl(n)+ = Prk.

bhvanya,part. adj. To be adapted, to be made t;
suitable, capable, t; possible; supposable, imaginable,
probable, likely:—sambhvya-bhavishyat, (in gram.) The
doubtful or contingent future tense (e.g. mai jt ho or
ho , 'I may be going, or I may perhaps go, or it may be
that I shall go').
S Y&%@ B@#sam-bhriti, s.f. Collection; equipment,

 =S. ()+t], s.m. The three-leaved (or ve-leaved)

preparation, provision; complete maintenance, support,
nourishment; plenitude, fulness.
S 1 &%@ B @2/, (2/ sam-bhram, s.m. Moving about,

(#(), or (#()=S. @#(), caus. of rt. /+#;—or

chaste-tree, Vitex trifoliaand V. negundo(its leaves are
used as a cure for hydrocele; and baskets are made of
the twigs;—syn. meor).
S  &%@ B /# sama-bhv, vulg. sambho, s.m. See s.v.
samaor sam.
S A &%@ B @# sam-bhvit, part. adj. Suited, tted,
adequate, capable, t (for); possible; considered,
conjectured, supposed, probable, likely:—sambhvit-putr,
s.f. A woman who is believed likely to become the

moving or going round, turning round, whirling about,
revolving; whirl, urry, confusion, agitation; fear, terror,
alarm; error, mistake; ignorance; quickness, haste,
hurry; bustling activity;—respect, reverence, awe,
honour, esteem.
H 3&%@ B @#!, (#! sambhl [perf. part. of sambhaln,
q.v.], s.m. A crop which, after having been checked, has

recovered; a reviving crop.
H 3&%@ B @#!sambhln, v.t.=sambhln, q.v
H #&%@ B @#!, (#! sambhaln (fr. the trans.
sambhln, q.v.), v.n. To be supported or sustained, to be
propped to be rm; to stand, to stop; to recover oneself
(from a stumble or fall, &c.).
S &%@ B @# , (# sam-bhav, s.m. Birth, being,
production, existence; origin, cause, motive; uniting
together, combination, mixing, union; compatibility,
consistency, appropriateness, adaptation, adequacy;
capacity, ability, possibility; probability; agreement,
conformity; acquaintance; loss, destruction;—adj.
Suitable, proper, t, right; possible; probable, likely.
S &%@ B @#,sam-bhu, s.m. Parent, progenitor.
H &%@ B @#,sambhu, @#0 sambh , s.m. = ambhu, ambh ,
qq.v.
S A &%@ B @#0sam-bh t, part. Combined with; become
born, produced, sprung (from), arisen, originated,
accrued, proceeded (from).
S Y &%@ B@#0sam-bh ti, s.f. Combination; suitability,
tness; birth, origin, production.
S <W &%@ B @#5*sam-bhojan, s.m. The act of enjoying or
eating; eating together, a meal taken in company, a
dinner-party;—adj. Convivial.
S ' &%@ B @#5$sam-bhog, s.m. Enjoyment, pleasure,
delight; sensual enjoyment; carnal enjoyment, sexual
union, coition; employment, use, occupation;—a
sensualist, libertine; a catamite.
S X &%@ B@#5$"sam-bhog, adj. & s.m. Enjoying,
possessing; addicted to sensual enjoyment, sensual;
cohabiting;—a sensualist, a libertine.
H a &%@ B @#0/,sambh -manu, s.m. corr. of svayam-bh manu, q.v.
S   ) &%@ B /.#6sam-abhivyhr, s.m. (in (rhetoric)
Mentioning together; proximity (to), or association (with
a word the meaning of which is well understood);
bringing together, association, company.
S A L@ B @sam-pt, s.m. Falling together, concurrence;
falling (against or upon); descending, alighting;

encountering; butting; lighting, ashing; going, moving;
—name of a fabulous bird (eldest son of Garur, and
eldest brother of Ja~ya).
S Y L@ B@sam-pti, s.m. Name of a fabulous bird
(=sampt).
S A L@ B @sam-pdit, part. Brought about,
accomplished, eected; attained, obtained, gained,
gotten.
S  L@ B @sam-pdak, adj. & s.m. Bringing about,
causing, producing, accomplishing, eecting, eective
(of);—who or what accomplishes or obtains, &c.; causer,
agent; an ocer;—an editor.
S  L@ B @, ( sam-pdan, s.m. Gaining,
acquiring, attaining, obtaining, procuring, making,
accomplishing, eecting, preparing, clearing, cleansing:
—sampdan karn(-k), To gain, acquire, procure, &c.
H  L@ B (@samprn [sampr˚= S. @ (), caus. of
rt. /+], v.t. To complete (a work already begun).
S L@ B @sam-pat, and @.\ sam-patti, s.f. Success,
prosperity, good fortune; increase of wealth or
happiness, auence, wealth, riches; a suitable state or
condition; happiness; power; advancement (of any kind),
advantage, benet, blessing; completion, fullment,
accomplishment, perfection, excellence;—sampat, A
necklace of pearls, decoration, adornment; correctness,
right method; excess, abundance; fate, luck; a treasure;
—sam-patti, A sort of medicinal root:—sampattivn, adj. &
s.m. Successful, prosperous, wealthy, &c.;—a prosperous
or wealthy person.
H  *L@ B @gsampatanau , v.n. (old H.) To arrive.
S `@ B @,&sam-pu, s.m. = H `@ B@&" sam-pa, s.f.A
cavity; the closely shutting of any cavity; a box with its
lid shut, a casket (syn. ibiy); a small brass cup (such as
is used to put oerings or andanin);—a kind of ower
(com. called kuruvak).
H `@ B@&"sam-pa, s.f. = S `@ B @,& sam-pu, s.m.A
cavity; the closely shutting of any cavity; a box with its
lid shut, a casket (syn. ibiy); a small brass cup (such as
is used to put oerings or andanin);—a kind of ower
(com. called kuruvak).

S + L@ B @sampad, = H + L@ B @ sampad,s.f.=sampat,

S *L@ B @Bsam-pannat, s.f. Prosperousness, success;

q.v.
H + L@ B @sampad, = S + L@ B @ sampad,s.f.=sampat,

completion, perfection, &c.
H  L@ B /Qgsamappanau , v.t. (old H.) = samarpn, q.v.

q.v.
H + L@ B@"sampadr, s.m. A devotee of prosperity

S  L@ B @04,' (04' sam-p r, and H. /0 samp ran,

and success.
S ; L@ B @HQsam-prpt, part. Well reached or attained,
found, met with; obtained, got; eected, accomplished.
S *; L@ B@H.Qsam-prpti, s.f. Attainment, obtaining,
getting, acquiring, acquisition, gaining, gain.
S YL@ B@Hsam-prati, adv. Now, at this time, at present.
S L@ B @Hsam-pradn, s.m. A giving, bestowing; gift,
donation; the person to whom a thing is given; (in
gram.) the dative case.
S L@ B@Hsam-pradya, s.m. Tradition, established
doctrine (transmitted from one teacher to another),
traditional belief or usage; a peculiar doctrine and
exclusive worship of one divinity, any peculiar or
schismatical system of religious teaching, schism; a sect,
band, company.
S < BL@ B @Hsam-prasdhan, s.m. The act of
eecting, accomplishing, performing well or completely.
S  &*BL@ B @HTRsam-pra-sthn, s.m. Setting out on a
journey, departure.
S L@ B @sam-park,

s.m. Mixing together, mixture,
commingling, conjunction, union; junction, contact,
touch; bodily contact, sexual connection, copulation;
relationship, connexion.
H L@ B @samparn, v.n.=sapa n, q.v.
S )L@ B @H"sam-prt, part. Completely satised, wellpleased, delighted.
S *)L@ B@H"sam-prti, s.f. Attachment, aection,
friendliness, friendly assent; delight.
S <L@ B @Bsam-panna, vulg. sampann, part. Fallen or
turned out well, successful, prosperous, fortunate,
thriving, happy; accomplished, eected, completed,
nished, complete, perfect; procured, acquired, obtained;
endowed (with), possessed (of).

part. adj. Completely lled or full, replete; full (as the
moon); completed, nished, complete, perfect; whole,
entire, all;—adv. Completely, fully, perfectly, entirely,
duly;—s.m. (in music) Any mode or tune in which all the
notes of the gamut are employed:—samp r-r p-se, adv.
Entirely, completely, altogether, quite:—samp r(or
samp ran) karn, v.t. To make full, to ll up; to complete,
nish, &c. (=p r karn, q.v.).
S * L@ B @04sam-p
'
rat, s.f. = S * L@ B @04;' samp ratva, s.m.Fulness, completeness, perfection.
S * L@ B @04;' sam-p ratva, s.m. = S * L@ B @04
' samp rat, s.f.Fulness, completeness, perfection.
S 2  L@ B @04/
' sam-p ram = sam-p rn, q.v.
A @ B samt, vulg. simt(inf. n. of @ B 'to take a course or
way'), s.f. Course, road, way, path; part, side, quarter,
bearing, direction;—postpn. In the direction (of, -k),
towards:—samtur-rs, s.f. The vertical point in the
heavens, the zenith:—samtul-qadam, s.m. The nadir.
P @ B simat (for A. ~@ B, inf. n. of 2 B 'to brand'), s.f.
Branding; a brand, mark (esp. one made by burning;—
syn. dg).
H @ B @/sammat, / samat, s.m. = sambator sa vat,
q.v.
S @ B @/, (/ sam-mat, adj. Of one mind, of the same
opinion, unanimous, agreed, consentient; assented or
agreed (to), concurred (in), approved, acknowledged;
conformable or agreeable (to), corresponding, like,
resembling.
H @ B @/, (/ sam-mat [S. @/( or @/ , q.v.],
s.m.f. Concurrent assent, assent, consent, concurrence,
approval, acquiescence, agreement; reconciliation;
opinion, sentiment, advice:—sammat-se, adv.
Consentiently, with one mind, unanimously.
S @ B ./ sam-it (rt. i, with sam), s.f. Con ict, war,
battle.

S @ B ./ samit (rt. indh, with sam), s.f. Fuel, re-wood
(=samidh); a kind of herb.
S @ B .@/ , (./  sam-mit, part. Measured, meted; of
the same measure, of equal measure or extent, as large
as, as long as, commenusurate, conformable,
corresponding, equal, same, like, resembling, similar.
S @ B ,/su-mat, adj. Well-disposed, kindly disposed,
friendly:—sumat- and, An epithet of any person who is
remarkable for friendliness.
S *@ B ./ samit, s.f. Wheat- our.
S *@ B /samat, vulg. samt= H $ *@ B/ samti
[samt= samat+S. ], s.f. Equality, sameness, identity,
similarity, likeness, resemblance, similitude, parity;
comparison, parallelism; harmony; evenness;
equanimity; right decision, fairness, impartiality,
justness; perfectness; commonness, state of a common
person (i.e. of one who is not pre-eminent).
H $ *@ B/ samti = S *@ B / samat, vulg.
samt[samt= samat+S. ], s.f. Equality, sameness,
identity, similarity, likeness, resemblance, similitude,
parity; comparison, parallelism; harmony; evenness;
equanimity; right decision, fairness, impartiality,
justness; perfectness; commonness, state of a common
person (i.e. of one who is not pre-eminent).
S *@ B./ sam-iti, s.f. Coming together, meeting,
assembling, union, association; assembly, company,
society; encounter, hostile meeting, con ict, war, battle;
—sameness, likeness, equality.
S *@ B@/ , (/  sam-mati, s.f. Sameness of opinion or
of purpose, unanimity, agreement; consent, assent,
approval, approbation (=sammat, q.v.); wish, desire;
esteem, respect, homage; regard, aection, love; real
knowledge; self-knowledge; consultation, advice.
S *@ B,/ su-mati, and H. ,/" su-mat, s.f. Good mind,
good understanding, sound sense, judgment; good
disposition, goodwill, friendliness, friendship, kindness,
benevolence; good conscience; favour of the gods,
favour, blessing, gift; desire, wish;—adj. Of a good
understanding, wise, clever, intelligent; of a good

conscience; of a good or kind disposition, benevolent.
S *@ B,/"su-mat, s.f. Name of the wife of Sagara
(mother of 60,000 sons);—name of the wife of Vish uyaas and mother of Kalk.
S *L*@ B/,;.\sam-ut-patti, s.f. Arising, production,
formation, birth, origin; existence; formation,
occurrence, incidence.
S <L*@ B /,;Bsam-ut-panna, vulg. samutpann, part. Sprung
up, arisen, produced, born, formed; occurred, happened.
S *@ B ,./ Psu-mitr, s.m. A good friend, a friend;—a proper
name.
S 0*@ B /,; sam-utsav, s.m. A great festival or festivity.
S *@ B /; samatva, s.m.=samat, q.v.
H 2 B /&sima (v.n. fr. siman, q.v.), s.f. The act of
collecting, condensing, constringing; contracting,
contraction; crumpling up, shrivelling, shrinking.
H 2 B /&sim, perf. part. of siman, q.v.
H 2 B /&siman (i.q. siman), s.f. Crumple, crease,
wrinkle (=silwa).
H  2 B /&siman, ./ & simin [sima˚= S. ( (`),
'
rt. /+ 
 ] , v.n. To be collected, be condensed, be
concentrated; to become compact; to be drawn together,
be contracted; to be crumpled up, be rumpled; to draw
together, to contract, to shrink, to shrivel; to be
accomplished, be wound up, be disposed of, be set right
or straight (as work, &c.):—sima-jn, v.n. intens. of and
= siman.
H 2 B/&"sim (prob. fr. sim, q.v.), s.f. Twilled cloth.
H &8@ B /Dsamajh, (dialec.) /,D samujh, /,.D samujhi
(see samajhn), s.f. Knowledge, perception,
understanding, comprehension, discernment,
conception, thought, mind, sense, judgment, opinion,
view:—samajh n(kis-koor mujh-ko), To get sense or
understanding, to attain to years of discretion; to
recover (one's) senses:—samajh-b jh, s.f. Understanding,
comprehension, &c.:—samajh-dr, adj. Discerning,
intelligent, sensible, wise, prudent:—samajh-me n(-k,
or-mer, &c.), 'To come into the comprehension' (of), to
be comprehended, be understood, be perceived, be

apprehended.
H  &8@ B /Dsamjhn, (dialec.) /,D samujhn

H [ &8@ B /D?samajh-ke = H &W %&8@ B /D 0D

(caus. of samajhn), v.t. To cause to know, or understand,
or comprehend; to give to understand, to inform, to
explain (to), to describe, to account for; to give or render
(an account); to impress (on the mind of), to remind; to
convince, satisfy; to undeceive; to apologize; to instruct,
to advise, to reason with, to remonstrate or expostulate
with, to admonish, to warn; to correct, punish, chastise:
—samjhn-bujhn, v.t. To explain, to instruct, to
admonish, &c. (=samjhn):—samjh-den, v.t. intens. of
and = samjhn.
H  &8@ B /D samjhw [samjh(n)+w= Prk.

H &8@ B /D samajh-kar (past conj. part. of samajh-

 (=S. ()+], s.m. The act of explaining,
convincing, reasoning with, instructing, advising
(=samjhaut).
H  &8@ B /D samjhwn or samjhon, v.t.=samjhn,
q.v.
H &W %&8@ B /D 0Dsamajh-b jh-kar = H [ &W %&8@ B
/D 0D? samajh-b jh-ke = H &8@ B /D samajh-kar =
H [ &8@ B /D? samajh-ke (past conj. part. of samajhb jhnand samajhn), adv. With full knowledge, in the
exercise of the faculty of intelligence and of
understanding; knowingly, wittingly; intelligently; with
due thought or consideration, with discretion, discretely.
H [ &W %&8@ B /D 0D?samajh-b jh-ke = H &W %&8@ B

samajh-b jh-kar = H [ &W %&8@ B /D 0D? samajh-b jh-ke =
b jhnand samajhn), adv. With full knowledge, in the
exercise of the faculty of intelligence and of
understanding; knowingly, wittingly; intelligently; with
due thought or consideration, with discretion, discretely.
H &8@ B /Dsamajhn, (dialec.) /,D samujhn
[samujh˚or samajh˚= Prk. ( *
, D()=S. @ , (`), rt. /
+ 
, ], v.t. & v.n. To perceive, know, understand,
comprehend, apprehend; to learn;—to think, consider,
conceive, suppose, deem, imagine, fancy; to think highly
of, to consider as good or excellent or remarkable;—to
come to an understanding (with, -se), to look (to one, for
explanation, or payment, &c.), to settle accounts (with,
either g.or lit.), to be even (with):—samajh-b jhn=
samajhn:—samajh-jn(-ko), and samajh-len, v.t. intens. of
and = samajhn.
H  &8@ B /D samajhwr (prob. samajh+ wl, qq.v.),
adj. Intelligent, discerning, sensible, wise, prudent,
considerate.
H Y &8@ B/DM"samjhaut, /D5" samjhot [samjh(n)
+aut= Prk.  .\=S. .Q(pi, caus. augment+a. ti

/D 0D samajh-b jh-kar = H &8@ B /D samajh-kar =

+k)], s.f. Explaining; convincing, giving condence:—
samjhot-patr, s.m. A deed of compromise, an amicable
adjustment.
H :@ B /,samu , adj.=sam , q.v.

H [ &8@ B /D? samajh-ke (past conj. part. of samajh-

H () :@ B /,Ksamu yak [prob. S. /,K++t],

b jhnand samajhn), adv. With full knowledge, in the
exercise of the faculty of intelligence and of
understanding; knowingly, wittingly; intelligently; with
due thought or consideration, with discretion, discretely.
H &8@ B /Dsamajh-kar = H &W %&8@ B /D 0D

adj. Accumulative, collective, conjunctive.
S :@ B /,.sam-u it, adj. Well-suited, suitable, t,

samajh-b jh-kar = H [ &W %&8@ B /D 0D? samajh-b jh-ke =
H [ &8@ B /D? samajh-ke (past conj. part. of samajhb jhnand samajhn), adv. With full knowledge, in the
exercise of the faculty of intelligence and of
understanding; knowingly, wittingly; intelligently; with
due thought or consideration, with discretion, discretely.

right, proper; appropriate, worthy.
S :@ B/,Ksam-u ay (rt. i, with udand sam), s.m,
Collection, assemblage, accumulation, aggregation,
aggregate, mass, gross; (in gram.) conjunction of words
and sentences; the power of the conjunction 'and' or
'also':—sumu ay-bodhak, adj. & s.m. Importing
conjunction, conjunctive; any word denoting connection,
a conjunction (in gram.).
H + @ B /,samud, s.m. contrac. of samudra, q.v.

H + @ B /,asamudd [prob. S. /,t or ,t], adj.
Collected, gathered together; mixed, mingled, not picked
or eliminated; in the aggregate or mass, together.
H + @ B /samdn, v.t. To venerate, worship, adore.
S + @ B/,sam-udya, vulg. samude, s.m. and H.
/, samud, s.f. Rise, ascent; collection, multitude,
quantity, number, heap, mass, aggregate, whole,
totality;—war, battle; the rear or reserve of an army
(see samuday).
S + @ B /,Wsam-udra, vulg. samudr, s.m. Sea, ocean:—
samudrru(˚ra+aruor ru), s.m. A large fabulous sh; a
shark; a crocodile;—Ram's bridge (or the ridge of rocks
between India and Ceylon):—samudrnt(˚ra+an˚), s.m. The
sea-shore;—adv. As far as the sea:—samudrnt, s.f. The
shrub Alhagi maurorum;—the cotton-plant;—the plant
Trigonella corniculata:—samudr-phal, s.m. 'Sea-fruit,' name
of a fruit used as a drug or medicament:—samudr-phen,
'Sea-foam'; the dorsal scale or bone of the cuttle sh
(Sepia o$cinalis):—samudr-ta, and samudr-tr, s.m. The
sea-coast, the beach, shore:—samudr-datta, adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Given or yielded by the sea;—anything obtained
from the sea:—samudr-sokh(S. samudra-osh), s.m. The
creeping plant Convolvulus argenteusor speciosus(used
medicinally);—a great drinker:—samudr kaph,
s.m.=samudr-phen, q.v.:—samudr-gm, adj. & s.m. Seagoing, sea-faring;—sea-faring man, sailor, mariner:—
samudr-lava, s.m. Sea-salt:—samudr-vahni, s.m.
Submarine re.
S + @ B /,Wsa-mudra, vulg. sa-mudr, adj. Having a stamp or
seal, stamped, sealed.
S E + @ B/8usama-dar, vulg. samdar, adj. See s.v.
samaor sam.
H + @ B /,Wsamudrik, s.f. contrac. of smudrik, q.v.
H + @ B/,W"samudr, adj.=next, q.v.
S )+ @ B /,Wsamudriya, /,W" samudrya, adj. Of or
belonging to the sea, living in the ocean, marine,
oceanic, maritime, naval.
P 1  2 B sum-dum, adj. Very corpulent.
S + @ B ./ samidh (rt. indhwith sam), s.f. Fuel, wood,

re-wood, grass, material for kindling a re (nom. samit,
q.v.).
H + @ B /samadh, s.m. corr. of sambandh, or contrac. of
samdh, q.v. (used in comp.):—samadh-milw, s.m. The
mutual embracing of two samdhs.
H Y+ @ B /!sam-dhar-tal, adj. See s.v. samaor sam.
H  a + @ B /X/ sam-dharmiya, //u sam-dharmya,
adj. & s.m.=sa-dharm, q.v.
H <+ @ B /samdhin, / samdhan [S. @ .B"], s.f.
Child's mother-in-law (the mothers of a bride and
bridegroom are samdhansto each other).
H + @ B /"samdh [S. @ B"], s.m. Child's father-inlaw (the fathers of a bride and bridegroom are samdhsto
each other).
H  + @ B /samdhiyn, s.m. Relation or
connection by marriage, the mutual relationship
between two parties whose children
are married to each other;—the home or family of a
child's father-in-law.
S + @ B/,sam-uday, s.m. Going upwards, rise, ascent,
rising (of the sun, &c.); collection, multitude, &c.
(=samudy, q.v.); revenue; combination, mixture; eort,
exertion, perseverance; war, battle; the rear or reserve
of an army;—a day;—adj. Collected, gathered together,
together; combined, mixed, blended (cf. samudd).
S @ B /sam-ar (rt. ri, with sam), s.m. Hostile encounter,
collision, con ict, combat, struggle, strife, war, battle:—
samar-bh mi, s.m. Scene of war, battle-eld:—samartara g, s.m. A sharp con ict:—samar-ras, s.m. Heroic
principle or sentiment, warlike spirit.
A @ B samar (v.n. fr. @ B 'to hold a conversation by night'),
s.m. Conversation or discourse by night;—a place in
which people assemble for conversation by night; a
vestibule;—darkness, the dark; night;—an adventure
(befalling anyone).
H @ B sumur, s.m. Narration (prob. corr. of A. sum r, inf.
n. of @ B; see samar);—a small lake (prob. corr. of P.
shamar).
S @ B ./ samir (=sam-ra), s.m. Wind, air.

H @ B ,/su-mar (S. su+mara, rt. mri) adj. Dying easily.

S *&Y@ B /R;' samarthatva, s.m. = S *&Y@ B /R
'

H @ B ,./ sumir, ,/ sumar [Prk. ,5; S. T/t, rt. T/],

samarthat, s.f.Capability, competency, adequacy;
forcibleness, force, power, strength, ability, prowess;
maturity, puberty;—sameness of meaning or sense;
force or signication (of words or terms), sense,
meaning.
S (&Y@ B /Rsam-arthak,
'
s.m. Aloe-wood, Amyris

s.m. Remembrance, recollection (cf. sumaranand
sumarn).
H @ B Ã&sam-r, s.m. Sovereign lord, paramount
sovereign.
S ; @ B /sam-arpit (rt. riwith
sam), part. Deposited,

delivered, made over, consigned, entrusted, committed,
surrendered.
S <; @ B /4sam-arpa,
'
s.m. Delivering, handing or
making over, consigning, entrusting, committing,
surrendering.
H ; @ B /samarpn
'
[samarp˚= S. /(
' ), caus. of rt.
/+}], v.t. To deliver, make or hand over (to), to
commit, consign, entrust, surrender.
H ; @ B/Ïsamarpai, part.=samarpit, q.v.
H A@ B ,./ sumirat [S. T/t, rt. T/], part.
Remembered, recollected, called to mind; mentioned,
made mention of.
S Y@ B T/ysmart, = S Y@ BT/ ' smartri,adj.
& s.m.

Mindful, attentive, considerate, prudent, intelligent,
accurate;—one who remembers or recollects, &c.
S Y@ BT/ s' martri, = S Y@ B T/y smart,adj. & s.m.
Mindful, attentive, considerate, prudent, intelligent,
accurate;—one who remembers or recollects, &c.
S &Y@ B /Rsam-arth,
'
corr. H. /R and /;R samrath,
adj. Well-suited, t, suitable, proper; capable, competent,
adequate; powerful, strong, able;—rich;—having the
same sense or meaning, connected in sense; having the
same construction; having meaning or signicance,
signicant, intelligible;—s.m. The construction of words.
H &Y@ B /Rsamarth,
'
corr. /R samarth or samrath,
s.m.=smarthya, q.v.
S *&Y@ B /Rsamarthat,
'
s.f. = S *&Y@ B /R;'
samarthatva, s.m.Capability, competency, adequacy;
forcibleness, force, power, strength, ability, prowess;
maturity, puberty;—sameness of meaning or sense;
force or signication (of words or terms), sense,
meaning.

agallocha.
H &Y@ BRusamarth, adj. contrac. of smarth, q.v.
S Y@ BT/ smriti,
 s.f. Remembrance, recollection,
memory; the body of law as delivered originally by
tradition, memorial law; a law-book; law, tradition; a
code of laws;—didactic poems.
H 5@ B /*sam-arj
'
(prob. corr. of A. ar, with sama), adj.
Of equal or the same breadth; (in math.) parallel.
H  W@ B /*ysamarjd, adj.=samaryd, q.v.
S @ B //-sam-riddha,
vulg. samriddh,
adj. Very


prosperous, thriving, ourishing, wealthy, fortunate,
happy.
S @ B /.-sam-riddhi,
s.f. Great prosperity or success,

thriving, increase, gain, happiness, good fortune, wellbeing, wealth; exuberance, profusion; power, supremacy,
sway.
S @ B /4sam-ara (rt. ri, with sam), s.m. Coming
together, approach; con ict, gbting, combat.
S @ B T/4smara, s.m. and H. /4 samara, ,/
samaran, sumran, ,./  sumiran (Prk. ,/!4(, and ,/4,),
s.f. Remembering, remembrance, recollection, memory;
counting (one's) beads; regretting; mentioning;—a small
rosary, or string of beads; bracelets of coloured thread,
or of owers:—smara, adj. Remembering, considering:—
smararthik(˚a+ar˚), adv. With a view to remembering,
in remembrance or memory of:—smararth-kriy, s.f.
Commemoration:—smara denor dilan(-ko), To put (one)
in remembrance (of, -k), to remind (of):—smara-krak,
and smara-kr, adj. Calculated to bring to remembrance
or to remind, provocative of recollection;
commemorative:—smara karn, or sumran karn(-ko, and
k, or k), To remember (=sumarn).

H @ B ,/sumarn, ,./  sumirn [Prk. ,/4(; S.
T/4"(, rt. T/], v.t. To remember, recollect, call to mind,
keep in memory; to invoke, to call on (God); to mention.
H @ BT/4"smara, ,/4" sumarn, ,./ " sumirn (fr.
sumarn), s.f. A small rosary.
S  @ B T/4"smaraya, part. adj. To be borne in mind,
t to be remembered, memorable.
S ]@ B /~sam-r p, adj. & s.m. See s.v. samaor sam.
H A@ B /Isamrut, adj. (dialec.), corr. of samarth, q.v.
S  )@ B /ysa-maryd, vulg. sa-marjd, adj. Bounded,
limited; near, proximate, contiguous; keeping within
bounds or in the right course, correct in conduct;
respectful.
S  )@ B ,/ ysu-maryd, vulg. su-marjd, adj. Of good or
correct conduct, good, upright, pious.
H  2 B ,/7sum , adj. & s.m. contrac. of s m , q.v.
H  0@ B @samsr, s.m. (Dakkhin), corr. of sa sr, q.v.
S 0@ B /Tsam-asta, vulg. samast, part. Thrown
together, combined, connected, united, composed,
compounded, compound; all, the whole, entire, complete;
contracted, abridged, abbreviated, condensed, concise,
succinct;—s.m. A whole.
H '0@ B @$samsarg,
'
s.m. corr. of sa sarg, q.v.
A 2 0@ B samsam, s.m. The fox.
A 2 0@ B simsim, corr. samsam(Gr. #¤#, ##@), s.m.
Sesame, Sesamum orientale.
H 2 0@B ,/,/ sumsum, simsim, s.f. The hissing of moist
wood when burning; simmering (=sunsun, sansan, and
sansanha).
H ? @ 0@ B / /6&simsimha, s.f. 1˚=sumsum, q.v.;—2˚
moisture, moistness.
S 0@ B /Tsamasy, corr. H. / samsiy, s.f. (in H.

ground, cemetery:—samn-bs, s.m. 'Dwelling in
burning-grounds or cemeteries'; a ghost, spectre;—an
epithet of Mahdev or iva.
H  @ B T/8sman, /8 samn, = H  0@ B T/
smasn, / samsn,[S. /8(], s.m. A place where
dead bodies are burned, a burning-ground; burialground, cemetery:—samn-bs, s.m. 'Dwelling in
burning-grounds or cemeteries'; a ghost, spectre;—an
epithet of Mahdev or iva.
A b @ B sam, vulg. sama(inf. n. of b @ B 'to hear'), s.m.
Hearing, listening to;—music, &c. (=sam);—the sense of
hearing;—the organ of hearing, the ear:—sam arsh,
s.f. Grating or jarring on the ear; dazing the brains (by
excessive talk, &c.).
A (@ B samk, vulg. sumk(inf. n. of (@ B 'to raise,' &c.),
s.m. Extent from top to bottom (of anything), height,
thickness, depth, profundity.
A (@ B samak (v.n. fr. (@ B 'to raise,' &c.), s.m. A sh on
which the earth is supposed to rest; a sh (in general);
the sign Pisces of the Zodiac:—az samak t samk, From the
earth-supporting sh (or from the bottom of the abyss)
to the pinnacle of heaven.
S Z@ B /dsam-aksh, adj. & adv. Before, visible;—before
the eyes (of), in sight (of), visibly, in presence (of).
S @ @ B/./ sama-kimi, adj. Alike, similar, equal, akin.
S &@ B @/,L, (/,L sam-mukh, adv. Facing, confronting,
face to face (with), &c. (=sanmukh, the pop. form, q.v.).
S &@ B ,/,Lsu-mukh, s.m. A good or beautiful mouth; a
handsome face;—the mark or scratch of a nger-nail;—
adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Handsome-faced, lovely, pleasing,
agreeable, propitious; having a beautiful mouth;—a
handsome man; a learned man or teacher.
S &@ B ,/,Lsu-mukh, s.f. A handsome woman;—a

also m.= S. /Tt), Part of a stanza given to another

mirror.
S &@ B ,/,.Lsu-mukhit, adj. (f. -), Having a handsome

person (as a trial of skill) to be completed; the giving a
person part of a stanza and requiring him to complete it.
H  0@ B T/smasn, / samsn, = H  @ B T/8

face; well adorned.
S &@ B,/,L"su-mukh, s.f. A handsome woman (=su-

sman, /8 samn,[S. /8(], s.m. A place where
dead bodies are burned, a burning-ground; burial-

mukh); a species of the tri-shubhmetre.
S < &@ B @/,L", (/,L" sam-mukhn, adv. =sammukh, q.v.

S + J@ B @/,Fsam-mugdha (rt. muhwith sam), part. adj.

S *@ B ,/BPsu-mantra, vulg. sumantr, adj. & s.m. Well

Stupeed, astounded, bewildered, dazed; fascinated.
S J@ B /msam-agra, = H ?J@ B /m6 samagrah,adj. All,

deliberated, well-advised;—good advice (=next, q.v.).
S *@ B ,/BP4su-mantra, s.m. = S *@ B ,/BP4 su-

entire, whole, full, complete.
H ?J@ B /m6samagrah, = S J@ B /m sam-agra,adj. All,

mantra, s.f.Goodadvice, wise counsel.
S *@ B ,/BP4su-mantra, s.f. = S *@ B ,/BP4 su-

entire, whole, full, complete.
H ?J@ B /m6samgrah, s.m.=sa grah; and smagr; qq.v.

mantra, s.m.Goodadvice, wise counsel.
S I8@ B /*, /(* sam-anjas, adj. & s.m. Proper,

H 2 J@ B /$/samgam, adj. Like, equal (syn. sadri, samn).

right, t; correct, accurate, true, consistent; virtuous,
just, good; sound, healthy; exercised, practised,
experienced;—propriety, tness; truth, accuracy,
consistency, agreement, correct evidence.
H Y &8@ B/(DM"sama jhaut, s.f. corr. of samjhaut, q.v.

S @ B /!sa-mal, adj. (f. -), Having dirt, dirty, foul,
lthy, muddy; impure, polluted, sinful;—s.m. Excrement,
feculent matter, ordure.
H @ B /!simal (prob.=sima; or sambhal), s.f. (rustic), A
yoke;—a yoke-pin.
H 3@ B /!saml, s.m.=sambhl, q.v.
H #@ B /!samaln, v.n. (colloq.)=sambhaln, q.v.
H + #@ B ,./ !Bsumiland, ,/ .!B sumalind [prob. S. ,+./ !
+B], s.m. The black bee, the humble-bee.
H <@ B saman (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A summons:—
saman pahu n, To serve a summons:—saman jr karn,
To issue a summons.
H <@ B /saman [S. 8/(], s.m. Tranquillity, calmness,
composure, coolness, indierence;—killing (animals for
sacrice), immolation.
P <@ B saman, suman(cf. next), s.m. Jasmine; lily of the
valley:—saman-r , adj. & s.m.f. Lily-faced;—name of a
fairy.
H <@ B ,/su-man [S. ,/t; ,/; and ,/], adj. &
s.m. Very charming, fair, beautiful, handsome; of good
disposition, good-minded, well-disposed, benevolent;
well-pleased, satised, happy;—a learned man, a
teacher; a student of the Vedas; wheat; the thorn-apple,
Datura metel; a ower; the great- owered jasmine:—
suman- p, and suman-dhanush, s.m. Epithet of the bow of
Kmdeva:—suman-vrishi,
s.f. A shower of owers.

A <@ B samn (v.n. fr. <@ B 'to be fat'), s.m. Claried butter,
gh; fat, grease, tallow.
S <@ B ,@sumna, vulg. sumn, s.m. Hymn; a sacrice; joy,
happiness.

P + @ B samand, s.m. A horse of noble breed, high-bred
horse, a steed, courser;—adj. & s.m. Bay or chestnut
(colour of a horse);—a bay horse.
H + @ B /,Bsamund, s.m. 1˚=samundaror samudr;—
2˚=samundan; qq.v.
P + @ B samandar (said to be fr. sm, 're'+andar, 'in'), s.m.
The salamander.
H + @ B /,Bsamundar, /B samandar [Prk. /,W5; S.
/,Wt], s.m. Sea, ocean. (For compounds see s.v. samudr).
H  & + @ B samundar-khr, samandar-khr, s.m. corr. of
sammul-fr, q.v.s.v. samm.
H + @ B/,B"samundar, samundr, /B" samandar,
samandr, adj.=samudriya, q.v.
S + @ B /,Bsam-undan, s.m. Moisture, damp, wetness.
H + @ B @/Bsammandh, /B samandh, s.m. corr. of
sambandh, q.v. (and cf. samadh).
H 0@ B,/"su-manas [S. ,/+], s.f. The greatowered jasmine (=su-man).
S J@ B ,/($!su-mangal, adj. Very fortunate or auspicious,
bringing good fortune; abounding in sacrices.
S  @ B ,/56su-manohar, adj. Very captivating, very
charming, very agreeable or pleasing, delightful,
beautiful.
S A @ B /.B sam-anvit, part. Connected or associated
with; completely possesseo of, fully endowed with,
possessing, full of.

S  @ B/B sam-anvay, s.m. Regular succession or order,
connected sequence or consequence, conjunction,
mutual connection.
S @ B @,sumnayu, s.m. A chanter of hymns.

pestilential wind (blowing from a desert), the simoom.
A  @ B sum n, s.m. pl. (of samn, q.v.), Butters, ghs, &c.
H  @ B / samo , s.m.=samoor sam, qq.v.
H  @ B /5samon [prob. S. 8/+o= w= Prk. we= S.

H @ B /0sam , s.m. contrac. of sam h, q.v.

pi(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To cool

H @ B /5samo, /0 sam [S. /t], s.m. Time, season,

warm water by mixing it with cold water, to make
lukewarm, to cool; to mix.
S ? @ B /06 sam- h, s.m. Collection, assemblage,

&c. (=sam, or samay, q.v.).
A A @ B samawt, vulg. samwt, s.m. pl. (of sam), Skies,
heavens.
H  @ B ( samwd, s.m. = sam-bd, and sa wd, qq.v.
S  @ B/ sam-avy (rt. ave, i.e. ava+i, with sam), s.m.
Conjunction, close combination or union; meeting,
concourse, collection, aggregate, assemblage, multitude;
intimate or material relation (one of the seven
categories of the Vaieshika system of Nyya
philosophy).
H A @ B ( samvat, s.m.=sambat, and sa vat, q.v.
H 0Y @ B @ ;samwatsar, s.m.=sa vatsar, q.v.
H = @ B /0sam  [S. /,Kt], adj. (f. -), All, entire,
whole; full, complete;—adv. In a whole state, in its
entirety, whole (as it is or was).
S  @ B @/5sam-mod, s.m. Great rejoicing, delight,
pleasure.
S   @ B /0©sam- ha, sam h(rt. uhwith sam), part.
Brought together, collected, accumulated, assembled;
associated; accompanying; enveloped; produced quickly;
crooked, bent; tamed, tranquillized; puried, cleansed.
A  @ B samm r, vulg. sam r, s.m. The sable, Mustela(or
Viverra) zibellina; the weasel; the marten; sable-skin; fur.
P B @ B samosa (and B %B samb sa, q.v.; prob.=S. /+#,*
'having equal sides'), s.m. A kind of pu, a kind of small
pastry of minced meat of a triangular form;—a shawl, or
handkerchief, &c. doubled diagonally to throw over the
shoulders; anything triangular:—samosa-waraq, s.m. A
species of pu or pie with a crisp short crust, or with ne
layers of crust.
S @ B /0!sa-m l, adv. Along with the root, root and all,
by the roots; completely, utterly.
A 1 @ B sam m (v.n. fr. 2C B 'to poison'), s.f. A hot

accumulation, aggregation, aggregate, totality,
multitude, company, quantity, heap, number.
S ? @ B @/56sam-moh, s.m. Stupefaction, bewilderment,
confusion; insensibility, fainting away, swoon;
infatuation, ignorance, folly, illusion of mind;
fascination, beguilement.
S  @ B @/56 sam-mohit, part. adj. Stupeed,
bewildered; infatuated, beguiled, fascinated; enraptured,
overcome with delight.
H ( @ B /06sam hak [S. /06 +t], adj. Appertaining to
an assemblage, or to a whole, &c.
S < @ B /06sam han, s.m. The act of bringing together;
collection, plenty.
S  @ B/06"sam han, s.f. A broom; besom.
H  4@ B @6samhr (v.n. of samhrn), s.f.=sa wr, q.v.
H  &@ B @6samhrn [S. T/4"(], v.t.=sumarn, q.v.
H  &@ B @6samhrn, = H ! &@ B @6!
samhln,v.t.=sambhln, q.v.
H ! &@ B @6!samhln, = H  &@ B @6
samhrn,v.t.=sambhln, q.v.
H  4@ B /,6samuhn [samuh˚= Prk. /,6 =S. /+/,L+=
w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.n. (dialec.) To be
fronting or facing, to be in the presence of, be before, to
be present.
H  4@ B /,6"samuhn (fem. of samuhn), adj. &
adv.=samuh, fem. of samuhy.
H  4@ B /,6 samuhwn or samuhon,
v.n.=samuhn, q.v.
H ) 4@ B /,6samuhy, m. = H $ 4@ B /,6 samuh, f.
(perf. part. of samuhn), adj. & adv. Fronting, facing; in

presence (of), before (=smhn, smhne).
H $ 4@ B /,6 samuh, f. = H ) 4@ B /,6 samuhy, m.
(perf. part. of samuhn), adj. & adv. Fronting, facing; in
presence (of), before (=smhn, smhne).
H #&@ B @6!samhaln, v.n.=sambhaln, q.v.
A @ Bsam (v.n. fr. @ B; see ism), adj. & s.m. Of the same
name:—a namesake.
H @ B/"sam, s.f.= @ E am, q.v.
H @ B/samay, vulg. samae, ³ samai, q same, /
sama, and / samai [Prk. /5; S. /t], s.m.
Agreement, compact, covenant, treaty, contract,
bargain; concurrence of circumstances, t or proper
time, right moment, opportunity, occasion; emergency;
time, season, period; leisure; plenty, abundance; general
condition of things, state, condition; concord, harmony,
unison (see sam):—samynu-gm(˚ya+anu˚), adj. & s.m.
Going according to the time, time-serving;—a timeserver:—samay b dhn= sam b dhn, q.v.s.v. sam:—
samay-pkar, adv. In due time or course; on opportunity
occurring:—samay-pa ne-se, adv. On occasion arising, on
occasion:—same-dast at, s.m. Signature to an account in
acknowledgment of its correctness:—samay-samay, or
samai-samai, or same-same, adv. From time to time,
periodically, at times, now and then, here and there, at
intervals, occasionally, sometimes:—samay-samay-par,
adv. At certain times or seasons, on certain occasions;
according to the times.
H @ B @/ samma, / sama (prob. for sam, fr.
samn, q.v.), s.f. The pipe or tube of a drill-plough
(generally a hollow piece of bamboo).
H @ B³simai, / sima, s.f.=siwaiy , q.v.
H @ B /samay, ³ samaiy [Prk. / ; S. /
+t], s.m.=samay, q.v.
S @ B /samay, adv. At a xed or appointed time; in
due time or season, duly, seasonably;—within, in the
middle, in the midst, betwixt, between, amidst (in these
senses prob. an old inst. of sama').
H  @ B ³[simaiy , simaiy , s.f. pl.=siwaiy , q.v.
S ` @ B /"samp, adj. & postpn. Near, contiguous,

adjacent, close by, at hand;—near (to), close (by), in the
vicinity (of, -ke); in the presence (of); in the opinion (of;
—syn. nazdk, q.v.);—s.m. Proximity, vicinity,
neighbourhood.
S *L @ B /"sampat, = H L @ B/"" samp,s.f.
Nearness, proximity contiguousness, contiguity, vicinity.
H L @ B/""samp, = S *L @ B /" sampat,s.f.
Nearness, proximity contiguousness, contiguity, vicinity.
H L @ B/""samp [S. /"+t(+t)], s.m. A
neighbour.
H  @ B /"samt, s.f. corr. of samit, q.v.
P  @ B sammyat, vulg. sammiyat(for A. ~ @ B, fr. @ Bsamm,
rel. n. fr. samm, q.v.), s.f. Poisonousness, venomousness,
banefulness, poisonous property.
S  @ B qsam-et, corr. ³ samait (rt. e, i.e. +i, with
sam), part. Assembled, joined or united together,
collected, associated (with), banded, agreed, covenanted;
—adv. (gov. preceding noun in the formative), Together
with, along with, with, inclusive of.
H * @ B/""samt, s.f. corr. of samiti, q.v.
H [ * @ B q`samete (rustic), adv.=samet, q.v.
H R@ B q&same (fr. samen, q.v.), s.f. Accomplishment;
rolling up, &c. (see samen); contraction; an astringent;
a lotion or medicine used by women (ad constringendam
vulvam).
H  R@ B q&samen [same˚= Prk. ( <()=S. ( (
' ),
caus. of rt. ( 
 ; cf. siman], v.t. To accomplish, full,
nish, dispose of; to roll together, roll up, fold up, wrap
up; to gather up or together, to scrape or rake together;
to crumple up; to constringe, to contract, to cause to
shrink or shrivel; to compress; to brace up; to condense
(in writing, &c.); to collect together, to accumulate,
amass, hoard:—same-den, and same-len, v.t. intens. of
and=samen.
S 9 @ B /"sam , s.m. The ocean.
S : @ B/""sam , s.f. A female deer, a doe.
S < : @ B /""sam n, adj. Concordant, consistent,
convenient, t, proper, correct, accurate, true, just,
right;—s.m. Propriety, tness, truth, reality.

S  @ B /"sam-r, s.m. Wind, air (=samir).
H  @ B ,qsu-mer, = S  @ B ,qI su-meru,s.m. The sacred

equation.
S Z @ B /"dsam-ksh, s.m. Complete investigation; the

mountain Meru (allegorically represented as composed
of gold and gems, and the residence of the gods);—the
north pole (in astron. works);—a leader; the large or
centre bead in a rosary (syn. inm):—sumer-parbat, and
sumeru-gir, s.m. The mountain Sumeru or Meru.
S  @ B ,qIsu-meru, = H  @ B ,q su-mer,s.m. The sacred

Snkhya system of philosophy.
S  @ B /"dsamksh, s.f. Thorough or close inspection;

mountain Meru (allegorically represented as composed
of gold and gems, and the residence of the gods);—the
north pole (in astron. works);—a leader; the large or
centre bead in a rosary (syn. inm):—sumer-parbat, and
sumeru-gir, s.m. The mountain Sumeru or Meru.
H ( @ B /samayak, ³ samaik [S. /+t], adj. Of or

manners, aable, sociable.
A < @ B samn (v.n. fr. <@ B 'to be fat'), adj. Fat, plump, sleek,

pertaining to time or season, timely, seasonable,
periodical.
S ( @ B /"samk, s.m. War, battle, con ict;—a pike,
dart.
S ( @ B @samyak, and H. ³ samaik (rt. sami+an ),
adj. & adv. Whole, entire, complete; correct, accurate,
proper, true, right, precise;—along with, with, together;
all, wholly, entirely, completely, comprehensively,
thoroughly, fully; accurately, correctly, precisely, truly,
properly, tly, in right manner, well, duly:—samyak-bodh,
s.m. Wisdom or intelligence that is good or betting,
omniscience.
H  @ B /"samk, s.m.=samk, q.v.
H  @ B /"samk, s.f.=samksh, q.v.
S   @ B /"sam-kr, s.m.=sam-kara, q.v.
H * @ B@.=samyakti, s.f. corr. of sa yukti, q.v.
S  @ B /"4sam-kara, s.m. = S ) @ B /"J samkriy, s.f.The act of making even or equal, equalizing,
levelling; assimilation, digestion; (in Arith.) reducing
fractions to a common denominator; (in Alg.) an
equation.
S ) @ B /"Jsam-kriy, s.f. = S  @ B /"4 samkara, s.m.The act of making even or equal, equalizing,
levelling; assimilation, digestion; (in Arith.) reducing
fractions to a common denominator; (in Alg.) an

looking well at, consideration; investigation, search;—
understanding, intellect; essential nature; essential
truth; essential principle.
S  @ B ,q!su-mel, adj. Suitable, harmonizing; of pleasing

well-fed.
H < @ B  samai ,  same , s.m.=samay, q.v.
S 4 @ B /"6sam-h, s.f. Longing, desire, striving for,
eort, exertion;—modesty, reserve.
H <B 4,  san [Prk. 4(; S. 84(], s.m. The plant
Crotalaria juncea;— ax, hemp, Cannabis sativa:—san-s tr,
s.m. Thread or string of hemp, pack-thread; a net made
of hempen string:—san-k k , s.m. The fruit of the hemp
plant (it is eaten as a vegetable).
S <B (sam, insep. prep. or prex=sam, q.v.
H <B san; 1˚ postpn. (dialec.)=sang(q.v.) and se(e.g. wsan= w-sangand w-se= us-ke sangor us-se);—2˚ a.
(dialec.)=s, 'like,' q.v. (e.g. kai-san= kais).
H <B san [S. T t], s.f. & adv. Whistling, whizzing, whiz
(of an arrow, or a bullet, &c.); singing (or a
kettle); ringing sound (in the ears); sound (of a smart
caning, &c.); hissing (of moist wood when burning);
rustling; tinkling, jingling (cf. jhan-jhan, han- han)
thrilling, thrill (of delight or enjoyment); sharp shooting
or darting pain (as of a boil, &c.):—san-san, s.f. & adv.
(intens. or continuative), Continued whizzing or hissing,
&c.:—san-san karn, v.n.=sansann, q.v.:—san-se, adv. With
a whiz, &c.; rapidly, quickly, in a moment, all at once.
H <B san [contrac. of B=A. ~B sanat], s.f. (m.?) Year,
age or period;—adv. In the year (used chie y in dating
documents, records, and the like, e.g.  'in the
year 1823').
A <B sin, s.f. Contrac. of sn, q.v.
A <B sinn, vulg. sin(v.n. fr. <CB 'to bite,' &c.), s.m. Tooth;

age, period of life;—nib (of a pen);—sinn--bul gor sinn-bul gat, s.m. Age of puberty, mature age:—sinn--tamz,
s.m. Age (or years) of discretion:—sin-rasda, adj. Of
advanced age, old:—sinn--shu r, s.m.=sinn--tamz, q.v.:
—sinn-o-sl, s.m. Age, years:—kam-sin, adj. Young,
youthful, juvenile, of tender years.
H <B ,sun [S. 80Bt], adj. & s.m. Void, empty, blank;
deserted, desolate, lonely, dreary; still, quiet; silent,
speechless; without sensation, insensible, numb,
paralyzed;—a void, a blank; a cypher, nought; a dot,
point, mark; stillness, silence; loneliness, dreariness; a
state of insensibility, fainting-t, swoon, coma:—sun-sn,
adj. Still, lonely, deserted, dreary, desolate, &c.:—sun
karn, v.t. To render insensible or torpid, to benumb; to
paralyze:—sun-karne-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Rendering
insensible; (in Med.) narcotic;—a narcotic:—sun-karnewl mara, s.m. A dangerous fainting-t, a death-like
swoon to which lying-in women are subject, and from
which they seldom recover:—sun honor ho-jn, v.n. To
become numb or devoid of sensation; to be paralyzed
(with fear, &c.).
A B san (v.n. fr. B or B 'to irrigate,' &c.), s.m. The
common senna of medicine, Cassia senna; Senna italica:—
san-makk, s.m. Senna of Mecca, Cassia lanceolata.
S B san, adv. Always, ever, perpetually, continually.
H B Bsann; see B sann.
H B ,sun (perf. part. of sunn, q.v.), part. (f. -),
Heard, &c.:—sun an-sun karn, v.t. To treat as unheard
that which was heard, to pretend not to hear, to turn a
deaf ear to, to disregard:—sun-suny, part. adj. & s.m.
(f. sun-sun), What one has heard or been told of;
rumoured, reported;—hear-say, rumour.
H B ,Bsunn, See B sunn.
H B ,Bsunn, , sun [S. 80Bt], s.m. A blank; a
vacuum; a cypher, nought (=sun); a mute (in gram.).
H B ,Bsunn, , sun, s.m. (dialec.)=son, 'gold,' q.v.
S & B ,#su-nbh, s.m. Name of a mountain, part of
the ranges of Southern India.
H ; B sanpat [prob. corr. of S. .B, q.v.], s.f.
Massacre (=sanpt).

H ] B ,&sunpa [prob. for , &=S. 80B + wa=
Prk.  "=S. . \t], s.f. Stillness, loneliness, dreariness,
desolateness.
S <Y B santan (see san), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Eternal,
continual, perpetual; rm, xed, permanent; primeval,
ancient;—epithet of Brahma; of Vish u; of iva; name of
one of the four sons of Brahma:—santan-se, adv. From
of old, from time immemorial.
S &Y B Rsa-nth, adj. (f. -), Having, or accompanied
by, a master or protector, having a lord or husband.
S &Y B Rsa-nth, s.f. A woman whose husband is
living.
H  B B&sann, & san, ,B& sunn? [S.
B+t,
'
rt. ' with /; Prk. prob. (§ ], s.m. Loud or
violent sound, rumbling noise, clatter (made by wind and
rain or hail, &c. at a distance), howling (of the wind),
roaring, roar (of waves, or a con agration, &c.); violent
blast or gust; a dashing or driving (of rain, &c.); ringing,
whizzing, whiz (of bullets, &c.); vehemence, animation,
briskness and eagerness;—a transport of passion or
rage;—a howling wilderness, a dreary place or spot; a
stunning blow or shock; a state of alarm or terror,
consternation; amazement; anything monstrous or
frightful;—adj. Enormous, huge, vast, monstrous;—still,
silent, lonely, dreary, desolate, frightful:—sann n(ko), To receive a shock, to be shocked, be amazed, be
terror-stricken, be stunned, to fall into a swoon:—
sann-btn, Idem:—sanne-k, adj. (f. -), Violent,
terrible, awful, fearful, monstrous, appalling, shocking;
dreary, desolate:—sann guarnor guar-jn(par?)=sann nor sannt btn:—sanne-me rah-jn,
v.n. To fall into or continue in a state of alarm or terror,
to be stricken motionless with terror or astonishment:—
sann hon, v.n. To be or become motionless (with
astonishment or fear, &c.), to be paralyzed (with fear,
&c.).
H  B ,sunr [Prk. , 45; S. , 4t],
'
s.m. A
worker in gold, a goldsmith (also written sonr):—sunrha, s.m. The goldsmith's quarter (of a town).
H  B ,sunran, , sunrin = H  B,"

sunrn [sunr, q.v.+Prk. 4"=S. "],. s.f. A goldsmith's

H  B ,sunn (caus. of sunn), v.t. To cause to hear

wife; a woman of the goldsmith caste.
H  B,"sunrn [sunr, q.v.+Prk. 4"=S. "],. = H  B

or to be heard, to cause to be made public, to proclaim,
announce; to inform, advise, tell, bid; to say or repeat (a
lesson);—to speak at; to warn; to rate, rebuke, chide:—
sunne-wl, s.m. Informant; herald; preacher.
S   B ´"snnya, part. adj. To be bathed, requiring to

, sunran, , sunrin s.f. A goldsmith's wife; a
woman of the goldsmith caste.
H  B,4"sunri (fem. of sunr), s.f. A clever
woman.
H  B,"sunr [S. , 4"],
'
s.f. The business of a
goldsmith; the pay or hire of a goldsmith;—a goldsmith's
wife (=sunrn).
S  B,"su-nr, s.f. A good woman; a handsome or

be bathed; to be used in bathing; t for bathing in,
ablutionary.
H  B , &sunwa [sun(n) + wat= Prk. 4 (=S.
++; ]( , s.f. Hearing (=sun).
H  B , sunon, = H   B , g sunwnau

beautiful woman; a beauty.
H  B,"sunr = H  B,7" sun  [prob. S. ,+

(dialec.) v.t.=sunn, q.v.
H   B , gsunwnau , = H  B ,  sunon (Braj)

+t; but cf. anr, to which it is opp.], adj. & s.m. Clever,

v.t.=sunn, q.v.
H  B, "sunwn, sunon(fem. of sunon), s.f.

skilful, expert, adept; alert, handy; neat;—a clever man,
an expert, an adept.
H  B,7"sun  = H  B," sunr [prob. S. ,+
+t; but cf. anr, to which it is opp.], adj. & s.m. Clever,
skilful, expert, adept; alert, handy; neat;—a clever man,
an expert, an adept.
H B BB"sanns, s.m.=sanys, q.v.

Intelligence of the death of someone in a foreign
country.
H ? B 6sa-nh, adj. corr. of sa-nth, q.v.
S ? B B6san-nh, and H. 6 sanh, s.m.
Accoutrements, armour, mail, coat of mail.
H ? B B6&sannha, sannh, s.m. = sann, q.v.

S  B B ,"sunsr, = S  E B ,8" sunr,s.m. An

H $ B 4 san, s.f. (dialec.), The in ated bualo-hide

epithet of Indra.
S  E B ,8"sunr, = S  B B ," sunsr,s.m. An

on which the natives of the hills cross rivers.
P  Bsane, s.f.=A. san, q.v.

epithet of Indra.
S 1 B ,/su-nm, s.m. Good name, good repute,

H $ B, sun [sun(n)+= Prk.  =S. +
+], s.f. Hearing; a hearing; justice:—sun den, v.n.

reputation.
S <a B ,/su-nman, = H a B,/" su-nm,adj. Well-

To come within hearing, to be heard.
S ) B ´,snyu, s.m. Sinew, tendon, muscle.

named; of good repute.
H a B,/"su-nm, = S <a B ,/ su-nman,adj. Well-

A %B sumbul, corr. sambul(v.n. fr. %B 'to put forth

named; of good repute.
S  B ´snn, and H.  sann, s.m. Bathing, ablution;
purication, lustration:—snn-sthn, s.m. Bathing-place:—
snn-krak, adj. Eecting ablution:—snn karn, v.n. To
bathe:—snn-nahn, s.m. Bathing and washing.
A  B sinn (v.n. fr. <CB 'to sharpen,' &c.), s.f. Sharp point
(of a spear, arrow, needle, &c.); spear-head.
H  B Bsannn, v.n.=sansann, q.v.

ears' (corn)), s.m. A plant of sweet odour, spikenard (to
which the Persians compare the locks of a mistress);—
the hyacinth; maiden-hair:—sumbul-- at ,
 s.m.
Angelica:—sumbul-istn, s.m. Hyacinth-garden, hyacinthbed:—sumbulut-t b,
 s.m. A species of spikenard,
Nardostachys jatamansi:—sumbul--hind, s.m. The
spikenard, Valeriana jatamansi; the hyacinth.
H %B  & sumbul-khr, s.m. corr. of sammul-fr, q.v.s.v.
samm.

P #%B sumbula (for A. ~#%B sumbulat, n. of un. fr. sumbul,

P B sunnat (for A. ~B, v.n. fr. <B 'to form or fashion,' 'to

'ear of corn'), s.m. The sign Virgo, Spica virginis.
P B %B samb sa, sambosa, s.m.=samosa, q.v.

institute,' &c.), s.f. Mode or manner of acting, course or
rule of conduct or of life, right way (of life); statute,
ordinance (of religion), rite, an obligatory religious
ceremony; circumcision; a practice or saying (or the
practices and sayings collectively) of Mohammad as
handed down by tradition, the traditions of Mohammad;
—the prayers enjoined by Mohammad:—sunnat karn(-k),
To circumcise:—be-sunnat, adj. Uncircumcised.
H B Bsant [Prk. (5; S. B, base , part. of  'to

H  &%B (#sa bhrn, sambhrn, v.t.=  &%@ B sambhrn,
q.v.
H " &%B (#!sa bhl, sambhl, s.m.=" &%@ B sambhl, q.v.
H ! &%B (#!sa bhln, sambhlr, v.t.=sambhln,
v.t.= ! &%@ B sambhln, q.v.
H ! &%B (#!0sa bhl , sambhl , s.m.= ! &%@ B sambhl , q.v.
H 4%B, 6"sunbahr [S. 80B+ 6 +], s.f.
Insensibility of the skin, Tactus imminutus; elephantiasis
(a constitutional disease, manifesting itself locally, and
usually on the legs and scrotum).
H #&%B (#!sa bhaln, sambhaln, v.n. = #&%@ B sambhaln,
q.v.
H A LB sanpt, s.m.(f. ?)=sanpat, q.v.
S A LB .Bsan-nipt, and H.  sanpt, sampt,
s.m. Flying down, alighting, descending, falling down;
falling together, meeting, union, junction, mixture;
contact, collision; collection, assemblage, multitude;
miscellaneous collection; approach, arrival;—combined
derangement of the three humours, a disease in which
the body is seized with universal chilliness, deliquium.
H  LB (sa pr, s.m. (dialec.)=saper, q.v.
H LB (sampat, s.f.=L@ B sampat, q.v.
H  `B (7sa pa n, v.n.=sapa n, q.v.
H " LB (5!sa pol, = H ! LB (5.! sa poliy,= H  LB
(| sa per,see sapol; sapoliy; and saper.
H ! LB (5.!sa poliy, = H " LB (5! sa pol,= H  LB

be'], part., adj. & s.m. Being, existing; essential; good,
virtuous, pious; right, proper; excellent; steady,
respectable, venerable;—a pious or venerable man, a
saint; a good or simple man:—sant-avasth, s.f. The state
or condition of a saint, saintliness; venerableness:—satsabh, s.f., and sant-samj, s.m. The assembly of the good
(the term is applied chie y to the Hind ascetics
regarded as to their corporate capacity):—sant-sabh-gam,
s.m. The intercourse or union of the pious.
H *B Bsant [prob. Prk. © ; S. 8_+t], adj. (f. -),
Wicked, depraved; miserly.
H *B Bsant [prob. fr. S. T, part. of  'to throw'],
s.m. The piece of wood which is thrown in the game
called ge , q.v.
S ] *B Bsan-tp, s.m. Great heat, burning heat;
in ammation; re; aiction, pain, anguish, distress,
sorrow, misery; passion; resentment; remorse,
penitence, repentance; penance:—santp den(-ko), and
santp karn(-k), To in ict pain or misery (on), to aict,
&c.
S ; *B Bsan-tpit, = H ; *BB" san-tp,adj.

S B sanat, adv. Always, ever, continually:—sanat-

Made hot, heated, in amed; consumed; tormented,
pained, aicted, distressed; sad, sorrowful; impassioned;
penitent, suering remorse;—santp, s.m. An aicted
person, &c.
H ; *BB"san-tp, = S ; *B B san-tpit,adj.

kumr, s.m. Name of one of the four sons of Brahma,
and eldest of the progenitors of mankind.
P B sanat (for A. ~B, v.n. fr. B or B), s.f. A year, a
single revolution of the sun.

Made hot, heated, in amed; consumed; tormented,
pained, aicted, distressed; sad, sorrowful; impassioned;
penitent, suering remorse;—santp, s.m. An aicted
person, &c.

(| sa per,see sapol; sapoliy; and saper.
H  LB (|sa per, = H " LB (5! sa pol,= H ! LB
(5.! sa poliy,see sapol; sapoliy; and saper.

S  *B Bsan-tn, s.m. & f. = H  *B B santn,
s.m.Extension, expansion, spreading; lineage, race,
descent, family; ospring, progeny, children; a son or
daughter;—one of the ve trees of Indra's paradise.
H  *B Bsantn, s.m. = S  *B B san-tn, s.m. &
f.Extension, expansion, spreading; lineage, race,
descent, family; ospring, progeny, children; a son or
daughter;—one of the ve trees of Indra's paradise.
H ( *B Bsantnik [S. B+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Of or relating to ospring; having ospring;—one who
has ospring, a parent.
S  *B Bsantnik, s.f. Froth, foam; cream;
coagulated milk; custard; a cobweb; the blade of a knife
or sword.
S L*B BQsan-tapta, vulg. santapt, part. Greatly heated
or in amed, red-hot, glowing; burnt, burnt up; vexed,
in amed with passion; suering great pain or anguish,
tormented, distressed, aicted, pained, wretched.
S *B Bsan-tata, vulg. santat, part. Continued,
continuous, uninterrupted, continual, lasting, perpetual,
eternal.
H *B Bsantat, = S **BB santati,s.f. Extent,

Complete satisfaction, contentment, gratication
(=santosh).
S Z*BB,.9santushi, = S  Z*B B,9 santushat,s.f.
Complete satisfaction, contentment, gratication
(=santosh).
H <*B Bsantan (Braj), s.m. pl. (of sant, q.v.), The good,
the virtuous:—santan-sukh-da, or santan-sukhad, s.m. 'The
giver of happiness or joy to the virtuous,' an epithet of
Vish u.
H *B Bsantan [Prk. (4; S. 8B; ], s.f. The act of
appeasing or reconciling, conciliation, reconcilement;
palliation; mildness:—santan karn(-k), To appease, to
conciliate, to still, quiet, lull, comfort.
H *B (,sa tanu, B, santanu, adj. Possessing a body,
embodied.
S D *B B53santosh, vulg. santokh, s.m. Contentedness,
content, satisfaction, gratication, pleasure, joy, delight,
happiness; satiety; patience;—the thumb and forenger:
—santosh(or santokh) karn, To exercise contentedness, to
be content; to practice patience, to be patient; to take
comfort.
H E *BB53"santosh, santokh[S. B53+t (+t)],

expanse, width; continuity; a continuous line, row,
range; uninterrupted succession, descent; lineage, race,
ospring, posterity, progeny; a son, a daughter; a
number of people, multitude.
S **BBsantati, = H *B B santat,s.f. Extent,

adj.=santush, q.v.
H & *B B5Lsantokh, s.m.=santosh, q.v.

expanse, width; continuity; a continuous line, row,
range; uninterrupted succession, descent; lineage, race,
ospring, posterity, progeny; a son, a daughter; a
number of people, multitude.
H *B Bsantar, s.m. corr. of sangtar, q.v.

santokhan,adj.=santosh, or santush, q.v.
H &*B BRsanth [S. (TR], s.f. Reading, instruction, a

S *B B4santara, s.m. Crossing over, passing over;
being saved.
S Z*B B,9santush, part. adj. Satised (with, par),
content, well-pleased, delighted, gratied; consoled,
comforted, at rest; patient, resigned; at ease,
comfortable.
S  Z*B B,9santushat, = S Z*BB,.9 santushi,s.f.

H <& *B B5Lsantokhan, = H & *BB5L"
santokh,adj.=santosh, or santush, q.v.
H & *BB5L"santokh, = H <& *B B5L

lesson.
S *BBsan-nati, s.f. Bowing down, reverential
salutation, obeisance; reverence, humility;—sound,
noise.
H *BB"sant [Prk. T/ .\; S. (.Q] s.f. A
succedaneum; a substitute;—postpn. Instead (of, -k), &c.
(=sante, q.v.).
H [ *B B`sante [fr. sant, q.v.], adv. In the being; in the
presence (of); during, whilst (syn. hote, or hote-hue, or
hue: the word, in this sense, would appear to be peculiar

to the Benares dialect as used by panits):—postpn.
(=sant, q.v.), In the place (of, -ke) instead (of), in lieu (of),
in substitution (for).
H <B ,suna [prob. sunr, q.v.+S. &,+t], s.m. A
goldsmith's son.
H <B (_sa h [Prk. ©5; S. 8_t], adj. Wicked, depraved;
roguish, crafty; miserly.
H  <B (_sa hn, v.n.=san, q.v.
H  <B ,(_57suho  [S. 8,.e_+ &t;—or so h, q.v.+Prk.
«V =S. +!+t], s.m. Ginger-bread; a preparation
of ginger, molasses, sugar, &c. (given to puerperal
women, &c.).
H <B,( _sunhi, s.f.=uhi; and so h, qq.v.
H <B(&"sa , B&" san (see saiy), s.f. A switch, a cane,
a thin stick.
P 6B sanj [rt. of sanjdan; fr. Zend a = S. 8], act. part. &
s.m. Weighing, measuring;—weigher, measurer;
examiner (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
nagma-sanjor tarna-sanj, s.m. A measurer of sounds, i.e. a
musician;—sukhan-sanj, s.m. A weigher of words; an
orator; a poet).
P 6B sinj (rt. of sinjdan= sanjdan), part. & s.m. Elected,
chosen;—a choice.
A 6B sunuj, vulg. sunj, s.m. The red jujube-plant (syn.
ber).
P 8B sanjb, s.m. The ermine, the miniver; the grey
squirrel; ermine, fur.
S A 8B *, (* an-jta, vulg. sanjt, part. Begotten,
born, brought forth, produced, grown.
P e 8B sanjf, sinjf(in P. also sajf, and zinjf), s.f. Border
(of a garment), fringe, edging, ounce.
P _ 8Bsanjf, sinjf, adj. Having, or adorned with, a
border; fringed.
H 8B (*=
, sanjukt [S. (=
, t, rt. ,* with /], part.
adj. Connected, joined (with), united; compounded;
blended, mixed; (in comp.) endowed with, possessed of.
H ^8B (*$
, sanjug, s.m.=sa yug, q.v.
H 2 8B (*/sanjam [S. (/t; Prk. (*/5], s.m. Restraining;
restraint, control; abstinence (from particular food on

certain days), abstention; forbearance; sobriety;
continence; the avoiding the in iction of pain (on
others), humanity, compassionateness;—event, incident,
occurrence:—sanjam karn, v.t. To control (desire), to
restrain, to keep in subjection, &c.
H @ 8B(*/"sanjam [S. (/"], adj. & s.m. Restraining,
curbing, controlling; abstemious, continent, temperate,
sober;—one who subdues or controls his passions, a
continent man, an ascetic, saint, sage, hermit.
H 8B (*sa jan, s.m.=sahajn, q.v.
S 8B , ( sanjn, vulg. sa gy, s.f. Sense,
consciousness, knowledge, understanding, intellect,
thought, mind; right mind; sign, token, symbol; gesture,
gesticulation; name, appellation, title, designation, term,
(in gram.) a noun substantive; a metaphor; an idiomatic
phrase:—sa jn-v ak, adj. Appertaining to a name or
appellation, substantival:—sa jn-vn, sa jn-vant(f. -vat),
adj. Recovered from unconsciousness or insensibility,
become sensible, come to (one's) right mind, having
consciousness; having a name or denomination.
S 8B (.sanjnit, vulg. sangyit, part. Named, called,
termed, designated.
S (8B (sanjnak, vulg. sangyak, adj. (f. -), Having a
name, named, called.
S 8B (,sanjnu, vulg. sangyu, = S 8B ( sanjna, vulg.
sangya,adj. Knock-kneed.
S 8B (sanjna, vulg. sangya, = S 8B (, sanjnu, vulg.
sangyu,adj. Knock-kneed.
S  8B (A san-jvar, s.m. Great heat or fever; heat (of
re, &c.); burning, scorching; a burn.
H ' 8B (*5$sanjog [Prk. (*5$5; S. (5$t, rt. ,* with
/], s.m. Conjunction, connection, adherence, cohesion,
union, junction, meeting, contact, intimate union, close
connection, living together; agreement; combination,
association; compounding; a kind of alliance in which
two parties unite for a common object and attack with
united power;—conjuncture, coincidence, event,
occurrence, accident, opportunity, chance, hap, luck;—(in
astron.) equinoctial point:—sanjog-se, adv. By a
coincidence, by chance, accidentally, fortuitously:—sanjog

karn(-k), To join or unite (with), to combine (with), to
associate (with), &c.
H <X 8B (*5$sanjogan [S. (5$"], s.f. Wife of a sanjog,
q.v.
H X 8B(*5$"san-jog [S. (5$+t], adj. & s.m.
Connecting, joining, uniting; adjoining;—an ascetic who
does not observe a vow of continence, but has a family;
—a cage with two compartments for the male and
female, a double cage.
H  8B (*5sanjon = H  8B (*5  sanjown [sanjo˚,
&c.=S. (5*(), caus. of rt. ,* with /], v.t. To put
together, to arrange, to prepare, make ready (cf. sajn).
H  8B (*5 sanjown = H  8B (*5 sanjon [sanjo˚,
&c.=S. (5*(), caus. of rt. ,* with /], v.t. To put
together, to arrange, to prepare, make ready (cf. sajn).
H ) 8B (*5sanjoy (perf. part. of sanjon), s.m. Things
arranged (on a tray, &c. for presentation).
H &8B (Dsanjh [Prk. (D; S. BV], s.f. Evening
twilight, evening (=s jh);—a particular evening prayer:—
sanjh-batt, s.f. Evening-lamp; candle-light:—sanjh-batt
karn, To light the evening-lamp:—sanjh ph ln, v.n.
Evening twilight to come on:—sa-sanjh, adv. Early in
the evening (=sar--shm).
H 3&8B (D!sa jhl [prob. S. 6+*+!+t], adj. & s.m. (f.
-), The third (of four brothers, &c.); of the third rank or
degree;—the third of four brothers.
H &8B (Dsa jhn, s.m. Horse-radish (=sahajn, q.v.).
P X + 8Bsanjdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Gravity, weight;
solemnity, seriousness; considerateness.
P ?+ 8B sanjda [perf. part. of sanjdan, rt. sanj= Zend a = S.
8], part. adj. Weighed, measured; tried, proved,
assayed; approved; composed; weighty, grave, serious;
considerate.
S  8B (*" sanjvak, adj. (f. -ik), Living together;
animating;—s.m. Name of a bull (in the Hitopadea).
S  8B (*" sanjvan, s.m. Bringing to life, animating;
re-animating, life-restoring;—the act of living together;
—a cluster of four houses, a quadrangle;—name of one of
the divisions of the infernal regions.

S  8B(*" "sanjvan, s.f. Making alive, causing life;
restoring life;—a kind of elixir, elixir of life:—sanjvanvidy, s.f. The art of vivifying or restoring to life.
S  8B(*" "sanjv, adj. & s.m. (f. sanjvinand sanjvan),
Rendering alive, vivifying, enlivening; restoring to life;
re-animating;—one who or that which vivies; restorer
to life, re-animator.
H :B (san , perf. part. (of san n) = san it, q.v.:—san 
karn= san it karn.
S  :B (san r, s.m. Passing through, passage,
progress, transition, course, going, motion; a passage,
way, road, gate, doorway, entrance, opening, access; the
passage or entrance of the sun (or a planet) into a new
sign;—dicult progress; diculty, distress;—setting in
motion; impelling, inciting; leading, guiding; conveying,
transmission, communication (of disease), contagion;—a
gem supposed to be in the head of a serpent.
S   :B (san rik, s.f. A female messenger, a gobetween, procuress, bawd;—a pair, brace;—odour, smell.
H  :B si n (caus. of s n), v.t.=si n, q.v.
H $ :B si , s.f.=si , q.v.:—si -si , s.f.=si si and s -si (see si and s ).
S :B (.san it (rt. iwith sam), part. Heaped up,
accumulated, collected, gathered, saved, hoarded;—s.m.
A collection; a code:—sa it karn, v.t. To heap up, to
gather up, to collect, accumulate, hoard.
S *:B (.san it, s.f. The plant Salvinia cucullata.
H :B (sa arn [sa ar˚= S.  (), rt.  with
/], v.n. To go, proceed, be in motion.
H :B (!sa al [S.  !t, rt. ! with /], s.m.
(dialec.) Noise, sound of footsteps.
H <:B (sa - an [S.  (, or v.n. fr. sa n], s.m.
Collecting, gathering, amassing, hoarding:—sa an-hr,
s.m. (f. -in, -, or -n), Collector, gatherer, hoarder.
H :B (sa n [sa ˚= Prk. (() or (()=S.
 "(`), pass. (used actively) of rt. /+.], v.t. To
collect, gather, accumulate, heap up, save, amass, hoard.
H ` &:B (sa hep, adj.=sa kshep, q.v.

H <L &:B (sa hepan, s.m.=sa kshepan, q.v.

and to be derived fr. + B; see sanad), s.f. An anvil; the iron

S :B (sa ay, vulg. sa ai, sa ae, s.m. Collection,

on which the knocker of a door strikes.
S + B Bsan-dn, s.m. Rope, cord (esp. for tying

gathering, heaping up, accumulation, heap, hoard,
saving, store, purse, stock, capital; multitude, number,
quantity:—sa ay karn(-k), To collect, to amass, to keep
in store, store up, hoard, save, &c.
H  :B (sa et [S. /+t; or t], adj. Composed,
collected; attentive, mindful, conscious (of), cautious,
alive (to).
S  :B("sa ay, adj. & s.m. Collecting, gathering,
accumulating, hoarding;—one who accumulates or
hoards, amasser, hoarder.
A + B sanad (v.n. fr. + B 'to rest or lean upon'), s.f.
Anything on which one leans or trusts; support, prop;
reliance, trust; relation, connection; seal or signature (of
a judge or magistrate, &c.); order, written authority;
royal ordinance, mandate, or decree, any deed or grant,
&c. from one in authority, patent, grant, document,
warrant, charter, commission, appointment (under
which another acts), credential, diploma; testimonial,
certicate; authority, precedent, example, proof,
voucher;—adj. Authentic, &c. (=sanad, q.v.):—sanad- n-bah, s.f. A grant or deed conveying property from
a person or family implicated in a murder, as a
retaliatory ne, to the heirs of the murdered person:—
sanad--kr-gur, s.f. Certicate of services:—sanad karn,
sanad gardnn, v.t. To constitute (a thing) a support or
authority, &c. to lean or rest on, to rely on, to trust, to
believe in:—sanad ln(-k), To produce, or adduce,
authority (for), to quote a precedent (for), &c.:—sanadmutbiq,
s.m. The counterpart of a grant, &c., the order

to put it in execution:—sanad--muf, s.f. Rent-free
grant:—sanad-wr, adj. Having proof, supported by
document or proof:—sanad-yfta, adj. Holding a deed, or
grant, or certicate, &c.; chartered; certicated;
accredited.
P + B sind (A. also sind), s.m.=sindhor sindhu, q.v.
H + B Bsand (for P. sanda), s.m. An anvil (=sandn,
q.v.); a broad stone; fetid excrement (=san, q.v.).
P + B sandn, sindn(prob.=S. B; but said to be A.,

cattle);—an elephant's temples, or the part whence the
ichorous uid issues.
S + BB"san-dnin (=sandhnin) s.f. A cow-house.
H + B BCsindur, s.m.=sind r, q.v.
S + B ,Bsundar, adj. (f. -), Handsome, beautiful, lovely,
charming, elegant, comely, seemly, ne, neat;
agreeable, pleasing, delicious; excellent, good, virtuous,
pure:—sundar- l, s.m. A graceful gait;—adj. Moving
gracefully, or with a pleasing gait:—sundar-ym, s.m. An
epithet of Krishn (=ym-sundar):—sundar-k , s.m. The
title of the fth section of the Rmyan:— sundarodan(˚ra
+ud˚), s.m. Good rice.
S + B ,Wsu-nidr, s.f. Sound sleep; healthy slumber.
H $+ B,B sundar, s.f. = S Y+ B ,B sundarat, s.f.=
H $ Y+ B,B sundart, s.f.= S Y+ B ,B; sundaratva,
s.m.[= Prk. =S. +;—in ˚t, = S. ], Beauty
handsomeness, elegance, comeliness, gracefulness;
excellence, goodness, virtuousness.
S Y+ B ,Bsundarat, s.f. = H $+ B,B sundar, s.f.=
H $ Y+ B,B sundart, s.f.= S Y+ B ,B; sundaratva,
s.m.[= Prk. =S. +;—in ˚t, = S. ], Beauty
handsomeness, elegance, comeliness, gracefulness;
excellence, goodness, virtuousness.
H $ Y+ B,B sundart, s.f. = H $+ B,B sundar,
s.f.= S Y+ B ,B sundarat, s.f.= S Y+ B ,B;
sundaratva, s.m.[= Prk. =S. +;—in ˚t, = S.
], Beauty handsomeness, elegance, comeliness,
gracefulness; excellence, goodness, virtuousness.
S Y+ B ,B; sundaratva, s.m. = H $+ B,B sundar,
s.f.= S Y+ B ,B sundarat, s.f.= H $ Y+ B,B
sundart, s.f.[= Prk. =S. +;—in ˚t, = S. ],
Beauty handsomeness, elegance, comeliness,
gracefulness; excellence, goodness, virtuousness.
H <B+ B Bsandarsan,
'
= S <E + B B8
' sandaran,s.m.

Looking steadfastly, gazing, viewing, beholding, seeing,
sight, vision; seeing, one another, meeting; appearance,
presence; regard, consideration, re ection;—causing to
see, showing, presenting.
S <E + B B8sandaran,
'
= H <B+ B B
' sandarsan,s.m.
Looking steadfastly, gazing, viewing, beholding, seeing,
sight, vision; seeing, one another, meeting; appearance,
presence; regard, consideration, re ection;—causing to
see, showing, presenting.
P K+ B sandaros [A. sandar s; Gr. #¥{@^; P. sandara; S.
B&0t], s.m. Sandarach, a resin obtained from Thuja
articulataor Callitris quadrivalvis(a tree growing in
Barbary);—the proto-sulphuret of arsenic, red arsenic,
realgar.
S + B,B"sundar, s.f. A beautiful woman, a beauty;—
the tree Heritiera minor(a small timber-tree); turmeric; a
species of metre;—beauty, &c. (=sundar, q.v.).
A K+ B sundus, s.m. Thin, or ne, silk brocade; a rich silk,
satin.
H B+ B B5sandaso, s.m. (dialec.)=sandand sans, qq.v.
P B+ Bsundus (rel. n. fr. sundus), adj. Made of brocade,
brocaded.
S + X + B .BFsandigdha (rt. dihwith sam), part. adj.
Confused, indistinct, obscure, unintelligible; doubted,
questioned, dubious, doubtful, uncertain; entertaining
doubt, unsettled, desponding; unsafe, dangerous, riskful:
—sandigdha-bh t, s.m. (in gram.) The past-dubious tense
(e.g. tum-ne dekh hog, 'You may have seen,' 'it may be
that you saw'):—sandigdha-vartmn, s.m. The presentdubious tense (e.g. woh sunt hog, 'it may be that she
hears,' 'she may be hearing').
P H + B B!sandal, s.m.= + f andal, q.v.
P !+ Bsandal, adj. & s.f.=!+ fandal, q.v.
S Z+ B B(8sanda , s.m. Pincers, &c. (=sa s, q.v.).
H + B BCsindu, s.m. corr. of sindhu, q.v.
H =+ B Bsand , s.m. corr. of :i+ f and q a, q.v.
S + B Bsind r, s.m. Red lead, minium, vermilion.
H + B Bsind r [S. B+t], s.m. A box or
receptacle for sind ror rouge.

S + BB"sind r, s.f. The plant Grislea tomentosa; a
plant called also ro an; the plant Lythrum fruticosum.
H )+ B Bsand riy [S. Bt; or B+t], s.m.
A small, sweet-smelling, red-streaked mango.
S <E + B B34sand sha, s.m. The act of vitiating or
corrupting; any vice which causes infamy.
H + B Bsand k, = H : + B B sand k  s.m.
corr. of G+ f; and :i+ f; qq.v.
H : + B Bsand k  = H + B B sand k,s.m.
corr. of G+ f; and :i+ f; qq.v.
S ?+ B B56sandoh, s.m. Quantity, mass, assemblage,
multitude, concourse.
H + B Bsindh, s.m.= + B sindhu, q.v.
S + B B-sannadha (rt. nahwith sam), part. (f. -), Tied
together, bound, fastened, girt; armed, mailed,
accoutred; harnessed; arranged, arrayed; prepared,
ready; cruel, murderous; closely attached or connected,
contiguous, bordering.
S + B .Bsan-nidha, vulg. san-nidh, s.m. Juxtaposition,
proximity, vicinity, &c. (=san-nidhn).
H  + B Bsindhr [prob. S. -++t], s.m.
Present (such as prepared meats, sweetmeats, &c.) sent
by a bridegroom to his bride (syn. swan).
S  + B Bsandhn, s.m. The act of placing or holding
together, joining, junction, union, tying, binding, xing
(an arrow to a bow, &c.), arranging; association, league,
combination, alliance; companionship, company; peace,
repairing, restoration; composing, compounding, mixing,
preparation; drawing together, contraction (as of the
skin by astringents. &c.); advertence, attention;
sustaining, supporting; reception, receiving;—an aim;
guess, discovery; search, inquiry, prying into secrets,
spying; a secret; information about a lost thing or
person;—distillation; spirituous liquor; pickles; a relish,
something eaten to excite thirst; sour rice-gruel:—
sandhn pn(-k), To obtain a clue (to), to track, trace,
discover:—sandhn
karn, v.t. To arrange; to prepare; to x (an arrow to a
bow), to take aim, &c.

S  + B .Bsannidhn, s.m. Juxtaposition, proximity,
nearness, vicinity; presence, appearance, perceptibility;
placing down, depositing; receptacle, repository;
receiving, taking charge (of).
H  + B Bsandhn [S. B+t], s.m. = H
 + BB" sandhn[S.B], s.f. Pickle, acid
preparation of beland other fruits.
H  + BB"sandhn[S. B], s.f. = H  + B B
sandhn [S.B+t], s.m. Pickle, acid preparation of
beland other fruits.
S  + BB"sandhn, s.f. Distilling, distillation;—a
foundry, a place where metals are wrought or stored.
H  + B ,B &sundhwa [S. ,$B+wa= Prk.  (=S. 
+ \
 (], s.m. Smell, perfume, odour, scent; an earthy smell
(syn. so dhha).
H U+ B B sandhab, s.m.=sandhaw, q.v.
S + B .Bsandhit, part. Joined or fastened together,
bound, tied, united, strung; xed, tted, prepared;
reconciled, allied.
S 6+ B B,*sindhu-ja, vulg. sindhuj, adj. See s.v. + B
sindhu.
S + B B,sindhur, s.m. (f. -), An elephant.
H + B B sandhaw [S. B (], s.m. A kind of salt, rocksalt.
S + B B,sindhu, and H. B0 sindh , s.m. Sea, ocean;—
the river Indus; the country along the Indus, Sindh; the
inhabitants of Sindh;—the juice that exudes from an
elephant's temples; an elephant; name of a rgor
musical mode; (in Hind poetry) a symbol for the
number 4:—sindhu-pushp, s.m. A conch:—sindhu-ja, vulg.
sindhuj, adj. (f. -), Sea-born, marine; river-produced,
aquatic; born or produced in the country Sindh;—s.m.
Rock-salt:—sindhu-lava, s.m. Rock-salt:—sindhu-math,
sindhu-mathan, or sindhu-manth, s.m. The churning of the
ocean.
S + B.Bsandhi (rt. dhwith sam), s.f. Conjunction,
junction, combination, union, contact; composition,
construction, structure; compact, agreement,

association, alliance, league, company; reconciliation,
peace, making a treaty of peace, negotiating an alliance,
pacication; a treaty; (in Gram.) euphonic combination
or coalescence of the nal letter of a word with the
initial letter of a following word; a connecting link; a
joint, articulation (of the body, &c.); a fold; an interval,
pause, rest, stop;—critical juncture, opportune moment;
—dividing, breaking; division, separation; breach, chasm,
mine, hole, opening or cavity made in a wall or
underneath a building (by a housebreaker, &c.); vagina,
vulva; a period at the expiration of each yugaor age
(equivalent to one-sixth of its duration, and intervening
before the commencement of the next):—sandhiprakara, s.m. A treatise on Sandhi:—sandhi-kart, s.m.
One who brings about union, or pacication, &c.;
reconciler, peace-maker.
S + B.Bsannidhi, s.f.=sannidhn, q.v.
S + B Bsandhy, s.f. Mean (between two things);
meeting of day and night, twilight (see s jhand sanjh);
a period of time, forenoon, mid-day, afternoon, or
evening; holy rites of morning, noon, and evening;
evening prayer;—joining, union; promise, agreement;
boundary, limit; the period between the expiration of
one age and the commencement of another (see sandhi);
—re ection, meditation; name of a ower:—sandhysamay, or sandhy-kl, s.m. Eventide, twilight, dusk:—
sandhy karn, To pray at sunrise, noon, or sunset.
P + Bsanad (rel. n. fr. sanad), adj. Held by written deeds,
&c.; chartered; accredited, authentic, reliable.
S <L)+ B B"sandpan, s.m. Lighting up, kindling,
in aming, igniting; inspiriting, encouraging,
encouragement;—name of one of the arrows of Kmdev.
H <L)+ B B"sandpan, s.m.=sndpani, q.v.
H I)+ B Bbsandes, (b sa des = H 0)+ B Bb sandes,
(bsa des [S. Bb8+t], s.m. Information, news,
tidings, intelligence, report; message, commission,
command, direction; embassy; a present.
H 0)+ B Bbsandes, (b sa des = H I)+ B Bb sandes,
(bsa des [S. Bb8+t], s.m. Information, news, tidings,

intelligence, report; message, commission, command,
direction; embassy; a present.
H 0)+ B Bb,sandesu, Bb0 sandesu [S. Bb8+t], s.m.
(dialec.)=sandes, and sandes, qq.v.
H  0)+ B Bb,sandesu, sandesw, s.m.=sandesu.
H 0)+ BBb"sandes, (b" sa des [S. Bb8+ (+t)],
s.m. (f. -in), One who brings news, a messenger, an
envoy, an ambassador.
S Z)+ B Bb8sande, vulg. sandes, s.m. See I)+ B sandes.
H )+ BBb8"sande, s.m.=sandes, q.v.
S )+ B Bb6sandeh (rt. dihwith sam), s.m.
Doubt,uncertainty, suspense, hesitation, apprehension,
mistrust, suspicion, anxiety; risk, danger; grief, sorrow:—
sandeh karn(-me , or -k?), To doubt; to be apprehensive
(about); &c.
H 4)+ B Bbsandeh , s.m. (dialec.)=sandeh;—adj.=sandeh.
S 4)+ BBb6"sandeh, adj. & s.m. Doubtful, dubious;
doubting; suspicious, mistrustful, apprehensive;
scrupulous;—a doubter; a mistrustful person, &c.
H <B efsa; 1˚ s.m.=a, and s , qq.v.;—2˚
adj.=sa.
H <B ,efsu [S. 8,eft], s.m. Trunk (of an elephant; see
s ).
H <B efsa [prob. Prk.(f ; S. 3ef+t], adj. (f. -),
Big, fat, burly, stout, strong, sturdy;—s.m. A big or fat ox;
—hardened excrement, scybala:—sa ban-jn, v.n. To
become fat and big, to grow stout and sturdy, &c. (=
saiyn):—sa-musa, or sa-musa, adj. Fat,
plump, well-developed, stout, &c. (=sa).
H 4<B efsas [prob. S. 3ef+ t], s.m. A cesspool,
latrine, necessary, water-closet (commonly on the roof
of a house, and communicating with a pool or drain
under the house); a sink, sewer.
H 5<B efsas [S. B(8t], s.m. A pair of tongs or

sa s).
H 5<Bef"sas = H 5<Bef" sas [S. B(.8],
s.f. A pair of pincers or nippers, small tongs, forceps (see
sa s).
H 7<B .efsaiyn (fr. saor sa, q.v.), v.n. To
become fat and big, to grow strong and burly, or stout
and lusty.
H B ,sunar, s.m. (rustic)=sunr, q.v.
S <B (sa rdhan, s.m. Propitiating, appeasing,
conciliation, propitiation; perfecting; perfect mediation.
S B ( sa rv, s.m. Sound, noise, clamour, uproar,
tumult.
S  B (.dsa rakshit, part. Protected, guarded,
preserved, saved, taken care of.
S < B (d4sa raksha, s.m. Protecting, guarding,
preserving, taking care of, saving; protection, charge,
custody:—sa raksharth(˚a+ar˚), adv. With the view of
protecting or saving.
S &%a B (@#sa rambh, s.m. A beginning; energy, zeal,
impetuosity; agitation, urry; anger, rage, wrath, fury;
pride, arrogance.
S &%a B(@#"sa rambh, adj. & s.m. Agitated, urried;
exasperated, angry, wrathful, furious; proud, arrogant;—
a wrathful or furious man; a proud man; &c.
S B (5sa rodh, s.m. Obstruction, opposition,
impediment, hindrance, stop, prevention, check, curb;
bond, fetter.
H 5 <B (7"sa s, s.f.=sasor sas, q.v.
H 0B (sa s [Prk. ( ; S. (8t], s.m. Doubt, &c.
(=sa ay, q.v.).
S  0B (sa sr, H. also B sansr (rt. s iwith sam),

nippers, large pincers.
H 5<Bef"sas, s.m. corr. of sannys, q.v.

s.m. Transmigration; the world, the universe; mankind;
mundane existence; worldly interests or concerns;
worldly illusion:—sansr-r p, adj. Mundane, worldly,
secular,
H  0B ,sunsr, s.m. A kind of ornament.

H 5<Bef"sas = H 5<Bef" sas [S. B(.8],

H  0B (sa sr [S. (+t], s.m. =sansr, q.v.

s.f. A pair of pincers or nippers, small tongs, forceps (see

H  0B (sa srik [S (+t; or [t], adj.

Worldly, mundane (=sa sr); pert.
S  0B("sa sr, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to the
world, worldly, mundane, lay, secular, temporal; mixing
in society or in wordly aairs, engaged in worldly or
secular occupations;—an animal, a sentient being, a
man;—a worldly man; a man of business.
H  0B (sa sn, v.n.=sansann; and s sn; qq.v.
H  0B ,sunsn [S. 80B+Bt; or redupl. of 80B], adj.
See s.v. sun.
H L0B ,si sup, s.f.=sisup, q.v.
S D L0B (T8sa
' spar, s.m. Close or mutual contact,
touch, conjunction, union, mixture; a laying hold of;
perception, sense; the being touched, being aected;—
adj. Contiguous, close; contagious.
S  &*0B (TRsa sthan, s.m. A collection, aggregation,
heap, quantity, crowd; the aggregation of primitive
atoms, primary formation; conformation, conguration;
form, gure, shape, fabrication, construction; common
place of abode, vicinity, neighbourhood; a place where
four roads meet; a place, station; position, situation;
spot, mark, sign; standing still, stopping; dying, death.
H 0B ,sunsar, s.m.=sunsr, q.v.
S Y0B(T&sa sriti,
 s.f. Course, current, ow, stream;
revolution; course of mundane existence,
transmigration; the world.
S '0B ($sa
' sarg samsarg(rt. srijwith
sam), s.m. Union,

mixture, commixture, conjunction, intimate union, close
contact, touch; proximity, contiguousness,
approximation, association, society, intercourse,
acquaintance, familiarity, intimate relation, consorting
with, living together, meeting, interview; sexual
connection, copulation, coition.
S X 0B ($usa sarg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Mixed (with),
united, connected, in contact (with); associated, keeping
company, acquainted, friendly, familiar;—an associate,
acquaintance, companion, a familiar friend.
S  0B (Tsa skr, s.m. Making perfect, perfecting,
completing, nishing, polishing, rening, perfection,
renement; institution; education; accomplishment;

conception, idea, notion; impression, design; form,
mould; the power of memory; self-reproductive quality;
faculty, capacity, instinct, habit, passion; operation,
in uence; decoration, embellishment, ornament,
elegance; making sacred, hallowing, purication,
consecration, dedication; purity; a sanctifying or
puricatory rite or essential ceremony; investiture with
the sacred thread; obsequies; a marriage-ceremony.
S 0B (=sa sakt, part. adj. Stuck together, joined,
attached, closely connected; close, contiguous; intent
(on); endowed (with).
S A0B (TT>sa skrit, part. & s.m. Carefully or
accurately formed, articially made, or produced, or
constructed, articial, elaborated, highly wrought,
rened, polished, perfected, completed, nished;
decorated, ornamented, embellished; excellent, best;
cleansed, puried; consecrated, hallowed, sanctied;
initiated; married;—language formed by accurate
grammatical rules; rened, or polished, or highlywrought speech; the sacred and classical language of the
Hinds:—sa skritnuyy(˚ta+anu˚),
adj. & adv.

Sanskritized; having relation to the Sanskrit language;
in accordance with the Sanskrit; after the manner of the
Sanskrit.
H J0B ($sa sgar [S. T+t], adj. Fertile, productive,
fruitful.
H <0B sansan, ,, sun-sun [S. T +T t], s.f. See
s.v. san;—also=sansanha, q.v.
H 0B (sa sn, v.n.=s sn, and sansann, qq.v.
H 0B ,,sunsun [S. T +T +t], s.m. Snuing
(from cold), stuness of the nose, a cold, catarrh.
H  0B sansann, ,, sunsunn [S. T 
redupl.+= w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.n. To
sound, resound, ring; to whistle (as a bullet), to whiz; to
sough (as the wind); to sing (as a kettle); to simmer; to
hiss; to rustle; to wheeze; to snue; to jingle, to tingle;
to feel a tingling sensation; to thrill (with enjoyment,
&c.), to be excited, to be beside oneself (with joy, or
rage, &c.); to faint.
H ? 0B 6&sansanha [sansan(n)+ha= wa= Prk.

 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Sounding, ringing,
whistling, whizzing, whiz, soughing; singing (as a kettle),
simmering; hissing, hiss; rustling, &c.; the sound which
issues from a new earthen vessel on water being rst
poured into it.
H 0B"sansan [sansan, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Tingling sensation.
H 0B,,"sunsun, s.f. A mole (the animal).
H 0B (Msa sau = H 0B( sa say, sa sai,(Braj) s.m.
sa sand sa ay, qq.v.
H 0B(sa say, sa sai, = H 0B (M sa sau s.m. sa sand
sa ay, qq.v.
H 0B("sa s [S. B(.8], s.f. Pincers, forceps (=sas,
q.v.); a screw-key, wrench, spanner.
H :B sani ar, s.m.=san ar, q.v.
S B (Y sa rav, s.m. Hearing, listening attentively;—
promise, assent, agreement;—mixture.
S B(Ysa ray, s.m. Refuge, shelter, asylum;

sceptical.
S * B (8sa ayit, = S * B(8& sa ayitri,= S
 B(8" sa ay,adj. & s.m. Wavering, doubtful, &c. (=
sa aylu);—one who hesitates or wavers; a doubter, a
sceptic.
S * B(8&sa ayitri, = S * B (8 sa ayit,= S
 B(8" sa ay,adj. & s.m. Wavering, doubtful, &c. (=
sa aylu);—one who hesitates or wavers; a doubter, a
sceptic.
S  B(8"sa ay, = S * B (8 sa ayit,= S
* B(8& sa ayitri,adj.
& s.m. Wavering, doubtful,

&c. (= sa aylu);—one who hesitates or wavers; a
doubter, a sceptic.
S (B sanak, s.m. Name of one of the four sons of
Brahm:—sanakdi(˚ka+di), s.m. The four sons of
Brahm, viz.Sanak, Sanandan, Santan, and
Sanatkumr.
H (B sinak [S. .8rV4, 64], s.m. Mucus of

protection, patronage, favour; resting-place, dwellingplace; alliance.
S B(8sa ay, vulg. sa say, s.m. Uncertainty,

the nose, snot; blowing the nose.
H (B (sa k, s.m. corr. of sa kh, q.v.

irresolution, doubt, hesitation, scruple, misgiving,
suspicion, mistrust, apprehension, fear, anxiety, dread;
risk, peril, danger:—sa aypanna(˚ya+p˚), and
sa aytm(˚ya+t˚), adj. & s.m. Having the mind beset
with doubts, of an irresolute or hesitating disposition,
doubtful, uncertain, dubious, hesitating, apprehensive,
sceptical, mistrustful, dident;—a doubter, sceptic; one
who hesitates or wavers:—sa ayvasth(˚ya+av˚), s.f. State
or condition of uncertainty, or of apprehension, &c.:—
sa ay- hett, s.m. One who removes doubt, or
apprehension, or suspicion, &c.
S ! B (8!,sa aylu, = S  B (8 sa ayn,adj.

apprehension; uncertainty, doubt, suspicion.
H B (sa k = H (B ( sa k [S. 8r], s.f. Fear,

Disposed to doubt; feeling uncertain or irresolute;
wavering, irresolute, uncertain, doubting, dubious,
sceptical.
S  B (8sa ayn, = S ! B (8!, sa aylu,adj.
Disposed to doubt; feeling uncertain or irresolute;
wavering, irresolute, uncertain, doubting, dubious,

H (B (sa k = H B ( sa k [S. 8r], s.f. Fear,

apprehension; uncertainty, doubt, suspicion.
H Y B ,(sunktar, s.m. A kind of snake.
S  B (sa kr, s.m. Dust, sweepings, rubbish; the
crackling of ame.
H  B (sa kr (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Beckoning, a sign,
nod, wink; halloo.
H  B (sa krn [sankr˚= S. (+], v.t. & n. To
beckon to; to nod, make a signal, wink, hint; to halloo; to
inveigle.
S D B (8sa k, adj. Similar, like, resembling.
H  B (sa kn = sa krn, q.v.
H B (sa kit, part.=E a kit, q.v.
S (B (&sa ka, adj. & s.m. Contracted, narrow, strait;
crowded; impassable, impervious;—a narrow passage, a

strait, dele; a strait, diculty, trouble, vexation,
anguish, pain, aiction, agony, pang, distress;
misfortune; danger:—sa ka- auth, s.f. Name of a Hind
holiday in the month Mgh, sacred to Ga e as the
festival of his birth.
H (B .B&sannika [S. .B>9t], adj. Near, close,
contiguous, adjacent, proximate, approximate.
S :B (.j sa ku it, part. adj. Contracted, narrowed;
shrivelled up, shrunk, wrinkled; unopened, closed,
unblown (as a ower); abashed, backward, dident.
H :B("sa k  [S. 8rj"], s.f. A skate sh.
S B (sa kar, s.m. Mixing together, intermixture,
blending, confusing, confounding, confusion; irregular
mixture, unlawful intermarriage, mixture of caste; a
mixed caste or race, degraded caste (proceeding from
the union of a man with a woman of a higher caste, or
from the promiscuous intercourse of the four tribes, and
again from the indiscriminate cohabitation of their
descendants amongst each other. Most Hinds of the
present age are of one of the many branches of this
race, the highest of which is impure, and is inferior to
the dra. According to the Rmyan, under the term
sa kartwo kinds of men are included, 1˚ yonisa kar, 'mixed
or degraded by birth'; 2˚  r-sa kar, 'degraded by
conduct').
H B (sa kar, s.m.=E a kar, q.v.
H B ,sunkar, s.m. A fruiterer.
H B (sa kar, s.f.=E a kar, q.v.

together, union; proceeding, procession, passage;
passage of the sun or planetary bodies from one sign
into another; name of a Hind festival.
S *B(J.Bsa krnti, and H. (JB" sa krnt, = H
B (JB, ([sa krnt,s.f. Going or meeting
together, union; proceeding, procession, passage;
passage of the sun or planetary bodies from one sign
into another; name of a Hind festival.
H *B(JB"sa krnt [S. rJ.B+t], adj. Of or
pertaining to the sankrnti.
S D B .B3sannikarsh,
'
s.m. Bringing or drawing near;
approximation; attraction; nearness, proximity, vicinity,
presence; connection, relation.
S <E B (34sa
'
karshan, s.m. Drawing together,
contracting; drawing, attraction; making furrows,
ploughing;—name of Baldev (brother of Krish ); name
of one of the eleven Rudras.
S 1 B (J/sa kram, s.m. Dicult passage or progress,
making (one's) way over dicult ground (as over rocks,
or torrents, or inaccessible passes); the means of
eecting a dicult passage, a causeway, a bridge;—a
going, moving, travelling, traversing, passage from one
point to another, progress; the passage of a planet
through the zodiacal signs.
H  (B (7sa k  (=sak ), adj. Contracted, narrow,
cramped, &c.
H  (B (7sa k n (caus. of next), v.t. To cause to

H AB (J, ( sa krt, part.=sa krnt, q.v.

be contracted or narrowed, to cramp, &c. (=sak n, q.v.).
H  (B (7sa karn, v.n.=saka nor suka n, q.v.

H AB (Jsankrt, = H YB(J

H 8 (B(7 sa k a [sa k (n) + a= Prk. =S. 

sa krti,s.f.=sa krnti, q.v.
H YB(Jsa krti, = H AB (J

+], s.f. Contracting; crowding.

sankrt,s.f.=sa krnti, q.v.
S B (JBsa krnt (rt. kramwith sam), part. Met
together, passed through or into; passed, gone; gone
from one point to another, transferred; entered (into a
new sign of the zodiac).
H B (JB, ([ sa krnt, = S *B(J.B
sa krnti,and H. (JB" sa krnt,s.f. Going or meeting

S LB (.dQsa kshipt, part. Thrown together, heaped
up; compressed, abridged, condensed, abbreviated;
succinct, compendious; concise, compact, small.
S *LB(.d.Qsa -kshipti, s.f. Throwing together;
compression; abridgment, brevity, conciseness;
throwing, sending; transition; ambuscade.
S *B ,dPsu-nakshatra, s.m. A fortunate star or
constellation.

S *B ,dPsu-nakshatr, s.f. Name of the second night
of the civil month.
S & B (d5#sa -kshobh, s.m. Shaking about, trembling,
agitation; disturbance; overturning, upsetting; pride,
arrogance.
S B(dsa -kshay, s.m. Complete consumption, total
destruction; loss, ruin, decline; the dissolution of all
things, destruction of the world; end.
S ` B (d
< sa -kshep, s.m. Throwing together;
condensing; compression; conciseness, brevity; an
abridgement, summary, abbreviation, abstract,
compendium, epitome, précis, syllabus;—adj. Condensed,
abridged; brief, concise:—sa kshep-se, adv.
Compendiously, concisely, in brief:—sa kshep karn(-k, or
-ko), To condense, to abridge, to epitomize, make a
summary (of), &c.:—sa kshep yahor sa kshep yah hai, The
short (of it) is this; in short, in brief, in ne.
H (L B (d
< sa -kshepak [S. <+t], adj. & s.m.

aimed at, striven after; intended, purposed, determined,
resolved on; conceived, imagined, thought, fancied,
contrived.
H L#B (Qsa kalpn [S. r"(], v.n. To make a
vow, form a resolution, &c.;—v.t. To vow; to dedicate,
make a grant of; to give alms to (in fullment of a
religious vow); to bequeath.
S #B (.!sa -kalit, part. Heaped together, piled up,
collected; blended, intermixed; arranged; added;—s.m.
Arithmetic; addition.
S <#B (!sa -kalan, s.m. Heaping together, collecting,
collection; uniting, blending; arranging; intermixture;
contact, junction, collision; (in Arith.) addition,
summation.
H #B(!"sa kl [sa kalor s kal, q.v.+Prk. =S. ],
s.f. A small chain; a small chain (of silver, or other
metal) worn on the ankle (by women).
H B sanakn [sanak˚= S. T +>], v.n. To have a

Abbreviating, abridging, reducing to a small compass;—
an abridger, condenser, epitomizer, &c.
< 4sa -kshepa, s.m.=sankshep, q.v.
S <L B (d

ringing (in the head); to become tipsy; to be turned (the
head), to be or become deranged.
H B sinakn (see sinak), v.n. To blow the nose.

H B (!sa kal, s.f. A chain, &c. (=s kalor s kar, q.v.):

H B (sj a ku, s.m.= E a ku, q.v.

—sa kal-tl, s.m. Look and chain (as of a door).
S B (!sa kal, s.m. Collection, accumulation, heap,

S V B (5sa -ko , s.m. Contracting, shrivelling up;

quantity; (in Arith.) addition.
S B (!
j sa kul, adj. (f. -), Crowded together,
thronged, mixed together, commingled; confused,
perplexed, disordered; lled (with), full (of).
S `#B (sa -kalp, s.m. Volition, will, wish, desire;
mind, thought, idea; purpose, mental resolve or
determination, resolution, vow; solemn vow to perform
a ritual observance or work, declaration of purpose;
bequest made by word of mouth, charitable donation;
idea or expectation of advantage from any voluntary
act:—sa kalp-brit, s.m. A grant to a Brhman:—sa kalpbi kalp, s.f. A dubious state of mind, hesitation:—sa kalp
karn, v.t.=sankalpn, q.v.:—sankalp-nma, s.m. Deed of gift
or assignment according to a previous vow.
S L#B (.sa -kalpit, part. Wished for, desired,

contraction; shrinking; fear, terror; reserve, didence,
backwardness, shame, bashfulness; family honour;
compression, abridgment, narrowness, diminution;
shutting up, closing;—a sort of skate sh;—saron.
H = B (5.sa -ko it [S. (5+t], adj. Contracted,
shrunk, shrivelled; bashful, dident, reserved, shy.
S <= B (5sa -ko an, s.m. Contracting, shrinking,
contraction; causing to shrink or close; astringing.
H = B (5sa ko n (fr. sa ko , q.v.), v.n. To shrink;
—v.t. To cause to shrink; to make one ashamed, to
abash.
S = B(5"sa ko , adj. & s.m. Shrinking, contracting,
shrivelling up; retiring, shy, bashful, dident;—a
retiring or bashful man, &c.
H  B 5si korn, v.t.=sako n, q.v.
H &B (Lsa kh [Prk. (L5; S. 8rLt], s.m. A conch-shell

(used by Hinds as a vessel for o ering libations, and
also for blowing as a horn); a shell; &c. (see a kh);—a
particular high number, ten or a hundred billions;—adj.
Artless, simple:—sa kh-hul, s.f. Name of a medicinal
plant, Andropogon aciculatum?
H &B ,Lsu-nakhat, s.m. corr. of su-nakshatra, q.v.
H &B(.L"sa khin, s.f.=&E a khin, q.v.
H &B(L"sa kh, s.f. corr. of sakh, q.v.
H &B (.Lsa khiy, or sa khy[S. &r$] s.f.(m.?), A
kind of poison, arsenic (syn. sammul-fr).
S &B (Zsa -khy, s.f. Reckoning up, numbering,
calculation; muster; an account, a sum; a number,
numeral; (in Gram.) number;—deliberation, reasoning,
re ection; reason, intellect, understanding; manner:—
sa khy-vcak(vulg. b ak), adj. Expressive of number
S * &B (Zsa khyat, s.f. Numerableness, numeration,
counting, number.
S  &B (Z¦sa khyeya, part. adj. To be reckoned or
counted up; proper to be numbered or calculated;
numerable, calculable.
S  B r?, (? sa -ket, s.m. Indication, sign, gesture,
intimation, hint, allusion, innuendo; mark, token,
symbol; gesticulation;—convention, agreement;
engagement, appointment, assignation; condition,
provision:—sa ket-sthn, s.m. Appointed place, place of
assignation:—sa ket karn(-k), To agree (to), to engage,
stipulate; to provide (for):—sa ket-v ak, vulg. sa ketb ak, s.m. (in Gram.), A demonstrative pronoun:—
sanket-vkya, s.m. Insinuation, hint, allusion, innuendo,
double-entendre.
S * B r?, (? sa -ketit, part. adj. Indicated;
agreed upon, conventional; adapted, accommodated;
non-natural.
S <Y B r",
' ("
' sa -krtan, s.m. (f. -), Greatly
praising or celebrating, magnifying, extolling, lauding;
glorication, honour, glory.
S  B r"4,' ("4( sa -kr (rt. krwith
sam), part. adj.

Mixed together, intermingled, confused, miscellaneous;
crowded, closely packed; contracted, compressed,

narrow, small; of mixed caste; impure, polluted,
adulterated; spread, diused.
S ^B ($sa g (rt. gamwith sam), s.m. Coming together,
joining, uniting, meeting, encountering, concurrence,
con uence (of rivers); contact, touch; coherence; union,
association, connection, intimacy, friendship, love;
keeping company (with), intercourse, company, society;
a company, body, band, caravan:—sa g-pag, s.m. Very
great intimacy;—adv. On terms of very close friendship:
—sa g-jti, s.m. Associate, companion, friend, ally:—sa g
ho n(-k), To leave or give up the company (of), to
withdraw (from):—sa g karn(-k), To keep company
(with), associate (with), have intercourse or dealings
(with):—sa g-wl, s.m. Associate, companion, fellow.
H ^B ($sa g [S. rG, loc. of r$ as above], adv. &
postpn. In company, together, in a body, collectively,
conjointly; in the company (of, -ke), together (with),
along (with), with:—sa g-taul, adj. Of equal weight, equal
in weight:—sa g jn(-ke), To go (with), to accompany:—
sa g-sa g(intens.) adv.=sa g:—sa g lag-len(-ke), To join or
attach (oneself to); to follow:—sa g len(-ko), To take
(one) into the company (of, apne).
S ^B r$, ($ sa g (rt. *), s.m. Attachment, devotion
(to), fondness, addition (to), predilection, propensity
(for); aection, desire, wish, cupidity; copulation.
P ^B sa g [prob. akin to sanj, q.v.; or Pehl. ang; Zend
aan; S. aan], s.m. A stone; weight:—sa g--aswad, s.m.
The black stone in the Kaba of Mecca:— sa g--siy, s.m.
A mill-stone:—sa g-br, s.m. Showering stones;—a stony
place:—sa g-brn, s.m. Pelting with stones; a shower of
stones:—sa g-e-bar, s.m. A kind of white stone; 'the
white stone,' zinc:—sa g--p, s.m. A stone to rub the feet
with when bathing:—sa g-push, or sa g-pusht, or sa gpost, s.m. A tortoise; a turtle:—sa g-- r, or sa g- r,
s.m. Hard stone; int:—sa g- wra, or sa g-  ak, s.m.
'Stone-swallower,' a kind of bird, the rail (A. syn. qat):—

sa g-dn, s.m. 'Stone-receptacle,' the gizzard:—sa g-dil,
adj. & s.m. Stony-hearted, hard-hearted, unfeeling,
cruel; obdurate;—a hard-hearted person, an unfeeling
wretch:—sa g-dil, s.f. Hard-heartedness, want of feeling:
—sa g-reza, s.m. and sa g-rez, s.f. Gravel; a pebble:—sa g-

sr, s.m. Stoning (to death);—one who stones (to death);
—adj. & s.m. Abounding in stone;—a stony place:—sa gsr karn, v.t. To stone to death:—sa g-sr, s.f. The act of
stoning to death:—sa g-sz, s.m. Worker in or on stone;
one who makes corrections on the lithographic stone:—
sa g-istn, s.m. Stony place or region:—sa g--sur , s.m.
Red sand-stone:—sa g--surma, s.m. Antimony:—sa g-sulaimn, Agate; onyx:—sa g--samq, s.m. Porphyry:—
sa g-sho, s.f. Washing the stones or grit out of rice
before dressing:—sa g-kupp, or sa g-k p, s.f. The plant
Volkameria inermis(used in medicine):—sa g-l , adj.
Abounding in stone, stony, rocky; arduous:—sa g--larzn,
s.m. Sand-stone:—sa g--masn,
 s.m. The gravel, the
stone:—sa g--marmar, and sa g-marmar, s.m. Marble:—
sa g--miqnts, s.m. 'Magnetic stone,' the loadstone:—
sa g--m , s.m. A black close-grained stone so called;
black slate:—sa g-nishn, s.m. A mark to throw stones at:
—sa g--yashm, corr. sa g--yashab, s.m. A kind of jasper
or agate.
H ^B $si g, s.m. (contrac. of s g), A horn:—si gsi gau(or si go), s.f. A general term for horned beasts.
H ^B $sing, s.m. corr. of si gh, or si h, qq.v.
H JB ($sa g [S. r$+t], s.m. (dialec.)=sa g,

ornamentation (the solah si grare 1˚ d tan, 'toothbrush'; 2˚ manjan, 'tooth-powder'; 3˚ uban, 'cosmetic'; 4˚
se dur, and 5˚ kesar, 'minium' and 'saron' (for the
forehead); 6˚ anjan, 'antimony' (for the eyes); 7˚ bind,
'spangles'; 8˚ tel, 'hair-oil'; 9˚ ka gh'comb'; 10˚ argaj,
'perfume'; 11˚ pn, 'betel' (to redden the lips); 12˚ miss,
'paint for the teeth and lips'; 13˚ nl, 'indigo' (for
tattooing); 14˚ me hd, 'henna' (for the hands and feet);
15˚ ph l, ' owers' (for the hair); 16˚ alt, 'red dye for
paint').
H  JB $si gr, s.m. (dialec.)=si gr, q.v.
H  JB $si grn (fr. singr), v.t. To dress, to
decorate, embellish, adorn; to adjust (syn. rsta karn).
H  JB $~singr [singr+ S. t;—and singr(n)+ = Prk.
 =S. ()+t], s.m. (dialec.)=si gr; and si griy; qq.v.
H ) JB $si griy [singr(n)+iy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], One whose business it is to
dress an idol.
H  JB $7si g , s.m. (colloq.) corr. of si gh , q.v.
P LJB sa g-pusht, s.m. See s.v. sa g, 'stone.'
S JB r$, ($ sa -gata, vulg. sa gat, part. Come

blowing), a musical horn; a trumpet; powder-horn.
H <Y JB ($sa gtan, s.f.=sa ghtin, q.v.

together, convened, met, encountered; joined,
conjoined, united, associated; assembled, collected,
accumulated, mixed; tted, apposite, proper,
appropriate.
H JB ($sa gat, s.f.=sa gati, q.v.

H Y JB($"sa gt, s.m.=sa ght, q.v.

H *JB sangtar = P ?*JB sangtara (supposed to be a corr. of

H  JB $si gr [Prk. $5; S. &r$t], s.m. Dress,

Port. cintra), s.m. A kind of orange; (met.) breast of a
woman.
P ?*JB sangtara = H *JB sangtar (supposed to be a corr. of

'company,' q.v.
H JB $si g [Prk. $ ; S. &r$+t], s.m. A horn (for

toilet, ornament, decoration, embellishment;—love,
sexual passion; sexual union, coition:—si gr-na, s.m.
Toilet-glass:—si gr-pir, s.m. Adornment,
embellishment, decoration:—si gr-dn, s.m. Dressingcase:—si gr-ras, s.m. The erotic sentiment (ras):—si gr
karn(-k), To dress, decorate, adorn, &c. (=si gr-n,
q.v.):—si gr-mez, s.f. Toilet-table:—si gr-hr(or hrsi gr), s.m. The weeping Nyctanthes, N. arbor tristis:—
solah singr brah abhran(or abran), 'Sixteen decorations of
the body (or appliances for decoration) and twelve kinds
of ornaments or jewels,' extreme or complete

Port. cintra), s.m. A kind of orange; (met.) breast of a
woman.
S *JBr$, ($ sa -gati (vulg. sa gat), s.f. Meeting,
interview, joining, union, junction, conjunction, mixture;
association, intercourse, company, companionship,
acquaintance, friendship; sexual intercourse, coition; a
collection, congregation, assembly, an association, a
society, party, fraternity; adaptation, tness,
appropriateness, applicability; going to, visiting,

sexual intercourse, adultery; bringing together,
collecting, compiling; mixing, blending; hoping, hope;
inlaying, enchasing.
S JB(m64"sa -graha, s.f. Irregular state of the

frequenting; meeting by chance; coming to pass
accidentally; chance, accident; questioning for further
information; a place where the Sikhs celebrate their
religious ceremonies; a place of worship; a monastery;
instrumental accompaniment:—sa gati(or sa gat) karn(k), To keep company (with), to associate (with).
H *JB($"sa gat = H *JB $ sa gatiy [sa ga+=

bowels, constipation alternately with diarrhœa;
diarrhœa; dysentery; cramp (as in cholera).
S JB(m6"sa -grah, s.m. Collector, compiler.

Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. Associate, companion,

S  JB (m6"sa grahta, part. Received, taken,

comrade; one of a company or party.
H *JB $sa gatiy = H *JB($" sa gat [sa ga+=

accepted; imparted, bestowed; collected, compiled.
S JB$"sa-nagar, s.m. A fellow-citizen.

Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m. Associate, companion,

H  ^B $7si g  [Prk. $f ; S. &r$++t], s.m. A

comrade; one of a company or party.
P ? >JB sa g- ra, s.m. See s.v. sa g, 'stone.'

powder-horn.
H  ^B$7"si g  [Prk. $f; S. &r$++], s.f. A

S JB r$, ($ sa -gar, s.m. Agreement, assent;
promise; a bargain, transaction of sale; knowledge;—
misfortune, calamity; poison; con ict, war, battle;
intrenchment, lines;—the fruit of the amtree.
S 1 JB rm/, (m/ sa -grm, s.m. War, battle, ghting,
ght, tussle, scue:—sa grm-bh mi, s.f. Battleeld,
region or locality of war.
H JB $si garn (fr. the trans. si grn), v.n. To be
decked, be adorned.
H JB $Msi graur = H JB $g si grau r [S. &r$
+U(], s.m. (dialec.), Ginger;—name of a town.
H JB $gsi grau r = H JB $M si graur [S. &r$
+U(], s.m. (dialec.), Ginger;—name of a town.
S ?JB rm6, (m6 sa -grah, s.m. Taking, seizing;
grasping; clenching (the st); reception, admission,
assent; guarding, protecting, protection, favouring,
supporting, encouraging; propitiation; entertainment;
bringing together, conjunction, collection, compilation,
code, catalogue, abridgement, epitome, summary; sum,
amount, totality; restraining, controlling, governing;
eort, exertion; mentioning, mention; greatness;
elevation, loftiness:—sa grah-kart, and sa grah-karnehr, s.m. Seizer; collector, compiler, &c.:—sa grah karn,
To collect, accumulate, &c.
S <JB rm64, (m64 sa -graha, s.m. Taking hold of,
seizing, grasping; taking, accepting, receiving, admitting;

small powder-horn (for priming).
P  0JB sa g-sr, s.m. See s.v. sa g, 'stone.'
H  0JB (FTsa gskr, s.m. corr. of sa skr, q.v.
H 0JB($"sa gs, s.f. corr. of sa s, q.v.
P $ JBsa g-sho, s.f. See s.v. sa g, 'stone.'
H LJBsa g-kupp, s.f. (local) See s.v. sa g, 'stone.'
H `) JB $!"si gal-dwp = H `) JB $!"si galdp [S. 6!+"], s.m. The island of Ceylon (syn. la k;
sarandp).
H `) JB $!"si gal-dp = H `) JB $!"si galdwp [S. 6!+"], s.m. The island of Ceylon (syn. la k;
sarandp).
S 2 JB r$/, ($/ sa -gam, s.m. Meeting, encounter;
union, junction, conjunction (of planets), con uence (of
rivers); contact, touch; sexual intercourse, coition;
association, society, company; tness, adaptation,
appropriateness; mixture:—sa gam karn(-se), To meet
(with), to join (with), &c.
H <JB ,($
, su gun, ,($ su gan? (prob. for s ghan, q.v.),
s.f. Scent, secret information, private intelligence;
spying; inspection:—su gun len(-k), To obtain secret
information (of), to play the spy (on); to take an
inspection (of).
H JB ,($su gn, v.t. (dialec. or colloq.)=s ghn, q.v.
H  JB ($ sa gwn [sa gw˚= S. ($/ (), caus. of

rt. $/ with /], v.t. To collect, gather together, bring

H <Y &JB (Vsanghtin, (V sanghtan, vulg.

together; to put in order, to arrange; to attain; to catch;
to take possession of; to cause to die, to kill:—sa gw-len,
v.t. intens. of and=sa gwn.
H  JB $ si gwn (caus. of s gn), v.t. To have or

sangtan[S. rV+"], s.f. Female companion, a

get stolen cattle identied.
S <; JB r$5, ($5 sa -gopan, s.m. Hiding,
concealing, complete concealment.
H  JB$M&"si gau, $5&" si go [Prk. $ ; S.

woman's companion or associate.
H Y &JB(V"sa ght, vulg. sa gt[S. rV+t (
+t)], s.m. Associate, companion, comrade, friend, ally;
an accessory.
S  &JB (V&sa -ghik, s.f. A bawd, procuress.
H  &JB (Vsa ghr [Prk. (V5 or (65; S. (6t], s.m.

+$,6O], v.t. To collect, store, lay up, amass, hoard.

Contraction, compression; abbreviation, abridgment;
comprehensive description; practice, skill; restraining;
suppressing; murdering, killing, slaughter, carnage;
destruction, loss, ruin;—the destruction of the world at
the end of a kalp; name of one of the divisions of the
infernal regions;—adj. Killed, destroyed.
H  &JB (Vsa ghrn [prob. fr. sanghr;—or sa ghr˚=

S &JB rV, (V sa gha, vulg. sa gh(rt. hanwith sam), s.m.

Prk. (V() or (V()=S. (6 (), caus. of rt. /+¤],

Collection, assemblage, multitude, crowd, host, band,
group, ock, herd, shoal, number, heap, quantity.
H &JB Vsi gh [Prk. V5 or 65; S. 6t], s.m. A lion;

v.t. To destroy, to kill; to make away with; to consume, to
devour.
H &JB V7si gh , s.m. (dialec.)=next, q.v.

—the sign Leo of the zodiac; a hero, an eminent person;
(at the end of compounds) pre-eminent, excellent,
distinguished; a Hind title (borne by men of royal or
military caste, by Rjpts, and Sikh soldiers);—the
vehicle of the goddess Dev:—si gh-san, s.m. 'Lion-seat,'
a throne (said to be so called as supported by golden
lions):—si ghsan-batts, s.f. The title of a Hind work of
ction:—si gh-pu h, s.f. The plant Hedysarum
lagopodioides:—si gh-paur, si gh-paul, or si gh-dwr, s.m.
Grand entrance, chief entrance to a palace, &c. (that on
which is placed the egy of a lion); gate, entrance,
portal:—si gh-kesar, s.m. Lion's mane; the plant Mimusops
elengi:—si gh-nd, s.m. Lion's roar; war-cry, war-whoop.
S A &JB rV, (V sa -ght, s.m. Union, combination,

H  &JB V7si gh  [Prk. Vf(; S. &r$&], s.m.

&r$+ . \+], s.f. Horns (collectively); an ornament of
metal on the horns of a bullock; a polishing tool made of
horn; a last;—a tax on the sale of cattle:—si gau-mal,
s.m. A tax on horned cattle.
H  JB ($5sa gorn [sa gor˚= S. r$0©, p.p.p. of rt. /

association, confederacy; an assemblage, a collection,
quantity, heap, cluster, multitude, band; society,
companionship; collection of mucus, phlegm;
composition of words, formation of compounds;—
striking, killing, hurting;—name of a division of the
infernal regions.

The water-chestnut, root of the esculent water-lily, Trapa
bispinosa;—a kind of pastry, a triangular pu (of minced
meat); a handkerchief, or shawl, &c. folded diagonally
(syn. samos); anything triangular (as a piece of land,
&c.).
H <B &JB Vsi ghsan, s.m. See s.v. si gh.
H  &JB ,(Vsu ghn (caus. of s ghn), v.t. To cause to
smell, to make (one) smell, to get (one) to smell.
H  &JB ,(V &su ghwa = H $ &JB,(V su gh
[sungh(n) + wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ;( —and
= Prk.   =S. ()++], s.f. Scent, odour,
perfume, fragrance.
H $ &JB,(V su gh = H  &JB ,(V & su ghwa
[sungh(n) + wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ;( —and
= Prk.   =S. ()++], s.f. Scent, odour,
perfume, fragrance.
H &JB (Vsa ghat, adj.=sa hat, q.v.

H *&JB (Vsa ghatt, s.f.=sa hatat, q.v.
H *&JB (.Vsa ghit, s.f.=sa hit, q.v.
H *&JB(Vsa ghati, s.f.=sa hati, q.v
S JB rVsa -ghaa, vulg. sa gha, and H (V& sa gha,
s.m. Rubbing together, friction; clashing together,
collision, shock, clash, encounter, con ict; meeting,
joining together, cohesion, union, close contact,
concurrence, con ux; embracing; embrace; intertwining
of wrestlers;—a pimp.
H JB (Vsa ghaik, s.f. A bawd, procuress (=sa -

comrade; confederate, ally, accomplice:—sang-ds, s.m.
Fellow-servant.
S JB($"sa g (rt. sanj), adj. Attached, devoted, addicted
(to), fond (of); intent (on), studious; full of aection or
desire, desirous; lustful, libidinous.
H JB($"sang, s.f. Striped silk cloth.
P JBsa g (fr. sa g), adj. Stony; of stone.
S [ JB (Gsange (loc. of sa ga), adv.=sa g, q.v.
H JB ($sa giy, ($ sa gi, s.m. (dialec.)=sa g, q.v.
H JB (sa gy (prop. sa -jn, q.v), s.f. A noun; a

ghik).
S JB rV, (V sa -ghaan, and H. (V&

metaphor, an idiomatical phrase, &c.
H JB $si giy [Prk. $(; S. &r$], s.m. A kind

sa ghaan, s.m. = S  JB rV, (V sa -ghan, and

of poison, arsenic? (cf. sa khiy).
S  JB r$", ($" sa -gt, s.m. A song in chorus,

H. (V& sa ghaan, s.f.=sa ghaa, q.v.
S  JB rV, (V sa -ghan, and H. (V&
sa ghaan, s.f. = S JB rV, (V sa -ghaan,and
H. (V& sa ghaan, s.m.=sa ghaa, q.v.
H &JB (Vsa ghar, s.m. Intrenchment, lines (=sa gar,
q.v.).
S D &JB (rrVlsa
' -gharsh, = S <E &JB (rV34
' sa gharsha,s.m. Rubbing together, friction; grinding,
trituration; collision; clashing, rivalry, emulation, envy;—
going gently, gliding, owing.
S <E &JB (rV34sa
'
-gharsha, = S D &JB (rrVl' sa gharsh,s.m. Rubbing together, friction; grinding,
trituration; collision; clashing, rivalry, emulation, envy;—
going gently, gliding, owing.
S E &JBrV3usa -gharsh, adj. & s.m. Emulating,
rivalling;—one who vies (with), emulator, rival.
H &JB V!si ghal, s.m.=si hal, q.v.
H &JB ,(Vsu ghn, v.t.=s ghn, q.v.
H &JB,(V"su ghn, s.f.=s ghn, q.v.
H &JBV"si ghn [S. 6+"], s.f. A lioness.
H &JB (.Vsa ghiy [S. (V or r$+t (+t)], s.m.
Associate, companion (=next).
S JB($"sa g (rt. gam, with sam), adj. & s.m. Going with,
uniting with, connected with;—associate, companion,

chorus; a public entertainment consisting of song, music,
and dancing, a concert; the art of singing with music and
dancing:—sa gt-darpa, s.m. lit.'Mirror of harmony,'
name of a work on music:—sa gt-l, s.f. Music-room,
music-hall, concert-room:—sa gt-n , s.m. A kind of
dance.
P < JB sa gn [sa g, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj.
Stony, of stone, made of stone; hard; rm, solid; strong;
thick, stout, close-woven; heavy, weighty; grave, serious;
severe (e.g. saz--sa gn, 'severe punishment'),
excessive;—s.f. A bayonet (in this sense supposed to be
derived from Turkish süngyü):—sa gn-dil, adj. Hardhearted, &c. (=sa g-dil):—sa gn-dil, s.f. Hardheartedness (=sa g-dil).
P  JB sa gn [sa gn, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Heaviness; a load; rmness, solidity; hardness, severity;
excessiveness, excess.
S ]3B (!sa -lp, s.m. Friendly conversation, chat,
discourse.
S <J#B (!¢sa -lagna, part. adj. Closely attached, stuck
together, joined together, united (with), associated;
sticking, adhering, adherent; t, suitable, appropriate.
S #B(!sa -lay, s.m. Lying down;—sleep.
H  @ B (/sanmn [S. @/, rt. / with /], s.m.
Measure.

H  @ B (/, B/, / sanmn [S. @/, rt. / with
/], s.m. Respect, regard, esteem, consideration,
deference, veneration, reverence, honour, homage:—
sanmn karn(-k), To respect, honour, show deference
(to), &c.
H  @ B /sanmn, v.t.=sanmn karn, q.v.s.v. sanmn.
H  @ B(/", B/", /" sanmn [S. @/+t (
+t)], adj. & s.m. Respectful, deferential; reverential;
civil, polite;—a respectful man, a polite man, &c.
H   @ B (/Bsanmnya [S. @/Bt], part. adj. To be
honoured, honourable, venerable, respectable,
estimable.
H A L@ B B/sanmapt, s.m.=sannipt, and sampt, qq.v.

sunne-wl, s.m. Hearer, listener; (in gram.) the second
person.
S + B ,Bsu-nand, adj. (f. -), Pleasing well, aording
pleasure, delighting;—s.m. Name of Baldev's club.
S + B ,Bsu-nand, s.f. A woman; an epithet of Um.
S + B Bsa-nandan, s.m. Name of one of the four
sons of Brahm (see sanakdi, s.v. sanak).
A A B sanawt, vulg. sanwt, s.f. pl. (of sanat), Years;—old
coin current at a depreciated rate after a certain
number of years (rupees of this description are
commonly called sunau, in opposition to sikkarupees).
S  B ( sa -vd, s.m. Conversation, discourse;

H *@ B .B/ Psan-mitr [prob. for S. /+./ P], s.m. (f. -), A

information, intelligence, news, report; history, story;
communication (of news, &c.); assent, agreement,
conformity, correspondence, sameness.
H  B  sani-wr,   san-wr, s.m. See s.v.

sincere or true friend.
H &@ B (/,L, B/,L san-mukh [S. @/,L(], adj. & postpn.

Bsani.
H  B ( sa wr (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Preparation,

Fronting, facing, confronting, face to face, in front (of, ke), opposite (to), over against, against; in the presence
(of), before:—sanmukh-k, adj. (f. -), Opposite, &c.:—
sanmukh karn, v.t. To bring (one) face to face (with, -ke),
to confront:—sanmukh-wl, adj. (f. -), Opposite, &c.:—
sanmukh hon(-ke), To come in front (of), come face to
face (with), to face.
H + @ B (/Bsammand or sanmand, s.m. corr. of sam bandh,

arrangement, regulation, rectication, correction,
amendment, &c.
H  B ( sa wrn = H  B ( [ sa wa rn

H @ B (/sanmat, adj.=sammat, q.v.

q.v.
H @ B(/sa may, sa mae, s.m. corr. of samay, q.v.
H <B ,sunan (i.q. sunn, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) Hearing,
listening:—sunan-hr, s.m. Hearer, listener, auditor.
H B sann (see the trans. snn), v.n. To be
impregnated; to be soiled, be stained, be smeared, be
deled; to be mixed up, be kneaded (as dough, our,
earth, &c.).
H B ,sunn [sun˚= Prk. ,4()=S. &45 (), rt. Y,], v.t.
& n. To hear, to listen, to hearken, to heed, mind, attend
to, observe; to hear abuse, to be abused:—sun-pn, v.t.
To get to hear, to come to know; to overhear;—sun-len,
v.t. To hear, &c. (=sunn); to get to hear, to overhear:—

[sa wr˚= Prk. ( ()=S. (  (), caus. of rt. /+ ] ,
v.t. To prepare, to construct; to dress, decorate, adorn,
deck; to arrange, methodize, regulate, rectify, correct,
mend, improve.
H  B ( [sa wa rn = H  B (  sa wrn
[sa wr˚= Prk. ( ()=S. (  (), caus. of rt. /+ ] ,
v.t. To prepare, to construct; to dress, decorate, adorn,
deck; to arrange, methodize, regulate, rectify, correct,
mend, improve.
S A B ( sa -vat, vulg. samwat, sambat, s.m. A year; an
era; the era of Vikramditya (reckoning from about 56
B.C.):—sa vat(or sambat) b dhn, To establish an era; to
mark or x an epoch; to distinguish oneself by illustrious
actions:—sa vat-sar, s.m. A year:—sa vat-sar, s.f. Any
annual ceremony.
A  B sun  (inf. n. of B 'to present a side,' &c.), s.m.f.
(?) Happening, appearing, presenting itself,
manifestation, an occurrence.

S  B ( sa -var, s.m. Restraint, self-control,
forbearance, continence.
H  B ( sa wrn, v.t. (dialec.)=sa wrn, q.v.
H  B ( sa warn (fr. the trans. sa wrn, q.v.), v.n.
To be prepared; to be dressed, or decorated, or decked;
to be arranged, &c. (see sa wrn); to suit; to prosper; to
improve; to become steady; to recover, to come right
again.
H ) B 5isano hiy, s.m. A subdivision of the
Brhma class; an individual of that sub-division;—a
thief, pilferer, robber.
S D B .B 9san-ni-vish, part. adj. (f. -), Entered
together, met together, assembled, collected; stationed,
encamped; stationed near, contiguous, neighbouring,
near, at hand.
H  B ( 
, sa wuk, s.m. corr. of amb k, q.v.
H  a B 5/sanomn, s.m. corr. of sanmn, q.v.
A  B san n (v.n. fr. <CB 'to bite,' &c.), s.m. Tooth-powder.
A  B sin n, sun n, s.m. pl. (of sanat), Years (=sanwt).
H ) B , 
h sunwaiy [sun(n)+Prk.   =S. ()
++t], s.m. Hearer, listener (=sunne-wl).
S Z) B .BU9san-ni-veshan, adj. (f. -or-), Entering;
sitting; collected, folded.
P B sanah (for A. ~B sanat;—see sanatand san), s.m. A year.
H B sinna (prob. fr. A. sinn), s.m. Scale (of a sh).
S &B 6si h, s.m. Lion, &c. (see si gh, the pop. form):—
si h-par, s.f. The plant Justicia adhenatoda:—si h-hawni,
s.f. = si h-gati, q.v.:—si h-dhvani, s.m. Lion's roar; warcry, war-whoop:—si h-kear, s.m. Lion's mane;—the plant
Mimusops elengi:—si h-gati, s.f. Lion's gait or stalk:—si hndand si h-ndak, s.m.=si h-dhvani, q.v.:—si h-ndak, s.f.
The plant Hedysarum alhagi:—si h-nar, s.m. Lion of a man.
(For compounds not found here see s.v. si gh.)
S A &B (6sa -ht, s.m. Name of one of the divisions of
hell.
S  &B (6sa -hr, s.m. Collection, &c. (see sa ghr, the
pop. form).
S A &B (6sa -hrit, part. Destroyed, slain, killed,

murdered.
S  &B (6sa -hrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Contracting,
compressing, abridging, abbreviating; destructive,
ruinous;—destroyer, ruiner, &c.
H  &B (6sa hrn [sa hr˚= Prk. (6() or
(6()=S. (6(), caus. of rt. /+¤], v.t. To destroy,
&c. (=sa ghrn, q.v.).
S  &B(6"sa -hr, adj. & s.m.=sa hrak, q.v.
S <B &B 6si hsan, s.m.=si ghsan, q.v.s.v. si gh.
S &B (6sa -hata, vulg. sa hat, part. Struck together,
closely joined or united, closed, shut; close, rm,
compact, solid; closely allied, combined; joined,
connected; heaped up, collected, assembled,
accumulated; struck, hurt, wounded, killed.
S 4B .B6 san-nihita, vulg. sannihit, part. Placed near
together, near, contiguous, proximate, close at hand,
present.
S *&B (6 sa -hit (rt. dhwith sam), s.f. Collection,
compilation, compendium; complete collection of the
hymns and invocations of any one of the Vedas;
arrangement of the texts of the Vedas into short
sentences; (in Gram.) the coalescence of the nal letter
of a word with the initial letter of a following word.
S **&B (6sa hatat, s.f. Close approximation; contact;
compactness; combination, union; agreement.
S *&B(6 sa hati, s.f. Close contact, close combination,
rm union or alliance, junction; compactness; bulk; a
collection, assemblage, heap, multitude.
H + &B(6 "sa hidn, s.f. Mark, sign, token.
H 4B ,6sunahr (f. -) = H 4B,6" sunahr [Prk.
, T4!

(with hinserted); S. , 4+!+t],
'
adj. Of gold,

golden; gilded; gold-coloured:—sunahr(or sunahr) pn,
s.m. Gilding; wash or coating of gold:—sunahr rang, s.m.
Golden colour or hue; orange colour.
H 4B,6"sunahr = H 4B ,6 sunahr (f. -)[Prk.
, T4!

(with hinserted); S. , 4+!+t],
'
adj. Of gold,

golden; gilded; gold-coloured:—sunahr(or sunahr) pn,
s.m. Gilding; wash or coating of gold:—sunahr rang, s.m.

Golden colour or hue; orange colour.
S &B 6 si hik, s.f. Name of the daughter of
Hira yakayap and mother of Rhu.
S &B 6!si hal, s.m. Tin; brass;—cassia bark;—name of
the island of Ceylon:—si hal-dvp(vulg. singal-dp), s.m.
The island of Ceylon.
H 34B ,6!sunahl, adj. (f. -) = sunahr, q.v.
H &B 6 "si hin, 6" si hn, s.f. A lioness (=si ghn).
S Y &B( sa -h ti, s.f. Shouting, calling out together,
general shout, clamour, exclamation, tumultuous
exultation.
S &B6"si h, s.f. A lioness;—the egg-plant, Solanum
melongena; various other plants.
H Bsani, and s sane, postpn. (dialec.)=sang, q.v.
H Bsani [S. 8t], s.m. The planet Saturn:—sani-vr,
vulg. sani-br, s.m. 'Saturn's day,' Saturday.
S Bsani (rt. san), s.m. Giving, gift, donation; service,
worship;—request, &c. (=next, q.v.).
S B"san,  sani, s.f. Request, solicitation, respectful
entreaty;—quarter, region, point of the compass.
H B"san [Prk. .4; S. 8.4], s.f. Hemp (of a ner
quality than san), ne hemp.
H Bhsanai, adv. See  B sanaih.
S B,su-nay, s.m. Good conduct; good policy.
A Bsunn (rel. n. fr. <CB), adj. & s.m. Lawful;—an orthodox
Moammadan, one who receives the sunnator
traditionary portion of Moammadan law; one who
reveres equally the four successors of Moammad
(hence, also called ahr-yr. The Turks are Sunns; the
Persians are Shas, q.v.).
H B saniy [S. 84+t; cf. san], s.m. A kind of
tasarcloth.
S K B B, (B sannys, and H. B sanys (rt. as,
with niand sam), s.m. Relinquishment, resignation,
abandonment; abandonment of the world, profession of
asceticism; the fourth religious order (ram); giving up
the body, sudden death;—deposit trust; stake, wager;—
Indian spikenard.

S B BB", (B" sannys, and H. B" sanys,
s.m. One who abandons or resigns; one who has
abandoned all worldly possessions and aections, an
ascetic, a devotee; a Brhma of the fourth order or
ram, a religious mendicant.
H A L B Bsanyapt, s.m. corr. of sannipt, q.v.
S  B (sa -yat, corr. (
, sa yut (rt. yamwith sam),
s.m.f. Contest, con ict, strife, war, battle.
S  B (sa -yat (rt. yamwith sam), part. Held together,
held in; restrained, checked, controlled; conned,
restricted; governed, guided, driven; kept down,
suppressed, subdued.
S  B (
, a -yut (rt. yuwith sam), part. Joined,
connected, &c. (=sa yuktor sanjukt, q.v.).
H  B (
, sa yut [prob. S. (
, +], s.f.=sa -yukti, q.v.
S  B ,"\su-nt, adj. (f. -), Well-conducted, wellbehaved; politic; prudent.
H  B ,"su-nt [S. ,"(], s.m.=next, q.v.
S * B,"su-nti, s.f. Good conduct or behaviour, good
manners, propriety; good policy; prudence;—name of the
wife of Uttanpd and mother of Dhruva.
S 6 B (*
, s a -yuj, part. adj. Joined together, connected,
&c. (=sa yuktor sanjukt, q.v.).
S  8 B (A, sa -yujya, part. adj. (f. -) & adv. Having
joined together, becoming united.
H : B "san ar [Prk. .e/ K+5; S. 8ht or 8h
+t], s.m. (lit.'slow-going'), The planet Saturn;—
Saturday; (met.) ill-luck; poverty, penury; dirt; dirty
clothes; a dirty, ill-looking fellow; a miser; a glutton:—
san ar n(kis-ke sir), The evil in uence of Saturn to
come upon (the head of anyone); to come under the
in uence of an evil star, to suer misfortune or ill-luck.
H : B "san ar [sancar, q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Of or relating to Saturn, or to Saturday; unlucky;—an
unlucky man, a miserable wretch, &c. (see san ar);—
name of a mountain near Goliyr.
S <0 B BB, (B sannyasan, s.m. Depositing,
delivering over, entrusting to; resigning, relinquishing,

abdication;
abandonment of the world, renunciation of temporal
concerns.
S  B (=
, sa -yukt (rt. yujwith sam), part. Connected,

from constant aggregation.
S <X B (5$sa -yogan, s.m. The act of joining,

joined, &c. (see sanjukt, the pop. form):—sa yukt-sa giy,
s.f. (in Gram.) A compound substantive:—sa yukt-kriy,
s.f. A compound verb:—sa yukt-vyanjan, s.m. A compound
consonant.
S * B(., =sa -yukti, s.f. Junction, union, conjunction,

form.
S  X B (5Fsa -yogya, adj.=sa yojya, q.v.;—s.m.=sa yog,

&c. (=sa yogor sa jog, q.v.).
S ^ B ($
, sa -yug, vulg. sa jug, s.m. Conjunction, union,
mixing, mixture; scue, strife, contest, con ict, war,
battle.
S (# B ,"!su-nlak, s.m. lit.'Very blue'; the blue
shrike; the emerald; the sapphire.
S 2 B (/sa -yam, s.m. See the pop. form sanjam.
S @ B(/"sa -yam, adj. & s.m.=sanjam(the pop. form,
q.v.).
A < B sann (v.n. fr. <CB 'to bite,' &c.), adj. Sharpened,
whetted, made sharp-pointed; sharp;—s.m. What ows
(from the whetstone) on the occasion of sharpening
iron (or a knife, &c.); what falls from a stone on its being
rubbed or grated upon another stone; lings, gratings,
&c.
H < B "sann, s.f. corr. of sangn, q.v.
S < B ,su-nayan, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having beautiful
eyes, beautiful-eyed;—a deer.
S  B ,su-nayan, s.f. A woman; an epithet of the
wife of king Janak.
S ! B" !"sinwl, s.f. The day of new moon; the
day preceding that of new moon.
S (W B (5*sa -yojak, adj. & s.m. Joining together,
connecting, uniting; conjunctive; containing;—any word
denoting connexion, a conjunction.
S  W B (5Asa -yojya, adj. & adv. (f. -), Having joined
together or united; having enjoined or directed.
S ' B (5$sa -yog, vulg. sanjog, s.m. Conjunction,
connection, &c. (see sanjog, the pop. form); (in the
S khya Philos.) simple conjunction as distinguished

connecting, uniting.
S X B(5$"sa -yog, adj. & s.m. See sanjog, the pop.

q.v.
H Z) B BU9sanyaveshan, adj. corr. of san-niveshan,
q.v.
H  B ht sanaih, adv.= E anaih, q.v.
H  B ´<6 sneh, and s6 saneh, s6 sineh [Prk. 4<65,
4<65=S. ´<6 t], = H 4 B s6 saneh, s6 sineh[Prk.
4<6 ; S. ´<6 +t], s.m. Oil, unguent, grease, fat;
oiliness, unctuousness, greasiness, viscidity; blandness,
tenderness, love, aection, kindness:—snehrth(˚ha+ar˚),
adv. With a view to love, on account of love, for love's
sake:—sneh jo n(-k), To form an attachment (for), to
become mutually attached:—sneh-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Oily,
unctuous; possessed of aection, aectionate, loving.
H 4 B s6saneh, s6 sineh [Prk. 4<6 ; S. ´<6 +t],
= H  B ´<6 sneh, and s6 saneh, s6sineh [Prk. 4<65,
4<65=S. ´<6 t], s.m. Oil, unguent, grease, fat; oiliness,
unctuousness, greasiness, viscidity; blandness,
tenderness, love, aection, kindness:—snehrth(˚ha+ar˚),
adv. With a view to love, on account of love, for love's
sake:—sneh jo n(-k), To form an attachment (for), to
become mutually attached:—sneh-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Oily,
unctuous; possessed of aection, aectionate, loving.
H 4 B ,6
h sunaihr, adj. (f. -), Golden, &c. (=sunahr,
q.v.).
H <; 4 B ,6
h sunaihrpan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Golden-huedness, &c.
S 4 B´<6"sneh, and H. s6" saneh (Prk. 4<6 ), adj. &
s.m. Oily, unctuous, greasy, fat; attached, aectionate,
tender, loving, friendly, kind;—a painter; a friend, lover;
spouse.
H 4 B s6 sanehiy, s.m. (poet.)=sneh.
H B  sav [S. 8 t], s.m. Dead body, corpse.

H B  siva, siv, (dialec.) si , siu, sio[Prk.  , ; S.
.8 t], s.m.= E iva, q.v.
S B ,su, 0 s , insep. prex [opp. to dusor dur, and ku;
and corresponding to the Gr. ¦), Good, well, excellent,
excellently: neat, elegant, beautiful, beautifully;
honourable, worthy of respect or reverence; excessive,
excessively, exceedingly, much, very; readily, easily,
willingly, quickly. (It is a particle which is prexed to
substantives almost ad libitum. Many words beginning
with it will be found in Hind literature which it has been
deemed super uous to insert in a dictionary.)
H B ,su, 0 s , 5 so, postpn. (Braj.) = se, and so , qq.v.
P B s , s.f. Side, part, quarter, direction;—prep. Towards,
in the direction (of):—s -b-s , adv. Side by side; on
every side.
A B s (for s u, v.n. fr.  B 'to be evil,' &c.), s.m.
Evilness, badness, foulness, unseemliness (used, in Urd,
only in comp.):—s --adab, s.f. Disrespect:—s --ham ,
Badness of digestion, indigestion.
H B 5so [Prk. 5; S. t], pron. He, she, it; that, that one,
that person or thing;—adv. & conj. So, so that, therefore,
hence, consequently, accordingly; but then; thereupon;
now, well:—so- or so- (Braj)=so-h, or so-h , or so,
pron. (emphat.) That very one, that same; he himself;
he (she, or it) too:—so-bh, That too or also; he (or she,
or it) too, or even, or also.
H B 5so, M sau (Braj)=s, q.v.;—also=se, q.v.
H B Msau, (dialec.) 5 so [Prk. (, (; S. 8(], adj. One
hundred; cent.:—sau-biswe, adj. In all probability;
certainly (=bs-biswe ):—sau-par-sau, A hundred per cent.:—
sau jn-se, adv. 'With a hundred lives,' with all one's
heart, with one's whole soul, intensely, ardently,
devotedly:—sau sir-k, adj. (f. -), 'Having a hundred
heads' (so that if one, or several, be cut o, others still
remain); having great perseverance, or energy, or
obstinacy; exceedingly persevering, &c.:—sau-ke sawe,
Twenty-ve per cent.:—sau-guor sau-gu, adj. & s.m. (f.
-), A hundred-fold.
S B T sva, pron. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Own, one's own (my
own, thy own, &c., according to the context; but, in these

senses, rarely used in Hind, excepting as the  rst
member of compounds); belonging to one's own family
or tribe; proper, peculiar; innate, natural;—self, one's
own self, self-identity; the soul; a kinsman, relation;
belongings, property, wealth; (in Alg.) a positive or
armative quantity.
H  B  saw [Ap. Prk.  , Prk.   S. t], adj.
With a quarter, increased by one-fourth, with one-fourth
added (to it), a quarter more (it always precedes the
numeral, or the noun, with which it is used; and the unit
employed in using it is 1, from 1 to 99 inclusive, 100,
from 100 to 999 inclusive, and so on; e.g. saw-uns= 19+
or 19; saw-sau= 100+ of 100=125;—saw-ser= 1 ser).
H  B  siv, s.f.= E iv, q.v.
P  B siw, corr. saw(for A.  B, v.n. fr.  B), prep. &
postpn. With the exception (of, -ke), except, save, but,
besides, other than, over and above, further than (e.g.
ud-ke siwor siw ud-ke, 'with the exception of God,'
or 'other than God');—adj. Additional, more; better.
H  B 0s , ,  suw, , su [Prk. , ; S. 8,+t],
s.m. A parrot; paroquet (=suggor s g).
H  B 0s , ,  suw, 0  s w [prob. S. 0+t; see
s , and cf. next], s.m. A large needle, a packing needle.
H  B 0s , ,  suw, 0  s w [S. 80+t], s.m. Awn
(of barley, &c.); a bristle; hair; spicule; prickle:—s ptor s -p, s.f. The game of hazard played by
drawing lines on the ground);—s -pok, s.m. A kind of
caterpillar covered with hairs:—suw-jm nor suw-ber,
s.m. (local) The jamblong with an awl-shaped fruit,
Calyptranthes caryophyllifolia.
H  B 0s , ,  suw, adj.=s h, q.v.
H  B 5so, 5  sow [S. 8+,lt; cf. sau f], s.m. Dill
(of the common garden species) Anethum graveolens;
fennel, A.sowa.
A H  B sawbiq, s.m. pl. (of sbiqa, q.v.), Preceding or past
events.
H  &  B T # svbhv, prop. svabhv, q.v.
S  &  B T # svbhvik, adj. Belonging to, or being
by, one's own nature; innate, natural, native, inherent,
peculiar, essential:—svbhvik bhikshuk, s.m. A beggar

born or by nature.
H  ;  B0&"s -p, s.f. See s.v. s .
H A B T swt, = S Y B T  svti, T " svt,s.f. An

draft; reading; ability:—sawd--aam, s.m. Any large
city; Mecca:—sawdul-batn, s.m. The liver.
S A B T svdit, part. Tasted, touched; relished,

auspicious constellation; the star Arcturus (as forming
the fteenth Nakshatra or lunar asterism; name of one
of the wives of the Sun; a sword:—swt-b dor swt, s.f. A
drop of rain which, falling into a shell when the moon is
in the fteenth lunar mansion, becomes (according to
popular belief) a pearl:—svti-sutor svt-sut, s.m. 'The
ospring of Arcturus,' anything born or produced under
the in uence of Arcturus; a pearl (from the popular
belief that, in October, when the sun's longitude
corresponds to that of Arcturus, the drops of rain that
fall into shells are converted into pearls; cf. swt-b d).
S Y B T svti, T " svt, = H A B T  swt,s.f. An

liked, enjoyed; avoured, seasoned; sweetened;
palatable; pleased.
S D  B T csvdishha, vulg. swdishh, adj. (super. of

auspicious constellation; the star Arcturus (as forming
the fteenth Nakshatra or lunar asterism; name of one
of the wives of the Sun; a sword:—swt-b dor swt, s.f. A
drop of rain which, falling into a shell when the moon is
in the fteenth lunar mansion, becomes (according to
popular belief) a pearl:—svti-sutor svt-sut, s.m. 'The
ospring of Arcturus,' anything born or produced under
the in uence of Arcturus; a pearl (from the popular
belief that, in October, when the sun's longitude
corresponds to that of Arcturus, the drops of rain that
fall into shells are converted into pearls; cf. swt-b d).
H = B  saw n, v.t. To try, test, prove (syn.

the taste, tasty, avoursome, savoury, sweet, delicious;
dainty, delicate; pleasing, agreeable, delightful, &c.;—
s.m. Sweet taste or avour, sweetness; relish; taste;
treacle, molasses; name of a medicinal plant (syn. jvak);
—s.f. A grape.
S  *L B T ;svdhipatya (sva+ adh˚), s.m. Own

j n).
S  B T svd, and H.   sawd, s.m. Tasting, eating,
drinking; relishing; taste, relish, avour, savour;
sweetness; enjoyment, pleasure:—svd pa n(with dat. of
person, and gen. of thing), To acquire a taste (for, -k);
to be addicted (to); to take interest (in):—svd khn(-k),
To try the avour (of), to taste:—svd lagn(-ko), To have
or get a taste (of, -k), to relish, enjoy the avour (of).
H  B T swd,   sawd, adj.= B svdu, q.v.
A  B sawd, s.m. Blackness; black colour; blackening;
soot; smoke; black clothing; the black or inner part of
the heart, the heart's core; the rural district (of any
province or town), environs (of a city), suburbs;—a rough

svdu), Sweetest; very sweet; dainty, savoury, &c.
H  B T svdak,   sawdak, and T  svdik
[S. T ++t and t], adj. Appertaining to avour, &c.;
of high avour, avoursome, delicious, tasty, palatable
(syn. svdu).
H  B T !svdal [S. T +!t], adj. = svdik, and svdu,
qq.v.
S  B T Csvdu, adj. Grateful to the palate, pleasant to

supremacy; supreme sway, royalty, sovereignty.
S   B T svdhikr (sva+adh˚), s.m. Own oce or
function, peculiar authority or station.
S   BT "svdhikr, adj. & s.m. Under the
authority of self, independent;—one who is his own
master.
S <  B T "svdhn (sva+ adh˚), adj. (f. -), Being one's
own master, self-subject, self-dependent; having in
one's own power; independent, uncontrolled, absolute,
despotic;—s.m. (in Gram.) A neuter verb.
S *  B T "svdhnat, s.f. = S *  B T ";
svdhnatva, s.m.= H   B T "" svdhn, s.f.Selfdependence, independence, uncontrolledness, liberty;
subjection to one's self.
S *  B T "; svdhnatva, s.m. = S *  B T "
svdhnat, s.f.= H   B T "" svdhn, s.f.Selfdependence, independence, uncontrolledness, liberty;
subjection to one's self.

H   B T ""svdhn, s.f. = S *  B T "
svdhnat, s.f.= S *  B T "; svdhnatva, s.m.Selfdependence, independence, uncontrolledness, liberty;
subjection to one's self.
S  BT "svd, adj. & s.m. Tasting; drinking;—taster;
drinker.
P  B suwr, vulg. sawr(=S. :+ ; see aswr, and asp),
adj. & s.m. Mounted, riding (on, -par); on horse-back;
embarked (on a ship, &c.); (met.) drunk, tipsy;—one who
is mounted, a rider, horseman, cavalier, horse-soldier,
trooper; cavalry:—sawr-kr, s.m. A horse-breaker;
horseman, a good rider, a jockey:—sawr-kr, s.f. Good
riding, horsmanship, jockeyship:—sawr karn, v.t. To
cause to ride, to mount (one, on or in, -paror me ):—
sawr hon(-par), To ride, to mount (on).
H  B  siwr [S. ¶ !(], s.m. (f.?) The aquatic plant
Vallisneria octandra, or Amaranthus sanguinus; the green
moss-like substance which grows on the surface of
stagnant water, or at the bottom and sides of ponds and
tanks; vegetable mould, moss.
H  B 0s ar [Prk. 0!5; S. 80t], s.m. (f. -), A hog,
pig; a term of abuse (cf. Fr. cochon):—s ar- na, s.m. A
pig-sty; a pork-establishment, any place where swine
are slaughtered or sold:—s ar-k khubhror s ar-k bhr,
A pig-sty:—s ar-k gosht, Pork; ham; bacon:—s ar-k arb,
Lard:—s ar-k mus , 'Boar's onset,' a desperate onset
or attack.
H  B 5soar [S. 0+$6(=Prk. & H. V], s.m. Chamber
of a puerperal woman; lying-in chamber.
S  W B T Asvrjya, s.m. The dominion of heaven,
Indra's heaven; union with Brahma; a state of selfeulgence, nal felicity.
S ( *;  B T dsvrpitarakshak (sva+ar˚+rak˚), adj.
Keeping anything in one's own possession.
S &Y B T Rsvrth,
'
and H. T R svrath (sva+ar˚), s.m.
One's own object, or aim, or wish; one's own advantage
or interest, self-interest (syn. ud-gara),
selshness,

the having an eye to one's own interests; one's own
property or substance; own meaning; the same
meaning; pleonasm; mundane aairs; wish, desire,

pleasure; object, end, aim, purpose, drift;—adj. Having
one's own object or aim, self-interested; having a
natural or literal meaning; having a similar meaning;
pleonastic:—svrth karn, v.t. To make use of, to bring
into use; to render useful or benecial:—svrth lagn(-ko),
To prove useful (to), to come of use; to be spent usefully:
—svrth-niyam, s.m. (in Gram.) The indicative mood.
H (&Y B T Rsvrthak
'
[S. T R+t],
'
adj. Of or belonging
to one's own purpose or meaning (cf. next).
S (&Y B T Rsvrthik, and H. T R
' svrthak, adj.
Having one's own object; having (its) own true and
natural meaning; having a literal meaning; answering
its design; succeeding in one's purpose, eective,
successful, protable, advantageous, useful; done with
one's own property or wealth.
S &Y BT Rusvrth, adj. Pursuing one's own objects, selfseeking, self-gratifying, selsh, interested (syn. udgara).

S  &Y B T ^svrthya,
'
s.m. (in Gram.), The indicative
mood.
H  B  sawrn, v.t.=sa wrn, q.v.
H  B0"s arn [S. 80+"], s.f. A sow (see s ar).
S Z= B T 5.3svro ish, s.m. Name of the second
Manu.
P  Bsawr [sawr, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ; cf. aswr], s.f.
Riding; horsemanship; anything on which one rides,
vehicle (beast, horse, &c.), conveyance; equipage,
cavalcade, suite;—a trick in wrestling:—sawr-pa, s.f. A
cess to defray the expense of entertaining some person
of rank, or one in authority:—sawr den(-ko), To give
(one) a ride or a mount; to carry, &c.
S  B, su-vri, s.m. Excellent or beautiful water.
H  B0"s ar [S. 80"], s.f. A sow (=s arn.
S K B , su-vs, s.m. A pleasant dwelling; a reputable
residence;—an agreeable perfume, sweet smell,
fragrance, scent;—adj. Sweet-smelling, odorous,
fragrant.
H K B 0s s [S. ,+ t], s.m. A kind of rice
(lit.'sweet-smelling').

H K B T sws,   saws, = H B B T 
sws,s.m.=vs; and s s; qq.v.
H B B T sws, = H K B T  sws,  
saws,s.m.=vs; and s s; qq.v.
H <B B  savsin,   savsan (corr. of next, q.v.),
s.f. A young woman.
S B B , "su-vsin, s.f. A woman (married or
single) residing in her father's house; a term of courtesy
for a respectable woman whose husband is alive;—a
perfumed woman.
S B B, "su-vs, adj. Dwelling in a comfortable or
respectable abode;—perfumed.
A e B suwf (v.n. fr. e B 'to perish,' 'to die'), s.m.
Perishing, death; mortal disease; mortality; murrain.
A  B siwk (v.n. fr.  B 'to rub'), s.m. Rubbing the
teeth; a piece of stick with which the teeth are rubbed
and cleaned, tooth-stick (syn. datwanor dat n), toothbrush;—dentifrice.
S   B T dsvkshar (sva+ak˚), s.m. One's own
handwriting; signature; attestation; imprimature.
S    B , =su-vkya, s.m. Good or excellent speech,
eloquence (syn. su-va an).
S X  B T $svgat (su+g˚), s.m. Welcoming, welcome;
salutation.
A B sul, vulg. suwl, sawl(inf. n. of  B 'to ask,' &c.),
s.m. Asking, questioning; solicitation (of alms), begging;
question, query, interrogation, interrogatory; demand,
request, application, petition; a problem:—sul--ishr,
s.m. An indicatory or leading question:—sul--tardd,
s.m. Cross-question, cross-examination:—sul-jawb,
s.m. Question and answer; dialogue; discussion, debate;
cross-examination:—sul-jawb karn, To debate, to
argue; to cross-examine; to plead, advocate; to transact,
negotiate:—sul al karn, To solve a problem, work out a
question:—sul- n, s.f. Hearing an application,
entertaining a case or suit:—sul-dar-sul, lit.'Question
within or upon question,' cross-examination:—sul dgar
jawb dgar, prov. lit.'The question another (or one
thing), the answer another'; cross purposes and crooked
answers:—sul den(-ko), To set (one) a question or

problem; to make an application (to); to present a
petition (to), to petition:—sul ln(-me ), To put (in) a
question, to question, ask; to request, beg:—sul karn(se), To ask (of), to question, interrogate; to examine (a
pupil, or witness, &c.); to solicit (alms), to beg:—sul-hidyat, s.m. A guiding or leading question.
H " B  !siwl [S. .8 !t], s.m. Any temple
dedicated to the god iva or Mahdeva.
A A" B sult, vulg. suwlt, sawlt, s.m. pl. (of sul,
q.v.), Questions; demands;—sult--ibtid , Preliminary
questions:—sult--imtin, Examination questions:—
sult--tarr, Written questions:—sult--al-t alab,

Questions for solution, problems:—sult--zabn, Oral
questions:—sult--ilm , Scientic questions, questions
on science:—sult-ke kga,
 Question papers.
P !Bsul, vulg. suwl, sawl(fr. A. sul), s.m.
Questioner;—the person who sings the marsiya(q.v.).

H [ ! B  psawlle, s.m. corr. of 1˚ sul, q.v.;—2˚ siwl,
q.v.
S *a  B T ./ svmit, s.f. = S *a  B T ./ ; svmitva,
s.m.Ownership proprietorship, mastership; lordship,
sovereignty.
S *a  B T ./ ; svmitva, s.m. = S *a  B T ./  svmit,
s.f.Ownership proprietorship, mastership; lordship,
sovereignty.
S a  B T /"svm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Possessing
proprietary rights, owning;—proprietor, owner; master,
lord; sovereign, king, monarch; a lover, a husband; a
spiritual preceptor; head of a religious order; name of
the an faqrsor mendicants; epithet of the Supreme
Being; of Vish u; of iva; of Krttikeya; of Garua;—(in
direct address) your worship, your reverence (cf. s ):—
svmi-bhakt, adj. Attached to one's own protector or
husband:—svmi-dharm, s.m. The duties specially
incumbent on a master or a sovereign:—svm-droh, s.m.
The injuring one's master or sovereign, treachery,
perdy:—svm-droh, s.m. A perdious person, a traitor:
—svmi-krttik, s.m. An epithet of Krttikeya:—be vm,
adj. & s.m.f. Having no master or protector; one who has
no master or protector; a woman who has lost her
husband, a widow.

H  B M [sauw , 

[ saww ,  [ saw [S. 8+/

+t], adj. (f. - ), The hundredth.
H  B T svn [S. T t], s.m. A dog.
S  B T svn, s.m. Sound, noise.
H  B  siwn [prob. S. "+B+t, or "/Bt],
s.m. Boundary line, boundary, limit, border, verge, side,
connes; landmark:—siwn-adhikr, s.m. Limits of
jurisdiction or authority:—siwn-band, s.f. The xing of
boundaries or limits:—siwn-p j, s.m. Honours paid at
the boundary of a village (to a bridegroom, &c.):—siwnvivd, vulg. siwn-bibd, s.m. Boundary-dispute.
H  B , suwn, 5 son,   sawn (causat.
of son), v.t. To cause to sleep, &c. (=suln, q.v.).
A  B sawni, s.m. plur. (of sni, q.v.), Occurrences,
incidents, events, accidents;—sawni-nigr(or saw ianigr), s.m. A news-writer, an intelligencer (an ocer
stationed by the Mogalgovernment
in distant provinces

to transmit weekly to the court an account of all public
transactions, such as the collection of revenue, the
management of lands, and the state of the country):—
sawni--umr, s.m. The incidents of (one's) life.
H  B  [saw r; corr. of sawr, q.v.
H  B  [saw rn, v.t.=sa wrn, q.v.
H  B ["saw , s.f. corr. of sawr, q.v.
H I B T [sw s, = H 0 B T [ sw s,s.m.=vs, and
s s, qq.v.
H 0 B T [sw s, = H I B T [ sw s,s.m.=vs, and
s s, qq.v.
H 0 B ,(su s [prob. S. ,+[T+t], s.m. An alloy
of gold and copper.
H ^ B T [$sw g,  [$ saw g, , [$ suw g, ,($
su g [S. /+r, or /r$(], s.m. Imitation, mimicry,
&c. (=s g, q.v.).
H J BT [$"sw g,  [$" sawng, , [$" suw g, ,($"
su g [sw g, q.v.+S. a. t (+t)], s.m. Mimic; actor,
mocker, satirist.
H  B siwna, s.m.=  B siwn, q.v.
H  B 4"sa-v (S. , or + 4"), s.m.f. (dialec.), Giver

of a good omen.
S  B, 4"su-v, s.f. A sweet voice; pleasant sound or
speech.
H   B 5 gsownau , v.t. (Braj)=suwn, or suln,
q.v.
S  B T 6svh, vulg. suh, An exclamation used on
making an oering to a deity;—s.f. The personication
of an oering or oblation as the wife of Agni (who
presides over burnt-oerings):—suh karn, v.t. To
make a burnt-oering of; to give to the re, to burn, to
turn to ashes; to consume, to swallow or devour greedily
or excessively; to make away with, to embezzle.
H $ B  saw [Prk.   ; S. t], adj. Having
the excess of a fourth, &c. (=saw, q.v.);—s.m. A title of
the Rj of Jaipr.
H $ B  saw [Prk.  ; S. ], s.f. Excess by
a fourth; (or siw) a rate of interest on seed-grain
advanced, a maund and a quarter to be repaid at harvest
for every maund lent at sowing time; (or saw-k rass)
the name of the rope (turned in four or in two
directions) which is fastened to the top of a tent-pole;
name of a measure in Prkrit verse (see sawy);—(local)
the venereal disease.
P $ B siw (fr. A. siw), adj. Extra, extraordinary, &c.;—
siw, or siw jam, s.f. Extra collections or cesses;
revenue raised from other sources than the land-tax;
additional items of income from an estate over and
above the ordinary rents.
P  Bsiwe, prep. & postpn.=siw, q.v.
H $ B  siw, s.f. Name of a kind of soil (a mixture
of clay and sand; suited to any grain except rice).
H ) B  sawy, s.m.=sawaiy, q.v.
A 2 $ B sawim, s.m. pl. (of sima, v.n. fr. 1 B 'to rove for
pasture,' &c.), Cattle, or camels (and sheep or goats)
pasturing by themselves or sent forth to pasture, and
not fed with fodder at home.
S &%@ ) B T @#, svyambhuva, and T @#0 svyambh , adj.
Relating to, or derived from, Swayam-bh or the selfexistent;—s.m. (or svyambh -manu), The son of Svyambh, epithet of the  rst Manu.

H B 0 s b, s.m. corr. of  f  ba, q.v.
H K B , su-bs, 0  s -bs, s.m.=su-vs, q.v.
H  B M saubat, s.f. 1˚ corr. of %cf bat, q.v.;—
2˚=saut, q.v.
S + BT ., -sva-buddh, s.f. The conceiving a thing to be

property; innate or peculiar disposition; natural state or
constitution; nature, character; habit, manners; fashion,
custom, practice; quality, essence; peculiar purpose or
aim:—svabhva-va, vulg. subho-va, s.m. Subjection to
natural disposition, &c.;—adj. (f. -), Under the control of
the natural disposition, &c.
H  & B T # svabhvik, adj.=svbhvik, q.v.

one's own property.
H  B 0 s bar = H  B 0  s br [Prk. ,) f5, and

H  @ ) & B 5#/sobhyamn [prob. corr. of S.

,) f ; S. 8, +, and +t], adj. & s.m. Alloyed, impure

85#/t], adj. Shining, brilliant, splendid, resplendent;

(silver, &c.);—alloyed silver or gold.
H  B 0 s br = H  B 0  s bar [Prk. ,) f5, and

conspicuous; beautiful; adorning.
H & B 5.#sobhit, part.=& E obhit, q.v.

,) f ; S. 8, +, and +t], adj. & s.m. Alloyed, impure

H *4 B 0 6s biht, s.m.=subht, q.v.

(silver, &c.);—alloyed silver or gold.
H  B 0 4, 0  s baran, adj. & s.m.=subaran, and su-

H <& B 5#sobhan, adj.=<& E obhan, q.v.

var, q.v.
H  B M "saubarn [S. M X4t], adj. Made of gold,
consisting of gold, golden.
H I B 0 s -bas [S. ,+ t, or t], s.m. A pleasant
dwelling; a good abode:—s -bus basn, v.n. To live in a
pleasant dwelling; to prosper, thrive.
H I B T svabas, adj. corr. of svava, q.v.
H & B 5#sobh [Prk. 5#; S. 85#], s.f. Beauty,
splendour, lustre, show; ornament, decoration, dress:—
sobh-mn, or sobh-vn, adj. Beautiful; resplendent;
splendid, magnicent (=obhyamn, q.v.).
S X & BM#$"saubhg, adj. (f. -in), Auspicious,
fortunate, well-to-do; blessed.
S  X & B M#Fsaubhgya, s.m. Auspiciousness, good
fortune, fortunateness; blessedness; the fourth of the
astronomical yogas:—saubhgya-vn, saubhgya-vat, or
saubhgya-vant, adj. (f. -vat), Possessing good fortune,
fortunate, auspicious, blessed:—saubhgya-vat, s.f. A
married woman whose husband is alive (esp. if she also
have children).
H  a & B 5#/sobhmn, adj. See s.v. sobh.

H & B 5#sobhn [sobh˚= S. 85#(`) rt. 8,#; —cf. sohn],
v.n. To shine; to be beautied or adorned; to appear to
advantage; to be becoming (to, -ko), to become, bet.
S & B T #0sva-bh , s.m. lit.'Self-existent'; the selfexistent, Brahm; Vish u; iva;—time; love (=svayambh ).
S a & B T #0./ sva-bh mi, s.f. One's own land, own estate;
native country, fatherland.
H ] B 0s p [Prk. ,Q5; S. 80t],
' s.m. A kind of
winnowing basket, a kind of wicker receptacle which,
when shaken about, serves as a fan for winnowing; a
wooden scoop (suspended in a frame) for throwing up
water for irrigation:—s p-nakh, s.f. lit.'Having ngernails like winnowing fans,' name of the sister of Rvana
(she fell in love with Rma, and, being rejected by him,
attacked St, but was beaten o and mutilated by
Lakshma a; in revenge she incited her brother to carry
o St).
S ] B 0s p, s.m. Soup, broth; split pease; sauce,

H  & B 0# s -bho, adj. & s.m.= &%B su-bhv, q.v.

condiment; a cook; a vessel, pot, pan; an arrow:—s pstra, corr. s p-ssra, s.m. The art of cooking:—s pkrakor s p-kr, s.m. A cook.
H  ; B 0%s p-ben, 0 " s p-bn [S. 80t'

S  & B T # svabhv, and H. 5# sobho, 0# s bho,

+U.4], s.m. A swallow, Hirundo apus batassia.

and ,# subho, s.m. Own state; essential or inherent

H  ; B ,supr, 0 s pr, s.m.= LB supr, q.v.

H  ; B,"supr, 0" s pr, 5" sopr,
s.f.= LBsupr, q.v.
S  ; B 5sopn, s.m. Stairs, steps; a staircase; a
ladder, a scale;—a way, road.
S  ; BT .4sva-pi, s.m. One's own hand.
S ; B T sva-pat, part. (f. -ant), Sleeping, reposing,
asleep.
H ; B T Qsvapt, corr. 1˚ of svapat; 2˚ of supta, qq.v.
S (*; B M.Qsauptik, and H. M sauptik (fr. supta),
adj. Connected with or relating to sleep, somnolent;—
s.m. Nocturnal combat; a night-attack.
H 9; B T svapa , s.m. corr. of va-pa , q.v.
S ; B , Hsu-vipra, vulg. su-vipr, s.m. (f. -), A good
Brhman, an excellent priest.
S D  ; B T H8sva-prak, adj. Shing by its own light,
self-luminoaz, self-resplendent, self-evident.
H #; B ,!"supl, 0!" s pl [S. 80+l=
'
Prk. f=S. !
+], s.f. A small winnowing basket or fan (s p; see
#LBsupl).
S <; B T Qsvapna, vulg. svapn, s.m. Sleep, sleeping;

(in Bot.) a stamen; an awn; a line, row; direct way,
range; straightness;—one-sixteenth of a tasu(q.v.):—s t
b dhn(-me or -par), To tie a string (to); to stretch a
cord (for a straight line); to point (a gun, &c. at), to take
aim:—s t-b , s.f. A kind of needle-work:—s t-dhr, s.m.
(f. -in, -, or -n), A rope-dancer:—tg-bhar s t, A
needleful of thread.
S A B 0s ta, vulg. s t(rt. su), s.m. The sun;—quicksilver,
mercury.
S A B 0s ta, vulg. s t(rt. s ), s.m. A charioteer, driver; a
man of a mixed caste (the son of a Kshatriya father and
Brhman mother; his occupation is managing horses
and driving cars); a rehearser of ancient legends, a
bard, an encomiast;—a carpenter (syn. s tra-dhr):—s tputr, s.m. The son of a s taor charioteer:—s t-paurik,
s.m. (f. -), A rehearser of ancient legends.
H A B Msaut,   sawat [S. ;"; Prk.  \"], s.f. A cowife, contemporary wife, rival wife (the rst wife is
called byht; each wife is sautto the other); a rival; pair,
twins (e.g. two mangoes, &c. that grow together):—sauth, s.m. A spiteful or malicious person, a rival.
H A B 5sot [Prk. 5\(; S. 5(], s.m.f. = H Y B 5 sot

dream, dreaming; sleepiness, sloth, indolence (see sapn):
—svapn-phal, s.m. The realization of things seen in
dreams:—svapn-dar(f. -in), adj. & s.m. Dreaming,
visionary;—a dreamer, a visionary:—svapn-dosh, s.m.
lit.'Sleep-fault'; nocturnal pollution:—svapn-dhyy, s.m.
Interpreter of dreams:—svapn-vat, adj. Like a dream,
dreamy, unreal:—svapn-vi r, vulg. svapn-bi r, s.m.
Interpretation of dreams:—svapn-vi r, vulg. svapn-bi r,
s.m. (f. -in), Interpreter of dreams.
H <; B ,efsu-pi, 0ef s -pi, adj.=<LB supin, q.v.

[Prk. 5\(; S. 5+],s.m. A stream, rill, rivulet;

H &; B ,v!su-phal, 0v! s -phal, adj.=&LB suphal, q.v.

which the deity is invoked in the Gyatr).
S Y B 0s t, s.f. A woman recently delivered of a child,

H ; B5so-pi, 5" so-p [S. 5, i.e. t+], pron.
emphat. (dialec.) He (she, or it) too; he (she, or it) also
or even; that too (=so-bh, q.v.s.v. so).
H  ; B,"su-piyr, 0" s -piyr,
s.f.= LBsupiyr, q.v.
H A B 0s t [Prk. ,\(; S. 0P]( , s.m. Thread, string, cord,
rope, line; yarn; lament; a silver thread; wire; a tendril;

current, channel; a spring, source (of a river); a
fountain, a jet-d eau; backwater (of a river); arm (of the
sea).
H Y B 5sot [Prk. 5\(; S. 5+], s.m. = H A B 5 sot
[Prk. 5\(; S. 5(], s.m.f. A stream, rill, rivulet; current,
channel; a spring, source (of a river); a fountain, a jetd eau; backwater (of a river); arm (of the sea).
S Y B  savit, s.m. The sun. (This is the name by

a lying-in woman.
H Y B 0s t, s.m. (f.?) Thread, &c. (=s t, q.v.).
H Y B 5sot [imperf. part. of son, and=S. ,Ht; Prk.
,\5], part. adj. (f. -), Sleeping, asleep;—s.m. A sleeping
person, one who is asleep.
H Y B 5sot [S. ,Q+; Prk. prob. ,\ or ,\(], s.m.

Sleep, sleeping.
S Y B T sva-t, s.f.=sva-tva, q.v.
H Y B T sva-t, adv. corr. of Y B sva-tah, q.v.
H ; Y B Msautp = H <LY B M sautpan [saut, q.v.
+p= Prk. Q(=S. +; +;—and pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state or position of a sautor rival
wife; the rivalry or jealousy of co-wives.
H <LY B Msautpan = H ; Y B M sautp [saut, q.v.
+p= Prk. Q(=S. +; +;—and pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state or position of a sautor rival
wife; the rivalry or jealousy of co-wives.
H  Y B 0s tr, s.m.= *B sutr, q.v.
S Y B 0Ps tra, vulg. s tr, and also 0 s tar, s.m. Thread,
&c. (=s t, q.v.); a collection of threads; a short rule or
precept, axiom, aphorism (in morals, religion, or
science); (in law) an opinion or decree;—origin:—s tradhr(f. -), s tra-dhrak(f. -ik), s tra-dhr(f. -in), s tradhar(f. -), s.m. lit.'Thread-holder,' a stage-manager, a
director or principal actor who arranges the plot of a
drama and takes a leading part in the prelude; one who
(in a puppet-show) causes wooden dolls to dance;—a
carpenter; the author of a set of rules or aphorisms;—an
epithet of Indra; and of the Deity:—s tra-kror s tra-kart,
s.m. The author or composer of s tras, an author of any
work containing rules or aphorisms.
S 0Y B  ;sa-vatsa, adj. (f. -), Together with a calf,
having a calf; having ospring or descendants.
S (Y B 0s tak, s.m. Birth, production; uncleanness or
impurity from childbirth or miscarriage (also laxly
applied to the impurity arising from death in a
household. It attaches to all the members of a family;
and the period of uncleanness varies according to the
nearness of relationship, and according to local usage.)
S Y B 0s tik, vulg. 0 s tk, s.f. A woman who
has recently given birth to a child, a lying-in woman:—
s tik-grih,
 s.m. A room or part of a house appropriated
to a woman at childbirth, a lying-in chamber.
H Y B 0!s tal, s.m.=*B sutal, q.v.

H 3Y B 0!s tl [Prk. ,\f ; S. 0P+!+t], s.m. Reins;
leading rope (of a horse, &c.; syn. bg-or);—the little
skin that rises backwards near the nails at the end of
the ngers, hangnail.
H #Y B0!"s tl, s.f.=#*Bsutl, q.v.
H <Y B Msautan, M sautin [saut, q.v.+Prk. 4"=S.
"], s.f.=saut, q.v.:—sautan(Braj.), s.f. pl. of saut:—sautin,
fem. of saut, q.v.
H Y B 0s tn, v.n.=sutn, q.v.
H Y B 0s tn, v.t.=s tn, q.v.
S *Y B T BPsva-tantra, vulg. svatantr, adj. (f. -or -), Selfdependent, self-reliant, independent, free; self-willed,
wilful; unrestrained, uncontrolled, absolute; no longer
subject to parents or guardians, of age, full grown;—s.m.
One who is independent or acts for himself; one who is
legally entitled to act without control or guardianship:—
svatantrdhirj(˚ra+adh˚), s.m. (f. -), One who is of a selfwilled or despotic disposition, &c.:—svatantra-svabhv, adj.
(f. -), Of an unbridled, or a self-willed disposition.
S Y*Y B T BPsva-tantrat, s.f. Self-dependence, selfreliance, independence, uncontrolledness, absoluteness,
freedom; self-will, wilfulness.
S Y B T ; sva-tva, s.m. (f. sva-t), Self-existence,
independent being or condition, independence; the state
of relation to oneself; personal identity; own right or
property; proprietary right, proprietorship, ownership,
possession.
H &Y B 5Rsoth [S. 85Rt], s.f. Swelling, intumescence.
S Y B T tsva-tah, adv. By oneself, of oneself, of itself, &c.
(=p-se).
H <&Y B 0Rs than, s.m. = H &Y B 0R s thn, s.m.= H
&Y B0R" s thn, s.f.[prob. S. 0P+ (, or !t, and ! + t],
Drawers, trousers (s thnbeing esp. applied to those
worn by men, s thnto those worn by women: var. forms
are suttan, suttan, s tan, &c.).
H &Y B 0Rs thn, s.m. = H <&Y B 0R s than, s.m.= H
&Y B0R" s thn, s.f.[prob. S. 0P+ (, or !t, and ! + t],
Drawers, trousers (s thnbeing esp. applied to those

worn by men, s thnto those worn by women: var. forms
are suttan, suttan, s tan, &c.).
H &Y B0R"s thn, s.f. = H <&Y B 0R s than, s.m.= H &Y B

sautel-bahin, Step-sister:—sautel-be, Step-daughter:—
sautel-m, Step-mother.
S K @ Y B 0"/s t-ms, s.m. See s.v. s ti.

0R s thn, s.m.[prob. S. 0P+ (, or !t, and ! + t],

H  B 5&so, s.m.= B so , q.v.

Drawers, trousers (s thnbeing esp. applied to those
worn by men, s thnto those worn by women: var. forms
are suttan, suttan, s tan, &c.).
H &Y B0R"s thn (see s than), s.f. The edible root

H 5 B 0*s j, 5* soj? (fr. s jn, q.v.), s.f. Swelling,

Dioscorea fasciculata.
H Y B0s ti (fr. s t, q.v.), s.f. Sewing, stitching.
H Y B0"s t [s t, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj.
Made of cotton thread.
S Y B 0s ti, and H. 0" s t, s.f. Birth, production,
delivery; child-bearing, parturition, bringing forth;
ospring, progeny:—s ti-msor s t-ms, s.m. The month
of delivery, the last month of gestation or pregnancy.
H Y B0"s t, s.f.=s tik, q.v.
H Y B5"sot [sot, q.v.+= S. a. ; cf. Ved. S. 5;],
s.f. A small spring; a rill, rivulet; a sluggish stream or
pool formed by the over owing of a river.
H Y B5"sot [S. Y5Pt], s.m. Name of a class of
Brhmans; an individual of that class, a Brhman versed
in the study of the Vedas, or one who follows a
particular branch or school of the Vedas.
H Y BM"saut, (dialec.) M sauti, 5 soti [Prk.
 .\; S. .;], s.f.=saut, q.v.

tumefaction, intumescence (=s jan; cf. also othor soth).
H 5 B 5*soj (for sojh= sojh, q.v.), adj. Straight, direct;
near, close (as a translation, &c.).
H W B 0*s j [S. 0t; cf. s j, and s ], s.m. An
implement for perforating or sewing, a large needle, a
packing-needle; an awl; a borer, gimlet, auger.
H W B M*sauj [S. :+t], s.m. Prey, game (syn.
shikr; aher).
S Y W BT *sva-jti, Own caste or tribe, own kind or
species; kin, kindred.
H Y W B0*"s -jt, adj.=Y 8Bsu-jti, q.v.
H <W B 0*s jan (fr. s jn, q.v.), s.f. Swelling,
intumescence; in ammation.
S <W B T *sva-jan, s.m. (f. -, or -), One's own people,
own kindred, own family or household; a kinsman,
connection, distant relative.
S <W B , su-vijna, vulg. su-vigya, adj. (f. -), Very
knowing or intelligent, very wise, very skilful.
H W B 0*s jn [s j˚= Prk. ,A*()=S. 80(`), pass. of rt.
.:], v.n. To swell, to rise; to be or become in amed; to

+t)], s.m. (f. -inor -in), A malicious person, a rival.

be pued or pued out; to pout, to look sulky (usually
with the word mu hexpressed).
H W B 0*s jn, v.n. (colloq.)=s jhn, q.v.

H Y B Msautiy (and dialec.) M sauti [saut, q.v.

S Y W B T sva-jnti, vulg. sva-gyti, s.f. One's own

H Y BM"saut, corr. 5 soti [saut, q.v.+= S. a. t (

+S. t], adj. Of or belonging or relating to a co-wife
(saut):—sautiy-jhl, or sautiy-dh, or sautiy-h, s.f.
Rivalry, or jealousy, or malice of a contemporary wife;
malicious or malignant rivalry.
H 3 Y B M`!sautel [saut, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Of or belonging or relating to a co-wife; of one
and the same father by dierent mothers, or of the
same mother by dierent fathers, (in comp.) half-, step-:
—sautel-bp, Step-father:—sautel-bh, Step-brother:—

kindred or kin;—s.m.f. Kinsman, relation.
H W B 0*"s jn, 5*" sojn, s.f. corr. of sozn, q.v.
S  W B M*Bsaujanya (fr. su-jana), s.m. Goodness,
generosity, kindness, compassion, benevolence,
clemency; magnanimousness; urbanity; friendliness,
friendship.
H &W B 0D s jh (v.n. fr. s jhn, q.v.), s.f. Seeing, sight,
vision, perception.

H &W B 5Dsojh [Prk. ,-(; prob. S. 8,-(], s.f. Straightness,
directness.
H &W B 0Ds jh (perf. part. of s jhn), adj. (f. -),

&c.); freedom from delement, purity, cleanness;
cleanliness; honesty; chastity; piety, godliness.
S = B 0s , s.f. A piercing; making signs,

Perceived, apparent, visible;—s.m.=s jh, q.v.
H &W B 5Dsojh [sojh, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t, cf. s dh,

gesticulation; spying out, seeing, sight.
S  = B , su-vi r, s.m. Good or deliberate

and sdh], adj. (f. -), Straight, direct; right, true,
accurate; close (as a translation).
H $ &W B5D sojh [sojh+= Prk. =S. +], s.f.

consideration; deliberation.
S  = B 0K4s ra (su+u ˚), s.m. Agreeable

Straightness, directness, &c. (=sojh).
H *&W B 0Ds jht, s.m. Preparation, setting right,
arrangement,
management:—s jht karnor kar-len(-k), To prepare,
arrange, put to rights, manage.
H &W B 0Ds jhn [s jh˚= Prk. ,AD()=S. 8,(), rt.
8,], v.n. To be or become visible (to, -ko), to be seen, to
be perceptible, to appear; to seem, to look: to occur (to),
to happen:—s jh-n, s jh-pa n(-ko), v.n.=s jhn.
H W B0*"s j, dialec. 0.* s ji, 5*" soj [prob. S. 8,.
'pure' + ], s.f. Wheaten our in ne granules, our
ground from the heart of wheat, coarse-ground our;
semolina.
H W B0*"s j [S. 0.], s.f. A needle (=s ); a small awl
(cf. s j).
H W B0*"s j [S. 0.t], s.m. One who sews, a tailor
(syn. darz).
S V B 0s a, vulg. s , s.m. A pointed shoot or blade of
kuagrass.
H V B 5so (fr. so n, q.v.), s.m. Thought, re ection,
consideration, meditation; reverie, musing; imagination;
idea; attention, regard, notice; seriousness; anxiety,
concern, apprehension, perplexity; sorrow, grief; regret,
penitence:—so -sa ko , s.m. Apprehension and shrinking,
anxiety and fear, &c. (see sa ko ):—so -vi r, vulg. so bi r, s.m. Re ection and discrimination; consideration,
discretion, caution:—so -me rahn, v.n. To be absorbed
in thought or re ection; to muse:—so -want, adj. (f. wat), Thoughtful, meditative, pensive, anxious:—so want, s.f. Thoughtfulness, pensiveness, &c.
H V B Msau [S. M(], s.m. Purication (by ablution,

enunciation; euphony.
H [   : V B 5 ?so -bi r-ke (past conj. part. of
so n-bi rn), adv. On or after due consideration,
deliberately, premeditatedly; wilfully.
S = B 0.s ita, vulg. s it, part. Pointed out,
indicated, intimated, made known; communicated;
ascertained, known, understood:—s it karnor kar-len,
v.t. To make known, cause to be understood or
conceived, &c.
H = B 0.s - it, corr. 0 s at, adj.=:B su- it, q.v.
S (= B Ts ak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Indicating,
pointing out, indicative, making known or manifest;
what intimates or informs, &c.; betraying, informing
(against);—a piercer, borer; a needle; an awl; a pointer
out, an indicator; a narrator, teacher, instructor; the
manager or chief actor of a company; an informer, a
spy, tale-bearer, traducer; a villain, scoundrel; a demon,
an imp; a crow; a dog; a cat; a proper name.
H = B 5so -kar = H [ = B 5? so -ke (past conj.
part. of so n), adv. Thoughtfully, with due consideration;
on or after consideration.
H [ = B 5?so -ke = H = B 5 so -kar (past conj.
part. of so n), adv. Thoughtfully, with due consideration;
on or after consideration.
S <= B , su-va an, s.m. Good speaking, elegant or
chaste speech, eloquence.
H = B 5so n [so ˚= Prk. ,K() = S. 8,K(`), pass.
(used actively) of rt. 8,] , v.t. & v.n. To think, re ect,
consider, meditate, ponder on, imagine, conceive; to
regard, notice, mark, observe, mind; to advert; to
contrive;—to regret, &c.
H = B Msau n (fr. sau , q.v.), v.t. To purify; to wash.

H  = B 5"so anya [S. 85"(], part. adj. To be

H * = B M"sau et [su- et, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f.

considered or pondered on; deserving or capable of
consideration.
H * = B5 B"so -vant, s.f. See s.v. so .

Attention, care, cautiousness, wariness; preservation,
guarding.
P r B so t, 1˚ (v.n. fr. so tan, q.v.), s.f. Burning;—a

S &= B T K+sva ha, vulg. sva h, and H.  K+ sava h (su

revoke at cards;—2˚ (part.), contrac. of so ta, q.v.
P J*r B so tag (abst. s. fr. so ta), s.f. Burning,

+a ˚), adj. Very clear, transparent, pellucid, crystalline;
white; polished; clean, pure, stainless, unsullied; sound,
healthy.
S *&= B T K+sva hat, s.f. = S *&= B T K+; sva hatva,
s.m.Transparency, clearness; cleanness, purity;
soundness, healthiness.
S *&= B T K+; sva hatva, s.m. = S *&= B T K+ sva hat,
s.f.Transparency, clearness; cleanness, purity;
soundness, healthiness.
H 2 &= B 0+ /s ham, s hma, adj. corr. of s kshma, q.v.
H *@ &= B 0+/s hmat, s hamt, s.f.=s kshmat, q.v.
S + &= B T K+Bsva- hand, s.m. One's own will, own
choice or fancy; independence; ease, security, peace;—
adj. Following one's own will, unrestrained, uncontrolled,
independent, free; self-willed; contented, happy;
spontaneous; uncultivated, wild;—adv. According to one's
own will or fancy, at will; independently; voluntarily,
spontaneously:—sva hand- r, s.m. One who goes about
at will; a Sannys(q.v.).
S = B 0"s , 0. s i, s.f. Piercing, perforating; a
needle (=s ); sharp point (of anything); vertex (of a
triangle); a pyramid, a cone; a triangle formed by
producing the sides of a trapezium till they meet; a kind
of military array (placing the sharpest and most active
soldiers in front), a sharp le or column; indication by
gesture, making signs, gesticulation; a particular mode
of gesticulation or dancing; index, table of contents (of a
book):—s ykr(˚ i+k˚), adj. Pyramidal, conical, tapering:
—s -patr, s.m. lit.'Indicatory leaf'; an index, table of
contents, catalogue.
H = B 5"so  [so , q.v.+S. +t], adj. Thoughtful,
considerate, meditative, serious, pensive; regardful,
observant, taking note (of).
H  = B 0s - et, adj.= :B su- et, q.v.

combustion; a burn; vexation, heart-burning.
P <*r B so tan [Pehl. s khtan, rt. Zend u = S. 8,; —tan,
prob.=S. a. (], inf. n. To burn, burning.
P *r Bso tan (=S. 85"), adj. Fit or de serving to be
burnt.
P *r B so ta [perf. part. of so tan; and=Zend ukhta, rt.
u ; S. 8,., rt. 8,] , part. Burnt, scorched (Pers. plur.
so tagn);—s.m. A slow match; tinder; a brand, torch;
rewood, fuel:—so ta-jn, so ta-dil, adj. & s.m. 'Heartconsumed,' heart-sore, consumed with the re of love,
or grief, &c.; pained, grieved; love-sick;—grieved one;
love-sick one.
P  B s d [Prs  ; rt. Zend u; cf. af-z d], s.m. Utility,
advantage, benet; prot, gain; interest, usury:—s dbaa, s.m. Prot and loss:—s d-par den, v.t. To lend at
interest:—s d-par len, v.t. To borrow at interest:—s dor, or s d- or, s.m. A usurer:—s d- or, s.f. Usury:—
s d-dar-s d, s.m. 'Interest on interest,' compound
interest:—s d khn, To take or receive interest:—s d
lagn(-me ), To charge interest (on):—s d muf, s.m.
The accumulation of interest so as to double the original
debt:—s d-mand, adj. Useful, benecial, advantageous,
protable, lucrative; beneted, proted:—s d-mand, s.f.
Advantage, protableness:—s d hon(-ko), Advantage to
accrue (to), to be beneted, to prot:—be-s d, adj.
Useless, protless, bootless.
P  B saud, s.m. Goods, wares; trade, trac; marketing;
purchase, bargain;—fruits; sweetmeats:—saud bann(ko), To make a purchase of, to strike or settle a bargain:
—saud bann, v.n. To become the purchase (of), to be
settled as a bargain:—saud-bah, s.f. Trade-book,
account-book; warehouse or merchant's book:—saudpatr, s.m. A written agreement to deliver goods to a
purchaser on specied terms; a bill of sale; note, bill:—

saud pan, v.n. A bargain to be struck:—saud ardn,
To purchase goods, to make purchases:—saud-suluf, s.m.
Trac, barter; goods, wares:—saud karn, To trac; to
purchase; (also=saud bann, q.v.):—saud-gar, s.m. See
s.v.:—saud mol-len= saud ardn, q.v.:—saud len, To
market:—saude-wl, s.m. A fruiterer, a costermonger:—
saud ho-jn, v.n.=saud bann.
A  B saud (orig. fem. of aswad, 'black'; see sawd), s.m.
The black bile (one of the four humours of the body),
atrabilis; melancholy; hypochondria; frenzy, madness,
insanity; love; desire, concupiscence; ambition:—saud
u haln, A t of madness to break out; to have a return
of a t of insanity:—saud hon(-ko), To have a t of
madness, to become mad.
P X  B saudgar [saud, q.v.+gar= Zend kara= S. ], s.m.
Trader, merchant:—saudgar-ba a, s.m. Merchant's
son; a young merchant:—saudgar-ba , s.f. A
merchant's daughter.
P X  Bsaudgar, vulg. saudgr, adj. Mercantile,
commercial;—s.f. Merchandise, trade, commerce; the
business of a merchant:—saudgar asbb, or saudgar ml,
s.m. Merchandize:—saudgar karn, To trade, to trac
(in, -k).
A  Bsaudw, adj. Melancholic, dejected, &c. (see
saud):—saudwyul-mizj, adj. & s.m. Of a melancholic
temperament;—an atrabilarian.
P $ B saud (rel. n. fr. A. saud), adj. & s.m.
Melancholic, atrabilarious; insane, mad;—an
atrabilarian, a hypochondriac; a madman.
H  B 0Ws dra, s dr, s.m. (f. -a) =  E  dr, q.v.
H  B 5sodar [S. 5t, i.e. sa+ud˚], = H  B 5
sodar, vulg. sodr,adj. & s.m. (f. -). Born from the same
womb, co-uterine;—a co-uterine brother, own brother
(=sahodar, q.v.).
H  B 5sodar, vulg. sodr, = H  B 5 sodar [S.
5t, i.e. sa+ud˚],adj. & s.m. (f. -). Born from the same
womb, co-uterine;—a co-uterine brother, own brother
(=sahodar, q.v.).
H  B0W"s drn, s.f.= E  dri, q.v.
S D  B T .9sva-drishi,
s.f. One's own eye, one's own


sight; personal inspection;—adv. With one's own eyes
(e.g. svadrishi
 dekhn, To see with one's own eyes).
H  B0W"s dran, 0" s darn, s.f.=s drnor  drn,
q.v.
H  B0W"s dr, s.f.= E  dr, q.v. (syn. s drn).
P + a  B s d-mand, adj. See s.v. s d.
H  B 5sodn, v.t. 1˚=sodhn, q.v.;—2˚=so dhn, q.v.
S  B , su-vidh, adj. & adv. Of a good kind;—in a good
or easy way, easily, well.
P ? B s da [perf. part. of s dan; rt. Zend = S. 8 (85,
)], part. Rubbed; worn; ground; dissolved;—s.m.
Powder.
H  B 0s dh (see s dh), s.f. Direction, direct line; aim
(=sdh, q.v.).
H  B 5sodh [S. 85t, rt. 8,; or v.n. of sodhn, q.v.],
s.f. Purication, cleaning, rening; purity, cleanliness;
renement; scrupulousness, nicety; sanctity; correction;
search, inquiry; collation; discharge (of debt), payment,
liquidation:—sodh karn(-k), To practise purity or nicety;
to be nice (about distinctions of caste, &c.); to abstain
from touch or contact (with).
S  B Msaudh (fr. sudh), s.m. A plastered or
whitewashed mansion or house; a mansion (generally);
a palace;—silver; opal.
H  B 0s dh, s.f. corr. of + B sudh, q.v.
H  B 0s dh [Prk. ,- ; S. 8,-+t, rt. 8,], adj. (f. -),
Proper, correct, true; upright, straightforward, simple,
artless, sincere; straight, direct (cf. sdh):—
s dhe(formative of s dh), adv. In a straightforward
manner, with simplicity, artlessly, sincerely.
H $  B 0 s dh, (Braj) M saudh [s dh, q.v. +
a= Prk. =S. +], s.f. Propriety, correctness, &c.
(see s dh).
S 1  B T /sva-dharma,
'
vulg. svadharm, s.m. Own right;
own duty, own religion; peculiar duty or occupation; the
duties of one's own caste or class:—svadharmrth(˚ma+ar˚),
adv. For the sake of one's own duty, or religion, or
interests, &c.:—svadharmrth-pr, s.m. One who is ready
to lay down his life for duty or religion; one who has the

martyr-spirit:—svadharm-paksh-pt, s.m. One who is
prepossessed in favour of his own religion; a religious
partisan, a bigot:—sva-dharm-tyg, s.m. Neglect or
dereliction of duty; abandoning one's religion, apostasy:
—svadharm-tyg, s.f. One who is guilty of dereliction of
duty; one who abandons his religion, an apostate.
H a  BT /usva dharm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of or
relating to one's own duty or religion;—a dutiful person;
a religious partisan.
H < B 5sodhan [S. 85(, rt. 8,], s.m. The act of
cleaning, cleansing, purifying, rening (of metals);
clearance; freeing from faults or errors, correction;
expiation; justication; payment, discharge (of a debt),
liquidation; search, inquiry, investigation, sifting,
scrutiny;—adj. (=S. 85t) Clearing, purifying; purgative;
corrective; clean, pure (person):—sodhan karna(-k), To
purify, cleanse to rene (metals); to correct; to justify; to
pay o (a debt), to liquidate &c.
H  B 5sodhn [sodh˚= S. 85(), caus. of rt. 8,],
v.t. To cleanse, clarify, purify; to rene (metals); to clear
of, to correct; to remove, take away; to collate; to search,
inquire into, explore; to sift, investigate, scrutinize; to
calculate; to pay o, discharge (a debt):—sodh-ln, v.t.
intens. of sodhn.
H  B 05s dho, adj. (Braj)=s dh, q.v.
H [  B 0<s dhe, adv. See s.v. s dh.
H  B 5"sodh [S. 85+t], adj. Purifying; pure,
clean (person).
P  Bs d (fr. s d), adj. Lent, or borrowed, at interest; at
interest.
S Z) B T b8sva-de, s.m. Own country, native country;
one's own place, proper place; home:—svadenurg, s.m.
and svadenurgat, s.f. (˚a+anu˚), Passion for one's own
country, patriotism:—svadenurg, and svadenurag, s.m.
One who loves his native land, a patriot:—svade-tyg,
s.m. Forsaking or quitting one's native country,
emigration, voluntary exile:—svade-tyg, s.m. (f. -in),
One who quits his own country, an emigrant, a voluntary
exile.
S ) BT b8"sva-de (f. -in), = S  ) B T b8" sva-deya

(f. -),adj. Of or belonging to one's own, or to the same,
country or locality;—sva-de, s.m. A fellow-countryman.
S  ) B T b8"sva-deya (f. -), = S ) BT b8" sva-de (f.
-in),adj. Of or belonging to one's own, or to the same,
country or locality;—sva-de, s.m. A fellow-countryman.
H   B 0fM!s -aul, adj.= K su-aul, q.v.
H   B 0©s -hr, = H   B 0©! s -hl,adj. =  K suhl, q.v.
H   B 0©!s -hl, = H   B 0© s -hr,adj. =  K suhl, q.v.
H  B  sawar, s.m.= E avar, q.v.
H  B s r, s war, suwwar, suwar, s ar, s.m.= B s ar, q.v.
H  B 0s r [Prk. 05; S. 80t], s.m. A hero, warrior,
champion, a brave or valiant man; (dialec.) a boar
(=s ar);—adj. Heroic, brave, valiant, bold; magnanimous,
generous:—s r-br, s.m. & adj.=s r:—s r-sena, s r-sen, s.m.
Name of the country about Mathur; a proper name:—
s r-sena-ja, s r-senaj, s.m. (f. -), One born in Srsen, a
native of Srsen:— s r-senakh(S.  ra-senaks), s.m. pl.
The people of Srsen.
H  B 0s r [Prk. 05; S. 0t and 0t],
' s.m. The sun;—a
wise or learned man, a teacher;—s ror s r-ds, s.m.
Name of a Hind poet who was blind; (hence) a blind
man:—s r-s t, s.m. lit.'Charioteer of the sun,' an epithet
of Aru a (or the Dawn personied).
H  B 0s r [S. 80!]( , s.m. Tenesmus.
A  B s r, s.m. Wall (of a city or town), a rampart (pl.
aswr).
H  B 5sor, s.m. corr. of shor, q.v.
H  B 5sor (cf. hor), s.f. (dialec.) Root; ramication:—
sor-nl, s.f. A species of greens.
H  B Msaur [prob. S. 8j!t; cf. S. 8lj!", and H. saur],
s.m. A kind of sh.
S  B Msaur, adj. Belonging or relating to the sun (s ra),
solar; sacred to the sun;—s.m. A solar month; a solar
day; a worshipper of the sun;—the planet Saturn:—saurms, s.m. A solar month.
S  B T svar, vulg. s r, sur, s.m. The sun; heaven,
paradise; the sky; the space between the sun and the

polar star (the region of the planets and constellations);
a mystical word pronounced after Omand before the
Gyatr by every Brhman commencing his daily
prayers (it denotes the space between the sun and the
polar star, spoken of above);—radiance, splendour:—svarbhnu, s.m. Name of Rhu or the personied ascending
node:—svar-beyaor svar-besy, s.f.=svar-vey, q.v.:—svargati, s.f. and svar-gaman, s.m. Going to heaven, future
felicity; death:—svar-ga g, s.f. The celestial Ganges; the
galaxy:—svar-lok, s.m. The celestial regions, heaven; the
heavenly state; the abode of heaven, paradise:—svarmadhya, s.m. The central point of the sky, the zenith:—
svar-nad, s.f. The river of heaven (=svar-ga g):—svarbaidya, s.m. 'Physician of heaven'; an epithet of either of
the two Avins(q.v.):—svar-vey, s.f. A courtezan of
heaven, a nymph of Indra's paradise, an Apsaras(such as
Urva, &c.).
S  B T svara, vulg. svar, and H. 0 s r, , sur (rt. T ) ,
s.m. Sound, noise; voice; tone, tune, key (in Music); note
of the musical scale or gamut; music; (in Poetry) a
symbolical expression for the number seven
(in allusion to the notes in music);—(in Gram.) a vowel;
pronunciation; accent, tone;—air breathed through the
nostrils, nasal sound; snoring (cf. sur):—plut-svar, The
prolated vowels (as , , , ):—drgh-svar, Long vowels
(as , , ):—hrasva-svar, Short vowels (as , , , }):—
gambhr-svar, The bass (in music).
H  B  sawar, sawr, s.m.=sawaror avar, q.v.

H &Y B MRsaurth [prob. corr. of S. T R,' q.v.], s.f.
(prov. or dialec.) Selshness, greed, avarice; excessive
desire, eagerness; ambition.
H &Y BMR"saurth = H Y BM" saurt [prob. S.
T Ru, q.v.], adj. Selsh, greedy; eager; ambitious.
H Y BM"saurt = H &Y BMR" saurth [prob. S.
T Ru, q.v.], adj. Selsh, greedy; eager; ambitious.
P t B s r , s.m. Hole, opening, orice; foramen;
perforation; passage, inlet, outlet; eye, eyelet:—s r dr, adj. Having a hole or holes; perforated; porous; (in
Bot.) glandular:—s r  karn(-me ), To make a hole (in);
to perforate, bore, pierce.
P r Bs rkh, adj. Perforated, bored; clipped or cut (as
coin, &c.).
H  B Msaurn, v.n. (Dakkhin), To become faint or
weary; to be or become helpless; to lose patience, or the
power of endurance:—saure-jn, v.n. Idem.
H &  B M#saurabh [S. MN(], s.m. Fragrance, odour;
pleasingness, agreeableness; beauty; good reputation,
fame; (S. saurabham) saron;—the mango-tree.
H ] B 0Is rup, corr. of su-r p, and of sva-r p, qq.v.
H ] B 0s' rp, s.m.=s p, q.v.:—s rp-nakh, s.f.=s p-nakh,
q.v.s.v. s p.
P A B s rat (for A. { B), s.f.=? B s ra, q.v.
S A B 0s rata, vulg. s rat(for su-rata), adj. (f.-), Well-

q.v.
H A B Msaurt, s.f.=saurth, q.v.

disposed (towards), compassionate, tender; playful,
sportive; tranquil, calm;—s.m. Love; sexual intercourse.
P A B saurat (for A. { B, v.n. fr.  B 'to assault,' &c.), s.f.
Force, strength; overpowering in uence; erceness,
impetuousness, impetus, violence; outburst; vehemence;
tyranny, despotism.
S Y B 0s rat (see s rat), s.f. A tractable cow.

H A B  siw-rt, vulg. siu-rt, = H Y B P siv-

H Y B 0s rat, s rt= H $ Y B 0 s rt [S. 80;

rtri, siva-rtr,s.f.=iva-rtri, q.v.s.v. iva.
H Y B Psiv-rtri, siva-rtr, = H A B   siw-rt,

˚ta= S. ˚+], s.f. Heroism, bravery, courage, valour,

H  B 0s r, (dialec.)   sawr, 5 sor, s.m. A hero,
&c. (=s r, q.v.);—a small beetle.
H  B 5sor, adj. corr. of solah, q.v.;—s.m. corr. of shor,

vulg. siu-rt,s.f.=iva-rtri, q.v.s.v. iva.
H <Y B 0s rtan [perhaps s r+tan, qq.v.], s.m.=s rt,
q.v.

boldness, prowess:—s rt-dhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Heroic, brave, &c.;—a hero (=s r, q.v.):—s rt karn, To
display heroism or valour; to summon up courage.
H $ Y B 0 s rt = H Y B 0 s rat, s rt[S. 80;

˚ta= S. ˚+], s.f. Heroism, bravery, courage, valour,
boldness, prowess:—s rt-dhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Heroic, brave, &c.;—a hero (=s r, q.v.):—s rt karn, To
display heroism or valour; to summon up courage.
S Y B , su-virati, s.f. Good rest or cessation, a good
end, fortunate termination.
H Y B0"s rat, s rt, s.f. = surt, q.v.:—s rt-zarda, s.m.
Idem.
H  B 5_sorah [Prk. ,; S. M9¸, fr. ,9¸], s.f.
Name of a rginor musical mode.
H  B 5_sorh [S. M9¸+t; see sorah], s.m. A kind
of Hind metre, the quatrain. (It is an inverted Doh, i.e.
the second and fourth uransof the Dohare made to
stand as rst and third, and vice versâ.)
H 5 B 0*s raj, s rj[S. 0t],
' s.m. The sun:—s raj-baras,
s.m. Solar year:—s raj-bans, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to the solar race;—a descendant of the sun, a person or
a family of the solar race (see s rya-va ):—s raj-din,
s.m.=s raj-kl, q.v.:—s raj-d r, s.m. Aphelion:—s raj- bte,
adv. At sunset:—s raj-sa sr, s.m.=s raj-manal, q.v.:—
s raj-sa krt, s.f. The sun's entrance into a new sign:—
s raj-k barbar din, s.m. Mean solar-day:—s raj-k bojh,
s.m. The sun's mass:—s raj-kl, s.m. Solar time:—s raj-ke
ps, s.m. Perihelion:—s raj grahanor s raj-gahan, s.m.
Eclipse of the sun:—s raj-manal, s.m. The sun's orb or
disc:—s raj-manal, s.f. The solar system:—s raj-mukhor
m kh, s.f. The sun ower, Helianthus annuus;—a cloud on
the face of the sun; a kind of fan or sun-shade; a kind of
re-work:—s raj-nik, s.m. Perihelion. (For compounds
not given here, see s.v. s rya).
H 5 B M*sauraj [Prk. 5(; S. 8M],
 s.m. Heroism, &c.
(=s rt, q.v.).
S W B T X*svarjik, s.f.=sarjik, q.v.
H K B 0s r-ds, s.m. See s.v. s r.
H K B 0s -ras, adj. & s.m.=KB su-ras, q.v.
H Y B B00"s rs t, s.f. corr. of sarasvat, q.v.
S ' B T $svarga,
'
vulg. svarg, and suarg, s.m. Heaven,
Indra's paradise, the residence of beatied mortals and
of the inferior gods; the sky; (in Hind poetry) a symbol

for the number twenty-one (in allusion to the twentyone heavens):—svargdhipati(˚ya+ad˚), s.m. 'Lord of
heaven,' an epithet of the Supreme Being:—svargr ha,
vulg. svargr h(˚ga+ r˚), part. adj. Ascended to heaven:—
svargrohan(˚ga+r˚), s.m. The ascending to heaven:—
svarg-patl, adj. & s.m. See sarg-patl, s.v. sarg:—svargdhm, s.m. The abode of heaven, heaven, paradise, the
celestial state:—svarga-gata, vulg. svarg-gat, part. & s.m.
(f. -), Gone to heaven;—one who is gone to heaven:—
svarga-gati, vulg. svarg-gati, s.f. Going to heaven; future
felicity; dying, death:—svarg-gaman, s.m. Going to heaven:
—svarg-gang, s.f. The celestial Ganges:—svarg-lok,
s.m.=svarg-dhm, q.v.:—svarg-vs, vulg. svarg-bs, adj. &
s.m. Dwelling in heaven; heavenly, celestial;—an
inhabitant of heaven:—svarg-vidy-dhar, s.f. Name of a
class of demi-goddesses.
S X  B T $usvarg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Belonging to
heaven, heavenly, &c. (= svargya); being in heaven; (in
Law) in heaven; deceased; a dead person;—a god, a
deity, a celestial, an inhabitant of heaven.
S  X  B T $usvargya, and T F' svargya, adj. (f. -),
Belonging or relating to heaven, paradisiacal, heavenly,
celestial, divine; conducive to heaven, leading to heaven,
procuring a place in heaven.
H a  B 0/ ys rm, s.m.=a B surma, q.v.
H a  B 0/s rm [S. 80+/], adj. (f. -), Heroic, brave,
valiant, bold, &c. (=s r, q.v.).
H <; a  B 0/s rm-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Heroism, bravery, &c. (=s rt, q.v.).
H  a  B 0/s rmr, adj. (dialec.)=s rm, q.v.
S K a  B M/saur-ms, s.m. See s.v. saur.
H  a  B 0/[s rm , adj. (f. - ) = s rm, q.v.
H 3a  B 0/!s r-mallr, and 0/! s r-malr [prob.
S. ,+/!, q.v.], s.m. Name of a musical mode (rg).
S  B  4sa-var,
'
adj. (f. -), Of the same colour; of like
appearance, like, resembling; of the same kind, or tribe,
or class, homogeneous.
S  B , 4su-varn,
'
adj. (f. -), Of a good colour; bright,
brilliant; golden;—of a good tribe or caste;—s.m. A good

colour; good tribe or caste or class, good rank (in
society);—gold, pure gold; a gold coin, a gold-mohur; a
weight of gold equal to sixteen mshs;—a kind of red
chalk or ochre; a species of sandal-wood; the tree Cassia
stula; a sort of sacrice:—suvar-gait, s.m. Computation
of gold (i.e. of its weight and neness); (in Arith.)
allegation medial:—suvar-may, adj. Golden; consisting of,
or abounding in, gold.
S  B T 4svar,
'
and H. 5 soran (contrac. of su-vara),

character; similar, like, identical, identied with,
analogous; suitable; pleasing, handsome; learned, wise:—
svar pntar(˚pa+an˚), adj. Transformed:—sva p-jnn, vulg.
sar p-gyn, s.m. Knowledge of one's own condition or
state, self-knowledge:—svar p-vn, adj. (f. -vat),
Possessed of natural condition, &c.
S *;  B T ~sva-r pat, s.f. Identity of form or of

s.m. Gold:—svar-pushp, s.f. A medicinal sort of moonplant; the Cassia stula:—svarn- , s.m. The blue jay:—
svar-kr, s.m. (f. -), A worker in gold, a goldsmith
(=sunr):—svarn-krit, part. (f. -), Made of gold;—
s.m.=svar-kr:—svarn-kshr, s.f. A medicinal kind of
moon-plant with a yellow juice (said to be brought from
the Himlayas):— svar-gairik, s.m. Golden ochre:—svarmudr, s.f. A golden coin;—a golden signet:—svar-may,
adj. Golden.
H  B 04, or 0, s ran, 5 soran [S. 804t], s.m. An

P ? B s ra (for A. { B s rat, v.n. fr.  B 'to leap or spring';
'to rise' (to)), s.m. A chapter of the Qor n (of which
there are 114);—a tale, story, fable.
H ? B 56sorah, adj. (dialec.)=solah, q.v.
S  B0s ri, s.m. The sun; a wise or learned man, a

edible tuberous root, Aram campanulatum.
S  B  4ysa-var, s.f. An epithet of hy, wife of the

eyelet, a vent.
H  BM"saur [Prk. 6.!; S. 8v], s.f. A kind of

sun.
S  B , 4ysu-var, and H. , y suvarn, s.f. Name of

sh; a species of carp.
H  BM"saur (=soar, q.v.), s.f. A lying-in chamber.

several plants (see su-var).
H  B , ysu-varn, adj. & s.m.=su-var, q.v.

S ) B 0ys ry, s.f. The wife (or the daughter) of the Sun

P  8 B s rinjn, vulg. s ranjn, s.f. Wild saron; dogsbane; Hermodactylus; Colchicum illyricum.
S ( B T 4svarak,
'
adj. Golden, made of gold.

nature; identity, sameness, likeness.
S ;  BT ~"sva-r p, adj. (f. -in) = sva-r p, q.v.

sage, a teacher (=s ra).
S  B0"s r, adj. & s.m. Wise, learned; a wise or learned
man, &c. (=s ri).
H  B5"sor, s.f. A small hole (in a vessel, &c.), an

(S rya); a new bride;—a drug; the colocynth or bitter
gourd.
H  ) B Msauriyr, adj. Sizeable, of suitable size.
H  X ) Bs riy-ge, s.f.=sura-go, q.v.

H ^ B 0($s -rang, adj.=su-rang, q.v.

H  ) B 5soryn (fr. sor, 'root,' q.v.), v.n. To

H  B 5"sorn [prob. S. 85"], s.f. (dialec.), A broom;

ramify.
H  0) B 0""s rsr [prob. corr. of S. 8,"],
 s.f. A

—an obsequial rite performed on the third day after a
death, when the ashes of the deceased are thrown into
the river.
S ] B T ~sva-r p, s.m. One's own form or shape; own
kind; natural state or condition; essential properties;
natural character or appearance; true constitution;
natural and obvious purpose or inference; peculiar aim;
nature; species, kind, sort; shape; appearance; identity; a
particular relation; reality, truth;—adj. (f. -), Having
one's own form or character, having a like nature or

cattle-plague.
S  ) B0Ñs ryoday, s.m. See s.v. s rya.
S ) B 0s' rya, s.m. The sun; (in Hind poetry) a
symbolical expression for the number twelve (in allusion
to the sun in the twelve signs of the zodiac);—the
swallow-wort, Calotropis(or Asclepias) gigantea;—name of
the son of Bali:—suryst(˚ya+asta), s.m. Sunset:—s ryabhagwn, s.m. The sun personied (esp.as Vish u):—

s rya-tanay, s.m. lit.'Son of the Sun'; an epithet of Karn;
and of Sugrv:—s rya-tanay, s.f. 'Daughter of the sun,'
the river Yamun (Jamn):— s rya- amak, s.f. Splendour
or glare of the sun:—s rya-dev, and s rya-devat, s.m. The
sun-deity, the sun personied as a deity:—s rya-siddhnt,
s.m. Name of a celebrated Sanskrit work on astronomy
(by Varmihir):— s rya-sankrnti, s.f. (in Astron.), The
sun's entrance into a new sign:—s rya-knt, s.m. lit.'Sunloved'; the sun-stone, sun-gem, crystal:—s rya-knti, s.f.
(in Astron.) The course of the sun:—s rya-graha, s.m.
'Sun-seizure'; a solar eclipse:—s rya-s rya-mukh, s.f. The
sun- ower, Helianthus annuus; a kind of fan or sun-shade,
&c. (see s raj-mukkh):—s rya-manal, s.m. Thesun's orb
or disc:—s rya-mai, s.m. The sun-stone or sun-gem
(=s rya-k t: it is supposed to yield its possessor whatever
he may desire);—the shrub Hibiscus phœniceus:—s ryanrya, s.m. The sun personied (esp.as Vish u); a
proper name:—s ryoday(˚ya+ud˚), s.m. Sunrise:—s ryava , vulg. s raj-bans, s.m. The solar race or dynasty:—
s rya-va , vulg. s raj-bans, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
the soiar race;—a descendant of the Sun, a person of the
solar race; name of a tribe of Kshatrlyas who claim
descent from the sun.
H ) B 0ts reh, s.m.=s r; and s r; and s rya, qq.v.
'
[S. 8M],
 s.m. Heroism, valour, &c.
H ) B Msaurya
(=s rt, q.v.).
H B 07s [prob. S. 8,.-t], s.f. Satisfaction, retaliation,
revenge; correction, punishment, chastisement.
H B 57so , s.f.=swar, and soar, qq.v.
H  B 07s n (fr. s , q.v.), v.t. To call to account; to
correct, punish, chastise, og, whip.
P d B soz [rt. of so tan; fr. Zend u = S. 8,] , part. adj.
Burning; in aming, exciting (used as last member of
comp., e.g. jigar-soz; dil-soz);—s.m. Burning; heat,
in ammation; ardour, passion; aection; heart-burning,
vexation;—a stanza of a marsiyaor
elegiac poem, a dirge:

—soz- n, s.m. Reciter of an elegy; one who chants a
dirge:—soz- n, s.f. The reciting of an elegy; chanting
a dirge:—soz-gudz, s.m. Burning and melting;—an
impassioned style in poetry:—soz-nk, adj. Burning;

ardent; painful; plaintive.
P d B soz (imperf. part. of so tan; see soz), part. Burning
violently; giving excruciating pain;—s.m. A boil; felon.
P d B sozk, vulg. s zk, s jk, s.m. Gonorrhœa, clap.
P d B sozn (imperf. part. of so tan; see soz), part. adj.
Burning, aming; in aming; ardent, fervent; aecting,
touching.
P D d B sozish (abst. s. fr. soz), s.f. Burning; in ammation;
ardour, fervour; smart, pain; solicitude; vexation;
chang, fretting (syn. jalan).
P d B sozan, s zan[Pehl.  zen; Zend  ka; cf. S. 80], s.f. A
needle; pricker (of a gun).
P X + d Bsozandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Burning,
con agration.
P ?+ d B sozanda [imperf. part. of so tan;—soz, q.v.+anda=
Zend añ= S. B], part. & n. of ag. Burning, kindling;—a
burner, &c.
P d Bsozan, sozn(fr. sozan), s.f. Quilting, quilted linen; a
kind of coverlet, a small quilted (or embroidered) carpet;
tambour-work (=sozn-k km).
P d Bsoz, s.f. Burning, &c. (= soz;—used as last member
of comp., e.g. dil-soz); a con agration.
A K B s s, s.m. Liquorice, Glycyrrhiza.
H K B 0s s [prob. S. 8,(8,, or .88,t; or contrac. of s smr, q.v.], s.m. The porpoise, Delphinus(also written 0
s is, in Hind).
H  B B5&"sosi (corr. of the English), s.f. A
society.
H **B B T Tsvastat, s.f. corr. of svasthat, q.v.
S (*B B T .Tsvastik, s.m. Any lucky or auspicious
object; a kind of mystical mark made on persons or
things, to denote good luck), a cross; the crossing of the
arms; the meeting of four roads; a kind of temple with a
portico in front; a palace with a portico on three sides; a
kind of posture or mode of sitting (practised by Jogs); a
kind of cake;—a voluptuary, libertine;—garlic.
S *B B , T,su-vastu, s.m. A good or excellent thing.
S &*B B T TRsva-stha, vulg. svasth, adj. (f. ), Self-staying;
self-possessed; self-reliant; condent, resolute, rm,

composed; self-sucient; independent; contented;
comfortable, at ease; healthy, well; safe:—svastha-d,
adj. (f. -in), Comforting; salutary; nourishing; conducive
to recovery from sickness.
S  &*B B T TRsva-sthn, s.m. One's own place, own
home, residence.
S *&*B B T TRsvasthat, s.f. Self-possession; health, wellbeing, soundness in health.
S *B B T .Tsvasti (su+ asti), s.f. Welfare, health,
prosperity, blessing;—intj. (used as a benediction) May it
be well with! may blessings rest on! hail! health! adieu!
(as a term of sanction or approbation) so be it! amen!—
svasti-mnor svasti-mant, adj. (f. -mat), Prosperous, happy,
auspicious:—svasti-v an, s.m. A religious rite preparatory
to a sacrice or any solemn observance (performed by
scattering boiled rice on the ground and invoking the
blessing of the gods on the ceremonies about to
commence):—svastyayan(˚ti+ay˚), adj. & s.m. Bringing
blessings, producing happiness, auspicious;—a means of
attaining prosperity; the averting of evil by the
repetition of sacred texts (mantras) or
the performances of rites, propitiation of a deity; the
benediction of a Brhman after presentation of
oerings; benediction.
H B B T ,svasur, s.m.=vauror sasur, qq.v.
,  or .88,/ 'childH  @ B B 0/s s-mr [S. 8,8
( /
killing ?], s.m. The Gangetic porpoise, Delphinus
gangeticus(cf. next).
P  @ B B s s-mr (cf. H. s smr), s.m. lit.'Hissing snake,'
&c.; a species of Iguana (like the Lybian lizard: Hind syn.
goh);—a porpoise.
S @ B B T/sa-vismay, adj. (f. -), Astonished,
surprised; doubtful.
P <B B sosan, s san, A. sausan, s.f. The lily; the iris; the
pancratium; (met. and in poetry) the tongue.
H B B 5sosn [sos˚, prob.=S. @/l(), rt. /+/3] ,
v.t. To bear, bear with patience, take patiently, to
endure, suer, feel.
H I)+ B B 0Bbs -sandes, s.m.=su-sande, q.v.
P B Bsosan, sosn(rel. n. fr. sosan), adj. Iris-coloured,

purple, lilac;—s.f. Purple colour, a bluish colour.
S  *a  B B T T ./ ;=sva-svmi-tyakt, adj. (f. -),
Forsaking one's own protector or husband.
H 1 B B 00/ s s m [S. +l/ or 5l/], adj. Slightly
warm, lukewarm, tepid.
H B B 0ts sa [S. :t], adj. Breathing, gasping, panting.
H B B0"s s (P. also s s), s.f. A striped coarse cloth; (in
Persian) a cloth of silk and cotton.
S ) B B T sva-sevya, adj. (f. -a), Deserving of
adoration, &c. by virtue of something in oneself.
H D B 53sosh, s.m.=D E osh, q.v.
S *B E B T 8ksva-sstra, s.m. One's own stra(q.v.).
H (E B 53soshak, adj.=oshak, q.v.
H <E B 534sosha, s.m.=osha, q.v.
S B E B , :Tsu-vivast, adj. (. -), Very conding;
very trusty, to be depended on, condential.
P A p B saugt, s.f. A rich present; a curiosity, rarity.
P Y p Bsaugt, adj. Fit for a present; given as a present;
rare, choice.
P  _ B s fr [s f+r, s f= suf; rt. Zend if= S. .d], s.m. & f. A
small perforation; eye (of a needle); notch (of an arrow).
H *_ B 5vsoft = H *_ B 5v softa (=subht, q.v.), s.m.
Opportune moment; leisure; recovery (from sickness):—
softe-ke waqtor softe-me , adv. At leisure.
H *_ B 5vsofta = H *_ B 5v soft (=subht, q.v.), s.m.
Opportune moment; leisure; recovery (from sickness):—
softe-ke waqtor softe-me , adv. At leisure.
A G B s q, s.m. (Dakkhin), A market (syn. bzr; auk).
P i Bs q (fr. s q), adj. Of the market.
H  B 0s k [Prk. ,=5; S. 8,J], s.m. The planet Venus;
Friday (=suk, q.v.).
H  B 0s k, s.m. corr. of sukh, q.v.
H  B 5sok [prob. S. 8,3t or 8,3t], s.m. Hole (or holes)
in a bedstead (through which the strings for bracing it
pass).
H  B 5sok [S. 85t, rt. 8,] , s.m. Grief, sorrow,
aiction, mourning, lamentation, repining, regretting:—
sokkul(oka+kula), adj. Distressed with grief, &c.:—sok

karn, To grieve, mourn, lament, repine, regret.
H  B Msauk, s.m. corr. of shauq, q.v.
H  B Msauk, s.f.=saut, q.v.
H  B  sivik, s.f.=  E ivik, q.v.
H  B 0s k, adj. (dialec. or colloq.)=s kh, q.v.
H  B 0s k [S. t; cf. saw], s.m. (f. -), A fourth
part, a quarter; a four-anna piece, a silver coin equal to a
quarter of a rupee.
H  B 5sok [prob. fr. S. 8,; or=s kh, q.v.], adj. &
s.m. Scorched, blighted; frost-bitten (as crops, &c.):—a
frost-bitten crop, &c.
S   B  sa-vikr, adj. Changed; transformed,
transgured.
H   B Msaukr, s.m. (colloq.)=sh -kr, q.v.s.v. sh .
S )  B T sva-krya,
'
vulg. svakraj, s.m. One's own
peculiar duty or occupation, one's own business.
H K  B 0s ks,   or   saoks,
s.m.=svak, q.v.
S  B 0=s kta, vulg. s kt(su+uk˚), s.m. What is well
spoken; a sentence; an invocation, a Vedic metrical
prayer; a hymn:—s kta-kart, s.m. A maker of
invocations, &c.
S * B , =su-vakt, adj. & s.m. Speaking elegantly or
well, eloquent;—an elegant or eloquent speaker.
H * B0="s kt [S. 8,.=], s.f. Oyster; mussel, cockle;
snail.
H  B 0&s k, adj.=suk, q.v.
S H- B T j&@, sva-kuumb, s.m. One's own family.
H  B 0s kar, 0J s kr = ukra; and s kor suk, qq.v.
S  B 0s kar, s.m. A hog, pig (= karand s ar):—s karkhet, s.m. Name of a place of Hind pilgrimage on the
Gomt (about thirty-two miles south of Ayodhy-nth;
celebrated as the birthplace of Vish u under the form of
a boar):—s kar-mukh, s.m. Name of a division of the
infernal regions which is lled with boiling oil.
S  B Msaukar (fr. s kara), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging
or relating to a hog, hoggish, swinish;—a swinish person.

S A B T >sva-krita,
 vulg. sva-krit, adj. (f. -), Selfperformed, done or made by oneself.
S 1  B T /sva-karma,
'
vulg. sva-karm, s.m. One's own
work, own business, own duty, peculiar or proper work
or business.
S 1  B , J/su-vikram, s.m. Valour, bravery, prowess.
S  B0"s kar, s.f. A sow (= kar, s ar);—a sort of
moss, Lycopodium imbricatum.
H   B 07s k , adj.=suk , q.v.
S 2  B 0/s kshma, vulg. s ksham, s

ham, adj. (f. -),

Subtle, minute, atomic, atom-like; little, small; slender,
thin, ne, attenuated; delicate, tender; exquisite,
rened; nice; sharp, acute; shrill; ingenious; artful,
crafty; accurate, correct, exact, precise;—s.m. An atom;
ne thread; subtlety; craft, fraud; an epithet of the
Supreme Spirit;—the clearing-nut plant:—s kshmabuddhi, s.f. Sharp wit, acute intellect, mental acumen;—
adj. Sharp-witted, witty, acute, shrewd, intelligent,
penetrating, ingenious; abstracted:—s kshma-bodh, s.m. =
s kshma-buddhi:—s kshma-darak, and s kshma-dar, adj. &
s.m. Sharp-sighted, keen-eyed; of acute discernment;
acute, quick, intelligent;—a sharp-sighted person, an
acute person:—s kshma-arr, s.m. (in Philos.) 'The atomlike body,' the subtle body which is invested by, and is
the archetype or pattern of, the gross material frame.
S @  B 0/s kshm, s.f. A kind of jasmine, Jasminum
auriculatum; a sort of perfume; small cardamoms.
S *@  B 0d/s kshmat, s.f. = S *@  B 0/;
s kshmatva, s.m.Thinness, neness; minuteness,
subtlety; acuteness; shrillness.
S *@  B 0/; s kshmatva, s.m. = S *@  B 0d/
s kshmat, s.f.Thinness, neness; minuteness, subtlety;
acuteness; shrillness.
S  B T j!sva-kul, s.m. One's own family, or tribe, or
race.
H < B Msaukan = H  B M saukan (=sautan, q.v.),
s.f. A rival wife:—saukano -k(or saukan-k) jo , s.f.
lit.'Rival wives'; a kind of rework; two tubes, like those
of rockets, fastened together, which strike each other

alternately on the ground.
H  B Msaukan = H < B M saukan (=sautan, q.v.),
s.f. A rival wife:—saukano -k(or saukan-k) jo , s.f.
lit.'Rival wives'; a kind of rework; two tubes, like those
of rockets, fastened together, which strike each other
alternately on the ground.
H  B 0s kn, v.n. (dialec. or colloq.)=s khn, q.v.
H  B 5sokn, v.t.=sokhn, q.v.
H ;  B Msaukanp, s.m. Rivalry between wives of
the same husband (see sautp).
H   B 0 s kw [prob. fr. S. 8,lt], s.m. A kind of
vetch.
H & B 0Ls kh [Prk. ,=L

or ,=L(; S. 8,l+t, rt

8,3] , adj. (f. -), Dry, dried, dried up, parched, withered;
emaciated, sapless, juiceless; without advantage or
prot;—s.m. Dry land, terra rma; a dry year, dry
season, drought; dry tobacoo (eaten with betel-leaf);
a consumption, atrophy; the croup:—s kh pa n, v.n.
Drought to occur:—s kh ln, v.t. To send (one) away
empty:—s kh jawb, s.m. A dry answer; a at refusal:—
s kh dhn, s.m. A rice-eld burnt up by the sun's rays:—
s khe dhno pn pa n, lit.'Rain to fall on dry rice-elds';
rain to fall opportunely; to get new life, to be revived:—
s kh lagn(-ko), To be in a decline, to waste away,
become emaciated:—s khe-s khe, adv. By land (as opp. to
water).
H  = & B0L+7"s kh- ha , s.f. Consumption, atrophy.
H + & B 0Ls khad, adj.=sukhad, q.v.
H 2 & B 0L/s kham, adj. corr. of s kshma, q.v.
H & B 0Ls khn [s kh˚= Prk. ,=L() or ,=(), fr. S.
8,l], v.n. To dry, dry up; to evaporate; to be parched; to
wither, to pine away, languish, fall away, to become
emaciated; to shrivel, to dwindle;—to be kept waiting, be
kept out in the cold:—s kh-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=s khn.
H & B 5Lsokhn (caus. of s khn, q.v.), v.t. To soak
up, dry up, drink or suck up, absorb; to drink largely, to
guzzle.
H  B0"s k, s.f.=s k, q.v.

S   B T "svakya, adj. (f. -), One's own, belonging to
one's self; belonging to one's own family; own, proper,
peculiar (=sag).
P ' B 5$sog [Zend aoka, fr. u ; S. 85, rt. 8,] , s.m.
Sorrow, grief, lamentation, mourning (see sok):—sog
karn, or sog mann(-k), or sog-me rahn(-ke), To be in
grief (for), to grieve or mourn (for); to put on mourning:
—sog-wr, adj. Sorrowful, aicted, in mourning,
mourning, lamenting:—sog-wr, s.f. Sorrow, grief,
aiction, bereavement, mourning:—sog-wr libs, s.m.
Mourning clothes or dress.
H X B 0$s g, s.m. A parrot (=sugg, q.v.).
H X B 5$sog, s.m. (dialec.)=sok, q.v.
H A X B  $sawgt, saugt, s.f. corr. of A p B saugt,
 q.v.
S *X BT $sva-gati, s.f. One's own condition or course.
H + X B M$saugad, s.m. corr. of saugandh, q.v.;—s.f. corr.
of saugand, q.v.
H  BX B 0$s gar-siyn (prob. sugha +siyn, qq.v.),
adj. Ocious.
P + X B saugand, s.f. An oath, asseveration; swearing (syn.
so h, so ):—saugand-saugand, s.f. Mutual asseveration or
swearing:—saugand dharn= saugand khn, q.v.:—saugand
den(-ko), To administer an oath (to), to swear (one):—
saugand-se kahn, To declare upon oath:—saugand kh-ke,
adv. An oath:—saugand n, To take an oath, make
oath, to swear.
H + X B 0$Bs gandh, adj. & s.f.=su-gandh, q.v.:—s gandhsan, adj. (f. -), Impregnated or mixed with perfume.
H + X B M$Bsaugandh, 5$B sogandh, s.f. corr. of
saugand, q.v.
S + X B M$Bsaugandh, adj. Possessing a fragrant odour,
sweet-scented, fragrant;—s.m. Sweet-scentedness,
fragrance;—a kind of fragrant grass:—saugandh-san, adj.
(f. -), Impregnated with perfume.
S  + X B M$Bsaugandhya, s.m. Sweetness of scent,
odour, fragrance, perfume.
H " L)+ X B 0$
( "!s gand-pl [prob. S. ,$B"+ !t],
s.m. The root of a creeping plant resembling
Sarsaparilla in its habit, Periploca indica.

H X BM$,4"sau-gu, adj. See s.v. sau.
P  X B sog-wr, adj. See s.v. sog.
H &X B 0V7s gha , adj.=sugha , q.v.
P X B5$"sog (=S. 85; see sog), adj. Sorrowful,
grievous, sad; aicted;—s.m. One who is distressed or
aicted, a mourner, &c.
H Y X Bsva-gyti; corr. of sva-jnti, q.v.
P  X B sogyna [sog, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ], s.m.
Mourning clothes, mourning.
H  X B su-vigya, adj. corr. of su-vijna, q.v.
H B 0!s l [Prk. 0!;( S. 80!]( , s.m. (f. p), A sharp or acute
pain; colic; stomach-ache; indigestion; gout; rheumatism;
—any sharp or pointed weapon; a pike, dart, spear,
lance, spike; a thorn, prickle; the point of a spear, &c.;—
sympathy, compassion, tenderness.
H B 0!s l, s.m. Condition, position, situation.
H " B 5!sol, s.m. (colloq.)=" E ol, q.v.
S K" B  !sa-vils, adj. (f. -), Sportive, playful,
wanton, amorous, coquettish.
H " B 5!soln, v.t. To put to sleep, &c. (=suln, q.v.).
H " B 5!sol [sol(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. & s.m. Causing or inducing sleep;—a sleepingdraught, an opiate.
S `! B T svalpa (su+al˚), adj. (f. -), Very small or little,
minute; tri ing, insignicant; very few.
H ! B 5!6solah [Prk. 5f6(, or 5!6(?; S. 35f8(], adj.
Sixteen:—solah-baggh , s.m. The game of hazard (in
playing which several lines are drawn on the ground;—
syn. so-p):—solah-solah gane sunn(-ko), To call
names, to abuse:—solaho (form. plur.), The whole
sixteen; by sixteens, in groups of sixteen; sixteen times.
H  4! B 5!6 [solah-w , solhwn[solah, q.v.+Prk. / ,
or   =S. /+t], adj. (f. - ), Sixteenth.
H 4! B5!6"solah, solha, s.f. A game played with
sixteen cowries.
H ! B0!"s l [S. 80!+], s.f. An impaling stake;—
gallows, gibbet;—(g.) acute suering, torture, agony;
risk of life; hard labour:—s l-pe jn hon, To suer

torture or agony (like that of impalement); to be in
constant fear of (one's) life:—s l-pe a hn, or s l
a hn, or s l den(-ko), To impale; to hang; to crucify; to
torture, give pain (to):—s l-dene-wl , s.m. One who
impales;—a hangman, executioner.
H ! B0!"s l [S. 80.!+t], adj. Suering sharp pain;
having the colic;—s.m. An epithet of iva (as holding a
trident).
H 1 B 0/ s m [prob. corr. of A. 1 E sh m], s.m. A miser,
niggard.
S 1 B 5/soma, vulg. som, s.m. The moon-plant,
Sarccstema viminalis, or Asclepias acida; the acid juice of
this plant (prescribed to be drunk at sacrices); nectar,
the beverage of the gods; ambrosia; water; the moon;
air, wind; camphor; rice-gruel; heaven, sky, ether;—
name of a particular mountainous range; name of one of
the eight guardian deities (lok-pl) of the world; an
epithet of Kuver; of Yam; and of Monday:—soma-p, somapa, somap, s.m. One who drinks the Soma juice; a Soma
sacricer; the performer of a sacrice; a Pitri of a
particular class (said to be especially the progenitors of
the Brhmans); the manes of the Brhmans:—som-ptr,
s.m. A vessel in which the Soma juice is kept:—som-pn,
s.m. The drinking of the soma juice:—som-patr, s.m. A
sort of grass, Saccharum cylindricum:—soma-pt, s.m. A
drinker of the Soma juice:—som-trth, som-trath, s.m.
Name of a place of pilgrimage in the west of India:—somrj, or som-rj, s.m. The medicinal plant Serratula(or
Vernonia) anthelmintica, black cumin-seed:—soma-ras, s.m.
The juice of the moon-plant, soma-juice:—som-nth,
'Soma's lord, the divinity set up by Soma or the Moon';
name of a celebrated Linga, i.e. columnar emblem of
iva or Mahdev, or of the place or temple where it was
set up (this temple was established in the town of
Somnth-pattan, and was one of the twelve celebrated
Linga temples which, in various parts of India, are held
in especial veneration; it was so famed for its splendour
and enormous wealth, that it attracted the attention of
the celebrated Mamd of Gazn, who, in A.D. 1024,
under pretext of destroying its idols, carried o its
treasures along with its renowned gates):—som-nth-

pattan, s.m. Name of a town on the western coast of
India, in the peninsula of Kattywr and province of
Gujert (it was celebrated for the temple of Somnth
above described):—som-wr, vulg. som-br, s.m. Monday:
—som-vat, adj. Moon-like; lunar:—som-vat, s.f. The last
day of a dark fortnight falling on a Monday (celebrated
as a great festival and bathing-day):—soma-vallari, or
soma-vallar, and soma-vallik, s.f. The moon-plant,
Sarcostema viminalis:—soma-vall, s.f. The moon-plant; the
shrub Cocculus cordifolius; the medicinal plant Vernonia
anthelmintica:—soma-yajna, vulg. som-yagya, s.m. A soma
sacrice, an oering or libation of the juice of the acid A
sclepias.
H  %a B 5/ som-br, s.m.=som-wr, q.v.s.v. som.
H <La B 0/s m-pan = H La B 0/ s m-pan [s m, q.v.
+Prk. Q4( or Q4( = S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m.
Miserliness, niggardliness, stinginess, avarice;
meanness.
H La B 0/s m-pan = H <La B 0/ s m-pan [s m, q.v.
+Prk. Q4( or Q4( = S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m.
Miserliness, niggardliness, stinginess, avarice;
meanness.
S a B T /sva-mat, s.m. One's own opinion or
sentiments; one's own religion.
H *a B 0/s mt [s m, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f.=s m-pan, q.v.
S *a B M./ Psaumitra, M./ P saumitri (fr. su-mitr), s.m. A
metonymic of Lakshman the younger brother of Rm.
H  1 B 0/7s m  [s m, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. +t], adj. (f.
-) & s.m. Ugly; avaricious, miserly, niggardly, stingy,
penurious;—a miser, niggard (=s m).
S  B  savan (rt. su), s.m. The act of bearing children,
bringing forth young, generation; the moon;—the act of
extracting or pouring out the juice of the Soma plant; a
libation; a sacrice; drinking the soma juice; bathing,
ablution (puricatory or expiatory).
H  B 0s n [S. 80Bt], adj. & s.m. Void of; empty, &c.
(=sun, q.v.):—s n-sn, adj.=sun-sn, q.v.:—s n-k len, or s n
sdhn, or s n khe n, v.n. To preserve or keep silence,
to be silent.

H  B  so , g sau , 0( s

[i.q. so h= Prk.  6(, or  65;

S. 8R(, or 8Rt], s.f. An oath, asseveration (syn.
saugand; qasam):—sau khn(-k), To take an oath, to
swear (by).
H  B  so , 0( s , g sau [Prk. ,(5, the substitute for
the abl. plur. of the S.], postpn. (dialec.)=se, q.v.
H  B  so (Braj.), 1˚ adj.=s, 'like';—2˚ Emphat.
particle=h, q.v.
H  B 5son [Prk. 545; S. 854t, q.v.], s.m. A sort of red
sugar-cane; the plant Bignonia indica; the river Sone
(which rises in the district of Ngpr, on the table-land
of Amarkan~ak, four or ve miles east of the source of
the Nerbudda, and running rst northerly and then
easterly for 500 miles, falls into the Ganges above
Patna):—son-bhadr, and son-nad, s.f. The river Sone.
H  B Msaun, 5 son [Prk. 4(; S. 8j]( , s.m. A good
omen; an omen; the inscription of the name of Rm as
an auspicious omen on the walls of houses and shops on
the day of Salono (q.v.):—son- i iy, s.f. 'Bird of good
omen'; the bustard:—saun dekhn= saun len, q.v.:—saun
kusaun hon, v.n. 'An omen to prove a bad omen'; to meet
with an unlucky omen; to bode ill:—saun len(-k), To take
an omen (from;—syn. fl len).
H  B 0s n [S. 80B+t], adj. & s.m. Void, empty, &c.
(=s n, or sun, q.v.); hollow; deserted, desolate; ruined;
unoccupied, untenanted; plain, unadorned;—a void,
blank, &c. (see sun):—s n karn, v.t. To make void, to
empty, &c.:—s n kar-jn(-ko), To leave void or desolate,
&c.; to devastate, lay waste, ruin.
H  B 0s n, [Prk. ,4 ; S. 8,t], s.m. (f. -), A dog:—
s n kuturn, To pup.
H  B 5son, (Braj) M saun [Prk. , 4(, or 54(; S.
, 4+
' ], s.m. Gold:—son-  d, s.f. Gold and silver;
riches, wealth; bullion:—son-s, adj. (f. -), Like gold; of a
golden hue:—son-sugandh, adj. & s.m. 'Sweet or pure as
gold'; pure, spotless, innocent;—a man of high birth or of
great ability:—sone-k pn, s.m. Gilding:—sone-k niwl,
s.m. A delicious morsel; dainty food; an expensive
banquet:—sone-k waraq, s.m. Gold-leaf:—sone-k i iy, s.f.
'A golden bird'; a rich person; a fat prize:—sone-k salkh,

s.f. An ingot of gold:—son-makk, or son-mkh, s.f. Goldstone; marcasite; iron pyrites.
H  B 5son [so˚= Prk. 5 (), or , ()=S. T (), rt.
T ], v.n. To sleep; to lie down, repose recline; to die; to
lie (with, -ke-sth), to cohabit (with):—so-jn, v.n.
(intens.) To go to sleep, to fall asleep:—so-rahn, v.n. To
keep or remain asleep; to go to sleep (=so-jn); to be
asleep.
H   B 5sonr, s.m.= B sunr, q.v.

become dry'; cf. so th, 'dry ginger'], s.f. Silence;—adj.
Silent:—s  bharn, or s  mrn, v.n. To keep silence, to
be silent:—s -mre jnor ale-jn, v.n. To depart in
silence, go away quietly.
H  B  &so , s.f. (dialec.), Dry ginger (=so h, q.v.).
H  B  &so  [Prk. ,(f ; prob. S. 8,ef+t; but cf.

H ` B gsau p (v.n. fr. sau pn, q.v.), s.f. Charge,

s ], s.m. A sta, club, cudgel, truncheon, mace; a
pestle:—so e-bardr, s.m. Sta-bearer, mace-bearer; one
who, in the retinue of a great personage, bears a short
curved club (generally covered with silver):—so e pa n(par), 'Sticks to fall (on)'; to be beaten with clubs:—so re, s.m. lit.'King of clubs,' a thick-set, sturdy fellow; a
stalwart, strapping man:—so e-wl, s.m.=so e-bardr,
q.v.
H  B  &so n (fr. so = so h, 'dry ginger'), s.m.

custody, protection, care.
H L B gsau pn,   so pn [sau p˚= Prk. /Q(),

(dialec.), A kind of sweetmeat.
H  B  _so h, g_ sau h, 0(_ s h, s.f.=s , q.v.

or /Q|()=S. /(
' ), caus. of rt. /+}], v.t. To

H  B  _so h, 0(_ s h [Prk. ,(_"; S. 8,.e_t], s.f. Dry

deliver over, to hand or make over, to consign, give,
intrust (to), deposit (with); to give in charge, to commit;
to give up, resign, surrender, cede:—sau p-den, v.t.
Intens. of and=sau pn.
H &L B gvsau ph, s.f.=sau f, q.v.

ginger;—(ironic.) a thing of value, a precious thing (in
this sense, considered by some to be a contrac. of
sunohor suno, 'gold-like,' which is prob. a corr. of S.
suvar a-vat); (met.) a miser, niggard (cf. sanh):—so hpn, s.m. A mixture of dried ginger, ground cumin seed,
&c. (used as a digestive;—syn. zre-k pn):—so h-panjr,
s.f. A caudle of dry ginger, &c. (given to puerperal
women):—so h-re, s.m. Prince of misers; Miser, esq.:—
so h-k-s ns le rahn, To endure or suer patiently; to
wait patiently:—so h-k ns na len, To be very covetous:—
suhg-so h, Dry ginger mixed with sugar, &c. (for the
use of puerperal women).
H  B  _0so h [so h, q.v.+ = S. a. t], adj. & s.m.

H   B 5sonrin, 5 sonran, s.f.=sunran, q.v.
H   B07"s -n , s.f.=su-n , q.v.
S D  B T 8sva-n, s.m. Self-destruction, suicide.
H 4% B0 6"s n-bahr, s.f.=sunbahr, q.v.

H  B 5sonit [S. 85.4(], s.m. Blood; saron.
H * B 0(s tn = H &* B 0(R s thn [prob. akin to S.
( 6O], v.t. To rub down; to rub (the body), to shampoo; to
strip the leaves o a branch, or o vegetables, &c. (by
running the hand down it or them); to strip, lay bare; to
draw or unsheath (a sword); to straighten (a wire, &c.,
by rubbing the hand down it); to throw out, bale out
(water); to drain, exhaust.
H &* B 0(Rs thn = H * B 0( s tn [prob. akin to S.
( 6O], v.t. To rub down; to rub (the body), to shampoo; to
strip the leaves o a branch, or o vegetables, &c. (by
running the hand down it or them); to strip, lay bare; to
draw or unsheath (a sword); to straighten (a wire, &c.,
by rubbing the hand down it); to throw out, bale out
(water); to drain, exhaust.
H  B 0(&s  [for s h; prob. akin to S. 8,e_ 'to be or

Miserly, close-sted, grasping, hard;—a miser, niggard
(=so h):—so h -re, s.m. Prince of misers; Miser, Esq.;—
adj. Miserly, &c. (=so h ).
H  B  _5so hor = H   B  _57 so ho  [so h,
q.v.+Prk. ! =S. +!+t], s.m. Ginger-bread, &c.
(=su -ho , q.v.).
H   B  _57so ho  = H  B  _5 so hor [so h,
q.v.+Prk. ! =S. +!+t], s.m. Ginger-bread, &c.
(=su -ho , q.v.).

H  B _"so h = H )  B  _ so hiy [so h, q.v.
+or iy= Prk.  =S. a. t (+t], adj. & s.m. Miserly,
niggardly, penurious, hard;—a miser, niggard (=so h):—
so hiy sarrf, s.m. (ironic.) A banker of worth or credit; a
wealthy person.
H )  B  _so hiy = H  B _" so h [so h, q.v.
+or iy= Prk.  =S. a. t (+t], adj. & s.m. Miserly,
niggardly, penurious, hard;—a miser, niggard (=so h):—
so hiy sarrf, s.m. (ironic.) A banker of worth or credit; a
wealthy person.
H &8 B  Dso jhn, s.m. (dialec.)=sahajn, q.v.
H  : B gsau et [S. /+t], adj.=su- et, q.v.
H +  B  so d, adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=so dh, q.v.
H 5+  B saundarj, s.m. corr. of saundarya, q.v.
H *)+  B MBsaundaryat,
'
s.f. (pleonastic &
rare)=saundarya.
S )+  B MBsaundarya,
'
vulg. saundarj(fr. sundara), s.m.
Beauty, loveliness, comeliness, gracefulness, elegance.
H Y+  B gsau dn, v.t.=sau dhn, q.v.
H +  B  so dh, g sau dh [Prk. ,
(
; S.
,$Bt], adj. (f. -), Sweet-smelling, fragrant, having a
strong odour or perfume; having the smell of a new
earthen vessel when rst wetted; smelling like parched
pulse, or fried potatoes, &c.;—s.m. Fragrant smell,
perfume; a composition of fragrant substances used for
washing the hair; pomatum, pomander:—so dh karn,
v.t. To perfume; to season.
H <; +  B  so dh-pan [so dh+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

press together; to rub together; to rub, smear, daub; to
rub cloth with fuller's earth or with mud (preparatory to
washing); to mash, to mix, mingle; to knead; to wash
out, rinse (cf. snn).
H  +  B 55son-dho = H ) +  B 55 son-dhoy [S.
, 4+
'
t], s.m. (f. -), A washer of gold.
H ) +  B 55son-dhoy = H  +  B 55 son-dho [S.
, 4+
'
t], s.m. (f. -), A washer of gold.
H [ +  B  <so dhe (=so dh, q.v.), adj. Fragrant; smelling
like new earth.
H +  B "so dh, 0(" s dh = H +  B " so d
sau dh(n)+Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. The
wash, or alkali (reh), in which washermen steep clothes
(preparatory to washing); fuller's earth.
H +  B "so d = H +  B " so dh, 0(" s dh
sau dh(n)+Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. The
wash, or alkali (reh), in which washermen steep clothes
(preparatory to washing); fuller's earth.
H  B 0ef, 0(f s , vulg. s [Prk. ,(f; S. 8,ef], s.f. An
elephant's trunk:—s -wl, s.m. An elephant (a term
used by women).
H  B 0ef, 0(f s  [s +S. a. +t], s.m. 1˚ A small
brown insect which destroys grain (esp. gram), a weevil;
—2˚=s kor s k, q.v.
H G B 0(fs k, vulg. s k(see s ), s.m. A pad
placed under a saddle, saddle-pad, saddle-cloth; a packsaddle, dorser; hump (of a camel, or bualo, &c.).
H   B 0(©s h, s.f. (dialec.)=s , q.v.

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Fragrance, &c. (=so dhha).

H  B0ef", 0(f" s , vulg. s

H  +  B  so dhn, g sau dhn [so dh, q.v.

H ? +  B  6&so dhha [so dh+ha= wa= Prk. "=S.

s.f. A small insect destructive to grain, weevil (=s );
the navel (syn. t ); the uvula; swelling or
enlargement of any gland;—spirituous liquor; the
manufacture of spirituous liquor.
H  B0ef", 0(f" s , vulg. s [Prk. ,( f ; S. 8,.eft

. \t], s.f. Fragrance, perfume; a smell like that of new

(+t)], s.m. A distiller and vendor of spirituous liquors;

+= w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.t. To perfume, scent (=so dh karn).

earth.
H +  B gsau dhn,   so dhn [sau dh˚= Prk.
(/§() or (/§<()=S. @/ (' ), rt. / with /], v.t. To

[Prk. ,( f; S. 8,.ef],

—a dealer in rice, a grocer:—s -musha  a, s.f. A tax
on the vendors of spirituous liquors.
H  B gsau r, s.m. (dialec.)=soar, q.v

H  B gsau r [S. /!+t], s.m. Anything black;

s gr, (dialec.)  $ so gr [s g= s g+r= Prk. f =S. 

black; soot; lamp-black, &c
H  B 0(7s , s.f.=s , q.v.

+t], s.m. A bualo-calf (lit.'the little humped one').

H   B 0(7s
s k, qq.v.
H G  B 0(7s
s k, qq.v.
H   B0(7"s

, = H G  B 0(7 s
k, = H   B 0(7 s

H J B 0($s gn, v.t. (dialec. & colloq.)=s ghn, q.v.
k,s.m.=s d, and
,s.m.=s d, and

, s.f. & s.m.=s , q v.

H I B 0(s s (=s s, q.v.), s.m. A porpoise.
H  0 B gsau sr [S. (t], s.m. (dialec.) The world;
aairs of the world;—family, wife and children; progeny;
household aairs, housewifery.
H  0 Bg"sau sr, s.f. (dialec.) Housewife; dame.

H &J B 0(Vs gh (v.n. fr. s gh-n), s.f. Smelling,
inhaling; smell, odour, scent.
H &J B 0(Vs gh [s gh(n) + = i= iw= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], adj. (f. -), Stanch (as a
dog);—s.m. A stanch hound;—a person who is (supposed
to be) able to discover hidden treasure or grain, or good
water, by the smell of the earth; a detective; a setter of
jewels.
H <&J B 0(Vs ghan (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Smelling;—

H  0 B 0s nsn, adj.=sun-sn, q.v.s.v. sun.

anything to smell; snu, &c. (=s ghn).
H &J B 0(Vs ghn [s gh˚= Prk. /FV() or /FV<()=S.

H  B  B 0(0(s -s

/¾(), rt. /++¾], v.t. To smell, sni, snu,

(prob. onomat.), s.f. Sning,

snung:—s -s karn, v.n. To sni, snu.
H g B gºsau f,  º so f [S. 8+,l 'having a hundred
owers'], s.f. Anise seed, Pimpinella anisum; the seed of
sweet fennel, Anethum fœniculum, or A.panmorium(cf.
soand soy):—sau f-k 'araq, s.m. Extract of anise seed,
anise-water; dill-water.
H ( B Msaunak [S. Y .4t], s.m. The month of July
(see swan).
H ( B Msaunik [S. Mt], s.m. A vendor of the
esh of beasts or birds; butcher; poulterer;—hunting,
chase.
H ^ B  $so g (dialec.) 1˚ s.f.=s gh;—2˚ s.m. =s g,
qq.v.
H ^ B g$sau g,  $ so g, s.m. (dialec.) = sw g, q.v.
H J B 0($s g (prob. another form of s k, q.v.), s.m.
The clitoris; a protuberance, a hump.
S J B T $sva-nagar, s.m. One's own town, one's native
city.
H J B 0($s gr, (dialec.)  $ so gr = H  ^ B 0($7
s g , (dialec.)  $7 so g  [s g= s g+r= Prk. f =S.
+t], s.m. A bualo-calf (lit.'the little humped one').
H  ^ B 0($7s g , (dialec.)  $7 so g  = H J B 0($

inhale, scent, nose:—s gh-len, v.t. intens. of
and=s ghn:—s ght phirn(s ght, imperf. part. of
s ghn), v.n. To go sning about; to prowl about.
H &J B0(V"s ghn (fem. of s ghn), s.f. Anything to
be smelt or snied; scent; snu; smelling-salts; snubox:—s ghn len(-k), To sni; to snu; to get scent (of),
to nuzzle (see sungun).
H J B $"so g, adj. & s.m. corr. of sog, q.v.
H J B $"so g, T $
( " swang, s.m. (dialec.)=sw g, q.v.
H & @  B5/L"son-mkh [S. , 4+/
' .d], s.f. Iron
pyrites; marcasite (=son-makkh, q.v.s.v. son).
S  B 0s, nu, s.m. A son; a younger brother;—the sun.
H  B 0s0 n , 0, s nu [S. 0t, , 0t0 ], s.f. A daughter.
H  B 0s0 n [Prk. ,ez; S. ´,3+], s.f. (dialec.) A
daughter-in-law.
H  B 05s no, adj. & s.m. (Braj)=s n, q.v.
H  B MMsaunau, v.n. (Braj)=son, q.v.
H <&X  B 55Vsonoghan, s.m. Sign, signal, hint, symbol.
H   B 0 s no , adj. & s.m. (Braj)=s n, q.v.
H 4 B  6so h, g6 sau h [Prk.  6( or  65; S. 8R( or
8Rt], s.f. An oath, asseveration (=son, q.v.):—so h den(ko) = so h khiln, q.v.:—so h ln(-par?), To conjure:—

so h khn(-k), To take an oath, To swear (by):—so h
khiln(-ko), To administer an oath (to), to swear; to
adjure.
H 4 B 56sonahr, = H 34 B 56! sonahl, (dialec.)
sonahul,adj. Of gold, &c. (=sunahr, q.v.):—sonahla-pn,
s.m. Gilding, gilt (=sone-k pn).
H 34 B 56!sonahl, (dialec.) sonahul, = H 4 B 56
sonahr,adj. Of gold, &c. (=sunahr, q.v.):—sonahla-pn,
s.m. Gilding, gilt (=sone-k pn).
H 4 B 6"so -h, = H < 4 B  6· so -h ,emphat.
pron.=so-h, &c. q.v.s.v. so.
H < 4 B  6·so -h , = H 4 B 6" so -h,emphat.
pron.=so-h, &c. q.v.s.v. so.
H < 4 B  6·so h , g6· sau h [Prk. (/,Ç or /,Ç ; S.
@/,], adv.=sanmukh, and smne, qq.v.
H  B5"son [S. 85"], s.f. A broom, besom (=sohn).
H  B 5soniy [son= son, q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S. t],
s.m. One who separates gold from ashes, &c. (in the
mint).
H  B Msauniy [saun, 'omen,' q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S.
t], s.m. An augur; a soothsayer.
H   B 0Bs nya, adj. & s.m. = s n, sun, and  nya, qq.v.:—
s nya-vd, s.m. An atheist; a Bauddh.
H  B 5so , 5 sou, pron. emphat. (Braj)=so-h,
q.v.s.v. so.
S B BT "sva-vsin, s.f. A woman (whether
married or unmarried) residing in her father's house.
S W ;  B T 5X*svoprjit (sva+ up˚), adj. Self-gained,
self-earned, self-acquired (as wealth, &c.).
H A B 5 sowat [so(n) = sow(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Q

S  B M 4sauvar
'
(fr. su-varam), adj. Made of gold,
golden.
S  B T

4sva-var,
'
s.m. One's own colour; one's own

tribe or caste.
H  B 5 7sowa , s.m. (dialec.)=soar, q.v.
S D B T

8sva-va, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Subject to one's

own will, self-controlled; ruled by one's own free will,
independent, headstrong;—a free agent; a headstrong
person, &c.
H  B 55(so- , pron. emphat. (Braj)=so- , q.v.
S () B  Usa-vivek, adj. Possessing discrimination,
&c.
H ? B 56soh [Prk. 56; S. 85#, rt. 8,#] , s.f. Beauty,
elegance, grace; ornament, decoration, dress.
S  B , 6su-vah, s.f. The Indian lute;—name of several
plants.
H  B 06s h, 56 soh [prob. S. 854+t], adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Red, crimson; saron-coloured (also written s );—
cloth dyed saron-colour;—name of a rgor musical
mode:—s h-kusumbh, adj. Red as the dye of saron.
H  B 56soh [Prk. 56 ; S. 85#t, rt. 8,#] , adj. (f. -),
Bright, brilliant, splendid; handsome, beautiful.
S   B M6sauhrd
'
= S )  B M61' sauhrdya (fr. suhrid), s.m. Good-heartedness, aection, love, friendship.
S )  B M61sauhrdya
'
= S   B M6' sauhrd (fr. suhrid), s.m. Good-heartedness, aection, love, friendship.
H '  B 56$shg, s.m.=suhg, q.v.:—shg-puriy,
s.f.=suhg-pur, q.v.s.v. suhg.
H X  B 56$sohg, s.m. Borax (=suhg, q.v.);—a

(pi, caus. augment + a. t)], s.f. The state of sleeping.

harrow (see sohn).
H <X  B 56$sohgan, 56$ sohgin, = H

H A B M sauwat, s.f. (dialec.)=saut, q.v.

X  B56$" sohgin,s.f.=suhgan, q.v.

S Y BT

H X  B56$"sohgin, = H <X  B 56$ sohgan,

. \sva-vritti,
 s.f. One's own peculiar occupation,

or means of subsistence;—adj. Subsisting by one's own
exertions.
S K B T 5svoras, s.m. The sediment of oily substances
ground with a stone.

56$ sohgin,s.f.=suhgan, q.v.
P   B sohn, s hn, s.m. A le; rasp.
H   B 56sohn = suhn, q.v.
H   B 56 sohwan, = H   B 56 

sohwan,adj.=suhwan, q.v.
H   B 56 sohwan, = H   B 56 

broom, brush, besom.
H  B56"so-h = H <  B 56· so-h (so+emphat. particle

sohwan,adj.=suhwan, q.v.
H $  B56 soh [soh(n) + = Prk.  =S. ()

h), pron. See s.v. so.
H <  B 56·so-h = H  B56" so-h (so+emphat. particle

++], s.f. Clearing, weeding.

h), pron. See s.v. so.
H  B hsawai (old dialec. form), pron. adj.=sab+h,

S  B , 6 su-vihita, vulg. suvihit, part. Well-placed,
well-deposited; well-furnished, well-supplied, wellappointed; well-provided; well-arranged; well-done, wellperformed.
H  B 56sohar [Prk. 56f5=S. 85#+t], adj. Beautiful,
pleasing, charming.
H  B M6sauhr [S. :8,+t], s.m. (dialec.) Father-inlaw; a term of abuse (=sasur).
S  B M¤sauhrid,
S ) B
 = S  BM¤ sauhriday,=

M¤1 sauhridya,s.m.=sauhrd,
q.v.

S  BM¤sauhriday,
= S  B M¤ sauhrid,=

 S ) B
M¤1 sauhridya,s.m.=sauhrd,
q.v.

S ) B M¤1sauhridya,
= S  B M¤ sauhrid,=

 S
 BM¤ sauhriday,s.m.=sauhrd,
q.v.

H 3 B 56!sohl [soh, q.v.+Prk. a. ! =S. !+t],
s.m. A nuptial song; a hymn of praise.
H < B  6 sawahin,  6 sawahan (dialec.)=sabho ,
format. pl. of sab, q.v.
P < B sohan (=ohn), s.m. A le; a whetstone.
H < B 56sohan [Prk. 5645; S. 85#t, rt. 8,#] , adj. &
s.m. Beautiful, handsome, graceful, pleasing, charming;
—a lover; friend;—s.m. A kind of sweetmeat (see alwa).
H  B 56sohan, sohn, adj. & s.m.=sohan, q.v.
H  B 56sohn [soh˚= Prk. 56() = S. 85#(`), rt. 8,#] ,
v.n. To shine; to be splendid, be glorious; to appear or
look beautiful; to impart grace (to, -ko); to set o; to
become, bet, beseem; to suit, to be t.
H  B 56sohn [soh˚= Prk. 56() or 5Ç()=S.
85(), caus. of rt. 8,], v.t. To clear, weed.
H ^ B 56($soha g [S. : + r$?], s.m. (dialec.) The
breath.
H  B56"sohan, sohn, 56 " sohin [S. 85"], s.f. A

emphat. of sab, q.v.
A  Bsiw, prep.= B siw, q.v.
H $ B0 s  [Prk. 0; S. 0.], s.f. A needle; needle
(of a compass); hand (of a watch); tongue (of a balance);
sharp point (of a blade of grass, &c.); a shoot (of corn,
&c.); a prickle, thorn:—s -bhar, A needleful:—s  piron,
To thread a needle:—s -k km, Needle-work;
embroidery:—s -k nk, Eye of a needle:—s -ke nke-se
ud-ko nikln, To perform wonders, achieve
impossibilities, to make a camel pass through the eye of
a needle:—s -gal, s.m. lit.'Needle-melter'; a very acid
kind of lemon (the juice of which is said to dissolve
needles:—s -mogr, s.m. A species of jasmine, Jasminum
auriculatum.
H $ B, su [fem. of su, and = Prk. ,; S. 8,+],
s.f. A parrot.
P  Bs e, s.f. & prep.= B s , q.v.
H $ B5 so, pron. emphat.=so-h, q.v.s.v. so.
H $ B5 so [prob. S. 8j"; cf. saun], s.f. (dialec.) An
omen; augury.
H ) B  sa-vay [S.  ], adj. & s.m.f. Of the
same age; coeval, contemporary;—a contemporary; a
friend of the same age.
h  siwaiy [S.
H ) B  hsawaiy,  h sawai,  
t], adj. With a quarter more, &c. (=sawy, q.v.);—
s.m. A quarter more; a weight of 1  ser; the
multiplication table of 1  times; a kind of verse or
measure (consisting of four lines, each of 16+15=31
instants, the last foot being a trochee); a song in this
measure; a singer of the sawaiy:—sawaiy- hand, s.m. A
species of metre (=sawaiy).
H ) B , 
h suwaiy [so(n) + waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t:], s.m. One who sleeps, a sleeper (=sone-

wl).
H ) B 0s iy [S. 0.t], adj. Pointed (as a needle),

In the early morning, at dawn, early, soon.
S Y) B T h svairat, T h  svairit, s.f. Wilfulness;

having a sharp point.
H ) B 5soy (=so, q.v.), s.m. Fennel, Anethum sowa; dill

independence, freedom.
S ) B T h svairin, and H. T h 4 svaira, adj. & s.m. (f. -

(of the com. garden species), Anethum graveolens:—oyk, s.m. Anethum graveolens.
H  ) B  
h [siwaiy [pl. of siwaior siwa= sima= S.

i) = svair, q.v.
S ) BT h 4"svairi, s.f. A wanton or unchaste woman,

./ ], s.f. Indian vermicelli (syn. semiy , simaiy ;

an adulteress.
S ) BT h "svair (nom. of svairin), adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Self-

sewa , siwai , sama, simai):—siwaiy ban, or siwaiy
to n, To make vermicelli.
H ) B TUsvet = H *) B T 
h 5 sveto [S. :t], adj. White

willed, uncontrolled, wanton;—a self-willed person, an
independent person; an adulterer.
H ) BUsawere, adv. See s.v. sawer(of which it is the

(=set, q.v.).
H *) B T 
h 5sveto = H ) B TU svet (Braj) [S. :t], adj.

format. sing.).
S Z) B ,U8su-ve, or ,U3 su-vesh, adj. (f. -), Well-

White (=set, q.v.).
S 6) B  "*sa-vj, adj. Having the mystical letter or

dressed, well-clad; ornamented, decorated;—s.m. A good
dress or guise, an ornamental dress.
S Z) B TU9svesha, vulg. svesh(sva+ ish˚), part. (f. -), Self-

syllable of a magical formula at its commencement (a
mantra, or form of prayer, &c.).
S &:) B TUK+sve h (sva+i ˚), s.f. One's own wish or will;
the following one's own will or inclination, wilfulness,
waywardness:—sve h r, sve h r, or sve a ar(˚ h
+ ˚), adj. & s.m. Following one's own inclination, doing
what is right in one's own eyes, acting without restraint;
self-willed, wilful;—a self-willed person:—sve h-bhojan,
s.m. Food to one's wish or fancy:—sve h-kr, adj. Doing
what is right in one's own eyes, self-willed, opinionated.
S + ) B TUsveda, vulg. sved, s.m. Perspiration, sweat; hot
moisture, vapour; warmth, heat; sweating or hot work,
labour, toil:—sveda-ja, vulg. svedaj, svaidaj, adj. (f. -),
'Sweat-produced,' engendered by heat and moisture (an
epithet of worms, insects, lice, &c.).
A + ) B suwaid (dim. of saud, fem. of aswad; see saud),
adj. Blackish, black;—suwaidor suwaidul-qalb, s.f. The
black part or grain of the heart, the heart's core;—
original sin.
H 5+ ) B TU*svedaj, T 
h * svaidaj, adj. See s.v. sved.
H ) B Usawer [S. +U!], adj. & adv. Early, timely; in
good time, soon.
H ) B Usawer [sawer+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. The
early morning, dawn;—sawere(obl. form. of sawer), adv.

desired, wished-for.
S ) B,U8"su-ve, or ,U8" su-vesh, adj. (f. -in), Welldressed, &c. (=su-vesh, q.v.).
S  ) B T "sv-kr, s.m. 'Making one's own,' taking on
one's self; assent, agreement, consent; acquiescence,
acknowledgment; acceptance, choice (of):—svkr karn(ko), To consent to, acquiesce in, agree to; to own,
acknowledge, confess; to accept, choose; to submit to, be
resigned to, to bear patiently.
S  ) B T "sv-krak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) = sv-kr,
q.v.
S  ) BT ""sv-kr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Assenting (to);
acknowledging, confessing, owning; accepting;—one who
assents or consents; acknowledger; promiser; avower.
S A) B T ">sv-krit, part. Assented to; approved
acknowledged, avowed; accepted, appropriated, chosen;
promised.
S ) B T "4sv-kara, s.m. Appropriation, adoption,
accepting, acceptance; assent; promise; marriage.
H ) B ,U!su-wel [S. ,+U!], s.m. (?), A good time, tting
season;—the sea-shore.
S ) B ,U!su-vel, adj. (f. -), Stooping greatly, bowed;

very humble, very quiet;—s.m. Name of a mountain:—
suvel-ail, s.m. The mountain Suvel.
H 2 ) B soyam, adj. corr. of swum, q.v.;—s.m.=tja, q.v.
S 2 ) B T /, T ( svayam, re ex. pron. Self; one's self; by
oneself; of oneself, of one's own accord:—svayam-bhu,
svayam-bhuva, s.m. The self-existent, Brahm, &c. (=next,
q.v.):—svayam-bh , s.m. The self-existent; Brahm;
Vish u; iva;—time; love:—svayam-bh day(-bh +ud˚), s.m.
The origin, or coming into existence, of Brahm:—svayamprak-vn, adj. Shining by its own light, self-luminous:—
svayam-siddh, adj. Self-proved or demonstrated, selfevident:—svayam-siddh-paribhsh, s.f. An axiom:—svayamvar, vulg. svayam-bar, svembar, svambar, s.m. The public
election of a husband by a maiden of rank at an
assembly of suitors held for the purpose:—svayam-var,
vulg. svayam-bar, svembar, s.f. A maiden who publicly
chooses her husband from a number of suitors
assembled:—svayambar ra n, To hold a public assembly
for the election of a husband by a maiden.
H %@ ) B T @ svayam-bar, TU@  svembar, s.m. corr. of
svayam-var, q.v.s.v. svayam.
H < $ B  siwa ,  ° sawai , s.f.=siwaiy , q.v.
H <) B 5 soen [prob. S. ,, rt. ,], adj. Prolitic.
H <) B 5soyan, soen[prob. S. ,"], s.f. A brood-mare.
S   ) B ,  6su-vyavahr, s.m. Good behaviour; good
usage.
S ) B savya, adj. (f. -), Left, left-hand; to the left (cf.
ap); south, southern; reverse, contrary, backward.
H B 6sah [S. 6t], adj. (f. -), Bearing, enduring,
suering; sustaining; patient; able (com. used as last
member of compounds);—s.m. Strength, power, ability;
endurance, toleration, forbearance;—the Hind month
Mrg-rsh (Nov.-Dec.).
S B 6saha, vulg. sah, insep. prex, With, along with,
together, together with; united; common; like; complete
(see sahrth, &c.).
P B sih, vulg. si[Zend thri; S. P], adj. Three:—si-band,
s.m. A militia soldier employed in collecting revenue, or
in police duties; an establishment of peons;—s.f. Charges

in the revenue accounts for the maintenance of the
afore-mentioned soldiers and peons; a tribute,
contingent;—three-monthly or quarterly payment;—siband ughn, To levy or collect three-monthly payments:
—si-pya, s.m. A tripod, trivet:—si-pahar, s.m. 'The third
watch,' afternoon:—si-pahal, adj. Trilateral:—si- and, adj.
Three-fold, triple; three times, thrice:—si-adda, adj. &
s.m. Having three boundaries;—a place where three
boundaries meet:—si-arf, adj. Consisting of three
letters, triliteral:—si-dara, adj. Three-doored (a room,
&c.; syn. ti-dar):—si-sla, adj. Triennial:—si-shamba, s.m.
Tuesday:—si-fala, adj. Having three harvests; yielding
three crops:—si-karrar, adv. Three times as much; a third
time:—si-gna, adj. Three kinds, of three kinds:—si-ga,
s.m. A village where the boundaries of three other
villages meet; a village enclosed by the boundaries of
three other villages;—si-gosha, adj. Three-cornered;
triangular;—s.m. A triangle:—si-g na, adj. Three-fold:—simh, adj. Three-monthly, every three months:—simcnzila, adj. Having three stories or oors (a house, &c.).
S 4B 6sah, s.f. The earth;—name of several plants.
A 4B suh (v.n. fr. 4B 'to be forgetful,' &c.), s.m. A small
dim star in the tail of Ursa Major.
H A 4B ,6suht, adj.=next, q.v.
H Y 4B ,6suht (prob. imperf. part. of suhn, q.v.),
adj. (f. -), Pleasing, pleasant, agreeable, charming,
becoming, graceful.
H  4B 6sahr (v.n. of sahr-n, q.v.), s.f. Bearing,
suering, endurance, patience (syn. abr):—sahr karn(k), To bear patiently, to endure.
H  4B 6sahr [Prk. 65, 65;
S. 6+t], s.m. Association; assistance, aid, help;
support, prop; dependence, reliance, condence; hope,
encouragement; gentleness; concord; relief, recovery
(from sickness, &c.):—sahr den(-ko), To support, &c.
(=next, q.v.):—sahr karn(-k) or sahr lagn(-k), To
support, aid, back; to encourage; to aid and abet; to
maintain; to lean (against), support oneself (upon or
against), to rely (on):—sahre-se, adv. Gently, softly, &c.
S &Y 4B 6Rsahrth
'
= H &Y 4B6Ru sahrth (saha+ar˚),

adj. Having the same object, having the same meaning,
synonymous.
H &Y 4B6Rusahrth = S &Y 4B 6R' sahrth (saha+ar˚),
adj. Having the same object, having the same meaning,
synonymous.
H  4B 6sahrn [sahr˚, prob. = S. 6+], v.t. To
bear, endure, suer, bear patiently.
H  4B ,6suhrn, 6 sahrn [sahr˚= Prk.
(6() or (6()=S. (6), rt. /+¤], v.t. To drag,
trail;—sahrn, To make away with, &c. (=sa hrn, and
sa ghrn, qq.v.).
H ' 4B ,6$suhg, shg[Prk. ,6F$(; S. M#FV(], s.m.
Auspiciousness, good fortune; blessedness; happiness,
joy, pleasure; the aection of a husband, aection; an
act of endearment, a caress; the happy and auspicious
state of wife-hood (as opposed to widowhood), the
conjugal state, coverture; a kind of ornament or
decoration worn by a woman during the lifetime of her
husband; a kind of marriage song; congratulations, good
wishes:—suhg- ba, s.m. A medicine used in the milkfever (parsot) of lying-in women:—suhg-bhar, adj. f.
Beloved, favourite, happy (wife):—suhg-piror suhgpu , s.m. A basket, or a paper folded in the shape of a
sugar-loaf, containing cosmetics, paints, perfumes, a
comb, bangles and other ornaments, and fruits, &c.,
presented by a bridegroom to his bride:—suhg hinnor
suhg utarn(-k), To be deprived of coverture (a woman),
to become a widow:—suhg-sej, s.f. The nuptial bed:—
suhg-k 'itr, s.m. 'The perfume of good luck,' a perfume
rubbed on a bride and bridegroom:—suhg-lahar, s.f. A
favourable wind; a cool refreshing breeze.
H X 4B ,6$suhg [suhg, q.v.+Prk. (=S. ], s.m. Borax
(=sohg).
H <X 4B ,6$suhgan, ,6$ suhgin [Prk. ,6 .F$4"; S.
M#$"], s.f. A married woman whose husband is alive;
a woman beloved of her husband; a favourite wife (opp.
to duhgan).
H <X 4B ,6$suhgin = H X 4B,6$" suhgin (see
suhgan), s.f. A fortunate woman; a married woman
residing in her father's house.

H X 4B,6$"suhgin = H <X 4B ,6$ suhgin (see
suhgan), s.f. A fortunate woman; a married woman
residing in her father's house.
H X 4B,6$"suhg [Prk. ,6 .F$ ; S. M#$+t], s.m. (f.
-in), A fortunate man;—s.f.=suhgin, q.v.
H 4B ,6!suhl [prob. S. 8,# or 85#+!t?], s.m.
Wheat our kneaded with water, made into very thin
broad cakes, and fried in ghor oil; a thin greasy cake.
H ^! 4B 6!$sah-lag [sh, q.v.+S. !¢t], s.m. A wedding
day; the marrying season.
H ! 4B,6!"suhl, s.f.=suhl, q.v.
A 1 4B sihm, s.m. pl. (of sahm, q.v.), Portions, shares, &c.
H a 4B ,6/Msuhmnau, v.n. (old H.)=suhwn= suhn,
q.v.
H  4B ,6suhn, 1˚ adj.=suhn, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.=sohn, q.v.
H  4B 6sahn (caus. of sahn), v.t. To cause to
sustain or support; to cause to bear or endure; to enable
(one) to bear or endure; to cause to have patience.
H  4B 6sahn (corr. of shahna), s.m. Name of a
musical mode.
H  4B ,6suhn (i.q. suhwan, suhwn, and next), adj.
(f. -), Pleasing, pleasant, agreeable, charming,
becoming, graceful.
H  4B ,6suhn, (dialec) 6 sihn [suh˚= suhw˚=
Prk. 56 () or 56U()=S. 85# (), fr. 85#; or caus.
of rt. 8,#] , v.n. To shine, &c. (=sohn, q.v.); to be
beautiful;—v.t. To make beautiful; to ornament, adorn,
grace.
H  4B ,6suhn [suh= suhw˚= Prk. ,6 () or
,6U() =S.,L+()], v.n. To be pleasing, be
agreeable (to, -ko); to give pleasure, to please; to be
liked, be approved;—to be pleased, be glad, to rejoice;—to
be self-satised, to give oneself airs, to show o.
H  4B 6sah [sah(n) +  = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. Bearable, suerable, endurable, tolerable;—
obnoxious (to).
H  4B 6sah , s.m.=sahyor sahe, q.v.
H  4B 6 , 6

saho [sah(n) + o= Prk.  =( S.

()(], s.m. Bearing, suering, suerance, endurance,

H ) 4B 6sahy [S. 6+t], s.m. Helper, &c.

tolerance, patience, tractableness.
H  4B ,6suh [suh(n)+ , as in sah , q.v.),

(=sahyor sahe, q.v.).
H ) 4B ,6suhy, adj. (f. suh), Beautiful, graceful,

adj.=suhn, q.v.).
H  4B ,6 suhw [suh +Prk. (=S. ], adj.=Pleasing,

pleasing, agreeable, &c. (=suhn, q.v.):—suhy-mn, adj.
(f. -mat) = suhy, and sobhy-man, q.v.
S *) 4B 6sahyat, s.f. = S *) 4B 6; sahyatva,

&c. (=suhn, q.v.);—s.m. Beautifying, embellishment,
decoration, ornament, garniture; splendidness,
handsomeness.
H  4B 6 &sahwa [sah(n) + wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Capacity for enduring or suering,
power of endurance, passibility, passibleness:—sahwase, adv. Passively.
H  4B 6 !sahwal, s.m. A plummet (=sh l, q.v.).
H  4B6 &"sahot [see sahwa; cf. also S. 6 "],
s.f. Lintel (of a door); a kind of door-frame (syn. aukha).
H  4B ,6 suhwan (i.q. suhwn), adj. Pleasing,

s.m.Companionship, association; friendship; succour, aid,
help, assistance:—sahyat hn(-k), To seek or crave
the assistance (of):—sahyat karn(-k), To aid, help,
befriend, &c.
S *) 4B 6; sahyatva, s.m. = S *) 4B 6 sahyat,
s.f.Companionship, association; friendship; succour, aid,
help, assistance:—sahyat hn(-k), To seek or crave
the assistance (of):—sahyat karn(-k), To aid, help,
befriend, &c.
S () 4B 6sahyak, adj. Accompanied by; helpful,

agreeable, &c. (=suhn, q.v.):—suhwan karn, v.t. To
decorate, adorn, ornament.
H  4B ,6 suhwn, suhon, adj. & v.n.=suhn, q.v.

auxiliary; (in Geog.) tributary;—s.m. Companion; helper,
&c. (=saheor sah, q.v.):—sahyak-patr, s.m. Befriending
letter; letter of recommendation or of introduction.
S  ) 4B 6 sahya-vn, adj. See s.v. sahy.

H  4B,6 "suhwn (fem. of suhwn), s.f. An

H  4B6"sahy, sah[S. 6++t s.m.=sahyor

agreeable or charming woman.
H  4B,6 "suhw (fr. suhwn), s.f. (dialec.)

sahyak, qq.v.
H %4B 6 sahbat, s.f. corr. of shahwat, q.v.

Pleasantness, agreeableness.
S  4Band H. 6 sah (i.e. saha+aya), s.m. A companion,

H %4B ,6 shbat, 6  sahbat, s.f. corr. of %cf bat,

follower, adherent; ally, accomplice; patron, succourer,
rescuer, helper, aider, assistant; (in Geog.) a tributary;—
a number or multitude of companions and helpers;—the
ruddy goose, Anas casarca;—a sort of drug or perfume:—
sahy-vn, sahy-vat, or sahy-vant, adj. (f. -vat) & s.m.
Having a companion, accompanied, befriended, assisted;
—one who is befriended, &c.
H  4B6sahy, sahe, 6 sah [S. 6(], s.m.f.
Help, succour, ai, assistance, support, relief;
confederation; fellowship; friendship:—sahe karn(-kor
-k), To help, succour; to protect, &c.
H $ 4B6 sih, s.f. corr. of siyh, q.v.
H  4B,6suhy, contrac. of suhy, q.v.
H $ 4B,6 suh, adj. fem. of suhy, q.v.

q.v.
S X &%4B6#$"saha-bhg, vulg. sabhg, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Sharing;—sharer, participator, partaker,
shareholder, partner.
H  L4B6_"sah - ph, s.m. Class-fellow, school-fellow
(syn. ham-sabaq).
H 4B 6sahat, z sahut, 6 sihat, s.m. corr. of
shahd, q.v.
S 4B 6 sahit, and corr. H. 6 sihat, adj. & postpn.
Accompanied by, attended by; in company with, along
with, together with, with; associated with, connected
with; possessed of; inspired by (commonly annexed to
subst. to form adj. & adv.).
H *4B 6saht (imperf. part. of sahn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Bearing, &c.;—bearable, endurable; s.m. (in Gram.) The

objective or accusative case:—saht-saht, adj. Bearable;
bearably hot, lukewarm (water, &c.):—sahte-sahte, adv.
Patiently.
S *4B 6sahat, s.f. = S *4B 6; sahatva,
s.m.Suerance, endurance, capacity for enduring;—
companionship, association, union, connection.
S *4B 6; sahatva, s.m. = S *4B 6 sahat,
s.f.Suerance, endurance, capacity for enduring;—
companionship, association, union, connection.
S 64B 6*sahaj (saha-ja), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Born or
produced together; born from the same mother; born
with; connate, congenital; innate, inherent, naturally
belonging to, natural, unaected;—a brother of whole
blood, full or own brother;—the natural state or
disposition:—sahaj-svabhv-h, vulg. sahaj-subho-h, adv.
With natural ease.
H 64B 6*sahaj [S. µ(], adj. Easy, simple, facile:—sahajsahaj, or sahaj-se, or sahaj-me , adv. Easily; by degrees,
slowly; softly, in a low tone.
S 84B 6*saha-j, s.f. A sister of whole blood (see sahaj).
S $ 84B6* saha-j, vulg. sahj, s.m. Fellow-traveller;
companion, associate.
H 84B 6*sahajn [also so jhn;—S. 85#* or
8,#*+t], s.m. The tree Hyperanthera moringa(the root
of which is used as a substitute for horse-radish).
S 84B 6*Bsaha-jany, s.f. Name of a dancer (Apsaras)
in Indra's court.
S  :4B 6saha- r (f. -), = S  :4B6" saha- r (f. in),= S :4B 6 saha- ar (f. -),adj. & s.m. Going with,
associating with, accompanying, following;—an
associate, a companion, friend; an attendant, a follower;
—saha- r, s.m. Harmony, agreement; (in Logic) the
accompaniment of the middle term by the major.
S  :4B6"saha- r (f. -in), = S  :4B 6 saha- r
(f. -),= S :4B 6 saha- ar (f. -),adj. & s.m. Going with,
associating with, accompanying, following;—an
associate, a companion, friend; an attendant, a follower;
—saha- r, s.m. Harmony, agreement; (in Logic) the
accompaniment of the middle term by the major.

S :4B 6saha- ar (f. -), = S  :4B 6 saha- r (f. -),=
S  :4B6" saha- r (f. -in),adj. & s.m. Going with,
associating with, accompanying, following;—an
associate, a companion, friend; an attendant, a follower;
—saha- r, s.m. Harmony, agreement; (in Logic) the
accompaniment of the middle term by the major.
S :4B6"saha- ar, s.f. A female companion or
friend; a female attendant; a condante; a wife.
H + 4B 6sahad, s.m. corr. of shahd, q.v.
S )+ 4B 6b saha-dev, s.m. Name of the youngest of the
ve Pnav princes.
S 4B 6sahar, s.m. corr. of 1˚ shahr;—2˚ saar, qq.v.
H 4B 6sihar, sihr, shr[also sehr;—Prk. 6 ; S.
¶L+t], s.m. A chaplet, diadem, garland, wreath worn
on the head by a bride and bridegroom at the marriage
ceremony;—the song sung on the occasion of placing the
bridal chaplets on the heads of the bride and
bridegroom, a marriage song:—shr-bandh, s.f. The
brother-in-law's fee for fastening a chaplet on the
bridegroom's head.
H 4B 6sahrn, 6 sihrn, 6  sahirn
[sihr˚or sahr˚= S. .8L+= w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus.
augment], v.n. To bristle; to have the hairs stand erect
(from joy or fright, &c.); to thrill (with delight, &c.);—to
shudder, shiver (=siharn), shake, quake;—v.t. To rub
gently, to stroke, tickle, titillate (=sahln); to weary, tire;
to harass, tease.
H 4B 6sihr [sihr(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. Wearisome, tiresome, tedious.
H 4B 6 sahrwan (i.q. sahrn), s.m. Titillation, &c.
(=sahlwanand sahlha).
H 4B 6 sahrwn or sahron, v.n. & t.=sahrn,
q.v.
S 4B ,¤su-hrid,
& s.m. (f.  = S 4B,¤ su-hriday,adj.

), Good hearted; very friendly, aectionate, kind;—a
kind-hearted person; a friend:—suhrid-bhedor
suhriday

bhed, s.m. The separation of friends, dissension among
friends.

S 4B,¤su-hriday,
= S 4B ,¤ su-hrid,adj.
& s.m. (f. 

), Good hearted; very friendly, aectionate, kind;—a
kind-hearted person; a friend:—suhrid-bhedor
suhriday

bhed, s.m. The separation of friends, dissension among
friends.
H 4B 6saharn [sahar˚= Prk. (6()=S. (6(), rt.
/+¤], v.t. (dialec.) To arrange, &c. (cf. sa wrn).
H 4B 6siharn [fr. S. .8L; see saharn], v.n. To
shudder, shiver (with cold, &c.); to shake, quake (with
fear);—v.t. To rub; to scrape.
H  4B 6 sihirn [prob. fr. S. .8R!], v.n. (dialec.) To
dissolve, become liquid, to liquefy.
H 4B ,6suharn (see the trans. suhrn), v.n. To
drag, to trail.
H B4B 65sah-rosa [S. 6+53+t], adj. (dialec.)
Angry, wrathful, enraged (= sa-krodh).
H 4B6"sahar, sahr[Prk. 6.!; S. 8v], s.f. A
kind of carp, Cyprinus chrysopareiusor Cyprius sophore.
H 4B6"sihr (fr. siharn), s.f. Shuddering, shivering,
cold.
H I4B 6sahas, adj. (colloq.) contrac. of sahasra, q.v.:—
sahas-bh = sahasra-bhu.
S I4B 6sahas (rt. sah), s.m. Strength, force, power;
overcoming, conquering; victory;—light;—the Hind
month Mrg-rsh or Agrahya a (Nov.-Dec.); the
winter season.
S 04B 6sahas, adv. With great force; with great
precipitation; without consideration or pause,
precipitately, suddenly, at once, quickly, rashly, hastily.
S  04B6d"saha-sksh, = H & 04B6T " sahskh,adj. (f. -in), Having a witness.
H & 04B6T "sah-skh, = S  04B6d" sahasksh,adj. (f. -in), Having a witness.
H & 04B6L"sahaskh [S. 6k+.d+t], adj.=sahasra-

hazr):—sahasrrjun(˚ra+ ar˚), An epithet of Arjun (see
sahasra-bhu):—sahasrksha, or sahasrkshi(˚ra+ ak˚), adj.
'Thousand-eyed'; Argus-eyed, all-seeing, all-inspecting,
vigilant;—s.m. An epithet of the god Indra:—
sahasrnan(˚ra+n˚), adj. 'Thousand-faced'; 'thousandmouthed';—s.m. 'The thousand-faced one,' an epithet of
Vish u; an epithet of eshng (q.v.):— sahasra-bhuor
sahasra-bhuja, adj. Having a thousand arms;—s.m. An
epithet of iva, of Vish u, and of Arjun (q.v.):—sahasrapati, s.m. 'Lord of a thousand towns,' &c.; governor of a
district; any high military ocer:—sahasr-d, adj. A
thousand-fold:—sahasra-dri, adj. & s.m.=sahasrksha, q.v.:
—sahasr-dant, s.m. 'Thousand-toothed'; a sort of sheat
sh, Silurus pelorius:—sahasr-sahasr, s.m. Thousands,
thousands upon thousands; a thousand thousands, a
billion:—sahasr-ss, adj. 'Thousand-headed';—s.m. An
epithet of eshng (q.v.):—sahasra-netra, or sahasra-nayan=
sahasrksha, q.v.:—sahasra-vadan= sahasrnan, q.v.:—sahasrayug, s.m. A period of a thousand ages:—sahasro , format.
pl. of sahasr, Thousands, many thousands, thousands
upon thousands; by thousands.
H 04B 6 sahasro , See s.v. sahasr.
S 04B6"sahasr, adj. & s.m. Having a thousand;
consisting of thousands; amounting to a thousand (as a
ne, &c.);—a body of a thousand men, &c.; the
commander or prefect of a thousand; a ne amounting
to a thousand.
H  04B 6Tsahasya, adj. corr. of sahasra, q.v.:—
sahasynan= sahasrnan, q.v.s.v. sahasra.
S  04B 6Tsahasya, s.m. The Hind month Paush or Ps
(Dec.-Jan.).
S *4B 6 l4,sahishut, s.f. = S *4B 6 l4,;
sahishnutva, s.m.Ability to bear or support; endurance,
patience, forbearance; resignation.
S *4B 6 l4,; sahishnutva, s.m. = S *4B 6 l4,

aksha.
S  04B 6sahasn (rt. sah), adj. Patient, enduring,

sahishut, s.f.Ability to bear or support; endurance,
patience, forbearance; resignation.
S 4B 6 l4,sahishu, adj. Able to bear or support,

suering.
S 04B 6sahasra, vulg. sahasr, adj. A thousand (syn.

capable of enduring; of a disposition to bear; enduring,
patient, resigned.

S  4B 6saha-kr, vulg. sahkr, s.m. Acting with, co-

A 2 4B sahm (v.n. fr. 2 4B 'to become lean or lank,' &c.),

operation (=saha-krit);—one who co-operates with; an
assistant, &c. (=saha-kr, q.v.):—a sort of fragrant
mango.
S Y 4B 6saha-krit, s.f. = S Y 4B 6; saha-

s.m. An arrow (for shooting or for casting lots); a lot,
share, portion; transverse beam (of a house or
chamber); segment (of a circle, &c.); versed sine (of an
arc).
P 2 4B sahm, vulg. sahim, saham(=S. 8r), s.m. Fear,

kritva, s.m.Co-operation, assistance, help.
S Y 4B 6; saha-kritva, s.m. = S Y 4B 6
saha-krit, s.f.Co-operation, assistance, help.
S  4B6"saha-kr, vulg. sahkr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Co-operating, assisting, aiding;—one who co-operates
with (another), helper, coadjutor, assistant, fellowworker, associate, fellow-servant.
S a 4B6/usaha-karm = saha-kr, q.v.
S a J4B6$./ "saha-gmin (fem. of next), s.f. A female
associate, a woman's companion;—a woman who goes
with her deceased husband (i.e. burns herself with his
body).
S a J4B6$/"saha-gm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Going with,
accompanying; following;—an associate, companion;
follower, attendant (=saha- aror saha- r).
S <@ J4B 6$/saha-gaman, s.m. The act of going with,
accompanying; the voluntary burning of a widow on the
funeral pile with her deceased husband.
A 4B sahl, vulg. sahal(v.n. fr. 4B 'to be smooth or soft,'
&c.), adj. Easy, simple; facile, soft:—sahl karn, v.t. To
make easy, to simplify, to facilitate.
H 34B ,6!suhl, shl, s.m.=sohl, q.v.
H 34B 6!sahln (i.q. sahrn, q.v.), v.t. To rub
gently, stroke; to caress; to tickle, titillate; to tire,
harass, tease:— ya sahln(-k), To atter.
H 34B 6! sahlwan = H ?34B 6!6& sahlha
[sahlwan= sahln;—sahlha= sahl(n)+ ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Gentle rubbing, stroking;
caressing; tickling, titillation.
H ?34B 6!6&sahlha = H 34B 6!  sahlwan
[sahlwan= sahln;—sahlha= sahl(n)+ ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Gentle rubbing, stroking;
caressing; tickling, titillation.

terror, dread, awe; gravity, venerableness:—sahm-nk,
adj. Frightful, terrible, horrible;—frightened, &c.
H @ 4B sahm (f. -) = H  @ 4B sahm (f. - )(fr. sahamn),
adj. Frightened, afraid.
H  @ 4B sahm (f. - ) = H @ 4B sahm (f. -)(fr. sahamn),
adj. Frightened, afraid.
H  @ 4B sahmn (fr. P. sahm), v.t. To frighten, terrify.
S @ 4B 6/4saha-mara, vulg. sahmaran, s.m. Dying
together; concremation, a woman's burning herself with
the corpse of her husband.
H @ 4B sahamn (fr. P. sahm), v.n. To fear, to be afraid:—
saham-jn, v.n. intens. of and=sahamn.
P  @ 4B sahm-nk, adj. See s.v. sahm.
S <4B 6sahan, adj. Bearing, enduring, patient;—s.m.
(for S. sahanam) Enduring, endurance, suering,
patience; tolerance; forbearance;—a kind of cloth:—
sahan-l, adj. (f. -), Of a patient disposition, patiently
enduring;—s.m. A man of a patient disposition:—sahanlat, s.f. Patience of disposition, forbearance:—sahan-kr,
adj. = sahan-hr, q.v.:—sahan ka n(-ko), To bear, endure,
tolerate, &c. (=sahn, q.v.):—sahan-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Bearable, suerable, supportable, endurable, tolerable;—
obnoxious (to);—endurer, suerer, &c.
H 4B 6sahn [sah˚= Prk. 6()=S. 6(`), rt. 6O], v.t.
To bear, support; to suer; endure, tolerate, put up with;
—v.n. To be borne; to be digested, be assimilated, to
agree (with,—as food, &c.).
H $ 4B6 sahn, s.f. corr. of shahn, q.v.
H 04B 6sahansar, adj. (dialec.) corr. of sahasra, q.v.
H (4B sahnak (corr. of P. (cf, dim. of A. <cf), s.f. A
plate, dish, a small earthen pot, &c.
H  4B 6sahan-kr, = H  44B 6B6 sahan-hr,adj.
See s.v. sahan.
H  44B 6B6sahan-hr, = H  4B 6 sahan-kr,adj.

See s.v. sahan.
A 4B sahw, vulg. saho(for sahwu, inf. n. of 4B 'to forget,'

of suh lat, q.v.
H ) 4B 6 hsahwaiy [sah(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

&c.), s.f. Oversight, inadvertency, omission; error,
mistake, blunder, fault; neglect, negligence:—sahwulqalam, A slip of the pen, an error:—sahw-i-ktib, An error
of the copyist, a clerical error:—saho-seadv. By an
oversight, by mistake &c. (=sahwa, q.v.).
A - 4B sahwa (acc. of sahwuor sahw, q.v.), adv. By an

()++t], s.m. Endurer, suerer (=sahan-hr).

oversight, through inadvertence, inadvertently, by
mistake, erroneously.
S K 4B 6 saha-vs, vulg. sahwsor sahbs, s.m. A
residing together, dwelling with;—vicinity.
S B 4B6 "saha-vs, vulg. sahwsor sahbs, adj. &
s.m. Living together, living with, co-dwelling, coresident;—one who resides with (another), a co-resident,
co-dweller, fellow-lodger; a neighbour.
H A 4B 6 sahwat, s.f. corr. 1˚ of shahwat;—2˚ of ubat,

H 4B6"sah [prob. S. ;(; whence H.  , q.v.], emphat.
part. Yea, verily, indeed, true enough, forsooth; just so;
very well, so be it, let it be; just; pray; please; (often
added to the particle to, e.g. o to sah, 'Just come then,'
'come if you dare';—kholo to sah, 'Pray open,' 'doopen').
P 4B sah, vulg. sih, adj. Erect (as a cypress), straight;—
s.f. A straight cypress-tree:—sah-gad, adj. Like a cypress
in stature, erect and graceful as the cypress.
A 4B suh, s.m.=
4B suh, q.v
4
H 4B ,Ásuhaiy, ,6 suhay [Prk. ,6 .F$5; S. M#F
+t], s.m. A song of congratulation or good luck, a
birth-song (sung by women on the birth of a son).
H  4B 6 sahiyrn (see saharn), v.t. To arrange,

qq.v.
S *B 4B6 saha-vasati, s.f. A dwelling together (=saha-

to set or put in order; to adjust.
S * 4B Ç,sa-hetu, adj. Having a cause or reason or

vs).
H  4B6M&"sahau, 65&" saho, s.f. = saho, q.v.

occasion, produced by a cause, caused, occasioned.
H R4B Ç&sahe, s.f. (dialec.) A meadow, mead.

S  4B 65sahodar (saha+ udara), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Co-

H 8 4B Ç*sahej, s.m. (dialec.) Runnet (syn. jman).

uterine, born of one mother; of the whole blood
(kindred);—a brother of the whole blood, uterine
brother:—sahodar-bh, s.m. Uterine brother, full
brother.
H 4B 7sih [S. "zeft], s.m. The milk-hedge plant,
Euphorbia antiquorum:—sih -br(or -wr), s.f. A hedge of
Euphorbium.
H  4B 65isaho h (S. sahoha; i.e. saha+ ha), s.m. The

H 8 4B Ç*sahejn [sahej˚= S. ;+ * (), rt.  ],
v.t. To try, test, prove; to investigate, examine; to
correct, adjust; to provide.
A  4B suhail, corr. suhel(v.n. dim. form fr. 4B; see sahl),
s.m. The star Canopus.
H 3 4B ,Ç!suhel [prob. S. ,L+!+t], adj. (dialec.)
Easy; feasible.
H 3 4B ,Á!suhail, ,Ç! suhel (prob. = sohl, q.v.), s.m.

son of a woman pregnant at the time of her marriage.
H  4B 65isa-ho h [S. sa-hoha), s.m. lit.'Having stolen

(dialec.) A kind of descriptive or eulogistic song.
H # 4BÇ!"sahel [sakh, q.v.+el= Prk. .!=!+], s.f.

goods'; a thief caught with stolen property upon him.
H 4B 65!sahol, s.m. A plummet (=shulor sh l, q.v.).

A woman's fomale companion, a
condante; a maid-servant, handmaid, damsel; a
concubine, one of a company of women in a seraglio.
P 2 4B sahm, adj. Equal, even;—s.m. A partner; an equal.

P ! 4B suh lat, corr. sah lat(for A. ~! 4B, inf. n. of 4B 'To
be smooth, or soft, or easy'; see sahl), s.f. Smoothness,
plainness; ease; softness, gentleness, mildness.
H ! 4Bsuh l (fr. suh lat), adj. Easy-going, slow, lazy.
H  ! 4B suh lyat, vulg. suh liyat, sah liyat, s.f. pop. form

S  4B µsahya, adj. To be borne, or suered, or endured;
endurable, tolerable; able to bear, strong, powerful;—
s.m. Assistance; health, convalescence.

H B sa, emphat. part.=sah, q.v.
H B sa; corr. 1˚ of  cfa;—2˚ of P Bsa, qq.v.:—sa
karn= a karn; and sa karn.
H B  sa [prob. Prk. (, ; S. T (], s.f. lit.'Of one
piece'; a wire-chain.
H B"s, fem. of adj. a. s, 'like,' q.v.

to rule, &c.), s.f. Ruling, reigning, governing; dominion,
rule, sovereignty.
H  B siyr, T syr [Prk. !5; S. 8$!t], s.m. (f.
-), A jackal:—siyr-k lh, s.f. The Cassia stula(syn.
amalts).
A  B saiyr (v.n. fr.  B 'to go; to journey,' &c.), s.m. A

P B s [Pars ; Zend thriata; S. P8], adj. Thirty.

journeyer, traveller, wanderer; a person taking the air,
or one travelling for amusement.
H  B Tsyrak, s.m. (f. -) = ylak, and sl, q.v.

H [ B se [Prk. 5=(5=,(5, q.v.], ablat. postpn. Of

H  B siyrin = H  B" siyrn [Prk.

(denoting material, or race or stock, &c.); from; out of;
with; in connection with; along with (e.g. bahut smn-se
n); concerning; to (e.g. gho  me -se bandh-h  th);
by; by means of, by the instrumentality of; by way of,
along; over; upon; at; by reason of, in consequence of,
through; on account of; in reference to, in respect of, as
regards; according to; since; for (a period past); between;
among; than (marking the comparative degree).
H [ B se, s.f.=seh, or seh, or sh, qq.v.

.!4"; S. 8$! + "], s.f. A female jackal.

H [ B se, format., or obl. case, sing. of s, 'like,' q.v.

A female jackal.
P B B siysat (for A. ~B B, inf. n. of K B (for K B) 'to

H B"s, s.m.=si h, and sh, q.v.

H [ B se (Braj)=s, 'like,' q.v.
H Bhsai, sae[Prk. (; S. 8(], adj. One hundred (=sau).
H Bhsai, sae[Prk. (; S. @], s.f. Success, prosperity.
H Bsai, sae[S. .T, rt. ], 3rd pers. sing. pres.
(dialec.) Is (=hai).
H B sayy, s.f.=ayy; and sej, qq.v.
H B siy, " sy [Prk. , "; S. "], s.f.=st,
q.v., and cf. siya.
H B siy (fr. sn), s.m.=swan, q.v.
A  B saiy (v.n. intens. fr. B 'to journey,' &c.), s.m. A
great or frequent traveller, an itinerant; a pilgrim; a
travelled man;—adj. Travelling, peregrinating, itinerant.
P  B siyat (for A. ~ B, inf. n. of B), = P  Bsaiy
(fr. A. saiyh),s.f. Travelling, journeying; journey, voyage;
pilgrimage.
P  Bsaiy (fr. A. saiyh), = P  B siyat (for A. ~ B,inf.
n. of B), s.f. Travelling, journeying; journey, voyage;
pilgrimage.
P A B siydat (for A. { B, inf. n. of  B 'to hold dominion,

H  B"siyrn = H  B  siyrin [Prk.
.!4"; S. 8$! + "], s.f. A female jackal.
P ? B saiyra (for A. { B, saiyrat, fem. of saiyr, q.v.), s.m.
A planet (P. plur. saiyragn):—sab saiyra, The seven
planets (the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn).
H  B"siyr, T" syr [Prk. !"; S. 8$!"], s.f.

manage; to rule,' &c.), s.f. Management, conduct (of
aairs), right ordering, rule, government, governance,
administration; jurisdiction, legal authority;—correction,
punishment, chastisement; torture, pain, pang, agony;
severity, rigour:—siysat karn(-k), To manage; to rule,
govern, &c.; to chastise, &c.:—siysat--mudun, or siysat-mudun, s.f. The art of government; civic economy,
political economy:—siysat-me hon, To be in torture, or
agony, &c.
A G B siyq (inf. n. of G B 'to carry on, to prose cute,' &c.),
s.m. Numeration (by the Arabic alphabet); arithmetic,
ciphering; account-keeping.
P i B siyqat (for A. ~i B, inf. n. of G B 'to drive,' &c.), s.f.
Driving, urging onward, impelling, stimulating.
H B !siyl (i.q. siyr, q.v.), s.m. A jackal:—siyl-k ,
s.m. 'Jackal's thorn'; the prickly poppy, Argemone
mexicana; the plant Zizyphus scandens.
A B saiyl (intens. adj. fr.  B 'to ow'), adj. Flowing or
running much, owing rapidly, rapid.

H " B !siyl [S. 8" + ! + t], s.m. (dialec.), The

H L B siyn-pat, T syn-pat, s.f. = H ` B

cold season, winter:—siyl-pok, s.m. A barnacle; a snail.
H " B T!syl [Prk. ! ; S. 8$!+t], s.m.=syl, or

 saynap, T synap, s.m.=synpan, q.v.

siyr, q.v.
H " B T!syl, = H (! B T! sylak,s.m.=ylak, or sl,

pan = H L B  siyn-pan,  sayn-pan,

q.v.
H (! B T!sylak, = H " B T! syl,s.m.=ylak, or sl,
q.v.
P ! B saiyla (for A. ~! B saiylat, fem. of saiyl, q.v.), s.m. A
torrent; a body or volume (of anything) poured out or
forth.
H 1 B T/sym [S. /t], adj. Black; dark blue; dark
brown, swarthy, nut-brown;—s.m. An epithet of Krish ;
—the Indian cuckoo (syn. koilor koyal):—name of a
musical mode (rgin):—sym-baran, s.m. Black
complexion:—sym- ir, s.f. The Indian cuckoo:—sym-r p,
adj. Krish -like, dark blue (form).
H a B T/sym [S. /+t], s.m. An epithet of Krish ;
the Indian nightingale (see shm).
H a B T/sym [S. /], s.f. lit.'Black'; an epithet of

H <L B siyn-pan,  sayn-pan, T synT syn-pan [siyn, q.v.+Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m. Maturity, puberty,
adolescence; knowledge, cleverness, astuteness,
cunning, artfulness; conjuring, exorcism, necromancy;
miserliness, niggardliness.
H L B siyn-pan,  sayn-pan, T
syn-pan = H <L B  siyn-pan, sayn-pan,
T syn-pan [siyn, q.v.+Prk. Q4( or Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; (), or ; +], s.m. Maturity, puberty,
adolescence; knowledge, cleverness, astuteness,
cunning, artfulness; conjuring, exorcism, necromancy;
miserliness, niggardliness.
H  B siy [S. "], s.f. A deity presiding over

the goddess Kl.
H *a B T/symat, s.f.=ymat, q.v.

agriculture or the fruits of the earth; a tutelary goddess
presiding over a village;—a kind of ornament worn
round the neck by women on the Hol festival.
H   B " isywa h = H  B i" siywa h = H

H a B T/!symal, adj.=ymal, or s wal, q.v.

  B 7" siywa  [prob. S. "+ e&+], s.f. An

H  B h[saiy , saiy , s.m.=s , or s  , qq.v.

allotment of a portion of the grain-heap (one handful, or
small heap, for the Brhman or priest; one for Dev,
which is given to Jogs; and one for the Deity (Bhagwn),
which is given to a faqr).
H  B i"siywa h = H   B " i sywa h = H

H  B Tsyn, s.f. A kind of bird.
H  B sayn,  siyn, T syn [S. +(], s.m.
Sagacity, cleverness, shrewdness, cunning, artfulness;
maturity.
H  B sayn,  siyn, T syn, 
seyn [S. +t], adj. (f. -) & s.m. Grown up,
adolescent, of age, mature (in understanding), arrived at
puberty or years of discretion; knowinG, sagacious,
prudent, clever, wise, intelligent; shrewd, cunning,
artful, sly;—a knowing or astute person, a sharp or
shrewd man; a wise man; a conjurer, an exorcist; a
miser.
H ` B saynap, T synap, s.m. = H L B
 siyn-pat, T syn-pat, s.f.=synpan, q.v.

  B 7" siywa  [prob. S. "+ e&+], s.f. An
allotment of a portion of the grain-heap (one handful, or
small heap, for the Brhman or priest; one for Dev,
which is given to Jogs; and one for the Deity (Bhagwn),
which is given to a faqr).
H   B 7"siywa  = H   B " i sywa h = H
 B i" siywa h [prob. S. "+ e&+], s.f. An
allotment of a portion of the grain-heap (one handful, or
small heap, for the Brhman or priest; one for Dev,
which is given to Jogs; and one for the Deity (Bhagwn),
which is given to a faqr).

P  E  B siywushn, siywashn, s.m. The herb maiden-

P  B siyh, vulg. syh, s.f. Blackness, darkness; shade; a

hair, Pteris lunulata.
P ? B siyh [Pehl. iyh, yk; Zend yva; S. /], adj.

black spot; a black dye or tincture; ink; blacking; lampblack (syn. kjal); (met.) a stigma, brand:—siyh- a, or
siyh-so , s.m. Blotting-paper:—siyh-dn, s.m. An
inkstand.
P U B seb (=S.  ), s.m. An apple; (poet.) the chin:—seb--

Black, dark, sombre; unfortunate, bad:—siyh-btin,
 adj.
& s.m. Black-hearted, false-hearted;—a false-hearted
man, dissembler, hypocrite:—siyh-ba t, adj.
Unfortunate, unlucky:—siyh-ba t, s.f. Misfortune, illluck:—siyh-posh, adj. Clad in black, dressed in mourning;
—one who is clothed in black:—siyh-tb, adj. Black and
shining, glossy black:—siyh-tl , adj. Black-mouthed (a
horse, &c.); abusive; whose curses prevail:—siyh- ashm,
adj. Black-eyed; unkind, cruel:—siyh- ashm, s.f. Blackeyedness:—siyh-dil, adj. Black-hearted, malevolent:—
siyh-dil, s.f. Malevolence:—siyh-r , adj. Black-faced;
unlucky; disgraced;—s.m. One whose face is black:—siyhroz, adj. Unfortunate, unhappy:—siyh-roz, s.f. Adverse
fortune, ill-luck:—siyh-tl,
 adj. Of unlucky destiny,
unfortunate:—siyh-tl,
s.f. Unluckiness, misfortune,

bad luck:—siyh-fm, adj. Black-coloured, black, blackcomplexioned:—siyh-qalam karn, To delineate:—siyh-kr,
adj. & s.m. Sinful, wicked, bad; tyrannical;—evil-doer,
sinner; cheat:—siyh-kr, s.f. Black deeds, foul deeds,
wickedness; lewdness; misfortune, oppression; roguery,
deceit:—siyh-ksa, s.m. lit.'Black cup'; a miser, niggard,
sordid wretch:—siyh karn, v.t. To blacken; to scribble
upon; to call to account, take an account of; to mar, spoil,
ruin:—siyh-gosh, s.m. lit.'Black-eared'; a lynx, Felix
caracal:—siyh-mast, adj. Dead drunk:—siyh-mast, s.f.
Extreme drunkenness.
H  B siyh (for P.  B siyha), s.m. An account-book; a
written account; a list, an inventory:—siyh-mdan(or
siyh-mdan), s.f. A treasury account of daily collections
received from the cultivators:—siyh-bah, s.f. The
ledger or day-book in which daily receipts and
disbursements are entered; a journal in which the
orders of a court are recorded:—siyh karn, v.t. To
enter, record, register:—siyh-mauj dt(or siyhmauj dt), s.m. An account of the daily receipts,
remittances, and disbursements (of a treasury, &c.):—
siyh-navs, s.m. One who keeps a rough day-book; one
who keeps accounts, an accountant.

gabg
 ab,
 s.m. The chin.
H ` B "sp [Prk. Q"; S. 8,.=t], s.f. An oyster-shell; a
bivalve shell, a shell; mother-of-pearl; the rst mangoes
that fall from the tree; a kind of mango (the stone of
which resembles a shell):—sp-k botm, s.m. (colloq.), A
mother-of-pearl button:—sp-k n, s.m. Shell-lime.
P ? L B s-pra, adj. Of thirty pieces;—s.m. Any one of the
thirty sections into which the Qor n is divided (= sipra).
H L B "!spal (prob. fr. sp, q.v., & cf. sifl), s.m. A
fragment of earthenware, a pot-sherd.
H 3L B "!spl, s.m. A patch or lock of curly hair on
any part of a horse's skin (it is regarded as a good
mark).
H (#L B "!splak, s.f.? The small house-lizard cf.
hipkal).
H ! &L B v.!sephlik, s.f. corr. of ephlik, q.v.
H &L B "v!s-phal [Prk. "v!(; S. Y"v!(], s.m. The woodapple tree, and its fruit, #gle marmelos.
H L B""sp, s.f.=sp, q.v.:—sp-k k , s.m. A muscle;
shell-sh.
H  B "st [Prk. "5, and "(; S. 8"t, and 8"(], adj.
Cold, cool, chilly, &c. (see t);—s.m.f. Cold, coldness,
chilliness; frost; dew; wet, wetness, moisture, damp;
clamminess; sweat, perspiration;—a cooling drink;
buttermilk:—strt(S. ta+rta), adj. Pained or pinched
with cold, suering from cold, chilled:—st g, st-a g,
sita g(S. ta+anga), s.m. Palsy; numbness, the being
chilled with cold:—st-b, s.f. The palsy:—st-jvar, s.m.
Ague:—st-rb , s.f. Buttermilk and rb , q.v.:—st-ras,
s.m. Flux, dysentery; cholera:—st-kl, s.m. The cold
season, winter.
H  B set, s.m. A mound, &c. (=setu, q.v.):—set-bandh,
s.m.=setu-bandh.

H  B set [S. :<t], adj. White:—set-dp, s.m. 'White

H * B hsaitn,  setn, v.t.=sai tn, q.v.

island'; one of the minor divisions of the world
(identied geographically by Wilford with Britain):—setkaw, s.m. A white crow; a rook.
H  B set, s.f. (dialec.), A leech (syn. jo k).

S * B ,setu, s.m. A ridge of earth, a mound, bank,

S * B "st, s.f. The track of a ploughshare, a furrow;
husbandry; spirituous liquor;—name of the daughter of
king Janak and wife of Rmandra;—name of the deity
(wife of Indra) presiding over fruits (cf. siy ); name of
Lakshm; of Um; of one of the fabulous branches of the
Ganges:—st-pati, s.m. 'Husband of St,' epithet of the
hero Rmandra:—st-phal, s.m. 'St's fruit,' the
custard-apple, Annona squamosa; the sweet pumpkin or
squash-gourd:—st-bir , s.m. corr. of st-vriksh,
q.v.:—

st-rm, St and Rm (a kind of ejaculatory invocation
much used by devotees):—st-rama, or st-rawan, s.m.
'The enamoured of St,' i.e. Rm:— st-s pr, s.f. The
fruit of the st-vriksh,
an acorn:—st-nth, s.m.=st-pati,

q.v.:—st-vriksh,
s.m. The oak-tree:—sthr(˚t+h˚), s.m.

'St's food'; a kind of cryptogamous plant, Lycopodium
phlegmaria:—st-hr, s.m. A kind of musical instrument.
H ^ * B "[$stng, s.m. See s.v. st, 'cold.'
H * B "!stal [S. 8"!t], adj. Cool, cold, chilly (syn.
han):—stal-p, or stal-pa, s.f. A kind of ne cool
mat (for sleeping on):—stal- n, s.f. Allspice, Myrtus
pimenta.
H 3* B "!stal, stl[S. 8"!], s.f. Small-pox; the
goddess presiding over or in icting small-pox:—stl-p j,
s.f., or stl-p jan, s.m. The worship of the goddess of
small-pox:—stl-k khj, s.m. (colloq.) 'Food of smallpox,' i.e. children:—stl-k ph   kh, An eye lost from
small-pox; (g.) an irretrievable loss:—stl-khy, stlmu h, or stl-mu h-dg, adj. Pitted with small-pox.
H *#* B "!stalt = H $ *#* B"! stalt [S. 8"!+
], s.f. Coolness, coldness, chilliness, frigidity;
placidity, mildness, gentleness.
H $ *#* B"! stalt = H *#* B "! stalt [S. 8"!+
], s.f. Coolness, coldness, chilliness, frigidity;
placidity, mildness, gentleness.

causeway, dike, dam; a raised piece of ground separating
elds serving as a boundary, or as a passage during
inundations); a landmark; a bridge; a mountain road or
track, a pass, dele:—setu-bandh, or setu-bandh-rmevar,
s.m. 'Rm's bridge,' the ridge of rocks extending from
the south extremity of the Coromandel coast towards
the island of Ceylon (supposed to have been formed by
Hanumn as a bridge for the passage of Rm's forces
against Rvan).
H &* B "Rsth [S. =R(; Prk. ;R(], s.m. Rice water, rice
sowins, rice gruel.
H  &* B hR saithwar, s.m. Name of an agricultural
tribe near Benares.
H  #&* B hRsaithilya, s.m. corr. of aithilya, q.v.
H * B""st, s.f. The plant Magnolia.
H * B"set, = H < * B · set ,postpn. (dialec.)=se, q.v.
(cf. sit).
H < * B ·set , = H * B" set,postpn. (dialec.)=se, q.v.
(cf. sit).
H  * B h;Rsaitya, s.m. corr. of aitya, q.v.
H RB &se [prob. S. &], s.f. The hair about the groin
or pubes; or that of the armpits; or that of the nostrils.
S RB &,seu, s.m. A water-melon; a kind of cucumber,
Cucumis madraspatanus.
H RB _seh [Prk. 5; S. Y<c], s.m. A great merchant; a
banker, a money-broker; a millionaire; a capitalist; the
chief of a corporation or trade; a title of respect given to
merchants, bankers, &c. (=seh-j).
H RB s~h [Prk. ; S. ], s.f. What is left, leavings, refuse;
what is chewed and spit out, dregs of betel, &c.; indigo
refuse.
H RB "_sh [Prk.  ; S. .89+t], adj. (f. -), 'Out of
which the juice has been expressed, sapless, pithless,
insipid, tasteless, vapid, languid, weak, pale, sickly,
faded.
H ?RB "_sh-pan, s.m. = H 8RB"_ sh, s.f.

[sh, q.v.+ pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.

S <8 B ,su-yajn, vulg. suyagya, s.m. A good oblation, an

=S. +], Saplessness, pithlessness, insipidity, &c.

excellent sacritice.
H 8 B "*sjn = H &8 B "D sjhn [sj˚= Prk.

(see sh).
H 8RB"_ sh, s.f. = H ?RB "_ sh-pan, s.m.

A*()=S. Y"(`), passive of rt. Y" (or Y);—Prk.

[sh, q.v.+ pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.

A*(), 'to exude,' &c., also=S. .T 1(), rt. .T ], v.n.

=S. +], Saplessness, pithlessness, insipidity, &c.

To boil, seethe; to become soft or sodden (by boiling); to
dissolve, melt away; to sweat, exude; to ltrate,
percolate;—to be liquidated (a debt); to be received (as
money):—sj-jn, v.n. intens. of and=sjn.
H &8 B "Dsjhn = H 8 B "* sjn [sj˚= Prk.

(see sh).
H RB shan (corr. fr. the English), s.f. American
sheeting.
H RB _sehan [S. Yc+"], s.f. The wife of a Seh, q.v.
H RB _sehan, s.f. A whisk, a kind of brush.

A*()=S. Y"(`), passive of rt. Y" (or Y);—Prk.

H  RB "_"shn, s.m. = H  RB"_" shn, s.f.[sh,

A*(), 'to exude,' &c., also=S. .T 1(), rt. .T ], v.n.

q.v.+n, or ni= lor l= Prk. f , or f=S. +t, or
weddings).
H  RB"_"shn, s.f. = H  RB "_" shn, s.m.[sh,

To boil, seethe; to become soft or sodden (by boiling); to
dissolve, melt away; to sweat, exude; to ltrate,
percolate;—to be liquidated (a debt); to be received (as
money):—sj-jn, v.n. intens. of and=sjn.
H 8 B Asejy, s.f.=sej, q.v.

q.v.+n, or ni= lor l= Prk. f , or f=S. +t, or

H <: B se an [S. (], s.m. Sprinkling, aspersion,

], Obscene or abusive songs (sung by women at
weddings).
H RB"_"sh, s.f. 1˚=sh, q.v.;—2˚=s, q.v.

watering, irrigation; dripping; baling;—a baling-vessel, a
bucket.
H : B "s n [s ˚= Prk. K(), or ()=S.

H RB "&"s [prob. fr. S. 8"; or "], s.f. Whistling, a

 (), rt. ], v.t. To water, irrigate; to lave; to rinse

whistle:—s-bz, s.m. A whistler:—s bajn, or s den,
or s mrn, v.n. To whistle:—s bundhn, or s gumhon, or s bh ln, 'Whistling to be stopped, or to be lost,
or to be forgotten'; to be distracted or confounded, to
become senseless.
H 6 B "*sj [S. "zeft], s.m. The milky hedge-plant,

out; to empty (also written s n).
S : B"se an, s.f. A baling-vessel, a bucket.

], Obscene or abusive songs (sung by women at

Euphorbia neriifolia, or E. antiquorum(syn. sih ).
H 6 B *sej [Prk. A*; S. 8], s.f. A bed, couch;
bedding; a layer of straw (for a horse, &c.):—sej bi hn,
'To spread out bedding,' to make a bed:—sej-band, s.m. A
cord for fastening bedding, or a sheet, to a bedstead:—
sej- atur, s.m. (f. -), One who is a connoisseur in the
matter of a good or comfortable bed:—sej a hn, 'To
mount a bed,' to go to bed:—sej-suhgor sohg(or suhgsej), s.f. The nuptial bed:—sej-kr, s.m. A bed-maker:—sej
lagn, or sej sa wrn, 'To prepare, or arrange, a bed,' to
make a bed.

P u B s , s.f. A skewer; a spit; any long thin piece of
metal; a piece of iron (about a cubit long) with which
faqrspierce their necks and cheeks:—s -par lagn(-ko),
To put on the spit; to roast;—(met.) to burn, in ame:—
s -p, adj. & s.m. Rearing (a horse);—a rearer.
P :> B si - a, s.m. dim. of s , q.v.:—si  a hon, v.n. To
rear up (a horse).
H > B s iy [-iy= S. a. t], adj. Of a spit, done on a
spit:—s iy kbb, s.m. Meat roasted on a spit.
A + B saiyid, vulg. saiyad, said(v.n. fr.  B), s.m. A lord,
ohief, prince;—any descendant of Mohammad, (esp.) a
descendant of Husain (who was the grandson of Moham
mad):—the second of the four classes into which
Mohamma dans are divided; an in dividual of that class:
—saiyidu' l-bashar, 'Prince of mortals,' i.e. Mohammad:—

saiyidu' l-mursaln y ambiy, 'Chief of the apostles, or
prophets,' Mohammad:—saiyid-zda, adj. & s.m. Born of a
Saiyid;—a Saiyid's son.
P + B sed, corr. of cf at, q.v.:—sed- na, s.m. corr.
of at- na.
H + B said, adv., corr. of shuad, q.v.;—s.f. corr. of + f
aid, q.v.
H + B "sd, adj. (dialec. & colloq.)=sdh, q.v.
H + Bsaiyidn, vulg. saidn(saiyid, q.v.+S. a. n), s.f. A
woman of the Saiyid caste; the wife or daughter of a
saiyid.
H + B "sdn (see sedn; and cf. sjn), v.n. To suer
aiction, to be aicted.
H + B sedn [sed˚= S. TU(), caus. of rt. .T ], v.t.
To cause to sweat, to make warm, to foment, to stupe.
P ?+ B saiyida (for A. {+ B saiyidat, fem. of + B), s.f. The wife
or daughter of a Saiyid; a lady, a princess.
H + B "sdh [S. -(; or .-t], s.f. Straightness,
directness; direct line, direction, aim (cf. s dh);—
adj.=sdh, q.v.:—sdh b dhn(-k), To take the line (of); to
take aim (at); to go in a direct line (to); to lay out a line
(of road):—sdh-me , adv. In a straight line (with, -k), in
the direction (of).
H + B "sdh [Prk. - ; S. -+t], adj. (f. -),
Straight, direct, even; to the point; close (as a
translation); point-blank; opposite, facing; erect, upright;
accurate, correct, right, proper, excellent; plain, simple,
artless; easy (to be accomplished, &c.); straightforward,
honest, fair, candid; quiet, gentle, tractable; favourable,
kind; right (hand); auspicious, lucky;—adv. Directly,
straight, &c.;—s.m. Undressed victuals, provisions;
forage; a settled allowance;—a charge made for
provisions or supplies (to travellers, &c.);—sdh bann(ko), To make straight, to straighten; to set right, to
regulate, to correct; to tame, train, teach( =sdh karn):—
sdh-sdh, adj. Simple, artless, &c. (=sdh):—sdh-sa ,
adj. Simple and straightforward:—sdh karn, v.t. To
straighten; to smooth, plane; to rectify, to adjust,
correct, set right, put to rights, make proper; to chastise;
to tame, train, teach;—to level (a gun); to take aim:—

sdh honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become straight, to
come right, to be on the right path; to be rectied or
corrected; to be chastised; to be tamed, be trained:—sdh
rh-se phirn, To deviate from the straight path, to go
astray:—sdh-sd 'ibrat, s.f. A plain and simple style:—
sdhe-subho, adv. Naturally; in a straightforward
manner, in all honesty:—sdh sunn(-ko), To speak
plainly (to), to rate (one) soundly; to abuse roundly or in
set terms:—sdh tara,
adv. In a direct or straightforward

manner, fairly, honestly; smoothly, softly, quietly;
civilly, respectfully.
H <; + B "sdh-pan, s.m. = H $ + B" sdh, s.f.
(for ˚pan, and , see sh-pan, &c.), Straightness;
simplicity, artlessness, straightforwardness,
genuineness, candour, honesty, uprightness, rectitude;
inoensiveness, harmlessness, quietness, tractableness.
H $ + B" sdh, s.f. = H <; + B " sdh-pan, s.m.
(for ˚pan, and , see sh-pan, &c.), Straightness;
simplicity, artlessness, straightforwardness,
genuineness, candour, honesty, uprightness, rectitude;
inoensiveness, harmlessness, quietness, tractableness.
H  + B "sdhrn, v.n.=sidhrn, q.v.
H + B""sdh, s.f.=sdh; and sdh, qq.v.
A + Bsaiyid, vulg. sd, s.m. An appellation of Africans; a
negro.
A  B siyar, s.f. pl. (of srat, q.v.), Qualities, morals,
manners, dispositions; virtues.
H  B "sr, s.f. Damp, &c. (=sl, q.v.).
H  B "sr, s.m. 1˚ contrac. of sr, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of sir,
q.v.
S  B "sr, s.m. A plough;—the sun;—(in Hind) s.m.f.
Husbandry, agriculture; land under the immediate
cultivation of the proprietor; rst-rate land;—adv.
Together, in partnership, jointly:—sr-jot, s.m. The
home-farm.
P  B sr, s.m. Garlic;—water-mint.
P  B ser [prob. akin to Zend thrãf; S. v (v)], adj. Full,
satiated, sated; satised, contented; disgusted, sick or
tired (of):—ser-b, adj. Full of water, saturated; moist,
succulent; satised with drink; satised;—fresh,

blooming; fertile, rich:—ser-b karn, v.t. To water, to
saturate; to satisfy; to cause to ourish, &c.:—ser-ba,
s.m. A kind of food made of curds and garlic:—ser-b, s.f.
Moistness, humidity, moisture, juiciness, succulence;
freshness, bloom; fertility:—ser n= ser hon:—ser-cashm,
adj. & s.m. Satised, contented; generous, liberal;—a
contented person; a generous or liberal man (opp. to
tang- ashm):—ser- ashm, s.f. Satiety; contentment;
generosity, liberality:—ser-il, adj. Very productive or
fertile, very rich:—ser hon, v.n. To be sated, be cloyed, to
be sick (of); to be distressed.
H  B ser [S. &?], s.m. A weight of about two pounds,
a 'seer' (the Calcutta factory ser, 1 lb. 13 oz. 13·86 drs.
Avoirdupois; and the bzr ser, 2 lbs. 0 oz. 13·853 drs.):—
ser-bhar, One ser; a full ser.
H  B ser, s.m. corr. of sher, q.v.
A  B sair (inf. n. of  B 'to go,' &c.), s.f. Moving about,
strolling, stroll, ramble, walk, taking the air, airing,
perambulation, excursion, tour, travels; recreation,
amusement; scene, view, spectacle, landscape; perusal
(of a book, &c.); a sally (of wit, &c.), a jest:—sair karn, v.n.
To take the air, to stroll, ramble, perambulate; to take
amusement, to enjoy sights, to view or contemplate a
beautiful landscape; to make an excursion, &c.; to read,
peruse:—sair-gh, s.f. Place of perambulation, walk,
passage, thoroughfare; place of recreation; a place
aording a good view or prospect:—sair-o-shikr, s.m.
Shooting and hunting.
H  B "sr (=sl, q.v.), adj. Cool, moist, damp, raw;—
s.m. A kind of sweetmeat made of meal and sugar (syn.
alw; mohan-bhog):—sr-s, adj. (f. -), Thin, watery.
P  B ser-b, adj. = P   Bser-b, s.f.See s.v. ser, 'full.'
P   Bser-b, s.f. = P  B ser-b, adj.See s.v. ser, 'full.'
H  B sern, h sairn [fr. S. ], v.t. To cause to
oat, to set a oat, to launch; to cause to go, to despatch;
—to extend, to increase, augment.
H  B sern (fr. sr= sl, q.v.), v.t. To make cold, to
cool (=sirn, q.v.).
H ^ B [$serng, s.m. corr. of sar-hang, q.v.
P A B srat (for A. { B, v.n. fr.  B 'to go,' &c.; see sair), s.f.

Way of life, conduct, character, nature, disposition;
virtue, morals; qualities (syn. alat).
H D  B "3srsha,
'
or srsh, adj.=rsha, q.v.
H  B "srak [sr= sl, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f. Coolness,
cool; moistness, dampness, rawness.
H  B "4sra,
'
srn, adj.=ra, q.v.
H  B siyarn, v.n. (dialec.) To become joined, to
join, unite.
H  B Iseru,   serw [S. .8t++t], s.m. The
head and foot parts of a bed-frame.
H  B serh (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Sail (of a ship).
S  B""sr, s.m. A plough-holder (an epithet of
Balrm);—a sharer, partner (see sr).
P  Bser (fr. ser, q.v.), s.f. Satisfying of hunger, satiety,
repletion, fulness; glut, plenitude; satisfaction,
contentment:—ser karn(-k), To satisfy, to ll, &c.
H  B"ser (fr. ser), s.f. The serweight.
H RB "7s = H  RB "7 s  [prob. fr. S. .8; but cf. sr,
sl], s.m. A channel through which elds are watered;—
an inundated eld; moist land.
H  RB "7s  = H RB "7 s [prob. fr. S. .8; but cf. sr,
sl], s.m. A channel through which elds are watered;—
an inundated eld; moist land.
H RB"i"s h [Prk. ¯"; S. Y"?], s.f. A stair, step; a
ladder; a degree;—s hiy , s.f. pl. A ight of steps:—s hs h a hn, To rise, or climb, step by step:—s h-k an,
Rung of a ladder:—s h lag-ke a hn, 'To put up a ladder
and climb,' to mount or climb by means of a ladder.
P ?o B s-dah [Phel. dah; Zend thri-daan; S. P58], adj.
Thirteen.
P 2 o B sz-dahum, adj. Thirteenth.
H IB sas, (colloq.) sais, s.m. See I B sas, and I $ B ss.
H I B "ss [Prk. "(, ",; S. 8"3],
 s.m. The head,
skull;—(local) a freckle; a spike; ame (=S. sikh):—ssph l, s.m. An ornament for the head (worn by women);
a husband, lord, chief:—ss a hn(-ko), To place on the
head; to exalt, to show respect to, to honour;—to raise
the head high, to exalt oneself, to assume, be arrogant:
—ss kan, The head to be cut o, to be beheaded:—ss

gundhn(apn), To have the hair dressed or braided; to
prepare for marriage, to wed:—ss niwn, To bend the
head, to bow (=sr jhukn).
S I B "ssa, vulg. ss(Prk. "), s.m. Lead (=ss, q.v.).

a sword attached to its tail:—saif-zabn, adj. & s.m.
Having a tongue like a sword;—one who possesses
eective spells; one whose curses prevail.
P h B saifa (fr. A. saif), s.m. A book-binder's knife:—saifa

H I B ses [Prk. 5; S. ¶3t], adj. Remaining, other, all

karn, v.t. To cut the edges of the pages of a book smooth
and even.
P h Bsaif (fr. A. saif), adj. Sword-shaped; (in Bot.)
equitant;—s.f. Cursing, imprecation; an evil charm;—a
rosary:—saif phern, To count (one's) beads.
H ( B sek, s.f.=se k, q.v.

the other; the last;—s.m. Remainder, rest, residue,
leavings; end; appendix (see esh);—name of a celebrated
mythological thousand-headed serpent regarded as the
emblem of eternity (he is called the king of the Ngas or
snakes inhabiting Ptla, and is represented as forming
the couch and canopy of Vish u whilst sleeping during
the intervals of creation, and sometimes as bearing the
entire world on one of his heads):—sesvasth, ses-avasth,
s.f. The last state or condition of life, old age:—ses-s,
s.m. 'The sleeper on the serpent Ses,' an epithet of
Vish u:—ses-ng, s.m. The serpent Ses (q.v.).
H 0 B "ss [Prk. "(; S. "], s.m. Lead, blacklead:
—sse-k, adj. (f. -), Of lead, leaden.
H 0 B sesar, s.m. The gripe of a bow;—name of a
game at cards.
S (0 B "ssaka, vulg. ssak, s.m. Lead (=ss, q.v.).
H c@ 0 B "/6!ss-maal, s.m. corr. of shsh-maal,
q.v.s.v. shsha.
H ' 0 B $ses-ng, s.m. See s.v. ses, and esh.
H 0 B "5sso = H  0 B " sso [Prk. ",; S. À88; cf.
also S. 8"3],
 s.m. The tree Dalbergia sisu, and its wood
(much used in manufactures).
H  0 B " sso = H 0 B "5 sso [Prk. ",; S. À88; cf.
also S. 8"3],
 s.m. The tree Dalbergia sisu, and its wood
(much used in manufactures).
H 0Bsais, (colloq.) sais, s.f.=0 Bsais, and 0 $ Bss,
q.v.
S Z B ,8su-ya, s.m. Good repute, fame, renown;—adj.
Of good repute, famous, renowned.
H Z B 3sesh, adj. & s.m.=ses, and esh, qq.v.
H  B,8"su-ya, adj.=su-ya, q.v.
A g B sf, s.m.(?) Sea-shore, shore, margin, bank (rare).
A g B saif, s.f. A sword:—saif-bn, s.m. A rocket which has

H : B"sek  [prob. S. 8rj.t], s.f. A skate (for
sliding).
H  B "skar, s.m. Fine rain, drizzle (=kar, q.v.).
H  B "skar = H  B"" skr [S. &rL!], s.f. A
small chain, a wire-chain (see sikar, sikal, sikl, s kar).
H  B""skr = H  B " skar [S. &rL!], s.f. A
small chain, a wire-chain (see sikar, sikal, sikl, s kar).
H  ( B h7saika , saik , (dialec.) 7 sek  [Ap. Prk.
=f; S. 8++t], s.m. An aggregate of a hundred;
the hundred's place (in numeration);—adv. Per hundred,
per cent.; a hundred per cent.:—saik o , format. pl. By
hundreds, in hundreds, hundreds of, hundreds npon
hundreds.
H  B sekn, v.t.=se kn, q.v.
H & B "Lskh [S. .8d], s.f. Instruction, tuition,
learning, lesson, study; advice, counsel, admonition:—
skh den(-ko), To give advice (to), to counsel, admonish:—
skh suhn(-k), To take advice in good part:—skh len(k), To take the advice (of), to seek counsel (of), to
consult; to learn (from), to draw a lesson (from, -se):—
skh mnn(-k), To heed the advice (of), &c.
H & B Lsekh, adj. & s.m.=ses, and esh, qq.v.
H  & B "Lskhn, v.t. (prov.)=sikhn, q.v.
H  B "L7skh-tar, s.m. A learner, beginner, tyro,
novice.
H & B Lsekhar, s.f.=ekhar, q.v.
H & B Lsekhran [S. .8L4"], s.f. A dish of curds
and sugar with spices.

H 3& B "L!skhln, v.t. (prov.) = sikhln, q.v.
H & B "Lskhn [skh˚= Prk. =L()=S. .8d(`), rt.
.8d], v.t. To acquire knowledge; to learn, acquire; to
master:—skh-len, v.t. intens. of and=skhn:—skhne-hr,
s.m. Learner, student.
H  J B "$sgr, s.m. Thick cloth (see g h).
H <J B $,segun, s.m. (dialec.) Teak-wood (=sgaun, q.v.).
H  J B $5&sego,
 s.m. = H  J B $M segaun, s.f.Soil
consisting of a mixture of sand and clay.
H  J B $Msegaun, s.f. = H  J B $5& sego,
 s.m.Soil
consisting of a mixture of sand and clay.
H  J B "$ sgwan, s.m. (dialec.) Teak-wood (=sgaun).
H  B !sayal, sail, h! sail, s.m.=  E ail, q.v.
H  B "!sl [Prk. "!(; S. 8"!(], s.f. Coldness, cold;
wetness, moistness, dampness, moisture:—sl-garm, adj.
Slightly warm, lukewarm, tepid.
H  B "!sl [Prk. "!(; S. 8"!(], s.m. Disposition,
character, nature; quality, tendency; good disposition;
right conduct; benevolence, amiability, humanity;
morality, moral practice, virtue; steady and uniform
observance of laws and morals; complaisance, civility;
contentment:—sl-want, sl-want, or sl-wn, adj. Of a good
disposition, amiable, benevolent, humane; virtuous,
moral; mild; contented, &c.:— kho -men sl hon, To be
polite, or generous, &c.; to be quiet, or modest, or
retiring.
H  B !sel [S. 8(], s.m. A spear, dart, javelin;—(dialec.)
a species of carp.
H  B sel (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A shell.
A  B sail (inf. n. of  B 'to ow'), s.f. A owing; a ow of
water, a torrent, a current:—sail-b, s.m. See s.v.
H  B h!sail, s.f. corr. of sair, q.v.
H 3 B "!sl [Prk. "! ; S. 8"!+t], adj. (f. -), Cold,
cool; wet, damp, moist; marshy:—sl karn, v.t. To cool,
&c.
H 3 B !sel [prob. akin to S. h!,( !(], s.m. A kind of
scarf or mantle (of silk, or lawn, or muslin; usually
composed of four breadths depending from the

shoulders loosely over the body: it is much worn, and
given as a present, in the Dakkhan); a silk turban.
H 3 B !sel [prob. S. 8hpt, fr. 8h!], s.m. A lion; a royal
tiger.
H 3 B !sel [prob. S. 8.!t], s.m. A kind of rice;—rice
boiled in the husk.
H 3 B !sel [S. 8t], s.m. A spear, javelin (=sel).
P 3 B sailb [A. sail, q.v.+P. b], adj. Abounding with
water, ooded;—s.m. A ood, torrent, stream, deluge,
inundation:—sailb-zada, adj. Flooded, inundated:—sailbzadag, s.f. Flood, inundation.
P  3 B sailb, adj. Relating to or depending on a torrent,
or stream, or ood, &c.; liable to be ooded (land);—s.f.
Wetness, moisture, damp;—land liable to inundations.
H 3 B "!slk [sl, q.v.+k= Prk.  5=S. t (
caus. augment+t)], s.f. Coolness, coldness, cold; damp.
H 3 B sailn (corr. of A. sairn; see sair), s.m. A walk for
recreation or pleasure, a ramble, stroll; pleasure,
diversion, recreation.
H 3 Bsailn (fr. sailn), adj. Strolling, roving, wandering;
fond of walking or going about for amusement, fond of
perambulation, &c.
H $3 B"! sl, s.f. (rustic, or dialec.)=sil, q.v.
H $ *# B"! slt, s.f.=staltor stalt, q.v.
H  # B!L7"selkha  [Prk. !+Lf; S. 8h!+L&], s.f.
'Mountain-earth'; a species of steatites; soap-stone.
H <# B "!slan (v.n. fr. sln), s.f. Cold, coolness,
chilliness, rawness; dampness, moisture (=sl).
H # B "!sln (fr. sl, q.v.), v.n. To become damp or
moist, to moisten:—sl-jn, v.n. intens. of and=sln.
H  # B "! sl-wn, = H  # B "! B sl-want,adj. (f. vat), See s.v. sl, 'disposition.'
H  # B "! Bsl-want, = H  # B "!  sl-wn,adj. (f. vat), See s.v. sl, 'disposition.'
H #4 B6!"sehl, s.f. A necklace of thread, &c. (=sel, q.v.).
P # Bsl, sel, s.f. A blow with the edge of the open hand
on the back of the neck; a slap, cu.
H # B!"sel, s.f. A necklace (of threads, silk, or hair,

&c.) worn by faqrs; a neck-ornament;—a line of hair
extending from the breast to the navel, or across the
middle of the belly (syn. romwal);—a rope; a sash, a
belt;—(local) a discoloration in the face; a mole; a tetter.
H # Bh!"sail, s.f. corr. of S. ail, q.v.
H # Bh!"sail, !" sel [S. 8ht, or 8h!+t], adj. Rocky,
mountainous.
H # B .!seliy [sel(), 'tiger' + Prk. =S. ], s.f. A

P S@ B smurg [Prs
na-mr ; Pehl. n-mru, and n= Zend

aêna= S. ¦;—pop. s-murg, 'of the size of thirty birds !],
s.m. lit.'A white falcon, or eagle'; an eagle, a condor, a
grin, a fabulous bird often mentioned in Eastern
romance;—syn. anqa; ru ).
H @ B /!semal, @/! semmal [S. 8/ .!t], s.m. The

cat, tabby, puss.
P 2 B siyum, adj. The third (=swumor siwum, q.v.).

silk-cotton tree, Bombax heptaphyllum, and the cotton it
yields:—semal-k r , The cotton of the semaltree, silkcotton:—s -k semal, A bubble.
S <@ B "/sman, s.f.=sm, q.v.

P 2 B sm (prob. akin to S. ( and :<)( , s.m. Silver:—sm-

S @ B "/Bsmant (i.e. smanor sm+anta), s.m. A

b, s.m. 'Silver-water'; quicksilver, mercury (syn. pr):—
sm-b, adj. Of the colour of quicksilver:—sm-and d, adj.
Covered over or plated with silver:—sm-bar, adj. Silverbosomed, with a bosom fair as silver:—sm-badan,
adj.=sm-tan:—sm-parast, adj. Venal; selsh:—sm-tan, adj.
Silver-bodied, with a body fair as silver.
H 2 B /sem [Prk. @ ; S. .8@ ], s.f. The at or broad

separation or parting of the hair on each side of the
head so as to leave a line on the top;—the head.
S (*@ B T/Bsyamantak, s.m. The jewel worn by Krish

bean, Dolichos lablab:— r-kon sem, The Goa bean, or the
chevaux-de-frise bean, Psophocarpus tetragonolobus:—ghu sem, The horse-bean.
H 2 B /sem [prob. S. /(], s.m.(f.?) Leprosy producing
discoloration of the skin.
S @ B "/sm, s.f. Extremity, limit, term, restriction,
boundary, connes, border, skirt; landmark;—the
bounds of morality or decorum, keeping within bounds,
rectitude;—a eld;—the nape of the neck;—the scrotum:
—sm-bandh, s.m. The laying down or marking of
boundaries:—sm-sandhi, s.m. The meeting of two
boundaries:—sm-vart, s.m. (f. -in), One who dwells
within certain boundaries; a well-regulated or orthodox
person:—sm-vriksh,
s.m. 'Boundary-tree,' a tree serving

as a boundary mark.
P @ B sm, s.m. Face; forehead; countenance, aspect;
resemblance, similitude; colour of the face or body.
A , @ B sm, s.m. A mark, sign, note.
P @ B sm-b, s.m. See s.v. sm.
H  @ B "/smna [fr. S. "/], adj. Bordering; relating
to boundaries.
H @ B "/smar, / semar, s.m. (dialec.)=semal, q.v.

on his wrist (described as yielding daily eight loads of
gold, and preserving from all dangers: see the Vish uPur a, iv. 13):— syamantak-kshetr, s.m. The former name
of Kuruk-kshetr.
S *@ B"/.B"smantin (fr. smanta), s.f. lit.'Having hair
- parting'; a woman.
P @ Bsm (fr. sm), adj. Of silver, silver, silvery (=smn).
P @ B smy, smiy(prob. fr. sm), s.m. Alchymy;—magic,
enchantment, necromancy; natural magic; charms of
mind or person;—poetry; rhetoric.
H  @ B ./ [semiy , s.f. pl.=siwaiy , q.v.
P < @ B smn [sm, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj. Of
silver, silver, silvery; silverized, overlaid or incrusted
with silver;—white, fair; delicate:—smn-badan, or smntan, adj. With a silver form; fair; delicately formed.
H < B sayan, h sain [S. 8(], s.m. Sleep, repose (see
ayan):—sain karn, To repose.
H < B sayan, s.f. (dialec.) 1˚=sain, 'sign'; 2˚=sen;—s.m.
(dialec.)=sewan, qq.v.
H < B siyan, s.m. (dialec.)=sn, 'sewing,' q.v.
H < B sn, s.f.=sn, q.v.
H < B Óse , (dialec.)  sen, postpn.=se, q.v.
H < B sen, Ó se [S. ¦t], s.m. A hawk, a falcon.
H < B sen, h sain [S. ], s.f. An army.

H < B sen, s.f. contrac. of sendh, q.v.
H ° sai , s.m. corr. of s or s , q.v.;—adj. (in
comp.)=st, 'seven,' q.v.
H < B hsain [Prk. 4; S. (], s.f. A sign, signal, token;
hint, nod, wink:—sain--bainor sain--sain, s.f. Mutual
signalling, mutual signs or hints, mutual winks:—sain
bujhn, v.t. To make (one) understand by signs or hints:
—sain aln, sain den, sain karn, or soin mrn, To make a
sign, to beckon; to wink, to wanton with the eyes, to
ogle:—saino -se, or saino -me , adv. By signs, or winks.
H < B sain (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Sign, mark,
signature.
H  B "sin, s.m.= B sna, q.v.
H  B "sn [s˚= Prk.  () or ()=S. "(), rt.
 ] , v.t. To sew, stitch, stitch together, to darn:—sden, v.t. To sew, to sew up:—sn, and sn-piron, s.m.
Sewing; needle-work.
S  B sen, and H. h sain, s.f. An army, armament,
force, body of troops; an army personied as the wife of
Krttikeya, god of war:— sen-pati, sen-pat, and sen-p,
s.m. 'Army-chief'; a general, military chief; a title of the
Rj of Berr; a title of Prime Ministers:—sena-jit, senjit(for sen-jit), s.f. Name of a courtesan (apsar) of
Indra's paradise:—sen-dr, s.m. Military chief,
commander of a force, ocer:—sen-dal, s.m. Military
troops:—sen-sthn, sen-sthal, s.m. A place where an
army is collected:—sengragm, vulg. sen-agra-gm, s.m. A
vanguard:—sen-n, s.m. Leader of an army,
generalissimo, commander: a name of Krttikeya, god of
war;—adj. Appertaining to an army, military:—sen-wl,
s.m. (f. -), A person belonging to an army.
H  B sen [S. ht], s.m. The commander of a body
of troops;—an ocer who collects the revenue (in a
village).
H  B sen, v.t.=  B sewn, q.v.
S   B "sen-n, s.m. See s.v. sen, 'army.'
H % B Ó !se bal, s.m.=semal, q.v.
H &% B Ó#se bh [Prk. @#

and @# ; S. pl/t, rt.

.!3], s.m. Rheum, de uxion; the watery or phlegmatic

humour.
H  B °sai t, Ó se t (see sai tn), s.f. & adv. Anything
obtained gratis or for nothing; a thing given to boot;—
free of cost or charge, gratis, for nothing; to boot;—of no
expense; gratuitously, causelessly:—sai t-mai t, or se tme t, or sai t-mai t-me , or sai t-me , adv.=sai t.
H I ! * B °!"sai tls [Prk. \\!"(; S.
Q; 8], adj. Forty-seven.
H  0 ! * B °!" [sai tlsw [˚w = Prk. /

or

  =S. /+t], adj. (f. ˚w ), Forty-seventh.
H  * B  =( S. ()(], s.m. Adjustment, arrangement,
rectication, &c. (see sai tn).
H * B °sai tn, Ó se tn [saint˚= Prk. /6 \(), fr.
/6 \ (Ap. Prk. 6 \ or \)=S. /6 , p.p.p. of
/++], v.t. To set in order, put to rights, settle,
dispose, arrange; to adjust, to rectify; to provide, supply;
—to put away, lay by; to preserve carefully, take care of;
to keep, tend; to husband;—to strike down, to kill,
despatch, dispose of:—sai t rakhn, or sai t-ke rakhn, v.t.
To preserve, keep carefully, &c.:—sai t karn, v.t. To lay
by; to lay in; to provide, &c.
H * B°"sai t, Ó" se t [sai t, q.v. + Prk. =S. ], s.f.
& adv.=sai t, q.v
H * B °"sai t [prob. S. 8.=+], s.f. (dialec.) An iron
spear, javelin, lance, dart.
H I * B °"sai ts [Prk. \"(; S. QP8], adj. Thirtyseven.
H  0 * B °" [sai tsw (˚wn, as in sai tlsw , q.v.),
adj. (f. ˚w ), Thirty-seventh.
H < B Ó&se , = H < B Ó_ se h,s.f.=RB se, q.v.
H < B Ó_se h, = H < B Ó& se ,s.f.=RB se, q.v.
H < B Ó_se h, s.m.=seh, q.v.
H < B Ó_se h, s.m. = H < BÓ_" se h, s.f.A kind of
reed-grass (of which chairs or mo hsare made),
Saccharum sara(syn. sarkan).
H < BÓ_"se h, s.f. = H < B Ó_ se h, s.m.A kind of
reed-grass (of which chairs or mo hsare made),
Saccharum sara(syn. sarkan).

H 9 B ·s

(v.n. of s n), s.f. Watering, irrigation.

H $ : B· s , s.f. Irrigation, &c. (=si , q.v.):—
s -s or s , s.f.=si -si , q.v.s.v. si .
H <: B ·s an, s.m.=se an, q.v.
H : B ·s n, v.t. To irrigate, &c. (=s n, q.v.).
H : B·"s  (prob. for s n), s.f. The season for

the Indus, Sindhian; belonging to the Indus; river-born;
belonging to the sea, oceanic, marine, aquatic;—s.m. A
horse (particularly one bred in Sindh);—rock-salt
(=se dh);—the people inhabiting Sindh or the country
along the Indus.
H +  B Ó"se dh, [prob. se dh, q.v.+S. ],

irrigation.
H +  B Óse d, s.f.=se dh, q.v.

s.f. The juice of the wild date tree or Phœnix sylvestrisfrom
which toddy is made; palm-wine, toddy.
H +  BÓ"se dh, s.f.=se d, q.v.

H +  B Óse d, s.f. The Cucumis madraspatanus(=seu);

H +  BÓ"se dh = H +  B Ó se dhiy [se dh, q.v.

C.momordica(syn. ph ):—se d-ka riys.m. Idem.
H +  B BCsendur, s.m.=se d r, q.v.

+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A miner, house-breaker, burglar

S +  B TBsyandan, adj. Flowing; going quickly, quick,
expeditious, swift, fast;—s.m. A war-chariot, chariot, car;
air, wind; water; the act of trickling, oozing, or dropping;
rushing, going or owing swiftly;—the tree Dalbergia
ougeinensis.
H +  B Óse dn [se d˚= Prk. () or b()=S.
TB(), caus. of rt. TB], v.t. (dialec.) To bore for

(=se dh-mr).
H +  B Óse dhiy = H +  BÓ" se dh [se dh, q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A miner, house-breaker, burglar
(=se dh-mr).
H +  B Óse dhiy [prob. S. &r$t], s.m. Poison
(=sankhiy).
H +  B Óse dhiy [prob. fr. S. hB ], s.m. Name of a

water; to draw (water); to irrigate.
H +  B ÓBBse d r [Prk. B(; S. B(], s.m. Minium,

Marhata tribe (prob. so named as originating on the
banks of the river Sindh).
H  +  B Óh!se dhail [se dh+ Prk. !5=S. !t], s.m.

red lead, vermilion.
H )+  B Óse d riy [se d r+iy= Prk. =S. ], s.f.

Burglar, &c. (=se dhiy).
H +  BÓ"se d, s.f.=se d, and se dh, q.v.

A red species of mango.
H +  B Óse dh [Prk. ("; S. .Bt], s.f. A hole made in a

H )+  B °sai diy, s.m.=se dhiy, q.v.

wall by thieves or burglars; house-breaking (=se dh- or):
—se dh- or, s.m. A house-breaker, burglar:—se dh- or,
s.f. House-breaking (by making a hole in the wall),
burglary:—se dh den, se dh lagn, or se dh mrn(-me ),
To make a hole (in the wall of a house), to break (into),
to commit a burglary; to sap, mine:—se dh-mr,
s.m.=se dh- or, q.v.:—se dh-mr, s.f.=se dh- or, q.v.
H +  B Óse dh [Prk.  (; S. B (], s.m. White rocksalt (found in the country near the Indus):—se dh-lon,
s.m. Idem (syn. lhaur namak).
H +  B Óse dhn (fr. se dh), v.t. To sap, mine, bore,

H < B Ófse , °f sai , s.f. (dialec.)=sehun, q.v.
H ( B ·s k [prob. S. 8r.L or 8r.L"], s.f. The
culm of the grass Andropogon muricatum(of which brooms
are made), a broom-stick; a tooth-pick; (g.) a line,
streak, stripe.
H ( B Óse k (see se kn), s.f. Warming, fomentation;
warmth; toasting; basking;—the hooked iron instrument
with which bread is drawn from ovens:—se k karnor
se k-s k karn, v.t. To warm, foment; to toast (=se kn).
S ( B hsainik, adj. & s.m. Relating or belonging to an

dig, excavate.
S +  B hB saindhav, and H.  se dhaw (see se dh),

army (sen), military;—a military man, a soldier; a
sentinel, guard; a picket; a body of forces in array.
H  B ·s k (fr. s k, q.v.), s.m. A line, stripe; a

adj. Produced or born in Sindh or in the country near

groove; a wavy line:—s ke bann(-me ), To groove, &c.

H  B ·js kur, · s kar [s k, q.v.+Prk. !5=S.

H J B ·$"s g [S. &r$"], s.f. A species of sh, the

!t; cf. a k-ura], s.m. The ower of the s k;—beard (of

hornbeak, Silurus pungentissimus.
H J B·$"s g [Prk. $; S. &r$], s.f. A small

barley, &c.), awn; bristle.
H  ( B °7sai k , Ó7 se k , s.m. = saik , q.v.
H  B ·s kn (fr. s k), v.t. 'To probe or prick with a
broom-stick'; to raise the wick (of a lamp).
H  B Óse kn [se k˚= S. TU (rt. .T )+>], v.t. To
warm, heat, foment; to air by warming; to dry before a
re; to toast, parch, bake; to incubate.
H  B ·s kiy [s k, q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], adj. &

(musical) horn;—a horn or cup for cupping:—s g lagn(ko), To cup:—s g-wl, s.f. A woman who cups:—bhars g, s.f. Cupping:—khl-s g, s.f. Dry cupping.
H J B ·$s giy [S. &r$], s.m. A kind of poison.
H # BÓ!"se l, s.f.=sel, q.v.
H  B · s w, = H   B ·  s w,s.f. (dialec.)=sm, q.v.
H   B · s w, = H  B · s w,s.f. (dialec.)=sm, q.v.

s.m. Lined, striped, streaked;—striped cloth; a kind of
narrow lace or edging.
H ^ B ·$s g [Prk. $(; S. &r], s.m. A horn:—s g

H   B · s wan, s.m. corr. of swan, q.v.

samn, 'To nd room for (its) horns,' to nd a restingplace or refuge:—s g ka-kar ba h o -me miln, 'To cut
o the horns and mix with the calves' (said of an old
man got up as a young one):—s g mrn, v.t. To butt,
gore:—s g nikaln, v.n. To get horns; to attain maturity,
grow big (an animal);—to become foolish or mad:—s gwl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Horned;—a horned animal.
H J B ·$s g [Prk. $ ; S. &r$t], s.m. A (musical)

H 4 B ·6s h (i.q. sh, q.v.), s.m. A hedgehog.

horn; a trumpet; a powder-horn.
H J B °$sai gar, Ó$ se gar, s.m. = H J BÓ$" se gr,
·$" s gr, s.f.[S. r$(; or &r$+ ( and +], The
capsule of a legume, a pod, siliqua (se gris said to be
particularly applied to the siliqua of the radish).
H J BÓ$"se gr, ·$" s gr, s.f. = H J B °$ sai gar,
Ó$ se gar, s.m.[S. r$(; or &r$+ ( and +], The
capsule of a legume, a pod, siliqua (se gris said to be
particularly applied to the siliqua of the radish).
H  ^ B ·$7s g  [Prk. $f ; S. &r$++t], s.m. A
(musical) horn; a powder-horn.
H J B ·$s gn (fr. s g), v.t. (local), To identify stolen
cattle.
H &J B ·Vs gh, s.m.=s g, q.v.;—(dialec.)=si gh, or si h,
q.v.
?  &J B·V&"s gh, s.f.=si gau, q.v.:—s gh-mal,
s.m.=si gau-mal.

H *  BÓ±"se o t, s.f.=sewat, q.v.
H  )  B Ó [se wiy , s.f. (dialec.)=siwaiy , q.v.
P  B sna, s.m. The breast, bosom, chest:—sna ubhrkar(or nikl-kar) aln, To walk with the chest stuck out; to
walk pompously; to give oneself airs:—sna-afgr, adj.
Wounded in the bosom; grieved in heart, aicted:—snaafgr, s.f. The having the bosom wounded, or aicted,
or troubled:—sna-bz, s.m. Name of a bird:—sna-basta,
adj. & s.m. Locked up in the heart or breast, in petto;—a
secret:—sna-band, s.m. A stomacher, stays, bodice; a
chest-band (used instead of a collar), poitrel (of a horse):
—sna-ba-sna, adj. Breast to breast; face to face;—
descending from father to son:—sna-bn, s.f. A
stethoscope:—sna- k, adj. Having the bosom torn,
grieved, aicted:—sna- k, s.f. Grief, aiction:—snaarsh, s.f. The having the bosom lacerated, aiction:
—sna-resh, adj. Wounded at heart, aicted:—sna-zan,
s.m. (f. -), One who beats his breast at the festival of the
Moharram:—sna-zan, s.f. Beating the breast at the
festival of the Moharram:—sna-zor, adj. Robust; proud of
strength; stubborn, obstinate, headstrong:—sna-zor, s.f.
Strength, force, robustness; pride of strength;
stubbornness, obstinacy:—sna-sokhta, or sna-soz, adj.
Tormented or distressed in mind:—sna-soz, s.f.
Torment, anguish:—sna-siyh, adj. Black-hearted:—snese lagn(-ko), To take to the bosom, to embrace:—sna-f,
adj. & s.m. Having a pure bosom, disinterested;—a

disinterested person:—sna-gr, adj.=sna-afgr, q.v.:—
sna-gr, s.f.=sna-afgr, q.v.:—sna-kob, s.m.=sna-zan,
q.v.:—sna-kob, s.f.=sna-zan:—sar--sna, s.m. The breastbone.
H  B Óz7se hu , s.m.=sehun; and sj, qq.v.
H  4 B Ózse hu, Ó se h  [S. /+t], s.m. A
tetter, ringworm, a particular kind of cutaneous disease.
P  Bsn, s.f. A salver, a plate, tray, trough (syn. qb;
thl).
H  B"sen [S. rG; see sane, sani], postpn.
(dialec.)=sang; and se, qq.v.
H  Bh"sain, " sen [S. Y<4"], s.f. A ladder (=s h).
H  B hBsainy = S   B hB sainya [S. hB+t], s.m. A
soldier, sentinel, guard;—an army:—=sainya-veshan, s.m.
The surrounding of an army.
S   B hBsainya = H  B hB sainy [S. hB+t], s.m. A
soldier, sentinel, guard;—an army:—=sainya-veshan, s.m.
The surrounding of an army.
H B  sew, seo[cf. S.  ], s.f. A kind of sweetmeat;
dessert.
P B  sew, vulg. seo(=S.  ), s.m. An apple (=seb).
H B  sew, s.f. contrac. of sev, q.v.
H B h saiva, saiv, s.m.= E aiva, q.v.
S  B  sev, s.f. Service, servitude, tending, attendance
(on, -k); employment, situation, oce, post, province;
honouring, adoration, worship, homage; piety; devotion,
addiction (to, -k); use, practice; resorting (to),
frequentation:—sev-sthn, s.m. Place of worship, temple:
—sev karn(-k), To serve; to attend (on), wait (on); to
worship, &c.
H  B  sew, "  sw; prep. corr. of siw, q.v.
H  B  sewr, s.m.=siwr, q.v.
H  B "sewr, s.f. Sugar that has been puried with
sewror siwr, q.v.
H  B h !saiwl, s.m.=saiwr, or siwr, q.v.
H  B " [sw , s.f. (dialec.)=sm, q.v.
H  B h [saiw [Prk. / ; S. 8+/+t], adj. (f.  ), The hundredth.

H  B ,   sewe, prep. corr. of siwae, q.v.
H A B  sewat [i.q. sevit, q.v.], adj. Tended, well-cared
for, in good condition, plump, fat.
S A B  sevit, part. Served, attended, waited on,
honoured, worshipped; frequented.
H Y B "sewat, sewt, seot,  " seot [S. /B"], s.f.
A white rose; the dog-rose; China rose; Rosa
glandulifera(syn. gul--nasrn).
H  B  &sewa [S. /Bt; or "/Bt], s.m. (f.?—dialec.),
End, extremity; summit; termination, conclusion, close.
H  B &"sewa, adj. (dialec.), Extreme, last; conclusive,
closing, nal, denitive.
S  B seva-dhi (for eva-dhi, 'wealth-receptacle'),
s.m. One of the nine treasures of Kuver, a divine
treasure; a treasure.
H  B  sewr, eor, sior[prob. S. ./ +>+t], s.m.
Half-baked earthenware.
H  B  sewr, s.m.= B sew , q.v.
P p B suy rgl, s.m. ? An assignment of land for
charitable purposes; a grant of land revenue without any
stipulation of military service or other conditions; a
feudal tenure, a ef.
H  B "sewr [S.  ++], s.f. Name of a female
worshipper of Rmandra.
H  B  7sew  [S.  ++t], s.m. A faqrof the Jain sect;
—a conjurer.
H  B  7seo , sew [S. 8L5&t], s.m. The plant
Trophis aspera.
S  B  sevak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Serving; servile;
dependent;—a servant, attendant; a worshipper, a
votary; a disciple; follower; dependent; a loyal person,
subject:—sevak-patr, s.m. A deed or bond by which a
person binds himself to servitude (either for a term or
for life).
S  B  sevik, s.f. A female servant; disciple; votary,
worshipper.
H $  B  sevak, sevk[sevak+= Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Service, &c. (=sev, q.v.); discipleship; pupilage.

H < B  sevakin = H  B " sevaki [sevak+S. ";

H  B T0(_sy h (prob. fr. siman, q.v.), s.m. Tongs

and , or ], s.f.=sevik, q.v.
H  B "sevaki = H < B   sevakin [sevak+S. ";

(i.q. im).
S  B" "svan, s.f. The frenum of the prepuce.

and , or ], s.f.=sevik, q.v.

S   B  "sevanya, part. adj. To be served, requiring or

H ' B  $sewag, s.m. corr. of sevak, q.v.

deserving service or attendance; worshipful;—s.m. A
master, &c.
S  B "sev, adj. & s.m.=sevak, q.v.

S ' B ,5$su-yog, s.m. Favourable juncture, good
opportunity, auspicious occasion.
H B  !sewal [prob. S. ¶ , fr. .8 +!], s.f. The
ceremony of waving over the heads of a bride and
bridegroom an imitation lamp made of our, and also
some water, which is then thrown on either side of
them.
H ! B !"sewl, " !" swl [fr. S.  ˚, rt.   'to
unite'], s.m. Name of a caste whose business it is to
extract the juice of the date or palm (t ) trees (so
named from their climbing with a swanor loop passed
round their feet).
P 1 B swum [sw= sih, 'three'+um= Zend a. ma= S. /], adj.
Third.
S  B " swan,   sevan, s.m.(f.?), Sewing, stitching,
darning; a seam, join, suture; binding (of a book).
S  B  sevan, s.m. The act of following; serving,
service (=sev); devotion (to), addiction (to); using, use
(syn. istml), practising, practice:—sevan karn(-k), To
serve; to be devoted or addicted (to); to make use (of), to
practise.
S  B M sa-yauvan, adj. & s.m. Possessing or enjoying
the season of youth;—one who is experiencing the time
or the condition of youth.
H  B  sewn, seon[sew˚= Prk.  ()=S.  (`), rt.
 ], v.t. To attend on, serve; to adore, worship; to heed,
give attention to; to protect, watch over, guard; to brood,
incubate, rear, hatch, sit on (eggs):—an seon, To sit on
eggs, to brood; (g.) to mope.
H  B T5syon, v.t. corr. of sewnor seon, q.v.
H &* B T0(Rsy thn, v.t.=s thn, q.v.;—s.m.=s thn; and
sy h, qq.v.
H * B±"seo t, s.f.=sewtor seot, q.v.

H ) B sevy, adj.=) E aivya, q.v.
H <) B  ·sew = H < $ B   sewa ,  hs ewai s.f.
(dialec.)=siwaiy , q.v.
H < $ B  sewa ,  h sewai = H <) B  · sew s.f.
(dialec.)=siwaiy , q.v.
S ) B sevya, part. adj. To be served, deserving or
requiring to be served, or worshipped, or obeyed, &c.;
honourable, worshipful; estimable, respectable.
H  B siya, " sya [S. "], s.f. St, wife of
Rmandra:—siya-piya(corr. of st-priya), s.m. 'St's
beloved,' i.e. Rmandra:— siya-rm, St and Rm (see
st-rm).
P  B siyah (contrac. of siyh, q.v.), adj. Black, &c.:—siyahm , adj. Having black hair, black-haired:—siyah-m , s.f.
Blackness of the hair:—siyah-nma, adj. & s.m. Wicked;
adulterous; an evil-doer, a worthless or vile wretch (for
other compounds see s.v. siyh).
H  B "6sh [Prk. "65; S. 6t], s.m. A lion, &c. (=si ghor
si h).
H  B "6sh, 6 seh [S. 8!"], s.m. A porcupine; a
hedgehog (=sh, q.v.).
H  4 B h6saihrn [saihr˚= S. B(), rt. V with
/], v.t. To put (on or in); to hold, bear, carry; to bear,
suer, endure, put up with.
H &*4 B 6Rsehathn, v.t. To whisk.
H 4 B 6sehr [prob. Prk. =! ; S. 8!, or 8!
+t], s.m. Scale of a sh (syn. sarhn).
H 4 B 6sehr, s.m. A chaplet, &c. (=sihror shr, q.v.).
H 4 B h6saiharan (fr. saihrn, q.v.), s.f. Endurance,
suerance, tolerance, patience, rmness; power,
capacity.

H 4 Bh6"saiharn, s.m. Bearer, endurer, suerer.

S ] E 8p, vulg. sp, s.m. An armation by oath or

H 4 B 6sehn, v.t. (dialec.), 1˚=sahn, q.v.;—2˚=sewn,

ordeal, asseveration, oath; imprecation, curse,
malediction, abuse:—p den(-ko), To curse, imprecate,
invoke curses on:—p-grasta, adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Seized by
a curse,' lying under a curse, accursed;—one who lies
under a curse:—poddhr(pa+ud˚), s.m. Deliverance from
a curse or its eects.
S ; E 8pit, vulg. spit, part. Sworn; imprecated,

q.v.
H <4 B zefsehund, sehn[S. "zeft, zeft], s.m. The
milk hedge-plant, Euphorbia antiquorum; also E.neriifolia;
and E.tirucalli; and E.nivulia.
H  4 B "65shor, s.m. The shrub Trophis aspera(=seo ,
q.v.).
H  4 B "6 sho , s.m. A species of black grain which
grows in wheat-elds.
H 4 B6"seh, "6" sh [sh, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
porcupine; hedgehog.
H I B  sas, s.m.=ss, q.v.
H 0 B "sas, s.f.=ss, q.v.
H < B T¦syen, s.m.=sen, and yen, q.v.
D
H D shn (= Hind 8 a; and 3 sha), is the nineteenth
letter of the Urd or Hindstn alphabet (the sixteenth
letter of the Persian, and the thirteenth of the Arabic).
Its sound is that of the English sh. In reckoning by the
Abjad(q.v.), it stands for 300. It is used as an
abbreviation for the word shiml, 'north'; and, in dates of
letters, &c., for the month Shabn:—a-kr, s.m. The
letter or sound :—sha-kr, s.m. The letter or sound sha.
S E 8, s.f. A name of Durg.
H E 8, s.m. corr. of shh, q.v.
A

E shbb, vulg. shb(act. part. of U
C E 'to become a

youth,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Youthful, in the prime of
manhood;—a young man, a youth.
H B E 8 "bs, 8  bsi, s.f. corr. of shbsh,
q.v.
P D E shbsh (shd, q.v.+bsh, imperat. of b dan, 'to be'),
intj. Well done! bravo! excellent!
P E E shbsh (i.e. shd-bsh), s.f. Praise, applause,
plaudits:—shbsh den(-ko), To praise, applaud.
H Z E shbash, intj. corr. of shbsh, q.v.
H  E shb, s.f. (local), corr. of shabh, q.v.

cursed; accursed.
H ; E 8pn, spn, v.t. To curse, &c. (= ; B spn,
q.v.).
S   ; E 85-poddhr (pa+ud˚), s.m. See s.v. p.
S  E 8&a, vulg. , = S  E 8& aak,s.m. A petticoat,
a gown; a woman's garment; a garment, cloth.
S  E 8&aak, = S  E 8& a, vulg. ,s.m. A petticoat,
a gown; a woman's garment; a garment, cloth.
S B)  E 8_Åhya, s.m. Wickedness, vice, villainy,
dishonesty, perdy, deceit, roguery, knavery; hatred.
S  E 8&", s.f. A petticoat, &c. (=a; and s , q.v.).
H = E 8!- l, s.f. corr. of shh- l, or shan- l, q.v.
P t E sh  (=S. 8L), s.f. A bough, branch (of a tree,
&c.); a twig; a stalk (of wheat, &c.); a slip or cutting; a
horn; a cupping instrument; (g.) a dilemma, diculty;
objection; obstacle;—a kind of cake made of wheat our
and fried in gh:—sh -dr, adj. Branched; branchy,
horned:—sh -dar-sh , adj. Branched out; ramied;
diused; far a d wide; various-coloured; various, of
dierent sorts; entangled, involved:—sh --dary, s.f.
Branch of a river:—sh -dahana, s.m. A small powderask (for priming):—sh --zafarn, 'A twig of saron';
(met.) anything strange and rare; a rara avis; one who
esteems too highly his own deserts, a proud or conceited
person:—sh -sr, adj. Full of branches;—s.f. A place
abounding in trees; a garden:—sh -shna, vulg. sh sn, s.m. lit.'Horn and shoulder blade'; noise, report, todo, rumpus, row; calumny; trouble, diculty, dilemma;
objection, cavil; intimidation, threat (the phrase owes its
origin to the circumstance of certain mendicants
carrying in one hand a ram's horn and in the other a
ram's shoulder-blade with which they make an

objectionable noise before the doors of those from
whom they seek relief):—sh -shne nikln(-me ), To
raise an outcry (in the matter of), to make a pother
(about); to raise a diculty or obstacle (in respect of); to
raise an objection (to), to carp or cavil (at):—sh -shne
nikaln, v.n. A diculty or trouble to arise; a pother to be
made; &c.:—sh -shajra, s.m. A genealogical table, a
pedigree:—sh -shikasta, adj. Broken-horned:—sh 
lagn(-me ), To put a slip or cutting (into the ground); to
graft (in);—to cup:—sh -madrasa, s.m. A branch school:
—sh  nikln(-me ), To raise a diculty or obstacle (in
the way of); to put a spoke (in the wheel of); to raise an
objection (to), to carp or cavil (at).
P :r E sh - a (dim. of sh ), s.m. A small branch, a
twig.
P r E sh  l, s.m. A kind of grain, Cytisus cajan.
P r E sh a (rel. n. fr. sh ), s.m. A yoke; the pillory.
P  E shd [Zend shta, perf. part. of sh, 'to rejoice,' &c.],
adj. Pleased, delighted, exulting, joyful, happy, glad,
cheerful, rejoicing (in); (in comp.) full (of); much:—shdb, adj. Full of water or moisture, moist, humid,
succulent; fresh, verdant; pleasant, agreeable:—shd-b,
s.f. Moisture; succulence; freshness, verdure; &c.:—shdr, adj. Fortunate, well o; voluptuous;—s.f. A
dancing-girl, an adulteress, a strumpet:—shd-dil, adj.
Cheerful, gay-hearted, delighted, happy:—shd-km, adj.
Rejoicing, exulting; joyous, happy, contented:—shd-km,
s.f. Gladness, happiness, delight, content:—shd karn(ko), To gladden, delight, rejoice, exhilarate.
P  E shd-b, adj. See s.v. shd.
P  E shdn [shd, q.v.+n= Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adj. Pleased, cheerful, glad (of, -se), &c. (=shd, q.v.).
P  a  E shdmn [shd, q.v.+mn, fr. Zend a. man= S. /],
adj. Pleased, &c. (=shd, q.v.).
P  a  E shdmn, s.f. Rejoicing, joy, delight, pleasure,
gladness.
P ? E shda, adj. Joyful, glad, &c. (=shd, q.v.);—s.m. Wine.
P  E shd [Prs s; old P. shiyti; Pehl. shtish; Zend
shiti, fr. sh; see shd], s.f. Pleasure, delight, joy,
rejoicing, festivity; marriage; a wedding; a marriagefeast:—shd karn, To rejoice; to make a feast, to feast; to

perform a religious ceremony previous to entering a
new house;—to marry:—shd karnor karden(-k), To get
(a boy, or girl) married (to, -se):—shd kar-ln(-k), To
marry (a child, to);—to dispose (of,—a horse, &c.):—shdmarg, s.f. Death from joy; dying easily, an easy death:—
shd hon, v.n. To be married.
P A ) E shdiyt, s.f. pl. (of shd, after the model of the
Ar.), 'Rejoicings'; fees paid at marriages.
P  ) E shdiyna, shdyna[shd+na= Zend a. naor ana=
S. ], adj. & s.m. Relating to marriage or to rejoicings;
—music and singing at marriages or on other festive
occasions; a band; marriage fees or presents (made by a
cultivator to the landlord, &c.):—shdiyna bajn, To play
festive music, to rejoice; to triumph.
A z E sh, vulg. sh(act. part of /C E 'to be or become
apart,' &c.), adj. Uncommon, unusual, rare,
extraordinary, exceptional, abnormal, irregular,
anomalous; wonderful, miraculous;—adv. Rarely, seldom:
—sh-o-ndir, adj. & adv. Idem.
P  E shr (=S. 8t, or 8"), s.f. A starling; a main(q.v.).
P  E shr (=S. 8), s.m. A fall of water (cf. b-shr).
S  E 8r, adj. Variegated, of dierent colours,
speckled, mottled, spotted; yellow;—s.m. Hurting,
injuring;—variegating; a variegated colour; a mixture of
blue and yellow, a green;—air, wind;—a piece or man (at
chess, &c.):—r-ghar, s.m. A cattle-shed.
A  E shri (act. part. of E 'to disclose,' &c.), s.m.
Expositor, explainer, commentator, annotator,
interpreter.
S  E 8rad, adj. Of or belonging to autumn,
autumnal, produced or growing in autumn; annual,
perennial;—s.m. Grain, rice, or fruit, which ripens in the
autumn;—a sort of kidney-bean;—autumnal sickness;
autumnal sunshine; a year.
S  E 8rad, s.f. A name of Sarasvat (q.v.); and of
Durg;—a sort of guitar or lute.
S  E 8!rd
'
l, s.m. A tiger; panther; leopard; (as last
member of compounds) an eminent man, pre-eminent,
excellent, best (e.g. nara-rd l, 'a tiger of a man,' 'an
eminent man');—a Rkshas:— rd l-lalit, s.m. 'Tiger's

sport'; a variety of the Dhritimetre
(consisting of four

pdasof eighteen
syllables each):—rd l-vikrita, s.m. 'Tiger's play'; a
species of the Atidhritimetre
(having four pdasof

nineteen syllables each).
S  E 8"rad, s.f. The day of full moon in the month
Krttik;—the plant Jussiœa repens; the Echites scholaris.
H K E 8ras, s.m. corr. of sras, q.v.
A . E shr (act. part. of .E 'to enter into water,' 'to
make manifest,' &c.), s.f.(m. ?), A main road, highway,
thoroughfare;—s.m. An announcer of the law, legislator,
lawgiver:—shr--m, s.m. A public road, highway.
A G E shriq (act. part. of GE 'to rise' (as the sun)), s.m.
The sun.
P  E shrak [S. 8; H. 8, , ], s.f. A
starling; a main.
S   E 8rik, s.f.=srik, q.v.
S ^ E 8($ra g, adj. Of a variegated colour, spotted,
dappled;—s.m. (f. -), The tak, Cuculus melanoleucus; a
peacock; a bee; a deer; an elephant (cf. srang).
S J E 8($"ra g, s.f. A sort of ddle;—name of the
wife of Mandapl.
P  E shro, s.f.=shr, and shrak, q.v.
S  E 8 'rvar (fr. arvar), adj. (f. -), Belonging to
night, nocturnal; murderous, mischievous, pernicious;—
s.m. Darkness, gloom.
S  E 8 '"rvar, s.f. Night.
S  E 8ri, s.m. A piece or man (at chess, or
backgammon, &c.);—an elephant's housings;—fraud;—
s.f. The main (=r, q.v.).
S  E 8"r, s.f. Kua grass;—the Main, or Gracula
religiosa; an arrow.
S ) E 8"rr (fr. arra), adj. Relating to the body,
corporeal, bodily; belonging to, or produced from, the
body; connected with the body, incorporate;—s.m. The
incorporate soul or spirit;—excrement, excretion.
S ) E 8"rrak, adj. Corporeal; incorporate;
material;—s.m. The soul or embodied spirit, or the
doctrine inquiring into the nature of the embodied spirit:

—rrak-mms, s.f. A inquiry into the embodied spirit;
—name of a celebrated work on the Vednta system in
the form of aphorisms (by Bdarya ).
S ) E 8"rrik, adj. Relating to the body, bodily,
corporeal; carnal; personal; material; incorporate;
psychological.
H ) E 8""rr = rrik; and arr; qq.v.
S B E 8sita, vulg. sit, part. Governed, ruled,
directed, controlled, kept in awe or subjection; corrected,
punished.
S *B E 8sit, 8T st, s.m. (f. -tr) Ruler,
governor, commander; preceptor, teacher, master.
S *B E 8kstra, vulg. str, and H. 8T star, sstar,
s.m. lit.'An instrument of directing or teaching'; an
order, command, rule, precept, institute; a code of laws;
institutes of religion; Hind holy writ or learning in
general; a sacred volume; a religious or scientic
treatise, a philosophy, or science, literature, law, &c.:—
strdhyayan(˚tra+adh˚), s.m. Study of the stras; study
(esp.of sacred science):—strrth(˚tra+ar˚), s.m. The object
or purport of a book; purport of a passage of law or
religion; the construction or interpretation of holy writ;
discourse, argument, debate, dispute, discussion;
controversy:—strnusr, vulg. str-anusr(˚tra+anu˚) s.m.
Conformity to the strasor to sacred ordinances;—adj.
Conformably to the ordinances or precepts of law or of
religion:—stra-tas, adv. According to the stras,
according to sacred precept or law:—stra-jna, vulg.
sstragya, or strag, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Acquainted with the
stras, knowing sacred works, skilled in knowledge of
law and religion; acquainted with science, or with books;
—a learned person; a theologian; a mere theorist:—
stra-janya, s.m. 'Born of the stras'; an epithet of
religion:—stra-jany, s.f. 'Born of the stras'; an epithet
of religious deeds:—stra-ga, vulg. strag, s.m. (f. -g),
One who conducts himself according to law or religion:—
tra-viruddha, vulg. star-birudh, adj. Opposed to the
stras, contrary to law or religion, illegal, forbidden:—
strokta, or strokt(˚tra+uk˚), part. adj. Declared or
enjoined by the stras, sanctioned by works of sacred
authority, declared by law; said in a book:—stra-vett, or

stra-vettr, adj. & s.m.=stra-jna, q.v.
S *B E 8.kstrik, adj.=strya, q.v.
S '*B E 8k$stra-ga, vulg. strag, s.m. See s.v. stra.
H '*B E 8k$strag, adj. & s.m. corr. of stra-jna,
q.v.s.v. stra.
S *B E 8sitri, s.m. (f. r) = sit, q.v.

contract; a patent, grant, deed; a royal grant of land or
privileges;—a straor scripture:—san-patr, s.m. A
copper-plate (or stone, or paper, &c.) on which an edict,
&c. is inscribed:—san-jog, adj. Deserving of punishment,
punishable.
H B E 8sn, s˚= S. 8 () or 8(), rt. 8],

S *B E 8k"str, adj. & s.m. Versed in the stras, skilled

v.t. To admonish, correct, chastise, punish.
S  B E 8"sanya, part. adj. To be governed or

in Hind law or religious books;—a teacher of sacred
science;—one who is skilled in sacred science, a learned
Hind, a panit.
H *B E 8k"str [S. 8k"], s.f. lit.'Authorized by law,'

directed; deserving correction or punishment;
punishable.
S  B E 8Tsya, part. adj. To be governed or regulated;

&c.; the Devangar character;—the Sanskrit language:—
str-a har, s.f. The Devangar character.
H *B E 8k"str, = S )*B E 8k" strya,adj. (f. -),
Authorized by or conformable to sacred precept,
scriptural, agreeable to sacred institutes, legal.
S )*B E 8k"strya, = H *B E 8k" str,adj. (f. -),
Authorized by or conformable to sacred precept,
scriptural, agreeable to sacred institutes, legal.
S *B E 8.Tsti, s.f. Governing, ruling, ordering;
command, order, decree, edict; punishment in icted by
royal command; correction, punishment.
S (B E 8sak, s.m. (f. -ik), A ruler, governor;
chastiser.
S <B E 8san, s.m. = H B E 8 san,
s.f.Governing, ruling; government, rule, command,
authority, control; governing the passions; instruction,
discipline; punishment, chastisement;—an order,
command, precept, edict, enactment, decree;—a written
contract; a patent, grant, deed; a royal grant of land or
privileges;—a straor scripture:—san-patr, s.m. A
copper-plate (or stone, or paper, &c.) on which an edict,
&c. is inscribed:—san-jog, adj. Deserving of punishment,
punishable.
H B E 8san, s.f. = S <B E 8 san,
s.m.Governing, ruling; government, rule, command,
authority, control; governing the passions; instruction,
discipline; punishment, chastisement;—an order,
command, precept, edict, enactment, decree;—a written

to be ordained or prescribed by law; t or requiring to be
corrected, deserving punishment, punishable.
P D E shsh, = P E E shsha,s.m. Urine:—shsh-dn, s.m.
Bladder;—urinal.
P E E shsha, = P D E shsh,s.m. Urine:—shsh-dn, s.m.
Bladder;—urinal.
H (E E 88ak, s.m. corr. of sak, q.v.
H <E E 88an, s.m. corr. of san, q.v.
S A E E 8:vat (fr. avat), adj. Eternal, constant,
perpetual, immortal; all; future;—s.m. A name of Vysa;
and of iva; the sun;—heaven; ether.
S Y E E 8:"vat, s.f. The earth.
A O E shtir (act. part. of NE 'to withdraw from one's
family,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Withdrawing far away from
one's family; vexing or injuring relatives or friends;
sharp, clever, astute, cunning, sly, mischievous, roguish;
vicious, wanton;—one who thwarts or harasses his
relations;—a sharper, a clever or cunning person, &c.;—a
chess-player; (in Persian) a messenger, runner, courier.
A m E shir (act. part. of P E 'to know; to give utterance to
poetry'), s.m. A poet.
H m E shir-n (shir+n= S. ") = P ?m E shira (for A. {m E
shirat,fem. of shir),s.f. A poetess.
P ?m E shira (for A. {m E shirat, fem. of shir), = H
m E shir-n (shir+n = S. ") s.f. A poetess.
P m E shir [shir+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The art or
practice of poetry; poesy, poetry; poetic compositions;
hyperbole, exaggeration.

A p E shgil (act. part. of  E 'to be or become busied;'
&c.), adj. Busying, occupying; busy, occupied, employed;
attentive; intent.
A b _ E shf (act. part. of b h E 'to join oneself to, to aid; to
make petition or intercession,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Deprecating; interceding;—an intercessor, mediator,
advocate, patron.
A P _ E shf (rel. n. fr. shf), s.m. Name of the Imm
Ab-abdu l-lah Moammad-bin-Idrs, one of the chiefs
of the four principal sects of the Moammadan religion;
—a follower of the Imm Shfe.
P _ E shfa, vulg. sh"a, s.m. A bougie, pessary,
suppository; an enema.
P _ E shf (for A. e
 E sha, act. part. of h E to restore to
convalescence'), adj. & s.m. Restoring to convalescence,
health-giving, healing, sanative, salutary;—relieving
from doubt (an answer); categorical, decisive, positive,
nal;—a restorer to health, a healer:—shf--aqq, 'The
true or actual healer'; and shf--mutlaq,
 'The absolute
healer'; epithets of the Deity.
A G E shqq, vulg. shq(act. part of HCE 'to cut or divide, to
split,' &c.), adj. Dicult, hard, distressing, grievous,
burdensome, aicting, troublesome, severe, perplexing,
embarrassing, wearisome, &c.
P T i E shqul, = P T i E shq l,s.m. A plummet (=shul,
sah l, sahol).
P T i E shq l, = P T i E shqul,s.m. A plummet (=shul,
sah l, sahol).
P i E shqqa (for A. ~i E shqqat, fem. of shqq), adj. f.=shq,
q.v.
S  E 8ka, vulg. k, s.m. Any edible leaf, or fruit, or
root, or herb; a vegetable, pot-herb, greens (=sg, q.v.);—
the teak tree, Tectona grandis;—power, strength, energy,
force;—name of the sixth of the seven dvpasor divisions
of the world (surrounded by the white or milky sea);—an
era, a period (usually dating from the reign of some
celebrated prince; and most generally applied to the era
of livhan):—kevar(˚ka+˚), s.m. An epithet of any
prince (as Yudhish~hir, Vikramditya, or livhan) who
has established an era, or after whom an era is named.
S  E 8=kta, vulg. kt, s.m. A worshipper of the

divine power under its female representation (as Dev,
Durg, &c.; see akti).
A  E shkir (act. part. of E 'to thank,' &c.), adj.
Thankful, grateful (for, -par); praising; resigned.
S  E 8!kal, s.m. Name of a school of the Rig-veda
(supposed to have been founded by the elder kalya);—
s.f. A mixture of sesasum seeds, barley, gh, coarse
sugar, fruits, &c., used by Hinds in oblations to the
gods.
H 3 E 8!kal, s.f.=kal, q.v.
H 3 E 8!kal [S. 8!], s.m. pl. Name of a tribe
inhabiting Bhrat-varsha; the followers of the
kalaschool of the Veda.
H  # E 8kalya, corr. of skalya, q.v.
S &%@  E 8@#"kambhar (kam+ bhar, 'herb nourishing'), s.f. Name of a city (supposed to be the
modern Smbhar in Ajmer).
S )&%@  E 8@#"kam-bharya, s.m. A kind of fossil salt
brought from a lake in the vicinity of the town Smbhar.
S  E 8"kin, vulg. 8" kn, s.f. A kind of
inferior divinity (or female demon or fairy) attendant
chie y on iva and Durg.
S & E 8Lkh, s.f. A branch, bough; an arm; a party,
sect; a division, section, subdivision; a subdivision of the
Vedas according to the dierent schools and redactions
of the holy writings;—any part of an animal devoid of
sensibility (as a horn, &c.):—kh-mrig, s.m. (f. -),
'Branch-animal';—a monkey; a squirrel:—ko r(˚kh
+u ˚), s.m. The relating a genealogy, stating a pedigree.
S & E 8L"kh, adj. & s.m. Having branches,
branched, branching, ramifying, &c., belonging to any
branch, or school, or sect, &c.;—a tree; a Veda (as
having various branches or schools);—one who practises
the injunctions of any particular branch of the Vedas, a
follower of any school or sect.
P  E shk (for A.  E shki, act. part. of E 'to
complain'), adj. & s.m. Complaining, querulous; blaming;
—a complainer; murmurer; censurer, stigmatizer,
blamer; backbiter:—shk hona(-se), To complain (of), &c.

S   E 8=kya, s.m. Name of the family, par excellence,
of the Buddha (founder of the Buddhist religion);—name
of Buddha himself:—kya-muni, s.m. 'The kya saint';
and kya-si h, s.m. 'The kya lion'; epithets of Buddha.
P X E shgird (cf. kar), s.m. A scholar, student,
apprentice; pupil, disciple; a servant, boy, groom:—
shgird-pesha, s.m. A servant, menial:—shgird--rashd,
s.m. A complete scholar; an apt scholar; a favourite
pupil:—shgird karn(-ko), To bind or adopt as an
apprentice, &c.:—shgird hon(-k), To become the pupil
(of); to become an apprentice (to).
P X E shgird, s.f. Pupilage; apprenticeship; learning,
study:—shgird karn(ke ps?), To serve (one's)
apprenticeship (with); to learn or study (with).
P E shl (prob.=S. 8!), s.f. A shawl:—shl-bb, s.m.
Shawl-cloth:—shl-bf, s.m. A shawl-weaver:—shl-bf,
s.f. Weaving shawls:—shl-doz, s.m. One who embroiders
on shawls.
S E 8!l, s.m. The tree Shorea robusta(=sl);—a kind of
sh, Ophiocephalus wrahl;—a name of king li-vhan:—
l-bhanjik, or l-bhanj, s.f. A doll, a wooden puppet; a
kind of game played in the east of India:—l-parn, s.f.
lit.'Having lleaves'; the shrub Hedysarum gangeticum:—
la-grm, s.m.=slagrmor sligrm, q.v.
S " E 8!l, s.f. A large branch of a tree;—a hall, room,
house, place; a school, a stable (=sl).
S " E 8!lr, s.m. A ladder; a ight of stairs or steps;
—a bird-cage;—the claw of an elephant.
S (! E 8.!lik, adj. Relating or belonging to the
ltree; belonging to a hall, &c.;—s.m. A weaver; a village
of articers;—a toll, tax:—lik-parb, s.m. One of the main
divisions of the Mahbhrat.
S #@ ! E 8/ .!lmali, 8/!" lmal, s.f. The silk-cotton
tree, Bombax heptaphyllum(=semal);—one of the seven
Dvpasor great divisions of the known continent (so
called from the above tree, said to grow there).
S < ! E 8.! 6li-vhan (prob. fr. la-vhan), vulg.
slivhan, s.m. Name of a celebrated ancient sovereign of
India, whose capital was Pratish~hn on the Godvar
(he was the institutor of the era now called ka, and the

enemy of Vikramditya).
S Y 4! E 8.!65Pli-hotra. vulg. lihotr, s.m. See s.v.
! E li.
S ! E 8.!li, and H. 8!" l, s.m. Rice; a kind of white
rice (growing in deep water); red rice (requiring only a
moist soil);—the civet-cat; pole-cat:—li-hotr, s.m. (f. -),
lit.'Receiving oblations of rice or corn'; a horse; name of
a writer on veterinary subjects (cf. slotr, salotr):—lihotr, s.m. (f. -in), A horse.
S ! E 8!"l, adj. (f. -in), Belonging to a house,
domestic;—(as last member of compounds) endowed
with, possessed of, having; inclined or disposed to;
shining, resplendent with.
P ! E shl (fr. shl), adj. Made of shawl;—s.m. A weaver of
shawls and similar articles:—shl-r mls.m. A small
shawl or scarf.
A 1 E shm, s.m. Syria:—shm-de, s.m. Idem:—shm-de,
adj. Of Syria, Syrian;—s.m. A Syrian.
P 1 E shm (=S. / 'night'), s.f. Evening:—shm ph ln,
The shades of evening to come on:—shm-ke murde-ko(or
mare-ko) kab-tak roiye, 'How long can you weep for one
who died at eventide?'—used to express a circumstance
which is likely to prove a matter of life-long regret. (The
expression is taken from the custom, among the
relations of a dead person, of venting loud lamentations
while the corpse remains in the house. If the death
happens in the morning, the body is soon removed; but
if towards evening, it remains till next morning; in
which case the mourners are apt to be overtaken by
sleep):—shm-gh, s.f. Eventide, evening:—shm-o-saar,
adv. Morning and evening.
H 1 E 8/m [S. /t], adj. Black, dark (=sym);—s.m. A
name of Krish :—m-sundar, s.m. 'Dark and beautiful';
an epithet of Krish ; a proper name.
H 1 E 8/m [S. 8@ ], s.f. The iron head of a pestle, &c.;
ferule (of a stick, &c.), mounting; a socket; (in Mech.) a
carrier:—m ja nor m lagn(-me ), To tip or shoe with
iron, &c.; to get mounted; to put on a ferule, &c.
S 1 E 8/m, s.m. Appeasing; reconciling; conciliation;
reconciliation.

H a E 8/m [S. /t], s.m. Blackness, impurity,
mouldiness, &c.;—a kind of edible grain, Panicum
frumentaceumor P.colonum.
H a E 8/m [S. /], s.f. (m. ?) A beautiful Indian
song-bird, the Indian nightingale, Turdus macrourus.
P t a E shm  (=S. /), s.m. The grain Panicum
frumentaceumor colonum(=m).
S Ua E 8@ mb, s.m. Name of a son of Krish and
Jmbavat.
S %a E 8@ "mbar (fr. ambara), s.f. Jugglery, sorcery;
illusion (as practised by the Daitya mbar); a sorceress.
S (%a E 8@ 
, mbuk, = S  %a E 8@ 
0 mb k,s.m. A bivalve shell; a conch-shell; a kind of snail, Helix
ampullacea(from the shell of which lime is made).
S  %a E 8@ 
0 mb k, = S (%a E 8@ 
, mbuk,s.m. A bivalve shell; a conch-shell; a kind of snail, Helix
ampullacea(from the shell of which lime is made).
P a E shmat (for A. ~a  E , fem. of 1  E , inf. n. of 1  E 'to be,
or to render, unlucky'), s.f. Ill-luck, mischance, adversity,
misfortune, disaster; disgrace, infamy;—a black spot or
mark; a mole:—shmat n(-k) or shmat sir-par kheln(kiske), Misfortune, or evil, to come upon or befall (one):—
shmat-zadaor shmat-k mr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Unfortunate, miserable; disgraced, shameless, infamous;
—cursed; dead;—an unfortunate wight; a shameless or
infamous wretch.
A a E shmit (act. part. of @ E 'to rejoice at another's
misfortune'), adj. & s.m. Rejoicing at the aiction, or
misfortune, or loss, of another;—one who rejoices or
laughs at another's misfortune, &c.
P *a E shmat (rel. n. fr. shmat, q.v.), adj. Unfortunate,
&c. (=shmat-zada, q.v.s.v. shmat).
A ua E shmi  (act. part. of u@ E 'to be high'), adj. High,
lifted up, lofty, elevated; proud.
H (a E 8/,muk, s.m.=mbuk, q.v.
A a E shmil (act. part. of @ E 'to include, embrace,' &c.),
adj. Extending (to), communicating (with); surrounding
in every part, encompassing; including, comprising,
comprehending; inclusive (of); included (in), blended
(with), united (to), connected (with), concerned (in),

associated, confederated, confederate; joint; annexed,
appended, attached; living together; having in common;
common, general, universal;—s.m. Encompasser,
compriser; a confederate; member, &c.;—adv. Together,
in confederacy, jointly, &c.;—prep. With, along with, in
the company (of, -ke):—shmil--lor shmil-l, adj. &
adv. Encompassing or comprising the condition or
circumstances (of, -k); connected from circumstances,
similarly circumstanced; general;—together, jointly;—
shmil-l hon(-k), To surround or comprise the
condition or circumstances (of), to embrace, take in, &c.:
—shmil karn, v.t. To include, or comprise, or
comprehend, to incorporate; to blend, mix; to ax,
annex, append; to enter, insert:—shmil hon, v.n. To be
included (in, -me ), to fall (under); to consist (of); to be
connected (with), be mixed up (in); to be a confederate
(of, -k), be a partaker (of); to be a member (of).
A A3a E shmilt, s.m. pl. (of shmila), Things included; the
concerns that comprise all parts;—partnership;
undivided property; a coparcenary estate; land held in
common or in partnership by the whole proprietary
body of a village:—shmilt-me , In partnership, in
common.
P Y3a E shmilt, adj. Common, general; joint;
coparcenary.
H  a E 8/0m k, s.m.=mb k.
P a E shmma (for A. ~aC E shmmat, fem. of 1C E , act. part. fr.
2C E 'to smell'), s.m. The sense of smell; the scent, the
smell.
H a E 8/"m, s.f. The iron head of a pestle, &c. (=m,
q.v.).
A a E shm, adj. Of or belonging to Syria, Syrian:—shm
ikiyo -ke(kabb), A kabbmade of at cakes of meat:—
shm goliyo -ke(kabb), A kind of kabbmade of round
balls of meat.
P  a E shmiyna, s.m. A kind of tent, a pavilion; a
canopy, an awning (supported on poles).
S  E 84, or 8 n, s.m. A whetstone, grindstone
(=sn); a touchstone.
S  E 84, s.m. Cloth made of hemp, coarse cloth,
sacking, canvas.

P  E shn, s.m. A honey-comb, a bee-hive (cf. shna).
A  E shn (for  E ), s.f. Thing, aair, business; state,
condition, case (syn. l); quality, property, nature,
constitution, disposition; degree, importance, eminence;
rank, dignity, state, pomp, grandeur, glory; radiance,
lustre:—shn- o, s.m. One who imitates the
importance, or grandeur, or dress, &c. (of another):—
shn-dr, adj. & s.m. Stately, grand, pompous, splendid;—
a person of state and dignity, a man of rank:—shn
dikhna(apn), To make a display:—shn-shaukator shn-oshaukat, s.f. Great state, pomp, splendour, magnicence.
S  E 8Bnt (fr. m), part. (f. -), Appeased, allayed,
calmed, alleviated, pacied, hushed, calm, tranquil, free
from passions, contented, undisturbed; meek, humbled;
put a stop to, put an end to, destroyed, killed; deceased,
dead; ceased;—s.m. One whose passions are subdued, an
ascetic, one absorbed in meditation on the deity:—
nttm(˚ta+t˚), adj. & s.m.f. Of a resigned or composed
spirit, calm-minded, composed;—a person of a composed
or resigned disposition:—nt-jvar, s.m. One whose fever
is alleviated:—nt-l, s.m. (f. -), A person of subdued
passions, or of tranquil disposition:—nt karn, v.t. To
appease, allay, calm, assuage, &c. (see nt).
H  E 8Bnt, s.f.=* E nti, q.v.
H * E 8.Bntit, part. adj. Consoled, comforted, &c.
(see nt).
S ** E 8Bntat, s.f. = S ** E 8B; ntatva,
s.m.Quietness, calmness, quietism; meekness.
S ** E 8B; ntatva, s.m. = S ** E 8B ntat,
s.f.Quietness, calmness, quietism; meekness.
S * E 8.Bnti, s.f. Quiet, quietness, tranquillity,
calmness, peace, ease, comfort, rest, repose, remission;
absence of passion, indierence to objects of pleasure or
pain, stoicism; pacication, alleviation; consolation, &c.;
cessation; preservation; pardon:—nti-parva, s.m.
'Tranquillizing section,' name of the twelfth book of the
Mah-bhrata:—nti-dt, adj. & s.m. (f. -tr, and ntidyak(f. -ik) = nti-d, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Giving
tranquillity, tranquillizing, imparting rest or repose,
soothing, peace-giving;—a tranquillizer, comforter, &c.:—

nti-may, adj. Peaceful, tranquil, calm, &c.
P ?o E shnz-dah [Zend khshvas-daan; S. 35f8], adj.
Sixteen.
P 2 o E shnz-dah-um [-um= Zend a. ma= S. /], adj.
Sixteenth.
H  ( E 8[7" k , 8[7  k i, s.f. (dialec.)=1˚ a kar;
—2˚ s kr, qq.v.
P  E shna [v.n. fr. shndanor shn-dan, 'to comb,' for
shawndanor hawndan, causal of shudan'to go,' rt. Zend
shu= S. K,], s.m. A comb; a (cock's) comb, a crest; a
honey-comb (=shn); the shoulder-blade:—shna-dn, s.m.
A comb-case:—shna-sar, s.m. 'Crest-head'; the hoopoe;
the puet, &c.
S  E 84", s.f. A hempen cloth or garment; a new,
unseamed, and single breadth of cloth (given to the
religious student at his investiture for his upper
garment); a ragged garment.
S  E 84", s.f. A whetstone, &c. (=n, q.v.).
H  E 8"n, s.f. corr. of sn, q.v.
S  E 8 vak, s.m. Young (of an animal); a child
(=swak, q.v.).
P ? E shh [Zend khshaya, rt. khshi= S. .d(d)], s.m. King,
prince, monarch, &c.; the king (at chess or cards); a title
assumed by faqrs;—adj. (in comp.) Royal, noble, great,
excellent, principal; the longest, largest, or best (of its
kind), &c.:—shh-l , s.m. A kind of plum; a prune, Prunus
cerabus:—shh-bz, adj. Royal, noble, generous;—s.m. A
royal falcon:—shh-bsh, intj. perhaps for shbsh, q.v.:—
shh-bsh, s.f.=shbsh, q.v.:—shh-bl, s.m. The boy (of
the same age, height, and gure as the bridegroom, and
similarly dressed and decorated) who accompanies the
bridegroom to the bride's house on the night of the
bart;—the groom or attendant who rides behind a great
man (also shah-bl):—shh-ball t or bal t, s.m. 'Royal
oak'; the oak; the chesnut:—shh-bandar, s.m. Chief port
or harbour; (local) custom-house;—a harbour-master;
the receiver-general of duties or tribute:—shh-par(and
shah-par), s.m. The largest or strongest feather (in a
bird's wing):—shh-tarraor tara, s.m. Fumitory, Fumaria
o$cinalis:—shh-tr(and shah-tr), s.m. The large beam (of

a house); a beam:—shh-- war, s.m. 'The monarch of
the East,' the sun:—shh- urd, s.f. A kind of
sweetmeat used on great occasions:—shh-dar, s.m. A
village on a river (in front of a king's palace);—the
highway:—shh-dary, s.m. 'Old man of the sea'; one of
the seven demons held in awe by Moammadan
women:—shh-rh, s.f. 'King's road,' the highway, main
road; a principal street:—shh-zdag(and shah-zdag), s.f.
The state, or the youth, of a prince; nobility (syn. amr);
the minority of a prince;—youthful folly; foolish pride:—
shh-zda(and shah-zda), s.m. 'King's son,' the princeroyal; a prince; (in the language of women) a dear son:—
shh-zd, s.f. A princess; a queen;—the state of prince or
princess:—shh-sawr(and shah-sawr), s.m. A good rider,
an expert horseman:—shh-gm, adj. Pleasant-paced,
having easy paces (a horse);—s.m. The royal pace, name
of a particular pace of a horse:—shh--gard n, s.m. 'King
of the rmament,' the sun:—shh--mardn, 'King of
heroes,' a title of the Khalfa Al:— shh--mashriq, s.m.
'Monarch of the East,' the sun:—shh-nma, s.f. A
celebrated epic poem, containing a history of the kings
of Persia (written by Firdaus about the year of Christ
1000):—shh--nm-roz, s.m. 'King of mid-day,' the sun:—
shh-nishn(and
shah-nishn), s.m. The king's seat (i.e. a gallery or
balcony projecting from the palace, where the king
shows himself to his people); a balcony, gallery; the
principal seat in an assembly, a president's seat:—shhwr(and shah-wr), adj. Royal, princely, noble; like a king;
t for a king, betting a king;—s.m. A ne royal pearl.
P ! E shh-l , s.m. See s.v. shh.
P   E shh-na [shhq.v.+na= Zend a. naor ana= S. ],

shhid--l, s.m. A witness of facts, an eye-witness:—
shhid--roz, s.m. The sun.
P +  E shhid [shhid, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Witness, testimony, evidence; attestation, deposition
(syn. izhr).

A H E shhiq (act. part. of H4E 'to rise high'), adj. High,
lofty (a mountain, or a building, &c.).
P < E shhin, s.m. contrac. of shhn, q.v.
P ?  E shhanshh (shhan, for shhn, pl. of shh+shh),
s.m. King of kings, lord of lords; an emperor; a title
adopted by the old kings of Persia:—shhanshh--falak,
s.m. The sun.
P   E shhanshh, adj. Imperial, royal, princely; s.f.
Empire, imperial dignity, monarchy.
P   E shhw, = P   E shhwr,adj. See shhwr, s.v. shh.
P   E shhwr, = P   E shhw,adj. See shhwr, s.v. shh.
P  E shh l, s.m. A plumb-line, plummet; a pendulum
(see shg l, sh l, shul, sahol).
P  E shh, adj. Imperial, royal, regal, kingly;—s.m. A
follower of the sect of 'Al;—s.f. Imperial dignity,
dominion, sovereignty, reign, royalty.
P <  E shhn [Zend aêna; S. ¦;—A. shhn, fr. the P.],
s.m. A white falcon, a royal falcon; the gerfalcon (cf.
smurg).
P  ) E shyn, vulg. shy (imperf. part. of shyistan; see
shyista), adj. Proper, t, suitable; worthy; desirable;
agreeable; lawful, legal, allowed, permitted; possible;
contingent:—shy hon(-ko), To be proper (for), be
suitable or tting (to), to suit, become, bet.
P %$ E shiba (for A. ~%$ E shibat, fem. of shib, act. part. of
E 'to mix; to adulterate,' &c.), s.m. Mixture,
adulteration; uncleanness, foulness, pollution, stain;
doubt, suspicion.
H  8) E 8*y-jd, s.m. corr. of shh-zda, q.v.s.v.

adj. Of or belonging to a king, royal, princely; splendid,
magnicent;—s.m. A dress worn by a bridegroom, a
wedding-dress.
P L E shh-par, s.m. See s.v. shh.
P ?* E shh-tara, s.m. See s.v. shh.

shh.
P + ) E shyad [Prs shya; 3rd pers. sing. aor. of shyistan,

A +  E shhid (act. part. of + 4E 'to bear witness,' &c.), s.m.
One who bears witness, a witness, deponent; (in P.
shhidor shhad, m. & f.) a sweetheart, a beloved object; a
handsome man; a beautiful woman; a female friend:—

rt. shy; see shyista], adv. It may be, perhaps, perchance,
possibly, probably:—shyad ki bshad, It may be that it is,
it may be so, perhaps it is.
P J*0) E shyistag, shistag, shyastag(abst. s. fr. shyista,

q.v.), s.f. Suitableness, propriety, tness, aptitude;
consistency; conveniency, expediency; aability,
urbanity, politeness, courtesy:—shistag-se, adv.
Suitably, tly, properly, &c.
P *0) E shyista, shista, shyasta[perf. part. of shyistan, fr.
shy= shh˚= Zend khshay˚, rt. khshi= S. .d+stan= hastan],
adj. Worthy, honourable; tting, proper, suitable; decent;
useful; expedient; lawful, unobjectionable; aable, wellbred, courteous, polite; gentle, docile, meek, quiet:—
shista-mizj, adj. Aable, mild, &c.
A b $ E sh (act. part. of b E 'to be published or divulged,'
&c.), adj. Spreading, becoming spread, published,
divulged, revealed; notorious; apparent, manifest;—
distressed:—sh hon, v.n. To be spread abroad, be
published, be propagated, &c.
A H$ E shiq (act. part. of G E 'to excite desire,' &c.), adj.
Having the desire excited, full of desire, desirous (of),
longing (for); ardent, zealous; lascivious.
A < Q $ E shiqn (obl. pl. of shiq), s.m. pl. Ardent admirers
(of), lovers (of), votaries.
S () E 8yak, s.m. An arrow; a dart; a sword.
H UE 8 ab, 1˚ s.m.=av, q.v.;—2˚ adj. corr. of sab, q.v.
P UE shab [Prs saw; old P. khsapa; Pehl. shap; Zend
khshap; S. d], s.f. Night:—shab--roz, adv.=shab-o-roz:—
shab--shab, adv. In the night-time, during the night; all
night:—shab-bz, s.m. A person who exhibits various
gures for amusement at night, a puppet-showman; one
who is up or vigilant at night; a bat:—shab-bsh, s.m. One
who stays all night, a night lodger:—shab-bsh, s.f.
Staying all night; a night's halt or lodging:—shab-ba- air,
May the night pass well, good night; salutation at night:
—shab--bartor shab-bart, s.f. The eve of the 14th day of
the month Shabn (on which a vigil is observed with
prayers, feastings, illuminations, &c., and the
Musalmns make o erings and oblations in the names
(if not to the manes) of deceased ancestors; on this
night the lives and fortunes of mortals during the
coming year are said to be registered in heaven):—shabbo(and gul--shab-bo), s.m. (f.?) lit.'Night-smelling,' the
tuberose, Polianthes tuberosa:—shab-bedr, adj. Waking or
watching all night; sleepless:—shab-bedr, s.f. A vigil;

sleeplessness:—shab-par, or shab-parak, or shab-para, s.m.
lit.'Night- ier'; a bird of night (as a bat, an owl, &c.); see
shappara:—shab-tb, s.m. lit.'Night-shining'; a re- y; a
glow-worm; a gem, &c. that sparkles in the dark:—shab- r-dah, s.m. The night of full-moon:—shab- irgor shabarg, s.m. lit.'Night-lamp'; a carbuncle; a gem of the
ruby kind; a sparkling or brilliant gem:—shab- irgak, s.m.
'The little night-lamp'; a re- y; a glow-worm:—shabb, s.f. Night-clothes, night-shirt, &c.:—shab-  n,
s.m. A night-attack;—shab-  n mrn(-par), To make a
night-attack (on):—shab-  n, s.f. Robbery at night with
bloodshed:—shab- ez, adj. & s.m. Rising at night (to
pray); pious, devout;—one who rises at night to pray:—
shab-deg, s.f. A dish of meat and vegetables (esp. turnips)
dressed all night on the re and eaten the next
morning:—shab-rasda, adj. & s.m. Overtaken by night,
benighted;—one who is benighted:—shab-ra g, adj. Dusky
or dark-coloured, black (a horse);—s.m. Name of a horse
of Siyvush:—shab-rau, s.m. One who walks or travels in
the night; a night-watch; a thief:—shab-istn, s.m. A bedchamber; a bed:—shab--shahdat, s.f. The night of the
tenth of Moharram (on which Husain was slain):—shab-qadr, s.f. 'The night of power,' the 27th of Ramazn
(when the Qor n is said to have descended from
heaven;—syn. lailatul-qadr):—shab-kor, adj. Night-blind
(syn. rat-aundiy):—shab-kor, s.f. Night-blindness,
nyctalopia (syn. rat-aundh);—shab-gh, s.f. Night-place to
keep anything in; night-time:—shab-gard, s.m. A patrol, a
watchman:—shab-gard, s.f. Going rounds by night,
patrolling, watching at night:—shab-gaz, s.m. 'Biting by
night'; a ea, &c.:—shab-gasht, s.f. Nocturnal
perambulation, patrolling; a procession at night:—shabg n, adj. Of the colour of night, dark as night, black:—
shab-gr, s.m. One who passes a sleepless night; a cricket;
a nightingale; any animal that chirps or sings at night;—
travelling after midnight and before sunrise; a servant
that works or travels in the night-time;—early dawn;—
attacking by night, night-march, nocturnal invasion:—
shab--mh, s.f. Light night; moonlight:—shab-nam, s.f.
'Night-moisture,' dew (syn. os);—s.m. A kind of ne
linen, a very ne muslin:—shab-nam, s.m. A tester:—
shab-o-roz, adv. Night and day; always.

A UE shabb, vulg. shab, s.m. Alum.
A %E shabb (inf. n. of U
C E 'to become a youth'), s.m.
Youth, youthfulness, prime of manhood (supposed to be
the state from sixteen to thirty-two).
P  %E shubn (i.q. upnor pn, q.v.), s.m. A shepherd,
pastor.
P d %E shabn-roz, s.m. & adv.=shabna-roz, q.v.
P ? J %E shabn-gh = P J %E shabn-gah (shabn, prob. pl. of
shab), s.f. The evening; a lodging-place for the night; a
fold (for cattle or sheep).
P J %E shabn-gah = P ? J %E shabn-gh (shabn, prob. pl. of
shab), s.f. The evening; a lodging-place for the night; a
fold (for cattle or sheep).
P  %E shab-na [Zend khshap+ana; S. d+], adj. & adv.
Nocturnal;—by night:—shabna-roz, s.m. & adv. Night and
day, the civil day of twenty-four hours (=Gr.
^).
P  %E shabhat (for A. ~ %E , v.n. fr. %E ; see shabh), s.f.
Similarity, similitude, likeness, resemblance.
S + %E 8)abd, vulg. sabd, and H. 8  abad, sabad, s.m.
Sound, noise; voice; grammar; a word; a name, term; (in
Gram.) a declinable word (as a noun, pronoun, &c.)
without its termination;—verbal communication; (among
Nnak-panths), a song, a hymu:—abdrth(˚da+ar˚), s.m.
The sense or meaning of a word; the literal meaning or
acceptation:—abd--abd, adv. Word for word, verbatim:—
abdkar, s.f.=abd-yoni, q.v.:—abd-brahm,
s.m. Holy Writ, a Veda:—abd-bhed, s.m. lit.'Soundpiercer'; an epithet of Arjun;—a particular fabulous
arrow (which pierces an object the sound of which only
is heard;—cf. abd-vedh):—abd-bedn, s.m.=abd-vedh,
q.v.:—abd- or, s.m. A plagiarist:—abd- or, s.f.
Plagiarism:—abd-sdhan, s.m. Etymology:—abd-str,
s.m. 'The science of words,' rules of grammar; the
science of grammatical in exion, etymology; grammar;
philology:—abd-kr, adj. Making noise or sound,
sounding, sonorous:—abd karn, v.n. To make a noise or
sound (with, -se), to sound, blow:—abd-kosh, s.m. 'Wordrepository'; a dictionary, a vocabulary:—abdotpatti(˚da
+ut˚), s.f. The origin or the production of words:—abdvedh, vulg. abd-bedh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), 'Sound-

piercing,' piercing (an invisible object) the sound (of
which only is heard; e.g. sabd-bedh tr);—an archer who
can pierce an invisible object the sound of which only is
heard:—abd-yoni, s.f. 'Word-source'; the source or origin
of a word, a radical word, a root.
P o)+ %E shab-dez, s.m. lit.'Night-colour'; a horse of a dark
rusty colour, a black horse; a horse of noble breed; name
of a famous black horse belonging to King Khusrau
Parwez.
A %E shibr, s.m. A span, the space between the extremity
of the thumb and that of the little nger when extended
apart.
P  *0%E shab-istn, s.m. See s.v. shab.
A b %E shab (inf. n. of b %E 'to be satiated,' &c.), s.f. Fulness,
satiety.
A (%E shabak, s.m. pl. (of shabaka), Nets, &c.
P %E shabaka, vulg. shabka(for A. ~%E , v.n. fr. (%E 'to
make reticulated,' &c.), s.m. A net; lattice; trellis;
grating; a reticulated veil, &c. (syn. jl, jl).
? %E shabk, s.f. (local) dim. of shabaka, q.v.;—shabkiy ,
s.f. pl. Lattices; venetian blinds.
P  J%E shab-gr, s.m. = S 2 %E shab-nam, s.f.= P %E shab-bo,
s.m. (f.?)See s.v. shab.
S 2 %E shab-nam, s.f. = P  J%E shab-gr, s.m.= P %E shab-bo,
s.m. (f.?)See s.v. shab.
P %E shab-bo, s.m. (f.?) = P  J%E shab-gr, s.m.= S 2 %E shabnam, s.f.See s.v. shab.
P %E shaba, vulg. shiba(prob. fr. shab, q.v.), s.m. Jet; black
or dark coral; agate; a bead.
A %E shabah, shibh(v.n. fr. %E 'to liken,' &c.), s.m.f. A
similar thing, a like, fellow, match, an analogue; an
image, similitude, likeness, resemblance:—shibhmuaiyanor shibh-muaiyan khet, s.m. A rhomboid;
parallelogram.
H %E shubah, or shuba, s.m. corr. of shubha, q.v.
S &%E 8,#ubha, vulg. ubh, and subh, adj. (f. -), Bright,
shining, splendid; handsome, beautiful; auspicious,
fortunate, lucky, happy; well, right, good, virtuous;
eminent, distinguished; learned, versed (esp. in the
Vedas);—s.m. Anything bright or beautiful;
auspiciousness, good fortune, happiness, good, welfare,

prosperity;—name of one of the astrological yogas:—
ubh r(˚bha+ ˚), adj. & s.m. Pure in practices or
observances, well-behaved, virtuous;—a well-behaved or
virtuous person:—ubhubh(˚bha+a˚), adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Prosperous and unfortunate, good and evil, good or
wicked;—good and bad fortune, weal and woe:—
ubh g(˚bha+an˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Handsome-limbed,
beautifully formed, handsome, elegant;—a handsome
person:—ubh-phal, s.m. Auspicious result, good or happy
consequence:—ubh- l, s.f. Good behaviour, virtuous
conduct:—ubh- intak, s.m. (f. -, -ik, or -), One whose
thoughts are excellent; a well-wisher, friend:—ubha-da,
vulg. ubhad, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Granting happiness,
propitious, auspicious;—a benefactor:—ubh-dn, ubhd, or ubh-dyak, adj. & s.m.=ubha-da, q.v.:—ubh-datt,
s.m. An excellent or auspicious gift;—the recipient of an
auspicious gift:—ubh-dant, s.f. The female elephant of
the north-west quarter:—ubh-dhvani, s.m. A glorious or
a pleasing sound:—ubh-sat, s.f. Auspicious moment,
lucky time:—ubh-l, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a good
disposition, well-disposed, good-natured;—a goodnatured person:—ubh-krak, ubh-kr, adj.=ubha -kar,
q.v.:—ubh-kl, s.m. A good season or time; a virtuous
epoch; a favourable opportunity:—ubh-kar, adj. =subha kar, q.v.:—ubh-karm, s.m. An auspicious action; a good or
virtuous act; reputable occupation or employment:—
ubha-ga, vulg. ubhag, adj. Going well or beautifully,
graceful, elegant; fortunate, propitious, auspicious:—
ubh-grah, s.m. An auspicious planet, a lucky star:—ubhgu, s.m. Excellent quality, virtue;—ubh-gu-sadan, s.m.
'The mansion of excellent qualities,' an epithet of Gane
(and of other deities):— bh-lagn, s.m. The rising of an
auspicious constellation; a lucky moment:—ubh-muh rt,
s.m. An auspicious moment:—ubha -kar, adj. Causing
welfare, producing good, conferring happiness or
fortune; auspicious, propitious; prosperous, lucky;—s.m.
An accountant; arithmetician.
H &%E 8,#ubh, s.m. corr. of shubha, q.v.
H *&%E 8,.#ubhit, s.m.=subhitor subht, q.v.
S &%E 8,2ubhra, adj. Shining, radiant, bright; white;—
s.m. White (the colour); silver; sandal; talc:—ubhra-krit,

s.m. The thirty-sixth year of Jupiter's cycle:—ubhradant, s.f.=ubh-dant, q.v.s.v. ubh.
S &%E 8,2ubhr, s.f. The Ganges; crystal; bamboomanna.
S ^&%E 8,#$ubhag, = S &%E 8#( ubha -kar,See s.v.
ubh.
S &%E 8#(ubha -kar, = S ^&%E 8,#$ ubhag,See s.v.
ubh.
P 4%E hubha (for A. ~4%E shubhat, v.n. fr. %E ; ii, %CE 'to
render confused or dubious,' &c.), s.m. Confusedness,
dubiousness, doubt, uncertainty, ambiguity; hesitation,
suspicion; suspense; question, scruple; a defect (esp. in
law), a aw; presumption (of guilt):—shubha--shaddor
shubha--qaw, s.m. Strong presumption (of guilt):—
shubha--qati, s.m. Homicide:—shubha karn(-k), To
entertain doubt (of), to doubt; to suspect, distrust:—beshubha, adv. Undoubtedly, indisputably.
P  %E shabna [shab, q.v.+na= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj.
Nocturnal, nightly; last night's; stale.
A  %E shabh (v.n. of %E ; ii, %CE 'to make like, to liken'), adj.
Like, resembling;—s.f. The like (of); resemblance, &c.
(=shibh, q.v.); image, picture, portrait:—shabh-bilmuaiyan, and shabh-ba-muaiyan, s.m. A rhomboid.
P `E shap (akin to S. .d and .dH(, rt. .d 'to throw,'
&c.), s.f. Sound or noise (of a whip, or spears, &c.), whiz;
sound of splashing:—shap-shapor shap--shap, adv. Splash,
splash;—quickly, speedily; uently; without cessation or
stopping:—shap--shap karn, v.n. To make a splashing
noise, &c.; to splash; to clash; to sputter;—to make a
noise with the lips in lapping, &c.
H LE shapp [fr. S. d or .d], s.m. A butt or mark for
archers.
H LE .8Qipp, s.m.=sipp, q.v.
S LE 8Qapta, vulg. apt, part. Cursed, anathematized,
reviled, abused; accursed;—s.m. A sort of grass,
Saccharum cylindricum.
S &*LE 8Rapath, s.m. Cursing, imprecating; imprecation,
curse, anathema, malediction, reviling, abuse; a solemn
asseveration, oath; asseveration by oath or ordeal.

H LE 8apar, s.m. corr. of aphar, q.v.

P *E shatt (for A. *E shatt, q.v.), adj. Distinct, dierent,

P LE shappar, shapar= P LE shapparak, shaprak= P ?LE

various.
A *E shit (v.n. fr. *E ), s.m. Winter.

shappara, shapara(shab, q.v.+par, ' ying,' rt. of pardan),
s.m. A bat; itter-mouse.
P LE shapparak, shaprak= P LE shappar, shapar= P ?LE
shappara, shapara(shab, q.v.+par, ' ying,' rt. of pardan),
s.m. A bat; itter-mouse.
P ?LE shappara, shapara= P LE shappar, shapar= P LE
shapparak, shaprak(shab, q.v.+par, ' ying,' rt. of pardan),
s.m. A bat; itter-mouse.
S <LE 8apan, s.m. The act of cursing; malediction, &c.
(=apath, q.v.).
S &LE .8viph, s.f. A brous root; a small whip; lash or
stroke with a whip;—a mother; a river.
S &LE 8vaphar, s.m. = S &LE 8v" aphar, s.f.A small
glistening sh, Cyprinus sophore(also called punth, and
'mango-sh').
S &LE 8v"aphar, s.f. = S &LE 8v aphar, s.m.A small
glistening sh, Cyprinus sophore(also called punth, and
'mango-sh').
S E 8ata, vulg. sat, adj. A hundred:—at-bhish, s.f.
lit.'Requiring a hundred physicians'; name of the twentyfth of the Nakshatras or lunar mansions containing
100 stars, the chief of which is * Aquarii:—ata-pati, s.m.
The lord or chief of a hundred men, a centurion, a
military ocer:—at-pd, or at-pad.s.f. lit.'Having a
hundred feet'; a centipede; the iulus:—at-por, s.f. The
rough tripe of sheep, &c. (syn. r- na):—ata-dru, s.f.
lit.'Flowing in a hundred' (branches); the river Satlaj in
the Panjb:—ata-dhanv, s.m. lit.'Having a hundred
bows'; name of a person slain by Krish for having killed
Satrjit:—ata-sahasra, adj. & s.m. A hundred thousand;—a
lac:—ata-as, adv. By hundreds, in hundreds, a hundredfold:—at-gu, adj. A hundred times over, a hundred-fold:
—at-laksh, s.m. A hundred lacs, ten millions:—at-m l,
s.m. or at-m l, s.f. lit.'Having a hundred roots'; the
plant Asparagus racemosus:—at-varsh, s.m. A hundred
years, a century:—at-vedh, s.m. lit.'Piercing a hundred';
a sort of dock or sorrel, Oxalis monadelpha, or Rumex
vesicarius.

P *E shitb [shi+tb, rt. of tftanor tb-dan= Zend u
or uz+rt. tap= S. +], s.m. Haste, &c. (=shitb, q.v.);
adj. & adv. Hasty, quick, speedy;—quickly, expeditiously,
soon, directly:—shitb-bz, adj. & s.m. Hasty, quick,
expeditious;—an active or expeditious person:—shitb-se,
adv. Quickly, &c. (=shitb).
P  *E shitbn (imperf. part. of shitb-dan; see shitb),
adj. Hastening, making great haste, hurrying.
P  *E shitb [shitb, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Quickness, haste, expedition, despatch; celerity, speed;—
adv. Quickly, hastily, &c. (=shitb).
P ^! *E shitlang, s.m. The ankle.
H ? *E shatth, adj. prob. corr. of ? NE shatth,
  q.v.
P *E shutur (=ushtur, q.v.), s.m. A camel:—shutur-bn, s.m.
A camel-driver, camel-keeper, camel-man:—shutur--bemahr, adj. lit.'A camel without a nose-string';
uncontrolled, incorrigible, refractory, wild:—shutur- na,
s.m. A camel-shed:—shutur-dil, adj. 'Camel-hearted';
timid:—shutur-dil, s.f. Timidity:—shutur-sawr, adj. & s.m.
Mounted on a camel;—rider of a camel; an orderly on a
camel:—shutur-gamza, s.m. Wickedness, deceit; misplaced
aectation (?):—shutur-qatr,
 s.f. A string of camels;—a
row, line, series, &c.:—shutur-kna, adj. Bearing malice
(the camel being remarkable for doing so):—shutur-gm,
s.m. A camel-step:—shutur-go, s.m. The camelopard or
girae:—shutur-murg,  s.m. The ostrich:—shutur-nl, s.f. A
small gun or swivel carried on a camel.
S Y*E 8P,atrut = H $ Y*E 8P, atrut [˚t= S. 
+], s.f. Enmity, hostility, animosity, malignity.
H $ Y*E 8P, atrut = S Y*E 8P, atrut [˚t= S. 
+], s.f. Enmity, hostility, animosity, malignity.
S *E 8P,atru, s.m. & f. An enemy adversary, foe:—atrubhvor bho, s.m. A hostile disposition, enmity;—adj. &
adv. Of a hostile or quarrelsome disposition;—like an
enemy, as bad as an enemy:—atru-ghna, and atru-han,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Enemy-slaying;—foe-slayer, hosticide;—
atru-ghna, s.m. Name of one of the brothers of Rm.

H *E 8P"atr, corr. of hatr, and kshatr, qq.v.
P *E shutur, shutr(fr. shutur), adj. Of the colour of a
camel, light-brown; of camel's hair; of, or conveyed on, a
camel;—s.f. A kind of kettle-drum;—a light-brown colour.
S (*E 8atak, s.m. An aggregate of a hundred (see
saik ).
H 6#*E 8!*atlaj, s.m. The river Satlaj (or Sutlej), in the
Panjab (see ata-dru, s.v. sat).
H #*E .8!italn, s.f.=tal, q.v.
A 2 *E shatm (inf. n. of 2 *E 'to revile,' &c.), s.m. Reviling,
vilifying, upbraiding; reproach, contumely, contempt;
outrage, injury, villainy.
S &*E .8R!ithil, adj. Loosened, loose, slack, lax, &c.
(=hl, q.v.); dissolved; ineectual; abandoned:—ithilbal, adj. Relaxed in strength, weakened, relaxed.
S *#&*E .8R!ithilat, s.f. Looseness, laxity,
relaxedness, relaxation; the being unfastened; a state of
dissolution; want of energy, languor (see hl, dhil,
hlpan).
A *E shatt (v.n. fr. 
C E 'to become dissolved,' &c.), adj.
Distinct, dierent, various.
S *E .8iti, adj. White;—dark-blue, black;—s.m. The
Bhoj-pattr or birch tree:—iti-ratn, s.m. 'Blue gem'; a
sapphire:—iti-srak, s.m. Having black essence' a sort of
ebony, Diospyros glutinosa:—iti-kanh, adj. & s.m. Having a
blue throat, blue-throated;—an epithet of iva.
? D &sha (used for shashbefore hard letters; and
euphon. changed to shabefore soft letters), adj. Six:—
sha-a g, s.m. The six parts of the body (viz.the arms, the
legs, the head, and the waist);—the six auxiliary or
supplementary branches (a g) of sacred science (i.e.
Grammar; Prosody; Pronunciation; the meanings of
unusual terms; Astronomy; and the ritual of the Hind
religion);—a set of six particular articles of oering at
the rst oblation of rice, &c. to the manes of deceased
ancestors:—sha-nan, and vulg. sha-nan, adj. & s.m.
Six-faced;—an epithet of Krttikeya, the son of iva and
god of war:—sha-pad, adj. & s.m. Six-footed;—a bee; a
louse:—sha-padik, s.f. A species of metre:—sha- ara,
adj. & s.m.=sha-pad, q.v.:—sha-ritu,
 s.m. The six seasons

(see ritu);—sha-ras,
vulg. sha-ras, s.m. The six avours

or tastes (see ras):—sha-daran, vulg. sha-daran, and
sha-daran, s.m. The six systems of philosophy (=shastr, q.v.);—a man who is versed in the six systems of
philosophy:—sha-str, s.m. The six philosophical
systems of the Hinds (viz.the Nyya; the Vaieshika; the
Mm s; the Vednta; the S khya; and the Panjala):—
sha-karm, s.m. pl. The six acts or duties enjoined on a
Brhma (viz.teaching the Vedas, holy study, oering
sacrices, conducting them for others, giving and
accepting gifts);—the six acts allowable to a Brhma for
subsistence (viz.gleaning, accepting gifts, asking alms,
agriculture, trade, tending cattle, or, according to some,
lending money at interest);—six acts that may be
performed by means of magical texts as taught in the
Tantras(viz.killing, infatuating, enthralling, expelling,
exciting animosity, and the stopping or privation of any
faculty);—a Brhma skilled in the above six acts; an
adept in the Tantra magical rites:—sha-ko, or sha-kon,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Hexangular;—a hexagon, any sixangled gure; the thunderbolt of Indra:—sha-gu, adj. &
s.m. Six-fold, six times;—an assemblage of six qualities
or properties:—sha-mukh(prop. sha-mukh), adj. &
s.m.=sha-nan, q.v.:—sha-mtra(prop. sha-mtra), adj. (f.
-), Containing six mtras:—sha-vadan, vulg. sha-vadan,
adj. & s.m.=sha-nan, q.v.:—sha-vidh, adj. Of six kinds or
descriptions; six-fold, six times; in six ways:—sha-vi ati,
adj. f. Twenty-six:—sha-vi ati-tam, adj. (f. -), The
twenty-sixth.
H D 3&[sha k, s.f. (dialec.)= ha k, q.v.
H $D 3& [$shaw g, khaw g, s.m. =$ khaw g,
q.v.
S D 8_ah, adj. & s.m. Wicked, depraved, perverse,
dishonest, perdious, cunning, crafty, deceitful;—a
cheat, rogue, knave; a false lover or husband; a fool,
blockhead; an idler; a mediator, umpire, arbitrator:—
ah-man, s.m. & f. An evil-minded person.
S  D 8_ahat, s.f. = S  D 8_; ahatva,
s.m.Deceitfulness, knavery, craftiness; perdiousness,
depravity, wickedness.
S  D 8_; ahatva, s.m. = S  D 8_ ahat,

s.f.Deceitfulness, knavery, craftiness; perdiousness,
depravity, wickedness.
H % D 8_($saha gr [prob. S. 8_(, fr. 8_ 'to adorn' +
], s.m. Decoration, ornament.
A 6E shajj, vulg. shaj(inf. n. of 6CE 'to break so as to cleave
the skin'), s.m. A wound or personal injury short of
destroying life (rare).
A 5 8E shijj, s.m. pl. (of shajjat= shajj, q.v.), Flesh-wounds
(rare).
A . 8E shuj (v.n. fr. b 8E 'to be or become brave,' &c.),
adj. Courageous, brave, valiant, intrepid, bold, daring
(=diler).
P m 8E shajat, vulg. shujat(for A. ~m 8E , inf. n. of b 8E 'to
be brave'), s.f. Bravery, valour, &c. (syn. diler; bahdur;
s rt).
P *m 8E shujat, s.f.=shujat, q.v.
A 8E shajar, shijar, v.n. fr. 8E 'to be intricate,' &c.), s.m. =
A {8E shajarat, shijarat (n. of un.fr. shajar, &c.), s.f.= P ?8E
shajara, shijara, vulg.shajra, &c. (for A. shajarat, &c.), s.m.A
tree, plant, shrub, &c.:—shajara, or shajra, s.m. A
genealogical tree; a map in which elds are marked out;
a sketch, &c. in a eld-book (in surveying):—shajar-nma,
s.m. A genealogical table of saints or holy predecessors
given to disciples; a genealogical tree:—shajaratul-ukm,
s.f. The tree of judgment (a fabulous tree which is said to
have given unerring decisions on knotty points of
dispute):—shajara--ansb, s.m. A genealogical tree:—
shijra-qulla, s.m. Pots and pans.
A {8E shajarat, shijarat(n. of un. fr. shajar, &c.), s.f. = A 8E
shajar, shijar, v.n. fr. 8E 'to be intricate,' &c.), s.m. = P ?8E
shajara, shijara, vulg.shajra, &c. (for A. shajarat, &c.), s.m.A
tree, plant, shrub, &c.:—shajara, or shajra, s.m. A
genealogical tree; a map in which elds are marked out;
a sketch, &c. in a eld-book (in surveying):—shajar-nma,
s.m. A genealogical table of saints or holy predecessors
given to disciples; a genealogical tree:—shajaratul-ukm,
s.f. The tree of judgment (a fabulous tree which is said to
have given unerring decisions on knotty points of
dispute):—shajara--ansb, s.m. A genealogical tree:—
shijra-qulla, s.m. Pots and pans.
P ?8E shajara, shijara, vulg. shajra, &c. (for A. shajarat, &c.),

s.m. = A 8E shajar, shijar, v.n. fr. 8E 'to be intricate,' &c.),
s.m. = A {8E shajarat, shijarat (n. of un.fr. shajar, &c.), s.f.A
tree, plant, shrub, &c.:—shajara, or shajra, s.m. A
genealogical tree; a map in which elds are marked out;
a sketch, &c. in a eld-book (in surveying):—shajar-nma,
s.m. A genealogical table of saints or holy predecessors
given to disciples; a genealogical tree:—shajaratul-ukm,
s.f. The tree of judgment (a fabulous tree which is said to
have given unerring decisions on knotty points of
dispute):—shajara--ansb, s.m. A genealogical tree:—
shijra-qulla, s.m. Pots and pans.
A b 8E shaja (v.n. fr. b 8E 'to be brave,' &c.), s.m.
Penetrating energy; boldness, valour, bravery,
intrepidity.
H 8E 8Aajy, s.f. corr. of ayy, q.v.
A b 8E shaj, adj. Brave, intrepid, &c. (=shuj, q.v.).
S *:E 8,.u it, s.f. = S *:E 8,.; u itva, s.m.Purity,
brightness, cleanness, clearness, resplendence;
whiteness; virtue, holiness; spotlessness, innocence.
S *:E 8,.; u itva, s.m. = S *:E 8,. u it, s.f.Purity,
brightness, cleanness, clearness, resplendence;
whiteness; virtue, holiness; spotlessness, innocence.
H :E 8,a u, s.m. corr. of sa u, q.v.
H &:E .8K+i h, s.f. corr. of iksh, q.v.
S :E 8.a i, and 8" a , s.f. Name of the wife of
Indra;—a , s.f. Power, strength:—a i(or a ) pati, s.m.
'Husband of Sai,' an epithet of Indra.
S :E 8,.u i, adj. Bright, resplendent, clear, clean;
white, cleansed, puried, pure; exempt from passion;
free from fault; upright, honest, true; innocent; virtuous,
pious;—s.m. White (the colour);
purity, purication (by ablution, &c.); innocence, virtue,
goodness, holiness; correctness, accuracy; judicial
acquittal;—a pure man; a tried and faithful minister, true
friend;—oblation to re at the rst feeding of an infant;
the sun; the moon; the planet Venus or its regent;—the
hot season (i.e. the months Jyeshhaand Áshha, MayJune);—a name of iva; of Agni or re; of a Brhma :—
u i-mai, s.m.f. 'Pure jewel'; crystal.
P $ cE shan = P JcE shnag (fr. shana), s.f.

Superintendence; the police.
P JcE shnag = P $ cE shan (fr. shana), s.f.
Superintendence; the police.
P cE shana (for A. ~cE shnat, 'a body of guards,
patrols, or police,' &c. fr. <cE 'to ll (a town) with
horsemen,' &c.), s.m. A viceroy, lieutenant, prefect; a
superintendent or chief of the police; a watchman; a taxgatherer; a tax-gatherer's peon.
P uE sha , s.m.? Hard ground (esp.at the summit, or the
skirt, of a mountain); the top of a mountain; anything
hard.
A v>E sha  (v.n. fr. v>E 'to become raised or
elevated,' &c.), s.m. A man's self or person; a person,
being, body, individual:—sha --qbi, s.m. The person
in possession, the possessor:—sha --n-dr, s.m. An
insolvent:—sha --wid, s.m. A single person, an
individual; an unassisted person.
P  M>E sha yat (for A. ~ M>E , abst. s. fr. M>E , rel. n. of
sha ), s.f. Individuality, personality, identity; nobility,
rank, dignity, distinction, honour; humanity:—sha yat
baghrnor sha yat jatn(apn), To boast of (one's)
nobility or rank, &c.; to make a display, to show o.
A + E shadd (inf. n. of +C E 'to make hard, rm, or strong,'
&c.), s.m. Rendering hard or strong, &c.; intensifying;
emphasizing; pitching of the voice (used chie y in
comp.):—shadd-o-madd, s.m. Emphasizing (in reading,
&c.); intensity; emphasis, stress; force; severity.
H + E shadd, (prob. corr. of A. {+ E , fr. shadd, q.v.), s.m.
The banners that are carried with the taziyain the
Moarram.
A + E shidd (pl. of shadd), adj. Strong, violent,
vehement;—s.m. Name of an impious Eastern monarch
who arrogated divine power to himself.
P + a + E shud-mad (v.n. of shudan, and madan), s.f. A
going and coming; custom, usage.
A + $+ E shadid, s.f. pl. (of {+ )+ E , fem. of shadd, q.v.),
Dicult matters or things, diculties; hardships,
adversities, troubles, tribulations; disagreeable events.
P + + E shud-bud, s.f. Circumstances, particulars; slight
knowledge.
P  + E shud-b d, adv. So so; indierently.

P A+ E shiddat (for A. {+ E , inf. n. of + E 'to be distressing,'
&c.), s.f. Hardness, rmness; strength, power, force;
vehemence, violence, intenseness, stress, pressure,
severity, rigour; diculty, hardship, adversity, trial,
trouble, distress, aiction:—shiddat-se, adv. Vehemently,
forcibly, intensely, severely, &c.:—shiddat-k, adj. (f. -k),
Vehement, intense, severe, &c.
P   + E shud-kr, s.m. Ground tilled and sown;—a person
whose business it is to examine the state of the harvest;
—verication, examination; estimation, valuation,
survey.
P + E shudan [rt. Zend shu= S. K,;—dan= S. a. (], inf. &
gerund, To become; becoming (used in comp.).
P + E shudan (fr. shudan), adj. Fit to be or become; what
is to be; probable, possible; practicable;—s.f. A coming to
pass, an occurrence.
P + a + E shadd-o-madd, s.m. See s.v. shadd.
H ?+ E shadda, s.m.=shadd, q.v.
P ?+ E shuda [perf. part. of shudan; and=Zend sh ta; S. K,],
part. Become, having become; past, gone; lost:—shudashuda, adv. Going on (from one thing to another)
gradually; by degrees, gradually (syn. hote hote).
S + E 8,-uddha, vulg. uddh, corr. 8- addh, adj. (f. -),
Pure, clean, puried, cleansed; white, bright; stainless,
innocent, guileless, simple, genuine, true, fair, honest;
correct, accurate, faultless, blameless, innocent; cleared,
acquitted, absolved, free; simple, mere, only, alone;
unmixed, unadulterated; uncorrupt, unpolluted;
authorized, admitted; very, unequalled:—uddhuddhpatr(˚dha+a˚), s.m. List of errata (=uddhi-patr):—uddhapatr, s.m.=uddhi-patr, q.v.s.v. uddhi:—uddha-tattva, s.m.
The very essence; genuineness:—uddh- it , adj. Pureminded:—uddh-satva, adj. & s.m. Pure, righteous; right,
correct;—a virtuous person, &c.:—uddha-svabhv, s.m. A
virtuous nature or disposition;—adj. Of a virtuous nature
or disposition:—uddh-mati, adj. Of pure and sincere
purpose, guileless, unsophisticated, innocent, honest;
intelligent.
H + E 8,udh, s.f. corr. of kshudh, q.v.
S *+ E 8,-uddhat, s.f. = S *+ E 8,-; uddhatva,

s.m.Purity, cleanness; innocence; freedom from soil or
from defect; correctness, accuracy, faultlessness, &c.
S *+ E 8,-; uddhatva, s.m. = S *+ E 8,- uddhat,
s.f.Purity, cleanness; innocence; freedom from soil or
from defect; correctness, accuracy, faultlessness, &c.
S + E 8,.-uddhi, s.f. Purity, cleanness, freedom from
delement, holiness, sanctity; purication, expiation,
cleansing; correctness, accuracy; rectitude; truth,
certainty; clearing, clearance, innocence, acquittal;
quittance; retaliation:—uddhi-patr, s.m. List of errata (in
a book):—uddhi-krak, uddhi-kr, or uddhi-kar, adj.
Causing purity, purifying, correcting, amending;—s.m.
Purier, cleanser, corrector, &c.
H + E 8,"ud, s.f. corr. of sud, q.v.
A + )+ E shadd (v.r. of +C E 'to be hard,' &c.), adj. Violent,
strong, vehement, intense, severe, rigorous; dicult,
arduous; distressing, aicting, grievous; heavy; grave;
heinous.
S D 3fsha, adj.=sha, q.v.
H VD 3f8shaa, adj. corr. of shoaa, q.v.
S $D 3f($shada g, s.m. See s.v. sha.
S E 8ara, vulg. ar, s.m. A sort of reed or grass,
Saccharum sara, a reed; a tube; an arrow, a shaft; (in
Math.) the versed sine of an arc;—the upper part or
cream of slightly curdled milk;—water;—the swell of the
tide:—arsan(˚ra+as˚), s.m. Arrow-shooting, arrowshooter, bow:—ar-mall, s.m. 'Arrow-ghter'; an archer,
bowman;—name of a small bird, Turdus
gosalica(considered as a variety of the Main):—ar-van,
vulg. sar-ban, s.m. A thicket of reeds; name of a forest
near mount Kails in the Himlayas.
A E sharr, vulg. shar(inf. n. of CE 'to become evil or bad,'
&c.), s.f. Evil, wrongdoing, injustice, badness,
corruptness, wickedness, viciousness, depravity,
malignancy:—shar uhnor shar karn, To raise a
commotion or disturbance, cause a breach of the peace,
to make a riot:—sharr-o-fasd, s.m. Wickedness and
mischief; a breach of the peace, a riot.
S E .8ir, s.m. The head, &c. (=sir, and iras, qq.v.);—the
root of the pepper plant:—ir-o-p w, s.m. The head and

feet;—ir-o-p w den, To place anyone's foot on
another's head or neck (a form of salutation to betoken
submissiveness).
P E shar (for A. E shar), s.m. An eruption of pimples
on the skin.
A E shir, vulg. shar(also E shir, inf. n. of E 'to give (a
thing) for a price'), s.m. A sale; a purchase; trac.
S E .8ir, s.f. Any tubular vessel of the body, a nerve,
tendon, bre, gut, vein, blood-vessel, artery.
A E sharb (v.n. fr. E 'to drink' (water, &c.)), s.f.
Wine, spirituous liquor:—sharb-bz, s.f. Drinking, winebibbing:—sharb--purtugl, s.f. 'Portugal wine,' port
wine:—sharba-tah ror sharb--tah r, s.m. Nectar:—
sharb- na, s.m. A place where liquor is sold, a tavern;
a distillery:—sharb- r, s.m. Wine-drinking;—a winebibber, a drunkard:—sharb- r, s.f. Wine-bibbing,
drunkenness:—sharb- ur, s.m. A wine-bibber:—sharb-do-tisha, s.m. Double-distilled liquor or spirits:—sharbzada, adj. Indisposed or aected with wine; intoxicated:—
br-sharb, s.m. Beer, ale:—wain-sharb, s.m. Wine.
H < E sharban [sharb+an= S. a. "], s.f.=sharb, q.v.
H  E 8 5arbor [prob. S.  '++ 5t], adj. Wet
through, dripping wet, soused, drenched.
P  E sharb (sharb, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Drunken,
intoxicated;—a wine-bibber, a drunkard; a drunken man.
H ]E Yrp, 8 arp, s.m.=p, and srpor sarp,
qq.v.
S YE 8arti, s.f.=ari, q.v.
H E 8y&arr, 8& ar, s.m. Sound, noise, report,
ring, echo, &c. (cf. sann).
S E 8&ari, s.f. A sort of bird Turdus
ginginianus(commonly called the Alor Sarl).
S E Y-rddha, vulg. rddh, and sardh, adj. Faithful,
believing;—s.m. A kind of funeral rite or ceremony in
honour of the departed spirits of deceased relatives
observed at various xed periods and on occasions of
rejoicing as well as mourning (it consists of oerings
with water and re to the gods and manes, and of food
and gifts to the relatives present and to the Brhma s
assisting; and is believed essential to the ascent of

departed spirits to a world appropriated to the manes
and to their residence there); the gifts presented on the
occasion of the observance of the ceremony described
above:—rddh-dev, s.m. Any god presiding over funeral
rites; a Viva-dev; Yam (lord of the dead); Manu
Vaivasvat (brother of Yam):—rddh-dev-manu, s.m. An
epithet of Manu Vaivasvat (=rddh-dev).
S E 8fari, s.f.=ari, q.v.
A E sharr, s.m. Sparks, or a spark, of re (see sharra).
P AE sharrat (for A. {E , inf. n. of CE 'to be or become
evil,' &c.), s.f. Wickedness, mischief, vice, depravity,
villainy, atrocity:—sharrat-se, adv. Wickedly,
mischievously, feloniously, &c.
P Y-E sharrata (for A. {-E sharrata, acc. of sharrat),
adv. Wickedly, mischievously, &c.
P ?E sharra (for A. {E sharrat, n. of un. fr. sharr), s.m.
A spark of re; a ash, gleam.
S E 8arri, s.f.=ari, q.v.
S <BE 8arsan, s.m. See s.v. araor ar.
P _E sharfat (for A. ~_E , inf. n. of eE 'to be high,
exalted, or eminent,' &c.), s.f. Being noble, nobility:—
sharfat-panh, s.m. 'Asylum of nobility,' (in ocial
correspondence) an epithet employed in addressing a
subordinate ocer.
P  E shirkat, vulg. sharkat(for A. ~ E , v.n. fr. E 'to
share,' &c.), s.f. Sharing, participation, partnership,
fellowship; combination, confederacy, alliance, league; a
corporation, coparcenary, joint-stock company; land, &c.
held in common; community of interests (syn. shirkat,
q.v.):—shirkat karn, v.n. To participate (in); to form a
partnership (with); to combine, to league (with), &c.:—
shirkat--mu talifa, s.f. (in Arith.) Double fellowship:—
shirkat--musw, s.f. Single fellowship:—shirkat-nma,
s.m. Deed of partnership.
S E .8!irl, adj. Veiny, tendinous, sinewy, skinny;
showing the veins or tendons;—s.m. The acid fruit of the
Averrhoa carambola.
S !E 8.!arli, 8!" arl, s.f.=ari, q.v.
S E YBrnt, adj. (f. -), Wearied, fatigued,
exhausted, distressed; calmed, calm, tranquil.

S *E Y.Brnti, s.f. Fatigue, weariness, exhaustion.
S E 8 arv, vulg. aro, s.m. A lid, cover; a shallow
cup; dish, platter, plate, earthenware vessel; a tray; a
measure equal to two kuavas.
S E Y rvak, s.m. A pupil, disciple; a particular
class of the Buddhist saints or ascetics; a Bauddh or
Buddhist votary (in general); a pupil of a Jain.
S E Y 4rva, s.m. Name of the fourth Hind month
(July-August; vulg. swan, q.v.).
S (E Y .4rvaik, corr. H. Y .B rvannik, adj.
Relating to, or produced in, the month rva ;—s.m.
The month rva .
S E Y 4"rva, s.f. The day of full moon in the
month rva ; one of the Hind domestic sacrices.
A w$E sharit, s.f. pl. (of sharta= shart, q.v.), Agreements,
stipulations, conditions, requirements;—signs, marks.
A < )E sharyn, vulg. sharn, s.f. pl. (of shiryn), The
arteries.
A E shurb (inf. n. of E 'to drink'), s.m. Drinking,
drink, beverage:—akl-o-shurb, Food and drink.
P  E sharbat (for A. ~ E , n. of un. fr. sharb, inf. n. of E
'to drink'), s.m. A draught (of water, &c.), drink,
beverage, cup; sherbet, sugar and water (the most com.
signication); a dose of medicine, draught, potion:—
sharbat piln(-ko), To give (a barber) sherbet to drink
(and so seal the betrothal which he has arranged):—
sharbat-pil, s.f. The present made by a bride and
bridegroom to the barber who arranged the marriage:—
sharbat- na, s.m. A dispensary:—sharbat-dr, s.m. A
servant who has charge of the water, wine, &c.; a butler:
—sharbat-ke-se gh  pn, To gulp down as sherbet; (g.)
to suer meekly.
P * E sharbat (rel. n. fr. sharbat, q.v.), adj. Of or relating
to sherbet; of the colour of sherbet (applied to things of
an orange or pale yellow colour); juicy;—s.f. A kind of
lime or lemon; orange or pale yellow colour; a kind of
cloth or muslin; a kind of stone; a kind of seed.
H < E 8 ar-ban, s.m. See s.v. araor ar.
S & E 8#arabh, s.m. A certain fabulous animal (with
eight legs, and stronger than a lion) supposed to inhabit

the snowy mountains;—a young elephant; a
grasshopper; a locust.
H ]E Yrap, YQ rapp, s.m. (old H.)=rp, q.v.
S AE 8arat, s.f. The sultry season, autumn the two
months succeeding the rains; (according to the Vaidiks,
it comprises the months Bhdra and Avin; and
according to the Paur iks, it comprises Avin and
Krttik; thus uctuating from August to November):—
ara - andr, s.m. The autumnal moon:—arat-kl, s.m. The
season of autumn (=arat):—arat-kln, adj. Autumnal.
H AE 8,urat, s.f. corr. of surat, q.v.
S AE Y,ruta, vulg. rut, and srut, surt, part. (of ru),
Heard, listened to; heard of, reported, rumoured, said;
ascertained, understood; called;—s.m. That which was
heard from the beginning, the Veda, revelation, holy
writ, sacred science or learning:—ruta-dev, s.f. Name of
a daughter of Sr, and wife of Vriddha-arman:— rutadev, s.f. 'Goddess of learning,' epithet of Sarasvat.
S YE Y,ruti, vulg. urti, surt, s.f. The sense of hearing;
the ear; anything heard, sound, report, rumour,
intelligence; that which was heard or revealed from the
beginning, revelation, revealed law, holy writ, the Veda;
any Vedic or sacred text; (in Geom.) the diagonal of a
tetragon; the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle; (in
Music) a particular division of the octave, a quarter tone
or interval (of which twenty-two are enumerated, four
constituting a major tone, three a minor, and two a
semi-tone):—ruti-sr, s.m. The essence or substance of
the Vedas:—ruti-ve ak, s.m. 'One who tracs in the
Vedas,' an epithet of any Brhma .
S E 8&ara, s.m. A lizard; chameleon;—saower.
H 5E 8,*uraj, s.m. corr. of s raj, q.v.
H WE 8*0arj , 8*, arju, s.m.=sarj , or sary , qq.v.
A E shar, vulg. shara(inf. n. of E 'to uncover, lay
open,' &c.), s.f. An exposition, explanation,
interpretation, a running commentary (on a work or
text), annotation; description;—rate (of assessment,
&c.), proportion, charge; allowance, pay:—shar--bpsh, s.f. Irrigation rate:—shar-band, s.f. A table of
rates:—shar a hn(-par), To write a commentary (on),

to annotate:—shar karn(-k), To explain, dene,
determine; to detail; to x or determine the rate (of), to
assess:—shar--kashshf, s.f. A lucid exposition, &c.:—
shara-lagn, s.f. Rent-rate:—shar-wr, adv. Explicitly,
distinctly, clearly, plainly; in detail, at length; as detailed:
—ba shar--ail, adv. As hereinafter shown, as detailed
or shown below, in form and manner following
S E 8arad, s.f.=arat, q.v.
S  E Yarad-dadhn, adj. Having faith, believing
(in), trusting, giving credit to; having reverence (for),
respecting, venerating.
S E Y-raddh, s.f. Faith, belief, trust, condence,
reliance, credit; calmness or composure of mind;
intimacy; respect, reverence; hope, wish, vehement
desire, the longing of a pregnant woman; purity:—
raddh-rahit, adj. (f. -), Destitute of faith, unbelieving,
&c.:—raddh-krit, part. Done in faith:—raddh-may, adj.
Full of faith, believing:—raddhnvit(d˚h+an˚), adj.
Endowed with faith, faithful, trustful, believing:—raddhvn, adj. (f. -vat), Having faith, trusting, believing:—
raddh-hn, adj. (f. -), Faithless, unbelieving:—raddhyukt, adj. (f. -), Having faith, believing, trustful.
S ! E Y-!,raddhlu, adj. (f. -), Having faith, faithful,
believing, disposed to trust, trustful; desirous, wishful;—
s.f. A pregnant woman longing for anything.
S  E Y-<raddheya, part. adj. To be trusted,
trustworthy, reliable, worthy of condence.
H E 8"ard, s.f. corr. of sard, q.v.
A E sharar (contrac. of sharr, q.v.), s.m. Sparks of re;
malice:—sharar-br, adj. Raining sparks of re.
P ?dE sharza (prob. for A. {dE sharzat, fr. dE 'to be violent,'
&c.), adj. Powerful, strong, vehement, violent; erce,
enraged; raging, roaring, ravenous (a lion or tiger, &c.);
—s.m. A ravenous beast of prey, a raging lion or tiger,
&c.
S KE .8iras (changeable in comp. to .85 iro, and
.8t irah),+ s.m. The head; the skull; top, summit, &c.
(see sir):—irah-p
+ , s.f. Headache:—iro-ratn, s.m.=iromai, q.v.:—irah-+ l, s.m. Sharp pain in the head,
headache:—iro-rog, s.m. and iro-rti(˚ras+ar˚), s.f. Pain in

the head, headache; disease of the head:—irah-kapl,
+
s.m. An ascetic or religious mendicant who carries about
a human skull (as a symbol of abandoning all worldly
desires):—irah-kampor
irah-kampan,
s.m. Vertigo:—iro+
+
maior iro-ma, s.m. 'Crest jewel,' a gem or jewel worn
in a head-ornament or on the head:—iro-vedan,
s.f.=iro-rog, q.v.
H + *BE .8T`iristedr, s.m. corr. of sarrishtadr,
q.v.s.v. sarrishta.
A s E shart (inf.
n. of s E 'to impose a thing as a

condition,' &c.), s.f. A condition, stipulation, agreement,
term, provision, engagement, bargain; a wager, bet; (in
Gram.) a conditional conjunction;—sharat, or shart,  s.f.
Sign, token, mark, signal:—shart--shart
, s.f. Mutual

obligations:—shart-shart
 karn,
To enter into mutual


obligations; to wager:—shart b
 dhn, or shart badnor

budn(-ke sth, 'with' a person; -k, 'for' a thing), To make
terms (with), to stipulate, provide (for), bargain (for); to
bind by contract; to contract an obligation; to lay a
wager (with), to bet:—shart-bart,
s.f. Succeeding in an

undertaking, success; advantage, benet, gain:—shart
karn(-ke sth), To stipulate (with), &c. (=shart b
 dhn,
q.v.):—shart lagn=
shart b
s.f. The

 dhn:—shart-o-jaz,

condition and its complement or correlative, the
condition and the consequence:—bil shart, adj. & adv.
Unconditional, absolute; unconditionally:—ba-shart, prep.
On the condition (of), subject (to):—ba-sharte-ki,
 conj. On
condition that, provided that.
A OE shart (rel. n. fr. shart), = P  OE shartya
 (for A. ~ OE ,
f. of sharti),adj. Conditional, contingent, provisional;—
shart, adv. Certainly, undoubtedly;—s.f. A lottery.
P  OE shartya
 (for A. ~ OE , f. of sharti), = A OE shart (rel.
Conditional, contingent, provisional;—
n. fr. shart),adj.

shart, adv. Certainly, undoubtedly;—s.f. A lottery.
A .E shar, vulg. shara(inf. n. of .E 'to be manifest or
plain,' &c.), s.m. A high road; the divine way of religion,
the precepts of Moammad, Moammadan law (as
derived from the Qor n), law, equity:— shar-par aln, To
walk or act according to the law:—be-shar, adj. Contrary
to the law, unlawful; lawless:—ba-shar, adj.=shar, q.v.
A m-E shara (acc. of shar), adv. According to the law,

legally:—shara-o-urfa, adv. According to both the
religious law of God and the law of society.
A mE shar, adj. Of or relating to the religion or law;
accordant to the religion or law, legal, lawful, legitimate:
—shar paijma, s.m., and shar, s.f. Tight drawers
reaching down to the ankle (worn by the strictly pious
and by women):—shar d h, s.f. A short beard (as
prescribed in the shar).
P  mE sharyat, s.f. prob. a mistake for sharat, q.v.
A eE sharaf (inf. n. of eE 'to be or become exalted,' &c.),
s.m. Highness of rank, &c., exaltation, eminence,
excellence, rank, grandeur, glory, honour, dignity,
nobility:—sharaf-ba sh, adj. Conferring honour, &c.:—
sharaf le-jn(-par), To bear away the palm (from), to
excel, surpass:—sharaf-nk, adj. Honourable, noble, &c.:—
sharaf-yb, adj. Ennobled, honoured.
A _E shuraf, s.m. pl. (of sharf, q.v.), Persons of high rank
or good family, nobles, grandees:—shuraf-parwar, s.f.
The cherishing of those of good family, &c.
A GE sharq (inf. n. of GE 'to rise' (as the sun)), s.m.
Rising (of the sun); the place of rising, the east (syn.
mashriq):—sharq-ist, s.m.=sharqand mashriq.
A iE sharq, adj. Eastern, oriental.
A E shirk (inf. n. of E 'to share,' &c.), s.m.
Partnership, copartnership, a company, society;—(v.n.
fr. E , iv. of E ) 'the attribution of a copartner to
God,' belief in a plurality of gods, polytheism, paganism,
unbelief, indelity.
A  E shurak, s.m. pl. (of shark, q.v.), Partners,
associates.
P  E shirkat (for A. ~ E , inf. n. of E 'to share,' &c.),
s.f. Partnership, copartnership, &c. (=shirkat, q.v.).
P * E shirkat (rel. n. fr. shirkat), adj. Common, in
common, held in partnership, &c.
S  E 8arkar,

s.f. (m.?) A potsherd; a nodule; a
small stone, pebble, gravel, grit; a soil abounding in
stony or gritty fragments; gravel (the disease);—
granulated or candied sugar (=shakkar):—arkar-vn, and
arkar-vant, adj. Full of stony particles, gravelly, &c.
(=arkaril, q.v.).
S  E 8 !arkaril, adj. Abounding in stony or gravelly

particles, gravelly, gritty.
H  *0 E 8Tsharkistn, s.m. (corr. of sharq-istn)
The place of rising (of the sun), the east;—(corr. of shirkistn) 'The country of unbelievers,' India, Asia.
H  E 8,"urk, s.f. corr. 1˚ of sur ;—2˚ of sirk, qq.v.
H 'E 8$arag, s.m. corr. of svarg, q.v.
S X E 8$!rigl,
 s.m. A jackal (=siyr); a rogue; a
coward; a demon; an epithet of Krish .
S E 8!aral, adj.=saral, q.v.
S *!E 8!aralat, vulg. aralt, s.f.=saralat.
P 1 E sharm [Pehl. sharm; Zend fharema], s.f. Shame,
bashfulness, modesty:—sharm--sharm, adv. Through
shame; modestly:—sharm n(-ko), To feel shame; to be
abashed:—sharm diln(-ko), To put to shame, to make
(one) ashamed:—sharm rakhn(-k), To preserve from
shame or disgrace, to guard the honour (of the beard,
&c.):—sharm-zada, and sharm-sr, adj. Stricken with
shame; bashful; ashamed, abashed:—sharm-sr, s.f.
Bashfulness, modesty; shame, disgrace:—sharm karn,
and sharm khn(-k), To feel ashamed, to be bashful or
shy; to be abashed:—sharm-k bt hai, and je sharm hai, It
is a shame:—sharm-k jagah, and sharm-gh, s.f. The
privities:—sharm-gn, vulg. sharm-g , adj. Bashful,
ashamed, modest, abashed:—sharm-gn, s.f.=sharm-sr,
q.v.:—sharm lagn(-ko) = sharm n, and sharm khn, qq.v.:
—sharm-nk, adj.=sharm-g , q.v.:—sharm-wl, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Shame-faced, bashful, shy;—a shame-faced or
bashful person:—be-sharm, adj. Shameless, immodest,
brazen-faced.
S 1 E 8@/armma,
'
vulg. armm, and 8/ ' arma, vulg. arm,
s.m. A blessing; happiness, delight, pleasure.
S 1 E Y/ram, vulg. sram, s.m. Exertion, eort,
painstaking, labour, toil, industry; fatigue, weariness:—
ramrt(˚ma+ r˚), adj. Overcome with fatigue, wearied,
exhausted:—ram-karn, v.n. To make exertion, to labour,
toil; to study:—ram-vindu, s.m. 'Toil-drop,' perspiration,
sweat:—ram-hr, adj. (f. -i), Subduing or removing
weariness.
S a E 8@/yarmm, 8/y arm, adj. (f. -), Glad, happy,
prosperous;—an appellation commonly appended to the

names of Brhma s (just as Varmanis added to the
names of Kshatriyas and Guptato those of Vaiyas).
H a E 8@/yarmm, 8/y arm, s.m.=armmor arm, q.v.
H ! a E sharml [sharm, q.v.+Prk. !0=S. !,+t], adj.
Shame-faced, bashful, &c. (=sharmandaand sharml).
H  a E sharmn [sharm, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus.
augment], v.n. To feel shame, be bashful, to be
ashamed, be abashed, to blush;—v.t. To make (one)
ashamed, to put to shame.
H  a E sharm , adj.=sharml and sharmanda, qq.v.
H ) a E sharmy (perf. part. of sharmn), part. adj. (f.
sharm), Ashamed, abashed, smitten with shame.
S a E 8/!ar-mall, s.m. See s.v. ar, 'arrow.'
S <a E Y/4rama, adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Making eort or
exertion, labouring, toiling; following a low or menial
business; base, vile, bad;—a devotee, an ascetic, a
religious mendicant, a Buddhist ascetic or friar; a
beggar.
S a E Y/4rama, s.f. A woman of low caste or
business; a female mendicant;—a handsome woman.
P X + a E sharmandag, vulg. sharmindag(abst. s. fr. next),
s.f. Shame-facedness, bashfulness, modesty; shame,
disgrace; repentance:—sharmandag uhn, To endure
shame or disgrace.
P ?+ a E sharmanda, vulg. sharminda[imperf. part. of
sharmdan;—sharm, q.v.+anda= Zend a. añ= S. B], part.
adj. Ashamed, abashed, shame-faced, bashful, modest,
blushing:—sharmanda karn, v.t. To make (one) ashamed,
to put to shame, put to the blush:—sharmanda hon(-se),
To feel ashamed of oneself (on account of, or with
respect to, a matter); to be ashamed, be bashful, to
blush.
S a E Y/4"rama, s.f.=rama, q.v.
S a E Y/"ram, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Making great eort,
diligent, laborious; undergoing or incurring weariness;
wearying, tiring;—a laborious person, &c.
H 3 a E sharml [sharm, q.v.+Prk. ! = S. !+t], adj. (f.
-) = sharml , and sharmanda, qq.v.
S E 84araa, vulg. aran, and sara, s.m. & f.

Protection, preservation, security, safety, defence, help;
a place of shelter or refuge, refuge, asylum, retreat; a
house, habitation;—s.m. (f. -), Protector, preserver,
defender;—adj. Protecting, preserving, &c.:—
arapanna(˚na+p˚), part. (f. -), Gone to for protection,
taken refuge:—ararth(˚a+ar), adv. For the sake of
protection:—ararth, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Soliciting an
asylum, seeking refuge, dependent on others for
protection or aid; unfortunate, wretched;—one who
solicits an asylum, &c.:—aragat(˚a+g˚), part. adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Come for protection;—one who comes for
protection or refuge, a refugee, fugitive; a complainant,
an appellant:—aragat-vatsal, adj. & s.m. Compassionate
or merciful to those who come for sanctuary;—an
epithet of the Deity:—aragati, or aragat, s.m. A
taking refuge, ying (to) for protection:—aragat,
s.m.=aragat, q.v.:—ara n(-keor -k), To come (to one)
for protection, to seek the protection (of), to take refuge
(in), to have recourse (to):—araa-da, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Shelter-aording;—shelterer, protector:—ara len(-kor
-k) = ara n, q.v.
H E 8,urn, s.m. corr. of surn, q.v.

marks with red-lead on an elephant's head and trunk by
way of ornament; a mark; fragrant powder for the dress
or person; red-lead; cloves (see singr).
S  JE 8($"ringr,
adj. & s.m. Of or relating to the

passion of love, erotic; feeling love or amorous passion,
full of love, amorous, enamoured, impassioned,
lascivious; gaily dressed; stained with red-lead;—an
amorous person, an impassioned lover, &c.;—dress,
decoration, ornament.
S JE 8( $4"ringi,
s.f. A cow.

S JE 8( $ringi,
 8($" ring,
 s.m. Gold for ornainents;—s.f.
A species of sheat-sh, Silurus singio:—ringi-kanak,
or

ring-kanak,
s.m. Gold for ornaments.

S JE 8($"ring,
 adj. Horned; crested; peaked;—s.m. A
mountain; an elephant; a tree;—an epithet of iva; name
of a saint (rishi),
son of Gautama.

S E 8.4arai, 84" ara, s.f. A row, line; a road, way,
path.
S  E 8earaya, part. adj. Fit or good for refuge; to be

S &E 8rL!or 8(L! rinkhal,
s.m. A chain, a fetter; a


protected or aided, needing protection, poor, helpless,
miserable;—s.m. A refuge, asylum; a protector, &c.
(=ara, q.v.).
S E .85iro, s.m. (used in comp.)=iras, q.v.

chain worn round the waist, a belt (vulg. s kal).
S ^E 8r$or 8($ ringa,
vulg. ring,

 s.m. A horn (vulg.

P E sharwl, s.m.=shalwr, q.v.
H AE Y5rot, s.m. corr. of srot, q.v.

sng); top or summit of a mountain, peak, crag; precipice,
height, cli; dignity, supremacy, sovereignty; a fountain
or articial spout of water; any horn-like vessel or
instrument; a lotus; a mark, token, sign:—ring-ver,
s.m.

Ginger;—name of a town.
H JE 8($ring
 [S. 8r$t], s.m.=ring,
 q.v.

S AE Y5rot, s.m. The ear.
S ) YE Y5rotavya, part. adj. To be heard, audible; t

S  JE 8r$&or 8$[& ring,
= S  JE 8r$& or


woman.
S D E Y cravishh, s.f. The twenty-fourth

S X E 84$aragat, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ara.

8$[&ringak,s.m.
A place where four roads meet;—the

aquatic plant Trapa bispinosa(vulg. singh ).
S  JE 8r$&or 8$[& ringak,
= S  JE 8r$& or

8$[& ring,s.m.
A place where four roads meet;—the

aquatic plant Trapa bispinosa(vulg. singh ).
S  JE 8r$or 8($ ringr,
s.m. Love, sexual passion,

erotic sentiment; sexual union, coition;—a mark or

S YE Y5rot, s.m. (f. -tr), A hearer, listener; a pupil.
or proper to be heard, to be listened to.
S E 8 '"arvar, s.f. Evening, night; turmeric; a

Nakshatra or lunar asterism (called also Dhanishh, and
corresponding to the Dolphin).
A s E shur t, s.f. pl. (of shart, q.v.), Conditions, terms, &c.
A .E shur  (inf. n. of .E 'to enter into, to enter upon,
&c.), s.m. Beginning, commencement:—shur -se, From
the beginning, ab initio:—shur -se  ir-tak, From
beginning to end (syn. d-se ant-tak):—shur  karn, v.t. To

enter upon, to begin, to start, to lead o; to establish,
institute:—shur  hon, v.n. To be begun, &c.; to begin, to
start (from, -se).
A A mE shur t, s.m. pl. (of shur ), Beginnings.
S E Y 4rava, s.m. The act of hearing; studying,
learning; the ear:—ravamrit(˚a+am˚),
s.m. 'Nectar of

the ear,' a sweet voice, pleasing sound:—rava-p r, s.m.
Any ear-ornament:—rava-randhra, and rava-mrg, s.m.
The ear-hole:—ravaendriya(˚na+in˚), s.m. The organ of
hearing, the ear.
H E Y 4rava, s.m. = S E Y 4 rava, s.f.The
twenty-third Nakshatra or lunar mansion (represented
by three footsteps, and containing the three principal
stars in Aquila).
S E Y 4rava, s.f. = H E Y 4 rava, s.m.The
twenty-third Nakshatra or lunar mansion (represented
by three footsteps, and containing the three principal
stars in Aquila).
A ?E sharah (inf. n. of ?B 'to be vehemently desirous'),
s.m. Vehement desire, greed, appetite, avidity, gluttony.
S ?E .8tirah, ira, s.m.=iras, q.v.
S E Y"r, vulg. sr, s.f. Prosperity, happiness, success;
wealth, property; beauty; light, lustre, splendour, glory;
decoration; intellect;—name of Lakshm, wife of Vish u,
and goddess of plenty and prosperity; name of Sarasvat;
the three objects of life collectively, viz.love, duty, and
wealth, &c. (see sr):—r-pati, s.m. 'Husband of Lakshm,'
Vish u:—r-phal, s.m. The wood-apple tree, Aegle
marmelos, and its fruit:—r- akr, A kind of magical circle;
the circle of the earth:—r-rg, s.m. The third of the
Rgasor personied musical modes (it is appropriated to
the afternoon in winter, and proceeds from the womb of
the earth):—r-ras, s.m. Turpentine; resin:—r-ra g, s.m.
'Holy Ranga,' a name of Vish u:—r-kha, s.m. Sandalwood:—r-mat, r-mn, r-mant, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat),
Possessed of fortune, fortunate, prosperous, thriving;
wealthy, opulent; famous, illustrious; beautiful, pleasing;
—an epithet of Vish u (as husband of r); of Kuver (the
god of wealth); of iva; a title applied to any exalted or
venerable person;—a famous man, &c.:—r-mat, s.f. A
famous or a beautiful woman;—name of the mother of

Mdhavryan-name of Rdh:—r-mad, s.m. The
intoxication produced by prosperity:—r-mukh, s.m.
Epithet of the seventh year of Jupiter's cycle of sixty
years;—the word rwritten on the back of a letter:—rnagar, s.m. 'City of fortune,' name of several Indian
towns:—r-nivs, s.m. 'The dweller with r,' epithet of
Vish u:—r-vatsa, s.m. 'The favourite of the goddess of
fortune,' epithet of Vish u;—a particular mark (or curl of
hair) on the breast of Vish u or Krish (and used as his
mark or symbol);—a hole made through a wall by a
house-breaker;—name of one of the lunar asterisms:—
r-hastin, s.f. The sun ower, Heliotropium indicum(so
called as held in the hand of Lakshm):—r-yutor r-yukt,
adj. (f. -), Attended or endowed with prosperity,
prosperous, happy, fortunate, auspicious; wealthy,
opulent; famous, illustrious;—r-yut, An honoric title;
your Honour. (For other compounds see sr.)
P E sharr (rel. n. fr. sharr, q.v.), adj. Vicious;
quarrelsome (cf. sharr).
A  )E shiryn, sharyn, s.f. An artery (cf. S. ir).
H

E Y<©"reh, vulg. re h[S. Y<" or Y<&"], s.f. A chain;

a series.
A )E sharr (v.n. fr. CE 'to be evil,' &c.), adj. Evil, bad,
corrupt, wicked, vicious, depraved.
S )E 8"arr, vulg. sarr, s.m. The body;—life:—
sarrnt(˚ra+ an˚), s.m. The end or destruction of the body,
death:—arr-bandhak, s.m. (f. -), 'Personal pledge,' a
hostage:—arr-sa skr, s.m. Purication of the body (by
various ceremonies on the occasion of conception, birth,
initiation, and death).
H )E 8"arrak, adj.=rrakand rrik, qq.v.
S )E 8""arr, adj. Of or relating to the body, bodily;
having a body, embodied, corporeal; living;—s.m. An
animal or sentient being; a man; an embodied spirit; the
soul whilst clad with the body.
S Z)E .8"3irsh, s.m. The tree Acacia(or Mimosa) sirisa,
and its ower.
S Z)E Y<creshha, vulg. reshh, and sreshh, adj. Best,
most excellent, excellent, very eminent or illustrious,
pre-eminent, chief, higher, or highest, in rank; oldest,

senior;—s.m. A Brhma ; a king; an epithet of Kuver;—
cow's milk:—reshha-tar, adj. More excellent; older, &c.
S  Z)E Y<creshhat, s.f. = S  Z)E Y<c; reshhatva,
s.m.Betterness, superiority, eminence, excellence.
S  Z)E Y<c; reshhatva, s.m. = S  Z)E Y<c reshhat,
s.f.Betterness, superiority, eminence, excellence.
P P )E sharat (for A. ~P )E , v.n. fr. .E 'to make apparent,'
&c.), s.f. The religious law of God (cf. shar); law,
ordinance, statute; justice, equity.
A g)E sharf (v.n. fr. eE 'to be high, or eminent,' &c.),
adj. Of high rank or dignity, exalted, eminent,
honourable, noble, of good family, high-born; possessing
glory or dignity; legitimate;—a title of honour of any
descendant of the Prophet, as also of the rulers of
Mecca; a prince, a chief or head (e.g. sharf--qaum, 'chief
or head of a tribe or caste'):—sharfu-n-nafs, adj. Noble of
soul.
P h )E sharfa (fr. sharf), s.m. The custard-apple, Annona
squamosa.
A ()E shark (v.n. fr. E 'to share,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Confederate, united, joint, concerned (in);—a sharer,
participator, partaker (with); a partner, co-partner, an
associate, a colleague, comrade, ally, a confederate, an
accomplice, accessory; a member (of a community); a
friend:—sharkur-re, adj. & s.m. Of the same opinion;—a
person of the same opinion (as another):—shark rahn,
v.n. To live together:—shark--shikm, s.m. Joint owner;
coparcener; joint sub-lessee:—shark karn, v.t. To make
(one) a sharer or partner (in, -me ), to include (in):—
shark hon, v.n. To join (in, -me ), to co-operate (with), to
partake (of), to participate (in); to be a partner or
associate (of, -k); to have or possess in common; to be
an accessory (to, -me ), to abet:—shark ho-kar, adv.
Conjointly, together.
S )E Y<4"re, s.f. A line, row, range, a row of trees, an
avenue; a troop, multitude, number, quantity; a
corporation, a company of artisans following the same
business; a guild or company of traders; a baling vessel,
bucket.
H )E 8,aryu, 80 ary , s.f.=sary or sarj , qq.v.

S I )E Y<reyas, = S  )E Y<t reyah,s.m.
Good fortune,
+
auspiciousness, prosperity, bliss, nal happiness,
beatitude.
S  )E Y<treyah, += S I )E Y< reyas,s.m. Good fortune,
auspiciousness, prosperity, bliss, nal happiness,
beatitude.
H ? D 87Qa app, s.m. (dialec.) Making a sipping or
sucking noise in eating (cf. sarap):—sarapp lagnor
mrn, To make a sucking noise; to gulp down.
S `0E 8Taspa, vulg. asp, s.m. Young grass;—loss of
condence, or of intellect.
P 0E shast, shist[rt. Zend had= S. 8; cf. nishast], s.f. Aim;
the sight (of a gun, &c.); the sighted ruler of a planetable; a thumb-stall (used by archers); the handle of a
bow; a large shing-hook (not used in angling with the
hand, but left attached to a strong line which is fastened
to the shore):—shist, s.f. Assessment on land; the
balance of dues uncollected:—shast(or shist) b dhnor
lagn(-par), To take aim (at), to present (a gun), to take
a sight (with the ruler of a plane-table):—shist-par, s.f. A
plane-table survey:—shast-justa, part. Shot from the bow
(an arrow).
P 0E shust [v.n. fr. shustan, rt. Zend ud= S. 8,], s.f. A
washing:—shust-o-sh , s.f. Washing and cleansing.
S *0E 8kastra, vulg. astr, and astar, s.m. An instrument
for cutting or wounding, a weapon, arms; a sword,
scymitar;—iron, steel;—a hymn of praise:—astr b dhn,
To gird on weapons of war, to arm (oneself):—astrabandh, part. adj. (f. -), Armed, accoutred, equipped:—
astra-bhys, s.m. Military exercise:—astra-dhror astardhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Possessing or holding or seizing
arms or weapons, armed;—an armed person; a warrior:
—astr-l, s.f. A repository of arms, an armoury,
arsenal, a magazine:—astr-kr, s.m. (f. -), 'Weaponmaker,' an armourer:—astr-grih,
 s.m.=astr-l, q.v.:—
astr-grah, s.m. Taking or seizing arms:—astr-vidy, s.f.
The science of arms.
P J*0E shustag (abst. s. fr. shusta, q.v.), s.f. Cleanliness,
purity; neatness.
P *0E shustan, adj. Fit, or ready, to be washed.

P *0E shusta (perf. part. of shustan; see shust), part.
Washed, cleansed; dressed, prepared; pure, chaste; neat:
—shusta zabnor shusta guft-o-g , s.f. Pure language.
H  @ 0E 8T/asmn, s.m. corr. of maan, q.v.
H 0E 8asi, s.m. corr. of a, q.v.
S  0E 8Tasya, s.m. (rt. a s), A good quality, an
excellence, a merit;—(rt. as), corn, grain; fruit, produce;
kernel; harvest; grass:—ashyatva(˚ya+˚), s.m. (f. -t),
Wealth of merit;—wealth of grain, &c.:—asya-bhakshak,
adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Corn-eating, granivorous;—corneater, a granivorous animal.
S ZE 88aa, vulg. a, and sas, s.m. A hare, a rabbit;—
spots on the moon (supposed to resemble those on the
hare, or the gure of a hare);—a man of mild and
virtuous character, an uxorious man;—the Lodh tree,
Symplocos racemosa;—gum-myrrh:—a k(˚a+an˚), s.m.
lit.'Hare-marked'; the moon:—aa-bhrit, and aa-dhar,
s.m. lit.'Having (marks like) a hare,' the moon:—aasthal, s.f. Name of the Doab or country between the
Ganges and Jamn rivers:—a-mukh, or a-vadan, prop.
ai-mukh, &c., q.v.s.v. a:—aa-vindu, s.m. lit.'Harespotted,' the moon; an epithet of Vish u or Krish ;
name of a king, son of itrarath.
P ZE shash, corr. shish[Pehl. shash; Zend khshvas; S. 33],
adj. Six:—shash-pahal, or shash-panl , and shash-jihat, adj.
& s.m. Six-sided, hexagonal;—a hexagon; a cube:—shashna, adj. Having six compartments; six-roomed; having
six grooves (a ri e); six-barrelled:—shash-dar, s.m. 'Six
doors'; a cube, a die;—a point of the table at the game of
nardfrom which one cannot extricate himself:—adj.
Wonderful; confounded, amazed, perplexed:—shash-dar
rahn, v.n. To stand amazed, be astounded, &c.:—shashmh, adj. Six-monthly, half-yearly;—s.f. The space of six
months; the half-yearly accounts of a village:—shash-opanj, s.m. lit.'Sixes and ves,' anxious thought,
deliberation, anxiety, uneasiness; uncertainty,
hesitation; confusion, bewilderment, perplexity:—shasho-panj-me , adv. At sixes and sevens.
H ZE .88i, s.m. 1˚=iu, q.v.;—2˚=, q.v.;—3˚=ss, q.v.
P ZE shush (prob. akin to S. :), s.m. The lungs:—dard--

shush, s.m. The peripneumony.
H ZE 8,8u (prob. onomat.), s.m. The noise made by a
person setting on a dog:—u-krn, or u karn, v.t. To
set on, to encourage or stimulate a dog to the chase by
the sound u:—u-kr, s.f. The impelling or setting on a
dog.
H E 88a [S. 88+t], s.m.=aaor a.
H <LE .88,isu-pan, s.m. The period or the condition of
childhood, &c. (= iutva, q.v.).
S *E .88,iut, s.f. = S *E .88,; utva, s.m.Infancy,
childhood, boyhood; pupilage.
S *E .88,; utva, s.m. = S *E .88, iut, s.f.Infancy,
childhood, boyhood; pupilage.
S ZE 39shasha, vulg. shash, adj. Sixtieth (used in comp.
after another numeral).
S ZE .89isha, vulg. ish, part. (f. -), Ordered,
commanded; disciplined, well-regulated, educated,
trained; tamed, obedient, docile; orderly, correct, wellbehaved, good, urbane, polite, genteel; approved,
eminent, excellent, superior, chief;—s.m. A chief; a
courtier, counsellor:—ish r(˚a+ ˚), s.m. The practice
or traditional usages of the virtuous; the approved
conduct of the wise and good, gentlemanly conduct,
proper behaviour, good manners, urbanity, politeness,
civility, kindness, courtesy;—adj. & s.m. Following the
conduct of the wise and good, well-behaved,
gentlemanly, urbane, polite, courteous;—a well-behaved
person; a courteous man, &c.:—ish r karn(-k), To be
courteous (to), &c.:—ish r, adj. & s.m.=ish r, q.v.:—
ish-sabh, s.f. An assembly of chief ocers, a council of
state:—ish-sam r, s.m. A history or tradition of
eminent persons.
S  ZE .89ishat, s.f. = S  ZE .89; ishatva,
s.m.Docility, gentleness; good behaviour, urbanity,
politeness, civility.
S  ZE .89; ishatva, s.m. = S  ZE .89 ishat,
s.f.Docility, gentleness; good behaviour, urbanity,
politeness, civility.
S ZE 3cshashha, vulg. shashh, adj. (f. -or -), Sixth.

S ZE 3cshashh, = S ZE 3c" shashh,= H ZE 39"
shash,s.f. The sixth day of a lunar fortnight;—an epithet
of Durg.
S ZE 3c"shashh, = S ZE 3c shashh,= H ZE 39"
shash,s.f. The sixth day of a lunar fortnight;—an epithet
of Durg.
H ZE 39"shash, = S ZE 3c shashh,= S ZE 3c"
shashh,s.f. The sixth day of a lunar fortnight;—an
epithet of Durg.
S ZE 3.9shashi, and H. 39" shash, adj. Sixty.
S ZE .8.9ishi, s.f. Ruling, governing; order, precept,
command; correction, punishment.
H E 88,aur, s.m.=vaur, and sasur, qq.v.
S E .8.8iir, adj. Cool, cold, chilly, frigid, freezing;—
s.m. Coolness, cold; frost; dew; the cold season
(comprising the two months Mgh and Phgun, or from
about the middle of January to that of March):—iir-kl,
s.m. The cold season (=iir).
S (E 88aak, s.m. A hare; a rabbit.
S (E .88,iuk, s.m. A child; the young of any animal;
a porpoise; a sh resembling a porpoise.
S (E 8,lushka, vulg. ushk, adj. Dried up, dry,
withered, shrivelled, &c. (see s kh).
H  E 8,8uk rn, v.t. = H  E 8,8" ukr,
s.f.see s.v. u.
H  E 8,8"ukr, s.f. = H  E 8,8 uk rn,
v.t.see s.v. u.
S *E 8,lushkat, s.f. = S *E 8,l; ushkatva,
s.m.Dryness, shrivelledness.
S *E 8,l; ushkatva, s.m. = S *E 8,l ushkat,
s.f.Dryness, shrivelledness.
P 2 E shashum [shash, q.v.+Zend a. ma= S. ma], adj. Sixth.
H  @ E 8/amn, s.m. corr. of man, q.v.
S <E 8.8ain, s.m.=a, q.v.
S <E .8ina, s.m. Membrum virile, penis.
S E .88,iu, s.m. A child, infant, a boy under eight
years of age; the young of any animal (as a calf, a pup,
&c.); a pupil; a disciple:—iu-pl, s.m. lit.'Child-cherisher';

name of an ancient Hind king (he opposed Krish , and
was slain by him):—i -mr, s.m. lit.'Child-killing'; the
Gangetic porpoise, Delphinus gangeticus; 'the heavenly
porpoise,' a form of Vish u described as a collection of
the stars and planets);—a name of Vish u or Krish :—
iu-ng, s.m. A young elephant;—a kind of Rkshas or
demon.
S E 88"a, and H. 8.8 ai, s.m. lit.'Hare-marked'; the
moon:—ai-bh sha, s.m. lit.'Moon-decorated,' an
epithet of iva:—ai-poshak, s.m. 'Nourisher of the
moon,' an epithet of ukl-paksh:—ai-ras, s.m. Nectar;
ambrosia:—ai-samj, s.m. The orbit of the moon:—aiekhar, s.m. 'Moon-crested'; an epithet of iva (as
represented with a crescent of the moon on his brow):—
ai-oshak, s.m. 'Destroyer of the moon'; an epithet of
Krish-paksh:—ai-kar,
and ai-kira, s.m. A ray or beam

of the moon:—ai-lal, vulg. ai-lil, s.m. lit.'Moonheaded'; an epithet of iva:—ai-lekh, s.f. lit.'Moonstreak,' a digit of the moon:—ai-mukh, or ai-vadan,
s.m. (f. -), Moon-faced; having a beautiful face.
H E 8.8ai, s.f. (dialec.)=revat, q.v.
S * E .8lishyat, s.f. The state or condition of a
pupil, pupilage, discipleship.
S  E .8lishua, s.m. (f. -), A learner, scholar, pupil,
disciple.
P ME shat [for 0E shast; Zend khshvati; S. 3.9], adj.
Sixty.
A  NE shatth,
  adj. Meretricious, artful, shameless,
lascivious, lewd, obscene.
A 6NE shatranj
 (the P. shatra garabicised; S. ,($), s.f.
Chess:—shatranj-bz,
s.m. Chess-player:—shatranj-bz,
s.f.


Playing at chess.
P 8NE shatranj
(fr. shatranj),
s.f. A kind of chequered


carpet, a carpet made of cotton, a dar(q.v.):—shatranj
bf, s.m. A carpet-weaver.
A  P E shr (v.n. fr. P E 'to know,' &c.), s.m. Mark, signal,
sign, countersign, password, parole; habit, custom,
practice; method, manner; a garment worn next to the
body, an under-garment (opp. to disr);—(shris
much

used in comp. to form adj., e.g. jd -shr, 'magical';—

karam-shr, 'adorned with, or distinguished for,
generosity').
P  P E shr (fr. shr), adj. Of or relating to custom, &c.;
customary, habitual.
A . P E sh (v.n. of bC E 'to be scattered or dispersed'), s.f.
The rays or beams of the sun, sunbeams, sunshine,
radiance, light, splendour, lustre.
A m P E sh, adj. Of or relating to the sun's rays, full of
rays, radial, radiant.
A UP E shb (v.n. fr. UP E 'to collect, or draw together,'
&c.), s.m.(?) A road in a mountain, a pass, dele; a
ravine; a depressed tract, a hollow in the ground.
A  %P E shabn (v.n. fr. UPC Y, 'to be separated,' v of UP E 'to
separate'), s.m. The eighth month of the Arabian year
(the 14th day of this month is the festival called bartor
shab-bart; on this day an angel is supposed to examine a
record on which is written the names of the living).
P + %P E shbad = P ?+ %P E shbada (for A. {/ %P E shabaat, inf. n.
of / %P E ; or {z P E , inf. n. of z P E , 'to practise legerdemain'),
s.m. Legerdemain, sleight of hand, juggling, conjuration:
—shbada-bz, s.m. One who practises legerdemain, a
juggler, conjurer:—shbada-bz, s.f. Sleight of hand,
conjuring, juggling trick, jugglery, hocus-pocus.
P ?+ %P E shbada = P + %P E shbad (for A. {/ %P E shabaat, inf. n.
of / %P E ; or {z P E , inf. n. of z P E , 'to practise legerdemain'),
s.m. Legerdemain, sleight of hand, juggling, conjuration:
—shbada-bz, s.m. One who practises legerdemain, a
juggler, conjurer:—shbada-bz, s.f. Sleight of hand,
conjuring, juggling trick, jugglery, hocus-pocus.
P %P E shba (for A. ~%P E shbat, v.n. fr. UP E 'to collect;' 'to
separate,' &c.), s.m. A crack, cleft in a mountain; a
watercourse, a channel in which water ows; a branch; a
ramication, a division.
A P E shr (inf. n. of P E 'to know'; 'to speak in verse')
s.m. Poetry, verse; a verse, a couplet:—shr- n, s.f.
Reading, or studying, poetry:—shr kahn, shr bann, To
compose verses:—shr-go, s.f. The art of poetry; writing
poetry.
A P E shuar, s.m. pl. (of shir), Poets.
P P E shr (fr. shr), adj. Relating to poetry, poetic,
poetical.

P P P E shshaa, vulg. shosh(for A. ~P P E , inf. n. of b P E 'to
make thin and long'), s.m. A long thin stroke, a stroke;
tail of a letter); a cedilla;—ction, hoax, false report:—
shosh uhn, or shosh ho n, v.n. To spread a false
report, &c.:—shosh den(-ko), To make a stroke (to); to
excite.
P #P E shla (for A. ~#P E shlat, v.n. fr. P E 'to burn, blaze,'
&c.), s.m. Flame, blaze, light, ash:—shla-afshn, adj. &
s.m. Dispersing or scattering ame;— ame-scatterer:—
shla-br, adj. Raining ames or re:—shla-pesha, adj. &
s.m. Constantly setting a ame or ablaze; burning as a
ame;—one whose regular business it is to set a ame or
ablaze:—shla-  , adj. Fiery in disposition, ery, hot:—
shla-  , s.f. Fieriness of disposition:—shla- ez, adj.
Raising a ame, ame-exciting, making a blaze:—shladr, adj.=shla-zan:—shla-ru , or shla-r , adj. & s.m.
Flame-faced, having a bright countenance; a blazing
beauty:—shla-zan, adj. Blazing, ashing, aming,
brilliant, resplendent:—shla-shn, adj. shla-afshn,
q.v.:—shla-war, adj.=shla-zan, q.v.:—shla hon, or shlabhab k hon, v.n. To be in amed, to burn with rage.
A  P E shu r (inf. n. of P E 'to know, to understand,' &c.),
s.m. Knowledge, wisdom, intelligence, sense, discretion,
discernment, sagacity, penetration; good management:
—shu r-dr, adj. Knowing, wise, intelligent, &c.;
mannerly, well-bred.
P  E shagl, shigl(=S.
8$!), s.m. A jackal:—shagl
 or,
s.m. lit.'Jackal-eater'; a term applied to a gang of freebooters on the Oude frontier.
A U E shagab (inf. n. of U E 'to excite,' &c.), s.m. Noise,
clamour, confusion of cries or shouts, tumult, uproar.
A  E shagl, shugl(inf.
n. of  E 'to occupy, busy, employ,'

&c.), s.m. Business, occupation, employment, labour,
study; anything to occupy or divert; diversion, pastime,
amusement:—shagl karn,
To pursue a business or

occupation, to employ oneself; to be busy, be occupied,
&c.
A h E shif, vulg. shaf(inf. n. of h E 'to restore to health,'
&c.), s.f. Recovery (from sickness), healing,
convalescence; a medicine, remedy, cure:—shaf pn(se), To recover (from), be cured (of):—shaf- na, s.m. A

hospital, a lazaretto:—shaf den(-ko), To heal, cure:—
drush-shif, s.m.=shaf- na.
P m h E shafat (for A. ~m h E , inf. n. of b h E 'to intercede,'
&c.), s.f. Intercession, recommendation,
entreaty, deprecation:—shafat karn(-k), To intercede
(for); to deprecate.
A e h E sha"f (intens. n. fr. g
C E 'to be thin or ne,' &c.),
adj. Very thin; translucent; transparent; clear, pellucid.
P _ h E sha"f, s.f. (fr. sha"f), Transparency, clearness;
perspicuity.
P h E shafat (for A. ~h E ; orig. ~4h E , or { h E ), s.m. The lip; the
mouth.
P ! *h E shaft-l , s.m. lit.'The rough plum'; a peach;—the
bloom of the peach; the colour of the ower of the peach
tree.
P ^*h E shafat-rang, or shaft-rang, s.m. A red peach; a
nectarine.
P P h E shufa (for A. ~P h E shufat, v.n. fr. b h E 'to join to, to
couple,' &c.), s.m. Any possession coveted; the right of
obtaining possession (of a piece of land, &c.), the right of
pre-emption, pre-emption:—aqq--shufa, s.m. The right
of pre-emption in favour of a person whose possessions
adjoin to a land oered for sale.
A Hh E shafaq (inf. n. of Hh E 'to fear'; 'to be compassionate,'
&c.), s.m. (f.?) Fear;—aection, kindness, &c. (=shafaqat,
q.v.);—the redness of the sky between sunset and
nightfall, evening twilight:—shafaq ph ln, v.n. Twilight to
come on:—shafaq--shiml, s.f. The northern lights, the
aurora borealis.
P Q h E shafaqat, vulg. shafqat, and shafaqqat(for A. ~Q h E ; see
shafaq), s.f. Aection, kindness, benignity, tenderness,
pity, compassion, mercy, clemency; condolence;
favourable inclination, favour:—shafaqat karn(-par), To
show kindness (to), to take compassion (on), to
commiserate:—shafaqat-nma, s.m. A letter of condolence.
P Q h E shafaq (fr. shafaq), adj. Of or relating to the
evening twilight; like or resembling the evening twilight.
A b h E shaf (v.n. fr. b h E ; see shafat, and shufa), s.m.
Intercessor; advocate, patron;—a possessor of the right
of pre-emption, one who demands and obtains, as a
neighbour (or a partner), the right of purchasing a

house, or a piece of land, that is to be sold:—shaf--jr,
s.m. The occupant of ground which is simply in the
neighbourhood of another estate:—shaf-- alt,  s.m.
The occupant of ground in actual contact, or intermixed
with, another estate (the right of pre-emption is
stronger in the latter than in the former case).
P P h E shaf, s.m. A kind of Persian character or
handwriting.
A H h E shafq (v.n. fr. Hh E , see shafaqat), adj. & s.m.
Aectionate, kind, tender, merciful, compassionate;—a
kind and benevolent adviser, a kind friend (syn. mushq,
q.v.).
A HE shaqq, vulg. shaq(inf. n. of HCE 'to cut, divide, cleave,'
&c.), s.m. Splitting, cleaving, tearing, &c.; a split, rent,
crack, ssure, cleft, chink, &c.;—the day-break, dawn of
day:—shaqq hon, v.n. To be torn asunder, be cleft, be
rent, &c.
A HE shiqq, vulg. shiq, and shaqq, vulg. shaq(v.n. fr. HCE ; see
shaqq), s.f. The half (of a thing); the side (of a mountain,
&c.); the counterpart (of a thing); a brother; a friend;—a
large division of a country, a tract of country forming a
collectorate;—kind, sort; diculty, hardship, distress,
aiction, trouble, labour, inconvenience; suspense;
weariness, languor (syn. mashaqqat):—shiq-dr, s.m. An
ocer appointed to collect the revenue from a shiq;—adj.
Dicult, distressing; uncertain, perplexing, &c.:—shiqdr, s.f. The oce or business of a shiq-dr;—
uncertainty, perplexity, &c.
P i Q E shaqqul, s.f. A wild carrot, or turnip; the plant
Asparagus racemosus.
P A Q E shaqwat, shiqwat(for A. { Q E , inf. n. of Q E 'to be
unfortunate, or miserable,' &c.), s.f. Unhappiness,
misery, wretchedness, poverty; disgrace; villainy.
A H$ Q E shaqiq (pl. of shaqqator shaqqa, q.v.), s.f. Cracks,
ssures, &c. (=shuq q);—sing. & plur. The tulip:—
shaqiqun-nmn, The red or blood-coloured anemone.
A UQ E shaqb, s.m.(?) A cleft in a mountain or rock; a cave,
cavern, den; a hollow (where birds build their nests); low
ground (where water stagnates).
P + Q E shiq-dr, s.m. & adj. See s.v. shiqq.
A G Q E shuq q, s.m. pl. (of shaqq), Rents, ssures, crevices,

chinks, &c.
P Q E shuqqa (for A. ~Q E shuqqat, v.n. fr. HCE 'to tear, rend,'
&c.), s.m. lit.'A piece'; a royal order or communication, a
letter (esp. from a superior), a note.
A Q E shaq (v.n. fr. Q E 'to be miserable,' &c.), adj.
Unprosperous, unfortunate, unhappy, poor, miserable,
wretched; villainous, vicious.
P Q Q E shaqqa (for A. ~Q Q E shaqqat, v.n. fr. HCE 'to split,' &c.),
s.m. A crack, ssure, &c. (=shaqq); one side (of the head),
a temple.
S (E 8aka, vulg. ak, s.m. A sovereign or prince who
gives his name to an era (esp. applied to livhan);—an
era, epoch (esp. that of the monarch livhan,
commencing 76 or 78 years after the Christian era);—
name of a particular tribe or race of people (regarded by
some as the followers or the descendants of livhan):
—akbda(˚ka+ab˚), s.m. A year of the akaera.
A (E shakk, vulg. shak(inf. n. of 
C E 'to be dubious,' &c.),
s.m. (f.?), Doubt, suspense, uncertainty, hesitation,
vacillation; incredulity, scepticism:—shak pa n(-ko), To
entertain a doubt, to feel doubtful:—shak ln(-me ), To
cast a doubt (upon); to call in question:—shak raf karn(k), To remove or dispel the doubts (of):—shak karn(-k),
To doubt; to be suspicious (of):—shak minor shak
nikln= shak raf karn:—be-shak, adv. Without doubt,
doubtless, assuredly, certainly:—ky hak hai, 'What doubt
is there?' no doubt, doubtless.
A (E shikk (v.n. fr. 
C E 'to stick, cleave,' &c.), s.m.(?) A
covering that is put upon the backs of the two curved
extremities of the bow;—an upper garment.
S (E 8,uka, vulg. uk, s.m. A parrot;—cloth, clothes; the
end or hem of a garment, or of cloth; a helmet, turban;
—a sort of perfume;—name of several plants:—uk-dev,
s.m. Name of the son of Vysa (he was the narrator of
the Bhgavat-Pur to king Parkshit).
H (E 8,uk, s.m. corr. of  ka, q.v.:—uk-k, s.m.= k-k.
H E 8,uk [S. 8,+t], s.m. (f. -), A parrot (=sug,
sugg).
P  E shikr [prob. shi= Zend uzor u= S. +kr, rt. Zend
kar= S.  (>, ¼); or Zend kare= S. ' (>)], s.m.

Hunting, the chase; prey, game; plunder, booty, pillage,
spoil;—perquisites:—shikr-afgan, s.m. Game-killer:—
shikr-bz, s.m. A sportsman:—shikr-band, s.m. Cords, &c.
for tying game in (or to fasten it to the saddle):—shikrpesha, adj. & s.m. Whose trade or business is hunting;—a
professional hunter:—shikr-fareb, s.f. Deceiving of
game:—shikr karn, v.t. To hunt, take, catch as prey; to
prey upon; to bring into one's clutches:—shikr-ko jn,
v.n. To go a-hunting:—shikr-kheln(-k), To hunt, to go ahunting; to catch, take (sh, &c., e.g. ma hliyo -k shikr
kheln):—shikr-gh, s.f. Hunting-ground, chase; preserve
for game:—shikr mrn, To kill game; to hunt, &c. (=shikr
karn).—shikr--mh, s.f. Fishing;—a tax on shing:—
shikr hon, v.n. To be hunted; to fall a prey, become the
prey (of).
P  E shikr, adj. Of or belonging to the chase, relating
to hunting; of prey; hunting-;—a hunter, sportsman, a
fowler, an angler:—shikr jnwar, s.m. A bird or beast of
prey; game:—shikr kutt, s.m. A hunting-dog, a hound.
P e E shikf, s.m.=shigf, q.v.
P ) E shikyat (for A. ~) E , inf. n. of E 'to complain,'
&c.), s.f. Complaint, accusation; lamentation, moaning;
ailment:—shikyat raf karn(-k), To remove a cause of
complaint:—shikyat karn(-k), To complain (of), &c.
P *) E shikyat (fr. shikyat), adj. Of complaint,
complaining; plaintive.
S E 8akit, part. Capable of being accomplished,
capable, able.
S E 8=akta, vulg. akt, adj. (f. -), Able, capable,
competent; strong, mighty, powerful; hard, compact,
tight, fast; clever, diligent; attentive, intent; aable,
pleasing, civil, polite.
H E 8=akt, akat, s.f.=*E akti, q.v.
S **E 8=aktat, s.f. Ability, capacity, capability,
power, strength, hardness.
S *E 8.=akti, s.f. Ability, power, capacity, capability,
faculty, strength, might, main, energy, ascendancy,
prowess; the energy or active power of a deity
personied as his wife (as Gaur of iva, Lakshm of
Vish u, &c.); the female organ (as the

counterpart of the phallic representation of iva, and
worshipped either literally or guratively by a sect of
Hinds termed Sktas):— akti-mat, akti-mn, or aktimant, adj. (f. -mat), Possessed of ability, powerful,
strong, mighty, able; possessing a competence:—aktivodhak, adj. (in Gram.) Potential:—akti-hn, adj.
Powerless, impotent.
S *E 8,.=ukti, s.f. A pearl-oyster; an oyster-shell; a
small shell; a muscle, a cockle; a conch-shell; a portion of
the skull (used as a cup, &c.); a curl or feather on a
horse's neck or breast; a sort of perfume; a disease of
the cornea; a weight of two karshasor four tols:—uktimn, s.m. Name of one of the seven principal mountains
or mountain ranges of India.
S (E 8&aka, s.m. A cart (= hak ); a cart-load; an
implement for preparing grain; a form of military array
resembling a wedge; the gure of a cart formed by the
ve stars composing the lunar asterism Rohi  (the
fourth mansion of the Hind zodiac);— akasur(˚a+as˚) or
aka, s.m. Name of a daityaor demon slain by the infant
Krish .
S (E 8&akaik, = H (E 8&" aka,s.f. A small
cart; a child's cart, a toy-cart.
H (E 8&"aka, = S (E 8& akaik,s.f. A small
cart; a child's cart, a toy-cart.
P & H E shakar, shakkar, or 8 akar, and 8= akkar,
vulg. sakkar[S. 8],

s.f. Sugar; (met.) sweet words or
speech:—shakar-afshn, s.f. The scattering of sugar; (met.)
uttering of sweet words, sweet speech:—shakar-bhator
shakar-pra, s.m. A kind of sweetmeat (made of rice,
butter, and sugar):—shakar-pra, s.m. A lump of sugar:—
shakar- and, adj. Smiling sweetly; speaking gently with a
smile of love; gracious, attractive, charming, amiable:—
shakar- uror or, s.m. One who is fond of sweets; one
who lives on dainties;—name of a small bird (so called
from its fondness for sweets):—shakar-rez, adj. Scattering
sugar; melli uous; sweet or elegant (language):—shakarfarosh, s.m.f. A seller of sugar; (met.) a mistress, a
sweetheart:—shakar-qand, vulg. shakar-kand, s.m. lit.'Sweet
bulb or root'; the sweet potato, Convolvulus batatasor

Batatas edulis:—shakar-guftr, adj. Speaking agreeably,
sweet-spoken; eloquent:—shakar-lab, adj. & s.f. Sugarlipped;—a mistress:—shakar-maql, adj. Sweet-spoken,
sweet-tongued.
A E shakr, s.f. The vulva, pudenda mulieris;—coition.
S E 8Jakra, vulg. akr, s.m. lit.'The powerful one'; an
epithet of the god Indra;—the tree Pentaptera arjuna; also
the Nerium antidysentericum:—akr-an(˚ra+a˚), s.m.
lit.'Indra-food'; the medicinal plant Wrightia
antidysenterica:—akra-bh -bhav, s.f. Colocynth, Cucumis
coloquintida:—akra-dhanush, s.m. 'Indra's bow,' the
rainbow:—akr-gop, s.m. Name of a red insect, the
coccinella; the lady-bird.
S E 8,Jukra, vulg. ukr, and H. 8 ukar, 8,j ukur,
adj. & s.m. Bright, resplendent; white, pure;—The planet
Venus, or its regent (regarded as the son of Bhrigu and
preceptor of the Daityas); Friday;—the month Jyeshhaor
Jeh(May-June); name of Agni;—semen virile, seed (of
animals), sperm; male and female energy; a morbid
aection of the iris (change of colour, &c., accompanied
by imperfect vision):—ukr rya(˚ra+ ˚), s.m. The regent
of the planet Venus and preceptor of the Daityas:—ukrsambhav, s.m. The origin, or the mixing, of sperm:—ukrguru, s.m.=ukr rya, q.v.:—ukr-vr, s.m. 'Venus' day,'
Friday.
H E 8,j ukur, s.m. corr. of 1˚  kar; 2˚ sukar, qq.v.
A E shukr (inf. n. of E 'to thank,' &c.), s.m. Thanks,
gratitude; thanksgiving, praise (to God):—shukr ad karn,
or shukr ba-j ln(-k) = shukr karn, q.v.:—shukr-- ud,
Thank God! God be praised!—shukr-- idmat, s.m. An
acknowledgment of service:—shukr karn(-k), To return
thanks (for), to thank, to be grateful (for); to
acknowledge (a favour); to praise (God, for):—shukr-gur,
adj. Thankful, grateful:—shukr-gur, s.f. Returning
thanks, thanksgiving, thanks, thankfulness, gratitude:—
shukr--nmat, s.m. An acknowledgment of a favour, &c.
A -E shukra (acc. of shukr), Thankfully, gratefully.
H E .8ikr, s.m. corr. of P. shikra, q.v.
A E shukrn (inf. n. of E 'to thank,' &c.), s.m.=shukr,
q.v.
P E shakarna, vulg. shakrna[shakar, q.v.+Zend a. naor

ana= S. ], s.m. A dish consisting of boiled rice, gh, and
sugar.
? E shukrna [shukr, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S ],
s.m. Gratitude, thanksgiving; a grateful return, a thankoering; a present made to a pleader, &c. (over and
above the legal fees) by a successful litigant.
P  *BE shakaristn (shakar+ stn, qq.v.), s.m. A sugarplantation; sugar-renery; a sugar-chest.
P + iE shakar-qand, s.m. See s.v. shakar.
P ?E shikara, vulg. shikra(fr. skikardan; see shikr), s.m. A
hawk, a falcon; the sparrow-hawk.
S E 8,J ukr-vr (see ukra), s.m. Friday.
P E shakar (fr. shakar), s.f. A kind of phlsso called,
Grewia asiatica.
P <)E shakarn [shakar, q.v. + n= Zend a. aêna= S. ],
adj. Sugary, of sugar;—s.m. A kind of confection.
P )E shukrya (for A. ~)E shukryat, abst. s. fr. shukr, q.v.),
s.m. Gratitude, thanksgiving, &c. (=shukrna, q.v.).
P 0E shikast [v.n. fr. shikastan; rt. Zend keñd(éid,
 ind)=S. .+ ], s.f. Breaking, breakage, fracture; a
breach; defeat, rout; deciency, loss, damage;—adj.
(contrac. of shikasta), Broken; odd, uneven, unpaired:—
shikast- urda, part. adj. Broken o, interrupted;
defeated:—shikast den(-ko), To defeat, repulse, rout:—
shikast-re t, or shikast-o-re t, s.f. Injuries, damages,
dilapidations; repairs (necessary for a house):—shikast
khn, and shikast hon, v.n. To suer defeat, to be
defeated, &c.
P J*0E shikastag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. The act of
breaking; breakage, fracture, rupture; breach, violation;
brokenness; defeat, rout, discomture; inrmity,
sickness; grief, sadness, dejection, aiction.
P *0E shikasta (perf. part. of shikastan; see shikast), part.
Broken; defeated, routed; carried away (by inundation,
as river-banks, &c.); reduced to straits; bankrupt; sick;
wounded; weak, inrm;—s.m. 'Broken writing,' the
Persian running hand:—shikasta-bl, adj. 'Brokenwinged'; broken down, reduced to straits, distressed,
aicted, wretched:—shikasta-bl, s.f. Distress, aiction,
wretchedness:—shikasta-p, adj. 'Having the legs broken';

inrm, broken down, reduced:—shikasta-p, s.f.
Inrmity, wretchedness:—shikasta-par, adj.=shikasta-bl,
q.v.:—shikasta-l, adj. Broken-down, in bad plight,
distressed, indigent, wretched, ruined:—shikasta-l, s.f.
Bad condition or circumstances, reverse of fortune,
indigence, distress, wretchedness:—shikasta- tir, adj.
Distressed in mind, aicted; grieved, oended:—shikastadil, adj. Broken-hearted, distressed, aicted:—shikastadil, s.f. Broken-heartedness, distress, aiction:—
shikasta-rang, adj. Altered in colour (from aiction):—
shikasta-wada, adj. & s.m. By whom engagements are
broken, faithless;—one who breaks his engagements,
&c.
S E .8diksh, s.f. Learning, study, the acquisition of
knowledge; knowledge; teaching, instruction, tuition,
education, training, discipline; doctrine, precept, maxim;
admonition;—modesty, humility, didence;—one of the
six Vedngas or auxiliary branches of sacred study:—
iksh-akti, s.f. 'Power of learning'; dexterity, skill:—
iksh karn(-ko), or (-k), To teach, instruct, &c.:—ikshgrhak, s.m. (f. -ik), One who receives instruction, a
learner, pupil:—iksh-navs, s.m. An apprentice.
S E .8.dikshit, part. Learnt, studied;—instructed,
taught, admonished, educated, disciplined, trained;—
docile, tame; skilful, clever, conversant; modest,
dident.
S (E .8dikshak, s.m. (f. -ik), A learner, student;
teacher, instructor, tutor, counsellor; a preacher.
P h E shikift, s.m.=shigift, q.v.
P *h E shikufta, part.=shigufta, q.v.
P E shakak l, s.m.=shaqqul, q.v.
H R (E 8,"&uk-k, s.m. contrac. of  ka-k, q.v.s.v.
 ka.
S E 8j!akul, s.m. A kind of sh (cf. saur):—
akulrbhak(˚la+ar˚), s.m. A species of the gilt-head, Sparus
emarginatus:—akul-ga, s.m. A kind of sh, the gilt-head.
A E shakl, vulg. shakal(inf. n. of E 'to be a like, or
match,' &c.), s.f. Likeness, resemblance, semblance,
appearance, image, egy (syn. shabah); model, pattern,
mode, manner (syn. misl);
 shape, form, gure (syn.

( rat); formation, conguration; (in Geom.) a diagram; a
proposition:—shakl big n(-k), To spoil the appearance
or the form (of), to disgure, deface; to disgrace,
dishonour:—shakl bann(-k), To make a likeness, or a
gure, &c. (of); to give shape (to); to assume a form or
appearance or character:—to put on a wry face, to make
a face:—shakl den(-ko), To give form or shape (to):—
shakl--misl,
 s.f. (in
 s.f. A model, pattern:—shakl--nazar,
Geom.), A theorem:—shakl-navs, s.m. A portrait-painter:
—ham-shakl, adj. Of the same form or gure, like, similar.
H E .8!ikil, s.m. corr. of Q f aiqal, q.v.
S E 8,n ukla, vulg. ukl, and ukal, ukul, sukal, sukul, adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Light, bright; white, clean, pure, unsullied;
—white colour, whiteness; name of a sect of Brhma s
(who derive their subsistence by serving, or by begging
from Brhmans, and are regarded as unsullied); an
individual of that sect;—the twenty-fourth of the
astronomical period called yoga; the light half of a month
(from new to full moon);—silver;—fresh butter;—a
disease of the cornea, albugo (cf. ukra):—ukl-paksh, s.m.
The light half of the month (the fortnight of the moon's
increase; opp. to krish-paksh):—ukl-paksh,
or ukl
pakshya, adj. Relating to the light half of the month:—
ukl- auth, s.f. The fourth day of the light half of a
month:—ukl-karm, adj. Making white, whitening;—s.m.
Soap:—ukl-kanhak, s.m. lit.'Having a white throat'; a
kind of gallenule or water-hen.
S *#E 8,nuklat, s.f. = S *#E 8,n; uklatva,
s.m.Brightness; whiteness, &c.
S *#E 8,n; uklatva, s.m. = S *#E 8,n uklat,
s.f.Brightness; whiteness, &c.
P 2 E shikam, or shikm, s.m. The belly, stomach:—shikambanda, s.m. A slave to his belly, an epicure, a glutton; a
servant who works for his board:—shikam-parast, or
shikam-parwar, s.m. A pamperer of his belly, an epicure, a
glutton; a sensualist:—shikam-ser, adj. Full, satiated (syn.
pe-bhar).
P @ E shikam, shikm, adj. Of or relating to the belly; bigbellied; included; private, secret; subordinate,
dependent; sub-tenanted;—s.m. A big-bellied man, a
glutton;—skin of the belly;—a peasant who cultivates

land belonging to another; a sub-tenant:—shikam dwna,
s.m. A born idiot.
S <E 8jakun, s.m. A bird (in general); a kite; an eagle;
a vulture;—an auspicious object or mark, a lucky omen, a
prognostic, an omen (in general, but rarely applied to
anything inauspicious).
P <E shikan (rt. of shikastan; see shikast), act. part. & s.m.
Breaking, crushing, overthrowing, routing;—breaker, &c.
(used in comp., e.g. ahd-shikan, s.m. 'promise-breaker');
—s.f. Shrinking, shrivelling, constringing;—a curl; a ply,
fold, plait; a furrow, crease, wrinkle, &c.:—shikan pa n(me ), To be creased, be wrinkled, be crumpled, &c.:—
shikan ln(-me ), To fold; to crease, crumple, &c.
H E 8akn, v.n.=sakn, q.v.
P %E shikamba (fr. UE = shikam, q.v.), s.m. Paunch,
tripe.
S E 8jBakunt, = S (*E 8jB akuntak,s.m. A bird;
a blue jay; the Indian vulture.
S (*E 8jBakuntak, = S E 8jB akunt,s.m. A bird;
a blue jay; the Indian vulture.
S 3*E 8jB!akuntal, s.m. Name of a famous Sanskrit
drama by Klids.
S *E 8j.Bakunti, s.m.=akunt, q.v.
P 8E shikanja (fr. shikan, q.v.), s.m. A bookbinder's
press; a clamp; stocks (for the legs); pain, torture,
torment, rack:—shikanje-me khai n(-ko), To put in a
press; to rack, to torture.
S E 8jakuni, s.m. A bird (in general); the Indian
kite, Falco cheela;—name of one of the astronomical
periods called invariable karas;—name of the Avins.
S E 8j"akun, s.m. One who understands omens;—
s.f. A hen-sparrow.
P E shikan (abst. of shikan, q.v.), s.f. Breaking, breach,
destruction, &c. (used in comp., e.g. ahd-shikan, 'breach
of agreement or promise').
P E shakau (for A. shakwu, inf. n. of E ), = P  E
shakw (for
A.  E , shakw, q.v.)s.m.=shakwa, q.v.
4
P  E shakw (for
A.  E , shakw, q.v.) = P E shakau (for
4
A. shakwu, inf. n. of E ), s.m.=shakwa, q.v.

P _ E shik fa, shuk fa, s.m.=shug fa, q.v.
P ? E shukoh, shikoh, shakoh[rt. Zend khshvip= S. .8], s.f.
Majesty, magnicence, dignity, grandeur, state; train,
pomp, parade; stir, to-do:—shukoh karn, To act
pompously, to make a stir, or to-do.
P ? E shakwa, vulg. shikw(prob. for A. { E shakwat, n. of
un. fr.  E ), = A  E shakw (inf.
n. of E or E 'to
4
complain,' &c.), s.m. Complaint; upbraiding:—shakwa
karn, To complain:—shakw-mand, or shakw-nk,
adj. Full
4
of complaint:—shakw-mand, or shakwa-nk, s.f. Fulness
of complaint.
A  E shakw (inf.
n. of E or E 'to complain,' &c.), = P
4
? E shakwa, vulg. shikw (prob. for A.{ E shakwat, n. of
un. fr.  E ), s.m. Complaint; upbraiding:—shakwa karn, To
complain:—shakw-mand, or shakw-nk,
adj. Full of
4
complaint:—shakw-mand, or shakwa-nk, s.f. Fulness of
complaint.
H &E .8Likh; corr. of sikh, q.v.
S &E .8Likh, s.f. Sharp end, point, peak, pinnacle
end, tip, top, summit; a crest, top-knot tuft, plume, a lock
of hair on the crown of the head; crest or comb (of a
bird); ame; a ray of light; a brous root; a branch:—
ikh-val, adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -), Having a point, &c.;
pointed; crested;—a peacock.
S 0 &E .8Lefikhak, s.m.=ikhaak, or ikha,
q.v.
S &E .8Likhar, s.m. Point, end; peak, pinnacle; top,
summit;—bristling of the hair, horripilation;—the armpit;
—a gem of a bright red colour; the bud of the Arabian
jasmine.
S &E .8L4"ikhari, s.f. An eminent or excellent
woman; a line of hair extending across the navel;—a
dish of curds and sugar with spices;—Arabian jasmine.
S &E .8L"ikhar, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Pointed, peaked;
crested, tufted;—a mountain; a hill-fort, stronghold; a
tree;—the lapwing.
H &E .8Likhn, v.n. corr. of sikhn, q.v.
S <&E .8Lefikha, = S 0<&E .8Lef ikhaak,s.m. A
tuft or lock of hair left on the crown or the side of the

head at tonsure; a curl, lock; a crest, plume, tuft; the tail
of a peacock.
S 0<&E .8Lefikhaak, = S <&E .8Lef ikha,s.m. A
tuft or lock of hair left on the crown or the side of the
head at tonsure; a curl, lock; a crest, plume, tuft; the tail
of a peacock.
S 0<&E .8L.efikhaik, s.m. A cock.
S G<&E .8L.efikhaik, vulg. .8Lef ikhaak,
s.f. A tuft or lock of hair left on the crown of the head at
tonsure.
S <&E .8Lef"ikha, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Crested,
tufted; a peacock; a cock; a peacock's tail; an arrow;—
name of a Rishi or Muni (one of the seven stars of the
Great Bear);—name of a son of Drupada (enemy of
Bhshma, and born as a female).
H &E 8.Lakhi; corr. of .L sakhi, q.v.
S &E .8L"ikh, adj. (f. -in), Pointed; peaked; crested,
tufted; having a lock of hair on top of the head;—s.m. A
peacock; a cock; an arrow; a tree; re; a lamp; a bull; a
horse; a mountain; a Brhma ; a religious mendicant;
epithet of Ketu, the personied descending node.
P E shakk (rel. n. fr. shakk, q.v.), adj. Doubtful,
perplexing; sceptical; suspicious:—shakk mizj, adj. Of a
sceptical turn of mind, &c.; undetermined, wavering,
hesitating.
P U E shikeb (akin to shigift, q.v.), s.f. Patience, longsuering.
P % E shikeb (imperf. part. of shikebdan, fr. shikeb, q.v.),
adj. Patient, long-suering.
P $ % E shikeb, s.f. Patience, exercising patience; longsuering; toleration.
S * E 8=akyat, s.f. Possibility, practicability,
capability.
A  E shakl (v.n. fr. E ; see shakl), = H 3 E shakl (fr.
the A. shakl),adj. (f. -), Well-formed, comely, handsome.
H 3 E shakl (fr. the A. shakl), = A  E shakl (v.n. fr. E ;
see shakl),adj. (f. -), Well-formed, comely, handsome.
S  E 8=akya, adj. Possible, capable, practicable,
capable of being eected or done, easy to be
accomplished; requiring to be eected or done; that may

be conveyed or expressed (as sense or meaning by any
particular word);—s.m. (in Gram.) The meaning of a
word.
H JE 8,$ug, s.m.=ukaand sugg, qq.v.
P  JE shagr (=shagl, q.v.), s.m. A jackal.
P  JE shigr (cf. shikr), part. adj. Eating, devouring (used
as last member of compounds);—s.m. Anything eatable.
P e JE shigf (another form of shuguft, q.v.), s.m. Split,
rent, slit, crack, cleft, ssure, chink, crevice, chasm,
aw;—act. part. (of shigftan), Splitting, rending,
cracking, &c. (used as last member of comp.).
P JE higl, shagl(=shagl, q.v.), s.m. A jackal.
P eJE shigarf, or shagarf[rt. Z. khshiwra= S. .dH
rt. .d], adj. Rare, ne; great, good; of great retinue and
state; powerful; venerable, respectable; glorious,
beautiful, excellent; vehement, strong, vigorous; thick,
stout.
P h JE shigift [or shikift; rt. Zend khshub= S. d,#] , s.m.
Wonder, astonishment.
P J*h JE shiguftag, shuguftag(abst. s. fr. shigufta), s.f.
Expanding of a ower, blooming; bloom; beauty;
ourishing state or condition; expansion (of the heart),
delight, pleasure; astonishment.
P <*h JE shiguftan, shuguftan[orig. shikuftan, &c.; rt. Zend
khshub= S. d,#] , inf. & gerund, To blossom, bloom;

P JE shuguniy, = P JE shugun,s.m.=shug niy, q.v.
P _ JE shig fa, vulg. shag fa(see shiguftan), s.m. A bud,
blossom; ower; (colloq.) a fabrication;—a squib:—shig fa
ho n, To let o a squib:—shig fa ln, To bud, blossom; to
put forth young shoots;—to produce something new and
wonderful.
P  JE shug n (=S. 8j), s.m. An omen, augury (=agun);—
betrothal.
P  JE shug niy, shag niy(=S. 8j"), s.m. An explainer
of omens, an augur, a diviner, soothsayer; a fortuneteller.
S E 8!al, s.m. A porcupine's quill;—a dart, spear:—a
kind of eld;—an epithet of Brahm.
P E shal (prob. for A. shallor shalal, inf. n. of CE 'to
become unsound or paralyzed' (an arm, &c.)), adj. & s.m.
Having the hand luxated or withered; paralytic, palsied;
languid, wearied; accid, soft;—a paralytic; a paralyzed
or withered limb;—a kind of stained leather (inserted in
the seams of shoes, saddles, &c.).
P E shil (=S. 8!), s.m. A short spear, a javelin; a trident;
a harpoon.
P E shil or shul, s.m.(?) The wood-apple (syn. bel);—a sort
of quince.
P E shul (=shal, q.v.), adj. Languid; soft, &c.
S E .8!ila, vulg. il, s.m. Gleaning stalks or ears of

blooming, &c.
P *h JE shigufta, shugufta(or shikufta; perf. part. of

corn.
H E .8!il, s.f. contrac. of next, q.v. (and see sil).

shiguftan, q.v.), part. Expanded, blown (as a ower);
blooming; ourishing:—shigufta- tir,
 s.f. Blooming or
expansion of mind, delight:—shugufta hon, v.n. To be
blown (a ower), to bloom; to ourish; to be delighted.
H <JE 8$,agun, 8,$ ugan [S. 8jt, q.v.], s.m. A

S 3E .8!il, s.f. A stone; rock; a at stone on which

prognostic, an omen, an augury;—a present of money:—
agun bi rn, To look for a good omen; to look for an
auspicious conjunction of planets; to practise augury or
astrology:—ugan karn, To begin a work, &c. at an
auspicious moment:—agun len(-se), To take an omen
(from).
P <JE shugun, s.m.=shug n, or agun, q.v.
P JE shugun, = P JE shuguniy,s.m.=shug niy, q.v.

condiments are ground (=sil); a hailstone; the lower
timber of a door; a door-frame; a beam or stone placed
across the top of a post or pillar; a transverse beam;—
red arsenic; camphor:—il-pushp, s.m. lit.'Rock- ower';
storax or benzoin:—il-jatuor il-jit, s.m. lit.'Stone-lac,'
and 'rock-conquering'; bitumen, storax; red chalk:—ildhtu, s.m. lit.'Rock-mineral'; chalk; red chalk; a white
fossil substance; an aluminous earth of a white or
yellowish colour:—il-ras, s.m. lit.'Rock exudation';
olibanum, benzoin; incense; storax, bitumen; red chalk:
—il-may, adj. Consisting of stone, made of stone;
abounding in stone, rocky, stony:—il-valk, s.f. lit.'Rock-

bark'; a kind of moss or lichen (esp. a kind used as a
medicinal substance and said to be of cooling and
lithonthriptic properties;—vulg. silbk).
P G3E shalq (cf. shal , and shalq), s.f. Flagellation,

S L#E .8"ilp, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Belonging or relating

ogging;—coitus:—shalq- r, s.f. The suering a
ogging.
S  3E 8!alk, s.f. A dart, a javelin; an arrow; a rib

grounds; contention, quarrel, litigation; tumult.
P i *#E shiltq, adj. Quarrelling without reason;

(of an umbrella, &c.); a thin bar (of a cage, &c.); a small
stake, stick, rod, peg, pin; a round pointed piece of wood
or bamboo (serving for various purposes); a rule, ruler; a
brimstone-match; any pointed surgical instrument, a
tent or probe; a bone; an oblong quadrangular piece of
ivory or bone (used in particular games), a domino; a
brous stick (used as a brush, &c.); a tooth-brush; a
toothpick; a pencil;—a porcupine;—a kind of bird, Turdus
salica.
S &X 3E !Vlgh, s.f. Flattery, praise, commendation,
panegyric, eulogium; boasting; service, obedience; wish,
desire.
S  &X 3E !«lghya, part. adj. To be praised or
commended, praiseworthy, entitled to praise or
veneration, venerable, respectable, honourable.
P < )3E shalyn, shaln, adj. Excessively importunate.
S &%#E 8!#alabh, s.m. A grasshopper; a locust.
H < %#E 8! "albn, s.f. Vice (in a horse).
S `#E .8ilp, s.m. Any manual or mechanical or ne
art; an art, a handicraft, a trade; skill in any art or
profession; ingenuity, contrivance, skill;—a sort of spoon
or ladle used at sacrices for throwing the claried
butter into the re:—ilp-str, s.m. A book on any
mechanical or ne art (as architecture, &c.); a scientic
treatise:—ilp-l, s.f. A workshop, workroom,
manufactory:—ilp-kr, s.m. (f. -), An artisan, workman,
mechanic:—ilp-karm, s.m. Manual labour, handicraft:—
ilp-vidy, s.f. The science of mechanics, mechanical
knowledge, skill in art, mechanical or manual skill.
S L#E .8."ilpin (see next), s.f. A female artisan; the
wife of an artisan;—a kind of grass (com. called lahnsipi)
described as sweet and cooling, and bearing seeds of
tonic and restorative properties.

to any mechanical art or profession; mechanical;—an
articer, artist, artisan, a workman.
P G *#E shiltq, s.m.(?) A dispute (with one) upon false

contentious, quarrelsome.
A 2 8#E shaljam, s.m.=shalgam, q.v.
A u#E shal , vulg. shala or shalla (inf. n. of u#E 'to divide
by a blow of a sword,' &c.), s.f. A round (of musketry,
&c.), a discharge, volley, broadside;—sperma viri;—vulva.
H  E .8!7"il , adj. (dialec.) Mad, &c. (=siror sirr, q.v.).
P 2  #E shalgam,
 s.m. A turnip (vulg. salgam).
P H#E shalq or shalaq, = P (#E shalak or shallak,s.f. A
discharge (of musketry, &c.), a round, volley (=shal );—a
beating (with a whip), scourging; a blow;—coitus.
P (#E shalak or shallak, = P H#E shalq or shalaq,s.f. A
discharge (of musketry, &c.), a round, volley (=shal );—a
beating (with a whip), scourging; a blow;—coitus.
S (#E 8!allak, s.m. The plant Bignonia indica;—bark,
rind.
S #E 8!"allak, s.f. A porcupine;—the gum olibanum
tree, Boswellia thurifera:—allak-drav, s.m. Incense,
olibanum.
S #E 8!!alal, s.m. = S ##E 8!!" alal, s.f.A porcupine's
quill.
S ##E 8!!"alal, s.f. = S #E 8!! alal, s.m.A porcupine's
quill.
P ^#E shalang or shiling(cf. halng), s.f. The springing up
and down of runners or couriers by way of exercise
(preparatory to a race, &c.);—a step, stride:—shalange
mrn, To spring up and down (as runners, by way of
exercise);—to walk fast and with long strides.
S  #E shalwr [Pehl. arvr; Zend ra-vra; prob. akin to S.
.8+], s.m. Trousers, drawers (reaching to the
feet), breeches.
S  #E !5lok, vulg. slok, s.m. A hymn of praise;
celebrity, renown, fame; a 'saying; a distich, verse,
stanza (esp. the epic stanza, consisting of two verses,

each of sixteen syllables).
H  #E 8!0al k, s.m. A child's bib; a pinafore; a couple
of pinafores, one worn on the breast, the other on the
back, and fastened above and below the shoulders.
S #E .8.!ili, or .8!" il, s.f. The lower timber of a door
(=sil), a threshold.
S #E .8!"il, s.f. A stone or beam placed across a post or
pillar; a transverse beam;—a spike; a dart; an arrow;—a
small earth-worm:—il-mukh, s.m. (f. -or -), An arrow;
a bee; war;—a fool, blockhead.
H #E 8,!"ul, corr. of  land sul, qq.v.
H * #E 8!"alta, = H * #E 8!" alta,s.m. A canvas sack
(in which baggage, &c. is fastened previously to being
loaded on cattle).
H * #E 8!"alta, = H * #E 8!" alta,s.m. A canvas sack
(in which baggage, &c. is fastened previously to being
loaded on cattle).
H * #E .8ilyat, s.f. corr. of lat, q.v.
S Z #E p3lesh, s.m. Clinging to, embracing; an embrace;
union, junction, contact, proximity; association, society,
presence; a paronomasia, double entendre, equivoque,
pun, irony.
S @  #E pl/leshm, corr. p/ lem, s.m. The
phlegmatic humour (one of the three principal humours
of the body), phlegm, rheum, mucus, serum.
S  #E 8alya, s.m. A dart, javelin, spear, pike; an arrow;
an iron crow; a stake, rod, spike, splinter, thorn; a pin,
peg;—a porcupine; a hedgehog;—extraction of splinters
or extraneous substances in surgery; any extraneous
substance lodged in the body (as an arrow, or a splinter,
&c.); a bone; the thorny shrub Vangueria spinosa;—a
fence, a boundary;—sin, crime; poison; diculty,
embarrassment, distress; defamation, abuse;—name of
the king of Madra (maternal uncle of the P dav
princes); name of a son of Vipraitti:—alya-str, s.m.
That branch of surgery which treats of the removal of
extraneous substances lodged in the body:—
alyoddhra(˚ya+ud˚), s.m. The extraction of extraneous
substances (as arrows, splinters, thorns, &c.) from the
body; the ceremony of cleansing the site of a new house

from bones or other unclean substances; the ceremony
of cleansing or purifying a new house.
S 2 E 8/ama, vulg. am, s.m. Quiet, tranquillity, rest,
calm, peace; quietism, quiet of mind; restraint of the
organs of sense; indierence to objects of sense; the
absence of passion; indierence, stoicism; abstract
meditation on Brahm; emancipation from all the
illusions of existence, nal happiness;—allayment (of
pain), alleviation or cure (of disease), convalescence;—
the hand;—imprecation, malediction, abuse.
P @ E shum [Zend yushmkem= S. l//, fr. ,l/],
pron. 2nd pers. pl. You.
P Y @ E shamtat (for A. ~Y @ E , inf. n. of @ E 'to rejoice at
the aiction' (of an enemy)), s.f. Rejoicing at the
aiction or distress of another.
P  @ E shumr [rt. of shumurdan; Pehl. oshmartan; rt. Zend
hmar, mar; S. T/ (T/)], s.f. Counting, reckoning,
computing, numbering; calculation, amount, number;
account, note, estimation:—shumr karn, v.t. To number,
reckon, count, compute, enumerate; to regard; to include
(in, -me ), to take into account; to think anything of:—
shumr-kunanda, s.m. (in Arith.) The numerator of a
fraction:—shumr-navs, s.m. An accountant; a registrar:—
be-shumr, adj. Beyond calculation, innumerable,
incalculable:—kis shumr-me nah , adv. Of no account.
P  @ E shumr, s.f. Numbering, counting, enumeration,
&c. (used in comp., e.g. mardum-shumr, 'numbering of
the people,' a census);—a rosary.
A @ E shaml or shiml(v.n. fr. @ E ; see shmil), s.m. The
north wind; the north;—shiml, s.m. The left hand:—
shiml-r , adj. Facing the north:—shiml-mashriq, s.m. The
north-east:—shiml-magrib, s.m. The north-west:—shimlnum, s.m. lit.'Indicating the north'; a mariner's
compass.
A "- @ E shimla (acc. of shiml), adv. To the north,
northward.
A ! @ E shaml, or shiml, = P  ! @ E shimliya,adj. Of or
relating to the quarter of the north, northern.
P  ! @ E shimliya, = A ! @ E shaml, or shiml,adj. Of or
relating to the quarter of the north, northern.
P a @ E shamma (prob. for A. shammmat, fr. shammm, rt.

2C E 'to smell'), s.m. A perfumed pastile.

A I@ E shams, s.m. The sun (syn. ftb; s raj).

A $ @ E shamil, s.m. pl. (of @ E ), Excellences, virtues,
talents, abilities; dispositions; qualities; customs;—
northerly winds; regions of the north.
H ! %@ E 8@ !0ambl , s.m. = H ! %@ E 8@ !" ambl, s.f.

P 0@ E shamsa (for A. ~0@ E shamsat, fem. of shams), s.m.
Figures or pictures wrought in silk; little tassels axed
to a rosary.
A 0@ E shams, adj. Of or relating to the sun, solar:—

(dialec.)=saml , q.v.
H ! %@ E 8@ !"ambl, s.f. = H ! %@ E 8@ !0 ambl , s.m.

shams-qamar, adj. lit.'Solar and lunar'; a term applied to
a perquisite taken by the ocers of government, being
the dierence between the pay for a lunar and solar
month;—a monthly period of three or four days during
which the female attendants in the women's
apartments have leave of absence.
P  @ E shamshd, or shimshd, s.m. The box-tree, Buzus

(dialec.)=saml , q.v.
S (%@ E 8@ 
, ambuk, 8)/,= ambukka, s.m. A bivalve
shell (=amb k, q.v.).
S %@ E 8@ , ambu, s.m.=ambuk, q.v.
S  %@ E 8@ 
0 amb k, s.m. A bivalve shell; a conch-shell;
a snail;—the edge of the frontal protuberance of an
elephant;—name of a Daitya.
S  %@ E 8@ 
0 amb k, s.f.=amb k.
P %@ E shamba, s.m.=%E shamba, q.v.
S &%@ E 8,@#umbh, s.m. Name of a demon (brother of
Niumbh) slain by Durg:— umbha-pur, s.m. lit.'The city
of the demon umbha'; a town and district (the modern
Sambhalpr in the district of Go dwn).
S &%@ E 8@#,am-bhu, vulg. sambh , s.m. Name of Brahm;

sempervirens;—any tall and upright tree; (met.) the
graceful gure of a mistress.
S  @ E /8man, s.m. A place where corpses are
burnt or buried, a burning-ground, crematory; cemetery,
burial-ground, sepulchre:—man-vs, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Dwelling in cemeteries;—an epithet of iva; a ghost,
goblin, sprite.
H ( @ E /8manak, adj. Of or belonging to a
cemetery, &c.
S @ E /Y,maru, s.f. lit.'Growing on the face'; the

S &*@ E 8/Ramath, s.m.=amaor am, q.v.

beard.
P  @ E shamsher, shamshr, s.f. A sword, a scimitar:—
shamsher-bz, s.m. A sword-player;—a gladiator:—
shamsher-bz, s.f. Sword-play; the use of the sword:—
shamsher-bahdur, s.m. (ironic.), A useless, worthless
fellow:—shamsher-zan, s.m. A swordsman:—shamsher-zan,
s.f. Swordsmanship, use of the sword.
A w@ E shamat, or shamt(inf.
n. of w@ E 'to be grizzled in the

hair of the head,' &c.), s.m. A mixture of black and white
hairs (in the head, &c.);—pot-herbs and spices mixed
with victuals while dressing.
A b @ E sham, vulg. shama, s.m. Wax (syn. mom); a wax

A @ E shimar, s.m. Name of one of Yazd's generals who
slew Husain in the plains of Karbal;—(hence) adj.
Merciless, wicked, vile, infamous.
P X @ E shumurdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Counting,
enumeration, &c. (see shumr).
P ?@ E shumurda (perf. part. of shumurdan; see shumr),
part. Counted, numbered, reckoned, enumerated, &c.

candle; a candle; a lamp (syn. batt):—shama-dn, s.m. A
candlestick:—sham-r or sham-ru , adj. Having a
countenance resplendent as the light of a candle:—
sham-sz, s.m. A candle-maker, a chandler.
P P @ E sham (rel. n. fr. sham), adj. Waxen; of or
belonging to a candle or taper:—sham rang, s.m. Flamecolour.

of iva; a sage, a venerable man; a Jin or Jain sanctied
teacher; a particular semi-divine being (siddh):—ambh sut, s.m. (f. -), A child of ambhu.
H a &%@ E 8@#0/,ambh -manu, s.m. = svayam-bh -manu,
q.v.
S @ E 8./ amit, part. (f. -), Appeased, allayed, calmed,
stilled, tranquillized, pacied, calm, quiet, tranquil,
sedate; alleviated, relieved; tempered; relaxed,
intermitted.
H *@ E 8/samat, s.f.=ama, and amath, qq.v.

P #@ E shamla (for A. ~#@ E shamlat, v.n. fr. @ E 'to include';

H <E 8an, s.m. contrac. of E ani, q.v.

'to cover or envelop,' &c.), s.m. The worked or
embroidered end of a turban or kamar-band(sometimes
tucked in the folds, and sometimes left ying loose);—a
narrow kind of shawl (for tying round the waist or the
head).
S <@ E 8/aman, s.m. The act of appeasing, allaying, &c.

P E shin [rt. Zend nu; S. ´, (´M)], s.m.(?) Swimming.

(=ama, q.v.);—cessation, termination, end, destruction;
hurting, injuring, injury; killing (animals for sacrice),
immolation;—malediction, reviling;—an epithet of Yama;
—an antelope.
P <@ E shaman, s.m. An idol-worshipper, idolater;—an idoltemple;—idolatry; an idol, image.
A @ E shum l (inf. n. of @ E 'to include, comprehend,'
&c.), s.m. Comprehending, containing, surrounding on
all sides; inclusion, comprehension, comprisal; the
whole, gross, aggregate:— -ke shum l-me , adv. Along
with.
P  ! @ E shum lyat, vulg. shum liyat(A. shum l+yat), s.f. =
shum l:—ba-shum liyat, adv. Along with; with the aid (of).
P @ E shamma (for A. ~@ E shammat, n. of un. fr. shamm, inf.
n. of 2C E 'to smell'), s.m. A smell, odour; a smatch,
smack, smattering; an atom, a particle, a little;—practice,
habit, custom:—shamma-bhar, adj. A little.
S @ E 8/"am, 8./ ami, vulg. sam, s.f. A legume, pod;
the tree Acacia suma; a large stick; the shrub Serratula
anthelmintica:—am-patr, s.f. lit.'Having amleaves'; a
kind of sensitive plant, Mimosa pudica.
P  @ E shamiyna, s.m. A pavilion, a canopy, an awning.
S  @ E 8/"amr, s.m. A small variety of the Acacia suma.
A 2 @ E shamm (inf. n. of 2C E 'to smell,' &c.), s.f. Smelling,
odour, scent, perfume.
P @ @ E shamma (for A. ~@ @ E shammat, n. of un. fr.
shamm), s.m. A smell, &c. (=shamm, q.v.).
S <E 8(am, adv. Happily, fortunately, auspiciously.
S <E 84a, and H. 8 an, vulg. san, s.m. Hemp, Cannabis
sativa;—the plant Crotolaria juncea; the ax or bre of this
plant:—a-s tra, s.m. The bre or ax of the Crotolaria
juncea; string or net made of san; twine, cordage,
packthread.

P r E shan t, or shin t[v.n. fr. shan tan; old P.
khshn= Zend khshn, an augmented form of rt. zan(fr.
z) = S. ], s.f. Understanding; knowledge,
acquaintance; recognition:—shin t karn, v.t. To know,
become acquainted with; to recognize.
P K E shans, vulg. shins(imperat. or rt. of shan tan; see
shan t), act. part. Understanding, intelligent; knowing,
acquainted with (used in comp., e.g. aq-shins, 'knowing
what is right'; &c.).
P B E shans, vulg. shins(imperf. part. of shin tan),
part. adj. & s.m. Intelligent, knowing;—one who knows.
P $ B E shans, vulg. shins, s.f. Knowledge,
acquaintance.
P B E shins (fr. shins), s.f. Knowing, &c. (used as last
member of compounds).
P  E shin-war (fr. shin, q.v.), s.m. A swimmer.
P  E shin-war, s.f. The act of swimming.
P ? E shinh, s.m. Swimming (=shin, q.v.).
P ? E shannh (prob. fr. A. ~CE , inf. n. of un. fr. <CE 'to
scatter water,' &c), s.m. An in ated skin or leather bag
(used in crossing a river), a raft, a oat.
H ! %E ambl, s.f. (dialec.)=! %@ E ambl, q.v.
P %E shamba, s.m. Saturday (cf. ani-vr);—black Monday.
H <E 8,e_unh, s.f. contrac. of next, q.v.
S <E 8,.e_unhi, or 8,e_" unh, s.f. Dry ginger (=so h).
A e8E shanjarf, s.m.=P. shangarf, q.v.
S <E 8efan, or 3ef sha, s.m. A bull at liberty; a
eunuch; an impotent man; a hermaphrodite; a clown; a
collection of lotus owers; a multitude; a wood, thicket.
S <E 8,efu, s.m. The exudation from an elephant's
trunk; an elephant's trunk (=s r).
S <E 8,efu, s.f. An elephant's trunk;—spirituous
liquor; a tavern; a harlot; the stalk of the lotus.
S  <E 3e©shah, s.m. A eunuch; hermaphrodite
(=saor sha).
S LE À88i ap, or À8.8 i ip, s.f. The tree
Dalbergia sisu;—the Ásoka tree.

H :E 8¹ani ar [S. 8h+], s.m. lit.'Slowmoving'; the planet Saturn;—Saturday (=san ar, q.v.).
P P E shunat (for A. ~P E , v.n. fr. b E 'to be bad or evil,'
&c.), s.f. Badness, evil, foulness, baseness, brutality,
turpitude, crime.
P  Q E shunqr, s.m. A species of (black-eyed) falcon.
H (E 8(a k, s.m.= E anku, q.v.
H (E 8anak, s.m. corr. of sanak, q.v.
S (E 8,unak, s.m. A young dog; a dog.
S E 8r, or 8( a k, s.f. Doubt, uncertainty,
hesitation, scruple; distrust, suspicion, misgiving, fear,
apprehension; presumption; hope; error:—a k karn,
v.n. To doubt, to hesitate; to be distrustful (of), to
mistrust:—a k-may, adj. (f. -), Full of doubt or
uncertainty, doubtful; fearful, afraid, apprehensive:—
a k-hn, adj. (f. -), Free from doubt, or apprehension;
undoubting; fearless.
S E 8r, or 8( a kit, part. Doubted; doubtful,
uncertain; apprehended, feared; suspected; alarmed,
frightened, apprehensive.
S E 8ra kara, vulg. sa kar, s.m. lit.'Causing
happiness,' &c.; an epithet of iva or Mahdev;—name
of a celebrated teacher of the Vednta philosophy (see
ankar rya):—a karbharu (˚ra+bh˚), s.m. Name of a
particular rgor musical mode:—ankar r(˚ra+ ˚), s.m.
(f. -i), A follower of ankar rya:—a kar rya, s.m.
Name of a celebrated teacher of the Vednta philosophy
(he was a man of remarkable learning and sanctity; and
is supposed to have lived between A.D. 650 and 740; but
according to tradition he ourished 200 B.C.: he is said to
have eradicated the Jain sect):—a kar-svm, s.m. An
epithet of Mahdev; an epithet of ankarrya:— a karv, vulg. sankar-bn, s.f. The voice or utterance of
Mahdev, a divine oracle.
S E 8ra kar, s.f. A particular rginor musical
mode.
S E 8r"a kar, s.f. Name of Prvat, the wife of
iva.
S E 8ra ku, s.m. Fear, apprehension;—a stake,

spike; pile, post, pale, pin, style, peg, pillar; a dart,
javelin, spear; a weapon; the trunk (of a lopped tree);
the gnomon (of a dial); needle (of a compass); a cross
(used in surveying);—the tree Shorea robusta; the skatesh, Raia sankur; a goose; an ant-hill; a very high
number, ten billions (as implied by an innumerable
collection of ants); a demon; poison; sin; an epithet of
iva; a name of Km-dev.
S V E 8r5a ko , s.m. A skate-sh, Raia
sankur(=a ku).
S &E 8rLor 8(L a kh, s.m. A shell; the conch-shell
(used by the Hinds for oering libations, or when
perforated at one end, for blowing as a horn); a horn,
trumpet; a military drum;—a temporal bone, temple; the
bone of the forehead, frontal bone; an elephant's cheek;
a kind of perfume; a particular high number, ten or a
hundred billions;—one of Kuvera's treasures:—
a khsur(˚kha+as˚), s.m. The daityaor demon Sa kha
(slain by Vishu):—a kh- , s.m. Name of a demon
slain by Krish :—a kh-dhvani, s.f. The sound of a conch
or horn.
S &E 8r.L"a khin, s.f. Name of one of the four
classes into which women are divided (described as tall
and handsome, with long eyes and hair, marked with
three lines on the neck, amorous and irascible, and
neither stout nor thin—the worst description of woman,
a very demon in look and in nature).
H 9 E 8(?,7a ke- u , s.m. corr. of a kh- , q.v.s.v.
a kh.
P ^E sha g, adj. Amorously playful, elegant and sweet in
manners (a mistress); elegant, beautiful, handsome;—
s.m. A thief, robber.
P eJE shangarf, vulg. sha graf, shi graf, s.m. Cinnabar,
vermilion, red sulphuret of mercury.
P _JE shangarf, vulg. shangraf, shingraf, adj. Of the colour
of vermilion, &c.
H  &JE 8,(Vu ghn, v.t. corr. of su ghn, q.v.
P E shinau or shunau, vulg. shanau= P  E shinaw, vulg.
shanaw[fr. shin dan, or shun dan, or shandan; rt. Zend
ru= S. Y,], act. part. & s.m. Hearing;—hearer.

P  E shinaw, vulg. shanaw= P E shinau or shunau, vulg.
shanau[fr. shin dan, or shun dan, or shandan; rt. Zend ru=
S. Y,], act. part. & s.m. Hearing;—hearer.

practice, abomination, turpitude; adultery; prostitution;
sodomy.
H  E 8,Bunya, corr. of  nya, q.v.

S E 8ani, s.m. lit.'Slow-moving'; the planet Saturn;

S E 8 ava, vulg. av, and H. 85 o, s.m. A dead body,

the regent or mythological personication of Saturn;—
Saturday:—ani-priya, s.m. lit.'Dear to Saturn'; a darkcoloured stone, the emerald or sapphire:—ani-snjhor
ani-sandhy, s.f. Saturday evening:—ani-grah, s.m. The
planet Saturn:—ani-vr, s.m. Saturn's day,' Satuiday.
S E .8ini, s.m. Name of a class of Kshatriyas; a man

corpse;—water:—av-sdhan, s.m. Name of a mystical and
superstitious ceremony performed by means of a dead
body.
S E .8 iva, vulg. iv, and ib, io, iu, adj. (f. -),

belonging to that class.
S E 8,"un, s.f. A female dog, a bitch.
H : E 8"an ar, s.m. corr. of san ar, q.v.
P + E shand [v.n. of shandan; rt. Zend ru= S. Y,], s.f. The
act of hearing, listening.
P + E shandan, adj. Fit or worthy to be heard
P ?+ E shanda (perf. part. of shandan; see shand), part.
Heard;—s.m. That which is heard.
S  E 84"ar, and H. 8" anr, s.m. Name of a bank
or alluvial island in the middle of the river Son;—an
insular spot enclosed by the branches of the river Sarj
at the point where it falls into the Ganges above Chapr.
H E 8hanai (contrac. of next), = S I E 8h anais,adv.
Slowly, tardily, sluggishly; quietly, softly, mildly;
stealthily; gradually, by degrees; successively; little by
little, step by step:—anai-anai, adv. Very slowly, very
softly, &c.:—anai- ara, s.m. The planet Saturn, or its
regent.
S I E 8hanais, = H E 8h anai (contrac. of next),adv.
Slowly, tardily, sluggishly; quietly, softly, mildly;
stealthily; gradually, by degrees; successively; little by
little, step by step:—anai-anai, adv. Very slowly, very
softly, &c.:—anai- ara, s.m. The planet Saturn, or its
regent.
A b E shan (v.n. fr. b E 'to be bad, or abominable,' &c.),
adj. Bad, evil, foul, abominable, unseemly, shocking,
base, disgraceful; adulterous.
P P E shana (for A. ~P E shanat, fem. of shan),
adj.=shan, q.v.;—s.f. (=fl--shana), Badness, evil

Auspicious, propitious, fortunate, lucky, prosperous,
happy;—s.m. Name of the third god of the Hind triad,
the Deity in the character of producer or destroyer, or
Time personied; the phallic emblem of iva;—an
auspicious planetary conjunction; the twentieth of the
astronomical periods called yoga; a name of the Veda;
nal emancipation, beatitude; bliss, happiness, wellbeing;—a pillar or post to which cattle are tied; a kind of
drug and perfume;—water; rock-salt; sea-salt:—ivlay(˚va
+al˚), s.m. iva's abode'; red basil, Ocymum sanctum;—a
temple or shrine dedicated to iva; a cemetery, a place
where bodies are burnt:—iv-bhakt, s.m. A worshipper of
iva:—iv-pur, s.m. or iv-pur, s.f. ' iva's city,' name of
the city of Benares (especially sacred to iva):—iva-priya,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dear to, or esteemed by, iva;—the
tree Sesbana grandiora; the thorn-apple; crystal;—the
seeds of the rudrksh:—iva-priy, s.f. The goddess Durg:
—hiv- ara, vulg. iu- ara, s.m. The (blessed) feet of
iva;—a proper name:— iva-droh, s.m. The enmity or the
malevolence of iva:—iv-dhtu, s.m. ' iva's essence,'
quicksilver; ' iva's mineral,' milk-stone, opal,
chalcedony:—iv-dhm, s.m. An epithet of Kails; and of
Benares:—iv-dn, vulg. iu-dn, adj. Bestowed by iva;—a
proper name (=Theodore; ud-dd):—iva-rtri, vulg.
iu-rtr, s.f. ' iva's night,' name of a celebrated and
very popular festival in honour of iva or of the birth of
the phallus (kept on the 14th of the dark half of the
month Mgh (Jan.-Feb.); a rigorous fast and
extraordinary ceremonies are observed during the day
and night, and iva is worshipped under the type of the
ling):—iv-samj, s.m. An assemblage of the worshippers
of iva (esp. on Mount Kails):—iv-a kar, vulg. siusa kar, s.m. An epithet of iva or Mahde o; a proper

name:—iv-ail, s.m. 'Siva's mountain,' a name of Mount
Kails:—iv-ga, s.m. The attendants of iva:—iva-ling,
s.m. The phallus or emblem of iva:— iv-nrya, vulg.
siu-nrain, s.m. An epithet of iva; name of another god;
a proper name:—iv-nrya, s.m. A follower of ivnrya :— iv-vn, s.f. The voice or the words of iva.
P E sho or sh [imperat. & rt. of shustan; fr. Zend ud= S.
8,], part. adj. & s.m. Washing;—washer (used as last
member of compounds).
P E shau, vulg. sho(contrac. of shauhar, q.v.), s.m. A
husband.
S  E .8 iv, s.f. The wife of iva, the goddess Durg, or
Prvat, &c.;—a jackal;—the tree Mimosa suma; yellow
myrobalan, Terminalia chebula; emblic myrobalan.
S  E :v, s.m.=van, q.v.
H  E 8 awd, corr. of sawd, q.v.
A . E shawr, s.f. pl. (of shr), High roads.
H  E 8 "awr, s.f. (dialec.)=ambl, q.v.
S K E :vs, s.m. Breathing, respiration; breath
(=s s); sighing, a sigh;—air, wind; life:—vs khai nor
vs len, To draw breath, to take breath, to breathe.
H B E :vs [S. :+t], s.m.=vs, q.v.
A  E shawwl (v.n. fr.

E 'to rise,' &c.), s.m. The tenth

month of the Mohammadan year (the month next after
Ramazn;—on the rst day of Shawwl the festival of
Bairm or Id is celebrated, and it is customary to make
presents, &c.).
H  E .8 !iwl, corr. 8 ! awl, = H " E .8 ! iwl,
corr. 8 !awl [S. .8 + !t], s.m. Any temple
dedicated to iva; a cemetery, a ground where corpses
are burnt;—red basil, Ocymum sanctum.
H " E .8 !iwl, corr. 8 ! awl = H  E .8 !

S  E :vn, s.m. (f. -), A dog, hound (=van, v).
H  E :vn, s.f.=vn, q.v.
H  E .8 iwn, s.m. corr. of siwn, q.v.
S  E .8 "ivn, s.f. The wife of iva, the goddess
Durg, &c.
S  E :"vn, s.f. (see vn), A bitch.
P E shob (fr. shustan; see shoor sh ), s.m. Washing; a
wash.
S & E 85#obh, s.f. Light, lustre, radiance, splendour,
brilliance; beauty, elegance, grace, comeliness;
ornament, decoration, dress;—a species of the
kritimetre:—obhnjan(˚bh+an˚),
s.m. The tree

Hyperanthera moringa(com. called sajin, and sahajn(it is
used as a substitute for horse-radish):—obhnvit(˚bh
+an˚), adj. Beautiful, ornamented; illustrious:—obh-vish,
adj. (f. -), Beautiful, lovely; ornamented, decorated,
adorned.
S <8 & E 85#*obhnjan, s.m. See s.v. obh.
P  @ ) & E 85#/obhyamn, adj.=obhamn, q.v.
S & E 85.#obhit, part. (f. -), Beautied, adorned,
decorated, ornamented, made splendid; beautiful, lovely.
S  @ & E 85#/obhamn, adj. Shining, beautiful,
splendid, &c. (=obh, q.v.).
S <& E 85#obhan, adj. (f. -), Adorning, beautifying;—
shining, splendid; beautiful, handsome, pleasing; richly
adorned;—propitious, auspicious; decorous, virtuous,
good;—s.m. A shining, comeliness, handsomeness,
pleasantness;—a burnt-oering for auspicious results; a
planet; a lotus;—the fth of the astronomical divisions of
the ecliptic.
H & E 85#obhn [obh˚= S. 85#(), rt. 8,#] , v.n. To

iwl, corr. 8 ! awl,[S. .8 + !t], s.m. Any temple

be becoming (to, -ko), to become, bet, beseem; to grace.
S & E 85#"obh, adj. (f. -in), Shining, radiant, brilliant,

dedicated to iva; a cemetery, a ground where corpses
are burnt;—red basil, Ocymum sanctum.
S ! E .8 !ivlay, and H. .8 !h ivlai, or 8 !h avlai,

splendid; adorning, beautifying; beautiful, handsome;
distinguished, conspicuous.
S  ; E :va-pk (va= van, q.v.), s.m. (f. -), lit.'Dog-

s.m. See s.v. iva; and also iwl.
H ! E 8 !"awl, s.f. (dialec.)=ambl, q.v.

cooking'; a man of a degraded and outcast tribe
(described as the son of an Ugra woman by a Kshatriya,
and classed with the anl, q.v.).

S 9; E :va-pa , s.m. (f. -), A dog-feeder; a person of

P r E sho , s.f. Playfulness, fun, mischief; pertness,

a low and degraded caste, a anl(cf. va-pk).
S
 ; E .8 ,"iv-pur, s.f. See s.v. iva.

sauciness; coquetry, wantonness; forwardness, boldness,
insolence, &c.:—sho -se, adv. Playfully, in mischief;
pertly; wantonly, &c.:—sho  karn, To practise mischief,
&c.; to be pert or saucy; to be insolent; to be wanton, &c.
S  E 80W dra, vulg.  dr, and s dr, s.m. A man of the

S Y E .:Pvitra, s.m. Morbid whiteness of the skin, white
leprosy, vitiligo.
S Y E .:P"vitr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Aected with
whiteness of the skin or leprosy, leprous;—a leper.
S &Y E 85Rotha, vulg. oth, s.m. Swelling, intumescence,
tumefaction (from disease); dropsy:—otha-ghna, adj.
Destroying or removing swellings, discutient:—otha-ghn,
s.f. Hogweed, Boerhavia di"usa.
H V E 85o , s.m. Sorrow, &c. (=o an, q.v.):—o -ar,
s.m. Sorrow and fear.
H V E 85o , s.m. corr. of so , q.v.
S V E 8Mau (fr. u i), s.m. Purication from personal
delement (esp. from delement caused by the death of
a relation, &c.); purication by ablution; evacuation of
excrement; ablution; freedom from delement; purity,
cleanness; honesty:—au par, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Intent
on purity, &c.;—a cleanly person;—a virtuous or honest
person.
S = E 85.o it, part. (f. -), Made sad, saddened,
grieved; aicted; sorrowful.
S I= E 85.o is, s.m. Light, lustre, radiance; ame:—
o ish-keadj. & s.m.
Having (rays of) light for hair; having aming locks;—
epithet of the sun; of Agni;—re.
S <= E 85o an, adj. (f. -), Sorrowing, lamenting;
sorrowful, regretful, sad;—s.m. (f. -), Grieving,
mourning, sorrow, grief, sadness, regret, distress.
P t E sho , adj. Bright (as colour, &c.), cheerful, gay,
sprightly; buxom; brisk, spirited; humorous, sly;
whimsical, capricious, playful, mischievous; petulant,
saucy, bold, daring, hardened, strong; insolent,
presumptuous; brazen, wanton, impudent, shameless;—
s.f. A wanton:—sho - ashm, or sho -dda, adj. Playfuleyed; of a wanton look, lewd, impudent:—sho - ashm,
s.f. Playfulness of the eye; wantonness:—sho -mizj, adj.
Of a gay disposition, &c.

fourth or servile caste of the Hinds (whose only
business, according to Manu, was to serve the three
higher castes; he is fabled to have sprung from the feet
of Brahm).
S  E 80W dr, = S  E 80W4"  dr,s.f. A woman of
the dra caste; the wife of a dra.
S  E 80W4" dr, = S  E 80W  dr,s.f. A woman of
the dra caste; the wife of a dra.
S Y E 80W drat, s.f. = S Y E 80W;  dratva, s.m.The
nature or condition of a dra; servility.
S Y E 80W;  dratva, s.m. = S Y E 80W  drat, s.f.The
nature or condition of a dra; servility.
H  E 80W" dran, = S  E 80W"  dr,s.f.= dr, q.v.
S  E 80W" dr, = H  E 80W"  dran,s.f.= dr, q.v.
S ( E 85odhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Puricatory,
purifying, cleansing; purgative; corrective; paying o a
debt; retaliating;—a purier, rener; a corrector; (in
Arith.) the subtrahend; the quantity to be subtracted
from a number to render it capable of yielding an exact
square root.
S < E 85odhan, adj. (f. -or -), Purifying, &c.
(=odhak, q.v.);—s.m. Cleaning, cleansing, purifying,
rening; clearance; correction, freeing from faults,
clearing away errors, removing or eradicating anything
prejudicial; precise determination; payment, discharge
(of a debt), liquidation, quittance, acquittance; expiation;
retaliation, punishment; (in Arith.) subtraction;
excrement, fæces, ordure; green vitriol.
H  E 85odhn, v.t.=sodhn, q.v.
S  E 85"odhan, s.f. A broom, besom.
S  E 8 avar, s.m. A barbarian, a savage; a member of
a particular tribe of barbarians who inhabit the
mountainous districts of India, and wear peacock's

feathers as decoration;—name of ivan-water.
S  E 80 ra, vulg.  r, and s r, s.m. A hero; warrior,
champion, a valiant man, a great or mighty man; a lion;
a boar; the sun:— ra-sen, s.m. Name of the country
about Mathur:— ra-senaj(S. sena-ja), s.m. (f.-), A native
of urasen:— ra-sen-k, s.m. pl. The people of urasen:—
 r-manushya, s.m. A valiant or heroic man, a champion:
— r-vr, vulg. s r-br, adj. & s.m. Brave, valiant, heroic;—
a valiant man, hero, champion.
P  E shor [rt. Zend khshar= S. d], s.m. Cry, noise, outcry,
exclamation, din, clamour, uproar, tumult, disturbance;
renown;—adj. Disturbed (in mind), mad (=shorda);—salt,
brackish (cf. S. kshra); very bitter;—unlucky:—shor-angez,
adj. Exciting tumults, raising disturbances:—shor-war,
adj. Noisy, tumultuous; unfortunate, calamitous:—shorba t, adj. Ill-fated, unfortunate, wretched; infamous:—
shor-pusht(or shora-pusht), adj. Noisy, quarrelsome,
encouraging disturbance, refractory, unruly:—shorpusht(or shora-pusht), s.f. Turbulence, unruliness,
refractoriness:—shor- ashm, adj. Having an unlucky or
malignant eye:—shor ln, v.n. To raise an outcry, &c.:—
shor-zamn, s.f. Salsuginous ground; barren land:—shorshr, or shor-sharb, or shor-shagab,
 s.m. Noise, bustle,
clamour, tumult, disturbance:—shor karnor shor ma n,
v.n. To make a noise, create an uproar or disturbance,
&c.:—shor lagn(-ko), To become saline.
P  E sh r (for A.  E sh r, v.n. fr.  E , iv of  E 'to show,'
&c.), s.m. Consultation, deliberation, counsel, advice
(=mashwara); agreement, convention; mixture.
H  E 85or, s.m.=shora, q.v.
P  E shorb, s.m. Soup, broth.
P   E shor-bor, adj.=sharbor, q.v.
S ] E 80' rp, s.m. A winnowing basket (=s p, q.v.);—a
measure of two droas:— rp-nakh, s.f. lit.'Having ngernails like winnowing fans,' name of the sister of Rva ,
q.v.
S ;  E 80u rp, s.f. A small winnowing basket; a toy for
children.
H A E 80 rat, s.f. corr. of A f  rat, q.v.
S Y E 80 rat, vulg.  rt= H $ Y E 80  rt [˚t= S.

+], s.f. Bravery, courage, valour, heroism, prowess:
— rat-dhr, adj. & s.m. Heroic;—a hero.
H $ Y E 80  rt = S Y E 80  rat, vulg.  rt[˚t= S.
+], s.f. Bravery, courage, valour, heroism, prowess:
— rat-dhr, adj. & s.m. Heroic;—a hero.
H 5 E 80* raj, s.m. corr. of s raj, q.v.
P D  E shorish (abst. s. fr. shor, q.v.), s.f. Commotion,
confusion, tumult, disturbance, insurrection, &c.;—
brackishness, saltness:—shorish bar-p karn, To create a
disturbance, excite an insurrection.
H a  E 80/ rm, corr. 1˚ of surma; 2˚ of s rm, qq.v.
S  E 804 ra, s.m. The plant Bignonia indica;—the
esculent root Arum campanulatum.
H ^ E 80($ ra g, corr. of sura g, q.v.
P  E shorw, vulg. shurw, surw, s.m.=shorb, q.v.
P ? E shora (fr. shor, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Barren (ground);
marshy;—barren or nitrous soil;—saltpetre; nitre; nitrate
of potash:—shora-gar, s.m. A manufacturer of saltpetre:—
shore-k, adj. (f. -), Of saltpetre, made of saltpetre:—
shore-k pn, s.m. Water cooled in saltpetre:—shore-k tezb, s.m. Nitric acid.
P ) E shoryat, vulg. shoriyat(shor, q.v.+A. abst. a. -yat),
s.f. Saline quality; brackishness, saltness.
P X + ) E shordag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Derangement,
distractedness, madness (from love); love, insane
passion.
P ?+ ) E shorda (perf. part. of shordan, fr. shor, q.v.), part.
adj. Disturbed (in mind), distracted, mad, frantic;
desperately in love; faint; dejected:—shorda-l, adj. In a
distracted state (of mind), demented, mad, &c.:—shordatir, adj. Dejected, melancholy, sad.
S ) E 8Maurya,
'
s.m. Heroism, valour, bravery, prowess.
H B E :,vasur, s.m.=vaur, q.v.
S D E 853osh, vulg. okh, sokh, s.m. Drying up,
exsiccation; dryness; emaciation; pulmonary
consumption; intumescence.
S E E :8,vaur, s.m. A father-in-law (=sasur, q.v.).
S E E :Y0var , s.f. A mother-in-law.

S (E E 853oshak, adj. (f. -ik), Drying up; absorbing,
absorbent; avaricious; rapacious.
S <E E 8534osha, s.m. A drying up, draining; sucking
up, suction; absorption; exhaustion:—dry ginger;—one of
the arrows of Kmdev (god of love).
P E E shosha (cf. P P E shshaa), s.m. An ingot (of gold or
silver); a bar (of iron, &c.); a chip; a particle, part, bit,
piece; rubbish, lth.
A G E shauq (inf. n. of G E 'to excite desire,' &c.), s.m.
Desire, yearning, deep longing, predilection (for, -k),
inclination, aection, love; fancy (for), pleasure (in);
taste; ardour, zeal, eagerness, avidity; alacrity, gaiety,
cheerfulness; curiosity:—shauq-auq, s.m. Pleasure,
delight, gratication:—shauq-se, adv. With alacrity, &c.,
with pleasure, gladly, cheerfully; at pleasure, according
to (one's) wish or desire.
P i E shauq (rel. n. fr. shauq), adj. & s.m. Desirous,
loving, amorous; cheerful;—a desirer, &c. (see shauqn).
P < i E shauqn [shauq, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S. ], adj. &
s.m. Desirous, loving, amorous; lascivious; fond (of),
intent (upon), devoted (to), eager; a lover (of), fancier
(of); an amateur; an enthusiast.
P  i E shauqiya (fr. shauq, after the model of the A. fem.),
adj. Amorous, loving, tender, aectionate, &c.;—s.m. The
part of an epistle which follows the complimentary
address.
S  E 80 ka, vulg.  k, s.m. Awn (of barley, &c.); a
bristle, spicule; sharp hair (of insects);—compassion,
clemency, tenderness:— k-k, s.m. A hairy caterpillar.
S  E 85oka, vulg. ok, and sok, sog, s.m. Sorrow, grief,
sadness, anguish, regret, woe,
mourning, lamentation, aiction, distress:—okrt(˚ka
+r˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Aicted with grief or sorrow,
sorrow-stricken, pained, grieved, sorrowful;—a very
sorrowful person, &c.:—okkul(˚ka+k˚), adj. (f. -),
Overcome with sorrow, overwhelmed with grief, greatly
distressed:—ok-bha g, s.m. Dissipation or removal of
sorrow;—(f. -or -), a dissipator or remover of sorrow:—
ok-par, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Whose principal occupation is
grief;—a person lled with grief:—ok-janak, adj. Grief-

producing, aictive:—ok-ar, s.m. Sorrow and fear:—ok
karn, v.n. To sorrow, grieve, &c.:—ok-may, adj. (f. -),
Abounding in sorrow or woe:—ok-vat, or ok-vant, or okvn, adj. (f. -vat), Full of grief, sorrowful, &c. (=ok, q.v.):
—okokti(˚ka+uk˚), The language of grief, mourning,
lamentation:—okokti sambandhanya-gt, s.f. A dirge.
S  E .8 ivik, s.f. A palanquin, litter; a bier; a stage
erected for exhibitions; a tent, marquee.
S ]  E 80, kpua, s.m. A kind of gem; a kind of
amber?
S  E 85okit, adj.=ok, q.v.
P  E 8Mshaukat, corr. shokat(for A. ~ E , n. of un. fr.
shauk, inf. n. of  E 'to pierce,' &c.), s.f. A thorn;—power,
might, majesty, grandeur, magnicence, dignity, state,
pomp:—shaukatul-bar, A thistle.
S  E 80 kar, s.m. (f. -), A hog; a wild boar (see s ar);
the hog-deer:— kar-kshetror  kar-khet, s.m. = vrhakshetr, q.v.s.v. vrh:— kar-mukh, s.m. Name of a division
of the infernal regions (lled with boiling oil).
P  E shaukarn, or sh karn(?), s.m. Hellebore;
hemlock.
S  E 80" kar, s.f. (see  kar), A sow.
S 2  E 80/ kshma, adj. incorrect for s kshma, q.v.
H & E 85Lokh, s.m. corr. of D E osh, q.v.
H <& E 85L4okha, s.m. corr. of osha, q.v.
S  E 85"ok, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Full of grief,
sorrowful, mourning, sad, grieved, distressed, aicted.
H ' E 85$og, s.m.=ok, q.v.
H A &X E 85Voght, s.f. corr. of A p B saugt,
 q.v.
S

E 80! l, s.m. A sharp or acute pain; pain in the

stomach, colic; rheumatism; gout;—any sharp or pointed
weapon, a pike, dart, spear, lance; a trident; a stake; a
spit; an iron pin;—a banner, ensign; death, dying; the
ninth astronomical yoga:— l-pi, adj. & s.m. Holding a
trident in the hand;—an epithet of iva:— l-prot, s.m.
Name of a division of the infernal regions:— l-atru,
s.m. lit.'Enemy of colic,' the castor-oil plant, Ricinus
communis:— l-nirm lan, s.m. 'Destroyer of pain,' an
epithet of iva:— l-hrit, s.m. or  l-hat, s.f. 'Removing

colic'; assafœtida.
S " E 80! l, s.f. A spit; a stake (for impaling criminals;
—see s l);—a harlot;—a brick-kiln.
H " E 85!ol, vulg. sol[prob. S. 8.!t], s.m. The
aquatic plant #schynomene asperaor Hedysarum
lagenarium(a large perennial water-plant, abundant in
tanks and marshes between Calcutta and Hardwr, with
thick stems mainly composed of light white pith, which
is made into oats, toys, articial owers, models of
temples, &c., bottle-cases, stopples or corks, and hats,—
anglice, 'Solar ops,'—invaluable as a protection against
the sun).
H  *! E 80!" ln, corr. of sultn,
 q.v.
P ! E shola, prop. shula, s.m. A dish of rice and pulse
boiled together till quite soft; soft khi , q.v.
H ! E shola, s.m. corr. of shora, q.v.
S ! E 80!" l, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Suering sharp pain;
aicted with colic; suering from rheumatism;—armed
with a spear or pike, carrying a lance or stake &c.;—one
who suers sharp pain, &c.;—a spearman, pikeman,
lancer; an epithet of Mahde o or iva.
H ! E 80!" l, s.f. See ! Bs l.
A 1 E sh m (inf. n. of 1  E 'to be unlucky'; or pl. of the adj.
ashamor ashyam, fr. the same verb, used by the Persians
as a sing.), adj. & s.m. Unlucky, inauspicious,
unfortunate; disgraceful, vile; niggard;—black;—an
unlucky wight;—a miser, niggard (see s m):—sh m-ba t,
adj. Of unhappy lot, unfortunate, wretched:—sh m-tab,

adj. Ill-tempered; niggard, sh m-qadam, adj. Unlucky, bad
(omen):—sh m-mizj, adj. stingy:—Niggard, stingy.
H  a E shomr [prob. sh m, q.v.+Prk. .! , and
.!=S. !+t, and ], adj. (dialec.) Slothful, lazy,
indolent (=sust);—s.f. Sloth, indolence (=sust).
H  1 E sh m , adj. (f. -); see s m .
H  1 E sh m , s.f. A kind of fried food.
P a E sh m [sh m, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], = P  a E
shumiyat (for sh myat; sh m+A. a. ~)C), s.f. Avarice,
stinginess niggardliness.
P  a E shumiyat (for sh myat; sh m+A. a. ~)C), = P

a E sh m [sh m, q.v.+ = Zend a. i = S. ], s.f. Avarice,
stinginess niggardliness.
S  E 80 n, s.m. The uvula or soft palate;—a slaughterhouse, any place where animals are killed or are liable
to be destroyed.
H  E 80 n, adj. & s.m. corr. of  nya, q.v.; and see sun,
s n.
S  E 854o, adj. & s.m. Red, crimson; red in the face
(from passion, &c.);—the colour red or crimson; re; a
sort of red sugar-cane; blood; red-lead; the plant Bignonia
indica; the river Sone (see  B son):—o-bhadr, s.m. or
o-bhadr, s.f. The river Sone:—o-ratn, s.m. A red gem,
a ruby.
H  E 8Maun, s.m. A vendor of the esh of beasts or
birds (=aunik, q.v.).
S  E 8Maun, s.m. Meat kept at a slaughter-house.
S  E :van, s.m. A dog, hound.
H  E 80 n, adj. See  nya, and s n.
S  E 85.4oita, vulg. oi, adj. (f. -), Red, crimson,
purple;—s.m. Blood; saron:—oit-pur, s.m. The city of
the Asur Va(syn. v-pur):—oitopal(˚ta+up˚), s.m. 'The
red stone,' or 'blood-stone,' the ruby (syn. o-ratn).
S 0 E 8M.efauik, s.m. (f: -), A distiller and vendor
of spirituous liquors, a vintner, tavern-keeper.
S ( E 8Maunik, s.m. (f. -), A vendor of the esh of
beasts or birds; a butcher; a poulterer;—hunting, the
chase:—aunik-pradhn, s.m. Chief butcher, &c.
S  E 80B ny, s.f. (see  nya), A hollow reed.
S *  E 80B nyat, s.f. = S *  E 80B;  nyatva,
s.m.Emptiness, voidness, vacuity, non-existence,
unreality, vanity, the false or illusory nature of all
existence.
S *  E 80B;  nyatva, s.m. = S *  E 80B  nyat,
s.f.Emptiness, voidness, vacuity, non-existence,
unreality, vanity, the false or illusory nature of all
existence.
S   E 80B nya, adj. & s.m. Empty, void, hollow; vacant,
&c. (see s n, s n, and sun);—a dot, a cypher, &c.:— nya-

vd, s.m. 'An armer of non-existence,' an atheist; a
Buddhist.
P  E shauhar, shohar[Pehl. shi; Zend khshudra, 'seed'; S.
d,W], s.m. A husband.
P  E shauhar, adj. Of or belonging to a husband,
husband's.
S  E .8 ivi, s.m. A beast of prey, noxious animal.
P  E sho, sh (act. part. of shodan; see shoor sh ), part.
adj. Washing (used as last member of compounds).
S ) E :<veta, vulg. vet, and svet, adj. White; dressed in
white;—s.m. (f. -or -n), The colour white; a person
clothed in white; a conch; a small white shell used as a
coin, a cowrie; a white cloud; cumin-seed; silver; name of
one of the dvpasor minor divisions of the world (see
vet-dvp); name of the planet Venus, or its regent ukra;
name of the sixth range of the mountains which are
fabled to divide the known continent, viz.the white
mountains separating the varshasof Hiranmay and
Romanak:—vetrk(˚ta+ar˚), s.m. The gigantic swallowwort, Asclepias gigantea, bearing white owers:—vet-  ,
s.f. The white ant:—vet-dvp, s.m. 'The white island,'
name of one of the eighteen minor divisions of the
known continent (by some supposed to be Britain; by
others identied with Vaikuntha):—vet-dhtu, s.m. A
white mineral; chalk; the milk-stone, opal, chalcedony:—
vet-sarp, s.m. (f. -), A white snake;—the tree Tapia
cratœva:—vet-var, adj. (f. -), White-coloured:—vet-hast,
s.m. (f. -in), A white elephant.
S *) E :<vet, s.f. A woman clothed in white:—a small
white shell (used as a coin), a cowrie;—a kind of grass,
Andropogon aciculatum; aconi te
Aconitum ferox; various other plants; hogweed; bamboomanna; crystal; clayed or candied sugar.
S **) E :<vetat, s.f. Whiteness.
S *) E :<Pvetra, :hP vaitra, = S )*) E :h vaitrya,s.m.
White leprosy (=vitra, q.v.).
S )*) E :hvaitrya, = S *) E :<P vetra, :hP vaitra,s.m.
White leprosy (=vitra, q.v.).
H *) E :"vet, s.f. White (the colour).
H Z) E :<9vesh, corr. of svesha, q.v.

P ~E shah (contrac. of shh), s.m. & adj. A king, &c. (see
shh):—shah- l, s.f. A term in chess (when the king only
can move):—shah-den(-ko), To praise falsely, to atter;—
to give a paper-kite string:—shah-ru , s.m. (in Chess),
Check to the king by a castle or rook; a divergent check
on the part of the knight (or any inferior piece), at once
attacking the king and the castle:—shah-rag, s.f. The
great artery, the aorta; the jugular vein (in the arm,
&c.):—shah-zor, adj. Very strong or powerful, stout,
gallant, brave, heroic:—shah-zor, s.f. Great strength,
might; valour, heroism, prowess:—shah-mt, s.f.(?),
Check-mate. (For compounds not found in this place see
s.v. shh, for which shahmay in most cases be
substituted.)
P 4E shahb (prob. shah+b), s.m. A red colour (said to be
the colour extracted from bastard saron).
A 4E shihb, vulg. shahb(v.n. fr. U4E 'to be or become
gray,' &c.), s.m. Flame (of re); a rebrand; a brightlyshining star; a shooting or falling star; a meteor.
P  4E shahd (prob. for A. ashhd, pl. of shhid), s.m.
Evidences, witnesses.
P A 4E shahdat (for A. { 4E , inf. n. of + 4E 'to give
evidence,' &c.), s.f. Evidence, testimony, witness;
martyrdom:—shahdat--td, s.f. Corroborative
evidence:—shahdat--tarr, s.f. Written or documentary
evidence:—shahdat--u r, s.f. Ocular evidence:—
shahdat--dast-wez, s.f. Documentary evidence:—
shahdat-den, v.n. To give evidence, to bear witness:—
shahdat--zann,
s.f. Presumptive evidence:—shahdat

len(-k), To take the evidence (of):—shahdat-nma, s.m.
A testimony in writing:—roz--shahdat, s.m. 'The day of
martyrdom (of Husain),' the tenth of Moarram.
P a 4E shahmat (for A. ~a 4E , inf. n. of 2 4E 'to be hardy, or
strong,' &c.), s.f. Stoutness (of heart), bravery;
generosity, nobleness of mind; ingenuity, sharpness,
quickness of parts, penetration; agility, swiftness.
P  4E shahna, adj. (f. -) = shhna, q.v.
P A *4E shaht t, s.m. A mulberry (=t t, q.v.).
P  *4E shahtr, s.m.=shh-tr, q.v.s.v. shh.
A + 4E shahd, vulg. shahad, s.m. Honey (syn. madhu);
anything very sweet:—shahd-k makkh, or shahd-makkh,

s.f. A bee:—shahad-k mh hur, lit.'A sweet honeyed
knife'; a foe in the garb of a friend:—shahad lag-kar n,
v.t. (colloq.), 'To apply honey and lick'; to keep a useless
thing very carefully:—shahad lag-ke alag ho-jn, v.n.
(colloq.), To sow dissension (between), to set by the ears.
A + 4E shuhad, s.m. pl. (of shahd), Martyrs.
H + 4E 8,6hd [prob. S. d,Wt], s.m. A bad or loose
character, a pro igate, rake, debauchee, vagabond,
blackguard, scoundrel.
H <; + 4E 8,6hd-pan = H ; + 4E 8,6 ohd-pan
[˚pan, ˚pan= Prk. Q4(, Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +],
s.m. Dissoluteness, debauchery, raking, rakishness;
scoundrelism.
H ; + 4E 8,6ohd-pan = H <; + 4E 8,6 hd-pan
[˚pan, ˚pan= Prk. Q4(, Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +],
s.m. Dissoluteness, debauchery, raking, rakishness;
scoundrelism.
P 4E shahr [Pehl. shatan; old P. khsatra; Zend khshathra, rt.
khshi; S. dP, rt. .d], s.m. A city, town:—shahr-shob, s.m. A
disturber of the peace of a city; (met.) a mistress;—a
poem on a ruined city:—shahr-shob, s.f. Disturbance of
the peace of a city:—shahr-ba-dar, s.m. Banishment;—an
exile; an outlaw:—shahr-ba-dar karn, v.t. To expel from
the town, to banish:—shahr-band, s.f. Wall of a city;—a
prison:—shahr-panh, s.f. Wall round a town; fortications
of a town, intrenchments round a town;—shahr-p r, s.m.
Suburbs:—shahr- abr, s.m. An intelligencer; a
newsmonger, quidnunc:—shahr-- amosh , s.m. 'The
city of the silent'; a cemetery:—shahr-dr, s.m. A birdcatcher; a huntsman:—shahr-garb,
s.m. A stranger, a

traveller:—shahr-gard, s.m. A city patrol:—shahr-gasht, s.m.
A city patrol;—patroning a city; a marriage procession
through a city.
A 4E shahr (v.n. fr. 4E 'to be apparent,' &c.), s.m. (orig.)
'The new moon when it appears'; a lunar month.
P A4E shuhrat, s.f. = P ?4E shuhra, s.m.(for A. {4E , inf. n.
of 4E 'to be apparent, or conspicuous,' &c.), Divulging,
publishing; publicity, notableness, notoriety, celebrity,
reputation, renown, fame, rumour, report:—shuhra-fq, or shuhra--lam, adj. Of world-wide celebrity,

renowned:—shuhrat paid karn(-k), To acquire a
reputation (for); to become famous:—shuhrat den(-ko),
To give publicity (to), to proclaim, to blazon:—shuhrat
hon, v.n. To be famous; to be notorious.
P ?4E shuhra, s.m. = P A4E shuhrat, s.f.(for A. {4E , inf. n.
of 4E 'to be apparent, or conspicuous,' &c.), Divulging,
publishing; publicity, notableness, notoriety, celebrity,
reputation, renown, fame, rumour, report:—shuhra-fq, or shuhra--lam, adj. Of world-wide celebrity,
renowned:—shuhrat paid karn(-k), To acquire a
reputation (for); to become famous:—shuhrat den(-ko),
To give publicity (to), to proclaim, to blazon:—shuhrat
hon, v.n. To be famous; to be notorious.
P 4E shahr (rel. n. fr. shahr), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to a city;—inhabitant of a city, a citizen, a townsman;
anything belonging to a city.
P  )4E shahr-yr (shahr, q.v.+yr= wror war), s.m.
'Possessor or lord of the city'; a king, a prince.
P  )4E shahryr, adj. Royal, imperial, regal;—s.f. Empire;
royalty, sovereignty.
P )4E shahryat, vulg. shahriyat(shahr, q.v.+A. a. ~)C), s.f.
Peopling, population; township; extent of a city;—the
polished manners of a city or town, polish, civility,
urbanity.
A 34E shahl (fem. of ashhal, rt. 4E ), adj. Having a tinge
of blue or gray, or of red, or green, in the black (of the
eye); having dark-gray eyes with a shade of red.
P 4E shahn = P $ 4E shahn (shah= shh, 'large'+n, q.v.),
s.f. A musical pipe; a ute; a ageolet; a clarion; a
hautboy:—shahn-nawz, or shahn- , s.m. A player on
the shahn, a piper, &c.
P $ 4E shahn = P 4E shahn (shah= shh, 'large'+n, q.v.),
s.f. A musical pipe; a ute; a ageolet; a clarion; a
hautboy:—shahn-nawz, or shahn- , s.m. A player on
the shahn, a piper, &c.
P ? 4E shahanshh, = P 4E shahanshah,s.m.=shhanshh,
q.v.
P 4E shahanshah, = P ? 4E shahanshh,s.m.=shhanshh,
q.v.
P  4E shahanshh, s.f.=shhanshh, q.v.
P  4E shah-wr, adj. & s.m.=shh-wr, q.v.s.v. shh.

P A 4E shahwat (for A. { 4E , inf. n. of 4E 'to desire,' &c.),
s.f. Desire, appetite, concupiscence, sensuality, lust,
lechery:—shahwat-angez, adj. Lust-exciting, provocative of
desire; lascivious:—shahwat-parast, adj. & s.m. Gratifying
desire or appetite, addicted to lasciviousness, sensual,
lascivious:—a sensualist, libertine, rake, debauchee:—
shahwat-parast, s.f. Sensuality, libertinism, debauchery:—
shahwat hon(-k), To lust (after), &c.
P Y 4E shahwat (fr. shahwat), adj. Lustful, lewd, lascivious,
lecherous, wanton.
A  4E shuh d (inf. n. of + 4E 'to be present'), s.m. The
being present;—adj. & s.m. Present;—one personally
present.
A  4E shuh d, corr. shah d, s.m. pl. (of shhid, q.v.),
Witnesses; evidences, testimonies;—Friday; the day of
resurrection.
A  4E shuh r, s.m. pl. (of shahr, q.v.), Lunar months,
months.
P 4E shah, adj. & s.f.=shh, q.v.
A + 4E shahd (v.n. fr. + 4E 'to give testimony,' &c.), s.m. A
witness; one who is slain in the cause of (the
Mohammadan) religion (on the eld of battle, ghting
against unbelievers, &c.); a martyr:—shahd hon, v.n. To
be slain in battle against unbelievers; to become a
martyr, to suer martyrdom; to come by one's death
unjustly, or by accident, &c.;—to fall desperately in love
(with).
A  4E shahr, adj.=mashh r, q.v.
H  4E 8Çaher, 8Á ahair, s.m. corr. of shahrq.v.;—adj.
corr. of shahr, q.v.
A E shai (v.n. fr.  E 'to will, desire,' &c.), s.f. A thing,
object; a matter, an aair; an article, &c. (syn. asbb).
H E 8hai, ae, vulg. sae(prob. a corr. of shai, or of shah),
s.f. (colloq.), Increase; incentive, incitement, instigation:
—ae den(-ko), To incite, to instigate;—to loosen, relax;
to give, yield.
S E 8ayy, s.f. A bed, couch, sofa (see sej).
S ; E 4ypara
'
(see next), adj. Belonging to the
yparn family.
' ], s.m. pl. Name of a
H ; E 4yypar [S. 4

family or race.
S  ; E 4uyparya, adj.=yparna, q.v.;—s.m. A man
belonging to the ypar race or family.
P  E shaiyd (fr. A. { E  ishdat, 'raising the voice,' inf. n.
iv of + E 'to call,' &c.), s.f. The act of raising the voice, or
of speaking loud.
A < O E shaytn,
 s.m. pl. (of shaitn),
 Devils, demons.
S (! E !ylak, s.m. (f. -), Wife's brother (see (sl).
S ! E 8!,aylu, adj. Sleepy; slothful, sluggish;—s.m. A
snake; a boa-constrictor; a dog; a jackal.
S 1 E /ym, adj. (f. -), Black, dark-coloured; darkblue, dark-brown, brown; dark-green, green; dark,
shady, dusky;—s.m. Black, brown, &c. (the colours); a
cloud; the Indian cuckoo (syn. koil); an epithet of the
sacred g-tree at Allahabd (called also akshay-vriksh,

'the imperishable tree'); a species of grain, Panicum
frumentaceum;—the thorn-apple;—sea-salt; pepper:—
ym-bhs, adj. (f. -), Of a brilliant black, glossy black,
black as jet:—ym-ra g, adj. (f. -), & s.m. Black; darkblue, &c. (=sym):—ym-sundar, s.m. lit.'Dark and
beautiful'; an epithet of Krish :—ym-kar, adj. & s.m. (f.
-or -), Black-eared;—any black-eared creature:—ymkar-gho , s.m. 'A black-eared horse,' a horse suitable
for the horse-sacrice (ava-medha):—ym-gha, s.f. A
collection of black clouds:—ym-var= ym-ra g, q.v.
S a E /ym, s.f. Night, shade, shadow (=P. shm); a
dark woman; a woman who has not borne children; a
form of Durg (much worshipped by the Tantrikas); a
cow; a small singing-bird with black plumage, Turdus
macrourus(com. called m);—name of several plants.
S  a E /ymk, s.m. A kind of edible grain,
Panicum frumentaceumor P.colonum(much eaten by
Hinds;—see s w ).
S *a E /ymat, s.f. = S *a E /; ymatva,
s.m.Darkness of colour, blackness; dark-blue; brownness.
S *a E /; ymatva, s.m. = S *a E / ymat,
s.f.Darkness of colour, blackness; dark-blue; brownness.
S a E /!ymal, adj. (f. -), Blackish, of a black or
dark-blue colour; dusky;—s.m. Black (the colour); black
pepper; the sacred g-tree; a large bee.

S 3a E /!ymal, s.f. A name of Durg or Prvat.

S * E 8"!tal, adj. (f. -), Cool, cold, chilly, frigid;

P U E sheb (said to be a contrac. of nasheb; but cf. UP E

stupeed; benumbed;—s.m. Coldness, cold; the moon; a
sort of camphor; a pearl; turpentine; sulphate of iron;
the plant Marsilea quadrifolia.
S 3* E 8"!tal, vulg. tl, stl, s.f. Small-pox; the

sheb), s.m. A descent, declivity; a hollow; the lower part
or bottom (of a mountain, &c.);—adv. At the bottom (of),
under, below.
A U E shaib (inf. n. of U E 'to be hoary,' &c.), s.m.
Whiteness (of the hair), greyness, hoariness.
S ` E ¶sep, = S IL E ¶ epas,= S &L E ¶v eph,s.m. The
male organ, penis; a testicle.
S IL E ¶epas, = S ` E ¶ sep,= S &L E ¶v eph,s.m. The
male organ, penis; a testicle.
S &L E ¶veph, = S ` E ¶ sep,= S IL E ¶ epas,s.m. The
male organ, penis; a testicle.
S ! &L E 8"v.!phlik, ¶v.! ephlik, s.f. The

goddess presiding over or in icting small-pox;—name of
several plants.
S *#* E 8"!talat, vulg. talt, s.f. = H $ *#* E 8"!
talt, s.f.= S *#* E 8"!; talatva, s.m.[˚t= S. + ],
Coldness, coolness, chilliness, frigidity; numbness;
insensibility; apathy.
H $ *#* E 8"! talt, s.f. = S *#* E 8"! talat, vulg.
talt, s.f.= S *#* E 8"!; talatva, s.m.[˚t= S. + ],

plant Nyctanthes tristis.
S I&L E ¶vephas, s.m.=ep, q.v.

Coldness, coolness, chilliness, frigidity; numbness;
insensibility; apathy.
S *#* E 8"!; talatva, s.m. = S *#* E 8"! talat, vulg.

S  E 8"ta, vulg. t, and st, adj. Cold, cool, chilly,

talt, s.f.= H $ *#* E 8"! talt, s.f.[˚t= S. + ],

frigid; dull, stupid; apathetic, sluggish, idle, lazy;—s.m.
Cold, coldness; numbness; frigidity; cold weather; the
cold season, winter; dew; wet, wetness:—trt(˚ta+r˚),
adj. Pained or pinched with cold, suering from cold,
chilled, cold, shivering:—tmanor tam(˚ta+a˚), s.m.
'A cold stone'; the moon-gem; crystal:—t u(˚ta+a ˚),
s.m. lit.'Cool-rayed'; the moon; camphor:—t g(˚ta+a ˚),
s.m. The being chilled; numbness; paralysis, palsy:—tjanak, adj. Generating cold; producing the sensation of
cold; cooling; chilly; refrigerative, refrigerant:—t-jvar,
s.m. Fever arising from cold or a chill; ague:—t-rj, s.m.
'The lord of cold,' the moon:—t-ritu,
 s.m. The cold
season, winter:—t-ras, s.m. The ux, dysentery:—t-kl,
s.m.=t-ritu,
 q.v.:—tosha(˚ta+ush˚), vulg. t-ush, s.m. A
mixture of cold and heat; lukewarmness; the change of
seasons, unsettled state of the weather;—tosha-mn,
adj. (f. -mat), Cold and hot; lukewarm; unsettled (as
weather):—t-har, adj. (f. -), Removing cold.
S ** E 8"tat, s.f. = S ** E 8"; tatva, s.m.Coldness,

Coldness, coolness, chilliness, frigidity; numbness;
insensibility; apathy.
S  #&* E 8hRaithilya (fr. ithila), s.m. Looseness, laxity;

cold.
S ** E 8"; tatva, s.m. = S ** E 8" tat, s.f.Coldness,
cold.

accidity; slackness, remissness; dilatoriness,
inattention; weakness; cowardice smallness; relaxation
of rule or of connexion.
S  * E 8h;aitya (fr. ta), s.m. Coldness, cold, frigidity.
A E shai , vulg. she , s.m. An old or elderly man, a
venerable old man, an elder; a head or chief of a tribe,
or of a village; the head of a religious confraternity, a
doctor of religion and law, a prelate; a reputed saint;—
the rst of the four classes into which Moammadans
are divided; an individual of that class;—a title taken by
the descendants of the prophet; a title given to
proselytes to Moammadanism;— she - illor she - ull,
s.m. A traditionary jester; a fool; a madman;—a scamp,
rogue:—she -o , s.m. A gure set up by way of sport,
or as a charm to stop rain:—she -saddo, s.m. A kind of
malignant deity worshipped by women (he is made
responsible for many diseases, and is supposed to be a
great admirer of women):—shai a-n, Our Lord; our
patron; my lord; my preceptor; my patron.

H  u E she   [shai + = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. Son of a
shekh (used in contempt).
H <> E she an (pl. of she ), s.m. (dialec.), Shaikhs, &c.:—
she an-pur, s.m. A town inhabited by Shaikhs or
descendants of the prophet.
P r > E shai  at = P  r > E shai  yat, vulg.
shai  yat(for A. ~r > E and ~ r > E , inf. n. of u E 'to
become a shai ,' q.v.), s.f. Old age.
P  r > E shai  yat, vulg. shai  yat= P r > E
shai  at (for A. ~r > E and ~ r > E , inf. n. of u E 'to
become a shai ,' q.v.), s.f. Old age.
H > E she  (fr. shai ), s.f. Boasting, bragging; boast:—
she -bz, s.m. A boaster, braggart:—she  baghrn, and
she  jatna= she  mrn, q.v.:—she  jha n(-k) = she 
nikaln, q.v.:—she - or, s.m.=she -bz, q.v.:—she 
mrn(-par), To boast (of), brag (about):—she -me n,
v.n.=she  mrn:—she  nikaln(-k), The boasting to be
taken out (of); to have (one's) pride humbled.
P + E shed, shaid[Pehl. shet; Zend khshaêta, fr. khshi, rt.
khshi; S. .d, rt. .d (d)], adj. & s.m. Bright, shining,
clear;—light; the sun; fascination (cf. urshed).
P + E shaid (see shed), s.m. Deceit, fraud, trick, hypocrisy.
P + E shaid (prob. fr. shaid= shed), adj. & s.m. Possessed,
mad, insane, distraught, deeply in love;—a madman; a
lover.
P  E shr [Zend khshra; S. d"], s.m. Milk (syn. d dh)—
shr-birinj, s.m. Rice boiled in milk (syn. khr):—shr isht,
s.f. A substance which rests like dew on certain trees
and is used in medicine; manna:—shr- ror shrra, s.m. A suckling, an infant, a babe:—shr rag,
s.f. Sucking, living on milk:—shr- urdas.m.=shr- r:
—shr-dr, adj. Milch; giving much milk:—shr-shakar, s.m.
'Milk and sugar'; aection; close intimacy; intimate
friends;—a kind of silk cloth:—shr-garm, adj. 'Milk-warm,'
lukewarm:—shr-ml, s.f. Bread made with milk:—shrmast, s.m. A ne plump suckling, a fatling:—shr--nai, s.f.
Juice of the sugar-cane:—shr-o-shakar, s.m.=shr-shakar,
q.v.
P  E sher, (prob. akin to S. 8), A tiger; a lion;—(met.) a lion
of a man, a brave man:—sher--b, s.m. 'Lion of the

water'; an alligator:—sher-babar, s.m. A lion:—sher-ba a,
s.m. A tiger's (or a lion's) cub;—a small gun:—sher-bakr,
s.f. 'The lion and the kid'; a boy's game:—sher-- ud,
s.m. 'The lion of God,' a title of 'Al, and of usain:— sher
rahn, v.n.=sher hon, q.v.:—sher--ql, s.m. 'A tiger in
egy'; a person only t to be looked at; a braggart:—
sher-k bol boln, v.n. 'To utter the cry of a tiger'; to roar;
to vomit with a loud noise:—sher--gard n, s.m. 'The lion
of the sky,' the sun; the sign Leo:—sher-mard, adj. & s.m.
lit.'Lion-man'; brave, valorous;—a brave man; (in the
language of the devout) one who, by the
practice of religious austerities, has obtained peculiar
eminence in spiritual matters:—sher-mard, s.f. Valour,
bravery:—sher hon, v.n. 'To be the tiger'; to get the
better (of), to overcome; be superior (to), be stronger; to
tyrannize (over), to oppress.
P ?d E shrza, s.m. The stitching of the back of a book;
sewing button-holes:—shrza-band, s.f. The binding of a
book.
P  E sher-na, adj. & adv. Tiger-like; erce as a tiger or
lion;—in the manner of a tiger or lion.
H $ E ¶!eril [S. 8"!t++!t], adj. (dialec.), Cold,
&c. (see tal).
H K E 8"ras, s.m. corr. 1˚ of iras;—2˚ of irsh, qq.v.
'
vulg. rsh, s.m. The head, skull; top;
S D  E 8"3rsha,
vertex (of a triangle):—rsha- hed, s.m. The act of
cutting o the head, beheading, decapitation.
S  E 8"4ra,
'
vulg. r, adj. (f. -), Withered, shrivelled,
shrunk; dry, sere; decayed, rotten; thin, lean, wasted,
emaciated; small, slender; broken o, shivered,
shattered; hurt, injured.
S * E 8"4rat,
'
s.f. = S * E 8"4;' ratva,
s.m.Withered or decayed condition; leanness,
emaciation; slenderness.
S * E 8"4;' ratva, s.m. = S * E 8"4
' rat,
s.f.Withered or decayed condition; leanness, emaciation;
slenderness.
H  E shrn, s.f. contrac. of shrn, q.v.
H  E shern [sher, q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. A tigress; a lioness.
H   E 8" rvik, s.f. corr. of ivik, q.v.

H  E 8" rw, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of shorw, q.v.
S  E 8" rvi, adj. Destructive, hurtful, injurious,
mischievous, malignant; savage.
P ? E shra (fr. shr, q.v.), s.m. Juice (of fruit); sap; syrup;—
new wine, must:—shra--rewand, s.m. Gamboge:—shra-ejn, s.m. Sap of existence, essence of life.
P  E shr (fr. shr), adj. Milky; relating to milk;—s.f. Part
of a ship.
P  E sher (fr. sher), adj. Of or relating to a tiger or lion;
lion-like; erce; bold;—s.f. Lion-like conduct; erceness;
boldness, intrepidity.
P <) E shrn, vulg. shr [shr, q.v.+n= Zend a. aêna= S.
], adj. Sweet; pleasant; gentle, aable:—shrn-ad, adj.
Of sweet or pleasing manners:—shrn-zabn, adj. Sweetspoken, gentle-voiced, aable; eloquent:—shrn-zabn,
s.f. Sweetness of speech, aability; eloquence:—shrntab,
 adj. Of sweet or gentle manners; of mild disposition:
—shrn-kalm, or shrn-guftr, or shrn-maql, adj.=shrnzabn, q.v.:—shrn-lab, adj. Sweet-lipped.
P ) E shrn, s.f. Sweetmeat, sweets; an oering of
sweetmeats;—eloquence.
H I E 8"s, s.m. corr. 1˚ of s; 2˚ of ss, qq.v.
H Z E 8"8, s.m.=ishya, or ss, qq.v.
H Z E 8"8, s.m. corr. of ssor ss, q.v.
H Z E shsh, s.m. contrac. (in comp.) of shsha, q.v. (e.g.
shsh-maal, q.v.s.v. shsha).
S Z E ¶3esha, vulg. esh, and sesh, ses(fr. ish), adj. & s.m.
Remaining; other, all the other; last, nal;—remainder,
residue, leavings; rest; arrears; surplus; balance;—result,
issue, eect; conclusion, end, termination; nish;
destruction; death; killing;—name of a celebrated
mythological thousand-headed serpent (see sesor sesh,
and ses-ng); name of Bala-rm or Baldev:—
eshvasth(˚sha+av˚), s.f. The last state or condition of
life, old age:—esh-bhuk, adj. Eating remnants of food:—
esh-path, s.m. End of a journey:—esh-jti, s.f.
Assimilation of residue; reduction of fractions of residues
or successive fractional remainders:—esh-rtri, s.f. The
last watch of the night:—esh-esh-, s.m. 'Sleeping on
the serpent esh,' an epithet of Vish u:— esh-krak, s.m.

(in Gram.) An oblique case:—esh-kl, s.m. The last time;
the last term; the time of end or death, the latter end:—
esh-ng, s.m. The serpent esh, the king of the serpent
race, and of Ptl (as the abode of snakes. He is
represented as having a thousand heads; and as
forming the couch and canopy of Vish u whilst sleeping
during the intervals of creation; and sometimes as
bearing the entire world on one of his heads. He is also
called An-anta 'the endless or innite'; and as such is
regarded as an emblem of eternity).
S  E ¶3esh, s.f. The remains of owers or other
oerings made to an idol and afterwards distributed
amongst the worshippers and attendants.
H 2  E 8"8/am [S. À88], s.f. The tree Dalbergia sisu,
and its wood (see sso).
S '  E ¶3$esh-ng, s.m. See s.v. esh.
H  E 8"85o, 8"80  , s.f.=am, and sso, qq.v.
P  E shsha (=S. ), s.m. Glass; glass-ware; a glass
bottle; a looking-glass, mirror, pier-glass, &c.; a pane of
glass:—shsha-bz, s.m. A juggler, conjuror:—shsha-bz,
s.f. Juggling, legerdemain:—shsha-bsh, adj. Brittle,
fragile; delicate, tender:—shsha dikhna(-ko), To show a
looking-glass (the practice of barbers, with the view of
ascertaining whether their services are required):—
shsha-dikh, s.f. The present given to a barber for
showing a looking-glass:—shsha-sat, s.f. An hour-glass:
—shsha-gar, s.m. A glass-maker:—shsha-gar, s.f. Glassmaking:—shsha-maal, vulg. shsh-maal, s.m. A house or
palace all hung with glass, an apartment or a cabinet
adorned with mirrors; an apartment of which the walls
are inlaid with pieces of glass; a glass house, a crystalpalace:—shshe-k deo, s.m. 'The devil of the bottle'; gin,
&c.:—shshe-k tara
 ph ln, 'To swell out like glass'; to
swell with pride:—shshe-me utrn, v.t. 'To bring down
(and shut up an evil spirit) into a bottle,' to subdue and
conne (an evil spirit) by magic; to captivate, charm; to
assuage, soothe, appease.
H  E shsh (dim. fr. shsha), s.f. A small glass; a small
bottle, a phial:—shsh sungn(-ko), To make one smell
hartshorn or smelling-salts; to administer chloroform,
&c.

A  N E shaitn (v.n. fr. w E 'to be burned; to perish,' &c., or

S  E 8"kar, s.m. Fine rain, drizzle; rain driven by

fr. <NE 'to turn away in opposition'), s.m. The devil,
Satan; an evil spirit, an evil genius, one who leads into
error or mischief; a rebrand, a mischievous imp:—
shaitn uhn, To raise the devil; to make a terrible noise
or row; to quarrel, ght;—shaitn auk , s.f. A company
of mischievous little imps:—shaitn h n, v.n. 'The devil
to get or be let loose'; the evil passions (of one's nature),
to be allowed vent, &c. (see shaitn lagn):—shaitn sir-par
a hn, 'The devil to get into (one's) head,' to be
possessed by the devil; to be bent on mischief:—shaitn
singr, s.m. The devil's ornament; the peacock- ower,
Cœsalpina pulcherrima:—shaitn-k
lashkar, s.m. 'The devil's

army'; imps, boys:—shaitn-k
 t, s.f. 'The devil's gut';

anything very long and winding (as a lane, &c.); a long
and tedious story:—shaitn-kla, s.f. 'The devil's aunt';

a mischief-making woman:—shaitn-k
or, s.f. 'The

devil's thread'; a spider's web:—shaitn lagn(-ko), To be
possessed by the devil; to be in a devilish mood; to play
the deuce; to practise all evil; to lust; to hanker (after
forbidden things, or things not to be obtained); to have
the head turned; to give oneself airs:—shaitn-
mujassam, s.m. A very devil incarnate:—shaitn ma n,
v.n.=shaitn uhn, q.v.
A  N E shaitn,
 adj. Devilish, diabolical.
P N E shaitanat
 (for A. ~N E , fr. <N E 'to act as a shaitn,'


wind; spray; mist; a drop of rain or water;—a sort of pine
(the saral), or its resin.
P  E shaikarn, shikarn(?) s.m. A species of hemlock (cf.

q.v.), s.f. Devil's tricks, devilment, devilry, wickedness;—
the ignis fatuus.
P P E sha (for A. ~P E shat, v.n. fr. b E 'to follow,' &c.),
s.m. A particular party or sect who follow Al (arming
that he was the rightful Imm after Moammad); a
follower of the sect of 'Al; a sectary (opp. to sunn).
A P E shiya, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to the sect of Al;
—a follower of the sect of 'Al (=sha).
P *h E shefta [perf. part. of sheftan, another form of
shuftan; rt. Zend khshub= S. d,#] , part. & s.m. Mad;
distracted (with love), infatuated, enamoured (of, -k);—a
distracted or infatuated person, a lover:—shefta-rang, s.m.
The smooth red peach; an apricot (cf. shaft-rang):—sheftahon(-k), To be mad (upon, or after), to be enamoured
(of), be desperately in love (with).

shaukarn).
S & E ¶Lekhar, s.m. A crest, chaplet, diadem, crown; a
garland of owers worn on the top of the head;—peak,
summit (of a mountain).
S Z E 8hdaiksha (fr. iksh), s.m. A young Brhma just
commencing the study of the Vedas.
S   E 8haikshya, s.m. Learning, skill.
S & E 8hLaikh, s.m. The ospring of an outcast
Brhma .
S   E 8h=aikya (fr. ikya), adj. Suspended in the loop or
swing of a porter's yoke.
S &J E 8"¾ghra, vulg. ghar, adj. & adv. Ouick, speedy,
swift, rapid; violent:—quickly,
speedily, rapidly, swiftly; soon;—s.m. (in Astron.)
Conjunction; parallax:—ghra karn, v.n. To make haste,
&c.:—ghra-kendra, s.m. (in Astron.) The distance from
the conjunction (of a planet), commutation:—ghra-gam,
adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Going or moving quickly, swift, eet,
rapid, expeditious;—an expeditious person; a swift
creature, a eet animal.
S Y&J E 8"¾ghrat, s.f. Quickness, haste, speed,
rapidity, eetness; alertness, agility:—ghrat-se, adv.
Quickly, hastily, speedily, &c.:—ghrat karn(-k), To
expedite, to accelerate.
S  E 8"!l, s.m. Disposition, inclination, character,
nature, natural disposition; quality; tendency; practice,
behaviour, conduct; good disposition or nature, good
conduct, propriety; amiability; virtue, piety; form, shape,
beauty; (at the end of adj. compounds) in the habit of,
disposed to, &c. (e.g. dn-l, 'disposed to give'; bhay-l,
'of a timid disposition'):—l-nidhn, s.m. 'A treasury of
virtue,' &c., an epithet of any very excellent person:—lvat, or l-vn, or l-vant, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Possessed of
good qualities; of a good or amiable disposition, wellconducted;—a well-disposed person, &c.

S  E 8h!ail (fr. il), adj. Stony, rocky, mountainous;—

S  E ¶ !evl, 8h ! aivl, s.m. The aquatic plant

s.m. (f. -or -), A mountaineer;—s.m. A mountain, hill; a
rock, crag, a dike;—benzoin or storax; bitumen; a sort of
collyrium:—aila-ja, ailaj, adj. (f. -), Produced in (or on)
mountains or rocks, mountain-born:—aila-j, s.f. An
epithet of Durg or Prvat:— ail-rj, s.m. 'King of
mountains,' epithet of the Himlaya:—ail-sutor ailkumr, s.f. 'Daughter of the mountain,' epithet of Um
or Prvat (=aila-j):—aila-grih,
 s.m. 'The mountaindwelling,' an epithet of the Himlaya.
S 3 E 8h!ail, s.f. A mountain, &c. (=ail).

Vallisneria octandra(see siwr).
S  E 8" "var (cf. van), s.f. An iguana (syn. goh).

P 3 E shln, s.m. A tablecloth.
S *# E 8"!lat, s.f. = S *# E 8"!; latra, s.m.Disposition,
inclination; quality; conversancy; practice.
S *# E 8"!; latra, s.m. = S *# E 8"! lat, s.f.Disposition,
inclination; quality; conversancy; practice.
H # E 8h!"ail [ail, q.v. + S. ], s.f. A small mountain, a
hill, &c. (=ail).
S # E 8h!"ail, s.f. A short explanatory rule, concise
explanation of a grammatical aphorism; a special or
particular interpretation.
S < E 8ayan, and (dialec.) H. 8h ain, s.m. Lying down,
sleeping, reposing; sleep; a bed, couch; copulation:—
ayan-sthn, s.m. A sleeping-place, sleeping-apartment,
bed-chamber:—ayane huk(˚na+i ˚), adj. Desirous of
sleep; desirous of copulation.
H < E shn, s.f. (dialec.)=sn, q.v.
A < E shain (inf. n. of < E 'to disgrace,' &c.), s.m. Disgrace,
dishonoar, disgurement; blemish.
H ^ E 8·$ g, corr. of s g, q.v.
S E ¶ eva, vulg. ev, s.m. A snake; happiness; the penis
(=ep).
S E 8h aiva, vulg. aiv(fr. iva), adj. Relating or belonging
to the god iva;—s.m. Name of one of the three great
divisions of modern Hind sects (the other two being
Vaish avas and ktas); a worshipper of iva, a ivite;—
the plant Vallisneria octandra.
S  E ¶ ev, s.f. The male organ, penis (=eva, ep).
H  E ¶ ew, s.m.=P. ? E shewa, q.v.

H  E 8" vik, s.f. corr. of ivik), q.v.
H  E ¶ 7ew  (i.q. sew , q.v.), s.m. Any faqrof the Jain
sect.
S E 8h !aival, s.m.=aivl, q.v.
S  E 8" van, s.m. A large snake; the boa-constrictor.
P  E shewan, s.m. Grief, mourning, lamentation.
P ? E shewa (perhaps akin to S. .8), s.m. Business,
trade, profession; manner, habit, custom, practice;
amorous ways and looks (syn. l; rawish; tarz):—shewa
dr, adj. & s.m. Expert, skilful, clever;—an artist, artisan;
a tradesman.
P  E shiya, = P 4 E shha,s.m. Neighing, neigh (of a horse).
P 4 E shha, = P  E shiya,s.m. Neighing, neigh (of a horse).
S < E ¦yena, vulg. yen, s.m. White (the colour);—(f. -)
a hawk, a falcon.
F
F d or swd(called d--mhmalaor d--gair-manq
ta),


is the twentieth letter of the Urd alphabet (the
fourteenth of the Arabic, from which it is taken). It
occurs almost exclusively in words borrowed from the
Arabic or in the secondary formations from such words.
In the few Persian words in which it is found, it has been
substituted, in modern times, for the original snor s, to
distinguish them, it is armed, from others of a
dierent signication (e.g. ad, 'one hundred,' for orig.
sad; and shat, 'sixty,' for orig. shast; to prevent their
being confounded with sad, 'a wall'; and shast, 'an aim').
In Arabic it is a strongly articulated palatal s, somewhat
like our ssin hiss; but in Persian and Hindstn its
pronunciation is hardly distinguishable from that of sn.
In reckoning according to the abjad, q.v., its value is 90.
As an abbreviation, it is used for, 1˚ a, written on
documents or accounts to indicate that they have been
examined or checked, &c.; 2˚ for afar, the name of the
second month in the Arabian calendar:—d karn, v.t. To
mark (a document, &c.) with the letter , implying that it
has been examined, or checked, or approved, &c.; to

check (an account); to approve, authenticate, grant,
sanction.
A  f bir (act. part. of %f 'to restrain (oneself), to be
patient'), adj. Patient, enduring.
P  fbir [bir, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Patience.
H < f bun, ban(fr. A.  f b n; cf. Gr. `% ), s.m.
Soap.
A  f b n, adj. Of or relating to soap, saponaceous;
soaped, mixed with soap;—s.f. (Persian) A kind of
sweetmeat (a mixture of almonds, honey, and oil of
sesame).
A U f ib, corr. ab, b(act. part. of Ucf 'to
associate,' &c.), adj. Possessing, possessed of, endowed
with (used in comp.; see below);—s.m. Companion,
associate, comrade; possessor, owner, lord, great man,
governor, chief; (in some Hind dialects) God;—a
gentleman, a European gentleman; a title of courtesy,
Master, Mr., Sir:—ib--i tiyr, s.m. One possessed of
free election or option; a sovereign, &c.; one invested
with authority or power:—ib--a lq, adj. & s.m.
Possessed of good manners, polite, courteous, aable;
well-conducted;—a polite or courteous man, &c.:—ib-tibr, adj. & s.m. 'Possessed of esteem,' esteemed,
respected, enjoying reputation;—one in whom
condence is reposed;—a highly esteemed or respected
man:—ib--iqbl, adj. 'Possessed of good fortune,'
fortunate, prosperous:—ib--band-o-bast, s.m. A
settlement ocer:—ib--tj, s.m. 'Possessor of a
crown,' a king:—ib--ta t, s.m. Possessor of a
throne,' a king:—ib--tadbr, s.m. A prudent or
discreet man, a well-advised man; a man of tact or of
resources; a diplomatist, &c.:—ib--tadq, s.m. An
attesting ocer; a public notary:—ib--tamkanator
ib-tamkanat, adj. Possessed of dignity:—ib--tamz,
adj. & s.m. Possessed of discrimination, discriminating,
intelligent;—a man of discernment, &c.:—ib--jedd,
s.m. A possessor of property; a landholder; a
householder:—ib--jamlor ib-jaml, adj. Beautiful,
handsome:—ib--l-o-ql, adj. & s.m. Well-informed,
intelligent; polite;—a well-informed man, &c.:—ib-aisyat,
 s.m. A man of property or substance:—ib--

na, s.m. The master or head of a house; a
householder; a host:—ib--dilor ib-dil, s.m. A godly
or pious man:—ib-zda, s.m. One of genteel family, a
young gentleman; young master; (in polite speech) your
son:—an inexperienced youth, a greenhorn:—ib-zdapan, s.m. Inexperience, ignorance, folly:—ib-salmat,
s.f. Salutation (salm); compliments; a bowing
acquaintance acquaintance, intimacy:—ib-salqa, s.m.
A man o good disposition; a man of taste, &c.:—ib-ila, s.m. An ocer in charge of a district, a district
ocer, a
collector and magistrate, a deputy-commissioner:—ibtab,
 adj. & s.m. Possessed of discernment, or genius, &c.;
—a man of discernment, or genius, or taste:—ib-adlat, s.m. An administrator of justice:—ib--adl, adj.
& s.m. Just;—a just man:—sib--aql, adj. & s.m.
Intelligent; wise;—an intelligent man, &c.:—ib--gara,

adj. & s.m. Designing; selsh, interested;—a designing
man, &c.:—ib-qirn, s.m. 'Lord of the happy
conjunction'; one born under an auspicious conjunction
(of two or more planets); a fortunate and invincible
hero; a great emperor; a title of Tmr; and of
Moammad; a title of honour;—adj. Fortunate,
prosperous:—ib-qirn, adj. Heroic; royal, imperial;—
s.f. The state or dignity of a ib-qirn:—ib--qismat=
ib--iqbl, q.v.:—ib--karmat, s.m. A possessor of
miraculous power:—ib--kamlor ib-kaml, adj. &
s.m. Perfect, excellent, procient; endowed with
supernatural powers;—a man of consummate ability or
skill, &c.; one endowed with supernatural powers; a
saint:—ib-kaml, s.f. Endowment with perfection,
excellence, &c.:—ib-log, s.m. pl. Gentlemen, gentry;
English people; Europeans; (local) the Moammadan
race of Saiyids:—ib--ml, s.m. A man of wealth or
fortune:—ib--maqd r, s.m. A man of property or
means; a solvent debtor;—ib--man, My dear Sir, my
good Sir:—ib--manzilat, adj. & s.m. Possessed of rank
or dignity;—a person of rank, &c.:—ib--nabor ibnab, adj. & s.m. Lucky, fortunate, prosperous;—a
fortunate man, &c.:—hib-nazar,
 adj. & s.m. Clearsighted, discerning, intelligent;—a man of discernment;
a pious man (=ib-dil):—ib--ilyat, s.m. One

possessed of (supernatural) power, a saint.
H % f 6 ib, s.m. Lord, master, husband (=ib);
—s.f.=iba, q.v.
P  % f aibn, s.m. pl. (of ib), Lords, masters, &c.;
gentlemen; Englishmen; Europeans:—aibn--angrez,
English gentlemen:—aibn--l-shn, Ocers and
gentlemen of high dignity.
P  % f ib-na [ib, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adj. Of or relating to gentlemen, or Englishmen; English;
European:—ibna libs, s.m. English, or European,
dress or costume.
P % f iba (for A. ~% f, fem. of ib), s.f. A lady,
mistress, dame, &c.; a wife.
P % fib (fr. ib, q.v.), s.f. Rule, command, sway,
in uence, lording; lordliness;—a kind of silk cloth; a kind
of grape so called:—ib karn(-par), To exercise rule or
sway (over), to rule; to lord it (over), to dommeer.
A  f d, s.f. The letter F :—d karn, v.t. See s.v. F 
(at the head of this article).
A  f dir (act. part. of + f 'to issue, proceed, &c.), adj.
Issuing, going forth, proceeding, emanating (from, -se);
issued, passed; produced; derived; happened:—dir karn,
v.t. To issue, put forth, pass (an order, &c.):—dirkunanda, s.m. One who issues (an order, &c.):—dir hon,
v.n. To be issued, be passed (as an order, &c.): to issue,
proceed, emanate (from, -se); to be produced, be derived
(from); to be committed or perpetrated (by,—as a fault);
to occur, happen, befall.
A G f diq (act. part. of G+ f 'to speak or utter truth,'
&c.), adj. True (in respect of speech, &c.), veracious; (a
man) of his word; sincere; faithful, just: exact:—diq
n(-par), To come or prove true (in the case of), to be
veried (in); to be applicable (to), to apply (to);—to suit,
t, become:—diqul-iqd, adj. True to (one's) faith,
rm in (one's) belief:—diqul-qaul, adj. True of speech,
truthful, veracious; true to (one's) word.
P i fdiq (fr. diq), s.f. Truthfulness, truth, sincerity,
&c. (=idq).
A . f , s.m. A measure of ve pints (artl)
 and a third
(used for measuring corn, &c.).
P Q m f iqa (for A. ~Q m f), s.m. A thunderbolt; lightning.

P e f f (for A. e f , act. part. of h f
 , rt. h f 'to be
clean or pure,' &c.), adj. Pure, clean, clear; calm, serene;
open, unclouded, bright (as the sky); open, sincere,
candid, frank; simple, innocent; plain, simple, easy of
comprehension, evident; distinct, perspicuous (a speech,
&c.); correct, true, exact, precise (as an account, &c.);
downright, decided, point-blank (as a refusal or denial,
&c.); out and out, thorough, complete, entire; smooth,
at, level (as a surface or plain, &c.);—adv. Clearly;
plainly; distinctly; openly, candidly, without reserve or
guile; clean out, outright; decidedly, atly; thoroughly,
entirely:—f--sfor f-f, adv. Clearly, openly, clean
out; without diculty; at once; exactly, precisely, &c.
(see f, of which these are emphat. forms):—f h n,
v.n. To get clean o; to be liberated or acquitted; to
escape unscathed:—f at, s.m. Clear or legible
handwriting:—f-dil, adj. Simple-hearted, pure-hearted,
guileless, open-hearted, candid, frank:—f rahn, v.n. To
be pure, or clean, &c.; to fast, to starve:—f-sufaid, adj.
Clear and bright:—f-sha"f, adj. Clear and transparent:
—f karn, v.t. To clean, clear, cleanse, purify; to clarify;
to wash, make white; to rinse; to practise (the hand); to
make a fair copy of; to clear (a jungle, &c.), cut down
trees;—f kar-jn(-ko), To make a clean sweep (of), to
ransack; to nish, eat up;—f kar-den(-ko), To clean
away, clear away, &c.:—f-karne-wl, adj. (in Med.)
Detergent:—f nikal-n, v.n.=f h n, q.v.:—f nikaljn, v.n. To get clean away; to get o scot-free; to make
o with all speed:—f honor ho-jn, v.n. To be cleaned,
&c.; to be cleared (as a road or jungle); to be settled (as a
dispute or dierence); to be removed (as an obstacle).
H _ f f (fr. f), s.m. Abstinence from food, fast (=fqa,
q.v.).
H _ f fa, s.m. A cloth (like a du-pa), worn round the
head, a pag or turban (such as is worn by an Indian
policeman).
P _ ff, adj.=f, q.v.;—s.f. A cloth through which liquids
are strained, a strainer; a lter; a cloth or rag for
cleaning, rubbing, or wiping (a slate, or a writing-board,
&c.), a wiper; a duster; a dish-clout; a tea-cloth; a cloth
with which a kettle or pot is lifted o the re;—f-nma,
s.m. A general release, discharge from an obligation; a

discharge, a certicate (cf. r-nma).
A ! f l (act. part. of #f 'to be good, or just,' &c.), adj.
& s.m. Good, right, just, righteous, virtuous, honest;
sound, proper, t, apt;—a good or virtuous man, a man
of probity and honour; a sedate, steady person (opp. to
enthusiast).
P c! f la (for A. ~c! f, fem. of li), adj. f. Good,
virtuous, chaste, &c.
A a f mit (act. part. of @ f 'to be or become silent,'
&c.), adj. Silent, mute; speechless, dumb; inanimate,
irrational.
A b  f n (act. part. of b f 'to make, construct,' &c.),
s.m. A maker, manufacturer, an articer, artisan; the
Creator:—n--qudrat, The Author of Nature.
A U$ f ib (act. part. of  f
 , rt. f 'to become, or fall, in
its settled or xed place'), adj. Going right or straight,
hitting the mark (an arrow, &c.), well-directed, wellaimed; right (as an opinion, &c.).
A 2 $ f im (act. part. of 1 f
 , rt. 1 f 'to abstain; to fast'),
adj. & s.m. Abstaining (from food, &c.); thirsty;—one who
fasts, a faster:—imud-dahr, One who fasts always.
 , rt. %f 'to play or sport,' &c.), s.f.
A %f ab (inf. n. of %f
(orig.) 'The east wind, or an easterly wind'; a gentle and
pleasant breeze; the morning breeze; the zephyr.
A  %f ab, s.f. Daybreak, dawn, early morning,
morning (=ub);—name of a bird:—abulair(morning salutation), Good morning!—ala-ab,
adv. Before or at dawn, early in the morning.
P  %f abat (for A. ~ %f, inf. n. of %f 'to be beautiful,'
&c.), s.f. Beauty, comeliness, gracefulness, elegance;
brightness of face, fairness of complexion.
A S %f abbg (v.n.
fr. T %f 'to dye or colour'), s.m. One

whose business is to dye, a dyer.
P $ %fab (rel. n. fr. ab), adj. Of or relating to a gentle
breeze, &c.
A %f ub, vulg. uba, s.f. Dawn, daybreak, morning:—
ub- ez, or ub- ezn, part. adj. Rising early in the
morning:—ub- ez, or ub- ez, or ub- eziy, s.m.
A thief who rises early in the morning and steals before
people are awake:—ub-dam, Dawn of day, early
morning:—ub--diq, s.f. 'The true dawn' (opp. to ub-

-kib), dawn of day:—ub-se shm-tak, From morn till
eve:—ub-ub, adv. At early dawn:—ub--kib , s.f.
The false dawn, the time just before daybreak:—ub
karn, v.n. To pass the whole night till dawn:—ub-gh,
or ub-gh , s.f. The morning time, the early dawn:—
ub-gh, adj. Of or relating to the morning or the early
dawn:—ub-o-shm karn, v.t. To put o from time to
time; to evade, to shilly-shally:—ub-hon, v.n. To dawn,
to become morning.
A %f abr, vulg. abar(inf. n. of %f 'to be patient,' &c.),
s.m.f. Patience, self-restraint, endurance, patient
suering, resignation:—abr pa n(-par), The patient
suering (of one oppressed) to be visited (onthe
oppressor, e.g. mer abr tujh-par pa eg, 'my patient
suering will be visited on thee'); to fall into calamity, to
fall under a curse:—abr samen(-k), To store up
calamity or evil (for oneself through wrong-doing), to
reap the reward of evil, to provoke the visitation of
Heaven;—to accuse falsely, to slander:—abr karn, v.n.
To exercise self-restraint, to practise patience, to be
patient, to wait; to endure, to bear up patiently (under or
on, -me or -par, or against, -se); to abstain or refrain
(from, -se); to content oneself (with):—abr len= abr
samen, q.v.:—abr-me giriftr hon, v.n. To be involved
in calamity, &c. (see abr pa n, and abr samen):—abr
hon(-ko), To have or possess patience; to be contented
or satised:—be-abror be-abr, adj. Impatient; restless,
dgety; hard to satisfy, avaricious, greedy:—be-abr-pan,
s.m. or be-abr, s.f. Impatience; restlessness; greediness,
avariciousness, &c.
A %f abir or ibr, s.m. The aloe.
A  %f ab  (v.n. fr. %f), s.m. A morning draught; wine
which is drunk in the morning, or which may be for use
in the morning (ub).
P  %f ab  (fr. ab ), s.f. The morning draught of
wine; a bottle for holding wine:—ab -kash, s.m. A
drinker of the morning draught.
A  %f ab r (v.n. fr. %f; see abr), adj. Having great
patience, very patient, patient, enduring; mild.
P ? %f ab ra, s.m. A dildo (=sab ra, q.v.).
P  %fab r (fr. A ab r), s.f. Patience, forbearance, &c.

(see abr).
A %fab (v.n. fr. %f 'to be a youth or boy'), s.m. A youth,
a boy.
A  %f ibyn or ubyn, s.m. pl. (of ab), Youths, boys.
A %f ab (v.n. fr. %f 'to be beautiful,' &c.), adj.
Beautiful, comely, graceful, elegant; bright, or fair of
face;—s.m. Brightness of face; fairness of complexion.
P  %f abya (for A. ~ %f, fem. of R%f, q.v.), s.f. A girl,
damsel; daughter.
A cf ib, s.m. pl. (of ib, q.v.), Companions, &c.
P  cf abat (for A. ~ cf, inf. n. of Ucf 'to associate
(with),' &c.), s.f. Companionship, society (cf. bat).
A  cfar or ar, s.m. pl. (of ar), Deserts, desert
wastes.
A e cf af (v.n. fr. gcf; see afa), s.m. (orig.) A
bookseller; a bookbinder (syn. jild-gar).
A g$ cf aif, s.m. pl. (of afa), Pages, leaves; books,
volumes.
A Ucf ab, = A  %cf bn,s.m. pl. (of ib, q.v.),
Companions, associates, &c.
A  %cf bn, = A Ucf ab,s.m. pl. (of ib, q.v.),
Companions, associates, &c.
P %cf bat (for A. ~%cf, inf. n. of Ucf 'to associate
with,' &c.), s.f. Companionship, society, company; an
assembly, meeting, association; a fair; discourse,
conversation, intercourse; carnal intercourse, coition,
cohabitation:—bat-bar-r, s.m. 'One who carries on or
promotes intercourse or companionship,' an
acquaintance:—bat-bar-r, s.f. Acquaintance:—batdr, s.f. Keeping company (with), associating;
acquaintance;—sexual intercourse, coition:—bat
karn(-se), To keep company (with); to cohabit (with):—
bat-yfta, part. adj. Trained in, or used to, good
society; well-bred:—bate uhn, or bate baratn,
or bate dekhn(-k), To be brought up in good society;
to be used to society.
P *%cf hbat (rel. n. fr. bat), s.m. A companion,
comrade.
P cf at, vulg. at(for A. ~cf, inf. n. of C f 'to be
healthy,' &c.), s.f. Health, soundness of body; restoration
to health; sound or valid or true state or condition;

soundness, perfection, entireness, validity, integrity,
accuracy, correctness, authenticity; conrmation:—
at-ba sh, adj. Health-giving; healthy; sanitary:—
at pn, v.n. To be restored to health, to recover
(from sickness), to get well:—at- na, s.m. A
necessary, privy:—at-se, adv. Soundly, well, correctly,
accurately:—at-nma, s.m. A certicate of health;—a
list or table of corrections, corrigenda:—at hon(-ko) =
eat pn, q.v.
A cf ar, s.m. A desert, waste, wilderness; a jungle,
forest; a plain:—ar-gard, adj. & s.m. Wandering or
travelling through deserts;—one who wanders, &c.
through deserts:—ar--laq-o-daq, s.m. A lonely
wilderness:—ar-nishn, adj. & s.m. Settling or living in
a desert;—inhabitant of a desert; a hermit;—ahrnaward, adj. & s.m. Traversing deserts;—traverser of, or
wanderer in, a desert:—ar-naward, s.f. Traversing, or
wandering in, a desert or forest.
P $cfar = P  $cf ariya (fr. ar; cf. A. arw),
adj. Of or relating to the desert, or jungle; uninhabited;
wild; forest.
P  $cf ariya = P $cfar (fr. ar; cf. A. arw),
adj. Of or relating to the desert, or jungle; uninhabited;
wild; forest.
H ?cf ara, s.m. corr. of ar, q.v.
A <cf an, vulg. aan, s.m. A large cup or goblet; a small
dish or plate;—a court, court-yard, area, square; a level
or plain tract (of ground); a lawn;—a kind of cloth:—an- aman, s.m. A lawn:—an-dr, adj. Having a court-yard
or area.
P (cf anak (an+dim. a. ak), s.f. A small dish or
plate; a small earthen pot, &c. (vulg. sahnak);—an
oering or oblation to Ftima.
A cf a (v.n. fr. C f 'to be healthy, or sound,' &c.),
adj. Healthy, sound, valid; perfect; whole, entire;
substantial, real, true, genuine; pure; right, just, proper,
correct, accurate, authentic, sure, certain;—s.f.
Signature, sign or mark, attestation; sanction (syn.
tadq):—ahul-badan, s.f. Soundness of body:—aslimor a-salmat, adj. & adv. Safe and sound, safe
and well:—a qar den(-ko), To determine, or to

receive, as genuine or valid:—a karn, v.t. To make
sound, &c.; to make well, to cure, heal; to rectify, set
right, regulate, correct, adjust, mend; to complete,
nish, perfect; to render valid, to substantiate, to
establish, to verify; to make certain, to determine (syn.
hk karn; durust karn);—to vouchsafe, give, or deal (a
slap, &c.), to strike, hit (e.g. tam a a karn);—to
write one's signature (in, -me ), to sign (a document,
&c.); to enter (in an account, &c.), to book, register:—
aun-nasab, adj. Of pure or genuine descent;
legitimate:—a hon, v.n. To be rectied, be corrected;
to be conrmed, be substantiated, &c.;—to be signed; be
attested, &c.:—a hai, It is right, or true, &c.; true; all
right; quite correct; exactly, precisely (syn. durust).
P h cf afa (for A. ~h cf, v.n. fr. gcf, of which Form I. is
not in use), s.m. A writing, a letter; leaf, page; book,
volume.
P + f ad [for orig. sad; Pehl. at; Zend ata; S. 8], adj. A
hundred, cent.:—ad-barg, s.m. 'Cent-foil'; a many-leaved
rose, Rosa glandulifera:—the Indian marigold (syn. ge d):
—ad-p, s.m. A centipede (syn. kan-khaj r; gojar):—adand, adj. A hundred-fold, a hundred times as much:—
ad-man, adj. Of a hundred manor 'maunds' in weight.
A + f ad, s.f. Echo; sound, noise; voice, tone, cry, call;
(among Khattrs, by whom it is corr. pron. sadd) an
invitation (to a marriage ceremony, or a feast):—
ad(corr. sadd) den(-ko), To call or invite (to a
marriage ceremony, &c.):—ad lagn, v.n. To cry, call
out (as vendors of wares, mendicants, &c.); to beg.
P A+ f adrat (for A. {+ f, v.n. fr. + f; see adr), s.f. The
oce of prime minister, or of chief justice; premiership;
chief-justiceship.
A .+ f ud (v.n. fr. .+ f 'to cleave, split,' &c.), s.m.
Headache, megrim; vertigo.
P i+ f adqat (for A. ~i+ f, v.n. fr. G+ f 'to speak truth,'
&c.), s.f. True or sincere friendship; love, aection;
friendliness; sincerity, candour; loyalty, delity; truth.
A + f adr, vulg. adar(v.n. fr. + f 'to issue, proceed,' &c.),
s.m. & f. The breast, chest, bosom; the upper or
uppermost part or end (of anything), the highest part;
the rst part (of); the rst place or seat (in an

assembly); the seat of Government, the presidency (as
opp. to the provinces or the Mofussil); the head-quarters
of a district; a military cantonment; the head, chief or
principal (in comp. it may often be rendered adjectively
as 'chief, principal, supreme, foremost, rst,' &c.);—
exaltation, pre-eminence;—adv. At the top; above;
before (used in comp., e.g. mufaila--adar, 'detailed
above, or before-detailed'):—adr--az am,
 s.m. A prime
minister:—adr-al, s.m.=adr--ud
r, q.v.:—adr-amn,
4
s.m. Head or chief amn, q.v.;—a subordinate judge (lower
than adr-al;—the
oce has been abolished):—adr4
bzr, s.m. The chief bazr in a military cantonment:—
adr-bor, s.m. The Board of Revenue, the highest
revenue court:—adr-jam, s.m.=adr-ml-gur, q.v.:—
adr-dwnor adr-dwn--al, s.m. A chancellor:—adrdwnor adr-dwn-adlat, s.f. The High Court of Justice
for civil
suits (in India):—adr-sarrishta, s.m. The chief revenue
oce in a district; the collector's oce;—the highest
authority or head of an oce:—adru-ud r, or adr-ud r, or adr-ud r, s.m. Chief judge; chancellor; (in
India), the principal Sadr-amn(now called a subordinate
judge):—adr-adlat, s.f. The Supreme Court of Justice:—
adr-fauj-dr-adlator adr-nizmat-adlat,
s.f. The chief

criminal court:—adr-ml-guzr,
 s.m. The head-man or
representative of a joint-tenancy village who engages
for and pays the revenue due from the community to
the government:—adr-ml-guzr,
 s.f. The sum-total of
revenue payable to government direct (exclusive of
cesses, &c.):—adr-majisre, s.m. Chief magistrate:—adrmaqm, s.m. Head-quarters:—adr-nishn, s.m. 'Sitter in
the chief seat'; a president, chairman.
P + fadr (fr. adr), s.f. A vest, waistcoat; a jacket (cf.
apkan).
A e+ f adaf, s.f. The mother-of-pearl shell; mother-ofpearl;—an oyster-shell; a shell;—a pearl.
A G+ f idq (inf. n. of G+ f 'to speak truth,' &c.), s.m. Truth,
veracity; sincerity, candour:—idq--dil-se , adv. Cordially,
sincerely:—idq-o-kiz b, s.m. Truth and falsehood; the true
and the false.
P i+ f adqa (for A. ~i+ f adaqat, v.n. fr. G+ f; see idq), s.m.
An alms; a gift, donation; a propitiatory oering, a

sacrice (to avert misfortune, or sickness, &c.); a person
or thing devoted;—devotion (to); favour, grace, kindness:
—adqe utrn, v.t. To draw o or away (an evil spirit) by
a sacrice (or by walking round the person, repeating an
incantation, &c.):—adqe jn(-par), To become, or to oer
oneself, as a sacrice for the welfare, &c. (of another);
to move round (a person) by way of exhibiting devotion,
or aection, or reverence (for him or her):—adqe denor
adqe karn, v.t. To sacrice (a thing, or oneself, for, -par,
the welfare of another); to devote oneself (for, -par):—
adqeor adqe-wr, My life is devoted to you; my life for
you:—adqe hon, v.n.=adqe jn, q.v.
P a + f adma (for A. ~a + f, n. of un. fr. admu, inf. n. of 1 + f

plainly, evidently; publicly; expressly.
P fur (prob. fr. A. ur, 'clear,' &c., v.n. fr. f),

'to dash or knock against'), s.m. A shock, collision; a
blow, contusion, injury; a stroke of fortune, adversity,
misfortune, calamity, accident:—adma uhn(-k), To
experience a shock (of); to suer a blow, &c.:—adma
pahu n, v.t. To cause (one) to receive a shock or blow,
&c.; to give (one) a blow; to bring injury on (one), to
hurt, injure:—adma--jismn, s.m. Bodily hurt or injury,
personal violence:—adme-se, adv. With a shock; with
vehemence or violence, with great force.
A + f ud r (inf. n. of + f 'to issue, proceed,' &c.), s.f.(?)
Issuing, proceeding, emanating, going forth (from, -se);
taking place, happening, &c.
A + f ud r, s.m. pl. (of adr, q.v.), Breasts; higher or
upper parts; chiefs; ministers, &c.
P + f adh, pl. (of ad, q.v.), collec. n. Hundreds (of
times, &c.); many, a great many;—by hundreds; (cf.
saik o , and hazrh).
P + fad [ad, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. A century;

&c.), s.m. A money-changer; a banker; one who knows
and distinguishes the relative excellence or superiority
of pieces of money, a 'shro.'
P _f arrfa, s m. The place where bankers transact

centenary:—f ad, adv. Per cent. (syn. saik e).
A H)+ f adq (v.n. fr. G+ f 'to speak truth,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Just, true, sincere, faithful;—a true or sincere friend.
P f arat (for A. ~f, inf. n. of f 'to be pure,' &c.),
s.f. Pureness, purity, genuineness; clearness;
palpableness; perspicuity;—adj. Pure, unadulterated,
genuine; clear, plain, evident:—arat-se, adv. Clearly,
plainly, palpably, evidently, &c.:—arat karn, v.t. To
make clear, or lucid, &c.; to elucidate.
A *-f arata (acc. of arat), adv. Purely; clearly,

s.f. A long-necked ask, a goblet, a gugglet; a jug:—
ur-bar-dr, s.m. The carrier of the ask or goblet:—
ur-dr, adj. Goblet-shaped:—ur-gardan, or ur,
s.f. (poet.) A long and beautiful neck.
A s f irt, s.f. A road, way;—name of the bridge over
the midst of Hell across which good Moslems expect to
pass into Paradise (it is said to be sharper than a sword
and thinner than a hair):—irtul-mustaqm, s.f. The
right way, i.e. the Moammadan religion.
A s f urt, s.f. A long sword.
A ef arrf (intens. n. fr. ef 'to turn; to exchange,'

their business; a bank; the exchange; money-market;—
money-changing; banking (=arrf):—arrfa kholn, To
open a banking-rm, or a bank:—arrfe-k koh, s.f. A
banking-rm, a bank.
P _farrf, s.f. Money-changing; banking; discount on
exchange of coins;—the commercial character used by
arrfs, &c. (syn. mahjan):—arrf-par a, s.m., or arrfih, or arrf-hun, s.f. A bank-bill, cheque, draft:—
arrf karn, To carry on the business of banking, &c.
A ff arar (v.n. fr. Cf 'to sound,' &c.), s.f. A cold
boisterous wind.
A .f ar, vulg. ara(inf. n. of .f 'to throw down'), s.f.
The falling sickness, epilepsy (syn. mirg); ecstatic
catalepsy.
A ef arf (inf. n. of ef 'to turn,' &c.), s.m. Turning;
changing, converting; change, conversion; shifting or
vicissitude (of fortune); passing, using, employing; use,
employment; expending; expenditure; cost; (in Gram.)
in ection, declension, conjugation; accidence;
etymology; grammar (in general);—volubility; dexterity,
address, cunning, nesse, stratagem:—arf karn, v.t. To
expend, spend (anything, in or on, -me ); to disburse; to
pass; to use or employ (in or on):—arf-o-naw, s.f.
'Etymology and syntax,' grammar:—arf hon, v.n. To be

expended, &c.
A ef irf (v.n. fr. ef 'to take (wine) pure or unmixed';
see arf), adj. & adv. Pure, unmixed, unadulterated; neat;
sheer; mere;—purely, merely, only, solely, alone,
exclusively, &c.:—irf-dast- at, s.m. 'A signature alone'; a
blank endorsement; carte blanche.
P _f arfa, (rel. n. fr. arf, q.v.), s.m. Expending, expense,
expenditure; economy; utility, prot; addition, surplus,
excess, redundance, profasion;—(for A. ~_f arfat), the
twelfth mansion of the moon; the bright star in the
tail of Leo:—arfe-se, adv. Economically; usefully, &c.:—
arfa karn(-me ), To spend or lay out (in);—to practise
economy:—arfa-karne-wl, s.m. An economical or frugal
man.
A _farf, adj. & s.m. Of or relating to etymology, or to
grammar; etymological; grammatical;—an etymologist; a
grammarian.
P ?f urra (for A. {f, v.n. fr. Cf 'to tie up,' &c.), s.m. A
purse.
A )f ar (v.n. fr. f 'to be pure, or clear,' &c.), adj. &
adv. Clear, apparent, evident, manifest, plain, palpable;
gross;—clearly, plainly, evidently, &c.; out and out,
absolutely, altogether, in toto(e.g. ar mukarn, 'to deny
absolutely or in toto'):—ar-se, adv. Clearly, &c. (=ar).
- )f ara (acc. of ar), adv. Clearly, &c. (=ar, q.v.).
A c
P c)far, adj. & adv.=ar, q.v.
A )f arr (inf. n. of Cf 'to creak, to make a grating
sound,' &c.), s.f. Creaking; grating (as of a door on rusty
hinges); scratching sound (of a pen).
A UP f ab (v.n. fr. UP f 'to be dicult, or hard,' &c.), adj.
Dicult, hard, arduous, troublesome, hard to be borne
or endured, disagreeable, distressing;—refractory,
untractable, disobedient, stubborn, perverse.
P  P f u bat (for A. ~ P f, inf. n. of UP f; see ab), s.f.
Diculty, hardship, trouble, distress.
A  P f u d (inf. n. of + P f 'to ascend'), s.m. Ascending;
ascent; ascension; (in Alg.) involution:—u d karn, v.t.
To raise (a quantity) to a higher power:—u d-o-nuz l ,
s.m. Ascent and descent; (in Alg.) involution and
evolution.
P ? P f awa (for A. { P f, fem. of P f; said to be orig. b f),

s.m. A kind of sparrow with a red head;—a water-wagtail
(syn. mamol).
A   f igr (pl. of agr, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Small;—little
people, the small:—gr-o-kibr,
The small and the great;

the populace at large.
A  f igar (inf. n. of  f 'to be small,' &c.), s.m.
Smallness, minuteness.
A  f ugar
 (pl. of agr, q.v.), s.m. The small; inferiors.

A  fugr (fem. of agar,
 v.n. fr.  f 'to be small'), adj.

Smaller, less; smallest, least;—s.m. The minor term (of a
syllogism).
A   f agr (v.n. fr.  f; see igar),
 adj. Small, little;
minor, junior; inferior:—agr-sin,
adj. & s.m. Of tender

age;—a youth; a minor; a child:—agr-sinn,
s.f. Tender

age; childhood, early youth; minority.
P ?  f agra
 (for A. {  f, fem. of agr),
 adj. Small, &c.
(=agr);—s.m.
A little, or venial, sin.

P   fagr (fr. agr),
 s.f. Childhood, infancy;—minority.
A gf a", vulg. af(inf. n. of g
C f 'to set or place in a row,'
&c.), s.f. A rank, row, line, le, series, order; a company
of men standing in a rank, &c.;—a long mat:—af-r, adj.
& s.m. Arraying, marshalling; arrayed, marshalled;—one
who arrays, a marshaller (of troops):—af-r, s.f. The
marshalling of troops; array; battle-array, parade;
tactics:—af b dhn, v.n. To draw up in ranks; to form
line:—af-basta, adj. Drawn up in a line or row:—af-band,
s.f. Array; battle-array, &c. (=af-r);—a line of hunters
or beaters (formed to close in game, or to drive it
towards the sportsman):—af--jang, s.f. The ranks of
war; the eld of battle:—af-dar, adj. & s.m. Rankbreaking;—rank-breaker, a valiant warrior:—a"-a",
adv. In ranks; in battle-array;—in military order:—afkash, s.f. Drawing up in ranks, putting (an army) in
battle-array:—af-k af, s.f. The whole line or row.
A h f af (inf. n. of h f, rt. h f 'to be clear,' &c.), s.f.
Clearness, transparency; polish, brightness; cleanness,
purity; serenity (of life or mind); freedom from trouble;
comfort; content; complacency; happiness, joy, pleasure,
recreation;—name of a mountain near Mecca;—adj.
Pure, clean, &c. (=f, q.v.):—afa-f, adj.
'Smacksmooth,' without a trace or vestige:—af-par,

adj. Endowed with integrity, sincere; puried, pure;
purged:—af- a karnor kar-ln, v.t. To make smacksmooth, to lick (a platter) perfectly clean; to make a
clean shave of, to shave clean.
A A h f ift, s.f. pl. (of ifat, q.v.), Qualities, properties,
attributes; good qualities.
A Y h fift, adj. Accidental; articial; extrinsic; acquired
(applied to qualities not innate).
P  h f a"k, s.m. for sa"ak, q.v.
P $ h faf (fr. af, q.v.), s.f. Clearness, transparency;
perspicuity; cleanness, purity; conservancy; smoothness,
evenness; openness, candour, good faith; freedom from
guilt, innocence; settlement of an account, &c.),
adjustment (of dierences); destruction, ruin:—af
batn(-k), To reject (a petition, &c.) without ceremony;
to refuse atly:—af karn(-k), To make clean, to
cleanse, purify; to clear (one's character, &c.); to make
clean work (of); to make a clean sweep (of), to sweep
clean; to settle (an account, or a matter, &c.), to pay o,
to adjust (a dierence):—af-nma, s.m. A deed of
release, or of acquiescence (given by the defendant in a
suit); a settlement, acquittance, discharge:—af hon(k), To be made clean; to be cleared; to be exonerated; to
be settled, be adjusted; to be swept clean; to be shaved
clean.
P h f u"at, s.f.=u"a, q.v.
P h f sifat (for A. ~h f, inf. n. of gf 'to describe,' &c.), s.f.
Description; a denition; (in Gram.) a descriptive epithet;
a descriptive clause or sentence; a qualicative; an
adjective; a quality, attribute, property; praise; form,
mode, manner;—adj. Like, resembling (used as last
member of compounds):—ifat-mau f, An adjective with
its substantive, the qualicative and the qualied.
P  *h f ifatya (for A. ~ *Q f, fem. of R*h f, rel. n. fr. ifat), adj.
Descriptive; qualicative, adjectival:—juml--ifatya, s.m.
A descriptive or qualicative sentence.
P ch f afa (for A. ~ch f, fr. h f afu, inf. n. of h f 'to
turn the side of the face towards'), s.m. Face, surface;
page, leaf (of a book):—afa--hast, s.m. The page of
existence; the face of the world or earth:—afa-e-hast-se
nm-o-nishn min(kis-ke), To wipe out (or to obliterate)

all trace (of one) from o the face of the earth; to
annihilate.
A h f afar (v.n. fr. h f 'to be empty,' &c.), s.m. The
second month of the Arabian calendar (on the 20th day
of this month is held the festival of Sar-o-tan, in
commemoration of the junction of the head and bodyof
Husain: the 28th and the last days of this month are
reckoned unfortunate; the former on account of Hasan's
being poisoned by his wife; the latter because
destructive vegetables are supposed to be produced on
that day):—afaru-l-muza"ar,
s.m. 'Safar the victorious or

fortunate,' the month Safar.
A h f ifr (v.n. fr. h f 'to be empty,' &c.), s.m. A cypher. a
dot, nought, zero.
A h f afr (fem. of afar, v.n. fr. h f), s.f. Yellow (the
colour); bile, gall; gold.
A h fafrw (rel. n. fr. afr), = H $h f afr (corr. of
the above),adj. Of or relating to the bile; bilious:—afrw
mizj, s.m. A bilious constitution or temperament.
H $h f afr (corr. of the above), = A h fafrw (rel. n.
fr. afr),adj. Of or relating to the bile; bilious:—afrw
mizj, s.m. A bilious constitution or temperament.
A e h f uf f, s.f. pl. (of a", q.v.), Ranks, rows, lines.
P h f u"a (for A. ~Q f, v.n. fr. g
C f 'to set or place in a
row'), s.m. A kind of vestibule or portico for shade and
shelter, open in front; a place for reclining on before the
doors of eastern houses;—a sofa, a couch.
P  4h f ifahn (for ispahnor isfahn, q.v.), s.m. Name of a
city of Persia (formerly capital of that empire).
P  4h fifahn, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to Isfahn;—a
native of Isfahn.
A h f af (v.n. fr. h f 'to be pure,' &c.), adj. Pure; just,
righteous; chosen;—s.m. Name of a Persian dynasty that
reigned from 1503 to 1736 (founded by Shh Ismil Saf,
and overt urned by Ndir Shh).
A  h f afr (inf. n. of h f 'to whistle,' &c.), s.f. Whistling,
whistle; sound; a hissing noise; singing (of a bird);
blowing;—a sapphire.
P 3f al (cf. ad), s.f. Calling or inviting (beggars, &c.),
to receive or partake of food; invitation; annunciation;
proclamation; voice, call, cry (of an auctioneer, or

salesman, &c.); shout, challenge (of a foe).
H 3f il, s.m. corr. of #f ila, q.v.
P  3f albat (for A. ~ 3f, inf. n. of U#f 'to be hard,' &c.),
s.f. Firmness, hardness, stiness, rigidity; severity,
rigour; strength; valour; majesty, dignity, awe.
P  3f alba (=albat), s.m. A (hard, rough) stone or slab
for grinding drugs, &c. on (syn. kharal).
P A3f alt = A {3f alt (quasi-inf. n. of #Cf'to pray,' ii of
#f), s.f. Prayer, supplication (esp.one of the ve stated
prayers enjoined on good Mohammadans in the course
of the twenty-four hours);—invocation of (God's)
blessing (on), a blessing, benediction;—the Ftiaor
opening chapter of the Qor n.
A {3f alt = P A3f alt (quasi-inf. n. of #Cf'to pray,' ii of
#f), s.f. Prayer, supplication (esp.one of the ve stated
prayers enjoined on good Mohammadans in the course
of the twenty-four hours);—invocation of (God's)
blessing (on), a blessing, benediction;—the Ftiaor
opening chapter of the Qor n.
A 3f al (inf. n. of #f 'to be good, right, just, &c.), s.f.
Goodness (of character, or of state or condition); wellbeing, prosperity; rectitude, virtue, probity, honesty;
right or proper course (of conduct or procedure); good
and proper thing, right thing, prudent measure;
advisableness, propriety, tness; advice, counsel;
consultation;—(quasi-inf. n. of #f, iv of #f),
rectication, adjustment, agreement, harmony, concord,
reconciliation, peace, treaty (=il, q.v.);—adj. Good,
right, proper, suitable, favourable, advisable, prudent:—
al-par aln(kisi-k), To act according to the advice (of):
—ala den(-ko), To give advice (to), to advise, counsel:—
al-dene-wl, s.m. (f. -) = al-kr, q.v.:—al-se(-k),
By the advice (of); after consultation (with):—al-kr,
s.m. An adviser, a counsellor:—al-kr--riysat, s.m. A
counsellor of state:—al karnor kar-len(-se), To hold
consultation (with), to advise (with), to consult:—al
len(-k), To take the advice (of); to consult:—al nahn,
Is not advisable; is inexpedient; is not a prudent course:
—al--waqt, s.f. A t or proper opportunity, a
favourable time;—the right course for the time or
occasion;—adj. Advisable.

P  3f aliyat (for A. ~ 3f, inf. n. of #f 'to be good,'
&c.), s.f. Goodness, rectitude, integrity, probity, honesty;
virtue, chastity; sanctity;—welfare, well-being,
prosperity;—mildness, gentleness;—ability, capability,
tness, worth;—a deposition; a report or return (made
by the police) on the state of a district:—aliyat-bah,
s.f. A diary (kept in police and revenue oces) of the
condition or prosperity of a district:—aliyat likhn(-k),
To make a (police) report on the state of a district; to
keep a register of travellers in a sarc, &c.
A U#f alb (inf. n. of U#f 'to burn,' &c.), s.f. Burning;—
crucifying, crucixion;—teasing, fretting, vexing.
A U#f ulb (v.n. fr. U#f 'to be hard,' &c.), s.m. 'The
backbone'; the loins; the back (esp. the lumbar portion);
(met.) ospring.
A %#fulb, adj. Of or relating to the loins, lumbar;
proceeding from the loins of, descended or sprung from;
legitimate.
A #f ul, vulg. ula(fr. mulaat, 'making peace,' inf. n.
iii of #f; see alh), s.f. Peace, reconciliation, truce,
agreement, concord; compromise; treaty:—ul-i tiyr, s.f. A voluntary reconciliation; a voluntary
compromise:—ul-- and-roza, s.f. An armistice:—ulshikan, s.f. The act of breaking the peace; a breach of
the peace:—ul-kr, adj. & s.m. Peaceful; peace-making,
amicable, conciliatory;—a peaceful or conciliatory
person; peace-maker:—ul-kr, s.f. The state of being
amicable or peaceable, amicableness, conciliatoriness,
&c.:—ul--kmil, s.f. Perfect reconciliation; permanent
or durable peace:—ul karn(-se), To make peace (with),
to be reconciled (to); to make a truce, come to terms
(with), &c.:—ul karn, or kar-den(-me ), or sul
karwn(-me ), To make peace (between), to reconcile:—
ul--kul, s.f. Perfect reconciliation; denitive treaty;—
adj. & s.m. Desirous of conciliating all, peaceful, friends
with all;—one who is desirous of conciliating all, a
peaceful man:—ul-nma, s.m. A written deed of
pacication; a treaty of peace; a deed of compromise:—
ul hon, v.n. Peace to be concluded; reconciliation to
take place.
A c
- #f ula, or ul(acc. of ul), adv. Peaceably,

pacically, amicably.
A c#f ula, s.m. pl. (of li, q.v.), The just, the virtuous,

sublime; perpetual, eternal.
A + @ f amad-n, vulg. amdn, adj. Eternal; divine

the pious; men of wisdom or counsel.
P c#f ula (for A. ~c#f, from ul), s.m. Friendship.

(=amad; for the -n, which is borrowed from the
Aramaic, cf. jismn, r n, &c.).
A 1 M@ f amm, s.f. A sharp sword.

A 2 P #f alam, a contrac. (often added to the name of
Mohammad), formed from the abbreviation of the
words allallh alaihi wa sallam, 'May God bless him and
grant him peace' (see #f all).4
A A #f alawt, vulg. alwt, s.f. pl. (of alt), Prayers;
blessings, benedictions;—alwt, or alwte , s.f. (ironic. &
colloq.) Curses, maledictions; abuse, insult:—alwte
sunn(-ko), To abuse roundly.
A { #f alt, s.f. Prayer, &c. (=A3f alt, q.v.); compassion
or mercy (of God).
P #f ila (for A. ~#f, inf. n. of f 'to join, unite,' &c.), s.m.
Union, conjunction, connection, relationship, anity; (in
Gram.) a conjunctive sentence; the relative in respect to
the antecedent;—a present, gift; meed, reward,
recompense, remuneration;—(in Pros.) the annex or
appendix (to the raw):—ila den(-ko), To make a present
(to); to reward, remunerate:—ila len(-se), To take a gift
(from):—ile-me , adv. By way of recompense, in return:
—arf--ila, A conjunctive particle, a conjunction.
A #f all, 3rd.
pers. sing. pret. (of form ii of #f), He
4
blessed; or (optatively) may he bless:—allal-lh
alaihi(or -him), May God bless (or confer blessing upon)
him (or them).
A U #f alb (v.n. fr. U#f 'to be hard'; 'to crucify'), adj.
Hard, rm, rigid, sti; hardy, strong;—three-cornered;
cross-shaped;—s.m. A cross, crucix:—alb-par a hn, or
alb den(-ko), To crucify.
A 2 f umm, vulg. um(pl. of aammu, 'deaf'; rt. 2C f 'to be
deaf'), adj. Deaf, having a stoppage of the ear:—ummubukm(corr. gum-um), adj. Deaf and dumb; speechless.
A @ f amt (inf. n. of @ f 'to be silent,' &c.), s.f. Silence,
speechlessness.
P @ f immat (for A. ~@ f, v.n. fr. 2C f 'to be deaf'), s.f.
Adverse fortune, misfortune, calamity.
A + @ f amad (v.n. fr. + @ f 'to repair, or have recourse
(to)), s.m. A lord, chief man, master, head (of a family,
&c.); the Most High, the Eternal, God;—adj. High,

A T @ f amg,  or amag, s.m.(?), Gum:—amag--amm,

Gum ammoniac:—amg--arab,
Gum arabic.

A A @ f am t (v.n. fr. @ f; see amt), adj. Silent, mute,
speechless.
A 2 @ f amm = A @ @ famm (rt. 2C f), adj. Choice, pure,
unmixed, genuine, sincere.
A @ @ famm = A 2 @ f amm (rt. 2C f), adj. Choice, pure,
unmixed, genuine, sincere.
A + ) f andd, s.m. pl. (of indd, not in use in Urd),
Princes, chiefs, lords, noblemen;—calamities,
misfortunes, dangers, great or formidable events.
A H) f andq, s.m. or f. pl. (of and q, q.v.), Boxes, &c.
A . f ann, or a(v.n. fr. b f 'to make,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Very skilful, expert, dexterous; industrious;—an
expert manufacturer, a skilful workman.
A . f unn, s.m. pl. (of n, q.v.), Handicraftsmen,
manufacturers, articers, artisans, mechanics,
workmen.
P m f inat (for A. ~m f, v.n. fr. b f 'to make,' &c.), s.f.
Work, handiwork, art, craft, handicraft, trade,
profession (syn. anat).
A b $ f an, s.m. pl. (of inat, q.v.), Arts, crafts, &c.;
artices, contrivances; wonderful works, miracles:—
an-bad, s.m. Rare and wonderful works of art;
skilful and ingenious constructions (of language);
rhetorical ourishes and ornaments; gures of speech.
A + f andal (=S. B), s.m. Sandal-wood, sanders;—a
perfumed embrocation obtained by rubbing a piece of
sandal-wood with water on a stone (called andals):—
andal-s, vulg. andls, s.m. A at circular stone on
which sandal-wood is ground:—andal-sil, s.f.=andal-s,
q.v.;—(and) a slab for grinding spices or drugs on:—
andal-k khor, s.m. The heart of sandal-wood:—andal-ke
hpe mu h-par lagn(kis-ke), 'To have marks of ground
sandal-wood made on the face'; to be distinguished; to
come o with honour or with ying colours.

A "+ f andal-n, s.m. A dealer in sandal-wood a seller
of perfumes and drugs.
H  !+ f B!M&andalau, andlau[andal, q.v.+S. t],
s.m. A at stone on which sandal-wood is ground
(=andls).
A !+ fandal, vulg. sandl(from andal), adj. & s.m. Made
of sandal-wood; of the colour of sandal-wood, lightyellow; anything coloured with sandal-wood;—a eunuch
whose parts of generation have been entirely extracted.
P !+ fandal, andl(fr. andal, for orig. sandal, 'a sandal, a
boot'), s.f. lit.'The place for the sandals or boots'; a
bench, a seat; a movable scaold; (it is said to have been
the custom in old times to place the boots or shoes of
princes and nobles on a bench in an ante-chamber;
whence the term sandal).
A G+ f und q, vulg. and q, s.m. & f. A box, trunk, chest,
coer, case; a con.
P :i+ f and q- a, s.m. = H :i+ fand q- , s.f.A small
box or chest; a casket.
H :i+ fand q- , s.f. = P :i+ f and q- a, s.m.A small
box or chest; a casket.
P i+ f and q, adj. Like a box, box-shaped (applied to a
tomb; or the scabbard of a sword, &c.); oblong (as a
pillar).
A b f an, or un(inf. n. of b f 'to make,' &c.), s.m.
Making, creation, work, action, preparation.
A b f ana (v.n. fr. b f; see an), adj. Skilful (in the work
of the hands), dexterous; industrious; uent (of tongue),
eloquent; sharp (of tongue), long (-tongued).
A b f in (v.n. fr. b f), adj. Skilful (workman), delicate (in
respect of the hands), clever-handed, dexterous.
P P f anat (for A. ~P f, n. of un. fr. an, q.v.), s.f. Work,
handiwork; art, craft, handicraft, trade, profession (syn.
irfa); a work of art; workmanship, skill (of a worker);
make, work, manufacture, fabrication; a machine,
engine;—a gure of speech; a mystery; miracle:—anatgar, s.m. An artist, artisan, mechanic:—anat-gar, s.f. Art,
artistic skill;—performance of miracles:—ahl--anat, s.m.
Articers, mechanics, artisans, artists.
P *P fanat (rel. n. fr. anat), adj. Of art, artistic, &c.
A gf inf (v.n. of gf, of which Form I. is not in use), s.f.

Kind, sort, species.
A 2 f anam, s.m. An idol, image (syn. but);—a mistress,
lover, sweetheart;—name of a game among children
(one says anam , 'your sweetheart is come'; and asks
'whence?' 'in what dress?' 'what does she eat?' &c.; with
whatever letter the answer to the rst question begins,
those to the others must begin with the same;
otherwise, the person failing is condemned, by way of
penalty, to imitate the voice of some animal, as a cock,
or an ass, &c.):—anam- naor anam-kada-- n, s.m. An
idol-temple, a pagoda, &c. (see but- na).
A  f anaubar, vulg. anobar, s.m. The pine-tree, r, any
cone-bearing tree.
A  f awb (v.n. fr. f 'to go right; to hit the mark'),
s.m. The right; right saying or doing; justness of acting
or of thinking; a just or virtuous act; rectitude; truth;
right way or course, proper manner;—happy issue,
success; meed, reward (of faith, or good works, &c.):—
awb-dd, s.m. Approval, good opinion; advisability;
expediency;—b-awb, adj. Good, just, proper, correct;
favourable.
A f aub (inf. n. of f 'to fall,' &c.), s.m. Course,
tendency; side, part, tract, way.
P A 8 f  bajt, s.m. pl. (of  ba, after the model of the
Ar., the nal hsilent being changed to j), Provinces.
P  f  ba (for A. ~ f 'a collection'; v.n. fr. f), s.m. lit.'A
collection of districts'; a province (one of the large
divisions of the Mogul empire, such as Bengal, Behr,
&c.);—a governor (a term peculiar to Hindstn):— badr, vulg.  be-dr, s.m. The chief, governor, viceroy, or
lieutenant of a province;—a native military ocer
(among Indian troops) whose rank corresponds to that
of captain:— ba-dr, vulg.  be-dr, adj. Of or relating
to a  ba-dr; proceeding from or issued by a  ba-dr;—
s.f. The oce of lieutenant of a province, viceroyalty;
the government of a  baor province;—the rank of a
 ba-dror captain.
A A f aut (inf. n. of A f 'to sound,' &c.), s.f. Sound,
noise, voice, cry, clamour, shout, exclamation; calling for
help, shriek of distress.
A  f  r (v.n. fr.  f 'to utter a sound'; 'to turn, or

incline,' &c.), s.f. A horn (musical); a trumpet; the
trumpet of Isrfl (the angel of death).
A  f uwar, or iwar, or  r, s.f. pl. (of  rat, q.v.), Forms,

innitive mood:— rat yh hai, The fact is:—dar  rator dar
 rate ki, conj. In case (of, or that); provided that.
A {- f  rata = P Y- f  rata (acc. of  rat), adv. As to

shapes, gures, &c.
P A f  rat (for A. { f, v.n. fr. C f 'to form,' &c., ii of  f

form, in form; in appearance, apparently; extrinsically.
P Y- f  rata = A {- f  rata (acc. of  rat), adv. As to

'to turn, or incline,' &c.), s.f. Form, fashion, gure,
shape, semblance, guise; appearance, aspect; face,
countenance; prospect, probability; sign, indication;
external state (of a thing); state, condition (of a thing),
case, predicament, circumstance; egy, image, statue,
picture, portrait; plan, sketch; mental image, idea;—
species; specic character, essence;—means; mode,
manner, way, (in Gram.) mood:— rat--i tiyr, s.f. (in
Gram.) The potential mood:— rat-shn, adj. & s.m.
Knowing (one) by sight;—a slight acquaintance; an
acquaintance:— rat-shn, s.f. A slight acquaintance:—
 rat--mira, s.f. The imperative mood:— rat b dhn(k), To assume the form or shape (of); to represent a
picture or scene:— rat bann, v.n. To give shape or
form (to, -k), to form, gure; to personate; to feign,
sham; to put a false construction or colouring (on); to
pass o (for); to make faces (at):— rat-band, s.m. A
maker of egies; a painter; a statuary:— rat-band, s.f.
The art or profession of painting or statuary:— rat-baynya, s.f. The indicative mood:— rat-par, adj.
Assuming or receiving form or shape; coming into
existence, coming to pass:— rat paka n(-k), To take
form and shape; to assume the form (of), to look like; to
grow, become:— rat--l, s.f. The state of the case, the
facts or circumstances of the case; a statement of the
facts or circumstances of a case, a written declaration; a
manifesto:— rat-arm, adj. Good only to look at; whose
appearance promises much more than events will
justify; delusive, specious, plausible; fair without and foul
within:— rat dikhn(-kor apn), To show the face, to
appear; to bring to pass a state (of things), or an event;
to make a show (of):— rat--dwr, adj. Like a picture on
a wall; aghast, struck with astonishment:— rat-shartya,
 s.f. The subjunctive mood:— rat karn(-k), To
form a plan (for), to devise means (for), to plan,
manage:— rat-gar, s.m. A painter, limner; sculptor:—
 rat-gar, s.f.= rat-band, q.v.):— rat--madar, s.f. The

form, in form; in appearance, apparently; extrinsically.
P ? f  ra, s.m.= rat, q.v.
A  f r (rel. n. fr.  rat), adj. Exterior, external,
apparent; of or relating to the face.
A e f  f, s.m. Wool; a piece of wool, or cloth, or thread,
&c. (put into an (Indian) inkstand);—the cross-threads of
gold-lace (go); a kind of silk stu:— f ln(-me ), To
put a piece of cloth, &c. (intoan inkstand).
A _ f f, adj. Woollen;—wise, intelligent; pious, devout;
—s.m. A  for one of a peculiar sect of Moammadan
devotees so called (they are said to be freethinkers or
pantheists in matters of religion: outwardly they
conform to the Moammadan creed, but are looked
upon with great suspicion by the more orthodox. The
name is probably derived from the Gr. #\; but some
connect it with the  for. woollen garments worn by this
class of devotees);—a deist;—a dancing dervish;—an
abstemious person.
P  _ f  yn, s.m. pl. (of  f), Religious brethren of the
sect of S fs.
P  _ f  yna, adj. Of or relating to the S s; like a S f;
simple, plain.
P  _ f  fya (for A. ~ _ f), s.m. The sect of S fs.
P ! f aulat (for A. ~! f, inf. n. of f 'to leap or
spring' (upon)), s.f. Impetuosity, violence, fury.
A 1 f aum (inf. n. of 1 f 'to abstain,' &c.), s.m. Fasting; a
fast;—one who fasts (=im);—a Christian church;—adj.
Abstaining from speech, silent (=im):—aum-alt, s.f.
Fasting and prayer.
A b a f auma (v.n. fr. b @ f 'to be contracted,' &c.), = P P a f
aumaa (for A. ~P a f), s.m. A Christian's cell; the cell of a
recluse, a cloister, a hermitage; a monastery.
P P a f aumaa (for A. ~P a f), = A b a f auma (v.n. fr. b @ f
'to be contracted,' &c.), s.m. A Christian's cell; the cell of
a recluse, a cloister, a hermitage; a monastery.
A %4f ahb (fem. of ahab, 'reddish'), s.f. Wine; red wine.

A  4f ahl (inf. n. of 4f 'to neigh'), s.f. Neighing; neigh

P  f ga (for A. ~ f, v.n. fr. S f 'to cast, to mould,' &c.),

(of a horse).
A  f aiyd (intens. n. fr. + f; see aid), s.m. A sportsman,

s.m. A mould (for casting metal); make, form, fashion,
mould; a word declinable and derivative; mood, tense, or
voice (of a verb); conjugation; derivation; form (of
process in law); a form of words used in (Mohammadan)
marriage ceremonies, &c.;—trade, profession; section,
department, oce (e.g. sga--bkr,
Distillery

department; ga--ml,
Revenue or nance department,

&c.):—ga pa hn, v.t. To make one repeat the form of
words prescribed in a marriage ceremony, to marry:—
ga gardnn(-k), To conjugate (a verb):—ga-e-muis,

Forma pauperis:—ba-ga-, In the form of as.
A g f aif, s.m. The summer season, summer (esp.May

hunter, fowler, sher; (poet.) one who captivates, a
ravisher of hearts (syn. shikar).
P  faiyd [aiyd, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Hunting,
fowling, shooting, trapping or snaring game, &c.
A 1 f iym (inf. n. of 1 f 'to abstain,' &c.), s.m.
Abstaining from food, fasting; a fast.
A  f iyn (inf. n. of  f 'to preserve,' &c.), s.m. Keeping,
preserving, &c. (=next, q.v.).
P  f iynat (for A. ~ f, inf. n. of  f 'to preserve, keep,'
&c.), s.f. Preserving, keeping, guarding; preservation,
defence, support.
A + f aid (inf. n. of + f 'to take, capture; to hunt,' &c.),
s.f. Hunting; the chase; game, chase, prey, an object of
the chase; an animal pursued, or shed for, or
ensnared, &c. (syn. shikr); quarry (of a hawk);—(colloq.)
a compact (between pigeon-fanciers) by which one may
capture and keep as many (of the other's) pigeons as he
can; rivalry in the capture of pigeons (e.g. hamr aur usk
aid hai):—aid-afganor aid-gan, s.m. One who brings
down game, a hunter, &c.:—aid-afgan, s.f.=aid-andz,
q.v.:—aid-andzor aid-bz, s.m. A sportsman, hunter,
fowler, &c.:—aid-andz, s.f. The killing of game, pursuit
of game, the chase, &c.:—aid-band, s.m. A taker or
capturer of game:—aid-gh, s.f. Place for game, huntingground, preserve:—aid-gar, s.m. A sportsman, &c. (=aidandz).
H + faid (rel. n. fr. aid, q.v.), s.m. A capturer (by
mutual consent) of pigeons (belonging to another
pigeon-fancier), a rival pigeon-fancier (each of the
parties to the pact is termed aid).
A e f airaf = A _ fairaf (v.n. fr. ef; see arrf), s.m. A
money-changer, &c. (=arrf); an examiner, or a skilful
judge, of coins, jewels, and precious stones;—a practiser
of art or artice or cunning, a deceiver, a cheat.
A _ fairaf = A e f airaf (v.n. fr. ef; see arrf), s.m. A
money-changer, &c. (=arrf); an examiner, or a skilful
judge, of coins, jewels, and precious stones;—a practiser
of art or artice or cunning, a deceiver, a cheat.

and June).
A Q f aiqal (v.n. fr. Q f 'to polish,' &c.), s.m.
(orig.), 'A polisher, furbisher'; (in Hind. and Persian)
polishing, polish, cleaning (arms or tools); furbishing;—a
polishing instrument:—aiqal karn, v.t. To polish, furbish:
—aiqal-gar(corr. sikl-gar), s.m. Cleaner, polisher,
furbisher (of arms, armour, or tools); an armourer.
P #Q faiqal (fr. aiqal), adj. Scoured, polished, burnished.
A < f n (=< = n, q.v.), s.m. The empire of China.
A  fn, adj. Of or relating to China, Chinese;—s.f. A
ne kind of porcelain.
}
A } d, or wd(called d--mjama, or d--manq t a),

is the twenty-rst letter of the Urd alphabet (the
fteenth of the Arabic, from which it is taken);—it occurs
only in words borrowed from the Arabic and the
secondary formations therefrom. In Hindstn (and
Persian) it is pronounced like d z; but in Arabic it is a
strongly articulated palatal d. As a numeral it denotes
800.
A w | bit (act.
part. of w%| 'to keep, preserve,' &c.),

Careful, cautious, provident, prudent; practising selfcontrol, self-denying, abstemious, continent;—exact,
correct, accurate, strict; punctual;—restrainer; possessor,
master, ruler, governor:—bitul-kul,
Lord or ruler of all;

the Omnipotent.
P JN |abitagi,
s. fr. next), s.f. Being
 vulg. bt ag(abst.

according to law or rule; conformity to law or rule,

regularity:—be-bit ag,
 s.f. Irregularity, informality.
P N | bita (for A. ~N |, fem. of bit, q.v.), s.m.
Universal rule, general canon, established practice; rule,
canon, law, ordinance, regulation; custom; judicial usage;
manner of proceeding, procedure:—bita baratn(-k), To
employ legal means, take legal measures; to act
according to law:—bita--adlat,
s.m. Legal procedure,

judicial usage:—bite-k
 r -se, or asb--bit a, adv.
According to rule or established practice; through the
regular channel; in due course:—bita--ml,
s.m. A body

of instructions for revenue ocers:—b-bit a, adj. and
adv. Regular, formal, en règle;—according to rule or
established practice; through the regular channel; in due
course, duly:—be-bit a, adj. Irregular, contrary to rule,
informal, unusual.
A ( | ik (act. part. of (c| 'to laugh'), Laugher (at),
mocker, ridiculer, satirist.
A  | rib (act. part. of | 'to beat,' &c.), part. adj.
Beating, bruising, striking; stamping, coining.
A | ll, vulg. l(act. part. of C| 'to err, go astray,' &c.),
part. adj. & s.m. Erring, straying, going astray; becoming
lost;—forgetting;—a prevaricator, &c.
A <a | min (act. part. of <@ | 'to be or become
responsible for,' &c.), s.m. One who is responsible or
accountable (for), a surety, guarantee; security, sponsor,
bail, bondsman;—a small piece of wood connecting the
two tubes of a uqqa:—min-dr, s.m. One having a bail
or surety, person bailed:—min dar min, s.m. A
collateral security:—min den(kis-ko), To give (someone
as) a surety, &c.:—min hon(-k), To be surety (for), to
give or stand bail (for); to guarantee; to engage (for):—
ir-min, s.m. Security for personal appearance:—flmin, s.m. A surety or security for good conduct, or for
(a person's) refraining from any prescribed oence or
misdemeanour:—ml-min, s.m. A security for the
discharge of a debt; recognizances; bail.
P a |min, vulg. mn[min, q.v. + = Zend a. i= S. ],
s.f. Guarantee, security, surety, bail; pledge:—min-par
ho n(-ko), To release on bail, to admit to bail:—min
qab l karn, or min manz r karn(-k), To accept the
security or bail (of), to admit as bail:—anjr-min, s.f.

'Chain-security,' a number of persons binding
themselves severally or jointly for one another; joint
responsibility (as of the cultivators of a village or district
for the whole revenue thereof, or for money borrowed,
&c.):—fl-min, s.f. Security for good conduct, or to
keep the peace, &c.:—ml-min, s.f. Surety for the
payment of any pecuniary obligation.
A b $ | , vulg. ya(act. part. of b | 'to perish,' &c.),
part. adj. Perishing, becoming lost or destroyed; lost,
wasted, fruitless, abortive:— jn, v.n.= hon:—
 karn, v.t. To cause, or allow, to perish, to destroy; to
lose; to consume, waste; to apply (labour, &c.) to no
purpose, to misapply; to frustrate:— hon, v.n. To
perish; to pass away, to die; to be or become lost; to be
wasted.
A w%| abt (inf.
n. of w%| 'to keep, preserve'; 'to withhold,

restrain,' &c.), s.m. Keeping, taking care of, guarding,
defending, watching over, ruling, governing; regulation,
government, direction, discipline; restraint, control,
check; taking possession of, possession, seizure,
conscation, sequestration, resumption:—abt karn,
v.t.

To preserve, watch over, &c.; to rule over; to restrain,
control, check; to take possession of, to seize, attach,
conscate, &c.:—abt -hon,
v.n. To be restrained, be kept

under control;—to be taken possession of, be seized, or
conscated, &c.
P N%|abt , s.f. Control, restraint; seizure, conscation,
&c. (=abt , q.v.);—adj. Seized, conscated, &c.:—abt -me

n, v.n. To come under conscation, to be seized, or
conscated, &c. (=abt hon):—abt
-ke

 liq, adj. Deserving
of conscation; liable to seizure or conscation;
contraband.
A  8| aj r (v.n. fr. 8| 'to be vexed,' &c.), adj. Distressed
(in mind), disquieted, vexed, grieved; melancholy;
peevish, fretful.
A c| u, = A c| u,v.n. fr. c| 'to become apparent,'
&c.), s.m. The early part of the forenoon (after sunrise,
i.e. the brightest part of the day); breakfast-time:—
du-u , s.f. 'The festival of the victims' (=dul-a),
a festival celebrated on the tenth of -ijja, when an
animal is sacriced in commemoration of Abraham's
sacrice of his son Ishmael, according to the

Musalmns.
A c| u, = A c| u,v.n. fr. c| 'to become apparent,'

q.v.
A | irb (inf. n. of  |, iii of | 'to strike,' &c.), s.m.

&c.), s.m. The early part of the forenoon (after sunrise,
i.e. the brightest part of the day); breakfast-time:—
du-u , s.f. 'The festival of the victims' (=dul-a),
a festival celebrated on the tenth of -ijja, when an
animal is sacriced in commemoration of Abraham's
sacrice of his son Ishmael, according to the
Musalmns.
P a >| a mat (for A. ~a >|, inf. n. of 2 >| 'to be or

Contending, ghting, fencing; conquering;—(inf. n. of
| 'to cover' (a camel)), coitus.

become large,' &c.), s.f. Bigness, thickness, bulkiness.
A + | idd, vulg. id(v.n. fr. +C | 'to overcome,' &c.), s.f. The
contrary (of, -k), the opposite (of); contrariety,
opposition, the spirit of contrariness; persisting,
persistence, insistance, perseverance, pertinacity,
obstinacy (syn. irr; and ha):—id n(-ko), To be or
become possessed of a spirit of opposition; to be
persistent; to insist (on); to be or become obstinate:—id
b dhn(-k), To be or become hardened in opposition; to
be very persistent or importunate; to be very obstinate:
—id-par(kis-k), adv. In despite (of), out of opposition
(to):—id a hn(-ko) = id n, q.v.:—id rakhn(-k), To
harbour a spirit of opposition (to), to harbour spite or
resentment (towards);—to be persistent or pertinacious;
to importune:—id karn(-k), To be opposed (to); to
contradict, to bandy words (with); to spite;—to persist, to
persevere; to insist (on); to teaze, worry (for a thing, as
a child):—id hon(-k), To be the contrary or opposite
(of); to be opposed (to), be antagonistic (to), be the
enemy (of).
H + | idn, v.n.=id karn, q.v.s.v. id.
P + |idd (rel. n. fr. idd), adj. & s.m. (fem. iddan),
Contrary; contradictory; persistent, pertinacious; wilful,
perverse, dogged; wayward and unmanageable (as a
child);—one given to opposition; a wilful or perverse man
or child, &c.
A <)+ | iddain (obliq. dual of idd), s.f. Two things that are
totally opposed to each other (as truth and falsehood;
east and west, &c.), opposites, &c.;—adj. Contradictory of
each other.
A | arr, vulg. ar(inf. n. of C| 'to harm,' &c.), s.m.=arar,

A | arrb (intens. n. fr. | 'to beat,' &c.), s.m. lit.'One
who beats or strikes much'; a stamper (of coin), a coiner;
a mint-master.
A | arb, vulg. arab(inf. n. of | 'to beat, strike,' &c.),
s.f. Beating, striking;—stamping; sealing; coining
(money); a beating, blow, stroke (of a whip, &c.), wound
(of a sword); a sprain, hurt, injury; loss, damage;—stamp,
impression (on a coin, &c.); violence, vehemence,
emphasis; (in Arith.) multiplying, multiplication;—
making or constituting (a saying) proverbial;—a piece (as
of cannon, &c.; e.g. ahr arb top, 'four pieces of cannon';
cf. rs, and zanjr);—adj. & s.f. Beaten, struck; stamped,
coined, &c.;—coined money, a coin:—arb uhn, v.n. To
suer injury, or damage, or loss:—arb n(-ko), To
sustain an injury, to get hurt, &c.:—arb den(-ko), To
stamp, coin;—to multiply (one number into, -me ,
another):—arb karn, v.t. To multiply (=arb den, q.v.):—
arb lagn, v.t. To strike, give (one) a blow; to hammer;—
to stamp or impress (upon, -me ):—arbul-mas al, or arb-masal, adj. & s.f. Constituted, or passed into, a proverb;
proverbial; current; notorious; a form of saying, a
common saying, a proverb, saw:—arb-murakkab, s.f. (in
Arith.), Compound multiplication:—arb-mufrad, s.f.
Simplemultiplication:—il-arb, s.m. (in Arith.) The
product (in multiplication):—dru-arb, or arb- na,
s.m. 'The stamping- or coining- house, the mint.
A A | arbt, s.f. pl. (of arbat), Blows; strokes, &c.
P  | arbat, s.f. = P  | arba, s.m.(for A. ~ |, n. of un. fr.
arb, q.v.), One blow, a blow, a stroke, &c.
P  | arba, s.m. = P  | arbat, s.f.(for A. ~ |, n. of un. fr.
arb, q.v.), One blow, a blow, a stroke, &c.
A | arar (v.n. fr. C| 'to harm,' &c.), s.m. Harm, injury,
hurt, mischief, damage; defect, deciency, detriment,
loss;—poverty; aiction, distress, anguish:—arar
pahu n(-ko), To cause harm to come (to), to harm,
hurt, &c.:—arar-rasn, s.f. Causing injury (to, -k);
molestation, annoyance.

A s | arit, or art(inf.
n. of s |), s.m. Breaking wind.

A | ur b, s.f. pl. (of arb, q.v.), Blows, &c.; modes of
speech.
A | ar r, vulg. ur r(v.n. fr. | 'to harm,' &c.), adj. &
adv. Necessary, needful, requisite, expedient; urgent;
unavoidable, indispensable, essential, imperative, &c.;—
urgently; certainly, assuredly, of course; without fail;
absolutely; peremptorily:—ar r-ar r, or ar r-h, or biar r, adv. Necessarily, of necessity, perforce; urgently;
indispensably:—pur-ar r, adj. Highly or very necessary:
—j-ar r, or j-ar r, s.m. A necessary, a privy.
P A| ar rat, vulg. ur rat(for A. {|; see ar r), s.f.
Necessity, need, want, exigency; indigence;—compulsion,
constraint, force, violence:—ar rat pa n(-k), Need (of a
thing) to arise, to have need (of), to have occasion (for):
—ar rat-mand, adj. Necessitous, needy, in want (=jatmand):—ar rat-me km n(-ko), To prove useful (to one)
in time of need, to serve (one) in time of need.
P Y-| ar rata (for A. {-|, acc. of ar rat), adv. By
necessity, of necessity, necessarily, perforce.
A |ar r, adj. Necessary, &c. (=ar r, q.v.);—s.f.
(local), A necessity, a thing needful (=ar rat).
A A )| ar ryt, vulg. ar riyt, s.f. pl. (of ~)|, fem. of
|), Necessary or indispensable things, necessaries,
requisites.
P )| ar rya, vulg. ar riya(for A. ~)|, fem. of |),
adj. fem.=ar r, q.v.
A gP | of, or af(inf. n. of gP | 'to be or become weak,'
&c.), Weakness, feebleness, debility, inrmity, imbecility
(of mind or body), unsoundness; feeble action (of the
heart, &c.); fainting, a fainting-t, swoon:—ful-aql,
s.m. Weakness of intellect; unsoundness of mind.
A h P | af, s.m. pl. (of af, q.v.), Weak persons, the
weak, &c.
A g P | af (v.n. fr. gP |; see f), adj. Weak, feeble,
impotent, frail, inrm, emaciated, old; faint, low;
unsound; insignicant; poor, wretched, distressed:—
aful-tiqd, adj. Of weak faith or belief; credulous:—
aful-bunynor aful-banya, adj. Frail of structure or
body:—aful-jussa,  adj. Emaciated in body, low in esh;
insignicant in size or body:—af-l, adj. In wretched

circumstanees, in distress:—aful-aql, adj. Of weak or
unsound mind, weak-minded:—af hon, v.n. To be or
become weak or inrm; to become old.
P h P | afa (for A. ~h P |, fem. of af), adj. fem.=af, q.v.
P h P |af [af, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Weakness,
inrmity, emaciation; old age; exhaustion.
A | all (inf. n. of C| 'to err,' &c.), s.m. Erring, going
astray, &c. (=all, q.v.).
A 3| alll (intens. n. fr. C|; see all), adj. Going greatly
astray, erring extremely.
A 3| all, s.m. (inf. n. of C| 'to err, go astray,' &c.), = P
!3| allat, s.f. (for A. ~!3| inf. n.of C|), Erring, going
astray—error, fault, vice; ruin, perdition.
P !3| allat, s.f. (for A. ~!3| inf. n. of C|), = A 3| all,
s.m. (inf. n. of C| 'to err, goastray,' &c.), Erring, going
astray—error, fault, vice; ruin, perdition.
A b #| il or ila(v.n. fr. b #| 'to incline, decline,' &c.), s.m.
(but com. f. in Ar.), Side (of a geom. gure, &c.); part; a
division (of a province), a district; column (in the page of
a book);—the art of speaking with double meaning so
that the chain of both senses be uninterrupted through
the discourse (syn. talzum--kalm), a kind of punning:—
il-band, s.f. The division of a province into ilasor
districts:—ila-dr, vulg. ile-dr, s.m. An ocer who has
the charge of the revenues of a ila, superintendent of a
district; an ocer who makes advances to cultivators
and collects rents, &c.; an ocer (in the canaldepartment) who supervises measurements and the
distribution of water:—ila-dr, vulg. ile-dr, s.f. The
oce or situation of ila-dr.
A #| alal (v.n. fr. C| 'to err,' &c.), s.m. Error, &c. (=all,
q.v.).
A 2 | amm (inf. n. of 2C | 'to draw together, to contract,'
&c.), s.m. Contraction; conjunction; incorporation;—the
vowel-sound u(pronounced like the English uin push;—cf.
amma).
A  @ | imd, vulg. amd(v.n. fr. + @ | 'to bind,' &c.), s.f.
(m.?) A bandage, llet, kerchief (bound upon a wound,
&c.); dressing, poultice, plaster; ointment; liniment;
embrocation.
A  @ | amn (inf. n. of <@ | 'to be or become responsible,'

&c.), s.m. Suretiship, guaranteeship, security (see next).
P  @ | amnat (for A. ~ @ |, fr. amn), s.f. Security, &c.
(=min, q.v.):—amnat-pe rah karn, v.t. To discharge
on bail, to hold to bail:—amnat d il karn, or amnat
den, To furnish security, give bail:—amnat-ke qbil, adj.
Bailable:—amnat le-kar ho n(-ko) = amnat-pe rah
karn:—amnat-nma, s.m. Bail-bond, security-bond, deed
of suretiship.
P *- @ | amnata (for A. ~- @ |, acc. of amnat), adv. By
way of security.
P * @ |amnat (rel. n. fr. amnat), s.m. One who gives
bail or security (syn. min, and amnat dene-wl).
A $ @ | amir, s.f. pl. (of amr, q.v.), Personal pronouns,
&c.
A <@ | imn (v.n. fr. <@ | 'to be responsible for,' &c.), s.m.
Cover, fold, or envelope (of a letter); endorsement (of a
grant, &c.); clause, section (in legal regulations, &c.);—
contents, enclosure, anything included, or
comprehended, or contained, or inserted; subject; idea,
conception;—obligation, suretiship;—aid, favour:—imn
karn, v.t. To enclose; to include, comprehend, comprise,
&c.:—imn-me , adv. In the fold (of, -ke), in the contents
(of), enclosed in, included in; in the course (of), by the
way.
A -@ | imna (acc. of imn), adv. Inclusively,
comprehensively, by implication, involved therein;
intimately; tacitly; by the bye, by the way; into the
bargain;—by way of surety or security; by way of
assistance.
P @ |imn (rel. n. fr. imn), adj. Implicative; collateral,
corroborative (as evidence).
P @ | amma (for A. ~@ |, inf. n. of un. fr. 2C |; see amm),
s.m. The sign (<*>) of the vowel-sound u(termed amm;
cf. pesh).
A  @ | amr (v.n. fr. @ | 'to suppress,' &c., iv of @ | 'to be
lean'), s.f. A personal pronoun;—s.m. and f. Heart, mind;
the recesses of the mind, the secret
thoughts; thought, re ection, sense, conscience,
conception, idea, comprehension.
P  @ |amr (rel. n. fr. amr), adj. Concealed; of or
relating to the mind or thought; pronominal.

P @ @ | amma (for A. ~@ @ |, n. of un. fr. 2 @ |, v.n. fr. 2C | 'to
collect, to contract'), s.m. An adjunct, addition,
augmentation; a thing incorporated (in another); an
appendix (syn. tatimma), a supplement.
A  | iw (v.n. fr.  | 'to give light'), s.f. Light; brilliancy,
splendour, resplendence.
A w  | awbit , s.m. pl. (of bita, q.v.), Rules, canons,
laws, &c.
A | iy, s.f.=iw, q.v.
P _ | iyfat (for A. ~_ |, inf. n. of g | 'to become the
guest of'), s.f. An entertainment, a feast, banquet;
hospitality; invitation:—iyfat karn(-k), To give an
entertainment or banquet (to), to entertain, to feast, to
treat.
A 2  | aigam
 (v.n. fr. 2  | 'to bite'), adj. & s.m. Biting;—a
biter; a lion.
A g | aif (v.n. fr. g |; see iyfat), adj. & s.m. Hospitable;
convivial;—a guest, a stranger (Ar. pl. fn; Pers. pl.
aifn).
A H | q (inf. n. of H | 'to be or become narrow or strait'),
s.m. Straitness of mind, mental distress, vexation,
anxiety, anguish, aiction, oppression of spirit,
melancholy, doubt, anything that tortures the mind,
hippishness; diculty, dilemma:—qun-nafas, s.m.
Diculty of breathing; the asthma; shortness of breath.
A H | aiyiq, or aiq(v.n. fr. H |; see q), adj. Narrow,
strait; contracted; illiberal, niggardly, avaricious;—s.m. A
niggard, miser, narrow-hearted man.
s
H s to,e,
t-mhmalaor
t-g
 or Arabic t(called


 air
manq ta),
 the twenty-second letter of the Urd alphabet
(the sixteenth letter of the Arabic, from which it is
taken). The letter is purely Arabic or Semitic; but it is
sometimes used in certain Persian words for an original
A te (e.g. tabar-zadfor
tabar-zad, 'sugar-candy'). In Arabic

it is a strongly articulated palatal t; but in Hindstn and
Persian its sound is hardly distinguishable from that of A
te. As a numeral it stands for 9; and in almanacs it
represents the sign Capricorn. In Urd manuscripts it is
commonly used instead of the four dots or points over
the letters  a,  a, and a (e.g.  &c.).

A

O tb (inf. n. of U O 'to be or become pleasant,' &c.),

adj. Good, excellent, pleasant, agreeable, delightful,
sweet; pure, clean.
A H O tbiq
q.v.), part. adj.
 (prob. a corr. of mutbiq,

Corresponding (to, -ke), agreeing (with).
P 1  O tram,
vulg. trim,
and trum(for
orig. 1  Y tram), s.m.



A (wooden or other) building of a circular form with an
arched or cupola roof; a wooden structure in gardens,
&c. for the guarding of them;—a dome, vault; the vault
of heaven (=tram--l
).4

A  Otr
 (act. part. of O or O 'to come
unexpectedly' (upon)), part. adj. Coming unexpectedly,
intervening, happening:—tr
 hon(-par), To come
unexpectedly (on or over), to overcome, overshadow.
q.v.), s.m. A drinkingA K O ts (for P. ts= tasht, or tasht,

cup, goblet, bowl; the vessel in which water is cooled.
P K O ts,
 s.m. The arab. form of K Y ts, q.v.
P B O tsa
 (prob. for vulg. Ar. ~B O tsat
 = tasht), s.m. A sort
of tambourine, a tabor, a kettle-drum:—tsa-nawz,
s.m.

One who plays on the tsa:—t
sa-nawz,
s.f. Beating the


tsa,
s.m. A kettle playing on the tambour:—tsa-marf,

drum and drum:—tse-marfe-wle,
s.m. pl. A band of

(Indian) musicians.
A A m O tt,
 s.f. pl. (of tat,
 q.v.), Acts of devotion, &c.
P A m O tat
 (for A. ~m O, quasi-inf. n. of iv of . O 'to become
submissive,' &c.), s.f. Obedience, submission,
submissiveness; devotion; obsequiousness.
A <m O tin
 (act. part. of <P O 'to pierce, stab' (with a spear,
or with the tongue)), s.m. A reviler, an asperser, a
slanderer, calumniator.
A  m O t n (v.n. fr. <P O; see tin,
s.m. An
 and tan),

epidemic, a plague, pestilence.
P p Otg   (for A. S O tg i,
 act. part. of  O'to exceed the
just limit'), adj. & s.m. Rebellious, refractory, violent;—a
rebel, an insurgent.
A _ O tf
 (act. part. of h O 'to be full so as to over ow'),
part. adj. Full to over owing (a vessel, river, &c.),
running over; full of wine, intoxicated.
A G O tq (Ar. form of old P.  Y tk; and of Pehl. tk= P.
thor t, q.v.), s.m. An arched building; an arch; a cupola,
vault; a recess (in a wall), a niche; a shelf; a projecting

part, a cornice, a ledge, &c.; a window; a balcony;—adj. &
s.m. Single, sole; uneven, odd (opp. to juft); singular,
rare, unique, unmatched, unequalled, unrivalled;—a fold,
plait, ply:—tq bharn(-k), To place a lighted lamp as a
votive oering in a niche (in a mosque, &c.):—tq baihn,
v.n. 'To settle on a ledge,' &c.; to become an
accomplished fact; to be brought home (to); to be
conrmed (as a report, e.g. ur ur tq baih, 'the report
is conrmed'):—tq-par
rakhn(-ko), To lay on the shelf; to

put or set aside; to neglect, abandon; to refuse; to
disobey:—taq-par
honor tq hon, v.n. To be laid on the

shelf, to be set or thrown aside; to be rendered
ineective or useless:—tq-juft,
s.m. The game of odd or

even.
P i O tqat
inf. n. of iv of G O), s.f.
 (for A. ~i O, fr. ~i O itqat,

Ability to accomplish, capability; ability, power, energy,
force, strength; ability to endure, power of endurance,
endurance, patience:—tqat-zm,
s.f. Trial of ability, or

of strength, &c.:—tqat-se
tq honor tqat

 tq hon, v.n. To
be deprived of strength, &c.; to lose strength, to be or
become feeble or powerless:—tqat
 karn, v.n. To exercise
or put forth strength, to exert oneself (in, -me ):—tqat
war, adj. Powerful.
P :i O tq a (dim. of tq,
 q.v.), s.m. A small recess, a
niche; a small shelf; a small window, &c.
P i O tqa
 (for A. ~i O, n. of un. fr. tq,
 q.v.), s.m. A single
piece; a piece (of woollen cloth, &c.).
P i Otq
 (rel. n. fr. tq,
 q.v.), adj. & s.m. Arched; vaulted;
wall-eyed (a horse); squint-eyed (a inan);—a wall-eyed
horse; a squint-eyed man;—s.f. Froth of urine.
P  i O tqiya
(prob. a dim. fr. tq,

 q.v.), s.m. A llet (esp.
one worn under the head-dress);—a balcony; a cornice
(see tq).

A U! O tlib
 (act. part. of U#O 'to seek,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Seeking, desiring, desirous, craving, demanding,
asking, interrogating;—a seeker, an inquirer, a desirer,
an asker, &c.:—tlib--duny,
adj. & s.m. Worldly-minded;

—one who seeks worldly goods or pleasures, &c.:—tlib-
ddar, s.m. One who longs for the sight (of), a suitor, a
lover:—tlibul-ilm
, or tlib--ilm
, or tlib-ilm,
s.m. A



seeker after knowledge, a student of science or
knowledge; a student:—tlib
or
 l-ilm , or tlib--ilm


tlib-ilm
, s.f. Search after knowledge, study;—the state

of being a student, pupilage:—tlib-o-mat
l  b, 'The seeker

and the sought,' lovers.
A ! O tl
 (act. part. of #O 'to be bad or vicious,' &c.), adj.
Bad, corrupt, vicious, wicked, villainous.
P b ! O tl
 (act. part. of b #O 'to rise, to appear,' &c.), part.
adj. Rising, appearing (as the sun), arising;—s.m. Star,
destiny, fate, lot, fortune; prosperity;—the (false) dawn:
—tl-zm,
s.f. Trying one's fortune,

&c.:—tl-shins,
s.m. An astrologer; a fortune-teller, a

soothsayer:—tl-mand,
adj. Fortunate; wealthy:-tl

mand, s.f. Fortune, prosperity; wealth:—tl-war,

adj.=tl-mand,
q.v.:—tl-war,
s.f.=tl-mand,
q.v.



A A ! O tl t (or s ! O tl t), s.m. Saul (the king).
(contrac. fr. A. tmmt,
pl. of tammat,
'a
P A a O tmt



calamity.' rt. 2C O), s.m. pl. Inconsistent words or speech;
unintelligible or foolish speech; words barbarously
uttered; raving; vain-glorying, boasting.
A b a O tm
(act. part. of b @ O 'to covet,' &c.), adj. Coveting,

covetous, very desircus, greedy.
A K O t s (prop. K O, fr. K O 'to be beautiful'; cf. Ch.
; and Gr. $¨\), s.m. A peacock.
P B Ot s (fr. t s), adj. Of or relating to the peacock;
adorned with peacock's feathers, or with jewels, &c. to
resemble a peacock's tail (as a throne);—s.f. A kind of
ornamental handwriting.
A  O thir
 (act. part. of 4O 'to be clean,' &c.), adj. Clean,
pure, unsullied, chaste.
(prob. fr. thir),
s.f. A dish of rice and adaur,
H  Othir


q.v.; rice cooked with turmeric.
A $ O tir
 (act. part. of  O 'to y'), part. adj. & s.m. Flying;
—a bird, a winged creature:—tir--sidra,
s.m. 'The bird

of the lote-tree,' a name of the angel Gabriel.
A g$ O tif
 (act. part. of e O 'to go or walk round'), part.
adj. & s.m. Going round, making the circuit (of),
circumambulating;—patrol, night-watch;—a vision in a
dream; a visitation from the devil;—name of a city in
Hijz.
P h $ O tifa
 (for A. ~h $ O, fr. tif,
 q.v.), s.m. (orig.)
'Nocturnal rounds or patrols'; a people, tribe, troop,
company, body, band, gang; a company of dancing girls

and musicians;—a caravan;—suit, equipage.
A UO tibb,
C O 'to treat medically'), s.f. Medical
 (inf. n. of U
treatment, medicine;—fascination, enchantment, magic.
P  %O tibbat
or tabbat(for
A. ~ %O, inf. n. of U
C O), s.f. The


medical art, the practice of physic.
A t %O tabb
 (intens. n. fr. u%O 'to cook'), s.m. A cook (cf.

matba ).
A  E %O tabshr
[the Ar. form of P.  E %Y tabshr = S.  d"],

s.f. The sugar of the bamboo, bamboo-manna (a
siliceous deposit in the joints of the bamboo;—syn. banslo an).
P G %O tabq
(prob. for A. tibq,
pl. of tabaq,
q.v.), s.m. A



large dish or plate, a tray; a vessel for kneading dough
in; a basin, bowl (syn. tasht).

P i %Otabq (rel. n. fr. tabq),
adj. Of or relating to the

plate or platter:—tabq-kutt,
s.m. One who sponges.

P 8 %O tabnja,
= P : %O tabn
a,s.m. A slap, blow (== @ Y


tam a, q.v.
P : %O tabn
a, = P 8 %O tabnja,s.m.
A slap, blow (== @ Y


tam a, q.v.
q.v.), Natures,
A b $ %O tab,
s.f. pl. (of tabat,


temperaments, constitutions, dispositions, &c.
A d%O tabar-zad
(the Ar. form of P. d%Y tabar-zad, 'what is

chipped or cut with an axe or hatchet'; see tabar), s.m.
Sugar-candy; loaf-sugar; ne hard white sugar; any
crystallized substance; conserve of roses.
A b %O tab,
n. of b %O 'to seal, stamp,
 vulg. taba(inf.

impress,' &c.), s.f. Stamping, printing; print, impression,
edition (of a book, &c.);—nature, innate or natural
disposition; genius; natural temper, temperament;
idiosyncrasy; quality:—tab-zm,
s.f. Trial of genius or

of skill:—tabzd,
adj. & s.m. Produced by the genius;

original; invented;—a production of genius, an original
invention:—tab
 karn, v.t. To stamp, impress; to print.
A P %Otab,
tab),
adj. Natural, innate,
 vulg. taba(fr.


constitutional, physical (cf. tab):—ilm--t
ab,

 s.m.
Natural science, natural philosophy, physics.
q.v.
P  P %O tabyat
(for A. ~ P %O), s.f. = P %O tabat,


A H%O tabaq
(v.n. fr. H%O 'to stick or cleave to'; or from iv H%O

'to cover'), s.m. A cover, lid; a dish, plate; a tray (esp. a
round one=tabq);
a disc, an orb; a sphere, world; vault


(of heaven); a leaf; gold-leaf, tin-foil, &c.; surface of the
earth; layer, stratum; crust; coat (of an onion, &c.); one
thing following another, or consecutive; story (of a
house); a platform; class, order, degree.
P :Q %O tabaq
a (dim. of tabaq),
s.m. A small plate; a saucer;


a small tray, &c.
H  H%Otabaq
 [tabaq,
q.v. + = Prk. f=S. +], s.f.


(dialec.) A small box; one of the bells or rattles that are
let into the disc of a tambourine or timbrel.
P Q %O tabqa
(for A. ~Q %O tabaqat,
n. of un. fr. tabaq),
s.m. A



stage, story, oor; a shelf; a layer, stratum (=tabaq);
a

degree, rank, order, class:—tabqa
ula-jn(-k), To be

subverted, be destroyed (an empire, &c.).
A %O tabl,
s.m. A large drum; a drum, a
 vulg. tabal,

tambourine; a kettle-drum:—tabl-bzor
tabl-zan,
s.m. A


drummer.
H :#%Otabal
, = H :#%O tabal
iy,s.m. One who plays on the


tabla;
a drummer.

H :#%O tabal
iy, = H :#%Otabal
,s.m. One who plays on the


tabla;
a drummer.

A H#%O tablaq
= P (#%O tablak
[tabl,


 q.v.+P. dim. a. ak= S. ],
s.m. A bundle of papers; an open-end cover;—tablak,
s.f.

A little drum.
P (#%O tablak
= A H#%O tablaq
[tabl,


 q.v.+P. dim. a. ak= S. ],
s.m. A bundle of papers; an open-end cover;—tablak,
s.f.

A little drum.
P #%O tabla
s.m. A small drum or
 (for A. ~#%O, fr. tabl),

tambourine; a pair of kettle-drums;—a wooden dish or
tray (generally round and painted, on which perfumes,
fruits, &c. are exposed for sale, or sent as presents); a
small round basket or box (syn. ibb).
P :%O taban
a, s.m. = :%Y taban a, and = @ Y tam
a, qq.v.


A %Otibb
adj. Medical, therapeutical,
 (rel. n. fr. tibb),

medicinal:—tibb
 madrasa, s.m. A medical college.
s.m. A physician
A U %O tabb
C O; see tibb),

 (v.n. fr. U
(usually applied, in India, to a Moammadan
practitioner; the term karbeing applied to those,
Europeans or natives, who treat according to the
European school of medicine).
P % %Otabb
[tabb,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The



business or profession of a physician.
A u %O tab
  (v.n. fr. u%O 'to cook'), adj. Cooked, dressed
(=matb ).
P P %O tabat
(for A. ~P %O, v.n. fr. b %O 'to stamp, impress,'

&c.), s.f. Nature, disposition, constitution, temperament
(syn. mizj); a humour (one of the four); complexion;
genius; mind; temper; natural constituent, intrinsic
property, essence:—tabat
n(-par), To feel a natural

liking (for), to be attached (to), be fond (of), &c.:—tabat

biga n, v.n. To get out of temper; to become indisposed,
to feel ill or sick; to be excited (by):—tabat
bhar-jn, v.n.

The mind to be satised; to be cloyed (with, -se):—tabat
par zor ln(apn), To exert oneself, to try one's best; to
exercise (one's) skill:—tabat-dr,
adj. Naturally sharp or

acute, clever; inventive:—tabat-shins,
s.m. 'One who

knows the constitution, &c.,' a physician:—tabat
all

hon, v.n. To be indisposed, be ill:—tabat
la n(-se), To

grapple mentally (with), to tackle (a diculty, &c.):—
tabat
lagn(-par), To be well-disposed (to), to take

interest or pleasure (in); to take a fancy (to), to be
attached (to), &c.:—tabat
n-sz hon, v.n.=tabat
all


hon, q.v.
A P %O tab
adj. Of or relating to the
 (rel. n. fr. tabat),

natural or innate disposition or temper, &c.; natural, of
nature, innate; physical; intrinsic:—ilm--t ab,
s.m.

Natural or physical science (opp. to ilm--ilh, 'divinity,'
&c.).
H # %O tabla,
or tabela,
s.m. corr. of tawla,
q.v.



P  LO tapn,
part. adj.= LY tapn, q.v.

P ZLO tapish,
s.f.=tapish, q.v.

P + LO tapdan,
s.m.=tapdan, q.v.

(for ?+ LY tapda), perf. part. (of tapdan),
P ?+ LO tapda


Agitated, distressed (esp. with heat), heated; palpitating,
uttering.
A cO til,
 s.f. The spleen (syn. till).
A O tarr
(intens. n. fr. O 'to cast, throw,' &c.), s.m.

An architect.
P Otarr
(fr. tarr),
s.f. Architecture.


A O tarrr
(intens. n. fr. CO 'to cut'; 'to sharpen,' &c.),

s.m. A cut-purse, a pickpocket; an impostor, a cheat;—
adj. Sharp-tongued, uent of speech, eloquent:—tarrr

farrr, adj.=tarrr.

P ?O tarrra
(prob. for A. {O, fem. of tarrr),
s.m.


Sharpness, activity, quickness, expedition, speed,
velocity (cf. tarrr):—tarrra
bharnor tarrre
bharn, v.n.


To stretch out, to bound along, to go at full speed:—
tarrra-zabn,
s.f. Chattering, eternal clack.

P Otarrr,
[tarrr,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.


Sharpness, quickness, uency, eloquence.
A dO tirz
Ar. form of P. dY), s.m. Variegated
 or tarz(the

or gured work (on a garment or on cloth), embroidery;
ornamentation, ornament (syn. alam); ornamental
border; fringe, lace;—manner, form (=tarz);—act.
part.

Ornamenting with needlework;
(of P. tirzdan,
fr. tirz),


adorning, &c. (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
dbja-t irz,
 'composer of prefaces or exordiums,' which
are generally written in a highly ornamented style).
P dOtarz,
tirz(abst.
of tirz),
s.f. Adorning,



ornamenting.
P AO tarwat
(for A. {O, inf. n. of O 'to be fresh, or

juicy,' &c.), s.f. Freshness, juiciness, succulence;
greenness, verdure; moisture, humidity, dampness.
A O tarab
 (inf. n. of O 'to be or become aected with
emotion,' &c.), s.f. Emotion, joyous excitement, joy,
mirth, cheerfulness, hilarity:—tarab-angez,
adj. Exciting

mirth or joy, &c.:—tarab-gh,
s.f. Place of merriment, &c.

A O tar,
n. of O 'to throw, cast,' &c.),
 vulg. tara(inf.

s.f. Throwing; ejection; laying (a foundation); xing (a
position, &c.); foundation (of a building, &c.); position,
establishment, location; plan, design; form, description,
sort, kind; manner, mode; air (syn. andz); state,
condition (syn. l); a verse set, showing the particular
metre in which a poem is to be composed:—tar-ba
tara-ba-t
ara(-keor
-k), Various sorts (of):—tarataror




dr, adj. Well-shaped, beautiful, graceful:-tara-dr,
s.f.

Beauty, elegance, grace, style:—tara
 dikhn, To exhibit
(one's) airs and graces; to aect:—tar(or
tara)
den(

ko), To throw away, cast aside; to disregard, overlook,
pass over, or by, unnoticed; to turn a deaf ear (to):—tar
kash, adj. Drawing a plan (of), designing; sketching;
imitating:—is taraor
is tara-se,
adv. In this way, thus,


accordingly:—bur taraor
be-tara,
adv. In a bad way,



badly, severely, shamefully, disgracefully:—kis tara,
In

what manner? how?—kis tara,
adv. Anyhow; somehow

or other:—ka tara-se,
adv. In many ways; in many

respects.
A dO tarz
 (v.n. fr. dO 'to become goodly in shape,' &c.), s.f.
Form, shape, fashion; way of acting, style of conduct,
manner, way:—tarz--ibrat,
s.f. Construction of a

sentence, style:—tarz--kalm,
s.f. Diction, phraseology,

idiom.
A GO taraf
 (v.n. fr. eO 'to look with the outer corner of
the eye'), s.f. & postpn. Extremity, end; limit, term; side,
direction; outward or adjacent part or portion; margin,
border; corner; region, district, quarter, tract, part (syn.
jnib, and or);—in the direction (of, -k), towards; in lieu
(of), in right (of); to the extent (of):—taraf--s
n,

 The
other side, pars altera, a defendant, an adversary, enemy;
(met.) a wife:—taraf-dr,
adj. & s.m. Taking a side; partial;
a party-man, partisan; a follower; a sectary; an
assistant:—taraf-dr,
s.f. The act of taking a side,

following, leaning, partiality, partisanship; party-spirit;
favouring, assistance, &c.:—taraf-dr
karn(-k), To take

the side (of), to side (with), to show favour or partiality,
to favour, &c.:—taraf-se(-k,
&c.), On the part (of), in

'in my behalf,' 'from
behalf (of), from (e.g. mer taraf-se,

me'):—taraf
 hon(-k), To be on the side (of), &c.:—apn
taraf
 dekhn, To regard oneself, to have respect for one's
own dignity:—apn taraf-se,
On (his or my, &c.) side or

part; from (his or my, &c.) own pocket, from (his or my,
&c.) private purse:—bar taraf,
 adv. Aside, apart, away, out
of the way; out of the question; dismissed (from oce):—
bar taraf
 karn(-ko), To put aside or away, to get rid of; to
dismiss (from oce):—yak taraf,
 adv. On one side, apart,
separate.
A < P ! ~_O tarfatul-ain,
vulg. turfatul-ain,
The twinkling of


an eye.
P J_Oturfag
(abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Rareness;

wonderfulness.
P _O turfa
 (for A. ~_O, v.n. fr. eO 'to strike (the eye)'), adj.
& s.m. Novel, rare, strange, extraordinary, wonderful;—
a pleasing rarity; a novelty, a strange thing, a wonder:—
turfa
 yh hai, The marvel is this; wonderful to relate,
mirabile dictu.

A  _O tirfl,
s.m. Trefoil, clover.
 or tarfl(?),

P < _O tarfain
(for A. tarafain,
obl. dual of taraf),
s.f. The two



extremities or ends (of a thing); the two sides (of);—s.m.
Both sides, both parties, the two parties (in a law-suit,
&c.):—tarfain--silsila,
The two ends of a chain; the

extreme terms of a series.
A GO turuq,
s.m. pl. (of tarq,

 q.v.), Ways, roads; modes,
&c.
P ?O turra
 (for A. {O, v.n. fr. CO 'to cut'), s.m. Hair, or a
fringe of hair, on the forehead; a forelock; a curl,
ringlet; an ornament worn in the turban; an ornamental
tassel, or border, &c.; a plume of feathers, a crest; a
nosegay; (met.) the best, or the cream (of a thing):—
turra-dr,
adj. Fringed (the hair); crested, &c.

A H)O tarq
 (v.n. fr. GO 'to beat,' &c.), s.m. & f. 'A beaten
track,' a road, way, path, course; mode, manner,
fashion, &c. (=tarqa,
q.v.).

s.f. = P Q )O tarqa,
s.m.(for A. ~Q )O, fr. tarq,
P Q )O tarqat,



q.v.), A road, path, way, course, rule, mode of acting, &c.,
manner of conduct, &c., custom, fashion, established
rule or usage; system;—religious ordinance, religion;
sect; rite, observance;—the better sort (of people), the
most excellent or the best (of a people, &c.):—ahl-tarqator ahl--t arqa,
s.m. pl. Devout or religious persons;

devotees; the sect of S fs.
P Q )O tarqa,
s.m. = P Q )O tarqat,
s.f.(for A. ~Q )O, fr. tarq,



q.v.), A road, path, way, course, rule, mode of acting, &c.,
manner of conduct, &c., custom, fashion, established
rule or usage; system;—religious ordinance, religion;
sect; rite, observance;—the better sort (of people), the
most excellent or the best (of a people, &c.):—ahl-tarqator ahl--t arqa,
s.m. pl. Devout or religious persons;

devotees; the sect of S fs.
A 0O tast,
 s.m.=next, q.v.
P O tasht
 [for orig. Y tasht; Pehl. tasht; Zend tasta, rt.
tash= S. d], s.m. A large basin (of tinned copper, or of
brass, &c., used for washing the hands, &c.), an ewer, a
cup, bowl:—tasht
 az bm honor pa n, v.n. To be divulged,
to become well known, to leak out:—tasht-oauk, s.f. A

commode.
H *Otashtar
[tasht,
q.v.+ar= Prk. f=S. ++], s.f.



A small bowl or dish, &c.; a saucer.
A 1 P O tam
(inf. n. of 2 P O 'to eat'), s.m. Eating;—food,

victuals:—tam-ba
sh, s.m. A large spoon to serve out

food (rice, &c.) with, a ladle:—tam-talsh,
s.m. 'Food
seeker,' a sponger.
P @ P O tma
(for A. ~@ P O, n. of un. fr. tm,

 inf. n. of 2 P O 'to
eat'), s.m. Food; dinner, a meal, repast; bait (thrown to
sh, &c.); grain, &c. (thrown to birds).
A <P O tan
 (inf. n. of <P O 'to pierce or wound with a spear,'
&c.), s.m. Thrusting or striking with a spear; a thrust, a
stab;—blame, reproach, disapprobation, &c. (=tana,
q.v.).

P P O tana
 (for A. ~P O, n. of un. fr. tan,
 q.v.), s.m. Blame,
reproach, chiding, taunting, taunt, reviling, ridicule,
sco, gibe, derision; ignominy, disgrace; aspersion:—
tana-tashna(corr.
of tana-tashn),
s.m. pl. Taunts, scos,


gibes, sneers, &c.:—tana
 den(-ko), To taunt,
 den, or tane
to ridicule, deride, &c.:—tana-zan,
s.m. A reproacher,

reviler, taunter, asperser, scoer, &c.:—tana-zan,
s.f.

Reproaching, taunting, &c.:—tana
 mrn(-par), To jeer
(at), sco (at), to ridicule, deride, taunt, &c. (=tana
 den):
—tana-mhna,
vulg. tana-men,
s.m.=tana.



P T  O tug r (said to be corr. fr. A. { O tag rat,
 fr.  O, a dial.
var., or a corr. of p 'to thrust'; 'to press'; &c.; cf. A

dagr),
 s.m. A kind of handwriting, the large thick
characters in which the royal titles prexed to letters,
diplomas, or other public deeds are generally written;
(hence) the royal titles prexed to letters, diplomas, &c.;
the imperial signature.
A   O tug yn
 (inf. n. of  O, or  O'To exceed just
measure,' &c.), s.m. Disobedience, rebellion, sedition,
perverseness, insolence.
P   O tug yn
 [tug yn,
 q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Excess,
exorbitance; over owing, inundation, ood, deluge.
A h O ti (v.n. fr. h O 'to be soft or tender,' &c.), s.m. An
infant, a child; young (of an animal), youngling:—ti-
uftda, s.m. A foundling:—ti--shrr, s.m. Sucking

child:—ti--maktab,
s.m. A school-boy; a tyro, a raw,

inexperienced person.
P 3h O tina
[ti,

 q.v.+Zend a. na, or ana= S. ], adj.
Like a child, childish, infantine.
P #h Oti
Zend a. i= S. , = P  ! h O tuf liyat (for A.
 [ti+=


~ ! h Otuf lyat, fr. h O), s.f. State or condition of an infant,

H ?3O tilwa,
s.m. corr. of tilya,
q.v.



or of a child; infancy; childhood.
P  ! h O tuf liyat (for A. ~ ! h O tuf lyat, fr. h O), = P #h Oti


P $3Otil
(rel. n. fr. til,
 = P  )3O tilyna

 q.v.), adj.
Golden; made of gold; covered with gold:—til
 tarr, s.f.
Painting or lettering with gold.
P  )3O tilyna
= P $3Otil

 (rel. n. fr. til,
 q.v.), adj.

[ti+
 = Zend a. i = S. , s.f. State or condition of an
infant, or of a child; infancy; childhood.
A  h O tufail
 (dim. of ti,
 q.v.), s.m. & f. A companion, a
humble follower; a parasite; a glutton; one who
uninvited accompanies one of the guests to a feast, one
who sponges (in this sense said to be derived from Tufail,
a poet of Kf, who was noted as a feast-hunter); cause,
means, instrumentality, intervention (syn. wasla; z ara):

—tufailor
tufail-se(kis-ke),
By means (of), through the


merits or agency (of), &c.
P # h Otufail,
adj. Sponging, parasitical.

H # h O tufailiy
(fr. tufail),
s.m. One who sponges, &c.


(=tufail).

A O tall (inf. n. of CO 'to rain small rain,' &c.), s.f. Drizzle;
dew; mist.
P 3O til (prob. for orig. 3Y til, or #Y tila; but cf. next), s.m.
Gold, red gold; gold fringe:—til-bf,
s.f. Gold-tissue:—til

sz, or til-kr,
s.m. A gilder:—til-kr,
s.f. Gilding;—the


trade of a gilder.
A 3O til (v.n. fr. #O'to daub, besmear, anoint,' &c.), s.m.
Liniment, unguent, plaster, ointment, embrocation,
wash, &c.:—til karn, v.t. To daub, besmear, anoint, &c.
A G3O talq
 (inf. n. of H#O 'to be set free, be separated
from,' &c.), s.f. Divorcing (a woman); divorce;
repudiation:—talq
 den(-ko), To divorce, to put away (a
wife); to repudiate:—talq-nma,
s.m. A writing or a bill of

divorcement, a deed of divorce.
P i3O talqat
(for A. ~i3O, inf. n. of H#O 'to become

eloquent,' &c.), s.f. Eloquence; freedom or glibness (of
tongue).
H <i3O talqan,
s.f. = P i3Otalq,
s.m.[rel. n. fr. talk;—a.



an= S. "], A person divorced, divorcee.
P i3Otalq,
s.m. = H <i3O talqan,
s.f.[rel. n. fr. talk;—a.



an= S. "], A person divorced, divorcee.
s.m.=?3O tilwa,
q.v.
H 3O tilw,


P A3O talwat
(for A. {3O, v.n. fr. #O; see til),

 s.f. Grace,
beauty, elegance, loveliness, attractiveness.

Golden; made of gold; covered with gold:—til
 tarr, s.f.
Painting or lettering with gold.
P )3O talya,
vulg. tilaya(corr.
of A. b $3O, pl. of ~P #O, rt. b#O),


s.m. Night-watch, rounds, picket, patrol; advanced guard,
reconnoitering party.
A U#O talab
 (inf. n. of U#O 'to seek, desire,' &c.), s.f.
Search, quest; wish, desire; inquiry, request, demand,
application, solicitation; sending for, summons; an object
of quest, or of desire;—pay, wages, salary (syn.
tan h);—act. part. & s.m. (fr. P. talab-dan),
Seeking,

requiring, desiring;—seeker, desirer (used as last
member of comp., e.g. rm-talab,
q.v.s.v. rm):—talab


b n, To distribute pay:—talabih, s.f.=talab-nma,


q.v.:—talab-dr,
adj. & s.m. Asking, inquiring;—desirous;—

a seeker or searcher; one who seeks the gratication of
desire; one who is addicted to drinking, or smoking, &c.:
—one who receives pay, or who has a xed salary or
wages:—talab-dr,
s.f. Search, quest, inquiry, &c.:—talab

dsht, s.f. Invitation; summons:—talab
 den(-ko), To pay
wages or salary (to):—talab
 karn, v.t. To seek; to
summon, cite, call for; to require, demand, claim; to
exact:—talab-gr,
adj. & s.m. Seeking, desirous (of, -k);—

seeker, searcher; desirer; claimant:—talab-gr
hon(-k),

To be a seeker (of, or after), to seek, &c.:—talab-gr,
s.f.

Seeking, inquiring; desiring, wishing:—talab-nma,
s.m. A

summons, citation.
(prop. pl. of talb;
A %#O tulab

 but com. used in India for
talaba,
pl. of tlib),
s.m. pl. 'Seekers after knowledge,'


students.
P  %#O talab-na,
vulg. talbna[t
alab,
q.v.+Zend naor ana= S.



], s.m. Fee paid to a peon for serving a process; the
fee payable to a witness; daily pay to constables, &c.
(paid by those they guard).
P %#O talaba
(for A. ~%#O, pl. of tlib),
s.m. Students (see


tulab).

P %#O talab,
vulg. talb,

 adj. Requisite, desirable;—s.f.

Request, demand; summons (=talab):—t
alb

 hon, v.n. To
be cited, be summoned:—ziyda-talb,
 s.f. Excessive
demand; over-assessment.
P ?+ %#O talabda
(perf. part. of talabdan,
fr. talab),
part. adj.



Sought, desired, &c.
A 2 0#O tilism,
tilasm, or talism(prob.
fr. a late usage of the


Gr. $*#), s.m. A talisman; enchantment, magic; a
mystery; mystical devices or characters; an image (or
other object) upon which such devices or characters are
engraved or inscribed (contrived for the purpose of
preserving from enchantment, or from a variety of
evils, &c.).
A A @ 0#O tilismt,
&c. (pl. of tilism,
&c.), s.m. Talismans;


spells;—a talisman, &c. (=tilism).

or tilasm(rel.
P Y @ 0#Otilismt,
or tilasmt=
P @ 0#O tilism,




n. fr. tilismt,
and tilism),
adj. Talismanic; magical;


mysterious, mystical, &c.
P @ 0#O tilism,
or tilasm=
P Y @ 0#Otilismt,
or tilasmt(rel.




n. fr. tilismt,
and tilism),
adj. Talismanic; magical;


mysterious, mystical, &c.
P P #O talat
 (for A. ~P #O, v.n. fr. b #O 'to appear,' &c.), s.f.
Appearance, aspect, countenance, face.
A g#O talf (v.n. fr. g#O), s.m. A gift, present.
A h #O talfa,
or talf(acc.
of talf),
 adv. For nothing, gratis.


P H#O talq
 (the Ar. form. of (#Y talk), s.m. Talc, mica.
A H#O talq,
q.v.
 s.m.=talq,

A . #O tul  (inf. n. of b #O 'to rise' (as the sun, &c.), 'to
appear'), s.m. Rising, appearing (of the sun, &c.):—tul 
hon, v.n. To rise (the sun, &c.).
P P #O talat,
s.f. = P P #O tala,
s.m.(for A. ~P #O, fr. b #O 'to


rise,' &c.), Scout; party of scouts; a spy; vanguard;
advanced post, picket; reconnoitering party; the forlorn
hope (cf. talya).

s.m. = P P #O talat,
s.f.(for A. ~P #O, fr. b #O 'to
P P #O tala,


rise,' &c.), Scout; party of scouts; a spy; vanguard;
advanced post, picket; reconnoitering party; the forlorn
hope (cf. talya).

P = @ O tam
a, s.m.=tamn
a, q.v.


P . @ O tamm
(intens. n. fr. b @ O 'to covet'), adj. Very

covetous, avaricious, wishful, extremely greedy.
P : @ O tam
a (for : @ Y tamn a, or : LY tapn a), s.m. A


slap (on the face), a box, thump;—a pistol:—tamn
a ja n,

or tamn
a a karn, or tamn
a lagn, or tamn
a



mrn(-ko), To give (one) a slap, &c.:—tamn
e-se mu h ll

rakhn(apn), 'To keep (one's) face red by slapping';
(met.) to conceal (one's) poverty from pride or high
spirit.
H   @ O tamniyat
(corr. of A. ~  @ O tumnnat,
inf. n. of C @ O


'to be still,' &c.; rt. <@ O), s.f. Rest, repose, tranquillity,
calm, composure.
P GN@ O tumt
s.m.
 urq
 (vulg. G*@ O tumturk),

Magnicence, state, grandeur, pomp, show (cf. dh mdha akk).
(inf. n. of b @ O 'to covet,' &c.), s.f. Coveting;
A b @ O tama

covetousness, vehement desire; greediness, greed,
avarice; avidity; ambition;—a thing that is coveted, or
desired vehemently; temptation, allurement, lure, bait:—
tama-dih,
s.f. Exciting desire or cupidity; incitement,

inducement; allurement, lure, bait:—tama
den(-ko), To

excite the cupidity (of), to tempt, allure; to seduce by
promises, to bribe; to bring or win over (to one's party,
&c.):—tama
karn(-k), To covet; to hanker (after), &c.

P :@ O taman
a, s.m. A pistol (=taban a, q.v.).

P O tanb,
or tinb(prob.
corr. of A. O atnb,


 pl. of
tunub,
'a tent rope'; rt. UO), s.f. A tent-rope; a long rope

used in measuring land.
A d O tannz
(intens. n. fr. oO 'to mock,' &c.), adj. & s.m.

Facetious, jocose, jocund, ludicrous, playful, mirthful;—
one who ridicules, a derider, mocker, scoer.
Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Playfulness,
P d Otannz
[tannz+=


jocoseness, facetiousness; raillery, ridicule.
A UO tunub
(v.n. fr. UO; see tanb),
s.f. A tent-rope; the


cord of a curtain, &c.
A  %O tamb
r (see  %@ Y tamb r), s.m. A Turkish guitar (with

six wires or strings), a mandoline; (in India) a tabor,
drum.
A  %Otamb
rn, s.m. A player on the tamb
r.


P ? %O tamb
ra, s.m. A small kind of tamb
r;—also=tamb
r.



A %O tamb
(prob. fr. A. tunub,
corr. to tanab),
s.f. A



pavilion, an open tent (cf. tamb );—an open-fronted
summer room.
A oO tanz
 (inf. n. of oY 'to laugh (at), to mock,' &c.), s.m.

Mirth, joking, pleasantry; laughing (at), mocking,
ridiculing; ridicule, derision, sneer, sco, taunt, sarcasm:
—tanz
 karn(-k), To mock, jeer, laugh (at), ridicule,
deride, &c.
A o-O tanza
(acc. of tanz),
adv. In joke; jeeringly,


tauntingly, sneeringly, ironically, &c.
P NO tant
s.m. Sound,
 ana
 (for A. ~NO, rt. <CO; see tann),

din, clamour, hubbub, noise; fame; rumour; pomp,
dignity, state; pride, vanity; imperiousness,
domineering.
A < O tann
 (inf. n. of <CO 'to make a sound of a continued
or reiterated kind'), s.f. A humming, buzzing; hum, buzz;
ringing, tinkling, &c.
P B Otiws
(see tiws), s.f. A kind of carpet.

A e O tawf
(inf. n. of e O 'to go or walk round,' &c.), s.f.

Going round, turning; circumambulating; encompassing;
making the circuit (of a holy place, as Mecca, &c.);
pilgrimage:—tawf
karn(-k), To go round; to make the

circuit (of a holy place).
(prob. for A. tuwlat,
fem. of tuwl=
tawl;—
P ! O tawlat




or for tawlat),
s.f. Prolonging; length, protractedness;

prolixity.
A g$ O tawif
(pl. of tifa,
q.v.), s.f. Tribes, peoples,


nations; troops, bands (particularly of dancing girls);—
s.f. sing. A dancing girl.
T O tob (see ] Y top), s.f. A cannon, gun.
A  O t  b (v.n. fr. U O 'to be good or pleasant,' &c.), s.m.
Name of a tree in Paradise, the fruit of which is said to
be most delicious;—adj. Excellent, sweet, delicious, &c.
A  O t r (v.n. fr.  O 'to hover round'), s.m. A mountain;
Mount Sinai.
A  O taur
 (v.n. fr.  O 'to hover round'), s.m. State,
condition, quality; kind, sort; manner, mode, way;
aur
conduct, demeanour:—taur-be-t

 hon, v.n. To be in a
bad way, or in a wretched condition; to be at the point of
death; to be badly treated:—taur-t
s.m. Way of
 arqa,

acting, manner, deportment; practice, habit, manner of
dealing:—ba-taur,
 adv. In the way, or by way (of); as (e.g.
ba-tau --mm l, as usual, regularly, &c.):—ba-taur-
ud, In his (or her, or their, &c.) own way; of itself, of
himself, of themselves; personally.

P K O t s (the Ar. form of old P. t ; Pehl. to; Zend tua),
s.m. Name of a city in Khorsn:—a sort of woollen
cloth.
P B O t  s, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to Ts;—brown, or
purple (cloth);—a native of Ts;—s.f. Brown, or purple,
colour.
P O O tot  (for Y Y tot), s.m. A parrot.
P O Ot  t (for t t), s.f. A parrot, paroquet;—the small
singing bird Loxia rosea, or Carpodacus erythrinus;—(met.) a
sweet-tongued or eloquent speaker:—t  t bulwnor

bulw-len(apn), 'To cause (one's) t  tto
 sing'; to acquire
fame, get a name:—t  t boln(-kis
k), 'The t  t(of


anyone) to be singing'; to be in good repute; to gain the
ear (of one in authority); to be winning golden opinions;
ho h malto acquire in uence or authority:—t  t-ke-se

l(-kis-ke), To rub or twist the parrot-like lips (of one,
—a phrase used by way of an aectionate or friendly
admonition).
? m- O taua
(acc. of . O 'being submissive'), adv.

Willingly:—taua-o-karha,
adv. Willingly or unwillingly

nolens volens.
A e O tauf
 (inf. n. of e O 'to go round,' &c.), s.m. Going
round, making the circuit (of), perambulating;
surrounding;—pilgrimage; the procession round the
temple of Mecca.
A  _ O t fn (v.n. fr. e O 'to surround, go round, envelop,'
&c.), s.m. A violent storm of wind and rain, a tempest,
typhoon; a ood, deluge, inundation; the universal
deluge; a ood or torrent (of obloquy, &c.);—a
commotion, noise, riot; a gross wrong; calumny (syn.
andher); a great trial, or aiction, or calamity; a
mischievous imp; a rebrand:—t fn uhn, v.n. To raise
a commotion, make a great noise, &c.:—t  fn b dhn(par), To defame, asperse, calumniate, slander:—t  fntarz,
s.f. Deluge-making:—t fn jo n= t  fn b dhn, q.v.:

—t fn karn, v.n. To make a commotion, &c.:—t fn kha 
karn, or t fn lagn, or t fn len(-par), To asperse,
calumniate, &c. (=t  fn b dhn):—t fn ma n, v.n.=t fn
uhnand t fn karn.
P  _ O t fn (rel. n. fr. t fn), adj. & s.m. Stormy,
tempestuous; of or relating to a deluge; (met.) boisterous,

P #) O tawla,
vulg. tawela(for
A. ~#) O, fem. of tawl,
q.v.),




quarrelsome, violent, noisy, riotous; slanderous;—a
boisterous fellow; a mischief-making person, an
incendiary; a slanderer, calumniator.
A G O tauq
 (v.n. fr. G O 'to be able to do, or to bear,' &c.),

s.m. A long rope with which cattle are tied; a tether,
foot-band, fetter;—a stable, stall.
P A 4O tahrat
(for A. { 4O, inf. n. of 4O 'to become clean,


s.m. A neck-ring; a collar (of gold, &c., for ornament; or
of iron, &c. for punishment; or worn as a badge of
servitude); a necklace; a yoke:—tauq-o-zanjr,
or tauq-

zanjr, s.m. Irons and fetters, manacles:—tauq--zanjr

karn, v.t. To put in irons, to imprison.
A O t  l (inf. n. of O 'to be or become long,' &c.), s.m.

or pure'), s.f. Purity, cleanliness; sanctity; ceremonial
purication; ablution, the act of performing the ablution
termed gusl,
 and that termed wu ; and that termed
istinj:—tahrat
karn, To perform the ablution termed

gusl,
&c.;
to
wash;
to purify oneself (see bdast karn).

A 4O tuhr
s.m. Purication;
 (inf. n. of 4O; see tahrat),


Length; longitude; prolixity; diuseness;—adj. Long, tall;
extended, extensive, prolonged, lasting long:—t  l
paka n, v.n. To assume length, to be drawn out, to be or
become prolonged; to extend far or a long way:—t  l-arf, s.m.=t  l--kalm:—t  l den(-ko), To lengthen, to
elongate, to make prolix, to spin a long yarn or
rigmarole:—t  l--su an, or t  l--klam, s.m. Length of
discourse, many words, prolixity, circumlocution,
verbosity:—t  l-t awl,
adj. Very long, prolix; diuse:—t  l

khai n, v.n.=t l paka n, q.v.
A "- O t  la (acc. of t  l), adv. Lengthwise; in length.
A " Ot  ln, adj. Lengthy; very tall; prolix;—(in Pers. &

cleanliness, purity.
A  4O tah r (inf. n. of 4O), s.m. A thing (such as water)
with which one cleanses or puries; a means of
purifying or cleansing;—adj. Cleansing, purifying; clean,
pure:—sharb--tah r, 'A purifying, or a pure, draught,'
the water of Paradise, nectar.
A O tai (inf. n. of  O'to fold or fold up, to roll up,' &c.),

Hind.) s.f. Great length; prolixity.
P ! Ot  l (rel. n. fr. t  l), adj. Of or relating to length;
long; tall.
A + ! O t  ld n (fr. the Greek), s.m. Fox-grape; nightshade, Solanum nigrum.
A  a O t  mr (v.n. fr. @ O, of which Form II.=to fold or roll
up';—prob. akin to Gr. $|\), s.m. 'A paper, &c. folded or
rolled up,' a roll, scroll; a volume, book; an account-book;
(met.) a long story; a heap:—t  mr b dhn(-k), To make
a long story (of); to make much (of little); to go to great
lengths:—t mr-navs, s.m. An accountant:—jam--t  mr,
The produce or collection of a land recorded in
Government books.
P  Oto,
 or t  (for orig.  Y), s.f. A feast, an
a fold, ply
entertainment;—(corr. of A.  Otiw,
 or tuw)

(=tai);
 a hem, border (of silk cloth, or ornamental
material).
A ) O tawl
 (v.n. fr. O 'to be or become long'; see t  l),
adj. Long; tall; prolix; diuse.

s.m. Folding, folding up, rolling up; a fold, crease; a plait:
—tai karn, v.t. To fold, to roll up; to pass or cross over, to
traverse; to bring to a conclusion, to wind up, to close, to
dispose of; to constrain; to abridge:—tai hon, v.n. To be
folded, &c.
A  O taiyr
(intens. n. fr.  O 'to y'), adj. Flying, running

swiftly, eet, spirited (horse);—s.m. A winged animal.
P  O taiyr,
adj. = P  Otaiyr,
s.f.See  Y taiyr, and


 Ytaiyr.
P  Otaiyr,
s.f. = P  O taiyr,
adj.See  Y taiyr, and


 Ytaiyr.
A U O tb (inf. n. of U O 'to be good, or pleasant,' &c.), s.m.
A fragrant substance, a perfume, odour;—the most
excellent (of any sort or thing), the essence, the cream
(of).
A U O taiyib
(v.n. fr. U O; see tb),

 adj. Good, pleasant,
agreeable, sweet.
A  O tair
 (inf. n. of  O 'to y'), s.m. Flying;—a ying thing,
a winged creature, a bird, &c. (syn. tir).

A  O tayarn,
vulg. tairn(inf.
n. of  O 'to y'), s.m. Flying,


ight (of birds, &c.).
A Z O taish
 (inf. n. of Z O 'to be light, or inconstant,' &c.),
s.m. Levity, folly; anger, passion, rage, choler,
indignation:—taish
n, v.n. To become
 khn, or taish-me


enraged, &c.
A  N Otait
vulg. tait
onomat.; cf. S.
 aw,

 aw,
 tt aw(prob.

iibh ), s.f. A sandpiper; a pewet (syn. tahr).

A < O tn,
 s.m.(?) Clay, earth, mud, mould, soil, sand.
P  O tnat
 (for A. ~ O, n. of un. fr. tn),
 s.f. A piece of clay,
&c.;—natural constitution or disposition, nature,
temperament, disposition, genius:—bad-tnat,
s.f. A bad

disposition;—adj. Of a bad disposition, ill-disposed.
P  Otn
 (rel. n. fr. tn),
 adj. Made of clay, earthy.
A  O tuy r, s.m. pl. (of tair),
 Flying things; birds.
P  Otuy r (fr. tuy r), s.m. A dealer in birds.

A  z oe
z --mjamaor
z - (in Arabic) z (called



manq ta),
 the twenty-third letter of the Urd alphabet
(the seventeenth of the Arabic, from which it is taken).
It occurs only in words borrowed from the Arabic, or in
the secondary (Persian and Hindstn) formations from
such words. By the Arabs it is usually pronounced like a
strongly articulated palatal z, or (by some) like } ; but
the Persians and the Mohammadans of Hindstn give
it the sound of d z. As a numeral it denotes 900.
A 2 !  z lim
 (act. part. of 2 # 'to act wrongfully or
tyrannically'), part. adj. & s.m. Acting wrongfully,
tyrannical, unjust, cruel;—a tyrant, an oppressor, a
wrong-doer, a cruel person; (met.) an unrelenting
sweetheart, a cruel mistress:—z lim-gudz,
s.m. A

destroyer of tyrants or oppressors (applied to a ruler
who maintains justice and good order).
P @ !  z lim
[z lim,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Wrong

doing, tyranny, oppression (=z ulm).

A   z hir
 (act. part. of 4 'to appear,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Outward, exterior, external, extrinsic, exoteric;
appearing, apparent, overt, open, perceptible, visible,
perceived, plain, evident, manifest, conspicuous,
ostensible;—the outside, the external appearance; the
external, or outward, or extrinsic state, or condition, or
circumstances (of, -k); the outward, or apparent,
character, or disposition of the mind:—z hir-bn,
s.m.

One who looks only to the exterior:—z hir-parast,
adj. &

s.m. Minding the outside or exterior, &c.;—a supercial
observer; one who is in uenced by outward show; one

who takes things for what they seem:—z hir-pr,
s.m.

The head or chief of the caste of all- or, q.v.:—z hir
dr, adj. Specious, plausible, showy, ostentatious;
pretentious; ceremonious, formal:—z hir-dr,
s.f.

Speciousness; show, ostentation; ceremony, formality;—
z hir-dr
baratn(-k), To make a show (of), to aect,

pretend, to assume; to pass o (for):—z hir
 karn, v.t. To
make evident or plain (to, -se), to show, exhibit,
manifest, tell, explain, disclose, discover, reveal; to
publish; to expose;—to make a show of, to make a
pretence of, to pretend, aect:—z hir-me
, adv. Openly;

apparently, in public; in appearance, ostensibly:—z hir
num, adj. Specious, plausible:—z hir-o-bt
in,

 s.m.
Outward appearance and inward qualities;—adv.
Outwardly and inwardly; inside and out:—z hir
 hon, or
ho-jn, v.n. To be or become apparent or visible; to
become manifest (from, -se), to be clearly shown (by), to
appear, to become public, to become evident or known
(to, -par), to be disclosed, be divulged, be revealed.
A   z hira,
or z hir(acc.
of z hir),
adv. Outwardly,



openly, publicly, manifestly, evidently, plainly,
apparently, to all appearance, seemingly, ostensibly.
(for A. { , fem. of z hir),
adj.
H   z hir
= P ?  z hira



f.=z hir,
q.v.

P ?  z hira
= H   z hir
(for A. { , fem. of z hir),
adj.



f.=z hir,
q.v.

P  z hir,
adj. External, apparent, &c. (=z hir,
q.v.).


P %z ab
s.m. The gazelle, the Arabian
 (for A. z abyu),

antelope; a deer, a chevril.
P _ z arfat,
corr. z irfat(for
A. ~_, inf. n. of e 'to be


clever, or ingenious, or polite,' &c.), s.f. Beauty;
ingenuity, &c. (=z arf,
 q.v.); wit, humour, jocularity,
facetiousness, pleasantry, fun, jest.
P *-_ z arfata
(for A. ~-_, acc. of z arfat),
adv.


Facetiously, in fun, by way of jest.
A e z arf
s.m. Ingenuity, skill,
 (inf. n. of e; see z arfat),

cleverness; beauty, excellence; elegance (of manners),
politeness (=z arfat);—capacity,
capability; a receptacle,

vessel, vase; (in Gram.) an adverb (of time or place);—
adj. Ingenious, skilful, clever; beautiful, graceful; elegant,
polite:—z arf--zamn,
s.m. An adverb of time:—z arf-


makn, An adverb of place.
A e z ur f, s.m. pl. (of z arf),
 Vessels;—adverbs:—z ur f-n, China vessels or ware, china, porcelain:—z ur f-nuqra, Silver vessels, plate, silver spoons, &c.
A g) z arf
adj. & s.m. Clever,
 (v.n. fr. e; see z arfat),

ingenious; elegant, polite, gallant; excellent, good;—
witty, facetious, jocose, arch, comical, waggish;—a wit; a
wag.
P  h ) z arfna
[z arf,

 q.v.+na= Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adj.=z arf;—adv.
Ingeniously, skilfully, &c.; wittily,

facetiously.
A h  z afar
 (inf. n. of h  'to be successful'; 'to be
victorious,' &c.), s.m. (f.?) Victory, triumph; success;
prot, gain:—z afar-yt,
adj. Having the signs of victory,

victorious:—z afar-takya,
s.m. A long, sharp, iron prong; a

s.m. A congratulatory letter on
dirk, stiletto:—z afar-nma,

the occasion of a victory:—z afar-yb,
adj. & s.m.

Victorious, triumphant;—a conqueror.
A  z ill (v.n. (fr. C 'to be or become shady,' &c.), s.m.
Shade, shadow:—z illul-lh,
or z ill--subn,
'The shadow


of God'; (met.) a king, an emperor:—dma zillu-hu(or

hum), 'May his (or their) shadow last long, may his (or
their) prosperity continue.
A 1 3 z alm
(v.n. fr. 2 #; iv 2 # 'to be dark'), s.m. Darkness

(=z ulmat).

A 1 3 z allm
(v.n. intens. fr. 2 # 'to act wrongfully,' &c.),

adj. & s.m. Very unjust or tyrannical;—a great tyrant or
oppressor.
A 2 # z ulm
 (inf. n. of 2 # 'to act wrongfully,' &c.), s.m.
Wrong, wrong-doing, injustice, oppression, tyranny;
exaction, extortion; violence, outrage, injury; grievance,
hardship; a heavy burden, a heavy assessment:—z ulm
pesha, adj. & s.m. Practising tyranny, tyrannical;—one
whose business is tyranny, a tyrant, an oppressor:—z ulm

hn(-par), To practise excessive oppression (on):—
z ulm-rasda,
adj. & s.m. Oppressed;—one who is

oppressed, a victim of tyranny (syn. mazl  m):—z ulm
shr, adj. & s.m.=z ulm-pesha:—z
ulm

 karn(-par), To
practise oppression or tyranny (on), to oppress, to
tyrannize (over), to do wrong (to), to wrong, injure; to
practise extortion or exaction (on):—z ulm-kesh,
adj. &


s.m.=z ulm-shr,
and z ulm-pesha,
q.v.:—z ulm-gudz,
s.f.



'Dissolving of oppression,' putting an end to oppression
or injustice.
A A @ # z ulumt,
or z ulmt,
s.f. (pl. of z ulmat),
Darkness,



regions of darkness; a dark place where the water of
immortality is said to be.
A  @ #z ulmn,
adj. Dark, obscure.

P @ # z ulmat
(for A. ~@ # z ulmat),
s.f. Darkness, obscurity.


P @ #z ulm
(rel. n. fr. z ulm),
adj. Unjust, addicted to


tyranny, oppressive, tyrannical.
P  @ # z ulmyat
(for A. ~ @ #; z ulm+abst.
a. yat), s.f.


Iniquity, oppression, tyranny.
A 1 # z al m (intens. adj. fr. 2 #; see z ulm),
adj. & s.m.

Acting wrongfully, most oppressive, tyrannical, cruel;—
one who acts wrongfully, &c.; a grievous wrong-doer.
P # z ulla
 (for A. ~#, v.n. fr. C 'to shade,' &c.), s.m. A
thing that covers, or shades, or protects; covering; a
cloud.
A  # z all
 (v.n. fr. C 'to shade'), adj. Having shade,
shady, aording shelter.
A < z ann,
n. of <C 'to think, opine,' &c.),
 vulg. z an(inf.

s.m. Thought, opinion, notion, idea, supposition,
conjecture; suspicion, evil opinion; jealousy:—bad-zan,

adj. Suspicious; sceptical.
A   z un
 n, s.m. pl. (of z ann,
 q.v.), Thoughts, opinions,
&c.
s.m. Thinking,
A   z un

 n (inf. n. of <C; see z ann),
supposing, suspecting.
P  z ann
Thought, supposed;
 (rel. n. fr. z ann),

suspected.
A  4 z ihr
s.m. Pronouncing
 (inf. n. iii of 4; see z ahr),

the words anti alaiya ka-zahri
 umm, 'thou art to me like
the back of my mother,' a formula of repudiation by
which a man is divorced from his wife (a penance is
requisite to do away the eect of such a speech).
A 4 z ahr
 (v.n. fr. 4 'to be or become outward or
exterior,' &c.), s.f. The back: the external part, the outer
or upper portion, or the outer fold (of a letter, &c.).
A 4 z hr,
fr. 4), s.m. The time
 vulg. z har(v.n.

immediately after the declining of the sun, mid-day,
noon, afternoon;—the mid-day or afternoon prayer

(=z hr-k
namz).

A  4 z uh
 r (inf. n. of 4 'to appear,' &c.), s.m.
Appearing, arising, springing up; appearance,
manifestation, visibility; coming to pass:—z uh
 r pn, v.n.
To appear, &c. (=z uh
 r-me n):—z uh
 r-me n, v.n. To
become apparent or manifest, to appear, to arise, to
come to pass, to present itself:—z uh
 r-me ln, v.t. To
cause to appear, to render visible, to bring to pass, bring
about:—uh r hon= z hir
 hon, q.v.; and see z uh
 r pn.
H  4 z uh
 r (corr. fr. A. z uh
 r), s.m. (colloq.) Auspicious
appearance, auspiciousness, grace; glory, fame; light;
ornament.
A  4 z ahr
 (v.n. fr. iii of 4), s.m. Aider, assistant,
associate, ally;—a poetical name of a Persian poet of
Faryb.
.
. ain (called ain--mhmala, or ain--gair-manq ta),
 is the
twenty-fourth letter of the Urd alphabet (the
eighteenth of the Arabic). This letter is peculiarly Arabic
or Semitic, and occurs only in such Hindstn words as
are borrowed from the Arabic, and in the secondary
formations from these; or in the arabicized form of
Persian words in which it has replaced an original
alif(e.g. P ! lal, for " ll). It is a strong (but, to Europeans
and most other people, unpronounceable) guttural,
related in its nature to the hamza, and ; and is described
as produced by a smart compression of the fauces and
forcible emission of breath. By the common people of
India it is sounded like alif. As a numeral it stands for 70.
A + m bid (act. part. of + %m 'to serve, worship,' &c.), s.m. A
server, worshipper, adorer (of God), a votary, a devotee;
a recluse.
A  m bir (act. part. of %m 'to cross,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Crossing, passing;—a passenger.
A 5 m j (v.n. fr. 5 m 'to be crooked or curved,' &c.), s.m.
Ivory.
A oW m jiz (act. part. of o8m 'to lack strength, to be
powerless,' &c.), adj. Lacking strength or power, or
ability, powerless, impotent, unable (to do), unequal (to);
weak, feeble, helpless; brought low, overcome; lowly,
humble; exhausted; dejected; in despair, hopeless;

baed, frustrated:—jiz n, or jiz rahn, or jiz hon(se), To be helpless (against); to be unequal (to), to be
unable to do, to fail or fall short (of, or in respect of); to
despair (of), &c.:—jiz karnor kar-den, v.t. To render
(one) powerless or helpless; to bring low, to humble, &c.:
—jiz hon, v.n.=jiz n(-se), q.v.
P oW m jizna [jiz, q.v. + Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adv. Impotently, weakly, helplessly, humbly; hopelessly.
? ?oW m jiza (for A. {oW m, fem. of jiz), adj. f.=jiz, q.v.
P oW mjiz [jiz+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Inability,
powerlessness, helplessness; humility, submissiveness;
supplication, entreaty; hopelessness:—jiz-se, adv.
Humbly; supplicatingly, &c.:—jiz karn(-se), To make
humble entreaty (to), to implore, beseech, to supplicate.
A W m jil (act. part. of 8m 'to hasten,' &c.), part. adj.
Hasting, making haste; speedy, quick, agile, expeditious;
—quickly passing away, eeting, transitory.
P A m dat (for A. { m, v.n. fr.  m 'to return' (to)), s.f.
Custom, habit, manner, wont, usage, practice:—dat
pa n(-ko), To become a habit (with); to be habituated
(to);—dat karn, v.t. To make a habit of, to adopt a habit;
to introduce a custom; to accustom.
P Y- m data (for A. {- m, acc. of dat), adv. From habit,
habitually.
P Y m dat (rel. n. fr. dat), adj. Customary, usual,
habitual;—s.m. (met.) A catamite.
A  m dil (act. part. of + m 'to act justly,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Equitable, just, right; upright, sincere;—one who acts
equitably or justly, a just man; one whose testimony is
trustworthy.
A  md (rel. n. fr. dat, q.v.), adj. Accustomed,
habituated, addicted (to); habitual, customary, wonted:—
d karn(-k), To accustom (to), &c.:—d hon(-k), To be
accustomed (to), to be addicted (to).
P  md (for A.  m di), act. part. of + m 'to pass or
turn' (from); 'to pass beyond,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Passing; passing beyond; transition; superseding;
exceeding (a limit); transgressing, acting wrongfully or
unjustly, &c.; unjust, wicked;—an unjust man; a
transgressor; an enemy.
A z m zir (act. part. of / m 'to excuse,' &c.), part. adj. &

s.m. Excusing, making excuses;—an excuser, an
apologist;—mark of a wound, a scar.
A  m r (v.n. fr.  m 'to blame, or reproach,' &c.), s.f.
Disgrace, reproach, ignominy, shame; bashfulness,
modesty:—r n, or r lagn(ko), To have a feeling of,
shame, to feel ashamed.
A } m ri (act. part. of }m 'to be broad'; 'to appear,'
&c.), part. adj. & s.m. Appearing, showing or presenting
itself, happening, befalling, occurring; intervening,
preventing, barring;—an occurrence, accident, casualty;
an obstacle, impediment, bar;—the side of the face, the
cheek;—reviewer of an army or of a body of soldiers, a
muster-master; general of an army:—ri-nma, s.m.
Particulars of receipts or revenues; record of
occurrences or accidents; casualty-list:—ri hon, v.n. To
show or present itself, to happen, befall (as a fever, &c.);
to prove an obstacle (to), to prevent, bar, debar, &c.
P | m ria (for A. ~| m, fem. of ri, q.v.), s.m. An
accident, event, &c.; an obstacle, impediment, &c.
(=ri); a fracture; an aection, a disorder, disease,
sickness; inrmity, defect;—anything necessary to be
done; a want, an object of need (that has occurred to
one).
A | mri (rel. n. fr. ri), adj. Accidental, not inherent;
adventitious, casual.
P  | m riya (for A. ~ | m, fem. of ri), adj. f.=ri, q.v.
A e m rif (act. part. of em 'to know,' &c.), adj.
& s.m. Knowing, wise, sagacious, ingenious; skilled in
divine matters, possessing knowledge of God and of his
kingdom and of the way of dealing well with him; pious,
devout;—one skilled in divine things; a holy man, a saint.
P  _ m rifna [rif+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj. & adv.
Wise; pious;—wisely, sagaciously, acutely; piously,
devoutly.
P  mr (for A.  m ri, act. part. of m'to be naked,' &c.),
adj. Naked, nude, denuded (of), bare (=uryn); destitute
(of); void (of); free (from); incompetent, incapable (of, or
in respect of, -meñ); distressed, distracted, helpless (by
reason of, or in consequence of, -se); tired, or weary (of):
—r n, or r hon(-se), To be distressed (by), to be
helpless (in respect of), to be tired or sick (of), &c.

P ) m riyat (for A. ~)C m ryat, rel. n. fr. { m rat, fr. rat,
'lending,' inf. n. of iv. of  m 'to take away'), s.f. Lending,
or borrowing, a thing (which is itselfto be returned); loan
(of a thing;—syn. udhr, m g;—ryatdiers from qar,
inasmuch as in the latter term it is not understood that
the identicalarticle borrowed is returned, but simply its
equivalent):—riyat len, v.t. To take on loan, to borrow
(for temporary use).
P *-) m riyata (for A. ~-) m, acc. of ryat), adv. Borrowed,
on loan (syn. m ge):—riyata den(-ko), To give on loan
or for use, to lend, to allow the use of.
P *) mriyat (rel. n. fr. riyat), adj. Borrowed; lent;—
factitious, not intrinsic, not one's own, false (as hair,
&c.).
A 1 d m zim (act. part. of 1 om 'to determine,' &c.), part. adj.
Determining, being resolved (on); intending; applying
the mind to an undertaking; bound (for a place).
A E m shir, m. = P AE m shirat (for A. {E m), f. adj. Tenth.
P AE m shirat (for A. {E m), f. = A E m shir, m.adj. Tenth.
A HE m shiq, vulg. shaq(act. part. of Hm 'to love
passionately,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Loving passionately,
amorous, enamoured, in love;—a passionate lover, a
lover, an inamorato:—shiq-mizj, adj. 'Having the
temper or disposition of a lover,' sprightly, sportive, gay,
merry:—shiq-o-mash q, Lover and beloved, lovers;—a
snake-belt:—shiq hon(-par), To be enamoured (of), to
be, or to fall, in love (with), to admire.
P  Q E m shiqn, s.m. pl. (of shiq), Lovers.
P  Q E m shiqna [shiq, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adj. & adv. Lover-like, loving, amorous, erotic, love- (e.g.
shiqn at, 'a love-letter');—amorously; after the
manner of a lover.
P Q E m shiqa (for A. ~Q E m, fem. of shiq), s.f. An inamorato,
a sweetheart, mistress.
P Q E m shiq [shiq, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Making
love, amorousness, love, courtship; gallantry; the being
in love, the state or condition of a lover:—shik karn, To
make love, &c.
A  E m sh r = A  E m sh r (fr. m 'to make ten'), s.m.
The tenth day, or the rst ten days, of the month
Moharram:—sh r- na, s.m. A temporary structure for

the celebration of the Moarram festival; a house for
the reception of the banners, &c. used in the Moarram
procession.
A  E m sh r = A  E m sh r (fr. m 'to make ten'), s.m.
The tenth day, or the rst ten days, of the month
Moharram:—sh r- na, s.m. A temporary structure for
the celebration of the Moarram festival; a house for
the reception of the banners, &c. used in the Moarram
procession.
A 2 f m im (act. part. of 2 Mm 'to protect, or defend,' &c.),
part. adj. & s.m. Defending, protecting; protected, safe;
virtuous, chaste;—a defender, &c.:—ab -im, 'Fathersafe,' an appellation of the meal of parched barley or
the like, and also of barley broth.
P @ f m sima (for A. ~@ f m, fem. of im), adj. & s.f.
Virtuous, chaste;—a chaste woman.
P f m (for A. F
 m i, act. part. of Mm'to disobey, to
rebel'), adj. & s.m. Disobedient, rebellious; criminal;—a
rebel; a sinner.
A O m tir (act. part. of Nm 'to perfume oneself'), adj.
Fragrant, odoriferous;—benecent, generous, noble,
gracious.
P h O m tifat
 (for A. ~h O m, v.n. fr. gNm 'to incline' (to)), s.f.
Aection, kindness, benevolence; ten derness, mercy,
pity, compassion.
P #O m tila (for A. ~#O m, fem. of O m til, act. part. of Nm 'to
be destitute' (of)), adj. Destitute (of ornaments, &c.); void
(of); without diacritical points (a word);—s.m. A word
without diacritical points, a bare or naked word.
P  _ m yat (for A. ~ _ m, v.n. fr. _ m 'to grant health,' iii of
h m 'to eace,' &c.), s.f. Health, soundness; safety,
security; well-being, welfare, freedom from evil or
discomfort, &c.; success, prosperity.
A G m qq, vulg. q(act. part. of HCm 'to cut'; 'to be undutiful,'
&c.), part. adj. Severing, cutting o (from);—undutiful,
disobedient, refractory, rebellious:—q karn, v.t. To
sever, cut o (from, -se), to disown; to disinherit:—qnma, s.m. A deed of disinheritance.
P %i m qibat (for A. ~%i m, quasi-inf. n. of UQ m 'to succeed,
follow,' &c.), s.f. End, termination, conclusion; futurity,
the future; the future state or life;—adv. In the end,

nally, ultimately, at last, after all:—qibatul-amr, The
termination of the business, the long and short of the
matter;—adv. Finally, &c. (=qibat):—qibat-andesh, adj.
Looking to the end; looking into futurity; far-seeing, farsighted; provident, prescient, discreet, prudent,
considerate:—qibat-andesh, s.f. Regard to the end or
issue or consequence, a looking to the future; farsightedness; foresight, prudence:—qibat-andesh karn(k), To look to the future, to make provision (for), to
provide (against); to exercise prudence:—qibat
big n(apn), To mar or to jeopardise (one's) future state
of bliss:—qibat-k tosha, s.m. Provision for the next
world; treasure in heaven; good works; bearing trouble
or aiction with patience and resignation;—an infant
gone to heaven.
A ii m qir-qarh, vulg. qarqarh, s.m. Pellitory; pellitory
of Spain, Anthemis pyrethrum.
A i m qil (act. part. of Q m 'to be or become intelligent,'
&c.), adj. & s.m. Possessing intelligence or
understanding, intelligent, wise, sensible;—a wise man, a
sage.
P 3i m qilna [qil, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj.
& adv. Wise, intelligent; skilful (e.g. qilna ilj);—wisely,
prudently, &c.
P #i m qila (for A. ~#i m, fem. of qil), adj. f.=qil, q.v.
P #i m qil [qil, q.v.+= Zend a i= S. ], s.f. Intelligence,
&c. (=aql).
A 2 ! m lam (v.n. fr. 2 #m 'to know'), s.m. The world, the
universe; men, people, creatures; regions; kingdom (in
comp., e.g. 'vegetable-kingdom');—age, period, time,
season; state, condition, case, circumstances; a state of
beauty; a beautiful sight or scene:—lam-r, adj. Worldadorning; world-regulating:—lam-afroz, adj. & s.m.
World-illumining;—the sun:—lam--bl, s.m. The world
above, the heavens, heaven; the inhabitants of the
heavens:—lam-panh, s.m. Asylum of the world; a king;
your majesty, &c. (=jahn-panh):—lam-tb, adj. Worldin aming; world-warming; world-illumining:—lam-si, s.m. The lower world, the earth:—lam-- rat, s.m.
The visible or external world:—lam--ulw, s.m. The
upper world, &c. (=lam--bl):—lam--gaib,
 s.m. The

invisible world, the world of spirits, the future state, the
next world:—lam--fn, s.m. The perishable world, the
present world:—lam-gard, adj. & s.m. World-traversing;
—a great traveller:—lam-gr, adj. & s.m. Conquering the
universe, world-conquering; world-embracing, worldwide, universal, general;—conqueror of the world; a title
of Aurangzeb:—lam--mast, s.m. A state of intoxication,
or of lustfulness:—lam--man, s.m. The invisible or
spiritual world:—lam-naward, adj. & s.m.=lam-gard, q.v.
A 2 ! m lim (act. part. of 2 #m 'to know,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Knowing, learned, intelligent, wise, sage;—a learned
man, a doctor (of law, or religion, &c.), one versed in
science and literature:—limul-g aib,
 or lim--g aib,
 adj.
& s.m. Prescient, knowing the past and the future, or the
visible and the invisible; omniscient;—the One who
knows the visible and the invisible, the Omniscient.
P  @ ! m limna [lim+Zend naor ana= S. ], adj. & adv.
Learned, wise, sage;—wisely, like a sage.
P @ ! m lam (rel. n. fr. lam), adj. of the world, worldly,
mundane, existing in the world.
P  @ ! m lamiyn, s.m. pl. (of lam), People of this world,
men, mankind, mortals.
A < @ ! m lamn (obl. pl. of lam), s.m. Worlds; created
beings or things.
P ! ml (for A.  m li, act. part. of #m 'to be high,' &c.),
adj. High, elevated, exalted, eminent, noble, grand,
sublime:—l-tabr, adj. Of high descent, of noble
lineage:—l-jh, or l-janb, adj. Of high rank, of
exalted dignity;—your Highness, your Excellency:—ljh, s.f. Highness of rank or dignity:—l- ndn, adj. Of
a high family, of a noble stock:—l-shn, adj. Of high
rank or dignity; magnicent, splendid; stately, grand,
majestic:—l-zarf,
 adj. Large-minded, able, gifted:—ltrat,
 adj. High-minded, magnanimous:—l-qadr, or lmartaba, or l-maqm, or l-miqdr, or l-manqabat, or
l-makn, adj. Of high rank or dignity:—l-guhar, adj. Of
noble origin:—l-manish, or l-himmat, adj. Highminded, magnanimous; of an aspiring nature, ambitious:
—l-manish, or l-himmat, s.f. High-mindedness,
magnanimity; ambition.
P  ! m liya (for A. ~ ! m, fem. of l), adj. f.=l, q.v.

A 1 m mm, vulg. m(act. part. of 2C m 'to be common,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Common, general, universal; public; vulgar,
popular; plebeian; ordinary; generally or universally
comprehensive (of -se), not restricted, including,
inclusive (of);—the vulgar, the common people, the
mass:—m is-se ki, Including the case in which:—mfahm, adj. Generally intelligible; popular (as a treatise):—
m-k, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to the public, or to the
masses; public:—m-log, s.m. pl. The common people, &c.
(=m):—m-me , adv. In public, publicly:— -o-m,
High and low, gentle and simple, rich and poor.
P ?a m mira (for A. {a m, fem. of a m mir, act. part. of @ m
'to be peopled,' &c.), adj. Peopled, inhabited, colonized,
cultivated, in a ourishing state (syn. bd); abundant;
rich, fertile; royal, imperial.
A a m mil (act. part. of @ m 'to work,' &c.), s.m. A worker,
doer, an operator; an agent; a governor, ruler,
administrator; an intendant of nance, a collector of
revenues; an ocial, ocer, functionary;—a
necromancer, conjurer;—adj. (in Gram.) Governing.
P #a m mila (for A. ~#a m, fem. of mil), s.m. (in Gram.), A
governing word.
P a mm (for A. 1 m mi, act. part. of @ m'to be or become
blind'), adj. Blind, ignorant.
P a m m, adj. Common, &c. (=mmor m, q.v.).
P  m na (for A. ~ m, rt.  m), s.m. The pubes; the groin.
A + $ m id, vulg. yad(act. part. of  m 'to return,' &c.),
part. adj. Returning, coming back, reverting (to),
relating or referring (to, —as a pronoun to a preceding
noun), appertaining or belonging (to); coming (to),
turning (towards), arriving (at), visiting, alighting,
resting; resulting; brought back, being restored (as
money lent, &c.); repeating; beginning (to be),
becoming; happening, befalling, betiding; accustomed or
habituated (to); liable (to), subject, amenable, or exposed
(to):—id hon, v.n. To come (upon, -ko), to befall, betide,
happen (to); to visit; to alight, rest (upon); to be liable
(to), &c.
A %m ab (v.n. fr. R%m, or  %m 'to prepare,' &c.), s.f. A woollen
cloak or habit, very loose, and open in front all the way
down the centre (not unlike a boat-cloak; it is usually of

a black colour with stripes, and is worn by dervises or
faqrs).
A  %m ibd, s.m. pl. (of abd, q.v.), Servants, slaves:—
ibdul-lh, Servants of God.
A  %m ubbd, s.m. pl. (of bid, q.v.), Holy men, devotees.
P A %m ibdat (for A. { %m, inf. n. of + %m 'to serve, worship,'
&c.), s.f. Religious service, worship, adoration, devotion;
humble or submissive obedience:—ibdat karn(-k), To
worship (God):—ibdat-gh, s.f. Place of worship, temple;
shrine; hermitage, monastic cell.
P Y %mibdat (rel. n. fr. ibdat), s.m. A religious person,
devotee, a worshipper, an adorer.
P A %m ibrat (for A. { %m, v.n. fr. %m 'to cross, pass over,'
&c.), s.f. Speech; a word, an expression, a phrase; a
passage (in a book or writing); an explanation,
interpretation; a word, or an expression, or a phrase for,
or denoting (such a thing); diction; style, mode of
expression; the construction or structure of sentence,
composition; a trope or gure:—ibrat-r, s.f.
Ornamenting of style, word-painting:—ibrat hon(-se),
To be an explanation (of), to be expressive (of), to be a
word denoting, to be a phrase (for).
A K %m abbs (intens. n. fr. I%m 'to look stern,' &c.), s.m.
lit.'Having a stern or morose countenance'; a proper
name;—the plant Marvel of Peru, Mirabilis jalapa.
P B %mabbs (rel. n. fr. abbs), adj. Of the colour of the
ower of the Marvel of Peru; red;—s.f. The ower of the
Marvel of Peru (= gul--abbs).
A l%m abas (inf.
n. of l%m 'to play, sport'), s.m. Play, sport,

tri ing, frivolity, vanity, absurdity;—adj. & adv. Tri ing,
frivolous; vain, idle, absurd, nugatory, protless,
bootless;—in vain, uselessly, bootlessly, idly, absurdly:—
abas-k,
 adj. (f. -k), Tri ing, frivolous, vain, absurd, &c.
A + %m abd (v.n. fr. + %m 'to serve'; see ibdat), s.m. A slave,
bondsman; a servant (of God), a worshipper; a devotee:
—abdul-lh, Servant of God; a proper name.
P )+ %m abdyat (for A. ~)+ %m=abd+yat), s.f. The being a slave,
the state or condition of a slave, servitude, slavery.
A %mibrn, adj. & s.m. Hebrew;—a Hebrew, a Jew;—s.f.
The Hebrew language (=ibrn zabn).
P A%m ibrat (for A. {%m, fr.  %*m tibr, 'taking warning,' inf.

n. of viii of %m 'to cross'; 'to meditate upon,' &c.), s.f.
Admonition, warning, example; (met.) fear:—ibrat-angez,
adj. Serving as a warning or example; warning,
admonitory:—ibrat-bakhsh, adj. Setting an example,
exemplary:—ibrat-bn, adj. Example-seeing, warningseeing:—ibrat-par, adj. Taking warning or example
(from, -se), warned, admonished:—ibrat paka n(-se), To
take warning (from), to be warned:—ibrat diln(-ko), To
make an example (of):—ibrat-num, adj. Exemplary:—
ibrat hon(-ko), To be or prove a warning or example
(to); to be warned.
P A%m abrat (for A. {%m, inf. n. of un. fr. %m 'to shed tears'),
s.f. Weeping; grief.
A %mibr, adj. & s.m. Hebrew;—a Hebrew (=ibrn).
P ) %m ub dyat (for A. ~) %m, v.n. fr. + %m 'to serve'), s.f.
Service (of God), adoration, devotion (=ibdat);
reverence; humble submission, submission, subjection;
servitude, &c. (=abdyat, q.v.).
A  %m ub r (inf. n. of %m 'to cross,' &c.), s.m. Crossing,
passing (a river), passing over, traversing;
transportation;—going through (a book, &c.), extensive
reading or study, prociency, mastery (of a subject);—a
ford, a ferry; a pass:—ub r karn, v.t. To cross, &c.
A 4%m abhar, s.m.(?) The narcissus; jasmine; anemone.
P 4%mabhar (rel. n. fr. abhar), adj. Of or relating to the
narcissus, &c.;—s.f.=abhar.
A + %m abd, s.m. pl. (of abd), Servants; worshippers.
A + %m ubaid (dim. of abd), A servant, slave; a worshipper,
devotee.
A  %m abr, s.m. Saron; ambergris; a mixture of
perfumes compounded with saron; a kind of powder
used at the saturnalia of the hol(i.q. abr).
P  %mabr (rel. n. fr. abr), adj. Of saron, &c.;
resembling saron, &c.
A *m tb (inf. n. of UY m 'to reprove,' iii of U*m 'to be
angry' (with)), s.m. Reproving; reproof, reproach,
censure, reprimand, rebuke; anger, displeasure;—tb
karn(-par), To pronounce censure (on), to censure,
rebuke, &c.:—tb-o- it b,
 s.m. Words expressing
censure, or displeasure; angry words.
P ! 8m jlat (for A. ~! 8m, v.n. fr. 8m 'to make haste'), s.f.

Making haste; haste, speed; anticipation (cf. ajalat).
A U$ 8m ajib (pl. of U 8m ajb, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Wonderful,
strange, extraordinary;—wonders, wonderful things,
curiosities:—ajib- na, or ajib-ghar, s.m. A museum:
—ajibu-l-ma l qt, s.m. The wonders of the creation;
monsters:—ajib-o-garib,
s.m. pl. =ajib.

A A %$ 8m ajibt (pl. of ajib), s.m. pl.=ajib, q.v.
A U8m ajab (inf. n. of U8m 'to wonder'), s.m. Wonder;
astonishment; admiration; a wonderful thing;—adj.
Wonderful, marvellous, astonishing, amazing,
miraculous, strange, extraordinary, rare; droll,
&c.:—ajab karn, v.n. To wonder, to be astonished, &c.:—
ajab-ku h, adj. Something wonderful.
A U8m ujb (from U8m ujiba, perf. pass. of iv, or fr. 8m
jb, inf. n. of iv of U8m 'to wonder'), s.m. Self-

court:—adlat--dwn, s.f. A court of civil jurisdiction,
civil court:—adlat--faujdr, s.f. A court of criminal
jurisdiction, criminal court:—adlat karn, v.n. To
administer or dispense justice; to exercise judicial
powers, to judge, to try suits at law:—adlat-ke are-se,
adv. By law, judicially; by a power of the court:—adlat-ml, s.f. A court of revenue:—adlat--majz, s.f. A court
of competent jurisdiction, a competent court or tribunal:
—adlat-me m   karn(-ko), To bring to justice, &c.
P *!+ madlat (rel. n. fr. adlat), adj. Equitable, just, right,
true; legal, judicial; actionable.
A < *!+ m adlatain (obl. dual. of adlat), s.f. The two courts
of law, i.e. the civil and the criminal.
P A+ m adwat (v.n. fr. + m 'to act corruptly'; 'to hate,'

haste'), s.f. Haste, speed, velocity, &c.
A 2 8m ajam (v.n. fr. 2 8m 'to have an impediment, or a

&c.), s.f. Enmity, hostility, resentment, hatred, hate,
animosity, vindictiveness, malice:—adwat bil-qad, s.f.
Deliberate malice, malice prepense:—adwat rakhn(-se),
To bear enmity (to), to bear malice (towards):—adwatse, adv. Through enmity; maliciously; feloniously:—
adwat nikln(apn), To gratify (one's) resentment or
animosity, to avenge oneself.
P Y+ madwat (rel. n. fr. adwat), adj. Inimical, hostile;

diculty, &c. in speaking Arabic), s.m. Foreigners,
others than Arabs; barbarians; Persians;—Persia.
A @ 8majam (rel. n. fr. ajam), adj. Foreign; Persian;
barbarian.
P  8m uj ba (prob. for A. ~ 8m uj bat, v.n. fr. U8m; see
ajab), adj. & s.m. Wonderful (=ajba), a wonderful thing,
a wonder; a miracle.
A 8m aj l (v.n. fr. 8m 'to make haste'), adj. Hasty, quick,
expeditious, &c. (i.q. jil, q.v.).
A U 8m ajb (v.n. fr. U8m 'to wonder'; see ajab), adj.
Inducing wonder or admiration, wonderful, surprising,
astonishing, marvellous, admirable, strange,
extraordinary, rare, unique.
P % 8m ajba (for A. ~% 8m, fem. of U 8m), adj. & s.m.=ajb, and

malicious; felonious.
P A+ m iddat (for A. {+ m, inf. n. of +C m 'to number,' &c.), s.f.
The time of probation which a divorced woman, or a
widow, must wait before she can marry again:—iddatme baihn, v.n. To pass the time of iddatin seclusion.
A + m adad (v.n. fr. +C m 'to number,' &c.), s.m. A number, a
whole number; a gure; a coecient; one (of anything):
—adad--awwal, The rst gure; the rst term (of a
series); a prime number:—adad--a, A whole number,
an integer;—a unit:—adad--mut laq,
 or adad--ti, A
cardinal number:—adad--wa, An ordinal number.
P + madad (rel. n. fr. adad), adj. Numeral, numerical.
A K+ m adas, s.f. Lentils.
A + m adl (inf. n. of + m 'to act equitably,' &c.), s.m. Equity,

aj ba, qq.v.
P !+ m adlat (for A. ~!+ m, inf. n. of + m 'to act equitably,'

justice, rectitude:—adl karn, v.n. To do justice, to act
equitably, to decide according to equity and rectitude; to
judge (between), to decide:—adl-gustar, s.f. The
dispensing, or the administration, of justice.
A 1 + m adam (inf. n. of 1 + m 'to be destitute of, to lack,' &c.),

admiration, self-conceit, vanity, pride, haughtiness.
A o8m ajz, vulg. ijz(inf. n. of o8m 'to lack strength or
power,' &c.), s.m. Powerlessness, impotence, weakness,
helplessness, submission, wretchedness (ct. jiz).
P #8m ajalat, vulg. ajlat(for A. ~#8m, inf. n. of 8m 'to make

&c.), s.f. Equity, justice, law;—a court of law or justice,
assize, tribunal:—adlat-panh, s.m. Asylum of justice:—
adlat-- affa, or adlat-- urd, s.f. A small-cause

s.m. Non-possession, lack, want; non-existence,
nonentity; nothing; annihilation; state of being lost; loss
(of); absence; paucity, deciency; default (of); neediness,
destitution; non-performance, non-observance:—adamr, s.m. or adam-ir, s.f. Non-appearance, nonattendance, default of appearance:—adam-istit at,
 s.f.
Insuciency or want of means; no assets; insolvency;
impecuniosity; inability to pay; lack of power; disability,
&c.:—adam-iqrr, s.m. Non-existence of a promise; non
assumpsit:—adam-indirj, s.m. Non-entry (in most of the
numerous compounds of this description adammay
generally be rendered by non-, or 'want of,' or 'absence
of,' &c.):—kal-adam, adj. lit.'Like the non-existence';
non-existent; null and void:—kal-adam jnn(-ko), To
regard as non-existent; to treat as null and void; to set
at nought:—kal-adam karn, v.t. To make null and void,
to annul, rescind, &c.:—kal-adam honor ho-jn, v.n. To
become extinct; to come to nought; to come to an end; to
be rescinded, &c.
A + m adn (inf. n. of + m 'to abide, dwell'), s.f. Eden,
Paradise;—adan, Name of a town in the province of
Yaman in the south of Arabia, Aden.
P + m ad (for A. aduwwu, v.n. fr. + m 'to transgress,'),
s.m. An enemy, a foe (syn. dushman; bair).
A + m ud l (inf. n. of + m 'to decline, deviate, turn aside
or away'), s.m. Declining, swerving, receding, returning;
refusing; deserting; disobedience (of orders),
insubordination:—ud l-ukm, s.m. One who is
disobedient or refractory:—ud l-ukm, s.f. Disobedience
of orders, refractoriness, insubordination; evasion of a
sentence or process:—ud l-ukm karn, v.n. To disobey
orders, to refuse to obey, to be refractory:—ud l karn(se), To deviate (from), turn aside or away (from), to
rebel (against), to disobey; to decline, refuse.
A + m ud l, s.m. pl. (of dil, q.v.), Just men, &c.
A )+ m adl (v.n. fr. + m 'to act equitably,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Equitable, just;—alike, equal;—a distributor of justice; the
like, or equal (of a thing; syn. nazr);
 a counterbalancing
load.
A 2 )+ m adm (v.n. fr. 1 + m 'to lack,' &c.), adj. Not having,
being without, lacking, destitute (of); deprived (of); not
to be found:—admul-mis l, adj. Without a like or

parallel, incomparable.
A / m ab (v.n. / m 'to prevent; to deter'), s.m.
Punishment, chastisement; pain, torture, torment;
martyrdom (met.) diculty, painful or troublesome aair
or event, distressing aair:—ab mol-len, v.n. 'To
purchase pain or trouble,' to bring diculties or trouble,
&c. on oneself:—ab-me pa nor pha sn, v.n. To be
involved in trouble, to be entangled in diculties.
A / m ir, corr. ur, s.m. The cheek, face.
A / m ur (inf. n. of / m 'to excuse,' &c.), s.m. Excuse,
apology, plea; pretext; objection;—the attainment or
accomplishment of one's wants or wishes, success,
fortunate issue:—ur bq na rakhn, v.n. To leave no
ground for excuse or objection; to leave no objection
unanswered:—ur-par, adj. Excuse-accepting;
excusable; admissible (a plea):—ur pesh karn, v.n. To
bring forward, or to oer, an excuse or an apology; to
plead; to raise an objection, to object (to):—ur- h,
adj. & s.m. Apologizing; apologetic;—apologist; one who
begs pardon (of another):—ur- h, s.f. An excuse,
apology; excusing oneself for not attending a funeral;—
condolence (syn. purs);—ur- h karn(-k), To make
excuse or apology; to excuse oneself (from); to apologize:
—ur-dr, adj. & s.m. Having a plea; producing an
excuse; objecting;—an objector; a claimant:—ur-dr, s.f.
The having a plea, producing an excuse; a statement of
objections; a cross-demand, a caveat:—ur karn, v.t. To
make an excuse; to apologize; to take exception (to, -k),
to contest:—ur ln(-k), To bring forward an excuse, to
plead excuses; to apologize; to raise objections (to):—urke qbil, or qbil--ur, adj. Excusable, pardonable;
objectionable:—ur-maarat, s.f. Excuses, apologies;—
ur-maarat karn, v.n. To make excuses; to make an
apology; to pray (against, -k), to deprecate:—be-ur, adj.
Without an excuse.
A / m ar, s.f. A virgin; the sign Virgo;—name of the
celebrated mistress of Wmiq.
A A/ m urt, s.m. pl. (of ur), Excuses, apologies.
P : marb- , s.m. The driver of an arba, q.v., a carter,
&c.
P  m arba (=arba, q.v.), s.m. A cart, a car, &c.;—(local) a

magazine, a depot of arms and ammunition.
A Gm irq, prop. n. Name of a territory between Persia
and Arabia (it is divided into two portions, viz. irq-arab, 'Arabian Irq,' the ancient Babylonia or Chaldea;
and irq--ajam, 'Persian Irq,' comprehending Media).
A  im irqn = A < im irqain (nom. and obl. dual of irq),
The cities of Basra and Kfa.
A < im irqain = A  im irqn (nom. and obl. dual of irq),
The cities of Basra and Kfa.
A im irq (rel. n. fr. irq), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
the country called Irq; belonging to Irq; Arabian
(horse); Parthian;—an Arab horse;—a Parthian.
A \$m ari, s.f. pl. (of ara, q.v.), Letters, petitions;
representations.
A m arab, s.m. The Arabs or Arabians; an Arabian;—
Arabia:—arab-istn, s.m. The land of the Arabs, Arabia;—
a province of Persia so called.
P ?+ m arbada (for A. {+ m, inf. n. of + m 'to show ill-nature,'
&c.), s.m. Ill-nature, evil disposition; antipathy; dispute,
con ict.
A  marab (rel. n. fr. arab), m. = P  m arabya (for A.
arabyat), f.adj. & s. Arabian; Arabic;—an Arab; an
Arabian horse;—the Arabic language.
P  m arabya (for A. arabyat), f. = A  marab (rel. n. fr.
arab), m.adj. & s. Arabian; Arabic;—an Arab; an Arabian
horse;—the Arabic language.
A Km urs (v.n. fr. Km 'to keep or cleave to,' &c.), s.m.
Marriage, nuptials; a marriage feast; a religious
ceremony celebrating the union of the soul of a
deceased pror saint with the Supreme Spirit (the saint's
disciples gather round his grave, and read the ftia, and
oer food, incense, lights, &c., especially on the 12th of
Rabul-awwal); oerings to a saint; oblations; obsequies:
—urs karn(-k), To celebrate the union (of), to give a
marriage-feast; to celebrate the obsequies (of).
A Km irs (v.n. of Km; see urs), s.m. & f. A spouse; a
husband; a wife.
A D m arsh (inf. n. of D m 'to construct a house,' &c.), s.m.
A roof; a canopy; the highest (the ninth) sphere, the
empyrean (where the throne of God is); a throne, chair
of state:—arsh-par damg hon,
v.n. To be very self

conceited; to be proud or haughty:—arsh-pe a hn(-ko),
To raise (one) to the dais, to seat one in the chair of
state; to raise (one) to a high seat or rank, to exalt; to
laud or praise to the skies:—arsh-se-le t ba-farsh, or arshse-le farsh-tak, From the highest heaven to the earth:—
arsh--muall, or arsh--barn, s.m. The highest heaven,
the empyrean.
P fm ara (for A. ~fm, v.n. fr. Fm 'to play, sport,' &c.),
s.m. Court, open area (of a house,—the 'play-ground' of
children), an area; a plain; a chess-board; a space (of
place or time), period, time, duration, term; an interval,
a while; delay:—ara tang hon, v.n. 'Space or room to be
scanty'; to be in a strait, or in diculties, to be hard
pressed:—ara lagn, v.n. To take a long time; to delay:—
is are-me , In the interval, in the mean time.
A }m ar (inf. n. of }m 'to show the breadth,' 'to show,
exhibit, present,' &c.), s.f. Presenting or representing;
representation, petition, request, address;—(v.n. fr. }m
'to be broad'), s.m. Breadth, width; (in Geog.) latitude;—a
military muster, a review:—ar--irsl, s.f. A report,
return, invoice:—arul-balad, s.m. Lines of latitude:—
ar-beg, s.m. (In Eastern govts.) An ocer who presents
and reads letters and representations (to a king or great
personage), an usher:—ar--l, s.m. Statement, or
representation, of a case, memorial, petition:—ar-dr,
adj. Having breadth, broad, wide:—ar-dsht, s.f. A
written petition; a memorial; an address:—ar karn(-k,
or -ko), To make representation (of), to represent, to
submit, to state humbly; to report; to memorialize; to
make application (for), to apply (for), to request, beg:—
ar-kunanda, s.m. Petitioner, &c.:—ar-mr z, s.f. The
purport or matter of a petition, &c.; petition, request,
case:—ar-o-t  l, s.m. Breadth and length.
A }m ara (inf. n. of }m 'to occur' (to), 'to befall'), s.f. A
thing that happens to or befalls (one), an accident,
disease, sickness, a bane, a cause of mischief;—a
contingent or accidental quality;—a muster of troops
(=ar).
A |
- m ara (acc. of ar), adv. In breadth; breadthwise,
across.
A |
- m araa, vulg. ara(acc. of ara), adv. Accidentally,
by chance.

P |m ar [ar, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Representation, written statement, petition, letter (from
an inferior):—ar-daw , s.m.
Petition of plaint; the rst
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pleading in a suit:—ar-purza karn, v.n. To present or
le a petition; to bring an action (against):—ar tnn, or
ar den, or ar gardnn, or ar lagn(-ko), To present
a petition, to le a plaint:—ar len(-k), To receive a
petition; to entertain a case:—ar-navs, s.m. One who
writes petitions for suitors, a scrivener, a notary.
A |mar (rel. n. fr. ar), adj. Of breadth, pertaining to
breadth or width; transverse; across, athwart (syn.  ).
A mm arar, s.m.(?), The juniper;—the cypress (syn. saro).
A em urf (v.n. fr. e*m tirf, 'acknowledging,' &c., inf. n.
of viii of em 'to know,' &c.), s.m. Acknowledgment,
confession;—goodness; merit; gentleness, lenity;
benecence, favour, kindness, bounty;—(more
commonly) the commonly known or received language,
common parlance;—adj. Commonly called, commonly
known (by the name of, or as), alias;—proper, equitable,
just.
A _m uraf, s.m. pl. (of g)m arf, syn. of rif, q.v.), The
wise, the holy, those who are skilled in divine things; the
intelligent, the ingenious; judges.
A A _m araft, s.f. Name of the place or mountain (nine or
twelve miles from Mecca) where the pilgrims halt on the
day of arafat, i.e. the ninth day of the month ulijja(see arafa).
A  _m irfn (inf. n. of em 'to know,' &c.), s.m. Knowledge,
sciences, wisdom, discernment.
P _m arafa, vulg. arfa(for A. ~_m, v.n. fr. em 'to know,' &c.),
s.m. A vigil, wake (esp. that of the night preceding the
du-uh , the
dul-tr, and the shab-bart):—arafa karn,
4
v.n. To keep a vigil, to oer oblations of sweetmeats, &c.
on a day of vigil (at the tomb of a deceased relative).
P _m irfa (for A. ~_m, inf. n. of em 'to know'), s.m.=irfn,
and marifat, qq.v.
A _murf (rel. n. fr. urf), adj. Well-known, notorious,
public.
A Gm araq, vulg. arq(inf. n. of Gm 'to sweat'), s.m. Sweat;
exuded moisture, exudation; moisture, sap, juice, liquor;
extract, essence, spirit; the root (of anything):—araq-

l da, adj. Covered with sweat, sweaty:—araq n(-ko), To
sweat, be covered with sweat (through shame or fear):—
araq-rez, s.f. Sweating; toil and sweat, hard labour or
exertion, severe application:—araq araq hon, v.n. To be
drenched in perspiration:—araq khai n(-k), To extract
the juice, or sap, or liquor (of); to distil:—araq-khe cnewl, s.m. A distiller:—araq--gulb, s.m. Rose-water:—
araq-gr, s.m. lit.'Sweat-receiver'; a skull-cap;—a pad
(placed under a saddle):—araq-nk, adj.=araq-l da, q.v.:—
araq-nan, s.m. Vinegar (so called because mint (nan)
is thrown into the sharpest country vinegar to distil it).
A 5m ur j (inf. n. of 5m 'to ascend,' &c.), s.m. Ascent;
ascension; rising; exaltation;—zenith.
A Km ar s, or ur s(v.n. fr. Km 'to keep or cleave to,'
&c.), s.f. A bride:—ar sul- ut  t, Writing in which the
letters have the diacritical points marked.
P  Bm ar sna [ar s, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj.
& adv. Bride-like; like a bride.
P Bmar s (rel. n. fr. ar s), adj. Bridal, nuptial;—s.f. A
marriage feast.
A }m ar  (v.n. fr. }m 'to show the breadth,' &c.), s.f.
Versication, prosody (syn. pingal);—s.m. Mecca and
Medina, with their adjacent territory.
A mur = A  )m uryn,(v.n. fr. m'to be naked,' &c.),
Naked, nude, bare, stripped, deprived (of), devoid (of).
A  )m uryn, = A mur (v.n. fr. m'to be naked,' &c.),
Naked, nude, bare, stripped, deprived (of), devoid (of).
P  )muryn [uryn, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Nakedness, nudity, &c.
A \)m ar (v.n. fr. }m 'to be broad,' &c.), adj. Broad,
wide, expanded, large.
P q)m ara (for A. ~q)m, fem. of \)m), s.m. Humble
petition, letter (from an inferior).
A om azza, 3rd pers. sing. of perf. (of oCm), He (or it) was
mighty, or glorious; (optat.) may he be magnied or
gloried:—azza smu-hu(i.e. azza ismu-hu), Glorious is His
name:—azza wa jalla, vulg. azza wa jall, adj. To Him (or to
Whom) belong might and majesty, or glory and
greatness; the mighty and glorious.
A om izz, vulg. iz(inf. n. of oCm 'to be mighty, or glorious,'
&c.), s.m. Might, greatness, grandeur, glory,

dignity, majesty, excellence;—adj. Mighty, great,
giorious, &c.
A om az (inf. n. of om'to be patient,' &c.), s.f. Patience,

s.m. One who has made choice of retirement or
seclusion, a recluse, hermit.
P *!omuzlat (rel. n. fr. uzlat), s.m. A hermit, recluse.

endurance (rare); enjoinment or exhortation to be
patient, consolation, condolence; mourning:—az- na,
s.m. House of condolence, or of mourning:—az-dr, adj.
& s.m. In mourning;—one who mourns or is in
mourning.
A )dom azzl, s.m. Name of a fallen angel; a devil, an evil

P !omazl [azl, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Retirement;

spirit.
P Aom izzat (for A. {om, inf. n. of oCm; see izz), s.f. Might,
power, grandeur, glory, honour, dignity, respect,
esteem, reputation, good name:—izzat utrn(kis-k), To
strip o the honour (of anyone), to dishonour, &c.
(=izzat len):—izzat big n(kis-k), To destroy the honour
(of), to dishonour, &c. (=izzat len, q.v.):—izzat-dr, adj. &
s.m. Powerful, holding high rank, honourable,
respectable, respected, esteemed;—a man of rank or
honour, &c.; a man highly respected; a respectable man:
—izzat den(-ko), To confer honour or dignity (on), to do
honour (to), to dignify, ennoble, exalt:—izzat
raknna(apn), To preserve (one's) honour, or dignity, or
good name; to be held in esteem:—izzat-k lg hon, or
izzat-ke p he pa n(kis-k), To be bent on ruining the
honour or reputation (of one), to be bent on the disgrace
(of):—izzat karn(-k), To render honour (to), to pay
respect (to), to honour, dignify, &c.:—izzat len(-k), To
deprive (one) of honour, &c., to dishonour, disgrace; to
abuse, to insult; to put to shame; to destroy the
reputation (of), take away the character (of); to debauch,
violate, ravish:—izzat-me ba lagn, or izzat-me farq
n(-k), To have (one's) reputation or character sullied,
&c.:—izzat-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -wl) = izzat-dr, q.v.:—beizzat, adj. Disgraced, dishonoured, &c.
A  $om izrl, or azrl, s.m. Name of the angel of death.
A om azl (inf. n. of om 'to put away or aside,' 'to remove,'
&c.), s.m. Removing, dismissing; removal (from oce):—
azl-o-nab karn, To remove and to appoint; to make
promotions and reductions.
P !om uzlat (for A. ~!om, v.n. fr. om; see azl), s.f. Retiring;
removal; retirement, withdrawal (of ooneself),
secession; self-seclusion:—uzlat-guzda, or uzlat-guzn,

secession; abdication.
A 1 om azm (inf. n. of 1 om 'to determine,' &c.), s.m.
Determination, resolution, decision, intention, xed
purpose, bent, aim; undertaking:—azm-bil-jazm, Firm
resolve, settled purpose, &c.:—azm karn, v.n. To make a
resolve, to resolve, determine, &c.
P a om azmat (for A. ~a om, inf. n. of 1 om; see azm), s.f.
Determination, resolution, &c. (= azm);—a thing that is
obligatory (of those that God has made obligatory); the
divine decree.
A o)om azz (v.n. fr. oCm; see izz, and izzat), adj. & s.m. Dear,
worthy, precious, highly esteemed, greatly valued,
honoured, respected, beloved;—a great man; a worthy or
pious personage, a saint; one beloved, a dear friend; a
relation, relative;—a great potentate, a title of the king
of Egypt;—the plant Centaury:—azz jnn, or azz
rakhn(-ko), To hold dear or precious, to esteem or value
highly, to love; to revere:—azz-dr, s.m. A near and
dear friend or relative:—azz-dr, s.f. Relationship:—
azzul-qadr, Mv honoured or worthy friend, my dear sir
(a form of address to subordinate ocers in ocial or
private correspondence).
P o)omazz [azz, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Greatness;
sanctity; dearness, friendship, respect.
P @ )om azmat (for A. ~@ )om, inf. n. of 1 om 'to determine,'
&c.), s.f. Determination, &c. (=azm, q.v.);—an obligatory
statute or ordinance of God (=azmat);—a charm, spell,
incantation; power of compelling spirits to attend on
one.
A  0m askir, s.m. pl. (of askar), Armies, forces, troops.
A 0m asir, asar(v.n. and inf. n. of 0m 'to be dicult,' &c.),
adj. Dicult, hard;—asarul-ub r, Dicult to cross or
pass over.
P A0m usrat (for A. {0m, inf. n. of 0m 'to be dicult'), s.f.
Diculty, hardness; intricacy; straitness; distress,
poverty.
A Im asas (quasi-pl. of K
C m, v.n. fr. I
C m 'to go round about,

to patrol'), s.m. The patrol, night-watch, guards.
A 0m askar (the P. lashkararabicised), s.m. An army, a
force, troop.
P 0maskar (rel. n. fr. askar), adj. & s.m. Of or relating
to an army, military;—a soldier.
A 0m asal, s.m. Honey (syn. shahd; madhu).
A m ash (v.n. fr. m 'to eat the evening meal'), s.m.
The evening meal, supper:—ash-- udwand, or ash-rabbn, s.m. The Lord's supper.
A m ish (v.n. fr. m; see ash), s.m. Nightfall, evening;
the rst watch of the night;—the prayer of sunset or
nightfall (=ish-k namz, or namz--ish).
A G m ushshq, s.m. pl. (of shiq, q.v.), Lovers.
P %m ushba (for A. ~%m, n. of un. fr. ushb; rt. Um 'to
produce tender herbage'), s.m. Sarsaparilla.
A m ashr, vulg. ashar, adj. f. (m. asharat; see ashara),
Ten.
A m ushr, s.m. A tenth part, a tithe:—ushr--shar, The
tithes prescribed by divine law:—ushr--ashr, The tenth
of a tenth, a hundredth part; (g.) very little.
A Am ashart, vulg. ashrt(pl. of {m asharat), s.m.
Decimal numbers, tens.
P Am ishrat, vulg. ashrat(for A. {m, fr. musharat,
'holding social or familiar intercourse,' inf. n. iii of m 'to
make ten of'); s.f. Social or familiar intercourse, pleasant
and familiar conversation, society; pleasure, enjoyment,
mirth:—ishrat- na, s.m., or ishrat-kada, s.m., or ishratgh, s.f. A house of pleasure, a place of entertainment:—
ishrat-faz, adj. & s.m. Pleasure-increasing;—one who
increases enjoyment or mirth:—ishrat mann, v.n. To
enjoy oneself, to take enjoyment or pleasure, to revel.
P ?m ashara, vulg. ashra(for A. {m asharat; see ashr), adj.
& s.m. Ten;—a decade; ten days; the rst ten days of
Moarram (see dah, and sh r).
P Zm Zm ash-ash (for orig. D  ash, redupl.; cf. ashsh),
s.m. Rejoicing, &c.:—ash-ash karn(-se), To rejoice (at), be
greatly pleased (with); to admire, praise, applaud.
A Hm ishq (inf. n. of Hm 'to love passionately'), s.m. Love,
excessive love, passion (for, -k):—ishq-allh, 'Love of
God,' a form of salutation used (instead of salm) by
faqrs, and by wrestlers when they meet in the arena:—

ishq-bz, adj. & s.m. Amorous;—a gallant; a rake:—ishqbz, s.f. Amorous toying, love-making, gallantry, amour:
—ishq-pe , s.m. A species of ivy that bears red owers;
—American jasmine, Ipomæa quamoclit, or Q.vulgaris:—
ishq-pesha, adj. & s.m. Amorous;—one practised in love, a
lover:—ishq hai, An exclamation of praise; excellent! well
done! bravo!
P Q m ishq (rel. n. fr. ishq), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to
love; amatory, erotic;—an amorous man; a lover.
P ? m ash ra (A.  mor  m), s.m. =sh ra, q.v.
P ? m ashwa, ishwa, or ushwa(for A. { m, v.n. fr. m; see
ish, and ash), s.m. Darkness, the rst of the darkness
(of the night);—a confused and dubious aair, or
venture, or undertaking, an obscure or concealed aair;
a dangerous aair;—a re seen from a distance at night;
a beacon;—(met.) coquetry, ogling, blandishments,
amorous playfulness:—ashwa-gar, s.m. & f. One who
ogles; a coquette:—ashwa-gar, s.f. Ogling, coquetry.
A  m ashr, s.m. A tenth part (i.q. ushr, q.v.).
A Mm a, s.m. Sta, stick, rod, club, mace, sceptre:—abar-dr, s.m. A mace-bearer (syn. ob-dr):—a-o-ballam,
s.m. Royal insignia;—the mace, ags, &c. borne in a
marriage procession.
A  Mm ar (intens. n. fr. Mm to press, squeeze,' &c.), s.m.
A presser (of grapes, or oil, and the like); oil-presser, oilmaker.
P ? Mm ura (for A. { Mm, v.n. fr. Mm 'to press'), s.m.
Expressed juice; extract; choice part;—dregs (after the
juice is expressed), refuse:—ura--rewand, s.m.
Gamboge.
A  _ Mm afr, s.m. pl. (of uf r), Sparrows.
A UMm aab (v.n. fr. UMm 'to twist, fold,' &c.), s.m. A sinew,
tendon, nerve, muscle; a ligament.
P  %Mm aabyat (for A. ~ %Mm, abst. s. fr. aab), s.f.
Muscularity, the state or condition of having many
sinews or tendons, &c.;—a strong attachment or bond of
union (holding several persons closely united); partyspirit, partisanship; esprit de corps.
A Mm ar, s.m. Time, a space or period of time, an age;—
afternoon;—the afternoon prayer (between 4.30 and
sunset=ar-k namz).

A h Mm ufur, s.m. Saower, bastard saron, Carthamus
tinctorius, or Cnicus.
A  h Mm uf r (said to be fr. C_ Mm 'to disobey and y'), s.m.
The sparrow.
P @ Mm imat, corr. amat(for A. ~@ Mm, inf. or v.n. of 2 Mm 'to
defend,' &c.), s.f. Defence, protection, preservation
(esp.fr. sin);—honour, integrity; continence, chastity; the
pardaor seclusion in which (oriental) women are
required to live.
H Mm aa (corr. fr. A. Mm a), s.m. (local) Muer, headcovering (of a woman); a handkerchief tied round the
head when going to bed.
A  Mm iyn (inf. n. of Mm 'to disobey, to rebel,' &c.), s.m.
Disobedience, rebellion; sin, transgression.
A A3qm aalt, s.m. pl. (of next, q.v.), Tendons, muscles,
&c.
P #qm aala (for A. ~#qm aalat, v.n. fr. qm 'to prevent,' &c.),
s.m. A muscle, tendon, sinew (syn. aab).
A qm aw, or uw, or iw, vulg. au, ao(aw, inf. n.;
uw, or iw, v.n.; rt. qm 'to divide into parts'), s.m. A
limb, member, joint, organ (of the body):—aw--tansul,
s.m. The organ of generation, membrum virile:—awshikan, s.f. 'Breaking a limb,' maiming; mutilation.
A Nm at (quasi-inf. n. fr. Nm t, 'giving,' &c., inf. n. iv of
Nm 'to take with the hand'), s.f. Giving, gift; a gift,
present, oering; bounty, favour, benefaction; a grant;
an endowment; a concession, consideration:—at-
ba sh, adj. Bountiful, liberal, municent, generous:—at
farmn, or at karn, v.t. To give (a thing to, -ko, a
person), to grant, bestow, confer; to assign; to concede:
—at-nma,
s.m. A deed of gift; a grant.

A  Nm attr
  (intens. n. fr. Nm it r, 'perfume'), s.m. (orig.) 'A
seller of perfumes,' a perfumer; (in Urd) a druggist, an
apothecary.
A  Nm ut rid,
s.m. The planet Mercury.

P  Nmattr
  (rel. n. fr. attr),
  adj. Of or relating to a
druggist;—s.f. The business of a druggist.
P $ Nmat (rel. n. fr. at),
 adj. & s.m. Gifted, endowed
with good parts;—a gifted man, one endowed with good
parts; a self-taught man.
A Nm it r, vulg. atr, s.m. Perfume, fragrance; essence;

ottar (or otto) of roses, &c.:—it r-dn,
s.m. A perfume
box, scent-case:—it r  khai n(-k), To extract the
essence (of):—it r  lagn(-me ), To apply perfume or it rto

the body or clothes:—it r-ml,
s.f. The rubbing of

perfume:—it r-maln(-par),
To rub perfume (on), &c. (=it r 

lagn, q.v.):—it r  nikln(-k) = it r  khai n, q.v.
A A )Nm it ryt,
vulg. atriyt,
s.f. pl. (of next, q.v.),


Perfumes, &c.
P )Nm it ryat,
vulg. it riyat,
or atriyat(for
A. ~)Nm it r+a.




yat), s.f. Fragrance, perfume, odour, scent.
P 0Nm atsa (for A. ~0Nm, n. of un. fr. ats, inf. n. of INm 'to
sneeze'), s.m. Sneezing, a sneeze.
A ZNm atash
 (inf. n. of ZNm 'to thirst'), s.f. Thirsting;
thirst.
A ZNm atish,
 adj. Thirsting, thirsty.
A  Nm atshn,
m. = A Nmatsh,
adj.

 f.(see atash),

Thirsty; very thirsty (after, or for); desiring, longing,
burning with desire (for).
A Nmatsh,
m.(see atash),
adj.
 f. = A  Nm atshn,


Thirsty; very thirsty (after, or for); desiring, longing,
burning with desire (for).
A gNm atf (inf. n. of gNm 'to incline' (to); 'to regard with
favour,' &c.), s.m. Inclination, favour, kindness,
compassion, aection; a present, bounty; (in Gram.)
connection, adjunction, apposition; a connective:—atful
bayn, Explicative apposition:—atfun-nasaq,
Connection

of sequence:—arf--atf, s.m. 'Particie of connection,' a
copulative conjunction.
P _ Nm ut fat (for A. ~_ Nm, fem. of ut f, v.n. fr. gNm; see
atf), s.f. Inclination; favour, kindness, aection (=atf).
P  Nm atya
 (for A. ~ Nm=at, q.v.), s.m. A gift; a grant; an
assignment; a stipend, an allowance:—atya-dr,
s.m.

One who holds a grant, &c.; a grantee; an assignee, &c.
A 1 m iz m,
 s.m. pl. (of azm),
 Bones;—s.m. pl. (of azm)

The great.
A 1 m uz m,
n. fr. 2 m 'to be great'),
 and uz z m(intens.
 
adj. Very great, or great.
A 2 m azm,
 s.m. Bone.
A 2 m uz m,
q.v.
 s.m.=azamat,

P @ m azamat,
vulg. azmat(for
A. ~@ m, v.n. fr. 2 m 'to be or


become great'), s.f. Greatness, magnitude;

aggrandizement; grandeur, magnicence; pomp, pride,
haughtiness, self-magnication (=uz m).

A @ muz m,
 adj. f. (of azam,
 q.v.), Greatest, supreme,
the very greatest.
A 2 m azm,
 adj. Great, high in dignity; of great account
or estimation;—large, vast, enormous, excessive, severe,
grievous; dicult, burdensome, &c.:—azmush-shn,
adj.

Of high station or dignity; magnicent, splendid; very
large or lofty (buildings, or trees, &c.).
A ) h m afrt, s.m. pl. (of ifrt), Wicked or malignant genii
or spirits, horrible demons or giants.
P h m i"at (for A. ~h m, inf. n. of gm 'to abstain,' &c.), s.f.
Abstinence, continence, chastity, virtue, purity, modesty,
decency.
A )h m ifrt (v.n. fr. h m 'to roll in the dust,' &c.), s.m. A
wicked or malignant spirit or jinn, a demon, spectre,
ogre, giant; anything frightful or horrible.
A vh m af, s.m. Gall (both the tree and the nut or fruit).
H gm gm af-af = H gh m afaf (onomat.), s.f. An imitative
sound (as of a dog barking), bow-wow.
H gh m afaf = H gm gm af-af (onomat.), s.f. An imitative
sound (as of a dog barking), bow-wow.
P h m af (for A. afwu, inf. n. of h m 'to eace, blot out,'
&c.), s.m. Absolution, forgiveness, pardon, remission (of
sins):—af -pesha, adj. Forgiving, merciful:—af karn, v.t.
To absolve, pardon, forgive:—af hon, v.n. To be
pardoned, &c.
P f h m uf at (for A. ~f h m, fr. af, q.v.), s.f. Astringency;
constipation; bitterness.
P  h m uf nat (for A.  h m, inf. n. of <h m 'to become putrid,'
&c.), s.f. Putridity, rottenness, corruption; stinking, stink,
fetidness; euvia; infection.
A g h m aff (v.n. fr. g
C m; see i"at), m. = P h h m affa (for A.
~h h m, fem. of aff), f.adj. Abstinent, continent, chaste,
virtuous, decent, modest, decorous;—affa, s.f. A chaste
woman, a modest woman, &c.
P h h m affa (for A. ~h h m, fem. of aff), f. = A g h m aff (v.n. fr.
C m; see i"at), m.adj. Abstinent, continent, chaste,
g
virtuous, decent, modest, decorous;—affa, s.f. A chaste
woman, a modest woman, &c.
A Q m iqb (inf. n. of Ui m 'to punish,' &c.; iii of UQ m 'to

follow after'), s.m. Punishment, chastisement; torture.
A Q m uqb (v.n. fr. UQ m 'to follow after,' &c.), s.m. & f. An
eagle.
A + $ Q m aqid, s.m. pl. (of aqda), Articles of faith, religious
tenets.
A UQ m aqib, or aqb, vulg. aqab(v.n. fr UQ m 'to come after,'
&c.), s.m. The heel; hinder part, rear (syn. p h);—adv.
or postpn. In the rear (of, -ke), in the wake (of); behind,
after; in pursuit (of;—syn. p he):—aqab karn(-k), To go
after, to follow, to pursue, &c.:—aqab-me , adv.=aqab,
q.v.
A %Q m uqb (v.n. fr. UQ m 'to come after,' &c.), s.m. End,
conclusion, termination; last state; accomplishment;
consequence, result, issue; the future state, the next
world (syn. qibat).
A + Q m aqd (inf. n. of + Q m 'to tie,' &c.), s.m. A tie, knot;
the marriage-knot, marriage (=aqd--nik); a contract,
compact, covenant, agreement, league, treaty,
engagement;—responsibility, accountableness,
suretiship;—(prob. corr. fr. A. iqd) a necklace, a collar; a
bulse, a string (of pearls, &c.):—aqd-band, s.f. The tying
of the marriage-knot; concluding a contract, &c.:—aqd
karn, v.t. To give (one) in marriage; to take in marriage,
to marry, wed:—aqd-me ln, v.t. To marry, wed:—aqdnma, s.m. Marriage-contract:—aqd hon, v.n. To be
married.
P + Q m aqdna (fr. aqd), s.m. Marriage-fees.
P ?+ Q m uqda (for A. {+ Q m, v.n. fr. + Q m 'to tie'), s.m. A knot, tie,
bond (=aqd); a knob; a joint; a node; an excrescence; a
gland; an impediment (in speech); an entanglement, a
complication; entangled things, perplexed aairs,
confused words; a knotty problem; a secret, mystery,
enigma:—uqda-kush, s.m. 'An opener of knots,' one who
solves diculties, &c.:—uqda-kush, s.f. The opening or
untying of knots, the solving of diculties.
A Q m aqrab (rt. Q m 'to twist, curl,' &c.), s.m. A scorpion;
the sign Scorpio; (met.) a quarrelsome person.
H iQ m aqar-qar, s.m. corr. of qar-qar, q.v.
A Q m aql (inf. n. of Q m 'to be or become intelligent,' &c.),
s.f. Intelligence, wisdom, sense, understanding, intellect,
mind, reason, knowledge; opinion:—aql--insn, s.f.

Reason:—aql-par parda pa -jn(-k), A veil to be drawn
over the understanding (of), to be dull of understanding:
—aql paka n, To get sense, or intelligence; to have
(one's) senses about one:—aql akkar-me n, or aql
akrn, v.n. The head to be in a whirl; the brain to be awool-gathering; to be confused and distracted:—aql jt
rahn, v.n.=aql mr jn, q.v.:—aql--aiwn, s.f. Animal
instinct:—aql abt hon,
v.n. The mind to be deranged;

to be confused and distracted:—aql ar karn, or aql
dau n, v.n. To use (one's) sense, to exercise (one's)
mind, to consider, think, reason:—aql-se bhar, or aql-se
d r, adj. Inconceivable; unreasonable; nonsensical:—aql-kul, s.m. Sole counsellor, mentor;—the angel Gabriel:—
aql mr-jn, v.n. To be bereft of sense or
understanding, to lose (one's) senses, or wits:—aqlmand, adj. See s.v.:—aql-me n, v.n. To get sense, to
understand.
A 3-Q m aqla (acc. of aql), adv. Reasonably; prudently;
logically; by inference; by guess.
A 3Q m uqal, s.m. pl. (of qil, q.v.), The wise, the prudent.
P + @ #Q m aql-mand [aql, q.v. + mand= Zend mañ= S. /B], adj.
& s.m. Possessed of intelligence, &c.; intelligent, wise,
sensible;—a wise man, &c.:—aqlmand-k dum, (colloq.) 'A
wise man's tail,' a fool, blockhead.
P + @ #Q maqlmand, s.f. Intelligence, wisdom, sound sense,
sagacity, discretion; practical skill; cleverness, address;
savoir faire; ingenuity, adroitness, craft:—aqlmand-se, adv.
Wisely, &c.
A #Q maql (rel. n. fr. aql), adj. Of or relating to intellect,
&c.; intellectual, mental; rational, reasonable, judicious;
deduced by reason; scientic.
P  Q m uq bat (v.n. fr. UQ m 'to follow,' &c.), s.f.
Punishment, chastisement, torture, torment.
A Q m aq l (v.n. fr. Q m; see aql), adj. Intelligent, wise,
sagacious; rational.
A Q m uq l, s.f. pl. (of aql), Intellects, understandings,
minds; sciences.
P A+ Q m aqdat, s.f. = P ?+ Q m aqda, s.m.(for A. {+ Q m, v.n. fr.
+ Q m 'to tie,' &c.; see aqd), A belief, faith, rm persuasion;
a creed; an article of belief; a doctrine; a religious tenet:
—aqdat-mand, adj. Having rm belief or faith, being

rmly persuaded; faithful, believing:—bad-aqda, adj.
Unbelieving, sceptical.
P ?+ Q m aqda, s.m. = P A+ Q m aqdat, s.f.(for A. {+ Q m, v.n. fr.
+ Q m 'to tie,' &c.; see aqd), A belief, faith, rm persuasion;
a creed; an article of belief; a doctrine; a religious tenet:
—aqdat-mand, adj. Having rm belief or faith, being
rmly persuaded; faithful, believing:—bad-aqda, adj.
Unbelieving, sceptical.
A H Q m aqq (v.n. fr. HCm 'to cleave, split,' &c.), s.m. A
cornelian:—aqqul-bar, s.m. Mocha stone;—Indian shot,
the seed of Canna indica.
P Q Q m aqqa (for A. ~Q Q m, s.f. fr. aqq, 'cleft,' &c.), s.m. The
hair on the head of a new-born infant (so called because
it is cutor shavedo on the sixth day);—the ceremony of
shaving the head of an infant on the sixth day after
childbirth, and a sacrice made and a feast given on
that day.
A 2 Q m aqm, m. (v.n. fr. 2 Q m 'to be dry'; 'to be barren,' &c.),
= P @ Q m aqma, f. (for A. ~@ Q m, fem. of aqm),adj. Barren,
having no children; that will not bear children;—aqma,
s.f. A barren woman; a woman past child-bearing.
P @ Q m aqma, f. (for A. ~@ Q m, fem. of aqm), = A 2 Q m aqm,
m. (v.n. fr. 2 Q m 'to be dry';'to be barren,' &c.), adj. Barren,
having no children; that will not bear children;—aqma,
s.f. A barren woman; a woman past child-bearing.
A Im aks (inf. n. of Im 'to reverse,' &c.), s.m. The
reverse (of), the converse, or the contrary (of);
counterpart; inversion; re ection (syn. par h ), a
shadow, a re ected image (as in a mirror, or water, &c.);
—opposition; spite:—aks utrn, or aks khai n(-k), To
take the re ected image (of), to take a silhouette, or a
photograph, &c.:—bar aks(-ke), On the reverse (of);
contrary (to), in opposition (to);—bar aks is-ke, On the
reverse (or the back) of this;—on the contrary.
P 0m aks (rel. n. fr. aks), adj. Re ected; re ex;
obtained by re ection; photographic:—aks tawr, s.f. A
re ected image, or picture; a silhouette; a photograph.
A 3m al (inf. n. of #m'to be exalted in dignity, &c.'), s.m.
Exaltation, superiority, sublimity, glory;—adj. Very
exalted, most high or glorious.
A 53m ilj (inf. n. of 6! m 'to treat medically,' iii of 6#m 'to be

strong,' &c.), s.m. Medical treatment; a medicine,
remedy, cure:—ilj-par, adj. Admitting of remedy,
remediable; curable:—ilj karn(-k), To treat medically;
to apply a remedy (to), to remedy; to cure; to correct, to
chastise:—ilj-mulaja, s.m. Medical treatment:—be-ilj,
adj. Without remedy, irremediable, incurable.
H ?+ 3m alida, or alada, corr. of ?+ c #m alida, q.v.

A A a 3m almt, s.f. pl. of almat, q.v.

P Ji3malqag [alqa, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.

2 #m 'to know'), A mark, sign, token, an indication, a
symptom; an index, exponent; a characteristic; a
cognizance, a badge, device, emblem, a coat of arms;—a
ag, standard (syn. alam).
P a 3m allma (for A. ~a 3m, fr. allm, q.v.), adj. Very

Attachment, connection, relation, dependence, &c. (see
next).
P i3m alqa, vulg. ilqa(for A. ~i3m, inf. n. of H#m 'to be
attached,' &c.), s.m. Attachment, connection,
dependence, relation, anity; concern, interest; part;
reference, bearing (to), relevancy; commerce (with),
intercourse, correspondence, communication;—a
depenpendency, a province, division (of territory),
district, parish; a tenure, holding; an estate, a manor;
jurisdiction; a business, concern; an oce, post:—alqa
uh-jn(-k), A connection, &c. to be severed:—alqaband, s.m. A gold-lace maker; a braider, a maker of
fringe, tape, &c.:—alqa-band, s.f. Gold-lace work; lacework; braiding; the making of fringe, or tape, &c.;—the
business of lace-work, &c.:—alqa-dr, adj. & s.m.
Connected, dependent, related;—a connection, a
relation; a dependant;—the person who becomes
responsible for the payment of the rates, &c. of a district
or village, &c.:—alqa rakhn(-se), To be connected (with),
to be dependent (on), to be related (to); to have to do
(with), to have concern or interest (in), to concern,
interest; to belong (to); to relate or refer (to), to have
regard (to):—alqe-se-bhar, Beyond the province (of),
beyond the jurisdiction, or the limits (of):—alqa-mand,
adj.=alga-dr, q.v.:—alqe-me (-ke), Within the limits
(of), within the jurisdiction (of).
H !3m allat (prob. corr. fr. ~# #m, fem. of all, q.v.), s.f.
Ailment, malady, inrmity (=illat).
A 1 3m allm (intens. n. fr. 2 #m; see ilm), adj. Very knowing,
very scientic, very learned; all-knowing, omniscient;—
s.m. The Omniscient:—allmul-guy
 b, adj. & s.m.
Knowing all mysteries, acquainted with things invisible,
an epithet of the Deity.

P a 3m almat, s.f. = P a 3m alma, s.m.(for A. ~a 3m, v.n. fr.
2 #m 'to know'), A mark, sign, token, an indication, a
symptom; an index, exponent; a characteristic; a
cognizance, a badge, device, emblem, a coat of arms;—a
ag, standard (syn. alam).
P a 3m alma, s.m. = P a 3m almat, s.f.(for A. ~a 3m, v.n. fr.

knowing, most learned (=allm);—s.m. & f. A very
learned man or woman;—a very knowing or artful
woman:—allma--dahr(also allmatud-dahr), or allmae-ar(also allmatul-ar), s.m. The most learned of the
age.
P  3m alniya (for A. ~ 3m alniyat, inf. n. of <#m 'to become
open, or public,' &c.), adj. & adv. Open,
manifest, public;—openly, publicly, aloud (=A. alniyata).
P ?3m ilwa (for A. {3m, v.n. fr. #m 'to be or become high,'
&c.), s.m. A small (additional) package or load laid on the
top (of a loaded camel or horse); a small load upon a
heavier; a superaddition, something added, something
over and above;—ilwa, vulg. alwa, adv. As a
superaddition, over and above, in addition (to, -ke);
besides, moreover:—alwa is-ke, alwa bar n, In addition
to this; moreover; independently of this;
notwithstanding that.
P #m illat (for A. ~#m, v.n. fr. Cm 'to be or become diseased,'
&c.), s.f. A disease, sickness, malady, inrmity,
weakness; a fault, vice, bad habit; a defect, aw; a bad or
worthless thing; rubbish, lth, dirt;—a cause, an ecient
cause; an excuse, a plea; a pretext, pretence;—a charge,
count (of an indictment):—illat-- r, Apparent or
formal cause (i.e. that form in which its essence
consists):—illat--g ,
 Final cause:—illat--fil, Ecient
cause:—illat lag-len(-k), To be addicted to the vice or
bad habit (of):—illat lagn(with loc.), To reproach,
blame; to charge (with, -k), to inculpate:—illat--mdd ,
Material cause, the matter of which a thing is made:—

illat-o-mal l, Cause and eect:—ba-illat(-), or (-k) illatme , On account (of), because (of); on the charge (of),
for:—arf--illat, A weak letter (one of the
interchangeable letters  ,, or ).
P *#millat (rel. n. fr. illa), adj. Having a fault, or vice, or
aw, &c.; of bad habits.
P ?+ c
 #m alida, adj. & adv.=?+ c #m alida, q.v.
A g#m alaf (v.n. fr. g#m 'to feed'), s.m. Fodder, provender
(for beasts), food (for cattle), grass, hay, &c.:—alaf-zr,
s.m. A pasture, a meadow.
H h #m ulfa, s.m. (local), corr. of ul fa, q.v.
A H#m alaq (inf. n. of H#m 'to hang, to be suspended,' &c.),
s.m. Hanging, suspended; adhering (to);—anything hung
or suspended; a suspensory;—attachment, love,
aection.
A #m ilal, s.f. pl. (of illat, q.v.), Inrmities; defects; vices,
&c.;—causes; pretexts, &c.
A 2 #m ilm (inf. n. of 2 #m 'to know'), s.m. Knowledge,
learning, science; literature; doctrine:—ilm--b ,
Hydrostatics:—ilm--adab, Literature; ethics, moral
science, morality; etiquette:—ilm--a lq, Moral
philosophy, ethics, &c.:—ilm--asm, The knowledge of
the names (i.e. of the attributes of God):—ilm--ilh,
Theology:—ilm--wz , Acoustics:—ilm--bas , The art of
reasoning, the science of logic:—ilm--bayn, or ilm-balgat,
 'The explanatory science,' rhetoric (=ilm-kalm):—ilm--tashr, Anatomy:—ilm--taawwuf, The
mystic or contemplative science:—ilm--tawr ,
Chronology; history:—ilm--jn, Physiology:—ilm-jamdt, Mineralogy:—ilm--isb , Arithmetic:—ilm-hikmat, Philosophy; physics:—ilm--aiwnt, Zoology:—
ilm- n, adj. & s.m. Studious;—a student:—ilm-dn,
adj. & s.m. Learned, wise;—a learned or wise man, a
scholar:—ilm--dn , The science of religion:—ilm-raqam, Arithmetic:—ilm--ramal, Geomancy; cleromancy:
—ilm--riy, The mathematical sciences, mathematics:
—ilm--sir, The black art, magic:—ilm--sh, or ilm-raushn, Optics; photology (=ilm--manir):—ilm--t ab,

or ilm--t ab,
Natural philosophy:—ilm--ar , Prosody,

versication:—ilm--g ubr,
Arithmetic:—ilm--g aib,
 The

knowledge of what is occult or absent, or what has not

yet existed; the occult sciences; foreknowledge;
divination:—ilm--rsat, and ilm--qiyfa, The science of
physiognomy:—ilm--kalm, Rhetoric, oratory,
eloquence:—ilm--kmiy, Alchemy; chemistry:—ilm-musallas
allas
ta,
 , Trigonometry:—ilm--mus

 --musat

  Plane
trigonometry:—ilm--mus allas
Spherical
 --kuraw,

trigonometry:—ilm--majlis, and ilm--nishast-o-bar st,
A knowledge of etiquette:—ilm--mudun , Political science
or economy:—ilm--marya, Perspective:—ilm--masat,
Mensuration:—ilm--madin , or ilm--madinyt(or
madanyt), Mineralogy:—ilm--miqnt s, Magnetism:—
ilm--manzir, Optics; photology:—ilm--mantiq, Logic:—
ilm--mauj dt , The knowledge of natural phenomena:—
ilm--m sq(or m siq), The science of music:—ilm-nabtt, Botany:—ilm--nuj m, Astrology; astronomy:—
ilm--handasa(vulg. handsa, or hindsa), Geometry:—ilmwl, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = ilm-dn, q.v.:—ilm-o-fal,
Knowledge and virtue or excellence:—ilm--haiat , The
science of astronomy.
A 2 #m alam (v.n. fr. 2 #m 'to know,' &c.), s.m. A mark, sign,
token, &c. (=almat, q.v.); gured, or embroidered, work
(on a cloth or garment); a decoration;—a spear; a ag
(or strip of cloth, that is tied upon the spear); a banner,
standard; the spear-headed hanner of asan and
usain (that is carried in procession at the Moarram
festival);—(in Gram.) a proper name or noun:—(in
Geom.) a gnomon:—alam-bardr, or alam-dr, s.m. A
standard-bearer.
A @ #m ulam, s.m. pl. (of lim), The learned; doctors of
law and religion.
A @ #milm (rel. n. fr. ilm), adj. Scientic; literary;
doctrinal; theoretical.
P  @ #m ilmyat, vulg. ilmiyat(for A. ~ @ #m, fr. ilm), s.f.
Learning, scholarship.
P #m ul (for A. uluwwu , inf. n. of #m 'to be high,' &c.),
s.m. Highness, eminence, sublimity; an eminence, a
height.
P _ #m ul fa (for A. ~_ #m, pl. of alaf, q.v.), s.m. Food or
victuals (of soldiers, &c.), rations, provisions; subsistence
allowance or money, daily pay, stipend, salary, pension.
A 1 #m ul m, s.m. pl. (of ilm), The sciences; several

species of knowledge:—ul m--mutarifa, s.m. Axioms:—
ul m-o-fun n, Arts and sciences.
A  #malaw (rel. n. fr. al, q.v.), s.m. A descendant of Al
(Moammad's son-in-law).
A  #mulw (v.n. fr. #m 'to be high,' &c.), adj. Of or relating
to the higher or upper parts or regions (orig. of Arabia);
high, sublime; above; celestial, heavenly.
A #mal (v.n. fr. #m 'to be high,' &c.), adj. High (in rank,
&c.), eminent, noble;—s.m. The name of Moammad's
son-in-law (he was, according to the Sunn sect, the
fourth Khalfa or successor of Moammad; but the Shas
make him the direct successor, not acknowledging the
three other Caliphs); a proper name:—al-band, s.m.
Al's tie'; an amulet or charm (against sorceries or
enchantments); an ornament, a jewel:—al-dhat, adj.
(colloq.) Gigantic, monstrous:—al-k kamn, 'The bow of
Al,' the rainbow:— al-madad, s.f. 'Al's help'; a return
salutation;—name of a trick in wrestling.
A #mal (orig. a subst. fr. #m 'to be high,' &c.; and=3m al,
q.v.), prep. On, upon, above; according to, &c. (syn. bar: it
occurs only in Arabic phrases; and its nal vowel is
shortened in pronunciation before the Ar. article al):—
alal-ittil, adv. (al+al+it˚) Continually, without
intermission; uninterruptedly; consecutively, in
succession, in a series, seriatim:—alal-asar, adv. On the
instant, instantly:—alal-ijml, adj. Jointly, conjointly:—
alal-istiqmat, adv. Interminably; ever so far:—alalistimrr, adv. Continually, incessantly, perpetually; in
perpetuity, permanently; assiduously, persevering:—
alal-it lq,
 adv. Absolutely, solely; universally:—alalinrd, Separately; severally:—alat-taqq(i.e. al+al
+taqq), According to truth, in truth, verily, surely,
certainly, of a certainty:—alat-tasalsul, Consecutively,
&c. (=alal-ittil):—alat-tafl, At full length, in detail;
prolixly, diusedly:—alat-tanz ur,
 According to (its) vis-àvis; (each) according to (its) kind or like:—alat-tawtur,
In succession, successively; repeatedly:—alat-tawakkul,
On trust, in faith; in blind condence; hap-hazard:—alalisb, On account;—without a proper account, without
keeping, or making up, an account;—s m. A suspense
account:—alal- u , Especially, particularly; precisely
(syn. u a):—alad-dawm, Continually, incessantly,

perpetually, always; assiduously; in perpetuity,
permanently, for ever:—alar-ragm,
 Against the will (of, ke), in spite (of), in opposition (to):—alas-saar, or alaab, About dawn, towards daybreak, in the morning:—
alal-um m, Commonly, generally, in general, vulgarly
(syn. um ma):—al qadr(-), According to the power, or
dignity, &c. (of):—al qadr--martib, According to rank or
degree:—al hal-qiys, On this measure, in the same
manner, in like manner, similarly; and the like:—alai-hi,
On him;—alai-hir-rama, On him (be) the mercy (of God);
—alai-his-salm, On him (be) peace:—alaihim, On them:—
alaihum, On or against both.
P X + c #malidag, vulg. alaidag, aladag[alida, q.v.+=
Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The state or condition of being
separate or apart; separation; severalty.
P ?+ c #m alida, vulg. alaida, alada(A. #mal+{+  idat,
'being alone,' &c., inf. n. of + ), adj. & adv. Separate;
distinct;—apart (from, -se);—separately; one by one;
apiece:—alida rakhn, v.t. To set apart; to appropriate:
—alida-alida, adv. Separately; one by one; apiece:—
alida karn, v.t. To separate; to part with, to get rid of
(syn. alag karn):—alida hon, v.n. To be separated
(from, -se); to separate oneself (from), &c. (=alag hon,
q.v.).
A  #m all (v.n. fr. Cm 'to be diseased,' &c.), adj. Weak; sick,
indisposed, out of sorts.
A 2 #m alm (v.n. fr. 2 #m 'to know'), adj. Learned, wise
(=lim); omniscient, an epithet applied to God.
A  #m illy n, vulg. illiy n(nom.) = A < #m illyn, vulg.
illiyn (obl.)(pl. of ill, 'high,' &c., v.n. fr. #m 'to be high'),
adj. & s.m. High, sublime;—the high, the inhabitants of
the higher spheres;—the seventh heaven; the place in
the seventh heaven to which the souls of believers
ascend, and where the records of men's actions are laid
up.
A < #m illyn, vulg. illiyn(obl.) = A  #m illy n, vulg. illiy n
(nom.)(pl. of ill, 'high,' &c., v.n. fr. #m 'to be high'), adj.
& s.m. High, sublime;—the high, the inhabitants of the
higher spheres;—the seventh heaven; the place in the
seventh heaven to which the souls of believers ascend,
and where the records of men's actions are laid up.

A  #m alai-hi, vulg. alaih; see s.v. #m al.

P ?+ @ m umda (for A. {+ @ m, v.n. fr. + @ m 'to stay, prop,' &c.),

A 2 m amm, vulg. am, s.m. A father s brother, paternal
uncle:—am-zda, s.m. Paternal uncle's son.
A  @ m imd (v.n. fr. + @ m 'to stay, prop,' &c.), s.m. A stay,
prop, support; condence, reliance, trust;—a pillar,
column (=am d):—imdu-d-daula, 'Pillar of the state'; a
proper name.
A A @ m imrt, s.f. pl. (of imrat, q.v.), Buildings, edices,

&c.), s.f. Building; habitation and cultivation; that by
which a place is rendered habitable; a building,
structure, edice; a habitation; a fortication.
P Y @ mimrat (rel. n. fr. imrat), adj. Of, or relating to,

s.m. A stay, prop, support, pillar; condence, reliance,
trust (=imd);—a lord, master, chief, nobleman, grandee,
rich man;—adj. (f. -), Great, noble, grand, consequential;
excellent, ne, capital; sumptuous; vital, essential,
material:—umda-se umda, The very best.
A @ m umr (inf. n. of @ m 'to live,' &c.), s.f. Life; life-time,
period of life; age:—umr-bhar, adv. During the term of
natural life; for life:—umr-bhar-k, adj. (f. -k), Life-long;
sucient for a lifetime:—umr darz, May (your) life (be)
long:—umr-rasda, adj. & s.m. Advanced in years:—umrqaid, s.f. Imprisonment for life (syn. dimul-abs):—
umr-qaid, s.m. & f. Prisoner for life.
A @ m mar, s.m. The name of the second alfaor

building, &c.:—imrat gaz, s.m. A mason's yard, or rule.
P  @ mamr, or ammr(fr. A.  @ m amr, 'a turban; a

successor of Moammad; a proper name.
A + )d@ m amr-zaid, s.m. 'Amr and Zaid (ctitious names,

crown,' &c.; rt. @ m 'to build,' &c.), s.f. A litter or seat with
a canopy, to ride in (on an elephant;—when it has no
canopy it is called a hauda):—amr-dr, adj. Having a
canopied litter on its back (an elephant).
A @ m umml, s.m. pl. (of mil, q.v.), Agents; governors,

like our 'John Nokes and Thomas Styles,' used largely in
Mohammadan legal and scholastic discussions).
P ?@ m umra (for A. {@ m, v.n. fr. @ m 'to live, remain,' &c.),
s.m. (orig.), 'A visiting, a visit'; a religious visit, or a
pilgrimage, to the sacred places at Mecca;—(a man's)
visiting, or going in to, his (newly-married) wife in the
abode of her family.
A H@ m umq, or umuq(inf. & v.n. of H@ m 'to be deep,' &c.),

&c.
P A @ m imrat (for A. { @ m, inf. n. of @ m 'to stay, abide,'

rulers; collectors of revenue, &c.
P a @ m imma, vulg. amma(for A. ~a @ m, v.n. fr. 2C m 'to
comprehend,' &c.), s.m. The sheet or cloth that one
winds upon the head, a turban; a tiara, a crown.
A  @ m mn, s.m. Name of the southern coast of Arabia
(from the entrance into the Persian Gulf to the straits of
Bab-el-mandeb);—the sea between Ethiopia and India;
the Persian Gulf (=bar--mn).
A + @ m amd (inf. n. of + @ m 'to intend,' &c.), s.m. Intention,
purpose, design;—adj. Intentional; wilful, deliberate.
A +- @ m amda (acc. of amd), adv. Intentionally, purposely,
deliberately, wilfully, with malice prepense.
P + @ m umdna (fr. umda, q.v., with a. na), adv. Like a
noble or grandee.
P A+ @ m umdat (for A. {+ @ m; see umda), s.f. A stay, prop,
support, pillar (=umda, imd, am d):—umdatul- , A
prime minister:—umdatul-mulk, 'Pillar of state,' a title
bestowed on ocers of high rank.
P X + @ mumdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Greatness, dignity;
excellence, worth; sumptuousness.

s.m. Bottom (of a well, &c.); depth, profundity (syn.
gahr).
A @ m amal (inf. n. of @ m 'to work; to act,' &c.), Work,
labour, service, business, employment, oce, post; a
deed, act, action, execution, operation, practice, eect; a
measure, procedure, process; administration,
government, rule, sway, jurisdiction, possession; an
oce of administration; management, agency;—time (of
day), stroke (of an hour, e.g. tn-k 'amal hai);—a charm,
spell, incantation, mystical words or formula, &c.;—an
enema, a clyster;—an intoxicating drink (cf. amal):—
amal--be-j, s.m. Improper action; improper or bad use,
misuse, abuse; misapplication, misemployment:—amalpa, s.m.=amal-dastak, q.v.:—amal pa hn(-par), To
pronounce a spell or incantation (over):—amal--jarr,
s.m. A surgical operation:—amal-dr, s.m. One who has
command, or who exercises authority; an administrative

ocer; a (native) collector of revenue:—amal-dr, s.f.
Administration, government, rule, sway; lordship; limits
of jurisdiction; the district governed, a collectorship:—
amal-dar-mad, s.m. 'That which has come into
operation'; a proceeding, process;—amal-dar-mad karn,
v.t. To put in practice, to act upon, to observe:—amal-darmad hon, v.n. To be put in practice, &c.:—amal-dastak,
s.f. A warrant, a writ; a deed of conveyance; a certicate
of title:—amal-sanad, s.f. = amal-dastak& amal-nma:—
amal karn(-par), To act (upon), proceed (upon); to
operate, to take eect; to make use (of);—to aect the
head (wine, &c.):—amal-gur, s.m. A (native) collector of
revenue:—amal-me ln(-ko), To bring into operation or
practice, put in execution, carry into eect; to make use
of; to set to work:—amal-nma, s.m. An order, a warrant,
&c. (=amal-dastak); a code of instructions (cf. dast rulamal).
A 3-@ m amala (acc. of amal), adv. In act; in fact, indeed,
truly.
P  J#@ m amlagn, s.m. pl. (of amla), Public ocials;
subordinate ocers, clerks; managers.
P #@ m amala, vulg. amla(for A. ~#@ m amalat, pl. of mil, q.v.),
s.m. pl. & sing. Workers, operators, executors;
ministerial or public ocers (attached to a court, or to
an oce), ocials, functionaries; establishment (esp.
the Persian or vernacular establishment of an oce, as
distinguished from the English department);—an ocial,
a subordinate ocer, a (native) clerk:—amle-fle , s.m.
pl. Ministerial ocers, ocials; executive authority;
clerks.
P #@ m amla (prob. for A. ~#@ m amilat; or fr. amal), s.m.
Work, &c. (=amal); a thing done; premises, buildings, &c.;
materials (of a dilapidated house).
P #@ m imla (for A. ~#@ m imlat), s.m. Operation, produce of
work; a mode or manner of work.
A #@ mamal (rel. n. fr. amal), adj. Practical (opp. to ilm,
'theoretical'); to be done, fabrile, ctitious, articial:—
addicted to intoxicating drugs.
A A #@ m amalyt, vulg. amaliyt(pl. of next), s.f. Practices.
P  #@ m amalyat (for A. ~ #@ m, abst. s. fr. amal), s.f. Practice.
P @ m amm (fr. A. 2C m amm, q.v.), s.m. Father's brother,

paternal uncle (cf. l , fr. l).
A  @ m am d (v.n. fr. + @ m 'to stay, prop,' &c.), s.m., Pole (of
a tent, &c.); a pillar, column; (in Geom.) a perpendicular;
—a sta, club, cudgel;—a mace:—am d-bz, s.f. Playing
or ghting with clubs, cudgelling:—am d ln(-par), To
drop or draw a perpendicular (on):—am d--ub , s.m.
The morning rays or refulgence:—am d khai n, or
am d nikln, To erect a perpendicular (on, -par), to draw
a perpendicular (from, -se).
A - @ m am da (acc. of am d), adv. Perpendicularly.
A 1 @ m um m (inf. n. of 2C m 'to be common,' &c.), adj.
Common, general, universal, &c. (=m, q.v.).
A a- @ m um ma (acc. of um m), adv. Commonly,
generally, vulgarly (=alal-um m).
A H @ m amq (v.n. fr. H@ m 'to be deep'; see umuq), adj. Deep,
profound (syn. gahr).
A 2 @ m amm (v.n. fr. 2 m 'to be common'), adj. Common,
universal; complete, perfect, full; abundant, numerous;
reaching to everything, extending to all, allcomprehensive.
A <m an, prep. From; of; for, in lieu of; with; on, upon,
above, over; before; after; because of:—an-qarb
adj. & adv. Adjoining, adjacent, near; impending,
imminent;—nearly; soon, shortly; almost:—an-qarbizzamn, In a short time, soon, &c.
A m an (v.n. fr. m 'to disquiet,' &c.), s.f. Diculty,
distress, trouble, labour; fatigue, weariness (syn. ranj).
A m unnb, s.m. The jujube fruit (and tree), Rhamnus
zizyphus.
A  munnb, adj. Of the colour of the jujube, jujubecolour, red, of a carnation colour.
A  m ind (inf. n. of +  m 'to act with opposition,' &c., iii of
+ m 'to decline or deviate,' &c.), s.m. Opposition,
resistance, disobedience, rebellion; perverseness,
obstinacy, stubbornness.
A f m anir, s.m. pl. (of unu , q.v.), The elements (of
which material substances of dierent natures are
composed).
A  m inn (v.n. fr. <Cm 'to turn aside,' &c.), s.f. A rein;
bridle:—inn-gashta, adv. 'With loose rein'; at full gallop
(syn. bag- , q.v.).

A A ) m inyt, s.f. pl. (of inyat, q.v.), Favours; gifts,
presents.
P ) m inyat (for A. ~) m, fr. m'to be occupied by or with,'
&c.), s.f. Favour, bounty; gift, present; countenance, aid,
support:—inyat rakhn(-par), To show favour (to), to look
with kindness (on):—inyat karn, To show favour (to, par), &c. (=isn karn, q.v.); to present, give, grant (to, ko), to vouchsafe.
P *) minyat (rel. n. fr. inyat), adj. Bestowed; favoured.
A Um inab, s.m. The grape (syn. ang r):—inabus-s alab,

s.m. Fox-grape; black nightshade, Sclanum nigrum.
H  %mambr, s.f. (local), corr. of amr, q.v.
A %m ambar, s.m. Ambergris, a rich perfume:—ambar-ashhab, White or pale ambergris, pure ambergris:—
ambar-br, adj. Shedding fragrance, fragrant,
odoriferous.
P =%m ambar- a, s.m. An ornament for the neck full of
ambergris; a smelling-bottle.
P %mambar = P <)%m ambarn [ambar+, or n= S. ], adj.
Of ambergris; of the colour or odour of ambergris.
P <)%m ambarn = P %mambar [ambar+, or n= S. ], adj.
Of ambergris; of the colour or odour of ambergris.
A + m inda, vulg. ind, prep. At, near, nigh, about; by, close
by; with, present with; in the presence of; at the place
of; at the time of; among, amongst; at, on, upon;
according to (it occurs only in composition):—indalistifsr, On or during interrogation, upon inquiry, or
investigation:—indal-ba , According to some:—indaltajwz, Under consideration, pending trial or
investigation, before the court:—indat-taqq, In truth,
certainly:—indat-taqqt= indal-istifsr, q.v.:—indattadruk, At the time of applying a remedy; on the
disposing of a case (in a court of justice):—indas-s ub t,
On proof; on conviction:—inda-ar rat, In time of need,
when required or demanded, on occasion of necessity:—
indal-talab,
On demand:—indal-fursat, Opportunely, on

the occasion:—indal-lh, With, or before, God; for God:—
indal-mulqt, At, or during, the interview:—indalwu l, On the arrival (of); on receipt; when it happens; in
such an event:—indal-waqt, In time, at the proper time;
on occasion, in the critical juncture:—indal-wuq , On

the occurrence of the event, when it happens, in such
an event.
A U !+ m andalb, s.f. The nightingale (syn. hazr dstn).
A A )+ m indyt, vulg. indiyt, s.m. pl. (of indiya, q.v.),
Assertions of mere opinion; opinions; absurdities, fables,
ctions.
P )+ m indya, vulg. indiya(for A. ~)+ m indyat, abst. s. fr.
+ mind = ind+, 'in my opinion'), s.m. An assertion of
mere opinion of one's own; (one's) peculiar or private
opinion:—indiya lenor le-len(-k), To take the opinion
(of).
A Mm unur, or unar, s.m. Origin (syn. al); a primary
element.
P Mmunur (rel. n. fr. unur), adj. Original, elemental,
elementary.
A Mm unul, or unal, s.m. A squill (syn. isql).
A  h m unfuwn, s.m. The rst, or the beginning (of a
thing); the prime, spring, or bloom (of youth); fresh
vigour.
A Q m anq (fem. of anaq, 'long-necked'; rt. Hm 'to be long
in the neck'), s.m. A fabulous bird, the phœnix; a rara
avis(syn. smurg);—adj.
Scarce, rare, hard to get or nd;

wonderful, curious:—anq hon, To be rare, &c. (e.g. is
zamne-me rozgr anq hai).
A )Q m an-qarb, adj. & adv. See s.v. an.
A A %m ankab t, s.f. A spider.
A  m unwn, or inwn, vulg. anwn(orig. unnn, v.n. fr.
C<m 'to occur before,' &c.), s.m. Superscription, title, or
title-page (of a book, &c.); preface; anything that serves
as an indication (of another thing); that which is
understood (by anything);—mode, manner.
A < m innn (v.n. fr. <Cm 'to turn away from women'), adj. &
s.m. Not desirous of women; impotent; weak, frail;—an
impotent man; a coward.
A } m awri, s.m. pl. of ri, or ria, qq.v.
A Ui m awqib, s.f. pl. (of qibat, q.v.), Ends, &c.;
consequences;—posterity.
A 1  m awmm, vulg. awm, s.m. pl. (of A. ~a m mmat, fr.
m, q.v.), The commonalty, the common people, the
common sort, the vulgar, the populace:—awmmun-ns,
The common people, the populace at large, the public.

A U$ m awib, s.m. pl. (of aib, q.v.), Blemishes, defects;
faults, vices.
A 5 P %i m ) Hm  ju bnu  q y 'unuq, Og, king of Bashan
(lit.'Uj, the son of 'Uq or Unuq); (met.) a tall foolish man.
A  m  d, s.m. Wood, timber; a sprig; a sta, stick, rod;—

baiwa, adv. As a substitute (for, -ke), in lieu (of), in
exchange (for), in return, in satisfaction, as
compensation or indemnity; mutatis mutandis; in
supersession (of).
P  | m iwa-na, s.m.=iwa, q.v.;—adv. As a substitute; by

return; a relapse;—a man advanced in years, a man of
experience and wisdom, or of ability and prudence:—aud
karn, v.n. To return or revert (to), to fall back (upon); to
have a relapse (of).
P  m d. (rel. n. fr.  d), adj. Of wood; of aloes-wood.

way of compensation, or return, &c.
P | miwa, vulg. w, o(rel. n. fr. iwa), adj. & s.m.
Ociating, acting (for), in charge;—a substitute; a
person ociating or acting (for another), a locum tenens:
—iwa den, To give or provide a substitute:—iwa
rakhn, To receive or accept a substitute:—iwa karn, To
act as a substitute, to ociate (for).
P m m aw-aw, s.f.=af-af, q.v.

A z m au (inf. n. fr. z m 'to seek protection,' &c.), s.m.

A  m aun, s.m. Aid, help, assistance;—aider, helper;

Seeking (God's) protection; eeing to for refuge; refuge,
asylum.
A  m  r (pl. of  m awar, v.n. fr.  m 'to be blind of one eye,'

defender, protector, guard.
A + 4m ahd (inf. n. of + 4m 'to enjoin'; 'to make a compact,'

aloes-wood;—a lute:— d-soz, s.m. A vessel in which
aloes-wood is burned (for fumigation).
A  m aud (inf. n. of  m 'to return'), s.m. Returning; a

&c.), adj. One-eyed, monocular (syn. kn);—naked, nude,
bare (=uryn).
A A m aurt, s.f. pl. (of aurat), Private parts, pudenda;
women (the com. signication in Urd).
P A m aurat (for A. { m, v.n. fr.  m 'to be blind,' &c.), s.f.
(orig.) The private part or parts (so called because it is
abominable to uncover or expose them);—(in Urd) a
woman; a wife:—aurat-k t, Woman-kind, the female
sex.
P  Y m auratna [aurat, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ],
adj. & adv. Of or relating to woman; like a woman.
A } m iwa (inf. n. of } m 'to give (one) a substitute,'
&c.), s.m. & postpn. A substitute; a thing given, or
received (or put, or done) instead of, or in lieu of, or in
exchange for (another thing); a succedaneum; an
exchange, a compensation, an amends, a return,
recompense, requital, retaliation, retribution; penalty,
forfeit;—as a substitute (for, -ke), instead (of), in place
(of), in lieu (of), in exchange (for), in return (for), &c.:—
iwa den(-ko), To pay compensation (to), to reimburse,
to make amends or a return (to):—iwa len(-se), To
exact retribution or revenge (from), to take satisfaction
or revenge (syn. badl len):—iwa-muwaa or muwa,
s.m. Interchange, exchange, barter:—iwa-me , or

&c.), s.m. Injunction, charge, mandate; will, testament;—
compact, contract, covenant, agreement, engagement,
obligation, promise; bond, league, treaty;—a vow, an
oath;—time, season, conjuncture; lifetime; reign (of a
king):—ahd b dhn, To make a vow, &c.:—ahd to n, To
break an engagement, or promise, &c.:—ahd--uk mat,
In the reign (of):—ahd-dr, s.m. Holder of a contract; an
ocer (of the Mogul government) who engaged to
collect the revenue of a district for a small percentage:—
ahd-shikan, adj. & s.m. Promise-breaking, faithless to
(one's) word or engagement;—a promise-breaker, one
who is faithless to his engagement, &c.:—ahdshikan(vulg. -shikn), s.f. Breach of contract; breach of
faith; infraction of a treaty:—ahd karn, v.n. To engage,
to contract, to promise, to agree; to make a vow, to vow;
to abjure:—ahd-me , In the reign (of, -k):—ahd-nma,
s.m. A contract, bond, an agreement; a treaty,
convention; a charter; a will; a diploma:—ahd-o-paimn,
s.m. Articles of agreement, &c.; a treaty of alliance;—
ahd-o-paimn karn, v.n. To contract (with, -se), to
covenant, to bargain; to enter into a convention, make a
treaty, make terms or conditions (with).
P ?+ 4m hda (for A. {+ 4m hdat, v.n. fr. + 4m; see ahd), s.m.
An engagement, obligation, agreement, a contract,
bargain; responsibility, suretiship, becoming security
(for); a commission; an oce, business, employment,

duty, occupation, appointment, post, trust, charge:—
hda-bar- hon(-se), To full an engagement or
obligation; to be able to accomplish an undertaking; to
become free or liberated from the responsibility (of); to
accomplish successfully, to come well out (of):—hdabar, s.f. Fullment of an obligation, performance of an
engagement, discharge of a duty; ability to perform,
means; performance; success; freedom from a
responsibility:—hda pn(-k), To obtain the oce or
appointment (of):—hda-par mmur karn, or muqarrar
karn, v.t. To appoint, to instal (in an oce):—hda-dr,
vulg. hde-dr, adj. & s.m. Intrusted with an oce or a
business, employed, holding a commission;—an oceholder, an ocial, ocer, functionary, civil or military
authority:—hda-dr, s.f. Holding an oce, incumbency:
—hde-se nikaln(-ke) = hda-bar- hon, q.v.
P A m iydat (for A. { m, inf. n. of  m 'to come repeatedly,
to visit'), s.f. Visiting (of the sick):—iydat karn(-k), To
visit (a sick person); to make inquiries after the health
(of a sick person).
A x z- m iya bil-lh (iya, acc. of iy, inf. n. of z m 'to
seek protection,' &c.), 'By ying for refuge to
God,' (which is equivalent to) God avert, Heaven
forefend.
A  m iyr, vulg. ayr(inf. n. of ) m 'to measure, compare,'
&c., iii of  m 'to come and go, to move to and fro'), s.m. A
standard (of measure, weight, or neness); mark, proof,
test, touchstone, assay.
A  m aiyr (intens. n. fr.  m 'to move to and fro'), adj. &
s.m. Sharp, artful, shrewd, cunning, sly, mischievous
(syn. atur);—an artful or crafty fellow, a knave.
H <;  m aiyr-pan, s.m. = H ;  m aiyr-pan,= P X  maiyrag,
s.f.(abst. s. fr. aiyr) = aiyr, q.v.
H ;  m aiyr-pan, = H <;  m aiyr-pan, s.m.= P X  maiyrag,
s.f.(abst. s. fr. aiyr) = aiyr, q.v.
P X  maiyrag, s.f. = H <;  m aiyr-pan, s.m.= H ;  m aiyrpan,(abst. s. fr. aiyr) = aiyr, q.v.
H  maiyrn [aiyr, q.v.+n= S. a. "], = P ? m aiyra (for
A. { m aiyrat, fem. of aiyr),s.f. An artful woman, a sly or
cunning jade.
P ? m aiyra (for A. { m aiyrat, fem. of aiyr), = H

 maiyrn [aiyr, q.v.+n = S. a. "], s.f. An artful
woman, a sly or cunning jade.
P  maiyr [aiyr+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Artfulness,
slyness, cunning, craftiness, knavery, imposture;—(in
Urd) an artful woman (= aiyrn, or aiyra).
A D m aiysh (intens. n. fr. Z m 'living,' inf. n. of Z m), adj.
& s.m. Living well, luxurious, jovial, voluptuous, addicted
to pleasure; libidinous, lecherous;—one who is addicted
to pleasure, a voluptuary, sensualist, debauchee, rake.
P E m aiysh [aiysh, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Luxury,
luxuriousness, joviality; the being addicted to pleasure,
voluptuousness, sensuality, debauchery.
A m yl, vulg. ayl(pl. of  m aiyil, fr. m, or inf. n. of m
'to nourish or sustain a family'), s.m. Family, children;
household; domestics:—yl-atfl,
 or yl-o-atfl,
 s.m.
Family, children:—yl-dr, adj. & s.m. Having a family,
or a large family;—a man with a (large) family:—yldr, s.f. Family or household aairs; worldly aairs.
A  m yn, vulg. ayn, or ay (inf. n. of <) m 'to see with
the eye, to see face to face'), adj. Clear, evident, visible,
manifest, open, public, conspicuous (syn. shkr):—ayn
karn, v.t. To make clear or manifest, to lay bare or
open; to elucidate, &c.
A U m aib (inf. n. of U m 'to be faulty, or unsound,' &c.),
s.m. Faultiness, unsoundness, imperfection, something
amiss, fault, defect, blemish, inrmity, vice, crime, sin;
disgrace, infamy:—aib-bn, s.m. Fault-nder, &c. (=aib-jo,
and aib- n, qq.v.):—aib-posh, s.m. A concealer of faults
or defects, one who screens, or who connives at, the
faults (of another);—an upper garment (which hides one
of inferior material, &c.):—aib-posh, s.f. Concealment of
a fault; overlooking or conniving at a fault;—aib-posh
karn(-se), To conceal, or to connive at, a fault:—aib-jo,
adj. & s.m.Censorious, captious, carping (at),
hypercritical;—malicious, malevolent, malignant;—one
who seeks for faults, a carper, caviller, hypercritic;—a
detractor, calumniator, slanderer:—aib-jo, s.f. Picking
out faults, criticism, hypercriticism, censoriousness,
cavilling;—detraction, slander:—aib- n, adj. & s.m.
'Culling errors or faults,' &c. (=aib-jo, q.v.):—aib- n,
s.f.=aib-jo, q.v.:—aib-dr, adj. Having some fault or

defect, unsound, faulty, defective, &c. (=aib):—aib-go,
s.m. Evil-speaker, detractor, calumniator, slanderer:—
aib-go, s.f. Evil-speaking, aspersion, detraction, slander:
—aib-gr, adj. & s.m. Seizing on faults,' &c. (=aib-jo, q.v.):
—aib-gr, s.f. = aib-jo, q.v.:—aib ln, v.n. A defect or
vice to show itself (in a horse); to show vice, to be vicious
(a horse):—aib lagn(-par, or -ko), To impute fault, &c.
(to), to blame, to accuse (of); to defame, asperse,
disparage, &c.;—to accuse of fornication or adultery:—
aib nikln(-me ), To pick holes (in), point out the defects
or faults (of), to nd fault (with):—be-aib, adj. Without
fault, or aw, or blemish, &c.; sound, faultless.
P % maib (rel. n. fr. aib), adj. & s.m. (H. fem. aiban),
Unsound, faulty, defective; vicious; infamous;—one-eyed;
squint-eyed;—a vicious person, a bad character.
A + m d (v.n. fr.  m 'to return,' &c.), s.f. A periodical
festival, a festival, feast-day, holy-day; the
Mohammadan Easter (=dul-tr); great festivity and
rejoicing, festivity, revelry:—d--usb  , Pentecost:—d-a, or du'—-, or dul-qurbn, The festival of
victims or sacrices (held on the tenth of the month
ul-ijja, in commemoration of Abraham's oering up
his son Isaac, or Ishmael, according to the
Mohammadans):—d--agr, 'The lesser d= dul-tr,
The festival of the breaking of the fast (after Ramazn):
—d-k  d honor ho-jn, 'To become (as) the moon of
d,' to be rarely seen:—d-gh, s.f. An enclosed place
(outside a town) where the appropriate service is held
on the festivals of dand baqar-d, &c.:—baqar-d, s.f. =
du-- , q.v. (and see baqar).
P + md (rel. n. fr. d), adj. Of d, relating to d;—s.f. A
present made at d, or on a festive occasion; an Easter
gift; pocket-money given to children at d;—a kind of
verse descriptive of d, &c.; the paper on which this
verse is written; fees paid to a teacher (by pupils) for an
dwritten by him.
P $ 0 m s (rel. n. fr. 0 ms), adj. & s.m. Christian;—a
Christian:—s honor ho-jn, To become a Christian.
A  0 msaw, vulg. sw(rel. n. fr. next), adj. Of or
belonging to Jesus; Christian:—san--saw, The Christian
era; A.D.
A 0 ms, prop. n. Jesus:—s-mas, Jesus the Messiah,

Jesus Christ.
A Z m aish (inf. n. of Z m 'to live'; 'to live a pleasant life'),
s.m. (orig.) 'Life; animal life'; a life of pleasure and
enjoyment, pleasure, delight, luxury; gratication of the
appetites, sensuality; carnal intercourse:—aish u n, or
aish karn, v.n. To enjoy oneself; to revel in pleasure, or
in sensual enjoyments:—aish-k banda, s.m. The slave of
pleasure; a sensualist, a sybarite:—aish-gh, s.f. or aishmaal, s.m. Place or house of enjoyment or pleasure;—
aish-maal, Banqueting-house;—the inner or women's
apartments of the house of a person of wealth or rank:—
aish-o-jaish, s.m. Joy and delight, pleasure, merriment,
excessive pleasure:—aish-o-ishrat, s.f. or aish-o-nasht, 
s.m. Pleasantness of life; luxurious enjoyment; sensual
pleasures, voluptuousness, &c.
A < m ain, s.m. The eye; sight; source, fount, fountain;
udder (of an animal); the choice, the best, the very
essence (of a thing), the thing itself; money, cash; gold;
the sun; the letter ain(the fourteenth of the Arabic, and
twenty-fourth of the Urd alphabet):—adj. Very, exact,
precise, real, intrinsic, just:—ain-gain,
 adj. (As) 'the
letters ainand gain,'
but
slightly
dierent,

very much alike;—squint-eyed;—having a cataract:—
ainul-ml, s.m. Principal, capital; net prot; landrevenue:—ain-main, adj. & adv. The very, the precise;
the very same, exactly alike:—ain waqt, s.m. The very or
precise moment; opportune moment, the nick of time;—
ain waqt-par, adv. At the very time, in the very nick of
time; punctually to the moment:—ainu-hu, Its (or his)
eye, or essence.
P ( m ainak [ain+P. dim. a. ak= S. ], s.f. Glasses to
assist the sight, spectacles.
A  main (rel. n. fr. ain), adj. Of or relating to the eye;
eye- (in comp., e.g. gawh--ain, 'eye-witness');—having
a blemish in the eye, rejected (as a horse).
A <  m ainain (obl. dual of ain), s.m. The two eyes, both
eyes.
P   m ainya, vulg. ainiya(for A. ~  m, fem. fr.  main), adj.
Of or relating to the eye or eyes.
A m uy b, s.m. pl. (of aib, q.v.), Faults, defects, vices,
&c.

A G m aiy q, s.m. The star Capella, the bright star (a)

P ? p gra
 (for A. { p, n. of un. fr.  p), s.m. A cave, &c. (=gr,


upon the left shoulder of Auriga.
S

q.v.).
A  Q ) p grq
 n (Gr. ©| arabicised), s.m. Agaric.

S gain
or gain--manq
ta),
 the
 (called gain--mojama,


twenty-fth letter of the Urd alphabet (the twentysecond of the Persian, and the nineteenth of the
Arabic). It is a guttural gaccompanied by a grating sound
as in gargling, of which there is no example in English;—
the Northumbrian r, and the French rin grasséyéare
approximations to it. It occurs chie y in Persian and
Arabic words; but it is also found in some Hindstn
words, in which it takes the place of an original $ g, or V
gh. It has no corresponding character in the Devangar
alphabet; and hence, when it occurs in words borrowed
from the Persian or Arabic, it is usually represented by ¿
g. Its numerical value (according to abjad) is 1000.
A  p gbir
 (act. part. of %p 'to remain, last,' &c.), part. adj.
& s.m. Remaining, lasting, continuing; the later; the
relic; the remainder;—passing, passing away; past.
H Y p ga
 (prob. for orig. g, or gh), s.m. A slave.
A  p gr (v.n. fr.  p 'to go down, sink,' &c.), s.m. A cave,
cavern, pit, hole, den or lair (of a wild beast); a grotto; a
hollow, low or depressed land or ground (where water
lies);—a deep gash or wound:—gr pa nor pa -jn(-me ),
A hollow to form (in), to become hollow; a deep wound or
sore to form.
A  p grr,
part. of Cp 'to deceive,' &c.), s.m. A
 vulg. gr(act.

deceiver.
P A p grat
'making a raid,' &c.,
 (for A. { p, fr. { p igrat,

inf. n. of  p, iv of  p 'to come to the low land or country,'
&c.), s.f. (orig.) 'A raid, foray'; plunder, pillage, rapine,
havoc, devastation:—grat
 jn, v.n. To be plundered, be
spoiled, be marred, be destroyed or ruined:—grat-g
ol,

s.m. Sudden loss or destruction;—adj. Suddenly or
unexpectedly lost;—grat-g
ol honor ho-jn, To be

suddenly or unexpectedly lost; to be swept away, to be
ruined or destroyed, to be annihilated; to disappear:—
grat
 karn, v.t. To plunder, spoil, ravage, lay waste, ruin,
destroy:—grat-gar,
s.m. A plunderer; an oppressor:—

s.f. The act of plundering, or of laying waste,
grat-gar,

&c.; pillage; destruction:—grat
 hon, v.n.=grat
 jn, q.v.

P ?d p gza,
 s.m. Rouge for the face; perfumed powder for
the hair or skin (cf. upan):—gza-kr,
s.f. Applying rouge

to the face, &c.
P d pgz
act. part. of op 'to go forth to
 (for A. d p gzi,

ght with an enemy'), s.m. One who engages in a
warring expedition; one who ghts against indels; a
warrior, a conqueror, a hero:—gz-mard,
s.m. A man of

war, a hero; (met.) a horse:—gz-miy
,
s.m.
A name of

the nephew of Sultn Mamd (he is worshipped as a
saint);—gz-miy
, or gz-miyn
k ha iy , A festival


held in commemoration of Gz-miy (at the beginning
of May).
P  )d p gziyna
[gz,

 q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adv.
Like a warrior, bravely, heroically.
P )d p gziya
(for A. ~)d p, fem. of gz,

 act. part. of op 'to will,
to intend,' &c.), s.m. (orig. an adj.=intending,' &c.), s.m.
The faculty of intending or purposing (=quwwat--gziya).

P  E p gshiya
(for A. ~ E p, v.n. fr. p 'to cover'), s.m. The

covering of a (horse's) saddle, a saddle-cloth (plur.
gawsh).

A _ p gr
 (act. part. of h p 'to cover, veil'; 'to pardon'),
part. adj. & s.m. Covering, or forgiving (sins);—one who
forgives or pardons.
A _ p gl
 (act. part. of h p 'to be unmindful or forgetful,'
&c.; see gaat),
adj. and adv. Unmindful, forgetful,

neglectful, negligent, heedless, inadvertent, inattentive,
remiss, thoughtless, careless; indolent; imprudent;
senseless, unconscious;—negligently, thoughtlessly,
inadvertently, unconsciously, &c.; soundly (said of sleep):
—gl
 rahn(-se), To be inattentive (to), to be negligent,
or careless, &c. (in respect of):—gl
 honor ho-jn(-se),
To become forgetful, or thoughtless (of); to be or
become negligent, &c. (=gl
 rahn).
P p gl [rt. of gldan=
grdan,
rt. Zend gar= S. $ (F&)],


part. adj. Rolling, wallowing (used as last member of
compounds).
P p gl (=gr,
 q.v.), s.m. A cave (esp. one made by
shepherds to keep their ocks in at night); a hole, a

burrow (of an animal); a bee-hive; a wasps' nest.
A U! p glib
 (act. part. of U#p 'to overcome,' &c.), part. adj.
Overcoming, overpowering, victorious, triumphant,
prevailing, predominant, prevalent; superior,
surpassing, excelling;—most probable, most likely;—s.m.
The most, the most or greater part, the generality:—
glib
 n, or glib
 rahn, or glib
 hon(-par), To prevail
(against), to overcome, vanquish, sudue, defeat, beat,
foil; to surmount, master; to prove or be superior (to), to
surpass, excel; to win, gain:—glib
 karn, v.t. To make or
render (one) victorious, &c. (over, -par), to give (one) the
mastery (over), to allow (one) to prevail (over or
against):—glib
 hai, It is most probable.
A %-! p gliba
(acc. of glib),
adv. Most probably;


apparently; for the most part, mostly, chie y,
principally; upon the whole.
P ! pgl (for A.  p gli,
 act. part. of #p 'to exceed the
proper due'; 'to be excessive,' &c.), adj. High, excessive,
exorbitant; high-priced, dear; precious.
P ! p gl (for ! iql), s.f. A (woollen) carpet; tapestry.
P : ! p gl a (dim. of gl),
 s.m. A small carpet.
A \a p gmi
(act. part. of \@ p 'to be unperceived, or

hidden,' &c.), adj. Obscure, recondite, abstruse,
enigmatical, dicult to be understood.
P  pgn
act. part. of Rp), adj.=gan,
 (for A.  p gni,

 q.v.
A  p gwir
 (prop. $ p gir,
 act. part. of  p 'to enter
deeply' (into), adj. Deep, profound, abstruse; considerate,
thoughtful; powerful (see gaur).

A  pgy,
vulg.
g
,
s.f.
pl.
of
g
yat,
q.v.), Ends, extremities,



&c.
q.v.), adj. Final:—illat--g The
A $ pg (rel. n. of gyat,


nal cause.
A U$ p gib
 (act. part. of U p 'to be or become absent,'
&c.), adj. Absent; hidden, concealed, unapparant,
invisible; vanished; lost;—s.m. The hidden, the invisible,
the future; the Invisible Being, the Deity;—(in Gram.) the
third person:—gib-bz,
s.m. A conjurer, necromancer:—

gib-g
ulla,
ib

 adj. (colloq.) = gib:—g

 karn, v.t. To hide,
secrete, stow away, make away with:—gib
 kheln, v.n.
To play (chess, &c.) without seeing (the board, or one's
opponent):—gib
 honor ho-jn, v.n. To disappear (from

sight, nazar-se),
to become invisible, to vanish, to make

o, &c.
P  %$ p gibna
[gib,

 q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adv.
In (one's) absence; invisibly; secretly; furtively.
P ) p gyat
 (for A. ~) p, rt. Cp), s.f. The utmost extent or
limit, the extreme limit or point, end, extremity,
extreme;—a banner, standard, ag;—adj. & adv.
Superlative, consummate, immense, excessive, extreme,
uttermost;—excessively, extremely, very; chie y:—ilm-gyat,
s.m. Mathematics.

P ) p gyat,
s.m. corr. of git

 , q.v.
A $ p gir,
 adj. Descending; deep, &c. (see gwir).


A w$ p git
fr. s p 'to sink; to become hidden,' &c.),

 (v.n.
s.m. Excrement, ordure.
A Up gibb
C p 'to come on alternate days,' &c.),
 (v.n. fr. U
s.f. A tertian fever or ague.
A  %p gubr
(v.n. fr. %p 'to pass, or pass away,' &c.), s.m.

Dust; clouds of dust; a dust-storm; vapour, fog, mist,
mistiness; impurity, foulness; (met.) vexation, soreness,
ill-feeling, rancour, spite; aiction, grief; perplexity;—
the smallest Arabic or Persian handwriting (= at-
gubr):—g
ubr-l
da, adj. Covered with dust, dusty:—gubr



nikln(apn), To give vent to (one's) ill-feeling, &c.; to
take revenge.
P ? %p gubra,
vulg. gubbra(fr.
gubr),
s.m. A bomb; a



mortar (for throwing shells);—a re-balloon, a balloon.
P A %p gabwat
(for A. { %p, inf. n. of %p 'to have little

intelligence,' &c.), s.f. Weakness or deciency of
intellect; stupidity; inadvertency.
C p), s.m. A dewlap; wattle (of a cock); a
A U %p gabg
 ab (rt. U
double chin:— h--gabg
 ab,
 s.m. A dimple in the chin
(= h--zana ).
A <%p gabn
 (inf. n. of <%p 'to cheat, deceive, defraud,' &c.),
s.m. Cheating, imposing upon, defrauding, &c.; deceit,
fraud, imposition; loss (of money, &c.); misappropriation:
—gabn--fish,
or gabn--fsh,
s.m. A gross or a notorious


fraud:—gabn
 karn, v.t. To defraud; to misappropriate.
A <%p gaban
(inf. n. of <%p 'to forget; to be decient in

judgment,' &c.), s.m. Forgetfulness; mistake; weakness
of judgment or of mind;—adj. Weak in judgment, or in
mind; liable to deception.

A %pgab
 (rel. n. fr. %p, rt. %p 'to lack intelligence'), adj.
Having little or no intelligence, weak in mind; ignorant;
stupid, dull;—unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless,
inadvertent.
H `p gap = H Lp gapk
(for orig. `X gap, q.v.), s.m. (local),

The sound made by a blow, or in swallowing, &c.;—
bragging, boasting, boast:—gap--g
ap,

 s.m. Sonum
congressus in coitu:—gap mrn, v.n. To boast, brag, &c.
H Lp gapk
= H `p gap (for orig. `X gap, q.v.), s.m. (local),

The sound made by a blow, or in swallowing, &c.;—
bragging, boasting, boast:—gap--g
ap,

 s.m. Sonum
congressus in coitu:—gap mrn, v.n. To boast, brag, &c.
H `E `p gap-shap;
see `E `X gap-shap.


H Lpgapp
 (= gapp), s.m. (local), Boaster, bragger,
swaggerer.
H S ga [for ' ga = gha= S. V&], s.m. A troop, band,

gang, throng, crowd, multitude:—ga-pa(=g
a-pa),
s.m.


Close connection, sticking together, cohesion, mixture,
jumble, confusion; con ict, shock, encounter; congressus;
—adj. Crowded, jumbled together, in a confused mass,
higgledy-piggledy; interlocked in ght; in close embrace.
H S ga (prob. onomat.), s.f. The sound or noise of
gulping or swallowing, or of water coming out of a
gugglet:—ga--ga,
or ga-g

 a,
 s.m. The repeated sound of
a beverage going down the throat, or of water coming
out of a gugglet; a number of successive galps (or water,
&c.);—in successive or repeated gulps, &c.
H .b' S gaar-g

 , or guar-g

 (=guar-g , q.v.), s.m.
Cooing (of pigeons or doves):—gatar-g  karn, v.n. To
coo; to bill and coo (=guakn).

H  S guakn
(=guakn,
q.v.), v.n. To coo.


H 9p ga (prob. onomat.; cf. ga ), s.m. The sound of

walking in mire; sonum congressus in coitu; the sound from
striking with a sword or spear, &c.;—slapping; clapping:—
ga --ga , or ga -ga , s.m.=ga (with the idea of repetition);
—and=gap--g
ap,

 q.v.
H :p ga , = H  :p ga k,s.m.=ga , q.v.
H  :p ga k, = H :p ga ,s.m.=ga , q.v.
H 9; 9p ga -pa , or gi  -pi (for ga -pa ), s.m. Miriness,
muddiness; mire; squash; jumble;—adj. Squashy;
jumbled, higgledy-piggledy; indistinct, confused, thick (as

speech, &c.).
H #:pgi  l, adj. Miry, dirty, lthy.

H :p ga , s.m. = H :pga , s.f.A hole made in the ground
(by boys, for playing at tip-cat):—ga -pra, s.m. The
game of tip-cat.
H :pga , s.f. = H :p ga , s.m.A hole made in the ground
(by boys, for playing at tip-cat):—ga -pra, s.m. The
game of tip-cat.
H + p gad,
 s.m.=+ X gad, q.v.
A + p gaddr
(intens. n. fr. + p 'to act perdiously,' &c.),

adj. & s.m. Very perdious, faithless, treacherous;
deceitful, fraudulent, sly;—a perdious or faithless man,
&c., a betrayer (the epithet is also applied to a large city,
&c. as being a place in which one is easily lost, and a
thing or person is hard to nd).
rt. +C p; but used in
A + p gudad,
vulg. gudud(pl.
of {+ p guddat,



the sing. & plur.), s.m. A hard lump in the tendinous
parts of the esh, a ganglion, a glandular swelling; a
bubo; a wen.
A + p gadr,
n. of + p 'to act perdiously,'
 vulg. gadar(inf.

&c.), s.m. Perdy, faithlessness, ingratitude; fraud,
villainy; mutiny, rebellion, sedition, riot, disturbance,
confusion, tumult, noise, bustle:—gadr
 karn, or gadr

ma n, v.n. To create a disturbance, raise a riot, to
mutiny, revolt, rebel, &c.
H + p gud
or gudud,
q.v.
 d, corr. of + p gudad,


A )+ p gadr
adj. Unfaithful,
 (v.n. fr. + p; see gadr),


treacherous, deceitful, not to be trusted;—s.f. A pool of
water left by a torrent (and liable to fail); a place in
which rain-water stagnates.
A / p gi
 (v.n. fr. / p 'to feed,' &c.), s.f. Food, aliment,
nutriment, diet, provision, victuals (pl. agiya).

(fr.
A.

/
p
g
i
+
abst.
a.
~
)
—yat),
s.f. Diet,
H  $/ p giiyat


aliment, &c.
A p garr
q.v.), adj. White;
 (fem. of Cp agarr,
 fr. gurra,

bright, shining, splendid, conspicuous; fair, open,
generous, noble, illustrious.
H p gurr,
s.m.=?p gurra,
q.v.



A p gurb
(v.n. fr. p 'to go away, pass away.' &c.), s.m.

A crow; raven; rook; jackdaw;—a kind of (Arab) boat or
vessel (vulg. called a 'grab').

P ?p girra,
vulg. garra(for
A. {p; prob. an arabicized



word; cf. X garr), s.m. A large sack:—garra-dr,
vulg.

garre-dr,
adj. Baggy, loose (trousers).

P ?p garra
(prob. corr. of A. {pp; or A. {p, inf. n. of Cp),

s.m. Gargling; a gargle.
P dp gurz,
vulg. gurrz[for
orig. dX gurz; fr. Zend vi+rz=


S.  +*], adj. Pompous, haughty; frowning; bold, brave.
vulg. gurrz[g
urz,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ],
P dpgurz,



s.f. Pompousness, haughtiness; frowning; boldness,
bravery.
P a p garmat
(for A. ~a p, inf. n. of 1 p 'to pay, discharge,'

&c.), s.f. A debt; a ne, mulct; tribute.
P p garn,
or garrn[g
ar˚=


 orig. X gar˚; rt. Zend gar= S. $
($)], adj. Rapacious, erce.
H p gurrn
[gur˚,

 prob.=S. $ ($); but cf. S. V, cf. also P.
gurrdan,
whence gurrish:—rt.
Zend gar=


 S.
$], v.n. To growl; to roar; to purr (as a cat); to frown,
look menacing.
A U$p garib
(pl. of garb,
q.v.), adj. & s.m. Strange,


wonderful;—strangers;—s.f. Strange or wonderful things
or events.
A A %$p garibt,
s.f. pl. (of garib),
Strange or wonderful


things.
A p garb
 (inf. n. of p 'to retire from view,' 'to
disappear,' &c.), s.m. Setting (of the sun, or a star);—the
west (syn. magrib).

A p gurab,
vulg.
gurb,
s.m. pl. (of garb),
Strangers; the



poor.
s.f. A sieve; a riddle.
A p girbl,

P  p gurbat
(inf. n. of p 'to become a stranger or

foreigner, to go to a foreign country'), s.f. Travelling (to
foreign countries), going abroad; emigration;—being far
from (one's) home or native country; the state or
condition of a stranger, or foreigner, or exile;
wretchedness, misery; humility, lowliness:—gurbat-zada,

adj. Oppressed with misery or wretchedness, wretched,
miserable.
A  pgarb
 (rel. n. fr. garb,
 q.v.), adj. Western, occidental.

P Ap gurrat,
s.f.=?p gurra,
q.v.


s.m. A bound, jump.
P ^dp gurzang,


P D p gurrish
[abst. s. fr. gurrdan,
gurdan;
rt. Zend gar= S.



$ ($)], s.f. Growling; roaring; fury, rage, anger,

indignation:—gurrish
karn, v.n. To growl; to roar; to rage,

&c.
A }p gara
 (inf. n. of }p 'to be vexed or disquieted' (by),
'to be distressed in mind,' &c.), s.f. An object of aim or
pursuit, or of desire, or of want; aim, end, object, design,
view, purpose, intention; business; meaning; a want,
need, necessity, occasion; interest, concern;
interestedness, interested motive; spite, hatred,
rancour;—adv. In short, in a word, in ne:—gara-shn,

adj. Interested:—gara-l
d,
or
g
ara-mez,
adj.
Designing;


interested, selsh; spiteful, malevolent:—gara-bol,
or

gara-k
bol, s.m. A slave to (one's) desires or passions:

—gara
 pa n(-k), To feel the need (of); to have occasion
(for):—gara
 rakhn(-k), To have desire (for), to aim (at);
to be interested (in); to busy or concern ooneself (with):
—gara-k
yr, adj.=gara,
q.v.:—gara-mand,
adj. Desirous



(of), wishing (for); needing, needy; concerned,
interested; selsh, designing:—gara-mand,
s.f. Self
interest, selshness:—gara
 nikln(apn), To attain
(one's) object, gain (one's) end, accomplish (one's)
desire or purpose:—b-gara,
adj. Interested:—be-gara,


adj. & adv. Disinterested, having no concern (with),
having no purpose to serve;—disinterestedly;
indierently:—be-gara, s.f. Disinterestedness.
P  |p garana
[gara,
q.v. + Zend a. naor ana= S. ],


adv. From interested motives, interestedly, selshly;
spitefully, malevolently.
P |p gara,
vulg. gar(rel.
n. fr. gara),
adj. Interested,



self-seeking, selsh, having some end to serve,
designing, artful.
P pp gurg
 ur [by redupl. of gur=
 Zend gar=
 S. $ ($)], adj.
Growling; grumbling; muttering with rage;—ruptured;—
s.f. Growling; raging; noise, uproar, tumult.
P ?pp garg
 ara
 (for A. {pp, inf. n. of pp 'to gargle'), s.m.
Gargling; making a bubbling noise (as water in boiling,
&c.); rattling sound in the throat; the death-rattle.
P Z_p gursh
(prob. for orig. gurwish,
or gurbish,
fr.



gurwdan=
gurumbdan;
rt. Zend gared, fr. gar= S. $; cf.


gurrish), s.f. Reproof, chiding, threatening, threat,

intimidation, bullying (as of a coward who aects
bravery), bluster:—gursh
ln(-se), To practise or try

intimidation or bullying (with or on).
P _p gurfa
 (for A. ~_p, v.n. fr. ep 'to take out'; 'to cut,'
&c.), s.m. An upper chamber or apartment; a hall, a
parlour;—a window.
A Gp garq
 (v.n. fr. Gp 'to drown, to sink'), s.m. Drowning,
sinking, immersion;—adj. Drowned, immersed, sunk,
overwhelmed; absorbed, engrossed, deep (in):—garq-b,

s.m. Water deep enough to drown, deep water; a
whirlpool:—garq
 karn, v.t. To immerse: to drown:—garq

hon(-me ), To drown; to be immersed (m), be sunk or
steeped (in); to be deep (in), be absorbed (by), be
engrossed (in).
P ip garq
adj. Submerged, over owed,
 (rel. n. fr. garq),

inundated;—s.f. Flooding land; ood, inundation; ooded
land; low ground:—garq-me
nor -jn, To be ooded;

to lie low; to be lowered or depressed (ground).
v.n.= H  pgurk,
s.f.
H   p gurkn,
v.t. = H  p gurakn,



(local) for ghurkn, ghurakn, and ghurkrespectively,
qq.v.
H  p gurakn,
v.n. = H   p gurkn,
v.t.= H  pgurk,
s.f.



(local) for ghurkn, ghurakn, and ghurkrespectively,
qq.v.
H  pgurk,
s.f. = H   p gurkn,
v.t.= H  p gurakn,
v.n.



(local) for ghurkn, ghurakn, and ghurkrespectively,
qq.v.
gurranda[g
ur+anda=
Zend gar+añ= S. $
P ?+ p guranda,



+B], imperf. part. of gurdan),
Growling; roaring, crying

out, making a loud or threatening noise;—erce,
rapacious.
A p gur b (inf. n. of p 'to be hidden'; 'to set,' &c.),
s.m. Setting (of the sun, &c.); occultation;—sunset;—the
west:—gur b hon, v.n. To set (the sun, or moon, &c.).
A p gur r (inf. n. of Cp 'to deceive,' &c.), s.m. (orig.) 'A
thing by which one is deceived'; pride, haughtiness,
vanity, vainglory:—gur r karn, v.n. To practise
haughtiness, to be proud, &c.
P pgur r, s.f.=gur r.
P ?p garra
 (for A. {p, fr. Cp, inf. n. of Cp 'to deceive'), adj.
Deceived; haughty, proud; cross;—s.m. Pride, vanity

(=gur r).
P ?p gurra
inf. n. of Cp 'to have whiteness,
 (for A. {p gurrat,

or a white patch, &c. on the forehead' (a horse)), s.m.
Whiteness; clearnness, brightness;—a white mark, a
star, or blaze on the forehead of a horse;—a speckled, or
iron-grey, or roan horse;—the rst, or commencement
(of the month, &c.), the night in which the new moon is
seen, the rst day of the moon, calends;—the rst
appearance or dawn of day, morning or its splendour;—
the face, aspect, forehead, front (of a man);—the rst,
the best, or the chiefest (of anything);—gurra
 batn, or
gurra
 den(-ko), To put (one) o to the (next) new moon;
to put o, to shue with, to get rid of, &c.; to pass over
or by (syn. l-den).
A U)p garb
 (v.n. fr. p 'to become distant, to go far
away,' &c.; see gurbat),
adj. & s.m. Foreign, alien;

strange, wonderful; rare, unusual, extraordinary;—poor,
destitute; meek, mild, humble, lowly;—a stranger,
foreigner, an alien;—a poor man; a meek or humble
person:—garbul-wat
an,
 adj. & s.m. In a foreign land;—a

foreigner, stranger:—garb-parwar,
s.m. Cherisher of the

poor:—garb-parwar,
s.f.
Cherishing
of, or kindness to,

the poor:—garbna, s.m. The humble dwelling (of your

servant), my house:—garb
 karn, v.t. To make poor,
impoverish:—garb-mr,
or garb-k
mr, s.f. Oppression of


adj. & s.m. Courteous
the poor; misfortune:—garb-nawz,

to strangers; kind to the poor, hospitable;—one who is
kind to the poor (=garb-parwar):—g
arb-nawz,
s.f.


Courtesy or attention to strangers, hospitality; kindness
to the poor (=garb-parwar).

P  %)p garbna
[garb,
q.v. + Zend a. naor ana= S. ],


adj. & adv. Fit for the poor; humble;—like a stranger; like
a poor person; humbly.
P %)p garba
(for A. ~%)p, fem. of garb),
adj. & s.f.=garb,
q.v.



P %)p garb
[garb,
q.v.+, Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.


Foreignness, strangeness;—poverty, indigence,
wretchedness; meekness, mildness, lowliness, humility.
P o)p garz
 (prob. contrac. fr. A. {o)p 'nature,' &c.; rt. dp 'to
plant'), s.m. Meekness, gentleness, mildness, clemency,
forbearance.
A o)pgarz
'nature'; rt. dp 'to plant,'
 (rel. n. fr. garzat,


&c.), adj. Natural, native, innate.
A H)p garq
 (v.n. fr. Gp 'to drown,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Drowning; drowned; immersed, submerged;
overwhelmed;—a drowning person:—garq-b,
adj. Deep,

out of (man's) depth:—garq--ramat,
adj. Overwhelmed

with mercy, drowned in the grace of God.
P <)p garn
 (corr. of, or by mistake for, A. <)m arn), s.m. A
forest, wood, thicket; covert, haunt, place of resort (of
the lion, tiger, &c.).
P )p garew,
girew,
girw,
vulg. gareo[rt.
Zend gared, fr. gar=




S. $ ($)], s.m. Noise, clamour, exclamation,
shout, uproar, tumult; a mob;—lamentation, complaint,
groaning; growling; gurgling noise in the throat.
H A S ga ap, adj. corr. of garq,
 q.v.

A op gaz
 (inf. n. of op 'to go forth to war'), s.m. Waging
war, going forth to war (esp. against in dels):—gaz-af,

s.m. War, plunder, devastation.
A op gazl,
vulg. gizl,

 s.m. A young gazelle or deer, a
fawn;—the sun;—a delicate young person.
P !op gazla,
vulg. gizla(for
A. ~!op, fem. of gazl),
s.m. A




young gazelle; a young deer, a fawn.
A op gazal
 (inf. n. of op 'to talk, &c. in an amatory and
enticing manner'), s.f. An amatory poem, an ode:—gazal
n, s.m. A reciter of odes:—gazaln,
s.f.
The

reciting of odes:—gazal-sar,
adj. & s.m. Singing, or singer

of, an ode:—gazal-sar,
s.f. The singing of an ode or

odes:—gazal
 kahn, To compose an ode.
A 0p gassl
(intens. n. fr. 0p 'to wash'), s.m. A washer

(esp. of the dead).
P ! 0p gusla
(for A. ~! 0p, v.n. fr. 0p 'to wash'), s.m. Water

with which a thing has been washed;—bathing.
A 0p gusl
 (inf. n. of 0p 'to wash'), s.m. A complete
(puricatory) washing of the whole person; bathing,
ablution, a bath:—gusl na, s.m. A bath-room, bath,
bagnio:—gusl-den(-ko),
To wash, bathe; to wash a corpse

(=gusl--maiyit
den):—gusl--shif,
or gusl--siat,
s.m.



Bathing after recovery from sickness:—gusl
 karn, v.n. To
bathe.
P Zp gash
inf. n. of Z
C p 'to act dishonestly or
 (for A. gashsh,

insincerely towards,' &c.), s.f. Adulteration; adulterating,
alloy, coating of base metal (on silver or gold).

P Zp gash
inf. n. p 'to become
 (contrac. of A. pgashyu,

senseless, to swoon'), s.m. A swoon, stupor, insensibility,
fainting:—gash
 n, or gash
 pa n(-par), To swoon, to
become insensible, to faint:—gash
 karnor gash
 hon(-par),
To be dazzled, or bewildered, or astonished (at the sight
of a beautiful object, &c.); to lose (one's) heart (to), to be
enamoured (of), to fall in love (with).
A 2 @ p gashamsham
(v.n. fr. 2 p 'to take a course at

random,' &c.), adj. (One) who goes, or acts, at random or
in a headlong manner; (one) whom nothing will turn
from his purpose; intrepid; headstrong.
P pgash
see gash),
s.f. Fainting,
 (for A. gashyu;


becoming insensible; a swoon (=gash).

P  p gashyat
(for
A.
~

p
,
inf.
n.
of

p'to swoon'),

s.f.=gash,
 q.v.
A UMp gab,
n. of U0p 'to take wrongfully,'
 vulg. gaab(inf.

&c.). s.m. Wrong, injustice, oppression; violence, force;
plunder; ravishing, violating;—misappropriation,
embezzlement.
P Mp gua
C p 'to be choked,' &c.), s.m.
 (for A. ~Mp, v.n. fr. v
Choking, strangulation, suocation;—(choking) wrath,
rage, anger, passion;—grief, disquietude of mind,
anxiety;—gue,
adv. In anger; from or through anger:—

gua
 pnor p-jn, or gua
 th knor th k-den, or gua

khnor kh-jn, or gua
mrn(apn),
'To
gulp
down,
or

spit out, or swallow, (one's) anger,' to suppress anger,
restrain or subdue wrath:—gua
 diln(-ko), or gue-me

ln(-ko), To make angry, to enrage, put into a state of
anger or wrath, to provoke, to oend:—gue-se(or
gue

ke mre) bh t ho-jn, To become a very devil through
rage, to rage like a end:—gua
 karn(-par), To be angry
or in a passion (with), to rage (against):—gue-me
bhar
jn, To be lled with anger or rage, to be or become
enraged:—gue-me
ln(-ko) = gua

 diln, q.v.:—gua
nk, adj. Angry, wrathful, passionate:—gua
 nk-par hon,
v.n. To be easily oended, to be very choleric, or
irritable:—gua-war,
adj. Angry, wrathful, passionate,

choleric, furious, erce:—gue
 hon(-par) = gua
 karn,
q.v.
H  Mp guail,
guyal=
H 3 Mp gul,
guel[g
ua,
q.v. + Prk.





!5 and ! =S. !t and !+t], adj. Angry, wrathful,

passionate, irascible, choleric, furious, erce.
H 3 Mp gul,
guel=
H  Mp guail,
guyal[g
ua,
q.v. + Prk.






!5 and ! =S. !t and !+t], adj. Angry, wrathful,

sluggish'), s.m. A big-bodied, or burly man, a champion,
hero;—a lion.
P gp gaf (for orig. gX gaf = `X gap), adj. Thick, dense,

passionate, irascible, choleric, furious, erce.
A Uqp gaab
(inf. n. of Uqp 'to be angry'), s.m. Anger,


stout, close, closely-woven, substantial.
A  h p ga"r
(intens. n. fr. _ p gr,

 rt. h p 'to cover, veil; to

passion, wrath, rage, fury, vengeance; wrong,
impropriety, injustice, oppression, outrage; violence,
force, compulsion;—a curse, calamity, aiction, woe, a
fearful thing, an awful event;—adj. & s.m. Angry,
wrathful, oended, &c.; fearless, daring; outrageous;
great, excessive, intense, tremendous, awful, fearful,
dreadful, shocking; woeful, calamitous, injurious, hurtful,
detrimental (to, -ke aq-me );—too good; very ne,
splendid, dazzling, very beautiful; wonderful, rare,
extraordinary, unique;—an oppressor, &c. (=gaab);
a

fearless man, a dare-devil:—gaab-l
da, adj. Full of rage,

enraged, wrathful, indignant; oppressive, &c.:—gaab

pa n, or gaab
  n(-par), To be visited by (the) wrath
(of God), to be overtaken by calamity or aiction:—gaab

to n, or gaab
hn(-par),
To
visit
(one)
with
wrath,
to

wreak vengeance (on); to practise cruel oppression (on),
ud-k, 'The wrath of God';—have some
&c.:—gaab

fear of God's wrath! good gracious! how shocking! how
fearful! (a phrase used when one sees or hears another
saying or doing something outrageous or revolting):—
gaab
 karn(rustic, gajab ghln), v.n. To be angry or
wrathful (with, -par), be enraged or indignant (at); to
practise oppression (on), to oppress, to tyrannize (over);
to commit an impropriety, or an outrage; to work or do
harm or mischief; to do anything fearful or awful;—to do
something wonderful or surprising, to work wonders:—
gaab-nk,
adj. Full of rage, enraged, indignant,

passionate, furious:—gaab-nk,
s.f. Rage, indignation,

exasperation, fury.
P %qpgazab,
vulg. gab(rel.
n. fr. gaab),
adj. & s.m. (H.



fem. gaaban),
Angry, wrathful, passionate, furious;—

fearless, &c. (see gaab);—a
passionate, or a violent man;

an oppressor; a fearless man, a dare-devil, a terrible
fellow; a rebrand;—s.f. Anger, wrath, &c. (=gaab).

A eqp gur
 f (also gur
 f), s.m. A cartilage; gristle.
A h qp gaanfar
(v.n. fr. h qp 'to be or become heavy or


forgive'), adj. & s.m. Covering and forgiving (sins), very
forgiving (an epithet applied to God);—the Forgiver (of
sins).
A h p gafr
(inf. n. of h p 'to forgive'), s.m.
 = A h p gufrn

Forgiveness, pardon, remission of sins, absolution:—
gufrn-panh,
s.m. Asylum of forgiveness.

A h p gufrn
= A h p gafr

 (inf. n. of h p 'to forgive'), s.m.
Forgiveness, pardon, remission of sins, absolution:—
gufrn-panh,
s.m. Asylum of forgiveness.

P Ih p gafs
 (for orig. o%X gabz), adj.=gaf, q.v.
P h p gafal,
q.v.
 s.m.=gaat,

P #h p gaat
 (for A. ~#h p, inf. n. of h p 'to become nnmindful
or forgetful,' &c.), s.f. Unmindfulness, forgetfulness,
neglectfulness, negligence, neglect, inattention,
heedlessness, inadvertence, remissness, carelessness;—
soundness (of sleep), unconsciousness, drowsiness,
stupor, insensibility, a swoon:—gaat-pesha,
adj.

Inattentive, unmindful, negligent, careless, thoughtless:
—gaat-se,
adv. Thoughtlessly, negligently, carelessly:—

gaat-zada,
adj. Struck, or overcome, with carelessness,

&c.:—gaat-k
b, or b--gaat, Sound or

unconscious sleep; sheer apathy or indierence.
P *#h pgaat
(rel. n. fr. gaat),
adj. Thoughtless, careless,


neglectful, negligent, &c.
adj. & s.m.
A  h p gaf r (v.n. fr. h p 'to forgive'; see ga"r),

Forgiving, merciful, clement;—the Forgiving One.
A  h p gafr
 (v.n. fr. h p 'to cover,' &c.), adj. Covering,
enclosing, or embracing the whole; great, large; many,
numerous; all.
A p gill,
n. of Cp 'to be aected with rancour,'
 vulg. gil(inf.

&c.), s.m. Hatred, rancour, malevolence, malice, spite;
insincerity, dishonesty, perdy, fraud, trick; envy:—gill
o-gish,
s.m.
Fraud,
deceit;—apprehension;
objection,

hesitation:—be gill-o-g
ish,

 adv. Without guile; without
hesitation, frankly, boldly.
P p gul (contrac. of  #p gulg
 ul;
 cf. gul ), s.m. Noise, din,

clamour, confusion of voices, outcry, tumult:—gul-shor,
or

gul-gap
, s.m. Clamour, shouts, disturbance, brawl,

uproar, &c.:—gul-g
 adr,
 s.m. Noise and tumult, &c.:—gul
karn, or gul ma n, v.n. To make a noise, raise a cry or
an outcry, to bawl, shout, to make a tumult.
P 3p gilz
 at (for A. ~3p, inf. n. of #p 'to be thick, or
gross,' &c.), s.f. Thickness, spissitude, grossness,
bulkiness, coarseness; roughness, ruggedness; hardness;
—roughness of manner, rudeness,
churlishness;—(in Urd) dirtiness, lthiness, lth, dirt,
dung, ordure, oal.
A e3p gilf,
 s.m. A covering, an envelope, a wrapper, a
case, cover, sheath, scabbard; a pillow-case; a quilt;—a
pellicle; enclosing membrane; calyx (of a ower); the
prepuce:—gilful-qalb,
s.m. The pericardium.

P !3p gilla
 (for A. ~!3p, v.n. fr. Cp 'to cause (a thing) to
enter (a thing),' &c.), s.m. A garment that is worn next
the body beneath another garment (or beneath a coat
of mail), an under waistcoat.
A 1 3p gulm
(v.n. fr. 2 #p 'to be or become excited by lust or

appetence,' &c.), s.m. A boy, youth; a young man arrived
at maturity;—a slave, bondsman (syn. banda); a servant
(who receives food and clothing, but no wages);—your
slave, your humble servant (see banda);—the knave (at
cards);—a suit in ganjfa:—gulm--zar-khard,
s.m. A

purchased slave:—gulm-pra,
Puerorum amoribus

deditus:—gulm
karn, or gulm
bann, v.t. To make a


slave of, to enslave:—gulm-gardish,
s.m. A shed for

servants to sit under; a covered way (round a mosque, or
building, &c.); the enclosed verandah of a tent:—gulm
ml, s.m. A blanket; any cheap thing of great use:—
gulmo
-k ard-faro t, or gulmo
-k kr-o-br, Sale or


purchase of slaves, slave-dealing.
P a 3p gulm
[gulm,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Slavery,


servitude, service:—gulm
i tiyr karn(-k), To serve

(one) as a slave:—gulmat
, s.m. A certicate of

slavery.
P %#p galaba,
vulg. galba(for
A. ~%#p, inf. n. of U#p 'to


overcome,' &c.), s.m. Overcoming, overpowering,
conquering, subduing, &c.; victory, conquest,
ascendency, mastery, prevalence, predominance,

superiority, advantage, superior power or force or
in uence; excess; assault; strength; success in a contest:
—galaba
pn(-par), To obtain the mastery (over), to be

victorious, to get the better (of), &c.:—galaba
karn(-par),

To prevail (against), to overcome, overpower, conquer,
subdue, to gain the ascendency, get the upper hand, &c.
P  *#p galtn
(imperf. part. of galtdan)
=  N#p galt
 q.v.


 n,
P J:#pgal ag [abst. s. fr. next;—= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Rusticity; vagabond life, vagabondism.
P :#p gal a (gal˚prob.=g
alt˚=
a, dim. a.),


 gard˚, see galt
 n;—
s.m. A villager, rustic, peasant;—a vagabond, a strolling
fellow.
A w#p galat
n. of w#p 'to make a mistake,' &c.), s.m.(?),

 (inf.
Mistake, error;—adj. Wrong, erroneous, incorrect,
inaccurate; untrue, false:—galat
or galat


 ul-m,
 ul-awm,
A popular mistake, a vulgar error or fallacy:—galat
 -
bardr, s.m. 'Error-remover'; an eraser:—galat

 hahrn,
v.t. To prove to be wrong or erroneous; to show the
fallacy of, expose the error of:—galat
v.t. To

 samajhn,
misunderstand, misapprehend, misconceive:—galat- 
fahm, s.f. Mistake, misconception, misapprehension:—
galat
adj. Deceptive, delusive:—galat
s.f.


 -kr,
 -kr,
Deception, delusion:—galat
karn,
v.n.
To
make
a mistake,


to mistake, to err;—v.t. To make wrong, to regard as
erroneous; to set at naught; to annul:—galat
 s.m. A
 -go,
false relater:—galat
s.f. Relation of falsehoods:—

 -go,
galat
-nma,
s.m.
List
of
errata:—g
alat
s.m. An



 -navs,
erroneous writer.
= + )X
P  N#p galt
 = + *#p galtdan
 dan

 n [fr. + N#p galt
garddan; see gard], imperf. part. Rolling; wallowing;—s.m.
Anything round; a thing that is rolled round (another
thing), a wrapper; a kind of cloth (cf. galt
Arch.)

 a);—(in
an architrave:—galt
n, adj. Rolling, wallowing;

 n-pe
oundering; writhing;—involved, intricate, having wheel
within wheel; in a state of dire confusion;—absorbed or
lost in thought.
P  N#p galt
Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The act of
 [galt

 n
 nq.v.+=
rolling, or wallowing, &c.
P N#p galt
 s.m. A leathern sheath over a
 a (see galt
 n),
scabbard;—a thick sort of cloth.
P N#pgalat
 alat
 [g
 , q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. A
 , vulg. galt

mistake, an error; inaccuracy; miscalculation; fallacy;
misstatement; misapprehension, misconception; an
oversight, a slip:—galat
 adv. By mistake, erroneously;
 -se,
by an oversight, &c.:—galat
v.n. To make a

  karn,
mistake, to mistake, err; to make a slip, be guilty of an
oversight, to overlook, forget, omit.
P #p gilz at (for A. ~#p, inf. n. of #p 'to be or become

s.f. Shooting with a pellet-bow:—gulel
 aln, or ho n, or
lagn, or mrn, To shoot with a pellet-bow.
H 3 #p gulel,
s.m.=# #p gulela,
q.v.



thick,' &c.), s.f. Thickness, grossness, &c. (=gilz
 q.v.);
 at,
roughness, rudeness; enmity; lthiness.
P  #p gulg
 ul,
 s.m. Noise, tumult, commotion, &c. (=gul,


syn. l).
= P 5 #p galewj,s.m.
& f. A kite (the bird;—
P d #p galewz,


syn. l).
P 2 p gam
inf. n. of 2C p 'to cover, veil,' &c.),
 (for A. gamm,


q.v.);—a kind of dish.
P (#p gullak,
s.f. A vessel used as a till or save-all; a small

(hidden) niche in a wall to keep money in (cf. galla).

A  @ #p gilmn,
s.m.
pl.
(of
g
ulm),
Boys;
boys
who
attend


the virtuous in paradise.
A #p gul , (inf. n. of #p 'to exceed the just or due limit
(of),' &c.), s.f. Excess; transgression, rebellion;
commotion, tumult; noise, din, outcry, &c. (=gul,
 q.v.).
P #p gil l, s.f.=gulel,
 q.v.

P ! #p gal la, = P #p gulla
 [for orig. #X gula = S. $,f+dim. a.
la= S. ! or ], s.m. A small ball; a pellet; a marble.
P #p gulla
 = P ! #p gal la,[for orig. #X gula = S. $,f+dim. a.
la= S. ! or ], s.m. A small ball; a pellet; a marble.
P #p galla
v.n. fr. p 'to enter,' &c.), s.m.
 (for A. ~#p gallat,


The produce of the earth; grain, corn (syn. anj);
proceeds, revenue, income (from produce or corn, &c.),
sale proceeds of the day; the box, &c. in which these
proceeds are kept (cf. gullak):—g
alla

 bharn(-me ), To
store up grain:—galla-dn,
s.m.
A
granary:—g
alla

 ln, To
lay by something daily (towards an oering, &c.):—galla
farosh, s.m. A grain-merchant, corn-dealer.
P #pgalla
(rel. n. fr. galla),
s.m.(?) Rents paid in kind.


A  #p galayn
(inf. n. of #p'to boil,' &c.), s.m. Boiling,

boiling over; ebullition; fermentation; eervescence;
excess; vehement anger (syn. josh).
A  #p gal
 (v.n. fr. #p 'to be thick,' &c.), adj. Thick,
condensed, gross, coarse; rough, rude; lthy, dirty,
nasty, foul, obscene.
P  #p gulel
 q.v.+il= S. !?], s.f. A pellet-bow:—gulel
 [gulla,
bz, s.m. One who shoots with a pellet-bow:—gulel-bz,


P :# #p gulel, s.m. One who shoots with a pellet-bow

(=gulel-bz).

P # #p gulela,
s.m.=gal laor gulla,

 q.v.

P 5 #p galewj,
= P d #p galewz,s.m.
& f. A kite (the bird;—



s.m.Grief, mourning, lamentation, sorrow, sadness,
unhappiness, woe, solicitude, care, concern:—gam-l
da,

adj. Sorrowful, grieved, aicted, sad:—gam-tarsh,
adj.

Sorrow-cutting, removing or dispelling grief, &c.:—gam
r, adj. & s.m. 'Devouring sorrow'; aicted,
sorrowful, sad;—commiserating, pitying, condoling,
sympathetic; one who commiserates, or condoles, or
sympathizes (with), a consoler, comforter; a sympathetic
or intimate friend:—gam rak, s.m. A heron; a bittern:
—gam rag, or gam r, s.f. Aiction, sorrow;—
sympathy, commiseration, condolence, comfort; real or
true friendship:—gam r karn(-k), To sympathize
(with), commiserate (with), condole (with), console,
comfort:—gamur, vulg. gam
 or, adj. & s.m.
Patiently suering;—one who suers in patience:—gam
urak, s.m.=gam rak, q.v.:—gam ur, vulg. gam
or, s.f. Bearing patiently, suering meekly, patient
suering, resignation, meekness:—gam-dda,
adj. & s.m.

(One) who has experienced sorrow, aicted, &c. (=gam
zada):—gam-rasda,
adj. & s.m. (One) upon whom sorrow

has come, aicted, &c. (=gam-zada):—g
am-zadag,
s.f.


Aiction, sorrow:—gam-zada,
adj. & s.m. Sorrow
stricken, aicted, grieved, sad;—one who is aicted or
suers sorrow, a suerer:—gam-g
 alat
 , s.m. Drowner of
sorrow or care; diversion, amusement, pleasure, sport,
pastime; wine;—gam-g
To forget (one's)

 alat
 karn(apn),
grief or sorrow; to divert (one's mind), to comfort or
solace (oneself):—gam
 karn(-par), To grieve (for), to
mourn (over), to lament, bewail:—gam-kash,
adj. & s.m.

Enduring grief, continuing in grief;—one who endures
sorrow, &c.:—gam khn(apn), To suer grief, to grieve,

mourn;—to feel or show sympathy (for, -k);—(colloq.) to
swallow, or to restrain (one's) grief, to have patience:—
gam-gusr,
adj. & s.m. Removing grief, consoling;—a

remover of grief, consoler; intimate friend, condant:—
gam-gusr,
s.f. Removal or alleviation of grief;

consolation; sympathy, friendship:—gam-gn,
adj.

Sorrowful, grieved, sad, dejected, disconsolate:—gam-gn

hokar, adv. Sad, disconsolate:—gam-gn,
s.f.

Sorrowfulness, sadness, woefulness, dejection, &c.:—
gam-nk,
adj.=gam-gn:—g
am-nk,
s.f.=gam-gn,
q.v.




A d @ p gammz
(intens. n. fr. o@ p 'to make a sign'; 'to

calumniate,' &c.), s.m. An informer, a calumniator,
backbiter; a tale-bearer.
P d @ pgammz
[gammz,
q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.


Informing (against), talebearing, backbiting, traducing.
inf. n. of
P ?o@ p gamza
(for A. {o@ p gamzat,
n. of un. fr. gamz,



o@ p 'to make a sign,' &c.), s.m. A sign with the eye, a
wink; an amorous glance, ogling; coquetry, aectation:—
gamza-zan,
adj. Casting amorous glances (on), ogling.

P @ pgam
 [gam,
 q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Sorrow, pain;

together (like a bud); budding, blooming.
P :p gun
 a (prob.=S. $,* gunja), s.m. A bud; a rose-bud; a
blossom:—gun
 a ban-rahn, To be collected together (like
a rose-bud); to be closely-packed, be densely populated,
be crowded:—gun
 a-dahan, adj. Having a mouth like a
rose-bud;—s.m. A mouth like a rose-bud;—s.f. A mistress.
H 2<p guna
(prob. for ?+ X gunda, q.v.), s.m. A fop.

H  p gung
 un
 (fr. next, q.v.), s.m. (f. -), One who speaks

through his nose.
H   p gung
(by redupl. fr. gunna,
q.v.), v.n. To speak
 unn


through the nose; to mutter, grumble; to buzz, hum.
A 2 p ganam,
ganm,
or gunm(inf.
n. of 2 p 'to obtain, get, or



take spoil'), s.m.(?) Plundering, carrying o; plunder,
spoil, booty (syn. ganmat).

P p gunna
(for
A.
~

p
,
v.n. fr. <Cp 'to speak through the

nose'), s.m. A nasal sound or twang; the nasal n;—
buzzing, humming (of ies, &c.);—adj. Nasal (the letter
n); quiescent.
A p gan
 (rel. n. fr. gan,
 q.v.), adj. & s.m. Free from

death; mourning:—gam
 hon, v.n. A death to occur.
P @ pgam
=
P
<
@
p
g
amn
[gam, q.v.+inor = Zend a. aêna= S.


 ( )], adj. Sorrowful, grieved, sad, dejected, unhappy.

want; possessing a competence or suciency;
independent (of); able to dispense (with); rich, wealthy,
opulent;—an independent person; a rich man.
A 2 p ganm
(v.n. fr. 2 p; see ganmat),
s.m. Taker of spoil



P < @ p gamn
= P @ pgam

 [gam, q.v.+inor = Zend a. aêna= S.
 ( )], adj. Sorrowful, grieved, sad, dejected, unhappy.

(=A. gnim),
plunderer; enemy, foe, adversary.

P @ p ganmat
(for A. ~@ p, inf. n. of 2 p 'to get, or take, as


s.m. A heavy stone for
P <p gan (prob.=S. V ghana),

pressing oil, &c.; a stone or wooden mortar;—(in Urd),
adj. Dead drunk.
A p gan
 (inf. n. of p 'to be or become free from want,'
&c.), s.f. Freedom from need or want; competence,
suciency; richness, wealthiness; riches, wealth;—
content.
A p gin
 (inf. n. of  pgn,
 'to talk or say what is

pleasing,' iii of Rp; see gan),
s.f. Singing, vocal music; a

song; an air, a tune.
A 2 $ p ganim,
s.f. pl. (of ganmat,
q.v.), Spoils, booty, prey,


plunder;—s.m. Plunderers; enemies.
A 6p gunj
s.f.(?) Amorous
 (prob. the P. ganjarabicized),

gesture or behaviour, &c. (see gamza).

P J:pgun
ag
(abst.
s.
fr.
next),
s.f.
The being collected


spoil,' &c.), s.f. Plunder, spoil, booty; a prize; a boon,
blessing, a God-send; a piece of good luck, good fortune;
abundance; convenience; accommodation.
A F p gaww
(intens. n. fr. F p 'to dive into'), s.m. One

who dives (in the sea) for pearls.
P f pgaww
[gaww+=
Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Diving for


pearls;—the art or business of a diver.
A \a  p gawmi,
s.m. pl. (of ~qa p gmiat,
fr. gmi,
q.v.),



Obscure or recondite matters, abstruse questions, &c.
H A p A p got-g
 t (got, prob. corr. of s p; gt,
 a jingling
word), adj. Perplexed, puzzled, confounded.
A k p gaus
n. of ] p 'to aid,' &c.), s.m. (orig.) 'A cry

 (inf.
for aid or succour'; a title of Moammadan saints (whose
ardour of devotion, according to vulgar tradition, is such,
that in the act of worship their head and limbs fall
asunder).

P  j p gaus
aus
a. -yat), s.f.
 vulg. gaus


 yat,
 iyat(g
 , q.v.+abst.
The state or quality of a gaus
devoteeism.

 ; saintship;
A  p gaur
 (inf. n. of  p 'to enter deeply' (into a thing)),
s.f. Deep thought, re ection, meditation, consideration,
deliberation, deep research; abstraction; close attention
or care;—name of a province or region in Arabia:—gaur
pard t, or gaur-o-pard
t,
s.f.
Attendance
(on,
-k),

attention (to); bringing up; maintenance:—gaur-ras,
s.f.

The looking closely (into, -k), minutely regarding or
examining, thoughtful consideration (of), deep research
(into):—gaur-se,
adv. Thoughtfully, attentively, minutely,

&c.:—gaur-t
adj. Requiring, or deserving,

 alab,
consideration:—gaur-karda,
adj. Meditated, deliberate,

prepense:—gaur-kar-ke,
adv.
Thoughtfully; attentively;

with, or after, due consideration, deliberately, advisedly:
—gaur
 karn(-par, -ko, or -k), To re ect (on), to consider
thoughtfully, meditate (on); to investigate, to fathom by
consideration or investigation; to regard with attention,
to look (upon).
P ? p g  ra, or gora,
 s.m. Unripe grapes or dates;—a colour
in pigeons.
P  pgor,
 s.f. A kind of porcelain (which breaks the
moment poison is put into it);—a plate.
P ?d p goza
 [for orig. ?d X goza, fr. gozor g z= S. $5], s.m. A
pod (of cotton, &c.;—cf. ilgoza).

P E p gosha,
s.m.=

E
r
osha,
q.v.


P s p got (prob.
for A. gaut

 , inf. n. of s p 'to enter, to
sink' (into), &c.; or contrac. of got a, q.v.), s.m. Sinking
(into), diving; a plunge (into water), a dive;—
consideration, deep meditation;—a swoon, fainting-t:—
or got mrn(-me
), To plunge or dive (into); to
got lagn,


disappear; to think deeply (on), be engaged in
meditation (on), be absorbed (in):—got -me
nor jn, To

swoon, faint.
H Y p 2 O p got am-g
 ta,
 s.m. A game in which swimmers dip
or duck one another under water; hide-and-seek under
water;—making a kite swoop in ying it.
P O p got a (prob. for A. ~O p gaut
 n. of un. fr. gaut
 at,
 ;  see
got ), s.m. Diving, plunging (into); dipping, immersion; a
plunge (into water), a dive, a dip:—got a-bz,
s.m. A diver:

—got a- or, vulg. got e- or, s.m. A diver;—anything that

dips or is dipped; a sort of re-work (so called because,
being lighted, it is thrown into water, when it dives, and
every now and then shows above water):—got a- urd,
or got a- urda, part. adj. Plunged (into), dipped,
immersed:—got a- or, vulg. got e- or, Dipping, diving;
being dipped:—got a den(-ko), To plunge (into water), to
dip, to duck; to baptize;—to deceive:—got a khn, v.n. To
be dipped, to suer immersion; to dive;—to be deceived;
to travel in a miry or treacherous road;—to stray,
wander, lose (one's) way:—got a lagn, or got a mrn(me ), To plunge into, to dive;—to think deeply (on),
enter deeply (into), be absorbed (in):—got e-me
jn, v.n.

To swoon.
P p p gaug
 , s.m. Noise, clamour, uproar, hubbub,
commotion, tumult, disturbance, brawl.
P $ p pgaug
 ,
 adj. & s.m. Noisy, clamorous, tumultuous,
&c.;—false; senseless, nonsensical;—a noisy or turbulent
fellow; a disturber, &c.
P  p g  k, s.m. A frog; a toad;—a butt (for archers).
A p g  l, vulg. gol, s.m. A kind of goblin or demon; an
imaginary sylvan demon of dierent shapes and colours
(supposed to devour men and animals; from this the
European loup-garou, or man-wolf, seems to be
borrowed):—g  l--biybn, s.m. A goblin or demon that
haunts woods or deserts.
P p gol (prob. akin to S. j!), s.m. A company, band,
body, troop, multitude, crowd, gang, herd:—gol-ke
gol,

Crowds, whole crowds or herds, crowds upon crowds.
P ^+ ! p goli-dang
[gol=

 gol= S. $5!+dang, q.v.], adj. Round,
plump, fat, stout; vicious; turbulent, seditious.
P (! p golak,
s.m. A money-till, &c. (=gullak,
q.v.);—a


hidden thing, a mystery.
P ^ ! p gola-dang,
adj.=goli-dang,
q.v.



H : pgau  (cf. kho ), s.f. A hole in a path (such as
those made by the feet of animals).
A k p giys
fr. k p ags a, 'he aided or succoured,' iv of

 (v.n.
k p; see gaus
 ), s.f. Aid, succour, deliverance from
diculty or distress; redress, listening to complaints.
A  p giyr
 (inf. n. of  p 'to bring or convey provision to
one's family,' &c.), s.m. Providing for one's family or
dependents; beneting; providing goods for sale or use;

—a cognizance, a badge (as a belt, &c.;—orig. of the free
non-muslim subjects of a Muhammadan government).
A U p gaib
 (inf. n. of U p 'to be or become absent, or
hidden,' &c.), s.m. Absence; invisibility; concealment;
anything that is absent, or invisible, or hidden (from
sight or mental perception); a mystery, secret; an event
of futurity; the invisible world, the future state (=lam-gaib);—adj.
Absent; invisible, unseen, unapparent;

hidden, concealed; latent; mysterious, secret:—gaib-dn,

adj. & s.m. Having knowledge of hidden things, or of the
unseen or invisible world; skilful in discovering
mysteries; omniscient;—a prophet, seer, diviner; the
Omniscient Being:—gaib-dn,
s.f. Knowledge of hidden

things, or of mysteries:—gaib-g
honor ho-jn(-se),
 ulel

'To become an invisible pellet'; to be or become absent,
to be o (from); to be lost:—gaib

 honor ho-jn(nazar-se),
To vanish (from sight), to disappear; to be lost.
H  % pgaibn
[gaib,

 q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. A woman who
does wrong sub rosa; a bad or shameless woman, a
strumpet;—hidden or lurking evil or calamity (rare).
P % p gaibat
(for A. ~% p, inf. n. of U p; see gaib),
s.f.


Absence; invisibility; concealment:—gaibat-me
(ki-k), In

(one's) absence, behind (one's) back.
P % p gbat
'he spoke evil of
 (for A. ~% p, v.n. fr. igtba,

(him) in (his) absence,' viii of U p; see gaib),
s.f. Evil

speech respecting a person behind his back (generally,
with truth; and thus opposed to bhtn, q.v.), backbiting,
detraction, slander, libel:—gbat-karn(-k),
To speak ill of

one behind his back, to backbite, slander, traduce.
P *% pgbat
(rel. n. fr. gbat),
adj. & s.m. Detractory,


slanderous, &c.;—a backbiter, secret complainer,
detractor, slanderer.
P % p gaib
adj. Absent, invisible, &c.
 (rel. n. fr. gaib),

(=gaib);
of or relating to the invisible world; heavenly,

divine.
A  p gair,
 adj. & s.m. Other, another; dierent; altered,
changed (for the worse); bad; strange, foreign;—another
person, an outsider, a stranger, foreigner; a rival;—
prep., adv., and neg. prex, Without, besides, except,
save, but;—other than; exclusively of; dierent from;
contrary to, the reverse of;—not, non-, un-, in-, ir-, &c.:

—gair-bd,
adj. Uncultivated; not peopled, uninhabited:—

gair-i
tiyr, adj. Involuntary:—gair

 az, Except; besides;
other than (=gair):—g
air-is,
adj.
Not
in poverty; not in a


state of bankruptcy or insolvency, solvent:—gair-inf,

adj. Not just, unjust, contrary to equity:—gair-inf,
s.f.

Injustice:—gair-band-o-bast,
adj. Not settled (applied to

land not included in the revenue settlement):—gair
pu tag, s.f. Unripeness, immaturity; crudity:—gair
tajwz, adj. Not decided, undetermined:—gair-taqq,
adj.

Not veried or established, not certain, undetermined,
indenite, vague, doubtful:—gair-tarbiyat-yfta,
or gair

tahb, adj. Untrained, undisciplined, uneducated,
uncivilised, unpolished, ill-bred, unmannerly, rude:—gair
taqsim, adj. Undivided, not allotted:—gair-jam,
or
g
air

irj, adj. Rent-free (lands):—gair-ir,
adj.
Not
present,

absent, away:—gair-ir,
s.f.
Absence,
non-attendance;

non-appearance, default:—gair-lat
hon, v.n. To be

changed for the worse, to be in a bad or precarious
state; to be in the agonies of death:—gair ar , s.m.
Other or extra expenses, extras, contingencies,
miscellaneous expenses:—gair-lik,
Besides this, besides:

—gair-rij,
adj. Not current:—gair-skin,
adj. Non-resident:


—gair
 samajhn(-ko). To regard (one) as a stranger or
outsider;—to misunderstand, misconceive (rare):—gair
shf, adj. Inconclusive:—gair-sha
, s.m. Another person,

a stranger; a third person:—gair-shar,
adj. Contrary to

the sharor Mohammadan law, unlawful:—gair-sha"f,
adj.

Not transparent; opaque:—gair-alqa,
s.m. Territory

beyond the limits of (one's) jurisdiction; foreign rule or
administration:—gair-kf,
adj. Insucient, inadequate,

&c.:—gair-mlik,
adj. Without an owner; unappropriated;

unclaimed:—gair-mutaas
sir,
  adj. Ineectual; ineective:—

gair-mutaraqqab,
m.,
or
g
air-mutaraqqaba,
f. Unexpected:—


gair-mutahid,
vulg. gair-mutahid,
adj. Uncovenanted


(service):—gair-mutaaiyin,
adj. = gair-muaiyan, q.v.:—gair

d,
adj.
Unlimited,
unbounded;
of
mutanh, or gair-mad

unlimited length; interminable, endless:—gair-mazr
a,

adj. Not cultivated, uncultivated (land, zamn):—gair
musw, adj. Unequal:—gair-mustamal,
adj.
Not
in
use,

obsolete; unusual, extraordinary, rare:—gair
musha  a, adj. Not appropriated, unappropriated;
undetermined, undened, indenite; indiscriminate:—

gair-mashr
t, adj. Unconditional, absolute:—gair-malaat,


adj. Unadvisable; inexpedient:—gair-mat
l
b,
adj.
Not


desired; undesirable:—gair-mtabar,
adj.
Not
trustworthy;

incredible;—invalid, null:—gair-mam
l, adj. Unusual;

informal:—gair-muaiyan,
adj. Undetermined, unsettled;

undened, indenite, vague, uncertain; unstable,
wavering, uctuating; contingent, accidental:—gair
maqb a, adj. Not in possession; unappropriated:—gair
muqarrar, adj.=gair-muaiyan,
q.v.:—g
air-mukammal,
adj.


Incomplete, imperfect, defective:—gair-mulk,
adj. & s.m.

Foreign;—a foreigner:—gair-mumkin,
adj. Impossible,

impracticable, not feasible;—gair-mumkinut-tardd,
adj.

Not to be refuted, unanswerable, irrefragable; not to be
reversed, irreversible; irrevocable:—gair-mumkinut
taqsm, adj. Indivisible; not liable to partition;—gair
mumkinuz-zirat, adj. Incapable of cultivation,
unculturable, unproductive, barren;—gair-mumkinul
wu l, adj. & s.m. Not to be realised or recovered,
irrecoverable;—irrecoverable debts or balances:—gair
munsib, adj. Improper, unbecoming, unsuitable:—gair
d, q.v.:—gai muntah, adj.=gair-mutanh,
or gair-mad


munarif, adj. Indeclinable:—gair-manq
l, adj. Immovable,

xed; real (as property):—gair-mank
a, adj. Not married,

unmarried;—illegitimate:—gair-maur
s, adj. Not

inherited; not holding by hereditary descent:—gair-n,

adj. Inoperative, of no eect:—gair
nm-se,
adv.
In

another name; under an assumed name or title:—gair
wjib, or gair-wjib,
adj.
Contrary
to
reason
or
law,

improper, unreasonable, unlawful, unjust, wrong; not
due;—gair-wjib,
adv. Improperly, unjustly, wrongly;

fraudulently:—gair-wu
l, adj. Not realized, not

recovered, outstanding.
P A p gairat
(for A. { p, inf. n. of  p 'to be jealous' (of), &c.),

s.f. Jealousy, source or cause of jealousy; care of what is
sacred or inviolable; a nice sense of honour; honour;
courage, spirit; modesty, bashfulness, shame;—envy,
emulation; disdain, indignation; enmity:—gairat-afz,
adj.

Increasing jealousy or envy:—gairat-kash,
adj.
Enduring

jealousy; jealous:—gairat
 khn(-k), To experience shame,
to blush with shame:—gairat-mand,
or gairat-wl,
adj.


Jealous; emulous, envious; high-minded, having a nice
sense of honour; modest, bashful:—be-gairat, adj. Having

no sense of honour; shameless:—be-gairat, s.f.
Shamelessness.
P ) p gairyat
(for A. ~) p, abst. s. fr. gair,

 rel. adj. 1˚ fr.
gair;
s.f. Change, alteration; strangeness;
 2˚ fr. gairat),

unreality;—jealousy.
H < ; < p ge  -pe , s.f. Noise of complaint; whining cry,
whimper; nagging; querulousness;—bickering, quarrel:—
ge  -pe ln(-se), To be nagging (at); to quarrel (with):—
ge  -pe lag-rakhn, v.n. To keep up an incessant whine,
to be constantly whining.
A  p gay r (v.n. fr.  p; see gairat),
adj. Very jealous (in

point of love or honour); high-minded;—an epithet of
the Deity.
P  pgay r [gay r, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Jealousy
(=gairat).

e
e fe, or f, the twenty-sixth letter of the Urd or
Hindstn alphabet (the twentieth of the Arabic, and
twenty-third of the Persian alphabet). Its sound is that
of the English f. It has no exact correspondent in
Sanskrit, nor in any of the modern Aryan languages of
India; in words introduced into these from the Persian
or Arabic, v ph is generally substituted for fe. As a
numeral fedenotes 80.
A e fa, insep. conj. And, and so, and thereupon, and
consequently, therefore, then, &c. (e.g. fa-qat, q.v.).
A Y _ fti (act. part. of *_ 'to open,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Opening; conquering;—opener; conqueror.
P cY _ ftia (for A. ~cY _ ftiat, fr. fti, q.v.), s.f.
Commencement, rst part (of a thing); exordium;—the
opening chapter, or exordium, of the Qor n (so called
because the recitation in prayer is commenced
therewith); prayers for the dead; prayers oered up in
the name of saints, &c.; oblations and oerings to saints,
&c.:—ftia pa hn(-k), To repeat the ftia(over), to
repeat prayers for the dead;—to give (a thing) up as lost
(e.g. ml-k ab ftia pa ho); to be disappointed or
despondent:—ftia- air, s.f. A prayer for good or for
blessings; a marriage-prayer; marriage; blessings on the
dead:—ftia diln(-ke nm), To cause blessings to be
invoked (upon a deceased relative; this is done by

having the opening chapter of the Qor n read over the
deceased for forty days after his death, and distributing
alms and food):—ftia den(-ke nm), To invoke blessings
(on a deceased relative; see ftia diln); to make
oerings to saints with prayers.
A W _ fjir (act. part. of 8_ 'to decline or deviate' (from);
'to act immorally,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Sinful; vicious,
immoral; unchaste, committing adultery or fornication;
—a fornicator, an adulterer; a sinner.
P ?W _ fjira (for A. {W _ fjirat, fem. of fjir), adj. f.=fjir, q.v.;
—s.f. An unchaste woman, an adulteress, a harlot.
A Z _ fish (act. part. of Zc_ 'to be excessive, or
immoderate,' &c.), adj. Excessive, immoderate,
enormous, exorbitant; foul, evil, bad, abominable,
nefarious; gross, immodest, impudent, shameless,
indecent, lewd, obscene.
P  _ fisha (for A. ~ _ fhishat, fem. of fish), s.f. A
lewd or shameless woman, a harlot;—an enormity;
anything abominable.
P *r _ f ta (for A. ~*r _ fa itat; said to be derived fr. fa t,
'the light of the moon when it rst appears,' because of
its colour), s.f. A ringed turtle-dove; a ring-dove; a dove;
—name of a colour (cf. f ta):—f ta u n, To be free
from care and anxiety; to enjoy a period of prosperity,
or of unrestrained authority:—f ta u -jn(-k), To be
confounded, to lose (one's) senses, to swoon:—or
f ta, s.f. The small brown dove, Turtur cambayensis:—
itroko fa ta, The spotted dove, the tiger-pigeon, Turtur
suratensis:—serot f ta, The red turtle-dove, Turtur
humilis:—kulla f ta, The ash-coloured turtle-dove, Turtur
rupicolus.
P *r _f ta, s.f. Dove-colour, fawn-colour.
P d _ fd-zahr, s.m.=pd-zahr, q.v.
A  _ fr, s.m. A rat; a mouse (syn. h).
H Nr _fr- at, contrac. of frig-  at, q.v.s.v. frig. 
P K _ frs (vulg. fras(for orig. prs), prop. n. Persia; one of
the southern provinces of Persia, the ancient Bactria.
A K _ fris (act. part. of K_ 'to ride horses well'), s.m. A
horseman, a cavalier.
P B _ frs (for orig. prs, rel. n. fr. prs), adj. Persian;—
s.f. The Persian language;—a foreign language, an

unknown tongue;—the planguage:—frs baghrn(apn),
To speak a Persian of one's own; to speak an unknown
language; to speak High Dutch:—frs- n, or frs-dn,
s.m. A Persian scholar:—frs-k  g to n, (colloq.) To
speak halting or bad Persian.
P  B _ frsyat (abst. s. fr. frs), s.f. Persian language;
Persian scholarship, knowledge of the Persian language.
A S _ frig (act.
part. of S_ 'to be free (from), be

unoccupied,' &c.), adj. Free from care, or anxiety;
contented; free from labour or business; free, at leisure,
unoccupied, unemployed, disengaged;—cleared,
absolved, discharged;—ceasing (from labour, &c.),
ending, nishing:—frigul-bl,
or frigul-l,
adj. Free


from care or anxiety, contented; at ease; in easy
circumstances, possessing a competence; independent;
urestrained, uncontrolled:—frigul-bl,
s.f. A state of

freedom from care or anxiety; easy circumstances:—
frig-  atna,
 s.m. Fee for writing a frig-  at, q.v.:—frig- 
at, vulg. fr- at, s.f. A deed of release or discharge,
written acquittance; acquittance; deed of dissolution of
partnership:—frig karn,
v.t. To make (one) free (from);

to clear o or to discharge (debts, &c.):—frig hon(-se),

To be free (from), be clear (of); to be at leisure; to obtain
an acquittance;—to cease (from), to nish, have done
(with).
A G _ fr q (for tiryq--fr q), s.m. The best sort of
treacle or theriac (so called because it makes a
distinction (farq) between disease and health).
P d _ f-zahr, s.m. =p-zahr, q.v.
A + B _ fsid (act. part. of + 0_ 'to be or become bad, or
corrupt,' &c.), adj. Bad, evil, corrupt, unsound; unlawful,
criminal, wrong, improper, wicked, vicious, unprincipled,
depraved, dishonest; mischievous, pernicious, noxious,
malignant:—fsid taur-se,
adv. Corruptly, &c.:—fsid karn,

v.t. To corrupt, pervert, debase, &c.; to vitiate invalidate.
P ?+ B _ fsida (for A. {+ B _ fsidat, fem. of fsia), adj. f.=fsid,
q.v.:—a lq--fsida, Bad or vicious disposition or
manners.
A HB _ fsiq (act. part. of H0_ 'to depart from the right way,'
&c.), adj. & s.m. Disobedient (to God), improus,
unrighteous, sinful, wicked; vicious, immoral;—a

transgressor, sinner; an immoral man; a worthless
fellow; a fornicator, an adulterer (syn. fjir).
P Q B _ fsiqa (for A. ~Q B _ fsiqat, fem. of fsiq), adj. f=fsiq;—
s.f. An adulteress, a harlot (=fjira).
P D _ fsh [for orig. psh; prob. akin to S. T8' (T8) ], adj.
Spread abroad, divulged, known, apparent, manifest,
notorious, palpable, gross:—fsh karn, v.t. To divalge,
reveal, expose, lay bare:—fsh hon, v.n. To be divulged,
&c.
P E _ fshir, or fshr, s.m. A species of ivy;—bryony.
P #f _ fila, vulg. fla(for A. ~#f _, fem. of fil, act. part. of
M_ 'to separate,' &c.), s.m. Separating; separation;
intervening space, interstice, interval; break, gap; space,
distance:—file-par, adv. At a distance, far o; apart,
away from.
A | _ fil (act. part. of q_ 'to exceed'; 'to excel,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Exceeding, being over and above, abundant,
in excess, redundant, super uous, supernumerary;—
excellent; virtuous; excellent in learning, learned,
erudite; perfect, accomplished;—excess, redundance,
super uity; residue, remainder, surplus, balance; receipt
in excess (of revenue, &c.); waste;—a learned man, an
erudite person, a perfect or accomplished scholar:—filbq, s.f. A balance in favour; a surplus:—fil nikln(-k),
To strike the balance (of):—fil nikaln, v.n. To exceed
(amount at credit, &c.), to prove in excess; to excel; to
become learned, &c.:—fil hon, v.n. To turn out or
become learned; to be or become procient, or perfect,
or accomplished.
A A3| _ filt, s.m. pl. (of fil), Redundancies,
super uities; remainders, balances, &c.
P @ O _ ftima
s.f. The daughter of the
 (for A. ~@ O _ ftimat),

prophet Mohammad, and the wife of the Caliph Al.
A m _ fil (act. part. of P _ 'to do,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Doing, acting, operating; making:—doer, performer,
operator; maker; an agent, (in Gram.) the subject (of a
verbal sentence); a noun of agency:—fil--aqq, 'The
true agent,' God:—fil--mu tr, A free agent:—fil-omaf l, (in Gram.) The subject and the object.
A #m _fil (rel. n. fr. fil), adj. Active, operative; eective,
ecient.

P  #m _ filyat (for A. ~ #m _, abst. s. fr. fil), s.f. The state
of being active; the quality or the nature of agent, or of
the noun of agency; agency.
P  #m _ filya (for A. ~ #m _, fem. of fil), adj. f.=fil, q.v.
A G _ fq, vulg. fg(in A. also f q), s.f. The notch of an
arrow; an arrow.
P i _ fqa (for A. ~i _ fqat; rt. G _, of which viii G *_ iftqa = to
be poor,' &c.), s.m. Poverty, want, need, destitution;
starving, starvation, hunger; fasting, a fast (from want,
not as a religious duty):—fqa karn, v.n. To go without
food, to fast (from want, or ill-health):—fqa-kash, adj. &
s.m. Starving, famished, hungry;—a famished person;
one who fasts (from necessity):—fqa-kash, s.f. Fasting
(from necessity), endurance of hunger, starvation:—fqa
khai n, or fqo -marn, To starve, to be famished, to die
of hunger, perish of (necessitated and repeated) fasts:—
fqa-mast, s.m. One who is starving but conceals his
distress; one who is cheerful and jolly in the midst of
poverty;—a poor starveling who aects the airs of a
wealthy man:—fqa-mast, s.f. Cheerfulness, &c. in want
or adversity:—fqo -k mr, adj. & s.m. Starving,
perishing of hunger;—one who is famished, a starveling:
—fqo marn, v.n. =fqa khai n, q.v.
A _ fl, s.f. An omen, augury, presage;—enchantment,
spell:—fl kholn(-k), To tell (one's) fortune (by reference
to his magical books,—a soothsayer); to foretell events;
to practise augury, &c.:—fl-gosh, s.f. An omen taken
from the rst words that reach the ear:—fl len(-k), To
take an omen (from), to augur (from):—fl-nma, s.m. A
small book of omens, &c.
H *! _ flt , adj. Surplus, spare; that is over and above;—
unemployed.
A 6! _ flij (v.n. fr. falj, inf. n. of 6#_ 'to divide'), s.m. Palsy,
paralysis (esp. hemiplegia):—flij girn, or flij hon, v.n. To
be stricken with palsy, to be palsied or paralysed.
H 0! _ flsa (=phls, q.v.), s.m. The fruit of the Grewia
asiatica.
H 0! _flsa, adj. Of the colour of the flsa, purple;—s.f.
Purple colour.
P D J! _ fl-gosh, s.f. See s.v. fl.
P ? ! _ fl da [for pl da, perf. part. of pl dan= bl dan; rt.

Zend. vared= S. ' ( 
 )], part. adj. & s.m. Strained; clear;

(for A. *_fata) a youth, a young man.

smooth;—a kind of ummery (made of nishsta, q.v.).
P o ! _ flez (orig. plez), s.f. A melon-eld.
P 1 _ fm (=wm, pm; prob. akin to S. /t), postpn. Like,

P X  *_tdag, futdag, s.f.=uftdag, q.v.
P ? *_ tda, futda, perf. part.=uftda, q.v.
A  *_ fattn (intens. n. fr. <*_ 'to burn'; 'to test by re,'

resembling; (a. to nouns denoting colour) of the colour
of, approaching to the colour of (e.g. siyh-fm, 'blackish';
lal-fm, 'ruby-coloured').
A K  _ fn s (prob. Gr. \ arabicized), s.f. A pharos,

&c.), s.m. A goldsmith; an assayer of gold;—a great
tempter; the Devil;—adj. Tempting, seductive;
mischievous, malicious, seditious (cf. tna).
A *_ fat, vulg. fata(inf. n. of *_ 'to open,' &c.), s.f. An

lighthouse; a lantern; (in Urd) a glass shade (of a
candlestick, &c.):—fn s-- iylor iyl, or fn s-gardn, or ar  fn s, A Chinese lantern; a lantern into
which a light framework with pictures attached thereto
is inserted (the framework and pictures are caused to
revolve by the smoke of the candle); a phantasmagoria;
a magic lantern.
P  _fn (for A.  _ fni, act. part. of _'to pass away,'
&c.), adj. Passing away, coming to an end, perishable,
mortal, frail, transitory, eeting, inconstant,
evanescent:—jahn--fn, This transitory world.
P ?+ $ _ fida (for A. {+ $ _ fidat, act. part. n. fr. + _ 'to
accrue' (to)), s.m. Prot, advantage, benet, good, avail,
utility, use; gain; yield; interest; value;—convalescence;—
moral (of a story, &c.); result; inference; corollary:—
fida uhn(-se), To reap benet or advantage (from); to
enjoy; to utilize, to turn to account; to make the most of:
—fida karn(-ko), To prove benecial (to), to benet; to
prot, avail, serve; to do good (to), to improve; to cure:—
fida-mand, adj. Protable, benecial, advantageous,
useful; ecacious; ecient; beneted; edied; gratied:
—be-fida, adj. & adv. Protless, useless, bootless,
unavailing; unserviceable, of no use; needless; absurd;—
unprotably; to no purpose, bootlessly, in vain, uselessly,
&c.
A o$ _ fiz (act. part. of d _ 'to attain,' &c.), part. adj.
Attaining, acquiring, obtaining; overtaking; reaching.
A H$ _ fiq (act. part. of G _ 'to become superior to,' &c.),
adj. Superior, exce lent, surpassing; paramount;
preferable.
A 4%_ fabih (fa+bi+h, qq.v.), intj. Then be it so; well and
good; very well; excellent! bravo!
A *_ fat (inf. n. of *_'to be youthful,' &c.), s.m. Youth;—

opening, aperture; a beginning, start;—victory, conquest,
triumph:—fat pn(-par), To gain a victory (over):—fatpe , s.m. A mode of tying the turban;—a kind of
uqqasnake:—fat karn, v.n. To make a beginning, to
enter (on); to start, to set out;—v.t. To conquer: fatgah, s.f. A pillar or monument to commemorate a
victory:—fat-mand, adj. & s.m. Victorious, triumphant;
victor, conqueror:—fat-mand, s.f. Victoriousness;
victory:—fat-nma, s.m. Despatches announcing a
victory, a bulletin:—fat-nishn, s.m. A victorious
standard (opened only in battle):—fat-nab, adj. Of
victorious fortune or destiny; victorious:—fat hon, v.n.
To be conquered:—fat-yb, adj. Victorious, &c. (=fatmand, q.v.).
P c*_ fata (for A. ~c*_ fatat, fr. fat, q.v.), s.m. The sign ()
of the vowel-sound a(pronounced as the English ain
cedar;—syn. zabar).
P *_ trk, s.m. Saddle-straps; cords xed to a saddle
for hanging game to.
A H*_ fatq, vulg. fataq, taq(inf. n. of H*_ 'to slit, rend, &c.),
s.m. A rupture, hernia;—the scrotum (?).
A Q *_ fatq (v.n. fr. H*_ 'to slit,' &c.), adj. Patentiore
rima(mulier).
P *_ tna (for ~*_ tnat, quasi-inf. n. of <*_ 'to burn'; to try
by re,' &c.), s.m. Trial, aiction, calamity, mischief,
evil, torment, plague, pest (applied to persons as well as
things, e.g. yh la k bh ba  tna ha);—temptation,
seduction;—discord, con ict, cabal, faction, civil war,
sedition, revolt, mutiny; perdy; sin, crime:—tna uhn,
v.n. To raise a revolt or sedition, &c.:—tna-angez, or
tna-pardz, adj. & s.m. Mischievous, seditious, turbulent,
insurgent, &c.;—a mischief-maker, a fomenter of
disturbances, a turbulent fellow, an incendiary, &c.:—

tna-angez, s.f. Mischievousness, seditiousness, causing
disturbances, &c.:—tna-jo, adj. & s.m. Seeking
disturbance, seditious; quarrelsome, turbulent;—a
quarrelsome or turbulent fellow, &c.:—tna-sz, adj. &
s.m. Mischief-making, sedition-causing;—mischiefmaker, a seditious person, &c.:—tna-gar= tna-sz:—gul-tna, s.m. A species of mimosa or acacia bearing
owers and having a powerful scent.
P A *_ fut wat (for A. {C *_, fr. *_), s.f. Generosity,

judicial decree, judgment, sentence, award, decision:—
fatw den, To notify the decision of the law (in or
respecting a case); to give a verdict, give judgment, to
decree:—fatw len(-me ), To seek or demand (of a
lawyer) a notication of the decision of the law (in or
respecting a question); to take a legal opinion (in respect
of the lawfulness of an act, &c.).
A *_ fat, s.m. A youth, a young man (= *_ fat, q.v.).

honourableness, liberality, bountifulness.
A  *_ fut , s.f. pl. (of fat, q.v.), Victories, conquests;—
gains, pickings, perquisites; income received
gratuitously; a gratuitous supply (of sustenance, &c.);
abundance, easy circumstances.
A A  *_ fut t, s.f. pl. (of fut ), Numerous victories or
conquests.
P  *_fat , vulg. fato(prob. fr. A. fat , fr. fat,
'opening'), s.f. A kind of jacket or vest without sleeves, a
short waistcoat.
A  *_ fut r, vulg. t r(inf. n. of *_ 'to abate'; 'to become
languid,' &c.), s.m. Languor, weakness, inrmity; defect,
imperfection, unsoundness; irregularity;—coolness;
discord, quarrelling, quarrel, row, riot:—fut r bar-p karn,
or fut r ln, or fut r karn(-me ), To create a
disturbance, cause a quarrel, to sow discord (between):—
fut r--aql, s.m. Unsoundness of intellect or mind:—
fut r--ham, s.m. Badness of digestion; indigestion,
dyspepsia.
P  *_fut r = H ) *_ fut riy (rel. n. fr. fut r), adj. & s.m.

twist'), s.m. A wick; a match; a fuse (see falta):—fatla-soz,
or fatl-soz, s.m. A candlestick; a brass or tin lamp.
H e vj&fu (corr fr. the English), s.m. A foot (of

Dispersed; ruined, undone;—exciting quarrels;
contentious, litigious; factious; riotous;—a fomenter of
quarrels or disturbances, a contentious or litigious
person, &c.
H ) *_ fut riy = P  *_fut r (rel. n. fr. fut r), adj. & s.m.
Dispersed; ruined, undone;—exciting quarrels;
contentious, litigious; factious; riotous;—a fomenter of
quarrels or disturbances, a contentious or litigious
person, &c.
A  *_fatw (v.n. fr. *_afta, 'he notied the decision of the
law,' iv of *_), s.m. A notication of the decision of the
(Muhammadan) law in or respecting a particular case; a

P # *_ fatla (for A. ~# *_ falat, fr. fatl, 'twisted,' v.n. fr. *_ 'to

measure).
A 8_ fajr, vulg. fajar(inf. n. of 8_ 'to cleave,' &c.). s.f.
Daybreak, dawn, early morning (syn. ta k; bhor);—adv.
In the morning, early:—ba  fajr, s.f. & adv. Early
morning;—early in the morning. (The orig. sense of
'cleaving,' both of fajr, and of ta q, would seem to be
preserved in such expressions as the following, itn
j tiy lage g ki fajr ho-jeg(or ta q ho-jeg)).
A 8_ fujul (v.n. fr. 8_ 'to be thick, or accid'), s.m. A
radish, Raphanus sativus;—the heel;—adj. Thick.
A  8_ fuj r (inf. n. of 8_ 'to deviate' (from); 'to
transgress,' &c.), s.m. Wickedness; immorality; adultery;
lust.
A  8_ faj r (v.n. fr. 8_; see fuj r; and fjir), adj. Wicked,
immoral, vicious; adulterous (=fjir).
A D c_ fash (intens. n. fr. Zc_; see fish), adj. Gross,
lewd, obscene; talking indecently, &c. (=fish).
P E c_fash, s.f. Obscenity, &c. (=fsh).
A Zc_ fsh (inf. n. of Zc_ 'to be gross, or lewd, or
indecent,' &c.), s.m. Gross, foul, immodest, lewd, or
obscene, speech or language; grossness, obscenity (in
word or deed), ribaldry, bawdry;—adj. Gross, indecent,
obscene, &c. (e.g. fsh bte , 'foul or indecent language;'
fsh kitb, 'an obscene book').
A  c_ faw (v.n. fr. c_ 'to mean,' &c.), s.m. Meaning,
signication, intended sense or import, tenour, drift;
contents; style:—faw--kalm, The intended sense or
import of a saying or speech, meaning or drift, &c. of a
speech or composition.

P u_ fa , s.m.(?), A gin, trap, noose, snare;—the chase.
A u_ fa  , vulg. fa (inf. n. of uC_ 'to snore'), s.m.(?),
Snoring;—weakness in the legs or feet (prob. fr. P. fa ).
A >_ fa r (inf. n. of >_ 'to glory; to boast,' &c.), s.m.
Glory, excellence, nobility, ornament, grace; just or
proper pride; a thing to be proud of;—boasting, egotism;
pride; ostentation:—fa r jnn, or fa r samajhn(-ko), To
consider or regard as a thing to be proud of, or to glory
in; to take a just pride in:—fa r karn(-k), To be proud
(of), to glory (in); to boast (of).
P >_fa r (rel. n. fr. fa r), s.f. A kind of grape so called.
P )>_ fa rya (prob. fr. A. >_ fa r+~)C—yat), s.f. Boasting,
vain-glory; ostentation;—adv. With just pride; boastfully.
A + _ d (inf. n. of + _'to give a ransom; to ransom,' &c.),
s.f. A ransom; redemption; sacrice; consecration,
devotion; devoting oneself (to save another); a thing
devoted;—adj. Devoted (to); sacriced or dying (for):—
d karn, v.t. To sacrice (a thing, or oneself, for), to
devote (oneself, or a thing, for, or to, -par, or -ke par, or
me ):—d hon, v.n. To become a ransom (for), be
sacriced (for, -k), to be devoted (for or to, -par).
P $+ _d (rel. n. fr. d), adj. & s.m. Devoted; oering
oneself as a ransom or a victim;—one who sacrices or
devotes himself for (another); one who volunteers or
risks his life in any perilous service;—a lover; a thief; a
murderer.
P + _dw (prob. contrac. of A. dw, rel. n. fr. d, q.v.),
adj. & s.m. Devoted;—your devoted servant (much used
by inferiors instead of the pronoun 'I').
P )+ _ dwyat (abst. s. fr. dw), s.f. Devotedness,
devotion; allegiance.
P )+ _ dya (for A. ~)+ _ dyat, fr. + _), s.m. Ransom (=d).
P _ far (gen. referred to A. furr, rt. C_ 'to ee'; but prob. for
P. par; or akin to S. spha, or sphur), s.m. Light, splendour,
brilliancy, lustre, glory; beauty, comeliness, elegance,
grace, ornament; magnicence, glory, power, dignity,
dominion, pomp, state.
A A_ furt (v.n. fr. A_ 'to be sweet,' &c.), s.m. lit.'Sweet,
or thirst-subduing' (water); the river Euphrates.
H _ farr [prob. fr. S. Tvj], s.m. The sound of anything
rushing or uttering in the air;—a rushing sound; a

uttering in the air; a rushing, rush;—a pu;—a running
(over), or a rapid glance (through—a page, &c.):—farrek, adj. (f. -k), Rushing, mighty, strong (wind, &c.):—
farre lenor bharn, v.n. To rush or y along, to run
swiftly, to run a heat or race; to read fast.
P t_ far  [v.n. of far tan= afr tan; Zend aiwior aibi
+rt. rag; S. .#+!r], adj. Open; wide, spacious,
capacious, extensive, large, broad; ample, abundant,
plentiful; cheap:—far -peshn, adj. Having an open
brow; having a broad forehead:—far -auila, adj.
Large-minded; high-minded:—far  karn, v.t. To widen,
to expand, &c.
P  r_ far- ur [far= Zend fra= S. H;+ ur, rt. of
urdan; see u d], adj. Worthy, t, proper, suitable,
suited; corresponding, proportioned, quadrating.
P r_far  [far , q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Openness; wideness, width, extensiveness, roominess,
largeness, amplitude, copiousness; abundance, plenty;
cheapness; competency, easy circumstances, prosperity;
—a girth.
P ?_ furda (for A. _ furda, quasi-plur. of fard, q.v.), adj.
& adv. Sole, single, separate, solitary, unique;—singly,
separately, one by one, one at a time, one after another:
—furda-furda, adv.=furda.
P _ rr, vulg. farr(inf. n. of C_ 'to ee,' &c.), s.m. Flight,
running away, absconding:—rr hon, v.n. To ee, take
to ight, run away, abscond.
P _rr, or farr(rel. n. fr. rr), adj. & s.m. Absconded;
fugitive, runaway, escaped;—a person who has
absconded, a fugitive, a runaway:—farr mujrim, An
escaped convict:—farr mafr r, A fugitive, runaway,
deserter; a cultivator who has absconded from or
thrown up his land.
P d_ farz [old P. frz, frzh; Pehl. frj; Zend frãs(fra+a ); S.
H  (H+ )], adj. & adv. High, lofty, elevated; exalted;
(in comp.) elevating, exalting;—above, upwards, aloft, on
the top (of), &c.;—s.m. Ascent, acclivity; summit, top (of a
mountain, &c.); elevation, height, altitude (cf. farkh; and
afrz).
P d_farz [farz, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Highness,

loftiness, elevation, exaltation, &c.
A K_ fars, s.m. A sort of black dates;—a species of
tamarisk, Tamariæ pharos.
P B_ rsat, vulg. farsat(for A. ~B_, v.n. fr. tafarrus,
'perceiving a thing intuitively,' &c., inf. n. v of K_ 'to be
skilled' (in)), s.f. Perception or discernment of (one's)
internal or intrinsic condition or character, &c. by
outward indications; physiognomy; intuitive perception,
insight, discernment, sagacity, penetration, acuteness,
understanding, judgment.
H I B_ farss = P 0 B_farss (corr. fr. 'France'), adj. &
s.m. Of or belonging to France, French;—a Frenchman;—
farss, The French language.
P 0 B_farss = H I B_ farss (corr. fr. 'France'), adj. &
s.m. Of or belonging to France, French;—a Frenchman;—
farss, The French language.
A D _ rsh, vulg. farsh(inf. n. of D _ 'to spread' (a
carpet)), s.m. Spreading; strewing, &c.;—a thing that is
spread (a bed, or carpet, &c.):—farsh- na, s.m. A room
in which carpets, &c. are kept.
A D _ farrsh (intens. n. fr. D _; see rsh), s.m. A servant
whose business it is to spread carpets, make beds, light
lamps, &c.; bed-maker; chamberlain; sweeper.
P E _farrsh (fr. farrsh), s.f. Spreading carpets;—the
business of a farrsh:—farrsh(prob. corr. of rshor
farsh), adj. Of or relating to a carpet, &c.;—farrsh
pankh, s.m. A large fan hung from the roof of a house; a
large hand-fan (see pankh):—farrsh salm, s.m. A bow or
obeisance made down to the carpet.
A S_ farg (inf.,
or v.n. of S_ 'to be free' (from); 'to

cease' (from)), s.m. Freedom (from business, &c.),
disengagement, &c. (=fargat,
To
 q.v.):—farg karn(-se),

cease (from), to have nished or done (with), &c.
P p_ fargat (for A. ~p_ fargat, fr. farg,  q.v.), s.f.
Freedom (from business, &c.), cessation (from work,
&c.), nishing and ceasing (from), disengagedness,
leisure, rest, repose; freedom from care or anxiety,
ease, convenience, comfort, tranquillity, happiness; easy
circumstances, competency, auence, abundance;—
easing oneself, a call of nature:—fargat pn(-se), To
obtain freedom (from), to have nished (with), have

done (with); to get leisure:—fargat phirnor fargat jn,
v.n. To go to ease oneself, to go to the rear:—fargat-se,

adv. Leisurely, at ease, easily, comfortably:—fargat
karn(-se), To nish and cease (from); to make an end
(of):—fargat lagn(-ko), To have a call of nature:—fargat
me , adv. At (one's) leisure, or convenience, or ease:—
fargat hon, v.n.=fargat pn, q.v.
A G_ rq (inf. n. of G _ fraqa, 'he separated' (himself
from), iii of G_; see farq), s.m. Separation, disunion,
abandonment; departing, departure (from); absence;
distance, distinction;—anxiety, grief, regret (on account
of absence):—rq-zada, adj. & s.m. Aicted by
separation or disunion; separated; absent;—one so
aicted, one doomed to separation.
P i_rq (rel. n. fr. rq), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to
separation; separated (from a loved one); absent;—one
who is separated (from a friend, &c.).
P da _ farmarz, s.m. Keeper of a citadel or fortress;—
name of the son of Rustam.
P Za _ farmush, adj.=farmosh, q.v.
P a _farmush, s.f.=farmosh, q.v.
P D a _ farmosh [Prs frmost; Zend fra+marsta, perf. part.
of rt. marez= S. / *' (/*, / X9) with H], part. adj.
Forgotten:—s.f. Forgetfulness;—farmosh-karn,
v.t. To forget:—farmosh-kr, or farmosh-gr, adj.
Forgetful, unmindful:—farmosh-gr, s.f. Forgetfulness.
P E a _farmosh [farmosh+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Forgetfulness; oblivion.
A < a _ farmn, s.m. pl. (of P. farmn, q.v.), Orders,
commands, mandates, precepts, &c.
H _ farrn (prob. akin to S. Tvj), v.n. To snort or
sneeze (a horse); to move briskly; to come quickly.
H 0 0_far ss = farss, q.v.
P _ farwn, vulg. rwn, adj. Much;—abundant,
copious; wide, spacious; deep;—sucient; opulent.
P _farwn, vulg. rwn, s.f. Abundance,
copiousness; suciency; opulence.
P 2 _ farham [far+ham, fr. Zend fra+ham= S. H+/], adj. &
s.m. Brought together, collected, gathered, accumulated;
assembled; embodied;—collection; conjunction;

contraction;—adv. Together:—farham karn, v.t. To
collect, gather together, accumulate, amass.
P @ _farham, s.f. A gathering together, collecting,
assembling; collection.
A \$_ fari, s.m. pl. (of fara, q.v.), Obligatory statutes
or ordinances of law or religion, divine precepts,
obligations, laws, duties;—the xed primary portions of
inheritances assigned by the Qor n;—the science of the
division of inheritances, the laws of questions relating to
inheritance.
P  _ farbih, vulg. farbah[far= Zend fra= S. H+bih= ph= Zend
piva h= S. " ], adj. Fat, plump, stout, corpulent; stout
and strong (syn. mo).
P 4 _farbih, s.f. Fatness; corpulence; strength (syn.
mup).
P A Y_ fart t, adj. & s.m. Old and decrepit; good for
nothing;—an old dotard.
A 5_ farj (inf. n. of 5_ 'to make an opening or gap,' &c.),
s.f. Pudendum tum maris tum faminœ.
A 5_ faraj (v.n. fr. 5_ 'to remove; to dispel'), s.f. Freedom
from grief or sorrow, rest, repose, ease; cheerfulness,
delight, pleasure, joy.
P 1 W_ farjm [far= Zend fra= S. H;+jm, fr. Zend jam, cf. S.
$/], s.m. End, conclusion, issue; utility, prot; prosperity,
happiness.
A _ fara (inf. n. of _ 'to rejoice, be joyful, &c.), adj.
Joyful, joyous, glad, pleased, cheerful, blithe; satised,
&c.;—s.f. Joy, mirth, gladness, cheerfulness, joyousness,
happiness:—fara-afz, adj. Joy-increasing, mirthincreasing, &c.:—fara-ba sh, adj. Imparting joy or
gladness, &c.
A -_ faraha (acc. of fara), adv. Joyfully, gladly,
cheerfully, &c.
A  _ farn (v.n. fr. _; see fara), adj. Joyful, glad, &c.
(=fara).
P _ farat (for A. ~_, n. of un. fr. _; see fara), s.f. Joy,
gladness, pleasure, delight, cheerfulness, happiness;
amusement, diversion, recreation:—farat-sr, or faratasar, adj. Pleasant, happy:—farat-afz, adj. Increasing
delight, adding to (one's) joy or happiness, &c.;

entertaining:—faratul-liq, adj. Pleasant to look at or
behold;—s.m. Name of a kind of kite, the Pondicherry
eagle, Falco ponticerianus:—farat-anjm, adj. Of happy end
or issue; prosperous; successful:—farat-ba sh, adj.
Imparting pleasure or happiness, pleasure-giving;
diverting, amusing, entertaining, refreshing.
P t_ farru  (i.e. far+ru , q.v.), adj. 'Beautiful-faced';
happy, fortunate.
P ?+ r_ far unda [prob. fr. farru +anda= Zend añ= S. B],
adj. Happy; fortunate, prosperous:—far unda-l, adj. In
a happy or prosperous condition:—far unda-tl,
 adj. Of
happy destiny, fortunate, lucky:—far unda-fl, adj. Of
happy omen or augury; fortunate, auspicious;
prosperous.
P r_ farru  [farru , q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Happiness, prosperity.
A _ fard (v.n. fr. _ 'to be single, sole, or one'), adj.
Single, sole, only, one (and no more); singular; odd;
unique, unequalled, incomparable;—s.f. A single person,
an individual; a single thing or article; a unit; an odd
number; (in Gram.) the singular number; a half, one of a
pair or couple; a hemistich, a verse; couplet (being the
half of a four-line stanza); a single sheet or strip (of
paper); a piece, fragment; the outer fold (of a quilt, &c.);
a draft (of an account); a register, record, statement,
account-sheet; a list, roll, catalogue;—the white-headed
fantail, Leucocerca oureola:—fard--btil, s.f. A useless
thing:—fard--bqiyt, s.f. A balance-sheet:—fard--jurm,
s.f. A calendar of crime:—fard--tash , s.f. A settlement
record:—fard--jam-band, s.f. Rent-roll, rental:—fard-fard,
adv. Singly, severally; one by one:—fard--qarbat, s.f.
Kindred-roll:—fard--ksht, s.f. Statement of a (peasant's)
cultivation:—fard-me nm a hn(kis k), To register the
name (of), to enlist, enroll.
A -_ farda (acc. of fard), adv. Singly, &c.:—farda-farda,
adv. Singly, severally; one by one, one at a time.
P _ fard [for orig. pard, akin to S. 1,], adv. Tomorrow; (met.) the day of resurrection (so termed on
account of the rapidity and certainty of its approach):—
fard--qiymat, The resurrection morn.
P K_ rdaus [A. rdaus, prob. fr. the Pers.; Armen.

partez; Heb. pardês; Gr. %@{#\; Zend pairidaêza(pairi=
S. ; daêza, fr. rt. diz= S. 6O)], s.m. A garden; Paradise:
—rdaus-makn, adj. Located in paradise, whose dwelling
is in paradise, deceased (applied to an emperor or great
personage).
P B_rdaus (rel. n. fr. rdaus), s.m. Name of a famous
Persian poet, the author of the great epic poem Shhnma (he lived about A.D. 1000).
P _fard (fr. fard), s.f. A roll, catalogue, &c. (=fard);—adj.

H+;+or n= Zend aêna= S.  ( )], s.m. (f.?) The queen
(at chess;—prop. the vazr or minister):— rzn bann(ko), To play a pawn up to the rank of queen:—rzn-band,
adj. Guarded by the queen (a piece, at chess);—
checkmating the queen (?).
A K_ faras, s.m. A horse;—the knight (in chess).
P B_ fars [rt. & imperf. part. of fars dan, far= Zend fra= S.
H;+s dan, rt. Zend = S. 8 (85, )], part. Wearing,

(in comp.) Consisting of one, single (e.g. du-fard, 'a
double statement of account').
P A )_ fardiyt, s.f. pl. (of fard, or of fard), Catalogues,

rubbing; obliterating, eacing; worn, obliterated, old
(used as last member of compounds, e.g. jn-fars,
'distracting, or wearing out, the mind').
P ? *B_ ristda [perf. part. of ristdan; and=istda, q.v.

statements; details, &c.
P d_ farz, or rz, s.f.=rzn, q.v.

+pref. r= far= Zend fra= S. H], part. Sent;—s.m. One who is

P Jd_farznag, (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Learning, science;
wisdom; excellence.
P d_ farzna [Pehl. farjnak; fr. Zend fra+rt. jan= S. H+],
adj. & s.m. Learned, intelligent, wise; excellent,
distinguished, noble, honourable; happy, blest;—a
learned or wise man, &c.;—a pawn which has reached
the last square on the board, and thereby become raised
to the rank of farzn, q.v.
P + d_ farzand [Prs frazañt; Pehl. fanzand; Zend frazaiñti,
rt. zanwith fra= S. H+*], s.m. & f. Ospring, child, a son,
a daughter:—farzand-- alaf, s.m. A favourite son; a
dutiful son:—farzand--rashd, A good child:—farzand
bannor karn(-ko), To adopt as a son or daughter, &c.
(=farzand-me ln).
P + d_farzand [farzand, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The
state or condition of a child; childhood;—the relation of a
child to its parent, sonship, &c.:—farzand-me ln(-ko),
To adopt as a son or daughter;—to make (one) a son-inlaw.
P d_farz or rz= P <)d_ farzn or rzn[farz, fr. Z. fra+jan= S.
H+;+or n= Zend aêna= S.  ( )], s.m. (f.?) The queen
(at chess;—prop. the vazr or minister):— rzn bann(ko), To play a pawn up to the rank of queen:—rzn-band,
adj. Guarded by the queen (a piece, at chess);—
checkmating the queen (?).
P <)d_ farzn or rzn= P d_farz or rz[farz, fr. Z. fra+jan= S.

sent, a messenger; an ambassador, envoy, a legate.
A uB_ farsa , s.m. The arabicized form of the next, q.v.
P ^B_ farsang [prob. far= Zend fra= S. H 'forward'+sang,
'stone,' q.v.], s.m. A parasang (about 3 English miles), a
league.
P ? B_ fars da (perf. part. of fars dan; see fars), part.
Rubbed, worn; eaced, obliterated; destroyed, torn;
spoiled by age, decayed;—bruised, crushed, wounded.
A D _ farsh (inf. n. of D _ 'to spread'), s.m. Spreading (a
carpet, &c.); paving;—what is spread (of household
furniture, &c.), carpeting, bedding; a carpet, a mattress,
a bed; a mat; a oor-cloth; a pavement;—the oor,
ground; a wide or spacious plain or place; the earth (e.g.
arsh-se-le farsh-tak, 'from the highest heaven to the
earth'):—farsh-fur sh, s.m. The carpets (of a house):—
farsh karn, v.t. To spread (a carpet); to pave;—to lay
(one) at, fell, knock down:—farsh hon, v.n. To be
spread; to be paved.
A D _ furush, s.m. pl. (of rsh), Carpets; beds.
P  J*E _ rishtagn, s.m. pl. (of rishta), Angels, &c.
P *E _ rishta [r= far= Zend fra(=S. H)+ ishta= Zend ata, a=
S. 8 (5)], s.m. An angel; a messenger; a
missionary; an apostle; a prophet:—rishta- o, or
rishta-ifat, adj. Angel-tempered; angelic, heavenly; godlike, godly:—rishte dikh,  den(-ko), Angels to appear
(to); to be on the point of death.
P E _farsh (rel. n. fr. farsh), adj. Of or relating to a carpet,

or a oor; reaching down to the carpet or oor;— at,
even; at bottomed;—s.f. A kind of uqqa(=farsh uqqa,
q.v.):—farsh j t, s.m. A slipper:—farsh uqqa, s.m. A large
uqqawith a at bottom which stands on the ground (in
contradistinction to a small one which is carried in the
hand):—farsh salm, s.m. A bow or obeisance made down
to the carpet or the oor, a very low bow.
P f_ furat (for A. ~f_, v.n. fr. F_ 'to slit, cut, divide,'
&c.), s.f. A time, opportunity, occasion; freedom (from),
leisure; convenience; relief, recovery; respite, reprieve;
rest, ease; (local) leave:—furat pn, or furat miln, v.n.
To nd or get time or leisure (for); to be at leisure; to
nd or get relief or respite (from, -se); to be dismissed or
discharged (from); to obtain leave:—furat den(-ko), To
grant or allow time or opportunity (for); to aord relief
(to), to respite, reprieve; to give or grant leave (to):—
furat-me , adv. At (one's) leisure, or convenience,
leisurely:—furat hon(-ko), To have leisure, be at leisure;
to be relieved, to recover (from illness).
A }_ far (inf. n. of }_ 'to appoint' (to), &c.), adj. & s.m.
Made obligatory or binding (by God); obligatory,
incumbent;—a thing or duty made obligatory (by God, for
neglecting which one will be punished), a divine
command; a moral obligation, an indispensable duty; a
statute, an ordinance, injunction, a command or
prohibition (of the prophet Mohammad); obligation,
onus, responsibility;—supposition, hypothesis,
assumption:—far utrn, or far ad karn(-k), To full an
obligation, discharge a duty:—far pa hn, To repeat the
enjoined prayers (to God):—far karn, v.t. To impose an
obligation or a duty (on, -par); to consider as a positive
indispensable duty; to regard as certain or
unquestionable; to take for granted, to grant, admit,
suppose, assume:—far--mul, s.m. An impossible or
absurd hypothesis:—far hon(-koor -par), To be obligatory
(on), to be incumbent (on), to behove, to devolve (on),
become (one's) duty:—bil-far, On the supposition or
hypothesis (that); granted (that); suppose (cf. far karo,
and mno).
A |
- _ fara (acc. of far), adv. Supposing the case, on the
supposition (that), hypothetically, ex hypothesi, for
instance, for example; suppose.

P |_ far (rel. n. fr. far), adj. Obligatory, binding,
incumbent, imperative;—assumed, assumptive,
hypothetical; supposititious, ctitious, not real or
essential.
P  |_ faryat (for A. ~ |_, far+abst. a. yat), s.f. An
indispensable precept;—hypothesis, assumption.
A s _ fart (inf.
n. of s _ 'to be foremost in attaining' (to),

&c.), s.m.f.(?) Excess, extravagance, exorbitance;
exceeding degree; super uity; abundance;—mastery,
ascendency, prevalence, predominance;—an erect waymark, a guide-post;—a small hill; the top or summit of a
hill.
A ._ far, vulg. fara(inf. n. of ._ 'to overtop; to surpass,'
&c.), s.f. The upper or uppermost part (of anything);—a
branch (of a tree or plant, &c.), a bough; the head of a
branch:—a branch, subdivision; a derivative (syn. sh );
a fundamental institute or doctrine, &c.
A  m_ raun, s.m. Pharaoh (king of Egypt);—anyone
inordinately proud, or insolent, or unbelieving; an
audacious and cruel tyrant.
P  m_ raun [raun+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Pride,
haughtiness, insolence, arrogance, audaciousness;
tyranny.
P p_ fargul = P p_ farg  l (for orig. X _ fargul), s.f.(m.?) A
wrapper; a quilted cloak (syn. labda); a cloak, great coat.
P p_ farg  l = P p_ fargul (for orig. X _ fargul), s.f.(m.?) A
wrapper; a quilted cloak (syn. labda); a cloak, great coat.
P __ far-far [prob. akin to S. spharor sphur; but cf. A.
farfarat, inf. n. of __ 'to hasten,' &c.), s.f.(?) Haste, hurry,
quickness, expedition;—a whirligig; a (boy's) top;—adv. In
haste, quickly, expeditiously, fast; uently (e.g. farfar
pa hn, 'to read fast').
H __ farfarn (=pharpharn, q.v.), v.n. To snort (as a
horse, &c.).
A  __ fary n (Gr. ª|  arabicized), s.f.
Euphorbium (E. antiquorum); gum euphorbium.
A G_ farq, vulg. faraq(inf. n. of G_ 'to make a separation or
distinction' (between)), s.m. Separation, intervening
space, interval; distance; division, partition; interruption;
dispersion; distinction, dierence; discrimination;—
defect, something amiss; a falling o, deterioration;—

line or parting (in the hair of the head); the head; top,
summit (of anything);—adj. Separate; distant; distinct,
&c.;—intj. Away! aside!—farq nor -jn(-me ), A
dierence or misunderstanding to arise (in or between);
—deterioration to occur (in), to deteriorate, to
degenerate:—farq-par, adv. At a distance; apart:—farq
pa n(-me ), A dierence or misunderstanding to arise
(between), to dier, disagree (=farq n);—a discrepancy
to occur (in an account, &c.), to be discordant:—faraq-se,
adv. At a distance, apart, wide apart:—farq karn(-me ), To
make a separation (between), to separate, divide, part;
to detach; to make a dierence or distinction (between),
to distinguish, to discriminate (between); to make a
dierence (in), to alter, vary, modify.
A  i_ furqn (inf. n. of G_; see farq), s.m. (orig. 'Anything
that makes a separation or distinction between truth
and falsity'; (hence) the Qrn.
P i_ furqat (for A. ~i_ furqat, v.n. fr. G _ 'to separate
oneself from,' &c., iii of G_; see farq), s.f. Separation,
disunion; abandonment; absence (of a beloved person);
—distinction; distance (=farq).
A + i_ farqadn, s.m. dual (of + i_ farqad, 'a calf'), Two
bright stars in Ursa Minor near the pole-star.
P i_ rqa (for A. ~i_ rqat, v.n. fr. G_; see farq), s.m. A
distinct body or class (of men), a party, body, troop,
company, society, class, sect, tribe, kind.
H ^"_ v![$farl g (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A
furlong.
H a _ farm (corr. fr. the Eng. 'form'), s.m. A proof-sheet.
P a _ farm [or  a _farme, rt. or imperat. of farm dan;
Zend fra+rt. m; S. H+/], part. adj. & s.m. Commanding;
performing; issuing, &c. (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. farmn-farm, 'issuing or issuer of
orders').
P  a _ farmn [Prs framn; Pehl. framna; fr. Zend rt.
mwith fra; S. H/4, rt. / with H], s.m. Order, command,
mandate, edict, decree; a royal letter; a royal patent, a
grant, charter:—farmn-bar-dr, adj. & s.m. Subject to
orders, subject, obedient; compliant, complying;—
bearing or charged with orders;—a subject; a servant;
attendant, retainer, vassal, &c. (syn. tb-dr):—farmn-

bardr, s.f. Subjection; obedience; allegiance, loyalty,
fealty;—farmn-bardr karn(-k), To yield obedience to
the commands (of), to obey, to be subject (to):—farmndih, adj. & s.m. Giving orders; issuing mandates;—a
sovereign, king, ruler, commander:—farmn-dih, s.f.
Command-giving; empire, sovereignty, sway, authority:
—farmn-raw, adj. & s.m. Whose command passes
current, entitled to command;—a sovereign, &c.
(=farmn-dih, q.v.):—farmn-raw, s.f. Sovereignty, &c.
(=farmn-dih, q.v.):—farmn-gur, adj. & s.m.=farmn-dih,
q.v.
H  a _ farmn (fr. farmn), v.t. To order, command; (in
polite or respectful speech with reference to superiors,
&c.) to say, arm, declare; to make, do (=karn); to
grant, deign, vouchsafe, commit (to);—s.m. Ordering,
order, command:—farm-den, v.t. intens. of and=farmn.
P Z$ a _ farmish, farmyish(abst. s. fr. farm, q.v.), s.f.
Order, commands; will, pleasure; order (for goods, &c.),
commission; anything commissioned:—farmish karn(k), To give an order (for goods, &c.).
P $ a _farmish (rel. n. fr. farmish), adj. Ordered made
to order, bespoken;—excellent, good strong.
P ? a _ farm da (perf. part. of farm dan; see farm), part. &
s.m. Ordered, commanded; said;—that which is
commanded, order, command, precept.
H _ ran (corr. fr. Eng. 'front,' or 'aront'), adj.
Aronted, displeased, angry; rebellious, in a state of
mutiny.
P ^_ farang (fr. 'Frank'), s.m. Europe (the country of the
Franks):—farang-istn, s.m. Idem.
P J_farang (rel. n. fr. farang, q.v.), adj. & s.m. (H. fem.
farangan), European;—Frank; a European; an Englishman.
P _ rn, s.f. A dish resembling hasty pudding, made of
ground rice, milk, and sugar (cf. A. furn, 'thick bread,'
&c.; rel. n. fr. furn, 'an oven').
P _ faro, or ro[=farod, q.v.;—prob. akin to Zend aora,
'down'=S.  ], prep. & adv. Down; below, beneath,
under:—faro karn, v.t. To put or keep down, to restrain,
subdue, suppress, quell:—faro hon, v.n. To go down, to
subside; to become low, to be reduced.
P <Y_ farotan (faro+tan, qq.v.), adj. Depressed; submissive,

lowly, humble.
P Y_farotan [faro-tan, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Submissiveness, submission; lowliness, humility;
condescension.
P r_ ro t, vulg. faro t[v.n. fr. ro ta ; Zend rt.
va with prep. fra= S. H+ ], s.f. Selling; sale:—faro t
karn, v.t. To sell.
P *r_ ro ta, vulg. faro ta, perf. part. (of ro tan; see
ro t), Sold.
P *r_ furo ta, vulg. faro ta, perf. part. [of furo tan=
afro tan; rt. Zend ru with prep. aiwior aibi= S. .#+I
(5)], Kindled, in amed; burnt;—shining, radiant
(=afro ta).
P _ farod, or rod[Prs frôt; Pehl. frôt; prob. fr. Zend
fror fra= S. H; cf. Zend preñtare], s.m. Descending,
descent; alighting, stopping;—the arrival and deposit of
goods within certain dened limits;—prep. & adv. Down,
below, beneath (=faro):—farod n, v.n. To come down, to
descend, to alight:—farod-gh, s.f. Place of alighting;
halting-place, camping-ground.
H _farwar (corr. fr. the English), s.f. February.
P d_ furoz, vulg. faroz(rt. of furo tan= afro tan; see
furo ta), part. adj. Illumining, enlightening, kindling,
in aming (used as last member of compounds, e.g. dilfuroz, 'heart-in aming');—s.m. Splendour, brilliance, &c.
P d_ furozn, vulg. farozn, imperf. part. (of furo tan;
see furo ta, and furoz), Shining, luminous, resplendent;
in aming.
P D _ rosh, vulg. farosh(rt. of ro tan; see ro t), part.
adj. & s.m. Selling;—seller (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. mewa-farosh, 'fruit-seller');—s.f. Selling,
sale (=faro t):—farosh karn, v.t. To sell:—farosh hon, v.n.
To be sold.
A D _ fur sh, s.m. pl. (of farsh, q.v.), Carpets, oor-cloths,
&c.
P ?+ E _ roshanda, vulg. faroshanda[rosh, q.v.+anda= Zend
a. an= S. B], imperf. part. & n. of agency (of
ro tan), Selling;—one who sells, seller, vendor:—
faroshanda--majz, A licensed vendor.
P E _rosh, vulg. farosh[rosh, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ],

s.f. Selling (used in comp., e.g. mewa-farosh, 'fruitselling').
A ._ fur , s.f. pl. (of ._ far, q.v.), Tops, summits, heads;
branches; subdivisions; ramications; derivatives;—the
derivative institutes of the law; fundamental principles
or doctrines (of law or religion);—nobles, men of
eminence (of a people or party), chiefs (of tribes or
families).
A A m_ fur t, s.f. pl. (of fur ), Summits; branches;
ramications (=fur , q.v.).
P m_fur  (rel. n. fr. fur ), adj. Branch; collateral,
indirect; additional;—s.f. Income or revenue other than
that from a xed source, additional income.
P S_ furog, vulg. farog(for
 furo , by change of t to S; see
furoz, and furo ta), s.m. Illumination, light, brightness,
splendour; ame;—glory, fame, honour:—farog pn,
v.n.

To get glory, or honour, &c.:—farog hon,
v.n. To become

famous, or illustrious, &c.
P Z _ farokash, or rokash(faro+ kash, qq.v.), adj. (orig.)
'Pulling down'; alighting; staying, lodging, residing:—
farokash hon, v.n. To alight; to stay lodge, reside.
P E / X _ faro-gusht (faro+ gusht, qq.v.), s.f. Passing
over, omission; negligence, neglect, remissness,
carelessness; overlooking, connivance; shortness,
failing:—faro-gusht karn(-k), To pass over, overlook,
omit, except, leave; to neglect; to slignt;—to fall short
(of), to fail.
P X +  a _faro-mndag [faromnda, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ],
s.f. Helplessness, weakness; dejection, despondency;
distress, indigence, poverty.
P ?+  a _ faro-mnda (faro+mnda, qq.v.), adj. Broken,
brought low, weak, feeble, powerless, helpless; fatigued,
tired, weary; dejected, depressed; distressed; oppressed.
P  a _faro-mn [faro+mn, fr. mndan; see mnda+= Zend
a. i= S. ], s.f.=faro-mndag, q.v.
P ) a _ faro-mya, or ro-my(faro+mya, qq.v.), adj. Of low
stock, ignoble, low, mean, abject, petty, base, worthless,
sordid; humble, low; poor.
P  _ farhd, s.m. Name of a celebrated Persian statuary
(who, to please his mistress Shrn, dug through an
immense mountain).

P ^_ farhang [far+hang; Pehl. fra+hanj; rt. Zend ha with

P %)_ reb, farba, fareb(imperf. part. of reftan; see reb),

prep. fra= S. H+ (`)], s.f. Good-breeding; greatness;

part. adj. & s.m. Deceiving;—deceived;—a deceiver.
H %-)_ fareba (fr. reb, after the model of the Ar. acc.),

excellence; understanding, wisdom, science; learning;
gravity;—a dictionary, lexicon; a vocabulary, glossary.
P  )_ faryd, or ryd[Zend fra+aretha; S. HR' (HR),
'
+

adv. Deceitfully, &c. (=fareb-se, q.v.s.v. fareb).
H <%)_ fareban [fareb, q.v.+S. a. "], adj. & s.f.=fareb, q.v.

R],
' s.f. Exclamation; lamentation; cry for help, or

P X + %)_farebandag [farebanda, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.

redress; complaint; charge; suit:—faryd-ras, adj. & s.m.
Redressing complaints;—a redresser of grievances, a
dispenser of justice; a helper, defender:—faryd-ras, s.f.
Redress of grievances, redress, succour:—faryd karn,
v.n. To cry aloud for help or redress (=duh den, q.v.);
to lament; to complain; to bring an action or suit
(against, -k):—faryd-ko pahu n(kis-k), To heed the cry
for redress (of); to hear the complaint or suit (of), to
relieve; to do justice (to).
P  )_faryd [faryd+= S. ], s.m. A seeker of redress or

Deceiving, deceitfulness, deceit, subtlety, fraud.
P ?+ %)_ farebanda [imperf. part. of fareftan; and=fareb, q.v.

justice, a complainant, plainti.
P U)_ reb, vulg. fareb[rt. of rebdan, or reftan= fariftan=
fardaftan; rt. Zend dabwith prep. fra= S. H + # (@#,
#5)], part. adj. Deceiving, cheating; alluring,
seducing, captivating, winning (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. mardum-fareb, 'deceiving or betraying
men';—dil-reb, 'heart-alluring');—s.m. Deception, deceit,
fraud, trick, duplicity, treachery, imposture, delusion,
fallacy; allurement, beguilement, &c.:—fareb-mez, adj.
Mingled with deceit, deceitful:—fareb-angez, adj. & s.m.
Deceitful, cheating; alluring;—a cheat, &c.:—fareburda, part. adj. Deceived, cheated, duped, gulled:—
fareb-dih, s.f. Deceiving, deceit, imposing upon, cheating,
swindling:—fareb den(-ko), To deceive, impose upon,
cheat, delude, defraud, dupe, gull; to allure, beguile:—
fareb-sz, adj. & s.m. Practising deceit or treachery,
deceitful, fraudulent, treacherous;—an impostor, a cheat:
—fareb-sz, s.f. The practice of deceit or treachery,
deceitfulness, deceit, imposture, &c.:—fareb-se, adv.
Deceitfully, fraudulently, dishonestly, unfairly:—fareb-kr,
adj. & s.m.=fareb-sz, q.v.:—fareb khn(-se, or -par), To be
deceived or deluded (by), be taken in (by), be duped, be
gulled, be cheated (by), be misled (by):—fareb-me nor
pha sn(-ke) = fareb khn.

+anda= Zend a. an= S. B], part. adj. & n. of agency,
Deceiving; delusive; fallacious;—a deceiver (=fareb).
P %)_fareb, adj. & s.m. Fraudulent, dishonest; collusive;—
a cheat, an impostor, an artful person;—s.f. (as last
member of compounds), Deceiving, deluding,
defrauding, cheating; alluring, beguiling, winning (e.g.
dil-fareb).
H %)_ farebiy, s.m.=fareb, q.v.
A + )_ fard (v.n. fr. _; see fard), s.m. (orig.)
'Incomparable'; 'a precious or highly-esteemed gem or
pearl'; name of a saint (called also fard shakar-ganj):—
fard-b , s.f. The medicinal herb Menispermum hirsutum,
or Cocculus villosus.
H + )_fard (fr. fard), s.f. The rst-prepared sugar or
jgr, &c., set aside in honour of the saint Fard.
P + )_ fard n, or rd n[Prs fred n; Pehl. fret n; Zend
thraêtaon; cf. S. tritana(trita)], s.m. Name of an ancient
and celebrated king of Persia (the commencement of
whose reign is placed about 750 years before the
Christian era).
P q)_ fara (for A. ~q)_ farat, v.n. fr. }_; see far), s.m.
An obligatory statute or ordinance of God, a divine
precept or command;—a portion or share made
obligatory or binding; a primarily apportioned
inheritance (see fari).
P *h )_ refta, vulg. farefta(perf. part. of reftan; see reb),
part. Deceived, deluded; seduced; infatuated; fascinated,
charmed, enamoured;—s.m. & f. Deluded person; doter,
&c.:—farefta karn, v.t. To delude; to seduce; to fascinate,
charm:—farefta hon-par), To be deceived or deluded (by);
to be fascinated (by), to be enamoured (of, -k), be madly
in love (with).
A H)_ farq (v.n. fr. G_; see farq, and rqa), s.m. A party,

company, body, troop, squadron, corps; order, division,
section; department:—farq--awwal, s.m. The principal
party in a lawsuit:—farq--sn,
 or farq--mu lif, s.m.
The opposite or adverse party, the defendant party, the
defendants, or defendant.
A < Q )_ farqain, s.m. dual (obl. dual of farq), The two
parties in a lawsuit, both parties, the parties concerned
(in a suit).
P o_ z, or faz[for afz, rt. & imperat. of afz dan; Prs
awaz; rt. Zend with prep. aiwi= S. .#+8 (85, )],
part. adj. Increasing, augmenting, enhancing (used as
last member of compounds, e.g. jn-faz, 'lifeincreasing').
P $o_z, or faz[z, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Increasing, &c. (used, like faz, in comp.).
P o_ fuz d, vulg. faz d, s. & adj.=afz d, q.v.
P o_ fuz n, vulg. faz n, adj.=afz n, q.v.
A  0_ fasd (inf. n. of + 0_ 'to be bad, evil, or corrupt,' &c.),
s.m. Corruptness, unsoundness, wrongness, wickedness,
viciousness, depravity, iniquity, dishonesty;—disorder,
disturbance, mischief, violence, waste, ruin, horror,
intrigue, sedition, mutiny, rebellion, war; disagreement,
discord, dissension, strife, quarrelling, quarrel, brawl:—
fasd uhna, or fasd bar-p karn, or fasd ma n, v.n. To
create or excite a disturbance, &c.:—fasd--  n, s.m.
Bad state of the blood:—fasd-k nyat-se, adv. With evil
intent, corruptly, wickedly, maliciously.
P  0_fasd (rel. n. fr. fasd), adj. & s.m. Wicked, vicious,
mischievous; factious, seditious, mutinous, rebellious,
turbulent, quarrelsome, &c.; a vicious or mischievous
person; a turbulent fellow, a quarrelsome person, a
brawler.
P  0_ fasn, or sn[=afsn; rt. Zend with prep. aiwi= S.
.#+8 (85); cf. S. 84, and H. sn], s.f. A whetstone.
P  0_ fasna [=afsna, q.v.), s.m. A tale, story, ction, fable,
romance; a narrative.
A 0_ fas, vulg. fasa, s.m.(?), Easter, the passover.
A u0_ fas  (inf. n. of u0_ 'to dislocate; to undo, or annul,'
&c.), s.m. Dislocation; casting o, abandoning, giving up
(an idea, &c.); undoing, dissolving, dissolution, annulling,
annulment (of a contract, &c.); breaking, infraction,

infringement, breach, violation (of an agreement, &c.):
—fas  karn, v.t. To cast o, abandon, give up; to undo,
dissolve, annul, cancel; to break, break o; to invalidate;
to infringe; to make void:—fas  hon, v.n. To be
rendered invalid, to be annulled, &c.
P X 0_fusurdag, s.f.=afsurdag, q.v.
P ?0_ fusurda, part. adj.=afsurda, q.v.
A H0_ sq (inf. n. of H0_ 'to quit the right way,' &c), s.m.
Vicious or immoral conduct; sin, iniquity; impiety;
falsehood; immorality; adultery; obscenity; impudence:—
sq-o-fuj r, s.m. Sin and iniquity; vice and immorality;
adultery, &c.
P K 0_ sos [= af= Zend aiwi= S. abhi+sos= soz? q.v.], s.m.
&c.=afsos, q.v.
P  0_ fus n (=afs n, q.v. prob. akin to afsna, q.v.), s.m.
Enchantment, incantation, fascination, &c.:—fus n-gar,
adj. & s.m. Enchanting, fascinating, bewitching, &c.;—an
enchanter, sorcerer, &c.:—fus n-gar, s.f. Enchantment,
fascination (=fus n).
P  _ fashr, or shr[fr. fashrdan= afshrdan; rt. Zend
khsharwith prep. aiwi= S. .#+d], s.m. Squeezing,
pressing (with the hand); compression, constriction;—a
scattering; diusion (=shn).
P  _ shn [fr. shndan= afshndan= shawndan, caus. of
shudan; rt. Zend shuwith prep. aiwi= S. .#+K, (K `)],
part. adj. & s.m. Scattering, strewing; shedding;
spreading, expanding, diusing; strewed,—scatterer,
strewer, &c. (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
tash-shn, 'scattering re').
P ?+  _ shnda (perf. part. of shndan; see shn), part.
Scattered, strewed; shed, spilt; spread, diused.
P  _ shn [shn, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Scattering, strewing, &c. (used, like shn, in comp., e.g.
jn-shn, q.v.).
P ?_ fushurda, or fashurda(perf. part. of fushurdan=
fashrdan= afshrdan= afshurdan; see fashr), part.
Squeezed, pressed, compressed; wrung:—fushurda-jigar,
adj. Having the heart wrung, aicted.
P  M_ faat (for A. ~ M_, inf. n. of M_ 'to be or become
good or correct in language or speech'), s.f. Chasteness
in language or speech; pureness, or perspicuousness, in

speech or language; eloquence, uency of speech:—
faat-se, or faat-ke-sth, adv. With eloquence,
eloquently.
A  M_ fad (intens. n. fr. fid, act. part. of + M_ 'to cut,
slit, open' (a vein)), s.m. A bleeder, phlebotomist a
surgeon.
P  M_fad [fad, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Bleeding,
phlebotomy; surgery.
A + M_ fad, vulg. fat(inf. n. of + M_ 'to cut, to open' (a
vein)), s.f. Opening a vein, bleeding; phlebotomy:—fad
karn= fad kholn, q.v.:—fad khuln(-k), A vein to be
opened, to be bled:—fad khulwn(-k), To cause a vein to
be opened, to have or get (one) bled:—fad kholn, or fad
len(-k), To open (one's) vein, to bleed (one).
A M_ fal, vulg. faal(inf. n. of M_ 'to separate, or divide,'
&c.), s.f. A separation, division, partition; one of the four
divisions or seasons of the year, a season; season, time;
reaping-season, harvest; crop or crops; a division,
section (of a chapter, &c.); a chapter; an article; a clause;
—distinguishing between what is true and what is false;
decision, determination:—fal--istda, s.f. A standing
crop:—fal--tu m-rez, s.f. Sowing-season, seed-time:—
fal-- arf, s.f. The autumn; the autumnal harvest of
rice, millet, &c. (the seed is sown at the commencement
of the rainy season, and the crop is reaped about Oct.Nov.):—fal--rab, s.f. The season of spring; the spring
harvest (see rab; the crops of this season consist of
wheat, barley, peas, gram, poppy, &c.):—fal--gul, s.f.
The season of owers, the spring (=fal--bahror bahr).
P #M_ fal (rel. n. fr. fal), adj. Of or belonging to the
season; of or relating to the harvest;—s.m. The revenue
year (=fal sl, q.v.):—fal bukhr, s.m. Fever caused by
change of season:—fal sl, s.m. The revenue or harvest
year (the falera was instituted by the Emperor Akbar,
and began on the 10th of Sept. (sin) 1555; it then
agreed with the Hijra; but as the falyears are solar, it
falls behind the latter era at the rate of three years per
century; there are, however, dierent epochs of the
revenue year in various parts of India):—fal mewa, s.m.
The fruits of the season.
A M_ fa (v.n. fr. M_; see faat), adj. Chaste, pure, or

sweet (a word, or expression, or speech); perspicuous,
clear; polished (language); eloquent, uent (of speech).
P c M_ fa [fa, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Eloquence,
&c. (=faat, q.v.).
A  M_ fal, vulg. afl(v.n. fr. M_; see fal), s.f. A low wall of
enclosure in front of a fortress, or of the
main wall of a city or town; a breastwork, intrenchment;
rampart, wall of defence.
A q_ fa (inf. n. of q_ 'to be wide or spacious,' &c.), s.f.
Width, spaciousness, openness, extensiveness (of
ground, &c.); an open area, a court, a yard; a spacious
tract, a wide expanse of land, a plain (syn. maidn).
P ! q_ fula (for A. ~! q_ fulat, v.n. fr. q_; see fal), s.m. A
redundant portion; remaining portion, remains,
remainder.
A $ q_ fail, s.f. pl. (of falat, q.v.), Excellences, excellent
qualities, virtues; literary attainments, learning;
sciences.
A q_ fal (inf. n. of q_ 'to exceed; to become redundant;
to surpass or excel,' &c.), s.m. Excess, superabundance,
exuberance; increase, gain; superiority, excellence;
virtue; superior learning or knowledge, learning,
wisdom;—a free gift, gratuity; grace, bounty; favour;
benet:—fal--ilh, The grace of God; by the grace of
God (all is well; or I am quite well, &c.); thank God! God
be praised!:—fal karn(-par), To be gracious (to); to show
mercy or favour (to); to deal bountifully (with):—fal rahe,
or fal--maul, The grace of God (be with you); God be
with you (a form of benediction used by mendicants,
&c.):—fal hai, All is well (by the grace of God).
A 3q_ fual, s.m. pl. (of fal= fil, q.v.), The excellent;
virtuous or good men; learned men, the learned.
A A3q_ faalt, s.m. pl. (of fala, q.v.), Leavings, orts, &c.
P #q_ fala, vulg. fula(for A. ~#q_ falat, v.n. fr. q_ 'to
exceed,' &c.; see fal), s.m. Remaining portion,
remainder, residue; redundant portion, redundance,
super uity, exuberance; overgrowth;—leaving, refuse,
orts; excrement; lth, dirt:—fula- r, s.m. & f. An
eater of leavings.
A q_ fuz l, vulg. fa l(inf. n. of M_ 'to exceed'; or pl. of
fal, but used as a sing.), s.m. Excess, redundance, &c.

(=fal); violence; a busy, meddling spirit; impertinent
interference; folly;—adj. Excessive, extravagant,
exorbitant; redundant, super uous, exuberant;
unnecessary, needless, useless:—fu l- ar , adj. & s.m.
Extravagant, prodigal, lavish, profuse;—an extravagant
person, a spendthrift:—fuz l- ar , s.f. Excess of
expenditure; extravagance, prodigality, lavishness,
waste, dissipation:—fu l-go, adj. & s.m. Talking much,
talkative; prolix;—a prolix speaker; a great talker; a
babbler; a boaster, an egotist.
A ! q_fu l (rel. n. fr. fu l), s.m. One who busies
himself with that which does not concern him; one who
acts without authority, or who is not a commissioned
agent, &c.; a busy-body, meddler, an impertinent fellow.
P ! q_fu l, vulg. fa l[fu l, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Excess, extravagance, exorbitance; super uity,
redundance, exuberance;—independence;—
meddlesomeness, ociousness.
A q_ fa (v.n. fr. q_; see faat), adj. Disgraceful,
ignominious, infamous.
P c q_ faat (for A. ~c q_, v.n. fr. q_ 'to disgrace,' &c.),
s.f. Disgrace, shame, ignominy, infamy;—any disgraceful
or shameful thing; a vice, fault; stigma, stain;—exposing
the vices or faults of; abusing; quarrelling, wrangling
(this word, which is one of very common occurrence, is
corrupted by the uneducated to fajt, fajt, phajta,
fadyat, phadyat, &c.):—faat karn(-k), To disgrace, put
to shame; to expose the faults or vices (of), to defame, to
render infamous;—to wrangle, quarrel:—faat honor
ho-jn, v.n. To be disgraced, be exposed to shame or
infamy, become infamous (syn. rusw hon).
P *c q_faat (rel. n. fr. faat), adj. Shameful,
disgraceful, ignominious, infamous;—s.f. (vulg. corr.
fazt, fajhat, phajhat, &c.), Disgrace, &c. (=faat, q.v.).
P # q_ falat (for A. ~# q_, v.n. fr. q_; see fal), s.f. An
excellent quality, excellence; virtue; perfection;
eminence, greatness; superior excellence, superiority;
superior attainments or knowledge, learning,
prociency:—falat rakhn(-par), To be superior (to), to
excel, surpass.
P  N_ fatnat
 (for A. ~ N_, inf. n. of <N_ 'to be intelligent,'

&c.), s.f. Intelligence, intellect, understanding, wisdom;
perception, discernment, sagacity, shrewdness, skill.
A N_ fatr  (inf. n. of N_ 'to cleave, split; to create, &c.), s.m.
Cleaving, splitting, rending, breaking, &c.; creating;
producing; originating, commencing.
A N_ tr  [v.n. fr. N_ aftara,
 'to break a fast,' iv of N_; see
fatr], s.m. The breaking of a fast;—the festival held on
the breaking of the fast of Ramazn (=dul-tr, q.v.s.v.
d).
P AN_ trat
 (for A. {N_, v.n. fr. N_; see fatr), s.f. Creation;
production;—the natural constitution, or nature, or form
(with which one is created);—nature, constitution;
natural disposition or temper; a natural or innate quality
or property; idiosyncrasy;—wisdom, sagacity,
shrewdness, skill, ingenuity; astuteness, cunning; deceit,
trick, artice, device, plan, scheme, plot, intrigue,
machination, stratagem;—(fr. tr, q.v.) the alms of the
breaking of the fast of Ramazn:—trat-bz,
adj. &

s.m.=trat,
 q.v.:—trat
 karn, v.n. To plan, scheme, plot,
&c.:—trat
 la n, v.n. To exercise (one's) skill or
ingenuity; to practise artices or stratagems; to plot and
counterplot; to cheat, to shue.
P YN_trat
 (rel. n. fr. trat),
 adj. & s.m. Natural,
constitutional;—sagacious, shrewd; cunning, artful,
designing, crafty;—a cunning or artful person, &c.
P ?N_ tra,
 s.m.=trat,
 q.v.
P N_ tnat
q.v.
 (for A. ~N_, inf. n. of <N_), s.f.=fatnat,

P  N_fatr (rel. n. fr. A.  N_ 'unleavened dough,' fr. N_;
see fatr), adj. Unleavened;—s.f. Unleavened bread (opp.
of amr).
A P _ fl, s.m. pl. (of P _ fl), Actions, deeds, works, &c.
A P _ fl (fr. fal, inf. n. of P _ 'to do,' &c.), s.m. A deed, an
action, act; labour, work, operation;—acting, pretending,
feigning, pretence, pretext, sham;—a shameful deed; an
unnatural act; coition; adultery;—(in Gram.) a verb:—fl-tm, s.f. A complete or attributive verb:—fl--shana,
s.f. An evil or shameful deed; adultery; prostitution; an
unnatural oence:—flmin, s.f. Security for good
conduct:—fl--abas , Lost
labour; an absurd undertaking:

—fl karn, v.n. To do or perform an act; to have carnal
intercourse (with);—to be exacting;—to pretend, sham:—

fl--lzim , An intransitive verb:—fl ln(-se), To
quarrel, or dispute (with,—colloq.):—fl--mutadd, A
transitive verb:—fl--majh l, A passive verb:—fl
ma n, v.n. (colloq.), To pretend, dissemble, play the
hypocrite;—to make a disturbance or row;—to be
persistent, to insist:—fl--nqi, An incomplete or nonattributive verb; a defective verb:—bil-fl, adv. Actually,
in fact, in reality; presently, at the present time (=ll).
A 3-P _ fla (acc. of fl), adv. In fact, indeed; practically:—
fla wa qaula, adv. In deed and word.
P #P _ faala (for A. ~#P _, pl. of fil), s.m. pl. Workers (in clay,
&c.); agents.
P #P _ fala, vulg. faala; and fla(for A. ~#P _ falat, and flat, n.
of un. fr. P _], s.m. A (single) deed, an action.
A #P _fl (rel.n. fr. fl), adj. Of or relating to a verb;
derived from a vero, verbal;—(in colloq. Urd) s.m. A
pretender, dissembler; an impostor, a knave.
H #P _ fliy, s.m.=fl, q.v.
H <; #P _ fliy-pan, s.m. (colloq.), Pretence; imposture,
knavery.
P   _ gn [for afgn,
 orig. afgn; prob. fr. Zend gwith
prep. aiwi= S. H+$h], s.m. Cry of pain or distress, wailing,
groaning, lamentation, complaint; clamour;—intj. Oh!
alas!
P  h  _ fagf  r [for bagp r; Pehl. bagh-p r; Zend bagha
+pour ?; S. #$+,I], s.m. The title of the emperor of

China.
K H_ faq [prob. corr. of A. faqd, inf. n. of + Q _ 'to lose,' &c.; or
for A. faqq, inf. n. of 
C _=HC_ 'to separate,' &c.], adj. Lost,
gone, own (as colour from the face, &c.), faded; (hence)
pale, pallid; blank, astonished, dismayed:—(rang, or
mu h) faq par-jn, or faq honor ho-jn, v.n.
(Colour) to y from or leave (the face), to lose (colour),
to turn white or pale (with fear, &c.); to look blank, &c.
A + Q _ qdn or fuqdn(inf. n. of + Q _ 'to lose,' &c.), s.m. & f.
Loss, miss, deprivation, want.
A Q _ faqr (inf. n. of Q _ 'to break (the vertebræ of the
back)), s.m. Poverty, want, need; the practice or vocation
of a faqror derwish; a life of poverty with resignation
and content; asceticism, ascetic mortication:—faqr-o-

fqa, s.m. Poverty and hunger.
A Q _ fuqar, s.m. pl. (of faqr), The poor; religious
mendicants, derwishes.
P ?Q _ qra (for A. {Q _ qrat, v.n. fr. Q _; see faqr), s.m.
Vertebræ (of the back);—a choice phrase or sentence (as
being likened to a vertebra of the back); ne or specious
speech or words;—a line; a sentence, a period:—qra-bz,
vulg. qre-bz, adj. & s.m. Eloquent, glib-tongued,
plausible, artful;—an artful fellow, a knave:—qra bann,
To make up a ne sentence or speech; to make up or
invent a story:—qra-band, s.f. Arrangement or
construction of a sentence, composition; eloquence:—
qra aln, or qra den, To bring forward, or to present,
ne or specious sentences or words, to wheedle or
deceive with ne phrases; to deceive, cheat:—qro -me
-jn(kis-ke), To be deceived or taken in by the specious
sentences or speeches (of); to be talked over (by).
A wQ _ faqat (fa,
C i 'to cut,' &c.), adv.
 'and'+qat, 'enough,' fr. w
Only, solely, merely, simply, and no more;—s.m. End,
nis (used at the end of a document, &c.).
A Q _ qh (inf. n. of Q _ 'to possess knowledge' (esp. of the
law)), s.f. Knowledge, understanding (esp. of the law);—
the science of the (Muhammadan) law, jurisprudence;
theology.
A 4Q _ fuqah, s.m. pl. (of faqh), Lawyers; theologians.
A  Q _ faqr (v.n. fr. Q _; see faqr), adj. & s.m. Poor, needy,
indigent, destitute;—a poor man; a beggar; a religious
mendicant; a derwish; an ascetic, a devotee:—faqr-dost,
adj. Friendly to the poor, or to derwishes:—faqr karn, v.t.
To impoverish, to reduce to beggary:—faqr honor hojn, v.n. To become poor, be reduced to indigence;—to
become a religious mendicant, or a devotee.
P  Q _ faqrn, s.m.=faqrna, q.v.;—and plur. of faqr, q.v.
P  Q _ faqrna [faqr, q.v. + Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj.
& adv. Of or relating to a faqr;—in the manner of a poor
man; like a beggar, or a derwish;—s.m. Land, &c.
bestowed on, or appropriated to the support of, faqrs.
H  Q _ faqrn [faqr, q.v.+S. a. "], = P ? Q _ faqra (for A.
{ Q _ faqrat, fem. of faqr),s.f. A poor woman; a female
beggar or mendicant; a female devotee.
P ? Q _ faqra (for A. { Q _ faqrat, fem. of faqr), = H  Q _ faqrn

[faqr, q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. A poor woman; a female
beggar or mendicant; a female devotee.
P  Q _faqr (rel. n. fr. faqr), adj. Of or relating to a pauper,
or a beggar; pauper-like; beggarly; of or relating to a
dervish, or a devotee:—s.f. Poverty, beggary; humility;
the life of a religious mendicant, mendicity; the life of a
dervish or a devotee, devoteeism.
A  Q _ faqh (v.n. fr. Q _; see qh), s.m. A lawyer; a
theologian.
A (_ fakk, vulg. fak(inf. n. of (_ 'to open'; 'to separate'),
s.m. Unloosing, releasing, redeeming; release;
redemption; liquidation;—the jaw (esp. either of the two
lateral portions of the lower jaw):—fakkur-rahn, s.m.
Redemption of a mortgage; liquidation of a debt for
which property has been pledged.
A _ kr (v.n. fr. _ 'to think (upon), to consider,' &c.),
s.f. & m. Thought, consideration, re ection; deliberation,
opinion, notion, idea, imagination, conceit; counsel,
advice; care, concern, solicitude, anxiety, grief, sorrow:—
kr karn(-k, or -k), To think (upon), to consider, re ect
(upon), ponder; to turn the attention (to); to take
thought (of); to make provision (for); to think how to
obtain, or to possess oneself (of); to think how to dispose
(of); to plan, scheme, contrive; to form designs (against);
to be thoughtful or anxious (about), be concerned; to
concern oneself (about), to care; to grieve (for), to feel
regret, to pine:—kr-mand, adj. Thoughtful; anxious;
pensive, sorrowful:—kr-mand, s.f. Thoughtfulness;
anxiety; sorrow:—kr-me rahn(-k), To be constantly
thinking (of); to harbour designs (against); to be anxious
to injure:—be-kr, adj. & s.m. Without thought,
thoughtless; without forethought; without concern or
anxiety, unconcerned; free from care;—a thoughtless or
heedless person;—be-kr, s.f. Thoughtlessness;
regardlessness, unconcern; freedom from care.
P _kr (rel. n. fr. kr), adj. Of thought, thoughtful;
anxious; pensive; sorrowful.
P + _kandan [fr. kandan= afkandanor afgandan; rt. Zend
kanwith prep. aiwi; S. .#+L], adj. Fit to be thrown (or
cast, or spread, &c.); t to be thrown away.
P ?+ _ kanda (perf. part. of kandan, and=afganda; see

kandan), part. Thrown or cast down; hung down (as the
head); thrown away.
P  J_ gr [=afgr; prob. Zend aiwi+kra, rt. kar; S. .#+
(>)], adj. Wounded, sore, galled; crippled; lame;
wounding; aicting;—aicted; distracted, confused;—
s.m. (?) Soreness of back; a sore on the back (of a beast
of burden):—gr-dil, adj. Wounded at heart, heart-sore,
aicted in mind:—dil-gr, adj. Heart-aicting.
P  J_gr [gr, q.v. + = Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Wounding;
aicting, aiction (used as last member of compounds,
e.g. dil-gr).
P <J_ gan (rt. of gandan= afgandan; see kandan), part.
adj. Casting, throwing or casting down; overthrowing
(=afgan).
A 3_ fal (prob. fr. i, 'prospering,' &c., inf. n. of iv of
#_ 'to cleave, split,' &c.), s.f. Prosperity; success; state of
comfort, continued enjoyment of ease; happiness;
safety, security, refuge.
P <r3_ fal un, or fal an, s.f. A sling (for stones).
P h B3_ falsifa (for A. ~h B3_ falsifat, pl. of failas f, q.v.), s.m.
pl. Philosophers.
A  O3_ falt  n (also at  n; Gr. %*$  arabicized), s.m.
Plato.
P  3_ falkat (a modern formation fr. A. falak, q.v.), s.f.
The state of being heaven-stricken or fortune-stricken
(=falak-zadag); evil, misfortune, adversity, misery.
P * 3_falkat, adj. Heaven-stricken, unfortunate,
miserable, wretched.
A 3_ fuln, vulg. fal , adj. & s.m. Such a; such and such;
a certain (man);—such a man, such a one; so and so;
such a thing;—the unmentionable thing or part, penis
virilis.
P 3_ fulna, vulg. falna(for A. ~3_ fulnat, fem. of fuln),
adj. & s.m. (f. -) = fuln, q.v.;—faln, s.f. Pudendum
muliebre.
A o#_ lizz, vulg. liz, s.m. White copper; metal, ore; dross,
scoria.
A Ao#_ lizzt, s.m. pl. (of lizz), The metals (viz. gold,
silver, copper, iron, lead, tin, and tutenag); ores; mines.
A I#_ fals, vulg. ls, s.m. A small copper coin (of the value

of half a farthing);—a scale (of a sh).
P h 0#_ falsafa (for A. ~h 0#_ falsafat; fr. failas f, q.v.), s.f.

Artful, cunning, deceitful, crafty, wily, &c.
A _ fan (inf. n. of _ 'to pass away, to perish,' &c.), s.f.

Philosophy; science.
A h 0#_ falsaf (rel. n. fr. falsafat), adj. & s.m. Philosophical;

Mortality, frailty, corruption, decay, perdition,
destruction, death;—adj. Passed away, departed,
deceased, defunct; non-existent, extinct:—fan-par, adj.
Perishable, destructible; transitory, frail, &c.;—perished,
destroyed, &c.:—fan l-lh hon, To be absorbed in the
Deity; to be lost in the contemplation of God and
insensible to all else;—to die:—fan karn, v.t. To destroy,
to annihilate:—fan ho-jn, v.n. To pass away, to vanish,
perish; to cease to be, to die.
A  8_ njn (P. pingnarabacized; so also A. njl= P.

—a philosopher.
A h #_ ll (the arabicized form of Pers. pilpil= S. Q.!
pippali), s.f. Long pepper, pepper (syn. H. ppal).
A (#_ falak (v.n. fr. (#_ 'to be or become round,' &c.), s.m.
The celestial sphere, the vault of heaven, the
rmament; heaven; sky; sphere; fortune, fate:—falakulak, s.m. The primum mobile; the highest heaven, the
empyrean:—falak-brgh, adj. Whose court is exalted as
(that of) the heavens:—falak-zada, adj. Heaven-stricken,
oppressed by fate; poor, wretched; crazy, demented:—
falak-sair, adj. Like the heavens in motion, rapid in
motion or action, extremely swift;—s.f. (met.) Hemp (syn.
bhang).
A #_falak (rel. n. fr. falak), adj. Of or relating to the
heavens; celestial, heavenly; astronomical;—of or
relating to fate or fortune.
A K #_ ful s, s.m. (pl. of fals, q.v.; but used as a sing. also),
Small copper coins;—a copper coin, a paisa (Ang. 'pice');
money.
P * #_ falta (corr. of fatla, q.v.), s.m. A wick; a match, a
fuse; a torch;—a wick composed of paper inscribed with
mystical words, by inhaling the smoke of which evil
spirits are said to be expelled from those possessed;—a
cord of twisted thread sewed between the
two folds of the hem of a garment to strengthen it:—
falta-dr, vulg. falte-dr, adj. & s.m. Having a falta;—
anything that has a falta; a matchlock; cloth hemmed
with a cord of twisted thread:—falta den(-me ), To apply
a match (to), to set light (to).
A 2 _ fam (for orig. ? _ f h), s.m. The mouth:—fam--mda,
The orice or the stomach.
A <_ fann, vulg. fan(v.n. fr. <C_ 'to adorn,' &c.), s.m. Sort,
species, kind; way, mode;—(in Pers. & Urd) a craft; an
art; a science; an accomplishment; skill, sagacity (syn.
hunar);—art, artice, cunning, wile, trick, ruse,
manœuvre, stratagem:—fan-t r, and fan-fareb, s.m. Art
and cunning, arts, wiles, &c. (see fan):—fan-fareb, adj.

pingl, 'a cup'), s.m. A small porcelain (or earthenware)
cup (out of which coee, &c. is drunk).
P + _ fand (prob. = band, q.v.), s.m.f. Artice, deceit, fraud;
falsehood; a foolish or unprotable speech, vain words;
tri es;—a point, dot; a freckle; a mole.
P G+ _ funduq, or nduq, vulg. fanduq[an arabicised form;
also bunduq, 'a ball, bullet'; 'a nut' (whence prob.
bund qor band q, 'a gun'); old forms are fendak, pendak;
prob. akin to S. pia, or piaka, 'a ball'], s.f. A hazelnut;—(met.) the stained tips of the ngers or toes (as
being likened to hazel-nuts):—funduq-band, s.f. Staining
the tips of the ngers, &c. (to resemble the hazel-nut).
P + _fand (rel. n. fr. fand), adj. False, deceitful,
fraudulent.
A  _ fun n, s.m. pl. (of fann, or fan), Ways, modes,
varieties, diversities (rare);—arts, sciences;—arts, tricks,
wiles, &c.
A _ f , s.m. Valerian.
A  _ fud, fuwd, or fawd(rt.  _), s.m. The heart.
P ? _ fawwra, vulg. fur, phura(for A. { _ fawwrat,
fem. of  _ fawwr, intens. n. fr.  _ 'to boil; to gush, well
forth'), s.m. A fountain, a jet-deau; a spring; a drain:—
fawwra  n(-k), A jet-deauto burst or spout forth, a
fountain to play; a spring to gush or well forth.
A   _ fawkih, s.m. pl. (of fkiha, for fkihat; rt. _ 'to be
cheerful,' &c.), Fruits; kinds of fruit.
A + $ _ fawid, s.m. pl. (of fida, q.v.), Benets,
advantages, gains, prots, &c.
A A _ faut (inf. n. of A _ 'to pass away,' &c.), s.f. Passing

away, escaping, being lost, failing;—escape; loss; failure;
—death:—faut bil wayat, Death without a will, intestacy:
—faut honor ho-jn, v.n. To pass away, escape, be lost;
to fail; to die; to be interred.
P Y _ fota, s.m.=O _ fota, q.v.

Kannauj (killed by Alexander the Great), Porus.
A  _ faur (inf. n. of  _ 'to boil,' &c.), s.m. Haste,

P Y _faut (rel. n. fr. faut), adj. Passed away, dead,

directly, instantly, at once, suddenly.
A d _ fauz (inf. n. of d _ 'to attain, or to win, good fortune,'

deceased;—(property) of one who dies intestate and
without legal heirs (which escheats to the sovereign):—
faut-farr, adj. & s.m. Dead or absconded; killed and
missing; of or belonging to persons who have died
intestate or have absconded;—a list of cultivators who
are either dead or have deserted their cultivations or
homesteads:—faut-nma, s.m. A list of the killed, or the
dead;—a document reporting the death of an incumbent
and the name of his heir or heirs; a certicate of death.
P X + Y _ fautdag (a bar. form. fr. fautda, as perf. part. of
faut-dan, 'to die,' fr. A. faut), s.f. Death, decease.
A 5 _ fauj, s.f. A crowd (of men, &c.), a multitude, a host,
an army:—fauj--bar, s.f. A eet, navy (opp. to fauj-barr, 'land forces'):—fauj bhart karn, To enlist recruits, to
ll up an army:—fauj-dr, s.m. A (criminal) judge or
magistrate (under the Muhammadan government); a
superintendent of the military force in a district; an
ocer of the police so called:—fauj-dr, adj. Of or
relating to a fauj-dr;—of or relating to crime, (a court)
for criminal cases;—s.f. The oce or jurisdiction of a
fauj-dror magistrate;—the criminal court;—a criminal
case; ghting, assault, breach of the peace, &c.:—fauj-dr
'adlat, or adlat--fauj-dr, s.f. The (subordinate)
adlat);—fauj-dr
criminal court (formerly the nizmat

sipurd karn(-ko), To send (a case) to the criminal court:—
fauj-dr karn, To commit a criminal oence; to commit
an assault, or a breach of the peace, &c.:—fauj--sihband, s.f. The troops of a fauj-dr; provincial troops or
militia (employed in garrisoning forts, and escorting
treasure, and in revenue and police duties):—fauj-kash,
s.f. The collecting or levying of an army; the marching
or advancing (against, -par);—incursion, inroad.
P W _fauj (rel. n. fr. fauj), adj. Of or belonging to the
army, military.
P  _ f r (prob.=S. ,I; cf. fag-f r), s.m. Name of a king of

expedition, celerity:—l-faur, adv. Quickly, immediately,
instantly, &c. (=faura).
A - _ faura (acc. of faur), adv. Quickly, immediately,

&c.), s.m.(?) Fruition, success; gain; victory; salvation;
escape, safety.
P O _ fota (fr. fota= pota= S. ,&), s.m. A bag; purse; the
scrotum, the testicles;—tax, revenue, collections:—fota
bharn(-me ), To pay a tax or revenue:—fota- na, vulg.
fote- na, s.m. A treasury:—fota-dr,
vulg. fote-dr,
or fot- 


dr, s.m. Treasurer, banker, cashier, cash-keeper; a
collector of tenant-dues:—fota-dr, vulg. fote-dr,
s.f.

Bankership, treasurership;—the oce of a collector of
tenant-dues.
A _ _ faufal, or f fal, s.m. (?) The betel-nut, Areca catechu.
A G _ fauq (primarily an adv. n. signifying 'the location
that is above'; whence is derived the verb G _, inf. n. fauq,
'to be superior to,' &c.), prep. & adv. Above, upon, over;—
s.m. Superiority, excelling, excellence; pre-eminence;—
eminence, altitude, loftiness; top, summit, extreme or
highest point; culminating point; zenith:—fauq le-jn(-se)
= fauqyat le-jn, q.v.
A  i _fauqn (rel.n. fr. fauq), adj. Superior; upper;—dotted
above (as the letter A, &c.).
P  i _ fauqyat (for A. ~ i _, abst. s. fr. fauq, rel. n. fr. fauq),
s.f. Superiority, excellence; pre-eminence; supremacy;
preference:—fauqyat pn, or fauqyat il karn(-par), To
obtain, or acquire, superiority, &c. (over); to excel,
surpass:—fauqyat ra n(-par), To possess superiority or
excellence (over), to be superior (to), to surpass, excel:—
fauqyat le-jn(-se), To bear away the palm (from), to
excel, surpass.
P " _ f ld, vulg. fauld(for orig. p ld), s.f. Steel:—f ld-k
'araq, Tincture of steel:—f ld-k kushta, Calcined steel.
P " _f ld, vulg. fauld(rel. n. fr. f ld), adj. Of steel,
steel-;—s.f. A pike-sta.
P B4_ fhrist [prob. fr. Zend pairi harsta, perf. part. of
pairi-harez, 'to pick out,' &c.=S. +*' (*) ], s.f. A list,

catalogue; an index, a table of contents; an inventory, a
schedule.
A 2 4_ fahm (inf. n. of 2 4_ 'to understand,' &c.), s.m.
Understanding, conception, perception, apprehension,
comprehension, intellect, intelligence, sense;—(in Pers.,
rt. of fahm-dan, fr. A. fahm), act. part. Understanding,
apprehending, perceiving, &c. (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. su an-fahm, 'understanding a speech or
discourse'):—fahm-dr, adj. Intelligent, sharp, acute.
P Z) @ 4_ fahmyish, or fahmish(abst. s. fr. fahm, or
fahmy, rt. of fahmndan, caus. of fahmdan), s.f. 'Causing
or giving to understand,' informing; instructions,
directions; admonition, warning, caution:—fahmish
karn, v.t. To inform, instruct, direct; to admonish,
exhort; to warn, caution.
P @ 4_fahm, s.f. (fr. fahm), Understanding, perception
(used, like fahm, at the end of comp., e.g. z d-fahm, 'of
quick perception').
P + @ 4_ fahmd (v.n. fr. fahm-dan, deriv. fr. A. fahm), s.f.
Understanding, &c. (=fahm, q.v.).
P X + @ 4_fahmdag [fahmda, q.v.+= Zend a. = S. ], s.f.
Comprehension, apprehension, perception, &c.
P ?+ @ 4_ fahmda (perf. part. of fahm-dan, fr. A. fahm), part.
Understood, comprehended, &c.;—intelligent.
A 4_ fahwa (fa, 'then'+huwa, 'it is'), Then it is; and it is;
but it is:—fahwal-murd, Then, or but, it is (my) wish.
A 2 4_ fahm (v.n. fr. 2 4_; see fhm), adj. Of great
understanding or intellect; very intelligent; learned.
A _f, prep. In, into; during; of, concerning, in respect of;
among, with, together with, along with; by; for, on
account of, &c.;—each, for each, per (e.g. f ador ad,
'per cent.'; f sl, 'per annum'; f man, 'per maund'; f
r pya, 'each rupee, per rupee,' &c.);—(in Urd) s.f.
Something hidden or behind; something amiss; a defect
or aw; an intrigue (e.g. is bt me ku h f hai):—l-badha,
adv. Readily, quickly; extempore; without premeditation
or deliberation, o-hand; spontaneously;—prima facie:—
l-jumla, adv. Upon the whole; in brief; in eect:—l-l,
adv. At the present time, now; presently; instantly,
immediately, directly, on the spot:—l-aqqat, adv.
Really, truly, in reality, in eect, in fact, indeed:—l-faur,

adv. Quickly, instantly, immediately, directly, &c.:—lmasal, adv. Allegorically; for example:—n-nr, In the
re; in hell:—n-nri wassaqari, In hell ames:—l-wq,
adv. Of a truth; in fact, indeed, really, certainly, very
true:—f-m, In that which; as to what:—f-m-bad, In
that which is after, in what follows; as to the future;
henceforth:—f-m-bain, As to what there is between (us,
&c.); between; reciprocal:—f-m-bain--farqain, Between
the two parties, inter partes:—f nikln(-me ), To nd
something wrong or amiss (in); to nd fault (with), pick
holes (in):—f-hi, vulg. fh, In him; in it; in that:—f-h, In
her, or it, or that:—f-him, In or among them.
A } _ faiy (intens. n. fr. \ _; see fai), adj. Most
bountiful, municent, profuse, benecent, liberal,
generous; copious, abundant.
P | _ faiy (faiy, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Municence, liberality, generosity (=fai, q.v.):—faiy
karn, v.n. To practise liberality, &c.
H * _ fta (fr. Port. ta), s.m. Ribbon; tape.
H  _ fair (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Fire, discharge; volley:
—fair karn, v.t. To re, discharge, shoot.
P d _ froz [for proz, peroz; Pehl. peroj; Zend pairi+rao a h,
rt. ru ; S. +5t, rt. I], adj. Victorious, triumphant;
successful, prosperous, fortunate, happy:—froz-asar, or
froz-ba t, or froz-mand, adj. Victorious, conquering:—
froz-mand, s.f. Victory, success; prosperity.
P ?d _ froza (for proza, peroza, rel. n. fr. froz, q.v.;—the S.
|5* is prob. formed fr. the Pers.), s.m. A turquoise
(com. regarded as a stone that brings good luck).
P d _froz [froz, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Victory,
triumph; success, prosperity, good fortune;—(rel. n. fr.
froza), adj. Of the colour of the turquoise, azure, blue.
H I _ fs (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Fees.
A M _ faial (v.n. fr. M_ 'to separate, or divide'; 'to
decide'), = P #M _ faiala (for ~#M _ faialat, n. ofun. fr.
faial),s.m. Separation, division;—deciding, decision,
determination, adjudication, judicial sentence, judgment,
decree; adjustment, settlement; arbitration:—faiala-k
murfaa karn(-k), To appeal from a decision:—faial(or
faiala) karnor kar-den(-k), To settle, adjust; to

determine, adjudicate, to decide, pronounce judgment
(on), to judge:—faial-nma, s.m. A judgment, a decree; an
award:—faial(or faiala) honor ho-jn, v.n. To be settled,
be adjusted; to be decided, be adjudicated.
P #M _ faiala (for ~#M _ faialat, n. of un. fr. faial), = A M _

house or -shed:—fl-dandn, s.m. 'Elephant's tooth,' ivory:
—fl-murg, 'Elephant-bird,' a turkey (syn. per ):—fl-nishn,
adj. & s.m. Seated, or riding, on an elephant:—rider on
an elephant.
A e 0# _ failas f, vulg. fails f(Gr. *#\ arabicized),

faial (v.n. fr. M_ 'to separate,or divide'; 'to decide') s.m.

s.m. A philosopher;—adj. & s.m. Wise, intelligent,
knowing, shrewd; cunning, crafty, artful;—a cunning or
artful person, a knave; an impostor.
P _ 0# _ fails f (fr. failas f), s.f. Sophistry; hypocrisy;

Separation, division;—deciding, decision, determination,
adjudication, judicial sentence, judgment, decree;
adjustment, settlement; arbitration:—faiala-k murfaa
karn(-k), To appeal from a decision:—faial(or faiala)
karnor kar-den(-k), To settle, adjust; to determine,
adjudicate, to decide, pronounce judgment (on), to judge:
—faial-nma, s.m. A judgment, a decree; an award:—
faial(or faiala) honor ho-jn, v.n. To be settled, be
adjusted; to be decided, be adjudicated.
P A 8#M _ faialajt, s.m. pl. (of faiala), Decisions, decrees,
&c.
A \ _ fai (inf. n. of \ _ 'to over ow; to abound, &c.), s.m.
Over owing, abundance, plenty;—benecence
municence, liberality, bounty, bountiful kindness
favour, grace; charity; good, benet, prot:—fai ba sh,
adj. Bestowing favours or bounties, bountiful, benecent,
&c.; fertilizing (rain, &c.):—fai pahu n(-ko), To cause
bounties or favours to reach, to bestow favours (on); to
give alms (to):—fai-rasn, adj. Causing abundance, &c. to
reach; bountiful, &c. (=fai-ba sh, q.v.):—fai-rasn, s.f.
Bountifulness, bounty, benecence, municence:—fai-m, s.m. General abundance; the public good or benet;
—adj. Diusing or producing general abundance; liberal,
profuse:—fai-madr, s.m. Centre or source of abundance,
or of grace, &c.:—fai-yb, adj. Favoured, beneted,
blessed.
A  q _ fayan (inf. n. of \ _; see fai), s.m. Over owing,
over ow, abundance, redundance.
P  _ fl [the arabacized form of P. pl; S. "!,, prob. fr. the
Pers.), s.m. An elephant:—fl-bn, s.m. Elephant keeper;
elephant-driver (syn. mahwat, mahaut):—fl-p, or flpo , adj. & s.m. Having a swelling in the leg, having
elephantiasis;—elephantiasis:—fl-p, s.f. Elephantiasis:
—fl-pya(or pl-pya, vulg. pil pya), s.m. lit.'Elephant's
leg'; a pillar or column; a post:—fl- na, s.m. Elephant-

deception; cunning, artfulness, trickery, cheating.
P # _fl (rel. n. fr. fl), adj. Of or belonging to an elephant.
A  _ f-hi, vulg. fh(f, q.v.+pron. hi), In him; in it; in that.
G
G qf (called qf--qarashat), the twenty-seventh letter of
the Urd or Hindstn alphabet (the twenty-fourth of
the Persian, and twenty-rst of the Arabic, alphabet). It
is a strongly articulated guttural, uttered by pressing the
root of the tongue on the throat, and has been
compared in sound to the caw of a raven. It does not
occur in pure Persian, and has no analogous letter in
Sanskrit. As a numeral qfdenotes 100.
P i qb (prob. for orig. v; akin to Zend khawza; S.
kubja; P. k za), s.f. (orig.) 'A vessel, a case'; a large (china
or earthenware) dish (used for serving rice, &c. in at a
meal; or for kneading dough in, &c.).
A i qb (v.n. fr. i 'to break,' &c.), s.m. 'Space,
interval'; a measure of length, the distance between the
extremities and the middle of a bow:—qb-qausain, s.m.
Two bows' length; two cubits' length.
A \ i qbi (act. part. of \%i 'to take, seize, grasp,' &c.),
part. adj. & s.m. Taking, seizing, grasping, holding,
possessing;—astringent; constipating;—taker, seizer, &c.;
holder, possessor, occupier, occupant, party in
possession; a sequestrator;—an astringent, a
constipator:—qbi--shikam, s.m. Under-tenant, sublessee:—qbiul-arw, s.m. 'The seizer of souls,' the
angel of death:—qbi honor ho-jn, or qbi ho-baithn(par), To seize (on), get hold (of), take possession (of); to
enter on occupation (of), or settle (upon, another's
land).
A  i qbil (act. part. of %i 'to receive; to admit'; &c.), part.

adj. & s.m. Receiving, taking; admitting (of, -ke), capable
(of); sucient (for); possible, practicable; liable (to);
capable, able, clever, skilful, competent, t, qualied;
deserving, worthy;—a t or competent person, an able
man, &c.;—qbil--ad, adj. Able to pay, solvent;—payable
(a bill, &c.); due, owing; liable for payment:—qbilul-iw,
adj. Capable of being received; payable (a bill of
exchange):—qbil--bz-purs, adj. Answerable,
responsible, accountable:—qbil karn(-ko), To make
clever, or skilful, or capable, &c.:—qbil honor ho-jn(ke), To be or become t (for); to be competent, or skilled,
&c.; to be deserving (of), to deserve, merit, to be liable
(to).
P # i qbila (for A. ~# i qbilat, fem. of qbil), s.f. A clever or
skilful woman, &c.;—a midwife;—a male screw; a bolt.
P  # i qbilyat (for A. ~ # i; qbil+abst. a. yat), s.f. Aptitude
to receive, capacity, capability, tness, suitableness; skill,
ability, power; suciency; possibility.
P i qb (said to be der. fr. Turk. qp , for qap , 'a gate';
q.d. by which one may arrive at the object of one's
desire), s.m. Opportunity; possession, hold, grasp, grip;
control, authority; command, power, will:—qb pn
(-par), To nd or get an opportunity; to get into (one's)
power or control, have the whip-hand (over), to be
revenged (on):—qb -parast, adj. Tyrannical:—qb parast, s.f. Tyranny:—qb aln(apn), To exercise
(one's) power or control (over, -par); to take advantage
(of):—qb aln, v.n. (One's) power or authority, &c. to
go or reach; to be able to do or accomplish (syn. bas
aln):—qb kar-den, v.t. To put (one) into possession
(of, -k), to eectuate possession:—qb -me rakhn, v.t.
To keep under control or subjection, to control, restrain,
&c.:—qbu-me karn, or qb -me ln, v.t. To bring
under control or subjection, to subdue; to acquire an
ascendency over; to bring into (one's) possession or
grasp, to obtain or take possession of; to secure:—qb yr, s.m. (local) An astute fellow, a long-headed rascal, a
crafty fellow, &c. (see qb ):—qb -yr, s.f. Wiliness;
roguery, knavery.
P = iqb  (for Turk. qp ), s.m. A gate-keeper, doorkeeper;—adj. & s.m. Despotic, tyrannical;—selsh,
interested (syn. ud-gara);—wily, artful, cunning,

crafty;—a selsh person, &c.; a scamp, a good-fornothing fellow, &c.
A  i qbl, prop. n. Cain (son of Adam):—qbl wa hbl,
Cain and Abel.
A Y i qtil (act. part. of *i 'to kill'), part. adj. & s.m. Killing;
mortal, deadly, fatal;—a homicide, murderer, an
assassin; an executioner.
A  i qdir (act. part. of + i 'to be able,' &c.), adj. Potent,
powerful, mighty, able, competent, having legal power;
capable, skilful:—al-qdir, The Almighty:—qdir--mut laq,

The Omnipotent; Omnipotence:—qdir hon(-par), To be
able (to do), to be capable (of); to be provided (for).
P  iqdir, vulg. qdr, s.f. A kind of bodice.
P ? i qr ra (for A. { i qr rat, v.n. fr. Ci 'to rest, settle,'
&c.), s.m. A bladder-shaped glass bottle, in which the
urine of a sick person is sent to a (Muhammadan)
physician for examination, a glass urinal;—(hence) urine
(esp. of a patient).
A  i qr n, s.m. A person supposed to be the same as
Korah (whom the Muhammadans describe as the cousin
of Moses; on account of his riches and avarice, his name
is proverbially applied to all misers).
A  iqr (act. part. of i 'to read'), s.m. A reader (esp.of
the Qor n).
T d i qz, s.m. & f. A goose, a duck:— n qz, The blackbarred goose, Anser indicus.
H ?d i qza (corr. of qiz, q.v.), s.m. (local), A long rein for
leading horses:—qza-dr, or qz-dr, s.m. Groom; horsekeeper.
A 2 B i qsim (act. part. of 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Dividing, apportioning, allotting;—a distributor, one
who allots:—qsimul-arzq, 'Distributor of daily bread,' i.e.
God.
T D i qsh, s.f. The eye-brow;—a slice, cut (syn. ph k),
piece, bit; a chop, steak;—the bow or pommel (of a
saddle, e.g. zn-k qsh):—qsh qsh karn, v.t. To slice, to
cut in pieces.
A + f i qid (act. part. of + Mi 'to intend; to aim at,' &c.),
s.m. A messenger, courier, an express, a postman,
letter-carrier.
P + f iqid (rel. n. fr. qid), adj. Of or relating to a

courier, &c.;—s.f. Travelling or going as courier, the
oce or situation of courier.
A f i qir (act. part. of Mi 'to be short' (of), &c.; see
qu r), part. adj. Falling short (of), failing, wanting,
lacking; decient, defective; unable, unequal (to),
impotent:—qirul-bayn, adj. Failing in relation or
description, unable to describe; defective in respect of
meaning; inexplicable:—qirul-lisn, adj. Decient in
tongue or language:—qir hon(-se), To fall short (of); to
fail, to be or become decient, to cease; to be wanting, to
lack.
P | iq (for A. }
 i qi for qiyu, act. part. of Mi'to
judge, to decree,' &c.), s.m. A judge; a (Muhammadan)
judge or magistrate (who passes sentence in all cases of
law, religious, moral, civil, and criminal):—a
controversialist; a litigious person:—qil-jt, s.m. 'The
Judge of the necessities (of mankind,' i.e. God):—qilqut, s.m. The chief or supreme judge; the head
Q(under the British government,—an oce now
abolished);—q-k piyda, A constable or peon of the
Q:—a high-handed functionary:—jaunpur-k q,
(colloq.) 'Judge of Jaunpur'; a stupid fellow, a doit.
P *-%O i qtibata
(for A. ~-%O i qtibata,
acc. of qtibat,
see



next), adv. All together, collectively; generally,
universally.
P %O i qtiba
fr. qtib,
 (for A. ~%O i qtibat,

 act. part. of UNi 'to
collect'), adj. All, everyone, everybody.
T O i qtir, s.m. A mule.
A b O i qt (act. part. of b Ni 'to cut,' &c.), part. adj. Cutting;
cancelling, rescinding; incisive, keen, sharp;
peremptory, decisive, explicit, categorical, conclusive,
incontestible:—qtut
 -t arq,
 s.m. A highwayman, a
robber:—qt--afr,
adj. Bile-cutting, antibilious.

P ?+ m i qida (for A. {+ m i qidat, fem. of qid, act. part. of
+ P i 'to sit,' &c.), s.m. Basis, foundation, groundwork; base
(of a geom. g., or of a column); a pedestal; (in Gram.) a
rule;—rule, regulation, law, institute, precept, maxim;
formula; institution; usual course of procedure, custom,
usage, habit, practice, mode, manner, way; manners,
etiquette;—regularity, uniformity;—a rst reading-book,
a primer:—qida b dhn(-k), or qida muqarrar karn(-

ko), To make a rule (of), to make (one's) established
custom or practice, &c.; to regulate, x, determine,
establish; to prescribe, ordain; to provide, stipulate:—
qide-dn, s.m. One versed in rules of practice, or forms,
or customs, or ceremonies; an expert, an authority:—
qide-seor hasb--qida, adv. According to rule or
practice, as usual; in due course or form; in order;
according to the rank or social condition (of, -ke).
A e i qf, s.m. A fabulous mountain, supposed to surround
the world and bound the extreme horizon (it rests on
the stone sa rat, an entire emerald, the re ection from
which, according to the poets, occasions the azure colour
of the sky; the qfis the abode of the devs, and jinnor
genii, and also of the parsor fairies, and of the smurgor
great grin);—Mount Caucasus:—koh--qf, s.m.=qf.
P #_ i qla (for A. ~#_ i qlat, v.n. fr. h i 'to return from a
journey,' &c.), s.m. A body of travellers or traders, &c., a
caravan:—qla-bsh, or qla-slr, s.m. The chief of a
caravan.
P  _ i qya (for A. ~ _ i qyat, v.n. fr. h i 'to follow'), s.m.
The rhyme, cadence, metre, the last letter in a verse (to
which all the other distichs rhyme; in poems which
terminate in a double rhyme, the penult syllable is qya,
the last being called radf):—qya-band, s.f. Rhyming:—
qya tang karn(-k), To exhaust all (one's) rhymes;—to
reduce (one) to great straits; to perplex, confuse:—qya
tang hon(-k), To be hard pressed for a rhyme;—to be
hard pressed, be entangled in diculties; to be very
poor or destroyed:—qya miln, v.n. To rhyme.
P G i qq (for orig.   'dry bread,' &c., q.v.), adj. Dried up,
dry; gaunt, lank, lean, thin; feeble;—disproportionately
long or tall.
A i i q-q (onomat.), s.f. Cawing (of a crow, &c.):—q-q
karn, v.n. To caw.
P #i i qqula (A. ~#i i qqullat), s.m. Large cardamoms.
A 2 i i qqum, vulg. qqam, s.m. A ne kind of ermine.
A i ql (inf. n. of i 'to say,' &c.), s.m. A saying, a word;
loquaciousness;—boasting, egotism:—ql mrn, v.n. To
talk, prate; to be very loquacious;—(with loc.) to rebuke,
reproach:—ql-maql, or ql-o-ql, s.m. Confabulation;
logomachy; altercation, wrangling, squabbling.

A U! i qlab, or qlib(said to be act. part. of U#i 'to turn,
convert,' &c.; but prob. P. klabarabicized), s.m. A mould,
model, form, prototype; (shoemaker's) last; material (of
a thing); frame, gure, bust; the body, the lifeless form;
—the heart-shaped block on which a tailor cuts out caps;
(in Arch.) the centering:—qlib badaln, To change
(one's) body, to be transformed, to undergo
transmigration.
A + %! i qlbud, s.m. The arabicized form of klbud, q.v.
P %! iqlib (rel. n. fr. qlib), adj. Cast in a mould, moulded.
P ! iql, s.f. A woollen carpet; tapestry (=qln).
P : ! i ql a (dim. of ql), s.m. A small carpet; a rug.
P < ! i qaln (=ql; prob. fr. Turk.), s.f. A woollen or Turkey
carpet.
P a i qmat (for A. ~a i, inf. n. fr. 1 i 'to stand,
&c.), s.f. Stature, shape, form, gure, body; a man's
height (of).
A K a i qmus (fr. Gr. «|\), s.m. The ocean;—name of
an Arabic lexicon.
A  i qnit (act. part. of i 'to be obedient' (to God), &c.),
adj. Obedient to God, devout, godly, prayerful;—silent.
A b  i qn (act. part. of b i 'to be contented,' &c.; see
qanat), adj. Contented, satised (with, -par).
H  i  i q -q (onomat.), s.f. Cawing (of a crow, &c.);
quacking, quack (of a duck):—q -q karn, To caw;—to
quack.
A   i qn n (P. also qn n; akin to Gr. ¨), s.m. A
canon, rule, regulation, law, legislative act, statute,
ordinance;—a species of dulcimer or harp:—qn n-dn,
s.m. One who is versed or learned in the law, a lawyer,
jurist:—qn n-dn, s.f. Knowledge of the law;—
jurisprudence:—qn n--dwn, s.m. Civil law:—qn n-faujdr, s.m. Criminal law:—qn n-go, s.m. An ocer in
each district, acquainted with its customs, the nature of
the tenure of the lands, &c.; registrar of a pargana, or the
hereditary registrar of landed property in a pargana; a
superintendent of village accountants:—qn n-go, s.f.
The oce of a qan n-go.
A -  i qn na (acc. of qn n), adv. By law, according to
law, legally.
P   iqn n = H   i qn niy (rel. n. fr. qn n), adj. Legal,

according to law, constitutional; legislative; having the
sanction or authority of law;—controversial; litigious;—
qn niy, s.m. One versed in the law, &c. (=qn n-dn);—a
controversialist; a litigious person.
H   i qn niy = P   iqn n (rel. n. fr. qn n), adj. Legal,
according to law, constitutional; legislative; having the
sanction or authority of law;—controversial; litigious;—
qn niy, s.m. One versed in the law, &c. (=qn n-dn);—a
controversialist; a litigious person.
A  i qhir, m. (act. part. of 4i, 'to conquer,' &c.) = P ? i
qhira, f. (for A. { i qhirat, fem. of qhir).adj. Conquering,
subduing, triumphant, victorious; violent, forcible,
oppressive;—qhir, s.m. Victor, conqueror;—qhira, s.f.
Victrix;—al-qhira, The city of Cairo (in Egypt).
P ? i qhira, f. (for A. { i qhirat, fem. of qhir). = A  i
qhir, m. (act. part. of 4i, 'toconquer,' &c.) adj.
Conquering, subduing, triumphant, victorious; violent,
forcible, oppressive;—qhir, s.m. Victor, conqueror;—
qhira, s.f. Victrix;—al-qhira, The city of Cairo (in Egypt).
A + $ i qid (act. part. of  i 'to lead,' &c.), s.m. A leader; a
general;—the last star in the tail of Ursa Minor.
P ?o$ i qiza (prob. formed fr. q z, 'curved'), s.m. A mode
of tying a horse's head by passing the bridle to his tail
(to prevent his biting, &c. while being rubbed down);—a
bridle used whilst cleaning a horse, a bit or curb:—qiza
karn, v.t. To tie a horse's head by passing the bridle to
the tail.
P o$ iqiz, s.f. A bridle, &c. (=qiza, q.v.).
A $ i qil (act. part. of i 'to say; to speak,' &c.), part. adj.
& s.m. Saying; confessing, acknowledging, owning;
consenting, agreeing, acquiescing; giving up a point;
being convinced, or confuted, or convicted;—a sayer, an
assertor; a confessor, &c.:—qil karn(-ko), To confute; to
convince; to convict:—qil hon(-k), To be convinced
(of); to acquiesce (in); to acknowledge, confess, own; to
consent, assent, yield; to be confuted; to be silenced.
A 2 $ i qim (act. part. of 1 i 'to stand,' &c.), adj. Standing;
erect, perpendicular; right;—stationary; stagnant;
quiescent; rm, xed, established; durable, lasting,
perpetual, constant; stable; stedfast;—continuing, in
force;—vigilant; attentive, persevering;—stopped, drawn

(a game);—s.f. A drawn game (of chess, &c.):—qim
uhn, v.n. To be drawn (a game):—qimuz-zwiya, adj. &
s.m. Right-angled (triangle, &c.);—a rectangle:—qimunnr, s.m.(?), lit.'Fixed by re'; xed quicksilver:—qim
rakhn(-par), To keep (one) rm or xed (to); to keep up,
to preserve; to make good; to uphold, support:—qim
rahn(-par), To continue, remain; to hold or stand good,
to continue in operation or force; to survive, outlive; to
stand rm, to keep (one's) footing; to keep constant or
stedfast (to), to continue rm (in); to stick (to):—qim
karn, v.t. To erect; to set up (a claim, or right, &c.); to
x, establish, institute; to constitute; to appoint (to, -par),
to instal (in); to render permanent, &c.; to uphold,
maintain, support:—qim-mizj, adj. Of a settled temper
or mind, xed, constant; rm, determined, resolute;
persevering:—qim-maqm, s.m. One who acts in the
place (of another), a locum-tenens; a viceroy, vicegerent,
lieutenant, deputy, representative; successor; assignee;
surrogate; procurator; proctor;—adj. Acting, or
ociating:—qim-maqm, s.f. Vicegerency, &c.;
succession; assigneeship; representation; deputation:—
qim hon(-par), To be erected (on); to be set up; to be
established, to be instituted; to be xed or settled (in); to
be rm (in); to be permanently appointed (to);—to stand
(upon); to stand or hold (to);—to arise, spring up; to
reveal or manifest itself; to take place, happen, occur.
P @ $ i qima (for A. ~@ $ i qimat, fem. of qim), adj. m. & f.
Erect, perpendicular, &c. (=qim);—s.m. A perpendicular;
a right angle.
P @ $ iqim, s.f. Durability, xity, permanence, &c.
P Ui qab (for A. qabb), s.m. The sound of a sword falling
upon any object.
P %i qab, s.f. A long gown with the skirt and breast open
(and sometimes slits in the armpits); a (quilted)
garment; a tunic.
P  %i qabat (for A. ~ %i, inf. n. of %i 'to be base,' &c.),
s.f. Baseness, base action, villainy, rascality, turpitude,
deformity; perversion, abuse; crime, wrong; evil, ill;
inconvenience; harm, detriment, damage, loss;
imperfection, deciency, defect, foible.
P ! %i qabla (for A. ~! %i qablat, v.n. fr. %i 'to be surety for
another'), s.m. A contract (of bargain and sale); a deed,

title-deed; bond; writing, written agreement; bill of sale;
conveyance:—qabla-dr, vulg. qable-dr, s.m. Holder of a
bond, &c.:—qabla-navs, s.m. A scrivener; a scribe:—
qabla--nilm, s.m. Certicate of auction sale.
A $ %i qabil, s.m. pl. (of qabla, q.v.), Tribes;—family, wife
and children; household.
A %i qab, or qub, inf. n. of %i 'to be base,' &c.), s.m.
Baseness; shamefulness, foulness; ugliness, deformity.
A %i qabr, vulg. qabar(inf. n. of %i 'to bury'), s.f. Grave,
tomb:—qabr-istn, s.m. Burying ground, graveyard,
cemetery:—qabr-salm, s.f. Consideration or dues paid to
a zamndror proprietor (by Muhammadans) for
permission to dig a grave on ground belonging to him:—
qabr-kan, s.m. Grave-digger:—qabr-ke murde ukh n, 'To
dig up the dead from the grave'; to rake up old grie
vances; to renew old quarrels:—qabr-gh, s.f.=qabristnq.v.:—qabr-me po lakn, To have one foot in the
grave, to be on the point of death.
A I%i qabs (inf. n. of I%i), s.m. Lighting, or getting a light
or re (from another); asking for re; striking re.
A I%i qabas (v.n. fr. I%i), s.m. Anything for kindling re
with; a match; a rebrand.
A I%i qabis (v.n. fr. I%i), adj. Quick, expeditious (esp.
applied to a stallion camel).
A \%i qab (inf. n. of \%i 'to take, seize,' &c.), s.f. Seizing,
catching; seizure, capture; taking possession of;
possession; conscation, sequestration;—contraction;
astringency; constipation, costiveness;—a receipt,
voucher;—tax, tribute:—qabul-wu l, s.f. A receipt, an
acknowledgment, a discharge, an aquittance-roll:—qab
karn, v.t. To catch, seize; to take possession of; to
contract, &c.:—qab-karne-wl(f. -), adj. (in Med.)
Astringent:—qab-wr, adv. In the way of seizure, or
conscation, or distraint:—qab hon, v.n. To be seized,
&c.
P q%i qaba (for A. ~q%i qabat, fr. qab, q.v.), s.m. Grasp,
gripe (of the hand), clutch; power; possession;
occupancy; holding, tenure, tenancy, tenement;—a
handle, hilt (of a sword); a hinge; the upper arm:—qaba
uhn(-k), To remove the hold (of); to disturb the
possession (of); to oust (from):—qaba pn, v.n. To

obtain hold or possession (of, -par); to enter on
possession:—qaba diln(-ko), To cause (one) to get
possession (of), to put (one) in possession:—quba den(ko), To give over possession (to), to deliver (to); to make
over charge (to):—qaba rakhn(-par), To lay hold (of), to
hold fast, to clutch, grasp; to hold, keep, retain, detain;
to take possession (of); to be in possession (of), to have
in hand, to own, enjoy:—qaba karnor kar-len(-par, or ko?), To seize (on), to lay hold (of); to take possession
(of); to usurp; to possess oneself (of), get hold (of), to
acquire:—qabe-me ln(-ko), To bring into one's grasp,
or power, or possession; to seize, &c. (=qaba karn, q.v.).
P  q%i qabyat (for A. ~ q%i, abst. s. fr. qabor= qab+ abst.
a. yat), s.f. Seizure; conscation, &c. (=qab);
contraction; astringency; constipation.
A w%i qibt, or qubt(vulg.
gibt

 , or gubt
 ), s.m. Copts;—a Copt.
A N%iqibt, or qubt, adj. & s.m. Coptic, Egyptian;—a Copt,
an Egyptian.
A %i qabl, s.m. The anterior or fore-part, the front;—adj.
Anterior, prior, rst; preliminary, preparatory;—prep. &
adv. (of time), Previous (to, -ke), prior (to), before:—qabl
az n ki, Before that; ante quam; prior to; previously,
beforehand:—qabl az n, Before this, before now,
heretofore:—qabl do-pahar-ke, Before noon.
A %i qibal (v.n. fr. %i), s.m. A part, side;—power;—
presence;—plenty;—adv. Apart, aside.
A %i qubl, or qubul, s.m. The front parts, pudendum viri vel
feminœ.
P #%i qibla (for A. ~#%i qiblat, fr. qabl), s.m. Anything
opposite;—that part to which Muslims turn their faces
when at prayer; the temple of the Kabain Mecca; Mecca;
—an altar, a temple; an object of veneration or
reverence; a father; a king, &c.; (by way of respectful
address) Father! Worship! Sire!—qibla--jt, s.m. What
is looked to for the attainment of (one's) necessities or
desires; one who supplies (another's) needs:—qibla-r ,
s.m. & f. One whose face is turned to the qibla:—qibla-lam, s.m. 'The qiblaof the world' (a title of Eastern
monarchs), his Majesty; your Majesty;—qibla--kaunain,
s.m. 'The qiblaof both worlds'; Moammad; a father:—
qibla-gh, s.f. The place turned to when at prayer;—s.m.

A father; one venerated and beloved:—qibla-num, s.m.
lit.'Showing the qibla'; an instrument by which
Muhammadans at a distance from Mecca ascertain the
direction of the qibla;—a mariner's compass.
A  %i qub r, s.f. pl. (of qabr, q.v.), Graves, tombs;—holsters
(for pistols).
A %i qab l, or qub l(inf. n. of %i 'to receive, accept,' &c.),
s.m. Accepting; acceptance; consent, assent, compliance;
concurrence; approbation; recognition, sanction;
favourable reception; concession; admission,
acknowledgment, confession, avowal;—adj. Accepted;
approved; consented, &c.:—qab l-jam, s.f. Stipulated rent
or revenue:—qub l--jawb, s.m. An answer (led in a
suit) acknowledging the justice of a demand:—qub lat, s.m. Written assent or agreement:—qab l- rat, adj.
'Of approved form,' comely, handsome, beautiful:—qab l rat, s.f. Comeliness, handsomeness, &c.:—qab l karn,
v.t. To accept, receive, take; to entertain (a petition,
&c.); to assent to; consent to; to acquiesce in; to comply
with, concede, grant; to recognize, sanction; to admit,
acknowledge, own, confess; to approve; to make choice
of; to prefer (to, -par):—qab l hon, v.n. To be accepted; to
be agreed to, &c.
H ! %i qab ln, v.t.=qab l karn, q.v.s.v. qab l.
P ! %iqab l (fr. qab l), s.f. lit.'Acceptable, grateful,
palatable'; a kind of dish made of rice and gram-pulse
(chick-pea) boiled together (it diers from khi a only in
chick-pea being used in place of m ng).
P  ! %i qab liyat, or qub liyat(for A. ~ ! %i qab lyat; qabul
+abst. a. yat), s.f. Acceptance or hearing (of prayer by
God); an acceptance; a receipt; assent, consent;
approbation, liking: a written agreement (to pay rent,
&c.), the counterpart of a lease.
P %i qubba (for A. ~%i qubbat; rt. U
C i), s.m. An arch; a dome,
vault, cupola; the saloon of a tomb; an alcove; the
ornamental ball on the top of a dome, or a spire, or a
ag-sta, &c.
A %i qab (v.n. fr. qab, q.v.), adj. Base, vile, detestable;
bad, shameful, disgraceful; deformed; ugly, ungainly.
A  %i qabl (v.n. fr. %i; see qabl), s.m. Family, race, tribe;
kindred; progeny;—species, kind, class; category:—az

qabl, or min qabl, Of the class, or kind, &c.; of the nature
(of).
P # %i qabla (for A. ~# %i qablat, fem. of qabl), s.m. Tribe,
clan; family; wife:—qabla-dr, s.f. The taking a wife.
T Li qap , or qapu, s.m.(?) A gate, door (see qb ).
A *i qitl (inf. n. of Y i qtala, 'to ght with,' iii of *i 'to
kill'), s.f. Fighting, battle, slaughter.
A *i qattl (intens. n. fr. qtil, q.v.), s.m. A great slayer; a
slayer, killer, murderer.
A *i qatl (inf. n. of *i 'to kill,' &c.), s.m. Killing, slaying,
slaughtering; putting to death, executing, execution;—
murder; homicide; assassination;—bloodshed, slaughter,
carnage, massacre:—qatl ba- at, or qatl-- at, Killing
by mistake; accidental homicide; manslaughter:—qatl-m, A general massacre:—qatl--amd, Wilful murder or
homicide:—qatl karn, v.t. To kill, slay; to put to death, to
execute; to murder, to assassinate; to slaughter,
massacre:—qatl-gh, or qatl-gah, s.f. Place of execution;
place or scene of murder or carnage:—qatl hon, v.n. To
be killed; to be put to death, &c.
H 3*i qatl = H #*i qatla (for 3* katl = * katr, fr. katarn,
q.v.), s.m. A slice (cf. Eng. cutlet).
H #*i qatla = H 3*i qatl (for 3* katl = * katr, fr. katarn,
q.v.), s.m. A slice (cf. Eng. cutlet).
A  *i qatl (v.n. fr. qatl, q.v.), adj. Killed, slain; executed;
murdered.
P J%ci qabag [qaba, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Fornication, whoredom, prostitution.
P %ci qaba (for A. ~%ci qabat, inf. n. of un. fr. Uci 'to
cough'), s.m. A cough;—an old woman (subject to
coughing);—a harlot, prostitute (so called because she
noties her profession by coughing);—adj. Unchaste.
A wci qat (inf.
n. of wci 'to be withheld' (rain); 'to fail,'

&c.), s.m. Drought, scarcity, dearth; failure of the crops
or harvest; famine; want, penury, hunger, starvation:—
qat pa
adj. & s.m.
 n, v.n. Famine to occur:—qat-zada,

Stricken with dearth; famine-stricken; starving,
famished; dead from starvation;—one who is starving;
one who has died of starvation; a starveling; a glutton:—
qat-sl,
s.f. Dearth; failure of harvest; famine.

P Nciqat (rel. n. fr. qat), s.m. A starveling; a glutton

(i.q. qat-zada,
q.v.).

P + i qad (for A. qadd, inf. n. of +C i 'to tear lengthwise,' &c.),
s.m. Height, stature; gure:—qad--dam, adj. Of the
height of a man; a fathom of:—qad-war, adj. Tall of
stature:—qad am karn, v.n. To bow down; to be bent in
gure, to stoop:—qad- amda, adj. Bent in stature:—qaddr, adj. Of ne stature:—qad-kash, s.f. Tallness and
erectness of stature:—qad-kashda, adj. Tall and erect of
stature:—qad nikln, To develop stature or size, to grow
big (a child):—qad-o-qmat, s.m. Size and stature; height,
stature; gure, build; personal appearance:—past-qad,
adj. Of small stature.
P a + i qadmat (for A. ~a + i, inf. n. of 1 + i 'to precede,' &c.),
s.f. Precedence (in point of time), priority; ancientness,
antiquity; age; seniority; length of service;—prescription;
—excellence, worthiness.
A + i qad, vulg. qada(inf. n. of + i 'to revile,' &c.; 'to
take (broth, &c.) out of a pot,' &c.), s.m. Reviling,
reproaching; reproach; ridicule; satire, a lampoon;—
refuting, refutation:—qad karn, v.t. To revile, &c.; to
refute; to cross-examine, cross-question:—rad-o-qad, s.f.
Altercation, wrangling; argument, debate.
A + i qada (v.n. fr. + i; see qad), s.m. A goblet, cup,
glass, bowl.
A + i qadr, vulg. qadar(inf. n. of + i 'to make great; to
measure, determine.' &c.), s.f. Greatness, dignity,
honour, rank, power; importance, consequence; worth,
merit; estimation, appreciation, account; value, price;—
measure; degree; quantity; magnitude; bulk, size;
portion, part;—whatever is xed or ordained of God,
divine providence, fate, destiny:—qadr-ba sh, adj. & s.m.
Conferring dignity or honour;—source of dignity,
fountain of honour:—qadr-dn, or qadr-shins, adj. & s.m.
Knowing the worth or value (of), appreciating;—one who
knows the worth (of), a just appreciator, a judge; a
patron:—qadr-dn, s.f. Due regard to the worth (of), just
appreciation of merit; power or faculty of appreciation;
patronage, favour;—qadr-dn karn, or qadr karn(-k), To
appreciate duly, to esteem, prize, value:—is qadr, adj. &
adv. So much; to such a degree; so:—ba-qadr, adv. Ad
valorem; valued at; at the rate (of, -i, or -ke); to the extent
(of); to the degree (of); to the amount (of); in proportion

(to); according (to), as; corresponding (with):—be-qadr,
adj. Worthless, of no importance or account;—
dishonoured, disgraced;—wanting in appreciation,
insensible to merit:—be-qadr, s.f. Indignity, dishonour,
disgrace; low estimation; want of appreciation, nonrecognition of merit:—kis qadr, adj. & adv. How much? to
what extent or degree?—kis qadr, Somewhat; a little
(=qadre).
P A+ i qudrat (for A. {+ i, inf. n. of + i 'to be able,' &c.), s.f.
Power, ability, potency, vigour, force, authority, virtue;
divine power, omnipotence;—the creation, the universe,
nature:—qudrat rakhn(-k), To have power (to), to be
able.
P Y+ iqudrat (rel. n. fr. qudrat), adj. Of omnipotence,
divine; not made or produced by man, natural,
constitutional, innate; instinctive:—qudrat rang, adj. &
s.m. Of (its) natural colour; white;—natural colour (not
stained or dyed):—qudrat 'almt, s.f. Natural features;
phenomena.
P + iqadre (fr. qadr), s.m. & adv. A (small) quantity; a
little, somewhat (of); in some measure, to some extent,
in a limited degree, partially; ever so little:—qadre-qadre,
adv. Little by little, by degrees.
A + iqadr (rel. n. fr. qadr), s.m. A certain order or sect of
derwishes who hold the doctrine of free will;—a member
of that sect.
A K+ i quds (inf. n. of K+ i 'to be pure, or holy'), adj. Pure,
holy;—s.m. Holiness, sanctity;—the angel Gabriel;—the
holy city, Jerusalem.
A K+ i qaddasa, 3rd pers. sing. perf. (of ii of K+ i; see quds),
He sanctied, he hallowed; (optatively) may he sanctify
or hallow:—qaddasa sirra-hu, May (God) hallow his grave;
—quddisa sirru-hu(passive), May his tomb be puried or
hallowed (used in speaking of a deceased king or great
man).
A B+ iquds (rel. n. fr. quds), adj. & s.m. Holy; divine;
celestial;—the angel Gabriel.
P  B+ i qudsya (for A. ~ B+ i qudsyat, fem. of quds), adj.
Holy, &c. (=quds, q.v.).
P <p+ i qadagan,
 vulg. qadgan,
 s.f. Corroboration; stress;
injunction; prohibition (syn. tkd);—solicitude, care:—

qadagan karn, v.t. To enjoin; to prohibit, &c.
A 1 + i qadam (v.n. fr. 1 + i, inf. n. qadm, 'going before,
preceding'), s.m. The foot; sole of the foot; a foot's
length; a footstep, step, pace;—a going before; merit:—
qadam uhkar aln, To walk fast, to step out:—qadam ge
rakhn= qadam ba hn, q.v.:—qadam-bz, adj. Nimblefooted, eet;—ambling:—qadam ba hn, v.n. To put the
foot well forward, to step out, to take long steps, to walk
fast; to put the foot (beyond, -se); to go or step beyond
bounds, to exceed due limits, to transgress; to encroach
(on):—qadam-ba-qadam, adv. Step with step; in the
footsteps (of); step by step, slowly, gently, by degrees:—
qadam-bos, adj. Kissing the feet (of, -ke), showing respect
(to); paying (one's) respects; making obeisance;—qadambos hon(-ke), To kiss the feet (of), &c.:—qadam-bos, s.f.
Kissing the feet (of, -k); touching the feet of the person
saluted with the right hand and then kissing the latter;
respectful salutation, obeisance, homage; respects:—
qadam mn(-ke), To kiss the feet (of); to leave the
company (of), to bid adieu (to):—qadam h n(-ke), To
touch, or to clasp, the feet (of):—qadam dikhn(-ke), To
show the paces (of);—(colloq.) to make tracks, to be o,
go away:—qadam rakhn(-me , or -par), To set foot (on),
plant the foot (on); to step (into); to engage or embark
(in), take part (in), venture (on):—qadam-ranja farmnor
karn, v.n. To take the trouble of going or coming (to,—
spoken respectfully):—qadam-qadam, adv. Step by step; at
a walking or an easy pace:—qadam g n(with loc.), To
plant the foot rmly (on); to establish or secure (one's)
footing:—qadam lagn(-ke), To cling to or clasp the feet
(of); to seek the protection (of);—to have good paces, to
walk well (a horse):—qadam len(-ke), To touch the feet
(of); to kiss the feet (of); to pay (one's) respects (to); to
bow (to), to acknowledge the superiority (of another,
either in good or evil qualities; but more frequently the
latter):—qadam mrn(-me ), To tread or walk (ina path or
course):—qadam nikln(-ke), To form the paces (of), to
break in (a horse):—qadam-wr, adj. Capable of being
trodden; trodden:—sabz-qadam, adj. Of unlucky footsteps;
unlucky, inauspicious.
A 1 + i qidam (inf. n. of 1 + i 'to precede'), s.m. The being
before, preceding (in point of time); preceding age; age,

ancientness, antiquity; eternity;—surpassing in virtue;
excellence.
A a + i qudam, s.m. pl. (of qadm, q.v.), The ancients.

marriage, a relative, kinsman, a family connexion:—
qarbat-dr, s.f. Relationship, &c. (=rishta-dr).
P * iqarbat (rel. n. fr. qarbat), adj. & s.m. Related (to),

P :a + i qadam a (qadam, q.v.+dim. a. a), s.m. A small or

connected, of kin, akin (to), consanguineous;—a relative,
relation, &c. (=qarbat-dr, q.v.).
P  i qarba (prob. fr. A. ~ i qirbat, fr. i; see qarbat), s.m.

short step;—one step of the (brick) compartments in a
necessary.
A + i qud d, s.m. pl. (of +C i qadd), Goat-skins.
A K+ i qudd s, or qadd s(v.n. fr. K+ i; see quds), adj. Pure,
holy, blessed;—an epithet of the Deity.
A 1 + i qud m (inf. n. of 1 + i 'to come near,' &c.), s.m.
Arrival, coming near, approach; accession; advent.
P ?+ i qidwa (for A. {+ i qidwat, v.n. fr. + i 'to be near, to
come near' (to), &c.), s.m. An example, exemplar,
pattern, model; guide, leader.
A )+ i qadr (v.n. fr. + i; see qudrat), adj. Powerful;—
almighty;—the Almighty.
A 2 )+ i qadm (v.n. fr. 1 + i 'to precede,' &c.), adj. & adv.
Ancient, old, antiquated, immemorial; archaic;—s.m. An
old inhabitant, &c. (=qadm):—qadmul-aiym, s.m. Old
times, days of yore;—adj. Ancient of days;—qadmulaiym, or qadmul-aiym-se, or qadm-se, adv. Of old, from
ancient times; from time immemorial; long ago; in olden
times, in days of yore.
P  @ )+ i qadmna [qadm, q.v.+Zend a. na, or ana= S. ],
adv. Of old; from olden times, &c.
P @ )+ iqadm (rel. n. fr. qadm), adj. & s.m. Old, ancient;
aged; former, bygone;—an old inhabitant (of a place);—
one holding by hereditary descent.
P A,i qirat (for A. {,i, inf. n. of i 'to read'), s.f. Reading
(esp. of the Qor n); a proper manner of reading the
Qor n, a correct pronunciation.
P <) i qarbdn, = A <)z i qarbn,s.f. Compound
medicines; antidotes; a medicine; an antidote;—
pharmacopœia.
A <)z i qarbn, = P <) i qarbdn,s.f. Compound
medicines; antidotes; a medicine; an antidote;—
pharmacopœia.
P  i qarbat (for A. ~ i, inf. n. of i 'to be or become
near'), s.f. Nearness, vicinity, propinquity; anity,
connection, relation, kindred, kin, consanguinity,
alliance:—qarbat-dr, s.m. A relation by blood or

A agon; a large glass bottle; a carboy (cf. Fr. carafe).
T < i qarbn (fr. It. carabina; Fr. carabine), s.f. A
carbine.
P Ai qirat, s.f.=A,i qirat, q.v.
A i qarrd (fr. i qird, 'a monkey'), s.m. A keeper or
trainer of monkeys.
A i qarr (inf. n. of Ci 'to dwell, to abide'; 'to rest,' &c.),
s.m. Dwelling, residence; xing (one's) abode (in),
settling; resting; xedness, xity; permanence;
consistency; stability, rmness, constancy; tenacity (of
purpose);—rest, repose, quietness, quiet, peace,
tranquillity; quietude, patient waiting, patience;—
settlement, determination, conrmation; conclusion;
ratication; agreement, engagement;—reality, certainty,
truth:—qarr n(-ko), 'Rest, &c. to come' (to), to get or
nd rest, &c., to be at rest, or ease, &c.; to be or become
still or quiet:—qarr pn, v.n. To be or become xed or
settled, or at rest; to be agreed upon; to be determined,
or decided; to be established, to be laid down, or ruled, or
provided; to obtain; to be based (on); to arise:—qarrdd(prob. contrac. fr. qarr-dda, 'settled, established,'
&c.), s.m. Settlement, establishment; conrmation;
conclusion; ratication; agreement, engagement,
contract; bargain; the specication, or formal charge (of
a crime, &c.);—qarr-dd karn, v.t. To settle, conrm,
conclude, &c.:—qarr den(-ko), To x, establish, settle; to
determine, decide; to lay down; to adjudge; to receive,
admit (as correct, e.g. a qarr den):—qarr karn, v.t.
To settle, establish, conrm, ratify, conclude (a bargain,
treaty, &c.);—v.n. To establish oneself (on); to take
(one's) stand (on);—to agree, promise (=iqrr karn):—
qarr-nma, s.m. A written engagement, &c. (=iqrr-nma,
q.v.):—qarr-wq, adv. Denitively; positively;—
eectually, ecaciously; truly, accurately rightly, in a
proper manner.

P iqarr (rel. n. fr. qarr), adj. Fixed, settled,
established; rm, stable;—agreed to; ratied, concluded.
A ei qirf (inf. n. of e i qrafa, 'he went in' (to his wife),
&c.; iii of ei 'to decorticate; to skin,' &c.), s.m. Having to
do (with one's wife); (a woman's) having to do (with a
man);—staining oneself (with vice).
A ii qarqar, s.m. Grumbling (of the bowels), borborygmi:
—qarqar karn, v.n. To grumble (the bowels).
A i qirn (inf. n. of  i qrana, 'it was in conjunction'; iii
of i 'to be in a transition state,' &c.), s.m. Conjunction
(of planets); propinquity, contiguity;—a period of 10, 20,
30, 40, 80, or 120 years;—an auspicious conjuncture, or
season:—qirnus-sadain, s.f. The conjunction of the two
fortunate planets Jupiter and Venus:—qirn karn, To
accomplish something wonderful, to perform wonders:—
aib-qirn; see s.v. ib.
A i qrn (inf. n. of i 'to read'), s.m. The sacred book
of the Muammadans, the Qor n (or Korn, Coran, or
Alcoran):—qrn uhn, To raise the Qor n (to swear),
to take an oath on the Qor n:—qrn-par hth dharnor
rakhn, To place the hand on the Qor n (to swear by), to
swear on the Qor n:—qrn han karn, To let the
Qor n fall or drop (he who drops the Qor n must give
its weight of corn as alms to the poor):—qrn- n,
s.m. A reader of the Qor n;—a person deposed from
rule or dignity, one who is dismissed from oce, &c.:—
qrn sir-par rakhn, 'To place the Qor n on the head,' to
swear on the Qor n:—qrn-k jma pahann, 'To wear a
garment made of the leaves of the
Qor n'; to become the Qor n itself;—to swear
excessively; to take an oath on the most trivial occasion:
—qorn-k daur karn, To go or read through the Qor n;
to repeat the Qor n (to one another, two or more
people).
A H %i qarmbq, s.m.—H %i qarambq, q.v.
A iqrn (rel. n. fr. qrn), adj. Of or relating to the
Qor n; from the Qor n:— qrn mull, or mull qrn,
s.m. A Muslim law-ocer who administers oaths on the
Qor n;—one whose business it is to read the Qor n for
forty days at the house of a deceased person.
T i qarwal, s.m. The advanced guard (of an army),

vanguard; a sentinel, guard, picket, vidette, watchman:—
a game-keeper; a hunter
H !iqarwal, s.f. Skirmishing (of outposts); a running
ght.
A <$i qarin, s.m. pl. (of qarna, q.v.), Connections;
conditions; circumstances; presumptions; conjectures;—
the context.
A i qurb (inf. n. of i 'to draw near,' &c.), s.m.
Nearness, approach, propinquity, proximity, adjacency,
vicinity, neighbourhood;—relationship, kindred:—qurb-ojawr, or qurb-jawr, s.m. Vicinity, near neighbourhood,
environs, suburbs.
A  i qurbn (inf. n. of i 'to approach'), s.m. lit.'That
whereby one draws nigh to God'; a sacrice, victim,
oering, oblation (syn. adqa; balihr);—a quiver:—qurbn
karn, v.t. To sacrice; to devote:—qurbn-gh, s.f. A place
of sacrice, an altar:—qurbn hon, or qurbn jn(-par), To
be sacriced, or devoted (for); to devote oneself (for
another).
P  iqurbn (rel. n. fr. qurbn), adj. Sacriced, devoted;—
s.f. A sacrice, a victim (=qurbn):—qurbn karn(-ko), To
sacrice.
P  i qurbat (for A. ~ i, fr. qurb, q.v.), s.f. Nearness, &c.
(=qurb, q.v.).
A  iqurb (fr. qurb, q.v.), s.m. Anity, relationship,
kindred.
H  i qurbyat (qurb+abst. a. -yat), s.f.=qurb, q.v.
P Ai qurrat (for A. {i, inf. n. of Ci 'to be cold, or cheerful,'
&c.), s.f. Cheerfulness, brightness, joy, gladness:—
qurratul-ain, s.f. Brightness or cheerfulness of the eye;
cheerfulness, tranquillity.
P i qara, vulg. qura(for A. ~i qarat, n. of un. fr. qar,
'wounding,' inf. n. of i), s.m. A wound; an ulcer, a sore;
a pimple, a pustule:—qara pa -jn(-me ), or qara hon,
To fester.
A Fi qur (v.n. fr. Fi 'to take with the nger and
thumb'; &c.), s.m. A ball of leaven, or paste,' &c.; a pellet;
an orb; disc (of the sun or moon); a round cake (of
bread; or of soap, &c.); a biscuit; a wafer; a pastil; a
lozenge; any medicine made up as a lozenge or wafer;—a
small silver coin (worth about twopence).

A }i qar (inf. n. of }i 'to cut'; 'to repay,' &c.), s.m.
Debt; a loan, money borrowed at interest; credit;—adv.
On loan or credit:—qar utrn, or qar ad karn, v.n. To
discharge or pay a debt:—qar uhn(-k), To contract or
incur a debt:—qar ukn, To discharge or pay o a debt:
—qar--isb, s.m. A debt on account:—qar--asana,
s.m. Money lent (or a loan obtained) without interest,
and repaid at the pleasure of the borrower:—qar- h,
s.m. A creditor; a dun:—qar-dr, adj. & s.m. Indebted; in
debt;—a debtor:—qar-dr, s.f. The being in debt,
indebtedness; pecuniary embarrassment:—qar den(-ko),
To grant a loan (to), to lend (at interest); to supply on
credit:—qar rakhn(-k), To have a debt (of), to owe:—
qar-se hu n(-ko), To free from debt; to redeem (in
law):—qar k hn= qar uhn, q.v.:—qar len(with gen. kof amount), To contract or incur a debt (of); to take a
loan (of, and from, -se, a person), to borrow (at interest);
(with nom. form. of acc.) to take on loan; to take on
credit; to run up an account or bill:—qar nikln= qar
uhn, and qar len, qq.v.
P |i qara (for A. ~|i qarat, n. of un. fr. qar, q.v.), s.m. A
debt; a loan (=qar).
P |iqar (rel. n. fr. qar), adj. & s.m. Borrowed, got as a
loan; on credit;—a debtor; a borrower.
A s i qurt (v.n
fr. s i 'to slice, to cut in pieces'), s.m. A

slice, a piece; a little; a mouthful;—an ear-ring.
A K Oi qirts (fr. Gr. ^@$\; Lat. charta), s.m. Paper.
P mi qura (for A. ~mi qurat, v.n. fr. .i 'to knock, strike,
beat; to beat at drawing lots,' &c.), s.m. A lot (esp. one
cast in the manner of the Arabs, by shooting arrows);
drawing lots; the seeking to learn (one's) fortune by
opening a book, &c., bibliomancy; cleromancy; wagering,
a wager, bet;—something of wood, or bone, &c. which is
caused to roll when an omen is taken; a die; a cast or
throw of dice; a rae; a ballot:—qura-andz, s.m. One
who casts or draws lots, &c.; one who throws dice (in a
rae, &c.):—qura-bz, s.m. A thrower of dice, &c.:—qurabz, s.f. The throwing of dice, &c.; raing, a rae:—
qura phe kn, To throw dice; to throw in a rae:—qura
ln, To cast lots; to draw lots.
T Gi qurq, vulg. quruq, quraq(prob. fr. A. Gi qaraqu, 'he put,

or placed; he laid, or imposed,' &c.), s.m. An embargo;
the act of seizing, attacking; seizure; conscation,
sequestration, attachment (in this sense qurqis the
more com. form in Urdu);—enclosure; prohibition,
hindrance, prevention of access;—adj. Conscated,
sequestered, attached, distrained; forfeited:—qurq-amn,
s.m. An ocer (of a law-court) employed to attach
property in execution of a decree and to realize the
proceeds: a sheri's ocer, a baili:—qurq-par, adj.
Liable to seizure; contraband:—qurq karn, v.t. To seize or
take in execution, to attach (property), to distrain, to
sequester:—qurq-nma, s.m. A writ of execution (=qurqparwna):—qurq hon, v.n. To be seized, be attached, &c.
A ii qarqar (v.n. fr. ii 'to coo; to laugh,' &c.), s.m. The
demoiselle crane, Ardea virgo(syn. ka kul).
P iiqurq (rel. n. fr. qurq, q.v.), adj. Conscated, attached,
&c.;—s.f. Conscation, sequestration, attachment,
distraint (=qurq):—qurq uh-len(-se), To withdraw or
remove an attachment or distraint:—qurq bihn(with
loc.), To set a guard over distrained or attached
property; to prevent egress from (a house, &c.):—qurq
bar- st karn(-se) = qurq uh-len, q.v.:—qurq bhejn,
To send an ocer to execute an attachment:—qurq-m, s.f. A general attachment:—qurq-k parwna, or
qurq-parwna, or parwna--qurq, s.m. A warrant issued
to sequester a property, a warrant of attachment, writ of
execution (=qurq-nma).
T 1 i qurram, s.m. contrac. of qurram-sq, q.v.
A oa i qirmiz (P. also qirmiz, for kirmiz= S. >./ * krimi-ja,

'worm-engendered'), s.m. Kermes; crimson; cochineal.
P oa iqirmiz (rel. n. fr. qirmiz), adj. Crimson-coloured,
crimson, scarlet;—s.m. Crimson colour or dye;—s.f.
Scarlet cloth.
T G 0a i qurram-sq, s.m. A cuckold, a pimp; a torm of
abuse.
A i qarn, vulg. qaran(inf. n. of i 'to join'), s.m.
Conjunction (of planets);—a space of ten years, or any
multiple thereof up to one hundred and twenty years; a
decade; a generation; an age; many years.
H i qarn = P  iqarne (A. qarn, 'a horn'+P. nyor ne,
q.v.), s.f. A musical horn; the large brass trumpet which

sounds the bass; a trumpet, bugle, clarion, &c.
P  iqarne = H i qarn (A. qarn, 'a horn'+P. nyor ne,
q.v.), s.f. A musical horn; the large brass trumpet which
sounds the bass; a trumpet, bugle, clarion, &c.
A H %i qarambq (ambq= Gr. <), s.m. An alembic; a still.
A h i qaranful (Gr. |** arabioized), s.m. A clove,
Amyris heptaphylla(syn. lau g).
H i qaraul, s.m.= i qarwal, q.v.
H !iqaraul (=qarwal, q.v.), s.f. A picquet; grand guard;—
hunting, the chase;—a hunting-knife.
A U)i qarb (v.n. fr. i 'to be near,' &c.), adj. Near (in
point of time, place, or connexion), nigh, neighbouring,
adjacent; akin, relative;—adv. Nearly, almost, about:—
qarbul-i titm, On the point of completion; near the
end or close:—qarbul-fahm, or qarbul-qiys, adj. Within
the reach of the understanding or conception;
conceivable, intelligible; comprehensible; reasonable;
presumable:—qarbul-marg, or qarb--marg, On the point
of death, dying:—qarbul wuq , adj. On the point of
happening; impending, imminent:—qarb-qarb, adv. Very
near, close upon:—qarb-kar, adv. Closely, approximately:
—an-qarb; see s.v. an.
A %-)i qarba, or qarb(acc. of qarb), adv. Nearly,
approximately; close upon, about.
P %)i qarba (for A. ~%)i qarbat, fem. of qarb), adj. f.=qarb,
q.v.;—s.f. A female relation.
A Z)i quraish, s.f. Name of a noble tribe of Arabs (of
which Mohammad's grandfather was chief);—a person
of that tribe (=quraish).
A <)i qarn (v.n. fr. i 'to join,' &c.; see qarn), adj. & s.m.
Joined, conjoined, connected, next, contiguous,
adjoining; adhering; akin, related, allied;—a friend,
companion, associate; an equal; a contemporary; one of
the same age:—qarnul-wuq , adj. = qarbul-wuq ,
q.v.s.v. qarb:—qarnul-inf, or qarn--inf, adj. Equitable,
just:—qarnul-aql, or qarn--aql, adj.=qarbul-fahm,
q.v.s.v. qarb:—qarnul-qab l, or qarn--qab l, adj.
Acceptable, agreeable:—qarn--malaat, adj. Advisable,
expedient:—izzat-qarn, adj. Honourable; magnicent:
illustrious:—gard n-qarn, adj. Joined or reaching to the
skies:—nurat-qarn, adj. Victorious.

P + )i qarna (for A. ~)i qarnat, fem. fr. qarn, q.v.), s.m.
Context; cause; conjecture, presumption; general tenour;
symmetry; similarity, analogy, correspondence;
connexion, arrangement, order; method of procedure,
way, mode, manner:—qarne-se, adv. From the context;
from the general tenour; by analogy; in order.
P )i qarya (for A. ~)i qaryat, v.n. fr. i'to receive
hospitably,' &c.), s.m. A village; a town.
P oi qaz (orig. kaz, or kazh), s.m. Raw silk; silk.
T Goi qazzq, = T oi qazzk,s.m. A Cossack; one of a gang
of robbers, a robber, freebooter, brigand:—qazzq--ajal,
The angel of death.
T oi qazzk, = T Goi qazzq,s.m. A Cossack; one of a gang
of robbers, a robber, freebooter, brigand:—qazzq--ajal,
The angel of death.
T ioi qazzq, adj. Of or relating to a qazzq; predatory;—
s.f. The profession of a qazzq; free-booting, brigandage.
T E oi qazal-bsh, or qizil-bsh(qizil, 'red,' and bsh, fr.
bsh, 'the head'), s.m. A kind of Mgalsoldier.
(The qazal
bshsare considered to be the descendants of the
captives given to Shaikh Haidar by Tamerlane; they
wore the red caps assumed by those captives as a mark
of distinction, and are considered as the best troops of
the Persian armies.)
P a 0i qasmat (for A. ~a 0i, inf. n. of 2 0i), s.f. The
administration of an oath.
P A 0i qaswat (for A. { 0i, inf. n. of 0i 'to be or become
hard' (the heart), &c.), s.f. Hardness of heart; stinginess;
—grief, anguish, aiction, anxiety, care, chagrin;
melancholy, sadness.
H $ 0i qas, s.m. corr. of $ Miqa, q.v.
A 0i qasr (inf. n. of 0i 'to compel,' &c.), s.m. Compelling;
compulsion; violence; retaliation, revenge.
A w0i qist (inf.
n. of w0i 'to appoint what is just,' &c.), s.f.

Portion; instalment, dividend; a stipulated rate and time
of payment (of revenue, &c.);—a tax:—qist b
 dhn(-k),
To arrange to pay (a debt, &c.) by instalments; to pay by
instalments:—qist-band,
s.f. Settling for payment (of the

revenue, or taxes, or a debt) by instalments; payment
(of the revenue, &c.) by instalments; an obligation for
the discharge (of a debt, &c.) by instalments:—qist-kr,


s.m. One who pays (revenue, or a debt, &c.) by
instalments:—qist-wr,
adv. By instalments.

A w0i qust, s.f.(?), The plant Costus arabicus.
A 2 0i qasam (v.n. fr. 2 0i; see qasmat, and qismat), s.f. An
oath:—qasam to n, To violate an oath:—qasam diln(-ko),
To administer an oath (to), to make (one) swear:—qasam
den(-ko), To administer an oath (to); to adjure; to
conjure (by, -se); to place or put under an oath of
prohibition, to place or put under a ban:—qasam khn(k), To take an oath, to swear (by); to make a solemn
declaration, to asseverate:—qasam khiln(-ko), To
administer an oath (to), to make (one) swear:—qasam
len(-se), To put on oath, to require one to take an oath,
to have (one) sworn:—qasm--qasm(for qasam--qasam),
s.f. Swearing both parties; mutual asseveration,
swearing on both sides.
A 2 0i qasm (inf. n. of 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), s.m.(?), Dividing,
apportioning, parting, partition.
A 2 0i qism (v.n. fr. 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), s.f. Division, part,
portion;—kind, sort, species; description; nature:—qismwr, adv. According to the sort or kind (of), according to
the description or quality (of); according to shares;
classed, classied;—qism-wr jam-band, s.f. A statement
of revenue assessed at certain rates, according to the
quality of the soil, &c.
P @ 0i qismat (for A. ~@ 0i, fr. qism, q.v.), s.f. Division,
distribution, partition (of a thing); a division (of a
province, &c.); a section, head, category; (in Arith.)
simple division; a portion, share, lot; fortune, fate,
destiny; divine decree:—qismat-zm, or qismat-bz, s.f.
Proving or trying (one's) fortune or luck:—qismat ulajn, or qismat pala-jn, or qismat ph n(-k), (One's)
fortune to take an adverse turn, to fall into adversity, to
become unfortunate, to come under an unlucky star
(syn. bhg ph n):—qismat phirn, or qismat jgn, or
qismat khuln(-k), (One's) fortune to take a favourable
turn, to be or become fortunate or prosperous:—qismatk likh, s.m. The writing or decree of fate; the lines of
fate:—qismat-k dhan, s.m. A fortunate or lucky person:—
qismat-k he, One who is humbled or brought low by
fortune, an unfortunate person:—qismat karn, v.t. To
divide, distribute, &c.:—qismat la n(-k). (One's) fortune

to make a good ght; to have a good run of luck:—qismatnma, s.m. A deed of partition:—qismat-wl, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Of good fortune, favoured of fortune, fortunate,
prosperous;—a fortunate person, &c.
P @ 0iqasam, vulg. qasm= P  @ 0i qasamya, vulg. qasmya(fr.
qasam, q.v.), adj. & adv. Sworn; on oath; bound by oath:—
qasamor qasamya hon, v.n. To be sworn, &c.:—qasamya
bayn karn, To declare or testify upon oath.
P  @ 0i qasamya, vulg. qasmya= P @ 0iqasam, vulg. qasm(fr.
qasam, q.v.), adj. & adv. Sworn; on oath; bound by oath:—
qasamor qasamya hon, v.n. To be sworn, &c.:—qasamya
bayn karn, To declare or testify upon oath.
H 0i hqasaiy (corr. fr. qa, q.v.), adj. Of or relating
to a butcher (qa); butcher-like:—qasaiy do, s.m. A
sleight in wrestling, by which an adversary is seized by
the neck and thrown (as a sheep is thrown down by a
butcher).
A I 0i qisss, s.m. A Christian priest, a presbyter, a
bishop.
A i qishr, vulg. qashr(v.n. fr. i 'to bark, peel,' &c.), s.m.
Bark, skin, peel, husk, rind, shell, crust.
P ?)P i qusharra (for A. {)P i qusharrat), s.m.
Horripilation, the hair standing on end from horror.
P Q i qashqa, s.m. The sectarial mark made by the Hinds
on the forehead with sandal, &c. (syn. k):—qashqa den,
To apply the qashqa(to the forehead).
P Z@ i qishmish, s.f.=Z@  kishmish, q.v.
T  i qush n, s.m.(?), A large body (of troops), an army;
a body, company.
H Mi qi, s.m.=Mi qia, q.v.
A Mi qab (intens. n. fr. qib, act. part. of UMi 'to cut,
cut up,' &c.), s.m. A butcher (see qa).
P  Mi qaba (prob. for A. ~ Mi qabat, fr. UMi 'to cut'), s.m.
A handkerchief tied round the head (worn by women
principally).
P  Miqab (fr. qab), s.f. The trade of a butcher.
A F Mi qi, corr. qa(v.n. fr. v
C i 'to follow; to pursue; to
cut,' &c.), s.m. The law of retaliation, lex talionis(used in
contradistinction to diyat); retaliation; revenge;—capital
punishment.
H $ Mi qa (prob. corr. fr. A. qab, q.v.;—= S. a.

), s.m. A butcher;—adj. Hard-hearted, cruel,
relentless:—qa-k bill, s.m. 'A butcher's cat'; (met.) a
well-fed bull; a fat person:—qa-k nazar dekhn, To look
at (one) with the eyes of a butcher; to look ercely (at):
—qa-w , s.m. The quarter (of a town) in which
butchers live.
A + $ Mi qaid (pl. of qada), = A A+ $ Mi qaidt (pl. of
qaid),s.m. Odes.
A A+ $ Mi qaidt (pl. of qaid), = A + $ Mi qaid (pl. of
qada),s.m. Odes.
H <$ Mi qain,  qayan = H $ Mi"
qain, qayin(fem. of qa), s.f. A butcher's wife; a
woman who keeps a butcher's shop;—a cruel or hardhearted woman, an unfeeling wretch.
H $ Mi"qain, qayin= H <$ Mi  qain,
 qayan (fem. of qa), s.f. A butcher's wife; a
woman who keeps a butcher's shop;—a cruel or hardhearted woman, an unfeeling wretch.
A UMi qaab (v.n. fr. UMi 'to cut,' &c.), s.m. A reed; a reedpen; anything hollow (like a reed); a tube, pipe; a bone; a
duct, &c.;—a sort of ne linen cloth (made in Egypt):—
qaab-posh, s.f. The wearing, or being dressed in, ne
linen.
P A %Mi qabt (for A. qaabt, pl. of qaabat), s.m. pl. Towns;
large villages.
P Y %Miqabt (rel. n. fr. qabt), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to a large village, or a town; rustic; boorish;—a
villager; a townsman.
P %Mi qaba (for A. ~%Mi qaabat, n. of un. fr. qaab; rt. UMi 'to
cut,' &c.), s.m. A large village; a small town (particularly
when inhabited by decent people or families of some
rank); a township.
A + Mi qad (inf. n. of + Mi 'to intend; to propose to oneself,'
&c.), s.m. Intention, design, purpose, resolve, aim,
object; project, attempt, endeavour; desire, wish, will,
inclination:—qad rakhn(-k), To entertain the
design (of); to harbour designs (against):—qad karn(-k),
To form the design (of), to propose to oneself; to intend,
design, purpose, resolve, &c.; to endeavour, strive; to
attempt, make an attempt (at or on); to make (a thing or
a person) one's object or aim, to aim (at); to pursue; to

make (for), journey (towards); to strike (at), form a
design (against), to attack, to venture (on):—qad-musammam, s.m. Fixed resolution, rm intention.
A +- Mi qada, or qad(acc. of qad), adv. Intentionally,
purposely; expressly; voluntarily; wilfully, deliberately.
A Mi qar (inf. n. of Mi 'to be or become short; to
diminish,' &c.), s.m. Diminution; deciency; defect,
something wanting;—drawing in (of evening); evening
twilight;—a citadel; castle; palace, mansion, edice,
building; an elegant villa.
A vMi qia, s.m. pl. (of qia, q.v.), Tales, stories, &c.
A gMi qaf (inf. n. of gMi 'to break,' &c.), s.m. (Wind)
breaking, or dashing to pieces (a ship, &c.); blowing with
a loud noise (wind), thundering.
A gMi qaif (v.n. fr. qaf, q.v.), adj. Broken, rent, split;
broken down, weak, inrm.
A  Mi qu r (inf. n. of Mi; see qar), s.m. A falling short
(of), a failing (of or in); deciency; decrease; defect;
failure, want, default; omission; miss; shortcoming,
error, faultiness, fault, sin; inaccuracy, incorrectness;—
the allowance or premium on the exchange of rupees (in
contradistinction to baor discount):—qu r batln(-k),
To point out the fault (of); to point out faults (in, -me ),
to nd fault (with):—qu r karn, v.n. To fall short (of, se), to fail (of, -se, or in, -me ); to omit; to neglect; to miss
(a mark); to be decient; to be wanting (in); to commit a
fault; to withhold (from):—qu r-wr, or qu r-mand, adj.
At fault, to blame, blameworthy, &c.:—be-qu r, adj. &
adv. Without defect or fault; guiltless, innocent.
A  Mi qu r, s.m. pl. (of qar, q.v.), Castles; palaces; villas,
&c.
P Mi qia (for A. ~Mi qiat, n. of un. fr. v
C i 'to cut; to
explain,' &c.), s.m. A tale, story, narration; a romance; a
fable;—a thing, aair, business, matter, theme; a case;
matter or subject of dispute; a dispute, quarrel:—qia
uhn, v.n. To raise a commotion or dispute, get up a
quarrel:—qia pk karn(-k), To put an end to a quarrel,
to settle a dispute; to put an end to (a person, &c.), to
wipe out, to kill:—qia pk honor ho-jn(-k), A dispute to
be settled; a subject of contention or quarrel to be put an
end to:—qia- n, s.m. A story-teller, a reciter of tales:

—qia- n, s.f. Story-telling:—qia karn(-se), To
wrangle or quarrel (with):—qia-koth, adv. The short of
the story (is that); in short, in a word, brie y:—qia koth
karn, To shorten the story, to cut the matter short; to
settle or put an end to a dispute:—qia kha  karn= qia
uhn, q.v.:—qia-mu taar, adv. In short, &c. (=qia
koth, q.v.):—qia mu taar hon(-k), (One's) story to be
cut short; to come to an end, to die.
P ?+ Mi qada (for A. {+ Mi qadat, v.n. fr. + Mi; see qad), s.m.
A poem, an ode (similar in form to, but longer than, the
gazal).

A qi qa (inf. n. of qi 'to decree; to appoint,' &c.), s.f.
Divine decree, predestination; fate, destiny; fatality;
death; decree, mandate, judgment, order, charge, edict;
oce, or sentence (of a judge); judicature; jurisdiction,
diocese; administration of justice; performance,
fullment (of a duty, &c.); prayer repeated at the
appointed time;—saying a prayer after the time
appointed for it is passed; making up for the omission of
an appointed duty (as a prayer, or a fast):—qa ad karn,
or qa bharn(-k), To make up for the omission (of an
appointed religious duty):—qa pa hn, To pray again, or
to say extra prayers (in order to make up for a former
omission):—qa--jat, s.f. Performance of a work of
necessity, going to the necessary:—qa rakhn(-ko) = qa
ad karn, q.v.:—qa-r, adv.=qa-kr, q.v.:—qa--umr,
s.f. Repeating extra prayers to make up for prayers
omitted in the former part of one's life; extra prayers:—
qa-kr, or qa-r, or qa 'indal-lh, or qa lil-lh, adv.
'By the operation of the divine decree, or by the action
of fate'; providentially; by chance; it so happened that:—
qa karn(-k), To omit the performance (of a religious
duty); to make up for a former omission (of a religious
duty);—to die:—qa--mubram, s.f. Inevitable fate:—qa-ngahn, s.f. Sudden death:—qa-o-qadr, s.f. Fate;
predestination; the angels who preside over destiny, the
recording angels.
H A qi qat, s.f. (prob. formed fr. qa), The functions or
oce of a qor judge.
P A qi qut (for A. { qi, pl. of qai), s.m. Judges, justices.
P A qi qaat, vulg. qat(for A. { qi, v.n. fr. qi'to be
sullied'), s.f. Corruption; sully, tarnish, stain; defect,

blemish, vice, disgrace;—a quarrel (cf. qaiya);—gibberish.
P  qi qa-r, adv.=qa-kr, q.v.s.v. qa.
T G qi qazzq, = T  qi qak,s.m.=Goi qazzq, q.v.
T  qi qak, = T G qi qazzq,s.m.=Goi qazzq, q.v.
T i qiqaq, s.f.=ioiqazzq, q.v.
P   qi qa-kr, adv. See s.v. qa.
A ) qi qay, s.m. pl. (of qaiya, q.v.), Disputes, quarrels,
&c.
A U qi qab (v.n. fr. Uqi 'to cut,' &c.), s.m. A long slender
branch; a rod; a switch;—a small, elastic sword;—the
yard (of man or ass).
P  qi qaiya (for A. ~ qi qayat, inf. n. of qi 'to decree,
appoint,' &c.), s.m. A thing; substance; action; fact; a
declaration, proposition, decision, determination; (in
Logic) a syllogism;—a history, narrative;—a dispute,
debate, disputation, contention, wrangling, wrangle,
quarrel, broil; litigation; a case, legal question; action at
law, law-suit, cause;—death;—natura feminœ; vulva:—qaiya
uhn, To raise a contention or quarrel, to ght:—qaiya
bann, To make a syllogism:—qaiya pk hon(-k), A
dispute to be settled:—qaiya to n(-k), To refute a
proposition:—qaiya ukn, To settle, or put an end to, a
dispute:—qaiya ukn= qaiya pk hon:—qaiya-dalll, s.m.
One who excites quarrels; a mischief-maker:—qaiya
karn(-se), To bandy words (with); to contend, dispute,
quarrel, wrangle:—qaiya mol-len, To take up the quarrel
(of another); to interfere in the disputes (of others).
A wi qat (see
next), adj. Sucient, enough (see faqat).

A wi qatt, vulg. qat(inf.
n. of w
C i 'to cut transversely,' &c.),

s.m. Cutting (a thing) transversely, sideways, or across;
cutting or making a pen, cutting the nib of a pen;—the
or qat-gr,
nib of a pen:—qat-zan,
 s.m. A pin or peg, or a

at piece of bone or stick, on which writing-reeds or
pens are cut or nibbed:—qat-zan,
s.m. A stamp:—qat 

lagn(-ko), To cut or nib a writing-reed or pen.
A  Ni qitr,
fr. Ni 'to tie (camels) so that
 vulg. qatr(v.n.

they follow each other in a line'), s.f. A string (of camels,
&c.); a string, line, row, series, order, rank, range, train,
&c.:—qatr b dhn(-k), To string together; to put or
place in a line or row, or in order; to arrange in a series;
to marshal:—qatr-me
, adv. In a line, or series; in


succession.
A . Ni qit (inf. n. of b Ni 'to cut,' &c.), s.m. Cutting; a
section, &c.:—qit--dira,
Sector of a circle.

A . Ni qutt,
  s.m. pl. (of b O i qt),
 Robbers; assassins:—
quttut
  -t arq,
 Highway robbers, highwaymen.
P a Ni qattma,
vulg. quttma(for
A. qattmat,
intens. n.



fem. fr. the inf. n. 2 Ni qatam,
 'having a strong desire for
coition'), s.f. A lascivious woman, a strumpet, an
adulteress; a term of abuse.
A UNi qutb (v.n. fr. UNi 'to collect, to draw together,' &c.),
s.m. The polar star, the north pole;—a centre round
which anything revolves; the iron spindle of a millstone;
an axis; a pivot;—a prince, lord, chief;—a title or degree
of rank among religious mendicants:—qutb--jan
b, s.m.

The antartic or south pole:—qutb--shiml,
The arctic or

north pole:—qutb--sam,
or
qutb--samw,
The
axis of

heaven; the celestial pole:—qutb-num,
s.m. A magnetic

compass.
P %Niqutb (rel. n. fr. qutb),
 adj. Of or relating to the
north pole; polar:—qutb tr, s.m. The polar star.
A < %Ni qutbain
 (obl. dual of qutb),
 s.m. The two poles.
A Ni qatr  (inf. n. of Ni 'to drop,' &c.), s.m. Dropping (of
water); falling in drops;—drops; rain.
A Ni qutr  (v.n. fr. Ni 'to tie in a line,' &c.), s.m. Diameter
(of a circle); diagonal (of a square, &c.); cord (of an arc):
—qutr--dira,
The diameter of a circle:—nif-qutr, s.m.

Radius (of a circle).
fr. Ni 'to drop (as water)'; cf.
A Ni qatrn,

 or qitrn(v.n.
Gr. {), s.m. Liquid pitch; tar; the juice of the pine.
P ?Ni qatra (for A. {Ni qatrat,
 n. of un. fr. qatr, q.v.), s.m. A
drop; (in Med.) a minim:—qatra n, (Urine) to be
discharged (involuntarily):—qatra-zan,
or qatra-zann,
adj.


& s.m. Going quickly, running fast or hard; trotting
about, running to and fro hastily;—a fast runner, &c.:—
qatra-qat
ra,

 Drop by drop.
P oNi qat-zan,
s.m. See s.v. qattor

  qat. 
A b Ni qat, vulg. qata(inf.
n. of b Ni 'to cut; cut o,' &c.), s.f.

Cutting; a cutting, section; intersection; a segment; a
portion, division; a breaking o; intercepting; traversing
or passing over (a road, &c.); cut, shape, form, make,
fashion, style; stamp; model:—qat-burd,
s.m. Cutting and


clipping:—qat--taalluq,
s.m. Separation (from, -se),

desertion, abandonment;—qat--taalluq
karn(-se), To

separate oneself (from), to abandon, desert:—qat-dr,

adj. Of good shape, or cut, &c.; graceful:—qat--dira,

Segment of a circle:—qat--rh,
Getting over a road or

journey:—qat--rim,
To sever the ties of kindred; to

break o connexion with relatives:—qat--t
 arq,

Highway-robbery:—qat karn,
v.t. To cut; cut o; cut out;

to form, fashion; to carve; to cut short; to break o; to
break with; to traverse, cross, pass or get over (a road,
&c.):—qat-kalm
karn, v.t. To interrupt the speech of; to

put in a word:—qat--naar,
s.f. Turning away the eyes,

averting the regard or attention (from); leaving o
attending (to) or considering; abstraction;—adv. Leaving
out the consideration (of, -ke); independent (of the fact);
irrespective (of), without reference (to); exclusive (of);
besides; at any rate; howsoever; albeit; nevertheless:—
qat hon(-se),
To be cut, or cut o (by); to be cut short; to

be settled, or adjusted; to be deducted (from); to be
traversed or passed over (a road, &c.); to be performed
or accomplished (a journey, &c.).
A P- Ni qata,
of qat), adv. Cuttingly;
 or qat(acc.

conclusively, denitively, &c. (=qat, q.v.);—in no shape
or form, not at all; never.
A. ~P Ni qitat,
P P Ni qita, vulg. qata(for
 n. of un. fr. b Ni; see

qat), s.m. A cutting, segment, section, division; a
fragment, piece, scrap; a detached portion; a patch or
plot (of ground);—a strophe;—distichs corresponding in
measure and rhyme, but without a matla:—qit
a-band,


s.m. A kind of verse (consisting of pairs of baitsor
couplets) in which the meaning of the rst baitis
incomplete without the baitimmediately following (or in
which the meaning of the rst verse of each stanza is
completed in the last).
P P Niqat, vulg. qata(rel.
n. fr. qat), adj. Conclusive,

nal, denitive, decisive; absolute; imperative;
peremptory;—adv. Conclusively, nally, &c.; verily, truly;
—s.f. A tailor's measure (=qat gaz).
P  JNi qat-gr,
q.v.s.v. qattor
 s.m.=qat-zan,

  qat. 
A  @ Ni qitmr,
 s.m. The thin pellicle on a date-stone;—
name of the dog which accompanied the seven sleepers:
—naqr-o-qitmr,
 adj. & adv. Minute, particular, exact;—

minutely, exactly, to the point.
A <Ni qutn, or qutun,
 s.m.(?) Cotton.
A Niqutn (rel. n. fr. qutn),
 adj. Made of cotton.
A UP i qab, s.m. A cavern, pit; a furrow;—a cup; a large
(wooden) bowl (holding as much as a man may drink at
a single draught);—hidden meaning (of a speech).
A P i qar (v.n. fr. P i 'to go to the bottom'; 'to make deep,'
&c.), s.m. Bottom, or depth (of a well, &c.); a hollow,
cavity, low ground; a gulf, an abyss:—qar--dary, s.m.
Depth of a river; trough of the sea; the sea:—qar-wl,
adj. Concave; hollow.
A  P i qu d (inf. n. of + P i 'to sit'), s.m. The act of sitting;
sitting down; remaining in one place.
A h i qaf, s.f. The back of the head; nape of the neck;—
adv. Behind, after; in pursuit (of, -k).
T  *h i qaftn, s.m. A robe of honour; a caftan.
P Ih i qafas, = A vh i qafa,s.m. A bird's cage, a cage; a coop;
a lattice, grate; network; (met.) the body; the skeleton of
the thorax.
A vh i qafa, = P Ih i qafas,s.m. A bird's cage, a cage; a coop;
a lattice, grate; network; (met.) the body; the skeleton of
the thorax.
A h i qu (prob. corr. fr. P. #;  k pala or kaupala), s.m. A
padlock, a lock; a bolt:—qu to n(-k), To break open the
lock (of); to force the door (of a house):—qu den, or qu
lagn(-me
), To fasten (a thing) with a padlock, to pat a

lock (on); to lock (up or in):—qu-kunj, Lock and key:—
qu-me band karn(-ko) = qu den:—sar-qu, s.f. Houserent in advance.
P #h iqu, vulg. qulf(rel. n. fr. qu, q.v.), s.f. A mould (for
ice, jelly, &c.);—a small saucer-shaped earthen vessel;—
quiy , s.f. pl. Small saucer-shaped earthen vessels
tted with khr(which are commonly interchanged as
presents by families between which a marriage is
arranged, from the rst to the fortieth day after
Moarram).
P IQ i qaqnus, or quqnus, = P K Q i qaqn s, or quqn s,s.m. A
fabulous bird, the phœnix.
P K Q i qaqn s, or quqn s, = P IQ i qaqnus, or quqnus,s.m. A
fabulous bird, the phœnix.
A i qul (imperat. of i for i 'to say'), s.m. The rst

word of sras 112, 113, and 114 of the Qor n (beginning
respectively with the verses qul, huwallh aadu, 'Say,
God is One'; qul, a u bi-rabbil-falaqi, 'Say, I seek the
protection of the Lord of the Daybreak'; and qul, a u birabbin-nsi, 'Say, I seek the protection of the Lord of
Men'), and used to denote one and all of these s rasor
chapters;—reading any one or all of the abovementioned s ras(this is commonly done at a ftia, q.v.,
or, by way of benediction, over fruits or sweetmeats
presented to the guest at the conclusionof the religious
annual feasts held in commemoration of ancestors and
other relations);—(hence) conclusion, nish, end:—qula ya(fr. qul, a u, &c.; see above), s.m. One whose
practice it is to recite the s rasbeginning with the words
qul, a ufor a remuneration in money or food:—qul-k
mel, A fair held in commemoration of the death of
Moammad;—a spiritualistic gathering, or kind of
revival, at which men caper and dance and roll on the
ground in a state of religious frenzy:—qul ho- ukna, v.n.
To be concluded, to come to an end; to be all over:—qul
honor ho-jn, v.n. To be nished; to be worn or tired
out; to be brought to the verge of death or destruction;
to come to an end, to die:—qul huwallh pa hn, 'To
repeat the words qul, huwallh, &c., or Say, God is One';—
to grumble (the bowels; see s.v. a tr); to be hungry.
A 3i qullb, or qulb(prob. a recent formation fr. A. U#i
qalb, 'inverting, turning over,' &c.; or=kullb), s.m. A
hook (to hang anything on); a pot-hook; a sh-hook; a
hooked instrument for drawing bread from ovens; an
iron goad, hooked at one end, used by elephant-drivers;
—the hood put on a hawk (to blind him);—drawing and
relaxing the string of a bow repeatedly before
discharging the arrow.
P d 3iqal-bz, s.f.=d 3 kal-bz, q.v.
P  3i qulba (for A. ~ 3i qulbat, fr. qalb; see qullb; cf. also
kalba), s.m. A hook; a hasp; a staple; a link; a hinge;
handle (of a cup, &c.).
H V3i qall , = T D 3i qallsh,adj. & s.m. Shrewd, cunning,
crafty; malicious;—poor, wretched, friendless;—addicted
to drinking;—a cunning or crafty person; a needy,
worthless fellow; a poor wretch;—a drunkard, a haunter
of taverns.

T D 3i qallsh, = H V3i qall ,adj. & s.m. Shrewd, cunning,
crafty; malicious;—poor, wretched, friendless;—addicted
to drinking;—a cunning or crafty person; a needy,
worthless fellow; a poor wretch;—a drunkard, a haunter
of taverns.
P E 3iqallsh (fr. qallsh), s.f. Poverty, wretchedness;—
drunkenness, revelry.
H + i3i qal-qand (prob. for kal+qand, qq.v.), s.m. A kind of
sweetmeat.
H 93i qall , adj.=qall , q.v.
H 93i qul , s.f.=kul , q.v.
A U#i qalb (inf. n. of U#i 'to invert, turn over or upside
down,' &c.), s.m. Turning, changing; turning over or
upside down, inverting; inversion;—the heart; the mind;
the secret thoughts; the soul; the intellect, intelligence,
understanding;—the main body (of an army);—the pure,
or choice, or best part (of anything), pith, marrow,
kernel;—counterfeit coin;—adj. Inverted; adulterated,
counterfeit, bad;—signicant of operations of the mind
(a verb, e.g. flul-qalb, or fl--qalb);—strongly fortied,
impregnable:—qalb-sz, s.m. A maker of counterfeit coin,
a counterfeit-coiner:—qalb-sz, s.f. Making counterfeit
coin:—qalb karn, v.t. To turn over, to invert, to turn:—
qalb-gh, s.f. Place of the heart; the middle; the middle or
centre (of an army).
P  %#i qalbna, s.m. A kind of song or music.
P %#i qulba, s.m. A plough:—qulba-rn, adj. & s.m.
Ploughing;—ploughman:—qulba-rn, s.f. Driving the
plough, ploughing.
A %#i qalb (rel. n. fr. qalb), adj. Of or relating to the
heart; hearty, cordial (syn. dil);—adulterated; false;
counterfeit, base (as coin).
P #i qillat (for A. ~#i, inf. n. of Ci 'to be little, or few,' &c.),
s.f. Littleness, smallness; fewness, paucity, deciency,
scarcity, insuciency; want, indigence, penury;—
diculty:—qillat-se, Scarcely, with diculty.
P  %*#i qaltabn, or qaltbn[for kaltabn; kalt, prob.=S. j!&
+bn= wn= S. ], s.m. One who connives at his wife's
intercourse with other men; a wittol, a cuckold; a pimp; a
scoundrel.
P  %*#iqaltabn [qaltabn, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. The

state, or the conduct, of a pimp, &c.; cuckoldom.
A < *#i qullatain (obl. dual of qullat, 'a large jar,' fr. Ci), s.m.
(orig.) 'Two jars containing in all twelve hundred pints of
water' (this quantity being considered as sucient to
make a dirty person clean);—a warm bath; a cup, or jar,
which is in common use by many;—a common prostitute;
—adj. In common use by many, touched by many,
impure.
A 1 o#i qulzum, s.m. Clysma, a town in Egypt near Mount
Sinai; (for bar--qulzum), the Red Sea.
P A 8P #i qalajt, vulg. qilajt(pl. of qala, after the model of
the reg. A. fem. pl.; nal hsilent being changed to j), s.m.
pl. Forts, fortresses, &c.
P :P #i qala a, vulg. qila a(dim. of qala), s.m. A small fort;
a redoubt.
P P #i qala, vulg. qila(for A. ~P #i qalat, v.n. fr. b #i 'to remove;
to pull down,' &c.), s.m. A fort (esp. one on a mountain
or an eminence), a fortress, castle, citadel, fortication:
—qila b dhn, To make a fortication, or an
entrenchment:—qila bann, To build a fort; to fortify (a
place):—qala-band, adj. Shut up in a fort:—qila paka n, To
take refuge in a fort; to keep in a fortied place (an
army):—qila-dr, vulg. qile-dr, s.m. Governor of a fort,
commandant of a garrison:—qila-dr, s.f. The command
of a garrison:—qila-shikan top, s.f. A siege-gun; siegebattery; a very large cannon:—qile-k fauj, s.f. The
garrison of a fort.
H P #i qala (for A. qal, rel. n. fr. qal, 'a mine'), s.f. Tin;—
a coating of tin given to culinary vessels, &c.; the
application of such coating;—whitewashing;—plating,
gilding;—varnish; gloss:—qala ur-jn, or qala jt rahn(k), The tin coating (of a culinary or other vessel) to be
worn o or eaced:—qala- a, s.m. (colloq.) A cant term
for the son of a tinman:—qala-k n, s.m. Stone-lime:
—qala-k kushta, s.m. Calx of tin; putty:—qala karn(-par),
To coat (vessels) with tin, to tin; to whitewash; to apply a
wash of gold or silver (to), to plate, gild:—qala khulnor
khul-jn, or qal ukha n(-k), The gilding, &c. to come
o (from); the varnish or gloss (of a thing, &c.) to fade;
the disguise (of anyone) to be removed; one's real
qualities to be laid bare; to be exposed or unmasked;—
qala kholn(-k), To remove or open out the gilding or

plating, &c. (of); to lay bare the real qualities (of), to
expose, unmask:—qala-gar, s.m. A tinner of pots and
pans; a tinman:—qala-gar, s.f. The business of tinning
pots and pans.
P h #iqulf (per met.for qu, q.v.), s.f. A small uqqasnake; a
curved piece of a uqqasnake (made of copper);—a small
saucer-shaped earthen vessel (see qu); a cup with a
cover (in which ice is moulded); a mould (for ices, jellies,
&c.).
A H#i qalaq (inf. n. of H#i 'to be restless or uneasy,' &c.),
s.m. Fretfulness, restlessness, disquietude, discomfort,
perturbation, agitation, commotion, anxiety, keen
regret:—qalaq rahn(-me ), The disquietude, or regret, &c.
(of a thing) to remain, or to rankle (in the mind):—qalaq
guarn, or qalaq hon(with gen. of thing, and dat. of
person), To feel anxiety, or pain, or sorrow; to regret; to
pine (for, or after).
H  Q #iqilqr (prob. for kil-kr; see kilkiln), s.f.
Shrieking; roaring;—the voice of an elephant.
A Q #i qilqil, s.m.(?), A species of plant producing a hard,
black, and odoriferous grain, (said to be) the
pomegranate of the desert.
A Q #i qulqul (onomat.) s.f. The noise made by water in
the neck of a bottle when pouring out, gurgling.
P #Q #i qulqula (fr. qulqul), s.m. A uqqa.
T J#iqalg, s.f.=kalg, q.v.
A 2 #i qalam (fr. qalm, 'paring,' inf. n. of 2 #i; cf. Gr. @*\;
Lat. calamus, and culmus; S. !/), s.m. & f. A reed; reedpen, pen; a pencil; a painter's brush;—an engraving tool;
—a mode of writing, character, handwriting;—s.f.
Cuttings (of trees, &c., for planting), a set, a slip; a
section, paragraph (of a chapter in a book);—the upper
part of the beard tapering to a point; a kind of rework;
—a crystal (as of salts);—qalam uh-kar likhn, or qalam
bar-dshta likhn, To write ohand:—qalam-andz, adj.
lit.'Throwing away the pen'; neglecting (to write);
omitting (in writing);—qalam-andz karn, v.t. To omit,
leave out (in writing):—qalam bann, To make or mend a
pen;—to shave the upper part of the beard:—qalam-band,
adj. Penned, noted down, written, written out or down;
inserted, entered, recorded, registered; taken into

account:—qalam-band karn, v.t. To take down in writing,
to commit to writing, to write; to note down, make an
entry of, book, enter, insert;—qalam-band hon, v.n. To be
written, to be taken down in writing, &c.:—qalam-band,
s.f. Insertion, entry; enrolling, enlisting; a writing of
distinct heads and items (as a code of instructions, or
the articles of an agreement, or a settlement, &c.);
signing an agreement; signature:—qalam-pk, s.m. A penwiper:—qalam phern(-par), To draw the pen (through), to
strike out; to obliterate, erase; to cancel:—qalam-tarsh,
s.f. A pen-knife: qalam-jr, s.f. Enrolling, enlisting,
levying of forces:—qalam jr rahn(-k), 'One's pen to
continue to run'; to continue in oce or authority:—
qalam aln, 'To drive the pen,' to write:—qalam-dn, s.m.
Pen-case, pen-and-ink-case, a standish; the ensign of
the viziership;—qalam-dn den(-ko), 'To give the pencase' (to); to confer a post (upon);—to raise to the dignity
of vizier or minister:—qalam-dawt, Pen and ink or
inkstand:—qalam-ravor rau, s.m., or qalam-ravor rau, s.f.
Empire, dominion, domain, territories, sovereignty,
jurisdiction:—qalam-kr, s.m. A writer; an engraver; a
painter:—qalam-kr, s.f. Writing; engraving; painting; the
art of engraving, &c.;—workmanship;—a species of
owered calico or chintz:—qalam karn, v.t. To cut; to cut
o; to prune:—qalam-kash, s.f. Writing, calligraphy:—
qalam khai n= qalam phern, or qalam mrn:—qalam
lagn(-me ), To plant or set down slips or cuttings; to
graft (in):—qalam mrn(-par), To draw the pen through
or across, to obliterate:—qalam yr den, (One's) pen to
befriend, or stand in good stead; to live by (one's) pen:—
qalame (vulg. qalme ) ho n(-me ), To leave some hairs
in the upper part of the beard:—parkr-k qalam, s.f. Bowcompasses:—yak-qalam, adv. With one stroke of the pen;
at once.
T G @ #i qilmq, or qalmq, s.m. A Calmuc Tartar.
H i @ #i qilmqn [qilmq+S. a. "], s.f. A female Calmuc,
a female armed attendant on a princess or lady.
H  @ #i qalmn (for P. qalam-n, pl. of qalam), s.f. (local),
The upper part of the beard, on each side of the face,
shaved taper, like pencils.
A  @ #i qalam n (prob. Gr. ^*  arabicized), s.m. A

chameleon (=b -qalam n, q.v.).
P @ #i qulma, s.m. Any food stued into the intestines of
animals; a sausage; black-pudding; haggis.
P @ #iqalam, vulg. qalm(rel. n. fr. qalam), adj. Of reed; like
a reed; as long as a reed; long;—penned, written,
committed to writing; manuscript; tapering (like a
qalam); channeled; curled;—grafted; crystallized
(saltpetre, &c.):—qalam m, s.m. Grafted mango; the
Bombay mango:—qalam ba e, s.m. pl. A kind of pastry
made of pulse (ba ), and cut into long slips (qalam):—
qalam dr- n, s.f. The quilled Cassia, i.e. Cinnamon:—
qalam shora, s.m. Crystallized saltpetre:—qalam karn, v.t.
To pen, to write.
H 6#i qulinj, or qulanj, s.m.=q linj, q.v.
P + #i qalandar (for orig. + # 'a rough unshaped block or
log'; fr. kalandor kuland= kanand; see kandan, and kunda),
s.m. A kind of wandering Muhammadan monk, with
shaven head and beard, who abandons everything, wife,
friends, and possessions, and travels about;—a beardancer;—the shell, or the y, of a tent.
P + #i qalandar (for orig. kalandara; see qalandar), s.m. The
y of a tent;—a kind of silk and cotton cloth.
P + #iqalandar (rel. n. fr. qalandar), adj. Of or relating to a
qalandar, or to the class of qalandars;—s.f. The life or
profession of a qalandar;—a kind of tent (having a y to
it).
A #i qul b, s.m. pl. (of qalb, q.v.), Hearts, &c.
P #i qulla (for A. ~#i qullat, v.n. fr. Ci 'to diminish,' &c.), s.m.
Summit (of a mountain), top, or head (of anything).
T #iqul, s.m. A slave; a coolie, labourer, porter.
P  #i qaliyn, or qalyn(prob. akin to qaliya, q.v.), s.m. A
pipe for smoking through water, a kind of uqqa.
A  #i qall (v.n. fr. Ci 'to be little, or few,' &c.; see qillat),
adj. Little, small, scanty, decient; moderate; a few; few,
rare; spare, lean; short:—qall-o-kasr, adj. Small and large
or great; little or much, more or less, &c. (=tho -bahut):
—qall hon, v.n. To be little; to be decient, to fall short
(of).
P  #i qaliya, vulg. qalya(for A. ~ #i qalyat, v.n. fr. #i 'to cook,
fry,' &c.), s.m. Broiled esh-meat dressed with anything;
a curry;—ashes of which soap is made; potash.

A  @ i qimr (inf. n. of a i qmara, 'he played at dice,' iii of
@ i 'to gamble'), s.m. Dice; any game of hazard:—qimrbz, s.m. A gamester, gambler:—qimr-bz, s.f. Gambling:
—qimr-bz karn, v.n. To gamble:—qimr- na, s.m. A
gaming-house, a hell.
P  @ iqimr (rel. n. fr. qimr), s.m. A gambler (=qimrbz).
A  @ iqamr, s.f. pl. (of qumr, q.v.), Turtle-doves, &c.
T D @ i qimsh (prob.=next, q.v.), s.m. Name of a suit at
cards.
A D @ i qumsh, vulg. qimsh(v.n. fr. Z@ i, or pl. of qamsh,
inf. n. of Z@ i 'to collect hence and thence'), s.m. What is
collected hence and thence, anything picked up here
and there; tri es, things of no value; household
furniture; merchandize, goods, stu; silken cloth; ne
linen; close or thick texture (in cloth, paper, &c.);—
breeding, manners.
T :@ iqam , s.f. A whip, a scourge; a branch, twig; a
switch.
A @ i qamar, s.m. The moon.
A @ iqamar, vulg. qamr(rel. n. fr. qamar), adj. Of or
relating to the moon; lunar:—qamar sl, A lunar year:—
qamar mh, A lunar month.
A @ iqumr (rel. n. fr. qumr, pl. of aqmar, 'of a dully or
dusky white colour,' rt. @ i), s.f. A turtle-dove; a ringdove.
P @ Q @ i qumquma (for A. ~@ Q @ i qumqumat, v.n. fr. 2 Q @ i 'to
collect,' &c.), s.m. A bowl; jug; pitcher;—a vessel in which
the red powder is contained which is used at the
holfestival;—a round shade or lantern.
A v @ i qam, vulg. qamz, kamj, s.m. A shirt; a shift; a
chemise (cf. It. camicia; Port. camisa).
P A i qant (prob. for A. { i 'a cane'; 'the back-bone'), s.f.
The wall of a tent; a canvas or do- s tenclosure round a
tent, or with which a sort of courtyard is formed in
camp; a screen of canvas or other coarse cloth:—qant
ghern, or qant khain n(with loc.), To surround with a
wall or screen of canvas; to make an enclosure round (a
tent, &c.).
P Y iqant (rel. n. fr. qant), adj. Enclosed in, or
surrounded by, a qant:—qant masjid, s.f. An open space

enclosed with qants, and used as a place of worship.
A ) i qandl, s.f. pl. (of qandl, q.v.), Candles; lamps;
hanging branched candlesticks; chandeliers; sconces.
P ? i qannra, or qinnra(A. { i qinnrat; prob. an arabicized
word), s.m. A slaughter-house; shambles;—a row of iron
hooks on which butcher's meat is suspended; a butcher's
shop.
P m i qanat, incorr. qinat(for A. ~m i, inf. n. of b i 'to be
content,' &c.), s.f. Content, contentment; resignation;
tranquillity;—abstinence; ability to do without:—qanat
karn(-par), To be contented (on, or with), be satised
(with), to content oneself (with).
A Ui qinnab, or qunnab, vulg. also qannab(Gr. @ \, or
P. U kanab, arabicized), s.f. Hemp; ax.
A %i qumbur, s.m. & f. The lark.
A + i qand (the arab. form of P.  kand = S. Lef kha),
s.m. White crystallized sugar; loaf-sugar (notsugarcandy, which is termed mir);—(loc.) coarse brown
sugar, molasses, treacle (cf. kh , or kh );—s.f. A kind
of cloth, Turkey red.
P  + i qandahr (S. $B), prop. n. The city of Candahar
(in Afgnistn).
A )+ i qindl, vulg. qandl(prob. old P. kandlarabicized; and
akin to Lat. candela), s.f. A candle;—a candlestick; a lampstand; lantern; shade; sconce; candelabrum; chandelier.
A A i qun t (inf. n. of i 'to be obedient,' &c.), s.f.
Obedience (to God); standing long in prayer; devotion,
piety.
P 5 i qinnauj, or qannauj, prop. n.=5  kanauj, q.v.
A s i qun t (inf.
n. of wi 'to despair'), s.f. Despairing;

despair.
A + m i qawid, s.m. pl. (of qida, q.v.), Rules, canons;
regulations; bases, principles; rules (of procedure, as
distinguished from substantive law); grammatical rules,
grammar; articles (of religion); military exercises or
manœuvres, evolutions of troops; parade; drill:—
qawidul-mubtad, s.m. A grammar for beginners, an
elementary grammar:—qawid-dn, adj. & s.m. Well
versed in grammar:—drilled; disciplined;—one who is
well versed in the rules of grammar, &c.:—qawid den,
v.n. To undergo drill; to be drilled or exercised:—qawid

sikhn(-ko), To teach (recruits) the drill exercise, to drill
(soldiers):—qawid karn, v.n. To practise military
evolutions, &c.; to be drilled, or exercised:—qawid-gh,
s.f. A place for drill, &c.; a parade-ground:—qawid len(se), To drill (soldiers).
A  i qawwl (intens. n. fr. i 'to say; to tell,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Speaking much, or well; loquacious; uent, eloquent;
—one who speaks well, or uently, &c.;—a professional
story-teller;—a kind of musician who sings, and plays (on
the srang, or tamb
ra, &c.); a singer.

H ! iqawwln [qawwl+S. a. "], s.f. A female singer
and musician (see qawwl).
A ! iqawwl, s.f. Singing and playing (esp. for dancing
dervishes).
A 1  i qawm (v.n. fr. 1 i 'to stand; to be erect,' &c.), s.m.
Justice, equity; truth; consistency.
A 1  i qiwm (v.n. fr. 1 i; see qawm, and qiym), s.m. That
on which anything rests, or in which it consists;
substratum; essence, substance; competency;
consistency; syrup; materials, ingredients, requisites.
P a  iqiwm (rel. n. fr. qiwm), adj. Syrup-like, syrupy;
thick, substantial, &c.
A <  i qawnn, s.m. pl. (of qn n, q.v.), Canons, rules,
laws, ordinances, statutes, &c.
A A i q t (inf. n. of A i 'to feed, to nourish,' &c.), s.f.
Food, aliment, nutriment, victuals, provisions,
sustenance, livelihood:—q t--l-yam t, Food sucient to
keep body and soul together:—q t ba-sar karn, To
manage to live, to exist.
P A i quwwat (for A. { i, v.n. fr.  i'to be robust, or
strong,' &c.), s.f. Strength, power, virtue, force, vigour,
energy; authority; a faculty:—quwwat--a ia, Strength
of mind:—quwwat--bira, Faculty of vision, sight:—
quwwat--bh, Virile power; lust, sexual passion:—qawwat-jiba, Power of attraction; allurement; power of
absorption:—quwwat--z a, 'The conservative power,'
memory:—quwwat--dfa, Power of expulsion; repelling
power; (in Mech.) force of repulsion:—quwwat--darrka,
Intellectual or conceptive faculty:—quwwat--dil,
Strength of mind:—quwwat den(-ko), To impart strength
(to), to strengthen:—quwwat--tya(vulg. tiya), Natural

virtue or powers:—quwwat--sma, The sense of
hearing, hearing:—quwwat--shmma, The sense of
smell, smelling:—quwwat--gaabya,
The faculty or power

of anger, irascible power; rage:—quwwat--lmisa, Sense
of touch, touching:—quwwat--msika, Power of retention,
retentive power:—quwwat--muta aiyila, or quwwat-ayl, The power of fancy; the thinking faculty; reason:
—quwwat--mutaarrifa, Volition:—quwwat--mudrika, The
power of apprehension or comprehension; the
intellectual faculty, intellect:—quwwat--mda, Strength
of stomach; digestive power:—quwwat--mumaiyiza,
Discriminative power, discrimination:—quwwat--hima,
Digestive power, digestion.
P Y iq t (in Panj. kutt), s.f. A box (gen. of wood, but
sometimes of silver, in which precious stones, or
electuaries, are kept); a snu-box; a pill-box.
P 5 i qoj = P V i qo [also g  ; prob. = gushn, Zend varshni=
S. . l4], s.m. A ram (esp. a ghting ram).

P V i qo = P 5 i qoj [also g  ; prob. = gushn, Zend varshni=
S. . l4], s.m. A ram (esp. a ghting ram).
T  i qor (P. q r, perhaps for A. qaur, inf. n. of  i 'to cut out
a round piece'; 'to cut in a round form,' &c.), s.f. A new
rope of ne cotton;—riband, tape; twist; hem; edging,
facing (of a dress); edge, border; tip;—a string or row (of
animals; syn. qitr);
 train, retinue;—armour:—qor-beg,
s.m. Keeper of the armoury or arsenal:—qor- na, s.m.
Armoury, arsenal; wardrobe.
T = iqor , s.m. Keeper of the armoury, or of the
wardrobe;—a cuirassier.
H a  i qorm = H a  i qorma (for Turk. qawurma), s.m. A
brown stew seasoned with condiments; a highly spiced
curry without turmeric and with little or no gravy:—
qorma-pulo, s.m. A very rich pulomade of qorma.
H a  i qorma = H a  i qorm (for Turk. qawurma), s.m. A
brown stew seasoned with condiments; a highly spiced
curry without turmeric and with little or no gravy:—
qorma-pulo, s.m. A very rich pulomade of qorma.
A K i qaus, s.f. A bow; arc (of a circle); curve (of an arch);
the sign of Sagittarius:—qaus--andar n, The interior
curve (of an arch), intrados;—the concave side:—qaus-ber n, The exterior curve (of an arch), extrados;—the

convex side:—qaus--quza, s.f. The rainbow:—qaus-num,
adj. Bowed; curved, &c. (=qaus, q.v.).
A B i qaus (rel. n. fr. qaus), adj. Bow-shaped; arched;
curved; vaulted; of the form, or the colour, of the
rainbow.
T D i q sh, s.f.(?) A bird (used only in comp.):—q shna, s.m. An aviary.
P K i i q qn s, or quqn s, s.m. = K Q i quqn s, q.v.
A i qaul (inf. n. of

i 'to speak; to say,' &c.), s.m.

Speech, word, saying, dictum; assertion, declaration,
armation; promise, agreement, stipulation, compact,
consent, acquiescence; vow, resolve;—a kind of song:—
qaul to n(apn), To break (one's) word or promise, &c.:—
qaul den(-ko), To pledge (one's) word (to); to promise; to
vow, &c. (syn. ba an den):—qaul-se phirn(with gen.), To
go back from (one's) word, to break one's word or
promise:—qaul-qarr, s.m. Mutual agreement, compact,
contract, bargain, convention, treaty, league:—qaul-qarr
karn(-se), To make an agreement or compact (with), to
stipulate, covenant; to make terms (with); to bind by
contract:—qaul-qalbna, s.m. A kind of song:—qaul-k p r,
or qaul-k sa , adj. True to (one's) word, faithful to an
engagement, &c.:—qaul-k hall, s.m. A nger-ring
representing two hands joined together:—qaul karn(-se),
To pledge one's word (to); to make an agreement (with),
&c. (=qaul-qarr karn):—qaul len(-k), To take (one's)
promise; to obtain the promise or consent, &c. (of):—
qaul-nma, s.m. A written agreement; a treaty, articles
(of peace, &c.;—syn. iqrr-nma, q.v.):—qaul-o-fl, s.m.
Word and deed:—qaul hrn(-ko), To pledge (one's) word
(to), to promise; to agree; to make terms;—to break
(one's) word or promise:—qaul-h qaul, s.m. A simple
declaration or armation; mere word or words:—baqaul(-ke), According to the saying or dictum (of).
A 6! i qaulanj, or q linj, vulg. q lanj(Gr.  *\
arabicized), s.m. The colic, a violent griping in the colon.
A 1 i qaum (v.n. fr. 1 i 'to stand,' &c.), s.f. A people,
nation; a tribe, race, family; sect, caste:—qaum-dr, adj.
Of good family or race:—qaum-o- esh, s.m. pl. Friends
and relations.
A a iqaum (rel. n. fr. qaum), adj. Of or relating to a

people, or nation, &c.; national; tribal, &c.
P  a i qaumyat (for A. ~ a i, abst. s. fr. qaum), s.f.
Connexion, the being of the same race or tribe, &c.;
clanship; nationality, the belonging to some particular
people or nation.
P ? i quwwa, s.m.=quwwat, q.v.
A  iqaw (v.n. fr.  i'to be robust, or strong,' &c.), adj.
Robust, rm, solid, strong, powerful, mighty, vigorous:—
qawyun-nafs, adj. Of strong or vigorous mind; highspirited:—qaw-bz , or qaw-bl, adj. Strong-armed:—
qaw-ba t, adj. Of powerful destiny, fortunate,
prosperous:—qaw-pai, adj. Sinewy, muscular:—qaw-jussa, 
adj. Of mighty frame, gigantic; strong-bodied, powerful,
robust:—qaw-dil, adj. Stout-hearted; strong-minded:—
qaw-haikal, adj. Of huge, or mighty, form or size, &c.
(=qawi-jussa,  q.v.).
A  iquw, s.f. pl. (of quwwat, q.v.), Powers, virtues, &c.
T G @ )i qoemq, s.m.(?) A sort of bread made of our,
white of eggs, and onions, fried in gh.
A  4i qahhr (intens. n. fr. qahr, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Very
powerful, mighty; of great force or impetuosity;
boundless (as a large river, &c.); imperious; subduing,
conquering; avenging;—a conqueror, subduer; an
avenger; a tyrant, an oppressor.
H i 4i qahq, s.m. corr. of qahqah, q.v.
A 4i qahr (inf. n. of 4i 'to overcome, to conquer,' &c.),
s.m. Force, power, violence, vehemence, severity;
excess; boundlessness; oppression; subjection; rage,
fury, wrath, indignation; vengeance; torment,
punishment, chastisement; a judgment; a calamity;—a
mischievous person, a rebrand;—adj. Vehement;
excessive, very great, &c.:—qahr-to n, v.n. To be
wrathful, to rage; to foam:—qahr-qiymat, s.f. Great
disturbance or commotion, terrible ado (used both in
panegyric and satire):—qahr-k, adj. (f. -), Fearful,
terrible, calamitous, ruinous.
A 4i qahra (acc. of qahr), adv. Violently, forcibly,
perforce, &c.
P ?Q 4i qahqara (for A. {Q 4i qahqarat, inf. n. of Q 4i 'to
retreat'), = A Q 4iqahqar, vulg. qahqar (v.n. fr. Q 4i'to
retreat'), s.m. Retreat; retrograde motion.

A Q 4iqahqar, vulg. qahqar(v.n. fr. Q 4i 'to retreat'), = P
?Q 4i qahqara (for A. {Q 4i qahqarat, inf.n. of Q 4i 'to retreat'),
s.m. Retreat; retrograde motion.
P Q 4i qahqah (contrac. of qahqaha, q.v.), s.m. A loud laugh,
&c. (=qahqaha);—the cry of a partridge:—qahqah mrn,
v.n. To laugh aloud, &c.;—to cry (as a partridge).
H 4Q 4i qahqah, s.m.=qahqaha, q.v.
P 4Q 4i qahqaha (for A. ~4Q 4i qahqahat, inf. n. of A. Q 4i 'to
laugh loudly'), s.m. A loud laugh, a horse-laugh; a burst
of laughter:—qahqaha u n, or qahqaha lagn, or qahqaha
len, or qahqaha marn, v.n. To laugh aloud or heartily; to
burst with laughter.
P ? 4i qahwa (for A. { 4i qahwat), s.m. Coee (roasted, or
roasted and ground, or the decoction):—qahwa- na,
s.m. A coee-house:—qahwa-dn, s.m. A coee-pot.
A i qai, vulg. qae(inf. n. of  i 'to vomit'), s.f. Vomiting;
vomit (syn. rad):—qai n(-ko), To feel nausea;—to be sick
(of), or disgusted (with, or at, -se):—qai-randa, or qaiwar, s.m. An emetic:—qai-dast, s.f. Severe bilious
vomiting and purging; the cholera:—qai karn, v.n. To
vomit:—qai ln, To produce vomiting:—qai-lne-wl, adj.
(f. -), Emetic.
A K i qiys (inf. n. of I i; and also inf. n. of iii of I i 'to
measure, to compare (with)'), s.m. Measuring (by or
with); comparing (with); measurement, comparison;—
reasoning, ratiocination; a syllogism;—regular form,
analogy, rule; judgment, opinion; thought, conception;
fancy; theory; supposition, conjecture, guess:—qiys-se
bhar, adj. Beyond conception, inconceivable:—qiys karn,
v.t. To think, judge, opine, conceive, imagine, suppose,
guess; to estimate:—qiys lagn(with loc.), 'To apply
conjecture (to), to guess:—qiys-me n(-ke, or mere, &c.),
To be conceivable, &c.:—be-qiys, adj. Above measure,
immense, enormous, &c.
A B- i qiysa (acc. of qiys), adv. By analogy; by
conjecture or guess, conjecturally.
A B i qiys (rel. n. fr. qiys), adj. Analogical, analogous,
regular; hypothetical, conjectural; imaginary;
theoretical; probable; presumptive (proof).
P _ i qiyfa (for A. ~_ i qiyfat; prob. a post-classical form fr.
e i 'to follow in the footsteps' (of); 'to know (a thing,

&c.) by external indications'), s.m. Appearance,
semblance, likeness, resemblance; imitation,
representation; countenance, mien, face, look; air, port;
manner, mode; physiognomy (syn. rsat):—qiyfa shins,
s.m. A physiognomist:—qiyfa-shins, s.f. The science of
physiognomy.
A 1 i qiym (inf. n. of 1 i 'to stand,' &c.), s.m. Standing
upright; rising up; up-rising, insurrection; resurrection;
standing position (in prayer); standing still; stagnancy;
stationariness, rest; congealed state (of water, &c.);
stability, permanence; stay, halt; settlement, residence:
—existence, being; appointment (to a charge, &c.);
looking after, keeping, preservation (of the peace, &c.);
application, attention (to):—qiym-par, adj. Stationary,
at rest; stable, permanent, &c.:—qiym karn(-me ), To
stay, remain (at), to settle, reside, lodge; to make a halt,
to halt.
P a i qiymat (for A. ~a i, fr. qiym, q.v.), s.f. The
resurrection, the last day;—confusion, commotion,
tumult, uproar, extraordinary to-do; anything
extraordinary; a scene of trouble or distress; a great
calamity; excess;—adj. & adv. Wonderful; excessive, very
great; heavy, grievous, oppressive;—wonderfully;
excessively, extremely, very:—qiymat uhna, or qiymat
bar-p karn, or qiymat ma n, v.n. To raise a
commotion, &c.; to make a terrible to-do, &c.:—qiymat
to n(-par), To let troubles, &c. like those of the
resurrection loose (upon), to bring calamity (upon); to
practise great oppression (upon), to oppress grievously:
—qiymat  n(-par), The resurrection to break (upon); a
great calamity to befall:—qiymat karn, v.n. To raise a
tumult, &c. (=qiymat uhna);—to practise oppression
(upon, -par), to oppress (=qiymat to n);—to do something
wonderful, to achieve wonders.
P a i qiym (fr. qiym), s.f. Stability; steadiness.
A  * i qtr (Gr. @ arabicized), s.m. A guitar.
A + i qaid, s.f. A shackle, fetter, bonds; bondage;
connement, imprisonment; control; restraint;
restriction; limit; condition; an obstacle; a bond,
compact, treaty, bargain; rule, regulation; article (of
agreement); an obligation:—qaid bharn, or qaid bhugatn,
or qaid kn(-k), To undergo the full term of

imprisonment:—qaid- na, s.m. Place of connement,
prison, gaol:—qaid rakhn, v.t. To detain in connement,
to keep in custody:—qaid rahn, v.n. To remain in bonds,
or in prison, &c.:—qaid--farang, s.f. A kind of fetter used
by the Europeans;—imprisonment from which there is
no escape:—qaid karn, v.t. To shackle, fetter; to bind; to
make captive; to imprison, &c.:—qaid lagn(-me ), To
apply restrictions, &c. (to); to restrict; to limit; to attach
conditions (to), to make conditional (on, -k); to subject to
rule, to regulate:—qaid hon, v.n. To be fettered, or
bound; to be imprisoned; to be restricted (-to, -k); to be
limited:—be-qaid, or bil-qaid, adj. Unrestrained,
unchecked, uncontrolled; free; unrestricted;
unconditional; unlimited; indenite;—without due regard
(to or for); irregular; lawless;—be-qaid, adv. Without
restraint, or opposition, or reservation; unreservedly,
openly; at large, at random; irregularly.
P + iqaid (rel. n. fr. qaid), s.m. A captive; a prisoner, a
convict.
A  i qr, s.m. Tar; pitch:—qr-dr, adj. Besmeared with
pitch.
A s  i qrt (Gr.
@$), s.m. The weight of a grain of

the carob-tree (or the seed of the Abrus precatorius), a
carat, the twenty-fourth part of an ounce, a weight of
four barley-corns.
A I i qais, prop. n. Name of a celebrated Arabian lover.
A M i qaiar (Gr. ¬_#; Lat. Cœsar), s.m. & f. Cæsar; an
emperor; an empress;—the general name for the Greek
or Turkish emperors.
A 1 M i qai m, s.m. Southernwood, Artemisia abrotanum.
T  N i qait  n, or qt  n(also used in Egyptian and Syrian),
s.f. A border, edging (of silk, &c.); a kind of lace.
P g i qf [for orig. kp, or kb, fr. kbdan, 'to twist'; prob. fr.
Zend g, 'to go'=S. $ (caus. $)], s.f. A funnel; (in
Med., &c.) infundibulum:—qf-k shakl, adj. Funnel-shaped,
infundibuliform.
A h i qfl (Gr. * arabicized), s.m.(?), The cephalic
vein.
P H i qq (for A. qaiq), s.f. Clucking (of a hen);—a scream, a
loud noise.
A  i ql (inf. n. of i 'to speak, to say,' &c.), s.m. A word,

speech, saying (esp. in answer):—ql-o-ql, s.f. Proposition
and answer; dialogue; conversation, confabulation, chitchat; controversy, altercation; babble, clack; hubbub, din,
confusion.
P ! # i qail la (for A. ~! # i qail lat, v.n. fr.  i 'to sleep at midday'), s.m. Mid-day nap, siesta.
A 2 i qaiyim (v.n. fr. 1 i 'to stand'), adj. Standing; erect;—
true;—s.m. Nature.
P @ i qmat (for A. ~@ i, v.n. fr. 1 i 'to stand,' &c.), s.f.
Price, value, worth:—qmat rasad, Proportionate or
rateable value:—qmat-rawann, s.m. A customs pass,
specifying the value of the goods that have paid duty:—
qmat lagn(-k), To x the price (of), to value; to make
an oer.
P *@ iqmat (rel. n. fr. qmat), adj. Of the price or value
(of); valuable, precious; costly, high-priced, expensive.
P @ i qma, s.m.=qmat, q.v.
P @ i qma (for A. ~@ i qmat, prob. fr. Gr. ^\), s.m.
Pounded or minced meat:—qma-pulo, s.m. A kind of
dish made of rice and pounded meat, &c.:—qma karn,
v.t. To pound (meat), to chop up meat very ne; to make
mince-meat of; to hack, mangle.
T : iqai , s.f. Scissors;—an oblique, or St. Andrew's
cross;—the joists of a roof); a truss;—a rostrum:—qai 
b dhn, v.n. (in wrestling), To twine the legs (round, par), to bring an adversary between one's legs; to bind
or fasten (an unskilful rider, on his horse):—qai  karn,
v.t. To cut (the hair, &c.), to clip, lop, prune:—qai 
lagn(-me ), To apply scissors (to), to cut (cloth, &c.); to
apply, or to make, a truss.
A 1 i qaiy m (v.n. fr. 1 i 'to stand'), adj. Permanent,
lasting; everlasting; stable, xed, steady;—an epithet of
the deity.

 kf (called kf--tz, or kf--arab, 'the Arabic kf,' to
distinguish it from ' gf, called kf--ajam, 'the Persian
kf), is the twenty-eighth letter of the Hindstn
alphabet (the twenty-fth of the Persian, and the
twenty-second of the Arabic), and corresponds to  ka,
the rst consonant of the Ngar alphabet. Its sound is
that of the English k. Its numerical value is 20:—ka-kr,

s.m. The letter or sound ka:—ka-kr varg, or ka-varg, s.m.
(in Hind Gram.), The consonants of the  ka, or guttural
class (viz., L, $, V, ), the guttural consonants
collectively.
S  ka, a Taddhita ax much used in forming
adjectives; it is also added to nouns to express
diminutiveness, depreciation, contempt, &c. (taking, in
Persian words, the more common form of ak), and also
similarity, or resemblance.
S  ka, s.m. A name applied to any chief deity, or
object of reverence, as Brahm, Vish u, &c.;—air or
wind; water; the sun; the mind, the soul; the head.
A  ka, prep. (or rather, governing noun), After the
similitude of, like, as:—kal-adam, adj. As though nonexistent; non-existent; null and void;—kal-adam jnn(ko), To regard as non-existent; to treat as null and void;
to set at nought:—kal-adam karn, v.t. To make null and
void, to annul, rescind, &c.:—kal-adam hon, v.n. To
become extinct; to come to an end; to come to nought; to
become null and void, to be rescinded, &c.:—kan-naqsh
l-ajar, Like an engraving on stone:—ka-anna-hu, As if
he (or it) was, as it were:—ka-m, 'The like of what,' like
that which, like, such as, as:—ka-m l-awwal, as (it was)
in the beginning or originally; as before:—ka-m aqquhu, As it truly is or should be; as is right or proper,
aright, in a proper manner, properly; ka-m hiyaor h, As
things are, as the aair stands;—s.f. Nature or real state
of a thing;—ka-m yambag, As is proper, &c. (=kam aqquhu, q.v.).
H  ka, = S  j ku,= S   k,A prex implying
uselessness, badness, deterioration, depreciation,
defectiveness, &c. (e.g. ka-p t, or ku-putr, 'a bad son'; kpurush, 'a vile man; a coward').
S  jku, = H   ka,= S   k,A prex implying
uselessness, badness, deterioration, depreciation,
defectiveness, &c. (e.g. ka-p t, or ku-putr, 'a bad son'; kpurush, 'a vile man; a coward').
S  k, = H   ka,= S  j ku,A prex implying
uselessness, badness, deterioration, depreciation,
defectiveness, &c. (e.g. ka-p t, or ku-putr, 'a bad son'; k-

purush, 'a vile man; a coward').
H  k [Prk. (; S. >,( perf. part. neut. of > 'to do,'
&c.], postpn. m. (f. k; obl. & pl. ke), Of; belonging to;
concerning; made of, consisting of, &c. (kis the postpn.
of the gen. case in Urd and Hind, and, as such, is also
frequently used as an adj. termination, e.g. sone-k gha ,
'a gold watch'; kh-k gho , 'a wooden horse'; in the
case of the pronouns of the rst and second persons,
ktakes the form r; and in some dialects of Hind ris
the gen. postpn. of nouns as well as pronouns; while in
others lis found in place of kand r; cf. also kar, kar,
ker, and ker, which are rustic forms of k).
H  k (cf. kyand kah), interrog. pron. Who? which?
what?;—(in Braj) the in ect. base of the oblique cases of
the sing. of the interrog. pron. k= H. kaun(and thus
corresponding to H. kis).
H    kbar (=kabr, q.v.), adj. Gray, dirty white;
spotted, mottled, speckled, &c.;—s.m. A mixed soil of clay
and sand;—a spotted or speckled bird, &c.
A   kbir (act. part. of % 'to be large or great,' &c.), adj.
Great, grand, illustrious (cf. kabr).
H I   kbis = H Z   3 kbish [prob. fr. S.
8], s.f. An earth with which earthenware is
varnished.
H Z   3kbish = H I    kbis [prob. fr. S.
8], s.f. An earth with which earthenware is
varnished.
P (  kbuk, s.f. A box or nest for pigeons, a pigeonhouse (usually made of reeds, or cane, or bamboo), a
dove-cot.
P   kbul, prop. n. Kbul (or Cabul), the capital of
Afgnistan (formerly a province of the Mogal empire).
P #  kbul (rel. n. fr. kbul), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to Kbul;—a native, or an inhabitant, of Kbul;—s.f. A
kind of pea (that came from Kbul):—kbul mi, s.f.
Armenian bole (syn. multn mi).
A K  kb s, s.m. The nightmare;—modus certus coeundi.
P   kb k, s.f.=kbuk, q.v.

P <  kbn, s.m. Marriage-portion, settlement (on a
wife), jointure, dower;—kbn-nma, s.m. A marriage
settlement, a deed of dower.
S &*;  Rk-path, s.m. A wrong road; a bad course (=kupath).
S B) ]  &kpaya (fr. &, q.v.), s.m. Wickedness,
vice; dissimulation; dishonesty, fraud.
S D ;  ,I3k-purush, s.m. A mean contemptible man,
a vile wretch; a coward.
H ;  kpn, v.n.= L  k pn, q.v.
P  ;  kp r, s.m.= _  kf r, q.v.
S &;  v!kphal, s.m. A bitter seed used in medicine
(=ke-phaland ka-phal, qq.v.).
H Y  kt (perf. part. of ktn, q.v.), s.m. What is
spun; thread:—bu hiy-k kt, s.m. 'Old woman's
spinning'; a kind of sweetmeat made of thread-like
shreds of candied pumpkin.
H Y  kt [S. ,' rt. >+ t; cf. kn], s.m. (dialec.), A
knife for cutting bamboos with.
A UY  ktib (act. part. of U* 'to write'), s.m. A writer, a
scribe, an amanuensis, a copier, a clerk.
P %Y  ktib (fr. ktib), s.f. A kind of short-sleeved vest:—
ktib--sab r, s.f. An honorary robe or vest adorned with
sable-skin.
S Y  ktar, adj. & s.m. Cowardly, timorous, timid,
faint-hearted, shrinking, irresolute; gentle;—
discouraged; distressed, agitated; confused, perplexed;—
a cowardly or faint-hearted person, &c.;—timidity, &c.
(=ktaratva, q.v.);—a large kind of sh, Cyprinus catla.
S YY  ktarat, vulg. ktart, s.f. = S YY  ;
ktaratva, s.m.Cowardice, timidity, timorousness, fear;
agitation; dejection, depression of spirits.
S YY  ; ktaratva, s.m. = S YY   ktarat, vulg.
ktart, s.f.Cowardice, timidity, timorousness, fear;
agitation; dejection, depression of spirits.
H (Y  ktik, or  ktak, s.m.=krtik, q.v.
H Y  ktn [kt˚= Prk. \() or \<(); S. (
' ),

H   %"kber [S. U"], s.f. The river Cavery (in

caus. of rt. > 'to spin'], v.t. To spin (cotton or thread);

the Deccan).

to twist or wrap round.

H Y  "kt [kt(n), q.v. Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. A woman who spins thread.
H Y  "kt [Prk. .\; S. \],
'
s.f. A goldsmith's
scissors or pincers.
H   &k (rt. of kn, q.v.), s.f. A cutting; cleavage;
dissection; separation, severance, disconnection; a cut,
slash, incision; execution; a bite; a wound; (met.) an
untruth, a falsehood;—a section; a chip; a slice, piece, bit,
part, fraction, patch, plot (of ground);—a passage, way,
channel;—spur (of a cock);—scum, dirt, lees, sediment;—
keenness, sharpness; edge (of a sword, &c.);—warmth;
pungency; virulence; corrosiveness; damage, loss:—kph s, s.f. Cutting and clipping; cuttings; deductions, &c.
(=k- h , and k-k ); backbiting;—k-ph s karn(-k),
To cut and clip; to backbite:—k- h , or k-k , s.f.
Cutting and clipping; cutting and hacking; pruning,
lopping; cutting out; curtailing; scratching, scribbling;—
cuttings, clippings, chips, scraps; deductions,
retrenchments; scrapings, pickings; petty savings;
erasures, amendments (in writing, &c.);—k- h  karn,
or k-k  karn, v.t. To cut and clip; to prune; to cut out;
to cut o; to amputate; to hack, mangle, mutilate; to
scratch out, make erasures (in), to correct; to make
deductions (from), to deduct:—k-qabla, s.m. A
conditional engagement; a deed of conditional sale
(stipulating that if the purchase price be not returned
within a given period the sale is absolute); a mortgage
deed with liability of sale if not redeemed by a stipulated
time:—k karn, v.n. To make an incision or wound (in),
to cut, to wound; to cut a passage (for); to cut away; to
corrode; to destroy:—k-k , s.f. = k- h , q.v.:—k
khn(-k), To suer loss or damage:—kt--k, s.f.
Cutting up, cutting to pieces, a general slaughter or
massacre (=k, q.v.):—adh-k, s.f. The diameter (of a
circle); the diagonal of a square).
H   &k, s.m.=kh, q.v.
H   &k, s.m. A bite (=k).
H   &k [perf. part. of kn, and = Prk.  ; S.
+t], part. adj. & s.m. Cut, cut o; bitten; reaped;
spent, passed, &c.;—one who is bitten (by, -k), &c.:—

k-hu, adj.=k.
H   &kan [S. (
' , rt. >] , s.m. Cutting, clipping;
cutting o; excision; amputation, &c. (see kn).
H    &kn [k˚= Prk. () or <(); S. (
' ),
caus. of rt. >] , v.t. To cut, clip, lop, prune; to hack,
slash, cut asunder, sever, disjoin, disunite, divide; to
dissect; to saw; to cleave; to carve, to chisel; to mow, to
reap; to clear (land of jungle); to bite; to nip, to sting; to
cut or wound with satire; to carp at, nd fault with; to
make ashamed, to shame, to put to the blush, to
confuse; to cut away, to erode; to corrode; to cut out,
mark or lay out (a road); to cut out, strike out, erase; to
cancel; to exclude; to pass, spend, or while away (time);
to waste (time); to tarry, stop, stay, remain; to traverse,
or cross, or get over (a road); to extract (colour from
anything); to interrupt, or intercept (speech); to refute,
rebut; to put an end to, settle, or adjust (a dispute, &c.);
to deduct; to liberate; to earn, or gain (money):—kjn(-ko), To cut o; to bite o:—k-den, v.t. intens. of
and=kn:—k-ln, v.t. (intens.) To cut o, lop o,
strike o, chop o, amputate; to cut down, to hew, &c.:—
k-khn, v.t. To bite:—k-len, v.t. (intens.), To cut o;
to bite o, &c.
H    &"kn (fem. of kn), s.f. Cutting; cutting
down; reaping; cutting (a pack (of cards):—kn-band,
s.f. Reaping and making sheaves.
H   &0k [k(n) + = Prk. f =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m. Cutting; biting; pungent; corrosive;—a cutter,
cleaver, &c.
H   _kh [Prk. (; S. c(], s.m. Wood, timber; a
piece of wood or timber, a log, stock, block; the stocks;—a
scabbard:—kh-putl, s.f. A wooden doll, a puppet, a toy
(more com. kah-putl, q.v.s.v. kah):—kh abn, lit.'To
chew wood'; to fare hardly or ill:—kh-k, or kh-k ull ,
s.m. 'A wooden owl'; a great blockhead, an arrant fool;—
adj. Impenetrable, blockhead of:—kh-k gho , s.m. A
wooden horse; a lame man's stick, a crutch; a bier:—
kh-kab , s.m. Wooden articles (of furniture); a
promiscuous heap of broken furniture;—stale, hard
bread:—kh-k bhambo, s.f. A puppet; a very stupid

woman; a ninny:—kh-k , s.m. A bug:—kh-k gho , s.f.
lit.'A wooden mare'; a bier; a con:—kh-k h , s.f. A
wooden pot; (met.) anything frail:—kh-me po
hoknor den(-ke), To put one's legs in the stocks:—khme ak, s.m. A toad:—kh honor ho-jn, v.n. 'To become
like a log,' to be or become petried or paralyzed (with
astonishment), to become stock-still (through fear, &c.).
H    _7kh  [kh, q.v.+ = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
A wooden pot; a trough.
H   _khak [S. c+t], adj. Of or relating to
wood; wooden;—s.m. Name of a particular Hind
religious book.
S B)    _Bkhinya (fr. kahin, q.v.), s.m. Hardness,
stiness, rigidity, rmness; sternness, cruelty,
mercilessness; diculty; obscurity (of style).
H   _"kh [Prk. ; S. c+], s.f. Wood,
timber;—scabbard, sheath, case;—body, frame; gure,
shape, appearance, person;—an Indian saddle:—kh
dharnor kh kasn(-par), To place the saddle (on a
horse), to saddle:—kh-kaswaiy, s.m. One who saddles
(a horse).
H t  *kj [prob. S. t 'a loop'], s.m. A button-hole.
H 5  *kj = H W  * kj [Prk. A*( and A*(; S.
, and +
' ], s.m. Work, action, occupation,
business, an aair;—a feast, an entertainment (esp. one
given on the death of an old person);—kje(obl. of kj, or
S. krye), postpn. For the purpose
(of, -ke); by reason (of), on account (of); for the sake (of).
H W  *kj = H 5  * kj [Prk. A*( and A*(; S.
, and +
' ], s.m. Work, action, occupation,
business, an aair;—a feast, an entertainment (esp. one
given on the death of an old person);—kje(obl. of kj, or
S. krye), postpn. For the purpose (of, -ke); by reason (of),
on account (of); for the sake (of).
H IW  *k-jas = H ZW  *8 k-ja [S. +8], s.m.
A bad reputation, bad name, disrepute (=ku-ya).
H ZW  *8k-ja = H IW  * k-jas [S. +8], s.m.
A bad reputation, bad name, disrepute (=ku-ya).
H W  *kjar, s.m.=kjal, q.v.

H W  *!kjal [S. A*!(], s.m. Lamp-black (applied
medicinally and as a collyrium to the eyes); soot:—kjal
prn(with loc.), To collect lamp-black (on a plate, &c., by
placing it over a lamp or candle):—kjal-dn, s.m. A box
or receptacle for lamp-black:—kjal den, or kjal srn=
kjal lagn, q.v.:—kjal-k koth , s.f. A room in which
lamp-black is stored; a coal-cellar; a pitch-pot, &c.;—a
place the going into which, or an aair the being
engaged in which, brings disgrace or a stain or suspicion
on one's character:—kjal lagn(-me ), To apply lampblack (to the eyes).
H <W  *kjan, s.m. pl. (Braj pl. of kj), Works;
occupations; aairs.
H <W  *kjan, s.m.=kje, and kra, qq.v.
H W  *0kj (prob. fr. the Port.; cf. Fr. acajou), s.m. The
cashew nut, Anacardium occidentale.
H W & W  *0#5*0kj -bhoj [kj , prob. = S. +t],
'
adj. & s.m. Showy but frail, pretty but imsy (work),
gimcrack; imsy, frail, unsubstantial;—ginger-bread
work.
H W  *"kj [Prk. .A* ; S. +t
'
(+t)], adj. &
s.m. Active, assiduous, industrious, laborious, busy,
employed, occupied;—a worker, an industrious person;
an artisan.
H [ W  kje, postpn. See s.v. kj.
S V  k , s.m. Glass; crystal; an ornament of crystal;
quartz; alkaline ashes; any salt of potash or soda in a
glassy or crystalline state; a class of diseases of the eye
(as gutta serena, &c.):—k -lava, s.m. Black salt, a
medicinal salt (prepared by calcining fossil salt and the
fruit of the emblic myrobalan together; it consists
chie y of muriate of soda, with a small quantity of iron,
lime, and sulphur, and is a tonic aperient):—k -mal, s.m.
Black salt or soda:—k -mai, s.m. Crystal; quartz.
H =  k , adj. (prov.)=ka , q.v.
H =  k , s.m. (dialec.) corr. of k h, or k h, q.v.
H  =  {"ka k r, (dialec.) j" k kuyar,
j" k kuir [prob. S. K+,+.!], s.f. The plant
Dolichos pruriens; cowhage or cowitch (syn. kaw ).

H &=  +k h = H &=  + k h [Prk. K+5 and

P =  k , s.f. Milk pottage.

K+ ; S. dt and d+t], s.m. A cloth worn round the

P t  k  (=S. d), s.m. An upper story; a gallery; a

hips, passing between the legs, and tucked in behind
(syn. dhot; lango); short drawers (reaching a little way
down the thighs); the upper part of the thigh; the
buttocks, posteriors (cf. k h):—k h b dhnor k h
kasn, v.n. To put on, or to tie up, a k h; to cover the
privities:—k h k hn, v.n. To wear a k h; (met.) to play
a part:—k h kholn(-par), To open the k h; to outrage
modesty; to copulate (with):—k h mrn, v.n. To bind on,
or tie up, the k h(=k h b dhn, and k hn).
H &=  +k h = H &=  + k h [Prk. K+5 and

balcony; a palace; a villa; a tower or turret; battlements.
H   kd [S. +t],
'
s.m. Mud, mire, &c. (=kdo,
q.v.).
H   kdar (=ktar, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Cowardly, timid,
&c.;—a coward.
H $   kdar = H   " kdar [S.  +  +
], s.f. Cowardice, pusillanimity, timidity, fear, &c.
(=ktarat, q.v.).
H   "kdar = H $   kdar [S.  +  +

K+ ; S. dt and d+t], s.m. A cloth worn round the

], s.f. Cowardice, pusillanimity, timidity, fear, &c.

hips, passing between the legs, and tucked in behind
(syn. dhot; lango); short drawers (reaching a little way
down the thighs); the upper part of the thigh; the
buttocks, posteriors (cf. k h):—k h b dhnor k h
kasn, v.n. To put on, or to tie up, a k h; to cover the
privities:—k h k hn, v.n. To wear a k h; (met.) to play
a part:—k h kholn(-par), To open the k h; to outrage
modesty; to copulate (with):—k h mrn, v.n. To bind on,
or tie up, the k h(=k h b dhn, and k hn).
H <&=  +k han (fem. of k h), s.f. A woman of the

(=ktarat, q.v.).
H   5kdo, M kdau [S. /t],
'
s.m. Slime, mud,

k hcaste; the wife of a k hor gardener; a female
gardener.
H &=  +k hn [k h, q.v. + n= l= S. !+t],
s.m.=k h.
H &=  +k hn (fr. k h; but cf. next), v.t. To bind
on, or tie or tuck up, the k hor dhot(=k h b dhnor
k h mrn).
H &=  +k hn [prob. fr. S. rt. >3] , v.t. To gather; to
skim.
H &=  +"k hn (dim. of k h, and f. of k hn, qq.v.),
s.f. A cloth worn over the k h;—also=k h, and k hn.
H &=  +"k h [prob. S. d+t, or 8+t],
'
s.m. A
caste of industrious cultivators (much employed in
market and ower gardens), a caste of gardeners; an
individual of that caste, a gardener (who cultivates and
sells vegetables and pot-herbs).

mire, dirt; bog; soft clay; alluvial deposit.
A z  kib (act. part. of /  'to lie'), adj. & s.m. Lying;
false;—a liar.
P   kr [old P. kra; Zend kra, rt. kar; S. , rt. >], s.m.
Act, action; work, operation, labour, occupation, service,
business, function, duty, profession; aair, matter; use,
practice:—kr-zm da, adj. Experienced, practised, skilful,
expert:—kr-mad(for kr-mada), adj. Come into use;
useful, serviceable; available, applicable; conducive (to);
—kr-mad karn, v.t. To make available, or of use, &c.:—
kr-madan, vulg. kr-mdan, and kr-mada(vulg. -mda),
adj.=kr-mad, q.v.:—kr-br, or kr-o-br, s.m. Work,
labour, business; aairs; dealings, transactions:—kr-br,
s.m. One engaged in business; a trader; a transactor of
business, a man of business; a manager, an ocer:—krbar-r, s.f. Accomplishment, performance, execution;
success:—kr-bar-dr, s.f. Undertaking a work or
business:—kr-band, adj. Giving attention (to, -k, any
business), acting (upon); proceeding; obedient:—kr-band
hon(-k), To give attention (to); to act (upon or up to), to
comply (with), to perform or discharge (a duty); to obey:
—kr-pardz, s.m. A transactor of business; one who
manages or carries on a business, a manager, an agent;
a negotiator; a factor; an ocer, or employé:—kr-pardz,
s.f. Completion of business; management of business;
management, agency:—kr- ob, s.m. Embroidery;—an

embroiderer;—a frame for embroidering:—kr- ob, adj.
Embroidered;—s.f. Embroidery, working of owers and
leaves, &c. on cloth with gold and silver thread; cloth so
embroidered:—kr- na, s.m. A workshop, factory,
manufactory; an arsenal; a dockyard; a laboratory; any
place where public works are carried on; an oce; a
great work; a business, concern; way of action,
procedure;—a lace-machine;—vulva:—kr- na-jt, s.m.
pl. (of kr- na, q.v.), Workshops, factories, &c.:—krna-dr, s.m. Proprietor of a factory, &c.;—a steward, a
butler:—kr- na-dr, s.f. The business of a workshop or
factory, &c.:—kr- na karn, To open a workshop or
business, &c.:—kr-dn, adj. & s.m. Experienced in
business, skilled, skilful, expert, versed;—a skilful or
expert worker, an adept, a connoiseur:—kr-dn, s.f.
Knowledge of business, experience, skill, expertness:—
kr-dda, adj. & s.m. Experienced;—a veteran:—kr-raw,
adj. Fit for use, useful:—kr-raw, s.f. Usefulness;
working, operation; carrying on of a business;
occupation, employment; management, conduct,
execution, performance; process, proceeding, procedure;
—kr-raw karn(-k), To execute or discharge a function
or duty; to hold proceedings:—kr-zr, s.f. Battle, war,
con ict:—kr-sz, adj. & s.m. Dexterous, adroit, skilful,
clever;—a doer; maker; the Maker, the Deity:—kr-sz,
s.f. Work; organization; mechanism; adjustment, order;
—cleverness, skill, adroitness, dexterity; artfulness,
artice, cheating, dodge:—kr-istn, s.m. Place of work;
seat of action:—kr-istn, s.f. Workmanship; art, &c.
(=kr-gar, q.v.):—kr-shins, adj. Conversant or skilful in
business; experienced:—kr-farm, s.m. An emperor; a
minister; a commander; a superintendent; anyone
vested with power:—kr-farm, s.f. Execution;
administration; government, rule, authority:—kr-karda,
adj. Experienced in business, experienced, trained, &c.
(=kr-zm da, q.v.):—kr-kun, s.m. A director, manager;
an ocer whose business it is to keep records; an
assignee; a manager of a minor's estate; a
representative; an attorney:—kr-gh, or kr-gah, s.f. A
place for work; a workshop, &c. (=kr- na):—kr-gur,
adj. & s.m. Skilful in business, expert, expeditious;
industrious; attentive, dutiful;—a skilful, or an

expeditious, worker, &c.; a manager, factor;—a curator:—
kr-gur, s.f. Despatch of business; discharge of duty;
management, expertness, skill;—employment, service;
good service:—kr-gar, adj. & s.m. Doing the work;
performing the deed; accomplishing (one's) purpose;
successful; ecient, eective, ecacious, of avail;
serviceable, useful
operative, active (as a medicine); moving, stirring,
telling (as an oration, &c.); penetrating (as a sword);—
one who labours in adjusting aairs, a skilful negotiator;
an intelligent man of business;—a workman (=kr-gar):—
kr-guzr= kr-gur, q.v.:—kr-gah, s.f.=kr-gh, q.v.:—krnma, s.m. A record of stirring deeds, an account of
battles, military history; chronicle, history; memoirs; a
commentary:—kr-o-br, s.m.=kr-br, q.v.:—kr-o-kard,
s.m.=kr-br, q.v.
H   kr, adj. & s.m.=kl, q.v.
S   kr, s.f. A prison (not generally used alone in
Hind, but in comp.):—krgr(˚r+g˚), s.m. A place of
connement, a prison, gaol:—kr-grih,
 s.m. Idem.
S K ;   ykarps, s.m. Cotton; the cotton plant,
Gossypium hirsutum; cotton cloth;—adj. (f. -), Made of
cotton; cottony.
S B ;   y"krps, s.f. The cotton plant, Gossypium
hirsutum.
'
(fr. kripaa),
s.m. Poverty,
S  ;   ekrpaya

indigence: pitiful circumstances; poorness of spirit;
humility; weakness.
H ) %Y  ' "krta-brya
'
(S. krta-vrya), s.m. An epithet
of Arjun, a prince of the Haihayas, killed by Parau-rm;
—name of one of the Jain Chakravarts or rulers of the
world in Bhrata.
S (Y  X\krttik, vulg. krtik, s.m. The seventh
month of the Hinds, Oct.-Nov. (when the moon is full
and near Krittikor
the Pleiades):—krttikotsav(˚ka+ut˚),

s.m. The day of full moon in the month Krttik; a Hind
festival.
H Y  X\"krttik, vulg. krtik[S. X\+t, or t],
adj. Of or relating to the month Krttik.
S  Y  X\?krttikeya, s.m. The god of war, and son of

Siva (so called because reared by the six Krittiksor

Pleiades).
H K Y  krt s (corr. of 'cartouch'), s.m. A cartridge.
H 5  *krj,
'
or * kraj [S. ],
 s.m. Work, action,
business, aair; profession (see kjand krya); aim, end,
object, motive; cause, origin;—marriage, nuptials:—krajint, s.f. Caution, prudence, consideration:—kraj-siddhi,
s.f. Attainment of an object, accomplishment, success:—
kraj ra n(-k), To celebrate the marriage (of).
P   krd [Pehl. kart; Zend kareta, fr. karet= S. ;' cf. S.
",
' ' ], s.f. A knife:—krd dar ustu n rasd, The
knife reached (or has reached) the bone; he was (or is)
reduced to the last extremity.
P  *B  kr-istn, s.m. = P  *B  kr-istn, s.f.See s.v. kr.
P  *B  kr-istn, s.f. = P  *B  kr-istn, s.m.See s.v. kr.
S <; E   8y4krshpa, s.m. A weight of silver equal to
sixteen pasof cowries; a weight of copper equal to
eighty ratts; a weight of shells equal to eighty cowries;—
a husbandman (?).
S (E   3krshak,
'
3 krshik, s.m. Tiller of the soil,
husbandman, agriculturist (syn. kisn).
S   krak, adj. & s.m. (used as last member of
compounds,—f. -ik), Doing, acting; making, causing,
producing;—a doer; an agent; one who eects or
produces anything;—s.m. Action (esp. in Gram.);—case
(of a noun):—krak-ra n, s.f. (in Gram.) The formation of
cases, declension.
S   Ikruk, s.m.=  kru, q.v.
H    Ikrukar [S. +t
'
or I+t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Working, doing work;—a worker; an agent; a
maker; an articer; a mechanic; an artisan.
S     krkaya

(fr. karkaa), s.m. Roughness,
harshness; sternness; hardness; rmness, solidity.
H &   Lkrikh, s.m. corr. of krsh, q.v.
H &   Lkrikh [prob. akin to S. 3,' 30]' , s.f.(?) A
water-conductor, an aqueduct, a canal (cf. krez).
S (a   X/ krmik, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Manufactured,
made; worked; embroidered; intermixed with coloured
thread (as cloth, &c.);—any variegated texture; a gured

web.
S (a   /,
' krmuk, s.m. A bow; a bow-shaped
instrument;—bamboo.
S   4kra, and H.  kran, s.m. Cause, motive,
purpose, reason; principle, ground, source, basis;
occasion; account, sake, behalf;—action; agency;—a
father;—adv. or postpn. For the reason, because (of, -ke),
on account (of), for the sake (of), &c.:—is kra, For this
reason, hence, therefore:—is-ke kra, In consequence of
this, &c.:—kra-k, s.m. The cause of all things; an
epithet of the Great Creator.
H 8  kranj, = H 8  kranja,s.m. (dialec.) Mouth of a
water-channel; cock or spout of a cistern, barrel, &c.; a
spout (of water).
H 8  kranja, = H 8  kranj,s.m. (dialec.) Mouth of a
water-channel; cock or spout of a cistern, barrel, &c.; a
spout (of water).
P ?+   kranda, vulg. krinda[Zend kra+añ; S. +B],
adj. & s.m. Working; laborious;—one who manages a
business, a manager, an agent, or ocer (syn. krpardz).
S (  I.4kruik, vulg. I4 kruak (fr. karua),
adj. (f. -ik), Compassionate, tender, kind.
S   Ikru, s.m. A maker; a doer; an agent; an
articer, artisan, artist; a mechanic (=krukar, q.v.).
H   Ikru (dialec.)=kis-k, gen. of ko.
H   5kro, adj. (Braj)=kr, or kl, q.v.
P   krwn, vulg. krw (prob.=kr+rawn), s.m. A
caravan, a large company of travellers, or merchants, or
pilgrims, united for mutual protection on a journey:—
krwn-bsh, s.m. The chief of a caravan:—krwn-saror
sare, s.f. A public building for the reception of caravans,
a caravansary; an inn.
P (  krwnak, s.f.(?) A crane; a heron.
P   krwn, adj. & s.m. Of or relating to a caravan;—
one who belongs to or forms part of a caravan.
P    kr-o-br, s.m.=kr-br, q.v.s.v. kr
A ?  krih (act. part. of ? 'to hate, dislike,' &c.), adj.
Detesting, loathing; loath, averse, unwilling.
P   kr (=S. , "), adj. Operating, eectual,

penetrating, deep, mortal (as a wound).
S   "kr, adj. & s.m. (used as last member of

virile.
H   ik h [perf. part. of k hn; or=S. >9+t], s.m.

compounds), Making, doing, performing, causing;—
maker, doer, performer, agent, cause, &c.
H   kr (corr. of English 'curry,' which is prob. corr. fr.
ka h, or tarkr), s.f. The dish called 'curry':—kr-bht,
s.m. Curry and rice.
S *)  ;' kryatva, s.m. The being an eect; the

Drawings, advances; an extract, a decoction (esp. one of
various medicinal roots and herbs given to a puerperal
woman).
H   ik han (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Tracing of

relation or condition of an eect, or of what has been
eected.
P o)  krez [prob. fr. Zend karesh= S. karsh; cf. S. karsha,

of rt. >3] , v.t. To draw, drag, pull, &c.; to draw out, draw

and karsh ], s.f. A subterraneous canal; an aqueduct; a
canal or watercourse, a ditch dug round a eld (to
convey water).
P o)  krez, adj. Of or belonging to a canal; watered or
irrigated by a canal.
S Z)  "3krsh, s.m. A heap of dung; a large quantity
of dried cow-dung; dung, manure.
P J)  kr-gar (prob.=S. +),
'
s.m. A workman,
craftsman, an operative; a skilful workman, an articer,
artisan, a manufacturer.
P J)  kr-gar, s.f. Workmanship, handicraft; the
product of workmanship; skilled or masterly work,
superior or artistic work, skill.
S )  krya,
'
s.m. Action, operation, work, business,
aair; occupation, profession; possession;—cause, origin;
motive, object (syn. kjand kraj, qq.v):—krydhyaksh,
vulg. kryadhyaksh(˚ya+adh˚), s.m. A superintendent of
work:—krya- int, s.f. Considerateness, prudence,
caution:—krya-rahit, adj. Unoccupied, unemployed;
fallow:—krya-siddhi, s.f. The accomplishment of a
purpose, the attainment of an object, success:—krya-kr,
adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Active, operative, availing, of avail,
eectual, ecient;—a workman, an operative; an agent:
—krya-kart, s.m. A worker; a manager an agent, a
negotiator, an ambassador, a representative.
H   7k  (=p , q.v.), s.m. A young bualo.
H   7k , s.m.=k h, q.v.
H   7k n, v.t.=k hn, q.v.
H   ik h (prob. fr. k h-n, q.v.), s.m. Membrum

gures (on cloth), embroidery; tissue.
H   ik hn [k h˚= Prk. ¯(), fr. ¯=S. >9, p.p.p.
forth (a sword, &c.), draw o; to extract; to take out or
o or forth; to pull out, to extricate; to strip o (the skin,
&c.); to clear (land); to drive out or away; to displace; to
draw, trace, form (letters, or lines, or gures); to form,
fashion; to delineate; to paint; to work gures (on cloth,
or in needlework), to embroider;—to invent, contrive,
devise, project, strike out (a fashion, way, mode, &c.); to
draw, derive, gather, obtain from; to gain by labour, to
earn, make; to take up (money), to draw, to borrow;—to
bring out, to introduce (as a subject of discourse); to
bring out or make out (a meaning, &c.); to elicit; to
deduce, to infer; to bring to light, to detect, discover,
apprehend (faults, or excellences, or properties); to
train, to break in (a beast);—to rake out or up, to scratch
out or up; to explore, trace, search out;—to drag out or
along, to bear or undergo (grievous days or
circumstances, or pain, or aiction);—to wait upon, to
serve, minister to (the sick, &c.):—k h-len, v.t. intens.
of and=k hn.
H   7"k  [prob. S. ef+], s.f. (dialec.) A blade (of
grass, or corn, &c.); a bit of straw or stick, a fescue; a
chip:—k -kaspa, s.f. Rubbish; dirt; clsy.
H K  ks [S. 8(], A species of grass, of which ropes,
&c. are made, Saccharum spontaneum.
S K  ksa, vulg. ks, s.m. A cough; catarrh:—kslu(˚salu), s.m. An esculent root, a sort of yam:—ks-rog, or kssvs, s.m. The asthma:—ksa-ghna, adj. (f. -), Removing
or alleviating cough, pectoral:—ksa-ghn, s.f. A sort of
prickly nightshade, Solanum jacquini:—ksa-mard, s.m. The
plant Cassia sophora(used as a remedy against ccugh):—
ks-nin, s.f. 'Cough-destroyer,' name of a thorny plant

used as a remedy for cough.
H K  ks [prob. S. [T(], s.m. (dialec.) Bell-metal (=k s,
q.v.);—a small copper coin (called, by Europeans, 'cash'),
current, until within late years, in Southern India
(eighty ksmade one fanam, and twelve fanams a
rupee).
A K  ks (prob. fr. the Pers. ks, cf. ksa), s.m. A cup, a
goblet, a bowl.
S ! B  !,kslu, s.m. See s.v. ksaor ks, 'cough.'
A UB  ksib (act. part. of U0 'to gain, earn,' &c.), s.m. A
gainer, acquirer, earner; one who toils for his bread; an
artisan, artist; a tradesman.
H %B   "ksb [prob. ksib, q.v.+= S. t (+t), s.m.
A weaver.
P B  Tkst, s.m. Name of a plant, Chara(Bruce).
P B  kst, s.f. = P <*B  kstan, s.m.= P *E  kstan, s.f.[fr.
Zend kau; Pehl. ka; cf. kih], Decrease, diminution, loss,
damage.
P <*B  kstan, s.m. = P B  kst, s.f.= P *E  kstan, s.f.[fr.
Zend kau; Pehl. ka; cf. kih], Decrease, diminution, loss,
damage.
P *E  kstan, s.f. = P B  kst, s.f.= P <*B  kstan, s.m.[fr.
Zend kau; Pehl. ka; cf. kih], Decrease, diminution, loss,
damage.
H *B  T;ksty, s.m. A sickle.
A + B  ksid (act. part. of + 0 'to be slow of sale,' &c.), adj.
Dull of sale, unsaleable (goods); dull, at (a market); not
selling or passing current; worthless; decient (in
quantity or quality); despicable, of no esteem.
A B  ksir (act. part. of 0 'to break,' &c.; see kasr), s.m.
Breaker:—ksirul-ajar, s.m. lit.'Stone-breaker';
saxifrage.
P B  ksn, s.f. Endive, white succory, Cichorium endivia;
or chiccory, Cichorium intybus;—adj. Chiccory-coloured;
lilac.
P B  ksa (said to be fr. A. ~B  ksat; but prob. orig. Pers.
and=S. [T or ), s.m. A cup, goblet, bowl; a plate; a
trencher;—a royal meal:—ksa--sar, s.m. The skull:—ksales, s.m. Pot-licker:—ksa-les, s.f. Pot-licking.
H B  "ks, s.f.= E  k, q.v.

S I B  "kss, s.m. Green vitriol; green sulphate of
iron; copperas.
P D  ksh, conj. Would to heaven, would that, I wish to
heaven:—ksh-ki, or ksh-ke, Idem.
S D  8k, s.f. A kind of grass, Saccharum
spontaneum(=ks, q.v.);—s.m. Cough, &c. (corr. of ks, q.v.).
P  E  kshna, s.m. A small house; a house, dwelling,
edice.
P  E  kshn, adj. Of or belonging to the city of Kshn;
—s.f. A ne kind of velvet.
P E  ksht [v.n. fr. kshtan; rt. Zend karesh= S. ' (>3) ],
s.f. Ploughing, tilling, cultivating; tillage, cultivation (syn.
jot; bo-jot); cultivated land, a cultivated tract; a eld, a
farm; holding, tenure (of land):—ksht-kr, s.m. A tiller of
the soil, a cultivator, an agriculturist, a farmer:—kshtkr, s.f. Tillage, cultivation (=ksht):—ksht karn, v.t.
(caus. of next), To have or get (land) tilled or cultivated;
to farm out (land):—ksht karn, v.t. To plough, till,
cultivate:—ksht-me ln(-ko), To bring into cultivation;
to reclaim (land):—be-ksht, adj. Untilled, uncultivated;
fallow, waste.
P *E  kshta (perf. part. of kshtan; see ksht), part. Tilled,
cultivated; sown.
S D  ckshha, vulg. kshh, s.m. Wood, timber; a
piece of wood:—kshh-k, s.m. A small insect or worm
found in decayed wood:—kshh-ku, s.m. The
woodpecker.
S D  ckshh, s.f. A quarter or point of the
compass, a cardinal point; space, tract; place; mark, goal,
limit, boundary; aim;—a lunar station;—a measure of
time.
S D  ckshhak, s.m. Aloe-wood or Agallochum.
S D  c"kshh, adj. Wooden; having wood.
A gE  kshif (act. part. of g 'to open, reveal,' &c.),
s.m. Detector, discoverer; revealer; explainer,
expounder.
P E  ksh-ke, or ksh-k, conj.=ksh, q.v.
S E  8"k, s.f. The modern city of Benares (the most
sacred of all the cities of the Hinds, and their most
important place of pilgrimage):—k-pur, s.f. The capital

of the Kas, i.e. Benares.
A 2   kzim
 (act. part. of 2  'to restrain' (anger)), adj. &
s.m. Restraining (anger);—restrainer (of anger):—
kzimul-g
aiz

 ,  One (or he) who restrains his anger.
P / p  kgaz (for
orig. kgad;

 said to be fr. kg, 'sound or
noise'+da, 'giving forth'), s.m. Paper; a paper, writing,
document, deed; a charter, patent; an account; a note of
hand, a bond; a printed or written sheet, a newspaper:—
kga-bah,
s.m. Oce allowance for stationery;—kga

s, adj. Paper-like; thin as paper:—kga--sarkr,
s.m.

Government paper, a government promissory note; a
currency note; registered or stamped paper:—kga siyh
karn, To blacken paper, to scribble:—kga-farosh,
s.m. A

paper-seller, a stationer:—kga-qalam-dwt,
Paper,
pens

and ink; stationery:—kga-k
pa-bz, s.m. A puppet;—a

thin active fellow:—kga karn, To prepare or make up
(one's) papers; to adjust or balance (one's) accounts;—to
give a note of hand or bond:—kga-ke
gho e, s.m. (colloq.)

'Paper-horses'; active correspondence;—kga-ke
gho e

dau n, To keep up an active (or a brisk)
correspondence:—kga kholn(-ke), To open the papers
(of); to expose the misdeeds (of):—kga likhnor likhden(-ko), To give a written bond or note of hand (to):—
kga likhw-len(-se), To take a bond or note of hand
(from):—kgaz miln(se),
To compare papers, &c. (with);

to examine or check accounts:—pakk kga,
 s.m. Thick,
sti paper;—stamped paper:— ih-k kga,
 s.m. Notepaper, letter-paper:—ka  kga,
 s.m. Inferior country
paper;—unstamped paper:—kor kga,
 or be-likh kga,

s.m. Blank paper.
P A/ p  kgat,
s.m. pl. (of kga,

 after the model of the
reg. pl. fem. of the Ar.), Papers, documents, records, &c.
P / p  kga,
a,
 vulg. kg(kg

 q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Of
paper, made of paper;—paper-; paper-like, papery; thin;
delicate, soft; brittle, fragile;—of or relating to papers or
documents, documentary;—a paper-maker; a stationer; a
writer; an accountant;—a paper case;—s.f. A superior
kind of thin-peeled lemon or lime, or pear, or walnut;—a
white pigeon.
P <)+ p  kgan
 (i.q. kga,
 q.v.), adj. Made of paper.
A _  kr (act. part. of h  'to be unbelieving,' &c.), adj. &

s.m. Indel, impious; ungrateful;—one denying God, an
indel, an impious wretch;—a Care; (met.) a mistress,
sweetheart:—kr kurt, s.f. A coat cut after the European
pattern:—kr--nmat, adj. Ungrateful for benets.
P _  kr-na [kr+na= Zend a. naor ana= S. ], adj.
& adv. Indel-like; impiously.
P ?_  kra (for A. ?_  krat, fem. of kar), adj. &
s.f.=kr.
P _  kr, vulg. kfr(rel. n. fr. kr), adj. & s.m. Of or
relating to an indel; or a Care;—an African Care, a
negro;—s.f. Indelity, unbelief; impiety;—mischief:—kr
mir , s.f. A kind of pepper.
P  _  kf r (the Arab. form of P. kp r= S. 0' ), s.m.
Camphor:—kf r honor ho-jn, v.n. To vanish,
disappear, run away, decamp.
P  _  kf r (kf r, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of camphor, made
of camphor; camphorate; white as camphor, transparent
white, snow-white:—kf r sham, s.f. A camphor candle.
P _  k"a, vulg. kfa(for A. ~_  k"at), adj. & s.m. All,
universal, whole, total;—the whole (of);—a tribe; a
multitude:—k"a--anm, All mankind.
P _  kf (for A. e  k, for orig. kyu, act. part. of
h  'to be sucient'; see kifyat), adj. Sucient, enough,
adequate; eectual, ecacious:—kf taur-se,
adv.

Suciently, adequately; eectually:—k-o-wf, adv.
Enough and to spare.
P   kk (prob.=S. ),
 s.m. Anything dried (as meat,
&c.); dry, hard bread; biscuit; a sweetened cake of bread
(oered at a shrine);—bran;—the pupil of the eye;—adj.
Small, minute.
S   kka, vulg. kk, s.m. (f. -), A crow:—kk-bandhy,
s.f. A woman that bears only one child:—kk-bhasun,
s.m. A kind of mountain crow, a large crow; a raven; a
god of crows who (in the form of a crow) ate the
rishior

leavings of Rm:—kk-paksh, s.m. 'Crow's feather'; the
side-locks which are left when the head (of a Hind) is
rst shaved; side-locks; ringlets, tresses:—kk-plu, s.m. A
kind of ebony:—kka-tlya, adj. & s.m. Unexpected,
accidental, casual, fortuitous (as in the fable of the fruit
of the plam falling unexpectedly at the moment of the

alighting of a crow, and killing it);—coincidence,
accident; chance, casualty:—kk-mr, s.f. The plant
Menispermum cocculus(the seed of which is the Cocculus
indicus):—kk-madau, s.m. A water-hen, gallinule:—kkmard, s.m. The colocynth or bitter apple, Cucumis
colocynthis.
H   kk (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Cork; a cork.
P H   kk (=  , q.v.), s.m. (in Pers.), An old slave
(belonging to one's father); an elder brother;—(in Hind.)
a father's younger brother; a paternal uncle; a
respectful compellation for an elder brother, or cousin,
&c., and for the younger sons and grandsons of a Sikh
Rjor Sardr.
H  Y   0kk-t , s.m. A cockatoo, a species of
large parrot (found in the Malayan peninsula, the
eastern isles, &c.).
H  O   kk-t  , s.m.= Y   kk-t .
H JB+   kkad-sing (prob. corr. fr. kka-sing= kk sing, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.), Ink-nut owers.
P o)  kkrez, s.m. Dark purple colour.
P o)  kkrez, adj. Dark purple; purple-coloured.
H    7kk  [prob. S. +t],

s.m. Sti or rm
leather; a strap of leather; thong (of a whip);—a large or
sti wick.
H % 5   7$"kak -sing = H % ) 5   7·$"
kk -s g [S. &+8

r$], s.f. The tree Pistacia(or
Rhus) integerrima(the fruit of which is compared to the
claw or feelers of a crab); one of the gall-like
excrescences formed on the leaves and petioles of the
same plant, and used in native medicine.
H % ) 5   7·$"kk -s g = H % 5   7$"
kak -sing [S. &+8

r$], s.f. The tree Pistacia(or
Rhus) integerrima(the fruit of which is compared to the
claw or feelers of a crab); one of the gall-like
excrescences formed on the leaves and petioles of the
same plant, and used in native medicine.
P   kkul (cf. S. !),

s.f. A curl, lock, ringlet; a tuft
of hair left on the top of the head:—kkule
(one's) curls hang down.

ho n, To let

H A #  !0kkl t, !5 kklot, s.f. (dialec.) Soft
and tender melting; attachment, passion; desire,
longing; avidity, greediness, stinginess, niggardliness.
H Y #  !0"kkl t, adj. & s.m. Attached; impassioned;
desirous; covetous, avaricious;—a tender lover, an
impassioned or eager lover;—a miser.
H  #  !5kklod, s.f.=kkl t, q.v.
S <  4kka, s.m. A kind of leprosy with black and
red spots (considered incurable).
H <  kkan, j kkun, s.f. A species of small
grain, Panicum italicum; millet (=ka gn).
S +   B"kkand, and H. B" kkind, s.f. Name
of a country;—Emblic myrobalan.
S   4"kki, or " kkin, s.f. A particular
small coin; a small sum of money equal to twenty
cowries;—the cowrie-shell (Cyprœa moneta) used as a coin;
—a cubit.
H   jkku, s.m. A paternal uncle (=kk, q.v.);—
sarcasm.
S   5!kkol, s.m. A raven;—a poisonous substance
of a black colour (possibly the berry of the Cocculus
indicus);—name of one of the divisions of the infernal
regions.
S !   5!"kkol, s.f. Name of a root or vegetable
substance used in medicine (described as sweet and
cooling, allaying fever, removing phlegm, &c. It is said to
be brought from Nepaul or Morung).
H 8   {(*"kak jk, s.f. Ranunculus.
H &  Lkkh [S. d], s.f. The armpit:—kkh-sot, s.f.
The space from the shoulder to the armpit:—kkh-al,
s.f. A painful suppurating tumour in the armpit.
H   "kk (fem. of kk, q.v.), s.f. The wife of a
paternal uncle, an aunt.
S   "kk (fem. of kka), s.f. A crow.
H +  [   ? Bkke-bandh, s.f. corr. of kk-bandhy,
q.v.s.v. kkaor kk.
P '  kg, s.m.=kk, q.v.
H '  kg, s.m. A cork (=kk, q.v.).

H '  $kg = H X  $ kg [Ap. Prk. $,; Prk. $5,
and $ ; S.  and +t], s.m. A crow; a raven;—
kg, s.m. The uvula:—kg-uhn(-k), To raise the uvula
(of an infant):—kg-bs mot, s.m. A kind of black pearl:
—kgri(˚ga+ari), s.m. 'Enemy of the crow,' an owl:—kgbhusan, or kg-bhusun, or kg-bhuuni, s.m. = kkbhasun, q.v.s.v. kka:—kg hiakn(-k), The uvula to
become elongated and hang down:—kg-rakhwl, s.f.
Driving o crows from a eld:—kg-raul, s.f. The cawing
of crows:—chattering; noise, tumult. (For other
compounds, see s.v. kk).
H X  $kg = H '  $ kg [Ap. Prk. $,; Prk. $5,
and $ ; S.  and +t], s.m. A crow; a raven;—
kg, s.m. The uvula:—kg-uhn(-k), To raise the uvula
(of an infant):—kg-bs mot, s.m. A kind of black pearl:
—kgri(˚ga+ari), s.m. 'Enemy of the crow,' an owl:—kgbhusan, or kg-bhusun, or kg-bhuuni, s.m. = kkbhasun, q.v.s.v. kka:—kg hiakn(-k), The uvula to
become elongated and hang down:—kg-rakhwl, s.f.
Driving o crows from a eld:—kg-raul, s.f. The cawing
of crows:—chattering; noise, tumult. (For other
compounds, see s.v. kk).
H #X  $!"kgl [fem. of kkor kg, q.v.; l= S.  or !
+], s.f. A female crow; a female raven.
H  X  $,kgu, $  kgw [S.  + t (with
inserted), s.m. (rustic) A crow; a raven (=kg);—black
fungus which attacks cereals.
H  X  $Mkgaur [Prk. $!; S. ++!], s.f.
Oblations of food made to crows in a rddh.
S  !kla, vulg. kl, s.m. Time; (in Gram.) tense;
season; age; right or proper time, t season; meal-time;
Time personied; destiny, fate; death; time of death; the
messenger or angel of death; the regent of the dead,
one of the names of Jam or Yama:—kl n(-ko), Death to
come, the last hour to come (to):—klntar(kla+an˚), s.m.
Intervening time, interval; the lapse of time, the process
of time, period;—another time; a more suitable time:—kl
bitn, To pass time; to spend time, to while away time;
to waste time:—kl-bas, adj. In the clutches or grasp of
death; liable to death; seized by fate;—kl-bas hon, v.n.

To be in the clutches of death or fate, &c.:—kl-prabht,
s.m. 'The dawning of the best season,' the two months
following the rainy season; the sultry season; the
autumn:—kla-jna, vulg. klagya, s.m. One who knows the
xed times or seasons; an astrologer:—kla-jnn, vulg.
kl-gyn, s.m. Worldly or secular knowledge, the
knowledge of worldly things (as distinguished from
things spiritual and eternal):—kl- akra, s.m. The wheel
of time; a given revolution of time, a cycle, a period of
time, an epoch:—kl-dharm, s.m. The law, rule, or
operation of time; death, dying;—the in uence of time;
seasonableness:—kl-rtri, s.f. 'The night of alldestroying time'; a particular night in the life of man, on
the seventh day of the seventh month of the seventyseventh year (after which period a man is exempt from
attending to the usual religious ordinances):—kl-s tra,
s.m. The thread of time or death; name of one of the
twenty-one hells:—kl kn= kl-bitn, q.v.:—kl-kar jn,
v.n. To go the way of all esh:—kl-kram, s.m.
The lapse of time, the process of time:—kl-kramik, adv.
According to the process of time:—kla-kshep, s.m.
Allowing time to pass away, delay, loss of time; spending
or passing time; enduring suering or aiction:—kl-ke
bas hon, v.n. To be subject to time and circumstances; to
be in the hands of death (=kl-bas hon):—kl-k jeo , s.f.
lit.'Rope of death'; a snake:—kl-ke sam r, s.m. pl. 'The
Books of Chronicles:—kl ga wn= kl bitn, q.v.:—klnem, s.f. The felly or rim of the wheel of time'; a kind of
terrible weapon;—name of an Asuror demon (slain by
Krish ):—kl-v ak, adj. (in Gram.) Denoting time, having
reference to time, of time:—kl-va, adj.=kl-bas, q.v.
H  !kl [S. !t], s.m. Bad or inauspicious time;
dearth, famine; calamity;—adj. Bad, inauspicious;
unseasonable:—kl-upakr, s.m. Famine-relief:—kl-bel,
s.f. Inauspicious or unlucky time:—kl-ptr, s.m. (f. -), A
victim of famine:—kl pa n, Famine to happen; the
coming on of famine:—kl-k  , or kl-k mr, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Famine-stricken;—a victim of famine; a
starveling:—kl-k km, s.m. Famine work.
S  !kla, vulg. kl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Black (=kl), of a
dark colour, dark; dark-blue;—great, large, excessive,

terrible;—a black or dark-blue colour;—the black part of
the eye;—the black and most venomous variety of the
Cobra, Coluber naga:—klnjan(˚la+an), s.m. A black
unguent:—klnjan(˚la+an˚), s.m. A small sbrub used as a
purgative:—klguru(˚la+ag˚), s.m. A black kind of aloewood or Agallochum;—kl-jur, s.m. A great or terrible
gambler:—kl-rtr, s.f. A very dark night:—kl-sr, s.m.
The black antelope:—kla-sarp, or kl-sarp, s.m. The black
and most poisonous variety of the cobra (=kla, or kl, or
kl s p):—kl-koh , s.f. A black-hole; solitary
imprisonment:—kl-gandh, or kl-ganait, s.m. A kind of
cobra with white spots:—kla-lava, s.m. A kind of black
factitious and purgative salt (=kl lon, and kl namak):—
kl-meshik, s.f. Bengal madder, Rubia munjista;—black
Teor, Ipomæa atropurpurea:—kl-mesh, s.f. The plant
Vernonia(or Serratula, or Conyza) anthelmintica;—Bengal
madder, Rubia munjista:—kl-nirys, s.m. A fragrant and
resinous exudation from the plant Amyris agallocha;
bdellium:—kla-yavan, vulg. kl-yaman, s.m. Name of a
prince of the Yavans; a tyrannical Asur, the foe of
Krish , destroyed by him by a stratagem.
H  !kl, adv. (Braj, & rustic) To-morrow, &c. (=kal,
q.v.).
H "  !kl [Prk. ! ; S. !t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Black, dark;—great, fearful, terrible;—a name of Krish ;
the black and most venomous variety of the cobra,
Coluber naga;—a sepoy:—kl  , s.m. The hill bramble:—
kl-bl, or kle-bl, s.m. lit.'Black hair or hairs,' the
pubes; the groin;—kl-bl apn jnnor samajhn(-ko), To
hold (one) in no esteem, or in great contempt:—klbhujang, s.m. A black snake;—adj. Black as a snake, very
black, jet black:—kl pn, s.m. lit.'Black water'; beyond
the sea; transportation (across the sea):—kl pah , s.m.
A black mountain or hill; (met.) an elephant;—the head:—
kl-til, s.m. Sesamum orientale:—kl or, s.m. A great
thief;—an unknown person; a dark horse:—kl dna, s.m.
Name of a purgative seed, Ipomæa cœrulea; indigo seed;
woad, Convolvulus nil:—kl dhat r, s.m. The purple
thorn-apple, Datura fastuosa purpurascens:—kl deo, s.m. A
black demon; a great devil;—a very black man:—kl zra,
or kl jr, s.m. Seed of the Nigella indica:—kl ka , s.m.

Colocasia antiquorum:—kl karn, v.t. To make black, to
blacken; to blot, scribble over, deface by scribbling:—klkal , adj. (f. -), Black as a lamp-black box, coal-black,
jet-black:—kl kast r, s.m. Abelmoschus moschatus:—kl
kaww, s.m. A black crow, a raven:—kl-koel, adj. (f. -),
Coal-black:—kl-kkar, s.m. The Acacia arabica:—kl
lobhiy, s.m. Dolichos catjang:—kl-mu h karn, or mu h
kl karn(-k), To blacken the face (of), to disgrace, bring
disgrace (on); to turn out with disgrace, to expel; to
break o all connexion (with);—to copulate (with); to
violate, to ravish:—kl namakor kl lon, or kl non, s.m.
A kind of black rock-salt, impregnated with sulphur and
bitumen, which leaves a hepatic avour in the mouth (it
is much used medicinally):—kl bal, s.f. 'A black
calamity'; a great evil; a plague; an old hag:—kle-bl,
s.m. pl. See kl-bl:—kle baran, adj. Of the colour of a
snake; of a black colour:—kl bh mi, s.f. A rich black soil,
vegetable mould:—kl-pl  khe karn, v.n. To look very
angry and threatening:—kl tuls, s.f. Basil, Ocymum
basilicumor sanctum:—kl zr, s.f. Vernonia(or Serratula)
anthelmintica:—kl stal, s.f. Malignant or con uent
small-pox:—kl sem, s.f. A bean, Dolichos villosus:—klkuk, s.f. Black hellebore, Helleborus niger:—kl ka k r, s.f.
A variety of cowhage with a purplish stem,
Dolichos(carpopogon) pruriens purpurascens;—kle-kos, s.m.
pl. 'Great distances,' a great distance:—kl kkar, s.f.=kl
kkar, q.v.:—kl mt, s.f.=kl stal, q.v.:—kl mi, s.f.
Black soil (=kl bh mi);—black-lead:—kl mir, s.f. Black
pepper, Piper nigrum:—kl h  sir-pe dharn(-ke), 'To
place a black pot on the head' (of); to bring disgrace
(upon).
H "  !kl, s.m. Time (=kl, q.v.).
S "  !kl, s.f. Name of a daughter of Daksha (the
mother of the Klakeyas, a family of asursor demons).
P "  kl, s.m.=!  kla, q.v.
H *; "  !\"kl-patt, s.f. The act of caulking (a ship
or boat):—kl-patt karna, v.t. To caulk (a ship, &c.).
H <; "  !klpan [Prk. !Q4(; S. !++; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Blackness; the condition of being black.
S X "  !$,Iklguru, s.m. See s.v. klaor kl, 'black.'

S *"  !Bklntar, s.m. See s.v. kl, 'time.'
S 8"  ![*"klnjan, s.f. See s.v. kla, 'black.'
P + %!  klbud, vulg. klb t[for orig. kalb t, fr. kalbor kalp=
Pehl. karp; Zend kehrp(fr. karep= S. kalp); S. ;+but(?),
q.v.], s.m. The body (of a man or animal); the frame; the
heart;—gure, form, mould, model; a last (for shoes).
S (L!  klpanik (fr. kalpan), adj. Existing only in
fancy; unreal, ctitious, invented, contrived; articial;
counterfeit; fabricated; feigned, hypocritical.
S *L!  klpanikat, vulg. klpnikt, s.f. = S *L! 
; klpanikatva,vulg. klpniktw, s.m.Contrivance;
forgery; hypocrisy, dissimulation.
S *L!  ; klpanikatva, vulg. klpniktw, s.m. = S
*L!   klpanikat,vulg. klpnikt,
s.f.Contrivance; forgery; hypocrisy, dissimulation.
S K+ !  .!klids (kl+dsa, 'the slave of Kl or
Durg'), s.m. Name of a celebrated Hind poet (the
Shakespeare of India; author of the akuntal,
Vikramorva, Megha-d ta, Raghu-va a, Nalodaya, and other
poems: he was one of the nine poets or gems of
Vikramditya's court, and is supposed to have ourished
in the century preceding the Christian era); a proper
name.
H I!  !klas, s.m. Blackness (=klak).
S  !  !,lklushya (fr. kalusha), s.m. Foulness,
dirtiness, lth; turbidness; opacity; foul play, unfairness;
disturbance or interruption of harmony, disagreement,
discord.
S (!  !klak, adj. & s.m. Black, &c. (=kla);—a black
mark, a mole; a freckle; the black part of the eye; a kind
of grain;—name of a Rkshas; name of an Asur;—(in Hind,
prob. for S. klik), s.f. Blackness; a black mark or spot; a
mole; a freckle; a stain; brand, stigma, disgrace;—(in Bjgait,
or Algebra) one of the expressions of quantity or

number (corresponding to our a, b, c, x, y, z, &c.):—klakk k, s.m. A black spot; a stain; stigma, disgrace.
H (!  .!klik [S. .!], s.f. Blackness; black spot;
blacking; ink; lamp-black; soot, the smut which collects
under pots, &c.; cloudiness, darkness, gloom;—a fault or

aw (in gold); the line of hair extending from the
pudenda to the navel;—the small singing-bird Turdus
macrourus(com. called shm); a female crow; a black
curlew.
S (!  .!klika, vulg. klik(fr. kla, 'time'), adj. (f. -or
-), Relating to time, connected with time; (in Gram.)
relating to tense; temporal; seasonable; periodical.
H (!  !,kluk, s.m. corr. of kalush, q.v.
S !  .!klik, vulg. klk, s.f. Blackness; ink, &c.
(see klik); an epithet of the goddess Durg (=kl, q.v.).
S !  .!klik, s.f. Price to be paid at a xed period
or by instalments:—klik-vriddhi,
s.f. Periodical interest

on money.
S  !  !{&klak , vulg. klk (fr. kala-k a), s.m. A
kind of poison contained in a bulbous root or tuber; a
deadly poison; a poison produced at the churning of the
ocean (swallowed by iva, and causing the blueness of
his throat);—poison, venom; rancour, spite, malice.
H &!  !Lklakh [S. !t], s.m. Blackness; lampblack, soot, &c. (=klik); a black mark or spot; a mole,
freckle, &c. (=klak):—klakh lagn(kis-ke nm-par), To
stain or sully (the reputation of), to give (one) a bad
name, to brand, stigmatize, vilify:—klakh lagn(kis-ke
mu h-me ), To put (one) to shame, to mortify; to give
(one) annoyance.
H  !  !"!kl-kl (corr. of A. ql+ql), s.m. A confused
or mued sound; bustle, stir, commotion, tumult.
H @ !  !/klm [for S. .!/, nom. of .!/], s.m.
Blackness; a black spot, stain, slur, blot; shame and
confusion (as of a convicted oender); suspicion;
calumny.
S 8!  !*or !(* klanjar, s.m. Name of a sacred
mountain in Bundelkhand, the modern Kallinjer; also
the country adjacent to it; an assemblage of religious
mendicants (so called because Kallinjer is one of their
meeting-places. Klaujar is one of the places
enumerated in the Vedas among the tapasya-sthnas, or
localities suitable for the practice of austere devotions);
—an epithet of iva.
S + !  .!B"klind, s.f. An epithet of the river Yamuna

or Jamn;—name of a wife of Krish ; name of the wife
of Asita and mother of Sagara.
H  ^!  !($7kla g  [prob. kla+an+ga a), s.m. lit.'Rude

H 0 !  pklesar = S   !  p: klevar [S. !

or unpolished measure'; a kind of rgor song.
H  !  ! &klwi = H  !  ! "& klw [Prk. ! +

+ :t], s.m. Name of a drug.

(; S. ! + c(], s.m. (dialec.) lit.'Black-backed'; the
male antelope, black buck (cf. kl-sr, s.v. kla).
H  !  ! "&klw = H  !  ! & klwi [Prk. ! +
(; S. ! + c(], s.m. (dialec.) lit.'Black-backed'; the
male antelope, black buck (cf. kl-sr, s.v. kla).
H I !  !gklau s [Prk. ! +
( ; S. !+ +],
s.f. (rustic), Blackness, &c. (=klak, q.v.).
P !  kla, s.m. Silk-cloth; cloth; household furniture or
utensils, eects, worldly goods, things (=kl).
H &!  6klh, = H !  !" kl,adv. (rustic)=kalh, or kal,
q.v.
H !  !"kl, = H &!  6 klh,adv. (rustic)=kalh, or kal,
q.v.
S !  !"kl (fem. of !; and of H. kl), adj. f. Black,
&c. (=kl, q.v.);—s.f. Black colour; blacking; ink; a black
spot, a mole, a freckle, &c. (=klak);—an epithet of the
goddess Durg, wife of iva (the Hecate of the Hinds, to
whom human sacrices are oered);—the river Nile.
H !  !"kl = H !  .! kliy [S. .!t and .!+
t], s.m. Name of a Nga or serpent that inhabited the
Jamn (it is said to have had a hundred and ten heads,
and to have been slain by Krish ):—kl-dah, or kl-kun,
s.m. The pit or whirlpool in the river Jamn in which the
serpent Kl is said to have lived:— kl-ng, s.m. The
serpent Kl.
H !  .!kliy = H !  !" kl [S. .!t and .!+
t], s.m. Name of a Nga or serpent that inhabited the
Jamn (it is said to have had a hundred and ten heads,
and to have been slain by Krish ):—kl-dah, or kl-kun,
s.m. The pit or whirlpool in the river Jamn in which the
serpent Kl is said to have lived:— kl-ng, s.m. The
serpent Kl.
H !  .!kliy [S. .!; or !"+t], adj. Black,
dark-complexioned.

+ :t], s.m. Name of a drug.
S   !  p:klevar = H 0 !  p klesar [S. !
S < !  !"kln, adj. Belonging or relating to any
particular time; timely, seasonable; old, ancient.
H 1  /km [Prk. @/5; S. / ' (base /
' )], s.m. Action,
act, deed, work, doing, handiwork, performance; work,
labour, duty, task, job; business, occupation,
employment, oce, function; operation, undertaking,
transaction, aair, matter, thing, concern, interest;—a
hard task, a dicult matter; a feat; object, end, purport;
—workmanship; manufacture; needlework, embroidery;
—service, use; serviceableness, tness (for); need (of, se), occasion (for);—the mail-packet, mails, post-bag:—
km-sakt, adj. Zealously following or pursuing a business;
occupied, busy:—km nor -jn, v.n. To come into use;
to come of use (to, -ke), be of use or service, prove
serviceable (to); to be of avail, to avail, to stand in stead;
to be wanted; to be used, or consumed, or spent (in, me ); to fall, be killed or slain (in battle, &c.):—km
ba hn(-k, or apn), To increase the work (of);—to lay
aside work, to cease from, or give over, work:—km
big nor big -den(-k), To spoil or mar the work (of); to
make a mess of a business, &c.; to put a spoke in (one's)
wheel; to bae, to foil; to ruin (one's) reputation or
credit:—km baihn, v.n. A work to be begun; a workshop
to be opened, a business to be started or established:—
km-par jn, v.n. To go to work; to go on duty:—km-par
hon, v.n. To be at work; to be engaged in work, to have
a post or employment, be in oce:—km pa n, v.n. To
come or be of use, to prove of service (=km n); to have
to do (with, -se), to have business (with), to require, be in
need (of), have occasion (for):—km-pe(or -par) lagn(ko), To set (one) to work, give (one) work to do; to give
(one) an employment, to employ, take into service:—km
tamm karn(-k), To nish a work or business,
accomplish a task; to settle the business (of), to put an
end (to one), to despatch, to kill:—km tamm hon(-k), A
work or task to be nished, &c.; the business (of a

person) to be settled, to be put an end (to), to be killed:—
km a hn(-k), To put a work or job in hand; to set a
(machine, &c.) to work:—km aln(apn), To keep a
work going; to further or advance a work or business; to
manage to do (with, -me ):—km- al , adj. Sucient to
go on with; answering as a make-shift; serviceable:—
km- or, s.m. One who shirks work; one who does not
give his full tale of work; a skulker, an idle fellow:—kmdr, adj. Worked (with, -k); having any particular kind of
work; embroidered;—s.m. Man of business, manager,
agent, steward:—km-dr, s.f. Managership,
management, agency, stewardship:—km-dn, s.f. A kind
of embroidery work on net or muslin (small owers
worked in gold or silver thread):—km dekhn(-k), To
inspect the work (of), to overlook, supervise:—km den(ko), To give work or employment (to), to employ; to
make over oce or charge (to); to render good service
(to, -k), to work well (for):—km rakhn(-se), To have
business or work (with), to have to do (with), to occupy
oneself (with); to be connected (with):—km supurd
karn(-ko), To give (one) work to do; to make over charge
of an oce (=km den):—km-se jt rahn, v.n. To be or
become unt for use, to become unserviceable, be past
work; to be removed from oce or employment:—km-se
km rakhn(apne), To mind one's own business:—km
farmn, v.t. To bring into operation or use, to make use
of, to apply:—km-k, adj. (f. -), Of work, working, busy
(e.g. km-k din); of use, useful, of service, serviceable, of
importance (to, -se); of need:—km-kj, s.m. Work,
occupation, business, aairs:—km-kj, adj. & s.m.
Laborious, industrious, busy, active; managing,
superintending;—a worker, laborious or industrious man;
manager, superintendent:—km karn, To do work, to be
busy; to act; to engage in practical aairs; to mind (one's
own, apn) business; to accomplish a business; to act or
operate (upon, -par), to be of use (to), to take eect (on),
be eectual, to succeed; to settle the business (of, -k), to
kill, destroy:—km khuln, v.n.=km baihn, q.v.:—km
lagn, To begin a work, to take or put a work in hand:—
km len, To take in work, to undertake a job; to take
over charge of an oce (from, -se); to work (one, or a
beast, &c.), to make use (of, -se), to use:—km miln, To

obtain an employment, or a post, &c.:—km-me , adv. In
work; in use:—km-me deh urnor l kn, To shirk
work, to skulk; to work in a dilatory manner:—km-me
km nikln, To kill two birds with one stone:—km-me
ln(-ko), To bring into use, to use, to employ; to apply; to
expend:—km nikln(-se), To carry into eect, to eect
(one's) purpose (by means of), to accomplish (one's)
desire; to get (one's) work done:—km nikaln(-se), Work
to be got out (of); things to be gained, or to result:—kmhn, adj. Without work, unemployed, unoccupied; vacant;
unused, lying idle.
S 1  /kma, vulg. km, s.m. Inclination, wish, desire,
longing, inordinate desire; aection, love, passion;
sexual passion; lust; love of pleasure; the object of desire
or love; the god of love, the Hind Cupid; (he is also the
lord of the tithior lunar days; and hence, in Hind
poetry,) a symbol for the number thirteen:—kmtur(˚ma
+t˚), adj. (f. -), Love-sick, in love, enamoured (of),
aected by love or desire; agitated or distracted by lust,
lustful, libidinous:—kmturatva, s.m., or kmturat, s.f.
Lust, libidinousness, sensuality:—kmrt(˚ma+r˚), adj. (f. ) Aicted by love or passion, in love, love-sick;
libidinous:—kmrth(˚ma+ar˚), adj. Amorous; lascivious,
wanton;—s.m. One who carries baskets lled with
Ganges water to distant places:—kmri, vulg. kmr ,
and km-ari(˚ma+ari), s.m. 'The foe or conqueror of the
god of love,' an epithet of iva or Mahdev;—a mineral
substance used in medicine, a sort of pyrites:—
kmsakt(˚ma+s˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Overcome with
desire or passion, impassioned, in love; under the power
of lust;—an amorous person; a libidinous person:—
kmndh(˚ma+an), adj. (f. -), Blinded by passion or lust;
under the in uence of conjugal desire:—km-priya, adj. (f.
-), Lust-loving, libidinous:—km-taru, s.m. The god of
love considered as a tree or parasitical plant; a fabulous
tree of Indra's paradise said to yield whatever may be
wished:—kma-da, vulg. kmad, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Granting desires;—one who grants or fulls desire; an
epithet of Km-dev:—km-d-g, s.f. A fabulous cow, the
cow of plenty (=km-dhenu, q.v.):—km-dugh, or km-duh,
adj. (f. -), 'Milking all desires,' i.e. yielding every wish:—
km-duh, s.f. The cow of plenty (=km-dhenu):—km-

dhenu, vulg. km-dhenor dhain, s.f. The cow of plenty, a
fabulous cow belonging to Indra said to have been
produced at the churning of the ocean, and to yield
whatever may be requested of her;—a cow that gives
much milk:—km-devor km-deo, s.m. The god of love,
the Hind Cupid (he was the son of Vishnu by Rukmin,
and the husband of Rat or Venus):—km-rj, s.m. The
sow-thistle, Sonchus:—km-r p, adj. & s.m. Taking any
shape at will; beautiful, pleasing (=km-r pin, or kmr p);—name of a district lying to the east of Bengal, the
western portion of Assam:—km-r pin, or km-r p, adj. &
s.m. (f. -i), Taking any shape at will;—pleasing,
beautiful, lovely;—one who is able to change shape or
appearance at will;—a beautiful person; a pleasing or
lovely object;—km-rup, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
the district of Kmrp;—a native of Kmrp:— km-svar p,
adj. Of the nature of Km or Cupid:—km-kr, s.m.
Voluntary action, spontaneous deed; free will:—km-krit,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having eected (one's) desire;—one
who has accomplished his object:—km-keli, or km-kel,
s.m. Amorous sport or dalliance; coition:—kma-ga, vulg.
kmag, or kma-gam, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going or coming of
one's own accord or at will, able to move or act as one
pleases;—a lascivious or libidinous person:—kma-g, s.f.
A libidinous woman:—km-lat, s.f. Membrum virile;—name
of a famous woman, a heroine of romance (see latkm);—the ornamental climbing plant Ipomæa quamoelit:—
km-vant, adj. & s.m. (fem. -vat), Loving; amorous,
wanton;—a loving person:—km-vat, s.f. A loving woman:
—kmod, s.m. or kmod, s.f. (˚ma+ud˚), Name of a rginor
musical mode sung at night:—kmodak(˚ma+ud˚), s.m. A
voluntary oblation of water; oblation of water to
deceased friends, &c. exclusive of those for whom it is
directed by law.
P 1  km [old P. kma; Pehl. kmak; Zend kma, rt. kam; S.
/], s.m. Desire, wish; design, intention;—the palate:—
km-rn, adj. Successful in every undertaking, fortunate,
prosperous, happy, blest:—km-rn, s.f. Complete
attainment of one's wishes, enjoyment of all the mind
desires; fortune, prosperity, success; happiness, felicity,
pleasure:—km-raw, adj. Obtaining desire; enjoying;
gratied:—km-raw, s.f. Attainment of desire, fruition,

enjoyment:—km-kr, or km-gr, adj. & s.m. Eecting or
obtaining whatever is desired, successful, prosperous,
fortunate; powerful, absolute, uncontrolled;—one who
accomplishes whatever he wishes; an absolute monarch;
—a beast or bird of chase that always secures its prey:—
km-yb, adj. Obtaining one's object, or all that one
desires, successful, prosperous, satised, happy:—kmyb, s.f. Attainment of one's desires, success, fruition,
prosperity, happiness.
S Y a  /,kmtur, adj. See s.v. kmaor km.
H  a  /_"kmh = H  a  /&" km [S. /++TR
'
+ t], s.m. (dialec.), An architect, a builder, a mason; a
bricklayer, a tiler.
H  a  /&"km = H  a  /_" kmh [S. /++TR
'
+ t], s.m. (dialec.), An architect, a builder, a mason; a
bricklayer, a tiler.
S A a  /kmrt,
'
adj. = S  a  / kmri, s.m.= S
+  a  /B kmndh, adj.See s.v. kmaor km.
S  a  /kmri, s.m. = S A a  /' kmrt, adj.= S
+  a  /B kmndh, adj.See s.v. kmaor km.
S +  a  /Bkmndh, adj. = S A a  /' kmrt, adj.=
S  a  / kmri, s.m.See s.v. kmaor km.
H 5 %a  @ 5*kmboj (=kamboj, q.v.), s.m. The country of
Camboge (or Cambay) on the western coast of Northern
India.
S 5 %a  @ 5*kmboj (fr. kamboja), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to Camboge, born in or coming from
Camboge;—a native of Camboge;—a horse of the
Camboge breed.
H  %a  @ 5kmbod, s.m. corr. of kmod, q.v.
H La  @kmpn, v.n.= L  k pn, q.v.
H *a  /Mk-matau, (Braj)=ku-mat, q.v.
S )+ a  /b km-dev, s.m. = S ]a  /~ km-r p,
adj.See s.v. kmaor km.
S ]a  /~km-r p, adj. = S )+ a  /b km-dev,
s.m.See s.v. kmaor km.
H a  /"kmr, s.f. (rustic), A blanket (=kaml, q.v.).

S (a  /,kmuk, adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -), Desirous;
amorous; cupidinous, lustful, sensual, libidinous;—a lover;
a libertine, a lecher.
S a  /,kmuk, s.f.=kmuk, q.v.
S *a  /,kmukat, s.f. = S *a  /,; kmukatva,
s.m.Wishfulness, desire; lustfulness, libidinousness, &c.
S *a  /,; kmukatva, s.m. = S *a  /, kmukat,
s.f.Wishfulness, desire; lustfulness, libidinousness, &c.
S a  /,"kmuk, s.f. A libidinous woman, a wanton.
P  Ja  km-gr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. km.
A a  kmil (act. part. of @  'to be complete,' &c.; see
kaml), adj. & s.m. Perfect, complete; full, plenary; whole,
entire; positive, decisive, absolute;—learned,
accomplished, procient, skilled, adroit, expert;—a
perfect man; a saint; a procient, a master, &c.:—
kmilul-qmat, adj. Of full value.
S 3a  /!kmal, s.f. Jaundice, excessive secretion or
obstruction of bile (=kamal-vy).
P #a  kmila (for A. ~#a  kmilat, fem. of kmil), adj.
f.=kmil, q.v.
S #a  /!"kmil, adj. & s.m. Suering from jaundice,
jaundiced;—a jaundiced person.
P #a  kmil = P  #a  kmilyat (fr. kmil), s.f.
Completeness, perfection (=kaml, q.v.).
P  #a  kmilyat = P #a  kmil (fr. kmil), s.f.
Completeness, perfection (=kaml, q.v.).
S <a  ./ kmin, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Desirous,
cupidinous; loving, fond; impassioned, amorous,
libidinous, lascivious;—a beloved object; a lascivious
person;—a boy dressed in female attire who dances at
the season of the hol;—the ruddy goose, Anas casarca; a
pigeon; a sparrow.
H <a  ./ kmin, / kman, s.f.=kmin, q.v.
S a  /kman, vulg. kmn, s.f. Wish, desire,
inclination; lust:—kman-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Desirous;
lustful, libidinous:—kman-va, adj. (f. -), Under the
control or in uence of inordinate desire; blinded by lust.
S a  ./ "kmin, vulg. kmn(fem. of kmin), s.f. A
loving or aectionate woman; a delicate and beautiful

woman or maiden.
S  a  /5kmod, s.m. = S  a  /5 kmod, s.f.See
s.v. kmaor km.
S  a  /5kmod, s.f. = S  a  /5 kmod, s.m.See
s.v. kmaor km.
P  a  km n (see kamm n), s.m. Cummin-herb or seed.
P  a  km n (prob. for kamm n), s.f. Fox-grape, black
nightshade, Solanum nigrum;—a medicine in which
cummin-seed is mixed, a digestive sweet mixture.
S a  /"km, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Desirous, cupidinous;
loving, fond; beloved; amorous; libidinous;—a lover; an
uxorious husband;—a libidinous man, a lecher, a
libertine, a voluptuary (see kmin).
H a  /"km [prob. S. /+], s.f. A nugget of gold.
H a  /"km [Prk. .@/ ; S. X/ +t], adj. & s.m.
Active, industrious, busy, occupied, engaged;—an
industrious or busy man.
S a  @kmy, and H. ./  kmiy, s.f. Wish, desire,
longing;—name of an Apsaras (see kmya).
P a  km-yb, adj. See s.v. km.
S * a  /kmayit, = S * a  / kmayitri,adj.
(f. 
tr), Desirous, cupidinous, lustful, libidinous.
S * a  /kmayitri, = S * a  / kmayit,adj. (f. tr), Desirous, cupidinous, lustful, libidinous.
S  a  @kmya, adj. (f. -), Desirable; beautiful; lovely,
agreeable, amiable;—s.m. An object of desire; a beautiful
or lovely object or thing:—kmya-dn, s.m. An acceptable
or desirable gift; a voluntary gift:—kmya-karm, s.m. Rites
performed with a view to future fruition; any
supererogatory work performed at pleasure, or through
the desire of some advantage.
H   kn [Prk. 45; S. 4t],
' s.m. The ear;—hearing;
heed, regard;—the handle (of a vessel); helm or rudder
(of a ship); (in Prosody) a spondee; (in Geom.) the
hypothenuse (of a triangle), diagonal (of a tetragon):—
warp, twist (in a rope or string):—kn-bt, or kn-ph s,
s.f. Whispering into the ear, whispering, speaking in a
low tone; consultation, advice; plot, intrigue;—kn-bt
karnor kn-ph s karn(-k), To whisper; to make a

startling noise in the ear (of a child); to consult, to
advise; to tell tales (of); to intrigue:—kn u (or u e) jn,
v.n. To be deafened by noise, or by the constant dinning
of a thing into the ears:—kn-kn, s.f. Whispering into
the ear;—kn-kn karn(-k), To whisper (to):—kn
amehnor ai hn(-ke), To pull or twist the ears (of); to
reprove; to chastise:—kn-bl, s.m. The (Hind)
ceremony of shaving a child's head for the rst time
before boring his ears:—kn bajn(kis-ke), To have a
rmging in the ears; the ears to tingle or burn; to fancy
that one hears a sound:—kn bahr karn(apne), To make
(oneself) deaf, to shut (one's) ears; to turn a deaf ear
(to, -par?):—kn bharnor bhar-den(-ke), To ll (one's)
ears (with, -se), to excite dissension by tale-bearing, to
poison the ear (of), to tell tales (of), to backbite:—kn
bahn, v.n. Pus or matter to run from the ear:—kn-par
j na aln(-ke), lit.'A louse not to move on the ears'; to
be utterly heedless (of), to be very negligent or careless;
to produce no eect (on):—kn-par rakhn, v.t. 'To place in
the ear'; to remember; to abstain:—kn-par hth
den(apne), To place the hands on the ears; to disclaim;
to refuse, to deny:—kn pa n(-ke), To fall on the ear (of);
to come to the ears (of); to be heard, to be audible:—kn
paka ke uhn bihn(-ko),
To make one rise and sit alternately with his hands
holding his ears; to have (one) completely under the
thumb:—kn paka n(apn), To hold (one's own) ears (by
way of punishment); to lay hold of the ear (by way of
contrition, &c.), to express contrition (for), to vow never
to do a thing again (e.g. mai kn paka t h , 'I lay hold
of my ear,' the word being accompanied by the action);
to confess inferiority:—kn phae-jn= kn u e-jn, q.v.:—
kn pha pha n, To shake or ap the ears (a dog, &c.,—
regarded as a bad omen for a journey):—kn ph nor
ph -jn, v.n. To be or become deaf; to be deafened
(by):—kn pho n(-ke), To deafen (with a noise); to make
a great or deafening noise:—kn ph kn(-ke), To breathe
or whisper into the ear (of); to tell tales, to poison the
ear (of), to slander; to excite quarrels; to tutor:—kn-talek ho n, To disclose a secret, to blab;—to say stinging or
bitter things:—kn-jhle, s.m. pl. Ear-rings studded with
pearls or jewels worn over the ears (instead of hanging

from the lobes of the same):—kn jhukn, To incline the
ear, to desire to hear:—kn-dr, adj. Having ears, with
ears, eared; auriculate, auriculated:—kn dabkar(or
dabe) al jn, v.n. 'To make o with the ears down,' to
slink or run away:—kn dabn, To turn back the ears (as
a horse does when preparing to bite):—kn dikhn(apn),
'To show the ears'; to have the ears cleaned or the wax
removed:—kn dharn(-par), or kn den(-par?), To give
ear (to), to hear, listen (to), attend (to); to be attentive:—
kn dhar-kar(or dhar-ke) sunn, or kn de-ke(or de) sunn,
v.t. To hear or listen to attentively:—kn rakhn(-par), To
lend an ear (to), to listen, attend (to), heed;—to put the
ear (to), to listen, to play the eavesdropper:—kn-sal,
s.f. = kan-sal, q.v.:—kn-k parda, or kn-k holn, s.m.
The tympanum, drum of the ear:—kn kn(-ke), To cut
o the ears (of);—to get the better (of), to surpass,
overcome, outwit:—kn-k ka , adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Listening readily to what is said, easily deceived,
credulous;—a soft or credulous person:—kn-k mail, or
kn-mail, s.m. Ear-wax:—kn karn= kn dharn, q.v.:—kn
khn(-ke), To worry or pain the ears (of); to din into the
ears (of); to worry, pester, tease:—kn kha e karn, v.n. To
prick up the ears:—kn kha e hon, v.n. To be alarmed:—
kn kholnor khol-den(-ke), To open the ears (of); to bring
to the knowledge (of), to inform, make acquainted
(with), apprize; to prepare (one for), to caution, warn:—
kn gu g hon, v.n. To have a humming or buzzing noise
in the ears; to become partially deaf:—kn lagn(-par) =
kn rakhn, q.v.:—kn lagn(-ke), To get at the ear (of), get
into the condence (of);—to be attentive;—to have a
sore in the ear, have a bad ear:—kn mrn, To ap or
shake the ears:—kn ma o n, or kn maln(-k), To twist
the ear (of);—to admonish, punish, chastise:—kn-mail,
s.m. Ear-wax;—kn-mail-wl, or kn-mailiya, or kanmailiy, s.m. A person whose employment it is to pick or
clean the ears:—kn-me u gl de-rahn, v.n. To stop
(one's) ears, to turn a deaf ear (to):—kn-me wz
pa n(-ke), To happen to hear, to overhear, to catch the
sound (of); to be heard, to be reported:—kn-me bt
mrn, To pretend not to hear:—kn-me pa n= kn pa n,
q.v.:—kn-me ph kn(-ke) = kn ph kn, q.v.:—kn-me
tel l-ke so rahn, v.n. 'To pour oil into the ear and sleep';

to be inattentive or negligent:—kn-me tel ln, To pour
oil into the ears; to pretend not to hear:—kn-me
he hiy hon, v.n. To have lumps of ear-wax in the
ear; to be deaf (to):—kn-me lnor kahn(-ke), To
whisper into the ear (of):—kn-me rakhn(-ko) = kn
dharn, and kn-de sunn, qq.v.:—kn-me khaakn(-ke), To
grate upon the ear (of):—kn na hiln, or kn na
khu khu n, v.n. Not to move the ears; to keep the ears
hanging motionless; to make no sign; to be silent; to be
tamed, to be docile:—kn-wl, adj. (f. -) = kn-dr, q.v.:—
kn hiln(apne), To move the ears; to make a sign of
acquiescence, to acquiesce:—kn hon(-ke), 'To have ears';
to understand, comprehend; to get a lesson, to be
warned by experience:—kno -par hth rakhn= kn-par
hth dharn:—kno sunn(apne), To hear with one's own
ears:—kno -kn kahn(-ko), To whisper:—kno -kn na
jnn(-ko), To know nothing at all of, to be totally
ignorant of:—kno -kn na sunn(-ko), Not to hear at all or
in the least:—kno -me u gliy den= kn-me u gl den,
q.v.:—kno -men bol mrn= kn-me bt mrn, q.v.:—is kn
sunn us kn u -den(-ko), To take in at one ear and let
out at the other, to pay no attention (to), to disregard.
H   kn [prob. S. 34(
' ], s.f. Modesty, shame,
respect:—kn ho n, To cast aside modesty, &c., to be
impudent or brazen:—kn karn, To evince shame, to be
bashful, to be ashamed:—kn na karn, or kn na mnn(k), To pay no respect (to), to treat with disrespect.
H   kn [prob. Prk. ;, S. B], s.m. A husband.
H   kn (=kn, q.v.), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Blind of one
eye;—a person who is blind of one eye.
P   kn (=S. Lt; see kan), s.f. A mine; a quarry;—
source:—kn--sa g, A stone-quarry:—kn-kan, s.m. A
miner:—kn-kan, s.f. Working in a mine, or in a quarry.
P   kn (poet. for ki n), conj. For that, since that, &c.
H   [k (onomat.), s.f. Cawing, caw (of a crow):—k k , s.f.=k :—k -k karn, v.n. To caw.
H   [k , adv. corr. of kah , q.v.
H   4k, or  kn [S. 4+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
One-eyed, monoculous, blind of one eye:—perforated (as
a cowrie, or fruit); having a black speck or spot outside

(fruit); having a rotten kernel, or having no kernel
(fruit);—foolish, stupid;—a one-eyed person; a perforated
or specked fruit; the ace (at dice);—a stupid person:—kn
kau , s.f. A perforated cowrie.
H   kn, s.m. corr. of knh, q.v.
H `  [k p [prob. Prk. Q4; S. ], s.f. The bow
(of a paper kite); a slender waist;—tusk (of a boar).
H `  [k p [prob. Prk. Q; S. ], s.m. (dialec.)
Cutting; a cut, slice, piece, bit (of fruit, &c.); an earornament (of women); a deposit of mud (formed by a
river or water-course);—a stroke of adverse fortune,
misfortune, ill-luck:—k p mrn(-ko), Misfortune to befall
(one).
H L  [k pn [Prk. 4(; S. @"(, rt. @], v.n.
To tremble, shake, quake, quiver, shiver:—k p-uhn,
v.n. To break into trembling, to begin to tremble, or
shake, &c.
H &L  v!knphal [prob. S. 4+v!(
'
], s.m.=kephal,
q.v.
S   Bknta, vulg. knt, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Beloved;
lovely, beautiful, pleasing, agreeable;—a lover; a
husband.
S *  Bknt, s.f. A beloved or lovely woman; a wife, a
sweetheart, mistress;—loveliness, beauty, &c. (=knti).
S *  .Bknti, s.f. Loveliness, beauty; personal
decoration or embellishment; splendour, lustre; gloss.
H   [&k  [Prk. e& ; S. e&t], s.m. A thorn,
prickle, spine; needle or pricker (of a gun, &c.); a nail
(syn. kl); sting (of a scorpion, &c.); spur (of a cock, &c.),
rowel (of a spur); bone (of a sh); quill (of a porcupine);
hand (of a watch or clock); a fork (e.g. hu -k , 'knife
and fork'); a prong; a pitchfork; a type; tongue (of a
balance, or a buckle, &c.); bolt (of a lock); a balance
having a tongue, small scales (esp. such as are used by
goldsmiths); a hook (to hang a thing on; and as in 'hook
and eye'); a sh-hook; a hooked instrument (for pulling
buckets out of water, &c.); (g.) a thorn in the side, a
hateful person, a troublesome fellow, a pest, plague;
erection of the hairs of the body (from joy, fear, &c.),
horripilation; dryness, or roughness, or eruption (on the

tongue, or the body, after fever, &c.); a disease in the
throat of birds; (in Arith.) a cross drawn to prove a
multiplication sum; proving, proof (of a sum);—a kind of
re-work (a large hollow species of thorn lled with
powder);—viscosity, stickiness, adhesiveness (e.g. shnk k ); congelation, or crystal (of candy, &c.):—k 
ln(-me ), To let down a hook or a hooked instrument
(into a well, &c. in order to sh up anything):—k -s
khaakn, v.n. To prick as a thorn; to rankle (in):—k -s
nikal-jn, v.n. 'To be taken out as a thorn'; to be freed
from distress, or pain, or injury:—k  karn(-k), To
prove (a sum) by means of a cross (k ):—k  mrn(ko), To strike with its prickles or ns (a sh):—k marrir, s.m. A clerk who notes and registers
weighments:—k  nikln(-k), To extricate (one's)
thorn (from, -se); to aord relief (to one in pain):—k 
hon, v.n. 'To become like a thorn,' to become lean,
become as thin as a broom-stick:—k e-bz, s.m. One
who makes scales:—k e bon, v.n. 'To plant thorns'; to
prepare distress or misfortune for oneself; to sow
troubles or dissensions:—k e-dr, adj. Thorny, prickly;
bristly; (in Bot.) mucronate; hispid:—k o -par(or -me )
ghasn(-ko), To drag upon (or among) thorns; to distress
(one) by excessive attentions or compliments, or by
unmerited or undue eulogy, &c.:—k o -par(or -me )
lon, To roll on (or in) thorns; to be in great pain or
distress, &c.:—k o -dr, adj.=k e-dr, q.v.:—k o -k
, s.m. (local) The urchin or hedgehog, Erinaceus
setosus:—k on-k s ar, s.m. (local) A porcupine, hystrix.
H   [_k h [S. e_+t], adj. (f. -), Near,

water in which rice has been boiled):—k j-pn, s.m.
Rice-gruel, 'congee':—k j-hauz, s.m. (colloq.) 'Congeehouse,' a lock-up; a pound (for cattle).
H 9  [k [prob. S. t; Prk. K+5? cf. k kh], s.m.
A disorder in which the intestinum rectumis prolapsed, a
prolapsus ani:—k nikln(-k), To beat to a jelly:—k
niklnor nikaln, v.n. Ani procidentia.
H 9  [k , s.m.=S. k aor k , q.v.
H 9  [k

= H :  [ k ,adj. (prov.)=ka , q.v.

H :  [k , = H 9  [ k

adj. (prov.)=ka , q.v.

H  :  [{"k k r, s.f.=k k r, q.v.
H #:  [,!"k ul [Prk. ., !; S.  ., !], s.f. A
bodice, a vest (= kan uk); a sheath, case.
S <:   , or [, kn an, s.m. Gold; wealth;—adj. (f.
-), Golden, made or consisting of gold:—kn an-may, adj.
(f. -), Golden, consisting of gold; abounding in gold.
H :  [kn an, s.f.=kan in, q.v.
S  :   kn anr, s.m. Mountain ebony, Bauhinia
variegata(see ka nr).
H :  [0k
[k , q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m.
(low), A sodomite.
H :  [5k o (Braj), s.m.=k , q.v.;—adj.=k , q.v.
H &:  [K+k

h, or [+ k h [S. ], s.f. Wish,

desire, inclination.
H :  ["k , s.f. An inferior kind of sweetmeat;—
(dialec.) a ceremony after marriage.
S :  ["kn , s.f. A girdle (esp. one worn by women)

proximate, close at hand, in the immediate vicinity (of).
H   [&"k  [Prk. &; S. e&+], s.f. A little

furnished with small bells and other ornaments.
H +   [k d [prob. akin to S. ],
' s.f.(m.?) (dialec.), A

thorn, a prickle; a thorny tree or bush; a
prickly hedge;—a small hook; a small pair of scales, &c.;
—refuse of cotton.
H 8  [*0k j , s.m.=kj , q.v.

wall; an embankment.
H +   [knd [S. B+t], s.m. An onion, Allium cepa; a

H 8  [*"k j [S. .*], s.f. A kind of sour gruel, or
vinegar, made by steeping rice, or mustard-seed, &c. in
water and letting the liquor ferment (it is said to create
appetite and aid digestion);—water in which rice has
been boiled, rice-gruel, 'congee';—starch (prepared from

scallion, a squill; a bulbous or tuberous root, a bulb.
H +   [k du [S. B t, fr. BC], s.m. A caste whose
business it is to make sweetmeats, fry or parch grain,
&c.; an individual of that caste, a sugar-boiler; a grainparcher (syn. bha bh j).
H +   [5k do, s.m.=kdo, or kd, qq.v.

H +   [k dh = H +   [ k dh (=kandh, q.v.),
s.m. The shoulder:—k dh den(-ko), To lend a shoulder
(to), to assist; to carry away (the dead);—k dh hiln,
v.n. To shrug the shoulder.
H +   [k dh = H +   [ k dh (=kandh, q.v.),
s.m. The shoulder:—k dh den(-ko), To lend a shoulder
(to), to assist; to carry away (the dead);—k dh hiln,
v.n. To shrug the shoulder.
H +   [k dhar, s.m.=kandnar; and k har, qq.v.
H +   [k dhn (fr. kndh), v.t. To assist, befriend,
protect (=k dh den).
S   [f, or ef knd, s.m. Section, part; a single joint
(of a reed, or of the stalk or stem of a plant); a slip, stalk;
an arrow; section or part (of a book), division, chapter,
book;—a bone;—a multitude, heap, quantity;—sport,
exhibition.
H   [f!"kl [prob. k, q.v.+dim. a. l= S. !
+], s.f. Purslain, Portulaca.
H   [fkn, v.t.=k n, q.v.
H    [f0k  r, s.m. (dialec.), prob. corr. of ktar, q.v.
S   [ef"k, s.f. A distinct portion of a sacricial
rite; a sentence of the Vedas.
H   [f"k , s.f.=k , q.v.

white copper; queen's metal; brass;—a drinking vessel
(of bell-metal, or brass, &c.), a cup, goblet, bowl; a large
at dish:—k sa-gar, s.m. A brasier, a maker of cups,
goblets, &c.:—k sa-gar, s.f. The business of cup-making,
&c.
H 0  k sa = H 0  [ k s [Prk.  ; S.  or [T
+t], s.m. Bell-metal; any amalgam of zinc and copper;
white copper; queen's metal; brass;—a drinking vessel
(of bell-metal, or brass, &c.), a cup, goblet, bowl; a large
at dish:—k sa-gar, s.m. A brasier, a maker of cups,
goblets, &c.:—k sa-gar, s.f. The business of cup-making,
&c.
H 0  ["k s, s.f. Bell-metal, &c. (=k s).
S  0  [Tknsya (fr. ka sa), adj. Consisting of white
copper, &c.; made of brass;—s.m. Bell-metal; brass, &c.
(=k s); a metallic vessel or cup:—k sya-kr, s.m. A
worker in bell-metal; a brasier, a pewterer:—k sya-nl,
s.m. Blue vitriol (considered as a collyrium).
H   [k kar, s.m. (prov.)=kankar, q.v.
H  (  [7k k , s.m. (dialec.)=kk , q.v.
S   [k ksh, s.f. Desire, inclination, wish,
longing.
S   [r.k kshit, part. adj. (f. -), Wished,

H    [7k , adj. & s.m.=kn, q.v.

desired, expected, longed for; desirous, longing.
S *  [.k kshit, s.f. Wish, desire.

H    [7k n [k ˚= Prk. f ) or f<()=S.

S   [.k ksh, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Desiring,

ef(), rt. ef], v.t. To tread on, trample; to crush.
H    [7"k  [S. ef+], s.f. A rafter, beam; yoke

expecting, longing for;—a desirer, an expectant.
H     [[k -k , s.f. See s.v. k .

(of a vehicle, or a plough);—ulceration on the soles of
the feet of an elephant (=k ).
H I  [k s [S. 8(], s.f. A tall species of grass that

H &  [Lk kh [S. dt], s.f. Armpit; side, ank (syn.

grows luxuriantly on waste and sandy soils, Imperata
spontanea;—also=ks, q.v.:—k s-me tairn, 'To swim in
the long grass called k s'; to move swimmingly along in
fancy; to soar on the wings of fancy; to be deluded by a
mirage.
H I  knas (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A cornice.
H 0  [k s = H 0  k sa [Prk.  ; S.  or [T

Violent eort, straining (as in lifting a heavy load, or at
stool, &c.); grunting, grunt; groan, moan; snort; snore.
H &  [Lk khn (see k kh), v.n. To strain; to

+t], s.m. Bell-metal; any amalgam of zinc and copper;

bagal).

H &  [Lk kh [prob. S.  'eort, exertion'], s.m.

grunt; to groan, moan; to snort; to snore.
H J  [$"k gr [S. +($+], s.f. A small portable
re-place, a chang dish, brasier.
H <J  [$k gan, s.m. = H J  [$" k gn, s.f.[S.

r$,"], A kind of panic seed, Panicum italicum; millet

H   "kn (prob. i.q. kn, 'ear'), s.f. Resentment,

(=k gn).
H J  [$"k gn, s.f. = H <J  [$ k gan, s.m.[S.

enmity, rancour, spite (syn. kna).
P   kn (kn, 'mine,' q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of or relating to

r$,"], A kind of panic seed, Panicum italicum; millet

a mine; obtained from a mine; mineral; fossil:—kn shai,
s.f. A mineral substance:—kn koel, s.m. Mineral coal:—
kn namak, s.m. Rock salt.
S 8%    Bj) *knya-kubja, s.m. The ancient name of

(=k gn).
S <  knan (rt. kan), s.m. A wood, grove, forest;
desert; a house;—(ka+n˚) the face of Brahm.
H    [ k war [prob. Prk. /©5; S. /_t 'a bamboo'],
s.f. A bamboo lath with slings at each end (for the
conveyance across the shoulder of pitchers, baskets, &c.;
—syn. bahang); a bamboo or pole with baskets slung at
each end in which water from a holy river is carried:—
k war-wl, s.m.=k war, q.v.
H    [ k war, or k wr, adj. In a state of
excitement, excited, wild, frenzied; restless, impatient:—
k war karnor kar-den(-ko), To excite, to drive wild, &c.
H    [ ~k wr , corr. of km-r p, q.v.s.v. km.
H    [ "k war [k war, q.v.+S. a. t; but cf. S.
' &t, and H. kmrth], s.m. One who carries (baskets,
&c.) by means of a k war; a pilgrim who carries water
from sacred rivers.
H   [ 7k wa , s.f.=k war, q.v.
H     [ [ k w-k w (onomat.; &=k -k ). s.f.
Cawing (of a crow); noise, clamour:—k w-k w karn, To
caw, &c.
A   ka-anna-hu, See s.v.  ka.
H &  [6k h [Prk. 65; S. >l4t], s.m. A name of
Krish a:—k h-pur, or k h-p r, s.m. The town of
K hp ror Cawnpore.
H &  [6k h, s.m. A husband (=knand knta, q.v.).
H &  [6k har [Prk. 6f5; S. >l4+t], s.m. A name of
Krish a (=k h, q.v.).
H    [67k h  [Prk. 6f ; S. >l4++t], s.m. Name
of a rginor musical mode;—a kind of nightingale.
H   4", or " kn (fem. of kn, q.v.), s.f. A woman
blind of one eye.
H   "kn [Prk. .4; X4], s.f. The ear (=kn).
H   ["k n [S. ""], s.f. The little nger.

the country of Kanauj.
H   k , or  ku, adv. (Braj)=kab-hu, or kab-h,
q.v.
P   kw [fr. kwdan= kbdan= kfdan= kftan; rt. Zend
kap; said to be akin to S. .:; cf. Gr. |%˚, @%˚, and Lat.
cav˚(as in cavare, cavus)], act. part. (used in comp.),
Digging, excavating, hollowing out;—examining,
investigating; meditating (on);—kwor (more com.) kwkw, s.f. Diligent search, strict investigation or inquiry,
scrutiny; diligence, pains, toil, labour, trouble.
H    kw, s.m.=?  kwa, q.v.
P   kwk (fr. kw, q.v.), adj. Hollow, empty (within);
tending to decay, rotten inside; cracked; useless;
awkward; presumptuous.
P    kwk, s.f. Hollowness, emptiness, &c.
H A   kwit [S. ;R(], s.m. (dialec.), The woodapple (=kaith, q.v.).
H    kwar, = H    7 kwar,s.f.=k war, q.v.
H    7kwar, = H     kwar,s.f.=k war, q.v.
H 7    7kwa iy, kwa y, s.m.=k war.
P D   kwish (abst. s. fr. kw, q.v.), s.f. Digging;
excavation;—investigation, inquiry, research,
meditation; intentness;—menacing; disputing, ghting;
enmity.
P     kw-kw, s.f. See s.v. kw.
P   kwul, s.m. (dialec.), A table-decker; sewer (cf.
bakwal).
H   kwal, kol, s.m. = H !  kwal, kol, s.f.(dialec.—
Southern India), Patrolling, &c. (syn. gasht, q.v.):—kwalgar, s.m. Patrol, watch; watchman.
H !  kwal, kol, s.f. = H   kwal, kol, s.m.(dialec.—
Southern India), Patrolling, &c. (syn. gasht, q.v.):—kwal-

gar, s.m. Patrol, watch; watchman.
H     kon-ko , s.f.=k w-k w, and ke -ke ,
qq.v.
P ?  kwa (prob. for orig. kwak, fr. kw, q.v.), s.m.
Ringing or lounging (a horse);—a crafty scheme; craft,
subtlety:—kwa den(-ko, To ring or lounge (a horse), &c.;
—to deceive, trick.
P   kw (fr. kw, q.v.), s.f. Digging; excavating;

excessive; mischievous;—s.m. A cat; a cock;—a sound (in
general);—indistinct speech;—a (musical) horn;—a large
drum;—khal-pushp, s.m. The thorn-apple, Datura metel.
A   khil [act. part. of 4 'to be languid,' &c.], adj.
Languid, relaxed, lax, slow, tardy; indolent, idle, lazy,
negligent; sick:—khil-mizj, adj. Sluggish, indolent:—
khil-wuj d, adj. & s.m. Indolent, lazy;—a lazy fellow.
A 3  khil, adj. Ailing, sick, indisposed.
P 3  khiln [khil, q.v.+Zend a. naor ana= S. ],

ploughing; examining, investigating, &c. (used as last
member of compounds).
H    "&kw, s.m. (dialec.)=kwit, and kaith, qq.v.

adv. Slowly, tardily; lazily.
H L#  khil-pan, s.m. = P #  khil, s.f.[khil, q.v.+pan=

S )  U"kver, s.f. Turmeric;—a courtezan, harlot;—

Prk. Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; ) +; and = Zend a. i= S. ),

name of a river in the Deccan (Dakkhin).
S )  kvya, s.m. A poem, poetical composition;—a

Languor; apathy; slowness, tardiness; sloth, indolence;
remissness;—sickness, indisposition:—khil karn(-me ),
To practise indolence, to be slothful, or remiss (in).
P #  khil, s.f. = H L#  khil-pan, s.m.[khil, q.v.+pan=
Prk. Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; ) +; and = Zend a. i= S. ),

bard;—a patron:—kvya- aur, vulg. kvya- or, s.m. A
robber of other poems, a plagiarist:—kvya-ras, s.m. Taste
for poetical composition;—the avour or sweetness of
poetry.
P ?  kh (prob.=S. d 'grass'), s.f. Grass; dried grass;
straw:—kh-rub, s.f. (lit.'straw-attracting'), Yellow
amber; Oriental anime, gum-resin from the Valeria
indica(com. kah-rub):—kh-rub(or kah-rub), adj. Of or
relating to amber;—s.f. The quality of amber;—
electricity:—kh-kashn, s.m. The milky-way, galaxy:—
kh-gil(or kah-gil), s.f. Straw and mud mixed together for
plastering walls with.
P ?  kh (rt. of khdan= kstan; see kst), part. adj.
Diminishing; weakening; destroying; consuming, &c.
(used as last member of compounds).
H    6khr, s.m. (prov.)=kahr, q.v.
H   6khar; 1˚=khal;—2˚=kahr, qq.v.
P Z  khish (abst. s. fr. kah, rt. of kstan; see kh, and
kst), s.f. Diminution; decline, decay, wasting,
emaciation, consumption; wear and tear; care, anxiety:—
khishe len(jn-par), To take cares (upon oneself).
H (  zkhuk (for khu-kau, gen. of khu= ko , qq.v.,
and of ka h ), adj. (dialec.), Of or relating to someone, or
to something.
P    kh-kashn, s.m. See s.v. kh.
S   6!khal, adj. (f. -), Dry, withered;—large,

Languor; apathy; slowness, tardiness; sloth, indolence;
remissness;—sickness, indisposition:—khil karn(-me ),
To practise indolence, to be slothful, or remiss (in).
H <  6(kha , or z( khu , postpn. (dialec.)=ko, the
case-sign of the dat. & acc.
H <  64khan [S. 3y4(], s.m. An aggregate number
consisting of sixteen pas, or 1,280 cowries.
A <  khin (act. part. of <4 'to augur, predict,' &c.), s.m.
Augur, soothsayer, sorcerer, magician; astrologer; a
prophet; a priest.
H   kh (Braj), in ec. base of ko , and = H. kis ,
obl. of ko, q.v.
P   kh , s.m. Name of a vegetable (the seed of which
is good for a cold); a lettuce, Lactuca sativa.
H    (kh , postpn. (dialec. & poetic.) = kha , q.v.
P   kh (rel. n. fr. kh), adj. Of or relating to grass or
straw; grassy; grass-colour, grass-green, pale-green;—
s.f. Grass-colour, pale-green; greenness;—name of a
dish.
H   6"kh [S. "(], s.f. Green vitriol.
H [   Çkhe, the in ec. base of the Braj. pron. kah(=H.
ky), 'what?'—khe-se, 'with what?' 'from what cause?'

'wherefore?'—khe-k, 'of what' (thing or material?):—
khe-ko, 'for what?' 'why?' 'wherefore?'—khe-liye, or
khe-wste(for
khe-ke liye, &c.), 'why?' 'for what reason

or purpose?' 'on what ground?' &c.
P ?+   khda (perf. part. of khdan; see kh, and kst),
part. Diminished; wasted; emaciated; worn; consumed;
destroyed.
H $   k [prob.=kh= S. "(;—or akin to kh, q.v.],
s.f. Green scum on stagnant water, water-moss; green
mould on walls and pavements; moss; mould; scum; fur;
paste; rust:—k-s pha-jn, v.n. To be dispersed or
scattered like water-moss (clouds, or a crowd, &c.):—k
lagn(with loc.), Green scum to form (on); to become
covered with moss; to become mouldy, &c.
P   kai, or ki-ai(poet. for   ), That O.
H )  ky [S. +], s.f. The body; appearance;
person:—ky-pala, s.m. 'Change of body'; the
recovering freshness and healthiness of appearance
(after sickness); an elixir or aphrodisiac for restoring
the old to youth;—transmigration:—ky palatn(apn), To
recover freshness and healthiness of look (after
sickness); to undergo transmigration, to transmigrate:—
ky-kash, s.m. Bodily pain, bodily toil or labour:—kykalap, s.m. Restoring youth by means of certain
medicines, &c. (see ky-pala).
H Y ; )  0"ky-p t (Malay ky, 'tree'+p tih,
'white'), s.f. The cajeput (from whence is prepared the
well-known oil).
H &L)  v!kyphal, or  v! ke-phal [Prk. Qv!(; S.
&v!(], s.m. The small prickly tree, Fragaria vesca, the
bark and seeds of which are used as aromatics; the
aromatic bark of the Fragaria vesca(P. syn. dr--shshan);
—Kiliorum bark, or wild nutmeg, Myrica sapida.
H &*)  Rkyath, s.m. The writer caste of Hinds, &c.

coward, &c.;—name of a bird, a kind of thrush (see stbh).
H )  "kyar, adj.=kyar, q.v.
S &*0)  TRkyasth (kya+stha), s.m. (f. -), lit.'Situated
in the body, incorporate'; the Supreme Being or Spirit;—
name of a mixed tribe or caste of Hinds (sprung from a
Kshatriya father and dra mother), the writer caste; a
man of that caste, a writer, scribe, clerk.
S ()  kyak, adj. (f. -ik, or -ik), Belonging or
relating to the body, corporeal, bodily, personal.
A A $  kint (pl. of kinat, n. of un. fr. kin, act. part. of
  (for   ), 'to be, to exist'), s.f. Existing things,
existences, beings, creatures; the universe, the world;—
property, possessions, means, stock, capital;—worth,
value.
H < $  < $  ((ke -ke , s.f. = ko -ko , or k wk w, q.v.
S )  kya, s.m. The body, &c. (see ky);—the root of
the little nger;—a nuptial form called Prjpatya.
H )  "ky [S. t], adj. (f. -in) = kyak, q.v.
H U  kab [prob. formed from S.  after the
analogy of jab, and tab, qq.v.], interrog. adv. When? at
what time?—kab-tak, or kab-talak, or kab-ta , Till when?
up to what time? how long?—kab-se, From what period?
since when? how long?—kab-k(-k, -ke), Of what time, or
period? how long since? since when?—long since, ever so
long ago:—kab-kab, When; now and then, occasionally,
rarely, but seldom:—kab-ko, At what period? When?—kablag, or kab-lo(or-lau, or-lo , or-lau ) = kab-tak, q.v.
H U  kab [S.  t], s.m. A poet.
H U j kub [prob. fr. S. j) *(; cf. next], s.m. A hump (on
the back).
H % j) kubb [S. j) *t], adj. (f. -), Hump-backed;

(=kyasth).
H  &)  R"kyath, keth[S. TR+], s.f. The

crooked.
P % kabb, s.m. Roasted meat, roast; collops, or slices,

modied form of the Devangar character which is used
by Kyaths or (Hind) scribes (esp. in and about Patna).
H )  kyar, vulg. kir[Prk. 5; S. t], adj. &

or small pieces of meat, roasted on a skewer or spit;—
adj. Roasted:—kabb karn, v.t. To roast; to burn; to
in ame:—kabb lagna, To put meat down to roast:—kabb
honor ho-jn, v.n. To be roasted; to be scorched or

s.m. (f. -), Cowardly, pusillanimous, timid, timorous;—a

burnt; to burn (with envy, or rage, or love), to be
enraged; to be desperately in love:—skh-ke kabb, s.m.
Slices or pieces of meat roasted on a skewer or a spit:—
gol-ke kabb, Forced-meat balls.
H % kabb, s.m. contrac. of kabba, q.v.:—kabb- n, s.f.
Cubebs; (by misapplication) jungle cloves; Cassia buds.
P  % kabba (for A. ~ % kabbat), s.m. Cubebs, Piper cubeba.
P  % kabb (rel. n. fr. kabb), adj. Fit to be roasted;

backed, crooked, deformed.
H 8% j *kubj [S. j) *+t], adj. (f. -) = kubja, q.v.

roasting (e.g. kabb murg, 'a roasting fowl'); s.m. One
who roasts; one who sells roast meat.
P ? % kabda, s.m. A weak bow for practising.

judgment, imprudence.
A + % kabid, s.m. The liver; the heart.

H  %  kabr, s.m. and f.=kab , q.v.

of understanding, stupid, foolish; of depraved mind,
vicious, wicked, mischievous;—s.f. Folly, stupidity;
depravity, &c.
H U  §"kaba, s.f. A boys' game resembling our

A  % kibr, s.m. pl. (of kabr, q.v.), The great, grandees,
nobles; men distinguished for wealth, knowledge, or
sanctity.
H  %  ~kabr , = H  %  " kabr,s.m.=kab , q.v.
H  %  "kabr, = H  %  ~ kabr ,s.m.=kab , q.v.
H %  7kab , or  7 kib , s.m. = kib or kew , q.v.
H %  7kab [prob. Prk.  !(; S. !(], s.f.(m.?) A
load or bundle (of grass, or rewood, &c.); a heap or
collection (of miscellaneous articles); old or broken
furniture (cf. kh-kab ); rubbish.
H  %  7"kab  = H 7 %  7 kab iy [kab , q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. (f. -in), A seller of old or broken
furniture, &c.; a marine-store dealer.
H 7 %  7kab iy = H  %  7" kab  [kab , q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. (f. -in), A seller of old or broken
furniture, &c.; a marine-store dealer.
H %  kabit [S.   or  ; ]( , s.m. A sort of verse
in Hind poetry; a poem, poetry, song.
H *%  kabit [S.  , nom. of  ], s.m. A poet.
H *%  kabit = H $ *%   kabit [S.   and
  +], s.f. Poetry; a poem:—kabit karn, To
compose verses (in Sanskrit or Hind).
H $ *%   kabit = H *%   kabit [S.   and

H &8% j D
, ku-bujh (bujh, fr. bojh, q.v.), adj. Distressingly
or plaguily heavy.
H <:% j ku-ba an (=ku-va an), s.m. Improper or
unbecoming speech, low or foul language, abuse, &c.
H  :% j ku-bi r (=ku-vi r), s.m. Wrong decision; ill

S + % j ., -ku-buddhi, and H. j , " ku-buddh, adj. Devoid

'Prisoners' base' (kaba kabais the cry of the boy
who runs out to touch or capture an adversary).
A % kibr, or kubr(v.n. fr. % 'to be great,' &c.), s.m.
Greatness, grandeur; nobility, eminence; pride,
haughtiness.
H %  kabr [S.  ', or  '+t], adj. (f. -),
Variegated, spotted, speckled, mottled; grey, dirty white.
A % kubar, s.m. pl. (of kabr), The great, grandees, &c.
A % kubr (fem. of akbar, q.v.), adj. f. Greater;—s.m. The
major proposition (of a syllogism).
A )% kibriy (v.n. fr. % 'to be great,' &c.), s.m. Grandeur,
magnicence, power; excellence; pride, haughtiness;—a
name or an attribute of the Deity.
A )% kibrt (said to be corr. fr. P. g -gird), s.m. Sulphur:
—kibrt--amar, s.m. 'Red sulphur,' i.e. the philosopher's
stone.
P *)% kibrt (rel. n. from kibrt), adj. Of or relating to
sulphur.
H U j 7kuba [prob. S. j) *+t], s.m. A hump on the
back (=kub).
H  U j 7kub  [S. j) *++t], adj. (f. -) = kubband

  +], s.f. Poetry; a poem:—kabit karn, To

kubja, q.v.
H <0% j ku-bisan, s.m. Bad conduct;—adj. Of bad

compose verses (in Sanskrit or Hind).
S 6% j) *and H. j * kubja, kubj, adj. (f. -), Hump-

conduct.
P (% kabk, s.m. A species of partridge, or quail:—kabk--

dar, The mountain partridge, Tetrao coturnix(i.q. kabk);
the Greek partridge, or akor:—kabk-raftr, adj. Graceful
as the partridge in gait or motion.
H % j !ku-bal, adj. (dialec.) Dicult, severe.
S % j !kubal (or kuval), s.m. The jujube tree, Zizyphus
jujuba, and its fruit;—the water-lily;—a pearl.
H #% j !kubalay [S. j ! + ], s.m. A water-lily;—
the terrestrial globe, the earth;—the horse of
Kuvalayva.
S + %  Bkabandh, s.m. A big barrel or cask; a largebellied vessel; the belly;—(met.) a cloud;—a headless
trunk (esp. one retaining vitality).
P Y % kab tar (=S. 5), s.m. & f. A pigeon:—kab tar
u n, To make pigeons y:—kab tar-bz, s.m. One wno
rears pigeons; one who keeps sporting pigeons, a
pigeon-fancier; (met.) a gallant:—kab tar-bz, s.f. The
rearing of pigeons, &c.:—kab tar-ba a, s.m. A young
pigeon;—an unripe poppy-head, wrapped up in
peasemeal and fried in butter or oil:—kab tar- na, s.m.
A pigeon-house, a dovecot:—kab tar-k ph l, The snowwhite (but inodorous) blossom of the Naga-mallie, Justicia
nasuta:—kab tar-k jh , The plant Justicia nasuta:—kab tark ja , The Naga-mallie root, or Rhinacanthus communis.
H Y % kab tar, vulg. kab tr, s.f. A female pigeon;—(met.)
a village, or rustic, dancing-girl.
P  % kab d, s.m. Azure, blue;—a sort of sheepskin of an
azure colour; (local) a crane;—a kind of willow.
P  % kab d, adj. Blue, azure, cerulean.
H W &% ku-bhrj, s.f.=next, q.v.
S ) &% j#yku-bhry, s.f. A bad or unchaste wife, a
wicked wife.
S ' &% j#$ku-bhg, s.m. Ill-fortune, misfortune, badluck.
S X &% j#$"ku-bhg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Subject to
misfortune, unfortunate, ill-fated, ill-starred;—an
unfortunate person, &c.
S  &% j# ku-bhv, vulg. ku-bho, s.m. Bad disposition, ill
temper; ill treatment.
H &%  kabah , or kab-h , or #0 kabh = H  &%  (

kabah , or kabhu , or #0( kabh

adv.=next, q.v.

H  &%  (kabah , or kabhu , or #0( kabh

= H &%  

kabah , or kab-h , or #0 kabh adv.=next, q.v.
H &%  6"kab-h, or #" kabh = H < &%  6· kab-h , or
#· kabh [kab, q.v.+S. ], adv. Sometime or other,
sometimes; at any time, ever; ever so long ago:—kabhk(-k, -ke), adj. & adv. Of sometime; sometime ago, long
since:—kabh—kabh, adv. At one time—at another time;
now—now:—kabh-kabh, adv. Sometimes, now and then,
at times, occasionally:—kabh na kabh, adv. Sometime or
other, sooner or later, rst or last; rarely, seldom:—kabh
nah , adv. Never.
H < &%  6·kab-h , or #· kabh = H &%  6" kab-h, or
#" kabh [kab, q.v.+S. ], adv. Sometime or other,
sometimes; at any time, ever; ever so long ago:—kabhk(-k, -ke), adj. & adv. Of sometime; sometime ago, long
since:—kabh—kabh, adv. At one time—at another time;
now—now:—kabh-kabh, adv. Sometimes, now and then,
at times, occasionally:—kabh na kabh, adv. Sometime or
other, sooner or later, rst or last; rarely, seldom:—kabh
nah , adv. Never.
H %  kabi [S.  t], s.m. A wise man; a poet:—kabsar,
or kabwar(˚vi+˚), s.m. The chief of the wise men; prince
of poets, poet-laureate; an eminent poet (syn. malikushshuar).
H %  "kab, adv. (colloq.), corr. of kabh, q.v.
A  % kabr (v.n. fr. % 'to be great,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Great,
large, immense; full-grown; senior;—a nobleman, a
grandee;—name of a great Hind reformer, saint, and
author who ourished about the close of the fteenth
century;—a kind of indecent song (sung by the lower
classes):—kabr-panth, s.m. A follower of Kabr.
H  % j%kuber, s.m. The god of wealth (=kuver, q.v.).
H  %  "kabr, s.m.=kabr, q.v.
H  %  "6kabrh [kabr, q.v.+S. ++t], s.m. A
follower of Kabr (=kabr-panth).
P ? % kabra (for A. { % kabrat, fem. of kabr), adj. f. Great,
&c. (=kabr);—s.m. A great or heinous sin.
H 0 %  "kabsar (prob. corr. fr. abs), adj. & s.m.

Niggardly, miserly;—a niggard, a miser.
H 0 %  "kabsar = H  0 %  "T  kabswar [S. 

H  L "kapr [S. !+], s.f. A skull (=kapl).

+ :t], s.m. See s.v. kabi.

H  L "kapr [prob. S. .!t], s.m. A caste (in

H  0 %  "T kabswar = H 0 %  " kabsar [S. 
+ :t], s.m. See s.v. kabi.
P 0 % kabsa (for A. ~0 % kabsat, fr. I% 'to ll up'), adj.
Intercalary:—sl--kabsa, s.m. An intercalary year, leapyear.
H Z % j%3ku-besh [S. j+U3t], s.m. The disgured
appearance of an ascetic who mutilates his body, or who
wears snakes, or the skins of brutes, &c.
H  %  "8kabar, = H   %  ": kabvar,s.m. See
kavvar, and kabsar.
H   %  ":kabvar, = H  %  "8 kabar,s.m. See
kavvar, and kabsar.
P 6 % kabkaj, s.m. King of the cockroaches. (It is
believed that the cockroaches will spare any book in
which this, the name of their king, is inscribed; and it is
therefore frequently written on the rst blank page of
books copied in India.)
H < %  ·kab , adv. (colloq. or dialec.), corr. of kabh ,
q.v.
H ` kap [S. @t], s.m. Tremor, trembling (=ka p):—
kap-kap, s.f. Tremor, trembling, shivering, quaking;
ague; perturbation:—kap-kap a hn(-ko), A t of
shivering or ague to come on.
H ` jkup [S. {t], s.m. A hole, pit, well; a barn,
granary; a heap, pile.
H L jQkupp [S. {+t; or j3
, +t], s.m. A large
leathern vessel for holding oil, gh, &c.:—kupp lu hn(k), To die (said of a king or a great man):—kupp hon,
v.n. To become very fat.
S Y L jPku-ptr, adj. & s.m. Unworthy, unt, incapable;
—an unworthy person, &c.
S  L &kap, s.m. A door; shutter; panel (of a door);
leaf (of a door).
H 1 J!R L kp-lagm, s.f. A snae-bridle.
H  L kapr, s.m.=kapl, q.v.

H  L "kapr, adj. & s.m.=kapl, q.v.
Bengal) who sell greens, &c.
H K L kaps [Prk. Q(; S. y(], s.f. The cottonplant, Gosypium herbaceum; cotton (not separated from
the seed).
H B L "kaps [S. yt], adj. Made of or from
cotton, cotton (stu); cottony, downy; of the colour of
the cotton plant, or its ower, light green, yellow.
S L !kapl, s.m. The skull, the cranium, the skullbone; the head; the forehead; the glene; (met.) fate,
destiny;—the fragment of a vessel, a potsherd; either
half of a water-jar; the shell (of an egg, &c.);—a kind of
leprosy:—kapl ph n(-k), 'The head to be broken'; to be
unfortunate;—kapl-kriy, s.f. The ceremony of breaking
the skull of a corpse (when a dead body is burning, and
nearly reduced to ashes, the son or the nearest relation
breaks the skull with the stroke of a bamboo and pours
melted butter into the cavity):—kapl-kriy karn(-k, or
apn), To break the skull of a burnt corpse with a
bamboo, &c.; (met.) to beat or cudgel one's brains, to
think intensely:—kapl khuln(-k), To have a favourable
turn of fortune.
S ! L !"kapl, adj. & s.m. Wearing skulls as a
necklace; covered with skulls; an epithet of iva (who
carries a skull in his hand, and wears a chain of skulls
round his neck);—long-headed, clever, shrewd, cunning,
sly;—a long-headed or shrewd person, &c.:—ardh-kapl,
s.m. Pain of half the head, hemicrania;—an areca nut
having two kernels, or rather, one of those kernels
which are convex on the one side and at on the other,
where it was in contact with its fellow (these nuts, from
the doctrine of signatures, are said to be a remedy for
hemicrania):—kapl san, s.m. One of the attitudes of
faqrsin worship, in which they stand on their heads:—
kapl kriy, s.f.=kapl-kriy, q.v.s.v. kapl.
H ! L !"kapl, s.m. & s.f.=kapr, q.v.
H ! L !"kapl [S. !+], s.f. A cavesson or noseband for a horse.

S L jkupit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Provoked,

S ` &kapain, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.

incensed, oended, angry;—an incensed or angry
person.
H  *L Qkaptn (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Captain.

S ` &"kapa, vulg. kap, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),

H  *L kaptn, s.f. Captaincy, oce of a captain
S *L j,Pku-putr, and H. ,P ka-putr, s.m. An undutiful
or unlial son; a bad, or degenerate, or villainous son.
S &*L jRku-path, s.m. Bad road, evil way; bad conduct,

Insincere, false, hypocritical; designing, dishonest,
fraudulent, deceitful; evil-minded, ill-disposed, malicious;
false, not genuine, adulterated;—a dissembler, hypocrite,
deceiver, fraudulent man, cheat, rogue, &c.
H :L kap a, s.m. (dialec.), A kind of jacket.
H L kapar, = H L  kapr,s.m. (dialec.), See
kapa and kap .
H L kapr, = H L  kapar,s.m. (dialec.), See

evil course of life;—deviation, aberration; immorality;
heresy; heterodoxy:—ku-path-gm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Going in a bad or wrong road. following evil ways,
immoral; heretical, heterodox;—One who follows an evil
course of life, an immoral man, a pro igate; a heretic.
S &*L ;Rkapittha, vulg. kapitth, s.m. The wood-apple

advice.
S D L j,I3ku-purush, s.m. A base or vile man, a craven,

tree, Feronia elephantum; the wood-apple (=kaith).
S  &*L j^ku-pathya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging to a

coward, poltroon.
S a L j4/"ku-parim, adj. (f. -in), Of bad end.

bad way (lit.or g.); unt, improper; unwholesome (as
diet, &c.);—unwholesome diet or regimen.
S ` &kapat, s.f. & m. Falseness, insincerity, guile,

H ` 7kapa = H  ` 7 kap  [Prk. Qf5, and

dissimulation, hypocrisy; deceit,
fraud, perdy, treachery; cheating, trick, subterfuge,
circumvention; adulteration;—rancour, spite;—adj. False,
insincere, &c. (=kapa, q.v.):—kapabhiprya(˚a+abh˚),
s.m. Secret or hypocritical design:—kapa-bh , s.f. 'This
world of deceit, &c.,' the present world:—kapa-bhek,
s.m.=kapa-ve, q.v.:—kapa-tpas, s.m. One who deceitfully
pretends to be an ascetic, a false or feigned ascetic:—
kapa rakhn(-se), To dissimulate; to harbour malice, or
evil designs (against):—kapa-r p-dhr= kapa-ve, q.v.:—
kapa-se, adv. Falsely, designedly, hypocritically;
deceitfully, &c.:—kapa karn(-ke sth), To dissimulate, to
pretend; to practise deceit (on), to deceive, cheat:—kapatlekhya, s.m. A forged document:—kapa-ve, s.m. Disguise;
an assumed character; hypocrisy:—kapa-ve, adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Disguised, in masquerade; hypocritical;—a
person in disguise; a hypocrite.
S  ` &kapaat, s.f. = S  ` &; kapaatva,
s.m.Dissimulation, hypocrisy, falseness, deceitfulness.
S  ` &; kapaatva, s.m. = S  ` & kapaat,
s.f.Dissimulation, hypocrisy, falseness, deceitfulness.

kapa and kap .
S D a L j/8ku-parmar,
'
s.m. Evil counsel, bad

Qf ; S. &t
' and &+t],
'
s.m. Cloth; clothing,
clothes, dress, habit:—kapa -pot, or kap o -k pot, s.f. A
bundle of clothes:—kapa -ph l, or kapa -dh l, s.m. Tissue;
gauze; crape (worn as a s ); a silk cloth wrought with
gold and silver owers (worn as a head-dress by
women):—kapa - hn, or kapa - han, adj. Thoroughly
strained or sifted; impalpable (powder); deep
(consultation):—kapa - hn(or - han) karn, v.t. To strain,
to sift:—kapa -darr, s.m. A wardrobe (syn. tosha- na):—
kapa -k (S. karpaa+kuta), s.m. lit.'Pounded up with rags';
clay made for crucibles, &c.:—kapa -kohor koh, s.m. 'A
cloth house,' a tent:—kap  o hn, or kap  pahann, To put
on a covering or a garment, to cover or clothe oneself:—
kap -latt, s.m. Clothes, clothing, articles of apparel:—
kap -wl, s.m. A cloth-manufacturer; cloth-merchant,
draper:—kap e, s.m. pl. Clothes, clothing, dress, apparel:
—kap e n(-ko), or kap o -se hon, or kap o hon, v.n. To
have the menses:—kap e pahann, To put on clothes, to
dress:—kap e ra gn, To dye cloth or clothes; to become a
faqr:—kap e-ko jhol den, To give an alarm (by making the
clothes bulge out):—kap e-wap e, s.m. pl. Clothes.
H  ` 7kap  = H ` 7 kapa [Prk. Qf5, and

Qf ; S. &t
' and &+t],
'
s.m. Cloth; clothing,

H L kapn, v.n. To tremble, shake, &c. (=k pn,

clothes, dress, habit:—kapa -pot, or kap o -k pot, s.f. A
bundle of clothes:—kapa -ph l, or kapa -dh l, s.m. Tissue;
gauze; crape (worn as a s ); a silk cloth wrought with
gold and silver owers (worn as a head-dress by
women):—kapa - hn, or kapa - han, adj. Thoroughly
strained or sifted; impalpable (powder); deep
(consultation):—kapa - hn(or - han) karn, v.t. To strain,
to sift:—kapa -darr, s.m. A wardrobe (syn. tosha- na):—
kapa -k (S. karpaa+kuta), s.m. lit.'Pounded up with rags';
clay made for crucibles, &c.:—kapa -kohor koh, s.m. 'A
cloth house,' a tent:—kap  o hn, or kap  pahann, To put
on a covering or a garment, to cover or clothe oneself:—
kap -latt, s.m. Clothes, clothing, articles of apparel:—
kap -wl, s.m. A cloth-manufacturer; cloth-merchant,
draper:—kap e, s.m. pl. Clothes, clothing, dress, apparel:
—kap e n(-ko), or kap o -se hon, or kap o hon, v.n. To
have the menses:—kap e pahann, To put on clothes, to
dress:—kap e ra gn, To dye cloth or clothes; to become a
faqr:—kap e-ko jhol den, To give an alarm (by making the
clothes bulge out):—kap e-wap e, s.m. pl. Clothes.
H >  ` 76(kap hand [kap , q.v.+S. $.Bt], s.f. The

q.v.);—adj. (f. -), Trembling, tremulous.
H &*L jBRku-panth, s.m.=ku-path, q.v.

smell of burnt cloth or cotton.
H  ` 7M&"kap au [Prk. Qf ; S. &+
'
+ . \], s.f. Straining through cloth, sifting; covering
the mouth of a vessel with cloth:—kap au karn, v.t. To
cover the mouth of a vessel with cloth; to strain through
cloth, to sift.
H  ` jiku-pa h, adj. Unlettered, untutored, &c. (=anpa h, q.v.).
S ZL 8kapi, adj. & s.m. 'Ape-coloured,' brown,

H &*L jBR"ku-panth [S. j^+t], adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to a wrong way or a bad course; immoral,
pro igate;—a wanderer; one who is gone astray; an
immoral person, a pro igate; a heretic (syn. ku-pathgm).
H + L Bkapind, s.m.=kapndra, q.v.s.v. L kapi.
S A L 5kapot, s.m. (f. -), A dove; a pigeon; the
spotted-necked pigeon.
H A L j0ku-p t, or 0 ka-p t [S. j,Pt], s.m. An
undutiful or a disobedient son, a bad or wicked son;—adj.
Unlial, undutiful, disobedient, degenerate (e.g. kap t
be mar bhal, 'an undutiful son is better dead').
H Y L 0"ka-p t [kap t+= S. ], s.f. Undutifulness (in
a son); degeneracy.
H  L 0kap r [S. 0' (], s.m. Camphor;—name of a
ower:—kap r-ka aror ka r, s.f. The root of the fragrant
grass Hedychium spicatum.
H  L 0kap r [S. 0' +t], s.m. Testicles (of a bualo,
or ram, or he-goat, or black buck, &c.).
H  L 0"kap r [kap r+S. t], adj. As white, or as
fragrant, as camphor;—(kap r+S. ), s.f. Betel-leaf
(pn) of a yellowish colour.
S L 5!kapol, s.m. The cheek:—kapol-gendu, s.m. A
small round pillow to rest the cheek upon.
S &L vkaph, s.m. Phleghm; spittle; scum, foam, froth.
S &L v"kaph, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Phlegmatic, lled with

reddish brown;—brown or reddish colour.
H ? LL 6&kap-kapha, s.f. = kap-kap, q.v.

mucus, aicted with rheum; one who has a cold.
S L kapi, and H. " kap, s.m. A monkey, an ape

H LL "kap-kap, s.f. See s.v. kap.

(syn. bandar);—an epithet of Vish u;—a pulley; a block:—
kapi-pati, or kapi-reshha, or kapsor kap(˚pi+˚), or
kopndra(˚pi+in˚), s.m. 'Lord or chief of the monkeys,' an
epithet of Vish u:—kapi-kunjar, s.m. An epithet of the
son of Bli, king of the monkeys.
H L jQ"kupp [dim. of kupp, q.v.—˚= S. ], s.f. A

S L !kapil, adj. (f. -), 'Monkey-coloured,' brown,
tawny, reddish;—s.m. Name of a Hind sage, the founder
of the Snkhya system of philosophy.
S 3L !kapil, vulg. kapl, s.f. A brown or reddishcoloured cow.

leathern bottle for holding oil or gh, &c.; a skin; a vial.

H 9 L j|ku-pe , adj. Badly turned; deformed, ugly.

H  * katr [prob. S. Bt; but cf. kar], s.m. A

H  kat, or  kit [S. ; or jP], adv. Where?

variety of the sugar-cane;—tamarind.
H  * katr, s.m. corr. of  Ni qatr,
 q.v.

whither? what?
H  kat [S. R(], adv. Why? how?
H  kit, or  kat, adj. & adv. (dialec.) = kitt, q.v.
H * \kitt, or ktt, (dialec.)  kit [Prk. ?.\ ; S.
t], adj. (f. -), How much? what quantity?—kitte,
how many (see kitn).
H * j\kutt [Prk. j=j5, or j=jI; S. j=jt], s.m. A
dog;—the part of a gun-lock which is acted on by the
trigger; a hand-vice; a trade-mark;—the ear of a kind of
grass (syn. ir i):—kutte- na, s.m. A dog-kennel:—
kutte-k k, s.m. Bite of a dog; one bitten by a dog:—
kutte-k ha ak, s.f. Hydrophobia:—kutt-m tor m ty, s.m.
A toadstool, fungus (syn. s p-k hatr).
A * kitb (inf. n. of U* 'to write'), s.f. A book; a writing,
despatches; scripture; a letter:—kitb--ilh, or kitb-smni, or kitb--majd, The holy book, holy writ, the
Qor n:—kitb-pe a hn(-ko), To enter in a book, to
book, register, put down, make a note of:—kitb- na,
s.m. A library (better kutub- na):—kitb-r , adj. Longfaced, oval:—kitb-farosh, s.m. A bookseller:—kitb-wl,
s.m. (f. -), One who has a revealed Book, i.e. a Jew, a
Christian, or a Moammadan (syn. ahl--kitb);—a
vendor or a maker of books.
P  * kitbat, s.f. = P  * kitba, s.m.(for A. ~ * kitbat, inf.
n. of U* 'to write'), Writing; a writing, an inscription, an
epitaph; a motto;—kitbat, s.f. The profession of a
copyist.
P  * kitba, s.m. = P  * kitbat, s.f.(for A. ~ * kitbat, inf.
n. of U* 'to write'), Writing; a writing, an inscription, an
epitaph; a motto;—kitbat, s.f. The profession of a
copyist.
P  * kitb (rel. n. fr. kitb), adj. Of a book, relating to a
book or writing; in possession of a revealed Book;—like a
book, oblong;—s.m. One who is (or a people who are) in
possession of a revealed Book, i.e. a Jew, a Christian, or
a Muslim:—kitb dm, A bookish man:—kitb hra, s.m.
A long or oval face:—kitb 'ilm, s.m. Book-knowledge,
book-learning.

P  * katn (for A. kattn), s.m. A kind of cloth, ne linen
(said to be so ne as to be rent by exposure to the
moonlight; and hence, is represented by Oriental poets
as enamoured of the moon).
H  * \kattn [S. >B", rt. >] , s.m. (dialec.) A knife,
dagger.
H  * katn (caus. of ktn, q.v.), v.t. To cause (one)
to spin; to get spun (=katwn).
P  * kuth, s.f. contrac. of koth, q.v.
H $ *  kat [kat(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Spinning; price paid for spinning:—kat karn(k), To spin:—kat kar-ke, adv. By spinning.
A U* kutub, s.f. pl. (of kitb), Books:—kutub- na, s.m. A
book-shop; a library; a book-shelf:—kutub-farosh, s.m. A
bookseller.
P %* kitaba (for A. ~%* kitabat, pl. of kitbat), s.m. pl.
Writings; inscriptions; epitaphs, &c.
H %* kitabiy [kitb+dim. a. -iy= S. ], s.f. (prov.) A
small book.
S `* jkutap, or j
, kutup, s.m. The eighth muhurtaor
portion of the day from the last daaof the second
watch to the rst of the third, noon-tide (nearly);—a sort
of blanket made of the hair of the mountain-goat.
P + >* kat- ud (kat, for kad= kada, qq.v.+ ud, q.v.), s.m.
Master of the house, head of the family or household; a
married man; a bridegroom;—a viceroy or locum tenens.
P $+ >* kat- ud [-= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Marriage;
establishing, or managing, a family; state of a
householder; housekeeping;—the oce of viceroy:—katud karn, To marry, &c.
H * katar (v.n. fr. katarn), s.f. Cutting, clipping, &c.
(used chie y in comp.);—kattaror katar, s.f. A llet:—katarbhed, s.m. pl. Artices, wiles, tricks, feints, stratagems,
manœuvres:—katar-byo tor beo t, s.m.(f.?) Cutting out
(clothes); cutting and clipping; cuttings, deductions;
thrift, parsimony; illicit picking, overcharge, peculation;

—(met.) meditation; anxiety, disquiet; consultation:—
katar-byo t-se, adv. By cutting and clipping; by careful
management or contriving; by hook or by crook, &c.:—
katar-byo t karn(kor -k?) To cut out; to cut and clip, to
retrench, to deduct (from); to pick and lch, to practise
peculation, to purloin;—to plan, devise, contrive.
H * katr (perf. part. of katarn), s.m. Parings,
clippings; a chip (cf. katran).
S ; * jPkutrpi (kutra+ api), adv. See s.v. ?* kutra.
H * katrn (caus. of katarn), v.t. To cause to cut
or clip; to cut out;—v.n. To move or go aside, to get out of
the way (of, -se), to slink away (from); to leave the high
road and steal away by a by-path; to go round about, to
take a round; to edge or go sideways or zigzag:—katr-kar
jnor aln, v.n.=katrn.
H $*  katr [katr(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Price paid for cutting out (=katarw):—adv.
Sideways.
H  * ) katar-byo t, or %± katar-beo t,
s.m. See s.v. katar.
S * jku-tark,

s.m. Wrong reasoning, fallacious
argument; false doctrine; insignicance in judgment or
in discernment.
H  * jku-tark, s.f. Illogical or fallacious reasoning.
H * katran (fr. katarn, q.v.), s.f. Cutting, chipping,
paring, &c.; excision; a piece; cuttings, clippings, parings
(syn. h an).
H * jkutran (prob. a var. form of katran), s.f. That
which is gnawed or bitten o with the teeth, nibblings.
H * katarn [katar˚= S. (
' ), rt. > 'to cut'], v.t.
To cut, clip, pare, lop, prune, trim; to cut out; to cut up, to
hew.
H * jkutarn (=katarn, q.v.), v.t. To cut with the
teeth, to gnaw, to nibble; to peck:—kutr-hu, part. adj.
(f. -), Gnawed, nibbled; incised; bitten; pecked; pitted
(with small-pox):—kutarne-wl, s.m. (f. -), Gnawer, &c.;
an incisor.
H * "katarn [fem. of katarn, q.v., or S. "],
'
s.f.
Scissors; shears.

H * ~katr [rt. of katar(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. A cutter, &c.
H * j~kutr (=katr ), adj. & s.m. Cutting; gnawing,
biting; cutter, gnawer, biter;—a puppy.
H *  [katarw , adj. Side; crooked, awry, zigzag;
doubling (as a hare).
H *  katarwn (doub. caus. of katarn), v.t. To
cause to be cut or clipped, &c., to get or have (a thing)
cut, or cut out, or trimmed, or pared, &c.
H * j kutarwn (doub. caus. of kutarn), v.t. To
cause to be gnawed, or bitten, &c.
H $*   katarw (katarw(n) + , as in katr, q.v.),
s.f. Price paid for cutting out.
S 0* j;kuts, s.f. Reproach, censure; disrespect,
contempt; calumny.
S 0* j.;kutsit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Reproached,
blamed, censured; reviled, calumniated; despised,
contemned; contemptible, despicable, low, vile;—a vile or
contemptible man, &c.:—kutsit ara(˚ta+ ˚), s.m. Bad or
reprehensible conduct, low behaviour, &c.:—kutsit
bhsha, s.m. Low or vile language; slander.
A g* katif, or kitf, s.m. The shoulder-blade.
H (* kitak, or  katik, adj. (prov.) =kitek, and
kitt, qq.v.
P (* kutak, = H * kutk,s.m.=(Y  k tak, q.v.
H * kutk, = P (* kutak,s.m.=(Y  k tak, q.v.
H * \!kattal (prob. for kattar= katar, q.v.), s.f. A chip, a
shred, strip; a piece of stone, or brick, or earth, a shard:
—kattal-tir, s.m. Throwing a shard, &c. so as to make it
skim along the surface of water; the game of ducks and
drakes (syn. hi hil).
H 3* !katl (prob.=katr, q.v.; and cf. qatl), s.m. A
slice:—katle karn(-ke), To slice.
A  @ * kitmn (inf. n. of 2 * 'to conceal'), s.m. Concealing;
concealment.
H * katn (see the trans. ktn), v.n. To be spun.
H * kitn [Prk. ?.\! ; S. t; see kitt], adj.
& adv. (f. -), How much? what quantity? (kitne) how
many?—as many as; several; some:—kitne-ek, adj.

Several; some, some few:—kitn-h, adv. Howsoever,
however much or many, how-much-soever.
H * jkutn, v.n. To be estimated; to be appraised.
H K * 0katn s, s.f. The common minivet,
Pericrocrotus peregrinus(syn. sth-sahel).
H * "katn (fr. katn; also ktn, fr. ktn), s.f. A holdall, a housewife; a work-basket.
H *  katna, s.f.=kat, q.v
H  * ,katu, katw, s.m. per met.for taku, q.v.
H  *  katwr, s.m. corr. of kotwl, q.v.
P  * kutwl, s.m. contrac. of kotwl, q.v.
P ! * kutwl, s.f.=kotwl, q.v.
H  *  katwn (doub. caus. of ktn), v.t. To cause
to be spun, to have or get spun.
H $ *   katw (katw(n)+, as in kat, q.v.), s.f.
Price paid for spinning (=kat).
S ( * j4
0 kut ak, s.m. A disease of the eyes in
infants, weakness of the eyes.
S  * j6
0 !kut hal, s.m.f.(?), Anything interesting, fun,
sport, pastime, festivity, entertainment; a surprising
object, a show, spectacle; eagerness, desire, curiosity;
vehemence, impetuosity, violence.
S # * j6
0 !"kut hal, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Sportive, fond
of sport or festivity, highly interested in (any
extraordinary matter), curious, inquisitive; eager,
impatient, vehement, impetuous;—a curious or
inquisitive person, &c.
H &* Rkath = H &* ;R katth [S. =Rt, or =Rt; and
=R+ t], s.m. An astringent vegetable
extract (the produce of the Mimosa catechu) which the
natives of India eat with betel leaf; catechu, terra
japonica (syn. khair, q.v.).
H &* ;Rkatth = H &* R kath [S. =Rt, or =Rt; and
=R+ t], s.m. An astringent vegetable extract (the
produce of the Mimosa catechu) which the natives of India
eat with betel leaf; catechu, terra japonica (syn. khair,
q.v.).
S &* Rkath, s.f. A word; speech, discourse; a story,

tale, relation, recital, narrative, fable:—kath-brt=
kath-vrtt, q.v.:—kath b n, or kath bakhnn, To read
or recite a story, or a sacred book, &c.; to preach:—kathprabandh, s.m. A composed story, a narrative, a literary
composition or production, a tale, ction:—kath-prasa g,
s.m. Talking, talk, conversation, speaking to or with;
rumour, report:—kath-r p, adv. In the form of words,
by means of speech, in verbal form:—kath-sa yukt, s.m.
Literary composition:—kath-lbh, s.m., or kath-vrtt,
s.f. Speech, discourse; controversy; intercourse; news,
report, rumour:—kathopakathan(˚th+upa˚), s.m.
Conversation, intercourse, conference, dialogue,
narration.
S ( &* Rkathnak, s.m. A short tale; a tale, story,
fable.
S &* Rkathit, part. (f. -), Spoken, said, uttered,
declared, told, related (=kah).
H &* jRkuthr [S. jR+r= Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
Putrefaction; impurity, uncleanness, foulness.
H &* R"kathr = H  * R7" kath  [prob. S. B+dim.
a. r= Prk. f = S. + ], s.f. A patched cloth or
garment, a quilt of patches and shreds (syn. gud );
bedding.
H  * R7"kath  = H &* R" kathr [prob. S. B+dim.
a. r= Prk. f = S. + ], s.f. A patched cloth or
garment, a quilt of patches and shreds (syn. gud );
bedding.
S (&* Rkathak, and H. ;R katthak, and R kathik,
s.m. Narrator, relater, reciter; one who publicly reads
and expounds the Puras;—a professional story-teller; a
kind of singer or bard; chief actor; a dancing boy.
S <&* Rkathan, s.m. The act of saying, or telling,
narrating, informing; a saying, narration, relation,
account, explanation; a composition; a byeword.
S <&* ;Rkatthan, adj. & s.m. Boastful;—a boaster;—the
act of boasting, boast.
H &* Rkathn [kath˚= S. R(), rt. R; cf. kahn],
v.t. To say, tell, relate, recite, narrate, explain, expound;
to compose (verses);—to reproach.

S  &* R"kathanya, part. adj. To be said, to be told or
declared; requiring to be said; worthy of relation;
admitting of being uttered, t to be uttered or said, to be
named.
S * kati, adj. & adv. How many? &c. (=kitt, kitn,
q.v.).
H * \"katt [S. \
' ], s.f. A small sword, a scimitar.
H [ * `kate, or " kat (corr. of kahte, or kaht), part.
adv. (dialec., South. India), Saying; (much used as an
expletive answering to) so that, so, thus, &c.
H * \"kitt, s.f. (old H.), corr. of krtti, q.v.
H * j\"kutt = H * j kutiy (fem. of kutt, q.v.;—
iy= S. a. ), s.f. A bitch; a term of abuse:—kutiy-k
pill, s.m. A pup, puppy;—a bastard.
H * jkutiy = H * j\" kutt (fem. of kutt, q.v.;—
iy= S. a. ), s.f. A bitch; a term of abuse:—kutiy-k
pill, s.m. A pup, puppy;—a bastard.
H  * "katr, s.m. Gum-tragacanth, or rather, a gum
resembling tragacanth, obtained from the bark of the
Sterculia urens.
H ( * `kitek, or ` katek, adj. & adv. (rustic)=kitt;

ka-bandhan, s.m.=kai-bandhan, q.v.s.v. kai;—ka-kehar,
adj. Lion-waisted, having a waist as elegant as the lion's,
slim-waisted (woman).
S  kia, vulg. ki, s.m. Secretion; excretion;
excrement; dirt, lth, impurity
H  ki, s.m. A kind of sour dish.
H  j&ku [S. jct], s.m. The root of the Costus
speciosusor Arabicus(it is used medicinally).
H  j&ku (rt. of kun= k n, q.v.), s.f. 'Pounded
paper,' papier-mache(see ku), stiened paper (inserted
between the cloth and lining of caps, &c.).
H  &ka [perf. part. of kan, and=S. +t], part.
adj. (f. -), Cut, &c. (see kan):—adh-ka, adj. (f. -), Halfcut.
H  &ka, or  ka [S. t,
' i.e. >+ +t;—or i.q.
kao, q.v.], s.m. Cutting up, cutting to pieces; bloodshed,
slaughter, general slaughter or massacre:—ka- hn,
s.f. Slaughter; ght, pitched battle;—deadly enmity:—
ka-ka, s.f. Cutting and clipping; general retrenchment;
—cutting and hacking, general slaughter or massacre:—
ka karn, v.t. To cut up, to cut to pieces; to kill, murder,
slaughter, massacre.
H  ka [k(n)+= i= Prk.   =S. ()+

and ka-ek, qq.v.
H 3 * "!katl, s.m.=katr, q.v.

+t], s.m. A large fat louse.

H < * ki-ta (for ke-ta , qq.v.), postpn. To, up to;

H  ka [prob. S. m.BR+t; cf. gah, perf. part. of

for; on, at (often used as equivalent to ko, the postpn. of
the dative and acc. cases).
H  &kat, s.m. (in comp.)=kah= kh, qq.v.:—ka-

gahn;—and also ga, and gah], adj. (f. -), Well-knit,
able-bodied, stout, strong, sturdy, robust, athletie; hard,
sti; rm, xed, determined; mortal, deadly (as hate, or
a foe); strict, thorough-going, unshakeable, sound;—s.m.
(dialec.), A bundle, a faggot, &c. (=gah, q.v.).
H  ka, s.m.=ghaa, or gh, q.v.

bandhan= kah-bandhan.
H  &ka, adj. (in comp.)= kau, q.v.
H  &ka (rt. of kan, or kn, and contrac. of ka),
s.f. & adj. (in comp.), Cutting; cut; past, &c. (see kn,
and k):—ka- hl, s.f. Dahmade of skimmed milk:—karet, s.m. A rasp:—ka-kl, s.m. Past time, the past; (in
Gram.) the past tense;—adj. Of or relating to the past,
retrospective:—ka-qabla, s.m.=k-qabla, q.v.s.v. k.
H  &ka [S. =Rt; or rt. of kn], s.m. A black colour
used to mark chintz with.
H  &ka [S. &t], s.f. The waist; the loins, reins:—

H  j&ku (rustic)=k , perf. part. of k n, q.v.
H  jku (see ka, or ka), s.m. A bird (esp.a
pigeon) whose wings have been clipped.
H D &+ka h, s.m.=kaksh, q.v.
H  &kar [S. t], s.m. A dagger with a broad
straight blade, the hilt of which comes up on either side
of the wrist, and which is grasped by a cross-bar in the
centre; a dagger, poniard, stiletto, dirk:—kar-bandh,

s.m. One who carries a dagger, an assassin:—kar
bho kn, or kar mrn(-ko), To put a dagger into (one),
to stab.
H  &kar, s.m. A pole-cat (=khas, q.v.).

embroidery;—imposing display.
S 2 &6kah, s.m. A frying-pan, a shallow kind of

H  j&ku-r [˚r= S. ,' rt. ], s.m. A poor, or

H 8& ka [ka(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+

miserable, horse; a hack;—an impatient little horse.
S  jkur, s.m. A mountain:—sexual intercourse;

+], s.f. Cutting; reaping; reaping-season, harvest-time

pleasure;—exclusion; oneness.
H  &kar [prob. S. 4t], s.m. Name of a
medicinal plant, the Globe-thistle, Echinops echinatus;—
the aloe plant;—a kind of sugar-cane (=katr).
H &"kar [S. +], s.f. A small dagger, a
dirk, a stiletto;—a dagger-shaped gure (on cloth):—
kar-dr, s.m.=kariy, q.v.:—kar mrn(-ko), To stab
with a dagger.
H 7 &kariy [kar, q.v.+iy= S. t (+t)],
s.m. A kind of silk cloth with stripes in the form of
daggers (syn. kar-dr).
H 4 &kas, s.m.=khas, q.v.
H 5 &kas [k(n), q.v.+s= Prk. +
(
=S.
+t], adj. (f. -), Inclined to bite, addicted to biting;
snappish; rabid (=kah).
S U G &dkaksh (kaa+aksha), s.m. Side-look, sideglance, leer, ogling:—kaksh karn, v.n. To cast a sideglance (at), to look askance (at); to leer; to ogle.
H  &!kal, s.m. Flood, spring-tide (Bengal).
H  &kan (caus. of kn), v.t. To cause to cut; to
cut; to cause to bite;—to cause to be cut, or to be bitten
(kawn).
H   &ka [ka(n)+ = Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. Cutting; biting; sharp, incisive, trenchant;
caustic.
H   & kao (i.q. ka , q.v.), s.m. Cutting; reaping;
harvest, crop (=ka); a cutting, a section; an excision; a
breach; bank (of a river, &c.), river-side;—terseness, or
closeness, or nervousness (of language or composition);
—sharpness or incisiveness (of speech); cutting speech,
jesting, mockery, taunt;—a kind of owering on cloth,

boiler (for oil, butter, sugar, &c.), a caldron (=ka h, q.v.).
H   &6kah, adj.=kaah, and kas, qq.v.

(=kan), harvest, crop;—price paid for cutting, or reaping:
—ka-k sam, or ka-k rut, or ka-k skh, Reapingseason, harvest-time:—ka karn(-k), To cut, to reap.
H 8j& ku (ku(n)+as in ka, q.v.), s.f.
Knocking, hammering, pounding, bruising; a blow;—price
paid for pounding or bruising.
H 8& ka, s.f. = H 7 & kay, s.m.[S. 4"
+ , and 4+t], A thorny plant which bears a purple
ower, Solanum jacquini(syn. gul- r).
H 7 &kay, s.m. = H 8& ka, s.f.[S. 4"
+ , and 4+t], A thorny plant which bears a purple
ower, Solanum jacquini(syn. gul- r).
H  >  & Bka-bandhan, s.m.=kah-bandhan, q.v.s.v.
kah.
S (!  &v!ka-phal (for kau-phal), s.m.=kephal, q.v.
H  &kait [prob. S. t, rt. >; cf. S. >\
'desired, sought'], s.m. Vent, sale; demand.
S   &,kaut, s.f. Pungency, sharpness; bitterness;
keenness; impetuosity, vehemence; irritability,
testiness; wickedness.
S & j&*kuaj (kua-ja), s.m. The medicinal plant
Wrightia(or Echites) antidysenterica(the seeds of which are
used as a vermifuge).
H '  kaar [S. >+ +t], adj. & s.m. Addicted to
biting (a horse, &c.);—a biter.
H '  &kaar, or  kaar [S. _t; cf. _5t], adj. &
s.m. Hard, cruel, merciless, relentless;—a hard or cruel
man; a caiti.
H '  &kaar, or j&, kuur (onomat.), s.m. The sound
of crunching or munching grain, &c.; crunching,
munching:—kaar-kaar, or kuur-kuur, s.m. Idem;—ady.
Crunch-crunch, munch-munch.

S '  j&kuir, s.m. A small house, a cottage, hut, hovel.
H '  &kar [prob.=ka-har, or kahr, q.v.; or S.  &
'
++t], s.m. A piece of land which is enclosed and
peopled; the market town belonging to a fort; a marketplace, market; suburbs.
H '  &kar, s.m. A bualo-calf (=kahr, q.v.).
H '  &kaarn, s.m. A kind of sh.
H 2'  kara, s.m.=kar, q.v.
H ' "kaar, kar[prob. S. c++], s.f. The
horizontal beam to which the bullocks are attached in a
sugar-mill (=kahr).
H ' "kaar, kar(prob. fr. ka-n, q.v.), s.f. Land

tat, to sound sharply or hardly; to snap or clash (the
teeth together), to gnash or grind (the teeth).
H #  &&"kaka, or &&" kiki, s.f. Snapping
(the teeth); gnashing or grinding (the teeth);—vexation,
grief, trouble:—kaka khn, v.n. To experience vexation,
&c.
H '  &kakar, s.m. = kah-kar, and kahghar, q.v.
H &' G  &(*kakaranj, s.m. or f.(?) = H T 7' G  &*0
kakarej , s.m.= H T ) + G &p*" kakalej, s.f.[S. &,+
*t], The febrifuge nut Guilandina bonducella.
H T 7' G  &*0kakarej , s.m. = H &' G  &(*
kakaranj, s.m. or f.(?)= H T ) + G &p*" kakalej, s.f.[S.
&,+ *t], The febrifuge nut Guilandina bonducella.

recovered from, or left by, large rivers.
H   &7ka , s.m. A trough, &c. (=kahr, q.v.).

H T ) + G &p*"kakalej, s.f. = H &' G  &(*

H   &7ka  (=kar, or kahr), s.m. A bualo-calf.

kakaranj, s.m. or f.(?)= H T 7' G  &*0 kakarej , s.m.[S.

H   &7ka , = H 2  ka a,s.m. A market-place, &c.

&,+ *t], The febrifuge nut Guilandina bonducella.

(=kar, q.v.).
H 2  ka a, = H   &7 ka ,s.m. A market-place, &c.

H   &kakan = H B  kakana [prob. S.>+ 

(=kar, q.v.).
?  &7"ka , s.f.=kahr, q.v.
?  &kaak, s.m. A bracelet;—an army, a legion;—
the side or ridge of a hill or mountain; low land at the
foot of a mountain, marshy land, meadow (syn. tar);—
Cuttack (the cap. of Orissa).
S  &,kauk, adj.= kau, q.v.
H  &kak [S. >+ +t], s.m. Striking the beak
(into), pecking; seizing with the beak:—kak bharn(me ?), To strike the beak (into), to peck; to seize with
the beak; to bite.
H " &&ka-ka (onomat.), s.m. & adv. Cracking;
snapping, snap; click; tick; tick-tick; tap-tap; rat-tat, &c.;
—jarring, wrangling, squabbling, quarrel, brawl:—ka-kat
karn, v.n. To give out a cracking or snapping sound; to
make a rat-tat; to snap, click, &c.
H " j&j&ku-ku (onomat.), s.m. The sound of
nibbling or munching; nibbling;—munch-munch.
H #  &&kakan, or && kikin, v.n. To
give forth a cracking or snapping sound, to make a rat-

+Left; cf. the form kakhan], s.m. A model, pattern,
copy; outline, sketch, skeleton, frame-work; plan, design,
scheme; regulation; dotted letter (to be lled in by a
pupil learning to write);—art; trick;—an under-farm, a
sub-lease;—adj. Scheming, shrewd, cunning:—kakanedr, s.m. Under-lessee, sub-tenant, farmer:—kakana
den, or kakana karn(-ko), To sub-let, to farm out:—
kakane k hn, To set a copy of skeleton letters.
H B  kakana = H   & kakan [prob. S.>+ 
+Left; cf. the form kakhan], s.m. A model, pattern,
copy; outline, sketch, skeleton, frame-work; plan, design,
scheme; regulation; dotted letter (to be lled in by a
pupil learning to write);—art; trick;—an under-farm, a
sub-lease;—adj. Scheming, shrewd, cunning:—kakanedr, s.m. Under-lessee, sub-tenant, farmer:—kakana
den, or kakana karn(-ko), To sub-let, to farm out:—
kakane k hn, To set a copy of skeleton letters.
H  &Lka-khn, v.t. = k-khn, q.v.s.v. kn.
H  &L7"ka-kha  [S. &? +L&], s.f. Writingchalk, a species of steatites (used to write with, and in
polishing stucco).

H   &Lkakhan, s.m.=kakan, q.v.
H   &Lkakhan (i.q. k-khn), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Addicted to biting, snappish;—a biter (=kaah; kaar)
H j&"kuk [Prk. j&, ; S. &,+], s.f. A
medicinal plant, black hellebore, Helleborus niger; wolf's
bane; aconite;—a kind of grain-produce, Panicum miliare.
H j&"kuk [S. j (rt. j)O +], s.f. Cutting,
dividing;—a nip; an incision (made with the teeth, &c.,
on thread, &c.;—a gnat (cf. S. kau-ka);—estrangement,
separation (from), desertion (of):—kuk den, or kuk
lagn(-me ), To nip; to make an incision (in), to cut (the
string of a kite, &c.).
H B )  &?kakena, &" kakna(?), s.m. A sublease (=kakana, q.v.).
H ' % &$kagar, = H ' % &V kaghar,s.m. = kahghar, kahr, qq.v.
H ' % &Vkaghar, = H ' % &$ kagar,s.m. = kahghar, kahr, qq.v.
S ( j&!kuil, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Crooked, bent;
perverse, untoward; tortuous, disingenuous, dishonest,
fraudulent; wicked, sinful; cruel, ruthless;—a
disingenuous or dishonest man; a cruel man, &c.
H ! +  j&!kuil-pan, s.m. = S  +  j&! kuilat,
vulg. kuilt, s.f.= S  +  j&!; kuilatva,
s.m.Crookedness; perversity; tortuousness,
disingenuousness, dishonesty, guile;—ruthlessness,
cruelty.
S  +  j&!kuilat, vulg. kuilt, s.f. = H ! +  j&!
kuil-pan, s.m.= S  +  j&!; kuilatva, s.m.Crookedness;
perversity; tortuousness, disingenuousness, dishonesty,
guile;—ruthlessness, cruelty.
S  +  j&!; kuilatva, s.m. = H ! +  j&! kuil-pan,
s.m.= S  +  j&! kuilat, vulg. kuilt,
s.f.Crookedness; perversity; tortuousness,
disingenuousness, dishonesty, guile;—ruthlessness,
cruelty.
H , j&/
, kuum, = S H- j&@, kuumb,s.m. Kith and
kin, relatives, kindred, kinsfolk, household, family,

progeny, race:—kuum-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = kuumb,
q.v.
S H- j&@, kuumb, = H , j&/
, kuum,s.m. Kith and
kin, relatives, kindred, kinsfolk, household, family,
progeny, race:—kuum-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = kuumb,
q.v.
S  - j&., @ kuumbin, = S -j&@, " kuumb,adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Of or belonging to a household, or family,
&c.; having a large
family;—a householder, a paterfamilias; a member of a
family; a kinsman.
S -j&@, "kuumb, = S  - j&., @  kuumbin,adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Of or belonging to a household, or family,
&c.; having a large family;—a householder, a
paterfamilias; a member of a family; a kinsman.
H <- &/Tka-mast = H  <- &/T ka-mast [S.
c + mast, q.v.], adj. & s.m. Very stout and lusty; burly
and rude, sturdy and overbearing;—a stout and lusty
fellow; a lusty, indolent fellow, &c. (also written kahmast).
H  <- &/Tka-mast = H <- &/T ka-mast [S.
c + mast, q.v.], adj. & s.m. Very stout and lusty; burly
and rude, sturdy and overbearing;—a stout and lusty
fellow; a lusty, indolent fellow, &c. (also written kahmast).
S (- j&/!kumal, s.m. An opening bud.
H .;:- &/,![ka-mull [S. c + mull, q.v.], s.m. A
hedge-schoolmaster;—a great bigot (also kath-mull ).
H -j&/
, "kuum, adj. & s.m.=kuumb, q.v.
S  jkuan = H   j& kun [kun= S. j+t],
s.m. A pimp, a pander; a go-between; a mischief-maker.
H   j&kun = S  j kuan [kun= S. j+t],
s.m. A pimp, a pander; a go-between; a mischief-maker.
H   &kan (from the trans. kn, q.v.), v.n. To be
cut, be clipped; to be reaped; to be cut o, be amputated;
to be killed (in ght);—to be retrenched, to be
diminished; to be deducted (from); to be spent, to be
squandered; to be spent or passed (as time, life, &c.); to
cease, to come to an end, be put an end to; to be

interrupted; to pass away; to disappear, vanish; to
dissolve, melt (as snow, ice, &c.); to be wiped or blotted
out, be eaced or obliterated, be forgiven (as sins);—to
come out, to be extracted (as colour from cloth, &c.);—to
be ashamed, be abashed; to be consumed with jealousy,
&c.:—ka-jn, v.n. intens. of and=kan:—ka-rahn, v.n.
To be cut o, be severed or sundered, be intercepted, be
divided, be separated (from); to be stopped up (as a road
infested with robbers, &c.);—to be spent, be consumed,
be squandered, &c.:—ka-kar al jn, To cut and run, to
slink away.
H   j&kun, v.t.=k n, q.v.
H ?  j&kunp [fr. kun+p= Prk. Q(=S. ; +],
s.m. Pimping;—cucholdom:—kunp karn, To pimp, to
pander.
H 4  &kans, s.m. A species of bird, Coracias.

H . & [kaw (i.q. kawith winserted), adj. Cut or
ripped up, split up; deducted; simple (interest).
H  & kawn (doub. caus. of kn), v.t. To cause
to be cut, or cut up, or cut o; to have (a thing) cut, or cut
o, &c.; to cause to be bitten.
H  j& kuwn (doub. caus. of k n), v.t. To
cause to be hammered, or pounded, or bruised, to have
or get (a thing) pounded, &c.;—to submit to carnal
intercourse.
H   & 6kawh, s.m. The man who guides and
draws out the (leather) bucket from the well.
H 9&M"kaaut [kaw(n) = ka(n)+at= Prk.
.\=S. .Q], s.f. That which is to be de ducted,
deduction; discount; exchange.
H  &5kaor, s.m. = H 2 kaora, s.m.= H

H   j&kunn [kun˚= kuan, q.v.+= w= Prk.

&5" kaor (dim.), s.f.[S. &5, f.]. A shallow cup of

 or U=S. , caus. augment], v.t. To entice,

metal (usually brass or copper); a small brass or copper
bowl;—cup (of a ower); a full-blown ower;—kaor, s.f.
The receptacle (in a woman's bodice) for the breast; a
gusset (in a bodice):—kaor ban-rahn, or kaor bajnor
khanakn, v.n. To be full of inhabitants, to be well
populated (a city or town):—kaor aln, To cause a cup
to turn round by enchantment (in order to nd out a
thief):—kaor-dn(kaorfor kaora), s.m. A brass or copper
vessel with a cover.
H 2 kaora, s.m. = H  &5 kaor, s.m.= H

seduce, inveigle, wheedle, coax.
H 8 j& kun [kun(n) + Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Pimping;—the wages of a pimp.
S H  j&(, kuumb, s.m.=H- kuumb, q.v.
H  !   jkuan-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (Vedic
; )+], s.m.=kunp, q.v.
S "  j&B&kuanna, s.m. The tree Calosanthes indica.
H  &"kan (fr. kan, q.v.), s.f. Cutting, reaping;
reaping-season, harvest-time, harvest;—a knife; cutlery:
—kan karn(-k), To reap.
S   j"kuan, or j" kuin, vulg. j&" kun, s.f. A
bawd, a procuress, a go-between:—kun-k ghar, s.m. The
house of a procuress (where clandestine prostitution is
carried on); a baudy-house, a brothel.
S  &,kau, adj. Pungent, acrid, sharp, cutting, biting;
bitter, caustic; disagreeable; erce, hot, vehement,
impetuous;—s.m. Pungency (of taste, smell, or speech),
acerbity, &c.;—the ower Michelia campaca.
H  &M kaauw [k(n)+Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], adj. & s.m.=kaah, q.v.

&5" kaor (dim.), s.f.[S. &5, f.]. A shallow cup of
metal (usually brass or copper); a small brass or copper
bowl;—cup (of a ower); a full-blown ower;—kaor, s.f.
The receptacle (in a woman's bodice) for the breast; a
gusset (in a bodice):—kaor ban-rahn, or kaor bajnor
khanakn, v.n. To be full of inhabitants, to be well
populated (a city or town):—kaor aln, To cause a cup
to turn round by enchantment (in order to nd out a
thief):—kaor-dn(kaorfor kaora), s.m. A brass or copper
vessel with a cover.
H &5"kaor (dim.), s.f. = H  &5 kaor, s.m.=
H 2 kaora, s.m.[S. &5, f.]. A shallow cup of metal
(usually brass or copper); a small brass or copper bowl;—

cup (of a ower); a full-blown ower;—kaor, s.f. The
receptacle (in a woman's bodice) for the breast; a gusset
(in a bodice):—kaor ban-rahn, or kaor bajnor khanakn,
v.n. To be full of inhabitants, to be well populated (a city
or town):—kaor aln, To cause a cup to turn round by
enchantment (in order to nd out a thief):—kaordn(kaorfor kaora), s.m. A brass or copper vessel with a
cover.
H 5&0"ka s [S. &,+s, fem. of s, 'like,' q.v.], s.f.
Foul language, abuse, smut, obscenity, scurrility.
S  &5!kaol, s.m. A man of an inferior and degraded
tribe, a anl.
H  &5!kaol [prob. S. &,+v!(], s.m. A species of
plant, Trichosanthes diœca, or perhaps Dolichos pruriens.
H  & !kaawwal, &M ! kaauwal [kaauw, q.v.+al=
Prk. f5=S. !t], adj.=kaah, or kaar, or kakhan, qq.v.
H  _kah [Prk. (; S. 9(], s.m. Labour, pains,
inconvenience, pain, suering, hardship.
H  _kah (contrac. of kh, q.v.), s.m. (in comp.)
Wood; (it sometimes expresses 'excellence,' 'superiority,'
'excess,' &c.):—kah-bp, s.m. A step-father:—kahbir kor biruk(=S. ma k), s.f. 'Wood-frog,' a toad; a
lizard:—kah-bag , s.m. 'A stick of a tailor,' a snip, an
ignorant tailor:—kah-bandhan, s.m. A wooden ring or
clog by which the leg of an elephant is fastened:—kahbill, s.f. lit.'Wood-cat'; a squirrel:—kah-baid, s.m. An
ignorant practitioner, an empiric, a quack:—kah-bel, s.m.
The wood-apple, Feronia elephantum(syn. kapittha; kaith):—
kah-bel, s.m. The large or double jasmine, Jasminum
multiorum, or J. hirsutum:—kah-putl, or kah-putr, s.f. A
wooden doll or image, a puppet; a toy;—a thin delicate
girl;—kah-putl-k n , s.m. A puppet-show; marionettes:
—kah-pho (S. sphoakah), vulg. kah-ph u, s.m. A
woodpecker, Picus:—kah-jw, vulg. kah-ju, adj. & s.m.
Hard-hearted, unmerciful;—hard-lived;—a hard-hearted
man;—an animal that dies hard:—kah- hapar, s.m. A
wooden frame over a well, &c.:—kah-gulb, s.m. The
China rose, Rosa chinensis:—kah-ghar, s.m. See s.v.:—
kah-mast, adj. & s.m. See kamast:—kah-mull ,
s.m.=kamull , q.v.:—kah-me -ak, s.m. 'Wood-frog,' a

toad:—kah-ha s, s.f. Loud laugh, horse-laugh; aected or
forced laugh (with internal displeasure).
H  kah [Prk.  ; S. c+t], s.m. A measure
of land, the twentieth part of a bghof 1600 sq. yds.;—a
corn measure of ve sers.
H 3 &6kaah [k(n) + Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Addicted to biting or snapping,
snappish;—a biter (syn. kaar, kakhan).
S  j_kuhr, s.m. An axe, a hatchet; a sort of hoe
or spade;—a tree.
H j_"kuhr [S. j_], s.f. A small axe or
hatchet (=kulh , q.v.);—a crucible, an earthen pot or
vase for melting gold, or silver, &c.
H _"kahr (see kahr), s.f. A wooden water-pot
with a spout (syn. kamanal).
S G j_jkuhku, s.m. The woodpecker, Picus.
H j_!"kuhl, s.f. = kuhr, q.v.:—kuhl karn(-k),
To fuse (metal).
H '  j_6ku-hhar, s.m. A low place.
H 8_ kah, s.f. (dialec.) The plant Solanum
jacquini(=ka).
H ()  _%!kah-bel, s.m. (For this and other words
beginning with kah, that are not given below, see s.v.
kah.)
H ' 3 &6ka,har, s.m.=ka,hal, q.v.
S ' 3 _kahar, adj. Hard (cf. kaaror kaar; and kahor).
S '  j_kuhar, s.m. The post round which the string
of the churning stick winds.
H ' 3 &6kahar, s.m.=next, q.v.
H '  &6kahar, or kaahr, or _ kahr [for kahghar= S. c+$6 +t], s.m. A large wooden cage;—a
railing, a palisade; palings; a fence of wood; bars of
wood; balustrade; banisters; frame-work (as at the end
of a bed, or the sides of a cart, or around the sides of a
ship or boat, &c.);—a block of wood on which fodder, &c.
is cut.
H '  _kahr, s.m. = H ' _" kahr, s.f. (dim.)[S.

c++t and ;—or=kah-ghar, q.v.], A tub, trough; a
wooden platter or tray;—(kahr) the horizontal beam to
which the bullocks are attached in a sugar-mill, &c.
(=kaar);—(kahr) a bualo-calf; a young bualo-bull
(prob. so called from the log of wood attached to his
neck).
H ' _"kahr, s.f. (dim.) = H '  _ kahr, s.m.[S.
c++t and ;—or=kah-ghar, q.v.], A tub, trough; a
wooden platter or tray;—(kahr) the horizontal beam to
which the bullocks are attached in a sugar-mill, &c.
(=kaar);—(kahr) a bualo-calf; a young bualo-bull
(prob. so called from the log of wood attached to his
neck).
H   _7kahr, s.m.=kahr, q.v.
H '  _kahkar. = H   _7 kahka = H   
_$i kahga h = H ' % _V kahghar [S. c+$6 +t],
s.m.=kahar, or kaahr, q.v.
H   _7kahka = H '  _ kahkar.= H   
_$i kahga h = H ' % _V kahghar [S. c+$6 +t],
s.m.=kahar, or kaahr, q.v.
H    _$ikahga h = H '  _ kahkar.= H  
_7 kahka = H ' % _V kahghar [S. c+$6 +t],
s.m.=kahar, or kaahr, q.v.
H ' % _Vkahghar = H '  _ kahkar.= H  

unkind, cruel:—kahin-tar(compar. of kahin), adj. Harder,
more dicult or arduous, &c.; very dicult, &c.:—kahinitt, or kahin-hriday,
or kahinntah-kara(˚na+ant˚), adj. (f.

-), Hard-hearted, cruel, unkind.
H 8  _ kahin, or _ kahan, s.f. = H !  
_ kahin-pan, or _kahan-pan, s.m.= S   
_ kahinat, vulg. kahint, s.f.= S    _;
kahinatva, s.m.Hardness, rmness, severity; diculty,
irksomeness, &c. (see kahin).
H !   _kahin-pan, or _ kahan-pan, s.m. = H
8  _ kahin, or _ kahan, s.f.= S   
_ kahinat, vulg. kahint, s.f.= S    _;
kahinatva, s.m.Hardness, rmness, severity; diculty,
irksomeness, &c. (see kahin).
S    _kahinat, vulg. kahint, s.f. = H 8 
_ kahin, or _ kahan, s.f.= H !   _
kahin-pan, or _kahan-pan, s.m.= S    _;
kahinatva, s.m.Hardness, rmness, severity; diculty,
irksomeness, &c. (see kahin).
S    _; kahinatva, s.m. = H 8  _ kahin,
or _ kahan, s.f.= H !   _ kahin-pan, or
_kahan-pan, s.m.= S    _ kahinat, vulg.

_7 kahka = H    _$i kahga h [S. c+$6 +t],

kahint, s.f.Hardness, rmness, severity; diculty,
irksomeness, &c. (see kahin).
S ' T   _*kahinjar, s.m. The tree Ocymum

s.m.=kahar, or kaahr, q.v.
H ( &6!ka-hal [Prk. &6!5; S. 4+v!t], s.m.

sanctum(syn. tuls).
H T   _(*kahanjan, s.m. A paling; banisters, &c.

The Indian bread-fruit tree or jack, and its fruit,
Artocarpus integrifolia.
S ( _!kahilla, s.m. The plant Momordica charantia.

(=kaahr, q.v.).
H >  _(kahandar [prob. S. c+B(], s.m.

H ;: _!kahl, s.m.=kanhl, q.v.
H ;: j_!kuhl [S. 5c+!+t], s.m. (rustic) A small
earthen granary, a corn-bin; a store-house (cf. koth ); a
lime-kiln:—kuhl-s, adj. (f. -s), Like a corn-bin, rotund,
big, fat, bulky, lubberly.
S  _kahin, and H. _ kahan, adj. (f. -), Hard,
sti; solid; hard, dicult, arduous, irksome, troublesome,
painful, distressing, violent, severe, acute; in exible,

Hardness of the stomach or abdomen; wind-dropsy;
dropsy; tympany.
S  _"kahin, s.f. Chalk (for writing with).
H  _ khw [S. c+t (with

inserted)], s.m.

(rustic), Wood, timber (=kh, q.v.):—kahw-kolan-hr,
s.m. One who hollows timber or wood.
H  _M kahauw, s.m. = H 9 _M kahaut,
s.m.= H 9_M" kahaut, s.f.[S. c+Pt, and

P], A wooden bowl, or dish, or cup; a small tub; a
trough; a kneading-trough; a trencher, platter, plate.
H 9 _Mkahaut, s.m. = H  _M  kahauw,

rmness; severity, rigour; sternness, harshness;
callousness, unfeelingness, relentlessness, cruelty.
H  _5!kahol, adj. corr. of kahor, q.v.

s.m.= H 9_M" kahaut, s.f.[S. c+Pt, and

H ' 3 _6kah-har, s.m. = kah-ghar, and kaahr,

P], A wooden bowl, or dish, or cup; a small tub; a

q.v.
H )  _kahiy [Prk.  ; S. .ct], s.m. A

trough; a kneading-trough; a trencher, platter, plate.
H 9_M"kahaut, s.f. = H  _M  kahauw, s.m.=
H 9 _M kahaut, s.m.[S. c+Pt, and P], A
wooden bowl, or dish, or cup; a small tub; a trough; a
kneading-trough; a trencher, platter, plate.
S  _5kahor, adj. (f. -), Hard, solid, sti; violent,
severe; sharp; loud; dicult, arduous; rough (of
manners), harsh; callous, unfeeling, cruel, relentless,
implacable (syn. kahin);—full, complete, full-grown:—
kahor- itt, adj. Hard-hearted, cruel, unfeeling, unkind.
H  j_Mku-haur, s.m. Wrong place; bad place;—adj.
Misplaced, out of place.
H ? _5kaher-pan, s.m. = S 9 _5
kahorat, vulg. kahort,s.f.= H 89_5 kahort,
s.f.= S 9 _5; kahoratva, s.m.[˚t= S. +],
Hardness, rmness; severity, rigour; sternness,
harshness; callousness, unfeelingness, relentlessness,
cruelty.
S 9 _5kahorat, vulg. kahort, s.f. = H ?
_5 kaher-pan, s.m.= H 89_5 kahort, s.f.=
S 9 _5; kahoratva, s.m.[˚t= S. +],
Hardness, rmness; severity, rigour; sternness,
harshness; callousness, unfeelingness, relentlessness,
cruelty.
H 89_5kahort, s.f. = H ? _5 kaherpan, s.m.= S 9 _5 kahorat, vulg. kahort,s.f.= S
9 _5; kahoratva, s.m.[˚t= S. +], Hardness,
rmness; severity, rigour; sternness, harshness;
callousness, unfeelingness, relentlessness, cruelty.
S 9 _5; kahoratva, s.m. = H ? _5 kaherpan, s.m.= S 9 _5 kahorat, vulg. kahort,s.f.= H
89_5 kahort, s.f.[˚t= S. +], Hardness,

wooden dish, a trencher, platter;—a snare, trap, trepan,
gin, noose;—adj. Of wood; hard.
H )  j_kuhiy [S. 5c+t], s.m. A large earthen
vessel in which grain is kept, a small earthen granary, a
corn-bin (syn. kuhl).
H )  j_kuhiyr [kuhiy, q.v. + ar= Prk. f5=S. t],
s.m. A store-house, granary (=kuhl; koh ).
H ) j_"kuhiyr [kuhiyr+ = Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], s.m. One who is in charge of a store-house or
granary, a store-keeper.
H ;:)  _"!kahl, s.m.=kal, q.v.
S  &kai, or &" ka, s.f. The hip; the buttocks; the
waist, loins;—the cheek of an elephant:—kai-bandor
bandh, s.m., or kai-bandhan, s.m., or kai-bandhan, s.f. A
cloth worn round the waist, a girdle for the loins, a
girdle, cincture, waist-belt (syn. kamar-band):—kai-s tra,
s.m. A waistband, girdle, zone:—kai-kehar, adj. & s.f.
Having a waist like a lion, slim-waisted;—a slim-waisted
woman.
H "ka, s.f. (old Hind), A small sword, &c. (=katt,
q.v.).
S j&"ku, s.f. A small house, a cottage, a hut (=kuir).
H j"ku [Prk. j; S. j, rt. j]O , s.f. Chopped
straw or fodder; pulverized paper, papier mache(used for
binding books, making pen-boxes, stiening caps, &c.);—
cutting (a friend); alienation, estrangement:—ku-k,
s.m. One who chops up straw or fodder:—ku kn, To
chop up straw or fodder;—to beat severely, make mincemeat (of):—ku karn(-k), To cut, sever (friendship):—to
cut up, cut into small pieces.
H )  &kaiy [ka= kah= kh, q.v. + iy= S. ], s.f. A
small vessel (of wood or earth); a milk-can;—a bualocalf, a young bualo (cf. karor kahr, 'male bualo-

calf').
H )  &kaiy [S. 4+], s.f. A shing-hook.
H )  kaey, &h kaaiy [k(n) + Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. A cutter (=kne-wl);
one who cuts up, a butcher.
H )  &hkaaiy,  kaey [S. 4+t], s.m. A
prickly shrub growing to the height of ten or twelve feet
(=bha-kaaiy, q.v.);—a coarse grass growing on fallowground:—ban-kaaiy, s.m. A plant resembling the
common thistle:—gol-kaaiy, s.m. The spreading kaaiy.
S ' )  j&"kur, s.m. A small house, a cottage, a hut,
hovel (=kuir, and kui).
H ' )  kaer, s.m. (dialec.)=kaharor kaahr, q.v.
H ' )  j&"kur, or j kuer [S. j&"+t],
s.m.=kuror kuir.
H ' )  &"kar = next, q.v.
H ;:)  &"!kal [Prk. &! ; S. 4+!+t], adj.
(f. -), Thorny, prickly; piercing, pene trating (eyes, &c.),
cutting, killing, fascinating (glance); sharp; corrosive;
virulent; active, brave (soldier, or army);—s.m. A species
of thistle (with dark-green leaves).
H )  j ku-eo,  ka-eo, s.f. A bad habit.
P _  kasfat
 (for A. ~_  , inf. n. of g 'to be thick,' &c.),
s.f. Density, thickness, grossness; abundance; fulness,
repletion; foulness, impurity.
P A kasrat
 (for A. { , inf. n. of  'to be numerous,'
&c.), s.f. Multitude, plenty, abundance, super uity,
excess, glut; plurality, multiplicity, majority, the major
part, the best or greatest part; (in Hind.) practice, usage,
habit, fashion, vogue, mode (prob. by mistake for kasrat,
q.v.):—kasrat--re,
The majority of votes:—kasrat-se,
adv.


In abundance, abundantly, plentifully; in great numbers;
in excess;—kasrat-se
hon, v.n. To exist, or be found, in

abundance, to abound, &c.:—ba-kasrat,
 adv.=kasrat-se.

H Y kasrat,
 adj. Usual, current, customary, &c. (prob. by
mistake for Y0 kasrat, q.v.).
A g kasf (v.n. fr. g ; see kasfat),
s.m. A crowd, a

multitude.
A   kasr (v.n. fr. kasrat,
 q.v.), adj. Many, numerous;

much, abundant, plentiful, copious; super uous; fruitful:
—kasrul-al,
adj. & s.m. Multilateral;—a polygon:—

kasrul-auld,
or kasrul-iyl,
adj. Having a numerous


family:—kasrul-man,
adj. Having many meanings.

A g  kasf (v.n. fr. g ; see kasfat),
adj. Thick, gross,

dense; opaque; unclean, impure, foul, dirty:—kasful
auqt, s.m. pl. Bad times; dirty weather:—kasful-mizj,

adj. & s.m. Of a dirty nature or habits;—a dirty fellow.
P 6 kaj [or kazh, or (in old P.) gazor gazh; akin to S. *
 ,
rt. *
 ] , adj. Crooked, curved, bent, wry;—perverse,
cross-grained; cross:—kaj-ad, s.f. Perverseness;
crossness in manners:—kaj-bz, adj. & s.m. Playing
unfairly; fraudulent;—one who plays unfairly or false:—
kaj-bas, adj.
& s.m. Reasoning absurdly, using crooked

arguments;—one who reasons absurdly, &c.:—kaj-bas,
s.f. Absurd or tortuous reasoning; irregular debate; cross
questions and crooked answers:—kaj- ashm, adj. & s.m.
Squint-eyed;—a squint-eyed person:—kaj- irm, s.f.
Walking crookedly or awry:—kaj- ulq, adj. & s.m. Illtempered; rude, rough;—an ill-tempered person, &c.:—
kaj-dr-o-marez, or kaj-dr-marez, s.m. Evasion,
subterfuge, putting o, commanding and
countermanding, shilly-shally:—kaj-dil, adj. Crooked in
mind, perverse, ill-natured:—kaj-dum, s.m. lit.'Having a
crooked tail'; a scorpion; a dragon:—kaj-re, adj. Having
a wrong opinion; wrong-headed:—kaj-raftr, or kaj-rau,
adj. & s.m. Walking crookedly or obliquely;—perverse;
unprincipled; irregular;—one who walks obliquely, &c.:—
kaj-rawish, adj.=kaj-rau;—s.f.=kaj-raw:—kaj-raw, s.f.
Walking obliquely;—tortuous conduct, perverseness,
unprincipled conduct, depravity:—kaj-tab,
 adj. & s.m.
Cross-tempered, cross-grained, of a crooked nature,
perverse; not straightforward, unprincipled, dishonest;—
a cross-tempered person, &c.:—kaj-fahm, adj. Stupid,
wrong-headed, perverting a meaning, perverse:—kajfahm, s.f. Obliquity of mind, stupidity, wrongheadedness, perverseness:—kaj-kulh, s.m. One who
wears his cap awry; a fop, a beau (syn. b k):—kaj-kulh,
s.f. Foppery:—kaj-maj, adj. Athwart and across; distorted;
—s.f. Distorted speech or language; a jargon:—the
imperfect language of a child, babbling (=kaj-maj zabn):—

kaj-mizj, adj. & s.m. Cross, ill-tempered perverse; stupid:
—kaj-nazar,
 adj. Scowling, casting malignant looks;
envious, malignant:—kaj nikln(-k), To straighten, make
straight:—kaj-nihd, adj. Cross-grained, ill-natured.
S 6 j*kuj, s.m. The planet Mars; Tuesday.
P 8 kuj [ku= Zend ku= S. j+j, q.v.], adv. Where?
whither? how?—az kuj, From where? whence?—har-kuj,
adv. Everywhere.
H A 8 j*ku-jt, = S Y 8 j* ku-jti,adj. & s.m. (f. ),
Low-born, of mean extraction, of low or bad caste; low,
base;—one who has lost his caste, an outcast;—ku-jti, s.f.
Meanness of origin or birth, low extraction.
S Y 8 j*ku-jti, = H A 8 j* ku-jt,adj. & s.m. (f. ),
Low-born, of mean extraction, of low or bad caste; low,
base;—one who has lost his caste, an outcast;—ku-jti, s.f.
Meanness of origin or birth, low extraction.
H = 8 kaj it, adv. corr. or kad it, q.v.
P ? 8 kajwa, s.m. A camel's saddle; a pair of dorsers or
panniers (for a camel).
H 8 *kajr [S. A*! + ], s.m. = kajjalor kjal, q.v.
H 8 *kajrr [kajr+r= Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Black (eyes) without painting.
H 8 * kajarw [S. A*!+ (with

inserted)], s.m.

(rustic)=kajjalor kjal.
H 8 *"kajr [prob. S. +*!"+], s.f. A class of
songs sung, and a kind of game played, by women in the
evenings of the rainy season.
P (8 *kajak (kaj, q.v.+dim. a. ak), s.f. An elephantgoad (syn. a kus).
S 8 A*!kajjal = H 38 *! kajl [kajl= S. A*! + ],
s.m. Lamp-black, &c. (=kjal, q.v.).
H 38 *!kajl = S 8 A*! kajjal [kajl= S. A*! + ],
s.m. Lamp-black, &c. (=kjal, q.v.).
H 38 *!kajln (cf. kujn), v.n. To smoulder; to
grow dim;—to moulder; to become mouldy or mildewed.
H  #8 *!M&"kajlau [prob. S. A*!+P+], s.f. A
vessel or pot for making and keeping lamp-black (kjal);
an iron instrument like snuers, used to receive smoke,
and to prepare and keep lamp-black.

H #8 *!"kajl [S. A*!+], s.f.=kajjal, or kjal, q.v.
H #8 *!"kajl, s.f.=kajr, q.v.
H <% #8 j*!" kujl-ban [S. j*"+ (], s.m. A forest
frequented by elephants.
H 6@ 8 */*kaj-maj, See s.v. kaj.
H 8 j*kujn [prob. S. {*"(, rt. {*] , v.n. To
ferment, to rot, putrefy, to become stinking or rotten; to
become mouldy or musty; to moulder away, to become
old, to decay.
S 8 j*"ku-janan, s.f. A bad mother.
H ' 8 j*5$ku-jog = H X 8 j*5$" ku-jog [S. j+5$"],
s.m. A bad or wicked ascetic; a false devotee; a magician,
a juggler.
H X 8 j*5$"ku-jog = H ' 8 j*5$ ku-jog [S. j+5$"],
s.m. A bad or wicked ascetic; a false devotee; a magician,
a juggler.
P 8 kaj [kaj, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Crookedness,
curvature, bend; crossness; perverseness.
S 9 ka , s.m. The hair (esp.of the head);—a cicatrix, a
dry or healed sore, a scar;—a binding, a band; the hem
(of a garment).
H 9 ka (contrac. of ka , q.v.), adj. (in comp.), Raw,
&c. (=ka );—s.m. Rawness, crudeness; inexperience;
simplicity; unsoundness; weakness;—soreness, vexation,
grief:—ka -ba , s.m. pl. Children, young ones, brats:—ka pe diy, s.m. An unstable person; a weak or a ckle
person:—ka -dil, s.f. Tender-heartedness; weakmindedness;—cowardice:—ka khn, v.n. To feel a
soreness, to suer vexation or grief, to be vexed, or
grieved, or sorry:—ka -kel(prob. ka-kel= kah-kel), s.m.
A kind of plantain that is eaten boiled as a vegetable:—
ka -loh, or ka -lohiy, s.f. Iron in the ore or crude state,
unwrought iron, pig iron:—ka -lah , or loh , s.m. Bloody
ichor discharged along with purulent matter.
H 9 ka , s.m. The water in which raw rice has been
washed.
S 9 jku , s.m. & f. (in Urd), The female breast; a
teat; a nipple; a pap:—ku gra(˚ a+ag˚), s.m. A nipple.
H : Kka  [prob. S.  (=j or )++t, rt. ],

adj. (f. -), Undressed, uncooked, unboiled; unripe, raw,
green; immature, crude, undigested; unnished,
imperfect, incomplete; rude, rough, sketchy; imperfectly
known or acquired; imperfectly skilled or practised
(person); uninstructed, inexperienced, unknowing,
simple, silly; unsteady, unstable; timid, faint-hearted; of
imperfect make or texture, slight, inferior; weak, frail,
brittle; young, tender (understanding);—built of unbaked
bricks, built of mud;—unsound, false; disturbed, broken
(sleep); not fast (as colour); not permanent, temporary
(an appointment); not come to a head, hard, blind (as a
boil); decient, defective, minor, smaller, less; below the
standard (of weight or measure);—unauthenticated,
uncertain, doubtful, vague, not to be relied on:—ka 
upaj, s.m. Gross proceeds, or collections, or receipts,
gross income:—ka  bgh, s.m. Two-fths of a pakk
bgh, q.v.:—ka a-pakk, adj. & s.m. Half-cooked or baked,
partly dressed; half-ripe; built partly of baked bricks and
partly of mud; containing both the original rough and
the nally drawn out or wrought up; crude, doubtful,
uncertain, not to be relied on, not established or
veried;—brickwork with mud for
mortar:—kacc-pakk karn, v.t. To dress, cook, or fry
partially;—to settle (a bargain):—ka  tgor dng, s.m.
Cotton loosely spun into thread; raw cotton, thread or
yarn:—ka  jin, s.m. A stupid person, a fool:—ka  j,
s.m.=ka  dil, q.v.:—ka  l, s.m. Unvarnished story,
bon\?\ deaccount:—ka  dil, adj. Soft-hearted, tenderhearted; timid; decient in courage, unmanly:—ka 
ra g, s.m. Paint or colouring matter unprepared by
boiling; not fast colour, colour (of cloth) that will wash
out:—ka  s t, s.m. Loose-spun cotton thread:—ka 
karn, v.t. To make angry, to irritate;—to discourage; to
restrain (one, from a design, &c.), to withhold or keep
back; to shame, to abash:—ka  ko h, s.m. Raw or tumid
itch:—ka  khn, or ka  hon, v.n. To become irritated
or angry, to get into a rage;—to lose heart, to become
discouraged; to restrain or withhold oneself, to forbear;
to hold back (through fear, or other motive);—to be put
to shame, to be abashed:—ka  sm, A temporary
cultivator, a cultivator who has no permanent or
hereditary right of occupation; a farmer, or contractor,

or tenant, or applicant, &c. disqualied by bankruptcy or
decient means;—a temporary post or appointment:—
ka e akshar, s.m. pl. Rude or unpractised writing, an
unformed hand:—ka   , Clay bricks (not baked, but
dried in the sun):—ka  biryn, A dish made by boiling
rice in soup, placing layers of rice and meat one on top
of the other and allowing to simmer:—ka  bah(or ka 
khasr), Rough book; waste-book:—ka e-pakke din, or
ka e din, s.m. pl. The rst four or ve months of
pregnancy:—ka  pesh, The primary hearing of a case:—
ka  tal, or ka  mdan= ka  upaj, q.v.:—ka   d,
Alloyed silver:—ka  sa ak, A road that is not metalled or
macadamized:—ka  sil, Tacking, basting (of a
garment, &c.):—ka  'umr, Immature age, infancy,
nonage:—ka -khur j, The raw or tumid itch (=ka 
ko h):—ka  goliy kheln, v.n. lit.'To play with mud
marbles'; to do anything raw, or inexperienced, or
childish:—ka e gha e pn bharwn, lit.'To make (one)
bring water with a pitcher of unbaked clay'; to make one
pass through a dicult ordeal.
H <; : Kka -pan, or  ka -pan [ka , q.v.
+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Unripeness,
rawness, greenness; crudity, immaturity; inexperience,
simplicity; inferiority, &c. (see ka ).
H  : ka r, s.m.=ka hr, q.v.
H  : jku- r, s.f.=ku- l, q.v.
H 9 : ka ka (cf. next), adj. Thick, close,
densely packed, crowded (=ka pa , or ga -pa , ga -ga ).
H 9 : ka ka = H : : " ka ka  [S.
., fr.  'the hair'], s.f. 'Hair against hair'; pulling
each other's hair; altercation, squabble, sharp dispute,
brawl.
H : : "ka ka  = H 9 :  ka ka [S.
., fr.  'the hair'], s.f. 'Hair against hair'; pulling
each other's hair; altercation, squabble, sharp dispute,
brawl.
S X : jmku gra, s.m. See s.v. ku .
H : !ka l, s.m. Altercation, &c. (=ka ka ).
S : j!ku- l, s.f. Misconduct, misdemeanour, evil

course, immorality;—unruliness, restiveneness;—adj.
Misbehaved, ill-conducted, &c. (=ku- l, q.v.).
H ! : !0ka l [S. ,+!,+t], s.m. The esculent
root Arum colocasia;—a salad.
H ! : j!"ku- l [ku l+= S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Ill-behaved, of bad conduct, of evil or corrupt life,
immoral;—crooked, irregular;—an ill-behaved person,
&c.
H ? : 6&ka ha = H $ :  ka  [ka , q.v.
+ha= wa= Prk.  "=S. . \t;—and ˚= Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Rawness, &c. (=ka -pan, q.v.); indigestion;
surfeit:—ka  nikln(-k), 'To take the greenness or
inexperience out' (of), to beat or punish severely;—to
make up a deciency.
H $ :  ka  = H ? : 6& ka ha [ka , q.v.
+ha= wa= Prk.  "=S. . \t;—and ˚= Prk. =S. 
+], s.f. Rawness, &c. (=ka -pan, q.v.); indigestion;
surfeit:—ka  nikln(-k), 'To take the greenness or
inexperience out' (of), to beat or punish severely;—to
make up a deciency.
H 9%:  ka -ba , s.m. pl. See s.v. ka .
H :%:  .kacba iy, s.m.=ka pa iy, q.v.
H 9L: ka -pa , s.m. corr. of ka -ba , q.v.
H 9L: ka -pa [prob. S. +dt], s.f. A crowd, a

H : ka r [prob. S. ++t], s.m. Clay; mire,
dirt, rubbish, sweepings, bits of straw , &c.; fragments;
residuum, sediment, lees.
H : ki r, s.m.=ki , q.v.
H :; : ki ar-pi r [fr. ki -pi , q.v.;—ki ar= ki
+Prk. !5=S. +t], adj. Muddy, miry, slushy, wet:—ki arpi ar hon, v.n. To be slushy, &c.
H :; : ka ar-ka ar, s.f. The sound produced by
chewing (esp. fruit, India rubber, &c.).
H : "ka ar, or ka r= H ):  ka ariy [dim. of
ka r, q.v.;—= S. ], s.f. Zerumbet, Curcuma zerumbet;
and Cucumis Madraspatanus;—a small melon (resembling a
colocynth) streaked with green and yellow, Cucumis
pubescens, and C. dudaïm;—the Hedychium spicatum.
H ): ka ariy = H : " ka ar, or ka r[dim. of
ka r, q.v.;—= S. ], s.f. Zerumbet, Curcuma zerumbet;
and Cucumis Madraspatanus;—a small melon (resembling a
colocynth) streaked with green and yellow, Cucumis
pubescens, and C. dudaïm;—the Hedychium spicatum.
H  9 7ka  (i.q. ka r), s.m. A small unripe melon,
&c.
H  9 7ki  (see k ar), s.m. The gummy substance
that oozes from the eyes.
H  9 7ki n [ki += w= Prk.  or U=S.

dense mass;—adj. Crowded, thick, dense, closely packed,
or planted, &c., stued together (=ga -pa ).
H 9L: ki -pi (prob. fr. k , q.v. with pi as a

 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To

jingle), s.f. Mud, mire, dirt, slush; squash.
H :L: .ka pa iy [ka pa , q.v.+iy= S. t], s.m.

Miry, dirty, slushy, wet.
H (: ka ak (fr. ka akn, q.v.), s.f. A sudden jerk or

lit.'Crowded together'; the Pleiades.
H <L: ka -pan, s.m.=ka pan, q.v.

shock; a strain, sprain; a sharp shooting pain (as of a
wound, &c.);—a limp.
H (: ka ak, s.f. Grittiness (=ki -ki ).

S : jku- ar, adj. & s.m. Following evil practices, low,

have a gummy running at the eyes; to be blear-eyed.
H   9 76ki h [k ar, q.v.+S. +t], adj. (f. -),

vile, wicked (cf. ku- l); speaking ill (of anyone),
detracting, censorious;—a detractor, calumniator;—a
xed star (lit.'moving slowly').
H : ka r [prob. S. 0' t], s.m. The Curcuma

H  : ka kn (caus. of ka akn), v.t. To jerk; to

zerumbet; also C. pubescens:—a small unripe melon
( arbuza);—a pod of cotton.

gritty substance under the teeth;—debate, discussion,
dispute, altercation, wrangle; chit-chat; chatter, clack,

strain, sprain; to twist; to cause to shoot or dart with
pain.
H 9: ka -ka ,  ki -ki , s.f. Sound from a

hubbub of voices;—adv. Grittily sounding or tasting;—
with a clack or clatter, &c.:—ka ka (or ki ki ) karnor
ma an, v.n. To debate, to wrangle; to chatter, to clack,
to make a hubbub (=ka ka n).
H  :: ka ka n [prob. fr. S.  'a hair,' by
redupl.], v.n. To swarm, to be very abundant; to be
closely or densely packed, to be stued together.
H  :: ka ka n,  ki ki n, v.n. To
have a gritty sound under the teeth, to be gritty;—to
sound as india-rubber does when being chewed;—to
make a clack or clatter, to chatter; to debate; to wrangle,
&c.;—v.t. To grind, gnash, or chatter (the teeth).
H ? :: 6&ka ka ha [ka ka a(n)+ha= wa=
Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. The act of debating, or
wrangling, &c.; altercation, clack, &c. (=ka ka ).
H ? :: 6&ki ki ha = H :: " ki ki 
(see ka ka ha), s.f. The act of grinding or gnashing the
teeth:—ki ki  b dhn(-k), To set up (or to keep up a
constant) grinding or gnashing of the teeth.
H :: "ki ki  = H ? :: 6& ki ki ha
(see ka ka ha), s.f. The act of grinding or gnashing the
teeth:—ki ki  b dhn(-k), To set up (or to keep up a
constant) grinding or gnashing of the teeth.
H :: .ki ki iy [ki ki (n)+Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A wrangler; a clack, a chatterbox.
H :: jj.ku ku iy, s.f. A species of bird, the redheaded Trogon.
H  (: 7ka ka  [prob. S. K++&t], s.m.
Tortoise-shell;—whale-bone.
H : ka akn [ka ak˚, prob. fr. S. 3, or 3+>
' ; cf.
kasakn], v.n. To receive a jerk, or a sprain, &c.; to
sprain, strain; to twist; to limp; to shoot or dart with
pain.
P H : 5!ka kol [S. d+jef(?], s.f. A (beggar's) cup
or bowl (usually the lower half of a broken pitcher); a
wallet;—a miscellany; a common-place book; an album.
H  : »[ka kaiy (see ka ak), s.m. A jerk, shock,
&c.
H 3 : ?!ka kel [S.   + !t;—or ka = ka +

kel], s.m. A kind of plantain which is eaten cooked, or
boiled as a vegetable.
H 3: !ka l, s.m. Clay, &c. (=ka r, q.v.).
H 3: j!ku l [prob. S. j, q.v. + !+t; cf. S. jv! 'a
pomegranate'], s.m. Vomic nut, Strychnos nux-vomica(a
small evergreen tree, the berry or fruit of which is of
the size and colour of an orange).
H 3: j!ku l (perf. part. of ku aln), part. adj. (f. -),
Bruised, crushed, triturated:—ku l karn, v.t. To bruise,
crush, &c. (=ku aln).
H $3: j! ku l [ku al(n) + Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. The act of crushing, crunching; trituration.
H #: j!ku aln [prob. a caus. form. fr. S. j; or
akin to ka rn, q.v.], v.t. To bruise, crush, triturate; to
trample on; to overlay; to beat to pulp;—v.n. To be
bruised, &c.:—ku al-den, or ku al-ln, v.t. intens. of
and=ku aln.
H  #: !54ka lo [S.  + ! 4(], s.m. Black salt, a
medicinal salt prepared by calcining fossil salt and the
fruit of the Emblic myrobalantogether (it is said to
promote digestion).
H  #: !5ka -loh , s.m. See s.v. ka .
H  #: !56 ka -lohiy, s.f. See s.v. ka .
H #: !"ka l, s.f. (dialec.)=ke l, q.v.
H #: j!"ku l (fr. ku aln), s.f. A canine tooth, an eyetooth; a grinder.
H 9@ : /ka ma , s.f. Prating, babble, unintelligible
or incoherent language, gibberish, jargon (cf. kaj-maj).
H @ : ,/ka umar, s.m.=ka mar, q.v.
H : jku n, v.t. a dialec. var. of k

n, q.v.

H  : ka nr = H : ! ka nl [S.  t or
 !t], s.f. The mountain ebony, Bauhinia
variegata(the owers of which are a delicate vegetable).
H : !ka nl = H  :  ka nr [S.  t or
 !t], s.f. The mountain ebony, Bauhinia
variegata(the owers of which are a delicate vegetable).
S + : jBku- andan, s.m. Red sanders, Pterocarpus

santalinus; sappan or logwood, Cœsalpina sappan.
H : K0ka , or 0 ka [S. ,+t], s.m. The plant

a yoke, &c.); the buttocks, posteriors; the privities.
S &: K+ka ha, vulg. ka h, s.m. Land bordering on

Arum colocasia.
H  :  &ka w (prob fr. ka , q.v.), s.f. (dialec.)

water; shore, bank; watery soil, marshy ground.
H &: K+ka h, or + ka h [S. K+t], s.m. A turtle, a

Vexation, irritation; dislike, aversion, disgust,
abhorrence.
H  : ,ka ur, s.m. (prov.) corr. of ka nr, q.v.

tortoise:—ka h-ma h, s.m. 'Tortoise and sh'; dwellers in
the water.
H &: j+ ku h [from old H. +0=S. .K (akin to

H  :  ka wn (prob. fr. ka = ka , q.v.), v.n.

.)], indef. pron. & adv. Something, somewhat,

(dialec.) To be grieved or sorry; to be vexed or irritated
(=ka  hon); to be disgusted (with), to be averse (to), to
dislike, loathe, abhor; to shrink (from).
H 0 :  ["ka w s, s.f. A minute division of

anything, aught; some, any; a little, a few; ever so little;
whatever; in any manner or degree, at all:—ku h-aur,
Somewhat more; something additional; something
dierent, a very dierent tale or account; a false account
or explanation:—ku h-ek, Somewhat, some little, a little,
some few:—(yh) ku h bt nah , It is nothing, it is a
matter of no consequence, there is nothing in this; (this)
is nothing to the purpose, (this) is no reason at all; (this)
is no excuse, (this) will not do or answer:—ku h-bh,
Anything whatsoever, anything at all:—ku h parw nah ,
It is of no consequence, no matter, never mind,
nimporte:—ku h tum-ne pa  py, Have you found
something lying (in your path) ? have you found a
treasure? (addressed to one who seems inordinately
pleased without apparent cause):—ku h tum-ne b
dekh, 'What! have you dreamt something?' or What!
have you seen a vision? Are you in your senses?
(addressed to a person who relates improbabilities; or
used to express the astonishment of the speaker at any
unexpected act of another's):—ku h to, Just a little;
something (emphatically):—ku h ar nah , There is no
fear, or there is nothing to fear, do not be alarmed! it
does not matter, no matter, never mind:—ku h-k ku h,
Something else, something quite dierent; (in) another
manner; on the contrary;—a great advance or increase
(on):—ku h-k ku h honor ho-jn, or ku h-se ku h ho jn,
To become quite dierent, to be or become transformed,
to be or become entirely changed:—ku h-ku h, Some
little, a little, somewhat; rather; tolerably:—ku h kar-den,
v.t. To make something else of, to transform; to bewitch,
charm:—ku h kahn, or ku h kah-baihn(-se), To say
something unpleasant (to):—ku h-na-ku h, Some at least,
somewhat; something or other:—ku h nah , Nothing,

surface in land-measure, the twentieth part of a
bisw s, q.v.
H  : 0ka r = H  : 0 ka r [S. 0' t, 0' t],
s.m. The plant or root zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet.
H  : 0ka r = H  : 0 ka r [S. 0' t, 0' t],
s.m. The plant or root zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet.
H  : 0ka rn [ka r˚, prob. = S. +04(
' ), fr.
04],
' v.t. To bruise, crush, triturate (=ku aln); to cut up,
to slice; to pull or pick to pieces (=bi rn).
H  : M"ka aur [prob. S. +0], s.f. A kind of
pastry made of our and bruised pulse, fried in ghor oil;
—a kind of dry tobacco (syn. amnat- n).
H  : 5ka ok (fr. ka on), s.m. Pricking, piercing,
stabbing; puncture, stab (cf. kho ).
H a : 0/ka umar (cf. ka rn), s.m. Sliced mango or
other fruit (for pickling); the pickle of the same:—
ka mar kar-ln, or ka mar niklnor nikl-ln(-k), 'To
slice up for pickling,' to cut to pieces, to make mincemeat (of), to beat to a pulp.
H  : 5ka on or j5 ku on (prob. a dialec. var.
of k n, or kho n), v.t. To prick, pierce, puncture,
lance, stab.
H % : 0( ka bar, s.m.=ka mar, q.v.
H : ka a, adj.= : ka , q.v.
H &: +ka h [Prk. K+5; S. dt], s.m. Side, ank (syn.
bagal);
 side or corner (of a wall, &c.); one side or half (of

not any, none; it is nothing at all; it is of no account:—
ku h ho, Whatever may be, happen or come what may;—
ku h ho-jn, To be quite changed, to be completely
transformed; to be possessed by an evil spirit:—aur ku h=
ku h aur, q.v.:—bahut ku h, A great deal:—jo-ku h,
Whatever, whatsoever:—sab-ku h, Everything, the
whole, all that was possible:—har-ku h, Everything, the
whole.
H  &: +ka hr [S. K++!t?], s.m. Moist low land
(by a river); marshy land (at the foot of a mountain);
bank (of a river); alluvial formation.
H  &: +ka hrn [ka hr˚, prob.=S. Hd!(), rt.

+!@&t], adj. & s.m. Incontinent, lewd, lecherous,
dissolute;—a lewd fellow, a libertine, a lecher.
H &: +ka hn (see the trans. ka hrn), v.n. To be
washed, to be rinsed;—s.m. Washing, &c.
H &: +ka hn, s.m. = H &: +" ka hn, s.f. (dim.)
[Prk. K+!

and K+ .!; S. d+!+ and ], Short

trousers or breeches covering very little of the thigh
(=k h; syn. j ghiy).
H &: +"ka hn, s.f. (dim.) = H &: + ka hn, s.m.
[Prk. K+!

and K+ .!; S. d+!+ and ], Short

H  &: +"ka hr, s.f. An (earthen) water-pot with a

trousers or breeches covering very little of the thigh
(=k h; syn. j ghiy).
H &: +0ka h , or +, ka hu, indef. pron. (old H. &

wide mouth.
H &: +7ka h , s.m.=ka hr, q.v.

Braj)=ku h, q.v.
H &: K+0ka h , s.m.=next, q.v.

S `&: K+ka hap, and H. + ka hap, +, ka hup

H  &: +,ka hu, or +0 ka h , or +  ka hw [S.

Hd!], v.t. To wash, rinse, cleanse, purify.

(ka ha+pa), s.m. (f. -), A tortoise, a turtle; the second of
the ten incarnations (avatr) of Vish u.
H 4: 6"ka ahr [prob. S. ++], s.f. A court of
justice, tribunal; a public oce; a town-house;—the
people assembled, or the business proceeding, in a court,
or in an oce:—ka ahr-bar-khst, s.f. The rising of a
court:—ka ahr bar st karn, To close or adjourn a court;
to close or dismiss an oce, to cease working:—ka ahr
a hn, v.n. To be brought into court; to go into court:—
ka ahr-k, adj. (f. -k), Of or relating to a court or an
oce; ocial:—ka ahr karn, v.n. To hold a court, to hear
cases in a court; to carry on ocial work:—ka ahr
lagn(-k), To collect a crowd; to make a noise or uproar:
—bhar ka ahr-me , In a full court, in open court.
H )4: 6ka ahriy [ka ahr+S. t (+t)], adj. Of
or belonging to a court; attending or hanging about a
court.
H (&: +,ka huk, m. = H &: +," ka huk, f.
(dim.)=ka h k, q.v.
H &: +,"ka huk, f. (dim.) = H (&: +, ka huk,
m.=ka h k, q.v.
H `#&: +!@&ka h-lampa [prob. Prk. K+; S. d

K+++t], s.m. A tortoise, a turtle;—low land:—ka hubar, adj. Uneven-bottomed (a river), deep and shallow
alternately; uneven (land) with pools of water (on it);—
s.f. An uneven tract of land partially ooded, or having
pools of water on it.
H  &: +,ka hu, +  ka hw [Prk. K+ (with
inserted); S. d+t], s.m. A side, ank (=ka h); one side
or half (of a yoke, &c.):—ka hue-k sjh, s.m. The
proprietor or owner of a ka hu; a partner who provides
half the team of cattle needed for ploughing.
?  &: + ka hwr [prob. S. K++ &t], s.m. A
subdivision of the Kurm tribe (cf. k h).
H  &: + ka hwr [S. K++ &+t], s.m. A patch of
ground cultivated by ka hsor gardeners; a vegetableeld.
?  &: + 6ka hwh [prob. S. K+++t], s.m.
The designation of a tribe of Rjpts who claim descent
from Ks the son of Rma-andra (the Rjs of Jaynagar
are of this family).
H  &: +M&"ka hau [S. K+5&], s.f. A cloth worn
between the legs to conceal the privities (cf. lango).
H  &: +0ka h k (fr. ka h , q.v.), s.m. & adv. A very

small quantity, the very least.
H  &: +, ka hu, + " ka hw [S. K++], s.f. A
female tortoise (see ka hu).
H &: K+"ka h [S. K++ t], s.m. lit.'Of or belonging
to Ka h' (on the river Indus);—a horse from the
province of Ka h(these horses are remarkable for their
hollow backs).
H  &: .+ ka hiyn [prob. k h, q.v. + S. TR+t],
s.m. A eld or bed of vegetables; a kitchen-garden.
H  &: .+ ka hiyn, v.n.=ka iyn, q.v.
H : .ka iy [prob. S. \' t], s.m. A reaping
hook, a sickle.
H : .ka iy (fr. ka iyn, q.v.), adj. Timid, timorous;
shrinking, shy, reserved.
H : j.ku iy [prob. S. j. ], s.m. The lobe of the
ear (=k iy).
H  : .ka iyn [denom. fr. ka , fem. of ka ,
q.v.), v.n. To be timid, to be frightened; to startle; to
draw back, to shrink (from, through fear, &c.), to be
averse (to, -me ); to be shy; to feel ashamed or abashed.
H ? : .6&ka iyha (ka iy(n)+ha, as in
ka ka ha, q.v.), s.f. Timidity, dread; shrinking; shyness;
aversion; disgust, abhorrence.
H  : ka er [S. K++er= Prk. ! =S. !+t],
s.m. Name of a tribe.
H  : "ka er, s.f.=ka ahr, q.v.
S  : j!ku- ela, vulg. ku- el, and H. j!
h ku- ail, s.m. A
bad garment, inferior raiment; coarse cloth;—adj.=next,
q.v.
H 3 : j!ku- el, j!
h  ku- ail, or ! ka el, h!
ka ail [S. j!+t], adj. (f. -), Ill-clothed, dressed in old

A c kl, s.m. Collyrium, antimony (reduced to a ne
powder, used for the eyes):—klul-jawhir, s.m.
Collyrium mixed with ground pearls (used medicinally).
H +  kad [S. ], adv. When? (=kab, q.v.).
P +  kad [contrac. of kada; Pehl. kadak, or katak; Zend kata,
rt. kan= S. L], s.m. A house, habitation; a retreat; a den;
a cavern:—kad-bn , s.f. Lady of the house; mistress of a
family:—kad- ud, s.m. Master of the house, &c. (=katud, q.v.):—kad- ud, s.f. A family establishment,
housekeeping; marriage (=kat- ud, q.v.):—kad- ud
karn, To marry; to keep house.
A +  kadd, vulg. kad(inf. n. of +C  'to importune,' &c.), s.f.
Importuning, importunity; persistence; worry,
annoyance; exertion, endeavour, diligence, trouble,
labour, fatigue; examination; search; inquiry:—kad ka n(me ), To importune; to insist (upon), &c.:—kadd-o-kvish,
s.f. Diligent search, inquiry, examination; application,
assiduity.
S +  kad, adv. When? at what time?—once upon a
time; perhaps:—kadpi(kad+api], adv. Sometimes, now
and then; ever, at all, on any account, in any wise or
case (generally followed by a negative):—kad- it, or
kad- a, vulg. kad , At some time or other, sometimes,
once; ever, if (with a negative); should; possibly,
probably, perhaps, perchance, if, if perchance,
peradventure.
S ; +  kdpi, adv. See s.v. kd.
S  =+  kad- r, adj. & s.m. (f. -aor -), Following
evil courses or practices, wicked, abandoned, pro igate;
—a wicked man, an abandoned character, a pro igate.
S =+  .kad- it, adv. See s.v. kad.
H +  jkudr, s.m.=kudl, q.v.
H +  kidr, s.m. corr. of kedr, q.v. (and cf. next):—

or dirty or tattered garments, ragged, tattered (com.
used in combination with mail, e.g. mail-ku ail kap ).
H # : j!ku eln, v.t.=ku aln, q.v.

kidr-basant, s.m. Name of a musical mode.
H +  kidr [S. ?+t], s.m. Name of a musical

H < : j
h ku- ain (see ain), s.m. Unrest, uneasiness,

mode, sung in the midnight of summer.
H +  j"kudr, s.f.=kudl, q.v.

restlessness, &c.
A c kal (fr. khl), s.m. One who anoints the eyes
with antimony; an oculist.

S   +  kad-kr, adj. Ill-shaped, ill-formed, ugly.
S +  ja!kuddl, and H. j! kudl, s.m. A kind of hoe

or spade; a pickaxe, a mattock.
S +  ja!kuddl, s.m. Mountain ebony, Bauhinia
variegata.
H !+  j!"kudl [S. ja!+], s.f. A small mattock, a
pickaxe; a dibble, &c. (see kudl, of which it is the dim.).
P 1 +  kudm [Pehl. kadm; S. /], interrog. pron. Who?
which? (particular one, of two or more,—syn. kaun-s);
what?
H +  jkudn (caus. of k dn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
jump or leap; to dandle (a child); (met.) to provoke.
H $+  j kud [kud(n) + Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Jumping (into water, &c.); reward or present
given for jumping.
H )+  jkudy [i.q. kud, with S. t instead of ],
s.m. A dove; a pigeon (prob. so called from its 'leaping'
when cooing to the female).
P + r+  kad- ud, s.m. See s.v. kad.
S +  kadar, s.m. A saw; an elephant-goad;—a white
sort of Mimosa.
A +  kadar (inf. n. of +  'to be turbid,' &c.), s.m. Being
turbid or muddy; turbidness, muddiness, dirtiness;
perturbation, agitation (of mind), trouble, aiction,
solicitude (cf. kud rat).
H +  jkudr [S. ja+t], s.m.=kudl, q.v.
H +  jkudrn, v.t.=kudln, q.v.;—v.n. To leap, to
frisk, to caper (=k dn).
Weak
H D +  j9
 ku-drish,

 = S D +  j. 9 ku-drishi,s.f.
sight, defective vision; evil eye; ill-intended look;
lascivious glance;—a false system.
S D +  j. 9ku-drishi,
= H D +  j9
 ku-drish,s.f.
Weak


sight, defective vision; evil eye; ill-intended look;
lascivious glance;—a false system.
S *)+  kad-aryat,
'
s.f. = S *)+  ;' kad-aryatva,
s.m.Avarice, miserliness, niggardliness.
S *)+  ;' kad-aryatva, s.m. = S *)+  
' kad-aryat,
s.f.Avarice, miserliness, niggardliness.
S )+  kad-arya,
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Avaricious, miserly;
mean, sordid;—a niggardly person, a miser.

H B+  jku-dis, = S E +  j8 ku-da,s.f. Bad state,
low condition, miserable plight, misery.
S E +  j8ku-da, = H B+  j ku-dis,s.f. Bad state,
low condition, miserable plight, misery.
S  +  dkad-akshar, s.m. Bad letter; bad handwriting.
H  +  jkudakn [kudak˚= Prk. j(=?(), fr. S. TjB
+>], v.n. To leap, jump; to frisk, caper, skip; to gambol.
S +  ja!kuddal, s.m. Mountain ebony (=kuddl).
S +  !kadal, = S (!+  ! kadalak,s.m. The plantain
or banana tree (=kadal); the leaf of the plantain.
S (!+  !kadalak, = S +  ! kadal,s.m. The plantain
or banana tree (=kadal); the leaf of the plantain.
S !+  !"kadal, vulg. kadl, s.f. The plantain or banana,
Musa sapientum, or M. paradisiaca;—a kind of deer; a
banner:—kadal-patra, s.m. A plantain-leaf.
H 1 +  /kadam, s.m.=kadamb, q.v.
H a +  /kadm, s.m. A kind of sweetmeat having the
form of the kadamor kadamb.
S Ua +  @ kadamb, s.m. The tree Nauclea cadamba;—an
assemblage or collection, a multitude, crowd; plenty:—
kadamb-pushp, s.f. A plant (commonly called Mandri) the
owers of which resemble those of the Kadamb.
S +  kadan, s.m. Destroying, killing, destruction,
slaughter;—killer, destroyer; destructive creature.
P H +  kad , a¨ kadd (prob. = S. &,), s.m. A pumpkin
or pumpion, a gourd, the calabash, Cucurbita lagenaria;—
membrum virile:—kad -dna, s.m. A disease in which the
body is covered with pustules like the seeds of the kad ;
—intestinal worms, Tænia cucurbitana:—kad -kash, s.m. An
implement for cutting and cleaning pumpkins, &c.
H +  j kudwn (doub. caus. of k dn), v.t. To
cause to leap; to cause to dandle; to cause to be dandled.
A +  kud r (inf. n. of +  ), s.m.(?)=kud rat, q.v.
P A+  kud rat (for A. {+  , inf. n. of +  'to be turbid,'
&c.), s.f. Muddiness, turbidness; impurity (in water, &c.);
foulness; scum; dust;—(met.) perturbation, depression of
spirits; aiction, anguish; vexation; discord;
resentment, malice:—kud rat rakhn(dil-me ), To harbour

resentment; to bear malice.
P ?+  kada [Pehl. kadak, katak; Zend kata, rt. kan= S. khan],

(rustic)=kandhaiy, or kanhaiy, qq.v.
H @ )+  "/kadm, s.m. A crowbar;—a sweet pumpkin,

s.m. Habitation, house; place, &c. (used as last member
of comp., e.g. tash-kada, 'place of re,' a temple of the
Magi;—mai-kada, 'a wine-cellar,' 'a tavern—mtam-kada,
'a house of mourning').
S Y +  j,ku-dhtu, s.m. Iron.

Cucurbita pepo(cf. kadu).
P  )+  kadewar (kada+war, qq.v.), s.m. 'The headman of a

H  +  [kadhn, adv. (rustic)=kad, q.v.

A large cowrie (kau ).
H   jfM!ku-aul, adj. Ill-formed, ill-shaped, ungainly,

H +  kidhar [prob. Prk. ?a6+ (=), loc. a.; S.
"8t], adv. Where? whither? in what direction?—kidharse, From what quarter? whence?
H +  jku-dhar, s.m. A mountain.

ugly (cf. ku-hab).
H   © !"kahol = H   © " kahon [S.
&6t+dim. a. l, and n= S. !+ ], s.f. An earthen

H <+  6 kadahi , kad-hi = H +   kadah , z
kadahu, 0kadh = H  +  0( kadh

village'; an agriculturist, a farmer; a horticulturist, a
gardener.
H  §ka [Prk.  § ; S. t;
' cf. H. M7"], s.m.

= H +  " kadh =

vessel in which milk, &c. is boiled, a boiler.
H   © "kahon = H   © !" kahol [S.

H < +  · kadh (kad+ emphat. part. h or h, qq.v.),

&6t+dim. a. l, and n= S. !+ ], s.f. An earthen

adv.=kabh, q.v.).
H +  kadah , z kadahu, 0 kadh = H <+  6

vessel in which milk, &c. is boiled, a boiler.
H H  j© ku-hab, = H   j©)  ku-habb,= H $ 

kadahi , kad-hi = H  +  0( kadh

j©$
( ku-ha g,= H %  j©$
(  ku-ha g,adj. Ill-shaped,

= H +  " kadh = H

< +  · kadh (kad+ emphat. part. h or h, qq.v.),
adv.=kabh, q.v.).
H  +  0(kadh = H <+  6 kadahi , kad-hi = H + 
 kadah , z kadahu, 0kadh = H +  " kadh = H
< +  · kadh (kad+ emphat. part. h or h, qq.v.),
adv.=kabh, q.v.).
H +  "kadh = H <+  6 kadahi , kad-hi = H + 
 kadah , z kadahu, 0kadh = H  +  0( kadh

=

ungainly, ugly; ill-behaved, ill-mannered, unmannerly,
ill-bred, rude, uncouth;—ku-hab, and ku-ha g, s.m.
Misbehaviour, bad manners; misconduct, evil course.
H   j©) ku-habb, = H H  j© ku-hab,= H $ 
j©$
( ku-ha g,= H %  j©$
(  ku-ha g,adj. Ill-shaped,
ungainly, ugly; ill-behaved, ill-mannered, unmannerly,
ill-bred, rude, uncouth;—ku-hab, and ku-ha g, s.m.
Misbehaviour, bad manners; misconduct, evil course.
H $  j©$
( ku-ha g, = H H  j© ku-hab,= H  

H < +  · kadh (kad+ emphat. part. h or h, qq.v.),

j©)  ku-habb,= H %  j©$
(  ku-ha g,adj. Ill-

adv.=kabh, q.v.).
H < +  ·kadh = H <+  6 kadahi , kad-hi = H + 

shaped, ungainly, ugly; ill-behaved, ill-mannered,
unmannerly, ill-bred, rude, uncouth;—ku-hab, and kuha g, s.m. Misbehaviour, bad manners; misconduct, evil
course.
H %  j©$
( ku-ha g, = H H  j© ku-hab,= H  

 kadah , z kadahu, 0kadh = H  +  0( kadh
H +  " kadh (kad+ emphat. part. h or h, qq.v.),
adv.=kabh, q.v.).
S +  j"ku-dh, adj. & s.m. Foolish; stupid;—a fool.
H  +  °kadhai , = H  +  ° kadhai y,s.m.
(rustic)=kandhaiy, or kanhaiy, qq.v.
H  +  °kadhai y, = H  +  ° kadhai ,s.m.

=

j©)  ku-habb,= H $  j©$
( ku-ha g,adj. Ill-shaped,
ungainly, ugly; ill-behaved, ill-mannered, unmannerly,
ill-bred, rude, uncouth;—ku-hab, and ku-ha g, s.m.
Misbehaviour, bad manners; misconduct, evil course.
H % j©$
( "ku-ha g, s.f. Misbehaviour,

unmannerliness, rudeness.
H ' )  ©<kaher, s.m.=ka er, q.v.
H  + )  ©<!7kahela = H  + )  ©<!7 kahel  [prob. S.
c+!+t and +t], s.m. (rustic) A step-son;—adj.
Exiled, banished, outcast.
H  + )  ©<!7kahel  = H  + )  ©<!7 kahela [prob. S.
c+!+t and +t], s.m. (rustic) A step-son;—adj.
Exiled, banished, outcast.
H §"ka, s.f. (dialec.) A metal pin or nail.
H ' 7 f<kaer, s.m.=ka er, q.v.
A /  kab (intens. n. fr. kib, q.v.), s.m. A great liar, a
liar.
A (!/  ka-lik, adv. See s.v. ka.
A /  kib, or kaib(inf. n. of /  'to lie'), s.m. Lying; a
lie.
S  kar (rt. > 'to do,' &c.), s.m. 'Who or what does or
makes or causes'; a father;—the hand; the trunk of an
elephant:—kar-bhjan, s.m. The ninth Yogewar:—karpustak, s.m.f. A hand-book, a manual:—kar-tl, s.m. A kind
of small cymbal:—kar-tl, s.f. Beating time by clapping
the hands:—kar-tal, s.m. The palm of the hand:—kara-ja,
vulg. karaj, s.m. lit.'Produced in or from the hand'; a
nger; a nger-nail:—kar jo n, To join the hands
supplicatingly before one, to beg, entreat:—kar-jo , or karjo , s.f. Having the hands placed at together (as in
supplication):—kar-oth, s.m. Odematous swelling of the
hand or hands:—kar-gaha(S. grahaa), s.m. 'Taking the
hand'; protection; marriage:—kar-ml, s.f. The hands
used as a rosary, the nger-joints corresponding to the
beads:—kar-yug, adj. With the hands clasped (as in
earnest entreaty).
S  kar (rt. ¼ 'to scatter'), s.m. A ray of light,
sunbeam, moonbeam; hail; royal revenue, revenue from
taxes, tax, tribute; toll, fee, duty, custom; a settled
allowance to village ocers and servants:—kar ughn
or ughn, To collect taxes, &c.:—kar-ughne-hr, or karugh , s.m. Collector of revenue, tax-gatherer, tollcollector:—kar b dhn, or kar lagn(-par), To impose a
tax (on), to tax:—kar-dyak, s.m. A tax-payer:—kar-rahit,
adj. Untaxed; rent-free:—kar-grhak, s.m. A tax-gatherer,

&c. (=kar-ughne-wl):—kar-lagn, s.f. Imposing a cess or
tax, taxation.
H  kar [old H. ; Prk.  or ; S. >; , rt. >],
past conj. part. (of karn), Having done, &c.;—adv. &
postpn. As, like, after the manner of; by the name or
title of; by reason of, in consequence of, on account of;
in respect of, as regards, as to; by means of, by, with,
through (the conj. part. karprexed to certain verbs
serves to form a class of intensives, or completives, &c.;
see s.v. karn):—kar-kar, or kar-ke, or kar-kar-kar, or kar-karke(by redupl. of kar; see ke), part., adv. & postpn.=kar(karkeor kar-karis the more common form. Joined to
substantives and certain adjectives it forms adverbs, e.g.
kram-karke, 'respectively,' 'in order' (=kram-se),
'gradually';—dhruva-karke, 'rmly;' —mukhya-karke,
'principally.' Sometimes it is annexed to adverbs to
emphasize them, e.g. avaya-karor kar-ke, 'necessarily,
&c.' It is sometimes used as synonymous with se, e.g.
dhnt-karke= adhnt-se;—jal-karke snn, 'bathing with
water';—jis-karke(=jis-se), 'by whom';—us-karke(=us-se), 'by
him'; (see also kram-karke, above). Phrases in which karkeoccurs are numerous, e.g. ek-ek-karke, 'one after
another,' 'one at a time';—b d-b d-karke, 'drop by
drop,' 'a drop at a time';—bahut-karke, 'in great measure,'
'at the most';—viesh-karke, 'particularly,' 'especially';—
satya-karke, 'in fact,' 'verily').
H  kar [Prk. ?5; S. >t], postpn. of the gen. (dialec.
and rustic)=k, q.v.
H  kar [S. &t], s.f. The loins, the hip and loins, the
waist:—kar-or, s.m. A string tied round the waist, to
which a waist-cloth (lango) is fastened (cf. kar-dhan; kargad).
P  kar, adj. Deaf;—s.m. Purpose, intention, will, desire;
power, strength; grandeur, pomp;—felicity:—kar-o-far, or
karr-o-farr, s.m. Pomp and show or pride, parade.
H  kir (cf. kil-kil˚), s.m. A scream, a yell, a howl; the
trumpeting of an elephant; the call to a sheep or goat
(also kur, and ku ).
H  kar [Prk. ? ; S. >+t], dialec. postpn. of the
gen. (f. -) = k, q.v.

H  kar [Prk.  , or .! ; S.  (fr. >)+

A 1  kirm (pl. of karm), adj. & s.m. Noble, generous;

+t], m. (f. -), The old (and regular) perfect part. of the

eminent; mild, benign;—the noble, &c.:—kirmu ktibn,
s.m. pl. The recording angels.
A 1  kurm (v.n. fr. 1  'to be generous,' &c.), adj.

verb karn, 'to do,' &c. (=kiy).
H  kar, or y karr [S. +t],

adj. (f. -), Hard,
rm, sti, &c. (=ka , q.v.);—adulterated; false, bad (as
coin).
H  jkur, s.m. corr. of kuravak, q.v.

Generous, kind; noble, great, high in rank or authority,
venerable;—s.m. Magnitude; dignity, authority.
A 1  kurrm (intens. n. fr. 1  ), adj. Extremely or most

A A karrt, s.f. pl. (of karrat), Times, &c.):—karrt-marrt,

generous, very benecent, most noble.
A a  karmt, s.f. pl. (of kurmat), Miracles, marvellous

adv. Many times and oft, repcatedly.
S A kirt, s.m. (f. -, or -in, or -in), Name of a

works or doings; miraculous powers.
P Y a  karmt (karmt, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Miraculous;

degraded mountain tribe, a tribe of mountaineers who
live by the chase (the Kirrhadæ of Arrian); a man of that
tribe; a savage.
H  karr, s.m. & adj.=karl, q.v.

marvellous, wonder-working.
P a  karmat (for A. ~a  , inf. n. of 1  'to be generous,'

H  karr, s.m. corr. of qarr, q.v.
A  karrr (intens. n. fr. C 'to assail,' &c.), adj. Attacking
violently again and again; impetuous.
H  karr [prob. S. +++t],

adj. (f. -), Hard,
rm, rigid, sti, tight; sturdy, strong, muscular; crusty;
crisp; well-baked (bread, &c.); high-priced, dear, heavy
(as price); of full weight, new (coin):—karre-dam, adj.
Strong, rm; unyielding; un inching, resolute.
H  karr, s.m.=ka  , q.v.
H  "karr (prob. corr. of P. qarr, fr. A. qarr), s.f.
What is rm; an estate of which the title is
unquestionable.
H  7kir , s.m. (dialec.), A merchant, shop-keeper;
a corn-chandler (cf. kirn).
H   7kar , adj.=karr, q.v.;—s.m.=ka  , q.v.
H   j!karkul [prob. S. !rjt], s.m. A species
of crane, Ardea sibirica; the Numidian crane;—the black
curlew (red-crested), Grus cinerea.
S  !karl, adj. (f. -), Having formidable projecting
teeth; formidable, dreadful, terrible, frightful;
detestable, horrible, disgusting; great, large; high, lofty;
stupendous;—s.m. Resin, pitch (=karyal);—high bank (of
a river, &c.), precipice (ka  ).
S " !karl, s.f. An epithet of Durg.

&c.), s.f. Generosity, municence; magnicence, dignity,
nobleness, excellence; reverence; a form of address;—a
miracle (worked by a saint); miraculous or supernatural
power.
P  karn [Pehl. kanr; Zend karana, rt. kar, 'to cut'=S. 
(>45, >4)], s.m. Side, end, limit, boundary; shore,
bank, margin, coast:—be-karn, adj. Boundless, &c.
H  karn (caus. of karn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to be
done, cause to be made; to actuate, eect, make; to
perform (sacrice, &c.), to assist:—kar-den, v.t. intens.
of, and=karn.
H  ykarrn,  kirn (fr. karr), v.n. To be
hard, or sti, &c.
H  ykarrn (=karkarnor kirkirn), v.t. To grind
(the teeth, as in sleep);—to moan, &c. (=karhn).
H  kirn [prob. S. J4t, rt. J"], s.m. 'What is
sold'; grocery, spices, condiment.
H  kirn [kir˚= S. (), rt. ¼+= w= Prk.
U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To sift or separate by
turning round in a winnowing fan (cf. phaakn, from
which it diers);—to adjust.
H  [kar t [prob. S. +ÄP(], s.m. A saw.
S  JBkrnta, vulg. krnt(fr. kram), part. Gone or
going over or across; overcome, surpassed.
H  JBkrnt, = S * J.B krnti,s.f. Overcoming,
surpassing; ascending; surmounting (litor g.);

declination (of a heavenly body); the sun's course on the
ecliptic; the ecliptic; the torrid zone:—krnti-manal, or
krnti-vritta,
 s.m. The ecliptic, the space of the heavens
included within the tropics.
S * J.Bkrnti, = H  JB krnt,s.f. Overcoming,
surpassing; ascending; surmounting (litor g.);
declination (of a heavenly body); the sun's course on the
ecliptic; the ecliptic; the torrid zone:—krnti-manal, or
krnti-vritta,
 s.m. The ecliptic, the space of the heavens
included within the tropics.
H * J.Bkrnti [corr. of S. .Bt], s.f. Splendour,
lustre.
H * ["kar t [kar t, q.v.+S. t (+t)], s.m. A
sawyer.
H 8 [*kar jn, v.n. (dialec.)=karhn, q.v.
H : ["kir , s.f. A superior description of goods'
cart (made of wood instead of bamboos); a coach.
H 0 [kar sn, v.n. (dialec.)=karhn, q.v.
P  karna, s.m.=karn, and kanra, qq.v.
H  "kirn, J" krn [prob. fr. S. 4t], s.m. A
writer, clerk, an English copyist in a public oce
(generally of mixed European and Native descent); a
convert to Christianity:—kirn urd , s.f. The Hindstn
language as spoken by Eurasians or Europeans,
unidiomatic Urd:—kirn- na, s.m. An oce.
H   , or  , karo[kar(n)+o= Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. The marriage of a widow with the brother
(generally the younger brother) of the deceased
husband (the custom prevails among the Js, G jars,
Ahrs, and other inferior tribes); concubinage; a mistress:
—karo karn, To marry a widow; to take a concubine; to
keep a mistress.
H   kirw, kiro[S. !t], s.m. A small pea, Pisum
arvense.
H ? 6karh (fr. karhn), s.m. A moan, a groan.
H ? j6ku-rh, s.f. A bad road; an improper course, &c.
(=ku-path).
H  6karh, s.m.=ka h, q.v.
P  karhat (for A. ~ , inf. n. of ? 'to abhor,' &c.), s.f.

Aversion, dislike, disgust, loathing, horror, abhorrence,
detestation.
P *- karhata (for A. ~- , acc. of karhat), adv.
Unwillingly, reluctantly, with dislike or disgust.
H  6karhn, or y6 karrhn [karh˚, prob.=S.
.(`), rt. .8], v.n. To grieve, mourn, repine; to
sigh, to utter 'ah'; to moan, to groan.
H  6"karh, s.f.=ka h, q.v.
P   karhiyat (for A. ~  , inf. n. of ? ), s.f. Aversion,
&c. (=karhat, q.v.); disagreeableness; abominable act,
abomination; any infraction of moral or religions
obligation (as eating or drinking impure or prohibited
food, wearing obnoxious attire, committing acts of
indecency, &c.):—karhiyat-se dekhn(-ko), To regard with
aversion, &c.; to contemn, scorn:—karhiyat karn(-k), To
scorn, contemn, &c.
H $ j kur [prob. S. j!+], s.f. Stocks (for the
feet).
H 8) *karej, s.m. The oval-leafed rosebay,
Nerium antidysentericum(the seeds of which are used in
medicine as a tonic or febrifuge, syn. indar-jau); also N.
tinctorum, or Wrightia tinctoria.
H ) !karyal (=karl, q.v.), s.m. Rosin, resin.
H ) !karyal, s.f.=ka h, q.v.
P ) kirya, vulg. karya, s.m. Hire, fare, rent, freight:—
kirya ughn(-k), To collect rent, &c.:—kirya(or kire)
alnor kire den(-ko), To let, to hire out (a horse, or a
cart, and the like):—kirya-dr, vulg. kirye-dr, s.m. A
tenant, renter, hirer:—kirya-dihanda, s.m. One who lets
on hire:—kirya-zamn, s.m. Ground-rent:—kirya(or kire)
karn, v.t. To hire, rent; to let:—kirye-k(f. -), Rented;
hired, on hire:—kirya(or kire) len, v.t. To take on hire,
&c., to hire, rent;—to realize the rent or fare (of, -k;
from, -se, a person):—kirya-nma, s.m. Lease (of a house,
&c.).
H ) "kary [S. !+], s.f. The pod of a white
pea.
A  karb, or karab(inf. n. of  'to press heavily,' &c.),
s.m.? Weight on the spirits, grief, aiction, anguish,
vexation.

H  j ykurb, adj. & s.m. corr. of kub , q.v.;—s.m.
(dialec.) A kind of sheep or goat having much wool.
P   kurbat (for A. ~  , v.n.  ; see karb), s.f. Aiction,
mental anguish, distress, grief.
H    &karba, s.f. corr. of karwa, q.v.
S +   ',karbu-dr, s.m. Mountain ebony, Bauhinia
candida; blue barleria, Barleria cœrulea.
S    ',karbur, s.f. The trumpet- ower, Bignonia
suaveolens;—a sort of Basil, Ocymum gratissimum.
H    karbar, = H    7 karba ,adj. (f. -) =
kabr, q.v.
H    7karba , = H     karbar,adj. (f. -) =
kabr, q.v.
A 3  karbal, s.m. Name of a place in Irq, where
Husain, the younger son of 'Al, was killed and buried; (in
India) a Mohammadan shrine or burying-place; the
place where the taziya(q.v.) is buried;—a place where
anything (esp. water) is scarce.
P $3  karbal, adj. Of or relating to Karbal.
S    '0karb rak, s.m. Zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet.
S <W &  #*kar-bhjan, s.m. See s.v. kar, 'hand.'
H    uor  " karb [S. f@ +; also ka b, ka w],
s.f. The tubular stalk or culm of a plant, esp. of juror
bjr, and the like (used as fodder for elephants and
horned cattle).
H   ) "karabb, or I' " karrub, s.f. = H    "
karbr, s.m.=kara-vr, q.v.
H    "karbr, s.m. = H   ) " karabb, or I' "
karrub, s.f.=kara-vr, q.v.
S ;  >krip,
 and H.  kirp, s.f. Compassion, pity,
mercy, clemency, tenderness, kindness, aection,
favour, bounty:—krip-ptra,
s.m. (f. -), Object of

compassion; recipient of special favours, protégé,
favourite:—krip-dr
ishior
drish,


 s.f. A kind or pitiful look,
merciful regard;—krip-dr
ishi

 karn(-par), To look in
mercy (upon), to regard pitifully or kindly:—krip
 rakhn(par), To entertain kindly feeling (for), to feel kindness or
pity (for):—krip-rahit,
adj. Lacking compassion, pitiless,

unkind:—krip-sgar,
or krip-sindhu,
s.m. 'The ocean of



compassion,' an epithet of the Deity;—your honour, your
worship:—krip-kaksh,
s.m. A glance of compassion:—

krip
 karn(-par), To show compassion, or kindness, or
favour (to):—krip-may,
adj. Abounding in pity,

compassionate, &c. (=kriplu,
q.v.):—krip-nth,
s.m. 'Lord


of compassion,' an epithet of the Deity:—krip-nidhn,
or

krip-nidhi,
s.m. 'The receptacle of compassion,' &c. (=

krip-sgar,
q.v.):—krip-vn,
or krip-vant,
adj. (f. -vat),



Compassionate, merciful, &c. (=kriplu,
q.v.):—krip-hn,


adj. (f. -), Without compassion, pitiless, unfeeling,
unkind:—krip-hnatva,
s.m. Mercilessness,

unfeelingness.
S K ;  ykarps, s.m. Cotton (=kaps).
S B ;  y"karps, s.f. The cotton-tree.
H ;  >!kripl,
 or ! kirpl, = S ! ;  >!,
kriplu,adj.
Compassionate, merciful, pitiful, tender,

propitious, kind, liberal, obliging (to, -par).
S ! ;  >!,kriplu,
= H ;  >! kripl,

 or !
kirpl,adj. Compassionate, merciful, pitiful, tender,
propitious, kind, liberal, obliging (to, -par).
H " ;  >!kripl,
adj. (poet.)=kripl,

 q.v.
S *! ;  >!,; kriplutva,
s.m. (f. -t), Compassionateness,

mercifulness, pitifulness, tenderness, kindness.
S  ;  >4krip,
s.m. and f. (in H.) A sword, scimitar; a

sacricial knife.
S  ;  >4"krip,
s.f. A pair of shears, or scissors; a

dagger.
S <;  >4kripa,
and H.  kirpan, adj. & s.m.

Pitiable, miserable, wretched; niggardly, miserly, sordid,
avaricious;—a niggard, a miser, &c.
S *;  >4kripaat,
s.f. = S *;  >4; kripaatva,


s.m.Misery, wretchedness, penury, niggardliness,
avarice, parsimony:—kripaat
karn(-par), To be

niggardly (of), &c.
s.m. = S *;  >4 kripaat,
S *;  >4; kripaatva,


s.f.Misery, wretchedness, penury, niggardliness, avarice,
parsimony:—kripaat
karn(-par), To be niggardly (of),

&c.
S  ;  0' karp r, s.m. Camphor (=kf r); the camphor-

tree, Laurus camphorifera:—karp r-tilak, s.m. (in Myth.)
Name of an elephant:—karp r-tail, s.m. Camphorliniment:—karp r-gaur, adj. & s.m. White as camphor;—
name of a lake or pond:—karp r-manjar, s.f. Name of a
dramatic work by Rj-ekhara:—karp r-mai, s.m. A
particular white mineral used medicinally.
S  ;  0' karp rak, s.m. Zedoary, Curcuma
zerumbet(=karb rak).
S A >krita,
>), part. (f. -), Done, made,
 vulg. krit(rt.

accomplished, performed; prepared, made ready;
composed; well done, perfect; proper, t, good;—adv.
Quite done, completely nished;—s.m. The rst of the
four ages of the world (=krita-yug,
and satya, qq.v.);—a

symbol for the number four (in Hind poetry);—s.f.
Consequence, result, fruit:—kritrth(˚ta+ar˚),
s.m. The

fullment of (one's) wishes, accomplishment or
realization of a purpose; the discharge of a duty; success;
satisfaction; the granting of a supplication;—adj. & s.m.
Having accomplished a purpose or desire, having
attained an object, having discharged a duty; successful;
satised, contented;—one who has attained an end or
object, &c.:—kritrthatva,
s.m. (f. -t), Accomplishment of

adj. & s.m.
an object, success (=kritrth):—kr
itnt(˚ta+an˚),


Causing an end, bringing to an end;—a name of Yama,
the god of death:—kritnjali(˚ta+an˚),
adj. Joining (or one

who joins) the hands in reverence to solicit a favour, &c.
(keeping the palms from touching, as if to hold alms or
an oering):—krita-jna,
vulg. kritagya, adj. & s.m. (f. -),

Mindful of former aid or favours, grateful;—a grateful
person:—krita-jna-tva,
vulg. kritagyatva, s.m. (f. -t),

Gratitude, thankfulness:—krit-sambandh,
adj. Made by

relationship:—kritu-krya,
or krita-karm,
adj. & s.m. Who


has done his work or duty, or who has accomplished an
undertaking, successful; clever, able, skilful;—one who
has done his work, &c., a successful person; a skilful
person, &c.:—krita-kr
itya,

 adj. Who has accomplished a
purpose, successful; contented, satised (=kritrth);

clever:—krita-ghna,
vulg. kritaghan,
krita


 gh, adj. & s.m.
Destroying (or undoing) that which has been done (for
one), unmindful of services rendered or benets
conferred, ungrateful, returning evil

for good;—an ungrateful person, &c.:—krita-ghna-tva,
s.m.

krita-ghna-t,
or krita-ghna-t,
s.f. Ingratitude:—krita


ghna-dosh, s.m. The sin of ingratitude:—krita-ghn,
adj. &

s.m. = krita-ghna:—kr
ita-ml,
s.m. A species of animal;—


the tree Cassia stula:—krita-nindak=
krita-ghna,
q.v.:—krita

yug, s.f. The rst of the four ages of the world (=krita),

the golden age.
H A karat [kar(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Q (i.e. ,
caus. augment+a. )], s.f. Use, service.
P A karrat (for A. { , fr. C 'to repeat, return,' &c.), s.f.
One time or turn; one assault or attack;—adv. Once:—du
karrat, Twice:—si karrat, Thrice (see karrt).
H A jIku-rut (see rut), adj. Unseasonable, ill-timed.
H Y jkurt, s.m.=Y kurta, q.v.
H Y Jkrat, corr. of krit,
krit, q.v.
 fem. of kritaor

S Y y, and H.  kart, = H  Y y, and 
kartr,s.m. Doer, maker, author, creator, agent;
workman; operator; party (in a cause); proprietor,
master, chief; husband; (in Gram.) the nominative case
(kartis commonly used as a sux to verbal nouns to
form nouns of agency, e.g. plan-kart, 'cherisher,
protector'):—kart-putr, s.m. A son who performs his
father's obsequies, and is therefore considered entitled
to the inheritance:—kart-purush, s.m. An epithet of
Brahm, or of Vish u, or of iva, as the creator:— kartdhart, or kart, s.m. The active or managing member of
a family.
H  Y y, and  kartr, = S Y y, and H. 
kart,s.m. Doer, maker, author, creator, agent; workman;
operator; party (in a cause); proprietor, master, chief;
husband; (in Gram.) the nominative case (kartis
commonly used as a sux to verbal nouns to form
nouns of agency, e.g. plan-kart, 'cherisher, protector'):
—kart-putr, s.m. A son who performs his father's
obsequies, and is therefore considered entitled to the
inheritance:—kart-purush, s.m. An epithet of Brahm, or
of Vish u, or of iva, as the creator:—kart-dhart, or
kart, s.m. The active or managing member of a family.
H <; Y ykart-pan [kart+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Makership, creatorship, authorship; agency;

proprietorship, &c.
H  Y kartr, s.m. (poet.)=kartror kart, q.v.
H  Y "kartr, s.f.=kartl, q.v.
H K Y kirts, s.m. Paper (Bate)
S Y !kar-tl, s.m. = S ! Y !" kar-tl, s.f.See
s.v. kar, 'hand.'
S ! Y !"kar-tl, s.f. = S Y ! kar-tl, s.m.See
s.v. kar, 'hand.'
H UY  kartab [prob. S. (
' ], adj. To be done, to be
made; experimental;—s.m. Deed, act, business;
performance; achievement, exploit, feat; experiment;
capability; art, skill, genius; sleight of hand,
legerdemain, jugglery; (in Math.) a problem, a
proposition:—kartab bidy, s.f. Experimental science:—
kartab dikhn(-k), To exhibit (one's) skill (in).
S <8Y >krita-jna,
vulg. kritagya. (For this and other

words beginning with kritathat
are not given below, see

s.v. kritaor
krit.

S 1 Y >P/kritrim,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), The reverse of what

is naturally or spontaneously produced, made articially,
articial, factitious, manufactured, made, ctitious,
feigned, forged, false; adopted (as a child);—an adopted
child, &c.:—kritrim-putr,
s.m. (f. -), An adopted son; one

of the twelve kinds of adoption recognized in law:—
kritrim-mitr,
s.m. An acquired friend, one on whom

benets have been conferred, or from whom they have
been received.
S YY 
' kartrit,
 s.f. = S YY ;' kartritva,
 s.m.The
act, or the property, of an agent; agency, management,
government, rule.
S YY ;' kartritva,
'  kartrit,
 s.m. = S YY 
 s.f.The
act, or the property, of an agent; agency, management,
government, rule.
S Y k' artri, s.m. (f. -tr), Doer, maker, &c. (=kart,
q.v.):—kartri-pradhn-kriy,
s.f. An active verb (transitive

or intransitive):—kartri-v
 ak-sa gy, s.f. A verbal noun of
agency:—kartri-v
 ya kriy, s.f. A transitive verb.
S Y "kartar,
'
s.f. Scissors; shears.
S (Y >kritaka,
vulg. kritak,

 adj. (f. -), Not produced

spontaneously, not natural, done articially, made,
prepared, articial, factitious; adopted (as a son);
assumed, simulated, false.
S Y >.\krittik,
vulg. kirttik, s.f. The third lunar

mansion (consisting of six stars), the Pleiades.
S *Y >kritakat,
s.f. = S *Y >; kritakatva,


s.m.Factitiousness, articiality; feignedness, falseness;
adoption.
S *Y >; kritakatva,
s.m. = S *Y > kritakat,


s.f.Factitiousness, articiality; feignedness, falseness;
adoption.
S Y !kar-tal, s.m. See s.v. kar, 'hand.'
S <Y kartan,
'
s.m. Cutting; excision; a piece, &c.
(=katran, q.v.).
H <Y kirtan (i.q. krttan, q.v.), s.m. Dancing (for
joy), capering.
S Y "kartan,
'
s.f. Scissors (=kartar).
H Y  kartaw, s.m.=kartab, q.v.
S Y J,kratu, s.m. Power, ability, intelligence;—sacrice,
oering;—name of one of the Viva-devs, and of one of
the Praj-patis or ten principal rishisor
saints.

H A Y 0kart t, or 0 kirt t = H Y Y 0"
kart t, or 0kart ti [prob. S. ],
'
s.f. Deed,
action; business; duty, obligation; behaviour, conduct;
artice, art, trick, nesse:—apn kart t-par n, To be put
on one's mettle (=apn bn-par an).
H Y Y 0"kart t, or 0 kart ti = H A Y 0
kart t, or 0kirt t [prob. S. ],
'
s.f. Deed, action;
business; duty, obligation; behaviour, conduct; artice,
art, trick, nesse:—apn kart t-par n, To be put on one's
mettle (=apn bn-par an).
S *) Y kartavyat,
'
s.f. = S *) Y ;
'
kartavyatva,
s.m.Necessity, obligation, obligatoriness; propriety,
tness; practicability; business; suitable measures.
S *) Y ;
'
kartavyatva, s.m. = S *) Y 
'
kartavyat,
s.f.Necessity, obligation, obligatoriness; propriety,
tness; practicability; business; suitable measures.
S ) Y kartavya,
'
part. adj. To be done, made, or

accomplished, necessary to be done, what ought to be
done; obligatory, necessary, incumbent; t, proper;
practicable; experimental:—kartavya-karm, s.m. A work of
necessity, imperative duty, obligation, duty, task.
P Y kurta, s.m. A shirt worn outside the drawers; a
frock, a kind of tunic; a waistcoat or jacket.
H &Y jR"kurth, s.f.=kulth, q.v.
H Y "kart [S. >.\+], s.f. The skin of a calf stued
and placed near a cow that has lost her calf (to make
her give milk), a factitious calf.
H Y kirti, s.f. corr. of krtti, q.v.
P Y kurt, s.f. A bodice; a chemisette;—a (soldier's)
jacket; a coat.
S Y >"krit,
 adj. (f. -in), Expert; clever; skilful,
knowing, wise, learned;—successful; satised, contented.
H Y kirtiy [prob. S. "X\+t], s.m. A dancer; a
singing-boy.
S Y >;krity,
 s.f. Action, act, deed; magic; a charm,
witchery; pestilence; a goddess to whom sacrices are
oered for magical purposes.
S  Y >;kritya,
 part. adj. & s.m. To be done or
performed; practicable, feasible; right, proper to be
done; seducible; treacherous;—a right, duty, need,
service, business, motive.
S  &karaak, vulg. karak, s.m. A crow;—name of a
jackal in the Hitopadea.
S 5 *kara-ja, vulg. karaj, s.m. See s.v. kar, 'hand.'
H  W *kir-jn, v.n. See s.v. kirn.
H V kir
' ,  kiri [prob. S. >t], s.f. A sword
(esp. a straight one for thrusting with); a splinter.
H V kira , or kir = H =  kir  [P. kirj, kirij,
kur , or kara ; prob. S. >\], s.m. A segment, a slice, a
small piece, bit, particle, grain:—kir e-kir e karn, or karln, v.t. To cut to pieces.
H = kir  = H V  kira , or kir [P. kirj, kirij,
kur , or kara ; prob. S. >\], s.m. A segment, a slice, a
small piece, bit, particle, grain:—kir e-kir e karn, or karln, v.t. To cut to pieces.

S  = 0' kar r, s.m. The plant Curcuma reclinata.
S  = 0' kar rak, s.m. Zedoary, Curcuma zerumbet.
H &= >+ kri  h [prob. contrac. of S. >K+], adj. & s.m.
Attended with pain or labour, painful, grievous; dicult;
dangerous; in a bad plight, miserable, wretched; bad,
evil, wicked;—one who is in a bad way, a suerer, &c.;—
diculty, labour, trouble, hardship, distress, calamity,
misery, pain, evil; penance, bodily mortication,
austerity.
H &= +kar h [prob. S. 3t,
' rt. >3] , s.m. A large
iron spoon, a ladle (syn. abu); a scraper.
H &= +!kar hl, j+! kur hl, s.f. A bound,
spring, jump (cf. u- hl).
H &= +!kar hal, +,! kar hul [prob. S. 3+dim.
'
a.
!"], s.f. An iron spoon, &c. (dim. of kar h, q.v.);—(g.) a
sword made of soft iron.
H #&= +,!"kar hul, s.f.=kar hul, q.v.
H &= +"kar han [S. 3.' 4t, rt. >3] , s.f. An iron
skimmer, a scoop; a scraper (cf. kar h).
H &= +"kar h [S. 3+;
'
dim. of kar h], s.f. An
(iron) spoon, a ladle; a skimmer;—a skein (of thread,
&c.), a hank; a wisp; a handful; a ringlet.
H * &= jIPkuru- hetr, s.m. corr. of kuru-kshetr, q.v.s.v.
 kuru.
S = jI.ku-ru i, s.f. Depraved appetite, low taste;
disinclination, distaste, dislike, aversion, disgust;
weariness, languor, lassitude.
P r kara t (prob. = S.  or 8),
 adj. Hard; dry;
rigid; harsh, austere, stern, unfeeling, &c.
P J*r kara tag, = P *r kara t,s.f. Hardness; dryness,
rigidity; austerity, &c.
P *r kara t, = P J*r kara tag,s.f. Hardness; dryness,
rigidity; austerity, &c.
S  kard,
'
s.m. Mud, mire, clay.
H  kard [prob. S. +], s.m. Exchange, barter;
tare and tret; abatement, allowance or customary
deduction; balance of value to make up a deciency in
goods or coin, the dierence between the price of new

things and old given in exchange.
P  kirdr [kird= kard, fr. kardan, rt. Zend kar= S. (>)
+a. dr= tr= Zend tar= S. ], s.m. Doing, action, act,
deed; work, business, labour, employment, profession,
trade, art, occupation; manner, conduct; way, practice,
habit, wont.
P  X  kirdigr [for kird, see s.v. kirdr;—gr= Zend kra= S.

S K jku-ras, s.m. Bad juice; bad avour or taste;—a
spirituous or vinous liquor;—adj. (f. -), Having bad juice;
of bad essence; of bad taste or avour.
P K kuras, s.m. Filth (on the skin, &c.), dung (cf. kars).
H K >kris, adj. corr. of D  kri, q.v.
H ! B !karslay [fr. S. >l4+], s.m. The black

], s.m. The Creator, God the omnipotent (syn. kartr,

antelope, a black buck.
H B jkursat (prob. fr. ku-ras), s.m. A kind of coarse

q.v.).
S 1  /kardam,
'
s.m. Slime, mud, mire, &c. (=kdoor

sugar.
H *B >krisat,
s.f. corr. of *E  kriat



k do).
S  >Bkridanta,
vulg. kridant(i.e.
krit+anta),
s.m. A




H  *B kristn, kiristn= H .K krisn, kirisn(corr. fr.

word ending in a kritax
(i.e. an ax added to verbal

roots to form substantives or adjectives).
P  kardan [kar= Zend kar= S.  (>)+dan= S. (+= Zend
i= S. ], adj. Fit to make or do; t or necessary to be
done; practicable, feasible.
P ? karda [perf. part. of kardan; old P. karta; Zend kereta;
S. >], part. Made, done, performed, committed,
executed, eected;—having done, &c.;—s.m. What is
done, act, deed.
S  Jj-kruddha, adj. (f. -), Irritated, provoked, angry,

the English), s.m. A Christian (see krishn).
H .K krisn, kirisn= H  *B kristn, kiristn(corr. fr.
the English), s.m. A Christian (see krishn).
A gB kursuf = A e B kurs f (prob. kur+s f), s.m. Cotton,
&c. put into an inkstand; a cloth used by menstruous
women; a pessary.
A e B kurs f = A gB kursuf (prob. kur+s f), s.m. Cotton,
&c. put into an inkstand; a cloth used by menstruous
women; a pessary.
H @ B T/karasm, s.m. corr. of karashma, q.v.
H B "kars [S. "3+], s.f. Dung; a piece of dry

wrathful; erce, cruel.
S  Jjkrudh, = S  Jj krudh,s.f. Anger, wrath,

cow-dung.
A B kurs, s.f. A chair, seat, stool; chair of state, throne;

passion (krudhis also used as a masc. in Hind, and is
then prob. a corr. of S. kruddham.
S  Jjkrudh, = S  Jj krudh,s.f. Anger, wrath,

bench (of a judge); the eighth (or, according to some,
the ninth) heaven, the crystalline or the empyrean
heaven (as being the supposed throne of God); the base
of a pillar; a pedestal; a raised foundation, a plinth;—
genealogy;—name of a place within about fourteen miles
of Lakhnau (Lucknow), the inhabitants of which are said
to be foolish or mad:—kurs den(-ko), To give a chair (to);
to give plinth or elevation (to):—kurs-k amaq, s.m. An
arrant blockhead:—kurs-k hai, 'He is from Kurs,' he is a
stupid fellow, or a fool:—kurs-nma, s.m. A genealogical
table or tree:—kurs-nishn, adj. & s.m. Seated in a chair,
enthroned; established in oce; xed, settled down;
settled in the mind, veried;—one who is entitled to a
chair or seat in a Darbr, one who is entitled to the
honour of a chair.
S D  >8kria,
 vulg. kri, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Lean, thin,

passion (krudhis also used as a masc. in Hind, and is
then prob. a corr. of S. kruddham.
H @  /"kar-dhamr = H  " kardhan [S.
&+4"(], s.f. A cloth worn round the loins; a girdle,
zone, cordon.
H  "kardhan = H @  /" kar-dhamr [S.
&+4"(], s.f. A cloth worn round the loins; a girdle,
zone, cordon.
S  jkurar, s.m. (f. -), An osprey;—name of a
mountain.
H   7ykar , adj.=ka , q.v.

spare, slender, emaciated; weak, feeble; small, little,
minute, ne;—a lean animal:—kri
 g(˚sa+an˚), adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Of slender gure or limbs;—a person of spare
build, or of slender frame;—kri
 g, s.f. A woman with a
slender gure.
S D  3karsh,
'
s.m. Drawing, pulling, attraction;
astringency:—karsh-phal, s.m. Beleric myrobalan,
Terminalia bellerica.
H E  3karsh [prob. S. 3+t],
'
s.m. Hostility, enmity;
anger; envy.
S  E  >34krish,
s.m. A ploughman, husbandman,

agriculturist (=kisn).
S  E  >8,krinu,
s.m. A name of re; the plant

Plumbago zeylanica.
S E  >.8kriita,
vulg. kriit,

 adj. (f. -), Emaciated,
lean, spare, slim, slender.
S *E  >8kriat,
s.f. = S *E  >8; kriatva,


s.m.Leanness, thinness, emaciation, spareness,
slenderness, meagreness; weakness, feebleness;
smallness, minuteness, neness.
S *E  >8; kriatva,
s.m. = S *E  >8 kriat,


s.f.Leanness, thinness, emaciation, spareness,
slenderness, meagreness; weakness, feebleness;
smallness, minuteness, neness.
S D  >9krisha,
part. Ploughed, tilled (a eld, &c.).

H .D  krishn (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A Christian:—
krishn karn(-ko), To make a Christian (of), to convert to
Christianity:—krishn hon, or ho-jn, To become a
Christian.
S (E  3karshak,
'
and >3 krishak,
s.m. A ploughman,

husbandman, peasant, cultivator, agriculturist, farmer
(syn. kisn).
P @ E  kirishma, vulg. karashma, karishma, s.m. Wink, nod,
glance; looking languishingly through half-shut eyes,
amorous look or gesture, side-glance, ogling,
blandishment, coquetry (cf. kaksha);—a phenomenon, a
wonder, a miracle; a talisman, a charm.
S <E  34karsha,
'
s.m. The act of pulling, dragging,
drawing, attracting; bringing; overpowering; bending;

injuring; tormenting;—ploughing, tilling; cultivated land,
tillage.
S <E  >l4krisha,
vulg. krish,
adj. (f. -), & s.m. Black,


dark, dark blue;—the colour dark blue, or black; the black
antelope; black pepper; the dark half of the lunar month
from full to new moon (see krish-paksh);
the plant Nigella

indica; the plant Carissa carandas; the eighth and most
celebrated of the ten incarnations of the god Vish u,
the god Krish(the
Apollo of the Hinds):—krishrpan(˚na


+ar˚), adj. & s.m. Oered up to Krish;—a
grant of land to

a temple or to a Brhman as an o ering to Krish:—

krishrit(˚a+˚),
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Devoted to Krish;—a


votary of Krish:—kr
ishvs(˚a+v˚),
'The abode of


Krish,'
the holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa:—krishvatr(˚a


of Vish u:
+av˚), s.m. Any incarnation (avatr) of Krishor

—krish-paksh,
vulg. krish-pakhor
pa h, s.m. The dark


half of a month, the fteen days during which the moon
is on the wane:—krish-paksh,
adj. & s.m. (f. -in), A

nickname for the bastard child of a Hind by a woman of
a dierent caste:—krish-phal,
s.m. A fruit-tree, the

Carinda; also its fruit:—krish-tmra,
s.m. A kind of

sandal-wood of a dusky copper hue:—krish-ja,
s.f.

Indian spikenard, Andropogon nardus:—krish-jrak,
or

krish-jr,
s.m. Kalong, a plant having a small black

seed, which is used for medical and culinary purposes,
Nigella indica, or N.sativa:—krishara, or krishr, s.m.


The plant Poinciana(or Cœsalpinia) pulcherrima:—krish
andraor - and, s.m. An epithet of Krish;
a proper name:

—krisha-dvaipyan,
s.m. A name of Vysa, considered as

the compiler of the Vedas and Pur as (so named
because of his dark complexion, and because he was
brought forth by Satyavat on a dvpaor island in the
Ganges):—krish-sra
g, or krish-r,
vulg. krish-sror



sr, s.m. (f. -, or -), The black antelope:—krish-lava,

s.m. A kind of black salt, a factitious salt (either that
prepared by evaporation from saline soil, or the
medicinal kind, called bi-lavan), a muriate of soda with a
portion of sulphur and iron:—krish-loh,
s.m. The

loadstone:—krisha-murri(˚ra+ari),
s.m. An epithet of

Krishas
the enemy of the Daitya Mura:—krish-may,
adj.


Full or composed of K ish.

S E  >l4krish,
s.f. Long pepper; an epithet of the

goddess Durg; name of several plants:— krish,
or

krish-nad,
s.f. The river Kistna, in the Dakkhan.

S *E  >l4krishat,
s.f. = S *E  >l4; krishatva,


s.m.Blackness.
S *E  >l4; krishatva,
s.m. = S *E  >l4 krishat,


s.f.Blackness.
H E  34"karshan
'
(fr. karsha; or prob. for karshi), s.f.
A hooked instrument; a drag; a hook; sh-hook.
S E  34"karshi, s.f. The bit of a bridle;—a medicinal
moon-plant.
S E  30k' arsh , s.f. A furrow; a trench; an incision.
S E  3ukarsh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Dragging, drawing,
attracting; attractive, inviting; cultivating the soil;—a
ploughman, peasant, &c. (=karshak, kisn).
S E  >3krishi,
 s.f. Ploughing, cultivation of the soil,
agriculture, husbandry:—krishi-karm,
s.m. Idem.

S E  >3"krish,
karshak, qq.v.
 s.m.=karsh, krishak,

P _ kirift, s.m. Dung, lth;—a person who does not
cleanse himself from lth, or does not take care to avoid
pollution.
A I_ karafs, s.f. Parsley:—tu m--karafs, Idem.
H  karak (fr. karakn, q.v.), s.m. A sharp stinging
pain, pain, ache; sickness.
H  karak [prob. S. t],
 s.m. The drinking-pot of
a student, or of an ascetic.
S  karak, s.m. Hailstone, hail.
S  kark,

s.m. A crab; the sign Cancer;—a white
horse:—kark-ri, s.m. The sign Cancer.
P  kark, s.m. A crab (=S. kark); the pupil of the eye;—a
domestic fowl (in this and the next senses prob.
onomat.; cf. S. krakaraand krikara);
a kind of partridge or

quail.
H   kark [S. +t], s.m. Hail (=karak); stone.
H   y, or  kark, s.m.=ka k, q.v.
H    karkn [prob. fr. S. f+>], v.t. To break,
snap; to bend, twist, strain, sprain.
S  &karka,

s.m. A crab; the sign Cancer;—the

Numidian crane, Lanius excubitor.
H  jj&
' kurku, s.f. Rubbish, sweepings.
H  &"kirki [prob. S. & redupl.+], s.f. A
mote, or particle of dust fallen into the eye.
H 9  karka , s.m. Sea-salt, made by evaporation;
—grinding or gnashing the teeth(?)
S 9  Jkraka , s.m. A saw.
H   kar-kar, conj. part., &c., see s.v. kar.
H   kir-kir [prob. fr. S. &&; but cf. ],

s.f. Grittiness; the sound of anything gritty under the
teeth;—grating, creaking (of a door, &c.):—kirkir karn,
v.n. To sound gritty (under the teeth, as bread, &c.); to
creak, grate.
H   kirkir, adj. (f. -), Gritty, sandy;—(g.)
spoiled, marred:—kirkir karn, v.t. To make gritty; to
spoil, mar, &c.:—kirkir tsh, s.m. A kind of brocade.
H   karkar, jj kurkar [S. +t],

adj. &
s.m. Hard, harsh, unkind, cruel; hard, sti; crisp; dry,
dried up; unsound, false, counterfeit, base (coin);—a bad
coin.
H   karkar [S. &+t],

s.m. The Numidian
crane, Lanius excubitor; the Demoiselle crane, or small
coolen.
H <;   kirkirpan, s.m. Grittiness (=kirkir).
H   karkarn, or jj kurkurn [fr. S. f
redupl.; or fr. S. &&], v.n. To cackle (as a hen); to
crackle; to make a noise as a rat when burrowing under
ground.
H   kirkirn, v.n. To sound gritty, &c.
(=kirkir karn, q.v.s.v. kirkir); to crackle (=karkarn).
H ?  6&karkarha [karkar(n)+hai= wat= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Cracking, snapping;
creaking; grating.
H ?  6&kirkirha, (rustic) kirkir, s.f.=kirkir,
and karkarha, qq.v.
H ?  karkara, s.m. Burst of laughter; immoderate
laughter (=qahqaha).
H   "kirkir, s.f. Grittiness, sandiness, &c. (=

kirkir);—a creaking or rickety piece of furniture; lumber:
—kirkir- na, s.m. A receptacle for old and worn-out
furniture, or lumber, or odds and ends.
H   jj"kurkur [fr. S. j by redupl.], s.f. A rumbling

H + X  $kargad = H *X  $ kargat [S. &+$

in the bowels, borborygm; the gripes, a dangerous
complaint to which horses are subject:—kurkur uhn;
v.n. To have a rumbling in the bowels; to have the
gripes; (met.) evil to come upon (one).
H I  karkas, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = karka, q.v.

P IX  kargas [Pehl. kark, Zend kahrka; cf. S. >8,],

H 0  karkas, s.f.=karka, q.v.
S Z  8karka,

adj. (f. -) & s.m. Hard, harsh, rough;
intangible; violent, passionate; quarrelsome;
contumelious; obdurate, unkind, unfeeling, pitiless, cruel;
miserly; sharp, piercing;—a harsh man, a violent person,
&c.
S   8karka,

s.f. A violent or passionate woman, a
termagant, a scold, a shrew:—karka str, or karka nr,
s.f. Idem.
S K3  >!krikals,
s.m. A lizard; a chameleon.

H   karakn [karak˚, prob. = S. f+>; cf. ka akn],

+t], s.m. A string worn round the waist; a cloth tied
round the loins; a waistband, belt, girdle, zone.
P + X  kargadan, s.m. A rhinoceros (=karg, q.v.).
s.m. A vulture (syn. gidh);—a kind of arrow.
P X  kar-gah (for kr+gh), s.m. A weaver's loom or shop;
—the hollow in the ground in which a weaver's feet
work.
H <4X  $64kar-gaha, s.m. See s.v. kar, 'hand.'
P 4X  kargah (fr. kargah), s.f. A cess (formerly) levied on
weavers, a loom-tax.
H  !karil [S. t or "t], s.m. The shoot of a
bamboo; a shoot, sprout.
S  jI!kurul, s.m. A curl, lock (of hair).
H " !kar-ln. (For this and other comp. verbs of
which the rst member is the rt. or conj. part. kar, see
s.v. karn.
H  J! !$,kar-lagu (prob. fr. kar-lagn; see lagu),

which even the bones are black.
S    Ñ&karkoak, s.m. The bael-tree, #gle

adj. & s.m. Uxorious;—an uxorious husband.
A 1  karam (inf. n. of 1  'to be generous,' &c.), s.m.
Generosity, liberality; nobleness, excellence; goodness,
kindness, benignity; benecence; bounty; grace, favour,
clemency, courtesy, graciousness.
P 1  karam, s.m. A cabbage (=karamb):—karam-k-sg, or

marmelos, and its fruit; the plant Momordica mixta; the
sugar-cane; name of a Ngaor serpent.
H &  Lkarkh, s.m.=ka kh, q.v.

karam-k bhj, Idem:—karam-kall, s.m. A cabbage; a
dwarf-cabbage.
S 1  /karma,
'
vulg. karm, and H. / karam, s.m. Action

H [   ?kar-ke, conj. part. &c. See s.v. kar.

act. deed, proceeding, performance, work,
business, occupation, oce; duty, obligation; moral
conduct; religious observance, any religious action or
rite (as sacrice, ablution, funeral obsequies, &c.); moral
duty or obligation (imposed by peculiarities of tribe or
caste, occupation, &c.); (in Gram.) the accusative case;—
fate (the certain consequence of previous acts), destiny,
fortune, lot, portion;—product, result, eect:—
karm al(˚ma+ a ˚), s.m. = karm-bh mi, q.v.:—karmdharm(karm= karma), adj. & s.m. Devout, virtuous;
fortunate; fortuitous, accidental;—a devout person, &c.:—

v.n. To pain, ache; to rankle (in the breast, cf. khaakn);
to break, snap.
H &Y   Rkarak-nth, (cf. P. kark), s.m. A fowl of

H   "kirk, s.f. A kind of ornament, a pendant to a
nose-ring.
S *   karketar,

s.m. A kind of gem or precious
stone.
P ' karg (=S. Lf), s.m. A rhinoceros.
H X  karg, s.m.=X  kargah, q.v.
H *X  $kargat = H + X  $ kargad [S. &+$
+t], s.m. A string worn round the waist; a cloth tied
round the loins; a waistband, belt, girdle, zone.

karmdhn(˚ma+adh˚), adj. (f. -), Subject to destiny, fated,
destined:—karmrambha(˚ma+r˚), s.m. Commencement of
any work:—karmrambhak, s.m. (f. -ik), Beginner,
originator, causer:—karmgat(˚ma+g˚), part. adj.
Descended, or inherited, in regular succession; handed
down, traditional:—karm-bh mi, s.f. 'The land or region
of religious actions,' an epithet of Bharata, Airvata, and
Videha;—karam-bhog, s.m. The fullling of destiny;
experiencing the consequences of actions:—karm-pradhn
kriy, s.f. A passive verb:—karam ph n(-k), Fate to
prove adverse, to be unfortunate, have bad luck:—karampho , adj. 'Marring (one's) destiny,' unfortunate:—karam
hokn(apn), To bewail (one's) fate or lot:—karam jgn(k), (One's) fortune or luck to take a favourable turn, to
be in luck:—karam- r, s.m. An inferior ocer to collect
the revenue from a certain division of a village, a village
accountant:—karm- yut, adj. & s.m. Dismissed, or a
person dismissed, from oce:—karm-dush, adj. & s.m. (f.
-), Corrupt in action, wicked in practice, immoral,
disreputable;—a low, immoral person:—karm-rekh, vulg.
karam-rekh, or karam-rekh, s.f. The mark or line of fate,
any mark on the body by which one's fortune is
ascertainable; destiny, fate, fortune:—karm-siddhi, s.f.
Accomplishment of an act, success; eciency:—karmuddha, s.m. Approved occupation:—karm- r, adj. & s.m.
Assiduous, laborious, painstaking;—a skilful or clever
workman:—karm-l, vulg. karam-sl, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Assiduous, laborious, industrious, persevering;—an
industrious person, &c.:—karm-lat, s.f. or karm-latva,
s.m. Assiduity, industry, perseverance;—karm-kr, s.m.
Worker, workman, artisan, mechanic; a blacksmith; a
bull:—karm-krak, s.m. (in Gram.) The accusative case:—
karm-krak(f. -ik), and karm-kr(f. -i), adj. & s.m. Doing
any act or work, working, carrying on a business;
operative, eectual;—a worker, workman, agent,
operative:—karam-k likh, s.m. 'What is marked or
written by fate,' destiny, &c. (=karm-rekh):—karm-k,
s.m. The body of religious ceremonies commanded by
Hind law or established by custom, that department of
the Veda which relates to ceremonial acts and sacricial
rites:—karam-k he, adj. & s.m. Rendered low or vile by
fate, unfortunate, miserable, wretched;—an unlucky

wight, &c.:—karm-kart, s.m. (f. -tr), s.m. An agent,
attorney, ambassador; a locum tenens; a Hind priest:—
karm-gu, s.m. Any property resulting from human acts:
—karma-mm s, s.f. The prior or practical division of
the Mm sphilosophy (so called because it relates to
works, or religious observances undertaken for specic
works; it may be described as a critical commentary on
the rst or ritual portion of the Veda):—karm-n, vulg.
karam-ns, s.f. Name of a river between Benares and
Bihr (so. called because contact with its water is
supposed to destroy the merit of works):—karm-niv ak
kriy, s.f. A passive verb:—karm-v ak sa gy, s.f. A verbal
noun indicating the object;—the past passive participle:—
karm-v ya kriy, s.f. A passive verb:—karm-vipk, s.m.
lit.'The ripening of actions'; the good or evil
consequences in this life of human acts performed in
previous births; the consequences of actions:—karm-hn,
adj. & s.m. Luckless, unfortunate, wretched;—a luckless
wight, &c.:—karm-yug, s.m. The fourth and present age of
the world, the iron age (syn. kali-yug):—karmendriya(˚ma
+in˚), s.m. An organ of action (opp. to buddhndriyaor
'perceptive organs of sense'; ve are reckoned, viz.the
hand, the foot, the larynx or organ of the voice, the
organ of generation, and the anus).
P 1  kirm [Pehl. kereym, kraêm; Zend kerema; S. >./ ], s.m.
A worm:—kirm--pla, or kirm-pla, s.m. The silkworm:—
kirm- urda, part. Worm-eaten:—kirm--shab-tb, s.m. A
glow-worm; a re y.
H 1  j/kurm
'
[S. {/t],
' s.m. A tortoise, a turtle; the
second avatror incarnation of Vish u (his descent in the
form of a tortoise to support the mountain Mandara at
the churning of the ocean):—kurm-pur, s.m. The
fteenth Pur a, which contains the history of the
tortoise-incarnation of Vish u.
S 1  J/kram, s.m. A step; a degree; a foot; going,
proceeding; passing; a position taken (by an animal, or
an assailant) before making a spring or attacking; a
bound;—uninterrupted or regular progress, order,
succession, series, regular arrangement, sequence,
course, way, method, manner; undertaking, enterprise,
intention; a sacred precept; power, strength:—kram-kram,

or kram-kram-se, or krame-krame, adv. Gradually, little by
little, by degrees, in course (of, -ke), in due course; in
order:—kram-karke, adv. Gradually; in order; respectively.
P  a  kirmn (kirm, q.v.+A. a. n; cf. jismn;—or kirmn,
pl. of kirm+= S. ), adj. Wormy; worm-like:—kirmn
gandum, s.m. Vermicelli.
H a  /karmat,
'
s.m. A name of the letter

o, or of

its symbol.
S *a  /;' karmatva, s.m. (f. -t), State of action;
objectivity, the accusative state of any word.
S 6a  >./ *krimi-ja,
vulg. krimij,
and H. ./ * kirmij,


s.m. See s.v. a  krimi.

H a  j/,kur-mur [by redupl. fr. S. j], s.f. Murmuring,
grumbling; rumbling (of the bowels):—kurmur karn, v.n.
To murmur, &c.
S Za  X/ ckarmishha, vulg. karmishh, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Very active, assiduous, diligent;—a diligent person,
&c.
P (a  kirmak (kirm, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.m. A small
worm, vermicule; a re y.
H 1  1  j/j/kuram-kuram [by redupl. fr. S. j; or
onomat.], s.f. The sound produced in biting anything
hard or crisp, crunching; munching;—adv. Crunchcrunch; munch-munch.
P 3a  karam-kall, s.m. See s.v. karam, 'cabbage.'
S a  >./ !krimil,
adj. (f. -), Having worms, wormy.

S 3a  >./ !krimil,
s.f. A fruitful woman.

S a  /4karma,
'
s.f. An act, deed (see karma).
H  a 1  j//5kurm-mor,
'
s.m. The white-crested Kalij
pheasant (of the sub-Himlayas), Gallophasis albocristatus.
S a  /ukarm, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Acting, active, busy,
engaged in any work or business, occupied, laborious,
diligent; performing a religious action; relating to any
work or act;—favoured of fortune, fortunate;—a worker
(esp. in the religious sense); an active or busy man, &c.
S a  /ukirm, s.f. The palstree.
H a  j/"or j/ u kurm [S. j&@, +t (+t)], s.m. A
caste of agriculturists in eastern and central Hindstn

(being the same essentially as the kumbof the west and
south); a man of that caste.
S a  >./ krimi,
 or J/" krimi, or J./ krami, or H. >/"
krim,
 s.m. A worm; an insect; worms (the disease);—lac,
the red dye caused by insects:—krimi-bhojan,
adj. & s.m.

Feeding on worms;—one whose food consists of worms;
—name of a hell:—krimi-ja,
vulg. krimij,
adj. Produced by


worms;—s.m. Agallochum:—krimi-j,
s.f. A red dye

produced by insects, lac:—krimi-dantak,
s.m. Tooth-ache

from decay of the teeth:—krimi-ghna,
adj. & s.m. (f. -),

Worm-destroying;—the worm-destroyer, vermifuge; the
shrub Erycibe paniculata(used in medicine as an
anthelmintic, and commonly called Bairang):—krimi-har,

adj. & s.m. Anthelmintic, vermifuge.
S a  >/"krim,
 or J/" kram, adj. (f. -i), Aected with
worms, wormy.
S )+ a  / .× BWkarmendriya, s.m. See s.v. karmaor karm.
H ? a  karmewa, s.m. A kind of vegetable.
S  4kara, and H.  karan, s.m. Making, doing;
committing (a crime); causing, producing, eecting,
accomplishing:—an action, act, deed; business,
occupation (=karma); means of action, instrument; an
expedient; instrumentality; (in Gram.) the instrumental
case;—cause, motive, reason, &c. (=kra, q.v.); an organ
of sense;—an astronomical division of time (of which
there are eleven, seven movable and four xed, and two
of which are equal to a lunar day):—kara-v ak sa gy,
s.f. An instrumental noun.
S  karin, s.m. (f. -), lit.'Having a hand or trunk';
an elephant (=kar).
S  4kara,
'
vulg kar; and H. 4 kara, or 4 karan
(old H. J kran), s.m. The ear; handle (of a vessel); helm,
rudder (of a ship or boat);—(in
Pros.) a spondee; (in Geom.) hypothenuse (of a triangle);
diagonal (of a square, or parallelogram, &c.); a chord
(syn. watar); a secant;—lace cut into small pieces and put
on a cap:—karrit(˚a+˚), adj. Following, or about, the
diagonal (of a square, &c.):—karla kr(˚a+al˚), s.m. Earornament, ear-ring:—kar-bh sha, s.m. Ear-ornament:—
kar-pk, s.m. In ammation of the outer ear:—kar-pl,

s.f. The lobe of the ear; the outer and curving edge of
the ear; a garland, or a string of jewels, pendant from
the ear as an ornament:—kar-pratinh, s.m. A disease of
the ear, suppression of its excretion or wax, which is
supposed to have dissolved and passed by the nose and
mouth:—kar-phal, s.m. A sort of sh, Ophiocephalus
kurrawey;—(local) a citron (=karn):—kar-ph l, vulg. karanph l, s.m. An ornament for the ear consisting of a
hollow cone of gold to the base of which pearls are
attached, and which is xed as a pendant to the earring:—kar-jal k, s.f. lit.'The ear leech'; the Julus (=kark, q.v.):—kar-darpa, s.m. Ear-ornament, ear-ring:—
kar-dhr, s.m. Helmsman, steersman; boatman; pilot;
supercargo:—kar-srv, s.m. Running of the ear;
discharge of ichorous matter from the ear:—kar- l,
s.m. Ear-ache:—kar-k, or kar-k, s.f. 'Ear-worm,' the
Julus; a small centipede:—kar-g th, s.m. Ear-wax (=karmal):—kar-latik, s.f. The lobe of the ear (=kar-pl):—
kar-madgur, s.m. A sort of sheat-sh, Silurus unitus:—
kar-muku, s.m. An ear-ring:—kar-mal, s.m. Ear-wax
(=kar-g th):—kar-mo, s.f. An epithet of Dev or Durg
in one of her forms or incarnations:—kar-m l, s.m. The
root of the ear;—a swelling near the ear, parotis:—karvedhan, vulg. karan-bedhan, s.m. Piercing the ears:—karvedhan, s.f. An instrument for piercing the ear.
S  4kira, and H.  kiran, or 4 kiri, or
 kirin, s.f. (but m. in S. and sometimes in H.), A ray
(of light), beam; sunbeam, moonbeam;—a tassel (of gold
or silver):—kira-may, adj. (f. -), Radiant, bright,
refulgent.
S  I4karu, s.f. Compassion, pity, mercy,
tenderness, benignity, clemency, kindliness:—karu-par,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Compassionate, merciful, tender;—a
compassionate person, one who is intent upon
compassionateness:—karutmak(˚+t˚), adj. & s.m. (f. ik), Compassionate, tender-hearted;—a compassionate
person, &c.:—karusan(˚+s˚), s.m. Mercy-seat, throne
of grace:—karukar(˚+k˚), s.m. 'A mine of compassion
or tenderness,' a very compassionate person:—karumay, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Abounding in compassion or pity,
compassionate, tender-hearted, gentle;—a

compassionate person, &c.:—karu-nidhn, or karunidhi, or karuyan, vulg. karu-yan, s.m. 'The receptacle
or abode of mercy or compassion,' an epithet of the
Deity.
H  karn [prob. S. I4+t], s.m. A species of
citron (called karan-phalin and about Kam n).
H  karn [kar˚= Prk. ()=S. 5(), Vedic also
(), rt. >], v.t. To do, act, perform, practise, execute,
transact (business), conduct; to hold (a court, e.g. ka ahr
karn); to keep, to open (a shop); to set; to set up; to
achieve, eect, accomplish; to commit (a crime); to
administer; to engage in; to work (a sum, &c.); to use,
ply, wield (a sword, &c.); to make, form, frame; to
appoint; to devise, contrive; to apply; to exert; to avail; to
impart, confer, bestow (e.g. 'izzat karn); to render, to
cause to be or become, to turn or change (into); to
prepare, do, dress (the hair, or food, &c.); to kill (an
animal, for use, e.g. bakr k hai), to eect, work upon,
in uence, bring under (one's) in uence or subjection (in
this sense kar-denis more common); to put (in, -me ), to
insert; to thrust, thrust in, pierce; to put on, wear (e.g.
dhot karn); to take (in marriage); to cohabit with, coire;
to cry or call out, raise a cry of: (karn, annexed to
participles, adjectives, and substantives, forms what the
grammarians call Nominal verbs, e.g. d shit karn, 'to
make disgraced,' 'to vitiate'; aur karn, 'to make wide,'
'to widen'; iyl karn, 'to think, fancy,' &c.;—karn,
following a verb. n. or gerund in the form of an
unin ected perfect part., forms a Frequentative or
Continuative compound, e.g. likh karn, 'to write
frequently,' 'to continue or keep on writing,' 'to be in the
habit of writing';—the conj. part., as well as the root, kar,
prexed to certain verbs, forms intensives, or
completives, &c., examples of which will be found in
what follows)—kar-n, v.n. To return from doing, &c.
(see kar-ln):—kar-baihn(-ko), To have done with, to
rest or cease from; to do eectually or thoroughly; to do
deliberately, or composedly, or unconcernedly:—karjn(-ko), 'To nish and depart,' to have done with:—kardikhln, v.t. To show, exhibit; to make, to realize:—karden, v.t. (intens. of karn), To do (to, -par); to render, to

cause to be or become; to cause to be given or sent
(with,—e.g. pa s to e uske-sth kar-diye); to put (into), to
transfer (from;—e.g. gha e-k pn kalse-me kar-de):—kardekhn, v.t. 'To do and see,' to try, test, put to the proof:
—kar-guarn(-ko), 'To do and leave,' to do (emphatically);
to have done with:—kar-ln(-ko), To eect, execute,
accomplish, settle:—kar-len, v.t. (intens. of karn), To do,
eect, accomplish; to form, contract; to take (into
keeping, or in marriage); to procure, acquire, gain; to
learn:—karne-wl, or karan-hr, or karan-hr, s.m. Doer,
maker, originator, agent:—karne-liq, or karne-jog, adj. Fit
or proper to be done, t, suitable; to be done,
practicable.
P  karn (˚nprob.=ne; cf. qarne), s.m. A trumpet, the
large brass trumpet which sounds the bass.
H  kirn [kir˚, prob. S. "˚,' pass. of rt. ¼], v.n. To
decay, moulder, crumble, wear out, break o; fall o; to
be turned, become notched or jagged (the edge of a
knife, &c.); to be or feel ashamed (of, -se), be shy (of):—
kir-jn, v.n. intens. of and=kirn.
S   4y&kara, vulg. kar, = S   4y& karak,
and H.& karnak,s.m. The country called the
Carnatic (the name was anciently applied to the central
districts of the peninsula, including Mysore);—karnak,
s.m. Players or jugglers from the Carnatic.
S   4y&karak, and H. & karnak, = S  
4y& kara, vulg. kar,s.m. The country called the
Carnatic (the name was anciently applied to the central
districts of the peninsula, including Mysore);—karnak,
s.m. Players or jugglers from the Carnatic.
S   4y&"kar, s.f. One of the Rgins or female
personications of the musical modes (the bride of the
Rga Mlava).
P U karamb, s.m. A cabbage (=karam, q.v.).
P % karamb, s.m. A dish prepared of cabbage.
H 6 (*karanj = H 8 (* karanj.= H 8 (*5
karanjo = H  8 (*  karanjaw = H 8 karanja [S.
*t; *t], s.m. The fever-nut Caesalpinia
bonducella, or Guilandina bonducella(syn. ka-karanj);
Galedupa arborea;—a brown colour (=karanjo); smut (in

barley, maize, bjr, &c.).
H 8 (*karanj. = H 6 (* karanj = H 8 (*5
karanjo = H  8 (*  karanjaw = H 8 karanja [S.
*t; *t], s.m. The fever-nut Caesalpinia
bonducella, or Guilandina bonducella(syn. ka-karanj);
Galedupa arborea;—a brown colour (=karanjo); smut (in
barley, maize, bjr, &c.).
H 8 (*5karanjo = H 6 (* karanj = H 8 (*
karanj.= H  8 (*  karanjaw = H 8 karanja [S.
*t; *t], s.m. The fever-nut Caesalpinia
bonducella, or Guilandina bonducella(syn. ka-karanj);
Galedupa arborea;—a brown colour (=karanjo); smut (in
barley, maize, bjr, &c.).
H  8 (* karanjaw = H 6 (* karanj = H 8 (*
karanj.= H 8 (*5 karanjo = H 8 karanja [S. *t;
*t], s.m. The fever-nut Caesalpinia bonducella, or
Guilandina bonducella(syn. ka-karanj); Galedupa arborea;—a
brown colour (=karanjo); smut (in barley, maize, bjr,
&c.).
H 8 karanja = H 6 (* karanj = H 8 (* karanj.= H
8 (*5 karanjo = H  8 (*  karanjaw [S. *t;
*t], s.m. The fever-nut Caesalpinia bonducella, or
Guilandina bonducella(syn. ka-karanj); Galedupa arborea;—a
brown colour (=karanjo); smut (in barley, maize, bjr,
&c.).
H 8 (*kranj, adj. (f. -), Blear-eyed.
H $ 8 (*5 karanjo, (*

karanjwa, s.f. A brown

colour obtained from the karanj, q.v.
S +  JBkrandan, s.m. Weeping, lamenting, crying out:
—krandan karn, To weep, &c.
H  j(fkuran, s.m. Corundum stone, Adamantinus
corundum(used for hones, &c.);—a hone, a whetstone.
S  X4karik, s.f. An ear-ornament, ear-ring;—a
knot, tubercle; the pericarp of a lotus; a fruit-stalk; the
middle nger.
H ^ ($kara g [S. rt], s.m. Skull; head;—a bone; a
rib; a water-cup made from a cocoa-nut.

S ^ j($kurang, s.m. (f. -), A kind of antelope, a
species of deer.
H  karnal, karnl(corr. fr. the English), s.m. Colonel.
H 2  karnam [prob. S. 4(], s.m. (dialec.) A village
accountant (syn. karam- r; mutaadd).
H   JBgkrannanau [fr. kran= S. 4],
' v.n. (old H.) To
prick up the ears.
H   gkaranau , v.t. (Braj)=karn, q.v.
H  4 6karan-hr, s.m. See s.v. karn.
S  X4"karin, s.f. A disease of the uterus,
prolapsusor polypus uteri.
H  4"kar, or " karn [S. 4"; or 4"(, or
fem. of karn, q.v.], s.f. An action, act, deed, doing;
business.
S  4"kara, vulg. karn, s.f. A surd or irrational
number, a surd root (in Arith.).
H  4"or " karn [S. X4], s.f. A (mason's)
trowel.
S  4"kari, s.f. A female elephant (see karin, kar).
S  4ukar, s.m. Name of a mountain, one of the
seven principal ranges of mountains which divide the
universe.
S   4"karaya, part. adj. To be done or made,
practicable, feasible; lawful to be done; proper or suitable
to be done.
H   kirau,  karau (P. karv, kirau; and cf. kirn),
adj. & s.m. Decaved, broken, tattered; rugged,
jagged;—a decayed or hollow tooth;—endive, bitter
lettuce.
S  jIkuru, and H. j~ kur , s.m. Name of an ancient
sovereign of Dehli and the surrounding country; name
of the territory governed by him; and of the people of
that country; name of the most northerly of the four
Mahdvps or principal divisions of the known world
(called also uttar kuru; by other systems, it is considered
one of the nine varshasor divisions of the known world;
in each case, however, it is the country beyond the
northernmost range of mountains extending to the
frozen ocean):—kuru-bans, s.m.=kuru-va , q.v.:—kuru-

kshetra, vulg. kuru- hetr, s.m. 'The eld of the Kurus,'
name of a region or extensive plain near Dehli, the
scene of the great battles between the Kauravas and the
P avas;—the inhabitants of that country:—kuru-va ,
vulg. kuru-ba s, s.m. The race of Kuru:—kuru-va , vulg.
kuru-ba s, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Belonging to the race of
Kuru; a man of that race.
H  Ikaru,   karw [S. t (with inserted)],
s.m. An earthen pipkin, a pot with a spout;—a pod or
seed-vessel:—karw- auth, s.f. A Hind festival (in the
month Krttik) at which every married woman observes
a fast and worships the karulled with water.
H   karw, adj.=ka u, q.v.
H   karwr, I karur, = H   
karwr,= H ? karwra,s.m. An oar, &c. (=karwl, q.v.);—
karwra, The bucket attached to a he kl(for raising
water from a well).
H   karwr, = H    karwr, I
karur,= H ? karwra,s.m. An oar, &c. (=karwl, q.v.);—
karwra, The bucket attached to a he kl(for raising
water from a well).
H ? karwra, = H    karwr, I karur,= H
   karwr,s.m. An oar, &c. (=karwl, q.v.);—
karwra, The bucket attached to a he kl(for raising
water from a well).
H   !karwl [Prk.  !,; S. !t], s.m. An oar,
a paddle; a pole used as a rudder; a rudder, helm;—
sword.
H   kirwn [S. >4t], s.f. A sword, scimitar.
H   karwn, (doub. caus. of karn), v.t. To cause
to be done, &c., to have or get done; to cause (one) to do
or make, &c. (=karn).
H 0  ["karw s, s.f. The twentieth part of a
bisw s, q.v.
P ( karwnak, s.m. A bustard; a crane; the stonecurlew, or bastard oriken.
A   kar b, or karr b(fr.  'to approach'), s.m. A
cherub (Ar. pl. kar biy n, contrac. obl. kar bn; P. pl.
karr biyn, the cherubim).

S ] j~ku-r p, adj. (f. -), Ill-formed, mis-shapen,

S < J5krodhan, s.m. The being angry, anger;—adj.

deformed; unsightly; ill-favoured, ugly;—s.m.
Malformation, deformity, ugliness.
S ;  j~ku-r p, s.f. An unsightly, or an ugly, woman.

& s.m. (f. -), Inclined to wrath, angry, wrathful,
passionate, irascible, choleric;—a passionate man, &c.
S < J5krodhin, adj.=krodh, q.v.

S *;  j~ku-r pat, s.f. = S *;  j~; ku-r patva,

S  J5krodhan, s.f. A passionate woman, a vixen,

s.m.Ugliness, &c. (=ku-r p, q.v.).
S *;  j~; ku-r patva, s.m. = S *;  j~ ku-r pat,

a scold.
S  J5"krodh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Angry, wrathful,

s.f.Ugliness, &c. (=ku-r p, q.v.).
S ;  j~"ku-r p, adj. (f. -i) = ku-r p, q.v.

irascible, passionate, choleric;—a passionate or an
irascible man.
S  J5fkro, vulg. kro , s.m. Breast, chest, bosom; the

H A 5karot, or M karaut [S. +ÄP(], s.m. A saw.
H A  kirwat [fr. S. >], s.f. An action, act, deed; a
doing.
H   &karwa [Prk. f "; S. &+ . \t], s.f. Lying
on one side; the position of lying or sleeping on the side;
turning from one side to the other:—karwa(or karwae )
badaln, or karwa karn, or karwa len, To change sides,
to turn from one side on to the other (in sleep), to turn
over; to go over to the other side, join the opposite (or
the enemy's) side.
H  5&kiro, 1˚ s.f.=karwa, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.=karo , q.v.;—
3˚ s.m.=kir, q.v.
H = j5kuro n, v.t. (dialec.) To scrape, &c.
(=khura n, q.v.).
H = 5"karo n, or j5" kuro n, s.f.
(dialec.)=kar han; and khura n, qq.v.
S  J5krodh, vulg. kirodh(rt. krudh), s.m. Anger,
wrath, rage, passion; resentment:—krodh pn(-se), To be
aected by anger:—krodh karn(-par), To be or become
angry (with):—krodh-may, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Abounding in
anger, very angry, wrathful, choleric, passionate;—a
choleric person, &c.:—krodh-me n, v.n. To become
angry, to get into a rage or passion:—krodh-vn, or krodhvant, adj. (f. -vat) = krodhan, and krodh, qq.v.:—krodhvarjit, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Free from wrath, mild, gentle;—a
gentle person, &c.:—krodh-va, vulg. kirodh-bas, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Overpowered by anger, passionate, violent;—one
who is under the in uence or the sway of wrath.
S  J5krodhit, part. adj. Irritated, angry,
wrathful.

lap; the interior (of anything), cavity (cf. kol; kaul):—
kro-patr, s.m. A marginal writing (omitted in the proper
place); postscript (to a letter); a supplement.
S  J{kr r, adj. (f. -), Wounded, hurt; of concern; sore;
raw;—hard, harsh, rough, severe; cruel, pitiless, hardhearted; erce, ferocious, savage; terrible, formidable;—
hot, sharp, disagreeable:—kr r- r, s.m. A cruel practice:
—kr r-dri, adj. Evil-eyed, of terrible aspect, mischievous,
villainous, cruel:—kr r-drishi,
or kr r-drish,

 s.f. An evil
look, malignant glance, a glance of the evil eye:—kr rkarm, adj. Performing bloody or terrible deeds, erce,
cruel, unrelenting:—kr r-koshha, s.m. Torpid or costive
bowels unaected by strong purgatives.
S   kari-var, s.m. See s.v. kar.
H  5karor, adj. & s.m.=karo , or ka o , qq.v.
H   karwar, vulg. karbar, s.m.=karo , q.v.
S Y J{kr rat, s.f. = S Y J{; kr ratva,
s.m.Harshness; cruelty, erceness; formidableness, &c.
(see kr r).
S Y J{; kr ratva, s.m. = S Y J{ kr rat,
s.f.Harshness; cruelty, erceness; formidableness, &c.
(see kr r).
H  J57kro , s.m.=kro, q.v.
H  57karo , (dialec.) J57 kro , (vulg.) 57 kiro [Prk.
J5f; S. 5&t; prob. through a corr. form. of J5&t], adj.
& coll. s.m. Ten millions, a crore, one hundred lacs
(lkh):—karo -patior pat, s.m. Possessor of a crore of
rupees, a millionaire:—karo -khukh, s.m. A great liar.

H   57karo  [prob. S. &,+!t; or akin to ka w],
s.m. Distress, trouble, calamity, scarcity, famine, drought
(=karwara).
H   57karo  = H   57" karo  [S.  + ! + t;
Prk. ! ], s.m. Tax-gatherer; inspector, overseer (of a
market, &c.).
H   57"karo  = H   57 karo  [S.  + ! + t;
Prk. ! ], s.m. Tax-gatherer; inspector, overseer (of a
market, &c.).
S D  J58kro, s.m. See kos.
S  jI kuruvak, or j  kuravak, s.m. The crimson
amaranth; a purple species of barleria; also a yellow
kind; the ower of these plants.
S  jI !kuruvilla, s.m. A ruby.
H ! 5!kiroln, v.t. (dialec.) = kureln, or kuredn,
qq.v.
S ! jI  kuruvilva, s.m. A ruby (=kuruvilla).
H  5kiron, v.t. (dialec.)=kiroln, q.v.
H  Mkiraun [S. >./ +dim. a. n= l= S. !+t],
s.m. (rustic) A worm.
H   karo t, s.m.=karot, 'A saw,' q.v.
H  g&karau ,  (& karwa , s.f. (dialec.)=karwa,
q.v.
H S 6  *karonj, s.m. (dialec.)=karanjor karanj, q.v.
S 9 JM kraun , s.m. (f. -), A kind of curlew or heron,
Ardea jaculator;—a mountain, part of the Himlaya range
(north of Assam); one of the Dvpasor principal divisions
of the world (surrounded by the sea of curds);—name of
a Rkshas or demon.
S +  jI Bkuruvind, s.m. The fragrant grass, Cyperus
rotundus; name of several plants; a kind of barley;—a
ruby (cf. kuruvilva).
H +  gkarau d, or   karo d [S. +/ t],
'
s.m. The corinda, Carissa carandas(a small acid fruit);—a
small round indurated gland growing on the ear (so
called from its resemblance to the corinda).
H  5"karon (prob. fr. karon, 'to scrape'=kiron,

q.v.), s.f. Milk that sticks to the bottom of a pot after
boiling; scrapings (of a pot).
P ? karoh, or kuroh(=S. J58), s.m. A measure of distance
nearly equal to two miles (but varying in every part of
the country), a kos, q.v.
H   "karw, s.f.=karb, or ka b, or ka w, qq.v.
A  kuraw, vulg. kurraw(rel. n. fr. kurat), adj. Spherical,
globular (=kura).
H )  hkarwaiy [kar(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. Causer, doer, &c. (=karne-wl);—a
worker, operative, one who acts as the instrument in
bringing about any result.
S )  "kara-vr, vulg. karwr, s.m. The fragrant
Oleander, Oleanderor Nerium odorum(cf. kaner).
P ? karra, s.m.=karrat, q.v.
A ? karh, or kurh(inf. n. of ? 'to dislike,' &c.), s.f. Dislike,
aversion, abomination, detestation, abhorrence; trouble,
molestation.
P ? kura (for A. { kurat, fr.  ), s.m. A globe, orb,
sphere, ball:—kura--b, s.m. The region of water, the
water which surrounds the earth:—kura--tash, s.m. The
region of re:—kura--ar, or kura-- k, or kur--zamn,
s.m. The terrestrial globe:—kura--bd, or kura--haw,
s.m. The region of wind or air; the atmosphere:—kura-ashm, s.m. The ball of the eye:—kura--falak, s.m. The
celestial sphere:—kura--nr, s.m. The region of re; the
empyrean.
H ? j6kurah (prob. corr. of the preceding), s.m. A
circular enclosure.
P ? kurra, s.m. A colt, foal (one or two years old, of a
horse, or camel, or ass).
A - karha (acc. of karh), adv. With aversion,
unwillingly, reluctantly.
H  6karah, karh[S. #+t], s.m. A camel.
H  6karah, karh= H   6 karhn = H  
6[ karih w, s.f.[S. &+TR], s.m. (f. ?), The loins,
the waist; the buttocks.
H   6karhn = H  6 karah, karh= H  
6[ karih w, s.f.[S. &+TR], s.m. (f. ?), The loins,

the waist; the buttocks.
H   6[ karih w, s.f. = H  6 karah, karh= H
  6 karhn [S. &+TR], s.m. (f. ?), The loins,
the waist; the buttocks.
S  "kar, (in comp. & in H.)  kari, s.m. lit.'Having a
hand or trunk;' an elephant:—kar-var, s.m. An excellent
elephant; the beautiful or chief elephant, an epithet of
Gaea(in allusion to his face).
H  kari (in poetry, and old H.)=kar, q.v.
H  jukurr, or j" kur [prob. S. j+], s.f. Gristle,
cartilage.
S  j"kur, s.f. A kind of grass or corn.
H  j"kur, s.f. corr. of kor, q.v.
H $  kara (see next), s.m. A granary, storehouse.
H $  kara [S. +; cf. karu], s.f. A small
earthen pipkin.
P $ kura (rel. n. fr. kura), adj. Spherical, globular
(=kuraw).
S  Jkray (rt. kr), s.m. Buying, purchase; thing or
object purchased:—kray-vikray, s.m. Buying and selling,
trac, trade.
H ) kariy, or  kari, adj. & s.m. (rustic)=kl,
q.v.
H ) jkuriy [S. j.!], s.f. A lady; mistress,
proprietress:—kuriy-r p, adj. & adv. Lady-like;—in the
manner of a lady.
S ) Jkriy; and H.  kiriy, kiry(fr. the Prk.
), s.f. Doing, performance; action, act, deed;
undertaking; business; use; work, labour; a literary work;
(in Gram.) a verb; medical treatment or practice; a
religious act or ceremony, a pious act, a duty; obsequies;
an oath:—kriyrthak sa gy(˚y+ar˚), s.f. A verbal noun:—
kriy-bhang, s.m. Destroying or rendering nugatory a
religious act; false swearing, perjury:—kriy arb karn,
or kriy big n, To disgrace, defame:—kriy-dyotak sa gy,
s.f. (in Gram.), The present participle:—kriy-karm, vulg.
kiriy-karam, s.m. Religious service or duty, daily
observances (such as oblations, prayer, &c.); funeral
ceremonies, the performance of obsequies:—kriy karn(-

k), To perform the obsequies (of):—kriy(or kiriy) khn(k), To take an oath; to swear (by):—kriy-v ak sa gy, s.f.
(in Gram.), A verbal noun:—kriy-vn, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat),
Engaging in actions, practical; engaged in business;
performing religious or pious works;—one who engages
in actions, &c.:—kriy-viesha, s.m. (in Gram.) 'That
which denes an action more closely,' an adverb:—
kriyendriya(˚y+in˚), s.m. An organ of action (=karmendriya,
q.v.s.v. karm).
H A ) kariyt, or  kiryt [S. »(, fr. ],
s.f. The plant Creyat, Justicia paniculata(used in medicine,
&c.; it forms the basis of the well-known tincture called
the Drogue amere).
H ) j!kuriyl, or j! kuryl [prob. fr. S. j!],
s.f. The state of a bird sitting at ease and in security and
preening its wings with its beak; (hence) ease, peace,
comfort, quiet, tranquillity, security, condence of
success:—kuryl-me gulel(or gulla) lagn(-ko), To be
struck by (the pellet of) misfortune in the moment of
security or assurance; to be disappointed, or to have
one's pleasure marred, when sure of success.
H ) j"ku-rt, or S. j" ku-rti, s.f. Misconduct, bad
manners, improper course.
S ) J"krta, vulg. krt, part. (f. -), Bought, purchased;
—s.m. A child purchased from his parents and adopted
as a son (one of the twelve kinds of sonship recognized
by the ancient Hind law).
H ) hkarait = H *) h karait [kr= kl, q.v. + ait=
Prk. (5=S. ; see halait], s.m. Name of a snake
(of a very venomous kind).
H *) hkarait = H ) h karait [kr= kl, q.v. + ait=
Prk. (5=S. ; see halait], s.m. Name of a snake
(of a very venomous kind).
S *) J"krt, s.f. A girl purchased from her natural
parents and adopted as a daughter (see krt).
S *) Jwkret, = S *) Jw kretr,s.m.
Buyer, purchaser.

S *) Jwk retr, = S *) Jw kret,s.m. Buyer, purchaser.
S (*) J"krtak, s.m. (f. -ik) = krt, q.v.
S  "&kir, s.m. A tiara, diadem, crest, a wreath or

H #) j!kureln, v.t. (dialec.)=kuredn, q.v.

any ornament used as a crown.
H  J"&kr, corr. 1˚ of kir; 2˚ of k, qq.v.

H #) j!"kureln, or !" kareln, s.f.=kuredn, q.v.

S  "&"kir, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Decorated with a

A 2 ) karm (fr. karam, q.v.), adj. Noble; magnicent,

diadem, &c., crested, crowned;—one who is adorned with
a diadem; a king; an epithet of Arjuna.
H 6) kurj, s.f. (colloq.), corr. of kurz, q.v.

grand; generous, municent, liberal, bountiful; benign,
benevolent, benecent, kind, courteous, gracious,
merciful, forgiving;—an epithet of God, the Merciful
Being.
P @ ) karma (for A. ~@ ) karmat, fem. of karm), adj.

H 8) *karej, s.m. (rustic), corr. of kalej, q.v.
H + ) jkuredn [prob. fr. S. d,, rt. d,, or L,,
rt. L,], v.t. To scratch, scrape, rake, poke, stir (a re,
&c.); to scrape or scratch up (with a rake or other
instrument); to grub up or out, to explore; to scoop out (a
tube, &c.).
H + ) j"kuredn (fem. of kuredn), s.f. An instrument
for stirring a re, or for scraping, &c.; a poker; a
scraper; a scoop.
S  J"fkr, s.f. See   kr .
S ' 9 J"fkritri, vulg. kr itri, s.m. (f. -tr), A player,
one who sports; a gambler.
S ) "karr, s.m. Shoot of a bamboo;—a thorny
lea ess shrub, the caper bush, Capparis aphylla(which
grows in deserts, and is eaten by camels); the fruit of
this plant.
H ) karer [S. +t],

adj. (f. -), Hard, sti;
vehement.
H ' 7  J"7kr , vulg. "7 kir  [S. kr], s.f. Sport,
play, game, gambol, pastime, pleasure, amusement:—
kr  karn, To play, sport, &c.
P o) kurz, s.f. Moulting (of birds):—kurz karn, To moult.
H  *B JTkristn (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A
Christian.
H ) kare-kar [prob. S. +t 'hand in hand'], adj.
& adv. Abreast (of), even (with); in close connection;
together (cf. barbar
H ) "!karl, = H 3) "! karl,s.m.=karr, q.v.
H 3) "!karl, = H ) "! karl,s.m.=karr, q.v.
H 3) !karel [S. U!t], s.m. A kind of bitter
vegetable, Momordica charantia;—a sort of re-works
(with or without stars).

f.=karm.
P @ ) karm [karm, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f.
Liberality, bounty, benecence, grace, &c. (see karm).
A ) karh (fr. karh, q.v.), adj. Hateful, odious, detestable,
abominable, execrable, disgusting, oensive, lthy, foul,
dirty:—karhush-shakl, or karh-manzar,
 adj. Of detestable
aspect; ugly; defcrmed:—karhu-aut, adj. Having a
harsh or hoarse voice; of an execrable voice.
H  7kar, s.f. The seed of saower, Carthamus
tinctorius.
H  7ki (contrac. of k , q.v.), s.m. A worm (used in
comp.):—ki -khy, adj. (f. -), Worm-eaten (syn. kirmurda);—marked with small-pox, pitted, spotted.
H   7ka , vulg. ka [S. t;
 or Prk. § =S. 9
+t], adj. (f. -), Hard, sti, tight, rm, rigid; tough;
strong, powerful; hardy, vigorous; rm, resolute,
unbending, obdurate; harsh, stern, severe, austere,
morose; violent, vehement; rigorous; dicult, painful,
grievous, distressing; scarce; dear, high-priced;—arch,
sly, knowing, penetrating;—ka  karn, v.t. To harden, to
make tough; to stien, to tighten; to make strong (as
tea, wine, &c.); to raise (the price of a thing); to
embolden, encourage, &c.:—ka  uhn, or ka  jheln, v.n.
To suer distress or hardship, &c.:—ka  sunn, or ka 
kahn(-ko), To use harsh or severe language (to), to rate
soundly.
H   7ka  [Prk. f ; S. &t], s.m. A ring; a
massive ring of gold or silver, &c. (worn on the wrists, or
ankles), a bangle, bracelet; anklet; link (of a chain);
handle (of a door); hilt (of a sword); anything
resembling a ring or bracelet in form;—a large thick
beam or rafter (see ka ); a kind of sweetmeat;—a verse

or line (of Hind poetry).
H ?  j7ku p, s.m.=ku hp, q.v.
H ?  7ka pan, or ka pan[ka +pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Hardness, stiness, rmness;
toughness; rigidity, &c. (see ka ; and cf. ka ).
H   7ka r = H    77 ka   = H 2   ka  a
[prob. S. !+t], s.m. Steep, high bank (of a river); a
precipice; declivity.
H    77ka   = H   7 ka r = H 2   ka  a
[prob. S. !+t], s.m. Steep, high bank (of a river); a
precipice; declivity.
H 2   ka  a = H   7 ka r = H    77 ka  
[prob. S. !+t], s.m. Steep, high bank (of a river); a
precipice; declivity.
H   j77"ku  , s.f. (dialec.), corr. of kulh , q.v.
H X  ka q, s.m. (local)=next, q.v.
H G  7ka k (cf. ka akn; and ka ka ), s.m. A loud
cracking sound, a crash (as of anything breaking, or of a
falling house, &c.);—sharpness, erceness, rigour,
severity, intensity, extremity (of action, or quality, or
heat, or cold, or famine, or epidemic disease, &c.); a rigid
fast:—ka ke-k, adj. (f. -k), Long, rigid (as a fast); sharp,
erce, severe rigorous (as a season, an epidemic, a
famine, &c.):—ka k guarn(-par), To fast long or rigidly,
to go without food, to starve; to suer severely, to
experience great distress.
H  G  77ka ka [prob. fr. ka akn; cf. S. &&], s.m.

H    76ka h = H 2  76 ka h [S. &6t;
&6], s.m. A shallow wide-mouthed iron boiler (for
boiling sugar in, &c.), a boiling-pan, boiler, cauldron (also
written ka hy):—ka h-p jan, s.m., or ka he-k p j, s.f.
A ceremony which consists in worshipping the boilingpan when put on the re for the rst time on some
festive occasion.
H   76"ka h [S. &6+], s.f. A small boilingpan; a frying-pan;—anything cooked in a ka h(such as,
ka aur, p r, alw, &c.); an oering of sweetmeats:—
ka h b dhn, To cast a spell over a frying-pan:—ka h
n, To lick the pot (it is a superstition among Indian
women that licking the pot brings about the ill-luck of a
fall of rain on the wedding procession of the person
given to this habit; hence, on the occurrence of such a
contretempsthe women abuse the bridegroom for having
licked the pot):—ka h a hn, The boiling-pan to be put
on the re; preparation to be made (for a feast):—ka h
karn(-ko), To oer sweetmeats, cakes, &c. (to a goddess):
—ka h-me hth ln, To put the hand in a pan of
boiling oil as an ordeal (an accused person is required to
take out a piece of gold which has been dropped in a pan
of boiling oil; if he can do this without being scalded, he
is held innocent).
H 8 7 ka , s.f.=ka h, q.v.
H 8  7 ka  [ka , q.v.+˚= Prk. =S. +],

Continued or repeated cracking; a succession of crashes.
H    7 ka w [prob. kar(n)+Prk.  (=S. ()

s.f. Hardness, rmness, stiness, toughness; obduracy;
severity, rigour, &c. (see ka ):—ka  karn, To practise
severity, &c.; to be severe; to be austere; to be rm or
resolute; to harden oneself; to be obdurate, &c.
H  1  7 7ka ba , adj.=karbar, or kabr, q.v.

+], s.m. (local), Care, charge, trust (syn. imma; the

H 1 7 "ka b, s.f.=karb, q.v.

word is peculiar to the Dakkhin dialect).
H 2  76ka h = H    76 ka h [S. &6t;

H D 7+"ka h, s.f.=kar h, q.v.

&6], s.m. A shallow wide-mouthed iron boiler (for
boiling sugar in, &c.), a boiling-pan, boiler, cauldron (also
written ka hy):—ka h-p jan, s.m., or ka he-k p j, s.f.
A ceremony which consists in worshipping the boilingpan when put on the re for the rst time on some
festive occasion.

H .1  7 0ka arb n, s.m. A kind of plant.
H 0  7ka ak (fr. ka akn, q.v.), s.f. A loud sound or
report, a crack, clap, peal (of thunder), thunder-clap;
crash, burst, clang (of musical instruments);—excess,
superabundance;—swiftness, speed, velocity, agility; a
gallop, full speed (of a horse, &c.):—ka ak-b k, s.m. A
great or excessive fop:—ka ak-bijl, s.f. lit.'Thunder and

lightning'; a matchlock, a gun:—ka ak dau n, v.n. To run
swiftly, to gallop, go at full speed.
H 0  j7ku ak, vulg. jf ku uk (fr. ku akn, q.v.), s.f.
Clucking (of a hen); the state of a hen that has left o
laying and wants to sit; a clucking hen; a blank, nothing:
—ku ak boln, v.n. To draw a blank.
H 0  jfku uk [prob. S. j& (rt. j&) +], s.f. (dialec.) A
coil (of string or rope); a thread or wire (of metal).
H G  7ka®ka [ ka ak, q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
Crack, report, crash, &c. (=ka k, q.v.); a loud shout (of joy,
&c); a song of triumph, a pæan;—a pastoral; a lay
(=ka kh).
H  G  77karka (see ka ka n), adv. With a cracking
sound, crack-crack; crunch-crunch, &c.:—ka ka abn,
To chew with a cracking sound, &c.
H  G  77ka ka , adj.=karkar, q.v.
H  G  77ka ka n [ka ka ˚, prob. by redupl. of S.
;' cf. ka akn], v.n. To give forth a crackling sound, to
crackle (as oil or butter when boiling, &c.); to chatter (as
the teeth); to cackle, to cluck (as a laying hen);—v.t. To
cause to crackle; to boil (oil or gh); to melt down (fat); to
grind or gnash (the teeth):—ka ka -len, v.t. To boil (oil,
&c.); to melt down (fat).
H  G  77ki ki n (=kirkirn, or kar-karn), v.t.
To grind or gnash (the teeth).
H  G  j7j7ku ku n [fr. S. j, by redupl.; cf.

H G  7Lka kh (=ka k, q.v.), s.m. A loud shout; a
song of triumph, a pæan; a war-song (to encourage
combatants); the encouraging soldiers at the time of
battle by pointing out the good eects of steadiness and
valour, and by extolling the deeds of former heroes;
commemoration.
H ) G  7Lhka khait = H ) G  7» ka kait [ka kh, or
ka k+ ait=Prk. (5=Õ5=S.  (the termination of
the pres. part., with the caus. augment pi)], s.m. An
ocer in Indian armies whose business it is to
encourage the soldiers by the exhortations called ka kh,
a kind of Indian Tyrtaeus; a bard (bh).
H ) G  7»ka kait = H ) G  7Lh ka khait [ka kh, or
ka k+ ait=Prk. (5=Õ5=S.  (the termination of
the pres. part., with the caus. augment pi)], s.m. An
ocer in Indian armies whose business it is to
encourage the soldiers by the exhortations called ka kh,
a kind of Indian Tyrtaeus; a bard (bh).
H   j7/ku m [Prk. jf,@/(; S. j&@, ], s.m. Family,
kindred, dependant, follower; race, tribe, caste:—ku umod, s.f. Incest (ku umis a contract. of ku ma).
H   7/7ka ma , or j7/,7 ku mu (v.n. of next), s.m.
A grating or cracking sound (as of a dog gnawing a
bone); crunching; murmuring, grumbling:—ka ma karn=
ka ma n, q.v.
H   7/7ka ma n, j7/,7 ku mu n (see

kurkurna], v.n. To rumble (as the bowels); to grumble,
murmur, growl, speak angrily; to be sullen, to fume; to
be grudging or niggardly; to cackle, to cluck as a hen
that wants to sit, or as a laying hen).
H  G  7ka akn [ka ak˚= Prk. §=?() or §=();

ku ku n), v.n. To crackle; to murmur, grumble, &c. (=
ka ka n, and ku ku n, qq.v.);—v.t. To gnaw; to crunch.
H   7ka n [ka ˚, prob. S. f(), rt. f], v.t. To

S. +>
' ], v.n. To crackle, crack, crash, claug; to roar,

H   fka u, or 7  ka w, or f  ka uw [Prk.

growl; to thunder; to burst into a rage; (colloq.) to make
o with all speed:—ka ak-ke boln, v.n. To speak in a loud
tone, to burst into a rage and speak.
H  G  j7ku akn [ku ak˚, prob. fr. S. j+>], v.n. To

f,

murmur, grumble; to cackle, cluck, &c. (=ku ku n, q.v.);
to crack, crackle; clatter;—v.t. To crunch, munch:—ku akjn(intens.), To crunch up, &c.

pierce, to perforate.
H   j7ku n, v.n. (dialec.)=ku hn, q.v.
S. &,t], adj. (f. -), Bitter; acrid; pungent; sharp;

saline, brackish; unpleasant, disagreeable; harsh;
strong; virulent; coarse; hard (of heart, &c.); impetuous,
hot (temper); brave; sour, morose; angry, displeased;—
s.m. Myrrh:—ka w-tel, s.m. Oil made from mustard seed,
mustard-oil:—ka w dil karn, To harden the heart; to
have a brave heart; to bear or suer meekly:—ka w-

zahr, or ka w-nm, adj. Bitter as gall:—ka w karn(-ko), To
embitter; to harden;—to give or to expend unwillingly:—
ka w-kasail(or kasel), adj. (f. -), Bitter and astringent;
hard and cruel, adverse;—ka we-kasaile din, Hard and
cruel times, evil days:—ka w lagn(-ko), To taste bitter, or
acrid, or pungent, &c.; to be disagreeable, or displeasing,
or oensive (to):—ka w honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or
become bitter; to be or become sour, or surly, or
displeased, or angry:—ka w ro, or ka w khi , s.f. The
food sent for three days by the relatives of a family in
which a death has occurred.
H ?  7 ka wpan [ka w+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Bitterness, pungency, &c. (=ka wha,
q.v.).
H   7 &ka w (contrac. of ka wha), = H 4 
7  ka ws [ka w+Prk. +
( ; S. +], s.f.=ka wha,

ku hn), s.m. Vexation, displeasure, anger; repining,
fretting, grief (=ku han).
H ?  jiku hpan = H ?  ji ku hp (see
ku hn), s.m. Vexation, displeasure, anger; repining,
fretting, grief (=ku han).
H   76ka ihr, = H    76~
ka ihr ,s.m.=kara-dhr, q.v.s.v. karaor kar.
H    76~ka ihr , = H   76
ka ihr,s.m.=kara-dhr, q.v.s.v. karaor kar.
H   jiku hn (caus. of ku hn), v.t. To vex,
irritate, displease, anger; to trouble, grieve, aict; to
tease, worry, molest.
H   ji"ku hn (fem. of ku hn), s.f. Vexing,
grieving, annoying, molesting, troubling, teasing.
H 7  ika hy, s.m.=ka h, q.v.
H 8 i ka h, s.f.=ka h, q.v.

q.v.
H 4  7 ka ws [ka w+Prk. +
( ; S. +], = H

H   jiku hak = H   ji ku han (fr. ku hn), s.f.

  7 & ka w (contrac. of ka wha),s.f.=ka wha,

Repining, fretting, grief, sorrow, lamentation.
H   jiku han = H   ji ku hak (fr. ku hn), s.f.

q.v.
H   7 ka wn [karw+= w= Prk. U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n], v.n. To become bitter, &c.; to feel
bitterness or anger (towards, -se), to be averse (to), to
dislike; (the eyes) to feel sore, or to burn (from want of
sleep, &c.).
H "   7 6&ka wha [ka w+ ha= wa= Prk.  "=S.

Repining, fretting, grief, sorrow, lamentation.
H   jiku hn [ku h˚= S. Jj(), rt. Jj], v.n. To be
vexed or annoyed; to be disgusted; to be aicted; to be
grieved or distressed (for);—to grieve, mourn, lament,
repine, pine, fret.
H   ika hn [ka h˚= Prk. ¯(); fr. Prk. ¯=S. >9,

+ . \t], Bitter taste; bitterness; pungency; acidity;

rt. >3] , v.n. To be drawn, be drawn out, be pulled out, be

sharpness; virulence, &c. (see ka w).
H   7 7ka o , adj. & coll. s.m.=karo , q.v.
H  7 "ka w, s.f.=ka b= karb, q.v.

taken out, be extracted; to be drawn, be delineated, be
painted; to be gured, to be embroidered;—to come out,
issue, rise, spring; to get out, escape, to slip forth or
away.
H   ©®ka h , © ka hu, i  ka hw [Prk. ¯

H   76ki ah, adj.=k ah, q.v.

(with winserted); S. >9+t], s.m. A loan, debt; a premium

H    757ka o , s.m.=karo , q.v.

H   ika h (perf. part. of ka hn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Drawn, drawn out, extracted, &c. (see ka hn); freshdrawn (milk, &c.); overboiled (milk):—ka h-ka hay, part.
adj. Ready drawn, &c.; embroidered:—ka h-hu, part.
adj.=ka h.
H ?  jiku hp = H ?  ji ku hpan (see

on a loan, a deduction from the sum lent.
H   i ka hwn (doub. caus. of k hn, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be drawn out or o; to cause to be extracted;
to have or get drawn, or delineated, or embroidered, &c.
H 76"ka ah, ka h, or i" ka h [prob. S. @#+],
s.f. A dish consisting of the meal of pulse (chick pea or

Cicer arietinum) dressed with spices and sour milk (dah).
H  )  i ka hiyo, s.m. (rustic) = karhn, q.v.

>3t, or 3t],
'
s.m. A mattock, a pickaxe (syn. phl).

H  7"ka  [dim. of ka , and=S. &+], s.f. A ring or

>3t, or 3t],
'
s.m. A mattock, a pickaxe (syn. phl).

circle (of metal), link (of a chain); a window-hook, doorhook (which closes by entering into a staple); a staple; a
manacle, handcu, fetter; a verse, or the chorus (of a
song);—a small beam, a rafter.
H  j7"ku  [S. jef+], s.f. (dialec.) A re-place; a

H 0 kas (perf. part. of kasn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),

hearth-tax; a dust-hole, dung-hill;—(in Panjb) a girl.
H (7  7!ka iyal [fr. ka , 'hard,' &c.; ˚al= Prk. f5=S.
!t], adj. & s.m. (rustic) Hard, sti, tough, bony;—a tough
or bony person.
P o kazak, s.f.=kajak, q.v.
P  kazh, adj. Crooked, &c. (=kaj, q.v.):—kazh-dum= kajdum.
P  kazhak, s.f.=kajak, q.v.
H I kas [S. 3t or 3t], s.m. Assay, test, proof;—
the decoction of a colouring substance; extract; essence,
virtue; strength, power; tenacity; labour, toil.
H I kas (in H. poetry, and in Braj)=kais, q.v.
P I kas, indef. pron. Someone, somebody, anyone, one;
a person, a man, an individual:—kas-o-ko, s.m. Family,
dependants:—kas-o-n-kas, Everybody, noble and
plebeian, gentle and simple:—be-kas, adj. Without a
friend, helpless, indigent:—f kas, Each man, perman.
H I kis [S. Tt, gen. fem. sing. of t, base /;

H 0 jTkuss, or T kass = H I j kus [prob. S.

Tightened, drawn tight; compressed; closely packed;
tight, tense, straight;—under weight, barely, scarcely,
less than, less:—kas-kasy, adj. (kas-kas), Ready tied,
ready packed; strapped; tight, compact.
H 0 Tkass [S. 3t], s.m. The bark of the kkaror
bab l(Acacia); a spirit extracted from the bark of the
acacia (cf. kas);—an inferior kind of chick-pea.
H 0 Tkiss, s.m. corr. of Mi qia, q.v.
H 0 jkus, s.m.=kusaor ku, q.v.
A  0 kasd (inf. n. of + 0 ), s.m. The not being in
demand, want of currency; badness (of markets),
cheapness (of merchandise), unsaleableness, atness,
dulness (of markets); penury.
H  0 kasr, s.m. A kind of sweetmeat (syn. la ).
H  0 "kasr [S. ++t (+t)], s.m.=kaser,
q.v.
H  0 "kisr, s.f. A kind of pulse, Lathyrus sativus.
P _ 0 kasfat (for A. ~_ 0 v.n. of g0 'to be obscured,'
&c.; see kus f), s.f. Obscuration; eclipse (of the sun, &c.);
—sediment; grossness, impurity, foulness.
H " 0 kasl (for A. ! 0 kasl, pl. of kasln, fr. kasal, q.v.),

Prk. T, and ], the formative of the oblique cases

adj. Lazy, slothful; slow, heavy, languid, indisposed, sick.
H " 0 kasl = P ! 0 kasla (for A. ~! 0 kaslat, inf. n. of 0

of the sing. of the interrog. pron. kaun, 'who,' &c.:—kistara,
or kis-taur,

 In what manner? how?—kis-taraf,
 In
what direction? whither?—kis-qadr, To what degree? to
what extent? how much?—kis-kis, Which? (of several);
with what various; with how many (used
interrogatively):—kis-liye, or kis-wste, or
kis-kje, On what account? from what motive, or reason,
or cause, or occasion? why? wherefore?—kis-waqt, At
what time? when?
P I kus, s.m. Vulva:—kus marn, To play the strumpet:—
kus-marn, s.f. A strumpet;—harlotry.
H I jkus = H 0 jT kuss, or T kass [prob. S.

'to be sluggish,' &c.;—kaslatis prob. post-classical), s.m.
Heaviness, slowness; languor; sickness; grief, trouble,
aiction, distress;—hard work, laborious and oppressive
business, labour, drudgery, great toil and pains:—kasl
karn, To labour hard, to toil and sweat, to drudge.
P ! 0 kasla = H " 0 kasl (for A. ~! 0 kaslat, inf. n. of 0
'to be sluggish,' &c.;—kaslatis prob. post-classical), s.m.
Heaviness, slowness; languor; sickness; grief, trouble,
aiction, distress;—hard work, laborious and oppressive
business, labour, drudgery, great toil and pains:—kasl
karn, To labour hard, to toil and sweat, to drudge.
H  0 kisn [Prk. 45; S. >34t], s.m.

Ploughman, husbandman, cultivator, farmer, peasant:—
kisn-gator gati, s.f. Husbandry, tillage, agriculture.
H  0 kasn [kas˚= S. 3, or >3; = w= Prk. U = S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To
cause to assay, or test, or try, or prove; to have (a thing)
tested, &c.
H  0 kasn (caus. of kasn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to

his left hip, on which he rests the mashkor water-bag:—
kisbat-nma, s.m. A book containing the histories of
barbers, surgeons, &c.; the bhishtsor water-carriers also
have such a book.
H <%0 kasbin, kasban= H %0 kasbin [kasb, q.v.+S. a. "],
s.f. A prostitute (=kasb).
H %0 kasbin = H <%0 kasbin, kasban[kasb, q.v.+S. a. "],

tighten;—to tie tight, to bind (=kaswn).
H  0 kasn [kas˚= S. +n, as in kasn, 'to test,'

s.f. A prostitute (=kasb).
H &%0 #kas-bhar [S. +#+t], s.m. Designation

q.v.], v.n. To acquire a metallic taste, to be spoiled
(curds, &c.) by standing in a metallic vessel.
H  0 kas (i.q. kaso, q.v.), adj. Tightening;

of the class which works in bell-metal (k s); an
individual of that class, a worker in bell-metal (cf. kaser).
P %0 kasb (rel. n. fr. kasb), s.m. An artisan, articer; a
trader;—s.f. A prostitute, harlot, courtezan:—kasb-bz,
s.m. A whoremonger:—kasb-bz, s.f. Harlotry, &c.:—
kasb- na, s.m. A house of ill-fame, a brothel.
S L0 ,kasipu, s.m. A pillow, a cushion;—clothing;

astringent.
H  0  kaso [kas(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Tightening; tightness (=kaswa, kas); astringency.
H  0  kasw [kas(n)+Prk.  (=S. ()+],
s.m. (dialec.), A handkerchief tied round the head (on
going to bed).
H  0  &kaswa = H ? 0 6& kasha [kas(n)
+waor ha= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
Tightening; tightness;—an astringent.
H ? 0 6&kasha = H  0  & kaswa [kas(n)
+waor ha= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.

food, boiled rice.
P  *0 kastuwn, s.m. Horse-cloth, housings.
H  *0 T0kast r, s.m. An oyster, Ostrea edilis.
H  *0 T0kast r, s.m. (f. -), A species of crested
blackbird, Merula nigrophileus;—also the Merula bulbul;—a
species of thrush, Geocichla cyanotus.
H  *0 T0"kast r [S. T0], s.f. Musk (the animal

Tightening; tightness;—an astringent.
H $ 0  kas [ kas(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()

perfume, brought from Kashmr, Naipl, and Bh~n);
the musk-bag; the musk-deer (=kast r-mrig).

H *0 T"kist, s.f. corr. of kisht, q.v.

++], s.f. Tightening; tightness (=kaso, kaswa).

H *0 jT"kust, s.f. corr. of kusht, q.v.

H $ 0  kas, corr. of $ Miqa, q.v.

H I &kas [Prk. T&(; S. 9(], s.m. See kash.

A U0 kasb, vulg. kasab(inf. n. of U0 'to acquire, gain,
earn,' &c.), s.m. Acquirement, acquisition (by labour),
earning, gain; industry, employment, occupation, trade,
profession, handicraft; art, skill; prostitution, harlotry:—
kasb karn, To acquire, gain, earn; to follow a trade or
profession;—to practise prostitution, lead the life of a
harlot.
P %0 kisbat (perhaps for A. kisbat, 'gain,' 'mode of
acquisition'; or from A. kiswat, 'dress, garb'), s.f. The case
(or bag) in which barbers, surgeons, &c. keep their tools;
—a piece of leather worn by a bhishtor water-carrier on

H I j&kus [S. &+ k+t], s.m. (dialec.), The
waist-cloth corresponding to the dhot(q.v.), worn by the
women of Bundelkhan (it is fuller than the dhot; but
leaves the greater part of the legs bare):—kus mrn,
To gird on the waist-cloth.
A 0 kasr, vulg. kasar(inf. n. of 0 'to break,' &c.), s.f.
Breaking; breach; routing, putting to ight; rout; (in
Arith.) a fraction;—loss, damage; aiction, trouble,
inconvenience; contrition; (in Gram.) the sign () of the
short vowel i;—(in Hindstn, perhaps by mistake for
qar, q.v.), something wrong or amiss; something

wanting, a want; deciency, defect, aw:—kasr uhn(k), To suer loss or damage:—kasar bharn, To make good
a loss (to), to indemnify; to make up a deciency:—kasrbesh, A fraction more:—kasr pa n(-me ), Trouble or
inconvenience to arise;—a deciency to occur, to fall
short, to fail (in):—kasr den(-ko), To in ict loss (on),
cause (one) to suer loss or damage:—kasr--shn, Loss of
dignity or honour:—kasr--gair-wjib,
s.f. (in Arith.), An

improper fraction:—kasr karn(-me ?), To make a
deduction (in), to deduct, to decrease;—to fall short (of),
to fail, to be wanting (in):—kasr khn= kasr uhn, q.v.:—
kasr-k b , s.f. The numerator of a fraction:—kasr-gha,
A fraction less:—kasr--murakkab, s.f. (in Arith.) A mixed
number:—kasr--muf, s.f. (in Arith.) A compound
fraction:—kasr--multa", s.f. A complex fraction:—kasr-mufrad, s.f. A simple fraction:—kasr nikln, or nikl-len(k), To make up a loss or deciency; to be revenged (for),
be quits (with, -se), to pay (one) o (for):—kasr--wjib,
s.f. (in Arith.), A proper fraction:—kasr-o-ziyd, or kasr-ziyd, More or less (=kam-o-besh).
A A0 kasrt, s.f. pl. (of kasr, or kasrah= kasrat), s.f.
Breaches; losses, &c. (see kasr).
H A0 jkusart, s.f. (rustic) kusalt= kusalt= kualat,
q.v.
H A0 kasrat (for A. {0 kasrat, 'a breaking'; see kasr, and
kasra), s.f. lit.'Breaking in the body'; training, exercise,
bodily or athletic exercise; practice, usage, habit:—kasrat
karn, To train, to practise oneself in athletic or
gymnastic exercises.
H Y0 kasrat [kasrat, q.v.+= S. t], adj. Trained;
developed by training or by athletic exercises; athletic,
gymnastic; practised, familiar, usual:—kasrat dm, s.m.
One accustomed to athletic exercises, an athlete.
P ?0 kasra (for A. {0 kasrat, n. of un. fr. kasr, q.v.), s.m. A
breaking, a fracture; aiction, &c. (see kasr); (in Gram.)
the short vowel (-) i.
A 0 kisr, or kasr(i.q. P. usrau, q.v.), s.m. An emperor;
the surname of several kings of Persia, Chosroes, Cyrus
(kisris commonly applied to Nshrvn the Just, who
lived in the time of Justinian).
P J*00 kusistag, s.f. = P *00 kusista, part.See gusistag;

and gusista.
P *00 kusista, part. = P J*00 kusistag, s.f.See gusistag;
and gusista.
H N0 kis-ara, adv. See s.v. kis.
H (0 kasak (v.n. of kasakn, q.v.), s.f. Lassitude and
aching (premonitory of fever, &c.), dragging or breaking
pain (in the limbs); pain, ache; a stitch:—kasak min, or
kasak nikln(-k), To relieve the pain (of); to assuage
pain.
H 0 jkaskut = H (0 j& kasku [S. [T
+{&?], s.m. Mixed metal, bell-metal; (g.) mixed race or
breed (syn. dogl).
H (0 j&kasku = H 0 j kaskut [S. [T
+{&?], s.m. Mixed metal, bell-metal; (g.) mixed race or
breed (syn. dogl).
H I0 kaskas [prob. S. 3 redupl.], s.f. Grittiness.
H 00 kaskas (see kaskas), adj. (f. -), Gritty,
sandy (bread or food).
H  00 kaskasn (fr. kaskas), v.n. To be or
become gritty;—(local, or dialec.) to feel pain (in the
limbs), &c. (=kasakn).
H 0 kasakna [kasak= Prk. =(); S. 3+>
' ], v.n.
To feel lassitude and aching of the bones; to be racked
with pain; to suer pain.
H + 0 Bkiskind, s.m.=kishkindha, q.v.
H A 0 {kask t, = H  0 {& kask ,s.m.=kasku,
q.v.
H  0 {&kask , = H A 0 { kask t,s.m.=kasku,
q.v.
H [ 0 ?kaske (conj. part. of kasn), adv. Tignt, tightly.
P J0 kasgar (contrac. of ksa-gar; see ksa), s.m. A
plasterer; a potter.
A 0 kasal (inf. n. of 0 'to be sluggish,' &c.), s.m.
Sluggishness, slowness, laxness, backwardness;
indolence, laziness; cowardice; relaxation, lassitude,
languor, depression (of spirits); sickness, indisposition;—
non emittere in coitu:—kasal-mand, adj. Relaxed, languid;
sick, indisposed, ailing:—kasal-mand, s.f. Languor,
lassitude, weariness, &c. (=kasal):—kasal-nk, adj. Sluggish,

lazy; cowardly; languid, &c. (see kasal-mand).
A 0 kasil (fr. kasal), adj. Sluggish, slothful, indolent,
inert; relaxed, languid, feeble; cowardly (syn. hl).
H 0 j!kusal, s.f.= kual, q.v.
H 30 !kasl [kass+l= Prk. f =S. !+t],
s.m.=kassor kuss, q.v.
H A30 j!kusalt, = H *#0 j! kusalt,s.f. corr. of
*# kualat, q.v.
H *#0 j!kusalt, = H A30 j! kusalt,s.f. corr. of
*# kualat, q.v.
S #0 !kisalay, s.m. A sprout, shoot; extremity of a
branch bearing new leaves.
S 2 0 j,/ kusum, s.m. A ower; fruit;—the menstrual
discharge (syn. ph l);—ophthalmia:—kusum jan(˚ma
+an˚), s.m. Calx of brass (used as a collyrium):—
kusumyudh(˚ma+y˚), s.m. lit.'Flower-armed'; an epithet
of Kma, the god of love, whose arrows are tipped with
owers):—kusum-k zr, Disorder of the menses,
excessive menstrual discharge.
H 2 0 j,/ kusum [Prk. j,/(; S. j,@#(], s.m. Bastard
saron, saower, Carthamus tinctorius(from the ower of
which a red dye is made); the red dye of saower;—the
water-pot of a theological student, or of a sannys;—gold.
H %@ 0 j,@ kusumb = kusumbh, q.v.
S &%@ 0 j,@#kusumbh, s.m. Saower (see kusum).
H &%@ 0 j,@#kusumbh, vulg. kusumb[S. j,@#+t], s.m.
Saower (=kusum); the dye of saower; (met.) an
infusion of bha g, q.v. (used for intoxication);—adj. (f. -),
Coloured or dyed with saower, red.
H &%@ 0 j,@#"kusumbh = H %@ 0 j,@ " kusumb [S. j,@#
+], s.f. Cloth dyed with saower;—scarlatina;
measles.
H %@ 0 j,@ "kusumb = H &%@ 0 j,@#" kusumbh [S. j,@#

H  0@ 0 /kasmasn [prob. fr. S. >3 and /3 or
/8] , v.n. To move, shake, twist, wriggle, writhe; to
dget, to become restless; to bestir oneself.
H ? 0@ 0 /6&kasmasha [kasmas(n)+Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Twisting, wriggling;
dgeting, restlessness.
H @ 0 j,/"kusum [S. j,@#+], s.f. The dye of
saower.
S @ 0 j/ku-samay, s.m. Unseasonable or inopportune
time, wrong moment; irregular or unsettled time, &c.;—
adv. Inopportunely.
H <0 kasan [Prk. 4(; S. 34(
' ], s.m. Injury, pain,
rack, torment, torture.
H <0 kasan, vulg. T kassan (v.n. of kasn, q.v.), s.f.
Tightening, tying; tie, fastening; leather thong (of a
bucket).
H 0 kasn [Prk. 4(; S. 34"(
'
, rt. >3] , v.t. To
draw tight, to tighten, to brace; to gird up; to tie, fasten,
strap, bind; to press upon, bear hard upon; to raise or
increase (in price); to load (a gun); to dry up (the water,
or juice, of); to fry (in gh):—kas-den, v.t. Intens. of
and=kasn.
H 0 kasn (i.q. kasn, 'to tighten'), s.m. Brace;
braces; bed-string; a pack-cloth; a bundle, a wallet.
H 0 kasn [Prk. 4(; S. 34"(, rt. 3], v.t. To
assay, try, prove, test, examine.
S 0 kasan, vulg. kasn, s.f. A kind of poisonous
spider.
H $ 0  kisn, s.f.=kisna, q.v.
H U0 j,( kusumb, = H &%0 j,@# kusumbh,s.m. = &%@ 0
kusumbh, q.v.
H &%0 j,@#kusumbh, = H U0 j,( kusumb,s.m. = &%@ 0

measles.
S @ 0 j,./ kusumit, part. adj. Furnished with owers;

kusumbh, q.v.
H &%0 kusumbh, = H &%0 kusumbh,See &%@ 0 kusumbh;
and &%@ 0 kusumbh.
H &%0 kusumbh, = H &%0 kusumbh,See &%@ 0 kusumbh;

owering, in ower budded; full-blown; ripe.
H @ 0 kus-marn, s.f. See s.v. kus.

and &%@ 0 kusumbh.
H (0 j(&ku-sunka, s.m. Any very severe

+], s.f. Cloth dyed with saower;—scarlatina;

misfortune.
S ^0 j($ku-sa g, s.m. = H J0 j($ ku-sa gat, s.f.= S
*J0 j($ ku-sa gati, s.f.Bad company, evil
intercourse.
H J0 j($ku-sa gat, s.f. = S ^0 j($ ku-sa g, s.m.= S
*J0 j($ ku-sa gati, s.f.Bad company, evil
intercourse.
S *J0 j($ku-sa gati, s.f. = S ^0 j($ ku-sa g, s.m.=
H J0 j($ ku-sa gat, s.f.Bad company, evil
intercourse.
H 0  kisna [prob. contrac. of kisn, fr. kisn,
q.v.;—˚= Prk. =S. +], s.f. Husbandry,
agriculture, tillage.
H 0 5kaso, adj. & adv. (Braj)=kais, q.v.
H 0 0kis (prob. the format. of the old H. pron. kou=
ko), the old form of kis, the formative of ko; see kis.
H [ NB 0 kis-wste, adv. Why? &c. (see s.v. kis);—for the
reason that, because (=is-wste  ki).
H  0  kaswn (doub. caus. of kasn), v.t. To cause
to be tightened; to have or get tied, or fastened, or
packed, &c.;—to cause to be tested, to have (a thing)
tested or proved, &c.
H  0 j kuswn (caus. of kosn), v.t. To cause to be
cursed, &c.
S  & 0 jT # ku-svabhv, s.m. An evil disposition.
S  & 0 jT # "ku-svabhv, s.m. (f. -in), A person of an

A  0 kus r, s.m. pl. (of kasr, q.v.), Fractions (in Arith.):—
kus r-ashriya, s.m. Decimal fractions:—kus r--m, s.m.
Vulgar fractions.
A e 0 kus f (inf. n. of g0 'to be obscured,' &c.), s.m.
Eclipse (of the sun).
H ! 0 5!"kasol [kass, q.v.+Prk. .!=S. !+],
s.f. A hoe (=kass, or dim. of kass).
H +  0 g"kasau d, or  " kaso d [S. 3 or 3+' B
+], s.f. A kind of pickle or chutnee made of oil;—the
plant Cassia sophera.
H 0 T"kass, or " kas [S. 3+,
'
or dim. of kass,
q.v.), s.f. A hoe; a small mattock, a spade (=kasol);—a
measure equal to two paces, each pace being thirty-six
nger-breadths, measured across the rst joints of the
rst and fourth ngers.
P [ 0 kase (see kas), indef. pron. Somebody, someone.
H 0 "kis (prob. = kis, q.v. + ), the formative sing. of
the indef. pron. ko, q.v.:—kis ek, A certain, a particular:
—kis din, Some day; on a certain day:—kis-tara,

Somehow, anyhow:—kis qadr, Any part; a certain
quantity, a little; to some extent, in some measure:—kisna-kis, Some (day, &c.) or other; something.
H 0 jkusiy [S. >3+ , or dim. of kuss], s.f. A
ploughshare; a hoe; a small mattock.
H  0 kasiyn, vulg. kasyn[fr. S. [T], v.n. To
be spoiled (curds, &c.) by standing in a vessel of bellmetal (=kasn, q.v.).
H ` 0 Tkasyap, s.m.=`  kayap, q.v.

evil disposition.
S <; 0 jT Qku-svapn, s.m. A bad dream, nightmare;

S + 0 j"kusd, s.m. Any loan or thing lent to be repaid

unsound sleep.
P A 0 kiswat (for A. { 0 , fr. kasw, inf. n. of 0 'to

with interest; usury; the profession of usury;—(f. -),
Money-lender (=kusd).
S + 0 j"kusd, s.f.=kusdin, q.v.

clothe'), s.f. Dress, apparel, robe, habit; appearance;
(mel.) gure, form; manner.
P A 0 kiswat, s.f.=kisbat, q.v.
H  0 M&"kasau [S. 3+& or P+], s.f. A
touchstone;—assay; test, proof:—kasau-par a hn, or
kasn, or lagn, v.t. To apply to or to rub upon, the
touchstone, to test, prove.
H  0 5kisor, s.m.=  kior, q.v.

H + 0 j"kusd [S. j"+t], s.m. (f. -), Moneylender, usurer.
S )+ 0 j""kusdy, s.f.=kusdin.
H + 0 j"kusdak [S. j"t; or j"+t],
s.m.=kusd.
H + 0 j"kusdin (for kusdin, fem. of kusd), = H

+ 0 j"" kusd (fem. of kusd),s.f. The wife of a
usurer; a female money-lender.
H + 0 j""kusd (fem. of kusd), = H + 0 j"
kusdin (for kusdin, fem. of kusd),s.f. The wife of a
usurer; a female money-lender.
S + 0 j""kusd, s.m. A usurer (=kusd, and kusd).
H  0 kaser [S. [T++t], s.m. A vendor of
metallic vessels; a brasier, pewterer, coppersmith,
plumber:—kaser-ha, or kaser-ha(kaser, for kaser), s.m.
Brasiers' quarter.
H  0 kaserin,  kaseran [S. [T+4"], s.f.
Wife of a brasier.
H  0 ~kaseru [S. ¶It], s.m. A kind of grass,
Scirpus Kysoor;—the root of Cyperus tuberosus(which is
eaten as a fruit).
H I 0 "kass [S. "(], s.m. Blue, or green vitriol;
copperas; sulphate of iron.
A g 0 kasf (see kasfat), adj. Thick, gross, impure;—bad
(in condition or circumstances), wretched (cf. kasf):—

kasful-auqt, adj. Bad or miserable in circumstances.
H [ $ 0 [ 0  kase-kase; oblique of kas-kasy,
q.v.s.v. kas.
H 3 0 "!kasl [S. 3+!+t],
'
adj. (f. -), Well strung,
well knit together, compact, strong, vigorous.
H 3 0 h!kasail, or ! kasel [S. 3 or 3+!+t],
'
adj. (f. -), Astringent; pungent.
H <; 3 0 h!kasail-pan, or ! kasel-pan, s.m.
Astringency (=kaso).
S Z 3kash, s.m. Touchstone; assay;—the decoction of a
colouring substance.
P Z kash [rt. of kashdan; Zend karesh= S. 3],
' act. part. &
s.m. Drawing, pulling; carrying, bearing, enduring;
drawer; bearer, &c. (used as last member of compounds,
e.g. mnat-kash, 'enduring (or one who endures)
aiction');—a pull, a whi (of a uqqa, &c.):—kash--kash,
or kash--kash, or kash-ma-kash, s.f. Repeated pulling;
pulling backwards and forwards, or to and fro; jostling,
hustling; bringing and taking away; command after
command; commanding and countermanding; great

unpleasantness, or grief, or pain; distraction, dilemma,
perplexity, diculty; struggle, contention, wrangle,
squabble; attraction, allurement (cf. ai --tn).
P Z kush [rt. of kushtan; Zend kush= S. j3] , act. part. &
s.m. Killing, destroying; subduing; killer, &c. (used as last
member of comp., e.g. dev-kush, 'demon-destroyer,
giant-killer').
S Z j8kua, vulg. ku, = H  j8 ku,s.m. A sort of
sacricial grass, Poa cynosuroides;—name of a
mythological personage; name of one of the dvpsor
great divisions of the universe:—kusan(˚a+s˚), s.m. A
seat or mat made of kuagrass.
H  j8ku, = S Z j8 kua, vulg. ku,s.m. A sort of
sacricial grass, Poa cynosuroides;—name of a
mythological personage; name of one of the dvpsor
great divisions of the universe:—kusan(˚a+s˚), s.m. A
seat or mat made of kuagrass.
H  8ka [S. 8+t], s.m. A whip, lash.
P  kush [rt. of kushdan= gushdan= gush dan; rt. Zend
shuwith vi= S.  +K,], act. part. Opening, expanding;
displaying; loosening; solving; revealing;—conquering
(used as last member of compounds, e.g. dil-kush,
'heart-expanding';—mushkil-kush, 'diculty-solving').
S Y  dPkshtra, adj. (f. -), Belonging, relating, or
peculiar to the second or military caste; s.m. The second
or military tribe or caste; the dignity of a ruler or
governor, royal dignity.
P   kushd (v.n. of kushdan; see kush), s.f. Opening,
loosening, untying; expansion; cheerfulness (cf.
kushdag);—part. adj. contrac. of kushda, q.v.
P X   kushdag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. An opening, an
aperture; openness, expansion, spaciousness, extension,
extensiveness; looseness; latitude; openness of heart,
joy, cheerfulness, exhilaration.
P ?  kushda (perf. part. of kushdan; see kush), part.
adj. Opened, uncovered, disclosed, discovered, detected,
revealed, expanded, spread out, displayed, drawn forth;
taken, subjected, subdued; open, spacious, wide, ample,
capacious, extensive; loose, lax; free, frank, cheerful,
glad, happy; serene, clear:—kushda-abr , adj. Open or

wide between the eyebrows; of open countenance:—
kushda-peshn, or kushda-jabn, adj. Having a broad
forehead, of an open countenance; gay, cheerful, blithe:
—kushda-dil, adj. Open-hearted, frank; liberal, generous:
—kushda-dil, s.f. Openness of heart, cheerfulness,
hilarity; liberality, generosity:—kushda-rav, s.f.
Straddling (of a horse, &c.) in gait:—kushda-r or r e,
adj. Of open, serene countenance; gay, &c. (=kushdapeshn):—kushda-ru, s.f. Openness of countenance,
cheerfulness, brightness of face:—kushda-kushda, adv.
Wide apart, apart, aloof, asunder, separately; clearly,
distinctly, plainly.
S   dkshra, vulg. kshr, adj. (f. -), Salty; alkaline;
acid; caustic, corrosive, pungent;—s.m. Any burning or
corrosive substance (esp. an alkali, such as soda or
potash), caustic alkali, a species of cautery; borax, borate
of soda; salt; ashes; (cf. khr) a factitious or medicinal
salt (commonly called 'black salt')—kshr-ras, s.m. A
saline or alkaline avour:—kshr-kardam, s.m. 'A pool of
acid or saline mud'; name of a hell:—kshr-karma, s.m.
Applying caustic alkali (lapis infernalis) to proud esh, &c.:
—kshr-mrittik,
s.f. Saline soil, (especially) an impure

sulphate of soda:—kshr-vriksh,
s.m. Any tree yielding

abundant potash (as the plantain, &c.).
A e  kashshf (intens. n. fr. kashf, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Very
clear or explicit;—a detector, discoverer, looser, solver,
explainer.
P Z  kashkash, s.f. See s.v. kash.
P   kashn (imperf. part. of kashdan; see kash), part.
Drawing, pulling, attracting; withdrawing; bearing,
suering, enduring.
S   dBkshnt (rt. ksham), part. adj. Patent, enduring,

enlargement; an opening, aperture; clearness, serenity,
cheerfulness, hilarity, gaiety.
S )  3kashya, s.m. Astringent avour or taste;
astringency; astringent juice; a decoction, infusion;
ointment; gum, resin, extract, exudation (from a tree);
the colour red; dirt, uncleanness, impurity; dulness,
stupidity; stupor.
S L dkshap, s.f. Night (cf. shab); turmeric:—kshapar, s.m. (f. -, or -), 'Night-walker'; a end, goblin,
demon.
S L .dkship, s.f. A sending, casting, throwing;—(for
kshap) night.
P  kisht (v.n. fr. kishtan= kshtan; rt. Zend karesh= S. 3'
(>3) ], s.f. Tillage, cultivation (=ksht); a sown eld;
division of a crop (as it lies in the eld after being cut;
syn. ba);—(in chess) check (to the king):—kisht-zr, s.f.
A eld sown and beginning to look green, a cultivated
spot:—kisht-kr, s.m. A husbandman, agriculturist (=kshtkr); a sown eld:—kisht-kr, s.f. Cultivating, cultivation,
tillage, husbandry, agriculture:—kisht-wr, adj. & adv.
Having the elds marked out; according to the elds or
the crops:—kisht-o-kr, s.f. Tilling and sowing, cultivation.
P  kusht [v.n. fr. kushtan; rt. Zend kush= S. j3] , s.f.
Killing, slaughter:—kusht-o-  n, s.f. Slaughter, carnage.
S  dkshata, vulg. kshat, s.m. Wound, sore, hurt; scar.
H * dP4"kshatr [S. dP4"], = H * dP"
kshatran, or dP4" kshatri,s.f. A (Hind) woman of the
second or military caste;—the wife of a Kshatr.
H * dP"kshatran, or dP4" kshatri, = H * dP4"
kshatr [S. dP4"], s.f. A (Hind) woman of the

forbearing.
S *  d.Bkshnti, s.f. Patience, forbearance,

second or military caste;—the wife of a Kshatr.
S * d\kshattri, and H. d kshatri  (rt. kshad), s.m. (f. -

endurance, indulgence; patient waiting (for anything).
H   3 &kashwa, s.f. An astringent (=kaswa, q.v.).

tr), One who cuts or carves, a carver; a door-keeper,
porter; a charioteer, coachman;—the son of a dra by a
Kshatriya woman, or of a Kshatriya by a dra woman.
S * dPkshatriya, and H. dP" kshatr, s.m. (f. -and -

H )  dkshy; 1˚ corr. of kshay, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of
hy, q.v.
P Z)  kushyish (abst. s. fr. kush, q.v.), s.f. Opening,
loosening, solving, breaking (a fast); expansion,

i), The second or military caste of Hinds; a member of
the military or regal caste.
S )* dPkshatriy, s.f. A woman of the second or

military order; the wife of a Kshatr.
S *)* dPkshatriyat, s.f. = S *)* dP;
kshatriyatva, s.m.The order or rank, or condition of a
Kshatriya.
S *)* dP; kshatriyatva, s.m. = S *)* dP
kshatriyat, s.f.The order or rank, or condition of a
Kshatriya.
P  J* kushtagn, s.m. pl. (of kushta), The killed, the
slain; (poet.) those who are desperately in love.
P <* kashtan (see kush, and kusht:—tan= S. (), v.t. To kill;
killing.
P * kushtan, adj. Fit to be killed, deserving or worthy
of death; to be killed, destined for slaughter.
P * kushta (perf. part. of kushtan, q.v.), part. Killed,
slain;—s.m. One who is killed or slain, a victim; (poet.) a
lover;—killed mercury, a preparation of mercury;
calcined metal, calx.
P * kishta (perf. part. of kishtan; see kisht), part.
Cultivated, tilled, sown.
P * kasht, vulg. kisht, s.f. A ship, vessel, bark, boat,
ark, canoe, ski; a tray; a beggar's plate or pot (so called
from its boat-like shape); a wallet:—kisht-bn, s.m.
Master of a vessel; a boatman, bargeman, seaman,
sailor, navigator:—kisht aln, To ply or to row a boat.
P * kusht (see kusht), s.f. Wrestling, struggling:—kushtbz, or kusht-gar, or kusht-gr, s.m. A wrestler:—kusht
diln(-ko), To train (one) to wrestle:—kusht karn, kusht
kheln, or kusht la n(-se), To wrestle, struggle.
S * dkshati, s.f. Hurting, injuring, destroying; hurt,
harm, injury, detriment.
S * .dkshiti, s.f. Abode, dwelling, habitation; the
earth, soil, land;—loss, destruction; wane; a period of the
destruction of the universe, the end of the world:—kshitipl, s.m. (f. -), 'Earth-protector'; king, prince, sovereign,
supreme ruler:—kshiti-pati, s.m. (f. -patn), 'Lord of the
earth,' a king, &c. (=kshiti-pl):—kshiti-ja, s.m. (f. -j),
lit.'Earth-born'; a tree; an earth-worm; name of the
planet Mars; a name of the horizon:—kshiti-dhar, s.m.
'Earth-supporter'; a mountain.
S Z 9kash, s.m. Evil; diculty; bad state of things;

penury, want, misery, wretchedness; pain, uneasiness,
aiction, acuteness of pain, agony, suering, distress,
hardship; vehemence, violence; inconvenience, trouble,
labour, eort, pains:—kash uhn, or kash pn, To suer
pain or distress, &c.:—kash den(-ko), To aict, trouble,
molest, persecute, hurt:—kash-sdhya, adj.
Accomplishable with eort or diculty:—kash-kar, adj.
Occasioning pain, or trouble, &c.:—kash karn, To make
an eort, to take pains or trouble.
S Z .9kashit, part. adj. (f. -), Troubled; tried,
tested.
S Z jckushha, vulg. kushh, s.m. A sort of medicinal
plant, Costus speciosusor arabicus;—leprosy:—kushha-nan,
s.m. Name of several plants which cure leprosy; white
mustard; a sort of yam, the root of Dioscorea:—kushhanin, s.f. The plant Psoralia corylifolia.
S Z j.ckushhit (f. -), = S Z jc" kushh (f. in),adj. & s.m. Leprous;—a leper.
S Z jc"kushh (f. -in), = S Z j.c kushhit (f. ),adj. & s.m. Leprous;—a leper.
S Z .9kashi, s.f. Test, trial; pain, trouble.
H Z 9"kash [S. 9+t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Pained, aicted, distressed, suering, in want, &c. (see
kash);—a suerer, one who suers pain and tedious
labour (esp. a woman); a distressed person, &c.
S +  d,Wkshudra, vulg. kshudr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Small,
little, minute, tri ing, insignicant; indigent, poor;
mean, low, vile, base, contemptible; niggardly,
avaricious;—a mean person, &c.:—kshudra-buddhi, adj. &
s.m.f. Of little understanding, simple, silly, foolish,
ignorant;—a person of little understanding, or of mean
intellect:—kshudr-jv, s.m. Any lower animal, a brute
beast;—kshudra-rog, s.m. A minor disease, a disease of
little importance:—kshudra-rogi, s.m. (f. -i), A person
suering from a minor disease.
S +  d,Wkshudr, s.f. A low woman, a base or despicable
woman; a harlot; a dancing-girl.
S Y+  d,Wkshudrat, s.f. = S Y+  d,W; kshudratva,
s.m.Minuteness, smallness; inferiority, insignicance;
meanness, pettiness, &c.

S Y+  d,W; kshudratva, s.m. = S Y+  d,W kshudrat,

A g kashf (inf. n. of g 'to open, reveal,' &c.), s.m. An

s.f.Minuteness, smallness; inferiority, insignicance;
meanness, pettiness, &c.
S +  d,kshudh, = S +  d, kshudh,s.f. Hunger;

opening, a declaration, solution, explanation; a
manifestation, disclosure, apocalypse, revelation;
inspiration.
P h  kashf (rel. n. fr. kashf), adj. Disclosed, revealed,

appetite:—kshudhrt(˚dh+ r˚) adj. & s.m. (f. -), Pained
with hunger, hungry, hungered;—a very hungry person.
S +  d,kshudh, = S +  d, kshudh,s.f. Hunger;
appetite:—kshudhrt(˚dh+ r˚) adj. & s.m. (f. -), Pained
with hunger, hungry, hungered;—a very hungry person.
S ! +  d,!,kshudhlu, adj. Hungry.
S +  d,kshudhit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Hungry,
hungered; a hungry person.
S  dkshara, vulg. kshar, adj. & s.m. Melting away,
perishing, perishable;—anything perishable.
S  d,kshura, vulg. kshur, s.m. A razor; a horse's hoof;—
the plant Barleria(or Asteracantha) longifolia; and Tribulus
lanuginosus; and other plants.
H A kuart, s.f.=kualt= kual, q.v.
H ;  d,kshurp, = S ;  d,H kshura-pra,s.m. A kind of
arrow with a sharp horseshoe-shaped head; a sort of
hoe or weeding-spade (=khurp).
S ;  d,Hkshura-pra, = H ;  d, kshurp,s.m. A kind of
arrow with a sharp horseshoe-shaped head; a sort of
hoe or weeding-spade (=khurp).
S  d4ksharan, s.m. The act of owing, trickling,
distilling, dropping.
S  d,"kshur, s.f. A knife; a razor; a dagger;—s.m. A
barber.
P Z kashish (abst. s. fr. kash, q.v.), s.f. A drawing; a pull;
attraction; allurement; curve or sweep (of a letter in
writing); lingering, tardiness, delay; trial, diculty,
pressure (e.g. kashish-ke din); discord, dierence,
misunderstanding:—kashish uhn, To experience
hardship, suer distress, to be hard pressed, or in
diculties:—kashish rakhn(pas-me ), To have a
dierence existing (between).
P Z kushish (abst. s. fr. kush, q.v.), s.f. Killing,
slaughter; sacrice.
P g kashaf (=S. K+), s.m. A tortoise; the sign Cancer.

manifest.
P ( kashak (kash, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.f. A line,
streak, stripe.
P ( kashk, s.m.(?) Barley; barley-water; a kind of thick
pottage made of wheat our or barley meal with sheep's
milk, to which esh or wheat is added; sour milk dried.
P ( kushk (prob.=S. d), s.f.(?) An upper chamber, a
gallery, a balcony on the top of a house; a palace, a
mansion.
S   dksha-kr, s.m. The letter or sound ksha.
T : E kashak i-bsh, s.m. A watchman, guard; porter.
H +  .lBkishkind, s.m.=next, q.v.
S +  .lBkishkindh, s.m. = S +  .lB
kishkindh, s.f.= S +  .lB kishkindhy, s.f.= S
 +  .lB kishkindhya, s.m.Name of a mountain in
the south of India (in the northern part of Mais r),
containing a cave, the residence of the monkey-king
Bl:—kishkindh-k, or kishkindh-kn, or kishkindhykn, s.m. The title of the fourth book or section of the
Rmyan:—kishkindhydhip(˚ya+ adh˚), s.m. An epithet of
Bl, king of the monkeys (who was slain by Rmandra).
S +  .lBkishkindh, s.f. = S +  .lB
kishkindh, s.m.= S +  .lB kishkindhy, s.f.= S
 +  .lB kishkindhya, s.m.Name of a mountain in
the south of India (in the northern part of Mais r),
containing a cave, the residence of the monkey-king
Bl:—kishkindh-k, or kishkindh-kn, or kishkindhykn, s.m. The title of the fourth book or section of the
Rmyan:—kishkindhydhip(˚ya+ adh˚), s.m. An epithet of
Bl, king of the monkeys (who was slain by Rmandra).
S +  .lBkishkindhy, s.f. = S +  .lB
kishkindh, s.m.= S +  .lB kishkindh, s.f.= S

 +  .lB kishkindhya, s.m.Name of a mountain in

H $ *# j8! kualt, s.f. = S *# j8! kualat, vulg.

the south of India (in the northern part of Mais r),
containing a cave, the residence of the monkey-king
Bl:—kishkindh-k, or kishkindh-kn, or kishkindhykn, s.m. The title of the fourth book or section of the
Rmyan:—kishkindhydhip(˚ya+ adh˚), s.m. An epithet of
Bl, king of the monkeys (who was slain by Rmandra).
S  +  .lBkishkindhya, s.m. = S +  .lB

kualt, s.f.= S *# j8!; kualatva, s.m.[˚t= S. +],

kishkindh, s.m.= S +  .lB kishkindh, s.f.= S
+  .lB kishkindhy, s.f.Name of a mountain in
the south of India (in the northern part of Mais r),
containing a cave, the residence of the monkey-king
Bl:—kishkindh-k, or kishkindh-kn, or kishkindhykn, s.m. The title of the fourth book or section of the
Rmyan:—kishkindhydhip(˚ya+ adh˚), s.m. An epithet of
Bl, king of the monkeys (who was slain by Rmandra).
S  ljkishku, adj. Vile, bad, contemptible;—s.f. The
fore-arm; a cubit; a span.
P  kash-k l, or kash-kol, s.f.=ka -kol, q.v.
S  j8!kual, adj. (f. -), Right, proper, suitable, good;
well, healthy, in good condition; happy, prosperous;
auspicious; competent, able, skilful, expert, clever;—s.f. &
m. Health, well-being, welfare, safety, prosperity,
happiness:—kual-nand, s.m. Welfare, tranquillity,
prosperity, happiness:—kual-pran, s.m. Inquiry after the
health or welfare (of a person); friendly salutation,
greeting:—kual-janak, adj. Producing prosperity or wellbeing:—kual-dyak, adj. Aording happiness or wellbeing:—kual-kshem, vulg. kusal- hem, s.f. & m. Health and
well-being:—kual-ma gal, s.m. Welfare and happiness:—
yah kshem-kual hai, All is well here.
H 3 j8!kual, adj. (f. -) = kual, q.v.
H A3 j8!kualt, s.f. corr. of kualat, q.v.
S *# j8!kualat, vulg. kualt, s.f. = H $ *# j8!
kualt, s.f.= S *# j8!; kualatva, s.m.[˚t= S. 
+], Well-being, welfare (=kual); skilfulness,
expertness, cleverness, ability, conversancy.

Well-being, welfare (=kual); skilfulness, expertness,
cleverness, ability, conversancy.
S *# j8!; kualatva, s.m. = S *# j8! kualat, vulg.
kualt, s.f.= H $ *# j8! kualt, s.f.[˚t= S. +],
Well-being, welfare (=kual); skilfulness, expertness,
cleverness, ability, conversancy.
S # 8!kialay, s.m.=kisalay, q.v.
S 2  d/kshama, vulg. ksham, adj. & s.m. Patient,
enduring, suering, submissive; endurable, tolerable;
competent, capable, able, t for; useful, suitable;
friendly, favourable, benevolent;—a patient person, &c.;
—propriety, tness.
S @  d/ksham, and H. .d/ kshim, s.f. Patience,
forbearance, indulgence; forgiveness, pardon,
absolution, dispensation;—the earth; night (=kshap):—
ksham-rahit, adj. Devoid of patience, &c.; impatient;
unforgiving:—ksham-sgar, s.m. 'The ocean of
forgiveness or forbearance,' an epithet of the Deity:—
ksham-l, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of a patient or a forgiving
disposition;—a person of a forgiving disposition, &c.:—
ksham karn(with acc. -ko), To pardon, forgive, excuse;
(with abl. -se) to practise forbearance (towards), to bear
(with), to forbear, abstain, withhold:—ksham-vn, or
ksham-vant(f. -vat) = ksham-yukt, vulg. kshim-jukt(f. -),
adj. Endowed with patience, patient, enduring,
forbearing:—ksham-yogya, vulg. kshim-jog, adj.
Pardonable, forgivable, venial.
S @  /kshm, s.f. The earth, the terrestrial globe:—
kshm-bhrit, s.m. 'Supporter of the earth'; a mountain; a
king, &c. (=next):—kshm-pati, s.m. (f. -patn), 'Lord of the
earth,' a king, sovereign, monarch:—kshm-tal, s.m.
Surface of the earth:—kshm-maal, s.m. The terrestrial
globe.
S  @  jl/efkushm, s.m. = S  @  jl/ef"
kushm, s.f.A kind of pumpkin-gourd, Benincasa cerifera;
a drug;—(kushm) a kind of imp, one of a class of demigods attached to iva; a particular religious formula, or
sacred text; a certain rite performed as a penance or

expiation.
S  @  jl/ef"kushm, s.f. = S  @  jl/ef

god-man Krish.

S < d4kshaa, vulg. ksha, and H. .d4 kshi, vulg. hi,

kushm, s.m.A kind of pumpkin-gourd, Benincasa
cerifera; a drug;—(kushm) a kind of imp, one of a class
of demi-gods attached to iva; a particular religious
formula, or sacred text; a certain rite performed as a
penance or expiation.
S @  d./ kshamit, part. (f. -), Forgiven, pardoned.

s.m. An instant, the twinkling of an eye, a moment; a
measure of time equal to thirty kalsor four minutes; a
leisure moment, leisure, vacation from work; t or
suitable moment, opportunity;—a festival; the time of
new or full moon;—the centre, middle;—adv. For a
moment:—kshantar(˚a+an˚), adv. A momemt
afterwards, the next moment, thereupon; moment by
moment:—ksha-bhar-me , adj. In a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye:—kshaa-d, s.f. lit.'Giving leisure';
night; turmeric;—kshaa-d- ar, s.m. (f. -or -), 'Nightwalker'; a rkshas, end, goblin:—ksha-ksha, adv.
Moment by moment, from moment to moment, every
moment, continually, constantly, without intermission:—
ksha-mtr, adv. Momentarily; merely for a moment:—
ksha-ek, s.m. & adv. One moment, an instant, a little
while;—in a moment.
H < .dkshin, adj. corr. of ksh, q.v.

S *@  d/kshamat, s.f. = S *@  d/; kshamatva,
s.m.Ability, capability, tness, capacity.
S *@  d/; kshamatva, s.m. = S *@  d/ kshamat,
s.f.Ability, capability, tness, capacity.
P Z@  kishmish, s.f. A small dried grape without stones;
a Sultana raisin; raisin; currant.
P @  kishmish, adj. Raisin-coloured; like a raisin.
P Z@  kash-ma-kash, s.f. See s.v. kash.
H @  d/kshamn [ksham˚= S. d/(), caus. of rt. d/],
v.t. To bear patiently, to endure; to pardon, forgive
(=ksham karn, q.v.).
S @  d/"ksham, adj. (f. -i), Patient, enduring,
forbearing, indulgent;—capable, able (syn. ksham-yukt).
S  @  /"kamr, s.m. The country of Cashmere (in
the north-west of India).
H  @  /"kamran, or /" kamrin, = H
 @  T/"" kamrn [S. /" +"], s.f. A woman of
Cashmere; a dancingwoman.
H  @  T/""kamrn [S. /" +"], = H  @ 
/" kamran, or /" kamrin,s.f. A woman of
Cashmere; a dancingwoman.
H  @  /""kamr [S. /"t], adj. & s.m. Born or
produced in Cashmere, of Cashmere;—a native of
Cashmere;—a dancing-boy;—s.f. (=S. kmrik), The
language of Cashmere.
S < 34kasha, s.m. Testing gold by the touchstone;
testing, trying; test (of gold, &c.), trial, proof.
P < kashan, kashn, or kashin, adj. Large; copious; ample;
much; numerous.
H < 3kishan [corr. of S. >l4, q.v.], s.m. The Hindu

H  8kan; corr. form of kasn, q.v.
H  d4ksha [S. d4+t], s.m.=ksha, q.v.
P ?+  kushanda [imperf. part. of kushtan; and=kush, q.v.
+anda= Zend añt= S. B], part. adj. & s.m. Killing; deadly;
—a killer, slayer, murderer.
S ( d.4kshaik, adj. Momentary, transient,
transitory, temporary, eeting.
P ^ kashang, s.m. (?), Fibres of the wild date, or the
palm tree; rope made of these bres.
S  d4"ksha, adj. Being at leisure, having a leisure
moment;—momentary, transient, &c. (=kshaik).
P   kishnz, s.m. Coriander, Coriandrum sativum(syn.
dhaniy).
S &  d5#kshobh, s.m. Emotion, agitation, disturbance,
excitement, distress, anguish.
H   3M&"kashau, s.f.=kasau, q.v.
P   kush d (v.n. of kush dan= kushdan; see kush), s.f.
Opening, expanding; openness, expansion; expanding or
dilating with joy (the heart, &c.);—(contract. of kush da),
perf. part. Opened, expanded; open.

S   dMWkshaudra, vulg. kshaudr, s.m. The tree Michelia
champaka;—honey; water; a grape.
P   kishwar [Prs keshvar; Zend karshvare, fr. karesh= S.
3' (>3) ], s.m. Climate, clime, region, country:—kishwarsitn, or kishwar-kush, s.m. Conqueror of regions or
countries:—kishwar-sitn, or kishwar-kush, s.f. Conquest
of regions or countries.
S   85kior, s.m. (f. -), A lad, youth, (in Law) a
minor (one under fteen); a colt, young of any animal:—
kior-avasth, s.f. Nonage, minority.
S   dMkshaur, s.m. The shaving of the head or beard;
the oce of barber:—kshaur banwn, To get oneself
shaved.
H   85kior [S. 85+t], adj. (f. -), Infantine,
young, youthful.
S   dMkshaurik, s.m. A shaver, a barber.
S   dM"kshaur, s.f. A razor;—shaving.
S 1  dM/kshaum, adj. (f. -), Made of ax, or of linen;
made of linseed, or of linseed oil;—s.m. Linen cloth or
garment;—linseed.
S   d54"ksho, or dM4" kshau, and H. d5.4 kshoi, or
dM.4 kshaui, s.f. The earth:—ksho-pa, vulg. kshonip, s.m.
'Lord of the earth,' a king, monarch.
S   d kshavik, s.f. A species of rice; a kind of
Solanum.
H   dM6 4"kshauhi, s.f. contract. of akshauhi, q.v.
S #)  U.!kshvelik, s.f. Play, jest, joke, trick.
S  dkshay, and H. d ksha, s.m. Loss, waste, wane,
diminution, decrease, destruction, decay, wasting or
wearing away; fall (of prices); removal; end,
termination; consumption, phthisis; sickness (in
general); destruction of the universe; (in Alg.) a negative
quantity, minus:—kshay-rog, s.m. Consumption, phthisis:—
kshay-rog, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Consumptive, hectic,
phthisical;—a person suering from consumption:—
kshay-sampad, s.f. Total loss, destruction, ruin:—kshay-ks,
s.m. A consumptive or phthisical cough:—kshay-kl, s.m.
The end of all things, period of universal dissolution:—
kshay-mn, s.m. An intercalary month (= malms):—kshay-

nin, s.f. lit.'Removing consumption'; the plant Celtis
orientalis:—kshay-vyu, s.m. The wind that is to blow at the
end of the world.
P  kash (fr. kash, q.v.), s.f. Drawing; bearing, enduring,
&c. (used as last member of compounds).
P  kush (fr. kush, q.v.), s.f. Killing, slaying (used as last
member of compounds).
S  j8"ku, s.m. (f. -in), A person holding the
kuagrass.
H  dkshay [S. d+t], adj. Decaying, perishable,
liable to destruction.
S `  kayap, s.m. Name of a certain deied sage,
son of Mar , husband of Ditiamd Aditi, and father of the
immortals (both gods and demons);—a kind of sh; a
kind of deer.
S `  d<kshepa, vulg. kshep, s.m. A throw, cast; throw of
a casting net; stroke (of an oar); (in Math.) an additive
quantity, addendum;—insult, invective, abuse, reviling; a
nosegay, a clump of owers.
S (L  d<kshepak, s.m. A spurious or interpolated
passage (introduced into a text), an interpolation;—an
additive quantity, addendum.
S <L  d<4kshepa, s.m. A throwing, casting; letting go
(the string of a bow), shooting (an arrow, &c.); striking;
an expelling; passing away time; suspension; a sling.
S L  d<4"kshepa, s.f. A sling; any missile weapon; a
shing net; an oar.
S *  d<Pkshetra, vulg. kshetr, s.m. Landed property, land,
soil, a eld (=khet); place, region, country; the body
(considered as the eld of the indwelling and working of
the soul); a wife; a sacred spot or district, place of
pilgrimage (as Benares, &c.); enclosed plot (of ground);
supercies; extent; (in Geom.), gure, diagram, a
triangle, &c.;—department, sphere of action or
operation:—kshetr-phal, s.m. Area (of a eld, &c.),
supercial contents (of a gure):—kshetra-jna, vulg.
kshetragor kshetragya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Clever, dexterous,
skilful, cunning; knowing the body; familiar with the
cultivation of the soil;—the soul; a husbandman; a clever
person, &c.;—kshetr-sm, s.f. The boundaries of a eld,

or of a sacred place.
S *  d<Pkshetrik = S *  d<P kshetrin = S ' R d<P"
kshetr (f. -), adj. & s.m. Having or owning a a eld;
relating to a eld, agricultural;—owner or cultivator of a
eld, agriculturist;—a husband.
S *  d<Pkshetrin = S *  d<P kshetrik = S ' R d<P"
kshetr (f. -i), adj. & s.m. Having or owning a a eld;
relating to a eld, agricultural;—owner or cultivator of a
eld, agriculturist;—a husband.
S ' R d<P"kshetr = S *  d<P kshetrik = S *  d<P
kshetrin (f. -i), adj. & s.m. Having or owning a a eld;
relating to a eld, agricultural;—owner or cultivator of a
eld, agriculturist;—a husband.
P +  kashd (v.n. of kashdan; see kash), s.f. Dragging,
drawing, pulling; extracting; distilling.
S +  d<kshed, s.m. Grief, sorrow; moaning.
S A+  d<kshedit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Sorrowing,
mourning, moaning, aicted, distressed;—a sorrowing
person, mourner, aicted one, &c.
P X +  kashdag (abst. s. fr. kashda), s.f. Tension;
displeasure; misunderstanding; superciliousness.
P +  kashdan [kash˚= Zend karesh= S. 3' (>3) ], v.t. To
draw, &c.; drawing, dragging, pulling; extending,
stretching; enduring, suering (cf. kashd, and kash).
P +  kashdan, adj. Fit to be drawn, &c.
P ?+  kashda [perf. part. of kashdan; and = Zend karsta; S.
3], part. adj. & s.m. Drawn, pulled, stretched,
lengthened, prolonged, long, extended; contracted,
pulled in; borne, endured, suered, experienced;
disturbed (in mind), vexed, displeased; sullen;
supercilious;—having drawn; having endured, &c.;—a
kind of needlework, embroidery:—kashda- tir, adj.
Disturbed or distracted in mind; displeased, oended:—
kashda-qad, or kashda-qmat, adj. Tall of stature:—kashda
k hn, or kashda nikln(-me ?), To trace gures in
needlework (on cloth), to embroider.
S   d"kshr, s.m. Milk (cf. shr); thickened milk (cf.
khr); milky juice or sap (of plants); water:—kshra-pa,
vulg. kshrap, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Drinking milk; who or
what drinks milk;—an infant, babe, young child:—kshr-

toyadhi, or kshr-sgar, or kshr-samudr, s.m. The ocean of
milk (=kshrod):—kshr-sphaik, s.m. A precious stone,
described as a kind of milky crystal (opal, or cat's-eye?):
—kshr-kkolik, s.f. A root from the Himlaya yielding a
milky juice, a drug (one of the eight principal
medicaments of the Hinds):—kshr-may, adj. (f. -),
Composed or consisting of milk; represented by milk:—
kshr-nidhi, s.m.=kshrod(˚ra+uda), s.m. The ocean of milk
(being one of seven seas surrounding as many worlds).
S   ¶Ikaeru, and H. ¶~ kaer , s.m. See kaser .
S   d"5kshrod, s.m. See s.v. kshr.
S   d""kshr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Milky, having milk,
yielding milk;—anything abounding in or yielding milk;—
s.f. The tree Mimusops kauki, and its fruit.
H   d""kshr [S. d"], s.f. A dish prepared with
milk (cf. khr, and khr).
S   j8"!ku-l, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Ill-behaved, rude; illtempered; evil-disposed, wicked;—an evil-disposed
person, &c.
S *#  j8"!kulat, s.f. = S *#  j8"!; kulatva,
s.m.Misbehaviour, misconduct; bad disposition; illtemper.
S *#  j8"!; kulatva, s.m. = S *#  j8"! kulat,
s.f.Misbehaviour, misconduct; bad disposition; ill-temper.
S #  j8"! kulav, s.m. An actor, dancer, mime;
newsmonger;—the two sons of Rma, Kua and Lava
(who recited the Rmya a).
S 2  d</ kshem, adj. (f. -), & s.m. At ease, safe, secure,
free from danger, well in health, prosperous, fortunate,
happy, right;—a prosperous person, &c.;—safety,
tranquillity, peace, rest, security, easy or comfortable
state, well-being, weal, happiness, prosperity, fortune,
wealth; happiness or prosperity, &c. personied;—the
term of civil salutation proper to be used by a Brhma
to a Vaiya;—name of a certain prince; name of one of
the divisions of a continent:—kshem-dharm, s.m. The duty
of forgiveness and well-wishing:—kshem-kar, adj. & s.m.
(f. -i), Causing peace and security, conferring happiness
or good fortune, propitious;—one who confers happiness,
&c.; that which causes peace and security, &c.:—kshem-

kual, s.m. Health and well-being:—kshem-vn, adj. & s.m.
(f. -vat), Accompanied with tranquillity and security;
safe, happy, prosperous, well-to-do, &c.;—a prosperous
person, &c.
S @  d</"kshem, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Enjoying peace and

P g kaf [Zend kafa, S. v], s.f. Froth, foam; scum; spittle,

security, safe, secure, &c. (=kshem-vn, q.v.).
S  @  d<@kshemya, adj. (f. -), At ease, comfortable;

sole (of the foot); a handful:—kaf--afsos maln, To wring
the hands with regret:—kaf--p, s.f. The sole of the foot:
—kaf--p, s.f. Bastinade;—slippers:—kaf--dast, s.f. Palm
of the hand;—(met.) adj. Level and desert, bleak, barren
(a plain, e.g. kaf--dast maidn).
P g kuf, s.f. & adj. contrac. of kuf , q.v.

secure, peaceful, tranquil; healthy, salubrious; giving
peace or tranquillity;—name of several princes.
S <  d"4ksh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Diminished, wasted,
expended, worn away, decayed; destroyed, lost; injured,
broken, torn; thin, emaciated, feeble, enfeebled,
exhausted; slender, slight, subtle, ne, delicate; poor,
miserable:—ksh-akti, adj. Whose strength is wasted,
whose force or power is decayed, impotent, weak, feeble:
—ksh-man, adj. Of weak mind, of decayed mental
powers;—of subtle intellect:—ksh-vn, or ksh-vant, adj.
(f. -vat) = ksh, q.v.
S *  d"4kshat, s.f. = S *  d"4; kshatva,
s.m.The state of wasting away, diminution, decay;
thinness, slenderness, emaciation, delicacy; weakness,
the state of being worn away or injured.
S *  d"4; kshatva, s.m. = S *  d"4 kshat,
s.f.The state of wasting away, diminution, decay;
thinness, slenderness, emaciation, delicacy; weakness,
the state of being worn away or injured.
S   d"kshay, adj. (f. -), Wasting, decaying,
decreasing; fragile; consumptive.
A UP  kab (inf. n. of UP  'to ll,' &c.), s.m. The anklebone, the ankle; a heel; a geometrical cube; cube (in
Arith and Alg.); a die (for playing or gaming).
P %P  kabat (for A. ~%P  , fr. kab), s.f. A die or play-bone;
the square temple at Mecca; a square building
(generally):—kabatul-lh, s.f. The temple of God, the
square temple of Mecca.
A < *%P  kabatain, s.f. (obl. dual of kabat), The two sacred
temples of Mecca and Jerusalem;—two dice; a game with
two dice.
P %P  kaba, s.m.=kabat, q.v.:—kaba-rau, s.m. A visitor or
pilgrim to the Kaba.

phlegm, mucus:—kaf-gr, s.m. A skimmer, spoon, ladle
(generally perforated like a colander):—kaf-niklne-wl,
adj. & s.m. (in Med.) Expectorant.
A g ka", vulg. kaf, s.f. The hand; palm (of the hand);

A  h  ka"r (see kufr, and kr), adj. Ungrateful.
A  h  ku"r, s.m. pl. (of kr), Indels; idolaters, pagans.
P ? h  ka"ra, vulg. kafra(for A. { h  ka"rat, fr. ii of h  'to
cover'; 'to expiate'), s.m. Penitence, penance, expiation,
atonement (by alms, fasting, &c.):—kafra den(-k), To
atone (for), to expiate.
A e h  kaff (v.n. fr. g
C  ), adj. Equal (to), adequate; on a
par;—s.m. Suciency, competency, enough (to keep one
from begging); pittance, daily bread.
P ! h  kaflat (for A. ~! h  , inf. n. of h  'to become
surety' (for)), s.f. Surety, security, bail; responsibility;
caution; a pledge, pawn:—kaflatul-ml, or kaflat-bilml,
Pecuniary bail;—kaflat-bin-nafs, Personal bail:—kaflat-jahz, Bottomry:—kaflat-nma, s.m. A bail-bond.
H $ h  kaf [kaf+ Prk. =S. +], s.f. Scum (of an
indigo vat at work, &c.).
P ) h  kifyat (for A. ~) h  , inf. n. of h  'to be
sucient' (for)), s.f. Suciency, competency, adequate
means, adequacy, enough; abundance, plenty; a surplus;
savings; prot, advantage; economy, thrift, parsimony;
ability, capability; prudence, good sense:—kifyat-se, adv.
Economically, &c.:—kifyat-shr, adj. Economical, thrifty;
distinguished by capability, or ability, or prudence:—
kifyat-shr, s.f. Economy, thrifty management,
frugality, &c.:—kifyat karn(with acc. -ko), To economize,
save; to suce (for), to serve, answer; to cheapen, to
beat down (a price); (with loc. -par), to be content (with);
to stop short (at).
P *) h  kifyat (rel. n. fr. kifyat), adj. Economical, thrifty,
frugal, parsimonious;—cheap, purchased for less than its

value;—s.f. Suciency; abundance, &c. (=kifyat).
P ) h  kifya, s.m.=kifyat, q.v.

of a saddle.
A <h  kafan (fr. kafn, inf. n. of <h  'to wrap in a winding-

P h  kuft (contrac. of koft, q.v.), s.f. A sprain; a bruise; a

sheet'), s.m. Grave-clothes, winding-sheet, shroud:—
kafan ph -ke boln, v.n. To exclaim or cry out in
amazement, &c.; to shriek, to make a terrible noise:—
kafan-dafan, s.m. Burial, funeral:—kafan- or, s.m. A stealer
of grave-clothes; caiti, miscreant:—kafan sir-se b dhnor
lapen, 'To tie or wrap (one's) winding-sheet round the
head'; to engage in a perilous adventure; to risk life; to
court death.
H  h  kafnn (fr. kafan), v.t. To wrap in a winding-sheet,

rupture, &c.
P  *h  kaftr (fr. kaftan= kftan, 'to rend'+a. tr), s.m. The
hyena (syn. ar ; laka baggh).
P *h  kufta (contrac. of kofta, q.v.), part. Sprained, bruised,
&c.
P :h  kaf a (prob. kaf= ka", q.v.+dim. a. a), s.m. A spoon,
ladle, skimmer (cf. kaf-gr);—hood (of a snake).
A h  kufr (inf. n. of h  'to be unbelieving, or ungrateful,'
&c.), s.m. Unbelief, indelity; incredulity; scepticism;
ingratitude; paganism, idolatry; impiety, blasphemy:—
kufr bakn, or kufr-k kalma mu h-se nikln, To utter
blasphemous language; to talk nonsense, to prate:—kufr
to n(-k), To overcome the indelity (of), to make a
convert to Islam (of); to overcome the obstinacy (of); to
break the resolution (of a person):—kufr-istn, s.m. Land
of indelity, country of indels, &c.; a mountainous
region to the north-east of Kbul:—kufr-k fatw den(-ko),
To condemn (one) as an indel:—kufr-ka ahr, s.f. Evil
company, company where blasphemy and ribaldry, &c.
is heard; an obscene play (resembling the English 'Judge
and Jury') performed during the Holfestival:—kufr-go,
s.m. A blasphemer:—kufr-go, s.f. Blasphemy.
A h  kufrn (inf. n. of h  ; see kufr), s.m. Unbelief;
ingratitude (=kufr):—kufrn--nmat, Unthankfulness for
benets, ingratitude.
P h  kufr (rel. n. fr. kufr), adj. & s.m. Indel, pagan;—an
indel, a pagan, a Care (generally applied to a
barbarous race inhabiting the south-east coast of
Africa).
P Zh  kafsh (=S. 58"), s.f. A sandal; slipper; shoe (highheeled and shod with iron):—kafsh-doz, or kafsh-gar, s.m.
A shoe-maker; a dealer in shoes.
P (h  kafak (dim. of kafor ka", q.v.), s.f. The part of the

to shroud, to dress for the grave, to lay out (a corpse):—
kafnn-dafnn, v.t. To shroud and bury; to perform the
funeral rites of.
P h  kafn (fr. kafan), s.f. A dress (resembling a kafan)
worn by a faqror Mohammadan mendicant.
P h  kuf (for A. kufwu, or kufu, v.n. fr.  h  ), adj. & s.m.
Alike, equal, resembling; of the same kind or class or
tribe;—tribe, caste, family, brotherhood.
P h  ka"a, vulg. kafa, s.m. Smuggling (esp. of opium); a
piece of cloth or rag steeped in the juice of the poppy
and twisted into a bundle with others.
A  h  kafl (v.n. fr. kaflat, q.v.), s.m. A surety, security,
bail, ransomer, hostage:—kafl-kr, s.m. A surety, a
responsible agent:—kafl hon(-k), To be security or bail
(for).
H ( jkuk (prob. contrac. of k k, q.v.), s.f. Voice, cry;
barking, bark (of a dog):—kuk-kuk, s.f. Cluck of a hen.
H P  kak, (rustic) = kakk (=kk, q.v.), s.m. A
paternal uncle.
H  j=kukk, s.m. (dialec.) A dog (=kukar, kutt):—
kukk-tuls, s.f. White basil, Ocimum album.
H  =kakk, = S    ka-kr,s.m. The letter  k:—
kakke, s.m. pl. The (Hind) alphabet.
S   ka-kr, = H  = kakk,s.m. The letter  k:—

hand or foot stained by way of ornament.
P (h  kafk, s.f. Foam; scum, &c. (=kaf, q.v.).

kakke, s.m. pl. The (Hind) alphabet.
S a  j/ku-kman, vulg. ku-kmn, s.f. Evil desire

P  Jh  kaf-gr, s.m. See s.v. kaf.
A h  kafal, s.m. The buttocks (of a horse, &c.), haunches,

or inclination; concupiscence.
S &% j#k akubh, s.f. Space, region, quarter (as east,

rump; crupper (of a horse);—a kind of cloth used instead

west, &c.).

S ( j=j&kukku, and H. j=& kukka, s.m. A cock, a

H  j"kukr, s.f.=kuk , q.v.

wild cock, Phasianus gallus; a male bird; a claw:—kukkuvrat, s.m. A religious observance (worship of iva) on the
seventh day of the light fortnight of the month Bhdo ,
by women (especially for the sake of obtaining
ospring).
S ( j=j&"kukku, and H. j=&" kukka, s.f. A hen;—

S  j=j"kukkur, or jj " kukur, and H. j" kukar,

the silk-cotton tree, Bombax heptaphyllon.
S +  jkakud, s.m. Summit (of a mountain); hump (of
a bull, &c.); an ensign or symbol of royalty (as the white
parasol, &c.).
S  j=jkukkur, or jj kukur, and H. j kukar, s.m. A
dog (=kutt);—(met.) a Kshatriya;—name of a certain
prince; name of a people (a branch of the Ydavas):—
kukur-kh s, s.f. lit.'Dog-cough'; a barking cough, a bad
cough:—kukur-mutor mutt, s.m. A mushroom; a
toadstool.
H  kikar, or kikr, pron. adj. (rustic, or
dialec.)=kis-k, gen. of kaun(see karor kar, and k).
H ! !"kakrl, = H $  kakr,s.f. (dialec.) =
kakhauror kakhaul, qq.v.
H $  kakr, = H ! !" kakrl,s.f. (dialec.) =
kakhauror kakhaul, qq.v.
S 1  j/ku-karm,
'
s.m. Bad action, evil-doing.
misconduct, villainy, vice, sin; fornication:—ku-karm-kr,
adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Malecent, pro igate,
depraved, wicked, sinful;—evil-doer, malefactor,
pro igate; fornicator, &c.
S a  j/yku-karm (f. -), = S a  j/u ku-karm (f. i),adj. & s.m. = ku-karm-kr, q.v.
S a  j/uku-karm (f. -i), = S a  j/y ku-karm (f. ),adj. & s.m. = ku-karm-kr, q.v.
H +  jJBj kukrund, s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.
H +  j~
j (kukur d, or jj  kukuro d, or jJ 
kukro d, or   kakro d, s.m. The plant Celsia, and
its fruit.
H +  jgkukurau dh, s.m. = kukuro d, q.v.
H  "kakr, s.f. 1˚=kakhr, q.v.;—2˚=kak , q.v.

s.f. A bitch; (met.) a female Kshatriya (see kukur).
S ) jJku-kriy, s.f. A bad action, &c. (=ku-karm, q.v.).
H 8) *kakrej, s.m. corr. of kkrez, q.v.
H ( =7kakka , s.m. Cut tobacco;—a kind of uqqawith
a long tube:—kakka -b, s.m. A great smoker of the
kakka :—kakka - na, s.m. A house where people smoke:
—kakka -k-dam, s.m. A pull at the uqqacalled kakka :—
kakka -wl, s.m. One who supplies travellers, &c. with a
uqqafor smoking.
H ( j7kuka , s.m.=kukuror kukkur, q.v.
H ( j=7kukka , j7 kuka , = H  ( j7 kuk  [S.
j=j&t], s.m. (f. -), A cock; a male bird.
H  ( j7kuk  [S. j=j&t], = H ( j=7 kukka ,
j7 kuka ,s.m. (f. -), A cock; a male bird.
H   . ( jf®((k{ uka

-k

(onomat.), s.f. The crow of

a cock, cock-a-doodle-do.
H  ( 7"kak  [Prk. =f; S.  &], s.f. A kind
of cucumber, Cucumis utilissimus.
H  ( j7"kuk  [S. j=j&"], s.f. A hen.
H  ( j7"kuk  [k k(n), 'to wind' + = Prk. f=S. 
+], s.f. A clew, hank, or skein (of string or thread); a
ball of thread on a spindle; thread knotted or twisted
when on the spindle;—a curved knife (peculiar to Nepal);
—a cob (of Indian corn); seed-vessel (of maize or of k):—
kuk  hon, v.n. To curl up, to become bent or curved; to
shrink, contract:—kuka -nl(kuka = kuk ), adj. (in Bot.)
Fusiform.
S Z dkaksh, s.m. Armpit, side, ank (see k kh).
S  dkaksh, s.f. A waistband, girdle; the end of the
lower garment, which, after the cloth is carried round
the body, is brought up behind and tucked into the
waistband.
S  j.dkukshi, s.m. The belly, cavity of the abdomen;
the womb (see kokh); a cavity; cavern; a bay.
H  @  /"kakmr, s.f. The plant Anamirta coculus;

also Coculus indicus.
H  kakan, or kakn, s.m. = H  " kakan, or

H   kikiyn (cf. i iyn), v.n. To shriek,

kakn (dim.), s.f.[S. r4 +t, and r.4], A ring

scream, screech, chatter (as a monkey).
H J $kagar, or F$ kaggar, s.f. and m.(?) End, side,

worn on the wrist, a bracelet.
H  "kakan, or kakn(dim.), s.f. = H   kakan,

edge, border; cornice; architrave.
S + J j$Bku-ganh, s.f. A bad odour, oensive smell,

or kakn, s.m.[S. r4 +t, and r.4], A ring worn

stench.
S J j$5ku-go, s.m. An inrm bull.

on the wrist, a bracelet.
H   5kakorn, v.t. To scratch, scrape; to scoop,

H  J $ kagw [S. +t (with

inserted)], s.m.

hollow, excavate.
H   57kako  [S. Ñ&t], s.m. A kind of vegetable,

(rustic) A crow (=kg, q.v.).
S  !kala, vulg. kal, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dumb; hoarse;

Momordica muricata; also M. mixta.
S (  j4
{ kuk ak, s.m. A kind of disease of the

inarticulate; soft, sweet (tone), low; weak;—a dumb
person, &c.;—a low or soft, or inarticulate tone,
humming, buzzing, &c.;—the Indian cuckoo (=kokil):—kalakala, or kal-kal, s.m. A confused noise, murmuring or buzz
(of a crowd), hum; wrangling, quarrel;—an epithet of
iva:—kal-kal karn, To make a confused noise; to
wrangle, &c.:—kal-kah, s.m. A pleasing tone or note;—
adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Having a sweet voice or note;—a
person who has a sweet voice; the Indian cuckoo (=kokil);
a dove, pigeon, &c.:—kal-ha s, s.m. (f. -), A kind of duck
or goose; the whistling teal.
H  !kal [Prk. !(; S. (], s.m. & adv. The morrow,

eyes, weakness of the eyes (in infants).
H 4 6ka-kahr [prob. S. t], s.m. The (Hind)
alphabet; an alphabet.
H & L"kakhr [S. d + dim. a. r= Prk. f=S. 
+], s.f. The armpit;—soreness of the armpit.
H ! & L !"kakhwl = H  & LM" kakhaur = H
! & LM!" kakhaul [S. d+5& or Tv5&;—or kkh,
q.v.+Prk. .!=S. +!+t], s.f. A boil, or painful
suppurating tumour, in the armpit.
H  & LM"kakhaur = H ! & L !" kakhwl = H
! & LM!" kakhaul [S. d+5& or Tv5&;—or kkh,
q.v.+Prk. .!=S. +!+t], s.f. A boil, or painful
suppurating tumour, in the armpit.
H ! & LM!"kakhaul = H ! & L !" kakhwl = H
 & LM" kakhaur [S. d+5& or Tv5&;—or kkh,
q.v.+Prk. .!=S. +!+t], s.f. A boil, or painful
suppurating tumour, in the armpit.
S Y & jZku-khyti, s.f. Evil report, infamy,
disrepute.
H ! & .L!"kakhiyl, or .L!" kakhil [S. d+
+!+], s.f. A bundle of sheaves of corn (as much as
can be carried under the arm) given to each reaper and
village servant.
S  kiki, s.m., or " kik, s.f. A blue jay.

to-morrow; yesterday ("in the Dakkhan dialect kalis
used only in the sense of 'yesterday'; 'to-morrow' is
expressed by ab or ub ," corr. fr. A. ab, or ub):—
kal-k, adj. (f. -k), Of or relating to yesterday:—kal-k
dm, A man of yesterday, novus homo, an upstart, a
parvenu:—kal-k bt, A matter of yesterday, a recent
occurrence:—kal-k din, Yesterday:—kal-k rt, or kal-rt-ko,
Last night; to-morrow night:—kal-kal -ko, adv. & conj. In
future; perchance; lest.
H  !kal [S. !], s.f. A small part (of anything), part,
side (e.g. dekhiye  kis kal baiht hai);—a machine, or a
part of one; an instrument; a lock; a trap; a trigger,
hammer (of a gun):—kal-dr, adj. & s.m. Formed or
wrought by machinery; having a milled rim (a coin);
having a trigger (a gun);—coin with a milled edge, a
rupee, &c.; a trigger-gun, an English gun (opp. to to edr, 'a matchlock'):—kal-k, adj. (f. -k), Made by
machinery; worked by machinery; mechanical:—kal-k

dm, An automaton, a puppet; (met.) a very weak
person:—kal-k ban-hu, adj. Machine-made:—kal-k
bun-hu, adj. Machine-wove:—kal-k kr- na, A
workshop in which machinery is employed:—kal-k gho ,
A mechanical horse; a well-trained and obedient horse:
—uljhe e-k kal, A complex machine:—barf-k kal, Icemachine:—pn-k kal, Water-machine; a pump; a reengine, &c.:—dhue -k kal, Steam-engine:—ru-k kal,
Cotton-machine:—sne-k kal, Sewing-machine.
H  !kal [prob. S. ; cf. kaly], s.f. Ease,
tranquillity, peace, quiet, relief, rest, repose:—kal n, or
kal pa n(-ko), or kal pn, To obtain ease or relief; to be at
ease:—kal-be-kal hon, or kal-se be-kal hon, To be ill at
ease, to be disturbed or disquieted, to lose all rest or
peace:—kal-ma-kal, s.f. Uneasiness, perturbation,
disquietude, distraction, trouble.
H  !kal, s.f.=kalor kali, q.v.
H  !kal, s.m.= # kali, q.v.:—kal-jug= kali-yug.
P  kal, adj. & s.m. Scald-headed; bald;—a man who has
wounds and scars on his head and has lost his hair; a
bald-head.
S  !kil, adv. Indeed, verily, assuredly, certainly;
probably, possibly.
H  !kil [S. "!t], s.m. (dialec.) The clenched st, the
st; the elbow; a punch with the elbow; a blow, thump.
H  j!kul [Ap. Prk. j!;, Prk. j!( or j!5; S. j!]( , s.m. A
herd, troop, ock, assemblage, multitude; a race, caste,
tribe, family, house, relations; lineage, pedigree; noble
or eminent family or race, noble lineage;—a grange
holding as much land as can be tilled by two ploughs
each drawn by six bulls:—kul r(la+ ˚), s.m.
The peculiar or proper duty of a family, or caste, or race
(=kul-dharm):—kul rya(˚la+ ˚), s.m. A family teacher,
family priest; one well versed in the pedigrees and
customs of dierent families and employed to contract
marriages between them:—kul-u hl, s.m.=kul-bo , q.v.:—
kul u hln= kul bo n, q.v.:—kulrav(˚la+ar˚), and kulujgar, s.m. An epithet of anyone who occasions the
celebrity of his family or tribe (e.g. Rm; and Christ, of
the tribe of Judah, &c.):—kul-badh , s.f. A virtuous

woman of a noble family:—kul-bo (f. -), or kul-bo ak(f. ik), s.m. One who disgraces his family; a reprobate:—kul
bo n, To disgrace one's own family:—kul-beohr,
s.m.=kul-dharm, q.v.:—kul-plak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Protecting a family, nourishing or providing for a family;
—one who nourishes or provides for a family:—kul-plior
pl, s.f. A chaste, high-born, or noble woman:—kul-pati,
s.m. The head or chief of a family or race; a patriarch:—
kul-parivr, s.m. Friends and relatives of the same tribe
or caste, family connexions, kith and kin:—kul-p j, or
kul-p jya, or kul-p jak, s.m. The object of worship or
reverence in a family, a household god; a family priest:—
kul-tra, s.m. The saviour of his family or tribe; a youth
who is a credit to his family:—kul-druh, or kul-droh, s.m.
(f. -i), One who brings disgrace or injury on his own
family:—kul-dharm, s.m. Practice or observance peculiar
to a caste, tribe, or family; peculiar or proper duty of a
family or caste or race:—kul-devat, s.f. A principal deity;
an epithet of the goddess Durg:—kul-dev, s.f. Family
goddess, any female deity worshipped in particular by a
family through successive generations:—kul-rt, s.f.=kuldharm, q.v.:—kul-k, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to a caste or
family; in respect of caste or family:—kul-karm, s.m. = kuldharm, q.v.:—kul-kalanki, s.m. (f. -in), One who disgraces
a family:—kul-glor gr, s.f. Abuse of one's own family or
tribe:—kul-maryd, vulg. kul-marjd, s.f. Family honour or
respectability;—also = kul-dharm, q.v.:—kul-n, s.m. A
reprobate; an outcast;—a camel:—kul-nm, s.m. Family
name, surname:—kul-nyak, s.m.=kul-pat, q.v.:—kulnyik, s.f. A girl worshipped at the celebration of the
orgies of the left-hand ktas:—kul-vadh , s.f.=kul-vant,
q.v.:—kul-vn, or kul-vat, or kul-vant, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat),
Of noble family or descent, of gentle blood, well-born,
genteel, pure, chaste;—a person of good family, &c.:—
kul-vant, s.f. A gentlewoman, a respectable or noble
woman; a virtuous woman.
S  kull, vulg. kul, s.m. & adv. lit.'What is rolled and
gathered together'; the totality, the whole (of), total,
sum; all, universal; (with an indef. subst.) each, every:—
kul-jam, s.f. & adv. Sum total, full amount;—in the total,
in all:—kul jam-band, s.f. The gross rental:—kul l, s.m.
The whole case, all the facts of the case, full particulars:

—kul-kul mlik, s.m. Sole and entire proprietor; one
entrusted with the whole management of a house,
factotum, major domo:—kul mu tr, s.f. Full authority:—kul
mzn, s.f. Grand total:—kul-wr, adj. with or according to
the whole (assessment, &c.):—kullu-hum, All of them, the
whole; in all, altogether, wholly, totally:—kullu shaiin
yarjau il ali-hi, Everything reverts to its original.
S 3 !kal, s.f. A sixteenth part (of anything); a small

H < 3 ! \,kalbattun, = H * 3 ! \0 kalbatt = H

part; part, portion, share; a digit or one-sixteenth of the
moon's diameter; a particular division of time (about
eight seconds); the sixtieth part of a degree, a minute;
interest on capital (considered as a part of it);—any
practical art, a mechanical or elegant art;
accomplishment, skill, dexterity, ingenuity, art,
contrivance, trick, juggling;—(in Hind poetry) a symbol
for the number sixteen:—kal-bz, s.f. Tumbling, turning
over head and heels, taking a somersault:—kal-bz
karnor khn, To tumble, to take a somersault:—kalja g(S. kal+ja gh), s.f. An acrobatic feat; a trick in
wrestling:—kal-ja g mrn, To perform an acrobatic feat,
&c.:—kal karnor kheln, To play a trick:—kal-nidhi, s.m.
'A treasury or storehouse of digits,' the moon:—kal na
badn, To disobey, to decline; not to succeed (cf. next):—
kal na lagn, 'A contrivance or device to fail of eect,' not
to avail or succeed, not to have an advantage:—kal-vant,
vulg. kal -vat, or kal -vant, s.m. (f. -vat), lit.'Possessed
of art or skill'; a class of singers or musicians; one of
that class, a minstrel;—lit.'having digits'; the moon.
H 3 !kall [prob. fr. S. ! 'to collect,' and akin to

!+ \
 +!t cf. jmun], s.m. Silk thread covered with

kal], s.m. A bud, a sprout; a cabbage (=karam-kall); (met.)
the head (see # kalla):—kall-pe a, s.m. The head and
feet (of an animal); name of a dish.
H 3 !kill, s.f.=kl, and kl, qq.v.
H 3 j!kull [S.  !+t], s.m. Gargling, rinsing or
washing the mouth:—kull karn, To gargle, to rinse the
mouth.
A 3 kallb (intens. n. fr. kalb, q.v.), s.m. A dog-keeper.
A 3 kilb, s.m. pl. (of kalb), Dogs.
A 3 kullb, s.m. A hook; a pot-hook; a hooked
instrument (=qullb).

 * 3 ! \0 kalbatt n or ! 0 kalbat n [prob. S.
!+ \
 +!t cf. jmun], s.m. Silk thread covered with
gold or silver; silk and silver (or gold) thread twisted
together; gold or silver thread; gold or silver fringe.
H * 3 ! \0kalbatt = H < 3 ! \, kalbattun,= H
 * 3 ! \0 kalbatt n or ! 0 kalbat n [prob. S.
gold or silver; silk and silver (or gold) thread twisted
together; gold or silver thread; gold or silver fringe.
H  * 3 ! \0kalbatt n or ! 0 kalbat n = H < 3
! \, kalbattun,= H * 3 ! \0 kalbatt [prob. S. !
+ \
 + !t cf. jmun], s.m. Silk thread covered with gold
or silver; silk and silver (or gold) thread twisted
together; gold or silver thread; gold or silver fringe.
H  * 3 ! \0"kalbatt n, adj. Made of kalbatt n.
P  3 kalba (= S. !, i.e. !+, fr. rt. ), s.m. A
raw thread as it is wound from the spindle; raw silk
wound on a reel; yarn; a skein or ball of thread, a clew,
hank; a reel; a wheel (for winding thread on);—(for
kalw, q.v.) the band round an elephant's neck in which
the driver xes his feet (syn. kalwa).
S ]3 !kalp (see kalba), s.m. A band, a bundle; a
string (of pearls, &c.); a zone or girdle (of laces, or bells,
&c.); totality, whole body or collection (of a number of
separate things), assemblage, multitude; perfection; a
quiver; a peacock's tail.
H ]3 !kalp [prob. S. =+!#t], s.m. (dialec.)
Scarcity, lack, want.
H ]3 !kalp [prob. S. =+!t], s.m. (dialec.)
Sorrow, grief, lamentation, wailing.
H ; 3 !kalp, s.m.=H. kalp.
S A3 !kilt, s.m. A dwarf; name of an Asuror
demon.
H V3 !kall , corr. of V3i qall or D 3i qallsh, q.v.
S  =3 j!kul r, s.m. See s.v. kul.
H t3 kal  (corr. of A. 3 kul, inf. n. of # ), s.m.
Putting on a sour face, grinning.

H 3 !kalr [S.  or +!t], s.m. A class of

H 3 !kiln [fr. S. !; caus. ?!()], v.t. To

Hinds whose profession originally was distilling spirits;
an individual of that class; a distiller; a man who extracts
the juice of the palmyra and date trees, a toddy-drawer;
a seller of spirituous liquors, wine-merchant, vintner,
tavern-keeper, inn-keeper (see kall).
H 3 !kalrin, or ! kalran, = H 3 !"

winnow.
H 3 !kiln [fr. S. "!; see kil], v.t. To
strike with the st, to thump; to strike, beat, hammer,
drive in.
H 3 !killn [fr. S. !; cf. kilkiln], v.n. To

kalrn [kalr, q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. A woman of the

shriek, to scream (= illn);—to ache, pain.
S 3 nBklnta, vulg. klnt, part. adj. Tired, fatigued,

kalrcaste; the wife of a kalr; a woman who keeps a
liquour-shop, &c.
H 3 !"kalrn [kalr, q.v.+S. a. "], = H 3

wearied, exhausted, languid, depressed (in spirits):—
klnta-man, adj. Low-spirited, melancholy, languid.
S *3 n.Bklnti, s.f. Fatigue, weariness, languor.

! kalrin, or ! kalran,s.f. A woman of the

H 93 j![kul

kalrcaste; the wife of a kalr; a woman who keeps a
liquour-shop, &c.
H 3 !"kalr [kalr, q.v. + S. t (+t)], s.m. A

spring, leap, jump, bounce:—kul mrn, To bound, skip,
&c.
H  3 ![ Bkal vant, s.m.=kal-vant, q.v.s.v. kal.

seller of spirituous liquors, &c. (=kalr).
P S3 kalg,  s.m. A crow; a raven; a rook:—kalg-pesha,


P 3 kaln (fr. kaln), s.f. Greatness, largeness;
seniority.
H 3 ! kalw [Prk. !
; S. !+t], s.m. The

s.m. A jackdaw.
P :p3 kalg a,
 s.m. A little crow, or rook; a magpie.

H 3 !!kall, s.m. = kalr, q.v.:—kall-jam, s.f. Duty on
spirituous liquors; revenue from the excise:—kall- na,
s.m. A distillery; a liquor-shop, public-house, tavern.
S P 3 j!!kull, s.m. A potter.
H !3 !!"kall, s.m.=kalr, q.v.
A 1 3 kalm (fr. ii of rt. 2 # ), s.m. Word, speech, discourse;
a complete sentence or proposition; composition, work;—
disputation; anything said (or to be said) against,
objection, question:—kalmullh, 'The word of God,' the
Qrn:—kalm-majd, 'The glorious book,' the Qrn:—
kalm karn, To speak; to relate; to arm; to reason,
argue, dispute.
P 3 kaln, vulg. kal , adj. Large, great, big; elder (syn.
ba , q.v.):—kaln-tar, adj. Larger, greater, &c.
H 3 !kaln [fr. S. !; cf. (!], v.t. To mix,
mingle, blend; to shake up, jumble together, to shue
(cards, &c.);—to parch grain (=kahln, q.v.);—v.n. To mix
together; to be confused.
H 3 !kalln, v.n. To burn; to be in amed (as the
skin by rubbing pepper, &c. on it).

[prob. S. {+
'
+], s.f. Bound,

band or rope round an elephant's neck in which the
driver xes his feet (cf. kalba, and kalp).
S 3 ! Bkal-vant, s.m. See s.v. kal.
H 3 j! Bkulvant, adj.=kul-vant, q.v.s.v. kul.
P ?3 kalwa, s.m.=kalba, and kalw, qq.v.
P ?3 kulh, s.f. A cap, hat, bonnet; cowl; tiara, crown;
mitre.
S (3 !6kalhak, s.m. A musical instrument.
H 3 j!6!kulhal, s.m.=kolhal, q.v.
S 3 j!6!kulhal, s.m. The plant Coryza terebinthina,
or Celsia coromandelina(a plant which dogs are fond of
smelling before they eject urine).
H $3 ! kal [S. !.], s.f. The fore-arm; wrist;
the part between the hoof and the leg (of an animal),
fetlock:—kal karn, To contend at twisting wrists.
H $3 ! kal, s.f. corr. of P #iqala, q.v.
H $3 ! kal [S. !+], s.f. Pulse, leguminous
seeds (chie y of the order Phaseolus).
H )3 !kly [S. !+t], s.m. A long, thin, and
small black bean (very glutinous and nutritious: it is used

as food for horses).
A U# kalb, s.m. A dog (syn. sag; kutt).
H Z%# ! 3kilbish, = H &%# ! L kilbikh,s.m.=kilvish,
q.v.
H &%# ! Lkilbikh, = H Z%# ! 3 kilbish,s.m.=kilvish,
q.v.
H %# ! !kalbal, s.f.=kalwal, q.v.
H 3%# j! !
, kulbul (prob. for kurmur; see kur-mur), adj.
(f. ), Fidgety, restless; wriggling (as a worm, &c.);
vermicular, peristaltic.
H 3%# j! !
, kulbuln (prob.=kurmurn), v.n. To
utter; to be in a utter; to toss about (in pain, &c.,
murmuring at the same time); to dget; to writhe,
wriggle (as a worm, &c.);—to bestir itself (a thought, &c.)
in the mind, to occur to the mind;—to be in a state of
titillation, to itch;—to grumble, rumble (the bowels).
H ?3%# j! !
, 6&kulbulha [kulbul(n)+ha= wat= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. The act of writhing,
wriggling, &c.; peristaltic or vermicular motion;
titillation, itchiness.
H + %# ! Bkalband [prob. S. .!+ -+t], s.m. A
variety of the Aloe perfoliata(the Aloe plant from which
the aloes of the market are obtained).
P %# kulba (prob. akin to S. j!), s.m. House, cottage, hut,
closet, cell:—kulba--azn, House of aiction or grief, an
aicted or distressed family.
S &%# !#kalabh, s.m. A young elephant; a young camel.
H `# !kalap [prob. S. (; P. kalaf], s.m. A kind of
hair-dye;—a kind of starch (syn. man).
S `# kalpa, vulg. kalp, s.m. Sacred precept, rule, law,
ordinance; rite, ceremony; performance, manner of
acting, practice prescribed by the Vedas; the most
complete of the six Vedngas (comprehending the
description of religious rites); a straor sacred book of
the Hinds;—a resolve, resolution, determination,
purpose; propriety, tness; optionality, alternative;
doubt; toxicology;—a fabulous period of time, a day of
Brahma or 1000 yugas, a period of 4,320,000,000 years
(measuring the duration of the world); the duration of

the world; the destruction of the world;—an epithet of
Vish u (as containing all the sacred precepts;—name of
one of the trees of Indra's paradise (see kalp-taruand
kalp-vriksh):—kalpnt(˚pa+an˚),
s.m. The end of a kalpaor

period of the world's duration, the end of the world:—
kalpntar, s.m. & adv. Another kalp;—in the midst of a
kalp; from kalpto kalp:—kalp-taru, s.m., or kalp-lat, s.f., or
kalp-vriksh,
vulg. kalp-briksh,
s.m. One of the fabulous


plants or trees of Indra's paradise, a tree that grants all
desires:—kalpa-kshay, s.m. The nal destruction, the end
of the world.
H  L# !kalpn (caus. of kalapn), v.t. To grieve,
distress, pain.
S L# .kalpit, part. (f. ), Made, prepared,
fabricated, articial, contrived, false, articially
produced or constructed;—supposed, inferred; assumed,
given, granted.
H L !kalapn (see kalp), v.n. To be vexed; to be
grieved, to be in distress or pain; to grieve, repine, fret,
lament.
H L# kalpn, or ! kalapn [kalp˚= S. (),
rt. >], v.t. To fashion, fabricate, &c. (=kalpan karn,
q.v.):—to starch; to dye the hair (see kalap).
S L# kalpan, s.f. Fashioning, fabrication;
contrivance, scheme, plan, invention; imitation, forgery;
—inference, supposition, hypothesis, conjecture; fancy;
imagination, thought, conception;—keen or ardent
desire; trouble, diculty:—kalpana-se, By hypothesis, by
conjecture, conjecturally:—kalpan karn, v.t. To fashion,
form, make, fabricate, contrive, &c.; to suppose, &c.:—
kalpan-kr, s.m. (f. -i), Fashioner, fabricator,
contriver; forger, &c.
H # .!kalit [prob. kal= S. !+S. a. t], part. adj.
'Machine-made'; fabricated, contrived; beautiful.
S  *# j!4kul-tra, s.m. See s.v. kul.
H  *# !Pkalatr [S. !P(], s.f. A wife.
S &*# j!;Rkulatth, s.f. A blue stone used in medicine
and applied as a collyrium to the eyes, also as an
astringent to sores, &c.

H &*# j!R"kulth [S. j!.;R], s.f. A kind of pulse or
vetch, Madras horse-gram, Dolichos uniorus, or D.
biorus:—kulth-kal ke pe , Lupines.
S  j!&kula, s.f. An unchaste woman, a harlot.
H   !&kalan (cf. palan), v.n. To turn from side
to side; to turn back (from one's word or promise).
S  j!&"kula, vulg. kul, s.f. Red arsenic.
H &%8# !.*#kal-jibh [Prk. !.*)# ; S. !+.*Ù
+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Black-tongued,' inimical,
malignant, whose curses prevail;—an evil-tongued
person; one whose curses prevail.
H ^8# .!*,$kali-jug, or !*,$ kal-jug, s.m. See s.v.
# kali.
H J8# !*($kal-ja g [S !+*r.Vt], s.m. The black
kite.
H  48# !*6 [kal-juhw [S. !+/ (or +6)+t],
adj. (f. - ), Dark-complexioned, sallow, tawny.
H % 8# kal-jb, adj. (dialec.)=kal-jibh, q.v.
H :# j!kul , s.m. Capital, principal, stock in trade.
P :# kul a (contrac. of kul a), s.m. A small disc-shaped
loaf, a cake of bread (made of our, milk, and butter); a
kind of sweetmeat; a circular piece of wood which rests
on a tent-pole near its upper extremity.
H 4 &:# !+[6kal- h h, adj.=kal-jahw , q.v.
H <&:# j!K+4ku-la ha, s.m. = H &:# j!K+4 kula ha, adj.See ku-lakshan, and ku-laksha.
H &:# j!K+4ku-la ha, adj. = H <&:# j!K+4 kula ha, s.m.See ku-lakshan, and ku-laksha.
H # !kallar, adj. & s.m. Barren, sterile, brackish,
saline (land or soil); saline, salt (food);—barren spot;—
saline soil; land which produces saltpetre or reh;—a kind
of fuller's earth:—kallar-kh dhart, s.f. Land
impregnated with saltpetre or reh, barren
soil:—kallar lagn, v.n. To be impregnated with alkali or
reh; to become barren (land).
H   j!7kul , s.m.=kulh , q.v.
H I# j.!kulis, s.m.=Z# kuli, q.v.
S I# !kalas = H 0# ! kals [kals= S. !+t],

s.m. A water-pot, pitcher, jar;—a rounded pinnacle or
ball (or other similar ornament) on the top of a dome;
pinnacle, spire, peak, crest; dome, cupola:—kals thpan
karn, To make an oering of a jar of water to a deity (a
twig of each of the following trees, deemed sacred,
having been previously placed in it, 1˚ the avatthaor
Ficus religiosa; 2˚ the ba or Ficus indica; 3˚ the udambaror
Ficus glomerata; 4˚ the amor Mimosa albida; 5˚ the mraor
mango-tree).
H 0# !kals = S I# ! kalas [kals= S. !+t],
s.m. A water-pot, pitcher, jar;—a rounded pinnacle or
ball (or other similar ornament) on the top of a dome;
pinnacle, spire, peak, crest; dome, cupola:—kals thpan
karn, To make an oering of a jar of water to a deity (a
twig of each of the following trees, deemed sacred,
having been previously placed in it, 1˚ the avatthaor
Ficus religiosa; 2˚ the ba or Ficus indica; 3˚ the udambaror
Ficus glomerata; 4˚ the amor Mimosa albida; 5˚ the mraor
mango-tree).
H  0# !kilsn (caus. of kilasn), v.t. (dialec.), To
cause to weep.
H 0# !kal-sir [S. !+.8+t], adj. & s.m. Blackheaded;—a man.
H 0# !kilasn [prob. fr. Prk. p=S. =p8], v.n.
(dialec.), To feel pain;—to weep bitterly.
S 0# !"kalas, vulg. kals, s.f. (dim.)=kalasor kals, q.v.
S Z# !,3kalush, adj. (f. -), Turbid, muddy, dirty, foul,
unclean, impure; sinful; choked; unable;—s.m. Dirt,
uncleanness, impurity; sin; wrath.
S Z# j.!8kuli, s.m. An axe, a hatchet;—the
thunderbolt of Indra.
S Z# !8kala. = H # !8 kala, or kal,s.m.=kalas, or
kals, q.v.
H # !8kala, or kal, = S Z# !8 kala.s.m.=kalas, or
kals, q.v.
S # n.8kliit = S Z# n9 klisha (rt. kli), part. (f. ), Distressed, aicted, tormented; wretched; wearied;
hurt, injured.
S Z# n9klisha = S # n.8 kliit (rt. kli), part. (f. -

s.m.Distress, aiction; weariness.
S  Z# n9; klishatva, s.m. = S  Z# n9 klishat,

substances; sediment; dregs; paste; ear-wax; lth, dirt,
ordure; foulness; sin; fraud, falsehood, deceit, hypocrisy;
the beleric myrobalan, Terminalia bellerica;—adj. Sinful,
wicked.
H (# !kilak [prob. S. , rt. ¼], s.f. Splendour,

s.f.Distress, aiction; weariness.
H # !.8kal-ir, adj. & s.m.=kal-sir, q.v.

lustre, sparkle (of gems, &c.).
P (# kilk, s.f. A piece of reed (of the kind of which pens

S # !8"kala, or kal, s.f.=kals, q.v.;—(also) the plant

are made); a reed; a reed-pen (syn. qalam).
S # .!kalik, s.f. A digit or the sixteenth part of the

), Distressed, aicted, tormented; wretched; wearied;
hurt, injured.
S  Z# n9klishat, s.f. = S  Z# n9; klishatva,

Hemionitis cordifolia.
H  # kalg, s.m. = H  # kalg, s.f.[for kalg, kalg; prob. = S.
!8, !8", by change of to k, and then to g;—P.
kalak],


A spire or ornament on the top of a dome; pinnacle;
crest; comb (of a cock); the cockscomb, Amaranthus; an
aigrette, a plume; a gem-studded ornament xed in the
turban (usually with the feathers of the humor
phœnix):—(kalg) a description of amorous song (called
lon, in which the woman courts and woos the man):—
kalg-bz,
or kalg-wl,
s.m. A composer or singer of the


kalgor
lonsongs.

H  # kalg, s.f. = H  # kalg, s.m.[for kalg, kalg; prob. = S.
!8, !8", by change of to k, and then to g;—P.
kalak],


A spire or ornament on the top of a dome; pinnacle;
crest; comb (of a cock); the cockscomb, Amaranthus; an
aigrette, a plume; a gem-studded ornament xed in the
turban (usually with the feathers of the humor
phœnix):—(kalg) a description of amorous song (called
lon, in which the woman courts and woos the man):—
kalg-bz,
or kalg-wl,
s.m. A composer or singer of the


kalgor
 lonsongs.
P g# kalaf, s.m.=kalap, q.v.
A g# kalaf (inf. n. of g# 'to attend carefully to anything,'
&c.), s.m. Attention, application;—a blackish red or
yellow colour; a pimple (on the face); a freckle.
P g# kalaf, s.m. corr. of qu, q.v.
P h # kulfat (for A. ~h # , fr. kalaf, q.v.; & cf. taklf), s.f.
Trouble, vexation, distress, inconvenience.
H h # kulfa, s.m. corr. of urfa, q.v.
S (# .!kalik, s.m. A curlew;—adj. Of or relating to
kali-yug.
S (# kalk, s.m. The viscous deposit of oily

moon;—an unblown ower (=kal).
H  # kilkr = H  # " kilkr [S. !, rt.
!+ "], s.f. Crying out, shouting, bawling; snarling,
chattering, grinning (as a monkey); outcry, shout,
scream; sound or ring (of a trumpet, &c.):—kilkr(or
kilkror mrnor karn, v.n. To shout, cry out, scream,
shriek, &c.
H  # "kilkr = H  #  kilkr [S. !, rt.
!+ "], s.f. Crying out, shouting, bawling; snarling,
chattering, grinning (as a monkey); outcry, shout,
scream; sound or ring (of a trumpet, &c.):—kilkr(or
kilkror mrnor karn, v.n. To shout, cry out, scream,
shriek, &c.
H  # kilkrn, v.n.=kilkr mrn, q.v.
H ' (# kalakar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Collector (of
revenue), the chief revenue ocer of a district.
H ' (# kalakar, s.f. A collectorate.
S Z# j!dku-laksh, = S <# j!d4 ku-laksha,s.m. Bad
sign, unlucky mark; a mark, sign, appearance, quality, or
mental feature that bodes evil; evil omen; ugly visage;
bad temper; misconduct;—adj. (f. -), Having bad or illboding marks, or signs, &c.; of evil omen, ominous;
forbidding (appearance), ugly; ill-tempered:—kulaksha,
s.f. A woman of forbidding appearance, or of bad
temper, or evil disposition.
S <# j!d4ku-laksha, = S Z# j!d ku-laksh,s.m. Bad
sign, unlucky mark; a mark, sign, appearance, quality, or
mental feature that bodes evil; evil omen; ugly visage;
bad temper; misconduct;—adj. (f. -), Having bad or illboding marks, or signs, &c.; of evil omen, ominous;

forbidding (appearance), ugly; ill-tempered:—kulaksha,
s.f. A woman of forbidding appearance, or of bad
temper, or evil disposition.
H # j!d4ku-laksha [S. j+!d4t], adj. (f. -) = ku-

the end of the four yugasor ages; the god will appear as a
Brhman who will be born in the town of Sambhal and
in the family of Vish u arm).
H J# !$kalg, s.m.=  # kalg, q.v.

laksha.
S # !!kil-kil, s.m. An epithet of iva.

H J# !$"kalg, s.f.= # kalg, q.v.

S 3# !!kilkil, s.f. Any sound or cry expressive of
pleasure; a confused sound of many persons talking
together.
H 3# !!kilkil [S. ! redupl.+ t], s.m.
Peevishness, fretfulness; anger;—the kingsher;—the
grey babbler, Malacocireus Malcolm.
H 3# j!j!kulkul [S.  !t redupl.+t], s.m. Gargling
(see kull, kull);—a kind of uqqa.
H 3# kulkull (by redupl. fr. A kull), adj. See s.v. kull.
H 3# !!kilkiln [fr. kilkil; or S. !!],
v.n. To be fretful or peevish; to snap, snarl; to squabble.
H 3# j!j!kulkuln (prob. a var. form of kilkilan),
v.n. To laugh aloud (=khilkhiln); to giggle, titter;—to
itch; to be restless or dgety (i.q. kulbuln).
H #   !![&kilkil-k , s.m. A boy's game (one
boy, after drawing several lines upon a stone, hides it;
and the others, crying out kilkil-k , run about
searching for it; whoever nds the stone has a right to
strike the boy who hid it three times with his ngers on
the back of the hand).
H ## j!j!"kulkul [kulkul(n) + Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Giggling;—itching; itch (the disease);
—uneasiness, restlessness, dgetiness.
H 2 # /kalkam [S. ], s.m. (dialec.), Sediment, &c.
(=kalk); lamp-black.
S :# !. kil-kin it, s.m. Wanton or amorous
pastime or gestures.
P # kalk, s.f. A plume, &c. (=kalg, q.v.);—(local) a kind of
instrument for smoking with.
S # "kalk, s.m. Name of Vish u in his future
capacity of destroyer of the wicked and liberator of the
world from its enemies (this is to constitute the tenth or
last avatror descent of the deity, and is to take place at

S # .!!kalil, adj. (f. -), Covered (with), full (of), lled;
mixed, blended; impenetrable, impervious;—s.m. A large
heap; a thicket; confusion; mud.
H 2 # !/kalam (=qalam, q.v.), s.f. A reed (for writing
with);—a graft, a slip;—a side-lock (of hair).
S 2 # !/kalam, s.m. A kind of rice.
H @ # j!/kulm, or !/ kalm(?), s.m. Any food stued
into intestines; a sausage; black-pudding; haggis.
S D @ # /3kalmsh, vulg. kalmkh, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Variegated, spotted; black and white; black;—a
variegated colour; a mixture of black and white;—the
colour black;—a rkshas, demon, or goblin; a stain; a
species of fragrant rice;—name of a Nga; name of a
servant of the Sun (identied with Yama);—name of
kya-muni in a former birth.
S @ # /3"kalmsh, s.f. The spotted cow of
Jamadagni, the giver of all desires;—name of a river.
H & @ # /Lkalmkh, adj. & s.m.=kalmsh, q.v.
P @ # kalimat (for A. ~@ # ; see kalma), s.f. Word, saying,
&c.:—kalimatul-aq, The word of God.
S Z@ # /3kalmash, s.m. Sediment, dregs; dirt; stain,
spot; impurity; guilt, sin.
P @ # kal-ma-kal, s.f. See s.v. kal, 'ease,' &c.
H &@ # !/Lkalmakh, s.m.=kalmash, q.v.
H @ # !/!kalmal [prob. S. ! 'murmur,' &c.+rhyming
word mal], s.f. Being in a utter, uttering, tossing
about, restlessness, agitation, perturbation, disquietude;
exhaustion, lassitude.
H 3@ # !/!kalmaln (see kalmal), v.n. To utter,
toss about, ounder; to writhe, wriggle; to dget; to be
restless or uneasy (syn. kulbuln).
H  @ # !/,kal-mu [S. !+/,L+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Black-faced;—a black-faced person or animal;—a

forbidding or ill-omened countenance.
P @ # kalma (for A. ~@ # kalimat; see kalm), s.m. A word,
speech, saying, discourse; a vocable, part of speech; the
Mohammadan confession of faith (i.e. l ilha illal-lh,
&c., 'There is no god but God,' &c.):—kalma pa hn(-ko),
To make (one) repeat the (Muslim) confession of faith,
to convert (one) to Mohammadanism, to make a
Musalmn of (one):—kalma pa hn, To repeat the
(Muslim) confession of faith;—to acknowledge the
superiority (of); to say what another says, to follow
servilely, to swear (by):—kalma--zabn, Word of mouth:
—kalma--kufr, Blasphemous word or speech, blasphemy,
profanity:—kalme-k ungl, The forenger:—kalma-go, s.m.
A Musalmn or Muslim;—a well-wisher, one who sings
the praises (of), or one who takes another as his oracle.
H @ # !/"kalam, or kalm[Prk. !.@/ ; S. !.@ ],
s.f. The pot-herb Convolvulus repens.
H # !kiln, v.t. contrac. of kln, q.v.
S 6# !*kalanj, adj. & s.m. Struck with a poisoned
weapon (an animal).
H 6# j!*
( kulanj, or jÀ!* kulinj, adj. Cutting behind in
walking (a horse);—knock-kneed (a man).
H 6# jÀ!*kulinj, 1˚=kulanj; 2˚=kuling, qq.v.
S <8# j!*kulanjan, vulg. kulinjan, s.m. The plant
Alpinia galanga, or Galangamajor; the seed Nigella sativa;—
the root of the Piper betel (cf. kholinjn).
S + # .!Bkalind, s.m. Name of the mountain on which
the Jamn rises.
H + # .!Bkalind [S. .!B], s.m. The water-melon
(syn. tarb z).
S + # !Bkalandar, s.m. A man of a mixed caste, the
son of a Le~ man and a Tvar woman.
H + # .!BWkalindr, s.m.=kalind, q.v.
H ?+ # kalandra (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A calendar (of
crimes).
S (# !(kala k, s.m. Spot, mark; stain; rust; blemish;
brand, stigma, reproach, disgrace; accusation, calumny,
obloquy, defamation, aspersion; re ection, suspicion:—
kala k-k k lagn(-ko), To receive the mark or brand of

disgrace, &c.; to be branded, &c.:—kala k lagn(-ko), To
brand, to stigmatize, to defame, &c.
S # !(kala kit, part. (f. -), Spotted, soiled,
stained, polluted, contaminated, disgraced; calumniated,
defamed:—kala kit karn(-ko), To disgrace, &c.
S # !("kala k, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Soiled, stained;
rusty; blemished, sullied, defamed, disgraced,
calumniated; liable to reproach;—one who has a stain on
his character, a disreputable person, &c.
H # !("kala k, s.m. corr. of kalk, q.v.
S ^# À!$kali ga, vulg. kaling, s.m. Name of a country
or district on the Coromandel coast extending from
below Cuttack (Kaak) to the vicinity of Madras (the name
is applied in the Purasto several other places also);—
the febrifuge-nut plant Cœsalpinia(or Guilandina)
bonducella; the plant Pongamia glabra(=karanj).
P ^# kulang (=S. jr), s.m. The coolen or crane,
Ardea sibirica;—a fowl of a large and good breed.
S ^# jÀ!$kuli g, s.m. A kind of mouse;—the fork-tailed
shrike.
S J# À!$kali g, s.f. The plant Ipomæa turpethum(the
bark of which is used as a purgative;—syn. teor).
H  ^# kalang , s.m. (Dakkhan), corr. of kalindr, q.v.
H # !"kiln [prob. fr. S. >./ ; cf. kill;—˚n= Prk.
.!=S. !+], s.f. A tick (that infests dogs), dog-louse.
H   # !  "kalw-br [prob. S. + "t], s.m. A
fabulous spirit whose aid is invoked by conjurers and
jugglers.
H  # ! kalwr [S.  (or )+!t], s.m. A
distiller; a vendor of spirituous liquors (=kalr, q.v.).
S  # j! kul-vn, adj. See s.v. kul.
H  # ! kilwn (doub. caus. of kln), v.t. To have
nails driven into, &c.;—to get nails driven into the oor
of a house in order to avert the evil in uence of the Jinn
and other evil spirits (the operator must be an lim).
H $ # !  kilw [kilw(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. A small rake for gathering grass
together into a cocklet.

H  # !0&kal , or !M& kalau, or !5& kalo (fr.
kl), adj. (f. -), Black-complexioned, tawny.
P t # kul , s.m. A lump of earth or clay, a clod.
H  # !5kalor (cf. kalol), s.f.(m.?) A heifer.
S D # . 3kilvish, s.m. Fault, oence, transgression,
crime, guilt, sin; injustice, injury.
H # ! !kalwal (prob. for kal-mal), s.f. Aiction,
misfortune, calamity.
H # !5!kalol, or !5! kilol [S. !5!t], s.f. Play,

who raises confused cries or shouts; a talkative or noisy
person; a brawler (syn. zabn-darz):—kalla-darz, vulg.
kalle-darz, s.f. Clamour, noisiness; turbulence; abuse:—
kalla-zan, s.m. Boaster, swaggerer, blusterer, bully:—kallazan, s.f. Boasting, boastfulness; swaggering, swagger:—
kalla-kr, adj. Noisy, clamorous, tumultuous:—kalla karn,
To make a noise, raise a clamour, to shout, &c.
S # !6kalaha, vulg. kalah, s.m. Strife, contention,

pleasure.
S ! # !5.!"kallolin, s.f. A river with large waves.

quarrel:—kalahsakt(˚ha+s˚), part. adj. Deeply engaged in
contention:—kalah-kr, s.m. Quarrelsomeness, strifemaking, contention:—kalah-kr(f. -), or kalah-kr(f. -i),
adj. & s.m. Contentious, quarrelsome, turbulent;—a
contentious man, a strife-maker; a brawler, a turbulent
fellow:—kalah-kri, s.f. A contentious or quarrelsome
woman; a vixen.
H &# 6kalh (=kal, q.v.), adv. Yesterday; to-morrow.

S 8 # !g*"kalau j, or ! *" kalo j [S. !+j.*],

P # kulah (contrac. of kulh, q.v.), s.m. Cap, hat, &c.:—

s.f. The black aromatic seed of Nigella indica(it is used
medicinally;—syn. magrel).
H  # kalau , s.m. (Dakkhan)=kanau , q.v.

kulah-posh, adj. Wearing a hat or cap:—kulah-shajara(vulg.
-shajra), s.m. Succession and property of a saint, or a
faqr, &c.
H  4# !6kalahr [S. !6++t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),

sport, frolic, gambol; friskiness, wantonness; recreation,
diversion, pleasure, enjoyment:—kalol karn, To frolic,
gambol, frisk, caper, &c.
S # !5!kallol, s.m. A surge, a billow;—joy, happiness,

H I # !gkalau s [prob. S. /3; or fr. !], s.f.
Blackness; stain, spot, impurity, &c. (see kalmash, and
kala k, and dg).
S ( # ! kalavi k, s.m. A sparrow.
H  # ! "&kalw, or !U& kalwe, s.m. (dialec.)=klwior klw, q.v.
P # kala, vulg. kalla, kall(see kall, and gal), s.m. The
head; crown (of the head); top, upper part; upper leather
(of a shoe or slipper);—cheek; jaw; gill (of a sh); throat;
(met.) clamour, noise, loud speech; boasting:—kalla bakalla la n, To have a noisy dispute, to have a duel of
words:—kalla-pur-bd, s.m. A head lled with air;
arrogance, haughtiness:—kalla(or kall) parwror parwar,
s.m. A kind of sweetmeat:—kall-to , adj. Jaw-breaking:—
kall-hall, s.m. Noise and bustle; pomp and splendour:—
kall-jab , s.m. Cheek and jaw:—kalla- ushk, adj.
Lantern-jawed; 'dry-headed,' mad, crazy; (met.)
treacherous, cunning, malicious;—s.m. Noise, clamour,
tumult:—kalla-darz, vulg. kalle-darz, adj. & s.m. Noisy,
clamorous; long-tongued; abusive;—a clamourer, one

Contentious, quarrelsome, turbulent;—a quarrelsome
man, a brawler, a turbulent fellow:—kalahr, s.f. A
quarrelsome woman, a termagant (=kalah).
H  &# j67kulh , s.m. = H  &# j67" kulh , s.f.
(dim.)[Prk. j©! , and j©.!; S. j_t and
j_],An axe, a hatchet.
H  &# j67"kulh , s.f. (dim.) = H  &# j67 kulh ,
s.m.[Prk. j©! , and j©.!; S. j_t and
j_],An axe, a hatchet.
H 7 &# j67kulh iy [Prk. j©.! ; S. j_+t], adj.
Like a hatchet, hatchet-shaped.
H # !6&"kalah, j!6&" kulah [prob. S. !+ \+],
'
s.f. Tumbling feats, tumbling (=kal-bz):—kulah mrn,
To tumble, to perform tumbling feats.
H # j67kulha , or j67 kullha (cf. next), s.m. A kind
of rework, a ' ower-pot.'
H  # j67kulh  [S. j&+dim. a. = Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m. A cup, an earthen vessel to drink out of (=kul ; cf.

kulhiy).
S I4# !6(kala-ha s, vulg. kal-ha s, s.m. See s.v. kalaor
kal.
S 4# !6"kalah (see kalah), s.f. A quarrelsome woman; a

H # !"kill [fr. S. !; see killn], s.f. Scream, shriek:
—kill mrn, To scream, shriek (=killn).
S # j.!kuli, s.m. The hand.
H # j!"kul, s.m.=k l, corr. of qul, q.v.

termagant, scold, vixen.
H &# j.6 kulhiy [S. j& or jf], s.f. A small

P # kul, s.f. A tambourine.

earthen cup; a small earthen (saucer-shaped) vessel; a
cup (for cupping); a crucible; a kind of re-work (cf.
kulha ):—kulhiy bharn(-ko), To oer cups full of milk or
sherbet (to a goddess); to ll kulhiyswith parched rice
(in the Diwl festival):— kulhiy lagn(-ko), To cup,
cupping:—kulhiy-me gu pho n, 'To break gu or sugar in
a small cup'; to endeavour to do with few hands a work
which requires many, to attempt (or to do) something
impossible; to do a thing secretly.
S # .!kali, vulg. kal, s.m. A die; the game of dice

rinsing or washing the mouth; a mouthful (of any liquid):
—kull karn, To gargle, &c.
A # kull (rel. n. fr. kull), adj. Universal, all, entire, total;

personied; name of the last and worst of the four
yugasor ages, the present or iron age (according to the
Hinds), the age of vice (the Kalior fourth age contains
432,000 years of men, and is supposed to begin on the
18th February 3102 B.C.; at the end of this yugathe world
is to be destroyed);—dissension, strife, contention,
quarrel:—kali-kl, vulg. kal-kl, s.m. The time or age of
Kali, the fourth age (in the Hind Mythology):—kali-kavi,
s.m. An epithet of any poet of the fourth or Kali-yug:—
kali-mal, vulg. kal-mal, s.m. Impurity, guilt, sin:—kali-malsari, s.f. An epithet of the river Karam-ns(q.v.):—kali-yug,
vulg. kali-jug, or kal-jug, s.m. The fourth or iron age:—kaliyug, vulg. kal-jug, adj. Of or relating to the fourth or iron
age; extending over the period of the fourth age.
S # .!kali, or !" kal, s.f. An unblown ower, a bud,
blossom, button (of a ower);—new feather (of a bird); a
gusset, a piece put in a garment (to enlarge it);—quicklime, wet-lime;—a kind of pipe or uqqa(cf. kaliyn):—kal
phern(-par), To whitewash; to coat with lime:—kal a hhu, adj. (Bot.) Imbricated:—kal-k n, s.m. Limestone,
lime:—kaliy n(-me ), To have buds; to bud, blossom;—
to get new feathers, to begin to be edged.
H # !"kill [S. "!+], s.f. A key; a bolt.
H # !"kill, s.f.=kiln, q.v.

H # j!"kull [S.  !+], s.f. Gargling; a gargle;

every; complete; general, common, generic;—s.f. Total
sum, the whole.
H # j.!kuliy, kuly, s.f.=kulhiy, q.v.
A A # kullyt, vulg. kulliyt, s.f. pl. (of kullyat), The
whole, everything; the complete works (of an author).
H  # .!kaliyn, s.m. A small simple kind of pipe or
uqqa(=kal).
S  # 4kaly, adj. (f. -, or -), Excellent, happy,
blessed, well, prosperous, lucky, propitious; good,
benecial, salutary;—s.m. Welfare, prosperity,
happiness, good fortune; virtue; a virtuous action; a
festival, an entertainment;—name of a Rgor musical
mode (sung at night);—the leguminous shrub Glycine
debilis;—intj. Hail! blessings on you! may luck attend you!
&c.:—kaly karn(-k), To work prosperity; to prove a
blessing (to):—kaly-va an, vulg. kaly-ba an, s.m. The
expression of good wishes:—kaly hon, v.n. To be
prosperous, or propitious, &c.; to prosper, ourish;—to be
ruined, be undone.
H  # .!kaliyn (fr. kal), v.n. To bud, blossom;—to
begin to be edged (a bird); to get new feathers.
S ( # 4kalyak (f. -ik), = S  # 4" kaly (f.
-in)adj. & s.m. Excellent; useful; ecacious (as a drug,
&c.); auspicious; propitious; happy, lucky, prosperous;
good, virtuous;—a prosperous person, &c.
S  # 4"kaly (f. -in) = S ( # 4 kalyak (f. ik),adj. & s.m. Excellent; useful; ecacious (as a drug,
&c.); auspicious; propitious; happy, lucky, prosperous;
good, virtuous;—a prosperous person, &c.
S U # n" klb, adj. & s.m.=klv, q.v.

P  # kullyat (for A. ~ # , fem. of kull), adj. f. All, &c.

and $5!), s.m. Orb or disk (of the sun or moon); a cake

(=kull);—s.f. Universality, totality, the whole.
H 8 # p*kalej [S. p+], s.m. The liver (commonly

(of bread), &c. (see kul a).
P + # kild, vulg. kald, s.f. A key; an index.

applied to the liver of a human being; the fem.
kalejbeing used for the liver of an animal); the liver,
lungs, and heart collectively (syn. jigar-band), the vitals;
the heart; stomach, heart, mind, spirit, courage,
magnanimity:—kalej u haln, The heart to bound or leap
(with joy, &c.); to be overjoyed; the heart to palpitate:—
kalej u -jn, To lose heart, to be anxious or distracted:
—kalej ulan, The heart to come to the mouth; to be
exhausted with excessive vomiting:—kaleje-par o lagn(ke), To be wounded in the heart; to suer a heavy shock
or blow:—kaleje-par s p phirnor lon, To suer jealousy
or envy; to repine:—kalej paknor pak-jn(-k, or mer,
&c.), To be deeply wounded, to be cut to the quick:—kalej
phan(k), The heart to burst; to feel pity or compassion;
to be disturbed with grief; to burst with envy or jealousy:
—kalej tar hon(-k), 'The heart to be fresh'; to be at
ease, to be well o:—kalej thm-thm-kar ron, 'To press
the heart and weep,' to weep bitterly:—kalej thm-ke rahjn, To suppress (one's) feelings; to repress grief:—kalej
han karn, To satisfy the heart's longing, to obtain
(one's) wish; to get ease:—kalej jaln(-k), 'The heart to
burn,' to suer sorrow, to be heart-sore, to mourn:—
kaleje-se lag-rakhnor lag-len(-ko), To keep next to the
heart, to hold very dear, to love exceedingly, to cherish;
to caress, embrace:—kalej k pn, The heart to tremble
or palpitate; to feel afraid; to suer cold:—kaleje-k bmr,
Liver-complaint; heart-disease: kalej mu h-ko n= kalej
ulan;—(also) to feel sick (at the sight of), to loathe,
abhor:—kaleje-me g lagn, To feel a burning thirst:—
kaleje-me l-rakhn(-ko), To cherish in the heart, to love
or esteem exceedingly:—kaleje-wl, or kaleje-kh, s.f. A
witch who devours the livers of human beings.
H <8 # j!"*kuljan, s.m.=kulanjan, q.v.

S + # =pkleda, vulg. kled, s.m. Wetness, dampness,

H 8 # kaleja, s.m.=kalej, q.v.
H 8 # p*"kalej [S. p+], s.f. The liver (of an
animal); the liver, lungs, and heart together (syn. jigarband).
P : # kul a (dim. of kul, which is prob. akin to S. $,!",

moisture, humidity; running, discharge (from a sore).
H I # pkales, or p kiles [Prk. p5; S. =p8t], s.m.
See kle.
P 0 # kals = P 0 # kalsa (Gr. *#}), s.m. A Christian
church; a synagogue.
P 0 # kalsa = P 0 # kals (Gr. *#}), s.m. A Christian
church; a synagogue.
S Z # =p8kle, and H. p8 kale, and kales, and kiles, q.v.,
s.m. Pain, anguish, torment; aiction
distress; trouble, care; sickness, disease; vexation,
annoyance; strife, contention, quarrel:—kle-bodhak, s.m.
An exclamation, or an interjection, expressive of
distress:—kle den(-ko), To pain, aict; to torment,
annoy, &c.:—kle karn, v.t. To aict, pain, &c. (=kle
den);—v.n. To strive (with, -se), to quarrel (with);—to
suer distress, to grieve, to mourn:—kle ma n, To stir
up strife, create dissensions or quarrels:—kle-may, adj.
Full of pain; consisting of trouble.
H  # p8kale [S. =p8+t], s.m. (poet.)=kaleor kle,
q.v.
S  # =p.8kleit, part. & s.m. (f. -), Pained, distressed,
aicted; in anguish; care-worn; wearied;—an aicted
one; a care-worn person, &c.
H ) 4 # p86kalehy, or kales-hy[S. =p8+t], adj.
& s.m. (f. -h), Troublesome, giving annoyance;
quarrelsome;—a troublesome person, or a quarrelsome
person.
H ' ( # kalekar, s.m.=kalakar, q.v.
H  # jp!kulel (prob. a dialec. form of kalol), s.f.
Friskiness, capering, restiveness (of a horse).
H 3 # p!kalel, s.m. (rustic), 1˚=karel;—2˚=kalew, qq.v.
A 2 # kalm (prob. fr. ii of 2 # ; see kalm), s.m. One who
speaks to another, an interlocutor (=kalm karne-wl); a
familiar:—kalmullh, One who speaks to God; an epithet
of Moses.

S < # j!"kuln, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of noble descent, of

S  # kalya, adj. (f. -), Well, sound, healthy, free from

high birth, of good family, well-born;—a nobleman; a
man of good family; (in Bengal) a Brhman of the
highest class:—kuln, s.f. A gentlewoman, a woman of
good family.
H  # j!"kuln [S. j!"t], s.m. A kind of wild kidney-

sickness; recovered from sickness, convalescent;—ready,
prepared, armed;—deaf and dumb;—s.m. Dawn, daybreak, early morning;—to-morrow; yesterday (see kal).
P  # kullya, vulg. kulliya, adj. & s.m.=kullyat, q.v.

bean; a kind of pickle.
H $  # j!" kuln, s.f. = S * # j!" kulnat,
vulg.kulnt, s.f.= S * # j!"; kulnatva, s.m.= Prk.
=S. +], Nobility of descent, gentility; birth,
rank, family respectability.
S * # j!"kulnat, vulg. kulnt, s.f. = H $  # j!"
kuln, s.f.= S * # j!"; kulnatva, s.m.= Prk. =S.
+], Nobility of descent, gentility; birth, rank, family
respectability.
S * # j!"; kulnatva, s.m. = H $  # j!" kuln, s.f.=
S * # j!" kulnat, vulg.kulnt, s.f.= Prk. =S. 
+], Nobility of descent, gentility; birth, rank, family
respectability.
H # pkale , s.m.=kalew, q.v.
S # n" klv, adj. & s.m. Deprived of virility,
emasculated, impotent; unmanly, timorous, timid,
cowardly; unavailing, ineectual; weak, weakminded,
base; idle, slothful;—a eunuch; an impotent man; a
coward; (in Gram.) the neuter gender.
H  # p kalew [prob. S. + +t],
'
s.m. A light
morning meal, breakfast; luncheon, stale food:—kalew
karn, To make a morning meal, to breakfast, &c.
S Y # n" klvat, s.f. = S Y # n" ; klvatva,
s.m.Absence of virility, impotency; unmanliness; the
being neuter.
S Y # n" ; klvatva, s.m. = S Y # n"  klvat,
s.f.Absence of virility, impotency; unmanliness; the
being neuter.
S  # p kalevar, s.m. The body; a carcass.
S ) # nh klaivya, s.m. Absence of virility, impotence;
unmanly behaviour, unmanliness, weakness, timidity,
cowardice; (in Gram.) the neuter gender.

P 2  kam [Pehl. kem, or kim; Zend kamna], adj. Decient,
less, short; little, small, inconsiderable; abated; scanty;—
adv. Rarely, seldom (the term is much used as the rst
member of compounds, and generally imports the idea
of negation, defectiveness, or inferiority):—kam-i tilt,
s.f. Littleness of intercourse, slightness of acquaintance:
—kam-zr, adj. Uninjurious, not troublesome, not cruel:
—kam-zr, s.f. The doing little injury, causing but little
trouble:—kam-asbb, s.f. Deciency in goods or
materials; poverty:—kam-al, adj. Of low origin, baseborn, low-bred, ignoble, vile, mean:—kam-ba t, adj. &
s.m. Of ill fate or fortune, unfortunate, unlucky;
miserable; rascally;—unlucky wight; wretch:—kam-ba t,
s.f. Ill-luck, lucklessness, unfortunateness; adversity,
misfortune, calamity:—kam-ba t n(-ko), To be
overtaken by adversity or misfortune:—kam-ba t-k
mr, adj. & s.m. (f. -k mr), Aicted; accursed;
wretched;—aicted one, miserable wretch:—kam-bar,
s.m.(?), A division of the suits at cards (see s.v. tj):—
kam-biat, adj. Having little capital or scanty means,
poor, indigent:—kam-bagal, adj. With few followers or
attendants:—kam-besh, or kam-o-besh, adv. More or less:
—kam-p, adj. Of short duration, not lasting or durable;
frail, transient:—kam-p, s.f. Shortness of duration;
frailty; instability:—kam-pya, adj. Of low degree, low,
mean:—kam-tawajjuh, s.f. Inattention, inadvertence,
carelessness:—kam-tol, adj. Of decient weight:—kam-tol,
s.m. One who gives short weight:—kam-jurat, adj. Devoid
of courage, cowardly:—kam-arkat, adj. Moving slowly or
seldom, indolent, lazy, sluggish:—kam-auilagor aulag,
s.f. Poor-spiritedness; illiberality; narrowness:—kamauila, or aula, adj. Unaspiring, unambitious, poorspirited:—kam-aisyat,
 adj. Of small means; of low
condition; common; mean, beggarly:—kam- ar , adj.
Thrifty, economical, parsimonious, close-sted:—kamar bl-nishn, Of good quality and purchased cheap; at
small expense living in good style:—kam- ar , s.f.

Economy; parsimony; penury;—kam- ar -me  gl, In
a state of penury the dough (made) thin (thus
necessitating the addition of more our, and the
incurring of greater expenditure); lavish expenditure
with little means (see also  gl, s.v. ):—kam- irad,
adj. Of little understanding, unwise, ignorant:—kamb, s.f. Want of sleep, sleeplessness:—kam- or, and
kam- urkor ork, adj. Eating little, abstemious:—
kam- urk, s.f. Abstemiousness, abstinence:—kam-t,
adj. Of low origin or caste, low-bred (=kam-al):—kam-t,
s.f. Low extraction; baseness:—kam-ihn, adj. Of little
mental power; without abilities; forgetful:—kam-rh, adj.
Slow, without bottom (a horse):—kam-rasm, adj. Less
usual, in little use:—kam-rang, adj. Of a pale or faint
colour:—kam-r , adj. Lacking beauty, plain; ill-favoured,
ugly;—timid, cowardly; despicable:—kam-rau, adj. Slowpaced (a horse):—kam-zabn, s.f. Rareness of talking;
reserve, taciturnity:—kam-zadan karn, To aect
extraordinary humility:—kam-zor, adj. Weak, feeble,
inrm, powerless; ineectual;—kam-zor karn, v.t. To
weaken, &c.; to impoverish, to exhaust:—kam-zor, s.f.
Weakness, debility:—kam-ziyd, or kam-o-ziyd, adv. More
or less:—kam-sl, or kam-sin, adj. Young, of tender years:
—kam-sl, or kam-sinn, s.f. Tender age, youth, minority,
nonage:—kam-su an, adj. & s.m. Speaking little, of few
words, reserved, taciturn;—one who says little, a man of
few words, a reserved person:—kam sunn, v.n. To be
hard of hearing;—v.t. To pay little heed or attention to:—
kam-se kam, adv. At the very least:—kam-shn, adj. Of little
dignity, humble, mild, aable, unassuming:—kam-sharr,
adj. Well-disposed, of good dispositions, good-natured:—
kam-shar, s.f. Low rate; low wages;—adv. At a low rate,
on moderate terms:—kam-shauq, adj. Having little desire
or taste for, indierent:—kam-tl,
 adj. Of little fortune
or luck, unfortunate, unlucky:—kam-arf, adj. & s.m.
Shallow, of little capacity, stupid, silly, witless; base,
ignoble, vile;—a shallow, or a witless fellow; ignoble
creature, vile fellow:—kam-arf, s.f. Want of capacity,
shallowness; want of ability or spirit, witlessness;
baseness, meanness:—kam-aql, adj. & s.m. Of feeble
understanding or wit, stupid, ignorant, fatuous, foolish;—
fatuous one, &c.:—kam-aql, s.f. Feebleness or want of

understanding, stupidity, fatuity:—kam-umr, adj.=kam-sin,
q.v.:—kam-umr, s.f.=kam-slor kam-sinn, q.v.:—kam-farg,
s.f. Want of leisure or ease:—kam-furat, s.f. Want of
leisure or ease; want of opportunity:—kam-fahm,
adj.=kam-aql, q.v.:—kam-fahm, s.f.=kam-aql, q.v.:—kamqadr, adj. Worthless; mean, low, common;—kam-qadr hon,
v.n. To fall in value or esteem, to deteriorate:—kam-qadr,
s.f. Worthlessness; decline, deterioration, degradation:—
kam-qadam, adj. Slow-paced:—kam-quwwat, adj. Feeble,
weak, powerless:—kam-quwwat, s.f. Powerlessness,
inability:—kam-qmat, adj. Low-priced, cheap:—kam karn,
v.t. To diminish, lessen, decrease, reduce; to deduct; to
relax, remit; to moderate, modify, temper; to contract:—
kam-kam, adv. Little by little:—kam-go, adj. & s.m. Of few
words, reserved, &c. (=kam-su an, q.v.):—kam-go, s.f.
Taciturnity, reserve:—kam-myag, s.f. Scantiness or
deciency of means or wealth, poverty, indigence;
smallness of quantity; scarcity:—kam-mya, adj. Having
little capital or wealth, poor, indigent; decient in
quantity, scarce:—kam-menat, s.f. Littleness of labour;
indolence:—kam-nab, adj. Unfortunate, luckless:—kamnab, s.f. Misfortune, ill-luck:—kam-nazar,
 adj. Weaksighted, dim-sighted:—kam-nigh, s.f. Inattention,
neglect, disregard, coldness:—kam-o-besh, adj. More or
less:—kam-wazn, Short of weight:—kam-o-kst, s.f. Loss,
deciency:—kam-himmat, adj. Spiritless; daunted; meanspirited, cowardly:—kam-himmat, s.f. Want of spirit;
mean-spiritedness, meanness:—kam ho , v.n. To lessen,
diminish, decrease; to abate; to fail, come short; to fall,
sink:—kam-yb, adj. Scarce, rare, uncommon, curious:—
kam-yb, s.f. Scarcity, rarity.
A 2  kam (for ka-ma= ka-m, 'the like of what'), interrog.
pron. How much? how many? how long?
S 2  /kim, interrog. pron. & adv. Who? which? what?—
how ? whence ? wherefore ? why ?—kim-api, Somewhat;
rather; whatsoever, anything whatsoever, anything at
all (=ku h-bh):—kim-purush, s.m. A despicable man, a
mongrel;—a class of horse-faced beings belonging to the
suite of Kuvera;—one of the nine
divisions into which the world is divided (described as
the country between the Himala and Hemak~a
mountains).

A @  ka-m (fr. ka, 'like,' and pron. m, 'what'), See s.v.
ka.
H Y @  /,kamtur, adj. corr. of km-tur, q.v.
P 5 @  kumj, = P V @  kum ,s.m. A cake of unleavened
bread (baked in the ashes of a re); an orbicular plate of
wood perforated in the middle for receiving the top of a
tent-pole (syn. kul aor kul a, q.v.):—kum -s mu h, A
broad face, a full, plump face.
P V @  kum , = P 5 @  kumj,s.m. A cake of unleavened
bread (baked in the ashes of a re); an orbicular plate of
wood perforated in the middle for receiving the top of a
tent-pole (syn. kul aor kul a, q.v.):—kum -s mu h, A
broad face, a full, plump face.
A  @  kimd (v.n. fr. + @  'to beat cloth,' &c.), s.m. Hot
cloth, or any fomentation (applied to an aicted part).
S  @  j/kumr, s.m. (f. -), A child, boy, youth; an
unmarried youth; a son; the son of a Rj, a prince, the
heir-apparent;—a name of Skanda, the god of war.
H <;  @  j/kumr-pan [S. j/+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The time or the condition of youth,
boyhood, youth, youthfulness; bachelorhood.
S  @  j/kumrak, s.m. (f. -ik), s.m. = kumr, q.v.
S   @  j/kumrik, s.f.=kumr, q.v.
S ' @  j/$ku-mrg,
'
s.m. Bad road or way; wrong
course, bad ways, &c. (=ku-path, q.v.).
S  @  j/"kumr, s.f. A young girl (one from ten to
twelve years old, which is regarded as a marriageable
age), maiden, maid, virgin, damsel, lass; a daughter; a
princess (see ku wr):—kumr-kany, s.f. An unmarried
damsel, a maid, virgin, &c. (=kumr):—kumr-haty, s.f.
The murder of a young girl.
H B @  /,kamsut [S. /++,
'
 'son'], s.m. 'A son of
toil or labour'; a workman, labourer, hireling, earner;
journeyman; servant.
P D @  kumsh, s.m.=kum , q.v.
A @  kaml (inf. n. of @  'to be complete,' &c.), s.m.
Completion, conclusion; perfection; excellence;
something wonderful, a wonder; punctuality;—adj.
Complete, entire; perfect, consummate, very great, the

greatest, exceeding, excessive, extreme:—kaml darje-k,
adj. (f. -k), The highest degree of, the utmost:—kaml
dikh-ln(apn), To show consummate skill or power; to
exhibit marvellous power, to work wonders:—kaml
rakhn(-me ), To possess perfection (in), to be a master
(of):—kaml karn, To do something wonderful; to do
wonderfully well, to succeed to perfection:—kaml-ko
pahu n(-ko), To bring to completion or perfection; to
complete, to perfect.
H " @  kaml (fr. kaml), s.m. A skilful feat; athletic
exercise; a sham wrestling match to exhibit feats of skill.
A A" @  kamlt, s.m. pl. (of kaml), Perfections, &c.
H ! @  kamla, s.m.=kaml, q.v.
P  ! @  kamlyat, vulg. kamliyat(fr. A. kaml+ a. -yat),
s.f. Perfection, excellence; acquirements,
accomplishments.
P  @  kamn, s.f. A bow; an arch; a spring; the sign
Sagittarius;—adj. (in comp.) Arched, curved, bent, bowed;
exible:—kamn-abr , s.f. Arched eye-brow;—adj. With
arched eye-brows (epithet of a mistress):—kamn utrn,
To unbend a bow:—kamn-bardr, s.m. Bow-bearer:—
kamn tnn, or kamn arhn, To bend a bow; to string a
bow:—kamn a hn(-ke nm), To be victorious:—kamnakkar-uk , s.m. Segment of a circle:—kamn-dr, adj. &
s.m. Armed with a bow; arched;—one armed with a bow,
a bowman, an archer:—kamn-dn, s.m. Bow-case:—
kamn karn, v.t. To bend:—kamn khe n= kamn tnn,
q.v.:—kamn-gar, s.m. A bow maker, bowyer;—a bonesetter:—kamn-gar, s.f. Bow-making;—bone-setting.
P  @  kamn (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Command:—
kamn-afsar, s.m. Commanding ocer:—kamn bol-in,
or kamn-par hon, To be under orders to march; to be
ordered on (military) service:—kamn-par hon, To be on
(military) service:—kamn jn, To go on (military)
service:—kamn dagn, The gun to be red:—kamn
nikaln, Marching orders to be issued, to be ordered on
(military) service.
H  @  /kamn [kam˚= kamw˚= Prk. @/ ()=S. / '
+ , caus. augment], v.t. To earn, to acquire, get; to
accumulate, save; to work, labour; to perform; to do
(good); to perpetrate, commit (a crime); to exercise (the

faculties) to clean or curry (leather); to clean (a privy,
&c.); to dress or prepare (land):—kam-khn, To live by
one's own earnings.
H  @  kamn [P. kam+= w= Prk.  or U=S. 
(caus. augment) + n], v.t. To lessen, diminish, abate;—
v.n. To grow less; to become decient:—kam-len, v.t.
(intens.) To reduce, wear away, consume.
P : @  kamn a (dim. of kamn), s.m. A small bow; the
bow of a ddle; a species of violin; a steel spring; an
arched roof; a side room (in a large building).
H : @  kamn , s.f. Hoop (of a cask).
P  @  kamna, s.m. Plectrum, or bow (of a musical
instrument).
P  @  kamn (fr. kamn), adj. Bowed, bent, arched;—s.f.
Spring (of a watch, or a carriage-hood, &c.): bl-kamn,
Hair-spring:—ba  kamn, Main-spring:— ho kam,
Feather-spring; the sear spring (of a gun-lock).
H   @  kamniyar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Commander,
commanding ocer.
H  @  /kam [Prk. @/  or @/U ; S.
/y+t], adj. & s.m.f. Earning a livelihood;
laborious, industrious;—worker, labourer; earner, breadwinner; husband:—kam p t, A son who earns his
living, a grown-up son:—kam -dhan, s.m. Male issue,
sons; property, &c. by which one earns a living;
conveyances (let out on hire), &c.
H $ @  / kam [kam(n) + = Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Earning, acquiring; earnings, gain,
prots; work, performance:—kam-p t, or kam-k bc,
A son who earns, the earning member (of a family), a
grown-up son:—kam karn, To earn; to work.
H ) @  j/ku-my [S. j+/], s.f. Severity, harshness;
anger:—ku-my karn(-se), To be angry (with), to rebuke,
to treat harshly.
H %@  @ kimb [S. /+ ], conj. Whether, or; else;

Agricultural labour, farming (cf. kumbi).
S %@  @ !kambal, s.m. A blanket (=kammal); a garment
of wool:—kambal-posh, adj. & s.m. Wearing a blanket;—a
mendicant whose only gament is a blanket.
S %@  @ k, ambu, s.m. A conch, a shell; a ring, or a
bracelet made of shells;—the neck:—kambu-grv, adj. (f. ), Having a neck marked with three lines like a shell
(held to indicate exalted fortune).
S 5 %@  @ 5*kamboj, s.m. The country of Kamboj or
Cambay in Northern India.
S &%@  j@#kumbha, vulg. kumbh, s.m. A water-pot,
pitcher, jar;—the sign Aquarius;—a measure of grain
equal to twenty droas; the frontal globe on the upper
part of the forehead of an elephant; a religious exercise,
viz.closing the nostrils and mouth so as to suspend
breathing (=kumbhak):—the paramour of a harlot; name
of a Rkshas; name of a Dnav:—kumbh, or kumbh-k mel,
s.m. A fair held by Hind faqrsevery twelfth years at
Hardwr and Allahabad (so called because the sun is
then in Aquarius):—kumbh(S. kumbha+as), s.m. pl.
A class of demons with testicles shaped like a kumbha:—
kumbha-ja, vulg. kumbhaj, adj. (f. -), Born in a water-pot;
—an epithet of Agastya:—kumbha-kmal, s.f. A bilious
aection, a sort of jaundice together with swelling of the
joints:—kumbha-kr, s.m. (f. -ikor -in), A potter (=kumhr):
—kumbha-kara, s.m. lit.'Having ears like water-pots';
name of a Rkshas, the gigantic brother of Rva .
S (&%@  j@#kumbhak, s.m. A particular religious
exercise, stopping the breath by shutting the mouth and
closing both nostrils with the ngers of the right hand.
S &%@  j.@#kumbhik, s.f. A small pot or pitcher;—a
disease of the eyes, a stye.
S 3&%@  j@#!kumbhal, s.f. A certain plant the owers of
which are compared to those of the Nauclea cadamba.
H 3&%@  j.@#!kumbhiln, or kumbhln, v.n.

moreover.
H %@  j@ kumb [S. j&@, ], s.m. Family, tribe, caste,

(dialec.)=kumhln, q.v.
H 3&%@  j.@#!"kumbhiln, s.f. (dialec.)=kumhl, q.v.

fraternity (see kunb).
H U@  j@ &kumba [prob. S. j&@, ]( , s.m. (dialec.)

S (#&%@  j.@#!kumbhilak, s.m. A thief.
H &%@  j@#"kumbhn [S. j@#+"], s.f. 'The

lesser Kumbh,' a fair held every sixth year (see kumbh;—
it is also called ardha-kumbh).
S &%@  j@#"kumbh, s.f. A small jar or pot; a vessel for

shake, &c. (=k pn, q.v.):—kamp-uhnd, v.n. To begin to
tremble, to fall into a tremor.
H L@  kampan (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A company; the

preserving grain in; a measure of grain (equal to twenty
dronas).
S &%@  j@#"kumbh, adj. Shaped like a water-jar:—

East India Company:—kampan-k kga,
 Company's paper:
—kampan-k rj, The East India Company's rule:—
kampan-k sikka, The Company's rupee:—kampan-bg, 
s.m. Botanical gardens; a public garden.
H L@  kamp (fr. the English), s.m. A camp, an
encampment; a cantonment:—kamp pa n(-me ), To
encamp (in or at):—kamp -ke big e-hue, s.m. pl.
Mutineers; loose characters of a cantonment.
S @  j/ ku-mati, and H. j/ ku-mat, s.f. A weak mind,

kumbh-pk, s.m. Name of a hell (in which the wicked
are supposed to be baked like a potter's vessels).
S  &%@  j@#"kumbhr, s.m. The long-nosed alligator, the
crocodile of the Ganges.
H %@  j@ "kumb [S. j&@, +t (+t)], s.m. (f. -in), A
tribe or class of cultivators; a man of that class; a
cultivator of the soil, a peasant (cf. kurm).
S `@  @kamp, s.m. Trembling, tremor, shivering,
shaking:—kampa-mn, adj. (f. -mat), Tremulous, shaky.
H L@  /kamp, s.m. A long stick with bird-lime applied
at one end (used by fowlers):—kamp lagn, or kamp
mrn, v.t. To catch (birds) with a kamp.
H K L@  kamps (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A compass, a
pair of compasses; a prismatic compass; a theodolite or
other similar surveying instrument;—a shaft (for one
horse):—kamps-k makama, The survey department:—
kamps lagn, v.n. To set up a compass, or theodolite,
&c.; to make a survey (of), to survey:—kamps-wl, s.m.
A land-surveyor.
H  L@  @kampn (caus. of kampn), v.t. To cause to
shake or tremble; to shake; to agitate.
H  L@  @6kamph [S. @++t], adj. (f. -),
Tremulous, trembling; timid.
H  @ ) L@  @/kampya-mn, adj.=kampa-mn, q.v.s.v.
kamp.
S L@  .@kampit, part. adj. (f. -), Trembling, shaking,
tremulous; fear-stricken.
H *L@  @kampati [S. @ + ?], s.m. The ocean, sea.
S <L@  @kampan, adj. (f. -), Trembling; shaken;
unsteady; causing to tremble; shaking;—s.m. A
trembling;—shaking; quivering; shivering;—a kind of
weapon;—name of a country near Kashmr.
H L@  @kampn [S. @"(; rt. @], v.n. To tremble,

slow or weak intellect; a vile or base sentiment;
perversity; error; indiscretion, stupidity, folly;—adj. Of
slow intellect, weak-minded; injudicious; stupid, foolish;
vicious, wicked.
S *@  j/ku-mat, s.f. Erroneous or dangerous opinion
(esp. on religious topics), heterodoxy, heresy.
P *@  kam-tar (compar. of kam, q.v.;—tar= S. ), s.m. adj.
Less; least; smaller; few; meaner, lower, inferior.
P <)*@  kam-tarn (superlat. of kam), adj. Least; very small;
meanest, lowest;—the meanest of (your) slaves, your
humble servant (an expression applied to himself by the
writer of a letter or petition).
H *@  /"kamt [kam, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f. Deciency,
scarcity, lack, paucity; inferiority; diminution, abatement
(this word is sometimes used by the illiterate in the
sense of kam):—kamt-ba ht, s.f. Decrease and increase;
fall and rise (of prices, &c.);—adv. More or less.
S 2  /_kamah, s.m. A tortoise, a turtle;—a bamboo.
H 2  /_kamh [S. /_+t], s.m. A bow (esp. one
made of bamboo).
H  :@  /5kam- or (km+ or, qq.v.), s.m. An indolent
person who does not turn out a proper amount of work;
one who shirks work, a skulker.
P >@  kam- b, = P  >@  kam- b,vulg. kimb(said to be fr. kam, 'little' + b, 'nap'), s.m. Silk
or satin worked with gold or silver owers, brocade.
P  >@  kam- b, = P >@  kam- b,vulg. kimb(said to be fr. kam, 'little' + b, 'nap'), s.m. Silk

or satin worked with gold or silver owers, brocade.
P   >@  kam b, adj. Brocaded; embroidered.
S + @  j/,kumud, and H. j/ kumad, s.m. (lit.'exciting
what joy!'), A water-lily, Rottlera tinctoria; the esculent
white lotus or water-lily, Nymphæa esculenta; the red
lotus, Nymphæa rubra;—name of a Nga; name of the
elephant of the south-west or southern quarter; one of
the monkey-heroes of the Rmyan; name of a celestial
being; name of a mountain:—kumud-bandhu, s.m.
lit.'Friend of the lotus,' the moon (the white esculent
lotus expanding its petals during the night and closing
them in the day-time).
H + @  j/ kumadin, s.f.=next, q.v.
S + @  j/,"kumudin, s.f. A cluster or an assemblage of
lotus- owers; a place abounding in lotuses.
P @  kamar [Pehl. kamar; Zend kamara, fr. kamar= S. kmar],
s.f. The loins, the waist; a girdle, zone, belt; the middle
(of a mountain, &c.); the ank (of an army); an arch:—
kamar b dhn(-par), To gird up the loins (for), to get
ready, prepare, arm (for); to resolve, to be intent (on):—
kamar-basta, adj. Having the loins girt, in a state of
readiness, on the alert, ready for action, prepared,
armed:—kamar-band, adj.=kamar-basta;—s.m. A girdle,
zone, sash, belt, waistband; a long piece of cloth folded
round the loins; the string with which drawers, &c. are
fastened (syn. izr-band):—kamar bandhn(-k), To
encourage, inspirit, give hope of success (to), to
stimulate (one to persevere):—kamar-band, s.f. Girding
up the loins, preparing, getting ready; preparation (for
action), prepared state, alertness:—military uniform:—
kamar-band karn, To prepare, arm, &c.:—kamar-pa,
s.m. A zone, or cincture (of gold or silver);—a tie-beam:—
kamar paka -ke uhn, 'To rise holding the loins'; to be in a
weak or feeble state:—kamar paka n, or kamar thmn(-k),
To seize (one) by the waist; to urge a claim (against
one);—to support, back, help, encourage:—kamar- ,
adj. (f. -), Gone in the loins; impotent;—hump-backed:—
kamar  n(-k), 'The loins or back to be broken'; to be
deserted by (one's) friends; to give way or sink under
the loss of a child, &c.; to be deprived of hope, to lose
condence or courage:—kamar to n(-k), To break the

back (of); to take away all hope (from), to discourage,
&c.; to alienate one's friends or adherents:—kamar-dr,
s.m. A servant, a serving-man:—kamar-dawlor diwl, s.f.
A leathern belt:—kamar rah-jn, The loins or back to give
way; to have a pain in the loins (from long standing);
the back to become palsied:—kamar sdh karn, To stretch
one self out for brief repose, to lie down:—kamar-k
hladj. & s.m. Weak in the loins; impotent;—one who is
weak in the loins (cf. kamar- ):—kamar kas-b dhn, or
kamar kasn= kamar b dhn, q.v.:—kamar-kush, s.f.
Ungirding the loins; undoing or opening the waistband;
(Mil.) the order to take o accoutrements;—a fee levied
by a government peon from a person over whom he is
placed in charge for permission to perform the common
functions of life:—kamar-ko, s.m. A parapet:—kamarkoh, s.m. The part of a beam which projects outside a
wall:—kamar-khol baihn, To sit at ease (see next):—kamar
kholn, To undo or throw o (one's) belt, &c.; to quit
service; to take (one's) ease:—kamar lagn(-ko), To have a
sore back (a horse); to get a back-ache (through lying
too long in bed):—kamar mrn(-k), To strike sideways; to
attack (an army) in ank:—kamar mab t karn, To take
courage or heart; to undertake a work of expense:—
kamar hiln, 'To shake or move the loins'; to endeavour;
—to copulate.
H @  kamar, vulg. kamr(Port. cámara), s.m. A room,
chamber, an apartment; cabin (of a ship).
H @  /kamrak = H & @  /L kamrakh [S. /t],
'
s.m. The fruit of the Averrhoa carambola(a sub-acid,
astringent fruit; syn. kamrang).
H & @  /Lkamrakh = H @  / kamrak [S. /t],
'
s.m. The fruit of the Averrhoa carambola(a sub-acid,
astringent fruit; syn. kamrang).
H J@  /($kamra g [S. /r$
'
+ ], s.m.=kamrakh,
q.v.
H ?@  kamara, vulg. kamra, s.m.=kamar, q.v.
P @  kamar, vulg. kamr(rel. n. fr. kamar), adj. Of or
relating to the loins; weak or gone in the loins:—kamr
angarkh, s.m. or kamr, s.f. A short jacket or waistcoat; a
spencer.
H @  /"kamr, = H )@  / kamariy,s.f.=kaml, q.v.

H )@  /kamariy, = H @  /" kamr,s.f.=kaml, q.v.
H  2  /ikam h [S. jl/eft?; cf. ko h ], s.m. A kind

of lotuses.
H @  @/!kammal [Prk. @/!5; S. @ !t], s.m.=kambal,

of pumpkin-gourd, Cucurbita pepo.
H @  kamishanar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A

q.v.
S 3@  /!kamal, vulg. kaml, s.f. An epithet of the

commissioner.
H @  kamishanar, s.f. Oce of a commissioner; a

goddess Lakshm; an excellent woman.
H 3@  /!kamal, vulg. kaml[S. /!+t], s.m. A species

commissionership.
P 3f 2  kam-al, s.m. A method of transmuting words, so

of orange (=kaulor kau l):—kaml-nb , s.m. Idem.
H 3@  /!kamal, vulg. kaml[S. @ !+t], s.m. The

as to form, in writing, a cypher, and in speech a
gibberish or cant language, unintelligible to all
who do not possess the key (the letters kand m, and l,
aand w, and t,  land h, dand r, sand a, are mutually
interchanged for one another; and all those which have
diacritical points remain unchanged; the word
salmatwritten according to this rule becomes Mm).

palmer-worm; the caterpillar or larva of a brown moth
covered with ne bristles, which, on handling it, adhere
to the skin and excite itching (it is destructive to trees).
A 3@  kumal, s.m. pl. (of kmil), The perfect.
H 3@  j/!kumln, v.n.=kumhln, q.v.
H  @  /!  kamal-bo = H  @  /!  kamal-be

P (@  kumak, s.f. Aid, assistance, support; reinforcement

[S. /!+ ,t ], s.m. A form of jaundice, excessive

(of an army); a corps of auxiliaries:—kumak-par hon, To
be on the side (of, -k), to support:—kumak den(-ko), or
kumak karn(-k), To aid, help, support; to reinforce.
H 2 @  j/j/ kumkum = H @ @  j/j/ kumkum [Prk.

secretion or obstruction of bile (see kmal).
H  @  /! kamal-be = H  @  /!  kamal-bo

j(/
j (; S. jrj/(], s.m. Saron, Crocus sativus.
H @ @  j/j/kumkum = H 2 @  j/j/ kumkum [Prk.
j(/
j (; S. jrj/(], s.m. Saron, Crocus sativus.
H @ @  j/j/kumkum, (dialec.) adj. (f. -), Luke-warm,
tepid (=kunkunor gungun).
H  @ @  j/j/&kumkum, s.f. (dialec.) Luke-warmness.
S &@  j/,Lku-mukh, s.m. (f. -), lit.'Ugly-faced'; a hog.
P @  kumak (rel. n. fr. kumak), adj. & s.m. Auxiliary;—
an ally, aider, supporter.
S @  /!kamal, s.m. The lotus, Nelumbium speciosum, or
Nymphæa nelumbo:—kamalsan(la˚+s˚), s.m. lit.'Seated on
the lotus'; an epithet of Brahm:—kamalksha(˚la+ak˚),
Having eyes like the lotus, lotus-eyed (an epithet of a
person with beautiful eyes):—kamal-patr, s.m. Lotus-leaf:
—kamal- ara, s.f. Lotus-feet, an epithet of the feet of
any deity:—kamal-nl, s.m. Stalk of the lotus or water-lily:
—kamal-nayan(f. -), or kamal-nain(f. -), or kamal-nain(f. ), adj. & s.m. Having eyes like the lotus;—a person with
beautiful eyes:—kamal-van, vulg. kamal-ban, s.m. A forest

[S. /!+ ,t ], s.m. A form of jaundice, excessive
secretion or obstruction of bile (see kmal).
S #@  /.!"kamalin, vulg. kamlin, s.f. A number or
cluster of lotus- owers; a lake or place abounding in
lotuses;—a lotus-plant, Nelumbium speciosum;—a woman
of the rst and most excellent of the four classes into
which the sex is distinguished (cf. padmin).
H #@  /!"kaml [Prk. @/ .!; S. @ !+], s.f. A
small blanket;—hair-cloth:—kaml-k , s.m. A hairy worm
or caterpillar, the palmer-worm (=kaml):—apn kaml-me
mast hon, To glory, or to revel, in (one's) little blanket;
to be indierent to everything and everybody.
S <@  /kaman, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Wishing for, desirous;
lustful, libidinous;—desirable; beautiful, lovely;—a
beautiful person; a libidinous person.
S @  /kaman, s.f. A beautiful woman;—a libidinous
woman.
S *@  j/BP4ku-mantra, s.f. Bad advice, evil counsel;
intrigue.
P + @  kamand, s.f. A kind of scaling ladder, made of cord
(chie y used by thieves); a halter; a noose; a snare; a

slip-knot; a thong or lasso (formerly used in battle);
(met.) the ringlets of a beautiful woman:—kamand
phe kn, or kamand ln, or kamand lagn(with loc.), To
throw up a scaling ladder, to scale;—s.m. Scaling.
H + @  /(kamand, = S + @  /B kamandh,s.m. Water;—
also=kabandh, q.v.
S + @  /Bkamandh, = H + @  /( kamand,s.m. Water;—
also=kabandh, q.v.
H <@  /ef!kamaal, = S <@  /ef!, kamaalu,s.m.
An earthen or wooden water-pot used by the ascetic and
the religious student; a vessel with a spout;—the wavedleaf g-tree, Ficus infectoria:—an-kamaal, s.m. The
sta and water-pot (of an ascetic or hermit), the chattels
(of a hermit).
S <@  /ef!,kamaalu, = H <@  /ef! kamaal,s.m.
An earthen or wooden water-pot used by the ascetic and
the religious student; a vessel with a spout;—the wavedleaf g-tree, Ficus infectoria:—an-kamaal, s.m. The
sta and water-pot (of an ascetic or hermit), the chattels
(of a hermit).
H J@  kaman-gar, s.m. contrac. of kamn-gar, q.v.s.v.
kamn.
H  @  /hkamnait, or /s kamnet [kamn, q.v.+ait=
Prk. \5=Õ5=S.  (the termn. of the pres. part.,
with the caus. augment pi)], s.m. Archer, bowman;—a
beater (in a hunt).
H * @  /h"kamnait, s.f. Archery.

Krish a (cf. kaumodak).
H  @  /5"kamodin [S. j/,"], s.f. A species of
water-lily, Menyanthes indicaor cristata;—also=kamudand
kamudin, qq.v.
H  @  /5"kamor, s.f. A small earthen vessel.
A  @  kamm n (Gr. /), s.m. Cumin-seed.
P  @  kamm n (fr. kamm n), s.f. A medicine in which
cumin-seed is mixed (cf. km n).
H  &@  j@6kumhr [Prk. j(#5 and j(#5; S. j@#],
s.m. A manufacturer of earthen vessels, a potter:—
kumhr-k w, A potter's kiln; (met.) the womb:—kumhrk k, A potter's wheel.
H  &@  j@6kumhran = H  &@  j@6" kumhrn = H
 &@  j@6" kumhr [kumhr, q.v.+S. a. ", s.f. The
wife of a potter.
H  &@  j@6"kumhrn = H  &@  j@6 kumhran = H
 &@  j@6" kumhr [kumhr, q.v.+S. a. ", s.f. The
wife of a potter.
H  &@  j@6"kumhr = H  &@  j@6 kumhran = H
 &@  j@6" kumhrn [Prk. (#
, "; S. j@#"], s.f. The
wife of a potter.
H  &@  j@6"kumhr [kumhr+S. a. ], s.f. An insect
like a wasp which builds its house of clay.
H &@  j@6!kumhal, s.f. 1˚ = kumbhal, q.v.;—2˚=kumhl,
q.v.;—3˚=k mhal, q.v.
H 3&@  j@6!kumhln, (dialec.) j.@6 ! kumhiln

S  @  /"kamanya, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), To be

[perhaps fr. S. /! 'weak, faint; dejected,' &c.], v.n. To

desired, desirable; pleasing, beautiful, lovely;—a
desirable person, &c.
S  @  @ kim-w, conj. Or; else; moreover (see kimb).

fade, wither, droop; to become blighted; to faint or sink
(as the heart); to be or become dejected or dispirited;—
v.t. To cause to wither, &c.; to blight, to blast:—(cf. kumbhiln):—kumhl jn, v.n. (intens.), To fade away, wither
away, &c.
H $3&@  j@6! kumhl, s.f. Fading, drooping, withering;

H  @  / kamwn (doub. caus. of kamn), v.t. To
cause to earn; to cause to work;—to earn (=kamn); to
use (as a razor).
H  @  /0kam d, or /5 kamod [prob. S. j/,t], s.m. A
species of drug used for dyeing (being the dust from the
outside of the capsules of Rottlera tinctoria; it is said to be
also a purgative medicine and aphrodisiac).
S  @  j/5kumodak, s.m. An epithet of Vish u or

taking blight, &c.
H  &@  j@6"kumhr [S. j@#"t], s.m. The long-nosed
alligator (cf. magar).
P @  kam [kam, q.v.+= Zend a. i= S. ], s.f. Littleness,
scantiness; deciency; decit; paucity, scarcity, dearth,

lack, want; decrease, diminution, abatement, reduction;
fall (of prices); remission; loss:—kam-besh, s.f. Decrease
and increase, excess and deciency; fall and rise,
uctuation; prot and loss; (in revenue) an abstract
account of the increase and decrease of the rental of
each cultivator in a village.
H @  ./ kamiy [prob. Prk. .@/ ; S. X/ t], s.m.
(dialec.), A labourer, a hireling, an agricultura, labourer
(cf. kamer).
P  @  kammyat, or kamyat(for A. ~C @  , fr. kamm; cf. kam),
s.f. Quantity; number.
A  @  kumait, adj. & s.m. Bay-coloured, bay (a horse);—a
bay horse.
H R@  kame (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Committee.

Rottlera tinctoria(used as a vermifuge, &c.; syn. kam d,
q.v.).
H 3 @  q!kamel [prob. S. /+!+t],
'
s.m. A place of
sacrice; an altar;—a slaughter-house, shambles (syn.
masla ; maba).
P < @  kamn (=kamna, q.v.) adj. & s.m. Defective; low,
mean;—a menial servant, a menial:—kamn t, s.f. Low
caste; the lower orders.
A < @  kamn (v.n. fr. <@  , inf. n. kum n, lurking, lying
hid'), s.f. Ambush, ambuscade:—kamn-gh, s.f. Lurking
place, ambush, ambuscade:—kamn-gh-me baihn, To
lie in ambush.
H <L @  kamn-pan, or kamna-pan, s.m. Lowness,

H + @  kumaid, adj. & s.m. corr. of kumait, q.v.

meanness, baseness; lowness of birth.
H ) < @  j ©kume hiy, j © kume hy = H 7< @ 

H 7R@  jq fkumeiy, s.m.=kume hiy, q.v.

j f kume iy, j f kume y [prob. S. j+qe_ or

'
s m. A
H  @  qkamer, [S. /++t],

qef+t], s.m. A small kind of elephant (written also

workman; labourer, hireling, hired agricultural labourer;
a journeyman; an assistant.
H  @  q~kamer , s.m. (dialec.)=kamer, q.v.

kume hiya, kume iy).
H 7< @  j fkume iy, j f kume y = H ) < @ 

S  @  jqIku-meru, and H. qI ka-meru, s.m. The

qef+t], s.m. A small kind of elephant (written also

southern hemisphere; the south pole (the region of
demons and Titans).
H  R@  q7kame  [prob. S. @˚, caus. of @+ = S. 
+t], s.m. Convulsion;—kame e, s.m. pl. Convulsions.
H  R@  q7"kame , s.f. A dove (cf. qumri).
H < @  kamshan (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Commission:—
kamshan baihn, A commission to sit or to be held;—
kamshan den(-ko), To allow commission or discount (toa
person, for, -ko, a thing):—kamshan-k taml karn, To
execute a commission:—kamshan len, To charge
commission:—ahl--kamshan, One to whom a commission
is issued.
H  @  jq!ku-mel [S. ku+mela], adj. Unaccordant,
uncongenial, unsuitable, inappropriate; ill-assorted, illjoined; inharmonious, discordant, out of tune (syn. anmel, q.v.).
H 3 @  /"!kaml, or q! kamel [prob. S. /"!+t
or fr. /!], s.m. A drug obtained from the capsules of

j © kume hiy, j © kume hy [prob. S. j+qe_ or
kume hiya, kume iy).
P J @  kamnag (abst. s. fr. kamna), s.f.=kamnapan, q.v.
P  @  kamna (kam, q.v.+na= S. ), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Defective; low, mean, base, ignoble, abject, vile; of low
condition, vulgar, common (person);—a low, mean,
common, or vulgar person.
H <;  @  kamna-pan, s.m. See kamn-pan.
S < 4ka, and H.  kan, or  kani, s.m. Minute bit or
portion, particle, atom, granule, grain (of corn, &c.), a
single seed; grain, corn; our; a spark (of re); spark or
facet (of a gem); a sprout, blossom; a particle of strength
(e.g. badan-me kan nah rah); a weevil;—adj. (in comp.),
Little, small, minute:—kan-a gulor a gulor u gl, s.f. The
little nger:—kan-bidy(for kan-vidy), s.f. The science of
crystallography:—kan-jo bojh, s.m. Density:—kan- hed,
s.m. Porosity:—kan-zor, s.m. Molecular force:—kan-k t, s.f.
Appraisement or valuation of a standing crop; (for kank t) s.m. Appraiser or valuer of a standing crop:—kan-

mtr, adv. Merely an atom; very little, the smallest
quantity.
H < kan [prob. contrac. fr. S. ((], s.m. Appreciating,
appraising, appraisement, valuing, estimating, valuation
(of a eld, &c.):—kan karn, v.t. To appraise, value,
estimate.
H < kan, or  kani, postpn., contrac. of kane, q.v.
H < kan (contrac. of kn), s.m. Ear (used as rst
member of compounds).
P < kan [rt. of kandan; fr. Zend kan= S. khan], part. adj. &
s.m. Digging, excavating; engraving; carving;—digger,
&c. (used as last member of compounds, e.g. gor-kan,
'grave-digging, grave-digger').
H < kin [S. 4t], s.m. A wound; a sore; a scar; a
callosity.
H < kin, The formative pl. of the interrog. pron.
kaun(cf. kis).
P < kun [imperat. and rt. of kardan; fr. Zend kar= S. ],
Do; make; &c.;—part. adj. & s.m. Making; doing;
occasioning;—maker; doer; &c. (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. kr-kun, q.v.).
A < kun (imperat. of   for   'to be'), Be, let it be, let
there be:—kun fa yakun, (God says) Be, and it is.
H  4ka, s.f. corr. of kaik, q.v.
H  kan, or 4 ka [S. B; or contrac. of kangat], s.f. The dark lunar fortnight of the month Ásin:—
kan-gat(S. kany-gata), s.m. 'The position of a planet (esp.
Jupiter) in the sign Virgo'; the period marked by such a
position, the dark half of the month Ásin(considered as
auspicious for religious rites, sacricial feasts, &c.);—a
rddhor religious ceremony performed daily by Hinds
during the dark half of the month Ásinin honour of
deceased ancestors.
H  Bkann [Prk. 4 ; S. 4t],
'
s.m. Edge, rim;
projection or handle (on the side of a vessel, &c., or one
of two handles on the sides); one of the notches on the
two sides of the upper leather of a shoe;—the part of a
paper kite to which the string is tied:—kann-dr, vulg.
kanne-dr, s.m. A shoe or slipper with a notch at the side,
or with a projecting piece at the heel (to pull it on by):—

kann nikal-jn(-k), The rim or edge, or the handle (of a
vessel), to be broken:—kanno -se ukha nor ukha -jn,
(The string of a paper kite) to come clean out from, or
be cut o at, the parts where it is tied; (met.) to y o in
a dudgeon, to turn away in a hu.
H   j(ku r, s.m.=ku wr= kumr, q.v.
P   kanr, vulg. kinr(see kanra), s.m. Side, margin,
edge;—adv. Aside;—kinr, s.f. Embracing, hugging;
embrace, bosom:—kinr khai n(-se), To keep aloof
(from); to give up, quit, leave:—dar-kinr, adv. Aside,
apart, out of the question, a thing apart; let alone; not to
speak of, not to mention:—bos-o-kinror kinr-o-bos, s.f.
Kissing and embracing.
H   kinr, s.m.=next, q.v.
P ?  kanra, vulg. kinra[Pehl. kanr; Zend karana, fr. kar,
'to cut'=S.  (>45, >4)], s.m. Side, edge, margin,
bank, shore, coast, beach, strand; limit, boundary; end;
border, hem; tag end (of a piece of cloth):—kinra paka n,
v.n.=kinra karn, q.v.:—kinra a hn(with loc.), To put a
border or hem (to):—kinra-dr, vulg. kinre-dr, adj.
Having a border, bordered:—kinra karn(-se), To keep or
hold (oneself) aloof (from), to avoid, shun; to abstain
(from), refrain (from); to retire, withdraw;—to lay aside:
—kinra-kash, adj. Drawing aside (from), holding aloof;
withdrawing, retiring, &c.:—kinra-kash hon, v.n.=kinra
karn, q.v.:—kinra-kash, s.f. The act of drawing or
turning aside (from), avoiding; withdrawal, &c.;—kinrakash karn(-se) = kinra karn, q.v.:—kinre, or kinre-par,
postpn. & adv. By the side or margin (of, -ke), along-side
(of); on the bank (of);—ashore, on land; aside, apart, out
of the question; a thing apart; let alone; not to speak of
or mention (=dar-kinr):—kinre a hn, v.n. To run
ashore, to strand:—kinre-kinre(-ke), Along-side (of);
along the bank or shore;—aside, apart:—kinre lagn(ko), To put to shore, to beach (a boat); to moor; to lay to
(a ship):—kinre lagn, v.n. To reach the shore; to put to
shore;—to reach the end (of), come to an end:—kinre
honor ho-jn, v.n. To move or step aside, to get out of
the way; to turn aside (from); to withdraw, to retire
(=kinra karn).
H   kinr (fr. kinra), s.f. Edging, border, trimming,

lace (of gold or silver):—kinr-bf, s.f. A lace, maker, &c.
A K  kanns (fr. kans, 'sweeping,' inf. n. of I ), s.m. A
sweeper; (met.) an avaricious man, a miser.
H :  0kan-ka , s.m. A kind of vegetable, a
species of Arum.
H X  $kangat [S. B+$], s.m. (f.?) See s.v.
kan.
H a  j/"ku-nm, adj. & s.m. Of ill repute,
disreputable, disgraceful, infamous;—a person of ill
repute, &c.
P   kunn (imperf. part of kardan; see kun), part. adj.
Doing; making (used as last member of compounds);—
(pl. of kun), Doers, actors, &c.
H & < (L"or L" kan-a kh, or [L" kan-nkh [S.
4+d"],
'
s.f. Corner of the eye; side-glance, &c. (see
kankh):—kan-a khiyo -se dekhn(-ko), To look at through
the corner of the eye, to take a side glance at: to cast
sheep's eyes at.
P )  kinyat, s.f. = P )  kinya, s.m.(for A. ~)  kinyat,
inf. n. of  'to call by a signicant name'), Allusion;
metaphor, trope, gure, metonymy; a nickname; an
ironical expression; innuendo; sarcasm, taunt, jeer,
banter; a wink, nod, hint, sign (syn. ishra).
P )  kinya, s.m. = P )  kinyat, s.f.(for A. ~)  kinyat,
inf. n. of  'to call by a signicant name'), Allusion;
metaphor, trope, gure, metonymy; a nickname; an
ironical expression; innuendo; sarcasm, taunt, jeer,
banter; a wink, nod, hint, sign (syn. ishra).
P *-)  kinyata (for A. ~-)  , acc. of kinyat), adv. By
allusion, indirectly; metaphorically, guratively;
enigmatically; by way of innuendo; by signs, or winks,
&c.
H % j( kumb, or j4  kub, or j  kunb, s.m.

H % kumba, or kunba, s.m.=kumbor kunb, q.v.
H ` kamp, or ka p, s.m.=`@  kamp, q.v.
H  L kampn, or ka pn. (For this and other
words beginning with the letters L which are not given
below, see the corresponding Hind forms beginning
with L@  kamp˚.
H ` &"kan-pa, or " kan-pa [S. 4+
' ],
s.f. The temple; the upper part of the side of the face
(between the temple and the ear):—kanpa-k h , The
temporal bone.
H ; < v&kan-pha = H  ; < v7 kan-pha  (kn,
'ear' + phaor pha , 'slit'), s.m. One whose ears are slit;
—a kind of Hind faqr, with slit ears.
H  ; < v7kan-pha  = H ; < v& kan-pha (kn,
'ear' + phaor pha , 'slit'), s.m. One whose ears are slit;
—a kind of Hind faqr, with slit ears.
H  &; < vj kan-phukw [S. 4+vj
' ;+t], s.m. One
who blows or breathes into the ear (of another); any
religious teacher (among the Hinds) who whispers his
instructions in the ears of his followers.
H R&; < vw7kan-phe , s.m. Swelling of the glands
between the ear and the throat.
H  Bkant [S. Bt], s.m. One beloved, a husband; a
lover, a sweetheart:—kant-bhv, s.m. The being a
husband, the state or condition of husband; the
disposition and sentiments appropriate in a woman
towards her beloved.
S  Bkanta, vulg. kant, adj. Happy:—kanta-man, s.m. A
happy mind.
S  jBkunta, vulg. kunt, s.m. A spear, lance, barbed
dart.
S &J* B,«kintu-ghna, s.m. See s.v. * kintu.

Family, &c. (= %@  kumb, q.v.):—kunb-parwr, s.m. The

S * jB!kuntal, s.m. Hair (of the head); a lock of hair.

support of a family:—kunb jo n, or kunb sakern, or
kunb ikha karn, To get a large family:—kunbe-wl, or
kunbe-dr, s.m. One who has a large family.
H %  !kambal. (For this and other words beginning

S * B,kintu, conj. But, however, still, nevertheless;

with the letters % that are not found below, see the
corresponding Hind forms beginning with %@  kamb˚.)

again, moreover:—kintu-ghna, s.m. (lit.'destroying every
"but"'), One of the eleven Karaasor astronomical
periods.
H &* BRkanth, = H &* BR kanth,s.m. (dialec. or
rustic)=H. kant, q.v.

H &* BRkanth, = H &* BR kanth,s.m. (dialec. or
rustic)=H. kant, q.v.
S &* BRkanth, s.f.(m.?) A patched cloth or garment, a
covering of rags and patches (such as is worn by jogsand
faqrs; syn. gud ); a beggar's wallet and band;—a wall.
H &* BRkanth, s.m. (Dakkhan), corr. of kath, q.v.
S * j.Bkunti, s.m. Name of a people; name of the king
of this people; a proper name:—kunti-bhoj, s.m. Name of
the king of the Kuntis.
S * jB"kunt, s.f. Name of a wife of P u, the mother
of the ve P av princes by as many gods.
H * jB"kunt [S. jB+], s.f. (dim.)=kunt, q.v.
H < e&or & kar [prob. Prk. &!5; S. e&
+!t], adj. Thorny, prickly.
H ' < e&or & kaar [prob. S. e&!t], adj. & s.m.
Miserly, niggardly;—a miser, &c. (see kanak).
S < e&or & kaak, s.m. A thorn; a sharp bone; a
sh-bone; a stinging pain; a vile, hateful fellow; a mean,
sordid fellow, a miser; a mean enemy; an ill-natured
man; a merciless brute; a wicked or bad man.
H < e&"kaakr, s.f. A sort of prickly
nightshade, Solanum jacquini;—the silk-cotton tree,
Bombax heptaphyllum(and several other prickly plants).
S < e&"kaak, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Thorny, prickly;
vexatious, annoying;—a vexatious person, &c.
H A < &5kan-op (kn+op, qq.v.), s.m. A cap
covering the ears.
S < e_kaha, vulg. kah, s.m. The neck; the throat,
windpipe, larynx; Adam's apple; the voice; the bosom;—
immediate proximity;—adj. & adv. Committed to
memory;—ready to be repeated;—by heart, by rote:—
kahbharan(˚ha+bh˚), s.m. Neck-ornament; necklace:—
kahr ndhan(˚ha+r˚), s.m. Throttling; strangulation:—
kahgra(˚ha+ag˚), s.m. The top or beginning of the
throat;—adv. In the mouth ready to be repeated;—by
heart, by rote:—kah-akshar, s.m. A guttural letter (e.g. k,
kh, &c.):—kah-bh sh, s.f. A short necklace, a collar:—
kah baihn, The throat to become hoarse, the voice to
set:—kah-ph n, The voice to crack or break (as that

of a boy approaching puberty):—kaha-tlavya, adj. (in
Gram.) Gutturo-palatal (letters, e.g. e,  ai):—kahastha, adj. & adv. Situate in the throat; guttural; ready on
the tongue, ready to be repeated; by heart, by rote:—
kath karnor kar-len, v.t. lit.'To get or have (a lesson,
&c.) on the tongue ready to be repeated'; to get by
heart, to commit to memory:—kah-ml, s.f. A kind of
necklace of gold and jewels;—the bronchocele or goitre;
scrofula:—kah-mai, s.m. A jewel worn on the throat:—
kah nikaln, 'Adam's apple to come out'; to arrive at
puberty:—kahoshhya(˚ha+osh˚), s.m. (in Gram.) A
gutturo-labial letter (e.g. o,  au).
H < e_or _ kah [S. e_+t], s.m. A gold necklet;
a necklace or rosary (of beads of gold, or silver, or
pearls, or crystal, or the earth of Karbal); a necklace of
owers;—embroidery for the neck:—kahe-dr, adj.
(Bot.) Formicated.
S < j.e_kuhit, part. adj. (f. -), Blunted, blunt; dull,
stupid; lazy, indolent; abashed, ashamed, modest.
H ;:< e_!or _! kahl [kah, q.v.+l= Prk. f =S.
 or !+t], s.m. A necklace formed of pieces of gold,
silver, &c. (put on children to avert evil;—syn. kahml; kah).
H < e_"or _" kah [S. .e_], s.f. A short necklace
formed of beads of gold, &c. (see kah).
S B) < e_Åkahya, adj. & s.m. Belonging to the throat,
guttural;—a guttural letter.
H ) < &ka iy [S. e&, for e&+], s.f. A hook; a
sh-hook;—a vessel for keeping oil.
H ;:) < e&"!or &"! ka l [S. e&, for e&+!+t],
adj. (f. -), Thorny, prickly.
S 6 *kanj, s.m. Hair (of the head);—an epithet of
Brahm;—a lotus ( lit.'water-born');—the food of the
immortals (syn. amrit).

S 6 j*kunj, s.m. An arbour, a bower; a grove;—an
alley, a lane;—a cavern, cave;—the lower jaw; an
elephant's tusk or jaw; ivory.
P 6 kunj (=S. j*), s.m. Corner, nook; a conned place;
a bower; a grove.

H 6 j(*kunj, s.f.=k nj, q.v.
H 8 *kanj [prob. S. * 'water-produced'+t], adj.
(f. -), Blue-eyed; grey-eyed.
H 8 j(*kunj, s.m. A dialec. variety of ghu g , q.v.
H 8 *!kanjl, or j(*! kunjl [prob. fr. S.
*t], s.m.(?) (Dakkhin) The green scum formed on

sells vegetables, &c.
H  6 j(*7"kunj , = H . 6 j(*7 kunj an,s.f. A woman of
the kunj caste;—the wife of a kunj ;—a woman who
sells vegetables, &c.
P (8 kunjishk, or kunjashk(prob. fr. kunj), s.f. A
sparrow.
H 8 j(*!kunjal, s.m.=kunjar, q.v.

stagnant water.
P Z) 8 kunjish, s.f.=gunjish, q.v.

S 8 j*!kunjal, s.m. Sour gruel.

P + 8 kunjud, or kunjad, s.m. Sesamum (syn. til):—kunjadfarosh, s.m. A seller of sesamum.
H 8 *kanjar, s.m. A class of people of low caste

miser, niggard, skin- int, curmudgeon.
H LB 8 *
0 kanj s-pan, s.m. = H B 8 *
0 " kanj s,

H K 8 *
0 kanj s (prob. kn, 'ear,'+ s, 'sucker'), s.m. A

whose employment consists in making and selling
strings, &c. (they also catch and eat snakes; and are
credited with eating carcases); a man of that class;—a
class of gipsies;—(met.) a dirty, low fellow:—ka jron-k bol,
s.f. Gipsy language.
S 8 j*kunjar, s.m. An elephant, a large elephant (as

s.f.Miserliness, niggardliness, stinginess, meanness,
penuriousness.
H B 8 *
0 "kanj s, s.f. = H LB 8 *
0  kanj s-pan,

distinguished from kume hy, q.v.);—name of a Nga;—
kunjar, or kunjar-giri, Name of a mountain.
H 8 *"kanjar, or kanjr, = H )8 * kanjariy,s.f.

H 8 .*kanjiy [S. .  'a small boil'], s.f. A stye

A woman of the kanjarcaste:—a kanjar'swife; (in the
Panjb) a prostitute;—a class of songs sung by women of
the Kanjar caste.
H )8 *kanjariy, = H 8 *" kanjar, or kanjr,s.f.

A little, somewhat:—ki it-jna, adj. & s.m. Little-knowing;
—one who knows but little, a person of limited
knowledge.
S : j. ku it, part. (f. -), Crooked, bent, curved;

A woman of the kanjarcaste:—a kanjar'swife; (in the
Panjb) a prostitute;—a class of songs sung by women of
the Kanjar caste.
H 6 j(*7kunja , s.m. 1˚=kunj ;—2˚=kunjar;—3˚=kunjal,

curled; contracted;—perverse, cross-grained (syn. kaj).
S (:  ,or 
, ka uk, s.m. A bodice; a jacket;—

qq.v.
H  6 j(*7kunj  [prob. fr. S. j* 'a place overrun with
plants,' &c.], s.m. Name of a caste (among Hinds)
whose business it is to sell vegetables, fruits, &c.; a man
of that caste; a greengrocer, fruiterer:—kunj -kunj -k
s g, A play in which a kunj and kunj are represented:—
kunj e-qa, s.m. pl. Low, common people:—kunj e-k
galla,
 A greengrocer's till; a mixed account;—a mess,
hodge-podge; confusion, disorder.
H . 6 j(*7kunj an, = H  6 j(*7" kunj ,s.f. A woman of
the kunj caste;—the wife of a kunj ;—a woman who

s.m.Miserliness, niggardliness, stinginess, meanness,
penuriousness.
H 8 j(*"kunj [Prk. j.( ; S. j. ], s.f. A key.
(in the eye).
S : . ki it, and corr. H. . ka it, adj. & s.m.

armour, mail;—the skin of a snake; short breeches,
drawers; clothes.
S (:  ,"or 
, " ka uk, s.m. (f. -in), lit.'Armed,
mailed'; an attendant or overseer of the women's
apartments, a chamberlain, condential attendant;—a
libidinous man, a debauchee;—a serpent, snake.
H : 
, "ka uk, or j(" ku ak [S.  ,+], s.f.
A jacket, a bodice (syn. a giy).
H : !"ka l, or !" ki l [Prk. ., !; S.
 ., !], s.f. Slough (of a snake,=ke l, q.v.);—(dialec.) a
bodice (=ka uk).
H <: ka an [Prk. 4(; S.  (], s.m. Gold:—

ka an- r, s.m. A superior kind of rice (so called because
it turns yellow and improves by being kept two or three
years):—ka an-kha it, adj. (f. -), Inlaid with gold:—
ka an-nr, s.m. lit.'Gold-water'; clear water.
H <: ka an, s.m. A caste of people (somewhat akin
to our gipsies) whose females are generally dancers, &c.:
—ka an-bnor wn, s.m. A real or genuine ka anby
birth:—ka an-ba a, s.m. The son or a ka an, a
whoreson.
H : "ka an, ." ka in, s.f. A female of the
ka antribe; a dancing-girl; a harlot, courtezan.
H : k, a u [Prk. , ; S.  ,t], s.m. A bodice,
jacket;—skin or slough (of a snake).
S + &= < kan- hedan, s.m. 'Ear-piercing,' the
ceremony of boring a child's ears.
S +  Bkand, s.m. A bulbous or tuberous root, a bulb; the
esculent root Arum campanulatum; garlic; an excrescence;
a lump or swelling; an aection of the female organ
(apparently prolapsus uteri); a multitude;—strife (cf.
kandal);—a cloud (in this sense, from kam, 'water'+da):—
kand-m l, s.m. An edible root; a radish, &c.
H +  kand, s.m. corr. of qand, q.v.

Olibanum.
S +  Bkandar, s.m. = S +  B kandar, s.f.A cavern
(articial or natural), a cave; a chasm (in a mountain);
an abyss.
S +  Bkandar, s.f. = S +  B kandar, s.m.A cavern
(articial or natural), a cave; a chasm (in a mountain);
an abyss.
H +  kandar, or kandr[S. B+t], s.m.=kandar,
q.v.
H +  kandr [kand, q.v.+a. r= S. +t], s.m.=kand,
q.v.
H +  j(kundr, s.m.=kund , q.v.
S ]+  Bkandarp,
'
s.m. A name of Kma, the god of
love (the Cupid of the Hind mythology):—kandarp-ketu,
s.m. A sign or symbol of the god Kma; the ag over the
car of Kmdev (in pictures or images of him).
S +  jBCIkunduru, s.m. The resin of the plant Boswellia
thurifera; gum olibanum or frankincense (=kundur, q.v.).
H +  jB~kundar , or kundr , s.m. A kind of wild gourd,
Trichosanthes.
S +  B"kandar, s.f.=kandaror kandar, q.v.

S +  jBkund, s.m. A kind of jasmine, Jasminum

H +  jB"kundr [prob. S. jef!"], s.f. (dialec.), A kind

multiorum, or J. hirsutum, or J. pubescens;—a name of
Vish u;—name of a mountain.
P +  kund (=S. je_), adj. Blunt; dull, slow, obtuse, stupid:—

of vegetable, Bryonia grandis;—a whirlwind (syn. bagul;
bawanar).
H  +  jB7kund  [prob. S. jef!+t], s.m. A stack (of

kund-ihn, or kund-fahm, adj. Of dull intellect, obtuse, &c.:
—kund-ihn, or kund-fahm, s.f. Dulness of intellect,
thickheadedness, obtuseness, stupidity.
H +  Bor  kand [S. B+t], s.m. lit.'A bulbous

corn, &c.), a rick; heap, pile.
P K+  kandas, or kundus(A. kundus), s.m. Sneezewort (a
sternutatory in medicine).
H  B+  kandsr [prob. kand+sr, qq.v. cf. also S.

root, a bulb'; a squill, Scilla indica, or Urginea indica;—a
leek.
H +  j(kund (prob. fr. P. kunda; or corr. of kandh),
s.m. The shoulder;—a log, block (of wood), &c. (=kunda,
q.v.).
H B+  kands (prob. kand= kand+s, qq.v.), s.m. A
priapus, an obelisk; the lingam.
S +  jBCkundur, and H. j( kundar, s.m. Gum olibanum,
or frankincense:—kundar-k , s.m. Name of a medicine,

>l4], s.m. A stag, a buck, a deer.
H +  BCkanduk, s.m. A ball (to play with; syn. ge );
—a pillow.
S +  !kandal, s.m. A kind of gum, Sagapenum.
S +  B!kandal, s.m. War, battle; strife, dissension,
dispute; censure, reproach.
H +  j(!kundal, s.m. The nest gold (this word is given
by Forbes and Bate; but it is, perhaps, a mistake for S.
kandala, or for kundan).

H "+  !kandal (=kandar, or kandar, q.v.), s.m. A cave;
a chasm; a precipice; a cli, or the edge of a cli.
H "+  !kandal, or kandl[prob. S. B!+t], s.m. An
ingot of gold (or silver); ne gold or silver wire (round);
gold or silver thread:—kandl-kash(vulg. kandle-kash), or
kandl-gar, s.m. One who melts silver or gold and forms it
into ne wire or thread; one who draws silver wire, &c.
H "+  j(!kundl [prob. S. jef!+; cf. P. kundaln], s.m.
A kind of tent (syn. ro).
H !+  B!"kandal, s.f. The plantain or banana (=kadal).
H !+  jB!"kundl, s.f.=kundr, q.v.
H +  kandan [kan˚= Zend kan= S. khan;—dan= tan= S. a.
(], inf. n. m. Digging, excavating; rooting out,
extirpating; erasing; engraving:—kandan-e-jn, or kandan-dil, Giving up the ghost; death-agony:—kandan karn,
v.t. To dig, &c.
H +  j(kundan [perhaps corr. fr. S. B!t], s.m. Pure
gold, the nest gold;—adj. Pure, best, nest, &c. (e.g. yh
to kundan ml hai).
H +  kand r, s.f. A leathern (or linen) cover for a
table; a napkin;—a feast held in honour of Ftima, of
which only women (and those the most virtuous) can
partake (no male is ever permitted to see the food
dressed on this occasion and set apart for an oering to
the prophet's daughter):—a kind of gourd, Bryonia
grandis(=kundr).
P ?+  kanda (perf. part. of kandan, q.v.), part. Dug,
excavated; engraved; carved:—kanda karn, v.t. To
engrave (as seals, &c.); to carve (stone, &c.):—kanda-kr,
s.m. An engraver; a carver:—kanda-kr, s.f. Engraving;
carving.
P ?+  kunda (fr. kund, q.v.), s.m. A billet, a log (of wood); a
block; trunk, or stump (of a tree); a kind of clog or
wooden fetter (for prisoners); stock or butt (of a gun); a
wooden gun (used by raw recruits);—wing (of a bird);
arm (of a paper kite); a piece (in trowsers);—curd:—kunda
bh nn, To make curd:—kunda a hn, or kunda lagn(me ), To put a stock (on), to stock (a gun):—kunda jh n,
To shake its wings, to prepare to y (a bird):—kunda
kasn, To make curd:—kunda--n-tarsh, s.m. A

blockhead:—kunde bndh-ke(or tol-ke) n, To come down
with a swoop (as a bird).
H +  kandh [Prk. L(5; S. TBt], s.m. The shoulder;
—stem or trunk (of a tree); a thick branch.
H +  kandh [Prk. L( ; S. TBt], s.m. The
shoulder:—kandh den(-ko), To bear on the shoulder; to
carry a corpse; to lend a shoulder; to put the shoulder (to
the wheel):—kandh ln, To throw o the yoke (an ox);
—(met.) to give way, to lose heart:—kandh lagn, v.n. To
be galled in the shoulder (an animal):—kandhe a hn,
v.t. To mount (a child) on the shoulder:—kandhe lagn, or
kandhe-se lagnor lag-len(-ko), To press (a child in the
arms) against the shoulder (in order to soothe it to
sleep).
H $ +   kandh, or  kandhe, s.m.
(dialec.)=kanhor kanhaiy, q.v.
S +  Bkandhar, s.m. = S +  B kandhar, s.f.kam,
'head' + dhara, 'supporter'), The neck;—(kam,
'water'+dhara, 'holder'), a cloud;—the plant Amaranthus
oleraceus.
S +  Bkandhar, s.f. = S +  B kandhar, s.m.kam,
'head' + dhara, 'supporter'), The neck;—(kam,
'water'+dhara, 'holder'), a cloud;—the plant Amaranthus
oleraceus.
H  +  kandhiyn [kandh, fr. kandh, q.v.+= w=
Prk. U=S.  (caus. augment)+n], v.t. To place on the
shoulder, to shoulder.
S +  .Bkandhi, s.m. and H. B" kandh, s f. A cloud
(=kandhar, q.v.).
H +  B<kandhaiy, or Bh kandhai, s.m.
(dialec.)=kanhaiy, q.v.
H # +  <!"kandhel [kandh, q.v. + Prk. .!=S. !
+], s.f. A kind of pannel or pack-saddle; a pad; a
saddle-cloth.
H +  jB"or j(" kund [prob. S. jef!+], s.f. The act
of calendering (cloth);—bruising, beating, cudgelling:—
kund karn, v.t. To calender (cloth);—to beat, cudgel:—
kund-gar, s.m. A calendrer; a fuller.
P +  kund [kund, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Bluntness;

dulness, obtuseness, stupidity.
H $+   kanda (prob. fr. kandh, q.v.), s.f. The wood or
socket in which the hinge of a door turns.
S < jefku, s.m. A basin, bowl, pitcher, waterpot,
water-jar;—a pit for sacrice; a hole in the ground for
receiving and preserving consecrated re; a brazier;—a
hole; an abyss;—a pool, well, reservoir, spring, a basin of
water especially consecrated to some holy purpose or
person;—a son born in adultery, an adulterine;—an
epithet of iva; name of a Nga:—ku-vra, s.m. A set of
earthen saucers lled with boiled rice, &c. oered to the
goddess of small-pox.
H < efor f ka [S. ef+t], s.m. A reed; a bush;
—a piece of dry dung (of cows or sheep, picked up in
elds, and used for fuel):—kae binn, To pick up, or
collect, pieces of dry dung (of auimals).
S < jefku (see ku), s.f. An epithet of the goddess
Durg.
H < jefku [S. jef+t, or ], s.m. A son born in

esp. by jogs); coil (of a rope, or a snake); a circle; a halo
(round the sun or moon):—kual ln, or kual karn,
To form a halo round (as the sun or moon):—kual
mrn, To form into coils, to coil (itself) up (a snake).
S < jef!"kual, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having ear-rings,
decorated with ear-rings;—circular, annular; spiral;
winding; coiling;—a serpent, snake; the spotted or
painted deer; a peacock; an epithet of Varu a; and of
iva.
H < jef!"kual, vulg. kul[S. jef!+], s.f. A
ring, ear-ring; bracelet; a small circle; a hoop; a loop; a
coil; a curl; ringlet; a horoscope (=janam-kul);—a
serpent, snake:—kul bann(-k), To make a circle or
circular gure; to make a horoscope (of); to form into a
coil or curl; to coil; to curl:—kul khai n(-k), To make
a horoscope (of):—kul mrn, To form (itself) into coils,
to coil (itself) up (a snake).
H ) < j(f.!kualiy [S. jef!+], s.f. A species of

H < f"kar [S. 4++t
'
(+t], s.m.

stanza in Hind poetry (a compound metre of six lines
consisting of a dohfollowed by two kvyas,—four arasof
ve feet each=24 instants, 6+4+3+6; pause at the
eleventh instant of each ara; the last caraof the
dohmust be repeated in the beginning of the kvya, and
the last two syllables of the kvyamust be the same as
the rst two of the doh; it is hence compared to a circle,
or to the coil of a snake, the opposite ends of which
unite).
S  < ef,kau, s.m.f., or ef0 ka , s.f. Scratching

Helmsman, steersman, boatman.
H < ef!or f! kal [prob. S. 4+!t],
'
s.m. A

itching; the itch.
H  < f,kau, s.m. A kind of coarse grain.

kind of hautboy.
H < j(f!kul [S. jef+!+t], s.m. (Dakkhan),

H  < j(©kuh, s.m. corr. of ku, q.v.

An earthen pan or trough (in which clothes are washed,
&c.); a large at vessel in which bottles of water, &c. are
cooled by means of ice or saltpetre.
H < fkarn [prob. fr. S. e&; cf. kar], v.n.

(dialec.) A necklace; a necklace of fruits worn by children
in the Holfestival.
H < f"ka = H < ©" kah (=kah, q.v.), s.f.

adultery, an adulterine;—(Dakkhan) a basin, bowl, pot,
dish, shallow pan (cf. ku); a rich and savoury dish
which the Mohammadans cause to be dressed and
served up to their relations and friends annually in the
month of rajab(in commemoration of the anniversary of
the death of their Imm Al).
H < jefor j(f ku (see ku), s.m. A staple; a hasp.

To bristle (at, -se); to be averse (to), to dislike, abhor.
H < f"kaar, s.f. A species of vegetable, a kind of
mustard.
S < jef!kual, s.m. A ring; a large ear-ring (worn

H

< ©"kah = H < f" ka (=kah, q.v.), s.f.

(dialec.) A necklace; a necklace of fruits worn by children
in the Holfestival.
H < f"ka (dim. of ka, q.v.), s.f. A scrap of dry
cow-dung, &c.
H < f"ka [S. ef+], s.f. A basket; a long, deep

basket (commonly used by hill-men).
H < jef"or j(f" ku [prob. for kul= S. jef!+],
s.f. A hasp; a staple (by passing a chain or iron catch
over which a door is fastened); a chain, or iron catch
(for fastening a door):—ku band-karnor kar-den, or
ku den(-me ), or ku lagn(-k), or ku mrn(-k),
or ku m dn(-k), To secure or fasten the chain (of a
door to the staple):—ku khakhan, or kha kha n(-k),
To rattle the chain or iron catch (of a door); to knock (at
a door).
H < jef"ku [S. j.ef], s.f. A pitcher, water-pot, &c.

s.m. = H W  j( 5*" ku r-boj, j( 5*"ku ar-boj,
s.f.contrac. of ku r-bonor boy, and kunr-maalor
maal, qq.v), The last day of the sowings (in Benares
and the Do b: it is observed as a holiday; and the
residue of the seed-corn is made into a cake, which is
partaken of in the eld, and in part distributed to
Brhmans and beggars. Less correct forms of the words
are ku -boj, kunar-boj, &c.).
H  < 7"kan , s.f. Name of a musical mode or rgin,
and of a measure in versication.
A o kanz (inf. n. of o 'to treasure,' &c.), s.m.

(=ku).
S < jef"ku, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Furnished with a

Treasuring, hoarding; a treasure, store.
S I ka s, s.m. A Rj of Mathura (he was the cousin

pitcher or water-pot;—one who carries a water-pot;—a
horse.
H ' 7< f<ka er [prob. Prk. ¯+; S. 3+t],
'

and implacable enemy of Krish a, by whom he was
slain; as the foe of the deity, he is identied with the
AsurKlanem).
H I kanas (see ka sw), s.f. A disease or blight in

s.m. A cleaner of cotton, a carder (cf. the forms kaer,
kaher).
S  Bkinnar (kim+nara, 'what sort of man?'), s.m. (f. ), A mythical being with a human gure and the head of
a horse, reckoned among the Gandharvasor celestial
choristers; a class of demigods attached to the service of
Kuvera, the god of riches.
H K or 4 kan-ras [S. 4+t],
'
s.m. Taking
pleasure in hearing (music, &c.); the pleasure aorded to
the ear (by music, &c.).
H B or 4 kan-rasiy [S. 4+
' t], s.m.
One who takes pleasure in listening to music, a lover of
music; an amateur in music.
H W  j( 5*"ku r-boj, j( 5*" ku ar-boj, s.f. = H
<a  j(/(f! ku r-mal, j(/4f! ku ar-maal,
s.m.contrac. of ku r-bonor boy, and kunr-maalor
maal, qq.v), The last day of the sowings (in Benares
and the Do b: it is observed as a holiday; and the
residue of the seed-corn is made into a cake, which is
partaken of in the eld, and in part distributed to
Brhmans and beggars. Less correct forms of the words
are ku -boj, kunar-boj, &c.).
H <a  j(/(f!ku r-mal, j(/4f! ku ar-maal,

young sugar-cane (caused by the worm called ka sw).
P 0 kanast, or kunist, s.m.=kunisht, q.v.
H $30 ! or 4! kan-sal [S. 4+8!],
'
s.f.
A kind of scolopendraor julus(said to get into the brain
through the ears, and by its bite to occasion excessive
pain and even death).
H  0  ka sw [prob. S. ++t], s.m. A worm that
destroys or injures young sugar-cane.
H $ 0 0 kan-s  [prob. S. 4+0
' .], s.f. Hearing,
listening, eavesdropping:—kan-s iy len, To eavesdrop.
P  kunisht (A. kansat), s.m. A temple (of idolaters, or
re-worshippers); a Christian church; a Jewish
synagogue.
S Z ckanishha, vulg. kanishh, superlat. adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Smallest, least; very small; little;—youngest,
younger born; junior;—subordinate, sub-; younger
brother, &c.:—kanishhdhyaksh(˚ha+adh˚), s.m. Submanager, lieutenant.
S Z ckanishh, s.f. The little nger;—younger
sister.
S Z .ckanishhik, s.f. The little nger.
S ( 8,ki uk (kim+ uka), s.m. The tree Butea

frondosa; the blossom of this tree (which is of a beautiful
red).
H $3 48! or 8! kan-al, s.f.=kan-sal, q.v.
A  P  kann, s.m. Canaan (the country).
P  P  kann (rel. n. fr. kann), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to Canaan;—a Canaanite.
A g kanaf (fr. kanf, inf. n. of g 'to guard'; 'to enclose,'
&c.), s.m. Side, edge, margin; coast, shore; wing (of a
bird).
S ( kank, s.m. (f. -), A heron;—an epithet of Yama;
a false or pretended Brhman; one of the eighteen
divisions of the continent of India;—the back of a sword.
S ( kanak, s.m. Gold;—the thorn-apple, Datura
metel, and D. fastuosa:—kanak-gha, s.m. A golden pot or
jar:—kanak-lo an, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Golden-eyed; having
beautiful eyes;—a person with beautiful eyes:—kanak-may,
adj. (i. -), Abounding in gold; consisting of gold, goldon.
H ( kanik, or  kanak [S. .4t], s.m. Wheat;
wheaten our; our; meal.
S  .4kaik, and H.  kanika, or  kank,
s.f. A small particle, an atom; a granule; a grain (of corn,
&c.); ne sand (particularly grittiness of sand in bread,
&c.);—a kind of rice.
P 5  kinkj, = P D  kinksh,s.f.(?)=kingj, &c., q.v.
P D  kinksh, = P 5  kinkj,s.f.(?)=kingj, &c., q.v.
S  !ka kl, s.m. A skeleton;—the back-bone;—the
loins, waist.
H <!  .!kanklin [prob. S. rr!+"], s.f. A
witch, sorceress, hag.
H $   ka k, adj. Of or relating to Kank (a place
famous for its breed of horses).
S  ka kat, s.m. = S * " ka kat, s.f.A comb,
hair-comb.
S * "ka kat, s.f. = S   ka kat, s.m.A comb,
hair-comb.
H ( &kan-ka (kn, 'ear'+ka, 'cut,' perf. part. of
kan), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Ear-cropt, earless;—a person
whose ears have been cut o;—(for kn-k) one who
cuts o the ears (of another; syn. kn-kne-wl).

H ( &"kan-ka, s.f. A disorder in the ears so
called.
H  ka kar [Prk. =(; S. ( ], s.m. A nodule of
limestone, limestone (of a coarse kind found in many
parts of India, and used in making lime, roads, &c.);
stone, gravel, pebble:—ka kar-patthar, s.m. Pebbles and
stones; (met.) rubbish, trash:—ka kar-k, adj. (f. -), Made
of limestone; metalled (as a road):—ka kar-k jhajjar, A
gugglet made of ka kar(in which water keeps cool):—
sa ak-pe ka kar bi hn, To lay down ka karon a road, to
metal a road.
S  rki kar, s.m. (f. -), A bondsman, slave,
servant;—poor wretch;—name of a people; name of a
tribe of demons.
H  ka kar, or ka kr[Prk. =(; S. +

],
s.m. A nodule or piece of ka kar; a stone ball (with which
boys play), a marble; a pebble, stone:—ka kre-k zr, The
disease of the stone or gravel.

H  5!ka krol [Prk. =f!5; S. &+!t],
s.m. A kind of gourd, Momordica miæta.
H  "ka kar, vulg. ka kr[Prk. =; S. 
+], s.f. A nodule, a small piece of ka kar; a small round
stone or pebble; gravel; a small lump (of sugar, or salt,
&c.).
H ) !ka krel, adj.=next, q.v.
H 3) !ka krel, or "! ka krl [Prk.
=! ; S. +!+t],

adj. & s.m. (f. -), Abounding
in ka kar; stony; gravelly; gritty;—stony or gravelly soil.
H )J m
j " ka ku-grv, s.m.=kambu-grv, q.v.
H 3 !&ka kal (for ka kar), s.f. (rustic), A sort
of sti sandy or gravelly loam.
S 2  jrj/ ku kum, s.m. Saron, Crocus sativus.
H @  j(/
j ku kum [S. jrj/ +], s.m. The vessel in
which the red powder is contained with which the
Hinds play at the Holfestival (see gull).
H @  ./ ki kimi, s.f. (dialec.)=kinkin, q.v.
S < 4ka ka, and H.  ka kan, s.m. An ornament
for the wrist; a bracelet (see ka gan);—a kind of weapon

(or the wrist-ornament used as such).
H  4ka ka [S. r4+], s.m.=kanka.
H  jjkunkun [prob. S. =4, redupl.+t], adj. (f. ), Lukewarm, tepid (=gungun).
S  4"ka ka, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Ornamented with
(or wearing) a bracelet;—one who wears a bracelet, one
who has a bracelet on.
S  4"ki ki, and H. " ki kin, s.f. A small

+d +] s.f. A side-glance; a sly look; a sign with the
eye, a wink; a leer, ogle:—kankhiy dekhn(-ko), To take a
side-glance at; to cast a sly look at; to leer, ogle (see kana khiyo -se dekhn).
H & .Lkanakhiy, or kankhiy, or .L ka khiy =
H & L" kan-akh, or kankh, or L"ka kh [S. 4' +d
+] s.f. A side-glance; a sly look; a sign with the eye, a

bell;—a girdle of small bells, or any tinkling ornaments
(worn by women and children).
S (  4"ki kik, s.m.=ki ki .

wink; a leer, ogle:—kankhiy dekhn(-ko), To take a sideglance at; to cast a sly look at; to leer, ogle (see kana khiyo -se dekhn).
H  4kaaki, or kakior 4" kak, or " kank,

S <  4"ki kikin, adj. & s.m. (f. -),

or " kink [prob. S. .4], s.f. A particle of broken

Ornamented or decorated with small bells, or tinkling
ornaments;—a person so ornamented.
H    kan-kaww, or M  kan-kauw, or

rice, ground rice, or a scrap that ies o when pounding
rice to separate it from the husk.
H  »kankaiy, s.f. dim. of kan-kauw, q.v.

M kan-kau [Prk. 4 ; S. 4++t],
'
s.m. A

P 5 J kingj or kangj, = P D J kingsh,s.f.(?) Advice,
counsel; deliberation.
P D J kingsh, = P 5 J kingj or kangj,s.f.(?) Advice,
counsel; deliberation.
H J $!ka gl [Prk. !5; S. r!t 'a skeleton'],

square paper kite (which is own with silk-line, called
nak);—a kind of wild herb, Ipomæa muricata:—kan-kauw
u n, To y a kite:—kan-kauw la n, To set one kite
against another, to endeavour to cut the silk-line of a
(rival) kite (by entangling the line of one's own kite with
it):—kan-kawwe-bz, s.m. One who is addicted to kiteying.
H  5kaniko [S. .4t], s.m. & adv. (dialec.) A
particle, a very little, the least bit (cf. ka).
H A  {kan-k t, s.f. & m. See s.v. kaor kan(and cf.
k t).
S & jLku-nakh, adj. Having ugly or bad nails;—s.m.
Disease of the nails (see ku-nakh).
H  8& L*0kan-khaj r [Prk. 4LA*0 ; S. 4'
+L*0' t], s.m. A centipede, Scolopendra.
S & L!kanakhal, vulg. kankhal, s.m. Name of a
trthor place of Hind pilgrimage, and of the mountains
surrounding it.
S & jL"ku-nakh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having bad or

adj. Poor, indigent, miserable, wretched, friendless;
beggarly, mean; miserly:—ka gl-b k, adj. & s.m. Poor
and vain or conceited;—a penniless swell:—ka gl-ar, adj.
& s.m. Poor and vain or insolent; vainglorious;—a
vainglorious man:—ka gl ho-jn, v.n. To become poor,
to be reduced to poverty.
H <L! J $!ka glpan, s.m. = H *! J $! ka glt,
s.f.[Prk. !Q4(; S. r! + ; ( (Vedic ; (); and ],
Poverty, indigence, penury, destitution, wretcheduess,
miserable state or condition.
H *! J $!ka glt, s.f. = H <L! J $! ka glpan,
s.m.[Prk. !Q4(; S. r! + ; ( (Vedic ; (); and ],
Poverty, indigence, penury, destitution, wretcheduess,
miserable state or condition.
H <! J $.!ka glin, adj. & s.m.=ka gl, q.v.;—

diseased nails; a person who has diseased nails.
H & L"kan-akh, or kankh, or L" ka kh = H &

s.f.=ka klin, q.v.
H ! J $!"ka gl [ka gl, q.v.+S. t (+t), and ],

.L kanakhiy, or kankhiy, or .L ka khiy [S. 4'

adj. & s.m. Poor, indigent, &c. (=ka gl, q.v.);—a poor

man, a pauper;—s.f. Poverty, &c. (=ka glt, q.v.):—ka gl
nor -jn(-ko), To be or become poverty-stricken, be
reduced to poverty, &c.
H Z$ J kingish (fr. P. kinikor kinak, 'parsimonious'), s.f.
Parsimony, niggardliness, stinginess.
P J kungur, s.m.=kangura, q.v.
H J j($ku gr, adj. & s.m.=ku g , q.v.;—s.m.=kangura,
q.v.
H J $57ka gro (cf. kangura), s.m. Ridge of the back,
back-bone, spine (cf. ka kl);—a species of water-fowl.
P ?J kungura, vulg. kangura(prob. akin to ka kl, and

H J $ka gn [Prk. 4(; S. r4+], s.m. A
bracelet;—a thread or string tied round the right wrist of
a bridegroom and the left of a bride at the marriage
ceremony;—ka gnor ka gan kholn, The marriage
ceremony of untying the ka gn(the bride untying the
bridegroom's, and vice versâ ).
H J $"ka gn [Prk. .4; S. r4+], s.f. A
small bracelet, or ornament for the wrist;—a prominent
band (round a turban, &c.); a cordon; an ornamental and
projecting line along a wall, or around a column, &c.; a
cornice (cf. kangura):—ka gn-dr, adj. Having an
ornamental band, &c.; having a cornice.
H J $"ka gn [S. r$,"], s.f. A kind of small grain,

ka gan) s.m. An ornamental cordon, band, groove, or
serrature, &c.; a balustrade; niched battlement (of a
castle, &c.); a parapet wall; spiral line; retiring ledge (as
of a pagoda, &c.); salient and re-entrant carving or
moulding;—a port-hole, vidette;—a pinnacle, spire;
turret, tower;—a crest; plume (upon a helmet, &c.);
jewel, or ornament (in a crown):—kangura-dr, adj.
Having an ornamental cordon, &c.; having a niched
battlement; spiral; having a turret, &c.
P J kingr, s.f. A kind of musical instrument made of
two or more gourds, and having two strings; a kind of
lute (syn. bn).
H ^ j($7ku ga = H  ^ j($7 ku g  (cf. kangura), adj.

s.m. (dialec.)=ka gh, q.v.
H  J ka g r, = H ? J ka g ra,s.m.=?J kangura, q.v.
H ? J ka g ra, = H  J ka g r,s.m.=?J kangura, q.v.
H  J $7
0 "ka g  [prob. S. 4+j
' &], s.f. The outer

& s.m. Stout, strong, sturdy, able-bodied, robust, athletic;
—an able-bodied man, a sturdy fellow.
H  ^ j($7ku g  = H ^ j($7 ku ga (cf. kangura), adj.

comb (such as is used by a man; it has teeth on one side
only, and a curved back, and is xed in the top-knot).
H  &J V0ka gh , or V, ka ghu (see ka gu, and

& s.m. Stout, strong, sturdy, able-bodied, robust, athletic;
—an able-bodied man, a sturdy fellow.
H 8 ^ j($7 ku g  [ku gr+= Prk. =S. a. 

ka gh), s.m. (Dakkhan), A kind of rake or harrow.
H &J V"ka gh, or $6" ka gah [S. r], s.f. A

+], s.f. Stoutness, sturdiness, strength.
H 3J $!ka gal, or ka gl(contrac. of ka gl= ka gl,
q.v.), adj. & s.m. Poor, indigent, &c.;—a pauper, a beggar:
—ka gl-plan rupaiy, s.m. A poor-fund; relief-fund.
H *#J $!ka galt, s.f. contrac. of ka glt, q.v.
H #J $!"ka gal, contrac. of ka gl, q.v.
H <J $ka gan [Prk. 4(; S. r4(], s.m. A gold or
silver ornament for the wrist (worn by women), a
bracelet.

millet, Panicum italicum.
H  J $, ka guw, or $
, ka gu, or $  ka gw,

and curved part of the ear; the lobe of the ear.
H $ J $, ka gu, or $0 ka g , or $ " ka gw, or
$5 ka go, s.f. (dialec.)=ka gh, q.v. (and cf. ka gw).
H &J Vka gh [S. r+t], s.m. A comb, a hair-

comb, a hair-comb (such as is used by women; it
generally has teeth on both sides); a tooth-comb;—the
tree Sida populifolia, or Sida indica(the fruit of which
resembles a comb):—ka gh- ot karn, To braid or dress
the hair:—ka gh sa wrn, To adjust or tidy the hair
(after sleeping, &c.):—ka gh karn, v.t. To comb (the
hair).
H J $ ka ga, s.f. (dialec.)=ka gh, q.v.
H J $"ka g [perhaps fr. S. .4], s.f. (Dakkhan), A
large jar or vessel in which grain is kept (it is usually
made of split bamboo or wicker-work plastered with

clay).
H  @  j/,kunmunn [prob. fr. S. =4 by redupl.],
v.n. To whine, whimper, cry, moan; to be
restless, or agitated; to evince regret or unwillingness,
to demur.
H  Bor  kinn, v.t.=knn, q.v.
P ?+  kananda [kan, q.v.+anda= Zend añ= S. ant], part. adj.
& s.m. Digging;—a digger;—an instrument for digging.
P ?+  kananda (kun, q.v.+anda; see kan-anda), part. & s.m.

H $    kanw [prob. S. 4++],
'
s.f. Boring
or piercing the ears.
H Y  M"kanaut [prob. S. 4+P+],
'
s.f. The ear of
a horse; pricking up the ear (a horse);—an ear-ring;—
side-hair, side-lock:—kanautiy badaln, or kanautiy
kha  karn, To prick up the ears (a horse).
H   M_kanauh, or 5_ kanoh [prob. S. 4
'
+ TR+t], s.m. Any situation in an apartment close to

Making; doing;—maker; doer; factor, agent.
H    kanw, s.m. A measure of capacity, the

an angle of the wall; angle or corner (of a room or
house).
H   5&"kano, or M&" kanau (=kanaut, q.v.), s.f.

twentieth pa®t of a seer ( ser).
S    kimv, conj. Whether, or; else; moreover.

(dialec.), The ear of a horse.
H 5  M*kanauj, or BM* kannauj, or 5* kanoj [S.

H   j( ku w, s.m.=k  , or k , q.v.
H   j( ku wr, or   ka wr (?) [S. j/"], s.f. The
aloe-plant, Aloe perfoliata, and its fruit.
P   j( ku wr, or j( ku r, s.m.=  kur, q.v.
H   j( ku wr, or j( ku r [Prk. j/5; S. j/t],
= H   j(  ku wr, or j
( ku r [S. j/t], s.m.

B+j) *(], s.m. The town and country of Canouj
(Kanouj) in the North-west Provinces of Hindstn
(where Porus is supposed to have reigned. The name
would appear to be sometimes synonymous with Antarbed. Other forms of spelling are kannoj, kinnoj, nd
kinnauj).
H W  M.*kanaujiy [kanauj+S. +t], adj. & s.m. Of

A boy, a youth, &c. (see kumr); an unmarried youth, a
bachelor:—ku r-nt, s.m. Relationship after betrothal
and before marriage:—ku re-ke nm-k uhn, To set
apart (something) to be oered to a Brhman's
unmarried son (in order to appease the souls of one's
own children who die unmarried).
H   j( ku wr, or j( ku r [S. j/t], = H

H   j( ku war, or j( ku ar [Prk. j I
 , j/I; S.

  j(  ku wr, or j( ku r[Prk. j/5; S. j/t],

j/t], s.m.=ku wr= kumr, q.v.

s.m. A boy, a youth, &c. (see kumr); an unmarried
youth, a bachelor:—ku r-nt, s.m. Relationship after
betrothal and before marriage:—ku re-ke nm-k uhn,
To set apart (something) to be oered to a Brhman's
unmarried son (in order to appease the souls of one's
own children who die unmarried).
H <;   j( ku wr-pan, or j( ku r-pan,

H   j( "ku war, or j(  ku wari, or j(" ku ar, or

s.m.=kumrpan, q.v.
H   j( "ku wr, or j(" ku r, s.f.=kumr, q.v.
H   j( [ku w , s.m.=k  , or k , q.v.
H 9   [ka w , s.m. (dialec.)=kiw , q.v.

or belonging to Kanauj;—an inhabitant of Kanauj;—the
designation of various tribes originally from the country
of Kanauj.
H   Mfkanau, adj.=kanau , q.v.
H    kanwar, s.m. A boil on the temple.

j( ku ari [Prk. j  , j/ ; S. j/+],
s.f.=ku wr= kumr, q.v.
H   M7kanau , adj.=kanau , q.v.
H

  !ka wal [Prk.  !
 , and /!(; S. /!(], s.m. The

lotus, Nymphæa nelumbo, or N. alba;—(met.) the heart;—the
shade of mica and coloured paper, representing the
lotus (within which wax candles are burnt and oated on
the water on festivals, especially on Thursday in the
month of Bhdo , as an oblation to Khja Khir; see s.v.
be ); a glass shade:—ka wal- ara, s.m. Lotus-feet, an

epithet of the feet of any deity; ka wal-dah, s.m. Lotuspool, very deep water abounding with lotuses:—ka walr p, adj. Lotus-like:—ka wal-k ph l, A lotus- ower:—
ka wal-gaor ga, s.m. The edible seed of the lotus:—
ka wal-nainor nain, adj. Having eyes like lotus- owers.
H   !ka wal [S. /!], s.f. The jaundice:—ka walbd, or ka wal-b, or ka wal-bo, s.f. Idem.
P   kun n (=akn n, q.v.), adv. Now, presently, at the
present time.
H   gfkanau  [prob. S. 4+
'
t,
' 'turning the
side-face towards'], s.m. Shyness, bashfulness,
didence, shame; desire to avoid or shun (esp. a person
to whom one is under an obligation);—stain, stigma;
aw, defect.
H   gfkanau , vulg. kanau [the preceding + S.
t], adj. & s.m. (f.-), Averting the face (from), shrinking
from meeting, shunning (another); standing in awe (of);
abashed for favours received; favoured, under an
obligation; bashful, ashamed; dident;—disgraced,
branded;—one who shrinks from, or tries to avoid
meeting, a person to whom he is under an obligation; a
shy or bashful person, &c.:—kanau (or kanau or
kanau ) karn(-ko), To put (one) under an obligation; to
cause (one) to feel shame; to gain ascendency over
(one), to cause (one) to stand in awe of;—to stain, brand,
disgrace:—kne o kanau e bhe , prov. 'A blind eye is
always in the way of accidents; and one is sure to meet
the person whom he wishes to avoid'; a sore, and a
person whom one wishes to avoid, are always in the
way.
S ?  e kiva, and H. B kinva, s.m. A drug or seed
used to produce fermentation in the manufacture of
spirits from sugar, &c.; a ferment; yeast.
H $   kanwa, s.f. A kind of clayey soil.

and also P. kna], s.m. Grudge, spite, malice, rancour:—
kunh nikln, To vent (one's) spite (on).
A 4 kunh, s.f. Substance, essence; precise nature;
mystery; nicety;—quantity; species; mode, or reason (of
a thing);—time;—face, aspect;—sum, extreme, height (of
anything).
H 4 6kanah [kan, q.v.+S. a.  or +t], s.m. An
appraiser or a valuer of a standing crop (=kan-k t).
H 4 6kanih (cf. kunh), adj. &. s.m. (f. -), Spiteful,
malicious, vindictive, revengeful, rancorous, malevolent;
—a spiteful person, &c.
H  & B6kanhr [S. 4+t
'
(?)], adj. Listening
attentively, attentive; quick of hearing; acute (cf.
kanhar).
H $ 4 6 kanh [kanah, q.v.+= S. ], s.f. Valuation
of a standing crop (syn. kan-k t).
H $ & B6 or 6 kanh, s.m.=kanhaiy, q.v.
H & 6kanhar [prob. S. 4+t],
'
s.m. Rudder, helm.
H & 6kanhar (see kanhr), s.m. Listening,
attention.
H )& 6kanhariy [kanhar+S. a. t], = H 3)&
6"! kanharla, or kanhrl [kanhar+S. !+t s.m.
Helmsman, stearsman.
H 3)& 6"!kanharla, or kanhrl[kanhar+S. !+t = H
)& 6 kanhariy [kanhar+S. a. t], s.m.
Helmsman, stearsman.
H   j(67ku h , s.m.=ko h , q.v.
H & jB6"kunh [kunh+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj.
Spiteful, vindictive, malicious, rancorous.
H & BÁkanhaiy [Prk. e6 , or e6
5; S. >l4+t], s.m. A name of Krish a;—a proper

H )   
h kinwaiy [kin(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

name.
H  & B kanhai y, or B  kanhai , s.m.=kanhaiy.

()++t], s.m. Buyer, purchaser (syn. ardr).

H  "kan, or B" kann [Prk. .4; S. .4], s.f. A

H & B6kinh, A form of the formative pl. of the

particle, an atom; a fragment, piece; a grain, or broken
piece (of rice, &c.); bran; a small piece of crystal or
diamond; spark of a diamond or other gem; a particle of
strength or power; a hard or uncooked grain (of rice,

interrog. pron. kaun(see kin, and kis).
H & jB6kunh [prob. S. V4; or 6 ; cf. gh n, and khuns;

&c.);—a bulbous root:—kann kn(-k), To eect the ruin
(of a person) by clandestine means, to undermine (a
person).
H  B"kann [Prk. .4; S. X4], s.f. Outer edge,
border, hem (see kann);—a llet, or a make-weight,
attached to the lighter side of a paper-kite:—kann
b dhn(-me ), To tie a llet as a make-weight to the
lighter side of a paper-kite:—kann-dr, adj. Having a
border or hem:—kann dabn(-k), The power (of a
person) to submit (to, -se, that of another):—kann khn,
To lean over, to incline to one side (a paper kite).
H [  skane, h kanai, or  kani [Prk. 4<, Ap. Prk.
.46 ; S. 4×, loc. of 4],
' postpn. By the side (of, -ke),
near (to), in proximity (to), close (by); to; with, in the
possession (of); at; at the house (of):—is kane, On this
side.
H  kaniy [kan, q.v.+iy= S. t], s.m.=kanah, q.v.
S  Bkany, and H.  kaiy, s.f. A girl (not above
ten years of age), an unmarried girl, a maiden, a virgin;
a daughter; the sign Virgo;—a name of Durg:—kanypi-graha(The bridegroom's) taking the hand of the
bride:—kany-putr, or kany-sut, s.m. The son of an
unmarried girl:—kany-dn, s.m. The giving a girl in
marriage;—a dowry:—kany-kubja, s.m. The ancient
name of the city and country of Kanauj (the etymology—
kany, 'girl,' and kubja, 'crooked'—refers to a legend
relating to the hundred daughters of Kuanbha, the
king of the city, who were all rendered crooked by Vyu
for non-compliance with his licentious desires):—kanykumr, s.f. 'The youthful goddess,' an epithet of Durg;—
name of the southern promontory of the peninsula of
India, Cape Comorin:—kany-v, s.f. Rain that falls
when the sun is in Virgo, September rain.
H  hkanaiy [S. X4], s.f. The ceremony of boring
the ears.
H   [kaniy [S. X4], s.f. The lap.
H   kaniyn [fr. kann(=S. X4)+= w= Prk.

lean to one side (as a paper kite; see kann khn).
H ?  6&kaniyha [kaniy(n) + wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shrinking; skulking;
avoiding, shunning; shyness, reserve; bashfulness,
coyness; timidity.
P   kunyat (for A. ~  kunyat, inf. n. of  'to call or
name, to dub'), s.f. A name with which one is dubbed
(e.g. b -turb, 'Father Dusty'); a family name; a
patronymic, or lionymic.
S   j"ku-nti, s.f. Bad conduct; misconduct;—bad
policy or government; misgovernment.
S *  B; kanyatva, s.m. Maidenhood, virginity (=kurpat).
H R s&"kane (kn+e= ai n= ai hn, fem. of ai hn,
q.v.), s.f. Twisting the ear, pulling the ear.
H   4<kaer, or s kaner [Prk. 4 "5; S. + "t],
s.m. Fragrant oleander or rose-bay, Nerium odorum(the
bark and root are poisonous; the leaves are used in
native medicine).
H   "kanr [prob. S. ef"+t], s.m. Name of a
caste of people (generally arrow-makers).
P o  kanz = P o  kanzak [Prs & Pehl. kank; Zend
kainika; S. B; or Zend kanya(=S. B) +dim. a. zaor
za= a= S. ka], s.f. A maid-servant, hand-maid, slave-girl:
—kanzak-zdas.m. (f. -), Son of a slave-girl or bondwoman.
P o  kanzak = P o  kanz [Prs & Pehl. kank; Zend
kainika; S. B; or Zend kanya(=S. B) +dim. a. zaor
za= a= S. ka], s.f. A maid-servant, hand-maid, slave-girl:
—kanzak-zdas.m. (f. -), Son of a slave-girl or bondwoman.
P o  kanz [kanz, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. State of a
maid-servant or slave-girl, the being a maid-servant,
&c.; servitude.
S I  Bkanyas (fr. kanyas), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Smaller,

U=S.  (caus. augment)+n], v.n. To move aside or

younger, junior;—a younger brother.
S   Bkanyak, s.f. A girl, maiden (=kany);—the

apart (from, -se), to shrink (from), to skulk away (from),
to feel shy or ashamed (of), to avoid, shun; to incline or

Socotrine aloe, Aloe perfoliata.
H   s!kanel, s.m.=kaner, q.v.

H <  kane , postpn. (dialec.)=kane, q.v.

H   jkur, or { k r [S. j/t], s.m. The sixth

H   kanaiya, s.m.=kanaiy, q.v.

month of the Hinds, September-October (syn. Asin).
H   j kuwr, or j kur, or { k r, = H  

S   kavi, s.m. A poet; a sage, a wise or learned man
(cf. kab);—s.f. The bit of a bridle:—kavi-rj, or kavi-re, or
kavvar(˚vi+˚), s.m. Prince of poets; an eminent poet;—
chief of sages:—kavi-rmya, The poet of the Rmya,
i.e. Vlmk.
S  jku, A prex implying depreciation, &c. (see  ku).
P  k , s.f. A street; a lane (see k e, and k a).
P  k [Zend ku; S. j], adv. Where?
P  k or ku, (in India) ko(contrac. of   ki u, or ki o,
'that he,' &c.), Who; which.
H  5ko; (Braj) M kau; (Dakkhan) k [Ap. Prk. =L6(,
Prk. =; S. d(; whence also the Braj kau , and old H.
kaha , kahu , &c.], postpn. (marking the dat. and acc.)
To; up to; for; in, on; at; near, on the point of; towards,
(in comp.) -wards (e.g. par-ko, 'upwards';—ge-ko,
'afterwards').
H  5ko, interrog. pron. (old H. & Braj) = kaun, q.v.;—
indef. pron. (Braj)=ko, q.v.;—postpn. (Braj)=kau= k.
H  Mkau, postpn. (Braj) 1˚=k, q.v.;—2˚=ko, q.v.;—adv.
(Braj & Dakkhin)=kab, q.v.
H   {k , j  kuw, or {  k w, s.m.=k  , q.v.
H   {k , or 5 ko, s.m. (dialec.)=koy, q.v.
H    kaww, M  kauw, or M kau [Prk. P5; S.
+t; cf. also S.  t], s.m. (f. -) A crow:—kaww-par,
s.f. 'Crow-fairy,' a very black woman:—kauw-he th, s.f.
The ower of Clitoria ternatea:—kauw-o (S. kka+tu),
s.f. A species of Agallochum;—the plant Abrus precatorius:—
kawwe-u n, s.f. lit.'One who scares crows'; a disgraced
woman; a woman set to mean oces:—kawwe-k nishsta,
lit.'Crow's starch'; a kind of arrowroot.
S &Y  = Rkvth, s.m. A decoction, an infusion.
H V   kiw , s.f.=kiw , q.v.
S (=  j ku-v ak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Using bad or
lthy language, &c.;—a person who uses lthy or abusive
language; a calumniator.
H    kiwr, s.m. (dialec.), See kiw .

j  kuwr, j kur, or { k r,s.m.=ku wr,
or kumr, q.v.
H   j kuwr, j kur, or { k r, = H  
j  kuwr, or j kur, or { k r,s.m.=ku wr, or
kumr, q.v.
H    kiwr, s.m. (dialec.)=kiw , q.v.
H ;   jkur-pat, = S *;   j" kur-pat,s.f.
State or condition of a virgin or spinster (ku wr, or
kumr); maidenhood, virginity.
S *;   j"kur-pat, = H ;   j kur-pat,s.f.
State or condition of a virgin or spinster (ku wr, or
kumr); maidenhood, virginity.
H ;   jkurpan, s.m. = ku wrpan, or kumrpan,
q.v.
H    kawrn, v.t. (dialec.) To pull up by the
roots.
H   j "kuwr, j" kur, {" k r, s.f.=ku wr,
or kumr, q.v.
H   j"kur [kur, q.v. + Prk. 

and

; S. t and ], adj. Of or belonging to kur, or the
autumn crop;—s.f. A subdivision of arfwhich includes
dhn, kodo, til, pau, san, Indian corn, and cotton.
H    7kiw , or kw = H     7 kiw , or
kw [Prk.  f5 and  f ; S. &t and &t],
s.m. A door; leaf or panel of a door; shutter or fold of a
door; gate (of a city), entrance.
H     7kiw , or kw = H    7 kiw , or
kw [Prk.  f5 and  f ; S. &t and &t], s.m.
A door; leaf or panel of a door; shutter or fold of a door;
gate (of a city), entrance.
H     7"kiw , or kw [Prk.  f; S. &+],
s.f. A small door, a small gate; a wicket;—the piece which
covers the chest in an angarkh, q.v.;—an intercostal
bone (?).
P / p  kawga, or kawgi(a barbarous pl. of kga, after

the model of the Arabic), s.m. pl. Papers; documents
(=kgat).

A _  kawr, s.m. pl. (of kr), Indels.
A U   kawkib, s.m. pl. (of kaukab), Stars; constellations.
S     j =ku-vkya, s.m. Bad or foul language; abuse;
evil-speaking, calumny.
H   {(k  , j [ kuw [S. {t], s.m. A well; a pit:—
k  p jn, s.m. The (Hind) ceremony of worshipping a
well on the birth of a son, &c.:—k   n, The water of
a well to fail, a well to be exhausted:—k  aln, or
k  jotn, To work a well; to irrigate from a well:—k 
ho n, To stop drawing water from a well:—k  khodn,
To dig a well; to dig a pit (for another):—k o -me b s
ln, 'To put a bamboo into wells'; to make a thorough
search:—k e jhakn(-ko), To make (one) look into
(seven) wells (as a cure for hydrophobia); to make (a
person) do what one pleases, to lead (one) a pretty
dance:—k e-me boln, 'To speak in a well'; to speak in a
low tone.
H 9   [kiw , or  [ kaw [prob. S. +K+0],

karn(-k), To beat, thump, &c.
H   5 "kob [prob. S. ; cf. 8], s.f. Cabbage (cf.
gobh):—ph l-kob, s.f. Cauli ower.
S ]  {k pa, vulg. k p, s.m. A hole, hollow, pit; a well
(=k ).
S ]  5kopa, vulg. kóp, s.m. Anger, wrath, passion,
rage:—kopkul(˚pa+k˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Enraged,
furious;—an enraged person:—kopnvit(˚pa+an˚), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Aected by anger, angry, wrathful,
passionate, furious;—a passionate person, &c.:—kopbhavan, s.m. Any chamber to which a woman retires
when angry or aronted:—kop-jvalit, or kop-dpta, part.
adj. (f. -), In amed or burning with anger, enraged,
incensed:—kop karn(-par), To be or become angry (with):
—kop-may, adj. (f. -), Abounding in anger, of an angry
nature, irascible. wrathful, passionate:—kop-vn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -vat), Angry, passionate;—a passionate man:—
kop-veg, or kop-vej, s.m. Violence, impetuosity of passion.
S ;  5kopit, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Enraged, wrathful,

s.f. Cowach, Mucuna prurita; or Dolichos pruriens.
H   j( kua r, s.m.=  ku war, q.v.

furious;—an enraged person, &c.:—kopit karn(-ko), To
enrage, incense, &c.
H ;  5kopar, s.m. & f. (rustic)=khopr, and khopr.

H   j(ku r, or {( k  r, s.m. = kur, q.v.

H ;  5!kopal, s.f.=ko pal, q.v.

H   j [kuw r, s.m. (f. -) = ku wr, q.v.

S <;  5kopan, adj. (f. -), Passionate, wrathful;

P

 kob [rt. of koftan, and=Zend khshub= S. d,#; cf. shigf,

and shiguft], part. adj. & s.m. Striking, beating, pounding,
hammering, bruising;—beater, &c. (used as last member
of compounds, e.g. zar-kob, 'gold-beater').
P   kobn [imperf. part. of koftan; and=kob, q.v.+n=
Zend naor ana= S. ], part. adj. Beating, &c. (=kob, q.v.).
H +  5 kobid, adj. corr. of kovid, q.v.
 { 7k ba , s.m. = H 

 { 7 k b , adj.(dialec.) =

kuba , and kub , qq.v.
H   { 7k b , adj. = H

 { 7 k ba , s.m.(dialec.) =

H

kuba , and kub , qq.v.
P   koba (fr. kob, q.v.), s.m. A wooden instrument for
beating terraces &c. with, or for crushing clods; a
wooden mallet, a rammer; a clod-breaker:—koba-kr, s.f.
Beating, thumping, &c.; beating down mortar;—koba-kr

irritating;—s.m. Irritation, excitement provocation.
S ;  5kopan, s.f. A passionate woman.
H ;  5kopn [kop˚= Prk. jQ()=S. jQ(), rt. j],
v.n. To be or become angry, to be wrathful, to be
enraged; to rage.
S ;  {"k p, s.f. A small well or pit.
S ;  5"kop, and H. 5 kopi, adj. (f. -in), Angry,
passionate, irascible, wrathful.
H ;  5"kop (dialec. or rustic), indef. pron. = ko, q.v.
H  ;  jhku-pair, adj. (f. -), Of unlucky footsteps,
unlucky, inauspicious.
S < ;  M"kaupn, and H. 5" kopn, s.m. Privity, a
privy part;—s.f. A small piece of cloth worn over the
privities, the langoof a Hind faqr.

H A  {k t [prob. S. jt; cf. k tak], s.m. A survey; task;
valuation, appraisement, a rough estimate; conjecture,
guess.
H A  {k t [prob. S. 5&t], s.m. The base of a rightangled triangle.
H A   \kavitt [prob. S.  ; ]( , s.m. Poesy, poetry, a
poem (applied to certain metrical compositions in Hind
and Braj); a particular species of verse (in Hind poetry).
H A  5kot (dialec.), s.m. corr. of ko, q.v.
S Y   kavit, s.f. Poesy, poetry, the poetic art (see
kabit).
H Y  {k t [k t(n) + Prk.  

= S. ()+

+], s.m. A valuer, an appraiser.
P ? Y  koth [Pehl. k dak, kutak; Zend kutaka; S. d,W], adj.
Short, little, small; mean; cut short, brief; settled;—kothandesh, adj. & s.m. Shortsighted; wanting in foresight;
imprudent, improvident, indiscreet;—a shortsighted
person, &c.:—koth-andesh, s.f. Shortsightedness;
imprudence, improvidence, indiscretion:—koth-bn, adj.
Dim-sighted; shortsighted, &c. (=koth-andesh):—kothbn, s.f. Shortsightedness, &c.:—koth-p a, or koth-pe,
s.m. lit.'Short-footed'; a kind of quadruped with a spotted
back and horns like a deer (the term is applied
sometimes to a hare); (met.) a very short sneaking little
man:—koth-dast, adj. Short-handed; slow, backward, not
forward or prone (e.g. to punish, or to tyrannize); weak:
—koth-qad, adj. Of short stature:—koth karn, v.t. To cut
short, to shorten, abridge; to settle; to hold short (of, se), to withhold (from), to be slow or backward (in):—
koth-gardan, adj. Short-necked; (met.) wicked; deceitful.
P  Y  koth [koth, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Smallness,
shortness; brevity; deciency, failure, lack, want (syn.
kam, q.v.); narrowness; littleness, meanness:—koth
karn(-me ), To fail, fall short (of), be lacking (in), &c.
(see kam karn).
H $ Y    kavit [S.  +], s.f.=kavit, q.v.
P (Y  k tak (see koth), s.m. A club; a pestle; a short
stick with which bhangis ground:—k tak khn, To receive
a cudgelling or beating:—k tak mrn(-ko), To cudgel, to

thrash with a stick.
H (Y  {k tak [prob. S. jt], s.m. One of the rules of
Arithmetic or Algebra; the rule of Position.
S (Y  M,kautuk, s.m. Vehement desire (for);
eagerness, vehemence, impatience; festivity, gaiety; a
festival; a show, spectacle, scene; song; dance; the
ceremony with the marriage thread or ring (preceding a
marriage); the marriage thread or ring;—joy, pleasure,
happiness, enjoyment; sport, pastime, diversion; trick,
prank; artice.
S Y  M,"kautuk, vulg. kautk, kautg, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Festive, gay; jocose; sportive; of pastime or
diversion, contributing to diversion (by the exhibition of
tumbling tricks, &c.); fond of, or given to, tricks or
pranks, mischievous;—one who diverts, a jester; a
tumbler, mountebank; a dancer, &c.
H Y  5!kotal (P. or T. kutal), s.m. A led horse, a
second or spare horse led before a grandee (for show, or
for use in case of emergency);—anything
extra or super uous:—kotal-kash, s.m. A surcingle
(particularly for fastening body-clothes).
H  @ Y  5/"kotmr, s.m.=kothmr, q.v.
H Y  {k tn [k t˚, prob. = S. j(), rt. j;O cf. k t,
and k tak], v.t. To appraise, value, estimate.
S Y   ; kavitva, s.m.=kavit, q.v.
H  Y  5 kotwr, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
P  Y  kotwl (=S. 5& or 5c + !), s.m. lit.'The keeper
or porter of a castle'; the chief ocer of the police for a
city or town; city magistrate.
P ! Y  kotwl, s.f. The status, and the oce, of a kotwl;
—the place of business of a kotwl, the chief police
station in a town:—kotwl- ab tr, s.m. A place or hall
for the oce of a kotwl.
S  Y  M06!kaut hal, s.m. Curiosity, vehement desire,
eagerness (syn. kautuk).
P Y  kotah, adj. contrac. of koth(q.v. for compounds).
S &Y  5Rkoth, s.m. Putrefaction, corruption; a sore;
gangrene; in ammation and ulceration of the angles of
the eyelids.

H &Y  5Rkoth [S. 5ct], s.m. (dialec.) Corn in the ear; an
ear of corn (cf. osha).
H &Y  MRkauth, (prob. contrac. fr. ko= kaunor ky+arth),
s.m. lit.'What business? What (have you) to do (with)?'—
business; connection, relationship (e.g. t gadh kumhrk, tujhe Rm-se kauth, 'You are a potter's she-ass, what
have you to do with Rm?').
H &Y  MRkauth, adj. (Braj)=kaun-s, q.v.s.v. kaun.
H 3&Y  5R!kothl [S. 5c + ! + t], s.m. (dialec.) A bag;
a sack; a large earthen case or enclosure, or a bin of
matting and wickerwork (to hold grain); a pocket; the
chamber of the stomach, the stomach; a case to be
stued (as a pillow).
H #&Y  5R!"kothl [the preceding + S.  for t], s.f.
(dim.) A small bag; a purse, &c. (=kothl);—a bag of
sweetmeats (sent as a present).
H  @ &Y  5R/"kothmr [S. jT,@ "], s.f.m.(?) Coriander
plant and seed, Coriandrum sativum(cf. dhaniy).
H &Y  {Rk thn [S. jBR"(, rt. jBR], v.n. To groan,
moan, grunt; to utter a forced sound (as in straining
vehemently at lifting a weight, or at stool, &c.); to strain
(at), to make strenuous eorts (syn. karhn, and
k khn).
P 4Y  kotah, s.m. contrac. of koth, q.v.
H &Y  5R"koth, s.f. (dialec.)=koh, q.v.
H   {&k  (v.n. fr. k n, q.v.), s.m. Macerated paper,
paper used for making paste-board, papier-maché.
S   {&k a, vulg. k , s.m. A prominence, projection;
summit or peak (of a mountain), summit, top, head; the
highest, the most excellent, the rst;—a heap; a
multitude;—an anvil; a hammer, a mallet; a trap (for
catching deer, &c.);—an enigma; a puzzling question; a
knotty point; an obscure passage or stanza;—a
confederacy, combination, league; a concerted scheme
or plot;—s.f. Mimicry, buoonery;—illusion, fraud, trick,
deceit; falsehood;—adj. False, untrue:—k rth(˚a+ar˚).
s.m. Ambiguity of meaning; ction:—k rth-bhshit, s.f.
A tale, story, ction:—k a-stha, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Situated at the summit, standing at the top, keeping the

highest position;—immovable, uniform, unchanging,
unalterable, perpetually and universally the same (as
the Deity, the soul, space, &c.);—a chief; the head or
common spring (of families now divergent).
S   5koa, vulg. ko, and 5& ko, s.m. A fort, castle,
stronghold; a redoubt; wall of a fort or a city, rampart;
entrenchment; a mud bank round a eld or village; a
magic circle traced with sand or ashes; (met.) the body;—
crookedness, curving or crossing of the legs (in sitting):
—ko uhn, To erect a fort:—ko b dh baihn, To sit
(tailor-fashion) with the legs crossed; to sit at ease.
H   5&ko (prob. contrac. fr. koi), adj. Much; many;
numberless.
H   ko (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Court (syn. ka ahr):
—ko-mshalor ms l, s.m. Court-martial.
S   5&koi, s.f. End, or top (of anything); edge, point
(of a sword); horn (of the moon); point, eminence; side
(of a right-augled triangle);—a crore, ten millions
(=ka o ).
S    {&k at, s.f. = S    {&; k atva, s.m.Mimicry,
buoonery, &c. (=k , q.v.).
S    {&; k atva, s.m. = S    {& k at, s.f.Mimicry,
buoonery, &c. (=k , q.v.).
S '   5&koar, s.m. Hollow (of a tree); hole made by a
bird in a tree; a cavity.
H '   5&koar, s.m. A kind of greens or vegetable.
S '   5&"koar, s.f. A naked woman; a form of the
goddess Durg (represented naked).
S   5&koik, s.m. (f. -), A frog; an insect, a worm.
H   '   {&&k -k-kar (past conj. part. of k nkn), adv. By dint of hammering and cutting.
H ;:  5&!kol [ko, q.v.+dim. a. l= S. !+t], s.m. A
small fortress, &c.;—a place where the property of a
temple is kept, and its aairs are managed.
H +   5&!"kotl, s.f. (dialec.) = kothl, and kohr, qq.v.
S H-  M&,@ kauumb (fr. kuumba), s.m. Relationship,
anity.
S  -  M&,.@ kauumbik, adj. Belonging to a family;

constituting a family; having relations;—s.m. The father
or master of a family.
H    {&k n [k ˚= Prk. j() or j(< )=S. j(), rt.

kohmr-k k , s.m. A (green) ying bug (so called
because it has the smell of coriander).
H   5_ kohwr, s.m. (Braj) corr. of kotwl, q.v.

j]O , v.t. To pound, beat, bruise, crush; macerate, to

H   j_Mku-haur, or {_M k -haur, or 5_M ko-haur

thresh (corn, &c.); to cudgel (syn. pn).
H   5& kowr, = H   5& ! kowl,s.m. corr. of

(ku+haur, qq.v.), s.f. Bad place; wrong place;—adj. Out of
place, misplaced.
H   5_"koh [Prk. 5; S. 5c+], s.f. A granary,

  kotwl, q.v.
H   5& !kowl, = H   5&  kowr,s.m. corr. of
  kotwl, q.v.
H   5_koh [Prk. j5 or 55; S. jct], s.m. A species
of leprosy with large round spots; ringworm, impetigo.
S   5_koh [Prk. 5 ; S. 5c+t], s.m. A granary,
barn; storehouse;—a house built of burnt brick or stone;
a mercantile house or rm (=koh, which is the com.
form); a large (inner) room or apartment; the at top or
roof of a house; an upper storey; a storey, oor, at;—
the upper half of the body; the stomach, abdomen,
bowels; the womb;—a column (in a table, or form, &c.;
syn. na);—the multiplication table (syn. pah ):—koh
biga n, The stomach, or bowels, or the womb, to become
deranged:—kohe-par baihn, To sit on the house-top, or
in an upper storey;—to become a prostitute:—kohe-k
sa t, adj. Having constipated bowels, of constipated
habit:—kohe-me lnor l-den, To put away in a
storehouse; to store up:—koth-wl, or kohe-wl, s.f. A
public prostitute (opp. to  g).
H '   5_"kohr = H    5_7" koh  [Prk. 5f; S.

a barn; a large vessel of unbaked earth, or a large
oblong bamboo basket (in which grain is kept), a bin,
chest; a storehouse; warehouse; a factory; a treasury;
banking-house, bank; a mercantile house or rm; a
house built of brick or stone, mansion, dwelling,
residence; a chamber, compartment, cell (of the body,
&c.); the womb; hold or capacity (of a ship, or cart, &c.);
chamber (of a gun, or a pipe, &c.); ferule or mounting (at
the end of a scabbard); a circular piece of wood placed at
the bottom of a well (to prevent the sand from moving,
or as a foundation for the masonry lining), the inside
shaft (of a well), a curb:—koh baihnor baih-jn, A
house to fall in; a mercantile house, or a bank, to fail;
the shaft (of a well) to be xed in its place:—koh karn,
or koh kholn. To set up or start a factory,
or a mercantile business; to open a bank:—koh galn,
To sink a shaft, or a curb (in a well):—koh-wl, s.m. A
warehouse keeper; a wholesale merchant; a banker.
H   {&"k  [S. k a, or kua+ik], s.f. Innuendo; cutting
speech; satire.
H   5&"ko, s.f. A dialec. or corr. form of koh, q.v.

5c ++], s.f. 'A small house'; room or chamber (of a

A j  kausar, s.m. Name of a fountain and river in

house), apartment, closet; a store-room; a granary; a
division in a granary (for dierent kinds of grain).
H    5_7"koh  = H '   5_" kohr [Prk. 5f; S.

Paradise (whence all the other rivers are supposed to
derive their source).
H W  {*k j, s.m. corr. of k za, q.v.

5c ++], s.f. 'A small house'; room or chamber (of a

S X W  5*$ko-jgar, s.m. (lit.'Who is awake?'), The

house), apartment, closet; a store-room; a granary; a
division in a granary (for dierent kinds of grain).
H ;:  5_!kohl, s.m. = H +   5_!" kohl, s.f.dialec.

day of full moon in the month Asin (ko-jgaris said to
have been the call of Lakshm, who, descending on this
night, promised wealth to all who were awake; hence
the night is spent in festivity and games of chance in
honour of this goddess).
H W  {*k jn [S. {*"(, rt. {*] , v.n. (dialec.) To

forms of koh , q.v.
H +   5_!"kohl, s.f. = H ;:  5_! kohl, s.m.dialec.
forms of koh , q.v.
H ' ) -  5_/"kohmr, a dialec. form of kothmr, q.v.:—

speak, &c.

S V   kava , s.m. Armour, mail, coat of mail, cuirass;

S <=  j ku-va an, s.m. Low or scurrilous language,

—an amulet, a charm (part of a mantra, or a mystical
verse or verses, usually written on birch-leaf, kept about
the person as a charm);—a drum (used in battle), a
kettle-drum;—the tree Hibiscus populneoides:—kava -patr,
s.m. The leaf of a birch-tree (which, inscribed with
mystical verses, serves as an amulet, &c.).
S V  j ku-va , adj. (f. -), Using bad language,

abuse; evil-speaking, detraction, slander.
H =  5ko n [prob. fr. S. >3; cf. kho n, and

scurrilous, abusive; censorious: detracting, slanderous.
P V  k , s.m. Marching; decamping; march; journey;
departure:—k karn, To make a march or journey, to
march; to journey; to decamp, depart; to depart this life:
—k -maqm, s.m. March and halt, or marches and halts.
S V  {k a, vulg. k , s.m. A breast; the female breast
(esp. that of a young unmarried woman;—cf. ku a).
H V  5ko , s.m. corr. of kava , q.v.

kho sn], v.t. To rip or tear, to lacerate; to prick, pierce,
puncture; to stab; to gore; to wound (lit.or jig.); to thrust
(in), push or drive (in); to stu, to cram.
P =  k a (k , q.v.+dim. a. a), s.m. A narrow street, a
lane, a narrow passage, an alley:—k a-ba-k a, From
lane to lane:—k a-band, s.f. Marking o the boundaries
of a lane:—k a--sar-basta, s.m. A blind alley, cul-de-sac:—
k a-gad, s.m. A street-beggar:—k a-gard, s.m. Streetwalker, stroller, vagrant, vagabond:—k a-gard, s.f.
Perambulation of the streets, wandering about (in a
town), strolling.
H &=  {+k h [S. {t;
' or $,K+t], s.m. A tuft; a

S V  5ko (fr. j) , s.m. Drying up, shrivelling,

cluster.
H &=  5+ko h [prob. fr. S. j, or j ], s.m. Lap,

contracting, shrinking.
H =  5ko  [S. 3' + t; see ko n; and cf. kho ],

bosom, embrace.
H =  {"k  [S. {X], s.f. A brush (for painting, or

s.m. A puncture, prick, stab, thrust:—ko  den(-ko), To
prick, pierce, puncture, stab, &c. (=ko n).
S  =  j ku-vi r, s.m. Erroneous or wrong decision,

plastering, or white-washing); a hair-pencil; a weaver's
brush; a pointed or forked beard:—k  phern(-par), or
k  karn(-ko), To pass the brush (over), to brush; to
plaster, to whitewash.
H =  {.k iy [prob. S. j. ], s.f. A small

ill judgment, imprudence.
S  =  j "ku-vi r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Ill-judging,
indiscreet, imprudent;—an indiscreet person, an illadvised person, &c.
H  =  Mkau n (prob. a dialec. form of ko n, q.v.),
v.t. To stow away, to pocket, to steal.
P (=  k ak, vulg. ko ak[prob.=d,W; cf. koth, and
k dak], adj. Small, little, diminutive; younger, junior (syn.
ho).
H (=  5ko ak [ko aor ko , q.v.+S. t], adj. Dry,
shrivelled, wrinkled; contracted.
S =  {.k ik, s.f. A brush, &c. (=k , q.v.).

tamarind;—lobe of the ear (=ku iy).
H 3 =  {"!k l, s.m. A dialec. form of ku l, q.v.
H   {k d (v.n. of k d-n, q.v.), s.f. Springing, jumping,
&c.; a spring, jump, leap, bound:—k d-ph d, s.f. Leaping
and jumping; skipping and dancing about; gambols;
capers:—k d mrn, To take a leap, to jump, &c.
H   Mkaud, s.m.=kau d, q.v.
H   {k dn; prop. +  kudn, q.v.
S   5W kodrav, vulg. kodro, kodrau, s.m. See kodo.

P =  k ak (fr. k ak, q.v.), s.f. Smallness,

P   k dak, vulg. kodak[Pehl. k dak; Zend kutaka; S.
d,W], s.m. A boy, lad, youth, youngster, stripling (Pers.

diminutiveness;—purple colour.
H  @ =  5/"ko mr, s.m. A dialec. or rustic form of

pl. k dakn).
P X   kod-gar [kod= H. khod= S. d5, rt. d,; +gar= kar= kr=

kothmr, q.v.

Zend and S. karaor kra], s.m. A digger, an excavator.
A   kaudan, adj. & s.m. Slow, stupid, dull, thick-headed,

weak in mind;—a stupid person, a dolt, simpleton;—a
mean or sorry horse; a pack-horse.
H   {k dn [k d˚= Prk. j(() = S. TjB(`), rt. TjB],
v.n. To leap, jump, spring, bound; to hop; to hobble;—
(met.) to rejoice; to boast; to presume (upon, par):—
k dn-ph dn, v.n. To jump or leap about; to jump or
skip for joy; to gambol:—k d-pa n, v.n. To jump down,
&c.:—k d-k d-ke aln, To go by jumps or hops; to hop; to
hobble.
H   Mkaudn, v.n.=kau dn, or kau dhn, q.v.
S   5efko-da = H   5ef ko-da [˚da= S.
ef+t], s.m. A bow; an eye-brow (shaped like a bow);—a
creeping plant.
H   5efko-da = S   5ef ko-da [˚da= S.
ef+t], s.m. A bow; an eye-brow (shaped like a bow);—a
creeping plant.
P   kaudan (fr. kaudan), s.f. Dulness of mind,
obtuseness, stupidity.
H   55kodo = H   5 kodo [S. 5W t], s.m. A
kind of small grain (like millet), Paspalum scrobiculatum,
or P. kora):—kodo dalnor dal-len(-se), To make (one)
grind kodo ; (met.) to make one attempt something
dicult or impossible, to set one a hard task:—kodo deke pa hn, 'To give kodo as the price of instruction,' to
receive a cheap and inferior education; to fail to pay the
extra twopence for manners.
H   5 kodo = H   55 kodo [S. 5W t], s.m. A
kind of small grain (like millet), Paspalum scrobiculatum,
or P. kora):—kodo dalnor dal-len(-se), To make (one)
grind kodo ; (met.) to make one attempt something
dicult or impossible, to set one a hard task:—kodo deke pa hn, 'To give kodo as the price of instruction,' to
receive a cheap and inferior education; to fail to pay the
extra twopence for manners.
S    kavar, s.m. A braid or llet of hair.
H    kawar, or M kaur, s.m.=kawalor kaul, q.v.
S   j kuvar, adj. (f. -), Astringent in avour.
H   j kuwar, or j kuar, s.m. 1˚=ku war, or kumr,
q.v.;—2˚=kuba , q.v.;—3˚=kuver, q.v.

H   {k r [Prk. {5; S. J{t], adj. & s.m. Pitiless, cruel,
savage, &c. (see kr r);—a heartless or cruel person; a
violator.
P   k r, vulg. kor[Zend ukuruna, fr. ku= S. Tj], adj.
Blind:—kor-btin,
 adj. Inwardly blind or dark, benighted,
ignorant, stupid:—kor-ba t, adj. & s.m. 'Of blind fortune';
unfortunate, wretched;—unfortunate being, wretched
creature:—kor-ba t, s.f. Misfortune, calamity;
wretchedness, misery:—kor-namak, adj. & s.m. 'Blind to
(one's) salt'; ungrateful;—an ungrateful fellow.
S   5kor, s.m. A exible or movable joint (as of the
ngers, &c.);—a bud (cf. korak).
H   5kor [Prk. 5f"; S. 5&t], s.f. Point, tip; edge, side,
margin, border; hem;—a small piece split or broken o
(from anything), a splinter, thorn, &c.; a hang-nail; any
minute or tri ing thing; a slight or tri ing lack, or
deciency, or defect;—a crore, ten millions (=ka o , q.v.):
—kor-kasar, s.f. A slight deciency or defect.
H   5kor (a dialec. form of koh, or koh), s.f. The
womb.
A   kaur, s.f.(?), Plenty, increase, abundance:—al-aur
badal-kaur, Want after abundance.
H   Mkaur [S. M t, q.v.], s.m. A descendant of Kuru;
the Kauravas:—kaur-pau(S. kaurava+pava), s.m. The
Kauravas and P avas (two ancient families descended
from Kurn through their respective fathers
Dhritarshtra and P u).
H   Mkaur, adj. A dialec. or rustic form of kor, q.v.
H   5kor [prob. S. M/, or j/+t], adj. (f. -),
'Virgin,' just as made, untouched, unhandled, unused,
new, fresh, unbleached, unwashed; plain, undyed (cloth
or silk); unwritten, clean, blank (paper); unoccupied
(house, &c.); unhackneyed; unversed, unpractised;
unproted, unimproved, with nothing gained or
obtained; untutored, simple, stupid;—unsubstantial;
unprotable, fruitless, empty; bare, mere, simple;—poor,
penniless, destitute;—s.m. Unbleached cloth; plain or
undyed silk, 'corah';—an ignorant fellow, a simpleton, a
fool:—kor a k, s.m. (Arith.) A simple number:—kor ba n,
v.n. To escape untouched or unscathed, to come o with

a whole skin:—kor bartan, s.m. A new vessel;—(met.) a
bachelor;—a maid, virgin:—kor pi, s.m. 'An undeled
body'; an unmarried person; a bachelor; a virgin or
spinster;—maidenhood, virginity:—kor rakhn(-ko), To
keep or leave plain, or unbleached, or blank, &c.; to keep
(one) without payment, to send empty away, to
disappoint:—kor sir, or kore bl, s.m. Untouched or
uncombed hair:—kor kga,
 s.m. Blank or clean paper:
kor band, s.f. A new arrangement or settlement; a list of
villages or elds to be registered according to a new
allotment:—kore rah-jn, v.n. To remain unproted or
unsatised; to get nothing, to be disappointed.
H <;   5kor-pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],

H   {"k rn (?) (=korn, fem. of korn= ko n, q.v.), s.f.
A scoop (syn. kar h); a carving or engraving tool, &c.
H   55koro, s.m. A rafter, a transverse beam.
S   M kaurav, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of or belonging to
Kuru, or to the Kurus;—a descendant of Kuru.
H   M kaur-vn (kaur= kaurav), adj. & s.m. (f. -vat)
= kaurav.
H   M kauravn (S. M ), s.m. pl. The Kaurav
princes.
P ?  k ra, vulg. kora, s.m. A re-place; a (smith's) forge;
a furnace.
P ? ?  k ra-dih, s.m. See ?  k ra-dih.

s.m. Virginity;—newness; freshness, &c.
H   5 korb [prob. kor+b= w= Prk. Q(=S. ; +],

P   k r, vulg. kor[k r+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Blindness.

s.m. (rustic), Dryness; dearth, scarcity; famine.
H  ;   5kor-pn (prob. kor+wn; or kor-pan), s.m.

virgin, maid.
H   5"kor [S. 5&t, or 5&"], s.f. A division or

Starchiness, stiness, starch (of cloth):—korpn nikln(k), To take out the starch (of cloth).
S A  j . \ku-vritti,
 s.f. A bad course of conduct; bad

branch; a class distinct or distinguishable under a
comprehensive order or head;—assessment upon four
heads, viz., plough, head-money, hearth-money, cattle;—
a crore (=ka o , q.v.).
H   5"kor, s.m.=kol, q.v.

character; bad state or condition.
H   kor, kora(corr. fr. the English), s.m. Court (see
ko).
P ?  k ra-dih, vulg. k r-dih, s.m. A small, thinlypopulated town or village.
S   5korak, s.m. A bud, blossom, an unblown
ower.
S '   $ka-varg,
'
s.m. The consonants of the guttural
class collectively (viz., L, $, V, ).
S 1   {/k' rm, s.m. A tortoise, a turtle (=kurm, q.v.).
H   5korn, v.t.=ko n, q.v.
P Z  kornish, s.f. Salutation (with an inclination of the
body and head), obeisance; prostration; adoration:—
kornish baj-ln, To make obeisance, to salute; to pay
(one's) respects.
P A   kornisht, s.f. pl. (of kornish, after the model of
the Ar.), Salutations, &c.
S J  5r$"kora g, s.f. A small cardamom (syn.
ile ).

H   5"kor [S. M/", or j/"; see kor], s.f. A

H   5"kor, s.f.=  ko , q.v.
H   M"kaur, s.f.=  kau , q.v.
H  {7k , adj. & s.m.=  k h, q.v.
H  57ko , s.m.=  ko h, q.v.
H   {7k  [S. jj&
' +t], s.m. Clippings chips, rubbish,
sweepings; lth, dirt, dung (cf. gh r);—share, lot.
H   57ko  [Prk.  § ; S. t],
'
s.m. (lit.'What is
plaited or braided and knotted so as to resemble the
cowrie shell), A lash, a whip, a stout hand-whip, a
scourge (dialec. forms are ko , ko o, ko l, kol ):—ko ebz, s.m. One who plies the whip, a whipper, ogger:—
ko e-bz, s.f. Plying the whip, whipping, ogging:—ko 
karn(-ko), To apply the whip to, to whip, lash, scourge; to
chastise; to whip into submission, to reduce to
obedience; to put (a horse) to (his) speed by whipping:—
ko  lagn, or ko  mrn(-ko), To apply the lash to, to
lash, whip, og.

H   57ko , s.m.=kolor kaul, q.v.
H   M7kau  [S. t;
' Prk.  § ], s.m. A large shell

each non-cultivating householder.
H
 ko h [Prk. j , or 5 ; S. jc+t (+t)],

or cowrie (see kau );—kau e, s.m. pl. Cowries, money,
wealth; price:—kau e karn(-ko), To turn into cowries or
cash; to sell; to sell cheap.
H   57ko n (caus. of ko n), v.t. To cause to be

adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Aicted with leprosy, leprous;—a
leper:—ko h-kala k, s.m. One who is stricken with
leprosy; a great or grievous sinner.
H   {7"k  (fr. k , q.v.), s.f. A rubbish-heap; dunghill;

hollowed out, to get (a thing, &c.) scooped or dug out; to
have (a thing) carved or engraved.
H 1  57 !ko -bl, s.m. (rustic)=ko -wl, or

dust-heap; heap of refuse for manure (dialec. forms are
ku , kura ;—cf. k h).
H   {7"k , or {7 k  [prob. S. {&"], s.f. An iron

kau iyl, qq.v.
H   57ko n [ko ˚= Prk. 5f(), or 5f<()=S. 5&(`),

helmet.
H   57"ko , adj. & s.m.=ko h, q.v.

rt. j&] , v.t. To dig up or out, scrape out, scoop, bore,

H   57"ko  [prob. S. 5&"; cf. ko n], s.f. An aggregate

hollow, excavate, to carve, engrave.
H 8  57 ko  [ko (n), q.v.+= Prk.  =S.

of twenty, a score;—(dialec.) a sloping pavement of
masonry at one end of a tank (to let the water o when
the tank is too full).
H   M7"kau  [Prk.  §; S. ],

()++], s f. Cost of digging out, &c.
H   57 !ko -wl (ko or kau +wl, qq.v.), adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Marked like braid, braided; spotted; dappled
(a bird or snake, &c.);—that which is marked like braid
(or like the cowrie), a bird or snake, or ower so marked
(=kau iyl).
H   {ik h [Prk. j(_5; S. je_t], adj. & s.m. Slow, dull,
obtuse, thick-headed, stupid, foolish; a dolt, blockhead,
simpleton, fool:—k h-magz, adj. & s.m. Thick-headed,
addle-pated, stupid, &c. (=k h).
H   5iko h [Prk. j( or 5(; S. jc(], s.m. Leprosy:—
ko h n, or ko h apakn, 'Leprous matter to ooze out,'
leprosy to break out (on):—ko h-me khj, 'Itch on
leprosy'; one calamity upon another:—ka  ko h, s.m.
Ringworm.
H   5iko hin [S. j.c], adj. & s.m.=ko n, q.v.
H   5iko hin, or jc( ko han [Prk. j4", or 54";
S. j.c"], s.f. A leprous woman, a female leper.
H   5iko hn [ko h˚= S. J5(), rt. Jj; see
ku hn], v.t. To vex, to grieve, to aict.
H
 {i"k h [S. {&+], s.f. A heap (of corn, &c.); a
house; household, family; a house-tax; share, portion:—
k h karn(-k), To make heaps (of), to pile (corn, &c.)
into heaps; to apportion, allot:—k h-kamn, s.f. A tax on

s.f. A small shell (used as a coin), a 'cowrie,' Cyprœa
moneta;—money, wealth; earnings; price; fare, hire;—a
gland;—the breast-bone, the point of the sternum or
ensiform cartilage (so called from its fancied
resemblance to a cowrie);—a white speck at the root of a
nger-nail:—kau -bhar, A little, very little:—kau -kau , or
kau -kau -bhar, Every cowrie, full amount up to the last
cowrie:—kau -kau  ad karn(or ukn, or den), To pay
every cowrie, to pay in full:—kau -kau -bhar pn, To
receive every cowrie, to be paid in full:—kau -kau  jo n,
To save up every cowrie:—kau -kau -ko tang hon(or
airn hon), To be pinched (or put to one's wit's end) for
every cowrie; to be in great distress; to be reduced to
beggary; to become a pauper:—kau -kau  len(-se), To
exact every cowrie (from); to receive the full amount up
to the last cowrie:—kau -ko na p hn, To make not the
least inquiry after; not to value at a cowrie; to hold in no
esteem:—kau -ke tn-tn hon, To be (selling) at the rate
of three for a cowrie; to be held very cheap:—kau -ke
km-k nah , Not worth a cowrie, worthless, good-fornothing:—kau iyo -ke mol, Purchased for a few cowries,
very cheap: ph  kau , or kn kau , or jhinj kau , s.f. A
broken, or perforated, or rubbed and worn, cowrie; a bad
cowrie; a bit of money of the lowest value:—do kau -k

dm, A worthless person:—do kau -k 'izzat karn(-k), 'To
reduce (one's) honour to the value of two cowries'; to
dishonour, disgrace;—to make (oneself) cheap.
H 7  M7kau iy, adj. Covered with, or wearing,
cowries:—kau iy glm,
s.m. A slave who wears cowries

on his ears and wrists as a mark of slavery.
H 7  M7!kau iyl, adj. & s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.

S &%*B  MT,#kaustubh, s.m. Name of a celebrated jewel
worn by Krishaon
his breast (it is believed to have been

obtained along with thirteen other precious things at
the churning of the ocean).
H (B  Mkausik [prob. S. M.8t], s.m. Name of a
tribe of Rjpts.
H B  M"kausik, s.f.=kauik, or kos, qq.v.

H 7  M7!kau iyl [kau , q.v. + Prk. ! =S. !

H B  5!kosal, s.m.=koal, q.v.

+t;—or=kau +wl, q.v.], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Rich, wealthy;

H #B  5!"kosl [S. 58 or 53+!++t], s.m. A new

—marked like a cowrie, braided; spotted;—a rich man;—a
kind of braided, or spotted, snake;—a kingsher; a
braided or spotted bird, or ower (syn. ko -wl).
P d  k z (contrac. of next), s.m. A crooked back, a hump:
—k z-pusht, adj. & s.m. Hump-backed;—a hunch-back:—
k z-pusht, s.f. Hump-backedness.
P ?d  k za [Zend khavza; S. j) *], s.m. An earthen water-

leaf just sprouting; a shoot, sprout.
S &%@ B  M,@#kausumbh (fr. kusumbha), adj. Dyed with

bottle with a long narrow neck, a gugglet; a pitcher; a
jug; a jar;—sugar crystallized in an earthen pot or pan;—
a kind of rose:—k ze-me dary, 'A river (or the sea) in a
jug'; much in little, multum in parvo.
H K  5kos [S. J58t], s.m. A measure of length equal
to about two English miles (but varying in dierent parts
of India), a league;—a mile-stone:—kle kos, s.m. lit.'Long
leagues'; a great distance:—ka  kos, A sti two miles, a
distance of more than two miles:—gau-kos, The distance
at which one can hear the lowing of a cow, a short kos:—
naram kos, An easy (or a short) kos.
H K  5kos [Prk. 5(; S. 58(], s.m. A piece added to
the end of a sleeve, a cu:—kos a hn(me ), To put a
cu on a sleeve.
H K  5kos, s.m.=kosh, q.v.
P K  kos (=S. J58), s.m. A large kettle-drum, a drum.
H K  Mkaus, adj.=D  kau, q.v.;—s.m. (dialec.)=kosor
ko.
H B  5kos [S. J58+t], s.m. Curse, malediction:—
kos-k, or kos-ks, s.f. Cursing, curse, imprecation:—
kos-ks karn, To curse (=kosn).
H B  5kos [Prk. 5 ; S. 58 or 53+t], s.m. Pod
of a leguminous plant (such as the pea, &c.); a pea-pod.

saower; orange; red.
H <B  5kosan, s.f. = H B  5 kosn, s.m.(see
next), Curse, malediction (=kos):—kosn den(-ko), To call
down curses (on), to curse (=kosn).
H B  5kosn, s.m. = H <B  5 kosan, s.f.(see
next), Curse, malediction (=kos):—kosn den(-ko), To call
down curses (on), to curse (=kosn).
H B  5kosn [kos˚= S. J58(), caus. of rt. Jj8] , v.t.
To curse; to vituperate, to abuse.
H  B  M kauso (Braj), adv.=kais, and kaise, qq.v.
P B  kosa, adj. Having little or no beard (a man).
H B  5"kos [S. M.8"], s.f. The river Kos (in Bihr).
H D  58ko, s.m.=kos, q.v.
S D  58ko, or 53 kos , s.m. A vessel, a receptacle; a
box; a cupboard, &c.; a sheath, scabbard; a case, a
covering, cover; sheath or integument (of a plant); a
bud; a shell, a pod, seed. vessel; a nutmeg; a nut-shell;
cocoon (of a silkworm); the vulva; the womb; an egg; a
testicle; the scrotum;—store-room; depository; a
treasury; a store; treasure; an abode;—a vocabulary,
dictionary, lexicon, thesaurus;—judicial trial, ordeal (by
re, water, poison, the balance, heated balls of iron,
boiling oil, &c.); attesting a deity by thrice-repeated
drinking of the water in which some idol has been
washed; the water used at an ordeal; an oath:—
koshdhyaksh(˚sha+adh˚), s.m. Superintendent of the
treasury, keeper or protector of treasure, a treasurer;
an epithet of Kuver:—kosh-kartt(or ko-karlt), s.m.

Maker of a vocabulary; a lexicographer:—ko-vriddhi(or

kosh-vriddhi),
s.f. Swelled testicle, enlargement of the

scrotum (from hernia or hydrocele, &c.).
P D  kosh [rt. of koshdan, a form of kushtan; fr. Zend

kauale(˚la+˚), s.m. Daarath, king of Koal; any king of
Koal, or of Ayodhy:—kaual-pur, s.f. The city of
Ayodhy (=koal).
S E  M8!kaual (fr. kuala), s.m. Well-being, welfare,

kush= S. j3 (jl4)], part. adj. Endeavouring, striving,

good fortune, prosperity, happiness; a prosperous or
fortunate event;—skilfulness, skill, cleverness, ability,
capability; experience; device, stratagem.
S 3E  58!koal, s.f. Name of the capital of Koal, the

labouring, exerting; attempting (used as last member of
compounds).
P D  kavsh, vulg. kaush(=kafsh, q.v.), s.f. A kind of slipper
(without heels, the back part being attened down under
the heel); a slipper, shoe.
S D  M8kaua, vulg. kau, adj. (f. -), Made of kuagrass;
—s.m. The town of Kua,' the ancient city of Kany-kubja
or Kanauj.
S D  M8kaua, vulg. kau(fr. koa), adj. (f. -), Silken, silk.
S D  5ckoshha, vulg. koshh, s.m. A granary; a
storehouse; an apartment; any of the viscera, &c. (see
koh):—koshthgn(˚ha+ag˚), s.m. The digestive faculty,
the gastric juice.
H D  5ckoshhak, s.m.f.(?) A square or cell (in a
table of calculation, &c.), column (of a form; see koh,
and na); a bracket (in Alg., &c.).
P ZE  koshish (abst. s. fr. kosh, q.v.), s.f. Striving,
endeavour, eort, exertion, labour; attempt; application,
study:—koshish--beh da, A vain attempt:—koshish karn(k), To endeavour (after), to strive (for), to make
exertion or eort, to try, to attempt.
P (E  k shk [=S. d?), s.m. A palace; a villa; a castle,
citadel.
S (E  58koak, s.m. An egg; a testicle.
S (E  M.8kauik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of the family of
Kuika;—(patronym.) a descendant of Kuika;—an owl;
an ichneumon:—kauik-gotra, s.m. or kauik-gotr, s.f. The
race of Kuika.
S E  M.8"kauik, and H. M8" kauak, s.f. The
river Kos (in Bihr).
S E  58!koal, and H. M8! kaual, s.m. Name of the
district surrounding the city of Ayodhy, and of the
country south of that city; the people inhabiting that
country;—the city of Ayodhy (Awadh, or Oude):

city of Ayodhy (the modern Awadh or Oude).
S #E  M8!"kaual, s.f. Friendly inquiry, greeting,
salutation; a respectful present (syn. nar).
S #E  M8kaualy (or kausaly), and H.
M.8 kauily, s.f. The daughter of a prince of the
Koalas;—the wife of Daaratha, and mother of Rma.
S  #E  M8kaualya, s.m. Well-being, &c. (=kaual, q.v.).
H E  58kon, v.t.= B  kosn, q.v.54
P E  kosh (abst. s. fr. kosh, q.v.), s.f. Endeavouring,
striving, &c. (used as last member of compounds).
H E  kaush (fr. P. kavshor kaush, q.v.), s.f. A small
slipper; a woman's slipper.
S  E  M¶kaueya (fr. kua), adj. Made of kuagrass.
S  E  M¶kaueya, or M3< kausheya (fr. koa, or kosha),
adj. & s.m. Silken, of silk;—a silk; a silk cloth or garment.
P _  koft (v.n. of koftan; see kob), s.f. Beating; inlaying
of gold (on steel, &c.);—a blow, bruise; great fatigue, &c.;
grief, sadness; crushing sorrow, anguish, pain; vexation:
—koft-kob, or koft-o-kob, s.f. Beating:—koft-gar, s.m. A goldbeater; a gilder:—koft-gar, s.f. Gold-beating; gilding; steel
work inlaid with gold.
P J*_  koftag (abst. s. fr. kofta, q.v.), s.f. Beating,
hammering; bruising, pounding; trampling;—a bruise.
P *_  kofta (perf. part. of koftan), part. Beaten; pounded,
bruised; thrashed; trampled upon; inlaid; wearied,
knocked up; distressed, grieved; vexed;—s.m. Pounded
meat (made into balls and cooked in soup); hash;—kofte,
s.m. pl. Balls of pounded meat cooked in soup, forcedmeat balls highly spiced:—kofta-be ta, Pounded and
sitted.
S    kavak, s.m. A fungus; mushroom;—a mouthful

(=kaval, q.v.).
H   {k k, or 5 kok (v.n. fr. k kn, q.v.), s.f. Crying;
sobbing, wailing; cry, scream, shriek (of a human being,
or of a peacock, or cuckoo, &c.); a warble, a trill:—k k
karn, or k k mrn, To cry, sob, whine, wail, moan; to
utter a shrill cry, to scream (as a peacock, &c.), to shriek;
to shout, to halloo.
H   {k k (v.n. of k kn, q.v.), s.f. Winding (a skein,
or a ball of thread, &c.), winding up (a clock or watch,
&c.); tuning (a musical instrument).
S   5kok, s.m. A cuckoo (=kokil); the ruddy goose,
Anas casarea; a wolf; a frog;—scientia modorum
diversorum coeundi, a quodam Kok Pandit explicata,
unde nomen:—kok-stra, s.m. Name of an indecent
treatise on the art of love; describing the merits and
excellencies of the sexes, &c. (ascribed to a Pandit
named Kok; some, however, assign the formation to the
observation of the loves of the kokor ruddy geese).
H   5kok (P. also kok), s.f. Long stitches in sewing,
basting.
H   5kok, a dialec. form of kokh, q.v.
H   {k k (fr. k k), s.m. A sect of Sikhs, followers of
Rm Singh (so called because they used to shriek at
their nocturnal meetings).
H   kok, s.m.=  koka, q.v.
H   5kok [S. 5+t], s.m. A bud, an unblown
ower; the red lotus, or red water-lily (=S. kokanada); the
style or spike which shoots up from the plantain
(containing the ower);—a small thorn, a prickle; a small
nail, a tack:—kok-bel, s.f. The red lotus, or water-lily.
H ?   {6&k kha [k k(n)+ha= wa= Prk.  (;
S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Sobbing, crying, whining,
screaming, shrieking.
A U  kaukab, s.m. A star; constellation.
P %  kaukaba (fr. the preceding), s.m. A star (or stars)
of gold, silver, or tinsel, &c. (worn as an ornament or
insignia of rank).
H   {k kar [Prk. j=jI, or j=j5; S. j=jt], s.m. A
dog (see kukur):—k kar-baser, s.m. 'A dog's sojourn'; a

short stay, a ying visit:—k kar-bha gr, s.m. The plant
Verbesina prostrata:—k kar- l, s.f. 'Dog-trot'; (syn. dulk):—
k kar- hand, s.m. A small wild tree with thick leaves (a
plaster made of which is considered a specic for the
bite of a mad dog):—k kar-muttor mutor m t, s.m. A
fungus (growing on wood); a toadstool.
H   {"k kr [Prk. j=j; S. j=j+], s.f. A
bitch (=kuty).
H   {"k kr, s.f. A skein, or hank, &c. (=kukri, or
kuk , q.v.);—2˚=kurkur, q.v.
H    {7"k k , s.f. (Dakkhin)=kuk , q.v.
H 7   {7k ka iyn, v.t. To cover, to overlay.
S   5!kokil, corr. H. 5! kokal, s.m. = S 3 
5! kokil, corr. H. 5! kokl, s.f.The black or
Indian cuckoo, Cuculus indicus(vulg. koil; this bird makes
a prominent gure in Hind poetry; and is supposed by
its musical cry to inspire pleasing and tender emotions);
—(kokil) a kind of mouse; a poisonous insect:—kokil- kh,
s.m. (lit.'Kokil-eyed'), The plants Asteracantha longifolia, or
Capparis spinosa, Barleria longifolia, Ruellia longifolia:—kokilbain, adj. Kokil-voiced, speaking like the kokil, eloquent
as the kokil, sweet-voiced.
S 3  5!kokil, corr. H. 5! kokl, s.f. = S  
5! kokil, corr. H. 5!kokal, s.m.The black or Indian
cuckoo, Cuculus indicus(vulg. koil; this bird makes a
prominent gure in Hind poetry; and is supposed by its
musical cry to inspire pleasing and tender emotions);—
(kokil) a kind of mouse; a poisonous insect:—kokil- kh,
s.m. (lit.'Kokil-eyed'), The plants Asteracantha longifolia, or
Capparis spinosa, Barleria longifolia, Ruellia longifolia:—kokilbain, adj. Kokil-voiced, speaking like the kokil, eloquent
as the kokil, sweet-voiced.
H <  54koka, s.m.=ko ka, q.v.
H   {k kn [k k˚= Prk. j=(), or j=?(); fr. S. j
'to cry'+>], v.n. To cry, pule, whine, sob, moan, lament;
to utter a shrill cry, to cry (as the kokilor Indian cuckoo),
to scream (as the peacock, &c.); to call, to vociferate, to
halloo.
H   {k kn [prob. fr. S. Jj= 'curved,' &c.; rt. Jj ],

v.t. To wind, to twist, to form into hanks or skeins (see
kuk ); to wind up (a watch, or a musical box, &c.); to tune
(a musical instrument).
H   5kokn (see kok), v.t. To sew with long
stitches, to baste:—kok-den, v.t. intens. of and=kokn.
P    koknr (kok, 'plump, round'=S. j.d(?)+nr, q.v.),
s.m. Poppy; poppy-head (syn. post).
H   5"kokin, or 5" kokn (cf. kok, 'a bud'), adj.
Short, small, dumpy, short and thick:—kokn kel, s.m.
The small table-plantain (syn. amp kel).
H P   {k{ -k [S. { redupl., or onomat.], s.f. Cooing
(of a dove); a dove.
P   k -k , s.m. A fried egg; an omelet:—k k -pulo,
s.m. An omelet.
H   55koko (=kka), s.f. (colloq.), A crow; a word used
to frighten children (like our 'black-jack').
T   koka, s.m. A foster-brother, nurse's child.
H &  5Lkokh = H &  5L kokh [Prk. jK+", and
j=L5; S. j.dt], s.m.f. The belly, abdomen; the womb;—
hypochondrium:—kokh-bandor bandh, or kokh-jal, s.f. A
barren woman:—kokh pa n, v.n. To be conceived:—kokhp , or kokh-k zr, Disease of the womb:—kokh-str,
s.m. The science of the hidden or occult (syn. ilm-gaib):—kokh-k
 , or kokh-k mmt, s.f. 'The yearning or

warmth of the womb,' maternal aection:—kokh mr
jn, To become barren:—kokhe lag-jn, 'The cavity of
the abdomen to sink in,' the belly to sink in.
H &  5Lkokh = H &  5L kokh [Prk. jK+", and
j=L5; S. j.dt], s.m.f. The belly, abdomen; the womb;—

S

  !kaval, and H. M! kaul, s.m. A mouthful, a

morsel;—unripe corn eaten (or swallowed as a mouthful)
out of the ear;—an astringent wash for cleansing the
mouth; a gargle;—a kind of sh.
S  {!k l, s.m. Declivity, slope; bank (of a river, &c.),
shore, margin, edge, side; a heap, mound; a pool, pond,
lake.
P  kol (=S. {!), s.m. A pool, pond, reservoir, lake; a
cup.
S  5!kol, s.m. A hog; the breast, bosom; haunch, hip;
embracing, embrace (in these senses perhaps a
Prkritform
of kroa); a kind of weapon;—the fruit of the

jujube tree Zizyphus jujuba;—name of a tribe inhabiting
the hills and forests of the central provinces of India; a
man of that tribe, a Kol, a barbarian;—name of the
country (Kaling) on the coast from Cuttack (Kaak) to
Madras.
H  5!kol [S. J5f(], s.m. A creek;—bay; a cavity,
hollow, hole (such as is used in playing the game of 'tipcat,' &c.);—a long passage, a lane, an alley (cf. khor, and
khol).
H  M!kaul, s.m.=kaval, q.v.
S

 M!kaula, vulg. kaul(fr. kula), adj. & s.m. (f. -),

Belonging or relating to a family, ancestral;—sprung
from a high or noble family, of good family, well-born
(syn. kuln);—a man of good family, &c.
H "  {!k l [prob. S. 5!, or J5f+t], s.m. The hip,
buttock, haunch; the waist.
H "  M!kaul, or 5! kol [S. J5f+t], s.m. The breast,

hypochondrium:—kokh-bandor bandh, or kokh-jal, s.f. A
barren woman:—kokh pa n, v.n. To be conceived:—kokhp , or kokh-k zr, Disease of the womb:—kokh-str,
s.m. The science of the hidden or occult (syn. ilm-gaib):—kokh-k
 , or kokh-k mmt, s.f. 'The yearning or

warmth of the womb,' maternal aection:—kokh mr
jn, To become barren:—kokhe lag-jn, 'The cavity of
the abdomen to sink in,' the belly to sink in.
H   5 koka (for kok, fr. kok, q.v.), s.f. Lotus-

bosom; lap; embrace;—cavity, hollow, niche, recess,
corner or angle (of a room, &c.); a side wall;—an armful,
as much as can be embraced in the two arms (see kaul).
H "  5!kol [dialec. kolh; S. J59,t], s.m. (f. -), A

colour, a purple; dove-colour, slate-colour.

great and indistinct noise (of men, or animals, &c.),

jackal, Canis aureus;—adj. Shrewd, crafty, &c.:—kolo -ko
dag den, 'To cheat or disappoint the jackals,' to escape
death, to rob the gallows.
H "  M!kaul, s.m.=kau l= kaml, q.v.
S "  5!6!kolhal, s.m. A loud and confused sound, a

screaming, shouting, uproar, tumult, din, hubbub,
clatter; mirth, revelry, riot:—kolhal karn, To set up a
scream, to make an uproar, &c.
H   5!7kol , s.m. A dialec. form of ko , q.v.
H 0!  5!kols (prob. fr. kokil-s, 'black like the koil),
s.m. (dialec.), Charcoal (=koel);—the fork-tailed shrike;—
Indian nightshade, Solanum indicum(the leaves of which
are used as a vegetable).
S (!  M.!kaulik (see kaula), adj. (f. -), Belonging to a
family or race, ancestral; customary in a family;
hereditary;—s.m. A weaver;—a heretic; an impostor.
H <!  5.!kolin [S. 5!+"], s.f. A woman or girl of the
Kol tribe; the wife of a Kol.
H !  {!k ln, v.n.=k lhn, q.v.
H !  5!koln (a dialec. form of ko n, q.v.), v.t. To
scoop or hollow out; to excavate, &c.;—to press, crush,
macerate, mash:—kolan-hr(=kolne-hr), s.m. One who
hollows out; an excavator, &c. (cf. kol ).
P 6!  k lanj (=q lanj, q.v.), s.m. Colic.
H !  5!0kol [kol(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. Oilman, one who makes and sells oil;—an oil-press (=kolh ).
S !  M! kaulav, s.m. Name of one of the astronomical
Karas.
H &!  {6k lh, s.m.=k l, q.v.
H &!  56kolh, s.m.=kol, q.v.
H &!  {6k lhn (a dialec. form of ku hn, q.v.), v.n.
To fret, to moan, groan, &c.
H &!  5kolh [Prk. j_!5, or j_!0; S. j_t, or j_It
'the post round which the millstone moves'], s.m. A
press; an oil-press; a sugar-mill:—kolh -ke bail-k tara

piln, To work like an ox in an oil-mill; to work like a
galley-slave:—kolh -me pilw-den or pa w-den, To
macerate (anything) in a press, to crush in a mill; to
crush to atoms, to destroy utterly.
H &!  56"kolh = H !  5!" kol [S. M.!t], s.m. A
caste of Hinds who are weavers; a man of that caste, a
weaver.
H !  5!"kol = H &!  56" kolh [S. M.!t], s.m. A
caste of Hinds who are weavers; a man of that caste, a

weaver.
S !  j !kuvalay, s.m. A water-lily;—the earth.
H !  {!"k l (corr. of qul, q.v.), s.m. A coolie, labourer,
porter, carrier.
H !  M!"kaul = H !  M.! kauliy [S. 5!, or J5f
+; see kaul], s.f. Bosom; lap; embrace, grasp of the
arms; armful, as much (of anything) as can be grasped
in the fold of the arms; a bundle or sheaf of corn given
as a perquisite to a reaper or a village servant:—kaul
bharn(-k), To take or fold (one) in the arms, to
embrace;—to be grasping or greedy.
H !  M.!kauliy = H !  M!" kaul [S. 5!, or J5f
+; see kaul], s.f. Bosom; lap; embrace, grasp of the
arms; armful, as much (of anything) as can be grasped
in the fold of the arms; a bundle or sheaf of corn given
as a perquisite to a reaper or a village servant:—kaul
bharn(-k), To take or fold (one) in the arms, to
embrace;—to be grasping or greedy.
H !  5.!koliy, or M.! kauliy [kol, q.v.+iy= S. ],
s.f. A narrow street, a lane, an alley.
H !  M.!kauliy [S.  !+; see kaul], s.f. A small
mouthful, a morsel.
H  !  5.!koliyn, or M.! kauliyn [koliy˚=
kaul+= w= Prk. wa, or we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.t.
To take to the bosom, to fold in the arms, to embrace
(=kaul bharn).
S < !  M!"kauln, adj. (f. -), Peculiar or belonging to a
noble family or high birth;—s.m. Report, rumour, gossip.
H 1  M/kaum, or 5/ kom, s.f. corr. of qaum, q.v.
S  a  M/kaumr, adj. (f. -), Belonging or relating to a
youth or a young girl; youthful, juvenile; girlish;
maidenly;—relating to abstinence;—relating, or peculiar
to, the god of war;—s.m. Childhood, youth; maidenhood.
S  a  M/"kaumr, s.f. One of the seven divine
Mtrisor
 Mothers, or personied energies of the gods;
the aktior energy of Krttikeya, the god of war.
H  a  M/"kaumr, s.f. corr. of kumr, q.v.
H &: a  {/[+k m h, s.m. corr. of kum , q.v.

H ) a  {/k -my (for ku-my), s.f. Ill-aectedness,
estrangement of aection.
H &%a  {@#k mbh [S. j@#t], s.m. The tree Careya
arborea(dialec. forms are kumbi, khumbi, kumri, gumar; the
bark is used as an astringent in native medicine, and
also to make coarse strong cordage; the inner bark is
made into fuses for matchlocks).
H &%a  {@#!k mbhal, s.f.=k mhal, q.v.
S + a  M/,kaumud, s.m. The month Krttik(Oct.-Nov.).
S + a  M/,"kaumud, s.f. Moonlight, moonshine (from
its causing the kumudaor lotus to blossom); (met.)
elucidation;—the day of full moon in the month Krttik.
H a  {/!k mal, s.f. contrac. of k mhal, q.v.

The club or mace of Vish u or Krish a (given to him by
Varu a).
H  a  M/5"kaumod, s.f. corr. of kaumud, q.v.
H &a  {@6!k mhal [S. j@#+l= Prk. f"=S. !"; cf. S. j.@#!t
'a house-breaker'], s.f. A hole made by a thief through
the wall of a house (syn. se dh; naqb); house-breaking,
burglary:—k mhal den(-me ), To break into a house by
penetrating through the wall, to commit burglary (syn.
sedh lagn, q.v.).
H #&a  {@6 .!k mhaliy, or j@6 .! kumhaliy (k mhal,
q.v.+Prk.  =S.t), s.m. House-breaker, burglar.
P   k n, s.f. Podex, fundament, anus.
H    kawan (Braj.) interrog. pron.=kaun, q.v.

S a  5/!komal, adj. (f. -), Soft, tender, delicate;

S   54koa, ko, and H. 5 kon, s.m. A corner, an

young, immature, unripe; fragile, brittle; sleek; supple;
placid, mild, gentle, pleasing, agreeable, sweet; low.
S *#a  5/!komalat, vulg. komalt, s.f. = H

angle;—the quill or bow of a lute:—koa-dror ko-dr,
adj.=kon-dr, q.v.s.v. kon:—ko-nirmpak, s.m. 'Anglemeasurer,' a protractor.
S   5.4koi, adj. Having a crooked arm.

$ *#a  5/! komalt, s.f.= S *#a  5/!; komalatva,
s.m.[˚t= S. + ], Softness, tenderness; gentleness,
mildness, placidity, blandness; sweetness,
agreeableness; suppleness, &c.
H $ *#a  5/! komalt, s.f. = S *#a  5/! komalat,
vulg.komalt, s.f.= S *#a  5/!; komalatva, s.m.[˚t= S.
+ ], Softness, tenderness; gentleness, mildness,
placidity, blandness; sweetness, agreeableness;
suppleness, &c.
S *#a  5/!; komalatva, s.m. = S *#a  5/! komalat,
vulg.komalt, s.f.= H $ *#a  5/! komalt, s.f.[˚t= S.
+ ], Softness, tenderness; gentleness, mildness,
placidity, blandness; sweetness, agreeableness;
suppleness, &c.
H  a  M/5kaumodak; 1˚ corr. of kumodak, q.v.;—2˚
contrac. of kaumodak, q.v.
S   a  M/5"kaumodak, = S  a  M/5" kaumod,s.f.
The club or mace of Vish u or Krish a (given to him by
Varu a).
S  a  M/5"kaumod, = S   a  M/5" kaumodak,s.f.

H   gkau (dialec.), 1˚=ko(the case-sign of the dat. &
acc., q.v.);—2˚=k(the case-sign of the gen.);—3˚ corr. of
kaun, q.v.
H   Mkaun, (rustic) 5 kon [Ap. Prk.  4,, or  f,;
Prk. ?a65; S. "8t], interrog. pron. Who? which? what?
whether? (the formative of the sing. is kis; that of the
plur. kinor kinh; but in Hind poetry, in Braj, and in rustic
speech kaunis seldom in ected; thus we nd kaunkauinstead of kis-kau(=kis-k), &c.):—kaun-s, Which?
what? which (or what) particular one? what sort or
manner of?—kaun-h(Braj. kawan-h, or kawan-h ),
emphat forms of kaun(see h).
A   kaun (inf. n. of   (for   ), 'to be'), s.m. Being,
existence; essence, entity; nature, the universe:—kaunmakn, or kaun-o-makn, s.m. The world, the universe;
every created being.
H   54ko, or 5 kon [S. 54+t], s.m. A corner,
an angle;—a side:—kon-dr, vulg. kone-dr, adj. Having
corners or angles, angular:—kon-kuthror khudr, or
kon-ku , s.m. Hole and corner; every corner.
H   {(k , = H    {(( k  s.m.=k  , q.v.

H    {((k  = H   {( k ,s.m.=k  , q.v.
H    {(k r, = H    {(( k  r,s.m.=  kur,

a grain-parcher, &c.
H (:  {(k ak (from k

q.v.
H    {((k  r, = H    {( k r,s.m.=  kur,

relating to a march.
H :   ko n, or {( k

q.v.
H $   { k n(?), j kun [prob. fr. kon], s.f. 'A bit

H :  {("k

= k , q.v.), adj. Of or
n, v.u.=ko n, q.v.

, s.f.=k , q.v.

H +   gkau d, s.f. = H +   g kau d, s.m.=kau dhand

o the corner or side (?); a scrap.
H &%  {(#!k bhal, or {@#! k mbhal, s.f.=k mhal, q.v.

kau dh, qq.v.
H +   gkau d, s.m. = H +   g kau d, s.f.=kau dhand

H L   !ko pal [Prk. j(!(; S. j&/!(], s.f. An opening

kau dh, qq.v.
H "+   {(!k dl, s.m. corr. of "+  kundl, q.v.

bud, an unblown ower; a new leaf just sprouting, a
sprout, shoot.
H #L   !"ko pal, s.f. (dialec.)=ko pal.

H +   {(k dn, v.n.=k dn, q.v.

H   {(k t, s.m.=k t, q.v.

S +    Bkavandh, s.m.=kabandh, q.v.

H    ko t [Prk.  5; S. jBt], s.m.f.(?) A spear,

H +   gkau dh [S. d,?+B or B"; of. au dh], s.f.

lance, barbed dart.
H &*  {(Rk thn, v.n.=k thn, q.v.
H 6  {(*k j, s.f. = H 8  {(* k j, s.m.[Prk.  5; S.

Flash (of lightning, &c.); brightness, brilliance,
splendour, dazzling light.
H +   gkau dh [kau dha+S. t], s.m. Lightning.

Jj t or JM t], A species of crane (syn. kula g);—a goose

H +   gkau dhn (see kau dh), v.n. To ash, to

(syn. qz).
H 8  {(*k j, s.m. = H 6  {(* k j, s.f.[Prk.  5; S.

glitter; to lighten:—kau dh-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=kau dhn.
H   {(fk  [S. jef(], s.f. A tub, trough, bucket (see

Jj t or JM t], A species of crane (syn. kula g);—a goose
(syn. qz).
H 8  kunj, s.f.=8 kunj, q.v.
H 9  {(k
[S. {t],
' s.m. A weaver's brush (cf. k ).
H 9  {(k

, s.f. The tendon Achilles; the hough (of a

quadruped);—k e knor mrnd(-k), To hough, to
hamstring.
H 9  {(k , s.m. corr. of k , q.v.
H 9  {(k

[prob. S. j ; or fr. j. ], s.m. A small

red and black seed used by goldsmiths as a weight, Abrus
precatorius(syn. ghu g ).
H 9   ko , s.f.=kiw or kaw , q.v.

H +   gkau dn, v.n.=kau dhn, q.v.

next).
H   {(fk  [S. jef+], s.m. An earthen vessel (for
kneading bread in, or for washing clothes), a tub, a
trough, a platter;—a ring of earth round a tree (to hold
water, &c.);—an oering made (by a Musalmn) to a
saint;—k  karn(-k), To make an oering (to a saint);
to prosper;—dicitur cum plures viri, unus post alterum,
mulierem violant.
H     ©ko h, s.m.=   ko h , q.v.
H   {(f"k  [S. jef+], s.f. A small tub, or bucket,

&c. (=ko , q.v.).
H :  {(k , s.m. corr. of =  k a, q.v.

or trough (see k ); a small stone mortar (in which
snu, bhang, &c. are ground);—a (glass) shade:—k so , or k -khutk, s.m. Pestle and mortar (especially
for grinding bha g).
H    {(7k , s.m.=k , q.v.

H :  gkau  (corr. of P. kaf a, through a form

H     iko h, s.m.=ko h , q.v.

H 9   ko

(v.n. of ko n), s.f. A prick, stab, thrust,

kav a), s.m. A spoon, a ladle, a skimmer; the iron hook of

H     iko h, s.m. A dialec. form of ku, 'a hasp,'
q.v.
H 0  Mkaun-s, interrog. pron. See s.v. kaun.
H 0  kau sal (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Counsel; council:
—kau sal karn, To consult together, to hold a
consultation;—to plot, intrigue.
H #0  kau sal, kau sl, s.m. Counsellor; a barrister.
H    ko k, s.m. a dialec. form of kok, q.v.
S <   4ko ka, s.m. Name of a country on the
western coast of the Dakkhan, and of the people of that
country.
H &a   Lko kh; a dialec. form of kokh, q.v.
H 3  g!kau l (i.q. kamal), s.m. A large and sweet
species of orange, Citrus aurantium.
H   kona, s.m.=kon, q.v.
H &   6ko har (i.q. kohar, q.v.), s.m.=ko h , q.v.
H     67ko h  [Prk. 56(f ; S. {l/eft], s.m. A
kind of gourd, the sweet pumpkin, Cucurbita pepo(syn.
peh).
P   k n (fr. k n), s.m. A catamite.
H    ko , s.f.=ko, q.v.
H   5"kon, s.f.=kohn, q.v.
A   kaun (rel. n. fr. kaun), adj. Existent; material;
worldly.
H   5"kon, s.f. dim. of kon, q.v.
H   {(k y [S. {+], s.f. A small well (see k  ).
H    5s"koner (Dakkhan), s.f.= kon, q.v.
H <    ko  , s.f.=ko, q.v.

paradise.
S   { k wr, adj. & s.m.=k b or kub , q.v.
H !  5 !"kowal, or kowl, s.f. A dialec. form of
khapror khapr, 'a tile,' q.v. (other forms are kaul, kaul).
P ?  koh [old P. kaufa; Pehl. kof; Zend kaofa, fr. kup, 'to
swell, to rage,' &c.=S. j], s.m. A mountain, hill, hillock:
—koh--tish-khez, s.m. A volcano:—koh--barfn, A snowy
mountain, or snowy mountains:—koh-paikar, adj. 'A
mountain in form,' mountain-like; huge, bulky:—kohkhar, s.m. The mountain-ass, the onager:—koh--ravn, or
koh--ravanda, s.m. 'A moving mountain or mass,' an
elephant:—koh-sr, adj. & s.m. Mountainous, hilly;—a
mountainous or hilly country;—a mountain:—koh--qf, or
koh-qf, Mount Caucasus; (met.) a dreary or lonely or
inaccessible place:—koh-kan, s.m. Mountain-digger; an
epithet of Farhd:—koh-kani, s.f. Digging or
cutting through a mountain (or mountains):—koh-kohn,
adj. Having a huge hump (a camel, or bull).
H ?  56koh [Prk. 565; S. J5t], s.m. (dialec.)=krodh, q.v.
? ?  56koh (Braj), pron.=ko= kaun.
S   {6k h, s.f. Mist, fog, vapour.
H

  56 kohb [rustic for kohw= koh(n)+w= Prk.

 =( S. ()(], s.m. The being angry or displeased,
&c.; anger, displeasure.
H    56kohn [koh˚= Prk. 56; S. J5+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n], v.n. To be angry
or displeased (with), to feel aversion (for), &c. (=krodh
karn).
H    56kohr, s.m. (dialec.)=kumhr, q.v.

A <   kaunain (obl. dual of kaun), s.m. The two worlds,
both worlds; both kinds of beings (the spiritual and
corporeal), men and angels.
H   5ko , or 5 kou, or 5 0 kow , Braj forms of the

P    kohn, vulg. kauhn[prob. koh, q.v.+Zend a. naor
ana= S. ; cf. koha], s.m. Bunch (of a camel); hump (of a

pron. ko, q.v.
S   5 ko-vid, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Knowing,

there is a marriage(?).
H   56kohar [Prk. 56!5; S. jl/eft], s.m. A kind of

experienced, skilled, learned, wise;—an experienced or a
learned man, a panit.
S   5 ko-vidr, s.m. The tree Bauhinia variegata,

gourd, the sweet pumpkin (i.q. ko h , q.v.).
H   56kohar, s.f.m.(?) = H   {6 k hr, s.m.[k h,

and its wood, a species of ebony;—one of the trees of

bull, &c.).
H %  56 koh-bar, s.m. (dialec.) A house in which

q.v.+Prk. f" and f =S. " and  +t], Fog, mist, haze, &c.

(cf. kuher).
H   {6k hr, s.m. = H   56 kohar, s.f.m.(?)[k h,
q.v.+Prk. f" and f =S. " and  +t], Fog, mist, haze, &c.
(cf. kuher).
H ?  {67k ha [prob. fr. S. j6( 'a hollow'], adj. Rough,
rugged, uneven (a road or path).
H ?  567koha , s.m.(?) The frame of the mouth of a
well.
H  ?  567koh , s.m.=ko h , q.v.
P  0  koh-sr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. koh.
P  *0  kohistn (koh+ istn= stn, qq.v.), s.m. A
mountainous country; highland; forest; the country of
Irqor ancient Parthia.
P  *0  kohistn, adj. & s.m.=koh, q.v.
H   56"kohn [S. v54"], s.f. The elbow:—kohn-dr,
adj. Having an elbow or arm;—kohn-dr kurs, s.f. An
elbow chair;—kohn-dr hattor hatth, s.f. A crank handle:
—kohn mrn, To strike with the elbow, to elbow.
P   koha, vulg. kauha(see koh;—cf. also S. j and j#;
Prk. z ), s.m. Hump (of an ox or camel;—see kohn).
H   {6"k h, s.f.=k h, 'fog,' q.v.
H   {6"k h, or 56" koh (prob. fr. k h, onomat.; cf. S.
kuhaka-svara), s.f. A species of kawk, Falco cristatellus(syn.
bair).
H   56"koh [Prk. 56 ; S. J5+t], adj. &
s.m.=krodh, q.v.
P   koh (rel. n. fr. koh, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Mountainous,
hilly; of or belonging to a mountain or mountains;—a
mountaineer, a highlander (syn. pah ).
S    "kav, s.f. The bit of a bridle;—a poetess (see kavi).
H $  { k , s.f.=k h, 'hawk,' q.v.
P   k e, s.m. A narrow street, a lane, a turn-again lane
(=k ).
H $  5 ko [Prk. j/,; S. j/,+], s.f. The water-

Any, anyone, anybody; someone, somebody; some, a
few; a, an; somewhere about, about (e.g. ko ek baras);—in
any degree, at all (=ku h); what? (=ky, e.g. la k ko ter
'aql mr ga?):—ko-bh, Anyone, whosoever:—ko dam-ko,
For a short time, for a moment, &c.:—ko dam-me , In a
moment, soon, speedily, immediately (these examples
show that kois sometimes not in ected in the oblique
cases; cf. kaun):—ko-d sr, Someone else, some other;
anyone else, any other:—ko-s(fem. -s), Any one, any
(out of a number); certain, some:—ko—ko, One, or
someone—another; someothers:—ko-ko(plur.), Some, a
few, some few:—ko-na-ko, Someone or other; some or
other:—ko nah , There is nobody, no one; not any:—ko
ho, Be it anyone, whoever it be:—ko hai, Is there anyone
in attendance? who waits?:—sab ko, Everybody,
everyone.
H )  5koy [S. 53+t, prob. through a form koh],
s.m. Ball (of the eye); corner (of the eye);—the pulp of
the jack-fruit, Artocarpus integrifolia; a slice, or division of
the jack-fruit;—cocoon (of the silkworm).
H )  {k y, = H  )  {[ k y ,s.m.=k  , q.v.
H  )  {[k y , = H )  { k y,s.m.=k  , q.v.
H )  kawt, = H   kaw,s.m. (Dakkhin) = kaith, q.v.
H   kaw, = H )  kawt,s.m. (Dakkhin) = kaith, q.v.
S )  jUkuvera, vulg. kuver, s.m. The god of riches, the
Plutus of Hind mythology:—kuver-lok, s.m. The world or
realm of Kuver, or the place where he keeps his
treasures.
S )  MUkauver, adj. (f. -), Relating or belonging to
Kuver, coming from Kuver:—kauver-di, s.m. The region
of Kuver, the northern quarter or point of the compass.
H )  k r, s.f. (Dakkhin) A ring worn as an ornament
round the toe (syn. bi hu).
H )  5"or 5 " koer = H    57" or 5 7" koe 
[perhaps S. >3+"], s.m. A caste of Hinds whose

lily, Nymphæa lotus; N.pubescens(cf. ko ).
H $  5 ko [S. 53+; cf. koyand ko], s.f. The inner

occupation is husbandry; a man of that caste, a
husbandman, cultivator, planter, gardener.
H    57"or 5 7" koe  = H )  5" or 5 " koer

part or pulp of the jack-fruit, Artocarpus integrifolia.
H $  5 ko [Prk. 5 ; S. 5', for 5], indef. pron.

[perhaps S. >3+"], s.m. A caste of Hinds whose

occupation is husbandry; a man of that caste, a
husbandman, cultivator, planter, gardener.
H )  5!koil, or 5! koyal, or 5 ! koel (dialec.)

P  kih [Pehl. ka; Zend kau; S. 8,], adj. Small. little;

5 ! kol [Prk. 5!5, 5!; S. 5!t (m.), 5!

H & Lkha, the second consonant of the Devangar

(f.)], s.f. The black or Indian cuckoo, Cuculus indicus;—the
ower Clitoria ternatea.
H 3)  5!koil, 5! or 5 ! koel [S. 5!+t;

alphabet (the second letter of the guttural
class), being the aspirated form of the letter  k:—kha-

see koil], s.m. Charcoal;—live coal, rebrand:—koile-k
kn, Coal-mine:—koele-k jahz, A collier.
H 3)  5 !kol (dialec.), s.f.=kokilor koil, q.v.;—
s.m.=koil, 'charcoal.'
S 3)  jU!ku-vel, s.f. Unseasonable or unsuitable time,
inopportune moment:—vel ku-vel, adv. In season and
out of season.
H <)  54koya, s.m. Corner, angle (=ko, q.v.).
H < $  5ko , s.f.=ko, q.v.
S )  kavya, s.m. Oblation or oering of food to
deceased ancestors.
H )  koya, s.m.= )  koy, q.v.
S )   "kavay, s.f. A kind of at sh, Cojus
cobojus(remarkable for going by land from one spot to
another).
H  6kah, (dialec.) 6 kahi [past conj. part. of kahn:—
Prk. Ç or 6 ; S. R; , rt. R], part. Having said,
having spoken, &c. (see kahn).
P  kah, s.f. contrac. of kh, 'straw,' &c., q.v.
P  ki [Pehl. and Zend ka; S. , pronom. base], interrog.
and rel. pronoun, Who? what? which? wherefore? why?
(called kf--istifhm; it is sometimes used, like ky, as the
untranslated sign of interrogation);—who, which, that,
as, whoever (called kf--baynor baynya, or kf--ila);—
conj. That, in order that, to the end that, so that, for
that, in that, because, for; if; and; or; whether; namely,
to wit, saying, thus, as follows (cf. Gr. °$); lest; when;
but even;—God grant that (called kf--duya);—than
(expressing comparison,=az). (In some cases kiis
untranslatable but idiomatically indispensable; and in
some cases it might be omitted without violence to the
idiom.)

slender; mean.
P  kuh, s.m. contrac. of koh, q.v.:—kuh-sr= koh-sr, q.v.

kr, s.m. The letter or sound kha.
S & Lkha, s.m. A cavity, hollow, hole, aperture; vacuity,
empty space, air, ether, sky, heaven;—a cypher, zero, a
dot; (in Hind poetry) a symbol for naught(0):—kha- ar,
adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Moving in the air or sky, ying;—a
bird; a cloud; the sun; an aerial spirit (syn. kha-ga):—khadyot, s.m. (f. -), A re- y;—the sun:—kha-sphaik, s.m.
Aerial crystal; the sun-gem, moon-gem:—kha-arr, vulg.
kha-sarr, s.m. A celestial or immortal body or form:—khaarr, vulg. kha-sarr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Endowed with an
ethereal body, having a celestial form;—a celestial:—khaga, vulg. khag, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Moving in the air or sky;
—air, wind; a bird; a planet (syn. kha- ar);—khaga-ketu, or
khage, vulg. khages(˚ga+˚), s.m. (f. -), The regent or
chief of the birds, an epithet of Garu , q.v.;—a species of
gigantic crane (known in India as the 'adjutant'):—khagol, s.m. The vault or circle of the heavens, the celestial
sphere; the planisphere;—the armillary sphere;—kha-golvidy, s.f. Knowledge of the celestial sphere; the science
of astronomy.
H 4 6kah [perf. part. of kahn, and=Prk. 6  =S.
R+t], part. Said, uttered, spoken, &c.;—s.m. Saying,
word, remark, speech, discourse; call; advice; bidding,
order, command; leave; armation, confession:—kahsun, s.m. or kah-sun, s.f. Speech, words; advice, &c.
(=kah); pleading, solicitation;—improper speech, harsh
language; dispute, altercation:—kah karn(-k), To do the
bidding (of), carry out the instructions (of):—kah-kah,
s.f. Speech, words, conversation, dialogue; debate,
dispute, altercation, wrangling, squabble:—kah mnn(k), To mind or heed the bidding (of), to obey.
H 4 6kah [Ap. Prk. ?65, Prk. ?a65; S. "8t], pron.
(old H. & Braj) What? which? how? why? (i.q. ky, q.v.).
H & L 7khba (i.q. kharbaror kha ba ), adj. Full of

holes or hollows (a road), rough, uneven.
H ] & Lkhp (v.n. fr. khpn= khapn, caus. of khapn,

S (Y & Lkhtak, s.m.=khdak, q.v.

q.v.), s.f. A sheath, scabbard, case;—stalk or stem (of the
plantain);—a slice (of fruit, &c.);—a clan, sect.
H ] & L&khpa [prob. fr. S. d˚, caus. of rt. .d], adj.

who are generally employed as cart wrights; a man of
that caste, a carpenter, a cartwright.
H  & L&kh [Prk. L; S. L], s.f. A bedstead;—a cot

& s.m. (rustic) Old, worn out, decrepit;—old and
experienced;—a decrepit old man.
H  ] & L7khp i, s.f. (dialec. or rustic), 1˚=khapr;—
2˚=khopr, qq.v.
H A & Lkht [prob. S. d(; or .dQ(; Prk. .L\(], s.f.

on which a corpse is conveyed to the burning-ground, a
bier:—kh-se utr-len, v.t. To take down (a dying man)
from his bed:—kh-se lag-jn, v.n. To be bed-ridden:—
kh-khaol, s.m. Bed and baggage, goods and chattels.
H 5 & L*khj [Prk. LA*,; S. L*,t' ], s.f. The itch;

Rubbish, refuse, lth, dirt, dung, muck, manure;
anything rotten or decayed:—kht den, or kht ln(me ), To dung, to manure (land):—kht-k , s.m.
Sweepings, rubbish, refuse, &c.
H A & Lkht [S. L(, rt. L], s.m. An excavation; a

cutaneous eruption; the mange:—khj uhn(-me ?), The
itch to break out, to have the itch:—khj mrn(-ko), 'The
itch to seize or strike (one),' to be aicted with the itch
or mange.
H W & L*khj [S. L1+], s.m. Food;—a kind of

ditch; a pit or well; a vault; a subterraneous granary (see
khatt).
H Y & Lkht, s.m. = khtor khatt, qq.v.:—kht-b ,

sweetmeat (like pie-crust).
H  & Lkhd, s.f. Manure, &c. (=kht, q.v.).

s.f. A subterraneous granary, a store-house.
H Y & Lkht [imperf. part. of khn; and=Prk. L( ,
L( ; S. L++t], part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Eating;
consuming;—expensive, costly;—who or what eats or
consumes, &c.; eater;—the act of eating, &c.:—kht-pt,
adj. 'Eating and drinking'; in easy circumstances, wello, ourishing:—khte-pte lte alnor mrn, To be
ungrateful in the midst of abundance; to quarrel with
one's bread and butter.
H Y & Lkht [prob. S. d+t, or i.q. kht, 'eating'],
s.m. Ledger or day-book (of a merchant or banker, &c.),
account-book, waste-book; daily account, accountcurrent:—kht-band, s.f. An abstract of individual
accounts:—kht-bah, s.f. The book framed from the
day-book, containing the distinct accounts of individuals:
—kht ln, To open an account with:—kht karn(-ko),
To enter or post (an account); to adjust (accounts):—
khte-bq, s.f. Balance of an account:—khte pa n, v.n.
To be entered in an account or in a ledger:—gl-kht,
s.m. Irrecoverable balance.
H  Y & L "khtwan, s.f.=khatwan, q.v.

H Y & L"kht [S. d\+t, rt. d], s.m. A caste of Hinds

H  & Lkhd, s.m. A pit, &c. (=kht, q.v.).
H  & Lkhd [S. L1( or Lt], s.f. An advance (made to
cultivators) for food;—the expense incurred by
cultivators in preparing their ploughing apparatus.
H  & Lkhdar [prob. fr. S. L], s.f. Low alluvial land
t for rice cultivation.
H  & Lkhdar, s.f.=khd, q.v.
S  & Lkhdak, s.m. (f. -ik), = S  & L" khd, s.m.
(f. -in),An eater; one who borrows or uses, borrower;
user; debtor.
S  & L"khd, s.m. (f. -in), = S  & L khdak, s.m.
(f. -ik),An eater; one who borrows or uses, borrower;
user; debtor.
H  & L"khd, s.f. A very thick and coarse kind of
cotton cloth (cf. khdar, and khru).
S ) & L1khdya, adj. To be eaten, t or lawful to be
eaten, eatable, edible;—s.m. Food, victuals, eatables:—
khdya-vastu, s.m. A thing to be eaten; food, &c. (=khdya).
H  4 6kahr [Prk. L(!5; S. TB+t], s.m. A
caste of Hinds whose business it is to carry palanquins
and the like, and to draw water, &c.; a man of that caste,

a palanquin-bearer, dooley-bearer; a water-drawer, &c.
(syn. dh war).
H  & Lkhr [S. dt], s.m. Alkali; potash; impure
carbonate of potash or of soda;—an escharotic, the
potential country caustic;—saltness, brackishness;
barrenness:—khr lagn, v.n. To be impregnated with
alkaline salts.
H  & Lkhar, s.f. A creek or bay, &c. (=khl, q.v.).
H  & Lkhr [prob. S. Lef(], s.m. Rough or rugged
ground; ground cut up by rain, &c. (syn. behar).
H  & Lkhr [S. d+t], adj. (f. -), Alkaline; salt,
saline, brackish; bitter:—khr mi, s.f. Saline soil; soil
impregnated with alkali:—khr non, or khr namak, s.f.
Alkaline salt; a kind of sulphate of soda (used in
medicine, and for the adulteration of common salt).
H  & Lkhr [S. dt], s.m. A net (for holding grass
or straw, &c.).
H 5 & L*khrj, s.f.=kharj, q.v.
H  4 6kahran, or 6 kahrin [kahr, q.v.+S. a.
"], s.f. A woman of the kahrcaste; the wife of a kahr.
H  & L~khr , adj. (dialec.), 1˚=khror khrw:—
2˚=kh .
H  & L kharw (khr, with winserted), adj. (rustic)
Salt, saline, &c. (=khr, or khr, q.v.):—khrw
m(rustic)=khr mi, q.v.s.v. khr.
H  & LIkhru, L~ khr , or L  khrw
[prob. S. L 'rough'+t (with

inserted)], s.m. A coarse

kind of red cotton cloth.
H  & L khrw [prob. S. d + t (with winserted)],
s.m. (dialec.) A sailor (a term much used on the western
coast of India).
H  4 6"kahr [kahr, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f. The wife of
a kahr(=kahran);—the business of a kahr; the wages of a
kahr.
H  & L"khr [S. d+t (+t)], adj. Salt, brackish,
&c. (=khr, q.v.):—khr-shor, adj. Very brackish and
saline.
H  & L"khr [prob. S. d+], s.f. Salt water;—a

creek; gulf; bay, &c. (=khl).
H <L) & L"khr-pan [khr, 'saline,' q.v.+pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Saltness, brackishness.
H  & Lf®kh

[prob. S. Lef+t], adj. & s.m. (dialec.)

Old, very feeble, decrepit;—a decrepit old man (cf.
khpa).
H  & L7"kh , s.f. A creek; a gulf, &c. (=khr, and khl).
H  & L7"kh , s.f. (rustic)=kha , q.v.
H K & Lkhs, s.f. A load or bag (of dried cow-dung).
H B 4 j6kuhs (prob. k h+s, qq.v.), s.m. Vapour,
mist, fog (syn. kohar, khr, kuhe , &c.).
H B & Lkhsn, v.n. = H B & L" khs, s.f.dialec.
(or Dakkhin) forms of kh sn, and kh s, qq.v.
H B & L"khs, s.f. = H B & L khsn, v.n.dialec.
(or Dakkhin) forms of kh sn, and kh s, qq.v.
H & & LLkhkh, s.f. 1˚ a dialec. form of kkh, q.v.;—2˚
corr. of k, q.v.
H & & LLkhkhar (prob. =kha -kha ; see kha kha n),
s.m. A kind of rattle used in breaking in a horse (it is
formed of a small board, shaped somewhat like a
bleacher's beetle or mall, on each side of the at part of
which three or four rows of rattles are xed and
suspended; by an occasional shake of this, one of the
horsebreaker's assistants who follows the horse with it
in hand, helps to break in the horse, and to give him his
proper paces).
H ' & L$khg [Prk. LF$5; S. Lft], s.m. Horn (of a
rhinoceros); spur (of a cock); tusk (of a boar);—a pillar or
mound (marking the boundaries of a village).
H ' & L$khg, s.m. A corr. form of kgor kk, q.v.
H & L!khl [S. L!t], s.f. (m.?) A creek, bay, gulf;
inlet (of the sea, or of a large river);—a canal, rivulet,
watercourse, river;—a moat, trench.
H & L!khl [S. L!t(?); cf. hl= S. 8], s.f. Skin,
hide;—bellows:—khl-up , s.m. 'One who takes the skin
o'; one who is exacting in money-matters; a skin- int:
—khl khai n, or khl udhe n, or khl u n(-k), To take
the skin o, to ay.

H " & L!khl [S. L!+t], s.m. A hole, hollow, pit,
cavity: low land; a ravine; a creek, &c. (=khl, q.v.).
P ! 4 kahlat (perhaps a post-classical formation from
A. 4 ; see khil), s.f. Inactivity, indolence, sloth,
remissness.
H 1 & L/khm (i.q. khamba, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) Post,
pillar, &c.;—mast (of a ship).
H  4 6[kah [prob. S. +TRs; H. ke-thn], pron. adv.
Where? whither?:—kah -par, Where? at what place?—
kah -takor talak, kah -lag, or kah -lo , How far? how
long? to what degree?:—kah -se, Whence? how? by what
means?:—kah -k, Of or belonging to what place?:—
kah -k-kah , To what a degree! extremely, intensely;
—from where to where; what a distance! ever so far;
now here now there:—kah —kahn, Where (this)—
where (that)?; how distant or how dierent is (this) from
(that)! how little is (this) consistent with that! (e.g. kah
rj Bhoj kah Gang tel;—cf. Pers. kuj—kuj).
H  4 64or 6 kahn, s.m. (dialec.)=khan, or
kahwan, qq.v.
H  & Lkhn [S. Lt, rt. L], s.f. A mine; a quarry;—
(met.) receptacle; nest; heap, abundance.
H  4 6kahn [caus. of kahn, q.v.;—the stem kah=
S. R+, used as a substitute for S. caus. R˚; Prk.
6 ˚;—n, fr. S. a. "(; Prk. 4(], v.t. To cause to
speak; to cause to tell, &c. (=kahln, kahwn);—v.n. To
be called or named or designated, to be dubbed; to be
said to be (=kahln).
H  4 6kahn [Prk. 6(; S. R], s.m. A tale; a
saying, proverb (syn. kahwat).
H  & Lkhn [Prk. L4(; S. L"(, rt. L], v.t. To
eat, feed on; to consume; to swallow; to drink; to inhale;
to take (medicine, or the air, or a bribe, or an oath); to
embezzle; (met.) to get, receive; to feel, suer, endure; to
hold, contain; to harass, plague, pester (usually with jn,
e.g. jn khn);—s.m. Eating; food, meal, dinner:—khjn(intens. of khn), To eat up, swallow up, devour,
consume; to embezzle, to make away with; to leave out,
omit; to eat away, rub or wear away, corrode, &c.:—kh-

len, v.t. To eat up, &c. (intens. of khn, q.v.):—khnpn, s.m. Meat and drink, food, victuals, fare, board;—
khne-jog, adj. Fit to eat, eatable, edible:—khne-wl, or
khne-hr, or khn-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Eating;
corrosive; caustic, escharotic;—eater, feeder, consumer,
devourer; a mouth to feed.
H ` & L[kh p, s.f.=khp, q.v.
H  ; & Lkhn-pn [khn= khn; or fr. S. L(], s.m.
Eating and drinking, feeding; food and drink; allowance
of food, &c., maintenance.
P  4 kihnat (for A. ~ 4 , inf. n. of <4 ), s.f. Divination,
soothsaying; the oce of priest or prophet, priesthood.
H 9 & L[kh = H : & L[ kh  [prob. Prk. K+5
and K+ ; S. K+t and K++ t], s.m. Mud, mire,
slush, slime; muddy or marshy soil, quagmire.
H : & L[kh  = H 9 & L[ kh [prob. Prk. K+5
and K+ ; S. K+t and K++ t], s.m. Mud, mire,
slush, slime; muddy or marshy soil, quagmire.
H : & L[kh  [prob. S. 3+t;
'
cf. kho , kho s,
khai ], s.m. A pit, hole, cavity, hollow; a notch, incision;
a rent, rip; a gap, chasm; a break, hitch; delay; a turn or
bend (in a road), a warp (in a wall); a loss (in trade);
discrepancy (in an account, &c.);—a basket (made of
twigs, or split bamboo), a pannier; a hen-coop or cage.
H : & L["kh  (dim. of kh ), s.f. A basket, &c.
(=kha iy).
H  & L[fkh , vulg. kh [Prk. L(f(; S. Left], s.f.m.(?),
Coarse sugar (sugar claried and the syrup then
gradually boiled down to a hard consistence);—a channel
(from a well to a eld):—kh -sr, s.m. A sugar-boiler,
sugar-manufacturer:—kh -sl, s.f. Sugar-factory:—
kh  galn, To boil down sugar to a hard consistence, to
crystallize sugar:—ka  kh , s.f. Raw or uncrystallized
sugar.
H  & L[fkh , vulg. kh [prob. S. Lef+t; but cf.
Lft], s.m. A straight double-edged sword; a cutlass; a
(butcher's) cleaver;—a piece; a ake or slice (of sh,
&c.):—kh e-k dhr-par ln, 'To walk on the edge of a
sword'; to move very steadily and cautiously (not

swaying to right or left); to administer strictly impartial
justice.
H  & L[fkh n [kh ˚= Prk. L(f(), or L(f<()=S.
Lef(), rt. Lef], v.t. To break to pieces, to pound, to
crush; to excavate.
H  & L[7kh , s.f.m.(?)=kh , q.v.

great eater, a glutton; one who takes or receives
(bribes):—kh -u  , adj. & s.m.f. Extravagant, prodigal;
—an extravagant person, &c.
H  & L khw, s.f. Manure, &c. (=khtor khad, qq.v.).
H A 4 6 kahwat [S. R+ ], s.f. Saying, proverb,

H   & L[7kh , s.m.=kh , q.v.

adage.
H  4 6 kahwan [Prk. 6 45, or 6 45; S.

H 0 & L[kh sn [kh s˚= Prk. L(), or ()=S.

3y4t, or 3y4t], s.m. An aggregate number of 1280

(`), rt. ], v.n. To cough;—s.m. Coughing.

cowries; a coin of that value (=khan, and kahn).
H $ & L kh [S. L], s.f. A ditch, trench, moat; a

H 0 & L["kh s [Prk. L; S. ], s.f. A cough:
—purn kh s, s.f. Chronic cough (or bronchitis):—tar
kh s, s.f. A loose cough:—s kh(or ushk) kh s, A dry
cough.
S ( & Lkhnak, and H. L khnik (rt. khan), s.m.
(f. -ik), One who digs, a digger; a miner.
S ( & Lkhnik, adj. Of or relating to a mine;—s.m.
Opening or hole (in a wall), breach.
H & & LLkhn-khar, or L[L kh khar [prob. S.
L, or Lef+$\t],
' s.m. Pit, shaft (of a mine).
H & & L[Lkh khar [S. =L&t, or L=L&t, prob. Prk.
forms], adj. & s.m. Hard, dry, shrivelled, shrunken up,
wasted and worn (with age),
decayed;—anything very dry; a shrivelled or dried tree
or plant, &c.
H ^ & L[$kh g, s.m.=khg, q.v.
H   & L[ kh w [S. L+t], s.m. A trench, a ditch
(round a eld), &c., see kht.
H  4 & L6khn-hr, s.m. (f. -), See s.v. khn.
H  4 6"kahn (dim. of kahn, q.v.), s.f. A tale, story,
fable, apologue:—kahn jo n, To make up a story:—kahn
kahn, To tell a tale or story.
S  & Lkhni, or L" khn, s.f. A mine (=khn, q.v.).
H  & L[ kh , = H <  & L[ kh  ,s.f.=kh, q.v.
H <  & L[kh  , = H  & L[ kh ,s.f.=kh, q.v.
H  & Lkh [Prk. L ; S. L++t], adj. &
s.m.f. Eating; that eats; voracious, gluttonous; (met.) that
takes, or receives; that sustains or undergoes, &c.;—a

drain (cf. kht, and kh w).
H U& khab, s.m. (Dakkhin), A wrinkle; fold; notch;
groove.
H %& L) khabb [S.  (for orig. T(?)+t], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Left; left-handed (cf. ap);—a left-handed
person.
H W %& L *"khabj [perhaps fr. S. L '], s.f. Seed of the
angel(a plant which springs out of ruined buildings).
H )%& L khabary, s.f. (rustic & colloq.), corr. of
abar, q.v.
H 0%& L khabs [prob. Prk. @/(; S. /3+], s.m.
Dirt, sediment; mud, mire, slime.
H %& khabsh, s.m. corr. of %absh, q.v.
H %& L, khubn [khub˚= khubh˚= Prk. L,) S()=S.
d5#(), rt. d,#] , v.t. To stir, to aect; to enter,
penetrate, prick, pierce, stick into (cf. ubhn);—to adorn.
H  &%& L#khabhr = H  &%& L#~ khabhr [prob. for
khubhr, fr. S. d,#; see khubn], s.m. (dialec.), Wrangling;
agitation, excitement; perplexity; encumbrance; trouble,
distress, anguish.
H  &%& L#~khabhr = H  &%& L# khabhr [prob. for
khubhr, fr. S. d,#; see khubn], s.m. (dialec.), Wrangling;
agitation, excitement; perplexity; encumbrance; trouble,
distress, anguish.
H &%& L,#khubhn, v.t.=khubn, q.v.
H  L& L&khap [khap, stem of khapn, q.v.+= S. P
+], s.m. (lit.'What sticks to, or tears,' &c.), A large
branch broken or torn o a tree; a large piece of split

wood (cf. khap ).
H  L& L&"khap [khap˚+= S. trik], s.f. dim. of

khapr, khap , khapl).
H :L& LK"khapa , or L" khap  [khap , q.v.+S.

khap, q.v.
H V L& Lkhap [khap˚+ = S. P(; cf. khap], s.f. A

], s.f. A splinter, &c. (=khap , q.v.);—a clinging to,

piece torn o (from a bamboo, &c.), a splinter, a piece of
split wood; (met.) a very lean person, a 'lath.'
H  L& Lkhapn [caus. of khapn;—khap= Prk. L ˚
or LU˚=S. d+˚, caus. of rt. .d], v.t. To destroy,
make an end of, make away with, to despatch; to ruin,
ravage, lay waste; to end, nish, complete, exhaust; to
use, expend, consume, waste; to take in or into, to
swallow up; to absorb: to dry up; to mix; to cause to
enter, to put or t (into).
H 9 L& L[khap , s.f.=khap , q.v.
H  L& L khapo [khap(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Consumption, expenditure, use, employment, &c.;—
requirement, request, demand, &c. (=khapat, q.v.).
H L& Lkhapat [S. d, fr. d, fr. caus. of .d], part.
Destroyed, lost; made away with; sold; wasted,
consumed, expended; deranged, demented.
H L& Lkhapat = H *L& L" khapt [khap(n) + Prk.
\", and .\ = S. .Q and .Q (i.e. pi, caus. aug.
+ti, and ti+k)], s.f. Consumption, expenditure, expense;
requisition, request, demand, vent, sale, market;—place,
room, space (e.g. yah tumhr khapat nah hone-k).
H *L& L"khapt = H L& L khapat [khap(n) + Prk.
\", and .\ = S. .Q and .Q (i.e. pi, caus. aug.

clutch, grasp, grip, close embrace, hug:—khap  bharn(k), To grasp or clutch, to hold in close embrace, to hug.
H L& LQkhappar, or L khapar [Prk. LQ(; S. L(' ],
s.m. Skull, cranium;—a gourd-shell, or an earthen cup
(used by Jogsor mendicants), a beggar's bowl or dish; a
chang-dish (syn. hk, hkr);—a vessel in which the
blood of a victim is oered:—khappar bharn(-k), 'To ll a
Jog's or mendicant's dish,' to give alms (to a Jog, in the
name of iva); to make a blood-oering.
S L& L,khapur, s.m. The betel-nut tree, Areca faufelor
catechu.
H L& Lkhapr, s.m.=khap, q.v.
H L& Lkhapr [Prk. LQ± (?); S. +t],
'
s.m. A tile
(for roong);—a kind of weapon, a broad-headed arrow.
H L& L"khapr [S. +],
'
s.f. A small tile;—the
skull (=khappar).
H )L& Lkhapariy (i.q. khapr, q.v.), s.f. A heavier
sort of plough for sti soil.
H )L& L!khaprail, Lh! khaprail, L! khaprel
[khapr, q.v.+Prk. !5=S. !t], s.m. A tiled house or
building; tiling; a tile:—khaprail ln(-par), To put tiling
(on), to tile:—khaprel-k jl, A window built of semicircular
tiles:—khaprail-wl, adj. (f. -), Tiled.
H  `& L7khap , s.m. (f. -) = khap, q.v.

+ti, and ti+k)], s.f. Consumption, expenditure, expense;
requisition, request, demand, vent, sale, market;—place,
room, space (e.g. yah tumhr khapat nah hone-k).
H *L& L"khapt [khapat, 'lost,' &c.+= Prk.  =S. t],

H 0L& L,khupasn, v.t. (Dakkhin) To thrust in, to

adj. & s.m. Determined, tenacious, dogged;—deranged,
demented, insane, mad;—a determined or dogged
person;—a madman, lunatic.
H `& L&khap [khap, fr. khapn+dim. a. = = S. 

(Dakkhin) Envy, spite; rankling.
H  LL& L,L,khupkhupn [by redupl. of khup˚=

+], s.m. (f. -), A detached piece (of wood, bark, skin,
&c.), a slip or splinter (of wood); a plank; a lath; a scale,
scab; a peeling; a broken tile, potsherd; a small piece, a
slice (of fruit, &c.);—a grub which destroys wheat, &c. (cf.

drive or force in, to stick, pierce, transx, &c. (=khubn,
q.v.).
H  L&L& L,L,&khupkhup (v.n. fr. next), s.f.

khub˚or khubh˚= S. d,#] , v.n. To prick or pierce (into, me ), to rankle (in); to feel envy, to envy;—to be
agitated; to fall into a passion or rage.
H 3L& L!khapl, (Dakkhin) khipl, s.m. (f. -), A dialec.
form of khapor khap , qq.v.

H L& Lkhapn [khap˚= Prk. LQ()=S. dQ(`), fr. d,

H *& L"khatrn [S. dP4"], s.f. A woman of the

caus. of .d], v.n. To be destroyed, be wiped out, be

Kshatr or military caste of Hinds;—the wife of a
Kshatr.
H *& LÄP"khattr, or LP" khatr [S. dP+t], s.m. The

disposed of, be killed or slain; to be made away with, to
be swallowed up; to be consumed; to be expended, to be
used, to be exhausted; to be lost (in, -me ); to be
absorbed (by, -me ), to be dried up;—to obtain a vent or
market, to nd sale, to go o, to
sell;—to be tted (into); to t or go (into); to enter,
penetrate (into, -me ); to be mixed up (with, -me ); to
mix (with), join or unite (with); to remain;—s.m. A
company (of travellers, &c.); a crowd:—khap-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=khapn.
H L& Lkhapiy, khapy[khp, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A small
piece, or slice (of fruit, &c.).
H *& L\khatt [S. L+], s.m. A pit (for storing grain,
or ice, &c.), a subterraneous granary (=kht, and kht);—
store, heap, stock.
H *& L\khatt, s.m. (dialec.) A preparation of opium,
alum, turmeric, lemon-juice, &c. levigated together in a
copper vessel and heated (it is applied to the eyes in
ophthalmia, to the head in headaches, and to sprains,
&c.).
H  *& Lkhatn (prob. contrac. of khatiyn, denom. fr.
kht), s.f. Balancing the accounts of the day-book, &c.
(cf. next).
H  *& L "khatwan, khataun(prob. fem. of
khatun, denom. of kht), s.f. Ledger, account-book;
the roll, volume, or paper on which are abstracted into
distinct heads the several items rst entered in a daybook (or a eld-book);—an account made up from the
khasraor eld-book, a classied list of cultivated holdings
prepared at the time of a village survey (in which the
elds belonging to each thok, pa, and individual are
brought together, and the name of the occupant, the
number of each eld, its extent, with deductions for
waste or the like, the rate of assessment per bgh, the
total rent, and the manner of its payment, are
recorded).
P *4 kih-tar (compar. of kih, q.v.), adj. Less; junior; very
small; low, mean.

second (the military and regal) caste of Hinds; a
member of that caste; (locally) a grain-merchant, or
grocer, a baniy.
P *4 kihtar [kih-tar, q.v. + = Zend i= S. ], s.f. Littleness,
smallness; minority; lowness.
H *& LPh&khatrai [khatr+dim. a. e], s.m. A young
Khatr, son of a Khatr.
P <)*& kih-tarn (superlat. of kih), adj. Least, smallest.
H  *& L khatwr [kht, q.v.+S. &+t], s.m. A
dunghill, dust-heap.
H  *& LM"khataun, L5" khaton (=khatwan), s.f. An
account of the total village lands with particulars of their
distribution, &c. (see khatwan).
H *& L\"khatt [S. L+], s.f. A pit or cavity (for
grain, &c.), a subterraneous granary, &c. (=khatt):—
khatt bharn, 'To ll a grain-pit,' to store up (grain) in a
pit.
H *& L,\"khutt (see khu), s.f. A purse; money-bag;—
treasure; wealth; hoard.
H  *& Lkhatiyn (fr. next), s.f. Account-book
(=kht, khataun);—entry in a ledger.
H  *& Lkhatiyn [khatiy˚= kht, fem. of kht+=
w= Prk. we= S.  (caus. augment)+n], v.t. To enter
in an account-book or ledger.
H  L&kha (contrac. of kh, q.v.), s.f. Bedstead, bed
(used in comp.):—kha-bun, s.m. A bed-weaver:—khahappar, s.m. A tester-bedstead (= hapar-kha):—khakror k , (dialec.) kha-kirw, or kha-gr, or kha-mal,
s.m. A bug:—kha-mutw, s.m. A piss-a-bed.
H  L&kha [S. 3&], adj. Six:—kha-pad(six-legged'), s.m.
A species of large black bee:—kha-p r(having six
compartments'), s.m. A kind of rake for breaking up the
soil into small beds:—kha-rg(six songs'), s.m.
Discordant singing; jarring, discord, wrangling;—kha-rg
ln, To make a noise or row; to create discord:—kha-ras,

s.m. The six tastes (see ras):—kha-str, s.m.=sha-stra,
q.v.s.v. sha.
H  L&kha [prob. onomat.; cf. S. L&L&], s.f. Sound
of knocking or rapping, &c.; knock, rap; (in comp.) noise,
clatter, racket, row; wrangling, &c.:—kha-pa, or kha-pa, s.f. Rattle, noise, sound, clatter (of a horse's hoofs,
&c.), clang, clashing (of weapons); wrangling,
squabbling, quarrelling, contention, strife, con ict:—
kha-paiy, adj. & s.m. Noisy, rackety; contentious,
quarrelsome;—a noisy fellow; a quarrelsome person, &c.:
—kha-pa r, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Fomenting quarrels,
mischief-making, mischievous, turbulent, seditious;—one
who stirs up strife, mischief-maker, sedition-monger,
&c. (syn. tna-angez):—kha-kha, s.f. Repeated or
continuous knocking or rapping; rat-tat;—noise, sound,
clatter, hammering; wrangling, &c. (=kha-pa):—khakhas.m. Jar, discord, contention, wrangling;—trouble,
diculty; entanglement, complication; hitch; care,
anxiety; troublesome business or aair, task, worldly
aair; expedient, artice, art, way, means (syn. bakher);
—a rattle (to frighten away birds, &c.):—kha-kha karn,
To knock, rap, rattle, make a clatter, &c. (=khakhan):—
kha-khaiy(-iy= S. t; Prk. 5), adj. & s.m. Noisy,
rackety; restless, dgety, uneasy; contentious,
quarrelsome;—a noisy fellow; a wrangler, brawler, &c.
H  .L&khi, s.f. (Dakkhin), Dirt,  lth, impurity, &c.
(=ki, q.v.).
H  L,&khu [Prk. L,˚; S. L,f, prob. a Prk. form of Lef],
s.f. Pecking, tapping; peck; tap (used in comp.; cf. khuak):
—khu-ba haiy, s.f. A woodpecker:—khu-khu, s.f. Taptap, rat-tat.
H  Lkha [S. 8&+t], adj. (f. -), Acid, sour, tart,
harsh;—s.m. (local) A citron:—kha- k, adj. Very sour:
—kha-s, adj. (f. -), Sourish, acetous; very sour:—
kha-sg, s.m. The herb sorrel:—kha khn(-k), To
taste the bitters (of); to reap the bitter fruit (of);—kha
khnor kh-rakhn(-se), To feel bitterness or aversion
(to); to bear malice (against a person, on account of, paror -pe):—kha-mihor mh, or kha-mhor mih ,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Sour and sweet;—a mixed taste of sour
and sweet; an agreeable taste;—kha-mh, s.m. A kind

of fruit (which has a sour-sweet taste):—kha-mh
khn, To eat acid and sweet things; to take the bitter
with the sweet, to take things as they go:—kha-mh
hon, To have an agreeable taste or sensation; to feel a
longing (for); to water (with longing, the mouth);—to be
displeased; to have a misunderstanding or quarrel:—
kha honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become sour, to turn
sour;—to be displeased or oended (with, -se):—khaemthe din, s.m. pl. Evil days.
H ? L,&khup, s.m.=kho-pan, and khu, qq.v.
H # ? L&&"kha-pa, s.f. See s.v. kha, 'knocking.'
H ? Lkha-pan, or L& kha-pan = H  ?
L khaa-pan, or L&kha-pan [kha, q.v.
+pan= Q4(=S. a. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Sourness, acidity;—
moroseness, severity, harshness, sternness.
H  ? Lkhaa-pan, or L& kha-pan = H ?
L kha-pan, or L&kha-pan [kha, q.v.+pan=
Q4(=S. a. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Sourness, acidity;—
moroseness, severity, harshness, sternness.
H 4 L&khas [kha= kha+s= w s= Prk. +
( =S.
+], s.f. Sourness, acidity (=khapan, kha).
H 4 Lkhas, or L& khas [S. L8t], s.m. The
civet or zebet cat, Viverra zibetha; a pole-cat; a wild cat.
H 0 L&khak = H G L& khak [kha, q.v.+k=
Prk.  5=S. t; cf. S. §t], s.m. A crash
(=kha k):—khak-se, With a crash.
H G L&khak = H 0 L& khak [kha, q.v.+k=
Prk.  5=S. t; cf. S. §t], s.m. A crash
(=kha k):—khak-se, With a crash.
H  L&!khal (prob. akin to khan), s.m. Springtide.
H  L&khan [caus. of khan;—prob. L&=Prk.
L(f ˚=S. Lef+˚, rt. Lef], v.t. To interrupt, obstruct;
to stop, bring to a stand; to cause to tarry or stay; to
make rm.
H   L& khao [kha(n) + o= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A stake or pole to which a boat is

fastened (cf. khan).
H  L&6 khahi [kha(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Making fast o rm: stopping;—a
remaining still or rm(?).
H 8 L& kha [kha+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Sourness, acidity, tartness (=khas, khapan);—an
acid, souring matter (as used in culinary
or chemical preparations):—kha-khn, s.m. One who
is in the habit of taking acids; (met.) an impotent man:—
kha-me pa nor pa -jn, To be put into an acid;—to be
put or laid aside:—kha-me lnor l-rakhn(-ko), To
put into an acid; to lay aside; (g.) to keep in a state of
suspense; to shilly-shally with.
H 8 L,& khu (kho, q.v.+, as in kha, q.v.), s.f.
Faithlessness, dishonesty, insincerity, perdy, deceit;
want of virtue or merit; vice, wickedness, villainy;
malice, spite, rancour;—spuriousness; adulteration, alloy;
defect, aw, blemish (syn. kho-pan).
H )   L,& ihkhu-ba haiy, s.m. See s.v. khu.
H "!  L&&kha-pa, s.f. = H ) # !  L&& kha-paiy,
adj. & s.m.See s.v. kha, 'knock.'
H ) # !  L&&kha-paiy, adj. & s.m. = H "!  L&&
kha-pa, s.f.See s.v. kha, 'knock.'
H !  L&0kha-p r, s.m. = H @'  L&$ kha-rg,
s.m.See s.v. kha, 'six.'
H @'  L&$kha-rg, s.m. = H !  L&0 kha-p r,
s.m.See s.v. kha, 'six.'
H 7'  L&khaariy, khariy, s.m. A kind of insect
(perhaps 'a bug,' fr. kh, 'bedstead').
S  Lkhaik, s.m. A hunter, one who lives by
killing and selling game (see khak, the popular form).
H  L&khaak, or L,& khuak (v.n. of khaakn),
s.f.=khak, q.v.
H  L,&khuak (v.n. of khuakn), s.f. Pecking, tapping:
—khuak-ba h, s.m. A wood-pecker (=khu-ba haiy).
H  L&khak, or L,& khuk [khatak; fr. khaakn
+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. Knocking, rapping, rattling (of a
stick, &c.); knock, rap, rattling sound or noise, clatter;

sound of footsteps;—a rattle, clapper (to scare away
birds=khakha); a bolt, catch;—a pricking or rankling (in
the mind); oence; a catch or hitch (in the mind),
scruple, demur, misgiving, suspicion, doubt, suspense;
perturbation, anxiety, care, concern; apprehension,
fear, dread;—loss (in trade, &c.; in this sense generally
khuk);—a shake, or trill (in music, or in a voice):—khak
lagn(-ko), To have a misgiving; to feel apprehension, to
be apprehensive, to fear, &c.:—khuk len(-k), To listen
for the sound of footsteps:—be-khake, adv. Without
scruple or misgiving; without apprehension or fear;
unhesitatingly; smoothly, easily.
S  L&khaik, s.f. Chalk (see kha ).
H  L&khakn (caus. of khaakn), v.t. To knock
or rap at, to thump; hammer; to slam (a door, &c.); to
rattle (a door, or chain, or a stick, &c.); to shoot or draw
(the bolt or catch of a door);—s.m. Knocking or rapping
at, rattling, &c.:—khak-den, v.t. intens. of and=khakn.
H   L&khaakn, or L,& khuakn [khaak˚, prob.
fr. S. L&+>; cf. kharakn], v.n. To sound; to rattle;—to
wrangle, quarrel;—to beat, go pit-a-pat; to feel doubt or
misgiving; to excite doubt or misgiving (in, -me ); to feel
hesitation, to hesitate, to waver; to feel anxiety or
apprehension;—to prick, to rankle (in, -me ), to fester
(in); to prove oensive (to, -ko, dat.), to be an eye-sore
(to), to oend; to be averse (to or from, -se), to avoid,
shun, break (with), cut (in these senses generally khuakjn);—to be impressed or struck (with, -se);—s.m.
Rattling, rapping; wrangling; rankling; prick; doubt,
hesitation; aversion, disgust, &c.
H   L,&khaakn [khuak˚= Prk. L,=?(), fr. S. L,f
(=ef?)+>], v.t. To peck; to nibble; to break by pecking,
&c. (as a chicken, the shell of an egg when the time for
its being hatched is complete, e.g. an khuakn).
H " L&L&kha-kha, s.f. by redupl. of kha, q.v.
H & L&L&khakhan [see kha, and kha-kha; and
cf. S. L&L&], v.t. To knock at (a door), to rap at or on,
to tap, to rattle, to make a clatter with, to shake
(=kha kha n).
H #  .L&.L&"khikhi, s.f. (Dakkhin) Giggling, titter;

sound of laughing (cf. khilkhil).
H ) #  L&L&khakhaiy [kha-kha+S. a. t], adj. &

H  L& &"khaw = H  L& & khaw = H

s.m. See s.v. kha, 'knock.'
H ' ) % kha-gr, s.m. See s.v. kha, 'bedstead.'

'Bed-sickness'; taking to bed in the sulks or dumps;
feigning sickness:—ahw-khaw, s.f. Idem:—ahwkhaw le-baihn, To take to bed in the dumps, to feign
sickness.
H 8 L&  khaw = H  L& & khaw = H

H ;: L&!khal [prob. kha, q.v.+Prk. f =S. +!+t],
s.m. Breach, disagreement, dissension, contention;—
strife;—encumbrance, impediment; possessions,
belongings; wife and family, household, dependents,
retinue, train; travelling domestics and things, baggage;
furniture, household goods;—pile, heap; group,
multitude, company;—labour, exertion; trade, business,
employment; a troublesome (or intricate) business or
aair; a knotty point; an aair, a matter, a case or suit.
H (- L&/!khamal [kh, 'bed'+S. /!(, s.m. A bug:—urt
khamal, s.m. A ying bug, #thus maurus(cf. kohmr-k
k ):—pan-khamal, s.m. The water-bug, Belostoma indica:
—ll-khamal, s.m. The scarlet ying bug, Dystercus
cingulatus.
H # ) - L&/"_kha-mh, adj. & s.m. See s.v. kha.
H   L&khan [kha˚= Prk. L(f<()=S. Lef ±(`), pass. of
rt. Lef], v.n. To be interrupted, or obstructed (a person,
or a work or business); to come to a stand, to stop, to
stick; to hold back doggedly or rmly, to remain rm or
obstinate (in);—to put up (at a place), to stay, tarry,
remain; to continue, last; to remain over, to be gained.
H  L¨kha [kha(n)+ = Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A

8 L&  khaw [prob. S. L+t and ], s.f.

 L& &" khaw [prob. S. L+t and ], s.f.
'Bed-sickness'; taking to bed in the sulks or dumps;
feigning sickness:—ahw-khaw, s.f. Idem:—ahwkhaw le-baihn, To take to bed in the dumps, to feign
sickness.
H  L& khawr, s.m.=khatwr, q.v.
H  L&5!khaol [kh, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t;—or
olis a dim. ax], s.m. A small bedstead or bed; a rickety
or dilapidated bedstead.
H   L&5!khaoln [khaol= khatol+dim. a. n= Prk.
! =S. !+t], s.m. A small bed, a child's bed, a cradle
(=pln);—a kind of net or snare.
H  L&5!"khaol, s.f. dim. of khaol, q.v.
H  L,"khuh [prob. S. jc+], s.f. Scale, scab (of a
healing sore).
H  L,"khu [prob. S. 5c+; or Prk. L,˚=S. L,f or
Lef+], s.f. Treasure, hoard, store; ready money,
cash.
H  L,"khu (cf. the above), s.f. A gnat (=kuk).

labourer, hireling.
H  L,k¨ hu , adj. (Dakkhin) Ashamed, abashed.

H )  L&khaiy [kh, q.v.+iy= Prk. , ; S. a.

S  L&Økhav, s.f. A bedstead, couch, cot; a swing; a

], s.f. A small bedstead; a bier:—khud kare usk khaiy

hammock:—khav g(˚v+an˚), s.m. A club shaped like the
foot of a bedstead, or a club with a skull at the top,
considered as the weapon of iva (and carried by
ascetics and Jogs); one of the attributes of iva.
H  L& &khaw = H  L& &" khaw = H

nikle, God grant (or bring it to pass that) his bier may be
carried out, or God grant be may die (a common form of
cursing).
H )  L&!khayl [khaor kha, q.v.+S. !t, with

8 L&  khaw [prob. S. L+t and ], s.f.
'Bed-sickness'; taking to bed in the sulks or dumps;
feigning sickness:—ahw-khaw, s.f. Idem:—ahwkhaw le-baihn, To take to bed in the dumps, to feign
sickness.

euphonic y], adj. (dialec.) Sour, cross, crabbed, morose,
surly, gru, harsh.
H )  .L&!khiyl [khi, q.v.+euphonic y+S. !t], adj.
(Dakkhin) Filthy, soiled, polluted, impure (syn. mail).
H )  L&khaiyn [khaiy˚= kh, fr. kh, q.v.+=
w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.t. To trust, to give

credit to;—to have amicable dealings with, to live on
friendly terms with.
H  )  L& khaiyo [khaiy(n)+o= Prk.
 =( S. ()(], s.m. Concord, harmony, amicability,
good terms.
H )  L&"khak [S. Lt], s.m. A hunter, &c. (see
khaik);—a low caste who live principally by keeping pigs
and poultry; a man of that caste;—a tanner.
P 64 kahj, vulg. kahaj, s.m. The common or wild
strawberry.
H 6& .L*khij (v.n. fr. khijn, q.v.), s.f. Vexation,
irritation, spleen; teasing; fretfulness:—khij b dhn, or
khij paka n, v.n. To become vexed or irritated, to take
oence; to become fretful; to take to teasing:—khij
nikln, To vent (one's) spleen (on);—to mock, sco (at),
jeer.
H  8& .L*khijn [caus. of khjn;—khij= Prk.
.LA*U˚=S. .L+˚, rt. .L], v.t. To vex, irritate,
tease, annoy, provoke, excite, enrage; to trouble,
disturb, molest, pain.
H  8& L,*khujn [khuj˚, prob.=S. L*0+' = w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n], v.t. To scratch (with the
nails); to titillate, tickle;—v.n. To itch, to feel itchy.
H  8& .L* &khijwa [khij(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Vexation, irritation (=khij).

v.n. To itch, to feel itchy.
H #8& L,*!"khujl, (rustic) L*,!" khajul [Prk. LA*,f or
LA*,.!; S. L*,+' !+], s.f. Itchiness; the itch; the
mange (in dogs):—khujl uhn, or khujl hon, v.n. The
itch to break out; to have the itch.
H 8& .L*khijn, v.n.=khjn, q.v.
H  8& L,* khujwn (caus. of khujn), v.t. To cause
to be scratched, to get or have scratched;—v.t.
&n.=khujln, q.v.
H  8& L*0khaj r [Prk. LA*05, or LA*0(; S. L*0' t, or
L*0' (], s.m. & f. The date-tree, Phœnix dactylifera; the wild
date, P. silvestris;—a date;—a kind of sweetmeat (of the
form of the date):—khaj r- ha , s.f. A kind of silk cloth
stained with waving marks like the traces of the old
leaves on the trunk of the date-tree:—khaj r-ras, s.m.
The juice or extract of the wild date (t ), used (when in
a state of fermentation) to leaven bread, and as an
intoxicating liquor.
H  8& L*0khaj r [Prk. LA*0 ; S. L*0' +t], adj. (f. -),
Plaited, matted; twisted, twined (as hair, mats, &c.);—
s.m. The ridge of a thatched roof;—a centipede,
Scolopendra(cf. kan-khaj r).
H  8& L*0"khaj r [S. L*0' +t], adj.=khaj r, q.v.
H ) 8& L*0khaj riy [khaj r, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f.

H 8& L*khajr, s.m.=khaj r, q.v.

A small date-tree;—a small date.
H &8& .LDkhijh (rt. of khijhn, q.v.), s.f.=khij, q.v.

H 8& L,*6khujrh, adj. & s.m.=khujhrh, q.v.

H  &8& .LDkhijhn, v.t.=khijn, q.v.;—v.n.=khjn, q.v.

H 38& L*!khajl [khj, 'a kind of sweetmeat'+dim. a.

H &8& L,D6khujhrh [prob. khujhr= khujr= khujl,

l= r= S. +t], s.m.=khj, q.v.

rt. of khujln, q.v.+h= S. +t], adj. & s.m. Stingy,

H <; 38& L,*!khujl-pan, s.m.=khujlha, q.v.

niggardly, miserly, sordid;—a niggard, miser (syn. kripa;

ka nj s; Shakespear's Dictionary has 'stringy' instead of
'stingy,—a typographical error, no doubt; Forles copies
'stringy,' and adds 'ropy,' in which he is followed by
Bate!).
H 3&8& .LD!khijhln, v.t. & v.n.=khijhn, q.v.

H 38& .L*!khijln, v.t. To vex, &c. (=khijn, q.v.);—
v.n. To get angry; to be fretful or irritable (=khijn).
H 38& L,*!khujln, v.t. & v.n.=khujn, q.v.
H ?38& L,*!6&khujlha (khujl(n)+hat= wa, as in
khijwa, q.v.), s.f. Scratching; itching, itchiness;
titillation.
H #8& L,*!khujaln (contrac. of khujln= khuj-ln),

H &8& .LDkhijhn, v.n.=khjn, q.v.
H 9& Lkha (rt. of kha n, q.v.), s.f. Crowded state,
crowdedness; crush;—squash;—a heap or mass (as of

fruits, leaves, rubbish, &c.);—a ball of things fastened
together:—kha --kha , s.f. Successive sword-cuts or
slashes.
H :& Lkha  [perf. part. of kha n, q.v.;—or=Prk.
L. =S. L.+t], part. adj. (f. -), Fastened, joined,
stuck; mixed, blended; combined; crowded;—set (as a
jewel);—studded, set (with jewels), inlaid:—kha -kha ,
adj. Crowded; thick, dense; closely packed, crammed,
stued (into);—choke-full:—kha -kha bharnor bhar-den,
v.t. To crowd (into, -me ), to pack closely; to cram, stu
(into).
H :& .Lkhi  (perf. part. of khi n, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Drawn, pulled; attracted; drawn out, extended,
stretched; drawn tight, tightened; tight, tense;
attenuated, slender, ne;—drawn (as a gure),
delineated, sketched:—khi -hu, part. adj. Idem.
H  :& .Lkhi n (causat. of kh n), v.t. To cause to
pull or draw; to cause to stretch or tighten, &c., &c.;—to
pull, draw; to stretch, &c. (=kh n, q.v.).
H  :& .L khi o, s.m. = H  :& .L & khi wa, s.f.
[khi (n)+o= Prk.  =( S. () (;—and ˚wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Drawing, pulling, dragging;
attracting, attraction; drawing out, stretching;
tightening;—drag, pull, draught; tightness, tenseness;
tension; strain; rmness; cohesion;—discord, strife,
contention.
H  :& .L &khi wa, s.f. = H  :& .L khi o, s.m.
[khi (n)+o= Prk.  =( S. () (;—and ˚wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Drawing, pulling, dragging;
attracting, attraction; drawing out, stretching;
tightening;—drag, pull, draught; tightness, tenseness;
tension; strain; rmness; cohesion;—discord, strife,
contention.
H $ :& .L khi  [khi (n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Drawing, dragging, pulling, tugging,
&c. (=khi o);—price paid for drawing, or pulling
(=khi w).
S :& L.kha it, part. (f. -) = kha , q.v.
S :& Lkha- ar, s.m. See s.v. & kha.

H  9& .L7khi  [S. >8+t], s.m. A dish made of rice,
barley (or wheat) and various sorts of pulse, &c. boiled
together (see next).
H  9& .L7"khi a , khi [S. >8+], s.f. A dish made
of rice and split pulse (dl) boiled together, with ghand
spices;—a mixture, medley, hodge-podge, jumble;—a
barbarous mixture of two languages, a lingua franca, a
jargon;—miscellaneous charges or taxes;—a mixture of
black and grey hairs;—a mixed heap of gold and silver
coin;—earnest money given to a dancing-girl (when she
is engaged for an entertainment);—the ower of the
bertree, Zizyphus jujuba:—khi  pakn, To cook khi ; to
concoct schemes or plans, to scheme, plan, plot; to take
counsel together:—khi  pakn, A plan to be concocted, a
plot to be hatched:—khi  karn, or kar-den, v.t. To make
a jumble or a mess of; to mar, spoil:—khi  honor hojn, v.n. To be jumbled or confused, to be made a mess
of, to be marred or spoilt;—to be or become sprinkled
with grey (the hair).
H 9& 9& LLkha -kha (onomat.), s.f. The noise made
by walking in mire, &c.; splash-splash; squash-squash
(syn. pa -pa ).
H :& Lkha n [kha ˚= Prk. LK() = S. LK(`), pass.
of L], v.n. To be fastened, joined, or united; to be stuck
together; to be mixed, blended, or combined; to be set
(as a jewel); to be studded; to be inlaid.
H :& .Lkhi n (fr. the trans. khe n, q.v.), v.n. To
be drawn, dragged, or pulled, &c.; to be attracted; to be
absorbed, be sucked in; to be drawn out, be extended, be
stretched; to stretch; to be extracted; to be drawn tight,
be tightened;—to draw aside or away (from), to hold or
keep aloof (from), to ght shy (of);—to be drawn, be
delineated, be sketched, be traced;—to be borne, be
endured, or suered;—v.t. To draw, &c. (=kh n, q.v.):—
khi -jn, v.n. intens. of and=khi n.
K  :& .L khi wn (doub. caus. of khi n), v.t. To
cause to be drawn or pulled, &c.; to cause to be
stretched, or tightened, &c. (see khi n):—khi w-den,
v.t. intens of and=khi wn.
H $ :& .L  khi w (khi w(n)+, as in khi , q.v.),

s.f. Cost of drawing, or extracting, or delineating, &c.
H  R:& L7kha e n (kha e ˚prob. for khi ˚, q.v. + e =
 = lor l, caus. a.), v.t. To drag, pull, to drag along
(=khai n).
H + & Lakhadd (Dakkhan), s.f. A cavity, pit, hole in the
ground (=khatt, q.v.).
H + & Lkhadn [prob. khtor khatt, q.v.+dim. a.
n= l= Prk. f =S. !+t], s.m. A pit (from which earth is
dug to make bricks or pottery), a clay-pit (see khandn).
H + & L,khudn [caus. of khodn, q.v.;—khud˚,
prob.=Prk. L,fU˚=S. Le_+˚, rt. Lef], v.t. To cause to
dig or excavate; to cause to engrave; to cause to carve;—
to cause to be dug, &c. (=khudwn).
H + & L, &khudwa (khud(n) + wa, as in khi wa,
q.v.), s.f.=khud, q.v.
H $+ & L, khud (khud(n)+, as in khi , q.v.), s.f.
Digging, excavating; engraving; carving.
H + + & L khad-bad (v.n. of next), s.f. Sound of boiling
or bubbling (as of a pot of water, &c. on the re):—khadbad karn, To bubble, boil, simmer.
H + + & L khadbadn [prob. onomat.; or by redupl.
from S. . f or . ], v.n. To make a boiling noise, to
bubble, boil, simmer.
S + & Lkhadir, s.m. The tree Mimosa catechu(the resin
of which is used in medicine; see katth):—khadiropan(˚ra
+up˚), s.m. The tree Acacia arabica(syn. bab l).
H + & L,khudr, s.f.=kshudr, q.v.
H + & L,khudr, adj. (f. -), Having small holes or
hollows, pitted; rough, rugged; jagged, notched;—pockmarked;—(local) miscellaneous.
H + & L,Wkhudrn (fr. khodar, q.v.), v.n. (dialec.) To
trot; to amble.
H + + & L khadar-badar, = H + & + & L L
khadar-khadar,s.f. = khad-bad, q.v.
H + & + & LLkhadar-khadar, = H + + & L 
khadar-badar,s.f. = khad-bad, q.v.
H + & Lkhadarn, v.n. To go bad:—khadar-jn, v.n.
intens. of khadarn(and the more common form).

H  + & .L7khida n, v.t. (dialec.) = khade n, q.v.
H + & + & LLkhadkhadn, v.n. = khadbadn, q.v.
H + & L,khudn (see the trans. khodn), v.n. To be
broken up (ground), to be dug, be delved, be excavated,
be hollowed; to be engraved; to be carved:—khud-jn,
v.n. intens. of and=khudn.
H + & L,"khudn (contrac. fem. of khodn), s.f. Digging;
mining; search (by digging) for treasure, &c.;—digginginstrument, a spade:—khudn karn(-k), To dig (for
treasure), to search (for treasure) by digging.
H + & L, khudwn (doub. caus. of khodn, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be dug or excavated, to have or get dug; to
cause to be engraved, or carved; to have (a plate, &c.)
engraved, &c.
H $+ & L,  khudw (khudw(n) + , as in khi w,
q.v.), s.f. Digging; engraving; carving;—price or pay for
digging; cost of, or charge for, engraving, &c.
H + & L,khudh [S. d,], s.f. Hunger; appetite (syn.
bh k):—khudh lagn(-ko), To feel hunger, to be hungry:—
khudhrt(˚dh+r˚), adj. & s.m. Distressed with hunger,
hungry, famished;—a very hungry person.
H + & L"khad, s.f. A kind of grass that grows in ponds.
H + & L,ak< hudde (perhaps for khudd), s.f. = khud, q.v.
H )+ & d,1khudy, s.f. corr. of khudh, q.v.
H )+ & Lbkhadern, v.t.=khade n, q.v.
H + & Lb7khade (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Chase, pursuit.
H  + & Lb7khade n [prob. S. &=&+causat. a.
 = l+n; cf. the dialec. form khida n], v.t. To chase,
hunt, pursue, give chase to; to drive away; syn. khedn;
rage n):—khade -den, v.t. intens. of and=khade n.
S A )+ & L15kha-yot, s.m. See s.v. & kha.
H  Lfkha [prob. S. Lef(], s.m. A pit, a chasm, ssure,
gap; a hollow down a hill-side, low ground between
mountains.
H  j6fku-ha, adj. (dialec. or rustic)=ku-hab, q.v.
H  L§kha [prob. S. Lef+t; see kha], s.m.
(dialec.) Pit, cavity, hollow; dimple; pan (of the knee);
nick, notch;—adj. Gibbous.

S B= Lfkhaga, s.m.f. A sword, scimitar (=kha ag);—the
horn of a rhinoceros (=khg);—a rhinoceros:—khaga
mrn(-ko), To strike (a blow) with a sword; to ght with
a sword.
S = Lf"khag, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Armed with a sword;
—one who is armed with a sword, a swordsman;—a
rhinoceros.
H  L,§"khu, (dialec.) L,f" khu [prob. Prk. L,f; S.
Lef+; cf. the form khudde(khudd?); cf. also
khudnand khodn], s.f. A small pit or hollow; a space,
interstice, opening, gap, chink; the hole and apparatus
made in a horse's stall to receive his urine; one of the
separate brick spaces or compartments in a necessary;
the space from which a tooth has fallen out or been
extracted, a hollow or gap between two teeth;—an
oblong patch (from the forehead to the crown of the
head) from which the hair has been shaven.
S 4 j6kuhar, s.m. Cavity, hollow; hole, rent; chasm,
abyss.
H 4 j6kuhar, or j6  kuhir, s.m.=kuhr= k hr, q.v.
H & Lkhar [S. L&t; or Lf(], s.f. Grass, straw; coarse
long grass (for thatching); a weed;—loppings; sweepings,
rubbish.
S & Lkhar, adj. Hard, harsh; rough, rugged, notched,
jagged;—sharp, keen, cutting, severe; pointed; pungent,
biting; hot; solid, dense; brittle; hoarse;—s.m. (f. -), An
ass (cf. P. ar);—heat (of the sun, &c.; syn. ghm);—
name of a Daitya or demon;—a Daitya or demon (in
general):—kharr(˚ra+ari), s.m. 'The enemy of the demon
Khar, or of Khar and Dshan,' an epithet of Rm (who
slew those demons):—khar- akra, s.m. (in Gram.) A table
of vowels:—khar-d sha, s.m. The demon brothers Khar
and Dsha .
H & L,khur [S. d,t or L,t], s.m. A cloven hoof; hoof (of
a horse, &c.):—khur-pakk, s.m. Foot-disease (in cattle):—
khur-tlor khur-tr, s.m. Hoof-clattering, noise of the
galloping of horses:—khur-wl, adj. (f. -), Having a hoof
or hoofs, hoofed.
H & L,khur (prob. onomat.), s.f. Coughing (with a
barking or rattling sound):—khur-khur, s.f. Idem:—khur-

khur karn, To cough.
H 4 j6kuhr, or j6  kuhir, s.m.=k hror kohar, q.v.
H & Lkhar [perhaps S. 8T+t], adj. (f. -), Good,
excellent, best, prime, choice; genuine, real, true, not
false or counterfeit; pure, undebased, unalloyed;—true,
faithful, honest, upright, ingenuous, sincere, candid; just,
fair, right, exact, strict; complete, full, standard (as
weight, &c.);—xed, settled; valid (as a bargain, &c.):—
khar karn, v.t. To separate good (money, &c.) from bad:
—khar-khota, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Good and bad;—the good
and the bad:—khar asm, A good paymaster, one who
pays cash; a trustworthy person:—khar bol(vulg. kha 
bol), Pure language or idiom; coin of the true mint:—
khare-khure, adj. Without commission, nett; clear.
H & Lkhar, adj. a dialec. form of kha , q.v.
H & Lykharr [prob. S. L + t], s.m. Rough draught
(of a letter, &c.), rough account, sketch; schedule;
memorandum;—an iron instrument to rub horses with, a
curry-comb;—an ulcer, with hardness of skin, on the
back of the foot; scab, scale.
H & L,khur [khur+= S. +t], adj. (in comp.)
Possessed of a hoof, hoofed;—s.m. The heel (of a shoe or
sandal;—cf. khur).
H & L,ykhurr [prob. S. d,++t], adj. (f. -), Rough,
uneven, rugged, coarse;—boorish; surly, morose;—a
snort; a snore; noise of one being suocated (in these
senses perhaps onomat.).
H <; & Lkhar-pan [khar, q.v. + pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m.=khar, q.v.
H & Ly&kharr [prob. onomat.; cf. S. L&, L&],
s.m. Snoring (= arr):—kharr mrna, To snore
H & Lkharr, s.m.=kharahr, q.v.
H  & Lkhark [cf. khak, and S. Lf,-Lf], s.m. A
crash, clang, rattle, loud report (=kha k).
H 1 4 j6/khrm [prob. S. j + /t], s.m. Weeping
and wailing, lamentation.
H 4 6kahrn, v.n.=karhn, q.v.
H & L,[&khur , or L,ª& khurr  [prob. S. d, +

 \
 t? 'having the hoofs turned or twisted'], adj. Very

H ; & L,khurp [Prk. 5Q(; prob. S. {+
'
], s.m.

old;—experienced, knowing; crafty, cunning;—s.m. Old
soil, soil trodden down by the hoofs of cattle.
H + & L[khar d, s.f.=kharhand, q.v.

The knee-pan, patella.
H ; & L,khurp [S. d,+H+t], s.m. An instrument for

H & L[khar u, = H  & L[( khar u ,= H &
L( khar ,dialec. forms of kha  oor kha  , q.v.
H  & L[(khar u , = H & L[ khar u,= H &
L( khar ,dialec. forms of kha  oor kha  , q.v.
H & L(khar , = H & L[ khar u,= H  &
L[( khar u ,dialec. forms of kha  oor kha  , q.v.
H + & L6Bkharhand [khar= khar, 'grass,' q.v.+S.
$B(], s.f. Smell of burnt grass or straw; oensive smell;—
a burnt taste; a saltish taste.
H $& L khar,[khar, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Goodness, excellence; genuineness, reality,
trueness; truth; faithfulness, trustiness, trustworthiness,
probity, rectitude, integrity, honesty, sincerity, candour;
pureness; justness, rightness, tness, exactness.
S & L 'kharb, and H. L kharab, adj. & coll. s.m. Ten
thousand millions; a hundred thousand millions; a
billion; a very large number;—stunted, dwarsh;—a
dwarf:—kharbani-kharb, A billion billions; an intensive
form of kharb.
P 4 kah-rub, s.m.=kh-rub, q.v.s.v. kh.
H 8 & L ,*kharbuj, s.m. corr. of arbuza, q.v.
H  & L khar-bar [prob. by redupl. of S. Lt], adj.
Rough, rugged, uneven (ground);—s.f. Confusion,
commotion, stir, noise, din, tumult, clatter, clash, clang,
ring, rattle, reverberation; rumbling (of the bowels;—cf.
kha -ba , and khal-bal).
H +  & L, B"khur-band, s.f. corr. of khul-band, q.v.
H & & L#khar-bhar, s.m.(f.?) A dialec. form of khar-bar,
or khal-bal.
H ; & Lkharp (=kha  , q.v.), s.m. A sandal; a kind
of clog or patten.
H ; & Lkharp, s.m. Seam (of a garment) which
extends from the armpit down the side.

scraping or grubbing up grass, &c.; a kind of hoe, a
weeding-knife;—(met.) a dolt, blockhead:—khurp-jl,
Weeding-knife and net (for holding grass, &c.).
S ; & Lkharpar,
'
s.m. A thief, rogue, cheat;—skull;
upper part of the head;—a beggar's bowl, &c. &c.
(=khapr, q.v.);—a collyrium or application for the eyes.
H ; & L,Ikhurupn, or L, khurapn (denom. fr.
khurp), v.t. To scrape or grub up (grass, &c.); to stub
(weeds, &c.).
H ; & L,"khurp [S. d,H+; see khurp], s.f. A small
hoe, or weeding-knife; a scraper; a small shovel (for
cleaning out a bird-cage).
H Y& L!khartal, adj. & adv. Candid, open; fair, just,
true, exact, &c. (=khar);—openly, without reserve, freely;
fairly, exactly, &c.
H Y& L!khartal, adj.=kha tal, q.v.
H 5& L*kharj,
'
or L* kharaj [prop. kha j= S. 3f+*], s.f.
The bass (in Music).
H  W& L*0' kharj r, s.m. See khaj r.
H =& .Lkhir  (prob. for khur , fr. khura n), s.m.
(dialec.) A toothpick (syn. khark).
H <=& L,khur an (v.n. fr. next), s.f. Scraping;
scrapings (of a pot, &c.);—a kind of sweetmeat made of
scrapings from a milk-pot.
H =& L,khura n [prob. fr. S. d,+d; cf. kharo n,
kharon, khure n], v.t. To scrape; to scratch; to scratch
out, to erase:—khura -den, v.t. intens. of and=khura n.
H =& L,"khura n, khur an, or khur n(fem. of
khura n), s.f. An instrumen for scraping or scratching, a
scraper; an eraser; a scoop a shovel.
H &=& L+khar har, adj. (f. -), Rough; un even (syn.
kharkhar).
H & L,khurdar [prob. S. d,++t] adj. (f. -), Cut
up, broken up; rough, rugged; furrowed, wrinkled.
H <; & L,khurdar-pan, s.m. Roughness,

ruggedness, &c.
H B& Lkhars, s.m. (rustic) Hot season; dry season;
drought.
H B& .Lkhirs [S. d+8t], s.m. A dish (commonly
curds) made with biestings.
H  B& Lkharsn, s.m.=kha sn, q.v.
H %B& L( !khar-sambal [S. L+sambal= sem, q.v.], s.m.
(Dakkhin), A large kind of kidney-bean, Dolichos lunatus.
H 3 B& Lh!kharsail [prob. S. L++!+t], adj. (f. ), Scabby; mangy.
H & Lkharak, s.m. prop. kha ak, q.v.
H  & Lkhark, s.m.=kha k, q.v.
H  & Lkharik [prob. khar, 'straw,'+S. ], s.f. A
toothpick (cf. kha k).
H   & Lkharkn, v.t.=kha kn, q.v.

H & .Lkhiran, s.f. A black ring (painted on a
tambourine).
H 4 6kaharn, v.n. To groan, &c. (=karhn, q.v.).
H 8& L(*kharanj, s.m.=kha anj, q.v.
H & L,(for L,ef khuran, s.m. The crust which forms
on a healing wound or sore, cicatrice, scab, scale (syn.
kh or kh h, q.v.;—dialec. forms are khuran, khu ar).
H (& L(khara k, = H && L(L khara kh,adj. dialec.
forms of kha a k, &c., q.v.
H && L(Lkhara kh, = H (& L( khara k,adj. dialec.
forms of kha a k, &c., q.v.
H & .L"khirn [S. d"4"], s.f. The tree Mimusops
kauki, and its fruit (=khr).
S & L 'kharv, adj. & s.m.=kharb, q.v.
H & LIkharu, s.m.=kha u, q.v.

H < & .Lkhirkin, s.f.=khi k, q.v.

S & L '&kharva, s.m. A market town, country town; a

H  & L,khurakn, v.n. (dialec.) = kha ukn, q.v.

village at the foot of a mountain.
H  & L5&kharon, v.t.=kharo n= kharo n, q.v.

H & & LLkharkhar [S. L+L or +t], adj. (f. -),
Rough, rugged; uneven;—s.m. A currycomb.
H & & L,L,khurkhur [prob. S. d,t redupl.+t], adj.
(f. -), Rough, rugged, uneven.
H & & LLkharkharn, v.t.=kha kha n, q.v.
H ?& & LL6&kharkharha, s.f.=kha kha ha, q.v.
H )& & LLkharkhariy, s.f. = kha kha iy, q.v.
H  & .L"khirk, s.f. A dialec. form of khi k, q.v.
H '& L$kharag, s.f. = H &X & LV' khargh, s.m.dialec.
forms of kha ag, q.v.
H &X & LVkhargh,
'
s.m. = H '& L$ kharag, s.f.dialec.
forms of kha ag, q.v.
H K X & L$5khargos, s.m. corr. of argosh, q.v.
H & L!kharal, s.m.f.(?), A stone for grinding medicine

H 5& L~*khar j, L5* kharoj (?) [S. L*0t' ], s.f.
(Dakkhin) Itchiness; the itch; the mange (=khj, and
khujl).
H <=& L5kharo an (see khur an), s.f. Scratching,
scraping; scrapings (of a pot).
H =& L5kharo n (= khura n, q.v.), v.t. To scrape,
scratch, to claw.
H & L &kharo , or Lg& kharau  (v.n. fr. next), s.f.
Scratching, clawing; a scratch (with the nail or claw); a
graze:—kharo  n, v.n. To receive a scratch, or claw; to
be scratched, be grazed.
H  & L &kharo n, v.t. To scratch, &c. (=kharo n,
q.v.).
H :& L kharo n, v.t.=kharo n, q.v.

on, a mortar:—kharal karn, v.t. To grind or rub down.
H !& L,!"khurl [Prk. Lf=S. Lef+dim. a. !"=S. !+],

H & L6kharh
'
(=khar, q.v.), s.f. Grass, straw, &c.

s.f. A stall or manger (in a stable).
H a & L,/khurm (corr. of urm), s.m. A date;—a kind

s.m. (f. -), A hare; a rabbit (?).
H  & L6kharhrn (kharh= khar, q.v.+caus. a. r=

of sweetmeat.

l= l+n), v.t. To sweep.

H & L6kharh [khar, 'grass,' q.v.+ahor h= S. +t],

H  & L6kharihn, s.m.=khaliyn, q.v.

H  L7kha (=khar, q.v.), s.f. Grass, straw; grass and

H & L6kharahr (=kharkhar, q.v.), s.m. A

trees.
H   L7kha  [prob. Prk. L¯ ; S. T)+t, rt. T@#],

currycomb:—kharahr karn, v.t. To currycomb.
H (& L6kharhak, s.m.(?), A portion of grain given
at the end of harvest to village servants.
H & L6"kharh [S. L&+], s.f. A kind of grass (cf.
khar).
H & L6"kharh [prob. S. L!+], s.f. A stack, rick;
heap, pile.
H & L"khar, s.f. A balance (for weighing).
S & L"khar, s.f. A she-ass (see khar).
H & L"khar, s.f. 1˚=kha ;—2˚=khal, qq.v.
H & L,"khur [S. d,+], s.f. A cloven hoof, &c. (=khur,
q.v.);—heel (of a shoe); a piece of leather put on the heel
of a shoe (by which it is pulled up).
H )4 6kahariy [kahr, q.v.+iy= S. ], s.f. A net
for the load carried by kahrsand grass-cutters, &c.
H )& Lkhariy [S. L&], s.f. Chalk; a piece of chalk
(=kha , q.v.); a chalk-mark.
H )& L,khuriy [S. d,+], s.f. An instrument like a
cup (formed of a cocoanut-shell, or other material) with
which clothes are crimped or marked with stripes.
H )& L,khuriy [prob. S. {+],
'
s.f. The knee-pan
(=khurp).
H  )& Lkhariyn, v.t.=khaliyn, q.v.
H <L)& Lkhare-pan, s.m. = khar-pan= khar, q.v.
H )& Lhkharair, or L,h khurair, adj. &
s.m.=kharkhar, and kharahr, qq.v.
H )& L,khurern (a dialec. form of khade n, q.v.),
v.t. To run after, to chase; to persecute; to catch; to
enclose.
H Z)& "9khrsh, s.m. Christ.
H .) Z)& ".9khrshiyn, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of or
relating to Christ or to His religion, Christian;—a
Christian.
H 6)& L,Ûkhure , or L,° khurai , s.f.=kharo , q.v.
H :)& L,Ûkhure n, v.t. = kharon, or kharo n, q v.

adj. (f. -), Standing up, erect, upright, on-end;
perpendicular; very steep or high;—standing, stationary;
—at anchor, moored; aground;—in waiting, at call,
remaining;—continual, perpetual, constant;—ready,
prepared; ripe;—half-cooked, undissolved (e.g. kha  dl);
—in abeyance, standing over, not determined upon, of
which payment is suspended (a bill or draft); unclosed,
not nally and duly entered (an account, &c.);—s.m. A
perpendicular:—kha  pn na pn, 'Not to stand and drink
water' (at a person's house); to hate the very sight of (a
person), to hate cordially:—kha  pa hre khn, To be
struck down suddenly or unexpectedly:—kha -pa  pn,
'To beat (the head, or breast) standing and lying down,'
to lament without intermission:—kha  do , The last
stake:—kha  abo(in Mech.), Normal pressure:—kha 
rakhn, v.t. To keep standing, or erect, &c.; to support,
sustain:—kha rahn, v.n. To remain standing, to stand,
stay, wait:—kha  qad, Upright gure; stature of a man
standing upright:—kha  karn, or kar-den, v.t. To cause
to stand up or rise, to lift up; to raise, erect, set up, stick
up; to pitch (a tent); to erect, construct, build; to set up,
start, open, establish, institute; to begin, commence;—to
make stationary, bring to a stand, to stop;—to x, place,
station;—to invent, fabricate; to procure a ctitious
person for some purpose;—to raise, rouse, stir up, excite;
—to sew with long stitches, to baste;—kha a khet, A
standing crop; (in Geom.) a vertical plane:—kha  khel,
Despatch, expedition:—kha  gol sikhar, (in Math.) A right
circular cone:—kha  hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To be or
become erect, to stand up, to rise; to stand; to rear (a
horse);—to be raised, be lifted; to be built, be
constructed; to be set on foot, be started, be opened, be
established, be instituted; to begin; to arise;—to be
ready, be prepared:—kha e-band, s.m. An account drawn
out on a loose sheet of paper;—a day-book, journal:—
kha e-patthar, s.m. A slab of stone placed under a pillar or
post; plinth (of a column); a at stone having a hole
bored in it in which a pole is set upright:—kha e rakhn,

v.t. To balance (an account), to strike a balance:—kha ekha e, or kha e-po , adv. On foot, standing all the while;
—on the spot, at the instant, quickly, promptly,
expeditiously, soon; instantly, immediately;—for a short
while:—kha e kone-k tikh , A right-angled triangle:—
kha e-gh, s.m. Washing and bleaching roughly or
quickly at the ghor washing place (in the river, &c.);
(g.) the rst rough doing (of a thing);—cleanness (as of
a just-bleached cloth):—kha  hy, (in Ast.) A nucleus:—
kha  tl, A quick tune; quick time:—kha  tl-ke au-bole, A
play in which various professions (as grocers, cobblers,
&c.) are represented (it is so called from the lively music
which accompanies the representation):—kha  lakr, (in
Geom.) A perpendicular:—kha  hun, A hunor bill as yet
unaccepted.
H   L7kha , adj. prop. khar, q.v. (kha  bol= khar bol).
H   j67kh  [S. jc+t or j.c+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Leprous;—a leper.
H    L,77khu  , s.m. (Dakkhin) A fowl-house, a
hen-coop;—an aviary.
H G  L7kha k, s.m.=khak, or khark, q.v.
H   .L7!0khi l , s.m. (Dakkhin)=khe yl , q.v.

H  1  L7 7"kha ba , = H "  1  L7 76& kha ba ha,=
H  ) 1  L7%7 kha be ,s.f.=khar-bar, q.v.
H  ) 1  L7%7kha be , = H "  1  L7 76& kha ba ha,= H
 1  L7 7" kha ba ,s.f.=khar-bar, q.v.
H  3) 1  L7 "67kha -bha (see bha ), adj.=khar-bar, q.v.
H (9  L7!kha tal [S. L+t], adj. Hard, severe, harsh,
sharp; violent; erce, implacable;
formidable; bad, vicious, vile, base, low; wicked;—
vexatious, tiresome, wearying, worrying;—s.m. A ruin.
H   .L7*khi -jn (intens. of khinn, q.v.), v.n. To
be scattered; to be dashed out (the brains).
H .5  L7kha sn [S. L+84t], s.m. A whetstone,
grindstone (=kharsn).
H 0  L7kha ak (fr. kha akn, q.v.), s.f. Sound of
knocking, rapping, &c. (see khaak).
H 0  L7kha ak, or .L7 khi ak, s.m. Cow-house, cowshed; sheep-pen;—pound (for cattle).
H G  L7kha k [S. L&, or Lf++t], s.m. A toothpick;
—a stalk used as a pin to keep leaves together.
H G  L7kha k, or L,7 khu k, s.m.=khak, q.v.

H   L7[ kha  o = H .   L7 [ kha w (dialec.)= H

H G  L7kha kn, or L,7 khu kn (caus. of

.   L7( kha 

kha akn), v.t. To knock or rap at, to thump, to rattle or
shake (a chain, &c.),—to slam (a door, &c.);—to frighten
away, to scare (by rattling, or other like noise);—to
warn, to apprize (by rapping, or rattling, &c.).
H "G  L7&kha ka, s.f. Chalk; a piece of chalk (=kha ,

[S. c+ C], s.f. A wooden shoe, a

clog, patten; a sandal.
H .   L7 [kha w (dialec.) = H   L7[ kha  o =
H .   L7( kha 

[S. c+ C], s.f. A wooden

shoe, a clog, patten; a sandal.
H .   L7(kha  = H   L7[ kha  o = H .  

q.v.).
H G  .L7khi kin, s.f.=khi k, q.v.

L7 [ kha w (dialec.)[S. c+ C], s.f. A wooden

H  G  L7kha akn, L,7 khu akn [kha ak= Prk.

shoe, a clog, patten; a sandal.
H 8  L7 kha  [kha , q.v.+= Prk. = S. a.  +

Lf=()=S. TL!+>], v.n. To knock, rap, bang, rattle,

], s.f. Erectness, uprightness, straightness,
steepness, &c.
H  1  L7 7kha -ba , adj. & s.f.=khar-bar, q.v.
H  1  L7 7kha ba , adj. (f. -) = khar-bar, q.v.
H "  1  L7 76&kha ba ha, = H  1  L7 7" kha ba ,=
H  ) 1  L7%7 kha be ,s.f.=khar-bar, q.v.

ring, clatter, crash; to rustle; to stir, shake;—to wrangle,
quarrel;—to be startled, to start; to be frightened away,
be scared;—to be warned, be apprized (by rattling, or
other noise):—kha ak-jn, v.n. (intens.), To be scared;—
to be warned, be apprized (of).
H  G  L7L7kha -kha , or L,7L,7 khu -khu (fr.
kha kha n, q.v.), s.f.=kha kha ha.

H  G  L7L7&kha kha , s.f.=kha kha ha, q.v.

H   Lfkha u, or Lf® khar  [prob. S. +#03+ 

H  G  L7L7kha kha n [kha kha ˚= S. TL! redupl.;

+t; but cf. S. L&0, perhaps a Prk. form], s.m. A wrist-

—cf. S. Lf,L,f], v.t. To make a noise or clatter with; to

ornament, a kind of bracelet.
H   Likha h, s.f. Straw, grass (=karh= kar, or ka ).

rattle; to shake, ourish, brandish (a sword, &c.);—to
grind (the teeth); to chide, rate, scold, upbraid, rebuke;—
v.n. To creak, clatter, rattle, jar, clash;—to snore:—
kha kha -ln, v.t. (intens.) To shake, rattle;—to scold
roundly, to rate or chide severely.
H "  G  L7L76&kha kha ha, or L,7L,76&
khu khu ha, s.f. Creaking, jarring (as of a door);
clashing, clanking (of two bodies), rattling; snoring;
clash, clang, clatter, rattle.
H 7 G  L7L7kha kha iy [kha -kha , q.v.+iy= Prk.
=S. ], s.f. A kind of palanquin, a litter;—a break; a
rattling or rickety vehicle, a rattletrap.
H G  .L7"khi k [S. Lf.=; prob. fr. Lef], s.f. A
private or back-door; postern-gate, wicket, sally-port; a
window, casement; a shutter; an opening (in front of an
angarkh, or a turban, &c.):—khi k-dr, adj. Having a
window or casement, &c.; having an opening on the
breast or in front (an angarkh, or a turban).
H @  L7$kha g, or kha ag[S. Lft], s.m. A sword (see
khaga).
H   L7!kha al, or L7! kha il, s.f.(m.?)=kharal, q.v.
H   L,7!khu l [Prk. L,f! =S Lef+!+t], adj. (f. ), Having holes or gaps, rugged, uneven, rough;—s.m. A
hole or hollow (in the ground, or in a tree, &c.); a fowlhouse; a roost.
H [  L7/ef!kha -maal [prob. S. L+/ef!(], s.f. A
squabble, wrangling.
H T   L7(*kha anj [kha = kha , q.v.+S. /t?], s.m. A
row or layer (of bricks, in a building, &c.) laid upright or
on edge; a pavement made of bricks or stone laid on
edge, a causeway.
H   L7(kha a k = H   L7(L kha a kh [prob. S. L
+r?], adj. Dry, dried up, shrivelled, parched;—acid.
H   L7(Lkha a kh = H   L7( kha a k [prob. S. L
+r?], adj. Dry, dried up, shrivelled, parched;—acid.

H '  L76kha har = H (  L76! kha hal [prob. S.
Lef!t], adj. & s.m. Destroyed, ruined, in ruins,
dilapidated;—a dilapidated house, a ruin;—s.m. Hole,
cavity, chasm, raviny or broken ground.
H (  L76!kha hal = H '  L76 kha har [prob. S.
Lef!t], adj. & s.m. Destroyed, ruined, in ruins,
dilapidated;—a dilapidated house, a ruin;—s.m. Hole,
cavity, chasm, raviny or broken ground.
H   j67"kuh  [S. jÇ .!], s.f. Mist, haze, fog, vapour.
H   L7"kha  (fem. of kha , q.v.), s.f. Swimming upright
in water, treading water:—kha  lagn, To tread water.
H   L7"khar, s.f.=khal, q.v.
H   L7"kha  = H 7  L7 kha iy [Prk. Lf; S.
Lf, or L&], s.f. Chalk; white elay, pipe-clay; a
species of steatites (with which children learn to write,
and which is used in giving a polish to stucco);—a chalkmark:—kha  potnor phern(-par), To whitewash:—kha 
lagn(-me ), To apply chalk or whitening (to); to pipeclay:—kha -mi, s.f.=kha :—rm-kha , or ka-kha , s.f. A
species of steatites (=kha ); a pencil made of the same.
H 7  L7kha iy = H   L7" kha  [Prk. Lf; S.
Lf, or L&], s.f. Chalk; white elay, pipe-clay; a
species of steatites (with which children learn to write,
and which is used in giving a polish to stucco);—a chalkmark:—kha  potnor phern(-par), To whitewash:—kha 
lagn(-me ), To apply chalk or whitening (to); to pipeclay:—kha -mi, s.f.=kha :—rm-kha , or ka-kha , s.f. A
species of steatites (=kha ); a pencil made of the same.
H   _  L7<L7<kha e-kha e, adv. See s.v. kha .
H I 7  L,7±khu e , or L,7° khu ai , s.f. A scratch, &c.
(=khure = kharo , q.v.);—a rankling; enmity; spite,
rancour, malice:—khure nikln(apn), To vent (one's)
spite (on), &c.;—to nd fault (with), carp or cavil (at).
H ) Z  7  L,7±.khu e iy [khu e = khu a ˚, q.v.+S. t],

adj. & s.m. Spiteful, vindictive, malicious;—censorious,
carping;—a spiteful or vindictive person;—a carper,
caviller.
H I& Lkhas, s.m.= Z& kha, q.v.;—s.f. = khas-khas, q.v.

move or slip out of place, be displaced, to shift; to slip
away, steal away, slink away, sheer o, decamp,
abscond:—khisak-jn, v.n. intens. of and=khisakn.
H 0& LBkhaskant [khasak˚= khisak˚+Prk. -ant= S. -

H I& .Lkhis, s.f.=khs, q.v.

ant], s.f. Slinking away, running away, decamping,
ight, disappearance; separation.
H 0& .L{khisk [khisak(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],

P  04 kuh-sr, contrac. of koh-sr, q.v.s.v. koh.
H  0& .L"khisr, s.f. A kind of pulse, Lathyrus
sativus(=kisr).
H  0& Lkhasn [caus. of khasn;—khas˚= Prk.
LU˚=S. L + ˚, caus. augment], v.t. To cause to fall
or fall in; to throw down, demolish, ruin, destroy; to
displace; to loosen; to open;—v.n. To sink, fall in, &c.
(=khasn).
H  0& .Lkhisn [prob. fr. S. n8; cf. khisiynand
khisakn], v.n. To move or get aside, move out of the
way; to draw back (from), shrink (from), inch (from); to
be abashed or ashamed:—khise rahn(-se), To remain
apart (from), hold aloof (from); to draw back (from),
shrink (from), to inch; to be abashed.
H ) 0& .Lkhisy (perf. part. of khisn), part. Moved
aside, &c.
H I; I& L,,khus-pus, s.f. (colloq.) = khusar-phusar, q.v.
P  *04 kuhistn, s.m. contract. of kohistn, q.v.
H 0& Lkhasr, s.m. corr. of asra, q.v.
H 0& Lkhasr [S. L++t], s.m. Scab; the measles
(cf. kharail).
H 0&; 0& L,vjkhusar-phusar, or L,,vj, khusurphusur (prob. onomat.), s.m.f. Whispering:—khusar-phusar
karn, To talk in a whisper, to whisper.
H  0& .Lkhiskn, or L khaskn (caus. of
khisakn, q.v.), v.t. To move, move away, remove; to draw
back or away; to shove o or away, to drive away, to put
to ight; to put out of place, to displace;—to put o, to
postpone;—to push (towards), to slip (into the hands of);
—to decamp with, to carry o, to steal:—khask-le-jn, To
make o with, to carry o, to steal.
H 0& .Lkhisakn [khis˚= khas˚= Prk. L=?()=prob.
S. L+>], v.n. To stir, move, slip; to

s.m. One who slinks away, &c.;—one who has taken
leave of his senses.
S I&0& LLkhas-khas, s.f. corr. of as- as, fr. as,
q.v.
H I&0& LLkhaskhas (prob. onomat.), s.f. A sound
like that produced in the chewing of hard leaves, or the
cutting of rough grass, &c.
H I&0& L,L,khus-khus, s.f. (dialec.)=khus-pus, or
khusar-phusar.
H 0&0& LLkhaskhas (see next), s.m. Grinding the
teeth.
H  0&0& LLkhaskhasn [prob. onomat.; or fr. S.
3], v.n. To grind the teeth.
H 30& .L!khisln (caus. of khisaln, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to slip, &c.
H 30& .L! khislo [khisl(n)+o= Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Causing to slip;—slipping; slipperiness.
H ?30& .L!6&khislha [khisl(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Slipping, sliding; slipperiness.
H #0& .L!khisaln [khisal˚, prob.=S. TL!], v.n. To slip,
slide (cf. phisaln);—to incline or be drawn (to), to lean
(towards);—adj. (f. -), Slippery:—khisal-pa n, v.n.
(intens.) To slip; to slip down.
H 4#0& .L!6khislah [khisal˚+ ah= S. +t], adj. (f. -),
Slippery; smooth.
H 0& Lkhasn, or .L khisn [Prk. L4(; S.
L", rt. L], v.n. To sink (in or into), to fall in; to
sink, yield, bend; to fall, drop, or tumble (from), to drop
o; to be removed; to come o, come out (from its
place); to decline, wane; to be degraded;—to fail, sink, die
away; to faint, quail;—to fall away (in esh), to become

old; to be worn out.
H  0& L5&khaso (fr. khason), s.f. A plucking or
tearing out; a scratch, tear, rent.
H  0& L5&khaso [khaso+ S. +t], s.m. A kind of
trick in wrestling;—a disgraced person (a term of abuse).
H   0& L5&khason [khaso˚, prob. fr. S. >3] , v.t. To
pull, pull out, pluck, pluck out; to scratch, to tear:—khasolen, v.t. (intens.) To pluck out, pull out, tear out or away
(from), to snatch; to pilfer; to plunder.
H  0& .Lkhisiyn, or .L khisyn [khisiy˚,
prob. ..8+], perf. part. of rt. .8], v.n. To be put to

khisiynpa, s.f.= H L 0& .L khisiynpan, s.m.=
H ? 0& .L6& khisiyha, s.f.[khisiyn, for khisiyn;
˚patand ˚pa, prob. fr. S. vritti;
 ˚panand ˚pan= Prk. Q4( and
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () and ; +;—˚ha, as in khislha,
q.v.], The state of being put to shame, mortication,
humiliation; vexation;—shamefacedness, bashfulness;—
peevishness, fretfulness.
H L 0& .Lkhisiynpan, s.m. = H L 0&
.L khisiynpat, s.f.= H ` 0& .L&
khisiynpa, s.f.= H <L 0& .L khisiynpan, s.m.= H
? 0& .L6& khisiyha, s.f.[khisiyn, for khisiyn;

shame, to be abashed, to be mortied; to grin (with
mortication, &c.), to gnash the teeth (with rage); to
look blank or foolish;—adj. Abashed, put to shame,
mortied, humiliated; disconcerted, disappointed; ready
to cry;—peevish, fretful:—khisiyn karn(-ko), To put to
shame, &c. (=khisiyn).
H L 0& .Lkhisiynpat, s.f. = H ` 0&

q.v.], The state of being put to shame, mortication,
humiliation; vexation;—shamefacedness, bashfulness;—
peevishness, fretfulness.
H ? 0& .L6&khisiyha, s.f. = H L 0& .L

.L& khisiynpa, s.f.= H <L 0& .L

khisiynpat, s.f.= H ` 0& .L& khisiynpa, s.f.= H

khisiynpan, s.m.= H L 0& .L khisiynpan, s.m.=

<L 0& .L khisiynpan, s.m.= H L 0& .L

H ? 0& .L6& khisiyha, s.f.[khisiyn, for khisiyn;
˚patand ˚pa, prob. fr. S. vritti;
 ˚panand ˚pan= Prk. Q4( and

khisiynpan, s.m.[khisiyn, for khisiyn; ˚patand ˚pa,
prob. fr. S. vritti;
 ˚panand ˚pan= Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; (

Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () and ; +;—˚ha, as in khislha,

(Vedic ; () and ; +;—˚ha, as in khislha, q.v.], The

q.v.], The state of being put to shame, mortication,
humiliation; vexation;—shamefacedness, bashfulness;—
peevishness, fretfulness.
H ` 0& .L&khisiynpa, s.f. = H L 0&

state of being put to shame, mortication, humiliation;
vexation;—shamefacedness, bashfulness;—peevishness,
fretfulness.
S Z& L8khaa, vulg. kha, s.m. (f. -), Name of a caste of

.L khisiynpat, s.f.= H <L 0& .L

Hinds; a man of that caste, a degraded Kshatriya; the
child of an outcast Kshatriya.
S )& L8"kha-arr, vulg. kha-sarr, adj. & s.m. See s.v.

khisiynpan, s.m.= H L 0& .L khisiynpan, s.m.=
H ? 0& .L6& khisiyha, s.f.[khisiyn, for khisiyn;
˚patand ˚pa, prob. fr. S. vritti;
 ˚panand ˚pan= Prk. Q4( and
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () and ; +;—˚ha, as in khislha,
q.v.], The state of being put to shame, mortication,
humiliation; vexation;—shamefacedness, bashfulness;—
peevishness, fretfulness.
H <L 0& .Lkhisiynpan, s.m. = H L 0&
.L khisiynpat, s.f.= H ` 0& .L&

˚patand ˚pa, prob. fr. S. vritti;
 ˚panand ˚pan= Prk. Q4( and
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; () and ; +;—˚ha, as in khislha,

& kha.
A g4 kahf, s.m.(?) A cave, a cavern, a grotto.
S (4 j6kuhak, s.m. Cheating, fraud, deception,
delusion; juggling, sleight-of-hand, legerdemain.
H (4 jzkuhuk (fr. kuhukn, q.v.), s.f. Cry (of the koilor
Indian cuckoo); scream (of the peacock).
H & L=khakk (dialec.), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Decrepit,
inrm, bent or bowed (with age); worn out (with age);—a

decrepit old man;—an elder, a senior, a chief.
H  & Lkhakrn, v.n.=kha khrn, q.v.
H 4 6kah-kar (past. conj. part. of kahn; see kahand
kar), part.=kah, q.v.
P  4 kah-kashn, s.m.=kh-kashn, q.v.
H 4 jzkuhukn [kuhuk˚= Prk. jz=?()=S. jz +>],

khakhe n,v.n. To hurry, to bustle to and fro; to use
strenuous eort.
S ^& L$kha-ga, vulg. khag, s.m. See s.v. & kha.
H ^& LF$khagg, = H J& LF$5 khaggo,s.m. Prk. & old H.
forms of khaga, q.v.; and cf. khg.
H J& LF$5khaggo, = H ^& LF$ khagg,s.m. Prk. & old H.

v.n. To utter a shrill cry, to cry (as the koildoes); to
scream, shriek (as the peacock, &c.).
H  & L5khakorn, or .L5 khikorn, v.t.

forms of khaga, q.v.; and cf. khg.
P J4 kah-gil, s.f. contrac. of kh-gil, q.v.s.v. kh.

(dialec.)=khakhorn, q.v.
H  & L57khako n, v.t. = khakhornor khakho n, q.v.

H 4J& L$6khagah [khg, q.v.+ah= S. +t], s.m. A

S

J& L$5!kha-gol, s.m. See s.v. & kha.

H && L,Lkhukh, adj. Hollow, empty (=khukhl, or

rhinoceros.
H J4 6$kah-gay, perf. part. of kah-jn:—kah-gay-

khokhl); destitute poor, penniless, miserable.
H  && LLkhakhr, s.m.=kha khr, q.v.

bahgay, part. See s.v. kahn.
S Z J& LG8khage, vulg. khages, s.m. See khag, s.v. &

H && L,=L!khukkhal, = H 3&& L,L! khukhl,adj. (f. -),

kha.
A 4 kahal, s.f. Sloth, indolence; languor (cf. khil).
S & L!khal, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Low, base, mean, vile:

Hollow, &c. (=khokhl, q.v.).
H 3&& L,L!khukhl, = H && L,=L! khukkhal,adj. (f. -),
Hollow, &c. (=khokhl, q.v.).
H  && LL5f!khakhoal (see next), s.f. A hollow in a
tree, &c.).
H  && LL5khakhorn = H  && LL57 khakho n
[prob. by redupl. fr. Prk. L,f˚=S. Lef; cf. also ko n], v.t.
To scrape, scratch, rake up; to scoop out;—to make close
search for, to search out.
H  && LL57khakho n = H  && LL5 khakhorn
[prob. by redupl. fr. Prk. L,f˚=S. Lef; cf. also ko n], v.t.
To scrape, scratch, rake up; to scoop out;—to make close
search for, to search out.
H R&& L7khakhe , = H R& L?7 khake ,s.f. Hurrying;

malicious, mischievous; artful, bad, wicked; cruel;—a
wicked or mischievous person, &c.;—s.m. A threshingoor; a granary; a stock (of grain); a pit;—an
entertainment;—deposit of oil, sediment, the cake that
remains after the oil has been pressed out of certain
seeds (esp.sesamum and sarso ), oil-cake (com. khalor
khar);—the plant Achyranthes lanata, the woolly
Illecebrumor mountain knot-grass:—khalokti(˚la+uk˚), a.f.
Low or wicked language, abuse:—khal-ganjan, adj. Sindestroying.
H & L!khal (prob. onomat., cf. khal-bal, khar-bar), s.f.
Crash (as of an earthen vessel in breaking to pieces).
S & L!khalla, vulg. khall, s.m. A mill; a stone or vessel

bustle; labour, diculty, trouble, trial:—khake uhn(-k),
To undergo labour or trouble.
H R& L?7khake , = H R&& L7 khakhe ,s.f. Hurrying;

for grinding drugs, &c.;—a bag.
H & .L!khil [Prk. L"!5; S. L"!t="!t], s.m.=kl, q.v.

bustle; labour, diculty, trouble, trial:—khake uhn(-k),
To undergo labour or trouble.
H  R&& L7khakhe n, = H  R& L?7

H 3& L!khall [S. L!+t], s.m. (Dakkhin) A place

khake n,v.n. To hurry, to bustle to and fro; to use
strenuous eort.
H  R& L?7khake n, = H  R&& L7

H 3& L!khall [khl, 'leather,' q.v.+S. t], s.m. A shoe.
where grain is trodden out by oxen, a threshing- oor
(syn. khaliyn); a granary; a store of grain.
H 3& .L!khil (perf. part. of khiln, q.v.), part. (f. -),
Opened, expanded, blown (as a ower);—rejoiced:—khil-

hu, part. adj. (f. -), Idem.
H 3& L,!khul (perf. part. of khuln, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ),
Open, unclosed, not shut up; uncovered; exposed, bare,
naked; not tied up, not fastened, unconned; loose; free,
unrestricted, unrestrained; clear, unclouded, fair (as the
sky);—wide, broad, expanded; plain, clear, evident,
manifest, undisguised, overt; public, known:—khul-khul,
adj. (f. -), Open, public, well-known; plain, fair,
straightforward; wide apart; clear, distinct (as writing,
&c.):—khul-hu, part. adj. (f. -), Open, &c. (=khul); (in
Bot.) polyphyllous:—khule-bzr, adv. In the open market;
openly, publicly; fearlessly;—expressly; manifestly:—
khule-blo , adv. With loose or dishevelled hair:—khulebandho or bando , adv. Unfettered, unrestrained, at
large;—freely; openly:—khule- azne, adv. 'In the open
treasury'; openly, &c. (=khule-bzr):—khule-khule, and
khullam-khull, adv. Openly, &c. (=khule-bzr, q.v.):—khule
makn, s.m. A house in an open and airy situation:—
khule-maidn, adv. In the open plain; openly, &c. (=khulebzr).
H 3& L!khalr [S. L!, prob. for Lef++t; cf. khl],
s.m. A hollow, cavity, pit; hollow ground, low land;—
bottom.
H 3& .L!khilr = H 3& .L!7 khil khel, q.v.+S. t],
adj. & s.m.=khil , q.v.
H 3& .L!7khil = H 3& .L! khilr khel, q.v.+S. t],
adj. & s.m.=khil , q.v.
H ? 3& .L!7khil -pan [khil , q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Playfulness, sportiveness,
wantonness, &c.
H . 3& .L!7khil an, or .L!7 khil in [khil +S. "],
s.f. A playful, or a wanton woman; a coquette (=kheln).
H  3& .L!7"khil  [khel, q.v.+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Fond of, or addicted to, play; playful, playsome,
gamesome, sportive; jocund, facetious; full of tricks,
mischievous;—skilful at play; addicted to gaming or
gambling;—skilled in juggling or conjuring;—one who is
fond of play or sport; a sportive man or boy; an adept at
any game;—a trickster;—a gamester, gambler;—a
juggler.

H  3& L!7"khal  (dim. of khalr, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.), A
pit, &c.; a place where salt is boiled.
H .7 3& .L!7[khil iy [pl. of khil = khil +S. ],
s.f. pl. Sports, gambols, tricks:—khil iy karn, To
gambol; to practise or perform tricks (as a dog, &c.).
H 3& L!!khall, s.m. (Dakkhin) The clattering or loud
rippling of water;—adj. Wet through, drenched;
weltering.
H "3& L!!khall, s.m. (Dakkhin) A clattering stream;
—a fountain.
H 34 6!kahln (caus. of kahn), v.t. To cause to
speak, cause to say, to cause to tell; to call;—v.n. To be
called, or named, or designated, to go by the name of; to
be said to be (=kahn):—kahl-bhejn(-koor -ke h ), To
send to tell, to send word or a message (to).
H 34 6!kahln [prob. fr. S. 6! 'dry; withered'],
v.t. To parch;—v.n. To wither, or wither away;—to be or
become languid or weak; to be lazy (in these senses
perhaps from A. khil, q.v.).
H 3& .L!khiln (caus. of khn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
eat; to give food to, to feed; to entertain; to cause to take
(as medicine, or the air, or an oath, &c.); to give, to
administer (poison, &c.); to cause to suer or undergo
(as a beating, &c.):—khil-den, v.t. intens. of and=khiln:
—khilne-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Who feeds;—feeder,
supporter, sustainer:—khilne-wl asm, s.f. A woman
who supports her lover.
H 3& .L!khiln [caus. of kheln;—khil˚= Prk.
!U˚=S. J"f+˚, caus. augment; rt. J"f], v.t. To
cause to play; to allow to play;—to play with; to dandle; to
amuse. divert (a child).
H 3& .L!khiln (caus. of khiln, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to blossom, or blow; cause to expand, &c.
H 3& L,!khuln (caus. of kholn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to open, &c.;—to open, &c.
H 3& .L!khil [khil(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
adj. & s.m.f. Giving to eat, feeding, who feeds;—feeder,
supporter (=khilne-wl);—(fr. khiln, 'to cause to
bloom'), adj. Causing to bloom, &c.

H A34 6! kahlwat [kahl(n)+S. ], s.f. A

H  & L!7khal , s.m. = H  & L!7" khal  (dim.), s.f.

message, word (cf. kahwat).
H 3& .L! khilon, v.t. (dialec.)=khiln, q.v.

[khl, q.v.+ , and , Prk. f5 and f=S. +t and

H $3& .L! khil [khil(n)+= Prk.  =S.()
++], s.f. Feeding;—a dry nurse, a nurse:—khilpil, s.f. Maintenance;—charge of maintenance:—khild, s.f. A dry nurse.
H $3& L,! khul (khul(n)+, as in khil), s.f. Causing
to open; opening.
H %#& .L! 7khilb , adj. (rustic)=khilw , q.v.
H %#& L! !khal-bal = H #%#& L! !" khalbal (v.n. fr.
next), s.f. Confusion, commotion; agitation, alarm;
hurry, bustle, tumult, hubbub, din, turmoil, hurly-burly:—
khalbal pa n(-me ), or khalbal ma n, A commotion to
arise; to be in commotion, to be agitated, &c.
(=khalbaln):—khalbal ln(-me ), or khalbal gern, To
create a confusion, or a panic, &c.; to throw into
confusion, &c.
H #%#& L! !"khalbal = H %#& L! ! khal-bal (v.n. fr.
next), s.f. Confusion, commotion; agitation, alarm;
hurry, bustle, tumult, hubbub, din, turmoil, hurly-burly:—
khalbal pa n(-me ), or khalbal ma n, A commotion to
arise; to be in commotion, to be agitated, &c.
(=khalbaln):—khalbal ln(-me ), or khalbal gern, To
create a confusion, or a panic, &c.; to throw into
confusion, &c.
H 3%#& L! !khalbaln [prob. onomat.; or by redupl.
fr. S. . f], v.n. To boil, to bubble (=khadbadn);—to be
tossed up and down, be agitated, be in a state of
commotion; to be excited.
H ?3%#& L! !6&khalbalha (khalbal(n)+ha, as in
khislha), s.f. Boiling, bubbling; ebullition;—commotion,
confusion, &c. (=khalbal, q.v.).
H + %#& L,! B"khul-band (i.e. khol= kholn+band), s.f.
Replacing the old shoes on a horse after dressing his
hoofs.
S *#& L!khalat, s.f. Malice, wickedness; villainy;
artfulness;—worthlessness; lthiness.
S & L.!&khalli, adj. Bald-headed, bald.

], Skin, hide;—khal , s.f. Membrane;—prepuce,
foreskin.
H  & L!7"khal  (dim.), s.f. = H  & L!7 khal , s.m.
[khl, q.v.+ , and , Prk. f5 and f=S. +t and
], Skin, hide;—khal , s.f. Membrane;—prepuce,
foreskin.
H  0#& L,!khulsn, v.n. To be in amed with anger;
to be angry, vexed, or displeased (cf. jhulasn).
S Z#& L.!8khali, s.m. A kind of sh, Trichopodus colisa.
S &#& L!L!khal-khal, s.f.=khal-bal; and kha -khar, qq.v.:
—khal-khal karn= kha -kha karn, and khalkhaln.
H &#& .L!.L!khil-khil [onomat., or=S. !!], s.f.
Tittering, giggling; a burst of laughter.
H 3&#& .L!.L!khilkhiln (see khilkhil), v.n. To burst
out laughing, to laugh heartily or aloud; to giggle, titter;
—to shake or rattle together:—khilkhilke ha sn, To
laugh aloud, to burst out laughing.
H 3&#& LL!khalkhaln (khal-khal= kha -kha ), v.n.
To rumble, grumble (the bowels);—v.t. To rattle; to chink
(money).
H # & & L,!!khul-kheln (khul= khule, or khul-ke),
v.n. To do or act openly;—to indulge openly in vices
which were formerly practised in secret.
H [ #& L,!?khul-ke (past conj. part. of khuln), adv. Open;
uncovered;—openly, publicly; freely, without restraint; at
freedom or leisure; at ease (e.g. khulke baihn);—
copiously; to (one's) satisfaction.
H J#& L,!$khulg [perhaps S. Lf+t], s.m. (Dakkhin) A
bualo, a bison.
H + @ #& L,!/,("khul-mu dn (contrac. fem. of khulnmu dn), s.f. 'Opening and shutting'; a valve:—khulmu dn l, Bivalve motion.
H #4 6!kahaln (see kahln), v.n. To be parched;—to
wither;—v.t. To parch (grain, partly or slightly=kahln).
H #& .L!khiln [khil˚= Prk. .L§() or .L!()=S.

J"f(`), pass. of rt. J"f], v.n. To open, expand (as a

+ = Prk. f =S. +t], adj. (f. -), Playful, playsome,

ower), to blow, bloom, ower; to open, crack, burst,
swell (as a wall, or plaster, or parched grain, &c.; cf. khl);
to break out, show itself or its eects (as intoxicating
liquor, &c.);—to be set o (by), to show to advantage (on,
-par), to look well or becoming (as a dress or a person, or
one colour upon another);—to expand or swell (with
pleasure), to be exhilarated, be delighted; to rejoice,
laugh:—khil-jn, v.n. intens. of and=khiln.
H #& L,!khuln [khul˚= Prk. L,§() or L,!()=S.

frolicsome, &c. (=khill , and khilw ).
H J#& L!($khala g [khel, q.v.+S. r$?+], s.m. A

L,f(`), rt. L,f], v.n. To open, come open or undone; to
open, expand, blow (as a ower; com. khiln); to open
out, unravel; to be opened (as a knot, or a road for
trac, &c.); to be disentangled, be unravelled; to be
untied or unfastened; to be uncovered, be unfolded, be
exposed, be laid bare; to be laid or cut open, be dissected,
be analyzed;—to be expanded, be widened or enlarged;
to be developed;—to be solved (as a problem or
mystery), to be made known, be disclosed, be divulged,
be revealed (to, -par);—to become clear, evident, or
intelligible (to, -par);—to get loose; to be let loose, be set
free (from restraint or control); to be loosed (as the
tongue); to be dispersed (as clouds), to become clear, to
clear up (the sky); to be dissipated or lost (as money at
play); to be dissolved (as the marriage-bond); to be
removed (as an obstacle or check); to be cleared (as a
drain); to be broken (as meditation); to be laid aside (as
restraint);—to begin, commence (as work); to start,
leave (as a coach, or a railway train); to move (in chess);
—to be opened, be started, be set up, be established (a
shop, or a business, &c.); to be restored, be renewed (as
withheld pay, &c.); to be recovered, to come back (as
appetite);—to expand, dilate, or open kindly (upon); to be
intimate or familiar (with, -par); to become favourable
(the fates, or destiny);—to acquire fulness, clearness,
brightness, or depth (a colour); to stand out well or
conspicuously, to appear to advantage (with or on, -par),
to go or match well (with, as one colour with another,
&c.):—khul-jn, v.n. intens. of khuln(and the more
common form).
H  + #& .L!B7khiland  [khiland= Prk. !(5=S. J"f

park, chase; pleasure-ground.
S #& L!,khalu, adv. Indeed, assuredly, certainly, truly,
yes.
H #& .L!0khill , or .L!5 khillo [khel˚, q.v.+ = Prk.
 =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m.f. Playful, playsome,
frelicsome, jocund, humorous, facetious, funny; pleasant,
entertaining;—a playful person; a humorous person, &c.
S  #& L! &khalw, adj. Bald-headed, bald (=khalli).
H  #& .L! 7khilw (khel+w = wl= wl, q.v.),
adj.=khill , q.v. (cf. also khil and khil ).
H  #4 6! kahalwn (doub. caus. of kahln), v.t. To
cause to be spoken or said; to cause to be told;—to cause
to be named or called.
H  #& .L! khilwn (doub. caus. of khn), v.t. To
cause (someone) to feed (someone else), to cause to be
fed, to have or get (one) fed.
H  #& .L! khilwn (doub. caus. of kheln), v.t. To
cause to be played with; to cause to be amused or
diverted.
H  #& L,! khulwn (doub. caus. of kholn), v.t. To
cause to be opened, &c. (see kholn):—khulw-den, v.t.
intens. of and=khulwn.
H  #& .L!M"khilaur [khl= khl, q.v. + Prk. .!=S. 
+!+], s.f.=khl, and gilaur, qq.v.
H #& .L!M7khilau [i.q. khilw , or Prk. !+!5=S.
J"f+!t], adj. & s.m.=khil , q.v.
S  #& L!5.=khalokti, s.f. See s.v. khal.
H  #& .L!Mkhilaun, or .L!5 khilon [prob. i.q. caus.
.L! , q.v.], s.m. A thing to amuse, a plaything, a toy;
—a bawble, a gewgaw;—a buoca, mimic, jester.
S #& L!khala, s.m. A granary, &c. (see khal).
H  4#& L.!6khalihn, s.m.=khaliyn, q.v.
H #& L!"khal, L.! khal, or L!" khall [S. L!+], s.f.
Oil-cake (the cake that remains after the oil has been

pressed out of certain seeds, especially sesamum and
sarso ); scented oil-cake (used as a hair-wash).
H #& L!"khal, or L!" khall (=kha , q.v.), s.f. (dialec.)

Forgiveness, pardon, absolution (see ksham; and cf.
him).
H 5 @ & L/*khamj, = H V @ & L/ kham ,s.f. Name of

Chalk, &c.:—khall h n, 'To touch the chalk'; to take
(one's) rst lesson.
H #& .L!"khill, s.f.=khl, q.v. (and cf. gilaur).

a rginor musical mode.
H V @ & L/kham , = H 5 @ & L/* khamj,s.f. Name of

H #& .L!"khill [Prk. § or .!=S. J"f+], s.f.
Fun, jest, joke, humour, sally of wit:—khill u an, To
make fun, to jest, to poke fun (at); to make a fool (of):—
khill-bz, adj. & s.m. Playsome, humorous, funny,
jocular, jocose;—a jocular fellow, a wag, &c.:—khill-bz,
s.f. Play, fun, jest; humour, jocularity;— irtation:—khill
karn, To make fun, to jest, joke;—to irt:—khill-me
u n(-ko), To pass o as a joke;—to make fun of, make a
laughing-stock of.
H #& .L!hkhilaiy [khel(n) + aiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. = khelne-wl, khil , and khill-bz,
q.v.s.v. khill.
H  #& L.!khaliyn [prob. for orig. khalihn= S. Lp
+B], s.m. A threshing- oor; a stack of unthreshed
corn, a store of grain, corn in the straw;—a granary, a
barn.
H  #& L.!khaliyn (fr. khl, 'skin'), v.t. To skin, ay.
H  #& L!hkhalait [khel+ ait= Prk.
\5=(5= 
( 5=Õ5=S.  (the term. of the
pres. part. with the caus. augment pi)], s.m. A gambler;
—a pilferer; a pickpocket.
S Z #& Lp8khale, s.m.=khali, q.v.
H  #& Lp!khalel [S. L! or L.! + h!]( , s.m. Scented oil
(cf. khal).
H  #& Lp!khalel [S. L!+?.!t], s.m. A hole made by
children for trap-ball, or marbles, &c.
H  4 #& L!"6khalhn, s.m.=khaliyn, q.v.
H 2 & L/kham, s.m. contrac. of khambh, q.v.
H 2 & L/kham, s.m. corr. of 2 r 'upper arm,' q.v. (for
phrases).
H 2 & L,/ khum, s.m. (Dakh.) corr. of kumbh, q.v.
H @ & .L/khim, or L/ kham [Prk. L/; S. d/], s.f.

a rginor musical mode.
H U@ & L@ khamb = H %@ & L@  khamb = H &%@ & L@#
khambh = H &%@ & L@# khambh [Prk. L(#5 and L(# =S.
T@#t and T@#+t], s.f. A pillar, a column; a stake, post,
pole:—khambe, m. plur. The two perpendicular beams at
the mouth of a well, supporting a third transverse beam
to which the bucket-pulley is xed.
H %@ & L@ khamb = H U@ & L@ khamb = H &%@ & L@#
khambh = H &%@ & L@# khambh [Prk. L(#5 and L(# =S.
T@#t and T@#+t], s.f. A pillar, a column; a stake, post,
pole:—khambe, m. plur. The two perpendicular beams at
the mouth of a well, supporting a third transverse beam
to which the bucket-pulley is xed.
H &%@ & L@#khambh = H U@ & L@ khamb = H %@ & L@ 
khamb = H &%@ & L@# khambh [Prk. L(#5 and L(# =S.
T@#t and T@#+t], s.f. A pillar, a column; a stake, post,
pole:—khambe, m. plur. The two perpendicular beams at
the mouth of a well, supporting a third transverse beam
to which the bucket-pulley is xed.
H &%@ & L@#khambh = H U@ & L@ khamb = H %@ & L@ 
khamb = H &%@ & L@# khambh [Prk. L(#5 and L(# =S.
T@#t and T@#+t], s.f. A pillar, a column; a stake, post,
pole:—khambe, m. plur. The two perpendicular beams at
the mouth of a well, supporting a third transverse beam
to which the bucket-pulley is xed.
H %@ & L,/ "khumb [perhaps S. j.@#], s.f. A
mushroom; a toadstool, a fungus.
H 9@ & L/khama (i.q. kiw , q.v.), s.m. A species of
cowhage, Mucuna nivea(the tender eshy pods of which,
when stripped of their exterior skin, make an excellent
vegetable for the table, scarcely inferior, to the gardenbean of Europe).
H I@ & L/khamas [Prk. L@/=S. V/;' s= s, 'like,'

q.v.], adj. & s.m. Close, sultry, hot;—the hot or sultry
season.
H $ 0@ & L/ khams [khamas, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a.
+], s.f. Closeness, sultriness, heat (=ghamas).
H 0@ & L/khamasn, v.t. (Dakh.) = khapasn, q.v.
S <# @ & L/"!kha-mlan, s.m. Sleepiness, drowsiness,
heaviness; lassitude, fatigue, weariness.
H <4 6(kaha , or z( kahu (dialec. & Old H. forms),
postpn.=ko(the sign of the dat.-acc.), q.v.
H <4 z(kahu , adv. contrac. of kah , q.v.
P <4 kuhan, adj. Old, ancient:—kuhan-sl, adj. Advanced in
years, old, aged:—kuhan-sl, s.f. Old age.
H <4 6kahan [Prk. 64(; S. R(], s.m. A saying, word;
a by-word;—a composition:—kahan-sunan, s.m. Words,
altercation, &c. (=kah-sun).
S <& L(kha , and H. L4 kha, s.m. The sky, the air (see
kha);—the hold of a ship.
H <& Lkhan [prob. S. Left], s.m. Division (of a house),
storey, ight (of rooms).
H <& Lkhan [S. Lt], s.m. A mine.
H <& L4or L khan, .L or .L4, khin[Prk. L4(; S. d4(],
s.m. A moment, an instant (cf. hinor han);—a certain
day of the fortnight, as the full of the moon, the change
of the moon, &c.
H <& Lkhan [S. =4t], s.f. Clink, tinkle, jingle, &c.:—

bidding:—kah-n, To tell, to announce:—kah-jn(intens.
of kahn), To tell, &c.; to leave word with or behind:—kahden, v.t. intens. of and = kahn:—kahn-an-kahn, s.m.
Improper language:—kahne-par jnor aln(-ke, or mere,
&c.), To do as bid, to heed, mind, obey:—kahn-sunn, v.t.
To remark, observe;—s.m. Dispute, wrangling,
altercation;—consideration; in uence:—kahn karn(-k),
To do the bidding (of), carry out the instructions (of):—
kahne-ko, adv. For the sake of saying or talking:—kahne-k
bte , s.f. pl. Mere words:—kahn mnn(-k), To obey the
order (of), to be obedient (to):—kahne-me , adv. Under
command or control, subject to orders, submissive,
obedient, in hand:—kahne-me -sakn, To be expressible
by speech:—kahne-me rahnor hon(-ke), To be obedient
(to), to mind:—kahne-wl, or kahan-hr, s.m. Speaker,
relater, narrator, &c.; (in Gram.) the rst person:—kahgay-bah-gay, part. Gone to the winds, thrown away,
wasted, lost (said esp. of unheeded speech, advice,
instruction, &c.):—kah to m mar-jeg, na kah to bp
kutt kh-jeg, A saying expressive of dilemma or case
of dicult decision.
H & L4khan (old H. form), s.m.=kha, q.v. (and cf.
khan, 'a storey').
H & .Lkhin (perf. part. of khinn), part. Rubbed,
worn, &c.:—khin-hu, part. adj. Idem; (in Bot.)
imbricate.
H & .L!khinl, s.f. (dialec.)= hinl, q.v.

khan-khan, s.f. & adv. Clink-clink, tinkle-tinkle, &c. (see
khankhann).
S <& .LBkhinna, vulg. khinn, or khin(rt. khid), part.

H A 4 6 kahnwat [kahn, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A saying,

Depressed, distressed, suering pain or uneasiness;
fatigued, wearied, exhausted.
H 4 6kahn [kah˚= Prk. 6() or Ç()=S. R(),

khambh,s.m. See &%@ & khambh, and &%@ & khambh.
H &%& L(#khambh, = H %& L(  khamb,= H &%& L(#

rt. R;+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To say, utter, speak
(to, -se; of, -ko); to tell, declare, mention, state, deliver,
relate, repeat, recount; to acquaint (with, -se); to advise,
admonish; to arm, assert, aver, avow; to bid, order; to
speak of, address, call, name, pronounce (with -koof
object); to compose; to read, to quote;—s.m. Saying,
remark, a word or phrase; comment; advice; order,

adage, proverb; a tale, story, fable;—style (cf. kahwat).
H %& L( khamb, = H &%& L(# khambh,= H &%& L(#

khambh,s.m. See &%@ & khambh, and &%@ & khambh.
H &%& L(#khambh, = H %& L(  khamb,= H &%& L(#
khambh,s.m. See &%@ & khambh, and &%@ & khambh.
H *& L("kha t [S. LP, rt. L], s.f. A paddle for
digging the ground with, a dibble.
H <& L,(_khu h (dialec. or rustic), adj. (f. -) = kho =
kho, q.v.

S 6& L*or L(* khanj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Limping, lame,
crippled;—a lame man, a cripple.
S 8& L*or L(* khanj, s.f. A species of metre in
which there is a stanza of two lines, the one containing
thirty-two feet and the other thirty.
H 8& L(*khanjar, s.m. corr. of 8r anjar, q.v.
H 8& L(*"khanjar, s.f. corr. of 8r anjar, q.v.
S 8& L*"&khanjar, = S <8& L* khanjan,s.m.
The wagtail, Motacilla alba, or Enicurus maculatus;—the
spotted fork-tail.
S <8& L*khanjan, = S 8& L*"& khanjar,s.m.
The wagtail, Motacilla alba, or Enicurus maculatus;—the
spotted fork-tail.
H 9& ÀLkhi (v.n. of khi n), s.f. Drawing, pulling; a
pull.
H :& ÀLkhi  (perf. part. of khi n), part. adj.=khi ,
q.v.
H  :& ÀLkhi n (caus. of khe n), v.t.=khi n,

cause to run o, to chase away;—to pack o, despatch,
send (on an errand, &c.).
H + & LBkhandn [prob. khtor khatt, q.v.+a. n;
or fr. S. Lef], s.m. A ditch; a hole, pit; a pit from which
earth has been dug to make bricks or pottery, a clay-pit
(=khadn);—an incision, a notch (in a piece of wood).
H  + & ÀL7khind  (see next), s.m. (Dakkhin) Patched
or ragged cloak (of a mendicant); a patched quilt, or a
quilt stued with cotton (syn. nihl).
H  + & ÀL7"khind  [khind, prob.=khand= S. Lef+dim. a.
= S. +], s.f. A patched or ragged garment (syn.
gud );—a baby's quilt;—a pallet, bedding (of a beggar).
H + & L(!khandal, s.m. (Dakkhin) A level plain (syn.
maidn).
H "+ & L,(!&khu dal (contrac. of khu dalha, fr.
next), s.f. (Dakkhin) Trampling under foot, crushing.
H !+ & L,(!khu daln [fr. S. d,, with H caus. a. al],

q.v.
H  :& ÀL khi o, s.m. = H  :& ÀL & khi wa,

v.t. To trample under foot, to tread upon, to crush; to
beat or work with the feet.
H !+ & L(5!"khandol [khand= S. Lef+dim. a. ol, fr. S. 

s.f.= H ? :& ÀL6& khi ha, s.f.See khi o, and

or !+, with conjunct vowel o], s.f.=khind , q.v.

khi wa.
H  :& ÀL &khi wa, s.f. = H  :& ÀL khi o,
s.m.= H ? :& ÀL6& khi ha, s.f.See khi o, and
khi wa.
H ? :& ÀL6&khi ha, s.f. = H  :& ÀL khi o,
s.m.= H  :& ÀL & khi wa, s.f.See khi o, and
khi wa.
H $ :& ÀL khi , s.f.=khi , q.v.
H :& ÀLkhi n, v.n.=khi n, q.v.
H  :& ÀL khi wn (doub. caus. of khe n),
v.t.=khi wn, q.v.
H :& L(.kha iy (dim. of kh , and=kh , q.v.),
s.f. A small basket; a small hen-coop, &c.
H + & L(khand, s.m. corr. of kha, q.v. (used in comp.,
e.g. Bundel-khand).
H + & L(kha dn (caus. of khedn), v.t. (rustic), To

H (+ & LBkhandhak, s.m. corr. of andaq, q.v.
S <& Lefkha, s.m. Piece, fragment, part, portion;
division (of a house, or a country, or of the earth);
subdivision, section (of a work), chapter; apartment (of a
house, &c.); side, quarter; district, province, region
(much used in the comp. of Indian names of places, e.g.
Bundel-kha, Anglice, 'Bundlecund');—coarse sugar
(=kh );—a aw (in a jewel);—the songs of Padmvat;—a
kind of song composed and sung by washermen:—khabh mi, s.f. Section of a country, a state, a province,
county, district:—kha kahn, To compose a khaor
song; to recite a kha.
H <& ÀLfkhin [prob.=Prk. L(f(=S. Lef(], s.f. (dialec.), A
hole, perforation; an opening, ssure, chink, gap, break;
a notch, a jag (on the edge of a knife, &c).
H <& Lefkha [prob. S. L.ef(], s.m. Anything
broken; broken rice;—a broken board or tablet.

H <& Lefkha, s.m. contrac. of kh, q.v.
H <& L,(fkhu  [prob. Prk. L,f ; S. L.ef+t], adj.
(f. -), Blunted, blunt, turned (as the edge of a knife):—
khune usture-se sir m n(-ke), To shave the head (of a
person) with a blunt razor; (met.) to torture, torment,
worry:—khun-kho , adj. (f. -) = khun.
H <& ÀLfkhinn (caus. of khinn), v.t. To scatter,
strew; to waste, to dissipate (wealth, &c.):—khin jn,
v.n.=khinn, q.v.
S C<& L.efkhait, part. (f. -), Cut, torn, broken in

karn, v.t. To break to pieces, cut to pieces, to divide; to
destroy, demolish, &c. &c.
H <& L(fkhann [khand˚= Prk. L(f()=S. Lef(), rt.
Lef], v.t. To break or cut to pieces, &c. (=khaan karn).
H <& ÀLfkhinn [prob. a var. form of khann; cf.
khin], v.n. To be scattered or dispersed; to be spread
broadcast; to be wasted or dissipated.
H  <& ÀLf khinwn (doub. caus. of khinn), v.t.
To cause to be scattered, &c.
H  <& L(e©khanh, s.m.=khan, q.v.

pieces; scattered, dispersed, destroyed; broken (as faith,
or allegiance, &c.); interrupted; averted, prevented;
revoked; refuted, controverted; disappointed; betrayed:
—khait karn, v.t. To break, destroy; to interrupt; to
prevent; to refute, &c.:—khait honor ho-jn, To be
broken, &c.
S 9<& L.efkhait, s.f. A woman whose husband or

H ' <& L(f6kha har, vulg. kha har, adj. &

lover has been guilty of indelity; a woman who is
incensed at the indelity of her husband or lover, and
makes free use of abuse, but retains no malice in her
breast; a suspicious, jealous wife.
H <& L(fkha ar, vulg. kha ar[prob. S. Lef+!t or t;

+!5; S. Lef+!t], adj. & s.m.=kha ar, q.v.:—kha el-

Prk. L(f!5, or L(f5 (?)], adj. & s.m. Destroyed, ruined,
in ruins, dilapidated;—a ruin, a dilapidated building or
tenement; a mass of ruins (as of a village or town);—a
break, gap, hole, cavity, chasm, abyss; broken or raviny
ground.
H I7<& L(f"khanar , s.m. corr. of khanjar, q.v.
H <& L(f!kha al, adj. & s.m.=kha ar, q.v.
H <& Lef!khanal, vulg. khanl[S. Lef!+t], s.m. A

s.m.=kha ar, q.v.
H ;: <& L,(©!khu hl, s.m.=khu l, q.v.
H  <& L(©5kha hor [Prk. L(f+!5; S. Lef+!t or
!t], adj. Disturbed; turbid.
H ' 7<& L(f<kha er = H (7<& L(f<! kha el [prob. Prk. L(f
wl, s.m. Name of a sect of Jains.
H (7<& L(f<!kha el = H ' 7<& L(f< kha er [prob. Prk. L(f
+!5; S. Lef+!t], adj. & s.m.=kha ar, q.v.:—kha elwl, s.m. Name of a sect of Jains.
H   <& L(7(kha  , s.f.=kha  o, q.v.
H ' <& L(76kha har, adj. & s.m.=kha ar.
H I& L,khunas, or khuns[prob. S. V4, cf. gh n; or S.
6 ], s.m. & f. Aversion, dislike, loathing; animosity;
spite, grudge, rancour, malignity; vindictiveness; envy.
H  0& L,khunsn [khuns˚= khunas+= w= Prk. we=

Lef+!, or +t], s.m. A ruin, &c. (=kha ar, q.v.);—the

S. pi, caus. aug.], v.n. To feel dislike or aversion (for); to
be spiteful or vindictive, &c.; to be irritated or wrathful;
to be cross.
H ? 0& L,6khunsh [khuns, q.v.+S. +t], adj. &

hollow of a tree.
S .<& Lefkhaan, s.m. Reducing (anything) to pieces,

s.m.=khuns.
H 0& L,khunasn, v.n.=khunsn, q.v.

piece (as of land, &c.); a ake, slice (of fruit, &c.).
H <& L,(f!khu l [prob. Prk. L,f! or L,f! ; S.

cutting to pieces; breaking; dividing; cutting,
intersecting; destroying, demolishing, annihilating;
interrupting, preventing, averting, removing; thwarting;
revoking; rescinding; refuting, controverting:—khaan

H 0& L(kha sn, v.n. 1˚=khasn, q.v.;—2˚=kh sn, q.v.
H 0& L,"khuns [khuns, q.v.+S. t (+t)], adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Irritable, wrathful, splenetic, cross;—
spiteful, vindictive, rancorous, malignant.

H (& L(kha k, adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=kha kh, q.v.

=4;—cf. S. L4L4], v.n. & t. To ring, clink, clank,

H (& Lkhanak, khank(v.n. fr. khanakn), s.f. Ring,

tinkle, jingle; to chink (money).
H  && .L.Lkhinkhinn (i.q. khankhann), v.n. To

clink, jingle, chink;—a high wind.
H  & L(kha kr, s.m.=kha khr, q.v.
H  & L(kha krn, v.n.=kha khrn, q.v.

speak or cry snuly, to snivel, to whimper, pule, fret.
H  J& L($kha gr, s.m. (rustic)=kha khr, q.v.

H  & Lkhankn (caus. of khanakn), v.t.=khanakn,

H  J& L($kha gr [kha kh, q.v.+S. !t], s.m. Name of

q.v.
H #& L(!"kha kal, s.f. The plant polypody, a kind of

a low and despised race or tribe.
H  J& L($kha grn, v.t.=next, q.v.;—

moss.
H & Lkhanakn [Prk. L4=?(), fr. S. =4+>], v.n.

v.n.=kha khrn.
H ! J& L($!kha gln [khangl˚= S. Hd!(), rt. H

& t. To clink, ring, jingle, clank; to chink (money).
H && L(Lkha kh, adj. & s.m. (dialec.; cf. kha kha ), Old,

+d!], v.t. To wash, to wash out, to rinse:—kha gl-denor

decrepit, worn out; dry, withered; weak, feeble; poor,
penniless, wretched, miserable; mean, sordid, miserly;—
savage, morose, crabbed, cross-grained;—ery; vicious
(a horse);—a decrepit old man; a poor wretch;—poor soil,
land that requires to be left fallow for a year or two.
H && L(Lkha kh, s.f. A decrepit, or a wrinkled old
woman; a hag; a jade.
H  && L(Lkha khr [S. L or L& onomat.+t],
s.m. The sound of clearing the throat; the rattling of
phlegm in the throat; phlegm; expectoration.
H  && L(Lkha khrn (fr. kha khr, q.v.), v.n. To
clear the throat of phlegm, to hem, hawk; to
expectorate; to cough.
H  && L(L kha kho, or LL khankho [kha kh, q.v.
+o= Ap. Prk. ; Prk.  (=\(=S. +; ]( , s.m. A blemish,
or a vice (in a horse).
H  8&& LL*0khan-khaj r, s.m. corr. of kan-khaj r,
q.v.
H & L(L7kha kha [prob. S. t;
 or =L&t], adj. &
s.m. Hard, dry and crackling, dried up, shrivelled,
withered (cf. kha kh);—anything hard, or dry and
crackling;—a skeleton.
H <&& LLkhan-khan, s.f. See s.v. khan, 'clink'; & cf.
khankhann.
H && LLkhanakhn, v.n. & t. = khanakn, q.v.
H  && LLkhankhann [khankhan˚, by redupl. of S.

kha gl-ln, v.t. (intens.) To wash out, rinse:—kha glln, v.t. To murder privately.
H J& L($kha gar = H ^& L($7 kha ga (cf. kha khar),
s.m. Burnt or vitried brick; any hard or dry substance;
—refuse or dross (of iron, &c.), scoria (of metal):—
kha gar lag-jn(-ko), To harden and dry up, to be reduced
to a skeleton.
H ^& L($7kha ga = H J& L($ kha gar (cf. kha khar),
s.m. Burnt or vitried brick; any hard or dry substance;
—refuse or dross (of iron, &c.), scoria (of metal):—
kha gar lag-jn(-ko), To harden and dry up, to be reduced
to a skeleton.
H J& L($!kha gal, 1˚ s.m.=kha gar, q.v.;—2˚ adj.=kha gail,
q.v.
H  &J& L(Vkha ghrn, v.t.=kha gln, q.v.
P J4 kuhnag (abst. s. fr. kuhna), s.f. Old age; oldness.
H  J& L($!
h kha gail [Prk. LF$+!5; S. Lf+!t], adj. (f. ), Tusked; having large projecting teeth.
H & LBor L khann [S. L"(, rt. L], v.t. To dig;
to scrape.
H & .LBor .L khinn [khin˚= Prk. L"4=S. d"4, rt.
.d], v.n. To be wasted or worn; to be rubbed; to wear out.
P 4 kuhna, adj. Old, ancient; inveterate; chronic.
H 4 j6"khn, s.f.=kohn, q.v.
H & L"khan [S. L+], s.f. A pit or hole in which
rice in the husks (or other grain) is kept (syn. khatt,
q.v.).

H & .LB"khinn, s.f.=khirn, s.f.

+t],
'
s.m. Cocoa-nut kernel, milk of a cocoa-nut

H 4 zkahu, adv. (Braj)=kah , q.v.
H & L5kho, s.m.=khoor khoy, q.v.

hardened into a ball;—skull; brain (in this sense khopr).
H ; & L5"khopar, vulg. khopr= H  ] & L57" khopa ,

H & LMkhau, or L5 kho [prob. S. L(; cf. khoh], s.f. A

vulg. khop [Prk. LQ+; S. +],
'
s.f. The skull,

cave, cavern, den (of a wild beast), chasm (in a
mountain); a pit, hole (in the ground); a subterranean
vault or storehouse (for grain, &c.).
H  & zkahu [kah(n+u= Prk.  +S. ()+t], adj.

pate, sconce; the brain-pan; a shell:—khopr-k h, Skullbone:—khopr kh-jn(-k), 'To devour (one's) skull or
brains'; to eat (one's) head o; to torment, worry,
plague; to spend or lavish the property (of another):—
khopr ganj karnor kar-den(-k), To beat (one's) skull bare
or bald; to beat or cudgel severely:—khopr-me surkh
karn(-k), To make a hole in the skull (of); to trepan.
H  ] & L57"khopa , vulg. khop = H ; & L5" khopar,

& s.m. (f. -), Eloquent; talkative, garrulous;—a talker; a
prater.
H  & L khaw [cf. S. ; (], s.m. The shoulder;
shoulder-blade.
H  & L5kho [prob. S. d5+t, or d5+], s.m.
Pounded brick, coarse brickdust (syn. surkh); mortar,
plaster;—milk inspissated by boiling, curds.
H  & L5kho, part. & s.m.=khoy, q.v.
H  & L &khaw, s.f.=kh, q.v.
H  & L, khuwr, s.m. Established order; mode,
manner;—strengthening food;—a frame for turning an
arch upon; a scaold.
H  4 6 [kahw , adv. A dialec. form of kah , q.v.

vulg. khopr[Prk. LQ+; S. +],
'
s.f. The skull,
pate, sconce; the brain-pan; a shell:—khopr-k h, Skullbone:—khopr kh-jn(-k), 'To devour (one's) skull or
brains'; to eat (one's) head o; to torment, worry,
plague; to spend or lavish the property (of another):—
khopr ganj karnor kar-den(-k), To beat (one's) skull bare
or bald; to beat or cudgel severely:—khopr-me surkh
karn(-k), To make a hole in the skull (of); to trepan.
H Y & L5khot, s.m.=kho t, q.v.
H &Y & L0R"kh th, s.f.=kh h, q.v.

H  4 6 kahwn (caus. of kahn), v.t. To cause to

H  & L0&kh , s.m. (dialec.)=kh , q.v.

speak, cause to say, cause to tell (=kahn, kahln).
H  & L khawn (caus. of khn), v.t. 'To cause to

H  & L5&kho [prob. S. {&( or 5&t], s.f. & m. Falsehood,

eat,' to feed, &c. (=khiln, q.v.).
H  & L, khuwn, or L5 khon (caus. of khon),
v.t. To cause to loose; to cause to part with or from (-se),
cause to get rid of; to deprive of (-se).
H  & L5 khobr [S. J5f+ &t], s.m. A hog-sty.
H ] & L5khop [prob. S. $,6; cf. guph], s.f. A hole, cave;
a corner, a chasm, gap, ssure, rent;—a long stitch:—
khop bharn(-k), To sew with long stitches, to baste.
H ; & L5khop, s.m.=kho p, q.v.
H ; & L5khop = H ; & L5 khopr [Prk. LQ ; S.
+t],
'
s.m. Cocoa-nut kernel, milk of a cocoa-nut
hardened into a ball;—skull; brain (in this sense khopr).
H ; & L5khopr = H ; & L5 khop [Prk. LQ ; S.

deceit, fraud; unfaithfulness, insincerity; vice, evil,
wickedness; evil propensity or disposition; fault, defect,
blemish, aw; blunder, mistake, false step;—
adulteration, alloy;—loss (in trade or dealing); injury,
hurt, harm, mischief:—kho karn, To make a mistake, to
blunder; to commit a fault; to practise fraud or deceit,
&c.;—to do harm (to, -kor -k), to injure, cause loss (to):
—kho miln(-me ), To mix base metal (with), to
adulterate:—kho nikln(-me ), To detect faults (in); to
nd fault (with).
H  & L0&kh , s.m.=kh , q.v.
H  & L5&kho [kho, q.v.+S. +t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
False, base, counterfeit, spurious, forged; debased,
alloyed, adulterated; faulty, defective, decient;—false,
unreal, untrue, insincere; perdious, treacherous,

deceitful, dishonest, fraudulent; base, corrupt; vicious,
immoral, wicked, undutiful evil, bad, sinister; malignant,
malicious, spiteful;—a false or perdious man, a traitor; a
wicked person, &c.:—kho khar dekhn, To distinguish (or
separate) good from bad:—kho bt, or kho-khar, Foul
language, abuse:—khot sunn, or kho khar sunn(-ko),
To abuse, to use bad language to:—kho karn(-me ?), to
alloy, adulterate; to vitiate, mar, spoil; to act falsely (to),
play (one) false; to do harm or mischief (to):—kho kahn,
To speak ill (of), speak against, backbite, abuse.
H ? & L5&kho-pan, s.m. = H 8 & L5& kho, s.f.
[kho, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.
=S. a. +], Baseness (of coin), adulteration,
alloy; aw; corruption; deceit, fraud, falseness, &c. &c.
(see kho, and khu).
H 8 & L5& kho, s.f. = H ? & L5& kho-pan, s.m.
[kho, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.
=S. a. +], Baseness (of coin), adulteration,
alloy; aw; corruption; deceit, fraud, falseness, &c. &c.
(see kho, and khu).
H   & L0&kh n, or L5& khon [kh ˚or kho˚= Prk.
L,()=S. d5&Å(`), pass. (used actively) of rt. d5&], v.t. To
pick, pluck, gather (leaves, vegetables, or fruit, &c.); to
pull up or out.
H  & L0_"khuh [prob. Prk. L,; S. jc+], s.f. Scab,
scale, cicatrice (cf. kh th).
H  & L0&"kh , s.f.=kh , q.v.
H ! )  & L5khoe-pan, s.m.=kho-pan, q.v.
H 5 & L5*khoj (v.n. fr. khojn, q.v.), s.m. Search, inquiry,
quest; research, strenuous eort;—mark, trace, track,
clue (syn. talsh, pat, surg):—khoj-khj,
s.f. Inquiry,

investigation, close or strict search; strenuous eort;
vexation:—khoj khon(-k), To lose all trace (of);—to wipe
out all trace (of); to ruin, mar:—khoj lagn(-k), To search
(for); to trace, track, follow up a clue:—khoj min, khoj
maly-me karn(-k), To wipe out all trace (of); to eace
the footprints (of):—khoj miln, To obtain (or nd) the
track (of, -k); to get an inkling (of):—khoj-me rahn(-ke),
To be on the look out for faults (on the part of), to

endeavour to pick a hole (in another's coat):—khoj
nikln(-k), To discover the track (of), or a clue (to); to
trace (stolen property).
H  W & L5*khojn (caus. of khojn), v.t. To cause to
search or seek for; to cause to inquire, &c.
H  5 & L5*7khoj  [khoj+ = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
(colloq.) Mark, sign, trace (=khoj, and gen. used in
contempt).
H (W & L5*khojak [khoj+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) =
khoj, q.v.
H W & L5*khojn [prob. Prk. L,A*() = S. d,1(`), pass.
(used actively) of rt. d,] , v.t. To search for, seek, inquire
after; to explore:—khojne-wl, khojani-hr, or khojan-hr,
s.m. Searcher, seeker, inquirer, investigator.
H &W & L5Dkhojh, s.m.=khoj, q.v.
H &W & L0Dkh jh [prob. S. d,W+; cf. kh d], s.m.
Sediment, dregs, refuse; mouldiness (of vinegar, &c.).
H W & L5*"khoj = H W & L5.* khojiy [khoj, q.v. + Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], adj.
& s.m. Searching, seeking, inquiring;—inquisitive person;
—tracker, detective (syn. surg).
H W & L5.*khojiy = H W & L5*" khoj [khoj, q.v. + Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m. Searching, seeking,
inquiring;—inquisitive person;—tracker, detective (syn.
surg).
H V & L5kho , s.f.=kho , q.v.
H = & L5kho , s.m.=kho , q.v.
H V & L57kho a , s.m.=kho a , q.v.
H  & L0kh d [prob. S. d,W;( cf. kh jh], s.f. Dregs, refuse.
H  & L0kh d, s.f. corr. of + ) r awd, q.v.
H  & L5khod (v.n. of khodn, q.v.), s.f. Digging; dig;—
push, thrust, pass, stab:—khod-bewd, s.f. Strict or close
search; searching inquiry.
H  & LMkhaud, s.m. corr. of kho dh, q.v.
H  4 L5khodn, v.t. prop. khudn, q.v.
H $ & L5 khod, s.f. prop. khud, q.v.
H  & L0Wkh dr, vulg. khudar[S. d,Wt], adj. Small, little,

petty, &c. (see kshudra).
H  & L5khodar [khod˚+S. !t or t], adj. Pitted;

(of land).
H  & L5fkhoar [S. 5&; or khoa= khoda(see khodn)

rough, uneven, &c. (=khudr);—s.m. A kind of pace (in a
horse), a trot, an amble (see khudrn).
H  & L5khodar, vulg. khodr, adj. = khudr, q.v.

+S. t], s.m. A pit, cavity, hole, hollow (in a tree, &c.; cf.

H  & L0kh drn, v.n. corr. of + & khudrn, q.v.

H  & L5khor, s.f.=kho , q.v.

and cf. khodar).
H   & L5khod-kar = H [   & L5? khod-ke = H

H  & L5khor [S. j6(; but cf. khol, and khoar], s.f. A

 & [   & L5L5? khod-khod-ke (past conj. part. of
khodn), By dint of digging; by close application or
search; searchingly, closely:—khod-kar p hn(-ko), To
question closely or searchingly; to investigate minutely;
to cross-question; to probe.
H [   & L5?khod-ke = H   & L5 khod-kar = H
 & [   & L5L5? khod-khod-ke (past conj. part. of
khodn), By dint of digging; by close application or
search; searchingly, closely:—khod-kar p hn(-ko), To
question closely or searchingly; to investigate minutely;
to cross-question; to probe.
H  & [   & L5L5?khod-khod-ke = H   & L5
khod-kar = H [   & L5? khod-ke (past conj. part. of
khodn), By dint of digging; by close application or
search; searchingly, closely:—khod-kar p hn(-ko), To
question closely or searchingly; to investigate minutely;
to cross-question; to probe.
H  & L5khodn [khod˚, prob.=Prk. L5() or L5b()=S.
d5(), caus. of rt. d,] , v.t. To dig, delve, excavate; to
undermine; to scoop, hollow; to engrave; to carve;—to
search for; to inquire closely into, to investigate:—khodln, v.t. (intens.) To dig up; to scoop out, &c.
H  & L5"khodn (fem. of khodn), s.f. Digging, &c.;—
searching; investigating;—instrument for digging; a
spade; engraving-tool; carving-tool (cf. khudn):—khodn
karn, To search for by digging; to dig for treasure; to
search for, investigate; to nd out.
H  & L5Mkhodau, s.f.(?) (Dakh.)=khodn, q.v.

khola ).
H 4 & L5fkhoas [S. 35f8t], adj. Sixteenth.

cavern, cave, &c. (=khor, khoh); a small valley; an alley, a
lane;—a covering, cover; case (=khol); a ne skin over
the viscera;—the guts of cows or sheep (well cleaned and
dressed, given to lying-in women to restore their milk
when decient or lost).
H  & L5khor (see khor), s.m. A pit; cavern, cave, den
(=kho).
H  & L5khor [S. L5f or L5+t], adj. (f. -), Limping,
lame.
H  & LMkhaur (prob. corr. of P. vara), s.m. The rot
(among sheep); the falling o of the hairs.
H  & L,[&khur , adj. & s.m. See & khur .
H  & LM~khaur , or LM~ khauru [fr. S. dM, fr. d,t], s.m.
Scraping or pawing the ground with the hoof (as an ox);
pawing the ground and bellowing:—khaur karn, To
scrape or paw the ground with the hoof:—khaur ln(se), To commence pawing the ground and bellowing; to
bellow deantly (at).
H  & L5"khor (dim. cf khoror khor, qq.v.), s.f. A
narrow valley;—an alley;—a covering; cover.
H  & L5"khor (i.q. kho= kho, q.v.), s.f. Wickedness,
vice, corruptness, &c.
H  & L5"khor, or LM" khaur, s.f.=khau , q.v.
H & L07kh

[prob. fr. S. d,], s.m. A furrow.

H & L57kho , s.f. The wrath or curse of a god or spirit;
—an unlucky moment (cf. kho); disease;—an earthen
trough (for cattle to eat out of;—cf. khoar, and khol).
H & L57kho , s.m.f. A dialec. form of kho, q.v.

H  & L5 khodwn, v.t. prop. khudwn, q.v.

H & L57kho [prob. Prk. L5f5; S. d5ft], s.m. (dialec.) A

H  & L5"khod, s.f. (dialec.) Digging, delving; culture

piece (of wood, esp. of sandal-wood, or of perfume); a
block, a log.

H & LM7khau [prob. fr. S. d,], s.f. The tilakor

H & & L5Lkhokh [prob. S. d,Wt, or 8 t], s.m.

(crescent-shaped) mark made on the forehead (of
Hinds, worshippers of iva) with sandal-wood, sa ron,
&c.
H  & L57kho  [prob. Prk. L5f ; S. d5f+t], s.m.

(dialec.), A boy, a little child (cf. hok ).
H & & L5Lkhokh [prob. fr. S. d, caus. of rt. .d; cf.

Stocks (for criminals); handcus, manacles;—a log of
wood (used to encumber an animal whilst grazing), a
clog, fetter.
H G & L57kho k (see kho , and kho ), s.m. Stock or
stump (of a tree); a tree of which the head and branches
are broken o; a dry or withered tree.
H  & L57!kho il [kho = kho + Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
(Dakh.) Worthy of blame, disgraceful, &c. (see kho).
H ' & L5ikho har, s.m.=khoar, q.v.;—adj. &
s.m.=khodar, or khudr, q.v.
H  & L57"kho , s.f.=khor, and khor, qq.v.
H  & L57"kho , adj. & s.m. corr. of ko h, q.v.
H B & L5khos (P. kosa; but cf. khosn), adj. Having little
or no beard (a man).
H B & L5kho (fr. khosn, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) Rind,
peel, skin, shell;—name of a marauding tribe on the
borders of Sind.
H K & L0&kh sa, adj. & s.m. Decrepit; weak; lazy,

also S. 8,lt], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Decayed; hollow, &c.
(=khokhl);—a discharged hunor draft, a paid bill of
exchange (kept as a voucher).
H & & L5L!khokhal, 1˚ corr. of kokil;—2˚ corr. of kokhor
kokh;—3˚=khokh, 'boy.'
H & & L5L!khokhal = H 3& & L5L! khokhl [khokha,
q.v.+Prk. f5 and f =S. t and +t], adj. (f. -),
Decayed, worn out; worm-eaten; hollow, excavated,
empty (as a tree, or tooth, &c.); broken, cracked (as an
earthen vessel);—s.m. A hollow tree; a decayed or hollow
tooth, &c.
H 3& & L5L!khokhl = H & & L5L! khokhal [khokha,
q.v.+Prk. f5 and f =S. t and +t], adj. (f. -),
Decayed, worn out; worm-eaten; hollow, excavated,
empty (as a tree, or tooth, &c.); broken, cracked (as an
earthen vessel);—s.m. A hollow tree; a decayed or hollow
tooth, &c.
H & & L5L"khokh (dim. of khokh, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) A
girl, a little girl (cf. hok ).
H & & L0L"kh kh, s.f. A small insect that appears in

useless, worthless;—a decrepit old man; a worthless
follow;—s.f. An owl (also khusa).
H B & L5khosn [khos˚, prob. fr. S. >3] , v.t. To pull

wheat and barley after heavy rain and produces a red
blight.
H & L5!khol (v.n. of kholn), s.f. The act of opening,

out (hairs, &c.); to pluck; to take or snatch away, to dart
at and carry o;—to force (into, -me ), thrust (into),
stick; to tuck (in); to insert; to stu, cram (=kho sn).
H  4 jkuh k, s.f.=kuhuk, q.v.
H  & L5khok, adj. & s.m.=khokh, q.v.

&c.;—s.m. A cavity, hollow (as of a tree, &c.); hull; hold
(of a boat or ship);—a case, sheath, scabbard:—kholband, s.f.=khul-band, q.v.:—khol-m d, s.f. Opening and
shutting.
H & LM!khaul, or L5! khol, = H " & LM! khaul, or

H  & L5khokr, adj.=khokhl, q.v.;—s.m. A kind of

L5! khol,s.m. (dialec.) Scale of a sh, &c.); quill (of a

net;—the hollow or dead sound given out by a cracked or
broken vessel when tapped.
H  & L57khoka , adj. & s.m. A dialec. form of khokhal,

porcupine):—khaul-mnjar, or khaul-mnj, s.m.
(Dakkhin) A porcupine.
H " & LM!khaul, or L5! khol, = H & LM! khaul, or

q.v.
H 3 & L5!khokl, adj.=khokhl, q.v.
H  4 jkuh kn, v.n.=kuhukn, q.v.

L5! khol,s.m. (dialec.) Scale of a sh, &c.); quill (of a
porcupine):—khaul-mnjar, or khaul-mnj, s.m.
(Dakkhin) A porcupine.

H " & LM!khauln (caus. of khauln), v.t. To cause to

Cavity, hollow (as of a tree, &c.).
H & L5!7khola = H ! & L5! kholar = H  & L5!7

v.t. To cause to be lost or destroyed; to lose; to fail of; to
part with, get rid of; to do (or make) away with, to throw
away, to waste, squander;—s.m. Losing, &c.:—kho-baihn,
(intens.) To lose, to sacrice; to make away with, to
squander:—kho-jn, v.n. To be lost, &c.:—kho-den, or
kho-ln, v.t. (intens.) To lose; to destroy; to get rid of,
&c.:—kho-khin-baihn, (intens.) To scatter to the
winds, to squander, waste, dissipate, make away with.
H ` & L kho p, s.f.=khop, q.v.

khol  [khol, q.v.+Prk. f5=S.  +t; but cf. khoar], s.m.

H L & L kho p, s.m. 1˚=khop, q.v.;—2˚=khop, q.v.

Cavity, hollow (as of a tree, &c.).
H  & L5!7khol  = H ! & L5! kholar = H

H L & L kho p [prob. S. $,@v+t; or $,.@v+], s.m.

boil; to boil (water, &c.), to make boiling hot.
H *! & LM!khault (imperf. part. of khauln), part. adj.
(f. -), Boiling; boiling hot.
H ! & L5!kholar = H & L5!7 khola = H  & L5!7
khol  [khol, q.v.+Prk. f5=S.  +t; but cf. khoar], s.m.

& L5!7

khola [khol, q.v.+Prk. f5=S.  +t; but cf. khoar], s.m.
Cavity, hollow (as of a tree, &c.).
H [ ! & L5!?khol-ke (past conj. part. of kholn), adv.
Openly, plainly, out, without reservation:—kholke kahn,
To speak plainly, &c.
H <! & L5!kholan [fr. kholn, q.v.], s.f. Opening,
unloosing, &c. (see kholn).
H <! & LM!khaulan (i.q. khauln), s.f. The act of boiling.
H ! & L5!kholn [khol˚= Prk. L5f(), or L5!()=S.
L5f(), rt. L,f], v.t. To open, loosen, loose, let loose,
set free, let out; to unfasten, untie, unlock; to unmoor (a
boat, &c.); to disentangle, unravel; to solve; to open out,
unfold, display; to explain; to uncover, lay bare; to
disclose, reveal;—v. int. To expand (itself); to burst forth;
to shine, &c. (see khuln):—khol-den, v.t. intens. of
and=kholn:—kholne-wl, and kholan-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Opening; (in Med.) deobstruent; detergent;—opener,
looser, untier; solver, &c.
H ! & LM!khauln [khaul˚= S. Uf(), rt. . f; or S.
U!(), rt. U!], v.n. To boil, to be agitated by heat;—to
burn (mentally).
H ! & LM!"khaul, s.f. (Dakkhin) The sole (sh),
Pleuronectes solea.
H a & L0/kh mn, v.n. To wax old.
H  4 (kah , adv. A dialec. form of kah , q.v.
H  & L5khon [kho˚= Prk. .L ()=S. .d(), rt. .d],

The hair (of the head) braided or tied up on the top of
the head, hair-knot, top-knot (syn. j ).
H L & L "kho pr, s.f.=khopri, q.v.
H * & L kho t = H &* & L R kho th [i.q. kho dh=
khoor khop, q.v. +S. ], s.m. A (bird's) nest.
H &* & L Rkho th = H * & L  kho t [i.q. kho dh=
khoor khop, q.v. +S. ], s.m. A (bird's) nest.
H  & L0(&kh  [prob. fr. Prk. L,&˚ ; see kh n], s.m.
Part, side, quarter, direction; station; corner, angle;
pivot, central point; wheeling point (in military
evolution);—portion, share;—ear-wax;—cake oered to a
goddess;—adv. In the direction of, towards:— ro kh ,
or au-kh , s.m. The four corners or quarters of the
world.
H  & L &kho , s.m.=kho, q.v.
H  4 L0(&kh  (see kh ), s.m. A stump; a stake (of
wood), a pile; a tent-peg; a peg, pin; a pivot; the wooden
handle of a quern or handmill; the upright post in a
sugar-mill;—(met.) support, protection:—kh e-par
mrn(-ko), 'To beat against a peg or stake;' to spurn,
scorn:—kh e-ke bal k dn, 'To skip or jump to the extent
of one's tether'; to presume on the protection of
(another):—qa-ke kh e-se b dhn(-ko), 'To tie (one)
to a butcher's stake or peg'; to expose (one) to danger;
to put (one) in an unpleasant or trying situation; to
confound;—to marry (a girl) to a cruel person.
H  & L &kho , adj.=kho, q.v.
H 8 & L & kho , s.f.=kho= khu, q.v.

H ;: & L0(&!kh l, s.m. Name of a drug.

H  & L fkho ar, s.m. Gleanings or leavings on the

H  & L0(&"kh

threshing- oor (after the grain has been removed).
H (G & L f!kho kal, vulg. kho kal(cf. khoar; and

 (dim. of kh ), s.f. A peg, pin, cog;

short stubble; very short hair.
H 9 & L0(kh
(i.q. k ), s.f. The tendon Achilles:—
kh
kn, or kh
mrn(-k), To hamstring.
H 9 & L kho (fr. kho n, q.v.), s.f. Scratch, rent (in
cloth, &c.), rip, puncture, stab:—kho n, or kho lagn(ko, or -me ), To receive a scratch, or rip, &c.; to be
ripped, to be torn (by a nail, &c.).
H 9 & Lgkhau , s.f.=anjal, q.v.
H : & L kho  [kho , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
Thrust; stab, prick; stung:—kho -kh , s.f.
Thrusting, stung;—mutual tugging and pulling, mutual
wrangling and quarrelling, a scrimmage.
H : & L kho , or Lg khau  [fr. S. 33, after the
analogy of hau , q.v.], adj. & s.m. Six and a half;—the
multiplication table of six and a half times.
H ! : & L0(!kh ln, v.t. A dialec. form of kho ,
'to prick.'
H : & L kho ar [kho , q.v.+S. !t, or t], s.m.
One who thrusts himself where he is not wanted; an
obtrusive, ocious fellow; a mean fellow.
H : & L kho n, v.t. To scratch, tear, rip open; to
thrust, stu (into); to prick, puncture, pierce, stab.
H : & L "kho , s.f. Anything stued or inserted into
another (as grass into thatch); stung, padding;—
tri ing purchases;—a handful (or small portion) of grain
(out of that which is to be parched) taken as payment by
the grain-parcher;—a tri e paid by those who draw
water at a well to the bihishtwho attends there with his
bucket, for the use of it.
H +  & L kho d, s.m.=kho dh, q.v.
H +  & L0(kh dn [kh

d˚= S. d,4(), rt. d,; —cf.

khu daln], v.t. To dig up (as the earth with the feet); to
work with the feet; to paw (as a horse);—to trample
upon.
H +  & L kho dh (i.q. kho t, q.v.), s.m. A (bird's)
nest.

kho k), s.m. A cavity, hole, hollow (in a tree, &c.).
H  & L5f!kho l, vulg. kho l(see khoar), adj. (f. ), Hollow, decayed;—toothless.
H 0 & L kho s, adj. (dialec.)=khos, q.v.
H  I & Lg7khau s , s.m. An old slipper or shoe.
H 0 & L kho sn, v.t.=khosn, q.v.
H & & L Lkho khn [fr. S. L=L], v.n. To cough; to
hem, hawk.
H  &  & LgLgkhau -khau (prob. onomat.), s.f.
Coughing; sound of coughing:—khau -knau karn, To
cough.
H & & L L"kho kh, or LgL" khau kh, s.f. Coughing; a
cough;—asthma.
H  & L kho  = H  & L5 kho [kho(n)+ = Prk.
 =S. () + t], adj. & s.m.f. Wasteful, extravagant,
prodigal;—a spendthrift, a squanderer.
H  & L5kho = H  & L  kho  [kho(n)+ = Prk.
 =S. () + t], adj. & s.m.f. Wasteful, extravagant,
prodigal;—a spendthrift, a squanderer.
H ? & L56khoh, s.m.f.=kho, 'a cave,' &c., q.v.
H $ & L5 kho [prob. S. $,.@v], s.f. A hood-form
covering of leaves, &c. to shade plantlets, &c.); a kind of
hood (worn as a protection against rain); clothes folded
up and put on the head (as a defence against rain, &c.).
H $ & L5 kho [prob. S. L, or L.*], s.f. Swollen
parched grain (esp.rice; syn. khl, lw).
H $ & L5 kho = H $ & L5 khoiy [fem. of khoor
khoy; and=S. d], s.f. Refuse, dregs; husk; the refuse
of sugar-cane after the juice has been expressed.
H $ & L5khoiy = H $ & L5 kho [fem. of khoor
khoy; and=S. d], s.f. Refuse, dregs; husk; the refuse
of sugar-cane after the juice has been expressed.
H ) & L5khoy [for kho, perf. part. of khon; and=S.
d+t], part. adj. & s.m. (f. kho), Lost; destroyed;

thrown away, &c.;—any thing or person that is lost; that
which is thrown away; refuse, dregs.
H ) & L5khoy, s.m.=kho, q.v.
H ) 4 6 hkahwaiy [kah(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
++t], s.m. A speaker, &c. (=kahne-wl).
H ) & L hkhawaiy (kh(n)+waiy, as in kah-waiyq.v.),
s.m. An eater (=khne-wl).
H 4 6"kah, adv.=kah , q.v.
P 4 6"kah (fr. kh, 'grass, straw'), s.f. Forage,
provender, provision;—a foraging party; a band of
marauders or plunderers.
H 4 j6"kuh, s.f.=k h, q.v.
H & L kha, Lh khai, Lh khe [S. dt], s.f. Dirt; rust (of
iron); lth, dust, ashes, rubbish; night-soil.
S A & Zkhyta, vulg. khyt, part. & s.m. (f. -), Known,
named, called, denominated, designated, styled; wellknown, famous, renowned, celebrated, notorious;—a
well-known person; a man of reputation, &c.
S A & Zkhyti, s.f. Name, denomination,
designation, title;—renown, fame, glory, celebrity,
notoriety:—khytypanna(˚ti+p˚), adj. (f. -), Possessed of
honour and renown, famous, celebrated, illustrious.
H  & khiyr, adj. (Dakh.) Sly, artful, deceitful.
H K & .Lkhiys [khiy(n)+s= Prk. +
( =S. +], s.f.
Scurness; scurf, dandri.
H & Z!khyl, or Lh! khail, s.m. A kind of song; a
species of measure in (Hind) versi cation;—play, sport,
fun, freaks, pranks, frolics.
H  & .Lkhiyn [khiy˚= S. d+= w= Prk. we= S. pi,
caus. augment], v.n. To be worn, to be abraded;—v.t. To
rub away, abrade; to rub down.
H  & .Lkhiyn = H  & .L  khiywn [khiy˚=
khiyw˚= Prk. L ()=S. L (contrac. to L, rt. L)
+()], v.t. (dialec.) caus. of khn, and=khiln, q.v.
H  & .L khiywn = H  & .L khiyn [khiy˚=
khiyw˚= Prk. L ()=S. L (contrac. to L, rt. L)
+()], v.t. (dialec.) caus. of khn, and=khiln, q.v.

H ` & khep [S. d<t], s.f. lit.'A throw, or cast' (as of a
load of stone, &c.); a journey to and from, a trip, voyage;
a turn, a single time or occasion; a load; cargo;
shipment; an assortment; periodical supply (of grain or
merchandize);—a piece of base metal inserted in a coin;
(in Alg.) something added to a sum, additive quantity,
addendum;—an apartment:—khep bharn, or khep ldn,
To load; to carry a load (to), to perform a trip or voyage:
—khep hrn, To lose on a single time or occasion; to
suer a loss.
H L & khep [S. .dQ+t], adj. & s.m. (dialec.) (f. -),
Distracted, foolish, mad, insane;—a madman; an idiot, a
fool.
H L & khepn [khep˚= Prk. .LQ() or .LQ|()=S.
.dQ(), rt. .d], v.t. To get rid of; to pass, to spend
(time).
H L & khepiy [khep, q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
One who makes a trip; a voyager.
H  & khet [Prk. \(; S. d<P]( , s.m. Ground, land, soil; a
eld; eld (of battle); (in Geom.) a plain supercies, a
surface;—a sacred spot or district, a holy place;—origin,
breed, caste:—khet n, v.n. To be slain in the eld (of
battle); to become helpless:—khet-b t, s.m. Allotment of
land (to villagers):—khet-patr, or khet- at, s.m. Mortgage
of a eld:—khet- ih, s.m. A rough eld-book:—khet
ho n, To ee from the eld (of battle):—khet-dr, s.m.
The owner or occupant of a eld:—khet rakhn, v.t. To kill
in the eld (of battle):—khet rahn'To remain in the eld,'
to be slain in battle:—khet knTo reap a eld:—khetkarm, s.m. Husbandry. &c. (=khet, q.v.):—khet karn, To
cultivate, till (land);—to begin to rise, to appear (the
moon):—khet kamn, To prepare the ground or soil, to
manure land:—khet-np, s.f. 'Surface-measurement';
plane geometry:—khet nikln, To clear land:—khet naln,
or khet nikn, or khet marn, To weed a eld:—khet-wr,
adv. According to the elds; eld by eld; per eld.
H * & "khet [S. d<P+], s.f. Husbandry, agriculture,
tillage, farming;—corn-eld; sown-land; a crop; produce;
—adj. (S. d<Pt) Arable:—khet-b , or khet-kiyr, s.f.
Husbandry, farming:—khet-pr, s.m. Cultivator,

husbandman, peasant:—khet patr, s.f. Agricultural
labour:—khet-jog, adj. Fit for cultivation, culturable,
arable:—khet karn, To practise or engage in husbandry,
to till (the ground):—khet-har, s.m. Husbandman,
cultivator, farmer, peasant:—agait khet, Early crop:—
pi hait khet, s.f. Late crop; latter crop.
H  * &  khetw, or d<Pt khetu [S. d<P+t (with
winserted)], s.m. (rustic)=khet, q.v.
H R& &kheak [S. &], s.m. Hunting, sport, the
chase.
S R& &kheak, s.f.m. A shield;—a mace, the club of
Balarm:—a village.
H R& &"kheak, vulg. khek[kheak, q.v.+Prk.  =S.
t (+t)], s.m. A sportsman, a hunter.
H 6 & L"*khj (v.n. of khjn), s.f. Anger, vexation,
irritation, spleen; fretfulness;—teasing (see khij).
H 8 & L"*khjn = H 8 & L"D khjhn [khj˚or khjh˚=
Prk. A*()=S. .L1(`), rt. .L], v.n. To be vexed, be
teased; to be or become irritated or angry; to fret.
H 8 & L"Dkhjhn = H 8 & L"* khjn [khj˚or khjh˚=
Prk. A*()=S. .L1(`), rt. .L], v.n. To be vexed, be
teased; to be or become irritated or angry; to fret.
H 9 & L"kh (v.n. of kh n= kh n, q.v.), s.m.
Aversion, dislike, repugnance, reluctance.
S : & khe- ar, and H. Lh khai- ar (khe, loc. of kha
+ ara, lit.'moving in the sky'), s.m. (f.-), A bird; a planet;
a vidydhar, or kind of demi-god; genii.
H : & khe n, corr. form of khi n, q.v. (and cf.
khe n).
H : & L"kh n, v.t.=kh n, q.v.
S + & khed (rt. khid), s.m. Lassitude, depression,
despondency; faintness; fatigue; pain; regret, sorrow,
grief, aiction, trouble, distress;—complaint, disorder,
ailment:—khed den(-ko), To give pain (to), to grieve,
distress, &c.:—khed karn(-k), To grieve (about), to
bewail, regret;—to be distressing or injurious (to); to be
disagreeable or obnoxious (to):—khed-mn, adj. (f. -mat)
= khedit, q.v.

H + & khed [prob. S. &+t], s.m. The trap or
enclosure in which elephants are caught;—a strong bird
(or other animal) which beats and drives away other
birds, &c.
H $+ &  khed, adj. Of or relating to a khedor
elephant-trap:—khed afyl, s.m. Expenses incurred in
catching wild elephants; a cess levied for that purpose.
S A+ & khedit, part. & s.m. (f. -), Disturbed,
annoyed, harassed; distressed, aicted, pained, grieved;
sorrowful, repentant;—a distressed person; a sorrowful
person, &c.
H + & khedn [khed˚= S. .LB&(), rt. .L; or=S. ],
v.n.=khed karn, q.v.s.v. khed.
H + & khedn [khed˚= S. (), caus. of rt. .L],
v.t. To run after, to persecute; to hunt, chase, chevy,
drive away.
S + & "khed, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Grieving, sorrowing,
regretting, regretful, repentant (=khedit, q.v.).
H  & L"khr [Prk. L"(; S. d"(], s.f. Rice-milk, a dish
made of rice and milk (rice, parboiled in water, is again
boiled in milk, with the addition of sugar, and sometimes
spices and kernels):—khr- a, s.f. Giving a child khrto
taste for the rst time, weaning (this is done when the
child is about six or seven months old); the ceremonies
and festivites observed on such an occasion:—khr-k
daly ho-jn, 'To be changed from khrto coarse meal':
to suer a reverse of fortune; to be ruined or marred (a
hope, or aim).
H  & Lhkhair, or L khayar [Prk. L(, L(;—S. Lt,
and Lt], s.m. The tree Acacia atechu;—catechuextract (prepared from the Acacia catechu;—syn. katth).
H  & Lhkhair, s.m.=khair, q.v.
H  & Lhkhair [S. L+t], adj. (f. -) & s.m. Of the
colour of catechu, brown; bluish grey;—brown colour;
bluish grey colour;—a kind of pigeon.
H  & Lhkhair, s.m. (dialec.) The left hand;—a sprat (or
a sh very much like one).
H  & L"khr [prob. Prk. L" ; S. d"t], s.m. A
cucumber, Cucumis sativus, or C.utilissimus.

H  & kher, s.m. A mixture, &c. (=khe , q.v.).
H  & khern [Prk. .L4(; S. d4"(, rt. d], v.n. To
run, ow; to run or pass (through); to pass away.
H ' & Lh5$khai-rog [S. d+5$t], s.m. Consumption,
pthisis pulmonalis.
H  & L""khr [S. d" + ], s.f. Udder; breast, pap.
H  & "kher [prob. Prk. .L; S. d+; cf. khern],
s.f. Afterbirth; the membranes in which the fœtus is
enveloped, secundines.
H  R& 7khe  [S. d<P+t; and &t, prob. a Prk. form],
s.m. (dialec.) A eld, land (=khet);—a small village,
hamlet;—a mound of ruins, the site of an ancient town
or village;—mixture, mixedness; a mixture (esp. of corn
or grain):—khe  basn, To people a village:—khe -pati,
s.m. Headman of a village;—a Brhman entitled to
perform certain religious ceremonies in a village and to
receive the fees appertaining thereto.
H  R& 7khe  [prob. corr. of S. L], s.m. Line; furrow;
wrinkle.
H  R& Lh7khai , or 7 khe  (prob. fr. kheln;—cf.
khail), s.m. (dialec. or rustic), A calf.
H  R& 7!0khe l , s.m. (Dakh.)=khe yl , q.v.
H

R& i"khe h, s.f.=kher, q.v.

H

R& i"khe h, = H  R& 7" khe  s.f. A kind of steel

cloth; diaper, damask;—a sheet or wrapper of such cloth.
H 0 4 jÇkuhes, s.m.=kuhs, or kohar, qq.v.
H 0 & L"khs (corr. of P. ksa), s.m. A purse; a small
bag; a pocket;—a rough glove, or rubber (used in baths).
H  0 & "khesr, s.f.=khisr, q.v.
H  I & 7khesa , vulg. khes , s.m. A kind of gured
cloth (prob.=khes, q.v.).
H 0 & L"khsn [khs˚= S. n(`), pass. of rt. n8],
v.n. To grin, to gnash or show the teeth; to be mortied.
H 0 & L""khs, s.f. dim. of khs, q.v.
H Z & 8khe, s.m.=khes, q.v.
H ( & L&khek [prob. S. &t;

cf. khek ], s.m.
(dialec.) A troublesome aair or business, an
embarrassment, encumbrance, bore, nuisance;—
hardship, misfortune, calamity, epidemic disease,
plague, pest, &c.:—khek pa n, A hitch or
embarrassment to arise; a misfortune or calamity to
occur.
H  & "khekr, or L"" khkr [S. +],

s.f. A
thin crisp cake.
H  ( & 7khek , s.m.=kek or ke k , q.v.
H 0 & kheks, s.m. A mark, spot, sign; a mark (in
the body) caused by pressure.
H  & & L"L"khkhr [S. .Lr.Lt], s.m. A fox (syn.

(said to be so called from the town of Khe ).
H  R& 7"khe  = H R& i" khe h,s.f. A kind of steel

lom ).
H  & L"!khl (prob. akin to khiln, q.v.), s.f. Parched

(said to be so called from the town of Khe ).
H  R& 7"khe , s.f.=kher, q.v.

grain or rice (in ated or pued out so as to appear like
froth;—syn. kho, lw).
H  & L"!khl [Prk. L"!; S. "!], s.f. A bolt, pin, &c.

H 7 R& 7!0khe yl , s.m. (Dakh.) Husbandman,
peasant (=khet-wl).
H I & L"khs [prob. S. d"t; cf. khirs], s.f. Biestings
(syn. peos).
H I & L"khs (fr. khsn, q.v.), s.f. Grinning, showing

(see kl); a small or minute particle, a bit:—khl-khl karn,
v.t. To break to pieces:—khl-khl hon, v.n. To be broken
to pieces.
H  & !khel [Prk. §( or !(; S. J"f(], s.m. Sport, play,

the teeth, chattering (as a monkey); a grin (of rage,
mortication, &c.), shrug, grimace;—loss, waste:—khs
nikln, v.n. To put on a grin, to grin:—khs- or, s.f.
Niggardliness.
H I & khes, or L" khs (?), s.m. A kind of gured

fun, frolic, pastime, amusement; a game;—amorous
sport; sexual intercourse;—a wonder (of nature), a sight
or spectacle (syn. tamsh):—khel-bz, s.f. Play and sport:
—khel big n(-k), To spoil the sport (of); to spoil (one's)
business, or game:—khel samajhn(-ko), To regard as

child's play, to consider very easy:—khel karn, or khel
ma n, To play:—khel-k d, s.m. Skipping and dancing,
play and sport, gambols:—khel-khil , adj. & s.f.
Playsome; wanton;—an unchaste woman, an adulteress,
a strumpet:—khel khiln(-ko), To play with (a person, or
with a sh); to lead (one) a dance, to worry, harass:—
khel kheln, To play a game; to play:—khel nikln, To
invent a game, or trick, &c.
H  & !khel, s.m. A trough (for watering cattle).
H 3 & !khel, perf. part. of kheln, q.v.:—khel-kh, or
khel-kh-hu, part. adj. & s.f. Experienced, knowing
(woman);—an unchaste woman, a harlot.
H 3 & Lh!khail [prob. Prk. § or ! ; S. J"ft],
s.m. A calf; a young bullock, a steer.
H  3 & !7"khel , adj. & s.m.=khil , q.v.
H 3 & !kheln (caus. of kheln), v.t.=khiln, q.v.
H # & !khelat [Prk. !(;( S. J"f], part. (dialec.)
Playing, sporting, gambolling; playful, sportive.
H # & !kheln [Prk. !4(; S. J"f"(, rt. J"f], v.n.
To play, sport, gambol, frisk, frolic; to amuse or divert
oneself;—to play at; to gamble; to play a part or
character, to act, perform;—to nod the head under the
in uence of a spirit:—kheln-khln, v.n. To play, sport
(=kheln):—khel-jn(intens.), To play out (one's part, or
life), to die.
H  # & ! khelwr, = H  # & ! 7 khelw ,adj. &
s.m.=khilw , q.v.
H  # & ! 7khelw , = H  # & !  khelwr,adj. &
s.m.=khilw , q.v.
H  # & ! khelwn (doub. caus. of kheln),
v.t.=khilwn, q.v.
H  # & !Mkhelaun, s.m. prop. khilaun, q.v.
H # & L"!"khl [S. j6 .!+; or khl= kl,+S. ], s.f.
Betel-leaf made up with the dierent ingredients, a ake
of pn(syn. b , gilaur).
H 2 & /khem, s.m.=kshem, q.v.:—khem-kusalor kual,
s.f.=kshem-kual, q.v.
H 2 & /&khema, or khem, s.m. Name of a measure
in Hind versication.

H < 4 6·kah [Prk. 6  ; S. jP?], adv. Somewhere;
anywhere; wherever, whithersoever;—ever, anyhow, by
any chance; ever-so-much, far, greatly;—may be,
perhaps, peradventure:—kah aur(or aur kah ),
Somewhere else, elsewhere; anywhere else:—kah -se,
From anywhere:—kah -k, adj. (f. -) Of or belonging to
somewhere; outlandish, queer, strange:—kah -k-kah ,
Here and there; now here now there (cf. kah -k-kah ):
—kah —kah , In one place—in another place; now—now:
—kah -kah , Here and there, in sundry places; at times,
sometimes; at intervals:—kah —na, Lest:—kahn-na-kah ,
Somewhere or other: kah -nah , Nowhere:—jah -kah ,
Wherever, wheresoever:—har-kah , Everywhere.
P < 4 kihn [kih, q.v.+n= Zend ya h; S.  or , nom.
 or ], adj. Least; less; youngest; younger, junior;
the small; the young:—kihn-o-mihn, The small and the
great.
H < & L"khn [Prk. L"4(; S. d"4(], adj.=kshn, q.v.
H  & khen, v.t.=kheon, q.v.
H  < & (&khe n [khe , prob. fr. S. >9], v.t. (dialec.)
To pass over, cross, traverse;—to move out of the way,
push aside;—to turn over (grain, &c.).
H 9 & L°khai , ( khe , or L· kh (v.n. of
khai n, &c.), s.f. Drawing, dragging, pulling; draw, pull;
attraction; drawing aside or apart (from), holding aloof
(from); aversion, &c. (=kh , q.v.); procrastination, delay;
—tenseness, tension;—scantiness; scarcity, deciency:—
khai --tn, or khai --kh , or khai --khai , or
khai --khai , or (dialec.) khai -khame, s.f. Pulling and
hauling; stretching and straining; struggle, contention,
scue.
H  : & L°khai n (caus. of khai n), v.t.=khi n=
khi n, q.v.
H : & L°khai n, ( khe n, or L· kh n
[khai ˚= Prk. K+()=S. J(), future of rt. >3 (but
used in the sense of the pres.)], v.t. To draw, drag, pull;
to attract, to draw in, suck in, absorb (gen. khai -len);
to draw out, to stretch; to extract; to pull o, strip o
(the skin, &c.); to draw tight, to tighten; to hang (on a
cross, or a gibbet;—gen. khai -den);—to draw away or

aside (from), to hold aloof (=khi n, q.v.); to withdraw,
withhold;—to draw (a sword, or a bill, or a line or gure);
to delineate, to sketch; to paint;—to drag out, to endure,
suer, bear:—khai -den, v.t. intens. of and=khai n:—
khai -le-jn, To drag o or away:—khain -len, v.t.
(intens.), To pull or draw out, to extract; to extort; to pull
or drag away; to drag along; to pull or draw in, to absorb,
&c.:—khai -nikln, v.t. (intens.) To pull or drag out, &c.
H  : & L° khai wn, v.t. = khi wn= khi wn,
q.v.
H  +  & (7"khe d , s.f.=khin , q.v.
H < & L·fkh n, v.n.=khinn, q.v.
H  ( & (7khe k , s.m. (dialec.) = ke k or kek , q.v.
H  &  khew [S. d<+], s.m. Crossing (a river);—a
boat;—a ferry(?):—khew pr-karn, To put or row a boat
across (a stream).
H  &  khew [S. d<Q+], s.m. Price of passage in a
boat, passage-money, ferry-money, fare.
H  &  &khewa [prob. S. d<P+ e&t], s.f. Assigned share
of revenue;—record or register of shares into which a
coparcenary village is divided; register of mutations;—
administration paper:—khewa-dr, s.m. Holder of a
share in a coparcenary village:—khewa-khataun, s.f.
Register or account of village-management; a record
showing the distribution of lands and rights of the
occupants.
H  &  &khewa = H )  &  & khewaiy [Prk. ? 5,
and ?  ; S.» t,
' and » t], s.m. 'A sherman,'
waterman, boat-man, rower (cf. next).
H )  &  &khewaiy = H  &  & khewa [Prk. ? 5,
and ?  ; S.» t,
' and » t], s.m. 'A sherman,'
waterman, boat-man, rower (cf. next).
H  &  khewak [S. d<+t], s.m. A rower, boatman.
H  &  khewn or kheon[khew˚= Prk. .L ()=S.
.dQ(), rt. .d], v.t. To row, punt, paddle;—to endure,
suer (pain, trouble, &c.);—to serve, prove helpful or
useful to (one, in time of need).
H ) &  hkhewaiy, and .L 
h  khiwaiy (khew(n)

+waiya, as in kahwaiy, q.v.), s.m.=khewak, or khewaiy,
q.v.
H  & L"6khh, s.f. An alkaline earth, fossil alkali (syn.
reh, sajj).
H  &  khe, s.f. Dry brambles;—a hedge of brambles
or thorns.
H  kay, s.m. (dialec.)=kya, q.v.
P  "k, pron. & conj. A poetical form of  ki, q.v.
H  "k, = H [  ? ke,fem., and oblique (masc.) forms
respectively, of the postp. k, q.v.:—ke-ta or ke-tai ,
postp.=ko, q.v.
H [  ?ke, = H  " k,fem., and oblique (masc.) forms
respectively, of the postp. k, q.v.:—ke-ta or ke-tai ,
postp.=ko, q.v.
P  kai [Zend kadha, fr. ka; S. kadha˚], interrog. adv.
When?
P  kai [Prs & Pehl. kai; Zend kavi; S.  ], s.m. A king,
or a great king (esp.a king of Persia of the Kyanian
dynasty):—kai- usr , Cyrus the Great, king of Persia:—
kai-kwas, or kai-k s, 'Just or noble king'; name of a king
of Persia.
H  »kai, or kai, s.f. corr. of iqai, q.v.
H  »kai, or ? ke (i.q. ki), conj. Or, either:—kai-kai, Either
—or; whether—or;—kai, conj. (Braj.)=ki, q.v.
H  »kai, or  kae [Prk. ; S. ], interrog. adv. How
many?—kai-br, How many times? how often?
H   or  ka [Prk. ; S. ], pronom. adj.
(indecl.), Several, sundry, divers; some, some few:—kaek, Some, some few, a few:—ka br, Several times, often:
—ka-go, adj. (dialec.)=kitne, q.v.
H  kiy [perf. part. of karn; and=Ap. Prk.  and
 , Prk.  , or .!& =S. ++t], part. (f. ki,
and k), Done, performed, &c. (see karn);—s.m. Action,
deed; doings.
H  =ky [for ki= kih= Ap. Prk. ?65=Prk.
?a65=S."8t], interrog. pron. (obl. khe), What? how?
why? (The form is the same in both numbers, e.g. ky
hai, 'What is it?';—ky hai , 'what are they?'; kyis often

the sign of interrogation at the beginning of a sentence,
like the Persian yand the Latin anor num, and is, like
them, untranslated when in such a position);—conj.
Whether, or;—intj. What! how!:—ky a h, How ne! well
done! bravo! &c. (see ky-  b): ky bt hai, It is a matter
of no signicance or importance;—it goes without
saying, what need to mention it, not a doubt of it;—well
done! bravo!:—ky jne, or ky jniye, What does one
know? who knows? perhaps:—ky z hai, or ky k hai,
What great thing is it? it's a mere nothing, or a mere
tri e:—ky  b, How excellent! how ne! bravo! well
done! what a joke! what next!:—ky gam
 hai, or ky
muyaqa, What matter! never mind! there is no harm:—
kyr, Eh, woman!:—ky ku h, What all? what not?
something extraordinary:—ky kahe to, For example,
thus:—ky—ki? utrum—an? is this the case or that? (e.g.
ky var patthar hai ki tm, 'is God a stone or (is He not
rather) a spirit?):—ky—ky, Whether—or:—ky-ky, What
things? what things severally or respectively; what not;
all sorts of:—ky gul ph l, What a strange thing has come
to light!:—ky majl, ky maqd r, ky imkn, ky tb, or ky
i tiyr hai, What power has he? what can he do, or what
dare he do? he dare not:—ky mu h hai, What face has
he? with what face?:—ky nm, What name? what do you
call it?:—ky hu, What has happened? what is the
matter?;—what has become of it?:—ky-h, How very!
(e.g. ky-h  b, 'how very ne!'); how very beautifully!
(e.g. ky-hbarse th n r-k jha ):—ky hai, What is it? what
is the matter? what do you say?
H   "kiyr, or =" kyr, or ?" ker [Prk.
5?; S. ?+], s.f. Bed (of a garden or eld); a
border; a frame; a bed (of salt, e.g. non-k kyr);—a eld
or plot of ground under cultivation having a raised
border, bank, or hedge round it; a garden with a fence
or border round it.
P B  kiysat (for A. ~B  , inf. n. of I  'to be quick,' &c.),
s.f. Quickness of parts; vivacity; ingenuity, sagacity;
shrewdness; cunning:—ib-kiysat, adj. Ingenious,
sagacious, &c.
A  kaiyl, s.m. A measurer of grain; a weighman.
P !  kaiyl (fr. kaiyl), s.f. A weighman's fee or

perquisite for weighing or measuring grain.
H   =[ky (i.q. -ke h ), postp. (dialec.), At the house
or abode of; of; with; in the neighbourhood of, near.
H `  "kp (corr. of qp, q.v.), s.f. A funnel.
H   ?ket, s.m.= *  ketu, q.v.
H   ?ket, or » kait, s.f. A strap or thong (used in the
courts) for agellation.
H   »kait, s.m. 1˚=kaith, q.v.;—2˚=kaith, q.v.
H *  "kt (imperf. part. of kn= karn, qq.v.), part.
Doing, making (=kart).
H *  ?ket, adj. (dialec.)=ktt, or kitt, or kitn, qq.v.
H (*  ?ketak, or ? ketjk, adj. (dialec.)=ket, or
kitn, qq.v.
S (*  ?ketak, s.m.=ketak, or ketk, q.v.
S *  ?"ketak, vulg. ketk, s.f. The plant and ower
Pandanus odoratissimus(syn. keo ).
H J*  ?$"ketg, s.f. corr. of ketakor ketk, q.v.
H #*  ketl (corr. fr. the English), s.f. A kettle.
H *  ?ketn, adj. (rustic, or dialec.)=kitn, q.v.
S *  ?,ketu, s.m. Sign, mark; ensign, ag, banner;—any
unusual or striking phenomena; a comet, meteor, falling
star;—the dragon's tail or descending node (considered,
in astronomy, as the ninth of the planets, and in
mythology, as the body of the demon Sainhikeya):—ketutr, s.f. A comet; a falling star:—ketu-ratn, s.m. Lapis
lazuli:—ketu-ml, s.m. One of the nine great divisions of
the known world (the western portion or varshaof Jambudvp).
S *  » kaitav, vulg. kaitab(and in Braj, kaitau, kaito),
s.m. The stake (in a game); gambling;—cheating,
roguery; deceit, fraud, treachery;—lapis lazuli.
H &*  »Rkaith = H &*  »R kaith [Prk. ;R5, and ;R(;
S. ;t, and ;(], s.m. The wood-apple tree, Feronia
elephantum;—the fruit of this tree, the wood-apple.
H &*  »Rkaith = H &*  »R kaith [Prk. ;R5, and ;R(;
S. ;t, and ;(], s.m. The wood-apple tree, Feronia
elephantum;—the fruit of this tree, the wood-apple.

H &*  »Rkaith [Prk. ;R ; S.;R+t], s.m. An
intoxicating drink made from the kaithor wood-apple.
H &*  »R"kaith, s.f.=kyath, q.v. (syn. mu iy):—kaithngar, s.f. Idem.
H *  ""kt [Prk. .\; S. "X\+], s.f. Fame, &c.
(see krti).
H [ *  ?`kete (dialec.), oblique of ket, q.v.; and=kitteor
kitne, q.v.
H ( *  ?`ketek, adj. (dialec.), 1˚=ka-ek, q.v.s.v. ka;—
2˚=ketakor ketik= kitn, q.v.
H < *  ?Ìkete (dialec.)=kete, q.v.
H < *  ?°ke-tai = H < *  ? ke-ta [ke, oblique of k,
q.v.+S. TRs], postp.=ko(sign of the dat. and acc.).
H < *  ?ke-ta = H < *  ?° ke-tai [ke, oblique of k,
q.v.+S. TRs], postp.=ko(sign of the dat. and acc.).
H R "&k [S. (], s.m.(f. ?), Sediment, dregs, dirt;
dregs of oil (in a lamp); dregs collected in a huqqsnake.
S R "&k, s.m. A worm, maggot, insect, reptile (see

fraud; stratagem; treachery; malignity, malice;—war;—
adapting, adjusting; addressing; applying (a remedy);—
vomiting, casting forth;—the being menstruous (a
woman);—loud croak (of a raven).
S +  ?kedr, s.m. A eld (esp. one under water, or
under cultivation); a meadow; a bed (in a eld or
garden);—a mountain;—the modern Kedr, a place of
(Hind) pilgrimage in the Himlaya mountains:—kedrnth, or kedrevar(˚ra+ ˚), s.m. 'Lord of Kedr,' an
epithet of iva, as the object of worship at Kedr.
H +  "kdhar, adv. (dialec. or poetic)=kidhar, q.v.
S   "kr, s.m. A parrot; a parroquet;— esh;—the
country of Kamr (Cashmere).
P   kr, or ker, s.m. Penis.
H   ?ker [Prk. 5; S. >t;—i.q. kar= k, qq.v.] postp.
(dialec. & poetic)=k(k, ke), q.v.
H   »kair, s.m. corr. of karr, q.v.
H   "kr, s.m. prop. k , q.v.
H   ?ker [Prk. ? ; S. >+t], (dialec.) postp. m.

k ).
S  R »&#kaiabn, s.m. Name of an Asuror demon (slam

(fem. -r, obl. -re) = ker, q.v.
H   ?ker, s.m. (dialec.)=kel, q.v.

by Vishnu):—kaiabh-jit, 'conqueror of Kaiabh,' and
kaiabh-han, 'slayer of Kaiabh'; epithets of Vishnu.
H .R ?_[ke-h = H ) 8R ?_ ke-h (ke, 'in what?'

H   »kair [S. "+t], adj. (f. -), 'Karrcoloured;'
light-blue, grey (eyes, &c.); wall-eyed;—squint-eyed (in
this sense, perhaps, from S. ?t, or ?t):—kair  kh,

+ h , place'), adv. (dialec.)=kah , q.v.
H ) 8R ?_ke-h = H .R ?_[ ke-h (ke, 'in what?'

s.f. Light-blue eye, or grey eye; a wall-eye.
S A  »kairta, vulg. kairt(fr. kirta), adj. & s.m.

+ h , place'), adv. (dialec.)=kah , q.v.
H 9  "k = H 9  "7 k a (i.q. k, and kar, qq.v.),

Relating or belonging to the Kirtas;—a prince of the
Kirtas.
S (Y  »kairtak, adj. (f. -), Relating or belonging to

s.f. Dirt, mud, mire, puddle, slime; mattery discharge
which collects in the corner of the eye (cf. ka ).
H 9  "7k a = H 9  " k (i.q. k, and kar, qq.v.),
s.f. Dirt, mud, mire, puddle, slime; mattery discharge
which collects in the corner of the eye (cf. ka ).
S (:  ?,ke uk, s.m. The esculent root of Colocasia
antiquorum.
H #:  ?,!"ke ul, or ?,.!ke uli, or ?!" ke l,
s.f.=ke l, q.v.
A +  kaid (inf. n. of +  'to deceive,' &c.), s.m. Deceit,

the Kirta people.
S   »&kairak, s.m. A species of vegetable poison,
one of the xed kinds.
H A  "krit [prob. i.q. krator krtti], s.f. Virtue.
H A  "\krtt,
'
or krt, or " krat, s.f.=krtti, q.v.
S <Y  "krtan,
'
s.m. Mentioning, repeating, saying;
mention, report; speech, words;—shouting for joy;
singing aloud;—celebrating, praising;—fame, glory:—
krtan-yogya, adj. Worthy of mention, praiseworthy,

laudable.
S Y  "krtan,
'
s.f.=krtan, q.v.
S Y  "X\krtti, or  krti, s.f. Mention, report; good
report, praise; fame, renown, glory;—a proper name:—
krtti karn, To make a name, to acquire renown:—krttimn(f. -mat), or krtti-vn, or krtti-vant(f. -vat), adj. &
s.m. Praised, celebrated; famous, renowned, glorious;—a
famous person, &c.
H   "krak [S. "+t], s.m. A parrot (=kr, q.v.).
S   "krak, s.m. A Buddha;—a kind of tree.
S   » kairav, s.m. A gambler; a cheat, rogue; an
enemy;—the white esculent water-lily or lotus, Nymphæa
lotus.
H   "6krah, adj.=k ah, q.v.
H   ""kr, s.f. prop. ki , q.v.
H   »"kair [S. "+], s.f. A small unripe mango;—
a locket or ornament made in the shape of a mango
(used to keep perfume, &c. in);—an articial ower.
H R "7k (in comp.) = H  R "7 k  [S. "&, and "&
+t], s.m. A worm, maggot, grub, an insect, a reptile;—
canker, blast (on corn, trees, &c.), mildew, rot:—k epa n(-me ), Worms to breed or form (in), to have
worms (in):—k -khy, adj. (f. k -kh), Worm-eaten;
pitted (with small-pox); rough, rugged:—k  lagnor lagjn(-ko), To be worm-eaten:—k e-mako e, s.m. Insects,
reptiles, creeping things, vermin.
H  R "7k  = H R "7 k (in comp.)[S. "&, and "&
+t], s.m. A worm, maggot, grub, an insect, a reptile;—
canker, blast (on corn, trees, &c.), mildew, rot:—k epa n(-me ), Worms to breed or form (in), to have
worms (in):—k -khy, adj. (f. k -kh), Worm-eaten;
pitted (with small-pox); rough, rugged:—k  lagnor lagjn(-ko), To be worm-eaten:—k e-mako e, s.m. Insects,
reptiles, creeping things, vermin.
H  R ?7ke  [S. +t], s.m. A sapling; a tender twig.
H  R "76k ah [S. "&++t], adj. (f. -), Containing
worms, wormy, worm-eaten, weevil-eaten; blighted,
blasted.

H  R "7"k  [dim. of k ; and=S. "&+], s.f. A small
worm or insect; an ant; a leech (syn. jo k):—k iyn
lagn(-me ), To apply leeches (to):—k -wl, s.f. A
woman who applies leeches.
A I  ks (i.q. P. ksa), s.m. A bag, purse;—the membrane
which envelops the fœtus in the womb;—the scrotum;—a
fold, wrinkle.
H I  ?kes, s.m.=Z  ke, q.v.
H 0  »kais [Prk. ? ; S. "8+t], adj. (f. -), &
adv. What-like? what sort of? what kind or manner of?:—
in what manner? how? by what means? on what
account? why?:—kaise(obl. of kais), adv.=kais:—kais-h,
Of whatsoever sort; in whatsoever manner; howsoever;
how much soever;—kais-h-tais-h, However much—still:
—kaise ho, How are you?:—kaise-h ho, Anyhow.
H 0  ?kesar [prob. S. ?(], s.f. Saron, Crocus sativus;
Rottlera tinctoria;—Messua ferrea(syn. ngesar);—the
weeping Nyctanthes, Nyctanthes arbor tristis;—saron
colour, yellow colour.
H 0  ?"kesar [S. ?8", or ?"], s.m. A lion (see
kear).
H 0  ?"kesar = H )0  ? kesariy [kesar, q.v.+S.
t], adj. Coloured or dyed with saron, saroncoloured, yellow;—kesar, s.f. Saron colour. yellow
colour:—kesar(or kesariy) bn, adj.=kesar;—s.m. A
saron-coloured (or yellow) dress.
H )0  ?kesariy = H 0  ?" kesar [kesar, q.v.+S.
t], adj. Coloured or dyed with saron, saroncoloured, yellow;—kesar, s.f. Saron colour. yellow
colour:—kesar(or kesariy) bn, adj.=kesar;—s.m. A
saron-coloured (or yellow) dress.
H <0  »kaisan, ? kesan [Prk. !5, or
?!5=S. "8+!t], dialec. forms of kais, q.v.
H 0  »5kaiso, or »" kaisau, = H  0  »g kaisau adj. &
adv.=kais, q.v.:—kaisau-h , adv. = kais-h, q.v.
H  0  »gkaisau = H 0  »5 kaiso, or »" kaisau,(Braj)
adj. & adv.=kais, q.v.:—kaisau-h , adv. = kais-h, q.v.
P 0  ksa (A. ks; Gr. #$\), s.m. A bag, a purse; a pocket:
—ksa-bur, s.m. A cut-purse:—ksa--kamar, A girdle

buckled round the waist, to which are attached all the
apparatus of a hunter or musketeer (viz.a large powderhorn for loading, a small ditto for priming, pouches for
bullets, int, steel, and tinder, &c.).
H 40  »6"kaisah, adv. contrac. of kais-h, q.v.s.v. kais.
H 0  ?"kes, s.f.=ksa, q.v.
H 0  ?"kes, adj. & s.m.=  ke, q.v.
H 0  »kaise, = H < 0  »Ó kaise ,adv.=kais, q.v.
H < 0  »Ókaise , = H 0  » kaise,adv.=kais, q.v.
S Z  ?8kea, vulg. ke, s.m.f. Hair (of the head); mane
(of a horse, or a lion); crest or comb (of a cock):—keke, s.f. Mutual pulling of hair, ghting by pulling each
other's hair:—ke-ve, s.m. A tress or llet of hair.
P Z  kesh, s.f.m. Faith, religion, sect;—manner, quality
(often used in comp.):—kr-kesh, adj. Prone to indelity;
(met.) a mistress, sweetheart.
H   ?8ke, s.m. A poetic form of ke, q.v.
S   ?8kear, s.m. Mane (of a horse, or a lion);—
lament of a lotus, or of any vegetable;—name of
several plants and their owers (see kesar).
S   ?8kerin, s.m.=kear, q.v.
H   ?8kearin, s.f.=keari, q.v.
S   ?84"keari (fem. of kear), s.f. A lioness.
S   ?8"kear, and H. ?8 keari, adj. & s.m. (f. -i),
Having a mane;—a lion;—name of the father of
Hanum :—kear vnar, s.m. Name of a particular
monkey.
S <  ?.8kein, adj. & s.m.=ke, q.v.
S   ?.8"kein, s.f. A woman (or girl) with much and
beautiful hair;—the plant Chrysopogon aciculatus; the grass
Andropogon aculeatum;—name of a courtezan of Indra's
paradise.
S   ?8 keava, vulg. keav, keab, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having long or much or handsome hair; long-haired,
hairy;—an epithet of Vish u or Krish a; a proper name:
—keav-m rt, s.m. An epithet of Krish a.
S   ?8"ke, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having ne or long
hair; having a mane; hairy, shaggy;—a hairy person;—a

lion;—an epithet of Krish a;—name of a demon (slain by
Krisha).

S   ?8"ke, s.f. A lock of hair on the crown of the
head.
A g  kaifa, vulg. kaif(acc. of kaifu, inf. n. of g  'to cut,'
&c.), adv. How? in what manner?—(met.) s.f. Hilarity,
exhilaration (esp. such as is produced by drinking or
chewing bhang, &c.), intoxication, partial inebriation;—an
intoxicating drug.
P h  kaifat, s.f. Exhilaration, intoxication (=kaif).
A h  kaif (rel. n. fr. kaif), adj. & s.m. Exhilarated, merry,
tipsy, intoxicated, half-drunk;—a tipsy person, a
drunkard.
P h  kaif, s.f. Intoxication (=kaif).
P  h  kaifyat, vulg. kaiyat(for A. ~ h  kaifyat, abst. s. fr.
kaifa), s.f. Quality, nature, character; mode, state,
condition, circumstances; account, statement, remarks,
report, particulars; relation, story, news;—exquisite
state, ourishing state, enjoyableness, deliciousness,
exquisite enjoyment; a sight to be seen, a beautiful view,
&c.:—kaifyat--i rjt, Statement or bill of charges:—
kaifyat bann(-k), To prepare an account or a report
(of); to draw out a schedule (of), &c.:—kaifyat-bah, s.f.
Account-book; note-book:—kaifyat talab
 karn(-k, of thing,
and -se, from a person), To call for information, or
explanation, or report:—kaifyat-k na, s.m. Column of
remarks:—kaifyat--kmil, Full particulars:—kaifyat-k
jagah, A place of exquisite enjoyment, a beautiful or
charming spot.
P (  kaik, s.m. A ea (syn. piss ).
H (   kaek (rustic), adj. contrac. of ka-ek, q.v.s.v.
ka.
S   ?kek, s.f. The cry of the peacock.
H   "kkar, s.m. The tree Acacia(or Mimosa)
arabica(syn. bab l):—kkar-k go , Gum of the acacia, gum
arabic.
S   ?kekar, adj. Squint-eyed.
H   ?kekr, s.m.=kek , q.v.
H   ""kkar, vulg. kkr[kkar, q.v.+= Prk. i= S. ik],
s.f. Border, or edging (shaped like the leaf of the kkar, or

like the teeth of a saw).
H (  "7kka , s.m.=kkar, q.v.

in-law.
H #  "!kln [S. "!"(, rt. "!], v.t. To bind, fasten;

H  (  ?7kek  [Prk. =f ; S. &t],

s.m. (f. -), A

to pin, to nail; to rivet; to close, close up (as with a pin,
e.g. mu h kln, 'to close the mouth, to silence');—to drive
nails into (the oor of a house, &c.) in order to avert the
evil in uence of Jinn, &c.; to rivet with spells, to make
spell-bound, to charm, conjure,
breathe a spell or incantation over; to stop the progress
or the propagation of, to destroy by magic:—kl-den, v.t.
intens. of and=kln.
? K #  kail s (fr. Gr. ^*\), s.m.(?) Chyle.

crab;—the sign Cancer:—kek -maal, s.m. The tropic of
Cancer.
H   "kkn (see kikiyn), v.n. To scream (syn.
 n).
S   ?"kek, s.m. (f. -in), A peacock.
H   "!kl [S. "!], s.f. A nail; a tack; a peg, pin; a
spike; head of a nail; a rivet; a bolt; a gold pin (inserted
in the nose as an ornament by women); core (of a boil);
a pore (of the skin):—kl-k , s.m. Tools, instruments,
apparatus;—ornaments, accoutrements;—(met.) bad
writing, scribbling;—a boys' game (=kilkil-k , q.v.):—kl
nikln(-k), To take the core out (of);—to beat to a
mummy.
S   ?.!keli, or H. ?! kel, s.f. Play, sport, pastime,
amusement; amorous dalliance; coition (cf. khel).
H   »!kail [i.q. karl= S. "(], s.f. A sprout, a shoot (cf.
kair).
A   kail, s.m. A measure of grain, as well as of other dry
goods and liquids.
S 3  "!kl, s.f. A small nail, a tack, a peg (see kl)
H 3  "!kl [S. "!t], s.m. (f. -), A large nail; a spike;
a bolt;—a fang, tooth.
H 3  ?!kel [Prk. !

or ?! ; S. &!; fem. kel=

Prk. !" or ?!"; S. !+], s.m. The plantain-tree,
banana, Musa sapientum;—the fruit of the plantain, a
plantain.
S K3  »!kails, and H. R! kails, kails, s.m. Name
of a mountain, placed by the Hinds in the Himlaya
range (it is regarded as one of the loftiest peaks to the
north of the Mnasa lake; and is fabled as the residence
of Kuvera and the favourite haunt of iva).
H D 3  »!8kail, s.m.=kails, q.v.
H :#  kl-  (kl+dim. a. , fr. a), s.f. A small nail or peg,
&c. (see kl).
H <#  ?!kelan [prob. kel, q.v. + S. "], s.f. A daughter-

? #  "!"kl [S. "!+], s.f. A key; a peg; a screw a
pivot, an axis;—a particular manœuvre or trick in
wrestling;—kl-br aln, To work a yoke of oxen for
the purpose of drawing water from a well:—kl-k khak
na hon, 'To have no apprehension of pins or pegs;' to be
free from anxiety or fear.
H #  ?!"kel, s.f.=kelior kel, q.v.
H #  ".!kliy (see kl), s.m. The man who drives the
oxen at a well.
P >@  kmu t, s.m. The back-leather of a horse or ass,
shagreen.
P *>@  kmu t, adj. Made of kmu t.
P  >@  km- b, s.m.=kim- b, or kam- b, q.v.
A K @  kaim s (fr. Gr. ^\), s.m.(?) The chyme.
H &@  ?@6kemhar (dialec.), adv. Whither? (=kidhar).
A @  kmiy (fr. Gr. ^ or ^\), s.m.f. Alchemy;
chemistry;—elixir, the basis of gold and silver; a specic:
—kmiy-asar, adj. Eective as chemistry; alchemic;
chemical; having power of analyzing:—kmiy bann, To
turn base metals into gold;—(g.) to earn or get money
easily:—kmiy karn, To work wonders or miracles; to do
(anything) very well:—kmiy-gar, s.m. An alchemist; a
chemist;—a deceiver:—kmiy-gar, s.f. The practice of
alchemy; practical chemistry.
P <  kn, s.m. Rancour, &c. (=kna, q.v.):—kn-toz, adj. &
s.m. Malevolent-minded;—a malevolent-minded person;
one who foments dissensions and law-suits:—kn-jut, adj.
Malicious, spiteful, rancorous:—kn-war, adj.=kna-war, q.v.
P <  kn (contrac. of ki n, qq.v.), pron. & conj. Which; for,

because; that this.
H <  »kain, s.f. A bamboo twig.
H <  kain, or ß kai (Dakh.), adv. corr. of kah , q.v.
H   "kn [k˚= S. >], v.t. To do, make, &c. (=karn,
q.v.).
H    ?kenr, s.m. corr. of ?  kinra, q.v.
A     knkn, s.f. Chinchina, Peruvian bark.
H  *  ,ke tu, or ß
, kai tu [prob. A. wci qat + S.
a.  + t (with winserted)], adj. (rustic) Faminestricken, famished, starving (=qat-zada).

? :  ,!ke ul, s.m. (f.?)=next, q.v.
H #:  !"ke l, ß!
, " kai l, ,!" ke ul [Prk.
., !; S.  ., !], s.f. Skin or slough (of a snake):—
ke l badaln, To change (its) skin:—ke l bharnor
ke l-me n, To be about to put on new slough (a
snake):—ke l ho n, or ke l ln, To cast or shed its
skin (a snake).
H  :  ,ke u, or   ke w [Prk. ,! ; S.
 ,!t], s.m. An earth-worm; a worm (bred in the
body):—ke w mrne-wl, adj. (f. -), Worm-destroying;
anthelmintic:—ke we-mr aushad, s.f. An anthelmintic.
H :  ß"kai , s.f. corr. of qain , q.v.
S +   ?BWkendra, vulg. kendr, s.m. Centre (of a circle, &c.);
a focus;—a pole.
S +   ?BCkenduk, s.m. A species of ebony (that yields
a kind of tar), Diospyros glutinosa.
S +   ?BCkendu, s.m. A kind of ebony, Diospyros tomentosa.
H <  ßfkai  (dialec. or rustic), s.m. Rough
measurement; a rough plan;—a mould; a sample;—a
gauge:—kai  karn(-k), To make a rough measurement
(of), &c.
?  (  7ke k , s.m.=kek , q.v.
?   "Bor " knn [Prk. ()=S. J"4(), rt. J"],
v.t. To buy, purchase (=kinn).
H     7
( or ?±7 ke o , s.m. (rustic or
dialec.)=keo , q.v.
H )   "B 
h knwaiy, s.m.=kinwaiy, q.v.

P   kna [Pehl. kn; Zend kaêna, fr. i= S. .], s.m. Hatred,
rancour, malevolence, malice, spite, grudge,
resentment, animosity (syn. bug; khuns):—kna-toz, adj.
& s.m.=kn-toz, q.v.s.v. kn:—kna-jo, or kna- h, adj. &
s.m.=kna-war, q.v.:—kna-jo, s.f. Seeking revenge, &c.:—
kna rakhn, To bear enmity (to, -se), to hate:—kna-se,
adv. Maliciously; feloniously:—kna-kash, or kna-war, adj.
& s.m. Malicious, rancorous, revengeful, spiteful;
inimical;—a malicious person, &c.:—kna-kash, or knawar, s.f. Animosity, rancour, malignity, &c.
H [   ?ske-ne (dialec.), adv. Whither? to what place?
H   ? kewr, = H   ?  kewr,s.m. dialec. forms
of next, q.v.
H   ? kewr, = H   ?  kewr,s.m. dialec. forms
of next, q.v.
H   ? 7kewr, s.m. = H    ? 7 kew , s.m.= H
   ? 7" kew , s.f.see kiw , &c.
H    ? 7kew , s.m. = H   ? 7 kewr, s.m.= H
   ? 7" kew , s.f.see kiw , &c.
H    ? 7"kew , s.f. = H   ? 7 kewr, s.m.= H   
? 7 kew , s.m.see kiw , &c.
P   kaiwn (see kai, and cf. Zend kavan), s.m. The
planet Saturn (which is said to be in the seventh sphere
or heaven);—the seventh heaven.
H 9  ? [kew [S. +K+,], s.f. Cowitch, Dolichos
pruriens; or Mucuna prurita.
P   kaiwn (kaiwn+= S. ), adj. Of or relating to
Saturn.
H   ? &kewa [Prk. ? 5; S. » t],
' s.m. A sherman;
waterman, boatman (=khewa).
H   ? &"keo, s.f. (rustic) A mixture of dierent kinds
of pulse.
S   ?0key r, s.m. A bracelet worn on the upper arm.
H   ? keor (dialec.), s.m.=keo , q.v.
S A  » kaivart,
'
or ? ' kevart, s.m. A sherman
(=kewa, q.v.); a particular mixed tribe; the son of a
Nishd by an Ayogav woman.
H    7or ? 7 keo  [S. ?++t], s.m. Name of a

plant which bears a strong-scented ower, a species of
Pandanus odoratissimus; the ower of this plant;—scent
made from this ower.
H   ? "keok (rustic), s.f.=keo, q.v.

alphabet, and the twenty-sixth of the Persian, called kf-ajam, 'the Persian kf' (it being unknown in the
Arabic). Its sound is that of gin go. In Hind the
corresponding letter is $ ga (the third consonant of the

 ? !keval, adj. & adv. Only, simple, mere, sole,

Ngar alphabet, and the third letter of the ka-vargor
guttural class). Its numeral value, according to the abjad,
is the same as that of  ka:—ga-kr, s.m. The letter or

S

exclusively proper; peculiar; absolute; rare; all, whole;—
only, simply, merely, &c.;—s.m. The doctrine of the
absolute unity of spirit; the knowledge of the unity of the
whole universe.
S !  ? !"keval, adj. & s.m. Devoted to the doctrine of
the absolute unity of spirit;—one who possesses the
knowledge of the universal unity; (with Jains) an Arhat.
H !  ? !"keval [prob. fr. S. ? !; or S. ? !"], s.f. A
horoscope, nativity.
S  !  » kaivalya (fr. kevala), s.m. Eternal emancipation
(i.e. the release of the soul from further emancipation);
complete absorption in the Divine essence; absolute and
eternal happiness, beatitude;—exclusiveness, soleness,
individuality, totality.
H   =0(ky , = kyo , or =g kyau [prob. Prk. 45; S.

the sound ga.
S ' $ga (rt. gam), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going, moving;—who
or what goes (used as a sux, e.g. kha-ga, vulg. khag,
'going in the air or sky; a bird,' &c.).
H X $ gb (i.q. gbh, q.v.), s.m. The tree Diospyros
embryopteris, or D. glutinosa, or Embryopteris glutinifera(the
viscid pulp of the ripe fruit is used as gum, in
bookbinding; and in place of tar, for paying the seams of
boats: the fruit contains much tannin; and the extract of
the fruit is an excellent astringent);—pulp, pith,
substance;—(dialec.) pregnancy (=gbh, q.v.).
H X $ gb (dialec.), s.m.=gbh, q.v.
H < X $ gbin, adj.=gbhin, q.v.

; or fr.  with a. /, Prk. /(5], adv. Why?

' s.m. Pregnancy (esp.
H & X $#gbh [Prk. $)#5; S. $#t],

wherefore? how? what? well? then, because:—kyo -jyo ,
adv. Why and wherefore:—kyo -kar, or kyon-kar-ke, or
kyo -ke, adv. By what means? in what way? how? in what
manner? why?—conj. Because, &c. (=next, q.v.):—kyo -ki,
conj. Because, because that, since; in that, inasmuch as:
—ky -ky , adv. However much:—ku na ho, Why
should it not be? why not? undoubtedly, assuredly:—
ky -nah , Why not; certainly, surely.
H 4  ?6kehar, = H 4  ?6" kehar [Prk. ?5, and

of animals):—gbh ln, To slip or cast a fœtus; to
miscarry:—gbh girn, The fœtus to be dropped; to
miscarry.
H & X $#gbh = H & X $# gbh [gbh= Prk. $)# ; S.

?"; S. ?8t, and ?8"], s.m. A lion (see kear, and
kear).
H 4  ?6"kehar = H 4  ?6 kehar,[Prk. ?5, and
?"; S. ?8t, and ?8"], s.m. A lion (see kear, and
kear).
H 4  ?keh , pron. A dialec. form of ko, q.v.
'
H ' gf ($ ga), the twenty-ninth letter of the Hindstn

$#+t],
'
s.m. A new leaf (springing from the centre of a
plantain tree), a leaf in the bud; sprout, shoot; calyx (of a
ower); unripe crop, half-ripe ear (of corn); inner
portion (of wood), liber, alburnum, sap-wood; old cotton
(taken out of a quilt, &c.);—fork (of a tree).
H & X $#gbh = H & X $# gbh [gbh= Prk. $)# ; S.
$#+t],
'
s.m. A new leaf (springing from the centre of a
plantain tree), a leaf in the bud; sprout, shoot; calyx (of a
ower); unripe crop, half-ripe ear (of corn); inner
portion (of wood), liber, alburnum, sap-wood; old cotton
(taken out of a quilt, &c.);—fork (of a tree).
H <& X $.#gbhin, vulg. gbhan[Prk. $.)#4; S. $X#],
adj. Pregnant (esp. an animal);—s.f. A pregnant woman;
an animal with young.

H & X $#gbhn [gbh˚, prob. fr. S. m#], v.t. To snub,

H B X ga = H  X $& g [prob. S. mB+t], s.f. The

chide.
H <# & X $S!gbhelan [S. $#+U9(
'
?], s.m. The

yoking of bullocks together (for the purpose of treading
out grain, &c.);—a Brhman or Baniy who forms an
illicit connection with a woman;—a piece of land, a plot, a
eld; a division of a village;—(s. mRt) adj. (f. -),

membrane in which the fœtus is enveloped (syn. kher).
H A X $gt [Prk. $\(; S. $P(], s.f. A limb, a member (of
the body); the body; (poet.) bust (of a woman);—the
person, privities;—apparel, attire;—(in the dialect of
women) pregnancy.
H Y X $gt [Prk. $\(; S. $P], s.m. The body;—pasteboard, board (of a book or binding).
S Y X $Pgtra, s.m. A limb; the body (=gt, q.v.).
S Y X $,gtu, s.m. (rt. gam), Motion; progress; way,
course (of life, &c.);—(rt. gai), a singer; a celestial
chorister.
S &Y X $Rgtha, vulg. gth, s.m. Singing; a song.
S &Y X $Rgth, s.f. A verse, stanza; a song, chant, verse
to be chanted or sung;—metre, rhythm.
S (&Y X $Rgthak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Singing;—a
singer, a musician; a chanter of the Purasor sacred
poems.
S &Y X $R"gth, s.m. (f. -in), A singer.
H Y X $"gt [gt, q.v. + = Prk. =S. ], s.f. A cloth or
dress worn (by village people) like a plaid (a
addarpassed over the shoulders, and under the arms,
and fastened in a knot on the chest):—gt b dhn, or
gt mrn, To wear or fasten on a gt, to wear a daras
a plaid is worn.
H  X $&g, 1˚ s.m.=g, q.v.;—2˚ s.f. corr. of g h, q.v.
H  X $&g = H B X ga [prob. S. mB+t], s.f. The
yoking of bullocks together (for the purpose of treading
out grain, &c.);—a Brhman or Baniy who forms an
illicit connection with a woman;—a piece of land, a plot, a
eld; a division of a village;—(s. mRt) adj. (f. -),
Obdurate; stubborn, self-willed, pig-headed, mulish:—
g-band, s.f. The division of a village by gs; a kind of
tenure under which the elds of individual proprietors
are not found in juxtaposition, but scattered through
many villages:—ge-wr, adj. According to gs;—s.f.(?)
The division of a village according to gs(=ga-band).

Obdurate; stubborn, self-willed, pig-headed, mulish:—
g-band, s.f. The division of a village by gs; a kind of
tenure under which the elds of individual proprietors
are not found in juxtaposition, but scattered through
many villages:—ge-wr, adj. According to gs;—s.f.(?)
The division of a village according to gs(=ga-band).
H  X $_gh, s.m.=g, or g, q.v.;—s.f.=g th, q.v.
H  X $_ghi, or $_" gh, s.f. (dialec.)=g th, q.v.
H 5 X $*gj [perhaps S. I*t; but cf. next], s.f. Scum,
froth, foam.
H 5 X $*gj [Prk. $A*; S. $*y], s.f. A thunder-bolt;
indignation, wrath; menace:—gj-mr, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Thunder-struck; aicted, unfortunate—an unfortunate
person, &c.
H 5 X $*gj [prob. S. t], s.f. A bangle or bracelet
made of glass.
H W X $*gj, s.f. The rst rice-sowing in the districts
at the foot of the hills (this sowing is in Baiskh, and the
cutting in Bhdo : the second sowing, called bhijo,
occurs in Jeh; the cutting in Kur: the third sowing,
called rassautor rute, takes place in As hor Swan; and
the cutting in Krttikor Aghan).
H W W X $* *gj-bj (i.q. bj-gj, or bj-gj, q.v.),
s.m. The sound or clangour of various musical
instruments;—a band of music; music (vocal and
instrumental).
H W X $*gjar, (rustic) $.* gjir [Prk. $A*(; S. $*(' ],
s.f. & m. A carrot, Daucus carota: (in comp. it is sometimes
contracted to gajar, as)—gajar-bhat, or gajar-bhatt, s.m. A
dish of carrots and rice:—gajar-ga, s.m. (dialec.) A popgun:—gjar-k shakl, adj. Tapering; conical:—gjar-m l, s.f.
Worthless stu, rubbish.
H W X $*!gjal (prob. gj+wl, qq.v.), s.m. A seller of
glass bangles.

H <W X $*gjan [Prk. $A*4(; S. $*(
' ], s.m. Sounding,
roaring, rumbling, thundering, &c. (see next).
H W X $*gjn [Prk. $A*4(; S. $*"(
' ], v.n. To sound;

of the khas-khasgrass (=g dar).
H   X $f~gar , or gr ; or $fI garu or gru, vulg.
g r or g ru[S. $If+t], s.m. A mantror charm against

to roar; to rumble, thunder;—to be pleased, happy,
cheerful, or delighted;—to revel and riot.
H V X $g , s.m. (dialec.)=g h, q.v.

poison or snake-bite;—a snake-charmer; a juggler.
P z X gur, s.m. A washerman (syn. dhob).
H  X $gr, s.f.=gr, or gl, q.v.

H &= X $+g h [S. $K+t], s.m. A tree:—g h-mir , s.m.

H  X $gr [prob. S. ], s.f. (Dakh.) Hail;—frost;—an

Cayenne pepper, capsicum.
H &= X $+"g h [perhaps Prk. .K+ ; S. d+], s.f. A

agate.
P  X gr [Zend kra; S. ], A sux denoting 'Maker,

pad for a beast of burden.
H  X $gd [prob. S. t],
' s.f. Sediment, dirt, dregs, lees;

doer, agent' (e.g. idmat-gr; parhez-gr; gunah-gr, &c.,
q.v.).
H  X $gr (prob. i.q. g h, q.v.), s.m. Thick mud; mud

the impure liquor from an indigo vat:—gd uhn(-k), To
stir up the sediment or dirt (of), to make a puddle:—gdnl(or gdh-nl), s.m. 'Kidney-indigo' (as opposed to 'cakeindigo').
H  X $gd, s.m. corr. of gadh, q.v.
H  X $gd (cf. next, and gdn), s.m. Unripe wheat or
barley, &c. parched in the ear (for food).
H  X $gdar [gd˚, rt. of gdn+S. !t or t], adj.
Half-ripe (grain or fruit);—s.m. (dialec.) A hean, stack,
rick.
H  X $Cgdur, s.m. A ying-fox (=bdur, q.v.).
H  X $7gda , s.f.=gar, q.v.
H  X $gdn [gd˚, prob. for gdh˚= S. $ 'to heap
together'; or=S. $6O], v.t. To press down, ram down; to
stu, cram (syn. dabn; hsn).
H  X $gdh, s.f.=gd, q.v.

kneaded or prepared for making bricks, or pottery, or
for building or plastering;—name of a rginor musical
mode:—gr karn, To prepare mud for plastering or
building, &c.:—gr gn, To sing a gr; (g.) to tell a long
story.
H 5 X $*graj, s.f. (rustic or dialec.)=garaj, q.v.
H  X grad (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Guard; watch,
ward;—a guard-room.
H  X $I7gru [S. $If(], adj. Of or relating to Garu ;—
s.m. An emerald.
H   X $f®gra , vulg. gr [S. $If+t], s.m. A snakecharmer, a juggler, conjurer.
H   X $I7"gru  [S. $Ift], adj. & s.m. Neutralizing
the eect of poison;—a charmer; a dealer in antidotes.
H " X $!grl (Dakh.), adj. Light-blue, grey (in colour,

H  X $"gd [gd˚, rt. of gdn, q.v. + Prk. =S. ],

like the eyes of a cat).
H  X $grn [gr˚= S. $!(), caus. of rt. $!], v.t.

s.f. A thin mattress; a cushion, &c. (=gadd);—(dialec.) a
gabion.
H  X $"gd, s.f. corr. of gadh, q.v.

To strain, lter;—to squeeze, press; to milk.
H (&*0 X $6 .' TRgrhasthik = S  &*0 X $6T^
'
grhasthya

H  X $fg, s.m. (dialec.)=gahor ga h, q.v.;—s.f.=g h,
q.v.
H  X $fg, s.m.=g , q.v.

(fr. griha stha), Of or relating to the condition of a
householder; t for, or incumbent on, a householder.
S  &*0 X $6T^grhasthya
'
= H (&*0 X $6 .' TR grhasthik

; so called because originally brought from the country

(fr. griha stha), Of or relating to the condition of a
householder; t for, or incumbent on, a householder.
H  X $"gr, s.f. 1˚=gl, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of g , q.v.

of Gndhraor Kandahar], s.f. A sheep, an ewe;—a variety

P  X gr (see gr), su. fem. Doing, making, &c. (=gar;

H  X $fgar [Prk. $§ or $§"; S. $B +  or

e.g. idmat-gr).
H  X $7g  (fr. g , q.v.), s.m. A common load-cart, a

cloth.
H ? X $ig hpan [g h, q.v. + pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

cart without a frame or box; a cart, waggon; guncarriage.
H  X $7g  [Prk. $§ ; S. $' + t], s.m. Hollow, hole,

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Thickness, closeness, denseness, &c.

cavity, cavern; a ditch; low land (on which water does
not lie long);—ambuscade:—g e baihn, To be concealed,
to lie in ambush.
H  X $7g  (i.q. gror g h), s.m. Kneaded or

H  X $ig hn (caus. of ga hn, q.v.), v.t. To

prepared mud (see gr);—a sort of coarse, thick cloth
(see g h);—a sect of Moammadans forcibly converted
from Hindism in the reign of 'Alamgr.
H A9 X $75g -top = H A9 X $7R5 g -thop (rt. of
g -n+ top, or thop˚, qq.v.), s.f. Burying, burial;—a tomb.
H A9 X $7R5g -thop = H A9 X $75 g -top (rt. of
g -n+ top, or thop˚, qq.v.), s.f. Burying, burial;—a tomb.
H X g d, or g ad, s.f.=grad, q.v.
H   X $7~g ar , vulg. g r , = H  X $7f® g a , vulg.
g ,s.m.=gra u, q.v.
H  X $7f®g a , vulg. g

, = H   X $7~ g ar , vulg.

g r ,s.m.=gra u, q.v.
H  X $7g n [g ˚, prob. Prk. $©(), fr. S. $©, p.p.p.
of rt. $6O; cf. g hnand ga hn], v.t. To drive (in or into),
drive down, to sink, to imbed (in), to x rmly; to unite;
to bury; to cover (a re) with ashes; to set, to plant:—g den, v.t. intens. of and=g n.
H   X $f07"g  [S. $Ift], s.m. (dialec.) A snakecharmer; a dealer in antidotes; a juggler (i.q. gra ); a
mountebank, a buoon (cf. gru ).
H 2 X g a, s m.= X g , q.v.
H  X $ig h [prob. S. $©(], s.f. A diculty; a
misfortune.
H  X $ig h [S. $©+t, rt. $6O], adj. (f. -), Thick (as
cloth, &c., or a uid mixture of any kind), close, dense,
gross; muddy, turbid; close, intimate (friendship); deep
(sleep, colour, &c.); stout, substantial; strong (infusion,
&c.); sti, dicult, arduous; sturdy, compact; bold,
undaunted, valiant (in ght); sly, shrewd, knowing, wise,
procient, adept, smart;—s.m. A kind of coarse, thick

(see g h).
H  X $ig hn, v.t. (dialec.)=g n, q.v.
malleate, to form by hammering, &c.
H  X $7"g  [S. $BP", rt $/], s.f. A cart; car, carriage,
coach; (for rel-g ) railway-carriage, railway-train;—g bhar, adj. & s.m. A cart-load of; a cart-load;—wide enough
for a cart (to pass; e.g. g -bhar rast):—g  jotn, To
harness a horse or horses (or to yoke bullocks) to a
conveyance;—to let carts, &c. on hire:—g  aln, To
drive a cart, &c.;—to hire out carriages:—g  h n, A
train to start:—ga - na, s.m. A carriage-house, coachhouse;—a cab-stand:—g  kan, A cart to be robbed;—
carriage (of a train) to be cut o:—g -bn, or g -wn,
s.m. A carter, carman; carriage-driver, coachman:—kg , s.f. Mail-cart; mail-train:—ml-g , s.f. Goods' train:
—musr-g , s.f. Passenger train.
P d X gzur, or gzir, s.m.=z X gur, q.v.
H  X $gkar, s.f.=g kar, q.v.
H X X $$ggar, s.f.=ggr, q.v.
H X X $$ggr, s.m. (f. -in), A subdivision of the
Bhangor sweeper caste;—a man of that caste.
H X X $$"ggar, vulg. ggr[Prk. $F$; S. $$+],
'
s.f. A water-jar, pitcher; a guglet (cf. gagar, gagr, gagr).
H )X X $$ggariy, ggary, s.f.=ggr, q.v.
H X $!gl [S. $!t, prob. a Prk. word = S. $eft, through
a form $§5?], s.m. The cheek; jowl;—a mouthful; a
morsel; a handful (as of grain put into a mill at one
time);—talk, conversation, speech (cf. Panjb gal); a
story;—prating, nonsense;—boasting, swagger;—a kind
of tobacco (for chewing); a quid:—gl bajn, To pu out
the cheeks and produce a sound by striking them;—to
prate, chatter, talk nonsense; to vaunt, vapour:—gl-par
gl a hn, To get very fat cheeks:—gl-phak(or galphak), s.f. Scolding, boasting, bragging, vapouring;
talking nonsense; uttering falsehoods;—gal-phak karn,

To scold, &c.:—gl phuln, To pu out the cheeks; to
pout, sulk;—to pu and swell, to vaunt and vapour:—gl
sujn= gl phuln, q.v.:—gl se kn, To warm or foment
the cheek;—s.m. A ceremony observed on the rst
arrival of the bridegroom at his father-in-law's house,
where the relations warm his cheeks as a sign of
welcome.
H X $!gl (i.q. gl, q.v.), s.f. Abuse, &c.:—gl karn(-k),
To use abusive language (to), to abuse.
H " X $!gl (cf. P. gla), s.m. A pod of cotton; a ock of
cotton; a ball of carded cotton.
H ! X $!0gl [gl, q.v.+S. a. t], adj. & s.m. Talkative,
garrulous; boastful;—a great talker;—one who prates,
one who talks nonsense;—a boaster, vapourer, braggart.
P ! X gla, s.m.=" X gl, q.v.
S ! X $.!gli, s.f. Curse, imprecation, execration (cf.
next).
H ! X $!"gl [Prk. $6; S. $6y], s.f. An abusive or
contumelious expression, abuse, foul or insulting
language:—gl den(-ko), To abuse, to use foul or
insulting language (to), to revile, call names:—gl-guftr,
or gl-galauj, or gl-gl, or gl-wl, s.f. Reciprocal
abuse:—gliy , s.f. pl. Indecent songs (sung at
marriages).
H 1 X $/gm [Prk. $/5; S. m/t; cf. g w], s.m. A village,
hamlet; a town; a district.
P 1 X gm [Zend gma, rt. g= S. $], s.m. Foot, pace, step.
S ) &%a X $@#"gmbhrya,
'
s.m.=gambhrat, and gahro,
qq.v.
S (a X $/,gmuk, adj. (f. -), Going, moving, locomotive
(used as last member of compounds).
S <a X $./ gmin, = S a X $/" gm,adj. (f. gmin), Going,
moving on, or in, or towards, moving in any peculiar
manner; going in (to), having intercourse with (used as
last member of compounds).
S a X $/"gm, = S <a X $./  gmin,adj. (f. gmin), Going,
moving on, or in, or towards, moving in any peculiar
manner; going in (to), having intercourse with (used as
last member of compounds).

S  X $gn, s.m. Singing; a song:—gn karn, To sing:—
gn-vidy, s.f. The science of vocal music.
H  X $gn [g˚= Prk. $() or $() = S. $(), rt.
$h], v.t. and n. To sing, chant, to celebrate; to sing the
praises of, to laud;—to relate, describe;—s.m. Singing,
&c.:—gn n(-ko), To have acquired the faculty of
singing, to be able (or to know how) to sing:—gn-bajn,
s.m. Singing and playing; song and music.
H (&* X $[Rg thak [S. mB+t], s.m. A bricklayer; a
builder.
H &* X $[Rg thn [S. mB"(; cf. ga hn], v.t. To
fasten or tie together, to thread, string; to arrange,
connect in a regular series; to lay bricks (in mortar).
H  X $[&g , s.f. = H   X $[& g n, v.t.dialec. forms
of g h, and g hnrespectively, qq.v.
H   X $[&g n, v.t. = H  X $[& g , s.f.dialec. forms
of g h, and g hnrespectively, qq.v.
H  X $[_g h [Prk. $(_"; S. m.BRt], s.f. A knot, tie,
fastening; bond, engagement, stipulation; a knot or knob
(in wood); a joint, articulation (as of a reed, or of the
body, or of the muscles, &c.); a hardened or enlarged
gland; a kernel; the navel;—a bundle, parcel, bale (of
goods); a bunch;—a purse; a pocket;—entanglement,
diculty; misunderstanding; oence, displeasure;—
dissimulation, guile:—g h ukha n, s.m. Dislocation:—
g h b dhn, or g h bandhan karn(-me ), To tie a knot
(in, a handkerchief, &c., by way of a reminder); to tie
together; to make an engagement or contract (witha
person, for, -k, a thing); to harbour prejudice, &c. (e.g.
man-k g h b dhn):—g h-bhar, adj. (f. -), Full of
knots, knotty; intricate;—having full pockets, or having
the pocket full of money:—g h pa n(-me ), To become
knotted or entangled; (met.) misunderstanding or illfeeling to arise; to harbour inveterate enmity (towards
anyone, inthe breast):—g h-jo , s.m. Tying a knot;
splicing:—g h jo n(-k), To tie the knot (of), to splice; to
tie the nuptial knot:—g h a hn, To have a rupture at
the navel:—g h-dr, adj. Knotted; knotty:—g h den(me ), To tie a knot (in, a string, or a handkerchief, for
the purpose of reminding one of anything):—g h-se

jn, To be lost (a thing); to suer loss:—g h sarakn,
The navel to slip out of its place; to suer from umbilical
hernia:—g h-k, adj. (f. -), One's own purse, &c.; one's
own; private:—g h-k pais, s.m. One's own money:—
g h-k p r, adj. & s.m. Having a full purse, wealthy;—a
wealthy person:—g h-k khon, To waste or squander
(one's) money;—to act to (one's) prejudice, to do oneself
an injury, to incur loss:—g h kan(-k), To have (one's)
purse cut o or stolen, to have (one's) pocket picked, to
be robbed:—g h karn, v.t. To put in one's purse or
pocket; to hoard up;—to pocket, to misappropriate:—
g h kholnor khol-ln(-k), To untie a knot or knots; to
disentangle;—to open (one's) purse; to spend;—to
remove prejudice, or misunderstanding, or ill-feeling;—
s.m. The untying a knot;—opening the purse-strings,
prodigality, extravagance; expense;—removal of
prejudice, &c.:—g h-gahlor ga hl, adj. (f. -),
Knotted; knotty (as a stick); compact (as a man):—g hme rakhn, v.t. To put in (one's) purse or pocket, to
pocket:—e h-g h, s.f. A slip-knot:—gur-g h, s.f. A
hard knot.
H  X $[_g h [Prk. $(_ ; S. mBR + t], s.m. A knot,
&c. (=g h);—the knotted parts of the stalk and the earends of straw separately piled on the threshing- oor
(the 'colder' of English agriculture); grain mixed with
straw.
H   X $[_g hn [Prk. $(_4(; S. mBR"(], v.t. To

H 8 X $[*g jn [prob. fr. S. $*(; P. 6X ganj, q.v.], v.t.
To store, hoard, amass, heap up.
H 8 X $[*g jn [prob. Prk. $A*4(; S. $*"(
'
, rt. $*;'
or S. L*"(
' ], v.t. To stir, agitate; to churn.
H 8 X $[*0g j [gnj, q.v.+Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m.f. (dialec.) Addicted to smoking g jh;—an excessive
smoker of g j.
H &8 X $[Dg jh [prob. S. $*+t, or $*t], s.m.
The hemp-plant, Cannabis sativa; the leaves or young
buds of the hemp-plant (the fructication, when nearly
ripe, is bruised and smoked for intoxication: the dried
leaves are ground in water, and drunk for the same
purpose; in this state it is called bha g, or sabz):—gnjhewl(or g je-wl), s.m. A vendor of g jor intoxicating
preparations of hemp.
S +  X $.B"gndin, s.f. 1˚=gnd;—2˚=gndhin, q.v.
S  +  X $Bgndhr, s.m. The third of the seven
primary notes of music;—name of a people and their
country, commonly called Kandahr, and lying between
the north of India and Persia;—name of one of the
princes of that country.
S  +  X $B"gndhr, s.f. A princess of the
Gndhris(esp. the wife of Dhrita-rshra);—one
of the

tutelary female deities of the Jains.
H +  X $B 'gndharv, vulg. gndharb, s.m. = gandharb,

fasten, tie, knot, string together, thread; to join, make
adhere, put together, cobble, mend; to arrange, connect
in a regular series; to fasten beads (or other ornaments)
separately and at certain distances to the string that
passes through and connects them all;—to string words
together, to compose; to construct; to concoct;—to
interlock; to clasp;—to impede, obstruct;—to win over,
attach (to oneself); to reduce to obedience or subjection:
—g h-len, v.t. intens. of g hn.
H  X $[_"g h (i.q. g h, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) A knot,

q.v.
S +  X $B 'gndharv, vulg. gndharb, adj. & s.m. (f. -),

&c.:—g h-dr, s.m. An occupant of lands by heritable
tenure.
H 8 X $[*g j, s.m.=g jh, q.v.

of the goddess Gang (=gndin).
S +  X $B"gnd, s.f. Name of a princess of Ki (who

H 8 X $[*g jar, s.f. A kind of grass or verdure.

Belonging or relating to the Gandharvas;—musical;—a
form of marriage which requires only mutual
agreement;—the art of the Gandharvas, song, music,
dance.
S (+  X $.Bgndhik, s.m. (f. -or -), A vendor of
perfumes, a perfumer;—a kind of worm having a strong
fœtid smell, a tree-bug.
S +  X $.B"gndhin, s.f. An epithet of the Ganges or

was the wife of vaphalka and mother of Akrra;—see
gndin).

H  X $[fg , s.f.=  X g , q.v.
H  X $[fg , vulg. g [Prk. $(f ; S. $eft 'having
joints'], s.m. Sugar-cane, &c. (i.q. gann, q.v.).
H  X $[fg ar = H  X $[f! g al [Prk. $(f!"; S.
$ef+!+], s.f. A kind of grass, Andropogon muricatum(used
in thatching; and the root of which, known as as- as,
is used for ats).

H  X $[f!g al = H  X $[f g ar [Prk. $(f!"; S.
$ef+!+], s.f. A kind of grass, Andropogon muricatum(used
in thatching; and the root of which, known as as- as,
is used for ats).

H   X $[f0g  [g , q.v.+S. t], s.m. A catamite, a
sodomite;—an impotent man; a timid person, a coward.
S   X $.ef gdiv, = S 7 X $ef" gv,s.m. A bow;
the bow of Arjun.
S 7 X $ef" gv, = S   X $.ef gdiv,s.m. A bow;
the bow of Arjun.
S 7 X $ef" "gv, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Armed with a

The iron head of an arrow or spear, &c.
H  X $[g kar, s.m. A mass of dough baked on
embers; an inferior kind of bread made of arharand
other hard grains.
H <J X $[$g gan, s.f. A blind boil.
H  X $[ g w, or g o= H   X $[± g o [Prk. $/5; S.
m/t], s.m. A village, a hamlet:—g o-asthn, s.m. Site of
a village (whether in ruins or still standing):—g o-bs,
s.m. (f. -in= g o-ws= g o-wl, q.v.:—g o-b t, or
g o-ba, s.f. Division of villages; division of a
taalluqainto separate villages:—g o-jan, s.m. The village
community:—g o-k uho, or g o- ar , s.m. Village
expenses or charges; municipal expenses:—g o-k bd,
s.f. The cultivation, or the population, of a village:—g ok bol, s.f. Rustic speech:—g o-ws, s.m. (f. -in) = g owl, s.m. (f. -), A villager, a rustic.
H   X $[±g o = H  X $[ g w, or g o[Prk. $/5; S.
m/t], s.m. A village, a hamlet:—g o-asthn, s.m. Site of

—g ph n(-k), To put in a funk:—g phan(-k), To
get into a funk, to be in a great fright:—g -galat, adj.
Stupid, senseless; stupeed; dead:—g mrn(-k), To
commit sodomy:—g marn(apn), To suer sodomy (as
a catamite):—g -marn, s.f. A strumpet:—g -maro,
s.m. A sodomite, catamite.
H   X $[7g , s.m. (rustic)=g , q.v.

a village (whether in ruins or still standing):—g o-bs,
s.m. (f. -in= g o-ws= g o-wl, q.v.:—g o-b t, or
g o-ba, s.f. Division of villages; division of a
taalluqainto separate villages:—g o-jan, s.m. The village
community:—g o-k uho, or g o- ar , s.m. Village
expenses or charges; municipal expenses:—g o-k bd,
s.f. The cultivation, or the population, of a village:—g ok bol, s.f. Rustic speech:—g o-ws, s.m. (f. -in) = g owl, s.m. (f. -), A villager, a rustic.
H   X $[ g on, v.n. & t. (Braj.)=gn, q.v.

H   X $[f®g

P  X gna [prob. fr. Zend gaona= S. $,4], adj. ax, Fold (it

bow;—an epithet of Arjun.
H  X $[7g [prob. S. $eft], s.f. The anus; the privities:

, s.m.=g  , q.v.

H 7  X $[7" g v, adj. & s.m. corr. of gv, q.v.
H 0 X $[g s [g s˚, see next+S. +t], s.m. The angle
or enclosed space at the junction of the ngers and of
the toes.
H 0 X $[g sn [prob. Prk. $4(; S. m
"(, rt. m], v.t. To take in, inclose, hem in, surround,
encompass;—to pierce, transx, spit (as a fowl, &c.); to
bore, perforate; to string, thread:—g s-len, v.t. intens.
of g sn.
? 0 X $["g s [g s˚, q.v. + Prk.  = S. a. ], s.f.

is axed to numerals, and is often redundant, e.g. panjgna, 've-fold'; 've').
H (4 X $[6g hak, s.m. corr. of ghak, q.v.
P H  X go, gu, (followed by ifator a vowel) gv[Pehl.
go; Zend go; S. $5; Prk. $ , $, $ ], s.m. A bull, an
ox, a bullock;—s.f. A cow:—go-pa h , s.m. A peculiar
sleight by which an antagonist is thrown in wrestling (as
an ox is thrown down by a butcher; cf. qasaiy-dv);—gopalang, s.m. A camelopard, a girae:—go-takya, s.m. A
large pillow or bolster which supports the back of a

person sitting:—go- ar, s.f. Grazing cattle; pastureground;—charge for grazing;—a tax levied on pastureland:—go- na, s.m. House or stall for cattle; cow-pen;
cow-shed;—place where dead cattle are ayed:—gourd, adj. Broken to pieces, ruined, destroyed:—godum, adj. Thick at one end and thin at the other;
tapering, sloping;—s.f. A cow-tail; anything tapering; a
cone; a pyramid;—a trumpet; a tube;—acclivity, descent:
—go-dosh, s.m. A milking-pail;—a churn:—go-dda, s.m.
lit.'Ox-eye'; a kind of bread of the shape of an ox-eye:—
go-zabn, s.f. A kind of bread of a long shape
resembling neats' tongues;—the plant ox-tongue,
bugloss:—gv--zamn, s.m. The bull on whose horns the
earth is fabled to rest:—go-zor, s.f. Violence, brutality:
—go-sr, or go-sar, s.m. The club or mace of Fardn:—
go-shumr, s.f. Enumeration (or census) of cattle;—a
tax upon cattle:—go-shr, s.f. The (medicinal) gum of the
opoponax tree; gum-resin:—gv--ambar, s.f. The seacow (from which the Persians suppose ambergris to
come):—go-kush, s.f. Killing a cow or an ox;
slaughtering cows:—go-mesh, s.m. & f. A bualo.
H  X $ gw [S. $+t], adj. Of or relating to, or
coming from, a cow, &c.; cow's (used in comp.):—gwgosht, s.m. 'Cow's esh,' beef:—gw-gh, s.m. Ghee made
from cow's milk.
P ? X gwra, s.m. A cradle (i.q. gahwra, q.v.).
P  X god [go, q.v.+d= Zend di= S. "], adj. & s.m. 'Oxwitted,' stupid, ignorant, foolish;—a blockhead, booby,
simpleton, fool.
H `&X  X $ Vgo-ghap, or g -ghap[prob. by redupl. fr.
S. m#], s.m. Flattery, wheedling; deceit; artice; fraud;
embezzlement;—one who embezzles (=next;—cf. gh ghap):—go-ghap karn, v.t. To misappropriate, to
embezzle.
H L&X  X $ V0go-ghap [go-ghap, q.v.+ = Prk.  = S.
()+t], adj. & s.m.f. Flattering; alluring; deceitful,
fraudulent;—a atterer, deceiver, humbug;—one who
misappropriates or embezzles.
H ! X $ !"gol [prob. go, q.v.+S. !+t (+t)],
s.m. A cowherd.

H  X $±go , s.m.=   g w or g o, q.v.
H  X $ gon, v.t. & n. (dialec.)=gn, q.v.
H  X $±&go  [prob. S. m/+TR+t], s.m. Expense
incurred in the municipal administration of a village;
village charges (syn. g o- ar ).
H  X $±&"go  [prob. S. m/+TR+t], adj. Of or
belonging to a village.
H J X gwan-gar (gwan= gn+P. gar), s.m. (Dakkhin) A
singer.
P ? X gh [Pehl. g; old P. gthu; Zend gtu; S. $,, rt. $],
s.f. Place (used in comp.);—time; turn;—adv. Sometime:—
gh-be-gh, or gh-o-be-gh, adv. In season and out of
season, at all seasons, frequently; occasionally, now and
then, rarely:—gh-gh, or gh-ghe, adv. Some time or
other, at times, sometimes, now and then; again and
again, repeatedly, frequently:—shikr-gh, s.f. A place
proper for hunting, hunting-ground:—ibdat-gh, s.f.
Place of worship; mosque; church; synagogue; temple:—
n-gh, adv. Suddenly.
H ? X $6gh [S. m6t; Prk. prob. $65], s.m. A rapacious
aquatic animal; a crocodile; an alligator; a shark, &c.
H  X $6gh, s.f. corr. of gth, q.v.;—2˚=kath, q.v.
H ( X $6ghak [S. m6t], s.m. (f. -ik), Taker; seizer
(e.g. jn-k ghak, 'one who takes or aims at life');
receiver, getter; accepter; approver, appreciator (e.g.
gu-ghak);—purchaser, buyer, chapman, vendor, dealer.
H  X $6"ghak [ghak, q.v.+S. ], s.f. Demand,
vent, sale; transaction:—ghak pan, A sale to be
concluded.
H ? X ? X $6 $6 ghi-ghi (redupl. past conj. part. of
ghn), adv. With much inquiry or research.
H < X $6ghan [prob. S. m64(; Prk. $64(?], s.m. A kind of
harrow with teeth for eradicating grass from ploughed
land.
S < X $6ghan, s.m. Plunging or diving into water,
bathing.
H  X $6ghn [gh˚= Prk. $(6 ()=S. $Ý (), rt. m6O],
v.t. To caulk, thresh, tread out (corn);—to catch, take,
seize, stop;—to search, seek, inquire into, investigate.

H  X $6"gh [S. m6 'the ve planets' + ], s.f. An
aggregate of ve; a ve.
P [  X ghe (gh, q.v.+a. of unity e), adv. 'One time,' once;
at any time; sometime (syn. kabh):—ghe-gheor ghemhe, adv. At times, sometimes, now and then (=kabhkabh).
S  X $gya, vulg. gy, or ge(rt. gai), s.m. A song:—gykar, s.m. (f. -, -in, or n), A singer.
H  X $or $ ge, or $ g [Prk. $ ; S. $ ; cf.
go], s.f. A cow (as an epithet it is used in the sense of a
'poor, meek, gentle, quiet, or tractable person'):—gero , s.m. Gall-stone, biliary concretion found in the gallbladder of a cow or bullock:—ge-k gosht, s.m. Cow's
esh, beef:—ge-goh, s.m. Cow-house, cow-shed:—gem s, s.m.=ge-k gosht.
H ) X $gy [S. $+t], adj. Of or belonging to, or

who has lost her virginity, vel quae cum viro concumbit.
S () X $gyak, adj. & s.m. (f. -, and -ik), Singing;—
one who sings, a singer.
S ) X $gyik, s.f. A singer, songstress.
S <) X $gyan, adj. & s.m. Singing;—a singer;—song.
H <) X $gyan, or $ gin [S. $t, and $"], s.m.
& f. A public singer.
H < $ X $g , s.m. Name of a small class of Rjpts in
the district of Kopa-t.
H UX $ gab, s.f.=gav, q.v.;—s.m. = garbhand garv, qq.v.
H <E %X $ 8gaban, s.m.=gavan, q.v.s.v. gavaor gav.
H + %X $ gabd [Prk. $.)# ; S. $X#+t], adj. (f. -),
Full, lled out, eshy, plump, stout.
H + %X $ C!gabdul [prob. Prk. $.)#!5; S. $X#+!t],
adj. (dialec.)=gabd, q.v.
P %X gabr (cf. kr), s.m. A follower of Zoroaster, a re-

coming from, a cow (i.q. gw):—gy gh, s.m. Ghee made
of cow's milk.
S *) X $Pgyatrin, = S *) X $P" gyatr,s.m. (f. -i),

worshipper; an indel.
H %X $) gabbar [Prk. $. 5; S. $ t],
'
adj. Proud,

One who sings hymns; a singer;—the tree Acacia catechu.
S *) X $P"gyatr, = S *) X $P gyatrin,s.m. (f. -i),

haughty; rich, wealthy, prosperous.
H %X $ ~gabr [for gabhr = Prk. $)#+~ 5=S. $#+~t],
'

One who sings hymns; a singer;—the tree Acacia catechu.
S *) X $P"gyatr, s.f. Name of a Vedic metre of twenty-

adj. & s.m. Childish, puerile, juvenile;—stout and comely;
—a boy, lad, stripling, a beardless youth; an unformed
youth, a clown, a lout;—a bridegroom:—gabr jawn,
s.m.=gabr .
H Y%X $, Mgubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M&

four syllables (generally arranged as a triplet of three
divisions of eight syllables each); a hymn composed in
this metre;—a sacred verse from the Rig-veda to be
recited mentally by every Brhman at his morning and
evening devotions (the Gyatrverse is personied as a
goddess, the wife of Brahm, and mother of the four
Vedas, and also of the rst three classes of Hinds in
their capacity of twice-born: there is but one Gyatrof
the Vedas; but according to the system of the
Tntrikasthere are a number of mystical verses called by
that name, and each deity has one in particular: the
repetition of the Gyatris considered necessary to
salvation).
P + $ X gdan [i.q. ghdan, and gdan; g˚= Zend g; S. $
(.*$)], v.t. To embrace; to go in to; cum muliere
congredior
P ?+ $ X gda (perf. part. of gdan), part. & s.f. (A woman)

gabrau = H %X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H
"%X $, M! gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H + %X $, g
gubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H %X $, gf
gubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or
$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in
dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H %X $, M&gubrau, or $ M& gabrau = H Y%X $, M
gubraut = H %X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H

"%X $, M! gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H + %X $, g

$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

gubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H %X $, gf

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

gubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in

$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H %X $, gfgubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H Y%X

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in
dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H %X $, Mgubraur, or $ M gabraur. = H Y%X $, M

$, M gubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M&
gabrau = H %X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H
"%X $, M! gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H + %X $, g

gubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M& gabrau = H

gubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or

"%X $, M! gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H + %X $, g

$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

gubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H %X $, gf

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

gubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in

$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H 3)%X $, "!gubrl, or $, ! gubrel = H Y%X $, M

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in
dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H "%X $, M!gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H Y%X $, M

gubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M& gabrau = H
%X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H "%X $, M!
gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H + %X $, g gubrau d,

gubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M& gabrau = H

or $ g gabrau d = H %X $, gf gubrau , or

%X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H + %X $, g

$ gf gabrau  [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

gubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H %X $, gf

and  =S.

\
 t;—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S.

gubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or

! and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in

$, ! gubrel [gobar, q.v. + Prk. \

and  =S. \
 t;

—and Prk. 
( <=S. ; and Prk. !

and !<=S. !

dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H UX UX $ $ gab-gab = H %X %X $ $  gabar-gabar (prob.

and !+t], s.m. The species of black-beetle found in
dunghills or old cow-dung (and which rolls along a little
ball of dung (gobar) in which it deposits its eggs), the
Cantharus, or Scarabaeus, or Copris.
H + %X $, ggubrau d, or $ g gabrau d = H Y%X

onomat.), s.m. & adv. (colloq.), The sound made in
gulping;—gulp-gulp, gobble-gobble.
H %X %X $ $ gabar-gabar = H UX UX $ $ gab-gab (prob.

gabrau = H %X $, M gubraur, or $ M gabraur.= H

onomat.), s.m. & adv. (colloq.), The sound made in
gulping;—gulp-gulp, gobble-gobble.
H &%X $)#gabbh [prob. Prk. $)# =S. $#+t],
'
s.m.

"%X $, M! gubraul, or $ M! gabraul = H %X $, gf

(dialec.), A bedding.

$, M gubraut = H %X $, M& gubrau, or $ M&

gubrau , or $ gf gabrau  = H 3)%X $, "! gubrl, or

H  &%X $,#gubhn [prob. gubh˚= Prk. $,#U˚=S. $,v
+, caus. augment; but cf. khubhn], v.t. To prick,
pierce, puncture, bore, perforate; to thrust, stick (into);
to goad, to spur.
H &%X $)#gabbhar, adj.=gabbar, q.v.
H &%X $#~gabhr , adj. & s.m.=gabr , q.v.
S *0&%X $#.Tgabhasti, s.f. A ray (of light), sunbeam,
moon-beam.
H <&%X $.)#gabbhin, $.# gabhin; vulg. gabbhan,
adj.=gbhin, q.v.
H  &%X $#,gabhure, or $#,  gabhuwre [fr. S. $#'
+ !+t], s.m. (rustic) The hair of a new-born child.
H  &%X $,#5gubhon, v.t.=gubhn, q.v.
S  &%X $#"gabhr, adj.=gambhr, and gahir, qq.v.
H 3 &%X $,#"!gubhl [prob. Prk. $,#+! ; S $,v+!+t],
adj. (f. -), & s.m. Formed or consisting of hard lumps,
lumpy;—a hard lump (esp. of fæces);—gabhle, s.m. pl.
Hard lumps in the intestines (produced by constipation),
scybala.
P H `X $gap [prob. akin to P. guft, q.v.; cf. S. *t], s.f.
Prattle, talk, chat, tattle, gossip, idle talk, yarn, false
report:—gap-shap, or gap-o-shap, s.f.=gap:—gap h n, To
indulge in gossip, &c.:—gap(or gape ) mrn(-k), To prate
(about), to tattle, to gossip, &c.
H `X $,gup (contrac. of gupta, q.v.), adj. Hidden, secret;
dark, obscure; blind:—gup- up, adj. & adv. Secret; quiet;
silent;—in secrecy, or in secret, secretly; quietly;—s.f.
Secrecy; silence.
H `X LX $$gap--gap, s.m. & adv. The sound made in
swallowing or gulping down anything;—gulp-gulp; with a
gulping sound, or with repeated gulps;—abundantly,
copiously:—gap--gap khn, v.t. To swallow with gulps, to
gulp down.
H LX $,!gupl, s.m. corr. of gopl, q.v.
S LX $,Qgupta, vulg. gupt, gupator gupit, part. adj. (f. -),
& adv. Protected, guarded, preserved;—hidden,
concealed, kept secret; secret; withdrawn from sight,
invisible; (in Gram.) not expressed, understood;—

secretly, privately;—s.m. An appellation (of frequent use)
forming the last member of compound proper names of
men of the Vaiya or third caste:— gupt mdan, s.f.
Income from a hidden or secret source (as bribes, &c.):—
gupt-prakak, s.m. (f. -ik), A discoverer:—gupt-dn, s.m.
A secret gift or present, a hidden donation; a valuable
thing given in a concealed manner to Brhmans or to a
deity (as when a person leaves property with a Brhman
and never reclaims it; or presents him with a sealed bag;
or drops a present in a sacred pool in which he has
bathed at a solar eclipse, leaving the ociating
Brhmans to search for it):— gupt rahn, v.n. To remain
hidden, lie concealed; to be or continue invisible:—gupt
karn, v.t. To hide, conceal:—gupt-gati, s.m. A spy, secret
emissary:—gupt-mr, s.f. A beating or hurt that leaves no
marks;—taunt, gibe, sneer:—gupt ml, s.m. Hidden wealth
or treasure:—gupt-ve, s.m. A disguise, or dress, &c., used
for concealment;—a false or deceitful person; a
hypocrite, dissembler; an actor, a mimic (syn. hal, kapt;
bahu-r p):—gupt hon, v.n. To be hidden or concealed; to
be invisible.
S *LX $,.Qgupti, s.f. Protecting, protection; concealing,
concealment; a means of protection.
H *LX $,Q"gupt [S. $,Q+], s.f. A hidden sword; a swordstick.
H `:LX $,,gup- up (prob. onomat.), s.m. (f.?) A boys'
game (in which one pus out his cheeks, and another
strikes them with both hands so as to produce a sound);
—a kind of sweetmeat made of curds.
H :LX $, !gup- awwal, s.f.(?) (colloq.) A boys' game
(=gup- up).
H  ! ] `X $787gapa -apa , s.f. (colloq.) = gap-shap,
q.v.s.v. gap.
H 0LX $gaps, s.m. Hard soil of a whitish appearance.
H LX $gapk (fr. gapakn), s.m. A mouthful noisily
swallowed; a bolting, or gulping;—(dialec.) a douceur or
bribe swallowed;—a soft-sounding thrust or blow.
H LX $gapakn [gapak˚, prob. fr. S. m#+>], v.t. To
swallow with a noise, to gulp, to bolt;—to catch (as a ball,
&c.).

H `JLX $$gap-gap, s.m. & adv.=gapagap, q.v. (cf. gabgab).
H &LX $,vguph [prob. S. $,6], s.f. A cave, cavern; den;
vault;—a retreat, hiding-place; a thicket:—guph-me
baihn, To settle down in a cave or cell, to lead the life
of a hermit.
H &LX $,Qvgupph [S. $,.@v+ or $,@v+t], s.m. A tassel; a
wreath; a bunch (of owers, &c.).
H LX $Q"gapp = H LX $ gapiy [gap, q.v.+Prk.  =S.
t], adj. & s.m. Prating, tattling, addicted to gossip or to
yarning, &c.;—prater, idle talker, tattler, babbler, gossip,
yarner.
H LX $gapiy = H LX $Q" gapp [gap, q.v.+Prk.  =S.
t], adj. & s.m. Prating, tattling, addicted to gossip or to
yarning, &c.;—prater, idle talker, tattler, babbler, gossip,
yarner.
S X $gata, vulg. gat, part. (rt. gam), Gone; departed;
deceased, dead; gone by, past (as time), closed, come to
an end, ceased;—come to, approached, reached, arrived
at; gained, attained; understood, known;—s.m. The past;
anything past or done; an event:—gatrth(˚ta+ar˚), adj.
According to the past, mferred from the past; inferred,
implied, understood, signied;—done, accomplished,
perfected and past;—void of an object; unmeaning,
nonsensical; become
poor:—gatyusor gatyush(˚ta+y˚), adj. & s.m. Whose life is
(virtually) closed or at an end; whose vital power has
vanished; decayed, decrepid, inrm, very old;—one
whose life is (virtually) at an end, &c.:—gat-kl, s.m. Past
time, days of yore;—a past opportunity:—gat-kul, s.m. An
emigrated family; an extinct family; a tenant that has
quitted;—an estate (or lands) of which the legal owners
are extinct:—gat-ms, s.m. The month that is gone, last
month.
S X $gati, and H. $ gat, s.f. Going, moving; motion;
movement; pace; gait; march; passage, progress;
procession; path, way, course; ight;—diurnal motion (of
a planet in its orbit); a whole revolution (of a heavenly
body);—procedure, carriage, deportment;—coming,
arriving at, obtaining, attainment, access, reach, range;

—end, termination, issue, event; course of events; fate,
fortune, destiny;—an expedient, means; a means of
success; way, art, or method of acting; stratagem;—basis;
refuge, resource, remedy;—state, condition, situation,
appearance, predicament, plight (as that in which one is
beaten soundly), pickle, trim, mess;—mode of existence,
nature;—a happy issue; happiness; salvation;
transmigration (of souls);—funeral rites;—a period of life
(as youth, manhood, old age);—a musical time or
measure; an air, a tune; a quaver (in music);—a mode of
dancing:—gat bajn, To play an air:—gat bajn, An air to
be played;—to be soundly thrashed:—gat bann, v.t. To
reduce to a miserable plight, to beat to a mummy;—to
set up an 'Aunt-Sally':—gat bharn, or gat n n, To dance
to music:—gat-k, adj. (f. -k), Of good quality, good, ne
(as cloth, &c.):—gat karn(-k), To make use (of), to apply;
—to perform the funeral rites (of);—to reduce to a
fearful plight, to beat to a mummy, to pommel:—gat-kugat karn, v.t. To ruin, spoil:—gat hon, v.n. To be made
use of; to come into use;—to be reduced to a ne plight,
to be thrashed or pommelled soundly;—funeral rites to
be performed; to obtain salvation (or to escape
transmigration), to attain to nal happiness.
H *X $\gatt (i.q. gt, q.v.), s.m. Pasteboard, &c.
H *X $,\gutt [gut(n)+S. a. +t], s.m. (dialec.)
Exclusive right (of sale, supply, &c.); monopoly, contract;
—an income of variable amount sold (or let) for a xed
sum; lease (of land, &c.), farm (syn. ijra).
S &Y *X $,Rgatrth,
'
adj. See s.v. gataor gat.
H  *X $gutn (caus. of gutn), v.t. To thread, string;
to entangle; to entwine; to embarrass; to engage in;—to
x; to contrive.
H *X $gatk, s.m.=gadk, q.v.
H *X $,gutk, s.m. (dialec.)=gutt, q.v.
H *X $,gutn (dialec.) = H &*X $,R guthn [gut˚or
guth˚= Prk. $,;R()=S. m^(`), pass. of rt. mR], v.n. To be
strung, to be threaded; to be interlaced, or intertwined,
or intermingled; to be braided, be plaited; to be or
become tangled (as thread, &c.), to be ravelled; to
tangle; to catch, hitch; to be entangled (in); to be

embarrassed, be involved in diculties;—to close (with, se, an antagonist, in wrestling, syn. jun);—to be taken
up (with), be occupied, or engaged (in), be absorbed (in);
to be under employment, or in use:—gutn(dialec.), v.t.
To settle, x, determine, contrive (=gutn).
H &*X $,Rguthn = H *X $, gutn (dialec.)[gut˚or guth˚=
Prk. $,;R()=S. m^(`), pass. of rt. mR], v.n. To be strung,
to be threaded; to be interlaced, or intertwined, or
intermingled; to be braided, be plaited; to be or become
tangled (as thread, &c.), to be ravelled; to tangle; to
catch, hitch; to be entangled (in); to be embarrassed, be
involved in diculties;—to close (with, -se, an antagonist,
in wrestling, syn. jun);—to be taken up (with), be
occupied, or engaged (in), be absorbed (in); to be under
employment, or in use:—gutn(dialec.), v.t. To settle, x,
determine, contrive (=gutn).
H  &*X $R gatho, s.m. (dialec.)=gaho, q.v.
H  &*X $,R [guthw [Prk. $,;R

(with winserted); S.

mR+t], adj. (f. -w ), Strung together; interlaced,
intertwined; plaited, &c.
H  &*X $,R guthwn, v.t.=gu thwn, q.v.
S *X $gati, and H. $" gat, s.f.=gat, q.v.
H [ *X $`gate [S. $`, fr. $t], adv. Softly, gently, slowly, by
degrees:—gate-gate, adv. Idem.
H *X $\"gitt, s.f. The game of ducks and drakes (syn.

gugglet:—ga-ga, or ga--ga, s.m. & adv. The repeated
sound of gulping, or of water, &c. coming out of a
gugglet;—with a gulping noise; with a gurgling sound.
H ' $ga (i.q. gah, q.v.), s.m. A hard lump; a
callosity, a corn (on the foot or toe);—the wrist-joint;
ankle-bone; pastern (of a horse);—a plug, stopper, cork;
tompion (of a gun);—the padding round the part of the
tube of a uqqawhich xes into the mouth of the metal
bottom;—a lump of coarse old mortar;—a sweetmeat:—
gae pa n(-par), Callosities or corns to form (on the feet,
&c.); to get hard lumps or bumps (on the head, from
frequent prostations in prayer):—gol-ga, s.m. A boys'
game (played with pebbles).
H ' $,gu, or $ gi [prob. Prk. $, ; S. $5c+t],
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Short of stature, stumpy, stunted;—a
stumpy person, a dwarf.
H % ) ' $,& $
° gu-bai gan, s.m. A kind of prickly plant,
Solanum melongena(syn. bha-kaaiy).
H "!  $&&ga-pa, s.f. & adv. See s.v. ga.
H ( ' ' $&/!gaarmal, s.m.=gaa mal, q.v.
H .=' ' $,&$0(guar-g , s.m.=.b' S guar-g

 , q.v.
H (  ' $&7/!gaa mal (prob. gaa = gahar, q.v.+mal,
'rubbing'), s.m. A nickname for a monkey.
H ' $giak, or $, guak (i.q. guk, q.v.), s.m. A
plug, a stopper.
H ' $&gik, or $,& guk, adj. & s.m.=gu, q.v.

hi hl).
H *X $gatiy [gatior gat, q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], s.m.

S ' $,&guik, s.f. A pill, bolus; a small globe or ball,

One who plays the drum, i.e. the hol, or tabla,
&c.

H ' $&ga [S. V&; cf. gha], s.m. Troop, throng, crowd,

a bullet, a marble, a pellet; a pearl.
H ' $,&guk [prob. S. $,&; or $,ft], s.m. A small

multitude, band, gang, herd, &c.:—ga-pa, s.f. & adv.
Heap, mass, conglomeration, crowdedness, confusion,
jumble;—higgledy-piggledy, in a heap, in confusion;
jumbled together;—in close contact, interlocked:—ga-kega, s.m. pl. Whole troops, or herds;—troop upon troop,
&c.
H ' $&ga [S. Vt or V"], s.f. (dialec.) of a river or
tank (see gh).
H ' $&ga (onomat. i.q. S ga, q.v.), s.m. The sound or

ball, a bolus; a magic ball prepared by devotees (which, if
put into the mouth, is supposed to make a person
invisible, or to accomplish something wonderful);—a
sweetmeat swallowed as a bolus without chewing;—a
small book worn as an amulet;—a little book (bound or
boarded); a handbook, a manual;—a ake of pnor betelleaf (syn. khl); a mouthful; a gulp;—a round pebble, a
shard (used in play; cf. gikar, and gitt).
H '$&"gikr (prob. for gukar) = H ' '$&"

noise of a gulp, or of a liquid poured from a bottle or

gikar, or $&" gikir [prob. gi= gu= gu= S. $0+S.
' "

or "; lit.'rising and sinking or falling; bobbing up and
down'], s.f. A shake, quaver, trill (in singing;—dialec.
forms are gikal, guka , gukal, gukul, gaka , &c.):—
gikar len, To give a trill (to the voice), to trill, shake,
quaver.
H ' '$&"gikar, or $&" gikir = H '$&"
gikr (prob. for gukar)[prob. gi= gu= gu= S. $0+S.
' "
or "; lit.'rising and sinking or falling; bobbing up and
down'], s.f. A shake, quaver, trill (in singing;—dialec.
forms are gikal, guka , gukal, gukul, gaka , &c.):—
gikar len, To give a trill (to the voice), to trill, shake,
quaver.
H ' '$&"gikar (i.q. gikr, q.v.), s.f. A at round
pebble; a shard (such as is used in playing at ducks and
drakes).
H  ' $,&guakn [gu, prob. onomat.+S. >], v.t. To
swallow, gulp, bolt;—v.n. To coo (as a dove, &c.):—guakjn(intens.) To gulp down, &c.
H '$&M"gikaur, s.f.=gikar, q.v.
H  ) '$,&»"gukain [gukor gik, q.v. + S. "], adj. &
s.f.=gu, fem. of gu, q.v.
H "%' $&$&ga-ga, s.m. & adv. See s.v. ga.
H ;:' $,&!gul, s.m. = H + '$,&!" gul, s.f.dialec. forms
of guhl, and guhl, qq.v.
H + '$,&!"gul, s.f. = H ;:' $,&! gul, s.m.dialec. forms
of guhl, and guhl, qq.v.
H  ' $&gan, adj. & s.m.=gu, q.v.
H ' $& gawr = H 2' gawra (i.q. ga h-wr,
fr. g tn, q.v.), s.m. Name of a tribe of Js.
H 2' gawra = H ' $&  gawr (i.q. ga h-wr,
fr. g tn, q.v.), s.m. Name of a tribe of Js.
H B' gaa, s.m.=ga, q.v.
H ' $_gah, contrac. of g h, q.v. (used as rst
member of compounds):—gah-bandh, adj. Entered into
agreement or compact, united, leagued
together, confederated, &c.:—gah-bandh or, s.f. Gangrobbery:—gah-bandhan, s.m. Tying the knot (a ceremony
attending a Hind marriage, in which the skirts or

mantles of the bride and bridegroom are fastened
together; and, thus united, they form part of a
procession to some river or piece of water):—gah-jor,
adj. Coupled, joined, united;—s.m. Joining or tying the
knot (=gah-bandhan, q.v.):—gah-jo  b dhn(-k), To tie
together the skirts or mantles of the bride and
bridegroom (a ceremony attending marriage performed
by the purohitor ociating priest):—gah-ka, s.m. (f. -),
A cut-purse, a pick-pocket; one who cuts open parcels:—
gah-ka, or gah-ka, s.f. Purse-cutting, pocket-picking,
theft, the practice of a cut-purse.
H ' $gah [prob. Prk. $(_ ; S. mB+t], s.m. A large
bundle, a pack, package, bale; a load;—the wrist, wristbone; ankle-joint; pastern (of a horse; see ga);—a root
(of onion, or of turmeric, &c.), a clove (of garlic);—a knot
or division (in a measuring line or chain); the twentieth
part of a jarb(each gahcontaining three ilh gaz, or
ninety-nine inches.
H ' $_gahn [caus. of g hn, gah˚= Prk.
$(_U˚=S. mBR+˚, caus. augment], v.t. To cause to join
or adhere, &c.; to join, tie, attach; to mend or cobble
(shoes).
H '$_"gahn (fem. of gahn), s.f. A species of
tax levied by zamndrson the cultivators of the soil.
H  ' $_ gaho, s.m. = H  ' $_ & gahwa, s.f.=
H "' $_ gahat, s.f.[gah(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;
—and ˚awa= Prk.  ( = S. () ++; ]( , Joining
together, junction, connexion; putting together,
construction, structure;—a contrivance, scheme, plot:—
gaho g hn, To form a junction, or connexion, or
league, &c. (with, -seor -ke sth); to intrigue, plot; to
contrive well, play one's cards well.
H  ' $_ &gahwa, s.f. = H  ' $_ gaho, s.m.=
H "' $_ gahat, s.f.[gah(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;
—and ˚awa= Prk.  ( = S. () ++; ]( , Joining
together, junction, connexion; putting together,
construction, structure;—a contrivance, scheme, plot:—
gaho g hn, To form a junction, or connexion, or
league, &c. (with, -seor -ke sth); to intrigue, plot; to
contrive well, play one's cards well.

H "' $_gahat, s.f. = H  ' $_ gaho, s.m.= H
 ' $_ & gahwa, s.f.[gah(n)+o= Prk.  =( S.
()(;—and ˚awa= Prk.  ( = S. () ++; ]( ,
Joining together, junction, connexion; putting together,
construction, structure;—a contrivance, scheme, plot:—
gaho g hn, To form a junction, or connexion, or
league, &c. (with, -seor -ke sth); to intrigue, plot; to
contrive well, play one's cards well.
H  > ' $_ Bgah-bandhan, s.m. = H  T ' $_*57
gah-jo , s.m.See s.v. gah.
H  T ' $_*57gah-jo , s.m. = H  > ' $_ B gahbandhan, s.m.See s.v. gah.
H ' ' $gahar, or $_ gahar [Prk. $_f5—S. mBR+t],
adj. Knotted, knotty; compact, stout, robust;—s.m. A
large bundle, a bale, pack, package.
H ' ' $_"gahr [Prk. $(_f ; S. mBR++t], s.m. gahar,
and gahr, qq.v.
H ' '$_"gahr = H  '$_7" gah  = H 7 ' $_7
gaha iy [Prk. $_f; S. mBR ++], s.f. A bundle,
parcel, packet, package, bale; a bag (of money, &c., as
that brought in payment of revenue);—amount, total;—
property, substance, wealth;—(g.) a person lying
senseless (bundled up, as it were) under drunkenness,
&c.;—a crew, pack, junto:—gah  b dhn, To tie up
(one's) bundle or baggage, get (one's) things together,
to pack up, &c. (=gah  karn):—gah  karn(-k), To make a
bundle (of); to get together; to tie up (one's arms and
legs together); to double up (an adversary, in wrestling);
to sum up, nd the total (of), to add:—gah  mrn(-k), To
break open the bundle (of), to rob or plunder the bundle
(of); to rob.
H  '$_7"gah  = H ' '$_" gahr = H 7 ' $_7
gaha iy [Prk. $_f; S. mBR ++], s.f. A bundle,
parcel, packet, package, bale; a bag (of money, &c., as
that brought in payment of revenue);—amount, total;—
property, substance, wealth;—(g.) a person lying
senseless (bundled up, as it were) under drunkenness,
&c.;—a crew, pack, junto:—gah  b dhn, To tie up
(one's) bundle or baggage, get (one's) things together,

to pack up, &c. (=gah  karn):—gah  karn(-k), To make a
bundle (of); to get together; to tie up (one's arms and
legs together); to double up (an adversary, in wrestling);
to sum up, nd the total (of), to add:—gah  mrn(-k), To
break open the bundle (of), to rob or plunder the bundle
(of); to rob.
H 7 ' $_7gaha iy = H ' '$_" gahr = H
 '$_7" gah  [Prk. $_f; S. mBR ++], s.f. A
bundle, parcel, packet, package, bale; a bag (of money,
&c., as that brought in payment of revenue);—amount,
total;—property, substance, wealth;—(g.) a person lying
senseless (bundled up, as it were) under drunkenness,
&c.;—a crew, pack, junto:—gah  b dhn, To tie up
(one's) bundle or baggage, get (one's) things together,
to pack up, &c. (=gah  karn):—gah  karn(-k), To make a
bundle (of); to get together; to tie up (one's arms and
legs together); to double up (an adversary, in wrestling);
to sum up, nd the total (of), to add:—gah  mrn(-k), To
break open the bundle (of), to rob or plunder the bundle
(of); to rob.
H # ' $_&gah-ka, s.m. See s.v. gah.
H (' $,!guhal [prob. Prk. $,;R!5 or $,!5(?); S. mR
+!t], adj. & s.m. Having knots, knotted; lumpy, bumpy;
coagulated; hardened; having a large stone (as a mango,
&c.);—a knot; a hard lump; a large bump; coagulation;—a
gland; a glandular swelling; a hard boil or tumour (cf.
guhl).
H ;:' $,_!guhl (i.q. guhal, q.v.), s.m. A large lump; a
large stone (of fruit), &c. (=guhal, and guhl).
H ;:' $,_!guhl perf. part. of next), part. adj. (f. -),
Blunted; set on edge (the teeth).
H ;:' $,_!guhln (fr. guhal, q.v.), v.n. To be
dulled or blunted; to be set on edge (the teeth).
H + '$,_!"guhl [guhal, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
knot; a lump, mass (as of curd in milk, or of our in
broth, &c.), a clot (of blood); a ball, lump, gathering (as
of cotton in a quilt, &c.);—kernel; stone (of a fruit);—a
gland; a glandular swelling; a bump; a hard boil or
tumour; hard lump (in a woman's breast); hard part (of a
boil, &c.); a lump of hardened fæces.

H  ' $_gahn, (dialec.) $,_ guhn [Prk. $(_4(; S.
mBR"(], v.n. To be knotted together, be tied together;
to be joined, be connected;—to join, unite; to become fast
friends; to confederate, to combine (against), to collude,
to plot (cf. g hn):—gah-jn, v.n. intens. of and=gahn.
H ' $_,gahu, or $_0 gah  [Prk. $(_ , or $(_
(with winserted); S. m.BR+t, or mBRt], adj. & s.m.
Knotted, knotty; knotted or tied together;—a knot (in
cloth, or cotton, &c.);—the knot tied in the skirts of a
bride and bridegroom (see gah-bandhan).
H ' $_ gahwn (doub. caus. of g hn, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be joined, to cause to be tied together, to get
two (things) joined or tied together; to have (things) tied
up in a bundle;—(=gahn), to cause to join or adhere; to
tie together; to mend or cobble (shoes).
H <'$_ ["gahw s [fr. gah, q.v.;— s= S. (8
+], s.f. The twentieth part of a gah(i.e. about ve
inches).
H 8'$_  gahw [gahw(n) + = Prk. =S. a.
+], s.f. The cost or charge for mending (shoes).
H C' $_Mgahaut, s.f.=gahator gahwa, q.v.
H >' $_ggahau d [gah, q.v.+Prk. 
( 5=S. ], s.m. A
pledge, trust, or deposit, tied up in a bundle or bag.
H '$"gah, or $_" gah [Prk. $(_; S. m.BR], s.f. A
small bundle (of anything); a ball; a pack, package; bale
(of cotton); a pad (for the back of a beast of burden).
H ) ' $_gahiy (i.q. gah, q.v.), s.f. A bundle,
package, &c. (=gah); a bag, sack; a pannier;—a bump
(see ga);—pain in the joints; rheumatism; gout (in the
joints):—gahiy-b, or gahiy-bo, s.f. Rheumatism;
gout in the joints.
H ;:) ' $_"!gahl [Prk. $(_! ; S. m.BR!+t], adj. (f. ) & s.m. Knotted, knotty;—compact, well-set, robust,
sturdy, stout, strong;—a robust man, &c.
H '$"ga [S. V"; cf. ga], s.f. (dialec.) Bank (of a
river or tank).
HR
S ' $"ga (a dialec. form of gah), s.f. (Dakkhin) A
lump (of earth or clay), a clod; hard clay; coarse old

mortar (cf. ga).
H '$"gi (i.q. gu, fem. of gu, q.v.);—cf. gikor
guk), s.f. A reel.
H ) ' $&gaiy, s.f.=gahiyor gah, qq.v.
S 6X $*gaj, s.m. An elephant; one of the eight elephants
of the quarters (=dig-gaja); (hence) a symbolical term for
the number 8;—a measure of two cubits, a yard; a yard
measure (cf. P. gaz); a ramrod:—gajnan(˚ja+n˚), adj. &
s.m. Elephant-faced;—the elephant-faced one, an epithet
of Ga ea:—gaj-bandhan, s.m. A chain for binding an
elephant to a post:—gaj-bandhan, s.f. A post to which an
elephant is bound:—gaj-pl, s.m. Keeper (or driver) of an
elephant:—gaj-pati, s.m. The lord or keeper of elephants,
a title given to a Rjor king;—an elephant-driver;—a
large stately elephant; the leader in a drove of
elephants:—gaj-dant, s.m. An elephant's tusk; ivory;—an
epithet of Ga ea (cf. gaj-nan):—gaj-rj, s.m. 'King or lord
of elephants'; a noble elephant, a particularly large
elephant; the leader in a herd of elephants:—gaj-rath,
s.m. A chariot drawn by an elephant; chief chariot:—gajgh, s.m. A string composed of several tassels (made of
the hair of a species of ox) suspended as an ornament
from an elephant's neck (or fastened to a horse's ears,
and extending on both sides to the saddle):—gaj-gaman,
or gaj-gmin, or (dialec.) gaj-gaun, adj. Having an
elephant's gait; moving stately (as an elephant); stately,
majestic, graceful (applied to the gait of a woman):—gajmukh, s.m.=gaj-nan, q.v.:—gaj-manih, or gaj-mol, s.m., or
gaj-mukt, s.f. Elephant-gem; elephant-pearl; a large
pearl (it is a popular idea of the Hinds that the nest
pearls are found in the heads of elephants):—gaj-nl,
s.m. A large
gun or cannon:—gaj-vth, s.f. 'The course of the
elephant'; the Milky Way:—gajendra(˚ja+in˚), s.m. A chief
among elephants; a large or noble elephant.
H 8X $*gaj, s.m. Part of a cart;—a kind of sweetmeat
(syn. khurm).
H 8X $*!gajl [dialec. gajor gaj ; prob. S. $*+t;
'
cf. S. $*t],
'
s.m. A kind of sh.
H 8X $*!gajl (prob. gaj+pl?), s.m. A large peg or pin

(to hang things on).
H  8X $*gajn [gaj˚= Prk. $A*U˚=S. $*+˚
'
caus.

H 8X $,*"gujarn, s.f.=g jarn, q.v.

aug.], v.t. To cause to putrefy, to cause to ferment;—to
mash or mix together with the hands (=g jn);—v.n. To
work, to ferment (cf. bajbajn).
S < 8X $*gajnan, s.m. See s.v. gaj.

H 8X $,*"gujr, s.f.=g jr, q.v.

H 8X $,*"gujr, s.f. corr. of gur, q.v.
H J8X $*$gajg [prob. fr. gaja; cf. S. gaja-pdapa], s.m.

H ( L8X $*&!gaj-pal, s.m. Lamp-black (with which the

The seed of the trumpet- ower, Bignonia suaveolens;—
grey bonduc nut, the fruit of the Guilandina bonducella;—a
kind of rework (cf. me hal).
H 8J8X $*$*gijgij (by redupl. of gij= gi = ga ; cf. gi -

eyes are painted;—syn. kjal).
H 8X $*gajar [Prk. $A*f5; S. $*+t],
'
s.m. The chimes

pi ), adj.=gilgil, q.v.
H  8J8X $*$*gajgajn [fr. Prk. $A*˚; S. $*,' by

rung at the expiration of a paharor watch of the day or
night (i.e. after striking the hours of 4, 8, and 12; but the
term is sometimes restricted to those rung at the close
of the fourth watch, the word paharbeing more
commonly used for the middle chimes);—an alarum:—
gajar, adv.=gajar-dam, q.v.:—gajar-dr, adj. Having an
alarum (a clock):—gajar-dam, adv. At the time of the 4
o clock chimes in the morning, at early dawn.
H 8X $*gajar; contrac. of gjar, q.v. (used in comp.):—

redupl.], v.n. To sound, to rattle (as seed in a capsule,
&c.); to buzz, to hum (as a crowd, or a swarm of bees,
&c.); to swarm; to be populous or crowded (a town, &c.);
to be full of business and bustle, to be lively, or brisk;—to
be or become abby.
H 8X $*"gajn, s.f. Bole, earth.

H 8%8X $* *gijbij, adj.=gijgij, q.v.

gajar-bhatt, or gajar-bhat, s.m. A dish of boiled carrots
and rice:—gajar-aul, adj. & s.m. Carrot-shaped;—a cone,
&c.:—gajar-ga, s.m. A popgun.
H 8X $*gajar [prob. contrac. fr. gohu and ja+S. ], s.f.
A mixture of wheat and barley, or of red and white
wheat (=gojar).
H 8X $A*gajjar [prob. S. K(], s.m. Swampy ground.
H 8X $,*gujar, s.m.=g jar, q.v.
H 8X $,*gujar, s.f. corr. of guar, q.v.
H 8X $*gajr [prob. Prk. $A* ; S. $*+t],
'
s.m. A
carrot; leaf of a carrot;—a wrist-ornament (orig. 'carrotshaped'), a bracelet (of gold, &c.); a necklace (of gold);—a
kind of silk cloth (i.q. mashr ); the waving lines on
mashr :—gajr-har, s.m. A kind of wreath or necklace (of
owers or of gold), &c., see gajr.
H A8X $,*gujart [fr. S. $,*t],
'
s.m. Name of a
province in Western India, Guzerat.
H Y8X $,*"gujart, vulg. gujrt[gujart+= S. t], adj.
& s.m. Of or belonging to Gujart;—a native of Gujart.
H & 8X $*#gajar-bhat, s.m. See s.v. gajar.

H &8X $ADgajjh, or $D gajh [ganj, q.v.+S. +t], s.m. A
store, heap; plenty, abundance, opulence, wealth (stored
up in one place):—gajjh dab-baihn, or gajjh mrn, To
obtain a vast amount of wealth or property by dishonest
means, to make a great haul by frandulent means.
H &8X $,ADgujjh [Prk. $,AD ; S. $,µ+t], adj. (f. -),
Hidden; secret, private; invisible (syn, gupt):—gujjh mr,
s.f.=gupt-mr, q.v.s.v. gupt.
H <&8X $.D gajhin [prob. S. $6, rt. $6O], adj. Thick, close,
dense, imporvious (as a forest, &c.).
H <&8X $,Dgujhan (ct gunjn), adj. Thick, &c. (=gajhin,
q.v.);—adv. Thickly, closely, densely.
S 8X $*"gaj (fr. gaj), s.f. A female elephant.
H 8X $*"gaj, s.f. corr. of gaz, q.v.
H 8X $* gija (prob. akin to gojar, q.v.), s.f. A kind of
small scolopendra that abounds in the rains (syn. kansal).
H 8X $,* guja, s.f.=goja, q.v.
H 8X $,.*gujiy (cf. ku iy), s.f. A kind of ear-ring (syn.
kar-ph l);—a kind of sweetmeat.
S +  8X $BWgajendra, s.m. See s.v. gaj.
P H 9X $ga [Pehl. ga ; Zend vi i ; perhaps S.  .P, or

 T]( , s.m. Mortar; cement; shell-lime; plaster; old
mortar knocked o walls, &c.;—a oor, &c. plastered
with lime:—ga -kr, s.f. Plastering; working (or building)
with mortar or cement.
H 9X $ga (i.q. kha or gha , qq.v.), adj. (dialec.), Thick
together, crowded, &c. (com. used in the redupl. form):—
ga -pa , or gi -pi , adj. & adv. Close, thick; crowded or
stued together; packed close; stuck close together;—
confused, jumbled;—squashy;—muddy;—all together; in a
mass;—s.m.(f.?), A dense crowd; a confused mass; a
jumble (cf. ka -pa ):—ga -gn, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Closelypacked; thick-set; squat; short and fat;—a thick-set man;
a short and fat person.
H 9X $ga (prob. onomat.), s.m. The sound made in

tasseled;—s.f. A kind of turban.
P :X ga  (rel. n. fr. ga ), adj. Made of mortar or cement
cemented; plastered.
H :X $,"gu  [S. $,K+ + ], s.f. A bundle of a hundred
betel-leaves, &c.
H :X $,K"gu , s.f. A small pool or puddle; a hole, a pit;
—adj. Purblind;—drowsy, heavy (with sleep):—gu -pl,
s.m. The game of tip-cat.
H + X $gad [prob. fr. S. $], s.f. A thud; a bump:—gad-gad, or gad--bad, or gad-bad, adv. One upon another, one
after another, successively; helter-skelter, pell-mell;
higgledy-piddledy, all of a heap;—all at once, at a stroke:
—gad-pad, s.f.(?) A close encounter.
S + X $gada, vulg. gad, s.m. Speaking, speech; a word; a

walking through mire; or in piercing one with a spear or
sword, &c.:—ga -ga , s.m. & adv. Idem.
H :X $,gu , s.m. corr. 1˚ of gu h;—2˚ of k a;—3˚ of

sentence;—a spell;—disease, sickness;—name of the
younger brother of Krish a.
H + X $agadd [S. $1(], s.m. Prose.

k ;—and 4˚ of k .
H :L:X $.gi -pi iy [gic-pi = ga -pa , q.v.+Prk.

H + X $gid, s.m. (dialec.)=gidh, q.v.

 =S. t], s.m. The Pleiades.
S &:X $,K+gu ha, s.m.=gu h, q.v.
H &: $,K+gu h = H &:X gu ha [Prk. $,(+ ; S. $,K+t],
s.m. A cluster, bunch, bundle, tuft (of blossoms, fruits,
greens, &c.); a cluster of fruit; a bunch of owers; an ear
of corn; a clump of grass; a mop of hair; a skein of
thread; a knot, a tassel; anything of which the several
component parts are gathered or drawn together; (in
Bot.) corymbus;—adj. (f. -), Drawn together, collected;
compact well-set; dapper, neat:—gu h tr, s.m. The
Pleiades:—gu he-dr, adj. Having clusters; tufted;
tasseled;—s.f. A kind of turban.
H &:X gu ha = H &: $,K+ gu h [Prk. $,(+ ; S. $,K+t],
s.m. A cluster, bunch, bundle, tuft (of blossoms, fruits,
greens, &c.); a cluster of fruit; a bunch of owers; an ear
of corn; a clump of grass; a mop of hair; a skein of
thread; a knot, a tassel; anything of which the several
component parts are gathered or drawn together; (in
Bot.) corymbus;—adj. (f. -), Drawn together, collected;
compact well-set; dapper, neat:—gu h tr, s.m. The
Pleiades:—gu he-dr, adj. Having clusters; tufted;

H + X $,gud, s.m. (dialec.)=g d, q.v.
S + X $,guda, vulg. gud, = H + X $, gud [S. $,+t], s.m.
The anus:—gud kur(˚da+ an˚), s.m. The piles:—guda-klak,

s.m. The piles:—guda-grah, s.m. Constipation; atulence,
&c.:—gudendriya(˚da+in˚), s.m. The anus.
H + X $,gud [S. $,+t], = S + X $, guda, vulg. gud,s.m.
The anus:—gud kur(˚da+ an˚), s.m. The piles:—guda-klak,

s.m. The piles:—guda-grah, s.m. Constipation; atulence,
&c.:—gudendriya(˚da+in˚), s.m. The anus.
S + X $gad, s.f. A mace; club, bludgeon:—gad-dhar, s.m.
The mace-bearer, an epithet of Krish a:—gad-vr, s.m.
'The hero of the club,' an epithet of Krish a:—gadyuddh, vulg. gad-judh, s.m. A ght with clubs or
bludgeons.
P + X gad, s.m. A beggar, mendicant;—adj. Poor, indi
gent:—gad-gar, s.f. Begging, mendicity; living on
charity.
H + X $agadd [gd˚, rt. of gdn, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t],
s.m. A soft quilted bedding; a large cushion (cf. gadd);—a
sheaf or bundle of fodder ( ar).
H + X $,gud, s.m. (dialec.)=g d, q.v.

H + X $,agudd (prob.=gu), s.m. A baby; a doll; a
puppet;—a thick bough or branch;—a wind-gall.
P *r+ X gud ta [perf. part. of gud tan= gu+ = t 
+tan; Zend rt. ta with vi; S.  + ], part. Melted,
dissolved.
P d+ X gudz (rt. of gud tan; see gud ta), part. adj.
Melted, dissolved;—mild, gentle, aable; tender, soft;
plump, stout; thick;—(in comp.) melting, dissolving;
consuming; exterminating;—melter; rener (e.g. dilgudz, 'heart-melting';—z ulm-gudz,
'exterminator of

oppression';—pl. gudzn, 'melters; reners');—s.m.
Melting; liquefaction; consumption; anguish.
P d+ X gudzn [imperf. part. of gud tan, and=gudz,
q.v.+n= Zend naor ana= S. ], part. adj. Melting,

plump, well-developed; thick.
H + X $gadr = H + X $a gaddar (i.q. gdar, q.v.), adj.
Unripe, half-ripe, nearly ripe (fruit or corn);—lled out;
plump, well-developed; thick.
H + X $gadrn, v.n. To be half-ripe (as fruit, &c.);
to attain to puberty; to bloom;—to swell; to become
in amed (as the eye, &c.).
H ?+ X $6&gadrha (gadr(n)+ha= wa, as in
ga hwat, q.v.), s.f. The state of being nearly ripe.
H )+ X $gadry (perf. part. of gadrn), part.
Become half-ripe, &c.:—gadry-hu, part. adj. (f. gadrhu), Half-ripened; nearly ripe, &c. (=gadr, q.v.).
H + X $,gudarn, v.n. corr. of guarn, q.v.
H + X $7gida , s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=gda , q.v.

dissolving; rening (gold).
H  + X $gadk (prob. akin to gadd, q.v.), s.m.

H  + X $,7gud , s.m. (rare)=gud , and g da , qq.v.

Plumpness, fatness and softness of body (of a youth or a
girl).
H "+ X $!gadl (i.q. gadail, q.v.), s.m. (Dakh.) An

+], s.f. A pallet, a beggar's bedding, quilt, &c.; a

elephant's saddle or pad.
H "+ X $!gadl [S. $+!+t], s.m. A crowbar.

H  + X $,7"gud  [gud, prob.=g da, q.v.+ = Prk. f=S. 
beggar's tattered garment, a quilt of rags and patches; a
gaberdine.
H  + X $,7"gud  (corr. of guar, q.v.), s.f. A daily market.

H 1 + X gudm, s.m.=godm, q.v.
H + X $,gudn (caus. of gudn, and=godn), v.t. To

H 7 + X $,7guda iy [i.q. gud , by substitution of S. t

tattoo.
P $+ X gad [gad, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Begging,

rags;—one so clothed, a tatterdemalion; a slovenly or
shabby fellow;—one who sells or hires out quilts, tents,
&c.:—guda iy-pr, s.m. A tree near a town or village
(generally one which is supposed to be haunted) on
which people tie up rags in the manner of votive tablets,
which they believe to be ecacious for the
accomplishment of their wishes.
H  + X $gadk = H X + X $$ gadg (dialec.)[prob. S. $

mendicity;—beggary, poverty:—gad karn, To practise
begging; to beg.
P  )+ X gadyna, adv. Like a beggar.
H + + X $ gadbad, adj. (f. -), Plump, fat, corpulent (cf.
gabd).
H [  + + X $ ?gadbadke (past conj. part. of next), adv.
With gladness, joyously, gaily, cheerfully; freely, openly;
certainly, assuredly.
H + + X $ gadbadn, v.n. To be inarticulate from
joy or grief, &c.; to rejoice (=gadgadn, q.v.).
H + X $gadar (a rustic form of gaddor gadd), s.f.(?) The
seat of the driver at a Persian wheel.
H + X $agaddar = H + X $ gadr (i.q. gdar, q.v.), adj.
Unripe, half-ripe, nearly ripe (fruit or corn);—lled out;

for ], adj. & s.m. Clothed in patched garments or in

+t], s.m. A mace, a club; a bat; a stick; a foil or blunt
wooden sword (used in fencing).
H X + X $$gadg (dialec.) = H  + X $ gadk [prob. S.
$+t], s.m. A mace, a club; a bat; a stick; a foil or blunt
wooden sword (used in fencing).
S + X + X $$gad-gad (gada, redupl.), adj. Inarticulate (from
joy or grief, &c.), speaking thickly or convulsively,
faltering; rejoicing, joyful;—(dialec.) adv. Falteringly;

convulsively, with violent grief or sobbing;—gladly,
freely, &c. (=gad-bad-ke, q.v.):—gadgad-v, adj.
Inarticulate of speech (through grief, &c.).
H + X + X $$gad-gad [S. $$(; or onomat.], s.f. The sound
of walloping or rapid boiling (cf. khad-khad, and khadbad);
swelter.
H + X + X $$gadgad, s.m. The seed or grain of
Guilandina bonducella;—parched Indian corn, &c. (cf. gd).
H + X + X $,$,gudgud (by redupl. of g d, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
'Full of marrow or fat'; fat, plump; soft, downy, velvety
(e.g. gudgud bistar, 'a soft bed').
H + X + X $$gadgadn (fr. gadgad, q.v.), v.n. To swell
with some vehement aection or emotion; to choke; to
shake or tremble violently; to sob or weep convulsively;
—to emit the sound gadgad(an article under ebullition); to
get into a state of ebullition (=khadkhadn);—to swelter.
H + X + X $,$,gudgudn [fr. S. $,;' or prob. fr.

H + X $!gadal, s.m. (Dakh.)=gdur, or bdur, qq.v.
H "+ X $!gadl [S. &+!+t?],
'
adj. (f. -), Turbid,
muddy, foul, dull, dirty (water, or other liquid):—gadl
karn, v.t. To make muddy or turbid, &c.; to stir up the
sediment or dirt (in a pond, or a vessel, &c.);—to stir up
the mud and mix it with the water in a rice-eld
preparatory to sowing the rice.
H "+ X $!gadl [prob. gadd, q.v.+S. !+t;—but cf. dagl],
s.m. A garment padded with cotton, a quilted garment.
H <; "+ X $!gadl-pan, s.m. = H $"+ X $! gadl, s.f.
[gadl, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.
=S. a. + ], Turbidness, muddiness; dulness.
H $"+ X $! gadl, s.f. = H <; "+ X $! gadl-pan, s.m.
[gadl, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—and = Prk.
=S. a. + ], Turbidness, muddiness; dulness.
H 1 + X $/gadam [prob. S. /t],
'
s.m. Marshy soil; moist

gudgudor gudgud, q.v.], v.t. To tickle, titillate.
H ?+ X + X $,$,6&gudgudha, = H $+ X + X $,$,

land which retains water.
H a + X $,/gudm (cf. gudgud), s.m. A soft thick blanket.

gudgud,s.f. = gudgud, q.v.
H $+ X + X $,$, gudgud, = H ?+ X + X $,$,6&

H + X $,gudn (fr. the trans. godn, q.v.), v.n. To be

gudgudha,s.f. = gudgud, q.v.
H + X + X $,$,"gudgud [gudgud˚+ = Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Tickling, titillation; itching,
prurience; prickly itching and burning (of a boil, &c.; or
from heat in the system);—sexual desire:—gudgud den,
or gudgud karn(-ko), To tickle, &c.
H X + X $$gadgar [prob. S. $t' redupl.+ t], s.m.
Ground full of holes and hollows, uneven ground;—a soil
abounding in moisture.
H  '+ X $$7gadga , adj. (Dakh.)=gadl, q.v.
H 3X + X $,$,!gudgul, adj. = H #X + X $,$,!" gudgul, s.f.
(Dakh.) = gudgud, and gudgud, qq.v.
H #X + X $,$,!"gudgul, s.f. = H 3X + X $,$,! gudgul, adj.
(Dakh.) = gudgud, and gudgud, qq.v.
H X + X $$5!gadgol [S. +V0
' 4t;
' Prk. V5!5; H. ghol], adj.
& s.m. (lit.'having the gd(q.v.) stirred up'), Turbid,
muddy, &c. (=gadl);—muddy or dirty water.

pricked, to be punctured; to be tattooed, &c. (see godn):
—s.m. Tattooing; tattoo:—gudn gudn(-me ), To get
oneself tattooed.
H + X $-giddh, or $ gidh [Prk. $-5; S. $£t], s.m. A
vulture.
H + X $gadh and $6 gadah or gadh[Prk. $a6 ; S.
$#+t],
'
s.m. An ass, a donkey; (met.) a stupid fellow,
blockhead, fool;—an ass-load:—gadh-p rn, s.m.
Boerhavia di"usa:—gadh- and, s.m. A stupid fellow, a fool:
—gadh-gadh, s.f. A boys' game:—gadh-gadh-k biyh,
s.m. 'Ass's wedding,' symbolized by sunshine and rain
(cf. the English 'fox's wedding'):—gadh-loan, s.m. A
place where asses lie down and roll (it is regarded with
superstitious dread):—gadh-h , s.m.(?)=gadh-gadh:—
gadho bu r a hn(-par), To
suer from severe fever:—gadhe-par a hn(-ko), 'To
mount (one) on an ass,' to punish by public exposure of a
criminal seated on an ass with his face blackened and
turned towards the tail; (g.) to disgrace:—gadhe-k hal

alnor phirn(-par), A plough drawn by asses to pass
(over a demolished fort, or city, &c., by way of
vengeance); to be razed, to be utterly demolished (a city,
&c.):—gadhe-k hal alwn(-par), To drive a plough drawn
by asses (over a demolished fort, &c.); to demolish, to
raze.
H + X $-"gaddhar (see gaddr), s.f. The unripe pod of

S. !t; but cf. gdar, and gadr], s.m. A babe in arms; a

gram or chick-pea, Cicer arietinum.
H $ + X $5 gaddho, s.f. A boundary pillar or mark.

in accordance with harmony; harmonious or musical
prose; prose (in general).
H ' $fga (i.q. ga, q.v.), s.m. Boundary mark or

H + X $"gadh [Prk. $a6 ; S. $#+],
'
s.f. A she-ass
(see gadh).
S + X $"gad, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Armed with a mace or
club;—a mace-bearer; an epithet of Krish a.
H + X $a"gadd (i.q. gd, q.v.), s.f. A cushion, padded seat,
pad; bedding, or anything stued; a pack-saddle; royal
cushion, throne; seat of some eminent personage; a
sheet, carpet, or mat (on which one sits); the sittingcarpet of a banker;—a bandage (for dressing a wound); a
menstruous cloth; a pessary;—a bundle of ten quires (of
paper);—a sheaf (of corn):—gadd-par bihn(-ko), To seat
on the royal cushion; to instal (a king):—gadd-par
baihn, v.n. To ascend the throne:—gadd rakhn, To put
a bandage (on, -par, or -me ); to apply a pessary (to, me ), to use a pessary:—gadd-se utrn(-ko), To remove
from the royal cushion or throne, to dethrone:—gaddnishn, s.m. One who sits on a cushion; a prince regent; a
president, &c.:—gad-nishn(vulg. -nashn), s.f. The
sitting on a cushion; accession to the throne.
H + X $,"gud, s.f. (dialec.)=g d, q.v.
H + X $,"gud [perhaps Prk. $,.\; S. $,.Q+], s.f.
(dialec.) A sheltered place for repairing boats, a small
dock.
H + X $,a"gudd [prob. Prk. $,.;R?; S. m.BR], s.f. The
nape of the neck.
H 9)+ X $"&gad- a, s.f. A kind of grass (generally
found growing with  b, which it resembles, except in
being about three times as large; it is much used as
fodder).
H )+ X $b!gadel, or $h! gadail [prob. god, q.v.+Prk. !5;

child.
H 3)+ X $b!gadel, or $h! gadail [gadd, q.v.+Prk. ! ;
S. !+t], s.m. A thick bedding; a case stued with
cotton (to sit upon), a cushion; an elephant's pad.
S )+ X $1gadya, s.m. Composition not metrical yet framed

pillar.
H ' $fgi, adj. (Dakkhin)=gi, q.v.
S ' $,fgu, s.m.= ' gu , q.v.
H ' $§ga (i.q. gaor gah, q.v.), s.m. A lump (of
earth or clay, &c.), a clod; a small heap, a mound or bank
of earth; a boundary pillar, boundary mark; an indurated
gland, a glandular swelling; a knotty tumour; a kernel;—
any tuberose root, a bulb.
H ' $§ga, s.m.=ga h, q.v.
H ' $§gi, adj. & s.m.=guand gikor guk, qq.v.
H ' $,§gu [prob. S. $,ft; or akin to gu, q.v.], s.m.
A doll, a puppet; an egy (the gure being that of a
man; cf. gu iy);—an object of scorn, a monument of
infamy:—gu bann(-k), To make an egy (of);—to
set up as an object of scorn.
H ' $§.!galik [S. $§, Prk. form, see
gar], s.f. A single ewe going in front of a ock of sheep:
—galik-pravh, s.m. A continuous line of sheep; a
multitude crowded together (or following a leader) like a
ock of sheep; the act of following the example of
another (syn. bhe iy-dhasn).
H [1' $f fga-ba (i.q. ga-pa, q.v.), adj. & adv.=ga -ba ,
q.v.
H 7' $fgaariy [gar, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A
shepherd (by caste or occupation), a goat-herd; a
cowherd:—gaariy-pur, s.m. A shepherd's tale;—rustic
lore:—gaariyo -k gt, A song of shepherds; a pastoral.
H [ ' $f/fga-ma, adj. & adv.=ga-ba= ga -ba , q.v.
H $' $f($gaa g, or $f($ gia g [prob. fr. S. $f], s.f.

(dialec.) A magazine, store-room, &c. (= godm, q.v.).
H  ' $§¨gi , or $,§¨ gu , adj. & s.m.=gi, q.v.
H   ' $f57gao  [Prk. $§f , or $§ f ; S. $+
'
+t], s.m. = ga h, and gahill, qq.v.
H   ' $f0!gad ln, $f5! gaoln [g, q.v.+Prk.
! =S. !+t], s.m. A child's go-cart (=ga o n).
H 2' gaa, s.m.=ga, q.v.
H 2' $§6gaah, or $f6 gaah [Prk. $§ ; S. $t],
'
s.m.=ga h, q.v.
H  ' $©gah, s.m.= ' ga h, q.v.
H ' '$¯"gahar, s.f.=gaddhar, q.v.
H ;: ' $©!gahill [Prk. $§! ; S. $+!+t],
'
s.m.
A hole, cavity, pit, &c. (see ga h).
H '$©"gah, s.f.=ga h, q.v.
H '$§"ga, or $f" ga (i.q. gaor gah, and gahr),
s.f. A bundle (of grass, &c.); a bunch (of greens, &c.); a
bundle of paper (containing ten quires).
H '$,§"gu, s.f. A paper kite;—a pinion;—an inferior
kind of uqqa.
H 7' 7' $f<gaeriy, s.m.=gaariy, q.v.
P / X gur [rt. of gurdanor gushtan, causat. of
guashtan; gu˚= Zend vi= S.  ;—zash˚, fr. Zend rt. tar= S.
()], part. act. Causing to pass; passing, passing by;—
performing, executing; paying, remitting, satisfying;—
performer; payer, &c. (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. shukr-guzr, and ml-gur, qq.v.);—s.m.
A passing; passage, transit; a ferry (cf. gura, and guar).
P / X gur, s.m.=?/ X gura, q.v.
P D / X gurish (abst. s. fr. gur, q.v.), s.f. Payment;
tribute; representation, explanation; statement; petition,
request:—gurish karn(k idmat-me ), To represent
(to); to state (syn. ar karn).
H / X gurn (fr. gur, q.v.), v.t. To cause to pass; to
bring to pass; to pass (life, or time, &c.); to pass by;—to
pass or lay before; to exhibit; to state.
P ?/ X gura, s.m. (see gur), s.m. A passing, passing
over, crossing; a passage; passing of time or of life;
living, subsisting;—stay, abode;—a ferry; ferry-boat; a

toll-bar:—gura karn, To eect a passage, to cross over;
to get through or across;—to live, to subsist (on, -se); to
drag out (one's) days (by means of, -se), to subsist with
diculty:—guzre-k gh, A ferry:—gure-k shakl nikln,
To hit on (or to discover) a means of living:—gure-k
no, A ferry-boat.
P / X gur [gur, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Passing;
returning; payment, &c. (see gur, like which it is used
in comp., e.g. shukr-gur, q.v.).
P E / X gusht (v.n. of gushtan, caus. of guashtan; see
gur), s.f. The quitting or leaving;—a deduction (from);—
a grant (of land).
P e/ X guf, or gif, s.f. An inconsiderate word, a vain or
rash speech; boasting; vanity;—a falsehood, a lie:—lf-oguf, s.f. Boasting.
P / X guar (rt. of guashtan; see gur), s.m. A passing by;
ingress and egress; a passage; a path, way, road; a pass;
a ford; a ferry; a toll-bar;—escape;—jurisdiction;—living,
life, &c. (=gura, gurn);—adj. Passing, elapsing:—guarb, s.m. A ford; a canal; an aqueduct:—guar-bn, s.m. A
ferry-man; an ocer who collects the customs at
ferries; a toll-collector;—a guardian at a pass; a roadwatch:—guar--mor guar-m, s.m., or guar-gh, or
guar-gh--m, s.f. A passage; a ferry; a ford; a public
road, highway, thoroughfare:—guar karn, v.n. To pass;
to pass time, &c. (=gurn
karn, q.v.):—guar-nma, s.m. A passport; safe-conduct:—
aq--guar, s.m. Right of way.
H / X gur (perf. part. of guarna), part. adj. (f. -),
Passed; passed away, lapsed.
P / X guarn, vulg. gurn(imperf. part. of guashtan;
and=guar, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ], part. Passing;
passing by; passing beyond;—(v.n. of guarndan), s.f.
Passing; passing time or life, living; life; course of life;
subsistence; livelihood, employment:—gurn karn, To
pass or spend time, to pass life, to live, to subsist; to
contrive to live, to drag out (one's) days.
H / X gurnn (fr. guzarn, q.v.), v.t. To pass away time,
&c. (=gurn); to pass before, to put or lay before, to
present, oer; to bring forward, to adduce, to produce.
H X / X guar-gay (perf. part. of guar-jn= guarn, q.v.),

part. adj. (fem. guar-ga), Passed away, lapsed;
deceased, dead.
H / X guarn (fr. guar, q.v.), v.n. To pass, go, elapse; to
come to pass, to happen, to befall; to pass (by or over, par); to pass (through, par-se, or se); to pass (before, or
under, or in review, -se), to be put or laid (before, -se), be
presented; to pass (over, -se), to overlook, to omit; to
abstain (from), desist (from); to decline;—to pass
(beyond), to surpass; to pass away, to die:—guar-jn,
v.n. (intens.), To pass by, to pass away, to elapse; to die;
to move away (from, -se); to pass beyond, to surpass, to
outdo:—dar-guarn, or dar-guar karn(-se), To pass (over),
to overlook, to excuse;—to abstain (from), desist (from),
to give up; to avoid.
P / X guar, vulg. gur(fr. guar), s.f. A market held (in
the afternoon) by the road-side or in a thoroughfare:—
guar lagn, To set up a stall, or lay out things for sale,
in a road-side market.
P *E / X guashta (perf. part. of guashtan; see gur), part.
adj. Past, elapsed; last (year, &c.); left; tendered;—s.m.
The past.
S X $gar, s.m. A drink, beverage, uid;—a factitious
poison; poison;—an antidote;—sickness, disease:—garhaty, s.f. Murder by poisoning.
H X $gar, s.m. (dialec.)=gal, q.v.
H X $gar (dialec.), s.f. Itch in the throat and breast (of a
horse); farcy.
P X gar [Zend kara; S. ; cf. gr], s.m. Doer; maker;
worker, workman (used as a sux, e.g. zar-gar, 'a worker
in gold, a goldsmith').
P X gar (poet. contrac. of agar, q.v.), conj. If;—gar- i, conj.
Although.
S X $giri, and H. $ gir, s.m. Mountain, hill; rock;
elevation:—giri-bhav, adj. (f. -), Produced by, or in or on,
a mountain; mountain-born:—giri-pati, s.m. Lord or chief
of hills; an epithet of Mount Meru;—an epithet of
Mahdeva:— giri-j, vulg. gir-j, s.f. 'The mountain-born,'
a name of the goddess Prvat (as the daughter of the
personied Himlaya mountain);— giri-jnantor girijnand(˚j+n˚), s.m. An epithet of Ga ea:—giri-dhran,

vulg. gir-dhran, s.m. Upholding or sustaining a
mountain:—giri-dhran karn, To hold up or support a
mountain:—giri-dhr, or giri-dhar, s.m. The mountain
supporter; an epithet of Krishna:—giri-rj, or giri-rj, or
giri-ryor r(or gir-rj, &c.), s.m. Lord or chief of
mountains; the royal hill;—a name of Krishna; an
epithet of Mount Meru, and of the mountain Govardhan:
—giri-sr, s.m. An epithet of the Malaya mountains,
situated in the south of India:—giri-nth, or giri-nth,
s.m.=giri-pati, q.v.:—giri-nr, s.f. The wife of any
mountain:—giri-nad, s.f. A mountain torrent:—girinimnag, s.f. A mountain-stream, mountain-torrent:—
giri-nandin, s.f. 'Daughter of a mountain': a mountain
stream:—giri-var, vulg. gir-war, s.m. A mountain, a hill:—
gir, vulg. girs, or girs(giri+a), s.m. 'Prince of
mountains'; a name of the Himlaya;—an epithet of iva
or Mahdeva.
H X $,gur, s.m.=X guru, q.v.:—gur-bh= guru-bh.
H X $gar (rustic or dialec.), s.m.=gal, q.v.
H X $gar, s.m.=garo, q.v.
H X $ygarr, adj. Reddish, copper-coloured (pigeon,
&c.); bay-coloured, bay (horse); dark iron-grey (horse).
H X $gir (prob. v.n. fr. girn, q.v.), s.m. An event,
accident;—(perf. part. of girn), fallen, &c.
H X $gir, s.m. corr. of ?X girah, q.v.
S X $gir, s.f. Speech, speaking; voice; poetry;—a
name of Sarasvat, the goddess of speech:—gir-pati, s.m.
'The lord of Sarasvat,' i.e. Brahm.
H X $garr [prob. S. m6+t, or !+t], s.m. A
sack for holding the walls (qant) of a tent; (loc. or
dialec.) an enclosing or encircling wall or fence; a line of
investment, &c.
H X $"garr [prob. S. m6+; cf. ghirnor ghern],
s.f. An instrument for twisting thread or string, a reel;
the pulley or block over which a well-rope passes; (loc. or
dialec.) a groove, a rut; the groove or rut in which moves
the wheel of a mill for preparing mortar, &c.
P dX gurz [for vurz; Pehl. varz; Zend varza; S. 6],
s.m. Wild boar, boar, hog.

S KX mgrs, and H. $ girs, s.m. A mouthful; a

S a X m/"grm, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Of or pertaining to a

morsel;—fodder (for cattle).
H BX mgrs, s.m.=grs, q.v.;—and perf. part. of grsn,

village; village, rustic, rural;—a villager, a peasant, a
rustic, clown, boor.
S < a X m/"4grm, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging to a

q.v.
H BX mgrsn [grs˚= S. m(), caus. of rt. m],
v.t. To swallow, devour, eat, consume.
H BX $"gars, s.f.=gas, q.v.
S 1 X m/grma, vulg. grm, and H. $/ garm, or $/
girm, s.m. A village, a hamlet; an inhabited place in the
midst of elds and cultivated land;—a villager, peasant;—
(as a sux) a troop, multitude, a collection or number, a
heap;—a number of tunes; a scale in music, a gamut:—
grmdhipati(˚ma+adh˚), or grmdhikr, vulg. grmadhikr(˚ma+adh˚), s.m. Headman or chief of a village:—
grmva(˚ma+a˚), s.m. (f. -), lit.'Village-horse'; a donkey:
—grm-bs, s.m.=grma-vs, q.v.:—grm-purohit, s.m. A
village-priest:—grm-sabh, s.m. A village court,
composed of the principal inhabitants, with the
headman presiding; a village corporation:—grm-si h,
s.m. lit.'Village-lion'; a dog:—grm len, v.n. To go
through the gamut:—grm-nar, s.m.=grm-vs, q.v.:—
grma-(-, for -n), s.m. The leader or chief of a village
or community; the lord of the manor;—the leader of a
troop or army;—a chief;—a superintendent;—the village
barber (as the chief person of a village);—adj. Chief,
best, pre-eminent, excellent;—s.f. A female peasant or
villager;—a harlot;—grma-vs, or grma-vs, adj. & s.m.
Living in a village or in villages;—inhabitant of a village,
a villager:—grm-yjak, s.m. A village-priest (=grmpurohit).
H a X m/grm [S. m/t], s.m.=grm, q.v.
S (a X m./ grmik, vulg. grmak, adj. & s.m. (f. -or -),
Of or belonging to a village; village, rustic, rural, rude,
clownish, vulgar;—headman of a village; a villager, a
peasant.
S a X m/4"grma, s.m. & f. See s.v. grm.
P a X girm, or garm[fr. Zend gara, rt. gar, 'to fall down'
= S. $!; cf. girn], adj. Revered, respected; excellent;
great; dear, beloved, precious.

village, inhabiting a village; produced in, or peculiar to, a
village; rustic, vulgar, rude;—a villager, a rustic, &c.
(=grm).
S * a X m/"4grmat, s.f. = S * a X m/"4;
grmatva, s.m.Rusticity, rudeness, clownishness,
vulgarity.
S * a X m/"4; grmatva, s.m. = S * a X m/"4
grmat, s.f.Rusticity, rudeness, clownishness,
vulgarity.
S  a X m@grmya, adj. & s.m. Relating to, or used in, a
village; produced in a village; village-born; living in a
village; rustic, rude, homely; clownish, vulgar;
domesticated, tame (as an animal); cultivated;—rustic or
homely speech; Prkrit (and the other dialects of India
as contradistinguished from the Sanskrit);—sensual
pleasure, sexual intercourse:—grmyva(˚ya+a˚), s.m.
lit.'Village-horse'; an ass:—grmya-dharm, s.m. The right
of a villager, or townsman; the duties or customs of
villagers; the customs of tame animals; sexual
intercourse, copulation.
P X girn, vulg. gar [fr. Zend gara, rt. gar= S. gal; see
garm], adj. Heavy, weighty, ponderous; great,
important, momentous; dicult; burdensome, grievous;
—precious, valuable; dear, expensive:—girn-br, adj.
Heavily-laden; fruit-bearing; pregnant (woman or
animal); wealthy; grave, serious; deliberate, cool:—gar br hon(-me ), To be heavily burdened (with):—girnbr, s.f. Pregnancy; gravity, steadiness; deliberation,
coolness:—gir -bah, adj. High-priced; costly; precious:—
girn- tir, adj. Heavy on, or burdensome to, the heart;
unpleasant; aicted, sad, dejected:—gar karn, v.t. To
make heavy or burdensome; to raise or enhance (the
value or price of):—gar guarn, or gar mal m hon,
v.n. To lie heavy (upon, -par, or -ko), to
seem burdensome, or aictive, or unpleasant (to, -ko):—
girn-mya, adj. Weighty, ponderous; precious, of great
value, valuable; of noble birth or stock:—gar hon, v.n.

To be burdensome, or grievous; to be or become dear, to
rise (in value or price).
H X $girn (caus. of girn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
fall, to fell; to cast down, throw down; to break down; to
overthrow, overturn, upset; to let fall, to drop;—to bring
low, reduce, ruin, destroy; to spill, shed (blood, &c.); to
strike:—gir-den, v.t. intens. of and=girn.
H  X $[ gar wan [S. $!+/], s.m. Neck-rope
(for securing an animal); a tether.
H  X $[ gar wan (v.n. fr. garon= garn), q.v.),
s.m. A burying.
H  X $[ gar wan (prob. v.n. of galon= galn), s.m.
A coarse kind of salt.
P X girn, vulg. garn(abst. s. fr. girn, q.v.), s.f. Weight,
burden; heaviness; gravity; importance;—scarceness,
scarcity, dearth, dearness; rise (in price);—heaviness of
spirit; depression; grief, vexation;—indigestion; a disease
happening to women in parturition.
H X $gir [gir(n) +  = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. Fit to fall; to be felled; to be pulled down; upon the
point of falling, ready to fall.
H X $ garo, s.m. A stock or collection of sheaves;—a
chopper (to cut fodder with;—syn. ga s).
H X $[ garw, s.m. Light soil, poor soil.
H X $ giron, v.t. A dialec. form of girn, q.v.
S ?X m6grh, and H. $6 girh, A shark, crocodile;
alligator; any large marine animal;—taking, seizing,
seizure; receiving, accepting, acceptance;—a robber;—a
morbid aection; a t; disease;—an undertaking,
enterprise.
S (X m6grhak, vulg. girhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Taking, receiving, accepting; apprehending, perceiving;
seizing, catching; holding; robbing; choosing; gaining;
gathering; enclosing; charming;—one who takes or
receives; taker, receiver; seizer; buyer, purchaser;—a
constable, a baili; a hawk.
S X m6"grh, adj. Taking, &c. (=grhak, q.v.);
astringent; obstructing, binding, constipating;—
s.m.=grh, q.v.

S  X mµgrhya, part. adj. To be taken; to be seized, or
held, &c.; to be received; t to be received, worthy of
acceptance, acceptable, agreeable.
H $X $, gur [gor, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Fairness, whiteness, fair complexion; yellowness;
pale redness, ruddiness (syn. gor-pan).
H X $ 'garb, or $ garab, s.m. 1˚=garbh, q.v.;—2˚=garv,
q.v.
H X $, gurab (fr. gurabn, q.v.), s.m. Weeding; digging
up; breaking up and pulverizing the ground in a eld;—
the process of ploughing through a eld of bjr, &c.
when the plant is about a foot high.
H X $, gurb, s.m. corr. of p gurab, q.v.
S  X $ garbit, adj.=garvit, q.v.
S * X $ 'garbat, and H. $  garabt, s.f.=garvat, q.v.
H  X $, gurabn [prob. fr. S. m#], v.t. To dig, dig up; to
weed.
P  X gurba, s.m. A cat:—gurba--miskn, A meek cat; (g.) a
wicked rogue.
S & X $#garbha,
'
vulg. garbh, and garabh, s.m. Womb;
belly; inside, middle, interior (of anything);—fœtus,
embryo;—conception, pregnancy;—the fruit (of plants); a
sprout;—the bed of a river (especially of the Ganges)
when fullest, i.e. on the fourteenth day of the dark half
of the month Bhdo , or in the height of the rains (as
high as the river ows at this period, so far extends the
garbh; after which the tror proper bank begins and
extends for one hundred and fty cubits; this space
being holy ground):—garbhdhn(˚bha+dh˚), s.m.
Impregnation; conception;—a ceremony performed after
menstruation to ensure or facilitate conception;—a
ceremony performed on the rst indications of
pregnancy:—garbh-bl, s.m. The hair of a new-born child:
—garbh-pt, or garbh-ptan, s.m. Miscarriage (after the
fourth month of pregnancy), abortion;—garbh-pt karn,
To cause or produce abortion:—garbh-ptak, adj. Causing
miscarriage;—s.m. A red kind of Moringa (supposed to
produce abortion):—garbha-d, s.f. A kind of shrub:—
garbh-ds, s.m. 'A slave by birth'; the son of a slave-girl:—
garbh-r p, or garbh-r p, s.m. A child, an infant; a youth

(cf. gabr ):—garbh rahn(-ko), To become pregnant, to
conceive;—garbh-se hon, v.n. To be pregnant:—garbh-rv,
s.m. Miscarriage, abortion:—garbh girn, To produce
abortion:—garbh girn(-k), To miscarry:—garbh-vs, s.m.
The abode of the fœtus, the womb:—garbh-vs karn, To
dwell in the womb (said of an avatr, q.v.):—garbh-vat, or
garbh-vant, adj. & s.f. Pregnant, with child;—a pregnant
woman:—garbh hon, v.n.=garbh rahn, q.v.
H $ & X $,# gur-bh, s.m. See s.v. X guru.
S & X $X#4"garbhi, adj. & s.f. Pregnant; teeming;—a
pregnant woman;—the plant Asclepias rosea.
S & X $#ugarbh, adj. Impregnated (with); pregnant, with
child.
H  *; X $giraptr, = H  *&; X $v giraphtar, or

H 5X $,*guraj, or $,*' gurj (prob. i.q. garaj), s.f. Growl;
snarl.
H WX girj [Port. Igreja; fr. Gr. *#], s.m. A
Christian place of worship, a church, a chapel; public
worship or prayers:—girj karn, To conduct worship in
public:—girj-ghar, s.m.=girj, q.v.
S WX $*giri-j, s.f. See s.v. girior gir.
H  WX $*&garj (contrac. of garjha, v.n. fr. garajn,
q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) Thundering, thunder; sound of
thunder, &c.
H 5X $*&garja,
'
s.f.(?) (dialec.) = garj, and garjan, qq.v.
S WX $,*gurjara,
'
gurjar, s.m. The country of Guzerat (in

$v giriphtr,adj. & s.m. corr. of giriftr, q.v.

western India);—the people of Guzerat;—a native of
Guzerat.
S WX $,*"gurjar,
'
s.f. Name of a Rgior musical mode.

H  *&; X $vgiraphtar, or $v giriphtr, = H  *; X

S <WX $*garjan,
'
s.m. (and f. in Urd ), Sound, noise; a

$ giraptr,adj. & s.m. corr. of giriftr, q.v.
S AX $garta,
'
vulg. gart, s.m. A cavity, a hole; a ditch.
H YX $girt (imperf. part. of girn, q.v.), part. Falling,
&c.:—girte-pa te, adv. With tottering steps; with much
diculty or ado; with all speed, hurry-skurry.
S YX $,Igurut, and H. $I garut, s.f. Weight,
heaviness; burden, trouble; weightiness, gravity,
importance, dignity;—the position or oce of a
(religious) teacher, tutorship.
S YX $,Iguru-tar (compar. of guru), adj. See s.v. X guru.
S YX $,I; gurutva, s.m.=gurut, q.v.
H <; &YX $Rgirthpan [S. $6 +TR(], s.m. Domestic
economy.
S &YX mRgrathita, vulg. grathit, part. (f. -), Strung,
tied, bound; connected; tied together or in order,
arranged, composed, constructed, formed, built, &c.
H YX $"gart [prob. S. $6 +k"+], s.f. (dialec.) A
decent and reputable woman (one who is attached to
home'), a modest or chaste woman.
S 5X $*garj,
'
and H. $* garaj, s.m. & f. Roaring, roar;
bellowing; thundering; thunder; rumbling (of thunder,
&c.):—garaj-kar, adv. With a roar, &c.

grumbling noise, a growl; roaring, roar; bellowing;
rumbling (of clouds, &c.), thundering; thunder;—passion,
wrath:—garjan-tarjan, s.m. A thundering, storming;
bellowing and roaring:—garjan karn, To roar; bellow;
thunder (=garajn).
H WX $*garajn [S. $*"(
' , rt. $*],
' v.n. To thunder;
to roar; to bellow; to crack with a report (as pearls, &c.):
—garaj-jn, v.n.=garajn(e.g. mot garaj-gay).
H WX $,*gurajn (prob. a dialec. var. of garajn), v.n.
To snarl; to growl (syn. ghurakn).
H  WX $* garajw [garaj(n) + w= iw= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. A kind of vegetable
(supposed to grow under the in uence of thunder).
H WX girja, s.m.=girj, q.v.
S WX $X*garji, s.m. The muttering of clouds, the sound
of distant thunder.
P WX gurj, s.m. A Georgian;—a servant-boy;—a hut;—a
kind of dog.
H VX $,gur
'
[for guru = S. $,f0"], s.f. The creeping-plant
Menispermum glabrum.
P =X gar- i (contrac. of agar- i, q.v.), conj. Although (see
gar).

P X gard [rt. of garddan; Pehl. vart˚; Zend vare; S. '
( 
 ) ], part. adj. & s.m. Going round, revolving;
traversing, travelling or wandering over, or through, or
in (used as last member of compounds, e.g. jahn-gard,
'One who has travelled over or around the world);—s.f.
Dust;—the globe;—fortune:—gard u n, v.n. To raise a
dust:—gard-u , s.f. A tax formerly levied on travellers:
—gard u n(-k), Dust to y about; (g.) to be or become
ruined or desolate (a city, &c.):—gard-l d, or gard-l da,
adj. Covered (or soiled) with dust, dusty;—encumbered
with riches or worldly cares:—gard karn, v.t. To make
dusty, to dirty (clothes, &c.); to make dim, to dim,
overshadow, cast a gloom over; to eclipse:—gard hon,
v.n. To be or become dust:—to be worthless or good-fornothing; to be as dust, to be easily removed or
overcome, to be practicable or easy (e.g. mnat-ke ge
sab gard hai).
P X gird [Zend varata, fr. var= S.  ( 4
 5); cf. gard], s.m.
Round; circle, orbit; circumference; circuit; environs,
parts adjacent;—adv. & postpn. Around, about; near, in
the vicinity (of, -ke):—gird-b, s.m. Whirlpool, abyss, gulf,
vortex:—gird--gird, or ird-gird, adv. Around, about, all
round, round about:—gird-war, s.m. A patrol; a watch; a
superintendent (or inspector) of police or customs;—adj.
& adv. All around, round:—gird-war, s.f. Bringing
together, collecting;—surrounding, investing; siege;—
going the rounds, watching, guarding, patrolling, looking
after smugglers, &c.; inspecting;—division, beat;—girdwar karn, To go (one's) rounds, to patrol, &c.:—gird-bd,
vulg. gard-bd, s.f. A whirlwind, a devil or demon:—girdblish, s.m. A small round pillow (laid under the cheek);—
a large cylindrical pillow:—gird-ba-gird, adv. All round, &c.
(=gird--gird):—gird phirn(-ke), To hover round, to hang
round; to go after, to hanker (after); to have (one and
the same thought) constantly recurring to the mind (e.g.
kis ayl-ke gird phirn):—gird-pesh, or gird-o-pesh, s.m. &
adv. Neighbourhood, vicinity;—all round:—gird-ghumm,
s.m. (colloq.) A vagrant, loafer;—one who plays (with), or
has but a smattering (of a subject):—gird-naw, s.f.
Vicinity, neighbourhood; environs, suburbs:—gird hon(ke), To gather or collect round, to surround, to beset; to

hang (upon), to cling (to).
P X gurd [Pehl. g rt˚; Zend vareda, fr. vared; S. ,' rt.
],
' adj. Strong, brave, valiant, valorous, warlike.
H X gard, s.m. corr. of gard, 'dust,' q.v.
H X gird, adj. & s.m.=?X girda, q.v.
H X $,gurd [prob. S. $,f++t, rt.  'to cut,' &c.],
s.m. The scraper at a sugar-mill to prevent the sugar
from settling at the bottom of the boiler;—a sugar-mill.
P X gird-b, s.m. See s.v. gird.
P X gardn (rt. of gardndan, caus. of garddan;
and=gard, q.v.+su. n), part. Causing to revolve or go
round, revolving, turning; winding; changing; inverting;
converting (used as last member of compounds);—s.f.
Turning, going round, revolving, revolution; winding; a
swimming (of the head); in exion, declension;
conjugation; revision;—adj. Trained (e.g. gardn kab tar):
—gardn hon, v.n. To be trained.
P (X gardnak (gardn+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.f. The
pointers (two stars in the Great Bear).
H X gardnn (fr. gardn), v.t. To turn, turn over; to
in ect; to conjugate; to wrap up, roll up; to close, shut (as
a book, &c.); to go over, repeat, revise (a lesson);—to
regard, esteem.
P X gardn (fr. gardn), s.f. Turning, revolving, &c.
(used as last member of compounds).
P X girdw (fr. gird, q.v.), s.m. A patrol.
P X gird-war, adj. & s.m. See s.v. gird.
S & X $#gardabha,
'
vulg. gardabh, s.m. An ass (=gadh);—
the white lotus.
'
s.f. A she-ass (=gadh);—a kind of
S & X $#"gardabh,
beetle generated (and living) in cow-dung, a dungbeetle.
H &=X $,+gur-da hn, s.f. corr. of guru-dakshi,
q.v.s.v. X guru.
P D X gardish (see gard), s.f. Going round, turning round,
revolution; circulation; roll; course; period; turn, change;
vicissitude; reversion;—adverse fortune, adversity;—
wandering about, vagrancy:—gardish karn, To go or turn
round, to revolve; to circulate (as the blood); to wander
about:—gardish-me n, To be or become in a state of

P X girdwr, s.f. The oce or duty of a patrol, &c.

revolution, &c.; to fall into adversity, to become
unfortunate.
P  X X girdgn (gird, q.v.+gnor kn), s.m. A walnut; the

(see gird-war).
H  X $Ñ7gardo  [S. $+o
' = Prk. ! =S. !+t],

ball of a pellet-bow, a pellet.
P X gardan (gard, q.v.+Zend ana= S. ], s.f. The neck:—

s.m. (dialec.) A small pit.
P X gard n [gard, q.v.+ n= wan= wn= Zend vant= S. B

gardan u n, or gardan kn, or gardan mrn(-k), To
behead, decapitate:—gardan-band, s.m. A chain, collar,
necklace, ornament for the neck:—gardan-par  n hon(kof the blood, and -kor -rof the person), To have
(one's) blood on the neck (or head), to be guilty of the
blood (of):—gardan-par sawr hon(kis-k), 'To mount the
neck (of),' to tyrannize (over), to practise violence, or
extortion, &c. (upon):—gardan pha sn(apn), To put the
neck in a noose; to involve oneself in diculty or
trouble; to incur responsibility:—gardan jhukn, To bow
the neck; to submit, yield:—gardan-zadan, s.f. Deserving
to be beheaded:—gardan--zamn, s.f. 'Neck of land,' an
isthmus:—gardan kn(k), see gardan u n:—gardan-k
mank haln, See s.v. mank:—gardan kan(-k), To be
beheaded;—to be ruined or undone:—gardan-kash, adj. &
s.m. 'Exalting the neck'; proud, haughty, vain; insolent,
refractory, rebellious, disobedient; stubborn, obstinate;—
a proud person, &c.:—gardan-kash, s.f. Pride, arrogance,
presumption, insolence; rebelliousness, disobedience;
stubbornness;—gardan-kash karn, To be proud or
arrogant; to rebel, &c.:—gardan mrn(-k) = gardan u n,
q.v.:—gardan marwn(-k), To cause to be beheaded:—
gardan maro n(-k), To twist (or to wring) the neck (of); to
strangle, to throttle.
H X gardan, s.m. The neck (=gardan):—a blow on the

(nom. )], s.m. A wheel; the heavens, the rmament,

nape of the neck (=gardan):—gardan lagn(-ko), To give
(one) a blow on the nape of the neck.
P X gardan (rel. n. fr. gardan), s.f. A covering for the
neck (of a horse), a horse), a horse-cloth;—a blow on the
nape of the neck;—a trick in wrestling;—a silver ring
worn on the neck;—a cornice:—gardan den(-ko), To drive
(a man) by the neck:—gardan mrn(-ko), To strike (one)
on the nape of the neck.
P X girdwr (i.q. gird-war, q.v.s.v. gird), s.m. A patrol,

s.m.Covetousness, greediness, ravenousness.
S YX $£;, gridhrutva,
s.m. = S YX $£
,  gridhrut,



watch, guard; a superintendent (or inspector) of police
or customs.

the celestial globe or sphere; chance, fortune (and her
revolving wheel);—an engine (for pulling up trees by the
roots, &c.), a windlass;—a chariot, chaise; a child's gocart (by which he learns to walk).
P ?X garda (rel. n. fr. gard, q.v.), s.m. Dust (=gard); a kind
of powder.
P ?X girda (rel. n. fr. gird, q.v.), s.m. Anything round; a
shield; a round pillow; a round at cake (of bread); a
round tray or platter; a small round carpet (spread
under a uqqa);—a shaven crown;—a round;
circumference; circle; orb; circuit; disc (of the sun, &c.);—
barrel (of a drum):—girda-blish, s.f. A small round pillow:
—girda-- ar , s.m. 'The disc of the heavens'; the sun
(or the moon).
P ?X gurda (rel. n. fr. gurd, q.v.), s.m. A kidney; the reins;
—courage:—gurde-k s jan, In ammation of the kidney:—
gurda-num, adj. Kidney-shaped, like a kidney.
S X $£gridhra,
vulg. gridhr,
adj. Greedy (see next);—


s.m. (f. -), A vulture (=giddh, or gdh);—gridhra-k
t, s.m.

Name of a mountain (near Rja-griha).

H X $£gridhr
[S. $£+t], adj. Eager, greedy,

covetous (=gridhru).

S YX $£
, gridhrut,
s.f. = S YX $£;, gridhrutva,



s.f.Covetousness, greediness, ravenousness.
S X $£g, ridhru,
adj.=gridhr,
q.v.


P X gard (fr. gard, q.v.), s.f. Wandering, travelling;—
change; revolution;—separation; downfall, misfortune,
aiction (used as last member of compounds):—ashrfgard, s.f. A calamity on the nobility; downfall of the
aristocracy:—pdshh-gard, s.f.
Dethronement of a king; revolution; anarchy:—pahngard, s.f. The Pa~h invasion (under Amad Shh

Durrn).
P ?+ )X gardda (perf. part of garddan; see gard), part.
Turned; turned away; converted; changed; estranged.
H o)X gardez, s.m.(?) Name of a tribe of Saiyidsin the
district of Muzaarpr.
S X $Ifgaru, vulg. garu , s.m. (in Myth.) Name of a
mystical bird, the chief of the feathered race, the enemy
of the serpent race, and the vehicle of Vish u;—a large
kind of crane, the adjutant-bird, Ardea argala(syn. ha gill);—a large vulture;—the great horn-bill, Homraius
bicornis;—name of a peculiar military array:—garu -pur,
s.m. Name of the seventeenth Pur a (it is the one
commonly read after the death of a Hind); (g.) an old
story.
H X $girir, or $ girar [prob. Prk. $.!$.!; S.
$!$!, by redupl. fr. $ 'to swallow'], s.m. A hyena.
H X $I7garu , s.m.=garu, q.v.
P dX gurz [Pehl. vazr; Zend vazra, fr. vaz, 'To strengthen,'
&c.; S. Í, rt. *], s.m. A mace, a club; an iron club
(pointed at one end, and having a knob at the other
covered with spikes);—a battle-axe:—gurz-bardr, s.m.
Mace-bearer:—gurz-mr, s.m. A (Mohammadan) faqrwho
carries a club armed with spikes with which he wounds
himself to extort alms.
H BX $Tgirast, s.m. corr. of girhast= griha-stha,
qq.v.

H BX mgrasit, part. adj.=grsit= grst, imperf. part. of
grsn, q.v.
S BX mTgrasta, vulg. grast, part. Seized; taken;
swallowed; eaten; possessed, owned; possessed by;
aected by, involved in (used as last member of
compounds);—uttered with the omission of a letter or
syllable (a word), slurred, inaccurately pronounced.
H  BX $T"girast, corr. of girhast= griha-sth,
qq.v.

H + BX mgrasad [S. m, or m+t], s.m. A present,
oering, gift.
H *BX m.Tgrastit [S. mT+t], part. adj. Seized, &c.
(=grasta, q.v.).
H BX mgrasn [S. m", rt. m], v.t. To swallow, &c.
(=grsn, q.v.); to take, seize.

H BX $,Igurusn (cf. grasn), v.n. (dialec.) To cry,
stopping the breath; to sob.
P JBX gurusnagi, gurasnag, gursnag, or gursinag(abst. s.
fr. next), s.f. Hunger.
P BX gurusna, gurasna, gursna, or gursina, adj. Hungry.
H BX $,"gurs, s.f. An earthen vessel or bowl (such as a
goldsmith uses for his re); re-pan, brasier; re-place,
grate (cf. burs);—(dialec.) cot, cottage, cabin, hut.
H D X .m3grish [S. m"l/t, q.v.], s.f. The fourth of the six
seasons, comprising the months Jehand As h(from the
middle of May to the middle of July); the hot season,
summer;—heat, warmth.
S D X $cgarishha, vulg. garishh(superlat. fr. guru),
adj. Heaviest; excessively heavy; very venerable; worst.
P _X girift, vulg. giraft[v.n. fr. giriftan; Pehl. griftan; rt.
Zend garew= S. m#], s.f. Taking, seizure, capture;—a
handle, catch, grasp, hold, clutch;—an objection;
criticism:—girift karn(-par), To seize (on), to take
exception (to); to make (a deed, &c.) a handle (against);
to make (an act, &c.) a ground of oence, or a crime
(against); to lay hold of (an act) to the detriment (of a
person).
P  *_X giriftr, vulg. giraftr[girift, q.v.+tr= Pehl. tar= Zend
tar; S. ], adj. & s.m. Taken, seized, arrested, captured;
involved (in), entangled; liable; stricken, smitten (with
love, &c.), captivated;—one who is taken, &c.; a captive, a
prisoner:—giriftr-shuda, part. adj. Taken, &c. (=giriftr):—
giriftr karn, v.t. To take, seize, arrest, apprehend,
capture, to make a prisoner or captive of; to involve (a
person, in, -me ); to captivate:—giriftr hon(-me ), To be
taken, &c.; to become a prisoner or captive; to be
involved (in), to be smitten (with), to be enamoured (of).
P  *_X giriftr, vulg. giraftr, s.f. Seizure, capture, arrest,
apprehension;—captivity, imprisonment, bondage;
embarrassment, entanglement.
P J*_X giriftag (abst. s. fr. girifta), s.f. Capture, seizure;
detention; imprisonment;—a contraction; obstruction,
impediment:—giriftag--wz, s.f. Hoarseness:—giriftag-shikam, s.f. Costiveness, constipation.
P <*_X giriftan [Pehl. griftan; rt. Zend garew= S. m#; tan= S.

(], inf. & gerund, To take, seize; taking, seizing, &c. (see
girift).
P *_X gi ifta [perf. part. of giriftan, q.v.; and=Zend gerepta],
part. Taken, received, accepted; clutched, seized;
captured, made captive;—obstructed; shut, closed;
involved (in), aicted; embarrassed;—s.m. One who is
made captive, &c., a captive, prisoner (=giriftr):—giriftadil, or girifta- tir, adj. & s.m. Aicted at heart;
captivated;—one who is aicted at heart, &c.:—ajalgirifta, adj. & s.m. Seized by fate; at the point of death;—
one who is seized by fate, &c.
H & X $,L gurkha [perhaps S. $,I+dt], s.f. A kind of
mortgage (in which the mortgager has to pay threefourths of the revenue of the mortgaged land).
S 'X $$garg,
'
s.m. Name of one of the ten principal
Munis;—Name of a sect of Brhma s (descended from
Garg):—garg-brhma, or garg-purohit, or garg-rishi,
 or gargmuni, s.m.=garg, q.v.:—garg rya(˚ga+ ˚), s.m. An epithet
of Garg-Muni:—garg-va , vulg. garg-bans, s.m. Name of a
class of Rjpts.
 ], s.m. A
P 'X gurg [Pehl. gurgor vurg; Zend vehrka; S. 
wolf:—gurg-zda, s.m. A wolf's whelp; a young wolf.
H X X $,$gurg [prob. S. jef+t or d,Wt], s.m. A
scullion, a menial servant, servant boy (syn. bsan-mjh;
ahlu); a dependent menial;—a low fellow, a vagabond.
H X X $,$gurg [prob. S. $,f++t], s.m. Knee-joint.
H  X X $,$ "gurgb, s.f. A kind of shoe or slipper.

than a vetch; or, a kind of bean.
H X X $$or
'
$$ gargarn [gargar˚= S. $$+=
'
w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. augment], v.n. To
gurgle; to rumble; to roll, to thunder; to roar (as a tiger,
&c.).
S X X $$"gargar,
'
s.f. A gugglet, a water-vessel.
H X X $,$"or
'
$,$," gurgur (prob. i.q. gargar, or
onomat.), s.f. The cold t of a fever, ague, quotidian
fever (cf. gu gu ).
H  X X $$ gargaw [prob. S. $+$/+t],
'
s.m. A kind of
grass which grows in low grounds during the rains.
H &X X $,Vgurgh, s.m. (dialec.) The knee-joint (=gurg,
q.v.).
H &X X $,V"gurgh, s.f. A dialec. form of the next, q.v.
H X X $,$"gurg [see gurg;—= S. ], s.f. Kneebreeches, short drawers (cf. gu g).
H X X $,$"gurg (fem. of gurg, q.v.), s.f. A menial
servant; a wench; a slave-girl.
H X X $,$hor $$ gargaiy, s.f.=gauraiy, q.v.
S X $!garal, s.m. Poison, venom; venom of a snake.
H X $I!garul, s.m.=garu, q.v.
H "X $!garl, s.m. (dialec.)=ga, q.v.
S !X $!"garal, adj. & s.m. Poisonous, venomous;—a
venomous animai.
P 1 X garm, vulg. garam[Pehl. garm; Zend garema; S.

H 'X $$&girgi, $$& girga, (dialec.) $$,& girgu

V/],
' adj. Hot, warm; in a state of heat; burning; glowing:

[prob. S. >+>] , s.m. The tree-lizard, a species of

fervid; ardent, zealous, fervent; excited; eager, intent
on; ery, choleric, virulent; active, lively, brisk (as a
market, &c.):—garm--garmor garm-garm, adj. Hot and hot,
piping hot, all hot;—new, fresh;—spontaneous,
unpremeditated, extempore:—garm-garm-se, adv. Hotly,
eagerly, ardently, zealously:—garm-i tilt, and garmbat, s.f. Warmth of friendship, strong attachment,
close companionship, intimacy:—garm-bzr, s.f. Activity
or briskness in a market, brisk (or great) demand, good
sale; high value or estimation (of anything):—garm boln,
To speak warmly or angrily; to speak readily and to the
purpose:—garm-josh, s.f. Warmth of aection, cordiality;

chameleon (commonly called by Europeans 'the bloodsucker,' on account of the redness of its throat):—girgake-se rang badaln, To change colour as a chameleon; (g.)
to turn red or pale (with rage, &c.).
H 'X $$&girgin (dialec.), 1˚ s.m.=girgi—2˚
v.n.=gi gi n, q.v.
H 6X X $$*or
'
$$* gargaj [S. $f+$*t], s.m. A scaold;—a
castle, a tower; a bastion;—a cavalier.
S X X $$gargar,
'
s.m. A whirlpool, an eddy;—a churn.
P X X girgir, s.m. A species of round black gram smaller

ebullition; empressement, ardour, zeal, enthusiasm:—garm
abar, Latest news; current rumour:—garm-rau, adj. &
s.m. Going hastily, pressing on hotly;—a lover travelling
in haste to his beloved:—garm-rah, adj. Travelling or
going hastily:—garm-su an, adj. Speaking with warmth;
speaking forcibly or eectively:—garm-sard, or garm-osard, adj. & s.m. Hot and cold; lukewarm;—ups and downs
(of life); prosperity and adversity; accidents or
vicissitudes (of time or fortune):—garm-shitb, adj. & adv.
Hastening; in hot haste:—garm-bat, s.f.=garm-i tilt,
q.v.:—garm kap e, s.m. plur. Warm (or winter) clothes:—
garm karn, v.t. To warm, heat; to make angry, to excite,
incense; to make eager or active, to stimulate, spur,
incite; to exercise:—garm-mizj, adj. Hot-tempered,
passionate:—garm mali, vulg. garam masl, s.m. Spices,
seasoning:—ga m-nar, adj. Looking eagerly, eyeing
intently:—garm-o-sard= garm-sard, q.v.:—garm hon, v.n. To
be or become hot; to become heated or excited; to be or
become angry; to be busy, or active, or brisk, to be
thronged (a market, &c.); to be rife.
P a X garm, s.m. (unin ec.) Heat, warmth, sultriness; the
hot season, summer:—mausim--garm, The hot season,
summer.
S a X $/garim, s.f. Heaviness, weight, gravity;
importance, dignity, venerableness; worth, excellence;
self-importance, vanity; boast.
P  a X garmba (garm+b, qq.v.+a, rel. a.), s.m. A hot (or
tepid) bath.
H  a X garmn [garm, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S. 
(caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To become
warm or heated or hot (=garm hon); to be or become
angry; to become enlivened:—garm-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=garmn.
H ? a X garmha [garm(n) + ha= wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. Becoming heated or hot; heat, warmth
(cf. garm).
H $ a X garm [garm(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Becoming heated or hot; heat; excitement;—a
stimulant:—garm n(-ko), To become heated; to be hot
(a thing); to be or become excited or in amed (with

passion or lust).
P a X garm [garm, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Heat, warmth;
warm or hot weather, the hot season; warmth, glow;
fervour, fervency, ardour; activity, briskness, throng (of
a market);—heat of temperament; heat of system,
morbid heat; eriness, vehemence; passion, rage,
anger, excitement; attachment, warm aection; sexual
passion, lust; heat;—the venereal disease:—garm pa n,
v.n. To be hot (the weather; e.g. aj ba  garm pa t hai, 'it
is very hot to-day'):—garm-dna, s.m. Prickly-heat (syn.
ghamor):—garm-k zor, Excess or predominance of heat
(of the weather, or of the temperament or system); a
discharge of bloody urine (a disease in elephants,
horses, &c.):—garm-k 'ilm, The science of heat:—garm
karn(-me ), To produce heat or warmth (in); to become
angry (with, -se); to make a show of aection, to aect
fondness (for):—garm-k ad, 'The boundary-line of
heat,' the tropics:—garm-ke kap e, s.m. pl. Clothes for the
warm weather, summer clothing:—garm nikln(apn), To
satisfy sexual passion or lust; to indulge in carnal
intercourse:—garm honor ho-jn(-ko), To suer from
heat of the system;—to have the venereal disease:—
han-garm, s.f. Cold and heat; luke-warmness (in
aection):—shiddat-k garm, Excessive heat (of the
weather).
H X $garn, v.n. A dialec. form of gahn, q.v.
H X $girn [gir˚= Prk. $()=S. $(), rt. $], v.n. To
fall, drop, come down; to tumble; to alight, to perch (on, par), to descend; to fall (upon, -par), to attack; to swoop
down (upon); to hang (upon), to pursue; to befall, betide
(as fat, or 'calamity'); to fall (in price), to abate; to sink,
to be allayed, to lull (as the wind); to fall (from, -se, the
esteem or regard of), to be reduced, be degraded; to be
brought low, to be ruined; to be beaten, be overthrown;
to fall (in battle); to drop down dead; to drop (from the
mouth), to be spit out; to be aected (with); to be taken
(with); to fall through, miscarry, fail:—gir-pa n, v.n.
(intens.) To fall down (at, -par), to drop down; to tumble
down; to fall o, &c.;—adj. (in Bot.) Deciduous:—gir-jn,
v.t. intens. of and=girn.
S &*X mBRgranth, s.m. A literary production, treatise,

book or composition (in prose or verse); a code; a
section;—the book or sacred scriptures of the Sikhs
(short moral poems by Nnak Shh and others, in
Panjb and Hind):—granthlay(˚tha+l˚), s.m. 'Bookrepository,' a library (syn. kutub- na):—granth-kr, or
granth-kartt, s.m. A book-maker, author, writer;—the
founder of a religious system or sect.
S &*X m.BRgranthi, and H. mBR granth, s.m. (f. ?) A knot
(see g h), a tie; a joint; a swelling; a knot in a reed or
cane.
S 2 &*X mBR/grantham, s.m. A character in which Sanskrit
is written and printed in Southern India (where the
Devangar character is unknown).
S <&*X mBRgranthan, s.m. Stringing, tying or connecting
together (either as a chaplet or a book), arranging,
composing;—(in Braj) nom. pl. of granth, q.v.
S &*X mBR"granth, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Bookish, wellread, learned; relating or belonging to a book;—one who
reads books; a writer of books; one who possesses many
books.
S <8X $*grinjan,
s.m. Garlic; the tops of hemp (see

gnjh);—poisoned meat.
H + X $Bgarrind [prob. fr. S. $6 t; or gar= gr= gl
+nind, q.v.], adj. Abusive; scurrilous; ignominious, bad.
H + X $Bgirind [prob. S. $+BW+t], s.m. 'Prince
or chief of mountains,' an epithet of Mount Meru.
H 2 + X $(/girandham, s.m. (dialec.)=grantham, q.v.
H X $(fgaran, s.m. (rustic) An enclosure of mud round
a mill, &c.
S X $ 'garva, vulg. garvor garb, or garab, s.m. Pride,
haughtiness, arrogance; vanity, conceit:—garvpahr(˚va
+ap˚), vulg. garb-apahr, adj. Pride-destroying:—garv karn,
To be proud, to put on haughty airs:—garv-man, s.m.f.
'Jewel of pride,' very great pride:—garv-vs, s.m.
Proudness, pride, vainness, vanity; arrogance:—garvvant, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Proud, haughty, &c. (=garvit,
q.v.);—garv-vant, s.f. A proud woman.
P X girav, vulg. girau, or giro[prob. fr. Zend var= S.  ( ,
4
 5)], s.m. A wager, stake, bet;—a pledge, earnest;

pawn, gage, deposit.
S X $,Iguru, and H. $,~ gur , vulg. gur(in comp,), adj. &
s.m. (fem. gurvi, or gurvi), Heavy, weighty; great, large,
extended, long (as a vowel), grave (as an accent);
dicult, hard; high (in degree), vehement, violent,
excessive, deep, much; important, serious, momentous;
valuable, highly prized, dear, beloved; venerable,
honourable, respectable; excellent; best;—one who is an
object of reverence, a venerable or respectable person
(as a father, mother, &c.); a spiritual parent or preceptor
(from whom a youth receives the initiatory Mantraor
prayer and who conducts the necessary ceremonies up
to the period of investiture with the sacricial thread); a
spiritual guide, a religious teacher (one who explains the
law and religion to his pupil, instructs him in the stras,
&c.); a pastor; a teacher (generally); a superior;—a name
of Brihaspati or the planet Jupiter (who is considered as
the guruor preceptor of the gods);—a wise man, a sage
(=gur-gyn);—(ironic.) a consummate knave:—gur-br,
s.m. Thursday (=guru-vr):—gur-bol, s.m. Grammar:—gurubh, vulg. gur-bh, s.m. Follower of the same spiritual
preceptor or guide, fellow-sectarian, fellow-disciple;
fellow-student:—guru-pk, adj. Dicult of digestion:—
guru-putr, s.m. (f. -), The child (natural or adopted) of a
religious preceptor:—guru-jan, vulg. gur-jan, s.m. pl.
Religious or venerable persons, eminent persons, great
people, respectable people;—s.m. sing. A venerable
person (as a father, a religious preceptor, &c.), an elder,
a superior:—gur-dakhsh len= gur-mukh hon:—gurudakshi, vulg. gur-da han, s.f. A fee given to a spiritual
preceptor; rent-free land given to a religious teacher:—
gur-duror gur-dwr, s.m. A monastery:—guru-dhaya,
s.m. The pronouncing a blessing on a religious guide:—
guru-dev, s.m. A respectful epithet of any guru:—gurudaivat, s.m. The eighth Nakshatraor lunar constellation
Pushya(of which Brihaspati is the ruling deity):—gururatn, s.m. A
topaz:—guru-krya, s.m. A serious or momentous aair;—
the business or oce of a spiritual teacher:—gurughanl, s.m. 'A guruwith bells' (hung round his neck), a
thorough knave:—guru-laksh, vulg. guru-la h, or gur-la h,
s.m.=next:—guru-laksha, adj. (f. -), Heavy, hard of

digestion;—s.m. Knowledge which can be acquired from
a living instructor only:—gur-mt, s.f. The wife of a
spiritual teacher:—guru(or gur) mukh hon, v.n. To receive
the initiatory Mantrafrom a guru; to become a disciple or
pupil:—gur-mukh, s.f. Name of the character in which
the Panjb language is written:—guru-vr, vulg. gur-br,
s.m. 'The day of Jupiter,' Thursday.
H X $Igaru, or $I  garuw, or $  garw [Prk.
$I ; S. $,I + t], adj. (f. -), Heavy, weighty; important;
venerable, respectable;—demure.
H <; X $ garwpan [garw, q.v. + pan= Prk. Q4(=S.; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Heaviness, weightiness; weight, load;
gravity, importance; venerableness; respectability;—
demureness.
H X $ girwn (doub. caus. of girn, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be dropped, or to be thrown down; to cause to
fell; to have (one) overthrown; to cause to upset, &c. (cf.
girn).
H $X $I garu, or $I  garuw, or $  garw
[garu, q.v. + = Prk. =S. a. =], s.f.=garwpan,
q.v.
H $X $,I guru [prob. S. $,I+], s.f. The oce,
or profession, or condition of a guruor spiritual
preceptor.
H <$X $,Iguruin, or $,I  guruwin [S. $,I+
+"], s.f. The wife of a spiritual preceptor; a religious
preceptress.
H $X $,I"guruin, s.f.=guruin, q.v.
S AX $ garvit, and H. $ ' garvat, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Proud, haughty, arrogant; vain, conceited;—a proud
man, &c.;—garvit, vulg. garvat, s.f. A proud woman, &c.
H YX $ 'garvat [S. garva+t], s.f. Pride, &c. (=garv).
S X $ 'garvar, adj.=garvit, q.v.
S X $ giri-var, and H. $  gir-war, s.m. A
mountain, hill.
H X $~7gar , s.m. corr. of garu, q.v.
S X $, 4"gurvi, and H. $, " gurvin, adj. & s.f.
Heavy (with child), pregnant;—a pregnant woman

(=garbhin).
H X $I Mgaruwau, adj. (Braj)=garu, or guru, qq.v.
P ?X guroh, vulg. giroh[Prs kir hor kiroh?; Zend kharedha;
cf. S. $],
' s.m.(f.?) A collection or party (of men),
company, band, troop, crew, gang, group; people, levy of
people; a class, an order.
H X $ ugarv [S. $ '+t (+t)], adj. & s.m.=garvit, q.v.
P X girav, vulg. girw(see girav), adj. Pledged, pawned, in
pawn;—s.f. That which is pledged or pawned:—girw-patr,
s.m.=girw-nma, q.v.:—girw-dr, s.m. The holder of a
pledge or mortgage:—girw dharn, or girw rakhn(-ko), To
pledge, to pawn;—girw-dharne-wl, or girw-rakhne-wl,
s.m. Pledger, pawner, mortgager (syn. rhin); a
mortgagee; a pawnbroker:—girw-se hu n(-ko), To
redeem a pledge;—s.m. Redemption:—girw-abt , s.f.
Foreclosure of a pledge or mortgage:—girw-nma, s.m. A
deed of mortgage.
H X $ "girw (i.q. geru, q.v.), s.f. An insect
destructive to standing corn; mildew; blight.
S X $, ugurv, and H. $, " gurw (fem. of guru, q.v.), adj.
& s.f. Heavy (with child), pregnant;—a pregnant woman;
—the wife of a guruor teacher.
H )X $ 
h garwaiy [prob. S. $6 ++], s.f.
(dialec.)=goraiy, q.v.
P X + )X girawdag, vulg. girwdag(abst. s. fr. next), s.f.
Admiring; admiration; adoring, adoration; following;
attraction; adherence; attachment.
P ?+ )X girawda, vulg. girwda(perf. part. of giravdan; see
girav), part. adj. & s.m. Attracted, attached (to); admiring,
enamoured (of), captivated; conding:—a believer; a
follower; a slave.
P ?X girih, or girh, vulg. girah[prob. akin to S. granthi, rt.
granthor grath], s.f. A knot; knob; node; a joint, knuckle;
an articulation; a division (one-sixteenth) of a gazor
yard, three nger-breadths; a purse; a gland; a kernel;
(g.) an entanglement, a diculty; impediment (in
speech); prejudice; misunderstanding, dissension (syn.
g h):—girh b dhn(-me ), To tie a knot (in a
handkerchief, &c. as a reminder), (hence), to
remember, to bear in mind:—girh pa n(-me ), A knot,

or entanglement to take place; a diculty to arise;
dissension or misunderstanding to take place (between
two people):—girh-dr, adj. Knotted, knotty; jointed;
intricate:—girh-kush, adj. & s.m. Untying (or untier of)
a knot or knots; solving (or solver of) a diculty:—girh
khuln, v.n. A knot to be untied, &c.;—s.m. Clearing up of
a misunderstanding; restoration of friendship—girh-gr,
adj. Inclining to be knotty or curled:—girh-me rakhn(ko), To put in (one's) purse or pocket; to keep, guard.
S ?X $6 griha,
 vulg. grih,
 and H. m6 grah, and $6 girah,
s.m. A house, dwelling, habitation (=ghar):—family; wife
(=gharna):—griha-bh
mi, s.f. Site of a house:—griha-bhed,


adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Prying (or one who pries) into
domestic aairs; causing (or a causer of) family quarrels:
—griha-pati,
s.m. (f. -patn), Master of a house, head of a

family; a householder:—grihaq.v.:—
 r, s.m.=griha-stha,

grihahidra, s.m. A breach in a house, private or family

dissensions or troubles;—burglary;—(f. -), one who tells
abroad the secrets of his own family:—griha-ta,
s.f. A

terrace in front of a house; a threshold:—griha-stha,
vulg.

grihasth,
grihast,
grahast, girhast, girhist, adj. & s.m. (fr. -),


Living or staying in a house; being a householder;—
worthy of trust, trusty;—a householder, head of a family,
master of a house;—a Brhma in the second period of
his religious life, or one who after having nished his
studies, and after investiture with the sacred thread,
performs the duties of the master of a house and the
father of a family;—a husbandman, a peasant:—griha
sthram(-stha+˚), s.m. The profession, or the condition,
of a householder or a married man:—griha-sth,
vulg.

grihast,
grahast, girhast, girhist, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Of or

belonging to a householder; relating to house-keeping;—
a householder; master of a house, a family man
(=grihasth);
a husbandman;—s.f. The duties and functions

of a householder, housekeeping; domestic matters;
worldly aairs; housewifery;—husbandry, agriculture:—
griha-sambandh,
s.m. (f. -in), Any member of a

household (including servants);—grih-kj,
or griha-krya,


s.m. Household aairs, domestic duties:—griha-kapotak,

s.m. (f. -ik), A tame or domestic pigeon:—griha-godhik,

s.f. The small house-lizard:—griha-nan,
s.m. (f. -), A

pigeon (so called because it destroys the walls of a house

by building in and about it):—griha-vik,
s.f. A garden or

grove near a house.
S ?X m6graha, vulg. grah; and H. $6 girah, or $6 garah,
s.m. The power that seizes and obscures the sun and
moon, especially Rhuor the ascending node;—seizure of
the sun or moon, an eclipse (=graha);—a planet (as
seizing or in uencing the destinies of men in a
supernatural manner: the Hind mythology recognizes
nine planets, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn,
Rhu, Ketu, Sun, and Moon; hence) a symbol for the
number 9;—name of certain evil spirits who seize or
exercise a bad in uence on the body and mind of man
(causing insanity, &c.):—grahdhr(˚ha+dh˚),s.m. The
polar star (as the xed centre of the planets):—
grahdhn(˚ha+adh˚), adj. (f. -), Subject to planetary
in uence:—grahmay(˚ha+m˚), s.m. Epilepsy, convulsions,
demoniacal possession (which is supposed to cause the
complaint):—grah n(-par), To come under the in uence
of an evil star; to be possessed by a demon or evil spirit:
—grah-pati, s.m. The chief of the planets, the sun:—grahpatr, s.m. A horoscope:—grah-p j, s.f. Worship of the sun
and other planets:—grah-p , s.f. The pain or oppression
caused by a planet; the in uence of an unpropitious
planet:—grah-da, vulg. grah-das, or grah-di, s.f. The
aspect of the planets; the in uence of an evil star; evil
days; planetary in uence (good or evil):—grah dekhn, To
consult (one's) horoscope:—grah-rj, s.m. The chief of the
planets;—the sun; the moon; the planet Jupiter:—grahsthpan, s.m. The invoking the presence of the nine
planets:—grah-kunl, s.f. A horoscope:—grah-yog, s.m.
Conjunction of planets.
S X $6ygarh, s.f. Censure, blame, reproach, abuse.
P =X girih- a or girh- a(dim. of girih, q.v.), A small knot,
&c.
H 0X $6Tgirhast, or $6 T girhist, or m6T grahast,
s.m.=griha-sthaor
grihasth,
q.v.s.v. griha



H <*0X $6.Tgirhastin, or $6T girhastan, or m6T
grahastan [S. $6TR, q.v.s.v. griha+"],
s.f. Mistress of a

house, a married woman; a housewife.
H *0X $6T"girhast, or $6 T" girhist, or m6T"

grahast, adj. & s.m. & f.=grihasth,
q.v.s.v. griha.


H #X grhl [P. girh+l= S. !+t], adj. Knotted, knotty;

man.
S  X $µgrihya,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging to a house,


entangled; intricate.
S <X $64garha,
'
s.m. Censuring, blaming; censure;

domestic; domesticated, tame;—belouging to a side or
party;—to be taken, to be seized; to be received;
acceptable; obtainable;—a book containing directions for
religious rites and ceremonies relating to a family or
household (such as marriages, births, &c.).
P X gar (see gar), s.f. Acting, doing; practice; trade,
oce (used as last member of compounds, as zar-gar;
sitam-gar, qq.v.).
H X $"gar, or $" gir [prob. fr. S. $ ($)], s.f.

blame, reproach.
S <X $6 grihin,
s.m.=grih=
q.v.s.v. griha.

 griha-stha,


S <X m64graha, vulg. girahan, or gahan, s.m. Seizing,
holding, taking, catching, clasping; seizure, arrest,
apprehension; receiving, accepting, acceptance; seizure
of the sun or moon (by Rhu), an eclipse;—deriving,
acquirement, acquisition; buying; putting on; protection;
undergoing; study; perceiving, perception,
understanding, comprehension; pronouncing:—graha
pa n, An eclipse to take place; to be eclipsed:—grahasnn, s.m. Bathing (for religious purposes) at the time of
an eclipse:—graha karn, v.t. To take, seize, clasp; to
receive, accept; to admit, agree to, assent to; to derive;
to perceive, comprehend; to smell, &c. (see graha).
H X m6grahn [grah˚= S. $6(), rt. m6O; see gahn],
v.t.=graha karn, q.v.
H $ X m64 graha [prob. S. m64++], s.f. The
state or condition of being seized, or eclipsed, &c. (see
graha).
S X m64"graha, s.f. An imaginary organ supposed to
lie between the stomach and the intestines;—diarrhœa;
dysentery.
S X $6 4"grihi
(fem. of grihin),
s.f. Mistress of a



Kernel (of any nut or seed, as the cocoanut, walnut, &c.);
pulp (of fruit, as the jack).
H X $ugarr [prob. S. $$+;
'
cf. garr], s.f. A pulley
(esp. that over which the rope is passed in drawing
water from a well); a reel (or other instrument) for
twisting thread or string.
H X $ugarr [prob. = kharh, q.v.;—or S. $f+], s.f. A
haystack; a stack, rick (of wheat, barley, &c.); a small
mound raised between heaps of corn and cha on the
threshing- oor.
P X gir, vulg. gire[Zend grva; S. m" ], s.m. The neck:—
gir-bn, vulg. gire-bn, See s.v.
H X $,ugurr, or $, gura, or $,h gurai, or $," gur, s.f.
Parched barley.
H )X $,guriy [Prk. $,f; S. $,&], s.f. A glass bead;

house, a wife (syn. grihasth,
or girhast, or girhastan).

H  X $,6Mgurhaur [prob. govaror gobar, q.v.+S. Ht],

bead or stone (of a rosary, or necklace, &c.);—vertebra,
a joint (of the spine).
H  )X $gariyr, s.m.=galiy, q.v. (and cf. galiyar).

s.m. A heap or stack of cow-dung.
S X $6"grih,
q.v.s.v. griha.
 s.m.=griha-stha,



P  )X giryn [imperf. part. of girstan; rt. Zend
gared(garedh), fr. gar= S. $ ($4)], part & s.m.

S  X $6"grihta,
part. (f. -), Taken, caught, clasped,


Weeping, crying excesssively;—a weeper.
P  )X giryn, s.f. Weeping.
H U)X $" garb, adj. & s.m. corr. of U)p garb, q.v.

seized; attacked; accepted; received, &c. (see graha).
S * X m6"graht, adj. & s.m. (f. -tr), Taking, seizing,
apprehending; receiving; accepting; perceiving,
observant;—taker, seizer, accepter, receiver; purchaser;
debtor; perceiver.
S  X $µgarhya,
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Deserving reproach,
contemptible, mean, low, vile;—a contemptible or mean

P  %)X girbn, vulg. girebn[gire, q.v.+bn, rt. Zend van, 'to
protect, guard,' &c.; S. ], s.m. A collar; a cape; the
opening or breast (of a garment); (g.) the neck (=gir);—
a pocket:—girebn paka n(-k), To lay hold of the collar
(of); to seize by the neck:—girebn k karn, or girebn tr-

tr karn(-k), To tear (one's) collar to pieces:—girebn-gr,
adj. & s.m. Seizing by (or (one who seizes by) the collar;
—an accuser, a prosecutor, plainti, complainant; an
apologist:—girebn-me mu h ln(apne), To look within
oneself; to confess and be ashamed of (one's) faults:—
girebn-me hth ln(-ke) = girebn paka n, q.v.
H )X $garer (cf. garr), s.m. Circuit; round;—adv.
Around, round about (e.g. jahz ke garer dau , 'running
round the ship').
P o)X gurez [rt. of gure tan= prep. gu= Zend vi= S. 
+re tan(rt. rez), fr. Zend rt. ri = S. ], part. adj. Flying,
eeing, fugitive (used as last member of compounds);—
s.f. Flying (from); ight, escape; avoiding, shunning; a
diversion, digression; deviation; regression; abstaining
(from), abstinence; fasting; aversion, dislike,
abhorrence:—gurez-p, adj. & s.m. Fugitive, runaway:—
gurez karn(-se), To y (from); to avoid, shun; to evade
(e.g. inf-se gurez karn);—to abstain (from); to be averse
(to), &c.:—gurez-gh, s.f. Time or place of eeing; the
place (or occasion) in which it is proper to avoid or y
(from a person or thing); place of escape; place to y to,
place of refuge, asylum, retreat.
P o)X gurezn (imperf. part. of gure tan; see gurez), part.
Taking ight, eeing, fugitive.
H I)X $"girs, = H 0)X $" girs,s.m.=gira, q.v.s.v.
giri.
H 0)X $"girs, = H I)X $" girs,s.m.=gira, q.v.s.v.
giri.
H 2 0)X $"/garsam, s.m. (old H.), corr. of grshma, q.v.
S Z)X $"8gir (giri+a), s.m. See s.v. gir.
S 2 )X m"l/grshma, vulg. grshm, or grsham, or grkham,
s.m. Heat, warmth; the hot season, summer (the second
of the six seasons, comprising the months Jehand As h,
or June-July):—grshma-ritu,
 s.f. The hot-season.
S 2 )X mhl/graishma (fr. grshma), adj. (f. -), Of or relating
to the hot season; produced (or sown) in the hot season.
S @ )X mhl/"graishm, s.f. Double jasmine, Jasminum
sambac.
H 2 &)X $L/girekham, s.m.=grshma, q.v.

H <)X $Û&gire , s.f. The wooden axis on which a wellpully (garr) turns.
H )X $gareniy, s.m. Land mortgaged for a time, or
until the loan taken is repaid by the rents.
S )X mh graiva, vulg. graiv, s.m. Neck-ornament; a close
necklace; a necklace; a collar.
S  )X m" grv, s.f. The neck; nape of the neck;—the
tendon of the Trapezium muscle.
P  )X girwn, vulg. girewn, s.m.=girebn, q.v.
P ? )X garwa, or girwa, vulg. garewa, or girewa[fr. Zend
gairi= S. giri], s.m. A low hill, a hillock; a high mound or
bank; an acclivity; a ravine; a steep or dicult pass.
P )X girya (see giryn), s.m. Crying, weeping,
lamentation, plaint:—girya karn, v.n. To weep, cry,
lament:—girya-nk, adj. Weeping, in tears:—girya-o-zrs.f.
Weeping and wailing, bewailing, lamentation.
H )X guriya, or gurya, s.m.= )X guriy, q.v.
H )X m<6 greh, s.m. (Old H.)=grihaor
grih,

 q.v.
H ' $7ga , s.m. (dialec.)=ga h, q.v.
H ' $,7gu [Prk. $,f5; S. $,ft], s.m. Raw or coarse sugar
(the produce of the rst inspissation of the juice of the
sugar-cane); molasses, treacle:—gu -ambor gu -mb(S.
gua+mra), s.m. Mangoes boiled with meal and sugar
(resembling mango-fool):—gu -pushp, or gu -ph l, s.m.
The plant Bassia latifolia(see mahu):—gu -dhn, s.f.
Parched wheat and sugar:—gu -k bhel, A lump of raw
sugar:—kuliy-me gu ph n, Anything to
be said or done clandestinely or in secret; a secret or
underhand business or work to be going on.
H  ' $7ga  [prob. S. $+t; rt. $], s.m. A large sheaf; a
bundle of sheaves (=gar, and garo):—ga -ba, s.f.
Division of produce (or a crop) without threshing, by
stacking the sheaves in proportionate shares.
H 5 '$7"ga s, s.f.=gas, q.v.
H G ' $,7{gu -k , s.m. A preparation of tobacco and
treacle (gu ) for smoking in a uqqa.
H  ' $7ga n (caus. of g n), v.t. To cause to enter,
cause to penetrate; to thrust (into), stick (into), drive
(into), to poke or push (anything into); to pierce, prick;

to put into a hole (in the ground), to bury:—ga -den, v.t.
intens. of and =ga n.
H  ' $,7gu n (caus. of go n), v.t. To cause to be

you, &c. (e.g. ga ap thail-me , 'down with you (or down
you go) into the bag').
H  ? ' $7(Lga -pa kh [prob. S. $ef, or $f,+pa kh, q.v.],

dug, to have or get (a hole, &c.) dug or excavated;—to
cause to dig;—to dig (=go n).
H X $7 ga o (fr. ga n), s.m. An instrument for

adj. & s.m. Large-winged;—a large-winged bird; (met.)
one who wears loose wide garments.
H 9 '$7"ga t, s.m. (Dakh.) A friend.

cutting jaw stalks, &c. for fodder; a kind of chopper
(=gar, or garo).
H  1 ' $7 7ga -ba [ga ˚= ga= ga= gha= S. V&; ba is

H c ' $,7gu a [S. $,f"], s.m.(?) Name of a medicine,

prob. a jingle; cf. ga-ba, ga-ma, and ga-pa], s.m.
Disorder, derangement, irregular intermixture, jumble,
muddle; confusion, commotion, tumult, disturbance;
clamour, uproar, hubbub; hurry, bustle, stir, pother;
mental disturbance, distraction, bewilderment; rugged
or interrupted state of ground, uneven or broken
ground;—adj. In confusion, in a muddle, jumbled, mixed
up; higgledy-piggledy, topsy-turvy; miscellaneous,
motley, promiscuous;—rough, rugged, uneven (ground):
—ga ba jhl, s.m. Foul weather; disorder; disturbance,
&c. (=ga ba ):—ga ba karn, v.t. To confuse, confound,
jumble, mix up; to make a mess of, &c.:—ga ba hon, v.n.
To be confused, to be mixed up, to be jumbled; to be in a
muddle; to be distracted, or alarmed, &c.
H  1 ' $7 7ga ba , s.m. Confusion; bustle; agitation,

Menispermum glabrumor cordifolium(the infusion of which
is used as a febrifuge).
H D ' $7 ga a  [prob. ga = gaor gha= S. V&+S. $K+t,
or $,K+t], s.m. (dialec.) Thick close wood (or branches); a
thicket;—denseness; crowdedness;—adv. Closely,
densely; in a crowded or pressed manner.
H  ' $fga ur, s.m. corr. of X garu, q.v.
H  '$f"gi ur, or $,7" gu ar [prob. S. $,f, or Gef,+
+; cf. ginur], s.f. A ring of twisted grass or twine (laid
under a round-bottomed jar to prevent it from
oversetting;—syn. j n,   ).
H 7 ' $7ga ariy, s.m.=gaariy, ga eriy, qq.v.
H ' $f7ga a , or $77 ga a , s.m. (dialec.)=garu, q.v.
H 5 '$,7"gu s, s.f.= 5 'gurs, q.v.
H 0 ' $7ga ak [S. gaaka], s.m. A kind of gold-sh, or

alarm, &c. (=ga ba );—rumbling (of the bowels),
borborygmi.
H  1 ' $7 7ga ba n (fr. ga ba , q.v.), v.n. To be

gilt-head.
H = ' $,7$gu g, s.m.= X X gurg, q.v

confused, to be confounded; to be disturbed (in mind); to
be alarmed;—to rumble (the bowels;—in this sense also
gu bu n).
H "  1 ' $7 76&ga ba ha (ga ba (n)+hat, as in

H  = ' $7$7ga ga [S. $$,
' onomat.], s.f. Gurgling,

garmha, q.v.), s.f. Confusion, commotion, disturbance,
tumult, bustle; utter, agitation; scare, fright, alarm
(=ga ba ; cf. ghabrha).
H  1 '$7 7"ga ba , or $7 7 ga ba i, s.f.

uqqa; a large smoking-pipe.
H  = ' $7$7&ga ga t, s.f.=ga ga ha= ga ga , q.v.

(Dakh.)=ga ba ha.
H A ' $7ga ap [prob. fr. S. $, rt. $+gap; see gap-gap,
and gapakn], adj. Taken down, swallowed up, lost;—s.m.
A gulp:—ga ap, or ga ap-den, adv. In the giving of a gulp,
in a trice, suddenly;—down you go, in you go, down with

H &= ' $7$*ga gaj, s.m.=6X X gargaj, q.v.
rumbling; the gurgling sound made by the water in a
uqqa.
H  = ' $7$7ga ga  [S. $$+t],
'
s.m. A common kind of

H ' G = ' $7$7gi gi kar (past conj. part. of gi gi n),
adv. Beseechingly, entreatingly, with tears and humility.
H  = ' $7$7ga ga n $,7$,7 gu gu n,
v.n.=gargarn, q.v.
H  = ' $7$7gi gi n [fr. S. $ by redupl.], v.t. To
beseech, entreat, beg for with tears and abjectness, to

implore earnestly and humbly.
H   = ' $7$7 gi gi w [gi gi (n)+w= Prk.
 (=S. ()+], s.m. Humble entreaty, &c. (see
gi gi ha).
H "  = ' $7$76&ga ga ha, s.f.=ga ga , q.v.
H "  = ' $7$76&gi gi ha (gi gi (n)+ha, as in
garmha, q.v.), s.f. Beseeching, imploring, humble
entreaty.
H  = '$7$7"gi gi , s.f.=gi gi ha, q.v.
H  = '$,7$,7"gu gu  (i.q. gargar, q.v.), s.f. A small uqqa,
a kind of pipe for smoking.
H (T  = ' $7$(*!ga -ganjal [i.q. ga -ga ; or ga +S. $*
+!t], adj. (dialec.) Thick, dense, crowded, full, densely
packed; miscellaneous, motley.
H + T  = '$7$(*!"ga ganjal, s.f. (Dakh.) Over owing
copiousness or plenty; great press or thronging;—a
medley, mash; miscellany.
H = ' $7$07ga -g da (see g da ), s.m. Old tattered
clothes, tatters, rags.
H = '$,7$"gu g, s.f.=X X gurg, q.v.
H . ' $7! 4ga -lawa [S. gaa-lavaam], s.m. Rock or
fossil salt (especially that found in the district of
Snbhar, in the province of Ajmr).
H . ' $7ga an (fr. ga n), s.f. 'A place into which one
sinks,' a swamp, morass.
H  ' $7ga n (fr. the trans. g n, q.v.), v.n. To
penetrate (into, -me ), to enter (into), to stick (into), to
pierce; to be driven (into), to be rmly xed (in); to sink
(in or into); to be put (into the ground), to be buried;—
s.m. A mark, sign, trace:—ga -jn, v.n. intens. of
and=ga n.
H B  ' gu amba, s.m.=gu -ambor gu -mb, q.v.s.v. gu .
H  ' $7Bga ant = H   ' $7BR ga anth [prob. Prk.
$§(,( imperf. part. of $§4( = ga n, q.v.], s.m. The game
of tip-cat;—a ceremony performed to remove the
in uence of an evil spirit (an egy of the demon is
made of dough and painted with red lead (send r), and to
this oerings are made; it is then shown to the sick

person or passed over him from head to foot, after
which the egy is burnt and the charm is completed);—
a mode of incantation for the destruction of any person
(mra), or to secure his aection (mohan), or to subject
him to obedience (baskaran), or to imprison him or
deprive him of the power of action or speech (stambhan),
or to drive him away (u an), or to call him (karsha;—
certain words are pronounced over an egy of the
person (or his name in writing) which is after wards
buried).
H   ' $7BRga anth = H  ' $7B ga ant [prob. Prk.
$§(,( imperf. part. of $§4( = ga n, q.v.], s.m. The game
of tip-cat;—a ceremony performed to remove the
in uence of an evil spirit (an egy of the demon is
made of dough and painted with red lead (send r), and to
this oerings are made; it is then shown to the sick
person or passed over him from head to foot, after
which the egy is burnt and the charm is completed);—
a mode of incantation for the destruction of any person
(mra), or to secure his aection (mohan), or to subject
him to obedience (baskaran), or to imprison him or
deprive him of the power of action or speech (stambhan),
or to drive him away (u an), or to call him (karsha;—
certain words are pronounced over an egy of the
person (or his name in writing) which is after wards
buried).
H $ ' $7($ga a g, s.f. Boasting, boast, vaunt, brag (syn.
ba ang):—ga a g mrn, or ga ang h kn, To boast, brag.
H % '$7($"ga a g = H JX $7($ ga a giy [ga a g+ S.
t (+ t)], s.m. A boaster, a braggart.
H JX $7($ga a giy = H % '$7($" ga a g [ga a g+ S.
t (+ t)], s.m. A boaster, a braggart.
H  ' $fga u, or $7  ga w [S. $f,t], s.m. A kind of
water-pot; a narrow-mouthed vase or vessel with
owers in it (such a vase is carried about by musicians
and dancing women at the feast of basant-pan amas an
oering to people of rank, from whom they receive
presents).
H  ' $7 &ga w (contrac. of ga wha, v.n. fr.
ga wn), s.f. (rustic), Burying; sinking; driving (into), &c.

H  ' $7 ga wn (doub. caus. of g n), v.t. To
cause to be driven (into the ground);
to cause to be stuck (into), to cause to be sunk; to cause
to be buried.
H   ' $757ga o n, s.m. A (child's) go-cart (i.q.

ower,' the plant Hibiscus syriacus.
H ;: ' $i!ga hill, s.m.=ga hel, q.v.
H ' <)  - ' $i/,=`ga hmuktesar, vulg. ga muktsar[ga h,
q.v. + S. /,=+ :t], s.m. Name of a town and celebrated

ga ln, q.v.).
H  ' $75ga on [ga o˚= ga w˚= g (n)+Prk. we= S. pi,

place of Hind pilgrimage situated on the Ganges to the
east of Mera~ (a fair is held there in the month of Mgh).
H  ' $iga hn (fr. the trans. g hn, q.v.), v.n.=ga n,

caus. augment], v.t.=ga n, q.v.
H  ' $iga h [S. $ft], s.m. A fort; citadel; castle;—a

q.v.
H  ' $7ga hn [ga h˚= Prk. $©()=S. V&(`), rt. V&],

wheeling hovel, or engine of war, under cover of which
soldiers approach a fort:—ga h jtn, To take a fort; (g.)
to surmount a diculty:—ga h-kh, s.f. Moat or trench
of a fort; an entrenchment.
H  ' $76or $i ga h [Prk. $§ ; S. $+t],
'

v.t. To make, form, fashion, shape; to forge; to form by
hammering, to malleate;—to mould, cast;—to practise
the goldsmith's or the founder's art (cf. gha n);—to
smooth, plane, rasp;—v.n. To be made or fashioned (esp.
by beating or hammering), to be formed; to be graved;
to be moulded; to be cast, &c.:—ga h-ln, v.t. intens. of
and=ga hn.
H  ' $i ga hwr = H  ' $i 7 ga hw (ga h,

s.m. A hole, hollow, cavity, pit; a grave; a ravine; an
abyss:—ga h  n, or ga h bharn, To ll up a hole or
hollow;—to make up a deciency;—to take (one's) ll:—
ga he baihn, To lie concealed in a pit or hole, to lie in
ambush.
H  ' $,igu h [prob. S. $,4+dt], s.m. Beam, crosstimber (of a ship or boat).
H  ' $iga hn [caus. of ga hn;—ga h˚= ga hw˚=
Prk. $iU=V7U=S. V&+˚; rt. V&], v.t. To cause to
make, form, or fashion (especially by beating or
hammering); to form, fashion; to malleate; to grave.
H  ' $iga hn (i.q. ga n, q.v.), v.t. To bury, &c.
H   ' $i ga hwn, v.t.=ga hn.
H 8 '$i ga h [ga h(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Burying.
H 8 ' $i ga h (ga h(n), 'to form,' &c.+, as in the
preceding), s.f. Making, make, workmanship; malleating
(jewellery);—the price of malleating jewellery, or of
graving, &c.
H  ' $iga hat [ga h(n) + at= Prk. \"=S. .Q (i.e.
pi, caus. augment + a. ti)], s.f. Make, form, fashion,
shape, mould, build; workmanship (=gha at).
H " ' $i&ga ha, s.f. A dialec. form of ga hat, q.v.
H ( ' $,i!gu hal [prob. S. $,f+v!t], s.m. 'The shoe-

prob. fr. g ha+wr= wl), adj. Coarse, thick (cloth, &c.);
gross, fat.
H  ' $i 7ga hw = H  ' $i  ga hwr (ga h,
prob. fr. g ha+wr= wl), adj. Coarse, thick (cloth, &c.);
gross, fat.
H '$i"ga h [S. $f+], s.f. A small fort; a castle; a
village fortication of mud anked with towers (under
former governments there was scarcely a village in
India without its ga h):—ga h-band, s.m. A description of
muftenure, in Bundelkhand, by which lands are held
on paying a stipulated yearly tribute (but not one-fth
the amount which ought to be paid):—ga h fat karn, To
take a fort, &c. (=ga h jtn, q.v.).
H O '$i ga ha [ga h, q.v.+or iy= Prk. =S. ], = H
) ' $i ga hiy, or $ih ga haiy,s.f. A pit, a large
hole; a small pond or tank.
H ) ' $iga hiy, or $ih ga haiy, = H O '$i
ga ha [ga h, q.v.+ or iy = Prk. =S. ], s.f. A pit, a
large hole; a small pond or tank.
H ) ' $iga hiy [ga h˚, rt. of ga hn= ga n+iy= Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. A pike, a short javelin, a
small spear; a goad.

H ) ' $ihga haiy [g h(n), 'to bury'+aiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. A burier.
H ;:) ' $i<!ga hel [Prk. $§! ; S. $+!+t],
'
s.m. A
hole, pit, cavity; a ditch; an abyss.
H  '$7"ga  (fr. ga n; see ga niy), s.f. Prick, thrust,
stab; entering (into), piercing, penetrating.
H  '$7"ga  [ga (n) + Prk.   =S. ()++t],
s.m. (dialec.) A friend, an intimate companion.
H  '$7"ga , s.f. (dialec.)=ga h, q.v.

P oX gaz [imperf. part. of gazdan= prep. ga+ zdan= zadan;
—Zend vi+rt. jan; S.  +6 (6 .B)], part. adj. Biting;
stinging; injuring, hurting; hurtful;—s.m. Injury, hurt;
loss, damage.
P oX guzr. (For this and other words beginning with
guz˚which are not to be found below, see under / X gu˚.)
P oX gazn (imperf. part. of gazdan), part. adj.=gaz, q.v.
P oX guzn [imperf. part. of guzdan= prep. gu+zdan=
dan; Zend vi+rt. i; S.  +. (.5)], part. adj.

H 7 ' $,7gu iy [gu , q.v. + iy= Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A

Choosing, selecting; adopting (see guzn).
P oX gazar (=S. $*),
' s.m.(?) A carrot (syn. gjar, q.v.).

seller of gu or raw sugar.
H 7 ' $,7gu iy, or gu y[prob. S. $,f+; cf. gu],

P oX gazak (gaz˚, prob. fr. gazdan+dim. a. ak), s.f. A

s.f. A doll, a puppet;—(g.) a humble or poor bride:—
gu yo -k l, s.m. A doll's house:—gu yo -k biyh, s.m. A
doll's marriage;—a poor man's wedding:—gu yo -k khel,
s.m. Playing with dolls;—an easy matter.
H 7 ' $7ga iyr [prob. S. $f, fr. $f+t], adj.
Perverse, stubborn, obstinate, sti-necked; stouthearted.
H 7 '$7"ga iyr, s.f. Stoutheartedness;—
stubbornness, obstinacy.
H .' 7 ' $7<ga eran (cf. next), s.m. (dialec.) The
receptacle for the sugar-cane before it is cut at the mill.
H ' 7 '$7<"ga er (i.q. ganer, q.v.), s.f. A joint or piece of
the sugar-cane (the portion between two knots).
H 7' 7 ' $7<ga eriy (i.q. gaariy, q.v.), s.m. A
shepherd, goat-herd.
P oX gaz, vulg. gaj[Pehl. vazr; Zend vazra, 'club,' rt. vaz; S.
Í], s.m. An iron bar; a ramrod, a rammer; bow (of a
ddle);—an instrument for measuring with; a yard
measure; a foot-rule; a yard (of measure, varying
formerly from about thirty-two English inches upwards;
and now xed by Government at thirty-three inches):—
gaz-bhar, A full yard; a yard (of anything):—gaz-se gaz, A
square yard:—gaz-gat, s.f. Measuring with a gaz;—gaz-gat
karn, To measure with a gaz:—ilh gaz, or des gaz, The
yard of thirty-three inches:—lambar gaz, The yard of
thirty-six inches.

relish (as fruit, or sweets, taken with wine, or after
opium, &c.); a sweetmeat made of sesamum and sugar.
P + oX gazand (Prs vazañt; fr. ga+zandan= zadan; see gaz),
s.f. Injury, hurt, harm; loss, damage; mischief;
misfortune, calamity;—gazand-rasn, adj. Injurious,
hurtful, &c.
P X + oX gazandag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Biting; stinging;
bite, sting;—mordacity; the power to hurt or harm.
P ?+ oX gazanda [imperf. part. of gazdan; see gaz;—˚anda=
Zend añ= S. ant], part. adj. & s.m. Biting: stinging;
injurious, hurtful; venomous, noxious;—a biter; stinger;—
a venomous reptile, &c.
P oX gazna [gaz˚, stem of gazdan, q.v.+na= Zend na= S. ],
s.m. A nettle.
P oX gaz, s.f. A coarse kind of (cotton) cloth.
P + )oX gazdan [ga+zdan= zadan; Zend vi+rt. jan; S.  +6],
v.t. & s.m. (gerund) To bite; sting; to injure;—biting;
stinging, &c.
P + )oX gazdan, adj. To be bitten.
P + )oX guzdan (fr. guzdan; see guzn), adj. To be chosen,
worthy of being chosen.
P ?+ )oX gazda (perf. part. of gazdan, q.v.), part. Bitten;
stung; injured, hurt; alarmed.
P ?+ )oX guzda (perf. part. of guzdan; see guzn), part.
Chosen, selected; preferred;—choice, select; excellent.
P )oX gazr, or gizr, s.m. A superintendent of the revenue;
a person who collects the taxes of a town and pays them
to the tal-dr; a manager, an agent;—a commander; a

hero; champion;—the night-watch.
P )oX guzr, s.m. (?) Aid, help, remedy (syn. ra);—escape:

rudely, &c. (see gust ).
P r *0X gust , s.f. Presumption, arrogance, insolence,

—n-guzr, adj. Remediless, helpless; irremediable,
unavoidable.
P <)oX guzn (rt. of guzdan; see guzn), part. adj. Choosing,

audacity, assurance, sauciness, rudeness; contempt (of
court); cruelty:—gust  karn, To presume, to be
arrogant, or insolent, or rude, &c.:—gust  muf,
Pardon (my) rudeness.
H  *0X $Tgastn [prob. P. gasht+S. "?], s.f. A gad-

selecting; electing; preferring; adopting (used as last
member of compounds):— alwat-guzn, adj. & s.m.
Making choice of seclusion, fond of retirement or
solitude; solitary; retiring from the world;—a recluse,
hermit.
P )oX gazna (cf. gaz), s.m. A thick (or close) and rather
coarse kind of cotton cloth.
H 1 X gazh-dum, s.m. (Dakh.)=kazh-dum, q.v.
H 0X $Tgass [S. m+t, rt. m], s.m. A mouthful; a
morsel; a bite:—gass to n(-k), To break a morsel, to
take a bite (of bread, &c.).
H 0X $,Tguss, s.m. corr. of Mp gua, q.v.
P  0X gusr (i.q. guzr, or gur, q.v.;—rt. of gusrdan=
guzrdan= gushtan), part. adj. Letting go; taking away,
removing, dissipating, assuaging; drinking, swallowing,
taking down (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
gam-gusr,
mai-gusr, qq.v.).

H  0X $,[ gus , s.m.=next, q.v.
H $ 0X $, gus = H < $ 0X $, gus [Prk. $5./ ; S.
$5+T ./ t (+t)], s.m. 'The master or possessor of
cows or of herds'; an epithet of the Deity;—a religious
mendicant (a faqr), a devotee, a saint or holy man;—a
caste of Brhma s, descendants of the disciples of
aitanya of Nadiy; a Brhma of this class;—an
honorary title axed to proper names.
H < $ 0X $,gus = H $ 0X $, gus [Prk. $5./ ; S.
$5+T ./ t (+t)], s.m. 'The master or possessor of
cows or of herds'; an epithet of the Deity;—a religious
mendicant (a faqr), a devotee, a saint or holy man;—a
caste of Brhma s, descendants of the disciples of
aitanya of Nadiy; a Brhma of this class;—an
honorary title axed to proper names.
P t *0X gust , adj. Presumptuous, arrogant, insolent,
audacious, impudent, saucy, uncivil, rude; cruel; abrupt.
P  r *0X gust na, adv. Presumptuously, arrogantly,

about; a foolish, dissolute woman.
H J *0X $T[$gast gar, adj. & s.m. Stupid, foolish;
awkward; clownish;—a foolish fellow; a clown.
P *0X gustar [rt. of gustardan;—gu= Zend vi= S.  ; ˚stardan,
fr. Zend tar= S. T (T)], part. adj. & s.m. Spreading,
strewing, scattering, diusing;—spreader, &c.; dispenser;
administrator (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
adlat-gustar, 'One who diuses or dispenses justice').
P ?*0X gustarda (perf. part. of gustardan; see gustar), part.
Spread (as a bed, &c.); having spread;—s.m. That which
is spread; a foundation.
P *0X gustar [gustar, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Spreading,
scattering, strewing; diusing; dispensing, &c. (used as
last member of compounds; e.g. adlat-gustar, 'the
dispensing or administering of justice').
P J*00X gusistag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Breaking; breach,
fracture; interruption.
P *00X gusista (perf. part. of gusistan= gus tan; gu= Zend
vi= S.  ; sistanor s tan, fr. Zend rt. ar= S. 8 (&)],
part. adj. Broken; interrupted; abrupt.
P 0X gusil [rt. of gusistan;—˚sil, for sal= Zend ar= S. 8;
see gusista], part. adj. Breaking, tearing; destroying;
removing (used as last member of compounds; e.g. gamgusil, 'destroying or removing care').
H  0X $,h[gusaiy , s.m.=gus , q.v.
H 3 0X $,!gusel [A. Mp gua+S. a. !+t], adj. (f. -),
Passionate, irascible, furious, choleric.
P X gasht [v.n. of gashtan, another form of garddan,
q.v.; the rof the Zend rt. vareis changed to shbefore ˚tan,
and the letters eare dropped], s.f. Surrounding; going
round (esp.of guards patrolling); round or beat (of a
patrol or watch); walking, strolling; walk, stroll,

perambulation; tour; a procession:—gasht phirn, or gasht
karn, or gasht lagn, or gasht mrn, To go round; to go
(or to make) one's rounds; to patrol:—gasht-salm, s.f. A
tax or fee levied on their tours by public ocers (under
native governments):—gasht-mal, s.m. A toll or transit
duty (formerly) levied on boats:—gasht n na, To dance
(or the dancing of n girls) before a (marriage)
procession:—maar-gasht, s.f. A short walk.
P *X gashta (perf. part. of gashtan; see gasht), part.
Returned; turned; inverted, reversed; converted;
perverted; changed;—become; formed.
P *X gasht, s.m. Watch, sentinel, patrol;—s.f. A present
made to a revenue ocer on making his tour through
his district (=gasht-salm, q.v.).
H *X gashtiy [gasht, q.v.+iy= S. t], s.m. A watchman,
a patrol; a collector of market dues.
H ZX $,9gush = H ZX $,9" gush [S. $5c"], s.f. An
assembly, a meeting, a cabal, a council; a society, an
association:—gush hon, v.n. A council to be held, &c.
H ZX $,9"gush = H ZX $,9 gush [S. $5c"], s.f. An
assembly, a meeting, a cabal, a council; a society, an
association:—gush hon, v.n. A council to be held, &c.
H gX gaf (P. gab, gap, guft), adj. Thick, stout, of close
texture.
P h X guft [v.n. of guftan= guptan; rt. old P. gub, fr. Zend
khshub; S. d,#] , s.f. Word, saying, speech, discourse
(generally occurring in comp., e.g.):—guft-g or guft-o-gu,
or guft-o-shun dor shand, s.f. Conversation, discourse,
dialogue, common talk, chitchat; altercation, dispute,
debate, expostulation, controversy, contention squabble:
—guft-g karn, To converse, &c.
P  *h X guftr [guft, q.v.+tr= Zend tar; S. ], s.f. Speaking,
saying, telling; speech, discourse, conversation; a saying;
—a chapter.
P J*Q X guft-g , s.f. See s.v. guft.
P <*Q X guftan [for guptan; rt. old P. gub; see guft], inf. &
gerund, To say, speak, tell, relate;—saying, speaking, &c.
P *h X guftan, adj. Fit to be said or spoken, &c.
P *h X gufta (perf. part. of guftan), part. Said, spoken, told,
related.

H JX $$gagar, s.f. [S. $$+t,
'
and $$"],
'
= H JX $$
gagar, vulg. gagr, s.m.= H JX $$" gagar, vulg. gagr,
s.f.A water-pot, pitcher, jar.
H JX $$gagar, vulg. gagr, s.m. = H JX $$ gagar, s.f.
[S. $$+t,
'
and $$"],
'
= H JX $$" gagar, vulg. gagr,
s.f.A water-pot, pitcher, jar.
H JX $$"gagar, vulg. gagr, s.f. = H JX $$ gagar, s.f. [S.
$$+t,
'
and $$"],
'
= H JX $$ gagar, vulg. gagr, s.m.A
water-pot, pitcher, jar.
S JX $,F$,!guggul, s.m. The tree Amyris agallochum; a
fragrant gum-resin (the exudation of the said tree),
bdellium.
S <JX $$4gaga, s.m. The atmosphere, air; the sky,
heavens, rmament, the regions or expanse above:—
gaga-bher, s.m. A pelican, Pelecanus onocrotalus:—gagadh l, s.f. The dust of the ketkor Pandanus odoratissimus:—
gaga kheln, To beat high (as waves):—gaga-ke ba e-wl
murg, 'The hen and chickens of the sky,' the Pleiades:—
gaga hon, v.n. To reach up to the sky, to soar high, to
be sky-high.
S X $!gala, vulg. gal, s.m. Throat, neck, gullet;—noose,
snare;—gallows, gibbet; (dialec.) a sh-hook; a draghook; a hook:—gal-bh, or gal-bh, or gal-bah, s.f.
Caressing by throwing the arms around the neck (of a
person), embracing, embrace;—gal-bahiy (or baiy )
ln, To throw the arms round the neck (of a person),
to embrace:—gal-bo, s.f. The wind-pipe, gullet; the
stomach and intestines:—gal-bha g, adj. Having the
throat (or voice) set; hoarse:—gal-pha-k, s.f. Boasting,
vaunting; boast; lying; arrogance;—scolding;—gal-phak
karn, To boast, vaunt; to lie;—to scold:—gal-pha , s.m.
See s.v.:—gal-ph , s.f. Boasting, boast, vaunt:—gal-phe ,
s.f. Swelling of the glands of the neck:—gal-tan, s.f. The
rope connected with the yoke on the neck of a bullock;—
part of the headstall of a bridle, &c.:—gal-jand (S. gala
+yantrah), s.m. A sling (for the arm), or a handkerchief,
&c. used as a sling:—gal den
(-ko), To strangle, throttle, choke, to kill or execute by
hanging, to hang; (dialec.) to hang on a hook:—gal-sar(sar, prob. S. r, or sadri, Prk. sari), s.f. A neck ornament

(worn by women), a necklace of glass and gold beads
with a gold coin in the middle:—gal-ka, s.m. A cut-throat
(=gal-ka); one who slaughters cattle:—gal-khoror gal-kho ,
s.m. A rope with a loop or slip-knot at one end for
fastening round the neck (of an animal); halter (for a
horse):—gal-gardan karn, To strain the throat in vain; to
vociferate or bawl to no purpose:—gala-grah, s.m. Seizing
by the throat, throttling, choking; compression of the
throat;—violence, injury; injustice:—gal-gand(-gand=
gan= S. gaakah), s.m. 1˚=gal-jand , q.v.;—2˚=gala-ga,
q.v.:—gala-ga, s.m. Enlargement of the glands of the
neck; goitre;—the king's evil, scrofula:—gale-ga, s.m.
The adjutant (bird), Ardea argala(the name alludes to a
pendulous eshy purse hanging from the throat of the
bird):—gal lagn, v.t.=gal den, q.v.:—gal lagn, v.n. To be
hanged:—gal-ml, s.f. A garland for the neck, necklace;
collar:—gal-mu h(plur. gal-mu he ), s.f. Long curled
whisker; hooked moustache:—gal-hrs.m. (dialec.)=galml, q.v.:—gal-har, or qal-ha , s.m.=gala-ga, q.v.:—galahasta, s.m. The hand at the throat; seizing by the throat,
collaring, throttling.
H X $!gal [prob. fr. S. $!; cf. S. $t], s.m. (Panjb)
Speech; word; saying;—thing, matter, aair (syn. bt).
H X $!gul (contrac. of gl, q.v.), s.m. The cheek;—a
mouthful (used as rst member of compounds, e.g. galph l, &c. q.v.s.v.).
P X gil, s.f. Earth, mud, clay, bole:—gil--arman, s.f.
Armenian bole;—red earth, ruddle:—gil-andz, s.f. An
embankment; a causeway;—cost or repairs of an
embankment, &c.:—gil--ikmat, s.f. Lute, cement, mud
cement (used to close the mouth of a vessel):—gil dar gil
karn, lit.'To throw earth on earth,' to throw heaps of
earth immediately on a corpse (whereas, the usual
custom is, after depositing the corpse in the grave, to lay
planks over it, and then ll up the remaining cavity with
eartl
P X gul [old P. varedha; Armen. & Ar. ward; S. v{!], s.m. A
rose; a ower; a red patch (on anything);—snu (of a
lamp or a candle);—albugo, speck or pearl (in the eye);—
a seton, an issue;—a mark made (on the skin) by
burning, a brand; a round spot of lime applied to the

temple (as a remedy for in ammation of the eye);—a
ball of prepared charcoal (used for burning the tobacco
in a uqqa);—the caput mortuumof tobacco left on the tile
of a uqqaafter smoking:—gul-b, s.m. See s.v.:—gul- n,
s.m. The ower Plumeria acuminata, or P. alba:—gul-ashraf, s.m. Calendula;—the marigold, Linum
trigynum(syn. gend):—gul--ftb, s.m. The sun- ower,
Helianthus annuus(syn. s raj-mukh):—gul-afshn, adj.
Scattering roses; strewed with owers:—gul--anr,
s.m.=gul-nr, q.v.:—gul-ans-k ja , s.f. Salep:—gul-andm,
adj. 'With a body like a rose or ower'; delicate, slender;
graceful;—of a pleasing nature:—gul--aurang, s.m. The
globe amaranth, or bachelor's buttons, Gomphrena
globosa:—gul b dhn(-me ?), To char the end (of the
match of a gun):—gul-bng, s.f. The note of the
nightingale; warbling;—sound;—fame, rumour;—glad
tidings;—a loud shout; a war cry, the cry of Allh, Allh,
when rushing to battle:—gul-badan, adj. 'With a body like
the rose' (epithet of a mistress); delicate, graceful (syn.
gul-andm);—s.f. A delicate, graceful, or lovely woman;—
s.m. A kind of silk cloth:—gul-barg, s.m. A rose-leaf; (met.)
a mistress;—lip (of a mistress):—gul-bun(bun= Pehl. vun=
Zend van= S. vana), s.m. A rose-bush;—the root of a rose
tree;—the foot of a tree:—gul-b , s.m. Flowers and
plants:—gul-ph ln, v.n. To ower, to blossom, to bud;—a
strange or wonderful thing to happen or to come to
light:—gul-piyda, s.m. A species of rose without smell;—a
wild ower;—any ower that grows on a small plant:—
gul-pairahan, s.f. Delicacy of person:—gul-tarsh, s.m.
Snuers:—gul-tarshn(-k), To snu (a candle, &c.):—gul-jafar, s.m. Tagetes patula:—gul jha n, v.n. Flowers to
drop or fall o; sparks to y (from a re, &c.); the
charred part (of a match) to fall o:—gul--  dn, or gul dn, s.f. A kind of ower, the moon- ower, Calonyction
roxburghii:—gul- ashm, adj. Troubled with albugo:—gulikn, s.m. The ower of the Mahuaor Bassia latifolia:—gulhra, adj. Rosy-faced;—a proper name:—gul- harre u n,
To strew owers;—to live in a bed of roses (or in clover);
to live expensively;—to be addicted to pleasure:—gul- n,
adj. & s.m. Gathering roses or owers;—a owergatherer; a gardener; a orist:—gul- n, s.f. The
gathering of roses or owers;—a kind of ower, the

china rose (?):—gul- r, s.m. The ower of the Solanum
jacquini(or bha-kaaiy):-gul- l, adj. Spotted; owered:—
gul--khitm,
 s.m. Marshmallows ower:—gul-khan, s.m. A
re-place (in a bath, &c.); a stove; a furnace;—gul- antb, s.m. One who lights the furnace (of a bath, &c.);—
gul- an-tb, s.f. Heating or kindling of a stove or
furnace:—gul-- aira, or gul-- air , or gul- air , s.m.
The gilli ower (esp.the yellow kind);—Chinese and
Persian hollyhock, Althea rosea:—gul-dr, adj. Spotted;
owered (=gul- l):—gul-dn, s.m. A ower-pot; a owervase:—gul--d d, s.m. Chrysanthemum indicum:—guldasta, s.m. A handful of roses; a bunch of owers; a
nosegay:—gul-dum, s.f. lit.'Rose-tailed'; a shrike, the
Indian bulbul (a very dierent bird from the nightingale:
it receives its name from the fact of its having a red
rose-like patch under its tail):—gul--do-pahra, or gul--dopahr, or gul--do-pahriy, s.m. The marvel of Peru,
Mirabilis jalapa; Pentapetes phœnicia:—gul den(-ko), To scar;
to brand; to make an issue:—gul-ru , or gul-ru sr, adj.
Rosy-cheeked:—gul--ran, s.m. A beautiful delicatescented rose:—gul-rang, adj. Rose-coloured, roseate, rosy:
—gul-r , adj. Rosy-faced, rosy, ruddy;—s.f. A sweetheart,
a mistress:—gul-rez, adj. Scattering roses or owers;—
s.m. A kind of rework, matches with or without stars:—
gul-zr, s.m. A garden of roses; a bed of roses; a garden;
—a ourishing and well-populated town;—adj. Blooming,
ourishing:—gul-istn, s.m. A rose-garden; a owergarden;—name of a celebrated Persian book in prose
and verse, by Shaikh Sad Musliu d-dn of Shraz:— gul-suranjn, s.m. Flower of the hermodactyl plant,
Colchicum illyricum:—gul--s r, s.f. A remarkably beautiful
and odoriferous Persian (Syrian?) rose:—gul--sosan, s.f.
A lily:—gul--shab-bo, s.f. Tuberose, Polianthes tuberosa(it is
called 'shab-bo' from its giving forth scent in the night
alone):—gul-shakar, or gul-shakar(in Persian, also gul-bshakar, or gul-ba-shakar), s.f. Sugar mixed with dried roseleaves; conserve of roses:—gul-shan, s.m. A rose (or
ower) garden; a bed of roses or owers;—a delightful
spot, a place of enjoyment;—adj. Florid; cheerful,
agreeable:—gul--ad-barg, s.m. The hundred-leaved
rose, Rosa centipetela;—the sun:—gul--t urra,
s.m. Poinciana

pulcherrima:—gul--abbs, s.m. The plant Marvel of Peru,

Mirabilis jalapa:—gul--ajib, or gul--aj ba, s.m. The
ower Hibiscus mutabilis:—gul-r, adj. Rosy-cheeked
(=gul-ru ):—gul-fm, adj. Rose-coloured; like the rose;—
s.f. A mistress:—gul--farang, s.m. The ower Vinca rosea:
—gul-shn, adj. Scattering roses, &c. (=gul-afshn, q.v.):—
gul-shn, s.f. The scattering of roses or owers:—gulqand, s.m. Conserve of roses, candied roses:—gul-kn(k), To snu (a candle):—gul-kr, s.f. Flowering; owerpainting;—gured work, embroidery:—gul katarn(-k), To
snu (a candle); to trim (a lamp);—to calumniate:—gul
karn, v.t. To extinguish (a candle or lamp):—gul--k za,
s.m. A wild rose;—a white rose (syn. nasrn; seot):—gulkhn, v.n. To be cauterized; to cauterize oneself (a
practice among lovers, who burn themselves with
heated pieces of coin, &c., as a proof of their love):—gul
khiln(-ko), To throw a squib at (a person);—to sow
dissension, cause a disturbance; to poke fun at:—gul
khiln, v.n.=gul ph ln, q.v.:—gul-khan, s.m. A bell:—gulkesh, or gul-ks, s.m. The cock's-comb ower, Amaranthus
cruentus:—gul-gasht, s.m. (f.?) Walking in a garden; an
evening walk; recreation; a pleasant place for walking or
recreation (esp. one blooming with roses and other
owers):—gul-g , adj. Rose- (or vermilion-) coloured,
roseate, damask;—s.m. Paint (for the face);—a goblet of
wine;—a bright bay horse belonging to Shirn the
mistress of Farhd:—gul-g na, adj. Rose-coloured, &c.
(=gul-g n);—s.m. Cosmetic:—gul-gr, s.m. Snuers (=gultarsh):—gul-lla, s.m. The talip;—the red poppy:—gullaana, s.m. Cauli ower:—gul lagn(-me ?), To brand, to
mark; to scar:—gul len(-k), To snu (a candle):—gul-ma mal, s.f. Globe amaranth, Gomphrena globosa:—gul-mukarrar, s.m. Syrup of roses:—gul--maulsir, s.f. The
ower Mimusops elengi:—gul-mhndor m hd, s.f. The
balsam, Impatiens balsamina:—gul-me , s.f. A largeheaded rose-shaped nail (xed in gates);—a spike-nail; a
stud, a tack:—gul-nr, or gul--anr, s.m. Flower of the
pomegranate;—gul-nr, adj. Of the colour of the
pomegranate ower; carnation-coloured, scarlet:—
gulnr, or gulnr-ra g, s.m. Carnation;—scarlet:—gul-nasrn, or gul-nasrn, s.m. The wild rose, dog-rose;
eglantine (syn. seot):—gul--hazra, s.m. The double
poppy, Papaverrhœas:—gul hon, v.n. To be extinguished;

to go out (a lamp or candle).
H 3X $!gal [Prk. $! ; S. $! + t], s.m. The neck; the
front part of the neck; throat; gullet;—voice;—a tube;
funnel; syphon:—gal uhn(-k), To raise the uvula (of a
child, as a nurse does with her ngers in certain
diseases); to apply acrid substances (as pepper, &c.) to
the uvula (of a child, when it becomes hoarse, or loses
its voice by the relaxation of the throat):—gal n(-ko),
To have sore throat (or in amed tonsils):—gal
bandhn(apn), To put (one's) head in a noose, to
ensnare oneself (in the bonds of love, &c.); to be or
become bound (in); to incur responsibility or liability
(for); to be tied (to), be yoked (to), be bound in wedlock:
—gal band-hon(-k), The air-tube to be closed; to be
choked or suocated:—gal-baih, adj. Having the voice
or throat set; hoarse:—gal baihn, or gal pa (-k), The
throat or voice to be or become set, to be or become
hoarse:—gal paka n(-k), To seize the throat (of), seize
by the throat or collar; to throttle, to choke;—to
seise or aect the throat (as anything astringent, &c.):—
gai ph n, or gal ph -ke boln, 'To rend the throat,' to
vociferate, bellow, bawl, scream:—gal ph sn, v.n. To
hang by the neck; to be strangled, to choke:—gal phirn,
To modulate the voice (in singing):—gal ph ln, v.n. The
throat, or the glands of the neck, to swell:—gal pn, or
gal dabn(-k), To squeeze or compress the throat (of),
to throttle, strangle, choke:—gal kn(-k), To cut the
throat (of); (g.) to do violence (to), to bear hard (upon),
to oppress, to wrong, to defraud:—gal karn(-k) = gal
uhn, q.v.:—gal ghonor gho n, or gal masosn(-k) =
gal pn, q.v.:—gale-bz, s.m. One who has a sweet voice,
a sweet singer:—gale b dhn, or gale apekn, or gale
ln, v.t. To fasten to (or to throw on) the neck (of, -ke),
to put upon the shoulders (of), lay to the charge (of); to
x an accusation or a slur wrongfully (upon);—to force (a
thing upon one), to oblige one to accept:—gale-par hur
phern(-ke), 'To pass a knife across the throat' (of), to
kill, slaughter (g.); to torment, torture, harass:—gale
pa n(-ke), To fall on the neck (of); to embrace; to seek;
to seek the friendship (of one who is averse from it); to
hang upon (in entreaty or enforcement), to importune,
urge, dun;—to devolve (upon, as a care or business, &c.),

to be obligatory or incumbent (on); to attach itself (to);
to lie upon (one's) hands, to be a load, clog, or
encumbrance:—gale pa  ba-je sidh, We should make a
virtue of necessity:—gale-se utarn, v.n. To go down (by
way of) the throat, to be swallowed:—gale-se lagn,
v.n.=gale lagn, q.v.—gale-k holn, An amulet;—a load or
burden, a clog, an encumbrance:—gale-k hr, A garland
for the neck; a necklace;—(g.) a child who constantly
clings to his mother; a clog, an encumbrance; an
importunate person;—a short woman married to a tall
man;—gale-k hr hon(-ke), To pursue one persistently; to
seek and persist in a quarrel or dispute; to persecute,
plague, tease; to importune;—to seek with ardour the
friendship or aection (of); to persecute with kindness
or attention:—gale lagnor lag-len(-ko), To embrace (by
putting another's arms round one's own neck):—gale laglag-ke ron(-ke), To hang on the neck (of a person) and
weep:—gale lagn(-ke), To hang upon the neck (of), to
embrace;—to hang upon, to urge, to importune:—gale
miln(-ke), To embrce (=gale lagn):—gale ma hn(-ke), To
put upon the neck (of), &c. (=gale b dhn); to importune:
—gale-me zanjr pa n(-ke), A chain to be put on the neck
(of); to be chained, be bound.
H 3X $!gal [perf. part. of galn;—Prk. $.! ; S.
$.!=t, rt $!], part. adj. (f. -), Melted, dissolved;
softened, become soft (by boiling, &c.), cooked; soft;
wasted, wasted away; rotted, rotten, &c. (see galn):—
gal-sa , adj. Rotted, rotten:—gal-m? or gal mi, s.f.
Rich free mould.
H 3X $!gall, s.m.=#X galla, q.v.
H 3X $!gall (corr. of #p galla, q.v.), s.m. A vessel in
which tradespeople put the money realized by the sale
of their wares; a till;—(dialec.) a pocket;—a back room;—a
water-closet.
H 3X gil, s.m.=#X gila, q.v.
H 3X $!gill, adj. (dialec.)=gl, q.v.
H 3X $,!gul [S. $,f or $,!+t], s.m. A ball; a bullet;
cannon-ball (=gol);—a cotton-reel; cotton-pod;—a
ringlet, curl.
H 3X $,!gull (see gul), s.m. A small ball; a pellet (such

as is shot from a pellet-bow); a marble.
P 3X gul-b (gul+b, qq.v.), s.m. Rose-water; (in India,
also) a (red) rose;—adj. Rose-scented (=gulb):—gulbpsh, s.f. A bottle for sprinkling rose-water, a rose-water
bottle:—gulb-psh, s.f. The sprinkling of rose-water;—
gulb-psh karn, To sprinkle rose-water:—gulb-pn, or
gulb-jal, s.m. Rose-water:—gulb-jman, s.f. The roseapple, Eugenia jambos;—a kind of sweetmeat (which has
the shape of the fruit jman):—gulb- ashm, adj. Softeyed, meek-eyed:—gulb-dn, s.m. A vessel for rosewater:—gulb-k patt, s.f. Rose-leaf; (in poetry) thin lips:
—gulb-nr, s.m. Rose-water.
P  3X gulb (gulb, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of rose-water; of

H "3X $!!galll [prob. S. $$+t],
'
s.m. Gargarism;—a
gargle.
H !3X $,!!"gull [gull+= S. t], adj. Of the colour of
gull; stained or dyed with gull;—s.f. A kind of plant or
weed.
S 3X $nglna, vulg. gln, and H. $! giln, part. adj.
Wearied, languid, feeble, emaciated, exhausted (by
fatigue or disease); sick.
S 3X $nglni; and H. $n gln, or $! galani, or $!
giln, s.f. Weariness, languor, lassitude, fatigue,
exhaustion; inertness; depression (of mind); debility;
sickness;—unwillingness, reluctance; aversion, disgust.
H 3X $!galn [caus. of galn;—gal˚= Prk. $!U˚=S.

roses; rose-coloured, rosy, roseate; rose-scented;—s.m.
Rose-colour;—red (or ruby) wine;—s.f. A bottle, agon
(for holding rose-water, or wine, &c.);—a kind of
sweetmeat (scented with rose-water; cf. gulb rau ):—
gulb  kh, s.f. An eye red with wine-drinking (much
admired by Indian lovers):—gulb j , s.m. The spring
season; a mild winter:—gulb ra g, s.m. or gulb ra gat,
s.f. Rose-colour.
H =3X $!"gal , s.f. (dialec.)=gals, q.v.

liquefy; to soften (by boiling, or cooking, &c.); to waste,
to squander away; to reduce or subdue (the body by
mortication or austerities); to emaciate (a person,
sickness or grief, &c.);—to cause to rot, &c. (see galn):—
gal-den, v.t. (intens.) To melt down, melt away; to
waste, &c.:—galne-wl, s.m. A menstruum; a solvent.
H 3X $!gal [gal(n) +  = Prk.  =( S. ()(;—

H 3X $!galr [prob. S. $! 'neck'+$eft 'excrescence';

and = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m. Soluble;—

'mark'], s.m. The red-ringed parrot or paroquet—a
species of main(bird).
H K3X gils (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A glass, a tumbler;
a mug.
H B3X $!"galsar, or galsr[prob. gal+rasr, qq.v.),

melting, dissolving, fusing; septical;—weakening;—a
melter, dissolver; a solvent; a septic.
H 3X $! or $! galo, and $! gal [gal(n) + o=

s.m.=gal-jand , q.v.
H B3X $!"gals [prob. gal+rass], s.f. A rope or
fastening for the neck of an animal; halter (of a horse).
H 3X $,!!gull [prob. fr. S. $,eft], s.m. The red powder
thrown about by the Hinds in the Holfestival (it is
generally the meal of rice, or barley, or si gh dyed red
with baqamwood, &c.):—gull u n, or gull phe kn, To
throw gullabout, or upon one another:—gull-b , s.m.,
or gull-b , s.f. A royal pavilion (or place) for
recreation; a garden adjoining a palace:—gull-tuls, s.f.
The plant Ocymum basilicum:—gull- ashm, adj. Reddisheyed.

$!+˚, caus. of rt. $!], v.t. To melt, dissolve, fuse,

Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Solution; fusion, liquefaction.
H 3X gillw, s.m. corr. of ?3X gilwa, q.v.
H 3X $! &galwa [gal(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. The act of melting or dissolving;
solution, &c. (=galo, q.v.).
P ?3X gilwa (for gil+ba, fr. b), s.m. Prepared clay; claymortar; dirt, mud (syn. gr).
H $3X $! gal [gal(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f.=galwa, and galo, qq.v.
H $3X $,! gul [for gol; gol+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f. Roundness, rotundity.
P ^ %#X gul-b g, s.f. See s.v. gul.
H ? %#X $! 6gal-bh, s.f. See s.v. galaor gal.

P + %#X gul-badan, = P <%#X gul-bun,See s.v. gul.

H X $!&"gil (prob. i.q. gul, q.v.), s.f. A protuberance;

P <%#X gul-bun, = P + %#X gul-badan,See s.v. gul.
H 4%#X $! 6"gal-bah, s.f.=gal-bh, q.v.

gland; a hard glandular swelling, tumour, schirrus.
H X gil (corr. fr. English gilt), s.f. Gilding; silver-gilt;

H `#X $!&galpa [gal= gl, q.v. + S. &+t], s.m. Cheek-

electro-plate.
H  + 8#X $!*B7gal-jand , s.m. See s.v. galaor gal.

bone.
H L#X $!!galpl (prob. corr. of gulpl; gul= gull= gol
+pl, qq.v.), s.m. A pellet-bow
S &L#X $,vgulpha, s.m. The ankle;—(f. -) A person with
high ankles.
H  L#X $!v7galpha  [gal= S. $!; or=gal, q.v.+pha = pha,
fr. phan, q.v.], s.m. The jaw;—corner (of the mouth);—
gill (of a sh).
H &L#X $,!vjgulphunana, s.m. Name of a herb which
grows in elds sown with arfgrains.
H " &L#X $!v{!gal-ph l (gal= gl, q.v.+ph l, perf. part. of
ph ln, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Chubby-cheeked; chubby;—a
chubby person.
S #X $.!galita, vulg. galit(rt. gal), part. (f. -), Dropped,
fallen; sunken; melted, dissolved, liqueed;—wasted
away, emaciated; impaired, decayed; decomposed,
rotten.
H *#X galt (corr. of *#p galta), s.m. A sheath.

H 8#X $,!D&"gul-jha = H  8#X $,!D7" gul-jha  [S. $,!, or
$5!+D &], s.f. A knot; conglomeration; twist,
entanglement; a tangled web; perplexity;—the bull's-eye
(of a target):—guljha pa n(me ), To fall into knots, &c.;
to become knotted or tangled:—guljha nikln(-k), To
take out the knots (of); to open a knot; to disentangle; to
unravel:—dil-k guljha , s.f. Mental uneasiness; soreness
of heart; grief; displeasure; misunderstanding.
H  8#X $,!D7"gul-jha  = H 8#X $,!D&" gul-jha [S. $,!, or
$5!+D &], s.f. A knot; conglomeration; twist,
entanglement; a tangled web; perplexity;—the bull's-eye
(of a target):—guljha pa n(me ), To fall into knots, &c.;
to become knotted or tangled:—guljha nikln(-k), To
take out the knots (of); to open a knot; to disentangle; to
unravel:—dil-k guljha , s.f. Mental uneasiness; soreness
of heart; grief; displeasure; misunderstanding.
H :#X $,!!gul- al [gul= gola, or gula+ al= al(n)

H *#X $!7gal-t (gal= gala, 'neck'+t = tr, q.v.), s.m.

+Prk.   =S. ()++t], s.m. A musketeer;

One of the inner pegs of a yoke.
H *#X $!gal-takiy (gal= gl+takiy= takya, qq.v.),

ri eman; gunner;—a marksman (syn gol- alne-wl).
P <>#X gul- an, s.m. = P 1 + #X gul-dum, s.f.See s.v. gul.
P 1 + #X gul-dum, s.f. = P <>#X gul- an, s.m.See s.v. gul.

s.m. A small round pillow or cushion for the cheek to
rest on when reposing.
H I*#X $!(galta s [S. $.!+ 8
( t], adj. & s.m. Dying
without issue;—one who dies without issue.
H *#X $!"gal-tan (tan, fr. tann, q.v.), s.f. See s.v.
galaor gal.
H &*#X $,!;R"gulatth [S. $,f+TR+t and ], adj.
Consisting of soft lumps (as boiled rice, khi a , &c.); soft
and lumpy; soft;—s.f. Rice and water boiled together and
seasoned with salt (generally used in dysentery).
H X $!&gila, s.m.=gil, q.v.
H X $!&,galu, s.m. The throat:—galu den(-ko),
To throttie, strangle, choke, suocate.

P / #X gul-r, s.m. A corr. form of o#X gul-zr, q.v.s.v. gul.
H  X $,!7"gul  [S. $5!, or $,!+ = Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
A small round cake of cow-dung.
P  *0#X gul-istn, s.m. See s.v. gul.
H 0#X $!"galsar, s.f. See s.v. galaor gal.
P <#X gul-shan, s.m. See s.v. gul.
H #X $!galak, vulg. galk(fr. gala), s.f. A tumour in the
neck; a swelling; a boil.
H (#X $!&gal-ka (gal= gl, q.v.+ka= k, fr. kn), adj.
& s.m. Having (or one who has) the cheek bitten or cut
open (see also s.v. galaor gal).
H J#X $!$!galgal [S. $+$t, or $!+$!t, rt. $], s.m. A

citron (Pers. also gal-gal);—a kind of bird (prob. the
adjutant; see gale-gaa, s.v. gala);—a mixture of lime and
linseed oil forming a kind of mortar impenetrable to
water.
H J#X $!$!galgal (i.q. ga ga , q.v.), s.f. A rumbling or
gurgling sound; the sound made in eating or drinking;—
adv. With a gurgle; with a gulping sound:—galgal- auth
mann, To live in clover.
H 3J#X $,!$,!gulgul [S. $,f+$,f or $,!+t], s.m. A sweet
cake fried in gh(wheat ower, sugar, and dah, with
anise and cardamom seeds, made into ballsor dumplings
and fried in gh);—adj. (f. -), Soft; plump, sleek (syn.
gudgud).
H 3J#X $!$!gilgil (prob. fr. gl; or fr. gal= galitaby
redupl.), adj. (f. -), Wet, moist, clammy; slimy, viscous;
soft, pulpy; squashy (as over-ripe fruit, &c.; syn. gijgij).
H 3J#X $!$!galgaln (by redupl. fr. galn, q.v.), v.t.
To soften, to mollify.
H ?3J#X $!$!6&galgalha [galgal(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. The act of softening;—
softness.
H #J#X $,!$,!"gulgul [S. $,f + $,.!], s.f. (dialec.) Swollen
rice mixed with molasses formed into balls.
H #J#X $,!$,.!gulguliy, s.f. (dialec.) A jackdaw.
H &Y J#X $,!$0Rgulg thn (gul= gal= gl, q.v.+g thn, q.v.),
adj. (f. -), Having full plump cheeks, chubby-cheeked;
chubby, plump; handsome;—v.n. To pu out the cheeks
(in anger at); to quarrel (with), &c. (=r hn).
P  J#X gul-g , = P  J#X gul-gr,See s.v. gul.
P  J#X gul-gr, = P  J#X gul-g ,See s.v. gul.
S @ #X $,/gulma, s.m. A cluster or clump of trees, a
thicket;—a bush, a shrub;—a division of an army
(consisting of nine platoons, each amounting to nine
elephants, nine chariots, twenty-seven horse, and fortyve foot);—the spleen; a chronic enlargement of the
spleen, or (as variously situated) any glandular
enlargement in the abdomen (as that of the mesenteric
gland, &c.), so as to be perceived externally.
H #X $!galn [Prk. $!4(; S. $!"(, rt. $!], v.n. To

drop, fall (as fruit, owers, or plaster from a wall, &c.); to
leak, to run or ooze; to sweat; to sink (as a pier or a well,
&c.); to melt, dissolve; to be or become dissolved; to be
boiled or cooked till soft (meat, vegetables, &c.); to waste
away, to become emaciated or lean (from sickness or
grief, &c.); to be wasted, be thrown away, be dissipated
or squandered; to be forfeited, be lost (as a stake, &c.);
to decay; to putrefy, rot, become rotten; to fall away, to
perish; to vanish, cease, become extinct;—to be frozen
or frost-bitten;—to be sold in great quantities:—gal-jn,
v.n. intens. of and=galn.
P  #X gul-nr, s.m. See s.v. gul.
S :#X $,!, gulun a, or $,!

gulan a, s.m.=gilau, and gu a ,

q.v.
H + #X $!Bgaland [prob. gal= gl, 'abuse,'+and= Prk.
( =S.  (B+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Abusive,
scurrilous, foul-mouthed;—an abusive or foul-mouthed
person.
H <#X $!efgala [prob. gala, q.v.+S. $eft], adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Stentorophonic;—a person with an exceedingly
loud or powerful voice.
H #X $!"galn (fem. of galn, q.v.), s.f. Wasting, decline,
consumption.
H #X $!Mgilau, or $!5 gilo, or $,!5 gulo, s.m.=gu a , q.v.
P #X gul [or gal ; Zend gara h, fr. gar; S. $!], s.m. The
neck, throat, gullet, windpipe;—the voice:—gul -band(by
Europeans, and native servants, gal-band), s.m. A collar;
a scarf for the neck, a neckerchief, neck-tie; a cravat;—a
small rectangular plate of gold (studded with gems) worn
on the throat:—gul -gr, adj. & s.m. Seizing by the throat;
seizing or aecting the throat;—any acrid food (or drink)
that constringes the palate or jaws;—being so aected in
the throat (by trepidation or other cause) as to be
unable to speak; one who seizes the throat (of); an
accuser.
H #X $,!g0 ul [S. $,f+t], s.m. The pod of the mahutree,
Bassia latifolia.
H  #X $! galwn (doub. caus. of galn), v.t. To cause
to be melted, or dissolved; to have or get (a thing)
melted, &c. (see galn).

H ? #X $! 6gal-wh, s.f.=gal-bh, q.v.s.v. gala, gal.

H 4#X $!6"galah, vulg. galh[S. $!, or more prob. m+ 6

H  #X $!M"gilaur = H  #X $!M7" gilau  [prob. S. $, or

+], s.f. Fore-part, prow (of a boat), forecastle (of a

$! (rt. $) + Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. Betel-leaf

ship).
H 4#X $!Ágalhaiy [the preceding+Prk.  =S. t],

prepared and folded up (ready for eating), a ake of
betel-leaf (syn. b ; khl).
H  #X $!M7"gilau  = H  #X $!M" gilaur [prob. S. $, or

s.m. Forecastle-man, boatswain.
H < &#X $! fgalhe , adj. (dialec.)=galand, q.v.

$! (rt. $) + Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. Betel-leaf

H #X $!"gal, corr. $!" gall [prob. S. $f, or $!+], s.f.

prepared and folded up (ready for eating), a ake of
betel-leaf (syn. b ; khl).
H X #X $,!$
0 gul g, s.m. A monkey's pouch

A narrow street, a lane, an alley;—a narrow pass
between mountains:—gal-k a, s.m. A narrow lane;—
lanes and alleys:—gal-gal, or gal-ba-gal, adv. In every
lane; from lane to lane, from street to street:—galiy
hnn(-k), To wander through, or to scour, the lanes
(of); to wander from lane to lane:—band gal, s.f. A blind
lane or alley, a cul-de-sac.
H #X $! gila, s.f. (dialec.) 1˚=gilahr;—2˚=gill, qq.v.;—

H +  #X $!ggilau d [prob. Prk. $,!+ 
( ; S. $,f+ ],
s.m. The ower (or the pod) of the mahuor Bassia
latifolia(cf. gule d).
H #X gala, s.m.=3X gal, q.v.
P #X gala, or galla, s.m. A ock, herd, drove, bevy;—a till
(see gall):—galla-bn, s.m. Pastor, shepherd, herdsman:
—galla-bn, s.f. Keeping of a ock, &c.
P #X gila (prob. akin to girya, q.v.), s.m. Complaint;
lamentation; reproach, blame; accusation;
remonstrance:—gila-shikwa, s.m. Complaint, &c. (=gila):—
gila karn(-k), To complain (of):—gila-gur, s.f. Bringing
forward (or making) a complaint;—gila-gur karn, To
make a complaint.
H &#X $6galha or galh, s.m. (old H.)=gal, q.v.
H  &#X $!6galhr [gal, rt. of galn, q.v.+Prk. !5=S.
!t], adj. Soluble; corruptible.
H *&#X $,!6\"gulhatt, adj. & s.f.=gulatth, q.v.
H 4#X $!6gal-har, s.m. See s.v. galaor gal.
H 4#X $!6gilahr [see gilaur;—˚hrprob. = S. +t],
s.m. A kind of box or receptacle for pnleaves; or for
akes of betel-leaf.
A 4#X $!6gilahr, s.m. = H 4#X $!6" gilahr, s.f.A
squirrel:—gilahr-mr, s.m.f 'Squirrel-killer'; the eld-kite;
the dwarf-eagle, Arpula pennata.
H 4#X $!6"gilahr, s.f. = A 4#X $!6 gilahr, s.m.A
squirrel:—gilahr-mr, s.m.f 'Squirrel-killer'; the eld-kite;
the dwarf-eagle, Arpula pennata.
H #X $!67gal-ha , s.m.=gal-har, q.v.s.v. galaor gal.

adj.=gil, q.v.
P #X gil (gil, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of earth, made of earth or
clay, earthy, earthen, clayey, argillaceous.
S #X $,!"gul, vulg. gull(see next), s.f. A pill, a bolus; any
small globular substance; a lump;—small pox:—gull
b dhn, To take the form of (or to be formed into) a
lump;—to grow strong or lusty.
H #X $,!"gull, or $!" gill [prob. S. $,f, or $,.!],
s.f. A span (measure of circumference, i.e. the circle
formed by joining the ends of the thumb and forenger);—a cob (of Indian corn, &c.); the ower of the
keo , q.v.;—a honey-comb;—the 'cat,' or short stick in
the game of tip-cat (which is struck by the longer one
called an);—gull, s.f. A species of main(bird;—in this
sense prob. fr. S. guik);—a kind of pigeon;—a
whetstone, a polishing stone:—gull-an, or gill-an,
s.m. The game of tip-cat:—gill-an kheln, To play at
tip-cat;—to idle away (one's) time:—gilliy gha n, lit.'To
make gills'; to argue or debate uselessly.
H #X $.!galiy [Prk. $.! ; S. $f+t, or $!+t], s.m.
A bullock that lies down in the midst of his work;—a lazy
ox.
H  #X $.!galiyr, s.m. = H  #X $.!" galiyr, s.f.
[galiy= gal, q.v.+ r(r), S. +t and ], A narrow street

or lane; a passage, a path.
H  #X $.!"galiyr, s.f. = H  #X $.! galiyr, s.m.

(=gum-shuda).
H  @ X $/gamr, s.m. corr. of ga wr, q.v.

[galiy= gal, q.v.+ r(r), S. +t and ], A narrow street

P J*E @ X gumshtag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Commission,

or lane; a passage, a path.
H  #X $.!galiyn [galiy˚= gl, q.v.+= w= Prk. we=

delegation; charge; appointment; lieutenancy.
P *E @ X gumshta [perf. part. of gumshtan, rt. gu-mr, fr.

S. pi, caus. aug.], To abuse (=gl den).
H  #X $.!galiyn [gal= S. $!++n, as in the
preceding], v.t. To cram (a horse, &c.), to force food or
medicine down the throat (of).
H  #X $.!galiyar, $.! giliyar [prob. galiy, q.v.+Prk.
f5=S. t], adj. Decomposed, rotten;—lazy, indolent, slack,
remiss.
H  #X $p"giler, s.f. (dialec.)=gilahr, q.v.
S <J #X $p$efgale-ga, s.m. See s.v. galaor gal.
H  #X $,p!gulel, or $,!!
h gulail [prob. S. $,f, or $,!+!],
s.f. A pellet-bow.
P 2 #X gilm, s.m. A garment made of goat's hair or wool; a
blanket (syn. kammal); a carpet or rug (to lie down upon).
H +  #X $,Âgule d, s.m.=$!g gilau d, q.v.
H 2 X $/gam, corr. of 1˚ 2 p gam;—2˚
gum, qq.v.

P 2 X gum [old P. gam; fr. Zend gam; S. $/], adj. Lost;
wanting; missing; absent; invisible;—wandering,
distracted, confounded:—gum-rhor rah, adj. & s.m.
Losing the way; erring, wandering, astray; deviating;
misled, seduced; abandoned, depraved;—one who has
lost his way, one who is astray, &c.:—gum-rh karn, v.t.
To lose; to lead astray, to mislead, to seduce:—gum-rhor
gum-rah, s.f. A missing or losing (of) one's way; erring;
error; deviation; seduction;—depravity;—apostasy:—gumsum, adj. Still, quiet:—gum-shudag, s.f. The state of being
lost or astray; a lost condition:—gum-shuda, part. Lost;—
s.m. One who (or that which) is lost:—gum-karn, v.t. To
lose; to hide;—v.n. To be proud:—gum-karda, part. Lost;
having lost:—gum-gashta, part.=gum-shuda:—gum-nm, adj.
Whose name is lost; wanting name, nameless;
anonymous; extinct;—unknown to fame; ignoble,
inglorious:—gum-hosh, adv. With the senses lost;
senseless; stupeed:—gum-honor ho-jn, To be or
become lost or missing, &c.;—gum ho-gay, part. Lost

Zend vi+rt. mar(for hmar); S.  +T/], part. & s.m.
Deputed, commissioned; appointed; set over;—a
superintendent; commissary; deputy; representative;
agent, factor; correspondent:—gumshta karn(-ko), To
appoint (one) an agent, or manager, &c.:—gumshta-gar,
s.f. Commission; agency; oce or business of an agent,
&c.
P  @ X gumn [Pehl. gumn; Zend v-mana h; S.  +/],
s.m. Doubt, distrust, suspicion; surmise, conjecture; (in
comp.) thinking; suspecting (e.g. bad-gumn, q.v.s.v. bad);
—opinion, fancy, notion, supposition, imagination;—
presumption; probability;—conceit, pride, haughtiness:—
gumn-bhar, adj. (f. -), Full of conceit, pued-up, proud:
—gumn barn, or gumn ln, To think, imagine, suppose,
believe, fancy, conjecture;—to doubt; to suspect, to
mistrust;—to show pride, be conceited or proud:—gumn
le-jn(-par), To run away with the idea (of); to have
suspicion (against):—gumn hai, The supposition, &c. is; it
is supposed, &c.; it is expected; it is probable or likely.
H  @ X $/gamn (caus. of gamn), v.t. To pass (time,
&c.).
H  @ X gumn (fr. gum, q.v.), v.t. To lose; to let (a thing)
be lost (=ga wn).
P  @ X gumn (gumn, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Suspicious,
doubting, distrustful;—jealous;—conceited, vain, proud;—
a suspicious character;—a conceited or proud person.
H  %@ X $@ gambn, v.t. (rustic) corr. of ga wn, q.v.
S  &%@ X $@#"gambhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Deep (lit.and g.);
deep-sounding, hollow-toned; profound, sagacious;
grave, sedate, serious, solemn; earnest; secret,
mysterious;—thick, dense, impervious, impenetrable;
inscrutable;—a serious person, &c.;—a large boil on the
back (?).
S Y &%@ X $@#"gambhrat, s.f. = S Y &%@ X $@#";
gambhratva, s.m.Depth (of water, or sound, &c.),

profundity; profoundness; sagacity; earnestness;
seriousness, gravity; digniedness;—mysteriousness, &c.
S Y &%@ X $@#"; gambhratva, s.m. = S Y &%@ X $@#"
gambhrat, s.f.Depth (of water, or sound, &c.),
profundity; profoundness; sagacity; earnestness;
seriousness, gravity; digniedness;—mysteriousness, &c.
H @ X $/gamat [S. $/Rt], s.m. A road, path.
H @ X $/gamat, or $@/ gammat [Prk. $@/\"=$@(`)
+.Q (i.e. pi, caus. augment.+ti)], s.f. The passing of
time pleasantly; any pleasant object or occupation;
diversion, recreation, amusement, pleasure, fun, play;—
occupation, business;—a society, company, class; a
confederacy;—use; prot;—a bargain.
H *@ X $/"gamat, or $@/" gammat [gamat, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. t (+t)], adj. (dialec.) Amusing, diverting,

syllables).
H @ X $,/Égumk, s.m. The separation of corn from the
husk.
H 3 @ X $!"!gamkl [gamak, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Fragrant, odoriferous, aromatic, spicy.
H 3@ X $/!gaml [prob. Prk. /© ; S. /_+t], s.m. A
large and deep earthen vessel with a broad mouth; a
pan (syn. n d).
S <@ X $/gaman, s.m. Going, act of going; manner of
going, gait; going to, approaching; intercourse (with):—
gamangaman(˚na+ag˚), s.m. Coming and going;
intercourse; passing and repassing; thoroughfare:—
gaman-patr, s.m. A passport:—gaman karn, To move, go,
pass; to have sexual intercourse (with, -ke sth).
S <@ X $./ gamin, s.m.=gam, q.v.
H @ X $/gamn [gam˚= Prk. $@/()=S. $@`, pass. of rt.

entertaining, funny; cheerful, sportive, gamesome.
H 2 X $,@/&gumma (prob. corr. of P. gumbad; cf. gummaj,

$/], v.n. To go by, to pass, elapse; to be passed or spent

and also gum), s.m. A dome, &c. (see gumbad);—a
tower; a bastion.
H 2 X $,/&gum, s.m.=gum or g m , qq.v

(as time);—to be lost; to go astray (cf. gum);—to
procrastinate.
S  @ X $/"gamanya, part. adj. What may be gone to or

H 2 X gim, (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Dimity; coarse

reached, approachable, accessible; passable; attainable;
practicable; requiring to be traversed; traversable;
movable; perceptible;—relating to sexual intercourse.
H @ X $/,gamu [S. $/t], s.m. Going, proceeding.

cloth.
H 2 X $,/&"gum [for gumma;—= S. ], s.f.=gumma,
q.v.
H 6@ X $,@/*gummaj, s.m.=gumbad= gumma, q.v.

H  @ X $/ gamwn, v.t.=ga wn, q.v.

H &:@ X $/+gam h, s.m. (dialec.) A towel (syn. a go h).

S @ X $/"gam, s.m. (f. -in), A passenger; traveller.

H :@ X $,/"gum , s.f. (dialec.)=ghu g , q.v.

S * @ X $@gamyat, s.f. = S * @ X $@; gamyatva,

H @ X $,/"gumr, s.f. corr. of ghumr, q.v.

s.m.Accessibleness; traversableness; attainableness;
perceptibility.
S * @ X $@; gamyatva, s.m. = S * @ X $@ gamyat,

H  2 X $/7gum , [Prk. $,@/f ; S. $,/++t], s.m.
Swelling, lump, bump; bruise; protuberance; tumour;
intumescence (=gum).
H 0@ X $,/gums, adj. (f. -), Musty, mouldy; decayed;
rotten.
H (@ X $/gamak [prob. fr. S. $/+>], s.f. A deep tone;
sound (of a musical instrument, e.g. bn-k gamak); roll (of
a drum); a violent shake or clash (in music);—a beat,
march;—scent, odour, fragrance, aroma:—gamak- hand,
s.m. A kind of metre (each line consisting of ve short

s.f.Accessibleness; traversableness; attainableness;
perceptibility.
S  @ X $@gamya, part. adj. Approachable, accessible, &c.
(=gamanya, q.v.).
S <X $4gaa, vulg. ga, s.m. Flock, troop, company, host,
multitude, number, series; genus; group, class, category;
tribe, sect, party;—troops or classes of inferior deities
(esp. certain troops of demigods considered as iva's

attendants and under the special superintendence of the
god Ga ea);—a small body of troops, consisting of three
gulmas(i.e. twenty-seven chariots, twenty-seven
elephants, eighty-one horse, and one hundred and
thirty-ve foot);—a series or group of asterisms or lunar
mansions classed under three heads (that of the gods,
that of men, and that of the Rkshasas or demons);—(in
Arith.) a number;—(in Prosody) a division of time (=30
kashasor about eight seconds); a measure of four
instants or short syllables;—(in Gram.) a series of roots
or words belonging to the same rule and called after the
rst word of the series (e.g. ad-di, the Ga a ad, &c., or
the whole series of roots of the second class);—(gais not
unfrequently used as an ax to form plurals, e.g. trga, The starry host, the stars):—ga-pati, vulg. ga-pat,
s.m. 'Lord of the inferior deities,' an epithet of Gae;—a
proper name:—ga-dravya, s.m. Public property; common
stock;—a variety of articles:—ga-rj, or ga-r ,
s.m.=ga-pati, q.v.:—ga-log, s.m. pl. The classes of demigods or inferior deities who are the attendants of iva
(see ga):—ga-nyak, s.m. The leader or chief of the
attendants of any god; the chief of iva's attendants, the
god Ga ea:— ga-nidhn, s.m. 1˚ = ga-pati:—2˚ corr. of
gu-nidhn, q.v.:—gaea, vulg. gaes, gaes(gaa+ a), s.m.
lit.'Lord or chief of the troops' (of inferior deities; see
ga); name of the son of iva and Prvat (he is the god
of wisdom, and the remover of obstacles; hence he is
invoked at the commencement of all undertakings,
literary composition, &c. Most Hind literary
compositions begin with the phrase r-gaeya-namah,
'reverence to the divine Ga e);—a name of the god iva;
—a proper name (of men):—gae- auth, s.f. A Hind
festival observed in honour of Gane on the fourth of
Aghan:—gobar-gane, s.m. 'A cow-dung image of Gane'; a
fat dullard;—a lubberly fellow; an arrant fool.
S <X $,4gua, vulg. gu, and H. $, gun, s.m. A string or
thread; a rope; a track-rope; string (of a musical
instrument); bow-string; (in Geom.) chord (of an arc);—
(suxed to a numeral) fold, times (e.g. do-gu, 'two-fold,
double'; das-gu, 'ten-fold')—(in Arith.) multiplier;
multiplication (=gu); product (in multiplication);—a
secondary element, a subordinate or unessential part (of

an action, &c.);—a quality, peculiarity, property,
attribute; power, faculty; a good quality, excellence,
merit, virtue; good character; goodness, kindness,
favour, benet; skill, cleverness; sense, understanding;—
cause, reason;—mode, method, manner; species;—
benet, advantage, good, gain;—excess;—remission or
abatement (of a disease, &c.);—a property of humanity,
an ingredient or constituent of nature (three of which
are particularized, viz. Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, or
'goodness, passion, and darkness,' or 'virtue, foulness,
and ignorance'); (hence, in Hind poetry) a term for the
number three;—(in Gram.) a secondary or subordinate
gradation of a vowel (opp. to vriddhi):—gu-bd,
or gun
bd, s.m. corr. of guvd, q.v.:—gukar, vulg. gunkar(˚a+k˚), s.m. A mine or multitude of merits; one
endowed with all virtues;—a name of Buddha kya-muni,
the founder of the Buddhist religion;—an epithet of iva;
—adj. (f. -), Possessing all excellences; endowed with all
virtues:—gugr, vulg. gu-gr(˚a+g˚), s.m. The abode
or receptacle of good qualities or virtues; one endowed
with all virtues; a person of surpassing excellence (syn.
gukar, and gu-nidhn):—gugu(˚a+ag˚), s.m. Merit
and demerit; virtues and vices; excellences and
blemishes (of;—syn. gu-dosh):—gunuvd(a+an˚), s.m.,
and guvd(˚a+v˚), s.m. Reciting the perfections and
excellences (of), extolling, glorifying; eulogizing, eulogy,
lauding, laudation;—gratefulness, thankfulness, thanks;
—gunuvd karn, or gn(-k), To hymn the praise (of),
to extol, to glorify; to eulogize, laud, &c.:—guvd, s.m.
(f. -in), One who recites the perfections, &c. (of
another), extoller, praiser, &c.:—guyan, vulg. gun-yan(a+ay˚), s.m. (f. -or -k), One who goes in the path of
virtue, a virtuous person:—gun-b ak, s.m. corr. of guv ak, q.v.:—gu-bhra , s.m. The loss of good qualities or
merits:—gu-phal, or gun-phal, s.m. (in Arith.) A multiple:
—gua jna, vulg. gunagya, s.m. (f. -), One who knows how
to judge (of men and things), recognizer of merit,
appreciator of the worth (of); a friend (of virtue):—guajnt, vulg. gu-gyt, s.m.=gua-jna, q.v.:—gu- h n(k), To pass over the good qualities (of):—gua-davulg.
guad(f. -), and gu-dyak(f. -ik), adj. Imparting
excellence, or virtue, or benet, &c.; benecial,

protable; improving; ecient:—gu-dosh, s.m. Good
qualities (or properties) and bad; merits and demerits;
virtues and vices:—gu-dharm, s.m. The virtue (or duty)
incident to the possession of certain qualities (e.g.
clemency is the virtue and duty of royalty, &c.):—gu
den(-ko), To impart excellence or goodness (to):—to
benet, prot;—to be eective, to have eect (=gu
karn);—to multiply (a number, into, -me ):—gu-sgar,
adj. & s.m. Endowed with all good qualities;—an ocean of
good qualities; one endowed with all virtues; an epithet
of the Supreme Being:—gu-stuti, s.f. Praising, lauding;
eulogy, encomium, panegyric:—gu-k pal den(-ko), To
return a favour, repay a benet:—gu-krak(f. -ik), or
gu-kr(f. -i), adj. Productive of good qualities,
protable, benecial, salutary, helpful; t; eective,
eectual;—gu-kr, adj.
& s.m.=gu-vn, or gu, qq.v.:—gu-kr hon= gu karn(ko), To be protable or benecial (to), to benet, to
improve, &c. (=gu den, q.v.):—gu-khn, s.m. A mine of
excellence or merit; a very excellent, or skilful, or
learned person (syn. gukar, gungr):—gu-gth, vulg.
gun-gth, s.m., or gu-gth, vulg. gun-gth, s.f.
Statement of the qualities (of a person or thing, whether
in praise or dispraise):—gu-gn, s.m. Singing the virtues
or excellent qualities (of); praising, eulogizing; praise,
laudation, eulogy, panegyric;—gu-gn karn(-k), To sing
the praises (of);—to celebrate in song; to laud, eulogize,
&c.;—to prattle or crow (as infants):—gu-ghak, or gugrhak(f. -ik), or gu-grh(f. -in), adj. & s.m.
Appreciating or discerning merit or qualities; doing
justice to the good qualities (of); patronizing learning;—
one who appreciates merit or good qualities;—a seeker
after knowledge:—gu-mn, adj. (f. -mat) = gu-vn, q.v.:
—gu mnn(-k), To acknowledge a favour or benet; to
be grateful (for):—gu-may, adj. (f. -), Consisting of
merits or virtues; abounding in excellences referable to
the three fundamental qualities:—gu-nak, adj. & s.m.
(f. -ik), Destroying qualities, or virtues, &c.;—a destroyer
of qualities; neutralizer; antidote:—gu-nidhn, s.m.
'Treasury or depository of good qualities'; a person of
great excellence or merit (syn. gukar, and gugr,
qq.v.):—gu-v ak, vulg. gun-b ak, s.m. (in Gram.) Any

word indicating a quality or attribute; an adjective:—guv an, s.m.=gu-v ak, and gu-vd, qq.v.:—gu-vd, s.m.
Pointing out (or celebrating) good qualities or merits:—
gu-wl, or gun-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -wl) = gu-vn, q.v.:
—gu-vn, or gu-want(f. -vat), or gun-want(f. -), adj. &
s.m. Endowed with good qualities, or virtues, or merits,
or excellences; excellent, perfect;—meritorious; virtuous;
worthy; accomplished, skilful, able;—an excellent person;
a perfect man; a saint; an accomplished scholar; a skilful
or clever person (syn. gu):—gu-viesha, s.m. (in
Gram.) An attributive; an adjective, an epithet:—guaugu, s.m.=gugu, and gu-dosh, qq.v.:—gu-hn, adj. (f.
-), Void of properties or attributes;—void of merit, void
of good qualities or endowments:—guevar(˚na+˚), s.m.
lit.'Lord of the three (fundamental) qualities'; name of a
mountain (supposed by some to be !itrakoin
Bundelkha ).
H X $,4gu, or $, gun [S. $,4+t], s.m. (f. gun) Fold,
times (suxed to numerals to form multiplicatives; e.g.
sau-gun, 'a hundred-fold');—multiplication; the rule of
multiplication:—gu-kr, s.m. Multiplication;—the
product of multiplication:—gun karn(-ko), To multiply.
H X $Bgann [Prk. $(f ; S. $eft], s.m. Sugar-cane,
Saccharum o$cinarum;—(dialec.) a reed; a cane; reedgrass (rustic forms are ga; g ):—ganne-k ph d, A
bundle of sugar-cane.
H X $Bgann, or $B ginn, v.t. See X ginn.
H X $gin, or $ gan [perf. part. of ginn, &c.;—
and=Prk. $.4 ; S. $.4+t, rt. $4], part. adj. (f. -),
Numbered, counted, reckoned, &c. (see ginn):—ginginy(f. gin-gin), part. adj. Ready counted:—gin bo
mp(or nap) shorb, prov. 'Counted (or a limited
number of) lumps of meat (necessitate) a measured
supply of soup' (applied to one who is exact in his
expenses to a degree of penury; and to one whose
income is hardly equal to his expenditure);—living from
hand to mouth;—cut your coat according to your cloth.
S  X $,4gukar, and H. $, gunkar, s.m. See s.v.
gu.
H  X $,gunkar, s.m. corr. 1˚ of gu-kr, q.v.s.v.

gu;—2˚ of gunh-gr, or gunah-gr, q.v.s.v. gunh.
H  X $ginn, or $4 gin [caus. of ginn:—gin˚,
contrac. of ginw˚= Prk. $4U=S. $4+, caus. aug.], v.t.

S LX $4ga-pati, vulg. ga-pat, s.m. See s.v. ga.
S X $.4gaita, vulg. gait, part. (f. -), Counted,

model of causals; see ginn), v.t. To cause (one) to recite
the good qualities of; to cause to praise or laud, &c.
P ? X gunh [Prs vanh(cf. Pehl. vena); rt. Zend nwith

numbered, enumerated, reckoned, calculated;—s.f. (but
neut. in S.) Reckoning, enumeration-calculation,
computation; number;—the science of computation,
arithmetic; mathematics:—gait-kr, or gait-kar, s.m. (f. ), An arithmetician; an astrologer:—gait, vidy, vulg.
gait-bidy, s.f. The science of calculation, mathematics.
S *X $4gaat, s.f. Arithmetic (see also gaatva).

vi; S.  +8], s.m. Fault, oence, crime, sin; guilt; vice,

S *X $,4guat, s.f. = S *X $,4; guatva,

iniquity (often contrac. to gunah, esp. in comp.):—gunhse ba n, To avoid oence, or sin, &c.:—gunh rakhn(-par),
To impute crime (to); to accuse falsely:—gunh karn, To
commit a fault, or sin; to oend; to sin:—gunh-gr(or
gunah-gr; in Hind gunah-kr, and gunah-kr), s.m. A
sinner; an oender, a culprit, a criminal;—gunh-gr
hairan(-ko), To make (one) out (to be) an oender, or a
sinner, &c.;—to convict one of crime or oence, &c.; to
convict; to condemn; to sentence:—gunh-gr(or gunahgr;—in Hind gunah-kr), s.f. A state of sin; a habit of
vice;—sinfulness; criminality; guiltiness;—a ne for an
oence; mulct, penalty;—revenue derived from judicial
nes;—loss, decit:—gunh-gr den, To pay a ne or
penalty:—be-gunh, adj. Without oence, innocent,
guiltless; sinless.
P + %X gumbad, = P / %X gumba,s.m. An arch; a vault; a

s.m.Subordination, dependence; virtue, excellence; the
possession of (good) qualities; (in Arith.) multiplication;—
guatva, s.m. The condition of a rope or string.
S *X $,4; guatva, s.m. = S *X $,4 guat,

To cause to count or number; to cause to reckon up;—to
cause to be counted, &c. (=ginwn, q.v.).
H  X $,4 guwn, or guon(fr. gua, after the

dome, cupola; a tower; a bastion:—gumba-dr, adj.
Arched; vaulted; having a dome; dome-shaped;—convex:
—gumbad-k sad, or gumba-k wz, s.f. 'Echo of a dome';
the rebound or recoil of one's evil words or deeds on
himself; requital, return (syn. badl).
P / %X gumba, = P + %X gumbad,s.m. An arch; a vault; a
dome, cupola; a tower; a bastion:—gumba-dr, adj.
Arched; vaulted; having a dome; dome-shaped;—convex:
—gumbad-k sad, or gumba-k wz, s.f. 'Echo of a dome';
the rebound or recoil of one's evil words or deeds on
himself; requital, return (syn. badl).
P / %X gumba (gumba+= S. ), adj. Arched; vaulted;
dome-shaped (=gumba-dr).
S  &%X $(#"gambhr, adj. See  &%@ X gambhr.

s.f.Subordination, dependence; virtue, excellence; the
possession of (good) qualities; (in Arith.) multiplication;—
guatva, s.m. The condition of a rope or string.
S *X $4; ga atva, s.m. (f. gaat), s.m. The forming a
class, or multitude, or assemblage; the belonging to a
party or faction; the condition (or the oce) of an
attendant of iva (see ga);—arithmetic.
H  &*X $,(R gu thwn (caus. of g thn), v.t. To cause
to string, &c.;—to cause to be strung; to have or get
plaited, &c. (see g thn).
H *X $B"gint, (dialec.) $" gant, $4" gat [Prk.
$4.\; S. $4+.Q[ (i.e.  caus. aug.++], s.f.
Counting, computing, calculating, reckoning;—
calculation; enumeration; number; addition; the rule of
addition (in Arith.); muster; muster-roll;—the rst, or
the last, day (of a month);—(g.) reckoning, account,
consideration, esteem (syn. shumr); care; value (for):—
gint-ke, adj. That can (or could) be counted; a small
number, few (e.g. gint-ke log the):—gint ginwn(-k), To
make a false roll or return (of):—gint len(-k), To take
an account (of); to have (things) counted; to number; to
muster:—gun-gint-zanjr, s.f. Geometrical progression.
H I *X $,"gunts, adj. (old H.)=unts, q.v.
H <X gan, s.m. (Dakh.), corr. of ghan, q.v.
H <X gun [S. jef+t], s.m. (Dakh.) Spring; fountain;

pool; tank, pit.
H ,<X ganam, s.m. (Dakh.)=ganham, q.v.
H <X $(_ga h, s.f.=gah, q.v.:—ga h-bandhan, s.m., and
ga h-jo , s.m. See s.v. gah.
H <X $(_ga h, s.m.=gah, q.v.
H  <X ga h  [Prk. $(_f ; S. mBR++t; see gah ], s.m.
(Dakh.) A capital stock, fund; bank (for money).
H  <X $(_7"ga h , s.f.=gah , q.v.
H ,<X $(_/ganham [prob. fr. S. mBR], s.m. An iron style
(for writing on palm-leaves).
H  <X $(_ga hn, A dialec. form of gahn, and
g hn, qq.v.
H <X $(_ ga hwr, s.m. Name of a tribe of Js.

necklace, or a rosary, of gunjseeds:—gunj-hr, s.m. A
necklace of gunjseeds.
S 8X $,*gunj, = H 6X $,(* gunj,s.f. An echo, a hollow
sound; a low murmuring sound, humming, buzzing;—
gunj, s.m. (and gunj, s.f.), The shrub Abrus precatorius,
and its seed (which forms the smallest of a jeweller's
weights;—syn. g ; and ghu ):—gunj-ml, s.f. A
necklace, or a rosary, of gunjseeds:—gunj-hr, s.m. A
necklace of gunjseeds.
H 8X $(*ganj (fr. ganj), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Scald-headed;
bald-headed, bald;—destroyed, eaced;—a scald-head, a
bald-head.
H  8X $,(*gunjn [Prk. $,AD=S. $,µ+ ], adj. Thick,

H <X $(_"ganh, or ga h(i.q. gah), s.f. A root or ake

dense, close; compact.
H  8X $,(*"gunjn [gunjn, q.v.+= S. ], s.f.

(of onion, &c.); a clove (see gah).
H ) <X $_ga hiy, or $(_ ga hi, s.f.=gahiy, and

Thickness, denseness, closeness, &c.
H $ 8X $* ginj, s.f. A species of Julus(syn. kan-sal).

g h, qq.v.
H ;:) <X $(!ga hail, adj. (f. -) = gahl, q.v.

P $ 8X gunj (fr. gunj, part. of gunjdan, denom. v. fr P.

P H 6X $(*ganj (S. $*t), s.m. (in Pers., Urd, and Hind),
A store, hoard; treasure; hidden treasure; a treasury; a
magazine, granary, store-house, grain-market;
an emporium for grain; a place of merchandize, a
market, mart; a case (of instruments, or brushes, or
razors, &c.);—a heap, pile, stack, rick (of grain, or hay, or
wood, &c.);—(in Hind) a mine; jewel-mine; jewel-room;
place where plate, &c. is preserved;—a tavern;—
disrespect, contempt:—ganj-ba sh, adj. Generous, liberal,
lavish, profuse, extravagant:—ganj--shahdn, s.m. The
burial-place of martyrs; a catacomb:—ganj--gv, s.m. One
of the great treasures of Jamshed (it was dug up in the
reign of Bahrm, and distributed amongst the poor):—
ganj-mukt, s.m. A pearl:—ganj-nma, s.m. Treasure-book;
treasure-catalogue:—ganj-war, s.m. See ganj .
H 6X $(*ganj, s.m. Scald-head, baldness, Tinea capitis.
H 6X $,(*gunj, = S 8X $,* gunj,s.f. An echo, a hollow
sound; a low murmuring sound, humming, buzzing;—
gunj, s.m. (and gunj, s.f.), The shrub Abrus precatorius,
and its seed (which forms the smallest of a jeweller's
weights;—syn. g ; and ghu ):—gunj-ml, s.f. A

gunj, 'space, room, capacity'), s.f. The power of
containing; capacity, room (=gunjish).
P Z) 8X gunjyish, or gunjish(abst. s. fr. gunj; see
gunj), s.f. Holding, containing; room, capacity; room to
contain, stowage;—prot;—the revenue capabilities of a
village (esp.with reference to a proposed increase of
revenue):—gunjyish-par, adj. Capable of being held or
contained:—gunjish rakhn(-k), To have room (for), to
be capable of holding or containing:—gunjish-wl, adj.
(f. -wl), Capacious, roomy;—protable.
P $ 8X gunjish, adj. Capable;—protable, lucrative.
S 8X $,(*gunjat, adj. Buzzing, humming; making a low
murmuring sound.
H 8X $,(*gunjarn [prob. S. $,*+4"(, rt. >], v.n.
To roar; to growl (cf. g jn).
P (8X gunjishk (i.q. kunjishk, q.v.), s.f. A sparrow.
P h 8X ganjifa, s.m.=ganjfa, q.v.
H <8X $(*ganjan [S. $*(], s.m. Contempt; disrespectful
treatment; contemptuous language; abuse.
H 8X $(*ga jn [fr. S. $*], v.t. To treat with
contempt; to treat disrespectfully; to abuse;—to destroy.

H 8X $,(*gunjn, v.n.=g jn, q.v.

H + X $Bgand, s.m. (dialec. or rustic) Land adjacent (or

H 8X $(*"ganjan, vulg. ganjn[prob. for S. $.B"; cf.

lying nearest) to a village (go ; S. grma).
H + X $,Bgund, s.m. corr. of gu, q.v.

gandhn], s.f. A kind of aromatic grass, Andropogon
schœnanthes(syn. gandh-bel, or gand-bel):—ganjn-ghs, s.f.
Idem.
P  8X ganj r (ganj+war, qq.v.), s.m. A treasurer.
H ! 8X $*5!ginjoln, v.t. dialec.=ghi oln, and g jn,
qq.v.
H 8X ganja, adj. & s.m.= 8X ganj, q.v.
H &8X $,(Dgu jh [prob. Prk. $,AD ; S. $,µ+t, rt. $,6O],
adj. (f. -), Grave, serious; venerable.
H  48X $,(*6gunj-hr, s.m. See s.v. gunj.
H  &8X $(Dh!ganjhail [g jh, q.v.+Prk. !5; S. !t], s.m.f.
A person addicted to the use of g jh.
H 8X ganj, s.f. (Dakh.), corr. of knj, q.v.
H 8X $,(*"gunj, s.f. (dialec.) The shrub Limonia
pentaphylla.
H 8X $(.*ganjiy [ganj, q.v.+iy= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
wallet, a small bag; the coarse canvass bag of carters
and grass-cutters.
H 8X $,.( *gu jiy [S. j. ], s.f. An ear-ring.
H  R8X $(7"ganje , s.m.=ganjhail, q.v.
P h 8X ganjfa (prob. fr. ganj), s.m. A pack of cards;—a
game of cards:—ganjfa-bz, s.m. A card-player;—a knave,
trickster, cheat:—ganjfa-sz, s.m. A card-maker.
H # 8X $(!"ganjel, s.m.=ganjhail, q.v.
H # 8X $(!"ganjel [ganja+ Prk. .!=S. !+],
s.f.=ganjiy, q.v.
P  8X ganjna (fr. ganj), s.m. A treasury; magazine, &c.
(see ganj).
H :X $,(gu  [Prk. $,((; S. $,K++t], s.m.=gu h, q.v.
H :X $,(gun , corr. of gunjor k

; and of k ; and k ,

qq.v.
P H + X $Bgand [Pehl. gand; Zend gaiñti; S. $B], s.f. Smell,
bad smell; stink, stench; lth, ordure.
H + X $,Bgund, s.m. corr. of gu, q.v.;—and of gua-daor
guad, q.v.s.v. gu;—s.f. corr. of g d; and go d, qq.v.
H + X gand, adj.=?+ X ganda, q.v.

H + X $,Bgund, adj.=?+ X gunda, q.v.
H + X $,Bgundn, v.t. (dialec.)=g dhn, and
gundhwn.
H + X $Bgindar [prob. S. $B+!t, or t; cf. the syn.
gandail], s.m. A kind of insect which is very destructive
to growing 'gram' and arhar.
H "+ X $B !gandar-wl, s.m. = ganda wl, q.v.
H <; + X $B~gandar pin, vulg. gandr pin[prob. S. $B '
+~+"], s.f. A Hind dancing girl.
H + X $BC"gindur [prob. S. $BC, or Gef,++; but cf.
gi ur], s.f.=gu aror gi ur, q.v.
H  + X $B7 !ganda -wl, s.m. = ga arlq.v.
H + X $Bgandak [S. $Bt, by change of gender; P.
also gandak], s.f. Sulphur, brimstone; gunpowder:—
gandak-k tel, or gandak-k tez-b, Oil of vitriol; vitriolic
acid; sulphuric acid:—gandak-k 'atr, Sulphuric acid.
H + X $Bgandak, s.m. corr. of gaak, q.v.
P X + X gandag [ganda, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Stink,
stench; rottenness, putrefaction;—lth; ordure:—gandag
phailn, To strew lth about; to make a place lthy, &c.
P X + X gundag [gunda, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Thickness,
coarseness, grossness, bigness.
P 1 + X gandum (akin to S. $5V0/ ), s.m. Wheat:—gandum-kirmn, Vermicelli:—gandum-g n, or gandum-rang, adj.
Wheat-coloured, tawny, brown, swarthy.
P a + X gandum, adj.=gandum-rang, q.v.s.v. gandum.
P + X gandan (old P. gandank; perhaps ganda+nk, qq.v.),
s.m. A leek, Allium porrum;—barley inserted in onions
and sown:—gandan-zr, s.m. A bed of leeks.
H  + X $M7gi dau  [fr. S. $BC+au = Prk. ! =S.
!+t], s.m. A cake of solid sugar (usually distributed
among the relatives at marriages).
P ?+ X ganda (rel. n. fr. gand, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Stinking,
fetid; rotten, addled (as an egg), putrid; rancid;—lthy,
dirty;—foul, obscene, indecent (speech);—harsh, sour,

vile (temper):—ganda an, An addled or rotten egg:—
ganda-bagal, adj. & s.m. Having stinking armpits;—one
whose armpits emit a stench:—ganda-bahr, s.f. Rain
which falls in the cold weather:—ganda pn, s.m. Stinking
or dirty water;—semen;—urine;—wine:—ganda-dahan, adj.
Having stinking breath:—ganda-dahan, s.f. The having
stinking breath; stinking breath:—ganda-froza, or gandabiroza, s.m. Olibanum, male frankincense, the resin of
the Boswellia thurifera; the crude turpentine or resin of
the cror pine, P.
longifolia:—ganda karn, v.t. To make foul or dirty, to foul,
to soil; to dele, pollute; to stain, sully, disgrace.
P ?+ X gunda (prob. akin to kunda, q.v.), adj. Coarse, thick,
large, gross.
H + X $Bgandh [S. $B(, or $Bt by change of gender],
s.f. Smell, odour, scent, perfume, fragrance; bad smell,
stink, stench:—gandh-bel, s.f. Lemon-grass, Andropogon
schœnanthus(see gandhel):—gandh-rj, s.m. The Gardenia
orida(indigenous in China, and cultivated throughout
India on account of its large white fragrant owers');—
sandal-wood;—any sweet-smelling ower:—gandh-ras,
s.m. Myrrh; frankincense:—gandh-sr, s.m. Sandal-wood;
—a species of jasmine (cf. gandh-rj):—gandh-kshh, s.m.
A fragrant wood (as sandal, aloe-wood, &c.):—gandhmdan, s.m. Sulphur;—name of a mountain (prob. as
being the source of sulphur);—a name of Rva ;—name
of a certain monkey:—gandh-vah, s.m. 'The wafter of
fragrance,' the wind; the zephyr;—adj. Fragrant.
H + X $Bgandh, adj. (f. -) = ganda, q.v.:—gandh
barojor biroj, s.m. corr. of ganda-birozaor froza, q.v.s.v.
ganda.
H  + X $Bgandhr [S. $Bt], s.m. Name of a rgor
musical mode.
H  + X $,B &gundhwa, or $,( & gu dhwa
[g ndh(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S. ++; ]( , s.f.
Plainting; braiding.
S + X $B 'gandharb, = S + X $B ' gandharv,s.m. (f. -),
An aërial minstrel, a kind of celestial musician; a class or
(one of a class) of demi-gods who inhabit the heaven of
Indra and constitute the orchestra at all the banquets of

the principal deities;—the soul after death and previous
to its being born again (according to Hind notions);—a
horse;—a kind of deer:—gandharb-gn, s.m. or gandharbgt, s.m. The minstrelsy of the celestial choir;—a
Gandharb'ssong:—gandharb-vivh, or gandharb-biwh, or
gandharb-byh, s.m. Marriage from mutual agreement
(before witnesses or in writing, and without the usual
ceremonies).
S + X $B 'gandharv, = S + X $B ' gandharb,s.m. (f. -),
An aërial minstrel, a kind of celestial musician; a class or
(one of a class) of demi-gods who inhabit the heaven of
Indra and constitute the orchestra at all the banquets of
the principal deities;—the soul after death and previous
to its being born again (according to Hind notions);—a
horse;—a kind of deer:—gandharb-gn, s.m. or gandharbgt, s.m. The minstrelsy of the celestial choir;—a
Gandharb'ssong:—gandharb-vivh, or gandharb-biwh, or
gandharb-byh, s.m. Marriage from mutual agreement
(before witnesses or in writing, and without the usual
ceremonies).
H  + X $B '"gandharbn [-n= S. "], s.f.=gandharv.
S + X $B ugandharv, fem. of gandharv, q.v.
S (+ X $Bgandhak, s.f. (in H. but m. in S.) Sulphur
(=gandak).
H + X $B"gandhak, or gandhk[prob. S. $B"t], s.m.
The ying (or green) bug (prob. any insect that has an
oensive smell).
H + X $,(gu dhn (neuter of g dhn, q.v.; and see
also guthn), v.n. To be kneaded;—to be plaited, &c.
H  + X $,( gu dhwn (doub. caus. of g dhn), v.t.
To cause to be kneaded, &c. (see g dhn).
H + X $B"gandh [S. $.Bt, and $.Bt], s.m. (f. -in),
A seller of perfumes (as rose-water, atr, &c.); a
perfumer;—a bug;—the green ying-bug.
H  + X $B<!gandhel [prob. S. $B+ .!t; Prk. U.!], s.f.
The plant 'Lemon grass,' Andropogon schœnanthus(also
written gandh-bel, q.v.).
H 3 + X $B"!gandhl [S. $B+!+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Having a smell (whether good or bad); scented, odorous,
fragrant; stinking, fœtid;—a scented person, &c.

H + X $B"gand, s.m.=gandh, q.v.
H + X gand (fem. of ganda), s.f. A stinking wench (a term
of abuse); a coarse, dirty woman.
H )+ X $Bb"gander, s.f.=ganer, ga er, qq.v.
H 3)+ X $Bh!gandail [S. $B+!+t], s.m.=gindar, q.v.
H 3)+ X $,(b!gu del [go d, q.v.+S. !+t], adj. Gumproducing (a tree).
H <X $efga [corr. of S. e_t], s.m. (Dakh.) The upper
and forepart of the neck (under the jaw).
H <X $efor $(f gan, s.f. contrac. of g or g (used
chie y in comp.).
S <X $efgaa, vulg. ga, s.m. The cheek; side of the
face;—a boil, a pimple; a goitre, or other excrescence of
the neck;—a mark, spot;—a rhinoceros:—ga-sthal, s.m.
The cheek; the temple of an elephant:—ga-ml, s.f. &
m. In ammation of the glands of the neck; goitre,
bronchocele;—scrofula.
S <X $.efgai, s.m.=ga-ml, q.v.s.v. ga.
H <X $,efgu [prob. S. jeft], s.m. (dialec.) A furrow.
H <X $efga [Prk. $(f ; S. $eft], s.m. An aggregate
of four 'cowries,' or four pice (pais); the number four,
counting by fours;—disjunction, separation; a joint; a
reed; sugar-cane (syn. gann);—a ring, circle (esp. a
magic circle, or one which is supposed to act as a charm
or amulet, i.e. as an 'obstacleor impediment' to the
in uence of evil spirits, &c.);—a charmed cord (generally
of three coloured threads knotted together) bound
round the neck (or wrist, or ankle) to avert or remove
demoniac in uence, or the fascination of an evil eye;—
the string which teachers of particular arts or crafts (as
singers, dancers, conjurers, &c.) bind round a nger or
the wrist of the right arm of their pupils;—a cord of black
thread (or large conch shells, or plates of gold and silver
of an acuminate heart shape, strung together and)
fastened round the neck of a horse as an ornament or
an amulet;—the ring or collar round the neck of a turtledove or ring-dove;—(local) dependence (e.g. unke e-par
ky ga hai);—a mark, spot, stripe:—gae-taw karn,
v.t. To charm, exorcise (by means of amulets); to

bewitch:—gae-dr, adj. Marked, spotted, striped.
H <X $,efgu [prob. S. $,f+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Dissolute, rakish; foppish;—a dissolute fellow, a rake; a
fop;—an astute fellow; a sharper, knave, rogue, rascal.
H 5<X $(fga s [S. $ef++t], s.m. A pole-axe;
battle-axe;—an instrument (a kind of chopper) for
cutting sugar-cane, jaw stalks, &c. for fodder.
H 5<X $(f"ga s [the preceding, with S.  in place
of t], s.f. A small chopper for cutting sugar-cane, &c.
(see gans).
H <X $(fga arr = H <X $(f! ga arl
[ga ar= ga ar= ga er, q.v. + l= S. !t], s.m. The
receptacle for the sugar-cane at the mill before it is cut
up.
H <X $(f!ga arl = H <X $(f ga arr
[ga ar= ga ar= ga er, q.v. + l= S. !t], s.m. The
receptacle for the sugar-cane at the mill before it is cut
up.
H <X $f,"gi ur [S. Gef,++], s.f. A rope of twisted
grass or twine (made to support a round-bottomed jar;—
syn. gi ur;   ; j n).
H 5<X $(fga as, or ga s, s.m. A rustic form of
ga s, q.v.
H 0<X $efgaak, s.m.=gaak, q.v.
S 0<X $efgaak, s.m. A rhinoceros;—an epithet of the
people of Videha, living on the river Ga ak.
S =<X $ef"gaak, s.f. Name of a river in the
northern part of India.
H <X $,ef!gual, s.m. = H <X $,ef!" gual, s.f.See
kual, and kual.
H <X $,ef!"gual, s.f. = H <X $,ef! gual, s.m.See
kual, and kual.
S  <X $ef/!ga-ml, s.f. See s.v. ga.
H 2<X gaa, s.m.=<X ga, q.v.
H  <X $(©g0 a h , s.m. Name of a tribe of J~s.
H ;:) <X $(©"!ga hl, s.m. Name of a vagrant tribe
(prob. the same as ga h ).

H <X $ef"ga [S. $ef+], s.f. A circle (esp. that
which Rma drew round St to protect her from
Rva a;—(dialec.) bank or mound (round a tank).
H <X $,(f"gun, s.m. (dialec.)=ghun, q.v
H <X $(f"ga  = H 7<X $(f ga iy [g d, q.v.+S. t],
s.m. A pathic, catamite; a poltroon; an impotent fellow; a
term of abuse (without any particular implication);—adj.
Impotent, cowardly (cf. g  ).
H 7<X $(fga iy = H <X $(f" ga  [g d, q.v.+S. t],
s.m. A pathic, catamite; a poltroon; an impotent fellow; a
term of abuse (without any particular implication);—adj.
Impotent, cowardly (cf. g  ).
H ' 7<X $(f<"ga er [Prk. $(f.!; S. $ef+!+], s.f.
A joint, or piece, or segment of sugar-cane;—(dialec.) a
knot; joint.
H ;:7<X $(f"!ga l, s.m.=ga hl, q.v.
H 5 <X $(7ga s, s.m. A rustic corr. of gans, q.v.
S (X $4gaak, and H. $.4 gaik, s.m. (f. -),
One who reckons, a calculator; an arithmetician;—an
astrologer; one who calculates (or casts) nativities, &c.
S (X $,4guak, s.m. (in Arith.) The multiplier:—guaka k, s.m. Idem.
S X $.4gaik, s.f. A harlot, courtezan; a dancing-girl;
—a species of jasmine, Jasminum auriculatum.
H  X $&gan-k = H (X $& gan-ka [gan=
gann, q.v. + k=k(n)+Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], s.m. (f. -), The man employed to cut the sugarcane into short pieces for the mill.
H (X $&gan-ka = H  X $& gan-k [gan=
gann, q.v. + k=k(n)+Prk.   =S. ()+
+t], s.m. (f. -), The man employed to cut the sugarcane into short pieces for the mill.
S X $4"gaak, s.f. The wife of an astrologer (see
gaak).
H ^X $($ga g [S. $r$; Pers. also gang, m.], s.f. The
Ganges;—a river, stream:—gang-bar-r, or gang-bar-mad,
s.f. Alluvial land recovered from a river (esp. from the
Ganges):—gang-shikast, s.f. Encroachment of the Ganges

(or of any other river) by diluvion:—do-gang, adj. In two
streams (a river).
P ^X gung (see g g), adj. Dumb, mute, speechless.
H ^X $,($gu g [prob. S. $,*t, or onomat.], s.m. A buzzing
or humming sound (in the ear).
S JX $($ga g, s.f. The river Ganges (there is also a
Ganges in the sky—k-ga g—and one under the
earth);—a river or stream (generally):—ga g-bs(for
ga g-vs), s.m. One who resides near the Ganges:—
ga g-pr, s.m. The further bank of the Ganges, or of any
river; the country beyond the Ganges:—ga g-pn, s.m.
Ganges-water; river-water:—ga g-putr, s.m. A Brhma
who conducts pilgrims to the Ganges; a Brhma priest
who ociates by the Ganges;—a man of low caste
employed in removing dead bodies:—gag-prpti, s.f.
Dying on the banks of the Ganges:—ga g-tr, s.m. Bank
of the Ganges;—country along the banks of the Ganges:
—ga g-jal, s.m. Ganges-water (holy water); river-water:
—ga g-jal, s.f. A vessel in which Ganges-water is kept:—
ga g-jal uhn, 'To take up a vessel containing Gangeswater,' to swear on the water of the Ganges:—ga gjamn, s.f. The Ganges and Jamn rivers;—a mixture of
any kind;—a mode of adjusting the interest of a loan
(the debtor being credited with the interest of the
instalments paid by him, while he is debited, per contra,
with the interest of the full amount on the original
loan):—ga g-jamn, adj. Mixed (as oil and butter); made
of mixed metal (as of gold and silver, or of brass and
copper);—s.f. A mixture of gold and silver, or of brass
and copper;—an ear-ring made of such mixed metal:—
ga g-dvr(the gate of the Gange), s.m. The place
(Hardwr) where the Ganges issues from the mountains
and enters the plains:—ga g duh, By the Ganges (I
swear):—ga g-dhar, s.m. Ganges-supporter'; an epithet
of iva (according to the legend, the Ganges, in its
descent from heaven, rst alighted on the head of iva,
and continued for a long period entangled in his hair); a
proper name (of a man):—ga g-sgar, s.m. The place
where the Ganges empties itself into the ocean; the
mouths of the Ganges:—ga g-snn, vulg. ga g-asnnor
ann, or ga g-nahn, s.m. Bathing in the Ganges (esp. as

an act of devotion);—an annual fair held on the Ganges
on the last day of Krttik:— ga g-kshetr, s.m. The sacred
district of the Ganges, i.e. the river Ganges and the
country extending about two koson either side of its
banks (all dying within these limits go to heaven,
whatever their crimes):—ga g-lbh hon, To die on
either bank of the Ganges; to go to heaven:—ga gmtor ga g-m, s.f. Holy Mother Ganges:—ga g
nahn, To bathe in the Ganges; to be freed from sin and
go to heaven:—ga gotr(˚g+ut˚), s.f. The source of the
Ganges, the place where it springs from the mountains:
—ga godak(˚g+ud˚), s.m. Ganges water;—water of any
sacred river:—gagorddha(˚g+ r˚), s.m. The rising of the
Ganges (or of any other river) in the rains:—ga g-ytr,
s.f. Pilgrimage to, the Ganges;—carrying a sick person to
the river-side to die there.
H JX $,($gu g, adj.=g g, q.v.
H JX $($!ga gl, s.m. A large metallic vessel for
holding water.
H " JX $($!ga gl [S. $($+!+t], s.m. Land subject to
inundations of the Ganges.
H $ JX $,($ gu g [g g, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Dumbness, speechlessness.
H )JX $($yga gary, s.m. (dialec.) = gargaiy= gauraiy, q.v.
H <JX $,$,gungun [S. =4t redupl.], s.f. Buzzing,
humming; suppressed or inarticulate speaking or
reading; speaking softly to oneself; muttering;
grumbling;—snuing, snue; a nasal sound or twang.
H JX $,$,gungun [the preceding+S. t], adj. and s.m.
(f. -), Singing or hissing (as water on becoming warm);
milk-warm, lukewarm, tepid;—snuing; speaking
through the nose;—a snuer, one who speaks through
the nose;—tepidity:—gungun boln, v.n. To speak with a
snue; to speak through the nose (=gungunn).
H <; JX $,$,gungun-pan [gungun, q.v.+pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (], s.m. Lukewarmness, tepidity.
H  JX $,$,gungunn [gunguna˚= gungun, q.v.+= w=
Prk. we= S. pi, caus. aug.], v.n. To buzz, to hum; to sing
softly or to oneself; to speak or read in a suppressed or

inarticulate tone; to mumble, murmur, mutter, grumble;
to snue, to speak through the nose;—to simmer, to be
or become lukewarm or tepid.
H  JX $,$,&gungun = H ? JX $,$,6& gungunha
(fr. gungunn)+ha= wa; see garmha), s.f.=gungun, q.v.
H ? JX $,$,6&gungunha = H  JX $,$,& gungun
(fr. gungunn)+ha= wa; see garmha), s.f.=gungun, q.v.
H  JX $($5&"gango [S. $($+ &+], s.f. Ganges-sand.
H &JX $,(V"gu gh, adj.=gu gor g g, fem. of g g, q.v.;—
s.f.=gh g; and gho gh, qq.v.
H 2 X $/ganam (prob. for gnda-dam), s.m. Oensive
breath; bad smell from the mouth.
S <X $4gaan, s.m. (f. -), Reckoning, counting;
enumeration; calculation; adding, addition:—gaan-hr,
s.m. Reckoner, counter, numberer, &c.
S <X $,4guan, s.m. Multiplication, the operation of
multiplication;—counting, enumeration:—guan-phal, s.m.
The product (in Multiplication).
S <X $,.4guin, adj. & s.m.=gu, q.v.
H X $ginn, or $ gann, or $4 gan [gin˚or
ga˚= Prk. $4()=S. $4(), rt. $4], v.t. To count,
reckon, number, calculate, compute; to consider, deem,
repute, esteem:—gin-len, v.t. intens. of and=ginn:—gingin-ke qadam rakhn, To count one's steps;—to move very
slowly or with great caution:—ginne-jog, or ginne-liq, adj.
To be counted, calculable, numerable.
H X $,4gun, or $, gunn [fr. S. $,4], v.t. To praise,
laud;—to think upon, consider, judge of;—to put in
practice, to practise;—(in Arith.) to multiply (by, -se).
S  X $4"gaanya, part. adj. To be counted or
reckoned, calculable; requiring counting; to be classed.
H X $( ga w, s.m. contrac. of g w, q.v.
H  X $( ga wr (g w, q.v.+r= gen. su. kar, q.v.), s.m.
(f. -), A villager, countryman, peasant, rustic; a clown,
boor, churl; a low-bred person;—a stupid fellow, a dolt;—
adj. Boorish, clownish; stupid (=ga wr):—ga wr-k lah,
s.m. A villager's club;—(g.) a blockhead, dolt, lout, fool.
H <;  X $( ga wr-pan [ga wr, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.

; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Rusticity; rudeness; clownishness;

H 3) X $(U!ga wel (f. -) [Prk. $/! ; S. m/+!+t],

stupidity.
H  X $( ~ga wr [ga wr, q.v.+ = S. t], adj. & s.m.

= H <) X $( · ga w (f. -in), [prob. S.m./ , adj. &

Rustic; rude, rough; clownish, boorish;—a rustic, &c.
(=ga wr).
H  X $( "ga wr [ga wr, q.v.+= S. t, or t], adj. Of
or belonging to villagers or rustics; rustic, provincial;—
clownish; stupid:—ga wr, or ga wr bol, s.f. Rustic
language or speech; provincial brogue.
S  X $,4 gu-vn, adj. & s.m. See s.v. gu.
H  X $ gi wn (doub. caus. of ginn), v.t. To cause
to be counted, to cause to be reckoned up; to have (or
get) counted, &c.
H  X $( ga wn [ga w˚= Prk. $/U = S. $/+,
caus. aug.], v.t. To lose; to lose or miss (a road, or one's
way); to throw away, to get rid, of; to spend in vain; to
waste, squander; to pass or spend (time); to tri e or
fritter away (time, &c.):—ga w-dena, v.t. intens. of
ga wn.
H  X $( ga w [ga w(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
adj. & s.m.f. Prodigal, wasteful;—a waster, squanderer,
spendthrift.
H  X $( 6"ga wh, = H $ X $(  ga w,= H < $ X $( 
ga w ,s.f. corr. of gawh, q.v.
H $ X $(  ga w, = H  X $( 6" ga wh,= H < $ X $( 
ga w ,s.f. corr. of gawh, q.v.
H < $ X $( ga w , = H  X $( 6" ga wh,= H
$ X $(  ga w,s.f. corr. of gawh, q.v.
H  X $( ga war, s.m. contrac: of ga wr, q.v. (used in
comp.):—ga war-dal, s.m. A company or crowd of rustics.
H  X $( ga wara , adj. (dialec.)=ga wr, q.v.
H  X $M"ganaur [gann, q.v.+or= Prk. .!=S. !
+], s.f. A bulrush; reed-grass.
H  X $,4 Bgu-wan, adj. See s.v. gu.
H  X $( "ga w, [g w, q.v.+= Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
adj. & s.m. Of or relating to a village or to the country,
rural, rustic;—a rustic:—ga w-g w, s.m. pl. Rustic
hamlets or villages.

s.m.=ga w.
H <) X $( ·ga w (f. -in), [prob. S. m./ , = H 3) X $(U!
ga wel (f. -) [Prk. $/! ; S. m/+!+t], adj. &
s.m.=ga w.
P X gunah, s.m. contrac. of gunh, q.v.:—gunah-gr: for
this and other compounds see s.v. gunh.
H 8 &X $,(6[*"gu h jan, s.f.=guh jan, q.v.
H  4X $((ga h , s.m. corr. of geh , q.v.
S X $.4gai, = H X $" gan,s.f. Computation, calculation;
enumeration;—estimate; judgment.
H X $"gan, = S X $.4 gai,s.f. Computation, calculation;
enumeration;—estimate; judgment.
H X $"gan [prob. corr. fr. S. $54"], s.f. 'Gunny,' a
strong coarse kind of sacking made from the bres of
Corchorus olitorius, and of C. capsularis.
S X $,4"gu; and H. $," gun; adj. & s.m. Endowed with
good qualities, or merits, or parts; possessed of art or
skill; virtuous, excellent, meritorious, worthy;
accomplished, skilful, dexterous;—an excellent or a
virtuous man, a perfect man, a saint; an accomplished or
a skilful person;—a magician, conjurer, sorcerer (syn.
mil); a charmer, snake-charmer, snake-catcher.
H X $,B"gunn [prob. S. $,4+], s.f. (rustic) A light whip
or scourge (ko ) of twisted cloth (with which rustic
women lash one another at the Hol festival).
H X $,guniy [S. $,4+t], s.m. A mason's (or a
carpenter's) square.
H X $,guniy, or guny, s.m. corr. of  X gunya, q.v.
S  X $egaya, part. adj. To be counted, admitting of
calculation or computation, calculable; requiring
counting.
S  X $,eguya, part. adj. & s.m. To be multiplied;—that
which is to be multiplied (by), the multiplicand:—guy k,
vulg. gunya-a k, s.m. The multiplicand.
H I X $,"guns, a corr. old H. form of uns, q.v.
H I X $4<gaes, = H Z X $4<8 gae,s.m. See s.v. ga.

H Z X $4<8gae, = H I X $4< gaes,s.m. See s.v. ga.
H  X $s!ganel, or $Bs! gannel [gann, q.v.+Prk. !=S.
!], s.f. A kind of long grass used for thatching (cf.
ganaur).
H < X $,.4guiyan, s.m. A Braj pl. of gu.
H X $0g [for g h; S. $0R(, rt. $0], s.f. Human excrement,
ordure, dung, lth:—g u hln, lit.'To throw up dung'; to
sully (one's own) good name, to bring disgrace upon
oneself:—g -se ghinon karn(-ko), To make (one) more
disgusting (or oensive) than dung, to render (one)
more despicable than lth:—g karn(-ko), To soil, dirty;
to dele:—g khn, To eat dung;—to do anything vile or
shameful:—mu h-me g  den(ke), 'To put dung on the
face (of)'; to shame, to heap reproaches (or infamy) on
one.
S X $5go; $ gava, vulg. gav(used in comp. before words
beginning with vowels); and H. $M gau, or ga (S. gaus),
s.m. & f. A bull, an ox; a cow;—cattle, kine;—a herd of
cattle;—s.m. pl. Rays of light;—s.m.f. Water;—s.m. Name
of a Rishi;—the sacrice of a cow;—the thunder-bolt;—
the sky; heaven, paradise;—the sun; the moon; a
member (of the body);—hair (of the body);—s.f. Speech;
Sarasvat, the goddess of speech;—the earth, the world;
a mother;—a quarter of the horizon (as east, west, &c.);
—the eye;—an arrow;—adj. Got, obtained;—meek, gentle;
harmless, inoensive; simple (e.g. ga brhma):—
gavksha, vulg. gavksh, gaw h(˚va+ak˚), s.m. 'A bull'seye'; an air-hole; a loop-hole, a skylight; a window;
lattice;—the light admitted by a window:—go-badh, s.m.
The killing of a bull or a cow:—go-pl, s.m. (f. -), Cowkeeper, cowherd;—a protector of the earth,' a king;—the
cowherd Krisha(one
of the epithets of Krish);—a
proper


name (of men):—gopla-tpanya, s.m. Title of an
Upanishadin honour of Krisha:—go-plak,
adj. & s.m. (f. 
ik), Having the charge of kine;—protecting the earth;—a
cowherd;—a king:—go-pati, s.m. 'The lord of a herd of
cows,' a bull:—gau-putr, s.m. 'Son of a cow;' a simpleton; a
fool:—go-pad, s.m. =gosh-pad, q.v. below:—go-pau, vulg. gopasu, s.m. A sacricial cow:—go-paut, vulg. go-pasut, s.f.
The condition of a cow about to be immolated:—go-thn,

or gau-thn, s.m. The place where the cattle of a village
are assembled; a station for cattle; a cow-pen (=go-sthn):
—gau-than, s.m. A cow's udder:—go-jgarik, adj. (f. -, or ), Happy, fortunate, auspicious:—go- ar, adj. & s.m.
Ranged or grazed over by cattle;—oering range (or
eld or scope) for action; within the range (of),
accessible, attainable; within the power (of); within sight
(of), visible, perceptible; perceived, known;—the range of
cattle, pasturage, pasture-ground; range or reach (of the
eye, or the understanding, &c.);—the range (or the
conjunction or in uence) of the planets;—an object of
sense (as sound, shape, &c.);—an object of devotion;—
perception; information acquired by the perception of
the senses:—go- ar, adj.=go- ar, q.v.:—go-dn, or gau-dn,
s.m. The gift of a cow; an oering of a cow:—go-dant, s.m.
A cow's tooth;—yellow orpiment;—a white fossil
substance (apparently an earthy salt):—go-dohan, s.f. A
milk-pail:—go-duhan, s.m. Milking a cow:—go-dhan, s.m.
Possession of cows; property in cattle;—a station of
cowherds:—go-dh l, s.f. 'Dust of the earth'; sunset (the
time at which mist seems to rise from the earth);
evening, twilight:—go-dhenu, s.f. A milch-cow:—go-ras,
s.m. Cow's milk; buttermilk; curdled or coagulated milk:—
go-rasah, adj. & s.m. (f. -). Reared on cow's milk; one
who is reared on cow's milk, a child;—a sodomite:—goras, s.f. A vessel for holding milk, &c.; a milk-pail:—gaur p, or gau-r p, adj. Cow-shaped; cow-like:—go-ro an,
s.m., or go-ro an, s.f. A bright yellow pigment prepared
from the urine or the bile of a cow, or vomited in the
shape of scibulœby that animal (it is employed in
painting and dyeing, and is of especial use in marking
the foreheads of Hinds with the tilakor sectarial mark;
it is also used in medicine as a sedative, tonic, and
anthelmintic remedy, &c.):—go-sl, or gau-sl, s.f. & m.
Cow-shed, cow-house (=go-l):—go-s or go-s or gosai yor go-saiy , s.m.=go-svm, q.v. (and see gus ):—
go-stan, s.m. Udder of a cow;—a cluster of blossoms;—a
nosegay:—go-stan, s.f. A bunch of grapes; a grape:—gosthn, s.m. A station for cattle; a cow-stall, cow-house,
cow-pen (see go-thn):—go-sav, s.m. The sacrice of a cow
(one of the great sacrices of the Hinds in former
times; but not permitted in Kali-yugor the present age):—

go-svm, s.m. Master or possessor of cows or of herds; a
religious mendicant;—an honorary title axed to proper
names, &c. (see gus ):—go-l, or gau-l, s.m., or gol, s.f.=go-sl, q.v.:—gosh-pad(gosh= gos, gen. of go), s.m.
A cow's foot or hoof;—mark or impression of a cow's
foot;—puddle or water sucient to ll a cow's foot-mark;
a small puddle;—a measure of capacity (as much as a
cow's foot-print would hold):—go-shha, vulg. goshh, s.m.
An abode for cattle; cow-house, cow-pen;—any place
where animals are kept;—a station of cowherds:—goshh, s.f. An assembly, a meeting; a society, an
association; a confederacy;—family connexions (esp.the
dependant or junior branches);—conversation,
discourse, dialogue; dispute:—go-kar, s.m. A cow's ear;—a
species of deer, Antilope picta(syn. nl-go);—a mule;—a
kind of serpent;—a span (from the tip of the thumb to
that of the ring-nger);—a place of pilgrimage on the
Malabar coast (sacred to iva); iva (as there
worshipped):—go-karor go-karan(for go-kar), s.f. The
plant Aletris hyacinthoides, and its ower:—go-kshur, s.m.
The plant Asteracantha longifolia, and Ruellia longifolia, and
Tribulus languinosus:—go-kul, s.m. A herd of kine; a
multitude of cattle; a cow-station, cow-house;—a village
or tract of the Jamna (the country around Vrindvan,
the

residence of Krish during his youth):—gokul-vsor bs,
s.m. (f. -in), An inhabitant of Gokul:—gau-kos, s.m. A
measure of distance (being the distance at which the
lowing of a cow may be heard):—gau-gh, s.f. The side of
a river, or a tank, &c. at which cows drink:—go-ghna, adj.
& s.m. (f. -or -), Noxious to kine;—he who or that which
kills kine; one who has killed a cow:—gau-lo an, s.m.=goro an, q.v.:—go-lok, s.m. 'Cow-heaven'; the heaven of
Vish u, or of Krish a:—gau-m s, s.m. Cow's esh, beef:
—go-mat, vulg. gomt, s.f. Name of a river in Northern
India (it falls into the Ganges between Banras and
Gzpr);—name of a Vedic hymn (a prayer or formula
to be repeated during expiation for killing a cow);—cowdung:—go-mukh, or gau-mukh, s.m. A kind of musical
instrument (a sort of horn or trumpet);—a hole in a wall
(of a peculiar shape), made by thieves, &c.; a breach
(syn. se dh):—go-mukh, or gau-mukh, s.f. The chasm in
the Himlaya mountains through which the Ganges

ows (erroneously conceived to be shaped like a cow's
mouth);—a cloth bag containing a rosary (the beads of
which are counted by the hand thrust inside):—go-mutra,
or gau-mutr, s.m. Cow's urine (which has to be imbibed in
certain kinds of penance):—go-may, s.m. Cow-dung:—gomeda, or go-medak, s.m. A gem or precious stone brought
from the Himlaya and the Indus (described as of four
sorts,—white, pale yellow, red, and dark blue); a kind of
yellowish or tawny gem, a topaz;—go-meda-sannibha, s.m.
Chalcedony or opal:—go-medh, s.m. The oering or
sacrice of a cow:—go-nas, s.m. (lit.'having a nose like
that of an ox'), A large kind of serpent, a boaconstrictor:—go-vardhan, s.m. lit.'Nourisher of kine';
name of a celebrated hill in Vrindvan, about fteen
miles to the west of Mathur (it is the Parnassus of the
Hinds; and is said to have been lifted up and supported
by Krish a upon one  nger for seven days, to shelter
the cowherds from a storm of rain sent by Indra to test
Krish a's divinity;—hence Krish is called Govardhandhar, and Giri-dhar, 'the hill-supporter'):—govardhan-nth,
s.m. 'Lord of Govardhan,' a name of Krish a:—go-vind,
adj. & s.m. Obtaining cattle; nding cattle or cows;—a
cow-keeper, chief herdsman, one of the most usual
appellations of Krish a in that form;—a proper name (of
a man); name of a mountain;—govind-rm, s.m. A proper
name (of a man):—go-haty, s.f. The killing a cow (a most
heinous crime among Hinds):—gave, or gav(˚va+a),
s.m. (f. -), An owner of kine.
H X $5go (dialec.), A pleonastic sux added to nouns
denoting number (e.g. do-go, or d -go= do; ka-go= ka=
kitne.
P X go (rt. and imperat. of guftan; see guft), Say, suppose;
—part. adj. & s.m. Saying, telling, relating;—sayer,
speaker, teller (used as last member of compounds, e.g.
bad-go, 'evil speaker');—goor go-ki, conj. As if, as though;
—even if, although; notwithstanding that; however.
P X g or go, s.m. A ball; anything round.
P X gau, s.m. A ditch; a hollow, pit, hole, cavity; den (of a
wild beast).
H X $Mgau (prob. for gau-kos, q.v.s.v. go), s.m. (Dakh.) A
measure of four kos.

H  X $ gaw, s.m. corr. of gawh, q.v.;—s.f. corr. of
gawh, q.v.
H  X $, guw, or $0 g  [S. $, t], s.f. Betel-nut, the

catechu.
S Z  X $ dgavksh ($ +dt), s.m. See s.v. goor gava.
H &  X $ Lgawkh, s.m. corr. of gavksh, q.v. (cf.

nut of Areca catechu.
H  X $5 gow, or $5 go [Prk. $5  ; S. $5+t, rt.

gaw h).
H  X $ !gawl, or $5 ! gowl, or $5! gol [prob. S.

$,], part. adj. Guarded; hidden, concealed.

$5+!t], s.m.(?) (dialec.) Unclaimed land (on which

H  X $5 gow, or $5 go [prob. S. $5+/t], s.m. Cow-

cattle graze).
H  X F !gwl, or $,! gul, or $5! gol. = H " X

dung; manure.
H &= X $ K+gaw h, or $ + gaw h, s.m. = gavksh,
q.v.
H  X $ gawr, or $,  guwr, or $, gur, or $5
gor [S. $5+!"], s.f. The plant Dolichos fabœformis; the
bean of this plant (it is commonly given to cattle, and is
also eaten by the poorer classes; it is reckoned among
the upa-dhnya, or inferior kinds of grain):—gur-k phal,
The bean of the Dolichos fabœformis.
P  X gawr, s.m. Name of a race of gipsies in India.
P  X guwr, vulg. gawr[rt. of guwshtan, or guwrdan; gu=
Zend vi= S.  +wr, fr. Pehl. var= Zend var= S.  ( ) ], part.
adj. Digestible; palatable, &c. (see guwr;—it is used as
last member of compounds, e.g. ush-gawr, and ngawr, q.v.s.v. ushand n).
P  X guwr, vulg. gawr(imperf. part. of guwrdan; see
guwr), part. adj. Digesting; stomaching, swallowing,
putting up with;—digestible; palatable; agreeable,
pleasant:—gawr karn, v.t. To make (a thing) palatable
(to oneself, apne- par); to take (upon oneself); to put up
with, to submit to, to stomach, to swallow, to endure or
bear.
P D  X guwrish (abst. s. fr. guwr, q.v.), s.f. An electuary
(or a compound) for assisting digestion.
P ? X guwra, vulg. gawra, adj.=gawr, q.v.
H  X $ "gawri, or $5 " gowr, or $," gur,
s.f.=gawror gur, q.v.
H  X $ "gawr, or $5 " gowr [S. $5+ &], s.f. A
cow-house; cow-station;—a dwelling-house; a family.
H B X $ gaws [perhaps S. $5+ ], s.f. A place
where cattle are slaughtered, a slaughter-house.
S  X $, guvk, s.m. The betel-nut tree, Areca faufelor

F ! gwl, or $,! gul,$5! gol [S. $5+!t, and
!t], s.m. A caste of Hinds whose occupation it is to
attend to cattle; a man of that caste; a cow-keeper, cowherd; a milkman:—gwl-bl, or gwl-bl, s.m. A cowherd's child or children:—gwl-log, s.m. pl. Cow-keepers,
cow-herds.
H " X F !gwl, or $,! gul, $5! gol = H  X
F ! gwl, or $,! gul, or $5! gol.[S. $5+!t, and
!t], s.m. A caste of Hinds whose occupation it is to
attend to cattle; a man of that caste; a cow-keeper, cowherd; a milkman:—gwl-bl, or gwl-bl, s.m. A cowherd's child or children:—gwl-log, s.m. pl. Cow-keepers,
cow-herds.
H <! X F !gwlan, or F .! gwlin = H ! X F .!"
gwlin, or F !" gwln [gwl, q.v.+S. " s.f. A woman of
the gwlcaste; the wife of a gwl; a cowherdess; a milkmaid.
H ! X F .!"gwlin, or F !" gwln = H <! X F !
gwlan, or F .! gwlin [gwl, q.v.+S. " s.f. A woman of
the gwlcaste; the wife of a gwl; a cowherdess; a milkmaid.
H ! X F !"gwl, or $,!" gnl, or $5 !" gowl, or
$5!" gol [S. $5+!+t (+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Cow-keeping;—a cow-keeper, cow-herd, &c. (=gwl).
H ! X F !"gwl, or $,!" gul, or $5 !" gowl, or
$5!" gol [S. $5+.!], s.f.=gwlan, q.v.
H  X $ gawn, corr. $ [ gaw n (caus. of gn),
v.t. To cause to sing.
H +  X $5Bgoind, s.f. See + $ X goind or goend.

H  X $ [gaw r, = H  X $ [" gaw r,corr. of ga wr,

H 3) X $5 "!gobarl, or $5 h! gobarail, s.m.=gubrail,

and ga wr, qq.v.
H  X $ ["gaw r, = H  X $ [ gaw r,corr. of ga wr,

q.v.
H +  X $5 Bgobind, s.m.=go-vind, q.v.s.v. go.

and ga wr, qq.v.
P ? X guwh, vulg. gawh, s.m. A witness, an evidence;

H & X $5#"gobh [S. $5+.*6?], s.f. The medicinal herb

testimony, proof:—gawh bann, or gawh haharn(-ko),
To make (one) a witness, to name (a person) as a
witness:—gawh--talm, A tutored witness:—gawh den,
or gawh karn(-ko), To bring forward (or to produce)
evidence or a witness or witnesses; to make (one) a
witness:—gawh-shhid, s.m. A witness (=gawh):—gawh
ln(-ko), To bring evidence; to take a witness; to invoke:
—gawh hon(-par), To become a witness; to bear
testimony (to).
P  X guwh, vulg. gawh, s.f. Evidence, witness,
testimony; deposition; written testimony:—gawh den(par), To give evidence, to witness (to), bear testimony
(to), testify, attest; to depose (to):—gawh karn, or
gawh likhn(-par), To witness (a document), to attest.
H  X $5 gobar [prob. S. $5+ t or &t], s.m. Cow-dung
(used for plastering oors, &c., and dried for fuel):—gobar
khn, To eat cow-dung (by way of penance):—gobargae(lit.'An image of Ga e in cow-dung'), adj. & s.m.
Fat, corpulent; lubberly; a fat dullard; a lubberly fellow; a
simpleton, a fool.
H < X $5 gobardhan,
'
s.m. Name of a mountain
(=govardhan, q.v.s.v. go);—a feast observed on the day
following Dewl.
H  X $5 gobarr, or gobrr[gobar, q.v. + S.
!t], s.m. A place where cow-dung is stacked or kept;
a dung-heap.
H  X $5 M&"gobarau or gobrau, and $, M&" gubrau
 +], s.f. A heap of cakes of (dried)
[gobar, q.v.+S. \
cow-dung (syn. biaur).
H +  X $5 ggobarau d, s.m.=gubrau d, q.v.
H  X $5 "gobar, or gobr[gobar, q.v.+S. ], s.f. Plaster
made of cow-dung and mud (a dialec. form is gubrai, i.e.
gobar+m ittik):—gobr karn, v.t. To plaster (a wall or a
oor) with cow-dung and mud.

Elephantophus scaber;—a cabbage (=kobh, or kob);—a term
in card playing:—sufaid gobh, Cacalia sonchifolia.
H  X $5 "gob, s.f. corr. of gobh, 'a cabbage' (cf. kob).
S ] X $5gopa, vulg. gop(go+pa, fr. rt. p), s.m. A caste of
Hinds who are cow-herds (syn. gwl); a man of that
caste; a cow-herd, herdsman; a dairyman, a milkman:—
gopsham, vulg. gop-asham(˚pa+ash˚), s.f. The eighth
lunation of the light half of the month Krttik (on which
Krish , who had formerly been a keeper of calves,
became a cow-herd: cows are especially worshipped on
this day; garlands are suspended from their necks, their
horns, hoofs, and bodies are painted, and salutations are
made to them):—gop g(˚pa+an˚), s.f. A cow-herd's wife;
a milk-maid:—gop-ras, s.m. Gum-myrrh, myrrh:—gopgwl, s.m. Cow-herds, herdsmen:—gop-maal, s.m. The
cow-herds' quarter;—pasture-grounds:—gopevar(˚pa+˚),
s.m. 'Chief herdsman'; an epithet of Mahdeva; and of
Krish a.
H ] X $5gop [Prk. $,(v5; S. $,@vt; cf. goph], s.f. A chain of
gold and silver threads twisted together; a gold necklace;
a bracelet of gold and silver wires (or gold alone)
interlaced;—a girdle of twisted silk;—sewing with the
chain-stitch; the chain-stich (in sewing).
P ; X g pl, s.m. An iron mace;—a throne of iron or of
wood.
S ; X $5!go-pl, s.m. See s.v. go.
S ; X $5gopik (gop+ik), s.f.=gop, q.v.
H <; X $5gopin (gop+in), s.f.=gop, q.v.
S <; X $5gopan (rt. gup), s.m. Guarding; protection,
preservation; hiding, concealment:—gopan karn, v.t. To
hide, conceal.
S ; X $5gopan, vulg. gopn, s.f.=gopan, q.v.
H ; X $5"gopin, s.f.=gop, q.v.
S  ; X $5"gopanya, part. adj.=gopya, q.v.
H &; X $5vgoph, s.f.=gop, q.v.

H <&; X $5vgophan [S. $5+v4 and v.4], = H &; X
$5v gophan, vulg. gophn,= H &; X $5v" gophan, vulg.
gophn,= H &; X $5v gophiy,s.f. A sling (esp. one used
to throw stones, &c. with, and to drive away birds, &c.
from a eld of corn, &c.).
H &; X $5vgophan, vulg. gophn, = H <&; X $5v gophan
[S. $5+v4 and v.4], = H &; X $5v" gophan, vulg.
gophn,= H &; X $5v gophiy,s.f. A sling (esp. one used
to throw stones, &c. with, and to drive away birds, &c.
from a eld of corn, &c.).
H &; X $5v"gophan, vulg. gophn, = H <&; X $5v gophan
[S. $5+v4 and v.4], = H &; X $5v gophan, vulg.
gophn,= H &; X $5v gophiy,s.f. A sling (esp. one used
to throw stones, &c. with, and to drive away birds, &c.
from a eld of corn, &c.).
H &; X $5vgophiy, = H <&; X $5v gophan [S. $5+v4

s.m. Family, race, parentage, lineage, kith and kin,
family stock; family name; a caste (collectively);
subdivision of a tribe or caste; genus; class or species.
H Y X $5got, s.m. Mustard-seed(?).
H Y X $5got, s.m. corr. of O p gota,
 q.v.
S Y X $5Pgotra, vulg. gotr, and H. $5 gotar, s.m. Race,
family, &c. (see got):—gotra-ja, vulg. gotraj, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Born in the same family, related;—a relation,
kinsman, clansman (in law the term is nearly equivalent
to the 'Gentile' of Roman law, and is applied to kindred
of the same general family, who are connected by
oerings of food and water; hence it is opposed to the
bandhuor cognate kin, who do not partake in the
oerings to the common ancestors):—gotra-haty, s.f. A
striking or killing a person of one's own gotra.
H Y X $5Pgotr [S. $5P], s.m.=gotra, or A X got, q.v.
S 5Y X $5P*gotra-ja, vulg. gotraj, s.m. See s.v. gotra.

and v.4], = H &; X $5v gophan, vulg. gophn,= H

S ?Y X $5Ptgotra, s.m. See Y X gotra.

&; X $5v" gophan, vulg. gophn,s.f. A sling (esp. one used

H Y X $5P"gotr [S. $5P], s.f.=got, and got, qq.v.

to throw stones, &c. with, and to drive away birds, &c.
from a eld of corn, &c.).
S ; X $5"gop, s.f. The wife of a gopor cow-herd; a

S 2 Y X $5/gotama, vulg. gotam, and H. $M/ gautam, s.m.

cowherdess (esp. applied to the cowherdesses of Vrindvan, the companions of Krish a's juvenile sports); a
milk-maid, dairy-maid:—gop- andan, s.m. A species of
white clay (said to be brought from Durak, and used by
Vish u's worshippers for smearing their faces):—gopgwl, s.m. Cowherdess and cowherd:—gop-nth, s.m.
'Lord of the milk-maids,' an epithet of Krish a.
S  ; X $5Qgopya, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), To be protected
or preserved; to be taken care of; to be cherished; to be
kept secret or hidden;—anything which it is right, lawful,
or possible to protect, or cherish, or keep secret or
concealed.
H A X $5got = H Y X $5 got [S. $5+P(, and P, rt. Ph],
s.m. Family, race, parentage, lineage, kith and kin,
family stock; family name; a caste (collectively);
subdivision of a tribe or caste; genus; class or species.
H Y X $5got = H A X $5 got [S. $5+P(, and P, rt. Ph],

Name of a celebrated Rishi, author of several hymns of
the Vedas;—name of a sage, the founder of the Nyya
philosophy:—gautamraya(˚ma+ar˚), s.m. The forest in
Central India in which Gotam Rishi practised his
austerities:—gautam-nr, s.f. An epithet of Ahaly the
wife of Gotam Rishi (she was turned into stone by her
husband for her adultery with Indra).
S 2 Y X $M/gautam (fr. gotama), adj. Referring to Gotama;
descended from Gotam, Gotamite;—s.m. Name of
Buddha or Skya-muni, the founder of the Buddhist
religion:—gautam-rjp t, s.m. The designation of a
numerous tribe of Rjpts about Ázimgar and Gorakpr.
H  @ Y X $M./ gautamiyn [prob. S. $M/"+t],
s.m.=gautam-rjp t(gautamiynis prob. a mistake for
gautamy ).
H &Y X $0Rg th [Prk. $,;R(; S. mR(; or v.n. of g thn, q.v.],
s.m. A round ball (of cotton, &c.); a string or thread (of
anything).
H &Y X $5Rgoth [prob. $5+TRt], s.m. A yoke.

H  &Y X $5Rgo-thn, s.m. See s.v. go.
H &Y X $0Rg thn [g th˚= Prk. $,;R5=S. mRt, rt. mR], v.t.
To thread, string; to plait, braid; to stitch; to put on a spit
or skewer, to spit (=g thn).
H Y X $5"got [S. $5Pt], adj. & s.m. Relating to a
family; of or belonging to the same family or race, &c.;—
one of the same stock, a kinsman, relative, family
connexion.
H Y X $5gotiy, s.m.=got, q.v.
H  X $5&go [S. 5&t], s.f. The hem or border (of a
garment); edging;—(dialec.) a wristlet, wrist-ornament
(of women;—either of metal or of lac; syn. r).
H  X $5&go [prob. for goh; Prk. $5"; S. $5c"], s.f. An

Rjpts (chie y engaged in agriculture, and notorious
for cattle-stealing; they were originally from Guzerat,
whence their name); a man of that caste;—a cowherd; a
milkman.
H W X $5*gojar [prob. goj= go , rt. of go n, q.v.+S. t],
s.m. A centipede, Scolopendra.
H W X $5*gojar [go, contrac. of goh +ja= jau+r= S. !
+t], s.m. A mixture of wheat and barley;—a crop of
wheat and barley (or of barley and gram) sown
together.
H W X $0*"g jarn [g jar, q.v.+n= S. "], s.f. A woman
of the Gjar caste; the wife of a Gjar.
H W X $0*"g jar, vulg. g jr[Prk. $,A*; S. $,*+],
'

assembly, a gathering, a company; a feast, an
entertainment;—an encampment, a camp;—a
settlement; a village:—go-bast, s.f. A village site; the
chief or rst assemblage of houses erected on the
settlement of a village (those built subsequently are
called thol, or pa).
H  X $5&go [S. $,&; cf. go], s.f. A piece, a man, a

s.f. A woman of the Gjar caste; the wife of a Gjar
(=g jarn); a milkmaid;—name of a rginor musical mode;
—an earthen image representing a milkmaid;—a heavy
toothed anklet or wristlet of metal (worn by women of
the Gjar caste).
H W X $5*"gojar, vulg. gojr, s.f.=gojar, and goja, qq.v.

counter (at ausar, pa s, backgammon, chess, &c.):—go
mrn, To capture a piece.
H  X $5&go [go= S. 5&+t], s.m. Edging; gold or

almonds, pistachio nuts, &c.).
H &W X $5Dgojh (cf. gujjh), s.m. A species of thorny

silver lace (rather narrow); a narrow llet of brocade; a
preparation of coriander seeds, cocoa-nut, cardamoms,
and coee, &c. (in this sense perhaps from Prk. goha; S.
goshha):—go-kinr, s.f. Edging of gold or silver lace:—
go-wl, s.m. A maker (or a seller) of edging, lace,
braid, &c.
H  X $5&gor [go= S. goshh+S. !+t], s.m. The

H &W X $0Dg jh, s.m. A kind of pastry (made of pounded

grass which springs up during the rains;—a pocket;—
gojh bharn, To ll the pocket.
H W X $5*"goj, or $0*" g j [S. $5+*"?], s.f. A sta, stick,
club.
H W X $5* goja (prob. for go-jar), s.f.=gojar, q.v.
S = X $5go- ar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. go.
H  V X $57"go  (prob. go+ i , qq.v.), s.f. (dialec.), A

rich lands immediately adjacent to a village.
H  X $5&"go [S. $,&], s.f. A small roundish stone or

tick, a cattle-louse.
H = X $5go n [go ˚= Prk. $,( ()=S. $n(
o (), rt. $n(
o ] ,

pebble; a piece or man (at ausar, &c.=go); a pustule; a
pock; the small-pox.
H )  X $M&"gauk [S. $5c"+t], s.m. The head

v.t. To catch, seize, hold, lay hold of, grasp.
H = X $5go an, vulg. go n, s.m. = H = X $5"

manager of a village (see go).
S X W X $5*$go-jgarik, adj. See s.v. go.
H W X $0*g jar [Prk. $,A*5; S. $,*t],
'
adj., & s.m. (f. -, or
-n), Of or relating to Guzert;—an inferior caste of

go an, vulg. go n, s.f.(go, contrac. of g%h + an, q.v.), A
eld (or crop) of wheat and gram sown together; a
mixture of wheat and gram.
H = X $5"go an, vulg. go n, s.f. = H = X $5 go an,
vulg. go n, s.m.(go, contrac. of g%h + an, q.v.), A eld

(or crop) of wheat and gram sown together; a mixture of
wheat and gram.
H &= X $M+"gau h = H &= X $M+ gau ha [prob. Prk.
$,.( + ; S. $,K+ + ], s.f. A sprout, a shoot; a bud.
H &= X $M+ gau ha = H &= X $M+" gau h [prob. Prk.
$,.( + ; S. $,K+ + ], s.f. A sprout, a shoot; a bud.
H &= X $M+"gau h, = H = X $M" gauc,s.f. A hole; a pit
(prob. orig. the foot-mark of a cow; cf. goshpad, s.v. go).
H = X $M"gauc, = H &= X $M+" gau h,s.f. A hole; a pit
(prob. orig. the foot-mark of a cow; cf. goshpad, s.v. go).
H  X $5god [S. J5f(], s.f. The lap; bosom; embrace;—
adoption of a child;—a hole or hollow (made to plant a
tree in):—god-bhar, adj. f. (m. -bhar), Having a child in
arms or in the lap;—with child:—god pasrn, or god
phailn(apn), To spread out the skirt or mantle (to
receive anything); to ask for, to beg:—god den(-ko), To
give one's own child to another to adopt:—god-k, or godk ba a, s.m. A child in arms:—god khiln(-ko), To carry
(a child) in the arms; to nurse (or bring up); to be the
mother of a child:—god len(-ko), To take into the lap;—to
adopt (a child):—god-me len(-ko), To take into the lap.
S  X $5god, s.m. The brain (see g d).
H  X $5god, s.m. A swelling (syn. s jan);—elephantiasis.
H  X $0g d [S. $5+; $5+
' ], s.m. Brain; marrow;
kernel; pith; crumb (of a loaf, &c.); gist, substance,
essence:—g de-dr, adj. Having marrow:—g de-k ha,
Marrow-bone.
H  X $5god [S. J5f], s.f. An uncommon form of god,
'lap,' q.v.
H  = $5godr, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the J~
tribe.
H 1  X godm, or gudm[Malay, or Telinga, gong,
giang], s.m. A godown, warehouse; a store, heap; the
stern of a boat (because stores, &c. are kept there).
S  X $5 "godvar (go+dvar, 'granting water or
kine'), s.f. The river Godavery in the Dakkhan.
H  X $0g dar [g d, q.v.+S. t, or !t], adj. Fat, plump;
soft.

H  X $07g da (i.q. g dar, q.v.), s.m. A quilt;—old cotton
(esp.what is taken out of an old quilt); a bundle of old
clothes, or of rags and tatters; any old tattered clothes;—
a kind of very soft silk stu:—g da - ail, adj. f. Foolish,
silly; unmannerly, rude:—g da -k ll, or g da -me
gi daur, s.m. A jewel in rags;—good out of evil:—g da gda , s.m. Old tattered clothes; rags and tatters:—g da
g hn, or g da sn, To stitch tatters together.
H   X $07"g d , s.f.= + X gud , q.v.
H  X $5godn, or $0 g dn [god˚= Prk. $5a(), or
$5a<(), fr. S. $5;—or
'
prob. another form of gonor
go n= ko n], v.t. To prick, puncture, goad; to dot, mark
(the skin) with dots; to tattoo;—to scratch; to dig, turn up
(the soil); to hoe;—to wound or lacerate the feelings of (a
person);—to sharpen the edge of (an instrument, &c.,—
as the roller of a cotton-gin):—godn, s.m. Mark of
tattooing;—a kind of hoe (used for digging up sugar-cane
and the like).
S  X $5Bgo-dant, s.m. See s.v. go.
S  X $5godh (go+rt. dh), s.f. A leathern fence worn
by archers on the left arm to protect it from the bowstring;—the Iguana (see goh).
H ? X $57godha , s.m.=gohar, q.v.
H  ? X $57godh , s.m. = H  ? X $57" godh , s.f.A
bough, branch.
H  ? X $57"godh , s.f. = H  ? X $57 godh , s.m.A
bough, branch.
H  ? X $07"g dh , s.f.=g d = gud , q.v.
S 2  X $5,/ godhum, s.m.=godh m, q.v.
H  X $0g dhn, v.t.=g dhn, q.v.
H   X $5Mgo-dhaur (prob. go+dhaul, or dh mr),
s.m.=go-dh l, q.v.
S !  X $50!"go-dh l, s.f. See s.v. go.
S 1  X $50/ godh m, s.m. Wheat (see goh ).
H  X $0"g d, s.f. 1˚=gud;—2˚=g d, qq.v.
H  X $5"god [S. J5f+], s.f. The lap, &c. (=god, q.v.):
—god len, or god-me len(-ko), To take into the lap.
H ) X $0g diy [prob. g da+S. t (+t)], adj.

Desirous, wishful, wishing.
H  X $5f"goar, or gor[goa, prob. fr. S. $,ft, or $5!t;

gharu], s.m. A cock-sparrow.
H <;  X $5gor-pan [gor, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

—r= S. +], s.f. = gi ur, or gi ur, qq.v.

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Fairness (of complexion); whiteness

H '  X $5©gohar [goh, prob.=goor go , rt. of go n, q.v.
+S. !t], s.m. The weeds and grasses collected from a

(of colour) mixed with red; ruddiness.
H  X $M6gaurhar, s.m. Name of an obscure tribe of

ploughed eld by a harrow, &c.
P  X gor (prob. akin to S. $M"), s.f. A grave, tomb; in P.

Rjpts on the borders of the Aligarh district.
H $ X $5 gor, s.m.(?) Name of a clan of Rjpts in

also 'a desert'):—gor-bann(-k), To make a grave (for);—
to work the destruction (of):—gor-par gor karn, 'To make
a grave on a grave'; to seek an employment, oce, or
place which is already occupied:—gor- ar(or ar--gor),
or gor, s.m. 'The ass of the desert,' the wild ass, the
onager (cf. S. gaur-khar):—gor-istn, s.m. Grave-yard,
cemetery:—gor--garbn,
s.f. Burying-ground for

strangers or for the poor:—gor-k mu h jh k-kar phirn,
or gor-me lt-mr-kar kha  hon, To escape from the jaws
of death:—gor-kafan, s.m. 'Grave and shroud'; funeral
ceremonies:—gor-kan, s.m. A grave-digger:—gor khodn(k), To dig a grave (for); to dig up dead bodies:—gor-ga h
karn(-k), To perform the funeral obsequies (of):—lab-gor, adv. On the brink of the grave.
S  X $Mgaur, adj. (f. -), White, pale; of fair complexion,

the Agra district.
S Y X $Mgaurat, s.f. = S Y X $M; gauratva,

fair;—yellow;—red, pale red;—s.m. A kind of bualo, the
Bos gaurus;—white mustard; the seed of white mustard
(used as a weight);—the moon;—the plant Grislea
tomentosa;—the lament of a lotus;—saron.
H  X $Mgaur [S. $M", q.v.], s.f. 'The brilliant goddess, a
name of the goddess Prvat;—a (Hind) marriage
ceremony in which a girl who is about to become a bride
is worshipped by her near relatives.
H  X $5gor [Prk. $5 ; S. $M+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of
fair complexion, fair, white;—red (when applied to
cattle);—an epithet of iva;—a European soldier, a
private;—a European (who is not a gentleman):—gori, adj.=gor:—gor-gumt, adj. (dialec.) Red and white.
H  X $Mgaur, s.f.=gaur, 'the goddess Prvat.'
H  X $Mgaur [S. $M+t], s.m. Name of a tribe of Ahrs;
—(dialec.) hail.
H  X $Mgaur [prob. S. $6 +t; cf. the dialec. form

s.m.Fairness (of complexion), &c. (see gorpan).
S Y X $M; gauratva, s.m. = S Y X $M gaurat,
s.f.Fairness (of complexion), &c. (see gorpan).
P r X gor- ar, s.m. = S  *B X gor-istn, s.m.See s.v. gor.
S  *B X gor-istn, s.m. = P r X gor- ar, s.m.See s.v. gor.
H 4B X $56goras, h[S. $5+++t], s.m. See s.v. go.
H +   X $5(gorak-dhand, = H +   X $5(
gorak-dhandh,s.m.=gorakh-dhandh, q.v.
H +   X $5(gorak-dhandh, = H +   X
$5( gorak-dhand,s.m.=gorakh-dhandh, q.v.
H &  X $5Lgorkh [S. $5+d+t], s.m. lit.'Cow-keeper'; a
Gorkh, or inhabitant of Nepl; ( g.) a short man (the
Gorkhs being short).
H +  &  X $5L( gorakh-dhandh [gorakh, prob. a
proper name=S. $5+dt+dhandh, q.v.], s.m. Living, way
of living;—a troublesome or trying life or existence,
distraction, disquietude;—an intricate or dicult aair or
problem; a puzzle; a labyrinth or maze;—a Chinese
puzzle (consisting of a number of pins passed through
holes in an oblong plate; the pins having rings at one
end through which an oblong ring is passed);—an
intricate kind of lock, a puzzle-lock (Pers. syn. qu-wasws);—a kind of child's toy, having a string attached
to it, which, when extended in one direction turns out to
be of one colour; and when extended in another
direction, turns out to be of another colour;—any
complicated or puzzling plaything, or machine, &c.
H +   X $5$(gorag-dhand, s.m. A corr. form of
gorakh-dhandh.

H  X $5efgora, s.m. (dialec.) Destroyer of a religious
faith.
H  X $0~g r , corr. of guru, q.v.:—g r -la h, s.m.=gurulaksh, q.v.s.v. guru.
S  X $M gaurav (fr. guruf. -), Relating or belonging to a
Guruor teacher;—s.m. Weight, heaviness; gravity,
importance; high value or estimation; dignity, respect,
venerableness; respectability; grandeur; repute.
H  X $5~gor [S. $5+~t or ~ and ~t], = H  X
$5~ gor , or $5I  goruw,s.m. & f. An ox; a cow;
horned cattle:—gor -hukn, s.m. The time of bringing
home the cattle; sunset, twilight, evening.
H  X $5~gor , or $5I  goruw, = H  X $5~ gor [S.
$5+~t or ~ and ~t], s.m. & f. An ox; a cow; horned
cattle:—gor -hukn, s.m. The time of bringing home
the cattle; sunset, twilight, evening.
H  X $MI gauruw, s.m. Name of an inferior tribe of
Rjpts in Agra and Mathur.
H  X $5I "goruwr, or $5I" gorur [goruw, q.v.
+S. !+t], adj. f. Of or pertaining to cattle:—gorur
belor ber, s.f. The time for the cattle to be brought
home; twilight, evening.
H A X $5~go-r t [S. $5+It], s.m. A measure of
distance equal to two kos(or as far as the lowing of a cow
may be heard).
S A X $M gauravit, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Highly
esteemed or valued, venerable, respectable, reputable;
important;—a highly esteemed or venerable person.
H <= X $55go-ro an, s.m. See s.v. go.
H  X $5"gor [Prk. $5; S. $M+], s.f. (see gor), A
fair-complexioned woman;—a beauty, belle; a mistress.
S  X $M"gaur, s.f. 'The brilliant goddess,' name of the
goddess Prvat (the wife of iva);—a young girl (prior to
menstruation, or of about ten years of age), a maiden;—
the vigils and festivities of Bhdra-pad-ukl-pakshin
honour of Prvat;—name of a rginor musical mode:—
gaur-pati, or gaur(˚r+a), s.m. 'The husband or lord of
Gauror Prvat,' the god iva:—gaur-p j, s.f. The

adoration or worship of Gaur; name of a festival on the
fourth day in the last half of the month Mgh:—gaura kar, s.m. An epithet of Mahdeva.
H ) X $Mgauriy, or $Mh gauraiy [gaur, q.v.+S. ],
s.f. A sparrow (syn. gargaiy).
H ) X $5hgorait, s.m.=go ait, q.v.
H X $57go [Ap. Prk. $ f,, Prk. $/f5; S. $/+t], The leg;
foot; knee:—go  n, The leg to break or to be broken;—
the legs to pain, or to give way (through fatigue, &c.);—
(g.) to have all spirit taken out of one; to be
disappointed or discouraged:—go lagn, or gor pa n(-ke),
To touch the feet (of a person) reverentially; to fall at
the feet of.
H X $M7gau , s.f.=gaur= gaur, qq.v.
H X $M7gau (S. gaua), s.m. Name of a country, 'the
district of Gaur,' the central part of Bengal extending
from Bang to the borders of Orissa);—the ancient city of
Gaur (formerly the capital of Bengal);—the inhabitants
(or an inhabitant) of Gaur;—a caste of Brhma s; an
individual of that caste:—gau -brhma, s.m. One of the
ten tribes of Brhma s:— gau -tag, s.m. An important
tribe of Brahminical descent in the north-west of India:
—gau -hkur, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts in the
district of Farrukhbd:—gau -de, s.m. The country of
Gau , or of the Gaur Brhma s:— gau -rjp t, s.m. Name
of a class of Rjpts:—gau -kyath, s.m. One of the twelve
divisions of the Kyath caste.
H  X $57go  [go , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. The leg,
foot (=go );—a cord or rope for tying the legs of an
animal; a fetter; tether:—go e pa n, or go e lagn(-ke) = go
lagn, &c., q.v.s.v. go :—go e pasrn(apne), To stretch out
the legs;—to die;—to lead an idle life.
H  X $M7gau  [S. $Mf+t], s.m. Name of a rgor musical
mode;—name of a caste of Hinds in Orissa (who
generally serve as palanquin-bearers in Bengal; and as
'bearers' or servants who take charge of the wardrobe,
bedding, &c.).
H  X $07g n, v.t. (dialec.) To tread out (corn); to
thresh, &c.
H  X $57go n, v.t.=go hn, and godn, qq.v.;—

s.m.=godn, q.v.
H  X $0ig ha, vulg. g h(S. g ha, rt. guh), part.
Covered, veiled, hidden, concealed; secret, private;
disguised;—dicult, abstruse, occult, obscure; abstract;
mysterious, enigmatical:—g hrth(˚ha+ar˚), Of obscure or
hidden meaning; of abstruse import:—g h-bakt, or
g h-vakt, s.m. (lit.'saying profound things'), A
pedagogue; a pedant:—g h-pt, s.m. A snake:—g h
purush, s.m. A secret emissary; a disguised agent; a spy:
—g ha-ja, vulg. g haj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Born privately
or secretly;—the son of a concealed birth; a son born
secretly of a woman whose husband is absent, the real
father being unknown:—g h- r, s.m. A secret emissary;
a spy:—g h-mrg, s.m. A secret way; a subterraneous
passage; a bye-road:—g h-vakt, s.m. See g h-bakt.
H  X $0ig h, s.m.=gu h, and g , qq.v.

H 7 X $M7gau iy [prob. S. $5f"+t], s.m. An
inhabitant of Gaur; (hence) the followers (or a follower)
of aitanya, a Brhma philosopher of Nadiy (who
ourished about the year 1407 of Slivhan).
H 7 X $57hgo ait [or gorait; prob. S. V5 (rt. V,)+ait= Prk.
\5=Õ5=S. ;—cf. gohrnor gohrna], s.m. A
village watchman (the watchman being in the habit of
bawling aloudat night); an intelligencer.
P d X g z, goz, or gauz(prob. akin to S. $5t or $5t;
' H.
g d), s.m. A nut; a walnut; a kernel (cf. il-goza).
P d X g z, vulg. goz, s.m. A fart:—goz u nor goz mrn, To
fart, to break wind:—goz--shutur samajhn(-ko), 'To
regard as a camel's fart'; to disregard, to treat lightly.
P d X gawaz = P d X gawazn [fr. Zend gâo; S. $5], s.m. A kind

H  X $5igo h [prob. Prk. $5 ; S. $5ct], s.m. Fields

of mountain ox;—an elk (syn. smbar); a deer; a doe.
P d X gawazn = P d X gawaz [fr. Zend gâo; S. $5], s.m. A kind

near a village; homestead.
H  X $0ig hat, s.f. = H  X $0i; g hatva, s.m.(S.

of mountain ox;—an elk (syn. smbar); a deer; a doe.
H B X $5gos [prob. S. $5+t], s.m. Cow-dung; dried

g hat; g hatva), Concealedness; concealment; secrecy.
H  X $0i; g hatva, s.m. = H  X $0i g hat, s.f.(S.

cow-dung (syn. upl).
H " B X $M!gau-sl, s.f. See s.v. go.

g hat; g hatva), Concealedness; concealment; secrecy.
H ( X $0i!g hal [g h(n) + al= il= Prk. 5=S. t], part.
adj. (dialec.) Well-threshed, well-beaten.
H  X $5igo hn [go h˚= go ˚= ko = Prk. 5f<() or
5f()=S. 5&(`), rt. j&] , v.t. To scrape, scratch; to dig,
to excavate; to hollow out, scoop out.
H  X $0iMg hau, the Braj form of g h, and g h, qq.v.
H ) X $5igo hiy [prob. Prk. $5; S. $5.c],
s.f.=go h.
H  X $57"go , s.f. Taking away, carrying o; stealing;
theft;—prot, gain, earnings;—plunder, booty, prey:—go 
karn, v.t. To take away, carry o; to earn, make, gain; to
walk o with, to steal:—go  hth-se-jn, To lose (one's)
plunder, or booty, or prey.
H  X $M7"gau  (S. gau, fr. gua), s.f. Rum or spirit
distilled from gu or molasses;—name of a rginor
musical mode.
H 7 X $07g iy, s.f.=gu iy, q.v.

P ! B X gosla, s.m. A calf; (met.) a simpleton, dolt,
blockhead.
H  B X $5[ gos , = H < $ B X $5 gos ,s.m. =
gus or gus , and go-svm, qq.v. (the last s.v. go).
H < $ B X $5gos , = H  B X $5[ gos ,s.m. =
gus or gus , and go-svm, qq.v. (the last s.v. go).
P + LB X gospand, s.f.=gosfand, q.v.
S <*B X $5Tgo-stan, s.m. = S *B X $5T" go-stan, s.f.See
s.v. go.
S *B X $5T"go-stan, s.f. = S <*B X $5T go-stan, s.m.See
s.v. go.
P + h B X gosfand [or gospand; Pehl. gospand; Zend gaopeñta,
i.e. go+peñta, 'increasing,' 'sacred'], s.f. A sheep; a goat.
H   B X $5°[gosai y , s.m.=gusai y = gus , qq.v.
P D X gosh [old P. gausa; Prs and Pehl. gosh; Zend gaosha,
fr. gush, 'to hear'; cf. S. V53, rt. V,3] , s.m. The ear (syn.
kn):—gosh-band, s.m. A bandage over the ears:—gosh-pe ,
s.m. A cap covering the ears against cold;—a shawl

twisted round the head and ears (and worn as a turban);
—an ornament worn in the turban:—gosh-dr,
adj. & s.m.

Taking care of;—keeper, preserver, protector, guardian:
—gosh-dr, s.f. Preservation, protection; care, attention;
—gosh-zad hon, v.n. 'To strike the ear,' to be heard, to be
listened to:—gosh karn, To hear, to listen to:—gosh-gur,
part. adj. 'Passed into the ear,' heard; reported:—goshgur karn, v.t. 'To cause to pass into the ear' (of, -ke), to
cause to hear, to inform; to report (to); to impart, to
communicate:—gosh-gur, s.f. Report, information,
notice:—gosh-ml, or gosh-ml, s.f. Rubbing or twisting
the ears (by way of punishment); chastisement;—
rebuke, reproof.
H D X gosh, s.m. (Dakh. & colloq.) corr. of gosht, q.v.
S + LE X $5lgosh-pad, s.m. See s.v. go.
P E X gosht [Pehl. gosht; Zend geus, gen. of go+tanu; S.
gos, gen. of go+tanu], s.m. Meat;— esh;—internal matter
or substance; pulp (of fruit):—gosht-b, or gosht-ba, or
gosht-wa, s.m. Soup of pounded or minced meat; soup;
gravy:—gosht- r, or gosht-khr, adj. & s.m. Flesheating, carnivorous;—a esh-eater; a carnivorous
animal:—gosht-k loth , s.m. A lump of esh;—a fat man.
P ? *E X goshtwa, s.m.=gosht-ba, q.v.s.v. gosht.
P < *E X gostn [gosht, q.v.+n= Zend aêna= S. ], adj.
Fleshy; fat.
H D X $59gosh [S. $5c", q.v.], s.f. A plot, cabal,
conspiracy.
S D X $5cgoshha, vulg. goshh, s.m. See s.v. go.
S D X $5c"go-shh, s.f. See s.v. go.
P A 8E X goshajt, s.m. pl. (after the model of Ar. fem. pl.)
of gosha, q.v.
P ? E X goshwra [Pehl. goshvr; Zend gaoshvare(gaosha
+var); see gosh, and wr], s.m. An ear-ring;—an
embroidered cloth worn as an ornament over the sides
of a turban;—abstract of an account;—boring the ears (of
female children).
P E X gosha (rel. n. fr. gosh, q.v.), s.m. Angle; corner;
nook, closet; cell;—retirement; privacy; seclusion;—side;
end; quarter;—handle (of a vessel, &c.);—horn (of a
bow):—gosha-dr, vulg. goshe-dr, adj. Angular; cornered:—

gosha-kushda, vulg. goshe-kushda, adj. Having the end or
ends open:—gosha-guzn, adj. Fond of retirement or
seclusion:—gosha-gr, adj. & s.m. Retired; solitary;—a
hermit, &c. (=gosha-nishn):—gosha-gr, s.f. Retirement,
&c. (=gosha-nishn):—goshe-me , adv. In a corner; in
retirement or seclusion, in privacy:—gosha-nishn, adj. &
s.m. 'Sitting in a corner'; retired, secluded; solitary;—a
hermit, a recluse, an anchorite:—gosha-nishn, s.f.
Retirement, seclusion;—the life of a hermit:—kamn-ke
goshe-me paka n(-ko), 'To catch with the notch of the
bow (without shooting)'; to seize with facility.
S  X $54go-kar,
'
s.m. See s.v. go.
S  X $5j!go-kul, s.m. See s.v. go.
P  X go-ki, conj. See s.v. go.
H & X $MLgaukh [S. $5+/,L(], s.m. A portico (syn. naut); a
threshold; a gallery (syn. hajj).
H & X $5Lgokh, s.m. corr. of gavksha, q.v.s.v. go.
H & X $5L,~gokhur , or $5LI gokhr [S. $5+d,+t], s.m.
The plant Ruellia longifolia; the fruit of this plant;—the
plant Tribulus lanciginosus; the thorny seed of this plant,
caltrop;—an ear-ring shaped like this seed; an anklet of
tinkling ornaments (of the shape of the gokhr seed);—
thorns which get in between the hoofs of cattle;—iron
crowsfeet thrown on the ground to check an advance of
cavalry;—a joint;—a hard corn (on the foot);—the tragus
(of the ear);—narrow twisted lace; an ornament of
raised or fretted lace of gold thread (used to throw out in
relief the owers on brocade, &c.).
H X X $5$gog, s.m. Name of a pror saint held in much
veneration in Delhi and the upper Do b.
P X X gugird, vulg. gogird, s.f.(?) Sulphur, brimstone;—
gugird--amar, Red sulphur;—the philosopher's stone.
H X X $0$!g gal [S. $,F$,!t], s.m. The tree Amyris
agallochum, or A. commiphora; the exudation of this tree,
gum-resin; bdellium (of which there are many kinds; the
name g galbeing applied locally to the fragrant gumresin of the sl, the Balsamodendron mukul, and several
other trees).
H X X $5$!gogal, or $0$! g gal = H 3X X $5$! gogl, or
$0$! g gl = H #X X $5$!" gogl, or $0$!" g gl s.m. [prob.

S. @ 
, +!t and ! +t and ], A snail; the shell of a
snail; a cockle; cockle-shell, Cochlea helix(syn. gho g,
q.v.).
H 3X X $5$!gogl, or $0$! g gl = H X X $5$! gogal, or
$0$! g gal = H #X X $5$!" gogl, or $0$!" g gl s.m. [prob.
S. @ 
, +!t and ! +t and ], A snail; the shell of a
snail; a cockle; cockle-shell, Cochlea helix(syn. gho g,
q.v.).
H #X X $5$!"gogl, or $0$!" g gl, = H X X $5$! gogal, or
$0$! g gal = H 3X X $5$! gogl, or $0$! g gl s.f. [prob. S.
@ 
, +!t and ! +t and ], A snail; the shell of a snail;
a cockle; cockle-shell, Cochlea helix(syn. gho g, q.v.).
H X $0!g l [Prk. j!; S. j], s.f. A channel for
irrigation, a canal; a dyke, trench;—a path, road;—an
unripe bunch of Indian corn.
S X $5!gola, vulg. gol(P. also gol, as a subst.), s.m.
Anything round; a circle; a ball; a sphere (see gol, of
which gol, in comp., is sometimes a contrac.);—adj. (in
Hind and Urd), Round, circular; annular; spherical,
globular; (in Bot.) globose; rotate:—goldhyay(˚la+adh˚),
s.m. The section of the S rya-siddhnta(and other
astronomical works) treating of the terrestrial and
celestial globes; spherics:—golkr(˚la+k˚), adj. Spherical,
globular; circular:—gol-andz(golprob.=P. gola, q.v.), s.m. A
gunner, cannonier, bombardier:—gol-andz, s.f.
Cannonading;—gunnery:—gol-bt, s.f. A round, general,
or indenite assertion; a vague or ambiguous
expression; ambiguous or equivocal speech; entangled or
doubtful matter (syn. lapew ):—gol-phal, s.m. Testicles:
—gol- al(golprob.=gol), s.m. A gunner, &c. (=gol-andz,
q.v.):—gol-r p, adj. Round-shaped, round:—gol-s, adj. (f. s), Roundish:—gol-sikhar, s.m. A circular cone:—gol-ka,
adj. (f. -), Crenate (in Bot.):—gol-khet, s.m. A spherical
surface:—gol-garr, s.m. A round well-pulley:—gol-gol, adj.
Round:—gol-maho, or gol-mol, adj. & s.m. lit.'A round jar';
fat and stupid;—a fat and stupid person:—gol-ml, s.m.
(colloq.), Confusion, jumble, mess;—gol-ml karn, To
make a mess (of);—to purloin, to embezzle:—gol-mir
, s.f.

Pepper-corn;
black pepper:—gol ho-rahn, v.n. To remain (or become)

silent or speechless.
H X $5!gol [S. $5!], s.f. A large globular water-jar (of
earth).
P X gol (prob. akin to S. gola), s.m. A blockhead, booby,
idiot.
H X $5!gol (for

p gol, q.v.), s.m. A body, party, &c.;—

(local) a party from another village sojourning with their
cattle for pasture.
H " X $5!gol [S. $5!t], s.m. A ball; a cannon-ball;—the
ordeal of carrying a red-hot cannon-ball (formerly much
used in xing boundaries);—a bomb (rework);—kernel
of a cocoa-nut; cocoa-nut shell;—a curb (of a well);—a
pier;—a large round beam (of wood);—(in Arch.) an
astragal;—a herd (of cattle);—a large globular jar of
earth (for water, or for keeping grain in);—a granary; a
store-room (syn. koh, through which it may possibly be
derived);—a kind of pigeon;—a swelling;—colic:—gol-b ,
s.f. A storehouse, warehouse:—gol-phirw, s.m. A round
tonsure (on the head):—gol-dr, or gole-dr, s.m. A
wholesale grain-merchant:—gol-dhr barasn, v.n. To
rain a pelting rain, to rain in torrents:—gol-an, s.m.
The game of tip-cat (=gull-an, q.v.s.v. gull):—gol-lh
karn(-ko), To tie up the hands and feet (of a person)
close to the face, so as to form the body into a ball, and
then fasten it to a stick (to carry it); to roll up a person
in a similar manner in a sheet:—gol marn(-par), To
discharge shot or shell (at), to cannonade, bombard.
S " X $5!gol, s.f. A ball; a globe (=gola);—a globular
water-jar.
H " X $5!gol (i.q. kol, q.v.), s.m. A jackal.
H " X $5!golr [S. $5!+t], s.m. Round shape;
roundness; globularity;—a globe, sphere.
H " X $5!golr [golr+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. (f. -),
Round; circular; globular, spherical.
H $" X $5! gol [gol+= Prk. =S. a. +], s.f. =
H <L! X $5! gol-pan [gol + Prk.Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],
s.m. Roundness; rotundity; globularity.
H <L! X $5!gol-pan [gol+ Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],
s.m. = H $" X $5! gol [gol+ = Prk.=S. a. 

+], s.f. Roundness; rotundity; globularity.

P  X g n, vulg. g [Pehl. g n; Zend gaona; S. $,4], s.m.

S *! X $5!golat, s.f. = S *! X $5!; golatva, s.m.=gol,

Colour;—kind, species; form, mode, fashion (used in
comp., e.g. gul-g , adj. 'Rose-coloured, red'):—g n--g ,
adj. Of dierent colours; of dierent sorts or kinds;
variegated; various; diversied; motley.
H  X $54go, or $5 gon [S. $54"], s.f. A sack, a bag (of

q.v.
S *! X $5!; golatva, s.m. = S *! X $5! golat, s.f.=gol,
q.v.
H ! X $0!g lar [for gullar= gular; S. $,f+, or !], s.f. The
wild g, Ficus glomerata(syn.  mar);—a round pod (of
cotton, &c.).
H (! X $5!golak (for (! p golak,
q.v.), s.f. A till.

S (! X $5!golak, s.m. (f. golik), A ball (for playing with);
—socket (of the eye);—a widow's bastard;—golik, s.f. The
bastard daughter of a widow.
H <! X gaulin, s.f. (Dakh.), corr. of gwlin, q.v.
P d+ ! X gol-andz, s.m. See s.v. golaor gol.
S  ! X $5!5go-lok, s.m. See s.v. go.
P ! X gola (S. $5!), s.m. A ball; a cannon-ball.
H ! X gola, s.m.=" X gol, q.v.
H ! X $5!"gol [S. $5!+], s.f. A ball; a bullet; a marble;
a pellet; a globule; a pill;—a jar;—a gun-shot (as a
measure of distance):—gol bann(-k), To make balls, or
pills (of):—gol piln(-ko), To charge or load (a gun);—to
re or shoot at:—gol lagn(-ko), To be struck by a ball, to
be shot:—goliy kheln, v.n. To play with (or at) marbles:
—gol mrn(-ko), To hit with a ball; to re or shoot at.
H ! X gaul, s.m. (Dakh.) corr. of gwl= gwl, q.v.
H 1 X gom, s.m. (Dakh.), A kind of centipede,
Scolopendra(syn. gojar).
H a X g m, or gom(for P. g ma), s.m. The plant
Pharnaceum mollugo, and its fruit (it is used as a topic, and
cure for ear-ache, ague, &c.).
H &= a X $5/+"go-m h [S. $5+/ .d], s.f. Gad y;
horse y.
H  1 X $0/7g m , s.m.=gum , and gum, qq.v.
S &a X $5/,Lgo-mukh, s.m. = S a X $5/ go-may, s.m.See
s.v. go.
S a X $5/go-may, s.m. = S &a X $5/,L go-mukh, s.m.See
s.v. go.
H  X $ gawan, s.m. (Braj)=gaman, q.v.

coarse cloth); one of the sacks fastened on the sides of a
beast of burden (to carry grain in).
H  X $ggau [prob. S. $/( 'way, possibility'; rt. $/], s.f.
Opportunity, advantage, occasion; need:—gau -k yr,
s.m. A self-interested, or a selsh person; a time-server
(syn. ud-gara):—gau
-ght, s.f. Opportunity; power:—

gau -gr, or gau -gr, adj. & s.m. Uncontrolled; invested
with authority;—self-interested, selsh; designing;—a
controller; a ruler;—a selsh or designing person; timeserver (=gau -k yr):—gau nikln, or gau g hn(apn),
To attain (one's) end, serve (one's) purpose.
H  X $Mgaun, s.m. (Braj)=gawan= gaman, qq.v.;—a place
of resort, a retreat; a shady place (in a eld) where oxen
are tied.
S  X $M4gau, and H. $M gaun (fr. gua), adj.
Unessential; subordinate, secondary; inferior;—
metaphorical, gurative.
H  X $Mgaun, or $  gawan [S. $/+], s.m.
Bringing home a wife (from her father's) to her
husband's house when she arrives at the age of puberty.
P  X  X g ng , adj. See s.v. g n.
H !  X $M !"or $M !" gaunol (gaun+wl, or ol=
l= r, dim. a.), s.f. The child-wife brought home to her
husband's house (see gaun).
H  &* X $0(R g thn, v.t. prop. gu thn, q.v.
H &* X $0(Rg thn, v.t.=g thn, q.v.
H  X $g&gau  [S. m/+TR+t, or R+
' ], s.m. Village
expenses.
H  X $0(_ g h [S. mRt], s.m. (local), Lands assigned
rent-free for religious purposes;—a kind of horse bred in
Thibet, &c.; a hill-pony.
H  X $ _go h [prob. S. m.BRt], s.m. A kind of wide
stitch or sewing.

H  X $ _go h [S. $5+ c], s.m. Dried cow-dung (syn.
upl; cf. go h).
H   X $0(_g hn, v.t. A dialec. form. of g thn, or
g thn, q.v.
H  X $0(_ g hw, v.t. A dialec. form of

for feeding birds.
H +  X $ go d, or $g gau d, s.m. A dialec. form of
go , q.v.
H +  X $ go dr, s.m. prop. go r= go , qq.v.
H "+  X $0(!g dal, or g dla(prob. corr. of kuala, q.v.),

gu thwn, q.v.
H )  X $g&gau iy, or $ & go iy [gau ;—iy= S.

adj. & s.m. (f. -), Round, circular;—a ring; circle; a coil.
H +  X $0(g dn, v.t.=g dhn, q.v.

t], s.m. The chief manager of a village;—a pael.

H +  X $ "go dn (prob. for g

H )  X $g&gau iy [S. m/+TR+], s.f. A small

A kind of reed or rush (the leaves of which are plaitedor
woveninto mats or baskets), Typha angustifolia.
H +  X $ "go dn, or g dn[go d, q.v.+S. "], s.f. The

hamlet.
H 6 X $0(*g j [S. $,*], s.f. Humming, buzzing; hum,
buzz; resounding; hollow sound; reverberation, echo;
roar.
H 6 X $0(*g j, s.f.=g jh, q.v.
H 8 X $0(*g jn [S. $,*"(, rt. $,*], v.n. To hum,
buzz; to sound (as a drum, &c.); to resound; to
reverberate, to echo; to roar; to growl.
H &8 X $0(D g jh, s.f. (dialec.) Fastening (of a bracelet,

dn, fem. of g dn), s.f.

gum-fruit tree, or the narrow-leaved Sepistan, Cordia
rothii, or C. angustifolia; the fruit of this tree, the Sebesten
plum.
H  +  X $0(g dhn, s.m. Dough (=g dhan).
H <+  X $0(g dhan (v.n. fr. g dhn, q.v.), s.m.
Kneading;—dough (cf. go d);—plaiting, braiding.
H +  X $0(g dhn (i.q. g thn, q.v.), v.t. To knead

&c.), a clasp.
H &8 X $0(D g jh, s.f.=g j, 'hum,' &c.

(dough);—to plait, braid; to plat, weave.
H  +  X $0( g dhwn, v.t. prop. gu dhwn, q.v.

H &8 X $0(Dg jh, s.m.=g jh, q.v.

H +  X $ "go d [go d, 'gum,' q.v.+S. ], s.f.=go dn, or

H &8 X $0(Dg jhn, v.n.=g jn, q.v.

g dn.
H +  X $ "go d [go d= god, rt. or godn, q.v.+Prk.

H 9 X $0(g

[S. $,*; cf. next], s.f. The seed of Abrus

precatorius(syn. gh g ).
H 9 X $0(g
[prob. S. j ], s.f. A kind of sh, (one of
the Siluridœ).
H  9 X $ 7"go

, s.f.=go , q.v.

H +  X $ go d (dialec.) $0( g d [prob. S. jBCt], s.f. Gum;—
(dialec.) a kind of gelatinous sweetmeat:—go d-panjr,
s.f. A strengthening preparation given to lying-in
women (and also distributed among her female relations
and friends):—go d-dn, s.f. Gum-pot, gum-bottle:—go dkash, s.m. An instrument for spreading gum with; a gumbrush.
H +  X $ go d, s.f.=go dn, 'a reed or rush,' q.v.
H +  X $ go d (prob.=g d, perf. part. of g dn, q.v.),
s.m. Soft dough (made of the meal of parched gram, &c.)

 =S. ()++], s.f. A mark made on the
body for the sake of ornament; tattooing.
S  X $ efgo, vulg. go , go , s.m. A low tribe of
mountaineers (supposed to be an aboriginal race)
inhabiting the Vindhya range in the Central Provinces
of India; a man of that tribe, a Go .
H  X $gfgau , or $ f go  [S. m/+TR+t], s.m. A
village;—a suburb;—a eld near a village;—a road to a
village, a country road;—alms distributed among beggars
on the arrival of a marriage-procession at the village of
the bride:—gau  sejn(-ko), To distribute alms to
beggars, &c.
H  X $ fgo  [prob. S. $5+c+t], s.m. A station of
cow-herds;—name of a caste of cow-herds;—a cowstation; cow-pen; a sheep-pen, sheepcote.

H  X $ fgo r, s.m.=go , q.v.
H  X $ f!"go l, = H  X $ f" go n,s.f.
(dialec.)=go dnor g dn, q.v.
H  X $ f"go n, = H  X $ f!" go l,s.f.
(dialec.)=go dnor g dn, q.v.
H   X $5ef gown [S. $5ef+ +], s.m. The
country inhabited by the Gonds.
H  X $ggau r, corr. of gaur, q.v.
H  X $ go r, s.m.=go , q.v.

gaun).
H 8& X $g6*gau hj [S. m/++*+t], s.m. (dialec.) A
villager;—a lout, blockhead;—a father-in-law; a term of
abuse.
H  4 X $ (go h , s.m.=goh , q.v.
S  X $54"go, s.f. A sack; a double sack (see gon).
H  X $M"gaun, s.f. (Dakh.) = gaun, 'opportunity,' q.v.
H $ 4  X $Ms6 gauneh (prob. gaun+hr), s.f. A young

H  X $ 7go , s.m.=go, q.v.

wife brought to her husband's home (see gaun).
H  X $5 gow, s.m. See  X go, or gow.

H   X $0(7g

H  X $5 "gowr, = H ! X $5 !" gowl,See

 [prob. S. $,4 'rope'+ dt], s.m. Beam (of

a ship); cross-timbers (of a boat;—syn. gu hor g h).
H   X $ 7go  [prob. S. jef+t], s.m. A reservoir

 X gowr, and ! X gowl.
H ! X $5 !"gowl, = H  X $5 " gowr,See
 X gowr, and ! X gowl.

(from which water is raised to a higher reservoir, or
which receives water from a pond or pool below it).
H   X $ 7go , s.m.=go , or gau , q.v.

S < X $5 go-vardhan,
'
s.m. See s.v. go.

S I X $5go-nas, s.m. See s.v. go.

$5(), caus. of rt. $,], v.t. To hide, conceal.

H J X $0($g g [prob. for g -g , 'inarticulate sound'=S.

H ? X $06 g h, s.f.=g , 'dung,' q.v.

= 4 redupl.;—or onomat.], adj. (f. -), Dumb, mute,

H ? X $56goh [Prk. $56"; S. $5t], s.f. A lizard, a species of

speechless:—g g pahel, s.f. A riddle asked in dumbshow (e.g. a nger placed on the forehead denotes
karam, 'fate'; and the nger on the cheek signies kall,
'cheek': the two words together make karam-kall,
'cabbage').
H  J X $0($g -gn, s.m.=gu-gn, q.v.s.v. gu.

Iguana (syn. s smr);—the Gangetic alligator.
H ? X $M6gauh, s.f.=gau h, q.v.

H $ J X $0($ g g [g g, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Dumbness, speechlessness.
P  X g na [Pehl. g n; Zend gaona; S. $,4], s.m. Colour;
kind, sort, species; form, gure, fashion; mode, manner:
—g na, or yak-g na, adj. Single, simple;—peculiar;—a little
(syn. thor-s):—du-g na, adj. Two-fold, double (cf. H.
gu).
H & X $g6gau h [S. $B( or m6], s.f. Continued eort,
perseverance, diligence; pertinacity.
H  4 X $M6gaunhr [S. $/+t; or H. hr= hre= wle,
plur. of wl, q.v.], s.m. The company who attend the
bridegroom when he goes to bring the bride home (see

H  X $5 gown [gow˚= Prk. $5 () or $5U()=S.

H  X $56goh, s.m. (dialec.)=gos, q.v.
H   X $56gohr, vulg. guhr[S. V53+t], s.m. Cry, call,
outcry; shout; halloo; tumult, uproar, hubbub, din; alarm;
—fray, ght;—abuse, obscene language.
H   X $56gohrn (fr. gohr, q.v.), v.n. (dialec.) To
cry out, to call (to), to bawl, shout, halloo;—v.t. To call to,
shout to, &c.
H   X $56"gohr [prob. S. $5++], s.f. Rich and
highly cultivated land.
H  X $56!gohl (prob. = go-l, q.v.s.v. go), s.m. (dialec.)
Cow-house, cattle-shed.
H   X $M6gauhn [S. m/+TRt or t], s.m. A village
made over to any person on a permanent settlement
with all the privileges of zamndr;—a village or villages,
the country (syn. diht).
H   X $M6"gauhn [gauhn, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A village;

the lands of a village (esp. those immediately around it),
lands or elds on which cattle graze.
H $  X $56 goh [prob. S. $5+V+], s.f. The

which the bullocks move in drawing water from a well.
H   X $5goh an, s.m.=goh n, q.v.

treading out grain by bullocks.
H  X $56gohar [S. $5+ or , rt. ; see dharn], s.m.

s.m. Wheat (=geh ).
H   X $5goh n [or goh an; S. $M+0+t 'cattle-

A broad pathway for cattle.
H  X $56gohar (see gohr), s.m. A call or summons to

destroying'], s.m. A large serpent destructive to cattle; a
boa-constrictor.
H  X $06"g h [S. $0R + t (3 + t)], adj. Deled with

arms (similar to the ery cross).
P  X gauhar, or gohar, s.m. Nature, essence, substance,
stu, matter; form; origin, root, stock, extraction; seed,
ospring;—any hidden virtue;—intellect; wisdom;—a
pearl; jewel, gem, precious stone:—lustre (of a gem, or a
sword;—cf. jauhar):—gauhar-afshn, adj. Scattering pearls:
—gauhar-br, adj. Raining pearls or
gems:—gauhar-sanj, adj. & s.m. Weighing or examining
pearls;—a weigher or examiner of pearls (lit.or g.); a
critic:—gauhar--shab- arg,  s.m. The carbuncle (gem):—
gauhar-nisr, adj. Scattering gems;—elegant (discourse);
s.m. An elegant discourse or composition.
H  X $56gohar = H  X $56 gohar [S. $5+t, or ˚har=
dhar˚; see dharn], s.m. Cow-dung (=gobar); dried cowdung (=upl).
H  X $56gohar = H  X $56 gohar [S. $5+t, or ˚har=
dhar˚; see dharn], s.m. Cow-dung (=gobar); dried cowdung (=upl).
H  X $56gohar, or gohr, s.m.=goharh, q.v.
H  X $56gohrn, v.n. & t.=gohrn, q.v.
H  X $566gohrah, or goharh, or $M66 gauhrah, or
gauharh[gohr(n)+Prk.   =S. ()++t], s.m.
(f. -), One who is cried to for help; one who comes to the
rescue;—an ally, assistant, helper, succourer.
H  X $56"gohar, or gohr, s.f.=gohar, or gohar, q.v.
H  X $56"gohar, s.f. Demurrage (i.q. gaihr, q.v.).
P  X gauhar (fr. gauhar), adj. Innate, essential;—
generous, noble; of good stock, high-bred;—s.m. A dealer
in precious stones; a jeweller; a lapidary.
H 7 ? X $06 7g ha iy, s.m. A place where dung or
excrement (g h) is thrown; a dung-hill.
H < X $56gohan, s.m. (rustic) The inclined path along

H   X $5(goh

[Prk. $5 , $5z 5 or $5z/5; S. $5,/ t],

dung or excrement.
H $ X $5 go, s.f.=go , q.v.
P  X go [go, rt. of guftan, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. The act
of speaking; speaking; speech, word; eloquence.
P  X goe (rt. of guftan), part. adj.=go, q.v.
P  X g e or goe, s.m. A ball, &c. (=g or go, q.v.).
H ) X gaww, or gau, s.f. (Dakh.)=guph, q.v.
H )X$ 
h gawaiy [g(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A singer; minstrel.
H ) X $, 
h guwaiy (P. go+waiy, as in the preceding), adj.
Conversible; eloquent;—s.f. A gossip; a (woman's) female
friend, &c. (=guiy , q.v.).
P ) X goy (imperf. part. of guftan, q.v.). = P  ) X goyn,
vulg. goy [goy, rt. of guftan+Zend ana = S. ], part. adj.
& s.m. Saying, speaking;—conversible; talkative,
loquacious; eloquent;—a speaker; a singer;—adv. As you
(or as one) would say, as it were, as though, so to speak;
thus, in this manner:—goy hon, v.n. To speak, to begin
to speak.
P  ) X goyn, vulg. goy [goy, rt. of guftan+Zend ana= S.
], = P ) X goy (imperf. part. of guftan, q.v.).part. adj. &
s.m. Saying, speaking;—conversible; talkative,
loquacious; eloquent;—a speaker; a singer;—adv. As you
(or as one) would say, as it were, as though, so to speak;
thus, in this manner:—goy hon, v.n. To speak, to begin
to speak.
H  $ X $,[guiy (prob. corr. of goyn; cf. guwaiy), adj.
& s.m. = goy , q.v.;—s.f. A (woman's) female companion
or friend;—a partner (at any game).
P $ ) X goy [goy, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. The act of
speaking; speech, conversation, talk; eloquence.

H R$ X $5_goeh, s.m.=goh, q.v.
S ) X $UIgaveruk, s.m. Red chalk (see ger ).
H I) X $ "gavs, s.m.=gave, q.v.s.v. go, or gava.
H < $ X $5go [S. $5+,$+], s.f. A pair (or yoke) of
oxen (for a plough, &c.); a pair (generally).
H < $ X $5_go h, or $,_
  gu h, or $5(_ goe th
[S. $5+ c], s.m. Cow-dung (found in the elds or
jungle), a dry cake of cow-dung (used as fuel).
H + $ X $5Bgoind, or $5 
( goe d, s.f. (dialec.)=goe q.v.
P ?+ ) X goyanda [imperf. part. of guftan;—goy˚, rt. of guftan
+Zend añ= S. ant], part. & n. of agency, Speaking; telling;
—speaker; teller, relater;—an approver, informer; a spy
(pl. goyandagn).
H < $ X $5 f
( goe , or FÕf gwe , or F f
° gwai  = H <) X
$5 f
(  goe , or FÕfgwe , or F f
°  gwai  [S. m/Bt,
s.m. Outskirts of a village; suburb; manured land round a
village (i.q. goid); elds near a village; homestead;—
vicinity;—gwai or gwai e(S. grmnte), adv. In the
vicinity (of, -ke), near.
( goe , or FÕf gwe , or F f
°  gwai  = H
H <) X $5 f
< $ X $5 f
( goe , or FÕf gwe ,or F f
° gwai  [S.
m/Bt, s.m. Outskirts of a village; suburb; manured land
round a village (i.q. goid); elds near a village;
homestead;—vicinity;—gwai or gwai e(S. grmnte),
adv. In the vicinity (of, -ke), near.
S ) X $gavya, adj. Consisting of cattle or cows;—
belonging to, or coming from, a cow;—s.m. Five things
coming from a cow, viz. milk; butter; cheese; urine;
dung.
H X $6gah [Prk. $6"; S. m6; or rt. of gahn, q.v.], s.f. A
handle.
H X $6gah, s.m. Old H. corr. of graha, and griha,
 qq.v.
P X gah, s.f. contrac. of gh, q.v.
H X $6gih, s.m. contract. of geh, q.v.
H X $,6 guh, s.f.=g h, and g , q.v.
H &X Vgha, the fourth consonant of the Devangar
alphabet, and the fourth letter of the ka-vargor guttural
class; it is the aspirate of g, and has the sound of ghin

loghouse.
S 4X $,6guh, s.f. A cave, cavern;—secret place; hidingplace; the interior (of a thing); the heart.
H  &X V ghbar = H  &X V  ghbr (i.q. ga -ba ;—
dialec. or rustic), adj. Confused, confounded; alarmed,
scared; timorous (=ghabry-hu, part. adj. fr. ghabrn,
q.v.).
H  &X V ghbr = H  &X V  ghbar (i.q. ga -ba ;—
dialec. or rustic), adj. Confused, confounded; alarmed,
scared; timorous (=ghabry-hu, part. adj. fr. ghabrn,
q.v.).
H A &X Vght [Prk. V\; S. .dQ?], s.f. Proper or
suitable time or period (for a work or action), opportune
moment, opportunity;—design, intention, aim;—cover,
concealment, ambush, ambuscade, trap, snare; enmity,
treachery:—ght tkn(-k), To watch an opportunity (for):
—ght karn(-k), or ght-me baihnor rahn(-k), To
watch for an opportunity (against); to lie in wait or
ambush (for); to waylay:—ishro -k ghte , Silent or quiet
aim.
S A &X Vghta, vulg. ght, s.m. Killing, murder,
slaughter, destruction; striking down, wounding;—a blow;
bruise;—product (of a sum in multiplication):—ght karn(k), To cause the destruction or death (of), to kill, to
destroy.
H Y &X Vght [Prk. V\(; S. .dQ+], s.m. That which a
purchaser takes over and above what he has purchased
and paid for; what is thrown in over and above, or what
is given to boot (syn. r k; ghulw);—a kind of plaything.
H Y &X Vghtit [S. V+t], part. adj. (f. -), Killed,
slain, murdered, &c. (see ght).
S (Y &X ), ), and H. V ghtik (f. -or -), adj. Killing,
destroying; murderous, destructive; felonious; cruel;
ferocious, savage;—mischievous, injurious, baleful,
deleterious, ruinous;—inauspicious, evil (time, &c.);—
slayer, murderer, destroyer; executioner; butcher;
maimer, wounder:—ghtak, s.m. An instrument for
killing, &c.
S <Y &X Vghtan, adj. & s.m. Killing, slaying;—slayer,
murderer;—killing, slaughter, murder.

S Y &X V"ghtan, s.f. A kind of club; a weapon or

S  &X V&gh, s.m. A pitcher, pot (=gha, gha ).

instrument of slaughter.
H Y &X V0ght [S. V++t], adj. & s.m. Killing;

H  &X V&gh [S. V + t], s.m. Acclivity; declivity;

deadly, murderous, &c. (see ghtuk).
H Y &X V0ght (see next), adj. & s.m. Lying in wait;
lurking; deceitful, insidious, treacherous;—one who lies
in wait (for); a deceiver; a treacherous person.
H Y &X V"ght [H. ght, q.v. + S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Lying in wait, &c. (=ght , q.v.).
S RY &X V"ght, adj. & s.m.=ghtak, q.v.
H  &X V&gh [S. Vt, rt. VO], s.m. A landing-place; quay,
wharf; ferry; ford; bathing-place, or a place for washing
clothes (on the bank of a river); a
ight of stone steps or an incline leading to water; a
masonry embankment on the side of a river, &c.; a
landing-place or ferry (of a river, &c.) or a pass where
tolls or customs are collected;—a pass or dicult passage
over a hill or hills, a dele (=gh);—a falling short,
failure, want; abatement, reduction; loss, detriment;
failing, short-coming, oence;—curve (in the blade of a
sword);—adj. Less; inferior; abated; defective:—gh-b,
s.f. The path or road to a gh:—gh-br, s.f. Lands
attached to a ferry;—the duty or toll levied at a landingplace or a mountain-pass:—gh toln(-ko), To diminish in
weight; to make the weight (of a thing) appear less than
it is:—gh-kaptn, s.m. Master-attendant at a sea-port;
harbour-master:—gh-mr, or gh-mr, s.m. One who
evades payment of a toll or duty; a smuggler:—gh-mr,
s.m. Smuggling:—gh-mrn, To smuggle dutiable goods:
—gh m jh, s.m. A ferry-man (one who supplies (and
regulates the hire of) boats, supplies crews, and
exercises general superintendence:—gh-wlor ghwl, or gh-wliy, s.m. A ferry-man; a person in charge
of a landing-place or of a mountain-pass;—a Brhma
who attends pilgrims to a bathing-place on the Ganges,
&c. (=ghiy, q.v.).
H  &X V&gh [S. V&t, rt. V&], s.m. Form, shape, cut,
gure, fashion; mode, manner.
H  &X V&gh [S. V&], s.f. The nape of the neck, the
cervical ligament;—the throat; larynx; Adam's apple.

ascent; descent; a dele, a pass (in hills,—see gh);—
deciency; abatement, reduction; loss, &c. (see gh);—a
dish made of pounded and sifted barley, or of pulse, or
gram; gram or pulse stir-about:—gh uhn(-k), To
suer a loss:—gh bharn(-k), To make good a
deciency or loss:—gh pa n, or gh n, or gh
hon(-ko), A loss to befall; to incur or suer a loss; to lose.
H  &X V&"ghn (prob. gh+n, f. of n), s.f. The
duty or toll levied at a ferry or a mountain-pass (=ghbr).
H  &X V&"gh [S. V+], s.f. A mountain-pass (of
milder ascent than a gh), a dele; a declivity;—a valley;
a ravine;—a strait;—a custom-house pass; a permit.
H  &X V&"gh, s.f.=gh , q.v.
H )  &X V&ghiy [S. V+t (+t)], s.m. A
Brhma who attends pilgrims to a bathing-place, and
supplies sandal-wood, and keeps their clothes (syn.
gang-putr).
H  4X $,6guhr (i.q. gohr, q.v.), s.f. Bawling, shouting;—
commotion, tumult; alarm;—an unruly mob;—s.m.
Helper, &c. (=guhr).
H  &X Vghr [Prk. V(; S. V9(], s.m. Land worn away by
running water; a ravine; clay soil in low situations
(where rain-water lies for a time).
H  4X $,6"guhr [guhr, q.v. + S. t (+t)], s.m.
Helper, ally, assistant (i.q. gohrah, q.v.).
H  &X V"ghr [ghr, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A ravine;
a valley (see ghr);—a cattle-shed;—a calamity.
H &X V7gh , s.f.=gh, 'throat,' q.v.
H K &X Vghs [Prk. V5; S. Vt], s.f. Grass; hay; straw;
fodder:—ghs-pt, s.m. Grass and leaves;—vegetation;—
greens;—gardener's refuse; fallen and rotting leaves;—
sweepings, rubbish:—ghs-ph sor ph s, s.m. Old dry
grass or straw; weeds:—ghs-k, or ghs-ka, s.m. A
man whose occupation it is to cut and supply fresh grass
daily for a horse (syn. ghasiyr):—ghs khn, To eat (or
to live on) grass; to eat hemp;—(g.) to lose (one's) wits

or senses:—ghs khodn, To grub up grass (with a
khurpor hoe):—ghs-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), A man who cuts
or sells grass.
H ' &X V$ghg, adj.=ghgh, q.v.
H X &X V$ghgar, s.m. (Dakh.), The rope tied to the foot
of an elephant.
H X &X V$ghgr, s.m.=ghghr, q.v.
H IX &X V$ghgas, s.m. A large kind of fowl.
H &X &X VVghgh [prob. S. $$t],
' adj. & s.m. Old, aged;
experienced, wise; knowing, shrewd, wily, sly;—an
experienced old man;—a wily old rascal.
H &X &X VVghghar, s.m. 1˚ = ghgar, q.v.;—2˚=ghghr,
q.v.
H &X &X VVghghr [Prk. VFV ; S. VV+t],
'
s.m. A
petticoat, a skirt;—a (child's) rattle;—the river Ghgr or
Gogra;—the plant Xanthium indicum;—a kind of pigeon:—
ghghr(or ghgr) palan, s.m. 'Petticoat-regiment,' kilted
regiment, a regiment of Highlanders:—ghghr-ghol, or
ghghr-gol, or ghgr-gol, adj. & s.m. Disordered,
deranged, in confusion or disorder, topsy-turvy;
confused, bewildered, disturbed (in mind), distracted;—
disorder, derangement, confusion, bewilderment,
mental disturbance, distraction.
H &X &X VV"ghghr, or ghgr[Prk. VFV; S. VV'
+], s.f. A small petticoat or skirt; a child's petticoat.
H 4X $,6!guhl (prob. corr. of gau-sl, q.v.s.v. go), s.m.
(dialec.) Cow-house, cow-shed.
H &X V!ghl, s.f. = H " &X V! ghl, s.m.(v.n. fr. ghln,
q.v.), Mischief, harm, evil, calamity, a heavy blow or
aiction; destruction, ruin:—ghl-mel, adj. In ruin; in
confusion or disorder; jumbled; topsy-turvy;—s.f.
Confusion, disorder; disturbance, commotion, tumult;—
jumble; hodge-podge:—ghl-mel rakhn(-se), To be on
close or intimate terms (with):—ghl-mel karn, v.t. To
turn upside down or topsy-turvy, to throw into
confusion; to mix up, to jumble; to shue (cards).
H " &X V!ghl, s.m. = H &X V! ghl, s.f.(v.n. fr. ghln,
q.v.), Mischief, harm, evil, calamity, a heavy blow or
aiction; destruction, ruin:—ghl-mel, adj. In ruin; in

confusion or disorder; jumbled; topsy-turvy;—s.f.
Confusion, disorder; disturbance, commotion, tumult;—
jumble; hodge-podge:—ghl-mel rakhn(-se), To be on
close or intimate terms (with):—ghl-mel karn, v.t. To
turn upside down or topsy-turvy, to throw into
confusion; to mix up, to jumble; to shue (cards).
H (! &X V!ghlak [ghl˚, rt. of ghln+S. t], adj. &
s.m. (f. -ik), Bringing mischief or calamity upon;
ruining, destroying; ruinous, mischievous;—ruiner,
destroyer, desolator.
H  @ ! &X V!q!ghl-mel, adj. See s.v. ghl.
H ! &X V!ghln [ghl˚= Prk. V§(), or V§<(), or
V!(), or Vp()=S. V(), rt. VO], v.t. To throw,
ing, cast, hurl; to re or discharge (a gun); to throw
down, to ruin, destroy, desolate; to throw out, to pour, or
pour out;—to lay (a foundation, &c.); to lay out; to spread;
to set; to set up, to establish, to x;—to mix, mingle;—to
thrust (into);—to put on (clothes, &c.); to apply; to put or
set (a person or an animal to any work).
H ! &X V!ghlay, adj. (rustic or dialec.) corr. 1˚ of ghil;
—2˚ of ghl-mel, qq.v.
' s.m. & f. Sunbeams,
H 1 &X V/ghm [Prk. V@/5; S. V/t],
sunshine; heat, warmth (of the sun); glare; sultriness;—
(dialec.) sweat, perspiration:—ghm khn, or ghm len,
To bask in the sun.
H 1 &X V/7ghma [prob. Prk. V@/f5; S. V/+t],
'
adj. &
s.m. Simple, artless; stupid, foolish;—slow, dull; lazy;—a
simpleton, blockhead, fool.
H  &X V[gh , s.m. 1˚=ghn;—2˚=gho, qq.v.;—s.f.=gh ,
q.v.
H  &X Vghn. = H  &X V ghn (dialec.)[prob. S. Vt,
and V+ t], s.m. As much as is thrown in at one time
into a mill, or mortar, &c.; a charge or load (of oil-seed,
&c.); quantity (to be ground, or bruised, or levigated, or
parched, &c.); a batch; a baking:—ghn pa n(-me ), The
materials to be put (into the mill, &c.);—a job to be put
(in hand):—ghn lnor l-den(-me ), To throw the
materials (into a mill or mortar, &c.);—to put the
materials (of one's business or aairs in hand);—e.g.
tumhr z-k bh ghn l-diy hai).

H  &X Vghn (dialec.) = H  &X V ghn.[prob. S. Vt,
and V+ t], s.m. As much as is thrown in at one time
into a mill, or mortar, &c.; a charge or load (of oil-seed,
&c.); quantity (to be ground, or bruised, or levigated, or
parched, &c.); a batch; a baking:—ghn pa n(-me ), The
materials to be put (into the mill, &c.);—a job to be put
(in hand):—ghn lnor l-den(-me ), To throw the
materials (into a mill or mortar, &c.);—to put the
materials (of one's business or aairs in hand);—e.g.
tumhr z-k bh ghn l-diy hai).
H  &X Vghn (see ghn), s.m. An oil-mill, &c. (=ghn,

Addicted to swallowing, or bolting, or consuming, &c.;
living from hand to mouth; squandering; improvident,
&c.;—a spendthrift; a squanderer; one who makes away
with (property, &c.), one who embezzles (cf. go-ghap).
H $ 4X $6 gah [gah˚= Prk. $6U˚ = S. m6+ caus.
treading out corn by bullocks (see ghn).
H $ 4X $,6 guh [guh˚, prob. fr. an unused guhn, fr.

palate;—the throat; windpipe, larynx; Adam's apple:—
gh (or gh) karn(-k), To raise the uvula (of a child,
with the ngers,—a practice of nurses in certain
diseases, &c.).
H  &X V[&"gh  (i.q. g h, q.v.), s.f. (Dakh.) A knot;—

g h, q.v.+as in gah], s.f. Meconium (of infants).
H $ &X V gh [S. V+], s.f. Cudgelling;—a particular

strips of dierent coloured cloths tied round the ankles
by Moarram faqrs.
H 8 4X $,6[*"guh jan, or guh jn[prob. $,µ
+*], s.f. A stye (in the eye).
H I &X V[gh s [Prk. V5; S. Vt], s.f. Grass; turf, &c.
(see ghs):—gh s-k akk, s.m. A square-cut piece of turf,
a sod of turf.
H 0 &X V["gh s, s.f. A piece of gauze (worn as an
ornover a laha g).
H J &X V[$gh gr, s.m. corr. of ghgr= ghghr, q.v.:—
gh gr-ghol= ghghr-ghol, q.v.
H &J &X V[Vgh ghar (i.q. ghghr, q.v.), s.m. A petticoat.
H  &X V"ghn [ghn, q.v.+S. ], s.f. An oil-mill, oilpress;—sugarcane-press, sugar-mill;—lime-mill;—a
charge or load (of oil-seed, &c. for the mill), quantity (to
be ground, or pressed, &c.=ghn, q.v.).
H  &X V"ghn [ghn, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.

V; S. Vt], s.m. Wound, sore, hurt, bruise:—gho

fr. S. Vt and m#; cf. gapakn; and gap--gap], adj. & s.m.

aug.+= Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. The act of

q.v.);—the block on which the roller of a mill moves.
H  &X V[&"gh  [S. V.e&], s.f. The uvula or soft

One who works at an oil-mill, or a sugar-mill.
H  &X V or V ghw or gho, or V ghu [Prk. V

bharnor bhar-jn, A sore to heal; a wound to cicatrize:—
gho karn(-k), To in ict a wound (on); to make a sore;—
to wound the feelings (of):—gho khn, or gho n(-ko),
To receive a wound; to be wounded or hurt.
H `&X  &X V Vgho-ghap, or VV gh -ghap [prob.

or

stroke in cudgelling, or with the broad-sword;—a sham
ght with swords or cudgels (in which cuts are made on
the shield after due warning).
H $ &X V gh (akin to H. ght, q.v.), s.f. Opportnnity,
turn;—ambush; stratagem; fraud; a decoy:—gh batn(ko), To cheat, trick;—to ward o an attack.
H $ &X V gh [prob. S. m, or m6+; cf. g s, and
gh], s.f. The angle or enclosed space at the junction of
two ngers or toes (syn. g s); the angle formed by a
branch with the trunk of a tree, or the space at the root
of the branch;—the hob of an oven (on which the bread
is left to swell after being baked);—an aggregate of ve
(=gh); the number ve (in reckoning).
H  &X Vghe [S. Vt], s.m.=gho,
q.v.

H ) &X V!ghil, or V! ghyal, or ghel[S. V+!t],
adj. Wounded; stricken;—smitten (with love):—ghyal-k
s g, An exhibition in which the performer appears to
put a sword down his throat, or to stab himself, &c.:—
ghil karn, v.t. To wound.
H < $ &X Vgh (prob. akin to gh, and ght), s.f. A
time; a turn;—side; direction; part (syn. or).
H %4X $6 gahbar, adj. & s.m. corr. of gahvar, q.v.
H %&X V &ghabr, s.f. (rustic)=ghabrha, q.v.

H  %&X V ghabr-kar = H [  %&X V ? ghabrke (past

H *&X Vghatiy [S. V+t (+t)], s.m. A murderer

conj. part. of ghabrn), adv. Confounded; dismayed,
alarmed, scared, in a fright.
H [  %&X V ?ghabrke = H  %&X V  ghabr-kar (past

(=ghtak).
S X V&ghaa, vulg. gha, s.m. A large (earthen) water-

conj. part. of ghabrn), adv. Confounded; dismayed,
alarmed, scared, in a fright.
H %&X V ghabrn (i.q. ga ba n, fr. ga -ba , q.v.),
v.n. To be confused, confounded, urried, or ustered
(by, or in consequence of, -se); to be perplexed,
bewildered, or embarrassed (by); to be perturbed,
disturbed in mind, agitated, disquieted, distracted; to be
alarmed, scared, dismayed;—v.t. To confound,
embarrass, perplex, &c.; to disturb, agitate; to alarm,
scare, dismay:—ghabr-jn, v.n. (intens.)=ghabrna:—
ghabr-den, or ghabr-len, v.t. (intens.)=ghabrn.
H ?%&X V 6&ghabrha = H %&X V " ghabr (colloq.)
[ghabr(n) + ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( ,
s.f. Confusion, bewilderment, perplexity; perturbation,
distraction, agitation, distress (of mind), anxiety;
dismay, alarm, consternation, fright.
H %&X V "ghabr (colloq.) = H ?%&X V 6& ghabrha
[ghabr(n) + ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( ,
s.f. Confusion, bewilderment, perplexity; perturbation,
distraction, agitation, distress (of mind), anxiety;
dismay, alarm, consternation, fright.
H `&X V,ghup, adj. Hidden, dark, &c. (i.q. gup, q.v.)
H  L&X V,ghupn, v.t.=gubhn, q.v.
H :L&X V"ghap , s.f.=khap or khapa , q.v.
H 3L&X V!ghapl [ghap˚, prob.=khap˚, see khapn+Prk.
! =S. !+t], s.m. Confusion, jumble, mess; error,
discrepancy (in an account); complication;—
entanglement;—deception, duplicity, fraud;—an unlawful
attachment, a liaison:—ghapl ln(-me ), To confuse,
jumble, make a mess (of), &c.
H 4X $,6guhat [S. $,6 +t; or $06], part. adj. Covered,
concealed.
H 4X $,6guhat [Prk. $,6(;( S. $,v, rt. $,v] , part.
Threading;—plaiting (the hair, &c.).

jar, a water-pot (=gha , q.v.);—the body;—mind, heart,
soul; thought (in these senses also fem.in Hind):—
ghatop(˚a+˚), s.m. A covering (for a palanquin, or
carriage, or any article of furniture):—ghaa-ja, vulg.
ghaaj, s.m. lit.'Born in a water-pot,' an epithet of the
sage Agastya:—gha-ds, s.f. A bawd, a procuress:—ghaaghaa-nivs, adj. & s.m. Dwelling in the inward parts;—an
epithet of the Deity:—ghaa-ghaa-vypak, adj. & s.m.
Pervading the inward parts;—an epithet of the Deity:—
gha-me baihn(-ke), To dwell in the heart (of).
H X V&gha, s.f.=gha, 'crowd,' &c.
S X Vghaa, vulg. gha, and H. V& gha, s.m.=gh~,
'landing place,' &c., q.v.
H X V&gha (rt. of ghan, q.v.), s.f. Decrease; loss, &c.
(=gha, q.v.):—gha-ba h, adv. Less or more; about (syn.
kam-o-besh).
H X V&gha (i.q. gah, p.p. of gahn, q.v.), adj. (Dakh.)
Hard, rm, fast; close, dense; rigid; compact; well-knit,
sturdy, strong, able-bodied, muscular.
S X V&gha, s.f. Collection, assemblage; multitude,
crowd, troop, body;—a troop of elephants assembled for
martial purposes;—gathering of the clouds; mass of
clouds, dense black clouds (in the horizon);—cloudiness:
—gha hn, Clouds to overcast (the sky); clouds to
lower.
H X Vgha (i.q. ga, q.v.), s.m. A cork; plug;—a gag;
—a callosity (on the hand or foot, &c.); a corn;—adj.
Callous.
H X Vgha [prob. S. VO++t], s.m. A breach,
ssure, opening, cleft, gap:—gha khuln(-me ), A
breach or ssure to be made (in); to be cleft, or rent, or
broken;—loss to accrue (in a business); to become
bankrupt, to fail.
S AX V&&5ghaop, s.m. See s.v. ghaaor gha.
H X V&ghan [caus. of ghan;—gha˚= ghaw˚=
Prk. VU˚=S. V+, caus. aug.], v.t. To lessen,

decrease, diminish; to subtract or deduct (from, -se); to
abate, reduce; to allay, alleviate;—to retard; to impair; to
lower, degrade:—gha-den, v.t. intens. of and=ghan.
H X V,&ghun (caus. of ghun), v.t. To rub clean; to
polish, furbish; to shave clean, &c.
H  X V& ghao [gha(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Decrease, reduction, abatement; lessening;
abbreviation; depreciation; falling, fall (of prices, or of a
river, &c.); decline (of the moon); deduction; deciency;
(in Arith.) subtraction; (in Alg.) minus:—ghao-ba ho,
s.m. Increase and decrease; excess and deciency; (in
Alg.) involution and evolution.
H  X V& ghaon, v.t.=ghan, q.v.
H 8X V,& ghu [ghu(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Polishing;—polish; smoothness.
H 8X V,& ghu, s.f. corr. of khu= kho, qq.v.
H X V&ghait [gha˚, rt. of ghan, q.v.+S. t], adj.
Decreased, diminished, reduced, &c.
S X V&ghait (rt. V&), part. Formed, planned;—united,
connected;—like, resembling;—produced; exerted;—
applied.
H  X V&"ghat [gha(n+Prk. .\=S. .Q (pi,
caus. aug.+ti+k)], s.f. Decrease, diminution, reduction,
abatement, alleviation; decline; declination;—deciency;
loss;—ebbing, ebb (of the tide).
S X V&ghaak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Exerting ooneself,
striving;—an agent who ascertains or invents
genealogies and negotiates matrimonial alliances; a
genealogist; a matchmaker, a mediator, go-between; an
attorney; an ambassador, emissary, messenger.
S X V&ghaik, s.f. A water-jar; a bucket;—a period
of time equal to twenty-four minutes; a mah rtor
thirtieth part of a day and night (about 48 minutes;—cf.
gha );—the ankle.
H  X V&ghatakn, or V,& ghuakn [ghaak˚= Prk.

endeavour;—happening, occurring;—making, fashioning;
accomplishment; joining; mixing; junction; composition.
H X V,&ghuan (v.n. fr. ghun, q.v.), s.f. Stopping, or
stoppage (of the breath); suocation;—sultriness.
H X V,&ghuan, s.m. The knee (=ghun, q.v.).
H  X V&ghan [gha˚= S. V&(`), rt. V&], v.t. To form,
shape, make, fashion; to join, unite, mix.
H  X V&ghan [gha˚= Prk. V()=S. V(`), pass. of rt.
V)], v.n. To lessen, diminish, decrease, waste, dwindle,
shrink, contract; to abate, decline, subside, go down; to
fall; to fail;—to become allayed or appeased, &c.; to
become decient; to be deducted or subtracted (from, se); to be spent; to be or become abortive; to be
depressed; to be compressed:—gha-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=ghan.
H  X V,&ghun [ghu˚= Prk. V,=S. 9, p.p.p. of rt. 3;
see ghon], v.n. To be pounded; to be ground; to be
rubbed, polished, furbished; to be squeezed or pressed
(the throat); to be stopped (the breath); to be suocated;
—to be shaved clean; to undergo tonsure;—to be well
boiled or cooked;—to be thoroughly mixed (in or with, me ); to be close friends (with); to be engaged in
conversation (with);—to be spread (over, -me ), to ll,
pervade:—ghu-jn, v.n. intens. of and=ghun:—gal
ghun(-k), 'The throat to be rubbed or squeezed,' to be
throttled, to be choked or suocated.
H  X V,&ghun [S. V,&+n= l= Prk. f or ! =S. !+t],
s.m. The knee:—ghuno aln, or ghuno -ke bal ln, v.n.
To crawl on the (hands and) knees (as a child):—ghune
ekn, To bend the knees, to kneel:—ghuno -me sir delen, To place the head on the knees (from shame, or
grief, &c.).
H  X V,&Bghuann [ghuan= ghun+S. t], s.m. Short
drawers, reaching to (and tight about) the knees.
H  X V&(ghaant [Prk. V("; see ghan], s.f.

V=?(), fr. S. mT p.p.p. rt. of m)+>], v.t. To swallow,

Diminution, decrease (see ghat).
H   X V,&"ghun [i.q. ghun, with  for t], s.f. The

bolt, gulp down;—to make away with, misappropriate,
embezzle.
S X V&ghaan, s.m. Striving after, eort, exertion,

knee:—ghun aln, or ghuniyo caln= ghuno
q.v.s.v. ghun.

aln,

S B)  X V&"ghaanya (rt. gha), part. adj. Likely to
happen, liable to occur; probable.
H B)  X V&"ghaanya [for S. V"(; rt. V], part. adj.
Requiring (or liable to) abatement, or decrease, or
diminution, &c.
H X V& ghaaw, s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=ghao, q.v.
H X V& ghawr = H X V& ! ghawl [S. V +
!t], s.m. A wharnger, &c. (=ghwl, q.v.s.v. gh).
H X V& !ghawl = H X V&  ghawr [S. V +
!t], s.m. A wharnger, &c. (=ghwl, q.v.s.v. gh).
H X V& ghawn (doub. caus. of ghan, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be decreased, or diminished, &c.
H 3X V&6ghaah [prob. S. V&+t, rt. V&], s.m. (f. -),
An oender, a transgressor.
H X V&"gha [gha˚, rt. of ghan, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ],
s.f. Decrease, &c. (=ghat, q.v.):—gha karn(-me ), To
make a diminution (in), to decrease, &c.
H X V&ghai, adj. (dialec.)=ghaiy, q.v.
S X V&"gha, and H. V& ghai, s.f. The Indian gha or
clock, a plate of iron or mixed metal on which the hours
are struck; a gong.
S X V"gha, s.f. A small or inferior landing-place;
private stairs leading down to a river, &c.
H X V,"ghu, or V,&" ghu [S. V9+; cf. gh

], s.f. A

medicine consisting of aloes, spices, and borax (given to
new-born infants to clear out the meconium):—ghu-me
pa n(-k), 'To form an ingredient of (one's) ghu'; to be
a thing to which one is used from infancy.
H ) X V&ghaiy = H () X V&! ghayal [gha˚, rt. of
ghan+S. t and !t], adj. Inferior; coarse;—low-priced,
cheap;—low-born, low, base.
H () X V&!ghayal = H ) X V& ghaiy [gha˚, rt. of
ghan+S. t and !t], adj. Inferior; coarse;—low-priced,
cheap;—low-born, low, base.
H 9&X :&X VVgha -gha , adj. &c.=kha -kha , q.v.s.v.
kha .
H 9L:&X .Vghi -pi , adj. adv. & s.f. Thick, close;

crowded, &c. (i.q. gi -pi , q.v.s.v. ga ):—ghi -pi baknor
boln, To speak thick or indisdinctly:—ghi -pi likhn, To
write closely; to crowd the letters together in writing.
H :&X .V"ghi k [ghi ˚= ghis˚= S. V3] , s.f. (Dakh.)
Rubbing.
H ! :&X .V5!ghi oln [i.q. gi joln;—ghi ˚, fr. S. V3
+oln= gholnor ghon, qq.v.], v.t. To rub (with the hands,
&c.); to mash; to squash (syn. gi jn).
P 4X guhar, s.m.=gauhar, q.v.
H &X Vghar [Prk. V(; S. $6(], s.m. House, dwelling,
mansion, habitation, abode, home;—a room (in a house),
an apartment;—a den; nest; hole; sty; cell; burrow;—a
receptacle; frame; stand; cup; pan; case; holder; socket;
groove; channel;—a drawer; till; pigeon-hole (of a desk,
&c.); a compartment or division; partition;—room, space;
—a square or cell (of a chess-board, almanac, &c.); a
loop, loop-hole; button-hole;—station, seat, region,
quarter;—source, spring, mine, root, parent; place of
origination or production, native place:—ghar bd karn,
To take a wife; to build up a house or family, to beget
children; to make a home prosperous, or cheerful, &c.:—
ghar-br, s.m. House and home; a house and premises;
dwelling-place;—family; household;—household goods:—
ghar-br bd hon, or ghar-br basn, A house to be
inhabited;—to have a wife, to be married:—ghar-br
basn, To take a wife; to consummate a marriage;—gharbr-k hon, To be the lady of a house:—ghar-br, s.m. A
married and house-keeping man; a householder; a
family man;—s.f. Housewifery, domestic concerns,
family aairs:—ghar-baro, s.m. Household furniture, &c.:
—ghar-bas, s.m. One who connes himself to the house,
a stay-at-home; a house-bird, home-bird; a moll-coddle;
—adj. Stay-at-home; inactive; indolent:—ghar big n, To
bring ruin on a house:—ghar biga nor biga -jn, v.n. A
house to be ruined;—a wife (or husband) to die:—ghar-baghar, adv. To (or in) every house; from house to house
(=ghar-ghar):—ghar bann, To build a house; to build up
(one's) house, make a home (for oneself); to x, settle,
or establish a family; to settle (oneself); to make
(oneself) comfortable; to feather (one's) nest;—to
manage a house well (=ghar aln):—ghar-band, s.f. A

slave born in the house:—ghar-bh , s.m. House-rent:—
ghar-bhar, s.m. Whole family or household:—ghar baihn,
To sit at home; to be out of employment:—ghar baihnor
baih-jn(-k), A house to fall in, or to come down; a
family (or house) to be ruined:—ghar-baihe, adv. Seated
at home;—at one's ease;—ghar-baihe-k naukror
tan h, A sinecure:—ghar-patt, s.f. A kind of house-tax
(now abolished):—ghar pho n(-k), To break into a house:
—ghar ph k tamsh dekhn, 'To set (one's) house on re
and look on at the sport'; to waste one's substance in
idle pleasures:—ghar-p he, Per house:—ghar jn, v.n. To
go home;—a house (or family) to disappear or be ruined:
—ghar-jugat, s.f. Domestic economy:—ghar-jot, s.f. The
homestead; the proprietor's own
cultivation:—ghar-jhakn, s.f. A woman who goes about to
and from the houses of her female neighbours; a gadabout:—ghar- aln(apn), To keep (one's) house a-going;
to provide the expenses for one's household;—to
manage a house well:—ghar-dr, s.m. (Dakh.) Household;
housekeeping:—ghar-dwr, s.m. Dwelling-place, house;
house and home:—ghar-dwr, s.f. A tax (formerly) levied
from householders and shopkeepers; poll-tax; hearthmoney:—ghar ubon,
'To sink the household,' to ruin

oneself and family:—ghar  bn, v.n. House (or family) to
be ruined:—ghar-roy, s.m. (f. -ro), A house-mourner:—
ghar-sabl, s.f. An advance of money (to a peasant, &c.) to
enable him to build a house for himself:—ghar(or ghar-ko)
sir-par uhn, To take upon oneself the management of
a house;—to raise the household, to create a disturbance
in a house; to make a terrible noise or commotion:—
ghar-se be-ghar karn(-ko), To deprive (one) of house and
home; to turn (one) out of doors:—ghar sen, To stick in
the house, to keep much at home (cf. ghar-bas):—ghar-k,
adj. (f. -k), Of or belonging to the house, family,
household, domestic;—one's own; private; familiar:—
ghar-k  gan hon, A house to be completely ruined:—
ghar-k bhed, s.m. One who knows the secrets of a house;
—a condant:—ghar-k ghar, s.m. The whole family or
household:—ghar-k mard, s.m. A hero in his own house
(or at home):—ghar-k nm ubon, To bring disgrace on
the family:—ghar-katt-k, adj. Home-spun; home-made:—
ghar karn, To build a house;—to x, settle, or establish a

family; to have a family; to take a wife;—to make an
abode or a home (in,—me ), take up (one's) abode (in
the heart of);—to make (oneself) at home, to be on a
familiar footing (with):—ghar khokar tamsh dekhn, 'To
ruin (one's) home and look on at the sport,' to ruin
oneself and spend the time in idle pleasures:—ghar-keghar rahn, To be quits, be even, be as before:—ghar-ke log,
or ghar-log, or ghar-ke dm, s.m. pl. The house-folk; the
family;—the wife:—ghar ghln(-k), To ruin, destroy:—
ghar-ghar, adv. To (or in) every house; from house to
house; at every house:—ghar-ghus , or ghar-ghusn,
s.m.=ghar-bas, q.v.:—ghar-gay, or ghar-bas, s.m. One who
ruins or destroys a house (see ghar jn):—ghar-gail, adv.
Per house (=ghar-p he):—ghar-me pa n, To nd place or
room in (one's) house; to be lodged or kept in the house
(of, -ke); to become the kept mistress (of):—ghar-me
ln(-ko), To keep (a woman as a mistress):—ghar-ws,
s.m. Dwelling, abode, habitation:—ghar-wl, s.m. (f. -),
Housekeeper, householder; master of a house; husband;
—occupant or inmate of a house:—ghar-wl, s.f. Mistress
of a house; wife;—housekeeping:—ghar hon(-se), A happy
or comfortable home to be made or formed (by).
H 4X $6gahr, or $6  gahir [Prk. $6  or $6 ! ;
S. $#"+t], adj. (f. -), Deep, profound; important,
weighty, grave; dicult;—deep-seated;—sound (as sleep);
—close, intimate (friendship);—strong (as liquor):—gahrk, adj. (Bot.) Laciniate:—gahr karn(-ko), To deepen,
&c. (=gahrn):—gahr bt, s.f. A deep matter; a profound,
grave, or important aair, &c.; a dicult matter:—gahr
hnn(-se), To be close friends (with);—to have a great
ght (with):—gahr gint, s.f. Algebra:—gahre hon, v.n. To
prosper, thrive; to fatten; to gain.
H 4X $6gahr [Prk. $6f =S. m6++t], s.m. A large
bundle of sheaves (containing about ten seers of grain);
—the daily wages in kind of a labourer in harvest-time
(also written gair); a sheaf; a bundle (of grass); a
handful.
H &X Vor Vy gharr [S. VV+t],
'
s.m. The rattling
sound in the throat of the dying, the death-rattle;
agony, pang:—gharr alnor gharr lagn(-ko), The deathrattle to arise (in the throat).

H ; 4X $6gahrp = H <; 4X $6 gahrpan [gahr,

H 4X $6 gahro [gahr, q.v.+o= Ap. Prk. =Prk.

q.v.+pand pan= Prk. Q( and Q4(=S. ; + and ; ( (Vedic

(=\(=S. ; ]( , s.m. = H $4X $6 gahr [gahr +  =

; ()], s.m. Deepness, profundity, depth (syn. gahr).

Prk.=S. +], s.f. Depth, deepness, profundity;—

H <; 4X $6gahrpan = H ; 4X $6 gahrp [gahr,
q.v.+pand pan= Prk. Q( and Q4(=S. ; + and ; ( (Vedic

cavity.
H $4X $6 gahr [gahr+ = Prk. =S. +], s.f. =

; ()], s.m. Deepness, profundity, depth (syn. gahr).

H 4X $6 gahro [gahr, q.v.+o = Ap.Prk. =Prk.

S A&X ¾ghrta, vulg. ghrt(rt. ghr), part. Smelt,

(=\(=S. ; ]( , s.m. Depth, deepness, profundity;—cavity.

smelled at, snied.
H &X Vy&or V& gharr [gharr, q.v.+,
dim.a.=or = S. +t], s.m. Rattling noise, rattle;—

H $&X .V ghir [ghir(n) + = Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Fee or ch rge for penning and
feeding cattle.
H  &X V, 6ghur-bh, s.m.=ghu -bh, q.v.s.v. ghu .

snoring, snore; snorting, snort.
H &X V"gharr, s.f. corr. of garr, q.v.

H A&X Vgharat, s.f.=gha at, q.v.

H a &X V/"gharm, or Vy/" gharrm [ghar+km; S. $6

H A&X V,ghurat (cf. gh r), s.m. A cattle-pen.

+X/ +t], s.m. A thatcher.

H A&X Vghrita,
 vulg. ghrit, s.m. Ghor claried butter;—

S &X ¾4ghra, vulg. ghr(rt. ghr), part. adj. (f. -),

ghritkt(˚ta+akta),
adj. Anointed with claried butter,

smeared with gh:—ghrita-kumr,
vulg. ghrit-kuwr,
s.f.


The plant Aloe indica(which is supposed to resemble a
virgin in delicacy and elegance;—cf. ghkuwr).
H &X V7ghara , s.m. Dry moh, or gram, cut and given

Smelled; smelling;—s.m. Smelling; smell;—odour;—the
nose:—ghr-tarpa, s.m. (lit.'pleasant to the nose'),
Fragrance, odour, perfume:—ghr karn, v.t. To smell:—
ghrendriya(˚a+in˚), s.m. The organ of smell, the nose;
the sense of smell.
S &X ¾4ghr, s.f. The nose.
H 4X $6gahrn [gahr, q.v. + = w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To make deep, to deepen.
H 4X $,6guhrn or ghrn, v.t. & v.n. = gohrn, q.v.
H &X Vgharn [S. $6 ++t], s.m. Family,
household; house, family, race, lineage (syn. ndn).
H &X .Vghirn [caus. of ghern;—ghir˚=ghirw˚= S.
m6+, caus. augment], v.t. To cause to surround or
enclose;—to cause to be surrounded, &c., to have (a
place, &c.) enclosed;—to surround, encompass, enclose.
H &X V,yor V, ghurrn [fr. S. $,V,' t, onomat.],
v.n. To growl (as a dog, &c.); to snarl; to purr (as a cat,
&c.).
H + &X .V[ghir d [S. V.4+$B(], s.f. Smell, disagreeable
smell, stink.

as fodder to cattle.
S <E &X V3gharshan,
'
s.m. Rubbing; grinding, pounding;—
friction.
S E &X V34"gharsha,
'
s.f. Turmeric.
H  &X .Vghirk [ghir˚= gher˚, see ghernand gher+k= S.
+t], s.m. A round-about, a whirligig (a short pole is
xed in an upright position in the ground, and another
is placed horizontally across it on a pivot, and this latter
pole is made to whirl round by two boys sitting one at
each end of it);—the game so played.
H  &X V,ghurakn, v.t. = H  &X V," ghurk, s.f.See
ghu akn, and ghu k.
H  &X V,"ghurk, s.f. = H  &X V, ghurakn, v.t.See
ghu akn, and ghu k.
S X &X VV&ghargha,
'
s.m. A kind of sh, Pimelodus
gagoraor Tengara.
H &X &X VVor
'
VV ghar-ghar [S. VVt,
' onomat.], s.m.
An indistinct murmur, a low murmuring or gurgling

sound, gurgling, rumbling, noise (of a mill, &c.);
growling; snarling;—the river Gogra (cf. ghghr).
H &X &X VV,' or V,V, ghurghur [S. V,V,' t, onomat.],
s.m. The mole-cricket, Gryllus gryllotalpa;—a phagedenic
ulcer, Herpes exedens(so called from its burrowing in the
esh as the mole-cricket does in earth or in sand);—a
species of woodpecker (found all over India), Picus
maharattensis.
H &X &X V,V,ghurghurn [ghurghur˚= S. V,V,' += w=
Prk. we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.n. To rumble; to
grumble; to growl, to snarl; to snort; to snore.
S 1 &X gharma, vulg. gharm, s.m. Heat; sunshine;—the hot
season;—sweat, perspiration (cf. ghm).
H &X Vgharn, v.t.=ga hn, or gha n, q.v.

H 4X $6Igaharu, s.m.=gaharor gahr, q.v.
H &X Vghara [S. $6 ++t], adj. Of or belonging to
a house or family; household, domestic.
H &X V~ghar , or VI gharu [gha , q.v.+S. t (with
winserted)], = H + &X Vg gharau d [ghar, q.v.+Prk.

( ; S. ], s.m. A small house (made by children to
play in); a toy-house;—adj.=ghara , q.v.
H + &X Vggharau d [ghar, q.v.+Prk. 
( ; S. ], = H
&X V~ ghar , or VI gharu[gha , q.v.+S. t (with w
inserted)],s.m. A small house (made by children to play
in); a toy-house;—adj.=ghara , q.v.
H 4X $6 gaharwr, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts.
H "&X V !ghar-wl, s.m. (f. -), See s.v. ghar.

H &X .Vghirn (fr. the trans. ghern, q.v.), v.n. To be

H 4X $6"gahar or gahr[Prk. $6f; S. m6++], s.f.

surrounded, be encompassed (by, -se), be enclosed; to be
collected around;—to gather (as clouds, &c.):—ghir-jn,
v.t. intens. of and=ghirn.
H &X V,ghurn, v.t.=gh rn, q.v.

Holding back; procrastination, delay, tardiness, lateness.
H 4X $6"gahr (fr. gahr), s.f. Low swampy ground (t

S &X V4ghri,
 s.f. Aversion, dislike, abhorrence;
contempt, disdain;—lassitude (see ghin).
H  &X V,ghurnn [fr. S. V,4t, rt. V,], v.n. To
snore; to snort; to grumble; to growl, snarl.
H I&X V,ghurnas [S. V,&+´], s.m.(f. ?), The tendo
Achillis.
H &X V"gharn [Prk. V4"; S. $6 4"], s.f. The
mistress of a house, a wife;—a housekeeper.
H &X V gharna [S. V&+ +], s.f. A raft (or oat)
made of pots or pitchers.
H &X .V"ghirn (prob. fr. ghirn, q.v.; or corr. of ghurn,
q.v.), s.f. A pulley; a wheel for twisting ropes;—a kind of
pigeon, the tumbler;—a species of kingsher, Ceryle rudis:
—ghirn khn, v.n. To go round and round, to whirl, to
revolve; to tumble (as a pigeon):—ghirniyo -k jot, A
system of pulleys:—jam ghirn, A xed pulley:—calt ghirn,
A movable pulley.
H &X V,"ghurn, or .V" ghirn [S. V0X4+, rt. V04],
' s.f.
Rolling; revolving; whirling;—vertigo, swimming in the
head, dizziness, giddiness.

for rice-cultivation).
P 4X guhar, adj. & s.m.=gauhar, q.v.
H &X V"ghar, part. adj. & s.f.=gha , q.v.
H )&X Vghariy, s.f.=gha iy, q.v.
H 2 )&X ¾"3/ghrsham, s.m. corr. of grshma, q.v.
H 3)&X Vh!gharail, or V! gharel [Prk. V! ; S. $6
+!+t], adj. (f. -), Domestic; domesticated, tame; homebred; home-made.
H #)&X V!0gharel [S. $6 +!+t; or corr. of S. $6!,],
adj.=gharel.
H X V7gha , s.m. 1˚=gha, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of ghar, q.v.
H X V,7ghu (i.q. gho , contrac. of gho , q.v.), s.m. A
horse (used in comp.):—ghu -bh(-bh= S. vhakah), s.m.
A groom:—ghu -bahal, s.f. A vehicle drawn by a horse; a
four-wheeled carriage drawn by horses:—ghu - a h, s.m.
Horse-riding; being mounted on horseback:—ghu - a h,
s.m. (f. -), A mounted soldier; a trooper; a rider,
horseman:—ghu - a h, s.f. Riding on horseback;—the
bridegroom's riding on horse-back in a marriage
procession;—cavalry;—a eld-battery (of horse-artillery):
—ghu -dau , s.f. A horse-race;—a racecourse:—ghu -dau -

k gho , s.m. A race-horse:—ghu -sr, or ghu -sl, or ghu sl, s.m. A stable:—ghu -sem, s.f. Horse-bean:—ghu makkh, s.f. Horse- y:—ghu -mu h, adj. (f. -), Horsefaced:—ghu -nl, s.m. A cannon or gun carried on a
horse.
H  X V7gha  [Prk. Vf ; S. V&+t], s.m. An earthen
water-pot, a pitcher, jar.
H  X V77gha , s.m.=gharr, q.v.
H  X V77gha , s.m. An ointment made of lamp-black,
&c. (used medicinally for the eyes).
H  X V7gha n [caus. of gha n;—gha = gha w˚= Prk.
VfU˚=S. V&+ caus. aug.], v.t. To cause to form, or
fashion, &c. (see gha n);—to cause to be made, or
forged, or fashioned, &c.; to have (a thing) made or
fashioned, &c. (=gha wn).
H .  X V7 gha wan (v.n. fr. next), s.f.=gha , q.v.
H   X V7 gha wn, vulg. gha on, v.t.=gha n, q.v.
H 8 X V7 gha  [gha (n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Workmanship (of jewellery, &c.);—

snarl at; to snap at; to snub; to browbeat; to threaten,
menace, frown at; to chide, rebuke, reprimand.
H G X V,7"ghu k [ghu ak(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Growling, snarling; threat, menace; frown;
browbeating; rebu, rebuke:—ghu k den(-ko) = ghu akn,
q.v.
H  = X V7V7gha gha n [gha gha ˚= S. VV+=
'
w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. aug.], v.n. To rumble; to crack, to
roll (as thunder), to thunder.
H  = X V,7V,7ghu ghu n [fr. S. V,V,' ],
v.n.=ghurghurn, q.v.
H "  = X V7V76&gha gha ha [gha gha (n)+na=
wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.=gharghar, q.v.
H  X V7gha n [gha ˚= [Prk. Vf()=S.V&(`), or V&(),
rt. V&], v.t. To make, form, fashion; to forge; to coin; to
work (metals); to malleate, to mould;—to beat, thrash;—
to make up, fabricate, invent (cf. ga hn);—v.n. To
happen (to), to take place; to befall:—gha -den, v.t.
intens. of and=gha n.
H  X V7(gha ant, s.f.=gha at, q.v.

cost of having (jewels, &c.) made.
H (31 X V,7 6!ghu -bahal. For this and other words

H  X Vfgha u, Vf0 gha , or V7  gha w,

beginning with ghu , which are not given below, see s.v.
X ghu .

s.m.=ghar , q.v.
H  X V7 gha wn (doub. caus. of gha n), v.t. To

H C X V7gha at [gha (n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Q (pi,
caus. aug.+su. t), cf. gha ant], s.f. Making, fashioning;
beating, hammering; forging;—make, form, fashion,
shape;—workmanship;—fabrication, invention (cf. ga hat;
—syn. banwa).
H c X V,7ghu a , s.f. Bridge (of a musical instrument).
H  5 X V,7ghu asn [prob. akin to S. V04;' cf. H.
bhulasn, and jhulasn], v.t. To curl (syn. pe den);—v.n.
To curl, to be curled.
H G X V,7ghu kn = H  G X V,7 ghu akn [fr. S.
V,+>], v.t. To frighten or terrify with cries; to growl at,
snarl at; to snap at; to snub; to browbeat; to threaten,
menace, frown at; to chide, rebuke, reprimand.
H  G X V,7ghu akn = H G X V,7 ghu kn [fr. S.
V,+>], v.t. To frighten or terrify with cries; to growl at,

cause to be made, formed, or fashioned, &c.; to have
(jewels, &c.) made (see gha n).
H 8 X V7  gha w [gha w(n) + = Prk.  =S.
() +  + ], s.f. The having (a thing) made, &c.;
making, fashioning;—the cost of making (=gha , q.v.).
H D X V75"gharo , s.f. (dialec.)=gha o , q.v.
H  X V75!gha ol [Prk. Vf! ; S. V&+!+t], s.m. A
small (earthen) water-pot, a pot, pitcher, jug.
H Z  X Vf gharonca, or Vfg gharaunca, = H
Z  X V7 " gha o , or V7g" gha au  s.m. [S. V&
+/ t and / . ], A (wooden) stand for water-pots,
&c.
H Z  X V7 "gha o , or V7g" gha au , = H Z  X
Vf  gharonca, or Vfg gharaunca s.f. [S. V&+/ t and

/ . ], A (wooden) stand for water-pots, &c.

H I&X V,ghus (rt. of ghusn, q.v.), s.f. Entering (forcibly),

H  X V7"gha  [Prk. V&; S. V&], s.f. The space of

pushing (into), penetrating; forcible entrance:—ghuspaih, s.f. Entrance; admission, access; entrée.
H I&X .Vghis, s.f. [fr. ghisn, q.v.], = H 0&X .V ghis, or

twenty-four minutes;—an hour;—time, hour; a small
(indenite) period of time, a moment; an
instrument for measuring time; a watch, clock, &c.; a
gong;—a subdivision of a village:—gha -bhar-me , adv. In
a moment, in a trice:—gha  thk karn, To regulate a
watch:—gha -sz, s.m. A watch-maker:—gha -sat-k
hon, To be only for a short time (or for a moment or
so), to be on the point of death:—gha  sf karn, To clean
a watch:—gha  k kn, To wind a watch:—gha -gha , adv.
Every now and again; again and again; repeatedly;
constantly, every moment:—gha -men—gha -me , adv.
One moment—another; now—now;—gha -me tol gha me msh, 'At one time an ounce at another a grain'; of
a changeable or ckle disposition:—dh p-gha , s.f. A sundial:—ret-gha , s.f. A sand-glass, an hour-glass.
H  X V7"gha  [prob. Prk. Vf; S. V&, rt. V&], adj. &

.VT ghiss, s.m.Rubbing; a rub;—friction; abrasion:—ghis
ghis-kar aln, v.n. To go rubbing along; to move with
friction or rubbing;—to rub along; to drag along;—to last
long (as shoes, &c.):—ghis lagn(-k), To rub (particularly,
to rub the forehead of one who has a headache with a
cowrie, in order to aord relief):—ghis lagne-ko na hon,
'To be not enough for a rub'; (g.) to be scarce:—ghiss
lagn(-ko), To be rubbed or abraded:—ghiss-mr, s.f. A
boys' game (rubbing one string upon another to see
which will rst be worn through).
H 0&X .Vghis, or .VT ghiss, s.m. = H I&X .V ghis,

undersized, mare;—prop (of a verandah, &c.).
H 7 X V7!gha iyl, or V7! gha yl [gha , q.v.+Prk.

s.f. [fr. ghisn, q.v.],Rubbing; a rub;—friction; abrasion:—
ghis ghis-kar aln, v.n. To go rubbing along; to move with
friction or rubbing;—to rub along; to drag along;—to last
long (as shoes, &c.):—ghis lagn(-k), To rub (particularly,
to rub the forehead of one who has a headache with a
cowrie, in order to aord relief):—ghis lagne-ko na hon,
'To be not enough for a rub'; (g.) to be scarce:—ghiss
lagn(-ko), To be rubbed or abraded:—ghiss-mr, s.f. A
boys' game (rubbing one string upon another to see
which will rst be worn through).
H 0&X .Vghis [perf. part. of ghisn;—and=Prk.

!5=S. !t], s.m. A plate of brass, &c. for striking the

V =S. V3+t], part. adj. Rubbed; abraded; worn

hours on, a gong:—gha iyl-bajne-wl, or gha iyl-wl,
s.m. One who strikes the hours on a gong (=gha iyl).
H 7 X V7!gha iyl [S. V.e&+!t or !,], s.m. A

smooth (as a coin, &c.):—ghis-hu, adj.=ghis.
H 0&X V,Tghuss, s.m.=gh s, 'blow , q.v.

crocodile; the Gangetic alligator, Lacerta gangetica(cf.
magar).
H 7 X V7!gha iyl [gha iyl, q.v.+S. t], s.m. (f. -) =

ghasn;—ghas˚= ghasw˚= Prk. VU˚=S. V3+
'  caus.

s.f. Folded, wrapped up (as clothes, &c.);—a fold, plait.
H 7 X V7gha iy [Prk. Vf; S. V&], s.f. A small
earthen pot; a melting-pot, a crucible;—a honey-comb; a
wasp's nest (in this sense, perhaps, for ghariy, dim. of
ghar, q.v.);—the womb.
H 7 X V,7ghu iy [gho , q.v.+S. ], s.f. A small, or an

gha iyl.
H 7 X V7!"gha iyl [gha iyl, q.v.+S. t (+t)],
s.m. The man who strikes the hours on a gong (or who
announces the time by calling out).
H 7 X V7"gha k (prob. for gha +ek), adv. For an hour
or so; for a little while, for a short time.

H  0&X .Vghisn, or V ghasn [caus. of ghisnor
aug.], v.t. To cause to rub;—to abrade, to wear (by
rubbing).
H  0&X V,ghusn [caus. of ghusn;—ghus˚= Prk.
V,U˚=S. V,3 (= V3) +  caus. aug.] v.t. To cause to
enter or penetrate; to thrust or force (into, -me ); to
stu (in), to cram; to penetrate, &c. (see ghuse n):—
ghus-den, v.t. intens. of and=ghusn.
H  0&X .V ghiso, s.m. = H  0&X .V & ghiswa, s.f.

[ghis(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;—and ˚wa= Prk.

S @ 0&X VT/ghasmar (rt. ghas), adj. & s.m. Voracious,

 (=S. ()++; ]( , Rubbing; friction; attrition;

gluttonous;—a voracious man, a glutton.
H <0&X Vghasan (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. The act of

abrasion.
H  0&X .V &ghiswa, s.f. = H  0&X .V ghiso, s.m.
[ghis(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(;—and ˚wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , Rubbing; friction; attrition;
abrasion.
H <) 0&X V,ghusyan, or V, ghusin [S. V53+
+"], s.f. A woman of the Ghoscaste; the wife of a Ghos,
q.v.
H  I&X V&ghasin, or .V& ghisan [ghasior
ghisa= S. V9, p.p.p. of rt. V3] , v.n. To be dragged, to be
dragged along or about; to be trailed; to trail:—ghiseghise phirn(colloq.), To be dragged about from place to
place.
H 0&X Vghasr [S. V3++t],
'
s.m. (dialec.) Rubbing;
friction; galling (of the skin);—a rough rub, or brush;—a
rude shove (in rushing by);—a loss (in trade); shock,
blow (of misfortune).
H 0&X Vghasr [S. Vk+t, rt. V], adj. (f. -), Hurtful,
injurious, mischievous.
H + 0&X V,[ghusr d, s.m. A kind of creeping grass
with a yellow ower, bearing a bitter fruit (it is used as a
condiment for horses, but is considered poisonous to
man).
H I&X I&; V,7vj7ghusa -phusa (by redupl. of ghusa , rt.
of ghusa n, q.v.), s.f. (colloq.) Cramming, stung.
H I&X I&; V,7vj7ghusa -phusa , s.f.=khusa -phusa , q.v.
H  I&X V,7ghusi n, or V,7 ghusa n [prob. fr. S.

rubbing; rubbing; friction; attrition;—harm, injury;—loss
(in trade).
H 0&X .Vghisn, or V ghasn [Prk. V4( or
.V4(; S. V34"(
'
, rt. V3] , v.t. To rub, to rub o or away,
to abrade; to make sore by rubbing, to gall;—to rub
down, to groom (a horse);—to whet, to grind down;—to
beat, bruise; to harm, injure:—v.n. To be rubbed; to be
abraded;—to be worn (by rubbing or friction); to be
rubbed smooth (as a coin, &c.);—to waste away, to wear,
to fret;—s.m. Rubbing; wearing away, &c.;—harming,
injuring;—adj. Liable (or apt) to be worn by rubbing:—
ghis-jn, v.n. intens. of and=ghisn.
H 0&X V,ghusn [ghus˚= Prk. V,˚, fr. S. V,3= V3] , v.n. To
be thrust (in, -me ), be forced (in);—to thrust or push
oneself (in), to enter forcibly; to rush (in); to pierce or
penetrate (in or into);—to enter uninvited, unprivileged,
or unwarranted (into or amongst, -me ), to intrude; to
interfere, to meddle (in):—ghus-n, v.n. To come
rushing (in, -me ); to thrust oneself (in):—ghus-pa n(me ), To thrust oneself (in);—to rush headlong or rashly
(into a place or an aair):—ghus-kar baihn, v.n. To sit
close together.
H 0&X .V"ghisn (fem. of ghisn), s.f. Rubbing, &c.;—
adv. By rubbing:—ghisn aln, v.n. To move along,
rubbing on the ground (as a child on his buttocks before
he is able to walk).
H  0&X V,ghasu, or V  ghasw [S. V+t (with

V9;—or fr. the trans. ghuse n, q.v.], v.n. To be forced or

winserted)], s.m. (rustic) Grass (=ghs, q.v.).
H  0&X Vghasiyr [S. V+t, with euphonic 

thrust (in, -me ), to be stued (in);—to thrust oneself
(in), to enter forcibly (=ghusn).
H 0&X .V"ghisk [ghisak, prob. fr. S. V3+>
' += S. ],

inserted; cf. ghaser], s.m. A grass-cutter: a seller of
grass.
H  0&X Vghasiyrin, or V ghasiyran

s.f. (dialec.) Rubbing; friction;—a slight rub, a graze.
H 0&X V,"ghusk [ghus˚, fr. ghusn, q.v.+ak, fr. S. >+= S.

[ghasiyr, q.v.+S. "], s.f. The wife of a grass-cutter;—a

], s.f. A bold forward woman; a wanton or unchaste

woman who sells grass.
H  0&X V7ghasiy , s.m.=ghasiyr, q.v.

woman.

H  0&X .Vghisiyn [ghisiy˚= ghisy˚= S.

V3 (p.p.p. of rt. V3) += w= Prk. we= S. pi, caus.
augment], v.t. To trail, to drag.
H R0&X V"&ghas (rt. of ghasn, q.v.), s.f. The trace or
track of a thing dragged along; a trail.
H R0&X V"&ghas [the preceding+S. t], s.m. Pulling,
dragging; pull, tug;—(perf. part. of ghasn), part. adj. (f. ) Dragged, pulled, &c.;—a proper name (generally given
to a child born after others who have died, and who is
superstitiously dragged in a basket ( hitr) to preserve
him from the fate of the others):—ghas-ghas, s.f.
Pulling and tugging; scue, tussle, scrimmage (syn.
e -tn).
H R0&X V"&ghasan (v.n. fr. the next), s.f.=ghas, q.v.
H  R0&X V"&ghasn (caus. of ghasin, q.v.), v.t. To
drag, pull, draw, haul, tug; to drag along, trail:—dharghasn, v.t. To pull away, haul away.
H  0&X Vghaser, s.m. (dialec.)=ghasiyr, q.v.
H  R0&X V,7ghuse n [caus. of ghusi n, q.v.;—or caus.
of ghusn;—ghuse ˚= ghusel˚= ghusl˚; cf. baihln), v.t. To
force (into, -me ), to thrust (into), to cram, stu (into); to
run or stick (into); to pierce; to insert; to insinuate; to
foist:—ghuse -den, v.t. intens. of and=ghuse n.
H 3 0&X V"!ghasl [ghs, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Grassy; yielding grass; abounding in grass.
H (4X $6gahak (see gahakn), s.f. Joyous emotion;
pleasure; exhilaration, the emotion of intoxication;—
warmth, zeal, fervour, empressement.
H 4X $6gah-kar (past conj. part. of gahn, q.v.), adv.
Firmly, tightly.
H 4X $6gahakn [gahak˚= Prk. $6=?(), fr. S. m6(+>],
v.n. To be pleased or delighted; to be in a state of
exhilaration, to be agitated by intoxication:—gahak-kar
boln, To speak with pleasure, or warmth, or
empressement.
H 4X $6"gahak, vulg. gahk[S. m6+t (+t)], s.m.
A taker; a purchaser.
H 4X $6"gahak, vulg. gahk[S. m6+], s.f. Taking;
purchase.
H J&X V$"ghagri [S. VV+],
'
s.f. A petticoat, &c.

(=ghaghr);—(dialec.) a hollow brass ring (worn on the
right thumb) with one or more brass shots inside which
rattle when the ring is shaken.
H J&X V,F$0ghugg , or V,$0 ghug , s.m.=ghuggh , q.v.
H  J&X .V$,ghigur, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of ghkuwr,
q.v.
H  4J4X $6$6gahgahn [prob. by redupl. fr. S. m6O],
v.n. To quiver, to shake; to wave, to undulate.
H &J&X V,V,ghughur, s.m. corr. of gh ghar, q.v.:—ghughurwl, adj.=ghu ghar-wl.
H &J&X VVghaghr, s.m. = H &J&X VV" ghaghr, s.f.
(dim.)[S. VV' + t, and VV+],
'
A petticoat (=ghghr);
a short frock.
H &J&X VV"ghaghr, s.f. (dim.) = H &J&X VV ghaghr,
s.m.[S. VV' + t, and VV+],
'
A petticoat (=ghghr); a
short frock.
H &J&X V,FV,ghugghu, or V,V, ghughu, or V,FV0 ghuggh , or V,V0
ghugh [S. V, redupl.+t], s.m. Hooting, hoot (of an owl);
cooing (of a dove);—an owl; a turtle-dove.
H  &J&X V,V,ghughu [ghughu, q.v.+S. t; or S. V0+t
(with winserted)], s.m. An owl;—a turtle-dove;—(met.) a
blockhead.
H &J&X .VV"ghigh, or .VFV" ghiggh [S. >+], s.f. The
throat, larynx;—choking sensation in the throat; the
state of being unable to speak (from emotion, or
excessive sobbing, or fear, &c.):—ghigh bandh(or band)
ho-jn, The voice to break down, or to lose the power of
speech (from emotion, &c.); to falter (in speaking).
H  &J&X .V.Vghighiyn (fr. ghigh), v.n. To be unable
to speak (from emotion, violent sobbing, &c.); to falter in
speaking);—to whine, whimper;—to make humble
entreaty, to beseech, implore;—to cringe, fawn; to coax,
wheedle (syn. gi gi n, ghi ghn).
H J&X .V$"ghig, or .VFV" ghiggh, s.f.=ghigh, q.v.
H J&X V,F$"ghugg, s.f. 1˚=gh gh, q.v.;—2˚=ghogh, or
ghu ghor gho gh, qq.v.
H  J&X .V$ghigiyn, v.n.=ghighiyn, q.v.
P  J4X gahgr (gah+gr, qq.v.), adj. Unbroken (a horse).

H 4X $6!gahal [prob. S. m6+!], s.f. A bunch, cluster (of
grapes, dates, or plantains, &c.;—syn. ghaud, ghaur).
H 3&X V,!ghul (perf. part. of ghuln, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Melted, dissolved; mixed;—ripe, mellow (fruit, &c.);—
soft; exible:—ghul-mil, part. adj. Closely united (with);
close, thick, intimate:—ghul-hu, adj. (f. ghul-hu) =
ghul.
H 3&X V,!ghuln (caus. of ghuln), v.t. To melt,
dissolve; to mix (in or with, -me ); to cause to waste
away;—(dialec.) to coax, wheedle, allure, entice, seduce,
deceive.
H 3&X V,!ghul [ghul(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],

Something thrown in over and above the quantity
purchased, something given to boot;—over and above; to
boot (syn. se t, r khan).
H  #&X V,! ghulwn (doub. caus. of gholn), v.t. To
cause to be melted or dissolved;—to cause to melt or
dissolve; to cause to mix (with a liquid).
H A #4X $6!5gahlot, s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts.
H  B @ &X V/ghamsn, s.m.=ghamsn, q.v.
H 2 4X @ 4X $6/$6/gahmgaham = H 2 &X @ &X V/V/
ghamgham [S. VV(;—for change of nto m; cf. gh m˚, fr.

adj. Melting, dissolving; causing to waste away;—(dialec.)
alluring, seductive, deceitful, &c.
H 3&X V,! &ghulwa = H ?3&X V,!6& ghulha

S. gh rn], adj. Compact, thick, close, dense; crowded;
widely diused;—s.f. Closeness, denseness, crowdedness;
diusedness, strength (of fragrance, &c.);—commotion,
stir, bustle, ado.
H 2 &X @ &X V/V/ghamgham = H 2 4X @ 4X $6/$6/

[ghul(n)+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.

gahmgaham [S. VV(;—for change of nto m; cf. gh m˚,

Melting, dissolving; fusion; softness, mellowness;
mildness; tenderness (e.g. ghulwa-k  kh, 'an eye (or
glance) of tenderness').
H ?3&X V,!6&ghulha = H 3&X V,! & ghulwa

fr. S. gh rn], adj. Compact, thick, close, dense; crowded;
widely diused;—s.f. Closeness, denseness, crowdedness;
diusedness, strength (of fragrance, &c.);—commotion,
stir, bustle, ado.
H  @ &X V/ghamn (fr. ghm, q.v., and cf. garmn), v.t.

[ghul(n)+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
Melting, dissolving; fusion; softness, mellowness;
mildness; tenderness (e.g. ghulwa-k  kh, 'an eye (or
glance) of tenderness').
H a &X V,!./ !ghul-mil (rt. of ghulnand miln), adj.

To sun; to warm or air (in the sun);—v.n. To bask in the
sun.
H  @ &X V,/ghumn [caus. of gh mn;—ghum˚=

Dissolved; mixed; melted (in kindness);—in close union,
intimate (=ghul-mil, q.v.s.v. ghul):—ghul-mil-kar rahn,
To be on very intimate terms; to live in close union or in
harmony.
H <#&X V,!ghulan (v.n. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Melting,

To cause to turn or revolve; to turn round, whirl round;
to wheel; to roll; to brandish, ourish;—to give (an
animal, &c.) a turn round; to take round; to circulate; to
encircle;—to lead astray; to beguile, delude:—ghumnphirn, v.t. To lead (one) a pretty round;—to
prevaricate:—ghum-den, v.t. intens. of and=ghumn.
H  @ &X V,/ ghumo, or V,/ ghum [ghum(n)+oor

dissolving; fusion; liquefaction.
H #&X V,!ghuln [Prk. V,!4(; S. V04"(
'
], v.n. To be or

ghumw˚= Prk. V,@/U˚ = S. V04+
' , caus. augment], v.t.

 = Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Turning round; whirling

become dissolved; to dissolve, melt; to be mixed (with, me ), be blended or united (with);—to become soft, or
mellow, or ripe (as fruit, &c.); to rot;—to become lean, to
waste away (from grief or sickness);—to wrestle:—ghuljn, v.n. intens. of and=ghuln.
H  #&X V!,ghalu, or V!  ghalw, or V,!  ghulw

round, &c. (see ghumn);—a turn round;—as much land
as can be ploughed by one pair of bullocks in a day; a
measure of land varying from one fth to three-fourths
of an acre.
H  %@ &X ghambr, adj. (Dakh.) corr. of gambhr, q.v.

[ghl(n) + w= Prk.  (=S. ()+], s.m. & adv.

H @ &X V,/ghumr [ghum˚= gh m˚, rt. of gh mn+r= Prk.

f =S. +t], s.m. The plant Phlomis indica, or

H <@ &X V,/efghumann, v.n. To gather (as clouds).

P.zeylanica(?)—a species of insect (cf. bhramar).
H @ &X V/M!ghamraul [S. V+ +!; cf. raul], s.f.

H <@ &X V/ef"ghama [ghaman, q.v.+S. t (+t)],

Crowd; mélée; an aray; confusion (in a general
engagement).
H @ &X V,/"ghumr [Prk. V,@/ f; S. V04++],
'
s.f.

adj. & s.m. Proud, vain, conceited, haughty, arrogant;—a
proud or haughty man, &c.
H  @ &X V,/ ghumwn (doub. caus. of gh mn), v.t. To

Vertigo, giddiness, swimming of the head.
H  2 &X V,/7ghuma n, v.n. (dialec.)=gh mn, q.v.

cause to be turned round, or to be revolved, &c.; to have
(a thing) taken round, &c. (see ghumn, and gh mn).
H  @ &X V/5"ghamor, V/M" ghamaur [Prk. V@/.!;

H  2 &X V,/7ghum n, v.n. (dialec.)=ghuma n=

S. V/+!+],
'
s.f. The prickly heat.

gh mn;—v.t.=ghumn, q.v.
H  2 &X V,/7"ghum , s.f.=ghumr, q.v.

H  @ &X V/5ghamoi, s.f. (rustic, or dialec.)=ghmq.v.

H I@ &X V/ghamas [prob. Prk. V@/T"; S. V/+
' ./ t], s.f.
Heat, sultriness, closeness.
H  0@ &X V/ghamsn [said to be fr. S. V5+/8(;
prob. gham˚= S. V; cf. ghamgham], s.m. A tumultuous
crowd;—a furious ght; battle, engagement;—slaughter,
carnage:—ghamsn karn(-me ), To make slaughter or
havoc (in or among).
H @ &X V/ghamk [fr. S. V/+>
 ], s.m.=ghamas, q.v.
H @ &J@ &X $,/V,/ghumghum [by redupl. of gh m, rt. of
gh mn+S. t], s.m. Going round, revolving, revolution;—
subterfuge, evasion, prevarication;—doubt, suspense,
hesitation.
H @ &J@ &X V,/V,/"ghumghum, s.f.=ghumr, q.v.
H  @ &J@ &X V,/V,/ghumghumn, v.n. To go round, to
revolve;—to practise subterfuge; to prevaricate; to beat
round the bush.
H  @ &J@ &X V/V/ghamghamn (fr. gham-gham=
ghamgham, q.v.), v.n. (dialec.) To be diused (as
fragrance); to be perfumed or fragrant.
H @ &X V,/ghumn, v.n. (colloq. & Dakh.)=gh mn, q.v.
H @ &X V,/"ghumn (fr. gh mn), s.f.=ghumr, q.v.
H <@ &X V/efor V/(f ghaman [prob. fr. S. $/], s.m.
Pride, conceit, haughtiness, arrogance:—ghaman karna(par), To be proud (of), to pride oneself (on).
H <@ &X V,/efghuman (prob. akin to gh mn; cf.
ghuma n), s.f. Gathering (of clouds).

H $ @ &X V/5 ghamo, or V/0 gham , s.f. A kind of prickly
plant which bears yellow owers (syn. kael).
H  @ &X V,qghumer, = H  @ &X V,q" ghumer,s.f.=ghumr,
q.v.
H  @ &X V,q"ghumer, = H  @ &X V,q ghumer,s.f.=ghumr,
q.v.
H <4X $64gaha, or $6 gahan [Prk. $64( or $6(; S. m64(,
rt. m6O], s.m. Seizure of the sun or moon" (by Rhu), an
eclipse:—gahan pa n, or gahan lagn, v.n. An eclipse to
take place; to be eclipsed.
S <4X $6gahan, adj. (f. -), Deep; dense, thick;
impervious, impenetrable; inexplicable; obscure;—
formidable; great;—s.m. A hiding-place; thicket, wood,
forest; a cave;—impenetrable darkness; obscurity:—
gahan-want, adj. Full of thickets.
P <4X guhn (i.q. ghun, q.v.), s.m. A wood-louse.
S <&X Vghana, vulg. ghan, adj. (f. -), Compact, solid,
hard, rm; coarse, gross; thick, close, dense; impervious,
impenetrable; thick, viscid, inspissated;—without
interstices;—full, densely packed;—deep (as sound, &c.);
—taken in the mass, collective; entire, all;—very; much;
—s.m. An iron club; a mace;—a sledge-hammer;—a
cymbal; bell; gong;—any compact mass or substance; an
anvil;—a cloud; a gathering of clouds;—thunder;—a solid
body;—(in Geom.) a solid; a cube; (in Math.) the cube (of
a number);—extension, diusion;—collection; multitude;
assemblage; mass; heap; quantity;—hardness; solidity;—
the fragrant grass Cyperus rotundus:—ghankshar(˚na+ak˚),
adj. Written or printed in very close type or character:—

ghan-phal, s.m. The solid or cubical contents of a body:—
ghan-tan-baran(-var), s.m. 'Whose body is of the colour of
the clouds,' an epithet of Krishna:—ghan-jvl, s.f.
Lightning:—ghan- akkar, s.m. A revolving body; a top; a
Catherine-wheel; (g.) a blockhead, a dolt:—ghan- i , s.f.
The horn-bill, Buceros:—ghan-dr, adj. Thick, dense, close:
—ghan-sr, s.m. Camphor;—mercury (or some form of it):
—ghan-ym, adj. & s.m. Deep black, dark (as heavy
clouds);—black clouds;—an epithet of Krishna;—a proper
name (of men):—ghan-k, adj. (f. -k), Thick, dense, close;
—heavy; severe (e.g. ghan-k- o, 'a heavy stroke or
blow'):—ghan-garj, s.m. The roar of thunder; thunder;—a
deep loud roar; any loud noise;—adj. Loud-sounding:—
ghan-ghan, s.m. (in Math.) The cube of a cube:—ghan-ghor,
adj. & s.m. Loud-sounding; roaring aloud;—very cloudy;—
roaring of thunder; thunder;—gathering of clouds,
cloudiness:—ghan-m l, s.m. (in Math.) Cube root:—ghanvarg, s.m. (in Math.) Square of a cube.
H <&X .V4ghi, or .V ghin [Prk. .V4; S. V4], s.f. Dislike,
aversion, hatred, abhorrence; nausea;—reproach,
blame, censure;—bashfulness, shame;—tenderness, pity,
compassion;—ghin n(-se), To be disgusted (with or at);
to feel nausea:—ghin den(-ko), To reproach; to abash:—
ghin-karn(-seor -par?), To have an aversion (for), to
dislike, hate:—ghin khn(-se), To be disgusted (with); to
suer nausea (from), be nauseated, or have the stomach
turned (by).
S <&X V,4ghu; and H. V, ghun, s.m. A kind of insect
(destructive to wood, grain, and our); wood-louse;
weevil;—the dust or powder of worm-eaten wood or
grain;—the pangolin or armadillo;—(met.) grief, sorrow;
canker;—any wasting disease:—ghun lagnor lag-jn(me ), To be attacked by the wood-louse or the weevil; to
be worm-eaten; to be the prey of a wasting disease.
H <&X V,ghun [or gh n; S. V4t], s.m. Rancour, malice,

s.m. An ornament, a trinket, a jewel; jewels, jewellery,
trinkets;—a pledge, anything in pledge, pawn; mortgage;
—a heavy plank (or at piece of wood) on which a man
stands while it is dragged by oxen over a ploughed eld
to level the ground (syn. pa ); a kind of harrow without
teeth:—gahn-pt, s.m. Jewels, ornaments, trinkets:—
gahn-patr, s.m. A deed of mortgage:—gahne rakhn(-ko),
To place or put in pawn; to pawn, pledge.
H 4X $,6guhn [guh˚= Prk. $,6 (), or $,#()=S. $,v(), rt.
$,v] , v.t. To thread, &c. (=g thn, q.v.).
H &X Vghan [S. V+t], adj. Thick, close; dense;
confused; numerous; much; many, &c. (see ghan);—s.m.
A sporting preserve, a park, chase.
H &X V,Bghunn, v.n. See &X ghunn.
H &X V,ghun (perf. part. of ghunn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Destroyed by the wood-louse, or by the weevil (wood,
grain, &c.), worm-eaten;—internally decayed; hollow.
H &X V,ghun, or V,B ghunn [S. V4+t], adj. (f. -),
Malicious, spiteful, revengeful, rancorous;—sullen;—
designedly or perversely silent, designing;—secret,
cautious.
H &= &X V,+ghun har, adj. corr. of ghankshar=
ghankshar, q.v.s.v. ghan.
H  4X $6gahann, vulg. gahnn(fr. gaha, q.v.), v.n.
To be eclipsed (the sun or moon; syn. gahan pa n);—to be
deformed (the hands or feet).
P  &X .V4ghin, or .V ghinn = H  &X .V4 
ghion,or .V  ghinon [ghin˚or ghinw˚==Prk.
.V4U()=S. V4 + , caus. aug.], v.n. To be disgusted
(with, -se), &c. (see ghikhn);—adj. (f. -), Disgusting;
nauseating; abominable, detestable, hateful, loathsome;
obnoxious; ill-favoured:—ghinon karn(-ko), To make
(one) an object of disgust, or loathing, &c.
H  &X .V4 ghion, or .V  ghinon = P  &X

spite.
H 4X $6gahn [gah˚= Prk. $(6 (), or G(6 ()=S. $6(), rt.

.V4 ghin, or .V ghinn [ghin˚or ghinw˚==Prk.

m6O], v.t. To seize, catch, lay hold of; to take; to handle; to

.V4U()=S. V4 + , caus. aug.], v.n. To be disgusted

put on;—v.n. To be eclipsed (the sun or moon);—to blush.
H 4X $6gahn, or $6  gahin [Prk. $(64(; S. m64+],

(with, -se), &c. (see ghikhn);—adj. (f. -), Disgusting;
nauseating; abominable, detestable, hateful, loathsome;
obnoxious; ill-favoured:—ghinon karn(-ko), To make

S *4X $6gahanat, s.f. Impenetrabil.ty; obscurity.

dil-k ghu , 'Button or knot of the heart;' doubt,
perplexity.
H I&X V,(ghu s, s.f.=ghus, q.v.;—s.m. = gh sor gh s, q.v.

S *&X Vghanat, s.f. = S *4X V; ghanatva,

H  0&X V(gha sn (caus. of gha sn= ghasn, q.v.), v.t.

s.m.Compactness; closeness, denseness; imperviousness;
solidity, &c. (see ghan).
S *4X V; ghanatva, s.m. = S *&X V ghanat,

To cause to rub, &c.
H 0&X V(gha sn, v.n. & v.t. (Dakh)=ghasn, q.v.

s.f.Compactness; closeness, denseness; imperviousness;
solidity, &c. (see ghan).
S *&X $6; gahanatva, s.m.=gahanat, q.v.

H 0&X V,("ghu s, s.m.=gh s, or gh siy, qq.v.

(one) an object of disgust, or loathing, &c.
H &X .V.4ghiit [S. V.4t], adj. (f. -) = ghion, q.v.

H <&X Ve&gha [S. Ve&+t; or Ve& by change of
gender], s.m. A bell; a plate of brass or of mixed metal
for striking the hours on, a gong;—a clock;—an hour:—
gha bajn, or gha den, or gha mrn, To ring a
bell; to strike a gong:—gha-abd, s.m. Bell-metal:—
gha -kara, s.m. One who has bell-like ears; one whose
ears are decorated with bells;—name of an attendant of
Skanda;—one of iva's attendants (he is supposed to
preside over cutaneous complamts, and is worshipped
for exemption from them in the month !aitra);—name of
a Pi aattendant on Kuvera:—gha-ghar, s.m. A belltower;—clock-tower.
H <&X Ve&!"ghal [gha , q.v. + l= Prk. f=S. !
+], s.f. A small bell (=gha ).
H <&X V,(&ghu n (caus. of gho n, q.v.),
v.t.=ghun, q.v.
S <&X V.e&ghaik, s.f. The uvula or soft palate.
S <&X Ve&,ghau, s.m. A string of bells (such as is tied on
an animal's neck by way of ornament).
H <&X Ve&"gha [S. V.e&], s.f. A small bell;—a small
metal pot.
H 9&X V(gha , s.m. Neck; throat; windpipe.
H  V <&X V.7"ghan- i , s.f. See s.v. ghan.
H + &X VBghand, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the J~s.
H <&X V,ef"ghu, s.f. A round button; a tag;—a kind of
herb that grows in rice-elds after the crop is cut
(camels are very fond of it; and it is used in medicine):—
ghu lagn(-k), To button;—to put a button (on, me ):—

H 0&X V,(ghu sn, v.n.=ghusn, q.v.
H 0&X V,"ghuns, adj.=khuns, q.v.
H 1 0&X VT/ghan-sym, corr. of ghan-ym, q.v.s.v.
ghan.
H ^&X V,($&ghu ga, s.f. (Dakh.)=gh gaor gh gha, q.v.
H :J&X V,($"ghu g  [S. $,.*; or j. ], s.f. The
small red and black seed of Abrus precatorius(syn. rator
ratt, q.v.).
H "J&X V,($!ghu garl, or ghu grl, adj. (f. -) =
gh gar-wl, q.v.s.v. gh gar.
H J&X V,($~ghu gr [or ghu ghr ; S. V,V,' +t], s.m. A
small bell; a string of small bells worn round the wrist or
ankle;—morris-bells;—the death-rattle (syn. gharr):—
ghungr -band bh, A fraternity of dancers:—ghung -dr,
adj. Furnished with bells.
H J&X V,($"ghu gr, = H  ^&X V,($7" ghu g ,s.f.=gh g,
or gho gh, qq.v.
H  ^&X V,($7"ghu g , = H J&X V,($" ghu gr,s.f.=gh g,
or gho gh, qq.v.
H J&X V,($"ghu gn, s.f.=gh gn, q.v.
H

J&X V($5!gha gol, s.m. The water-lily or lotus-plant,

Nymphæa lotus.
H ! J&X V($5!gha goln [by redupl. fr. S. V04;' cf. gholn],
v.t. To stir round; to rinse; to mix (by stirring); to mash;
—to stir up (water, or mud, &c.), to disturb, to make
muddy or turbid (cf. gi joln, g jn):—gha gol-den, v.t.
intens. of and=gha goln.
H  J&X V,($Mghu gaun [ghu gau˚= ghu gw˚= S V,V,'
+], s.m. A rattling toy; a (child's) rattle.
H  &J&X ÀVVghi ghn (fr. ghi gh= ghigh, q.v.), v.n. To

be hoarse;—to entreat in a faltering or choked voice; to
entreat or supplicate in an inarticulate or broken voice,
&c. (=ghighiyn, q.v.;—syn. gi gi n).
H :&J&X V,(V"ghu gh , s.f.=ghu g , q.v.

killer, murderer, destroyer, &c.
H 4&X .V6"ghinah [S. V4++], s.f. A whitlow.
H 4X $6"gahn [S. m64+ or ], s.f. A deformed

H I&J&X V(Vgha ghas, s.m. Name of a subdivision of the

cow born during an eclipse of the moon;—a small (or
undersized) cow.
H &X $6"gahan or gahn(fem. of gahn, q.v.), s.f. The act

J~s.
H <&J&X VVghan-ghan (i.q. khan-khan, q.v.), s.f. Jingle;

of caulking;—oakum.
H 4X $6"gahan or gahn[S. m64+t (+t)], adj.

tinkle; clink; ring; droning, drone; murmur, rumbling,
noise (as of a mill, &c.).
H &J&X .V4.V4ghighi, or .V.V ghinghin (by

Pledged; in pawn;—gahn dharn(-ko), To place in pawn.
H &X V,ghuniy [S. V4+t (+t)], adj. Malicious,

H &J&X V,(V~ghu ghr , s.m.=ghu gr , q.v.

redupl. fr. ghi, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Disgusting, &c.
(=ghinon, q.v.).
H  &J&X VVghanghann (fr. ghan-ghan), v.n. To
jingle, tinkle, clink, ring; to murmur, to drone (as a
revolving wheel).
H  &J&X .V.Vghinghinn (fr. ghinghin, q.v.), v.n.
To be disgusted, &c. (=ghi khn, q.v.s.v. ghi).
H  &J&X V(V5gha ghorn, = H ! &J&X V(V5!
gha gholn,v.t.=gha goln, q.v.
H ! &J&X V(V5!gha gholn, = H  &J&X V(V5
gha ghorn,v.t.=gha goln, q.v.
H  &J&X V(V<gh gher [S. VV+t],
'
s.m. A petticoat;
skirt (i.q. ghghr, q.v.).
H " &J&X V(V< !gha ghe-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), An artist.
H  J&X V(Ggha ger, s.m.=gha gher, q.v.
H &X V,ghunn (fr. ghun, 'weevil,' &c., q.v.), v.n. To be
blighted by the weevil (grain, &c.); to be worm-eaten,
&c.=ghun lagn, q.v.s.v. ghun:—ghun-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=ghun.
H  4X $,6gguhnau [guh˚= Prk. $,6 ()=S. $,v (), rt. $,v] ,
v.t. (Braj)=g thn, q.v.
H  &X .VMghinaun, or .V5 ghinon, adj.=  &X
ghinon, q.v.
H +  &X .V ghino d [ghin, q.v.+Prk. 
( ; S. ], adj.
(f. -) = ghinaun, or ghinon, q.v.
S &X «ghna (rt. han), adj. & s.m. (used as last member of
compounds), Striking; killing, destroying; removing;—

&c. (=ghun, q.v.).
H  &X .V.4ghiiyn, or .V ghiniyn,
v.n.=ghinghinn, and ghinn, qq.v.
H  &X Vsghaner, = H  &X Vs ghaner,adj. (f. -) =
ghanel, q.v.
H  &X Vsghaner, = H  &X Vs ghaner,adj. (f. -) =
ghanel, q.v.
H I &X Vsghanes = H Z &X V(s8 gha e [S. V+ 8t], s.m.
The grey horn-bill, Meniceros bicornis; also Buceros
malabaricus(syn. ghan- i , q.v.s.v. ghan).
H Z &X V(s8gha e = H I &X Vs ghanes [S. V+ 8t], s.m.
The grey horn-bill, Meniceros bicornis; also Buceros
malabaricus(syn. ghan- i , q.v.s.v. ghan).
H 3 &X Vs!ghanel, or V"! ghanl [Prk. V4f or
V4f ; S. V+!+t], adj.
(f.-), Compact; close, dense; closely-toothed (a saw);—
much, many (see ghan, ghan).
H  4X $6 gahw [S. mzt], s.m. Pincers, forceps.
H  &X V, ghuw, or V0 gh , s.m. A coarse kind of
cotton (obtained from the ends of reeds, &c.);—the
carpenter-beetle (an insect which penetrates wood;—cf.
ghurghur);—an insect found in water or marshy land
(which is used as a bait).
P ? 4X gahwra, s.m. A swing; a cradle.
H  &X .V !ghiwl [gh, q.v.+wl, fem. of wl, or S.
!t, with euphon. w], adj. Containing much gh; rich
(milk).
H ; &X V5ghop [prob. S. $,@v+t; cf. khop], s.m. A cloth

(or a blanket), with one end folded like a sugar-loaf to
cover the head, worn over the body in cold or rainy
weather (syn. gho gh).
H  &X V0&gh , s.m.=gh , q.v.

s.f. Land which has been under a rice-crop.
H  &X VMghaud, (dialec.) V  ghawad [prob. S. $,;t], s.f.

H  &X V5&gho (v.n. fr. ghon, q.v.), s.f. Polish;—a sense

S  4X $6gahvar, adj. (f. -or -), Deep, profound;—dense;

of suocation.
H  &X V5&gho [ghoaor gho, q.v.+S. t], s.m. An

impervious, impenetrable; obscure;—s.m. An abyss, a
depth;—a thicket, wood;—an impenetrable secret; an
enigma, a riddle.
H  &X V0gh r, s.m. Sweepings, &c. (=gh r, q.v.);—(local)

intoxicating infusion of hemp-leaves (dry leaves of the
hemp-plant ground in water, with spices, &c.);—barley
husk (given to donkeys, &c.);—a wooden pestle, muller,
or bruiser;—a polishing stone (an instrument of
jewellers, &c. to rub socket-gold, or to polish gems or
ornaments).
S  &X V5&ghoak, s.m. (f. -), A horse (see gho ).
H   &X V0&gh n, v.t.=gh n, q.v.
H   &X V5&ghon [gho˚= Prk. V,=S. V9, p.p.p. of rt. V3;
—or caus. of ghun], v.t. To rub, rub down; to pound,
bruise, grind, to pulverize (medicine, &c. in a mortar); to
levigate;—to press, squeeze (the throat), to throttle, to
choke (=gal ghon);—to rub and stir (in order to mix); to
mix; to solve, to dissolve (by mixing, or boiling or
cooking); to boil down (milk, &c.);—to smooth, to polish
(by rubbing with a hard and smooth body); to glaze
(paper, &c.); to calender;—to shave;—to strive after,
exert (oneself) for, to be busy with; to plod at;—to sift, to
investigate;—to repeat; to read over and over again:—
gho-den, v.t. intens. of and=ghon:—gal ghon(-k), To
press or squeeze the throat (of), to throttle.
H   &X V5&ghon, s.m. A muller, a rubber (of wood or
stone);—a polishing-stone (=gho, q.v.).
H   &X V5&ghon [S. V,e&+n= l= Prk. f

or ! =S. !

+t], s.m. The ankle (see gh ).
H   &X V5&"ghon, or V0&" gh n (fem. of ghon), s.f. A
rubber, muller, &c. (=ghon, q.v.).
H  &X V5&0gho [gho(n)+Prk.  =( S. ()(], adj.
Polished, smooth (words).
H  &X V0&"gh , s.f.=ghu, or gh

A bunch, cluster (of grapes, dates, or plantains, &c.).
H  &X V5fgho, s.m. (dialec.)= &X gho , q.v.

loose sandy soil:—gh r-barr, s.m. Dues levied (in
Bundelkhand) on every sharer and under-tenant in
proportion to the whole expenses incurred during the
year (it is so called as all kinds of miscellaneous items
are included).
H  &X V0gh r (v.n. of gh rn, q.v.), s.m. Staring; stare;
xed gaze;—frowning; frown:—gh r--ghr, s.f. Mutual
staring or gazing;—exchange of amorous glances.
S  &X V5ghora, vulg. ghor, adj. (f. -), Awful, terric,
frightful, terrible, horrible, dreadful; violent, vehement;
—deep (as colour, or as sleep);—s.m. The terrible, an
epithet of iva;—awfulness, horribleness;—a horrible
action;—horror; trepidation; dread, awe;—sound or roll
(of a drum);—roar; thunder;—dirt:—ghorkr(˚ra+k˚), adj.
& s.m. or ghorkriti(˚ra+k˚),
adj. & s.f.=ghor-r p, q.v.:—

ghor-daran, adj. (f. -), Of horrible or frightful
appearance; terrifying, terric:—ghor-r p, adj. (f. -), Of
terrible aspect or form; frightful, hideous, grim;—s.m. A
hideous appearance:—ghor-r p, adj. (f. -in), adj.=ghorr p:—ghor gh n, v.n. To conceal (one's) dislike or
indignation:—ghor-nd, s.m. An awful (or a terrifying)
sound:—ghor-narak, s.m. Tartarus; hell with all its
horrors.
H  &X V5ghor, s.m. (in comp.) corr. of gho = gho .
H  &X VMghaur, (dialec.) V  ghawar, or V  ghawari,
s.f.=ghaud, q.v.
H  &X V0gh r (i.q. k , q.v.), s.m. Sweepings, rubbish;

H  &X V0&"gh  [S. V,&], s.f. The ankle.

—soil, manure;—a dust-heap, dung-hill;—a temporary
re-place; a stove.
H  &X VMghaur, s.m. (local) A shed for herds of

H  &X V0&"gh , or V5&" gho [gho˚, rt. of ghon+S. ],

breeding cattle.

, q.v.

H A &X V0gh rat, s.m.=ghurat, q.v.
S Y &X V5ghorat, s.f. = S Y &X V5; ghoratva,
s.m.Frightfulness, terribleness, horribleness, horror.
S Y &X V5; ghoratva, s.m. = S Y &X V5 ghorat,
s.f.Frightfulness, terribleness, horribleness, horror.
H = &X V0"gh r  [prob. S. {+],
'
s.f. A twist (in
thread, &c.), tangle; entanglement.
H  &X V0gh rn, (dialec.) V5 ghorn [gh r˚= S.
V04(' ), rt. V04],
' v.n. To go round, to roll round; to roll
the eyes about, to look round or about; to share;—v.t. To
gaze intently on, to stare at; to ogle;—to look angrily
upon, to frown at.
H  &X V5ghorn (prob. for gholn), s.f.(m.?) A kind of

roof, &c.
H  &X V57M gho auw [Prk. V5f

(with winserted)=S.

V5&+t], s.m. (rustic)=gho , q.v.
H  &X V57"gho  [Prk. V5f; S. V5&], s.f. A mare;—a
clothes-horse; a saddle-rack;—a machine for making
vermicelli;—wooden pincers (used in circumcision):—
gho -app, s.m. A boys' game (resembling 'leap-frog.').
H K &X V0gh s (from ghus, rt. of ghusn, q.v.; cf. gh s),
s.m. The bandicoot rat, Mus malabaricus, or M. giganteus;—
a bribe:—gh s den(-ko), To give a bribe (to), to bribe:—
gh s khn, or len, To take a bribe or bribes:—gh s-lenwl, s.m. (f. -wl), One who takes bribes.
H K &X V5ghos [S. V53t], s.m. Name of a caste of

H  &X V5"ghor, adj.=aghorq.v.

herdsmen or milkmen;—an individual of that caste, a
herdsman, a milkman (see ghos):—a common name for
a Kyasth, or one of the writer-caste, &c.
H B &X V0gh s [for ghuss;—ghusaor ghus˚, rt. of ghusn,

H ) &X V0gh riy [gh r, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A dust-heap,

q.v.+S. t], s.m. A thump or blow of the st,

dung-hill.
H &X V07gh , s.m. (dialec.)=gh r, 'sweepings,' &c.

a buet;—the st;—a blow, shock (syn. adma);—the
bandicoot rat (=gh s):—gh s mrn, or gh s lagn, or
gh s piln(-ko), To give (one) a blow with the st:—
gh sam-gh s, or gh sam-ghs, s.m. Fisticus; boxing;
thumping and pulling:—gh so la n, To ght with the
sts; to box.
H B &X V0gh sat (prob. akin to ghusn), s.m. A young

refreshing beverage.
H  4X $"gah r, s.f. Demurrage (cf. gohar).

H &X V57gho (contrac. of gho ), s.m. = ghu (like which it
is used as rst member of compounds).
H &X V57gho (for go h= ga h), s.m. (Dakh.) A hole:—
gho -pho , s.m. A species of lizard, a skink, or guana,
Lacerta scincus.
H &X VM7ghau , (dialec.) V07 gh , s.f.=ghaur= ghaud, q.v.
H  &X V57gho  [Prk. V5f ; S. V5&t], s.m. A horse;—(in
chess) the knight;—a clothes-horse;—hammer (of a
gun):—gho  uhn, To put a horse to full speed:—gho 
palnn, or gho e-par zn b dhnor kasn, To saddle a
horse:—gho  a hn(band q-k), To raise the hammer
(of a gun), to cock (a gun):—gho  ho n(band q-k), To
pull the trigger (of a gun):—gho  den(-ko), To put (a
mare) to a stallion:—gho  ln(-par), To put a horse to
full speed; to gallop a horse (at or after); to charge:—
gho e-sawr, s.m. A horseman; rider:—gho e-ko sarpa
phe kn, To force a horse to its utmost speed:—nqi
gho , s.m. A cast horse; a screw.
H C &X V57gho at, s.m.(?) A post, prop (for supporting a

owl.
H 3B &X V5!ghosl, s.m.=gho sl, q.v.
H <B &X V5ghosin, V5 ghosan [S. V53+"], s.f. The
wife of a Ghos; a (Moammadan) milk-woman.
H B &X V0gh sn, v.n. (Dakh.)=ghusn, q.v.
H B &X V5"ghos [S. V53+t (+t)], s.m. A cowherd,
herdsman; a milkman (esp. a Moammadan milkman,
one of those who are converts from the caste of Ahrs).
S D &X V53ghosh, s.m. Indistinct noise, tumult; sound (of
a drum, &c.); roar (of an animal, &c.);—language;—a
station of herdsmen;—(f. -), a caste of cowherds, &c.
(see ghos).
S <E &X V534ghosha, s.m. = S E &X V534 ghosha,
s.f.Speaking aloud; making a great noise; crying,

proclaiming aloud; heralding; proclamation:—ghoshan
karn, v.t. To proclaim; to preach.
S E &X V534ghosha, s.f. = S <E &X V534 ghosha,
s.m.Speaking aloud; making a great noise; crying,
proclaiming aloud; heralding; proclamation:—ghoshan
karn, v.t. To proclaim; to preach.
H E &X V53ghoshn [S. V534"(, rt. V,3] , v.t. To speak or
utter aloud; to proclaim;—to repeat, recite (prayers, or a
lesson, &c.); to iterate.
H  &X V5~ghokr , s.m. (Dakh.)=gokhr , q.v.
H  &X V5ghokn, = H & &X V5L
ghokhn,v.t.=ghoshn, q.v.
H & &X V5Lghokhn, = H  &X V5
ghokn,v.t.=ghoshn, q.v.
H IX &X V0$gh gas, s.m. (dialec.) A bastion; an outwork
(before the gate of a walled town or village).
H &X &X V5Vghogh, s.m. 1˚=gho gh;—2˚=ghogh, qq.v.
H &X &X V0V0gh gh , s.m.=ghuggh or ghughu, q.v.
H  &X &X V0V0gh gh , s.m.=ghughu, q.v.
H &X &X V5V"ghogh, s.f. = gho ghor gh g, and gh nga,
qq.v.
H &X &X V0V"gh gh, or V5V" ghogh [ghughu, q.v.+S. ],
s.f. A turtle-dove.
S &X V5!ghol, s.m. Buttermilk (syn. h h).
H

&X V5!ghol [prob. S. V5!"], s.f. (dialec.) Purslane,

Portulaca oleracea;—a kind of reddish-white sea-sh
(=ghol).
H " &X V5!ghol [ghola, rt. of gholn, q.v.+S. t;—or perf.
part. of gholn], s.m. An intoxicating potion made of
opium or bha g;—a mixture; solution;—a kind of reddishwhite sea-sh:—ghole-me ln(-ko), To throw into
confusion or disorder; to involve in diculty; to harass,
worry, injure.
H " &X V5!ghol [perf. part. of gholn, and=Prk. V5.! ;

H  @ &J! &X V5!V,/ ghol-ghumo (rts. of gholnand
ghumon= ghumn, qq.v.), s.m. Evasion; subterfuge;
procrastination.
H  @ ! &X V5!q!ghol-mel (ghol, rt. of gholn+mel, q.v.), s.m.
A mixing; mixture.
H ! &X V5!gholn [ghol˚= Prk. V5!()=S. V5! (), rt.
V5!, a Prk. form of V0],
' v.t. To mix (with a liquid); to
dissolve, melt; to stir together, stir up; to shake about, to
agitate briskly.
H  ! &X V5! gholw [ghol(n) + w= w= Prk.  (=S.
()+], s.m. A solution; mixture; gruel; slops;—an
intoxicating drink made of opium (=ghol, q.v.):—gholw
gholn, To make a watery mess (of a thing), make too
thin;—to practise evasion; to procrastinate, to delay;—to
reduce to a semi-uid state; to do injury (to), to injure (a
person).
H 1 &X V0/ gh m (rt. of gh mn, q.v.), s.m. Running round
a pole (a game amongst children);—adv. Round, about;
back.
H  a &X V0/ gh mo, s.m. prop. ghumo, q.v.
H *a &X V0/gh mt [imperf. part. of gh mn;—and=Prk.
V,@/( , rt. V,@/˚=S. V04],
' part. adj. (f. -), Turning round,
revolving:—gh mt tr, 'A revolving star,' a planet:—
gh mt lakr, A revolving line; radius (of a circle).
H ?a &X V0Ãgh mra [Prk. V,@/f ; S. V04++t],
'
adj.
Turning round; having turns or twists (the word is only
met with in the following):—gh mra-pn-yantra, s.m. A
uqqa(syn. pe wn);—a tobacco-pipe.
H " @ &Ja &X V0/V,/!gh m-ghuml = H 3 @ &Ja &X V0/V,q!
gh m-ghumel [by redupl. of gh m, rt. of gh mn+ S. !
+t and !+t], adj. (f. -), Revolving, circling; round;—
having great girth or width; full, wide, loose (as a skirt or
robe).
H 3 @ &Ja &X V0/V,q!gh m-ghumel = H " @ &Ja &X V0/V,/!

S. V5.!+t, a Prk. form of V0X4t], part. adj. (f. -),

gh m-ghuml [by redupl. of gh m, rt. of gh mn+ S. !

Mixed; stirred, stirred up; disturbed;—thick; turbid:—
ghol-hu, adj.=ghol.
H " &X V5!gholn, or V0! gh ln, v.t.=ghuln, q.v.

+t and !+t], adj. (f. -), Revolving, circling; round;—
having great girth or width; full, wide, loose (as a skirt or
robe).

H  @ &Ja &X V0/V,/gh m-ghumn, v.t. To lead (one)

ghusn, q.v.+S. !t; cf. the Mrwri ghusylo], s.m. Nest

round about; to make (one) dance attendance; to
practise evasion or procrastination with, to put (one) o
from time to time.
H a &X V0/gh mn [Prk. V,@/4(; S. V04"(
' , rt. V04],
' v.n.

(of a bird);—(met.) a small house, a crib, cabin.
H 0 &X V0(gh sn, v.n. (dialec.)=ghusn, q.v.

To turn, turn round, revolve, whirl, spin (as a top, &c.),
wheel, circle; to go round, to go round and round, to
swim (as the head, e.g. sir gh mn); to be or become
giddy or dizzy;—s.m. Turning round, whirling, &c.:—
gh mn-ghmn, v.n.=gh mn.
H  4X $(gah , or gh , s.m. corr. of geh , q.v.

q.v. + S. t], adj. & s.m. Given to taking bribes; corrupt;

H  &X V0gh n, s.m. Rancour, &c. (=ghun, q.v.).
H  &X V0gh n, adj. Malicious, &c. (=ghun, q.v.).
H  &X V0(gh t, s.m. corr. of g h, q.v.
H  &X V0(&gh  (i.q. g h, q.v.), s.m. A kind of hill-pony.
H  &X V0(&gh , (dialec.) V & gho , [Prk. V,( or V5(; S.
mT(, rt. m], s.m. A gulp; a draught, a pull (at a pipe, &c.):

H  0 &X Vg,ghau u, s.m. (dialec.) = gho sl, q.v.
H 0 &X V0("gh s = H 0 &X V0(  gh siy [gh s= gh s,
—one who takes bribes (syn. gh s-lene-wl).
H 0 &X V0( gh siy = H 0 &X V0(" gh s [gh s= gh s,
q.v. + S. t], adj. & s.m. Given to taking bribes; corrupt;
—one who takes bribes (syn. gh s-lene-wl).
H J &X V $gho g or Vg$ ghau g [S. V04+t],
'
s.m. A
cockle; cockle-shell, Cochlea helix; a snail; snail-shell; any
spiral univalve shell (syn.  h).
H ^ &X V0($&gh ga, s.f.=gh gha, q.v.
H ^ &X V0($& gh gaw, s.m. (rustic)=gh ga.
H :J &X V0($"gh g , s.f.=ghu g , q.v.
H J &X V0($gh gar [S. V04+t],
'
s.m. A curl; frizzy hair:—

—gh  pn, To drink (or take) a draught; to gulp:-gh gh  pn, To drink by gulps:—gh  len(-k), To take a
gulp or a draught; to take a pull (at a pipe, &c.):—lah -k
gh , 'A gulp of blood,' (met.) forbearance.
H  &X V &gho  = H  &X V & gho  =gho, and gho,

gh gar karn, v.t. To curl; to frizz (the hair):—gh garwl, or gh garyl, adj. (f. -), Curled, curly, frizzy (hair).
H J &X V0($~gh gr , s.m.=ghu gr , q.v.

qq.v.
H  &X V &gho  = H  &X V & gho  =gho, and gho,

q.v.
H IJ &X V0($gh gas, s.m.=gh gas, q.v.

qq.v.
H   &X V0(&gh n, or V & gho n (see gh

H J &X V0($"gh gn [gh g˚= S. V04++n,
'
prob.=S. B
), v.t.

To gulp, drink, swallow, guzzle:—gh -len, v.t. (intens.)
To gulp down, &c.
H   &X V &gho n, v.t.=ghon, q.v.
H  &X V0(_gh h, s.m. corr. of gh , q.v.
H  &X V0(&"gh

, s.f.=ghu, q.v.

H +  &X V0("gh

d, s.f. (dialec.)=ghu, q.v.

H I &X V0(gh s = H 0 &X V0( gh s =gh s, and gh s,
qq.v.
H 0 &X V0(gh s = H I &X V0( gh s =gh s, and gh s,
qq.v.
H 30 &X V !gho sl, (dialec.) V0(! gh sl [ghus, rt. of

H J &X V0($"gh gr [gh gar, q.v.+= S. ], s.f.=gh g,

+], s.f. Wheat, gram, or pulse boiled whole and in the
husk; a sort of stir-about of grain (esp. wheat, or gram).
H &J &X V Vgho gh, s.m.=gho g, q.v.
H J &X V0(V&gh gha [S. V04+>
' ]( , s.f. & m. A covering
or wrapper for the head and face; the corner or edge of
a wrapper or mantle drawn over the face (by a woman);
a veil; covering or concealing the face with a mantle, or
veil, &c.;—prepuce or foreskin (syn. gilf):—gh
gha

k hn, or gh gha lenor le-len, or gh gha
mrn(mu h-par) To draw the wrapper, or mantle, or veil
(over the face), to veil (the face):—gh ga karn(-par), To
veil (the face=gh gha len);—to draw back the neck, to
arch the neck (a horse):—gh gha khn, v.n. To be

broken or defeated (an army):—gh gha-wl, s.f. A
veiled woman; a woman who has the edge of her
wrapper or mantle drawn over her face.
H J &X V0(V&"gh gha [gh gha, q.v.+= S. ], adj. &

rains on high ground.
H ) 4X $6 hgahwaiy [gah(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.

s.f. Drawing a veil or a wrapper over the face; prudish;—
a prude.
H :&J &X V0(V"gh gh , s.f.=ghu g , q.v.

V5[ ghoy [S. V04+;
'
cf. ghuiy ], s.f. The esculent

H &J &X V0(Vgh ghar, s.m.=gh gar, q.v.
H &J &X V0(V~gh ghr , s.m. = gh gr = ghu gr , q.v.
H &J &X V V"gho gh, s.f. dim. of gho gh= gho g, q.v.
H &J &X V V"gho gh, or V0($" gh gh = H J &X V0($" gh g,
or V $" gho g.[S. V04++],
'
s.f. The tying the end of a
blanket in a knot and so placing it on the head as a
protection against rain; a hooded cloak or covering;—a
cloth folded up and put on the head (as a defence
against the rain);—a coarse woollen (or other) cloth
doubled over breadthwise and sewn at the bottom and
sides (the top being left open); a sack, bag, pouch, wallet;
a pocket (usually ghogh);—the palmer-worm; a
caterpillar; a kind of grub destructive to grain, &c.
(usually gh g, or gh gr, or ghu gr).
H J &X V0($"gh g, or V $" gho g. = H &J &X V V" gho gh,
or V0($" gh gh [S. V04++],
'
s.f. The tying the end of a
blanket in a knot and so placing it on the head as a
protection against rain; a hooded cloak or covering;—a
cloth folded up and put on the head (as a defence
against the rain);—a coarse woollen (or other) cloth
doubled over breadthwise and sewn at the bottom and
sides (the top being left open); a sack, bag, pouch, wallet;
a pocket (usually ghogh);—the palmer-worm; a
caterpillar; a kind of grub destructive to grain, &c.
(usually gh g, or gh gr, or ghu gr).
H J &X V $"gho g, or V0($" gh g, s.f. dim. of gho g, q.v.
H  &X V0(gh iy, or V0( gh y, = H   &X V0([
gh iy , or V0([ gh y ,s.f.=gh y , q.v.
H   &X V0([gh iy , or V0([ gh y , = H  &X V0(
gh iy, or V0( gh y,s.f.=gh y , q.v.
H $ &X V0 gh , s.f. A kind of herb that grows during the

()++t], s.m. One who seizes or takes; seizer, &c.
H ) &X V0gh y, or V5 ghoy = H  ) &X V0[ gh y , or
root Arum colocasia(syn. ka ).
H  ) &X V0[gh y , or V5[ ghoy = H ) &X V0 gh y, or
V5 ghoy [S. V04+;
'
cf. ghuiy ], s.f. The esculent root
Arum colocasia(syn. ka ).
H 4&X V6ghahar [S. VV(' , onomat.], s.f. A rumbling
sound; rolling of thunder; thunder (see gharghar).
H 4&X V6ghaharn, or ghahrn, = H 4&X V6
ghaharn (fr. ghahar, q.v.),v.n. To thunder; to roar; to
bawl.
H 4&X V6ghaharn (fr. ghahar, q.v.), = H 4&X V6
ghaharn, or ghahrn,v.n. To thunder; to roar; to bawl.
P 4X gahe, adv. contrac. of ghe, q.v.
H 4X $,6"guh, adj.=g h, q.v.
H &X V"gh [Prk. .V( or .V(; S. V]( , s.m. Claried butter
(or butter which has been boiled gently and strained and
allowed to cool; it is much used in cooking, and is highly
esteemed by Hinds both in food and for religious uses):
—gh uparn(-me ), To rub gh(on a cake of bread):—ghs, adj. (f. -s), Like gh;—soft, tender:—gh-khi a , adj. &
s.m.f. Like ghand khi a ; intimate, close (friends), hand
and glove;—close or intimate friends;—gh-k jaln, 'The
burning of gh' (in a lamp, in place of oil);—(met.) to be
well o; to be successful; to attain one's object:—gh-ke
kuppe-se j-lagn, 'To go and stick to a ghbottle': (met.) to
come in for a fortune; to nd a mine of wealth:—gh gay
par kupp to gay nh , prov. 'The ghmay be gone, but the
bottle remains' (used in hinting to one who is making
some false assertion, that, though the matter be past, all
documents, &c. respecting it are not lost):—ka  gh, s.m.
Unclaried butter:—h -k gh, Good fresh butter.
H &X V gha, or Vh ghai, s.f. A platform of earth
(articially raised and levelled and smoothed) on which
stacks of corn are placed; a support, staddles (but if
staddles are used they are generally called ull).

H &X V"ghy, or .V ghiy [S. V+t], adj. Like gh;—

H  4X gaher, = H  &X ghair,adj. (Dakh.)=gahr, q.v.

soft; tender;—s.m. A pompion, Cucurbita lagenaria:—ghytura, or ghy-tor, s.f. The Lu"a pentandra:—ghiy-kash,
s.m. An instrument for cutting and cleaning pumpkins
(syn. kadd -kash):—lamb ghy, s.m. A bottle-gourd:—
mh ghy, Sweet pumpkin.
H  &X .Vghiyr [Prk. .V!5; S. V+!t], adj.

H  &X ghair, = H  4X gaher,adj. (Dakh.)=gahr, q.v.
H  4X $,Çguher [S. $M<t], s.m. A kind of venomous

Containing or yielding much gh(milk); rich (milk).
H L &X V<ghepn [ghep˚= Prk. V<Q(); S. m#], v.t. To take
up (with the ngers, or hand, or a spoon, &c.); to stir up
(with the ngers, &c.); to mix, mingle, to unite into a
paste (as our and water);—to scrape.
H 3* &X V<!ghetl [ghet˚= Prk. V<\˚=S. $6"˚, rt. m6O+S. !
+t], s.m. A slipper with a curled toe (the opp. of
a hau w , 'a shoe with a heel').
H  R&X V<&ghen [ghe˚= S. V9; cf. ghon], v.t. To mix
(by rubbing); to knead together.
H 9 &X V"gh , s.m. (dialec.) The neck; throat (=gha ,
q.v.).
H  &X V<gher [S. m6; or v.n. of ghern, q.v.], s.m.

lizard (similar to the goh, q.v.).
H  &X V<ghern [gher, prob.=S. m6], v.t. To surround,
encompass; to encircle; infold, inclose, take in, include,
contain; to ll; to occupy;—to fence, to hedge or rail or
wall in; to beset; to hem in; to lay siege to, to invest,
besiege, blockade:—ghern-ghrn, v.t.=ghern:—gher den,
v.t. intens. of and=ghern:—gher-len, v.t. intens. of
and=ghern.
H  &X V<"ghern (fem. of ghern, q.v.), s.f. A handle for
turning a spinning-wheel; a winch.
H  &X V< gherw [gher, q.v.+S. t (with winserted)],
s.m. A mortgage in which land is held as security, and in
payment of the interest.
H  &X V<"gher [gher, q.v.+S. ], s.f. (dialec.)
Swimming of the head, dizziness, vertigo;—swoon;
megrim.
H 30 &X V<!ghesl [prob. S. V3,' rt. V3+ !+t], s.m.

Circumference, circuit, compass; circle, ring; boundary;
environs; a yard, 'compound,' an area;—width; fulness
(of a robe);—skirt (of a robe);—(met.) calumny; reproach;
complaint;—adj. Round; surrounding, enclosing;—wide;
loose; full (as a robe or skirt);—meandering, winding;—
adv. Around:—gher-dr, adj. Circular;—extensive; ample,
wide, full (as a robe):—gher-ghr, s.m.=gher:—gher-ghr
karn, v.t. To surround, encompass, inclose; to hem in; to
stop or hinder.
H  &X V<gher [gher, q.v. + S. t], s.m. Circumference,

(dialec.) A ail; a stick;—a thick cake.
S ( 4X $,µguhyak, s.m. Name of a class of demigods

measure round; girth; circuit, compass; rim (of a vessel,
&c.); an encompassing or enclosing line or body; a circle;
a fence; enclosure;—siege, blockade;—vertigo:—gher
uhn(-k), To raise the siege (of):—gher ln(-me ), To
surround, encompass; to invest, lay siege (to), blockade:
—ghere-me pa n(-ke), To be surrounded; to be hemmed
in.
H  &X V<gher (perf. part. of ghern, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -

H &J &X V<Vghegh, s.m.=ghe gh, q.v.

), Surrounded, encompassed, enclosed fenced in;
encysted (as a tumour, &c.);—round.

who (like the Yakshas) are attendants of Kuvera, the
god of wealth, and guardians of his treasures.
H   &X V" ghka wr, s.m. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H   &X V"j ghkuwr, or V"  ghkawr [S. V
+j/"], s.m.(f.?), The medicinal plant Aloe perfoliata.
H J &X V<$gheg, s.m.=ghe g, or ghe gh, q.v.
H J &X V<$ghegar, or ghegr, s.m.=gheghar, q.v.
H &J &X V<Vgheghar (cf. ghe gh), s.m. An unripe pod
(of grain, &c.); unripe bole (of cotton); syn. ghe .
H 3 &X V"!ghl [prob. akin to S. m6], s.m. A kind of wild
creeper, Mimosa scandens.
H  # &X V<!M"ghelaun, s.f.=ghalu, q.v.
H L &X V±ghe pn, v.t.=ghepn, q.v.
H < &X V±&ghe  [prob. fr. S. $ and TRt], s.m. The throat;
neck.

H < &X V±&ghe , s.m. = H < &X V±&" ghe , s.f.[S. V.9+t

H X $gay [perf. part. of jn, and=Prk. $./  ; S. $/

and ; cf. also $.9t], A hog, pig.

++t, rt. $/], part. adj. (f. ga), Gone; past:—gay-bt(f.

H < &X V±&"ghe , s.f. = H < &X V±& ghe , s.m.[S. V.9+t

neck, &c. (=gh , and gha , qq.v.).
H : &X V±ghe n, v.t. corr. of khe n, q.v.

ga-bt), or gay-gur(f. ga-gur) adj. Past and gone;—
worthless, useless:—gay-gawy, adj. Lost and gone;
stolen:—gae darje, adv. At most; at least:—ga karnor karjn(-ko), To allow to pass unnoticed (an oence, &c.); to
pass over, to overlook; to connive at;—to fail to do, to
neglect.
H X $hgaiy, or gaiy[S. $ +], s.f. A cow.

H ^ &X V±$ghe g (see next), s.m. A kind of caterpillar

H & X F#gybh, s.m. = H <& X F# gybhan, adj.=gbh,

(very destructive to grain, &c.).
H J &X V±$ghe g = H &J &X V±V ghe gh [ghe g˚= Prk.

and gbhin, qq.v.
H <& X F#gybhan, adj. = H & X F# gybh, s.m.=gbh,

geha(i)=S. grih(ti),
rt. grah+S. t], s.m. A wen; tumour;


and gbhin, qq.v.
H ; X gypit, part. (f. -), Made known; notied;

and ; cf. also $.9t], A hog, pig.
H < &X V±&"ghe , s.f.=ghegar, q.v.
H 9 &X V·gh , s.m. The lower or front part of the

the bronchocele, goitre, or 'Derbyshire neck';—a dish of
rice and our.
H &J &X V±Vghe gh = H J &X V±$ ghe g [ghe g˚= Prk.
geha(i)=S. grih(ti),
rt. grah+S. t], s.m. A wen; tumour;

the bronchocele, goitre, or 'Derbyshire neck';—a dish of
rice and our.
H &X .Vghiu, or V" ghu, or V" gh , (rustic) .VM
ghiyau, V<

gheo, s.m.=gh, q.v.

H  &X V< ghewar [S. V+ t], s.m. A kind of sweetmeat
composed of our, milk, gh, cocoa-nut, and sugar.
H  &X V"gh r, or «0 ghy r [S. V+0+t; or Prk.
.V! =S. V+!+t], s.m. A small kind of cucumber

revealed; discovered.
H (; X gypak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Making known;
giving information; proclaiming;—one who makes
known or who proclaims; a teacher; a herald.
H <; X gypan, s.m. Making known, notifying,
informing, apprizing, communicating: gypanrth(˚na+ar˚),
adv. For the purpose of apprizing, &c.
H A X gyt, part. Known, comprehended, understood:
—gyt-siddhnt, s.m. One well versed in any science or
stra.
H A X gyti, vulg. gyt, s.m. A father; a kinsman; a

S  4X $,µguhya, adj. To be covered or concealed,

distant kinsman who does not participate in the
oblations of food and water oered to deceased
ancestors.
H Y X gyt, = H Y X  gytri,adj.
& s.m. Acquainted


requiring concealment; concealable; private, secret;
solitary, retired;—s.m. An organ of generation; the
privities.
H  &X V,[ghuiy , s.f.=gh y , or gh y , q.v.

(with), knowing, intelligent, wise;—one who knows, &c.:
—gyt purush, A learned or wise man:—gyatnvay(˚t+an˚),
s.m. A name of Varddhamn, the last Jin or Jain Ponti.
H Y X gytri, = H Y X  gyt,adj. & s.m. Acquainted

H [ X Gge, intj. (dialec.) O! O you!

(with), knowing, intelligent, wise;—one who knows, &c.:
—gyt purush, A learned or wise man:—gyatnvay(˚t+an˚),
s.m. A name of Varddhamn, the last Jin or Jain Ponti.
H  Y X `gyteya, s.m. Relationship, anity.

(much used as a condiment).
H  &X V<(ghe , or V<± gheon, s.m. (Dakh.)=geh , q.v.

S X $gay, s.f. The city of Gay, in Bihr. (It is a
celebrated place of pilgrimage among Hinds, and is said
to have been sanctied by the benediction of Vish u as
a tribute to Gay the Asur, who was overwhelmed here
with rocks by the gods);—name of a river.

H  X F[gyr , adj. a dialec. form of next, q.v.

H  X F [gyraw , or gyrw , adj.=gyrahw , q.v.
H ? X F6gyrah [Prk. 6; S. 8], adj. Eleven
(=igrah, q.v.).
H   X F6 [gyrahw [gyrah,
q.v. + Prk.

  =/ =S. +/+t], adj. (f. -w ), Eleventh.
H  X $"gayr, or gyr, s.m.=next, q.v.
H

X $!gayl, or gyl[gay, p.p. of jn+Prk. !5=S.

!t], s.m. The land of deceased Biswdrslying
unclaimed;—land coming under the management of the
Mlguzrafter an Asmor cultivator deserts his village.
H ! X $!"gayl, s.m.=gayl, q.v.
H ! X $!"gayl [S. $+!+t], s.m. An inhabitant
(or a native) of Gay;—a class of Gay Brhma s, who
ociate in certain religious ceremonies performed by
pilgrims at that place (syn. gay-wl).
H  X For  gyn [S. t], s.m. Knowing,
knowledge, understanding, intelligence, apprehension,
conception, intellect;—knowledge of a specic and
religious kind, which tends to exempt the soul from
further transmigration:—gyn- ar , s.m. Religious
discourse:—gyn- au, s.f. A wisdom-tooth:—gyn- ausar,
s.f. A kind of chess:—gyn dau n(apn), To exercise the
understanding; to meditate deeply:—gyn-gud , s.f. 'The
ragged covering of wisdom or of a sage'; Friar's rags:—
gyn-me n(-ke), To be apprehended or comprehended
(by):—gyn-wn, or gyn-wan, or gyn-want, adj. & s.m.
Knowing, wise, intelligent, judicious (syn. gyn);—a wise
man, a sage, &c.:—gynendriya(˚na+ind˚), s.m. An organ of
perception or of consciousness (e.g. the skin, tongue,
eye, ear, mental powers, intellect).
H < X Fgynin = H  X F" gyn [S. , "],
adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Knowing, wise, learned, intelligent,
judicious, discreet;—one who understands fully; one who
possesses gynor religious wisdom;—a sage; a
philosopher;—a prognosticator; an astrologer; a
soothsayer; a fortune-teller.
H  X F"gyn = H < X F gynin [S. , "],
adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Knowing, wise, learned, intelligent,
judicious, discreet;—one who understands fully; one who

possesses gynor religious wisdom;—a sage; a
philosopher;—a prognosticator; an astrologer; a
soothsayer; a fortune-teller.
P ? X giyh, s.f. Grass; straw; green herbage (syn. kh).
H % X G gebar, s.m. A kind of bird.
H L X Ggep, s.m. A nipple (syn. bhin); a stalk, stump
(syn. bo ).
P L X gp, s.m. A sheep or goat's ventricle stued with
minced meat and rice; a pudding; a haggis.
P $ L X gp, s.m. A seller of puddings.
H L X gyapit, part. Taught; expounded; made
known.
H L X .Qgyapti, s.f. Knowing, understanding,
comprehension, the exercise of the intellectual faculty.
H  X $"gt [S. $"(], s.m. Singing, song; a song,
nymn:—gt-badh, s.f. A birth-song:—gt gn, To sing a
song or hymn; to sing;—to be piping one note, to be ever
harping upon one strain;—to tell a long story :—gto -k
pustak, A song-book, a hymn-book; the Book of Psalms.
S * X $"gt, s.f. A song; a sacred song or poem, a
rhapsody or episode (as the Bhgavat-gt, an episode of
the Mahbhrat):—gt-guriy
, s.f. Song-maker,

songstress.
P * X get, or gt[old P. gaitha; Pehl. gehn; Zend gaêtha, fr.
gi; see jahn], s.f. The world, the universe:—gt-re, adj.
& s.m. World-adorning;—the ornament of mankind:—
gt-afroz, or gt-faroz, adj. World-in aming; worldillumining; an epithet of the sun:—gt-sitn, s.m.
Conqueror (or emperor) of the world:—gt-naward, adj. &
s.m. Who (or one who) has travelled over the world;—
the sun;—an epithet of Alexander the Great.
H ,RX $"&/gam (dialec.) G&/ geam, s.m. A sort of
coarse woollen cloth; a coarse kind of carpet not
coloured.
H + X $"gd (i.q. gdh, or giddh; P. also gd), s.m. A kite; a
vulture.
H + X Gged [S. >t or B+t; cf. ge d, ge d], s.m.
An un edged bird; a nestling; a chicken; (met.) an infant;
—an unformed mass; a clod;—a sort of lenitive or
aperient food.

H + X Ggedr [gedor geda, q.v.+S. +t], adj.
Unformed, unpolished, uncouth, stupid, ignorant, simple,
silly.
H + X $"7gda [S. $£+t], s.m. A jackal, Canis aureus:—
gda -bhabk, s.f. 'Jackal's threat'; bullying, bluster,
bravado.
H  + X $"7"gda n = H  + X $"7" gda  [gda , q.v.+S.
", and ], s.f. A female jackal.
H  + X $"7"gda  = H  + X $"7" gda n [gda , q.v.+S.
", and ], s.f. A female jackal.
H + X $"gdh [Prk. $-5; S. $£t], s.m. A vulture (i.q.
giddh).
H + X $"gdhn [gdh˚= Prk. $()=S. $(), rt.
$], v.n. To be or become greedy (after); to be attracted
(by); to be tamed, to become familiarized:—gdh-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=gdhn.
P + X gd (fr. gd, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Timid, cowardly;—
stupid, silly, idiotic;—blockhead, dolt, idiot:—gd ar, s.m.
A stupid ass, a blockhead (=gd).
P  X gr [rt. of giriftan, fr. Zend garew= S. m/], part. adj. &

6hagDepartment.
P  X gre, adj. & s.m.=gr, q.v.
H W X gerj = H d X gerz [Dakh.;—prob. S. $+*+t],
s.m. The mountain partridge; a kind of pheasant.
H d X gerz = H W X gerj [Dakh.;—prob. S. $+*+t],
s.m. The mountain partridge; a kind of pheasant.
S  X $hgairik, s.m. A kind of red earth or ochre (see
ger ).
H  X Ggern (caus. of girn; cf. girn), v.t. To throw
(as in wrestling, &c.), to overcome, to throw down; to
throw about, to strew, scatter; to put (into), to apply (as
antimony to the eyes); to prepare, make (as pickle, &c.):
—ger-den, v.t. intens. of and=gern.
H  X G~ger , (dialec.) $h~ gair [Prk. G, or
GI=S.$h], s.m. Red earth, soil of a red colour; red
ochre, red chalk; brick-dust (of writing-boards); ruddle
(syn. gil--arman).
H  X GIgeru, or G  gerw [ger , q.v.+S. t], adj. (f. ), Of the colour of red ochre; red; coloured or dyed with
red ochre; covered with red ochre.
S  X $" y4gr-v, s.m. A god, a deity.

s.m. Taking, seizing, holding; conquering;—taker, holder,
catcher, conqueror, &c. (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. lam-gr, 'conqueror of the world';—gulgr, 'snuers'):—gr-o-dr, or gr-dr, s.m. lit.'Take and
hold'; taking and holding; dominion, absolute sway or
rule;—battle, contest; confused clamour of combatants.
H  X $"gr, s.m. corr. of giror giri, q.v.

(incidental to corn, &c.), smut, mildew.
P  X gr (abst. s. fr. gr, q.v.), s.f. A taking, seizing;
handling (used as last member of compounds, e.g. arfgr, q.v.).
H  X G"ger, s.f.=next.

P  X gr (part. n. fr. gr, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Taking, seizing;

H  RX G7"ge , s.f. A boy's game (knocking a stick over a

—prehensile;—treating, handling;—taker, seizer; holder;
—one who is held rmly; a captive;—detention; captivity
(used as last member of compounds, e.g. mrs-gr,
'one

who takes an inheritance, the heir-at-law to an estate').
H  X $hgair, s.m.=gahr, q.v. (syn. kaul).

line by throwing another stick at it):—ge -pr, s.f. Idem.
P 0 X ges , or gs (=S. ?8), s.m. A ringlet, curl, side-lock;

H  X GI geru, or G~ ger  (fr. ger ), s.f. Red blight

H  a  X G/&"ger-m (rustic;—gerprob. for gahr, 'of

—the hair of a woman's head, the whole hair when
gathered up, twisted, and fastened on the top or back of
the head.
S < X Gl4gesha = S  X Gl4, geshu s.m. A singer; a

deep colour, dark'; and mi, 'earth'), s.f. Loam of ne
clay.
P $ X gr (abst. s. fr. gr, q.v.), s.f. Taking, seizing,

chanter of the Sma-veda;—a professional singer; an
actor, a mime.
S  X Gl4,geshu = S < X Gl4 gesha s.m. A singer; a

holding; grasp, seizure; the power of taking or laying
hold; prehension, prehensibility;—(in India) the

chanter of the Sma-veda;—a professional singer; an

actor, a mime.
H ^ X G$&geg [S. &t],

s.m. (dialec.) A crab (=kek ,
q.v.).
H 3J X G$!gegl (cf. gedr), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Simple,
silly, soft, weak-minded;—a simpleton, an imbecile (syn.
bodl).
H <; 3J X G$!geglpan, s.m. Simplicity, &c. (see gegl).
H #J X G$!"gegl (see gegl), s.f. A simple woman; a stupid
woman; a trollop, a slattern (syn. bodl).
H  X $"!gl [S. ?t, rt. .], s.f. Dampness, moisture
(=gl-pan):—gl-sl, s.f. Idem.
H  X $h!gail, $! gayal, $"! gl (?) [Prk. $./ ; S. $/+,
s.f. (dialec.) Road, path;—adv. In the company (of, -k),
along (with), with (syn. sth):—gail bhejn(-ko) = gail karn,
q.v.:—gail-jn(-k), To go along with:—gail karn(-ko), To
send (one) along (with, -k, another):—gail-gail,
adv.=gail(syn. sth-sth):—gail lage phirn(kis-k), To follow
(one) about:—gail len(-ko), To take (one) along (with,
apn, oneself):—gail-wl, s.m. A travelling companion,
fellow-traveller.
H  X $h!gail, s.f. (dialec.) A cluster, bunch (of plantains,
&c.; cf. ghaud, ghaur).
H 3 X $"!gl [S. ?t, rt. .], adj. (f. -), Moist, damp,
wet, humid; soaked with moisture:—gl-qand, s.m. A kind
of edible bulb:—gl karn, v.t. To moisten, damp, wet.
H 3 X $"!gl (i.q. ghla), s.m. A species of wild creeper,
Mimosa scandens.
H 3 X G!gel, adj. (f. -) = gegl, q.v.
H <; 3 X $"!glpan [gl, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Moistness, dampness, wetness, humidity.
P 3 X gln, prop. n. Name of a country lying to the south
of the Caspian sea and north of 'Irq.
P 3 X gln, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to (or coming
from) Gln;—a native of Gln.
H $3 X $"! gl [gl, q.v.+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f.=glpan, q.v.
H  X $h!7gaila [Prk. $./ f5; S. $/++t], s.m. (dialec.)
The son of a woman by a former marriage, a step-son.

H 4# X $h!gailah [gail, q.v.+S. +t], s.m. (dialec.), A
traveller, wayfarer; a passer by; a roadster.
P < X gn, vulg. g [contrac. of gn, rt. of gandan;—prep. 
+Zend rt. kan= S. L], A sux (denoting 'full of, or
aected with, or possessed of') added to nouns to form
possessive adjectives (e.g. surma-gn, 'full of surma'; gam
gn, 'sorrowful, sad').
H  X $hgain (i.q. gahn, 'to seize,' q.v.), s.m. (f. -), A
bush;—a small species of bullock; a young steer (cf.
gahn).
H  X $°gai t [S. LP+], = H * X $°" gai t, or G("
ge t,s.f. A pickaxe.
H * X $°"gai t, or G(" ge t, = H  X $° gai t [S. LP
+], s.f. A pickaxe.
H < X G(_ge h [prob. S. m.BRt], s.f. (dialec.) A kind of
sh.
H 6 X $·*g j (v.n. fr. g jn, q.v.), s.f. A kind of dish,
generally used in Moharram (syn. mlda, q.v.).
H <8 X G(*ge jan, s.m. (dialec.) A litter, mess, higgledypiggledy (cf. gi -pi ).
H 8 X $·*g jn [gj˚= S. V3; or fr. S. m#; Prk. GAD˚],
v.t. To rub, to mash with the hand; to crumple.
H +  X $(gayand, G( ge d, $° gai d [S. $BWt, i.e. $*
+BWt], s.m. An elephant.
H +  X G(ge d [Prk. G(C(; S. GBC, or BC], s.f. A ball (for
playing with);—(dialec.) the (African) marigold (=ge d);
—a bunch of ribbons, a rosette:—ge d-ball, s.m. Bat and
ball; cricket:—ge d phe kn, To throw a ball; to bowl:—
gend-ta , s.f. Striking a ball (back to another):—ge dkap , s.m. Cloth of the colour of the marigold
(characteristic of the followers of Krishna):—ge d kheln,
To play at a game with a ball (as rounders, &c.):—ge dghar, s.m. A racket-court:—ge d-gahwr, s.m. A ower,
formed like the scale of a balance, tied on to an image.
H +  X G(ge d (see ge d), s.m. The (African or Indian)
marigold, Tagetes erecta;—a large ball (for playing with;
see ge dand ge d).
H +  X G(Cge du, or G(  ge dw [S. $ef,t, or BC],

s.m. A pillow; a worm (in the intestines), a tapeworm.
H +  X G("ge d [ge d, q.v.+S. ], s.f. A small ball;—

(=goh ).
H   4 X G( geh w, adj. & s.m.=geh  .

(dialec.) a small marigold.
H $+  X G( ge da [gend, q.v.+= S. t], adj. Of the

H lm, the thirtieth letter of the Urd or Hindstn

colour of the marigold;—s.f. The colour of the marigold,
yellow colour.
H < X G(fge , vulg. ge , or $°f gai , vulg. gai [S.

alphabet (the twenty-seventh of the Persian alphabet,
and the twenty-third of the Arabic), has the sound of the
English l.The corresponding Hind letter is ! la, the

$eft], s.m. (f. -), A rhinoceros.

twenty-eighth consonant of the Devangar alphabet,
and the third of the semi-vowels or antah-sthaletters. In
reckoning by abjad, lmstands for 30; it is also used as an
abbreviation for the month Shawwl.In works on Hind
Prosody, ! la is used as an abbreviation of the word !V,

H 0< X G(fge ak [S. $ef,t; see ge dand ge d], s.m.
The marigold.
H < X G(f!"ge al or ge l, s.f. A coil, &c. (=kunl, q.v.).
S  < X Gef,geu or Gef0 ge , s.m. A ball (=ge d, q.v.).
H  < X G(7ge , or $°7 gai , s.m.=ge , q.v.
H ^ X G($&ge g, s.m.=geg= kek , qq.v.
H 3J X G($!ge gl, adj. & s.m. Simple, foolish, &c. (=gegl,
q.v.).
H <; 3J X G($!ge glpan, s.m. Simplicity, stupidness,
folly.
H < X Ggenan, s.f. (rustic, or dialec.), corr. of ge d, q.v.
H <4 X G(z(ge hu , = H  4 X G(( ge h
H  4 X G((ge h

,s.m.=geh , q.v.

, = H <4 X G(z( ge hu ,s.m.=geh , q.v.

H  X $h"gain (see gain, gahn, gahan), s.f. A small cow; a
stunted or under-sized heifer;—a small car (or carriage
on two wheels) drawn by the bullocks called gain.
S  X G6geh (corr. fr. S. $6(), s.m. A house, dwelling, &c.
(see griha).

P  X giyah, = P 4 X giyah,s.f.=giyh, q.v.
P 4 X giyah, = P  X giyah,s.f.=giyh, q.v.
P  4 X gaihn, s.m.=jahn, and get, qq.v.
H 4 X $h6 gaihir, = H 4 X $h6 gaihr,adj.=4X gahr, q.v.
H 4 X $h6gaihr, = H 4 X $h6  gaihir,adj.=4X gahr, q.v.
H $4 X $h6 gaihr, s.f.=$4X gahr, q.v.
H 4 X $h6"gaihr [prob. S. m6++], s.f. Demurrage.
H  4 X G(geh  [geh , q.v. + S. t], adj. Wheatcoloured; tawny, swarthy;—s.m. The colour of wheat;—a
kind of grass.
H  4 X G(geh [Prk. Gz ; S. $5,/ t], s.m. Wheat

laghu. The letter lis commonly interchanged with rand ,
as will have been seen in what has preceded, and as will
be pointed out in what follows.
A " l, neg. adv., or priv. particle, No, not, by no means;
there is not; without (it occurs in combination with
Arabic or Persian words, and may sometimes be
rendered by the English neg. prexes un, in, ir, im, or
the ax less):—l-ubl, vulg. lo-bl(fr. A. l ubl, 'I care
not'), adj. Fearing nothing, fearless; insolent; careless,
thoughtless, indierent; licentious; petulant;—s.f.
Fearlessness, carelessness; thoughtlessness,
indierence:—l-ummat, s.m. An unbeliever; a sceptic;
an irreligious person, one who does not observe the
religious precepts of Islmism:—l-budda, vulg. lbud(lit.'there is no separating oneself' from a thing, or
'there is no avoiding' it), adv. It cannot be but;
inevitably, necessarily, infallibly, assuredly:—l budor lbudd, adj. Unavoidable, inevitable, certain; necessary;
essential; positive;—involuntary; compulsory:—l-tuadd,
adj. That cannot be numbered:—l-sn,
 adj. Without a
second, incomparable, unequalled, unparalleled:—ljaram(lit.'there is no avoiding it'), adv. Necessarily, of
necessity, indispensably; undoubtedly, by all means; of
course, as a matter of course; consequently:—l-jawb,
adj. Incapable of answering, silenced, confuted,
speechless, answerless, disconcerted; beyond all
question; unequalled, matchless:—l-jawb karn(-ko), To
silence, confute, disconcert:—l- r, adj. & adv. Without
remedy, helpless, powerless; disabled, disarmed (=n-

r); destitute, forlorn, poor;—without excuse; at a loss;
without an alternative, having no alternative; under
constraint, under pressure of necessity, perforce;
compelled, forced;—l- r karn(-ko), To render helpless
or powerless; to disarm; to incapacitate; to leave no
alternative to, to put pressure upon, to compel, force,
oblige:—l- rag, or l- r, s.f. Helplessness; inability,
disability, incapacity; forlornness, destitution, want of
means, poverty:—l-il, adj. Unproductive, fruitless,
barren; unprotable, protless, bootless; abortive; need
less, unavailing:—l-all, vulg. l-al, adj. Not to be
untied, not to be solved; indissoluble; dicult, abstruse:—
l-aul, or l aula wa l quwwata ill bil-lhi, 'There is no
strength nor power but in (or by means of) God'; there is
no striving against fate (a deprecatory formula which
Muslims repeat on the receipt of bad news, or on
hearing of (or seeing) anything disagreeable, or to
express aversion or contempt, or to drive away evil
spirits):—l-aul pa hn, or l-aul bhejn, To repeat the
deprecatory formula l-haul, &c.:—l- arj, vulg. l- irj,
adj. Rent-free (lands), allodial;—s.f. Rent-free land:—lirj bs, s.m. A house built on rent-free land:—l- arjdr, s.m. A holder of rent-free land:—l- arj zamn, s.f.
Rent-free land; land exempted from payment of
revenue:—l- arj, adj.=l- arj, q.v.:—l-daw, adj. &
s.m. Without claim or demand;—a release, an
acquittance, a deed or act of relinquishment; a
withdrawal of claim; a deed of surrender, a deed
foregoing a claim, or admitting there is none:—l-daw,
adj. Without cure or remedy,
incurable, remediless, irremediable:—l-raib, adj. & adv.
Undoubted; infallible; unquestionable;—no doubt,
undoubtedly, unquestionably, infallibly, certainly:—lzabn, adj. Silent, speechless;—s.f. Improper speech,
abuse (=l-su an):—l-zawl, adj. Undecaying,
imperishable, eternal:—l-su an, adj. Speechless, silent,
taciturn;—s.m. Improper talk, harsh words, railing,
abuse:—l-shark, adj. & s.m. Without any associate or
partner;—one who is without an associate, &c.:—l-shakk,
vulg. l-shak, adj. & adv. Undoubted, indubitable;—without
doubt, doubtless:—l-til,
 adj. Useless, unprotable; vain,
absurd, groundless:—l-ilj, adj. Incurable, without

remedy, remediless, hopeless:—l-ilj, s.f.
Incurableness, &c.:—l-ilm, adj. Without knowledge or
information, unaware, unknowing, ignorant:—l-ilm,
s.f. Want or absence of information; ignorance:—lkalm, adj. & adv. Without a word, speechless, taciturn;
indisputable, undisputed, unquestionable; unconditional,
xed;—indisputably, no question; without fail, positively,
absolutely, certainly, undoubtedly, assuredly;—let it pass,
agreed, no more to be said:—l-mahab, adj. Without
religion, irreligious:—l-makn, adj. Inexistent, with no
abode, without a dwelling-place;—s.m. The Deity:—lmaut, adj. Deathless, immortal:—l-nihyat, adj. Having
no end or limit, boundless, innite:—l-wris, adj.

Heirless, having or leaving no heir; to which there is no
heir (property), unclaimed:—l-wris, adj.=l-wris, q.v.;—

s.f. Property to which there is no heir, unclaimed
property (=l-wris ml):—l-walad,
adj. Childless, without

issue:—l-wa-naam, adv. No and yes:—l-yaj z, adj. Not
allowed, prohibited, illicit, unlawful:—l-yazl, adj. That
ceases not, eternal, durable, unfading:—l-yalam, adj. &
s.m. Knowing nothing, ignorant;—an ignorant fellow, a
blockhead:—l-yan, adj. Absurd, unmeaning,
insignicant; obscene, abusive:—l-yam t, adj. Deathless,
immortal.
H " !l, s.f. contrac. of lksh, q.v.;—past conj. part. of
ln, q.v. (=lke).
H " ! lb, s.m. corr. of lbh, q.v.
P  " lba [=S. !, rt. !], s.m. Request, desire;
supplication, prayer;—ridicule, irony; a jest, joke,
anything facetious;—adulation, attery, coaxing.
S & " !#lbha, vulg. lbh, s.m. Getting, gaining,
obtaining, acquiring;—acquirement, acquisition, gain,
prot, advantage; emolument; welfare; produce;
interest;—pickings, perquisites;—name of the eleventh
astrological house or lunar mansion:—lbh uhn, v.n.
To prot or benet (by, -se), to make gain or prot
(from); to make a prot (of, -k), to gain, earn:—lbhjanak, or lbh-d, or lbh-dyak, or lbh-kr, or lbh-kar,
adj. Causing gain, making or procuring prot; aording
advantage, protable; advantageous, lucrative:—lbh-k,
adj. (f. -k), Gainful, protable, advantageous, benecial,

of use:—lbh karn, v.t. To gain, acquire, win; to attain:—
lbh-may, adj. (f. -), Abounding in prot or advantage,
protable, advantageous, lucrative:—lbh-lbh(lbha
+albha), s.m. Prot and loss, advantage and
disadvantage, gain and detriment.
H &; " !vlphn [lph˚= S. !@v], v.n. To jump, leap,

club or sta; a pillar, &c. (=lh, q.v.).
H " !_ !lhiwl, s.m. =lh-wl, and lahiwl,
qq.v.
H "!_"lh [Prk. !; S. .9], s.f. A sta, stick,

pagan Arabians.
H " !&l, s.f.=lh, q.v.

club, cudgel, bludgeon; crutch; mace:—lh-ph, s.f.
Beating with a club or stick; mutual cudgelling, a ght
with cudgels (=lah-lah):—lh-po g karn, To ght with
sticks or clubs, to have a cudgelling match;—lh ek-ke
alnor jn, To walk with the help of a stick:—lh-wl,
s.m. A man armed with a club or bludgeon, a club-man
(such as are in the pay of zamn-drs, indigo-planters,
and others, and employed to ght when serious arays
take place).
H ) " !_!lhiyl, s.m.=lh-wl, q.v.s.v. lh.

S " !&l, adj. & s.m. Old, worn, spoiled, dirty (clothes,

H "!&"l, s.f. (colloq.) corr. of lh, q.v.

&c.);—old or worn-out clothes; shabby ornaments, &c.
H " l (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A lord;—lot (in a sale):

H 5" !*lj [Prk. !A*; S. !A*], s.f. Shame, sense of

spring.
H A" !lt [S. !\?], s.f. A kick:—lt aln(-par), or lt
mrnor mr-den(-ko, or -me ), To kick; to kick away in
disdain, to spurn:—lt khn, v.n. To be kicked, to suer a
kicking:—lt-mukk karn, v.t. To kick and cu, to beat.
A A" lt, s.m. Name of an idol worshipped of old by the

—l-band, s.f. A division into lots; a list exhibiting lots
divided o:—l-pdr, s.m. The Lord Bishop; a chaplain of
the Established Church in a Mofussil station:—l-ib,
s.m. The Governor-General or Viceroy;—the Lord
Bishop; the Chief Justice:—l-ib—k daftar, or l-ibke daftar-k drul-insh, The Secretariat:—l-ib-ke tank muz , The Governor-General's Bodyguard:—lmuib, s.m. Governor-General's Aide-de-camp; Aidede-camp to the Commander-in-Chief:—ba e lt, or mulk
l, s.m. Governor-General, Viceroy:—jang l, s.m. The
Commander-in-Chief:— ho l, s.m. A lieutenantgovernor.
H " !&l, s.m. A mixture of pounded mahu(q.v.) and
rice or other grain (eaten by the poor);
mahusweetmeat.
H " !_lh [Prk. !"; S. .9t], s.f. A club, a sta;—a

decency; bashfulness, modesty;—honour, reputation,
good name:—lj n, or lj lagn(-ko), or lj khn, v.n. To
feel ashamed; to take shame to oneself:—lj tygn, or lj
khon, or lj ga wn, v.n. To throw away all shame, to be
shameless:—lj rakhn(-k), To have a sense of shame;—
to hide the shame (of); to protect the honour (of):—lj-se
marn, or ljo marn, v.n. To die of shame, to feel
extremely ashamed:—lj karn, v.n. To show a sense of
shame; to be ashamed, to be bashful:—lj-wn(f. -vat), or
lj-want, adj. (f. -), Ashamed, abashed, shamefaced,
bashful, modest, coy, blushing; chaste, decent.
S 5" !*lj, s.m. Fried or parched grain; wetted or
sprinkled grain.
H W" !*lj [S. !*t], s.f. Fried or parched grain
(=lw).
H W" !*lj, s.f. (dialec.)=lj, or lajj, qq.v.
H W" !*ljn [Prk. !A*4(; S. !A*"(, rt. !A*], v.n.

pillar, a column; an obelisk; a minaret; a steeple;—the
vertical beam which revolves in a sugar-mill or oil-mill;
the pestle which works in the mortar or press of a
sugar-mill, &c.;—the beam or lever with which water is
drawn from a well (syn. he kl).
H " lh, s.m.=l, 'lord'; 'lot,' q.v.

P  W"ljward, adj. Made of, or consisting of, lapis lazuli.
H  W" !* Blj-want [Prk. !A* + 
( 5; S. !A*+ ], adj.

H " !_lh [lh, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A large

See s.v. lj, 'shame.'

To feel ashamed or abashed; to be bashful, or shy, &c.;
to blush.
P  W" ljaward, vulg. ljward, s.m. Azure;—lapis lazuli.

H &W" !Dljh [prob. S. !, rt. !"+t], s.m. Stickiness,
glutinousness, viscosity; tenacity; clogginess;
clamminess; sweltering state (syn. lajlaj);—(dialec.)
semen.
P  =" l- r, adj. See s.v. l.

a favourite; a lover, sweetheart; a bridegroom;—a
character in a play;—raw indigo-plant (as it comes into
the factory):—l-l, Lover and beloved, lovers;
bridegroom and bride.
H " !f!ll, adj. & s.m.=l l, q.v.

H ="!"l , s.f. corr. of il , or el , q.v.

H  " !f5lo, adj. & s.f. Beloved (wife or daughter);—a

A H" liq (act. part. of Hc! 'to touch, or reach,' &c.), part.
adj. & s.m. Who or what touches or reaches unto;
reaching (to, -ke), overtaking; adhering; adjoining;
conjoined, axed; touching; contiguous;—an ap
pendage; an adjunct, accompaniment; a supplement; a
dependant; (in Gram.) an ax, a sux:—liq hon(-ke),
To adhere or stick (to); to reach (to), to overtake; to
attach (to); to adjoin; to touch; to accompany.
H " !ld (v.n. fr. ldn), s.f. Load, burden, freight;—

pet, &c. (=l, q.v.):—lo-koo, s.f.=lo, q.v.
H  " !f0l , s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=la , q.v.

entrail, bowel:—ld-ph d, s.f. Loading and packing.
P " ldan (Gr. *@{), s.m. Ladanum, a resinous
substance exuding from the leaves and branchlets of the
Cistus creticus.
H " !ldn [ld˚= Prk. !-5=S. !)t, p.p.p. of rt. !#],
v.t. To load, lade, burden, freight (an animal, or a cart,
or a boat or ship); to take in cargo;—to pile or heap
(upon, -par); to place heavy (or many) things (upon); to
oppress (one) with tasks or charges; to lay on thickly; (in
wrestling) to have (one) on the cross-buttock:—ld-den,
v.t. intens. of and=ldn.
H " !ld [ld(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m.f. For loading; t to carry a load;—a burden-bearer, a
beast of burden (as a pony, or ass, &c.): -ld karn(-ko),
To mount (or to load) a horse or colt
for the rst time; to convert (an animal) into a beast of
burden.
H "!"ld, s.f. Lading; a small load (such as is put on
an ox, or an ass, &c.).
H )" !ldiy [ld˚, rt. of ldn+iy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. One who loads; a loader.
H " !fl, s.m.= " l , q.v.
H " !fl [l, q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Beloved,
pet, darling; tenderly nurtured;—a beloved object, a pet;

H " !lr [S. !!], s.m.(f.?) Saliva, spittle, slaver,
dribbling, dribble of an infant (syn. rl).
H " !lr [prob. S. ], s.f. (dialec.) A continuous line,
a string, series, row, train;—adv. In the train (of), in the
rear (of), behind; in company (with).
H " !lr, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of l , q.v.
H " !lr, s.m. corr. of l, q.v.
H " !7l [S. !f, rt. !f=!f; or S. !!, fr. caus. of rt.
!!], s.m. Aection, lovingness, tenderness; coaxing,
caressing, caress, endearment; blandishment, wooing,
courtship; sport, play; playfulness (of a child):—l -pyr,
s.m. Fondness and aection; great fondness; love and
dalliance:—l -kap r, s.m. Lr and Kapr, two celebrated
merry minstrels of the court of Akbar:—l karn, or l
la n(-se), To fondle, to caress.
H  " !7!l l, or !7! l il [l , q.v.+Prk. ! =S.
!+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Darling, dear, beloved; tenderly
nurtured; petted, spoilt (child);—a darling, a pet; one
tenderly nurtured (syn. nz-parwarda; nznn); a spoilt
child.
H ) " !il hiy [l , q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m.
Fond, loving, aectionate; wheedling, coaxing;—a
coaxer, wheedler; a cajoler.
H ?) " !il hiypan [l hiy, q.v.+Prk. Q4(= ; 4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Coaxing; persuasiveness;
wheedling, cajoling;—inducing a person to purchase an
article by praising it much (an act had recourse to by
one who is in league with the seller); raising the price of
an article at a sale by bidding it up.
H ;:7 " !7"!l l, or !7<! l el, adj. & s.m.

(dialec.)=l l, q.v.
A d" lzib (act. part. of o! 'to adhere,' &c.), adj. Firmly
adhering; adhesive; hard, rm, solid; dicult.
A 1 d" lzim (act. part. of 1 o! 'to be necessary,' &c.), adj.
Necessary, requisite; in dispensable; obligatory,
incumbent; urgent, important;—suitable, proper, meet;—
inseparably belonging or adhering (to); inseparable;
adhering; inherent; (in Gram.) intransitive; neuter (e.g.
fel--lzim );—s.m. A necessary or requisite thing; a
necessary concomitant, an invariable (or inseparable)
attendant:—lzim n, or lzim pa n(-ko), To be or
become necessary (for); to follow of necessity; to be
incumbent (on), to behove:—lzim jnn, v.t. To consider
necessary, or right; to deem indispensable:—lzim karn,
v.t. To make (a thing) necessary (for, -paror - par), to
render incumbent or obligatory (on):—lzim-malz m, adj.
Necessary; inseparable; incumbent, obligatory (=lzim);
reciprocal; reciprocated; correlative;—s.m. Reciprocated
(or intimate) friendship:—lzim-malz m karn, v.t.=lzim
karn.
P a d" lzima (for A. ~a d" lzimat, fem. of lzim), adj. f.=lzim,
q.v.;—s.m. A necessary thing; a necessity, exigence; an
obligation.
P a d"lzim, adj. Necessary; inevitable;—s.f. Anything
that is necessary; what must be; a necessity.
P n" lzhuward, vulg. lzhward, s.m.=ljaward, q.v.
S K" !lsa, vulg. ls, s.m. Jumping or skipping about,
sporting, dancing; wanton sport, dalliance;—soup, broth,
boiled pulse, pea-water, pottage.
H B" !ls [Prk. ! ; S. !+t], s.m. Anything

S B" !lasik, s.f. A dancer, dancing-girl; a harlot.
H <B" !lsan, s.m. (dialec., or rustic)=lassan, or lasun,
q.v.
H B" !lsn [ls˚= Prk. !=S. !(), rt. !],
v.n. To shine, &c. (=lasn, q.v.);—to be sticky, or
glutinous, &c. (=laslasn, q.v.).
S  B" !Tlsya, s.m. A dance, dancing (with or without
instrumental music and singing); dancing of the Indian
dancing-girls (see n );—lascivious acting; dalliance,
wantonness;—a dancer; an actor, a mime.
P D " lsh = P E " lsha [for nsh; Prs na, naush; Pehl.
nei, nui, and naus; Zend nau, nom. naus, rt. na= S.
8], s.f. A dead body, a corpse; a carcass:—lsh-pa, s.f.
Statement (or report) of an inquest held on a dead body:
—lsh pa n, v.n. To fall down a corpse, to fall down dead:
—lsh ln, v.t. 'To throw (one) down a corpse,' to knock
down dead, to kill on the spot.
P E " lsha = P D " lsh [for nsh; Prs na, naush; Pehl.
nei, nui, and naus; Zend nau, nom. naus, rt. na= S.
8], s.f. A dead body, a corpse; a carcass:—lsh-pa, s.f.
Statement (or report) of an inquest held on a dead body:
—lsh pa n, v.n. To fall down a corpse, to fall down dead:
—lsh ln, v.t. 'To throw (one) down a corpse,' to knock
down dead, to kill on the spot.
P p" lgar (prob. akin to lka or lakka , q.v.), adj. Lean,
thin, gaunt, meagre (syn. dubl, patl).
P p"lgar,
 s.f. Leanness, thinness, gauntness.

P e" lf (for lp; S. !, rt. !), s.f. Self-praise; boasting,

S (B" !lsak, s.m. (f. lsik, & H. lsak), A dancer; an

bragging, boast, brag:—lf-zan, s.m. A boaster, braggart;
a blusterer:—lf-zan, s.f. Boasting, bragging; bluster,
swagger:—lf-an karn, To boast, brag, bluster, swagger:
—lf-guzf, or lf-o-guzf, s.m.=lf-zan, q.v.:—lf mrn, v.n.
To boast, &c. (=lf-zan karn, q.v.).
P " lk (i.q. lkh, q.v.), s.m. Lac; a kind of lake produced
from lac (used for dyeing red); sealing-wax;—a pargettrough; a kneading-trough;—a tortoise:—lk-pusht, s.m. A
tortoise.
H " !7lka , = H  " !f® lka ,dialec. forms of

actor, a mime;—a peacock.

lakka and lak , qq.v.

clammy, or viscous, or glutinous; the viscous milk of
plants; bird-lime; size, starch; gum; glue:—ls lagn(me ), To apply bird-lime (to); to catch (a bird) with birdlime;—(g.) to sow dissension (between):—ls hon, v.n.
To be clammy, or viscous; to stick, adhere:—lse-par
lagn(-ko), 'To x upon bird-lime'; to tame, to
familiarize; to make (one) follow (like a dog).
H  B"!"lsn (fr. ls), adj. (dialec.) =laslas, q.v.

H  " !f®lka , = H " !7 lka ,dialec. forms of

H  & " !L [lkhw [lkh, q.v. + w = Prk. / , or

lakka and lak , qq.v.
S  " !dlksh, s.f. The red animal dye called 'lac';—

  =S. /+t], adj. (f. -w ), Hundred-thousandth.

the insect which produces lac (it is analogous to the
cochineal insect, and, like it, forms, when dried and
prepared, a dye of a red colour; its nest is formed of a
resinous substance which is used as sealing-wax, and is
called shell-lac, vulg.shellac):—lksh-prasdan, s.m. The
red Lodh-tree (from the bark of which an astringent
infusion is prepared which is used to x colour in
dyeing):—lksh-taru, s.m.=lksh-vriksh,
q.v.:—lksh
gir(for lksh-grih),
 s.m. Name of an ancient palace near
Benares:—lksh-vriksh,
s.m. The tree Butea frondosa(syn.

pals).
A < " lkin, conj. But, &c. (see < ! lekin, which is the com.
form).
H & " !Llkh [Prk. !=L; S. !d, q.v.], s.m. (f.?), Gum-

!.=L; S. !.d], adj. Of lac, made of lac; coloured or

lac, a kind of wax formed by the Coccus lacca;—sealingwax:—lkh-k, adj. (f. -k), Of lac, made of lac:—lkh-k
batt, A stick of sealing-wax:—lkh lagn(-me ), To apply
sealing-wax (to), to seal; to shut up; to conceal:— ap lkh, s.f. Shell-lac.
H & " !Llkh [Prk. !=L(; S. !d(], adj. & s.m. A hundred
thousand, a lac; an immense number of; any number of:
—lkh j-se, 'With a hundred thousand lives'; with all
one's heart, most willingly or cheerfully:—lkh sir-k hon,
'To be possessed of a hundred thousand heads'; to be
very persistent, or very pig-headed; to insist; to turn a
deaf ear (to):—lkh man-k hon, 'To be of the weight of a
hundred thousand mansor 'maunds'; to be of immense
weight, to be exceedingly heavy; to be (a man) of great
weight or consideration:—lkho , adj. Hundreds of
thousands of, lacs of, in (or by) lacs, many lacs:—lkho me , adv. In the presence (or face) of lacs of (people),
before any number of people, before everybody, in
public;—certainly, assuredly.
H & " !Llkh (see lkh), s.m. Lac-dye (with which
women paint their lips):—lkh jamn, or lkh lagn(me ), To apply lkh(to the lips).
H & " !Llkhn (fr. lkh, q.v.), v.t. To apply lac to.

H & "!L"lkh [Prk. !.=L ; S. !.dt; and Prk.
dyed with lac;—s.f. A red dye extracted from lac.
H '" !$lg [Prk. !F$, or !F$; see lgn, and lagn], s.f.
Harmonious relation; anity; correlation; bearing;
appositeness, adaptedness (of time, or place, or of
means with an end, or of appearances with a fact or
truth, &c.); relevancy; consistency, concurrence,
correspondence, reciprocal suitableness or
agreeableness; (in Math.) ratio;—attachment, aection,
love;—an application, or a direction (of the mind),
aiming; aim; attention; exertion, endeavour, attempt;—
touching, reaching, attaining (to), approach; cost,
expenditure;—hitting, striking; xing;—an attack of illfortune, a calamitous occurrence, a blow, stroke; enmity,
animosity, hostility, rancour, spite, grudge; rivalry,
competition;—narcotic quality (of a substance);—intrigue,
plot; a secret;—trick, legerdemain, sleight of hand,
jugglery; a charm, spell, fascination;—catch, hold,
support, basis, ground; a prop:—lg b dhn(-se), To bear
enmity (against), to show hostility (to), to become an
enemy:—lg rakhn(-se), To be related (to), to belong (to),
pertain (to); to relate (to), to have reference (to), to
have to do (with); to have an interest (in); to be intent
(on);—to harbour animosity or ill-feeling (against), to
have a grudge (against):—lg khiln(-ko), To cause (a
person) to eat anything charmed;—to charm, to cast a
spell upon:—lg-lape, s.f. Attachment, fondness;
partiality, favouritism (syn. taraf-dr);—reserve;—deceit:

—lg lagn(-k), To be enamoured (of), to fall in love
(with):—be-lg, adj. & adv. Without connection or tie,
unconnected, disconnected, detached, separate;
unfettered, free;—impartial, neutral; disinterested;
unconcerned, indierent;—unaided, unsupported;—
without let or hindrance; without fail;—genuine, pure,
unmixed; without enmity or spite; without any trickery;
frank, candid, sincere;—without reserve; frankly;
impartially, fairly, &c.

H X " !$lgat [lg(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. + (.Q],
s.f. Expense; expenditure, outlay; cost, price, cost-price,
prime cost:—lgat n, or lgat baihn, or lgat lagn, v.n.
To cost.
H '" !$7lga [rt. of lgn, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A seedling
(rice or tobacco) transplanted:—lga , or lga -k gu , s.m.
Fine molasses.
H X " !$lgn, v.n. (dialec. or rustic)=lagn, q.v.
H X " !$,lgu, s.f. (dialec.)=lg, q.v.
H X " !$0lg [lg(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. &
s.m.f. Attached (to); adhering (to), clinging or sticking
(to), following; desirous (of);—an adherent, a friend; a
supporter, protector; a partizan; a follower, a wooer; a
pursuer, persecutor:—lg hon(kis-kor -k), To cling or
stick (to one); to follow or pursue persistently; to
persecute; to sue; to woo; to be intent (on); to be
attached (to), be a lover (of).
H  X " !$0&lg , s.f. (dialec.), Attachment, love.
S &X " !V lghav (fr. laghu, q.v.), s.m. Quickness,
swiftness, rapidity, speed; lightness; activity, dexterity,
facility, readiness, ease; littleness, smallness,
minuteness, delicacy; health; insignicance, meanness;
levity, frivolity, inconsiderateness; (in Pros.) shortness
(of a vowel or syllable); diminution; contempt;
undervaluing.
H X "!$"lg [lg, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A mark, a
butt;—attachment, aection, love.
H X "!$"lg, or !$ lgi, or !G lge, postpn.
(dialec.)=liye, q.v.
P H " !!ll [from the Persian; prob. akin to S. =], adj.
Red (syn. sur ), ruddy; red-hot; in amed; enraged;—
s.m. A ruby (cf. lal); the male of the bird Fringilla
amandava(cf. muniy);—the seed of Abrus precatorius(syn.
ghu g ):—ll-angr, or ll-sur , or ll-ll, adj. Very red;
red-hot; ery, ushed with passion:—ll ba l, s.m.
Basella rubra:—ll bha ak, adj. Flaming red; ercely or
vividly red:—ll pn, s.m. Blood;—the menstrual
discharge:—ll pa n, v.n. To become (or turn) red, to
redden; to become red-hot; to ush; to get into a rage:—
ll-pl  khe nikln, 'To show red and yellow eyes'; to

glare ercely; to y into a passion:—ll jo , s.m. A red
(or scarlet) suit:—ll itr, or ll itr-mol, s.m. Plumbago
rosea:—ll amak, or ll-lau, s.f. Red ame:—ll andan, s.m.
Juniperus cedrus:—ll rag, s.f. An artery:—ll rahu, v.n. To
ourish, to be prosperous, to be happy (e.g. ll raho,
'Continue ourishing! be prosperous!'):—ll sg, s.m. Red
amaranth (used as a vegetable), Amaranthus paniculatus,
or A.gangeticus:—ll-samudraor samundar, s.m. The Red
Sea:—ll sem, s.f. Dolichos lablab:—ll qumr, or ll kadd ,
s.m. The red pumpion, Curcurbita maxima:—ll kitb, s.f.
The red book; a book to which an ignoramus refers for
the solution of every diculty;—a book of reference;—ll
kurt, s.f. A red coat;—the European infantry lines in an
Indian cantonment:—ll kurt-k palan, A regiment of redcoats, i.e. of British infantry:—ll-karne-wl, adj. (in
Med.), Rubefacient:—ll kaner, s.f. Red oleander, or rosebay, Nerium odorum:—ll-gol, s.f. (local), Light reddish
sandy soil:—ll mir , s.f. Red pepper; cayenne; red chilli,
capsicum:—ll honor ho-jn, v.n. To become red, &c.
(=ll pa n, q.v.);—to be on the point of winning (at play);
to be 'hot,' or on the point of discovering anything (as a
hidden handkerchief, &c.).
H " !!ll [Pers. also ll; prob. S. !!, fr. caus. of rt. !!;
cf. l and l l], adj. Beloved, darling, dear, precious;—
dumb;—s.m. An infant boy, a son; a darling, a pet;—a
proper name (among Hinds):—ll-bujhakkar, s.m. An
ignorant (or a stupid) fellow who pretends to knowledge
or acuteness, an ignoramus, a jackanapes, wiseacre:—llbeg, or ll-gur , s.m. The priest of the sweeper caste:—llbegiy, s.m. A follower of Ll-Beg:—llo -k ll, adj. & s.m.
Most dear; very dear;—the dearest of dear ones.
H " !!ll, s.m. (f.?)=lr, and ll, 'spittle,' q.v.
S "" !!ll, s.f. Saliva, spittle, slaver, mucous:—llbhaksh, s.m. (lit.'having saliva for food'), Name of the
hell appropriated to those who eat their meals without
rst oering food to the gods, to the manes, or to
guests:—ll-meh, s.m. Passing mucous urine; mucous
urine.
P H "" !!ll [from the Pers.; prob. akin to S. !!, fr.
the caus. of rt. !!], s.m. Sir, master; a school-master; a
grandee; a respectable Hind (as a banker, &c.); the

designation of a class of Kyaths who are schoolmasters;
a writer, clerk, copyist; a title given to persons of the
Vaiyaclass, &c.; a respectful term of address to a father,
or a father-in-law; (for lallor lal, q.v.) dear boy, darling;
—(in Persian) the chief (or an upper) servant (intrusted
with the education of his master's sons); a major domo;
—a slave:—a prattling fellow, a babbler;—babbling,
prating, talkativeness, frivolous talk;—a kind of grain
resembling sesame;—a kind of herb brought from the
neighbourhood of Mecca (the smell of which is said to
keep o the piles):—ll-bh, s.m. An aectionate (or a
respectful) form of address (commonly applied to
Banys):— ll-bhaiy karn, To show aection (to), to
caress:—ll-bhaiy karke suln(-ko), To sing or pat to
sleep, to soothe or coax to sleep:—ll-j, s.m. A form of
address (used towards a respectable man not of high
rank); Master, Sir; father, father-in-law.
P "" ll (prob. fr. A. ), adj. Bright, shining, resplendent
(pearls).
H "" ll, s.m. corr. of P. !" lla, q.v.
S "" !!&llik (fr. lala), adj. Relating to the
forehead; being on the forehead; relating to fate, arising
from destiny;—looking attentively at the forehead (of a
master), attentive;—s.m. An attentive servant;—a
careless person; an idler.
S !" !.!llita, vulg. llit, part. Caressed, tenderly
cherished, fondled, nursed, coaxed, indulged; wheedled,
seduced;—loved, desired.
H * *!" !.!;llityat, s.f. A pleonastic form=llitya, q.v.
S  *!" !.!;llitya, s.m. Loveliness, gracefulness,
attractiveness, pleasingness, pleasantness, sweetness;
grace, beauty, charm; gentleness; gaiety.
H 9!" !!lla [S. !!t], s.m. Longing, eager desire;
covetousness, cupidity, greed, avarice; selshness;
occasion; view; want;—incentive to cupidity, a bait, lure:
—lla den(-ko), To appeal to the cupidity of, to oer a
bait (to), to tempt, allure. entice, decoy:—lla karn(-k),
To be greedy (of or after), to covet; to
practise avarice, to be avaricious:—lla -me n(-ke), To
be moved by desire or greed (for), to take a bait.

H :!"!!"ll  [lla , q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Covetous, cupidinous, greedy, grasping, a
varicious, miserly, niggardly, selsh, interested;—a
grasping or selsh man, &c.
H !"!!"llr = H  "!!7" ll  ll, 'ruby,' q.v. + = S. 
+ ], s.f. An inferior kind of ruby; a garnet; a false
stone resembling a ruby.
H  "!!7"ll  = H !"!!" llr ll, 'ruby,' q.v. + = S. 
+ ], s.f. An inferior kind of ruby; a garnet; a false
stone resembling a ruby.
S 0!" !!llas, vulg. lls, s.f. Longing, ardent desire,
eager longing for an absent person or object;
covetousness (see lla ); the longing of a pregnant
woman; regret, sorrow; missing; asking (for), soliciting;
dalliance.
S 0!" !!llasit, vulg. llsit, adj. Very desirous or
wishful.
S (!" !!llak (fr. the caus. of rt. lal), adj. & s.m. (f. ik), Caressing, fondling, coaxing, wheedling, seducing,
seductive;—a coaxer, wheedler, seducer:—llik, s.f. A
seductive woman, a wanton.
S <!" !!llan, adj. Caressing, fondling, indulging,
spoiling; coaxing, wheedling;—s.m. The act of caressing,
fondling, petting, &c. &c.;—s.f. A mistress, sweetheart:—
llan-plan, s.m. Caressing and cherishing.
S <!" !.!llin, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = ll= llak, q.v.
S !" !.!"llin, s.f.=llik, q.v.s.v. llak.
P !" lla (rel. n. fr. ll, 'red,' q.v.), s.m. A tulip; (in India,
also) the red poppy;—a glass shade:—lla-ru , or llaru sr, or lla-ir, adj. Tulip-cheeked, red-cheeked:—
lla-rang, adj. Tulip coloured; red:—lla-zr, s.m. A bed or
garden of tulips:—lla-fm, or lla-g n, adj.=lla-rang, q.v.
H !" lla, s.m.="" ll, q.v.
S !"!!"ll, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = llak, q.v.
P !"ll (fr. ll, q.v.), s.f. Redness, ruddiness;—the
menstrual discharge; the bloody and viscid discharge
from dysentery; prolapsus ani;—the red or black tripe;—
the small red patch under the tail of a bulbul;—
blearedness, blear eyes;—good name, reputation,

honour.
A !"lal, s.m. pl. (of l l ), Pearls.

Taking cattle in lieu of money (from a debtor).
H U" ![ l b, adj. (rustic)= %! lamb, q.v.

H  ] [ !" !p7lle pa n (see lland ll), v.n. To long

H `" ![l p [S. !@v], s.f. Leap, jump, spring, bound (cf.

distractingly and hopelessly (for, -ke); to be despondent,
to despair (of);—to be or become unattainable; to be
scarce or scanty.
A 1 " lm, s.m. The name of the letter l;—(and hence,

lapakand lapk).
H 9" ![l (prob. corr. of lla , q.v.), s.f. (?) (dialec.) A

from the similitude) adj. & s.m. Crooked, curved, twisted,
bent, curled;—a ringlet:—lm-alif, The compound
character " l (which some Arabian grammarians
consider the twenty-ninth letter of the alphabet):—lmkf, s.m. Oensive or violent language, abuse;—lm-kf
kahn(-ko) To use abusive language (to), to abuse, to
revile.
H 1 " lm (prob. corr. fr. the Fr. larme), s.f. Line, rank, row
(of troops); a brigade:—lm b dhn(-k), To form into
line; to form into a brigade; to marshal, array; to
mobilize.
P 0a " lmisa (for A. ~0a " lmisat, fem. of lmis, act. part. of
I@ ! 'to touch'), s.m. Touching, feeling, touch; the sense
of touch or feeling (i.q. quwwat--lmisa).
A b a " lm (act. part. of b @ ! 'to shine,' &c.), part. adj.
Shining, ashing, bright, splendid.
H <a " !/lman (corr. of dman), s.m. A skirt (see lwan).
A a " lm (rel. n. fr. lm; fem. lmya), adj. Of or relating
to the letter lm, belonging to the letter lm, or to the
end of a word.
H " !ln (contrac. of le-n, lit.'having taken to
come, or to take and come'), v.t. To bring, fetch; to bring
forward, to adduce; to bring in, introduce, usher in; to
import; to bring under, to include (in); to bring (a
person) to agree (to, -par), to induce, persuade, win over
(to); to apply; to purchase, buy; to bring forth, beget,
breed, yield, produce, make (N.B.—ln, although it
governs the acc. case, is, since a neut. verb enters into
its construction, treated as a neuter verb in the tenses
formed by means of the perfect part.; the nom. case,
and not the agent being employed; e.g. mai usko ly
h , 'I have brought him or it,' not mai -ne usko ly hai):
—ln-band, s.f. Assessment of land according to the
number of ploughs employed on it:—ln lagn, s.m.

bribe, suborning fee (syn. gh s):—l - or, s.m. One who
takes a bribe.
S &:" ![.+ l hit, part. (f. -), Marked, characterized,
distingaished (by); blamed, reproached, stigmatized.
S <&:" ![+l han, s.m. Mark, sign, token, spot; brand
of infamy, stain, stigma, reproach, calumny; a name, an
appellation.
H " ![fl , s.m.=l = la, qq.v.
H " ![fl  [S. !ef+t], adj. (dialec.) Tail-cropped,
tail-cut, docked, bob-tail, tailless;—top-cut, top-broken;
having lost its top, tip, point, or extremity (a thing); cui
curtum est proeputium; circumcised;—short, stumpy, scant,
&c.
H =" ![f$l g, s.m. (dialec., f. -), A wolf (syn.
bhe iy, bik).
H " ![7l [S. !ef(; cf. also S. eft], s.m. Membrum
virile, penis:—jumert-k l , Anything used up and unt
for service.
H (" ![l k [S. !r], s.f. A kind of grain, Lithyrus
sativus.
H (" ![l k [prob. akin to S. !$, and H. lg], s.f. A
quantity, measure; a heap, large quantity, much;—loins,
reins;—bird-lime;—cha; wheat (or any small cereal) cut
in the straw (in this sense prob. fr. S. ! +>).
H ^" ![$l g (cf. lu g; and la go), s.f. The fold of a
dhotpassed between the thighs:—l g b dhn(-me ), To
tie a dhotin folds between the thighs.
H ' )  J" ![$l ger, s.f. Succession; continuous line,
row, series, train.
S J" ![$!l gal, s.m. A plough; a plough-shaped beam
or timber (used in the construction of a house);—the
palm-tree;—the penis.
S J" ![$,!l gul, s.m.=l g l, q.v.

S (#J" ![$.!l galik, s.m. Epithet of one of the thirty-

S " ! lw, s.f. The painted quail, Perdix chinensis.

four species of xed (or mineral and vegetable) poisons.
S #J"![$!"l gal, s.f. The name of the plants, (1)

H " ! lw [Prk. !

Gloriosa superba; (2) Commelina salicifolia; (3) Jussiena repens;
(4) Nama zeylanica.
S J" ![$0!l g l, s.m. A tail; a hairy tail (as a horse's);—

; S. ! t], s.m. A cutter;

reaper, a labourer employed to cut the crops;—the
painted quail, Perdix chinensis(see lo, law).
H " ! lw [S. !*t], s.m. Parched grain (syn. khl).
H " ! lw, part.; a rustic or dialec. form of ly, perf.

membrum virile.
H <&J" ![Vl ghan (see next), s.m. Mounting upon;

part. of ln, q.v.
H " ! lw [lw(n) = l(n)+= i= Prk.  =( S.

bestriding; leaping or stepping over or across, &c. (see
next):—l ghan-me n(-ke), To come under the stride
(of), to be ridden or mounted (by); to be crossed or
passed over (by).
H &J" ![Vl ghn [Prk. !(V4(; S. !rV"(, rt. !rV],

()(], s.m. Bringer, fetcher (syn. lne-wl; cf. lew,

v.t. To mount upon, to ride; to sit astride of, to bestride;
to jump or spring over, to leap or step over; to overstep,
to go beyond, to pass over:—l gh-jn, intens. of
and=l ghn.
H " !l [l, rt. of ln, q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. One who brings, a bringer.
H " ! lo (prob. contrac. of lago, q.v.), s.m. A rope;
the rope by which the arasor leathern bucket is drawn
up from a well (syn. bart); cable (of a boat);—the quantity
of land irrigated by one loin a day (in some places the
quantity of land irrigated is reckoned by the lo, instead
of by wells, and is estimated at fteen acres to a lo);—a
debt secured by a pledge:—lo uhn, v.n. To advance
money to a cultivator for food fodder and seed:—loaras, s.m. The rope and leathern bucket (for irrigation);
irrigation by water raised from wells in the arasor
leathern bucket:—lo aln, 'To work the well-rope,' to
irrigate from a well:—lo lagn(-par), To assert a right
(to), and take over (from a debtor) property (of any
kind) in satisfaction of a debt;—s.m. Payment in kind.
H " ! lo [S. ! t, rt. !0], s.m. Cutting, cutting down;
reaping;—the painted quail, Perdix chinensis(see law).
H " lo (corr. of A.  ! liw), s.m. Banner, standard:—lolashkar, s.m. An army with its baggage and campfollowers.
P " lo or lu, = H " lw,s.m.=lba, or lwa, qq.v.
H " lw, = P " lo or lu,s.m.=lba, or lwa, qq.v.

dew):—lw-lutr, s.m. See s.v.
H *!" ! !,Plw-lutr (lw+ lutr, qq.v., or lw=
lagw= lag , q.v.), s.m. A tale-bearer, tell-tale, blab,
mischief-maker, backbiter (a dialec. form is lag-lutr).
H <; *!" ! !,Plw-lutr-pan [-pan= Prk. Q4(=; 4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; (], s.m. Tale-bearing, tittle-tattle; backbiting.
P ! " l-ubl, vulg. lo-bl, adj. & s.f. See s.v. l.
H " ! 7lwa , s.m.=lgar, q.v.
H  B" !  lo-so [lo= lb= lh= S. !#t+so, a
rhyming word], s.m. Gain, prot, advantage.
S " ! lwak, s.m. The painted quail, Perdix
chinensis(see lwand law).
H "" ! ! lo-lo (said to be by redupl. of lo,
imperat. pl. of ln, 'to bring,' but prob. S. lbha, redupl.),
s.m. Greediness, covetousness, avarice.
H " ! lwn, or lon, v.t.=ln, q.v.
H " ! lwan (contrac. of lagwan, fr. lagwan= lagn,
q.v.), s.f. Something taken with food as a relish; a relish.
H " ! lwan (corr. of dman), s.m. (dialec.) A skirt.
S (" ! .4lvaik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating to salt;
impregnated with salt; prepared or dressed with salt,
salted; savoury; piquant; lovely, beautiful, graceful;—a
salt-merchant;—a vessel holding salt; a salt-cellar.
S "! .4"lvaik, s.f. A woman who deals in salt;—
the wife of a salt-merchant;—a lovely woman.
H " ! "lwan, or lon, or !" lun [Prk.
! .4(=S. ! "(, rt. !0], s.f. Cutting (of crops), reaping;—
wages in kind to reapers (in harvest time);—proceeds

from land, rental, revenue;—a kind of song (syn.
marah):—lon karn, To cut (the crops), to reap.
S  " ! elvaya, s.m. Saltness; savouriness; piquancy;
agreeableness; loveliness, beauty, charm, elegance,
grace:—lvanya-vat(fem. of lvanya-vn), s.f. A lovely
woman;—a proper name of women.
S " ! l0 v , or lb (for alb ), s.f. The bottle-gourd,
Lagenaria vulgaris ser.
P ?" lwa (S. !t, rt. !), s.m. Supplication, request;
trick, fraud;—jest, joke;—adulation, attery (=lba);—the
game of tip-cat (syn. gull-an).
H ?" !6lh, s.m. A kind of ne silk cloth resembling
gauze (=lh; Pers. also lh).
H ?" !6lh [S. !d], s.m. Lac (=lkh, q.v.).
H ?" !6lh = H " !6 lh [Prk. !z and !6 ; S. !#t
and !#t], s.m. Gain, prot, advantage.
H " !6lh = H ?" !6 lh [Prk. !z and !6 ; S. !#t
and !#t], s.m. Gain, prot, advantage.
H <" !6lhan (fr. lh= lbha), s.m. Yeast or leaven
obtained from the bark of the be , ppal, &c.
H " !lh , s.m. (dialec.)=lh= lbh, qq.v.
A A " lh t (lh, 'God'+ t, a. borrowed from the
Aramaic), s.f. The divine nature, divinity.
H  " !6Mlahaur, or !65 lhor, prop. n. The city of
Lahor, the capital of the Panjb.
H  "!6M"lhaur, or !65" lhor [lhaur+= S. ], adj.
& s.m. Of or belonging to Lahor; born or produced in
Lahor;—a native (or a resident) of Lahor:—lhaur namak,
s.m. Rock or fossil salt from Lahor.
H "!6"lh [prob. fr. S. !#], s.f. A kind of plant;—a
kind of ne silk cloth (=lh; Pers. lh, and le).
H [ " !Çlhe [fr. S. !#; cf. lh], s.f. (dialec.) Wine (cf.
lhan);—sediment, lees.
H $" ! l [S. !*+], s.f. Parched grain; a kind of
sweetmeat, parched rice mixed with sugar;—wild rice.
H $"! l, s.f.=lon, q.v.
P "ly, or le, s.f.(?) Black, viscid mud; sediment, lees;—
a fold, ply.

H [ $" !or ! le, s.f. (dialec.)=lhe, q.v.
A $" li (act. part. of  ! 'to shine,' &c.), part. adj.
Shining, ashing; bright, splendid;—appearing;
apparent, evident, clear.
P c$" lia (for A. ~c$" liat, fem. of li), adj. f.=li,
q.v.;—s.m. A shining or ashing thing or object;
anything evident;—clearness;—splendour; proof.
A H$" liq (part. act. of H ! 'to be t, proper,' &c.), adj. Fit
(for, -ke), proper, meet; adapted, suitable, apposite,
becoming, decent; worthy, deserving, due; able, capable,
competent, qualied; convenient; congruous, consistent:
—liq--tibr, adj. Worthy of credit; credible:—liqulinm, adj. Deserving of reward, or of a present or gift:—
liq--pazr,
adj. Worthy of acceptance or reception:—

liq--pasand, adj. Fit to be chosen, eligible:—liq--tasn,
adj. Worthy of approbation or commendation, deserving
of approval; to be accepted, or granted, or conceded;
admissible:—laiq--saz, adj. Deserving of punishment,
punishable, penal:—liq--shd, adj. Fit for marriage,
marriageable:—liq-taur-se,
adv. In a proper manner,

properly, suitably:—liq qab l-ke nah , That cannot be
accepted or received or entertained, inadmissible:—liqmand, or liq-wl, adj. Pleonastic forms for liq:—liq
hon(-ke), To be worthy or deserving (of), to deserve,
merit; to suit, t, become, &c.
P Q $" liqa (for A. ~Q $" liqat, fem. of liq), adj. f.=liq, q.v.
P Q $"liq (fr. liq), s.f. Worthiness, tness, propriety,
capability, &c. (see n-liq).
H ()" !lyak [rt. of ln+euphon. y+S. t], adj. &
s.m. Bringing, getting, procuring, giving, yielding;—
bringer, &c. (used as last member of compounds).
A 2 $" lim (act. part. of 1  'to be ignoble,' &c.), s.m.
Blamer, censurer, reprover; accuser of anything mean
or criminal (see lam).
H < $" !li [S. !( or !/, rt. !"], adj. Bent, crooked
(timber, &c.).
H )" !lyan, s.m. A kind of grain.
H [ )" !¦lye, postp. (rustic, or dialec.)=liye, q.v.
P U! lab (fr. lap, fr. S. !), s.m. & f. Lip; edge, margin,
verge, brink, brim, border; bank, shore, coast; brow (of.

a hill);—the portion of a moustache below the nose;—
saliva:—lab--lab, adj. Lip to lip;—brim ul (syn. lab-rez):—
lab-bastag, s.f. State of having the lips closed:—lab-basta,
adj. & adv. With closed lips:—lab(or labe ) band hona, v.n.
The lips to be (or to remain) closed; to be silent; the lips
not to open, or to be taken o (from a thing luscious to
the taste; e.g. ambe aise shrn the ki labe band hot th ); to
be cloyed (with sweets):—lab- , adj. & s.m. Biting the
lip; fastidious; fretful;—one who bites his lips; a fastidious
man; a prig; a beau;—lab-  pa n, s.m. A beau:—lab-dary, s.m. Bank of a river; sea-shore:—lab-rez, adj.
Brimful, over owing, running over, exuberant:—lab-rez,
s.f. Excessive fulness; over owing, abundance:—lab-shrn, Sweet or honeyed lips:—lab kholn, or lab hiln, To
open (or to move) the lips, to speak:—lab lagn(-me ), To
apply (or put) the lip (to);—to apply saliva (to):—lab-los,
s.f. 'Lip- attery'; attery, adulation (cf. plos):—lab-olahja, s.m. Conversation; tone, voice; modulation:—labo pe jn(or dam) hon, The life (or the breath) to be on the
lips, to be dying:—labe len, To shave or clip the
moustache.
A U! lubb, vulg. lub, s.m. Heart; soul, mind;
understanding, genius;—marrow; kernel (of an almond
or walnut, &c.); pith (of a tree); essence, the best part (of
anything;—pl. albb):—lubb--lubb, s.m. The pith or
quintessence (of anything).
H %! .!) libb [prob. S. .!@ (rt. .!)+t], s.m. A slap,
buet.
A %! libb (pl. of labb), adj. & s.m. Wise, prudent,
intelligent;—the wise, or prudent, &c.
A %! lubb, adj. Pure, unmixed; unsullied;—s.m. The pith,
essence, best part (of a thing; syn. lubb).
A  %! labbd (from libd, 'felt-cloth'), s.m. A feltmanufacturer; felt-vendor.
P ? %! labda (for A. { %! lubdat, or lubbdat; cf. labbd), s.m.
A cloak for rain; a quilted cloak; wrapper; great-coat;
pelisse.
H  %! ! labr = H %! ! 7 lab [Prk. ! !5; S. !+!t],
adj. & s.m. Lying, mendacious, false, untrue, unreal;—a
prater, talker, babbler; liar; a false person; a rogue,
rascal; a plunderer;—(in Dakh.) s.f.=lab , q.v.

H %! ! 7lab = H  %! !  labr [Prk. ! !5; S. !+!t],
adj. & s.m. Lying, mendacious, false, untrue, unreal;—a
prater, talker, babbler; liar; a false person; a rogue,
rascal; a plunderer;—(in Dakh.) s.f.=lab , q.v.
H  %! ! 7lab n (fr. lab ), v.t. (Dakh.) To plunder,
spoil (syn. l n, q.v.; cf. laba n).
H  %!! 7"lab  [lab , q.v. + Prk.  = S. ], s.f.
Falsehood, untruth, duplicity, dishonesty, knavery; a lie,
fabrication, forgery, fraud; plundering, plunder;—
(dialec.) meanness; silliness.
H  %!! 7"lab  = H 7 %! ! 7 lab iy [lab , q.v.+Prk.
 =S. t], adj. & s.m.=lab , q.v.
H 7 %! ! 7lab iy = H  %!! 7" lab  [lab , q.v.+Prk.
 =S. t], adj. & s.m.=lab , q.v.
A K %! libs (v.n. fr. I%! 'to put on a garment,' &c.), s.m.
Garment, vesture, raiment, robe, apparel, clothes, dress,
attire, habit; appearance; guise; a veil;—forgery:—batagaiyur--libs,
adv. In disguise.

P B %!libs (rel. n. fr. libs), adj. Veiled; apparent; formal;
—ctitious, pretended, false, forged, counterfeit, sham.
P U! %! lab--lab, adj. See s.v. lab.
A  %! lubn (Gr. *} \), s.m. Frankincense, olibanum;—
resin of the Boswellia serrata;—benzoin;—juniper-gum.
P >%! lab- , adj. & s.m. See s.v. lab.
A + %! libd, s.m.(?) Felt-cloth; any kind of carpeting or
saddle-cloths made of felt; coarse covering made of wool
or hair.
A + %! lubad, adj. & s.m. Much (wealth);—much wealth;—
name of the last of the seven vultures of Loqmn (not
the sage of that name, but a man sent on an apostolic
mission by the tribe of Ád).
H + %! ! labdr [S. !.) (rt. !#+!t], s.m. Mud;
alluvial deposit; thick mud formed by water ooding a
sti soil.
S + %! !)labdha, vulg. labdh, or labadh(rt. labh), part. (f. a), Taken, seized, taken hold of; obtained, received; got,
gained, won, acquired, attained; recovered:—labdhpas(S. labdha-praa), s.m. The loss of anything
acquired;—one who has obtained the fullment of a

promise or a vow:—labdh-putr, s.m. (f. -), An adopted
child:—labdh- e, adj. & s.m. Restored to (one's) senses,
come to (one's) right mind; recovered:—labdh-ds, s.m.
(f. -), A slave received as a gift or transfer.
S + %! !.)labdhi, vulg. !) labdh, or labadh, s.f.
Obtaining, gaining; acquisition, acquirement,
attainment; gain, advantage, prot; (in Arith.) the
quotient.
S + %! !,) lubdha, vulg. lubdh, or lubudh(rt. lubh), part.
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Desirous (of), longing (for), covetous,
greedy, avaricious, cupidinous;—a hunter;—a greedy or
covetous man, a miser;—a lustful man, libertine, lecher,
rake.
S + %! !)labdh, s.f. A woman whose husband (or lover)
is faithless.
S (+ %! !,) lubdhak, adj. & s.m. (f. lubdhik) = lubdha,
q.v.
H + %!!, "lubd, s.f.=lup , or lop , qq.v.
H %! ! labar = H U! ! 7 laba (i.q. lab , q.v., for which it
is used in comp.):—laba - a, s.f. Giving a dry breast to
a child:—labar-sabar, or laba -saba , s.m. Tittle-tattle,
gossip, nonensical talk:—laba - and, s.m., laba - and,
s.f., A lying, false man; a naughty, mischievous child;—a
lying, bad woman:—laba -dhau -dhau , s.f. A row, a riot;—
a mess, scrape;—cheating, unfairness (in a game, &c.):—
laba -gha, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Fastidious; fretful, touchy;
—a fastidious person, &c.
H U! ! 7laba = H %! !  labar (i.q. lab , q.v., for which it
is used in comp.):—laba - a, s.f. Giving a dry breast to
a child:—labar-sabar, or laba -saba , s.m. Tittle-tattle,
gossip, nonensical talk:—laba - and, s.m., laba - and,
s.f., A lying, false man; a naughty, mischievous child;—a
lying, bad woman:—laba -dhau -dhau , s.f. A row, a riot;—
a mess, scrape;—cheating, unfairness (in a game, &c.):—
laba -gha, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Fastidious; fretful, touchy;
—a fastidious person, &c.
H %! ! labr, = H  U! ! 7 lab ,adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Talkative; false, &c. (=lab , q.v.);—left-handed; awkward.
H  U! ! 7lab , = H %! !  labr,adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Talkative; false, &c. (=lab , q.v.);—left-handed; awkward.

H  U! ! 7laba n (laba ˚= lab , q.v.), v.n. To speak or
act falsely or deceitfully, to tell lies, to fabricate; to act
absurdly, improperly, or foolishly.
H  U! ! 75lab o, adj. & s.f. Talkative; false, &c. (woman);
—a talkative woman; a false woman, &c. (see lab ).
H U#%! ! ! lab-lab [for lib-lib, by redupl. of S. .!, or by
met. fr. pilpil;—cf. liblib], s.m. Stickiness, clamminess,
viscosity, glutinousness, tenacity (syn. lasor lass);—the
gizzard (syn. pathr).
A U#%! lublub, adj. Kind (to domestics or neighbours),
benevolent.
H %#%! .! .! liblib, or ! !  lablab = H %#%! libliba,
lablaba[S. .! redupl.+ t], adj. (f. -), Sticky, clammy;
slimy, viscous, glutinous (syn. laslas);—pliable, exible;—
s.m. The pancreas.
H %#%! libliba, lablaba= H %#%! .! .!  liblib, or ! ! 
lablab [S. .! redupl.+ t], adj. (f. -), Sticky, clammy;
slimy, viscous, glutinous (syn. laslas);—pliable, exible;—
s.m. The pancreas.
H %#%!.! .! "liblib, or ! ! " lablab, s.f. The sear spring
of a gun-lock.
H K #%! ! !5lab-los, adj. Naked; shapeless.
P K #%! lab-los, s.f. See s.v. lab.
A  %! lubnn, prop. n. Mount Libanus.
P %! libna (for A. ~%! libnat), s.m. A brick or tile;—a mural
quadrant.
H %!! "laban, vulg. labn[prob. S. !#+], s.f. The
pot in which palm-juice (t ) is collected from the tree.
A %! lub b, s.m. pl. (of lubb, q.v.), Kernels; piths;
essences;—a kind of electuary or confection (maj n).
H  &%! !,#lubhn [lubh˚= lubhw˚= Prk. !5#U(), fr. S.
!5#+ (caus. augment)], v.t. To excite desire in, to
make (one) long (for, -par), to tantalize, to cause (one) to
covet; to allure, attract (by), entice, tempt, seduce; to
draw or win over; to fascinate, charm;—v.n. To desire
greatly or eagerly, to long (for, -par), to covet; to be
allured or tempted (by, -par; syn. lubdha hon):—lubhlen, v.t. intens. of and=lubhn.
H  &%! !,# lubho [lubh(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],

s.m. Attraction, allurement, temptation, inducement,
lure, bait;—something given over and above (a
purchase), something to boot (syn. r kan).
H  &%! !,# lubhwn, or lubhon, v.t.=lubhn, q.v.
S  &%! !Nlabhya, adj. (f. -), To be found or met with;
capable of being acquired, acquirable, obtainable,
procurable, attainable;—suitable, proper, t;—s.m. Gain,
prot (=lbh); interest (on money).
H %! ! "lab [prob. S. !#+], s.f. The juice (the
produce) of the sugar-cane when boiling (or boiled) into
sugar (syn. rb, q.v.).
P [ %! labe (cf. labbaik), intj. Yes, Sir! hey!
H + %! !%labed [prob. S. !N++t], s.m. A stick, club,
cudgel;—(dialec.) family, followers, cattle, baggage,
conveniences (as attending a person on a journey).
H  %! !%laber [lab= lap(fr. S. .!)+er= Prk. ! =S. !
+t], s.m. The fruit Cordia myxa(syn. laso ).
A ( %! labbaik (labbu , 'standing'+pron. suxes and ak),
adv. I am standing in thy service; I await thy commands;
here I am; what dost thou want with me? what wouldst
thou have?
H  %! !%!label [P. lab, 'lip'+Prk. !5=S. !t], adj.
Possessed of a lip or lips; having a rim or margin.
H `! !lap [S. .!Q or .!Q(, rt. !"; cf. lapan, lapen],
s.f. The space formed in the palm of the hand when
closed (so as to hold anything); a handful; as much as
can be held in both palms joined together:—lap bhar, A
handful.
S `! .!lipi, vulg. lip, s.f. Smearing, besmearing,
anointing; plastering; spreading over; painting; writing;
—handwriting; a writing, a written paper or book,
document, manuscript, letter, &c.; an alphabet:—lipi-kr,
or lipi-kar, s.m. Anointer; smearer; whitewasher;
plasterer; painter; writer, scribe, copyist; engraver.
H L! !Qlapp [prob. S. p+t, or pQ+, rt. .!], s.m.
Ornamental work (on cloth) with gold or silver thread;
gold or silver cloth, brocade:—lappe-dr, adj. Having a
border of gold or silver thread; brocaded; embroidered.
H  L!!&"lap (i.q. lab , q.v.), s.f. Tattling; lying;—

s.m.=lab = lab , q.v.
H )  L! !&lapiy, s.m.=lap= lab = lab , q.v.
H  L! .!lipn [caus. of lpn;—lip˚= Prk. .! ˚ or
.!U˚=S. .!+ (caus. augment)], v.t. To cause to
smear or anoint, to cause to plaster or whitewash, &c.
H ( L! !lapnak [prob. S. ! + 4t], adj. Slender,
thin, slight, delicate.
H $ L!.! lip [lp(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. The work of smearing, or plastering, &c.;—cost
of (or wages for) plastering, &c.;—close writing.
H L! .!lipit (see next), part. adj. Besmeared;
plastered; written.
S L! .!Qlipta, vulg. lipt, or lipit(rt. lip), part. (f. -),
Smeared, besmeared, anointed; plastered; spread over;
painted; written;—stained, soiled; sullied, deled,
contaminated.
S L! .!Qlipta, vulg. lipt, or lipit(rt. l), part. (f. -), Closely
united, joined, connected, embraced.
S L! !,Qlupta, vulg. lupt, part. Robbed, plundered,
deprived of; omitted, left o, neglected; disused,
obsolete; suppressed, cut o, elided, dropped, removed;
disappeared, lost, gone, extinct;—s.m. Plunder, booty.
S *L! .!Qlipt, s.f. The sixtieth part of a degree, a
minute.
S *L! !,Qluptat, s.f. The state of being cut o or elided;
suppression; disappearance; non-existence.
H `! !&lapa [prob. fr. lipa; S. .!Q or .!Q(; cf. lape],
s.f. A withering blast (as of hot wind, &c.); blast; shock; a
coup-de-soleil;— ame, blaze; heat, warmth, glow (of re,
or ame, &c.);—sweet smell, scent, odour (syn. mahak):—
lapa-sapa, s.f. Fawning; wriggling, writhing, &c. (cf.
lapar-apa , and lape-sape).
H `! .!&lipa (see lapa, and lipan), s.f.=lape, q.v.
H `! !&lap [lapa(n) + = Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
Connection, relation;—a kind of grass, Panicum
verticillatum;—a kind of thin molasses;—any glutinous
liquid food (syn. lap, lap , laps).
H `! .!&lip [perf. part. of lipan, and=S. .!Q+t],

part. (f. ), Embraced, &c.:—lip-hu, part. adj. (f. liphu), Embraced, embosomed; enclosed; involved;
enfolded, folded, wrapped, bound or rolled up (in);
intertwined, twined, tangled, matted, ravelled; occupied
(with), engrossed, absorbed (in);—anointed, smeared,
besmeared, bedaubed.
H `! .!&lipn, or !& lapn (caus. of lipan),
v.t. To cause to unite or adhere, to stick; to fold or wrap
(round), to twine or wind (round), &c.;—v.n.=lipan, q.v.
H  `! .!& lipo [lipa(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Stickiness, glutinousness, gumminess, adhesion.
H  `! .!&lipan, or !& lapan [lipa˚= S. .!Q,
p.p.p. fr. rt. .!], v.n. To stick (to, -me , or -se), to cling
(to), adhere (to); to twine or coil (round, -me ); to mix
(with), unite (with); to harmonize (with); to stick close
(to), to keep (at, -ke p he), to follow, pursue; to wrestle
(with, -se), struggle, ght;—to be embraced; to be
wrapped or folded (in), to be encased; to be enclosed, be
encased (in); to be rolled up (or made) into a ball; to be
involved; to be implicated (in); to be united in marriage
(with), to be married;—to be smeared, be daubed, be
covered (with), to be bedraggled:—lipa-jn, v.n. intens.
of and=lipan.
H  `! .!&Blipant [lipa˚, rt. of lipan+Prk. ˚(=( S. ˚,
a. of the pres. part.], s.m. Embrace, hug; wrestling,
close ght.
H `! !&"lap (fem. of lap, q.v.), s.f. Pap; any
glutinous liquid food (syn. lup , laps).
H ) `! !&lapaiy, s.m.=lapiy= lab iy= lab , q.v.
H `! `&W !Dlap-jhap [S. !@v+D@t], adj. & adv. 'Going
by springs and bounds'; rapid and bouncing (as a gait);
active, nimble, dapper, quick;—nimbly, briskly, quickly,
smartly;—s.f. Nimbleness, briskness, dexterity;—
pouncing upon and carrying o, pilfering, stealing.
H :L!!"lap , s.f. The skate (sh).
H L!!,"lupr, s.f.=lup , q.v.
H `! !Q7lappa , s.m. A slap, thump, buet, cu (syn
thappa ).
H `! `E !787lapa -apa (lapa = lapa, q.v.+apar, a

rhyming word), s.f. Involved or confused speech; jargon,
jumble; perversion of the truth; prevarication;
equivocation;—adv. In a confused or jumbled manner,
incoherently;—awkwardly.
H  `!.!7"lip  (prob. for lip, fr. lip, q.v.), s.f. An old,
ragged turban or cap.
H  `!!,7"lup  [S. !5QP", rt. !,; or perhaps a form of
lip ], s.f. A lump of anything moist; a lump of dough;
alwmade of wheat our (with little butter or gh);—pap,
&c. (=laps);—a poultice, plaster (=lop ):—lup  b dhn(me ), To apply a poultice (to).
H 0L!!"laps [S. !.Q], s.f. A glutinous kind of food,
pottage, pap, spoon-diet.
H (L! !lapak (v.n. fr. lapakn), s.f. Spring, bound;
bounce; a ash (of lightning, &c.), dart; a snatch;—beat,
throb, pulsation, palpitation;—springiness, elasticity,
exibility; nimbleness, dexterity, swiftness;—a bad habit:
—lapak-jhapak-se, adv. With a spring or bound; with a hop,
skip, and a jump; nimbly, briskly, swiftly, dexterously.
H L! !lapk [lapak, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
bound forward (in order to snatch); a snatch;—
nimbleness, &c. (=lapak);—a bad habit; a vitiated taste;—
one who snatches anything from another:—a loose
character, a vagabond:—lapk pa nor pa -jn(-k), To be
addicted (to, a bad habit).
H  L! !lapkn (caus. of lapakn), v.t. To bound
forward in order to snatch; to snatch at, dart at, make a
snatch for; to stretch forth (the hand, for a thing);—to
despatch (one) quickly (in this sense, also, lapk-den).
H L! !lapakn [lapak˚= Prk. !Q=() or !Q=?(),
prob. fr. S. !@v+>], v.n. To spring (upon,—par), to dart
(at), to snatch (at); to make an attack (on); to bound,
bounce; to catch (a ball, &c.); to ash, dart (as lightning);
to beat, throb, palpitate; to rush (after), to give chase
(to); to hurry, make haste:—lapak-len, v.t. To spring
forward and seize; to seize, snatch; to snap at or up; to
hook, claw.
H L!!"lapk [lapak, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A long
stitch; a stitch; basting, sewing;—lapk bharnor lapk
mrn(-me ), To stitch, to baste.

H L! !,"lupk [fr. S. !,+>], s.f. (dialec.) Hiding

H RL! !|&lape (f. -), perf. part. of lapen, q.v.

through fear; fear, alarm, terror
H `! `! !!lap-lap [prob. fr. S. !@v by redupl.], adj. &

H RL! !|&lapean (fr. lapen), s.f. A roller on which

adv. Nimble, quick, smart;—nimbly, quickly (syn. lapjhap):—lap-lap khn, To eat quickly.
H `! `! !!lap-lap, or !, !,lup-lup (prob. onomat.),
s.m. Lapping (as, of a dog drinking);—beating, throbbing,
palpitation (of the heart, from fear, &c.):—lap-lap karn,
To lap:—lup-lup karn, To beat, throb, &c.
H L! .!lipn [lip˚= Prk. .!Q()=S. .!Q(`), rt. .!],
v.n. To be smeared; to be plastered (with), to be washed
over, to be whitewashed;—(dialec.) to stick close (to), to
t well (as a cap);—to be exible, to bend (as a cane).
H  L! .! lipwn (doub. caus. of lpn), v.t. To cause
to be smeared; to have (a wall, &c.) plastered or
whitewashed.
H 7 L! !57lapo iy (a dialec. form. of lab iy, q.v.),
s.m. A atterer; cajoler.
S L!.!lipi, or .!" lip, s.f. Smearing, anointing,
plastering, spreading over; painting, drawing; writing;
handwriting, written characters; an alphabet; a written
paper or book, a document, letter:—lipi-kr, or lipi-kar,
s.m. (f. -), Smearer, plasterer; writer, scribe, copyist.
H RL! !|&lape (v.n. of lapen, q.v.), s.f. & m. Cover,
covering, coating around (as of cloth, leather, mud, or
paint), envelope; fold, coil, ply, plait, twist; bandage,
llet; girth, circumference, compass; blast, whirl, rush
(of a storm, &c.; e.g.  dh-k lape); withering blast (of a
hot wind, or a furnace, &c.); a coup-de-soleil; nipping or
blasting stroke (of coldwind); an attack (as of an
epidemic); an epidemic;—artful involution, ambiguity (of
speech), prevarication, quibble; deception;
entanglement, complication; diculty, hardship;
perturbation, consternation; loss, damage:—lape-jhape,
or lape-sape, s.f. Involved state, confusion, jumble,
disorder; evasion, subterfuge:—lape karn, v.t.=lapen,
q.v.
H RL! !|&lape [lape, q.v. + Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
(dialec.), Cover, covering, &c. (=lape);—a glass bracelet
having gold or silver thread wound round it (=lapew ).

cloth is wound in the loom; a button;—the beam (of a
cotton-mill).
H  RL! !|&lapen (caus. of lapanaor lipan, q.v.; for e,
cf. S. apeaand apaa), v.t. To roll up; to roll or wrap
(round, -par), to wind or twine (round), to furl; to wrap
up, to enwrap, to envelop; to cover by wrapping round;
to fold, coil, enclose, pack; to involve, implicate;—to
smear, to spread (over, -par):—lape-den, and lape-len,
v.t. intens. of and=lapen.
H .RL! !|& [lapew [lape+ w = Prk. ( (with
winserted)=S. +], adj. & s.m. Wrapped up; enveloped;
folded; involved; twined, twisted, coiled; ornamented
with gold or silver thread wound round; indirect
(speech), roundabout, ambiguous; hidden, secret;—
involved or ambiguous speech (syn. gol bt), innuendo;—
a glass bracelet having gold or silver thread wound
round it;—adv. Indirectly, ambiguously, by way of
innuendo.
H ! !lat [prob. Prk. .!\; S. .!Q, rt. .!], s.f. A trick;
a bad habit, a vice; a whim, whimsey; blameworthiness,
faultiness:—lat-pat, part. adj. Saturated, drenched;
accid, hanging loose; viscous, sticky, clammy;—folded;
entangled, &c. (=latha -patha , and la-pa, q.v.):—lat pa n,
or lat ho-jn(-ko), To become a habit or vice;—lat-phal,
s.m. The consequences of bad babits:—lat-zada, adj. Of
bad habits, vicious:—lat karn(-k), To beat any viscous
substance till the viscosity comes out; to take the
viscosity out (of):—lat-ghat, s.f. Habits, nature,
disposition, manners:—lat lagn(-ko), To have (or, to
acquire) a bad habit or vice.
H ! !lat, s.f. contrac. of lt, 'a kick' (used in comp.):—
lat- or, and lat- or, adj. & s.m. Kicked, beaten;
contemptible, mean;—one who is kicked; a contemptible
person; a slave;—a threshold; a hearth-rug (in these
senses more com. lat- or):—lat-kundan, s.f. Ignominious
treatment:—lat-kob, adj. Beating, cudgelling:—lat khn,
To suer a kick or beating:—lat-mar, adj. & s.m.=lat- or,
q.v.:—lat-mardan(or lat-mardan) karn, v.t. To trample on,

to tread on; to buet:—lat-mardan-me pa n, v.n. To be
trampled under foot; to be disgraced.
H ! !lat, = S *! ! lat,s.f. A creeper; a vine; hanging

H *! !\lattar [˚ar= Prk. f"=S. "], s.f. A dialec. form of

branch of a creeper; a branch; a tendril; a thread;—the
musk-creeper (said to grow in the Dakkhan, and to be
used medicinally);—the plant commonly called priya gu;
the gramineous plant Trigonella corniculata; the heartpea, Cardiospermum halicacabum:—lat-bhavan, s.m.
'Creeper-dwelling' an arbour, a bower:—lat-drum, s.m.
The timber-yielding tree Shorea robusta:—lat-km,
s.f.=km-lat, q.v.s.v. km:—lat-kunj, s.m. A bower
surrounded with, or formed by, creepers; a bower, an
arbour:—lat-manal, s.m. 'Circle or assemblage of
creepers,' an arbour, a bower.
S *! !lat, = H ! ! lat,s.f. A creeper; a vine; hanging

H *! !,lutr [Prk. !,\f ; S. !,Q (part. of rt. !,)++t],

branch of a creeper; a branch; a tendril; a thread;—the
musk-creeper (said to grow in the Dakkhan, and to be
used medicinally);—the plant commonly called priya gu;
the gramineous plant Trigonella corniculata; the heartpea, Cardiospermum halicacabum:—lat-bhavan, s.m.
'Creeper-dwelling' an arbour, a bower:—lat-drum, s.m.
The timber-yielding tree Shorea robusta:—lat-km,
s.f.=km-lat, q.v.s.v. km:—lat-kunj, s.m. A bower
surrounded with, or formed by, creepers; a bower, an
arbour:—lat-manal, s.m. 'Circle or assemblage of
creepers,' an arbour, a bower.
H *! !\latt [Prk. !\ ; S. !=t==t], s.m. A dirty
and tattered cloth; a scrap of cloth, a rag, tatter; clothes
(as in kap -latt).
H *! !7lat (v.n. fr. lat n, q.v.), s.f. Contumelious
treatment, spurning, reviling (syn. apavd);—labour, toil,
exertion, overwork, fatigue, exhaustion (syn. glni, ram);
pressure, press, crush, excess (of);—calamity,
misfortune, trial.
H  *! !7lat n (lt, q.v.+r˚, caus. augment), v.t. To
treat with contumely or disdain, to spurn, to revile, to
insult, to aront; to bring down;—to work, to overwork,
to make (one) toil or use exertion, to exhaust by labour,
to fatigue, jade, wear out.
H *L*! lutput (fr. P. lot-o-pot), adj. (Dakh.) Savoury,
delicious (food).

lator lat, q.v.
H *! !latar, s.f. An old shoe (=latr).
part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Driven o or away, expelled,
rejected;—a sycophant; babbler, tattler, tell-tale, blab; a
silly person; a backbiter, slanderer, mischief-maker.
H <; *! !,lutrpan [lutr, q.v. + pan= Prk. Q4(=; 4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state or condition of a
sycophant, or backbiter, &c.; sycophancy; tale-bearing;
backbiting; mischief-making.
H *; *! !latar-patar, adj. = latha -patha , q.v.s.v.
latha .
H ?*! !latra [latta, q.v.+S. +t], adj. & s.m. Rent, torn,
in tatters;—a piece, part, fragment, scrap; a fat man, a
lazy or inert man.
H ?*! lutra, adj. & s.m.=*! lutr, q.v.
H *!!"latr [lat(for lat)+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
kind of vetch (syn. dalihan);—an old shoe (=latar).
S *! !latik, s.f. A twining plant, a creeper (=lat).
H *! !\0latt [latt˚, fr. lattn(an unused form fr. latt= lt)
+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m. Kicking (e.g. latt
gho );—a kicker.
H  &*! .!R7lith n, !R7 lath n, v.t.=lathe n.
H  &*! !R latho [lath˚, base of lathn(an unused form
fr. latt= lt)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. Kicking;
kicking one another (two or more persons), mutual
kicking.
H &*; &*! !RRlath-path, adj. = lat-pat, and latha -patha ,
q.v.s.v. lat, and latha respectively.
H &*! !Rlathar, = H &*! !R lathr,adj. (f. -) = latha , &c.,
q.v.
H &*! !Rlathr, = H &*! !R lathar,adj. (f. -) = latha , &c.,
q.v.
H *! !R7latha = H  *! !R7 lath  (perf. part. of latha n),
part. adj. Besmeared, bedaubed, draggled, soiled; lthy,
dirty, untidy; clogged (with dirt); sti; viscous, clammy,
sticky;—soaked, saturated, drenched;—wallowing,

reeking;—latha -patha , adj.=lathar(syn. lath-path, lat-pat).
H  *! !R7lath  = H *! !R7 latha (perf. part. of latha n),
part. adj. Besmeared, bedaubed, draggled, soiled; lthy,
dirty, untidy; clogged (with dirt); sti; viscous, clammy,
sticky;—soaked, saturated, drenched;—wallowing,
reeking;—latha -patha , adj.=lathar(syn. lath-path, lat-pat).
H  *! .!R7litha n, or !R7 latha n (prob. fr. the

foppish, aected, jaunty;—spicy, spiced, seasoned;—thick
(as soup, &c.):—la-pa, s.f. Reeling, staggering,
stumbling; swaggering, &c.:—la-pae, adv. With diculty,
in hardship (e.g. la-pae din kan):—la dabn(-k), To be
held or kept down by the hair; to be under the power (of,
—e.g. mere hth-tale unk la dab hai).
S  !&la, s.m. One who speaks ignorantly or foolishly;

trans. lith n), v.n. To be smeared or daubed, to be
draggled, &c. (see latha ).
H  R&*! .!7lithe n, or !7 lathe n [lith˚or lath˚=

a dolt, blockhead, fool;—a fault, defect.
H  !&la (dialec.), s.m.= lah, q.v.

Prk. .!\=S. .!Q (p.p.p. fr. rt. .!)+e = r= l, Hind caus.

H  !&la (perf. part. of lan), part. adj. Entangled;

augment], v.t. To besmear, to spread over, bedaub,
draggle, soil, foul, sully, pollute; to clog (with dirt); to
saturate, soak, drench;—to put on (or apply) a poultice or
plaster;—to mix together.
H *!!\"latt [latt(n), Vfr. WlattW(=lt)+= Prk. =S.

matted; thin, lean, reduced (by sickness), emaciated;
impoverished;—s.m. Entangled state, tangle (=la);
tangled or matted hair, &c.:—la-pa, adj. (f. -),
Irregularly or loosely folded, &c. (=la-pa, q.v.s.v. la);—
s.m. Impedimenta, encumbrances, baggage, furniture,
eects; pots and pans:—la jn, v.n. To become thin or
emaciated (by disease):—la-dhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Having (or wearing) matted hair;—a mendicant or an
ascetic) with matted hair (syn. ja-dhr).
H  !la (dialec.), s.m.= lah, q.v.

], s.f. Kicking out (a horse, &c., or a man in
swimming):—latt karn, To kick out;—to take to (one's)
heels, to run away.
H *! !\"latt [S. !.=], s.f. The string of a spinningtop; a llet; a cloth tied to the end of a pole to direct the
ight of pigeons; the tail of a (paper) kite.
H *! !latiy [lat, q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m. Of

H  .!&li, s.f.=li, q.v.

H  !,&lur, s.m. (dialec.)=luer, q.v.
H  .!&lin (caus. of len, q.v.), v.t. To cause to lie

bad habits, addicted to vicious practices;—a man of bad
habits.
H  *! !latiyn (fr. lt, q.v.), v.t. To kick.

down, to lay (one) down (on the ground, or a bed, &c.);
to place.
H  !,&lun (caus. of l n, q.v.), v.t. To cause to be

H  *! !hlatait [lt, q.v. + ait= Prk. \5=(5=Õ5=S.

plundered (=luwn); to cause to plunder; to give up to
plunder;—to spend lavishly (syn. u n), to squander:—
lu-den, v.t. intens. of and=lun.
H  !,&lun (caus. of lon, q.v.), v.t. To cause to

 (the term. of the pres. part. with the caus.
augment pi)], s.m. A kicker; a kicking horse (or bullock,
&c.).
H  R*! !`7late n, v.t.=lathe n, q.v.
H  !&la [(in some senses) S. !; (in others, fr.) S. !&,
!f and !,&] , s.f. A curl, ringlet, lock of
hair);—entangled state, tangle; matted or tangled hair
(syn. ja); tangled silk, &c.;— ame;—a tadpole:—la-pa,
or la-pa, adj. (f. -), Tangled; folded; irregularly or
loosely folded, hanging loose (as a turban);—reeling,
tottering, staggering, tripping; stammering;—lively,
skittish, frisky, playful, wanton; coquettish; humorous;—

wallow or roll about; to let (a horse, &c.) roll (on the
ground); to cause to roll over or fall down, to bring down
(a bird, or animal):—lu-lu-kar mrn, v.t. To beat
severely.
H  .!&lirn, v.t. (rustic)=lin, q.v.
H 8 !& la, s.f. A small reel (syn. paret, arkh); the
reel on which the string of a kite is wound.
H "!  !&&la-pa, = H # !  !&& la-pa,adj. See s.v. la.
H # !  !&&la-pa, = H "!  !&& la-pa,adj. See s.v. la.

H # !  !&&lapan (fr. la-pa, q.v.s.v. la), v.n. To
rock, shake; to be loose or rickety; to totter, reel,
stagger; to trip; to walk aectedly, to mince; to tarry,
loiter; to stammer or hesitate (in speaking).
H # !  !&&"la-pa, s.f. See s.v. la.
H ) # !  !&&lapaiy [la-pa, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj.
Lively, frisky, &c. (=la-pa, q.v.); double-dealing, not
straightforward; mischief-making.
H *  !,luas, !,& luas [fr. l , q.v.;—˚as, prob.=s= Prk.
+
( =S. +], s.f. Plundering; devastation, ruin:—luas
ma nor ma -den, To plunder, &c.
H  !&laak (v.n. of laakn, q.v.), s.f. Hanging,
depending, dangling; aected motion in blandishment or
coquetry; blandishment; aected gait;—air, style,
fashion, manner (of walking, speaking, or singing);—a
sudden t or emotion; the in uence of any spirit;—
carelessness, heedlessness; an evil habit or way, a vice
or trick (syn. lat):—laak- l, s.f. Reeling steps;—aected
or wanton gait; coquetry.
H  !&lak [laak(n) + = Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
A conjuring rod, a magic wand;—incantation;—a philter;
a nostrum; a simple remedy.
H  !&lak (perf. part. of laakn), part. adj. (f. -),
Suspended, hanging, dangling, swinging, pendulous:—
lak-hu, adj. (f. -) = lak.
H  !&lakn (caus. of laakn), v.t. To cause to
hang or dangle; to hang, suspend, swing; to append, to
attach (to, -par);—to keep (one) waiting or in suspense;
to put o, to defer, postpone:—lak-den, v.t. intens. of
and=lakn.
H   !& lako [lak(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Suspension, hanging.
H  !&lakan (i.q. laakn) s.m. A hanging or being
suspended; anything hanging; an ear-drop; drop (of a
lustre or chandelier); a nose-ring; a pendant, an aigulet;
a hanging-lamp; clapper (of a bell); a plummet; a
pendulum; a stand (for water-pots);—a kind of fruit, Bixa
orellana(the pulp surrounding the seeds of which yields a
yellow dye);—a kind of handsome green bird, Psittacus

minor(so called because it often remains hanging by the
claws):—lakan- l, s.f. Oscillatory motion.
H   !&laakn [laak˚= laa(=lat?)+S. >+n= Prk.
4(=S. "(], v.n. To hang, to depend; to hang loosely,
to dangle, to swing; to be suspended, to be swung;—to be
kept waiting or in suspense; to be put o, be postponed:
—laak-pa n, or laak-jn, v.n. To hang, dangle; to be or
become suspended; to hang ooneself (on or to, -me ):—
laak-rahn, v.n. To remain or continue hanging (on or
over, -me ); to linger (over), to loiter, tarry, delay.
H  !&M lakauw [laak(n) + auw= Prk.  (with
winserted) = S. ++t], s.m. A pendant, &c. (=lakan,
q.v.).
H  !&laan (v.n. of lan), s.f. An early-sown crop, a
crop sown during the cold season (and hence 'a poor or
impoverished crop').
H   !&lan [la, q.v. + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To
become tangled or entangled;—to be or become reduced
(by sickness), to become lean or emaciated;—to fade
away, to lose strength, become weak; to degenerate,
deteriorate; to become impoverished, to become poor;—
to acquire a habit, or a taste;—(as a gerund) s.m.
Becoming reduced; falling o or away; diminution:—lajn, v.n. intens. of and=lan.
H   !,&lun (fr. the trans. l n, q.v.), v.n. To be
plundered, to be sacked; to be robbed; to be cheated, or
defrauded; to be squandered;—to be ruined, be undone:—
lu-jn, v.n. intens. of and=lun.
H  !¨la = H  !&, lau [la(n) + = Prk.  = S.
()+t], s.m. A spinning-top;—knob, handle (of a door,
&c.); a plummet (syn. lakan); governor (of a steamengine);—adj. Enamoured (syn. mohit); dizzy, dazed,
dazzled:—la hon(-par), To be enamoured (of), to fall in
love (with);—to be dizzy or dazzled.
H  !&,lau = H  !¨ la [la(n) + = Prk.  = S.
()+t], s.m. A spinning-top;—knob, handle (of a door,
&c.); a plummet (syn. lakan); governor (of a steamengine);—adj. Enamoured (syn. mohit); dizzy, dazed,
dazzled:—la hon(-par), To be enamoured (of), to fall in

love (with);—to be dizzy or dazzled.
H  .!& liwn (doub. caus. of len, q.v.), To cause
to be laid down; to cause to be put to rest:—liw-den,
v.t. intens. of and=liwn.
H  !,& luwn (doub. caus. of l n, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be plundered or sacked; to cause to be given up
to plunder; to give up to plunder (=lun); to cause to be
robbed, or cheated, or defrauded; to cause to be
squandered:—luw-den, v.t. intens. of and=luwn.
H # ? !&0&0la -pa , s.m.=la-pa, q.v.s.v. la.
H  !&5laor [la, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m.
The rufous-backed shrike, Lanius erythronotus; the grey,
black, and white butcher-bird, Lanius excubitor, or L.
lahtora.
H  !&0la r, s.m. = H  !&0" la r, s.f.la, q.v.
+ rand r= Prk. !

and .!=S. !+t and ], A

small curl or lock of hair, a small ringlet; tangled short
hair:—la re up n, or la re lenor le-ln(-ke), To tear
out the locks or curls (of).
H  !&0"la r, s.f. = H  !&0 la r, s.m.la, q.v.
+ rand r= Prk. !

and .!=S. !+t and ], A

small curl or lock of hair, a small ringlet; tangled short
hair:—la re up n, or la re lenor le-ln(-ke), To tear
out the locks or curls (of).
H  !&5"laor (i.q. la r), s.f. A kind of head-dress.
H 7 !&0la riy, s.f.=la r, q.v.:—la riyo -wl, s.f. A
woman with short curly hair; a witch.
H 7 !&0la riy [la r, q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m.
Having curly locks; having tangled hair;—a person with
such hair; a bugaboo to frighten children.
H   !&57lao , s.m.= laor, q.v.
H   !&07"la , s.f.=la r, q.v.
H 7 !,& 
h luwaiy [l (n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. A plunderer, freebooter, robber; a
squanderer, spendthrift (syn. luer, q.v.).
H  !_lah [Prk. !; S. .9t], s.m. A stick,
sta, club, cudgel; a measuring rod or pole:—lahlaham, s.m. (or laham-lah), and lah--lah, s.f.

Mutual cudgelling; a ght with clubs or cudgels:—lah-bz,
s.m. Cudgel-player, fencer; one who uses (or ghts with)
a club:—lah-bz, s.f. Fencing, cudgelling; club-ghting:—
lah-pae ge, s.m. pl. Cudgels and clubs:—lah- aln, v.n.
Sticks or clubs to be going or to be at work, clubs to be
used:—lah mrn(-ko), To strike or beat (one) with a club;
(g.) to speak harshly (to); to use (one) roughly.
H  !lah, !_ lah [lah, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t],
s.m. A beam, rafter, timber; railway-sleeper; a
measuring-rod or pole (twenty square lahs= one bgh);
—a coarse kind of long-cloth (cf. lah).
H ] !__lah-pah, adj. Saturated, &c. (=lath-path,
and lat-pat, qq.v.).
H '  !lahar [prob. S. !R+t], adj. Slack, remiss,
slow, lazy.
H   !,_luhn (fr. the trans. l hn), v.n.=lun, q.v.
H  !"lah, !_" lah [Prk. !; S. .9], s.f. A
stick, &c. (=lh, q.v.);—(dialec.) a piece of cloth forty
yards long:—lah-wl, s.m. A man armed with a club or
bludgeon (many such men are employed by zamndrs,
indigo-planters, and others, with a view to their settling
all disputes respecting lands and boundaries).
H )  !_lahiy [lah, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small
lhor stick; a walking-stick, cane.
H )  !_lahiyn [lah(=lh)+= w= Prk. U=S.
 (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To
cane, cudgel, belabour.
H )  !_hlahait [lah, q.v. + ait= it= Prk.
\5=(5=Õ5=S.  (the term. of the pres.
part. with the caus. augment pi)], adj. & s.m. Carrying
(or armed with) a club; skilled in the use of a club or
cudgel;—obstinate, obdurate (in this sense prob. fr. la=
lat);—a man bearing (or armed with) a club, a club-man:
—lahait la k, s.m. A hardened or incorrigible boy.
H  !&"la (see la), s.f. A loose woman, a woman of the
town, a harlot;—(dialec.) a tax, an impost:—la-k, adj. &
s.m. Of or sprung from a harlot; bastard, whoreson.
H  .!"li, s.f. A small cake (or ball of dough) baked
on coals (syn. ikiy, a gk ).

H )  !,&luiy [lo, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A small
metal pot (for general use):—luiy ubon, 'To sink the
brass pot'; (met.) to fail ignominiously; to bring disgrace
on oneself:—luiy  bn(-k), 'The brass pot (of a person)
to sink'; (met.) to be ruined or undone.
H ' )  !,luer = H  ' )  !,~ luer [Prk. !,(&=S. !,e&+
+ t and t], s.m. A plunderer, freebooter, robber,
highwayman; a swindler, cheat;—a squanderer,
spendthrift, prodigal.
H  ' )  !,~luer = H ' )  !, luer [Prk. !,&
( =S. !,e&+
+ t and t], s.m. A plunderer, freebooter, robber,
highwayman; a swindler, cheat;—a squanderer,
spendthrift, prodigal.
A A ! list, s.f. pl. (of next), Gums.
P ! lisa  (for A. ~! lisat),
 s.m. The gum.
S 8! !A*lajj, s.f. Shame, bashfulness, modesty (=lj,
q.v.):—lajjnvit(˚j+an˚), adj. Possessed of shame, &c.
(=lajj-vn, q.v.):—lajj-bn, corr. of lajj-vn, q.v.:—lajjbodhak abd, s.m. (in Gram.) Any word expressive of
shame or disgust (as h, dhik, phi):—lajj-rahit, adj. (f. ), Destitute of shame, devoid of modesty, shameless,
immodest, impudent, bold, unblushing, forward:—lajj-l,
adj. (f. -), Of a modest disposition, modest, bashful,
ashamed:—lajj- nya, adj.=lajj-rahit, q.v.:—lajj-kar, or
lajj-kr, or lajj-kr, adj. Causing or occasioning shame,
shameful:—lajj-mn, or lajj-mant(f. -mat); and lajj-vat,
or lajj-vn, or lajj-vant, vulg. laj-want(f. -vat), adj.
Possessed of shame, full of shame, ashamed, abashed,
shamefaced, shy, bashful, modest, blushing:—lajj-vat,
vulg. laj-want, s.f. A bashful woman or girl; the
sensitive plant Mimosa natans, or M.pudica:—lajj-hn,
adj.=lajj-rahit, q.v.:—lajj-yukt, adj. (f. -) = lajj-vn, q.v.
P W 8! lajjat (for A. ~W 8!, inf. n. of 6C!), s.f. Importunity,
entreaty; adulation.
S ! 8! !A*!,lajjlu, and H. !*!0 lajl , adj. Bashful,
modest, shy, shameful;—s.m. The sensitive plant, Mimosa
natans, or M.pudica.
H  8! !*lajn [laj˚for lajj, q.v.+= w= Prk. U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk.4(=S. "(], v.n. To be
ashamed (of, -se), to be abashed, to take shame to

oneself; to blush;—v.t. To make ashamed, to put to
shame.
H  8! !*laj [laj(n) +  =Prk.  =( S. ()(], adj.
Ashamed, &c. (=lajl ); shameful, disgraceful.
H 8! !A*lajjat, or !* lajat, s.f. corr. of A/ ! lazz at,
  q.v.
S 8! !.A*lajjit, and !A* lajjat, part. adj. (f. -),
Ashamed, abashed, modest, bashful, blushing:—lajjit
karn(-ko), To make ashamed, to put to shame, to shame.
S   8! !*laja-krik (lajafor lajj), s.f. The
sensitive plant, Mimosa natansor pudica.
P 538! laj-lj, s.m. Name of the inventor of chess; an
instructor at dice or any game of hazard.
H 8#8! .!*.!*lijlij, or !,*!,* lujluj, or !*!* lajlaj
(cf. la la , laslas), adj. (f. -), Clammy, sticky, viscous,
glutinous;—soft, accid, abby; exible.
H  8#8! !*!*lajlajn (fr. lajlaj, q.v.), v.n. To become
soft or abby;—v.t. To soften (cf. la la n).
H  @ 8! !A*/lajja-mn, adj.=lajj-mn, q.v.s.v. lajj.
H  8! !* lajwn (caus. of lajn), v.t. To cause to be
ashamed, to put to shame, to shame, to cause to blush.
H * 8!!* B"lajwant, = H  8!!*M" lajaun,adj. &
s.f.=lajj-vat, q.v.s.v. lajj.
H  8!!*M"lajaun, = H * 8!!* B" lajwant,adj. &
s.f.=lajj-vat, q.v.s.v. lajj.
P 8! lujja (for A. ~8! lujjat), s.m. Plenty of water; the great
deep; middle of the sea; an abyss:—lujja- ez, s.f. The
agitation (or ebullition) of the abyss.
H  8!.!D7"lijh  [prob. fr. S. .!l˚+ = Prk. f=S. 
+; cf. ljh], s.f. After-birth, placenta.
S 8! !Alajy, s.f.=lajj, q.v.
H  8! !*lajyn, or !.* lajiyn, v.n.=lajn, q.v.
H 3 8! !*"!lajl [lj= S. !A*+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Ashamed, shamefaced, shy, bashful, modest.
H 9! !,lu [prob. S. ,K+t; see lu ], adj. Bare, naked,
stark, mere, simple, pure, sheer;—thorough, out-andout, unmitigated:—lu -bahdur, s.m. A thorough
vagabond or villain (in this sense lu is prob. a
contraction of lu ).

H :! !Kla , s.m. corr. of &:! la h, q.v.
H :! !,Klu  [prob. S. ,K++t; for change of  t to ! l,
cf. H. $h!=S. $t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Low, mean, paltry,
base; bad, wicked, corrupt, vicious, abandoned, depraved,
pro igate, dissolute, licentious, lewd;—shameless,
graceless; addicted to gambling, brawling, rioting, &c.;—a
scamp, vagabond, reprobate, a dissolute fellow, a
pro igate, a libertine, a roué, a rake; (dialec.) a bankrupt:
—lu -gun, s.m. Loose (or depraved) characters.
H <; :! !,Klu -pan = H ; L! !,K lu -pan [lu ,
q.v.+Prk. Q4(=; 4( = S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Pro igacy,
libertinism, dissolute life, immorality, depravity,
rakishness, debauchery; wantonness, lasciviousness;
knavery, roguery, rascality.
H ; L! !,Klu -pan = H <; :! !,K lu -pan [lu ,
q.v.+Prk. Q4(=; 4( = S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Pro igacy,
libertinism, dissolute life, immorality, depravity,
rakishness, debauchery; wantonness, lasciviousness;
knavery, roguery, rascality.
H  :! !la r, adj. corr. of  =" l- r, q.v.s.v. l.
H a :!!,K/"lu m, or !,./ lu mi [lu , q.v.+S.
;@(], s.f. (dialec.)=lu pan, q.v.
H  :! !la n (caus. of la n, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
bend, to bend, bow, crook; to de ect.
H  :! ! la o [la (n) + o= Prk.  =( S. (], s.m.
Bending; de exion; exibility; elasticity.
H  :! !,K lu wan, s.m.=lu pan, q.v.
H $ :!!,K lu , !, lu  [lu , q.v.+= Prk.
=S. a. +], s.f. (dialec.)=lu pan, q.v.
H <L:! !,lu pan, s.m. = H L:! !, lu pan, s.f.= H
L:!!, lu pana, s.f.=lu pan, and lu pan, q.v.
H L:! !,lu pan, s.f. = H <L:! !, lu pan, s.m.= H
L:!!, lu pana, s.f.=lu pan, and lu pan, q.v.
H L:!!, lu pana, s.f. = H <L:! !, lu pan, s.m.= H
L:! !, lu pan, s.f.=lu pan, and lu pan, q.v.
H :! !la ar [rt. of la n+ar= Prk. f5=S. t], adj. & s.m.
Yielding, pliant, soft; weak, feeble, lacking back-bone;

loose, shaky, wanting force or vigour (as language, &c.,
e.g. la ar ibrat);—a soft or yielding person, a weak man;
a foolish fellow, simpleton, noodle.
H :! !,lu r [cf. S. !0], s.m. A spider.
H :! lu r (Dakh.), adj. & s.m.=lutr, q.v.
H (:! !la ak [prob. fr. S. !+>; see la n], s.f.
Bending, bending down; exibility; spring, springiness,
elasticity;—a strain, a sprain;—softness, mildness,
delicacy; a liking or taste (as contracted for a thing):—
la ak-dr, adj.=la akt, q.v.
H :! !la k [the preceding+S. t], s.m. A jolt, shove,
push; a strain, a sprain;—a liking or taste (for);—gram
pottage, &c. (see ls);—a barge, a pleasure boat;—gold or
silver lace.
H :! !la k (perf. part. of la akn, q.v.), part. Bent;
sprung, started; strained, &c.
H  :! !la kn (caus. of la akn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to bend; to jolt; to strain, to sprain.
H *:! !la akt (imperf. part. of la akn), part. adj.
(f. -), Flexible, springy, elastic.
H :! !la akn [la ak, q.v.+n= an= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To be bent (as the bough of a tree, &c.); to
bend, to yield; to spring, to start;—to receive a sprain or
strain, to be sprained:—la ak-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=la akn.
H 9#:! !!la la (by redupl. of la , rt. of la n, q.v.), s.f.
The sound made by the play of a exible (or an elastic)
body (as a switch, or cane, &c.).
H  :#:! !!la la n (see laslasn), v.n. To be sticky,
or clammy, or viscous or glutinous (cf. lajlaj); to be
exible or elastic.
H :! !la n [la ˚= S. !; for change of sto , cf. lla ],
v.n. To be or become bent or bowed; to bend, bow, yield,
give way, sink in, sag (as a wall, or beam, &c.):—la -jn,
v.n. intens. of and=la n.
H :!!,"lu n [lu = lu +S. "], s.f. A bad or wanton
woman, a depraved (or abandoned) woman, &c. (see
lu ).
H :! .!0li , s.m.=l , q.v.

H &:! !+la h, or !K+ la h, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of laksh,
q.v.; also=laksha , q.v.
H &:! !K+la h [prob. S. .9t; cf. lar h, and la ], s.m.
(f. & dim., -), A bundle (of thread, &c.), a skein; a
necklace of silk or beads (of glass or gold, tting close to
the neck); a bracelet (or an anklet) of two or more rows
of chain-work; a tassel;—a thin shred or slice (as of
ginger, or onion, &c.):—la he-dr, adj. Shred-like;
entangled, involved, confused, jumbled; vague,
desultory, roundabout; forming a string or chain, serial,
consecutive (as words or speech).
H <@ &:! !+/la hman, or !.+ / la himan, s.m.=lakshma ,
q.v.
H @ &:!!+/"la hm, s.f. corr. of lakshm, q.v.
H <&:! !K+la han [Prk. !K+4(; S. !d4(], s.m. Distinctive
mark, mark, sign, token, symbol, indication,
characteristic, feature; description, denition; beauty;
auspiciousness; trait, habit, manner, fashion, custom;
state, condition (for other meanings see laksha ):—
la han paka n, or la han skhn, To learn mauners:—
la han jha n(-k), 'The beauty (of a person) to fade,' to
lose (one's) beauty; to be or become disgured;—to
degenerate, deteriorate; to become depraved, or
demoralized, or corrupted.
H &:! !K+la han, or !+ lu hn, s.m. A kind of
grain, Cynosurus coracanus(called, by Europeans,
'Natchenny').
H &:!!.+ la hi, s.f. (dialec.)=lakshm, q.v.
H &:!!+"la h (i.q. las, q.v.), s.f. Blood and water mixing.
H  &:! !.+ la hiyn [la h, fem. of la h, q.v.+= w=
Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], To make skeins (of
thread, &c.); to reel (thread, &c.).
H :!.!"li , s.f.=l , q.v.
H  :! !,.lu iyn, v.t.=lo den, q.v.s.v. lo .
H 3 :! !"!la l [la ˚, rt. of la n+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Bending easily, limber, springy, exible,
elastic.
H :!!, lu a, s.f. A kind of soft thin cake fried in gh.
A  c! liz (inf.
n. of "; iii of c! 'to look through half

shut eyes'), s.m. Attentive observation, attention, notice,
look, glance, view; regard, consideration, respect, sense,
deference; importance, weight; shame; respect,
reference, relation, advertence:—liz uh-den,
To

abandon shame, to become shameless:—liz karn(-ko,

or -k), To behold, look at, regard, notice, observe,
consider, have regard to; to mind, heed, attend to; to
pay respect to, to defer to; to be partial to, to favour; to
refer to, to advert to:—liz na
 karn, To pay no attention
(to), to disregard, to turn away (from);—to lose all sense
of shame, to be shameless or immodest:—liz-wl,
adj.

(f. -), Having a sense of shame; modest:—ba-liz,  adv.
In consideration (of, -ke), considering; in respect (of),
with regard (to), with reference or advertence (to):—beliz,  adj. Inattentive, heedless; shameless;—be-liz , s.f.
Heedlessness; shamelessness.
A e c! lif, s.m. A coverlet, quilt, counterpane; a quilted
upper garment;—(met.) a wife.
A + c! lad, vulg. laad(v.n. fr. + c! 'to bury,' &c.), s.f. A
place dug in the side of a grave (in which dead bodies
are deposited), a sepulchral niche; (in India) a niche or a
hollow in which a corpse is washed; (local) a tomb, grave:
—laad bharn(-k), Filling up with earth the hollow in
which a corpse has been washed; lling up the grave of
a deceased person (a ceremony performed on the
twenty-ninth day after interment).
A c! laz (inf.
n. of c!; cf. liz), s.f. Looking through

half-shut eyes; looking askew or through the outer
corner of the eye.
P c! laza (for A. ~c! lazat,
 n. of un. fr. laz,  q.v.), s.m. A
look, a glance;—a moment, the twinkling of an eye; a
minute:—laza-ba-laz
a, adv. From moment to moment,

every moment:—laza-bhar,
adv. For a moment.

A 2 c! lam, s.m. Flesh, meat (syn. gosht, m s);—solder.
A 2 c! laim, adj. Flesh-eating, carnivorous.
A <c! lan, s.f. Sound, voice; note, tone; modulation,
melody.
P  c! liyat (for A. ~ c!), s.f. Beard; mustachio; whisker:—
liyatut-tais, s.f. The plant goat's beard, Hypoestes(?).
P >! la t (prob.=S. !j& 'a club'), s.m. A piece, bit, part,
portion; somewhat, some, a little:—la t--jigar, or la t-

-dil, 'A piece of (one's) liver or heart,' a darling child;
my darling:—yak la t, adv. In the piece; in a body, en
masse, all at once.
P u#>! la la , adj. Weak, feeble, languid, lean.
H >#>! la la , s.m.=>#>! la la a, q.v.
H  >#>! la la n, (fr. la la ), v.n. To pant from thirst
or hunger; to be reduced to extreme feebleness through
hunger.
P >#>! la la a, s.m. An aromatic unguent; a species of
strong perfume;—a censer; a lamp.
H + ! !ladn (caus. of ladn, q.v.), v.t. 'To cause to be
loaded,' to load, lade, freight:—lad-den, v.t. To load; to
help in loading.
H + ! ! lado [lad(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m.
A load, burden; lading, cargo;—an arched roof or terrace.
H + &; + ! !vBlad-phand, s.m. Packing and loading;—a
sailor's knot.
H + ! !ladn (fr. the trans. ldn, q.v.), v.n. To be
loaded or laden; to be borne or carried:—lad-jn, v.t.
intens. of ladn:—lad-len, v.t. To load oneself; to load,
burden; to mount (upon, -par).
H + !!"ladn, adj. f. of lad, q.v.
A + ! ladunn, or ladun(rel. n. fr. the prep. ladun, 'near,
by, with, in the possession of'), adj. Inspired; infused (as
knowledge).
H + ! !ladniy [ldn, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A carrier.
H + ! !a¨ladd , = H + ! !C ladu,adj. & s.m.=ld , q.v.
H + ! !Cladu, = H + ! !a¨ ladd ,adj. & s.m.=ld , q.v.
H + ! ! ladwn (doub. caus. of ldn), v.t. To cause

S 0 !§olauka, vulg. lauk, s.m.=la , q.v.
H   !§¨la (rustic) !f0 la [Prk. !§o =S. !§ot], s.m. A
kind of sweetmeat (made of the meal of chick-pea, or
m g, &c., with the addition of sugar and gh, and
sometimes rasped cocoa-nut kernel, and pistachio nuts,
and formed into the shape of large boluses or balls); a
ball, lump, round mass; (g.) benet, gain; stock, capital,
principal:—la b n(-me ), To distribute
la s(among); to celebrate a piece of good fortune:—
la b dhn, or la bann(-k), To make la sor
balls (of), to form into round lumps:—la khiln(-ko),
To feast (one) with la s; to bribe, to grease the palms
of:—la milnor mil-jn, v.n. To nd something good;
to gain, prot:—hag-ke la kh-baihn, To eat a Thag's
la and be done for (an allusion taken from hags, or
other sharpers, who join a party of travellers, and,
having got into their condence, entertain them with
sweetmeats impregnated with Datura or other
intoxicating drug, that they may rob them with impunity
while under its stupefying in uence); to be or become
intoxicated, stupeed, distracted, or foolish:—man-ke
la pho n, or khn, or lu hn, To break, or to eat, or
to roll, imaginary la s; to build castles in the air, to
form vain fancies.
H   !f,lau, s.m. (rustic)=la , q.v.
H   !©lah, s.m.=

la h, q v.

A Az lat, = A / $z lai,s.f. pl. of laat, q.v.
A / $z lai, = A Az lat,s.f. pl. of laat, q.v.
P A/ ! laat (for A. {/ !), s.f. Pleasure, delight, enjoyment;

the wife of a Lodh, q.v.
H  + ! !.-laddhiya, perf. part. (old H.)=liy, p.p. of len,

sweetness, deliciousness; taste, avour, relish, savour;—
an aphrodisiac; an amorous philter (pl. laiand lat):
—lai-- aiwn, s.f. Animal pleasures; sensual
pleasures:—lai--nafsn, s.f. Sensual pleasures:—
lat--issya, s.f. Pleasures of sense:—laat-yb, adj.
Finding (or deriving) pleasure.
A + )/ ! la (from laat), adj. Sweet, delicious, luscious;
pleasant, delightful; savoury, tasteful, nice.
H ! !lar, s.m. A measuring-rod (for measuring land,—

q.v.
H + !!"lad, adj. (f. ladn), For burthen; sumpter.

varying from 4 to 6 or 6 cubits.
H &=! !+ylar h (i.q. la h, q.v.), s.m. A skein (of thread

to be loaded; to cause to load (=ladn):—ladw-den, v.t.
intens. of and=ladwn.
H + ! !-laddhar, adj. Loaded with (or full of) patches;
clumsily patched.
H + ! !,ludhiniy, s.f. A woman of the Lodhcaste;

or silk), &c.
P d! larzn, vulg. larz [imperf. part. of larzdan; larz˚=
Zend daresh; Pehl. dars; S. dharsh(3) ], part. adj.
Trembling, shaking, tremulous, quivering, quaking.
H ! larzn (caus. of larazn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to shake,
or tremble, or quiver, &c.; to shake.
P D d! larzish, s.f. Trembling, tremour, shivering,
quivering, quaking.
H d! larazn [laraz˚= P. larz˚; see larzn], v.n. To shake,
quiver, tremble, quake, totter; to palpitate, throb, beat.
P ?d! larza, s.m. Shaking, quivering, &c. (=larzish); quake;
earthquake;—tremour, cold t of an ague (=tap-o-larza).
P d!larz [larz˚, q.v.s.v. larzn+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Ague,
cold t of an ague.
H & !!,L,"lurkhur, s.f.= G lu khu , q.v.
H ! .!Iliru, or .!  lirw, s.m. (dialec.) Rice straw
(esp. such as is t for fodder).
H !7la [prob. Prk. !"=S. .«&t], s.f. A string (of
pearls, &c.); a thread; a strand (of a rope or cord); a row,
line, series; a chain;—a party, side; (in Bot.) ament,
catkin:—la -ja , s.m. pl. Relations, kinsmen, family,
children;—a parasite:—la miln(-se), To unite (with),
form a friendship (with):—lar-me rahn(-k), To be in the
party (of), be on the side (of); to remain (with); to be in
the pay (of).
H  !7la  [la , q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. Of (one)
string; of (two, or three, &c.) strings (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. ek-la , 'of one string'; pa la , 'of ve strings'; sat-la , 'of seven strings':—laris
also used to form reduplicatives).
H 0 !7la k = H G !7 la k = H G !7{ la k
[Prk. !f 5, and !f  ; S. &+ (caus. augment) +
t and + t], adj. & s.m. Warlike, pugnacious,
quarrelsome, contentious, turbulent, factious, riotous;—a
warlike man; a good ghter; a pugnacious person, a
wrangler, a turbulent fellow, a brawler.
H G !7la k = H 0 !7 la k = H G !7{ la k
[Prk. !f 5, and !f  ; S. &+ (caus. augment) +
t and + t], adj. & s.m. Warlike, pugnacious,

quarrelsome, contentious, turbulent, factious, riotous;—a
warlike man; a good ghter; a pugnacious person, a
wrangler, a turbulent fellow, a brawler.
H G !7{la k = H 0 !7 la k = H G !7 la k
[Prk. !f 5, and !f  ; S. &+ (caus. augment) +
t and + t], adj. & s.m. Warlike, pugnacious,
quarrelsome, contentious, turbulent, factious, riotous;—a
warlike man; a good ghter; a pugnacious person, a
wrangler, a turbulent fellow, a brawler.
H   !7/"la man, vulg. la mn(for la wan, fr.
la n, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) Pasture-ground.
H  !7la n [caus. of la n;—la ˚= la w˚= Prk.
!f () or !fU()=S. & + ()], v.t. To cause to
ght; to make (two persons, or two animals) ght; to set
by the ears; to bait; to ght; to play; to direct the
movements of an army.
H  !7[la  k, adj.=la k, q.v.
H   !7 la wn, or la on, v.t.=la n, q.v.
H 8 !7 la  [la (n)+= Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Fighting, wrestling; ght, contention, quarrel,
squabble, brawl; con ict, combat, battle, war; discord,
hostility, enmity:—la  b dhn, To make a quarrel:—
la  ba hn, To extend a quarrel; to foment or
aggravate a quarrel:—la -bhi , s.f.=la :—la  palle
b dhn, To involve (oneself) in a quarrel:—la  tuln,
Strife or war to be imminent:—la  ln(-me ), To sow
discord (between), to set (people) by the ears; to make
(dogs, &c.) ght:—la -k, adj. (f. -k), Of or relating to
war, warlike, martial (e.g. la -k bj'martial music';
la -k jahz, 'war-ship,' 'man-of-war'; la -k smn,
'materials of war, ammunition';—la -k ghar, 'the abode
of strife; cause of quarrel; a rebrand; an incendiary';
la -k gt, 'war-song'):—la  karn(-se), To wrangle or
quarrel (with); to ght, make war; to give battle (to):—
la  la n(-se), To ght (with), to wage or carry on war:—
la  len(-se), To engage in combat or a ght:—la 
hon, v.n. A quarrel to exist (between, -me ), to be at
strife or war:—mulk la , A foreign war:—andar n la ,
or des la , A civil war.

H  1 !7  !la -bol, adj. (f. -), Mad, foolish.
H  1 !7 7la ba , .!7 7 li bi  [prob. fr. S. .!9t],
adj. (f. -), Soft, mellow; accid, abby, weak, lacking
rigidity;—sticky, viscous, adhesive, tenacious;—shaky,
rickety; tottering, reeling, staggering; stammering.
H  1 !7 7la ba n, v.n. To stammer, falter, speak
nonsensically (from fear):—to stagger, reel;—to stick,
adhere.
H C !7la at, s.f. (dialec.)=la , q.v.
H G !7la k [Prk. !f= ?=S. !&++t], s.m. (f. -),
Boy, son; child, infant, babe:—la k-bl, or la k-wl,
s.m. A child; children:—la k jann, To give birth to a son:
—la k god len, To adopt a son:—la k-la k, s.f.=la kela kiy :—la ke-bleor wle, s.m.
pl. Children, young folk, family, household:—la kela kiy , Boys and girls, children, bairns, brats:—la kewl, s.m. (f. -wl), The father of a boy, or of the
bridegroom:—rh-b-k la k, s.m. A foundling.
H G !,7lu k (see lu akhn), s.m. A kind of ornament
for the ear (worn by Hinds).
H ?G !7la k-pan, s.m.=la akpan, q.v.
H GG !7{!la -kk l, s.m. Name of a mountain tribe
in Chatsgarh.
H 8G !7 la k [la k+= Prk. =S. +],
s.f.=la akpan, q.v.
H + 0 !7 ., -la ak-buddhi, or !7 
, la ak-budh [la k
+S. ., -], s.f. A child's understanding; childishness.
H ! G !7la akpan [la k, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(
;4(=; 4(=S. ; ]( , s.m. The condition of being a child, the
state of childhood; boyhood, childhood.
H  G !,7lu akn, v.n.=lu akhn, q.v.
H G !75la kor, !7M la kaur = H  G !757
la ko ,!7M7 la kau  [la k, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a child or children;—a father, a
parent;—la koror la ko , s.f. A woman with a child or
children, a mother.
H  G !757la ko , !7M7 la kau  = H G !75
la kor,!7M la kaur [la k, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],

adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having a child or children;—a father, a
parent;—la koror la ko , s.f. A woman with a child or
children, a mother.
H ' G !7Lla kharn, v.n. (dialec.)=la kha n, q.v.
H  G !7L7la kha n, or !,7L,7 lu khu n [fr. S.
!f+TL!+= w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To
stumble, trip, slip, fall down; to reel, stagger, totter,
waver; to sway (from side to side), to roll;—to stutter,
stammer, falter (in speaking).
H  G !7L7"la kha , or !,7L,7" lu khu , s.f. Stumbling;
tottering, trembling; swaying, rolling, &c. (see
la kha n);—(lu khur) falling or rolling (at the feet of);
coaxing; fawning (upon), attery.
H  G !,7Llu akhn [lu akh˚= lu ak˚= S. !,&+>], v.n. To
roll, to roll over, roll o, fall o; to tip or topple over; to
slip, slide:—lu akh-jn, v.n. intens. of and=lu akhn.
H G !7"la k (fem. of la k, q.v.), s.f. Girl, maid, lass;
daughter.
H  !7!la l, s.m. corr. of na l, q.v.
H  !7la n [la ˚= Prk. !f()=S. &(), rt. &], v.n. To
ght, quarrel, strive, contend, struggle; to make war,
give battle; to cope or vie (with); to hit, strike (against),
collide (with); to tally, agree, coincide (with,—as an
account, &c.); to contend (with); to risk, stake (e.g. jn la
rah hai); to subscribe, contribute (in opposition or
rivalry);—ghting, quarrelling, &c.:—la n-bhi n, v.n. To
engage and ght; to ght, quarrel, &c. (=la n):—la pa n, v.n. To fall to ghting; to fall out:—la -marn, v.n.
To die ghting; to engage in mortal strife:—la ne-marnewl, s.m. (f. -wl), A great ghter; one who engages in
mortal combat; one who will ght to the death.
H  !7Bla ant [Prk. !7("; S. &B", rt. &], s.f.
Fighting; wrestling; contending, &c. (see la n);—(Prk.
!f()( adj. Contentious, quarrelsome, pugnacious (=la k):
—la ant karn, To ght; to wrestle, &c.
H )   !7.Bla antiy [la ant+Prk.  =S. t], adj. &
s.m. Contentious, quarrelsome, pugnacious;—athletic;—a
great ghter; a wrestler, a champion.
H  G !757la oka , adj.=la k, q.v.

H 7 !7 
h la waiy [Prk. !f+ + =S. &+()
+++t], adj. & s.m.=la antiy, q.v.
H
H  

!ila h [prob. S. !f+t], s.m. A cart; a sledge.
!,ila hn (caus. of lu hn), = H 

!,i

lu hkn (caus. of lu hakn)v.t. To cause to roll, to set arolling; to cause to roll down, or roll over; to cause to
topple over; to upset; to spill; to cause to slip or slide.
H  !,ilu hkn (caus. of lu hakn) = H  !,i
la hn (caus. of lu hn),v.t. To cause to roll, to set arolling; to cause to roll down, or roll over; to cause to
topple over; to upset; to spill; to cause to slip or slide.
H   !,ilu hakn, or !,©
  lu hukn [lu hak˚= lu ha,

s.m.=la antiy, la waiy, qq.v.
A 5o! lazij (fr. lazaj, rt. 5o! 'to be drawn out' (as anything
viscous)), adj. Tenacious, adhesive, viscous, sticky,
clammy; stringy; ductile.
P Wo! laz jat (for A. ~Wo!, v.n. fr. lazaj), s.f. Tenacity,
adhesiveness, viscosity, stickiness, clamminess, &c.
A 1 o! luz m (inf. n. of 1 o!; see lzim), s.m. Necessity,
requisiteness, compulsion, obligation; necessary
connection; expediency; behoof.
H I! !las = H 0! !T lass (i.q. les, q.v.; and cf. laslas),

see lu hn+S. >], v.n. To roll, roll over, roll down, topple

s.m. Tenacity, viscosity, stickiness, glutinousness,
clamminess:—las-dr, adj. Viscous, sticky, glutinous,
clammy:—las-dr, s.f. Viscosity, &c.=las, q.v.
H 0! !Tlass = H I! ! las (i.q. les, q.v.; and cf. laslas),

over, fall down; to slip or slide down;—to recline, lie
down, take rest;—to be spilt:—lu hak-jn, v.n. (intens.)
To roll over, &c.; to drop or fall down; to fall down dead.
H   !,i"lu hkan, or lu hakn, s.f. The act of rolling,

s.m. Tenacity, viscosity, stickiness, glutinousness,
clamminess:—las-dr, adj. Viscous, sticky, glutinous,
clammy:—las-dr, s.f. Viscosity, &c.=las, q.v.
A . 0! lass (intens. n. fr. b 0! 'to sting'), adj. & s.m.

&c.
H 

Stinging, wounding (as a scorpion, snake, &c.);—a
stinger.
A  0! lisn (fr. I
C ! 'to lick'), s.f. The tongue; language,

!,ilu hn [lu h˚= Prk. !,©()=S. !,_(), rt. !,_] ,

v.n. To roll, &c. (=lu hakn, q.v.):—lu h-jn= lu hak-jn.
!i"la h = H ) !i la hiy [dim. of la h;—or
H
iy= S. ], s.f. A small cart; a sledge.
H )

!ila hiy = H

!i" la h [dim. of la h;—or

iy= S. ], s.f. A small cart; a sledge.
H )

!,ilu hiy, s.f. contrac. of lo hiy, the dim. of

lo h, qq.v.
H ) !ila hiyn, v.t. corr. of la iyn, q.v.
P   )

!,ilu hiyn, or (incorr.) !i la hiyn

[prob. fr. S. !,_, rt. !,_] , v.t. To hem (a garment); to
seam.
H . ) !,i lu hiywan (fr. lu hiywan= lu hiyn,
q.v.), s.f. Hemming; seaming.
H  !7"la  [Prk. !; S. .9], s.f. A string (of pearls,
or owers, &c.); a link (see la ).
H 7 !7la iyn, or !7 la yn (fr. la ), v.t. To
thread, string (pearls, &c.).
H 7 !7hla ait (la ˚, rt. of la n+ait, as in lanait, q.v.),

dialect, idiom, diction, speech:—lisnus-s aur,
 Ox-tongue;
bugloss, borage:—lisnul-amal, Plantain:—lisnul-afr,
Seed of the ash-tree:—lisnul-kalb, The herb dog'stongue, Cynoglossum:—lisnul-gaib,
 A voice from heaven,
a revelation, an oracle (syn. k-bn).
A  0! lassn (intens. n. fr. lisn), adj. & s.m. Eloquent;
talkative, garrulous;—an eloquent person; a garrulous
person; a chatterbox.
A  0!lisn (rel. n. fr. lisn), adj. Oral, verbal, spoken.
P  0!lassn (lassn, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), = P   0! lassniyat
(lassn+A. a. yat)s.f. Eloquence; elocution; volubility.
P   0! lassniyat (lassn+A. a. yat) = P  0!lassn (lassn,
q.v.+ = Zend i = S. ), s.f. Eloquence; elocution; volubility.
S 0! !lasat, part (f. -ant), Shining, glittering,
ashing, glancing; sporting, playing;—betting,
becoming, gracing:—lasan-ml, adj. Having a brilliant
countenance, moon-faced.
H 0! !lasit [S. !.dt], part. adj. Seen, evident,
obvious.

H 0! !Tor ! laskar, s.m. corr. of lashkar, q.v.

H ,Z; ,Z! !8&/8&/laam-paam [prob. S. 9(+T9(],

H 0! !lasakn [lasak˚, fr. S. !+>], v.n.=lasn, q.v.

adv. Topsy-turvy (syn. ul-pul); with diculty, with
much ado; with might and main.
P ! lashkar [said to be corr. fr. A. 0P !; but more

H 0#0! !!laslas [las= Prk. p=S. p3 redupl.+S. t],
adj. (f. -), Tenacious, adhesive, viscous, glutinous, sticky,
clammy; stringy, ropy;—s.m. A species of glutinous fruit,
Cordia myxa; sebestens (syn. laso ).
H  0#0! !!&laslas, s.f. (dialec.) Viscosity,
glutinousness, adhesiveness, stickiness, clamminess.
H  0#0! !!laslasn [laslas˚= Prk. p=S. p3 (rt.
.!3) redupl. + = Prk. U=S. ], v.n. To be viscous or
glutinous, to be sticky or clammy;—to agglutinate.
H <0! !,lasun, !T lassan, or ! lasan [Prk. !,4;( S.
!8,( or !,]( , s.m. Garlic, Allium sativum; a clove of the
root of garlic;—a freckle, a blotch (syn. lahsan, q.v.).
H 0! !lasn, or .! lisn [las˚= Prk. !()=S.
!(), rt. !], v.n. To shine, to look bright or beautiful;
—to be becoming (to), to become, bet;—to be or become
viscous, or glutinous, or sticky; to stick (to); to t tight or
well (as a cap, &c.); to be tenacious or sti (as soil); to be
moist; to be smeared or plastered (with):—las-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=lasn(the form lisnappears to dier from
lasnin being used to express the idea of 'viscosity,' &c.
only; cf. lisau ).
H 0! !Blasant [Prk. !B5, or !B(; S. !],
adj.=lasat, q.v.
H 0! !"lasany, adj. (dialec.)=lahsany, q.v.
H  0! !5lasor, s.m.= 0! laso , q.v.
H  0! !57laso , !M7 lasau , or .!M7 lisau  [Prk.
p! ; S. pl/+!+t], s.m. The glutinous fruit
Cordia myxa; the Sebestens plum:—ba  lasau , Cordia
latifolia.
H 0!!T"lass [S. !], s.f. Milk and water, diluted
milk;—blood and water running from a wound (cf. la h);
a running sore.
H  0! !lasiyn, v.n.=laslasn, q.v.
H  ! !3lakh , s.m. (dialec.) Mark, sign, &c. (syn.
inh).

prob.=S. 8+], s.m. An army, a host, a military force;—
a camp;—an encampment (the word, in India, is
sometimes used with especial reference to Sindia's
army):—lashkar ikkha karn, or lashkar jam karn, To
collect an army, to levy forces:—lashkar als, s.f. A trull,
a strumpet:—lashkar-k, adj. (f. -k), Of or belonging to an
army or a camp; military (syn. lashkar):—lashkar-k bol,
s.f. 'Camp-language,' a mixed language; Urd:—lashkarkash, s.m. One who levies forces; a commander, general:
—lashkar-kash, s.f. Collecting an army, levying forces, a
levy, mobilization; conduct of an army, generalship;
leading forth an army, invasion (syn. a h):—lashkargh, s.f. A camp; a cantonment; a camping-ground; a
parade:—lashkar-wl, s.m. (in the dialect of women) A
king:—pas-lashkar, s.m. The rear of an army:—peshlashkar, s.m. Advance-guard, van of an army; folornhope.
P !lashkar [lashkar, q.v.+= S. ], adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to an army, military (syn. lashkar-k);—a
military man, a soldier; an ocer.
S <! !8,laun, s.m. Garlic, &c. (see lasun, lahsan).
H <! !3lakhan, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚=laksha, q.v.;—
2˚=lakshma, q.v.;—3˚=lakhn, q.v.
H ! !3lakhan, s.f. (dialec.) 1˚=lakshma;—2˚=lakhn,
qq.v.
P _ N! latfat
 (for A. ~_ N!, inf. n. of gN! 'to be small,' &c.),
s.f. Slimness, slenderness, delicateness; neness,
thinness, tenuity, subtility; neatness, elegance, grace,
beauty; purity; delicacy, point; deliciousness,
exquisiteness; pleasantness, facetiousness, wit.
A g$ N! latif,
 s.m. pl. of latfa,
 q.v.), Pleasantries, jests,
jokes, facetiœ, bon-mots.
s.m. Delicacy;
A gN! lutf (inf. n. of gN!; cf. latfat),

renement; elegance, grace, beauty; the beauty or best
(of a thing); taste; pleasantness; gratication, pleasure,
enjoyment;—piquancy, point, wit;—courtesy, kindness,

benignity, grace, favour, graciousness, generosity,
benevolence, gentleness, amenity:—lutf yh
hai, The best

of it is; to crown all:—be-lutf, adj. Inelegant; tasteless,
vapid, insipid, d®y; lacking point or wit, &c.:—be-lutf, s.f.
Absence of pleasure or enjoyment; dulness; staleness;
insipidity, dryness, tameness.
P h N!lutf (rel. n. fr. A. lutf), adj. & s.m.f. Adopted;
brought up in the family;—an adopted child.
P @ N! latma
n. of un. fr. latm,
 (for A. ~@ N! latmat,

 inf. n. of
2 N! 'to slap' (the face)), s.m. A slap on the cheek; a box on
the ear; a slap, blow, buet, box, cu.
A g N! latf (fr. gN!; see lutf, latfat),
adj. Slender, thin,

ne, delicate, minute, subtile; occult;—light;—quick,
penetrating;—elegant, graceful, genteel, lovely,
beautiful; pleasant, agreeable; delicious, exquisite;
savoury;—kind, courteous, gentle, aable, benign,
benevolent:—latf-t
 ab,
 adj. Of gentle disposition; merryhearted, &c.;—s.f. A gentle or kind disposition;—a good
or ne taste;—a light or merry heart, &c.:—latf gi,
 s.f.
Light food; spoon diet.
P h N! latfa (for A. ~h N! latfat,
 fem. of latf),
 s.m. A
pleasantry, jest, joke, raillery, witticism, bon-mot; an
elegant sentiment;—rarity; elegance:—latfa-bz,
or latfa

go, adj. & s.m. Facetious, witty;—a facetious person, a wit,
a jester.
A !lazz ,
  s.f. Name of a hell; hell, hell-re.
A P ! lub (v.n. fr. UP ! 'to play; to slaver'), s.m. Spittle,
saliva, slaver (running from the mouth), dribble; mucus,
snot; mucilage;—sliminess, viscosity:—lub-dr, adj.
Mucilaginous; slimy, viscous.
A  P !lub (rel. n. fr. lub), adj. Snotty; mucilaginous;—
slimy, viscous; stringy, ropy.
A UP ! lab (inf. n. of UP ! 'to play'), s.m. Playing; play, sport,
game:—lab-o-lagw, s.m. Play and tri ing.
P %P ! labat, or lbat(for A. ~%P !, fr. lab), s.f. A plaything; a
doll, a puppet, a marionette:—lbat-bz, s.m. A player of
puppets; a player; buoon; punchinello:—lbat-bz, s.f.
Play, amusement; puppet-playing; theatrical
representation.
P P ! lal (for " ll; q.v.), s.m. A ruby;—any bright gem;
(met.) the lips (of a mistress):—lal ugaln, v.n. 'To cast up

rubies'; (ironic.) to utter (or pour forth) abusive or
scurrilous words (e.g. bas, ab ziyda lal na uglo):—lal-lab,
adj. Ruby-lipped, red-lipped.
P #P !lal = P < #P ! laln [lal, q.v.+or n= S. ()], adj. Rubycoloured, ruby;—set with rubies;—s.f. A kind of red and
white ower.
P < #P ! laln = P #P !lal [lal, q.v.+or n= S. ()], adj. Rubycoloured, ruby;—set with rubies;—s.f. A kind of red and
white ower.
A <P ! lan (inf. n. of <P ! 'to curse'), s.f. Cursing,
imprecating:—lan-t an,
 s.f. Cursing and reviling or
taunting; curses and taunts;—lan-t an
 karn(-ko), To use
invectives and reproaches (to).
P P ! lanat (for A. ~P !, n. of un. fr. lan, q.v.), s.f. A curse,
an imprecation, anathema, execration; objurgation,
reproach:—lanat-ba-he , adj. So-so; better than bad:—
lanat karn(-ko, or -par), or lanat bhejn(-par), To curse,
execrate; to utter execrations (on or against);—to abjure,
forswear; to shun, to abstain from:—lanat-k mr, adj. &
s.m. (f. -k-mr), 'Stricken with a curse,' accursed;—
accursed one:—lanat-malmat, s.f. Objurgations,
reproaches.
P *P !lanat (rel. n. fr. lanat), adj. Cursed, accursed;
execrable.
A G P ! la q (v.n. fr. HP ! 'to lick'), s.m. What is licked; an
electuary (or any medicine) to be licked or sucked, a
linctus, a lambative.
A < P ! lan (v.n. fr. lan, q.v.), adj. Accursed,
anathematized, execrable; detested, abominable (syn.
mal n).
A A  ! lugt,
 s.f. pl. (of lugat,
 q.v.), Tongues, languages,
&c.; forms, modes of writing and pronouncing words.
P 1  ! lagm,
 s.f.=1 J! lagm,
 q.v.
vulg. lagyat(for
A. ~)  !, li, 'to'+gyat,
q.v.),
P )  ! li-gyat,



adv. To the end (of); inclusive.
P  ! lugat (for A. ~ !, v.n. fr.  ! 'to speak'), s.f. A word,
vocable; speech, language, tongue, dialect, idiom;
nomenclature; dictionary, vocabulary, glossary; a form
or mode of writing and pronouncing a word:—lugat
tarshn, or lugat gha n, To coin big words:—lugat-tarsh,

s.f. The coining of big words; big words; pedantry:—lugat

jh n, To cull big words out of a dictionary; to use
pedantic words.
A o ! lugz, or lagaz(v.n.
fr. o ! 'to change; to distort'), s.m.

An enigma, a riddle; a puzzle; an ambiguous phrase;
anything occult, or mysterious, or dicult to be
understood;—a labyrinth.
P o ! lagz  (rt. of lagzdan=
la shdan= sha shdan), part. adj.

Slipping; tripping, stumbling;—s.m. A slip, stumble, fall.
P o ! lagzn
part. adj. Slipping;
 (imperf. part. of lagzdan),

slipping down;—slippery.
P D o ! lagzish,
s.f. Slipping, sliding; stumbling, falling;

shaking, tottering, trembling; a slip, slide, &c.; oence;—
prevarication, equivocation:—lagzish
 n(-ko), To shake,
tremble, totter:—lagzish
 karn, To slip, slide, &c. (syn.
phisaln); to make a slip;—to prevaricate.
A  ! lagw, vulg. lago(inf.
n. of  ! 'to talk tri ingly,' &c.),

s.m. Frivolous or nonsensical talk, nonsense;
thoughtless and improper conversation; gibberish;—adj.
Frivolous, tri ing, nonsensical, absurd, preposterous,
false, improper, contemptible:—lagw bakn, To talk
nonsense, &c.
A   !lugaw, vulg. lugw(rel.
n. fr. lugat,

 q.v.), adj.
Belonging to language;—verbal, literal:—lugaw
 man,
The literal or verbal meaning.
H )  ! lagwy,
adj. corr. of )  ! lagwiya,
q.v.


A A )  ! lagwyt,
vulg. lagwiyt,
s.m. pl. (of lagwya,
q.v.),



Frivolities, vain or foolish words or speeches,
nonsensical utterances, absurdities, improprieties.
P )  ! lagwya
(for A. ~)  ! lagwyat,
fem. of lagw,


 rel. n. fr.
lagw),
 adj. & s.m.=lagw, q.v.
A g! la" (inf. n. of g
C ! 'to fold, involve,' &c.), s.m.
Involving, involution, folding, wrapping; complicating,
complication; twisting; joining, adding (one thing to
another); assembling, collecting; mixing, mingling:—la"o-nashr, s.m. (in Rhet.) 'Collecting and scattering'; a
gure corresponding to the Chiasmusof the classics. (The
following are examples from Persian poetry: ! n j d o
jall o hunar o tab o k $ , Abr o falak o a tar o dary matar
nest, 'As (are) his generosity, majesty, skill, character,
and liberal hand, The clouds, the rmament, the stars,
the ocean, and the rain are not'; Jn o dil- wal o adaw-

tu roz-o-shab, Az wada-o wad--tu pur n r o nr bd, 'May
the soul and the heart of thy friend and of thy foe be
ever, Full of light or of re by thy promise or thy threat.'
Examples from English poety are: 'Annual for me the
grape, the rose renew, The juice nectarious, and the
balmy dew' (Pope); 'An oven that is stopped or river
stay d, Burneth more hotly, swelleth with more
rage' (Shakespeare).)
A  h ! la"z (intens.
n. fr. lafz, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Eloquent,

voluble, wordy, verbose, loquacious, garrulous;—an
eloquent man, &c.; a pedant.
P  h !la"z, s.f. Eloquence; volubility, verbosity,
loquacity; pedantry.
P _ h ! liffa (for A. ~_ h ! liffat, v.n. fr. g
C !; see la"), s.m. A
wrapper, outward case; enclosure; cover of a letter, an
envelope;—(g.) gilding;—whitewash; a gloss;—outward
show, ostentation;—anything frail; gingerbread work:—
liffa bann, To make an envelope, &c.;—to make a show
or display:—liffa karn, v.t. To wrap up, to enclose; to put
(a letter) into an envelope;—to gild (glass, &c.):—liffa
khulnor khul-jn(-k), A covering or wrapper, &c. to be
opened or removed; (a person or thing) to be laid bare
or exposed:—ika-dr liffa, A stamped envelope.
H _ h ! lify [liffa, q.v.+iy= S. t], adj. Having a gaudy
outer cover; showy, ostentatious.
H g! lafan (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Lieutenant.
n. of h ! 'to eject' (from the mouth); 'to
A h ! lafz (inf.

pronounce'), s.m. A word, vocable; a saying; a term;—
pronunciation:—lafz-ba-lafz
, adv. Word by (or for) word;

verbatim.
A Q ! lafza (acc. of laf), adv. Verbally, literally; explicitly,
expressly; distinctly pronounced.
A h !lafz  (rel. n. fr. lafz), adj. Re ating to the
pronunciation, or to the word; enunciative; verbal;
grammatical; literal.
H ^h ! lafa g = H Jh ! lafa giy (fr. P. lf, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
Addicted to boasting, or vapouring, or vainglorious talk;
—ready with plausible excuses or explanations;—making
extravagant and empty promises and professions;—a
vainglorious fellow, a vapourer, a braggart; a loose
character (the word is often darkly understood and

indenitely applied).
H Jh ! lafa giy = H ^h ! lafa g (fr. P. lf, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
Addicted to boasting, or vapouring, or vainglorious talk;
—ready with plausible excuses or explanations;—making
extravagant and empty promises and professions;—a
vainglorious fellow, a vapourer, a braggart; a loose
character (the word is often darkly understood and
indenitely applied).
A g h ! laff (v.n. fr. la", q.v.), adj. Wrapped, folded,
involute; complex; collected promiscuously from all
parts;—s.m. A mixed multitude, a crowd; a congregation
of a number of various tribes;—a friend, an
acquaintance.
P H Q ! laq, vulg. laqq(prob. fr. A. liq, pl. of laqwator
liqwat, 'an eagle'), s.m. The Brahminy kite, Haliastur
indus;—the fan-tail pigeon.
A Q ! liq (inf. n. of Q !'to meet,' &c.), s.f. Meeting,
encountering, seeing (a person; cf. mulqt); ghting
(with); (met.perhaps for liqul-lh) death;—(in Pers.)
face, form, visage, countenance (used as last member of
compounds):—mh-liq, adj. With a face like the moon,
moon-faced.
P Q ! luq, vulg. luqq, adj. & s.m. Vain; roguish; pro igate;
—a roguish fellow; a scamp; a pro igate (syn. luqandr).
P A Q ! laqt (the Ar. form of P. lakt), adj. Lean; inrm.
A UQ ! laqab, s.m. A title, an appellation of honour; a
surname; a by-name, a nickname.
H  MQ ! luqn, s.m. corr. of nuqn, q.v.
P H#Q ! laqlaq (P. laklak, or laglag), s.m. A stork.
P Q #Q ! laqlaqa (for A. ~Q #Q ! laqlaqat, inf. n. of H#Q ! 'to cry
tremulously,' &c.), s.m. Cackling, or chattering (a stork);
the voice of a stork; a continual motion of the jaw or of
the tongue (in serpents);—eloquence; pronunciation;—
spirit, ambition;—weight, in uence (e.g. yh ba e laqlaqe-k
'aurat hai).
A  @ Q ! lqmn or luqmn, s.m. Name of a famous Eastern
fabulist (supposed by many to be the same as sop);—a
wise man.
P @ Q ! luqma (for A. ~@ Q ! luqmat, n. of unity fr. 2 Q ! 'to
swallow, to gobble'), s.m. A mouthful, morsel, bit, scrap,
sop:—luqma den(-ko), To give a morsel (to);—to put words

into the mouth (of); to put scraps (into); to feed (a re);
to interrupt (a person while he is speaking):—luqma
karn(-ko), To make a mouthful of; to swallow, to gulp
down:—luqma-parhez, s.f. A bigoted or superstitious
prejudice against certain common articles of food
(entertained by some as a token of great piety and
devotion).
H + Q ! luqandr (said to be corr. fr. qalandar; but cf. luqq),
s.m. A scamp, a dissolute fellow, a pro igate, a rake, a
blackguard; a cheat.
P G H! laq-o-daq (in P. also laq-o-taq; fr. laq= lak, 'bald;
bare'+A. daqq, 'beaten, bruised, rubbed'), adj. Desert,
waste, desolate, wild, dreary, bleak and barren.
P ? Q ! laqwa (for A. { Q ! laqwat), s.m. Spasmodic distortion of
the face or mouth;—paralysis:—laqwa mr-jn(-ko), or
laqwa ho (-ko), To be stricken with paralysis, to have a
paralytic stroke, to be paralyzed.
P H (! !lak, adj. & s.m.=lakh= lkh, q.v.:—lak-pat= lakhpati.
H (! !lak [for lakkhor lakh= S. !(; or S. !8(, for !(;—
Pers. also lak, 'clean; bare; bald,' see laq-o-daq], adj. &
s.m. (dialec.) Clean; bright, shining, sparkling, &c.;—
sparkle, ash, sudden gleam, coruscation:—lakdane(Dakh.), adv. With a sudden ash or gleam;
instantaneously; in a shake or trice:—lak kar (-ko), To
make clean, to cleanse, purify; to make clear or bright,
to polish, burnish:—lak-lak karn, v.n. To shine, glitter,
sparkle, glisten, ash, coruscate.
H (! !,luk [S. ], s.f. A ery phenomenon in the
sky; meteor; falling star; rebrand; ame; hot blast (of a
furnace, &c.), hot wind (cf. l k, l , or l h).
P (! luk (A. lukk), s.m. Varnish; a kind of glazing
composition;—a coating of varnish, &c.:—luk-dr, adj.
Varnished; glazed; polished:—luk-dr am , s.m. Patent
leather.
S (! !,luk, s.m. Plucking out or o, cutting o; dropping
out, elision, rejection.
H ! !=lakk [perhaps S. ! +t], s.m. A piece, lump.
H ! !=lakk, s.m. corr. of laqor laqq, q.v.
H ! .!=likk [Prk. .!= or .!=L; S. .!d], s.f.=lkor

lkh, 'a nit,' q.v.
H ! !,luk (perf. part. of lukn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Concealed, hidden, &c.
H  !!,_"lukh [lukor l k, q.v.+S. 9+], s.f.
Burning wood; a brand, a rebrand; half-burnt wood; a
stake burnt at one end; a wooden poker.
H  !!,"lukr, s.f. A rebrand, &c. (=lukh, q.v.).
H  ! !,lukn [caus. of lukn;—luk˚= luk˚+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To hide, conceal.
H <8 ! !,[*luknjan [rt. of luk-n+S. *(], s.m. A
kind of ointment, by applying which to a person's eyes
he is said to become invisible.
H  ! !, luko [luk(n) + o= Prk.  ( = S. ()(],
s.m. Hiding, concealment.
H  ! !, lukwn or lukon, v.t.=lukn, q.v.
H *L!!"lak-pat, s.m. contrac. of lakh-pai, q.v.s.v.
lakh.
S *! !=laktaka, s.m. Lac (the animal dye);—a rag, &c.
(=latt, q.v.).
H *!!"lakt, s.f. corr. of lagt, q.v.
S (! !j&laku, s.m. Stick, sta, cudgel, club, bludgeon.
H (!!,&"luk [also lukh, contrac. of lukh, q.v.;
or=luk, q.v.+Prk. f=S. & (=)+], s.f. A stake burnt
at one end; a brand, &c. (=lukh, q.v.);—a rebrand,
mischief-maker, tell-tale (also written l k).
H ) (! !j&lakuiy [laku, q.v. + S. ; Prk. ], s.f. A
small club or bludgeon (especially the club held by
Krish a).
S 9! !jor ! laka , s.m. A kind of bread-fruit tree,
Artocarpus lacucha, and its fruit.
P + ! lakad (prob. fr. A. lakd, 'striking with hand or foot'),
s.f. A kick; a cu; a blow:—lakad-kob, s.f. Kicking cung;—
adj. Kicked; trodden upon.
H (! !=7lakka , or !7 laka , = H  (! !7 lak  [S.
!j&+t], s.m. A cudgel; a beam; log; block; a bar; timber;
wood:—laka -bz, s.m. Cudgel-player, fencer:—laka -bz,
s.f. Cudgel-playing, fencing:—laka -pho , s.m. A woodpecker (syn. khu-ba ha):—laka -sn, s.m. A pile of wood:

—laka -ko, s.m. A stockade; a palisade; a barricade; a
paling:—laka -hr, s.m. (f. -), Wood-cutter; wood-seller;
woodman.
H  (! !7lak  [S. !j&+t], = H (! !=7 lakka , or
!7 laka ,s.m. A cudgel; a beam; log; block; a bar; timber;
wood:—laka -bz, s.m. Cudgel-player, fencer:—laka -bz,
s.f. Cudgel-playing, fencing:—laka -pho , s.m. A woodpecker (syn. khu-ba ha):—laka -sn, s.m. A pile of wood:
—laka -ko, s.m. A stockade; a palisade; a barricade; a
paling:—laka -hr, s.m. (f. -), Wood-cutter; wood-seller;
woodman.
H  (! !7lak  [prob. S. !$,ft+t, and ¾+t], = H
%1 (! !7 FV laka -baggh,s.m. A hyena (syn. lag , and
laga -bhagg).
H %1 (! !7 FVlaka -baggh, = H  (! !7 lak  [prob.
S. !$,ft+t,and ¾+t], s.m. A hyena (syn. lag , and
laga -bhagg).
H  (!!7"lak  [S. !j&+], = H 7 (! !7 laka iy,
or laka y(rustic)s.f. A stick, sta; wood, timber; rewood;—a stalk;—the tough stringy substance in the heart
of some fusiform roots (as carrots, turnips, &c.);—adj.
Like a stick; sti, rigid;—emaciated, thin, lean:—lak 
phe kn, s.m. Cudgel-playing:—lak - na, s.m. (in Mech.)
A block:—lak -hr, s.m. (f. -), Wood-cutter, woodman;
wood-seller, timber-merchant:—lak iy den(-ko), To
place wood on the funeral pyre (of):—ek lak  sab-ko
h kn, 'To drive everyone with the same stick'; to treat
all alike; to fail in showing the consideration due to each
one's position:—s kh-ke lak  hon, To dry up to a stick, to
become lean or emaciated.
H 7 (! !7laka iy, or laka y(rustic) = H  (!!7"
lak  [S. !j&+], s.f. A stick, sta; wood, timber; rewood;—a stalk;—the tough stringy substance in the heart
of some fusiform roots (as carrots, turnips, &c.);—adj.
Like a stick; sti, rigid;—emaciated, thin, lean:—lak 
phe kn, s.m. Cudgel-playing:—lak - na, s.m. (in Mech.)
A block:—lak -hr, s.m. (f. -), Wood-cutter, woodman;
wood-seller, timber-merchant:—lak iy den(-ko), To
place wood on the funeral pyre (of):—ek lak  sab-ko
h kn, 'To drive everyone with the same stick'; to treat

all alike; to fail in showing the consideration due to each
one's position:—s kh-ke lak  hon, To dry up to a stick, to
become lean or emaciated.
S Z! !dlaksha, vulg. laksh, s.m. One hundred thousand, a
lac;—a mark, butt; object of aim;—disguise, fraud:—
lakshvadhi(˚sha+av˚), adv. Up to a hundred thousand.
S ! !.dlakshit, part. (f. -), Beheld, looked upon;
seen, perceived, observed; discerned, discovered; known
(from signs, indications, or appearances);—marked.
S <@ ! !/4lakshma, s.m. Name of a son of Daaratha
by his wife Su-mitr (he was the younger half-brother
and faithful companion of Rmandra during his travels
and adventures); a proper name;—the Indian crane,
Ardea sibirica;—a mark, sign, token, spot (=laksha);—a
name;—adj. (f. -), Possessed of lucky signs or marks,
lucky, fortunate, prosperous.
S @ ! !/4lakshma, s.f. The female of the Indian
crane;—name of a wife of Krishaand
mother of mba; a

proper name.
H @ !!/"lakshm, s.f. Good fortune, good-luck, fortune,
prosperity; wealth, riches; success, happiness; beauty,
grace, loveliness, charm, splendour;—royal power,
dominion; superhuman power;—a pearl;—name of the
goddess of fortune and beauty (she is regarded as the
wife of Vish u or Nrya , and is one of the principal
female deities of the Hinds; she is also called Padm,
Kamal and r, and is supposed to be the Ceres of the
ancients);—an epithet of St, the wife of Rma:—
lakshm-pati, s.m. 'The husband or lord of Lakshm or
Fortune,' a name of Vish u; lord or possessor of fortune
or wealth, a wealthy man:—lakshm-p j, s.f. 'The
worship of Lakshm,' name of a festival on the  fteenth
day in the dark half of the month Krtik, Sept.-Oct. (said
to be celebrated, in modern times, by bankers and
traders, to propitiate Fortune);—worship of Lakshm by
the bridegroom and bride after the bride has been
brought to her father-in-law's house:—lakshm- hy, s.f.
'Shadow (or protection or favour) of Lakshm'; good
fortune, prosperity, success:—lakshm(kis-ke) ghar-me
nor utarn, 'Fortune to come to the house' (of); to
enjoy good fortune or prosperity, to prosper, thrive; to

have a run of good luck:—lakshm-nrya karn(-ko), To
oer (a meal, &c.) to Lakshm and Nrya before
commencing (to eat, &c.); to begin to eat (syn. bismillh
karn):—lakshm-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Fortunate, prosperous,
thriving; wealthy; handsome, beautiful.
S <! !d4laksha, s.m. A mark, spot; distinctive mark,
sign, symptom, token, indication, characteristic; feature;
character, attribute, quality; destiny;—accurate
description, denition; a predicate; designation,
appellation, name;—the Indian crane.
S ! !d4laksha, s.f. Indirect indication or hint;
metonymy; metaphorical sense (as distinguished from
the literal); the female of the Indian crane; a goose.
H B!.dlakshi, s.f. (dialec.)=lakshm, q.v.
S  ! !lakshya, adj. & s.m. To be marked; to be seen
or noted; observable, perceptible, visible; recognizable;—
an aim, object (to be aimed at), butt, target;—mere
appearance, sham, pretence, fraud, disguise;—a lac, a
hundred thousand.
H  #! !!laklakn, v.n. (dialec.), 1˚=lak-lak karn,
q.v.s.v. lak;—2˚=lakhlakhn, q.v.
H ! !,lukn [luk˚= Prk. !,=(); prob. fr. S. !,+>], v.n.
To hide, to lie hidden; to conceal oneself; to disappear, to
be or become invisible:—luk-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=lukn.
P ! luknat (for A. ~!, inf. n. of <! 'to pronounce or
speak barbarously; to stammer,' &c.), s.f. Stammering,
stuttering; impediment in speech (syn. hakln, haklpan);
a lisp; speaking indistinctly (from the eects of paralysis,
or of intoxication, &c.).
P *!luknat (rel. n. fr. luknat), adj. & s.m. Stammering,
&c.;—a stammerer, stutterer; lisper; one who has an
impediment in his speech.
H + ! !,Blukandr, s.m. = + Q ! luqandr, q.v.
P ! laka, vulg. lakka(=S. !d), s.m. A mark, spot, blot,
stain.
H &! !Llakh, contrac. of lkh, q.v. (used as rst member
of compounds):—lakh-pati, or lakh-pat, or lakh-pat, s.m.
Owner of a lac (of rupees), a millionaire;—adj. Rich,
wealthy:—lakh-lu, or lakh-l , adj. & s.m. Extravagant,

wasteful; excessive, over-abundant, copious;—a
squanderer, a spendthrift, a prodigal.
H &! !=Llakkh, or !L lakh; (dialec.)=lak, q.v. (used in

—wages or remuneration for writing or copying.
H L&! !Llakh-pat = H *L&!!L lakh-pati, or

comp., e.g. lakh karn, and lakh-lakh karn).
H &! .!Llikh, or .!=L likkh [perf. part. of likhn, and

H *L&!!Llakh-pati, or !L" lakh-pat = H L&! !L

= Prk. .!.L =.!.L =S. .!.L+t, rt. .!L], part. adj.
(f. -), &s.m. Written, &c.; what has been (or is) written;
a writing, written document; decree (of fate); fate,
destiny, predestination:—likh-pa h, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Read, lettered, educated;—one who can read and write,
an educated person:—likh-pa h, or likh-pa , s.f.
Reading and writing:—likh p r karn(apn), To full
(one's) destiny; to suer what fate has ordained; to pass
(one's) days in hardship:—likh falne-k, (A bill) drawn by
so-and-so:—likh falne-ke par, (A bill) drawn upon soand-so.
H A &! .!Llikht, s.f. (dialec)=likhwa, q.v.
H B &!!L"lakhs, s.f. The act of seeing or perceiving.
H  &! !Llakhn (caus. of lakhn), v.t. To cause to see
or perceive, to show, to point out, &c. (syn. dikhn).
H  &! .!Llikhn (caus. of likhn), v.t. To cause to
write; to teach to write; to get (a letter, &c.) written.
H  &! !Llakh [lakh˚, rt. of lakhn+ = Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. To be seen or perceived; visible, perceptible,
discernible; signicant.
H  &! !L lakho (v.n. fr. lakhwan= lakhn),
s.m.=lakhwa.
H  &! .!L likho, s.m.=likhwa, q.v.

!L"lakh-pat s.m. See s.v. lakh.
lakh-pat s.m. See s.v. lakh.
S &! .!Llikhat, part. Writing; painting, delineating.
S &! .!.Llikhit, vulg. .!L likhat, part. & s.m. (but
likhatis gen. fem. in Hind), Written; drawn, delineated,
portrayed, sketched, traced, painted; specied;—
anything written; writing, penmanship; a written
document or composition, a book, manuscript, scripture;
a note of hand; a deed; an agreement, a stipulation:—
likhat-pa hat hon, To be reduced to writing (an
agreement, &c.):—likhat-sksh, s.f. Written evidence; a
deed:—pi hl likhat, s.f. An endorsement.
H 2 *&! .!L(or .!L/ likhtam = H ^*&! .!L($ likhtang
[S. .!.L(], s.m. Anything written; a writing, &c.
(=likhitor likhat, q.v.).
H ^*&! .!L($likhtang = H 2 *&! .!L( or .!L/ likhtam
[S. .!.L(], s.m. Anything written; a writing, &c.
(=likhitor likhat, q.v.).
H  &#&! !L!Llakhlakhn [prob. fr. S. !3 by redupl.],
v.n. To gasp or pant with heat or thirst (as birds, &c.).
H <@ &! !L/lakhman, s.m. corr. of lakshma, q.v.
H <&! !=Llakkhan, or !L lakhan, s.m. corr. of laksha,
q.v.
H <&! .!Llikhan [S. .!L(], s.m. The act of writing;—

()++; ]( , s.f. The act of seeing or perceiving.

any written document, &c. (i.q. likhit, q.v.);—fate,
destiny.
H &! !Llakhn [Prk. !=L4(=!=L.4(=S. !d4"(, rt.

H  &! .!L &likhwa (likh(n) + wa; see lakhwa), s.f.

!d], v.t. To see, look at, behold, perceive; to understand;

The act of writing; a writing, an inscription;—manner of
writing.
H  &! !L lakhwan, or lakhon, v.t.=lakhn, q.v.

—v. int. To appear, seem.
H &! .!Llikhn [likh˚= Prk. .!L()=S. .!L(), rt.

H  &! !L &lakhwa [lakh(n) + wa= Prk.  +(=S.

H $ &!!L lakh [lakh(n)+Prk.  = S. ()+
+], s.f. Seeing; appearing, appearance (syn. dikh).
H $ &! .!L likh (likh(n)+, as in the preceding, q.v.),
s.f. The art or business of writing; the labour of writing;

.!L], v.t. To write, to enter, register, note; to copy; to
compose (a work, &c.); to delineate, to paint;—s.m.
Writing; handwriting:—likh-den, or likh-len, v.t. To write
down, to record; to write out, to copy, &c.:—likhn-pa hn,
s.m. Reading and writing; education:—likhn ba-nm--

fal , To draw (a bill) upon so-and-so:—likhne-hr, s.m.
(f. -), Writer, scribe; composer, author.
H &! .!L(likhant, s.m. A writing, &c. (=likhator likhit);—
fate, destiny; predestination.
H &! !LMlakhnau, s.m. Lakhnau (vulg. Lucknow), the
capital of Awadh (or Oude).
H &!.!L"likhn (i.q. lekhan, q.v.), s.f. An instrument
for writing with; a reed-pen; a pen; a style:—likhn-ds,
s.m. A writer, scribe; an amanuensis, a clerk, a copyist.
H  &! .!L likhwn (doub. caus. of likhn) v.t. To
cause to be written or recorded, &c.; to have or get (a
letter, &c.) written; to cause to be delineated or
sketched;—to have (a picture) drawn, to get (a portrait)
taken:—likhw-len, v.t. intens of and=likhwn.
H  &! !LM&lakhau, or !L5& lakho [lkh, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. \
 +t], adj. Besmeared (or coated) with lac:—
lakhau karn(-ko), To smear with lac; to glaze.
H &!!L"lakh, or !.L lakhi, s.f. (dialec.)=lakshm, q.v.
H &! !=L"lakkh [S. !.dt], adj. Possessing a lac (of
rupees); worth a lac; very valuable.
H &! !.Llakhiy [lakh˚, rt. of lakhn, q.v. + S. t], s.m.
A seer, beholder, spectator, on-looker;—a gad-about.
H  &! !L"lakhr, s.f. (Dakh. or dialec.)=lakr, q.v.
H  &! !lakher [S. !d+t], s.m. One who smears
(or coats) with lac; a varnisher; one who sells things
made of lac.
H  &! !lakheran [lakhera, q.v.+S. "], s.f. The wife of
a lakher; a woman who sells things made of lac.
H  ! !"lakr [S. pL + r= Prk. !" or !"=S. !+ ; cf.
lk], s.f. A line, lineament; a streak, stripe:—lakr pn, or
lakr-par faqr hon, To follow in the track of ancestors; to
walk in the beaten path; to move in a groove; to be a
slave to old customs or rites;—to make fruitless search
for a thing which is lost (com. used in connection with
the word s p, 'snake'; e.g. s p nikal-gay hai, ab lakr pte
hai ):—lakr khai n(-par), To draw a line; to mark a
boundary; to mark out, strike out (with a pen, &c.);—to
renounce, to abjure:—phirt lakr, s.f. 'Revolving line';
radius (of a circle):— h t lakr, s.f. Touching line, tangent

(of a circle).
H  ! !"lakrn (fr. lakr), v.t. To mark with a line or
lines; to mark o; to delineate, to sketch, to make a plan
of.
H ^! !$lag [Prk. !.F$ or !FG=S. !¢<, loc. of lagna, rt. !$],
prep. To, up to, as far as; close to, near, till, until; whilst,
during:—lag-bhag, adj. & adv. Close, near, approximate;—
close upon, nearly, approximately, about, almost; in the
proximity (of, -ke):—lag--lag, adv. (dialec.) In close
contact; close together; without intermission,
uninterruptedly, incessantly.
H ^! !$lag [Prk. !$; S. !$; , rt. !$], past. conj.
part. Having joined; having attached oneself (to), &c.;—
adv. (in comp.) In close contact, closely; in company
with, along with, with:—lag aln, v.n. To follow closely; to
go with, to accompany; to court friendship (with, -se, or ke sth); to become familiar or intimate (with):—lag rahn,
v.n. To continue joined or attached (to, -se); to continue
xed; to continue without interruption; to stick (to, -me ,
or -se); to persevere (in); to be ready xed, or attached,
or put up, &c. (see lag rahn, s.v. lag):—lag-kar, lag-ke,
part. & adv.=lag:—lag-lipa-kar, adv. With united force; all
together.
H J! !$lag [perf. part. of lagn, and=Prk. !.F$ or
!.F$ ; S. !$+t, rt. !$], part. (f. -), Attached (to, se, or -me ), connected (with), joined (to); stuck;—
engaged or occupied (in, -me ), busy (with);—scorched,
burnt; blasted; accursed:—lag-tr, or lage-tr, adj. & adv.
Close together; uninterrupted, successive, continuous,
incessant;—uninterruptedly, continually, constantly; ad
seriatim:—lag jn, v.n. To go along continually or
uninterruptedly, to keep going; to follow:—lag aln, v.n.
To go along (with, -ke sth), to accompany:—lag rahn(se), To continue in close contact (with); to continue (in or
at) without interruption; to be kept on (in an oce, &c.);
—to stick (to), to persevere (in); to prosecute, to pursue;
to be busy (with), be engaged or occupied (in);—to lie in
wait, or in ambush:—lag-lip, adj. (f. lag-lip), In close
connection; entwined (round, -me ), clasping; involved;
obscure, indistinct; partial, biassed, prejudiced;—s.m. A
small piece or remnant;—lag-lip rakhnor kahn(-se), To

show (or speak with) partiality;—to speak in involved
sentences, to speak obscurely, or dubiously, or with
mental reserve; to hum and haw:—lag-lagy, adj. (f. -),
Fixed, settled, certain; permanent:—lag-hu, adj. (f. -),
Attached, &c. (=lag); adjoining, adjacent
contiguous;—entangled, involved (in):—lage, adv. About
(one), with;—lage-lage, adv. In close connection (with),
side by side (with, -ke), collaterally, along (with):—lagehh, adv. While the hand is in; whilst (you, &c. are)
about it; at the moment of (his) doing it; concurrently;
immediately upon, just upon or after, in agrante delicto.
H J! !$lag (past conj. part. of lagn), adv. or prep.
Beginning (with), from; inclusive (of), &c. (=lag-ke, and
le-kar).
H J! !F$lagg [Prk. !F$ ; S. !m+t], s.m. Attachment,
aection, union, intimacy; secret connexion, a liaison;
harmonious relation, &c. (=lg, q.v.); compatibility,
consistency; similarity, resemblance; competition,
rivalry (see lg);—catch, hold; basis, plan; xture;
preliminary arrangement, rst step (towards);
commencement, beginning;—a long pole, a prop; a long
bamboo (or pole) with which a boat is impelled:—laggsagg, s.m. Intimacy; attachment, &c. (=lagg):—lagg
khn(-se), To be compatible (with), be consistent (with);
to be comparable (with); to vie or compete (with), to be
or become the rival or equal (of):—lagg lagn(-se), To
form an attachment or intimacy (with);—to compare
(with);—to make the preliminary arrangements (for, k); to commence, begin:—lagg lagn(-se), To be or
become united (to); attachment or intimacy to be
formed (with);—to be compared (with); to bear
resemblance (to);—to be commenced.
H J! !,$lug, s.m. lug , q.v.
H  Y J! !$lag-tr, adj. & adv. See s.v. lag.
P 1 J! lagm, s.m. Bridle; bit; bit and reins together:—lagm
den(-ko), lagm a hn(-par), or lagm lagn(-ko), To put
a bridle (on), to bridle; to curb, check, control:—be-lagm
hon, v.n. To be without bit or bridle, to be unbridled; to
be free from check or restraint; to run riot:— ushlagm, adj. Obedient to the rein (a horse).
H  J! !$lagn (v.n. fr. next), s.m. Imputation,

allegation, false accusation or charge;—assessment (on
land); rent or revenue (from land);—putting to, stopping,
making fast, mooring (a boat); place for making fast (a
boat), landing-place; anchorage:—lagn muqarrar, s.m.
Fixed rent.
H  J! !$lagn (caus. of lagn, q.v.), To attach, unite,
join, connect (with, -se, or to, -me ); to fasten; to x; to
ax; to put, place; to put to (a boat), to moor; to put or
set (to work), to employ, to engage; to put to, to shut,
close (a door, &c.); to put on; to apply; to use; to spread;
to impose; to lay on (a whip or stick); to in ict; to put in,
to plant, set; to put together (gures), to sum up, to add;
to adjust, arrange; to direct; to x an imputation (upon),
to impute (to), to charge (with); to report (anything) in
the way of scandal or malice; to sow discord, to set
(people) by the ears:—lagn-bujhn(-me ), To sow
discord (between) and then make peace;—to sow
dissension:—lag-den, v.t. intens. of and = lagn:—lagrakhn, v.t. To detain, keep;—to put by, lay by; to hoard
up:—lag-len, v.t. (intens.) To put to (a boat); to put in,
plant, set, &c. (=lagn);—to attach or unite (one, to
oneself), to conciliate, to win over; to fold (to one's
bosom), to clasp, to embrace:—lag-mrn, v.t. To impute;
to charge (with); to injure by imputation; to calumniate.
H  J! !$lag [lag˚, rt. of lagn+ = Prk.  =S. ();&
+t], s.m. & f. One who xes, or applies, &c.; applier, &c.
(see lagn;—syn. lagne-wl).
H  J! !$ lago [lag˚, rt. of lagn+wor o= Prk. (=S.
()(], s.m. Attachment, connexion; bond, link; series;
adherence, adhesion; contact; intercourse; access;
inclination, propensity; relation; reference, allusion;
resemblance, analogy; symmetry;—application; bearing,
potential bearing (against):—belago, adj. Without
connection or tie, free, unencumbered; disconnected,
separate; disinterested, impartial.
H  J! !$ &lagwa [lag˚+ wa= Prk.  =S. ()+
+Prk. =S. ; ]( , s.f. Attachment; adherence; application,
&c. (=lago, q.v.); intimacy, intimate connexion; a liaison;
sexual intercourse.
H  J! !$ lagwan [lagw˚, rt. of lagwn+Prk. 4(=S.

"(], s.f. Something taken with food as a relish; a

H J! !$,lagur, s.m. (East. Hind)=lagu , q.v.

relish (syn. lwan).
H  J! !$ lagwn or lagon, (dialec.) !$

H ^! !$,7lagu , or !$,ft laga [S. !$,ft], s.m. A stick,

lagun, v.t.=lagn, q.v.
H $ J!!$ lag [lag˚, rt. of lagn+= aw= Prk.  
+=S. ()+++], s.f. Applying, application, &c.
(see lagn);—imputation, false accusation;—assessment
(on land); rent, revenne (charged on a eld or estate;—
syn. lagn):—lag bujh, s.f. Causing a quarrel and then
making peace (between); sowing dissension;—a makebait.
H $ J! !,$ lug (contrac. of log, q.v.), s.f. A woman,
female; wife:—lug karn, To take a wife, to marry:—
lug-wl, s.m. One who has a wife, a married man.
H *) J!!$"lagyat [lag˚, rt. of lagn+ Prk. \+ =S.
 + t], s.m. Intimate acquaintance, friend.

sta, club; an iron club, or a club bound with iron; a bar
(of iron, or other metal);—a species of hawk or falcon
(prob. so called from the bar-like marks or stripes (on its
breast):—laga -bagh, or laga -baggh, or laga -bhagg, s.m.
A hyena (=laka -baggh, lak , or lag ).
H  ^! !$7lag  [S. !$,f + t], s.m. A hyena (=lak , q.v.).
H  ^! !,$7lug  [Prk. !,F$+f =S. IF4++t], s.m. (f. -),
Ragged or worn-out cloth; tatter; old clothes; (rustic)
garment, wrapper, mantle, sheet (syn. l g , lokr, kap ).
H  ^! !$7lag n (caus. of next), v.t.
(dialec.)=rag n, q.v.
H  ^! !$7laga n, v.t. (dialec.)=raga n, q.v.
H 0J!!$"lags, s.f. A long crook-stick (for gathering

H J! !$lagat [lag˚, rt. of lagn+ Prk. (=( S. ; or S.

fruit).
P ^#J! laglag (for laklak; A. laqlaq), s.m. A stork.

!$(], adv. (dialec.) Connectedly; in close succession,

H A @ J! !$/lag-mt = H Y @ J! !$/P lag-mtr [prob. S.

continuously; without intervention (of time or space),
uninterruptedly, at the very time (of), instantly.
S J! !$lagita, vulg. lagit, part. (f. -), Connected (with),

!V,+/P], s.f. A (short?) vowel-mark (in the Ngar

attached (to), &c.
H *J! !$lagt [imperf. part. of lagn, and=lag˚+ Prk.

!V,+/P], s.f. A (short?) vowel-mark (in the Ngar

( =S.  (B)+t], part. adj. (f. -), Touching, joining,
&c.; applying (to, -se); having anity, related;
resembling;—pricking; biting; burning; acting or
operating injuriously; being unwholesome (as the water
of a place, &c.);—s.m. (f. -), Assessment, stipulated rent
(of land):—lagt-tr, adj. & adv.=lag-tr, q.v.s.v. lag:—
lagt-lagat, adv. Connectedly; in close succession,
continuously, uninterruptedly; repeatedly.
H *J! !$"lagt, s.f. Attachment, aection, love, &c. (i.q.
lg, lagan, and lag, qq.v.).
H ^!!,$&"lug, s.f. (dialec.)=lukor l k, qq.v.
H + J!!,$"lugd, s.f. A mass or lump (of some soft or
clammy substance, as dough, kneaded earth, &c.); a ball
(of anything that has been pounded or brayed, as
levigated medicaments, &c.), a pill, a bolus.

alphabet).
H Y @ J! !$/Plag-mtr = H A @ J! !$/ lag-mt [prob. S.
alphabet).
H Y @ J! !$/Plag-mtr [prob. lag= lg or lagu+S.
/Pt], s.m. Lover, paramour.
P <J! lagan, s.m. A brazen or copper pan (in which the
hands are washed, or in which bread, &c. is baked); a
copper kneading-trough.
S <J! !¢lagna (rt. lag), part. Attached (to), joined (to),
connected (with), applying (to); adhering (to); in contact
(with); intent (on), set (upon); assiduously engaged (in),
occupied (in), concerned (with);—s.m. A bard, minstrel,
panegyrist;—(vulg. !$ lagan), point of contact; point
where the horizon and ecliptic (or path of the planets)
meet; the oblique ascension; the divisions of the equator
as rising in succession with each sign in an oblique
sphere; the rising of a sign of the zodiac above the
horizon; the sun's entrance (also, the moment of the

sun's entrance) into a sign of the zodiac; (hence) an
auspicious moment; a moment; the appointing the day
of marriage, or the letter or message appointing the day
(sent by the bride's father to the father
of the bridegroom);—marriage, espousal; nuptials, a
wedding:—lagan-kunal(or -kunl) or lagan-kundal, s.f. A
circle for a horoscope; a horoscope.
H <J! !$lagan [S. !m(], s.m.=lagna, q.v.
H <J! !$lagan (i.q. lagn, q.v.), s.m. & f. The being
attached (to); the coming in contact (with); attachment,
aection, love, friendship; desire, longing:—lagan lagn(k), To have an attachment (to), feel a passion (for), be
in love (with).
H <J! !$lagan, prep. (dialec.)=lag, q.v.
H J! !$lagn [lag˚= Prk. !F$()=S. !F(`), rt. !$+nfor
an= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be attached (to, -se, or me ), to be joined (to), be connected (with), to be
fastened (to, -me ); to be moored (a ship); to come to
anchor; to be or become xed (in or on); to come to a
stand-still; to be inserted (in); to be planted or set (trees,
&c.); to be added (to), to be appended; to x itself (in or
into); to take root, to become rooted (in); to be settled
(on or upon); to settle down (in), to make a haunt (of), to
hang about, to haunt, to frequent (e.g. wah sher lagt
hai); to lie in wait;—to be applied (to); to be put, or laid, or
imposed (upon), to be staked (on, -par); to be invested
(as money); to be spent, or expended, or consumed (on);
to cost; to be valued at;—to be put (in or into); to be
posted (as a letter); to be disposed of (to, -me ), to be
sold (to), to be taken (at,—e.g. sau jilde sarkr-me lagga );—to be put in order, to be arranged;—to be
employed, be occupied or engaged (in); to be intent (on),
to be set or bent (on);—to be close (to), be contiguous
(to), to adjoin; to join; to touch; to come into contact, or
connection, or correspondence (with); to be in close
intimacy (with, -se); to enter (into) and form the
substance (of), to be duly concocted and assimilated; to
be joined in sexual congress, to lie (with, -se); to copulate
(with);—to attach (to, -ko), to cling (to); to be incurred, or
contracted (as blame, disgrace, &c.); to attach oneself
(to), to be with, or on the side (of);—to come (to); to fall

(to or together), to close, shut (as doors, shutters,
eyelids or eyes, &c.); to fall or draw (in, to collapse, to
become shrunk or shrivelled (e.g. mre bh k-ke pe laggay);—to attain or reach (to), to arrive (at);—to stick,
adhere (to); to catch; to falter (in speech), to stutter,
stammer (e.g. zabn lagn);—to light (on); to hit or strike
(on or against, -me );—to be discovered (a clue or trace,
&c.); to act or operate (on, -ko), to take eect (on), to
aect; to have the intended or natural eect, to answer,
succeed, take, come o; to be achieved, be eected;—to
get on foot, to get into vogue or fashion;—to touch,
aect, move, melt (with dat.); to come home (to), to tell
(upon);—to hurt or wound; to bite or sting; to burn or
smart (as anything acrid or pungent); to taste (e.g.
kha lagn); to be felt or perceived, to have a sense or
feeling (of); to feel, perceive (e.g. sard lagt hai);—to act
or operate hurtfully or disagreeably (as food, &c.), to be
unwholesome (as the water of a place, e.g. pn wah -k
lagt hai); to bear or press (upon), to gall, pinch, rub (as a
saddle on the back of a horse, &c.); to receive or sustain
a galling or abrasion, to be galled, &c.;—to fall (upon, ko), to attack (as blight, &c.); to be aected with blemish
or damage; to be burnt or scorched (as food in cooking,
or clothes in drying before a re); to be or become
touched, or tainted, or corrupted, or rotten, to rot;—to be
imputed (to); to be falsely accused;—to be wanting or
necessary (to);—to come or arise (upon or to), to happen
(to), befall, betide;—to form an aection (of,—e.g. bh k
lagn, pys lagn, &c.), to feel or have the desire (for,—e.g.
jh  lagn, peshb lagn);—to be met (with); to be caught
or overtaken (by,—as disease, calamity, &c.); to fall in
the way (of), come (before), present itself (to);—to be
found or obtained (by,—as service or employment);—to
arise or come (upon); to be borne or produced (as fruit);
to bear (as fruit-trees); to shoot, sprout, germinate;—to
be or become, to have some certain condition, or quality,
or accident; to be found to be; to look (like), to seem to
be; to seem, appear;—to be kindled, to catch, to break
out (as re); to apply (to, -ko), to be applicable or
pertinent, to hold good; to apply oneself (to); to be about,
to begin (in this sense employed to form Inchoative
compounds, e.g. kahne lag, 'he began to say');—to arise

and proceed; to set in (as rains, cold, heat, &c.); to be
proceeding or in progress, to be in full ing or activity
(as a market, &c.);—to have suitableness, or
agreeableness, or harmonious relation; to t, suit,
become; to refer (to); to bear (on); to be related (to), to
be a relation (of, -k); to appertain (to), to belong (to); to
be the concern, or province, or proper oce or business
(of); to be incumbent or obligatory (on, -ko; to be
necessary to be done or suered (by);—(as a gerund)
s.m. Applying, application, &c.:—lag- aln, v.n. For this
and other similar compounds, see s.v. the past conj.
part. lag:—lag-jn, v.n. intens. of, and=lagn(lag-jnis the
more com. form):—lag-len(-ke pche), To follow (in the
track of), to go (after).
S J! !¢lagn, s.f. (of lagna, q.v.), A female bard, a
poetess.
H J!lagan, vulg. lagn, s.f. dim. of Pers. lagan, q.v.
H  J! !$ lagaw, vulg. lagw, or !$, lagu [Prk.
!F$ =S. !r$t, (with insertion of )], s.m. A lover, a
paramour.
H  J! !,$ lugaw, vulg. lugw[S. !5+t (with insertion
of )], s.m. (rustic) A man, a male (cf. lug).
H  J! !,$ lugaw, vulg. lugw[lug, q.v.+S. t (with
inserted)], s.m.=lug , q.v.
H  J! !$ 7lagw [lagw, q.v.+Prk. f5=S. t], s.m.
(rustic)=lagw.
H  J! !$ lagwn [doub. caus. of lagn:—rt. lag˚+wa˚=
aw= w= ww= Prk.U or  redupl.=S.  caus.
increment, redupl.], v.t. To cause to be applied, or put,
&c. (to, -me );—to cause to apply, &c.; to apply, put (in),
tix, &c. (=lagn, q.v.):—lagw-den, v.t. intens. of
and=lagwn.
H  J! !$0(lag , (dialec.) prep.=lag, q.v.
H  J! !$Mlagaun, or !,$M lugaun (i.q. la-gwnor
lagn, q.v.), s.m. A lover, paramour (=lagw).
H 4 J! !$0(6lag h, or !$g6 lagau h = H  4 J! !$0(6[
lag h , or !$g6[ lagau h = H  J! !$06 lag h [rt. of
lagn+Prk. =S.  ++t], adj. Close together,
contiguous; thick-set, continuous;—beautiful delightful,

pleasing, alluring, attractive.
H  4 J! !$0(6[lag h , or !$g6[ lagau h = H 4 J! !$0(6
lag h, or !$g6lagau h = H  J! !$06 lag h [rt. of lagn
+Prk. =S.  ++t], adj. Close together, contiguous;
thick-set, continuous;—beautiful delightful, pleasing,
alluring, attractive.
H  J! !$06lag h = H 4 J! !$0(6 lag h, or
!$g6lagau h = H  4 J! !$06
( [ lag h , or !$g6[
lagau h [rt. of lagn+Prk. =S.  ++t], adj. Close
together, contiguous; thick-set, continuous;—beautiful
delightful, pleasing, alluring, attractive.
S *&J! !V,laghut, s.f. = S *&J! !V,; laghutva,
s.m.Lightness, levity; shortness; smallness, littleness;
lowness, meanness; insigniticance, unimportance;
diminution; humiliation; wantonness; disregard,
disrespect.
S *&J! !V,; laghutva, s.m. = S *&J! !V, laghut,
s.f.Lightness, levity; shortness; smallness, littleness;
lowness, meanness; insigniticance, unimportance;
diminution; humiliation; wantonness; disregard,
disrespect.
S &J! !V,laghu, and H. !V0 lagh , adj. (f. laghv), Quick,
swift, eet, rapid; nimble, active; light; easy; (in Prosody)
short or light (as a vowel or a syllable); little, small,
diminutive; young; weak, feeble; slight, trivial,
unimportant, insigniticant; mean, low; vain, frivolous;
(in Arith.) a smaller quantity; the lesser root (in an
equation):—laghvhr(laghu+hr), adj. (f. -), Eating little,
making a light repast, moderate in diet, temperate,
abstemious:—lagh rmi(˚ghu+ur˚), s.f. A light or small
wave:—laghu-bele, or lagh -bele, adv. In a short time,
shortly:—laghu-patak, or laghu-patanak, adj. & s.m.
Quickly- ying, light-winged; lightly-falling;—name of a
crow (in the Hitopadea):—laghu-tpas, s.m. An epithet of
Lakshma :—laghu- etor ett, adj. Light-minded,
frivolous; little-minded, low-minded:—laghu-dundubhi,
s.m. A small kettle-drum:—laghu-dhor d, or lagh -dh,
adj. Short-sighted:—laghu-rsi, adj. (in Alg.) Composed of
fewer terms (as a side in an equation):—laghu-a k, s.f.
Making water; urine:—laghu-a k karn, To make water:

—laghu-kara, or lagh -kara, s.m. Reducing in weight or
consequence, holding light or cheap, thinking little of,
contemning:—laghu-garg, s.m. A species of sh (prob. a
variety of the Pimelodus):—laghu-m s, s.m. (lit.'having
light, or easily digested, esh'), A kind of partridge, the
francoline:—laghu-mitra, s.m. (f. -), A slight or weak
friend, an ally of little power or value:—laghu-m l, s.m.
(in Alg.) The lesser root (of an equation); the least root
(with reference to the additive quantities).
S   &J! !« 6laghvhr, s.m. = S a  &J!!V0X/ lagh rmi,
s.f.See s.v. laghu.
S a  &J!!V0X/ lagh rmi, s.f. = S   &J! !« 6 laghvhr,

H 3! !!7lal , or .!!7 lil , s.m.=lal, q.v.
S 1 3! !!/lalm, s.m. A mark or spot on the forehead;—a
mark, spot;—an ornament for the forehead;—ornament,
decoration, embellishment;—a banner, ag;—a line, row;
—a mane; tail.
H a 3! !!/lalm, s.m. 1˚—lalm, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of nlm,
q.v.
S (a 3! !!/lalmak, s.m. A chaplet or wreath of
owers worn on the forehead.
S <a 3! !!/lalman, s.m.=lalm, q.v.
S a 3!!!/"lalm, s.f. A kind of ear-ornament.

s.m.See s.v. laghu.
S  &J!!« "laghv, s.f. (m. laghu), A frivolous woman; an

H 3! .!!liln [lil˚= lilw˚= S. !!+B; Prk.

insignicant woman; a delicate or beautiful woman;—a
light carriage;—urine.
H J!!$"lag [fr. lagor lg, q.v.;—= Prk. =S. ], s.f.

syn. lal n.
A x lil-lh, vulg. lil-lh(li+al+ilhi), To God; for God, for

Aection, love; desire, longing;—hunger:—lag-ko bujhn,
To satisfy desire, or a longing or craving.
H J!!$lagi (dialec. or old H.), 1˚ prep.=lag, q.v.;—2˚ past.
conj. part.=lagor lag-ke, qq.v.;—3˚ adv.=liye, q.v.
H J!!F$"lagg [dim. of lagg, q.v.;—= Prk. =S. ], s.f.

!!U()?], v.n. To feel eager desire (for), to long (for);

God's sake, in the name of God; (by way of oath) by God:
—lil-lhil-amd wal-minna , To God be praise and
thanksgiving.
S #! !.!lalit, part. adj. (f. -), Sported, played; playing,

A pole; sta; gibsta; rod; a shing-rod; a crook (syn.
lags); a boat-hook.
H J! !F5lagyo, or !FM lagyau, or !FFM laggyau, part. (Old

sporting, dallying, wanton, frolicsome; lovely,
handsome, beautiful, graceful, elegant; pleasing,
charming, pleasant, agreeable, wished for, enjoyed;—(in
Hind, for lalit), s.f. Name of a rginor musical mode.
S *#! !.!lalit, s.f. A beautiful woman; a woman; a

H., or Braj)=lag, q.v.
H 3! !!lal, or !! lall [Prk. !! , or !! ?; S. !f or

wanton;—name of a rginor musical mode.
H  :#! !!lal n [lla , q.v. + ˚= w= Prk. U or

!!+t], s.m. A boy; dear boy, darling;—a dolt, blockhead,

 =S. ;+n= an= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be

fool (=S. laa);—adj. (f. -), Impotent:—Bad -k lal, A
Badu fool; a great dolt or blockhead (cf. the Eng. 'Essex
calf').
S 3! !!&lal, and H. .!!& lil, s.m. Forehead, brow;—

possessed with a longing (for, -par), to long (for), hanker
(after), lust (for); to be tantalized;—v.t. To excite desire
in; to rouse the cupidity of; to tantalize.
H :#! !!lal at [for lal it, lla +S. t], part. adj.

(met.) fate, destiny, fortune (conceived, by the Hinds, to
be written on the forehead);—lal-rekh, s.f. A line on
the forehead (supposed to indicate long life); a wrinkled
or corrugated brow;—a coloured sectarial mark (worn by
Hinds) on the forehead.
S 3! !!&lalik, s.f. An ornament worn on the

Desired, longed for, coveted.
H *:#! !!.lal- itr (i.e. ll+ itr), s.m. Plumbago
rosea(also written lal- i).
H %a + #! !!@ l, al-dambu, or !!@ 0 lal-damb (lalprob.=ll),

forehead; a mark made with sandal on the forehead.

H (#! !!lalak [Prk. !!=; prob. fr. S. !!+>], s.f. A

s.m. The plant and ower Nerium odorum.
H  0#! !!lalsn, v.n.=lal n, q.v.

sudden gush (of any liquid);—eager desire, longing,
hankering, craving;—whim, fancy, caprice;—zeal, ardour,
enthusiasm.
H  #! !!lalkr [prob. lal˚for la, or la= S. &, rt. &+S.
"], s.f. Calling, shouting, bawling; call, shout, cry,
halloo; call or shout of deance, challenge.
H  #! !!lalkrn [lalkr, q.v.+n= an= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To call out, shout, bawl, halloo (to, -ko); to set
up the war-whoop;—v.t. To call or shout to; to call
deantly or insultingly to, to challenge.
H  #! !!lalkn [caus. of lalakn;—lalk˚=Prk.
!!=U() or !!= ()], v.t. To cause (one) to

H #!!!"lal [fem. of lal, q.v.;—= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
girl.
H  #! !.!laliyn (fr. ll, 'red'), v.n. To become red, to
redden.
H  #! !.!laliyn, or .!! lilyna, v.n. To long
(for), &c. (=liln, lal n, qq.v.);—v.t. To beg earnestly, to
entreat; to coax, wheedle.
H 2 ! .!/lim [prob. akin to S. .!], s.f. Unjust blame or
censure; false accusation, defamation, calumny;—mark,
indication, trace (syn. inh):—lim lagn(-ko), To accuse
falsely, to defame, traduce, &c.
S U@ ! !@ lamba, vulg. lamb, adj. Long, tall, &c. (=lamb,

s.f.[ll+gn+S. t, and , lit.'having a red anus'], A

q.v.);—s.m. (in Geom.) A perpendicular;—moving a man
(at a sort of backgammon);—a douceur, a bribe:—lamb
ln(-par), To drop (or let fall) a perpendicular (on):—
lamb-r p(-par), adj. Perpendicular (to), at right angles
(to):—lamb-kar, adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Having pendulous
ears; long-eared;—a goat; an elephant; a hare, a rabbit;
a Rkshas:—lamb nikln, To draw a perpendicular (to):—
lambodar(˚ba+ud˚), adj. & s.m. Having a large or
protuberant belly; pot-bellied;—a name of Ganea.
S %@ ! !@ lamb, s.f. An epithet of Lakshm, and of Durg;

monkey.
H <J#!!!$ef"lal-gan, s.f. = H <J#! !!$4f lal-gan,

—a kind of bitter gourd or cucumber.
H %@ ! !@ lamb [Prk. !@
=S. !@ +t], adj. (f. -), Long,

desire, to excite desire for in (a person), to make one
eager for;—to cause to ght, or to attack, to excite to
quarrel, to egg on.
H #! !!lalakn, or .!! lilakn (fr lalak, q.v.), v.n.
To be possessed with a longing (for), to long or crave
(for); to be greedy (for), to covet;—v.t. To attack, to fall
upon.
H <J#! !!$4flal-gan, s.m. = H <J#!!!$ef" lal-gan,

s.m.[ll+gn+S. t, and , lit.'having a red anus'], A
monkey.
S <#! !!lalan, s m. Play, sport, pastime; pleasure;
dalliance;—the playing or moving to and fro of the
tongue; lolling the tongue;—the tree Shorea robusta.
S #! !!lalan, s.f. A woman, a wife;—a playful woman; a
woman of pleasure, a wanton woman.
H #! !!lalan, vulg. laln[S. !!+t], s.m. A boy (=lal).
H #! !!0lall , s.m. A boy, &c. (=lallor lal, q.v.).
H  #! !! lalaw, vulg. lalw[lal, q.v.+S. t], s.m. (rustic)
A boy, &c. (=lal, q.v.).
H #! !!5lallo [fr. S. !!], s.f. (dialec.) The tongue; the
organ of taste;—desire, longing:—lallo-patto, s.f.
Wheedling, coaxing; attery:—lallo-patto karn(-k), To
wheedle, &c.

tall; expanded, great, large; spacious, capacious;—s.m. A
tall (or big) fool:—lamb- au , adj. (f. -), Long and wide;
spacious, roomy, capacious, vast:—lamb safar, s.m. A long
journey; the journey from this world to the next:—lamb
karn(-ko), To make long, to lengthen, extend; stretch
out;—to permit to go; to dismiss; to remove, drive away;
to beat, drub:—lamb hon, or lambe bann, v.n. To be o,
make o, make oneself scarce:—lambe mu h-seor lambe
mu h kar-ke) khn, To eat with keen appetite or with
zest, to eat with avidity:—lamb tnnor tn-den, To
stretch ooneself out full length (on the ground or on a
bed, &c.); to lie down, to take repose; to be stretched out
in death;—lamb- au  karn, or h kn, To tell a long
story;—to talk big, to boast, brag:—lamb s s bharn, To
heave a deep sigh (over or for); to lament, regret,
repent;—to breathe hard (as a dying man).

H  %@ ! !@ 7lamb  [lamba+Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m.

number, in order.
S %@ ! !@ 3
, lambush, s.f. A necklace of seven strings.

(dialec.) A caste who are carriers of grain, salt, &c. (syn.
banjr); an individual of that caste; a company of people
of this caste (as on its march, or at its encampment).
H  %@ ! !@ lambn [lamb+ Ap. Prk. 4,=Prk. 4(=\4(=S.

astronomical yogaor division of the moon's path.
S %@ ! !.@ lambik, s.f. The uvula or soft palate.

; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. & f. Length, &c. (=lamb, q.v.):—

H %@ ! !@ 
, lambuk [S. !@ 
, +t], s.m. Name of an

lambn- au n= lamb- au .
H  %@ ! !@ lambn [for lambwn= lamb+w= Prk. 

Apsar.
H %@ ! !@ 
, 5lambuko, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚=lambuk; 2˚=lambuk,

or U=S.  [caus. augment) + n= an= Prk.
4(=S. "(], v.t. To lengthen; to extend; to prolong.
H  %@ ! !@  lambo, or !@  lambu [lamb+Ap. Prk.
=Prk. (=\(=S. ; ]( , s.m. Length, &c. (=lamb, q.v.).
H $ %@ !!@  lamb [lamb+Prk. (=) = ( or) +
= S. + ()], s.f. Length; tallness; height:—lambau , s.f. Length and breadth; size; capacity; (met.)
pomp, glory, pride.
S %@ ! !.@ lambit, part. Hanging down, depending;
pendulous, pendent, suspended.
H %@ ! !@ lambar [prob. lamba+Prk. f"=S. "; but cf. lom ],
s.f. A fox.
H %@ ! !@ lambar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Number;
aggregate number of marks (as obtained at an
examination);—rank; turn:—lambar n(-k), The turn (of
anyone) to come; to come to the turn (of):—lambar
a hn(-k), To enter (in or on, -me , or -par) the marks
(given at an examination);—to raise the rank (of), to
promote (a person):—lambar-dr, s.m. The registered
representative of a coparcenary community (who is
responsible for the government revenue;—also written
nambardr):—lambar-dr(or nambar-dr), s.f. The oce,
or the duty, of a lambar-dr:—lambar den(-k, or -ko), To
give marks (at an examination):—lambar sbiq-me
qim

rakhn(-ko), To replace in the le:—lambar-se rij karn(ko), To strike o a roll or le:—lambar kni n, v.n. To be
prolonged (a matter); to be postponed (a case):—lambarwr, adj. In order; by turns.
H %@ !!@ "lambar (from lambar, 'number'), adj. Having
the number (of), numbered; numerical; regulated;
regular; standard (e.g. lambar gaz);—according to the

S (%@ ! !@ 
, lambuk, s.m. Name of the fteenth

qq.v.
H %@ ! !@ l0 amb [S. !@ +t], adj. & s.m.f. Long, tall
(=lamb);—a very tall person; longshanks.
H Y %@ ! !@ 5lambotar, vulg. lambotr[S. !@ +\+],
adj. (f. -), Very long, very tall;—oblong; oval.
H &%@ ! !@#lambh [S. !@ +t], s.m. A hare; a rabbit (syn.
lam-kan, q.v.).
S &%@ ! !@#lambh, s.f. A sort of fence or enclosure.
H %@ !!@ "lamb [lamba, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A long
stride (in a horse); a kind of bounding pace (in a horse);
—adj. fem. of lamb, q.v.:—lamb karn, To make (a horse)
capriole, or throw out his fore-legs:—lambiy karn, To
prance; to caper (as horses).
S `@ ! !@&lampa, and .!@& limpa, adj. & s.m.
Covetous, greedy, lustful; addicted to licentious
pleasures, lascivious, lecherous, dissolute; false, lying;
reprobate;—a libertine, lecher, gallant, dissolute person.
S  `@ ! !@&lampaat, s.f. Covetousness, greediness;
libertinism, lasciviousness, lewdness, dissoluteness.
H $ @ ! !/7[$lam-ta  g = H % @ ! !/7[$ lamta  g [S. !@ +r$? +t], adj. (f. -), Long; tall; tall and
robust.
H % @ ! !/7[$lam-ta  g = H $ @ ! !/7[$ lamta  g [S. !@ +r$? +t], adj. (f. -), Long; tall; tall and
robust.
H % 2 ! !/&($lam-a g [S. !@ +&r$+t], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Long-legged, long-shanks;—a stork; a crane.
H :@ ! !/+7lam- ha [S. !@ +8(], s.f. A long thin stick
(such as is used by pigeon- iers); a long musket.

H  :@ ! !/+7lam- ha  [S. !@ +8+t], adj. (f. -), Long,
tall.
P c@ ! lama (for A. ~c@ ! lamat, n. of un. fr. lamu, inf. n.
of @ ! 'to glance the eye at,' &c.), s.m. A glance of the

which the cultivator may legally cut down.
H <! .!lin, part. (old H. contrac. of ln= liy(part. of len).
H ! !,Blunn, v.t. See ! lunn (the usual form).
H U! !( lamb, s.m. = H %! !(  lamb, adj.For these and

eye; twinkling of an eye; a minute, a moment:—lamalama, adv. Every moment, constantly, perpetually.
H a + @ ! lam-dum [lamba+dum+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),

other forms (as lambn, lamb, &c.), see s.v. U@ ! lamb,

Long-tailed;—a bird (or other animal) with a long tail.
H ) 2 ! !/filam-a hiy [lamba+ h+S. t], adj. &

other forms (as lambn, lamb, &c.), see s.v. U@ ! lamb,

s.m. Having a long beard;—a man with a long beard.
H  2 ! !/f5lam-or (lamb+or, qq.v.), s.f. A shing-line
(without a rod), a deep-water shing line;—a long-tailed
bird (=lam-dum).
H ) 2 ! !/©<lam-hek, adj. & s.m.=lam-a g, q.v.
A I@ ! lams (inf. n. of I@ ! 'to touch,' &c.), s.m. Touching,
feeling, handling;—the sense of feeling or touch.
A A P @ ! lamt, s.m. pl. (of lamator lama, q.v.), Splendours,
&c.
P P @ ! lama (for A. ~P @ ! lamat, n. of un. fr. lam, inf. n. of b @ !
'to shine'), s.m. Shining; glaring; a ash; splendour,
brilliancy; glare (of the sun).
H  @ ! !/lamkn (caus. of lamakn, q.v.), v.t. To
stretch out (the hands or legs).
H  @ ! !/lam-kn, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.
H @ ! !/Blam-kann, or !/ lam-kan [S. !@ +4'
+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Long-eared;—a hare; a rabbit
(syn. ar-gosh).
H @ ! !/lamakn [lamak˚prob.=Prk. !@/=() or
!@/=?(), fr. S. !@ +>], v.n. To stretch out the legs, to
step out, take long strides; to make haste, to hasten.
H J@ ! lam-gardan [lamba+gardan, qq.v.+S. t], adj. Longnecked.
A <@ ! li-man (li, prep.+man, pron.), To him (or to them)
who; he to whom:—li-man al-mulk, He to whom is the
kingdom or the sway.
H &@ ! !@6lamh, s.m.=lambh= lam-kan, qq.v.
H &@ ! !@6lamhar [prob. S. !@#, rt. !#+t], s.m. A tree
that has sprung up of itself in a cultivated eld, and

&c.
H %! !( lamb, adj. = H U! !( lamb, s.m.For these and
&c.
A *!lantarn (lan+tar+n), 'Thou shalt not see me';—
(met.) s.f. Boasting, gasconading; airs, conceitedness.
(The words are taken from the Qrn, Sra vii. 149, al
arf, 'And when Moses came at our appointed time, and
his Lord spake unto him, he said, "O Lord, show thyself
to me, that I may behold thee" (rabbi arin, anzur ilai-ka):
He said, "Thou shalt not see Me (lan tar-n); but look
towards the mount, and if it stand rm in its place, then
shalt thou see Me" '):—lantarn-wl, s.m. A boaster,
braggart.
S <! !,e&lunak, s.m. A sort of pot-herb, Chironia
centauroides(common in cultivated elds after the rains
(The whole plant is powerfully bitter, and is held in
great repute as a tonic by the natives').
H <! !(_la h [prob. S. !&t], s.m. Blockhead, fool.
H 6! !,(*or !,* lunj = H 8! !,(* or !,A* lunj = H 8!lunja
[prob. S. !,.A*t, rt. !,*=!*;; or !0+*;; Pers. also
lunjand lunja], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Lame of a hand or
hands; lame of hands and feet; without hands; without
hands and feet; crippled, lame;—one who has lost the
use of his hands, or of his ngers and toes; one who is
without hands, or hands and feet; a cripple:—lunj-munj,
adj. (dialec.)=lunj.
H 8! !,(*or !,A* lunj = H 6! !,(* or !,* lunj = H 8!lunja
[prob. S. !,.A*t, rt. !,*=!*;; or !0+*;; Pers. also
lunjand lunja], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Lame of a hand or
hands; lame of hands and feet; without hands; without
hands and feet; crippled, lame;—one who has lost the
use of his hands, or of his ngers and toes; one who is
without hands, or hands and feet; a cripple:—lunj-munj,

adj. (dialec.)=lunj.
H 8!lunja = H 6! !,(* or !,* lunj = H 8! !,(* or !,A* lunj
[prob. S. !,.A*t, rt. !,*=!*;; or !0+*;; Pers. also

H 7<! !,.efluniyn [luniy˚= S. !,e&"+ caus.
increment], v.n. To roll.
H 7<! !efhlanait [lana, q.v.+Prk.

lunjand lunja], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Lame of a hand or
hands; lame of hands and feet; without hands; without
hands and feet; crippled, lame;—one who has lost the
use of his hands, or of his ngers and toes; one who is
without hands, or hands and feet; a cripple:—lunj-munj,
adj. (dialec.)=lunj.
H + &; + ! !BvBland-phand = H + &L)+ !!BbvBb lande-phande

\5=(5=(5=(5= 
( 5=U5=S. , the

(prob. redupl. of phand, q.v.), s.m. Deceit, &c. (syn. fanfareb).
H + &L)+ !!BbvBblande-phande = H + &; + ! !BvB land-phand

quantity, much;—s.f. Loin, reins:—la k lagn(-k), A heap,
or pile (of things) to be formed;—to be heaped, or piled.
S ! !ror !( lank, s.f. Name of the chief town in

(prob. redupl. of phand, q.v.), s.m. Deceit, &c. (syn. fanfareb).
S <! !eflan, s.m. Penis, membrum virile.

Ceylon (renowned as the capital of Rva a);—name of
the island of Ceylon;—name of the place whence Hind
astronomers calculate longitude (which is, according to
some accounts, distinct from Ceylon):—la k-bhur, and
la k-pati, s.m.=lankevar, q.v. below:—la k-sthy, s.f. The
plant Euphorbia tirucalli:—la k-kn, s.m. Name of the
sixth section of the Rmya (which describes the
invasion and conquest of La kby Rm-andra):—la keor
la kevar, vulg. la kes(˚k+˚), s.m. 'Lord of la k,' an
epithet of any king of La k, but especially of Rva .
S ) ! !(la kyik, = S ; ! !(5 la kopik,s.f.

H <! !,eflun [prob. S. !e©+t; or !,ef (= !,e&)+t], adj.
(f. -), Tail-less, tail-cropt; bob-tailed; docked, &c. (=l ,
and lan r, qq.v.).
H <! !,eflun [S. !,ef+t], s.m. A lump, a round ball of
(anything); a ring of twisted grass or twine (laid under a
round-bottomed jar to prevent it from oversetting:—syn.
j n).
H [ <! !,ef/,eflun-mun (lun= lun+mun, qq.v.), adj.
Tail-less and bald; bare, stripped:—lun-mun karn, v.t.
To make bare, to strip; to make a clean sweep of or in.
H  <! !ef, lanuw, or !ef  lanaw, vulg. lanw, or
!ef0 lan  [S. !ef+t (with winserted)], adj.
Possessed of a penis (syn. lanait, q.v.).
H  <! !ef0lan r, or(dialec.) !ef5 lanor [lana, q.v.
+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. Tail-less; bob-tailed, &c. (=
lun= l , q.v.);—stripped (of branches and leaves);—
without friends, friendless, forlorn.
H  <! !,e©lunhn, v.t.=lu hn, q.v.
H  <! !,e©lunhn, v.n. =

lu hn, q.v.

H <!!ef"lan [S. !ef+], s.f. A term of reproach or
contempt for a coward, or an eeminate person, or an
impotent man, &c.; a cur:—lan-k, adj. Currish; vile, &c.

term. of the pres. part. with the caus. increment ],
adj. Having a (or a large) penis.
H <! !(7la , s.m.=lan, q.v.
H  <! !,(7lu , adj.=lu, q.v.
H (! !(la k (i.q. l k, q.v.), s.m. A heap, a large

The gramineous plant Trigonella corniculata.
S ; ! !(5la kopik, = S ) ! !( la kyik,s.f.
The gramineous plant Trigonella corniculata.
H ^! !($la g (prob. akin to lag), s.f. (rustic) Side.
P ^! lang (S. !r$), adj. Lame, limping (=la g , q.v.):—
lang karn, To go lame, to limp (=lang ).
S ^! !r$or !($ la g, s.m. Lameness, limping.
S ^! !r$or !($ la g (prob. akin to rt. lag), s.m. Union,
association, connection;—a lover, paramour;—the plant
Eugenia caryophyllata.
S ^! À!r$li ga, vulg. li g, s.m. A mark, sign, token,
emblem, badge, distinguishing or discriminating mark,
characteristic; symptom (of disease); (in logic) the
predicate of a proposition, inference, conclusion, reason;
—the sign of gender or sex, organ of generation; (in

Gram.) gender;—the male organ, membrum virile, a
priapus; iva's genital organ or iva worshipped in the
form of a Phallus; (in Bot.) the phallus;—the image of a
god, an idol;—a religious mark;—the order of the
religious student;—(in the Snkhya Philos.) nature (as
the active power in creation);—the subtile irame or body
which is not destroyed by death, the indestructible
original of the gross or visible body:—li gr an(˚ga+ar˚),
s.m. The worship of the Li gaor Phallus, li gworship:—
li g-n, s.m. Loss of characteristic marks;—destruction
or loss of the penis:—li g-va an, vulg. li g-ba an, s.m. (in
Gram.) That word in a sentence with which the other
words have to agree in gender.
P ^! lung (prob.=S. .!r$; cf. lango; also lug ), s.m. A
kind of dhot(q.v.), a cloth worn round the loins and
passed between the legs, the end being tucked in behind
(it diers from the langoin extending down to the
knees):—lung mrn, To tie on the lung.
H  J! !,($lu gr = H  J! !,($7 lu g  [prob. lung, q.v.
+r= l= Prk. ! =S. !+ t], adj. Dissolute,
pro igate, lewd, lecherous;—s.m. A dissolute fellow, a
pro igate, a libertine (cf. la gar, la garw).
H  J! !,($7lu g  = H  J! !,($ lu gr [prob. lung, q.v.
+r= l= Prk. ! =S. !+ t], adj. Dissolute,
pro igate, lewd, lecherous;—s.m. A dissolute fellow, a
pro igate, a libertine (cf. la gar, la garw).
H ? J! !,($7lu g -pan = H ? J! !,($7 lu g -pan.
[˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Dissolute conduct,
pro igacy, libertinism; rascality, villainy.
H ? J! !,($7lu g -pan. = H ? J! !,($7 lu g -pan
[˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Dissolute conduct,
pro igacy, libertinism; rascality, villainy.
H ) J! .!r$or À!$ li gyat, or À!$ li git [S.
.!r$+ ; or .!r$+yat= it= ait, as in lan-ait, q.v.],
adj. Possessing a li gor organ of generation; wearing a
li g(representative of the li gof iva) around the neck;—
an individual of the sect who worship the Lingamand
wear the representation of it around the neck;—the
private parts.

P H J! !($langar [Prk. !($!(=S. !r$!(], s.m. An anchor;
—a large iron chain; a cable; a thick rope, a hawser; a
stay or rope (for supporting a tent);—the raphe of the
perineum;—a plait (of a robe);—a long strip of cloth worn
(esp. by wrestlers) round the loins with the ends passed
between the thighs and tucked in behind:—anything
massy or unwieldy; a heavy weight;—pendulum (of a
clock);—victuals distributed amongst faqrs; alms;—an
alms-house, a public kitchen (kept by a great man for his
followers and dependants);—a dissolute fellow, a
libertine, rake;—adj. Worthless, mean, vile, disliked by
everybody:—langar uhn, To weigh anchor;—to raise an
alms-house; to feed the poor:—langar b dhn(-me ), To
tie a strip of cloth (round the loins):—langar-par hon, To
be at anchor:—langar jr karn, To distribute alms; to set
up an alms-house:—langar horn, To let go the anchor
(=langar ln):—langar- na, s.m. An alms-house:—langarar , s.m. Provisions or funds for the support of the
poor and destitute, charitable funds:—langar ln, or
langar karn, To cast anchor;—to moor (a boat):—langargh, s.f. An anchorage; a sea-port:—langar-lango den, To
put on the langaror strip of cloth (worn by wrestlers); to
become the pupil of a wrestler:—langar-wr, s.f.
Anchorage, harbour, haven.
H $J!!($ langar, vulg. langr[langar, q.v.+= Prk.
=S. +], s.f. Worthlessness, vileness;
libertinism, pro igacy.
H J! !($ langaraw, vulg. langarw[langar, q.v.+S. 
+t], s.m. A pro igate, libertine, rake (=langar).
H J!!($"langar, vulg. langr, s.f. A shallow pan of
copper (or brass) to knead dough in, &c. (=lagan, q.v.).
P J!langar (fr. langar), s.m. Provisions distributed to the
poor.
H ^! !($7la ga , 1˚ s.m. corr. of la gar, q.v.:—2˚ adj.
(dialec.)=la g , q.v.
H  ^! !($7la g  [Prk. !($f ; S. !r$++t], adj. (f. -),
Lame, limping;—s.m. A lame man, a cripple.
H 9 ^! !($7la g t (imperf. part. of la g n), part.
adj. Limping, walking lame:—la g t-hu, part. adj. (f. ), Idem.

H ' G ^! !($7la g -kar (past conj. part. of la g n),
adv. With a limp, limping, lame:—la g -kar aln, v.n. To
walk lame, to limp.
H  ^! !($7la g n [la g , q.v.+= w= Prk.
 =U=S.  caus. increment; + n= an= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To limp, to go (or walk) lame.
H "  ^!!($76& la g ha [la g ˚+na= awa= Prk.  
+(=S. ()++; ] = H 8 ^!!(F7 la g  [la g  + 
=Prk. =S. +], s.f. Limping, lameness.
H 8 ^!!(F7 la g  [la g + =Prk. =S. +], = H
"  ^!!($76& la g ha [la g ˚+na = awa = Prk.  
+(=S. ()++; ] s.f. Limping, lameness.
S <J! À!r$li gan, s.m. Embracing; caressing.
H J! !($l0 a g (dialec.) 1˚ prep.=lag = lag, q.v.;—2˚
s.m.=lagu, q.v.
H  J !($5&la go [Prk. À!$ 5=S. .!r$+:], s.m. A
waist-cloth; a cloth worn between the legs to conceal the
privites (a strip of cloth about two feet long and six or
eight inches broad, passed between the legs, and the
ends tucked into a waist-band before and behind):—
la go b dhn, To tie (or put) on a la go; to gird up one's
loins (for, -par):—la go-band, s.m. A bandage to which
the la gois fastened;—one devoted to celibacy (lit.'one
who keeps his la gofastened'), a conrmed bachelor:—
la go-phal, s.m. Membrum virile:—la go-k sa , s.m. An
ascetic (lit.'true to his la go'):—la go kasnor khai n, To
pull tight and fasten the la go:—la go kholn, To open
(or unfasten) the la go;—to have sexual intercourse
(with):—ll la go-wl, s.m. (f. -) A monkey; an epithet of
Hanumn.
H  J! !($5&la go [Prk. À!$  =S. .!r$+t], s.m. =

childhood); a very intimate friend, a crony;—la goiyyr, s.m.=la goiy.
H = J! !($
0 la g  [perhaps S. .!r$+Kt], s.m. A
sausage.
H  J! !($0 la g r [Prk. !($!
0 "; S. !r$0!"], s.m. The longtailed, black-faced monkey, the baboon.
H  J!!($0 "la g r [S. !r$,!+], s.f. A gratication
taken to help one to recover stolen property.
H  &J! !(Vla ghn [caus. of la ghn;—la gh˚for
langhw˚= Prk. !(V () or !(VU()=S. !rV+()], v.t.
To cause, or make, or help to jump over, &c.
S &J! !r$or !(.V la ghit, part. Leapt over, passed
over or beyond, overstepped, transgressed.
S <&J! !(Vla ghan, s.m. Leaping, jumping; springing,
going by leaps or jumps;—leaping or jumping over or
across, passing or crossing over, stepping across;
exceeding, going beyond bounds, transgressing;
transgressing propriety;—springing upon, mounting,
bestriding; coition;—fasting, abstinence; fast; starvation;
—catching (a disorder) by stepping over (infectious
matter,—e.g. catching syphilis by stepping over the
urine of one suering from that disorder—which is
popularly believed to be a fact):—la ghan pa n, To catch
(as a disorder):—la ghan karn(-ko), To cross or pass over,
&c. (=la ghn);—to go without food, to fast.
H &J! !(Vla ghn [Prk. !(V4(=S. !rV"(, rt. !rV], v.t.
To jump over, to leap over or across; to step over or
across, to pass or cross over; to stride across, to bestride,
to mount;—v.n. To be jumped over; to be passed over; to
pass (as time, syn. btn).
H &J!!(V"la ghan, s.f. Fasting, fast, abstinence

H  J!!($5&" la go [Prk. À!$ =S. .!r$+], s.f.

(=la ghan).
H J! !($"la g [prob. fr. !rV], s.f. Urine:—la g karn, To

=la go, q.v.
H  J!!($5&"la go [Prk. À!$ =S. .!r$+], s.f. = H

discharge urine.
S J! À!$r$"li g, adj. Having a mark or sign; wearing a

 J! !($5& la go [Prk. À!$  =S. .!r$+t], s.m.

distinguishing mark or sign; having the character of,
characterized by;—s.m. (f. in), Name of an order or sect
who worship iva in the Phallic type; an individual of
that order (syn. li gyat);—one who is entitled to wear

=la go, q.v.
H )  J! !($5&la goiy [la go+ S. t], adj. & s.m. Of or
relating to a la go;—a playmate; an old friend (from

H ! !,lunn [lun˚= Prk. !,4()=S. !,(), rt. !0], v.t. To

as of a dying man calling on God, or of a lover on his
mistress):—lau lagn(-se), To x the attention (on), to be
intent (on);—to be constant in prayer, or devotion, &c.:—
lau lagn, v.n. To be absorbed (in religious meditation,
&c.), to be intent(on);—to have a constant desire or
craving (for); to make frequent and long-continued
repetition (of any saying, &c.):—lau-ln(see ln), adj.
Absorbed (in), intent (on), bent (on); concentrated (on);
devoted (to); enamoured (of); rapt (in); eager (for).
H  ! ! law [S. ! +t], s.m. The painted quail, Perdix

cut, to reap.
S ! ! lava (rt. l ), s.m. Cutting, reaping (of corn),

chinensis.
A  ! liw (rt.  !), s.m. A standard, banner.

religious marks; a Brhma of a particular order; a
religious student; an ascetic;—a hypocrite; an elephant:—
li g-vesh, s.m. The dress or the insignia of a (Hind)
religious student (i.e. the skin, sta, bowl, &c.);—the
dress or appearance of a follower of iva.
P J! lu g, s.f. 1˚=lung, q.v.;—2˚ A coloured cloth worn (by
Moammadans) as a lungor dhot—3˚ A turban with a
check (or gold) border.
H  J! À!$hli gait, adj. & s.m.=li gyat, q.v.

mowing; plucking, gathering (of owers, &c.);—anything
cut o; wool; hair; a section, fragment, fraction, portion,
piece, particle, bit, drop;—a minute division of time, the
sixtieth of a twinkling, half a second, a moment, an
instant; a larger division of time (thirty-six twinklings of
the eye);—(in Arith.) the numerator (of a fraction);—
loss, destruction;—a nutmeg; a clove;—the painted quail
(Perdix chinensis):—name of a son of Rm- andrand St:—
lava-les, s.m. A very small particle, an atom.
H ! !0l [S. !], s.f. A hot wind (=l h, q.v.):—l aln, A
hot wind to blow:—l lagn, or l mrn(-ko), A hot wind to
strike (one).
H ! !5lo [for leo, 2nd pers. pl. of the imperat. of len,
and=le, q.v.+o= Prk. 65 or z=S. Rt, dual a. of the
pres. indicative], intj. Take; hold;—look! behold! lo! there
now! take that! what do you say to that!
H ! !5lo, or !M lau, prep.=lau or lo , q.v.
H ! !Mlau [Prk. !5; S. !5, rt. !5; cf. lauk, laukn], s.f.
Flame (of re, a candle, &c.), any pointed ame:—lau
uhn, or lau nikaln, v.n. Flame to rise, or to break out; to
ame, to blaze.
H ! !Mlau [prob. S. !; cf. S. 4+!],
'
s.f. Lobe (of the
ear).
H ! !Mlau [Prk. !

or !=S. !], s.f. Absorption,

absorbment of mind; deep meditation; attention;
devotion; bent (of mind); ardent desire, longing, craving;
frequent and long-continued repetition (of any saying,

H  ! .! liw (Braj), part.=lew= liy, qq.v.
H  ! !0&l , = H  ! !,_ luh,s.m. lukh, luk, or
l ka, qq.v.
H  ! !,_luh, = H  ! !0& l ,s.m. lukh, luk, or
l ka, qq.v.
A H ! lawiq, s.m. pl. (of liq, or liqa), Dependeacies;
appurtenances;—relations, kindred; followers,
dependants, clients, domestics, servants.
H  ! ! lawr, adj. & s.m.=labr, q.v.
H  ! .! liwr, s.m. (dialec.)=lewr, q.v.
H  ! ! lawr [prob. Prk. ! ! ; S. !++t; but
cf. labr], s.m. The young (of cattle); a calf (syn. ler ,
leru).
A 1 d ! lawzim (pl. of lzim, q.v.), = A A a d ! lawzimt (pl. of
lawzim),= P a d ! lawzima (for A. ~a d ! lawzimat, fem. of
lawzim),s.m. pl. Necessary things, necessaries,
requisites; ingredients; appurtenances; baggage;
accompaniments, consequences, inevitable results.
A A a d ! lawzimt (pl. of lawzim), = A 1 d ! lawzim (pl. of
lzim, q.v.),= P a d ! lawzima (for A. ~a d ! lawzimat, fem. of
lawzim),s.m. pl. Necessary things, necessaries,
requisites; ingredients; appurtenances; baggage;
accompaniments, consequences, inevitable results.
P a d ! lawzima (for A. ~a d ! lawzimat, fem. of lawzim), = A
1 d ! lawzim (pl. of lzim, q.v.),= A A a d ! lawzimt (pl. of
lawzim),s.m. pl. Necessary things, necessaries,
requisites; ingredients; appurtenances; baggage;
accompaniments, consequences, inevitable results.

S  ! ! lavk, s.m. An implement for cutting, a sickle,

+n= an= Prk. 4( = S. "], v.n. To long (for, -par); to

a reaping-hook.
H &  !  Llwkhar, s m.=lokhar, q.v.

be enamoured (of).
S & !!5#"lobh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Desirous (of, -k),

H  ! .! !liwl, s.m. A taker, purchaser (=lene-wl)

eager (for); covetous, greedy (of), avaricious;—a
covetous or avaricious man, &c.
H & ! !5.#lobhiy = H ! !5  lobiy [S. !5N+t;

H  ! .! liwn [caus. of len;—liw˚= lew˚= le˚, i.e. le,
q.v. + = w= Prk.  or U=S. , caus. aug.], v.t. To
cause to take:—liw-ln
(-ko), 'To take and bring'; to cause to be brought;—to
bring, to fetch; to procure:—liw-le-jn(-ko), To cause to
carry or take away.
S ( ! ! 4lavak, s.m.=lavk, q.v.
H $ !!  law [law˚= lau(Prk. !), q.v.+= Prk. =S.
 +  ()], s.f. Tenderness, aection, fondness.
P ! l b, vulg. lob(Ar. also l b, prob. fr. the Pers.), s.m.
(Dakh.)=lobiy, q.v.
H P  ! !5 lobn (A. lubn, q.v.), s.m. Gum olibanum;
the resin of Boswellia serrata; frankincense; benzoin:—
lobn jaln, lobn a hn, To burn (or oer) incense:—
lobn-dn, s.f. 'Receptacle for incense,' a censer:—kau iy
lobn, Pure white frankincense.
H  !lobn, adj. Of lobn; containing, or yielding, lobn;
resembling lobn;—milk-white:—lobn d, s.m. The
whitest and purest sort of benzoin.
S & ! !5#lobha, vulg. lobh, s.m. Eager (or intense) desire,
longing; covetousness, greediness, cupidity; avarice;—
temptation:—lobh-gi, s.f. The re (or lust) of greed:—
lobh karn(-k), To be covetous or greedy (of):—lobhmohit, adj. (f. -), Beguiled (or overcome) by
covetousness; infatuated through avarice:—lobh-virah,
s.m. Freedom from covetousness; absence of avarice:—
lobh-virah, adj. Free from cupidity.
H  & ! !5#lobhn, v.t.=lubhn, q.v.
H   & ! !5# globhwanau (Braj), v.t.=lobhn=
lubhn, q.v.
H (& ! !5#lobhak [S. !5#+t], adj. Of or pertaining to
covetousness, &c.; covetous, greedy, avaricious.
S <& ! !5#lobhan, adj.=lobh, q.v.
H & ! !5#lobhn [lobh˚= Prk. !,) #()=S. !,N (), rt. !,#;

Pers. l biy, s.m. A kind of bean, Dolichos sinensis.
H ! !5 lobiy = H & ! !5.# lobhiy [S. !5N+t;
Pers. l biy, s.m. A kind of bean, Dolichos sinensis.
S ] ! !5lopa, vulg. lop, s.m. Cutting o, mutilation;
destruction; omission; dropping or falling out;
disappearance; rejection, annulling, cancelling, erasure,
(in Gram.) elision, apocope;—adj. Disappeared, vanished;
hidden, in hiding:—lop rahn, v.n. To remain in hiding, to
lie hid:—lop hon, v.n. To disappear, vanish, &c.
H  ] !57"lop , s.f.=lup , q.v.
S Y ! !0l t, s.f. A spider;—an ant;—a kind of cutaneous
disease (said to be produced from moisture from a
spider), 'spider-lick.'
H %Y ! !0 l t-baran [S. !0+ 4t],
' adj. Spider-coloured;
—s.m. The colour of a spider.
H &Y ! !5Rloth, or l th(?) [prob. S. !59(; cf. the form
loh ], s.f. A dead body, a corpse; a carcass:—loth pa n,
v.n. To fall down a corpse.
H &Y ! !5Rloth, s.f. A bag, sack; a stupe.
H &Y ! !5Rlothr, s.m. = H &Y !!5R" lothr, s.m.= H  Y !
!5R7 loth , s.m.= H  Y ! !5Ri loth h, s.m.= H
 Y !!5R7" loth , s.f.[loth, q.v.+Prk. f

m., and f f. =

S. +t, and +], A lump of esh (=bo); a ball of
meat. (The forms ending in ˚rand ˚rare more common
in the Eastern Hind.)
H &Y !!5R"lothr, s.m. = H &Y ! !5R lothr, s.m.= H  Y !
!5R7 loth , s.m.= H  Y ! !5Ri loth h, s.m.= H
 Y !!5R7" loth , s.f.[loth, q.v.+Prk. f

m., and f f. =

S. +t, and +], A lump of esh (=bo); a ball of
meat. (The forms ending in ˚rand ˚rare more common
in the Eastern Hind.)

H  Y ! !5R7loth , s.m. = H &Y ! !5R lothr, s.m.= H

H  ! !5&lo, s.m. contrac. of lo, q.v.

&Y !!5R" lothr, s.m.= H  Y ! !5Ri loth h, s.m.= H

H  ! lo (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A note; a bank note:

 Y !!5R7" loth , s.f.[loth, q.v.+Prk. f

S. +t, and +], A lump of esh (=bo); a ball of

—parmesar lo, or panmesar lo, A promissory note.
H  ! !M&lau [Prk. !5; S. T,
' part. of rt.  with

meat. (The forms ending in ˚rand ˚rare more common
in the Eastern Hind.)
H  Y ! !5Riloth h, s.m. = H &Y ! !5R lothr, s.m.= H

returning.
H  ! !0&l  (perf. part. of l n), part. adj. (f. -),

m., and f f. =

&Y !!5R" lothr, s.m.= H  Y ! !5R7 loth , s.m.= H
 Y !!5R7" loth , s.f.[loth, q.v.+Prk. f

m., and f f. =

S. +t, and +], A lump of esh (=bo); a ball of
meat. (The forms ending in ˚rand ˚rare more common
in the Eastern Hind.)
H  Y !!5R7"loth , s.f. = H &Y ! !5R lothr, s.m.= H
&Y !!5R" lothr, s.m.= H  Y ! !5R7 loth , s.m.= H  Y !
!5Ri loth h, s.m.[loth, q.v.+Prk. f

m., and f f. =

S. +t, and +], A lump of esh (=bo); a ball of
meat. (The forms ending in ˚rand ˚rare more common
in the Eastern Hind.)
H &Y !!5R"loth, s.f. A sta, a club (knotted).
H  ! !0&l  [Prk. !,(&; S. !,e&], s.f. Depredation, plunder,
pillage, spoil, booty:—l --l , or l --l , or l --l,
s.f.=l -p, q.v.:—l -bz, s.m. A plunderer; a murderer:—
l -p, s.f. Plundering and ravaging, pillaging, plunder
and sacking:—l  pa n, v.n. Plundering to take place; to
be plundered or pillaged:—l -k ml, s.m. Plunder, booty:
—l  karn, or l  ma n, or l -khaso karn(-me ), To
commit depredations; to plunder, pillage, sack, ravage:—
l -kau, or l -kh , s.f.=l -p, q.v.:—l -mr, or l khas , s.f. Plundering and slaying; pillage; havoc.
H  ! !5&lo (see lon), s.f. Rolling about, tossing about;
wallowing:—a roll:—lo-po, s.f. Rolling or tossing about,
&c. (=lo);—adj. & adv. Rolling about; tumbling and
tossing; wallowing; restless:—lo-po karn, To roll or toss
about; to wallow; to ounder:—lo-po honor ho-jn, v.n.
To roll over; to roll and toss restlessly; to ounder; to die
suddenly;—to be agitated with love, to be in love:—lop iy, s.m. Watercresses:—lo lagn, v.n. To lie down:—
lo mrn, v.n. To take a roll; to roll on the ground.

; cf. pala], s.m. Turning over, inverting; turning back,

Plundered, &c. (see l n);—s.m. One who has been
plundered or robbed.
H  ! !5&lo [loa, rt. of lon, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A small,
round, metal pot (for general use; it is generally made of
brass or copper, but the name is sometimes applied to
an earthen pot):—lo uhn, 'To take up a (or the) lo';
to perform menial services (for):—loe-me namak(or non)
ln, 'To put salt into the lot'; to bind oneself by an
oath taken on a loof water into which salt is thrown
(uttering the words ba an-se phire non-s ghule, 'may he
who turns from his word melt away like salt').
H T 5 !!5&*"lo-saj [S. !59+X*], s.f. A kind of
earth containing fossil alkali.
H  ! !5&lon [caus. of lon, q.v.;—lo˚+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  caus. aug.], v.t. To cause to roll or toss
about, or to wallow, or to ounder; to cause to roll over,
to knock or bowl over, to bring down:—lo-den, v.t.
intens. of and=lon.
H  ! !M&laun (caus. of laun, q.v.; and cf. lon),
v.t. To turn over, to invert; to turn back; to send back, to
return; to give back; to reject:—lau-den, v.t. intens. of
and=laun.
H 8 !!0& l  [l ˚, rt. of l n+= Prk. =S. 
+()], s.f. Plunder, pillage, spoil, booty (see l , and
luas).
H  ! !5&loan (i.q. lon, q.v.), s.m. Rolling; tumbling;
falling;—a kind of pigeon, the ground-tumbler;—a
platform for wrestlers;—a creeper; a bush.
H   ! !0&l n [l ˚= Prk. !,(&()=S. !,e&(), rt. !,e&;+n=
an= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To plunder, pillage, spoil,
ravage;—to rob, steal, lch; to extort (anything) from;—

to squander; to revel or riot in (e.g. bahr l n, maza
l n):—l -len, v.t. intens. of and=l n.
H   ! !5&lon [lo˚= Prk. !5()=S. !,&Å(), rt. !,&; +n=
Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To roll, to roll about; to toss
about; to wallow; to ounce; to sprawl:—lon-pon, v.n.
To roll over, turn over; to wallow, &c.:—lo-jn, v.n.
(intens.) To roll; to lie (or throw oneself) down and turn
or roll over (as a horse, or a child in a temper); to roll
over, to fall down, to be brought down (as an animal that
has been shot, &c.); to lie down, to be beaten down (as a
eld of corn, &c.); to throw oneself down, to fall down
(at, -me , e.g. pairo -me lo-gay);—to long (for), be
eager (for or after anything); to die (for); to be agitated
with love; to be deeply in love (with);—to be ruined,
become bankrupt, to fail (as a rm, e.g. koh lo-ga);—to
miss, to fail (e.g. loh lo-gay);—to turn, to change for the
worse:—lo-lo phirn, v.n. To roll or toss about from
restlessness or pain.
H   ! !M&laun, (dialec.) !5& lon [lau˚= ula˚= pala˚=
Prk. !=S. T,
' p.p.p. of +; +n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To turn over; to turn back, to return; to
retreat;—to go back (from), to be false (to), to play false:
—lau-jn, v.n. intens. of and=laun:—lau-pau hpn(ko), To print on both sides.
H   !!5&"lon (fem. of lon, q.v.), s.f. Rolling, tossing
about (in a bed, or on the ground); wallowing;
oundering; moving (or going) about restlessly:—loniy
khn, To go about restlessly
(through pain, or anxiety, &c.; e.g. wh dard-ke mre
loniy kh-rah th).
H  ! !M_lauh [S. !59+t], s.m. A clod-hopper, a rude

-4)+t], s.m. Plunderer, pillager; robber; one who lives
by robbery; extortioner:—l -wl, s.m.=l iy.
A k ! laus (inf.
n. of k !), s.m. Contamination, pollution,

delement, impurity.
H &W ! !0D l jh, adj. & s.m.=lunj, q.v.
PV !l

(also 5 ! l j), adj. Naked; bare:—l -l karn, v.t.

To make naked, to bare, to strip.
P V ! l , or lo , adj. Squint-eyed.
H V ! !5lo (dialec. form of les, q.v.), s.m. Viscosity,
glutinousness, stickiness;—starch:—lo -dr, adj. Viscous,
glutinous; starchy:—lo denor de-len(-ko), 'To impart
viscosity' (to), to bring out the viscosity (of dough) by
beating (it) with the knuckles (after kneading).
H V ! !5lo [Prk. IK5; S. 5t], s.m. (dialec.)
Agreeableness, pleasantness, sweetness; softness,
delicacy:—lo -dr, adj. Agreeable, sweet; soft, delicate.
H = ! !5lo  = H (= ! !5 lo ak s.m. A lump of esh,
&c. (= loth );—(lo ak) lamp-black (used as a stibium).
H (= ! !5lo ak = H = ! !5 lo  s.m. A lump of esh,
&c. (= loth );—(lo ak) lamp-black (used as a stibium).
H <= ! !5,lo un, or !5 lo an, s.m.=loh- unor loh- n,
q.v.s.v. loha.
S <= ! !5lo an, s.m. The eye;—(in Hind, perhaps for
lo anyam) seeing:—lo anmay(˚n+m˚), s.m. Eye disease,
ophthalmia:—lo an-karka(-marka?) and lo an-mastak, s.m.
The ower Celosia cristata, cock's-comb.
H = ! !5lo an, vulg. lo n, s.m.=lo , q.v.
A  ! lauh (v.n. fr.  ! 'to rise, appear,' &c.), s.f. A table; a

H  !!0&"l  = H )  ! !0& l iy [Prk. !,( & ; S. !,(e&" (base

tablet; a plank, a board (especially on which anything is
written);—a title-page:—lau--maf z,  s.f. The guarded
(or indelible) table (on which, according to
Moammadan belief, the transactions of mankind have
been written by God from all eternity):—lau-o-qalam, s.f.
The tablet (on which) and the pen (with which the
decrees of the Deity are written).
H  ! !Mlaud, s.m.=laud , q.v.

-4)+t], s.m. Plunderer, pillager; robber; one who lives

H  ! !5lod, s.m.=lau dor lo d, q.v.

by robbery; extortioner:—l -wl, s.m.=l iy.
H )  ! !0&l iy = H  !!0&" l  [Prk. !,( & ; S. !,(e&" (base

H   ! !M7laud  (cf. loth, lauh), s.m. (dialec.) A stick,

boor, a bumpkin; a lout, a noodle (syn. gabhr ).
H   ! !5_7loh  [Prk. !5f (?); S. !59++t], s.m.
(dialec.)=loth , q.v.
H  !!M_"lauh, s.f. (Braj)=loth, q.v. (and cf. lh).

cane, switch.

H  ! !5lodh, s.m. corr. of lodhra, q.v.

H  ! !M7lau , s.m. corr. of laun, q.v.

H  ! !5lodh [Prk. !5 ; S. !,) t], s.m.=lodh, q.v.

H  ! !5ilo h [akin to S. !,f or !,!] , s.f. (dialec.) Wish,

H ? ! !5£lodhra, s.m. A kind of medicine, the bark of

desire.
H  ! !5ilo h [Prk. !5¯ (?); S. !59+t], s.m. A stone

the tree Symplocos racemosa(which is also used in dyeing).
H  !!5"lodh = H  ! !5 lodhiy = H  !!5" lod
[Prk. !5.- ; S. !,) +t; see lodh], s.m. Name of a class
of agriculturists; an individual of that class; an
agriculturist, a husbandman (syn. kurm).
H  ! !5lodhiy = H  !!5" lodh = H  !!5" lod
[Prk. !5.- ; S. !,) +t; see lodh], s.m. Name of a class
of agriculturists; an individual of that class; an
agriculturist, a husbandman (syn. kurm).
H  !!5"lod = H  !!5" lodh = H  ! !5 lodhiy
[Prk. !5.- ; S. !,) +t; see lodh], s.m. Name of a class
of agriculturists; an individual of that class; an
agriculturist, a husbandman (syn. kurm).
H  ! ! lawar, !M laur, or !5 lor [S. !5!t], s.m. Flame
(also written lawa ).
H  ! !0l r, s.m. (dialec.) Sense, understanding.
H  ! !5lor [S. !5P(, rt. !0; or S. !5!t], s.m. A tear.
H  ! !5lor, s.m.=lol, or lolak, qq.v.
H  ! !Mlaur [contrac. of lahur= Prk. !zf"=S. !V,++ ], s.f.
Littleness, smallness (syn. hu):—laur-ba , s.f.
Dieronce of age.
H  !!0"l r [or n r; Pers. lor; Jav. nori; Sp. loro; Port.
louro], s.f. The king-parrot, Psittacus lory, or Lorius
domicella.
P  !l r, s.f. Leprosy:—lo , adj. Bold, impudent,
shameless;—elegant, nice, delicate;—s.m. Name of a
gipsy tribe in Persia (on the borders of Afgnistn).
H  !!5"lor [S. !5!; or !5!+], s.f. A kind of song, a
lullaby:—lor den(-ko), To sing a lullaby (to), to lull (a
child to sleep).
H ! ! 7lawa , or lau , s.m.=lawar, q.v.

pestle (with which materials are triturated on a stone;—
syn. sil-ba).
H  ! !5ilo hn (see lo h), v.t. To wish for, to desire.
H  ! !5ilo hn (caus. of lu hn, q.v.), v.t. To hem, &c.
(=lu hiyn, q.v.);—(dialec.) to separate the seed from
cotton (syn. on);—to glean;—s.m. Gleaning.
H
!!5i"lo h, s.f.=lo hiy, q.v.
H

!!5i"lo h [lo h˚, rt. of lo hn+Prk. =S. ; or

contrac. of lo hn, fem. of lo hn], s.f. A machine for
separating the seed from cotton (syn. on);—a wick.
H ) ! !5ilo hiy [lo h˚, rt. of lo hn, 'to hem,'+Prk.
=S. ], s.f. A hem; a seam:—sultn-lo
hiy, s.f.

Mantua-maker's seam.
H ) ! !5ilo hiy [Prk. !5¯=S. !59+], s.f. dim. of
lo h, q.v.
A d ! lauz, s.m. An almond;—a kind of sweetmeat.
A Ad ! lauzt (pl. of lauz), s.f.=next, q.v.
A A )d ! lauzyt, vulg. lauziyt(pl. of lauzyat, fem. of lauz,
rel. n. fr. lauz), s.f. Sweetmeats in which almonds are
mixed, almond-confections;—almond-shaped
sweetmeats (made of curds, &c.).
P )d ! lauzna (lauz, q.v.+na= S. ), s.m. A confection of
almonds; any food in which almonds form a part.
A K ! laus (inf. n. of K ! 'to taste,' &c.), s.m. Tasting; taste.
S D ! !59losha, vulg. losh, = S D ! !59, loshu,s.m. A
lump of earth, a clod;—(losha), rust of iron; iron lings:—
losha-may, adj. Made of clods; made of clay or earth,
earthen.
S D ! !59,loshu, = S D ! !59 losha, vulg. losh,s.m. A

H  ! !M7lau  [prob. S. !5!+t], s.m. Membrum virile,

lump of earth, a clod;—(losha), rust of iron; iron lings:—
losha-may, adj. Made of clods; made of clay or earth,
earthen.
A s ! l t, prop. n. Lot.

penis.

n. of s ! 'to join,' &c.), s.m. Joining, uniting,
A s ! laut (inf.


H ! !57lo , s.f.=lo h, q.v.

bringing together (friends); possessing the aections
(of), being dear (to);—anything which sticks or adheres;
—anything agreeable to the heart; an inclination; an
aection;—a cloak;—a man expert and expeditious in
business.
A O !l t (rel. n. fr. l t, q.v.), s.m. The people of Lot or
Sodom; an inhabitant of Sodom;—a sodomite.
S  ! ! lavak (rt. l ), s.m. (f. -ik), A cutter, reaper.
H  ! !0l k [S. ], s.f. Flame; re: blast (of a
furnace); hot wind (=luk, l , l h, l k, l kn).
S  ! !5loka, vulg. lok, s.m. The world, the universe, a
world, a division of the universe (in general three
Lokasare enumerated, Svarg-lok, 'heaven , Ptl, 'hell'; and
Mritya-bhavan,
'earth.' Another classication enumerates

1˚ Bh r-lok, 'earth': 2˚ Svarg-lok, 'heaven'; 3˚ Bh var-lok,
'intermediate space.' A fuller classication enumerates
fourteen; see Monier Williams' Sanskrit Dictionary, s.v.
loka);—region, country, tract, province;—the inhabitants
of the world, mankind, people, folk, man, men; a
multitude;—seeing, looking; sight; regard:—lokpavd(˚ka
+ap˚), s.m. Reproach or censure of the world, general evil
report, public scandal; popular accusation or blame;
calumny,
slander:—lok r, s.m., or lok r, s.f. (˚ka+a ˚), Usage,
practice, or custom of the world, the way of the world
(i.q. lok-rti); common practice, custom of a people;
general or popular custom, universal habit; honour or
credit of a people:—loklok(˚ka+al˚), s.m. The visible and
invisible world;—name of a mythical belt of mountains
surrounding the outermost of the seven seas and
dividing the visible world from the region of darkness:—
lokntar(˚ka+an˚), s.m. Another world; the other world, the
next world; a future life; decease, death:—lok-buddhi, adj.
Worldly-wise;—s.m. & f. One who knows the ways of the
world:—lok-behwr, s.m.=lok-vyavahr= lok r, q.v.:—lokpl, or lok-plak, or loka-pa, s.m. A world-protector;
guardian of the world; any presiding deity (especially a
class of deities, as Indra, Yam, Varu , Kuver, &c., who
are believed to protect the various regions of the
universe);—a protector or ruler of the people, a king,
sovereign, prince:—lok-pati, s.m. Lord of the world; an

epithet of Brahm, and of Vish u;—a lord or ruler of
people, a king (=lok-pl):—lok-prasiddh, adj. Celebrated or
notorious in the world; generally established or
received, universally known or acknowledged; wellknown, notorious:—loka-tray, s.m. The three worlds (viz.
heaven, earth, and the lower regions), the whole
universe:—lok-jit, or lok-jt, s.m. Conqueror of the world;
a sage; name of a Buddha:—lok-rkshas, s.m. The spirit of
a wicked man converted into a demon:—lok-ranjan, s.m.
Pleasing the world; gaining public condence; popularity:
—lok-rti, s.f.=lok r, q.v.:—lok-sankhy, s.f. A numbering
of the people; a census:—loka-krit, s.m. Creator of the
world or universe, an epithet of Brahm, Vish u, and
iva:—lok-lj, s.f. The honour or credit of a people
(=lok r):—lok-nth, s.m. Lord of the world; an epithet of
Brahm, Vish u (or Krish a), and iva;—a proper name:
—lok-nind, s.f.=lokpavd, q.v.:—lok-vyavahr, vulg. lokbehwr, s.m.=lok r, q.v.:—tn lok, s.m.=loka-tray, q.v. (cf.
tri-lok).
H  ! !0l k [l k, q.v. + Prk.  =S. t], s.m. Flame; re,
&c. (=l k, q.v.); a piece of burning matter thrown out
from a con agration, burning grass, &c.:—l k den, or
l k lagn(-me ), To put or apply a brand or a torch (to),
to set re (to);—to in ame or excite quarrels (see g
lagn).
H  ! !Mlauk [Prk. !=S. ! , (for ! ), ++t], s.m.
(f. -), A kind of pumpion, the bottle-gourd, Cucurbita
lagenaria, or Lagenaria vulgaris.
H  ! !Mlauk [rt. lauk-n+S. t], s.m. Lightning, ash,
glitter, coruscation.
H   ! !5&lok, s.m. The fruit Eriobotrya japonica, the
'loqut' (a native of China and Japan).
H  =  !!5"lok r. For this and other compounds
of which lokis the rst member, see s.v. lokaor lok.
A 2 E   ! laukrsam
 (fr. the Greek), s.m. Logarithm:—
laukrsam-k
naqsha, A table of logarithms.

S (*)  ! !Mlaukyatik, s.m. A follower of rvaka, a
materialist, an atheist.
H  ! !0&l ka, s.m. = H  !!0&" l k, s.f.=luk, and
lukh, qq.v.

H  !!0&"l k, s.f. = H  ! !0& l ka, s.m.=luk, and
lukh, qq.v.
H  !!0&"l k [prob. for luk, rt. of luk-n, q.v.+Prk.

wind; to have a coup-de-soleil.
H  ! !0l kn, or !5 lokn [lok˚= S. !5 (),rt.
!5], v.t. To look at, to see, behold.

f=S. & (=)+], s.f. A fox (syn. lok or lokh , lom ).

H  ! !Mlaukn, or !5 lokn [lok˚; or lauk˚= Prk.

H  ! !5lokr, s.m.=lug , q.v.

!,=(); S. !,+>], v.t. To catch (a ball, &c.).

H   ! !M7lauk  (prob. corr. of la k, q.v.), s.m.

H  ! !Mlaukn [lauk˚= S. !5(), rt. !5], v.n. To

(dialec.) A boy, lad (esp. an attendant on a goddess):—
kany-lauk , A goddess and her attendant boy.
H   !!57"lok , s.f.=l k, 'a wooden poker,' &c., q.v.

shine, ash, glitter, lighten.
H  !!5"lokn [S. !5+"], s.f. (dialec.) A female

H   !!57"lok  [Prk. !,=f, rt. !,==H. luk˚, see

servant, maid-servant, maid.
S   ! !5"lokanya, part. adj. To be seen or perceived,

l k], s.f. A fox (=lokh ).
H 7  ! !M7lauka iy, or lauka y, s.m. (dialec.) A boy,

visible; worthy of being looked at.
H   !!0 6"l kwh = H $  !!0  l kw [prop.

&c. (=lauk , q.v.):—lauka iy-br, s.m. An epithet of
Bhairo .
S ( ! !Mlaukik, and H. !5 lokik, !5 lokak (fr.

lukw; fr. l k, q.v. + wor aw= Prk.  or U+

loka), adj. (f. -), Worldly, mundane, terrestrial; popular,
familiar; belonging to ordinary (or every-day) life,
ordinary, usual, fashionable, vulgar, common; publicly
received, customary; temporal, secular; ceremonial;
ceremonious:—laukik dharm, s.m. The prevailing order of
things in religion; customary or fashionable religion:—
laukik gyn, s.m. Worldly wisdom, knowledge or wisdom
that pertains to the present world:—laukik gyn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Pertaining to worldly wisdom;—possessing
worldly wisdom;—a worldly-wise man.
S * ! !Mlaukikat, s.f. = S * ! !M; laukikatva,
s.m.Worldliness; commonness; worldly currency or
custom; popularity; usual custom, usage, general
prevalence.
S * ! !M; laukikatva, s.m. = S * ! !M laukikat,
s.f.Worldliness; commonness; worldly currency or
custom; popularity; usual custom, usage, general
prevalence.
S < ! !5lokan, s.m. Looking, seeing, viewing,
beholding.
H < ! !5lokan (Braj), s.m. pl. (of lok, q.v.), Worlds, &c.;
—the three worlds (=loka-tray, q.v.s.v. loka).
H  ! !0l kn (fr. l k, q.v.), v.n. To be scorched by the
sun; to be struck by the blast (of a furnace), or by a hot

=S.  (caus. aug.)++ ()], s.f.
Con agration (syn. agwh, dh).
H $  !!0  l kw = H   !!0 6" l kwh [prop.
lukw; fr. l k, q.v. + wor aw= Prk.  or U+
=S.  (caus. aug.)++ ()], s.f.
Con agration (syn. agwh, dh).
H & ! !0Ll kh, s.f. Flame, &c. (=l k, l k, qq.v.):—l kh(or
l k) aln, To stir or blow up a ame; (jig.) to charm,
fascinate.
H  !!5L&"lokh = lokh .
H & ! !5Llokhar [S. !56+Left; or Prk. !56f5=S. !56+t],
s.m. An iron tool, instrument, implement;—hardware;—
old iron; pots and pans (a dialec. form of the word is
lokha ).
H   !!5L7"lokh  = H 7  ! !5L7 lokh iy (i.q. lok ,
l k), s f. A fox.
H 7  ! !5L7lokh iy = H   !!5L7" lokh  (i.q. lok ,
l k), s f. A fox.
H  !!M"lauk [Prk. !=S. ! +, +], s.f. The bottlegourd (=lauk, q.v.).
H ' ! !5$log [Ap. Prk. !5$5=S. !5t], s.m. Mankind,
people, folk; family, tribe, caste; (rustic) a husband (the
word is often used to denote plurality, e.g. purush-log,
men, males; str-log, women-folk, females):—log-bg, s.m.

People (great and small), folk, &c.:—log-lug, Men and
women:—log-hans, s.f. Cause for the laughter of people:
—log-gint, s.f. A census (syn. mardum-shumr):—log-lj,
s.f. The honour of a people; national credit.
H X ! !0$l g [Prk. !,F$ ; S. IF4+t], s.m. A cloth; a
wrapper (cf. lug, lug ).
H $ X !!5$ log, vulg. lug[Prk. !5$=S. !5+
+], s.f. Women, women-folk;—a woman; a wife (see
lug).
H X ! !5$0log (Braj; Ap. Prk. !5$,), s.m.=log, q.v.
H  X ! !5$ logwan (dialec.), s.m. pl. Men, males.
S

! !5!lola, vulg. lol, adj. Shaking, tremulous, trembling;

agitated; waving; unsteady, ckle;—s.m. Undulation;
glimmer;—the uid in which the eyes sometimes appear
to be overwhelmed, tears;—a pendant; an ear-drop; a
plummet:—lolrk(˚la+ar˚), s.m. A form of the sun.
H " ! !0!l l [Prk. !0 , fr. rt. !0˚ (said to be a substitute
for S. .+ ); prob. fr. S. !0, or from !,!] , adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Lame (of the hands); without hands; lame; crippled;
withered or distorted (a limb); paralysed;—one who has
lost the use of hands and feet; a cripple.
S " ! !5!lol, s.f. The tongue; the uvula;—a name of
Lakshm, the goddess of fortune (as 'the ckle or
changeable one');—name of a rginior musical mode.
H " ! !5!lol [S. !5!+t], An ear-pendant; clapper
(of a bell); a plummet;—penis;—a suppository, a kind of
solid clyster.
H K" ! !M!lauls (cf. lau), s.m. A token; a favour.
S `! ! !5!,lolup (for lolubha), adv. Very desirous, very
eager, ardently longing (for), covetous, greedy,
insatiable.
S *L! ! !5!,lolupat, = H $ *L! !!5!, lolupt,s.f. Eager
desire or longing, covetousness, greed, cupidity,
insatiableness; lust, lustfulness.
H $ *L! !!5!, lolupt, = S *L! ! !5!, lolupat,s.f. Eager
desire or longing, covetousness, greed, cupidity,
insatiableness; lust, lustfulness.
H (! ! !5!lolak [S. !5! + t], s.m. Pendant, ear-drop,

ear-ring; an ornament for the nose.
S ! ! !5.!lolik, s.f. A sort of dock or sorrel, Oxalis
pusilla, or Rumex vesicarius.
H ! !!5!"lolk [S. !5!++], s.f. A small earpendant;—lobe (of the ear).
H ! ! !5!loln [lol˚= S. !5!(), fr. caus. of rt. !,!] , v.t.
To cause to shake or vibrate, to set in motion; to move,
shake, wag.
A ! ! l l , s.m. A pearl (pl. lal).
P ! ! l -l , s.m. A gure dressed up (or a goblin) to
frighten children, a bugaboo; a madman; a fool;—name
of a handsome people in Persia (called also Karaji).
H ! ! !5!5lolo (i.q. lol, q.v.), s.m. Penis puerilis.
H  ! ! !0!
0 l l , s.m. A paw.
A $ ! !l l  (rel. n. fr. l l ), adj. Of or relating to pearls;
pearly; pearl-coloured;—s.m. A pearl-merchant.
P ! ! l l, or lol, s.f. A dancing-girl, a courtezan,
strumpet;—also=P. l l , q.v.:—l l(or lol)--falak, The
planet Venus.
H ! ! !5!"lol [S. !5! or !5!+], s.f. A lullaby, &c.
(=lo , q.v.).
H I ! ! !Mplau-les, or ! p lava-les, s.m. See s.v. lava.
H < ! ! !M!"lau-ln, or ! !" lawln, adj. See s.v. lau.
S  ! ! !Mlaulya (fr. lola), s.m. Eager desire, lustfulness,
greediness; passion; agitation;—restlessness, instability,
inconstancy, ckleness.
A 1 ! l m (inf. n. of 1 ), s.m. Meanness, baseness, avarice;
vice.
S 1 ! !0/ l ma, vulg. l m, s.m. A tail; a hairy tail (as a
horse's, or monkey's, &c.).
S 1 ! !5/lom (cf. rom), s.m. Short hair; wool; down;—a
hairy tail (as a horse's, &c.; see l m):—lom-karn, s.m.
(lit.'hair-eared') A hare:—lom-k p, s.m. Pore of the skin:
—lom-vish, adj. & s.m. Having poisonous hair;—an animal
(as a tiger, &c.) whose hair is supposed to be poisonous:
—lom-sr, s.m. An emerald:—lom-harsha, s.m. Bristling of
the hair of the body; horripilation; thrilling with delight;
shuddering with horror.
H 1 ! !5/lom [prob. S. !@ t], s.m. Base (of a triangle,

&c.);—a picket, outpost, sentry.
A 1 ! laum (inf. n. of 1 !), s.m. Blaming, accusing,

S  ! !0l ni, s.f. Cutting, reaping;—rice.

reprehending; blame, reproof.
H  1 !!5/7"lom  [Prk. !5/f; S. !5/++], s.f. A fox

!)<], prep. To; up to; till; as far as (syn. lag).

(lit.& g.).
H Ia ! !5/lomas, adj. & s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
S Za ! !5/8lomaa, vulg. lomas, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Hairy,
woolly, downy, shaggy, bristly; covered with hair, &c.;
made of hair; containing hair; woollen;—a ram, sheep;—
name of a Rishi:—loma-parin, s.f. The plant Glycine
debilis:—loma-mrjr, s.m. (f. -), The civet-cat; the
polecat.
S a ! !5/8loma, s.f. A fox; a female jackal;—name of a
kin or female divinity of an inferior class; an
attendant on Durg;—green vitriol;—Indian spikenard,
Valeriana jatamansi; cowach, Carpopogon pruriens; the plant
Leca hirta; orris root, &c.
H a ! !0/l mn [l m˚, prob.=S. !@ ; cf. lom, 'base'], v.n.

H  ! ! lo , or ! lau [Prk. !66(, or !6 , or !6(; S.
H  ! ! lo , s.f. (dialec.)=l h, q.v.
A  ! laun, s.m. Colour, hue; complexion; external form;—
species, genus.
S  ! ! 4lava, adj. f. (of lava), Salt, saline; piquant;
beautiful;—s.f. Light, lustre; beauty;—name of a river in
Tirhut.
H  ! !0l n [S. !0+t], part. adj. (f. -), Cut, &c. (=l naor
l n, q.v.).
H  ! !54lo, or !5 lon, or !0 l n [Prk. !54

or

! 4 ; S. ! 4+t], adj. (f. -), Salt, saline, brackish;
barren (as land); salted, seasoned;—piquant, charming,
beautiful;—s.m. Salt that eoresces from walls, &c.;—
purslain, Portulaca oleracea.
H  ! !5lon [S. ! "+t], s.m. The fruit Annona

(rustic) To depend, hang low, lower (as clouds).
H  ! ! 4lava, or !  lavan, or !54 lo, or !5 lon, or

reticulata.
H  ! !Mlaun, or !  lawn [Prk. ! 4(; S. ! "(, rt.

!04 l , or !0 l n [Prk. ! 4( or !54(=S. ! 4(], s.m. Salt;

!0], v.t. To cut, to reap;—s.m. (gerund) Cutting, reaping;—

rock or fossil salt; sea. salt;—saltness;—the sea of salt
water;—adj. Salt, &c. (=lon, q.v.):—lavakar(˚a+k˚), s.m.
A salt-mine;—(met.) a mine of grace or beauty:—
lavambu(˚a+am˚), s.m. 'A mass of salt water'; the sea,
the ocean:—lava-samudra, or lava-sindhu, s.m. The sea
of salt-water, salt sea; sea, ocean:—lava-khni, s.f. A saltmine;—name of the district of Smbhar in Ajmere
(celebrated for its fossil salt):—lavaottam(˚a+ut˚), s.m.
'Best salt'; river or rock salt; nitre:—lon-b, s.m.
(dialec.), A seller of salt (cf. nn-b):—lo-droh, adj.
Having an aversion to salt:—lon-mir lagn(-me ), To
apply salt and chillies (to);—to use highly seasoned
language; to speak hyperbolically, or in lofty diuse
language.
S  ! ! lavan (rt. l ), s.m. Cutting, reaping; harvesting.

balancing, making (scales) equal:—laun-kl, s.m.
Reaping-time, harvest.
H <;  ! !54lopan, or !5 lonpan [lon, q.v.+pan=
Prk. Q4(=; 4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Saltness;
brackishness; palatableness; piquancy, charmingness.
H   ! !5lo r [Prk. !54!5 or ! 4!5; S. ! 4+!t],
s.m. (lit.'possessing salt'), Salt land or soil; a place where
salt is produced, a salt-pit.
S   ! ! 4lavakar, = S %a  ! ! 4@ , lavamb ,See
s.v. lava, 'salt.'
S %a  ! ! 4@ l, avamb , = S   ! ! 4 lavakar,See
s.v. lava, 'salt.'
H $  !!5 lon [lon, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +],

S  ! !0l na, vulg. l n(rt. l ), part. (f. -), Cut, severed,

s.f. Saltness, &c. (=lonpan, q.v.).
H 8 !!g*"launj [fr. S. ! 4], s.f. Sliced (and salted) fruit

clipped; reaped; plucked, gathered (as owers, &c.); cut
o; cut down; wounded, destroyed.

(as mango, &c., for pickling); pickle.
H : ! ! lo n, v.t. (dialec.)=no n, q.v.

P +  ! lawand, vulg. lawind[law˚, prob.=S. ! , rt. !0;+˚and= S.
a. B], adj. & s.m. Free, independent;—without a xed
residence;—ignorant, unlearned, foolish;—slothful,
sluggish, lazy;—poor, scarce of provisions;—uxorious;—a
soldier; a volunteer; an adventurer;—a libertine, a rake,
a frequenter of taverns and stews, a gallant.
H +  ! !glau d (see next), s.m. An intercalary month:—
lau d-k mahn, Idem (syn. mal-ms, adhims).
H +  ! !glau d, !  lo d [S. !59 (rt. !0)+; cf. loth,
lo dh], s.m. A lump of clay or earth, or of butter, &c.); a
clod.
H +  !!g"lau dr, or ! " lo dr = H  +  !!g7" lau d ,
or ! 7"lo d  [lo d= lo d+ r= Prk. f=S.  +], s.f. A
small lump, a bit, piece, scrap, &c.
H  +  !!g7"lau d , or ! 7" lo d  = H +  !!g" lau dr,
or ! "lo dr [lo d= lo d+ r= Prk. f=S.  +], s.f. A
small lump, a bit, piece, scrap, &c.
H +  ! ! lo dh, = H +  ! !  lo dh,s.m.
(dialec.)=lau dor lo d, q.v.
H +  ! ! lo dh, = H +  ! !  lo dh,s.m.
(dialec.)=lau dor lo d, q.v.
H  ! !Meflau, or !gf lau , or ! f lo  (prob.
akin to la k, q.v.), s.m. (f. -), A boy, lad; a son; a brat; a
page;—a slave;—a catamite:—lau e-bz, contrac. lau bz, s.m. A sodomite:—lau e-bz, contrac. lau -bz, s.f.
Sodomy:—lau o -gher, s.f. A woman who goes after
young boys.
H ? ! !gflau -pan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic

slave.
H  ! ! 7lo , s.m. (dialec.)=l r, la, qq.v.
H   ! !g7lau , s.m.=lau , q.v.
H   !!g7"lau , = H 7  ! !g7 lau iy,s.f.=lau and
lau iy, qq.v.
H 7  ! !g7lau iy, = H   !!g7" lau ,s.f.=lau and
lau iy, qq.v.
H  ( ! !g7lau k , s.m.=lauk , q.v.
S ^ ! ! r$lava g, s.m. The clove-tree, Eugenia
caryophillata;—a clove.
H ^ ! !g$lau g, ! $ lo g, (dialec.) ! $
( lawa g [Prk. ! $
( ;(
S. ! r$(], s.f. The clove;—a gold nose-pin (having the
form of a clove):—lau g- i , or lau g- a , s.m. A kind of
dish prepared from peasemeal (made into balls and
iried).
H J ! !0$l gr [l n, q.v.+r= Prk. f (with $
inserted) = S. +t], adj. (dialec.) Salt, saline, brackish.
H J ! !g$lau gr [lau g, q.v.+r= Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
A kind of medicine (made of cloves).
H  !! "lawan, or !M" laun [S. !  (rt. !0+], s.f.
Wages for cutting or reaping; wages in kind to reapers in
harvest time.
S  !! "lavan, s.f. A coarse kind of custard-apple, Anona
reticulata.
H  !!0"l n, or !04" l , !5" lon [l n, q.v.+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. The salt that eoresces from walls, &c.
H  !!0"lun, !5" lon [Prk. 45.4(; S.  "(], s.f. Butter.

; ()], s.m. Boyishness, childishness (syn. la akpan).

S  !!0l ni, s.f. Cutting, reaping; cutting o;—rice.

H  !!Mef"lau, or !gf" lau  = H 7 ! !M.ef

H  ! !5loniy, !0 l niy [Prk. !5.4 ; S. ! 4

lauiy, or !gflau iy s.f. A girl; a daughter;—a

+t], adj. & s.m. Salt, saline, brackish;—a caste of men

slave-girl, servant-girl, bondmaid, handmaid:—lau -k
jn, or lau -ke pe-k, s.m. One born of a slave-girl; a
born slave.
H 7 ! !M.eflauiy, or !gf lau iy = H  !!Mef"

employed in the manufacture of salt; an individual of
that caste, a salt-maker;—a tribe or caste of Baniys(who
deal in salt); an individual of that caste; a salt vender;—a
pioneer;—an acid pot-herb, purslain, Portulaca oleracea(in
this sense the word is fem. in Sanskrit, and takes the
Prkrit form loik):—loniye-k sg, Purslain (=loniy).
H  ! !5 low [S. !5t, rt. !,], s.m. (dialec.) A fox

lau, or !gf" lau  s.f. A girl; a daughter;—a slave-girl,
servant-girl, bondmaid, handmaid:—lau -k jn, or
lau -ke pe-k, s.m. One born of a slave-girl; a born

(<*>lom ).
H ? ! !06 l h, s.f. A hot wind, &c. (=luk, l k, qq.v.).

to perform a very hard task.
H   ! !56lohr, !M6 lauhr [Prk. !56!5 S. !M6t],

S ? ! !56loha, vulg. loh, s.m. Iron (either crude or

s.m. A worker in iron, a blacksmith, a smith (com.
contrac. to luhr, q.v. for compounds).
H   ! !M6lauhr [Prk. !!5 (with hinserted); S. !

wrought); steel; metal;—a weapon;—blood;—aloe-wood,
Agallochum:—lohbhisr(˚ha+abh˚), s.m. Name of a
military ceremony performed on the tenth day of the
light half of the month Avin(this ceremony or lustration
of arms was formerly observed by kings before
commencing a campaign, but is now usually conned to
the domestic decoration and worship of the soldiers'
weapons):—loh-band, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Loaded with iron;
iron-bound;—an iron-bound club; a life-preserver:—lohaja, vulg. lohaj, s.m. Bell-metal;—rust of iron;—iron-lings:
—loh-jit, s.m. A diamond (lit.'conquering iron' in
hardness):—loh- un, loh- r, loh- r, loh- n, loh- r,
s.m. Iron-lings:—loh-drv, s.f. (lit.'fusing metal'), Borax:
—loh-sr, s.f. An iron-mine;—calcined iron:—loha-alk,
s.f. An iron missile, iron dart, &c.:—loha-kr, s.m. (f. -), A
worker in iron, an iron-smith, a blacksmith; a locksmith; a cutler (see lohr):—loh-knt, s.m. The loadstone,
a magnet:—loh-ki, s.m. Rust of iron, iron-lings:—lohkanak, s.m. A kind of thorny shrub, Vanguiera spinosa:—
loh-lh, s.m. An iron mace or club:—loh-mrak, s.m.
(calcining metal') The plant Achyranthes triandra:—loh
may, adj. Made of iron, composed or consisting of iron,
iron; abounding in iron.
S ? ! !M6lauha, vulg. lauh, adj. Made of iron;—s.m. Iron.
H  ! !56loh [Prk. !56(; S. !56], s.m. Iron; a weapon,
a sword:—loh bajn, To ght with swords, to cross
swords:—loh tez hon(-par), A sword to be whet or
sharpened (upon); a sword to be or become sharp:—loh
karn, To iron; to do execution with (one's) sword:—lohlah, s.m. An iron (or iron-bound) club;—adj. Hard; rigid;
strong:—loh lon, Iron (or a sword) to be turned or
bent;—to miss the mark; to miss, fail; to be disappointed,
to be unlucky:—loh mn-jn(-k), To regard the weapon
or sword (of), to bow before the sword, or the superior
prowess (of):—loh-maal, s.m. Iron department;—
revenue derived from iron-mines:—lohe-k pul, An iron
bridge:—lohe-ke ane abn, 'To chew iron gram'; to
crunch a thing as hard as iron; to cut through adamant;

+!t], s.m. A trance.
H   ! !56lohran, !56 lohrin [lohr, q.v.+Prk.
4"=S. "], s.f. A blacksmith's wife (com. written
luhran).
H   ! !56lohn [S. !56 +.4t], adj. Covered with
blood, bloodstained, bloody, cruel (com. written luhn;
and sometimes lahn).
H J  !!56[$"loh g [S. !56+r$+], s.f. A sta
armed with iron; a bar of iron, a crowbar.
H   !!56"lohn (see lodh), s.m. Name of a tribe or
caste among the Pa~hns.
S  ! !56 lohita, vulg. lohit, adj. Red;—s.m. Red (the
colour);—blood:—lohitnan(˚ta+n˚), adj. (f. -), Red-faced;—
s.m. The ichneumon:—lohit-ja, adj. & s.m. Red-tressed;
—a name of the god iva.
S (* ! !56 lohitak, adj. Red, reddish;—s.m. A ruby; the
planet Mars;—bell-metal; calx of brass.
S 6 ! !56*loha-ja, vulg. lohaj, s.m. See s.v. lohaor loh.
H  ! !M6lauhr, !56 lohr = H  ? ! !M67 lauh , !567
loh  [Prk. !zf ; S. !V, ++t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Younger, junior;—a junior; a cadet.
H  ? ! !M67lauh , !567 loh  = H  ! !M6 lauhr, !56
lohr [Prk. !zf ; S. !V, ++t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Younger, junior;—a junior; a cadet.
H < ! !56efloha [S. !56+#eft], s.m. An iron pot
(com. luha).
H  ! !5loh [S. !56 (], s.m. Blood (com. lah ):—loh
utarn, 'The blood to descend'; the blood vessels to be
full; to be or become bloodshot:—loh n, or loh baihn,
To pass blood by stool:—loh band-karne-wl, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Styptic (in Med.):—loh pn ek karn, 'To make
blood and water one'; to toil hard, to sweat:—loh pha,
The blood to be poisoned or corrupted; to have leprosy:—

loh pn(-k), To drink the blood (of); to worry or plague
to death (syn. jn khn):—loh th kn, To spit blood:—loh
apakn, or loh
n(-se), Blood to drop or trickle (from);
to be full-blooded; to have a cutaneous disease:—loh
ln, To spit blood (=loh th kn); to vomit blood:—loh
ron, To weep tears of blood:—loh safaid hon, 'The blood
to become white or pale'; to become cold or indierent:—
loh -k big , Corruption of the blood:—loh -k piys, adj.
(f. -), Thirsting for the blood (of, -ke); bloodthirsty:—loh
karn, v.t. To turn or convert into blood; to make
oensive or disagreeable, to spoil, to take from the
pleasure or enjoyment or relish of:—loh -ke-se gh  pn,
'To drink as it were drops of blood'; to bear meekly:—
loh lag-ke shhido -me miln, To smear (oneself) with
blood and mingle with martyrs; to make oneself out a
martyr by smearing oneself with a martyr's blood:—
loh -luhn, adj. Covered with blood; weltering in blood;—
blood-stained, bloody; cruel:—loh len(-k), To bleed:—
loh m tn, To discharge blood with the urine:—loh -me
hth rangn(-ke), To dye (one's) hand in the blood (of), to
slay, kill:—lohu nikln(-k), To draw the blood (of, or
from, -se), to bleed.
H  !!56"loh [S. ! +; or !5., Prk. !5 (with
hinserted)], s.f. A lump of dough prepared for making
into bread or cakes; a loaf; a lump, a mouthful (also
written lo).
H  ! !56"loh [Prk. !56 ; S. !56 ], s.f. Redness or
ush of the sky just before sunrise; dawn;—splendour (of
the countenance), honour (syn. sur -ru);—a kind of silk
cloth (also written lo).
H  ! !56 lohiy [Prk. !56 ; S. !M6 t], adj. & s.m.
Made of iron, of iron, iron;—an iron-seller; a
manufacturer of iron vessels.
H  !!Ulave (=lae= liye= le, and=lage, qq.v.), adj. (dialec.)
Up (to, -ke), close (to), near, adjoining:—lawe lagn(-ke),
To be believed or credited.
H  !!Ulawe [Prk. ! ; S. ! ; , rt. !0], past conj. part.
of lawn, 'to cut,' q.v.
H $ ! !5 lo, or !0 l , s.f.=loh, 'a lump,' q.v.;—lo,
s.f.=loh, 'redness,' q.v.

H $ ! !5 lo [S. !5/"; or !5/ + ], s.f. Flannel; a
blanket.
H $ !!5 loe, or !5 lo = loke(lok), and log, qq.v.
H )!! 
h lawaiy, lawaiy[law(n)+aiyor waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. Cutter, reaper,
harvestman.
H ) ! .! 
h liwaiy, liwaiy(le(n)+waiy, as in the
preceding, q.v.), s.m. One who takes, a taker.
H <) ! !5loyan, (dialec.) !5 loyani [Prk. !54(; S.
!5(], s.m. The eye.
A ! la-hu, To him or it.
A 4! la-h, To her.
A 4! !,6 luhb (inf. n. of U4!), s.m. Burning, aming,
blazing; ame without smoke; heat (of a re, &c.).
H  4! !,6luhr (i.q. lohr, q.v.), s.m. A worker in iron, a
blacksmith; a smith:—luhr- na, s.m. A blacksmith's
shop:—luh - ne-me suiy be n, 'To sell needles in a
blacksmith's shop,' to carry coals to Newcastle:—luhr-k
bha, s.f. A blacksmith's forge; a furnace.
H  4! !,6luhran, !,6 luhrin (i.q. lohran), s.f. A
blacksmith's wife.
H  4! .!67lih  [S. p6 (rt. .!6O)++t], adj. Vile,
base, mean, contemptible;—a shabby fellow; a lickpenny; a bad paymaster.
H K 4! !6lahs = H B 4!!6" lahs [lah˚, prob. = S. !#;
cf. S. !#], s.f. A hawser, a cable;—(dialec.) a large
basket.
H B 4!!6"lahs = H K 4! !6 lahs [lah˚, prob. = S. !#;
cf. S. !#], s.f. A hawser, a cable;—(dialec.) a large
basket.
H  4! !,6luhn, !6 lahn, = H  4! !,6
luhn,adj.=lohn, q.v.
H  4! !,6luhn, = H  4! !,6 luhn, !6
lahn,adj.=lohn, q.v.
H J 4!!,6[$"luh g (i.q. loh g, q.v.), s.f. An iron-bound
sta or club; a bludgeon; a crowbar.
H $ 4!.!6 lih, !6 lah [prob. les(n)+= Prk.

=S. a. +; cf. leh], s.f. A kind of paste or glue
(made from tamarind stones bolled and pounded to a
jelly) used by bookbinders.
A U4! lahab (v.n. fr. U4!; see luhb), s.m. Flame (esp.
without smoke);—redness;— ying or ascending (as dust).
H %4! !6 lahbar, s.m. A long loose garment;—a kind of
paroquet.
H  %4! !6%lahber, s.m.=laber, q v.
P 84! lahja (for A. ~84! lahjat, fem.), s.m. The tongue;—
voice, sound, speech, talk; tone, accent, accentuation;
modulation; cadence.
H  :4! !,60luh- n or lh- n, s.m. = loh- n, q.v.s.v. loh.
A / 4! lih (li, 'to, for,'+hz, 'this'), adv. For this reason;
because of this; therefore, consequently.
H 4! !6lahar, lahr[S. !6t], s.f. A wave, billow; surge;
undulation; a waving line (in patterns of cloth, &c.); a
owing or undulating fold (in draperies, &c.);—whim,
fancy, vision, wild fancy, freak;—emotion, excitement, t
of passion; ecstasy, transport, rapture, frenzy; furor; a
convulsive or spasmodic aection of the body (as from
intoxicating or poisonous substances, from venomous
bites or stings, from anger, lust, &c., or as in death); a
sudden seizure, a paroxysm, t; throe, heave; smart,
ache, burn;—pu of a zephyr or soft wind;—a term for
the lines which lie under the throat of certain snakes
(according to the number of these lines, it is supposed, is
the number of convulsive throes with which a bitten
person is aected):—lahar uhn, A wave to rise; emotion,
&c. to rise:—lahar n, A wave to come;—to prosper, to be
happy:—lahar-bahar(bahar, fr. bahn, or a jingling wood),
s.f. Prosperity; prime and vigour, fulness and ush, glow
and glory, zenith and heyday:—lahar- l, s.f. Undulatory
motion:—lahr a hn(-ko), A paroxysm to come on, to
have a sudden seizure, or a t, &c.:—lahr-dr, adj. Wavy,
undulating, (in Bot.) repand;—fanciful, whimsical, tful,
crotchety;— ashing, ne, pretty:—lahr-k patl iaor
uk , (in Acous.) Rarefaction of a portion of a wave:—
lahr-k g h issaor uk , (in (Acous.) Condensation of a
portion of a wave:—lahr-mauj, adj. & s.m.=lahr, q.v.
H 4! !6lahr [lahar, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A

quaver, shake, trill (in music);—a trilling lay, a lively air
or tune;—(dialec.) a skirt (syn. lahang):—lahr n, or
lahr bajn, To play a lively tune;—to give (one) a shoebeating:—lahr lagn, To raise visions or hopes (of, -k, a
thing, in, -me , a person), to excite, to tantalize;—to play
fast and loose (with); to put o, evade; to avoid
performing an agreement.
H 4! !zlahur, or !,6 luhr, adj. & s.m.=lohr, or
lauhr, q.v.
H 4! !6ylaharr [prob. lahar, q.v.+r= Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m. A kind of millet, Panicum spicatum(syn. bjr).
H 4! !6laharn, or lahrn[lahar, q.v.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n.
To wave, to undulate; to uctuate; to rise in waves
(water);—to blaze up;—to play loosely, to put o, to
shue;—v.t. To raise delusive hopes in (a person), to
excite, to tantalize.
H 4! !6laharn (fr. lahar), v.n. To wave (=lahrn), to
undulate; to rise in waves (water).
H 4!!6"laharn, s.f. (dialec.)=naharn, q.v.
S 4!!6"lahar, vulg. lahr, s.f. A wave;—a convulsive or
spasmodic aection (of the body).
H 4!!6"lahr [lahar+Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Fanciful, whimsical, capricious, tful, inconstant, ckle;
emotional;—merry, gay, jovial;—odd, fantastic;—careless,
inconsiderate, thoughtless;—a fanciful (or an emotional)
person, &c.; a merry-andrew, a clown.
H )4! !6lahriy (see lahr), adj. Wavy; waved (as silk,
&c.), watered (silk, &c.); serpentine; striped;—s.m.
Waved or watered silk; wave-like embroidery on cloth.
H  ! !67laha , or lah , s.m. (dialec.)=laharr, q.v.
H  ! !6f®lah , s.m.=rah , q.v.
H <04! !6lahsan, or !6, lahsun [S. !8,]( , s.m. Garlic,
Allium sativum;—a freckle; a blotch; a wrinkle.
H 04!!6"lahsan [S. !8,"(], adj. Garlicky:—lahsan
h g, s.m. A kind of assafœtida.
H 04! !6lahsaniy, vulg. lhasaniy
[lahsan+iy=Prk.  =S. t; but cf. the preceding], adj.

Garlicky;—s.m. A certain precious stone, 'cat's eye.'
H  04! !657lahso , s.m,=laso , q.v.
H (4! !6lahak (see lahakn), s.f. Brilliance, blaze, glare,
glitter, ash.
H  4! !6lahkrn [lah-kr˚= S. !+; or lahkrn=

H  4#4! !6!6lahlahn [S. !, redupl.+= w= Prk.
U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.n. To wave or bend (as corn, &c. before the wind);—to
bloom, to be verdant, to ourish (cf. lahn).
H ? 4#4! !6!66&lahlahha [lahlah(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Waving or bending (of

next, q.v.], To fondle; to pat and encourage (a horse,
&c.).
H  4! !6lahkn [causal. of lahakn;—lahk˚= lahak+=

corn, &c. before the wind).
H 4#4!!6!6"lahlah, or lahlh, s.f. Sti or thick mud.

w= Prk. U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cause to

H @ 4! !6/lahm, s.m. corr. of c@ ! lama, q.v.

shine or glitter; to cause to blaze or ame, to make a
ame or blaze, to blow up (a re);—to cause to warble or
quaver; to warble, quaver, trill;—to tally-ho.
H  4! !6 &lhkwa [lahk(n)+wa= Prk.   +

H @ 4!!Ë"lahm, s.f. corr. of @ !lakshm, q.v.

(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Glittering, ashing; glitter, ash;
blaze.
H 4! !6lahakn [lahak˚= S. !+>], v.n. To glitter,
ash, glance, shine, dance (as light); to be kindled or
lighted, to rise up into a ame, to blaze up; to rise (as
wind);—to bend or wave (as corn or grass before the
wind);—to warble, quaver:—lahak-ke(or lahak) boln, To
speak aloud or with condence.
H  4! !6Mlahkaur, !6  lahkawwar, !6M 
lahkauwar [S. !++!t], s.m. Rice-milk eaten by (or
presented to) a bride and bridegroom.
H 3 4! !6"!lahkl, !6?! lahkel [lahak(n)+Prk.
! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -), Shining, bright, glittering,
resplendent.
H  #4! !6!5&lahlo (lah(n)+l (n)), adj. & s.m.
Borrowing and never paying;—one who borrows and
never pays.
H 4#4! !6!6lahlah [lahlah(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], = H
Y 4#4! !6!6 lahlaht (imperf. part. of lahlahn),adj. (f.

H 4! !6lahn [lah˚= Prk. !6()= !#(`), rt. !#], v.t. To
nd, get, experience;—v.n. To get on well, to prosper,
ourish;—to accrue; to avail, answer, boot, signify;—s.m.
Prot, gain; outstanding debt;—lot, portion, fortune, fate,
destiny:—lahn-pon, adj. Lucky, auspicious.
H 64! lahanj (Dakh.), s.m. A stone on which washermen
beat clothes;—a whetstone;—a musical instrument(?).
H 84! lahanja (Dakh.), s.m. Misfortune, calamity.
H <4! !6(flaha , or lah , s.m. A herd; ock; pack (cf.
leha , and le h).
H <4! !,6efluha (i.q. loha, q.v.), s.m. An iron pot.
H  <4! !6(7laha , or lah , s.m.=laha , q.v.
H J4! !6($laha g, lah g, s.m. A skirt (it is tied round
the loins and extends to the feet or ground).
H 4! !lah , (dialec.) !, luh , 6M lhau, s.m.=loh , q.v.
A 4! lahw (inf. n. of 4! 'to play,' &c.), s.m. Playing
amusing oneself, passing the time agreeably, unbending
the mind; play; anything ludicrous or jocular; whatever
diverts the thoughts from anything serious:—lahw-o-lab,
s.m. Play, sport, game, pastime, mirth, amusement, fun;
frivolity:—lahw-mil, adj. Inclined to play, &c.
H  4! !lah , or !z lahu (prob. fr. lah ), s.m. A

-), Waving, undulating, bending (as corn, &c. before the
wind);— ourishing, blooming, luxuriant.
H Y 4#4! !6!6lahlaht (imperf. part. of lahlahn), = H

species of plant.
H  &! 65 lhow, or 65 lho, s.m. (dialec.)=loh, q.v.

4#4! !6!6 lahlah [lahlah(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. (f. -

q.v.
H  4!!6M"lahaur, adj. contrac. of lhaur, q.v.

), Waving, undulating, bending (as corn, &c. before the
wind);— ourishing, blooming, luxuriant.

H  &! 65 lhowr, or 65 lhor, s.m. (dialec.)=lohr,

H  &! 6"lhr, s.f.=lr, q.v.
H  4! !Çlaher, s.m.=lakher, q.v.
H  &!6""lhr, s.f.=lr= lr, q.v.
H I &! Çlhes, s.m. Stickiness, &c. (=les, q.v.).
H I &! Álhais, adj.=lais, q.v.
H 0 &! Çlhesn, v.t. To besmear, plaster, &c. (=lesn,
q.v.).
H < 4!.! f"lihai  [S. .!6 (rt. .!6O), or p (rt. .!)
+ai = Prk. 7=S. +], s.f. Irrigation of land by
throwing up water from a lower level (by means of a
kind of basket worked by two persons).
H ! !lay, lae, or !h lai [S. !t], s.f. Absorption;
immersion; ardent aection or desire (see lau);
destruction;—equal time in music and dancing; singing in
tune; tune, air; tone, melody, modulation, symphony:—
lai ba hn, Desire (or a habit) to grow on one:—lai agn(k), To have an ardent desire (for); to be importunate.
H !!lay, lae, !h lai, or ! la [fr. S. !t], adj. and adv.
(dialec.) Much, many, more, extremely, very.
H [ ! ple [conj. part. of len; Prk. !6 , or p; S. !) ,
rt. !#], part. Having taken, &c. (see len);—adv. With,
together with (com. used as rst member of comp.
verbs, e.g.) le-u n(-ko), To y away with; to set o; to
blaze up:—le-n(-ko), To come with, to bring; to produce;
to import;—le-n-hr, s.m. Bringer, producer:—lebhgn(-ko), To run away with, be o with, carry o,
abduct:—le-bhg , s.m. One who is in the habit of
running o with (things); one who picks up and carries
o without being taught:—le-baihn(-ko), To sit down
with; to settle down with; to bring (another) down with
(oneself):—le-plak(fr. le-pln), s.m. An adopted child, a
foster-child:—le-plak karn, v.t.=le-pln(-ko), To adopt,
rear, bring up, father:—le-pa n(-ko), To lie with, coire;—
to involve (another) in (one's) disgrace:—le-jn(-ko), To
go away with, to take away; to carry, convey (to); to
export; to refer (to); to carry o or away, bear o; to run
away with; to win; to conquer, master:—le- aln(-ko), To
take along (or in company) with; to carry, convey,
conduct, lead:—le-de-ke, adv. After all deductions or

payments; in all, altogether:—le-den(-ko), To procure for
(a person):—le-ln, v.t. To down with; to fall on to
(usually an intensive form of len, q.v.):—le- bn(-ko),
To sink or be drowned with, to go down with:—le-rakhn(ko), To put by, lay by; to provide, to keep ready:—lerahn(-ko), To earn, get, pick up; to cheat; to pilfer:—lesaakn= le-bhgn, q.v.:—le-son= le-pa n, q.v.:—le-len,
v.t. To take away again, to take back (also intens. of len,
q.v.):—le-marn(-ko), To die with;—to accuse falsely, to
calumniate:—le-nikaln(-ko), To come out with; to carry
o or away.
H [ ! ple (imperat. of len; lit.'take thou'), intj. There! lo!
come! well! I say! (syn. lo, q.v.):—le-de karn, v.n. To use
great exertion, to try hard;—to reprove, rebuke:—le-dekarke, or le-de-ke, adv. After great exertion, with much
diculty.
H [ ! ple [Prk. !6 , or ! =S. !)<], prep. From,
beginning from;—till, to; inclusive (syn. lo ).
H ! .!liy [perf. part. of len; and=Prk. !6  =S. !#
++t], part. Taken, received, &c. see len):—liye,
postpn. See s.v.
H ! !"l [S. !" (rt. !")+], s.m. Land that is annually
ooded.
H  !!"layr, " lyr = H ) !  lyriy [Prk.
!6 .! ; S. !)++t], s.m. A wolf (syn. bhe iy,
bik.)
H ) ! lyriy = H  !!" layr, " lyr [Prk.
!6 .! ; S. !)++t], s.m. A wolf (syn. bhe iy,
bik.)
P i ! liyqat (for A. ~i !, v.n. fr. H ! 'to be t,' &c.), s.f.
Propriety, tness, suitableness; congruence, congruity,
consistency; convenience, expediency; adherence,
connexion; dignity, worth, merit; skill, ability; capability,
capacity, aptitude; prudence, judgment:—asb--liyqat,
According to the ability or merit (of, -ke).
H  ! ple-n,  lyn. For this, and for other
comp. verbs beginning with lewhich are not found below,
see s.v. le.
H U ! !" 7lba [Prk. p f5; S. p (rt. .!)+t], s.m.

Rheum (of the eyes).
H  U ! p 7leb , s.m.=lew , q.v.
S ` ! plepa, vulg. lep, s.m. Smearing, daubing, anointing,
plastering;—salve, unguent, ointment, plaster, liniment;
mortar, chunam, whitewash;—the wipings of the hands
after oering funeral oblations to three ancestors (these
wipings being considered as an oblation to paternal
ancestors in the fourth, fth, and sixth degrees);—
impurity, dirt;—a spot, stain, pollution;—food, victuals:—
lep--lep, s.m. Complete plastering:—lep karn(-ko), lep
a hn, or lep lagn(-me ), To plaster; to apply a plaster
or ointment, &c. (to).
H L ! !"lp [lp(n)+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Plastering,
daubing, &c.:—lp-pot, s.m., or lp-pot, s.f. Plastering
and whitewashing:—lpe-me n(-ke), 'To come under
the whitewashing' (of), to be tricked or cajoled (by).
H  ` !!"7"lp , s.f.=lip , q.v.
S (L ! plepak, s.m. A bricklayer; a plasterer (syn. lep).
H <L ! !"lpan, p lepan (see next), s.f. Smearing,
anointing, plastering;—mortar, plaster; the refuse of
mud plaster.
H L ! !"lpn, or p lepn [lp˚= Prk. À!()=S.
.!@(), rt. .!], v.t. To plaster, smear, besmear, daub;
to plaster with clay and cow-dung (or with mortar); to
whitewash; to gloss over, conceal, hide:—lp-den, v.t.
intens. of and=lpn.
S L ! p"lep, adj. Smearing (with), plastering; covering
(with);—s.m. A plasterer; a bricklayer.
S  L ! pQlepya, s.m. Plastering, spreading (mortar or
ointment), smearing, &c.
H  ! plet [prob. Prk. .!\5=S. .!Qt, p.p.p. fr. rt. .!],
s.m. Plaster;—paste; batter.
H  * ! p7let n (i.q. lith n, q.v.), v.t. To besmear;
to draggle; to clog; to fatigue, weary.
H * ! !"ltr, = H   ! !"7 lt ,s.m. An old shoe
(=latar, latr, qq.v.).
H   ! !"7lt , = H * ! !" ltr,s.m. An old shoe
(=latar, latr, qq.v.).
A P !  ! lait-o-laall, lait-o-laal, vulg. lait-o-ll(lait, 'would

that'+laall, 'haply, perhaps'), s.f. Procrastination,
prevarication, evasion, subterfuge, chicane:—lait-o-laal
karn, or lait-o-laal-me ln, To prevaricate, to hum and
ha; to dilly-dally; to shue.
H R! p&le, s.m.= ! let, q.v.
H  R! p&len [le˚= S. p&Å(), fr. p&Å; or len= lon,
q.v.], v.n. To lie down, to lie prostrate; to repose, rest;—
to fall (at the feet of), to prostrate ooneself;—to submit,
yield;—to become thin or sloppy; to melt (these
meanings point to S. !" as the probable source of the
word):—le-jn, v.n. intens. of and=len.
H 6 ! p*lej = H 8 ! p*, lejur = H 8 !p*," lejur [Prk. !(*,,
and !(*, f; S. A*,++], s.f. (dialec.) Rope, cord,
string, line.
H 8 ! p*,lejur = H 6 ! p* lej = H 8 !p*," lejur [Prk. !(*,,
and !(*, f; S. A*,++], s.f. (dialec.) Rope, cord,
string, line.
H 8 !p*,"lejur = H 6 ! p* lej = H 8 ! p*, lejur [Prk. !(*,,
and !(*, f; S. A*,++], s.f. (dialec.) Rope, cord,
string, line.
H &8 !!"D"ljh [ljh= S. .!l(), rt. .!3 + = S. ], s.f.
Dregs (of a dye, or of anything that has been chewed,
&c.); sediment; refuse, remains (cf. lijh , and lijlij).
H  W 9 ! !"*l -jn [l , prob.=S. !"(`), rt. !"], v.n.
To cower, submit, succumb, subside.
H 9 ! !"7l a [Prk. .!K+f5; S. .!Q+t, rt. !#], adj. &
s.m. Stingy, grasping, niggardly, miserly, avaricious;—a
miser, niggard; one who is slow in paying his debts, a
bad paymaster:—l a asm, s.m. Idem (opp. of khar
asm).
H ? 9 ! !"7l a pan [l a , q.v. + pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic. ; ()], s.m. Stinginess, miserliness; slowness in
paying one's debts.
H : !!""l  (fr. the Chinese), s.f. The fruit Scytalia
litchi(rst introduced from China).
H + ! !"ld [prob. Prk. .!\; S. .!Q, rt. .!; lit.'what is
smeared or plastered over'], s.f. Dung (of horses, mules,
asses, and elephants):—ld karn, To dung.

H  ! !"lr [prob. S. .!9 (rt. .!8)=9 (rt. 8)], s.f. A

rt. .!3; cf. hl], v.t. To cause to adhere; to plaster

strip or slip of cloth (syn. dhajj); a rag, tatter, shred:—lr
lr karn, To tear to shreds or pieces:—lr lr hon, To be in
shreds, or rags, or tatters.
H  ! p~ler , or pI leru, = H  ! p~ ler , or pI

(with mud and dung), to daub over, to smear, to spread;
—to cause to burn, to kindle; to foment (a quarrel).
S Z ! p8lea, vulg. le, les, s.m.=I ! les, 'littleness,' &c., q.v.

leru,s.m. A calf (cf. lel.)
H  ! p~ler , or pI leru, = H  ! p~ ler , or pI

Mark (of a cart-wheel), wheel-track, rut, furrow, groove,
path, track, trace;—established practice, custom, usage,
order, rule (e.g. bandh lk);—stain, stigma, ignominy,
disgrace:—lk pn(-k), To follow the beaten path, to
move in a groove, &c. (=lakr pn, lk-lk aln);—to cry
over spilt milk:—lk-se be-lk hon, To deviate from the
common track or course:—lk-ke ake, or (simply) lk,
Customary fees (of barbers, &c.):—lk-lk aln, To go or
move in a rut or groove; to follow the beaten path; to
adhere to old-established customs or practices (syn. lakr
pn).
H ( ! !"lk, s.f.=& ! lkh, 'a nit,' q.v.

leru,s.m. A calf (cf. lel.)
H  !!""lr, s.f.=lr, q.v.
P 1 o ! lezam, s.f. A bow with an iron chain instead of a
string, with which athletes exercise themselves; a weak
bow for practising with (in Pers. also luz m).
H I ! !"ls, s.m. (dialec.) Stickiness, &c. (=les, q.v.).
H I ! ples [Prk. p(; S. p8(, rt. .!8], s.m. Smallness,
littleness;—a small part or portion, a particle, little bit,
slight trace; mark, sign, eect (cf. S. laksham);—adj.
Small, little.
H I ! ples (v.n. of lesn, q.v.), s.m. Plastering; plaster;
viscosity, glutinousness, stickiness, adhesiveness;—
anything sticky, paste (syn. leh, le); glue; gum; pitch:—
les--les, s.m. Plastering, smearing (syn. les):—les-dr,
adj. Viscous, glutinous, sticky, adhesive.
H I ! !hlais, or p les [S. !)+.-t], adj. Attained to
perfection, perfected, completed, nished; ready,
prepared (for); dressed; concluded (as a bargain);
bought, &c.;—s.m. That by which perfection is attained;
an arrow for practising with, an arrow with a knob or
button on the head (or with a blunt head, syn. tukk);—a
kind of vinegar (in this sense, perhaps fr. S. amla-rasa);—
a sprig, twig (prob.=les, 'a small part').
P I ! ls, vulg. les[rt. Zend ri = S. 6O=.!6O], part. adj. &
s.m. Licking;—licker (used as last member of
compounds):—ksa-les, s.m. A plate-licker; a glutton; a
parasite.
H I ! lais, les(corr. fr. the English), s.f. Lace.
H $ 0 !p les [les(n)+= Prk.  =S. a. ()
++], s.f. The act of plastering, or smearing, or
daubing (with mud, or dung, &c.).
H 0 ! plesn [les˚= Prk. p()=S. p3(), caus. fr.

H ( ! !"lk [Prk. .!=L, !"6, p6; S. pL, rt. .!L], s.f.

P ( ! lek, contrac. of lekin, q.v. (gen. used in poetry, and
with  wa prexed).
H  ! !"lk, s.f. (dialec.) 1˚=lk, q.v.;—2˚=lekh, q.v.
H  ! ple-kar [le= Prk. !6  or p=S. !) , rt. !#
+kar= Prk. =S. >; , rt. >], conj. part. and adv.
Having taken, &c. (see len);—with, along with, together
with; keeping; inclusive (of); beginning (from,—e.g. j-se
lekar, 'beginning from to-day':—tab-se lekar, from that
time forward';—use dekhne-ke han-se lekar, 'from the
moment of seeing him';—di-se leke, 'and so forth').
H < ! pd4leksha, s.m. 1˚=lekhan, q.v.;—2˚=laksha, q.v.
P < ! lekin (A. < " lkin, by imla), conj. But, but still, on
the other hand, however, notwithstanding,
nevertheless, yet.
H & ! !"Llkh, s.f.=lk, 'mark, rut,' q.v.
H & ! !"Llkh [Prk. .!=L; S. !"d], s.f. A nit, the egg of
a louse:—lkhe (or lke ) pa n(sir-me ), To have nits (in
the head).
S & ! pLlekha, vulg. lekh, s.m. A writing; a letter, an
epistle; a document; a bill.
H & ! pLlekh [S. pL], s.f. A writing; handwriting,
signature, &c. (see lekh).

S & ! pLlekh, s.f. Scratch, streak, line, stripe, stroke,

n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To scratch, scrape; to dig,

furrow, groove; row;—writing, handwriting; signature;
drawing lines, delineation, drawing, painting; a drawing,
likeness, representation, gure, mark; an account (but
in this sense the word is generally masc.; see next).
H & ! pLlekh [S. pL+t], s.m. A written document; an

delve; to scoop; to engrave.
H & ! pLlekhn, v.t. (dialec.)=lakhn, q.v.

account, a reckoning; a ledger (=lekh-bah);—account,
reckoning, regard, estimation;—state, condition, style,
fashion (syn. l; e.g.
e a hke dekh to ghar ghar ek-h
lekh, 'When I looked from a height the houses were all
of one state' (or 'of one line or level'), 'All trees are of
one height when you look down from the moon'):—lekhbah, s.f. Account-book, ledger; day-book;—book-keeping:
—lekh-patr, s.m. Written documents, papers;—an
account, a bill:—lekh p r karn(-k), or lekh phar 
karn(-k), To settle or close an account; to discharge a
balance:—lekh-jokh, s.m. Balancing of an account (see
jam- ar );—an account, a reckoning:—lekh ln(-me ),
To enter an account; to open an account (with):—lekh
eo h barbar karn, To square accounts; to pay (one's)
score:—lekh karn(-k), To make the reckoning or
computation (of), to compute, reckon:—lekh len, To take
an account (from, -se, of a thing, -k):—lekhe, adv. In the
estimation (of, -ke), to (e.g. andhe-ke lekhe jais rt wais
din, 'to the blind man the night is as the day'):—lekhewl, s.m. An accountant.
S (& ! pLlekhak, s.m. (f. -ik), A writer, scribe, copyist,
clerk, amanuensis; an author; an accountant;—one who
delineates or paints.
H & ! pL"lekhak [lekhak+S. ], s.f. The business of a
writer or scribe.
S <& ! pLlekhan, s.m. Scratching, scraping;—scarifying;
—writing, copying; a writing (in this sense, also fem. in
Hind), scripture;—a kind of birch (the bark of which is
used for writing on in Naipl and Upper India):— lekhan
r p, s.f. Method of writing (i.e. by gures or letters;
whereas likhansimply means 'writing').
H <& ! pLlekhan, s.f.=lekhan, q.v.
H & ! !"Llkhn, v.t. (dialec.)=likhn, q.v.
H & ! pLlekhn [lekh˚= S. pL(), caus. of rt. .!L; +

S & !pL"lekhan, vulg. lekhn, s.f. An instrument for
writing, a style; a writing-reed, reed-pen; a pen.
H [ & ! plekhe (obl. of lekh), adv. See s.v. lekh.
S  & ! pZlekhya, adj. To be written or transcribed;
proper or necessary to be written;—s.m. A writing;
document; manuseript; letter, epistle:—lekhya-patr, s.m. A
written paper, a writing, letter, document:—lekhya-sthn,
s.m. Writing-place, oce; a country house.
H [  ! p?le-ke [˚ke= ==], conj. part. & adv.=le-kar,
q.v.
H ^ ! p$7lega , s.m. (dialec.)=rega , q.v.
H  ! !"!ll (i.q. nl, q.v.), adj. Blue;—s.f. Indigo:—ll-kanh,
s.m.=nl-kanh, q.v.s.v. nl:—ll-ge, s.f.=nl-ge.
A  ! lail, s.f. Night:—lail-o-nahr, s.f. Night and day;—a
species of wood.
H 3 ! !"!ll, adj. Blue (=nl, q.v.).
S 3 ! !"!ll, s.f. Play, sport, pastime, diversion,
amusement; wanton or amorous sport; sportive
appearance, semblance, representation (of a character,
&c.);—phenomenon, wonder, exploit (syn. aritr):—lldhr, s.m. One who disguises himself; an actor, a player:
—ll karn, To play, sport; to play a part, to represent a
character.
H 3 ! p!lel [prob. akin to S. p! 'to move to and fro,'
'to skip'], s.m. (f. -), A lamb.
S Y3 !!"! "llvat (fem. of ll-vat), adj. & s.f.
Beautiful, graceful, charming;—sportive, playful, wanton;
—a beautiful or charming woman;—a sportive or wanton
woman;—a proper name;—name of a well-known
treatise on arithmetic, algebra, and mensuration, by
Bhskarrya:— llvat- hand, s.m. A species of metre,
consisting of four lines, each of 18+14=32 instants, and
only one cæsural pause.
H # ! !"!lln (i.q. nigaln, q.v.), v.t. To swallow, gulp,
bolt:—ll-jn(intens.), To swallow or gulp down, &c.
H  # ! p!0&le-l , or p!5& le-lo, adj. & s.m.=lahlo, q.v.

A ~# ! lailat = P # ! lailat (n. of un. fr. lail), s.f. A night:—
lailatul-qadr, 'The night of power' (the twenty-seventh of
the month Raman), in which, according to
Moammadan belief, the Qor n began to descend.
P # ! lailat = A ~# ! lailat (n. of un. fr. lail), s.f. A night:—
lailatul-qadr, 'The night of power' (the twenty-seventh of
the month Raman), in which, according to
Moammadan belief, the Qor n began to descend.
A # !lail (rel. n. fr. lail), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to night,

trac, trade, barter; business, transaction, dealing;
intercourse, communication:—len-den band karn, To stop
dealing (with, -se; or in, -k); to close a business or
trac:—len-den-k lekh, s.m. Account-current:—len-den
karn, To carry on a business, to transact; to trade (in,
k); to deal (with, -se).
H < ! lain (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Line, row, le (of

nocturnal;—one who does anything by night, a nightworker, &c.
A # ! lail, (Pers.) laile, (Urd) lail, s.f. Name of the
celebrated mistress of Majnn (the loves of Majnn and
Laile are celebrated in a ne Persian poem by Nazm);
—a mistress, sweetheart.
H  # ! p.!leliyn [leliy˚= lel, fem. of lel, q.v.+= w=

soldiers); boundary-line, limit (as of an encampment, or
of the customs, &c.);—barracks, cantonment:—lain
b dhke, conj. part. Having formed a line or row;—adv.
In a line or row; in le:—lain b dh, To form a line or
row:—lain-or, s.f. (lit.'the ropes, &c. for laying out an
encampment'), The advance guard, tents, &c.
which precede a body of troops to lay out an
encampment.
H  ! !"ln, (old H.) perf. part. (of len= ln(=liy), q.v.

Prk. U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],

H  ! plen, (dialec.) !h lain [le˚= Prk. p()=!6()=S.

v. intr. To bleat.
A 2 ! lm (for 2 ! lim, v.n. fr. 1  'to heal, to soothe,' &c.),

!#(`), rt. !#;+m= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To take,

s.m. Consent; concord, harmony; peace (syn. mel, milp,
nti).
A 2 ! lam, adj. See 2 ! lam.
H @ ! p/le-marn, v.n. See s.v. le, conj. part
H <@ ! p/leman, s.m. (dialec.)=lepan, q.v.
H @ ! !"/0lm , p/0 lem [Prk. .!@ ,

or @ , ; S.

@ 
0 t], s.m. A lime, lemon (=nm );—the lime tree,
Citrus acida, or C.medica.
H < ! !"ln [Ap. Prk. .!B; S. !), rt. !#], part. (old H.)
Taken, seized, &c. (=liy):—ln- hn, part. Seized,
captured; enslaved.
S < ! !"lna, vulg. ln(rt. l), part. Embraced, clung (to),
adhered (to), attached (to);—dissolved, melted, absorbed,
swallowed up, immersed; engrossed (in) busily occupied
(with); extinguished, eaced, removed, vanished,
disappeared, perished;—intimately united (with);
devoted (to);—right, proper; allowable.
H < ! plen, (dialec.) !h lain (i.q. len, q.v.), s.m. Taking,
receiving, &c.:—len-den(dialec. lain-dain), s.m. 'Taking
and giving'; buying and selling; borrowing and lending;

accept, receive; to hold, grasp, lay hold of; to get, obtain,
acquire; to reach; to buy, purchase; to borrow;—to
absorb, consume; to take possession of, to appropriate;
to seize, capture; to win; to overcome, master, conquer;
to browbeat; to extort;—to take to task, to chide, rebuke,
reprove;—to pick, pluck out (hair); to cut, pare (the
nails);—(as a gerund), s.m. Taking, receiving, &c. (=len);
—money to be realized, outstanding debt (the verb lenis
frequently annexed to the base of another verb to form
intensives, and it becomes neuter itself when the
leading verb is such; it is also occasionally used to form
nominal verbs, e.g. km len(-se), 'to take work' (from),
'to make use' (of);—mol len, 'to purchase'):—le-ln, v.t.
To master completely; to thoroughly overpower or
subdue;—to take sharply to task, to rebuke severely; to
rate, scold, &c.; to disgrace, to humiliate:—le-len, v.t. To
take, receive, &c. (=len); to take away (from, -se); to
conquer or master completely; to take possession of, to
seize upon; to take by force; to extort:—len-den,
s.m.=len-den, q.v.:—len ek na den do, 'Nor one to receive
nor two to give'; having nothing to gain or lose:—lene
n(-ko), To come out (or forth) to receive (a person):—
lene-ke dene pa n, 'To have to pay instead of receiving';

to be drawn into a diculty; to be or become a loser
(by);—to be on the point of death, to be past all hope.
H  ! !hlain (i.q. len), s.m.=lahn, q.v.
H % ! !· l0  b , or lmb , s.m.=lm , q.v.
P  ! lnat (for A. ~ !, inf. n. of < ! 'to be smooth,' &c.), s.f.
Smoothness; softness.
H <) < ! pblen-den, s.m. See s.v. len.

grow fat.
H  ! p lew [Prk. p

; S. p + t], s.m. Plaster (=leo);

the ashes or earth which is spread on the outside of a
new cooking-vessel;—an udder.
H  ! p lew [le(n)+w= awor iw= Prk.  (=S. ()
+], s.m. One who takes, taker, &c. (see len);—taking,

H )  ! pbleniy-deniy, s.f. Lot, fate, fortune

receiving, &c. (=len, len):—lew-dew , or lew-de,
s.f.=len-den, q.v.
H  ! p lewr [lew, q.v.+r= Prk. f5=S. t], s.m. Plaster

(=lahn, q.v.).
H < ! Âfle  [S. pef(, !ef(], s.f. Excrement, lth; orbicular

(=lew); mud (for plastering a wall, &c.).
H K ! p lews [lew, q.v.+s= sar= sari= saria= Prk.

H   ! !" lno , part. (dialec.)=ln= ln= liy, qq.v.

 =S. 8t], s.m. Plaster; chunam; stucco.

dung (as of camels, goats, &c.); a lump of hardened
fæces or scybala (=le ).
H < ! Âfle r [le a+Prk. f =S. +t], s.m. An

H  ! p 7lew  [lew, q.v. + a = Prk. f =S. ++t],

impotent fellow; a coward;—a son by a former husband.
H  < ! Â©le h [prob. for le ah= le , 'excrement'+S.

s.m.=lewr, q.v.
H ) !p 
h lewaiy, s.m.=liwaiy, and lew, qq.v.

+t], s.m. Smut, mildew (syn. geru);—a ock (of goats

S  ! p6leha, vulg. leh(rt. lih), s.m. Licking, sipping tasting;

or sheep), a pack (of dogs).
H < !Âf"le  [S. pef+], s.f. Excrement, dung (of

—licker, sipper (used as last member of compounds).
H 4 ! p6lehr [S. pef+t], adj. (f. -), Filthy, dirty,

sheep, or goats, &c.); a lump or nodule of dung (see
le );—(g.) a cur, a pariah dog.
H < !Âf"le  [S. pef++t], adj. & s.m. Impotent;

impure.
S <4 ! p6lehan, s.m. Licking, tasting or lapping (with the

cowardly;—an impotent fellow; a coward.
H < ! Â7le , = H  < !Â7" le ,s.f.=le , and le , qq.v.
H  < !Â7"le , = H < ! Â7 le ,s.f.=le , and le , qq.v.
H J ! !°$lai g, s.m. (dialec.)=laha g, q.v.
H  ! p4,leu, s.m. corr. of reu, q.v.

H  ! p lewn, v.t. (rustic)=liwn, q.v.

tongue).
S <4 ! p6 lehin, s.m. Borax.
H 4 ! p6lehn [Prk. p64(; S. p6"(, rt. .!6O], s.m.
'Food that is licked'; pasture; fodder; provender.
H  <4 ! p6(7leha , or leh , s.m. (dialec.) A ock (of

P  ! lna (for A. ~ ! lnat), s.m. A kind of palm.

goats, &c.=le h, q.v.).
H 4 ! pleh , s.m. (dialec.)=loh , lah , qq.v.

H & ! !"B6lnh, = H & ! !"B65 lnho, !"B6M lnhau,part.

H 4 !p6"leh, s.f. Paste (=le, the com. form):—leh- eh,

(dialec.)=ln= ln= liy, qq.v.
H & ! !"B65lnho, !"B6M lnhau, = H & ! !"B6 lnh,part.

s.f. (g.) Stock, capital; substance.
S  4 ! pµlehya, adj. & s.m. To be licked or licked up,

(dialec.)=ln= ln= liy, qq.v.
H ! ple [le(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. Taker,

capable of being licked; t or proper to be licked or
lapped;—food that is licked or sipped; spoon-diet, slops; a
lambative; syrup; an electuary;—nectar, ambrosia.
H [ ! .!¦liye [obl. of liy, q.v., and=Prk. !6 or !6 or

receiver, &c. (see len).
H ! p lew, leo[Prk. p 5; S. p, rt. .!], s.m. Plastor; old
plaster which comes o a wall:—leo arhn(-par), Plaster
to be put on; to be plastered; (g.) esh to be put on, to

!6 6 =S. !%], adv. part. & postpn. Taken, held;
holding, having in hand, taking with (him, &c.;—the

object precedes liyein the nom. form of the acc., e.g. lh
liye kha  hai, 'he stands (there) holding a stick');—for, for
the sake of, on account of, for the purpose of:—us-ke liye,
For him:—is liye, For this reason, hence; because; to the
end (that, -ki):—is liye, For this very reason or cause:—kis
liye, For what reason? for what? why? wherefore? kis liye
ki, For; because, in that; since; inasmuch as.
H  !p le [for leh= les, q.v + Prk. =S. ], s.f. Paste;
starch.
A 2 ! lam [v.n. fr. 1  'to be mean,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Vile,
abject, mean, base, worthless, reprehensible, inglorious,
ignoble;—sordid, avaricious, miserly; a vile or worthless
fellow; a sordid man, a miser.
1
1 mm, the thirty-rst letter of the Urd or Hindstn
alphabet (the twenty-eighth of the Persian alphabet,
and twenty-fourth of the Arabic). It is one of the labial
letters, its sound being that of the English m.The
corresponding letter of the Hind is / ma, the twentyfth consonant of the Ngar alphabet, and the nasal
letter of the fth or labial class. As a numeral (see abjad)
mmdenotes 40; and, by way of abbreviation, it may
signify the month Marram.Under the Mogal
government mmwas the countersign by the Dvn upon
an imperial grant or assignment of revenue:—ma-kr,
s.m. The letter, or the sound ma.
S / ma, s.m. (in Prosody) A molossus or metrical foot of
three long syllables;—a magical or mystical formula; a
name of Brahm, of Vish u, and of iva.
H a /m [contrac. of m= Prk. /=S. /], s.f. A
mother;—an epithet of Lakshm;—a term of respectful
compellation to an elderly woman:—m-bp, s.m. Mother
and father, parents:—m-bahan, s.f. Mother and sister:—
m-bahan karn, To abuse (one's) mother and sister:—mjy, adj. & s.m. (f. -j), Born of the same mother;—full
brother, own brother:—m-j, s.f. Own sister:—m-k
d dh, s.m. Mother's milk;—adj. As mother's milk, lawful,
&c.:—m-ke pe-se le-kar nikaln, To be born with:—bin mbp-k, adj. & s.m. (fem. -k), Orphan;—an orphan:—bin
m-k ba , s.m. A motherless child.

A a m, rel. pron. Which, that which, what, whatever,
whatsoever;—somewhat, something;—who, he who;
those who;—(interrog. pron.) what? why? wherefore?
what! how!—adv. & conj. No, not;—as long as, whilst,
during; as much as; as far as (N.B. monly occurs in
Arabic phrases):—m bad, What (is) after; after that,
following:—m baq, or m baq, or m baqya, Remaining
over, the rest, remainder, remnant, arrears, balance,
surplus:—m bi-hil-itiyj, Whatever is (or may be)
necessary:—m bain, s.m. What is between; interval,
interstice, space between (two bodies); interim;—both
sides;—adj. & adv. Intermediate, intervening;—between,
among; during:—m tat, adj. & s.m. 'That which is
under'; subordinate; dependent;—lower, inferior:—m
il, What is the result or produce:—m asal, s.m. That
which is collected; anything collected; the harvest;
harvest (of fruit trees, and the like), produce;—prot;
income;—result, upshot (of discussion, &c.); inference;
conclusion:—m aar, s.m. Whatever is (or was) ready or
present or prepared (particularly victuals); pot-luck;—adj.
Ready, present, prepared:—m dma, vulg. m dm, adv.
'As long as it lasts'; so long as, until, during, whilst:—m
sbaq, adj. & s.m. What precedes or has preceded;
anything past, said, or done;—preceding; aforesaid,
before-mentioned:—m salaf, adj. & s.m. What is past; the
preceding;—passed, elapsed; before-mentioned or done:
—m siw, s.m. & adv. That which is over; what is
besides;—besides, moreover; save:—m sh' allh, What
God wills;—may God be unwilling; God forbid; may God
preserve him (or it) from the evil eye:—m adaq, s.m.
That which is true;—whatever demonstrates, conrms,
or veries:—m fauq, adj. & adv. 'That which is beyond';
beyond, without, above; aforesaid;—excelling; superior:—
m -amr, s.m. What is in the mind; intention,
thought, design, re ection; a secret:—m qabl, adj. & s.m.
What precedes or is before; antecedent, before,
preceding, prior, last:—m l-kalm, adj. What cannot be
told, unspeakable, inexpressible, unutterable, beyond
description; ineable:—m l-yutq,
 adj. Insupportable,
intolerable:—m l-yanall, adj. What cannot be untied or
dissolved; inextricable; inexplicable:—m war, s.m. &
adv. What is behind or beyond;—beyond; after;—besides;

moreover; except, save (syn. m-siw):—m yataallal,
s.m. Whatever is dissolved (by liquefaction or
concoction) and has vanished:—m yatj, s.m. What is
needed or necessary:—m ya l, What returns; what may
come to pass.
A , a m (orig. mh), s.m. Water; juice, sap, serum,
humour, liquor; semen, sperm;—lustre; splendour;
temper (as of a sword); clearness or brightness (of the
face;—syn. b):—mul-jubn(vulg. ml-joban), s.m. Whey
(particularly, of goat's milk); serum or whey which drops
from new-made cheese:—mul-ayt, s.m. Water of life
or immortality:—mul-asal, s.m. Water and honey;
metheglin:—mul-qar, s.m. Juice of the pumpkin:—
mul-lam, s.m. Distilled water from (kid's) esh with
spices; strong soup:—mul-ward, s.m. Rose-water.
P a m [(fr. gen. pl.) Pehl. amkham; Zend ahmkem= S.
T// (fr. Vedic T/)], pron. We;—us; our.
A  a mab, vulg. mb(n. of place fr.  'to return'), s.m.
Place of return, centre or point to which anything (or a
person) returns; a place in which a thing is contained;
settled or xed abode or dwelling-place (of), seat,
receptacle, repository (frequently used as last member
of compounds, e.g. izzat-mab, s.m. 'Seat of grandeur,
residence of glory';—magnicent, illustrious').
A   a mab n, vulg. mb n(perf. part. of < ; lit.'made an
object of imputation, suspected of evil'), adj. & s.m.
Suspected of evil; infamous;—a catamite; a wretch held
in abhorrence.
A < a m-bain, See s.v. m.
H ] a /mp (fr. mpn, q.v.), s.f. & m. Measure,
measurement; survey;—a measure; a standard of
measure or capacity:—mp-tol, or mp-t l, s.m.
Measurement; mensuration;—a system of measures and
weights:—mp-k p r, adj. Of full or standard measure,
or height, or size.
H ; a /mp (perf. part. of mpn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Measured; surveyed:—mp shorb aur gin aliy ,
'Measured soup with counted lumps (of meat)'; scarcity
of provision;—penurious economy.
S (; a /mpak, adj. & s.m. Serving for measuring or
weighing; determining by measure, &c.;—a measurer; a

surveyor;—(in Geom.) a gnomon.
S <; a /mpan, s.m. Measuring;—a pair of scales, a
balance.
H ; a /mpn [mp˚= Prk. /Q()=S. /Q(`), caus.
pass. fr. rt. / (used actively)+n= 4(=S. "(], v.t. To
measure; to survey:—mp-len, v.t. intens. of and=mpn:
—mpne-wl, s.m. A measurer, a surveyor.
H (&; a /vmphik, adj. corr. of H_ a muwq, q.v.
H &; a /v!m-phal [S. /+v!(], s.m. Gall-nut (syn.
mj -phal, q.v.).
H ; a /"mp, adj. & s.f. (dialec.; prob. for mt) = matwl, fem. of mat-wl, q.v.
H A a /mt [S. /], s.f. Mother (=m, m, qq.v.):—
mt-pitor pitu= mt-pit, q.v.
H A a /mt [Prk. /\; S. /P], s.f. Accent; a vowel, &c.
(see mtr).
H A a /mt [Prk. /\(; S. /P(], s.m. = mtraor mtr, q.v.
H A a /mt, s.f. (dialec.) corr. of m, or mh, q.v.:—
mt-k bhj= m-k(or mh-k) bhj.
P A a mt (prob. akin to S. /\), part. adj. Astonished,
amazed, confounded, perplexed;—conquered, subjected,
reduced to the last extremity (especially at chess),
receiving checkmate; defeated, outdone;—s.f. Conquest,
defeat, checkmate:—mt den(-ko), or mt karn, v.t. To
give checkmate (to), to checkmate; to confound; to beat,
defeat; to outdo, outvie, surpass:—mt hon, v.n. To be
confounded; to be defeated, &c.
S Y a /mt, s.f. Mother;—an aectionate or respectful
term of address to a woman (syn. m, m);—the smallpox (so named from the goddess Dev; cf. stal):—
mtnand, or mttnand(˚t+n˚), s.f. Joy of a mother (esp.
at the birth of a son):—mt-pit, or mt-pitr i, s.m.
Mother and father, parents;—lord, master, protector:—
mt p jn, To worship the goddess of small-pox:—mtstl-ke dn, The days (or time) when small-pox rages:—
mt-k mah, s.m. A small dome or building dedicated
to the goddess of small-pox:—m-maha, or mt-mah,
s.m. Maternal grandfather:—mt-mah, s.f. Maternal
grandmother.

H Y a /mt [Prk. /\ ; S. /\+t], adj. (f. -), Drunk,
intoxicated; full (of);—blooming.
H  Y a /"mtr [mt+r= Prk. f=S. +; but cf.
mahtr], s.f. A mother (syn. mahtr).
S a Y a //6mt-maha, vulg. mtmah, s.m. (f. -), See
s.v. mt.
S Y a /Pmtra, vulg. mtr, s.m. Measure, quantity;—a
little, tri e, somewhat; an atom; element; a moment;—a
short vowel;—totality, the whole;—adj. & adv. (as last
member of compounds), Little; mere; in the measure or
amount of, so much as; only, merely, nothing but, solely,
wholly; even; just (e.g. hin-mtr, 'as much as a moment,
only a moment'; manushya-mtr, 'only a man, a mere
man').
S Y a /Pmtr, s.f. Measure; quantity; a minute portion,
particle, atom, a little, tri e; an element; an ingredient;
an instant; a dose (of medicine);—a prosodial instant,
the unit (in metre), the length of time required to
pronounce a short syllable;—materials, property, goods,
possessions, wealth, substance, means of subsistence;—a
vowel-symbol; the upper or horizontal limb of the Ngar
characters:—mtr lagn(-me ), To put in the vowelmarks.
S Y a /X-mtarddhi, /.- mtriddhi
[/+}.-t], s.f.

The wealth or prosperity of a mother.
S Y a /Pmtrak, adj. & adv. Of the measure or size
(of); as much as; mere; merely, only, solely, &c. (used
only as last member of compounds; see mtra).
S Y a /Pmtrik, 1˚ adj. & adv.=mtra(at the end of
compounds);—2˚ adj. Of the nature of matter, material;
containing a short vowel.
S  Y a /Pmtrik, s.f. A prosodial instant; a simple
sound.
S  Y a /mtrik,
 s.f. A mother;—a divine mother,
epithet of a class of goddesses;—a nurse;—the alphabet.
S Y a /mtri, s.f. A mother;—a respectful term used in
addressing women, near relatives, and elderly women
generally; an epithet of Lakshm, and of Durg;—a divine
mother, a personined energy of a deity or of his wife;—

the wife of a Brhma ;—a cow;—the earth;—space,
ether:—mtri-bndnav,
or mtri-bandhu,
s.m.f. A relation


by the mother's side, maternal relation:—mtri-
pratishn, s.f. The honour or reputation of a mother:—
mtri-dati,
s.m. That which is given by a mother to her

daughter at her marriage:—mtri-ght,
s.m. Mother
killing, matricide:—mtr-ghtakor
ghtuk, or mtri-ght,


or mtri-ghna,
or mtri-h,
or mtri-han,
s.m. The



murderer of his own mother, a matricide.
S 0Y a /;mtsara, vulg. mtsar, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Selsh; impatient of another's prosperity, envious,
jealous; stupid.
S )0Y a /;mtsarya,
'
vulg. mtsarj, s.m. Selshness;
envy, jealousy; malice, spite;—displeasure,
dissatisfaction.
H Y a /!mtal [Prk. /\f5 or /\!5; S. /\+t or !t], adj.
(dialec.) Drunk, intoxicated (=mt, q.v.).
S Y a /,!mtul, s.m. Maternal uncle;—the thorn-apple
tree, Datura metel, and D.fastuosa:—mtul-putrak, s.m. The
(little) son of a maternal uncle;—the fruit of the thornapple.
S 3Y a /,!mtul = S 3Y a /,!" mtuln = S #Y a /,!"
mtul (fem. of mtula), s.f. The wife of a maternal uncle,
maternal aunt;—hemp, Crotolaria juncea, or Cannabis sativa.
S 3Y a /,!"mtuln = S 3Y a /,! mtul = S #Y a /,!"
mtul (fem. of mtula), s.f. The wife of a maternal uncle,
maternal aunt;—hemp, Crotolaria juncea, or Cannabis sativa.
S #Y a /,!"mtul = S 3Y a /,! mtul = S 3Y a /,!"
mtuln (fem. of mtula), s.f. The wife of a maternal
uncle, maternal aunt;—hemp, Crotolaria juncea, or
Cannabis sativa.
P 2 Y a mtam (for A. 2 Y a matam, 'misfortune'), s.m. Grief,
mourning:—mtam-purs, s.f. Oblations, funeral
obsequies;—compliments of condolence, condolence:—
mtam-purs karn(-k), To condole (with):—mtam- na,
s.m. House of mourning;—mtam-dr, adj. & s.m.
Mourning;—a mourner:—mtam-dr, s.f. Mourning;
observance of mourning:—mtam-zada, adj. & s.m.
Mourning; aicted, bereaved; mournful, sad;—an
aicted or bereaved person, &c.:—mtam-sar, s.f. or

mtam-kada, s.m. House of mourning:—mtam karn(-k),
To mourn, lament, bewail; to sing a dirge.
P @ Y a mtam (mtam+= S. ), adj. Of or relating to
mourning, mourning; mournful; clad in sable:—mtam
libs(or libs--mtam), s.m. Mourning dress or clothes
(dark blue or black); a suit of mourning.
H Y a /mtn [mt˚= Prk. /\(), fr. S. /\, p.p.p. fr. rt.
/], v.n. To be intoxicated or drunk;—to be pued up
(with pride).
S ^Y a /($mta g, s.m. (f. -), An elephant;—the sacred
g-tree Ficus religiosa;—epithet of the twenty-fourth
astronomical Yogaor division of the moon's path;—a
anl, a man of the lowest caste, an outcast; a
barbarian.
S JY a /($"mta g, s.m. Name of a form of Durg
H Y a /,mtu [S. /], s.f. (rustic or dialec.) Mother
(=m, mt):—mtu-pit, s.m. = mat-pit, q.v.s.v. mt:—
mtu-ghar(S. mtri-gr
s.m. Mother's house or
 iham),

family; maternal relations.
H Y a /6mtah, s.f. (old H.) Mother (=mt).
H Y a /6 mtahi (dialec.), 1˚ adj. = mt, 'intoxicated';—
2˚ an old acc. of mta, 'mother.'
S &Y a /Rmth, s.m. Churning;—a way, road.
H &Y a /Rmth [Prk. /;R(; S. /T(], = H &Y a /R mth
[Prk. /;R(; S. /T], s.m. The head; the forehead; the
top or upper part (of anything); summit;—ridge (of
thatch); prow (of a boat; syn. galah):—mth bha akn,
v.n. The head to throb; to have a headache:—mth
pian karn, or mth pn, To beat the head (in despair,
or in making strenuous eort); to make strenuous eort,
to labour hard (for):—mth ikn, 'To x the head' (on
the ground), to prostrate oneself:—mth hanakn, 'The
head to ring or throb'; to have a presentiment of evil
with respect to anyone, or any aair (from anything
observed or heard):—mth raga n, To rub the forehead
(on the ground); to supplicate, implore humbly (of the
Deity, or a saint, or a king, &c.):—mth k n, To beat
the head (in sorrow or despair):—mth godn(-k), To
tattoo the forehead (esp. of a slave, or a life-prisoner):—

mthe-par a hn(-ke), 'To mount on the head' (of); to
take advantage (of), impose (upon), take liberties (with),
to be rude or insolent (to); to tyrannize (over), to
oppress (syn. sir a hn):—mthe mrn, To strike on the
head (of, -ke); to beat the head; to rack the brains, make
strenuous eorts, &c. (=sir mrn):—  mth, A high
forehead.
H &Y a /Rmth [Prk. /;R(; S. /T], = H &Y a /R mth
[Prk. /;R(; S. /T(], s.m. The head; the forehead; the top
or upper part (of anything); summit;—ridge (of thatch);
prow (of a boat; syn. galah):—mth bha akn, v.n. The
head to throb; to have a headache:—mth pian karn,
or mth pn, To beat the head (in despair, or in
making strenuous eort); to make strenuous eort, to
labour hard (for):—mth ikn, 'To x the head' (on the
ground), to prostrate oneself:—mth hanakn, 'The head
to ring or throb'; to have a presentiment of evil with
respect to anyone, or any aair (from anything
observed or heard):—mth raga n, To rub the forehead
(on the ground); to supplicate, implore humbly (of the
Deity, or a saint, or a king, &c.):—mth k n, To beat
the head (in sorrow or despair):—mth godn(-k), To
tattoo the forehead (esp. of a slave, or a life-prisoner):—
mthe-par a hn(-ke), 'To mount on the head' (of); to
take advantage (of), impose (upon), take liberties (with),
to be rude or insolent (to); to tyrannize (over), to
oppress (syn. sir a hn):—mthe mrn, To strike on the
head (of, -ke); to beat the head; to rack the brains, make
strenuous eorts, &c. (=sir mrn):—  mth, A high
forehead.
S &Y a /R,mthur (fr. mathura), s.m. (lit.'coming from or
belonging to Mathura') An inhabitant (or a native) of
Mathura;—name of a caste of Brhma s (syn. aube),
and of a caste of Kyaths.
H &Y a /R"mth [Prk. / .;R(; S. / .T], s.f.=mth, q.v.:—
mth len(-k), To make even (particularly a thatch).
H Y a /"mt, adj. fem. of mt, q.v.
H  a /&m [Prk. /  ; S. /X\t], s.m. A large
earthen vessel or jar (syn. mak); a vat; a boiler; a pan
or vat for the manufacture of indigo.

H  a /&m = H  a /_ mh [prob. Prk. /5; S. /9t; cf.

H W a /*mjn [prob. S. /B + n= l= Prk. ! =S. !

S. /3' and /3t], s.m. A species of pot-herb or

+t; cf. mnjn], s.m. Honour, esteem (used chie y by

vegetable, Amaranthus oleraceus, or A.tristis:—m-k bhj,
s.f. Idem.
H  a /_mh = H  a /& m [prob. Prk. /5; S. /9t; cf.

women).
H W a /*0nj [S. /, (=/+t], s.m. Gall-nut; oak-

S. /3' and /3t], s.m. A species of pot-herb or
vegetable, Amaranthus oleraceus, or A.tristis:—m-k bhj,
s.f. Idem.
H  a /_mh, s.m. 1˚=m, 'earthen vessel,' q.v.;—
2˚=mah, q.v.
H  a /_mh, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.
H  a /_mh, or / mh, adj. = mahor mah,
q.v.;—s.m.=mah, q.v.
H  a /_0mh , s.m. A buoon; an ape (cf. mhor
mah).
H  a /&"m [Prk. / ; S. /.\], s.f. Earth, mould,
soil; clay; dust, &c. (syn. maor mi):—m phakn, 'To
chuck dust or mud into the mouth'; to be consumed with
envy, to be envious (of).
A  j a masir, s.m. pl. (of {j a masarat,
inf. n. of j),

Generous qualities or actions (related, or handed down
by tradition, from ancestors), worthy or illustrious acts;
causes of glorying; glories, excellencies;—traditions,
histories; signs, memorials (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. afar-masir, 'glorying in victory,
victorious').
H W a /*mj (see m j, m jh), s.f. Foam of the water
of the early rains.
H ) W a /*m-jy, adj. & s.m. (f. -j), See s.v. m,
'mother.'
A + W a mjid (act. part. of + 8a 'to excel in glory,' &c.), adj.
Conspicuous for honour, or nobility, or glory; glorious,
honourable; eminently benecent and humane.
P ?+ W a mjida (for A. {+ W a ), adj. fem. of mjid, q.v.
P W a mjar, vulg. mjr(A. m, 'what' + Wjar,
'happened'), s.m. An accident, event, incident,
occurrence, adventure; thing past:—state, condition,
circumstance. (N.B. This word in ects in Hindstn; e.g.
obl. mjre.)

apple (cf. mz );—mj -phal, s.m. Idem (and the more
com. form).
H 1 W a /*0/ mj m (corr. of  8P a maj n, q.v.), s.f.
(dialec.) A confection, &c.;—an inebriating preparation of
bha gwith sugar and spices, formed into cakes.
H &W a /Dmjh [Prk. /AD(; S. /(], adj. & s.m. Middle:—
the middle:—mjh-dhr, s.f. The mid-stream.
H &W a /Dmjh = H [ &W a /D< mjhe = H < &W a /D± mjhe
[Prk. /AD<, / .AD , /AD, Ap. Prk. /AD 6 ; S. /¦], postpn.
(old H.) In the middle or midst (of); in (syn. me , q.v.);—
mjh-dhr, adv. In the middle of the stream, in midstream.
H [ &W a /D<mjhe = H &W a /D mjh = H < &W a /D± mjhe
[Prk. /AD<, / .AD , /AD, Ap. Prk. /AD 6 ; S. /¦], postpn.
(old H.) In the middle or midst (of); in (syn. me , q.v.);—
mjh-dhr, adv. In the middle of the stream, in midstream.
H < &W a /D±mjhe = H &W a /D mjh = H [ &W a /D< mjhe
[Prk. /AD<, / .AD , /AD, Ap. Prk. /AD 6 ; S. /¦], postpn.
(old H.) In the middle or midst (of); in (syn. me , q.v.);—
mjh-dhr, adv. In the middle of the stream, in midstream.
H = a /m  [Prk. /(( or /K( (?); S. / ], s.m. A
platform, a frame or stage (on which a watchman sits to
drive away birds, &c. from corn-elds);—a large
bedstead, a bed:—m -to , s.m. 'Bed-breaker'; one who
sticks to his bed, a lazy person who rarely stirs from his
bed;—a kind of soldier among the Rjpts (very indolent
and much addicted to opium, but active and brave when
roused):—m - ar, adj. & s.m. Stupid, foolish;—a stupid
or foolish fellow.
H = a m a, s.m.=m , q.v.:—m a- ar, adj. & s.m. See
s.v. m .
H &= a /+m h [Prk. /K+5; S. /;Tt], s.m. (f. -), A sh
(cf. ma h).

H &= a /+m har, s.m.=ma har, q.v.
H &= a /+"m hr, s.f. (rustic)=ma hr= ma hl, q.v.
H &= a /+"m h [Prk. / .K+ =S. / .d], s.f. A y
(=makkh, q.v.).
H &= a /+"m h, s.f.=ma h, q.v.
H = a /"m  [Prk. /(. or / .K(?); S. / +], s.f.
A four-legged stool;—a small bedstead;—a yoke for oxen
(formed of two pieces of wood);—a harrow (a square
piece of wood on which a man sits);—a bag of net-work
behind a cart; the rumble, the boot.
H = a /"m , s.f. (prov.) corr. of m h, 'a y,' q.v.
H < = a /"m n [S. /6+"t], s.m. China, or Chinese
Tartary.
A / r a m a (n. of place fr. / r 'to take,' &c.), s.m. Place
whence anything is taken or derived; receptacle; source,
origin; what anything is taken from.
H  t a m a , adj.=  a mkha , q.v.
A z r a m   (for ma  , perf. part. of / r 'to take,'
&c.), part. Taken; received; occupied; held (as an
opinion, &c.); seized; involved, implicated; called to
account, punished:—m   karn, v.t. To take, hold,
seize, &c.
P z r a m   (fr. m  ), s.f. Seizure, arrest;
incrimination.
A ! r a m  liy, m oliy(fr. the Gr. *^*}), s.m.
Melancholy, madness, insanity.
S  a /mda, vulg. md, s.m. Intoxication; passion; joy,
rapture, ecstasy; infatuation; pride, &c. (=mad, q.v.).
H  a /md, adj. & s.f.=? a mda, q.v.
A 1  a m-dm, adv. See s.v. m.
A  a muaddab (for a , pass. part. of ii of  'to be
courteous,' &c.), adj. Well-bred, well-behaved, courteous,
civil, polite, respectful, reverential;—instructed, learned.
A  a mdi (act. part. of + a 'to praise,' &c.), part, adj. &
s.m. Praising;—praiser, encomiast.
P  a mdar [Pehl. mtar; Zend mtar; S. mtar(mtri)],
 s.f.
Mother:—mdar-ba- at, 'whose mother is at fault, or
has gone wrong'; a term of abuse;—a bastard:—mdarh karn, To abuse the mother (of, -k):—mdar-zd, adj.

Born of the same mother (syn. m-jy); born (with); as
born of the mother, innate, congenital; sucked in with
the mother's milk:—mdar-zd bh, s.m. Own brother:—
mdar-zd n-bn, Blind as born of the mother, born
blind:—mdar--mdar, s.f. Maternal grandmother.
P  a mdar (mdar, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Maternal,
motherly:—mdar zabn, s.f. Mother tongue.
H  a /W"mdr [S. /P + ], s.f. (Dakh.) Measure;
example, model, pattern (syn. nam na).
S  a /mdak, adj. (f. -ik), Causing intoxicacation,
intoxicating; stupefying; exhilarating, gladdening;
infatuating, fascinating; maddening.
S *  a /mdakat, s.f. = S *  a /; mdakatva,
s.m.Inebriating quality;—state of intoxication,
drunkenness.
S *  a /; mdakatva, s.m. = S *  a / mdakat,
s.f.Inebriating quality;—state of intoxication,
drunkenness.
P X  a mdag (abst. s. fr. ? a mda), s.f. Female nature,
feminality.
H  a mdwn, s.f. corr. of madyn= mdiyn, q.v.
P ? a mda [Pehl. mtak; Zend mtar, nom. mta; S. mtri,
nom. mt], adj. & s.f. Female;—a female; pair (of a bird,
&c.):—mda pe , A female screw:—mda keo (dialec.) The
female Caldera, prickly bush or screwpine:—mda go, A
cow.
P ? a mdda (for A. { a mddat, fem.; v.n. fr. +C a 'to extend,'
&c.), s.m. Matter, material; source, root; derivation;—
faculty, capacity;—a matter, aair, subject, article,
clause.
H  a /,"mdhur [S. /, + ], s.f. The Arabian
jasmine, Jasminum zambac.
S  a /,"mdhur, s.f. = S ) a /,' mdhurya,
s.m.Sweetness; pleasantness, agreeableness;
amiableness, suavity; attractiveness, gracefulness:—
mdhur-m rtti, s.m. 'The embodiment or image of
sweetness,' &c.; an epithet of Krish .
S ) a /,mdhurya,
'
s.m. = S  a /," mdhur,
s.f.Sweetness; pleasantness, agreeableness;
amiableness, suavity; attractiveness, gracefulness:—

mdhur-m rtti, s.m. 'The embodiment or image of
sweetness,' &c.; an epithet of Krish .
S  a / mdhava, vulg. mdhav, mdho, mdhau(fr.
madhu; lit.'made of honey, sweet; relating to spring,
vernal'), s.m. An epithet of Krish (Vish u), and of
Parau-ram (as an incarnation of Vish u), and of a
celebrated Hind scholar, son of Mya ; a proper name;
—an epithet of the month Baiskh(April-May); spring;—
(S. mdhavam) sweetness:—mdho-lat, s.f. corr. of
mdhav-lat, q.v.s.v. mdhav.
S   a / mdhvak, s.m.=mdhvk, q.v.
S   a / "mdhav, s.f. Honey-sugar; clayed or candied
sugar;—an intoxicating drink made of honey, &c.
(=mdhvk);—spring- ower,' a large creeper bearing
white fragrant owers, Gaertnera racemosa;—a procuress,
bawd;—an epithet of Durg:—mdhav-lat, vulg. mdholat, s.f. The creeper Gaertnera racemosa(=mdhav).
S   a / "mdhv, s.f. A kind of spirituous liquor
(=mdhvk, q.v.);—the creeper Gaertnera
racemosa(=mdhav, q.v.);—a kind of sh.
S ()  a / "mdhvk, s.m. A kind of intoxicating drink
made of honey, or distilled from the blossoms of the
mahuor Bassia latifolia, &c.;—wine, spirit distilled from
grapes.
S 2  a //mdhyam (f. -), = S   a / mdhya (f. ),adj. Middlemost, middle, central, mid.
S   a /mdhya (f. -), = S 2  a // mdhyam (f. ),adj. Middlemost, middle, central, mid.
H  a md, s.f.=mdn, mda, qq.v.
A  a mdd (rel. n. fr. mdda, q.v.), adj. Material;—
natural, constitutional;—s.m. The material world (opp. to
mujarrad).
A A ) a mddyt, s.f. pl. (of mddyat), Material beings or
things.
P  ) a mdiyn, vulg. mdyn(fr. mda), s.f. A mare;—a
she-ass.
P ) a mddyat (for A. ~) a , abst. fr. mdd), s.f.
Materiality, substantialness.
P <) a mdn (fr. ma;—˚n, prob.=S. -in), s.f. A female (in
general).

H   a /©mh, s.m. corr. of mnh, q.v.
S  a /mra, vulg. mr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Killing, slaying,
destroying;—killer, destroyer (as
last member of compounds);—death; pestilence, plague,
epidemic disease;—the god of love (Kmdev); the passion
of love;—slaying, killing;—hindrance, impediment,
obstruction:—mrtmak(˚ra+t˚), adj. & s.m. Essentially
destructive, murderous, fatal, deadly; of a cruel
disposition;—a cruel person, &c.
H  a /mr (fr. mr-n, q.v.), s.f. Beating, striking;—a
beating, a blow, stroke; punishment; aiction;—battle; a
ring (at), cannonading, bombarding;—a rushing upon, a
crowding round;—plunder, extortion, exaction;—cure,
remedy (e.g. kh jl-k mr gh hai);—lure, temptation,
snare;—a kind of sti clay or loamy soil with sand and
vegetable mould; a rich black soil:—mr pa n(-par), A
beating (or punishment) to fall (upon); to be beaten:—
mr-p, mr-pi, mr-dhr, or mr-ku, s.f. Beating
and bruising; assault and battery; ght, aray, struggle:
—mr den(-ko), To give a beating (to), to beat, to smite:—
mr-ku, s.f. = mr-p, q.v.:—mr-kuiy, adj. & s.m.
Quarrelsome, turbulent;—a turbulent fellow, a brawler:—
mr khn, v.n. To suer a beating, to get a drubbing, to
be beaten (by, -se):—mr khiln(-ko), To get (another) a
beating, to cause (one) to suer punishment, to have
(one) punished; to punish:—mr-me jn, To go in
plunder or spoliation, &c., to be made away with.
H  a /mr [conj. part. of mrn, and=Prk. / or /;
S. /; ], part. Having beaten, &c. (see mrn;—mris
frequently prexed adverbially to other verbs, and
intensies or otherwise aects their signication, as will
be seen from the following examples):—mr-bhagn, v.t.
To beat and drive away; to put to ight:—mr-rakhn, v.t.
To lay dead, to slay, kill;—to withhold (wages, &c.)
wrongfully:—mr-khn, v.n. To live by plunder or
spoliation, to earn by robbery, to prey (upon):—mrgirn, v.t. To knock down; to complete the destruction
of:—mr-ln(-ko), To take or obtain by plunder or
robbery, to plunder, rob:—mr-len, v.t. See s.v. mrn:—
mr-marn, v.n. 'To smite oneself and die,' to commit
suicide;—to slay (some of the enemy) and die, to do and

die (also mrke marn):—mr-hrn, v.t. To beat severely:
—mr-han, v.t. To beat and drive back, to beat back; to
overthrow.
P  a mr [Pehl. mr; Zend mra, rt. mar; S. /, rt. /],
s.m. A snake, serpent:—mr-pe , s.f. Serpentine twisting
and winding; circumvolution; crooked manœuvring,
crafty device, intrigue, chicanery:—mr-pe -k, adj. (f. k), Winding, twisting; crooked, tortuous:—mr-gr, s.m. A
snake-catcher:—mr-gr, s.f. Snake-catching.
H  a /mr [mr, q.v. + Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A
striking, beating; a blow, &c. (=mr); an attack (as on a
fort, &c.), bombarding, &c.; a line (of re); range or
reach (of re);—a violent and general destruction;—
overwhelming profusion or plenty (of anything):—mrk , s.f. Beating and bueting, &c. (=mr-ku, q.v.s.v.
mr):—spoiling, ruining; blotting (a paper, in writing):—
mr-mr, or mr-mr, s.f. Mutual beating or striking;
contention, struggle, scue, broil, fray;—jostling;
bustling; rush, crush; varied and toilsome eorts (as
after the means of subsistence, &c.);—exceeding
plentifulness (of);—preposterœ venis usus reciprocus:
mr-mr karn, To bustle vehemently about; to make all
haste; to toil hard; to try one's best:
H  a /mr [perf. part. of mrn, and=Prk. / =S.
/+t], part. Beaten, smitten; struck down; killed,
slain; destroyed, ruined, spoilt; foundered or overturned
(as a boat, &c.); cut o; lost, &c. (see mrn);—s.m. One
who is beaten or stricken, &c. (by); a victim:—mr pa n,
v.n. To lie (or be) killed or slain; to lie ruined or
destroyed (as a eld of corn, &c.):—mr jn, v. pass. To
be killed or slain;—to be overcome;—to be destroyed, or
ruined, &c.;—to be overturned or sunk (as a boat, &c.);—
to be cut o (as a caravan, or a detachment, &c.); to be
lost, to be not forthcoming:—mr-mr phirn, or mr
phirn, v.n. To wander about;—to be knocked about:—
mre(obl. of mr), postpn. See s.v.
S (@ Y a /;/mrtmak, adj. See s.v. mraor mr.
A  a marab, vulg. mrab(n. of place fr.  'to be in
want' (of), &c.), s.m. The time or place for any necessary
business.
A  a marib, s.f. pl. (of marabat, v.n. fr.  'to be in

want'), Necessary things, necessities, wants, desires.
S A a /mrit, part. (f. -), Killed, slain, destroyed, put
to death, slaughtered.
S A a /Imruta, vulg. mrut(fr. maruta), adj. Of or
belonging to the Maruts; proceeding from the Maruts;
belonging to air or wind, &c.;—s.m. Air, wind; vital air,
one of the three humours of the body;—a Marut;—burnt
oering on the occasion of conception, &c.
H Y a /mrt [imperf. part. of mrn; and=Prk.
/( ; S. / (B+t)], part. Beating, striking, &c.
(see mrn);—s.m. One who strikes or beats:—mrt-pr,
s.m. The one who can overcome, or cure, or teach a
lesson (to), &c.; the match (for), the masterer (of), the
man (or boy, or lad, for):—mrte-  , s.m. One who is
addicted to striking, &c.; a tyrant, an oppressor.
S <Y a /efmrta,
'
s.m. The sun;—a hog.
H

Y a /Ñ!or /5! mrtol [Portug. martello], s.m. A

hammer;—a turnscrew.
S Y a /Imruti, s.m. 'Son of the Maruts, or son of the
Wind'; a patronymic of Bhm-sen; and of Hanumn.
S  W a /*ymrjr, s.m. = S  W a /*y" mrjr, s.f.A cat;
the wild cat; the civet-cat; the pole-cat.
S  W a /*y"mrjr, s.f. = S  W a /*y mrjr, s.m.A cat;
the wild cat; the civet-cat; the pole-cat.
S <W a /*mrjan,
'
s.m. Wiping or rubbing o; cleaning,
scouring, cleansing; cleansing the person by wiping, or
bathing, or rubbing it with unguents;—sprinkling with
water for purication before the commencement of
religious ceremonies;—clearing or wiping o (a debt);—
pardon.
S W a /*"mrjan,
'
s.f. A rubber; a towel; a brush,
broom, besom;—also=mrjan, q.v.
S D  a /3mrish, s.m. An honourable man, a
respectable or venerable person; (in dramatic language)
the manager of a theatre;—a kind of pot-herb or
vegetable, Amaranthus oleraceus(syn. mor mh).
S  a /mrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Killing, slaying,
putting to death;—killer, slayer, destroyer, executioner;
murderer;—any deadly or pestilential disease, plague,

pestilence;—a falcon, hawk.
S   a /mrakat (fr. marakata), adj. (f. -), Emeraldlike; of the colour of an emerald; of or belonging to an
emerald; having the properties of an emerald.
S ' a /$mrga,
'
vulg. mrg, and H. /$ mrag, s.m.
Search, investigation, inquiry; trace, track; road, course,
path, way, highway; passage, channel; the intestinal
canal, the anus;—way, method;—cure, remedy, antidote;
—a saw-kerf;—doctrine, creed, belief:—mrg-dh, s.m. (f.
-), Lord or sovereign of the way:—mrg-pl, s.m. (f. -),
Guardian of the road, custos viarum; patrol, watchman:—
mrag-patr, s.m. Clearance certicate:—mrg-darsak(f. ik), or mrg-dar(f. -i), adj. & s.m. Showing the way,
guiding;—way-shower, guide, conductor:—mrag-gr, s.f.
'Taking the road,' journeying, marching, proceeding:—
mrg-l , s.f. High way robbery:—rj-mrag, s.m. Royal
road, highway.
S X  a /$.' 8mrgaira, vulg. mrgsir= S E  X  a /$8"
' 3'
s.m. The Hind
mrgarsha, vulg.mrgsrs(fr. mriga-iras),

month corresponding to Nov.-Dec. (in which the full
moon enters the constellation Mriga-iras.)

S E  X  a /$8"
' 3mrgarsha,
'
vulg. mrgsrs= S X  a
/$.' 8 mrgaira, vulg. mrgsir(fr. mriga-iras),
s.m. The

Hind month corresponding to Nov.-Dec. (in which the
full moon enters the constellation Mriga-iras.)

S E  X  a /$8"3umrgrsh,
'
s.f. The fteenth day of the
rst half of the month Mrgarsha(the day on which the
full moon enters the constellation Mriga-iras).

S <X  a /$4mrga,
'
s.m. Inquiry, search; research;—
begging, solicitation;—a beggar, solicitor, suppliant,
mendicant;—an arrow.
H X  a /$umrg [S. /$t], s.m. 'One who goes the
road' (lit.or spiritually); a traveller, wayfarer; a pilgrim; a
disciple, follower.
S  a /4mra, s.m. Killing, slaying, slaughter.
H  a /mrn [mr˚= Prk. /(), or /()=S.
/(), caus. of rt. /;+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To
beat, strike, thump, smite; to hit, knock; to punish;—to
kill, slay, slaughter; to destroy, ruin, mar, spoil, blight,

blast; to crack, break; to deaden or blunt (the edge of a
knife, &c.); to destroy the active qualities of, to kill
(quicksilver, lead, &c.), to calcine;—to strike out; to thrust
out;—to attack (villages, houses, or travellers); to rob or
seize with assault (i.e. with killing, or personal violence),
to plun der; to embezzle; to withhold wrongfully;—to
earn smartly and cleverly; to make (prot in business);—
to stop, close; to ne;—to overcome, conquer, vanquish,
defeat; to seize, take, capture, catch; to master subdue.
tame, mortify (aections, appetites, or lusts); to calm,
quench, allay, suppress, smother; to counteract (poison,
&c.);—to press down; to stamp;—to drive; to drive or ram
in; to insert; to apply, x, fasten, clap on;—to set; to
throw, to pelt with, to cast (a spell); to toss; to shoot,
discharge, re (a gun), dart or hurl (a missile), lay on (a
sword, &c.); to ght (a battle); to strike or make (a
sudden assault); to strike up (a run, dance, strain, &c.);
to strike out (the hands or legs); to pitch (a tent); to
chuck in, or toss o (a morsel); to raise or set up (a cry);
to make or do (generally with vehemence, eagerness, or
smartness);—(as a gerund) s.m. Striking, beating, &c.:—
mr-baihn(-ko), To strike, beat, &c.:—mr-den, v.t.
intens. of and=mrn:—mr-ln, v.t. (intens.) To kill
outright, to slay, to murder:—mr-len, v.t. (intens.) To
beat completely, to overcome, conquer, &c.:—mrne-hr,
or mran-hr, s.m. Smiter; slayer, &c.
H  a / mraw, s.m.=mlaw, q.v.
H  a /~mr [Prk. / ; S. /+t], adj. & s.m.f.
Striking, smiting; attacking; wounding, &c. (see mrn);
warlike; destructive, deadly, fatal;—striker, smiter, killer,
&c. (generally as last member of compounds);—s.m. A
kind of deadly weapon made of two antelope-horns
tipped with steel, and joined at their bases;—(dialec.)
lord, husband; dear one, love;—a species of egg-plant,
Solanum di"usum, and its fruit;—mr -bai gon, s.m. Idem.
H  a /~mr [Prk. /§o ; S. /§ot], s.m. A kind of
warlike musical instrument, a kettledrum:—mr -bj,
s.m. Idem.
H  a /~mr = H  a /  mrw [S. /! +t; or i.q.
mr , 'striking'], s.m. Name of a rgor musical mode; a
class, of songs.

H  a / mrw = H  a /~ mr [S. /! +t; or i.q.

that tree).
P 7 a /7m iy, adj. & s.m. Lean, thin, &c. (=m ,

mr , 'striking'], s.m. Name of a rgor musical mode; a
class, of songs.
A A a mr t, s.m. Name of an angel (see s.v. hr t).

q.v.);—a lean man, &c.
P d a mz (i.q. mj , q.v.), s.m. Gall-nut; oak-apple.

A D  a mar sh, vulg. mr sh(fr. D   'men, creatures'),

H K a /ms [Prk. /(; S. /[( (Vedic /)], s.m. Flesh,

part. Created, formed.
H  a /"mr [mr, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. Beating;

meat:—ms-dhr, adj. & s.m. Flesh-eating, carnivorous;
— esh-eater:—ms no n(-k), To claw; to mangle.
S K a /msa, vulg. ms, s.m. The moon (cf. Pers. mh);—

blow, &c. (see mrand mr):—mr pa n(-par), To be
cozened, or swindled, or done:—mr-ke, adv. (dialec.) In
profusion; very much.
S  a /mri, s.f. Killing, slaying; ruin;—any deadly
disease, plestilence, &c. (see (next).
H  a /"mr [Prk. /; S. /], s.f. Deadly disease,
plague, pestilence, epidemic; murrain;—mortality;—
arduous toil, hard labour.
H  a /mre (oblique form of part. mr, q.v.), postpn.
'Being stricken with,' for, through, because (of, -ke), by
reason (of), on account (of), in consequence (of), for the
sake (of;—mremay also precede the word it governs,
e.g. ar-ke mre, or mre ar-ke, 'through fear').
H  a /7m  (dialec. form of mr, p.p. of mrn), adj. (f.
-), Weak, frail, lean, thin; poor, worthless, bad;
incompetent; tri ing; mean, low, miserable, churlish:—
m -s, adj. & s.m. (f. m -s), Little;—a little, a tri e.
H  a /7m n, v.t. To rub; to thresh corn; to atten,
&c. (=m n, q.v.).
H  a /7"m n (prob. fr. the preceding), s.f. Paste;
starch (see m , and m ).
H  a /7 7m w [S. /I , fr. /I 'desert'], s.m.

a month, the twelith part of the Hind year (usually, a
lunar month consists of thirty Tithis; there may be also a
solar month, equal to the sun's passage through a sign
of the zodiac; a Svanamonth, consisting of thirty risings
and settings of the sun; a Nakshatramonth, regulated by
the lunar asterisms, and a Brhaspatyamonth, depending
on the motions of the planet Jupiter;—the lunar month,
being of two kinds as reckoned from the new or full
moon, completes six modes of monthly computation):—
msnt(˚sa+an˚), s.m. The last day of the (solar or lunar)
month, the day of new moon:—ms-kabr, s.m. The last
day of a month;—a monthly statement or abstract (of
cases decided in a court, &c.;—according to Shakespear,
this word is corr. fr. the Portuguese mes-acobar; but,
more prob., it is a corr. of msik-wr, or ms-k wr):—msnims, s.m. Interest added to capital and subject to
compound interest:—ms-vriddhi,
s.f. An intercalary

month;—monthly interest.
H K a /ms, s.m. 1˚=msh, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of m h, q.v.
H B a /ms [Prk. / ; S. /t], s.m. A month
(=ms, and used chie y as last member of compounds,
e.g. au-ms).
H B a /ms, s.m. 1˚=msh, q.v.;—2˚=msor m s, q.v.

Name of a country lying to the north of Gujert, and
west of Jainagar.
H   a /7 7"m w  [m w , q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m.

H B a /ms [S. / (rt. /)+t], s.m. A certain land-

Of or relating to M w ; belonging to, or coming from,
M w ;—a native of M w ;—s.f. The language or dialect
of M w .
H  a /7"m , s.f. Rice-water;—starch (=m , q.v.).

H B a /,msur, s.f. corr. of mas r, q.v.;—s.m. corr. of

H  a /7"m , s.f. contrac. of mah , q.v.
H  a /7"m  [S. /+1], s.f. (dialec.) The Caryota
palm, Caryota urens;—palm-wine or toddy (drawn from

measure, three-fourths of a bgh.
S  B a /Bmsnt, s.m. See s.v. ms, 'month.'
ma l, q.v.
S (B a /msik, adj. Relating or pertaining to a
month; monthly; happening every month; lasting or
continuing for a month; payable in a month; hired by

the month; falling at the end of a month;—s.m. A
monthly servant; monthly wages, hire, or stipend;—a
rdhor obsequial sacrice performed monthly (for a
twelvemonth) on the recurrence of the lunar day of the
death of a relative:—msik-vibhg-kartt, s.m. A
paymaster (esp. of monthly servants).
S B a /msik, = S B a /" msik,s.f. Monthly
wages, or hire, or stipend.
S B a /"msik, = S B a / msik,s.f. Monthly
wages, or hire, or stipend.
H 3B a /!msl (prob. corr. fr. A. ~#a maslat;
 P. masla),


inconstant.
H E a /8m, or /3 msh, s.m. A reel; a reed (used
by weavers to wind their thread upon).
S (E a /3mshak, s.m. A bean, &c. (=msh, q.v.).
P E a msh , s.m. A sieve, searce; a bolting or ranging
sieve;—skimmer, spattle, ladle;—a sort of coarse woollen
manufacture (worn by derwishes or beggars).
H  E a /80m k, s.m. corr. of G P a mash q, q.v.
H 1 E a /80/ m m, part. adj. corr. of  MP a ma n, q.v.
H  E a /8 "maw, or mw, s.m.f. A kind of bird.
H E a msha, s.m. A weight of eight ratts, &c. (=msh,

s.m. (dialec.) Sample, specimen; pattern, model;—
fashion, shape, make, build, construction.
S <B a /msan, s.m. The medicinal seed Vernonia(or

q.v.).
H E a /3"msh [S. /3++t], adj. Of msh, made or

Serratula) anthelminthica.
H B a /,msu, s.m. (dialec.)=ms, ' esh.'

consisting of mshor u ad; of the colour of msh:—msh
rang, s.m. The colour of mshor u ad.
H E a /3"mkh [S. /.d], s.f.(?) (dialec.) Honey.

A  B a m-siw, See s.v. m, 'what.'
H B a /0!ms l, s.m. corr. of ma l, q.v.
H B a /"ms [Prk. /; S. /+:], s.f.
Mother's sister, aunt (=maus).
S < B a /"msn, adj. & s.m. (f. -), One month old;
monthly;—any creature a month old.
S D a /3msha, vulg. msh, s.m. A kind of bean, Phaseolus
radiatus;—a kind of pulse (having seeds marked with
black and grey spots;—in Hind, the name is given to
m ng; in Urd, to m gand to u ad); a cutaneous eruption
resembling beans;—a fool, blockhead:—msh-par, s.f. A
kind of leguminous shrub, Glycine debilis:—msh mrn(ko), To throw beans at; to charm, to bind by a spell.
H D a /3msh [S. /8t], s.m. (dialec.) Anger.
H E a /3msh [S. /3t], s.m. A kind of bean, &c.
(=msh, q.v.);—a jeweller's or goldsmith's weight, equal to
eight rattsor seeds of the Abrus precatorius(it is
sometimes, however, reckoned=ten ratts, and
sometimes=ve; the weight in common use is about 17
grains Troy);—four annas (in the language of brokers);—
a small nail:—msh-bhar, The weight of a msh, full
eight rattis:—msh-tol hon, v.n. To be one moment a
mshthe next a tol; to be very changeable, ckle, or

H E a /3"msh (prob. pron. m h), s.f. (dialec.)=m h=
ma h, q.v.
S < E a /3"4msh, adj. Sown with beans (msh);—s.m. A
eld producing black kidney-beans, a bean-eld.
S  E a /lmshya, s.m. A bean-eld (=mshn).
A | a m (act. part. of qa 'to pass by'), part. adj. & s.m.
Passing by, past;—past time, the past;—the preterite or
past tense (also fel--m);—m istimrr, The past
imperfect; the past progressive or continuous, the past
habitual:—m bad, 'The remote past,' the pluperfect:—
m qarb, 'The proximate past,' the perfect tense:—m
mashk k, or m shakk, or m timl, The past
subjunctive, the past dubious:—m mutlaq,
 The absolute
or indenite past, the preterite positive:—m mat f
alaih, or m mat fa, The past conjunctive participle:—
m n-tamm, The past imperfect, &c. (=m istimrr).
H   a /7mka , or mk [Prk. /=f ; S. /&+t],

adj. (Dakh.) 'Spider-like,' lean, thin, lank, meagre,
haggard.
S ( a /.dmkshika, vulg. mkshik, s.m. Honey;—a
kind of honey-like mineral substance or pyrites (of
which there are various kinds):—mkshika-ja, vulg.
mkshikaj, s.m. Bees'-wax (lit.'produced from honey').

H  a /d"mksh, s.f. (rustic or dialec.)=makkh, q.v.

S + X a /$"mgadh, s.f. The language of the Magadhas

H < a /mkan, s.m. corr. 1˚ of mkhan, q.v.;—2˚ of

(being one of the principal forms of Prkrit, and nearly
the same as that used in the sacred books of the
Buddhists and Jains);—a kind of jasmine, Jasminum
auriculatum;—long pepper;—white cumin; anise or dill; a
species of cardamoms (grown in Gujart);—re ned
sugar.
H X a /$mgn, v.t.=m gn, q.v.

makn, q.v.
S +  a /Bmkand, s.m. The mango.
S +  a /B"mkand, s.f. Emblic myrobalan;—name of a
town on the Ganges.
A   a mak l, vulg. mk l(pass. part. of  ), part. Eaten,
devoured;—s.m. What is eaten, food, meat, victuals.
A A"  a mk lt, s.m. pl. (of mk l), Eatables, victuals,
viands.
H   a /L7mkha  [prob. Prk. /,=Lf ; S. /0 '++t],
adj. (f. -), Foolish, stupid, ignorant.
H <& a /Lmkhan [Prk. /=L4(; S. Ãd4(, rt. Ãd], s.m.
Butter (= makkhan, q.v.); oil, unguent:—mkhan-prabhu, or
mkhan- or, s.m. An epithet of Krish :—mkhan-ll, s.m.
An epithet of Krish ; a proper name.
H & a /L0mkh , s.m. (Dakh.) A weaver's shuttle.
H & a /L5mkho (prob. akin to mkhor makkh), s.f.
Hum, buzz, rumour, report, gossip (=makkho):—mkho
dau n, Rumour to y or spread.
H & a /L"mkh [S. / .d], s.f. A y; a bee (=makkh,
q.v.).
P   a mkiyn, s.f. A hen, fowl.
H ' a /$mg [Prk. /F$5; S. /$t],
' s.m. A road, &c.
(=mrg, and m g, qq.v.).
H ' a /$mg, s.m. contrac. of mgh, q.v.
S + X a /$mgadh, adj. & s.m. Relating or belonging to
the province of Magadh;—a native or an inhabitant of
Magadh;—name of a mixed caste (still numerous in
Gujart, and called Bhs; they are said to have sprung
from a Vaiya father and Kshatriya mother); an
individual of that caste; the poetical panegyrist of a king,
a bard, minstrel, rhapsodist (whose duty it is to recite
the praises of sovereigns, their genealogy, and the
deeds of their ancestors; and to attend on the march of
an army, and animate the soldiers by martial songs;—
syn. bh, karkhait).
H + X a /$mgadh [S. /$t], s.m. pl. The
inhabitants or people of the province of Mgadh.

S &X a /Vmgha, vulg. mgh, s.m. Name of the tenth
Hind month (corresponding to Jan.-Feb.), the full moon
of which is near the constellation Maghor  Leonis
(Regulus);—name of a Hind poet (author of the iuplavadhaor Mgha-kvya).
H A &X a /Vmght, s.f. Land broken up in Mghfor the
next year's crop:—mght-k phasl, The season for the
Mghcrops;—the crops sown during Mgh, or immediately
after it.
S &X a /V"mgh, s.f. A species of pot-herb, Hingsta repens.
A a ml, s.m. Riches, money, property, wealth,
possessions, merchandise, stock, goods, eects, estate;
rent or revenue (from land);—nance;—a prize (in a
lottery, &c.); any great thing, a something, a thing of
importance or consequence (e.g. wh ky ml hai ki mai
usko gir na sak g); a dainty, tit-bit;—square (of a
number, e.g. 9 is the mlof 3);—indigo dye, manufactured
indigo, or the plant in the leaf and bundle (opp. to pb),
the granulated sediment in an indigo vat after heating
and drawing o the water:—ml u n, To squander
wealth, &c.;—to feed on dainties:—mlul-ml, s.m. The
square of a square, the fourth power:—ml--ml, adj.
Heaped, brimful; full, replete, abundant;—ml--ml karn,
v.t. To heap up; to ll to the brim;—to enrich:—ml-amwt, s.m. Property left by a deceased person;
unappropriated or unclaimed property:—ml bar-mad,
s.m. Export;—recovered property (=ml bar-mada);—
property left by a criminal (=ml gushta mujrim):—ml
bar-mad aur dar-mad-k wu l-bq, Balance of exports
and imports, balance of trade:—ml be-khake, s.m.
Unencumbered property:—ml rn, To embezzle
property:—ml--ia-dr, s.f. Joint stock:—ml- na,
s.m. A treasury; storehouse:—ml- wand, vulg. ml-

wind, s.m. A man of property; a proprietor:—ml-dr,
adj. & s.m. Wealthy, rich, moneyed;—a wealthy person; a
proprietor:—ml-dr, s.f. Wealthiness;—opulence,
wealth:—ml-dr--amnat, s.m. A trustee:—ml-dhan,
s.m. A wealthy man; a proprietor:—ml-zda, s.m. A son
of a whore, a pimp or pander:—ml-zd, s.f. A bawd,
whore:—ml--sir, s.m. Misoellaneous revenues (from
customs and other sources, exclusive of land); duties:—
ml--sharkat, s.m. Joint or undivided property; joint
stock:—ml-min, s.m. A person who stands security (for
property, or money, in opp. to ir-min), a surety,
bondsman (for the payment of rent or a debt):—mlmin, s.f. Security (for rent or debt); pecuniary bail;
security in property:—ml--abt , s.m. Attached
property, escheat:—ml--g anmt,
s.m. Plunder, spoil:—

ml--g air-manq
la,
s.m.
Real
or
immovable
property:—

ml--farod, s.m. Bonded goods, warehoused goods:—mlk band-o-bast, Settlement of the revenue:—ml kan,
Property to be (cut o, or) stolen;—goods to be sold in
large quantities (ba being generally expressed, e.g.
wah ba  ml kat hai):—ml-g , s.f. Goods'-van,
luggage-van;—luggage (or goods') train:—ml-gur, adj.
& s.m. Paying rent or taxes;—one who pays revenue to
(or holds land under) government, a landholder,
landlord, a manager of cultivation and village matters, a
tenant, a subject:—ml-gur, s.f. Land-revenue; rent
paid in money;—the paying of rent and taxes;—the state
of a renter;—assessed land:—ml--l-wris, s.m.
Unclaimed property, escheat:—ml-mr , s.m. One who
embezzles:—ml--matr ka, or ml--maur s a, s.m. A
bequest, legacy:—ml-mujrim, s.m. 'Criminal and
property'; a criminal with property:—ml--mam la, s.m.
Goods on board; cargo:—ml--mardum- or, s.m. A
consumer of the property of others; a swindler; one who
embezzles; one who borrows and never pays:—ml-mast,
adj. Intoxicated with wealth, purse-proud, boastful:—mlmast, s.f. Pride of wealth:—ml--muft(or muft-k ml),
s.m. Property acquired without cost or labour:—ml-maqr qa, s.m. Distrained or attached property:—ml-manq la, s.m. Personal or movable property:—ml-omat, s.m. Money and eects:—ml-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. ) = ml-dr, q.v.:—ml--waqf, s.m. Property devoted to

religious purposes:—murde-k ml, Unclaimed property;—
anything bought cheap or got for nothing:—naqd ml,
s.m. A valuable prize; a dainty, tit-bit, delicacy.
H a /!ml [Prk. /!5; S. /!t], s.m. A wrestler,
professional boxer, prize-ghter; an athlete, a
champion, a hero (syn. pahlawn).
H a /!ml [Prk. /!(; S. /(;—or S. /!], s.f.
A wreath, garland, &c. (=ml); string (of a spinningwheel, or of a reel, &c.); (in Mech.) belting:—mlka gun(or ka gn), or ml-kkn, s.f. The sta-tree,
Celastrus paniculatus, or C. nutans(the aromatic bitter seeds
yield an empyreumatic oil (Oleum nigrum) which is used
in lamps; and in medicine, having been found a
successful remedy in beriberi, rheumatism, and
paralysis, &c.).
S a /!mla, vulg. ml, s.m. Name of a district lying
west and south-west of Bengal;—name of a barbarous
tribe of people; a man of that tribe;—an epithet of
Vish u.
S a ml [rt. of mldan;—rt. Zend mared= S. / ' (/) ],
part. adj. & s.m. Wiping, rubbing; twisting; crushing;—
rubber, wiper, napkin, towel (used as last member of
compounds; e.g. gosh-ml, r -ml, &c., qq.v.).
A a mal (n. of place fr.  'to return,' &c.), s.m. 'A place
(and a state or condition) to which a person or thing
returns, and to which he (or it) ultimately comes'; end,
aim, event, consequence, termination, issue, tendency:—
mal-andesh, adj. & s.m. Considering the issue or
termination of things, exercising forethought;—one who
looks to the issues of things, &c.:—mal-andesh, s.f.
Consideration of the end or consequence, forethought:—
air mal, s.m. A happy issue or tendency;—adj. Having
a happy issue, &c.
S " a /!ml, s.f. A wreath, garland, chaplet (of owers,
&c.);—a row, line; a chain, string (of beads, &c.), a
necklace, a Hind rosary; a collection, group, a collection
of words arranged in order, a vocabulary, a dictionary; a
book;—a eld;—a cocoa-nut shell:—ml-phal, s.m. The
seed of the Elœocarpus ganitrus(of which rosaries are
made):—ml phern, or ml japn, To tell (one's) beads:
—ml-kr, s.m. (f. -), A wreath-maker, garland-weaver;

a orist, gardener, ower-seller:—ml-vn, adj. (f. -vat),
Having a wreath or garland, garlanded, wreathed,
crowned.
P a " a mlml (ml+ + ml), adj. See s.v. ml, 'wealth.'
H  L! a /!0ml-p , s.m. A kind of rich cake; a
pancake.
S *! a /!"mlat, vulg. mlt, s.f. A bud, blossom;—a
maid, virgin, young woman;—moonshine, moonlight;
night;—the name of several plants and owers, e.g.
Jasminum grandiorum; Bignonia suaveolens; Echites
caryophyllata; Gaertnera racemosa, &c.:—mlat-lat, s.f. The
creeping plant, Gaertnera racemosa:—mlt basant(or basantmlt), s.f. A kind of powder given in consumption (of
which the principal ingredients are gold leaves and
pearls).
H 0! a /!"mlasr, or mlsr, or /!" mlsir [S.
/! +Y"], s.f. Name of a rginor particular musical mode
or scale.
P Z! a mlish (abst. s. fr. ml˚, q.v.), s.f. Rubbing; kneading;
polishing, furbishing; friction; polish; shampooing,
tripsis:—mlish krn, v.t. To rub, &c.; to polish;—v.n. To
work or heave (as the stomach under a feeling of
nausea); to feel nausea (e.g. j mlish kar-rah hai).
H ! a /!Y"mlar, or mlr, or /!.8" mlir,
s.f.=mlsr, q.v.
A (! a mlik (act. part. of (#a 'to possess,' &c.), s.m.
Possessor, proprietor, occupier, owner, master,
employer, lord, ruler; the Supreme Being;—a husband:—
mlik--ar, s.m. Possessor of lands, landholder:—mlik-ia, s.m. Holder of a share or shares, shareholder:—
mlik--aqq, s.m. The real owner; the proprietor de
facto:—mlik--al, A superior proprietor:—mlik karn, v.t.
To make (one) the proprietor or owner (of), &c.; to
empower, entitle, give a claim (to):—mlikul-azinor
azn, s.m. A kind of water-fowl, a bittern (?):—mlikulmulk, s m. 'Lord of the territory or kingdom,' a title
addressed to sovereigns, princes, prime-ministers, &c.:—
mlik--hun, s.m. Holder of a bill or draft:—mlik hon(k), To be or become the owner or proprietor (of), to
own, to have a title (to).

S (! a /.!mlik, s.m. A garland-maker, a gardener,
orist, ower-gatherer:—a painter, colourist, dyer;—a
sort of bird.
S ! a /!mlak, s.f. A garland.
S ! a /.!mlak, s.f. A garland; a necklace, &c. (=ml,
q.v.); a row, series; a multitude;—the double jasmine;—an
intoxicating drink;—a daughter;—a palace.
P  ! a mlikn, s.m. pl. (of mlik), Proprietors, owners,
masters, &c.
P  ! a mlikna [mlik, q.v.+na= Zend ana, or na= S. ],
adj. & adv. Proprietary; like an owner;—in the manner of
an owner;—s.m. An annual or monthly allowance paid to
a zamndrby the person who occupies his lands, whether
the state or a jagr-dr; an allowance to a zamndrousted
from his estate:—mlikna-- nag, s.m. Fees levied on
cultivators by a landholder for his household expenses:—
mlikna rus m, s.f. pl. Proprietary dues.
H @ J /!$
, "ml-ka gun, or /!$" ml-ka gn, s.f.
See s.v. ml, 'wreath.'
H K ! a /!5mlkos [S. /!58t], s.m. Name of a rgor
musical mode.
H 2 &! a /!L/ml-kham (ml, fr. maln+ kham, qq.v.), s.m.
The upright post in a sugar-mill, &c.
A ! a mlik (rel n. fr. mlik), adj. Royal, princely, lordly.
P  ! a mlikyat, vulg. mlkyat(for A. ~ ! a , abst. s. fr.
mlik, fr. mlik), s.f. State of master or owner,
mastership, ownership, lordship, proprietorship,
proprietary right; possession.
P / J! a ml-gur, s.m. = P / J! a ml-gur, s.f.See s.v.
ml, 'wealth.'
P / J! a ml-gur, s.f. = P / J! a ml-gur, s.m.See s.v.
ml, 'wealth.'
H <! a /.!mlin, or /! mlan, = H ! a /.!" mlin
[Prk. /.!.4; S. /.!"+], s.f. The wife of a mlor
gardener;—a female gardener or ower-seller.
H ! a /.!"mlin [Prk. /.!.4; S. /.!"+], = H <! a
/.! mlin, or /! mlan,s.f. The wife of a mlor
gardener;—a female gardener or ower-seller.
S ! a /.!"mlin, s.f. The plant Hedysarum alhagi;—the

shrub Echitis caryophyllata;—name of a rginor musical
mode;—an epithet of Durgor Prvat; and of the celestial
Ganges;—a species of Sanskrit metre.
S  ! a /.!Bmlinya (fr. malina), s.m. Foulness,
uncleanness, dirtiness, pollution, delement, impurity;
sinfulness.
S ! a /! mlava, vulg. mlav, s.m. The country of Malwa
(in Central India);—the inhabitants of Malwa:—mlav, or
mlav-r, s.f. A particular rginor musical mode or scale.
H  ! a /! mlw [S. /! t], s.m. The country of
Malwa (=mlav).
P  ! a mlwar (A. ml+ P. a. war, qq.v.), adj. Rich, wealthy,
opulent.
A e ! a mal f, vulg. ml f(pass. part. of g! 'to keep or
cleave' (to); 'to be familiar' (with), &c.), part. adj.
Familiar, accustomed to live in friendship (with);
habituated; clung (to); beloved (country, &c.), native
(land);—ordinary, customary.
P _ ! a ml fa (for A. ~_ ! a mal fat, fem. of mal f),
adj.=ml f, q.v.
H ! a /!0!ml l, adj. corr. of #P a mal l, q.v.
H 1 ! a /!0/ ml m, part. adj. corr. of 1 #P a mal m, q.v.
H ! a /!"ml [Prk. /.! ; S. /.!t (/.!+t)], s.m.
The caste of gardeners; a man of that caste, a gardener,
a orist.
A ! a ml (rel. n. fr. ml), adj. Of or belonging to property,
or wealth, or merchandise, &c.; wealthy;—of or
belonging to the revenue; nancial; civil (as opp. to
military):—ml pesh-kr, s.m. A revenue accountant:—
ml km, s.m. Revenue work; revenue matters:—ukkm-ml, s.m. pl. Revenue ocers.
P  ! a mliyat (for an unused A. ~ ! a mlyat, abst. s. fr.
ml), s.f. Wealth, opulence; matter of money;—value,
worth;—revenue, tribute (e.g. ad mliya bdshh-se
munarif ho-gay); nance, exchequer:—mliyat j n(-k),
To estimate the value (of), to value, estimate.
A ! > ! a ml  liy (Gr. *^*}), s.m. Melancholy;
madness, insanity.
P ?+ ! a mlda [perf. part. of mldan, and=Zend marsta, rt.
mared; S. /  or /, rt. /; cf. ml], part. Rubbed;

crushed, &c.;—s.m. Bread rubbed into crumbs, and then
mixed with sugar and butter, and again rubbed well
together with the hands; a cake made of bread so
rubbed, or of pounded meal mixed with butter and sugar;
—a ne woollen cloth (made of Kashmr lamb's wool).
P  ! a mliya, s.m.=mliyat, q.v.
S  ! a /mlya, s.m. A wreath, garland, chaplet, crown;
a ower:—mlya-vat, or mlya-vant, or mlya-vn, s.m.
(lit.'garlanded; crowned'), Name of a mountainous range
(eastward of mount Meru) described as one of the
smaller ranges of India proper.
H 1 a //[Prk. /@/5; S. / /],
' s.m. Secret quality; latent
power or virtue; power; resources, means; money.
P 1 a mm = P a a mm (prob. fr. S. //), s.f. Mother;—a
respectful compellation for an old woman;—a woman
who acts as a kind of general servant; a maid-servant:—
mm--nf, or mm-nf, s.f. A midwife:—mm-nf, s.f.
Midwifery (=mm):—mm-gar, s.f. The work of a maidservant.
P a a mm = P 1 a mm (prob. fr. S. //), s.f. Mother;—a
respectful compellation for an old woman;—a woman
who acts as a kind of general servant; a maid-servant:—
mm--nf, or mm-nf, s.f. A midwife:—mm-nf, s.f.
Midwifery (=mm):—mm-gar, s.f. The work of a maidservant.
H a a //mm [S. //t], s.m. A maternal uncle;—
(dialec.) a respectful compellation for a father-in-law,
and also for a male person in general;—a snake; a rat
(terms used euphemistically at night, when the use of
the plain name is held to be unlucky).
P $ a a mm, s.f. Midwifery.
H *a a //mmat, vulg. mmt[S. //], s.f. Aection;
maternal aection, &c. (see mamat).
S (a a //mmak (fr. mama, gen. sing. of ma), adj. &
s.m. Mine, my;—selsh, greedy, covetous;—a miser, a
niggard;—a maternal uncle.
S a a /./ mmik = S a a //" mmak (fem. of
mmaka, q.v.), s.f. A selsh or niggardly woman;—the
wife of a maternal uncle, an aunt.
S a a //"mmak = S a a /./  mmik (fem. of

mmaka, q.v.), s.f. A selsh or niggardly woman;—the
wife of a maternal uncle, an aunt.
H 3a a //!mml, s.m. corr. of #a P a mumala, q.v.
A <a  a maman, vulg. mman(n. of place fr. A. <a  'to be or
become secure or safe'), s.m. A place of security or
safety; a place of freedom from fear.
H a a //0mm [S. //t], s.m. A maternal uncle, &c.
(=mm, q.v.).
A  a a mam r, vulg. mm r(perf. part. of a  'to command,'
&c.), part. Commanded, ordered, enjoined; appointed,
constituted, established, xed, dened, determined;—
s.m. Usage, established custom:—mm r karn, v.t. To
appoint, constitute, &c.:—mm r hon, v.n. To be
appointed, &c.
A a  a mam l, vulg. mm l(perf. part. of a  'to hope'),
part. Hoped for, expected;—s.m. Hope.
H  a a //0(mm , s.m.=mm = mm, qq.v.
A  a  a mam n, vulg. mm n(perf. part. of <a  'to be or
become secure or safe'), part. Rendered secure or safe,
preserved; placed in security, secured, safely deposited
(money, &c.); secure, safe; freed (from), exempted;—
rm, constant.
P  a a mm na (for A. ~ a a mam nat, fem. of mam n),
adj.=mm n, q.v.
H a a //"mm [S. /./ ], s.f. Selshness; partiality;—
wife of a maternal uncle, aunt:—mm pn, To show
partiality.
H  a /[m , s.f. Mother (=m, q.v.).
H  a /[m [contrac. of mah = majh = Ap. Prk. /AD6(=S.
/¦, loc. of /], postpn. (dialec.) In the midst (of), in,
among, &c. (=me , q.v.).
H  a /[m [Ap. Prk. /6(, gen. sing. of 6(=S. 6/ 'I'],
pron. dialec. (dat.-acc.), Me, to me (=mujhe).
H  a /mn (perhaps identical with next), s.m. A sonin-law.
S  a /mna, vulg. mn(rt. man), s.m. Good opinion of
self (or of any person or thing, &c. connected with self),
conceit; self-condence; pride, haughtiness, arrogance;
—honour, respect, reverence, consideration, regard for

others; paying honour (to), honourable reception or
estimation;—dignity, rank, character, reputation; worth,
value;—right, claim, title. privilege;—place, province,
proper oce or business;—a wounded sense of honour,
anger or indignation (excited by jealousy, &c.); female
caprice; sulkiness; blandishment;—an agent;—a
blockhead;—a barbarbian:—mn-pamn(˚na+ap˚), s.m.
Honour and dishonour; esteem and disesteem:—mnbha g, s.m. Loss of honour, injury to reputation,
dishonour, disgrace, indignity, humiliation:—mn-pn,
s.m. Honour, respect;—the rights of an ocial or person
in authority; the privileges and perquisites attached to
an oce:—mn rakhn(-k), To show respect (to), treat
with honour; to respect, reverence, honour;—to pay
heed (to), to mind, to obey.—mn- ahit, adj. (f. -),
Without honour, unhonoured, despised;—wanting in
respect, disrespectful:—mn rahn(-ke), To be dependent
(on):—mn-sanmn, or mn-sanwn, s.m. Honourable
reception; welcome:—mn-se marn(-ke), To be dead to
pride (for), to lose all pride, to be humbled or crushed
(by calamity):—mn karn(-k), To be vain or proud (of);
to give oneself airs:—mn-gumn, s.m. Honour, dignity,
state;—pride, haughtiness:—mn-gaun, s.m. Respect,
honour, &c.:—mn-mahat, s.m. Dignity, state, honour,
respect:—mn-vat, or mn-vant, or mn-vn, adj. (f. -mat),
Possessing honour or pride; proud, haughty, disdainful;
high-spirited; angry, indignant:—mn-vat, s.f. A proud
woman, a haughty or disdainful woman:—mn-varjit, adj.
(f. -), Stripped of honour; destitute of pride, humble,
lowly:—mn-varjit, s.f. Lowliness, humility:—mn-hni,
s.f. Loss of honour or respectability:—mn hon(-ke) = mn
rahn, q.v.:—mn-hn, adj. (f. -), Void of haughtiness or
pride; destitute of honour or respectability:—mn-yukt,
adj. (f. -), Connected or associated with honour;
possessing honour or reputation.
H  a /mn (fr. mn-n, q.v.), s.m. Respecting,
honouring, &c.; taking, regarding (as), supposing, &c.;—
respect, regard (see mnabove); heed, obedience;—
supposition, hypothesis.
H  a /mn (prob. 2nd pers. sing. of imperat. of mnn),
conj. Suppose, grant, &c. (see mno).

S  a /mn (rt. m), s.m. Measuring; measure (in

S * a /mnat, vulg. mnt, and H. / mnit, s.f.

general), dimension; height; weight; magnitude;
quantity, amount; computation of time, &c.;—a measure,
standard, rule;—warrant, authority, grounds for
assurance or admission;—deniteness, exactness,
determinateness (of time, place, amount, &c.);—likeness,
resemblance;—adj. Like, resembling.
S  a /mn (base mat), A Sanskrit (taddhita) ax, used

Pride, arrogance;—honour, respect, dignity, &c. (=mn,
q.v.).
H &* a /[Rm th, = H &* a /[R m th,dialec. forms of

to form possessional adjectives or attributives from
substantives; e.g. buddhi-mn(fem. -mat), 'endowed with
buddhior understanding, intelligent.'
H  a /mn [m˚= Prk. /()=S. /(), rt. /;+n= Prk.
4(=S. "(], v.n. To be contained (in;—cf. amn, and
samn).
H  a /Bmnn, v.t. prop.  a mnn, q.v.
H  a /mn (perf. part. of mnn, q.v.), part. (f. -),

mth, q.v.
H &* a /[Rm th, = H &* a /[R m th,dialec. forms of
mth, q.v.
H  a /[&m , = H  a /[_ m h,s.m.=m, or mh,
q.v.
H  a /[_m h, = H  a /[& m ,s.m.=m, or mh,
q.v.
H  a /[_0m h , s.m.=mh , q.v.
H  a /[&"m , s.m.=m, q.v.
H  a /[&"m  [S. / .BP+t; or / .T], s.m. (dialec.),
Master.
H 6 a /[*m j [Prk. /A*=S. /A*, rt. /A*], s.m. Pus,

Respected, regarded, heeded; accepted; supposed;
granted, &c.:—mn bt, s.f. A postulate.
P  a mn (akin to S. /, rt. /), adj. Like, resembling;

matter; serum.
H 6 a /[*m j [Prk. /AD; S. /; cf. the form m jh],

assimilating (to); equal.
H ` a /[m p, = H L a /[ m pn,dialec. forms of

s.f. Marshy or alluvial land.
H 6 a /,*mnuj, s.m. (dialec.) = mnukh= mnush, q.v.

mp, and mpn, qq.v.
H L a /[m pn, = H ` a /[ m p,dialec. forms of

H 8 a /[*m j, perf. part. of m jn; and = Prk.
/(.* =S. /X* (or /.*)+t], part. adj. (f. -), Rubbed,

mp, and mpn, qq.v.
H  a /mnat [S. / (rt. /)+ or t], s.f. Likeness,

scoured, cleansed, furbished, polished.
S Z8 a /.*cmnjishha, vulg. mnjishh(fr.

resemblance.
H  a /mnat = H * a / mnt [S. /B, or
/, or mn(n) + at= Prk. \"=S. .Qt (i.e.  caus.

manjishh), adj. (f. -, or -), Of the colour of madder, red:
—s.m. A red colour, red.
H 8 a /[*m jn [m j˚= Prk. /(*(), or /(()=S.

aug.+a. ], s.f. Obedience; belief, religious belief;—

/*(
' ), fr. /*,' or fr. rt. /*; +n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],

voluntary obligation, vow; promise; resolution, purpose;
—acknowledgment, assent, acceptance, acquiescence
(syn. mannat.)
H * a /mnt = H  a / mnat [S. /B, or

v.t. To rub, scrub, scour, clean, furbish, polish:—m jnm jn, v.t. (intens.) Idem.
H 8 a /[*m jn, s.m.=mjn, q.v.

/, or mn(n) + at= Prk. \"=S. .Qt (i.e.  caus.

or /AD, Ap. Prk. /AD 6 =S. /¦, loc. of /], adj. & s.m. &

aug.+a. ], s.f. Obedience; belief, religious belief;—

postpn. Middle;—the middle;—a kind of rgor musical
mode; a kind of verse;—in the middle or midst (of), in
(syn. -me , q.v.):—m jh-dhr, s.f. Mid-stream;—adv. In
the middle of the stream (also written mjh-dhr).

voluntary obligation, vow; promise; resolution, purpose;
—acknowledgment, assent, acceptance, acquiescence
(syn. mannat.)

H &8 a /[Dm jh [Prk. /AD(=S. /(; and Prk. /AD<, / .AD ,

H &8 a /[Dm jh, s.f. Marshy or alluvial soil (=m j,
q.v.).
H &8 a /[Dm jh [Prk. /AD(; S. /+], s.m. Trunk (of
a tree); girth.
H &8 a /[Dm jh [m j(n)+= i= Prk.  (=S. ()
+], s.m. A paste composed of wax, oil (or white of egg),
and pounded glass, (applied to a kite-string, to cut that of
another with);—a feast given by a bridegroom previous
to the wedding;—(dialec.) a bed.
H &8 a /[Dm jhat [m j(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Qt
( caus. augment+a. ], s.f. Polish; splendour; state,
dignity.
H &8 a /[Dm jhn, v.t.=m jn, q.v.
H &8 a /[D"m jh [Prk. / .AD ; S. /+t (+t)],
s.m. Master (of a vessel); steersman, helmsman;
boatman; sailor.
H : a /[m , s.m.=m , q.v.
H : a /["m , s.f.=m , q.v.
T : a mna y , or mn y , s.m. A well-known Tartar
nation.
H +  a /[m d [Prk. /(5; S. /Bt], adj. Faded; dull, faint;
tarnished; eclipsed:—m d pa -jn, or m d ho-jn, v.n.
To fade; to become dull or dimmed; to become eclipsed.
H +  a /[m d [Prk. /(; S. /B], s.f. A dull colour;—a
heap of dung (esp. cow-dung); a dunghill;—den (of a wild
beast), lair, haunt, hole (of a fox, &c.).
H +  a /Bmnd, adj. (f. -) = ?+  a mnda, q.v.
P X +  a mndag (abst. s. fr. mnda, q.v.), s.f. Fatigue,
weariness, lassitude;—illness, indisposition.
P ?+  a mnda [fr. mndan= Pehl. mntan; rt. Zend man= S.
/], adj. (f. -), Left, remaining;—fatigued, tired, weary,
languid; ailing, indisposed (Pers. pl. mndogn, 'the
weary,' &c.):—dar-mnda, Fatigued, tired; broken down;
without means; indigent.
S )+  a /B1mndya, s.m. Slowness, sluggishness; stupidity,
dulness; torpor; apathy; weakness, languor;
indisposition, illness;—inferiority, badness, vileness.
H  a /[fm  [Prk. /(f(; S. /ef(], s.m. Rice-water, rice-

gruel; starch; paste;—a class of songs peculiar to
Mrwr.
H  a /[fm  [Prk. /(f(; S. /ef], s.m. A sort of
pastry, a thin cake (syn. apt);—lm, speck, web (on
the pupil of the eye), a cataract.
H  a /[f!m al, s.f.=madal= maal, q.v.
H  a /[fm n (fr. m ), v.t. To starch.
H  a /[fm n [m ˚= Prk. /§()=S. / (' ), or
/
 (), rt. /; +n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To rub; to
press down, to atten; to tread or trample on, to crush;
to tread out (corn), to thresh; to knead;—to stir up,
excite, commit, perpetrate, make; to set on foot, set up,
establish, institute;—to jot or note down, to enter, to
commit to the books (an item, or a memorandum, &c.);
to write (a letter);—to intend, determine.
H   a /[©m h [S. /eft; or i.q. ma h],
s.m.=m h, and manap, qq.v.
H +  a /[©m hn, v.t. (Dakh.)=m n, q.v.
H  a /[f"m  [Prk. /(f; S. /ef+], s.f. Starch
(made of rice- our); paste (=m , q.v.);—(dialec.) the
exudation obtained from the cocoa-nut tree;—(dialec.)
the thigh; the knee.
H  a /[7m , s.m.=m , q.v.
H   a /[7ma n, v.t.=m n, q.v.
H   a /[7"m , s.f.=m , q.v.
H I a /,mnus, // mnas [Prk. /4,5=S. /,3t],
s.m. A human being, a man;—husband.
S I a /mnas (fr. manas), adj. Belonging to the mind
or spirit, mental, spiritual;—s.m. Mind, the seat or
faculty of reason and feeling; heart, soul; spirit; thought,
wish, volition;—mnas, or mnas-sarowar, vulg. mnsarowar,
mnsarwar, s.m. Name of a sacred lake and place of
pilgrimage on Mount Kails in the Himlaya mountains
(the native place of the wild geese or swans; constant
allusions are made to this lake in Hind poetry, and the
ha sor rj-ha s(a kind of wild goose) is described as
migrating to its shores every year at the breeding
season):—mnas-m l, s.m. An epithet of the river Sarj
(of which lake Mnas is the source).

H I a /[m s, (dialec.) /B mns [Prk. /((; S. /[(],
s.m. Flesh, meat:—m s-d, or m s-dhr, or m s-, or
m s-hr, or m s-bhaksh, adj. & s.m. Flesh-eating,
carnivorous;— esh-eater, carnivorous animal:—m sposhak, s.m. Cattle-breeder.
S *0 a /mnasat, s.f. = S *0 a /; mnasatva,
s.m.Thoughtfulness; spirituality.
S *0 a /; mnasatva, s.m. = S *0 a / mnasat,
s.f.Thoughtfulness; spirituality.
H 0 a /,mnsur, = H 0 a /  mnsarwar,= H
0 a /5  mnsarowar,s.m. corr. of mnas-sarowar,
q.v.s.v. mnas.
H 0 a / mnsarwar, = H 0 a /, mnsur,= H

object (to):—ky mn, What (is) the obstacle? what
hinders? quid obstat?
A A P  a mnt, s.m. pl. (of mn, or of its fem. mnat),
Hindrances, obstacles, impediments; interruptions.
P  P  a mnyat (A. mn+abst. a. yat), s.f. Prohibition,
hindrance, &c.
S ( a /mnak, or /4 mak, s.m. The plant Arum
indicum, the bulbous root of which is
eaten:—mnak-ka , vulg. mnaka , s.m. The plant
Arum colocasia.
H ( a /.4mik, or / mnik, or / mnak [S.
/.4=(], s.m. A ruby; a jewel, gem:—mnik-jo , or mnak-

q.v.s.v. mnas.
H 0 a /5 mnsarowar, = H 0 a /, mnsur,= H

jo , s.m. The white-necked stork, Ardea leucocephala:—
mnak- and(fr. mnik- and, a proper name), s.f. A kind of
betel-nut:—mnak-ml, s.m. The upright post in a sugarmill:—ld-k mnikor mnak, s.m. A horse.
0 nakkan , or /0 mnaka
[S.
H : a /=m

0 a /  mnsarwar,s.m. corr. of mnas-sarowar,

/+ ,+t], s.m. See s.v. mnak.

q.v.s.v. mnas.
S (0 a /mnasik, adj. Of or pertaining to the mind

H & a /,Lmnukh, s.m. corr. of mnush, q.v.

(manas); mental; spiritual; rational; ideal, imaginary.
H 0 a /["m s, (dialec.) /B" mns [Prk. /(; S.

H ^ a /[$m g [Prk. /F$5; S. /$t],
' s.f. A road, way, path

0 a /5  mnsarowar,s.m. corr. of mnas-sarowar,

/[], s.f. Indian spikenard, Nardostachys(or Valeriana)
jatamansi.
S Z a /,3mnusha, vulg. mnush(fr. manus), adj. & s.m.
Belonging to mankind; appertaining to men; human;—a
human being, a man; a person, an individual (vulg.
mnusor mnas, q.v.):—mnush-tan, s.m.=manushya-tan,
q.v.s.v. manushya.
S  a /,3"mnush, s.f. A woman.
S   a /,lmnushya, s.m. The being a man, the
condition or the quality of a human being; human
nature, humanity; manliness; man's estate, a man.
A b  a mn (act. part. of b a 'to forbid,' &c.), s.m.
Forbidder, prohibiter, hinderer;—impediment, obstacle,
opposition, bar, hindrance:—mn-ukm, s.m. Arrest of
judgment:—mnul- air, s.m. Forbidder or hinderer of
good:—mn hon(-k), To be a hinderer (of), to be a bar
or obstacle (to); to prevent, prohibit, forbid; to hinder; to

S   a /.4=mikya, s.m. A ruby; a gem (=mik, q.v.).
(=mg, or mrg); division; parting of (the hair), the line
on the top of the head where the hair is parted; an
ornament of pearls or of gold worn on the parting line
of the hair:—m g bharn(-se), 'To ll up the m g,' to
apply vermillion (or red lead, or pearls, &c.) to the
parting of the hair; to marry (a woman):—m g-bhar, s.f.
A woman with red-lead on the parting of the hair; a
married woman, feme-covert;—a beloved wife;—m gpa, s.f. The parting of the hair in the middle; dressing
the hair;—m g-k, s.m. An ornament worn along the
parting of her hair (by a woman):—m g-jal, s.f. A
widow:—m g- ikn, s.f. A kind of bird:—m g rn, or
m g sa wrn, or m g nikln, To form the parting of
the hair, to part the hair in the middle.
H ^ a /[$m g (v.n. fr. m g-n, q.v.), s.f. Want, request,
demand;—betrothal; a betrothed damsel:—m g khuln(k), A betrothal to become void; a betrothed wife (or
husband) to die:—m g hon(-k), A demand to exist (for),
to be in request or demand.

H ^ a /[$m g [conj. part. of m gn; and=Prk. / .F$=S.
/$; ], part. Having asked, or begged, or borrowed,
&c. (see m gn):—m g-t g kar km aln, To carry on
(or manage) a work or business by borrowing from here
and there:—m g den, v.t. To ask for and give (to), to
borrow for (another):—m g-kar, or m g-ke, conj.
part.=m g, q.v.:—m g-len, v.t. To ask for; to borrow.
H J a /[$m g [perf. part. of m gn; and=Prk.
/ .F$ =S. /$+t], part. (f. -), Asked for, demanded,
&c. (see m gn):—m g, part. f. Betrothed (a woman);—
s.f. What is borrowed, a loan:—m ge den, v.t. To give on
loan, to lend:—m ge-k(f. -k), adj. Borrowed.
S (#J a /[$.!m galik (fr. mangala), adj. (f. -),
Auspicious, propitious, tending to good fortune,
prosperous; indicating good fortune.
S  #J a /[$m galya, s.m. An auspicious thing;—
auspiciousness, prosperousness, prosperity, happiness,
welfare;—an auspicious or festive ceremony, festivity;
festival.
H J a /[$m gn [m g˚= Prk. /F$()=S. /$(' ), or
/$(
' ), fr. /$,' (rt. /$) ], v.t. To ask for, request,
demand, beg, solicit, entreat, pray, crave; to want,
desire, seek; to borrow;—to ask in marriage; to betroth:
—m g-t g karn, v.t. To ask for; to borrow.
H J a /[$"m gn (fem. of m gn), s.f. Asking in
marriage; betrothing, betrothal, &c. (see ma gn).
H J a /[$"m g [fem. of m g; and=Prk. / .F$=S.
/$], part. & s.f. See s.v. m g.
H @  a //mnamat [S. /+/6(], s.f. (dialec.), Stir,
ado, tumult, rumpus, row:—mnamat ma n, To make a
stir, or a rumpus, &c.
H  a /mnn [mn˚= Prk. /(), or /s()=S.
/(), caus. fr. rt. /;+n= Prk. (=S. "(], v.t. To
respect, revere, esteem; to regard, heed, mind, attend
to, observe, obey; to believe, trust, credit; to admit,
allow, acknowledge, confess, own; to permit; to
acknowledge the superiority of, to submit, yield; to agree
to, assent to; to consent; to accept, receive; to take,
assume, suppose; to take for granted, to grant; to hold,

view, consider, regard as, deem, account; to hold to be
true or right; to consider of importance; to approve;—to
feel, experience, entertain;—to be set on:—mn-jn,
(intens.) To heed, mind, &c.; to acknowledge the
superiority of; to submit, yield, come to terms with; to
comply with; to acknowledge, confess, own, &c.:—mnlen, v.t. intens. of and=mnn:—mnne-jog, adj. Worthy of
honour or veneration, venerable, &c.; worthy of
acceptance or belief, credible, &c.
P +  a mnand, vulg. mnind[S. / (rt. /=Zend m)+B],
prep. & postpn. Like, resembling, after the likeness (of, ke;—if mnindis used as a postpn., the governed noun
takes the gen. a. -k; but if it be used as a prep., the
noun takes the gen. a. -ke; e.g. dary-k mnind; but
mnind dary-ke).
S  a /"mnin, s.f. (of mn, q.v.), A proud or
disdainful woman; an angry or sulky woman (one who is
oended with her lover).
S   a /"mnanya, adj. (f. -), To be honoured;
deserving of honour or of regard; venerable.
S  a /4 mava, vulg. mav, s.m. A youth, lad,
youngster, juvenile; a little man, manikin (used
contemptuously);—a pearl necklace of sixteen strings.
S  a / mnava, vulg. mnav(fr. manu), adj. Descended
from man, or from Manu; belonging or proper to man;
human;—s.m. A human being, a man;—a lad, boy, &c.
(=mav, q.v.);—mankind;—a multitude of men.
H  a /5mno, (dialec.) /M mnau, and /, mnu (2nd
pers. pl. of the aorist of mnn), conj. You would suppose;
one might suppose; as if, so to speak, as it were; in
eect, virtually; suppose; let it be granted (that, -ki),
grant.
H  a /[ m o (onomat.) s.m. A cat.
S A  a / mna-vat, vulg. mn-vat, adj. (f. -vat), See
s.v. mnaor mn.
H K  a /0mn s [Prk. /405; S. /,lt], s.m.
(dialec.)=manushyaand mnus, qq.v.
A K  a man s, vulg. mn s(pass. part. of I 'to be
sociable, or familiar,' &c.), part. adj. Associated;
attached, friendly, familiar, intimate;—cheering,

solacing, gladdening (to, -k);—s.m. A companion,
associate, friend, intimate, familiar.
S   a /4 mavak, and H. /  mnavak, s.m. A lad

P  a mn, s.m. Name of a celebrated (Chinese) painter,

or boy not exceeding sixteen years of age; a juvenile;—a
little man, a dwarf, a manikin;—a childish or ignorant
man.
H   a / mno , or /g mnau , conj.=mno, q.v.

mnya), Honourableness, venerableness, estimableness,
worthiness, respectability; honour; credibility.
S *  a /B; mnyatva, s.m. = S *  a /B mnyat, s.f.(fr.

S   a / "mnav, s.f. (of mnava), A daughter of man or
Manu, a woman.
H & a /[6m h = H <& a /[6 m hi = H & a /[6" m h,
or /[6 m hi = H < & a /[6· m h [Ap. Prk. /AD 6 , Prk.
/AD<=S. /¦, loc. of /; cf. m , mjh, m jh], postpn.
(old H. & dialec.), In the midst (of), in, among, &c. (=me ,
q.v.).
H <& a /[6 m hi = H & a /[6 m h = H & a /[6" m h,
or /[6 m hi = H < & a /[6· m h [Ap. Prk. /AD 6 , Prk.
/AD<=S. /¦, loc. of /; cf. m , mjh, m jh], postpn.
(old H. & dialec.), In the midst (of), in, among, &c. (=me ,
q.v.).
H & a /[6"m h, or /[6 m hi = H & a /[6 m h = H <& a
/[6 m hi = H < & a /[6· m h [Ap. Prk. /AD 6 , Prk.
/AD<=S. /¦, loc. of /; cf. m , mjh, m jh], postpn.
(old H. & dialec.), In the midst (of), in, among, &c. (=me ,
q.v.).
H < & a /[6·m h = H & a /[6 m h = H <& a /[6 m hi
= H & a /[6" m h, or /[6 m hi [Ap. Prk. /AD 6 , Prk.
/AD<=S. /¦, loc. of /; cf. m , mjh, m jh], postpn.
(old H. & dialec.), In the midst (of), in, among, &c. (=me ,
q.v.).
S  a /"mn, adj. (f. mnin), Thinking, being of
opinion, fancying, imagining, weening; mindful;—proud,
haughty, arrogant, disdainful; indignant, angry,
resentful, sulky.
H  a /"mn, adj.=mnya, q.v.
H  a /"mn [m, 'mother,' q.v.+n= l= Prk. f=S. !
+; cf. mul], s.f. A nurse; a maid-servant (cf. mm);
—a socket.

founder of the sect of the Manichæans.
S *  a /Bmnyat, s.f. = S *  a /B; mnyatva, s.m.(fr.

mnya), Honourableness, venerableness, estimableness,
worthiness, respectability; honour; credibility.
S   a /Bmnya, adj. (f. -), To be honoured or respected;
worthy of honour; honourable, venerable, estimable,
respectable; to be believed or credited, credible:—mnyamn, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat), Honoured, venerated,
respected, esteemed;—an estimable person, &c.;—mny,
s.f. An estimable woman; a highly respected woman.
H  a /m , or / mu [Prk. /=S. /], s.f.
Mother, &c. (=m, and m, qq.v.).
H  a / mw [prob. Prk. /; S. /; cf. Pers.
mya], s.f. 'Source, origin';—substance;—starch;—yolk (of
an egg);—ferment, leaven:—milk inspissated by boiling;
curd.
A  a maw, vulg. mw(n. of place fr. 'to repair to for
lodging or refuge,' &c.), s.m. & f. Dwelling, abode,
habitation, mansion; covert; place of resort; refuge,
asylum.
H K a / mwas, s.f. contrac. of amwas, q.v.
H B a / mos, or / mus, s.m. (f. -) = B a
maus, q.v.
H ! a / !"mol, or /!" mul, or /!" maul [Prk.
/f; S. /+!+], s.f. (dialec.) Mother, &c. (=m, or
m).
?  a maw, vulg. mw, s.m.= a mw, q.v.
P ? a mh [Pehl. mh; Zend mo h; S. /], s.m. The moon;
(met.) a beloved person; a mistress;—a month (whether
lunar or solar):—mh-ba-mh, adv. From month to
month; every month; monthly:—mh-pror mh-pra,
s.m. 'Piece of the moon,' lovely object, handsome
person:—mh-jabn, or mh-r , or mh-t alat,
or mh-liq,

adj. & s.m.f. Having a forehead, or face (or countenance)
as beautiful as the moon;—a beautiful or beloved person,

a beauty:—mh-tb, s.f. Moonlight, moonshine;—s.m.
The moon;—(met.) the face of a mistress:—mh-tb, s.f.
A kind of re-work, a blue-light;—a species of marshmelon;—a shaddock (syn. akotr);—cloth on which are
pasted devices of the heavenly bodies in gold or silver:—
mh--shams, s.m. A solar month:—mh--qamar, s.m. A
lunar month:—mh--kann, s.m. 'Moon of Canaan';
Joseph, son of Jacob:—mh-mh, adv.=mh-ba-mh, q.v.:—
mh-wr, mh-wra, adj. & s.m., and mh-wr, adj. & s.f.
Monthly;—monthly stipend; monthly wages; the
revenue that is collected in a month:—mh-wash, adj. &
s.m. & f. Like the moon, beautiful as the moon;—a
beautiful person, a beauty, a mistress.
H ? a /6mh, postpn. (old H. & dialec.)=m h= me , qq.v.

H  a mhir (fr. mhir, q.v.), s.f. Skilfulness, expertness,
prociency (=mahrat, the usual word).
S   a /6 lmhishya (fr. mahisha), s.m. A particular
mixed caste, sprung from a Kshatriya father and a
Vaiya mother (whose business is attendance on cattle,
with the practice of astronomy and music).
H @  a /6 /mhim, s.m. prop. @ 4a mahim, q.v.
H  a /mh , or /z mhu, s.m. A kind of scolopendra
(syn. kan-sal).
P   a mh-wr, = P   a mh-wr,See s.v. ? a mh.
P   a mh-wr, = P   a mh-wr,See s.v. ? a mh.
P  a mh [Pehl. mhk; Zend maya; S. /;T], s.f. A sh;

of soul, high-mindedness, magnanimity; exalted state or
position, greatness, majesty, dignity; celebrity; praise;
might;—the peculiarity or virtue of any divinity or sacred
shrine;—a work giving an account of the merits of any
holy place or object.
S (W  a /6*mhjanik (fr. mch-jana), adj.

(in Myth.) the sh on which the earth is supposed to
rest:—mh-pusht, adj. 'Fish-backed,' hog-backed; convex:
—mh-tawa, s.m. A pan for frying sh; a concave fryingpan:—mh- r, s.m. 'Fish-eater'; a heron; crane;
cormorant:—mh-dandn, s.m. A sh's tooth (of which
the hilts of swords, &c. are made):—mh-farosh, s.m.
Fish-man, shmonger:—mh-gr, s.m. A sherman;—an
otter, Lutra lutreola:—mh-martib, s.m. Certain honours
of which the privilege is especially conferred on princes
and great nobles (they are denoted by the gure of a
sh with other insignia (two balls), carried as ensigns
upon elephants):—dandn--mh, s.m.=mh-dandn, q.v.
H  a /6"mh, or /6 mhi, postpn. (old H. &

Appertaining to great persons; t for (or suitable to)
great persons; t for merchants.
S (W  a /6.*mhrjik (fr. mah-rja), adj. Of or

dialec.)=m h= m h, q.v.
P   a mhiyna [P. mh, 'monthly'=Pehl. mhk= Zend
mhya= S. /T+na= Zend naor ana= S. ], s.m.

pertaming to kings; t for (or suitable to) kings;
imperial, royal.
S   a /6j!mhkul (fr. mah-kula), adj. (f. -), Of noble

Monthly pay or wages;—adv. Per month, monthly.
P   a mhyat, vulg. mhiyat(for A. ~  a mhyat, fr. m,
'what?'), s.f. Substance, essence, quality; state or form of
being, nature, constitution; intrinsic worth, value;—state,
condition, circumstances; matter of fact.
P :  a mh a, s.m. Fine slices of dough (cooked in soup,
&c.); vermicelli.
H <  a /6·mh , or /6 mhi , postpn. (old H.)=m h =

S  a /6mh, s.f. A cow.
S (@ Y  a /6.;/ mhtmik (fr. mahtman), adj. Highminded, magnanimous, noble, exalted, dignied,
majestic; glorious; of great sanctity or honour.
S  @ Y  a /6;@mhtmya (fr. mahtman), s.m. Greatness

family or lineage, high-born, of good extraction.
P * a mh-tb, s.m. See s.v. mh.
A  a mhir (act. part. of 4a 'to excel in an art or
profession;' see mahrat), adj. Acute, ingenious,
sagacious, skilled (in), skilful, clever, expert (in); well
acquainted (with, -se), familiar (with);—s.m. A master (of
any art), an adept:—mhir hon(-se), To be well
acquainted (with an art, &c.), to be familiar (with), &c.
H  a /zmhur [Prk. /z(; S. /,(], s.m. Poison.

m h, q.v.
H $ a / m, or / mi, or / me [Prk. /; S.
/], s.f. Mother, &c. (=m, q.v.);—a woman's breast.

A $ a m (for mh; rel. n. fr. m= mh, 'water'), adj.

H ) a /my, s.m.=) a mya, q.v.

Watery.
S ) a /my, s.f. Extraordinary or supernatural power,

S  ) a / "myv, = S ) ) a /" myy,adj. & s.m. (f. -

magical or wonderful power;—illusion; trick, artice,
deceit, deception, fraud; delusion; jugglery; wickedness,
villainy;—an illusory image or apparition, phantasm,
phantom; anything unreal; a mirage; anything which
deceives the sight; a show;—a deception depending on
the power of the deity whereby mankind believe in the
existence of external objects which are in fact purely
ideal; the external world, natural phenomena, nature
(considered as a mere illusion without reality, and
personied in mythology as a female, the wife of
Brahm, and the immediate operative cause of the
creation);—philosophic illusion, idealism;—the wife of a
juggler;—a woman;—prosperity, opulence, riches; life;
light;—compassion, pity, sympathy, mercy, kindness,
aection, feeling:—my-bh mi, s.f. A place of deception;
a locality where wickedness abounds:—my-ptra, s.m.
'A vessel of wealth'; a wealthy person;—adj. Opulent,
wealthy, rich:—my-pati, s.m. 'Lord of illusion'; a master
in illusions; the husband of Illusion personied; an
epithet of the deity or of Rma:—my-pau, adj. & s.m.f.
Skilled in illusion, or in magical arts; expert in deceiving;
delusive, deceptive, fraudulent:—mytt(˚y+at˚), adj.
Beyond the in uence of illusion (said of the saints and
the deity);—beyond the in uence of compassion, without
compassion, merciless, unfeeling (syn. my-rahit):—
my-r p, or my-r p, adj. Illusory, unreal, false,
deceptive:—my-rahit, adj. (f. -), Without compassion,
pitiless, merciless, unfeeling; unloving:—my-moh, s.m.
Illusion and ignorance:—my-may, adj. (f. -), Consisting
of illusion; formed of or creating illusion; illusive,
illusory, unreal, deceptive; enchanted; magical;
wonderful:—my-vat, my-vant, or my-vn, adj. & s.m.
(f. -vat), Possessing powers of illusion; having magical
powers; skilled in magical arts; employing deceit, or
tricks; deceptive; magical; illusory, unreal;—a deceiver,
&c.;—an epithet of Kans;—my-vat, s.f. A female
deceiver;—an epithet of the wife of Km:—my-vidy, s.f.
The science of illusion; magic.

in), Possessing illusion, illusory, unreal; deceptive;
possessing magical powers; magical; using tricks,
employing deceit, deceitful;—a deceiver; a magician,
conjurer, juggler;—a cat.
S ) ) a /"myy, = S  ) a / " myv,adj. & s.m. (f. in), Possessing illusion, illusory, unreal; deceptive;
possessing magical powers; magical; using tricks,
employing deceit, deceitful;—a deceiver; a magician,
conjurer, juggler;—a cat.
H &L $ a /v!me-phal, / v! m-phal, or
/v! mi-phal, s.m. (dialec.)=m-phal, and mj -phal,
qq.v.
H  $ a / mt, s.m. (dialec.)=mek, q.v.
P ?+ $ a mida (for A. {+ $ a midat, fem.), s.m. A table
(esp.one covered with victuals).
A I$ a mis, corr. myas(act. part. of I a 'to walk with an
elegant air,' &c.; and of K a 'to breed dissensions,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Walking elegantly or proudly, waving from
side to side;—one who so walks;—a whisperer,
talebearer, calumniator.
S () a /myika, vulg. myik, adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -),
Illusory; creating illusion; practising deceit, deceitful,
deceptive, trickish;—fascinating;—compassionate;
aectionate; benevolent;—a magician, conjurer, juggler.
H  $ a /or /  mek [m, 'mother,' q.v.+S. 
+t], s.m. Mother's house, the maternal mansion
(applied only to that of a woman).
A $ a mil, corr. myal(act, part. of  a 'to incline,' &c.),
adj. Inclining (to or towards, -k taraf,
 or -par), leaning;
inclined; propense, having a propensity, or inclination,
or partiality (for); biassed; fond (of), taking delight (in),
addicted (to); apt:—mil karn, v.t. To make (one)
inclined (to, -k taraf),
to incline, bend, bias, &c.:—mil

hon(-k taraf,
 or -par), To be inclined (to, or towards), to
incline, lean; to be addicted (to), &c.
H < $ a /m [S. /./ ], s.f. Maternal uncle's wife,
aunt (=mm);—a respectful term of address to elderly

women (prob. for m).
H < $ a /m , s.f. The fruit of the tamarisk tree.
A K ) a my s (pass. part. (post classical), fr. I
 ) 'to
despair,' &c.), part. adj. Disappointed, despondent,
hopeless, desperate:—my s karn, v.t. To disappoint, to
make despondent or despairing; to mar the hopes of:—
my s hon, v.n. To despair, lose hope, to be disappointed
(of, -se).
P B ) a my s (fr. my s), s.f. Hopelessness, despair;
desperation.
P ) a mya (prob.=S. /), s.m. Source, root, origin,
principle, essence, substance (cf. mw); wealth, money,
cash, means; capital (in trade), stock, principal; fund;—
measure; quantity; amount;—ferment, leaven:—mya
jo n, To amass wealth; to hoard money:—mya-dr, adj.
Thick, solid, strong, substantial; rich, wealthy;—
fermented.
S ) a /"my, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Possessing powers of
illusion; having supernatural powers; illusory, unreal,
deceptive, magical;—a conjurer, juggler, magician; a
deceiver, cheat;—an epithet of Brahm, of iva, of Agni,
and of Kma.
A  %a mub (pass. part. of   aba, 'to make (a thing)
allowable or free,' iv of  'to become apparent'), part.
adj. Allowed, or allowable (to be taken, or let alone, or
done, or made use of, or possessed); allowable, lawful;—
s.m. Any indierent action (whatever a person may do
or let alone);—lawful pleasure:—mub rakhn, v.t. To
hold lawful or allowable:—mub karn, v.t. To make
allowable, or free, or lawful; to legalize.
P  %a mubasa  (for A. ~ %a mubasat, fem. inf. n. of
l basa, 'to search or inquire with (another, into a
thing), iii of `c 'to search or inquire' (into)), s.m.
Investigation; disputation, discussion, argumentation,
reasoning; a dispute, contest, debate:—mubasa 
karn(se), To discuss (with), to reason or argue (with), to
dispute (with), &c. (see basn).

P  %a ma-bd = P  %a ma-bd (ma, 'not'+bd, optat. of
b dan, 'to be'), adv. May (or let) it not be, be it not; by no
means, away! God forbid; lest; perhaps, perchance.
P  %a ma-bd = P  %a ma-bd (ma, 'not'+bd, optat. of

b dan, 'to be'), adv. May (or let) it not be, be it not; by no
means, away! God forbid; lest; perhaps, perchance.
P A %a mubdarat (for A. { %a , inf. n. of iii of + 'to
hasten'), s.f. Making haste; vieing (with); outstripping;—
haste, expedition.
P ! %a mubdala (for A. ~! %a mubdalat, inf. n. of iii of + 'to
change or exchange'), s.m. Exchange, barter;
retaliation, recompense:—mubdale-k isb, An
exchange transaction :—mubdala karn(-k), To make an
exchange (of a thing, with, -se, a person):—mubdala
hon, To be exchanged.
A  %a mabd, s.f. pl. (of mabd, q.v.), Beginnings, origins;
elements:—mabdiyul-isb, The elements of arithmetic.
P  %a mubr, or mabr, s.m. A pudding; a sausage.
A d %a mubriz (act. part. of iii of d 'to come out or forth'),
adj. & s.m. Ready for war, warlike;—a warrior,
combatant, brave soldier, hero.
A  %a mubrak (pass. part. of iii of  ; fr. barakat, q.v.),
part. adj. Blessed; happy, fortunate, auspicious; august;
sacred, holy;—intj. Welcome! well! hail! all hail! blessings
(on you)!; congratulations (to you)!:—mubrak-bd, intj.
May he (or it) be blessed or fortunate; good fortune
attend you! hail:—mubrak-bd, or mubrak-bd, s.f.
Blessings, benediction; congratulation; good wishes:—
mubrak-bd(or -bd) denor kahn(-ko, or -se), To wish
joy (to), to congratulate, felicitate, hail; to compliment;
to welcome; to wish success (to):—mubrak-salmat, s.f.
Congratulations and salutations (or thanks):—mubrakfl, adj. Of happy omen; prognosticating felicity.
P   %a mubrak (fr. mubrak), s.f. Auspiciousness;
happiness; good fortune; congratulation; benediction,
blessing.
P AE %a mubsharat (for A. {E %a , inf. n. of iii of  ; see
bashara), s.f. Lying with (a woman), copulation;—
superintending, managing, or conducting (an aair)
oneself; commencing or undertaking (an aair).
P e %a mubf, s.m.=m -bf, q.v.s.v. m .
A T ! %a mablig, s.m. pl. (of mablag, q.v.), Sums (of money),
moneys.
A T ! %a mublig (act. part. of T ! ; see mublaga), part. adj.
Diligent, painstaking; who does (anything) to excess;

going to extremes; exaggerating.
P  ! %a mublaga (for A. ~ ! %a mublagat, inf. n. of T ! 'to

investigation, disputation, discussion, debate.
A >%a muba  ar (pass. part. of >
C 'to perfume,' ii of >

exceed ordinary or proper bounds,' &c., iii of T # 'to reach,

'to send up a fume'), part. Fumigated (with perfume),
perfumed; vaporous.
A + %a mabd (n. of place and time fr. + 'to begin.' &c.),

attain (to),' &c.), s.m. Diligence, care, utmost eort or
endeavour; exaggeration; amplication; intensity;
excess; hyperbole; bombast;—dwelling on (a subject):—
mublaga karn, To exaggerate; to use hyperboles;—to
insist, persist.
P A  %a mubht (for A. {  %a , inf. n. of  'to vie or compete
with for superiority in beauty or goodliness,' &c., iii of 4
'to be or become characterized by beauty or goodliness,'
&c.), s.f. Competing (or disputing) with for superiority in
beauty or goodliness, &c.; contending for glory; glorying,
boasting; vainglory, pride, arrogance:—glory, honour.
A  %a mubh (act. part. of iii of 4 ; see mubht), adj.
Glorious, exalted;—presuming, arrogant, proud, vain.
A + *%a mubtad (pass. part. of viii of + 'to begin'), s.f.
Beginning, commencement; (in Gram.) an inchoative
(correl. of abar); principle or subject of a proposition; a
substantive noun in the nominative case:—mubtad-oabar, s.f. The inchoative and enunciative, the subject
and predicate, the substantive and adjective.
A + *%a mubtad (act. part. of viii of + 'to begin'), s.m.
Beginner; young scholar, a disciple just commencing to
learn, a tyro;—a founder.
A / *%a mubtaal (pass. part. of viii of / 'to give liberally
or unsparingly'), adj. Used every day; treated as of little
value; common; contemptible, base, degenerate.
A 2 0*%a mubtasim (act. part. of viii of 2 0 'to smile') part.
adj. Smiling, laughing gently.
A 3*%a mubtal (pass. part. of viii of # 'to test or try,' &c.),
part. Sorely tried, aicted, distressed, distracted, fallen
(into, -me , evil, or calamity, or trouble), involved (in),
overtaken (by); entangled; fascinated, enamoured (of):—
mubtal--balor fat, Fallen into (or involved in, or
overtaken by) calamity or misfortune:—mubtal karn,
v.t. To involve (in, -me ), &c.:—mubtal hon(-me ), To be
involved (in), &c.
A lc%a mabas (n.
 of place, fr. lc 'to search or
inquire' (into)), s.m. Time. or place, for inquiry or
investigation, or for disputation;—dissertation,

s.m. Beginning, original, origin, source; principle, or rst
rule (of a science, &c.).
A .+ %a mabda (n. of place fr. .+ 'to produce, to
originate'), s.m. The place where anything new is
produced;—rst production, invention, discovery; ction.
A .+ %a mubd (act. part. of .+  'to create,' iv of .+ 'to
originate'), s.m. Creator, author, originator, inventor,
founder; one who rst hits upon, or strikes out, or
produces;—one who feigns or tells a lie.
A + %a mubaddal (pass. part. of +C 'to change,' &c., ii of +
'to change'), = A + %a mubdal (pass. part. of +  'to
change,' &c., iv. of + 'to change'), part. Changed,
altered; exchanged; substituted;—s.m. (in Gram.) The
word substituted (for another), the permutative; case in
apposition.
A + %a mubdal (pass. part. of +  'to change,' &c., iv. of +
'to change'), = A + %a mubaddal (pass. part. of +C 'to
change,' &c., ii of + 'to change'), part. Changed, altered;
exchanged; substituted;—s.m. (in Gram.) The word
substituted (for another), the permutative; case in
apposition.
A / %a mubair (act. part. of /C 'to dissipate, squander,' ii
of / 'to scatter'), adj. & s.m. Who dissipates or
squanders; extravagant, wasteful, prodigal, lavish;—an
extravagant man, a spendthrift, a prodigal.
P / %a mubair (fr. mubair), s.f. Extravagance;
prodigality; luxury.
A / %a mab l (pass. part. of / 'to give liberally,' &c.),
part. Expended, bestowed; lavished;—s.m. A magnicent
present.
A %a mubirr, vulg. mubir(act. part. of C  'to overcome, &c.,
iv. of C 'to be pious,' 'to obey,' &c.), adj. Provident,
prudent;—strong; superior (to), who overcomes.
A %a mubarr (pass. part. of C 'to make (one) free or
clear, to acquit,' &c., ii. of  'to become clear or free,'
&c.), part. adj. Held or pronounced free or clear (of),

free, acquitted, absolved, exempted, far removed (from);
guiltless (of):—mubarr karn, v.t. To free, clear, acquit,
absolve, exempt, exonerate.
A A%a mabarrt, s.f. pl. (of mabarrat, inf. n. of C 'to be
pious,' &c.), Pious acts, good works; public buildings or
institutions (as inns, &c.), built by pious Muslims.
A 1 %a mubram (pass. part. of 1   'to twist (a rope, &c.) well;
to make rm,' &c., iv of 1  Idem), part. Twisted well;
made rm by twisting together; rm, strong, solid,
sound; urgent;—s.m. A garment or piece of cloth of
which the thread is twisted of two strands or yarns.
A <%a mubarhan (pass. part. of < 'to adduce evidence or
proof'), part. Proved, demonstrated; demonstrative;
authentic; evident, manifest.
A s 0%a mabs t (pass.
part. of w0 'to spread, expand,' &c.),

part. Spread out, extended, expanded, dilated, stretched
out, outstretched.
A %a mubashshir (act. part. of 
C 'to announce an event
which rejoices, ii of  'to rejoice by the annunciation of
an event'; both forms are prob. fr. bashara, q.v.), s.m. An
announcer; a bearer of good news; an evangelist.
A M%a mubair (act. part. of M
C 'to cause to see,' &c., ii of
M 'to become seeing'), part. adj. & s.m. Causing to see or
understand;—provident; penetrating;—one who can see;
—one who shows, or causes to understand.
A M%a mubaar (pass. part. of ii of M ; see mubair), part.
Made clear or manifest; clear, perspicuous; conspicuous.
A M%a mubir (act. part. of M  'to see,' &c., iv of M 'to
become seeing'), part. adj. & s.m. Seeing; clear-sighted;
clear, manifest;—one who sees, or who is clear-sighted;
—one who renders intelligent.
A N%a mubtal (pass. part. of N  'to nullify,' &c., iv of N 'to
become vain or null'), part. Nullied, annulled,
abolished, cancelled; annihilated.
A N%a mubtil (act. part. of N , iv of N ; see mubtal),
 part.
adj. & s.m. Nullifying, annulling, abolishing; who or what
invalidates; annihilating; frustrative;—annuller,
abolisher, &c.; defacer, destroyer;—one who says a thing
in which is no truth or reality; one who embellishes
speech with lies.
A }  %a mabg   (pass. part. of \ 'to be or become

hateful or odious'), part. Hated, detested; odious;
accounted an enemy.
A T #%a mablag, corr. mublag(n.
 of place fr. T # 'to reach,'
&c.), s.m. Place of arrival; utmost point or scope or
degree (of an attainment, &c.), utmost degree of
prociency; perfection;—sum (resulting from addition);
amount or product (resulting from multiplication);
quantity; produce;—a sum (of money), ready money;—
adj. Much, many.
A %a mabn (pass. part. of  'to build,' &c.), part. Built,
constructed, formed; founded, based (on);—(in Gram.)
indeclinable (noun);—s.m. An edice, a fabric.
A %a mabn, or mabn(n. of place fr.  'to build'), s.m. A
foundation.
A %a mubn, corr. mabn(act. part. of   'to cause to build,'
iv of  'to build'), s.m. One who orders or causes to build
or frame; framer; author:—mubn--fasd, s.m. Author of
mischief; transgressor; aggressor.
A 2 4%a mubham (pass. part. of 2 4  'to close or lock' (a
door), &c., iv of 2 4 'to stay (in); to be confounded or
perplexed'), part. adj. Occult; unknown; concealed;
obscure; doubtful, uncertain, vague, indistinct;
unintelligible (speech); ambiguous, equivocal;—
indeterminate; indenite:—ism--mubham , 'The noun of
indication,' the demonstrative pronoun (so called
because, in Arabic, it has no derivative, and its root is
unknown).
A A 4%a mabh t (pass. part. of 4 'to be or become
confounded or perplexed,' &c.), part. Confounded,
perplexed, astonished, amazed; dazed, stupeed; struck
dumb, mute with astonishment, dismayed:—mabh t-s,
adj. Somewhat confounded, &c.; thoroughly astonished,
quite struck.
P 4%a mubahh (corr. of 4 %a mubaiyih, rel. n. fr. mubaiyih,
act. part. of A. C , formed fr. ? bh, 'coition,' &c.), adj.
Aphrodisiacal, provocative, what excites venery.
P A 4%a mubahhiyt, s.f. pl. Aphrodisiacal medicines;
things that excite venery.
A  %a mabt (inf. n., and n. of place, of  'to pass the
night,' &c.), s.f. Passing the night;—a place in which one
passes the night; a place of rest at night, bed-chamber.

P P %a mub (prob. a corr. of A. b %a mab, pass. part. of b
'to sell; to buy'), part. Sold; bought; venal.
A < %a mubn (act. part. of   'to make distinct,' &c., iv of <
'to become separate'), part. adj. Distinct, clear, manifest.
A < %a mubaiyan (pass. part. of <C 'to explain,' &c., ii of <
'to become separate'), part. Declared, explained,
illustrated; made distinct or clear.
H  La /mapn (i.q. mapn, q.v.), s.m. Measuring;
measure; quantity.
H  La /mapn [caus. of mpn, q.v., and=mp˚+= w=
Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.t. To cause to measure.
H La /mapat [map(n) + at= Prk. \"=S. .Qt (pi,
caus. augment+a. )], s.f. Measure:—mapat-khapat, s.f.
Idem (and the more com. form).
H La /mapn (fr. the trans. mpn), v.n. To be
measured;—v.t.=mpn, q.v.
H  La / mapwn (doub. caus. of mpn; and=mp˚
+w+w, &c.; see mapn), v.t. To cause to be measured,
to have or get (a thing) measured.
H a /mat (dialec.) /  mati [Prk. / + (prob.)  (3rd
pers. sing. of the pres. of the auxiliary verb 'to be'); S. /
+], prohib. adv. (used with the imperat. only), Do not,
don't (e.g. mat j, 'don't go').
S a /mata, vulg. mat(base S. /(), s.m. Thought, idea,
sentiment, opinion, judgment, view, mind, doctrine,
belief, creed, tenet; sect, persuasion, party (in religion or
philosophy);—advice, counsel;—disposition of mind,
design, aim, intention, purpose, wish;—knowledge:—
mat r(˚ta+ ˚), s.m. The observance of any method or
opinion; following a sect:—matntar(˚ta+an˚), s.m. Another
(or a dierent) opinion or tenet; another method; a
dierent creed, or sect, or party:—matntar r(˚ta+antara
+ ˚), s.m. The observance of another method; the
following another sect:—matnusr(˚ta+an˚), adj.
Conformably to the opinion or belief (of, -ke);
conformably to the sect (of):—matvalamb(˚ta+av˚), adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Holding or embracing the doctrines or
tenets of a particular sect;—an adherent to any

particular class of religious (or philosophical) opinions:—
mat-pravartak, s.m. (f. -ik), The originator or founder of
any religious or philosophical sect:—mat-pravartakatva,
s.m., or mat-pravartakat, s.f. The originating or
establishing new opinions or theories; innovation:—matparksh, s.f. Investigation of religious belief:—matkhaan, s.m. Destruction of religious belief; heresy,
heterodoxy; indelity.
H a /mat [S. / t], s.f. The mind, understanding,
intelligence, intellect; wit, sense, discernment,
judgment, wisdom;—design, intention, purpose,
resolution, determination;—thought, perception, idea,
conception, opinion, notion, belief, conviction, view,
creed, religious opinion, faith;—manner, method, way,
mode, system, sect;—counsel, advice;—esteem, respect,
reverence, regard;—disposition of mind, wish, desire,
inclination;—memory, remembrance, recollection:—matbhed, s.m. Change of opinion or views:—mat phirn(-k),
The opinion (of a person) to change:—mat-den(-ko), To
give advice (to), to advise, counsel:—mat-se(-k), The
advice (of); in concert (with):—mat ku-mat hon, or mat
mr jn(-k), To lose one's senses:—mat-me n(kis-k),
To become a convert to the views or opinion (of
anyone):—mat-vd, s.m. Contention concerning opinion:
—mat-hn, adj. Devoid of understanding, stupid,
senseless, ignorant;—without religious belief, irreligious,
profane:—ul mat, or au dh mat, s.f. A perverted
judgment.
S a /mat (f. mat), A sux which, joined to
substantives, serves to form attributive or possessional
adjectives (the Prkrit form is mant, which is more
commonly used in Hind than mat).
H a /\matt [Prk. /\5; S. /\t, rt. /], part. adj. (f. -),
Intoxicated (by liquor, or passion, or pride, &c.);
overpowered (by sleep, &c.); maddened, mad, furious;—
pleased, delighted;—s.m. A drunken person; a madman;
—an elephant in rut, a furious elephant.
H a ./ mit, s.m. (dialec.) contrac. of mt, q.v.
S a ./ mita, vulg. mit(rt. m), part. Measured o,
measured out; dened, limited, bounded; restricted;
moderate; regular; scanty, frugal, sparing:—mitan,

mit(˚ta+a˚), adj. & s.m. Eating little or sparingly,
moderate in diet, abstemious;—an abstemious person;—
(mitan) s.m. Moderation in eating, abstemiousness:—
mitkshar(˚ta+ak˚), s.f. (lit.'having measured syllables,
metrical'), Name of various concise and celebrated
commentaries of the Hinds:—mithr(˚ta+h˚), adj. &
s.m.=mitan, q.v.:—mit-v , adj. Of measured speech,
speaking little; prudent or deliberate in the use of
speech.
S a ./ miti, s.f. See *a miti.
H a /,mut, s.m. corr. of m t, q.v.
H *a /mat [S. / + t], s.m. Opinion, mind; counsel,
advice; consultation:—mat hnn, To agree in a
consultation; to resolve;—mat karn(-ko), To advise;—to
hold consultation (with, -se); to conspire:—ek-mat, adj. Of
one mind; unanimous.
H *a /mat [Prk. /\ ; S. /\+t], adj. (dialec.)=matt,
q.v.
S *a /\matt, s.f. (of matta), An intoxicated woman;—a
furious female elephant;—any intoxicating drink,
spirituous or vinous liquor.
P P *a mutbaat (for A. ~P *a , inf. n. of b Y tbaa, 'to make
(one thing) consecutive (to another),' iii of b %Y 'to follow'),
s.f. Following; imitating; conforming oneself (to),
submitting, obeying; submission, obedience;
obsequiousness;—doing (anything) solidly and certainly;
—doing (a thing) in the same manner after another:—
mutbaat karn(-k), To follow; to imitate; &c.
A j *a mutaassir  (act. part. of jC Y 'to receive an impression,'
v. of j 'to make a mark' (upon)), part. adj. Producing
eect or impression, ecacious, eective;—impressive,
touching, aecting;—aected, touched, impressed.
A <)r *a mutaa  irn (oblique pl. of mutaa  ir, act.
part. of rC Y 'to go back, to become behind or last'; quasi
pass. of rC 'to put back,' &c. ii of rt r), adj. & s.m. pl. Of
the later or more modern times; late, modern;—the
moderns.
A  *a mutaaddab (pass. part. of C Y 'to learn discipline
of the mind and manuers,' v of  'to discipline,
educate,' &c.), part. adj. Well-disciplined, well-educated,

well-bred, polite; learned.
A  *a mutaadd (act. part. of  Y'to prepare oneself,' v of
rt. ; but formed from adt, 'an instrument'), part. adj.
Prepared, ready; arranged; performing;—s.m.
Performer; payer;—a messenger who arrives.
A z *a mutaa (act. part. of zC Y'to be or become
annoyed or molested,' &c. v of rt. z; formed from a,
'annoyance,' &c.), part. adj. Annoyed, molested, injured,
aicted, vexed, grieved.
H  *a matr, or mattr[mat, q.v.+r= Prk. f =S. +t],
s.m. (Dakh.) Property; an article of property; wealth,
substance; merchandise.
H  *a /"matr [mt, q.v.+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
(rustic) Mother.
H  *a /,"mutr, = H  *a /,7" mut ,s.f.=mutl, q.v.
H  *a /,7"mut , = H  *a /," mutr,s.f.=mutl, q.v.
H K *a /,muts [m t, q.v.+s= Prk. +
( , or (in comp., by
elision) (+; S. +], s.f. Desire or inclination to pass
urine:—muts lagn(-ko), To feel the inclination to
urinate.
H B *a /,muts [m t, q.v.+s= Prk. +
(
, or (in
comp.) (+ =S. +t], adj. Desirous of passing urine,
wanting to urinate.
A gB *a mutaassif (act. part. of gBC Y, v of gB 'to grieve
exceedingly'), part. adj. Grieving, oppressed with grief,
groaning, sorrowful, repentant; anxious.
S <E *a ./ 8mitan, adj. & s.m. See s.v. mitaor mit.
A . *a mat (v.n. fr. b *a 'to advance'; 'to enjoy,' &c.), s.f.
Merchandise; goods, chattels, furniture; clothes, eects;
utensils; valuables.
A g! *a mutaallif (act. part. of g! Y, v of g! 'to be familiar
or intimate' (with)), part. adj. Familiar, intimate;
associated, conjoined;—s.m. One who cultivates the
acquaintance (of), one who conciliates the good-will (of).
A 2 ! *a mutaallim (act. part. of 2 !C Y, v of 2 ! 'to be in pain,'
&c.), part. adj. Aicted, pained, grieved, vexed, troubled,
sad; discontented.
H ! *a /,!"mutl [S. /0P+!+], s.f. Urine-hole (in a
stable); the gutter leading to a (horse's) urine-hole; a

urinal;—stable litter (syn. mutihar).
A a  *a mutaammil (act. part. of aC  Y 'to consider
carefully,' &c., v of a  'to hope'), part. adj. & s.m.
Considering carefully, meditating, re ecting;
contemplative, meditative, thoughtful; considerate;—one
who re ects, a thoughtful person; a careful examiner:—
mutaammil hon, v.n. To be thoughtful, &c.:—mutaammil
hokar, adv. After re exion, or due consideration.
H  *a /,mutn [caus. of m tn;—mut˚= m t+= w=
Prk. waor we= S. pi, caus. augment], v.t. To cause to
pass urine:—mutne-wl, adj. (f. -), Diuretic;—mutnewl daw, A diuretic.
P  *a matnat (for A. ~ *a , inf. n. of <*a 'to be rm,' &c.), s.f.
Firmness, xedness; constancy; solidity; obstinacy;—
depth (of thought); force, vigour (of style);—a
fortication, castle, stronghold.
S * *a /Bmatntar, = S  0 *a /, matnusr,= S
%@ ! *a / !@ " matvalamb,See s.v. mataor mat.
S  0 *a /,matnusr, = S * *a /B matntar,= S
%@ ! *a / !@ " matvalamb,See s.v. mataor mat.
S %@ ! *a / !@ "matvalamb, = S * *a /B matntar,= S
 0 *a /, matnusr,See s.v. mataor mat.
H $ *a ./ mit [mt, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Friendship, &c. (=mitrand mitrat, qq.v.).
P ! %*a mutabdila, vulg. mutabdala(for A. ~! %*a mutabdilat,
fem. of mutabdil, act. part. of  %Y 'to make an exchange
with (another),' vi of + 'to change or exchange'), part.
adj. Making an exchange with; taking turn about;
alternate (syn. mutabaddil).
A c%*a mutabair (act. part. of c
C %Y 'to enlarge (one's own
mind)'; 'to go deep' (into), v of c 'to enlarge or make
wide'), part. adj. Very learned, deeply read or skilled
(in), profound.
A + %*a mutabaddil (act. part. of +C %Y 'to become changed or
altered,' v of + 'to change or exchange'), part. adj.
Changing alternately; alternate; interchangeable;
inverting;—changed, altered;—s.m. One who changes, or
substitutes, or inverts.
A / %*a mutabail (act. part. of /C %Y 'to be careless of one's

own honour or reputation,' v of / 'to give liberally or
unsparingly'), part. adj. Despicable, not cared for,
despised;—s.m. A doer of his own drudgery.
A %*a mutabarrak, vulg. mutabarrik(pass. part. of C%Y 'to
have a blessing, to be blessed,' v of  ; but prob. formed
fr. barakat, q.v.), part. adj. Blessed, holy, sacred,
sanctied, consecrated;—revered, venerable;—heavenly,
angelic;—fortunate, happy, august.
P  %*a mutabarraka (for A. ~ %*a mutabarrakat, fem. of
mutabarrak), adj.=mutabarrak, q.v.
A 2 0%*a mutabassim (act. part. of 2 0
C %Y 'to smile,' v of (and
syn. with) 2 0 ), part. adj. Smiling, laughing; risible;—
ashing (lightning).
H %*a / !matbal, s.m. per met. fr. matlab, corr. of U#Na
matlab,
 q.v.
P J%*a mutabannag (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. Adoption;
the state of being an adopted child.
A %*a mutabann (pass. part. of C%Y'to adopt' (as a son), v
of  'to build'), part. adj. & s.m. Adopted (as a son);—an
adopted son (syn. le-plak):—mutabann(act. part. of the
same conj.), part. adj. & s.m. Adopting; adoptive (father);
—one who adopts as his son:—mutabann karn(-ko), To
adopt (a child;—syn. god len).
A b %**a mutatabb (act. part. of b %*Y 'to pursue; to seek
diligently,' v of b %Y 'to follow'), part. adj. & s.m. Diligent in
seeking;—imitative;—a diligent searcher; an imitator.
S **a /\; mattatva, s.m. (mattat, f.) Intoxication;
excitement of the passions; infatuation; madness.
A I08*a mutajassis (act. part. of I0
C 8Y, v of (and syn. with)
C W 'to search, seek for'), part. adj. & s.m. Seeking for,
I
searching;—a close searcher; a spy.
A #8*a mutajall (pass. part. of #8
C Yv. of (and syn. with) #W
'to become manifested,' &c.), part. adj. Manifested,
displayed; manifest; illuminated; splendid;—transgured.
A + c*a muttaid, vulg. muttaad(act. part. of + cYC, viii of + 
'to be single; to be one'), part. adj. United, made one:—
al--muttaid , United states.
A c*a mutaarrik, vulg. mutaarrak(act. part. of CcY, v.
of (and syn. with)  'to move, become movent'), part.
adj. Moved; moving oneself; moveable;—accented with

short vowels:—gair-mutaarrik,
adj. Immoveable;—not

accented with short vowels.
P  c*a mutaarrika (for A. ~ c*a mutaarrikat, fem. of
mutaarrik), adj.=mutaarrik, q.v.:—quwa--mutaarrika,
Moveable powers.
A 1 c*a mutaarrim (act. part. of 1 CcY 'to become in a state
of prohibition;' 'to become entitled to reverence, &c.'; v
of 1  'to be or become forbidden'), part. adj. Forbidden,
prohibited; unlawful;—revered, respected.
A HQ c*a mutaaqqiq (act. part. of HQC cY 'to be or become
proved,' v of HC 'to be right or true'), part. adj. Certain,
true;—s.m. A verier:—mutaaqqaq(pass. part. of the
same conj.), part. adj. Proved, veried; established;—
true; sure, certain:—mutaaqqaq karn(-ko), To prove,
verify, establish:—mutaaqqaq hon, To be proved, &c.
A + @ c*a mutaammid (act. part. of + @C cY 'to aect praise,' v
of + @  'to praise'), part. adj. Praised; deserving of praise,
commendable.
A @ c*a mutaammil, vulg. mutaammal(act. part of @C cY 'he
took upon himself the bearing or carrying (of a burden),'
v of @  'to bear or carry'), part. adj. Aable, considerate,
enduring, long-suering, patient, tolerant; bearing a
burden, passive.
A  c*a mutaaiyir, vulg. mutaaiyar(act. part. of C cY, v of
(and syn. with)   'to be or become confounded,' &c.),
part. adj. Confounded, perplexed, astonished, wondering,
amazed, stupeed; thunderstruck.
A < @ f >*a muta imain (obl. dual of muta im, act. part.
of 2 f >Y 'to contend (with one another) in altercation,'
&c., vi of 2 Mr 'to contend, or litigate'), s.m. Plainti and
defendant (in a law-suit).
A v#>*a muta alli, vulg. muta alla(act. part. of v#C>Y 'to
become free, or safe,' &c., v of v#r 'to be or become
pure,' &c.), part. adj. Freed (from); pure; picked, choice;—
peculiarly named or entitled, surnamed (see ta allu).
A  >*a muta aiyil (act. part. of C cY 'to image (a thing) in
the mind; to fancy, imagine,' v of  r 'to think, or opine,'
&c.), part. adj. & s.m. Fancying (good or evil), imagining;
suspecting;—fantastic, imaginary;—one who imagines, or
fancies, or suspects (good or evil).
P # >*a muta aiyila, vulg. muta aiyala(for A. ~# >*a

muta aiyilat, fem. of muta aiyil), part. adj.=muta aiyil;—
s.m. Imagination, fancy:—quwwat--muta aiyila, s.f. 'The
imagining faculty;' imagination, fancy.
A + *a mutadwal (pass. part. of + Y 'to take, or have, or
do, by turns,' vi of  'to come round' (as a day, a turn,
&c.), part. adj. Passed round from hand to hand; bandied
to and fro; taken turn and turn about;—alternate;—
common; known; customary, usual.
P !+ *a mutadwala (for A. ~!+ *a mutadwalat, fem. of
mutadwal), adj.=mutadwal, q.v.
A <)+ *a mutadaiyin, vulg. mutadaiyan(act. part. of <)C+ Y, v of
(and syn. with) <) 'to become a servant of God,' &c.),
part. adj. Religious, devout; rm in religion; orthodox;
upright, honest, just (syn. diynat-dr).
P ? / *a mutaakkara (for A. { / *a mutaakkarat, fem. of
mutaakkar, act. part. of C / Y, v of (and syn. with  z 'to
mention,' &c.), part. adj. Mentioned, stated; referred to:
—mutaakkara--bl, adj. Above-mentioned, aforesaid:—
mutaakkara--ail, adj. Mentioned below; herein-after
mentioned.
S *a ./ Pmitra, vulg. mitr, s.m. (f. -), Intimate companion,
friend; ally;—the sun:—mitra-bhv, s.m. A state of
friendship, friendliness, friendly disposition:—mitra-bhed,
s.m. Separation of friends, breach of friendship:—mitrdruh, or mitr-droh, s.m. The betrayer (or injurer) of a
friend, a false or treacherous friend:—mitr-sen, s.m. A
proper name:—mitra-lbh, s.m. Acquisition of a friend, or
of friends; forming friendship;—name of the rst book
of the Hitopadea:—mitra-vinda, vulg. mitr-bind(lit.'nding
or acquiring friends'), s.m. Name of a son of the twelfth
Manu; of a son of Krish a; of a Buddhist preceptor;—
epithet of an Agni:—mitra-vind, s.f. Epithet of an Ish~i;
name of a wife of Krish a.
S *a ./ Pmitr, s.f. A female friend.
H $*a ./ P mitr [mitr, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Friendship, friendliness, intimacy, alliance;
friendly intercourse.
A e*a mutardif (act. part. of eY 'to follow one
another,' vi of e 'to follow, or come after'), part. adj.
Successive; consecutive; continuous, continued,

uninterrupted;—synonymous.
A 2  *a mutarkim (act. part. of 2  Y 'to become heaped or
piled up,' vi of 2   'to heap up'), part. adj. Heaped up,
accumulated; condensed.
H *a /matrn [fr. S. /BP; or prob. caus. of matn,
q.v.], v.t. To persuade.
S Y*a ./ Pmitrat, s.f. = H $ Y*a ./ P mitrt [˚ = S.],
s.f. = S Y*a ./ P; mitratva, s.m.=$*a mitr, q.v.
H $ Y*a ./ P mitrt [˚= S. ], s.f. = S Y*a ./ P mitrat,
s.f.= S Y*a ./ P; mitratva, s.m.=$*a mitr, q.v.
S Y*a ./ P; mitratva, s.m. = S Y*a ./ P mitrat, s.f.= H
$ Y*a ./ P mitrt [˚ = S.], s.f. =$*a mitr, q.v.
A UY*a mutarattib (act. part. of UYCY, v of (and syn. with) UY
'to become rm,' &c.; and quasi-pass. of UYC, ii of UY (see
tartb), 'to be set in order,' &c.), part. adj. Firm; settled,
established;—set in order, regularly disposed, arranged,
classied;—consequent (upon), resulting or accruing
(from).
A 2 W*a mutarjim, corr. mutarajjim(act. part. of the
quadriliteral 2 WY 'to interpret'), s.m. Interpreter;
translator:—mutarjam(pass. part. of the same verb), part.
Interpreted; translated.
A < @ W*a mutarjimn (obl. pl. of mutarjim, q.v.), s.m. pl.
Interpreters; translators.
A 2 *a mutaraim (act. part. of 2 CY, v of (and syn. with)
2  'to have mercy or pity on), part. adj. Compassionate,
merciful, pitiful, moved to pity; tender; aectionate.
A *a mutaraddid, vulg. mutaraddad(act. part. of CY 'to be
made to return,' &c., v of C 'to return;' but quasi-pass. of
C 'to cause to return,' ii of C), part. adj. Repulsed,
rejected, refused;—adverse;—coming (or going) to and
fro;—wandering;—wavering, vacillating; hesitating;
irresolute; ambiguous; perplexed;—discomposed,
anxious.
C Y, v of (and syn. with)
A + f*a mutaraid (act. part. of + f
+ f 'to watch or wait for,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Watching
(for), expecting;—vigilant;—contemplating, gazing at;—
exploring;—a watcher, expecter; an explorer.
A |*a mutara (act. part. of |
C Y'he sought to please,'

&c., v. of | 'to please,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Giving
satisiaction, contenting, satisfying;—one who gives
satisfaction;—one who begs, or is anxious, that anything
may be acceptable.
A Ui*a mutaraqqib (act. part. of UiCY, v of (and syn. with)
Ui 'to look, watch, or wait for'), part. adj. & s.m.
Expecting, watching for, observing, contemplating;
desiring;—one who expects, &c.;—a guardian:—
mutaraqqab(pass. part. of the same conj.), part. Watched
for, expected; longed for, &c.
P %i*a mutaraqqaba (for A. ~%i*a mutaraqqabat, fem. of
mutaraqqab), part. adj.=mutaraqqab, q.v.
A U *a mutarakkib (act. part. of UC Y 'to be put together,
or composed,' &c., v of U  'to overlay, lie one part upon
another,' &c.), part. adj. Putting together, composing,
compounding.
H *a ./ P"mitrn [mitra, q.v.+S. "], s.f. A female friend.
A *a matr k (pass. part. of Y 'to leave, forsake,' &c.),
part. Left, relinquished, forsaken, abandoned; rejected,
abolished; omitted, neglected; obsolete, fallen into
disuse:—matr kul-istml, adj. Not practised, disused,
unusual, obsolete:—matr k--rasm, adj. Not practised,
unusual, &c. (=matr kul-istml):—ml--matr k, s.m.
Estate of a person deceased.
A A  *a matr kt, s.m. pl. (of matr ka, q.v.), Moveables;
anything left behind one (either when leaving a place or
dying), estate or eects of a deceased person (=ml-matr k, and matr ka);—unnecessary baggage.
P  *a matr ka (for A. ~ *a matr kat, fem. of of matr k),
adj.=matr k, q.v.:—s.m. Estate of a deceased person
(=ml--matr k).
A + $o*a mutazid (act. part. of + )oY, vi of (and syn. with) + )d
'to increase,' &c.), part. adj. Increasing, growing,
multiplying.
A o!o*a mutazalzal (pass. part. of o!oY 'to be in a state of
motion,' &c., ii of the quadrilit. o!d 'to put into a state of
motion,' &c.), part. adj. Shaken, made to quake,
convulsed (by an earthquake, &c.);—shaky, tottering;
without good or solid foundation.
A  0*a mutasw (act. part. of  0Y'(two things) to become
equal, or like each other,' vi of  B, fr.  B'to become

equal to,' iii of rt.  B), part. adj. Equal; parallel; right,

quasi-pass. of #CB'to make forgetful, to console,' ii of #B),

straight:—mutaswiyul-al, adj. Having equal sides,
equilateral:—mutaswiyuz-zwiya, Of equal angles, equiangular:—mutaswiyus-sqain, adj. Having two equal
sides, isosceles (triangle):—mutaswiyul-um d, s.m. A
trapezoid.
S 0*a /;matsar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Envious, jealous;

part. adj. Consoled, solaced, comforted; satised.
S  0*a /lmatasya (gen. sing. of mata, q.v.), Of the mind,

hostile; grudging; selsh; covetous, greedy, niggardly;—
an envious man; a niggard, &c.;—envy, jealousy; enmity,
hostility;—anger, passion;—greediness, selsh
eagerness.
S 0*a /;matsar, s.f. An envious woman;—a selsh or
greedy woman, &c.;—impatience of another's success or
prosperity, envy, jealousy; enmity, hostility; passion,
anger.
S 0*a /;"matsar, adj. (f. -i), Envious, &c. (=matsar,
q.v.);—wicked, depraved, bad;—s.m. An envious man; a
niggard, &c.
A b 0*a muttas (act. part. of b 0YC, viii of (and syn. with) b B
'to be large or ample,' &c.), part. adj. Large, wide, broad,
spacious; dilated; wide-spread, diused.
A b 0*a mutassa (pass. part. of b 0
C Y 'to make nine of' ii of b 0Y
'to become the ninth of'), part. adj. Composed of, or
relating to, nine; enneagon:—muts(act.
part. of b 0Y 'to become nine,' iv of b 0Y), part. adj. Making
up the number nine.
A w#0*a mutasallit (act.
part. of w#C0Y 'to prevail, or

predominate' (over), v of w#B 'to possess power, or
sovereignty,' &c.), part. adj. Despotic (command);
absolute (power, or sway); invested with paramount
authority.
A 2 #0*a mutasallim (act. part. of 2 #C0Y 'to take, or receive' (a
thing given or delivered), v of 2 #B 'to be safe,' &c.; but
prob. formed fr. 2 #CB 'to give, or deliver,' ii of 2 #B), part.
adj. & s.m. Receiving (anything) in charge, keeping in
possession;—one who receives anything delivered, &c.; a
vicar; a locum-tenens:—mutasallam(pass. part. of the same
conj.), part. adj. Delivered, consigned.
A #0*a mutasall (act. part. of #C0Y'to be made unmindful
(of), to be comforted,' v of #B 'to become forgetful'; but

&c. (=H. mat-k).
S  0*a /;lmatsya, s.m. (f. -), A sh (syn. ma h);—name
of the rst of the ten incarnations or manifestations of
Vish u (see Williams' Sanskrit Dict., s.v. matsya);—name
of one of the Pur as; and of a country (Dinjpur and
Rangpur) enumerated among the midland divisions of
India:—matsyvatr(˚ya+av˚), s.m. 'Fish-descent,' name of
the rst incarnation of Vish u:—matsya-rj, s.m. 'Fishking,' the roh , Cyprinus rohita;—the country called
Matsya (see above).
A  *a mutashbh (act. part. of  Y 'to be like, to
resemble,' vi of %E , not in use; and prob. formed fr.
shibhor shabah, 'a like'), part. adj. Conformable,
consimilar; like, resembling, similar;—allegoric,
parabolical;—equivocal, ambiguous; intricate, dicult;—
s.m. Allegory; simile; metaphor.
A A 4 *a mutashbiht, s.m. pl. (of mutashbihat, fem. of
mutashbh), Things like (or resembling) one another;
things likened (to others); similies; allegories;
metaphors;—doubts; ambiguities, intricacies.
A .*a mutasharr (act. part. of .CY, prob. a post-classical
formation fr. shar, 'law,' q.v.), part. adj. Observing the
shar; orthodox;—skilled in law.
A *a mutashakkil (act. part. of CY 'to be formed, or
fashioned,' &c. v of E ; but prob. fr. shakl, 'a likeness'; or
quasi-pass. of CE 'to form,' &c., ii of E ), part. adj. Like,
resembling:—mutashakkal, vulg. mutashakkil(pass. part. of
the same conj.), part. adj. Formed; produced;—
transformed.
A *a mutashakk (act. part. of CY'to make complaint or
lamentation,' v of E 'to complain'), part. adj. & s.m.
Complaining, lamenting, bemoaning; querulous;—pained,
aicted, diseased;—a complainer, lamenter, &c.
A .+ M*a mutaadd (act. part. of .+C MY 'to become split or
cracked,' v. of .+ f 'to cleave, or split,' &c.), part. adj.
Importuning, troubling, plaguing; importunate,
troublesome.
A + M*a mutaadd (act. part. of +C MY, which is used for +C MY

'to turn away (from)'; 'to give one's attention or mind
to'; v of +C f 'to turn away from,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Turning away the face, opposing;—attempting; daring;
intent (on);—one who turns away the face, or opposes,
&c.;—any inferior ocer of government, a clerk, writer;
an accountant, a comptroller:—mutaadd-gar, s.f. Oce
of clerk, &c.
A eM*a mutaarrif (act. part. of eCMY 'to become turned
about, to turn about,' &c., v of ef 'to turn' (and quasipass. of eCf 'to turn,' ii of ef)), part. adj. & s.m.
Possessing, occupying; having the sway (of);—
embezzling; guilty of embezzlement;—profuse,
extravagant;—dexterous;—(in Gram.) declinable;
declined;—possessor, occupant; enjoyer; master; a taker;
one who embezzles:—mutaarrif hond(-par), To obtain
possession (of), to possess, occupy, &c.
A M*a muttail (act. part. of MYC, viii of (and syn. with) f
'to be closely united, to join,' &c.), adj. & postpn. Joined;
contiguous, adjoining, near (to), in the vicinity (of, -ke);
conjunct; conjunctive;—continual, uninterrupted;
successive; in an unbroken line:—muttail-k, adj. (fem. k), Adjacent, &c.
A  M*a mutaawwir (act. part. of C MY 'to imagine; to form
an idea or conception'; v of  f; but prob. formed fr.
 rat, q.v.), part. adj. Imagining, conceiving; considering,
re ecting; re ective; considerate:—mutaawwar(pass.
part. of the same conj.), part. adj. Imagined; considered;
—imaginable, conceivable; possible:—mutaawwar hon,
v.n. To be imagined; to be considered or regarded.
A e M*a mutaawwif (act. part. of eC MY 'to become a  f,'
&c., v of e f; but it is a post-classical formation from
 f, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Obscure, mystical (speech);—a  f,
a mystic.
A  q*a mutadd, vulg. mutad(act. part. of C qY 'to be
mutually opposed,' &c., vi of +C | 'to overcome' (in
contention, &c.)), adj. Mutually opposed, contrary (to
one another); contradictory; repugnant (each to the
other); inconsistent.
A w%q*a mutaabbit (act.
part. of w%CqY 'to take (a thing) with

detention and force,' v of w%| 'to detain; to restrain,'
&c.), part. adj. Seizing (or taking) by force.

A q*a mutaarrib (act. part. of CqY 'to beat oneself much
or violently,' v of | 'to beat,' &c.), part. adj. Beaten;
agitated, disturbed, uneasy; shaking.
A <@ q*a mutaammin (act. part. of <@C qY 'to comprise,
comprehend,' &c., v of <@ | 'to be responsible,' &c.; but
prob. formed from imn, q.v.), part. adj. Comprising,
comprehending, including, containing.
A 2 #*a mutazallim
(act. part. of 2 #CY 'to complain of the

wrong-doing (of),' v of 2 # 'to treat or use unjustly'; also
'to become darkened or obscure,' prob. fr. z ulmat,

'darkness'), part. adj. Darkened, obscure;—injured,
oppressed, aggrieved;—s.m. A complainer of wrongs.
A b *a mat, vulg. mata(inf. n. of b *a ), s.f. Advancing (as the
day);—dipping, preponderating (a scale);—enjoying,
reaping the advantage (of).
A e P *a mutaraf (pass. part. of e P Y 'to be acquainted
with one another,' vi of em 'to know'), part. adj. Known
to each other, mutually known.
A Ui P *a mutaqib (act. part. of Ui P Y 'to follow each other
by turns; to alternate'; vi of UQ m 'to follow; succeed'),
part. adj. Following; successive; pursuing; subsequent;—
adv. Afterwards, after.
P P *a mutal = P ! P *a mutal (for A.  P *a mutali, act.
part. of ! P Y, vi of (and syn. with) #m 'to be or become
high, or lofty,' &c.), adj. High, exalted, sublime.
P ! P *a mutal = P P *a mutal (for A.  P *a mutali, act.
part. of ! P Y, vi of (and syn. with) #m 'to be or become
high, or lofty,' &c.), adj. High, exalted, sublime.
A +  P *a mutahid, corr. muthid, mutahid(act. part. of +  P Y
'to unite in a compact,' &c., vi of + 4m 'to make a compact,'
&c.), part. adj. Confederate; covenanted;—s.m. A
contractor; one who enters into an engagement for the
revenue:—afsarn--mutahid, Covenanted ocers:—gair
mutahid, adj. Uncovenanted.
A <)+  P *a mutahidn, s.m. pl. (obl. pl. in A.) of mutahid,
q.v.
A + %P *a mutaabbid (act. part. of + %CP Y 'to devote ooneself to
religious exercises'; 'to become refractory' (a camel); v
of + %m 'to serve or adore God,' &c.), adj. Devout; religious
overmuch;—refractory, unmanageable, stubborn (a
camel).

A U8P *a mutaajjib (act. part. of U8
C P Y, v of (and syn. with)
U8m 'to wonder,' &c.), part. adj. Full of admiration (for, se), wondering (at); astonished, amazed;—wonderful,
strange:—mutaajjib hon(-se), To wonder or marvel (at),
to be astonished (at), &c.
A + P *a mutaaddid, vulg. mutaaddad(act. part. of +C P Y 'to be

&c.), adj. Attached to one's people, helping them;—
partial, prejudiced; zealous; bigoted; superstitious.
A <h P *a mutaa$n (act. part. of <hC P Y, v of (and syn. with) <h m
'to become putrid,' &c.), adj. Putrid, rotten, corrupted;
stinking, fetid.
A + Q P *a mutaaqqid (act. part. of + QC P Y 'to become tied or

or become numerous,' v of +C m 'to number, reckon,' &c.),

bound,' &c., v of + Q m 'to tie,' &c.), Tied, bound, fastened

adj. Numerous, many; various; in number over 10,000;—
ready, prepared; expeditious;—s.m. A number exceeding
10,000:—mutaaddid bi-hi, Of which account is to be made,
of account or note.
A 1 + P *a mutaaddam (pass. part. of 1 +C P Y, v. of (and syn. with)

together; consolidated; concreted.
A H#P *a mutaalliq (act. part. of H#CP Y, v of (and syn. with) H#m

1 + m 'to want, lack'; but a post-classical formation), part.
adj. Lacking, wanting; decient.
A + P *a mutaadd (for + P *a mutaaddi, act. part. of +C P Y, v of
(and syn. with) + m 'to pass by or beyond'; to exceed;
transgress,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Who or what passes by or
from one to another; (in Gram.) transitive; causal (a
verb);—epidemic; contagious (disease);—a transgressor;
a wicked wretch, scoundrel.
A / P *a mutaair (act. part. of / P Y 'to urge an excuse for
oneself,' &c.; v of / m 'to excuse,' &c.), adj. Making an
excuse or an apology;—deserving of pardon, excusable;—
dicult, impracticable, impossible;—defaced, eaced (a
trace, or vestige);—stained, besmeared (with), deled;—
s.m. One who excuses himself; an apologist.
H P *a matar, s.m. (Dakh.)=matr, q.v.
A }P *a mutaarri (act. part. of }CP Y, v of (and syn. with)
}m 'to oppose oneself (to), to oer opposition' (to)), adj.
Opposed (to), averse (to);—s.m. Opposer, hinderer,
withstander; one who causes pain or trouble.
A eP *a mutaarrif (act. part. of eCP Y 'to acquaint oneself
with,' v of em 'to know'), adj. Making oneself acquainted
with;—curious to know, prying into the secrets (of
another);—making confession;—s.m. One who is curious
to know, &c.;—one who confesses.
A 0P *a mutaassir (act. part. of 0
C P Y, v of (and syn. with) 0m
'to be dicult or hard,' &c.), adj. Dicult; impossible;
intricate, hard to be explained.
C P Y 'to support, defend;
A UMP *a mutaaib (act. part. of UM
to be zealous (for),' &c.; v of UMm 'to cling or keep to,'

'to hang (to), become suspended (to),' &c.), part. a j. &
s.m. Hanging (to), suspended (to), depending (from);—
belonging (to); depending (upon), dependent (upon);
connected (with), attached (to); annexed, appended,
appendant; subjoined; sticking close (to); occupied or
engaged (in);—appertaining (to), touching, concerning,
relative (to); pertinent, relevant, applicable;—addicted
(to); dedicated (to);—a kinsman; dependant;—an
appendage:—mutaalliq--t-- , adj. Personal;
private:—mutaalliq--fl, 'What is joined to a verb,' an
adverb:—mutaalliq karn, v.t. To append; to join (to); to
extend (to), to make applicable (to), to apply (to); to
attribute, ascribe, impute; to assign, make over (to),
entrust (to):—mutaalliq--marrir, adj. Pertaining to a
clerk or clerks; clerical.
A A Q #P *a mutaalliqt, s.m. pl. (of mutaalliqa, q.v.),
Dependencies, appurtenances; circumstances (of a case);
appendages; possessions, belongings;—children, family;
domestics, dependants.
P  Q #P *a mutaalliqn, s.m. pl. (of mutaalliq), Children,
family; domestics, dependants.
P Q #P *a mutaalliqa (for A. ~Q #P *a mutaalliqat, fem. of
mutaalliq), adj. & s.m.=mutaalliq, q.v.:—mutaalliqa-ndn, adj. Pertaining to a family or household, family.
A < Q #P *a mutaalliqn (obl. pl. of mutaalliq), s.m.
pl.=mutaalliqn, q.v.
A 2 #P *a mutaallim (act. part. of 2 #CP Y 'to be taught; to learn';
v of 2 #m 'to know,' and quasi-pass. of 2 #Cm 'to teach,' ii of 2 #m),
part. adj. & s.m. Taught, instructed;—applying oneself to
learn, learning;—a learner, scholar, disciple;—a teacher.
P P *a muta (for A. ~P *a mutat, inf. n. of b *a ), s.m. Taking a
wife on the condition of dismissing her after a few days,

a temporary marriage (allowed by the Shas, but
considered illegal by the Sunns); cohabitation;—use,
enjoyment; advantage, prot.
H + 4P *a mutahid, adj. & s.m. corr. of +  P *a mutahid, q.v.
A < P *a mutaaiyin (act. part. of < P Y 'to be appointed, or
prescribed, or assigned,' v. of < m 'to raise the eye to'; but
quasi-pass. of <C m (ii of < m), 'to appoint,' &c.), part. adj.
Appointed; assigned; constituted; deputed; xed,
determined; certain;—s.m. A deputy, locum-tenens; an
agent:—mutaaiyin karn, v.t. To appoint (a person, to, or
over, -par, an oce); to depute:—mutaaiyin hon(-par), To
be appointed (to), &c.
P  P *a mutaaiyana (for A. ~ P *a mutaaiyanat, fem. of
mutaaiyan, pass. part. of <C P Y; see mutaaiyin), part.
adj.=mutaaiyin, q.v.;—s.m. An appointment, a station,
post, command; establishment.
A U# *a mutagallib
 (act. part. of U#C Y, v of (and syn. with) U#p
'to gain the mastery' (over)), part. adj. Overcoming;
victorious; dominant, powerful.
A   *a mutagaiyir,
vulg. mutagaiyar(act.
part. of   Y 'to


become altered or changed,' v of  p; but quasi-pass. of C p
(ii of  p) 'to change,' which is prob. formed fr. gair,

'other,' q.v.), part. adj. Altered, changed (gen. for the
worse);—disturbed, perplexed, stupeed;—changing,
varying; mutable; inconsistent.
A A h *a mutafwit (act. part. of A h Y 'to be or become far
apart, or widely distinct,' v of A _ 'to pass away, escape,'
&c.), adj. Wide apart, distinct, separate; distant;
dierent, diverse.
A vch *a mutafai (act. part. of vc
C h Y, v of (and syn. with)
vc_ 'to inquire' (respecting)), part. adj. and s.m.
Inquiring, asking, questioning;—an inquisitor,
investigator, examiner;—mutafaa(pass. part. of the
same conj.), part. Questioned, examined.
A Gh *a mutafarriq, vulg. mutafarraq(act. part. of GCh Y 'to be or
become separated,' &c., v of G_ 'to make a
separation' (between)), part. adj. Separated, dispersed,
scattered; dissipated; confused; ruined;—separate,
distinct, dierent; various; miscellaneous:—mutafarriq
karn, v.t. To separate, to divide; to scatter, disperse; to
dissolve.

A A ih *a mutafarriqt, vulg. mutafarraqt, s.m. pl. (of
mutafarriqat, fem. of mutafarriq), Scattered things; various
things; sundries, miscellaneous articles;—the various
items (of an account);—separate and scattered portions
of land belonging to a village or an estate.
P ih *a mutafarriqa (for A. ~ih *a mutafarriqat, fem. of
mutafarriq), adj. = mutafarriq, q.v.;—s.m.
Horse-guards, or spearmen, or archers, attending a king
when he travels.
A <Nh *a mutafattin
  (act. part. of <NCh Y 'to understand,' &c., v
of <N_ 'to become intelligent'), adj. Thoughtful,
considerate.
A Hh *a muttaq (act. part. of HhC Y 'to agree,' &c., viii of H_ 'to
nd (a thing) convenient,' &c.), part. adj. Consenting,
agreeing; consentient, agreed;—corresponding,
concurrent (testimonies);—conspiring; conspired,
confederated;—united; uniform; unanimous;—s.m. Cooperator; accomplice; conspirator;—coitio:—muttaqurre, Agreeing in opinion:—muttaq hokar, adv. With
common (or mutual) consent; unanimously:—muttaq
honor ho-jn(-par), To agree together (upon), to concur,
to be unanimous; to conspire, confederate; to cooperate.
A h *a mutafakkir (act. part. of Ch Y, v of (and syn. with) _
'to think' (upon)), part. adj. Thinking, considering,
re ecting; thoughtful, contemplative, given to
consideration; serious, pensive, grave, concerned,
anxious, uneasy or disturbed in mind, perplexed,
perturbed; amazed:—mutafakkir hokar, conj. part.
Becoming thoughtful, or pensive, &c.;—adv. Pensively,
gravely; anxiously, &c.
A P h *a mutafann (prob. corr. of A. <h *a mutafannin, act.
part. of <Ch Y, 'to practise various arts,' &c., v. of <C_ 'to trick,
to deceive,' &c.), adj. Artful, crafty, vicious.
A | Q *a mutaq (act. part. of | Q Y 'to exact; to dun,' &c.,
vi of qi'to allot, determine, decree,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Exacting, or receiving (payment of a debt);
importunate;—one who exacts payment.
A b O Q *a mutaqt  (act. part. of b O Q Y 'to cut each other,' &c.,
vi of b Ni 'to cut,'), part. adj. Cutting, intersecting (two or
more lines);—parted from each other, detached,

separate:—mutaqt hon, v.n. To cut or intersect one
another (two or more lines).
A 1 + Q *a mutaqaddim (act. part. of 1 +C Q Y 'to advance; to
precede,' v of 1 + i 'to go before, to precede'), adj.
Preceding, past, anterior, ancient, antique;—s.m. An
ancient; an ancestor;—a chief, president, principal,
gevernor.
A < a + Q *a mutaqaddimn (obl. pl. of mutaqaddim), s.m. pl.
The ancients.
A Q *a mutaqarrib (act. part. of QC Y, v of (and syn. with)
i 'to draw near, to approach (to)'), part. adj. Drawing
near, approaching (to); having access (to);—adjacent,
near; allied (to);—s.m. One who has free access to a king;
a royal relation, or favourite.
A Q *a mutaqarrir (act. part. of QC Y, v of (and syn. with) Ci 'to
settle, to become rm, or xed,' &c.), part. adj. Fixed,
settled, conrmed, established.
P ?Q *a mutaqarrira (for A. {Q *a mutaqarrirat, fem. of
mutaqarrir), adj.=mutaqarrir, q.v.
A Q *a muttaq (act. part. of Q YC'to preserve or keep
oneself' (from); 'to fear' (God); viii of i'to take care, of,
to preserve'), part. adj. Refraining (from), abstinent,
abstemious, temperate, sober (syn. parhez-gr); cautious,
wary; God-fearing, devout, pious;—s.m. An abstemious
man, &c.
A *a muttak, corr mutakk(pass. part. and noun of place
of YC, viii of (and syn. with)    'to lean or
recline' (upon)), s.m. Anything to recline on, a couch,
sofa; cushion (cf. takya);—a prop; post, pillar.
A %*a mutakabbir (act. part. of C%Y 'to be proud,' &c., v of
% 'to be great or large'), adj. Proud, haughty, arrogant,
disdainful.
P %*a mutakabbirna [mutakabbir, q.v.+na= Zend naor
ana= S. ], adj. Haughty, &c. (=mutakabbir);—adv.
Proudly, haughtily, arrogantly.
A h *a mutaka$l (act. part. of hC Y, v of (and syn. with) h 
'to be surety (for another),' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Becoming surety (for), undertaking;—surety, bail,
bondsman.
A 2 #*a mutakallim (act. part. of 2 #CY 'to speak,' v of 2 # ),
part. adj. & s.m. Speaking;—a speaker; orator; declaimer;

—(in Gram.) the rst person.
A *a muttak (act. part. of  YC, viii of (and syn. with)   
'to lean or recline' (upon)), part. adj. & s.m. Leaning
(upon), reclining, recumbent; laid down to sleep;—
supported, propped;—one who leans, or reclines, or sits
(esp.upon the heels).
P E 3*a mutalsh (a corr. formation, after the model of
the act. part. of conj. vi of the Arabic, fr. talshor talsh,
q.v.), s.m. One who seeks or searches for, searcher;
inquirer; adventurer.
A 2 O3*a mutaltim
 (act. part. of 2 O3Y 'to buet each other,'
vi of 2 N! 'to buet'), part. adj. Dashing together, agitated
(as waves); bueting one another.
H 3*a /!matln [mat˚= S. /^(`), pass. of rt. /R
+lcaus. a.; cf. matn= mathn], v.n. To be sick (at the
stomach), to feel nausea (syn. ma ln).
H ?3*a /!6&matlha [matl(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , = H $3*a /! matl [matl
(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. Nausea.
H $3*a /! matl [matl(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], = H ?3*a /!6& matlha [matl (n)
+ha = wa = Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Nausea.
H U#*a /! matlab, s.m. corr. of U#Na matlab,
 q.v.
A z/ #*a mutalai (act. part. of z/C #Y, v of (and syn. with) /C !
'to take delight' (in); to nd (a thing) agreeable'), part.
adj. Relishing, delighting (in), delighted (by), receiving
pleasure (from).
A g#*a mutlif (act. part. of g#Y 'to cause to pass away, or
perish; to destroy,' &c., iv of g#Y 'to pass away,' &c.), part.
adj. & s.m. Consuming, ruining, destroying;—one who
wastes or squanders his property, a consumer, a
prodigal; a destroyer, ruiner.
H (#*a /,!mutlak, adj. & adv. corr. of H#Na mutlaq,
 q.v.
S #*a /,.!mutallik, s.f. Anything excellent of its
kind;—excellence;—happiness;-a particular Sanskrit
metre (four times¯¯¯¯).
A  #*a mutalawwin (act. part. of  #CY 'to be coloured; to
change colour' (v of  !, which is not in use); prob.
formed fr. laun, 'colour, q.v.), adj. Changeable, variable,

capricious, ckle;—varying in colour, of dierent hues:
various:—mutalawwinut-t ab,
 adj. Of capricious or
changeable disposition; capricious, &c.:—mutalawwin
mizj, s.m. A capricious or ckle disposition;—adj.
Capricious, &c. (=mutalawwinut-t ab).

H #*a /!"matl (see matl), s.f. Nausea, inclination to

munarif):—gair-mutamakkin,
adj. & s.m. Indeclinable;—an

indeclinable noun.
A 2 @ *a mutammim (act. part. of 2 @C Y 'to complete,' &c., ii of

vomit:—matl hon, v.n. To feel nausea.
A  @ *a mutamd (act. part. of  @ Y'to continue a long
time,' &c., vi of + a not in use), part. adj. Continuing,

a 'to dene; to try, prove'), part. adj. & s.m. Wishing,

2C Y, to be or become complete,' &c.), s.m. Completer,
nisher, perfecter; (in Math.) a complement.
A @ *a mutamann (act. part. of C@ Y'to wish, desire,' v of

each other,' vi of I
C a 'to touch'), part. adj. Touching each

desiring, hoping; desirous; (in Gram.) sptative;—one who
wishes, hopes, asks, or prays;—(in Gram.) the optative
mood.
A @ *a mutamawwil (act. part. of @C Y, v of (and syn. with)
a 'to be or become rich'), adj. Enriched; rich, wealthy,

other, in contact; contiguous.
S  @ *a / /matimn (mati, q.v.+a. mn), adj. (f. -mat),

opulent, auent.
A <*a matn, vulg. matan(inf. n. of <*a 'to strike,' &c.), s.m.

Intelligent, clever, sensible, prudent, wise.
A b *@ *a mutamatt (act. part. of b *C@ Y, v of (and syn. with) b *a

Text (of a book);—middle (of a road, or book, or piece of
cloth, &c.).
H *a /matn [mat˚= Prk. /((), or /(`(), fr. S. /BP],

prolonging; persevering;—lengthened out, protracted.
A K @ *a mutamss, vulg. mutams(act. part. of K
C @ Y, 'to touch

'to enjoy, use,' &c.), part. adj. Possessed (of), enjoying,
reaping advantage (from).
A @ *a mutamarrid (act. part. of C@ Y 'to be refractory,' &c.,
v of a 'to push, drive,' &c.), adj. Refractory, stubborn,
disobedient, rebellious, factious (syn. sarkash):—
mutamarrid log, s.m. pl. Refractory or factious people.
A @ *a mutamashsh (act. part. of R
C @ Y, v of (and syn. with)
a 'to walk,' &c.), part. adj. Proceeding, going on;
practised (in law):—mutamashsh(pass. part. of the same
conj.), part. Caused to move or proceed; set a-going;
acted upon (as laws).
P  @ *a mutamashshya (for A. ~ @ *a mutamashshyat, fem. of
mutamashsh), adj.=mutamashsh, q.v.
A <@ *a mutamakkin (act. part. of <C@ Y, v of (and syn. with)
<a 'to possess authority,' &c.), part. adj. Possessing
authority, powerful; dominant; prevalent;—rmly settled
or seated; xed, established, placed, located, residing,
inhabiting;—(in Ar. Gram.) declined, declinable
(lit.'possessed of the nominal character');—s.m. An
inhabitant, a resident;—(in Gram.) a diptote or noun of
twoterminations (viz.<*> nom., and <*> gen. dat. abl.
acc.);—a triptote or noun of threeterminations (viz.<*>
nom., <*> gen. dat. abl., and <*> or <*> acc.; in this case
mutamakkinstands for mutamakkin--amkan, 'possessed of
(the nominal character) to the fullest extent'; syn.

v.n. To hold consultation (with, -se), to consult together,
to consult; to agree together.
H *a /matn, v.t. corr. of mathn, q.v.
H *a /matn [/,+4+; or perhaps=matn= mathn],
s.m. A kind of sugar-cane.
H *a /,mutn (i.q. m tn, q.v.), s.m. One who
discharges much urine involuntarily; a piss-a-bed.
A .d *a mutanza (pass. part. of .d Y 'to dispute, litigate,' vi
of .o 'to remove, carry,' &c.), part. Disputed, contested
(in law); in dispute, under litigation:—mutanza f-hi, part.
adj. & s.m. Disputed about, &c.;—the thing disputed
about, the subject of controversy, or of litigation.
P md *a mutanzaa (for A. ~md *a mutanzaat, fem. of
mutanza), adj.=mutanza, q.v.
A UB *a mutansib (act. part. of UB Y 'to resemble; to be
proportionate to each other,' vi of U0 'to refer (to); be
related' (to), &c.), adj. Proportionate one to another,
similar.
A vi *a mutanqi (act. part. of vi Y, vi of (and syn. with)
vQ  'to be diminished, to be defective,' &c.), adj.
Defective (syn. nqi).
A \i *a mutanqi (act. part. of \i Y 'to be dissolved; to be
discordant,' &c.; vi of \Q  'to dissolve; to break,' &c.), adj.

Discordant; contradictory.
A  *a mutanh (act. part. of  Y'to extend (to); to reach
the end,' vi of 4 'to reach, to arrive'), part. adj. Arrived
at the utmost extreme; nished, terminated;
determined.
A %*a mutanabbh (act. part. of %CY 'to awake from sleep,'
&c., v of % 'to recollect; to perceive,' &c.), part. adj.
Waking from sleep;—vigilant, circumspect, aware;—
receiving advice and proting by it.
A %*a mutanabb (act. part. of  %CY 'to call oneself a prophet,'
v of  % 'to be exalted,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Calling
oneself a prophet, pretending to the gift of prophecy;—
one who calls himself a prophet; a pseudo-prophet;—
name of a celebrated Arabian poet.
A 2 8*a mutanajjim (act. part. of 2 8
C Y 'to observe the stars,'
&c., v of 2 8 'to appear, to rise' (a star)), s.m. An
astronomer; astrologer; one who counts the stars from
wakefulness or love; a star-gazer.
P <8*a mutanjan (prob. corr. fr. A. mutajjan,
'fried in a

pan,' and occurring chie y in comp., e.g.)—mutanjanpulo, s.m. A kind of dish, meat boiled in rice, with spices
and sugar (see pulo):—mutanjan--gospand, s.m. A kind
of pulomade of goat's or sheep's esh.
A h *a mutana$r (act. part. of hC Y 'to avoid, shun,' &c., v of
h  'to be frightened (of), to run away' (from)), part. adj.
& s.m. Fleeing (from); averse (to or from), abhorring,
abhorrent, detesting; disgusted;—one who ees (from);
abhorrer, &c.:—mutana$r hon(-se), To be disgusted
(with, or at), &c.
A Ih *a mutana$s (act. part. of IhC Y 'to breathe,' &c., v of
Ih ; but prob. formed fr. nafas, 'breath'), part. adj. & s.m.
Breathing; possessed of breath;—single, solitary;
individual;—an animal; an individual.
S ^*a /($matang, s.m. An elephant;—a cloud.
H J*a matnag, s.f. What is relied on (in a suit at law);
documents.
H *a /,"mutn (fem. fr. mutn, q.v.), s.f. Penis,
membrum virile.
H *a /Mmatau, /5 mato, s.m. (Braj)=mat, and mator
mati, qq.v.

A Y *a mutawtir (act. part. of Y Y 'to follow in succession,'
&c., vi of Y 'to separate,' &c.), adj. & adv. Successive;
continuous, consecutive, uninterrupted;—successively,
one after another; continually.
S V *a ./  mitav , vulg. mit-v , adj. See s.v. mitaor
mit.
H  *a / matwr, adj.=matwl, q.v.
A  *a mutawrid (act. part. of  Y 'to follow one another,'
&c., vi of  'to approach, to arrive,' &c.), adj. &
adv.=mutawtir, q.v.
A d *a mutawz (act. part. of d Y'to be parallel to one
another' (lines), vi of d'to be assembled'), adj. Parallel
(lines;—syn. mutasw, samnntar):—mutawzyul-al,
adj. Having parallel sides;—s.f. A parallelogram.
A b | *a mutaw (act. part. of b | Y 'to humble oneself,'
&c., vi of b | 'to place or lay down,' &c.), part. adj.
Submissive, obedient, humble, respectful;
complimenting; complimentary; aable, complaisant.
H " *a / !matwl (mad+wl, qq.v.), adj. (f. -), & s.m.
Intoxicated, drunken, drunk;—a drunken man:—matwl
hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To be or become drunk.
H <L! *a / !matwlpan [matwl= matwl+pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. State of intoxication,
drunkenness.
A ! *a mutawl (act. part. of ! Y'to follow in succession,'
vi of !'to be near or contiguous,' &c.),
adj. Following one after the other, successive, continued,
consecutive, uninterrupted (syn. mutawtir, mutawrid).
S A *a /\ matta-vat, and H. /  mat-wat, adj. & adv.
Drunken, intoxicated;—like one intoxicated; in the
manner of a drunkard.
A W *a mutawajjih (act. part. of WC Y, v of (and syn. with) W
'to turn the face' (to or towards), &c.), part. adj. Having
the face or regard turned (towards); going (towards),
setting out (for), bound (to);—attentive (to); inclined
(towards), favourable, countenancing; propitious; intent
(on):—mutawajjih hon(-k taraf,
 or -me , or -par), To turn
the face (towards), to look (towards), to regard, to
notice;—to proceed (towards), set out (for); to turn the
attention (to), to attend (to); to be intent (on); to favour,

&c.
A Z *a mutawaish (act. part. of ZC Y 'to be desolate or
deserted,' v of Z' Idem), part. adj. Desolate, deserted;
—scared away, terried.
H  *a /,57muto  [Prk. /,\! ; S. /0P+!+t; see
m t], adj. (f. -) & s.m. Addicted to passing urine; passing
urine much or involuntarily;—a piss-a-bed (cf. mutn).
A wB *a mutawassit (act.
part. of wBC Y 'to be in the middle

or midst' (of), &c., v of wB 'to sit, or to penetrate, into
the midst' (of)), adj. Intermediate; midway; in the middle
(of); middling; mean; of middling size or proportion;
average; neither very good nor very bad; moderate;
mediocre, ordinary, common;—intervening, interposing;
—s.m. A mediator; an umpire.
P NB *a mutawassita (for A. ~NB *a mutawassitat,
 fem. of
mutawassit), adj.=mutawassit, q.v.
A B *a mutawassil (act. part. of BC Y 'to strive to
recommend oneself' (to), &c., v of B, not in use; prob.
formed from wasla, q.v.), act. part. Studious of obtaining
nearness or access (to), endeavouring to recommend
oneself to the notice and favour (of,—esp. of God);
trusting (in God); conding (in), relying (on);—adjoining,
conjoined;—s.m. An intercessor, a mediator;—one who
condes in, or relies upon;—a condant (pl.
mutawassiln).
A f *a mutawail (act. part. of f
C Y, v of (and syn. with)
f 'to be joined or united,' &c.), part. adj. Joined (to),
united; connected, related; depending (on); arriving;
arrived;—s.m. A connexion; a dependant.
A <O *a mutawattin
  (act. part. of <OC Y 'to x one's
residence' (in), v of <O 'to abide, dwell,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Inhabiting, residing;—inhabitant, resident, dweller,
native (of).
A _ *a mutawa$r (act. part. of _C Y, v of _ 'to be or become
full, or numerous,' &c.), adj. Many, numerous; much;
abundant, plentiful, copious, exuberant.
A _ *a mutawa" (pass. part. of _C Y'to receive to
himself' (as God the souls of the just), v of _ 'to be full,'
&c.), adj. 'Received into the mercy of God,' deceased,
dead, defunct, the late;—mutawa"(act. part. of the same
conj.), adj. Dead, defunct (=mutawa").

A b i *a mutawaqq (act. part. of b iC Y 'to expect (anything)
to fall out, or happen, or be done, v of b i 'to fall; to
happen'), part. adj. Expecting, expectant, hopeful:—
mutawaqq karn, v.t. To make (a person) hopeful or
expectant (of, -se).
A gi *a mutawaqqif (act. part. of giC Y 'to stop, delay,' &c., v
of gi 'to stand, stop,' &c.), adj. Slow, tardy, dilatory;
delaying, lingering; waiting (for), expecting.
A  *a mutawakkil (act. part. of C Y 'to depend (upon),
trust' (to), &c., v of   'to acknowledge one's weakness
and conde (in God)), part. adj. Trusting in God; resigned
to the will of God, resigned to one's fate;—trusting (to),
or conding (in, another):—mutawakkil 'alal-lh,
Depending upon God, resigned to God.
A + ! *a mutawallid (act. part. of + !C Y 'to be born,' v of + ! 'to
bear (children)'), part. adj. Begotten, born, generated.
A ! *a mutawall (act. part. of !C Y 'to be appointed' (to),
&c., v of !'to be near,' &c.; prob. formed from wal,
'governor; 'guardian'), s.m. Superintendent or treasurer
(of a mosque, &c.); administrator, procurator, or trustee
(of a religious or charitable foundation);—a prefect, a
governor;—a kinsman;—adj. Near.
H  *a /Mmataun [for matwnor maton= matta, q.v.
+w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk.
4(=S. "(], s.m. The grain called kodo (when it has
an inebriating quality).
H &*a /Rmath; 1˚ s.m.=mth, q.v.;—2˚ perf. part. of
mathn, q.v.
H  &*a /R"mathn [math(n)+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. .4(=S. "(], s.f. A
churn;—a milk-vessel, milk-pan.
A  4*a mutahwin (act. part. of  4Y 'to think lightly' (of),
'to despise,' &c.; vi of   'to be light,' &c.), part. adj.
Holding light or cheap, despising; neglecting; negligent;
incurious;—s.m. One who despises, &c.
S &*a / Rmathit, part. Stirred round, shaken about,
agitated; churned;—s.m. (or f. in H.), Butter-milk without
water, pure butter-milk.
H 4*a /,6mutihar [prob. m t= m t+S. t, rt. ], s.m.

Straw, &c. mixed with horse's urine; stable-litter.
S &*a /R,mathur, s.f. Name of a district and city in the
province of Agra (it is held in great honour as the birthplace and early residence of Krish a, and is still
important as a favourite resort of Hind pilgrims):—
mathur-bs= mathur-vs, q.v.:—mathur- pur, s.f. The
city of Mathur (Anglice, 'Muttra'):—mathur-wl(f. -in,
or -), and mathur-vs(f. -in), s.m. An inhabitant of
Mathur.
H &*a /,Rmuthr [Prk. /,-f ; S. /,F (rt. /,6O)++t], adj.

round; churning;—the tree Premna spinosa, or
P.longifolia(the wood of which is used to produce re by
attrition):—mathan-sindhu(for sindhu-mathan). s.m. The
churning of the ocean.
S <&*a / Rmathin, s.m. Churning-stick, churn-sta;—the
penis.
S <&*a ./ R,mithun, s.m. Union, junction; congress of the

(f. -), Blunt, dull; simple, foolish.
H &*a /R,"mathurn [fem. of mathuriy, and=S. /R,

sexes, copulation, pairing; self-pollution;—a pair, couple,
brace; male and female, man and woman; twins; the
zodiacal sign Gemini:—mithun-bhv, s.m. Amorous
inclination; copulation.
H &*a /Rmathn [Prk. /R4(; S. /BR"(, rt. /BR or

+"], s.f. A woman of the Mathuriy caste;—the wife of

/R], v.t. To stir round; to churn; to beat or beat up; to

a Mathuriy.
H 4*a /,6"muthr, or /,R" muthar [S. /0P++],

knead, work, squeeze; to revolve (mentally), to ponder,
consider; to agitate (a question), to discuss, debate; to
sift, scrutinize, investigate.
H &*a /R"mathn [S. /BR+; or fem. of mathn], s.f. A

s.f. A hole in which the dirt of a stable (particularly
urine) is collected (syn. mutl, q.v.).
H )&*a /R,mathuriy [S. /R,+ +t], s.m. Name of a
caste of Brhma s of Mathur; a man of that caste (syn.
aube).
S I&*a ./ Rmithas, adv. Together, in conjunction, with
each other; mutually, reciprocally; in common; to one
another; from each other; between one another, in
secret, secretly, privately; in secret union, in coition.
S 3&*a ./ R!mithil, s.f. Name of a district and city (the
modern Tirhut) lying to the north-east of Bengal (the
city—which is said to have been founded by Mithi or
Mithila—was the capital of Videha, and the residence of
king Janak):—mithil-pur, s.m. (f. -pur), or mithil-nagar,
s.m. (f. -nagar), The city of Mithil:—mithile, vulg.
mithiles(˚l+˚), s.m. 'The lord or sovereign of Mithil,'
king Janak:—mithiles, or mithilesi, s.f. The spouse of king
Janak.
A 2 4*a muttahim, vulg. muttahham(act. part. of 2 4YC 'to be
suspected,' &c., viii of 2  'to think, imagine, suspect,
&c.), part. adj. & s.m. Suspected; accused, arraigned;—
one who is suspected; an accused person:—muttahim
rakhn(-k), To entertain suspicion (of):—muttahim karn,
v.t. To accuse, arraign.
H <&*a /Rmathan [S. /R(; and /Rt], s.m. Stirring

churn-sta.
H &*a /R mathaniy, or mathniy[S. /BR"+], s.f. A
churn.
S &*a  & ./ R,"# mithun-bhv, s.m. See s.v. mithun.
H  &*a /RM&mathau [Prk. /;R (; S. /T+ \
 (; see
mth], s.m. Poll-tax, capitation; contribution,
subscription.
H  &*a /RMmathaur [Prk. /;R! ; S. /T+!+t],
s.m. A sun-shade, parasol, parapluie, an umbrella (syn.
s raj-mukh ht).
S &*a ./ Rtmitha, adj.= I&*a mithas, q.v.
S &*a ./ ^mithy, adv., adj. & (in H.) s.m. Falsely,
incorrectly, untruly, in a lying manner, deceitfully,
wrongly; feignedly; fruitlessly, uselessly, in vain;—false,
untrue, lying; wrong, unjust; pretended, feigned, sham,
counterfeit, delusory; vain, fruitless;—untruth,
falsehood, lie; denial:—mithy-pratigya, adj. & s.m. False
to one's promise, guilty of breach of engagement;
faithless, treacherous;—a promise-breaker, &c.:—mithyp jak, adj. & s.m. Worshipping what is false; worshipping
in vain;—an idolater:—mithy r(˚y+ ˚), adj. & s.m. (f. s.f.
), Behaving falsely;—a deceiver, &c.:—mithy-drishi,


False doctrine, heresy, denial of future existence,
atheism:—mithyrth(˚y+ar˚), adv. For the sake of
falsehood, with a view to deception:—mithy-apath-kart,
s.m. (f. -kartr), One who takes a false oath, a perjuror:—
mithy-mati, s.f. Erroneous opinion, error, mistake;
ignorance:—mithy-vd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Speaking
untruly, lying; denying a charge;—a liar.
S Y &*a ./ ^; mithytva, s.m. Utter untruth, sheer
falsehood:—mithytvokti(˚tva+uk˚), s.f. Utter
untruthfulness of speech, sheer falsehood.
H * &*a ./ ^mithyat [S. ./ ^+], s.f.=mithytva, q.v.
H Y &*a ./ ^"mithyt [S. ./ ^; "+t], adj. & s.m. Being
in a state of illusion; believing in what is false;—a
believer in a false creed.
H < 4*a /6"mat-hn [S. / +6"t], adj. See s.v. mat.
S *a / mati, and H. /" mat, s.f. Mind, understanding,
&c. (see mat):—mati-bhrnti, s.f., or mati-bhram, s.m.
Confusion of mind, perplexity; misapprehension, error,
mistake:—mati-dhr, adj. (f. -), Grave, sedate; collected,
composed; resolved:—mati-ra k, adj. (f. -), Poor of
understanding, of a barren or uninformed mind:—matimn, adj. See s.v.:—mati-mand, adj.=mand-mati, q.v.s.v.
mand:—mati-hn, adj.=mat-hn, q.v.s.v. mat.
S *a ./ miti, s.f. Measuring; measurement, measure;—
weighing; weight; determinate amount; quantity; value;
—evidence, proof.
H *a ./ "mit [S. ./ +], s.f. A specied or particular
lunar day considered as a date (syn. tithi), date, day of
the month;—interest; discount:—mit p gn, v.n. Interest
(on a bill, &c.) to be due:—mit a hn, or mit ln(me ), To put the date (on or to), to date; to nish (a
letter or writing):—mit-k, s.m. The rule for calculating
interest or discount:—mit kn(-k), To deduct the
interest (of); to discount:—mit-wr, adv. According to
date:—pakk mit, s.f. Due date; maturity;—interest
allowed on money, dated from the day following receipt:
—pahl mit a hn(-par, or -me ), To antedate:—ka  mit,
s.f. Interest charged on money, dated from the day
before the transaction.
A *a matt (fr. the Hebrew), s.m. The evangelist Matthew;

—the gospel according to St. Matthew.
S   *a /h=mataikya (mata+aikyam), s.m. Unanimity,
agreement.
A < *a matn (v.n. fr. <*a 'to strike hard,' &c.), adj. Strong;
rm; compact, solid; weighty, important;—obstinate;—
vigorous, forcible; terse; sententious.
H  *a /` mate [S. /], s.f. (dialec.) A step-mother.
H 1 /&ma, 1˚ s.m. corr. of mah, q.v.;—2˚ s.f. contrac. of
m, or ma(used as rst member of compounds).
H 1 /ma [S. /;+], s.m. (dialec.) A bough of the
t or Borassus abelliformis; or of the cocoa-nut palm, Cocos
nucifera; a club, a bat.
H ?1 /,&mup [mo, q.v. + p= Prk. Q(=S ; +], s.m.
Fatness, plumpness, corpulence; bigness, bulkiness
(=mopan, mo):—mup hn, or mup a hn(-par),
To grow fat or corpulent.
H G1 /&makn (dialec., or corr.), v.t.=makn,
q.v.
H 1 ./ &mirn = H  1 ./ &! miln (caus. of
min), v.t. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H  1 ./ &!miln = H 1 ./ & mirn (caus. of
min), v.t. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H 1 ./ &min [caus. of min; and=mi˚+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.t. To eace, rub or blot out, wipe out, obliterate,
erase; to abrogate, abolish, cancel; to appease, satisfy
(hunger, &c.; cf. men):—mi-den, v.t. intens. of
and=min.
H 1 /,&mun (mo, q.v.+n, as in min, q.v.), v.n.
To become fat (syn. mo ho-jn).
H 81 /,& mu [mo, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Fatness, &c. (=mup, q.v.); thickness, coarseness,
grossness.
H ' 1 /&maar [Prk. f5; S. ' ( 
 ) +t; cf. S. ,!
' ;( Prk.
o!]( , s.m. A pea, Pisum sativum:—maar bikn, v.n.
(dialec.) To be confounded, or perplexed:—maar-s
 khe , Eyes like peas, small eyes:—maar-gasht, s.m.
Strolling, wandering.

H ' 1 /&maar, mar[Prk. f ; S. ++t],
'
s.m. A
large species of pea; a large pea;—a kind of (spotted) silk
cloth.
H ' 1 /&!marl [maar, q.v.+Prk. ! ; S. !+t],

looking.
H 1 /&=5maakko (fr. maakn), s.f. One who minces or
wantons in her gait.
H 1 /&5_makoh (ma= ma+koh, qq.v.), s.m. A

adj. (f. -), Mixed with peas;—s.m. Barley mixed with
peas.
H ' 1 /&"maar, mar[Prk. f; S. ++],
'
s.f. A

house of mud or earth.
H 1 /,&{!muk l, s.m. (dialec.)=mukul, q.v.

small pea; a pea.
H ' 1 /,&"mur [mo, q.v.+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A

s.f. A small earthen pot or jar; a vessel in which milk is
churned (dim. of mak, q.v.; cf. makan).
H 1 /&"mak [prob. for /,&" muk = m h+Prk. 

small bundle.
H ;:7' 1 /&"!marl [maar, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Mixed with peas (=marl).
H  1 /,&7"mu , s.f.=mur, q.v.
H 1 /&maak, (dialec.) /&, mauk (fr. maakn, q.v.),
s.f. Ogling, coquetry; mincing gait.
H 1 /&,mauk, s.m. 1˚=mak, q.v.;—2˚=muku, q.v.
H 1 /&mak, (dialec.) /&, mauk [S. /X\+t],
s.m. (f. -), A large earthen jar or pot (cf. m).
H 1 /&makn (caus. of maakn; and=maak˚+n,
as in min, q.v.), v.t. To roll or move about (the eyes),
to wink (the eye); to wanton with (the eyes); to ogle;—to
shake (a limb or member, or the clothes, &c.); to work
(the hips); to make a display before.
H ;:1 /,&j!mukul, /,&! mukal, or /&j! makul
[m h, q.v.+Prk. +! =S. ++!+t], s.m. A lump
of dough (as grasped by the hand and detached from the
kneaded mass);—a kind of sweet dumpling (made of
wheat- our).
H 1 /&makan (fr. maakn, q.v.), s.f. Winking; ogling;
mincing; coquetry (syn. maak).
H  1 /&maakn [maak˚= S. /R+>; or 
 + >], v.n. To
wink, to ogle, to coquet; to mince; to move with wanton
gestures, &c.;—to twinkle.
H  1 /&makan [mak, q.v.+n= l= Prk. f =S.  or
!+t], s.m. A small earthen vessel or mug (such as is
used for taking water out of a larger).
H  1 /,&muakn [mo+Prk. =S. +n, as in makn,
q.v.], adj. (f. -), Plump; middle-sized;—pretty, good-

H 1 /&"mak, (dialec.) /&," mauk [S. /X\+],

+=S. ++], s.f. A plaything which infants suck; a
child's coral.
H 1 /&"mak [maak, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A wink;
—a twinkle; closing the eyes.
H  ) 1 /&»makain, s.m.=makan, q.v.
H ;:1 /,&!muall [Prk. /,! ; S. /0\+!+t;
'
see mo],
adj. (f. -), Fat, &c. (=mo, q.v.).
H  1 ./ &min (fr. the trans. men, q.v.), v.n. To be
eaced, or obliterated, or expunged, or erased; to be
abolished, or cancelled; to be appeased, or satised (as
hunger, thirst, or revenge, &c.); to be destroyed, be
annihilated;—to be lost in admiration (of, -par), be
passionately in love (with);—to cease to exist, come to an
end, become extinct, die out; to die, expire:—mi-jn,
v.n. intens. of and=min.
H 1 /&5!maol [Prk. /  + ! ; S. /.\+!+t;
cf. ma= ma], s.m. A mud-heap (syn. t da); a mound or
pillar of earth raised to mark a station (or the position of
a ag) of a survey; a boundary-pillar (of mud).
S 1 /_mah, s.m. A hut; the retired hut of an ascetic; a
building inhabited by a devotee and his disciples; a
monastery; college, school (especially for young
Brhma s prosecuting sacred studies);—a pagan temple,
a pagoda:—mah-dhr, s.m. An abbot; a monk; an ascetic.
H 1 ./ _mih [Prk. ./ 5; S. ./ 9t], adj. Sweet, &c. (=mh,
q.v.):—mih-bol, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Talking sweetly, or
pleasantly, &c.;—one who so talks:—mih-lon, adj. (f. -),
Sweet and salty.
H 1 /,_muh (contrac. of m h, q.v.), s.m. (f.?) The st; a

blow with the st;—clutch, grasp;—handle, haft, helve:—
muh-bhe , s.f. 'Meeting of sts or hands'; a meeting,
encounter; collision, con ict;—adj. & adv. (dialec.) In
front, face to face; opposite, near (syn. sanmukh, nika):—
muh-bhe hon, To draw near (to); to meet; to confront;
—muh-mard, adj. & s.m. Seizing by force of arm, seizing
violently and unjustly;—one who seizes or takes by main
force; a robber; a ruan:—muh-mard, s.f. Unjust and
violent seizure; force, violence:—muh-mard karn, To use
force or violence.
H 31 / &6maih, adj. (dialec.)=maiy, q.v.

s.m. Productive moisture inherent in a soil.
H * 1 ./ _[mih s, s.f.=mihs, q.v.
H 81 ./ _ mih [Prk. ./ ; S. ./ 9++], s.f.
Sweetness (syn. mihs);—a sweetmeat, sweets; sugar;
molasses:—mih-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), or mih-gar, s.m.
A maker, or a vendor, of sweetmeats, a sweetmeat-man,
a confectioner.
H ' )  1 /,_Smuh-bher, = H  )  1 /,_S7 muh-bhe ,See
s.v. 1 muh.
H  )  1 /,_S7muh-bhe , = H ' )  1 /,_S muh-bher,See

H 1 /mah, or /_ mah [Prk. /(; S. /9+; or S.

s.v. 1 muh.

/ R+], s.m. Butter-milk; 'tyre' with an admixture of

H ' 31 / &6maihar, adj. (dialec.)=maiyl, and maiy,

water; (dialec.) milk coagulated with its butter in it and
churned;—the coagulum or thick residue of curds.
H 1 /mah, or /_ mah [Prk. ./  ; S. ./ 9+t; cf.

qq.v.
H ' 1 /mahar [mah(), q.v.+ar= Prk. f5=S. +t; cf.
S. /BRt], adj. Slow, &c. (=mah, q.v.).

mh;—or Prk. / ; S. /9+t], adj. (f. -), Slow, sluggish,

H ' 1 ./ _"mihr, or /_" mahr, s.f.=mih , q.v.

slack; dull, heavy, stolid;—perverse, obstinate;—rubbed
or worn smooth; smooth (as a le, &c.).
H 1 ./ mih, adj. (f. -), Sweet, &c. (=mh, q.v.); s.m.

H 8' 1 ./  mihara [Prk. ./ f; S. ./ 9+++],

A kiss:—mih lak , s.f. Liquorice-root.
H 1 /,muh [m h, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. A

H  1 ./ _7"mih , or /_7" mah  [Prk. ./ f; S. ./ 9+

handful (of anything);—handle (of a plough, &c.);—a
bundle:—muh b dhn, or muh bann(-k), To make
a bundle (of).
H ?1 /mahpan [mah+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Slowness, sluggishness, slackness;
dulness, heaviness, stolidity;—perverseness, obstinacy.
H 1 /_mahrn [mah= Prk. /=S. /9++r=
l(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To
hammer down the dints and inequalities of (a new metal
vessel); to smooth and give shape by hammering to (a
new metal vessel); to rub and beat (kneaded dough) with
the knuckles; (g.) to coax or wheedle, to talk over, win
over by soft speech, &c., to prevail upon, to make willing;
—to dilate or expatiate upon.
H 41 ./ _mihs [Prk. ./  +
( ; S. ./ 9+ +], s.f.
Sweetness; pleasantness.
H 1 ./ _!mihl [mh, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],

s.f. (dialec.)=mahpan, q.v.
H  1 /,_7muh , s.m.='  a m hr, q.v.
+], s.f. A kind of sweetmeat; a sweet cake (resembling
a biscuit).
H 1 /,_muhik [S. /,.9], s.f. The st (=muh,
q.v.).
H + 1 ./ _!5mih-lon [Prk. ./ !54(; S. ./ 9+! 4+],
adj. Possessing (or containing) but a moderate quantity
of salt; decient in salt.
H ' -1 /,_/muh-mard,
'
adj. & s.m. See s.v. 1 muh.
H  1 ./ _mihn, v.n. (dialec.)=min, q.v.
H 1 ./ ¨mih , or ./ _0 mih , [Prk. ./  ; S. ./ 9t],
s.m. A term of endearment for parrots and children; a
parrot.
H 1 ./ 5miho, s.f. (dialec.) A kiss (=mih, q.v.).
H 1 /_M&mahau, s.m.=mathau, q.v.
H 1 /_5mahor = H 1 /_M" mahaur [Prk. / 
+!" and .!; S. /.\+!+ and ], s.f. A long
(earthen) jar (for wine, oil, &c.).

H 1 /_M"mahaur = H 1 /_5 mahor [Prk. / 

U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.

+!" and .!; S. /.\+!+ and ], s.f. A long

To seize with the st, to grasp, clutch;—to handle;—to
press or knead the limbs of (a person), to shampoo (syn.
muhiy bharn).
H 1 ./ "mi, or /" ma [Prk. / ; S. /.\], s.f.

(earthen) jar (for wine, oil, &c.).
H 51 /_0mah s, adj. (f. -), Dejected, sad; moping,
sulky, in the dumps.
H 1 /,_5!"muhol, vulg. /_5!" mahol [m h, q.v.+Prk.
.!=S. !+], s.f. Onanism, masturbation:—
mahol mrn, To practise onanism.
H ) 1 /,_5.!muholiy, vulg. /_5.! maholiy
[mahol(), q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S. t], s.m. One who
practises masturbation, a manstrupator.
S 1 /_"mah, s.f. A cell, cloister.
H 1 /_"mah, s.f. corr. of ma, q.v.
H 1 ./ "mih [Prk. ./ ; S. ./ 9+], s.f. A kiss (esp.
from a child):—mih len(-k), To take a kiss (from), to
kiss.
H 1 /,"muh, or /, muh [Prk. /,; S. /,.9],
s.f. The st; hand; grasp (of the hand), clutch, gripe;—a
handful; a handful of corn (formerly taken from every
eld and given as a charity to the poor);—a hand
(measure, equal to four ngers);—the wrist;—the fetlockjoint (in a horse);—a small varnished stick given to a
sucking child to be used as the coral with us (syn. mak,
q.v.):—muh-b dhn , To close the st:—muh-bhar, or
muh-bhar, A handful:—muh garm karn(-k), 'To warm
the st or hand' (of), to give a bribe (to), to bribe:—
muh-me , In the st (of), into the hand (of, -k); in the
clutches (of), under the power (of):—muhi-y bharn,
'To ll the sts'; to knead the limbs, to shampoo:—bandh
muh, s.f. The closed st;—a bundle (of sticks, &c.); a
compact body.
H ) 1 /,_muhiy [muh, q.v.+Prk.  =S. +t], s.m.
A handful;—the rst handful of seed sown;—handle or
stilt (of a plough, or other instrument);—the stick with
which a cotton-carder strikes the string of his bow;—the
thick end of a stick; a lump (of sugar);—the man who
feeds the sugar-mill with the chopped sugar-cane:—
muhiy qalam, s.m. Stump of a pen, a very small pen.
H ) 1 /,_muhiyn [muh, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or

Earth, soil, land, clay, loam;—dirt, lth; excrement;
sweepings, rubbish, trash;—lifeless clay, corpse; carcass;
— esh, meat;—temperament, constitution:—mi
bigarn(-k) = mi pald hon, q.v.:—ma-par la n, To
dispute or quarrel about land:—mi paka n, To seize or
bite the ground;—to be laid low; to be overcome or
overturned;—to be perverse or obstinate, to resist:—mi
pald hon(-k), The dust or clay (of a person) to be
deled; the obsequies (of a person) to be marred or
spoiled;—to be badly o;—to be treated with indignity; to
be beaten severely; to be dragged through the mire:—
mi hikne lagn(-k), The corpse to be carried to its
resting-place; to be buried or interred; the funeral
obsequies to be performed; 'to shue o this mortal
coil':—mi- arba, s.m. Wretched condition, sad plight;
—wreck, ruin, destruction;—disgrace, ignominy:—mi
arb hon, or mi r hon(-k) = mi pald hon, q.v.:
—mi den(-ko), To bury, inter;—to throw a handful of
earth (on a corpse):—mi ln(-par), To throw earth
(upon);—to conceal the crime or fault (of a person); to
hush up a matter:—mi alwn, To cause earth to be
thrown (as a contrivance for recovering stolen property;
each of the persons suspected is required to throw some
earth in a certain spot, and the thief is thus given the
opportunity of depositing the stolen property under the
heap of earth without being detected):—mi-k, adj. (f. k), Of earth, earthy; earthen:—mi-k pinjar, s.m. The
earthly tabernacle, the human frame, the body:—mik tel, s.m. Earth-oil; liquid bitumen; petroleum, &c.:—
mi karnor kar-en, v.t. To dirty, sully, soil;—to spoil,
mar, ruin, destroy:—ma khn, To eat mud or earth;—to
eat esh:—ma-k ikiy, s.f. A ball of baked clay (eaten
by pregnant women):—mi-k m rat, s.f. A gure of clay;
—the mortal frame:—mi-ke mol, adj. Of the price or
value of dirt, cheap as dirt:—mi-me lon, To roll in the
dust: mi-me mi miln , The body to mingle with the

dust; to be laid in the grave:—mi-me miln, or milden, v.t. To level with the ground, to raze; to mar, spoil,
ruin, destroy:—mi-me miln or mil-jn, v.n. To be
levelled with the ground; to be marred or spoilt; to be
ruined or disgraced:—mi honor ho-jn, v.n. To become
(or turn to) clay;—to become weak or faint; to become
cold and insipid (as food); to be spoiled, or ruined, or
destroyed (syn. k ho-jn, q.v.):—p ar-ma, or
p  -mi , s.f. Light red soil:—potn-mi, s.f. White
earth or soil (used for plastering, &c.):—pl mi, s.f. A
kind of yellow earth (used in colouring clothes, &c.):—
kbul mi, s.f. Armenian bole (syn. gil--arman):—mu
mi, s.f. Lifeless clay, dead body, corpse:—mu mi-k
nishn, The (surviving) representative (or the ospring)
of deceased parents.
H 1 /,"mu, s.f. corr. of muh, q.v.
H ) 1 / maiy, or / & maiy [ma, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. t], adj. Made or composed of earth; earthy;
mixed with earth (as metal in the ore);—frail, fragile;
inrm, feeble;—s.m. A well without a frame (i.e. a well
merely excavated), a ka well:—maiy-ph s, adj. &
s.m.f. Inrm, feeble, decrepit;—an inrm or decrepit
man or woman:—maiy-has, adj. & s.m. Idle, lazy;—a
lazy fellow:—maiy s p, s.m. A kind of snake with earthlike or dark spots:—maiy maal, s.m. A tenement of
earth or clay.
H ) 1 ./ &miiy [mi, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. An
earthen vessel.
H ) 1 /,&muiy, s.m. contrac. of moiy, q.v.
H ) 1 / &maiyr = H ) 1 / & maiyr [ma, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! ; S. !t, and !+t], adj. & s.m.
Made, or consisting, of mud or clay, clayey (=maiyl);—
s.m. Clayey soil, rich soil; arable land. (N.B. The subst.
maiyris sometimes fem.).
H ) 1 / &maiyr = H ) 1 / & maiyr [ma, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! ; S. !t, and !+t], adj. & s.m.
Made, or consisting, of mud or clay, clayey (=maiyl);—
s.m. Clayey soil, rich soil; arable land. (N.B. The subst.
maiyris sometimes fem.).
H ) 1 / &!maiyl [ma, q.v.+l= S. !(, or=S. !t,

as in next], s.m. A clay-pit.
H ) 1 / &!maiyl = H ) 1 / &! maiyl [ma, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! ; S. !t, and !+t], adj. (f. -), Of
earth or clay, clayey; made of mud;—earth-coloured,
dusky, tawny.
H ) 1 / &!maiyl = H ) 1 / &! maiyl [ma, q.v.
+Prk. !5, and ! ; S. !t, and !+t], adj. (f. -), Of
earth or clay, clayey; made of mud;—earth-coloured,
dusky, tawny.
H ) 1 / &maiyn [ma, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To rub or scrub with earth or mud;—to plaster or smear
with mud;—v.n. To be reduced to dust; to be levelled or
razed; to be or become extinguished:—maiy-len, v.t.
Intens. of and=maiyn.
H ) 1 / &maiyn [ma˚, prob. akin to S. /3; ˚n, as
in the preceding, q.v.;—cf. also maakn], v.t. To wink at,
connive at; to suer, tolerate;—to pretend not to hear; to
turn a deaf ear to; to make no answer.
H  ) 1 / & maiyo [matiy(n)+w= Prk.  =( S.
()(], s.m. Connivance; suerance, toleration; turning
a deaf ear to, &c.
H  ) 1 / & maiywn, or maiyon, v.t.
(dialec.)=maiyn, q.v.
H ' ) 1 ./ miern, v.t. (dialec.)=mirn, q.v.
H ;:) 1 /&"!mal [ma, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(f. -), Made of earth or clay, &c. (=matiy, and maiyl,
qq.v.);—good-for-nothing, worthless; idle, lazy.
H  + ) 1 ./ !mieln, v.t. (dialec.)=miln, q.v. (cf.
miern).
P  a masbat,
s.f. = P  a masba,

 s.m.(for A. ~ a masbat,

n. of place, fr. j 'to return,' &c.), A place to which one
returns time after time; place of assembly or
congregation; place of alighting or abode; a station; an
inn, a caravansera.
s.f.(for A. ~ a masbat,
P  a masba,


 s.m. = P  a masbat,
n. of place, fr. j 'to return,' &c.), A place to which one
returns time after time; place of assembly or
congregation; place of alighting or abode; a station; an

inn, a caravansera.
A a misl [v.n. fr. a 'to compare, liken,' &c.; see misl],
s.f. Likeness, similitude; simile; analogy; parable,
metaphor; specimen, example, model; a case adduced
as a precedent;—adj. Like, resembling:—misl den, To
give an example or illustration:—be-misl, or admulmisl, adj. Incomparable.
P ! a misl (rel. n. fr. misl),
 adj. Like, resembling.
P  a masna
(for
A.
~


a
mas
nat),
s.m. The bladder:—f-

masna,
 s.m. Weakness of the bladder; inability to retain
the urine.
A %a musabbat
(pass. part. of %Cj 'to establish,' &c., ii of

%j 'to remain xed,' &c.), part. Established, proved,
conrmed, ratied; reduced to writing, written; stamped,
for A. ~*%a musabbatat).
sealed (P. fem. *%a musabbata,


A %a musbit
 (act. part. of %j 'to establish,' &c., iv of %j
'to remain xed,' &c.), part. adj. Establishing, xing;
conrming, ratifying; armative; demonstrative;—s.m.
One who, or that which, conrms, &c.:—musbat(pass.

part. of the same conj.), part. Established, &c.
(=musabbat,
q.v.); armed;—(in Alg.) plus, the sign +.

P *%a musbita
fem. of musbit),
 (for A. ~*%a musbitat,


adj.=musbit,
q.v.

A A %a masb t (pass. part. of %j 'to remain xed,' &c.),
adj. Fixed, rm.
A Q a misql
 (v.n. fr. Q j 'to be heavy or weighty'), s.m. A
weight of 1 3⁄7 drachms, or of 4 mshsand 3
ratts(q.v.s.v. tol).
A a masal (v.n. of a 'to compare, liken'), s.f. Fable, tale;
parable, apologue; proverb, adage, proverbial saying;—
example, instance, case in point;—comparison, simile,
allegory, metaphor;—post, station; department:—masal
ln, To bring a proverb into use, to apply or to employ a
proverb;—to adduce as an example:—arbul-mas al, s.f.
See s.v. arb.
A a misl (v.n. of a 'to compare,' &c.), adj. Like,
resembling; alike, similar, analogous (to);—s.f. Likeness,
similitude;—a bundle of papers on one case, a le:—misl-
-mutafarriqa, s.f. A le of miscellaneous proceedings:—
misl murattab
karn(-k), To le the proceedings (of a

case), to prepare or arrange the le (of a case):—misl 

murattab hon, or misl bann(-k),
The le of proceedings

(of a case) to be prepared or arranged:—misl-
muqaddama, s.f. The le or record of a case:—misl-me

shmil karn, or shmil--misl karn,
To le with the record

(of the case), to place on the record.
A 3-a masala,
vulg. masla(acc.
of masal, q.v.), adv. For


example, for instance, e.g.; namely.
A l#a musallas
part. of l#Cj 'to make (it) three,' &c., ii
 (pass.

of l#j 'to be or become a third to the two'), part. adj. &
s.m. Having three angles or corners; three-cornered;
triangular; trilateral;—a triangle (syn. tikh );—a sort of
verse consisting of three lines:—musallas
 --dduz
zwiya, s.m. An acute-angled triangle:—musallas
 -
qimuz-zwiya, s.m. A right-angled triangle:—musallas
 -
mutaswyul-al, s.m. An equilateral triangle:—musallas
 -
-mutaswyus-sqain, s.m. An isosceles triangle:—
musallas
 -
 -mas
 la, s.m. An allegorical fable:—musallas
mu taliful-al, s.m. A scalene triangle:—musallas
 -
munfarijauz-zwiya, s.m. An obtuse-angled triangle:—
ilm--mus allas
 , s.m. The science of Trigonometrv.
P #a musallas
  (rel. n. fr. musallas
 ), adj. Triangular;
trilateral:—musallas
s.m. (in Arch.) The spandrel:—
  ia,

musallas
s.m. A prism.
  shsha,

P #a masala,
A. ~#a masalat,
 vulg. masla(for

 n. of un. fr.
masal),
 s.m.=masal, q.v.:—ga wr masala,
 A rustic proverb;
a plain saying.
q.v.
P #a masala,
 adv.=masala,

P #a musla, musula,
A. ~#a muslat,
 masla, or masula(for

 &c.,
v.n. fr. a 'to punish (as an example),' &c.), s.m. Public or
exemplary punishment, an example.
P #a misl (rel. n. fr. misl, q.v.), adj. Like, similar;—s.m.
One whose name is on the le, an old oender;—s.f.(?)
An article which being lent or sold is to be replaced by
another exactly similar.
A @ a musmir
 (act. part. of @ j, iv of (and syn. with) @ j 'to
bear fruit'), adj. Fruit-bearing; fruitful; productive (of);
opulent, rich (in):—gair-musmir,
 adj. Unfruitful;
unproductive; barren, sterile.
A @ a musammar
(pass. part. of @C j, ii of @ j 'to bear fruit'),

part. adj. Ripe for gathering; fruitful;—s.m. Fruit ripe for
gathering.

A <@ a musamman
(pass. part. of <@C j 'to make eight,' ii of <@ j


P ) 8a mujriya (for A. ~) 8a mujriyat, fem. of mujri),

'to be or become the eighth (of)'), part. adj. Consisting of
eight; eight-sided; octangular; eight-fold;—s.m. An
octagon.
A  a masnaw
(rel. n. fr. A. masnt,

 v.n. fr. j'to double';

adj.=mujr, q.v.
A d 8a majz (n. of place fr. d W (for d W), 'to pass by or

or perhaps fr. the Hebrew Mishna), s.f. Poetry consisting
of distichs corresponding in measure, each consisting of
a pair of rhymes (besides which the distichs have
distinct poetical endings); heroic verse;—a poem written
in that verse (and, par excellencethe poem of Jallu d-dn
Moammadu l-bal², commonly called Maulav Rm,
who composed about A.H. 600, and whose work is
regarded by his followers as of equal authority with the
Qor n).
A a musann
(pass. part. of j'to make two, to dualize,'

&c., ii of j'to double,' &c.), part. adj. Doubled, double,
two-fold, binary; dualized; dual, of the dual number;
marked with two points, double-dotted (a letter):—s.m. A
duplicate, a copy; the second; a counterpart; a junior or
younger (as distinguished from the father of the same
name);—(in Gram.) the dual number:—musann
bihi, vulg.

musann-bh,
s.m. 'That of which it is the copy,' the

original of a copy.
H 6a /*maj, or /,* muj [Prk. /A*(; S. /1(; or fr. S. /Ct],
adj. Soft, mellow, ripe.
H 6a /,*muj, 1˚ s.m. corr. of munj, q.v.;—2˚ pron. contrac.

beyond,' &c.), s.m. Trope, gure, metaphor, simile,
allegory.
P H d 8a majz (for A. mujz, pass. part. of d W 'to make, or
hold to be, allowable,' &c., iv of d W (for d W), 'to become
allowable,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Allowable, admissible, lawful,
authorized, warranted, licensed; legally competent (syn.
jiz);—articial, feigned, insincere, false; supercial;
political; worldly; profane (as opp. to divine love);—
illusory, delusive;—permission, authority, licence;
competency:—majz hon, v.n. To be allowed, to be legally
authorized, &c.:—gair-majz, adj. Unauthorized, not
warranted, &c.
A d- 8a majza (acc. of majz), adv. Figuratively,
metaphorically;—(and in H. fr. majz, corr. of mujz),
legally, lawfully;—supercially; insincerely,
hypocritically.
A d 8a majz (rel. n. fr. majz), adj. Tropical, gurative,
metaphorical; allusive; hyperbolical; unreal;—feigned,
insincere, &c. (=majz, q.v.);—(and, in H., fr. majz, corr.
of mujz), authorized, licensed, competent, &c. (=majz,
q.v.);—adv. Supercially, &c. (=majza, q.v.):—faroshanda-majz, An authorized vendor, a licensed dealer.
A 8a majl (n. of place fr. W (for W), 'to go round or

A  8a mujdil (act. part. of  W 'to contend,' &c., iii of + W
'to twist rmly'), adj. Contentious, disputatious,
quarrelsome.
P ! 8a mujdala (for A. ~! 8a mujdalat, inf. n. of  W; see
mujdil), s.m. Contending, disputing; contention,
disputation, dispute, altercation; a con ict, ght,
struggle.
P  8a mujr (for A.  8a mujri, act. part of  W'to run

round about'), s.f. Place, room, scope;
opportanity;—strength, power, ability, authority:—majl
rakhn(-k), or majl hon(-koof person, and kof thing), To
have the power (to), &c.:—ky majl hai, What power has
he? What can he do?
A I! 8a majlis, s.f. pl. (of majlis), Sessions; assemblies;
conferences; convivial conversations.
P 0! 8a mujlasat (for A. ~0! 8a , inf. n. of I! W 'to sit
with' (another), iii of I#W 'to sit'), s.f. Sitting with
(another), sitting together; an assembly, session.
A b a 8a majm, s.m. pl. (of majma, q.v.), Assemblies,
congregations, &c.
P P a 8a mujmaat (for A. ~P a 8a , inf. n. of b a W 'to lie with,'

with,' iii of W'to run, to ow'), adj. Current, in force (as
a law); passed into law, enacted.

&c., iii of b @ W 'to collect; to unite or connect'), s.f. Lying
with; coition, carnal intercourse:—mujmaat karn(-se),

of mujh, q.v.
H 8a /*maj, s.m. corr. of ?oa maza, q.v.
S 8a /A*majj, s.f. Marrow; pith; sap.
H 5 8a ./ **mijj, s.m. corr. of 5oa mizj, q.v.

To have carnal intercourse (with).
P % 8a mujnabat (for A. ~% 8a , inf. n. of U W 'to be or
become at the side of' (a person), &c., iii of UW 'to lead
(one) by his side,' &c.), s.f. Being near, or at the side of
(a person);—holding or keeping aloof (from), retiring or
receding (from), avoiding, shunning (syn. ijtinb).
P 0 8a mujnasat (for A. ~0 8a , inf. n. of I W 'to be or

{+  8a mujhadat, inf. n. of +  W; see mujhid), Striving;
endeavour, strenuous eort or exertion;—ghting (esp.
against indels, in defence of the faith).
A <)+  8a mujhidn (obl. pl. of mujhid, q.v.), s.m. pl.
Warriors (against indels, in defence of the faith);
crusaders.
H ) 8a /,*mujek, or /,*¦ mujyek, s.m. corr. of

become homogeneous, or akin' (to), iii of IW, not in use;

Q ) qa muyaqa, q.v.

see jins), s.f. The being of the same kind,
homogeneousness, corgeniality, similarity.
A  8a mujwir (act. part. of  W 'to become the neighbour
of,' &c., iii of  W; but formed from  W jr, 'a neighbour'),

H A %8a /* 0majb t, adj. = H Y %8a /* 0" majb t,

adj. & s.m. Neighbouring, adjacent;—xed or conned to
a mosque or place of worship (and occupied in prayer
and religious meditation), devoutly employed;—a
neighbour;—an attendant at a mosque or shrine; one
who is constant in prayer and meditation in a mosque;
the sweeper of a mosque.
P A 8a mujwarat (for A. { 8a , inf. n. of  W; see mujwir),
s.f. Being near, becoming a neighbour; keeping up a
good correspondence with neighbours;—neighbourhood;
—intimacy;—remaining in a mosque or temple devoutly
employed, constant attendance in a mosque, &c.
P  8a mujwir (fr. mujwir, q.v.), s.f. Neighbourhood, &c.

s.f.corr. of s %qa mab t, & O %qa mab t, qq.v.
H Y %8a /* 0"majb t, s.f. = H A %8a /* 0 majb t,
adj.corr. of s %qa mab t, & O %qa mab t, qq.v.
A  %8a majb r (pass. part. of %W 'to compel, constrain,'
&c.), part. Compelled, constrained, forced, necessitated;
helpless; oppressed:—majb r karn, v.t. To constrain, &c.
A - %8a majb ra (acc. of majb r), adv. Compulsorily; of
necessity; having no alternative (syn. majb r-se).
P  %8a majb r (fr. majb r, q.v.), s.f. Compulsion,
constraint; powerlessness, helplessness (syn. l- r):—
majb r-se, adv. In consequence of compulsion or
constraint; from helplessness; of necessity.
A %*8a mujtab (pass. part. of R%*W, viii of (and syn. with)
%W'to choose, select'), part. Chosen; elected; elect.

(=mujwarat, q.v.);—the oce of attendant at a mosque
or shrine.
A d 8a mujwiz (act. part. of d W 'to exceed or
transgress' (the proper bound), iii of d W 'to traverse, or

A 1 *8a mujtarim (act. part. of 1 *W, viii of (and syn. with)

cross,' &c.), part. adj. Transgressing, exceeding bounds;
—immoderate, excessive; (in Gram.) transitive;—s.m.
One who transgresses, &c.
A +  8a mujhid (act. part. of +  W 'to exert oneself
vigorously' (against); 'to ght against,' (esp. against
unbelievers), iii of + 4W 'to strive, labour,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Striving, labouring;—striver, labourer, endeavourer;
—a warrior (for the faith).
P A+  8a mujhadat, s.f. = P ?+  8a mujhada, s.m.(for A.
{+  8a mujhadat, inf. n. of +  W; see mujhid), Striving;

collect,' &c.), part. adj. In a state of collection, or
congregation, &c.; met or come together, assembled,
convened, congregated;—agreeing (or agreed) in
opinion;—(a man) who has attained to his full state of
manly vigour;—s.m. An assemblage, a body (of persons),
a company.
A + 4*8a mujtahid (act. part. of + 4*W, viii of (and syn. with)
+ 4W 'to strive, to exert oneself,' &c.), part. adj. Striving;

endeavour, strenuous eort or exertion;—ghting (esp.
against indels, in defence of the faith).
P ?+  8a mujhada, s.m. = P A+  8a mujhadat, s.f.(for A.

1 W 'to commit a sin, or crime,' &c.), adj. Guilty, criminal.
A b @ *8a mujtam, vulg. mujtama(act. part. of b @ *W 'to
become collected, or brought together,' &c., viii of b @ W 'to

laborious, painstaking;—contending (against), waging
war (esp. against indels);—s.m. A superior or
superintendent in religious matters, spiritual director, a
prelate;—the highest degree to which the learned in
(Moammadan) law attain; the highest authority in

jurisprudence; a jurist (pl. mujtahidn).
P + 4*8a mujtahidna [mujtahid+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adj. Prelatical; patriarchal; in the manner of a spiritual
director.
A c8a majar (n. of place fr. cW 'to enter its burrow or
hole' (a lizard, &c.), s.m. A hiding-place, place of refuge,
an asylum.
A + 8a majd (inf. n. of + 8a 'to excel in glory,' &c.), s.m.
Glory, grandeur, greatness; splendour; the honour
derived from ancestors:—z ul-majd,
adj. Glorious, grand,

magnicent, splendid.
H + 8a /*majd [prob. fr. S. /(; Prk. /D(], s.m.
(dialec.) A mixed soil of clay and sand.
A + 8a mujaddad (pass. part. of +C W 'to make (a thing)
new'; 'to originate,' &c., ii of +C W 'to cut, or cut o,' &c.),
part. adj. Renewed; new; repaired.
H + 8a /*majd r, s.m. corr. of oa mazd r, q.v.
A / 8a maj b (pass. part. of / W 'to draw, pull.' &c.),
part. Drawn, attracted; carried away (by), abstracted;
absorbed (in), lost (in);—s.m. One whom God has drawn
to himself; a madman; an ascetic much given to divine
meditation:—majz  b-k ba , The nonsensical prattle of a
madman; nonsense.
A / 8a majz  r (pass. part. fr. jazr, 'square root'), s.m. The
square (of a number).
A 1 / 8a majz  m (pass. part. of 1 / W 'to be or become
aected with the disease termed jizm'),
part. adj.

Aected or smitten with leprosy, leprous;—aicted with
elephantiasis;—s.m. A leper.
P 8a mujr (for A. 8a mujr, pass. part. of W'to cause to
run, or to ow,' iv of W'to run; to ow'), part. Carried to
account or to credit, credited (to);—appointed as an
allowance or maintenance;—s.m. That which is carried
to the account or credit (of), credit;—that which is
appointed as an allowance, maintenance; allowance,
premium, deduction; a set-o (against);—obeisance,
respects; visit; audience; presentation; presentation of
arms (to);—a dirge;—a trial of professional singing:—
mujr pn(-k), To receive credit (for a sum);—to receive
an allowance, &c.:—mujr hn(-k), To claim credit, or
abatement, or a set-o (for):—mujr den(-ko), To give

credit (for a sum); to grant an allowance; to allow an
abatement or a deduction (to):—mujr-talab,
s.f. A

counter-claim:—mujr karn, v.t. To give (one) credit
(for);—to make allowance, or deduction, to allow for, &c.
(=mujr den);—to make obeisance (to), pay respects (to),
to wait on; to present arms (to), to salute:—mujr len(se), To deduct (from), subtract (from):—mujr hon, v.n.
To be carried to account or credit; to be appointed as an
allowance, &c.;—to be deducted, to be retrenched:—
mujre-gh, s.i. Place of visiting; audience; salutation.
H $8a mujr [mujr, q.v.+= Prk. =S. +;
or a Pers. form.; ˚= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Allowance,
deduction; credit given on account; remission (of
revenue, &c.), reduction (of assessment).
H $8a mujr [mujr+ = Prk.  =S. t], s.m. One who
pays his respects, one who waits upon; one who is
presented (to); a servant; minister; visitor, &c.;—one
who recites a marsiyaor
dirge.

A 8a mujarrib (act. part. of CW 'to try, test, prove,' &c.,
ii of W 'to be aicted with the mange or scab'), part.
adj. & s.m. Trying, testing, proving;—having experience
(in aairs);—a trier, prover; experimenter; assayer:—
mujarrab(pass. part. of the same verb), part. adj. Tried,
proved, tested, examined (as medicine), assayed (as
coin); experienced (in), expert, skilled, versed:—mujarrab
nus a, s.m. A tried prescription; a specic.
A A 8a mujarrabt, s.m. pl. (of mujarrab), Tried or proved
things;—prescriptions; specics.
A 8a mujarrad (pass. part. of CW, ii of (and syn. with) W
'to strip, make bare, denude,' &c.), part. adj. Bare; mere;
only; solitary, alone;—single, unmarried;—bodiless,
incorporeal; immaterial;—s.m. An unmarried man, a
celibate:—mujarrad rahn, v.n. To remain single or
unmaried:—ba-mujarrad, adv. Immediately, instantly:—
ba-mujarrad--gumn, On a mere suspicion:—ba-mujarrad-naz ar,
 At a mere glance.
A -8a mujarrada (acc. of mujarrad), adv. Merely, barely;
solely; singly, alone.
A A8a mujarradt, s.m. pl. (of mujarrad), Incorporeal
beings; angels.
P 8a mujarrad [mujarrad, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f.

Bareness, nakedness; solitariness, solitude: single state,
celibacy.
A 1 8a mujrim (act. part. of 1 W, iv of (and syn. with) 1 W 'to
commit a sin, or crime,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Criminal;
culpable;—a criminal, delinquent, an oender, a felon:—
mujrim hahrn, or mujrim qarr den(-ko), To prove (one)
an oender, &c.; to convict; to sentence:—mujrim honor
ho-jn, To become a criminal or an oender, to commit
an oence.
P  a 8a mujrimna [mujrim, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adj. Criminal, culpable (e.g. ilm--mujrimna , 'criminal
knowledge').
A 8a majr  (pass. part. of W 'to wound,' &c.), part.
adj. Wounded (syn. ghil);—smitten, love-smitten:—
majr h karn, v.t. To in ict a wound on, to wound:—majr 
hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To be or become wounded.
H ?8a mujra, a corr. form of 8a mujr, q.v.
A 8a mujr, part. adj. & s.m.=mujr, q.v.
H $8a mujra, s.f. contrac. of mujr, q.v.
A o8a mujazz (pass. part. of oCW, ii of (and syn. with) oW 'to
divide (a thing) into parts or portions'), part. Divided into
parts or portions.
H "7' I8a majisre (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A
magistrate:—majisre al, Chief magistrate; a consul.
H # 7' I8a majisre, s.f. The oce of magistrate;
magistracy.
A 2 08a mujassam (pass. part. of 2 0
C W 'to make large, or
bulky'; 'to render corporeal,' ii of 2 0W 'to be or become
big or bulky'), part. adj. Rendered corporeal, clothed with
a body; embodied; incarnate; incorporated; corporeal;
corpulent; massy, solid, substantial;—s.m. Substance; (in
Geom.) a solid (pl. mujassamt).
A F M8a maj  (pass. part. of v
C W 'to plaster'), part.
Plastered (with gypsum or lime).
A + P 8a mujaad (pass. part. of + PC W 'to curl,' &c., ii of + P W 'to
be crisp or curly'), part. Curled; crisped.
H 8a / .*!majil, s.f. corr. of manzil, q.v.
P 38a mujall (for A. #8a mujall, pass. part. of #CWii of (and
syn. with) #W 'to make or render clear,' &c.), part.
Rendered clear and bright; polished, furbished—
manifested; illustrated.

A + #8a mujallid (act. part. of + #CW 'to cover with skin; to
bind' (a book), ii of + #W; but prob. formed fr. jild, 'a skin'),
s.m. A bookbinder:—mujallad(pass. part. of the same
verb), part. Bound (a book);—s.m. A book bound in
leather; a volume, tome.
A I#8a majlis (n. of place fr. I#W 'to sit'), s.f. An assembly,
congregation, company, party, meeting; convivial
meeting; convention, congress, council, conference;—an
assembly of  fsand dancing dervishes:—majlis- na,
s.m. Assembly-room; town-hall; ball-room:—majlis--raqs,
s.f. A dancing-party, a ball:—majlis--sarod, s.f. A concert:
—majlis--ilm, s.f. A literary association:—majlis karn, To
convene a meeting or assembly;—(among Shas) to
commemorate the martyrdom of Imm Husain:—majlisme shark hon, To join an assembly; to attend a
meeting:—mr-majlis, s.m. The president or head of a
society.
A 0#8a majlis (rel. n. fr. majlis), s.m. A person invited to
an assembly; an assessor.
A #8a mujall (act. part. of R#CW, ii of (and syn. with) #W 'to
make clear or bright'), part. adj. Making clear or bright;
polishing, furbishing; illustrating, &c.;—s.m. A polisher;—
one who (or that which) illustrates, or explains, or
declares.
A #8a mujall, part.=38a mujall, q.v.
A + @ 8a mujammad (pass. part. of + @C W 'to cause to congeal,'
ii of + @ W 'to become congealed, to congeal'), part.
Congealed, frozen.
A @ 8a mijmar (n. of place fr. @ W 'to give live coals to'),
s.m. A vessel for fumigation; a censer; a chang-dish;—
incense; perfume.
A b @ 8a majma (n. of place from b @ W 'to collect,' &c.), = P
P @ 8a majmaa (for A. ~P @ 8a majmaat, fr. majma),s.m. A
place in which people collect or assemble; place of
meeting or rendezvous; an assembly, a congregation,
concourse; convention; meeting, rendezvous; a
collection, heap, pile;—a book of miscellanies, a
magazine:—majma ikha karn, To collect a body of
people together:—majmaul-barain, s.m. The place
where the two seas meet; the meeting of two seas.
P P @ 8a majmaa (for A. ~P @ 8a majmaat, fr. majma), = A b @ 8a

majma (n. of place from b @ W 'to collect,' &c.), s.m. A place

S <8a /A*majjan, s.m. Dipping, diving, immersion

in which people collect or assemble; place of meeting or
rendezvous; an assembly, a congregation, concourse;
convention; meeting, rendezvous; a collection, heap,
pile;—a book of miscellanies, a magazine:—majma ikha
karn, To collect a body of people together:—majmaulbarain, s.m. The place where the two seas meet; the
meeting of two seas.
A @ 8a mujmal (pass. part. of @ W, 'to collect; to sum up,'
&c., iv of @ W 'to collect'), part. adj. & s.m. Brought

bathing, ablution; sinking, drowning.
H  8a /A*gmajjanau [S. /A*"(, rt. /A*, v.t. (old H.)

together, collected into a small compass; contracted;
abridged; compendious, brief;—confused, requiring
explanation;—an abstract, a summary, compendium, a
compendious statement or account (of); a confused
statement or account (including a number of things
requiring explanation):—mujmal isb, s.m. An abstract
account.
A 3-@ 8a mujmala (acc. of mujmal), adv. In substance; in
the abstract; in brief, summarily, compendiously;
cursorily.
A . @ 8a majm  (pass. part. of b @ W 'to collect,' &c.), part.
adj. Collected, brought together, assembled, convened;
included, contained; collected, composed, content,
tranquil;—collective, aggregate; all, the whole, total,
every one:—majm - t ir, adj. Collected in mind, at ease
in mind.
P m @ 8a majm a (for A. ~m @ 8a majm at, fem. of majm ),
adj. Collected, &c. (=majm , q.v.);—s.m. The collective
mass (of), the whole (of), the aggregate (of); the sum
(of); a crowd, an assembly; a collection; meeting; a
compendium; a body (of laws); a magazine; a miscellany;
—a form (in printing);—a compound perfume:—majm adr, s.m. 'A record-keeper'; a title given to the servants
of a qn n-go:—majm a-silsila, s.m. The sum of a series:—
majm a--qn n--dwn mutaalliqa--hind, The Indian
Civil Code:—majm a--qawnn, s.m. A body of laws, a
code:—majm e-k 'itr, A perfume extracted from
dierent scents.
P m @ 8a majm  (fr. majm ), adj. Collective, aggregate
(=majm a):—majm  qmat, Aggregate value:—majm 
nambar, Aggregate number.

To immerse, submerge; to bathe.
A I8a mujannas (pass. part. of IW 'to make
homogeneous (with), or similar' (to), ii of IW not in use;
see jins), part. Composed of dierent kinds;—of mixed
breed;—s.m. A mongrel; a horse between an Arab and a
Turk.
A  8a majn n (pass. part. of <CW 'to be possessed by a jinn,
or an evil spirit'), part. Possessed by an evil spirit;
insane, demented, mad; madly or desperately in love;—
s.m. A demoniac; maniac; a fanatic; one whom love has
turned mad; name of a celebrated Eastern lover (whose
amours with Lail are the subject of a famous poem by
Nizm);—a
very thin and weak person.

H  8a /*0maj d, adj. corr. of s %qa mab t, q.v.
P   8a majn nyat (for A. ~  8a , abst. s. fr. majn n), s.f.
Insanity; demoniac possession.
H  8a /*0maj r, = H  8a /*0 maj r s.m. corr. of oa
mazd r, q.v.
H  8a /*0maj r = H  8a /*0 maj r,s.m. corr. of oa
mazd r, q.v.
H  8a /*0"maj r, s.f. corr. of mazd r, q.v.
A d 8a mujawwiz (act. part. of dC W 'to cause to pass or be
current,' &c., ii of d W 'to pass,' &c.), part. adj. Holding, or
proving, to be lawful; allowing to pass, permitting,
sanctioning, approving, recommending:—
mujawwaz(pass. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
Approved, sanctioned; permitted, tolerated; proposed;
decided, determined; prescribed; lawful:—mujawwizn-qn n, s.m. A legislative body; legislature, court of
legislature; parliament.
P ?d 8a mujawwaza (for A. {d 8a mujawwazat, fem. of
mujawwaz), adj.=mujawwaz, q.v.
A K 8a maj s (prob. the Ar. form of Zend magéus, fr.
moghu; cf. S. maghaand maghavan), s.m. pl. & sing. Magi,
re-worshippers;—a re-worshipper, a Guebre, a
follower of Zoroaster.
A B 8a maj s (rel. n. fr. maj s), adj. Relating to the Magi,

or the re-worshippers;—s.m. A re-worshipper; a
follower of Zoroaster.
A e 8a maj f (v.n. fr. e W 'to be hollow,' &c.; or fr. jauf,
'belly'), adj. Wide in the jaufor belly, large-bellied; thick.
A e 8a mujawwaf (pass. part. of eC W 'to make hollow, to
hollow out,' ii of e W 'to be hollow,' &c.), part. adj.
Hollowed, hollowed out; concave; vaulted; hollow; empty
(thing, or place, or fellow), vacant, void; having no
heart, cowardly;—wide, spacious, ample.
H &8a /Dmajh [Prk. /AD(; S. /(], s.m. (Old H.)=madhya,
q.v.
H &8a /,D mujh [Prk. gen. /AD, or Ap. /AD,; prob. fr. S.
/&8; or fr. S. /" 'mine,' by substitution of Prk. base
/6 for S. /], a formative or in ect. base of the pron.
mai 'I,' and=me':—mujh-s, 'like me':—mujh-se, 'from me,
with me, by me':—mujh-ko, 'to me' (=mujhe), 'me':—mujhme y, 'it has come on me,' 'I am responsible, I am
surety' (or I will pay).
H  &8a /Dmajhr [Prk. /AD!5, or /AD!5; S. / +
!t, or ], s.m. The middle, centre;—adv. In the middle,
in the midst (of, -ke), in.
H  &8a /Dmajhr [Prk. /AD! , or /AD!5 ; S. /
+ !, or ! + t], adj. (f. -), Middle; middlemost;
intervening, &c. (syn. majhl, q.v.):—majhre, adv. In the
middle, in the midst.
H ) &8a /Dmajhe-kar (app. the conj. part. of an
unused verb majhn), adv. Through the middle or
centre; across, athwart.
H 3&8a /D!majhal, or majhl, or / .D ! majhil [Prk.
/AD! , or / .AD ! ; S. / + !, or ! + t], adj. (f. -),
Middle, &c. (=majhol, q.v.):—majhile, adv. In the middle,
in the midst.
H 348a majhal, s.m.=#48a majhala.
P #48a majhala (for A. ~#48a majhalat, v.n. fr. 4W 'to be
ignorant,' &c.), s.m. Anything indicative of ignorance or
folly; anything which incites to foolish or wrong conduct;
wrangling; a dilemma, diculty (cf jhamel).
H 2 &8a /D(majham, s.m. (old H.)=majh, q.v. (cf. m j,
m jh).

A  48a majh d (pass. part. of + 4W 'to harass, distress,'
&c.), part. adj. Oppressed with labour or vexation;
severely aected; distressed, aicted, troubled,
harassed, embarrassed, inconvenienced; fatigued,
wearied;—s.m. Care, trouble; endeavour; diligence; study;
work, labour, toil.
A 48a majh l (pass. part. of 4W 'to be ignorant,' &c.),
adj. Unknown; of unknown origin (a man); (in Gram.)
passive (voice, or verb); an epithet of the letters  and ,
when the former has the sound of oin 'bone,' and the
latter that of ein 'fête';—useless, indolent, lazy, idle;—s.m.
(in Gram.), The passive voice;—a lazy fellow, a drone:—
majh lun-nasab, Of unknown lineage or birth:—majh l-mutlaq,
 Very indolent or useless.
H " &8a /D5!majhol [Prk. /AD! ; S. /+! + t],
adj. (f. -), Middle, middlemost; second of three;
intermediate; middling.
H ! &8a /D5!"majhol [Prk. /AD.!; S. / + ! +
], s.f. A kind of cart or carriage of middlingsize, on
two wheels (drawn by bullocks).
P ! 48a majh l [majh l, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f.
Ignorance;—indolence, laziness, idleness, apathy.
H [ &8a /,D<mujhe (dialec.) /,Dh mujhai (see mujh), pron. Me;
to me.
H  &8a /D<majher (dialec.), adj. (f. -) = majhel, q.v.
H 3 &8a /D<!majhel [Prk. /AD!; S. /+!+t], adj.
(f. -) = majhol, q.v.;—majhel, s.f. Noon; midnight:—
majhel-rt, s.f. Midnight, dead of night.
H # &8a /D<!"majhel [Prk. /AD.!; S. / + ! + ],
s.f.=majhol, q.v.
H [ 8a /,muje, pron., a dialec. form of mujhe, q.v.
A U 8a mujb (act. part. of W 'to answer; to accept,' &c.,
ii of W 'to make a hole in or through,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Granting an answer, responding (to), listening (to),
granting, consenting (to), accepting, taking well;—one
who listens (to), or grants, &c.
H  8a /*"majt [Prk. / .A*5; S. /X*t, or /.*t, rt.
/*] , adj. Rubbed, worn; soiled, tarnished, fouled,
dimmed; no longer new; second-hand; sold at an under

price, cheap; bought at second-hand.
H R8a /*"_majh Prk. /(.*; S. / .*c], s.f. The drug

H  :a / ma wn, or ma on, v.t.=ma n, q.v.

Rubia manjith, the root of which yields a red dye;—
madder.
A + 8a majd (v.n. fr. + 8a 'to excel in glory'), adj. Glorious,
honourable, noble; exalted, high:—kalm majd, The
glorious word (of God), the Qor n.
H  8a /*"majr [S. /*" + ], s.m. A small cymbal; a

), cf. mi -krn, or ˚r= ˚r= l, is the H. caus. augment],

tinkling ornament for the feet or toes (also written
manjr).
H 9a /ma [prob. S. /3, rt. /3; or fr. S. / or / ], s.f.
(dialec.) Forgetfulness, negligenee, inattention, apathy,
drowsiness.
H 9a /ma , s.f. (dialec.) A model or sample for judging
of the purity of gold.
H :a /ma  (dialec. or prov.), s.m.=ma n, q.v.
H :a /,Kmu  [prob. fr. S. /, or the pass. /,K(`). Prk.
/,K(); cf. S. !5t], s.m. A large lump of esh or meat
(also written mo ).
H " :a /!ma l, s.m. (dialec.)=ma n, q.v.
H ! :a ./ !mi ln, v.t. (dialec.)=mi auln, q.v.
H 9a :a //ma ma [by redupl. fr. S. / or
/(] , adj. Filled up, stued full, crammed, choke full;
close, thick;—s.m. Creaking (=ma -ma ).
H  :a /ma n [S. /  + !t, Prk. !5 or !5], s.m. A
platform; scaold; stage; raised seat; bench; a large
bedstead.
H  :a /ma n [caus. of ma n; and=ma ˚+= w= Prk.

H :a ./ mi rn [mi r˚= mi r˚= S. /d+ (or /8 +
v.t. To play with food (by turning it over), to eat without
appetite.
H :a :a ./ ./ mi ar-mi ar, s.m.(?) Eating without
appetite:—mi ar-mi ar karn, v.t.=mi rn, q.v.
H (:a /ma ak (see ma akn), s.f. Creak or pain in the
joints.
H :a /ma k [ma ak+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. Dulness
(of a market); depression (of trade), cf. ma :—ma k
pa n(-me ), Dulness or slackness to occur (ina market),
to become dull or at:—ma k khn, v.n. To suer
depression (a trade), to become dull (a market).
H  :a ./ mi krn [mi kr˚= S. /d (or /*) + ],
v.t. To rinse.
H  :a /ma kn, or ./  mi kn [mi k˚= S.
./ 3 + >; cf. mi n; or ma k˚= S. / (pass. /K˚) + >;—˚=
w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. augment)], v.t. To shut
and open (the eyes) reiteratedly and quickly, to wink, to
blink.
H  :a /ma kn (cf. la kn), v.t. To shake; to
bend.
H  :a / ma kwn or ma kon, v.t.=ma knor
mi kn, q.v.
H :a /ma akn [ma ak˚= Prk. /K=(), or
/K=?(), fr. S. / (pass. /K˚) + >], v.n. To creak (as a

 or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.

bedstead, &c.);—to have pains in the joints.
S + :a /,
, Bj mu ukund, and H. /,jB mu kund, /B

"(], v.t. To raise up, stir up, set up, excite;—to cause,

ma kand, ./ B mi kand, s.m. The plant Pterospermum

make, produce; to commit, perpetrate:—ma -den, v.t.
intens. of and=ma n.
H  :a /,mu n (caus. of m n; cf. ma -n), v.t. To

suberifolium(the owers of which are applied for a
headache);—mu ukund, Name of an ancient king or
Muni;—name of a son of Mandhtri (who asked the
gods to grant him the enjoyment of long and unbroken
sleep as a reward for the assistance he had rendered
them in subduing the demons; the gods complied with
his request, and decreed that whoever disturbed him
should be burnt to ashes by re emanating from his

cause to close or shut upon; to cause to nip or pinch.
H  :a /ma  [ma (n), q.v. + = Prk.  =S. ()
+t], s.m. One who raises or stirs up, exciter, &c. (used
as last member of compounds).

body. Krish a, in order to destroy Kla-yavana, enticed
him into the cave where Muukund was asleep, and the
latter, being thus roused, cast upon Kla-yavana an
angry glance which reduced him to ashes'; see
translation of Vish u-Pur a, p. 567);—name of a son of
Yadu; of the father of andra-bhga; of a poet of Kamr;
of a demon:—mu ukund-prasdak, s.m. An epithet of
Krish (lit.'the one by whom it was vouchsafed that Klyavan was destroyed by Muukund').
H :a /!ma al = H 3:a /! ma l [Prk. /K+!5, and
/K+! ; S. /;t, and /; + t], adj. (f. -), Wayward,
headstrong, obstinate, perverse; refractory, disobedient;
restive, dgety; pert; cross; squeamish, fastidious.
H 3:a /!ma l = H :a /! ma al [Prk. /K+!5, and
/K+! ; S. /;t, and /; + t], adj. (f. -), Wayward,
headstrong, obstinate, perverse; refractory, disobedient;
restive, dgety; pert; cross; squeamish, fastidious.
H <; 3:a /!ma lpan [ma l, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4( = S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Waywardness, &c. (=ma l, q.v.)
H 3:a /!ma ln (fr. ma l), v.n. To be wayward,
&c. (=ma aln); to pretend ignorance (of).
H 3:a /!ma ln, (dialec.) ./ ! mi -ln [ma ˚=
Prk. /K()=S. /K(`), pass. of rt. /( or /;—˚l= l, H.
caus. augment;—or ma l, as above;—but cf. matln], v.n.
To feel sick at stomach, to feel nausea, to feel
squeamish.
H 3:a /!6ma lh [ma l, q.v. + S.  + t], adj. (f. -)
= ma l, q.v.
H ?3:a /!6&ma lha [ma l, q.v. + ha= wa= Prk.
 "=S. + . \t], s.f.=ma l, q.v.
H $3:a /! ma l [ma l, q.v. + = Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. Waywardness, perverseness, obstinacy,
stubbornness; pertness; crossness; dgetiness;
squeamishness.
H J)3:a ma leg, s.f. (dialec.)=ma l, q.v.
H <L#:a /!ma alpan, s.m. = ma l-pan, and ma l,
qq.v.
H #:a /,!mu alk, s.m.=next, q.v.

T #:a mu alka, s.m. A bond, note of hand, agreement,
written obligation, recognizance, engagement:—mu alka-ifz--aman,
A bond to keep the peace:—mu alka likhnor

likh-den(-ko), To give a written agreement, or a bond
(to); to execute a recognizance:—mu alka likhwn, or
mu alka len, or mu alka karwn(-se), To cause (one) to
execute a bond, &c.; to take a recognizance (from):—
mu alka--nek- alan, s.m. A bond for good behaviour.
H #:a /!ma aln [ma al, q.v.+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.n. To be wayward, or perverse, or obstinate; to insist
(upon); to be refractory, or disobedient; to be cross;—to
sulk, pout, &c. (as a wayward child).
H #:a /!"ma l, s.f. corr. of #&:a ma hl, q.v.
H 9@ :a //ma ma (fr. next), s.f. Creaking (of a
bedstead, &c.);—the sound of the jaws in eating.
H  :@ :a //ma ma n [ma ma ˚= Prk. /K()=S.
/K(`), pass. of rt. / or /(, redupl.;—or, perhaps,
onomat.], v.n. To creak (as a bedstead, or other thing
heavily laden);—to become full, or crammed, &c. (see
ma --ma );—to be or become excited, to get into a state
of lust, to be in heat:—ma ma -jn, v.n. (intens.) To
become excited, &c.:—ma ma -ke lipan(-se), To cling
tightly or closely (to), to hug tight or close.
H ? :@ :a //6&ma ma ha [ma ma (n)+ha= wa=
Prk.  (=S. () +  + ; ]( , s.f. Creaking;—lusting,
lust, lasciviousness; state of heat (of an animal).
H :@ :a //"ma ma , s.f.=ma ma ha, q.v.
H :a /ma n [ma ˚= Prk. /K()=S. /K(`), pass. of
rt. / or /(] , v.n. To be raised up, to be stirred up, to be
excited; to be caused, be made, be produced; to be
committed, be perpetrated; to be noised abroad, be
promulgated;—to be engaged or employed (in);—(dialec.)
to be yoked;—to be exible:—ma -jn, v.n. intens. of
and=ma n.
H :a ./ mi n (fr. the trans. m n, q.v.), v.n. To be
shut or closed (the eye); to shut, close;—v.t.=m n, q.v.
H ^:a mu ang (mu= mu h+ ang, qq.v.), s.f. A Jew's-harp.
H  &:a /,+gmu hanau [mu h˚, from S. /5d,+anau = Ap.
Prk. 46(=S. "(], v.n. (old H.) To be let loose, be set

free, be liberated.
H  :a /,ma u, or /  ma w, s.m. A boat.

+], s.f. A sh;—the sign Pisces;—the sh-insect;—an

wal= w+al(=l), caus. augments), v.t. To shut or cover
(the eyes):— kh(or  khe ) mi auln(-k), To cover the
eyes (of); to blindfold.
H ! :a ./ M!"mi aul [mi aul(n)+= Prk.  =S.

ear-ring made in the form of a sh;—a muscle or tendon
(of the arm or leg,—e.g. tumhr to  b ma hliy kha hu hai ):—ma hl-bandar, prop. n. Masulipatam:—ma hl
pa n(-me ), Muscle to form or be developed (in):—ma hl
paka n, To catch sh, to sh:—ma hl paka ne-k k ,
s.m. A sh-hook (syn. bans):—ma hl paka ne-k no, s.f. A
shing-boat:—ma hl-k par, The n of a sh:—ma hl-k
tel, Fish-oil:—ma hl-k t ara
 ta apn, To ounder like a
sh (out of water); to be uneasy or restless; to jump
about in agony:—ma hl-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), One who
sells sh, shmonger:—ma hliyo -k shikr kheln, To sh.
H #&:a /+!"ma hl, or /K+!" ma hl = H &:a /+"

() +  + ], s.f. Shutting or covering (the eyes):—

ma hr, or /K+"ma hr [Prk. /K+ f; S. /;T+ or !

 kh-mi aul, s.f. Shutting or covering the eyes;
blindfolding;—the game of blind-man's-bu.
H &:a /K+ma h, or /+ ma h [Prk. /K+5; S./;Tt], s.m.

+], s.f. A sh;—the sign Pisces;—the sh-insect;—an

H  :a / ma wn (doub. caus. of ma n), v.t. To
cause to be raised or stirred up, &c. (see ma n).
H  :a /57ma o n (ma ˚, as in ma -n, q.v.+o = w
+a (=al= l), caus. augments+n), v.t. To twist; to break by
twisting.
H ! :a ./ M!mi aul (mi ˚, as in mi -n, q.v.+aul˚=

(f. -), A sh;—name of the rst of the ten incarnations
or manifestations of Vish u (see matsya).
H &:a /+ma h, s.m. corr. of maksh, q.v.
H &:a ./ +mi h, or ./ K+ mi h [Prk. ./ K+; S. ./ ^],
adj. &c. (old H.)=mithy, q.v.
H &:a /K+ma har [Prk. /K+f5; S. /d + t], s.m. A
mosquito; a large gnat; a midge;—ma har-k jh l, s.f.
'The covering or coat of a gnat,' anything minute or
insignicant:—ma har-k jh l-k or, One who would steal
the minutest thing, a petty pilferer.
H + &:a /+[ma hr d [Prk. /K+f$(( or /K+f((; S.
/;T+++$B(], s.f. Smell of sh, shy smell.
H &:a /,+mu hrak [m h, q.v.+r= ar= Prk. f = S.  +
], s.f. Down on the lips, incipient moustaches or
whiskers (cf. mase ).
H &:a &:a ./ K+./ K+mi har-mi har, s.m. (dialec.) =
mi ar-mi ar, q.v.
H J&:a /+($ma hra g [Prk. /K+($ ; S. /;T

ear-ring made in the form of a sh;—a muscle or tendon
(of the arm or leg,—e.g. tumhr to  b ma hliy kha hu hai ):—ma hl-bandar, prop. n. Masulipatam:—ma hl
pa n(-me ), Muscle to form or be developed (in):—ma hl
paka n, To catch sh, to sh:—ma hl paka ne-k k ,
s.m. A sh-hook (syn. bans):—ma hl paka ne-k no, s.f. A
shing-boat:—ma hl-k par, The n of a sh:—ma hl-k
tel, Fish-oil:—ma hl-k t ara
 ta apn, To ounder like a
sh (out of water); to be uneasy or restless; to jump
about in agony:—ma hl-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), One who
sells sh, shmonger:—ma hliyo -k shikr kheln, To sh.
H + &:a /,+Bmu handar, or /+B ma handar [mu han˚,
prob. for m han, dialec. pl. of m h, q.v.+dar= S. t],
s.m. (lit.'Moustached, or whiskered'), A rat;—a keeper or
trainer of monkeys, a monkey-man;—a mountebank,
merry-andrew, buoon; a fool, an idiot;—adj. Stupid, &c.
H  &:a /+0ma h , or /+  ma hw [S. /;Tt or
/.;Tt, with winserted], s.m. A sherman;—a seller of
sh, shmonger.
H ) &:a /+ h"ma hwain [ma hw, q.v. + Prk. 4"=S. "],

H &:a /+"ma hr, or /K+" ma hr = H #&:a /+!"

s.f. (dialec.) A sherman's wife;—a woman who sells sh,
sh-woman.
H &:a /K+"ma h, and /+" ma h [Prk. / .K+ ; S. /;T

ma hl, or /K+!"ma hl [Prk. /K+ f; S. /;T+ or !

+ ], s.f. A sh (=ma hl, q.v.).

+r$t], s.m. A halcyon, kingsher.

H &:a /K+"ma h, s.f. A kiss, a buss (cf. Pers. m ):—
ma h len(-k), To take a kiss (from), to kiss.
H &:a /, mu heo (i.q. mu hayo= mu h, part. of
mu hnau , q.v.), part. (old H.) Loosened, set free,
liberated, &c.
H :a / .ma iy [Prk. /(.; S. / . , rt. / ], s.f. A
small bed;—a stool; a chair.
H  :a / . ma iyw, or ma iyo[S. / .d+,t 'beesecretion'], s.m. Honey.
P ca mub (for A. { ca mubt, inf. n. of   'to aid or
assist; to treat with partiality; to deal gently or leniently
with,' iii of % 'to draw near (to); to give or grant as a
favour'), s.m. Partiality (for); lenient or gentle
treatment, kind behaviour; respect, regard, friendship,
aection;—caution, care:—be-mub, Without partiality:
without respect of persons or circumstances); without
gentleness or lenience; unmercifully.
A z ca mu, vulg. mu(pass. part. of z 'to be over
against, be opposite; to face'; iii of /  'to make by
measure, or in proportion,' &c.), adj. Over against,
opposite (to), parallel (with), facing, fronting:—mume likhn, To write in the opposite page or column.
A  ca murib (act. part. of   'to wage war with, to
contend with,' iii of  'to despoil of, to plunder'), s.m. A
warrior, combatant, ghter.
P   ca murabat, s.f. = P   ca muraba, s.m.(for A. ~  ca
murabat, inf. n. of  ; see murib), Waging war,
ghting; war, battle, combat, ght:—muraba karn, To
wage war, to ght.
P   ca muraba, s.m. = P   ca murabat, s.f.(for A. ~  ca
murabat, inf. n. of  ; see murib), Waging war,
ghting; war, battle, combat, ght:—muraba karn, To
wage war, to ght.
A UB ca musib (act. part. of UB  'to reckon with; to call
(one) to account (for)'; iii of U0 'to number, reckon,'
&c.), s.m. A keeper, or a settler, of accounts; a calculator;
an arithmetician; an accountant; an examiner or auditor
of accounts.
P %B ca musaba (for A. ~%B ca musabat, inf. n. of UB ;
see musib), s.m. Computation, calculation, account;

adjustment or settlement of accounts:—musaba-dr,
s.m. An accountant; one who has accounts to settle, or
whose accounts are under scrutiny:—musaba-talab,
adj.

& s.m. Demanding (or one demanding) a settlement of
accounts:—musaba karn(-k, or apn), To adjust or
settle the accounts (of):—musaba len(-se), To take an
account (from); to settle or audit accounts.
A <B ca masin, s.m. pl. (of usn, q.v.), Good works,
laudable actions or qualities, virtues;—comely parts (of
the body), personal charms;—the beard and mustachios
or whiskers.
A D ca mash, s.m. Goods, eects, fu®niture; wealth.
A f ca mair (act. part. of f , iii of (and syn. with) M
'to encompass, to invest, to besiege'), part. adj. & s.m.
Besieging;—besieger.
P ?f ca muara (for A. {f ca muarat, inf. n. of f ; see
muir), s.m. Encompassing, surrounding, besieging,
investing, besetting, beleaguering, sitting down before
(a fort), blockading;—a siege, circumvallation, blockade:
—muara uhn(-k), To raise the siege (of):—musara
karn, v.t. To encompass, surround, beset, invest,
besiege, beleaguer, blockade:—muare-me nor -jn,
To be invested or besieged, &c.
A <)f ca muirn (obl. pl. of muir), s.m. pl. Besiegers:
—uf f--muirin, The ranks or lines of the besiegers.
A f ca mail, s.m. (pl. of ma l, but com. used as a
sing.), Proceeds; produce, revenue; prots, gains (pl. of
pl. mailt):—mail-- m, Gross produce.
A _ ca mu (act. part. of _  'to defend, to preserve,'
&c., iii of h  'to keep, preserve, guard,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Defending; keeping, guarding, &c.;—defender,
protector, keeper, guardian, custodian; curator;
watchman, guard, sentry; commander, governor,
warden:—mufaz(pass.
part. of the same verb), part.

Defended, protected; fortied:—muz --tan,
s.m. Body
guard:—muz --aqq,
s.m. The true protector, the

Deity:—muz -  na, s.m. Record-room:—mu-daftar, vulg. muz -daftar,
s.m. Record-keeper:—muz - 

-mabas, s.m. Gaoler.
P _ ca mufazat (for A. ~_ ca , inf. n. of
_ ; see muz), s.f. Defending, protecting, guarding;

keeping in custody;—preservation, protection,
guardianship; custody, care.
P _ ca mufa (corr. of A. ~h ca mia"at, n. of place fr. g
C 
'to surround (with),' &c.), s.m. A kind of litter (in which
women travel), a palk.
A ca mall, vulg. mal, s.m. (pl. of maall, q.v.), Places;
houses; streets; squares; courts; wards; districts;
departments;—land or public fund producing a revenue
to the government; real or landed estate;—a bee-hive, a
honey-comb (pl. maallt).
A ca mul (pass. part. of  'to be absurd, or
impossible,' &c., iv of  'to become altered,' &c.), adj.
Absurd; impossible; that cannot be:—mul--mutlaq,
 adj.
Quite absurd; absolutely impossible; very dicult.
A A" ca mult, s.m. pl. (of mul), Absurdities;
impossibilities.
A + a ca mamid, s.m. pl. (of {+ @ ca mamidat, rt. + @ ; see
amd), Laudable actions; commendable qualities, virtues.
A A ca muwart, s.m. pl. (of muwara, q.v.),
Dialogues, conversations, conferences;—idioms; usages,
&c.
P ? ca muwara (for A. { ca muwarat, inf. n. of   'to
return answer for answer; to hold a dialogue,' &c., iii of
  'to return' (to), &c.), s.m. Dialogue, conversation,
conference:—idiom, phraseology, common or current
speech; usage; practice, habit:—muwara pa n, v.n. To
become an idiom or phrase, to become idiomatic; to
become the usage or practice (of):—muwara ln(k'of,' -me 'among'), To introduce the usage or practice
(of), to make (people, &c.) accustomed to:—b-muwara,
adj. Idiomatic:—be-muwara, adj. Unidiomatic.
A Uca muibb, vulg. muib(act. part. of U
C  'to love, like,
approve,' &c., iv of U
C  'to be or become beloved,' &c.),
s.m. One who loves, chooses, or prefers; a lover, a
friend:—muibbul-watan,
 s.m. One who loves his
country, a patriot:—muibbul-watan,
 s.f. Love of
country; patriotism (syn. ubbul-watan).

C 
P %ca maabbat, (corrupt) muabbat(for A. ~%ca , v.n.fr. U
'to be loved,' &c.), s.f. Love, aection; friendship (syn.
dost):—maabbat-mez, adj. Loving; friendly:—maabbat-dil, or maabbat--qalb, s.f. Sincere aection, true love:

—maabbat rakhn(-k), To have or feel aection (for):—
maabbat-k dam bharn, To breathe (or talk of) love or
aection, to profess attachment or friendship (for):—
maabbat karn(-k), To feel love or aection (for), to be
attached (to):—maabbat-k nazar(or
nigh) ln(-par), To

cast loving glances (upon), to look kindly or sweetly
(upon):—matlab-k
maabbat, Love for an object,

interested aection; cupboard love:—mu h-dekhe-k
maabbat, Friendship before the face (of).
A I%ca mabas (n. of place fr. I% 'to conne, shut up,'
&c.), s.m. A place of connement, prison, jail; a pound:—
mabas--dwn, s.m. A civil jail.
A I%ca mhbas (v.n. fr. I%), s.m. An embroidered cover;
—bed-furniture.
A I%ca mbas (pass. part. of I%, iv of (and syn. with)
I% 'to conne,' &c.), part. Conned, imprisoned (syn.
mab s).
A %ca mab b (pass. part. of U
C  'to be or become loved
or beloved, &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Loved, beloved, liked;
lovely; amiable;—a beloved one, a sweetheart:—mab b-ilh, Beloved of God:—mab bul-qul b, Beloved of (all)
hearts; cordially beloved, amiable;—s.m. The delight of
(all) hearts.
P  %ca mab bna [mab b, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S.
ana], adj. & adv. Like the beloved; as a sweetheart;—
s.m.f. A sweetheart.
P  %ca mab ba (for A. ~ %ca mab bat, fem. of mab b),
adj. Beloved, &c. (=mab b);—s.f. A sweetheart, mistress;
a lovely woman.
P  %ca mab bi (from mab b, q.v.), = P  %ca mab biyat
(fr. A. mab b+yat),s.f. Loveliness; amiability.
P  %ca mab biyat (fr. A. mab b+yat), = P  %ca mab bi
(from mab b, q.v.),s.f. Loveliness; amiability.
A K %ca mab s (pass. part. of I% 'to conne,' &c.), part.
Conned, shut up, imprisoned, detained, arrested;—s.m.
A prisoner, captive:—mab s- na, s.m. Prison-house,
prison:—mab s-sanad, s.f. Warrant of commitment to
prison, a mittimus.
A 5 *ca mtj (pass. part. of 5 *, viii of (and syn. with) 5 
(for 5 ) 'to be in want (of), to want, need'), adj.
Necessitous, needy, indigent, poor, in want, in need (of);

—defective, wanting;—s.m. One who is in need, a poor
man, a pauper; a beggar;—a cripple:—mtj- na, s.m.
A poor-house:—mtj karn(-ko), To reduce to need or
want, to make poor, to impoverish:—mtj hon(-k), To
be (or to stand) in need (of), to need; to be poor; to have
occasion (for).
P W *ca mtj (fr. motj), s.f. Need, want, want of

A 2 #*ca mtalim (act. part. of 2 #*, viii of (and syn. with)

means, indigence, poverty.
A s *ca mott (pass.
part. of s * 'to surround,


(and syn. with) @  'to bear, carry,' &c.), part. adj. Taking
up, bearing, enduring; patient, long-suering;—
suspected, conjectured;—suspicious, doubtful, ambiguous;
—admitting (of), capable (of), susceptible (of); liable (to);
—admissible, allowable, possible, probable;—s.m. A taker
up (of a burden), bearer, sustainer; endurer, suerer;
one who takes upon himself:—mutamal(pass. part. of
the same verb), part. Suspected, conjectured.
A 8ca maj b (pass. part. of U8 'to veil, conceal,' &c.),
part. Veiled, concealed, covered; secluded; prevented
from going abroad; forbidden to enter; excluded;—
modest, bashful.
P  8ca maj b (fr. maj b), s.f. Bashfulness, modesty,

encompass,' &c., viii of s  (for s ) 'to guard, protect,'
&c.), part. Surrounded, encompassed; besieged;—
guarded; circumspect.
A *ca mtl (pass. part. of *, viii of (and syn. with) 
(for ) 'to practise evasion, or an artice,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Artful, crafty, subtle, insidious;—an artful or crafty
person; a deceiver;—(in Law) a person who accepts the
responsibility of one person for his claim upon another:
—ml alai-hi, The person to whom the responsibility
for a debt or claim was transferred.
A 1 *ca mtaram, vulg. mtarim(pass. part. of 1 * 'to hold
in reverence or honour; to reverence,' &c., viii of 1  'to
be entitled to reverence,' &c.), part. Revered, respected,
honoured, venerable, sacred.
A U0*ca mtasib (act. part. of U0* 'to reckon upon a
reward'; 'to include (a thing) in a numbering or
reckoning,' viii of U0 'to number,' &c.), s.m. A reckoner,
calculator;—the inspector of the markets, and of the
weights and measures, &c.; the superintendent of the
police, who examines weights, &c., and prohibits
unlawful games, drinking, and the like; a censor.
P %0*ca mtasib (fr. motasib), s.f. The duty or oce of
Mtasib; administration of the police.
A 2 *ca mtasham, vulg. mtashim(pass. part. of 2 * 'to
be master of many dependents and servants,' viii of 2 ,
but prob. formed fr. asham, q.v.), part. adj. Attended by
many followers or dependents, &c.; powerful, great.
A *ca mtakir (act. part. of *, viii of (and syn. with)
 'to collect and withhold (grain, &c.), waiting for a
time of dearness'), s.m. One who buys (grain, &c.) and
withholds it in order that it may become scarce and
dear; a forestaller, a regrater.

2 # 'to dream,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Dreaming (esp. of
copulation); experiencing an emission of the seminal
uid in dreaming, having a wet dream; polluted;—
arrived at the age of puberty;—a dreamer; one who has
a wet dream; one arrived at the age of puberty.
A @ *ca mtamil, vulg. motamal(act. part. of @ *, viii of

&c.
A  8ca maj r (pass. part. of 8 'to prevent,' &c.), part.
Prevented, prohibited, forbidden.
A + ca muaddab (pass. part. of +C  'to make gibbous or
convex,' ii of +  'to be or become gibbous or convex'),
adj. Gibbous; convex.
A k+ ca muaddis (act.
part. of k+C  'to tell, relate; to relate

a story or tradition,' ii of k+  'to be new or recent,' &c.;
see ads), s.m. One who produces something new; an
inventor; an innovator;—a narrator, relater;—a
collector, or compiler, or reporter of Muhammadan
traditions; a believer in tradition; one well versed in the
ads, q.v.

A + ca mad d (pass. part. of +C  'to dene the limits (of);
to dene,' &c.), part. Limited, bounded, terminated,
nite; separated; dened, denite:—mad d karn, v.t. To
limit, bound; to dene.
A e/ ca ma f (pass. part. of e/  'to cut o (a part
from), to curtail,' &c.), part. Cut o, taken away, elided
(as a syllable from a word, or a foot from a verse),
apocopated; rejected;—understood;—curtailed, docked.

A ca mrb (n. of place fr. ; see arb), s.f. The

C), = A ca muarrik (act. part. of C 'tomove, put in

uppermost or chief sitting-place (in a room), the place
where kings and chiefs and great men sit; a high place;
a king's closet or private chamber;—the station of the
Imm in a mosque, the principal place in a mosque
where the priest prays before the people with his face
turned towards Mecca; the niche (which shows the
direction of the qibla) of a mosque;—a niche; a shelf; an
arch:—mrb--teg ,  s.f. The curve or arch of a scimitar:
—mrb-dr, adj. Having a mrb; arched; bowed, bow
(as a window, or a drill, &c.):—kaw mrb, s.f. A
crenated arch:—wasat--mrb,
s.f. The span of an arch.

P  ca mrb, adj. Having a mrb; of or like a mrb;

motion,' ii of  'tomove'), part. adj. & s.m. Moving,
putting in motion; stirring, motory, stimulant, incentive;
—marking a consonant with a vowel;—mover, stirrer up,
inciter, instigator, exciter (of); adviser, persuader,
tempter; encourager, promoter.
A 1 ca maram (n. of place fr. 1  'to be forbidden; to be

arched, &c. (=mrb-dr, q.v.).
A ca muarrir, (corrupt) muarrar(act. part. of C 'to
write well or elegantly; to write,' ii of C 'to become free,'
&c.), s.m. A writer, clerk, scribe;—muarrar(pass. part. of
the same verb), part. Written, inscribed; engrossed.
P ?ca muarrara (for A. {ca muarrarat, fem. of muarrar),
part.=muarrar, q.v.
P ca muarrir, s.f. The oce or business of a muarriror
clerk.
A eca muarraf (pass. part. of eC, ii of (and syn. with)
e 'to alter (a word) in form; to pervert (language),'
&c.), part. Inverted; transposed;—altered in form (a
word); perverted (as language, &c.); tampered with.
A Gca muarriq (act. part. of GC 'to burn,' &c., ii of G 'to
be burnt,' &c.), adj. In amed; burning (a fever);—s.m. An
incendiary.
A Gca mriq (act. part. of G 'to burn,' iv of G 'to be
burnt,' &c.), adj. Burning; in ammatory; ardent;
warmth-giving.
A i-ca mriqa (acc. of mriq), adv. In a burning state.
A ca muarrik (act. part. of C 'to move, put in
motion,' ii of  'to move'), = A ca mrik (act. part.
of , iv of , and syn. with C), part. adj. & s.m.
Moving, putting in motion; stirring, motory, stimulant,
incentive;—marking a consonant with a vowel;—mover,
stirrer up, inciter, instigator, exciter (of); adviser,
persuader, tempter; encourager, promoter.
A ca mrik (act. part. of , iv of , and syn. with

sacred'), s.m. A spouse, consort; anyone to whom the
aramor women's apartments are open (as a father, or a
son, &c.);—a condant, an intimate friend;—s.f. A bodice,
the part of the dress in which the breasts are conned;
—adj. Condential, intimate, familiar:—maram--rz,
s.m. A condant, intimate friend, condential person:—
maram-kurt, s.f. Bodice and jacket:—maram hon(-k),
To be the condant (of); to be intimately acquainted
(with).
A 1 ca muarram (pass. part. of 1 C 'to forbid, prohibit,'
&c., ii of 1  'to be forbidden,' &c.), part. adj. Forbidden,
unlawful; excluded; sacred; venerable, dignied;—s.m.
'The sacred month,' the month of Muarram, the  rst
month of the Muammadan year (held sacred on
account of the death of usain, son of 'Al, who was
killed by Yazd, near Kfa);—mourning and lamentation:
—muarram-k siph, s.m. A holiday soldier (so called
because ghting was prohibited in that month):—
muarram-k paidish, 'One born in the month of
Muarram'; the knight of the rueful countenance.
A 1 ca mrim (act. part. of 1  'to enter upon a thing (or
state, &c.) that caused what was before lawful to become
unlawful,' &c., iv of 1  'to be forbidden or unlawful'),
part. adj. Entering on the sacred month Muarram;
engaged in the sacred pilgrimage to Mecca; performing
the ceremonies enjoined on entering a sacred place.
A A a ca muarramt (pl. of muarramat, fem. of
muarram), s.m. Things forbidden or unlawful, prohibited
things.
P A a ca maramt (for A. muarramt), s.m. A kind of
striped silk or cloth.
P  a ca maramyat (for A. ~ a ca ), s.f. The state of being
admitted into a sacred place; the state of being a
condant; intimacy; trust, condence.

A Kca mar s (pass. part. of K 'to guard,' &c.), part.
Guarded, kept, preserved, taken care of, protected (by
heaven).
P Bca mar sa (for A. ~Bca mar sat, fem. of mar s),
adj. Guarded, &c. (=mar s);—s.m. A guarded place; a
garrison or fortied place:—mamlik--mar sa, The
provinces or countries in the government of any
sovereign.
A Gca mar q (pass. part. of G 'to be burnt,' &c.), part.
Burnt; in amed;—torrid.
P ica mar qa (for A. ~ica mar qat, fem. of mar q),
adj. Burnt, &c. (=mar q);—s.m. Fuel (for re).
A 1 ca mar m (pass. part. of 1  'to forbid, prohibit,' &c.),
part. adj. Forbidden, prohibited; debarred, excluded
(from hope, or favour); frustrated, disappointed,
repulsed; denied, or refused (a gift, or good, or
prosperity); deprived (of), plundered (of); deprived of the
support of life; unlucky, unfortunate, wretched; unable to
earn anything:—mar m rakhn, v.t. To keep (one)
debarred or excluded (from, -se); to disappoint, &c.:—
mar m rahn, or mar m hon(-se), To be prohibited
(from); to be debarred, or excluded, or cut o (from); to
be disappointed (of); to be denied or refused, &c.:—
mar m karnor kar-den, v.t. To prohibit (from, -se); to
debar, to exclude (from); to disappoint, frustrate, &c.; to
deprive (of).
P a ca mar m (from mar m), s.f.=next, q.v.
P  a ca mar myat, vulg. mar miyat(for A. ~ a ca , fr.
mar m, rel. n. fr. mar m), s.f. Prohibition; exclusion
(fr. friends and well-wishers, &c.); disappointment,
frustration; deprival; privation, loss.
A oca maz n (pass. part. of o 'to be sorrowful; to
grieve,' &c.), part. Grieved, aicted, sorrowful, sad;
vexed.
A <0ca msin (act. part. of <0 'to do good, to act well; to
benet,' iv of <0
  'to be good, or comely,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Beneting; obliging; benecent, generous;—one
who does good, or who is the causer of good, or of what
is comely, &c.; one who obliges; a benefactor, a patron:—
msin-kush, adj. 'Benefactor-slaying,' ungrateful.
A 0ca mas b (pass. part. of U0 'to number, reckon,'

&c.), part. Numbered, reckoned, computed, calculated;
carried to account.
A  0ca mas d (pass. part. of + 0 'to envy,' &c.), part.
Envied; hated.
A K 0ca mas s (pass. part. of I
C  'to perceive, become
sensible of'), part. Perceived, felt; sensible, perceptible;
known:—mas s hon, To be perceived, &c.;—s.m. A thing
perceived by any of the senses, an object of sense.
A A B 0ca mas st, s.m. pl. (of mas s), Things
perceptible to the senses, things felt; objects of sense.
A ca mashar (n. of place fr.  'to congregate, to
collect together'), s.f. A place of assembly or
congregation;—(for yaumul-mashar), the day of the
place of congregation, the day of judgment:—masharirm, adj. (A woman) whose gait excites a commotion
like that of the day of judgment.
A  ca mash r (pass. part. of ; see mashar), part.
Congregated, collected together, assembled; raised from
the dead.
A ca muashsh (pass. part. of 
C 'to write notes or
comments upon the margin of a book,' ii of ; but
formed fr. shiya, q.v.), part. Illustrated by marginal
notes or comments.
A Mca muail (act. part. of M
C  'to produce; to acquire,'
&c., ii of M 'to be produced,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Collecting, gathering;—collector, gatherer; acquirer;
collector of revenue; tax-gatherer; baili; a dun;—a
farmer of the customs.
P 3Mca muailna, s.m. = P #Mca muail, s.f.(fr.
muail), Pees of a baili or tax-gatherer.
P #Mca muail, s.f. = P 3Mca muailna, s.m.(fr.
muail), Pees of a baili or tax-gatherer.
A <Mca man (pass. part. of <M 'to render inaccessible;
to protect; to fortify,' &c., iv of <M 'to be inaccessible,'
&c.), part. Guarded, preserved, protected;—chaste,
continent.
P Mca mana (for A. ~Mca manat, fem. of man),
adj.=man.
A  Mca ma r (pass. part. of M 'to encompass,' &c.),
part. Encompassed, surrounded, besieged, beleaguered,
beset, shut or hemmed in; detained; restrained,

withheld, prevented:—ma r karn, v.t. To encompass, to
besiege, &c.:—ma r hon, v.n. To be besieged, &c.
A <) Mca ma rn, s.m. pl. (obl. pl. of ma r), The
besieged.
A Mca ma l (pass. part. of M 'to be produced; to be
attained,' &c.), = P ! Mca ma la (for A. ~! Mca ma lat,
fem. of ma l),part. & s.m. Produced, educed, extracted;
attained, acquired; collected; remaining over and above;
—that which is produced, or acquired, &c.; produce;
prot, advantage, gain (syn. il); public income from
any source (syn. mdan), revenue, income; tax, duty,
toll, excise, custom, postage:—ma l--bkr, Revenue
or income from the manufacture of spirituous liquors:—
ma l ughne-wl, s.m. A collector of revenue, &c.:—
ma l--parma, Customs-duty:—ma l ukn, To pay
duty, or postage, &c.:—ma l- or, s.m. A smuggler:—
ma l-dr, adj. Productive; fruitful, rich, fertile; paying
tax or duty; dutiable:—ma l--k, Revenue from the
post-oce; postage:—ma l--sir, Miscellaneous duties:
—ma l--sa ak, A road-cess, toll:—ma l-k mdan,
Income from taxes, &c.:—ma l lagn(-par), To levy a
tax (on), to tax:—ma l mrn, To evade the payment of
duty, &c.; to smuggle:—ma l--ml--bar-mad, Export
duties:—ma l--nahr, Canal-rents:—be-ma l, adj. Free
of tax or duty, &c.; not dutiable; post-free:—fard--ma l,
s.f. A tari.
P ! Mca ma la (for A. ~! Mca ma lat, fem. of ma l), = A
Mca ma l (pass. part. of M'to be produced; to be
attained,' &c.), part. & s.m. Produced, educed, extracted;
attained, acquired; collected; remaining over and above;
—that which is produced, or acquired, &c.; produce;
prot, advantage, gain (syn. il); public income from
any source (syn. mdan), revenue, income; tax, duty,
toll, excise, custom, postage:—ma l--bkr, Revenue
or income from the manufacture of spirituous liquors:—
ma l ughne-wl, s.m. A collector of revenue, &c.:—
ma l--parma, Customs-duty:—ma l ukn, To pay
duty, or postage, &c.:—ma l- or, s.m. A smuggler:—
ma l-dr, adj. Productive; fruitful, rich, fertile; paying
tax or duty; dutiable:—ma l--k, Revenue from the
post-oce; postage:—ma l--sir, Miscellaneous duties:
—ma l--sa ak, A road-cess, toll:—ma l-k mdan,

Income from taxes, &c.:—ma l lagn(-par), To levy a
tax (on), to tax:—ma l mrn, To evade the payment of
duty, &c.; to smuggle:—ma l--ml--bar-mad, Export
duties:—ma l--nahr, Canal-rents:—be-ma l, adj. Free
of tax or duty, &c.; not dutiable; post-free:—fard--ma l,
s.f. A tari.
P ! Mca ma l [ma l, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Of or relating
to taxes, &c.;—paying revenue, or tax, or duty; dutiable;
bearing postage;—s.f. Lands paying revenue.
A \ca ma (inf. n. of \ca 'to possess pure milk, or milk
unmixed with water,' &c.), adj. & adv. Pure, unmixed,
unalloyed; only, mere, simple, sheer, absolute, entire;—
purely; merely; solely, entirely, utterly, absolutely, quite:
—ma dast- at, s.m. 'Mere signature,' a blank
endorsement:—ma dast at karn(-par),
To put nothing

but the signature (on); to endorse in blank; to give carte
blanche:—ma galat
Quite wrong:—ma gair-mumkin,

 , adj.

adj. Absolutely impossible:—ma qra-bz, A mere
playing with words; sheer device or trickery:—ma qaid,
s.f. Simple imprisonment:—ma n- z, s.f. A mere
nothing, a mere tri e.
A qca maar (n. of place fr. q 'to be or become
present,' &c.), s.f. A place where people are present or
assembled; royal presence; appearance;—people present
or assembled; an assembly;—a document or petition
attested by a number of witnesses laid before a judge
(with the view of promoting a suit); a public attestation:
—maar- na, s.m. 'Place of assembly'; a court a policestation:—maar karn(-k), To present or put in a
petition, or a public attestation (of):—maar-nma, s.m. A
muster-roll, a list of the persons present at an assembly;
—a public attestation, &c. (=maar).
A  ca maz  r (pass. part. of  'to forbid, prohibit,' &c.),
part. Forbidden, prohibited, interdicted; unlawful;
debarred, excluded;—conned, restricted (to);
exclusively conned (to).
A A ca maz  rt, s.m. pl. (of maz  r), Interdicted or
unlawful things.
A  ca maz  z (pass.
part. of 
C  'to be fortunate,' &c.),

part. adj. Fortunate, possessed of good fortune, blest;
wealthy, opulent; happy, contented, delighted, pleased,

glad, cheerful:—maz  z hon(-par,
or -se), To be delighted,

&c. (with):—gair-maz
 z, adj. Discontented, unhappy.

A h ca mal (n. of place fr. h  'to collect, come
together,' &c.), s.f. A place of assembling or
congregating; time of meeting or assembling; a sittingplace, an apartment;—an assembly, a congregation,
council, convention, congress, society; a chorus; a
dancing party, a n , q.v.:—mal karn(-k), To convene a
meeting (of), to assemble;—to have a n .
A  h ca maf z (pass.
part. of h  'to keep, preserve,

guard,' &c.), part. Kept safe, preserved, guarded,
protected, taken care of; secure, safe; exempted;—
committed to memory:—maf z rakhn,
v.t. To keep safe;

to preserve, or guard (from, -se):—maf z rahn(-se),
To

be preserved or guarded, &c. (from); to be safe and
sound.
P h ca mia"a (for A. ~h ca mia"at), s.m. See _ ca mufa.
A Hca maq (inf. n. of Hca 'to abolish,' &c.), s.m.
Abolishing, making void, cancelling; eacing,
obliterating;—burning, scorching.
A Hca muiqq, vulg. muiq(act. part. of HC 'to speak truth;
to show a truth, or a right or due,' &c., iv of HC 'to be
true, or just, or right,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Saying what
is true and right; acting properly, doing justice; knowing
for certain; showing (or having) a right or claim (to);—
conrming, establishing;—one who speaks the truth, &c.
A Q ca muaqqar (pass. part. of QC  'to render contemptible
or despised,' &c., ii of Q  'to be contemptible,' &c.), part.
adj. Despised, contemptible;—poor; low.
A HQ ca muaqqiq (act. part. of HQC , ii of (and syn. with) HC
'to render suitable to the requirements of truth, or
justice, or right,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Proving to be
true, verifying, conrming; investigating the truth;
inquisitive;—one who knows or regards as true; a
verier, an armer, a conrmer;—an asserter or
teacher of truth, a philosopher; a writer (on some
special subject), an authority (on); a critical judge (in
matters of literature, &c.);—muaqqaq(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. Ascertained, conrmed, veried,
authenticated, certied, known to be true; decided,
positive;—sound, compact, orderly (speech, or language);

rmly or compactly woven (cloth).
P  Q Q ca muaqqiqna (from muaqqiq), adv. Truly,
accurately.
P Q Q ca muaqqaqa, vulg. muaqqiqa(for A. ~Q Q ca muaqqaqat,
fem. of muaqqaq), adj.=muaqqaq, q.v.
A < Q Q ca muaqqiqn (obl. pl. of muaqqiq), s.m. pl.
Philosophers; authorities, &c. (see muaqqiq).
A (ca miakk, vulg. miak(instrum. n. fr. 
C  'to scratch,
to rub,' &c.), s.f. The stone upon which pieces of money,
&c. are rubbed to try their quality; touchstone; test.
A 2 ca mkam (pass. part. of 2  'to make or render
rm or strong,' &c.; iv of 2  'to prevent, restrain,' &c.),
part. adj. Made (or rendered) rm, &c.; rm, stable,
strong, solid, compact, &c.; robust; tight; fortied,
strengthened;—(a passage of the Qor n, &c.), of which
the meaning is secured from change or alteration; not
abrogated; which still holds good;—incontrovertible;
clear, perspicuous; unambiguous, unequivocal;—adv.
Firmly, strongly, strenuously; tightly, &c.:—mkam karn,
v.t. To render rm, or stable, or strong, &c.; to
strengthen; to fortify.
A A @ ca makamt, s.m. pl. (of makama, q.v.), Courts (of
law), tribunals, &c.
P @ ca makama (for A. ~@ ca makamat, n. of place fr. 2 
'to judge; to ordain, decree,' &c.), s.m. A place of judging,
a tribunal; a court of law, or justice, or judicature; assize;
court-house;—a department (syn. sarrishta):—makama-ibtid, Court of original jurisdiction:—makama--apl,
Court of appeal, appellate court:—makama--alor alya,
High court:—makama--auqt, Court of trust, or of
bequests; local agency:—makama--adlat, Court of law,
&c. (=makama):—makama--kamsariya, The
commissariat department.
P @ ca mkam (fr. A. mkam), s.f. Firmness, stability,
strength, solidity, compactness, &c.
P 1 ca mak m (pass. part. of 2  'to restrain; to judge,'
&c.), part. adj. Restrained, controlled, curbed, bridled;
under control, or authority, or subjection, or command;
subjected (to); ruled, governed;—ordained. decreed;
judicially condemned, sentenced;—enforced;—
empowered; invested with supreme power;—s.m. A

subject; one under authority; a subordinate ocer:—
mak m hon(-ke), To be under the authority or
command (of), to be subject (to), &c.
P a ca mak ma (for A. ~a ca mak mat, fem. of
mak m), adj.=mak m, q.v.
P a ca mak m (fr. mak m), s.f. Strength, rmness;
authority.
A ca maall, vulg. maal(n. of place fr. C 'to alight, or
descend, &c. (in a place)), s.m. Place (in general; but
orig. 'place of alighting, or of abiding'), position,
situation; abode, residence, house, building, mansion,
palace; hall, or chamber (of a grandee's residence); a
seraglio;—post, station; district, quarter;—(met.) the wife
of a noble; consort of a king, a queen (from the fact of
each queen occupying a separate palace);—time;
occasion, opportunity, opportune moment:—maal-- ,
s.f. The chief spouse, the head wife:—maal-dr, s.m. The
watchman of a district or quarter:—maal-drn, s.f. The
female superintendent of a lock hospital;—the midwife
of a quarter or district;—the head of a brothel, the
mother-bawd:—maal-saror sare, s.f. Private apartment
or chamber (of a noble, or a king);—female apartments,
seraglio:—maal--mujr, s.m. Place of obeisance;—
clearance of accounts:—bar-maal, adj. In place; suitable
to the occasion, appropriate, tting, apropos:—be-maal,
adj. Out of place; inappropriate, unsuitable, &c.
A ca muill, vulg. muil(act. part. of C 'to cause
punishment to alight,' &c., iv of C 'punishment to
alight,' &c.), part. adj. Deserving of punishment.
H 3ca /6!maall, vulg. /,6! muall, s.m. corr. of #ca
maalla, q.v.
A A3ca maallt, s.m. pl. of maall, and of maalla, qq.v.
A #ca muallil (act. part. of #C, ii of (and syn. with) C 'to
dissolve, melt,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Causing to dissolve,
dissolving; (in Med.) discutient;—a solvent; one who
solves, or resolves;—muallal(pass. part. of the same
verb), part. Made lawful; lawful.
A A3#ca muallilt, s.m. pl. (of muallil), Solvents;
medicines which, by their subtilty, dissolve and dissipate
any morbid and stagnant uid.
A 5 #ca mal j (pass. part. of 6#), part. Cleared of the

seed (cotton).
A e #ca mal f (pass. part. of g#) 'to swear,') = P _ #ca
mal fa (for A. ~_ #ca mal fat, fem. of mal f)part. Sworn;
having had the oath administered:—mal f-alai-hi, s.m.
The thing or circumstance sworn to.
P _ #ca mal fa (for A. ~_ #ca mal fat, fem. of mal f) = A
e #ca mal f (pass. part. of g# 'to swear,') part. Sworn;
having had the oath administered:—mal f-alai-hi, s.m.
The thing or circumstance sworn to.
P #ca maalla, (corrupt) mualla(for A. ~#ca maallat, fr.
maall, q.v.), s.m. A district, division, quarter (of a city or
town), ward, parish;—a camp;—a review or muster (of
troops):—maalla-dr, vulg. maalle-dr, s.m. The head
man of a district or parish; an ocer in charge of a
ward, an alderman;—a householder;—a sweeper:—
maalla dekhn, To make a review or muster (of troops).
#ca maall, vulg. maal(A. maall+= S. ), adj. & s.m.
Belonging to the seraglio (a servant, &c.);—a eunuch.
A + @ ca muammad (pass. part. of + @C  'to praise much or
repeatedly,' ii of + @  'to praise'), part. Greatly (or highly)
praised;—s.m. Name of the Arabian prophet; a proper
name.
A + @ ca muammad, adj. Of Muammad; Muammadan.
A @ ca mamil (n. of place fr. @  'to bear, carry,' &c.),
s.m. That by which anything is supported, that in (or on)
which anything is borne; that which carries the double
load of a camel, a camel's saddle; a camel litter or dorser
(in which women travel).
A  @ ca mam d (pass. part. of + @  'to praise,' &c.), part.
adj. Praised, eulogized, commended, spoken well of (syn.
amd); laudable, commendable, praiseworthy; worthy;—
s.m. A proper name.
P ? @ ca mam da (for A. { @ ca mam dat, fem. of
mam d), part. adj. Praised, &c. (=mam d);—s.m.
Scammony (syn. saqm niya).
P  @ ca mam d (fr. A. mam d), s.f. A ne sort of
muslin.
A @ ca mam l (pass. part. of @  'to bear, carry,' &c.), =
P ! @ ca mam la (for A. ~! @ ca mam lat, fem. of
mam l),part. Borne, carried; loaded, laden; freighted;—
bearing (a meaning); applicable;—tolerated, allowed:—

mam la, s.m. A burden; cargo, lading:—mam la--jahz,
s.m. A cargo, shipment:—ml--mam la, A burden, a
load, &c.
P ! @ ca mam la (for A. ~! @ ca mam lat, fem. of mam l),
= A @ ca mam l (pass. part. of @ 'to bear, carry,' &c.),
part. Borne, carried; loaded, laden; freighted;—bearing
(a meaning); applicable;—tolerated, allowed:—mam la,
s.m. A burden; cargo, lading:—mam la--jahz, s.m. A
cargo, shipment:—ml--mam la, A burden, a load, &c.
A <ca mian, s.f. pl. (of ca mnat), Labours; troubles,
aictions, &c.
P ca mnat (for A. ~ca , v.n. fr. <ca 'to try, prove,' &c.),
s.f. Labour, moil, toil, drudgery; industry, diligence;
application, attention; exercise; athletic exercise;—trial,
sore trial, temptation, trouble, aiction, misery,
calamity, misfortune; evil, inconvenience, sorrow, teen,
perplexity, diculty:—mnat-bd, adj. Full of misery,
&c.;—s.m. The abode of sorrow or trouble:—mnat
uhn, v.n. To undergo labour or trouble, &c.; to labour,
to take pains:—mnat hikne lagn(-k), Labour (of a
person) to turn to account;—mnat-zada, adj. & s.m.
Distressed, wretched, miserable;—distrest one,
miserable creature, poor wretch:—mnat--shqqa, s.f.
Hard labour:—mnat--shab--roz , Work or toil of night
and day:—mnat karn, v.n. To labour, or toil (for or
after, -ke p he); to exert oneself:—mnat-kash, adj.
Enduring labour or trouble; moiling, drudging; aicted,
distressed; oppressed:—mnat-kash, s.f. Endurance of
labour or trouble, &c.; aiction, misery, suering:—
mnat-ko pn(apn), To swallow (one's) trouble or
sorrow,' to restrain oneself, to bear patiently:—mnatmazd r, s.f. Labour and wages;—daily labour; job-work.
P  *ca mnana [mnat, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
s.m. Remuneration, hire, wages, fee or fees.
P *ca mnat (rel. n. fr. mnat;—˚= S. ), adj. & s.m.
Labouring; laborious, industrious, painstaking; hardy;—
dicult;—unfortunate; tried by aictions;—a labouring
man, labourer;—a laborious or industrious person, &c.
A ca maw (inf. n. of ca for ca 'to erase, cancel,' &c.),
s.m. Erasing, erasure; cancelling; eacing, obliterating,
obliteration; abolition; extinction;—adj. Erased, eaced,

obliterated; forgotten; abolished; annihilated;—
overpowered (by), struck or astonished, thunder-struck;
fascinated, charmed, captivated; mad (from love),
distracted (with terror or grief);—engrossed, absorbed,
wrapt (in):—maw--tamsh, adj. Astonished at the
spectable:—maw--ddr, Struck or astonished at the
sight (of, -k), overpowered by the appearance (of):—
maw karn, v.t. To eace, &c.:—maw hon, v.n. To be
eaced, &c.
A  ca mwar (v.n., or n. of instr., fr.   'to return; to
turn round,' &c.), s.m. Axis (of a pulley, &c.); an axletree
(of wood or iron); the pin on which the tongue of a
buckle turns:—mwar--zamn, Axis of the earth.
P O ca muawwata (for A. ~O ca muawwatat,
 fem. of
muawwat, pass. part. of s C  'to surround,' &c. ii of s 
'to surround,' &c.), part. Surrounded (by a wall or fence),
enclosed;—s.m. Surrounded or enclosed space,
enclosure, area:—muawwit a(for
A. muawwit at,

 fem. of
muhawwit, act. part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m.
Surrounding, enclosing, forming an enclosure; taking in;
—a wall, a fence, &c.
P ) ca mawyat (for A. ~) ca , abst. s. fr. maw, rel. n. fr.
maw, q.v.), s.f. State of being eaced, eacement,
obliteration, &c.
A w ca mut (act.
part. of s , iv of (and syn. with) s 

(for s ) 'to surround' (with, &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Surrounding, encompassing, enclosing, encircling,
circumambient; containing, embracing, comprehending;
knowing, well acquainted (with);—that which (or he who)
surrounds, or contains, &c.; periphery, circumference (of
a circle); the ocean;—one who comprehends or knows:—
mut --dira,
s.m. Circumference of a circle:—mut 

hon(-k), To be comprehensive (of), to embrace, take in,
contain, enclose, surround, circumscribe; to be well
acquainted (with):—bar--mut, or dary--mut,  The
circumambient ocean; the ocean.
P N ca mut a (for A. ~N ca mut at,
 fem. of mut ), part.
adj.=mut ;—s.m.
Surrounding land or country, environs;

—land;—land within the supply of a well (cf. ak).
P N ca mut  (rel. n. fr. mut ), adj. Of or pertaining to
the circumference (of a circle); at the circumference

(syn. mut -k).

A  ca mul (act. part. of  'to practise evasion,' &c., iv
of  (for

) 'to be altered or changed,' &c.), s.m. A

shuer, prevaricator, knave, cheat, deceiver.
P # ca mul (fr. mul), s.f. Shuing, evasion; fraud,
deceit, knavery.
A >a mu , prop. n. The town of Mocha (on the west
coast of Arabia).
A 1  >a ma dim, s.m. pl. (prob. of a dam, superlat. of
1 + r; see adam), Ministers; servants, domestics; slaves;
eunuchs.
A 5 >a ma rij, s.m. pl. (of ma raj, q.v.), Outgoings;
expenses, disbursements, &c.
P @ f >a mu amat (for A. ~@ f >a , inf. n. of 2 f r 'to
contend with, dispute with,' iii of 2 Mr 'to contend,' &c.),
s.f. Contending with; mutual enmity or hostility;
altercation, contention, quarrelling.
A UO >a mu tib (act. part. of UO r 'to talk or converse
with; to address,' iii of UNr 'to deliver an address or
exhortation'), part. adj. & s.m. Conversing (with),
addressing, accosting;—one who converses with, or
addresses another, a speaker:—mu tab(pass.
part. of

the same verb), part. Spoken to, addressed;—titled,
named, styled;—one spoken to by another; (in Gram.)
the second person:—mu tib hon(kis-k taraf),
To

address; to turn (towards) in speaking.
? < %O >a mu tibn
 (obl. pl. of mu tib),
 s.m. pl.
Conversers (with), speakers.
P ?O >a mu tara
inf. n. of O r 'to
 (for A. {O >a mu tarat,

place oneself in peril,' &c., iii of Nr; but prob. formed fr.
atar,
 q.v.), s.m. Danger, peril, risk, hazard.
A A _ >a ma ft, s.f. pl. (of ma fat), Dreads, terrors;
dangers.
P _ >a ma fat (for A. ~_ >a , inf. n. of e r for e r 'to fear,'
&c.), s.f. Fear, dread, terror; danger.
P N! >a mu latat (for A. ~N! >a , inf. n. of w! r 'to mix or
mingle with,' iii of w#r 'to mix, mingle'), s.f. Mixing
together in society; conversing.
A g! >a mu lif (act. part. of g! r; see next), adj. & s.m.
Contrary, opposite, adverse; unfavourable, unsuitable,
uncongenial; repugnant, dissentient; contradictory;—an

opponent, adversary, enemy, foe:—mu lif hon(-ke), To
oppose, &c.; to contravene.
P h ! >a mu lafat (for A. ~h ! >a , inf. n. of g! r 'to disagree
with; to oppose,' &c., iii of g#r 'to follow,' &c.), s.f.
Opposition, contrariety; repugnance; contradiction;
contravention; transgression, disobedience, rebellion;
disagreement, dissension, variance, discord;—enmity,
hostility:—mu lafat karn(-k), To oppose; to dissent
(from); to contradict; to confute; to resist, withstand, &c.
A %>a mu bir (act. part. of %r 'to inform, apprize,' &c., iv
of %r 'to know'), part. adj. & s.m. Announcing news,
signifying, certifying, &c.;—announcer, teller of news;
informer, reporter, advertizer; emissary, spy:—mu bir-diq, s.m. Bringer of certain intelligence, true
reporter.
H %>a mu bir (fr. A. mu bir), s.f. Secret information.
A w%>a mu abbat (pass.
part. of w%Cr, ii of (and syn. with)

w%r 'to disorder the intellect, to render insane'), part.
Disordered in the intellect, rendered mad or foolish,
demented, insane.
A s %>a ma b t (pass.
part. of w%r), part. Demented, &c.

(=mu abbat, q.v.):—ma b tul-aws,
Disordered in the

intellect, insane.
A  *>a mu tr (pass. and act. part. of  *r, viii of (and syn.
with)  r (for  r) 'to choose'), part. adj. & s.m. Chosen,
selected, elected, preferred;—invested with power or
authority; having legal power; absolute, independent, at
full liberty (to act as one chooses); authorized,
competent;—a free agent; prime mover; responsible
party;—an agent, assignee; procurator, proctor; a
delegate, representative; attorney (not generally
authorized to plead), solicitor:—mu tr--riysat, s.m.
General manager of an estate, &c., a baili:—mu tr-m, s.m. A general agent:—mu tr-kr, adj. and s.m.
Having authority in business;—a director,
superintendent, manager, commissioner; an attorney:—
mu tr-kr, s.f. Procuration (the act); attorneyship:—
mu tr karn(-ko), To constitute (one) an agent, &c., to
authorize, to empower:—mu tr--kull, or mu tr-mutlaq,
 s.m. One invested with full powers; a
plenipotentiary:—mu tr--maqb la, s.m. An approved

(or a recognized) agent:—mu tr-nma, s.m. Written
power or authority; a power of attorney:—mu tr hokar,
adv. As one authorized or empowered; as principal or
chief agent; as attorney (for):—mu tr hon, v.n. To be
invested with power or authority, to be empowered, to
have authority, to be competent; to be at full liberty, &c.;
—to be agent or manager (for, -k), to act (for), to
represent.
A - *>a mu tra (acc. of mu tr), adv. As an agent or
attorney; by or through an agent; by attorney.
H Y- *>a mu trata (for A. {- *>a , acc. of mu trat, fem. of
mu tr), adv.=mu tra, q.v.
P  *>a mu tr (fr. A. mu tr), s.f. Independence,
authority; freedom of action, full liberty; power;
absoluteness;—oce or practice of an attorney,
attorneyship; agency, managership, &c.:—mu tr karn,
To carry on the business of agent or manager (for, -k),
to act (for), to represent; to administer; to practise as an
attorney.
P ! *>a mu tla (for A. ~! *>a mu tlat, fem. of mu tl, act.
part. of *r 'to be proud or haughty,' &c., viii of r (for
 r) 'to think, opine'), s.m. A deceiver, an impostor.
A .*>a mu tar (act. part. of .*r 'to construct, to
originate, invent,' &c.; viii of .r 'to cut, divide, slit,' &c.),
part. adj. & s.m. Founding; originating; inventing;
commencing;—founder, author, originator, commencer;
inventor; discoverer;—mu tara(pass. part. of the same
verb), part. Originated; invented; discovered; coined (as
a word);—s.f. An invention; a discovery.
A v*>a mu ta, vulg. mu ta(pass. part. of v
C *r 'to be or
become distinguished (from), or particularized,' &c., viii
of v
C r 'to distinguish, or particularize,' &c.), part. adj.
Distinguished, particularized, specially characterized
(by);—appropriated; proper, peculiar; special, private,
domestic;—chosen, selected, elected.
A M*>a mu taar (pass. part. of M*r 'to abridge, curtail,'
&c., viii of Mr; but prob. fr. ar, 'middle; waist'), part. &
s.m. Abridged, curtailed, abbreviated, contracted;
concise; small;—a compendium, abridgment, an epitome;
an abstract; a digest;—adv. In short, brie y:—mu taar
taur-par,
adv. In brief form, brie y:—mu taar-karke, adv.


Brie y:—mu taar karn, v.t. To abridge, curtail,
abbreviate, epitomise.
A -M*>a mu taara (acc. of mu taar), adv. Brie y.
P h *>a mu taf (for A. h- *>a mu tafa, pass. part. of h *r,
viii of (and syn. with) h r'to be or become hidden,' &c.),
part. Hidden, concealed; imperceptible (syn. ma f).
A *>a mu tall, vulg. mu tal(pass. part. of C*r 'to become
shaky, incompact, or disordered,' &c., viii of Cr; but
formed fr. alal, q.v.), part. Emaciated, attenuated;
corrupted; depraved; ruined; disordered, disturbed;
confounded, confused.
A w#*>a mu talit (act.
part. of w#*r 'to become mixed or

mingled,' viii of w#r 'to mix,' &c.), part. adj. Mixed;—
confused, perplexed.
A g#*>a mu talif (act. part. of g#*r 'to disagree,
dier' (from), &c., viii of g#r 'to follow,' &c.), adj.
Dierent, dissimilar, unlike; diverse; discordant; various;
con icting; incongruous; heterogeneous:—mu talifulal, adj. Of unequal sides, scalene (triangle):—mu talif
auqt-me , At dierent times:—mu talif-fh, In which
there is disagreement.
P h #*>a mu talifa (for A. ~h #*>a mu talifat, fem. of
mu talif), adj.=mu talif, q.v.
A 1 *>a ma t m (pass. part. of 2 *r 'to seal,' &c.), part.
Sealed, stamped; signed; nished, concluded.
A  *>a ma t n (pass. part. of <*r 'to circumcise'), part.
Circumcised.
H  *>a /,Lmu tiyr, s.m. corr. of mu tr, q.v.
A 8a mu ajjal (pass. part. of 8
C r 'to cause to be
ashamed,' &c., ii. of 8r 'to be or become ashamed'),
part. Put to shame, made ashamed; ashamed;
confounded; bashful.
A + >a mu addar (pass. part. of +C r 'to conceal; to
benumb,' &c., ii of + r 'to keep oneself behind a curtain;
to be benumbed'), part. Kept behind a curtain or a veil;
veiled; concealed:—mu addir, (vulg.) mu dir(act. part.
of the same verb), part. adj. Benumbing; narcotic.
A A+ >a mu addirt, vulg. mu dirt(pl. of mu addir),
s.m. Narcotics; anodynes.
A 1 + >a ma d m (pass. part. of 1 + r 'to serve'), part.
Served, waited on;—s.m. One who is served, a master,

lord;—a Muammadan priest; an abbot.
P a + >a ma d ma (for A. ~a + >a ma d mat, fem. of
ma d m), part. adj.=ma d m, q.v.;—s.f. Mistress.
P  a + >a ma d myat, vulg. ma d miyat(for A. ~ a + >a ,
abst. s. fr. ma d m, rel. n. fr. ma d m), s.f. The
condition or state of being served or waited upon;
mastership, lordship.
A / >a ma  l (pass. part. of / r 'to forsake, desert,'
&c.), part. Forsaken, abandoned; God-forsaken;—
contemned; contemptible, despicable, vile.
A 5>a ma raj (n. of place fr. 5r 'to come or pass out, to
issue'), s.m. Place of going or passing forth; place of
egress or exit, outlet; the part or place from which a
letter is uttered; organ (of speech, or of excretion, &c.);
utterance, pronunciation, articulation;—source, origin,
root (of a word, &c.);—issue; expenditure, disbursement
(in these senses ma rajis an inf. n. of the same verb).
A s >a ma r t (pass.
part. of s r 'to turn, to

shape' (with a lathe)), adj. & s.m. Conical;—a cone:—
A
ma r t--qima,
A right cone:—ma r t--mujassam,


solid cone:—ma  t--mil,
An oblique cone:—ma r t-

mualla, A pyramid.
A A O>a ma r tt,
 s.f. pl. (of ma r ta),
 Cones; conic
sections, conics.
P O>a ma r ta (for A. ~O>a ma r tat,
 fem. of ma r t),
s.f. A cone.
A O>a ma r t (rel. n. fr. ma r t), adj. Conical;
tapering (syn. go-dum, gajar-aul).
A o>a ma zan (n. of place fr. or 'to store,' &c.), s.m. A
store-room, store-house, repository, magazine; a
granary;—a thesaurus (cf. Spanish almazen; Port.
almazem; Ital. magazino; Fr. magasin; Eng. 'magazine').
A  M>a ma  r (pass. part. of Mr 'to suer pain from
cold, &c.), part. Injured, damaged.
A F M>a ma   (pass. part. of v
C r 'to distinguish,
particularize,' &c.), part. adj. Distinguished,
particularized; rendered peculiar; appropriated,
particular; peculiar, special, proper; specic;—private,
domestic, intimate;—peculiarly ascribed or attributed
(to):—ma   karn, v.t. To distinguish, particularize; to
specify; to dene;—to appropriate; to ascribe or impute

to:—maqm--ma  , s.m. The private parts, the
privities.
A q>a mu aar (pass. part. of q
C r 'to make or render
green,' ii of qr 'to be or become green'), part. adj. Made
green; verdant.
A wN>a mu attat
part. of wNCr 'to mark with lines or
  (pass.

stripes,' &c., ii of w
C r 'to make a line or a mark' (upon)),
part. Marked with lines, or streaks, &c., streaked,
striped;—having the down or hair of the beard
appearing (in the form of lines) on the side of the face,
&c. (a youth);—beautiful, handsome, comely.
A N>a ma t  b (pass. part. of UNr 'to ask or demand (a
woman) in marriage'), part. Aanced, betrothed,
promised.
P  N>a ma t  ba (for A. ~ N>a ma t  bat, fem. of
ma t  b), part. adj. Aanced (woman).
A  N>a ma t r (pass. part. of Nr 'to bestir itself in the
mind; to occur to the mind'), part. Which has occurred to
the mind; thought, conceived, imagined, supposed.
A gh >a mu a"af (pass. part. of ghC r 'to make or render
light,' &c. ii of g
C r 'to be or become light'), part. adj.
Made light, lightened; alleviated, abated; contracted;
abbreviated; (a consonant) having a short for a long
vowel, or a tashddremoved;—light; contemptible;—s.m. A
contracted form, a contraction (as for ).
P h h >a mu a"afa (for A. ~h h >a mu a"afat, fem. of
mu a"af), part.=mu a"af, q.v.
A h >a ma f (pass. part. of h r 'to be or become
imperceptible,' &c.), part. adj. Hid, concealed, covered;
occult; suppressed;—secret, clandestine; private;—adv.
Secretly, clandestinely; privily, by stealth:—ma f rahn,
or hon(-par), To be hid or concealed (from):—ma f na
rahe, Let it not be hidden, be it known; whereas.
A >a mu ill, vulg. mu il(act. part. of r 'to fail to full
(a compact or a promise), &c., iv of r 'to become little or
scanty; to be in want,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Failing to
full (a compact, &c.); failing to pay;—disturbing,
interrupting; corrupting, spoiling, ruining;—disturber,
interrupter; intruder;—corrupter, spoiler:—mu il hon(k), To disturb, interrupt; to derange, spoil; to interfere
(with); to intrude (on).

P 3>a mu all (for A. #>
 a mu all, pass. part. of #Cr'to

(and syn. with) @ r 'to leaven'), part. Leavened;

leave (a place) empty,' &c., ii of #r 'to be or become
empty,' &c.), part. adj. Empty;—dismissed, liberated, set
free, left at liberty, let alone; repudiated:—mu all-bit - 
tab,
 adj. Unceremonious, unrestrained, easy, free; free
and easy.
A + #>a mu allad (pass. part. of + #Cr 'to cause to remain,'

fermented.
A I@ >a mu ammas (pass. part. of I@C r 'to make (a thing)

&c., ii of + #r 'to remain,' &c.), adj. Eternal, durable,

P M@ >a ma maa (for A. ~M@ >a ma maat, inf. n. of v@ r
'(the belly) to become empty, to become hungry'), s.m.
Hunger; wretchedness;—diculty, dilemma.
P @ >a ma mal (prob. corr. of A. @ >a mu mal (pass. part

permanent.
A v#>a ma la (n. of place fr. v#r 'to become safe,' &c.),
s.m. Place of safety or security; an asylum.
A v#>a mu li (act. part. of v#r 'to render clear or pure,'
&c., iv of v#r 'to be or become clear, or pure,' &c.), adj. &
s.m. Pure, sincere, candid, without hypocrisy, true,
unfeigned, real, loyal;—a sincere friend.
P  M#>a mu lina [mu li, q.v.+Zend na, or ana= S. ana],
adj. & adv. Sincere, friendly, candid, &c.;—sincerely,
faithfully; like a sincere friend.
P M#>a ma la, (corrupt) mu li(fr. A. ma la, inf. n. of
v#r 'to become safe or secure,' &c.), s.f. Safety, security,
deliverance, release, escape, liberation, liberty (syn.
hukr).
A b #>a mu alla (pass. part. of b #Cr, ii of (and syn. with) b #r
'to take o from oneself and bestow (upon another) a
ilator robe of honour'), part. Presented with a ilat;
dressed or robed in a ilat.
A s #>a ma l t (pass.
part. of w#r 'to mix or mingle,' &c.).

part. Mixed, mingled; blended; confused.
A G #>a ma l q (pass. part. of H#r 'to originate; to create,'
&c.), part. & s.m. Created, formed, produced, brought
forth;—created being or thing, creature.
A A i #>a ma l qt, s.f. (pl. of ma l q), Created things,
creation; created beings, creatures;—a created being, a
creature.
P  i #>a ma l qyat (for A. ~ i #>a , fr. ma l q, rel. n. fr.
ma l q) s.f. State of being created, creation; condition
of a created being.
A @ >a mu ammir (act. part. of @C r, ii of (and syn. with)
@ r 'to leaven'), part. adj. & s.m. Leavening;—one who
leavens; a baker.
A @ >a mu mar, vulg. mu mir(pass. part. of @ r, iv of

ve,' &c., ii of I@ r 'to be or become the fth' (of)), adj.
Quintupled; ve-cornered, ve-angled, pentangular;—
s.m. A pentagon;—a kind of verse of ve lines.
A A 0@ >a mu ammast, s.m. pl. of mu ammas, q.v.

of @ r, iv of @ r), 'having pile or nap, plushy'), s.m.
Velvet:—ma mal-s, adj. Like velvet, soft, downy.
P #@ >a ma mal (ma mal, q.v.+= S. in), adj. Of velvet; like
velvet, velvety.
A  @ >a ma m r (pass. part. of @ r 'to suer from
intoxication'), adj. Drunk, intoxicated; crapulous; cropsick.
A l>a mu annas (pass.
part. of lCr 'to make soft or

eeminate,' ii of lr 'to be soft or eeminate'), adj. &
s.m. Eeminate;—abject, infamous;—an hermaphrodite;
—a catamite:—mu annas karn,
v.t. To render soft or

eeminate; to emasculate.
A G >a ma n q (pass. part. of Hr 'to throttle,' &c.), part.
Throttled, strangled; suocated; hanged.
A e >a ma  f (pass. part. of e r (for e r) 'to fear'), adj.
Feared; dangerous, formidable, dreadful, terrible,
frightful, horrible.
A e >a mu awwif (act. part. of eC r 'to make afraid, to
frighten,' &c., ii of e r 'to fear'), adj. & s.m. Terrifying,
frightful, terric;—one who terries, &c.:—
mu awwaf(pass. part. of the same verb), part.
Frightened, terried, dismayed, deterred.
H  >a mi iyn [me , q.v.++= w= Prk. waor we= S.
pi, caus. augment), v.t. To beat, subdue, overcome.
A  >a mu aiyir (act. part. of C r 'to give (one) the choice
or option,' &c., ii of  r 'to do good;—to choose'), part. adj.
Giving an option or choice (of two or more things);—
bountiful, charitable, liberal:—mu aiyar(pass. part. of
the same verb), part. Left to free choice;—indierent.
A  >a mu aiyil (act. part. of C r 'to imagine, fancy,' ii of

r (for  r), 'to think, surmise, fancy'), part. adj. & s.m.
Imagining, fancying; doubting; being deceived;—
conjecturing from physiognomy;—one who imagines, &c.
P # >a ma la (for A. ~# >a ma lat, inf. n. of  r 'to fancy,'
&c.), s.m. Imagination, fancy, surmise, suspicion;
conception, opinion;—pride;—anything from which a
conjecture is formed.
A 2 >a mu m (act. part. of 1 r 'to construct (or to pitch) a
tent,' iv of 1 r (for 2 r); but prob. formed fr. aima, q.v.),
part. adj. Pitching a tent.
A 2 >a mu aiyam (pass. part. of 2 C r 'to pitch a tent,' ii of
2 r; but formed fr. aima, q.v.), part. Tented;—s.m. An
encampment, a camp.
S + a /mada, vulg. mad, s.m. Any exhilarating or
intoxicating drink, spirituous liquor, wine, spirits (in this
sense, also S. madyam; Prk. majjam);—intoxication,
inebriety, drunkenness;—madness, insanity, frenzy;—
ardent passion, love, desire; lust, ruttishness, rut (esp. of
an elephant), lasciviousness, wantonness; sensual
enjoyment;—passion, ardour; inspiration;—delight,
rapture, joy;—pride, arrogance, presumption, conceit;—
the juice or ichor that exudes from an elephant's
temples when in rut;—semen virile;—musk:—mad-pn, adj.
Imbibing intoxicating liquor, tippling;—mad:—mad- or,
s.m. (f. orn) A drunkard:—mad-mt, or mad-m t, or
mad-mat, adj. (f. -), Intoxicated, drunk;—proud,
haughty; lustful, lascivious, wanton;—youthful; blooming
(=madh-mt):—madotka(˚da+ut˚), adj. & s.m. Excited by
drink, intoxicated; excited by passion or lust; furious,
mad; arrogant, haughty;—an elephant in rut; a furious
animal or creature.
H + a /mad, adj. Having a bad smell; smelling like oil or
grease; rancid.
A + a madd, vulg. mad(inf. n. of +C a 'to extend, stretch,' &c.),
s.f. Extension, lengthening, production; prolonging,
prolongation; protraction; delaying;—swelling (of a
river); ux (of the sea); ood-tide; the mark () placed
sometimes over alif(thus ), which gives it a long broad
sound;—a similar mark drawn over a word to denote the
commencement of a fresh paragraph or sentence, or
over dierent entries (or heads of entries) in an

account, or to indicate the insertion of a new item;
(hence) entry; head; article; column;—a peculiar mode of
writing certain words in accounts:—madd--amnat, s.f.
Head of deposits:—madd--muqbil, adv. Per contra:—madme n, To come under the head (of, k):—madd--nazar,

or madd--nigh, s.f. & m. Extension or stretch of sight,
limit of vision; the horizon; object of sight, or regard, or
aection; prospect; object;—kind looks, encouragement;
—adv. Before the eyes, in view, in sight, in prospect:—
madd-o-jazr, Flux and re ux (of the sea), tide:—is-madme , Under this head:—madde, adv. On account (of).
A + a mudd, vulg. mud, s.m.(?) A certain dry measure
(used in Egypt, Syria, and other parts), about two
handfuls, and weighing two ratlsor
a third.
 a ratland

S + a /,m
 ud, = S + a /, mud,s.f. Pleasure, delight, joy,
joyousness, gladness, happiness;—intoxication;—mud, s.f.
A wife.
S + a /,mud, = S + a /, mud,s.f. Pleasure, delight, joy,
joyousness, gladness, happiness;—intoxication;—mud, s.f.
A wife.
A A+ a maddt, s.f. pl. (of madd, q.v.), Heads; entries;
columns.
A + a madd (intens. n. fr. mad, q.v.), s.m. One who
praises much, encomiast, panegyrist.
P + a madd (fr. madd), s.f. Praising, extolling;
encomium, panegyric.
A r+ a mad il, s.m. pl. (of mad al, q.v.), Income;
revenue; rent;—entrances; places of access;—
embroidered pieces for the back and shoulders (of a
coat); gussets:—mad il-ma rij, s.m. Income and
expenditure; additions and deductions.
P #r+ a mud alat, s.f. = P #r+ a mud ala, s.m.(for A.
~#r+ a mud alat, inf. n. of r 'to enter with (another); to
mix with,' iii of r 'to enter,' &c.), Entering (into);
engaging or taking part (in); intermeddling,
interference, intrusion;—access, admission, ingress;—
occupancy:—mud alat--sar, Palpable or positive
interference:—mud alat-karne-wl, s.m. Intermeddler,
intruder.
P #r+ a mud ala, s.m. = P #r+ a mud alat, s.f.(for A.
~#r+ a mud alat, inf. n. of r 'to enter with (another); to

mix with,' iii of r 'to enter,' &c.), Entering (into);

H + a madr = H )+ a madriy [A. madr+ Prk.  =S. t],

engaging or taking part (in); intermeddling,
interference, intrusion;—access, admission, ingress;—
occupancy:—mud alat--sar, Palpable or positive
interference:—mud alat-karne-wl, s.m. Intermeddler,
intruder.
A + a madr (n. of place fr.  (for ) 'to go or turn

adj. & s.m. Of or relating to the saint Madr;—a follower
of Madr:—madriy uqqa, s.m. A uqqa, with a long
stem.
H )+ a madriy = H + a madr [A. madr+ Prk.  =S. t],

round,' &c.), s.m. Place of turning or returning;
axis; pivot; centre;—a place within which anything
revolves, an orbit; a circumference;—a place where
anyone stops or stands, station, seat; that on which
anything stands or rests, or depends; ground (of), basis;
—dependence;—the point upon which a question (or the
like) turns;—(for madrul-mahmm), Name of a
celebrated Muammadan saint (held in great reverence
by Bhaiyrasand Ku wrMusalmns; his tomb is at
Makanpur, Knhpur); the month jumda-l-awwal(so
called after the saint Madr):—madr--ar, The centre
of the earth:—madr--sat, An hour-circle:—madr--kr,
Chief manager of business:—madrul-mahmm, 'The
centre of aairs,' prime-minister; regent; chief manager
of business:—izzat-madr, Seat of glory;—magnicent.
H + a /madr [Prk. /(!(; S. /B(], s.f. The plant
Asclepias gigantea(syn. k), &c. (see mandr).
S + a /madr, s.m. An elephant;—a hog;—a cheat,
rogue.
P + a mudr, s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.
P A+ a mudrt (for A. {+ a , inf. n. of 'to treat with
gentleness or blandishment, to soothe, coax,' &c., iii of
'to deceive, circumvent,' &c.), s.f. Treating kindly or
courteously; gentleness, lenity; soothing; civility,
aability, courtesy, politeness;—humanity;—humility;—
deceit, dissimulation; circumvention:—mudrt karn(-k),
To show civility (to), to treat with courtesy, &c.
A 5+ a madrij, s.m. pl. (of madraj, fr. 5; see darja), Steps,
stages; degrees; ascents; ways.
A K+ a madris, s.m. pl. (of madrasa, q.v.), Colleges;
schools.
H + a /"madr [S. /++t], s.m. A conjurer,
juggler; a tumbler, merry-andrew (esp. the master or
director of the fun); a bear-dancer; monkey-man.

adj. & s.m. Of or relating to the saint Madr;—a follower
of Madr:—madriy uqqa, s.m. A uqqa, with a long
stem.
P P _+ a mudfaat (for A. ~P _+ a , inf. n. of b _, iii of (and syn.
with) b _ 'to repel,' &c.), s.f. Repelling; averting, warding
o; repulsion;—protracting, deferring, delaying;
postponement:—mudfaat karn(-k), To repel, &c.
A 1 + a mudm (pass. part. of 1  'to cause to continue,' &c.,
iv of 1  (for 1 ) 'to continue, last,' &c.), adj. & adv.
Continuous; continual, lasting; perpetual; eternal;—
continually; perpetually; always; eternally;—s.f. Wine;
spirits.
P a + a mudm (rel. n. fr. mudm), adj. Continual,
incessant, &c. (=mudm).
P + a mudw, s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.
P A+ a mudwt (for A. {+ a , inf. n. of 'to treat
medically,' &c., ii of 'to be or become sick or diseased,'
&c.), s.f. Medical treatment, applying medicine or a
remedy, remedying, curing; administering to the sick.
H Y+ a madwatn, s.f. (Dakh.) A female go-between
employed in arranging a marriage.
P ?+ a mudwara (for A. {+ a mudwarat, inf. n. of  'to
go round about with,' &c., iii of  'to go, or move, or
turn round,' &c.), s.m. Going round along with (another),
going about; surrounding, encircling, encompassing;
adjusting.
P a + a mudwamat (for A. ~a + a , inf. n. of 1 , iii of (and
syn. with) 1  (for 1 ), 'to continue, endure, last,' &c.), s.f.
Continuance; perpetuity; eternity;—continual use;
assiduity.
A $+ a madi, s.m. pl. (of mad, q.v.), Laudable actions;
—praises, encomiums.
A <)+ a mudyin (act. part. of <); see next), s.m. A creditor;
—a debtor.
P )+ a mudyanat (for A. ~)+ a , inf. n. of <) 'to deal with

(one) upon credit; to lend to,' &c., iii of  (for <)), 'to buy
upon credit; to take a loan,' &c.), s.f. Dealing in credit;
mutual credit, dealing as debtor and creditor on both
sides.
A  + a mudabbir (act. part. of C  'to devise, plan; manage,
conduct, regulate,' &c., ii of   'to follow behind,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Managing, conducting; disposing in order,
regulating, governing;—skilful in devising, &c.; prudent;
ingenious; politic; deliberate;—one who manages, &c.
(aairs of any kind), a counsellor, minister, governor,
administrator, director, &c.;—mudabbar(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. Ably-conducted, properly-managed
(business, &c.);—s.m. A slave set at liberty after the
death of his master:—mudabbirn--salt anat,
Ministers of

State.
A  + a mudbir (act. part. of   'to turn back,' &c., iv of   'to
follow behind'), part. adj. & s.m. Going or turning back,
retiring; retrograding; bashful, modest;—one who turns
his back (on); one who retires or retreats;—one whose
aairs are in a bad train, or who is retrograding in the
world.
P  + a mudbir (fr. mudbir), s.f. Retrograding in fortune;
adversity, ill-luck, misery.
P  + a mudabbir (fr. mudabbir), s.f. Management,
conduct, regulation, governance, direction;—the oce or
position of a mudabbir.
H A+ a /madat [for madad, fr. S. /+], s.f. (dialec.) An
intoxicating preparation of opium, betel-leaves, &c. (for
smoking; syn. madad, madak).
P A+ a muddat, (corr.) mudat(for A. {+C a , v.n. fr. +C a 'to
extend,' &c.), s.f. Length of time; space or interval of
time; duration; usance;—a long time or season; antiquity:
—muddatul-umr, Space of life; a lifetime;—all life long;
during life:—muddat-k, adj. (f. -k), Of long standing, old,
ancient:—muddat--madd, A long space of time:—muddat
hu, adv. A long time ago:—ek muddatA long time, an age.
S A+ a /,mudit, (corr.) /, mudat, part. (f. -), Rejoiced,
pleased, delighted, happy.
A + a mad, vulg. mada(inf. n. of + a 'to praise'), s.f.
Praising; praise, eulogium, encomium, commendation;
applause; approbation; recommendation:—mad- n,

s.m. Eulogist, encomiast, panegyrist; a bard:—mad
karn(-k), To praise, &c.:—mad-o-am, s.f. Praise and
blame.
P + a midat (for A. ~+ a , inf. n. of + a ), s.f.=mad, q.v.
A 5+ a mudarij (act. part. of 5
  'to roll along or down'),
s.m. A roller; a revolver;—mudaraj(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. adj. Rolled along; rolled down;—
rounded, round.
P + a mida, s.m.=midat, q.v.
A r+ a mad al (inf. n., and n. of place, fr. r 'to enter; to
go, come, or pass in'), s.m. Going in, entering (into);—
entrance, access; income, revenue, rent (syn. da l);—a
place of entrance or egress, an entrance; a port, gate;
porch, vestibule;—time of entering.
A r+ a mud al (pass. part. of r 'to cause to enter; to
insert; to introduce,' iv of r 'to enter'), part. Inserted;
introduced; entered; deposited; led;—mud il(act. part.
of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m. Inserting;
introducing; entering;—one who inserts or introduces,
&c.
P #r+ a mud ala, (corr.) mad ala(for A. ~#r+ a mud alat,
fem. of mud al), part.=mud al, q.v.
A <r+ a mad an (n. of place fr. <r 'to smoke'), s.m. A
place of smoke, a place where smoke issues; a chimney.
A r+ a mad  l (pass. part. of r 'to enter'), part.
Entered;—put in.
P ! r+ a mad  la (for A. ~! r+ a mad  lat, fem. of mad  l),
part. To whom a man has gone in, compressed (a
woman);—s.f. A concubine, a kept-mistress.
A + a madad (v.n. fr. +C a 'to supply; to help, assist,' &c.), s.f.
Assistance, help, aid, succour; support; relief; means of
support (as wages, &c.); allowance, provision;—
reinforcements;—hands (as labourers, masons, &c., e.g.
madad uh-ga):—madad b n(-ko), To distribute wages
(to labourers); to distribute relief, &c.:—madad- ar ,
s.m. Expenditure in aid or relief, &c.; subscriptions,
contributions (to or towards);—advances:—madad- h,
s.m. One who asks for assistance or succour; a suppliant:
—madad den(-ko), To render aid, to furnish assistance
(to), to help, &c.:—madad karn(-k), To render assistance
(to), to assist, aid, help, succour, &c:—madad-gr, s.m. & f.

Assister, helper, aider; protector; ally; auxiliary;—an
assistant;—an accessory:—madad-gr hon(-k), To be a
helper or aider (of), to help, &c.;—to be an accessory
(to):—madad-gr, s.f. Assistance, &c. (=madad):—madad-mash, s.f. Means of support, provision, maintenance;
pension;—an assignment of revenue for the support of
learned or pious Muammadans, or of charitable
institutions.
H + a /madad [S. /+], s.f. (dialec.) An intoxicating
preparation of opium, betel-leaves, &c. (see madat).
P  X + a madad-gr, s.m. & f. See s.v. madad.
S + a / madir, s.m. A species of red- owering Mimosa
catechu(see khayar).
S + a /,mudir, s.m. A cloud;—a lover; a libertine.
A + a mudirr, vulg. mudir(act. part. of C 'to cause to to
ow copiously,' iv of C 'to ow copiously, to stream'), adj.
Causing to ow (as milk from a camel);—causing urine to
ow, diuretic.
S + a / madir, vulg. madr, s.f. Spirituous liquor; wine;
any inebriating drink;—nectar;—a wagtail;—a species of
Sanskrit metre.
S + a /,Wmudr, s.f. A seal, a signet;—a seal-ring;—a
nger-ring;—impression (of a seal, &c.), stamp, print;—a
coin; a medal, &c.;—a collar; a kind of ear-ring (worn by
Jogs);—a mode of intwining the ngers in religious
worship:—mudrnkit(r+ank˚), part. adj. Marked with a
seal or stamp; sealed, stamped:—mudrnkit karn, v.t. To
seal, stamp:—mudr- inh, s.m. The impression of a stamp
or seal:—mudr-l, s.f. A mint.
A A+ a mudirrt, s.m. pl. (of mudirr, q.v.), Diuretics,
urinatives;—stimulants.
S A+ a /,Wmudrit, part. Sealed, stamped, struck (as
coin), impressed, printed, marked, bearing the impress
(of); contracted, closed; unblown (as a ower).
A K+ a mudarris (act. part. of KC 'to cause to read or
study, to teach; to lecture,' ii of K 'to read,' &c.), s.m. A
lecturer, teacher, tutor, schoolmaster, professor (of a
college, &c.):—mudarras(pass. part. of the same verb),
part. & s.m. Experienced; well-taught;—one taught, a
student.

A K+ a mudris (act. part. of K 'to teach by reading,' &c.,
iv of K 'to read'), s.m.=mudarris, q.v.
P  B+ a madrasna (fr. madrasa, q.v.), adj. Academical,
scholastic, &c.
P B+ a madrasa, vulg. madarsa(for ~B+ a madrasat, n. of place
fr. K 'to read'), s.m. A place of reading or study, a
school, college; an academy; a collegiate mosque:—
madrasa--ibtid, s.m. A primary or elementary school:—
madrasa jr karn, or madrasa qim karn, To establish (or
start) a school:—madrase-k talm-yfta, adj. Schooltaught;—s.m. A pupil (of):—madrasa--wasat, s.m. A
middle school:—dht madrasa, A village-school:—sarkr
madrasa, A government school or college.
P B+ a mudarris (fr. mudarris), s.f. Oce of professor or
teacher, professorship; teachership;—public teaching.
A + a mudrik (act. part. of  'to attain, reach,' &c., iv
of  not in use), part. adj. & s.m. Attaining;
comprehending, understanding; comprehensive;
perceptive;—one who attains or comprehends, a
comprehender, &c.
S  + a /,Wmudrik, s.f.=mudr, q.v.
P  + a mudrika (for A. ~ + a mudrikat, fem. of mudrik),
adj.=mudrik, q.v.;—s.m. The perceptive faculty of the
mind (=quwwat--mudrika); the understanding;
intellectual powers; comprehension of mind, genius.
S ?+ a /Wmadra, s.m. Name of a country to the north-west
of Hindstn proper;—name of a king of that country.
H + a /,W"mudr, s.f.=mudr, q.v.
P m+ a mudda (for A. m+C a mudda, pass. part. of mC'to
assert, or allege (against); to claim,' &c., viii of m 'to ask;
to pray; to desire,' &c.), part. & s.m. Asserted as a claim,
claimed, sued for; alleged; pretended; meant;—what is
claimed, or alleged, or pretended, or meant; desire,
wish; suit; meaning, object, view; scope, tenor, drift;—
object of search, stolen property:—mudda bi-hior bi-h,
adj. & s.m. Pretended to, claimed, sued for, contested;—
the thing or object claimed or sued for, &c.:—mudda
paka n, To discover stolen property:—mudda il karn,
To gain (one's) object:—mudda-alaih, One upon whom a
claim is made; a defendant in a law-suit; a criminal:—
mudda-alaih-shark, A co-defendant;—mudda-alaih

karn(-ko), To make (one) a defendant in a case, to indict,
charge, arraign:—mudda-alaih-k jnib(or taraf)
se, On

the part of the defendants, or for the defence:—mudda
yh hai, The real object, &c. is this.
A A m+ a muddat, s.m. pl. (of mudda), Desires; suits;
objects, &c.
A m+ a mudda, part. & s.m.= m+ a mudda, q.v.
P m+ a mudda (for A. .
 +C a muddai, act. part. of m; see
mudda), s.m. A claimant, suitor; plainti (in a law-suit),
complainant, prosecutor, accuser;—an enemy;—(in Pers.)
a pretender, pretentious man; a boaster:—mudda-shark,
A co-plainti:—mudda-mudda-alaih , The plainti and
the defendant, the parties in a law-suit, the litigant
parties:—mudda hon(-k), To be a claimant (of), to
claim, sue for.
P  m+ a muddayat (mudda+ A. yat), s.f. The making a
claim or suit (in law); the state or condition or position of
a claimant or plainti.
P  m+ a muddaiya (for A. ~ m+ a muddaiyat, fem. of mudda),
s.f. A female claimant, or plainti, &c.
A 2 p+ a mudgim (act. part. of 2 p 'to insert, or incorporate
(one letter into another),' iv of 2 p 'to cover; to come
upon,' &c.), part. adj. Inserting, or incorporating (a
letter); joining two letters (by tashdd):—mudgam(pass.

part. of the same verb), part. Inserted (as one letter into
another); doubled (by tashdd).
A <_+ a madfan (n. of place fr. <_ 'to bury'), s.m. Burialplace, tomb.
A  _+ a madf n (pass. part. of <_ 'to bury'), part. Buried,
interred; concealed, hid (treasure under ground);—
underground;—lled up, fallen in (a well).
A Hi+ a mudaqqiq (act. part. of HiC 'to make a minute
examination,' &c.; ii of G
C  'to be or become minute or
ne'), part. adj. Minutely examining, nicely
investigating; intimately acquainted with the minutiæ of
things.
A G i+ a madq q (pass. part. of G
C ), part. adj. Seized with
the malady termed diqq(hectic fever'); hectic.
H + a /madak [S. /, fr. /], s.f. An intoxicating
mixture of opium and betel-leaves, &c.; a pill or bolus of
opium and betel-leaves (which may be swallowed or

smoked in a uqqa):—madak-bz, s.m. One addicted to
smoking madak.
H + a / madik [S. /t, fr. /], adj. & s.m.
Intoxicated with wealth, purse-proud; proud, haughty;—a
proud man.
H  + a /"madak = H  + a / madakiy [madak, q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m. Addicted (or one who is
addicted) to smoking madak.
H  + a /madakiy = H  + a /" madak [madak, q.v.
+Prk.  =S. t], adj. & s.m. Addicted (or one who is
addicted) to smoking madak.
S '+ a /, mudga, vulg. mudg, s.m. A kind of pulse,
Phaseolus mungo(see m g);—a cover, covering, lid.
S X + a /, mudgar, and H. /,$ mudgar, s.m. A hammer, a
mallet; a weapon formed like a hammer; a mace; a clodbreaker, clod-crusher (see mogr); a rammer;—a dumbbell, or club-like piece of wood used for exercising the
arms;—a species of jasmine (supposed to be the wild
variety of Jasminum zambac);—the tenth astronomical
yogaor division of the moon's path.
S X + a / omadgur, s.m. = S BX + a / o" madguras, s.f.A
species of sheat-sh, Macropteronatus magur, or Silarus
pelorius.
S BX + a / o"madguras, s.f. = S X + a / o madgur, s.m.A
species of sheat-sh, Macropteronatus magur, or Silarus
pelorius.
H X + a /,$!mudgal, s.m.=mudgar, q.v.
H + a /,a!muddal, or /,! mudal, or /,C! mudul [Prk.
/,af5; S. /,W+t or !t], s.m. (dialec.) Capital; principal;
original stock; stock, store.
A !+ a mudallil (act. part. of !C, ii of (and syn. with) C  'to
use amorous gesture or dalliance (towards),' &c.), act.
part. & s.m. Practising amorous gestures or dalliance,
dallying; fondling; coaxing, wheedling;—a dallier,
fondler; coaxer, wheedler:—mudallal(pass. part. of the
same verb, prob. derived from dall, q.v.), part.
Supported by evidence, proof, or argument; wellgrounded, reasonable.
A T a + a mudammag, vulg. mudammig(pass.
part. of T aC , ii of


(and syn. with) T a  'to overcome, subdue, abase'), part.

A "+ a /,M !mudauwal, /,M! mudaul = H + a /,M !

adj. (lit.'overcome or subdued by the devil'), Infatuated,
stupid, foolish; proud, vain; fastidious.
H + a /madan [S. /(, and /t], s.m. The act of

mudauwal, /,M! mudaual [mudau˚= mundw(n), caus. of

intoxicating or exhilarating; gladdening;—passion, love,
lust; a name of Kmdev, the god of love;—the season of
spring;—a bee; bees-wax; name of several plants,
Vanguiera spinosa, Gardenia dumetorum; the thorn-apple,
Datura metel, Acacia catechu, &c.:—madan-bn, s.m. 'Cupid's
arrow'; a glance of the eye; the eye;—the plant Vanguiera
spinosa; a kind of jasmine:—madan-buddh, s.f. A nature or
disposition like that of Madan (Kmdeva):—madan-bhn,
s.m. =madan-bn, q.v.:—madan-p jak, s.m. (f. -ik), A
worshipper of Madan (Cupid), a votary of lust:—madanphal, s.m. The fruit of the plant Vanguiera spinosa(vulg.
main-phal, q.v.):—madan-mast, s.m.=madan-bn(the plant):
—madan-mohan, s.m. 'The infatuater of the god of love,'
an epithet of Krishna; a proper name:—madan va, adj. (f.
-), Subdued by or subject to love, under the in uence of
love, in love:—madan-har hand, s.m. Name of a measure
in Hind poetry (it has four lines, each of 10+8+8+6+8=40
instants; the nal syllable of each line must be long; but
the last three syllables must not form a ragan(¯¯); the
rst two and the last two arasrhyme, and subordinate
rhymes occur at the cæsural pause').
A + a mudun, or mudn, s.m. pl. (of madna, q.v.), Cities,
towns.
H + a /a¨madd , s.m. (dialec.) Hump (of a bull, &c.; cf.
mand ).
H + a /Mmadau [S. / (], s.m. (dialec.) A gall, or sore (on
the shoulder of a horse, &c.).
? + a mudawwar (pass. part. of C 'to make round,' &c., ii
of  (for ), 'to go or move round,' &c.), part. adj. Made
round, rounded; round, circular; globular, spherical.
H  + a /7"mad k , s.f.=madh k , q.v.
H + a /,M !mudauwal, /,M! mudaual = A "+ a /,M !
mudauwal, /,M! mudaul [mudau˚= mundw(n), caus. of
m

d(n)+alor al= Prk. f5 or f =S. +!t or !+t],

s.m. (dialec.) Sealing up, shutting or closing up;
fastening, covering up.

m

d(n)+alor al= Prk. f5 or f =S. +!t or !+t],

s.m. (dialec.) Sealing up, shutting or closing up;
fastening, covering up.
P ?+ a madda (for A. {+ a maddat, n. of un. fr. madd, q.v.),
s.m. A lengthening, an extension, a prolongation; the
mark () placed sometimes over alif, when the letter is
pronounced long and broad (=madd);—a long vowel (as 
, or   or  , i.e.  ,, and , when quiescent, and
preceded by the short vowels fata, amma, and
kasrarespectively):—madde, adv. On account of (syn.
bbat).
H + a /-maddh, or / madh, (old H.) / .- maddhi, and
/  madhi [S. /t, /(, and /¦], adj. Middle, midmost,
central; intermediate, intervening; average; mean, &c.;
—s.m. Middle; centre; waist;—mean;—temperament;—
adv. In the middle (of, -ke), amidst, amid (see madhya).
H + a /madh [S. /,t ], s.m. Honey; the juice or nectar
of owers (see madhu);—the grape;—wine; ardent spirit;
intoxicating liquor or drug;—intoxication (=mad, q.v.);
pride, arrogance;—passion, lust, lasciviousness;—the
season of spring;—prime or bloom (of youth);—warmlymellowing charms:—madh-pn karn, To drink wine:—
madh-par n, or madh-me n, To attain to puberty:—
madh-mt, adj.=mad-mt, q.v.s.v. mad, and madhu-mt,
q.v.s.v. madhu.
S + a /,mudh, adv. In vain, uselessly, unprotably, to
no purpose; without any purpose or object.
S `+ a /,madhu-pa, vulg. madhup, s.m. See s.v. + a
madhu.
H ` + a /madhyap, = H  L + a /" madhyapt,corr.
of madyapand madya-pt, q.v.s.v. madya.
H  L + a /"madhyapt, = H ` + a / madhyap,corr.
of madyapand madya-pt, q.v.s.v. madya.
H + a /,madhur = H + a /, madhur [S. /,t and
/,+t], adj. (f. -), Sweet, honeyed, pleasant, pleasing,
agreeable, attractive; melli uous; melodious;—soft;
tender:—madhur(S. madhuram), s.m. Sweetness; syrup,

treacle;—poison; tin:—madhurmla(˚ra+am˚), adj. (f. -),
Sweet and sour;—sub-acid:—madhur boln, To speak
sweetly, or softly, &c.:—madhur-v ak, adj. & s.m.=next,
q.v.:—madhur-vkya, s.m. Pleasant speech, honeyed
words; eloquent language;—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Sweetspeaking, pleasant-spoken, fair of speech;—one who
speaks pleasantly, or agreeably, or eloquently:—madhur
bn, Sweet speech; melli uous tones:—madhur l, A
slow or gentle pace;—a mincing, wanton gait.
H + a /,madhur = H + a /, madhur [S. /,t and
/,+t], adj. (f. -), Sweet, honeyed, pleasant, pleasing,
agreeable, attractive; melli uous; melodious;—soft;
tender:—madhur(S. madhuram), s.m. Sweetness; syrup,
treacle;—poison; tin:—madhurmla(˚ra+am˚), adj. (f. -),
Sweet and sour;—sub-acid:—madhur boln, To speak
sweetly, or softly, &c.:—madhur-v ak, adj. & s.m.=next,
q.v.:—madhur-vkya, s.m. Pleasant speech, honeyed
words; eloquent language;—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Sweetspeaking, pleasant-spoken, fair of speech;—one who
speaks pleasantly, or agreeably, or eloquently:—madhur
bn, Sweet speech; melli uous tones:—madhur l, A
slow or gentle pace;—a mincing, wanton gait.
S + a /,madhur, s.f. (of madhur, q.v.), An agreeable
woman;—marrow;—auise-seed, Ancthum sowa, and
various other plants;—name of a city (i.q. Mathur, q.v.).
S #a + a /,@!madhurmla (madhura+amla), adj. See s.v.
madnur.
S Y+ a /,madhurat, s.f. = S Y+ a /,; madhuratva,
s.m.Sweetness, pleasantness, agreeableness, amiability,
suavity; softness; tenderness.
S Y+ a /,; madhuratva, s.m. = S Y+ a /, madhurat,
s.f.Sweetness, pleasantness, agreeableness, amiability,
suavity; softness; tenderness.
H 0+ a /-Tmaddhast, adj. corr. of madhya-stha, q.v.s.v.
madhya.
S + a /,madhukar, s.m. (f. -), See s.v. + a madhu.
H + a /,"madhukr, s.f.=madh kr, q.v.
H 2 + a /-/maddham [S //t], adj. Middle, middlemost;
intermediate, &c. (=madh, q.v.); middling; medium;
mean; temperate; fair, passable;—inferior; ordinary;

common;—dull, faint, faded (as colour, &c.); slack, slow,
sluggish (see madhyam);—s.m. Gold (or silver) of medium
quality;—(in Music) the fourth or middle note of the
gamut (=maddham sur):—maddham be n, v.t. To sell at a
moderate or a reduced price;—to undersell:—maddham
purush, s.m. (in Gram.) The second person:—maddham
karn, v.t. To moderate, slacken, abate, reduce, mitigate,
modify; to temper, &c.
S + a /,madhu, s.m. Honey; the juice or nectar of
owers; anything sweet; mead; sugar; liquorice;—
sweetness;—a spirituous liquor obtained from the
blossoms of the Bassia latifolia; any sweet intoxicating
drink; wine; spirituous liquor;—water;—the season of
spring; the month !ait(March-April);—the tree Bassia
latifolia;—name of an Asuror Daityaslain by Vish u;—
name of a metre in Sanskrit:—madhu-pa, vulg. madhup,
s.m. 'The honey-drinker,' a bee:—madhu-paras, s.m. Ripe,
juicy fruit:—madhu-pur, s.m., or madhu-pur, s.f. Names of
the city of Mathur:—madhu-park, s.m. An oering of
honey and milk (or honey, butter, and curds) to an
honoured guest, or to a Brhman at a sacri ce, or to the
bridegroom on his arrival at the door of the father of
the bride:—madhu-tri,
 s.m. Sugar-cane (lit.'honey-grass,
or sugar-grass'):—madhu- hand, s.m. The middlemost
(the 51st) of Vivmitra's 101 sons:—madyu- handas,
s.m. pl. All the (101) sons of Vivmitra:—madhu-ras, s.m.
Sweetness (of avour, or speech):—madhu-s dan, s.m.
'Destroyer of the demon Madhu,' an epithet of Vish u
or Krish a:—madhu-kar, s.m. (f. -kar), 'Honey-maker,' a
bee;—a lover, a gay Lothario, a libertine;—the plants
Eclipta prostrata, Asparagus racemosa, Achyranthes aspera; the
sweet lime;—a name of Uddhav (a relation of Krish a's):
—madhu-kosh, s.m. Honey-comb; bee-hive;—scrotum (of a
goat):—madhu-kaiabh, s.m. Name of a demon slain by
Vish u:—madhu-mt, s.m. Name of a rginor musical
mode:—madhu-mt, adj. (f. -), Intoxicated, drunk;—
intoxicated or excited by the spring, &c. (see madh-mt,
and mad-mt):—madhu-ms, s.m. Spring month, the
month !ait(March-April):—madhu-mkh, s.f. The honeybee:—madhu-mal, s.m. Bees-wax:—madhu-may, adj. (f. -),
Consisting of (or abounding in) honey, made of honey;
honeyed; sweet as honey; sweet, luscious:—madhu-van,

vulg.
madhu-ban, s.m. 'The forest of the demon Madhu,' on
the Jamn (where atru-ghna, after slaying Lava a, son
of Madhu, founded the city of Madhuror Mathur):—
madhu-h, or madhu-han, s.m. A destroyer of honey;—a
collector of honey;—name of a particular bird of prey;—
slayer of the demon Madhu,' an epithet of Krish a;—a
soothsayer.
A D + a madh sh, vulg. madhosh(pass. part. of Z 'to be
confounded,' &c.), part. Confounded, perplexed, bereft of
reason or consciousness, stupeed, intoxicated,
besotted; unconscious, senseless, insensible.
P E + a madh sh, vulg. madhosh(fr. madh sh), s.f.
Perplexity, confusion of intellect; intoxication;
stupefaction; insensibility, unconsciousness.
H  + a /0"madh kr = H   + a /07" madh k  [S.
/,", fr. /,+], s.f. A kind of cake or bread baked on
live coals (used among faqrs);—food given as alms to
pilgrims.
H   + a /07"madh k  = H  + a /0" madh kr [S.
/,", fr. /,+], s.f. A kind of cake or bread baked on
live coals (used among faqrs);—food given as alms to
pilgrims.
S + a /,!madhul, s.m. Intoxicating drink, spirituous
liquor.
H (! + a /0!madh lak [S. /0!t, and /0!], s.m. A
species of Bassiawhich grows in watery places;—
sweetness; honey.
P + a mudahh (for A. ?+ a mudahhi, act. part. of C, ii of
(and syn. with)  (for ) 'to impute vice, or a fault, to'),
part. adj. Blaming; arming (one) to be unfortunate;—
being the cause of misfortune (to anyone).
S < + a /B6madhyhn, s.m. See s.v.  + a madhya.
S 2 + a //madhyam, adj. (f. -), Middle, middlemost;
intervening, intermediate; middling; moderate;
temperate; of middle sort; of moderate strength; middleborn, second (of three brothers, &c.); of medium quality;
fair, passable, mediocre, so-so, indierently good or bad,
&c. (see maddham);—s.m. Middle (of anything); waist; the
middle country (=madhya-de); the fourth note of the

Hind gamut;—gold, or silver, of medium quality:—
madhyam purush, s.m. (in Gram.) The second person:—
madhyam lok, s.m.=madhya lok, q.v.s.v. madhya.
S @ + a //madhyam, s.f. A girl arrived at puberty;—
the middle nger;—a central blossom.
S *@ + a //madhyamat, s.f. The state of being
midmost, &c.; middlingness; moderateness;
temperateness; mediocrity, &c.
S  + a /madhya, adj. (f. -) & s.m. Middle, midmost,
central; intervening; middling; middle-sized; of middling
sort;—right, proper;—low, common, &c. (see madh, and
cf. maddhamand madhyam);—a middle-sized person, &c.;—
s.m. The middle, midst; interval; the centre; the waist;
ank (of a horse);—(in Music) mean or common time;
the inside or interior (of anything); the middle term or
mean (of a progression in Arithmetic);—cessation,
pause, interval;—the west;—a particular high number,
ten thousand billions;—adv. (=S. madhye), In the middle,
in the midst; among, amongst, amid, between:—
madhyk(˚dhya+k˚), s.m. Mid-sky, mid-heavens:—
madhyvasth(˚ya+av˚) s.f. The period of youth, manhood
(as the middlemost of the three stages of life, viz.
blvasth, 'childhood'; yuvvasth, 'youth or manhood';
and vriddhvasth,
'old age'):—madhyhn(˚ya+ah˚), s.m.

Mid-day, noon:—madhya-bhg, s.m. Middle part (of),
central portion; the waist:—madhya-divas, s.m. Mid-day,
noon:—madhya-de, vulg. madhya-des, s.m. Middle region;
middle space; the central or middle part (of anything);
the waist;—the Central Provinces (of Hindstn); the
middle region of India (the country lying between the
Himlayas on the north, the Vindhya mountains on the
south, Vinaan on the west, and Prayg on the east, and
comprising the modern provinces of Allahabad, Agra,
Delhi, Oude, &c.):—madhya-sthnor madhya-sthal, s.m.
Middle place or region; middle space; the centre (of); the
waist:—madhya-stha, vulg. madhyasth, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Standing or situated in the middle or midst; standing
between; central; intermediate; internal; standing
between two persons or parties, acting as mediator or
umpire;—a middle-man, mediator, arbitrator, umpire,
go-between;—madhyastha-tva, s.m., or madhya-stha-t, s.f.

Middle state or character; intermediate situation;
mediocrity;—mediatorship, arbitratorship, umpireship;
arbitration;—indierence, impartiality:—madhya-gati, adj.
& s.m. Taking a middle course; being neutral, or
indierent;—a neutral; one who is indierent, &c. (syn.
udsn, q.v.):—madhya-guru, adj. & s.m. (in Pros.) Having
the middle syllable long or heavy;—a measure of which
the middle syllable is long or heavy:—madhya-laghu, adj.
& s.m. Having the middle syllable short or light;—a
metre of which the middle syllable is short or light:—
madhya-lok, s.m. The middle world, the earth, the abode
of mortals (considered as the intermediate state
between heaven and hell):—madhya-mati, s.f. Mediocre
mind or intellect; mediocrity:—madhya-me , adv. In the
midst; mutually, &c.:—madhya-vart, adj. & s.m. Being in
the middle; being or situated between; abiding in the
midst or in the centre (of); central, middle; internal;
indwelling;—a mediator; an associate, &c.
S [ + a /¦madhye (loc. of madhya), adv.=madhya, q.v.
A )+ a mad (v.n. fr. + a 'to praise'), s.m. That for which
praise is given, a praiseworthy or laudable action;—
praise.
A + )+ a madd (v.n. fr. +C a 'to extend,' &c.), adj. Extended,
lengthened out; extensive; long; tall (of stature).
H )+ a /bmader, s.f. corr. of + a madir, q.v.
P )+ a madna (for A. ~)+ a madnat, v.n. fr.  (for <)) 'to
hold in possession or under authority'), s.m. A city; a
state (so called, because held in possession, or under
authority);—the city of Medina (in Arabia).
A  )+ a mady n (pass. part. of  (for <)) 'to take a loan, to
borrow'), part. Involved in debt, indebted;—s.m. A
debtor.
S )+ a /1madya, s.m. Spirituous liquor; wine:—madya-pa,
vulg. madyap, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Drinking (or a drinker of)
spirituous or intoxicating liquors:—madya-pn, s.m.
Drinking wine or spirituous liquor:—madya-pta, adj.
Intoxicated, drunken, drunk;—s.m. A drunken man; a
drunkard:—madya pn, To drink wine, &c.;—(as a gerund)
s.m. Drinking intoxicating liquor, tippling.
H 51 /,fmus, s.m.=mu s, q.v.

H  1 /,©muh, vulg. mu h[contract. of m h= Prk. /,(©; S.
/0y], s.m. The head;—head-man, chief; a ringleader;—
adj. Head, chief, principal.
H  1 /©mah, vulg. ma h[Prk. /(f

, /(f ; S. /ef

+t;—or Prk. /© ; S. /_+t], s.m. A temporary building,
or an open hall or shed, or a shamiyna(adorned with
owers and leaves) erected on festive occasions (as at
marriages, &c.).
H  1 /©mah, part.= 1 ma h (p.p. of ma hn), q.v.
H  1 /,¯muh [Prk. /,(©; S. /0y], s.m. Shoulder; the
withers, fore-quarters.
H 1 /,¯"muh, s.f. (dialec.) A log of wood.
H ) 1 /©hmahaiy, vulg. ma haiy[Prk. /(f ; S.
/ef;—or i.q. ma h, q.v.], s.f. A small shed, a hut,
cottage.
H 1 /§"ma [Prk. / §; S. / ], s.f. Dregs,
sediment, grounds, lees, feculency;—(dialec.) adj. & s.m.
Stupid, doltish;—blockhead, booby, simpleton, fool.
H  ! 71 /§"mapan [ma, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; (Vedic ; )+], s.m. Stupidity, foolishness, &c.
H ' 71 /,f<muer = H (71 /,f<! muel s.f.=muner, q.v.
H (71 /,f<!muel = H ' 71 /,f< muer s.f.=muner, q.v.
A / a mub (pass. part. of z 'to render uid, to melt,
dissolve,' iv of z (for z) 'to become uid, to melt,'
&c.), part. Melted, dissolved, liqueed; liquid:—lal-mub, s.m. A liquid ruby, i.e red wine.
A G/ a maq (inf. n., and also n. of place, fr. Gz (for Gz)
'to taste,' &c.), s.m. Tasting:—taste, relish;—taste; nice
perception; wit, humour, pleasantry;—the place or seat
of taste, the palate:—maq-se, adv. With taste, with nice
perception; wittily, facetiously, humorously:—maq-k
dm, A man of taste; a humorist, wit.
A i/ a maqa (acc. of maq), adv.=maq-se, q.v.s.v.
maq.
H i/ a maqiy [maq, q.v. + iy= Prk. 

= S. t], adj. &

s.m. Of ne taste, of nice perception; witty, humorous;—
a man of ne taste, &c. (=mazq-k
dm).

A A / a muzkart,
s.m. pl. of next, q.v.


P ? / a mukara (for A. { / a mukarat, inf. n. of  z 'to
call to mind with; to confer with,' iii of  z 'to remember,'
&c.), s.m. Conferring together; conference;
conversation.
P ? / a makira (for A. { / a makirat, pl. of makarat; see
makara), s.m. Things worthy to be remembered
(especially sacred).
A U/ a mahib, s.m. pl. (of mahab, q.v.), Ways by which
one goes;—religions, creeds, sects;—institutes.
A / a mabi, vulg. mab(n. of place fr. z 'to
slaughter'), s.m. A slaughter-house; place where an
animal is sacriced; an altar.
A / / a muabab, and muabib (pass. and act. part. of
the quadr. v. / z 'to cause to dangle, or to move to and
fro'), part. adj. Dangling; suspended; uctuating;
wavering, vacillating, hesitating, irresolute; uncertain,
doubtful; ambiguous:—muabab, s.m. Hesitation;
suspense; doubt.
A  / a mab  (pass. part. of z 'to slaughter'), part.
Slaughtered, sacriced; slain, killed;—pure, lawful (food).
A A  / a mab t, s.m. pl. (of mab ), Animals
slaughtered or sacriced; victims.
P  / a mab  (fr. mab ), s.f. The state of being
slaughtered, &c.
A  / a muakkar (pass. part. of C z 'to make masculine,'
&c., ii of  z; but prob. formed from akar, 'male,
masculine'), part. adj. Made masculine; masculine (in
gender); male.
A  / a muakkir (act. part. of C z 'to remind,' &c., ii of  z
'to remember,' &c.), = A  / a mukir (act. part. of  z 'to
remind,' &c., iv of  z 'to remember), part. adj. & s.m.
Reminding; calling to mind or memory;—a reminder,
remembrancer; rememberer;—praiser (esp. of God).
A  / a mukir (act. part. of  z 'to remind,' &c., iv of  z 'to
remember), = A  / a muakkir (act. part. of C z 'to remind,'
&c., ii of  z 'to remember,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Reminding; calling to mind or memory;—a reminder,
remembrancer; rememberer;—praiser (esp. of God).
P ? / a makara (for A. { / a makarat, v.n. fr.  z 'to
remember; to mention'), s.m. Anything worthy to be
remembered (esp. sacred);—mentioning, relating;

mention, relation.
A   / a mak r (pass. part. of  z 'to remember; to
mention'), part. Remembered; recorded; mentioned,
expressed, related, said; fore-mentioned, aforesaid,
afore-named;—s.m. Mention, relation, account,
discourse, statement; the contents or substance of a
written statement:—mak ru-adr, adj. Abovementioned, aforesaid: mak r karn(-k), To make
mention (of), to mention, &c.
A A  / a mak rt, s.m. pl. (of mak r), Relations,
discourses, matters mentioned, statements.
P ?  / a mak ra (for A. {  / a mak rat, fem. of mazk r),
adj. Remembered, &c. (=mak r, q.v.):—mak ra-bl, adj.
Aforesaid, above-mentioned (=mak ru -adr).
P   / a mak r (rel. n. fr. mak r), adj. & s.m. Processserving;—a process-server.
P !/ a maallat (for A. ~!/ a , inf. n. of C z 'to be base, or
abject,' &c.), s.f. Baseness, vileness, abjectness,
contemptibleness, contempt, ignominiousness;
ignominy, &c.
P a / a maammat (for A. ~a / a , inf. n. of 1C z 'to blame,' &c.),
s.f. Blaming; blame, censure; scorn, contempt; satire;
abuse; evil-speaking;—anything deserving censure, a
blamable or discommendable qnality or action, a fault:—
maammat karn(-k), To blame, &c.
A 1 a / a mam m (pass. part. of 1C z 'to blame,' &c.), part.
adj. Blamed, dispraised, discommended, found fault with,
censured, reprehended; despised, scorned—blamable;
contemptible, base, mean.
A U/ a munib (act. part. of Uz 'to commit a sin, or
crime,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Sinful; criminal; faulty;—a
sinner; a criminal (pl. munibn).
A U/ a mahab (n. of place fr. Uz 'to go, pass along,' &c.),
s.m. Way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct
or the like;—canon, law, rule, institution;—a belief, creed,
persuasion, doctrine; an opinion, a tenet; a body of
tenets or articles of belief, a religion; a sect:—mahab
badaln(apn), To change (one's) religion:—mahab
phailn(-k), To spread or propagate the religion (of):—
mahab-me miln(-ko), To convert to a religion:—aqda-mazhab,
 s.m. Religious belief:—muf--maz hab,
 A

religious grant.
A U/ a muahhab (pass. part. of UCz 'to gild,' ii of Uz; but
prob. formed fr. ahab, 'gold'), part. Gilded, gilt, washed
or done over with gold; worked with gold thread.
H %/ a mahab (rel. n. fr. mahab), adj. Of or relating to a
religion, or sect, &c.; religious;—s.m. One who is a Sikhby
religion;—a Sikhof the sweeper caste:—mahab la , s.f.
A religious war; a crusade:—dars--mahab, s.m. Religious
teaching, exhortation, preaching.
H a /mar (see mar-n), s.m. Dying.
H a /mar [conj. part. of marn; and=Prk. / =S. /; ,
rt. /], part. Having died, &c. (frequent as rst member
of verbal compounds, as mar-pa n, &c., q.v.s.v. marn).
S a /Imaru, s.m. See a maru.
H a ./ mir, s.m. corr. of  a mr, q.v.
S a /,mura, vulg. mur, s.m. Name of a Daitya slain by
Krish a:—murr, murr, murri, murr(S. mura+ari), s.m.
'Enemy of Mura,' epithet of Krish a or Vish u:— murripu(for mura-ripu), s.m.=murri:—mura-da, vulg. murad,
s.m. (lit.'Mura-cutting'), The discus of Krish a or Vish u
(with which he slew Mur).
H a /,mur, s.m. (dialec.)=m , or m , qq.v.
A a murr, vulg. mur, s.m. Myrrh.
H a /mar [perf. part. of marn, q.v.;—and=Prk.
/ .! , or / .! ; S. /(/)++t], part. (f. -), Dead;
dried up, withered; half-dead-and-alive; poor, wretched,
miserable, &c.;—s.m. A corpse; carcass; a half-dead-andalive person, a miserable creature;—base metal:—mar
mar alnor jn, v.n. To move or go along at a halfdead-and-alive pace, to creep along:—mar-hu, adj. (f. ) = mar:—mar j , lit.'A dead louse'; a miserably
distressed, or wretchedly poor person;—a very slow
person.
H a ./ mir, pron. adj. m. (f. -), contrac. of  a mer, q.v.
H a /,mur [prob. S. /,!+t], s.m. A species of very
small sh.
H a /,ymurr [mur= mu (n), q.v.+Prk.  (=S. ()
+], s.m. A squib.
P c a murbaat (for A. ~c a , inf. n. of  iii of  'to

gain, or prot' (in trac)), s.f. Gaining, making a prot;
legal prot (on the sale of any article);—allowing a prot
or advantage.
P Aa mirt (for A. {a , orig. ~)a , fr. 'to see'), s.f. A
mirror; a speculum:—mirtul-gaib,
 s.f. The mirror of the
invisible world, or of futurity.
A Aa marrt, s.f. pl. (of mar at), Times, turns.
A UYa martib, s.m. pl. (martaba, q.v.), Steps, grades;
degrees, gradations of rank, dignities;—times;—aairs,
matters, circumstances; particulars, articles, points:—
martib--ibtid, or martib--tamhd, s.m. Preliminary
stages; preliminary measures:—martib tai karn(-ke), To
pass through the dierent stages (of).
A A %Ya martibt, s.m. pl. (of martib), Aairs, matters,
particulars, &c.
P P Wa murjaat (for A. ~P Wa , inf. n. of b W, iii of b W 'to
return'), s.f. Returning, coming back;
return; recourse;—repeating, doing over and over again:
—murjaat karn(-k taraf),
To return (to), &c.

A a maril, s.m. pl. (of marala, q.v.), Stations, stages,
days' journeys; journeys.
A 2 a marim, s.f. pl. (of maramat, q.v.), Compassions;
favours, kindnesses; gifts.
A a murd (pass. part. of  'to will, wish,' &c., iv of 
(for ) 'to seek, to desire'), s.f. What is willed, or wished,
or intended, or meant; will, wish, desire, inclination;
intention, design, end, scope, object, purport, tenor,
drift, tendency;—a vow;—a proper name:—murd-ba sh,
s.m. Granter or giver of (one's) desires:—murd bar-n(k, or mer), The wish, or object, &c. (of a person) to be
accomplished, (one's) end to be attained:—murd
pn(apn), or murd il hon(-k), or murd miln(-ko), To
obtain (one's) wish or wishes; to gain (one's) end:—
murd p r hon(-k, or mer), The desire or wish (of a
person) to be fullled or accomplished; (one's) end to be
attained:—murd p r karn, (-k, or apn), To grant (or to
gratify) the desire (of):—murd--dil, Heart's desire:—
murd rakhn(-se), To desire; to intend, to imply:—murd
len(-se), To intend (by), to mean (by), to signify; to take
to mean, to understand (by or from), to conclude (from):
—murd m gn(-se), To ask or pray (for (one's) desire, or

for a favour; to beg for a boon:—murd mnn, To make a
vow:—murd-mand, (dialec.) murd-want, adj. Desirous,
longing; having a desire (or desires) unsatised; in want,
necessitous:—murd hai, The meaning or intention is; is
meant or intended:—is-murd-se, With this intent or
object:—murdo -ke din, The wished-for days; the days to
be desired; the bloom or prime of life.
A Aa murdt, s.f. pl. of murd, q.v.
P a murd (rel. n. fr. murd), adj. Understood, implied;
secondary (meaning); gurative, metaphorical;—
favourable, agreeable to the wish or wishes (of);—s.f.
Change, small money; a certain number of annas.
P A )a murdiyt, s.f. pl. Obtaining one's wishes.
S a /,murri, s.m. See s.v. muraor mur.
P #Ba mursalat, s.f. = P #Ba mursala, s.m.(for A. ~#Ba
mursalat, inf. n. of B 'to interchange messages, or
letters,' &c. (with), iii of B 'to bring a message,' &c.),
Keeping up a correspondence; epistolary
correspondence:—mursala, s.m. A letter; the letter or
summons of a judge, a citation.
P #Ba mursala, s.m. = P #Ba mursalat, s.f.(for A. ~#Ba
mursalat, inf. n. of B 'to interchange messages, or
letters,' &c. (with), iii of B 'to bring a message,' &c.),
Keeping up a correspondence; epistolary
correspondence:—mursala, s.m. A letter; the letter or
summons of a judge, a citation.
A 2 Ba marsim (contrac. of marsm, pl. of mars m, q.v.),
s.m. Marks, stamps, impressions; signs, characters;
traces, vestiges;—prescripts, commands, orders,
biddings, injunctions, laws; assignments, appointments;
obligations, observances, duties; customs; conventions,
pactions, conditions, agreements.
P A ma murt (for A. { ma , inf. n. of m'to look towards,
to face; to regard,' &c., iii of m'to see; to be mindful or
regardful,' &c.), s.f. Looking back (upon), considering,
re ecting; viewing attentively (through half-shut eyes);
observing, regarding; attending (to), listening (to);
attention, regard, respect, care; taking care (of),
preserving, guarding, maintaining:—murt hon(-par),
To have the regard xed (upon), to regard; to attend
(to), &c.

P %pa murgabat
 (for A. ~%pa , inf. n. of Up, iii of Up 'to
desire eagerly,' &c.), s.f. Desire, wish, aection,
propensity.
A b _a murf (act. part. of b _; see murfaa), part. adj. &
s.m. Citing (a person before a judge), preferring a
complaint (against); bringing a case or suit (before);—
setting aside or reversing the decision (of);—the party
instituting a suit; an appellant.
P P _a murfaa, vulg. murfa(for A. ~P _a murfaat, inf. n. of
b _, iii of (and syn. with) b _ 'to bring (one) before (a
judge), to cite,' &c.), s.m. Citing before a judge, carrying
on a law-suit; instituting a suit; arraigning, accusing;—
accusation; a law-suit, an action; an appeal; statement of
a case:—murfaa--a r, s.m. Final appeal:—murfaa-awwal, or murfaa-e- l, s.m. Court of rst instance:—
murfaa--sn,
 or murfaa-e-duyum, s.m. Court of second
instance; an appellate court:—murfaa karn(-k), To cite
before; to institute a suit; to arraign; to refer (a case) to
a higher court; to appeal:—murfae-ke(vulg. murfe-ke)
qbil, adj. Arraignable, indictable; appealable
A H_a marq, s.m. pl. (of mirfaq, q.v.), Things by which
one prots, or gains advantage or benet;—
appurtenances or conveniences of a house (as the
kitchen, sink, water-closet, and the like);—elbows, or
elbow-joints.
P Q _a murfaqat (for A. ~Q _a , inf. n. of H_, iii of H_; prob.
formed fr. rafq, q.v.), s.f. Travelling in company (with);
association; company, society.
A Uia murqib (act. part. of Ui; see murqaba), part.
Observing;—s.m. Observer; looker after.
P %ia murqaba (for A. ~%ia murqabat, inf. n. of Ui, iii of
(and syn. with) Ui 'to watch or wait for; to observe,
contemplate,' &c.), s.m. Watch; observation;
contemplation, meditation;—guarding;—paying regard or
consideration (to); fear (of God):—murqabe-me jn(-ke),
To fall into meditation (on), to be absorbed in
contemplation (of).
S a /!marl, adj. Soft, mild, bland; tender;—s.m. A
species of goose (with red legs and bill); a duck; a horse;
a grove of pomegranate trees; a cloud; lampblack (used
as a collyrium);—a villain, rogue, scoundrel.

H a /marn (caus. of mrn, q.v.), v.t. To suer

= H  & a /#0 mar-bh k = H & & a /#0L mar-bh kh.

sodomy (the word g being usually expressed).
H a /,murn, v.t. (dialec.) caus. of murn, q.v.

(mar, conj. part. of marn+ bh kh, qq.v.), adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Starved to death, famished; greedy, voracious, ravenous;
—a famished person, a starveling; a greedy person, &c.
H && a /#,=Lmar-bhukkh = H & a /#,= mar-bhukk

H a /mar [mar(n) + = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. One who suers sodomy, a catamite (see marn).
H a /,mur = H $a /, mur [Prk. /0! ; S.
/0!+t], s.m. One whose business it is to grow and sell
vegetables (syn. koer; kunj ).
H $a /, mur = H a /, mur [Prk. /0! ; S.
/0!+t], s.m. One whose business it is to grow and sell
vegetables (syn. koer; kunj ).
P $a mur (for A. ,a murin, act. part. of ,'to act
hypocritically,' &c., iii of 'to see,' &c.), s.m. A
hypocrite, dissembler.
A )a mary, s.f. pl. (of mirt, q.v.), Looking-glasses,
mirrors.
P A )a muryt (for A. { )a , inf. n. of ,; see mur), s.f.
Acting ostentatiously; acting hypocritically; hypocrisy,
dissimulation.
H a /,) murabb, s.m.= a murabb, q.v.
P  a marabbat (for A. ~ a , inf. n. of C  'to be lord over; to
have command or authority over'), s.f. Authority, rule,
dominion.
A b a murabba (pass. part. of b C  'to make four; or foursided,' &c., ii of b  'to become the fourth' (of the three),
&c.), adj. Being four in number;—squared; square; foursided, quadrilateral, quadrangular;—sitting cross-legged
(like a tailor);—having a quartan ague;—s.m. A square;—
an epigram or song of four verses or four lines, a
quatrain:—murabba baihn, v.n. To sit cross-legged (syn.
r-zn baihn):—murabba karn, v.t. To square; to make
quadrangular.
A s a marb t (pass.
part. of w  'to tie, bind, make fast'),

part. Tied, bound, made fast, fastened, attached; closed;
—well composed or put together, consistent (as a book);
concordant (in Grammar); polished, classical, or
grammatical (language).
P  a murabba, s.m.= a murabb, q.v.
H & a /#,=mar-bhukk = H && a /#,=L mar-bhukkh

= H  & a /#0 mar-bh k = H & & a /#0L mar-bh kh.
(mar, conj. part. of marn+ bh kh, qq.v.), adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Starved to death, famished; greedy, voracious, ravenous;
—a famished person, a starveling; a greedy person, &c.
H  & a /#0mar-bh k = H & a /#,= mar-bhukk = H
&& a /#,=L mar-bhukkh = H & & a /#0L mar-bh kh.
(mar, conj. part. of marn+ bh kh, qq.v.), adj. (f. -) & s.m.
Starved to death, famished; greedy, voracious, ravenous;
—a famished person, a starveling; a greedy person, &c.
H & & a /#0Lmar-bh kh. = H & a /#,= mar-bhukk
= H && a /#,=L mar-bhukkh = H  & a /#0 marbh k (mar, conj. part. of marn+ bh kh, qq.v.), adj. (f. -)
& s.m. Starved to death, famished; greedy, voracious,
ravenous;—a famished person, a starveling; a greedy
person, &c.
H & a /I#0maru-bh , s.f. See s.v. a maru.
A  a murabb (pass. part. of C 'to preserve (with
inspissated juice,' &c.), ii of  'to increase,' &c.), s.m.
Preserved fruit; a preserve, jam, conserve, confection:—
murabb ln(-me ), To preserve fruit (insyrup):—
murabb-sz, s.m. A confectioner, &c.
P  a murabb (for A. C a murabbi, act. part. of C 'to rear,
foster,' &c., ii of  'to increase,' &c.), s.m. Bringer up;
fosterer; patron, guardian, protector; educator, tutor:—
murabb bann, or murabb honor ho-jn(-k), To become
the patron (of), to patronize.
H L a murabb-pan, s.m. = H J a murabb-gar,
s.f.Patronage, protection.
H J a murabb-gar, s.f. = H L a murabb-pan,
s.m.Patronage, protection.
H ' ]a /&mar-pi-kar (conj. part. of marnand
pin), adv.=markar, q.v.
H 9; a /mar-pa (fr. mar-pa n, q.v.), adj. Worked to
death; macerated; fermented; rotten, fetid.

H :; a /mar-pa n, v.n. See s.v. marn.

mrittl,
or /! mritl,s.m.
A kind of loam or clay; a



S Aa /Imarut, s.m. Wind, air, breath;—god of the wind

species of fragrant earth (called also Surat earth).
A UYa murattab (pass. part. of UYC 'to set (things) in order,

(one of a number of deities who are guardians of the
North-west quarter):—marut-ko, s.m. The North-west
quarter.
H Aa /mrit, vulg. ./ ' mirt [S. /t or /;,t ], s.f. Death:
—mrit-patr,
or mrit-lekh,
s.m. Certicate of death;—a will,


testament:—m it-dn, s.m. A death-bed bequest:—mrit-kl

siksh, s.f. Death-bed instructions, dying injunctions:—
mrit-lok,
s.m. The world of death, the world of the dead,

the abode of Yama:—mrit-lekhak,
s.m. A testator:—akl

mrit, s.f. Untimely death, violent death;—s.m.f. One who
dies an untimely or a violent death; a suicide.
S Aa /mrita,
 vulg. mrit, part. (f. -), Dead, deceased,
defunct; extinct; deathlike, torpid, useless;—calcined,
reduced (said of metals);—s.m. Death;—begging; food or
alms obtained by begging:—mrit-pry,
adj. & s.m.=mrit-

kalp, q.v.:—mrit-jan-karmdhyaksh,
s.m. An executioner:—

mrit-snt,
part. (f. -) & s.m. Bathed after a death, or

after mourning; dead immediately after ablution;—one
who has washed himself after a death or funeral, &c.:—
mrit-snn,
vulg. mrit-asnn,
s.m. Bathing after a death or


funeral, funeral ablution;—bathing a corpse:—mrit-karpa,

s.m. The habiliments of the dead; a shroud:—mrit-kalp,

adj. & s.m. (f. -), Almost dead, well-nigh dead;
seemingly dead; dying; insensible, fainted, in a swoon;—
a dying person, &c.:—mrit-maal,
s.m. The temple of the

dead, or of death; an epithet of this world:—mrit-vat,
adj.

(f. -), Death-like.
H Ya /mart (imperf. part. of marn, q.v.), adj. (f. -),
Dying;—s.m. A dying man:—marte-kl, s.m. The time of
death, the dying moments.
S Ya /mrit,
 s.f. A deceased woman or girl.
A } Ya murt (pass. part. of } Y 'to be broken, or
trained,' viii of } 'to break, or train'), part. Broken in;
trained; disciplined; exercised; instructed.
S Ya /\!mrittl,
or /! mritl,

 = S (! Ya /\!
mrittlak,
or /! mritlak
s.m. A kind of loam or clay; a


species of fragrant earth (called also Surat earth).
S (! Ya /\!mrittlak,
or /! mritlak
= S Ya /\!



to arrange,' &c., ii of UY 'to be rm, or steady, or
settled,' &c.), part. Set in order, regularly disposed,
arranged, regulated, classied; distributed; appointed;
prepared; compiled; digested:—murattab karn, v.t. To set
(or put) in order, &c.:—gair
 murattab, adj. Not in order,
irregularly disposed; not classied.
A UYa murattib (act. part. of UYC; see murattab), part. adj. &
s.m. Setting in order, &c.;—a setter in order, arranger,
disposer; director.
P  %Ya martabn, s.m. A glazed (earthenware) jar (used for
keeping preserves and pickles, &c. in); a vessel of the
nest porcelain which poison cannot penetrate (also
written martabn;
corrupt forms are maratbnand

imratbn).
P %Ya martabat, s.f. = P %Ya martaba, s.m.(v.n. fr. UY 'to be
or become rm, or steady,' &c.), Step, degree; station,
post of honour, rank, condition, dignity, oce, charge;
class, order (syn. rutba);—time, turn:—is martabe-tak, To
this degree:—ek martaba, One time, once:—kaml martaba,
adv. To (or in) perfection, perfectly, completely:—ka
martaba, adv. Several times, repeatedly.
P %Ya martaba, s.m. = P %Ya martabat, s.f.(v.n. fr. UY 'to be
or become rm, or steady,' &c.), Step, degree; station,
post of honour, rank, condition, dignity, oce, charge;
class, order (syn. rutba);—time, turn:—is martabe-tak, To
this degree:—ek martaba, One time, once:—kaml martaba,
adv. To (or in) perfection, perfectly, completely:—ka
martaba, adv. Several times, repeatedly.
A + Ya murtadd, vulg. murtad(act. part. of +C Y 'to return'; 'to
apostatize,' &c., viii of C 'to cause (one) to return,' &c.),
s.m. An apostate (esp. fr. Muammadanism to disbelief),
a renegade:—murtad hon, v.n. To become an apostate, to
apostatize.
A 2 0Ya murtasam (pass. part. of 2 0Y 'to be marked, or
stamped,' &c., viii of 2 B 'to mark, or stamp'; see rasm),
part. Marked, stamped, depicted (in), drawn, traced,
sketched, &c.:—murtasam karn, v.t. To depict, or draw,
&c. (in, -me ).

P Ya murtash (for A. ZYa murtashi, act. part. of Y'to

S ) Ya / martavya,
'
adj. (f. -), Doomed to die, liable to

take or receive a bribe' (rishwat), viii of E  'to give a
bribe'), part. adj. & s.m. Addicted to taking or receiving
bribes; corrupt;—a taker of bribes.
A q
 Ya murta (pass. part. of qY, viii of (and syn. with)

death, mortal.
H &Ya ./ Rymirth, adj. &c., corr. of mithy, q.v.

| 'to approve,' &c.), part. Chosen, approved; agreeable;
—one of the titles of 'Al.
A ZP Ya murtaish (act. part. of ZP Y, viii of (and syn. with)
Zm 'to tremble,' &c.), part. adj. Trembling, quivering,
quaking; dreading.
A b h Ya murtaf, or murtafa(act. or pass. part. of b h Y 'to
become raised, or high, or elevated,' &c., viii of b _ 'to
upraise, to elevate,' &c.), part. adj. Elevated, exalted,
high, lofty, sublime, eminent; aggrandized.
H (Ya /martak, s.m. corr. fr. markat, q.v.
S (Ya /mritak,
 s.m. A dead body, a corpse; a carcass;
the dead.
S Ya /.\mrittik,
and H. / mritik,
s.f. Earth,


mould, soil, clay; fresh earth; a fragrant earth (vulg.
mi, q.v.).
A UYa murtakib (act. part. of UY, viii of (and syn. with)
U  'to mount (on); to embark (in), to venture (on); to
commit (a crime),' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Mounted,
riding; carried, borne; embarking (in), venturing (upon),
engaging (in), undertaking, attempting, encountering;
committing, perpetrating (a crime); implicated (in),
guilty (of);—aggressor, perpetrator:—murtakib hon(me ), To embark (in), venture (on), &c.; to be an
aggressor.
S Ya /.;mrit-kir
(mrit, 'earth' + kir, 'scattering'),

s.f. An earth-worm;—a species of cricket.
vulg. mrit-kalp,
adj. See s.v.
S `#Ya /mrita-kalp,


mrita,
 mrit.
H Ya /!martal, adj. (dialec.) = martailiy, and mariyal,
qq.v.
H  #Ya / !5mart-lok,
'
s.m. corr. of martya-lok, q.v.
H Ya /m
, ritu,
q.v. (and cf.
 s.m. & f. corr. of Ya mrityu,

mrit).

H Ya /5!or /Ñ! martol, s.m. contrac. of mrtol, q.v.

A <4Ya murtahan (pass. part. of <4Y 'to take (or receive (a
thing) as a pledge' (from a person), viii of < 'to deposit
(a thing) as a pledge, to pledge'), part. Pledged, pawned;
mortgaged:—murtahin(act. part. of the same verb), s.m.
One who takes or receives a pledge; a pawnbroker; a
mortgagee:—murtahin--da l, or murtahin--qbi, s.m. A
mortgagee in possession.
S Ya /mriti,
adj.
 s.f. Death, decease; dying:—mriti-may,

Possessed of (or containing) death, deadly, mortal.
H  Ya /;mrityak,
s.f. corr. 1˚ of mrittik,
q.v.;—2˚ of S.


q.v.
mrityuk=
mrityu,


H  Ya /h!martail = H # Ya /h.! martailiy [S. / +
!+t], adj. (dialec.)=mariyal, q.v.
H # Ya /h.!martailiy = H  Ya /h! martail [S. / +
!+t], adj. (dialec.)=mariyal, q.v.
S Ya /;,mrityu,
s.m. & f. Death, dying, decease, demise;

—Death personied, the god of death, Yama (the judge
of the dead);—name of the seventeenth astrological
yogor division of the moon's path:—mrityu
-jay, adj. &

s.m. Overcoming death;—the conqueror of death an
epithet of iva; (in Christian literature, an epithet
of Christ):—mrityu-lok,
s.m. The world of death (the fth

of the seven worlds), the world of the dead, the abode of
Yama.
S  Ya / ;martya,
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Doomed to die, liable
to death, mortal;—a mortal, a man, a human being, a
person;—the world of mortals, the earth;—the mortal
frame, the body:—martya-lok, or martya-pur, s.m. The
world (or habitation) of mortals, the earth, the present
world.
H  Ya /;mritya,
q.v.):—mritya s.m.f. Death, &c. (=mrityu,


janak, adj. Death-producing, deadly, mortal:—mritya-vat,

s.f. 'Death-possessing,' name of a wife of Dharma.
H a /,&mura, mra[mur= mu, q.v.+a= Prk. f5; S.
/,ef+&t], adj. (dialec.) Heady, headstrong, stubborn,
obstinate, perverse, hard.

P  ja marsiya
 (for A. ~ ja marsiyat,
 inf. n. of j'to weep
over, to bewail'), s.m. A lamentation for one dead, an
elegy, a dirge, an epicedeum (esp. the one sung during
the Moarram in commemoration of Hasan and
Hosain):—marsiya n, s.m. Reciter or chanter of a
marsiya:—mars
iya
 n, s.f. Reciting or chanting of a
marsiya.

H  Wa /*marjd, = H  Wa /* marjd,s.f. see
maryd, and maryd.
H  Wa /*marjd, = H  Wa /* marjd,s.f. see
maryd, and maryd.
H  Wa /*marjdik, adj.=marydik, q.v.
P  Wa marjn, s.m. Coral.
H  Wa /*mar-jn, v.n. See s.v. marn.
P  Wa marjn (rel. n. fr. marjn), adj. Of coral, coral-.
A b Wa marja (noun of place, fr. b W 'to return,' &c.), s.m. A
place to which a person or thing returns; asylum, place
or refuge; a rendezvous; time of return;—the place or
thing to which a person or thing is referred (as his or its
source); place of reference; (in Gram.) an antecedent;—
the place, or the state or condition, or the result, to
which a person or thing ultimately comes; a goal.
A . Wa marj  (pass. part. of b W 'to return,' &c.), part.
Returned; referred; brought back; brought (into court, as
a suit).
P m Wa marj a (for A. ~m Wa marj at, fem. of marj ),
part.=marj , q.v.
'
H  &Wa /,Dmurjhn [murjh˚= S. /0+(' ), rt. /,++=
w= Prk.  or U=S. , caus. augment;—or=S.
/0X+ ], v.n. To wither, fade, droop, pine; to become
dejected or dispirited; to turn faint; to swoon:—murjhjn, v.n. (intens.), To become blighted or withered; to
wither or fade away; to faint, to swoon (=mur h-jn).
H <&Wa /,Dmurjhan [S. /0+(
' ; or fr. murjhn], s.m.
Withering, fading, drooping, pining; fainting, swooning,
syncope.
H Wa /*"or /*u marj, s.f. corr. of |a mar, q.v.
A Wa murj (act. part. of  W 'to postpone, put o,' &c., iv
of  W, not in use), s.m. One who delays doing what he

promises; a procrastinator;—one of the sect called
murjiat(or murjiyat), a sect of Muslim antinomians (who
assert that faith consists in words without works, and
that if they do not pray nor fast, their faith will save
them);—name of a tribe.
H Wa /.*marjiy [S. /A*++t], s.m. A diver.
H  Wa /*"7mar-jur [S. /+*" ++t], adj.=mariyal,
q.v.
H Wa ./ * mirja, s.f. corr. of mirza= mirz, q.v.
H Va ./ mir
'
, ./  mira , ./  miri , (dialec.) / 
mari [S. / (], s.f. Pepper; black pepper;—a chilli,
Capsicum frutescens:—mir e -s lagnor lag-jn, 'To feel as
if chillies were applied,' to smart, to tingle, to burn;—to
take ill or amiss:—dakhin mir , White pepper:—kl mir ,
or gol-mir , Black pepper:—ll mir , Capsicum, red pepper,
red chilli:—har mir , Green chilli.
H =a ./ yor ./  mir  [S. / +], s.m.=mir , q.v.
H =a /,yor /, mur , s.m. corr. of = a mor a, q.v.:—
mur -bandh, s.f. Line of intrenchment.
H  =a ./ y"mir n [mir , q.v.+n= S. "], = H
$ =a ./ y mir , /  mari  [˚ = S. ], s.f. dialec.
forms,=mir , and mir .
H $ =a ./ y mir , /  mari  [˚= S. ], = H
 =a ./ y" mir n [mir , q.v.+n = S. "], s.f. dialec.
forms,=mir , and mir .
H  =a /,6mur h [mur = mor a, q.v.+h= S. +t],
adj. (f. -), Rusted; rusty.
H ^=a /,($mur ang (mur= mu +P. ang, qq.v.), s.f. A
jew's harp.
H &=a /,+ yor /,+ mur h, or /,K+y mur h, s.f.=m r h,
q.v.
H  &=a /,+mur hn, v.n. (dialec.)=murjhn, q.v.:—
mur h-jn, v.n.=murjh-jn.
H &=a /,X+ mur hit, part.=m r hit, q.v.
H =a ./ uor ./ " mir  [mir += S. ], s.f.
(dialec.)=mir , q.v.
A Ua marab (inf. n. of U 'to be ample, spacious, or
roomy'), s.m. Ampleness, amplitude, largeness,

spaciousness, roominess.
A %a marab (for maraba, acc. of marab, governed by
a verb understood), intj. Welcome to ampleness, or to a
spacious or roomy place; welcome! hail! God bless you!
bravo!
P #a marala (for A. ~#a maralat, n. of place fr.  'to
remove, depart, journey,' &c.), s.m. A day's journey, a
stage;—the place or time of travelling; a place of
alighting or abode; a halting-place, or station, or inn (for
travellers);—a battery; bastion (of a fort):—marala-dr,
s.m. The watchman of the road between two haltingplaces or stations.
P @ a maramat, (corr.) maramat(for A. ~@ a inf. n. of
2  'to have mercy, or pity, or compassion,' &c.), s.f.
Mercy, pity, compassion, tenderness of heart;
inclination to favour; favour; clemency; pardon,
forgiveness (syn. ramat);—a present:—maramat karn(ko), To favour with, to vouchsafe, bestow, grant.
A 1 a mar m (pass. part. of 2  'to have mercy,' &c.),
part. & s.m. On whom God has had mercy, or who has
found mercy; deceased; the late;—the object of God's
mercy, the deceased, the defunct of happy memory.
P a a mar ma (for A. ~a a mar mat, fem. of mar m),
part. & s.f.=mar m.
A vra mura  a (pass. part. of vrC 'to give license or
permission (to a person, to do a thing'), ii of vr; see
ru at), part. Licensed; lawful; permitted (to leave),
allowed (to depart).
A a marad, s.m.(?) Obstinacy, perverseness (perhaps for
maradd; see radd).
P a mard, (illit.) marad[Pehl. mard, mart; Zend mareta; S.
/ ;],
' s.m. A man; a male; a husband;—a brave or valiant
man, a hero:—mard--dm, vulg. marde-dm, s.m. A
gentleman;—a form of address; my good Sir:—mard-dmyat, s.f. Gentility; generosity:—mard-zm, adj. Mantrying, man-proving:—mard-bz, adj. & s.f. Lascivious,
lustful (woman);—an adultress, a strumpet:—mard-bz,
s.f. Adultery, whoredom:—mard-ba a, s.m. The son of a
brave man:—mard-raugan, s.m. Semen:—mard-kr, adj. &
s.m. Heroic, valiant;—one who acts valiantly, a hero:—
mard-k t, The male sex:—mard-k  rat na dekhn, Not to

see the face of a man; to have nothing to do with the
male sex, to live single (a woman):—mardo mardo -me
honor ho-pa n, To be dragged into a quarrel (men).
H a /,murad, or /,' murd, s.m. See s.v. mur.
H a /mrid,
 adj.= a mridu,
 q.v.
H a /,murd, part. adj. & s.m. corr. of ?a murda, q.v.
P a murdd [for amurdd; Pehl. amandat; Zend a+meret,
rt. mar= S. / (/)], s.m. Name of a Persian month (JulyAug.; syn. Bhdo ).
P a murdr [mur(dan), q.v.+dr= tr= Pehl. tar= Zend tar=
S. ], s.m. A dead body, a corpse; a carcass;—carrion; a
piece of carrion;—adj. Dead; impure, unclean, polluted;
dirty; squalid; ugly; profane; obscene;—intj. You carrion!
wretch! vile creature!:—murdr- r, s.m. An eater of
carrion; a carrion-crow; a vulture:—murdr-sang, vulg.
murd-sang, s.m. Dross of lead; protoxide of lead,
litharge.
H a murdr (fr. murdr), s.f. A kind of lizard.
P ^Ba murd-sang, s.m.=murdr-sang, q.v.s.v. murdr.
P a mardn, s.m. pl. (of mard), Men; brave men,
heroes, warriors.
P Ja mardnag, vulg. mardng(abst. s. fr. next), s.f.
Manliness, bravery, courage, prowess:—mardnag-ke
km, s.m. pl. Brave deeds, heroic achievements.
P a mardna [mard, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S. ],
adj. (f. -) & adv. Man-like; manly, brave;—male; of, or
pertaining to, or suitable to, a man; man's, men's (e.g.
mardn l; mardna makn);—like a man, manfully,
courageously, vigorously:—mardna bhes, A man's dress:—
mardna jo , A suit of clothes for a man.
P a mardn, s.f. A masculine woman; a brave woman.
S Aa / mardit, part. Rubbed; kneaded; squeezed;—
touched, anointed;—crushed, pounded, ground, bruised,
broken; subdued; destroyed.
S Ya /Cmridut,
s.f. = S Ya /C; mridutva,


s.m.Softness, gentleness, tenderness, mildness;
weakness.
S Ya /C; mridutva,
s.m. = S Ya /C mridut,


s.f.Softness, gentleness, tenderness, mildness;

weakness.
A a muraddad (pass. part. of C 'to cause to return, or
repel,' &c.; to cause to waver; to repeat,' &c. ii of C 'to
cause to return; to repel,' &c.), part. adj. Irresolute,
perplexed in mind, wavering; lost, reprobated, ruined:—
muraddid(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m.
Repelling, resisting; driving to and fro; moving to and
fro in the mind, revolving in the mind;—a repeller; one
who drives to and fro;—one who revolves in his mind.
P a mardak (mard, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.m. A little
man, a manikin;—a low or contemptible fellow; a puppy;
a rascal.
P  X a murdagn, s.m. pl. (of murda), The dead.
S a /C!mridul,
adj. Soft, mild, tender, gentle;—s.m.

Water:—mridul-svabho,
adj. Of a gentle or tender

nature; tender-natured.
P 1 a mardum (fr. mard, q.v.), s.m. A man; men, people;—
a polite or civilized man;—pupil (of the eye);—adj. Civil,
humane:—mardum-zr, adj. & s.m. Man-tormenting,
man-oppressing;—an oppressor:—mardum-zr, s.f.
Injuring men, oppression, tyranny; robbery and murder:
—mardum-- ashm, s.m. Pupil of the eye:—mardum- r,
adj. & s.m. Man-devouring; cruel;—a cannibal;—a tyrant,
a cruel man:—mardum- ez, adj. Producing men, or good
men:—mardum-dr, s.f. Humanity; politeness:—mardumdar, adj. & s.m. Man-tearing, man-rending; rapacious;—
who or what tears to pieces and devours mankind:—
mardum-shumr, s.f. Numbering of the people, a census:
—mardum-shins, s.f. Knowledge of men:—mardum-kush,
s.m. A murderer, homicide:—mardum-kush, s.f. Murder,
homicide; manslaughter:—mardum-gaz, adj. Manstinging; noxious, injurious.
P  a a mardumn, s.m. pl. (of mardum), People, men and
women in general.
P (a a mardumak (mardum+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.f. Pupil
(of the eye).
P a a mardum [mardum+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Manliness,
bravery (syn. mardnag);—humanity, generosity;
courtesy, politeness, civility.
S a / mardan,
'
adj. (f. -), Crushing, grinding,

pounding, breaking; subduing; destroying;—s.m.
Rubbing; anointing; touching; friction;—crushing
crumbling, grinding, pounding, bruising; trampling,
treading down:—mardan karn, v.t. To rub, &c.
P a murdan [mur˚, fr. Zend rt. mar(mori); S. / (/);+dan
+tan= S. a. (], v.n. & s.m. To die; dying; death.
H a / mardn
'
[mard˚= S. / (' ), rt. /] , v.t. To rub,
touch, anoint; to grind, pound, crush, pulverize, bruise,
break; to subdue; to destroy.
S ^a /$
( mridang,
and H. ./ $
 or ./ ($ mirdang, s.m.

& (in Urd ) f. A kind of drum (broader at the middle than
at the ends), a double drum, a tabour (syn. pakhwaj);—
(in Geom.) a gure shaped like the mridangor
drum;—a

kind of (glass) shade (for a light or lamp);—a noise,
sound;—a bamboo.
H Ja ./ $"or

./ ($" mirdang = H Ja ./  $ or
./ ($ mirdangiy [mridang,
q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (

+t)], s.m. One who plays on the mridang,
a drummer.

H Ja ./  $or ./ ($ mirdangiy = H Ja ./ $"
 or
./ ($" mirdang [mridang,
q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)],

s.m. One who plays on the mridang,
a drummer.

P a murdan (fr. murdan), adj. To die; t to die,
deserving of death;—of or relating to a death;—deathlike;—s.f. A death; a funeral, funeral obsequies; deathlike stillness (syn. maut):—murdan hnor h-jn(par), or murdan phirn(-par), Death-like pallor to come
(over or upon), to become deadly pale:—murdan. me
jn(-k), To go to (or to attend) the funeral (of).
H a / "or
'
/" mardan = H a / '  or /
mardaniy [mardan(=mardn, q.v.)+Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], s.m. One whose business it is to rub unguents, or
perfumed paste, &c. over the body; one who anoints (pl.
mardaniy ).
H a / ' or / mardaniy = H a / "
' or /"
mardan [mardan(=mardn, q.v.)+Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
s.m. One whose business it is to rub unguents, or
perfumed paste, &c. over the body; one who anoints (pl.
mardaniy ).

S a /Cmridu,
 adj. Soft, tender; mild, gentle; aable,

P a mard [mard, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Manhood;

kind; quiet;—weak; moderate; slow; tame; blunt, dull,
lacking sharpness:—mridu-bhv,
s.m. Gentleness of

disposition:—mridu-sambhsha,
s.m. Gentle

conversation, quiet talk; pleasing intercourse:—mridu
svabhv, adj. Of a mild or gentle disposition; naturally
soft, or easy, or tame:—mridu-v,
vulg. mridu-b
, s.f.


Soft or mild of speech, sweet-voiced (syn. shrn-zabn).
H a /Cmardu, or /  mardw [P. mard, q.v.+Prk.

virility; manliness; valour.
H a / mardi (dialec.), past conj. part. of mardn, q.v.

 =S. +t], s.m. (gen. used by way of contempt, except
by women), A man; a male (=mard); a manikin (=mardak);
—wight; fellow; chap.
A a mard d (pass. part. of C 'to return; to reject,' &c.),
part. & s.m. Returned, restored; rejected; thrown back;
repulsed; refuted; confuted; excluded; reprobated;
abandoned, outcast;—a reprobate; an outcast; an
apostate; a wretch.
P ?a mard da (for A. {a mard dat, fem. of mard d),
part. adj.=mard d.
P a mard d (fr. mard d), s.f. Rejection, repulse;—
apostasy;—the state of one rejected, &c.
P ?a murda [perf. part. of murdan; and=Zend mereta; S.
mrita],
 part. adj. Dead, defunct;—weak, inrm; old
decrepit;—s.m. A dead body, a corpse:—murda jaln, s.m.
Burning the dead, cremation:—murda-dil, adj. Deadhearted, dead, lifeless; cold-hearted, cold; dispirited,
dejected, sad:—murda-dil, s.f. Lifelessness, coldheartedness, &c.:—murda-sang, s.m.=murdr-sang, q.v.:—
murda-sh , s.m. A washer of the dead:—murda-farosh, s.m.
Name of a low caste whose business it is to carry the
dead; a man of that caste:—murda karnor kar-den, v.t.
To render dead or defunct, to do to death, to lay low, to
kill, to make a corpse of:—murde-k ml, s.m. Property of
a dead person; eects of the deceased;—a cheap bargain
(so termed because the eects of a dead person are
generally sold cheap).
H a mirdh (for mirdah, from P. mr-dah), s.m. An
ocer employed by government in villages; an
overseer; an exciseman;—one who carries the chain in
surveying.
H  a /,Bmurdhanya,
'
adj. & s.m.=m rdhanya, q.v.

H a /6mar-rahn, v.n. See s.v. marn.
P da marz (S. /y; cf. maryd), s.m. Limit, border,
boundary, frontier, connes;—region, district:—marzbn(whence the Ar. marzubn), s.m. General of the
connes, governor of the frontier, lord-marcher,
margrave,
landgrave; a satrap; a prince:—marz-v m, or marz-o-b m,
s.m. Limits or boundary (of a country), connes; region,
district; empire, territory;—any place where one resides:
—marz-o-kishwar, s.m. Region; empire; territory.
P da mirz (for mrza; mr= amr+z= da, qq.v.), s.m. A
Persian or Mogal title; a prince (when it is put after a
proper name, it usually means 'prince'; as Ibrahm mirz,
Prince Ibrahm; but when it appears before, it means a
gentleman only, as mirz Ibrahm, Mr. Ibrahm):—mirz
be-parw, s.m. A reckless fellow;—three small delicate
golden chains, worn as the k, xed to the hair by
small hooks (the lower ends being sometimes set with
precious stones):—mirz-phoy, s.m. A very delicate
person:—mirz-mizj, adj. Fastidious, nice:—mirz-manish,
adj. Of a princely nature or disposition; genteel.
P $da mirz [mirz, q.v.+= Zend = S. ], s.f. The
behaviour or manners of a mirz; gentility; princeliness;
princedom;—arrogance;—a cotton or muslin jacket with
long sleeves and open cus worn under the qab; a
quilted coat (pop. mirza).
P  da marz-bn, s.m. See s.v. marz.
P  da marzaba (for A. ~ da marzabat, 'the government of a
satrap,' fr. marzu-bn, the Ar. form of the P. marz-bn,
q.v.s.v. marz), s.m. Way, mode;—regimen, government.
H $da mirza (rus. mirja), s.f. An under-jacket, &c.
(=mirz, q.v.).
A Ka maras, s.f. pl. (of ~Ba marasat, rt. Ka ), Ropes.
A Ka maris (rt. Ka ), s.f. Mode, manner, habit, custom,
fashion.
H Ba /mars [S. /3' or /3+t], s.m. A species of
pot-herb, Amaranthus oleraceus(syn. mor mh).

H  Ba marsn (corr. fr. Ar. misann, noun of instr. fr. <CB 'to

A b fa muraa (pass. part. of b f
C  'to set, x, or put

sharpen, to whet'), s.f. A small whetstone.
S &*Ba /ITR!maru-sthal, adj. See s.v. a maru.

together' (jewels, &c.), ii of b f 'to stick; to be near
together,' &c.), part. Set or studded (with jewels or
precious stones, &c.), adorned (with jewels, &c., as a
crown, or a sword, &c.); covered (with gold);—s.m. Cloth
or any texture adorned with jewels, &c.:—muraa-kr,
s.m. One who works or sets (a crown, or a garment or
cloth) with gold and precious stones; a stone-setter; a
lapidary (syn. ja iy):—muraa-kr, s.f. The act or the
business of setting or studding with jewels, &c.; stonesetting (syn. ja at).
A }a mara, vulg. mar(inf. n. of }a 'to fall sick,' &c.),

A Ba mursal (pass. part. of B 'to send' (a message, or a
messenger), iv of B 'to bring' (a message)), part. adj. &
s.m. Sent (to another), despatched (esp. with a
message);—one sent with a message; a messenger; an
ambassador; an apostle; a prophet; the prophet
Moammad;—mursil(act. part. of the same verb), s.m.
Sender (of a message, or an ambassador, &c.),
despatcher:—nab--mursal, s.m. The prophet sent, i.e.
Moammad.
P #Ba mursala, corr. mursila(for A. ~#Ba mursalat, fem. of
mursal), part.=mursal, q.v.;—s.m. A letter, epistle, missive
(pl. mursalt):—a necklace (syn. qilda):—mursala-band,
s.m. A clasp for a necklace.
P #Ba mursila (for A. ~#Ba mursilat, fem. of mursil), s.m. A
sender, despatcher (=mursil, q.v.).
A < #Ba mursaln (obl. pl. of mursal), s.m. pl. Apostles;
prophets;—saiyidul-mursaln, Prince of the apostles, i.e.
Moammad.
A 1 Ba mars m (pass. part. of 2 B 'to mark, to stamp,' &c.),
part. Signed, marked, notied, sketched out, described;
prescribed;—accustomed.
H E a /3or /3y marsh, s.m.=mars, q.v.
H E a / 3marish, s.m. Mustard-seed, Sinapis dichotoma.
S E a /3mrish,
adv. In vain, to no purpose, uselessly;

wrongly, falsely, untruly:—mrish-vd,
s.m. An untrue

speech or statement, a lie; a false accusation:—mrish
vd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Speaking uselessly or in vain;
speaking falsely or untruly;—a tri er;—a liar; a false
accuser.
A + E a murshid (act. part. of + E  'to cause (one to take or
follow a right way or course,' iv of + E  'to take or follow a
right way,' &c.), s.m. A guide to the right way (i.e. to
salvation), a spiritual director or guide; director,
instructor, monitor;—the head of a religious order;—
(ironically) a knowing fellow; a knave.
P + E a murshid (fr. murshid), s.f. Guidance, instruction in
matters of religion.

s.m. Disease, sickness, indisposition, illness, ailment,
malady, distemper:—mara--ashadd, Severe or grievous
disease:—maraul-maut, s.m. Mortal disease; the last
illness:—mara daf karn, To avert disease; to cure the
malady (of, -k):—mara--ab, s.m. An obstinate disease;
a troublesome or painful complaint:—mara--riz, s.m.
Accidental indisposition:—mara--liqa, s.m. Disease,
illness:—mara--mhlik, s.m. A dangerous illness:—kismara-k daw hai, 'Of what disease is it the medicine?' of
what use is it? what is it good for?
P P |a muriat = P P |a muria.(for A. ~P |a muriat, act.
part. fem. of b | 'to cause to be suckled; to suckle,' iv of
b | 'to suck' (the breast)), s.f. A mother or other woman
suckling; a wet-nurse.
P P |a muria. = P P |a muriat (for A. ~P |a muriat, act.
part. fem. of b | 'to cause to be suckled; to suckle,' iv of
b | 'to suck' (the breast)), s.f. A mother or other woman
suckling; a wet-nurse.
H |a mara, vulg. mar(rel. n. fr. mara), adj. (dialec.)
Sick, ill, diseased, unwell (see mar).
A |a mar (pass. part. of |(orig. | 'to be pleased,'
&c.), part. adj. Found pleasing, well-pleasing; liked,
approved; agreeable, acceptable (syn. pasandda); in
which one takes a pleasure;—taking favourably;—s.f.
Anything in which one takes a pleasure;—pleasure;
assent, consent; choice; will, volition:—mar-ke muwq,
or mar-muwq, adv. To the will or pleasure (of, -k),
satisfactorily:—mar miln, or mar pan, (-k), To agree,
be of one mind; to suit:—mar-me n(-k), To meet the

wishes (of), to prove agreeable (to); to like:—apn marse, adv. Of (one's own) free will and consent, voluntarily.
A A |a maryt, vulg. mariyt(pl. of mar), s.f. Things
agreeable.
A ~- |a maryata, vulg. mariyatan(acc. of maryat, fem. of
mar), adv. Willingly; to (one's) will or pleasure,
satisfactorily.
A UOa murattib
  (act. part. of UOC 'to make or render
moist,' &c., ii of UO 'to be or become moist,' &c.), part.
adj. Making moist; who or what makes moist, or humid,
or succulent, &c.;—ripe; fresh (syn. rutab).

A UOa murtib (act. part. of UO 'to make moist,' &c., iv of
UO), part. adj. Humid, moist, wet; juicy, succulent;
verdant; fresh, ripe (syn. rutab).

P  %Oa martabn,
s.m.=  %Ya martabn, q.v.

A Oa mart  b (pass. part. of UO 'to be or become moist,'
&c.), adj. Moist, humid, wet, damp; full of humours;—
supple, soft.
P Sa murg [old
P. murgh, muru; Pehl. m r ; Zend meregha;

S. /$], s.m. A bird, fowl; a cock (com. murgin
 India):—
murg-b,
s.f. A water-fowl; a wild duck; a teal;—the plant

Sanseviera zeylanica:—murgb-k
nr, s.m. (dialec.) The

tow, or brous or lamentous stu, prepared from the
murgbplant,
of which the pack-thread used by matmen,

&c., is usually made:—murg-bz,
s.m. A cock-fancier; a

cock-ghter; one who feeds cocks:—murg-bz,
s.f. Cock
ghting:—murg- aman, s.m. Forest-bird;—the
nightingale:—murg- ng(or ng murg), s.m. & f. A
domestic (or barn-door) fowl:—murg--saar,
s.m. The

morning bird, the cock;—the nightingale:—murg--s,

s.m. A bat.
 =S. +t], A cock.
H pa /,¿murg [murg+Prk.

P  pa murgb
s.f. See s.v. murg. 
 (for murg--b),

P  pa murgn,
 s.m. pl. (of murg), Birds, fowls.

P opa marg-zr
 (marg,  'a kind of grass; pasture,'+zr, q.v.),
s.m. A place abounding in verdure or in pasture; a
meadow.
A pa marg  b (pass. part. of Up 'to desire.' &c.), part.
Desired;—desirable; agreeable; amiable; lovely, beautiful;
estimable, excellent.
P  pa marg ba (for A. ~ pa marg bat, fem. of marg t),

part.=marg  b, q.v.
P pa marg  l, vulg. margol, = P ! pa marg  la, vulg.
margola,s.m.
Twists and turns; locks twisted, plaited, or

curling;—crisp, curly hair;—modulation or raising of the
voice (in singing); quavering; warbling, singing; a trill,
shake, quaver;—a crenated arch.
P ! pa marg  la, vulg. margola,
 = P pa marg  l, vulg.
margol,s.m.
Twists and turns; locks twisted, plaited, or

curling;—crisp, curly hair;—modulation or raising of the
voice (in singing); quavering; warbling, singing; a trill,
shake, quaver;—a crenated arch.
v.n. (Dakh.) To trill, to quaver; to
H ! pa margoln,

warble, sing; to talk (as birds).
H pa /,¿"murg  [murg, q.v.+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A hen:
—murg-k,
 s.m. A term of abuse:—murg-k
 g , 'Fowl's
dung'; a worthless thing:—murg-k an, Crowing of a
hen:—murg-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), A poulterer;—a term of
abuse:—ane-murg-k
discussion about the egg

 bas, 'The
and the hen' (i.e. as to which was rst); reasoning in a
circle:— n-k murg, A China hen;—a guinea-fowl:—
sulaimn murg, The Malabar pied hornbill, Hydrocissa
coronata(syn. dhan- ur).
P _a marf, s.m. A kind of drum (syn. hol).
A H_a mirfaq, or marfaq(n. of instr. fr. H_ 'to do (a work, or
thing) soundly, or thoroughly, or skilfully,' &c.), s.m. A
thing by which one prots, or gains advantage or
benet; advantage, gain, prot;—an appurtenance; a
convenience;—the elbow.
A . _a marf  (pass. part. of b _ 'to raise, elevate,' &c.),
part. Raised, elevated; exalted; honoured; of high
estimation, highly valued;—marked with the vowel-point
amm(<*> u).
P _a marfa, s.m.= _a marf, q.v.
A _a mura"ah (pass. part. of _C 'to nd, or experience, or
enjoy ease or pleasantness of life,' &c., ii of _ (life) 'to
be easy, or pleasant,' &c.), part. adj. Easy, comfortable,
pleasant, quiet, tranquil, contented, happy, prosperous,
auent, well-o:—mura"ahul-bl, or mura"ahul- tir,
adj. Contented in mind; easy at heart:—mura"ahul-l,
or mura"ah-l, or mura"ah-awl, adj. & adv. In
comfortable or easy circumstances; in clover.

A Uia marqab (n. of place fr. Ui 'to look, to watch,' &c.),
s.m. A high place of observation; a watch-tower.
P ia maraqat (for A. ~ia ), s.f. A kind of broth; a quantity
of broth.
A + ia marqad (n. of place, fr. + i 'to sleep'), s.f. A sleepingplace, a bed;—a sepulchre, tomb, grave.
A b ia muraqqa (pass. part. of b iC, ii of (and syn. with) b i
'to patch, to piece, to repair,' &c.), part. Patched, pieced,
mended, botched;—ragged, clad in rags;—s.m. A book of
pictures, or drawings, or of specimens of ne
penmanship; a portfolio; a scrap-book, an album:—
muraqqa--taswr,
 s.m. A book of pictures, &c. (=muraqqa).
A 1 ia marq m (pass. part. of 2 i 'to mark; to gure,' &c.),
= P a ia marq ma (for A. ~a ia ma q mat, fem. of
marq m),part. adj. Marked; written, inscribed; described;
computed; dated; above-mentioned, aforesaid:—
marq ma--bl, or marq ma-bl, adj. Above-written,
above-mentioned, aforesaid:—marq mul-shiya, adj.
Written on the margin.
P a ia marq ma (for A. ~a ia ma q mat, fem. of marq m), =
A 1 ia marq m (pass. part. of 2 i 'to mark; to gure,' &c.),
part. adj. Marked; written, inscribed; described;
computed; dated; above-mentioned, aforesaid:—
marq ma--bl, or marq ma-bl, adj. Above-written,
above-mentioned, aforesaid:—marq mul-shiya, adj.
Written on the margin.
S a /marak, s.m. An epidemic, a pestilential disease,
contagious disorder; a plague; murrain; mortality.
S a / mark,

s.m. The wind in the body, the vital air
which pervades the body;—the body;—a monkey;—an
imp.
H   a /,murkn (caus. of murakn), v.t. To cause to
twist or curve; to twist, curve, curl, bend; to cause to turn
away;—v.n. To twist; to writhe, &c. (=murakn, q.v.).
A U a markab (n. of place fr. U  'to ride' (upon), &c.),
s.m. Anything upon which one rides, or upon or in which
one is borne or carried; a beast, a horse, a camel; a ship,
vessel, boat; a saddle; a vehicle (syn. sawr).
A U a murakkab (pass. part. of UC  'to put together, to
combine,' &c. ii of U  'to be or become heaped or piled,'
&c.), part. adj. Put together, composed, compounded,

compound; combined; mixed; of a mixed breed;—xed;
set;—s.m. A compound; a sentence; a mixture;—ink:—
murakkab karn, v.t. To put together, to compose; to
compound; to mix.
A A % a murakkabt, s.m. pl. (of murakkab), Things
compounded; mixtures; compounds, compound
medicines:—murakkabt-k, adj. Of or pertaining to
compounds or compounded things; compounded.
S  a /marakat, vulg. markat, and S. /= marakt,
s.m. An emerald.
S a / &and

H. /& marka, s.m. (f. -), A monkey,
an ape;—a spider;—a large crane, Ardea argala;—a kind of
venom.
H a / &"marka

[S. /  &], s.f. A female monkey;—
a small monkey.
S  > ) a / BCmarkaendu,

s.m. A kind of ebony,
Diospyros melanoxylon.
H : a /marka  [cf. S. /], s.m. Ridge (of a
house).
H  a /markar [comp. past conj. part. of marn;—mar=
mari= Prk. / =S. /; +kar= kari= Prk. =S. >; ],
part. Having died;—adv. Dead;—with great labour or
diculty:—mar-kar rah-jn(-par), To lie dead (in or on).
S  a / markar,

s.f. A hollow, hole, cavity, chasm;—a
vessel, pot;—a barren woman.
A o a markaz (n. of place fr. o  'to stick, or x' (into)),
s.m. A xed station; a centre; centre (of a circle);—upper
stroke (of the letters kfand gf):—markaz--siql,
 s.m.
Centre of gravity:—markaz qim karn, v.t. To assume (a
point) to be the centre (of a circle), to take (a point) as
the centre:—quwwat--mutana$rul-markaz, s.f.
Centrifugal force.
H  a /,murakn [murak˚= Prk. /,f=(), or /,f=?(),
fr. S. /,& or /,f (a form of /) +>], v.n. To twist; to writhe;
to bend, curve, curl; to turn away (from); to be shy (of);—
to be broken, be snapped:—murak-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=murakn.
A d  a mark z (pass. part. of o  'to stick, or x' (into)),
part. Fixed;—inxed; implanted;—hid, concealed; buried

(in);—comprehended; concentred;—s.m.(?) Fixed desire
(of); desire, wish; design.
H   a /5markon [mark˚, prob. fr. S. /3; <*>n, as in
ubon, q.v.], v.t. (dialec.) To sprinkle (water, on grain,
&c.), to wet, damp.
H   a /,{(f"murk  (mur= mu = mu , q.v.+kun=
kunl, q.v.), s.f. A posture (in sitting, or lying); sitting
with the head upon the knees and the arms folded
around them; or (as by some ascetics) with the head
depressed and the legs brought up over the neck;—adv.
With the head upon the knees, &c.; head-downwards:—
murk  mrn, To sit in the posture described above; to
lie doubled up in bed; to take to bed, to be or become
bedrid.
H 4 a /6markah = H  & a /L6 markhh = H & a
/L markhan [mar(=mr, q.v.)+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -) Addicted to beating or striking; addicted to butting:
—a beater, striker; a butter (syn. marwaiy).
H  & a /L6markhh = H 4 a /6 markah = H & a
/L markhan [mar(=mr, q.v.)+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -) Addicted to beating or striking; addicted to butting:
—a beater, striker; a butter (syn. marwaiy).
H & a /Lmarkhan = H 4 a /6 markah = H  & a
/L6 markhh [mar(=mr, q.v.)+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -) Addicted to beating or striking; addicted to butting:
—a beater, striker; a butter (syn. marwaiy).
H <& a /Lefmarkhan, s.m. (dialec.) The rim of a
well.
H [  a /?mar-ke [comp. conj. part. of marn; and=mar,
q.v.+ke= ==, q.v.], adv.=mar-kar, q.v.:—mar-ke
ba n, v.n. To have a narrow escape from death; to
recover from severe illness.
H  a /,"murk [murak(n)+= Prk. =S. ], s.f. A
kind of ear-ring worn by men, esp.by gos s, bairg, and
the like);—the tragus (of the ear).
P 'a marg [Pehl. marg; Zend mahrka, rt. mareñ , fr. mar=
S. / (/)], s.f. Death:—marg--ittifq, or marg--mufjt,
or marg--ngahn, Sudden death:—marg--tab,
 Natural
death.

S 'a /$mriga,
 vulg. mrig; and H. ./ $' mirg, s.m. (f. -), A
deer, an antelope; an animal (in general);—the fth
Nakshatra(containing three stars, one of which is Orionis
(*), and gured by an antelope's head);—an elephant
characterized by particular marks (one of the three
classes of elephants):—mrigdan(˚ga+ad˚),
s.m. (f. -),

'Animal devourer'; a hyena; a leopard:—mrig.

dan, s.f. Coloeynth, Cucumis coloquintida:—mrigdh(˚ga

+adh˚), s.m.=mrig-rj,
q.v.:—mrig-bhojan,
s.f. Colocynth,


bitter apple (syn. mrigdan):—mr
ig-pati,
s.m.=mrig-rj,



q.v.:—mrig-tr
or mrig-tr
s.f. 'Deer ish,
 or mrig-tr
 ish,

 ishik,

thirst'; vapour oating over sands or deserts, fancied
appearance of water in deserts, mirage:—m ig-jal, s.m.
q.v.):—mrig'Deer-water'; mirage (=mrig-tr
 ish,

 i , s.m.
(f. -), A kind of small bird;—a kind of insect (found under
the banks of rivers):—mrig hl, s.m. Antelope-skin
(worn, and used as a bed, by Hind ascetics):— mrig
haun, s.m. Young of a deer or antelope, a fawn:—mrig
rj, s.m. 'King of the beasts,' a lion:—mrig-sl,
s.f. A deer
park:—mrig-ira,
or mrig-iras,
or mrig-ir,
or mrig-rsh,




s.m. Name of the fth (or, according to some, the tenth)
Nakshatraor lunar mansion (containing three stars, one
of which is * Orionis, and gured by an antelope's head):
—mrig-lo
an(f. -lo an, or lo an), or mrig-nayanor
nain(f. 

nayan, or nayan), adj. & s.m. Deer-eyed, fawn-eyed;—an
epithet of anyone who has beautiful eyes:—mrig-mad,

s.m. Musk:—mrig-nbhi,
or mrig-nbh,
s.m.f. 'Deer's


navel'; musk-bag;—musk:—mrig-nbhi-j,
f. 'Produced

from the deer's navel,' musk:—mrig-nayanor
nain, or

mrig-nayanor
nain, See s.v. mrig-lo
an:—mrig-netr,
adj. &



s.f.=mrig-nain,
q.v.:—mrigendra(˚ga+in˚),
s.m. 'King of


beasts,' a lion (syn. mrig-rj);—a
species
of Sanskrit

metre, four times ¯.
H X a /$mrig,
 or ./ $y mirg [S. /$+t], s.m.=mrig, q.v.
S  X a /$mrigdan,
s.m. See s.v. mrig.

H X a /$!margal, adj. & s.m. Fried (sh);—fried sh.
H ^X a /$($mar-gang, s.m. The dry bed of a river.
H X a /$"mrign
 [S. /$+"], s.f. A doe.
H X a /V&margha (mar, or mar+gh, qq.v.), s.m. A
place where Hinds burn their dead, ustrinum.

H X a /$m
, rigu,
 s.m. (dialec. & chie y poet.)=mrig, q.v.

subject to epilepsy, to have epileptic ts:—mirg-wl, adj.
& s.m.=mirgh, q.v.
H X a /,$"or /,$u murg, s.f. =pa murg, q.v.

truth:—marma-gya, or marma-ved, adj. & s.m. (f. -, and
in), Knowing weak or vulnerable points; knowing secrets
or the hidden circumstances (of any aair); knowing
mysteries, familiar with the most secret or recondite
portions of a subject, deeply versed (in); any very acute
or learned man; a Brhma ; a spy:—marma-sthn, or
maram-sthn, s.m. A vital part, vulnerable place; a tender
spot, &c.
H 1 a /,/muram, or mram, or /,I/ murum [for moram=

H X a ./ $or ./ $" mirgiy, adj. & s.m.=mirgh, q.v.

Prk. /5f(, fr. /5f(), or /5f<() = S. /5&(), rt. /,&] , s.m.

S X a /$mrigay,
vulg. mrigy,
mirgy, s.f. Hunting, the



Toothless.
H "a /,!mural or murl[mor, q.v.+Prk. f =S. !+t],

(dialec.) Crumbly rock; broken or crushed stones; gravel;
decayed Trap (the word is commonly used in and about
Jabalpur, and in the central provinces generally).
P a a marammat (for A. ~a a , inf. n. of 1C  'to repair, rectify,
mend,' &c.), s.f. Repairing, rectifying, mending;
reparation, repair; rectication, amendment:—
marammat-talab,
adj. Wanting repair, in need of repairs,

out of order; broken:—marammat karn, v.t. To get (a
house, or a thing) repaired:—marammat karn, v.t. To
repair, mend; rectify, set or put right.
H *a a marammat (fr. marammat), adj. Repaired, mended;
—in need of repair; out of order; broken.
S 8a a / /marma-jna,
'
vulg. marma-gya, adj. & s.m. See

s.m. A peacock (cf. murel).
S !a /,!"mural, vulg. murl, s.f. Flute, fe, pipe; whistle:

s.v. marma.
A P a a marmar (Gr. @, fr. } , 'to shine';

S X a /$"mrig,
 s.f. A female deer or antelope, a doe;—a
species of Sanskrit metre.
H X a ./ $uor ./ $" mirg, and ./ $ mirgi [S. /$", or /$
+], s.f. Epilepsy; falling-ts:—mirg n(-ko), To be

chase:—mrigay
l, adj. Accustomed to the chase,

attached to (or fond of) hunting.
S +  X a /GBWmrigendra,
vulg. mrigendr,
s.m. See s.v. mrig.


H 4 X a ./ $u6or ./ $"6 mirgh, vulg. mirgih[mirg, q.v.
+Prk. 

(with hinserted)=S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),

Aicted with epilepsy, epileptic;—an epileptic subject.
H a /!maral, or /,! mural [S. /,!t], s.m.f. A kind of
(river) sh.
H "a /,!murl [prob. S. /,ef+!+t], adj. (f. -),

—murl bajn, To play the ute, &c.:—murl bajnor bajjn(-k), To pipe away (one's) life, to pass (one's life)
amidst pipe and song:—murl-dhar, s.m. The ute-bearer,
an epithet of Krish :—murl-manohar, s.m. 'Who
delighted the heart with his ute,' an epithet of Krish
(who delighted Rdh and the cowherdesses with his
performances on the ute).
S 1 a / /marma,
'
vulg. marm; and H. // maram, s.m. A
vital part (of the body), vulnerable or mortal spot;
tender place; weak organ, or part, or point (in);—any
vital member or organ; the core (of anything); the quick;
a joint;—anything which requires to be kept concealed,
secret foible; secret design or purpose; hidden meaning;
—anything hidden or recondite; secret recess (of the
heart, &c.), the innermost heart;—a secret, mystery;

Lat. marmor), s.m. Marble (=sang-marmar).
H a a / /or
'
// marmar, and /,/, murmur [S. / /t,
'
onomat.; cf. also S. /,/,' t], s.m. & f. A rustling sound;
rustling, murmuring, murmur; crackling, crackle; sound
of crunching, &c.
H a a /,/,murmur [murmur+Prk.  =S. +t], adj. (f. ), & s.m. Crackling; crisp, &c.;—rice pressed at (used as
food); swollen, parched rice;—a kind of fringe made of
gold or silver:—murmuro -k thail, s.m. 'A bag full of
parched rice'; a corpulent, lubberly person; an unwieldy
mass of esh:—murmur ha, s.f. Cartilage, gristle.
H a a //marmarn, or /,/, murmurn
[marmaror murmur, q.v. += w= Prk.  or U=S. 
(caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To rustle; to
murmur, mutter, grumble; to creak, to grate; to crackle,

&c.
S a a / /"marmar,
'
s.f. A species of pine tree Pinus
deodora.
H a a //umarm [S. / X/ t], adj. & s.m.=marma-gya, &
marma-ved, q.v.s.v. marmaor maram.
S a /4mara, and H. / maran (see marn), s.m.
Dying; death; dying with shame;—ruin, destruction:—
maran-haur, s.f. Place of death, mortal spot, vital part (of
the body):—maran-samay, or maran-kl, s.m. Time of
death, the dying moments.
H a /marn [mar˚= Prk. /()=S. .Ã(`), but Vedic
also /(), rt. /], v.n. To die, expire; to cease; to be
dead (as in a game); to fade, wither; to be lost (as a
stake, or a bad debt); to become bankrupt or insolvent
(in these senses mar-jnis the more com. form);—to die
or be dying (for, -par), to set the heart (upon), to be
desperately enamoured (of), or in love (with), to desire
vehemently;—to labour or toil hard (for, -ko), to sweat
and groan, to suer hardship;—(as a gerund) s.m. Dying,
death:—mar-pa n, v.n. To work (oneself) to death, to
labour excessively; to suer pain or sorrow:—mar-jn,
v.n. To die; to fade, &c. (see marn); to die away, die o;
to be as though dead; to swoon:—mar-jwn, v.n. To
recover from death;—s.m. Escape from the jaws of
death:—mar-rahn, v.n. To die; to be dead; to lie dead;—to
be dying (for, -par), &c., see marn:—mar-khapn,
v.n.=mar-jn, and mar-pa n, qq.v.:—mar-min, v.n. To
die and be eaced; to be killed or slain;—to be ruined, be
sacriced (for, -ke p he):—maran-hr, or marne-hr, adj.
(f. -), & s.m. Doomed to die, dying, perishable, mortal;—
a mortal:—marne-jog, adj. Fit or deserving to die:—marneko, About to die, at the point of death:—marne-k furat na
hon, To have no time to die; to be overwhelmed with
work, to have too much to do to think of dying:—bin 
marn, To die prematurely; to die a violent death.
H a /,murn (i.q. mu n, q.v.), v.n. (dialec.) To be
saturated or drenched (with); to be
absorbed or wrapt (in); to be swallowed up and lost (in);
to be bent (on); to be addicted (to); to acquire a taste
(for).

S a /4!mril,
 and (in H.) /! mrinl,
 s.m. The
brous stalk of a lotus.
S ! a /4.!"mrilin,
s.f. A group of lotuses;—a place

where lotuses grow.
S ! a /4!"mril,
s.m. A lotus;—s.f. A small bre of a

lotus;—an assemblage of lotuses.
S a /,efmura, s.m. Name of a country to the northwest of Hindstn (called also Lampk, and now
Lamghan in Cabul);—the people of that country.
H a /,efmura [S. /,ef+$ef+t;—or for mu a=
mu (n)+ Prk. f =S. +t], adj. (f. -), Doubled over, or
under, or back; doubled up; folded; curled (as a leaf, &c.);
crimped; dried up, withered, blighted;—tied up, bound;
attached, captivated;—s.m. A doubling up, or over, &c.;—
the gripes;—a medicinal sweetmeat prepared of parched
wheat and gu or coarse sugar with ajwnseeds (much
used in the colic, &c.);—a species of wild bitter vegetable
(called muranbecause it is curled);—a dead nestling in
an egg:—muran karnor kar-ln, v.t. To double up (lit.&
g.); to tie up, bind; to attach, captivate;—to cudgel,
thrash.
H  4a /6maran-hr, adj. See s.v. marn.
S a /Imaru, and (H. also) /~ mar , s.m. Desert, sandy
desert, arid tract or region; dry ground, soil destitute of
water;—a mountain, rock;—name of a king belonging to
the Ikshvku family;—name of the province of Mrwr,
and of its people:—maru-bh , maru-bh mi, s.f., or marude, maru-sthal, s.m. A dry or desert tract of country, arid
region; barren soil.
H a /I maruw, /I maru, or /  marw [S.
/I t], s.m. Name of a strong-scented plant, Artemisia
vulgaris;—the plant Ocimum pilosum;—sweet marjoram,
Origanum majorana.
P + )a marwrd, s.m. A pearl:—marwrd--n-suftaAn
unbored pearl.
H a / marwn (doub. caus. of marn), v.t. To
cause to be killed, to cause to be put to death;—(doub.
caus. of mrn), v.t. To cause to be beaten, &c.;—to suer
sodomy (the word g being usually expressed):—marw-

ln, v.t. (intens.) To cause to be put to death;—to
dismiss a charge or complaint.
H a / 6"marwh, adj., corr. or dialec. form of
maroh, q.v.
P Aa muruwwat, vulg. mur wat(for A. {a , inf. n. of a 'to
be bold or manly,' &c.), s.f. Manhood, manliness, virility,
fortitude;—human nature; humanity;—generosity;
benevolence; kindness;—urbanity, aability, politeness:
—muruwwat to n(apn), To cease treating with kindness
or aection; to put an end to kindly feeling (between); to
withdraw (one's) regard (from):—muruwwat karn(-se), To
practise kindness or civility (towards), show kindness or
regard (to), deal kindly, &c. (with):—muruwwat-wl(f. -),
adj. Humane; kind; gracious; aable:—be-muruwwat, adj.
Inhuman; unkind; ungracious; uncivil, rude, unpolished.
P Ya muruwwat (rel. n. fr. muruwwat), adj. Manly;
humane; generous, &c. (see muruwwat).
H a / &marwa, or /I& marua [S. /+t], s.m.
Rent-free land given to the families of retainers killed in
battle;—painting the face of the bridegroom with rol,
q.v.
A 5a murawwaj, vulg. murauwaj(pass. part. of 5 'to
make (a commodity) saleable; to make (money) current,'
&c., ii of 5 (for 5), 'to be saleable,' &c.), part. adj.
Selling readily or easily, saleable; current, in general
use, usual, customary:—murawwaj karn, v.t. To make
current, give currency to; to spread (syn. rawj den; jr
karn):—murawwaj hon, v.n. To be or become current; to
be in force; to become prevalent, to prevail.
P Wa murawwaja (for A. ~Wa murawwajat, fem. of
murawwaj), part. adj. m. & f.=murawwaj, q.v.
A a mur r (inf. n. of Ca 'to pass by, or through,' &c.),
s.m. Passing by or over, elapsing; passage, pass, avenue;
transition; transit;—adj. Passing, present, modern:—bamur r, adv. In lapse of time; lapsed; ago.
H a /5maror, s.f.= a maro , q.v.
H a /5maror, s.m.= a maro , q.v.
H a /5marorn, v.t.= a maro n, q.v.
H a /57maro (fr. maro n, q.v.), s.f. Turn, bend,
exion, twist, convolution, writhe, contortion (syn. aka ,

q.v.):—maro -bz, s.m. An aected person; a fop; a
swaggerer:—maro -phal, s.m. The screw-tree, Helicteres
isora, and its fruit (which is used medicinally for gripes).
H  a /57maro  [maro +Prk.  =S. +t], s.m. Twist;
contortion (=maro );—twisting of the bowels, gripes, colic;
ux; tenesmus:—mro  uhnv.n. Twisting of the bowels
to arise; gripes or colic to come on.
H  a /57maro  (perf. part. of maro n, q.v.), part. adj.
(f. -), Twisted; bent, &c.:—maro  me , s.f. A twisted or
bent uail;—a screw.
H  a /57maro n [maro , prob. fr. intens. of rt. /; or
by redupl. fr. caus. of rt. /,; cf. mu n; mo n], v.t. To
turn, bend, double up; to twist, writhe, contort, distort; to
gripe; to yearn;—to squeeze to death;—to crunch up, to
devour.
H  a /57"maro  [maro , q.v.+= Prk. =S. ;—and
also fem. of the part. maro , q.v.], s.f. A twisting,
contortion, writhing;—anything twisted;—a screw, metal
worm or spindle:—maro -phal, s.f.=maro -phal, q.v.s.v.
maro :—maro  den(-ko), To give a twist (to):—maro 
khn, To be twisted; to turn; to coil;—to be perplexed
(=pe khn, q.v.s.v. pe ).
H  a /57"maro  [maro += Prk.  =S. t], adj.
Yearning; aectionate (syn. maroh).
H a /5!marol, s.f. (dialec.)=maro , q.v.;—s.m.=maroli,
q.v.
S !a /5.!maroli, s.m.=next, q.v.
H !a /5!"marol [S. /5.!t], s.m. The sea-monster
makar, q.v.
H a ./ 5miron [mir˚= mr= amr, q.v.+o= P. ravor rau;
or=w= Prk.  or U=S. , caus. augment], v.n.
(dialec.) To proceed with state and grandeur; to make a
tour; to perambulate, stroll, roam.
P ?a marwa (for A. {a marwat), s.m. The mountain of
Mecca (so called from its ints).
H ?a /56maroh [S. T/+/56t], s.f. Love, tenderness,
aection, kindness, mercy, pity, compassion, humanity.
H a /56"maroh [maroh, q.v.+= Prk.  =S. t (
+t)], adj. & s.m. Aectionate, kind; merciful,

compassionate;—humane;—an aectionate, or a
compassionate, person.
A a marw (pass. part. of 'to relate, rehearse,' &c.),

H <a /,6murhan (i.q. mu n), s.f. (dialec.) Powdered

part. Related, recited, rehearsed; armed, alleged; told.
H )a / hmarwaiy [mar(n), and mr(n)+waiy= Prk.

Feared, dreaded;—fearful, dreadful, terrible.
A  a marh n (pass. part. of < 'to deposit (an article) as
a pledge, to pledge'), part. Deposited as a pledge,
pledged, pawned, mortgaged:—marh n--minnat, Bound
in gratitude.
H a /,6"murh (fem. of murh, 'twisted,' q.v.), s.f. Turn,

  =S. ()++t], s.m. One dying, or at the
point of death; a corpse;—one who is addicted to beating
or striking, a beater, striker (syn. markhh).
P ?a marra (for A. {a marrat, n. of un. fr. marru, inf. n. of
Ca 'to pass, pass by,' &c.), s.m. One time, or turn;—adv.
Once.
H a /,6murh [S. /0!+6t], s.m. An orphan;—rogue,
imp;—rascal, cheat (syn. nakha).
H a /,6murh [Prk. / (with hinserted); S. /0
+t], s.m. A peacock (see mor).
H a /,6murh (for mu h= mu , perf. part. of mu n,
q.v.), part. adj. (f. -), Turned; twisted; bent, crooked;—
s.m. (f. -), A turn; twist, &c. (=murh, q.v.).
H a /,6murh, /,6 murih [Prk. /,I=L ; S. /0L+t;—
'
or S. /0©+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Stupid, foolish;—a stupid
fellow.
H ?a /6marha, /6& marha [Prk. /6 ; S.
/69¸+t], s.m. A Marhatt.
H ?a /6&"marha, or marah[Prk. /6

and

/6; S. /6.9¸t and /6.9¸], adj. & s.m.
Belonging to the Mahratt country;—a native of that
country, a Mahrat;—s.f. The language of the Mahrats,
—maladministration under the Mahrats; misrule;
rapine, plunder;—name of a class of songs:—marah
karn, To behave in the manner of the Mahrats, to
plunder, ravage.
P 2 a marham (A. also marham, fr. the Persian), s.m. soft
plaster, dressing (for wounds), ointment, salve:—
marham-pa, s.f. Dressing or binding up (a wound);
applying salve;—repair, renovation:—marham-pa karn(k), To dress or bind up (a wound), to apply salve (to);—to
repair, put in order, set right:—marham-nih, s.m. One
who applies dressing or salve (to a wound), dresser (of a
wound).

tobacco (syn. bhak); ne tobacco-leaf.
A a marh b (pass. part. of U 'to fear'), part. adj.

twist, convolution, contortion, writhe.
H Ra /Á&"marhai, adj. & s.f.=marah, q.v.
H a /"mar, or /u marr [S. /; cf. marak], s.f. A
plague, pestilence, an epidemic; cholera morbus;
murrain:—mar pa n, v.n. A plague or pestilence to occur:
—mar-liy(fem. mar-l), adj. Plague-stricken;—t for
death (peculiar to the language of women).
A $a mar (pass. part. of 'to see'), part. adj. Seen;
visible.
A a mar (v.n. fr. a 'to taste' (food)), s.f. The gullet, the
œsophagus (the forms murand mirrare corruptions).
H a ./ umirr (corr. of mr, q.v.), s.m. Winner (at a
game), dux, head, &c.:—mirr rahn, To remain (or to be)
winner, or dux, &c.
H $a /, mura [S. /0!+], s.f. (rustic)=m l, q.v.
H  )a /ymaryd, vulg. marjd, = S  )a /y maryd,
vulg. marjd,s.f. Limit, boundary, border, verge,
frontier, bounds, connes; landmark, end, termination,
terminus;—the bounds or restraint of law, rule, or
established usage; social code; custom;—keeping within
proper limits, propriety of conduct, decorum, decency,
orderliness or guardedness of deportment, steadiness,
straightforwardness, rectitude; reverential or respectful
demeanour; respect, reputation, rank, station, dignity,
honour:—maryd-wn, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Observant of
bounds or of propriety of conduct; observing the bounds
of law or custom, &c.;—respectful, of deferential or
modest deportment;—respectable, estimable,
aristocratic, honourable, dignied.
S  )a /ymaryd, vulg. marjd, = H  )a /y maryd,
vulg. marjd,s.f. Limit, boundary, border, verge, frontier,

bounds, connes; landmark, end, termination, terminus;
—the bounds or restraint of law, rule, or established
usage; social code; custom;—keeping within proper
limits, propriety of conduct, decorum, decency,
orderliness or guardedness of deportment, steadiness,
straightforwardness, rectitude; reverential or respectful
demeanour; respect, reputation, rank, station, dignity,
honour:—maryd-wn, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Observant of
bounds or of propriety of conduct; observing the bounds
of law or custom, &c.;—respectful, of deferential or
modest deportment;—respectable, estimable,
aristocratic, honourable, dignied.
S  )a /ymarydik, vulg. marjdik, adj. (f. -, or -) =
maryd-wn, q.v.s.v. maryd.
H a /h_maraih (mar˚, prob.=mal(n)+aih= ai h,
perf. part. of ai hn, q.v.), part. Twisted; wound up;
bound round.
S 9)a /"mar , s.m.=mari or mir , q.v.
H 9)a /"mar [S. /".t or /"t], s.m. Name of the
demon employed by Rva to entice away St.
S 9)a /".mar i, and H. /" mar , s.m.f. A ray of
light, sunbeam, moonbeam;—s.m. Name of a Praj-pati,
the rst of the ten 'lords of created beings,' and son of
Brahm;—name of one of the seven Rishis represented
by the seven stars in Ursa Major;—a miser, a niggard:—
mar i-ml, adj. Ray-garlanded.
H :)a /"mar , s.m. (dialec.)=mir = mari or mir , q.v.
S :)a /".mar ik, s.f. The mirage.
H :)a /""mar , s.m. & f.=mar i, q.v.;—s.f.=mar ik,
q.v.
A u)a mirr , s.m. The planet Mars (syn. jalld--falak;
ma gal).
A + )a mard (v.n. fr. a 'to rub,' &c.), adj. Stubborn,
obstinate, perverse, contumacious, disobedient,
rebellious, insolent, proud.
A + )a murd (act. part. of  'to will, wish, desire,' &c., iv
of  (for ) 'to seek, or desire'), adj. & s.m. Desirous,
willing;—a candidate for admission into a religious order,
during his state of probation; a disciple, a proselyte; a
scholar; a follower;—the obsequious follower (of

another);—a devotee (whose sole endeavour is to comply
with the will of God), a hermit:—murd karn(-ko), To
make a disciple of; to admit as a probationer into a
religious order.
P + )a murd, s.f. Discipleship; scholarship, pupilage;—
tuition, instruction.
H )a /,murer [S. /0 (=/0©)++Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Stupid, dull, foolish.
P \)a mar (fr. mara, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Sick, ill, diseased;
inrm;—a sick person, a patient.
P q)a mara (for A. ~q)a marat, fem. of mar), adj. &
s.f.=mar, q.v.
H )a / !mariyal, maryal[Prk. / .!+f5, or !5; S. /
(/)++!t or !t], adj. & s.m. Half-dead, having no life
(in him, or it, &c.), more dead than alive, moribund;—
lean, emaciated, much reduced (by sickness, &c.); weak,
feeble;—lethargic, indolent, lazy, slow, inactive;—a halfdead-and-alive person; a lean or emaciated person, &c.
H 3)a /,!murel, or /,h! murail [mor, q.v.+Prk.
! =S. +!+t], s.m. A peacock:—a peachick.
A 2 )a maryam, vulg. mariyam, prop. n. Mary:—maryam, or
arat--maryam, The Virgin Mary:—mom-k mariyam, A
delicate woman (lit.'a Mary of wax,' gen. used ironically).
H  1 /,7mu  (perf. part. of mu n, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),
Turned; twisted; bent, &c.:—mu  an, s.f. A bent lever.
H  1 /7ma r, s.f.(?) The pit of an old well that has
gone to ruins.
H 5 1 /,7mu s, s.m. corr. of muns, q.v.
H 9 1 ma tol, s.m. (Dakh.) corr. of mrtol, q.v.
H 0 1 /7ma ak, s.m.=a marak, q.v.
H 0 1 /7ma ak (for mu ak, fr. mu akn= murakna, q.v.;—
cf. mu n), s.f. A turn, twist, bend, curl (as of a leaf, &c.),
convolution; curvature, crookedness;—a fracture, a
crack;—aectation; swagger, strut; pride, conceit;—a
trick, manœuvre, artice;—a formula or special rule (for
the solution of a diculty).
H  G 1 /,7mu akn, or /7 ma akn, v.n.=  a
murakn, q.v.
H [G 1 /,7{(f"mu k , s.f. & adv.=  a murk n, q.v.

H  1 /,7!mu l, (i.q. mul, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Shaved.
H  1 /,7/,7mu mu , s.f.=a a murmur, q.v.
H  1 /,7mu n (see the trans. mo n), v.n. To be
turned; to be turned back, or down, or over; to be or
become twisted; to be or become bent, or crooked;—to
turn; to bend; to twine; to double over, or under, or back;
to pucker up (as cloth, paper, leaves, &c.);—to turn back,
to return;—to turn or draw aside; to diverge:—mu -jn,
v.n. (intens.) To be or become turned, or bent, or
twisted, &c. (see mu n).
H  1 /7 ma w, s.m. (dialec.) A kind of sh.

saddle (one, with).
H  1 /© ma hw, s.m. (rustic) = mah, and ma hw,
qq.v.
H 1 /i"ma h [Prk. / ©; S. /_+], s.f. A small
temple;—a cottage, a hut; a small shed; a jog'shut or
abode, a hermit's cell.
H ) 1 /ihma haiy, s.f.=mahaiy, and ma h, qq.v.
H ) 1 /,imu hiyn [mu hiy˚= mu h= mu , fem.

H  1 /f ma uw /f ma u [S. /7t, with

part. of mu n, q.v.+= w= Prk. we= S. pi(caus.
augment)+n], v.n. To be twisted, &c. (=mu n); to be
writhed.
H  1 /7"ma  [S. /y], s.f. A border; a bank; division; a

wunserted], s.m. (dialec.) The cereal Eleusine
coracana(syn. g).
H  1 /7 ma wn, s.m. (dialec.) A cess taken on

small eld or patch of sown ground; a bed, plot, or
parterre (in a garden).
H 7 1 /7ma y, adj. & s.m.=m iy, q.v.

marriages.
H  1 /,7 mu wn (doub. caus. of mo n, q.v.), v.t. To

H 7 1 /,fmu iy [mun, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. A

H  1 /757ma o , s.f.= a maro , q.v.

bald-head, a shaveling, a contemptuous term for a
gos  , or a bairg(because they shave their heads
wholly);—the Devangar character written without the
upper line (see kaith).
H 7 1 / 7ma iyn [m , q.v.+= w= Prk.  or

H   1 /757ma o , s.m.= a maro , q.v.

U=S.  caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.

H   1 /757ma o n, v.t.= a maro n, q.v. (and cf.

To paste; to stick on.
H oa //²maz, vulg. maj, s.m. corr. of ?oa maza, q.v.

cause to be turned, or doubled down or over; to cause to
be twisted, &c.
H  1 /,7 mu wn, v.t.=mu wn, or mu wn, q.v.

mo n).
H   1 /757"ma o , s.f.= a maro , q.v.
H  1 /,imu h, s.m.=muh, q.v.
H  1 /ima h, s.m.=mah, q.v.
H  1 /ima h [perf. part. of ma hn;—and=Prk. /¯ ; S.
/9+t], part. adj. (f. -), Covered; lined; encased; headed,
topped; gilt.
H  1 /ima han (i.q. ma hn), s.f. Covering; lining;
heading (of a drum, &c.).
H  1 /©ma hn [ma h˚= Prk. /§(), or /©(), fr.
/§=/¯=S. /9, p.p.p. of rt. /] , v.t. To cover (as a book,
&c. with leather, or a drum with parchment), to
overspread; to case, to encase (in), to coat over; to gild;
to put a top or head to; to encrust;—to throw (upon), to

A  oa mazbil, s.m. pl. of # oa mazbala, q.v.
A 5oa mizj (v.n. fr. 5oa 'to mix'), s.m. lit.'A mixture,
anything mixed'; nature, temperament, constitution,
complexion, habit of body; temper, humour, disposition;
health;—pride, haughtiness:—mizj biga n, The temper
to be spoiled;—to get out of temper:—mizj-pn, To nd
(one) in the humour (for); to nd (one) in good humour:
—mizj p hn(-k), To inquire after the health (of):—
mizj-dr, adj. Proud, haughty, conceited:—mizj-dn, adj.
& s.m. Knowing (or one who knows) the temperament
or constitution;—a condant:—mizj--sharf(or mizjsharf), or mizj--l, or mizj--mubrak, interrog. Your
noble, or exalted, or blessed disposition or health (how is
it?), how is your Honour's health? how do you do?:—mizj
karn, To show temper;—to give oneself airs:—mizj-ke

mre, adv. Through temper;—through pride:—mizj
miln(-k), To discover or understand the disposition or
temper or humour (of); to understand or fathom (a
person):—mizj-me n, v.n. To t in with the humour,
to suit the temper or humour (of, -ke), to please; to like;
—to stand upon (one's) dignity, to be proud:—bad-mizj,
adj. Ill-tempered:—tez-mizj, adj. Hot-tempered,
passionate, choleric, impatient:— ush-mizj, adj. Of a
pleasant disposition; good-humoured:—ganda-mizj, adj.
Peevish, cross:—mustaqm-mizj, adj. Even-tempered,
equable, serene:—nek-mizj, adj. Good-tempered.
H <Woa mizjan [mizj, q.v.+an= S. "], adj. & s.f.
Humoursome, fastidious; proud, &c. (= mizj);—a
humoursome, or a proud, &c. woman.
P Woa mizj (rel. n. fr. mizj), adj. Constitutional;
habitual;—humoursome; fastidious, squeamish, nice;—
proud, haughty;—s.m. A humoursome, &c man; one who
gives himself airs.
A oa muz (inf. n. of oa 'to jest' (with), &c.), s.m. A jest,
joke; fun.
A oa miz (inf. n. of d a 'to play or jest with,' iii of oa 'to
jest'), s.m. Jesting with (another).
A 2 oa muzim (act. part. of iii of 2 d; see muzamat),
part. adj. & s.m. Obstructing, hindering, preventing,
molesting; preventive, obstructive;—inconvenient;
troublesome;—an obstructer, a preventer or hinderer;
an obstruction, obstacle, preventive, impediment;—
muzim hon(-k), To obstruct, oer obstruction (to),
hinder, oppose, resist, molest; to be troublesome.
P @ oa muzamat (for A. ~@ oa , inf. of 2 d, iii of (and syn.
with) 2 d 'to straiten; to press upon, to throng'), s.f.
Hindering; preventing from taking eect; disturbing;—
hindrance, prevention, impediment, let, obstruction,
molestation; opposition; interruption:—muzamat karn(k), To hinder, prevent, &c.; to disturb; molest, interrupt;
oppose:—bil-muzamat, adj. & adv. Undisturbed;
unmolested, &c.
H toa maz  (prob. corr. fr. A. muz, q.v.), s.f. Jest, joke,
fun, pleasantry:—maz e karn, To make jokes, to jest.
A oa mazr (n. of place fr. d (for d) 'to visit'), s.m. & f. A
place of visitation;—a shrine; a sepulchre, tomb, grave.

A .oa mazr, s.m. pl. (of mazraa, q.v.), Places of seedproduce; sown elds, lands in tillage.
A .oa muzr (act. part. of .d 'to make a contract (with
another) to till and sow and cultivate land,' iii of .d 'to
sow; to till, cultivate'), s.m. A sower; a husbandman,
cultivator; a peasant.
A  a oa mazmr, s.f.(?) pl. (of mazm r), Psalms; can ticles.
A  a oa mazmr, s.f. pl. (of mizmr), Flutes; psalteries; an
organ.
P !oa muzwalat (for A. ~!oa , inf.n. of d 'to treat
medically;—to seek to accomplish a desired object,' iii of
d (for d) 'to go or pass away,' &c.), s.f. Remedying,
curing;—striving to accomplish an aair, or to eect an
object; endeavouring to catch (an animal of the chase),
watching or lying in wait (for prey);—wishing, desiring,
seeking, asking.
P # oa mazbala (for A. ~# oa mazbalat, n. of place fr.  d 'to
dung,' &c.), s.m. A place where dung is thrown, or where
the lth and sweepings (of a house) are thrown; a
dunghill; a necessary, a privy.
A  oa mazb r (pass. part. of  d 'to write' (a book, &c.)),
part. Written;—above-mentioned, aforesaid (cf. mak r).
A eroa muza raf (pass. part. of the quadr. v. erd 'to
adorn,' &c.), part. Ornamented, adorned, decorated,
embellished; varnished; deceitful.
A A _roa muza raft, vulg. muz araft, s.f. pl. (of
muza raf), Idle tales, nonsense, lies; lying vanities.
P oa muzd [Prs mizd, mizhd; Pehl. mizd; Zend mizhda, fr.
mis+d= S. / (/T) or ./ 3 (q3)+], s.m. A reward,
remuneration, premium, salary, wages, hire, pay (for a
job).
P oa muzd r, vulg. mazd r[muzd, q.v.+ r= waror uvar=
Zend bara, rt. bar= S. # (#)], s.m. A hired labourer,
hireling; carrier, porter, cooly:—mazd r-pa, s.f. A tax
(formerly levied) on day-labourers.
P oa muzd r, vulg. mazd r[muzd r+= Zend i= S. ], s.f.
Bodily labour, work;—price of labour, wages, hire:—
mazd r karn, To work for hire; to labour:—mnatmazd r-kar-ke pe pln, To toil and labour for a living.
H oa /²mar, vulg. majr, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.

H .oa mazra, s.m. contrac. of next, q.v.
P moa mazraa (for A. ~moa mazraat, n. of place fr.
.d 'to sow,' &c.), s.m. A place of seed-produce; a corneld; a eld sown or prepared for sowing;—a farm; a
hamlet.
A .oa mazr  (pass. part. of .d 'to sow,'), part. Sown;
tilled, cultivated; under cultivation;—s.m. A sown eld;—
seed-produce that is watered by the rain.
P moa mazr a (for A. ~moa mazr at, fem. of mazr ), part.
adj. Sown, &c. (=mazr );—s.m. A sown eld, or a eld
with a crop on it; cultivated land.
A h moa muzafar (pass. part. of the quadr. v. h md 'to dye
with saron'), part. Dyed or tinged with saron;—s.m. A
kind of sweet dish, a saroned pulo.
A  oa muzakk (pass. part of C d'to purify, cleanse,' ii of  d
(for  d) 'to increase,' &c.), part. Puried (as property by
a prescribed part being expended in alms).
H  X oa mizgn, s.f. corr. of  X a mizhgn, q.v.
A  a oa mizmr (v.n. fr. a d 'to pipe, to play upon a reed'),
s.f. A musical reed, a pipe (syn. nai), a ute; a psaltery.
P ?oa oa mazmaza (for A. {oa oa mazmazat, inf. n. of the quadr.
v oa oa 'to shake to and fro'), s.m. Shaking to and fro;
putting in motion.
A <a oa muzmin (act. part. of <a d 'to continue a long time,'
&c., ii of <a d; but prob. formed fr. zaman, or zamn, q.v.),
adj. Of long duration, lasting; chronic; obstinate (as a
disease).
P a oa muzmina (for A. ~a oa muzminat, fem. of muzmin),
adj.=muzmin.
A  a oa mazm r (fr. a d; see mizmr), s.f.(?) A psalm,
canticle.
H a oa muzamma (prob. corr. of A. ~@ a oa muzammimat, fem.
part. act. of 2 aC d, ii of (and syn. with) 1C d 'to tie, bind,
fasten'), s.m. A heel-rope:—muzamma len(-k), To lay
hold of the heel-rope (of);—(g.) to lay hold (of), to pull
up, to come down upon; to pay o, to castigate; to
vituperate, to show no mercy to, to lash unsparingly
(syn.  e-hth len).
A oa mizwd, s.f.=next, q.v.
A oa mizwad (n. of instr. or place, fr. d (for d) 'to lay in
a stock of provisions for travelling'), s.f. A bag or other

receptacle for travelling-provisions.
A oa muzawwir (act. part. of Cd 'to falsify, to embellish
with lies,' ii of d (for d), but prob. formed fr. z r, 'a lie'),
s.m. A falsier, liar; a knave, cheat:—mazawwar(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. Falsied; false;
adulterated;—crooked, oblique; tortuous;—s.m. A lie, a
falsehood.
H oa maz r, pop. maj r, s.m. corr. of mazd r, q.v.
H oa maz r, pop. maj r, s.f. corr. of mazd r, q.v.
P ?oa maza [prob. Zend maza h; S. /6; but cf. A. mazzat,
inf. n. of un. of oCa 'to suck,' &c.], s.m. Taste savour,
smack, relish; delight, pleasure, enjoyment; anything
agreeable to the palate or to the mind, &c.; a delicacy, a
tidbit; a bon-mot; jest, joke, fun, sport, amusement:—
maza u n, v.n. To give free scope to pleasure or
enjoyment, to enjoy oneself, to revel (in):—maza
a nor akh-den, or maza dikhn(-ko), To give (one)
a taste (of, -k); to show (one) some sport or fun, to
aord (one) enjoyment; (ironic.) to spoil the pleasure, or
enjoyment, or sport (of):—maza-dr, vulg. maze-dr, adj.
Tasty, savoury, tasteful, palatable, delicious:—maza-dr,
vulg. maze-dr, s.f. Tastiness, savouriness, deliciousness;
—taste, avour;—pleasure, enjoyment:—maze karn, To
enjoy oneself; to enjoy or amuse oneself (at the expense
of), to make sport or fun (of), to laugh (at):—maze-k, adj.
(f. -k) = maza-dr, q.v.;—maze-k bt, A thing that aords
pleasure, or amusement; anything strange or funny; a
jest, joke, pleasantry:—maza len, or maza l n, To take
pleasure, to enjoy ooneself, to revel (syn. maza u n):—
be-maza, adj. Tasteless, insipid, avourless, vapid;—out of
humour, displeased, oended.
P )oa mazyat (for A. ~)oa , v.n. fr. oa to be proud'), s.f.
Excess, superabundance;—excellence.
A + )oa mazd (inf. n. of d (for + )d) 'to increase'), s.m.
Increase, augmentation;—advantage:—mazd karn, v.t.
To increase;—to remove or take away (the dinner, or
table-cloth, &c.; syn. ba hn):—mazd(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. Increased, augmented;—mazd f-hi,
Idem.
A )oa mazr (v.n. fr. oa 'to be angry against,' &c.), adj.
Strong, bold, stout-hearted, fearless, intrepid.

A <)oa muzaiyan (pass. part. of <)Cd, ii of (and syn. with) d
(for <)d) 'to adorn,' &c.), part. Adorned, decorated,
embellished; dressed.
P ?a muzhda (i.q. muzd, q.v.), s.m. Glad tidings, good
news:—muzhda sunn(-ko), To announce good news (to).
P  X a mizhagn or muzhagn, vulg. mizhgn, s.f. pl. (of
mizha), Eye-lashes;—eyelids.
P ?a mizha, muzha, s.f. Eyelid;—eyelash.
A Ia mass, vulg. mas(inf. n. of I
C a 'to touch'), s.m.
Touching, feeling; touch;—sense of touch;—inclination:—
mas karn, v.t. To touch, to feel.
P Ia mis, s.m. Copper (syn. t b):—mis-gar, s.m. A
worker in copper, a coppersmith; a brasier.
H Ia ./ mis [S. ./ 3(], s.m. Pretence, pretext, excuse;
sham; stratagem; false appearance, assumed form;—
postp. In the form or character of; as; as to (e.g. ph pmis ljiye, bhatje-mis djiye, 'take as the aunt, give as to
the nephew'):—mis karn, To make a pretext or excuse, to
pretend, &c.
H Ia /,mus, s.f. corr. of K a m s, q.v.
H Ia /,mus [prob. S. /;], s.f. Land along the high
bank of a river.
A 0a mas, s.f. Evening.
H 0a /mas [Prk. / ; S. /8t], s.m. A gnat, a
musquito.
H 0a /mas, or /T mass [S. /[+t; cf. masbird],
s.m. A eshy excrescence, a wart;—sight (of a gun):—
masse-dr, adj. Having warts, warty; (in Bot.) warted,
papillose, verrucose.
H 0a ./ Tmiss [Prk. ./ T ; S. ./ Yt], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Mixed, mingled;—mixed grain, &c.:—miss-kuss, or
miss-kusk, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Mixed, mingled, blended;
miscellaneous;—coarse; poor, refuse (food);—a mixed
collection (of things), odds and ends; refuse.
A + W 0a masjid, s.f. pl. (of masjid, q.v.), Places of worship,
mosques.
A  0a mass (intens. n. fr. 0a 'to measure' (land); see
masat), s.m. Land-measurer, surveyor;—geometrician.
P  0a masat (for A. ~ 0a misat, inf. n. of 0a 'to
measure'), s.f. Measuring; measurement; sarvey (of

land); dimension; mensuration:—geometry:—ib-masat, s.m. A surveyor.
P + Q  0a musiqa (for A. ~Q  0a musiqat, part. act. fem. of
H B, iii of HcB 'to rub,' &c.), s.m. Mulier quae aliae mulieri
se pro viro gerit, quae confrictu libidinem alterius explet.
P  0a mass (fr. mass, q.v.), s.f. Land-measuring,
surveying.
S  0a /masr, s.m. A sapphire;—an emerald.
A K 0a miss, vulg. mass(inf. n. of IB a 'to be in contact
with, to touch,' iii of I
C a 'to touch'), s.m. Touching; touch;
mutual contact; pressing; lying with; coitus.
A + m 0a musid (act. part. of + m B; see next), part. adj.
Aiding, assisting, helping; favourable.
P ?+ m 0a musada (for A. {+ m 0a musadat, inf. n. of + m B 'to
aid,' &c., iii of + P B 'to be prosperous, or fortunate'), s.m.
Aid, assistance; favour.
P _ 0a masfat (for A. ~_ 0a , n. of place fr. e B
(for e B) 'to smell'), s.f. lit.'Place of smelling'; (hence)
distance, space, interval (between);—a journey;—fatigue,
labour.
P c_ 0a musfaat (for A. ~c_ 0a , inf. n. of _ B 'to commit
fornication with,' iii of h B 'to pour out or forth'), s.f.
Fornication, adultery.
A _ 0a musr (act. part. of _ B 'to journey,' iii of h B 'to go
forth to journey'), s.m. A traveller, wayfarer; passenger;
temporary sojourner; stranger:—musr-parwz, or
musr-nawz, s.f. Protection or comfort of travellers;
hospitality:—musr- na, s.m. 'House for travellers,' an
inn, a caravansary.
P _ 0a musrna [musr, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ],
adv. Traveller-like; as a traveller:—musrna gurn,
Faring, or roughing it, as a traveller.
P A_ 0a musfarat (for A. {_ 0a , inf. n. of _ B; see musr),
s.f. Travelling, journeying; dying;—travel, journey;—a
foreign country.
P _ 0a musr (fr. musr), s.f.=musfarat, q.v.:—musrk asbb, s.m. Travelling equipage or appurtenances;
camp-furniture.
P  0a maskat (for A. ~ 0a , inf. n. of (0a 'to hold tightly,
to clutch'), s.f. Avarice, stinginess, penuriousness.

H [   0a /?mas-kar-ke [mas, prob. fr. S. /8] , adv.
(dialec.) Barely, hardly, scarcely.
A < 0a maskin, s.m. pl. (of maskan, q.v.), Habitations,
mansions.
A <  0a maskn, s.m. & f. pl. (of miskn, q.v.), The poor,
&c.
H " 0a /!masl, s.m. Materials, ingredients, &c. (corr.
of ! Ma mal, q.v.).
A (! 0a maslik, s.m. pl. (of maslak, q.v.), Ways, paths.
A 1 0a masmm, vulg. masm(pl. of masamm, n. of place fr.
2C B 'to pierce, to pass through';—but used as a sing. in
Persian and Urdu), s.m. 'Place of passing through,'
perforation, or pore (of the body;—pl. masmmt).
P ca 0a musmaa (for A. ~ca 0a musmaat, inf. n. of a B,
iii of (and syn. with) @ B 'to be liberal; to act in an easy
and gentle manner,' &c.), s.m. Treating (anyone) gently,
acting with lenity; pardoning;—lenity; connivance;
negligence;—languor (pl. musmat).
H  0a /masn [Prk. /4(; S. /8(], s.m. A place
where the dead are burnt, crematory, ustrinum (syn.
margha); a cemetery;—a demon, an evil spirit (said to
have in uence on children);—a disease to which
children are liable, possession by an evil spirit;
convulsions;—whooping-cough:—masn-k rog, or s khiy
masn, s.m. The whooping-cough.
H  0a /,musn, s.m. (dialec.) A heap of dust (prob. a
var. form of masn).
H  0a /,musn (caus. of m sn), v.t. To cause to
steal.
H  0a /,[fmus , s.f. (dialec.) A violent rush (as into a
crowd) with the body inclined forwards and the head
depressed; charge, onset, attack, sally;—eort, attempt.
H  0a /"masn [masn, q.v. + Prk. =S. ], s.f. One
of the (seven) goddesses of small-pox, measles,
scarlatina, whooping-cough, &c.
H  0a /masniy [masn, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
One who removes the remains of a burnt corpse;—one
who removes the in uence of an evil spirit.
H  0a /,Bmusny [musn, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m.

(dialec.) One who dwells in a musn, a jog.
P A 0a muswt (for A. { 0a , inf. n. of  B'to be or
become equal, &c. to,' iii of  B, identical with iii), s.f.
Being equal (to); equality, evennes, equation;
parallelism; a parallel; (in Alg.) an equation;—neutrality;
indierence, heedlessness, carelessness;—a common
occurrence, an every-day aair:—muswt--darja-awwal, An equation of the rst degree, a simple
equation:—muswt--darja--duyum, An equation of the
second degree, a quadratic equation:—muswt--darja-siy m, An equation of the third degree, a cubic equation:
—muswt nikln, or muswt al karn, To solve an
equation.
P A 0a muswadat (for A. { 0a , inf. n. of  B 'to vie with,
to contend with (one) for superiority,' iii of  B (for  B)
'to be or become chief, or lord, or master'), s.f. Vying
(with); contending for dominion or superiority (with).
P  0a musw (for A.  0a muswi, act. part. of  B; see
muswt), adj. Equal; parallel; equivalent;—neutral;
impartial;—suitable, convenient:—musw waqt ad--zar,
Equation of payments.
P # 0a mushala (for A. ~# 0a mushalat, inf. n. of  B 'to be
easy, or facile with; to be gentle with,' iii of 4B 'to be or
become easy,' &c.), s.m. Negligence, carelessness.
A $ 0a masil, s.m. pl. (of maala, q.v.), Questions;
propositions; problems;—the precepts of Moammad.
H %0a ./   mis-bb (corr. of Eng. miss+bb, q.v.), s.f.
An unmarried girl or lady (of European parentage).
A U%0a musabbib (act. part. of U%CB 'to appoint, or prepare,
a means or cause,' ii of U
C B; see sabab), s.m. Appointer,
preparer, causer; the First cause:—musabbab(pass. part.
of the same verb), part. Appointed, prepared, caused;—
s.m. That which is appointed, or caused; an eect:—
musabbibul-asbb, s.m. The Appointer, or Preparer, of
means or causes, the Causer of causes, an epithet
applied to God:—musabbib--aqq, s.m. The true cause,
i.e. God.
H %0a /,) musabbar, s.f. corr. of %Ma muabbar, q.v.
H %0a /,.) musabbir, s.m. corr. of  0a musawwir, q.v.
H %0a / masbird
'
[S. /[+ . -t], s.m. A eshy

excrescence or swelling; a wart (syn. massor mas, q.v.).
A b %0a musabba (pass. part. of b %CB 'to make (it) seven,' ii of

drunkard, drunkenly, &c.
A + %*0a mustabidd (act. part. of +C %*B 'to be or become alone,

b %B 'to be or become the seventh' (of)), part. adj. Made

or independent of others,' x of +C 'to make to retire,'

seven; composed of seven; related to seven.
P 0a mast (=S. /\), adj. Intoxicated, drunk; excited,

&c.), adj. & s.m. Acting (or one who acts) alone;
possessed of (or a claimant of) exclusive right or
property.
A **0a mustatar, vulg. mustatir(pass. part. of **B 'to be or

amorous, lustful, lascivious, wanton; in rut, ruttish;
rampant; furious, mad, insane; proud (of, -me ),
arrogant;—elated, transported, overjoyed, delighted;—
s.m. A drunkard;—a proud person;—a madman:—mast
mahn, s.m. 'The month of lust, or excitement, or
passion,' the month of February:—mast-nth, or mastmaul, s.m. A drunken, careless fellow:—bad-mast, adj.
Dead-drunk:—ml-mast, adj. & s.m. Purse-proud;—one
who is purse-proud.
H *0a ./ Tmist [prob. S. /9+t, rt. /* or /8] , s.m.
(dialec.) A place made smooth and level (for treading out
corn);—a desert without herbage.
H ] *0a /mastp [prob. S. /+t], s.m. Curse,
imprecation.
A W *0a mustjir (act. part. of W *B 'to hire; to take on
hire,' x of W 'to serve for hire or wages'), s.m. A hirer;
renter; a tenant; a farmer or farm-holder; a contractor.
P W *0a mustjir (fr. mustjir), s.f. Renting; farming;—a
holding, a farm; a lease (of land);—a contract:—mustjir
den(-ko), To let on hire, to let in farm, to lease.
A f *0a mustal (pass. part. of f *B 'to uproot,
extirpate,' &c., x of f 'to become rm' (in the root,
&c.)), part. Rooted up, eradicated, extirpated; removed;
destroyed.
A <a *0a mustmin (act. part. cf <a  *B 'to demand security,
or protection, or safeguard,' &c., x of <a  'to be or become
safe or secure,' &c.), One who implores protection, and
takes refuge.
H  *0a /Tmastn [mast, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To be
or become drunk; to be or become excited with lust;—to
grow stout and lusty;—to be or become pued up with
conceit or pride:—mast-jn, v.n. intens. of and=mastn.
P  *0a mastna [mast, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Drunken, drunk, &c. (=mast, q.v.);—adv. Like a

become veiled, or concealed,' viii of *B 'to veil,' &c.),
part. Veiled, concealed, hidden.
A *0a mustasn (pass. part. of *B'to set aside as
excluded; to exclude, or except (from),' x of j (for j), 'to
double, or fold,' &c.), part. adj. Excluded, excepted
(from); except;—selected; excellent; extraordinary;
praised; laudable:—mustasn karn, v.t. To exclude, or
except (from, -se); to set apart; to select, &c.
A 8*0a mustajb (pass. part. of 8*B 'to answer, reply or
respond to,' x of W (for W) 'to traverse or cross,' &c.;
see jawb), part. Heard, given ear to, accepted;
answered;—acceptable, agreeable:—mustajbud-dawt,
Whose prayers are answered.
A b @ 8*0a mustajm (act. part. of b @ 8*B 'to desire or
demand the collecting together,' x of b @ W 'to collect,
gather together'), part. adj. & s.m. Desirous of
assembling;—collecting, meeting;—met together;—one
who desires or demands the collecting or assembling
(of); a collector.
A b @ 8*0a mustajma (n. of place fr. b @ 8*B; see the
preceding), s.m. Place of collecting together; rendezvous.
A Uc*0a mustaabb (pass. part. of U
C c*B 'to love, like,
approve,' x of U
C  'to be or become loved or beloved'),
part. Loved, liked, approved;—desirable:—mustaibb(act.
part. of the same verb), part. adj. Loving, aectionate,
who holds dear.
A <0c*0a mustasan (pass. part. of <0c*B 'to reckon or
esteem good, comely, or pleasing, &c.; to approve,' &c., x
of <0 'to become good, &c.'), part. Esteemed good or
comely, &c., approved; laudable, commendable; virtuous;
beautiful, elegant:—mustasan hon(-ke nazdk), To be
approved (by).
A qc*0a mustaar, vulg. mustair(pass. part. of qc*B 'to
desire or demand the presence of,' x of q 'to be or

become present'), part. Whose presence is desired or
required; summoned to be present;—present; ready;
called to mind; acquired.
A Hc*0a mustaaqq, vulg. mustaaq, and mustaiqq, vulg.

round,' &c.), adj. Having a round or circular form; round,
circular; spherical, globular:— att--mustadr,
s.m.

Circumference (of a circle); a curve.
A *0a mustaradd (pass. part. of C*B 'to desire or demand

mustaiq(pass. & act. part. of Hc*B 'to demand as a right

the return' (of a thing); to revoke, recall, &c., x of C 'to

or due; to have a just title or claim to,' x of HC 'to be just,

return,' &c.), part. Returned, restored; revoked, recalled;
reversed (as a decree, &c.).
H *0a mistar, vulg. mistr(prob. corr. fr. the English

or right,' &c.), part. adj. Entitled (to), having a right or
claim (to, -k); worthy, deserving (of); meritorious;—
rightful;—s.m. One who has a right or claim, a just
claimant;—a deserving, or a meritorious person:—
mustaaq karn, v.t. To make (one) entitled (to), to entitle,
give (one) a claim (to, -k).
A 2 c*0a mustakam (pass. part. of 2 c*B 'to be or become
rm, or stable,' &c., x of 2  'to restrain,' &c.; but quasipass. of 2  'to make rm,' &c.), iv of 2 ), part. adj.
Firm, stable, strong, solid; rmly established, xed,
settled; valid:—mustakam karn, v.t. To make or render
rm, or strong, &c.; to strengthen;—to ratify, to conrm.
A  c*0a mustal (act. part. of c*B, x of (and syn. with)
 (for ) 'to be or become changed, or transmuted,'
&c.), part. adj. Altered, changed, transmuted;—absurd,
impossible, &c. (=mul, q.v.).
A 5>*0a musta raj (pass. part. of 5>*B 'to draw out, to
extract,' &c., x of 5r 'to come out, to issue,' &c.), part.
Drawn out, extracted; elicited:—musta rij(act. part. of
the same verb), part. adj. Extracting, drawing out.
A v#>*0a musta la, vulg. musta li(pass. part. of v#>*B
'to appropriate purely or exclusively to oneself,' x of v#r

'master,' pron. mistar), s.m. A head articer, a master
mason, or bricklayer, &c.
A *0a mustar, s.m. A lion.
A o*0a mustazd (pass. part. of o*B 'to desire or demand
an increase or addition,' x of d (for + )d) 'to increase, or
grow,' &c.), part. adj. Increased, augmented; additional;
more;—s.m. A kind of poem composed of rhyming verses
(after the manner of the gazal),
each hemistich of which

is followed by some additionalwords in prose, which may
also rhyme (e.g. Sun Soz! abas dekhke,
airn hog, Kh bn
k jaml; Dil zulf-me uljheg, pareshn hog, Mat le yh wabl:
Yh l bur hai, tujh-se nibhne-k nah , Á mn kah; Ky
ha st hai? t bahut pashemn hog, Mat d t nikl.—
Saud.The merit of these poems is supposed to consist in
the fact that it is possible to read them with or without
the short additional verses, such as Kh bn-k jaml, &c.
in the above specimen).
P Q 0*0a mustasq (for A. H0*0a mustasqi, act. part. of
Q 0*B'to seek or demand drink;' to be diseased with
dropsy;' x of Q B (for RQ B) 'to give to drink,' &c.), part. adj.

m 'to call, summon,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Calling for,
requesting, demanding;—one who requests, or solicits,
or petitions; requester; wisher, desirer; petitioner;
applicant; suitor; claimant.
A )+ *0a mustadr (act. part. of + *B 'to have (or to assume)

& s.m. Asking (or craving) for (water to) drink;—
dropsical;—one who craves for (water to) drink;—a
dropsical person.
A N*0a mustatb (pass. part. of N*B 'to see or nd (a
thing, &c.) to be good or pleasant,' &c., x of O (for U O)
'to be good, or pleasant, &c.'), adj. Good, pleasant,
agreeable; excellent; pure;—gracious.
A  N*0a mustatl (act. part. of N*B, x of (and syn. with) O
(for O) 'to be or become long, or tall, or extended, &c.),
adj. & s.m. Long; tall; oblong;—an oblong; a rectangle.
A 4*0a mustazhar
 (pass. part. of 4*B 'to seek aid or
assistance,' x of 4 'to overcome, conquer,' &c.; but

a round or circular form,' x of  (for  'to move or turn

formed prob. fr. z ahr,
 'the back'), part. adj. Aided,

'to be or become pure,' &c.), part. Exclusively
appropriated; taken clean away;—liberated, set free;
free.
A 1 + *0a mustadm (pass. part. of 1 + *B, x of (and syn. with)
1  (for 1 ) 'to continue, last,' &c.), adj. Continual;
perpetual; constant, ancient, immemorial;—assiduous.
A m+ *0a mustad (act. part. of Rm+ *B, x of (and syn. with)

holpen; supported:—mustazhir(act.
part. of the same

verb), part. adj. & s.m. Imploring (or one who implores)
help.
A  P *0a mustar (pass. part. of  P *B 'to ask or demand a
loan, or the loan' (of a thing), x of  m (for  m); but prob.
fr. ryat, 'a loan'), part. adj. Borrowed; sought, or
obtained, as a loan or trust;—passed from hand to hand;
—used metaphorically (a word, or phrase):—mustar
den, v.t. To give on loan, to lend for use:—mustar len,
v.t. To obtain or take as a loan or trust; to borrow.
A 8P *0a mustajil (act. part. of 8P *B, x of (and syn. with)
8m 'to hasten, to make haste,' &c.), part. adj. Hastening;
alert; moving rapidly.
A + P *0a mustaidd, vulg. mustaid, and mustaid(act. part. of

in use; usual, practised; common, established;
accustomed; current, not obsolete (a word);—secondhand:—gair-mustamal,
adj. Unused; not in use, obsolete;

old-fashioned.
A k  *0a mustags (pass.
part. of k  *B 'to seek or desire aid

or succour from,' x of k p (for k p) 'to aid or succour'),

part. adj. Called upon for aid or succour or redress;—
convoked:—mustags 'alaih,
s.m. A defendant.

A G *0a mustagraq,
or
mustag
riq(part.
pass. or act. of G *B



'to take in the gross, to engross,' &c., x of Gp 'to sink, to

be immersed'), part. adj. Immersed, plunged (into);
drowned;—engrossed (in), absorbed, engaged, occupied;
—hypothecated (as property).
A h  *0a mustagr (act. part. of h  *B 'to beg forgiveness' (of

+C P *B 'to make oneself ready, to prepare' (for), x of +C m 'to

God), x of h p 'to cover, or veil; to forgive, pardon'), part.

count, or reckon,' &c.), adj. Ready, prepared; prompt; on
the alert, on the qui vive; on the point (of);—prepared,
arranged, put in order (syn. mda);—able, capable, apt,
t, proper, worthy:—mustaid rahn, or mustaid hon(-me ,
or -par), To remain, or to be, ready (in, or for, or
against); to wait (for), to await:—mustaid--ilm , adj.
Ready with knowledge or learning, learned:—mustaid
karn, v.t. To make ready or prepared, to prepare; to put
on the alert, &c.
P + P *0a mustaidd, vulg. mustaid, and mustaid, (fr.

adj. Asking forgiveness or pardon; penitent, repentant.
P  *0a mustagn (for A. < *0a mustagni,
 act. part. of R *B, x

of (and syn. with) p 'to be or become free from want,'
&c.), adj. Free from want; in a state of competence; rich,
wealthy; independent; able to dispense (with), or to do
without;—content, satised;—indierent (to), disdainful
(of); boastful, proud, lofty, haughty, supercilious.
P   *0a mustagniyna
[mustagn,

 q.v.+Zend naor ana= S.

mustaidd), s.f. Readiness, promptitude, alertness;
tness, aptness, worthiness, &c.:—mustaid-se, adv.
Readily, promptly;—tly, &c.
P MP *0a musta (for A. v
 P *0a mustai, act. part. of RMP *B,

complainant, plainti, prosecutor.
A  h *0a mustafd (pass. part. of  h *B 'to gain or derive
prot, advantage, or benet' (from), x of  _ (for + _) 'to

x of (and syn. with) 0m (for Mm) 'to disobey, to rebel
(against),' &c.), adj. Disobedient, rebellious, refractory,
stubborn, sinful.
P h P *0a mustaf (for A. g
 P *0a musta, act. part. of h P *B'to
seek to be exempted or excused (from),' x of h m (for h m
'to be or become eaced,' &c.), part. adj. Seeking to be
exempted, or excused, or relieved (from); resigning (a
charge or oce); resigned;—s.m. One who has resigned
(an oce).
A @ P *0a mustamal (pass. part. of @ P *B 'to employ, to
make use of,' &c., x of @ m 'to work, to serve,' &c.), part.
adj. Employed (in work, labour, or service); used, applied;

], adv. Richly, independently, &c.

A l  *0a mustags (act.
part. of k  *B; see mustags ), s.m. A


accrue to' (as prot, &c.)), part. Beneted;—received;
acquired, gained;—understood; meant, intended.
A 0h *0a mustafsir (act. part. of 0h *B 'to ask (one) to
explain, or expound, or interpret' (a thing), x of 0_ 'to
explain,' &c.), part. adj. Asking for explanation or
interpretation; questioning; inquisitive;—in need of
explanation, &c.
A + h *0a mustafd (act. part. of  h *B; see mustafd), part. adj.
& s.m. Anxious to prot (in any science, or study, &c.);
intent on the acquisition (of wealth, or knowledge, &c.);
imparting advantage or benet; advantageous,
beneting;—gaining, proting, acquiring;—a student;—
one who imparts advantage;—a gainer:—mustafd hon(-

se), To derive benet or advantage (from), to prot (by).
A \ h *0a mustaf (act. part. of } h *B, x of (and syn. with)
} _ (for \ _) 'to spread abroad like water,' &c.), part. adj.
Spread abroad, diused; divulged;—wide, ample;—
favoured, obliged.
A %Q *0a mustaqba (pass. part. of %Q *B 'to regard (a
person, or a thing) as bad, or abominable,' &c., x of %i
'to be bad, or abominable,' &c.), adj. Bad, evil;
disapproved; inelegant; unseemly; ugly; abominable,
odious, detestable (syn. qab).
A %Q *0a mustaqbil (act. part. of %Q *B 'to go forth to meet, to
advance towards,' &c., x of %i 'to come, approach,' &c.),

mustaqmatul-al, adj. & s.m.=mustaqmul-al, q.v.:—
mustaqmatul- attain,
  adj. & s.m. Consisting of two right
lines; rectilineal.
P @ Q *0a mustaqma = P @ Q *0a mustaqmat (for A. ~@ Q *0a
mustaqmat, fem. of mustaqm), adj.=mustaqm, q.v.:—
mustaqmatul-al, adj. & s.m.=mustaqmul-al, q.v.:—
mustaqmatul- attain,
  adj. & s.m. Consisting of two right
lines; rectilineal.
S (*0a /Tmastak, s.m. The head, skull; the forehead;
top or highest part (of anything), summit (of a
mountain).
S (*0a /,Tmustak, s.m. A species of fragrant grass,

part. adj. & s.m. Future;—(in Gram.) the future tense.
A %Q *0a mustaqbal (pass. part. of %Q *B; see the preceding),

Cyperus rotundus;—a particular vegetable poison.
H *0a /T"mastak [mastak, q.v.+S. +t], adj. Of or

s.m. A gure well or completely delineated; a portrait,
&c. placed in full view;—a full-faced portrait (opp. to
mustawal, or nm-ru ).
A Q *0a mustaqirr, vulg. mustaqir(act. part. of CQ *B x of (and
syn. with) Ci 'to become rm, xed, or stable,' &c.), adj.
Remaining rm; rmly xed; settled, xed, stable, rm,
constant;—rested, reposed:—mustaqarr(pass. part. of the
same verb), s.m. A settled or xed abode, permanent
dwelling-place.
A Q *0a mustaqill, vulg. mustaqil(act. part. of CQ *B 'to lift or

relating to the head or forehead.
A @ *0a mustaml (pass. part. of @ *B, x of (and syn. with)
a (for  a ) 'to incline' (to), &c.), part. adj. Conciliated;

raise up; to be possessed of absolute power or dominion,'
&c., x of Ci 'to lift;—to be rare,' &c.), adj. Peculiar, precise,
special;—absolute, despotic, independent;—competent;—
stable, rm, durable, permanent; xed, unmovable;
constant, resolute:—mustaqil irda, A rm resolution:—
mustaqil sm, A permanent appointment or post:—
mustaqil rahn(-me ), To remain rm (in), to abide (by);
to insist; to hold (to):—mustaqil-mizj, adj. Firm, resolute;
persevering.
A 2 Q *0a mustaqm (act. part. of 1 Q *B, x of (and syn. with) 1 i
(for 1 i) 'to stand erect,' &c.), adj. Standing erect; erect,
bolt upright; right, straight, direct;—acting uprightly;
faithful, true, loyal;—resolute;—well or rightly
constituted; having a good tendency:—mustaqmul-al,
adj. & s.m. Right-sided, rectilineal;—a rectilineal gure.
P @ Q *0a mustaqmat = P @ Q *0a mustaqma (for A. ~@ Q *0a
mustaqmat, fem. of mustaqm), adj.=mustaqm, q.v.:—

soothed; persuaded.
A + @ *0a mustamidd, vulg. mustamid(act. part. of +C @ *B 'to
seek or pray for aid or assistance' (against), x of +C a ; but
prob. formed fr. madad, q.v.) part. adj. & s.m. Asking
assistance;—one who petitions for aid (against).
A @ *0a mustamirr (act. part. of C@ *B 'to pass; to be rm,'
&c., x of Ca 'to pass,' &c.), part. adj. Passing, passing
away;—rm, steady, lasting, durable; constant,
continual, abiding; continuing, persevering, persisting.
A (0@ *0a mustamsak (pass. part. of (0@ *B, x of (and syn.
with) (0a 'to seize, hold,' &c.), part. Held (to), bound (to
perform something).
A b @ *0a mustam (act. part. of b @ *B, viii of (and syn. with)
b @ B 'to hear'), part. adj. & s.m. Hearing, listening (to);—a
hearer, listener.
A + *0a mustanad (pass. part. of + *B, viii of (and syn. with)
+ B 'to lean, or rest (against or upon)'), part. Supported;
rm; to be relied on; authenticated, genuine;—having a
degree:—mustanid(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
& s.m. Relying (on), leaning (upon or against),
supporting oneself (upon);—one who relies, &c.
A UW *0a mustaujib (act. part. of UW *B, x of (and syn.
with) UW 'to be necessary; to be deserving,' &c.), part.

adj. Deserving, meriting, worthy (of); tting, proper;—
s.m. Author, cause; motive:—mustaujibul-ad, Requiring
to be received or recovered, recoverable; payable:—
mustaujibus-s awb,
Deserving reward, meritorious.

A  *0a mast r (pass. part. of *B 'to veil, conceal'), part.
Veiled, covered, hid, concealed.
A A *0a mast rt (pl. of { *0a mast rat, fem. of mast r), s.f.
pl. Veiled or chaste women; women (of the harem;—syn.
parda-nishn).
P ? *0a mast ra (for A. { *0a mast rat, fem. of mast r),

drunkenness; wantonness, lust;—seminal eusion (of an
animal); the watery matter that exudes from certain
trees;—transport, ecstasy;—pride, haughtiness:—mast
lagn(-ko), To be aected with lust, or pride, &c.:—mast
nikln, or mast jh n(-k), To take the lust, or the pride,
out (of a person), to bring (one) to his senses, to
castigate.
H 0 *0a masts (prob. fr. Port. mestiço), s.m. & f. A

adj.=mast r, q.v.;—s.f. A chaste woman.
P  *0a mast r (for A. mast r), s.f. The state of being

fortunate; to be happy or blest,' x of <@ ) 'to be happy, or
blest'), adj. Prosperous; acting, or happening,
fortunately.
H Ia /&masa, s.f. (dialec.)=mash, q.v.

veiled, &c.; concealment; retirement;—chastity;
modesty.
 *0a mustau, act. part. of
P _ *0a mustauf (for A. e
_ *B'to demand full payment or discharge' (of a debt,
&c.), x of _ (for _) 'to keep (a promise); to discharge (a
debt), &c.), part. adj. Paying, or receiving, in full (a debt,'
&c.);—s.m. The principal ocer (of a detachment, &c.);
an examiner, or auditor (of accounts); a head clerk:—
mustauf-gar, s.f. Clerkship; audit.
H *0a mast l (prob. fr. Port. másto), s.m. Mast (of a ship
or boat):—mast l girn(-k), To lower the mast (of); to
strike sail:—agl mast l, Foremast:—b -k mast l,
Mainmast.
P ! *0a mustaul (for A.  *0a mustauli, act. part. of ! *B'to
have entire power or authority,' x of of ! 'to be master
of,' &c.), part. adj. Overcoming, subduing, taking
possession (of); surmounting;—powerful; predominant;
paramount.
P  *0a mustaw (for A.  *0a mustawi, act. part. of  *B'to
be or become equal, equable,' &c., viii of  B; but quasipass. of ii of  B), adj. Equal, equable, uniform; even,
level, at, plane; straight, right, direct;—moderate;
temperate.
A (#4*0a mustahlik (act. part. of (#4*B, x of (and syn.
with) (# 'to ruin, destroy,' &c.), part. adj. Seeking
destruction; leading to death;—ruinous, destructive;
wasteful, spendthrift:—mustahlak(pass. part. of the same
verb), part. Ruined, destroyed; wasted, consumed, &c.
P *0a mast [mast, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Intoxication,

Eurasian, a half-caste.
A <@ *0a mustaimin (act. part. of <@ *B 'to consider as

H [ Ia /,&efmusa, adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=mushan,
q.v.
A + 80a masjid (n. of place fr. + 8B 'to prostrate ooneself in
prayer'), s.f. A place or house of prayer, a Musllm
temple, a mosque:—masjid-abbl, s.m. & f. The mosqueswallow, Hirundo daurica:—jm-masjid, or masjid--jm,
s.f. The congregational mosque, the principal mosque (of
a town or city).
A + 80a masjid (rel. n. fr. masjid), adj. Of or belonging to a
mosque (a person or thing).
A b 80a musajja (pass. part. of b 8
C B, ii of (and syn. with) b 8B
'to speak or utter rhyming speech or language'), part.
adj. & s.m. Rhyming, rhythmical (speech or language);
harmonious, or measured (periods);—rhythmical prose.
A 80a musajjal (pass. part. of 8
C B 'to decide judicially, and
record the sentence,' ii of 8B 'to pour out or forth
continually'), part. adj. Judicially decided and recorded;
proved, authenticated, and sealed (by a Qor judge).
A  80a masj d (pass. part. of + 8B 'to prostrate one self in
adoration or worship'), part. Adored, worshipped.
A 0a mas (inf. n. of 0a 'to wipe,' &c.), s.m. Wiping;
drawing the hand over the surface (of anything, in
order to wipe it); handling, stroking, rubbing; washing,
cleaning; anointing; the wiping (the neck, &c.) which
forms part of the puricatory rites observed by Muslims
before engaging in prayer;—perambulation; travelling.
A  c0a mas r (pass. part. of cB 'to enchant, fascinate'),

part. Bewitched, enchanted, fascinated.
A G c0a mas q (pass. part. of HcB 'to bruise,' &c.), part.

S 0a ./ misra, vulg. misr; and H. ./  misar, or ./ 

Bruised, brayed, pounded, pulverized.
A u0a mas , (inf. n. of u0a 'to change, to metamorphose,'

H 0a ./ misr, or ./  misar, s.m. corr. of Ma mir, q.v.

&c.), s.m. Changing, metamorphosing into a more
deformed shape (as men into apes);—adopting the
thoughts of another, but changing some of his words;
plagiarism;—emaciating; galling (the back of an animal)
by excessive labour;—adj. Changed into a meaner form,
metamorphosed; ugly, misshapen:—mas  hon, v.n. To
be changed into a meaner form, to be metamorphosed.
A >0a musa  ar (pass. part. of >
C B 'to constrain, or
compel; to bring under subjection,' &c., ii of >B, idem),
part. adj. Brought under subjection, subjected, subdued,
overcome, conquered, taken.
H >0a mas ar, s.m. corr. of ?>0a mas ara, q.v.
H <; >0a mas arpan, s.m. = P X >0a mas arag, s.f.[˚pan=
Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], Jesting, jest; drollery,
buoonery, fun.
P X >0a mas arag, s.f. = H <; >0a mas arpan, s.m.[˚pan=
Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], Jesting, jest; drollery,
buoonery, fun.
P ?>0a mas ara (for A. {>0a mas arat, v.n. fr. >B 'to

misir, adj. & s.m.=a mir, q.v.
S 0a /,masura, vulg. masur, s.m. A sort of pulse or
lentil, Ervum hirsutum, Cicer lens(vulg. mas r, q.v.).
H 0a /,musar, s.m. (rustic)=0a musal, q.v.
S 0a /,masur, s.f. 1˚=masur, q.v.;—2˚, a harlot (vulg.
mas r).
H 0a ./ misr, s.m. corr. of .Ma mir, q.v.
H 0a ./ "misrn [S. ./ Y4", fem. of ./ Y], = H <$0a
./  misrin, or ./  misirin s.f. The wife of a
Misror Mir, q.v.
H <$0a ./ misrin, or ./  misirin = H 0a
./ " misrn [S../ Y4", fem. of ./ Y], s.f. The wife of
a Misror Mir, q.v.
P A0a masarrat (for A. {0a , inf. n. of CB 'to rejoice, to make
glad or happy'), s.f. A cause of happiness, or joy, or
gladness;—joy, happiness, gladness, cheerfulness,
liveliness; rapture, delight.
H A0a ./ .kor ./  misrit, part.=Aa mirit, q.v.
A e0a musrif (act. part. of eB 'to be extravagant in

mock, sco, laugh (at),' &c.), s.m. One who mocks, or
laughs (at); a buoon, fool, jester, droll, wag, facetious
fellow;—adj. Jocular, facetious, droll.
H >0a mas ar, s.f.=mas arpan, q.v.:—mas ar-bz,
s.m.=mas ara, q.v.:—mas ar karn, To make jest, or fun;
to jest, joke, &c.:—mas ar-me u n, or mas ar-me
ln, v.t. To turn or put o with a joke.
A K+ 0a musaddas (pass. part. of K+C B 'to make six of, or to
make six-cornered,' &c., ii of K+ B 'to be or become the
sixth of'), part. adj. Composed of six; six-sided;
hexagonal; cubic;—s.m. Verse consisting of six lines,
hexameter;—a six-sided gure, a hexagon; a cube.
A + 0a masd d (pass. part. of +C B 'to close, stop,' &c.), part.

expenditure,' iv of eB 'to be unmindful, negligent, or
heedless'), adj. & s.m. Extravagant, profuse, lavish,
prodigal, wasteful;—an extravagant person, a
spendthrift, a prodigal.
H J0a /($"masra g [prob. S. /3+($+], s.f. A kind

Closed, closed up, shut, stopped, obstructed:—masdd
hon, v.n. To be closed, or stopped, or obstructed;—to
stop, cease, fail.
H  + 0a / "masi-dhn, s.f. See s.v. 0a masi.

masr qa (for A. ~i0a masr qat, fem. of masr q)part. adj.
Stolen, robbed; surreptitious:—ml--masr qa, s.m. Stolen
property (syn. or-k ml).
P i0a masr qa (for A. ~i0a masr qat, fem. of masr q) = A

of pulse fried.
H 0a ./ . 4"misri [S. ./ Y+"], s.f.=misrn, q.v.
A 0a masr r (pass. part. of CB 'to make glad or happy'),
adj. Happy, joyful, glad, delighted, pleased, cheerful,
exulting, gay, merry.
P 0a masr r (fr. masr r), s.f. Joy, gladness, gaiety, &c.
(see masarrat).
A G0a masr q (pass. part. of GB 'to steal') = P i0a

G0a masr q (pass. part. of GB 'to steal') part. adj. Stolen,

H (0a /,Tmusk, s.m. corr. of 1˚, P. mushk;—2˚, S. mushk,

robbed; surreptitious:—ml--masr qa, s.m. Stolen
property (syn. or-k ml).
H 0a ./ "or ./ " misr, adj. &c., corr. of Ma mir, q.v.

qq.v.
H (0a /masak, s.f. = H 0a / mask, s.m.(fr.

A N0a musatta
  (pass. part. of NCB, ii of (and syn. with)
NB 'to spread out,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Spread out;

masakn, q.v.), A tear, a rent;—a pinch, a squeeze:—
mask-mask, s.f. Pinching and squeezing.
H 0a /mask, s.m. = H (0a / masak, s.f.(fr.

made even; even, at, level, plane;—an expanse, an
open plain.
P cN0a musattaa
fem. of
  (for A. ~cN0a musattaat,

musatta),
  part. adj.=musatta,
  q.v.:—ta ta-musattaa,

s.m. A plane-table.
A N0a mistar (v.n. of instr. fr. NB 'to rule' (a book)), s.f.

masakn, q.v.), A tear, a rent;—a pinch, a squeeze:—
mask-mask, s.f. Pinching and squeezing.
H 0a /,=musakk [derived by Shakspear fr. A. (0a

An instrument with which a book is ruled (made of a
piece of pasteboard with strings strained and glued
across it, which is laid under the paper; the latter being
ruled by being slightly pressed over each string);—a
ruled line, a line.
A  N0a mast r (pass. part. of NB 'to write'), part. adj.

H  0a /,muskn, (dialec.) /,, musukn (fr.

Written, expressed; delineated; described; specitied;
aforesaid, fore-mentioned, above-cited (syn. marq m,
mak r).
A A N0a mast rt, s.m. pl. (of mast rat; see next), Things
written above, things afore-mentioned, &c.
P ? N0a mast ra (for A. { N0a mast rat, fem. of mast r),
part. adj.=mast r, q.v.
A + P 0a musad (pass. part. of + P B 'to render prosperous, or
fortunate, or happy,' iv of + P B 'to be or become
prosperous, &c.'), adj. Fortunate, happy, &c. (see next,
which is the more common form.
A  P 0a mas d (pass. part. of + P B 'to be or become
prosperous,' &c.), part. adj. Prosperous, fortunate,
happy, blessed; propitious, favourable; august.
A wQ 0a masqat (n.
 of place fr. wQ B 'to fall, drop,' &c.), s.m.
Place of falling; birthplace;—the town of Mascat (in
Arabia):—masqatur-rs,
s.m. Place of birth, native

country.
A gQ 0a musaqqaf (pass. part. of gQC B, ii of (and syn. with)
gQ B 'to ceil, to roof' (a house)), part. adj. Having a ceiling
or roof, roofed; oored.
H (0a /masak, s.f. corr. of mashk, or maak, qq.v.;—
s.m. corr. of maak, 'a gnat,' q.v. (cf. mas).

'to restrain'; but prob. fr. /, (for /,T), a dialec. form
of /,L+S. +t], s.m. (dialec.) An ox-muzzle.
muskn), s.f. A smile, smirk, simper, grin.
H  0a /maskn (caus. of masakn, q.v.), v.t. To
tear, rend; to split, burst; to clutch tightly, to press,
squeeze (=masakn).
H  0a /,muskn, (dialec.) /,, musukn, v.n.
To smile, &c. (=muskurn, q.v.).
H ? 0a /,6&muskha (musk(n)+ha),
s.f.=muskurha, q.v.
H $ 0a /,, musuk [musuk(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. (dialec.)=muskurha, q.v.
H (0a /,j&"musku, s.f. (dialec.) Smiling, &c.
(=muskurha):—musku-mrn, v.n. To smile, &c.
(=muskurn).
A 0a muskir (act. part. of B 'to intoxicate or inebriate,'
iv of B 'to be or become intoxicated, &c.'.), part. adj.
Intoxicating, inebriating;—s.m. Any intoxicating liquor.
A A0a muskirt, s.m. pl. (of muskir, q.v.), Intoxicating
liquors or drugs, intoxicants.
H 0a /,j&muskur, s.f.=muskurha, q.v.
H 0a /,jmuskurn, (dialec.) /, muskarn,
and /, muskirn [muskur˚or muskar˚= mukh, q.v.
+Prk. f=S.  (dim. a.)+= w= Prk.  or U=S. 
(caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To smile,
grin, smirk, simper.
H ?0a /,j6&muskurha = H $0a /,/j muskur

[muskur(n) +ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ;( —

H  0a /5maskor [masak(n) + or= Prk. ! =S. !

and = Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. Smiling,

+t], s.m. A move or turn on one side (in sleeping; syn.

smirking; grinning, sniggering; smile, smirk, grin,
simper,
snigger:—muskurha mrn, v.n. To smile, grin, &c.
(=muskurn).
H $0a /,/j muskur = H ?0a /,j6& muskurha

karwa):—maskor len, or maskor mrn, To turn over on
the side (in sleeping).
A  0a mask n (pass. part. of <B 'to inhabit'), part. adj.
Inhabited; habitable.
P 0a maska (=S. Ãd), s.m. Butter (syn. makkhan).

[muskur(n) +ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ;( —

H + 0a /T?masked, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of mashkza, q.v.

and = Prk.  =S. ()++], s.f. Smiling,

H  0a /,muskiyn, or /,= muskyn (fr. next),

smirking; grinning, sniggering; smile, smirk, grin,
simper, snigger:—muskurha mrn, v.n. To smile, grin,
&c. (=muskurn).
S 0a /Tmaskarin = S 0a /T" maskar s.m. A

s.f. A smile, &c. (=muskn, q.v.).
P  0a /,muskiyn, or /,= muskyn(musky˚=

religious mendicant, a Brhman in the fourth order
(who carries a bamboo cane);—the moon.
S 0a /T"maskar = S 0a /T maskarin s.m. A
religious mendicant, a Brhman in the fourth order
(who carries a bamboo cane);—the moon.
A <0a maskan (n. of place fr. <B 'to inhabit,' &c.), s.m.
Place of habitation; habitation, abode, dwelling, house.
H <0a /,muskan, s.f. (dialec.)=muskn, q.v.
A <0a musakkin (act. part. of <CB 'to cause to be still or
calm, &c.; to allay, assuage,' &c. ii of <B 'to be or
become still,' &c.), s.m. Allayer, quieter, &c.; an anodyne
(pl. musakkint).
H 0a /masakn [masak˚= S. / 8' (rt. /8) +>], v.t. To
touch, rub, stroke, handle;—to press, squeeze:—masaklen, v.t. intens. of and=masakn.
H 0a /masakn [masak˚prob.=S. /3+>], v.n. To be
torn or rent; to tear; to split, burst; to fall asunder, or in
pieces;—to be very tight (a dress):—masak-jn, v.n.
intens. of and=masakn.
H 0a /masakn [masak˚= S. /T(`), rt. /T], v.n.
To move, stir.
P 0a maskanat (for A. ~0a , fr. suk n, inf. n. of <B 'to be
or become still or motionless,' &c.), s.f. Lowliness,
humility, submissiveness (cf. miskn); lowness,
abjectness; abasement, humiliation; poverty, indigence,
wretchedness, misery.

mukh= mukh+ik;+n, as in muskurn), v.n. To smile, &c.
(=muskn, and muskurn, q.v.).
H < 0a /,"muskn, s.f. (dialec.)=muskyn, or muskn,
q.v.
A < 0a miskn (v.n. fr. suk n; see maskanat), adj. & s.m.
Lowly, humble, submissive; meek, mild;—poor, needy,
indigent, wretched, miserable;—a poor man or woman, a
pauper, a miserable wretch.
P  0a miskn (fr. miskn), s.f. Lowliness, humility,
submissiveness; meekness, mildness;—poverty,
indigence, misery (syn. maskanat).
P J0a mis-gar, s.m. See s.v. mis.
H J0a /$,!masgul, adj. corr. of  a mashg  l, q.v.
S 0a /,!musal, s.m. A long, heavy, wooden pestle used
in clearing rice from the husk (vulg. m sl, q.v.); a
pounder;—a club, mace;—name of the twenty-second
yogaor division of the moon's path:—musal-dhr, s.m.
'The bearer of the club,' an epithet of Baladev;—clubstream,' very heavy rain:—musal-dhr barasn, To rain
very heavily.
H 30a /!masl (fr. masaln, q.v.), s.m. Bruising,
crushing; pressing, squeezing:—masl-dasl, s.f. Pressing
and squeezing.
P #0a maalat (for A. ~! 0a ), s.f.=masalaor masla, q.v.
A #0a musalla (pass. part. of #CB 'to arm (a person) with
a weapon or weapons,' ii of #B; but prob. formed fr.
silaor sil, 'a weapon,' q.v.), part. adj. Armed with a
weapon or weapons, equipped with arms; clad in mail:—

musalla--jang, or musalla-jang, adj. Armed for war:—
musalla karn, v.t. To equip with arms, to arm; to dress
or clothe in mail:—musalla hon, v.n. To be or become
armed; to arm oneself; to be clad in mail.
A u#0a masla  (n. of place fr. u#B 'to skin, ay'), s.f. 'A
place in which animals are slaughtered and skinned';
slaughterhouse, shambles (syn. kamel).
A 0#0a musalsal (pass. part. of the quadrilit. verb 0#B 'to
be connected; to be bound with a silsilaor "chain"'), part.
adj. Bound with the silsila, q.v.; chained, enchained,
linked, concatenated; sewed, connected, or fastened
together; coherent; successive, consecutive; placed in
order;—s.f. A kind of lace or fringe.
A w#0a musallat (pass.
part. of w#B 'to cause to overcome or

prevail, or have power or dominion' (over), ii of w#B 'to
overcome, prevail,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Conquered,
subdued; appointed, set (over);—one who is appointed or
set (over), a governor, ruler;—conquest:—musallit(act

part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m. Overcoming,
subduing; predominant; superior;—a conqueror; a
governor, ruler.
A (#0a maslak (n. of place fr. (#B 'to travel; to go along
(in)'), s.m. A place of passage; a passage; a way, road,
path, track;—an institution; a regulation; rule (of
conduct).
A 2 #0a musallam (pass. part. of 2 #CB 'to cause to be safe,
secure, or free,' &c., ii of 2 #B 'to be or become safe,' &c.),
part. adj. Preserved, kept; safe, secure; free, exempted
(from); sound; complete, entire, whole;—committed (to),
consigned, intrusted, given in charge;—accepted,
admitted, granted;—adv. Exclusively, solely, &c.:—
musallim(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj. Keeping
safe, preserving in liberty, &c.
A 2 #0a muslim (act. part. of 2 #B, iv of 2 #B, and syn. with 2 #CB;
see musallam), s.m. One who holds or professes the
Moammadan religion, a Moammadan, a Musalmn, a
Moslem (pl. muslimn).
P  @ #0a musalmn (prob. corr. fr. A. pl. muslimn; but said
by some to be the Pers. pl. muslimn; and by others to
be=muslim-mn'like a muslim'), s.m. A believer in the
religion of Moammad, a Moammadan, a Musalmn

(i.q. Muslim, q.v.):—musalmn karn, v.t. To make a
Moammadan of:—musalmn honor ho-jn, v.n. To
become a Moammadan.
P  @ #0a musalmn, s.f. The Moammadan religion,
Moammadanism;—(in Hind.) adj. Of or relating to the
religion of Moammad, Moammadan;—s.f. A
Moammadan or Musalmn woman;—circumcision:—
musalmn karn(-k), To circumcise.
S <#0a /,.!musalin (fr. musal), adj. & s.m. Armed with a
club;—an epithet of iva, of Balarm, and of Baladev.
H #0a /!masaln [masal˚, fr. S. /8 or Ãd, with H.
caus. augment al= l= l], v.t. To rub to pieces; to crush
between the palms; to bruise, crush, pulverize, triturate;
—to press, squeeze:—masal-ln, v.t. intens. of masaln.
A #0a masl b (pass. part. of U#B 'to seize, to carry o by
force,' &c.), part. Seized, carried o by force, snatched
away; spoiled, despoiled, plundered, robbed (of); stripped
(of), deprived (of):—masl bul-aws, Robbed of the
senses; having the senses weakened by age, &c.;—
masl bul-aws, s.f. Unsoundness of mind, mental
imbecility:—masl bul-aql, adj. Bereft of reason, insane,
mad.
A  #0a masl k (pass. part. of (#B 'to travel; to go along
in,' &c.), adj. Walked, beaten, trodden (path).
A #0a masl l (pass. part. of CB 'to be aected with the
disease termed sillor "consumption"'), adj. Consumptive.
P #0a masla (for A. ~! 0a maalat, inf. n. of  B 't ask,' &c.,
used tropically in the sense of a pass. part. n.), s.m. 'A
thing asked,' a question; a proposition, problem; a
matter, or aair, proposed for decision or
determination; a precept (esp. of Moammad); tenet,
doctrine; an aphorism, a maxim, saw:—masla-dn, vulg.
masle-d , s.m. One versed in precepts, or doctrines, &c.
S #0a /,!"musal, adj. & s.m.=musalin, q.v.;—s.f. The
plant Curculigo orchioides;—the house-lizard (also written
mushal).
H #0a /,!"musl, s.m. (dialec.)=m sl, q.v.
P @ 0a musamm (for A. @ 0a musamm, pass. part. of
@C B'to name, to call (one) by a name,' &c., ii of @ B (for
@ B) 'to be high,' &c.; prob. fr. ism, q.v.), part. adj. Named,

called, styled; entitled, denominated;—s.m. Thing
named.
P A @ 0a musammt (for A. { @ 0a , fem. of musamm),

triturated, &c.;—to be rumpled, or crumpled (by rubbing).
A + 0a masnad (n. of place fr. + B 'to lean, or

stake (of iron);—(in Pers. & Hind.) adj. Razed,
demolished, destroyed:—mismr karn, v.t. To raze,
demolish, &c.:—mismr hon, v.n. To be razed, &c.
H  @ 0a mismr, s.f. Razing; demolition, ruin, destruction.

rest' (against)), s.f. 'A place in or upon which one leans
or rests'; a couch; a throne; a large cushion (i.q. rblish); a seat, a chair;—a prop, support:—masnad-r, Adj.
Adorning the throne;—s.m. A king:—masnad-k gadh, An
enthroned jack-ass; a puppet-king;—a rich fool:—masnadnishn, adj. Sitting on the throne;—s.m. Reigning prince:
—masnad-nishn, s.f. Accession to the throne.
A + 0a musnad (pass. part. of + B 'to make to lean or rest

H 0@ 0a /,/,musmus, s.m. Rough bryony, Bryonia

on; to ascribe or attribute (to),' iv of + B 'to lean or

scabra.
H  0@ 0a //masmasn, or /,/, musmusn

rest' (on)), part. Traced up, or ascribed, or attributed
(to);—predicated (of);—s.m. (in Gram.) The attribute, or
predicate (of a proposition or sentence):—musnad-ilaih,
'that to which something is attributed,' the subject (of a
sentence).
P + 0a masnad (rel. n. fr. masnad), adj. Of or belonging to
the masnador throne.
A  0a masn n (pass. part. of <CB 'to sharpen; to form,

adj.=musamm, q.v.;—s.f. A title prexed to the names of
women; lady.
A  @ 0a mismr (n. of instr. fr. @ B), s.m. A nail, pin, peg,

[masmas˚, or musmus˚, by redupl. of S. /8 or /3+ = w=
Prk.  or U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To breathe
hard or heavily (as from emotion, or passion, &c.); to cry
suppressedly or softly; to sob, snivel, whimper, &c.; to
mutter, murmur, grumble;—to be highly incensed or
exasperated;—to suppress (one's) sentiments from fear.
A <@ 0a musamman (pass. part. of <@C B 'to render fat, or
plump,' ii of <@ B 'to be or become fat or plump'), part.
Fattened, made fat.
A . @ 0a masm  (pass. part. of b @ B 'to hear'), = P m @ 0a
masm a (A. of ~m @ 0a masm at, fem. of masmu),part. adj.
Heard, listened to;—audible.
P m @ 0a masm a (A. of ~m @ 0a masm at, fem. of masmu), =
A . @ 0a masm  (pass. part. of b @ B 'to hear'), part. adj.
Heard, listened to;—audible.
A 1 @ 0a masm m (pass. part. of 2C B 'to put poison into'),
part. adj. Poisoned, envenomed;—venomous.
A @ 0a musamm, part. adj. See @ 0a musamm.
S <0a /masan, s.m. A species of medicinal plant or
fruit, Serratula anthelmintica.
H <0a ./ misan [S. ./ Y4(], s.m. A soil consisting of a
mixture of clay and sand.
A <0a musinn (act. part. of <CB 'to become advanced in
age,' &c.), adj. Advanced in age, stricken in years, old,
aged.
H 0a ./ misn [mis˚= Prk. ./ ()=S. /8(), rt. /8] ,
v.n. To be pulverized, to be ground, crushed, or

fashion; to institute,' &c.), part. Sharpened, whetted;
polished; made smooth, or clear;—circumcised;—
instituted, prescribed; rendered legal, legalized, legal,
lawful, adopted into use.
A  0a miswk (n. of instr. fr.  B (for  B) 'to rub'), s.f.
A tooth-stick, tooth-brush, dentifrice (a piece of stick
with which the teeth are rubbed and cleaned, the end
being made like a brush by beating or chewing so as to
separate the bres; i.q. d taun, which, in India, is com a
stick of the nmtree).
P ? 0a musawwada, vulg. musauwada, musauda, (corr.)
maswada, and masauda(for A. { 0a musawwadat, pass. part.
fem. of C B 'to blacken,' ii of  B (for  B) 'to be or become
black'), s.m. lit.'Blackened, blotted'; the rst sketch, or
rough draft (of a letter, &c., with many blottings and
corrections); the original or draft (of a writing, or letter,
&c.); a copy (of);—a draft, a bill (pl. musawwadt):—
musauwada karnor kar-len(-k), To make a rough draft
(of); to take a copy (of a writing, &c.):—masauda g hn(k), To draft or compose (a letter, &c.); to concert or
mature (a scheme, &c.).
S  0a /0mas r, s.m. = S  0a /0 mas r, s.f.A kind of

pulse or le til, Ervum hirsutum, or Cicer lens;—mas r, s.f. A
harlot:—mas r-k dl= mas r.
S  0a /0mas r, s.f. = S  0a /0 mas r, s.m.A kind of

aperient:—muhil den(-ko), To give an aperient, &c. (to).
S 0a / masi, or /" mas, s.f. Ink. (syn. syh):—mas-

pulse or le til, Ervum hirsutum, or Cicer lens;—mas r, s.f. A
harlot:—mas r-k dl= mas r.
S   0a /0mas rik, s.f. 1˚=mas riy, q.v.;—2˚ a

ptr, or mas-dn, or masi-dhn, s.m., and masi-dhnor
mas-dhn, s.f., and masydhr(˚si+dh˚), s.m. An ink-pot,
ink-bottle, inkstand.
P 0a mis (mis, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Made of copper;—

procuress.
H  0a /0"mas r [S. /0], s.f. 1˚=mas r, q.v.;—

s.f.=miss, q.v.
S 0a ./ misi, or ./ " mis, s.f. A sort of fennel, Anethum

2˚=mas riy, q.v.
H ) 0a /0mas riy [Prk. /0; S. /0], s.f. An
eruption of lentil-shaped pustules, a kind of small-pox.
H  0a /07mas  = H  0a /0i mas h (dialec.)[S.

sowa, and A. panmori;—common anise, Pimpinella anisum;—
spikenard, Nardostachys jatamansi(also written mii; mi;
mishi).
H 0a ./ "mis, adj. f. Made of vetches (msh).

/[+,&t], s.m. The gums (of the teeth).

H 0a ./ T"miss, or ./ " mis [Prk. ./ .T; S. ./ .Y or

H  0a /0imas h (dialec.) = H  0a /07 mas  [S.

./ Y+, lit.'a mixture, or compound'], s.f. A powder

/[+,&t], s.m. The gums (of the teeth).
part. adj. (f -), Twisted; pressed, squeezed; wrung;
suppressed;—grieved, aicted;—s.m. Pressing, pressure,
squeeze;—suppressed feeling; a wrong borne in silence;
—aiction, remorse, regret:—masos de de rahn, To keep
on pressing and bearing patiently.
H B 0a /5masosn [masos˚, i.q. masmas˚, as in

(composed of yellow myrobalan, gall-nut, iron-lings,
vitriol, &c.) used for tinging the teeth of a black colour:—
mis-dn, s.m. A box (of gold, silver, or other metal) for
holding miss:—miss-kjal karn, To apply missto the teeth
and kjalor 'lamp-black' to the eyes, to beautify oneself:
—miss-k dha  jamn, or miss-lagn, or miss maln(me ), To mark lines with miss(on the teeth); to apply, or
to rub, missi(to, or on, the teeth).
S   0a /Tmasydhr, s.m. See s.v. 0a masi or mas.

masmasn, or=S. rt. /8 redupl.], v.t. To twist; to wring; to

H  0a /"mast, s.f. (dialec.) corr. of masjid, q.v.

press, squeeze; to press (the heart, &c.) in order to stop
its throbs of pain or anguish; to keep down, to suppress
(an emotion, &c.); to bear (a wrong) patiently or in
silence; to grieve, to regret:—masos karn= masosn.
H 0a massa, s.m.= 0a mass, q.v.
H 40a /6mahar, or masahar, s.f. (dialec.)=masahr, q.v.

A 0a mas, s.m. 'The Anointed,' Messiah, Christ:—I-

H B 0a /5masos (perf. part. & v.n. of masosn, q.v.),

H 40a /,6musahar, or /6 masahar, s.m. (dialec.) A
wild man, a man of the woods.
H 40a /6"masahr, mashr, masaihr[S. /8+6 (rt. ¤)
+], s.f. A bed-curtain for protection against
musquitoes, musquito-curtain.
A 40a muhil, pop. musil, and musal(act. part. of 4B 'to
relax' (the bowels), iv of 4B 'to become smooth, or soft,
or easy'), adj. & s.m. Laxative, purgative, aperient,
cathartic;—an attenuant medicine, a purgative, an

mas, Jesus Christ.
P c 0a mas (fr. mas), s.m.=mas, q.v.:—mas-mizj,
adj. Of the nature or disposition of the Messiah:—masnafas, adj. & s.m. Possessed of the breath of the Messiah;
—a skilful physician (as if endowed, like the Messiah,
with the power of recovering the sick or recalling the
dead by a breath).
P $ c 0a mas = A c 0a mas (rel. n. fr. mas, and
mas), adj. Of the Messiah; appertaining to Christ;
Christian; Christ-like;—s.m. A follower of the Messiah, a
Christian:—mas, s.f. The oce or the works of the
Messiah; the miraculous power of the Messiah:—mas
karn, To perform Christ-like acts; to heal the sick, to
recall the dead to life.
A c 0a mas = P $ c 0a mas (rel. n. fr. mas, and

mas), adj. Of the Messiah; appertaining to Christ;
Christian; Christ-like;—s.m. A follower of the Messiah, a
Christian:—mas, s.f. The oce or the works of the
Messiah; the miraculous power of the Messiah:—mas
karn, To perform Christ-like acts; to heal the sick, to
recall the dead to life.
H + 0a masd, s.f. (dialec.) corr. of masjid, q.v. (cf. mast).
A  0a masr (inf. n. of  B 'to go, journey,' &c.), s.f. Going,
walking; proceeding on a jonrney, travelling (syn. sair).
P #0a maala, s.m.=#0a masla, q.v.
H < 0a /Ómase [pl. of mas(not in use)=Prk. /T=S. /Y,],
s.f. pl. Hair or down on the face which appears in early
youth:—mase bhgn, The hair of the whiskers, &c. to
begin to sprout.
H < 0a /"masn = H  0a /" masn [S. /"t and
/"+ t], s.m. A vetch; pulse (a general name for such
pulse as m ng, ah a , &c.; syn. dalihan);—linseed, Linum
usitatissimum.
H  0a /"masn = H < 0a /" masn [S. /"t and
/"+ t], s.m. A vetch; pulse (a general name for such
pulse as m ng, ah a , &c.; syn. dalihan);—linseed, Linum
usitatissimum.
S  0a /"masn, s.f. masn, q.v.
H  4 0a /"6mashn [S. /"+"], s.f. Ink-pot,
inkstand (see masi-dhn, s.v. masior mas).
S Za /8maa, vulg. ma, s.m. A gnat; a musquito (i.q.
mas, q.v.).
H Za ./ 3mish [S. ./ 3(], s.m. Rivalry, emulation; envy;—
deception, deceit, fraud, trick, stratagem; sham,
pretence; excuse, apology;—illusion, false appearance
(i.q. mis, q.v.);—adv. Under the pretence or pretext (of, ke); having assumed the form (of).
S Za /,3mush, s.f. Stealing, robbing; theft.
H Za /,3mukh, s.m. (dialec.)=&a mukh, q.v.
H a /8ma [S. /8t], s.m. A gnat, musquito (i.q. mas,
q.v.).
A  a mashbh, s.m. pl. (of shabah, q.v.), Likenesses,
resemblances, semblances; forms, gures, pictures,
images.

A  a mushbh (act. part. of  E 'to be or become like, to
resemble,' iii of %E not in use), adj. Like (to, -ke),
resembling; analogous;—s.m. Resemblance, picture,
similitude;—probability:—mushbh-bih, Likened to it; in
comparison with it.
P 4 a mushbahat, s.f. = P 4 a mushbaha, s.m.(for A.
~4 a mushbahat, inf. n. of  E ; see mushbh), Likeness,
resemblance, similitude; agreement, conformity,
analogy;—comparison of things similar;—probability:—
mushbahat rakhn(-se), To bear resemblance (to), to be
like; to be analogous (to), &c.
P 4 a mushbaha, s.m. = P 4 a mushbahat, s.f.(for A.
~4 a mushbahat, inf. n. of  E ; see mushbh), Likeness,
resemblance, similitude; agreement, conformity,
analogy;—comparison of things similar;—probability:—
mushbahat rakhn(-se), To bear resemblance (to), to be
like; to be analogous (to), &c.
P @ Y a mushtamat (for A. ~@ Y a , inf. n. of 2 Y E 'to revile, or
vilify, one another,' iii of 2 *E 'to revile,' &c.), s.f. Reviling,
vilifying, railing at, upbraiding, reproaching, defaming,
abusing.
A  a mushr (pass. part. of  E  'to point to or at; to
indicate,' iv of  E (for  E ) 'to exhibit, show,' &c.), part.
adj. Pointed to or at, signied, indicated:—mush-ruilaih, or mushr-ilaih, adj. & s.m. Above-mentioned,
aforesaid, touched upon before, related above;—a person
or thing pointed to, or referred to, or consulted; (in
Gram.) the word indicated by a demonstrative pronoun.
A  a mushrik (act. part. of  E 'to share, or
participate with,' iii of E 'to share,' &c.), s.m. A sharer,
participator, partner; copartner, associate, colleague
(syn. shark).
P   a mushrakat (for A. ~  E , inf. n. of  E ; see
mushrik), s.f. Entering into partnership;—being partner;
—copartnership; fellowship;—community, society,
association; participation, communication,
correspondence.
P JO a mashshtag
 (abst. s. fr. next, q.v.), s.f. The art of
attiring (a bride, &c.);—the business of a tire-woman.
P O a mashshta (for A. ~O a mashshtat,
 v.n. fr. wa 'to
comb,' &c.), s.f. A comber of hair; waiting-maid; tire-

woman; bride-dresser; (in Urdu, also) a woman who
makes or concerts marriages, a match-maker, a gobetween.
P ?m a mushara (for A. {m a musharat, inf. n. of m E 'to
vie or contend with in poetry,' iii of P E 'to give utterance
to poetry,' &c.), s.m. Vying or contending with in poetry;
excelling in poetry;—a meeting at which poets recite
their poems;—lying or sleeping together under one
coverlet.
A p a mashgil, s.m. pl. (of mashgala,
 q.v.), Employments,
occupations, duties (of a house, &c.).
P 4_ a mushfaha (for A. ~4_ a mushfahat, inf. n. of _ E 'to
talk (to another) mouth to mouth,' iii of h E 'to strike the
lip' (of a person)), s.m. Speaking to one's face, lip to lip;
lip to lip communication, mouth to mouth conversation.
A G a mashshq (intens. n. fr. mashq, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
Well-practised, well-versed (in, -me );—one wellpractised (in); a practiser; a procient, an expert.
P i a mashshq (fr. mashshq), s.f. Exercise, practice;
constant or great practice (in anything; syn. mashq).
H a /8!mal, s.f. corr. of P a mashal, q.v.
A 1 a mashmm, vulg. mashm(pl. of mishamm, n. of
instr.fr. 2C E 'to smell'), s.m. (lit.'noses'), The smell, the
sense of smelling.
H  a /8man, s.m.= 0a masn, q.v.
P A a mushwarat (for A. { a , inf. n. of  E 'to consult
with,' iii of  E (for  E ) 'to exhibit or display' (a thing)),
s.f. Consulting, seeking or asking advice;—counsel,
consultation, deliberation, conference.
P ?+  a mushhada (for A. {+  a mushhadat, inf. n. of +  E ,
iii of (and syn. with) + 4E 'to witness, to see or behold (a
thing) with the eye'), s.m. Witnessing, seeing, beholding,
contemplating;—sight, vision; contemplation;
observation; ocular demonstration:—mushhada karn, v.t.
To witness, behold, view, look at, contemplate, observe.
P ? a mushhara (for A. { a mushharat, inf. n. of  E 'to
hire for or by the month; to bargain or contract with for
the month,' iii of 4E ; but formed fr. shahr, 'a lunar
month'), s.m. Bargaining, or contracting with, for the
month; paying monthly;—monthly salary, pay, stipend,
wages, allowance:—mushhara-bil-muqt a, Consolidated

allowance.
A   a mashhr (pl. of mashh r, q.v.), adj. & s.m. pl.
Renowned, famous, celebrated, notorious;—renowned or
famous men; celebrities.
A u$ a mashi , s.m. pl. (of shai , q.v.), Old or aged
men; shai s; elders; holy persons; doctors; patriarchs;
dervishes;—(as a sing.) a holy man; a patriarch, &c.
P  >$ a mashi na [mashi +na= Zend naor ana= S.
ana], adj. & adv. Of or relating to holy persons, &c.;—
patriarchal;—in the manner of holy men; as a spiritual
director.
P >$ a mashi , s.f. Holiness, sanctity, piety.
P P ) a mushyaat, vulg. mushat(for A. ~P ) a , inf. n. of
b ) E 'to follow, to conform with,' iii of . E (for b E ) 'to
follow'), s.f. Following, conforming with; adhering to.
A (%a mushabbak (pass. part. of (%CE , ii of (and syn. with)
(%E 'to make reticulated, retiform or
like a net'), part. adj. Reticulated, netted, latticed,
trellised, grated;—perforated;—s.m. A thing formed of
grating, or lattice-work; a grated or latticed window.
A %a mushabbah (pass. part. of %CE 'to make like, or to
resemble; to assimilate (one thing to another),' ii of %E
not in use), part. adj. Likened (to); assimilated (to);
compared (to);—like, resembling;—s.m. A simile:—
mushabbah-bih(i), That whereunto a thing is likened, or
from which a simile is drawn.
P a musht [Pehl. musht; Zend musti; S. /,.9], s.f. The
st;—a blow with the clenched st;—a handful;—a few;—
(in Broker's idiom) an aggregate of ve:—musht-zan, s.m.
One who strikes with the st, a boxer, bruiser, pugilist:—
musht-zan, s.f. Fisticus, boxing:—musht-ml karn, v.t. To
scrub or knead (a person, before bathing):—ek musht par,
A handful of feathers:—yak-musht, adv. In a lump; in the
mass or gross; in one payment, all at once.
S a /,3mushit, part. (f. -), Stolen, robbed, plundered;
—deprived (of); free (from).
A G *a mushtq (pass. part. of G *E  'to be or become
desirous' (of), viii of G E (for G E ) 'to excite desire or
longing'), adj. Full of desire, desirous, wishful, longing,
yearning (for); ardent, eager, keen;—s.m. A lover:—
mushtq hon(-k), To be desirous (of), to long (for), &c.

P  i *a mushtqna [mushtq+na= Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adv. Like one desirous or longing;—with great desire (of
seeing a person, &c.).
A %*a mushtabh, vulg. mushtabah(act. part. of %*E  'to be
or become confused, or ambiguous, dubious, or obscure,'
viii of %E not in use), part. Confused, dubious (by reason
of resemblance, or from other cause), doubtful,
ambiguous, obscure, intricate:—mushtabihul-wu l, adj. &
s.m. Of doubtful recovery;—money of which the recovery
or collection is doubtful.
A *a mushtarik (act. part. of *E , viii of (and syn.
with) E 'to share or participate with'), adj. & s.m.
Sharing, or participating (in);—common (to);—complex;—
synonymous;—a sharer, or participator (in, -me ); a
partner; an associate; an accomplice:—mushtarak(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. Shared, participated (in),
held in common, in common; held in partnership, joint,
common, coparcenary; incorporated;—s.m. A homonym
(i.q. ism--mushtarak):—mushtarik hon(-me ), To share or
participate (in);—to be common (to):—ism--mushtarak,
s.m. 'A noun shared in by several meanings,' a
homonym.
P *a mushtar (for A. *a mushtari, act. part. of *E , viii
of (and syn. with) E (for E ) 'to buy'), part. adj. & s.m.
Buying;—a buyer, purchaser;—(A. al-mushtar), the planet
Jupiter.
A P *a mushtaal, or mushtail(pass., or act, part. of P *E ,
viii of (and syn. with) P E 'to become kindled; to burn up,'
&c.), part. adj. Kindled, set on re, lighted up; in amed,
excited (with anger); aming, blazing.
A H*a mushtaqq, vulg. mushtaq(pass. part. of HC*E  'to
derive' (a word from a word), viii of HCE 'to cleave, split,
cut, divide,' &c.), part. adj. Derived (as one word from
another); derivative:—mushtaq, or ism--mushtaq, s.m. A
derivative noun:—mushtaq hon(-se), To be derived
(from).
A @ *a mushtamil (act. part. of @ *E  'to wrap (a garment,
&c., over, or round), to cover (with a garment, &c.);—to
comprehend, comprise, enclose, encompass,' &c., viii of
@ E 'to include,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Comprehending,
comprising, containing, including; enclosing,

surrounding, encompassing; involving; extending (over);
—inclusive (of); common (syn. shmil);—whatever
surrounds, comprehends, or embraces, &c.:—mushtamil
hon(-par), To comprehend, comprise, &c.
A 4*a mushtahar or mushtahir(pass., or act., part. of 4*E 
'to become conspicuous, or notable, or public,' &c., viii of
4E 'to make conspicuous,' &c.), part. adj. Conspicuous,
notorious, notable, celebrated, renowned, made public,
proclaimed, published, promulgated, advertized:—
mushtahar karn, v.t. To make public. proclaim, &c.
P 4*a mushtah (for A. *a mushtahi, act. part. of 4*E ,
viii of (and syn. with) 4E (fr. 4E ) desire, long for'), part.
adj. Desiring, longing (for), lusting, or hankering (after);
—s.m. One who desires, &c.;—a tonic.
P *a musht [musht, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. A handful; a
small number or quantity, a few;—a garment of ne
cloth; ne cloth of cotton or silk:—musht-- k, s.f. The
world;—a handful of people.
H Za /9mash, s.f. Silence:—mash mrn, v.n. To
remain silent and still; to feign sleep:—mash-mre jn,
v.n. To go along quietly.
S Za ./ 9misha, vulg. mish(rt. ./ 3), part. adj. (f. -),
Sprinkled, moistened;—sweet, sugary; pleasant,
agreeable; nice, savoury, dainty, delicate;—s.m. A
sweetmeat;—a dainty or savoury dish:—mish r(˚a+ ˚),
s.m. Pleasing behaviour:—mishnn(˚a+an˚), s.m.
Sweetmeat; sweet or savoury food, a savoury dish;
frumenty; a mixture of sugar and acids eaten with rice
or bread; sauce, gravy, seasoning.
H Za /,9mush, s.f. The closed hand, the st, &c.
(=mushi, q.v.):—mush--mush, s.f. Fisticus, &c.
(=mush-mushi, q.v.):—mush n, v.n. To come into the
clutch or grasp; to be handled or felt:—mush-mr, s.m. A
pilferer, thief, robber, plunderer:—mush-mr-kar baihn,
To sit doubled up (with the knees up to the face and the
arms clasped around them).
H Za /,9mush [S. /,9(], s.m. Theft, robbery, plunder.
S .Za ./ 9Bmishnna, vulg. mishnn, or mishn, s.m.
See s.v. mish.
S Za /,.9mushik, s.m. A particular position of the

hands;—a goldsmith;—name of an Asuror demon (slain
by Krisha).

H [ Za /,9efmushan, vulg. (but corr.) /,8&ef
muan (fr. mush= mushi), adj. & s.m. Strong-bodied,
robust, stalwart, strapping, lusty;—a robust, or stalwart
fellow;—a paramour.
S Za /,.9mushi, and H. /,9" mush (fr. S. /,.9), s.f.
Filching, pilfering, stealing, robbing;—the closed or
clenched hand, the st; clutch, grasp, grip;—a handful,
stful; hilt, or handle (of a sword, &c.):—mushi-bandh, or
mush-bandh, adj. & s.m. Clenching the st; closing the
hand;—a handful:—mushi-pt, or mush-pt, s.m.
Pummelling; boxing:—mush-mushi, s.f. Fisticus,
boxing, ghting;—adv. Fist to st; hand to hand.
A 8a mushajjar (pass. part. of 8
C E 'to gure with trees
and leaves,' &c., ii of 8E ; but formed fr. shajar, 'trees,
shrubs'), part. adj. Figured with the forms of trees (or
shrubs) and leaves;—s.m. Figured work, having the form
of trees or shrubs; gured silk brocade;—damask;—
tapestry.
A 8a mushjir (act. part. of 8E  'to produce trees or
shrubs,' iv of 8E ; but prob. formed fr. shajar, 'trees,' &c.),
part. adj. (Land) producing trees or shrubs; abounding in
trees or shrubs.
A v>a musha  a (pass. part. of v>
C E 'to individuate,' ii
of v>E ; but formed fr. sha , q.v.), part. adj.
Individuated, distinguished (from); dened; specied;
ascertained; certain; estimated; stipulated, agreed; xed,
settled:—musha  a karn, v.t. To individuate, &c.
P M>a musha  aa (for A. ~M>a musha  aat, fem. of
musha  a), part. adj.=musha  a, q.v.
A + a mushaddad (pass. part. of +C E , ii of (and syn. with)
C+ E 'to make or render rm; to strengthen,' &c.), part.
Strengthened, corroborated; (a letter) marked with the
sign of duplication <*> (called tashdd), doubled.
A a mashar (v.n. fr. a ), adj. & s.m. Going (or one who
goes) with a graceful, sprightly air.
S a ./ Ymira, vulg. mir, misr; and H. ./ 8 miar, misar,
adj. & s.m. Mixed, mingled, blended, joined, united;—
compound;—a title of respect (used at the end or
beginning of a proper name, especially that of a

scholar); a respectable man, gentleman; Sir; a title of
Maithila Brhmans; a title of Brhma s who were
brought to India from kadvp by Krish a (to cure the
leprosy of his son amba); a Hind physician;—an
elephant of the fourth of the four classes into which
elephants are divided;—(fr. S. miram) a mixing, mixture:
—mir-jo , s.m. (in Arith.) Compound addition.
H a ./ Y4"mir, or ./ Y" mirn, = H <$a ./ Y
mirin [S. ./ Y4",fem. of mira],s.m. The wife of a Mir;
a title of respect.
H <$a ./ Ymirin [S. ./ Y4", fem. of mira], = H
a ./ Y4" mir, or ./ Y"mirn,s.m. The wife of a
Mir; a title of respect.
A a mashrab (inf. n., and n. of place, fr. E 'to drink,'
&c.), s.m. Drinking; imbibing;—place of drinking water,
drinking-place; a reservoir of water;—(g.) sect, religion;
—nature, disposition, temper, humour.
P  a mashraba, (corr.) mashruba(for A. ~ a mashrabat, n.
of un. fr. mashrab, q.v.), s.m. A drinking-place (=mashrab);
—a banqueting-room, dining-room, parlour;—a
verandah, portico, gallery.
P  a mishraba (for A. ~ a mishrabat, n. of instr. fr. E 'to
drink'), s.m. A drinking-vessel (syn. piyla).
S Aa ./ .Ymirit, part. (f. -), Mixed, mingled, blended,
united, joined; added;—respected; respectable.
A a musharra (pass. part. of CE , ii, and intens., of E
'to expound, explain,' &c.), part. adj. Expounded,
explained, interpreted, made apparent or clear;
annotated;—explicit:—musharra karn, v.t. To expound,
explain; to annotate.
A ea musharraf (pass. part. of eCE 'to render high,
exalted, or honourable,' &c., ii of eE 'to be high, or
exalted,' &c.), part. Exalted; honoured; ennobled;
rendered glorious;—ornamented (as a building with
pinnacles, or turrets, &c.):—musharraf karn, v.t. To exalt;
to honour, &c.:—musharraf karwn(-k), To do (one) the
honour (of).
A ea mushrif (act. part. of eE  'to rise, to be or become
high or elevated; to look upon, to view, overlook,
inspect,' iv of eE 'to be high,' &c.), adj. & s.m. High;

overtopping, overhanging; imminent, impending;—an
examiner, inspector, observer; an ocer (in a treasury,
&c.) who authenticates accounts and writings.
A Ga mashriq, mashraq(n. of place fr. GE 'to rise' (as the

above-mentioned, aforesaid.
A -a mashr a (acc. of mashr ), adv. Agreeably to

sun);—the form mashraqis rarely used by the educated),
s.m. The place or quarter of sunrise, the east, the orient
(i.q. sharq).
A ia mashriq, vulg. mashraq(rel. n. fr. mashriq), adj. Of

condition, or a stipulation'), part. adj. Made, or imposed
as, a condition; conditional; contingent;—agreed upon,
stipulated;—dened, limited;—under obligation, pledged;
—s.m. A settled revenue of ten per cent. allowed to the
zamndrs:—mashr t-ba-imtin,
Conditional on (one's)

passing an examination.
A O-a mashr ta (acc. of mashr t), adv. Conditionally, &c.
P Oa mashr t, adj.=mashr t, q.v.

the east, eastern, oriental (e.g. mashriq zabn, 'oriental
tongue or lauguages';—mashriq aylt, 'oriental ideas';
—mashriq mulk, 'eastern country or countries, the east';
—mashriq nif-kura, 'the eastern hemisphere').
A < ia mashriqain (obl. dual. of mashriq), s.m. The place of
sunrise and the place of sunset, the east and the west:—
bdul-mashriqain, or d --mashriqain, s.f. The distance
of the east and the west.
S a ./ Ymirak, and H. ./ .Y mirik, adj. Mixing;
adulterating;—mixed, mingled; compounded, compound;
miscellaneous; adulterated;—(f. -) a mixer, a
compounder; an adulterator (of articles of commerce);
(S. mishrakam), salt produced from salt soil;—a particular
kind of song or singing;—name of a trth(i.q. Naimish);—
name of a grove or garden of paradise.
A a musharrak (pass. part. of CE 'to make (one) a
sharer or co-partner (in), to share,' ii of E 'to share,
or participate (with)), part. adj. Shared; common (to
many).
A a mushrik (act. part. of E  'to make (one) a
sharkor co-partner with' (oneself, or with another), iv of
E 'to share,' &c.), s.m. 'One who attributes to God a copartner, or co-partners'; a believer in a duality or a
plurality of gods;—a disbeliever, an indel; a polytheist, a
pagan (pl. mushrikn).
S a ./ Y4mira, s.m. Mixing, mingling; uniting; (in
Arith.) addition.
H Ja /3($"mashra g, s.f.=masra g, q.v.
H a mashr , s.m. corr. of .a mashr , q.v.
A a mashr b (pass. part. of E 'to drink'), adj. Drunk;
imbibed;—drinkable, potable.
A a mashr  (pass. part. of E 'to show; to explain,'
&c.), part. Expounded, explained; declared; illustrated;—

the explanation; circumstantially.
A s a mashr t (pass.
part. of s E 'to make (a thing) a


A .a mashr  (pass. part. of .E 'to enter upon, begin,'
&c.;—to institute, establish, prescribe' (a religious
ordinance, or a law, &c.)), part. Entered upon, begun,
commenced, initiated;—instituted, established,
prescribed by law, legal, just, comformable to law;—s.m.
A kind of cloth of silk and cotton mixed (in which
Moammadans are allowed to pray; that not being
allowed in cloth entirely of silk).
P + %P a mushabid (for A. / %P a mushabi, act. part. of the
quadrilit. verb / %P E 'to practise the art of legerdemain,'
&c.), s.m. A juggler, conjurer.
A P a mashar (n. of place, or instr. fr. P E 'to know,' &c.),
s.m. External sense (as hearing or seeing, &c.).
A P a mushir (act. part. of P E  'to cause (one) to know,'
&c., iv of P E 'to know,' &c.), part. adj. Signifying,
denoting, indicating; indicative (of); bearing the marks
(of);—s.m. One who signies, &c.;—whatever denotes, or
bears marks (of).
P ?P a mashara (for A. {P a masharat; see mashar), s.m. A
place where poets meet to recite their verses, &c.; a
rendezvous of poets.
A P a mashal, vulg. mashl(n. of place fr. P E 'to burn,'
&c.), s.f. A sort of cresset; a torch, ambeau;—a lantern:
—mashal jaln, To light a torch:—mashal dikhn, To
show a torch, to hold a torch before or near (a person);
to carry a lighted torch before (a person):—mashal-roz,
s.m. Torch-lighter.
P :#P a mashal- , vulg. mal , masl , s.m. A bearer of
the mashal, a torch-bearer;—(in India, and in the

households of Europeans) a scullion.
P #P a mashala (for A. ~#P a mashalat), s.m.=mashal, q.v.
A  a mushgal (pass. part. of  E , iv of (and syn. with)  E
'to busy, occupy, or employ' (one)), part. Busied,
occupied, employed; diverted (from).
P # a mashgala
 (for A. ~# a mashgalat,
 v.n. fr.  E 'to busy,'
&c.), s.m. 'A thing that causes one to be busied,' &c.;
business, occupation, employment;—pastime; diversion.
A  a mashg  l (pass. part. of  E 'to busy, occupy,' &c.),
part. Busied, busy, occup ed, employed, engaged (in);
wholly dedicated (to), diligent; anxious (about):—mashg  l
hon(-me , or -se), To be busied or busy (with), be
occupied (with); to engage (in), &c.
H !  a mashg  la, s.m. corr. of mashgala,
 q.v.
P !  a mashg  l (fr. mashg  l), s.f. Occupation,
employment (i.q. mashgala),

A Hh a mushq (act. part. of Hh E , iv of (and syn. with) Hh E
'to be aectionate, or kind,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Aectionate,
kind, gracious, compassionate, sympathetic, tender;
true; dear (i.q. shafq);—a sincere, or true, or dear friend:
—mushq--man, or mushq--banda, My dear friend:—
mushq-mihrbn, Aectionate and kind friend; 'Dear Sir.'
P  Q h a mashqna [mashq+na= Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adv. Aectionately, kindly; in a friendly manner.
A Ha mashq (inf. n. of Ha 'to pierce suddenly' (with a
spear, &c.), s.f. Piercing suddenly (with a
spear);—striking, beating, or lashing with velocity;—
tearing;—writing, drawing (the letters);—combing;—
chang, or galling the skin (a garment, &c.);—drawing (a
garment, or a thong, &c.) every way in order to stretch
it;—eating up the best parts (of forage);—a model (for
imitation), a copy (to write after); an example; an
exercise;—practice, usage, use;—adj. Galled between the
thighs (a man);—tall, slender (girl):—mashq karn(-k), To
practise, exercise; to copy:—zer-mashq, s.m. Anything
placed under a sheet of paper that one may write
commodiously; a paste-board, a pad.
T Q a mushqb, s.f. A large shallow vessel or dish in
which rice is served, or bread is kneaded.
P Q a mashaqqat (for A. ~Q a , inf. n. of HCE 'to distress; to
be distressing; to be dicult,' &c.), s.f. Inconvenience,

trouble, labour, pains, toil, assiduity; distress, pain,
aiction, misfortune:—mashaqqat--shadd, Hard labour:—
b-mashaqqat, With labour:—b-mashaqqat-o-jauln, With
labour and in irons:—bil-mashaqqat, Without labour.
P Q a mashq (rel. n. fr. mashq, q.v.), adj. Acquired by
practice;—relating to a copy or an exercise; copied on.
P (a mashk, and H. /8 maak, vulg. masak[S. /8t],
s.f. A leather bag (esp. for carrying water;—the entire
hide of a goat or sheep made into a bag and used by
water-carriers. In some parts of India the term is
applied to an in ated bualo-hide, which is used as a
oat in crossing a river):—maak ho nor ho -den(-ke
nm), To discharge or empty a maak(in the name of a
goddess, or against malign in uence); to quench the
thirst, or to appease the wrath (of the goddess of smallpox); to remove the in uence (of an evil spirit):—
mashke h n(-k), To have copious discharges (of), to
have diarrhœa.
S (a /8maak, s.m. A gnat, a musquito (i.q. mas,
q.v.);—a kind of cutaneous eruption (in the form of dark,
bean-like pustules).
S (a /,3mushak, s.m. A mouse (=m shak, q.v.).
S (a /,lmushk, s.m. A testicle; the scrotum;—a species
of tree;—a thief;—a crowd, heap, quantity, multitude,
mass.
P (a mushk (=S. /,l), s.m. Musk (syn. kast r):—mushkbr, adj. Diusing musk; scented like musk; musky;—s.m.
(met.) Lock, curl, or ringlet (of a mistress):—mushk-b ,
adj. Musk-scented; musky;—odoriferous, fragrant:—
mushk-fm, adj. Musk-coloured; black, jetty;—s.m. (met.)
Lock, curl, or ringlet (of a mistress; i.q. mushk-br):—
mushk-nfa, s.m. The musk-bag;—(for mushk--nfa),
exquisite musk;—a musky-smelling plant.
A a mushakkal (pass. part. of CE 'to form, fashion,'
&c., ii of E 'to be like,' &c.), part. Formed, fashioned;
well-shaped, beautiful, handsome.
A a mushkil (act. part. of E  'to be or become dubious,
or confused,' iv of E 'to be or become like, to
resemble'), adj. Dicult, hard; painful; intricate, knotty;
—dubious, doubtful; obscure; ambiguous;—s.f. Diculty,

hardship; intricacy, perplexity:—mushkil -pa n(-par), A
diculty to come (upon), or to beset (one); to meet with
a diculty:—mushkil sn karn(-k), To remove a diculty
(from the path of), to relieve (one) of a hardship or
diculty; to clear or smooth the path (of):—mushkil n,
or mushkil bann, or mushkil-pa n, v.n. See mushkil-pa n:—mushkil-pasand, adj. & s.m. Delighting (or one who
delights) in diculties; fond (or one who is fond) of big
or obscure words:—mushkil-pasand, s.f. Delight in, or
fondness of, diculties, &c.:—mushkil-se, adv. With
diculty;—hardly, scarcely:—mushkil karn, v.t. To make
or render dicult or hard:—mushkil-kush, s.m. Solver, or
remover, of diculties:—mushkil kush, s.f. The solving,
overcoming, or removing, of diculties:—mushkil-guar,
or mushkil-gur, adj. Dicult to pass:—mushkil-me pa n,
v.n. To fall into a diculty; to get into trouble, or into a
mess;—to fall (or get) into a state of doubt or perplexity,
to be at a loss.
A A3a mushkilt, s.f. pl. (of mushkil), Diculties;
intricacies; doubts, &c.
A  a mashk r (pass. part. of E 'to thank, praise,' &c.),
part. adj. Thanked; praised; acknowledged, rewarded;—
worthy of thanks or praise, laudable; agreeable,
acceptable;—thankful, grateful (i.q. shukr-gur):—mashk r
hon, v.n. To be thanked; or praised, &c.;—to be thankful
or grateful (for, -k).
P  a mashk r (fr. mashk r), s.f. Thanking;—praise;—
thankfulness;—reward.
A  a mashk k (pass. part. of (E 'to be dubious, or
confused; to doubt,' &c.), adj. Doubted; doubtful,
uncertain, problematical, ambiguous;—altered, tampered
with.
P a mushk (mushk, q.v.+= S. ), adj. 'Of the colour of
musk'; dark bay; very dark, approaching to black (a
horse, &c.);—s.m. A dark bay (or a black) horse.
H  a /,=[muky , s.f. pl. (dialec.)=muke , q.v.
P ?o a mashkza (mashk, q.v.+za, dim. a.= a= S. +),
s.m. A small mashkor leather water-bag; a small leather
water-bottle.
P < a mushkn (mushk, q.v.+S. ), adj. Of musk, musky;—
dark, black, jetty, raven (locks, &c.).

H < a /,muke [fr. S. /,lt 'a heap,' &c.], s.f. pl. The
arms (as pinioned or tied behind the back):—muke
b dhn, or muke a hn(-k), To tie the arms behind
the back, to pinion.
H a /8!maal, vulg. masal, s.f. corr. of a masal, q.v.
S a /,3!mushal, and /,8! mual, s.m.=0a musal, q.v.
A #a mashl l (pass. part. of CE 'to be deprived of the
power of motion' (the arm, &c.), adj. Dried up, withered
(hand, or arm); paralytic.
H #a /,8!"mual, mul, adj. & s.m.=musalin, q.v.—
s.f.=musal, and m sal, qq.v.
S #a /,3!"mushal, s.f.=musal, q.v.
A @ a mashm l (pass. part. of @ E 'to include in
common,' &c.), part. Included in common, incorporated
(with); comprehended, contained; surrounded;—
common, universal (see shmil).
P ! @ a mashm la (for A. ~! @ a mashm lat, fem. of
mashm l), adj.=mashm l, q.v.
A 1 @ a mashm m (pass. part. of 2C E 'to smell'), part. adj.
Smelled;—smelling, perfumed, odoriferous, fragrant;—
having a smatch.
A <a mashn, vulg. mashan(inf. n. of <a ), s.m. Striking
gently (with a sword, or scourge);—scratching,
excoriating, grazing (the skin);—lying with;—rubbing, or
smoothing (with the hand);—giving.
P A a mashwarat, s.f. = P ? a mashwara, s.m.(for A. { a
mashwarat, abst. subst. fr.  E 'to consult with,' iii of  E
(for  E ) 'to gather; to extract, draw forth'), Consultation;
counsel, advice;—a conspiracy, a plot:—mashwarat(or
mashwara) karn(-se), To consult or advise (with); to
deliberate:—mashwara--mujrimn, s.m. A criminal
conspiracy:—mashwara len(se), To take counsel (with), to
consult; to ask (or to take) advice (from).
P ? a mashwara, s.m. = P A a mashwarat, s.f.(for A. { a
mashwarat, abst. subst. fr.  E 'to consult with,' iii of  E
(for  E ) 'to gather; to extract, draw forth'), Consultation;
counsel, advice;—a conspiracy, a plot:—mashwarat(or
mashwara) karn(-se), To consult or advise (with); to
deliberate:—mashwara--mujrimn, s.m. A criminal
conspiracy:—mashwara len(se), To take counsel (with), to

consult; to ask (or to take) advice (from).
A D a mushawwash (pass. part. of D C E 'to render

s.f.=misi, or mis, q.v.
H a ./ .8mii, s.f. corr. of  a msh, q.v.

confused, disordered, or perplexed,' ii of D E not in use),

P  a mashyat = P  a mashat (for A. ~  
 a inf. n. of , E ,

part. Confused, perplexed; disordered, disturbed uneasy;
—intricate; embroiled.
A + 4a mashhad (n. of place fr. + 4E 'to bear witness or

for  E ), s.f. Will, pleasure, wish, desire; will of God, fate.

testimony' (to), &c.), s.f. A place where a martyr has
died, or is buried; a place of martyrdom; a place of
religious visitation; a tomb;—a place of assembling, an
assembly.
S 4a /86"mahar, vulg. maahr, s.f. See 40a masahr.
A  4a mashh d (pass. part. of + 4E 'to bear witness or
testimony'), part. adj. Witnessed; attested; proved;
evinced; beheld;—clear, manifest;—s.m. Friday;—the day
of resurrection.
A  4a mashh r (pass. part. of 4E 'to make conspicuous,
or notorious,' &c.), = P ? 4a mashh ra for A.
{ 4a mushh rat, fem. of mashh r),part. adj. Well-known,
celebrated, notable, noted, famous, notorious; apparent,
conspicuous, manifest, public, published, given out,
proclaimed, divulged, reported.—mashh r karnor karden, v.t. To give out, publish,
proclaim:—mashh r honor ho-jn, To be or become
famous or notorious as;—to be given out, reported, made
public:—mashh r hai, It is well known;—it is given out, or
reported, &c.
P ? 4a mashh ra for A. { 4a mushh rat, fem. of
mashh r), = A  4a mashh r (pass. part. of 4E 'tomake
conspicuous, or notorious,' &c.), part. adj. Well-known,
celebrated, notable, noted, famous, notorious; apparent,
conspicuous, manifest, public, published, given out,
proclaimed, divulged, reported.—mashh r karnor karden, v.t. To give out, publish, proclaim:—mashh r honor
ho-jn, To be or become famous or notorious as;—to be
given out, reported, made public:—mashh r hai, It is well
known;—it is given out, or reported, &c.
S a /3"mash, s.f. Ink (i.q. masi, or mas, q.v.);—the stalk
of the Nyctanthes arbor tristis.
P a mash (for A. mashyu, inf. n. of R
 a ), s.f. Walking,
going.
S a ./ .8mii, or ./ 8" mi, or ./ 3 mishi, or ./ 3" mish,

P  a mashat = P  a mashyat (for A. ~  
 a inf. n. of , E ,
for  E ), s.f. Will, pleasure, wish, desire; will of God, fate.
P > a mashya at, or mash at(for A. ~> a , pl. of shai ,
q.v.), s.m. pl. Shaikhs, old men, seniors, elders, &c.
A  a mushr, vulg. (but corr.) mashr(act. part. of  E  'to
point out, indicate,' &c., iv of  E (for  E ) 'to exhibit,
display,' &c.), s.m. A counsellor, senator, minister:—
mushr--jalsa, A member of council:—mushr-- , s.m.
A privy counsellor:—mushr--qaiar--hind, Knight
Companion of the Bath.
P  a mushrn, s.m. pl. (of mushr), Counsellors,
senators:—mushrn--saltanat,
Privy council.

S  @ a /,l/4mushyam, adj. Being robbed, being
plundered.
A < a mashn (pass. part. of < E 'to disgrace, or
dishonour,' &c.), part. adj. 'Disgraced, dishonoured';—
villainous; worthless.
A < a mushaiyan (pass. part. of  E ; prob. a post-classical
formation from shn, q.v.), adj. Stately, dignied.
P A Ma mubarat (inf. n. of  f 'to act patiently with,' iii
of %f 'to be or become patient or enduring'), s.f.
Exercising patience (towards); patient endurance.
A U Ma muib (act. part. of U f 'to associate, or
consort (with),' iii of (and syn. with) Ucf), s.m. A
companion, an associate; a friend; favourite (of a
prince); an aide-de-camp (pl. muibn).
P % Ma muabat (for A. ~% Ma , inf. n. of U f; see
muib), s.f. Companionship, company, society,
familiarity, communion.
P % Ma muib (fr. muib), s.f. Companionship, &c.
(i.q. muabat).
A g Ma maif, s.m. pl. of muaf, q.v.), Books, volumes;
Qor ns.
A  Ma madir, s.m. pl. (of madar, q.v.), Sources; (in
Gram.) innitive nouns, nomina verbior actionis.
A 1  Ma mudim (act. part. of 1  f 'to dash or strike

(against),' iii of 1 + f 'to strike, or knock'), adj. Striking;
mutually striking; colliding (with).
A e Ma marif, s.m. pl. (of maraf, q.v.), Expenses,
disbursements; costs; charges; uses;—changes,
vicissitudes:—marif--be-j, Improper or unnecessary
expenses:—marif--shd, Marriage expenses:—marif-urur, Immediate or necessary expenses:—marif-mulk, State expenditure.
A e Ma ma", vulg. maf(pl. of maa", n. of place fr. g
C f
'to place or station in rows, ranks, or lines'), s.f. 'Places
where ranks are drawn up in war or battle'; ranks (of an
army); eld (or elds) of battle;—battle.
P c_ Ma mufaa (for A. ~c_ Ma mufaat, inf. n. of _ f 'to
take by the hand; to join hands,' iii of h f 'to turn
(towards)'), s.m. Joining hands, shaking hands.
H " Ma //!mal, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
A ! Ma mal, vulg. mala, and masl, s.m. (pl. of
malaat, q.v.), lit.'Things for the good of; or things or
aairs conducive to good'; aairs;—employments,
occupations;—honour, glory;—materials, ingredients,
necessaries (as for cooking, building, &c.); spicery,
spices; condiments, seasoning; drug or drugs; materials
used to give a nish to a garment, &c.; edging, hem,
border; gold or silver lace;—mal-dr, vulg. masle-dr,
adj. & s.m. Seasoned with spices;—bound or edged with
lace, &c.;—cloth worked over, or edged, with gold or
silver lace, &c.;—one who supplies materials (for a
building, &c.):—mal den, or mal ln(-me ), To
put condiments or seasoning (into), to season.
P c! Ma mulaat, s.f. = P c! Ma mulaa, s.m.(for A. ~c! Ma
mulaat, inf. n. of ! f 'to make peace or reconciliation
with,' iii of #f 'to be or become good,' &c.), Pacication,
reconciliation, composition, compromise:—mulaa
karn(-se, or -me ), To make peace (with, or between); to
become reconciled (with); to reconcile; to adjust,
compound, compromise.
P c! Ma mulaa, s.m. = P c! Ma mulaat, s.f.(for A. ~c! Ma
mulaat, inf. n. of ! f 'to make peace or reconciliation
with,' iii of #f 'to be or become good,' &c.), Pacication,
reconciliation, composition, compromise:—mulaa
karn(-se, or -me ), To make peace (with, or between); to

become reconciled (with); to reconcile; to adjust,
compound, compromise.
A U$ Ma maib, s.m. pl. (of mubat, q.v.), Shocks of
fortune, aictions, calamities.
A  %Ma mib (n. of instr. fr. %f 'to be or become
bright'), s.f. A light, lamp, lantern (cf. sirj).
H %Ma muabbar (prob. a corr. form fr. A. abiror ibr, q.v.),
s.f. Aloes.
A cMa muai (act. part. of c
C f 'to render sound, or
correct,' &c., ii of C f 'to be sound, or correct,' &c.), s.m.
One who revises, or corrects; a mender; an emendator;
a verier.
A gcMa muaf, miaf, or maaf(pass. part. of gcf 'to
have written pieces of paper, &c. collected in or put in,'
iv of gcf not in use), s.m. A book, volume; a page,
written leaf;—the Qor n.
A cMa ma b (pass. part. of Ucf 'to accompany,' &c.),
part. adj. Associated; accompanied;—accompanying.
A G+ Ma midq (n. of instr. fr. G+ f 'to prove true or
correct'), s.f. Whatever conrms or proves the truth (of
a thing); a verier.
A + Ma madar (n. of place fr. + f 'to return, or go back'),
s.m. 'Place whence one returns, or goes, or turns away';
place of issuing or proceeding; origin, source, spring,
theme; (in Gram.) the root (of a word) from which
proceed the derivatives of verbs, an innitive noun,
nomen verbi, or nomen actionis.
A + Ma madar, adj. Of or relating to the madaror
innitive; having the sense of the verbal noun;—
belonging to a source.
A .+ Ma muadd (act. part. of .+C f 'to aect with
headache,' ii of .+ f 'to cleave, split'), adj. & s.m. 'Making
the head ache'; troublesome;—a troubler.
A G+ Ma muaddiq (act. part. of G+ f 'to prove to be truthful,
or true; to conrm the truth of,' ii of G+ f 'to prove (or
turn out) true,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Proving to be true,
verifying;—a verier;—an armer;—one who believes
another:—muaddaq(pass. part. of the same verb), part.
Proved to be true, veried, conrmed; attested;
authenticated.
P i+ Ma muaddaqa (for A. ~i+ Ma muaddaqat, fem. of

muaddaq), part.=muaddaq, q.v.
A + Ma mad r (pass. part. of + f 'to return, or go back,'

strangers), an inn, caravanserai.
A h NMa mutaf
 (pass. part. of h Nf'to choose,' &c., viii of

&c.), part. Issued; derived; derivative.
P ?+ Ma mad ra (for A. {+ Ma mad rat, fem. of mad r),

h f (for h f) 'to take the best or choice part' (of)), part.

part.=mad r, q.v.
A Ma mir, s.m. A city, a large town;—Egypt.
A .Ma mir = A .Ma mira (fr. .f; see next), s.m.
Either half, or leaf, of a folding door;—(in poetry) a
hemistich, a single line (of a poem).
A .Ma mira = A .Ma mir (fr. .f; see next), s.m.
Either half, or leaf, of a folding door;—(in poetry) a
hemistich, a single line (of a poem).
A .Ma mara (inf. n., and n. of place, fr. .f 'to throw
down'), s.m. Throwing down, prostrating; throw, fall;—a
place where one is thrown down;—an arena (for
wrestlers).
P mMa miraa (for A. ~mMa miraat, n. of un. fr. mira),
s.m.=mir, q.v.
A eMa maraf (for marif, n. of place fr. ef 'to expend,'
&c.), s.m. Expenditure, expense, disbursement; cost,
charge;—use.
A eMa murif (act. part. of ef, iv of (and syn. with) ef
'to expend'), adj. & s.m. Extravagant in expenditure,
prodigal;—a prodigal, a spendthrift.
A .Ma mar  (pass. part. of .f 'to throw down;—to
suer from epilepsy'), part. Thrown down, prostrated;—
seized (or aicted) with epilepsy, epileptic.
A eMa mar f (pass. part. of ef 'to turn, turn back; to
decline; to expend,' &c.), part. Turned; changed;—
declined, in ected (a noun); conjugated (a verb);—
expended; used;—employed, engaged (in), occupied,
busy:—mar f hon(-me ), To be engaged (in), &c.
A Ma mir (rel. n. fr. mir), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to
Egypt, Egyptian;—a native of Egypt, an Egyptian;—s.f.
Egyptian sugar, sugar-candy;—a hunting-knife; a kind of
sword:—mir-k k za, A cup-shaped lump of sugar-candy;
—(met.) a sweet melon:—mir khiln(-ko), To give (one) a
taste of the miror 'sword,' to stab;—to betroth (by
giving sugar-candy to eat).
P %NMa mataba,
A. ~%NMa matabat,
&c.), s.m.
 or mitaba(for


A place where people assemble;—a hospice (for

adj. Chosen, elected;—s.m. 'The chosen one, the elect, or
favourite' (of God), a name or title of Muammad;—a
proper name.
A NMa mutak,
 or matak,
 vulg. matak,
 matag(Gr.

#$}^, fr. @## 'to express'), s.f. Gum-mastic, resin of
the Pistacia lentiscus.
A #NMa mutala
 (pass. part. of #Nf 'to agree together
respecting a thing,' viii of #f 'to be good, or right, or
correct,' &c.), adj. Conventional, technical; idiomatic,
phraseological; metaphoric;—s.m. A conventional or
technical term; a phrase, or idiom (pl. mutalat).

P h Ma mua" (for A. h Ma mua", pass. part. of Ch f'to
clear, or clarify, or purify,' ii of h f (for h f) 'to be or
become clear,' &c.), adj. Claried, clear, clean, pure:—
mua"(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m.
Clearing, clarifying; purifying; rening;—clearer,
purier, &c.:—mua"--  n, Clearer or purier of the
blood.
A Q Ma miqal (n. of instr. fr. Q f 'to polish'), s.m.(?) A
polishing-instrument (com. a bead-shaped stone, or a
smooth shell).
H 3Q Ma miqal = P #Q Ma miqala (for A. ~#Q Ma miqalat),
s.m.=miqal, q.v.
P #Q Ma miqala = H 3Q Ma miqal (for A. ~#Q Ma miqalat),
s.m.=miqal, q.v.
A Q Ma maq l (pass. part. of Q f 'to polish'), part.
Polished, furbished.
P 3Ma muall (for A. #Ma muall, n. of place fr. #Cf'to
pray,' ii of #f; see alt), s.m. A place of prayer (syn. dgh); an oratory; a mosque;—a carpet, or mat, for saying
the appointed prayers upon.
A #Ma mul (act. part. of #f 'to make good, right, &c.;
to rectify, correct,' &c., iv of #f 'to be or become good,'
&c.), s.m. One who does well, rightly, justly, or properly,
&c. (in); an adjuster, rectier, reformer, corrector,
restorer; a mediator, adviser, arbiter, pacier,
reconciler;—a corrective; an antidote;—adj. Sound, good,
healthy, wholesome.

P c#Ma malaat (for A. ~c#Ma , inf. n. of #f 'to be good, or

A A h Ma muannaft, s.m.(?) pl. (of muannaf),

right,' &c.), s.f. A cause, means, or occasion, of good; a
thing or aair conducive to good, or that is for good; a
thing that is good and right; welfare; that which is best,
a prudent measure, advisable thing; advisability, sound
or good policy; an urgent occasion;—convenience,
expedience; an expedient; tness;—advice, counsel;—an
aair, business; subject:—malaat-kr, adj. Doing that
which is for good;—expert or skilled in aairs;—tted to
advise:—malaat karn(-se), To consult (with), to
deliberate (with); to hold a consultation; to counsel,
advise;—to conspire, combine:—malaat mal m hon(-ko),
To appear good and right (to); to be deemed advisable,
or expedient:—malaat nah , It is not right and proper;
it is not advisable, or expedient:—malaat--waqt, adj.
Good and proper for the time or occasion; suited to the
time, seasonable; opportune:—muqta--malaat, adj.
Advisable; expedient.
P *-c#Ma malaata (for A. ~-c#Ma , acc. of malaat), adv. For
the good (of); as that which is best; advisedly,
expediently; opportunely.
A #Ma mal b (pass. part. of U#f 'to crucify'), part.

Compositions, writings, works, books.
A . Ma man  (pass. part. of b f 'to make; to fabricate,'

Crucied; suspended, gibbeted.
A #Ma muall, s.m.=3Ma muall, q.v.
P #Ma muall (for A. CMa mualli, act. part. of #Cf 'to pray';
see alt), adj. & s.m. Praying;—holy, righteous;—one
who prays.
A 2 @ Ma muammam (pass. part. of 2 @C f 'to keep constantly
and perseveringly' (to a purpose, or thing), ii of 2C f 'to be
deaf,' &c.), part. adj. Made up (the mind); xed,
concluded, determined; resolved; resolute:—muammam
hon, v.n. To be xed or determined; to be made up (the
mind).
A b Ma muanna (pass. part. of b Cf, ii of (and syn. with) b f
'to make, work,' &c.), part. adj. Wrought; factitious;
articial (i.q. man ).
A gMa muannif (act. part. of gCf 'to assort; to
compose' (a book), &c., ii of gf not in use), s.m. A
literary composer, a writer, an author; an editor:—
muannaf(pass. part. of the same verb), part. Composed
(a book);—s.m.(?) A composition.

&c.), part. Formed, created, made, prepared; wrought,
manufactured, constructed; invented; articial; ctitious;
fabricated, coined, forged, false, counterfeit;—s.m. A
work of art or skill; an invention;—a fabrication; a
contrivance.
A A m Ma man t, s.m. pl. (of man ), Created things;
things articially made; creations; works of art or skill;
fabrics, manufactures; inventions; contrivances, &c.
P m Ma man a (for A. ~m Ma man at, fem. of man ),
part.=man , q.v.
P m Ma man  (fr. mun ), adj. Articial; ctitious, &c.
(=man , q.v.).
A  Ma muawwir (act. part. of C f 'to form, fashion, gure,
sculpture, picture,' ii of  f (for  f) 'to make (a thing)
incline or lean, to turn (it) towards,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Forming, fashioning, &c.;—former, fashioner;
painter, limner, drawer; sculptor:—muawwar(pass. part.
of the same verb), part. Formed, fashioned; painted, &c.
P  Ma muawwir (fr. muawwir;—˚= Zend i= S. ), s.f. The
art (or the act) of painting, or drawing, &c.:—muawwir
karn, To practise the art of painting, &c.; to paint, draw,
&c.
P % Ma mubat (for A. ~% Ma , v.n. fr. f (for f) 'to
descend, to fall from above'), s.f. An aiction, a
calamity, misfortune, disaster, an evil accident; evil,
misery, ill, trouble, adversity:—mubat zada, or mubat-k
mr, adj. Unfortunate, calamitous, &c.;—Unfortunate
one, miserable or wretched person:—mubat-me pa n,
v.n. To fall into misfortune, &c.; a misfortune to befall
(one):—mubat--ngahn, s.f. An unlooked-for disaster
or aiction.
A  qa murib (act. part. of  | 'to contend or ght
with;—to trac for another,' iii of | 'to beat, strike,'
&c.), s.m. A combatant, a fencer;—one who is employed
by another to trac for him with his (the latter's)
property on the condition of their sharing the gain
together; a factor, manager, agent.
P   qa muraba (for A. ~  qa murabat, inf. n. of  |; see

murib), s.m. Contending with, ghting;—battle, combat,
con ict;—selling the goods of another for half the prot;
a partnership of stock on the one side and labour or
management on the other.
A . qa mur (act. part. of . | 'to resemble,' iii of .|

rmness; solidity; durability; validity; cogency:—mab t-
se, adv. Strongly, rmly, tightly, &c.
A  cqa mik (v.n. fr. (c| 'to laugh') adj. Laughing;

'to take the dug of his mother'), part. adj. Resembling,
like;—s.m. (in Gram.) The aorist (so called because, in
Arabic, it resemblesnouns in admitting the desinential
syntactical signs).
A gm qa muaf (pass. part. of gm |, iii of (and syn. with)

laugh,' iv of (c| 'to laugh'), adj. & s.m. Causing

gP | 'to double'), part. adj. Doubled; multiplied, increased.
A e qa muf (pass. part. of e | 'to make to lean or rest
(against or upon); to adjoin or annex' (to), iv of e | (for
g |) 'to incline or draw near'), part. Adjoined, annexed;
related; added; increased;—s.m. One who is added to
others (esp. to those with whom he has no natural
connexion);—(in Gram.) a noun placed in regimineor
construction, the governing noun:—muf-ilaih(i), The
governed noun in the construct state.
A A _ qa muft (pl. of mufat, fem. of muf), s.f. pl.
Things annexed; annexations, additions, appendages:—
environs, suburbs (e.g. muft--shahr).
A < a qa mamn, s.m. pl. (of mam n, q.v.), Contents (of a
letter, &c.); things implied or meant; signications.
P Q ) qa muyaqa, vulg. mueqa(for A. ~Q ) qa muyaqat, inf.
n. of H) | 'to straiten; to treat with hardness or
harshness,' iii of G | (for H |) 'to be or become narrow or
strait'), s.m. 'Reducing to straits; oppressing;
oppression'; making a diculty;—diculty;—penury,
scarcity, want, necessity, distress;—moment,
importance, consequence, signicance:—muyaqa nah ,
or ku h muyaqa nah , It is of no consequence; no
matter, never mind:—ky mueqa, What matter!
A s %qa mab t (pass.
part. of w%| 'to take, or hold rmly;

to restrain,' &c.), part. adj. & adv. Held rmly; possessed,
occupied;—restrained, controlled; well regulated;
moderated; disciplined;—rm, xed, fast, tight;
immovable; stable, steady; strong, stout;—resolute;
cogent, valid;—rmly, tightly, &c.:—mab t karn,
v.t. To

make rm, or strong, &c.; to make fast, to x.
P O %qa mab t (fr. mab t), s.f. Strength; force;

facetious, merry.
A (cqa muik (act. part. of (c| 'to make or cause to
laughter, ridiculous, droll;—one who causes laughter, a
mime, buoon; a laughingstock.
A A cqa muikt, s.f. pl. (of muikat, fem. of muik),
Things or sayings which cause laughter, extraordinary
things or sayings; jests, jokes, witticisms, &c.
P cqa maaka (for A. ~cqa maakat, v.n. fr. (c| 'to
cause to laugh'), s.m. A cause of laughter, a thing at
which one laughs, or which one ridicules;—pleasantry,
humour, fun, drollery; a pun, a bon-mot, &c.
A qa muirr, vulg. muir(act. part. of C|, iv of (and syn.
with) C| 'to harm, injure,' &c.), adj. Hurtful, injurious,
deleterious, pernicious, baleful, oensive, noxious,
mischievous.
A qa mirb (n. of instr. fr. | 'to strike'), s.f. An
instrument for striking; the plectrum with which a lute,
or sitr, &c., is struck or played.
P Aqa maarrat (for A. {qa , v.n. fr. C| 'to injure,' &c.), s.f.
A cause or means of injury, or harm, or mischief, &c.;
harm, injury, hurt, detriment, damage, inconvenience:—
maarrat pahu n(-ko), To cause injury, &c. to reach (a
person, &c.), to injure, hurt, damage:—maarrat-rasn,
s.f. Causing injury to reach (another), injuring, harming,
hurting.
A qa mar b (pass. part. of | 'to multiply' one
number by another), part. Multiplied;—s.m.(?) (in Arith.)
The multiplicand:—mar b-fh(i), The multiplier.
A Nqa mutarr,
part. of CN| 'to cause to
 vulg. mutar(pass.

be in want or need,' viii of C| 'to hurt or harm,' &c.), adj.
Reduced to want or need, distressed, in necessity,
aicted; restless; reduced to diculty, made desperate,
forced by necessity, constrained.
A Nqa mutarib
 (act. part. of N| 'to move oneself to
and fro, to be agitated,' &c.), viii of | 'to beat'), adj.
Agitated, perturbed, moved, disturbed, confounded,
aicted, distracted, anxious; tormented, chagrined:—

mutaribul-l,
adj. In a state of commotion, or agitation,

&c.; agitated, troubled, &c.
P  Nqa mutaribna
[mutarib+na=
Zend naor ana= S.


ana), adv. In a state of commotion, or agitation, or
perturbation, &c.; distractedly, confusedly.
P  qa muga (for A. ~ qa mugat,
 v.n. fr. T qa 'to chew'),
s.m. A piece (of meat), a lump (of esh); a gobbet;—the
fœtus (in the womb);—a glutton; an ill-bred person.
A  @ qa mimr (n. of place fr. @C | 'to train or prepare (a
horse) for racing,' &c.), ii of @ | 'to become lean, or light
of esh' (a horse), s.m. A training-place in which horses
are prepared for racing, or for military service; a place
where horses are exercised, a hippodrome; an extensive
plain; a race-course.
A c@ qa mumaill, vulg. mumail(act. part. of the
quadrilit. v. c@ | 'to go away; to come to nought'; fr. c|
'to be or become shallow, or little in quantity'), part. adj.
Disappearing, vanishing; vanished;—cancelled; defaced;
—removed, cleared o, carried o, scattered, dispersed;
—loosened, untied, undone;—shaky; weak, feeble;
exhausted, fatigued:—mumail karnor kar-den, v.t. To
bring to nought, to reduce (in strength, &c.), to render
shaky, or weak or feeble, &c.
A @ qa mumir (act. part. of @ | 'to conceive (in the
mind); to conceal,' &c., iv of @ | 'to become slender or
lean'), part. adj. Conceiving, imagining:—mumar(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. Concealed;—conceived (in
the mind), imagined; understood;—s.m. (in Gram.) The
antecedent.
P q@ qa mamaa (for A. ~q@ qa mamaat, inf. n. of the
quadr. v \@ qa ), s.m. Washing, or rinsing (the mouth, or
a vessel).
A <@ qa muamman (pass. part. of <@C | 'to cause to include,
or comprise,' &c., ii of <@ | 'to include,' &c.), part.
Included, comprised.
A 1 @ qa mam m (pass. part. of 2C | 'to draw, or bring
together, to collect,' &c.), part. Added, joined;
accumulated; compressed, drawn in;—marked or
pronounced with the vowel amma<*> (a letter).
A  @ qa mam n (pass. part. of <@ | 'to contain, include,'
&c.), s.m. That which is included or comprised (in a

thing); the contents (of a writing or letter), what is
implied (in a writing, &c.), import, sense, signication,
meaning, tenour;—subject-matter, subject;—a
composition, an article, an essay, an address:—mam nnigr, s.m. Writer of an article; an essayist;—an editor:—
mam n-nigr, s.f. Essay-writing;—editorship.
A  qa mu r (inf. n. of qa 'to become acid,' &c.), s.m.
Becoming acid, pricking or biting the tongue (milk or
wine).
A qa ma (3rd pers. sing. perf. tense), It is past:—ma
m ma, Let what is passed be passed; let bygones be
bygones; let us speak no more of it (i.q. jo hu so hu).
A Na mat (fr. Na ), s.m. Favour, protection.
A H Na mutbiq
 (act. part. of H O 'to suit, match, tally,
conform, correspond,' &c., iii of H%O; see tabaq),
adj. &

postpn. Suitable, conformable, agreeable (to, -ke),
corresponding, answering (to), consonant (with); like;
identical; equal;—in conformity (with, -ke), in accordance
(with), &c.:—mutbiq
 karn, v.t. To make similar or like
(to); to reconcile; to compare (with):—mutbiq
 hon(-ke),
To agree, or correspond (with); to coincide (with), &c.
(for A. ~Q Na , inf. n. of H O; see mutbiq),
P Q Na mutbaqat


s.f. Conformity, congruity, accordance, correspondence;
uniformity; proportion; analogy; similarity, sameness,
equality.
A . Na mut (pass. part. of . O, iv of (and syn. with) . O
(for . O) 'to obey'), part. adj. Obeyed;—obedient.
A U! Na matlib,
 s.m. pl. (of matlab,
 q.v.), Questions,
demands, petitions; propositions; requisitions;
researches; purposes, wishes, desires.
P %! Na mutlaba
(for A. ~%! Na mutlabat,
inf. n. of U! O 'to


seek or den and (a thing, of a person),' iii of U#O 'to
demand, ask for,' &c.), s.m. Asking for, demanding,
requiring;—demand, requisition, exaction; claim, due:—
mutlaba-affa, s.m. A small-cause court:—mutlaba


karn(-k), To demand; claim (a thing, from -se); to sue.
A b ! Na matl,
 s.m. pl. (of matla,
 q.v.), Places of rising (of
the stars), &c.
A b ! Na mutl
adj.
 (act. part. of b ! O; see mutlaa),

Contemplating, looking towards;—considerate, attentive.
P P ! Na mutlaa
(for A. ~P ! Na mutlaat,
inf. n. of b ! O 'to



inspect, contemplate; to study, peruse,' iii of b #O 'to rise;

A Na mutrib
 (act. part. of O 'to cause to be aected

to ascend,' &c.), s.m. Considering, inspecting, turning
the attention (to); consideration, contemplation; study;
reading, perusal:—mutlaa
 karn(-k), To consider; to
study; to read, peruse:—mutlae-me
rakhn, v.t. To keep

in consideration, or in view; to keep before (one); to
study constantly.
P %) Na mutyaba
(for A. ~%) Na mutyabat,
inf. n. of U) O 'to



with lively emotion,' iv. of O 'to be aected with lively
emotion'), s.m. A musician, a minstrel; a singer (Pers. pl.
mutribn).

P  Na mutrib
Zend i= S. ), s.f. Music;
 (mutrib+=


jest or joke with,' iii of O (for U O) 'to be good, or
pleasant,' &c.), s.m. Jesting, or joking (with);—jest, joke,
pleasantry.
A u%Na matba  (n. of place fr. u%O 'to cook'), s.m. A place of
cooking, a cook-house; a kitchen.
A u%Na mitba  (n. of instr. fr. u%O 'to cook'), s.m. An
implement for cooking, a cooking-pot, cooking-utensil.
A >%Na matba  (rel. n. fr. matba ), adj. & s.m. Of or
belonging to a kitchen; culinary;—a cook.
A b %Na matba
 (n. of place fr. b %O 'to stamp, imprint,' &c.),
s.m. A place where anything is stamped or printed; a
printing-house, printing-press.
A H%Na mutabbaq
(pass. part. of H%CO 'to cover; to place (one

thing) over (another),' &c., ii of H%O; but formed fr. tabaq,

q.v.), part. adj. Covered; (one thing) placed over
(another);—complicated; multiplied: folded; doubled,
double.
A t %Na matb  (pass. part. of u%O 'to cook'), part. Cooked,
dressed; boiled.
A . %Na matb  (pass. part. of b %O 'to stamp, impress; to
print,' &c.), = P m %Na matb a (for A. ~m %Na matb at, fem. of
matb )part. adj. Struck, stamped, impressed; coined;
printed, published;—formed by nature, having nature's
stamp; natural, innate; created with a disposition (to a
thing or quality);—agreeable, acceptable, worthy,
laudable.
P m %Na matb a (for A. ~m %Na matb at, fem. of matb ) = A
. %Na matb  (pass. part. of b %O'to stamp, impress; to print,'
&c.), part. adj. Struck, stamped, impressed; coined;
printed, published;—formed by nature, having nature's
stamp; natural, innate; created with a disposition (to a
thing or quality);—agreeable, acceptable, worthy,
laudable.

minstrelsy; singing.
A Na muttarid
  (act. part. of OC 'to ow, proceed, or
continue in an uninterrupted course,' &c., viii of O 'to
drive before, to pursue,' &c.), adj. Flowing, or going on,
uninterruptedly, or freely; owing, current;
uninterrupted, unimpeded; prosperous; frequent:—
muttarad(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. adj.

Universal; to be constantly observed (a rule, &c.).
A Na matr   (pass. part. of O 'to cast, throw; to
remove far away, to reject,' &c.), part. adj. Thrown, cast;
removed far away, distant;—rejected; dejected; abject;—
s.m. An indel;—(in subtraction) a remainder.
A A Na matr  t, s.m. pl. (of matr  ), Things thrown
away or rejected.
A 1 P Na mat  m (pass. part. of 2 P O 'to eat'), s.m. Anything
eatable.
A A a P Na mat  mt, s.m. pl. (of mat  mat, fem. of mat  m),
Eatables, victuals, viands.
A  P Na mat  n (pass. part. of <P O 'to pierce, stab,' &c. (lit.&
g.), part. adj. Blamed, reproached, reprehended,
chidden, reviled, scorned.
P 3Na mutall
 (for A. #CNa mutall,
 pass. part. of R#CO, ii of
(and syn. with) #O'to daub or smear' (with); but prob.
formed fr. til,
 'gold'), part. adj. Covered with gold,
gilded, gilt; inlaid with gold.
A U#Na matlab
 (inf. n. of U#O 'to seek, desire, dedemand,'
&c.), s.m. A question, demand, request, petition;
proposition; wish, desire; object, intention, aim, purpose,
pursuit, motive;—adv. To come to (one's) object; in short:
—matlab-barr,
s.f. The discharge or performance of a

work; the accomplishment of an object, attainment of an
end:—matlab-barr
karn, or matlab

 bar-ln(apn), To give
eect to (one's) wish or intention; to accomplish, or
bring about (one's) object, or end:—matlab
 rakhn, To
have some motive; to be interested, &c. (syn. gara
rakhn):—matlab-k
yr, s.m. A friend for his own


interests, or through interested motives; a time-serving,
or a selsh, friend:—matlab-ko
pahu n, To accomplish

(one's) object, to gain (one's) end, to get what one
wanted:—matlab-k
ght aln, To pursue what is for one's

own interest, or to look to one's own interest:—matlab

nikln(-se), To eect one's purpose (by or through), to
make what use one desired (of):—matlab
 hon, A desire to
be accomplished, an end to be gained:—matlab
 ho-jn, To
be all up (with one), to be reduced to the last extremity:
—matlab
 yh hai, The purport is this; in short, in brief.
H %#Na matlab
[matlab,
 = H %#Na matlabiy

 q.v.+Prk.  =S.
 +t], adj. & s.m. Having an object or a purpose to
serve, interested; selsh, self-seeking;—an interested
person, &c.
H %#Na matlabiy
= H %#Na matlab

 [matlab,
 q.v.+Prk.  =S.
 +t], adj. & s.m. Having an object or a purpose to
serve, interested; selsh, self-seeking;—an interested
person, &c.
A b #Na matla (n. of place fr. b #O 'to rise,' &c.), s.m. The
place of rising (of the stars, or of the sun); the east;—the
beginning or exordium (of a qadaor ode):—matla sf
hon, The sky, or the horizon, to be clear; (g.) obstacles
to be removed; the coast to be clear:—matla f hai, The
part of the sky (where the new moon will be visible) is
clear;—(g.) the coast is clear, there is no obstacle in the
way.
A b #Na muttal
  (act. part. of b #OC 'to see, perceive; to know,'
&c., viii of b #O 'to appear,' &c.), part. adj. Inspecting,
regarding, beholding, perceiving, knowing, becoming
informed (of), or acquainted (with):—muttal
  karn, v.t.
To acquaint (one, with, -se, or -par), to inform (of):—
muttal
  hon(-par), To be or become acquainted (with),
&c.
A H#Na mutlaq
 (pass. part. of H#O 'to make or render free,
or unrestricted, or unconditional,' &c., iv of H#O 'to be or
become loosened,' &c.), adj. Freed, free, unrestricted,
unconned; unconditional; indenite; unrestrained,
uncontrolled; not shackled; independent, absolute,
entire, universal; principal, supreme;—adv. Wholly,
entirely, altogether, absolutely; at all; not in the least,
never:—mutlaqul-inn,
adj. Having the reins loose; free,


independent, uncontrolled;—unconcerned:—mutlaq

waklat-nma, s.m. A document conveying absolute
authority to an agent or representative; full power.
A Q- #Na mutlaqa
(acc. of mutlaq),

 adv. Entirely, altogether,
absolutely, &c. (=mutlaq,
 q.v.).
P Q #Na mutallaqa
(for A. ~Q #Na mutallaqat,
fem. of mutallaq,



pass. part. of H#CO 'to divorce' (a wife), ii of H#O 'to be or
become loosed'), part. adj. Divorced;—s.f. A divorcée.
A #Na matl  b (pass. part. of U#O 'to seek, request,
demand,' &c.), = P  #Na matl  ba (for A. ~ #Na matl  bat, fem.
of matl  b),part. adj. Sought, required, demanded,
desired, longed for; wanted, needed, necessary;—s.m. A
quest; a desire; an object, a purpose.
P  #Na matl  ba (for A. ~ #Na matl  bat, fem. of matl  b), = A
#Na matl  b (pass. part. of U#O'to seek, request, demand,'
&c.), part. adj. Sought, required, demanded, desired,
longed for; wanted, needed, necessary;—s.m. A quest; a
desire; an object, a purpose.
A <@ Na mutmainn,
vulg. mutmain(act.
part. of C @ O 'to be


or become in a state of rest, or ease,' &c., iv of the
quadrilit. v. <a  O 'to be or become at rest' (from)), adj. In
a state of rest, or ease, or quiet; enjoying repose and
ease; still, quiet; tranquil, content;—safe, secure:—
mutmain
karn, v.t. To cause to be at rest or ease, or in a

state of quiet or tranquillity; to give condence to, to
encourage.
P <8Na mutanjan,
s.m.= <8*a mutanjan, q.v.

A G Na mutawwaq
(pass. part. of GC O 'to attire with a tauqor


neck-ring,' ii of G O (for G O); see tauq),
part. adj. Having a

ring, or collar, or chain round the neck; marked with a
ring round the neck (as a dove, or pigeon, &c.).
A Na mat  l (v.n. fr. Na 'to put o payment' (of a debt)),
s.m. One who delays payment (of a debt), or the
performance of a promise.
A Na mutawwal
(pass. part. of O 'to make long, or high;

to elongate; to extend,' &c., ii of O (for O) 'to be or
become long,' &c.), part. adj. Extended, drawn out,
prolonged; elongated; continued; long, tall, lengthy.
A 4Na mutahhir
(act. part. of 4CO 'to cleanse, purify,' &c., ii

of 4O 'to be or become clean, or pure'), adj. & s.m.
Cleansing, purifying, puricatory; cleanser, purier:—

mutahhar(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. adj.

Cleansed, puried; pure, holy.
P ?4Na mathara,
or mithara(for
A. {4Na matharat,
&c., n. of




oppression:—mazl  m-nawz, s.f. Cherishing or protecting
the oppressed.
P a #a mazl  m = P  a #a mazl  myat (mazl  m, q.v.+=

instr. fr. 4O 'to be or become clean or pure'), s.m. A

Zend i= S. ;—and ˚yat, A. abst. a. formed fr. the rel.

vessel for purication, with which one washes himself,
and performs the ablutions termed wuü; a ewer.
A U Na mutaiyab
(pass. part. of UC O 'to render sweet, or


adj.), s.f. Oppression, tyranny; misery; the state of one
oppressed;—meekness, mildness, subduedness,
gentleness; modesty.
P  a #a mazl  myat = P a #a mazl  m (mazl  m, q.v.+=
Zend i= S. ;—and ˚yat, A. abst. a. formed fr. the rel.

savoury, &c.; to perfume,' ii of

O (for U O) 'to be or

become pleasant, or sweet,' &c.), part. Perfumed; spiced;
aromatized; aromatic.
A  Na matr (v.n. fr. Na 'to descend with rapidity;—to rain,'
&c.), adj. Raining; dropping; rained on.
A b Na mut (act. part. of . O, iv of (and syn. with) . O (for
. O) 'to be gentle, or submissive, or obedient,' &c.), adj.
Submissive, obedient, subject (to); amenable (to); under;
—abject; obsequious:—mut karn, v.t. To make
submissive, or obedient; to reduce to subjection; to
subjugate:—mut hon(-k), To submit (to), &c.
A  a mazhir,
s.m. pl. (of mazhar,

 q.v.), Manifestations,
views; objects; spectacles.
A h a muza"ar
(pass. part. of hC  'to cause to be successful,

or victorious,' ii of h  'to be successful,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Rendered victorious; victorious; successful,
fortunate; superior;—august;—conqueror:—muza"ar-o
man r, adj. & s.m. Rendered victorious and aided (by
Heaven);—conqueror, triumpher.
A #a muzallal
 (pass. part. of #C 'to cause to give shade; to
shade,' ii of C; see z ill),
 part. Shaded (from the sun).
A 2 #a muzlim
 (act. part. of 2 # 'to become dark, or
black' (the night, &c.), iv of 2 #;—see z ulmat),
adj.

Becoming dark; dark; black;—mysterious;—s.m. One who
enters into, or walks in, darkness.
P @ #a mazlima,
or mazlama(for
A. ~@ #a mazlimat,
&c., inf.



n. of 2 # 'to act wrongfully, or unjustly,' &c.), s.m.
Wrongdoing, iniquity, oppression, injustice, tyranny,
cruelty.
A 1 #a mazl  m (pass. part. of 2 # 'to act wrongfully,' &c.;
see mazlama,
and z ulm),
part. Wronged, treated or used


wrongfully, or unjustly, or tyrannically, &c.; injured;
oppressed;—meek, mild; gentle; modest;—s.m. One who
is treated wrongfully, or unjustly, &c.; a victim of

adj.), s.f. Oppression, tyranny; misery; the state of one
oppressed;—meekness, mildness, subduedness,
gentleness; modesty.
P a mazinna
n. of place fr. <C 'to
 (for A. ~a mazinnat,

think, opine, suppose,' &c.), s.m. Cause of thinking or
supposing the existence (of); indication or evidence of
the existence (of a thing, or a quality in one);—opinion,
thought; suspicion, conjecture.
A 4a mazhar
 (n. of place fr. 4 'to become apparent, or
manifest,' &c.), s.m. A place where any spectacle is
represented; theatre; ampitheatre; stage; the scene (of
a deed, &c.); the object (of divine vengeance, &c.);
manifestation; object; view.
A 4a muzhir
 (act. part. of 4 'to make apparent, to
show,' &c., iv of 4 'to be or become apparent,' &c.;—see
izhr),
part. adj. & s.m. Showing, exhibiting, displaying,

manifesting; making known (to), informing, &c.;—an
exhibitor, a displayer; proposer; declarer; informer; a
deponent:—muzhir
 hon(-k), To be a declarer (of), to
declare, arm, report; to give information (of); to
depose.
A 4a muzhar
 (pass. part. of 4; see muzhir),
 = P ?4a
muzhara
fem. of muzhar),part.
Made
 (for A. {4a muzharat,


apparent, shown, exhibited, displayed; declared, stated,
armed, alleged, deposed; explicit:—muzhar-alaih(i),

s.m. One declared or informed against, one complained
against, a defendant.
P ?4a muzhara
fem. of muzhar),
=A
 (for A. {4a muzharat,


4a muzhar
Made
 (pass. part. of 4; seemuzhir),part.

apparent, shown, exhibited, displayed; declared, stated,
armed, alleged, deposed; explicit:—muzhar-alaih(i),

s.m. One declared or informed against, one complained

against, a defendant.
A b a ma, or maa, vulg. ma(as though including the
ifatwith which it is used), prep. With, along with,
together with; in the company of (e.g. ek sher mae(b a )
shern, 'a tiger with a tigress'):—ma(or maa) h, Along
with this, in addition to this, beside (i.q. alwa);—
however; nevertheless.
A P- a maa (acc. of maa), adv. Along with, together, at
the same time;—at once; instantly.
P P a m (for A. P a m), s.m. A gut, an intestine.
A + P a mabid, s.m. pl. (of {+ %P a mabadat, which is a quasi
pl. of abd, q.v.), Servants (of God);—(pl. of + %P a mabad, n.
of place fr. + %m 'to worship'), Places of worship.
A UY P a mtib (act. part. of UY m, iii and trans. of U*m 'to
reprove, blame, censure'), part. adj. & s.m. Reproving,
blaming, &c.;—reprover, chider, expostulator:—
mtab(pass. part. of the same verb), part. Reproved,
blamed, reprehended, chidden:—gair-mtab,
adj.

Unblamed; blameless, irreproachable.
P %Y P a mtabat (for A. ~%Y P a , inf. n. of UY m 'to reprove,'
&c.;—see mtib), s.f. Reproving, blaming, chiding, &c.;
reproof, blame, censure, reprehension, expostulation.
A  P a mad (n. of place fr.  m (for  m) 'to return,' &c.), s.f.
A place to which a person or thing returns; a place,
state, or result, to which a person or thing eventually
comes; destination, ultimate state or condition;—the
ultimate state of existence, the world to come (syn.
 irat);—the place to which one comes on the day of
resurrection; the resurrection; Paradise.
A  P a madin, s.m. pl. (of madan, q.v.), Mines; quarries;
—origins, sources.
A xz P a maallh (for a u maal-lh), I seek
preservation, or protection, by God; Heaven defend me;
God forbid (maais the inf. n., in the acc. case, of z m for
z m 'to seek preservation or protection').
A } P a mri (act. part. of } m 'to oppose,' iii of }m 'to
intervene as an obstacle'), adj. & s.m. Opposing; adverse;
—an opponent, adversary, a competitor.
P | P a mraa (for A. ~| P a mraat, inf. n. of } m; see
mri), s.m. Opposition; competition, emulation; rivalry;
—contradiction;—antithesis.

A e P a marif, s.m. pl. (of marifa, or marifat, q.v.), Sorts
of knowledge; sciences; acquirements.
A D P a mash (inf. n., and n. of place, fr. D m (for Z m) 'to
live'), s.f. Living, life;—that whereby one lives, means of
living, livelihood, subsistence; landed property;—the
place in which one lives:—mash-dr, adj. & s.m.
Possessed of (or one who is possessed of) the means of
living or of a maintenance;—owner of an estate:—badmash, vulg. bad-msh, adj. & s.m. Wicked, bad;—one who
leads a bad life:—tarz--mash,
s.f. Style of living, way or

manner of life; social condition:—nek mash, adj. & s.m.
Living a good or an honest life;—one who earns an
honest livelihood.
P AE P a msharat (for A. {E P a , inf. n. of E m 'to mix, or
consort, with; to hold social or familiar intercourse with,'
&c., iii of m 'to become the tenth' (of), &c.), s.f. Mixing
(with), associating or consorting (with), living in
fellowship or close intimacy (with); conversing (with);—
social or familiar intercourse, social life, society;
conversation; familiarity, intimacy.
A f P a mir (act. part. of f m 'to be contemporary with,'
iii of Mm; but prob. formed fr. ar, q.v.), adj. & s.m.
Contemporary, coeval;—a contemporary (pl. mirn).
P f P a ma (for A. F
 P a mai, pl. of maiyat, q.v.), s.f.
pl. Acts of disobedience, sins, crimes.
P f P a m (for A. }
 P a mi, act. part. of f m, iii of
(and syn. with) Mm'to disobey, rebel,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Disobedient, rebellious; criminal;—a rebel.
P e P a mf, vulg. mf(for A. _ P a mf, pass. part. of
_ m'to forgive, pardon,' &c., iii of h m (for h m) 'to forgive,'
&c.); part. adj. Forgiven, pardoned, absolved, excused,
condoned, remitted; spared; dispensed with; exempted
(from); free (of); privileged;—rent-free (land):—mfbil-shart, A
 conditional pardon:—mf rakhn, v.t. To hold
excused:—mf karn, v.t. To absolve, pardon, forgive,
excuse; to dispense with; to remit:—mf--mut laq,
 s.m.
Free pardon:—mf hon, v.n. To be forgiven, or
pardoned, &c.
P _ P a mf (mf, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Released, exempted;
exempt from the payment of rent or tax, rent-free;—s.f.
Forgiveness, pardon, absolution, remission; exemption;

—remission of revenue;—a rent-free grant; rent-free
lands (syn. ar--mf); a grant of land from
Government, an estate given as a pension:—mf-bq,
s.f. Remission of a balance:—mf hn(-k), To ask or
beg for pardon or remission:—mf- ih, s.f. A letter or
order for exemption (from payment of a toll, or tax,
&c.); a warrant of remission; a free pass:—mf nayt, adj. Released, or exempted, during life;—s.f. A
grant of rent-free land for life:—mf-dr, s.m. A holder
of rent-free land, a grantee:—mf--dim, or mf-istimrr, s.f. A grant of land in perpetuity; exemption
(from tax, &c.) in perpetuity:—mf-rawanna, s.m. An
order, or a permit, for the transit of merchandise free of
duty:—mf zamn, s.f. Land revenue-free, rent-free
land:—mf sl, s.m. A year of exemption from
assessment (on some special account):—mf m gn,
To seek pardon or forgiveness, to beg pardon; to
apologize:—mf--mmul, s.f. Established or customary
remission:—mf--n-jiz, s.f. An illegal grant, &c.:—
mf-nma, s.m. A deed of immunity or exemption from
taxes, &c.; a deed of amnesty.
P A _ P a myt, s.f. pl. of mf, q.v.
P %i P a mqabat (for A. ~%i P a , inf. n. of Ui m 'to punish,' iii
of UQ m 'to come after,' &c.), s.f. Punishing, chastising;
punishment, chastisement; penalty.
A 6! P a mlij (act. part. of 6! m; see next), s.m. One who
treats patients (whether sick or wounded) medically or
curatively, a physician.
P 8! P a mlaja (for A. ~8! P a mlajat, inf. n. of 6! m 'to treat
medically, to apply a remedy to,' &c., iii of 6#m 'to become
strong,' &c.), s.m. Treating medically; applying a remedy
(to), healing, curing;—adjusting, or managing (an aair);
medical treatment; a remedy;—adjustment (of an aair);
—mlaja karn(-k), To treat medically, to apply a
remedy (to), to heal, cure.
A ! P a mal, s.m. pl. (of {3P a malt), Highnesses,
eminences.
A A3a P a mmalt, s.m. pl. (of mmala, or mmalat,
q.v.), Dealings, transactions; aairs:—mmalt--mulk,
or mulk mmalt, State aairs; politics.
P #a P a mmalat, s.f.=#a P a mmala, q.v.

H J#a P a mmlag (fr. mmala), s.f. Dealing, transacting
business; transaction, negotiation, &c. (i.q. mmala).
P #a P a mmala, vulg. mmla, mmla(for A. ~#a P a
mmalat, inf. n. of a m 'to transact business with; to deal
with in buying and selling,' iii of @ m 'to work,' &c.), s.m.
Transacting business (with), dealing (with), trading, or
bargaining (with);—dealing, transaction, negotiation,
business, commerce, trac; bargain; contract;
correspondence;—sexual intercourse;—proceeding,
procedure; behaviour;—aair, matter, concern;
particular;—cause, or suit (in law), a case;—dominion,
jurisdiction:—mmala bann, A matter to be settled, or to
succeed; a bargain to be struck; an end to be gained:—
mmala pakk karn, or mmala pukht-paz karn, To
settle a matter nally or denitely; to conclude a
bargain:—mmala pakk hon, or mmala mukammal
hon, A transaction, or a bargain, to be completed:—
mmala-pardz, s.f. The performing (or performance)
of a business or aair;—the transacting (or transaction)
of business:—mmala-pardz karn, To transact (or to
carry on) business (for), to act (for):—mmala pa n, v.n.
Dealings to take place (between); to have to do or deal
(with):—mmala-- rija, s.m. An irrelevant matter:—
mmala-dn, or mmala-shins, adj. & s.m. Well
acquainted with business, &c.;—a business-man:—
mmala-dn, s.f. Knowledge of business:—mmala-ras,
adj. & s.m. Thoroughly comprehending an aair, or a
transaction, or a suit;—one who is conversant with any
matter, or who thoroughly comprehends and
understands an aair; one who penetrates to the bottom
of an aair:—mmala-ras, s.f. Penetrating to the bottom
of an aair, &c.; thorough comprehension of an aair,
or business, or suit:—mmala--sangn, s.m. A serious
business, a grave matter:—mmala--fsid, s.m. A
corrupt or dishonest transaction:—mmala-k sa , or
ush-mmala, adj. & s.m. True, or straightforward, or
honest in (his) dealings or transactions;—an honest
man:—mmale-k kho, adj. & s.m. Fraudulent or
dishonest in business or in (his) dealings;—a dishonest
man:—mmala karn(-se), To carry on business
transactions (with), to trade (with), to buy and sell
(with), to deal (with); to contract, to bargain; to treat

(with), to negotiate (with):—mmale-k aqqat-hl, The
true or real facts of an aair, or of a case; the merits of
a case:—mmala mukammal hon, v.n.=mmala pakk
hon, q.v.:—mmala--naqd, s.m. A cash-transaction:—
indal-mmala, adv. At the time of the transaction:—
bin--mmala, s.f. Ground or cause of action:— ushmmala, adj. & s.m.=mmala-k sa , q.v.
A +  P a mnid (act. part. of +  m 'to act with opposition,
disobedience, or rebellion,' iii of + m 'to turn aside; to
exceed bounds in disobedience,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Disobedient, rebellious, refractory, contumacious,
perverse, obstinate, stubborn;—a rebel; an obstinate
person, &c.
P Q  P a mnaqa (for A. ~Q  P a mnaqat, inf. n. of H m 'to
embrace (a person) by putting the arms upon his neck,'
iii of Hm; but prob. fr. unuq, 'the neck'), s.m. Throwing
the arms round the neck (of another), embracing,
hugging;—an embrace.
P  P a man (for A.  P a mani , pl. of P a man; see
man), s.f. pl. Meanings, intended signications or
senses; imports;—mental images;—intrinsic qualities;—
qualities that are commended or approved,
commendable qualities, charms, graces; elegance of
language;—elegant mystical meanings; sublime realities;
spiritual matters;—(for ilmul-man ), the science
whereby is known the manner of adapting language to
the requirements of the case;—ability (or knowledge
how) to express clearly one meaning in various ways.
P A P a mwadat (for A. { P a , inf. n. of  m 'to return
again and again (to a thing, an act, or a
place),' iii of  m (for  m) 'to return (to)'), s.f. Returning (to
a former habitation, or habit, or action); coming and
going, coming (or going) to and fro;—relapsing; a
relapse.
P | P a mwaat, s.f. = P | P a mwaa, s.m.(for A.
~| P a mwaat, inf. n. of } m, iii of (and syn. with) } m
(for } m) 'to give (one) a substitute, or something in
exchange, or compensation (for); to replace'),
Compensation; substitution; exchange, barter;
consideration given;—returning like for like, retaliating;
retaliation:—mwaza diln(-ko), To cause compensation

to be given (to), to award compensation (to):—mwaa-naqd, s.m. Money-compensation.
P | P a mwaa, s.m. = P | P a mwaat, s.f.(for A.
~| P a mwaat, inf. n. of } m, iii of (and syn. with) } m
(for } m) 'to give (one) a substitute, or something in
exchange, or compensation (for); to replace'),
Compensation; substitution; exchange, barter;
consideration given;—returning like for like, retaliating;
retaliation:—mwaza diln(-ko), To cause compensation
to be given (to), to award compensation (to):—mwaa-naqd, s.m. Money-compensation.
A  P a mwin (act. part. of  m; see mwanat), part. adj.
& s.m. Aiding, assisting; auxiliary;—aider, helper,
supporter; an assistant:—mwin--jurm, s.m. Aider and
abettor in a crime, an accessory:—mwin--dary, s.m.
Tributary of a river.
P  P a mwanat (for A. ~ P a , inf. n. of  m 'to aid, help,'
&c., iii of  m (for  m); but prob. formed fr. aun, 'aid,
help'), s.f. Aiding, assisting; aid, assistance, help,
succour:—mwanat karn(-k), To render aid (to), to aid,
&c.
P ?+  P a mhada (for A. {+  P a mhadat, inf. n. of +  m 'to
make a compact, or covenant, &c. with,' iii of + 4m 'to
make a compact,' &c.), s.m. Entering into a compact, or
confederacy, or alliance, &c. (with); compact, contract,
covenant, agreement, confederacy, alliance, league,
treaty, engagement.
A U) P a mayib, vulg. maib(pl. of mab, or mabat, 'a
ground or cause for nding fault, a vice,' &c., n. of place
fr. m (for U m); or an anomalous pl. of aib, q.v.), s.m. pl.
Vices, faults, defects, blemishes.
P ) P a myana, vulg. mena(for A. ~) P a 'to see, view, or
meet, face to face,' iii of  m (for < m) 'to be or become a
spy or scout' (for); but prob. formed fr. ain, 'eye') s.m.
Seeing face to face, seeing clearly, looking at, beholding,
contemplating, inspecting;—inspection; sight; view:—
myana karn, v.t. To see, behold, view, look at, inspect;
to look into, to examine.
A + %P a mabad (n. of place fr. + %m 'to worship'), s.m. A place
of worship, a mosque, a temple, a church;—a place of
pilgrimage.

A + %P a mabbid (act. part. of + %Cm, ii of + %m; prob. formed fr.
ibdat), s.m. A worshipper (i.q. bid, q.v.).
A %P a mabar (n. of place fr. %m 'to cross'), s.m. A place
where a river is crossed, a ferry; a ford;—a pass.
A %P a mbar (n. of instr. fr. %m 'to cross'), s.m. A thing
upon which, or by means of which, one crosses a river; a
ferry-boat;—a pontoon; a bridge.
A %P a mabbir (act. part. of %Cm, ii of (and syn. with) %m 'to
interpret, or explain' (a dream)), s.m. An interpreter of
dreams.
P %P a mabbir (fr. mabbir), s.f. Interpretation of
dreams.
A  %P a mab d (pass. part. of + %m 'to worship'), part.
Worshipped, adored;—s.m. What is worshipped or
adored, a god, deity;—the Deity.
A  *P a mtd (pass. part. of  *m 'to become accustomed or
habituated to,' viii of  m (for  m) 'to return' (to), &c.),
part. adj. Accustomed, wonted; customary, usual;—s.f.
Custom, habit, use;—a xed quantity or allowance (of
food, &c.); quantity usual or requisite to produce an
eect, due quantity; due strength;—quantity; weight,
bulk; size; power, strength:—mtd-k waqt, s.m.
Appointed time, usual hour.
A %*P a mtabar (pass. part of %*m 'to hold in high
estimation or regard,' &c., viii of %m 'to study; to examine;
to try,' &c.), part. adj. Held in high estimation or regard,
esteemed, honoured, revered;—respectable, creditable,
reputable; worthy of condence, trustworthy,
condential, relied on; credible; true; authentic—s.m. A
respectable person; a trustworthy person (i.q. mtabar
dm):—mtabar jnn, v.t. To regard or consider as
trustworthy, or creditable, or true, or genuine; to receive
or admit as true, &c.
H %*P a mtabar, vulg. mtbar(fr. mtabar), s.f.
Respectability; trustworthiness; creditability; credit.
A + *P a mtadd, vulg. mtad(pass. part. of + *Cm 'to be or
become numbered or counted,' &c., viii of +C m 'to number,
count,' &c.), part. Numbered, counted, reckoned,
computed.
A + *P a mtadil (act. part. of + *m 'to be or become even,
or equal, or equable, or uniform,' &c., viii of + m 'to make

equal, or like,' &c.), adj. Equal, equable, uniform;
symmetrical, proportionate, well-proportioned;—of a
middling sort (in quantity or quality); moderate,
temperate; tolerable; pleasant (not hot); calm; mild:—
mtadil karn, v.t. To moderate, qualify, modify; to
temper, attemper; to abate, to lessen.
A }*P a mtari (act. part. of }*m 'to oppose, resist, or
withstand,' &c., viii of }m 'to present or oer (itself,
to)'), part. adj. & s.m. Opposing, resisting, withstanding;
hindering; objecting (to); interposing;—coming or
extending across; transverse;—parenthetic;—an
opposer; an objector, &c.:—mtari hon(-k), To be an
opposer (of), to oppose, withstand; to hinder, obstruct,
impede; to object (to); to come across.
A e*P a mtarif (act. part. of e*m, viii of (and syn. with)
em 'to make confession (of), to acknowledge'), part. adj.
& s.m. Acknowledging, confessing, making confession
(of, -k);—one who acknowledges or confesses,
confessor, declarer, armer, avower:—mtarif hon(-k),
To be an acknowledger (of), to acknowledge, confess, &c.
A o*P a mtazil (act. part. o*m 'to go apart or away (from),
to separate oneself (from),' viii of om 'to put or set apart
or aside'), s.m. A separatist, a seceder, a dissenter.
A !o*P a mtazil (rel. n. fr. al-mtazilat;—or perhaps a P.
form fr. mtazil), s.m. A seceder, &c. (=mtazil); an
indel, an atheist.
A 2 M*P a mtaim (act. part. of 2 M*m 'to hold fast or cling (to
God, or religion); to preserve or defend ooneself (by the
grace of God),' viii of 2 Mm 'to preserve, or defend'), part.
adj. Holding fast, or clinging (to); relying (on); attendant
(on);—preserved, defended;—abstaining, or refraining
(from disobedience, &c.):—s.m. One who preserves
himself (from disobedience, &c., by the grace of God); a
servant (of God).
A + Q *P a mtaqid (act. part. of + Q *m 'to believe, to be rmly
persuaded,' &c., viii of + Q m 'to conclude, settle, conrm,'
&c.), part. adj. & s.m. Believing; rmly persuaded,
condent, certain, or sure (of); follower (of a creed or
sect); an adherent, a faithful friend or servant:—mtaqid
hon, v.n. To believe (in), to conde (in); to be rmly
persuaded (of, -k), to be condent, or certain (of).

A g*P a mtukif (act. part. of g*m 'to seclude oneself for
a time in a place of worship, performing a particular sort
of religious service,' viii of gm 'to keep constantly or
perseveringly to the worship (of)'), part. adj. Secluding
oneself in a mosque or temple for religious service;
continually at prayer in the temple; constant in
devotion;—attentive to religious duties.
A + @ *P a mtamad (pass. part. of + @ *m 'to lean, recline, or
rest (upon),' viii of + @ m 'to stay, prop, or support'), part.
adj. Relied upon, conded in; trustworthy, condential,
faithful:—mtamad, or mtamad alaih(i), or mtamad
ilaih(i), s.m. A person upon whom one leans or relies, an
object of reliance, a stay, support, hope, one in whom
condence is placed.
A o8P a mjiz (act. part. of o8m 'to render powerless or
impotent; to disable (an opponent) in a contest,' iv of o8m
'to be or become powerless or impotent'), s.m. A miracle
(i.q. mjiza, the com. form, q.v.; lit.'that by which a
prophet disables the opponent in a contest'):—m8jiz-se,
adv. By miraculous power, miraculously.
A Ao8P a mjizt, s.m. pl. (of ?o8P a mjiza, q.v.), Miracles.
P ?o8P a mjiza (for A. {o8P a mjizat, intens. of mjiz, q.v.),
s.m. A miracle (performed by a prophet, in
contradistinction to karmat, which is a miracle
performed by a saint, or righteous man not claiming to
be a prophet):—mjiza dikhn(-ko), To show a miracle:—
mjiza karn, To perform a miracle or miracles:—mjizek, adj. Miraculous.
H 1 8P a maj m, s.f. (dialec.) corr. of maj n, q.v. (cf.
mj m).
A  8P a maj n (pass. part. of <8m 'to knead'), part.
Kneaded (as a mass of dough);—s.f. An electuary, a
confection; a drug, or drugs, mixed up with honey, or
inspissated juice or syrup, and generally containing
opium, or hemp, or some other intoxicating ingredient.
P !+ P a madalat (for A. ~!+ P a , inf. n. of + m 'to act equitably,
or justly,' &c.), s.f. Administering justice;—equity, justice,
rectitude (i.q. 'adl, q.v.).
A + P a madin, vulg. madan(n. of place fr. + m 'to remain,
stay, abide,' &c.), s.m. & f. A mine; a quarry (so called
because it is 'a place where the native ore remains

xed').
A + P a madin, vulg. madan(rel. n. fr. madan), adj. Of or
belonging to a mine; mineral; fossil; metallic;—s.f. A
mineral; a metal.
A A + P a madanyt, s.f. pl. (of madan), Minerals, mineral
substances; metals:—ilm--madanyt, The science
treating of minerals, mineralogy.
A + P a mad d (pass. part. of +C m 'to number, count,' &c.),
part. Numbered, counted, reckoned, computed;—limited.
P !+ P a mad la (for A. ~!+ P a mad lat, fem. of + P a mad l,
pass. part. of + m 'to turn from its course, to turn aside or
away,' &c.), part. Distorted, wrested; avoided, passed
over (in pronunciation), quiescent, silent (as the win the
words n, esh, &c.).
A 1 + P a mad m (pass. part. of 1 + m 'to be wanting, not to be
found, not to exist'), part. adj. Lacking, wanting, not
found, not existing, non-existent, lost, extinct; abolished;
annihilated:—mad m karn, v.t. To make or render nonexistent or extinct;—to annihilate:—mad m hon, v.n. To
be lacking or wanting, not to be found; to fail, cease; to
be extinct.
P ?+ P a mda (for A. {+ P a mdat, or maidat, v.n. fr. + P a 'to
draw or seize rapidly; to carry o'), s.m. The stomach;
the hypochondrium.
A + P a mad (n. of place fr. + m 'to pass from, and leave'),
s.m. Place of passing or passage; transit, pass, passage.
A / P a muaab (pass. part. of /C m 'to punish; to torment,
torture,' ii of / m 'to abstain or desist (from)'), part.
Punished; tormented, tortured;—made to abstain or
desist (from);—prevented, let, hindered.
P A/ P a mairat, or mazarat(for
A. {/ P a , inf. n. and v.n. of

/ m 'to excuse'), s.f. Excuse, apology; plea (i.q. ur, q.v.).
A / P a ma r (pass. part. of / m 'to excuse'), part. adj.
Excused;—excusable;—exempted (from);—dispensed
with;—helpless, powerless;—unserviceable;—
disappointed:—ma rul- idmat , Excused or exempted
from service; invalided, pensioned:—maz  r rakhn, v.t.
To hold excused, or excusable; to excuse;—to exempt
(from, -se):—to dispense with.
P / P a maz  r (fr. maz r), s.f. Excusableness; exemption
(from);—helplessness, inability.

P P a muarr (for A. P a muarr, pass. part. of Cm'to make
naked, or bare, to denude,' &c., ii of m'to be or become
naked,' &c.), part. adj. Denuded, divested, stripped;
naked; bare; bald;—free (from); pure.
A 5P a mrj (n. of instr. fr. 5m 'to ascend'), s.f. & m. A
ladder; a series of steps or stairs; anything by which one
ascends;—the ladder upon which the souls ascend when
they are taken from their bodies; the ladder upon which
Moammad is related to have ascended from Jerusalem
to Heaven;—(hence) ascent, ascension.
A }P a mari, vulg. mara(n. of place fr. }m 'to appear; to
occur,' &c.), s.m. Place of the appearance, or occurrence,
or manifestation (of a thing); scene (of); place of
meeting;—the case of the appearance, &c. (of a thing);—
occurrence; occasion (of); contingency.
A eP a muarrif (act. part. of eCm 'to make known,' &c., ii of
em 'to know,' &c., part. adj. & s.m. Making known;
describing; introducing; praising;—one who makes
known; or introduces (to), &c.:—muarraf(pass. part. of
the same verb), part. Made known;—marked; notied;—
rendered denite (a noun).
P _P a marifat, vulg. mrfat(for A. ~_P a , inf. n. of em 'to
know'), s.f. Knowledge, cognition, cognizance,
acquaintance;—science; learning;—art, skill, craft;—
means, cause, reason, account;—postpn. By means (of, k), through the medium (of), through; by the hands (of),
by; in charge (of); to the care (of).
P _P a marifa, vulg. mrfa(for A. ~_P a marifat, q.v.), s.m. A
determinate noun, a denite or proper noun.
P  P a maraka, vulg. mrka(for A. ~ P a marakat, n. of place
fr. m 'to rub, press, scrape,' &c.), s.m. A place, or scene,
of battle or ght; eld of battle; battle-ground; an
ampitheatre (for gladiators or prize-ghters);—strife,
ght:—marake-k, adj. (f. -k), 'Martial, warlike';—of
importance; important, momentous:—marake-k dm, A
man of importance, a great man:—maraka-gr, s.m. A
rope-dancer.
A }P a mar  (pass. part. of }m 'to present, or oer
(to),' &c.), = P |P a mar a (for A. ~|P a mar at, fem. of
mar ),part. Presented, oered, exposed; submitted;—
related;—written, dated;—mar , s.m. Exposition,

explanation, representation, petition (syn. ar).
P |P a mar a (for A. ~|P a mar at, fem. of mar ), = A
}P a mar  (pass. part. of }m 'topresent, or oer (to),'
&c.), part. Presented, oered, exposed; submitted;—
related;—written, dated;—mar , s.m. Exposition,
explanation, representation, petition (syn. ar).
A eP a mar f, vulg. mr f(pass. part. of em 'to know'),
part. adj. Known, well-known; famous, noted, celebrated,
notorious;—(in Gram.) active (voice);—s.m. The active
voice (of a verb);—(in Alg.) a known quantity;—the
letters  and are said to be mar fwhen the former has
the sound of in n r, and the latter that of in pr.
A doP a muazzaz (pass. part. of doCm 'to render (one) noble, or
honourable; to honour,' &c., ii of oCm 'to be or become
noble, or honourable,' &c.), part. Honoured, dignied;
magnied; revered, esteemed; honourable:—muazzaz
rakhn, v.t. To hold in honour, to honour, revere,
esteem.
A oP a maz l (pass. part. of om 'to remove, depose,
displace,' &c.), part. Removed, deposed, displaced,
dismissed (from oce); degraded; dethroned:—maz l
karn, or kar-den, v.t. To remove, discharge, or dismiss (se, from oce), to depose; to dethrone; to degrade, or
disgrace:—maz l hon(-se), To be removed, or dismissed
(from), &c.
P !oP a maz l (fr. maz l), s.f. Removal (from oce),
dismissal; deposition; dethronement;—disgrace.
A  0P a mas r (pass. part. of 0m 'to be or become dicult,
or hard,' &c.), adj. Dicult, hard, intricate.
A P a mashar (fr. {m asharat, 'ten'), s.m. A company,
troop, collective body (of people), a community, society
(so called because they are many').
A P a maashshar (pass. part. of 
C m 'to make ten'), adj. &
s.m. Relating to ten; composed of ten; ten-sided;—a tensided gure, a decagon.
A G P a mash q (pass. part. of Hm 'to love passionately'),
s.m. = P i P a mash qa (for A. ~i P a mash qat, fem. of
mash q), s.f.(lit.'loved, beloved'), A beloved object;
beloved, love, sweetheart, mistress.
P i P a mash qa (for A. ~i P a mash qat, fem. of mash q),
s.f. = A G P a mash q (pass. part. of Hm 'tolove

passionately'), s.m. (lit.'loved, beloved'), A beloved
object; beloved, love, sweetheart, mistress.
P  i P a mash qna [mash q, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adj. & adv. Like one beloved; of one beloved;—lovely,
charming.
P i P a mash q (mash q, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), = P  i P a
mash qyat (mash q+Ar. abst.a. yat),s.f. A being loved;
the state or condition of a beloved object;—loveliness,
charm.
P  i P a mash qyat (mash q+Ar. abst. a. yat), = P
i P a mash q (mash q, q.v.+ = Zend i = S. ), s.f. A being
loved; the state or condition of a beloved object;—
loveliness, charm.
part. of the quadrilit.
A h MP a muasfar,
 vulg. maasfar(pass.

v. h Mm 'to dye with saron'), part. Dyed with saron;—
s.m. Anything died with saron;—maafar, s.m.
Saower, bastard saron (i.q. usfur).

A 1 MP a ma m (pass. part. of 2 Mm 'to defend, protect,'
&c.), part. adj. Defended, protected, preserved;—
innocent, guileless, simple;—s.m. An innocent; an infant,
a child (pl. ma mn).
P a MP a ma m (ma m, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), s.f.=next,
q.v.
P  a MP a ma myat, vulg. ma miyat(fr. A. ~ a MP a
ma myat, rel. abst. s. fr. ma m), s.f. Innocence,
simplicity;—infancy.
P  MP a maiyat (for A. ~ MP a , inf. n. of Mm (for Mm) 'to
disobey,' &c.), s.f. Disobedience; rebellion; defection;—
sin.
A NP a muattar
  (pass. part. of NCm 'to perfume' (another, or
a thing), ii of Nm 'to perfume oneself; to be sweet in the
odour of'), part. adj. Perfumed, scented; fragrant.
A NP a muattal
  (pass. part. of NCm 'to divest of; to render
vacant, or unoccupied; or free from work, or
unemployed,' &c., ii of Nm 'to be destitute (of), to be
without employment,' &c.), part. adj. Divested (of);
destitute (of); vacant, void, unoccupied; uninhabited;
unfrequented; left untouched; neglected; abandoned,
deserted;—free from work, unemployed, out of employ;
idle;—fallow;—suspended, in abeyance;—out of use,
obsolete;—empty, useless, vain, of no account:—muattal


rakhn, v.t. To keep vacant, &c.; to keep unemployed;—to
keep or hold in abeyance, &c.:—muattal
  karn, v.t. To
render vacant or unoccupied;—to put out of employ;—to
suspend (from oce); to abolish, to cancel, &c.
P #NP a muattal
  (fr. muattal),
  s.f. The being idle, or out of
employment;—suspension (from oce);—neglect;—
delay.
A e NP a mat f (pass. part. of gNm 'to become inclined, or
bent,' &c.), = P _ NP a mat fa (for A. ~_ NP a mat fat,fem. of
mat f),part. Inclined, bent; turned, twisted; curved;—
appended, attached; conjoined, coupled, or connected
(by the copulative conjunction);—s.m. The rst of two
words or clauses connected (by a conjunction):—mat  falaih(i), s.m. The word to which (an explanatory word) is
attached (by means of a virtual conjunction); the second
of two words or clauses connected (by a conjunction).
P _ NP a mat fa (for A. ~_ NP a mat fat, fem. of mat f), = A
e NP a mat f (pass. part. of gNm 'tobecome inclined, or
bent,' &c.), part. Inclined, bent; turned, twisted; curved;
—appended, attached; conjoined, coupled, or connected
(by the copulative conjunction);—s.m. The rst of two
words or clauses connected (by a conjunction):—mat  falaih(i), s.m. The word to which (an explanatory word) is
attached (by means of a virtual conjunction); the second
of two words or clauses connected (by a conjunction).
A 2 P a muaz z am
  (pass. part. of 2 Cm 'to make great, to
magnify, honour,' &c., ii of 2 m 'to be or become great,'
&c.), part. Magnied; great; honoured, respected,
revered.
A 2 P a mzam
 (pass. part. of 2 m, iv of (and syn. with) 2 m
'to be or become great in comparison with'), s.m. The
superior, the greater, the principal, chief; the greater
part; the better sort; the gross, or mass, or bulk (of).
P @ P a muaz z ama
fem. of
  (for A. ~@ P a muaz z amat,
 
part. adj. f.=muaz z am,
muaz z am),
 
  q.v.
A Q P a maq l (pass. part. of Q m 'to be or become
intelligent,' &c.), adj. Perceived by the intellect,
intellectual; excogitated (opp. to manq l, 'desumed,' or
'borrowed,' as is the science of the fundamentals of
religion, and the like);—intelligible; perceptible;—
understood;—approved by the intellect; approved;

acceptable; reasonable; probable; just, right, proper; fair;
decent; liberal; sucient; satisfactory;—pertinent,
apposite, appropriate, to the purpose;—formed in
wisdom; good, nice, choice;—s.f. Any branch of
knowledge that is excogitated (the opp. of manq l, see
above); philosophy, &c.;—intj. Right! just! all right. very
good! very well! &c.:—maq l-bn, adj. & s.m. Seeing (or
one who sees) what is acceptable, or reasonable, &c.;
judicious; reasonable;—a judicious, or a reasonable,
person, &c.:—maq l-go, adj. & s.m. Speaking (or one who
speaks) reasonably, or aptly, or properly, &c.;
conversable:—maq l-go, s.f. Pertinent, or proper,
speaking or speech.
A A" Q P a maq lt, s.m. pl. (of maq l), Things perceived by
the intellect, intellectual things; intelligible things;—
things approved by the intellect, reasonable things, or
words; probabilities, &c.
P ! Q P a maq la (for A. ~! Q P a maq lat, fem. of maq l), part.
adj.=maq l, q.v.;—s.m. That which is understood, &c.; the
understood, the intelligible.
P ! Q P a maq l (maq l, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), = P  ! Q P a
maq lyat (for A. ~ ! Q P a maq lyat, abst. s. fr. maq l),s.f.
Reasonableness; probability, &c. (see maq l).
P  ! Q P a maq lyat (for A. ~ ! Q P a maq lyat, abst. s. fr.
maq l), = P ! Q P a maq l (maq l, q.v.+ = Zend i = S. ), s.f.
Reasonableness; probability, &c. (see maq l).
A (P a maa-ka, vulg. maak(maa, q.v.+pron. ka'thee'), With
thee:—allh maak, God be with thee.
A K P a mak s (pass. part. of Im 'to invert, reverse; to
transpose,' &c.), part. adj. Inverted; reversed; turned
upside down; converted; transposed;—re ex;—perverted
(in order, or in meaning):—mak s pa hn, v.t. To read
backwards:—mak s honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become
inverted, or reversed, or turned upside down.
P 3P a muall, part.=#P a muall, q.v.
A H#P a muallaq (pass. part. of H#Cm 'to hang, or suspend' (a
thing, to), ii of H#m 'to be or become suspended (to)'), part.
adj. Hung (to), suspended, hung up, hanging, pendulous,
dangling.
A 2 #P a muallim (act. part. of 2 #Cm 'to teach,' &c.), s.m. A
teacher, tutor, instructor, preceptor, master; the pilot, or

the mate (of a ship,—in the barbarous dialect of the
'lascars' called mlim, or malim);—muallam(pass. part. of
the same verb), part. Taught, instructed; trained,
disciplined;—s.m. A learner, student, pupil:—muallim-gar,
s.f.=muallim, q.v.
P @ #P a muallima (for A. ~@ #P a muallimat, fem. of muallim),
s.f. A female teacher, an instructress, &c.
P @ #P a muallim (fr. muallim), s.f. Teachership, tutorship;
—instruction;—pilotage.
A e #P a mal f (pass. part. of g#m 'to feed (a beast) with
fodder'), = P _ #P a mal fa (for A. ~_ #P a mal fat, fem. of
mal f),part. adj. Fed with fodder or provender, foddered;
—stall-fed; fatted.
P _ #P a mal fa (for A. ~_ #P a mal fat, fem. of mal f), = A
e #P a mal f (pass. part. of g#m'to feed (a beast) with
fodder'), part. adj. Fed with fodder or provender,
foddered;—stall-fed; fatted.
A #P a mal l (pass. part. of Cm 'to be or become diseased,
or sick,' &c.), part. adj. Diseased, distempered,
indisposed, sick, ill; weakened; caused, produced,
eected;—s.m.(?) An eect (the opp. of illat, q.v.); an
inference.
A 1 #P a mal m, vulg. ml m(pass. part. of 2 #m 'to know,'
&c.), part. adj. Known; distinguished; celebrated, famous,
notorious; clear, evident, certain, obvious, apparent; (in
Geom.) given (as a line, &c.);—s.m. The active voice (of a
verb):—mal m karnor kar-jn(-ko), To know,
understand; to discover, nd out; to perceive, to behold;
to recognize; to feel; to deem, suppose:—mal m nah , It
is not known to me; I do not know:—mal m hot hai, It
appears, it seems; it is found (to be):—mal m hon(-ko, or
-par), To be or become known (to), to be discovered; to
be deemed, or supposed; to appear, seem.
A A a #P a mal mt (pl. of mal mat, fem. of mal m), s.f. pl.
Things known; sciences.
P a #P a mal ma (for A. ~a #P a mal mat, fem. of mal m),
part. adj.=mal m.
A #P a muall (pass. part. of #Cm'to make high, to elevate,
to exalt,' ii of 3m (for #m) 'to be high, or elevated,' &c.),
part. adj. High, elevated, exalted, eminent, sublime:—
muall alqb, Of exalted rank or dignity;—urd --muall,

s.m. 'The royal camp or court'; the court language; good
Urd (cf. 'the Queen's English').
P @ P a muamm (for A. @ P a muamm, pass part. of
@C m'to make obscure, or covert, or enigmatical,' ii of
@ m'to be or become obscure,' &c.), s.m. What is made
unapparent, or obscure, or dicult, or enigmatical'; a
verse of mysterious meaning;—an acrostic;—an enigma;
an anagram; a riddle, rebus; an innuendo; a dark saying;
—a dicult or complicated matter:—muamm al karn,
or muamm kholn, To solve a riddle, or an enigma, &c.
A A @ P a muammt, s.m. pl. (of muamm, q.v.), Enigmas,
dark sayings, &c.
A  @ P a mmr (n. of instr. fr. @ m 'to build,' &c.), s.m. A
builder, an architect, a mason.
P  @ P a mmr (fr. mmr), s.f. Building; architecture;
masonry;—the occupation of a builder, &c.
A @ P a muammar (pass. part. of @ m 'to prolong life; to
preserve alive,' ii of @ m 'to live long'), part. adj. Aged;
blest with long life.
A @ P a muammil (act. part. of @C m 'to cause to do, or work,'
&c., ii of @ m 'to do,' &c.), = A @ P a mmil (act. part. of
@ m'to cause to do, or work,' &c., iv of @ m'to do,' &c.), act.
part. Causing to do, or work, &c.; causing to be done or
performed.
A @ P a mmil (act. part. of @ m 'to cause to do, or work,'
&c., iv of @ m 'to do,' &c.), = A @ P a muammil (act. part. of
@C m 'tocause to do, or work,' &c., ii of @ m 'todo,' &c.), act.
part. Causing to do, or work, &c.; causing to be done or
performed.
A  @ P a mam r (pass. part. of @ m 'to become inhabited, or
peopled,' &c.), part. adj. Inhabited; peopled; well stocked
with people, populous; colonized, cultivated, wellcultivated; in a ourishing state, ourishing; auent,
prosperous, happy; delightful;—in sound or good or
ecient condition; in a state of good repair;—wellappointed (an army);—full; abundant, ample.
P ? @ P a mam ra (for A. { @ P a mam rat, fem. of mam r),
part. adj.=mam r, q.v.;—s.m. An inhabited, or a wellpeopled, place;—a cultivated spot, or a well-cultivated, or
delightful, spot.
P  @ P a mam r (fr. mam r), s.f. Population;

populousness; cultivation; a ourishing condition;
happiness;—fulness (as of a treasury, &c.); ecient
condition, eciency (of an army);—a state of good
repair.
A @ P a mam l, vulg. mm l(pass. part. of @ m 'to 'make; to
do, act,' &c.), part. adj. Made, prepared; acted upon; (in
Gram.) governed;—established, customary, wonted,
usual;—s.m. Action, operation;—usage, established
custom, practice; habit;—xed allowance or gratuity:—
mam l-ke din, A recurring period (for a thing or act); the
usual period (of menstruation).
P ! @ P a mam l (mam l, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Customary,
practised, usual, ordinary; current (as expenditure); due
(time).
H @ P a muamma, s.m. corr. of muamm, q.v.
A @ P a muamm, s.m.= @ P a muamm, q.v.
A <P a man, prop. n. Name of an Arab celebrated for his
liberality.
P P a man, s.m.=P a man, q.v.
A %P a muambar (pass. part. of form ii, fr. %m 'ambergris'),
part. adj. Perfumed with ambergris.
P Q P a manaqa (for A. ~Q P a mnaqat, n. of instr. fr. Hm 'the
neck'), s.m. A collar (or anything similar) round the
neck.
A  P a manaw (rel. n. fr. man, q.v.), adj. Of or relating
to meaning or intended sense; owing from the sense
(opp. to lafz, 'verbal'); signicant; expressive (of);—of or
relating to idea, or mind, or intellect; ideal, mental,
intellectual (opp. to iss):—spiritual;—true, real; intrinsic;
essential; absolute; understood, implied.
A P a man, s.m. See next.
P P a man, s.f., or mane, s.m. (for A. man, inf. n. of
m'to concern, or relate or belong to'; or contrac. of RCP a
manyu, pass. part. of Rm), Meaning, intended sense,
intent, signication; indication, import, drift,
acceptation; intrinsic quality;—spirituality;—substance,
essence; reality; the interior or hidden part (of
anything):—man bayn karn(-k), To explain the
meaning, &c. (of), to explain, to interpret:—man den,
and man rakhn(-k), To yield, or to have, the meaning
or sense (of), to denote, to imply:—be-man, adj. Without

meaning or sense; vain, foolish, absurd, nonsensical :—
ky man, With what intent? what is the reason?
A  P a muawwad (pass. part. of C m 'to accustom, or
habituate,' &c., ii of  m (for  m) 'to return' (to)), part. adj.
Accustomed, habituated, addicted; exercised, trained.
A  P a ma n (fr. aun, q.v.; or (virtually) pl. of ma nai),
s.m. = P  P a ma nat (for A. ~ P a , fr. aun,q.v.) s.f.Aid,
assistance; favour; protection.
P  P a ma nat (for A. ~ P a , fr. aun, q.v.) s.f. = A  P a ma n
(fr. aun, q.v.; or (virtually)pl. of ma nai), s.m.Aid,
assistance; favour; protection.
P P a maa, prep.=b a ma or maa, q.v.
A / 4P a ma-h, or maa-hz, adv. See s.v. b a ma or maa.
A  4P a mah d (pass. part. of + 4m 'to enjoin;—to make a
compact,' &c.), part. adj. Enjoined; appointed;
established;—contracted for, covenanted; agreed;
stipulated; promised;—xed, determined, resolved;—
accustomed, customary;—known; certain.
A  P a myr (n. of instr. fr.  m yr, q.v.), s.m. A standard
of measure or weight; the mark or standard of money,
&c.;—an assay-balance;—a touchstone.
P  P a mayat (for A. ~ P a , abst. s. fr. b a ma, q.v.), s.f. The
being together; conjunction; association, society; coexistence.
P  P a mashat (for A. ~ P a , inf. n. of D m (for Z m) 'to
live'), s.f. Living, sustenance, victuals, daily food; the
means of life or subsistence, livelihood; way of life.
A < P a muaiyan (pass. part. of <C m 'to appoint, prescribe
(for); to assign (to),' &c., ii of  m (for < m) 'to raise the
eyes (to),' &c.), part. adj. Appointed, prescribed,
specied, assigned; xed, established, determined,
settled; ascertained; declared, certied;—s.m. (in Geom.),
A rhombus:—muaiyan karn, v.t. To appoint, &c.;—to
assume, to take, to x on (as):—muaiyan hon, v.n. To be
appointed, &c.:—waqt--muaiyan, s.m. Appointed time.
A < P a mun (act. part. of  m 'to aid, help,' &c., iv of  m
(for  m); but formed fr. aun, q.v.), s.m. Aider, helper; an
assistant.
A A P a may b (pass. part. of m (for U m) 'to be faulty, or
unsound, or defective,' &c.), part. adj. Faulty, defective,
blemished;—found fault with; accused (of); stigmatized;—

blamable, reprehensible; vicious; opprobrious, infamous.
P  P a may b (fr. may b), s.f. Faultiness; wickedness,
vice, &c.
P T a mug [old
P. magu; Pehl. magu; Zend moghu; cf. S.


/V ], s.m. One of the Magi; a worshipper of re;—a
tavern-keeper (plur. mugn):—mug
-ba

 a, s.m. The son of
a (or a young) re-worshipper; the son of a tavernkeeper.
P   a magk [Pehl. megh= Zend magha+k= S. ], s.m. A
pit; a deep place, a hollow; a ditch.
P N!  a muglat
 inf. n. of w! p 'to vie
 a (for A. ~N!  a muglat
 at,
with in endeavouring to cause each the other to make a
mistake,' iii of w#p 'to make a mistake'), s.m. Leading into

error;—deception; delusion;—ambiguity;—error:—
muglat
s.f. Misleading; practising deception (on);

 a-dih,
misinforming; misreporting;—mistaking:—muglat
 a
den(-ko), To lead into error, to mislead, to practise
deception (on), to deceive, delude; to misinform.
P   a mugn,
 s.m. A tavern, a house of promiscuous
entertainment;—(pl. of mug,  q.v.), s.m. Magi, reworshippers;—a fraternity of Christian monks.
A )  a mugyir
 (act. part. of ) p 'to dier, each from the

other,' iii of  p (for  p); but formed fr. gair,
 q.v.), adj.
Dierent; contrary; repugnant; adverse.
P A)  a mugyarat,
vulg. mugirat(for
A. {)  a , inf. n. of ) p


'to barter,' &c., iii of  p (for  p), but formed fr. gair),
 s.f.
Bartering, exchanging; barter, exchange;—dierence,
disagreement; contrariety, repugnance.
(act. part. of 2 *p 'to reckon (a thing)
A 2 * a mugtanim

spoil,' &c., viii of 2 p 'to obtain or take spoil; to acquire or
gain a thing without diculty or trouble'), part. adj.
Considering, or holding, as spoil or prey, or as a prize, or
blessing;—enriched, endowed with abundance;
possessing, enjoying, taking delight (in):—
mugtanam(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. Accounted

an invaluable prize; regarded as a blessing.
P : a mug a,
 s.m. Soreness under the arms.

A  a magrib,
of place fr. p 'to set' (the
 or magrab(n.

sun)), s.m. The west; the western quarter; the western
countries; sunset:—magrib-r
ya, adj. Facing the west;

westerly; towards the west:—magrib-k namz, The prayer

of sunset, evening prayer.
A   a magrib,
n. fr. magrib),
 or magrab(rel.

 adj. Of the
west, western;—African.
A G a mugraq
 (pass. part. of Gp 'to immerse' (in), iv of Gp

'to be immersed,' &c.), = A G a mugarraq
(pass. part. of GCp


'to immerse' (in), ii of Gp 'to be immersed,' &c.), part.
Sunk (in), dipped or immersed (in); covered (with);
gilded; ornamented with gold or silver; plated.
A G a mugarraq
(pass. part. of GCp to immerse' (in), ii of Gp


'to be immersed,' &c.), = A G a mugraq
 (pass. part. of Gp
'toimmerse' (in), iv of Gp 'to be immersed,' &c.), part.
Sunk (in), dipped or immersed (in); covered (with);
gilded; ornamented with gold or silver; plated.
H A a magr  t = H Y a magr  ta (corr. forms, prob. fr. A.
grat),
part. adj. Taken or seized by main force,

plundered.
H Y a magr  ta = H A a magr  t (corr. forms, prob. fr. A.

grat),
part. adj. Taken or seized by main force,

plundered.
A  a magr  r (pass. part. of Cp 'to deceive,' &c.), part. adj.
lit.'Deceived, made to desire what is vain or false';—
proud, arrogant, presumptuous, haughty, self-conceited;
fastidious.
P  a magr  r (fr. magr  r), s.f. Pride, arrogance,
haughtiness.
P o a magz  [Pehl. mazg; Zend mazga; S. /A*], s.m. Brain;—
marrow;—kernel; pith; pulp; crumb (of bread); the inside
(of anything), the chief substance or essence (of
anything);—intellect;—pride, arrogance;—the best kind
of pearl:—magz  u n, 'The brain to y or go,' to lose one's
head, to become or feel distracted:—magz  bhinnn, v.n.
'The brain to ring'; to have a buzzing in the ears:—magz 
bhau kn, 'To cause the brain to bark'; to try the brain,
or to fatigue (oneself) with talking:—magz  pa n, To rack
the brain;—to torment, tease, distract:—magz  pa  karn,
To rack the brain:—magz  phirn, 'To turn the brain';—to
torment, tease, distract;—to talk much, to tire oneself by
talking:—magz  aln(kis-k), The head (of a person) to be
turned:—magz  l karn, 'To empty the brain'; to make
(one, or oneself) light-headed; to distract, to worry;—to
fatigue (oneself) by much talking:—magz-dr,
adj. Full of


brain, or marrow, &c.; marrowy; kernelled, kernelly;
pithy:—magz-zan
karn, or magz  mrn, To rack (one's

own) brain; to distract oneself; to fatigue oneself by
much talking or thought:—magz-se
 utrn, or magz-se

nikln(-ko), To evolve from the brain, to make out of
one's own head, to invent:—magz-k,
adj. (f. -k), Of or

relating to the brain; cerebral:—magz-ko
a hn(-ke), To

mount (or get) to the brain or head (of):—magz  khn, or
magz  n, To consume, or wear, or try, the brain (of); to
distract, tease, worry, harass:—magz-ke
 k e jha n, or
magz-k-kl
nikaln, 'The maggots of (one's) brain to be

shaken (or to fall) out,' or 'the pin of (one's) brain to
come out'; to be humbled; to be punished or chastised:—
be-magz, or be-magza,
 adj. & s.m. Brainless, emptyheaded;—marrowless; without kernel; empty;—a
brainless fellow, &c.
P o a magz (fr. magz),
 s.f. Edging, border; hem;—
insertion.
A o a magz (n. of place fr. gazw,
inf. n. of op (for op) 'to

go forth to ght,' &c.), s.m. A place of making war, and
plundering; a eld of battle.
A q a mag  b (pass. part. of Uqp 'to be angry' (with)),
part. adj. Angered, incensed, irritated;—mag  b, or
mag  b-alaih(i), s.m. One who has incurred displeasure,
an object of anger.
A h  a migfar
 (n. of instr. fr. h p 'to cover,' &c.), s.m. Mail,
or network of steel, worn under the helmet, or cap, or
hat;—a helmet.
P Ah  a magrat
 (for A. {h  a , inf. n. of h p 'to cover the sin
or oence (of), to pardon,' &c.), s.f. For giveness,
pardon, remission (of sins), absolution.
A  h  a magf  r (pass. part. of h p 'to forgive,' &c.), part. adj.
Forgiven, pardoned, absolved;—deceased;—s.m. One
whose sins God has forgiven; the pious defunct, the
deceased, the late (cf. mar m).
P  a mugul,
 vulg. mugal, s.m. A Mogul;—the third of the
four classes into which Muammadans are divided:—
mugal-pahn,
s.m. 'The Mogul and the Pa~hn'; a kind of

game played (like draughts) on a diagram sketched on
the ground, or on a board or paper, with sixteen kau s,
or pebbles, &c. used on each side for men:—kbul mugal,

s.m. A Mogul of Kbul;—an idle disputant.
H 3 a mugln
 [mugal, q.v.+S. a. "], s.f. A woman of

large bone.
H # a mugla
 (fr. mugal),
 adj. Having gold and silver lace.

the Mogul class;—the wife of a Mogul;—an attendant in
the harem or women's apartment;—a needle-woman,
sempstress.
P N# a maglat
 n. of place fr. w#p 'to
 a (for A. ~N# a maglatat,
make a mistake'), s.m. A question, or language, which
causes (one) to fall into error or mistake; an improper or
misleading question;—a speech in error or mistake.
A # a mugallaz
(pass.
part. of #Cp 'to render gross, or



A 1 @  a magm m (pass. part. of 2C p 'to grieve,' &c.), part.

hard, or rigorous,' &c., ii of #p 'to be or become thick, or

chant,' &c., ii of p'to be content,' &c.), s.m. A singer; a

gross, or hard,' &c.), adj. Hard, rigorous, severe, heavy
(as a mulct for bloodshed, &c.);—made hard to be
broken, solemn, binding (an oath);—very foul, impure,
oensive (language).
A A # a mugallaz
 s.f. pl. (of mugallaz
 fem. of mugallaz
 t,
 at,
 ),

musician;—part. adj. Making free from want; rendering
in a state of competence, or rich, or independent.
A  a migwal
 (n. of inst. fr. p (for p) 'to destroy'), s.m.

Foul or oensive language, abuse:—mugallaz
 t bakn, or
mugallaz
 t sunn(-ko), To use foul language, or abuse.
P # a mugallaz
 fem. of mugallaz
 a (for A. ~# a mugallaz
 at,
 ),
part. adj.=mugallaz
 , q.v.
A H# a muglaq
 (pass. part. of H#p 'to make fast, to lock, to
close,' &c., iv of (and syn. with) H#p), part. adj. Abstruse,
recondite; abstract; obscure; knotty, intricate, very hard
or dicult.
A 2 # a muglim
 (act. part. of 2 #p 'to excite lust,' &c., iv of 2 #p
'to be or become excited by lust'), adj. & s.m. Libidinous;
—a pederast.
A # a magl  b (pass. part. of U#p 'to overcome,' &c.), part.
adj. Overcome, conquered, subdued, overpowered,
mastered, discomted, beaten; brought to bay;—
rendered submissive or humble; humble; powerless,
helpless:—magl  bul-gaab,
adj. Under subjection to anger

or rage; passionate, choleric, irascible:—magl  b karn, v.t.
To overcome, subdue, &c.
P  # a magl  byat (for A. ~ # a , abst. s. fr. magl  t), ; f.
Subjugation; the state and condi~ion of being conquered;
subjection; vassalage.
P # a mugul,
ul,
 vulg. mugl(mug

 q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of or
relating to the Moguls; Mogul, Tartar;—(met.) fearless;
cruel; severe, terrible, &c.:—mugl bmr, s.f. Convulsions
(in children):—mugl h , s.m. A bone like a Mogul's;—a

adj. Grieved; caused to mourn or lament; sorrowful, sad,
mournful, aicted; aected (with):—magm m hon, To be
grieved, or sorrowful, &c.
A I O  a mignt
 s (Gr. ³$\), s.m. The magnet,
loadstone (also written magnat
 s, or magnt
 s, and
mignt

 s).
P  a mugann
act. part. of Cp'to sing,
 (for A. < a muganni,


lit.'An instrument with which a thing is destroyed'; a
knife, or a piece of iron, inserted in a
whip or stick (which is as a sheath to it);—a long slender
sword with a at back;—a long spear-head with the end
bent back;—a proper name (of a man).
A U  a mugaiyab
(pass. part. of C p 'to conceal,' &c., ii of m

(for U p) 'to be concealed,' &c.), part. adj. Hidden,
concealed; invisible.
A   a mugaiyar
(pass. part. of C p 'to alter, change,' ii of  p

(for  p); but prob. formed fr. gair,
 q.v.), part. adj. Altered,
changed.
P 3  a mugln,
fr. A. 3 p 1  ummu
 vulg. mugailn(corr.

the pl. of
gln,

 'the mother of goblins, or jinn'; glnbeing
g  l, q.v.), s.m. The Egyptian or Arabian thorn; a species
of Mimosa or Acacia (syn. bab l; kkar, which, as is the
mugln,
 are believed to be haunted by evil spirits).
P A W h a mufjt (for A. { W h a mufjaat, inf. n. of  W _, iii of
(and sy with)  8_ 'to happen (or come upon one) suddenly
or unawares'), s.f. & adj. Happening suddenly or
unexpectedly;—sudden, unexpected;—sudden death:—
marg--mufjt, s.f. Sudden death.
P Ar h a muf arat (for A. {r h a , inf. n. of r _ 'to vie or
compete with in glorying or boasting,' &c., iii of >_ 'to
glory, or boast,' &c.), s.f. Contending for glory (with);
boasting (against);—arrogance.
P i h a mufraqat (for ~i h a , inf. n. of G _ 'to separate
oneself from, to leave, forsake,' &c., iii of G_ 'to make a

pl. Aperients;—deobstruents, medicines which remove
obstructions.
A *h a muftar (pass. part. of *_ 'to make (one) ag, or

separation, or distinction,' &c. (between)), s.f.
Separating oneself (from), quitting, forsaking;—
separation; alienation; absence.
A + B h a mafsid, s.m. pl. (of mafsada, q.v.), Causes of

become remiss, or languid,' iv of *_ 'to become remiss,'

badness, or evil, &c.; evils; pernicious things.
A f h a mafil, s.m. pl. (of mafil, q.v.), Joints (of the body,

&c.), adj. Rendered languid; languid; enfeebled; weak.
P *h a muftar (for A. *h a muftari, act. part. of *_'to forge

&c.); articulations.
P #f h a mufala (for A. ~#f h a mufalat, inf. n. of f _ 'to

or fabricate a lie or falsehood,' viii of (and syn. with) _

separate oneself from,' iii of M_ 'to separate, or divide,'
&c.), s.m. Separation; interval, space, distance.
P ) h a mufyasha (for A. ~) h a mufyashat, inf. n. of Z) _ 'to
vie or contend with in glorying,' &c., iii of D _ (for Z _) 'to
glory, or boast,' &c.), s.m. Boasting, vaunting; boast,
vaunt;—contention for superiority.
P h a muft, adj. & adv. Gratuitous; acquired without cost
or labour; given away without return or benet;
gratuitously, gratis, without payment, for nothing;—in
vain, unprotably, uselessly;—s.m. What is useless or
unprotable:—muft-bar, adj. Taking away for nothing, or
without making a return:—muft- or, or muft- or, s.m.
One who eats for nothing, a parasite, sponger, hanger
on; a loafer:—muft-r i guft, 'What is to be said in respect
of a thing obtained for nothing?'; one cannot murmur at
a gift; one must not look a gift-horse in the mouth:—
muft-k, adj.=muft, q.v.:—muft-k ml, s.m. A thing
obtained for nothing; a gift:—muft-me , adv.=muft, q.v.:—
muft-me km karn, To get work done for nothing;—to
press, impress.
A  *h a mift (n. of instr. fr. *_ 'to open'), s.f. An
instrument with which a lock is opened; a key.
A A **h a mufattitt (pl. of mufattitat, fem. of mufattit, act.
part. of *C_, ii of (and syn. with) 
C _ 'to bruise, bray,
crush,' &c.), s.f. pl. (in Med.) Lithontriptics, drugs, &c.
which tend to dissolve a calculus in the bladder.
A *h a mufatta (pass. part. of *C_, ii of (and syn. with) *_
'to open'), part. Opened;—commenced, begun;—taken,
conquered (as a town, &c.):—mufatt(act. part. of the
same verb), part. adj. Opening, &c.; aperient;
deobstruent;—s.m. One who, or that which, opens, &c.;—
a taker (of towns), a conqueror.
A A c*h a mufattt (pl. of mufatteat, fem. of mufatt), s.f.

(for _)), adj. & s.m. Forging or fabricating falsehood;
knavish, tricky;—a liar; slanderer, false accuser; a knave,
rogue.
A Q *h a muftaqir (act. part. of Q *_, viii of (and syn. with) Q _
'to be or become poor, or needy'), adj. Becoming poor or
needy; reduced to poverty.
A <*h a mufattan (pass. part. of <*_, ii of (and syn. with) <*_ 'to
try or prove by re; to cause to fall into trial, or
aiction,' &c.), part. adj. Tried by temptations, &c.;
tempted; aicted;—thrown into disorder; deprived of
reason;—excited to sedition or anything bad:—
mufattin(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m.
Trying, tempting, seducing; fascinating (with love);—a
tempter, seducer, one who leads astray, &c.
A  *h a maft  (pass. part. of *_ 'to open,' &c.), part.
Opened;—occupied, taken, captured, subdued (as a town,
&c.);—(a letter) marked or pronounced with the vowel
fata(- a).
A  *h a maft n (pass. part. of <*_ 'to try or prove (by nre,
&c.)'), part. adj. Tried in the re (gold, &c.); tried by
temptation, or aiction, &c.; tried, tempted; drawn into
sedition; seduced into evil; deprived of reason,
demented, insane;—mad with love, fascinated, charmed
(with), captivated (by).
P *h a muft (for A. 
 h a mufti, act. part. of *_'to notify the
decision of the law,' iv of *_; see fatw), s.m. A
jurisconsult who noties the decisions of the
(Muhammadan) law, in, or respecting, cases submitted
to him; an expounder of Muhammadan law, a Mufti:—
muft-gar, s.f. Oce or duty of a Mufti.
P *h a muft (muft, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Gratuitous.
A >h a maf ar (n. of place fr. >_ 'to glory;' or contrac. fr.
A. {>h a maf arat), s.m. An object of glory; a cause of
glorying or boasting, a thing in which one glories, &c.

A >h a mufa  ar (pass. part. of >
C _ 'to judge (one) to
excel in glory,' &c., ii of >_ 'to glory,' &c.), part. Gloried;
exalted; glorious.
A h a mafarr, vulg. mafar(n. of place fr. C_ 'to ee'), s.m. A
place to which one ies for refuge, a place of refuge, an
asylum (pl. mafrr).
A Ch a mufarr, corr. mufarra(act. part. of C_ 'to rejoice,
gladden,' &c., ii of _ 'to rejoice, to be glad,' &c.'), part.
adj. & s.m. Rejoicing, gladdening, delighting;
exhilarating; amusing, recreating;—refreshing; reviving;
—stimulating;—a rejoicer, delighter, &c.;—an
exhilarating, &c. draught;—a certain well-known
exhilarating medicine (in which rubies are an
ingredient);—a stimulant:—mufarrul-qul b, s.m.
Rejoicer or delighter of hearts.
A h a mufrad (pass. part. of _ 'to make (a person, or
thing) to be single, or one,' iv of _ 'to be or become
single,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Single, sole; solitary, alone;—
singular; unique, simple; uncompounded;—(in Gram.,
&c.) a single, or simple, word or vocable.
A Ah a mufradt, s.m. (pl. of mufrad, or of its fem.
mufradat), Simples (in medicine), uncompounded
medicines.
part. of s _ 'to exceed due bounds; to be
A s h a mufrit (act.

or become excessive,' &c., iv of s _ 'to precede,' &c.), adj.
Exceeding the due bounds, or just limits;—excessive,
vast;—transcendent, transcendental.
A Gh a mafraq, or mafriq(n. of place fr. G_ 'to separate'),
s.m. The place where the hair (of the head) parts, the
middle, or the crown (of the head).
A  a mafr  (pass. part. of _ 'to be glad,' &c.), adj.
Glad, joyful, rejoicing.
A h a mafr r (pass. part. of C_ 'to ee'), part. adj. & s.m.
Fled, run away, absconded; fugitive;—a runaway, a
fugitive:—mafr r hon, v.n. To take to ight, to become a
fugitive.
P ?h a mafr ra (for A. {h a mafr rat, fem. of mafr r), part.
adj. & s.f.=mafr r, q.v.
P h a mafr r (fr. mafr r), s.f. Flight; period since ight.
A }h a mafr  (pass. part. of }_ 'to appoint; to make (a
thing) obligatory or binding'), part. Appointed, or

ordained (by God), enjoined, made obligatory (as a
sacred duty), necessary to be observed;—supposed;
hypothetical;—(in Geom.) granted, given.
A Sh a mafr g (pass.
part. of S_ 'to be or become devoid,

or destitute, or free from occupation,' &c.), adj.
Unoccupied, disengaged, unemployed, at leisure;—
discharged.
A Gh a mafr q (pass. part. of G_ 'to separate'), part.
Separated, divided;—subtracted (cf. tafrq):—mafr qminhu, That which is subtracted from.
A + 0h a mufsid (act. part. of + 0_ 'to make or render bad,
evil, or corrupt,' &c., iv of + 0_ 'to be or become bad,' &c.),
adj. & s.m. Mischievous, factious, seditious, turbulent;
pernicious, destructive, corruptive; noxious; vitiating;—a
factious or seditious person (syn. fasd karne-wl), a
mischief-maker, an incendiary; depraver, corrupter;
malefactor, &c.:—majma- mufsidn, s.m. A company of
factious or seditious persons, &c.; a riotous assembly; a
mob.
P + 0h a mufsidna [mufsid, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana],
adv. Seditiously; riotously; feloniously.
H <; + 0h a mufsid-pan [mufsid, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Factiousness, seditiousness;
mischievousness; perniciousness;—litigiousness.
P ?+ 0h a mafsada (for A. {+ 0h a mafsadat, fr. fasd, q.v.), s.m. A
cause or means, or an occasion, of fasd, q.v.; an evil, a
pernicious thing, anything tending to disturb or corrupt,
&c.;—a riot:—mafsada bar-p karn, To set on foot a riot.
P + 0h a mufsid, adj.=mufsid, q.v.;—s.f.=mufsid-pan, q.v.
A 0h a mufassar (pass. part. of 0
C _, ii of (and syn. with) 0_
'to explain, expound,' &c.), part. Explained, expounded,
interpreted; commented on; declared:—mufassir(act. part.
of the same verb), s.m. Expounder, expositor;
interpreter, commentator (pl. mufassirn).
A Mh a mafil, vulg. mafal(n. of place fr. M_ 'to separate'),
s.m. A joint of a limb or member), juncture, articulation;
the space between the joints.
A Mh a mufaal, vulg. mufail(pass. part. of M
C _ 'to cause
to be separated, or divided, &c.; to make distinct,' &c., ii
of M_ 'to separate,' &c. part. adj. Separated, divided;
partitioned (as a bracelet or necklace, which between

every two pearls or other beads, has a larger pearl or
gem, or a bead of a dierent kind);—dissected, analyzed
(as speech); explained distinctly or in detail; made
distinct, detailed, specied, particularized;—distinct,
circumstantial, clear, plain, manifest, perspicuous; full,
ample;—s.m. Particular mention, specication;—the
subordinate divisions of a district (in contradistinction to
the term adr, which implies the seat of government, or
of the collector of the public revenue); the country (as
distinguished from the town);—adv. Distinctly, minutely,
in detail, &c. (i.q. mufaala, q.v.):—mufaal kahn, or
mufaal bayn karn, v.t. To mention, or describe, in
detail, to particularize, &c.
A A3Mh a mufaalt, s.m. pl. (of mufaal, q.v.), Detailed
circumstances, particulars.
P #Mh a mufaala (for A. ~#Mh a mufaalat, fem. of mufaal),
part. adj.=mufaal, q.v.
P #Mh a mufaal (mufaal, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Of, or
from, or relating to, the Mofussil or 'country';—a
Mofussilite, a person from the country.
A P h a maf l (pass. part. of P _ 'to make; to do; to act,
&c.), s.m. The object, or objective complement (of a
verb); the accusative;—the passive participle (of a verb);
—a pathick, a catamite:—maf l--awwal, The rst object
or accusative (of a verb which has several objective
complements):—maf l--s n,
 The second object or
accusative (of a verb):—maf l bh(i), The objective
complement, or accusative (of a trans. verb):—maf lfh(i), The complement of a verb expressing time or
place of action; the locative case:—maf l-la-hu, The
complement expressing the motive of the action; the
dative of purpose:—maf l--mut laq,
 'The absolute
patient'; cognate accusative:—maf l-ma-hu, The ablative
case; the instrumental case:—ism--maf l, or ism-maf l,
The passive participle, nomen patientis.
P  ! P h a maf lyat, vulg. maf liyat(A. ~ ! P h a , fr. maf l, rel.
n. fr. maf l), s.f. The condition of the object or
accusative, accusativeness;—the state of being passive,
the condition of the passive voice, passiveness, passivity.
A  Q h a mafq d (pass. part. of + Q _ 'not to nd; to lose,' &c.),
part. adj. Not found, or not to be found; not forthcoming;

lost; non-existent; missing, disappeared, concerning
whom it is not known whether he be living or dead;
wanting, lacking; destitute (of);—s.m. One who is not to
be found, &c.:—mafq du-l abar, Of whom no
information or news is forthcoming;—an address not
found.
A I#h a muis (act. part. of I#_ 'to become insolvent; to be
reduced to poverty,' iv of I#_ not in use; see fals, and
ful s), adj. & s.m. Insolvent, bankrupt; penniless;
indigent, needy, in want, poor, wretched, beggarly;—an
insolvent; a penniless person, a pauper;—(as used by
Europeans) a bachelor:—muis ban-denor muis karnor
kar-den, v.t. To make poor, reduce to poverty, to
impoverish.
P 0#h a muisa (for A. ~0#h a muisat, fem. of muis), adj.
f.=muis, q.v.
P 0#h a muis (fr. muis), s.f. Insolvency, bankruptcy;
indigence, poverty, pauperism:—muis- hn(-ko),
Poverty to overshadow (one), to be sunk in poverty.
A 5 #h a ma j (pass. part. of 6#_ 'to have the disease
termed flij,' q.v.), adj. Having the disease termed flij,
q.v.; paralytic, palsied.
P  #h a ma k (formed on the model of the A. pass. part.
from an articial inf. n. falkat, fr. falak, q.v.), adj.
Stricken of Heaven (syn. falak-zada), unfortunate;
distressed; poor, indigent, destitute, beggarly.
A } h a mufawwa (pass. part. of }C _ 'to commit (to),' &c.,
ii of } _ not in use), = P | h a mufawwaa (for A. ~| h a
mufawwaat, fem. of mufawwa),part. Committed (to),
entrusted (to the care of), consigned, delivered over;
resigned; ceded.
P | h a mufawwaa (for A. ~| h a mufawwaat, fem. of
mufawwa), = A } h a mufawwa (pass. part. of }C _
'tocommit (to),' &c., ii of } _ not in use), part. Committed
(to), entrusted (to the care of), consigned, delivered
over; resigned; ceded.
A 1 4h a mafh m (part. adj. of 2 4_ 'to understand,' &c.),
part. Understood, apprehended, comprehended, known,
perceived;—s.m. Acceptation (of a word or an
expression), meaning, sense, tenor, contents (of a
letter, &c.);—an object:—mafh m--maq l, A reasonable

acceptation, or construction:—mafh m hon, v.n. To be
understood, &c.; to be taken to mean.
A + h a mufd (act. part. of  _ 'to prot, advantage, benet,'

kill; to ght with'; iii of *i 'to kill'), s.m. Fighting (with);—

&c., iv of  _ (for + _) 'prot, &c. to accrue (to)'), adj.

magnitudes, &c.
P   Q a muqrabat (for A. ~  Q a , inf. n. of  i, iii of (and syn.

Protable, advantageous, benecial; performing a useful
oce, useful, of use; salutary; (in Gram.) expressive of a
meaning, importing or conveying a meaning or
signication:—mufd hon, v.n. To be protable, &c.
H Q a muqb (corr. of A. C Q a muqawu, q.v.), s.m. A
dressing-box, or dressing-case.
A  Q a maqbir, s.m. pl. (of maqbara, q.v.), Burial-places,
graveyards, tombs, sepulchres, mausoleums.
A  Q a muqbil (act. part. of   i; see muqbala), adj. &
postpn. Fronting, confronting; opposing, contending;
opposite;—comparing; collating;—corresponding,
matching; resembling, like;—in opposition (to, -ke); in
front (of), over against; face to face (with), in the
presence (of);—in comparison (with):—muqbil-kadj. (f. k), Opposite, &c.
P # Q a muqbala (for A. ~# Q a muqbalat, inf. n. of  i 'to
stand over against, to face,' &c., iii of %i 'to look to the
tip of the nose,' &c.; see qabl), s.m. Facing, standing over
against; meeting face to face,
confronting; opposing, resisting, contending;—putting
side by side, comparing, collating;—presence; opposition,
opposite quarter; resistance; encounter, contest;
competition; comparison; contrast; comptrol; collation;
examination:—muqbala aur imtn, Comparison and
examination, checking, audit:—muqbale n(-ke), To
come in front (of), to face, confront; to oppose; to
challenge to combat, to defy:—muqbale-par mustaid hon,
To be ready or prepared to oppose, or resist, or contend
(with):—muqbala hn(-se), To demand or desire to be
put face to face (with); to challenge, to defy to combat; to
desire comparison, &c.:—muqbala karnor kar-baihn(-k,
or -se), To confront; to oppose, resist, to contend (with,
or against); to compete, or cope (with);—to challenge;—
to compare, collate, contrast; to examine, check, or
balance (accounts, &c.).
H  Q a muqba, s.m.= Q a muqb, q.v.
P #Y Q a muqtala (for A. ~#Y Q a muqtalat, inf. n. of Y i 'to try to

battle, con ict, slaughter, carnage.
A ) Q a maqdr, s f. pl. (of miqdr, q.v.), Quantities;

with) i 'to be or become near to'), s.f. Drawing near
(to), approaching; approximation;—proximity; showing
propinquity, or anity.
P  Q a muqranat (for A. ~ Q a , inf. n. of  i, iii of (and syn.
with) i 'to be in conjunction' (as two stars)), s.f.
Conjunction; connexion; companionship; familiarity;—
proximity.
A + f Q a maqid, s.m. pl. (of maqad, q.v.), Objects of aim or
pursuit; aims, objects, desires, designs, purposes,
intentions; enterprises; attempts, undertakings.
A + m Q a muqid (act. part. of + m i 'to sit with; to guard,' &c.,
iii of (and also syn. with) + P i 'to remain, or come (behind,
or after)'), s.m. Guardian, preserver, keeper;—whatever
remains or comes behind (another, as a doe, or a bird,
&c.).
A Q a maql (inf. n. of i (for i) 'to say, to speak,' &c.), =
P ! Q a maqla (for A. ~! Q a maqlat, inf. n. of i), s.m. A word,
speech, discourse; a saying; a sentence; an adage, a
proverb; a treatise, disquisition, a book (as of Euclid).
P ! Q a maqla (for A. ~! Q a maqlat, inf. n. of i), = A Q a maql
(inf. n. of i (for

i) 'to say, to speak,' &c.), s.m. A word,

speech, discourse; a saying; a sentence; an adage, a
proverb; a treatise, disquisition, a book (as of Euclid).
A 1 Q a maqm, or muqm(inf. n., and n. of place, of 1 i (for
1 i) 'to stay, stop,' &c.), s.m. Staying, stopping, resting,
halting; abiding, residing (in any place); stay; halt;—
place of residence, or of encamping or halting;
residence, abode, dwelling, mansion; station; place; site;
position, situation; ground, or basis (of an action, &c.,
e.g. maqm--shikyat, 'ground of complaint');
circumstance; contingency; state, condition; dignity;—
occasion, opportunity;—a musical tone:—maqm boln, To
declare or order a halt:—maqm--parda, s.m. The private
parts, privities:—maqm(or muqm) den(-ko), To go out to
condole with:—maqm--siysat, s.m. House of correction:
—maqm karn, To stay, stop, remain; to abide, to put up;

to settle; to encamp; to halt:—ba maqm, adv. In the place
(of, -); instead.
A A a Q a maqmt, s.m. pl. (of maqmat, fr. maqm), Places;
stations; dwellings; halts, &c. (see maqm);—sittings,
assemblies; conversations held at sittings or assemblies.
A a Q a muqmir (act. part. of a i 'to contend with (a
person) at a game of hazard,' iii of (and syn. with) @ i,
s.m. An antagonist at a game of hazard;—a dice-player.
P a Q a maqm, or muqm(maqm, q.v.+= S. ), adj.
Residing, resident; stationary;—local.
P a  Q a muqwamat (for A. ~a  Q a , inf. n. of 1  i 'to stand
front to front with, to withstand, oppose,' &c., iii of 1 i
(for 1 i) 'to stand'), s.f. Opposing, withstanding;
opposition, resistance; competition:—muqwamat karn(k), To oppose, withstand, &c.
P ?%Q a maqbara, maqbura, or maqbira(for A. {%Q a maqbarat,
&c., n. of place fr. %i 'to bury'), s.m. A burial-place,
cemetery;—the place of a grave, a tomb' mausoleum.
A %Q a muqbil (act. part. of %i 'to look towards,' &c., iv of
%i 'to look towards the tip of the nose'), adj. Looking
towards; advancing towards, approaching; inclining
towards, favouring (fortune);—prosperous, fortunate.
A } %Q a maqb  (pass. part. of \%i 'to grasp, seize, take
possession of'), = P | %Q a maqb a (for A. ~| %Q a maqb at,
fem. of maqb )part. adj. Taken, seized; taken possession
of; held, occupied; in possession;—conquered:—maqb -khtir, Having the mind occupied or engaged; absent in
mind; distracted in attention.
P | %Q a maqb a (for A. ~| %Q a maqb at, fem. of maqb ) =
A } %Q a maqb  (pass. part. of \%i 'tograsp, seize, take
possession of'), part. adj. Taken, seized; taken
possession of; held, occupied; in possession;—conquered:
—maqb --kht ir, Having the mind occupied or engaged;
absent in mind; distracted in attention.
A %Q a maqb l (pass. part. of %i 'to accept,' &c.), part. adj.
Accepted, received, admitted, approved;—chosen; elect;—
taken in good part; agreed on;—acceptable, agreeable,
pleasing, grateful;—s.m. One of the elect or faithful;—a
mistress:—maqb l hon, v.n. To be accepted; to be
approved, &c.
P ! %Q a maqb l (fr. maqb l), s.f. Acceptableness,

agreeableness, &c.
P  ! %Q a maqb lyat (for A. ~)C+ %Q a yat, a. of abst. s.), s.f.
Acceptableness, agreeableness;—agreement;—
orthodoxy.
A I%*Q a muqtabis (act. part. of I%*i, viii of (and syn. with)
I%i 'to take, or acquire, &c. (from another)'), s.m. One
who takes, or receives, or acquires, or borrows, or
quotes (from another); a quoter (from), &c.:—
muqtabas(pass. part. of the same verb), part. Taken,
received, acquired; borrowed; quoted.
P + *Q a muqtad (for A. + *Q a , pass. part. of + *i'to be
imitated,' viii of + i 'to be near'), part. adj. Imitated,
followed; imitable.
A + *Q a muqtadir (act. part. of + *i, viii of (and syn. with) + i
'to have power or ability to do,' &c.), adj. Possessing
power or ability; powerful, strong, able.
P + *Q a muqtad (for A. + *Q a muqtadi, act. part. of + *i; see
muqtad), s.m. An imitator, a follower.
A *Q a muqtarab (pass. part. of *i, viii of (and syn. with)
i 'to be or become near, to approach'), part. Brought
near, approached;—s.m. One who is brought near (pl.
muqtarabn).
A M*Q a muqaar (pass. part. of M*i 'to conne, or restrict,'
&c., viii of Mi 'to be or become short; to fall short,' &c.),
adj. Abbreviated, abridged; summary;—s.m. A summary,
compendium, epitome.
P q*Q a muqta (for A. q
 *Q a muqta, pass. part. of q
 *i 'to
demand, require,' &c., viii of qi'to determine, decide,'
&c.), part. adj. Demanded, exacted, required, needed,
called for;—conformable (to); consistent (with);—s.m.
That which is demanded, or required, &c. (by or of);
requirement, requisition, demand, exigency, necessity;—
that which is conformable (to), or consistent (with);—
drift, scope; the ends (of justice, &c.); exact or opportune
moment (of time), nick (of time);—adv. Conformably
(to), in conformity (with), in accordance (with):—bamuqta-, adv. In conformity with, in accordance with;—
in consequence of.
 *Q a muqtai, act. part. of q
 *i; see
P q*Q a muqta (for A. \
muqta), part. adj. Requiring, demanding, exacting,
calling for; leading to; impelling, urging; producing;—s.m.

Demander, exacter, &c.:—muqta hon(-k), To demand,
require, exact; to impel, or urge (to).
A q
 *Q a muqta, part. & s.m. See q*Q a muqta.
A *Q a maqtal (n. of place fr. *i 'to kill'), s.m. Place of
slaughter, or of execution;—place of death, any part of
the body which, being wounded, causes death; mortal
spot, vital part (syn. maram).
A *Q a maqt l (pass. part. of *i 'to kill'), part. Killed, slain,
slaughtered;—s.m. One who is slain;—a lover:—maqt l-omajr h, Killed and wounded.
P ! *Q a maqt l (fr. maqt l), s.f. The being killed or slain.
A + Q a miqdr (n. of instr. fr. + i 'to measure,' &c.), s.m.

antecedent, prior;—superior; chief; more important;—
s.m. Advanced guard (of an army);—major premiss (of a
syllogism);—superior ocer of the revenue (in a village),
a village head; a chief, leader;—a title of respect among
villagers:—muqaddam jnn, v.t. To consider preferable
(to or over, -par); to deem superior (to), or more
important, &c.:—muqaddam rakhn, v.t. To place before,
put rst; to give (one, or a thing) preference (over, -par),
to prefer:—muqaddam hon(-par), To stand (before); to
precede; to take precedence (of); to be rst, or most
binding.
A A a + Q a muqaddamt, s.m. pl. (of next, q.v.), Preambles,

Measure; quantity, quantum; magnitude, size, bulk,
dimension; proportion, extent; space; amount, sum,
number attained;—rate; settled allowance;—term (of
life):—miqdr--majh l, (in Alg.) Unknown quantity:—
miqdr--mar f, Known quantity:—miqdr--muqarrara, A
xed amount or quantity.
A + Q a muqaddar (pass. part. of +C i 'to decree, ordain,' &c.,
ii of + i 'to measure; to estimate,' &c.), part. adj. Decreed
(by God), appointed, ordained, destined, predestined,
predetermined;—understood, implied;—s.m. Fate,
destiny:—muqaddir(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
& s.m. Decreeing, ordaining, predestining, &c.;—s.m.
The Predestinator, God;—the Designer, or Projector, &c.
A K+ Q a maqdis (n. of place fr. K+ i 'to be holy'), s.m. A holy
place.
A K+ Q a muqaddas (pass. part. of K+C i 'to hallow, sanctify,'
&c., ii of K+ i 'to be holy'), part. adj. Hallowed, sanctied,

prefaces, premisses, preliminaries; pre-requisites;—lawsuits, cases;—topics.
P a + Q a muqaddama, vulg. muqadma, and mukadm(for A.

consecrated; holy; puried; blessed:—baitul-muqaddas,
'The hallowed dwelling,' or 'the dwelling of the
hallowed,' &c., i.e. Jerusalem:—kitb--muqaddas, The
holy or blessed book, Holy Scripture.
P B+ Q a muqaddasa (for A. ~B+ Q a muqaddasat, fem. of
muqaddas), part. fem.=muqaddas, q.v.
A 1 + Q a maqdam (inf. n. of 1 + i 'to come, arrive,' &c.), s.m.
Coming, arriving; arrival;—(n. of place fr. 1 + i) place from
which one arrives.
A 1 + Q a muqaddam (pass. part. of 1 +C i 'to give precedence to;
to prefer,' &c., ii of 1 + i 'to precede,' &c.), part. adj. Given

relating to a Muqaddam, or chief of a village, &c.;—s.f.
The oce of a Muqaddam; the dues, or rights, of a
Muqaddam.
A + Q a maqd r (pass. part. of + i 'to have power or ability
to do or accomplish,' &c.), s.m. 'What one is able to do or
accomplish,' &c.; power, ability; capacity;—means,
resources;—presumption, presumptuousness:—maqd rbhar, or t-maqd r, or t-ba-maqd r, or attal-maqd r, adv.
To the best of (one's) power or ability;—with all (one's)
might:—maqd r na rakhn(-k), Not to possess the power
or ability (for), to be unable (to):—maqd r-wl, s.m. A
man of means or resources, a rich or wealthy man; a

precedence; placed before; preferred;—preceding,

~a + Q a muqaddamat, fem. of muqaddam, q.v.), s.m. The rst
part; preamble (to a speech); preface (to a book);
prelude; introduction; premisses (of an argument);
preliminary;—aair, matter, case, business, subject,
topic, thesis;—law-suit, suit, cause, case, proceedings;
prosecution;—advanced guard (of an army):—muqaddama
uhn, or muqaddama bann, To get up a case:—
muqaddama-fahm, s.f. The understanding of a case, or
business, or subject, &c.:—muqaddama kha  karn, To
institute a suit; to prosecute; to go to law (with); to
litigate:—muqaddama la n(-se), To ght a case or cause
(with); to go to law (with); to litigate; to prosecute:—
muqaddama hrn, To lose a cause, or suit, &c.
P a + Q a muqaddam [muqaddam, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of or

capitalist:—usk ba  maqd r hai, He has great
presumption; it is very presumptuous on his part (to, jo,
or ki, &c.);—be-maqd r, adj. Powerless, helpless;
incompetent;—without means or resources, penniless;
insolvent:—hasbul-maqd r, adv. According to (one's)
power or ability.
H + Q a maqd r, s.f. Power, &c. (=maqd r, q.v.).

karnor kar-len, v.t. To settle, x, &c.; to appoint (to an
oce); to assign (a share, &c. to); to constitute, &c.; to
impose (a tax, &c.); to assess (revenue).
P ?Q a muqarrara (for A. {Q a muqarrarat, fem. of muqarrar),

A Q a maqarr, vulg. maqar(n. of place fr. Ci 'to settle; to
become steady, or at rest,' &c.), s.m. A place of stability,
or xedness, or rest, &c.; residence, dwelling, habitation,
station, seat.
A Q a muqirr, vulg. muqir(act. part. of Ci 'to settle,

part. adj.=muqarrar, q.v.;—s.m. A xed allowance;
appointed portion.
P Q a muqarrar (fr. muqarrar), adj. Fixed; appointed,
assigned;—s.f. A xed tenure in perpetuity; a xed lease;
quit-rent;—a xed stipend;—an appointment;—adv.
Certainly, assuredly, &c.:—muqarrar-dr, s.m. A holder of
a muqarrarfarm or tenure.
A }Q a muqarra (pass. part. of }Ci, ii of (and syn. with)

establish;—to acknowledge, confess,' &c. iv of Ci 'to be

}i 'to cut,' &c.), part. Cut, clip, shredded (as with

settled,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Settling; establishing;
conrming;—asserting, arming;—acknowledging,
confessing, admitting, professing;—one who xes, or
establishes, &c.;—asserter, armer; one who confesses
or acknowledges, &c.:—muqir--jurm hon, To plead guilty
of a crime:—muqir hon(-k), To acknowledge, confess,
admit, avow (syn. iqrr karn).
A }Q a miqr (n. of instr. fr. }i 'to cut'), s.f. 'An

scissors).
A }Q a maqr  (pass. part. of }i 'to cut,' &c.), part. adj.

instrument for shearing, or clipping, or cutting'; a pair of
scissors; shears.
A Q a muqarrab (pass. part. of Ci 'to cause to be near, or
to approach or draw near,' ii of i 'to be or become
near'), part. adj. & s.m. Caused to draw near (to); allowed
to approach, admitted (to);—approximated;—nearly
related;—one who is allowed to approach, or to have
access (to a king, &c.); an intimate friend; a favourite; a
relation; an attendant (pl. muqarrabn):—muqarrabularat, The relations of the king, blood royal:—
muqarrabul- idmat, A condential servant, or
condential servants.
A Q a muqarrar (pass. part. of Ci 'to settle, x, establish,
conrm,' &c., ii of Ci 'to be settled,' &c.), part. adj. Settled,
xed, established, conrmed, ratied, agreed upon;
appointed, assigned; constituted; determined, dened;
prescribed; imposed; usual, customary; permanent;—
ascertained, undoubted, certain; infallible,
unquestionable;—adv. Certainly, assuredly,
unquestionably, undoubtedly, positively, &c.:—muqarrar

Cut;—lent;—burdened with debt (qar); indebted; in debt.
P |Q a maqr  (fr. maqr z), s.m. One who is in debt.
H GQ a maqr q = H iQ a maqr qa (formed fr. qurq(q.v.),
after the model of the pass. part. of the Ar.), part. adj.
Placed under embargo; seized, attached (in law),
conscated, sequestered.
H iQ a maqr qa = H GQ a maqr q (formed fr. qurq(q.v.),
after the model of the pass. part. of the Ar.), part. adj.
Placed under embargo; seized, attached (in law),
conscated, sequestered.
A Q a maqr n (pass. part. of i 'to join, unite,' &c.), part.
adj. Joined, conjoined, fastened, bound together;
adhering; connected; related;—near; contiguous;
neighbouring.
A Q a muqr (act. part. of i 'to cause, or to teach, to read
or recite,' iv. of i 'to read, or recite'), s.m. One who
causes (or who teaches) to read or recite; an
elocutionist;—the reader (or minister) of a mosque.
A 2 0Q a maqsam (v.n. fr. 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), s.m. Part,
portion.
A 2 0Q a maqsim (n. of place fr. 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), s.m.
Place of partition.
C i, ii of (and syn. with) 2 0i
A 2 0Q a muqassim (act. part. of 2 0
'to divide,' &c.), part. adj. Dividing; distributing;—
dispersing, scattering;—s.m. A divider, &c.;—
muqassam(pass. part. of the same verb), part. adj.

Divided;
distributed;—dispersed, scattered;—possessed of a
beautiful (face);—beautied.
A 2 0Q a muqsim (act. part. of 2 0i 'to swear (by God),' iv of
2 0i; but formed fr. qasam, 'oath'), part. adj. & s.m.
Swearing; or one who swears (by God):—muqsam(pass.
part. of the same verb), part. adj. & s.m. Sworn;—an
oath;—(n. of place fr. 2 0i 'to swear') s.m. A place where
people swear, or are sworn.
A 1 0Q a maqs m (pass. part. of 2 0i 'to divide,' &c.), part.
adj. Divided, distributed, portioned out, apportioned,
allotted;—s.m. Portion, share; allotment; lot, fate,
destiny; (in Arith.) the dividend:—maqs m-alaih, s.m. (in
Arith.) Divisor:—maqs m-alaih--azam,
 s.m. Createst
common divisor or factor, the G.C.M.:—maqs m-k likh,
The decree of fate:—maqs m-k bt hai, It is a matter of
fate or destiny.
A Q a muqashshar (pass. part. of 
C i, ii of (and syn. with)
i 'to divest or strip of (its) bark or peel,' &c.), part. adj.
Peeled, rinded, barked, skinned, shelled, husked, &c.
A + MQ a maqad (inf. n. (used in the sense of maq d) of + Mi
'to intend, to desire,' &c.), s.m. Intended sense (of),
meaning, purport;—thing aimed at, or intended, or
purposed; object of aim or pursuit; intention, design,
purpose; desire, wish; object, aim, scope:—maqad barn,
or maqsad hon(-k, or mer), (One's) object to be
accomplished or attained; (one's) wish to be gained:—
maqad-war, adj. Possessed of (one's) object, &c.;
successful.
A MQ a muqaar (pass. part. of M
C i, ii of (and syn. with) Mi
'to conne, restrict,' &c.), part. adj. Failing (of), coming
short (of), decient; defective.
A  MQ a maq d (pass. part. of + Mi 'to intend, desire,' &c.),
part. adj. Intended, meant; purposed, designed;
proposed; desired, wished, sought;—s.m. Intent,
intention, design, purpose, drift, aim, view, desire,
object, scope (syn. maqad).
P ? MQ a maq ra (for A. ? MQ a maq rat, fem. of maq r,
pass. part. of Mi 'to conne, restrict,' &c.), part. adj.
Conned, restricted;—abridged, abbreviated, curtailed,
diminished;—s.m. (for alif--maq ra), The abbreviated or

short alif(as in R  or  duny).
A wQ a miqatt, vulg. miqat(n.
C i 'to cut'), s.m.
 of instr. fr. w
The thing (generally a piece of bone or ivory) upon
which the reed for writing is nibbed.
A NQ a muqattir  (act. part. of NCi, ii of (and syn. with) Ni 'to
drop, drip,' &c.), part. adj. Dropping, dripping, trickling;
distilling, exuding:—muqattar(pass.
part. of the same

verb), part. adj. Allowed to fall drop by drop; exuded in
drops; distilled:—b--muqattar,
  s.m. Distilled water.
A b NQ a maqta (inf. n., and n. of place, of b Ni 'to cut,' &c.),
s.m. Cutting, severing, dividing; amputation; a cut;—
interruption, an abrupt breaking o; a place of
separation: a pause (in reading verse), a caesura;—the
last verse of a poem (in which the writer introduces his
nom de plume):—maqta-k(vulg.
maqte-k) band, Chorus of

a song.
A b NQ a miqta (n. of instr. fr. b Ni 'to cut'), s.m. An
instrument for cutting; shears (for cutting cloth, or
silver, &c.).
A b NQ a muqatta
  (pass. part. of b Ni 'to cut into several
pieces; to dissect; to cut out,' &c., ii of b Ni 'to cut'), part.
adj. Cut into several pieces; cut down, reduced in size by
cutting; short, dwarsh;—cut out, shaped; cut or trimmed
according to the shar(as a beard);—well-dressed; wellshaped, comely, beautiful;—solemn, serious (face or
countenance).
A A P NQ a muqattat,
  s.m. pl. (of muqatta),
  Small cuttings or
cuts (of cloth), narrow strips (of cloth), narrow cloths;
short verses or poems; verses; bits, parts or portions;
texts (of Scripture).
A + P Q a maqad (n. of place fr. + P i 'to sit down'), s.f. Place of
sitting, sitting-place;—the posteriors; the hips the anus,
podex, fundament.
A P Q a muqaar (pass. part. of PC i 'to make deep,' &c., ii of
P i 'to be deep'), part. adj. Made deep; excavated; deep,
profound;—hollow; concave.
P h Q a muqa" (for A. h Q a muqa", pass. part. of hC i'to make
(one thing) follow (another),' ii of h i (for h i) 'to follow'),
part. adj. & s.m. Rhythmically composed (oration);
rhyming or measured (prose);—a rhythmically
composed oration (syn. musajja).

A h Q a muqa"al (pass. part. of hC i 'to lock,' &c., ii of h i; but
prob. formed fr. qu, 'a lock'), part. adj. Locked; bolted
(as a door, &c.):—muqa"al karn, v.t. To lock, lock up; to
bolt (a door).
A Q a muql, s.m.(?) Bdellium, a fragrant gum (syn. g gal).
A U#Q a muqallib (act. part. of U#Ci, ii of (and syn. with) U#i 'to
change; to invert, to turn,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Changing; turning, converting, &c.;—changer, &c.:—
muqallibul-qul b, The Converter of hearts, i.e. God.
A + #Q a muqallid (act. part. of + #Ci 'to follow another in that
which he says or does,' ii of + #i 'to twist, or wind, or
wreathe'; but prob. formed fr. qilda, q.v.), s.m. A
follower (of another); an imitator; a disciple:—
muqallad(pass. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
Followed; imitated, mimicked; represented;
counterfeited.
A #Q a maql b (pass. part. of U#i 'to change, to turn,' &c.),
part. adj. Changed, turned; turned upwards; turned
upside-down, inverted; converted; transposed;—
subverted; reversed:—maql b-mustaw, s.m. A word, or a
sentence, which may be read backwards or forwards (as
; or the Eng. 'madam'); a palindrome:—kalm--maql b,
s.m. A sentence, or the like, having the order of its
words changed by inversion, or by any transposition.
A I O Q a miqnts (fr. Gr. ³$\), s.m. The magnet,
loadstone (also written mignt
 s, q.v.;—syn. umbak).
A b Q a miqna, vulg. maqna, (n. of instr. fr. b i 'to turn
downwards,' &c.), = P P Q a miqnaa, vulg. maqnaa (for A.~P Q a
miqnaat, fem. of miqna),s.m. A veil of muslin or ne
linen (esp. a bride's veil) worn over the head and
reaching almost to the ground.
P P Q a miqnaa, vulg. maqnaa(for A. ~P Q a miqnaat, fem. of
miqna), = A b Q a miqna, vulg. maqna, (n. of instr.fr. b i 'to
turn downwards,' &c.), s.m. A veil of muslin or ne linen
(esp. a bride's veil) worn over the head and reaching
almost to the ground.
A A" Q a maq lt, s.m. pl. of maq la, q.v.
P ! Q a maq la (for A. ~! Q a maq lat, fem. of maq l, pass. part.
of i (for i) 'to say, speak, tell,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Said; repeated over and over again;—what is said, a
word; a saying; an adage, a proverb, a maxim, an

aphorism;—a quotation:—maq la bayn karn(-k), To
mention or repeat a saying (of), to quote (from).
A 1 Q a muqawwim (act. part. of 1 C i 'to make straight, or
right,' &c., ii of 1 i (for 1 i) 'to be straight,' &c.), part. adj.
& s.m. Making straight, setting right; rightly disposing;
rectifying, adjusting, arranging; directing; xing,
constituting;—xing a price;—one who sets right, or
recties, &c.
P  Q a muqaww (for A.  Q a muqawwi, act. part. of C i'to
strengthen,' &c., ii of  i'to be strong,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Strengthening, invigorating, bracing;—conrming;
corroborative;—a strengthener, &c. (pl. muqawwiyt);—
Ar. muqaww(pass. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
Strengthened; conrmed; corroborated;—s.m. A box, or
case (esp. one of a circular oblong shape in which rolls of
paper are carried;—see muqb):—muqaww--bh, adj. &
s.m. Aphrodisiac; stimulant;—an aphrodisiac, &c.:—
muqaww--badan, adj. & s.m. Restorative;—a restorative:
—muqaww--dil, adj. & s.m. Cardiac;—a cordial:—
muqaww--damg, adj. & s.m. Cephalic;—a cephalic
medicine:—muqaww--kabid,
adj. & s.m. Hepatic:—muqaww--mda, adj. & s.m. Tonic;
—a tonic, a stomachic.
A  4Q a maqh r (pass. part. of 4i 'to overcome, conquer,'
&c.), part. adj. Overcome, conquered, subdued, &c.;—
constrained, coerced;—disturbed; oppressed; vexed.
A Q a muq (act. part. of ,i 'to cause to vomit,' iv of ,i (for
 i) 'to vomit'), adj. & s.m. Causing vomiting, vomitive
(medicine);—an emetic.
A K Q a miqys (n. of instr. fr. K i (for I i) 'to measure'),
s.m. A measuring instrument, a measure;—a probe with
which the depth of a wound is measured;—style (of a
dial), gnomon; hand (of a watch);—the nilometer (of
Egypt):—miqysul-arrat, A thermometer (syn. garmnp):—miqysul-m, A hydrometer (syn. pn-np):—
miqysul-mausim, A barometer (syn. pavan-np).
A  Q a muqt (act. part. of A i 'to feed, nourish, sustain; to
keep, preserve;—to have power or ability to do (a thing),'
iv of A i (for A i) to feed, nourish'), part. adj. & s.m.
Giving food (q t), or nourishment or sustenance;
nourishing, sustaining;—keeping, preserving, guarding,

protecting;—possessing power, able, powerful;—giver of
food or sustenance, nourisher, sustainer;—keeper,
preserver, guardian, protector;—the Possessor of power,
a name of the Deity.
A + Q a muqaiyad (pass. part. of + C i 'to put shackles (qaid)
upon, to shackle; to bind,' &c., ii of +  i 'to have shackles
put (upon),' &c.), part. adj. Shackled, fettered, in chains;
bound; imprisoned, conned; restrained; restricted;
strict;—xed; determined;—attentive (to), solicitous,
earnest, diligent; dedicated (to); addicted (to);—pointed
with syllabical signs (as a writing or letters);—registered,
recorded, written, noted, signed, marked.
H Z Q a muqqaish [for muqaiyash, formed on the model of
the Ar. pass. part. of conj. ii fr. qesh= S. ?8 ke], s.m.
Brocade; gold or silver thread.
H  Q a muqqaish [muqqaish, q.v.+= S. +t], adj.
Brocaded; worked with gold or silver thread;
embroidered.
A 2 Q a muqm (act. part. of 1 i 'to stop, rest, stay,' &c., iv of
1 i (for 1 i) 'to stand,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Stopping,
staying, remaining, residing;—xed; assiduous; constant;
persevering;—a dweller, resident, inhabitant;—an
appraiser, a broker;—a wholesale greengrocer:—muqm
hon, v.n. To stay, put up (in or at, -me ), to dwell, abide;
to halt;—to be assiduous, to persevere (in).
A  Q a muqaiy (act. part. of  C i 'to cause to vomit,' ii of ,i
(for  i) 'to vomit'), adj. & s.m.=muq, q.v.
H (a /mak (dialec.), adv.=baran, q.v. (see maku).
H a /=makk, (dialec.) / mak [prob. S. / t,
 i.q.
/ &t],

s.m. Indian corn, maize, Zea mays.
H a /,=mukk [for mukkh = Prk. /,

;; S. /,l+t; cf.

muh, or m h], s.m. The st;—a st, a blow with the
st; thump, buet:—mukk aln, v.n. The st to be used;
to come to blows:—mukk lagn(-ko), To receive a blow
with the st;—to suer a shock:—mukk mrn(-ko), To
strike a blow with the st; to give (one) a buet.
P ? a mukbara (for A. { a mukbarat, inf. n. of   'to lift
up; to contend,' iii of % 'to be great,' &c.), s.m. Pride,
haughtiness;—contention.
A UY a maktib, s.m. pl. (of maktab, q.v.), Schools.

P %Y a muktabat (for A. ~%Y a , inf. n. of UY  'to correspond
by letter,' iii of U* 'to write'), s.f. Corresponding by
letter, epistolary correspondence.
A U Y a maktb, s.m. pl. (of makt b, q.v.), Writings;
letters, epistles.
A  a makkr (intens. n. fr. makr, q.v.), = P ? a makkra
(for A. { a makkrat, fem. of makkr),adj. & s.m. & f.
False, deceitful, insidious, artful, crafty;—a pretender,
feigner; a cheat, knave, an impostor.
P ? a makkra (for A. { a makkrat, fem. of makkr), = A
 a makkr (intens. n. fr. makr, q.v.),adj. & s.m. & f. False,
deceitful, insidious, artful, crafty;—a pretender, feigner;
a cheat, knave, an impostor.
H <;  a makkrpan [makkr, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; ()], s.m. Deceitfulness; artfulness, craftiness, &c.
(=makkr, q.v.).
A ? a makrh, s.m. pl. (of makr h, q.v.), Hated or
abominable things; disagreeable things, disagreeables;—
inconveniences; misfortunes; accidents.
P  a makkr [makkr, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f.
Deceitfulness; artice; artfulness, craftiness; imposture;
cheating, knavery, roguery, fraud.
P h E a mukshafa (for A. ~h E a mukshafat, inf. n. of gE  ,
iii of (and syn. with) g 'to disclose,' &c.), s.m.
Disclosing, disclosure; displaying; manifestation;—
revelation, apocalypse.
P A _ a mukft (for A. { _ a , inf. n. of _C  'to recompense,
compensate, requite,' &c., ii of hC  'to be sucient,' &c.),
s.f. Compensation, reparation; recompense, requital;
retribution; retaliation:—mukft-me , adv. By way of
compensation, or reparation, &c.
A  a makn (n. of place fr.   (for   ) 'to be, exist;
remain,' &c.), s.m. A place; station; situation; a
habitation, dwelling, abode, house, home, room:—makndr, s.m. Owner of a place or house; landlord,
householder;—the faqrwho occupies any particular
station;—a watchman;—makn kare den(-ko), To let a
place or house (to):—makn kare len(-se), To rent a
place, or a house (from).
A A  a maknt, s.m. pl. (of makna, q.v.), Places; stations;

houses, &c.
P  a maknat, s.f. = P  a makna, s.m.(for A. ~ a
maknat), Place; station, &c. (=makn, q.v.)
P  a makna, s.m. = P  a maknat, s.f.(for A. ~ a
maknat), Place; station, &c. (=makn, q.v.)
H $ a / mak [makk, or mak, q.v.+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. Indian corn, maize, Zea mays(also written
maka).
A + $ a makid, s.f. pl. (of A+ a makdat, q.v.), Frauds,
cheats;—artices, stratagems.
A %a mukabbir (act. part. of %C 'to make, or call, or
esteem great; to magnify,' ii of % 'to be great'), adj. &
s.m. Magnifying (God), repeating the formula allh
akbar, 'God is very great';—one who magnies (God, by
saying allh akbar).
S a /,=mukta, vulg. mukt(rt. mu ), part. (f. -), Loosed,
let loose, set free, let go; redeemed, released, extricated,
liberated, absolved, emancipated (from sin, or from
corporeal existence), saved, nally happy;—s.m. A
liberated person;—the spirit released from worldly
existence and reintegrated with its divine original.
H a /,=mukt, s.m. A pearl (i.q. mukt, q.v.):—mukt phal,
s.m.=mukt-phal, q.v.
H a /,=mukt, s.f. contrac. of *a mukti, q.v.
S *a /,=mukt, s.f. A pearl (as loosened or set free
from the pearl-oyster shell):—mukt-phal, s.m. A pearl;—
camphor;—a custard-apple, Annona squamosa;—ne
writing; a ne hand; calligraphy:—mukt-spho, s.m. (f. ), A pearl-oyster:—muktval, or muktvali(˚t+w˚), s.f.
Pearl necklace;—name of various books:—mukt-hr, s.m.
A string of pearls; a pearl necklace.
H *a /,=mukt, (dialec. or prov.) /,
j  mukut [S. /,=
+t], s.m. A pearl (=S. mukt, q.v.);—adj. (lit.'poured
forth') Much; many; plenty or abundance of (e.g. ane
ho ge to ba e mukte ho-rahe ge).
S ! *a /,= !"muktval, s.f. See s.v. mukt.
H  *a /,=6!mukthal, (dialec.) /,6! mukuthal [S.
/,=+v!(], s.m. A pearl (see mukt-phal, s.v. mukt).
A U*a maktab (n. of place fr. U* 'to write'), s.m.

A writing-school (opp. to madrasa, q.v.); a school;—a feast
given (by the parents) when a boy is rst sent to school:
—maktab baihnor baih-den(-me ), To establish a
school (in):—maktab-pa hn, To teach in a school:—
maktab- na, s.m. School-house, school;—a gamblinghouse:—maktab-k yr, s.m. School-friend, school-fellow:—
maktab-ke la ke, s.m. pl. The boys of a school; school-boys.
A h *a muktaf (act. part. of  h *  'to turn upside-down, to
invert,' viii of (and syn. with)  h  ), part. adj. & s.m.
Turning upside-down, inverting (a vessel);—one who
turns over (a vessel).
P h *a muktaf (for A. g
 *a mukta, act. part. of h *  'to
have enough,' &c., viii of h  (for Rh  ) 'to be enough,'
&c.), adj. Having enough, satised, content;—complete,
perfect; signicant (as a sentence).
H <*a /,=muktan (Braj), s.m. pl. (of mukt= mukt),
Pearls.
H *a /,Mmuktau, s.m. (Braj)=mukt, q.v.
A *a makt b (pass. part. of U* 'to write'), part. adj.
Written;—sewn or stitched, or pasted, together;—s.m.
What is written; a writing; a letter, an epistle;—a
collection of letters (generally pasted together) forming
a long roll:—makt b-ilaih(i), s.m. Person written to;
addressee; drawee.
A A *a makt bt, s.m. pl. (of makt b), Writings; letters
(syn. maktb).
P  *a makt b (fr. makt b), adj. Epistolary;—delivered in
writing.
A 1 *a makt m (pass. part. of 2 * 'to hide, conceal'), part.
adj. Hidden, concealed.
S *a /,.=mukti, vulg. mukt, s.f. Loosing, release,
deliverance, liberation, setting free; remission; relief;
escape; acquittal; freedom; emancipation; absolution;
salvation;—nal liberation or emancipation, the
deliverance of the soul from the body and exemption
from further transmigration; the reabsorption of the
spirit into the supreme soul of the universe; nal
beatitude;—liberated state;—unloosing, opening;
abandonment (of), giving up; putting o; leaving o:—
mukti pn(-se), To obtain deliverance, or salvation, or
nal beatitude:—mukti-dt, or mukt-dt, mukti-dyak, or

mukti-dy, adj. & s.m. Freedom-giving; salvation-giving;
—emancipator; deliverer; saviour (the term is used by
Hinds as an epithet of the Supreme Being; and by
Christians also, as an epithet of Christ):—mukti-sdhan,
s.m. The accomplishing emancipation; the attaining to
nal beatitude:—mukti-khojak, adj. & s.m. Seeking (or the
seeker of) liberty, or deliverance, &c.:—mukti-hetu, adv.
For the sake of deliverance or salvation.
H  *a /,=`mukter [mukt+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
(dialec., f. -), Much, &c. (=mukt, q.v.).
S (a /,&
j muku, and H. /,& muka, and /j& maku,
s.m. A tiara, diadem, crown;—a crest; a peak, point,
head:—muku-sj, adj. Adorned with a diadem, or with a
crest.
H (a /,muk (dialec.), s.f. A silken dhot, q.v.
A la maks, miks, or muks(inf.
n. of la 'to delay'), s.m.(?)

Delaying; waiting;—delay.
A ca mikal (n. of instr. fr. c 'to anoint the eyes with
khlor "antimony"'), s.m. The instrument with which
collyrium is applied to the eyes.
A ca mak l (pass. part. of c ; see mikal), part. adj.
Anointed (or coloured) with collyrium (the eye).
H + a /,mukd, adj. & s.m. (Dakh.)=mukdh, q.v.
A + a mukaddar (pass. part. of +C  'to render turbid,' &c.,
ii of +  'to be or become turbid,' &c.), part. adj. Rendered
muddy or turbid; muddy, turbid;—disturbed, troubled,
aicted;—vexed, displeased;—sullen, gloomy (cf. maln):
—mukaddar hon(-k taraf-se),
To be disturbed, or troubled,

&c. (on account of, or with regard to).
H + a /,=mukdh [S. /,F+t], adj. & s.m. (Dakh.)
Ignorant, stupid;—dumb, mute;—an ignorant (or a
stupid) person, a simpleton, &c. (cf. the Marth muk).
S a /makar, s.m. A kind of sea-monster (sometimes
confounded with the crocodile (v. magar), shark, &c.; but
properly a fabulous animal, regarded as the emblem of
Km-dev, the god of love);—name of the tenth sign of
the zodiac, the sign Capricorn (represented by a wateranimal with the body and tail of a sh, and the forelegs,
neck, and head of an antelope; syn. jad);—an array of
troops in the form of a Makar, a particular form of

marching an army;—one of the nine treasures of Kuver:
—makarkrit(˚ra+k˚),
adj. (f. -), Having the shape or form

of the Makar:—makar- akkar, or makar-manal, s.m. The
tropic of Capricorn:—makar-mahn, s.m. The month
Mgh, Jan.-Feb. (when the sun enters the sign Makar).
A a makr, vulg. makar(inf. n. of a 'to plot; to deceive,'
&c.), s.m. Plotting; plot, machination; fraud, deceit;
duplicity; wile, artice, trick; cheating, imposture;
evasion; pretext, pretence; colour; disguise:—makr-mez,
adj. Deceitful; fallacious;—artful, wily, &c.:—makar- akar,
s.m. Fraud and subterfuge; artices, wiles, tricks, &c.:—
makr-  dn, s.f. Faint (or deceitful) moonlight:—makr
karn, or kar-jn, or makr g hn, v.n. To feign, pretend,
sham.
H a /,mukar, or /,= mukkar, adj. & adv. (dialec.)
corr. of Q a muqarrar.
S a /,j mukur, /j makur, s.m. A looking-glass, a
mirror;—the stick or rod with which a potter's wheel is
turned;—the tree Mimusops elengi;—a bud (i.q. mukulor
makul);—Arabian jasmine.
H a /,mukrn (caus. of mukarn), v.t. To prove to
be lying or false, to give the lie to;—to refute.
A a mukarrar (pass. part. of C , ii (and intens.) of C 'to
repeat,' &c.), part. Repeated, reiterated;—adv.
Repeatedly; a second time, again:—mukarrar pesh karn(ko), To present again, to re-submit:—mukarrar-sikarrar,
adv. A second and a third time; repeatedly, over and
over again:—mukarrar karn, v.t. To repeat:—mukarrar
kahn, v.t. To tell or mention again, to repeat, reiterate:
—mukarrar yh hai, or mukarrar n-ki, Post scriptum.
A 1 a mukarram (pass. part. of 1 C 'to honour, revere,'
&c., ii of 1  'to excel in honour,' &c.), part. adj.
Honoured, respected, revered, venerable; noble, august,
illustrious:—mukarram--banda, Honoured Sir.
P a a makramat (for A. ~a a , prob. n. of place fr. 1  'to
excel in honour'), s.f. Honour, glory, nobleness, nobility,
respectability; generosity, bounty, grace, benecence.
H a /,mukarn (mukar˚, prob. corr. of A. a munkar,
'denied,' or munkir, 'denying'), v.t. & v.n. To deny; to
refuse; to go back from one's word;—to belie:—mukarjn, intens. of, and=mukarn.

S + a /(makarand, s.m. The juice, or nectar, or honey

H  a /7makre  [Prk. /=f«V ; S. / &+!


of owers;—a species of jasmine, Jasminum pubescens;—
the Indian cuckoo (syn. koil);—a species of fragrant
mango;—a lament (esp. of the lotus ower):—makarandvat, s.f. The trumpet- ower, the ower of Bignonia
suaveolens.
H a /5makron, v.t. To wet, damp, moisten.

+t], s.m. (dialec.) A dried stalk of Indian corn (cf.

A ?a makr h (pass. part. of ? 'to hate, detest, dislike,'
&c.), part. adj. Hated, detested, disliked, disapproved;
hateful, odious, abominable, detestable, execrable,
loathsome, disgusting, foul, obscene;—distasteful,
unpleasant; improper, unbecoming;—s.m. An act which
the (Muhammadan) law disapproves of, but does not
invalidate:—makr h hon, v.n. To be disliked, or
disapproved, &c.
A A a makr ht, s.m. pl. (of makr h), Odious or
disgusting things, abominations, shameful acts; dirty or
obscene things, &c.; acts disapproved by law; things to
be avoided.
H $ a /6makarhiy [makr, q.v.+S. ++t], adj.
& s.m. (f. makarh), Deceitful; artful, crafty, cunning;—a
deceitful man; an artful, &c. man:—makarh, s.f. A
deceitful, or a cunning, woman.
P a makr, vulg. makar(makr, q.v.+= S. ), adj.
Deceitful, fraudulent, &c.
S a /"makar, s.f. The female of the Makar, q.v.
H a /,"mukr, or /,j " mukur [mukar(n), q.v.+= Prk.
 =S. a. ()++], s.f. A kind of short
poem (or a kind of riddle in verse),
of frequent use in the Braj dialect (it consists of four
lines, each composed of four trochees; in the rst three,
the speaker (a woman) appears to talk of her lover; but,
on the question being put by a friend, applies the whole
to some other object; e.g. B alat miro a r gahe, Mer
sune na apn kahe: N ka hhu mo so jhag  jh ;—Ky sakh!
sajjan? n sakh, k : 'As I went along the road he seized
my robe; Neither heard what I said, nor made any reply;
Nor was there any quarrelling or wrangling with me;—
How, friend! your lover? No, my dear, a thorn'):—kahmukr, s.f.=mukr.

makk).
H (a /=7makka , or /7 maka [Prk. /=f5; S. / &t],

= H  (a /7 mak  [for makka  = Prk. /=f ; S.
/ &t],

s.m. A large spider; a spider;—a tall, lean
person;—a kind of grain (cf. makk):—makka -jl, adj. (f. ), Cobwebbed; formed like a cobweb:—maka -kar aln,
v.n. To move like a spider, &c. (i.q. mak n, q.v.).
H  (a /7mak  [for makka = Prk. /=f ; S. / &t],

= H (a /=7 makka , or /7 maka [Prk. /=f5; S.
/ &t],

s.m. A large spider; a spider;—a tall, lean person;
—a kind of grain (cf. makk):—makka -jl, adj. (f. -),
Cobwebbed; formed like a cobweb:—maka -kar aln, v.n.
To move like a spider, &c. (i.q. mak n, q.v.).
H  (a /7mak n [maka or makka , q.v.+= w= Prk.
 or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To move like a spider; to move in a winding
path or course, to move crookedly or tortuously; to walk
aectedly or with a swagger (syn. ak n);—to dget;—to
waver;—to be averse (to); to act contrary (to); to
counteract;—to do (work, &c.) perfunctorily, or
carelessly, or lazily (syn. j urn).
H  (a /7"mak  [Prk. /=f; S. / &+],

s.f. A
spider:—mak -k jl, s.m. A spider's web; cobweb;—(met.)
anything very ne and slender:—mak  mal jn, To be
touched by a spider and have eruptions on the skin.
A Ia maks (inf. n. of Ia 'to oer a price; to bid (at a
sale),' &c.), s.m.(?) Bidding (at a sale); beating down,
lowering (a price), cheapening;—decrease; detriment;—
oppressing; oppression; defrauding; iniquity;—
accumulating money; collecting tribute, tolls, taxes, or
tithes.
A 0a mukassar (pass. part. of 0
C  , ii, and intens. of 0 'to
break,' &c.), part. adj. Broken;—square; cubic;—s.m.
Square measurement.
P  0a maks ba (for A. ~ 0a maks bat, fem. of maks b,
pass. part. of U0 'to acquire,' &c.), part. adj. Acquired,
gained, gotten, earned.

A  0a maks r (pass. part. of 0 'to break,' &c.), part. adj.
Broken; cut;—marked with the vowel kasra(a consonant);
—s.m. (in Arith.) A fraction;—a consonant marked with
the vowel kasra().
P ? 0a maks ra (for A. { 0a maks rat, fem. of maks r),
part. adj.=maks r.
S Za /dmaksh, s.m. Hypocrisy;—wrath;—multitude.
S a / .dmakshik, s.f. A y; a bee (i.q. makkh, q.v.).
A e a maksh f (pass. part. of g 'to uncover,' &c.),
part. adj. Uncovered; discovered, detected; disclosed;
displayed; revealed;—open.
S  a /d"makshk, s.f.= a makshik, q.v.
A UP a mukaab (pass. part. of UPC  'to make of a cubic
form,' ii of UP  , but formed fr. kab, 'a cube'), adj. Of a
square or cubic form; cubical.
A h a makf l (pass. part. of h  'to be security (for
another),' &c.), part. adj. Secured (by bond, &c.);
hypothecated; pledged; bailed:—makf l karn, v.t. To give
as security; to pledge, &c.
S a /,!
j mukul, or /,!
j makul, s.m. An opening bud;
bud; blossom;—the body;—the soul, or spirit.
H 3a /,! muklw, s.m. Bringing home a bride (syn.
gaun, q.v.).
S #a /,.j !mukulit, part. adj. Slightly opened (as a bud,
or the eye); just opening; blossoming; half-closed;
blinking, winking.
A g#a mukallaf (pass. part. of g#C 'to put to trouble or
inconvenience,' &c., ii of g# 'to attend carefully (to
anything),' &c.), adj. Busied, occupied with care;—wellmade, exquisitely wrought; done with great pains and
care; elaborated; elaborate; decorated, ornamented;
elegant; excellent; choice:—mukallif(act. part. of the
same verb), part. adj. & s.m. Putting (or one who puts) to
inconvenience or trouble (taklf):—al mukallaf(in
correspondence), Your obedient servant.
A #a mukallal (pass. part. of #C 'to crown,' &c., ii of C ;
but formed fr. ikll, 'a crown'), part. adj. Crowned;
adorned with jewels;—edged, bordered.
A @ a mukammal (pass. part. of @C  'to complete,' &c., ii
of @  'to be complete,' &c.), part. adj. Completed,

perfected, made up; tted with every requisite; nished;
performed, accomplished;—complete, perfect,
consummate, most excellent:—n-mukammal, adj.
Incomplete, &c.
P a miknat, or muknat(for A. ~a , v.n. fr. <a 'to occupy
rank or station,' &c.), s.f. Authority, power, ability,
might, strength, force.
S + a /,Bj mukund, and H. /jB makund, and /B
makand, s.m. A name of Vish u (said to signify 'giver of
liberation'); a proper name;—name of one of Kuver's
treasures;—a kind of precious gem;—quicksilver;—the
resin of Boswellia thurifera, gum olibanum.
A  a makn n (pass. part. of <C 'to cover; to conceal,'
&c.), part. adj. Concealed, hidden; secret:—durr--makn n,
s.m. A ne pearl.
H a /jmaku [prob. Prk. /=L,; S. /d,], adv.
(dialec.)=baran, or varam, qq.v.
H a /5mako [prob. S. / t; Pers. also mako], s.m. The
Cape gooseberry, or Brazil cherry, or 'winter cherry,'
Physalis Peruviana, Nat. or. Solanaceae; (in Bengal and
Eastern districts, it is called tipr);—the medicinal plant
Solanum rubrum;—Sarsaparilla.
H a /,=Mmukkau, s.m. (dialec.)=mukk, q.v.
H  a /57mako , or /M7 makau  [prob. S. /, or
/ +!+t],

s.m. (f. -), A large ant; an insect (cf. k emako e).
A  a makk k, s.m. A measure containing a and a
half; or half a ratl, q.v.; or three kailajt= 1´ man.
H a /5!makol [S. /=5!t], s.f. Chalk.
H  a /,={(mukk , s.m. (dialec.)=mukk, q.v.
H ? a /56makoh, = H $ a /5 makoe, or
/5 mako,s.m. (dialec.)=mako, q.v.
H $ a /5 makoe, or /5 mako, = H ? a /56
makoh,s.m. (dialec.)=mako, q.v.
P a makka (for A. ~a makkat), prop. n. The city of Mecca,
in Arabia (the birthplace of Moammad).
S &a /Lmakh, s.m. A sacrice, sacricial oblation; a
feast, festival;—a warrior:—makh-guru, s.m. The priest or
preceptor who gives directions in the oering of

sacrices or oblations.
S &a /,Lmukh, s.m. The mouth; face, countenance (i.q.
mu h, q.v.);—beak (of a bird); snout, or muzzle (of an
animal);—front, fore-part; head, prow (of a boat);—
aperture; entrance; commencement:—mukh-bh, s.f.
Splendour of countenance:—mukhravind(˚kha+ar˚), adj.
Lotus-faced; an epithet of the face or countenance of
any deity:—mukhgni(˚kha+ag˚), s.m. A sort of goblin with
a face of re;—re put into the mouth of a corpse at the
time of lighting the funeral pile;—a forest-con agration;
—a sacricial or consecrated re:—mukh-bhi , or mukhbhe , adv. Before the face (of, -ke), in front (of), facing,
confronting, opposite (syn. muqbil):—mukh-p ra, s.m.
Filling the mouth; a mouthful:—mukh- and, s.m. 'Facemoon'; a moon-like face, a lovely face:—mukh rakhn(me ), To set the face (towards); to tend (to):—mukh
karn(-k or), To turn the face (to, or towards); to face:—
mukh-maln, adj. Sad of countenance:—mukh-manjan, s.m.
Cleaning the face; any substance
for cleaning the face:—mukh-va an, vulg. mukh-ba an,
s.m. Word of mouth; report, rumour, tradition:—mukhvaivar, s.m. Colourlessness of face; change of
countenance.
S &a /,Lmukh, or /,=L mukkh (corr. of mukhya, q.v.), adj.
Principal, chief, &c.:—mukh-tl, s.m. A chorus:—mukhmantr, s.m. Prime minister.
H &a /Lmakh [S. /L+t], s.m.=makh, q.v.
H &a /=Lmakkh [Prk. /=

; S. /d+t; see makkh],

s.m. A large y; a blow- y; gad- y; horse- y.
H X &a /,L$mukhgar [S. /,L + m<], adv. (dialec.)
Before the face (of, -ke), face to face (with), in the
presence (of).
H  &a /Lmakhn, s.m. corr. 1˚ of makkhan, q.v.;—2˚ of
makn, q.v.
H  &a /Lmakhn [S. /L+B(], = H  &a /L makhn
[S. /L+B+], s.m. 'Sacricial food'; the plant Euryale
ferox, or its seed; the seed of the water-lily, Anneslea
spinosa(it is fried and eaten, being regarded as
strengthening).
H  &a /Lmakhn [S. /L+B+], = H  &a /L

makhn [S. /L+B(], s.m. 'Sacricial food'; the plant
Euryale ferox, or its seed; the seed of the water-lily,
Anneslea spinosa(it is fried and eaten, being regarded as
strengthening).
S &a /,Lmukhar, adj. & s.m. Talkative, loquacious;
noisy; making any continuous or tedious sound;—
sounding, resounding, resonant (with);—speaking
harshly or abusively, foul-mouthed, scurrilous, abusive;—
ridiculing, mocking; rallying;—a foul-mouthed or abusive
person, &c.;—a crow; a conch-shell;—a leader, principal,
chief, ringleader.
H &a /,.L"mukhir [prob. corr. of mukul= S. /,!
j +],
s.f. (dialec.) A bud.
H  a /,L7mukh  [S. /,L+ = Prk. f =S. +t], s.m.
Mouth; face, countenance (dim. of mukh).
H <&a /=Lmakkhan, or /L makhan [Prk. / 4(; S.
Ãd4(, rt. Ãd], s.m. Butter (see mkhan):—makhan- or,
s.m. A name of Krish :—makkhan-sem, s.f. A species of
bean, Canavalia gladiata:—makhan-ll, s.m. A name of
Krish ;—a proper name:— makkhan nikln(-se, or -k), To
make butter, to churn.
H <&a /,Lmukhan, or /,L mukhani, s.m. pl. (in Braj) of
mukh, q.v.
H &a /Lmakhn [S. /;j4+t], s.m. An elephant
without tusks;—a cock without spurs.
H <&a /,Lefmukhan [fr. S. /,L or /,Q], adj. & s.m.
(dialec.) Leading, principal, chief; possessing authority or
power;—powerful, able, strong, mighty; violent;—leader,
leading person, chief; a grandee;—a bully.
H  ?<&a /,Lefmukhan-pan [-pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ;
(Vedic ; )+], s.m. Powerfulness, ability, power, might,
&c.
H &a /Lmakhaniy [makkhan, q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S.
t (= +t)], s.m. A man who makes, or who sells,
butter; a butterman.
H &a /=L5makkho [prob. S. /,L + t], s.f. (dialec.)
Report, rumour, gossip.
H  &a /L07makh a, /L57 makho , s.m.

(dialec.)=mako , q.v.
H  &a /L0makh n [S. /;j4t], s.m. (dialec.) A bug; a ea
(syn. khamal, and piss ).
H &a /=L"makkh, /L" makh [Prk. / .=L; S. / .d],
s.f. A y;—the sight (of a gun):—makkh(or makkhiy )
u nor jhaln(-par-se), To drive away ies (from o);—to
perform servile oces (for); to atter, to fawn (upon);—
to have ulcers on the body (so as to be constantly
employed in driving away the ies from them);—to
fritter away the time, to tri e, to idle:—makkh u nor
u -den(-par-se), To knock o a y (from a thing or
place, with a ball or an arrow), to be a good marksman:—
makkh- s, s.m. lit.'One who would suck a y rather than
lose any of the food or drink into which it fell'; a miser,
niggard, skin int:—makkh-mr, s.m. One who kills a y
or ies;—a dirty, lthy fellow; an idler, a lazy fellow;—
one who makes an exact copy of a document, &c.,
mistakes, and blots, &c. included:—makkh mrn, To kill
ies; to be unemployed, to idle, to tri e, to fool (syn.
makkh u n):—makkhiy bhinakn(-par), Flies to buzz
(about), or to sit (upon);—to be disgusting, or ugly, &c.:—
jt makkh nigaln, To swallow a living y;—to bring evil
upon oneself;—to tell great lies:—nk-pai makkh na baihne
den, Not to allow a y to sit on the nose;—to shrink
from incurring an obligation.
H &a /,=L"mukkh [prob. Prk. /,.= ; S. /,l+], s.f. A
kind of pigeon (i.q. m kh); a pouter (?);—the st, &c.
(=mukk, q.v.).
H &a /,.Lmukhiy [S. /,Q+t], adj. & s.m.= &a
mukhya, q.v.
S * &a /,Zmukhyat, s.f. = S * &a /,Z; mukhyatva,
s.m.The being best or chief; the highest rank or
position; pre-eminence; distinction; headship, chiefship.
S * &a /,Z; mukhyatva, s.m. = S * &a /,Z mukhyat,

S  &a /,Zmukhya, adj. Of or belonging to the mouth or
face; coming from the mouth, &c.;—being at the head, or
the top, or the beginning; principal, chief; primary;
original; initial; anterior; main; eminent, pre-eminent;
leading, rst; noble; important; predominant;
paramount;—s.m. A principal, chief, leading personage,
leader, head;—commander or chief mate (of a ship).
A a makk (rel. n. fr. makka), adj. Of or from Mecca.
H a /="makk, s.f. (dialec.)=makk, and mak, qq.v.:—
makk-jr, or makk-jwr, s.f.=makk.
H a /,="mukk (i.q. mukkh, q.v.; and cf. mukk), s.f. The
st; a st, blow with the st; thump, buet:—mukk aln,
To use the st; to strike with the st; to deliver a blow;
to box:—mukk den, or mukk lagn, or mukk mrn(-me ),
To strike with the st;—to knead (dough) with the st
(i.q. mukkiyn).
H  a /,.=mukkiyn, or /, mukiyn [mukk,
q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. augment)+n=
Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To hit, or thump, or beat, with
the st;—to knead (dough) with the st.
P A+ a makdat (for A. {+ a , inf. n. of +  'to deceive,' &c.),
s.f. Deceiving; defrauding; ensnaring;—deceit; fraud;
stratagem.
P ?+ a makda (perf. part. of makdan, i.q. mazdan; see
maza), part. Sucked; sipped;—having sucked.
H  a /?maker, or /,? muker [makk, q.v.+Prk. !5; S.
!t], s.m. (dialec.) A meal-merchant, a seller of our.
H  a /,?!mukel, /?! makel (S. /,L+"!], s.f.
(dialec.)=nakel, q.v.
A < a makn (v.n. fr. <a 'to be rmly xed,' &c.), adj.
Firmly xed; well-established;—in a high station;
authoritative;—grave;—s.m. & f. Inhabitant, dweller;—
master, or mistress, of a house.
H a /,=Mmukyau, or /,.=5 mukkiyo, s.m.

s.f.The being best or chief; the highest rank or position;
pre-eminence; distinction; headship, chiefship.
H  &a /=L"makkhr [prob. S. /d or / .d+d"(], s.m.

(dialec.)=mukk, q.v.
H a / maka (contrac. of mak, q.v.), s.f. Indian

(dialec.) Honey.
H  &a /,mukher, /, makher [S. /,L+er= Prk.

corn, maize.
H ^a /$mag, (old H.) /F$ magg [Prk. /F$5; S. /$t],
' s.m.

! =S. !+t], s.m. A muzzle.

Road, path, way (cf. m g;—syn. b; rh):—mag dekhn(-

H <; + Ja /,Fmugdhpan [mugdh, q.v.+pan= Prk.

k) = b dekhn, and rh dekhn, q.v.
H ^a /$mag, s.m. contrac. of magadh, q.v.

Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Virginity.

H ^a /,$mug (dialec., or corr.), s.f.=m g= m g, q.v.

S *+ Ja /,Fmugdhat, s.f. = S *+ Ja /,F; mugdhatva,

H Ja /,F$mugg (fr. mugn, q.v.), adj. (dialec.; f. -), Musty
(as grain, &c.).
H  Ja /$magn, v.t.=  Ja ma gn (the com. form,
q.v.).
H  Ja /,$mugn (caus. of mugn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
become musty or spoiled (as grain, &c.).
H  Ja /$6"magh (see maghaiy), s.m. Name of a class
of agriculturists in Bihr.
H + Ja /,$mugd, adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=mugdha, and
mukdh, qq.v.
H + Ja /,$mugdar [S. /, t], s.m. A mallet (i.q. mogr,
q.v.);—an athlete's club (for exercising the muscles), a
dumb-bell; (pl.) dumb-bells:—mugdar phirn, or ghumn,
or hiln, (dialec.) mugdar bh jnor bhnn, To turn or
swing dumb-bells; to exercise with dumb-bells.
S + Ja /$magadh, s.m. The country of South Bihr
(including Patna, Gay, &c.);—an inhabitant of that
country;—a family bard or minstrel (who sings the
praises of a chief's ancestry in his presence):—magadhbhsh(S. mgadh-bhsh), s.f. The Magadh language, the
dialect of Bihr;—name of a Prkrit dialect (used in Siam,
Burmah, and Ceylon, where it is called Pl):—magadhpati, s.m.=magadhevar, q.v.:—magadh-de, s.m. The
country of South Bihr (i.q. Magadh):— magadhevar(˚dha
+˚), s.m. King of the Magadhas;—a name of Paran-tap,
and of Jarsandh (one of the adversaries of Krish ).
S + Ja /,Fmugdha, vulg. mugdh, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Stupeed; stupid, ignorant; infatuated, enamoured (of),
in love (with); besotted; foolish, silly; simple, artless;
mistaken, erring, led astray;—charming, lovely,
beautiful;—a stupid or ignorant person, a fool, simpleton,
an idiot, &c.:—mugdha-bodh, s.m. 'Instructing the
ignorant'; name of a celebrated Sanskrit grammar by
Vopadev.
S + Ja /,Fmugdh, s.f. A silly or foolish woman;—a
young and beautiful woman;—a virgin.

s.m.Stupidity, ignorance; foolishness, folly, silliness;—
simplicity, artlessness;—loveliness, charmingness,
gracefulness.
S *+ Ja /,F; mugdhatva, s.m. = S *+ Ja /,F mugdhat,
s.f.Stupidity, ignorance; foolishness, folly, silliness;—
simplicity, artlessness;—loveliness, charmingness,
gracefulness.
P Ja magar (ma, 'not' + gar= agar, 'if'), conj. If not, unless,
except, save, save only, but; besides, however,
moreover;—perhaps, perchance, peradventure, by
chance, haply, probably, possibly; in case:—agar-magar
karn, or lagn, To ifand but.
H Ja /$magar, s.m. & f. (dialec.)=magr, and ma gr,
qq.v.
H Ja /$magar [Prk. /5; S. /t], s.m. An alligator; a
crocodile;—an alligator-shaped ornament worn as a
pendant to the ear-ring termed bl:—magar-ma h,
s.m.=magar.
H Ja /$magr [prob. S. /6+$ '+t], adj. (f. -), Proud,
haughty, arrogant, insolent, presumptuous; headstrong,
refractory, obstinate, stubborn; sullen, sulky, surly,
cross; impatient; fastidious.
H Ja /,$mugr, s.m.=mogr, q.v.
H <; Ja /$magrpan, = H Ja /$6" magrah = H
$Ja /$ magr s.m. [magr+˚pan, see mugdh-pan;—
and or h= Prk. =S. +], Pride, haughtiness,
arrogance, insolence; refractoriness, obstinacy,
stubbornness; sullenness, surliness, &c.
H Ja /$6"magrah = H <; Ja /$ magrpan = H
$Ja /$ magr s.f. [magr+˚pan, see mugdh-pan;—and
or h= Prk. =S. +], Pride, haughtiness,
arrogance, insolence; refractoriness, obstinacy,
stubbornness; sullenness, surliness, &c.
H $Ja /$ magr = H <; Ja /$ magrpan = H
Ja /$6" magrah s.f. [magr+˚pan, see mugdh-pan;—

and or h= Prk. =S. +], Pride, haughtiness,

S *Ja /¢; magnatva, s.m.=magnat, q.v.

arrogance, insolence; refractoriness, obstinacy,
stubbornness; sullenness, surliness, &c.
H Ja /$magrn [magr, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or

H Ja /$"magn, s.f.=ma gn, q.v.

U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.n. To be refractory, or stubborn, or surly, &c. (see
magr).
H Ja /$"magr [Prk. /F$f; S. /$++;
'
cf. m g],
s.f. The ridge (of a happaror thatch); ridge-pole;—
(dialec.) line or row (of plants in a bed); coping (of a
wall); elevated line of a watercourse (in garden-beds);
raised boundary (of a eld).
H Ja /$"magar, fem. of magar, q.v.
H Ja /$,"magur [Prk. /F$,; S. / o+], s.f. A
species of sh, Macropteronatus magur; or Silurus pelorius.
H 3)Ja /$!magrel [S. /r$t], s.m. A small,
blackish, triangular pyramid-shaped seed of a very
pungent smell, Nigella indica.
P IJa magas [Pehl. makhsh; Zend makhshi; S. / .d; cf. H.
makkh], s.f. A y;—a freckle;—sight (of a gun);—a species
of Indian corn:—magas-rn, s.m. A y- ap; a fan:—magasrn, s.f. Driving away ies, y- apping.
H 0Ja /$magsir, s.m.=ma gsir, q.v.

H Ja /$,magu [Prk. /F$,; S. /$],
 s.m. (dialec.)=mag,
'road,' q.v.
P Ja ma-go, or ma-g (ma, prohib. part.+go, imperat. of
guftan, 'to say,' &c.), Say not; tell not, do not tell.
H Ja /$6magah, s.m. 1˚=magadh, q.v.;—2˚=magh, q.v.
H Ja /$6magah [Ap. Prk. /F$z; S. /$],
 s.m. (old
H.)=mag= mrg, qq.v.
H &Ja /Vmagh, s.m. (dialec.)=mgh, q.v.
S &Ja /Vmagh, s.m. Riches, wealth; power;—pleasure;—a
kind of ower;—a particular drug or medicine;—name of
one of the dvpasor divisions of the universe;—the
country commonly called Arrakan (the people of which
are called Mags):—magh-van, or magh-vant, or magh-v, or
magh-vn, adj. & s.m. Rich, wealthy;—an epithet of Indra;
—a wealthy person;—a sacricer.
S &Ja /Vmagh, s.f. Name of the tenth Nakshatraor lunar
mansion, containing ve stars — Regulus, , ¡, , and 
Leonis—gured by a house;—a species of grain.
H <&Ja /Vmaghan [prob. S. /6+$B(], adj. Fragrant,
odoriferous.
S  &Ja /V maghvan, adj. & s.m. See s.v. magh.

P 0Ja magas (magas, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Fly-bitten, or ea-

S &Ja /V"magh, s.f. A species of grain (i.q. magh, q.v.).

bitten (colour of a horse); freckled;— y-like.
S <Ja /$4maga (ma+gaa), s.m. (in Pros.) A molossus, or

H &Ja /V"magh, or /$6" magah, or magh[S. /$"t],

foot consisting of three long syllables.
S <Ja /¢magna, vulg. magn, and H. /$ magan, part. adj.
Drowned (in), sunk (in), immersed, plunged, dipped;
absorbed (in), deeply engaged (in);—delighted, charmed,
well-pleased, glad, happy, jovial, jolly;—deeply in love
(with), enamoured (of):—magan hon(-me ), To be
immersed (in), &c.
H Ja /,$mugn [mug˚= Prk. /,F$=S. /, ; see m g], v.n.
(dialec.) To smell like m g(used of grain kept long in a
damp granary); to become musty (as grain, &c.).
S *Ja /¢magnat, H. /$ magant, s.f. Delight,
rapture, transport; cheerfulness, vivacity; amusement;
pleasure.

adj. Of or belonging to Magadh.
H &Ja /V, /$6 maghay, or /Vh, /$Á maghaiy
[S. /$"+t], s.m. A native, or an inhabitant, of
Magadh;—a tribe of agriculturists in Bihr;—name of a
caste of Brahmans.
H a /!mal [S. /!(], s.m. Dirt, lth; dust; impurity;
impure matter; excrement; refuse; sediment; dregs;
scum; alloy or dross (of metal); rust;—delement, moral
impurity, sin;—any excretion of the body, e.g. adeps,
marrow, serum, semen, blood, fæces, mucus (of the
nose), wax (of the ear), sweat, rheum, phlegm, tears,
dandru;—camphor; cuttle-sh bone:—mal-mallak, s.m. A
piece of cloth worn over the privities:—mal-m tr, s.m.

Excrement and urine:—mal-hrak, or mal-hr, adj. Filthremoving; taking away impurity, &c.:—mal-hn, s.f. The
removal or destruction of lth, or impurity, &c.
S a /!malla, vulg. mall, and H. /! mal, s.m. A
professional wrestler or boxer (the ospring of an
outcast Kshatriya by a Kshatriya woman), a pancratiast;
prize-ghter; an athlete; a gymnast; a tumbler; an
acrobat; an athletic person;—a vessel for drinking, a cup;
—the cheek and temple, the hemicranium;—the residue
of an oblation;—adj. Strong, stout, robust, athletic;—
good, excellent, best, chief:—mall-bh , s.f. Wrestlingground, place for athletic contests, a palaestra, an
arena; a gym. nasium;—the site of any con ict, battleeld:—mall-j, or mal-j, s.m. A respectful form of address
to a Hind gentleman;—Sir Athlete, &c.:— mall-ytr, s.f. A
train or
procession of wrestlers;—a wrestling-match; boxingmatch:—mall-yuddh, or mal-yudh, s.m. Pugilistic
encounter, wrestling-match; prize-ght; athletic contest;
rough ght; wrestling, boxing, ghting:—mall-yuddh
karn, To wrestle; to ght.
H a ./ !mil, or ./ .! mili (past. conj. part. of miln, q.v.),
conj. part.=milkaror milke, q.v.:—mil-jul, adv.=mile-jule, q.v.
H a /,!mul [prob. S. /0!]( , adv. (dialec.) At last; after all;—
in short;—at all, in the least;—but, however (e.g. ham-ne
to bahuter kah, mul us-ne na mn).
P a mul, s.m. Wine; spirituous liquor.
P 3a mal (for A. mal, fem. of malnu, v.n. fr. #a 'to be

bhagat, s.f. A confederacy (syn. szish):—mil-ja  vidy, s.f.
(Physics) Mixed science:—mil-jul, or mil-jhul, adj. (f. ), United; in harmony, harmonious; sociable; friendly:—
mile-juleor jhule, adv. In union, united; in harmony,
harmoniously, on good terms, amicably; sociably, &c.:—
mil rag, s.f. (Anat.) A. sympathetic nerve:—mil khi o,
s.m. (Physics) Capillary attraction:—mil-hu, adj. (f. -) =
mil, q.v.:—mil-hu l, s.f. (Physics) Compound force or
motion:—mile-hu's zor, s.m. pl. (Physics) A system of
forces.
T 3a mull (corr. of A. ! a maul; cf. maulaw), s.m. A
doctor, a learned man; a schoolmaster (who, in a village,
has also charge of the mosque);—a judge, the deputy of a
Qz; a jurist;—a priest;—a bigot;—(dialec.) a soothsayer,
a fortune-teller;—mull-qrn, s.m. A law-ocer who
administers oaths on the Qor n;—one whose business it
is to read the Qor n for forty days at the house of a
deceased person:—mull-gar, s.f. The oce or duty of a
mull; schoolmastering, teaching, &c.
P 3a mull (corr. of A.  #a milw), s.m. A decoy-bird.
P 0 3a mulbasat (for A. ~0 3a , inf. n. of I " 'to mix
oneself up (in), to transact'; iii of I%! 'to mix,' &c.), s.f.
Mixing (in); the mixing together (of a transaction, &c.);
—dissimulation.
H ]3a ./ !milp (prob. i.q. milwor milo, q.v.), s.m. (in

Mallcaste;—Arabian jasmine.
H 3a ./ !mil [perf. part. of miln, q.v.;—and=Prk.

Hind) and f. (in Urd), Mixing, mingling (with); meeting,
interview, visit; social converse, society;—junction;
coalescence; combination; union, agreement, harmony,
concord, mutual good understanding, adjustment of
dierences; reconciliation; pacication, peace;—
agreeing, suiting, consisting well together:—milp-jog,
s.m. (Bot.) Perianth:—milp rakhn(-se), to agree or
harmonize (with); to live in harmony or concord (with):
—milp karn(-se), To harmonize; to make friends (with),
to be reconciled (to):—milp karnor karwn(-me ), To
bring about agreement or harmony (between); to eect
a reconciliation (between), to reconcile, to make peace
(between).
H ; 3a ./ !"milp [milp, q.v.+= Prk.  =S. t (

./ .! ; S. ./ .! + t], part. adj. (f. -), Mixed; united,

+t)], adj. & s.m. Sociable, friendly, intimate, aable,

&c.; met with, found, obtained, &c. (see miln):—mil-

civil; convivial;—associate, companion; a social person,

full'), adj. Full.
H 3a /!mal [perf. part. of maln;—and=Prk. / .! ; S.
/+t], part. adj. (f. -), Rubbed, scrubbed, &c.; worn;
laid bare; eaced:—male-panj, adj. & s.m. & f. 'With the
ve marks eaced,' turned ve years (a horse); over
eight, or ten, years; aged;—a horse over ve years, &c.
(cf. dale-panj).
S 3a /!mall, s.f. An athletic woman; a woman of the

&c.
A 3a mall (v.n. fr. #a 'to be salt,' &c.), s.m. A sea-man,
sailor, mariner; a boatman, waterman;—a manufacturer,
or a vendor, of salt.
P 3a malat (for A. ~3a , inf. n. of #a 'to be salt'), s.f.
The being salt, or savoury; the being good, agreeable, or
elegant; goodness; elegance; beauty; excellence;
neness; delicacy;—beauty of the mouth;—piquant look
or appearance; a rich brown (or dark) complexion.
A + 3a malid, s.m. pl. (of mulid), Heretics; indels,
atheists.
P 3a mulaza (for A. ~3a mulazat,
 inf. n. of " 'to
look askance at each other; to look attentively (at),' iii of
c!; but prob. fr. laaz'outer
corner of the eye'), s.m.

Looking attentively (at), contemplating; contemplation,
consideration; inspection, view, notice; regard (syn.
liz);—looking
askance or shy (at):—mulaze-k

 dm,
An aable or courteous person:—mulaza karn, v.t. To
look closely or attentively (at), to view, to inspect closely,
to examine; to pay regard or heed (to); to regard with
favour;—to look askance or shy (at, -se):—mulaze-me

n, or mulaze-se
To pass in review; to come
 guzarn,

under consideration or notice:—mulaza shud, Seen;
examined; compared:—ba mulaza, adv. For the
inspection (of, -); with reference (to;—i.q. ba-liz).
H <3a mallin = H 3a malln [mallh, q.v.+S. "], s.f.
Sailor's wife; boatman's wife; boat-woman.
H 3a malln = H <3a mallin [mallh, q.v.+S. "], s.f.
Sailor's wife; boatman's wife; boat-woman.
P 3a mall (fr. mall), s.f. The profession of a sailor;
the business of a boatman;—seamanship, navigation;—
fare paid for crossing a river, &c., boat-fare, passagemoney:—mall, or mall gl, s.f. Boatmen's abuse;
abusing (a person) without naming (him):—mall hth,
s.m. (Swimming) hand over hand, boatman-fashion (or
as a dog swims).
H r3a mal  (P. r3a mal a), s.m. Malacca;—adj.
Malay, Malayan.
A z3a mal (n. of place fr. z" (for z !) 'to ee to for
refuge'), s.m. An asylum, a refuge, protection, defence,
stronghold;—a protector.

H 3a /!mallr, or /! malr [S. /!"], s.f. Name of
a rgin, or musical mode, sung during the rains:—malr
gn, To sing a malr;—to be merry;—to dwell or
expatiate (on).
H 3a /!malrn (fr. malr), v.n.=malr gn, q.v.
S 3a /!"mallr, s.f. See mallr.
A 1 d3a mulzim (act. part. of 1 d"; see mulzamat), adj. &
s.m. Assiduous, diligent; attentive; attached (to);
adhering rmly (to); persevering; inseparable;—a
servant, an attendant (upon); a follower:—mulzim-, A private servant:—mulzim-- nag, A domestic
servant, a domestic:—mulzim--sarkr, A government
servant, a public servant:—mulzim--sarkr bannor banjn, To become a public servant; to personate a public
servant:—mulzim karn(-ko), To make a servant or
attendant of; to engage a servant.
P  a d3a mulzimn, s.m. pl. of mulzim, q.v.
P a d3a mulzamat (for A. ~a d3a , inf. n. of 1 d", iii of (and syn.
with) 1 o! 'to be assiduous,' &c.), s.f. Assiduity, diligence;
close attendance (on); waiting (on); service, duty; paying
respects (to a superior):—mulzamat i tiyr karn(-k), To
take service (with), enter the service (of):—mulzamat
il karn(-k), To be admitted to an audience; to be
permitted to wait (upon), or to pay (one's) respects (to).
P a d3a mulzim (fr. mulzim, q.v.), s.f. Attendance;
service (i.q. mulzamat).
P h O3a multafa
 (for A. ~h O3a multafat,
 inf. n. of gO", iii of
(and syn. with) gN! 'to behave courteously (to),' &c.),
s.m. Courtesy, politeness; benignity, favour, kindness;—a
letter, an epistle.
P %m3a mulaba (for A. ~%m3a mulabat, inf. n. of Um" 'to play
or joke with,' iii of U
 P ! 'to play,' &c.), s.m. Mutual playing,
joking; toying (with).
A < m3a maln, s.m. pl. (of mal n), The cursed, or
accursed.
P A i3a mulqt (for A. { i3a , inf. n. of Ri", iii of (and syn.
with) RQ ! 'to meet (with), to encounter,' &c.), s.f. Meeting,
encountering; a meeting, an interview; a visit; an
introduction;—conversation;—carnal intercourse:—
mulqt--bz-dd , s.m. A return-visit:—mulqt paid

karn(-se), To obtain an introduction (to):—mulqt
rakhn(-se), To be on visiting terms (with); to be friends
(with):—mulqt karn(-se), To meet (with), to encounter;
to pay a visit (to), to visit;—to have carnal intercourse
(with):—mulqt karwn(-me ), To bring about a meeting
(between two persons):—mulqt hon
(-se), A meeting to take place (with), to meet (with), &c.:
— and-roza mulqt, s.f. A short acquaintance.
H Y i3a mulqt [mulqt, q.v.++S. t (+t)], s.m. An
acquaintance; a visitor.
P i3a mulq (for A. G
 3a mulqi, act. part. of i"; see

P a 3a malmat (for A. ~a 3a , inf. n. of 1 " 'to reprove'), s.f. =
A 1 3a malm (inf. n. of 1 " (for 1 !) 'to reprove,' &c.), s.m.
Reproof, rebuke, censure, reprehension, reproach,
accusation, blame; reviling; disgrace; opprobrium;
contumely:—malmat karn(-par, or -ko), To reprove, &c.
P *a 3a malmat (fr. malmat), adj. Reproached;
reprehensible, blamable.
H *a 3a malmat, s.f. corr. of malmat, q.v.:—malmat
den(-ko) = malmat karn, q.v.
H 3a ./ !miln (fr. miln, q.v.), s.m. The bringing

condante;—an amorous woman, a lewd woman;—a
female elephant.
H  3a malk, s.m.=mal , q.v.
H X 3a /!$malgir, or /!$ malgiri [S. /!+$t],

together or into contact; causing to mingle; forming a
mixture; bringing about harmony, or reconciliation
(between), adjustment (of dierences, &c.),
reconcilement, union; unison; producing harmony (in
music);—comparing, comparison (of);—society, company;
—host, army:—miln-bojh, s.m. Specic gravity;—miln
miln(-k), To adjust the accounts (of land under
cultivation, &c.):—miln-nazar,
 s.f. Apparent size.
H 3a mull , s.m. corr. of mull, q.v.
S 3a @!mlna, vulg. mln, and H. /! maln, part. adj.

s.m. The Malaya mountains (or a mountain in that
range) in Malabar (answering to the western Gh~s; it is
from this range that the best sandal-wood is brought).
H  X 3a /!$"malgr, /!$" malgri, 1˚ s.m.=malgir,

(f. -), Withered, faded; wearied, weary, wan; languid,
faint; feeble, weak, emaciated; dispirited, dejected, sad,
melancholy;—foul, dirty.
S 3a @!mlni, s.f. Fading; decay; languor, lassitude,

q.v.;—2˚ adj. & s.m.=malagr, q.v.
H  X 3a /!$""malgr [malgr, q.v.+= S. t], adj. &

faintness, weariness; emaciation; sadness, dejection,
melancholy (syn. mall); foulness, lth.
H 3a /!maln (caus. of maln, q.v.), v.t. To cause to

mulqt), part. adj. & s.m. Meeting; joining, &c.;—one
who meets, or encounters, or joins, or converses (with):
—mulq hon(-se), To meet (with), to encounter; to have
an interview (with).
S  3a /!malk, s.f. A female messenger, a

s.m. Of the colour of sandal-wood;—the colour of sandalwood;—the best sandal-wood;—name of a hill-bird.
A 3a mall (inf. n. of Ca 'to be tired,' &c.), s.m. Weariness,
fatigue, languor, ennui; dejection, sadness, melancholy;
aiction, grief, anguish; vexation, displeasure:—mall
n(-ko), Languor, &c. to come (upon); to be seized with
sadness, &c.
P !3a mallat (for A. ~!3a , inf. n. of Ca 'to be weary,' &c.),
s.f.=mall, q.v.
A 1 3a malm (inf. n. of 1 " (for 1 !) 'to reprove,' &c.), s.m. =
P a 3a malmat (for A. ~a 3a , inf. n. of 1 " 'to reprove'), s.f.
Reproof, rebuke, censure, reprehension, reproach,
accusation, blame; reviling; disgrace; opprobrium;
contumely:—malmat karn(-par, or -ko), To reprove, &c.

rub, or to scour, or to grind;—(for malwn) to cause to be
rubbed, &c.
H 3a ./ !miln (caus. of miln, q.v.), v.t. To cause to
unite or join, &c.; to unite, join, connect, attach; to close;
to cement;—to cause to meet or come together; to bring
together; to introduce (one person to another); to act as
a pander or a pimp between;—to put (into, or amongst);
to put (together, or with); to mix, mingle, blend,
combine; to cause to unite, or agree, or correspond, or
harmonize; to assimilate; to reconcile; to adjust; to apply;
to t; to accord; to compare (with, -se):—mil-den, v.t.
intens. of and=miln:—mil-len, v.t. (intens.) To make
friends of, to reconcile; to conciliate, to pacify; to

persuade, to gain or win over, to make partizans of.
H 3a /,!muln [mol, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. augment)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t. To x
or settle the price of; to appraise (i.q. mul karn).
H 3a ./ !"miln (fr. miln), s.f. Mixing, mingling;
adjustment; comparison, &c. (see milo).
H 3a mulln, or mullnn[mull, q.v.+S. "], s.f. The wife
of a mull; a learned woman; a school-mistress.
H 3a ./ ! milo [mil(n) + w= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. = H 3a ./ !  milw [mil(n) = w = Prk.
 (=S. ()+], s.m. = H 3a ./ ! & milwa
[mil(n)+wa = Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
Mixing, mingling, mixture; admixture; amalgamation;
coalition; composition; annexation; adulteration; alloy;—
union, concord, unison, accord; comparison;
assimilation; reconciliation; adjustment; arbitration:—
milo karn(-me ), To mix, mingle, intermingle; to alloy,
to adulterate; to eect union or reconciliation (between),
&c.
H 3a ./ ! milw [mil(n) = w= Prk.  (=S.
()+], s.m. = H 3a ./ ! milo [mil(n) + w = Prk.
 =( S. ()(], s.m. = H 3a ./ ! & milwa [mil(n)
+wa = Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Mixing,
mingling, mixture; admixture; amalgamation; coalition;
composition; annexation; adulteration; alloy;—union,
concord, unison, accord; comparison; assimilation;
reconciliation; adjustment; arbitration:—milo karn(me ), To mix, mingle, intermingle; to alloy, to
adulterate; to eect union or reconciliation (between),
&c.
H 3a ./ ! &milwa [mil(n)+wa= Prk.  (=S.
()++; ]( , s.f. = H 3a ./ ! milo [mil(n) + w =
Prk.  =( S. ()(], s.m. = H 3a ./ !  milw
[mil(n) = w = Prk.  (=S. ()+], s.m. Mixing,
mingling, mixture; admixture; amalgamation; coalition;
composition; annexation; adulteration; alloy;—union,
concord, unison, accord; comparison; assimilation;
reconciliation; adjustment; arbitration:—milo karn(-

me ), To mix, mingle, intermingle; to alloy, to
adulterate; to eect union or reconciliation (between),
&c.
H 3a ./ ! milwn or milon= H  3a ./ ! g
milwnau v.t.=miln, q.v.
H  3a ./ ! gmilwnau = H 3a ./ !  milwn or
milon(Braj) v.t.=miln, q.v.
H 3a ./ ! "milon, or milaun, s.f. = miln, and milo,
qq.v.
P ?3a malh, s.m. A bulrush.
H $3a /! mal [prob. Prk. /(f; S. /ef++], s.f.
Scum (of soup, or boiled rice, or of any liquid); cream;
clotted cream;—a kind of dish made of milk:—mal
pa n(-me ), Cream to form (on).
H $3a /! mal [mal(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Rubbing; scouring; rubbing down (a horse,
&c.);—price paid for rubbing, or scrubbing, &c.
H $3a /,! mul [mul(n)+, as in mal, q.v.], s.f.
Appraisement, valuation; bargaining:—mul karn(-k),
To settle the price (of), to value, appraise; to bargain
(for).
P $3a mull (mull, q.v.+= S.  and ), adj. Of or relating
to a mull;—s.f. Oce or profession of a mull;
doctorship; teaching (see mull-gar).
A ($3a malik (pl. of (#a malak), = P $3a malika (for A.
~$3a malikat),s.m. pl. Angels.
P $3a malika (for A. ~$3a malikat), = A ($3a malik (pl.
of (#a malak),s.m. pl. Angels.
A 2 $3a mulim, vulg. mulyam, and mulm(act. part. of 1 ,";
see mulyamat), adj. Soft; smooth;—tender, delicate;—
mild, gentle; aable; easy; benign; peaceable; placid;
tame, submissive;—moderate:—mulim karn, v.t. To
make soft, to soften; to mollify;—to moderate; to
mitigate:—mulim hon, or ho-jn, v.n. To be or become
soft, or tender, &c.; to soften, to relent; to be or become
assuaged;—to become submissive, or tame, &c.; to
submit, yield.
P @ )3a mulyamat, or mulemat(for A. ~a ,a mulamat, inf.
n. of 1 , 'to be concordant; to agree (with),' &c., iii of 1 
'to heal; to mend, cement,' &c.), s.f. Softness;

tenderness; smoothness; gentleness; aability;
meekness; tractability.
H %#a /! malb [Prk. /p (; S. / +, rt. /; or fr.
S. /!], s.m. The rubbish of a fallen building, or wall, &c.;
the stones, brick, mortar, &c. lying jumbled together;—
rubbish, litter, refuse, sweepings, dirt:—malb, or malbar , s.m. Village expenses.
S  %#a /! malabr (see malewr), s.m. The country
Malabar:—malabr-de, s.m. Idem.
P U%#a mulabbab (fr. lab, q.v., after the model of the Ar.
pass. part. of conj. ii), adj. Filled to the brim; brimful.
A I%#a mulabbas (pass part. of I%C! 'to cover (with); to
clothe,' &c., ii of I%! 'to cover; to render obscure or
confused,' &c.), part. adj. Clothed, clad, dressed;—
confused, obscured; mixed; embroiled.
A K %#a malb s (pass. part. of I%! 'to cover,' &c.), part. adj.
Clothed, clad, dressed;—s.m. Clothes (which have been
worn), garment, wearing apparel.
A A B %#a malb st, s.m. pl. (of malb s), Clothes, garments.
H B %#a malb s (fr. malb s), adj. (dialec.) Worn before;
usually put on, in ordinary wear.
H #a ./ !milat, or ./ ! millat [mil(n) + at= Prk. \"=S.
.Q (pi, caus. augment+su. ti)], s.f. Society, company;
friendship:—millat-dr, s.m. A companion; a friend:—
millat-dr, s.f.=millat.
P #a millat (for A. ~#a , v.n. fr. Ca 'to turn; to convert,' &c.),
s.f. Religion, faith, creed;—a nation, people:—millat-k
dm, s.m. A co-religionist.
S #a ./ .!milit, part. (f. -), United, connected; mixed,
combined;—found, obtained, met with, encountered.
H #a /!malat = H *#a /! malt [imperf. part. of maln,
q.v.;—˚at= Prk. (=( S. ], s.m. A worn rupee, or other
coin;—the bare or smooth part (of a coin, where the
impression has worn o, or been rubbed o):—malt
karn, v.t. To debase (coin) by rubbing smooth, &c.
H *#a /!malt = H #a /! malat [imperf. part. of maln,
q.v.;—˚at= Prk. (=( S. ], s.m. A worn rupee, or other
coin;—the bare or smooth part (of a coin, where the
impression has worn o, or been rubbed o):—malt

karn, v.t. To debase (coin) by rubbing smooth, &c.
H *#a ./ !milt [imperf. part. of miln; and=Prk.
./ !((=S. ./ !B+], part. adj. (f. -), Mixing; agreeing,
harmonizing, &c. (see miln):—milt wz, s.f. A chord
note:—milt-jult, or milt-jhult, adj. (f. -), Partially
agreeing or harmonizing; resembling partially:—milthu, adj. (f. -), Agreeing; corresponding; resembling;
matching, &c.
H  *#a /,!"multn [S. /0!+TR+t or t], adj. & s.m.
Of or belonging to Multn; produced in, or coming from,
Multn;—a native or an inhabitant of Multn;—(S. m la
+sthna+ik), s.f. Name of a rginor musical mode:—
multn, or multn maor mi, s.f. 'Multn earth';
Armenian bole; yellow ochre.
A 8*#a multaj (n. of place fr.  8*!, viii of (and syn. with)  8!
'to ee (to) for refuge or succour'), s.m. A place of
refuge; an asylum; a protector.
A 8*#a multaj (act. part. of  8*!; see multaj), part. adj. &
s.m. Fleeing (to) for refuge, taking refuge (with); having
recourse (to);—one who ies (to), or takes refuge (with);
a refugee; a supplicant, petitioner.
A 1 o*#a multazim (act. part. of 1 o*! 'to be made assiduous; to
be constrained, or compelled,' &c., viii of 1 o! 'to be
assiduous,' &c.), part. adj. Constrained, compelled;—
convicted;—conjunct; necessarily following; attached
(to).
A h *#a multat (act. part. of h *! 'to turn oneself (to or
towards another),' &c., viii of h ! 'to twist, bend, turn,'
&c.), part. adj. Turning (to or towards), paying regard
(to); giving attention (to); attentive (to); having regard
(for), showing respect (to);—inclined (towards); turning
the head to look (at); leaning, or looking back; turning
the head aside:—multat hon(-k taraf),
To turn (to or

towards); to pay regard (to), to attend (to), &c.
A I@ *#a multamis (act. part. of I@ *!, viii of (and syn. with)
I@ ! 'to petition, supplicate,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Petitioning, supplicating, begging, praying, beseeching;—
petitioner, &c.:—multamis hon(-k), To be a petitioner,
&c. (for); to beg, pray, supplicate.
P  *#a multaw (for A.  *#a multawi, act. part. of  *!'to be
bent, or twisted, or distorted,' &c., viii of  !'to bend,'

&c.), part. adj. Bent, crooked; oblique; distorted;—
delayed, protracted; postponed, adjourned; pending:—
multaw rakhn, or multaw karn, v.t. To delay; to
postpone, adjourn, defer, put o; to keep in abeyance; to
suspend; to intermit:—multaw rahn, v.n. To be delayed,
or postponed, &c.; to remain, or be left, in abeyance.
H a /!&mala (prob. fr. maln), s.m. (dialec.)
Pasteboard.
H a /,!"mulah, s.f.=mulah, or mulha, q.v.
A 8#a malj (n. of place fr.  8! 'to ee (to) for refuge'), s.m.
A place of refuge, an asylum; a retreat;—security;
support.
H &:#a / .!K+mali h, or / .!+ mali h, adj. & s.m.=mle h,
q.v.
A #a mil (v.n. fr. #a 'to salt,' &c.), s.f.(?) Salt;—
savouriness, palatableness; agreeableness; beauty,
elegance.
A + c#a mulid (act. part. of + c!, iv of (and syn. with) + c! 'to
deviate or depart (from the true faith) '), s.m. One who
deviates or departs from the true faith; a heretic; a
pagan, an unbeliever; one who denies the resurrection
of the dead; a deist (pl. mulidn).
A Hc#a mulaq (pass. part. of Hc!, iv of (and syn. with) Hc
 !
'to be added, or joined,' &c.), part. adj. Added, joined,
annexed, appended;—attributed;—contiguous, adjoining
(syn. mil-hu); adjunct; adhering, adherent; coherent;
belonging (to); correlative;—adopted:—mulaq hon(-se),
To be added, or annexed, &c. (to); to be contiguous, or
adjoining (to), &c.
P Q c#a mulaqa (for A. ~Q c#a mulaqat, fem. of mulhaq), part.
adj.=mulaq, q.v.;—s.m. What is annexed, or appended,
&c.; an appendage; an appendix.
A  c#a mal z (pass.
part. of c! 'to look through half
shut eyes,' &c.), part. adj. Regarded, considered,
contemplated; looked at kindly, viewed with aection,
regard, or respect:—mal z r akhn, v.t. To keep in
regard; to bear in mind; to consider, &c.
P u#a mala , s.m. A locust (syn. i).
H + #a /!!mal-dal (fr. maln-daln, q.v.s.v. maln), s.m.
Rubbing; grinding; pressing, squeezing:—mal--dal,
s.f.=mal-dal:—mal-dal karn, v.t. To rub; grind; press,

squeeze;—to rub down (a horse, &c.); to thresh (corn,
&c.); to beat.
A z/ #a mulaa (a post-classical formation fr. laat, q.v.),
adj. Delicious (cf. la).
A 1 o#a mulzam (pass. part. of 1 o! 'to render necessary;—to
convict,' &c., iv of 1 o!; see lzim), part. adj. Conjoined;
annexed; driven together; closely joined or united;
inseparable;—convinced, convicted; confuted; charged
(with), accused (of), arraigned; sentenced, condemned;—
blamable.
A 1 o#a malz m (pass. part. of 1 o!; see lzim), part. adj.
Connected; axed; inseparable;—belonging (to).
H 0#a /,!"mulsar, s.f. (dialec.)=maulsar.
S Z#a / .!cmalishha, vulg. malishh, adj. (superlat. or
intens. of mala), Excessively dirty, very lthy, very foul,
very polluted; very wicked;—s.m. An excessively dirty or
lthy person; an exceedingly vile person.
S Z#a / .!cmalishh, s.f. (m. malishha), An exceedingly
dirty or lthy woman;—a woman during menstruation;—
a very vile woman.
A  P #a mal n (pass. part. of <P ! 'to curse,' &c.), = P  P #a
mal na (for A. ~ P #a mal nat, fem. of mal n),part. adj.
Cursed, damned, accursed, execrated, detestable,
excommunicated, driven out of society; shut out from
mercy;—s.m. One who is cursed, &c.; the devil; an imp, a
devil.
P  P #a mal na (for A. ~ P #a mal nat, fem. of mal n), = A
 P #a mal n (pass. part. of <P ! 'to curse,' &c.), part. adj.
Cursed, damned, accursed, execrated, detestable,
excommunicated, driven out of society; shut out from
mercy;—s.m. One who is cursed, &c.; the devil; an imp, a
devil.
H  #a malgob
 [for malgob= mal, 'dirt, &c.'+gob= gow, fr.
Prk. $5U()=S. $5(), 'to secrete,' caus. of rt. $,], s.m.
Entrails; garbage;—matter (from a sore);—anything that
emits saliva or viscous matter;—a thick infusion;—a kind
of dish, mshor pulse mixed with dah, q.v.;—dirt,
sweepings, rubbish.
A  h #a malf z (pass.
part. of h ! 'to throw out; to utter,'

&c.), s.m. That which is spoken or uttered (by); saying;

saying of a saint or a spiritual guide;—annals.
A A  h #a malf zt,
 s.m. pl. (of malf z), Utterances sayings;
—annals.
A e h #a malf f (pass. part. of g
C ! 'to involve, to wrap,' &c.),
part. adj. Involved, wrapt up, enveloped, enclosed; folded
(as a letter);—collected, gathered;—an
enclosure (in a letter, &c.); an envelope;—anything
wrapped up or folded (as a cabbage, &c.).
A UQ #a mulaqqab (pass. part. of UQC ! 'to give a surname, or

Prince of merchants, a title given to the chief merchant
in a city:—malik-zda, s.m. 'King's son,' a prince:—
malikush-shuar, s.m. Prince of poets; poet laureate (syn.
rj-kavi).
S #a / .!mallik, s.f. Arabian jasmine, Jasminum
zambac;—name of a species of metre in Sanskrit prosody.
A A #a malakt, vulg. malkt, s.f. pl. (of ~#a malakat, inf. n.

title, or nickname'; ii of UQ !; but formed fr. laqab, q.v.),

of (#a 'to possess,' &c.), Possessions; qualities,
endowments; habits, principles.
H  #a /!&malak, or malk, s.f. contrac. of malkha,

part. adj. Surnamed, nicknamed, entitled, called.
H (#a /!malak (fr. malakn, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) Doubt,

q.v.
H  #a /!malkn (prob. fr. P. malik-na), s.m. A caste

suspicion, apprehension.
H (#a /!,maluk, s.m.=mal k, q.v.

of Hinds forcibly converted to Muhammadanism.
H  #a /!malkn [prob. malik, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or

H (#a /,!
, muluk, or /!, maluk, s.m. corr. 1˚ of mulk,

U=S.  (caus. aug.) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n.

q.v.;—2˚ of mul k, q.v.
A (#a malak (for a malak, fr. , whence  'to
send';—Heb. ), s.m. An angel:—malakul-maut, s.m. The
angel of death (called Izril, or Izrl).
A (#a milk (inf. n. of (#a 'to possess,' &c.), s.f.
Possession, dominion; property, right; landed property,
estate (pl. amlk); rent-free land; lands given to certain
classes (as, 1˚ the learned and their pupils; 2˚ those who
have abandoned the world; 3˚ the helpless and destitute;
4˚ decayed gentry; similar grants in money were termed
wazfa).

A (#a mulk (inf. n. of (#a 'to possess,' &c.), s.m.
Dominion, sovereignty, rule, reign; a kingdom, realm,
state, country, territory, region, land:—mulk-dr, s.f.
Ruling, rule, sway, government, dominion, empire:—
mulk-rn, s.f. Carrying on the government (of), ruling;
rule, sovereignty, absolute sway:—mulk-sitn, s.f. Taking
of a kingdom or kingdoms; conquest:—mulk-se rij
karn(-ko), To expel from a country, to banish, exile:—
mulk-gr, s.f. Conquest, territorial conquest, annexation;
sovereignty; political aairs;—progress of a sovereign
through his dominions.
A (#a malik (said to be contrac. fr. mlik, act. part. of (#a
'to possess,' &c.), s.m. A king; a title of honour or respect
(in India it is com. given to camel-men, prob. as
signifying 'possessor, owner'):—malikut-tujjr, s.m.

(dialec.) To talk, or to act, grandly, or aectedly (the
word is com. to the dialect of women).
H ? #a /!6&malkha [malak(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. (dialec.) Nausea at
stomach; excess of bile; bile;—doubt, suspicion,
apprehension (i.q. malak).
P #a milkat (for A. ~#a , fr. milk, q.v.), s.f. Possession,
property.
P #a mulkat (for A. ~#a , fr. mulk), s.f. Possession (i.q.
milkat);—kingdom, &c. (i.q. mulk, q.v.).
H (#a /,!&mulka, s.m. (dialec.) The part of the bodice
which covers the breasts.
H #a ./ !mil-kar [conj. part. of miln;—mil˚= Prk.
./ .!=S. ./ .!; +kar(conj. part. of karn), q.v.], part.
Having united, having combined, &c.;—adv. In a body, in
combination, in unity; together; unitedly; narmonionsly,
on good terms:—milkar aln, v.n. To go, or journey
together;—to live in harmony:—milkar rahn, To dwell
together in unity or harmony.
H #a /!malakn [malak˚, prob.=Prk. /!=(), or
/!=?(), fr. S. /!+>], v.n. (dialec.) To feel nausea, to be
sick at stomach; to be bilious;—to be troubled with doubt,
or suspicion; to be apprehensive (of).
H #a /!malakn (cf. maakn), v.n. To walk like a

kahror chairman, &c. (trotting and raising the
shoulders);—to walk aectedly, to perk oneself, to strut.
A A #a malak t, vulg. malk t(malak, q.v.+ t, a termn.

black and blue;—(dialec.) brackish.
H J#a /!$5 malgob, s.m. See  #a malgob.


borrowed fr. the Aramaic), s.f. Kingdom, empire,
dominion;—(for lam--malak t), the world of angels or
spirits; the heavenly court;—angels; spirits.
P #a malaka, vulg. malka(for A. ~#a malakat, inf. n. of (#a

H 2 #a /!/mallam, or /!/ malam, s.m. corr. of marham,

'to possess,' &c.), s.m. Possession;—an acquired habit or
principle;—quickness of apprehension or perception;
strength of intellect; intellect, genius;—prociency;
mastery.
P #a malika (for A. ~#a malikat, fem. of malik, q.v.), s.f. A
queen:—malika--maz z ama,
or malika-mazz ama,
The
 
 
exalted queen.
H  &#a /!Lmalkhn (prob. mall+ n, qq.v.), s.m.
(dialec.) A hero.
H 2 &#a /!L/malkham (mal, fr. maln, q.v.+khamor
khambh, q.v.), s.m. The upright post in a sugar-mill.
H [ #a ./ !?milke, past. conj. part. (of miln), and
adv.=milkar, q.v.
A #a malak (rel. n. fr. malak, q.v.), adj. Angelic:—malakifat, adj. Of angelic temper.
A #a milk (rel. n. fr. milk, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Proprietary;
relating to ownership in land;—a landed proprietor,
landlord; a farmer.
A #a mulk (rel. n. fr. mulk, q.v.), adj. Of, or belonging to,
or relating to, empire or government; imperial, royal;—
political; civil; pertaining to the country; of or belonging
to one's own country; national, indigenous; native;
domestic;—s.f. An era in use in some places (as in
Purany), which is one month in advance of the Falyear
(beginning with the rst of Swan):—mulk lh, s.m. 'The
civil Lord or Governor,' the Viceroy, Governor-General.
P  #a milkyat (for A. ~ #a , abst. s. fr. milk), s.f.
Proprietary right in land; right;—landed or real property;
property; possession, use.
P  #a malakya (for A. ~ #a malakyat, fem. of malak),
adj.=malak, q.v.
H 8J#a /!$*malgaj [S. /!+$*+; cf. argaj= S. 9+$(*
+], adj. Dirty, lthy, foul; soiled;—rumpled, rued;—

A #a milal, s.f. pl. of millat, q.v.
q.v.
H K @ #a /!/malms [S. /!+/t], s.m. An intercalary
(thirteenth) month (in which no religious ceremonies
should be performed).
A b @ #a mulamma (pass. part. of b @C ! 'to be of various
colours,' &c.; ii of b @ ! 'to shine,' &c.), part. adj. Bright;
variegated;—gilded; plated, electro-plated;—specious,
plausible;—s.m. A coating of gold or silver; gilding, gilt;
plating;—speciousness; imposition;—a poem, the
hemistichs or distichs of which are written in Persian
and Arabic alternately (and which is allowable as far as
ten distichs in each language):—mulamma-sz, vulg.
mulamme-sz, and mulamma-kr, s.m. A gilder; plater;—a
plausible person; dissembler, hypocrite;—adj. Specious,
plausible, &c.:—mulamma karn, v.t. To gild; to plate,
electro-plate; to whitewash;—to gloss over; to give a
colour to:—mulamma-gar, s.m. A gilder; a plater:—han
mulamma, s.m. Gilding, or plating, without the aid of re.
P P @ #a mulammaa (for A. ~P @ #a mulammaat, fem. of
mulamma), adj. & s.m.=mulamma, q.v.
H P @ #a /!/!malmal [prob. fr. S. /C by redupl.; lit.'very
soft'], s.f. Muslin.
H 3@ #a /!/!malmal [prob. S. /! redupl.+t], adj. (f. -),
Salt, brackish; sad, downcast, depressed.
H 3@ #a /!/!&malmal = H ?3@ #a /!/!6& malmalha
[malmal+ha= wa= Prk. "=S. . \t], s.f. Brackishness;
—repining; sadness; depression:—malmal n(-ko), To
suer from sadness, or depression, or dejection; to
repine.
H ?3@ #a /!/!6&malmalha = H 3@ #a /!/!& malmal
[malmal+ha= wa= Prk. "=S. . \t], s.f. Brackishness;
—repining; sadness; depression:—malmal n(-ko), To
suer from sadness, or depression, or dejection; to
repine.
H R@ #a /!q&mal-me [Prk. / .!+./ 5; S. /+/9t],

part. adj. Rubbed out, eaced; wiped out, wiped o;
ruined, destroyed;—decided, disposed of (a dispute, &c.);
hushed, quashed (a quarrel, &c.):—malme karn, v.t. To
eace; to wipe out or o; to pull down, to raze, to
destroy;—to quash, to hush up (a dispute, &c.):—malme
hon, v.n. To be rubbed out, to be eaced, &c.
H <#a /!malan (i.q. maln, q.v.), s.m. A rubbing; grinding;
threshing, &c.;—a path, track (syn. lk).
S <#a / .!malina, vulg. malin, adj. (f. -, or -), Dirty, lthy,
foul, impure, soiled, unclean; tarnished, stained, sullied;
tainted; rusty; polluted, depraved, sinful, bad, vile,
vicious;—black, dark, obscure; obscured, beclouded; dull,
dim;—troubled, disturbed (in mind), indisposed, vexed,
concerned; sad, heavy, downcast; melancholy:—malinmati, adj. & s.m. Having a depraved or polluted mind,
troubled or disturbed, &c. in mind;—one who has a
polluted mind, &c.:—malin-mukh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dirtyfaced; black-faced, dark-faced;—low, vile, wicked; cruel,
erce, savage;—a black-faced person; a cruel person; a
savage;—a ghost, an apparition; an evil spiri t, a goblin;—
a black-faced monkey, a baboon;—re; an epithet of
Agni.
H <#a ./ !milan [S. ./ !(;—or i.q. miln, q.v.], s.m.
Coming into contact or union (with); contact;
coalescence; union; mixing (with); agreement, harmony;
meeting; encountering, &c. (see miln).
H #a /!maln [mal˚= Prk. /!()=S. /
 (), rt. /] ,
v.t. To rub; to rub down (a horse); to scrub, scour; to
furbish; to anoint;—to grind; to tread on, trample on; to
tread out (corn);—to wring (the hands):—mal-ln, v.t.
intens. of maln, q.v.:—maln-daln, v.t. To rub; to
squeeze; to grind, to crush, &c. (=maln).
H #a ./ !miln [Prk. ./ !4(; S. ./ !"(, rt. ./ !], v.n.
To be mixed, be mingled, be blended; be confounded; be
amalgamated; be shued; to be joined, be united; to
become connected (with, -se); to be met with, be found,
be obtained, be attained, to come to hand (to a person,
us-ko), come into possession;—to mix, mingle, blend; to
join, unite, combine; to come together, to come into
contact (with); to meet; to touch; to take into the arms,
to embrace; to associate (with); to visit, to have an

interview (with); to assemble; to coincide (with), to
coalesce (with); to agree, accord; to be reconciled (to); to
harmonize; to correspond; to suit, t, tally; to occur:—
mil-baithn, v.n. To live together in harmony or unity:—
mil-jn, v.n. To mix together; to come together; to have
an interview (with); to be met with, be found, be
obtained; to be recovered; to hold together, &c. (see
miln, of which it is generally intensive):—mil-rahn, v.n.
To be regularly or constantly obtained or met with;—to
unite and live with; to live in harmony (with):—milnjuln, or miln-jhuln, v.n. To meet cordially; to have
unrestricted intercourse (with):—miln sanjon, To get the
intended presents ready:—miln-hiln, v.n. To be
together; to act together; to join, combine, coalesce:—
milne-ko jn, To go to meet or receive; to go on a visit
(to, -ko).
S #a / .!malin, s.f. (of malina), A dirty or lthy woman;
—a woman during menstruation.
S *#a / .!malinat, vulg. malint, s.f. Dirtiness,
lthiness, foulness; lth; sediment; impurity; vileness,
wickedness; blackness.
H  0#a ./ !milansr [S. ./ !+(?), rt. ], adj.
Sociable, friendly, familiar, intimate; civil, aable;
convivial.
H  0#a ./ !"milansr [milansr, q.v.+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. Sociableness, friendliness, aability, civility;
geniality; concord, agreement, harmony.
H ^#a /!($mala g = H J#a /!($ mala g (P. also malang),
s.m. A kind of Moammadan derwish, who lets the hair
of his head grow to its full length, and leaves it
uncombed and dishevelled;—a derwish in a state of
ecstasy; a religious enthusiast;—a careless or
inconsiderate person;—a tall, robust fellow;—a kind of
bird.
H J#a /!($mala g = H ^#a /!($ mala g (P. also malang),
s.m. A kind of Moammadan derwish, who lets the hair
of his head grow to its full length, and leaves it
uncombed and dishevelled;—a derwish in a state of
ecstasy; a religious enthusiast;—a careless or
inconsiderate person;—a tall, robust fellow;—a kind of

bird.
H J#a /!($"mala g, s.m. A labourer employed in
manufacturing salt, a salt-maker.
H J#a /!($"mala g (prob. fr. mala g), s.f. A wanton

(for k !); see laus), part. adj. Befouled, polluted,
contaminated.
H  #a /!0mal k, adj. (rustic or dialec.) Beautiful,
handsome.
H  #a /!0mal k, s.m. A kind of worm.

woman.
S #a / .!"malin, s.f.=malin, q.v.

A  #a mul k, s.m. pl. (of malik), Kings.

H #a ./ !"miln (i.q. miln), s.f. A meeting, an interview;

P   #a mul kna [mul k, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ana], adj.

a visit; reception;—a present made by a visitor, or by the
relations to a bride.
H #a ./ !"milan = H #a ./ ! milaniy = H  #a

& adv. Royal, princely; like a king; t for a king.
A #a mal l (pass. part. of Ca 'to be wearied,' &c.; see

./ ![ milaniy [prob. Prk. ./ !.4 ; S. ./ !+t], adj.
Civil, aable, kind, &c. (i.q. milansr, q.v.);—faithful;
worthy;—s.m. One who is sociable, or aable, &c.;—one
who fraternizes (with others); an associate; a coadjutor.
H #a ./ !milaniy = H #a ./ !" milan = H  #a
./ ![ milaniy [prob. Prk. ./ !.4 ; S. ./ !+t], adj.
Civil, aable, kind, &c. (i.q. milansr, q.v.);—faithful;
worthy;—s.m. One who is sociable, or aable, &c.;—one
who fraternizes (with others); an associate; a coadjutor.
H  #a ./ ![milaniy = H #a ./ !" milan = H #a
./ ! milaniy [prob. Prk. ./ !.4 ; S. ./ !+t], adj.
Civil, aable, kind, &c. (i.q. milansr, q.v.);—faithful;
worthy;—s.m. One who is sociable, or aable, &c.;—one
who fraternizes (with others); an associate; a coadjutor.
S #a /!,mallu, and H. /!0 mall , s.m. A bear.
H #a /!0mall [mal(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. A
monkey.
H  #a /! malwn (doub. caus. of maln, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be rubbed, or scoured, &c.;—to have, or to get (a
thing) rubbed, &c.
H  #a ./ ! milwn (doub. caus. of miln, q.v.), v.t. To

mall), part. adj. Fatigued, tired, weary; languid; sick,
indisposed; vexed; aected; grieved; sad, dejected,
melancholy, out of spirits.
P " #a malol (prob. corr. fr. A. ~! #a mal lat; see mal l), s.m.
Vexation; grief, regret; aiction; sadness, dejection,
melancholy:—malole n(-ko), or malole uhn(-me ), or
malole khn, To feel or suer vexation, or grief, &c.; to
be vexed; to be grieved, to grieve; to be sad, &c.:—malole
min(-ke), Griefs, or sadness, &c. to be dissipated; to be
consoled.
A 1 #a mal m (pass. part. of 1 " (for 1 !) 'to blame,' &c.),
part. adj. Reprehended, reproached, blamed, accused.
A  #a mulawwan (pass. part. of C ! 'to colour,' &c., ii of "
(for  !); see laun), part. adj. Coloured; of various colours,
variegated.
H  #a ./ !M"milaun, (dialec.) ./ !5" milon (for milwnor
milon, fem. of milon= miln, q.v.), s.f. Water or other
liquor added to make a mixture;—the mixture so made;—
mixture, admixture; adulteration, alloy.
H ) #a /! hmalwaiy [mal(n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. One who rubs, or scrubs, or scours; a
rubber, scrubber, &c.
P #a mulla, or malla(?) (i.q. mull, q.v.), s.m. A decoy-bird.
P #a milla, s.m.=millat, q.v.
H  &#a /6malhr, s.f. (dialec.)=mallror mallr, q.v.:—

cause to be mixed, &c.; to cause to be joined or united; to
cause to be reconciled, &c.;—also=mil, q.v.:—milwden, v.t. intens. of and=milwn.
H $ #a /!  malw [malw(n)+= Prk.  =S.

malhr-rw, s.m. The sound of the mallr.
H #a /,!6"mulha, /,!6&" mulah [Prk.

()++], s.f. Price paid for rubbing, or scrubbing,

/z!; S. /,+.9], s.f. Stick-liquorice, liquorice.

or scouring, &c.
A k #a mulawwas (pass.
part. of kC ! 'to be foul,' &c., ii of k"


P 2 4#a malham, s.m. corr. of marham, q.v.
A 2 4#a mulhim (act. part. of 2 4! 'to inspire,' &c., iv of 2 4! 'to

swallow,' &c.), part. adj. &c. s.m. Inspiring;—inspirer:—
mulham(pass. part. of the same verb), part. Inspired.
P @ 4#a mulhima (for A. ~@ 4#a mulhimat, fem. of mulhim),
part. adj.=mulhim.
P 4#a mulh (for A. #a mulhi, act. part. of 4!'to amuse,'
&c., iv of 4!- (for 4!) 'to play, to amuse ooneself,' &c.),
One who aords amusement; a mimic, buoon, jester.
H #a /! mala, or /!h malai [prob. mal(n)+Prk.
 =S. () +  + ], s.f. Rich alluvial soil on
the bank of a river; meadow-land.
H #a /!"mal, adj. (f. -in) = malin, q.v.
H #a /!"mall, or / .! malli [Prk. / .!; S. / .!], s.f.
Arabian jasmine, Jasminum zambac(a beautiful owering
shrub).
S #a /!malaya = H #a /! malay, or /!h malaiy
[malay= S. /!+t], s.m. Name of a mountain, or of a
mountainous range, in Malabar; the western Gh~s in
the Dekkan, or peninsula of India (from these
mountains the nest sandal-wood is brought);—name of
the country (Malaylam or Malabr) which lies to the
east of the Malaya range;—the garden of Indra; a
celestial grove;—(S. malays), name of one of the minor
Dvpas or divisions of the world:—malayguru(˚ya+ag˚),
s.m. The sandal-tree:—malaya-ja, vulg. malayaj, s.m.
lit.'Growing on the Malaya mountains'; a sandal-tree;
sandal-wood:—malay al(˚ya+a ), s.m. The Malaya
mountains, answering to the western Gh~s:—malay-gir,
or malay-giri, or malay-gr, s.m. = malay al, q.v.:—malaygr, s.f. The colour of sandal-wood:—malaya-w, s.m. The
country of Malabr.
H #a /!malay, or /!h malaiy = S #a /! malaya
[malay= S. /!+t], s.m. Name of a mountain, or of a
mountainous range, in Malabar; the western Gh~s in
the Dekkan, or peninsula of India (from these
mountains the nest sandal-wood is brought);—name of
the country (Malaylam or Malabr) which lies to the
east of the Malaya range;—the garden of Indra; a
celestial grove;—(S. malays), name of one of the minor
Dvpas or divisions of the world:—malayguru(˚ya+ag˚),
s.m. The sandal-tree:—malaya-ja, vulg. malayaj, s.m.

lit.'Growing on the Malaya mountains'; a sandal-tree;
sandal-wood:—malay al(˚ya+a ), s.m. The Malaya
mountains, answering to the western Gh~s:—malay-gir,
or malay-giri, or malay-gr, s.m. = malay al, q.v.:—malaygr, s.f. The colour of sandal-wood:—malaya-w, s.m. The
country of Malabr.
S #a /!malay, s.f. The plant Ipomæa(or Convolvulus)
turpethum(com. called teor).
H #a / .!maliy [Prk. / .! ; S. / .!t;—or fr. maln,
q.v.], s.m. A small vessel, made of wood or cocoanutshell, for holding oil.
S = #a /!!malay al, s.m. See s.v. malaya.
H

#a /p!malel = H ! #a /p!" malel [S. /! +

&t and &+t], s.m. The country of Malabr or
Malaylam.
H ! #a /p!"malel = H #a /p! malel [S. /! +
&t and &+t], s.m. The country of Malabr or
Malaylam.
H 6L #a /p(*male-panj, adj. See s.v. mal(perf. part. of
maln).
H R#a /,!_
h "mulaih, s.f.=mulha, q.v.
H 6 #a /!*malayaj, s.m. See s.v. malaya.
S &: #a @pK+mle ha, vulg. mle h, and H. /pK+ male h,
and /p+ male h, s.m. A foreigner, barbarian, nonAryan; man of an outcast race; a generic term for a
person speaking any language but Sanskrit or some
language derived from it, and not conforming to the
usual Hind institutions;—a wicked or bad man,
miscreant, sinner; an indel;—an unclean person or
race, one who makes (or those who make) no distinction
between clean and unclean food;—a glutton:—mle hbhsh, or male h bhsh, s.f. A barbarous or foreign
language;—a Hind jargon containing a large admixture
of Persian and Arabic:—mle h-bhojan, s.m. 'Food of
foreigners or barbarians'; wheat;—half-ripe barley:—
mle h-jti , vulg. male h-jt, s.m. & f. A person belonging
to one of the barbarian races; one of an outcast race; a
barbarian, a savage; a mountaineer (as a Kirta, &c.):—
mle h-de , vulg. male h-des, s.m. A foreign or barbarous

of place, of I
 B a , or K
C a 'to be in contact with, to touch

country; the countries bordering on India; any country
inhabited by people of a language and institutions
dierent from those of the Hinds;—any country where
the black antelope is not found:—mle h-vk, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Speaking a barbarous or foreign language;—one
who speaks a barbarous dialect.
S &: #a @p.K+ mle hit , part. adj. & s.m. Spoken

(another),' iii of Ia 'to touch, feel,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Touching; tangent, or tangential; contiguous;—a
tangent;—a place of touch or contact:—mumssut-tamm,
s.m. A co-tangent (syn. sth- h t lakr):— att--mums,

s.m. A touching line, a tangent (syn. h t lakr).
P B @ a mumssat (for A. ~BC @ a , inf. n. of K
C a 'to touch'; see

barbarously, or unintelligibly, or inaccurately; barbarous,
foreign;—a foreign or barbarous language;
ungrammatical speech.
A #a mal (v.n. fr. #a 'to salt,' &c.; see mil), adj.

mumss), s.f. Touching (another); lying with;—touch,
contact; coition.
P #O @ a mumtalat
 (for A. ~#O @ a , inf. n. of O a 'to put o
payment (of a debt),' iii of Na 'to extend, prolong,' &c.),

Beautiful; agreeable, sweet, charming, piquant; of darkbrown colour, nut-brown (syn. s ol).
H + #a /!"mald, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.

s.f. Putting o, deferring (payment of a debt, &c.); being
dilatory (in performing a promise).
H & @ a /,/L"mumkh [Prk. /z/ .=L; S. /,+/ .d],

P ?+ #a malda (contrac. of mlda, perf. part. of ml-dan, 'to
rub,' &c.), s.m. A cake made of pounded meal (or of
our), milk, butter, and sugar;—a kind of ne woollen
cloth (made of Kashmr lamb's-wool).
A ( #a malk, s.m. A king (i.q. malik, q.v.).
P + @ #a mal-maidn, or male-maidn, adj. Apparent;
public.
H < #a /!"maln, adj.=<#a malin, q.v.

s.f. (dialec.) A honey-bee (i.q. maumkh).
A (! @ a mamlik, corr. mumlik, s.m. pl. (of mamlakat, q.v.),
Kingdoms, states, dominions, provinces, countries,
regions:—mamlik--gair-n,
Non-regulation provinces:—

mamlik--mar sa, Protected states, or provinces, or
dominion:—mamlik--magrib-o-shiml,
North-western

provinces, N.W.P.:—mamlik--mufawwaa, Ceded
provinces.
P P  @ a mumnaat (for A. ~P  @ a , inf. n. of b  a , iii of (and
syn. with) b a 'to prevent, forbid,' &c.), s.f. Preventing,
forbidding, prohibiting;—prevention. prohibition,
hinderance, restriction; obstruction, obstacle:—
mumnaat karn(-k), To forbid, prohibit, &c.
H  @ a /,/"mumn [fem. of mm , q.v.; n= S. "], s.f.

A < #a mulaiyin (act. part. of <C ! 'to smooth; to soften,' &c., ii
of " (for < !) 'to be smooth,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Softening;
emollient; laxative, lenitive, aperient;—a mollier; a
laxative, or lenitive; an aperient.
H  #a /p malewr = H  #a /p " malewr [S. /!
+ &t, q.v.s.v. malaya], s.m. The country of Malabr (in
the Dekkan).
H  #a /p "malewr = H  #a /p  malewr [S. /!
+ &t, q.v.s.v. malaya], s.m. The country of Malabr (in
the Dekkan).
S 2 a //mama, vulg. mam(genit. case of asmad), pron. adj.
Of me; my, mine (i.q. mer):—mama-dhm(dialec. & poet.),
My dwelling-place:—mama-(dialec. & poet.), My head.
A A @ a mamt (inf. n. (masdar--mm), and n. of place, fr.
A a (for A a ) 'to die'), s.f. Death (i.q. maut);—place or time
of death.
A K @ a mumss, vulg. mums, corr. mams(act. part., and n.

Mother's brother's wife, aunt (i.q. mm, q.v.):—mumnss, s.f. Husband's, or wife's, maternal aunt (i.q. mamiyss).
H %@ a mimbar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Member:—
kau sal-k mimbar, A member of council (syn. kau sal).
S *@ a //mamat, vulg. mamt(fr. mama, q.v.), s.f.
Egoism; the sense of 'meum'; the interest, or aection,
entertained for objects from the considering them as
belonging to or connected with one's self; sense of
ownership, or of self-interest; appropriation; selshness;
aection, attachment (to);—individuality;—selfsuciency; pride, arrogance; covetousness, avarice:—
mamat-yukt, vulg. mamt-jukt, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Filled

with selshness, self-interested, selsh; miserly;—an
egotist, a selsh man, a miser.
A d *@ a mumtz (pass. part. of d *a  'to be separated, be made
distinct,' &c., viii of d a (for) o a , 'to separate,' &c.), part.
adj. Separated, or set apart (from), chosen, or selected
(from); distinguished; select; exalted; illustrious,
eminent, pre-eminent:—mumtz karn, v.t. To distinguish
(a person, from, or from among, -se); to render preeminent, to exalt (one, above, -se):—mumtz hon(-me ),
To be distinguished (in, or among); to be singled out for
distinction (from among); to be pre-eminent (among); to
be exalted (over, or above).
A <c*@ a mumtain (act. part. of <c*a  'to examine, to try,
prove,' &c., viii of <ca 'to strike; to try, prove,' &c.), part.
adj. & s.m. Examining, trying, proving;—examiner,
tester, prover; auditor:—mumtaan(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. adj. Examined, tested, tried, proved;
experienced;—s.m. One who has been examined, &c.; an
examinee:—mumtain--kmiy, s.m. A chemical
examiner.
A + *@ a mumtad, vulg. mumtad(pass. part. of +C *a  'to be
extended,' &c. viii of +C a 'to extend,' &c.), part. Extended,
prolonged, protracted, stretched. #*@ a mumtal (act. part.
of *a  'to be lled,' &c., viii of a 'to ll'), part. adj. Filled;
replete; full; heaped up. b *@ a mumtan (act. part. of b *a 
'to be prohibited,' &c., viii of b a 'to prohibit,' &c.), part.
adj. Prohibited, forbidden; impossible.
S *@ a //; mamatva, s.m.=mamat, q.v.
A + @ a mumidd, vulg. mumid(act. part. of +C a  'to extend,
prolong; to assist,' &c.; iv of +C a ; see maddand madad), s.m.
Extender, prolonger, protracter;—an assistant, a helper.
A + @ a mamd  (pass. part. of + a 'to praise'), part. adj.
Praised, celebrated; famous; laudable, commendable;—
above-mentioned, aforesaid;—s.m. One who is praised;
the hero (of a poem, &c.):—mamd -ilaih(i), adj. Abovecited, afore-mentioned.
A < + @ a mamd n (obl. pl. of mamd ), s.m. pl. The
praised; the famous.
A + @ a mamd d (pass. part. of +C a 'to extend, to prolong'),
= P ?+ @ a mamd da (for A. {+ @ a mamd dat, fem. of
mamd d),part. adj. Extended, prolonged, protracted,

lengthened out; long;—marked with the sign madda():—
alif-mamd da, The alifmarked with the sign madda; the
lengthened alif, the long a( ).
P ?+ @ a mamd da (for A. {+ @ a mamd dat, fem. of
mamd d), = A + @ a mamd d (pass. part. of +C a 'to extend,
to prolong'), part. adj. Extended, prolonged, protracted,
lengthened out; long;—marked with the sign madda():—
alif-mamd da, The alifmarked with the sign madda; the
lengthened alif, the long a( ).
A @ a mamarr, vulg. mamar, corr. mumir(n. of place fr. Ca 'to
pass through or by'), s.m. Place of passage or transit;
pass; passage; transit; ford; a canal;—(g.) account,
cause.
H o)@ a mamrez, s.f. (Dakh.), corr. of mahmez, q.v.
A 5o@ a mamz j (pass. part. of 5oa 'to mix,' &c.), part. adj.
Mixed; tempered.
A (0@ a mumsik (act. part. of (0a  'to hold, hold fast,
clutch,' &c., iv of (0a , idem), part. adj. & s.m. Holding;
retaining, retentive;—economical; parsimonious, stingy,
avaricious;—a miser, a niggard, a stingy fellow.
P 0@ a mumsik (fr. mumsik), s.f. Parsimony, stinginess,
avarice.
A t 0@ a mams  (pass. part. of u0a 'to change the form
of,' &c.), part. Changed, metamorphosed, deformed.
A K 0@ a mams s (pass. part. of I
C a 'to touch'), part. adj.
Touched; tangible;—furious.
S @ a /,/,dm
, umukshu, adj. & s.m. Eager to be free (from
mundane existence), striving after emancipation;—a
sage abstracted from human passions, and striving after
emancipation.
A <@ a mumkin (act. part. of <a  'to give power; to be
possible,' &c., iv of <a 'to hold rank or dignity,' &c.), adj.
Possible, practicable, feasible; contingent; liable:—
mumkinut-tabdl, adj. Changeable; commutable:—
mumkinut-taqsm, adj. Liable to partition; partitionable;—
mumkinul-u l, adj. Procurable; attainable:—mumkinuddu  l, adj. Accessible:—mumkinuz-zirat, adj. Capable of
cultivation, culturable; arable:—mumkinul-wu l, adj.
Procurable; attainable:—mumkinul-wuq , adj. Possible to
happen, possible; likely to arise;—what is to happen (syn.
honhr).

A A @ a mumkint, s.f. pl. (of mumkin), Possibilities;

H K B @ a / ./ mamiy-ss [mamiy= S //+t+ss=

contingencies.
P #@ a mamlukat, or mamlakat(for A. ~#@ a , inf. n. of (#a

Prk. 0=S. :Y0t ], s.f. Maternal aunt of a husband or

'to possess'), s.f. Empire, kingdom, realm, sovereignty,
dominion, country, province, district, possession;—regal
power, grandeur, magnicence.
A #@ a maml (pass. part. of a 'to ll'), part. adj. Filled;
full.
A  #@ a maml k (pass. part. of (#a 'to possess'), = P  #@ a
maml ka (for A. ~ #@ a maml kat, fem. of maml k),part. adj.
& s.m. Possessed; in one's power;—A purchased slave or
captive; a Mamaluke:—maml ka-o-maqb a, adj.
Purchased and possessed.
P  #@ a maml ka (for A. ~ #@ a maml kat, fem. of maml k), =
A  #@ a maml k (pass. part. of (#a 'to possess'), part. adj.
& s.m. Possessed; in one's power;—A purchased slave or
captive; a Mamaluke:—maml ka-o-maqb a, adj.
Purchased and possessed.
A . @ a mamn  (pass. part. of b a 'to prohibit,' &c.), = P
m @ a mamn a (for A. ~m @ a mamn at, fem. of
mamn ),part. adj. Prohibited; forbidden; restrained;—
illicit; contraband.
P m @ a mamn a (for A. ~m @ a mamn at, fem. of mamn ), =
A . @ a mamn  (pass. part. of b a 'to prohibit,' &c.), part.
adj. Prohibited; forbidden; restrained;—illicit;
contraband.
A  @ a mamn n (pass. part. of <Ca 'to confer a benet (on),'
&c.), part. adj. Who has received a favour, favoured,
obliged; grateful, thankful:—mamn n karn, v.t. To confer
a favour on, to favour, to oblige:—mamn n hon, v.n. To
be under an obligation (to, -k), to feel obliged, to be
grateful or thankful (for).
P  @ a mamn n (fr. mamn n), s.f. Obligation.
S E  @ a /,/03,m
' um rshu (fr. desid. of rt. /), adj. & s.m.
Wishing to die; being about to die, being at the point of
death;—a man at the point of death, a dying man.
H  @ a //57mamo  (prob. fr. mo n; cf. maro ), s.m. A
twist; wreath;—ache, pain (particularly in the bowels).
H " @ a mamol (P. also mamol), s.m. A wagtail, Motacilla,
(syn. awa).

wife.
H 0B @ a / ./ ,,mamiy-susur, or / ./ , mamiysasur (see sasuror susur), s.m. Maternal uncle of a
husband or wife.
H  @ a ./ ./ mimiyn, / ./  mamiyn [mimiy˚= meme(onomat.)+= w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)
+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To bleat (as a goat, or
sheep).
H  @ a /qmamer [S. //+!+t; Prk. ! ], adj. (f. ), Of or relating to a maternal uncle; maternal uncle's:—
mamer bh, s.m. Maternal uncle's son, rst cousin by
the mother's side:—mamer bahin, s.f. Maternal uncle's
daughter, rst cousin, &c.
A o @ a mumaiyiz (act. part. of oC a 'to discriminate,' &c., ii of
d a (for o a ), 'to separate, distinguish,' &c.), part. adj.
Separating, distinguishing; discriminating, discerning,
judicious:—mumaiyaz(pass. part. of the same verb), part.
Separated, distinguished; discerned.
P ?o @ a mumaiyiza (for A. {o @ a mumaiyizat, fem. of mumaiyiz),
part. adj. f.=mumaiyiz, q.v.:—quwwat--mumaiyiza, s.f. The
discriminating power or faculty; judgment.
P o @ a mumaiyiz (fr. mumaiyiz, q.v.), s.f. Discrimination;
judgment (i.q. tamz).
H <a /man [Prk. /45; S. /], s.m. The mind
(considered as the seat of perception and passion);
power of mind; intellect, intelligence, understanding,
perception, sense;—the heart; soul; spirit;—inclination;
will; purpose;—character, disposition, mood, temper:—
man aakn, or man ulajhn, The mind or heart (of a
person, k, or mer) to be captivated (by, -se); to be
enamoured (of), to fall in love (with):—man uhn, or uhjn, The mind, or aection, or attention (of, -k, or
mer) to be removed or withdrawn (from, -se); to be
estranged (from); to be tired (of), or disgusted (with):—
manrth(˚na+ar˚), s.m. Object or desire of the mind;
desire, intention, object, aim, purpose:—man uktn, or
uktjn, The mind (of, -k, or mer) to weary (of, -se), to
be tired or sick (of):—man-bi r, s.m., and man-bidy,

s.f.=man-vidy, q.v.:—man basn(kis-ke), To dwell in, or to
ll, the mind (of a person):—man bhr karn, or man bur
karn, To load or burden the mind with sorrow or care; to
give way to grief; to take to heart;—man bur karn, To
take oence, to be displeased:—man bhn, v.n. To be
agreeable to the mind, to please;—adj.=man-bhwan, q.v.;
—man bhn muniy hiln, To shake the head
disapprovingly at what is agreeable to the mind; to
pretend to refuse that which one desires in his heart
(e.g. man bhe muniy hile):—man-bh , or man-bhwt,
or man bhwan, or man-bhon, or man-bhy, (Braj) manbhyau, adj. & s.m. Grateful or agreeable to the mind or
soul; acceptable; pleasing; amusing, diverting; beautiful,
charming;—a beloved object, sweetheart, mistress:—man
bharnor bhar-jn, The mind (of, -k, or mer) to be lled
or satised (by, -se); to be sated or cloyed:—man bahln(k, or apn), To amuse or divert the mind (of); to divert
oneself (with, -se):—man par n, or man-par ln(-ke, or
mere, or apne), To come, or to bring, into the mind; to
purpose, resolve, determine:—man-p ra, s.m.
Satisfaction of mind; condence:—man-pai(or man-pe)
dharn(apne) = man-par ln:—man-  , adv. With
pleasure, willingly, cheerfully:—man- h, s.f. Self-will;
wilfulness, waywardness, obstinacy:—man- h karn, To
be self-willed, to act wilfully, to be wayward:—man- al,
adj. Giving the mind (to); assiduous; intent, eager;
zealous; active;—bold, brave, courageous;—generous,
liberal;—distracted or unsound in mind, crazy, daft, mad:
—man- aln(-par), The mind, or heart, to go (after), to
desire eagerly, to long (for), to be eager (for);—to be
distracted in mind, to become crazy or mad:—man- al,
s.f. Eagerness of mind; assiduity; intentness; zeal;—
boldness, courage;—generosity, liberality;—distraction of
mind, craziness, madness:—man- or, s.m. (f. -n, or -in, or
-), Heart-stealer:—man-ct, adj. Desired of the heart;
desired, wished for, sought, contemplated:—man-jt(S.
mano-jta), adj. & s.m. (dialec.) 'Mind-born';—love; the
god of love (i.q. Km-dev):—man-dar-ward, adj. 'What
comes into the mind'; fanciful; invented (speech, or
story):—man den(-ko), or man ln(-par), To give, or to
bring, the mind (to), to apply the mind (to); to attend
(to):—man-ranjak, adj. (f. -ik), Heart-delighting; pleasing

to the mind, agreeable, gratifying:—man-ranjan, s.m. The
act of pleasing the mind; captivation of the mind;
pleasingness, agreeableness, loveliness, pleasantness;—
adj. = man-ranjak, q.v.:—man-samjhaut, s.f. Reasoning with
oneself; comforting or consoling oneself; submission;
resignation:—man-k t, s.m. The desire of the heart:—
man-kmn, s.f. Heart's desire; desire, wish; inclination;
purpose:—man-k mail, or man-k kho, or man-k kap,
adj. 'Of bad or evil mind'; disingenuous; deceitful; crafty:
—man ka  karn, v.n. To lose heart; to give way; to
droop, become discouraged or dispirited;—to break the
heart or spirit (of another), to discourage; to deter:—man
karn(-k), To have a mind (for), to desire:—man-kel,
s.m.(?) A kind of pastime (i.q. phal-bujhauwal, q.v.):—manke la pho n, or man-ke la lurhn, To break, or to
roll, imaginary la s(q.v.); to build castles in the air:—
man-ke-man-me , adv. In the very mind itself; in the
depths or recesses of the mind or soul:—man-k man-me
rahn, The desire of the mind to remain in the mind, a
desire to remain unsatised:—man-k mauj, s.f.=man-mauj,
q.v.:—man-gyn, s.m.=man-vidy, q.v.:—man ln(-par), or
man lagn(-me ), To bring, or to apply, the mind (to); to
x the mind (upon), to be attentive (to); to set the heart
or aections (upon):—man-lagan, s.m. Heart-attachment;
heart-engaging:—man lagn(-me ), The mind to be xed
(on); to have the heart or aections set (upon); to take
delight (in):—man len(-k), To captivate the heart (of), to
charm, to win;—to take the opinion or views (of); to
fathom the thoughts (of); to sound; 'to feel the pulse
(of)':—man-mr, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having the
desire repressed or mortied; grieved, sad, dejected;—
one whose desires are repressed, &c.:—man-mr rahn, or
man mr-ke baih-rahn, 'To repress desire and remain
patient or quiet'; to suer grief, or loss, &c. with
patience:—man mrn(apn), To repress desire or feeling;
to restrain oneself; to deny oneself (a pleasure, &c.); to
abstain;—to be grieved or troubled in mind:—man-mn,
s.m., and man-mn, s.f. Heart's desire; choice:—manmn(f. -), and man-mnt, adj. According to one's wish
or inclination; to one's heart's content; satisfactory;—
agreeable, or pleasing to the mind; soothing; charming;
—optional; at pleasure;—s.m. (f. -), A sweetheart,

mistress; spouse:—man-mne, adv. As the mind may
desire; to heart's content; ad libitum:—man-mn,
s.f.=man-mn;—adj. & adv.=man-mnt, q.v.:—man-mn,
s.f. Self-will, wilfulness; wantonness:—man-mnya, adj.
Self-willed, wilful; wanton:—man-mat, s.m. Mere
opinion, surmise, conjecture:—man-mast, adj. Merry,
jovial (i.q. man-mauji):—man-mil-ke, adv. With one mind,
unanimously; in unison; sympathetically:—man miln(se), To put ooneself at accord (with), to sympathize
(with):—man-mil , and man-mel, adj. & s.m. Captivating
the mind or heart; conciliating, winning, pleasing, that
gains or wins all hearts;—sympathetic:—man miln, To be
of one mind; to be in sympathy (with, -se):—man-mile,
s.m. pl. Those of one mind:—man-maln, adj. Sad at heart,
troubled in mind, dejected, downcast, melancholy;
distressed; vexed, displeased:—man-mauj, s.f. Selfconceit;—a conceit in the mind; an amusing thought, a
tickling fancy;—emotion of the mind; pleasure, rapture,
ecstasy;—whim, caprice, crotchet:—man-mauj, adj. Selfconceited;—full of conceits;—fanciful, capricious,
whimsical;—merry, jovial;—a self-conceited man, &c.:—
man-mohan, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Mind-infatuating; heartravishing; fascinating, captivating, charming, engaging,
delighting;—heart-ravisher, sweetheart; mistress;—an
epithet of Krish a:—man-mohan-pyr, s.m. (f. -), The
beloved heart-ravisher, &c. (see man-mohan):—manmail, adj.=man-maln, q.v.:—man-me , (dialec.) man-m h,
adv. In or into the mind; to oneself:—man-me n(-ke, or
mere), To come into the mind (of), to enter the mind, to
occur (to);—(a thing) to commend itself (to), to meet
with approval, to nd a place in the heart:—man-me
kahn, 'To say in the mind,' to say to oneself:—manhrak(f. -ik), and man-hr(f. -i), adj. & s.m. Heartstealing, captivating the mind or heart, heart-ravishing,
captivating, bewitching, fascinating, enchanting,
charming, delightful (i.q. manohar);—heart-stealer,
heart-ravisher, &c.:—man-hara, s.m. Heart-ravishment,
captivation, fascination, enchantment, charm;—adj. &
s.m.=man-mohan, q.v.:—man-hara-pyr= man-mohanpyr, q.v.:—man harn(-k), To steal the heart (of):—manh -man, adv. In (one's) heart of hearts; in (one's)
innermost soul; with a sincere heart:—man-h-me , adv.

In the very soul; in (one's) heart of hearts; quite to
oneself (himself, herself, myself).
H <a /man, /4 ma [S. / .4t], s.m. A gem, jewel,
precious stone; the precious stone said to be found in the
head of a serpent (and held to be a certain antidote
against poisons; Pers. syn. mr-mhra);—bezoar-stone (P.
mhra--jn-dr).
H <a /man [prob. S. /t, fr. / 'to measure'; Pers. man;
A. mann], s.m. A measure of weight (usually 40 ser, or
about 80 lbs., but varying in dierent parts of India), a
'maund.'
S <a /,manu, s.m. See a manu.
P <a man [Pehl. mam(acc.), adam(nom.); Zend mãm, acc. of
azem; S. /[, acc. of 6(], pron. I; me.
A <a man, pron. Who?—he who, she who, they who;
whoever, whosoever; whatsoever; every one who; any
one, some one (it occurs only in Arabic phrases):—man
ra-n, Who has seen me?
A <a mann, s.m. A species of honey-dew gathered from
plants, manna:—mann--salw, or mann-salw, s.m.
Manna and quails (wherewith the Israelites were fed in
the wilderness).
A <a min, prep. From; of; out of; on, upon (syn. az, and se):—mim-bad, adv. After, afterwards; hereafter:—minjnib, adv. From the side (of), from; on the part (of); by:
—min-jumla, adv. Among, among all; in all; from among
all or the whole, out of the whole (of); from among; out
of;—upon the whole;—totally, universally:—min-qabl, adv.
Formerly:—min wa an, adv. As it is, or was;
circumstantially; to the very letter:—min-h, s.m.
(lit.'from that, therefrom') Subtraction; deduction;—part.
adj. Subtracted; deducted:—min-h karn, v.t. To subtract,
or deduct (from, se), to remit:—min-h, adj. Subtracted,
deducted;—s.f. An abatement, a reduction;—a reduction
in assessment;—remission of rent or revenue;—
unassessed land.
S <a ./ Bminna, vulg. minn, or min, part. adj. (fem. minn;
rt. mid), Become fat; fat;—unctuous;—moist;—
aectionately disposed (towards).
H <a /,mun, s.m.=a muni, q.v.

H <a /,(mu , s.m. (dialec.) corr. of mu h, q.v.

A UB a munsib (act. part. of UB ; see munsabat), adj.

H a /man, s.m. corr. of b a man, q.v.

Related (to);—corresponding; adapted (to); conformable:
agreeing (with); apposite; analogous; congruous; just, t,
convenient, proper, suitable, applicable, becoming,
expedient, pertinent:—munsib jnn, or munsib
samajhn, v.t. To consider as just, t, or proper, &c.:—
munsib nah , It is not suitable, or applicable, or proper,
or expedient, &c.:—munsib hon, v.n. To be proper, &c.;
to suit; to apply.
P %B a munsabat (for A. ~%B a , inf. n. of UB  'to be similar,

H a /Bmann, s.m. corr. of mann, 'manna,' q.v.
H a /Bmann, v.n. See a mann.
H a /,Bmunn (dialec.; cf. m n , and muniy), s.m. (f. -),
Darling, pet.
P A a mant (for A. { a ), s.m.(?) One of the three chief
idols of the citizens of Mecca in times of paganism (the
others being allt, and uzz).
P A W a munjt (for A. { W a , inf. n. of W 'to act, or to
speak, privately with (another),' iii of 8 (for 8) 'to
escape; to be saved,' &c.), s.f. Prayer, supplication:—
munjt pa hn, To repeat prayers, to say (one's) prayers.
P  a mand, or mund(corr. of A. - a , pass. part. of
 (see next), used as a n. of place;—see mundbelow;
and cf. Sp. al-moneda), s.f. Proclamation by drum (syn.
au ); proclamation; publication;—preaching:—mand
phern, or mand karn(-k), To proclaim; to promulgate:—
mand karn, v.t. To cause to be proclaimed;—to
proclaim.
P  a mund (for A.  a mundi, act. part. of  'to call to;
to proclaim,' &c., iii of +  (for + ) 'to call,' &c.), s.m. A
crier, herald, proclaimer; a preacher.
A  a mund (pass. part. of  ; see mund), part. Called,
&c.;—s.m. The person called or addressed; (in Gram.) the
vocative case.
A  a manr (n. of place fr.   (for  ) 'to shine,' &c.; see
n r), s.m. (orig. Place for a light; candlestick; lamp;
lantern); a lighthouse; a minaret, the slender lofty
turret of a mosque (from the projecting balcony of which
the people are called to prayers, as they use no bells); a
turret; a watch-tower.
H &Y a /Rmanrth,
'
s.m. See s.v. man, 'mind.'
P ? a manra (for A. { a manrat, fr. manr), s.m.=manr,
q.v.
P md a munzaat (for A. ~md a , inf. n. of .d  'to contend
(against),' &c., iii of .o 'to pull up, tear out,' &c.), s.f.
Contention, contest, erce strife, altercation;
controversy; litigation.
A d a manzil, s.f. pl. of manzil, q.v.

or like,' &c., iii of U0 'to refer (to); to derive (from),'
&c.), s.f. Relation, connexion; proportion; analogy;
comparison;—suitableness, tness; propriety, aptness;—
accordance, correspondence, consistence; expediency;
convenience:—munsabat rakhn(-se), To bear relation
(to); to be proportionate (to);—to be suitable, or adapted
(to); to correspond, to accord (with), &c.
P %B a munsib (fr. munsib), s.f. Suitableness, tness,
propriety, &c. (i.q. munsabat, q.v.).
P ? a munzara
inf. n. of   'to
 (for A. { a munzarat,

dispute with,' &c., iii of  'to turn the eyes (to), to look
(at),' &c.), s.m. Disputation, dispute, discussion, debate,
argumentation, argument; contest, struggle, strife.
A b _ a manf, vulg. munf, and munf, s.m. pl. (of
manfaat, q.v.), Gains, prots; the surplus proceeds, or
nett prots (of an estate, &c.);—advantages;
emoluments; fruits, benets;—valuable uses, useful
purposes:—manf--bq(vulg. munf-bq), or manf-zid(vulg. munf-zid), Surplus prots:—manaf-m, Gross prots.
A H_ a munq (act. part. of H_  'to act hypocritically,' &c.,
iii of Hh  'to be saleable,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Hypocritical;
atheistic; impious;—a hypocrite, dissembler; an indel;
an atheist;—an enemy.
A Ui a manqib, s.f. pl. (of manqabat, q.v.), Virtues;
abilities.
P %i a munqabat (prob. a corr. form; cf. manqabat), s.f.
Virtue; ability; praise.
P i a munqasha (for A. ~i a munqashat, inf. n. of Zi  'to
enter minutely into calculation with; to quarrel with,'
&c., iii of ZQ ; see naqsh), s.m. Quarrelling, wrangling

(with, -se);—contention, dispute, quarrel.
S  a /mank, adv. A little, somewhat; slightly, in
some degree;—only;—slowly, tardily:—mang-api, adv.
However small; even a little.
S  a /mank, s.f. A female elephant.
A a manl (n. of place fr.  (for  ) 'to obtain,' &c.), s.m.
'Place of gain'; means or source of gain or prot;
property which yields income, or brings in prot;
property (gen. used along with ml, e.g. ml-o-manl,
'wealth and property');—mode, manner, way;
disposition.
H a /,!munl, s.m. (dialec.) The pheasant of the
Himalayas.
H  a /mann [caus. of mnn;—man˚= mn˚+= w=
Prk.  or U=S.  caus. augment], v.t. To cause to
mind; to put in mind (of, -se); to cause to agree to, &c.; to
cause to trust; to reason with, to persuade, prevail upon,
win over; to soothe; to coax; to conciliate; to propitiate;
to assuage, to appease;—to turn the mind or attention
to; to pay (one's) devoirs to; to invoke, to call upon (God);
to desire (of, -se), to pray for;—to meditate, re ect upon;
—to practise, to carry on (?):—mann-dann, v.t. To
conciliate, to appease, &c. (i.q. mann).
H  a /Bmannn [mann˚= Prk. /BU()=S. /B(`)+
 caus. augment], v.n. To be or become oended or
angry;—to raise its hood (a snake).
H  a / manwn, or manon, = H   a / g
manwnau ,v.t.=mann, q.v.
H   a / gmanwnau , = H  a /  manwn, or
manon,(Braj) v.t.=mann, q.v.
S  a / "manv, s.f. The wife of a Manu.
H ? a /,6munh [prob. S. /,Z+t], adj. & s.m. (dialec.)
Chief, head.
A  a manh, s.f. pl. (of manh, q.v.), Prohibited things;
prohibitions;—sins, crimes.
H $ a / man, s.f. corr. of manh, q.v.
S ) a /"many, s.f. The wife of Manu (i.q. manv).
A %a munabbat (pass. part. of %C 'to cause to grow, or to
grow out,' ii of % 'to grow'), part. adj. & s.m. 'Caused to

grow out or to be raised'; ornamented in relief,
embossed; inlaid;—raised work; embossment; inlaid
work:—munabbat-kr, s.m. Embosser; inlayer:—munabbatkr, s.f. Embossment; inlaying; inlay.
P *%a munabbat, adj.=munabbat;—s.f.=munabbat-kr.
H 1 : <a / J/man-ba -kram (i.q. manas+v 
+karma), s.f. (dialec.) Thought, word, and deed.
A %a mimbar (n. of instr. fr. % 'to elevate, raise up'), s.m.
Pulpit; rostrum; high chair; reading-desk.
A w0%a mumbasit (act.
part. of w0% 'to be spread out; to be

extended or dilated,' &c., vii of w0 'to spread; to expand,'
&c.), part. adj. Expanded; extended; dilated;—of an open,
cheerful countenance; rejoicing, exulting, exultant.
A b %a mamba, vulg. bamb(n. of place fr. b % 'to spring or
burst from' (as water from a fountain)), s.m. Fountain,
jet deau;—fount, spring, source, origin;—a water-channel
cut from a canal to a eld.
H a /Bmannat, or manat[mn(n)+at= Prk. \"=S.
.Q (pi, caus. aug.+su. ti)], s.f. Acknowledgment,
assent; promise, vow;—desire, intention:—mannat
ba hn, To full a vow; to take o amulets, &c. (worn in
consequence of a vow) when the vow is fullled:—mannat
mnn(-k), To make a vow;—to observe or full a vow.
P a minnat (for A. ~a , inf. n. of <Ca 'to confer a favour
(on)'), s.f. Kindness or service done (to); favour,
obligation;—grace, courtesy;—entreaty, humble and
earnest supplication;—grateful thanks, praise:—minnatdr, adj. Under obligation, obliged:—minnat-dr karn, v.t.
To put (one) under an obligation, to oblige:—minnat-dr,
s.f. The being under an obligation:—minnat-shins, adj. &
s.m. Sensible of obligations, grateful;—one who is
sensible of obligations, &c.:—minnat karn(-se), To ask a
favour (of), to make earnest supplication, to importune;
—to confer a favour (on, -par), to oblige:—minnat-kash,
adj. Under obligation, obliged.
H a /(mant [Prk. /(; S. /; fem. Prk. /("; S. /"], A
su. used in Hind to form possessionaladjectives from
substantives; e.g. sirimant, hanumant, q.v.
A 6*a muntaj, corr. muntij(pass. part. of 6* 'to bring forth,
produce,' &c., iv of 6* 'to help (cattle) to bring forth'; see

natja), part. adj. Brought forth;—drawn out from;
deduced, inferred, concluded;—s.m. That which is to be
concluded, or inferred; conclusion, inference;
consequence.
A U>*a munta ab (pass. part. of U>* 'to choose, select,'
&c., viii of U> 'to extract, draw out,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Chosen, selected; choice, select; rare;—a selection;
an extract;—an abstract; a compendium;—one of the
select; one of the gentry:—munta ab karn, v.t. To select;
to extract; to make an abstract (of, -k):—munta ab hon,
v.n. To be chosen, &c.
A A %>*a munta abt, s.m. pl. (of munta ab), Selections;
extracts.
S *a /BPmantra, vulg. mantr; and H. /B or / mantar,
s.m. That part of each Veda which comprizes the hymns
(as distinguished from the Brhma as, or theological
portions);—a passage of the Vedas, a holy text;—a
formula sacred to any particular deity;—a mystical verse,
a magical formula; an incantation, a charm, spell,
philter;—secret consultation, concerting together;—
spiritual instruction (i.q. gur-mantar); counsel, advice:—
mantar ph knor ph kn(-par), or mantar pa h-ke ph kn,
or mantar pa hn(-par), or mantar- aln, or mantar mrn,
To breathe, or to read or repeat, or to cast, a spell or
incantation (over):—mantra-jna, vulg. mantra-gya, s.m. A
counsellor, adviser; a learned Brhma , a priest;—a spy:
—mantr-jantr, or mantar-jantar, (S. mantra-yantra), s.m.
Incantation, exorcism, sorcery:—mantr-dhr, adj. & s.m.
Possessing good counsel;—a counsellor, an adviser:—
mantar den(-ko), To give counsel or advice (to); to give
spiritual instruction (to);—to make a disciple (of):—mantrrj, s.m. 'King of spells'; name of a particular magical
formula:—mantr-siddhi, s.f. The accomplishment, or
operation, of a spell;—the eecting or carrying out of a
deliberation or advice:—mantr-gupti, s.f. Secret counsel,
private consultation:—mantra-yantra, vulg. mantr-yantr,
s.m. See mantr-jantr:—mantro-pade(˚tra+up), s.m. The
instruction, or formulæ, imparted by a religious teacher.
S A*a / .BPmantrit, part. adj. (f. -), Advised, counselled;
—initiated or consecrated by the recital of sacred texts
or magical formulæ.

S Y*a / .BPmantrit, s.f. = S Y*a / .BP; mantritva,
s.m.The condition, or oce, or functions, of a minister
(mantr), or councillor; ministership, ministry;
councillorship.
S Y*a / .BP; mantritva, s.m. = S Y*a / .BP mantrit,
s.f.The condition, or oce, or functions, of a minister
(mantr), or councillor; ministership, ministry;
councillorship.
S *a /BP4mantra, s.f. The act of consulting,
consultation, deliberation;—advising, counselling;
counsel; persuasion.
S *a /BP"mantr, s.m. A king's councillor, minister,
adviser, counsellor; an enchanter:—param mantr, or
pradhn mantr, Prime minister:—ku-mantr, An evil
counsellor.
A *a muntashir, or muntashar(act. or pass. part. of * 'to
be spread, or scattered,' &c., viii of  'to spread,' &c.),
part. adj. Spread, wide-spread, dispersed; diused;
diuse; published, propagated, divulged;—explained;—
distracted, bewildered:—muntashir karn, v.t. To scatter,
disperse, &c.
A *a muntazir (act. part. of * 'to expect; to wait
anxiously for,' viii of  'to see, look at, view,' &c.), part.
adj. & s.m. Expecting with impatience, awaiting with
anxiety, looking out (for), watching (for), expectant (of);
—one who is expecting, or looking out (for), an
expectant:—muntazir--hukm,
adj. Awaiting orders:—

muntazir rakhn, v.t. To keep (one) in expectation, to keep
(one) waiting:—muntazir rahnor muntazir hon(-k), To
watch (for), look out (for), to expect; to wait (for), to
await.
A 2 *a muntaim (act. part. of 2 * 'to be ordered, or
arranged,' &c., viii of 2  'to join, string; to order,
arrange,' &c.), part. adj. Ordered, arranged, disposed,
adjusted; placed in rows; joined together; strung,
threaded (as pearls, &c.);—s.m. (in Pers. & Urd), One
who regulates or places in order; orderer, disposer,
arranger; manager, superintendent; an economist.
A b h *a muntaf (act. part. of b h * 'to derive advantage
(from),' &c., viii of b h  'to be useful, or protable,' &c.),

part. adj. Deriving advantage (from), using, enjoying;
proting, gaining.
P h *a muntaf (for A. g
 *a , act. part. of h *'to be repulsed;
to be removed,' &c., viii of h 'to remove,' &c.), part. adj.
Repulsed; rejected; removed; dissipated, destroyed;—
separated, retired (to one side).
A ZQ *a muntaqash (pass. part. of ZQ * 'to order (the stone
of a ring, &c.) to be engraved,' viii of ZQ  'to paint; to
carve; to engrave,' &c.), part. adj. Engraved; carved;—
enchased;—painted.
A Q *a muntaqal (pass. part. of Q * 'to be transported,' &c.,
viii of Q  'to transport,' &c.), part. adj. Transported;
carried; moved; transferred;—muntaqil(act. part. of the
same verb), adj. Movable; transferable; migratory:—
muntaqal-alaih(i), s.m. A transferee; an alienee; an
assignee:—muntaqal karn, v.t. To transfer; to alienate; to
assign; to part with, dispose of, get rid of;—to endorse:—
muntaqal karn bad sakrne-ke, To negotiate (a bill) after
acceptance:—muntaqal hon, v.n. To be transferred (to, -k
taraf),
&c.

A 2 Q *a muntaqim (act. part. of 2 Q * 'to take revenge,' &c.,
viii of 2 Q , idem), part. & s.m. Taking revenge; avenging;
—one who punishes, one who takes revenge;—(God) the
Punisher, or Avenger.
S &*a /BRmanth, s.m. Stirring round, churning; shaking
about, agitating;—killing, slaying;—a drink made of
barley-meal with ghand water; a sort of gruel or
porridge;—a spoon for stirring;—a churning-stick;—the
sun; a ray of the sun;—a disease of the eye, cataract,
opacity;—excretion of the eyes, rheum.
S &*a /,BRmunth, s.m.(?) An astrological term for the
conjunction of stars under whose in uence one is born.
H &*a / .BRmanthit, part.=mathit, q.v.
S &*a /BRmanthar, adj. Slow, tardy, lazy, inert, torpid;
dull, stupid; low, hollow, deep (as sound, &c.);—crooked,
bent, distorted; large, broad, wide;—s.m. A treasure,
store;—fruit;—an obstacle, a hindrance;—a churningstick;—saower.
S <&*a /BRmanthan, s.m. Shaking, agitating, stirring;
churning (i.q. mathan);—injury; slaughter, murder.

S &*a /BR"manthan, s.f. A churning-vessel, churn.
P 4*a muntah (for A. *a muntahi, act. part. of 4*'to be
nished,' &c., viii of 4'to arrive, to reach,' &c.), part.
adj. Finished, terminated, ended, limited; ceased,
stopped; who has nished his studies, learned,
procient:—muntah hon(-par), To be terminated, &c.
(at); to culminate (in).
A 4*a munta (pass. part. of R4*; see muntah), part.
Finished, terminated; ending;—s.m. End, conclusion,
term, boundary, extremity, utmost extent, height,
summit (of).
H *a ./ "mint [i.q. bint; S.  +, rt. / with  ],
s.f. Solicitation, entreaty:—mint karn(-k), To entreat
(of).
H <a /(_manh [Prk. /(; S. /9+, rt. /3] adj. Wiped
out, eaced; desolate, ruined; non-existent, extinct.
H 6a /(*ma j [Prk. /AD(; S. /(], adj. (diales.) Middle,
central, &c. (see madhya).
H 6a /,*manuj (manu+ja), s.m. See s.v. a manu.
S 6a /*,or /(*, manju, adj. See 8a manju.
S 6a /,*or /,(* munja, vulg. munj, s.m. A sort of rush or
grass, Saccharum munja(from the bres of which a string
is prepared, of which the Brhma ical girdle is, or
should be, formed; it is also used in basket-work, &c.);
the Brhma ical girdle, or sacred cord of a Brhma ;—
an arrow.
H 8a /(*manj [S. / ], s.m. A bedstead;—a raised
seat, a sort of throne, or chair of state:—manj(?) baihn,
v.n. To sit in state:—manje- na, s.m. The room in which
a youth about to be married is seated in state for a
certain number of days.
H 8a /(*manj [Prk. /A*(, or /(*(. /*
' ], s.m.
(lit.'rubbing, anointing'), The rubbing or anointing the
body with turmeric (a religious ceremony observed on
certain festive occasions);—turmeric.
H 8a /(*manj (prob. fr. munj; see munj), s.m. The
grass Saccharum munja.
H 8a /(*manj, s.m. (dialec.)=manjh, q.v.
S 8a /(*manj, s.f. A cluster of blossoms;—a creeping

plant, creeper.
A 8a manj (n. of place fr. 8 (for 8), 'to escape'), s.m.(?)

Borassus abelliformis(especially when it is soft and edible).
H 38a /(*!ma jl, adj. (f. -) = ma jhl= majhl, q.v.

Any high place where one may escape a ood.
H 8a /,(*munj, or /(* manj [prob. S. /,(*t or /M*t],

P 38a manjalb, s.m. A pit made behind a bath or

s.m. A thread-like worm, produced in the eye of a horse.
H  8a /(*manjr = H 8a /(*7 manj [Prk. /A*5, or
/(*5; S. /*yt], s.m. (f. -), A cat.
H 8a /(*7manj = H  8a /(* manjr [Prk. /A*5, or
/(*5; S. /*yt], s.m. (f. -), A cat.
H  8a /(*manjn (caus. of m jn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to rub, or scour, or clean;—to get or have (anything)
rubbed, &c.; to cause to be polished, or trained, &c.
A U 8a min-jnib, adv. See s.v. min.
H 8a /(*manjar [S. /*t], s.f. A cluster of blossoms or
owers;—a compound pedicle or ower-stalk;—a owerbud (see manjar).
H 8a /(.*manjir, s.m. (dialec.)=manjr, q.v.
A 8a munjarr, vulg. munjar(pass. part. of C8 'to be
dragged, or pulled,' &c., vii of CW 'to drag,' &c.), part. adj.
Drawn, pulled, dragged; brought back.
H 8a /(*manjarn, or manjrn[manjar˚= manjar,
q.v. + = w= Prk.  or U=S. , caus. aug.], v.n. To
blossom.
S 8a /*manjari, s.f.=next, q.v.
H 8a /(*"manjar [Prk. /(*; S. /*], s.f. A
cluster of owers or blossoms; blossom; a ower-bud; a
compound pedicle or ower-stalk, a branching owerstalk; a shoot, sprout, sprig, stalk;—an ear (of corn);—a
creeper;—a pearl;—name of a rgin, or musical mode.
S Z8a / .*cmanjishth, s.f. Bengal or Indian madder
(i.q. majh, the pop. form, q.v.).
H 8a /(.*!manjil, s.f. corr. of oa manzil, q.v.
S 8a /*,!or /(*!
, manjul, adj. (f. -), Beautiful,
pleasing, charming, lovely, pleasant, agreeable, sweet;
soft, melodious;—s.m. A species of water-hen or
gallinule;—a bower, an arbour;—a spring-well; a natural
water-course.
H 8a /,(*!munjal, s.m. The kernel of the nut of the t or

kitchen to receive lthy water that has been used; a sink
or sewer for dirty water;—polluted water (into which a
dog, or carrion, and the like, has been thrown); any
fœtid water.
S *#8a /(*!
, manjulat, (corr.) H. /(*! manjalat (fr.
manjul, q.v.), s.f. Beautifulness, loveliness,
agreeableness, &c.
P #8a munjal (for A. 8a munjali, act. part. of #8'to
become removed or cleared away (from),' vii of 3W (for
#W) 'to be or become clear (to),' &c.), adj. Conspicuous,
apparent;—removed, cleared away; departed.
A 2 8a munajjim (act. part. of 2 8
C  'to prognosticate or
calculate (any event) by the aspect of the stars,' ii of 2 8
'to appear, to rise (a star); see najm), s.m. An
astronomer; astrologer; almanac-maker (P. pl.
munajjimn; Ar. obl. pl. munajjimn).
A + @ 8a munjamid (act. part. of (the post-classical) + @ 8, vii
of (and syn. with) + @ W 'to become congealed,' &c.) part.
adj. Congealed, frozen, concreted, solid.
P #@ 8a min-jumla, adv. See s.v. min.
H <8a /(*manjan [Prk. /(*4(; S. /*(
' ; see m jn], s.m.
Cleaning the person by wiping, bathing, or rubbing it
with oil or some fragrant unguent;—tooth-powder,
dentifrice (in this sense, perhaps = Prk. /(*4(, H.
m jnor ma jn).
H 8a /(*manjn (fr. the trans. m jn, q.v.), v.n. To be
rubbed, or wiped, or scoured, or cleaned, or polished, or
smoothed.
A H 8a manjanq (in Ar. also manjan n, fr. Gr. @),
s.m.(?) A warlike engine for slinging stones and missile
weapons, a battering-ram, catapult, balista, sling;—a
machine for raising great weights, a large crane, and
the like.
S 8a /*,or /(*, manju, adj. Beautiful, lovely, charming,
pleasing, pleasant, agreeable, sweet; soft, melodious (i.q.
manjul).
S E 8a /(*3
0 manj sh, s.f. A large basket; a basket; a box,

chest; a receptacle.
H 8a /(*!
0 manj l, adj. & s.m. corr. of manjul, q.v.

striking one against the other).
S 9a /(man a, vulg. man , s.m. A stage, or platform, a

H &8a /(D ma jh (i.q. m jh), adj. & s.m. (old H.) Middle,

scaold: an elevated shed raised on bamboos in a eld
(where a watchman is stationed to protect the crop from
cattle, birds, &c.,—syn. ma n);—a bedstead; a chair; a
sort of throne, or chair of state, or the platform on
which it is raised, the dais; a high place; an alcove; an
altar.
H :a /(man  [S. / ], s.m. A platform, stage,

central;—the middle, &c. (i.q. madhya, q.v.):—manjh-dhr,
s.f. Mid-stream (i.q. m jh-dhr).
H &8a /(Dmanjh [Prk. /AD(; S. /+], s.m. The
middle; the waist, loins;—the middle of a spinning-wheel
(where the string is tied).
H &8a /(Dmanjh, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚ = manj, 'bedstead';—
2˚=munjor manj, q.v.
H &8a /(Dmanjh (perf. part. of manjh, q.v.), part. adj.
(f. -), Rubbed, scoured, &c.:—manjh-hu, adj. (f. -),
Rubbed, scoured, cleaned, polished; cultured, rened;—
tried, experienced:—ma jh bol, s.f. Polished language,
rened or chaste speech.
H  &8a /(Dma jhr, s.m. = H  &8a /(D ma jhr,
adj.i.q. majhr, and majhr, qq.v.
H  &8a /(Dma jhr, adj. = H  &8a /(D ma jhr,
s.m.i.q. majhr, and majhr, qq.v.
H 3&8a /(D!ma jhl, or /(.D ! ma jhil, adj. (f. -) =
majhl, q.v.
H <&8a /(D(ma jha , adj. & s.m. (old H.)=ma jh, q.v.
H &8a /(Dma jhn, v.n.=ma jn, q.v.
H " &8a /(D5!ma jhol, adj. (f. -) = majhol, q.v.
H ! &8a /(D5!"ma jhol, s.f.=majhol, q.v.
H [ &8a /,(D<mu jhe, pron. (dialec.)=mujhe, q.v.
H 3 &8a /(D<!ma jhel, adj. (f. -) = majhel, q.v.
H # &8a /(D<!"manjhel, s.f.=majhel, q.v.
H R8a /(*"&ma j = H R8a /(*"_ ma jh s.f.=majh,
q.v.
H R8a /(*"_ma jh = H R8a /(*"& ma j s.f.=majh,
q.v.
S  8a /(*"manjr, s.m. An ornament for the feet or toes;
an anklet; a bangle, a ring;—a post round which the
string of the churning-stick passes.
H  8a /(*"manjr [S. /*"], s.m. A kind of cymbal
(two small brass cups tied together, and played by

scaold, &c. (i.q. man , q.v.).
H  :a /(ma n, s.m. (dialec.)=ma n, q.v.
H 3:a /!man- al, adj. See s.v. man.
H  :a /( ma w, /(,  ma uw, (dialec.) /(0 
ma

w [S. / , with winserted], s.m. A platform, &c.

(=man and man ); a boat (=ma w).
H &:a /,(+ mu h, s.f. (dialec.)=m h, or mo h, q.v.
A eca munarif (act. part. of ec 'to be turned or
altered (from); to turn aside (from),' &c., vii of e 'to
turn (a thing, from),' &c.), part. adj. Turned, or altered
(from); changed; inverted; turning or departing from
allegiance, turning aside (from), disaected;—crooked;
oblique;—become disordered (as the temperament or
constitution);—s.m. One who declines or turns (from), a
rebel; an apostate; a renegade;—(in Geom.) a trapezium,
a trapezoid:—munarif honor ho-jn(-se), To turn aside
(from), to decline (from), to depart from the allegiance
(of), to become disaected, to revolt, to rebel (against);
to cease (from,—as paying tribute, &c.).
P _ca munarif (fr. munarif), s.f. Revolting; the being or
becoming a rebel, or a renegade; apostatism.
A Mca munair (act. part. of Mc 'to be or become
restrained,' &c., vii of M 'to straiten; to surround,' &c.),
part. adj. Restrained; restricted; conned; surrounded,
encompassed, besieged, beleaguered, hemmed in;—
contained, comprehended;—limited; dened;—
dependent, resting (on).
P ca munan (for A. <ca munani, act. part. of c'to be
or become bent, or curved,' &c., vii of  (for ) 'to
bend, or curve,' &c.), part. adj. Bent, curved; crooked;
bowed; hump-backed;— exible;—decrepit;—lean, thin:—

a--munan, s.m. A curved line, a curve.
A K ca man s (pass. part. of Ic 'to be unlucky,' &c.),
part. adj. Unfortunate, unlucky, ill-omened; unhappy,
wretched;—forbidding, abominable, disgusting;—woebegone, doleful, dismal;—s.m. An unfortunate person,
&c.
A >a min ar, or man ar(n. of inst. or place fr. > 'to
snort,' &c.), s.f. A nostril.
A <)>a min arain (obl. dual of min ar), s.f. dual, The
nostrils.
P + a mand [Pehl. mañ; Zend mañ; S. /B (/); cf. H.
mant], A sux joined to substantives to form adjectives
denoting 'possession,' &c. (e.g. daulat- mand, 'wealthy,
rich';—aql-mand, 'sensible, wise').
P + a mand, s.m.(?) A species of jet, or black amber (stony
and heavy).
S + a /Bor /( manda, vulg. mand= H + a /B mand [S.
/B+t], adj. (f. -, or -), Slow, tardy, inactive, sluggish;
cold, phlegmatic, apathetic; tedious; dull, languid; stupid,
heavy, doltish, foolish; dull (as a market, or as light, &c.),
dim, faint (as light, or sound, &c.); low, deep, hollow, soft
(sound, or voice); mild, gentle; aable; moderate; cheap;
abated, allayed, lulled, slackened, relaxed; slack; weak;
slight, tri ing, little, small;—sick, ill; bad, vile, wicked;
coarse:—mand, s.m. The planet Saturn;—an epithet of
Saturday;—an epithet of Yama;—adv. Slowly; softly, &c.
(see mand; and mand-mand);—mand, s.m. Slowness;
languidness; slackness; decrease, diminution,
abatement; dulness (of a market), depression (of trade);
cheapness, &c.:—mandtm(˚da+ t˚), adj. Slow-minded,
slow of apprehension; simple, foolish:—manddar(˚da
+d˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having little respect (for
another), caring little (for), disrespectful; disregarding,
neglecting, neglectful, inattentive, remiss, slack;—s.m. A
disrespectful person, &c.:—mand-buddhi, adj. Slow of
apprehension, slow-witted, possessed of little
understanding, dull, stupid, foolish, senseless; wanting in
energy; indierent; bad:—mand-bhg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Unfortunate, ill-fated, unhappy, wretched;—an
unfortunate person, unhappy wight, &c.:—mand-bhgya,
adj. (f. -) = mand-bhg, q.v.:—mand-bhgya, s.m., or

mand-bhgyatva, s.m., or mand-bhgyat, s.f. Adverse
fortune, ill-fortune, ill-fatedness, misfortune:—mand
karn, v.t. To retard; to slacken (speed, &c.); to abate, to
diminish, &c.:—mand-gm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Slowmoving, going or marching slowly;—walking in evil ways,
given to evil courses;—one who moves or marches
slowly, &c.:—mand-gati, adj. Having a slow motion,
moving slowly;—s.f. Slow motion; slow progress;—adv.
Slowly, softly:—mand-mati, vulg. mand-mat, adj.=mandbuddhi, q.v.:—mand-mand, adv. Slowly, tardily, sluggishly;
gently, softly; slightly; badly:—mand-vish, vulg. mand-bis,
adj. (f. -), Containing but little poison, having but little
venom;—s.m. A kind of snake:—mandodar(˚da+ud˚), s.f.
Name of Rva 's favourite wife (mother of Indra-jit):—
mand-hsya, s.m. A gentle laugh; a smile, simper:—mand
boln, v.n. To speak in a low tone;—to become slack or
dull (a market):—mand be n, v.t. To sell at a low or
moderate price, to sell cheap:—mand pa nor pa -jn,
v.n. To be or become abated, or slackened, or lulled, &c.;
to fall (as a market); to become dull, to decline (a
business);—to be allayed, or appeased, or pacied; to
abate, &c.:—mand tr, s.m. The planet Uranus:—mand
karn, v.t. To abate, slacken, relax; to mitigate; to remit:
—mand lagn, v.t. To put a low price on, to sell cheap:—
mand  , A slow re:—mand budh, Dull understanding;
mental imbecility:—mand d kn, A slow shop;—a cheap
shop:—mand hai, (Trade) is depressed.
H + a /Bmand [S. /B+t], = S + a /B or /( manda, vulg.
mandadj. (f. -, or -), Slow, tardy, inactive, sluggish; cold,
phlegmatic, apathetic; tedious; dull, languid; stupid,
heavy, doltish, foolish; dull (as a market, or as light, &c.),
dim, faint (as light, or sound, &c.); low, deep, hollow, soft
(sound, or voice); mild, gentle; aable; moderate; cheap;
abated, allayed, lulled, slackened, relaxed; slack; weak;
slight, tri ing, little, small;—sick, ill; bad, vile, wicked;
coarse:—mand, s.m. The planet Saturn;—an epithet of
Saturday;—an epithet of Yama;—adv. Slowly; softly, &c.
(see mand; and mand-mand);—mand, s.m. Slowness;
languidness; slackness; decrease, diminution,
abatement; dulness (of a market), depression (of trade);
cheapness, &c.:—mandtm(˚da+ t˚), adj. Slow-minded,
slow of apprehension; simple, foolish:—manddar(˚da

+d˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having little respect (for
another), caring little (for), disrespectful; disregarding,
neglecting, neglectful, inattentive, remiss, slack;—s.m. A
disrespectful person, &c.:—mand-buddhi, adj. Slow of
apprehension, slow-witted, possessed of little
understanding, dull, stupid, foolish, senseless; wanting in
energy; indierent; bad:—mand-bhg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Unfortunate, ill-fated, unhappy, wretched;—an
unfortunate person, unhappy wight, &c.:—mand-bhgya,
adj. (f. -) = mand-bhg, q.v.:—mand-bhgya, s.m., or
mand-bhgyatva, s.m., or mand-bhgyat, s.f. Adverse
fortune, ill-fortune, ill-fatedness, misfortune:—mand
karn, v.t. To retard; to slacken (speed, &c.); to abate, to
diminish, &c.:—mand-gm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Slowmoving, going or marching slowly;—walking in evil ways,
given to evil courses;—one who moves or marches
slowly, &c.:—mand-gati, adj. Having a slow motion,
moving slowly;—s.f. Slow motion; slow progress;—adv.
Slowly, softly:—mand-mati, vulg. mand-mat, adj.=mandbuddhi, q.v.:—mand-mand, adv. Slowly, tardily, sluggishly;
gently, softly; slightly; badly:—mand-vish, vulg. mand-bis,
adj. (f. -), Containing but little poison, having but little
venom;—s.m. A kind of snake:—mandodar(˚da+ud˚), s.f.
Name of Rva 's favourite wife (mother of Indra-jit):—
mand-hsya, s.m. A gentle laugh; a smile, simper:—mand
boln, v.n. To speak in a low tone;—to become slack or
dull (a market):—mand be n, v.t. To sell at a low or
moderate price, to sell cheap:—mand pa nor pa -jn,
v.n. To be or become abated, or slackened, or lulled, &c.;
to fall (as a market); to become dull, to decline (a
business);—to be allayed, or appeased, or pacied; to
abate, &c.:—mand tr, s.m. The planet Uranus:—mand
karn, v.t. To abate, slacken, relax; to mitigate; to remit:
—mand lagn, v.t. To put a low price on, to sell cheap:—
mand  , A slow re:—mand budh, Dull understanding;
mental imbecility:—mand d kn, A slow shop;—a cheap
shop:—mand hai, (Trade) is depressed.
S @ Y+ a /B;/mandtm, adj. = S + a /B manddar,
adj.See s.v. mand.
S + a /Bmanddar, adj. = S @ Y+ a /B;/ mandtm,
adj.See s.v. mand.

S + a /Bmandr, s.m. The coral tree, Erythrina indica;
one of the ve trees in Indra's paradise;—swallow-wort,
Asclepias gigantea, or a white variety of Calotropis gigantea.
H + a /(mandr, s.m. corr. of mandar, q.v.
S  + a /B"mandkin, s.f. The stream of the
celestial Ganges; (poet.) the galaxy or milky way;—a
species of Sanskrit metre;—(in Astron.) name of a
particular conjunction.
S 0!+ a /B!mandlas, s.f. An epithet of the goddess
Kl;—name of the wife of king Alark.
H + a /Bmandn [mand˚= mand, q.v.+= w= Prk. 
or U=S.  caus. augment], v.n. To become slow or
languid, &c. (see mand); to become abated, &c. (i.q.
mand pa n, q.v.s.v. mand).
S  @ )+ a /B/mandyamn, adj. (f. -mat), Going slowly
or tardily; delaying; slow, tardy.
S A+ a /Bmandat, part. adj. Rejoicing, delighting.
S Y+ a /Bmandat, s.f. Slowness, tardiness,
sluggishness, indolence; languidness; dulness,
heaviness, &c. (see mand).
S Y+ a /Bmanda-tar, vulg. mand-tar, adj. (f. -), More
slow; very slow, &c. (compar. of mand, q.v.).
S Y+ a /B; mandatva, s.m.=mandat, q.v.
S + a /Bmandar, adj. Slow, tardy, sluggish, &c. (i.q.
mand, q.v.); large, bulky; thick, dense; rm;—s.m. Name
of a sacred mountain (with which the ocean is said to
have been churned by the gods and Asurs for the
recovery of the amritand
thirteen other precious things

lost during the Deluge);—a name of paradise or heaven
(svarga);—name of a tree of paradise, or one of the ve
trees in Indra's heaven;—mandar al(˚ra+a ˚), s.m. The
mountain Mandar:—mandarlas(˚ra+l˚), s.f. An epithet of
the goddess Kl (i.q. mandlas):—mandar-giri, s.m. The
mountain Mandar.
H + a / .Bmandir, or /B mandar [S. / .B(], s.m. A
habitation, dwelling, house, mansion, palace; the
dwelling of Hind ascetics (as takiyais that of
Muhammadan faqrs); a temple, pagoda;—(g.) the body;
—a town;—the sea;—the back of the knee:—mandir-sewak,

s.m. (f. -ik), Temple-servant:—dev-mandir, s.m. A
temple, pagoda:—rj-mandir, s.m. A royal residence, a
palace.
H + a /,Wmu dra, or /,BW mundra (prob. akin to mu dr,
and m dn, qq.v.), s.m. (dialec.) A hole, an aperture, a
rent, ssure, chasm.
H + a /Bmandar, or mandr[Prk. /(f (?); S. /B+
+t], adj. (f. -), Short, stumpy, squat, dapper, thick-set.

H + a /B!mandal, or / .B! mandil, s.m.
(dialec.)=mandar= mandir, q.v.
H + a /B!mandal [S. / !t],
'
s.f. A kind of drum (beaten
with the ngers), a kettle-drum.
H + a /B!mandal [S. /ef!"], s.f. (dialec.) 1˚=<a manal,
q.v.;—2˚ A fountain, jet d eau.
H + a /B!mandal, s.m. (dialec.), corr. of bandar, 'port,

S + a / .Bmandir, s.f. A house, &c. (i.q. mandir); a

harbour,' q.v.
H "+ a /B!mandl, or /(! ma dl [S. /B+!+t, or

stable; a bed; a mat used as a couch.
H + a /,Wmu dr, or /,BW mundr [S. /,W+t], s.m. (f. -),

/ef!+t], s.m. (dialec.) Trunk (of the body).

A ring, &c. (i.q. mudr, q.v.);—a glass ear-ring (worn by
jogs, &c.);—a collar.
S =+ a /B!mandar al, s.m. See s.v. mandar.
H  + a /B"mandarkin, s.f. corr. of mandkin, q.v.
S 0!+ a /B!mandarlas, s.f. See s.v. mandar.
A 5+ a mundarij, or mundaraj(act. or pass. part. of 5+  'to
be folded, or wrapped up (in); to be included,' &c., vii of
5 'to fold, or wrap up,' &c.), part. adj. Inserted; enrolled;
registered;—included, contained, comprised,
comprehended:—mundaraj karn, v.t. To insert (in, -me ),
&c.:—mundaraj hon(-me ), To be inserted (in), &c.
P W+ a mundarija, or mundaraja, vulg. mundarja(for A. ~W+ a
mundarijat, or mundarajat, fem. of mundarij, &c.), part.
adj.=mundarij, q.v.:—mundaraja--ail, As entered or
mentioned below; as follows.
A K+ a mundaris (act. part. of K+ , vii of (and syn. with)
K 'to become eaced, or obliterated,' &c.), part. adj.
Eaced, obliterated, erased; cancelled; worn out.
H + a /B mandarw [S. / .B+t, with winserted],
s.m. (rustic)=mandir, q.v.
H + a /,W"mu dr, or /,BW" mundr = H )+ a /,
mu dariy [S. /,W], s.f. A nger-ring; a signet (dim. of
mu dr= mudr, q.v.).
H )+ a /,mu dariy = H + a /,W" mu dr, or /,BW"
mundr (rustic) [S. /,W], s.f. A nger-ring; a signet
(dim. of mu dr= mudr, q.v.).
S  + a / .Bjj mandi-kukur, s.m. A kind of sh.

H !+ a /B!"mandal, or /B.! mandali, s.f.
(dialec.)=mandal, or manal, qq.v.:—mandali-pati,
s.m.=manali-pati, q.v.
H + a /,(mu dn (fr. the trans. m dn, q.v.), v.n. To
be shut, or closed; to be lled up, be blocked up; to be
contracted;—v.t. To close, &c. (=m dn, q.v.):—mu djn, v.n. intens. of and =mu dn.
H  + a /B 7mandw , s.m.=mand, q.v.
H ?+ a manda, adj. & s.m. (P. also manda, s.)=mand, q.v.
A )+ a mandl, or mindl, s.f. A towel, napkin;—a turban, or
a turban-cloth, woven with silk and gold thread.
H  @ )+ a /B/mandayamn, adj.=mandyamn, q.v.
H <a /efor /(f man [S. /eft, /ef(], s.m. Skimmings;
scum, froth, foam; barm; rice-water, gruel; starch, paste;
—the best part (of anything), essence, pith, cream;—the
head;—ornament, decoration;—s.f. The raised rim (of a
well).
S <a /,efmu, adj. (f. -), Shaved, bald, having no hair
on the head; uncovered;—destitute of horns (an ox, or a
ram), hornless (i.q. mu, q.v.);—stripped of top-leaves
or branches, lopped (as a tree); pointless, blunt; (g.)
dull, obtuse;—low, mean;—s.m. A shaven head, a bald
pate; a skull;—the forehead;—the head;—head,
headman, chief, principal (i.q. murh, q.v.);—a tree
stripped of its top branches, the trunk of a lopped tree; a
pollard;—a barber;—an epithet of Rhu;—name of a
Daitya:—mukshar(˚a+ak˚), s.m. Headless letters, the
Ngar character without the top line (as written by the
Kyaths; see kaithi, and mu iy):—mu-bhe , s.f.=muh-

bhe , q.v.:—mu- ir, s.m. A sect of mendicants who
extort alms by threatening to split (or wound) their
heads, &c.; an individual of that sect; an extortioner:—
mu- ir-pan, s.m. The action, or the quality, of a mucir; extortion:—mu-kr, s.f. A posture in which the
legs are drawn up and the head is thrust either between
them, or into some corner or recess, or under some
covering or covert; crouching or contracted form of the
body and limbs:—mu-kr mrn, To lie with the head
between the legs, &c.; to lie round with the knees to the
stomach, and the head between them, or resting on
them:—mu-ml, or mu-ml, s.f. A necklace or string
of human skulls.
H <a /efma [Prk. /(f(; S. /ef], s.m. A kind of
pastry, a thin cake (syn. phulk);—a sort of sweetmeat
(made into small balls or nuts);—a lm, speck, web (on
the pupil of the eye), a cataract (i.q. m , q.v.).
H <a /,efmu [Prk. /,(f and /,(f(; S. /,eft and
/,ef], adj. (f. -) & s.m. Shaven; bald; uncovered; having
no horns, hornless (an ox, a ram, &c.); stripped of top
leaves or branches, lopped (as a tree); docked; headless,
topless; without a pinnacle (a mosque, &c.); having no
point, not pointed (a shoe, &c.);—s.m. The head;—the
head (of a paper kite);—the Kaithor Muriycharacter or
writing (i.q. mukshar, q.v.s.v. mu);—a shaveling;—a
disciple (syn. el);—(dialec.) a boy (lit.'shaveling');—a
kind of uncovered plk;—a boot.
H <a /,efmu, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of mo h,
'shoulder,' q.v.
S <a /,efmu, s.f. (of muaor mu), A close-shaved,
or bald-headed, woman or girl; a female mendicant;—
Bengal madder, Rubia manjeth.
H 5<a /,efor /,(f mus [S. /,ef+ t, rt. ],
s.m. 'Head-dress,' a kind of small and loose turban:—
mus b dhn(with loc.), To put on a turban; (g.& by
women) to lord it; to be saucy, or insolent:—musband(dialec. for mus-band), s.m. lit.'One wearing a
turban'; a man:—muse-p, s.m. A term of abuse;
wretch, &c. (used by angry women.
H <a /,efmun (caus. of mun), v.t. To shave

(i.q. mu n).
H 8<a /,ef mu [mu(n) + = Prk.  =S.
() ++], s.f. The act of shaving;—fee for shaving
(i.q. mu ).
S A<a /efmaap, s.m. An open hall; a temporary
building or shed (adorned with owers, and erected on
festive occasions, such as marriages, &c.); a pavilion; a
shed;—a building consecrated to a deity, a temple;—an
arbour, a bower:—maap--at las,
 s.m. The lower
heaven, or crystalline sphere.
H  ?<a /,efmu-pan [Prk. /,(fQ4(; S. /,ef+; (Vedic
; )+], s.m. (dialec.) Bluntness, dulness; stolidity;—
headiness, headstrongness, &c.
S C<a / .efmait, part. (f. -), Adorned, ornamented,
decorated; overlaid (with gold, &c.); covered (with dust,
&c.).
S C<a /,.efmuit, part. (f. -), Shaven, shorn; bald;
lopped;—s.m. One who is shaven; a bald-head:—muitir, adj. Shaven-headed; bald-pated.
H 0<a /ef,mauk, or /ef maak [Prk. /(f,=5; S.
/ef0t], s.m. (dialec.) A frog (i.q. me ak, q.v.).
S 0<a /,efmuak, s.m. (f. -ik), A shaver, a barber.
S G<a /,.efmuik, s.f. A female barber;—a barber's
wife.
H G<a /,ef"mu-kr [S. /,ef++], s.f. See s.v.
mu.
H <a /ef!maal [Prk. /(f!(; S. /ef!(], s.m. Disk of the
sun or moon; a disc, circle, ring, coil (of a snake), band
(of iron, &c.), orbit (of a planet, &c.); (in Astron.) a great
circle; a halo (round the sun or moon); the sensible
horizon; the celestial vault; the sky; a wheel; a
circumference; a circular gure or diagram; a sort of
mystical diagram (formed in summoning a divinity
(upon occasions); compass, wheel, turn, whirl;—a globe,
ball, sphere, orb;—a round tent or house;—a nest;—a
circus, an arena, an amphitheatre;—a region; country,
territory, district, province (extending twenty,
or, according to some, forty yojanasin every direction);
the country over which the twelve princes termed

akravart are supposed to have reigned (whence the
term maalat the end of certain modern names, e.g.
Coromandel, i.e. Kuru-maal);—a company, an assembly,
a band, an association (i.q. maal, q.v.);—a sort of
leprosy with circular spots;—(for S. /ef!t) a circular
array of troops, an army drawn up in a circle;—a kind of
harmless snake;—headman (of a village); an ocer
(employed in a village), an exciseman;—a ringleader:—
maal-kar, adj. Round, circular; spherical:—maal
b dhn, To form a circle, or a ring; to form oneself (or
themselves, itself, &c.) into a circle or ring;—to spread
(over), to overspread, to lower (as clouds):—maal-de,
s.m. A zone, a tropic:—maalevar(˚la+˚), s.m. Lord of a
district, ruler or governor of a province:—rs-maal,
s.m. The zodiacal circle, the zodiac.
H <a /,ef!or /,(f! mual or mul[Prk. /,( f ; S.
/,.ef+t], part. (dialec.) Shaved, shaven, shorn; bald

ma aliy, or ma liy[Prk. /(f.! ; S. /ef.!t (˚+t)],
s.m. A tumbler pigeon (syn. loan).
S .<a /efmaan, s.m. The act of ornamenting or
adorning; bedecking oneself;—ornament, decoration,
embellishment; jewels, trinkets, &c.
S .<a /,efmuan, s.m. Shaving the head, tonsure;
shearing; cutting;—the rst shaving of a child (a
religious ceremony among Hinds).
H <a /efman, or /f ma n [man˚= Prk. /(f()
or /(f<()=S. /ef(), caus. of rt. /ef], v.t. To adorn,
deck; to array.
H <a /efma n, or /f ma n (fr. the trans.
m n, q.v.), v.n. To be rubbed; to be trampled on; to be
kneaded (as dough);—to be busy or engaged; to be
engrossed or absorbed (in, -me );—v.t.=m n, q.v.
H <a /,efmun, or /,f mu n, (dialec.) /f

H <a /ef!maaln or maln, or /f!

ma n (fr. the trans. m n, q.v.), v.n. To be shaved;
to be shorn; (g.) to be eeced, be swindled.
H  <a /,ef0mu , or /,(f0 mu  [for m  = m (n)+ =

ma ln [mal˚= maal+= w= Prk.  or U=S. 

Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. One who shaves his head; a

(caus. aug.)+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n. To make a

shaveling; a bald-pated person; (contemptuously) a
monk, faqr, sannys, gos ;—mu o, s.f. A woman with a
shaved head;—a widow;—a wench (a term of abuse):—
mu o-k jan, or mu o-wl, s.m. A bastard.
H  <a /ef, mauw, /ef0 ma , /ef, mau, or

(i.q. muit, q.v.).
S G<a /ef!maalkr, adj. See s.v. maal,

circuit; to y round, to hover (as birds); to be enveloped:
—maly phirn(maly, p.p. of maln), To go
wandering round or about; to keep hovering round.
H <a /ef.!maalik [S. /ef.!t], s.m. Ruler or
governor of a district or province (i.q. maalevar,
q.v.s.v. maal).
H <a /ef!"maal, or mal, or /f!" ma al, or
ma l[Prk. /(f.!; S. /ef.!], s.f. A circle, a disk, a
ring, a coil, &c. (i.q. maal, of wh. it is the dim. form);—a
nest;—a company, an assembly, a congregation; a band,
an association, a corporation; a ock; a church; a sect;—
bent grass, Panicum dactylon:—maali-pati, s.m. Lord or
ruler of a district or province (i.q. madelevar); head or
chief of a company, or an association, &c.
S <a /ef!"maal, s.m. (lit.'marked with round spots;
ringed'), A snake;—a cat.
H ) <a /ef.!maaliy, or maliy, or /f.!

/ef  maw [Prk. /(f (; S. /ef+, or Prk. /©

(with

winserted); S. /_+t], s.m. A temporary building or shed;
—an arbour, a bower, an alcove;—a shade or canopy of
light framework.
H  <a /(f ma w, or /(f, madu [S. /ft (with
winserted)], s.m. A kind of grain, Eleusine coracana, or
Cynosurus coracanus(i.q. ma u, or ma w).
H  <a /,ef muwn, or /,f  mu wn (doub.
caus. of m n), v.t. To cause to be shaved, to get (the
head, &c.) shaved.
S 0 <a /ef0ma k, s.m. (f. -), A frog;—the ower
Bignonia indica.
S G <a /ef0"ma k, s.f. A frog;—the plant Siphonanthus

indica, or Hydrocotyle asiatica(and several other plants).
H G <a /ef0"ma k [S. /ef0+], s.f. A small frog.
H  <a /ef "maw [S. /ef + ], s.f.=maw, or
mauw, q.v.
H  <a /(f "maw, or /(f, ma u, s.f.=ma w, q.v.
H  <a /(©ma h [Prk. /© ; S. /_+t; i.q. mah, or
ma h], s.m. A temporary building or shed (i.q. mauw,
or maw, q.v.); an open shed or hall adorned with
owers (erected on festive occasions, as at a marriage,
&c.):—a canopy of light frame-work; a bower; a vinery:—
ma h hawn, To roof in (or to erect) a nuptial hall, or
bower:—ma he a hn, To climb the frame-work (a
creeper, bel);—to ascend to the nuptial hall or bower (a
bridegroom, &c.), to be married;—(g.) to attain to
perfection, to be perfected;—to succeed.
H  <a /(©ma hn [ma dh˚= m , q.v.+= w= Prk.
U=S. ], v.t. (dialec.) To starch (i.q. m n, and
ma iyn).
H 7 <a /(©ma hy (perf. part. of the preceding),
part. adj. (f. ), Starched.
H K <a /e©manhap (i.q. maap, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) A
small round temple or cell.
H  <a /(©mahn, v.t. To cover, &c. (i.q. ma hn, q.v.);
—v.n. To be held, be celebrated (in this sense prob. fr. S.
ma).
H  <a /©ma hn, v.n.=ma n, q.v.
H  <a /,(©mu hn, (dialec.) v.n.=mu n, q.v.;—
v.t.=m n, q.v.
H  <a /(© ma haw, or ma hw[Prk. /©

(with

winserted); S. /_+t], s.m. (rustic)=ma h, q.v.
H  <a /(© ma hwn (doub. caus. of ma hn=
ma hn), v.t. To get or have (a book, or a drum, &c.)
covered (with leather, or parchment); to cause to be
encased, &c.
H 8 <a /(©  ma hw [ma hw(n)+= Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. The cost of having (a
thing) covered (with leather), &c.
H <a /(©"ma h, s.f.=ma h, q.v.

H ) <a /(©ma hiyn, v.t. (dialec.)=ma iyn, q.v.
H <a /ef"or /(f" ma [S. /ef+; or /ef], s.f. A
particular market for any one thing; a market, mart, an
emporium; a shop or warehouse; a shop for the sale of
grain, having a storehouse attached.
S <a /,ef"mu (base muin), s.m. A barber.
H <a /,ef"or /,(f" mu [Prk. /,( f; S. /,.ef], s.f. The
medicinal plant Sphaeranthus indicus;—head (i.q. mu),
top; extremity, end;—mu to n, To turn away the face
(from).
H 7<a /,( fmu iy [S. /,ef+], s.f. The head (in
Shakespear's Dictionary the word is given as masc.).
H 7<a /(fmaniyn [maniy˚= m , q.v.+= w=
Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.t. To apply starch to, to starch; to dye (the hair,
&c.).
H ' 7<a /,f<mu er [Prk. /,(f!5; S. /,ef+!t], s.m. & f. =
H ' 7<a /,(f< mu er [Prk. /,(f! ; S. /,ef+!+t], s.m.
= H ' 7<a /,(f<" mu er [Prk. /,(f.!; S. /,ef+!+],
s.f. Coping (of a wall, &c.); a parapet-wall (syn. ka gur);—
ridge (of a roof):—mu er b dhn(-k), To cope (a wall);
—to make a parapet, &c.
H ' 7<a /,(f<mu er [Prk. /,(f! ; S. /,ef+!+t], s.m. =
H ' 7<a /,f< mu er [Prk. /,(f!5; S./,ef+!t], s.m. & f. =
H ' 7<a /,(f<" mu er [Prk. /,(f.!; S. /,ef+!+], s.f.
Coping (of a wall, &c.); a parapet-wall (syn. ka gur);—
ridge (of a roof):—mu er b dhn(-k), To cope (a wall);
—to make a parapet, &c.
H ' 7<a /,(f<"mu er [Prk. /,(f.!; S. /,ef+!+], s.f.
= H ' 7<a /,f< mu er [Prk. /,(f!5; S./,ef+!t], s.m. & f. =
H ' 7<a /,(f< mu er [Prk. /,(f! ; S. /,ef+!+t], s.m.
Coping (of a wall, &c.); a parapet-wall (syn. ka gur);—
ridge (of a roof):—mu er b dhn(-k), To cope (a wall);
—to make a parapet, &c.
S ' 7<a /,ef""mur, s.f. A species of creeping plant
which bears a red and yellow ower.
H  <a /,(7mu n, v.t.=mu n, q.v.

H  <a /(7ma rn, v.n. (dialec. or rustic)=manln,
q.v.
H  <a /,(7mu n, v.n.=mun, q.v.
H  <a /(7 ma w, or /(f ma u, s.m. = H  <a /(7 "
ma w, or /(f ma u, s.f.=ma w, or ma u, qq.v.
(syn. rg).
H  <a /(7 "ma w, or /(f ma u, s.f. = H  <a /(7 
ma w, or /(f ma u, s.m.=ma w, or ma u, qq.v.
(syn. rg).
H <a /(i"ma h, s.f.=ma h= ma h, q.v.
H 7 <a /,( 7mu iy = mu iy, q.v.
A oa manzil (n. of place fr. o 'to alight, to descend,' &c.),
s.f. A place for alighting, a place for the accommodation
of travellers, a caravansary, an inn, a hotel; a house,
lodging, dwelling, mansion, habitation, station; a
mansion of the moon; story or oor (of a house); deck
(of a ship);—a day's journey;—a stage (in travelling, or in
the divine life);—place of destination, goal; boundary,
end, limit:—manzil-ba-manzil, adv. From stage to stage;
by stages;—at every atage:—manzil pahu n, v.t. To
convey (one) to his destination; to convey (one) to his
last resting-place, to perform the obsequies of;—to bring
(a thing) home to (a person), to prove to:—manzil den(ko), To lay down (a corpse) for a while on the way to its
resting-place:—manzil kn, or manzil karn, To nish a
journey; to get over a stage; to go one stage:—manzil
mrn, v.n. To nish a dicult task:—manzil--maq d, s.f.
The goal of desire; goal, destination:—manzil--maq d-ko
pahu n, To reach (one's) destination;—to gain (one's)
object:—ka  manzil, A sti journey or stage; a long stage
or march.
A oa munzil (act. part. of o 'to cause to alight,' &c., iv of
o 'to alight,' &c.), part. adj. Causing to alight; receiving
hospitably;—emittens semen:—munzal(pass. part. of the
same verb), part. Caused to alight or descend; sent down
(from heaven).
P !oa manzilat, s.f. = P !oa manzila, s.m.(for A. ~!oa manzilat,
fr. manzil), A step; station, post of honour, dignity, rank,
condition:—manzila, s.m. A story (of a house,—used in
comp. to form adj., e.g. do-manzila, 'two-storied'):—ba-

manzila(), In the degree or position (of); in the place
(of), instead (of), as.
P !oa manzila, s.m. = P !oa manzilat, s.f.(for A. ~!oa manzilat,
fr. manzil), A step; station, post of honour, dignity, rank,
condition:—manzila, s.m. A story (of a house,—used in
comp. to form adj., e.g. do-manzila, 'two-storied'):—bamanzila(), In the degree or position (of); in the place
(of), instead (of), as.
A oa munzawil (act. part. of o 'to be removed; to go or
pass away,' &c., viii of d (for d) 'to pass away, to
depart,' &c.), part. adj. Passing away, perishing,
decaying, failing.
P oa munzaw (for A. oa munzawi, 'to remove oneself
away or apart (from); to place oneself in a corner
(zwiya),' vii of d (for d) 'to put (a thing) aside or
apart'), part. adj. & s.m. Secluded, solitary;—a solitary
man, a recluse, a hermit.
A ?oa munazzah (pass. part. of ?oC 'to keep oneself at a
distance (from); to purify,' &c., ii of ?o 'to restrain
oneself,' &c.), part. adj. Kept apart (from impurity, &c.),
pure, spotless, blameless, holy;—exempted (from), free.
S Ia /manas (changeable in comp., before certain
consonants, to mano), s.m. Mind (in its widest sense, as
applied to all the mental powers), intellect, intelligence,
understanding, perception, sense, conscience, will; (in
Phil.) the internal organ of perception and cognition, the
seat of perception and of passion (and reckoned by the
followers of the Snkhya and Nyya systems as an
organ of both sense and action);—thought, imagination,
conception, idea, fancy; heart, aection, desire, longing;
disposition, mood, temper, good-will, favour; spirit,
energy, mettle (see man):—manas-kr, s.m. Perfect
consciousness; self-consciousness, attention of the mind
to its own sensations:—manas-tp, s.m. lit.'Burning of the
mind,' distress of mind, mental pain, anguish, agony;
remorse, repentance, compunction, regret:—manas-hi ,
(dialec.) adv. In the mind (i.q. man-me ):—mano-kmn,
s.f. Inclination or bias of the mind; heart's desire; wish,
purpose, design:—mano-gata, vulg. mano-gat, part. adj.
Gone to the heart or mind; existing or sealed in the
mind, resting or concealed in the mind or heart; passing

in the mind; aecting the mind or soul;—desired;—s.m.
What rests, or what is passing, in the mind; idea,
thought, notion; wish, longing:—mano-gupt, part. adj.
Cherished or concealed in the mind; thought or
meditated on in secret:—mano-ja, or mano-jt, adj. & s.m.
Sprung up in the mind or soul; mind-born, heart-born;—
love; the god of love (i.q. Km-dev):— mano-jna, vulg.
mano-gya, adj. (f. -), Agreeable to the mind; heartwinning; pleasing, lovely, beautiful, charming:—mano-nt,
adj. (f. -), Taken by the mind, made choice of, wished
for, approved, preferred; acceptable:—mano-bhav, and
mano-bh t, adj. & s.m.=mano-ja, q.v.:—mano-may, adj. (f. ), Consisting of spirit or mind; spiritual; mental;—(for
mano-may-ko), the mental sheath (the second of the
subtile sheaths in which the soul is cased, according to
the Vednta philosophy):— mano-mal, s.m. Delement of
the mind; impurity; sin:—mano-yog, s.m. Application of
the mind, attention:—mano-ranjan, s.m. The act of
pleasing the mind; pleasantness, &c. (i.q. man-ranjan,
q.v.s.v. man):—mano-rath, corr. manorth, s.m. (lit.'vehicle
of the mind'), Wish, desire; design, intention, object,
purpose, aim;—fancy, imagination; good pleasure;
desired object:—manorath siddh hon, or manorath su-phal
hon, v.n. A desire to be accomplished or fullled; an
object to be gained:—manorath karn, v.n. To form a
desire, or a design, &c.; to purpose, &c.:—mano-ram, adj.
(f. -), Delighting or gratifying the mind; satisfactory;
attractive, pleasing, interesting, agreeable, charming,
lovely, beautiful;—s.m. A charming or lovely person, &c.:
—mano-laulya, s.m. Eagerness of mind, fancy, caprice,
whim, freak:—mano-vrit, adj. Full, complete; developed
(said of the mind):—mano-vritti,
 s.f. State or frame of
mind, disposition, temper;—operation, or activity, of the
mind; volition, wish, desire, fancy:—mano-har, adj. Heartstealing, heart-ravishing, captivating the heart or mind,
taking the fancy, fascinating, bewitching, charming,
pretty, attractive, interesting, delightful, pleasing,
beautiful, lovely;—s.m. (f. -), A charming person, &c.:—
mano-harat, vulg. mano-hart, or mano-hart, s.f., and
mano-haratva, s.m. Captivatingness, charmingness,
attractiveness, pleasantness, fascination, beauty:—manohar, s.f. A charming, fascinating, or lovely woman:—

mano-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i) = mano-har, q.v.
S 0a /manas, vulg. mans, s.f. Mind, thought; wish,
desire, inclination; intention purport, design, purpose;—
name of a goddess of the serpent race, the particular
protectress of mankind from the venom of serpents:—
mans-pp, s.m. Wickedness or sin of thought or desire;
evil-thinking:—mans p ran karn(apn), To full or to
gratify a wish, &c.:—mans-dev, s.f. The goddess Manas
(see above):—mans-rm, s.m. A proper name;—a name
jocularly applied to a monkey:—mans-v -karma, s.f.
Thought, word, and deed.
H $ 0a /, manus, vulg. / manas or
mans[Prk. /40; S. /,l+], s.f. The state or
condition of man; manhood, manliness, humanity;—
(dialec.) any object of human pursuit (i.q. purushrth,
q.v.):—bhal-mans(bhal= bhal, q.v.), s.f. Humanity;
goodness; urbanity; honourableness, gentlemanliness.
S ] *0a /Tmanas-tp, s.m. See s.v. manas.
S  &*0a /,TRmuni-sthan, s.m. See s.v. a muni.
H 60a /*manasij, vulg. mansij[S. /, loc. of manas,
q.v.+*t], adj. Born or generated in the mind; mind-born;
heart-born; mental, intellectual;—s.m. Love;—the god of
love (i.q. Km-dev; cf. mano-ja, s.v. manas.
A 60a mansaj, or mansij(n. of place fr. 60 'to weave'), s.m.
A weaver's shop;—a workshop:—minsaj(n. of instr. fr. the
same verb), s.m.(?) The instrument by which the web is
stretched when working;—a weaver's loom;—the part of
a horse about the fore-shoulder and under the mane.
H 0a /Imansaru, or /  mansarw
[Prk. /40f

(with winserted); S. /,l++t], s.m.

(rustic) A man, a male (i.q. manseru).
S (0a /Tmanask, adj. Of or relating to the mind,
mental, intellectual.
S  0a /Tmanas-kr, s.m. See s.v. manas.
H 0a /!mansal, s.m. (dialec.)= 0 a mainsil, q.v.
A (#0a munsalik (act. part. of (#0, vii of (and syn. with)
(#B 'to enter (into),' &c.), part. adj. Being drawn (into,
as one thing into another); threaded, strung (as beads,
or pearls, &c.); enrolled (in); joined; added, appended,

annexed; led (as papers):—munsalik karn, v.t. To draw
on or into (-me ); to thread, &c.:—munsalik shuda, part.
Strung; attached; appended, annexed; led.
P #0a munsalika (for A. ~#0a munsalikat, fem. of munsalik),
part. adj.=munsalik, q.v.
A <@ ) #B mann-salw, s.m. See s.v. mann.
H <0a /,munisan, (Braj) pl. of muns= mun, q.v.s.v.
a muni.
A

0a mans b (pass. part. of U0 'to refer (to), connect

(with),' &c.), part. adj. Connected (with), related (to),
belonging (to), relative; depending (on); allied;
betrothed;—addicted (to);—denominated (from one's
family), surnamed;—deduced (from), derived (from);
referred (to), ascribed, attributed, imputed (to); charged
(with); chargeable:—mans b karn, v.t. To connect, or
associate (one, with, -ba); to ascribe, attribute, or impute
(to); to charge (with).
A t 0a mans  (pass. part. of u0 'to cancel,' &c.), part.
Cancelled, abolished, abrogated, annulled, repealed;
eaced, obliterated, erased; broken:—mans  karn, v.t.
To cancel, &c.
P r 0a mans  (fr. mans ), s.f. Cancelment, abolition,
abrogation, annulment, repeal, &c.
S  0a /T "manasv, adj. Intelligent; intellectual;
spiritual.
A 0a mans (pass. part. of R0
  'to be forgotten,' &c.), part.
Forgotten, buried in oblivion.
H + 0a /manased , or mansed = H + 0a /0
manasedh , or mansedh [S. /,l+ S+t; but cf. next],
s.m. (dialec. or rustic) A man, a male.
H + 0a /0manasedh , or mansedh = H + 0a /
manased , or mansed [S. /,l+ S+t; but cf. next], s.m.
(dialec. or rustic) A man, a male.
H  0a /~manser [Ap. Prk. /40f, Prk. /40f
(with  inserted); S. /,l++t], s.m. (rustic) A man, a
male (i.q. mansarw).
H  0a /"!mansl, s.m. (dialec.) = 0 a mainsil, q.v.
P Za manish [Old P. mans; Zend mana h, nom. mano; S.
manas], s.f. Mind; heart; soul;—wish, desire;—greatness

of soul, magnanimity; liberality;—gravity, dignity,
authority;—pride, arrogance;—nature; genius;—
constitution, temperament, disposition; good nature;
cheerfulness; content.
H Za /,3manush, or manukh, (dialec., or old H.) /3
manash or manakh[S. /,lt, q.v.; Vedic /,3t], s.m. A
man;—a husband:—manush-deh dhran karn, To become
incarnate as man.
A a mansh (the pop. form of A.  a mansha, n. of place
fr.   'to grow, to spring up,' &c.), s.m. Source, origin,
beginning, principle, spring; motive, object, intention,
design, purport, tenor, drift, provision (of a law or
statute);—allusion;—exordium, or argument (of any
composition):—asb--mansh-, According to the tenor
or purport of; in the sense of.
A  a minshr (n. of instr. fr.  'to spread, to disperse,
scatter,' &c.), s.m. A saw, hand-saw;—a wooden pronged
instrument (for winnowing corn);—a fan; a ventilator.
A  a mansh r (pass. part. of  'to spread, to publish,'
&c.). part. adj. Diused, spread abroad, divulged:
published (as a book, &c.);—s.m. A royal mandate,
diploma, patent, charter (not sealed or stamped with the
royal signet);—(in Geom.) a right prism.
A a munsh (act. part. of   'to create, or produce; to
compose,' &c., iv of   'to grow, to spring up,' &c.), s.m.
An author, a composer (in prose); a writer, scribe,
secretary, an amanuensis;—(in India, chie y among
Europeans) a tutor, a teacher of Persian or Urd,
language-master;—a title of respect:—munsh- na, s.m.
The room for native scribes in an Indian oce:—munsh-falak, s.m. The planet Mercury:—munsh-gar, s.f.
Business of a munsh; secretaryship; clerkship;
teachership;—good composition; good writing:—mrmunsh, s.m. The head of the Persian or vernacular
department of an oce.
S a /,3"manush, s.f. A woman; a wife.
S * a /,lmanushyat, s.f. = S * a /,l;
manushyatva, s.m.(fr. manushya, q.v.), The state or
condition of man, manhood, humanity; manliness.
S * a /,l; manushyatva, s.m. = S * a /,l

manushyat, s.f.(fr. manushya, q.v.), The state or condition
of man, manhood, humanity; manliness.
P  a munshiyna [munsh, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S.
], adj. Of or relating to a munsh; munshlike, clerk-like:
—munshiyna at, s.m. Writing like a munsh's, good
handwriting or penmanship.
S  a /,lmanushya, adj. Human;—s.m. 'An ospring of
Manu,' a human being, a man, mortal, being, person,
individual; mankind (syn. dam, vulg. dm):—manushyaght, s.m. Manslaughter, homicide, murder:—manushyaghtak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Man-slaying, homicidal; one
who slays a human being, a homicide, a murderer:—
manushya- ol, s.m. The human form;—human existence:
—manushya-tan, s.m. The human body, the human form;
mortal esh;—manushya-tan pnor dharn, To get, or to
assume, a human body, to become incarnate:—manushyabikr, s.f. Trac in human beings; slave-trade:—
manushya-ra it, part. adj. (f. -), Formed or made by man:
—manushya-r p, s.m. Human form:—manushya-log, s.m.
Mankind, the human race; men, people.
A UMa manab (n. of place fr. UM 'to erect, set up,' &c.),
s.m. Post, oce, station, dignity; ministry; magistracy:—
manab-dr, s.m. One in oce; an ocer or ocial of
rank; a functionary; a magistrate:—manab-dr, s.f.
Oce, post, appointment; ocial position:—manab-sarkr, s.m. A government, or an ocial, post or
position.
P %Ma manab (fr. manab), adj. Of or pertaining to oce,
or ocial position; ocial:—amal--manab, s.m. An
ocial act.
P eMa munarif (act. part. of eM 'to turn back, or to be
turned back,' &c., vii of ef 'to turn (a thing) back,' &c.),
part. adj. Turned back; averted; converted; receding,
departing, deviating;—rebellious;—(in Gram.) in ected,
declined, declinable:—gair-munarif,
Not in ected;

indeclinable.
A 1 Ma munarim (act. part. of 1 M 'to be cut, or cut o; to
end, cease,' &c., vii (and quasi-pass.) of 1 f 'to cut, or cut
o,' &c.), s.m. A manager, an administrator;—a
subordinate settlement-ocer;—head clerk (of a court of
settlement, or of a judge's court);—a substitute, proxy;—

teacher of a school of Pawrs.
A gMa munif (act. part. of gM 'to divide, to take half; to
adjust equitably,' &c., iv of gM 'to reach to the middle,'
&c.), adj. & s.m. Equitable, just, fair;—a just judge; an
arbitrator; (in India) a subordinate judge:—munif-mizj,
adj. Just-minded, just in temperament; discreet; (a
person) of propriety or taste.
P  h Ma munifna [munif, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S.
], adj. Equitably, justly, fairly, candidly.
P h Ma munif (fr. munif), s.f. Justice, equity; judgment,
decision, arbitration;—oce or duty of a munif;—the
court of a Munif;—adj. Of or relating to a Munif:—munif
karn, To follow the profession of a Munif;—to preside
over a court of justice;—to do justice, to judge or decide
equitably.
A Ma man b (pass. part. of UM 'to erect, set up,' &c.),
part. adj. Erected, set up, constituted, xed, determined,
established, appointed, nominated, named (for):—
marked with the vowel-point fata(<*>).
P  Ma man ba (for A. ~ Ma man bat, fem. of man b),
s.m. Determination; intention; will, desire;—contrivance,
plan, design, project, scheme:—man ba-bz, adj. & s.m.
Considerate, foreseeing, prudent, sagacious, ingenious;—
aspiring, ambitious;—scheming, designing, plotting, &c.;
—a prudent, or considerate, man, &c.;—a contriver,
plotter, schemer, a designing person:—man ba b dhn,
man ba hahrn, or man ba karn, To determine,
resolve;—to form the plan or design (of), to plan,
scheme, contrive, &c.
A  Ma man r (pass. part. of M 'to aid, help,' &c.), part.
adj. Aided, succoured, defended, or protected (by God);
triumphant; victorious, conquering:—man r-o-muz a"ar,

adj. Victorious, conquering.
A F Ma man  (pass. part. of v
C  'to manifest,' &c.), part.
Manifested, declared:—man -o-mar f, adj. Manifested
and known (to).
P Ma manaa, or minaa(for A. ~Ma manassat, &c., n. of
place fr. v
C  'to display or exhibit'), s.m. A place where
anything is displayed or exhibited, a theatre;—the
marriage chamber or bed (richly ornamented);—a raised
seat (highly decorated) on which a bride is exhibited to

public view.
A 6qa munij (act. part. of 6q 'to cause to ripen, to
mature,' &c., iv of 6q 'to ripen,' &c.), adj. Suppurative;—
digestive.
A b %Na muntab
 (act. part. of b %N 'to admit of being
sealed, or stamped, or impressed,' &c., vii of b %O 'to seal,'
&c.), part. adj. Yielding; impressible; tractable,
submissive, obedient; tamed, tame, trained.
A H%Na muntabiq
 (act. part. of H%N 'to be or become
covered,' &c., vii of H%O (prob. fr. tabaq,
'a cover,' q.v.),

and quasi-pass. of H%O 'to cover,' &c., iv of H%O), part. adj.
Covering; tting; coalescing or coinciding (with);
applying (to);—equal, even:—muntabiq
 karn(-par), To put
a cover (on), to cover; to place or t (upon); to apply (to):
—muntabiq
 honor ho-jn(-par), To cover, to t (upon); to
be (on or upon); to coincide, or coalesce (with).
A h Na muntaf (act. part. of  h N, vii of (and syn. with)  h O
'to become extinguished or quenched'), part. adj.
Extinguished, quenched; extinct.
A HNa mantiq (inf. n. of HN 'to speak, articulate,' &c.), s.f.
An oration;—eloquence;—logic, reasoning (i.q. ilm-mantiq):—mant
iq-baghrn,
or mantiq h n, v.n. To chop


logic.
A HNa muntiq (act. part. of HN 'to speak articulately,' &c.),
adj. (in Arith.) Rational (as opp. to 'surd' quantity or
number).
P Q Na mintaqa
n. of instr. fr. HN), s.m.
 (for A. ~Q Na mintaqat,

A girdle, zone, belt, sash (syn. kai-bandh):—mintaqatul
bur j, 'The celestial girdle,' the zodiac:—mintaqa--brda
-jan b, The south frigid zone:—mintaqa--brda-
shiml, The north frigid zone:—mintaqa--mabr
da, The

frigid zone:—mintaqa--mar
qaor mriqa, The torrid

zone:—mintaqa--mtadila,
The temperate zone:—

mintaqa--mtadila--jan
b, The south temperate zone:—

mintaqa--mtadila--shiml,
The north temperate zone.

A Q Na mantiq (rel. n. fr. mantiq), adj. & s.m. Logical;
dialectic;—a logician.
H Q Na mantiqiy,
vulg. mantaqy[mantiq, q.v.+Prk.  =S.

t (+t)], s.m. A logician; one who chops logic; an
argumentative person; a litigious person.
A a manzar (n. of place fr.  'to see, behold,' &c.), s.m.

Countenance, face, aspect, visage, looks;—an object of
sight, a sight, a view; a landscape; a show, spectacle,
theatre, scene:—manzar--m,
A conspicuous object or

place.
A  a manz  r (pass. part. of  'to see, look at,' &c.), part.
adj. Seen, looked at; visible; admired;—chosen; approved
of, admitted, accepted; sanctioned, granted;—agreeable;
acceptable; admissible;—designed, intended: manz  r-eud, Approved of God;—God's will:—manz r karn, v.t. To
approve, admit, accept;—to agree to; to sanction, to
grant;—to conrm; to arm:—manz  r--naz ar,
 adj.
Agreeable to the sight (of); chosen; approved; beloved;—
s.m. An object of regard or aection, a beloved object; a
sweetheart, a mistress; a favourite; a protégé;—pesh-ghse manz r kiy gay, Received the assent or sanction of the
ruler or master, &c.
P  a manz  r (fr. manz  r), s.f. Approval; choice;—
admission; consent, permission, sanction;—admissibility:
—manz  r b-qarna, or manz  r b-imnan, Tacit or implied
consent:—manz  r--bil, Audit of a bill:—manz  r--sn,

Second admission; readmission:—manz  r-- s, Special
sanction:—manz  r-k muntazir rahn, To be expecting, or
to await, sanction:—manz  r-k sm, A Government
appointment conveying a retiring pension:—marz  r-nlm, Conrmation of a sale:—ba-manz  r, adv. With the
approval, or consent, or sanction (of, -):—ba-shart-
manz  r, On condition of approval, &c.; subject to the
approval (of, -).
A 1 a manz  m (pass. part. of 2  'to arrange in order,'
&c.), = P a a manz  ma (for A. ~a a manz  mat, fem. of
manz  m),part. adj. Arranged in order; joined; threaded,
strung;—metrical, versied, in verse; poetic:—manz  ma,
s.m. Anything placed in a series, row, line, or order;—a
composition in rhyme or verse; verses;—rhyme.
P a a manz  ma (for A. ~a a manz  mat, fem. of manz  m),
= A 1 a manz  m (pass. part. of 2  'to arrange in order,'
&c.), part. adj. Arranged in order; joined; threaded,
strung;—metrical, versied, in verse; poetic:—manz  ma,
s.m. Anything placed in a series, row, line, or order;—a
composition in rhyme or verse; verses;—rhyme.
A b a man, vulg. mana, or man(inf. n. of b a 'to forbid,'

&c.), s.m. Forbidding; inhibiting; refusing; preventing;—
prohibition, prevention, preventive; hindrance;
dissuasion;—refusal:—mana karn, v.t. To prohibit (from,
-se), to restrain, prevent, hinder, forbid, &c.
A 1 + P a munadim (act. part. of 1 + P  'to become nonexistent,' &c., vii of 1 + m 'to be wanting; not to exist,' &c.),
part. adj. Non-existent; extinct; missing; lost; destroyed,
annihilated.
A + Q P a munaqid (act. part. of + Q P  'to become tied, or knit,'
&c., vii of + Q m 'to tie,' &c.), part. adj. Tied, knit; bound (by
contract, &c.);—agreed upon, covenanted; concluded,
settled, established; organized; conrmed, ratied (said
of a sale or bargain, a contract, or a marriage, &c.);—
held, celebrated:—munaqidul-lisn, adj. Tongue-tied.
A IP a munakis (act. part. of IP  'to become inverted,
or reversed,' &c., vii (and quasi-pass.) of Im 'to
reverse,' &c.), part. adj. Inverted, inversed, reversed,
re ected (as a gure in a mirror or water); turned
upside down, topsy-turvy;—inverse; contrary.
A 2 P a munim (act. part. of 2 P  'to bestow abundance; to
confer a favour,' &c., iv of 2 P  'to have the conveniences
of life in abundance,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Benecent, liberal,
generous, gracious;—a benefactor:—munim--aqq, The
true Benefactor, i.e. God.
A v a munagga
  (pass. part. of vC  'to render turbid, or
disturbed; to render wretched, or miserable,' &c., ii of
v  'to be turbid,' &c.), part. adj. Disturbed (in mind),
rendered miserable; miserable, wretched, sad,
melancholy (cf. maln, and man-maln).
A uh a minfa  (n. of instr. fr. uh  'to blow, pu, pant,' &c.),
s.m. A pair of bellows.
A / h a manfaz (n.
 of place fr. / h  'to penetrate, to pass
through,' &c.), s.m. A place through which anything
passes or penetrates; hole; passage; vent; outlet; a pass,
a dele.
A 5h a munfarij (act. part. of 5h  'to open; to become
unknit, &c.; to be or become removed, or cleared away,
or dispelled (as grief, &c.),' vii of 5_ 'to make an
opening,' &c.), part. adj. Open, gaping; separated,
separate; wide apart;—cracked, split;—free from care or
grief; tranquil, contented, happy.

P Wh a munfarija (for A. ~Wh a munfarijat, fem. of munfarij),
part. adj. Open, &c. (i.q. munfarij); obtuse-angled; obtuse
(an angle):—munfarijatuz-zwiya, adj. Obtuse-angled
(triangle, &c.).
A h a munfarid (act. part. of h , vii of (and syn. with) _
'to be or become alone, or solitary,' &c.), part. adj. Alone,
solitary; separate, apart; singular, unique; single; simple.
A + 0h a munfasid (act. part. of + 0h , vii of (and syn. with)
+ 0_ 'to be or become bad, or corrupt,' &c.), part. adj.
Corrupted; vitiated.
A + Mh a munfaid (act. part. of + Mh  'to ow,' vii of + M_ 'to
open a vein'), part. adj. Flowing; uent; uid.
A Mh a munfail (act. part. of Mh  'to become separated,
or divided,' vii of M_ 'to separate,' &c.), part. adj.
Separate, divided, disjoined; detached, separate; distinct;
cut o;—dissected;—disjunctive;—decided, adjudged.
P #Mh a munfaila (for A. ~#Mh a munfailat, fem. of munfail),
part. adj.=munfail, q.v.
P P h a manfaat (for A. ~P h a , v.n. fr. b h  'to be protable,'
&c.), s.f. Advantage; prot, gain; emolument;—use;
useful purpose.
A P h a munfail (act. part. of P h  'to be done; to suer, or
receive, the eect of an act,' vii (and quasi-pass.) of P _
'to do,' &c.), part. adj. Done, performed; made;—suering
or receiving the eect (of an act), aected (by);
disturbed, aicted;—abashed, ashamed, bashful.
A (h a munfakk, vulg. munfak(pass. part. of 
C h  'to become
separated,' &c., vii (and quasi-pass.) of 
C _ 'to separate,'
&c.), part. adj. Separated, disjoined, dislocated, out of
joint;—separate, distinct;—alienated.
A h a manf (pass. part. of h 'to deny; to reject,' &c.), part.
adj. Negative;—rejected, repulsed; banished;—separated
(from);—(in Alg.) minus.
P Q a munaqq, s.m.=Q a munaqq, q.v.
A  Q a munqd (pass. part. of  Q  'to suer oneself to be
led; to be tractable,' &c., vii of  i (for  i 'to lead,' &c.),
part. adj. Tractable, submissive, obedient;—soft, yielding.
A  Q a minqr (n. of instr. fr. Q  'to strike; to peck,' &c.), s.f.
Beak, bill (of a bird;—syn. o ).
A D Q a minqsh (n. of instr. fr. ZQ  'to carve, engrave;—to
pull out (a sting, &c.)'), s.m. Pincers; tweezers.

A UQ a minqab (n. of instr. fr. UQ  'to dig (through a wall,
&c.); to tap (for the dropsy)'), s.m. The instrument with
which a person is tapped for dropsy, a trocar.
P %Q a manqabat (for A. ~%Q a , v.n. fr. UQ ; see manqab), s.f.
Anything in which a man glories or which confers on
him pre-eminence; glory; ability, accomplishment;
praise (esp. of the Prophet and his companions).
A \%Q a munqabi (act. part. of \%Q  'to be or become

chang-dish.
P #Q a manqala (for A. ~#Q a manqalat, n. of place fr. Q  'to
transport,' &c.), s.m. A way through mountains;—a day's
journey, or the space travelled; a halting-place.
A D Q a manq sh (pass. part. of ZQ  'to paint,' &c.), part.
Painted; coloured; stained; printed;—embroidered;—
carved; engraved.
A s Q a manq t (pass.
part. of wQ  'to mark (a letter) with a


contracted,' &c., vii of \%i 'to contract,' &c.), part. adj.

dot or point,' &c., = A O Q a manq ta (for A. ~O Q a manq tat,


Contracted, shrunken, wrinkled;—constipated.
A *Q a munqatil (act. part. of *Q  'to be slain,' vii (and

fem. of manq t),part.
Spotted, dotted; marked with a

diacritical point (as d ,z, &c.);—s.m. A species of

quasi-pass.) of *i 'to kill'), part. adj. Killed, slain.

composition in which all the letters have diacritical
points:—manq t karnor
kar-den, v.t. To mark (or

distinguish) with a dot or dots, to dot.
A O Q a manq ta (for A. ~O Q a manq tat,
 fem. of manq t), = A

A Q a munaqqa (pass. part. of QC  'to lop or cut o; to
clean, clear,' &c., ii of (and syn. with) Q ), part. adj. Made
manifest, or clear; cleared (of weak words a verse, &c.).
A 2 0Q a munqasim (act. part. of 2 0Q  'to be divided (into
parts),' vii (and quasi-pass.) of 2 0i 'to divide' &c.), part.
adj. Divided (into parts, or sections, or chapters, &c.);
apportioned; distributed:—munqasim karn, v.t. To divide
(a thing, into, -par); to apportion:—munqasim honor hojn(-me ), To be divided (into).
A ZQ a munaqqash (pass. part. of ZQC , ii of (and syn. with)
ZQ  'to paint,' &c.), part. Painted, coloured; stained;
printed, speckled; variegated;—embroidered;—carved;
engraved.
A ZQ a minqash, s.m.=minqsh, q.v.
P qQ a munqa (for A. \
 Q a munqai, act. part. of qQ 'to
be nished,' &c., vii of qi'to determine, decree; to
make,' &c.), part. adj. Finished, completed; expired,
elapsed, past.
A b NQ a munqat (act. part. of b NQ  'to be broken, cut o, or
detached,' &c., vii (and quasi-pass.) of b Ni 'to cut o,' &c.),
part. adj. Cut o, broken o; separated, disjoined; abrupt;
interrupted; nished, concluded, terminated; ceased;
settled, decided;—decisive, conclusive;—exterminated;
extinct:—munqat karn, v.t. To cut short, break o, or
stop (at, -par), to conclude, &c.:—munqat honor ho-jn,
v.n. To be cut o; to be cut short (at, -par); to be nished,
or terminated, &c.; to terminate, to cease, to fail; to
become extinct.
A Q a manqal (n. of instr. fr. Q  'to transport,' &c.), s.m. A

s Q a manq t (pass.
part. of wQ  'to mark(a letter) with a

dot or point,' &c., part. Spotted, dotted; marked with a
diacritical point (as d ,z, &c.);—s.m. A species of
composition in which all the letters have diacritical
points:—manq t karnor
kar-den, v.t. To mark (or

distinguish) with a dot or dots, to dot.
A Q a manq l (pass. part. of Q  'to translate; to
transcribe; to relate,' &c.), = P ! Q a manq la (for A. ~! Q a
manq lat, fem. of manq l),part. adj. & s.m. Translated;
transcribed, copied;—said; related, narrated, recounted;
handed down by tradition;—adopted (a word); desumed,
borrowed (as the science of the fundamentals of
religion, and the like;—in this sense opposed to maq l,
q.v.);—(property) that may be removed, movable, or
personal (property);—technical;—manq la, s.m. That
which is (or has been) said, or related; saying; tradition;
—movable or personal property;—an adopted word; a
borrowed science, &c.:—gair-manq
la, s.m. Real or

immovable property.
P ! Q a manq la (for A. ~! Q a manq lat, fem. of manq l), = A
Q a manq l (pass. part. of Q  'totranslate; to transcribe;
to relate,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Translated; transcribed,
copied;—said; related, narrated, recounted; handed down
by tradition;—adopted (a word); desumed, borrowed (as
the science of the fundamentals of religion, and the like;
—in this sense opposed to maq l, q.v.);—(property) that

may be removed, movable, or personal (property);—
technical;—manq la, s.m. That which is (or has been)
said, or related; saying; tradition;—movable or personal
property;—an adopted word; a borrowed science, &c.:—
gair-manq
la, s.m. Real or immovable property.

A A" Q a manq lt, s.m. pl. (of manq lat), Things related;
sayings; traditions;—movables, &c. (see manq la).
A Q a munaqq (pass. part. of QC 'to clean, clear,' &c., ii of
Q 'to be pure or clean'), part. adj. Cleaned, cleared,
purged, puried;—s.m. A species of dried grapes or
raisins; bloom-raisins.
H a /mank, or /( mank [S. / .4+t], s.m. A
bead (of gold, or silver, &c.); a rosary;—the 'Adam's
apple'; the os coccygis; a single vertebra (of the back or
neck);—an amulet worn round the neck:—gardan-k
mank halnor halakn, 'The vertebræ of the neck to
incline or bend,' to be dying, to be at the point of death.
H a a //man-kmn, s.f. See s.v. man.
A + a munkadir (act. part. of +  'to hasten,' &c., vii of
+  'to pour out,' &c.), part. adj. Hastening; quick, swift;—
precipitant, rushing headlong (upon);—falling (star);
setting (star).
A a munkir (act. part. of  'to deny; to reject,' &c., iv of
 'to ignore; to deny,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Denying;
rejecting; disapproving (of); averse (to);—one who
denies, denier; rejecter; ignorer;—an atheist;—one who
takes ill, or feels disobliged; one who places no
condence (in another), but disbelieves what he
professes:—munkir hon(-k), To deny; disavow; to retract
(one's word); to disown, to renounce.
A a munkar (pass. part. of ; see munkir), s.m. Name of
an angel, who, with another named Nakr (both angels
of terrible aspect), will (according to Muslim belief)
examine the dead in the sepulchre.
H <:%a  <a /J/ man-kram-ba an, s.m. = H  1  <a

A ga munkashif (act. part. of g 'to be or become
uncovered, or disclosed,' &c., vii of g 'to disclose,
reveal,' &c.), part. adj. Uncovered; disclosed; discovered;
displayed; revealed; published;—illustrated.
P  a mank a (for A. ~ a mank at, fem. of mank ,
pass. part. of  'to marry,' &c.), part. Married (woman);
—s.f. A married woman; a lawfully married wife.
H &a /,(Lmu kh, s.m. (dialec.)=mukh, q.v.
H &a /,Lmanukh, s.m.=manush= manushya, qq.v.
H  a / .4=maikya, s.m. corr. of S. mikya, q.v.
H ^a /($ma g [S. /r$t or /r$(], s.m. The head (of a
boat).
H ^a /,$manug, corr. of manuj, q.v.s.v. a manu.
H Ja /($ma g [past conj. part. of mangn, q.v.;—
and=Prk. /F$ ], part. Having sent for, &c.:—ma gbhejn, v.t. To procure and send;—to send for, &c. (i.q.
ma gn, q.v.):—ma g-den(-ko), To send for and give
(to); to procure for:—ma g-len, v.t. To ask for and
bring; to procure (intens. of ma gn, q.v.).
H Ja /,($mu g, s.m. (dialec.)=m g, q.v.
H  Ja /($ma gn [caus. of m gn;—ma g˚= ma gw˚=
Prk. /F$U()=S. /$+(
'
)], v.t. To send for; to ask
for; to call for; to procure:—ma g-bhejn, &c., See s.v.
ma g, conj. part. of ma gn.
H  Ja /($ ma gw (f. -), a dialec. or rustic form of
ma gy, perf. part. of ma gn, q.v.
H Ja /($ma gat = H *Ja /($ ma gt (prob. for m gat,
and m gt, imperf. part. of m gn), s.m. A beggar,
mendicant; a borrower.
H *Ja /($ma gt = H Ja /($ ma gat (prob. for m gat,
and m gt, imperf. part. of m gn), s.m. A beggar,
mendicant; a borrower.
H *Ja /($"ma gt [m g(n)+t= Prk. .\=S. .Q

/ J/ " man-kram-bn, s.f.(dialec.)=mans-v -

(i.e.  caus. aug.+a. +)], s.f. (dialec.) Asking;

karma, q.v.s.v. mans.
H  %a  <a /J/ "man-kram-bn, s.f. = H <: 1  <a /

request; solicitation; begging; dunning:—ma gt lagn, To
ask for importunately, to importune; to demand
urgently, to dun;—to perform the duty of a sazwal(q.v.).
H ^a /$&or /($& manga (man= mai, q.v.+ga= g h,

J/  man-kram-ba an, s.m.(dialec.)=mans-v karma, q.v.s.v. mans.

q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) The wrist;—the ankle;—pastern-joint
(of a horse):—manga-band, s.m. Wrist-ornament;
bracelet.
H ^a /$&"manga, or /($&" ma g = H ) ^a /($&"
ma gk [manga+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A bracelet (i.q.
manga-band).
H ) ^a /($&"ma gk = H ^a /$&" manga, or
/($&" ma g [manga+Prk. =S. ], s.f. A bracelet (i.q.
manga-band).
H ) ^a /($&"ma gk, s.f. corr. of m g-k, q.v.s.v.
m g.
H Ja /($ma gr [Prk. /F$f ; S. /$++t],
'
s.m. Ridge
(of a thatch); ridge-pole (see magr).
H Ja /$mangar [prob. manga(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),
'Having strong joints,' well-knit, strong, powerful.
H $Ja /($!ma gril, s.m. (dialec. or rustic) magrel,
q.v.
H Ja /($"ma gr, s.f.=magr, q.v.
H  ^a /$7manga , adj. (f. -) = Ja mangar, q.v.
H 0Ja /($ma gsir [Prk. /F$I; S. /$+' .8t], s.m.
The eighth (or, in later times, the rst) month of the
Hinds (Nov.-Dec.,—the month in which the full moon
enters the constellation Mrig-iras;—syn.
aghan).

H Ja /($!ma gal [S. /r$!t; /r$!(], Lucky, fortunate,
prosperous, faring well or happily; auspicious, propitious,
conferring happiness;—pleasing, agreeable, good,
beautiful;—brave;—s.m. Good luck, luckiness, good
fortune, success; auspiciousness; prosperity; happiness,
felicity, welfare, bliss;—a happy or auspicious event (as a
marriage, &c.); a festival, festivity, rejoicing, revelry,
pleasure, enjoyment; solemnity, any solemn ceremony
or religious service; burnt-oering (on various occasions
of rejoicing);—anything regarded as auspicious or
tending to a lucky issue; a good omen; an auspicious
prayer; blessing, benediction;—name of the planet Mars,
or of its deied personication;—(for mangal-wr) 'Marsday,' Tuesday;—(in Hind poetry) a symbol for 8:—
ma gal r, or ma gal aran(˚la+ ˚), s.m. Benediction;
prayer for the success of anything; pronouncing a

blessing, wishing joy, congratulation; a song of
congratulation; a marriage-song, epithalamium; an
auspicious ceremony or observance; pious custom or
usage; festive decoration; festivity, rejoicing;—worship
or salutation to Gane at the commencement of an
undertaking, or of a written work; (hence) preface,
introduction:—mangal- r karn, v.n. To make rejoicing,
to rejoice, to revel;—to wish joy (to, -k), to congratulate;
—to sing a marriage-song; to join in marriage, to marry:
—ma gal-janak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) = ma gal-kr, q.v.:—
ma gal- r, s.m. The popular form of ma ga-l r, q.v.:—
ma gal-dyak(f. -ik), or ma gal-dy(f. -in), adj. & s.m.
Contributing to well-being, benecial;—benecent,
benevolent:—ma gal-dravya, s.m. Anything (as owers,
fruits, and the like) which is oered as a good omen:—
ma gal-rs, s.m. & f. Good fortune; well-being, weal:—
ma gal-sam r, s.m. Good tidings; tidings of the wellbeing (of); auspicious news;—the Gospel:—ma galsam rak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Proclaiming (or a
proclaimer of) good news; felicitating;—a preacher of the
Gospel (i.q. ma gal-vd, q.v.):—ma gal-s tr, s.m. 'The
lucky thread,' the marriage-string, a string tied by the
bridegroom round the neck of the bride and worn as
long as the husband lives; (local) a string of beads
(generally glass beads set in gold) worn round the neck
by a married woman (its absence is a sign of
widowhood):—ma gal-krak(f. -ik), or ma gal-kr(f. -i),
adj. & s.m. Causing, or producing, welfare or prosperity;
propitious; auspicious; benecial; benecent, benevolent;
—a benecent or benevolent person, &c.:—ma gal-krya,
s.m. A festive occasion; solemnity (as a marriage, &c.);
an auspicious occasion:—ma gal-kalas, s.m. 'Pitcher of
good omen'; a kind of vessel in which a light is placed,
and which, at a wedding, is held on the head by women
whose husbands are alive, and shown, as a good omen,
to the bride, at the door of her house:—ma gal-ko, s.m.
Name of a town in India:—ma gal-ko, s.f. A sort of
carpet made at Ma galko:—ma gal gn(-k), To sing a
song of joy, or of congratulation;—to sing in praise or
honour (of):—ma gal-grah, s.m. An auspicious planet; a
lucky star:—ma gal-vd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Pronouncing
a benediction; wishing joy; expressing congratulation,

felicitating; proclaiming glad tidings; speaking to the
benet of others, or concerning their welfare;—one who
pronounces a benediction, &c.;—a proclaimer of good
tidings;—a preacher of the Gospel:—ma gal-wr, s.m.
'Mars-day,' Tuesday:—ma galopade(˚la+up˚), s.m.
Salutary instruction;—the Gospel:—ma galopadeak(f. ik), s.m. One who imparts salutary instruction;—a
preacher of the Gospel:—ma galopakr, vulg.
ma galopkr(˚la+up˚), s.m. Benecence, benevolence:—
mangalopakrak, vulg. ma galopkrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Benecial;—benecent, benevolent;—a benevolent
person, &c.
S 3Ja /($!ma gal, vulg. ma gl, s.f. A faithful wife;—an
agreeable woman, &c.;—an epithet of Um (wife of iva);
—a species of bent grass, Panicum dactylon(syn. d rva):—
mangal-deb, s.f. The goddess Mangal or Um.
H 3Ja /($!ma gal, vulg. ma gl[S. /r$!+t], adj. &
s.m.=ma gal(used in comp.):—ma gal-mukh, s.m. & f. A
musician, a singer, minstrel; bard;—a dancing-girl:—
mangal-yn, s.m. The vehicle, or the abode, of well-being
(often used as an epithet).
H #Ja /($!"ma gal, vulg. ma gl[S. /r$!+t
(+t)], adj. & s.m. Rejoicing; triumphant;—born under
the planet Mars:—ma gal-log, s.m. pl. People employed
on occasions of rejoicing.
H <Ja /($ma gan (fr. ma gn), s.f. Asking; dunning;—a
loan (i.q. ma gn); a debt.
H Ja /($ma gn, v.t. (dialec.)=m gn,
 q.v.
H Ja /($"ma gn (i.q. ma gn= m gn), s.f. Asking in
marriage; betrothing, betrothal;—a thing borrowed; a
loan;—a thing obtained for the asking, or for nothing:—
ma gn den, v.t. To lend (i.q. m ge den):—ma gn karn(k), To betroth, to aance:—ma gn m g-len, v.t. To
take on loan, to borrow.
H Ja À/ $"mi gn, s.f.=me gn, q.v.
H  Ja /($ ma gwn (doub. caus. of m gn, q.v.), v.t.
To cause to be sent for;—to cause to ask for, or to send
for, &c. (i.q. ma gn, q.v.).
H = Ja /($M"ma gau , s.f. Pulse meal made into a ball
and fried (cf. next).

H  Ja /($M"ma gaur = H  Ja /($M7" ma gau  [S. /, (cf.
m g)+ &], s.f. A ball of dry pulse-meal.
H  Ja /($M7"ma gau  = H  Ja /($M" ma gaur [S. /, (cf.
m g)+ &], s.f. A ball of dry pulse-meal.
H K Ja /,($
0 mu g s, or /($
0 ma g s [prob. S. /rV03t, rt.
/rV 'to move rapidly'; cf. S. r$03t], s.m. (dialec.) The
Mongoose, or ichneumon, Viverra ichneumon(syn.
newalor neol, the more com. form).
H " Ja /($!
0 ma g  l [Prk. /F$! ; S. /$+!+t;
'
see
m g], s.m. A small tassel.
H Ja /V&mangha [S. / (rt. /)+V+t], s.m. The
raised masonry round the mouth of a well.
H Ja À/ $"mi g, s.f.=m g, q.v. (and cf. mi gn).
H * Ja /(Gma getar (fr. m gn, q.v.), s.m. & f. One to
whom a man or woman is betrothed; (commonly) a
betrothed girl.
S &*@ a /B/Rmanmath, s.m. Love, amorous passion or
desire; lust;—the god of love, Cupid (i.q. Km-dev);—the
elephant or wood-apple, Feronia elephantum.
S &*@ a /B/R"manmath, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Enamoured,
impassioned, amorous, in love;—one who is in love
(with).
H <a <a /,/,mun-mun, s.f. Puss-puss (a mode of calling a
cat).
H <@ a ./ ./ minmin = H @ a ./ ./  minmin [S.
./ .4/4(, and ./ .4/4+], adj. & adv. (dialec.) Speaking
indistinctly; speaking in a low or under-tone;
murmuring;—burning dimly or faintly, glimmering,
ickering (a light);—faintly; dimly; slowly.
H @ a ./ ./ minmin = H <@ a ./ ./  minmin [S.
./ .4/4(, and ./ .4/4+], adj. & adv. (dialec.) Speaking
indistinctly; speaking in a low or under-tone;
murmuring;—burning dimly or faintly, glimmering,
ickering (a light);—faintly; dimly; slowly.
H @ a /,/,munmun, s.m. Tares; a black and bitter
grain which grows with wheat.
H  @ a ./ ./ minminn [minmin, q.v.+= w= Prk.

 or U=S.  caus. aug.+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.n.
(dialec.) To speak indistinctly, or in a low tone, or with a
feeble voice; to murmur;—to burn dimly or feebly (a
light), to glimmer, to icker;—to eat slowly.
H < @ a /B/56man-mohan, adj. & s.m. See s.v. man,
'mind.'
S <a /manan, s.m. The act of thinking or considering,
meditating or re ecting (upon); minding; understanding;
thought, re ection, study; (in the Vednta system)
intuitive knowledge or science.
A <a minan, s.f. pl. of minnat, q.v.
H a /mann (see the trans. mnn, and mann), v.n.
To be soothed, to be tranquillized; to be conciliated, or
propitiated;—to be invoked.
H <a /,munin, s.m. pl. (dialec. pl. of muni) Sages; the

—manv-antar, s.m. The period or age of a Manu
(supposed to be equal to 12,000 years of the gods, or
4,320,000 human years).
H a /B0mann [prob. S. /4 t], s.m. (dialec.) A
monkey (also written manu; cf. maim n).
H a /5mano, (dialec.) /M manau, /0 man , and /,
manu, adv. & conj. Like, as if, as though, &c. (i.q. mno,
q.v.).
H a ./ B0minn (dialec.), = H  a /0 man , or /,
manu,s.m. A cat (prob. fr. the mewing, miyo ).
H  a /0man , or /, manu, = H a ./ B0 minn
(dialec.),s.m. A cat (prob. fr. the mewing, miyo ).
H  a /0man , or /, manu, s.f. (dialec.) A kind of
cotton.
H  a /,manu [prob. S. /4 t or /,+t], s.m.

sages.
H + a /,Bmunind = H + a /,B munind s.m.=munndra,

(dialec. or rustic) A man;—a monkey (i.q. mann , q.v.).
H  a /,manu, or /  manw [mana+S. t], s.m.

q.v.s.v. a muni.
H + a /,Bmunind = H + a /,B munind s.m.=munndra,

(rustic) Mind; soul; life (i.q. man, q.v.).
A  a minwl (fr.  (for ) 'to be liberal,' &c.), s.m.
Mode, manner, form, rule.
H  a /,(manu , s.m.=manu, q.v.

q.v.s.v. a muni.
S a /,manu; and H. /0 man , s.m. A man (in general);
the representative man, and father of the human race,
Manu, the legislator and saint, son of Brahm, or
personication of Brahm himself (the name is,
however, a generic term; and in every kalpa, or interval
from one creation to another, there are fourteen
successive Manus presiding over the universe, each of
them for a period called manvantara; the rst in order of
these Manus is called Svayambhuva, as sprung from
Svayam-bh, 'the Self-existent,' and to him is ascribed
the celebrated law-book known as the 'code of Manu';
the next ve Manus in regular succession are called
Svroisha, Auttami, Tmasa, Raivata, kshusha; the
seventh Manu, called Vaivasvata or 'Sun-born,' is the
Manu of the present period);—a symbolical expression
for the number fourteen:—manu-ja, vulg. manuj, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Manu-born, sprung from Manu;—a human
being, a man:—manu-jd(˚jd= ja+ad), adj. & s.m. (f. -or ), Man-eating, devouring human beings;—a Rkshas:—
manu-smriti,
 s.f. The code of laws promulgated by Manu:

S  a /B manvn, adj. Thinking, conceiving; minding,
regarding.
H  a / manwn (caus. of mann, or doub. caus. of
mann), v.t. To cause to conciliate, or to be conciliated,
&c. (see mann).
H Y a /M"manaut [man(n)+Prk.  .\=S. .Q
(i.e.  caus. aug.+a. +], s.f. Satisfaction,
assurance; security, surety, bail; a person referred to for
payment of the debt, &c. of another;—an
acknowledgment; an acceptance;—(dialec.) a premium or
bonus to a money-lender above the stipulated interest:—
manaut-dr, s.m. One who becomes surety for another;
one who is a security to government for a revenuepayment.
S <W a /5mano-jna, vulg. mano-gya, adj. See s.v. manas.
A  a munawwar (pass. part. of C  'to illuminate,' &c., ii of
  (for  ) 'to shine,' &c.), part. adj. Illuminated,
enlightened; elucidated, explained, illustrated; clear,

bright, brilliant, splendid.
S &Y a /5Rmano-rath, vulg. manorth, s.m. For this and
other words beginning with manothat are not found
below, see s.v. manas.
H  a / mano , adv. & conj.=mano= mno, qq.v.
S * a /B Bmanvantar, or / B manvantar, s.m. See
s.v. manu.
S  a /56mano-har, adj. See s.v. manas.
H &a /(6 ma h (dialec., or old H.), 1˚ postpn.= , q.v.;—2˚
obl. pron.=mujh, q.v.
H &a À/ 6minh, s.m. 1˚=me h, q.v.;—2˚=meh, q.v.
H &a /,(6 mu h [Prk. /,6(; S. /,L(], s.m. Mouth; face,
countenance; aspect; presence;—aperture, orice,
opening; inlet, outlet;—source;—respect, regard, esteem;
complaisance; partiality, bias;—strength, power;
capacity, ability, tness, qualication; pretension;
pretence;—demand, charge, price (e.g. us wakl-k ba 
mu h hai):—mu h utarnor utar-jn(-k), The face to
become shrunken, or reduced, or drawn, or thin:—mu h
uh-kar, or mu h uhe, adv. With the face up, or turned
upwards; without looking before one; blindly; headforemost, headlong:—mu h uhor uhe, adv. On waking,
or rising (from bed):—mu h ujl hon, v.n. 'The face to
be bright or white,' not to incur disgrace or dishonour; to
come o with credit, or with ying colours:—mu h-akhr,
adj. & adv. By word of mouth, verbal;—verbally (syn.
zabn):—mu h--mu h, or mu h -mu h, adj. Face to
face; to one's face;—brimful (syn. lab--lab);—mu hmu h bharn, v.t. To ll to the brim; to stu; to overstock:
—mu h-mu h mrn(-ko), To censure (one) to his face;—
to slap (one) on the face:—mu h-mu h, s.f. Altercation,
squabble, wrangling, dispute:—mu h nor -jn(-k), To
be or become salivated;—to have the thrush;—to utter
taunts (against, -par);—s.m. Salivation:—mu h-andher,
adj. (f. -), Dark, obscure;—s.m. Dusk, twilight; evening;
dawn of day, daybreak;—mu h-andhere, adv. Before
daybreak; at dawn:—mu h brn(-se), 'To stop the mouth
(from),' to refrain:—mu h bn, To open the mouth, to
gape;—to give a forced laugh;—to expire:—mu h b dh-ke
baihn, 'To sit with the mouth bound up or closed,' to sit

silent:—mu h bur bann, To make a wry face, to look
displeased or sour, to frown or scowl:—mu h big n(apn,
or kis-k), To make a wry face, to frown, scowl; to look
sulky, to pout;—to make faces;—to spoil or disgure the
face (of another); to put one out of countenance;—to
leave a bad taste in the mouth:—mu h biga n, v.n. 'The
face to be soured,' to be displeased;—to have the taste
blunted or depraved;—to have a bad taste in the mouth:
—mu h bann, To fashion the face (of, -k);—to make
faces (at), to mock;—to express feeling through the
features:—mu h-band, s.m. A muzzle;—adj. With the
mouth closed:—mu h band karn, To hold one's tongue;—
to stop the mouth (of, -k), to silence; to give hushmoney (to), to bribe (i.q. mu h bharn):—mu h-band kal,
s.f. A bud;—a virgin:—mu h-bandhe , s.m. pl. A sect of
Sew swho keep a cloth hanging before their mouths:—
mu h banwn, To make (oneself), or to put on, a good
face;—to t or qualify oneself (for):—mu h-bol, adj. (f. bol), Nominal, in name or appellation, so-called;
adopted:—mu h-bol bh, s.m., or muh-bol bahan, s.f. A
brother, or a sister, so-called, an adopted brother or
sister; an intimate friend:—mu h-bolt, adj. (f. -),
Speaking:—mu h-bolt m rat, s.f. A speaking statue:—
mu h bhar-n, v.n. The month to water;—to feel nausea,
to be squeamish:—mu h-bhar, s.f. Hush-money, a
bribe, a sop:—mu h-bhar-ke, adv. 'Filling the mouth';
fully, completely, thoroughly (used by women; cf. pebhar-ke):—mu h-bhar-ke kosn, v.t. To heap curses on:—
mu h-bharnor bhar-den(-k), To ll the mouth (of); to
stop the mouth (of) with a sop, to give hush-money (to);
to bribe:—mu h-bhar, s.f.=mu h-bhar, q.v.:—mu h
pn(-k), To nd (one) favourably disposed; to get into
the good graces (of); to presume on the favour (of):—
mu h-pa, s.m. Head-stall (of a horse):—mu h-par, adv.
On or upon (one's) mouth or face;—before the face, in
the presence (of, -ke, or mere, &c.):—mu h-par th k-den(ke), To spit on the face (of);—(g.) to disgrace, or insult:—
mu h-par jn(-ke), To be restrained through respect or
regard (for another):—mu h-par dna na rakhn, 'Not to
put a grain to the mouth,' to go without a morsel of food:
—mu h-par shafaq ph ln, To be ushed with joy:—mu hpar f ta u -jn, 'A dove to y across the face (of),' to

change colour; to be or become confounded; to look
blank or astounded:—mu h-par garm hon(-ke), To get
warm or angry in the presence (of); to behave
disrespectfully in the presence (of a superior):—mu h-par
ln, To bring to the lips; to utter, say, speak of, tell,
relate:—mu h-par mhr karnor kar-den, To place a seal
on the lips (of, -apne, or uske, &c.), to seal the lips:—
mu h-par nk na hon, 'To be without a nose on the face';
to be shameless:—mu h-par haw(or hawiy ) u n, or
phirn, or phir-jn, or hun, 'To have a squib or rocket
discharged against one's face'; to be or become
confounded; to change colour; to look blank or
astonished:—mu h pa nor pa -jn(kis-ke), To fall into
the mouth (of);—to be eaten;—to behave with boldness
or presumption (before):—mu h-pa , adj. f. (m. -pa ), On
the tongues (of people;—syn. zabn-zad):—mu h pasrn,
v.n. To open the mouth wide, to gape (with wonder, &c.):
—mu h paka n(-k), To stop the mouth (of):—mu hpakn, s.m.=mu h-andher, q.v.:—mu h-pha, adj. & s.m.
Outspoken, fearless, unconcerned; foul-mouthed,
abusive;—an outspoken, or fearless, &c. person;—a vain
babbler:—mu h phirnor phir-jn, v.n. The face to be
turned or distorted, the face to be paralyzed;—the face
to be turned away (from, -se), to be satiated or cloyed; to
be disgusted (with); to be displeased (with):—mu h
phuln, To distend the cheeks; to make a wry face, &c.
(i.q. mu h big n, q.v.):—mu h pho -ke kahn, 'To burst
open the lips and speak'; to break silence; to make bold
to say:—mu h phern(-se, or -k taraf-se),
To turn the face

away (from); to be averse (to);—to abstain (from); to
avoid, shun:—mu h phailn, To gape (i.q. mu h bn, and
mu h pasrn), to yawn;—to desire much;—to presume;—
to demand a high price (for); to raise one's price:—mu h
takn(-k), To gaze, or stare, at the face (of); to be
astonished, or aicted; to look blank, or foolish:—mu htop, s.m. A bribe (=mu h-bhar):—mu h to dekho, Just
look at his face! what assurance! what cheek!—mu h
to n(-k), To break the mouth (of);—to harass:—mu h
thutnor thuthn= mu h bann, or mu h phuln, qq.v.:
—mu h hahn(-k), To slap the face (of), to box the
ears (of):—mu h erh karn, To distort the face; to make
wry faces (see mu h big n):—mu h jo n, 'To join face

(to face),' to draw close together and whisper; to talk
scandal in an under-tone:—mu h n(-k), To lick the
face (of); to caress; to make much (of), to curry favour
(with), to toady:—mu h i n(-k), To make mouths or
faces (at), to mock;—to make a bad imitation (of), to
caricature:—mu h- a h, adj. Attached (to), intimate
(with); possessing the ear (of), having an ascendancy
(over):—mu h a hn(-ke), To be or become familiar or
intimate (with); to attach oneself (to);—to face, confront
(with hostile intention):—mu h aln, To bite, to snap
(as a horse); to open the mouth (to devour);—to work
the mouth or jaws, to eat:—mu h aln, The mouth to be
moving or working; to chew the cud;—to be foulmouthed:—mu h- ang, s.m. A jew's-harp (see mu ang):—
mu h- or, adj. Sheepish, shamefaced, bashful, timid;—
keeping at home, not visiting friends:—mu h- or, s.f.
Bashfulness, &c.:—mu h hipnor hupn(-se), To hide
or veil the face (from bashfulness, &c.); to keep parda;—
to be bashful;—to be in hiding, to hide, skulk;—to avoid,
shun, to evade:—mu h- hip , s.m. & f. One who hides
his (or her) face;—a bashful person;—a skulker, &c.;—
blind-man's bu:—mu h hu, adj.=mu h-pha, q.v.:—mu h
h n(-k), To touch the face (of);—to give (one) a formal
invitation (to):—mu h hetn(-k), To slap the face (of):—
mu h-dar-mu h, adv. Face to face, before, in the
presence (of):—mu h dikhn(-ko), To show one's face
(to), to appear before (one) with condence and
satisfaction (e.g. ky mu h dikh g? 'how can I show
my face?'):—mu h-dikh, s.f. A present given (by the
female relations of the bridegroom, and the friends of
the family) on the rst visit to a bride:—mu h-dekhte rahjn(-ke, &c.), To continue staring at (one) with surprise,
to be lost in astonishment:—mu h dekh-kar bt kahn, To
say pleasant things (to), to atter:—mu h dekhn(apn, or
kis-k, &c.), To see one's face (in a glass);—to look at the
face (of); to look about idly;—to stare at in astonishment
or helplessness;—to look to (one, for aid, &c.), to depend
(on);—to have a regard (for one):—mu h-dekhe k ulfat, or
prt, or h, or maabbat, Show of regard or friendship
before a person; apparent friendship or aection:—
mu h-dekh bt kahn= mu h dekh-kar bt kahn, q.v.:—mu h
den(-me ), To put the mouth or lips (into, or to);—to

make familiarized, to favour, to countenance:—mu h
ln(-me ), To put the mouth (into, or to); to thrust the
muzzle (into); to eat;—to bite (a horse); to peck or seize
with the beak (a cock, in ghting);—to beg, request:—
mu h rakhn, To keep a good countenance; to keep on
good terms (with):—mu h-zabn, adj. Verbal (message,
or evidence, &c.), oral, vivâvoce:—mu h zard hon, 'The
face to become yellow,' to turn pale (from fear):—munhzor, Hard-mouthed (a horse); restive;—headstrong,
stubborn, obstinate;—outspoken, &c. (i.q. mu h-pha,
q.v.):—mu h-zor, s.f. Hardness of mouth;
headstrongness, &c.;—foul-mouthedness, abusiveness:—
mu h sujn, To pu out the cheeks; to pout, to sulk;—to
cause the face (of another, -k, &c.) to swell (by a slap, or
blow;—i.q. mu h phuln, and mu h big n):—mu h
suka n, v.n. To change colour:—mu h suke n, To
contract the face, to make a wry face:—mu h sambhln,
To bridle the mouth or tongue; to hold one's tongue:—
mu h s khnor s kh-jn, The mouth to become dry or
parched;—the face to become thin or emaciated:—mu hse bt len(-ke, or mere, &c.), To take the words out of the
mouth (of); to anticipate (and to prevent from speaking)
one who is on the point of speaking:—mu h-se ph l
jha n, Flowers (of rhetoric) to fall from the lips (of, -ke);
—(ironic.) to rate in round terms, to reproach, to abuse:
—mu h-se d dh apakn, Milk to drop from the mouth (of);
to be yet a child, to have no sense:—mu h snor s-den(k), To sew up the mouth (of);—to close or seal the lips
(of, i.q. mu h-par mhr karn); to silence (a person);—to
give hush-money (to, i.q. mu h bharn):—mu h faq honor
ho-jn(-k), To change colour, to turn pale (esp. from
fear):—mu h-k ph ha or ph , adj. Rude, disrespectful,
impudent, abusive:—mu h-k ka , adj. Tender-mouthed
(a horse):—mu h-kl, s.m. Disgrace;—adj. Disgraced:—
mu h kl karn, To blacken one's own face; to incur
disgrace;—to blacken the face (of another, -k); to
disgrace, bring disgrace on; to punish;—to turn out with
disgrace; to break o all connection (with):—mu h kl
honor ho-jn, The face to be or become black or
blackened; to incur disgrace, be disgraced:—mu h-k
la han jha n= mu h-k lo utarn, q.v.:—mu h-k mu hme hth-k hth-me , 'With the mouth's (morsel) in the

mouth and the hand's (spoonful) in the hand';
staggered, aghast:—mu h-k mh(f. mu h-k mh), adj.
Sweet-tongued, sweet-spoken:—mu h-k nawl, s.m. A
morsel;—anything easily attained:—mu h karna(-k taraf,

or k or), To turn the face (to or towards), to direct the
steps (towards); to face, confront;—to attack; to abuse;—
to regard with favour, be partial (to);—to direct the
attention (to), to be greedy or miserly; to come to a
head, to burst or,
open (as a boil, or an abscess, &c.);—to make the rst
attempt at seizing game (a young hound, or other
animal used in hunting):—mu h-ko lah lagn(-ke), To get
a taste for blood; vice to grow (on one):—mu h khulnor
khul-jn, The mouth to become open;—to become foulmouthed or abusive:—mu h khulwn(-k), To cause
(one's) mouth to become opened; to make (or to provoke
one to) speak:—mu h kholn, To open the mouth;—to
abuse;—to uncover the face; to present to view; to
reveal:—mu h-k bt hn-len(kis-ke) = mu h-se bt len,
q.v.:—mu h ke bal(or bhal) girn, To fall on the face, or
face foremost:—mu h-ke kawwe u -jn= mu h-par f ta
u -jn, q.v.:—mu h-k khn, To eat one's own words; to
be convicted out of one's own mouth;—to be browbeaten;
—to receive a blow on the face;—to suer disgrace; to be
put to the blush:—mu h kln(-ke), To plug the mouth (of),
to gag; to silence;—to tie the tongue (of a person) with a
charm or spell;—to exorcise:—mu h-k lo utarn, or jn,
To lose (one's) brightness of countenance, or (one's)
good looks;—to lose the sense of shame;—to lose (one's)
good manners, to become corrupted, or depraved:—
mu h ll karn, To redden the mouth or lips;—to make the
face (of another, -k) red (by slapping):—mu h ll hon,
v.n. The mouth or lips to be tinged with red;—the face to
become red, or to ush (with anger, &c.);—to be
honoured, to get a good name:—mu h lape-ke pa -rahn,
'To mue up the face and lie down'; to lie down in the
sulks; to take to one's bed in grief:—mu h laknor laklen, To hang down the face or head;—to make a long
face, to be down in the mouth:—mu h lagn, To apply
the mouth or lips (to, -me ):—to be intimate or familiar
with an inferior; to familiarize; to countenance, favour;
to fondle, caress:—mu h lagn(-ke, or mere, &c.), To have

the mouth burned or aected (by a pungent substance,
&c.);—to suit the mouth or palate (of), to be agreeable to
the taste (of);—to become used, or accustomed (to), or
familiarized (with);—to become intimate (with), to
become a favourite (of);—to dispute, or bandy words
(with):—mu h mrnor mr-den, 'To attack (one) with
the mouth,' to bite; to sting; to say biting or stinging
things;—to attack, to fall upon;—to stop the mouth (of a
person, -k); to silence;—to feed:—mu h-m g, or mu hmg, adj. (f. -), Demanded, requested, or asked for by
word of mouth:—mu h-m g molor dm, s.m. Price
demanded or asked for;—mu h-m g murd, s.f. Any
thing or object obtained in accordance with expressed
wish;—heart-felt wish:—mu h-m g maut, s.f. The death
asked or wished for:—mu h masko n, To make a wry
face;—to turn up the nose;—to frown, to be displeased, or
oended:—mu h mo n(-se), To turn away the face
(from); to disregard; to be averse (to); to avoid, shun; to
abstain or desist (from);—to turn (against), to rebel,
revolt;—to turn a deaf ear (to); to give the cold shoulder
(to):—mu h mh karn(-k), To sweeten the mouth (of);
to give (one) a treat;—to give a sop or bribe (to):—mu hme pn bhar-n, The mouth to water; to feel eager
desire (for);—to be tempted, or seduced:—mu h-me pn
un(-ke), To drop water into the mouth (of);—to
perform the last oces (for):—mu h-me pa hn, To read
to oneself, to mumble:—mu h-me tink len, To take a
straw in one's mouth (as a sign of humility, or
submission); to humble or abase oneself, to lick the dust;
—to submit (to), resign oneself (to):—mu h-nl, s.m.f.(?)
The mouth-piece of a uqqa:—mu h nipo n, To look blank
or foolish;—to simper:—mu h na pa n, v.n. Not to have
the face (to):—mu h nikal-n, v.n. The cheeks to sink,
&c. (i.q. mu h utar-jn, q.v.):—mu h-hth  n, 'The face
and hands to break'; the limbs to be broken; to meet
with a bad accident:—mu h-hth dhon, To wash the face
and hands:—mu h-h mu h-me , adv. Within oneself, to
oneself:—apn-s mu h leke phir-jn, To return (from any
enterprise) with a face (expressive of disappointment)
peculiarly one's own; to return disappointed; to fail of
success:—apn mu h leke rah-jn, To put the hand to the
mouth (in admiration, or astonishment, or shame) and

remain motionless; to be astonished, or ashamed, &c.:—
tere mu h-me kor khe, or k tere mu h-me , Dirt in
your mouth! may your mouth be fouled!:—kl mu h,
(May his, or your,) face (become) black! may disgrace
overtake him!
H a /,6munih [S. /,t], s.m.=a muni, q.v.
A 4a min-h, s.m. See s.v. min.
A 5 4a minhj (fr. 64 'to point out, or make clear, a road
or way,' &c.), s.m.(?) An open or broad road; a straight
road; a highway.
H  4a / 6manihr, or / .46 maihr; or /6
manhr, s.m.=manhiyr, q.v.
H  4a /,6manuhr, or /,6 manuhri, adj. & s.m.
Captivating the mind or heart, &c. (i.q. man-hr, q.v.s.v.
man);—s.f. (for S. mano-hri), What captivates the mind,
or charms, fascinates or delights, &c.
H  4a /6"man-hr [S. /5+6+t], adj. & s.m. See
s.v. man.
H  4a / 6"manihr, or / .46" maihr,
s.f.=manhiyr, q.v.
H &a &a /,(6/,(6 mu h-mu h, adj. & adv. See s.v. mu h.
H  &a /,(6[mu h [S. /,L+], s.m. Salivation;—soreness
of the mouth; the thrush, aphthae.
H &@  &a /,(6[/,(6 mu h -mu h, adj. & adv. =mu h-mu h,
q.v.s.v. mu h.
H P $ 4a manh (prob. for man, fr. man, corr. fr. A. b a
man), s.f. Forbidding; prohibition.
P $ 4a minh, adj. &c. (fr. min-h), See s.v. min.
A 1 + 4a munhadim, vulg. munhadam(act. part. of 1 + 4 'to be
thrown down, to be demolished,' &c., vii of 1 +  'to ruin,
demolish'), part. adj. Ruined, demolished, destroyed:—
munhadim karnor kar-len, v.t. To ruin, demolish, raze,
destroy.
H + 4a À/ 6"m hd, s.f. = + 4 a me hd, q.v.
H 4a /64man-hara , s.m. See s.v. man, 'mind.'
A 1 o4a munhazim (act. part. of 1 o4 'to be routed,' &c., vii of
1 o 'to rout,' &c.) part. adj. Routed, discomted, put to
ight.
H J&a /(6$ma hg, adj. corr. of maha g, q.v.

A 4a manhal (inf. n. and n. of place fr. 4 'to drink,' &c.),
s.m. Drinking, quenching the thirst;—a draught that
quenches thirst;—profuse liberality;—a place of drinking;
a watering-place (in a eld); a horse-pond;—a tomb,
sepulchre; tumulus.
H &a /,(6!mu h-nl, s.m. See s.v. mu h.
H 4a /zmanahu, or / manah , adv. & conj.
(dialec.)=mno, q.v.;—also (in Braj) adv.=H. man-bh, &
s.=H. man-ko.
H A &a /,( \mu
'
h rtt, s.m. corr. of muh rtt, q.v.
H  4a /z(manahu , or /( manah , adv. & conj.
(dialec.)=manahu= mno, q.v.
H &a /B6 manha, s.m.=mana, q.v.
A 4a manh (pass. part. of 4'to prohibit, forbid'), part.
Prohibited, forbidden.
A A 4a manhyt, vulg. manhiyt, s.m. pl. (of manh),
Prohibited or forbidden things, unlawful things.
H  &a / .B6 manhiyr [S. / .4+t], s.m. A caste or
class who make or sell bracelets ( r, q.v.), bangles,
beads, and other articles of lac or glass (i.q. manihr, or
maniyr, q.v.);—an individual of that class; a maker or
vendor of rs, &c.; (dialec. also) a jeweller; a lapidary.
H  &a / .B6 "manhiyr [manhiyr, q.v.+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. The trade, or the work, of a manhiyr;—
rtrade; bead-trade, &c.
H a / .4mai, s.m. (occas. f.), or /4" man, s.f., or /"
man, s.m. & f. [S. / .4t and / .4, and / .4t], A
precious stone, gem, jewel, pearl;—a bead or other
globular ornament;—the eshy excrescences on the
neck of a goat;—the wrist;—a water-pot:—mai-kr, adj.
Of the form or fashion of a jewel, or pearl, &c.; gem-like:
—man-than(S. / .4t+TRt), s.m. A certain blemish on
horses, viz. globular formations of esh on the neck or
shoulder:—mai-jl, s.f. A net interwoven with gems or
beads, &c.:—mai-ja it, adj. Set with gems; bedecked with
jewels:—mai-jal, s.f. (lit.'having jewel-like water'),
Name of a river:—mai-dp, s.m. 'Jewel-lamp,' a lamp
having jewels:—mai-dvp, s.m. 'Jewel-island'; name of a
mythical island in the ocean of nectar;—the hood of the

serpent Anant:—mai-ail, s.m. 'Jewel-mountain,' name
of a
mountain:—mai-grv, s.m. 'Jewel-necked';—wearing a
necklace;—name of a son of Kuver:—mai-ml, s.f. A
string, or llet, or zone, of jewels, or pearls; a necklace
of precious stones:—mai-may, adj. (f. -), Formed, or
consisting of jewels, &c.; set or studded with gems;
jewelled:—ma i-nyak, s.m. 'Chief of jewels,' i.e.
Kaustubh:—mai-vaign, vulg. ma-baign, s.f. A purple
gem:—mai-yut, adj. (f. -), Appertaining to gems or
jewels; bedecked with jewels; inlaid with gems.
P a man (fr. man, 'I,' q.v.) s.f. Egotism; boasting;
presumption;—egoism, or that suciency in himself and
independence of others which is peculiar to the Deity.
A a man, s.f. The seminal uid (of man or woman);—
death, fate.
A a min, s.m.(?) Name of a valley near Mecca where
sacrices are oered up.
H [ a /smane, s.m. corr. of b a man, q.v. (cf. man).
S a /,muni, and H. /," mun, s.m. An inspired saint,
saint-sage, a holy man endowed with divine inspiration,
or one who has attained more or less of a divine nature
by mortication and abstraction; a pious and learned
man; a sage, seer; a hermit, an ascetic, a devotee, a
monk;—a term applied as a title to the Rishis and
Brahmdiks, and to a great number of persons (as
Agastya, Vysa, P ini, &c.) distinguished for their
writings and considered as inspired (seven of these
Munis in particular are enumerated);—a symbolical
expression for the number seven:—muni-pa, s.m. Dress
of the Muns (i.e. the bark of the Bhojpatr):— munidharm, s.m. The duties that appertain to the status of a
Muni:—muni-rj, or (poet.) muni-rj , or muni-ry,
s.m.=munvar, q.v.:—muni-sut, s.f. Daughter of a Muni or
saint:—muni-sthn, s.m. The abode, or place of
retirement of a recluse, or holy sage, &c.; a hermitage:—
muni-reshh, s.m. An excellent sage, an eminent saint
(i.q. muni-var, q.v.):—muni-nth, s.m. An epithet of
respectful address to superiors:—muni-nyak, s.m.=muninth, and munvar, qq.v.:—muni-var, s.m. Best of ascetics
or holy sages; an excellent Muni, an eminent saint;—an

epithet of ukrrya:— muni-varya, s.m. An eminent
ascetic or saint:—mun, vulg. muns(˚ni+a), Chief of
sages or ascetics; an eminent ascetic or saint:—
munvar(˚ni+˚), s.f. Chief of sages or ascetics, &c. (i.q.
mun, q.v.);—an epithet of Vishnu, and of Buddha;—
name of a commentator on the Siddhnta- iroma i:—
munndra(˚ni+in˚), s.m. Chief of sages or ascetics (i.q.
mun);—an epithet of any Bauddha sage or teacher; and
of kya-muni, and of Bharata, and of iva, and of a
Dnava:—muny-ann, s.m. The food of Munis or saints, &c.
(consisting mostly of roots and fruits).
S a /,"mun, s.f. A female muni or saint.

H I a /,"muns, s.m. = mun, q.v.s.v. a muni.
H 0 a /,"muns [S. /,+ 8+t], s.m. (poet.)=muns=
mun, q.v.
H <0 a /,"munsan (Braj), s.m. pl. of muns, q.v.;—also
abl. sing. of muni(i.q. H. muni-se).
S Z a /,"8mun (/,+ 8t), s.m. See s.v. a muni.
A b a man (v.n. fr. b a 'to prevent, hinder,' &c.), adj.
Inaccessible, impregnable.
A g a munf (act. part. of e  'to increase, augment,' &c.,

H a / maniy or / .4 maiy, s.m.=maniy , q.v.

iv of e  (for e ) 'to be broad and long,' &c.), adj. High,
lofty; eminent, exalted, noble sublime.
H 2 a /,"/munm, s.m. corr. of A. munb, q.v.

H a /,muniy, s.f. The female of the little birds

H a / mana, s.m. (dialec. pl. of manukh, q.v.), Man; a

called amadavats (or (ll), Fringilla amandava:—muniy
boln, 'The Muniy to pipe' (regarded as a good omen);
to have a good omen in the piping of the muniy.
H  a / maniyr, or / .4 maiyr, or manyr= H  a

husband:—a groom.
H a /0m , s.m. (dialec.)=muh, or mu h, q.v.

/  maniyr, or / .4 maiyr, or
manyrs.m.=manhiyr, q.v.
H  a / maniyr, or / .4 maiyr, or manyr=
H  a /  maniyr, or / .4 maiyr, or
manyrs.m.=manhiyr, q.v.
H  a / maniyr, or / .4 maiyr [S. / .4+!
+t], adj. (f. -), Possessed of jewels, &c.; bedecked with
jewels; inlaid with gems or precious stones; jewelled.
H  a / [maniy , or / .4[ maiy [S. / .4t], s.m. A
jewel, or pearl, or bead (of a necklace, or a rosary, &c.).
A U a munb (act. part. of  'to make (one) supply the
place (of another),' iv of  (for ) 'to supply the place
(of another)'), s.m. One who appoints a deputy; a patron;
master; client; constituter; constituent;—one appointed
to conduct a business, foreman, factor, agent, headman.
P  a munyat, vulg. munyat(for A. ~ a , fr. a (for Ra ) 'to
dene; to apportion,' &c.), s.f. Wish, desire, hope.
H @ &Y/"R"man-than, s.m. See s.v. a mai.
A  a munr (act. part. of  , iv of (and syn. with)   (for  )
'to shine,' &c.), adj. Shining; splendid; illuminating;
illustrious.

P a m , s.m. Hair (syn. bl):—m -bf, vulg. mubf, corr.
mabf, s.m. A llet or ribbon for the hair, hair-ribbon; a
net for the hair:—m -ba-m , adv. Hair by hair; with
precision or nicety; minutely; to a hair; to the last tittle:
—m -tarsh, s.f. Dressing the hair; shaving the beard, or
the hair of the head:—m -shigf, adj. & s.m. Hairsplitting; minute;—a hair-splitter; a critic; a subtle
reasoner:—m -shigf, s.f. Hair-splitting; minuteness of
detail; punctiliousness; criticism:—m -qalam, s.m. A hairpencil, a brush:—m --zihr, or m --na, or m --nihn,
s.m. The pubes:—m --mubrak, s.m. The blessed or
sacred hair (of Muammad, which is preserved as a
sacred relic).
H a /0m , s.m. (dialec.) corr. of muh, or mu h, 'face,' q.v.
H a /5mo [Ap. Prk. /z, gen.=S. //, gen. of asmad; but
also used for S. /[ and /, the acc. and abl. of asmad],
pron. obl. (Braj, or dialec.) Me (i.q. mujh);—of me, my
(i.q. mer):—mo-paior mo-pai , On or upon me (i.q. mujhpar);—by me, in my possession (i.q. mere-ps):—mo-ten, or
mo-to , From me (i.q. mujh-se):—mo-r, moro, morau,
morau , Of me, my, mine (i.q. mer):—mo-so, mo-so , mosau, mo-sau , From me, by me (i.q. mujh-se);—like me (i.q.
mujh-s):—mo-sam, Like me (i.q. mujh-s, or mere samn):—
mo-kar, Of me, my, mine (i.q. mer; see kar):—mo-kau ,

mo-kau, mo-ko , mo-ko, mo-k , mo-k, To me; me (i.q.
mujh-ko; mujhe):—mo-hi, To me; me (i.q. mujhe);—mo-hi,
or mo-h, Me indeed; to me truly, &c. (i.q. mujh-h).
H a /5mo [Ap. Prk. /z, /ADz; Prk. / .AD , /AD<; S. /¦,
loc. of /t], postpn. In the midst (of), in, &c. (i.q. me ,
q.v.).
H a /Mmau [Prk. /z; S. /,t ], s.m. Honey.
P H a /Mmau, mu(prop. onomat.), s.m.(?) Mewing (of a
cat).
H  a /0m , /, mu [perf. part. of m n; and=Prk.
/, ; S. /+t], part. adj. (f. -), Dead, lifeless; impotent;
dull; base, vile;—s.m. Impotent fellow; wretched
creature, wretch:—m  bdal, s.m. A sponge (i.q. P. abr-murda):—m -sho, s.m. A washer of dead bodies.
H  a /5mo, or /  maww, s.m.=mah , q.v.
A A a mawt, s.f. A desert; waste land.
A 5 a mawwj (intens. n. fr. mauj, q.v.), adj. Waving;
billowy, surgy; boisterous, stormy, raging (sea).
A UW a mawjib (prob. pl. of UW a m jab, pass. part. of UW
'to render necessary,' &c., iv of UW 'to be necessary,'
&c.), s.m. Salaries, pensions, rewards, allowances; hires,
wages;—rights, dues.
P 4W a muwjaha (for A. ~4W a muwjahat, inf. n. of
W 'to meet face to face,' &c., iii of W 'to turn the face
(to),' &c.), s.m. Meeting face to face, coming before,
confronting; opposition (of two planets, &c.); presence,
appearance; comparing, comparison, collation:—bilmuwjaha, adv. In the presence (of), before.
P  a muanat (for A. ~a , inf. n. of < 'to treat, or
regard (one), with enmity or hostility,' iii of < 'to retain
enmity (against),' &c.), s.f. Enmity, hostility; dislike,
hatred.
P ?/ ra mu aa (for A. {/ ra mu aat, inf. n. of / r, iii
of (and syn. with) / r 'to call to account; to punish,' &c.),
s.m. Calling to account; taking satisfaction (from);
retaliating; punishing, chastising; punishment;
impeachment; accountability;—amends, damages;—
reprehension, blame:—mu aa-dr, vulg. mu aedr, adj. Accountable (for, -k), responsible, answerable:
—mu ae-se bar karn(-ko), To relieve (one) from

responsibility; to discharge from liability:—mu ae-se
hu n(-ko), 1˚ To redeem (in law);—2˚ i.q. mu ae-se
bar karn:—mu aa karn, v.n. To take satisfaction
(from, -se);—v.t. To call to account; to impeach; to
punish;—to demand as a due, to claim.
A  a mawdd, vulg. mawd, s.m. pl. (of mdda, q.v.),
Matters, points, articles;—females;—humours (of the
body);—matter, pus.
P da muz, vulg. muwz, or mawz(for A. da muzi,
act. part. of d'to be opposite; to face,' &c., iii of d'to
put, or make, a front (to)'), adj. Facing, conironting,
opposite; parallel, being exactly opposite (to), and
resembling (one another); corresponding; equal; nearly,
about (e.g. muz do ne, 'about two annas':—muz p
bghe'about ve bghs').
H K a / maws [S. /6+Yt; or /6+ t], s.m.
Protection, refuge, asylum, retreat;—a collection of
trees, a shady grove or wood.
P B a muws (for A. { Ba must, inf. n. of B 'to share
(one's property, &c.) with; to do good (to),' &c., iii of
B'to dress a wound,' &c.), s.m. Doing good (to),
beneting; benevolence, favour; good, or fortunate,
action;—ease, rest;—society, fellowship;—condoling with;
reviving by consolation, encouragement, sympathy.
A E  a mawsh, s.f. pl. (of ~ E a mshiyat), Quadrupeds,
cattle (esp. camels, cows, sheep, and the like; cf.
mawesh).
P #f a muwalat (for A. ~#f a , inf. n. of f 'to be
constantly with (another); to come together,' &c., iii of
f 'to be united,' &c.), s.f. Coming together; doing
(anything) incessantly without interruption;—
conjunction;—adhesion; connexion; copulation;
enjoyment.
A b | a maw, s.m. pl. (of maua, q.v.), Places; villages.
A A P | a mawt, s.m. pl. of and=maw, q.v.
A H_ a muwq, vulg. muq, and mq(act. part. of H_, iii
of H_; see next), adj. Conformable, consonant,
congruous, agreeing, according, concordant, suiting,
suitable; apt, expedient; like, similar, analogous;
prosperous, favourable, propitious;—postpn.
Conformably, or agreeably (to, -ke), &c.:—muwq n,

v.n, To agree (with, -ko), to suit; to prove favourable, or
propitious (to):—muwq-sir-k, adj. (f. -k), Fitting,
appropriate; adequate, sucient;—middling; not much;
passable:—muwq hon(-ke), To be in agreement, &c.
(with), to agree (with); to consist (with); to be agreeable
(to); to be like or similar (to), &c.
P Q _ a muwfaqat, vulg. mufqat, or mfqat(for A. ~Q _ a ,
inf. n. of H_ 'to be conformable (to),' &c., iii of H_ 'to nd
(a thing) in accordance (with),' &c.), s.f. Conformity,
agreement, accordance, accord; concordance, concord;
consent, or universal consent, unanimity;
correspondence; similarity; tness; analogy; anity;
congeniality; sympathy, friendliness, friendship;
propitiousness:—muwfaqat rakhn(-se, or -ke sth), To
entertain friendly feeling (for); to be at accord (with); to
agree (with); to suit, t, become:—muwfaqat karn(-ke
sth), To conform (to), comply (with), close in (with); to
enter into friendship (with);—to bring about
reconciliation, to reconcile, to conciliate anew:—
muwfaqat khn(-ke sth), To agree (with), &c.
(=muwfaqat rakhn).
P A" a muwlt (for A. {" a , inf. n. of !'to be a friend,
&c.; to continue, or follow, without intermission,' iii of
!'to be near,' &c.), s.f. Pursuing a business steadily or
without intermission;—friendship, love, aection; mutual
amity; favour, patronage.
P ! a mawl (for A.   a mawli, pl. of ! a maul), s.m. pl.
Lords, masters; princes; judges; friends;—slaves,
servants.
P ! a muwl (for A.   a muwli, act. part. of R!, iii of R!;
see muwlt), s.m. Aider, assistant, defender.
A + ! a mawld, s.m. pl. (of maul d, q.v.), Sons:—mawld-sals
 a, s.m. The three kingdoms of nature (the animal,
vegetable, and mineral).
P 0 a munasat (for A. ~0 a , inf. n. of I, iii of (and syn.
with) I
  'to be sociable (with),' &c.), s.f. Sociableness,
familiarity, intimacy; society, companionship, fellowship;
—tameness, state of being domesticated.
A b  a mawn, s.m. pl. (of b  a mn, q.v.), Impediments,
obstacles, hindrances.
A A P  a mawnt, s.m. pl. of and=mawn, q.v.

H  a / "mawn, s.f. (dialec.)=mumn, q.v.
P % a muwhabat (for A. ~% a , inf. n. of U 'to contend
(with another) in liberality,' iii of U 'to give,' &c.), s.f.
Contending (with another) in liberality and municence.
P + a mobid, mobad, or m bid, m bad[Prs mobad; Pehl.
mnpat; Zend nmnopaiti(nmna+paiti), rt. manwith ni= S.
+/], s.m. A worshipper of the sun, one of the Magi,
or Prss, or Guebres; a priest of the Guebres;—a doctor,
philosopher, any man of great wisdom whose sayings
are quoted;—a vizier, a counsellor of state.
H A a /0m t [S. /0P]( , s.m. Urine:—m t aakn(-k), To
labour under a total suppression of urine, to have the
strangury:—m t-ptr, s.m. A chamber-utensil;—
pudendum muliebre:—m t-se nikal-kar g -me girn, To fall
from the frying-pan into the re:—m t-k ull hth-me
den, To return evil for good:—m t mrn, v.n. To pass
urine (through fear):—m t nikaln, Urine to be
discharged (through fear).
A A a maut (inf. n. of A a (for A a ) 'to die'), s.f. Death;—
mortality:—maut n(-k), Death to come; to die:—mautpatr, s.m. Dying testament, will (i.q. wayat-nma):—maut
hn, To wish for, or to seek, death:—maut-k  rat
bann, To put on the appearance of death, to feign
death:—mant lagn(-ko), Death to be at the heels (of);—to
rush into the jaws of death, to court death:—apn maut
marn, To die a natural death.
H Y a maut (for maut, q.v.), s.f. Death;—funeral
obsequies;—death-like stillness or pallor:—maut hon, A
death to occur:—maute-me jn(-ke), To go to, or to
attend, the funeral (of).
P Y a maut, s.m.=Y a maut, q.v.
P  Y a mautd, s.f. corr. of  *P a mtd, q.v.
S Y a /0Pm tra, vulg. m tr, and motr, s.m. Urine (i.q. m t,
q.v.):—m trtt(˚tra+at˚), s.m. (lit.'past the proper time for
voiding urine'), A particular kind of retention of urine;—
diculty in passing urine; slow passage of urine:—
m trght(˚ra+gh˚), Aection of the urine, urinary
disease; suppression of urine, &c.:—m tr aakn= m t
aakn, q.v.s.v. m t:—m tr-path, s.m., and m tr-pral, s.f.
The urinary passage, or canal (i.q. m tr-mrg):—m trdosh, s.m. Urinary disease; gonorrhœa:—m tr-sthn, s.m.

q.v.
H (#Y a /0!m tlak, a Hind corr. of H#Na mutlaq,
 q.v.

rm, s.m. A proper name:—mot k -kar(or k -k -kar)
bharn(-me ), 'To ll the eye with pounded pearls'; (the
eye) to be very bright:—mot-k-s b utarn, 'The pearllike lustre or brightness to fade or be lost;' to be
disgraced:—mot-k sp, 'Pearl-shell'; mother of pearl:—
motiyo -se m g bharn, To cover or stud the parting of
the hair with pearls:—motiyo -k hr, A necklace of
pearls.
H Y a /5motiy, s.m. (dialec.)=mot, q.v.

H <Y a /5motin, or /5 motan, (Braj) s.m. pl. (of moti),

H Y a /5motiy [mot, q.v.+S. t], adj. Bright as a

Pearls.
H Y a /0m tn (fr. m t, q.v.), v.n. To discharge urine,

pearl; pearl-coloured; pearl shaped; pearl-like; pearly;—
s.m. A species of jasmine, Jasminum zambac:—motiybindu, or motiy-bind, s.m. A particular disorder of the
eye, cataract, Gutta serena:—motiy-pg, s.m.=mot-pg,
q.v.s.v. mot:—motiy-nallor nal, s.m. A sort of reworks,
the tube of which sends forth a shower of pearl-like
sparks.
H  a /5&mo [Prk. /,", or /5"; S. /0X\t], s.f. (occas. m.),

The private parts:—m tr-uk, s.m. Milky urine
(depositing a thick white sediment):—m tr-kri  h, or
m tr-kri  h, s.m. Painful discharge of urine in minute
quantities, strangury;—urinary aection (in general, as
gravel, stone, &c.):—m tr-mrg, s.m. 'Urine-canal,' the
urethra.
H Y a /5motr, or /M mautr, s.m. (dialec.)=mothr,

to make water.
H &Y a /5Rmoth [Prk. /,;R((?); S. /,T], s.m. A kind of
grass, Cyperus rotundus; and its root (which is used in
medicine, and for perfume).
H &Y a /5Rmothr, (dialec.) /0R m thr [prob. Prk.
/,;Rf ; S. /,T (rt. /,T)+ or !+t; cf. S. /,T,], s.m. (lit.'a

yellow, leguminous seed.
A Y a maut, s.m. pl. (of maiyit, 'dead'), The dead.

A bundle, parcel, package, bale, load;—gross; amount,
total;—a leather bucket (for raising water from a drawwell;—syn. aras; purwa):—mo-k mo be n, To sell the
whole bundle, or load, &c.; to sell in the lump, or gross;
to sell wholesale.
H  a /5&mo, adj. (dialec. or rustic)=mo, q.v.

H Y a /5"mot, (dialec. or rustic) /5 moti [Prk. /M.\(;

H  a /5&mo [Prk. /, , or /5 ; S. /0\+t],
'
adj. (f. -),

S. /M.=], s.m. A pearl:—mot-pgor pk, s.m. A kind of

Fat, plump, stout, corpulent; big, bulky; great, large;
gross; dense, thick; coarse; inferior; capital (as a letter);
material, important; rich, wealthy;—palpable, plain (e.g.
mo bt):—mo-tza, adj. Plump, fat, well-conditioned:—
mo dikh den, To see indistinctly, to be dim-sighted:—
mo qalam, s.m. A thick reed-pen (for writing capitals
with):—mo, s.f. A fat woman:—mo sm, A wealthy or
well-to-do person; a prize, a catch;—a heavy purse.
H ? a /5&mop, s.m. = H ? a /5& mopan, s.m.=

lump'), A swelling in one of the joints (of a horse),
spavin; a splint.
H &Y a /5R"moth [prob. S. /0T+], s.f. A kind of sweet,

sweetmeat (made of our, curds, and sugar):—mot
piron, To string pearls; (met.) to speak eloquently;—to
shed tears, to weep (the tears being compared to
pearls):—mot hane hue, The pearls became (or were)
cracked;—(poetic) the dawn appeared:—mot- r, s.m.
(lit.'powder, or particles, of pearl'), A sparkling eye; a
kind of eye among pigeons;—a kind of sweetmeat (with
crystallized sugar on the surface);—round link (of a gold
chain, and the like);—a kind of ornamental border (to a
mantle, or dhot, &c.):—mot- r-dr, adj. Having a
sparkling eye;—having round links (a gold chain, &c.);—
having an ornamental border (a mantle, &c.):—mot
hedn, or mot b dhn, To bore a pearl;—to bore the
pearl (of, -k), to de ower (a virgin); to violate:—mot-

H  ? a /5& mopan, s.m.= H 8 a /5& mo, s.f.
[mo, q.v.+p= Prk. Q(=S. ; +;—pan, or pan= Prk. Q4(
or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +;—= Prk. =S. 
+], Fatness, plumpness; corpulency; bigness,
bulkiness; thickness, &c. (see mo; and cf. mup;
mu).

H ? a /5&mopan, s.m. = H ? a /5& mop, s.m.=
H  ? a /5& mopan, s.m.= H 8 a /5& mo, s.f.

or rustic), Fat, &c. (i.q. mo, q.v.).
H ;: a /5&!mol = H ( a /5&! moal [Prk. /,f5 or /5f5,

[mo, q.v.+p= Prk. Q(=S. ; +;—pan, or pan= Prk. Q4(

and /,f

or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +;—= Prk. =S. 

or rustic), Fat, &c. (i.q. mo, q.v.).
H  a /0_m h [Prk. /,"; S. /,.9t], s.f. The closed hand,

+], Fatness, plumpness; corpulency; bigness,
bulkiness; thickness, &c. (see mo; and cf. mup;
mu).
H  ? a /5&mopan, s.m. = H ? a /5& mop,
s.m.= H ? a /5& mopan, s.m.= H 8 a /5& mo,
s.f.[mo, q.v.+p= Prk. Q(=S. ; +;—pan, or pan= Prk.
Q4( or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +;—= Prk. =S.
+], Fatness, plumpness; corpulency; bigness,
bulkiness; thickness, &c. (see mo; and cf. mup;
mu).
H 8 a /5& mo, s.f. = H ? a /5& mop, s.m.= H
? a /5& mopan, s.m.= H  ? a /5& mopan, s.m.
[mo, q.v.+p= Prk. Q(=S. ; +;—pan, or pan= Prk. Q4(
or Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), or ; +;—= Prk. =S. 
+], Fatness, plumpness; corpulency; bigness,
bulkiness; thickness, &c. (see mo; and cf. mup;
mu).
H !  a /5&mo-pan, s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=mopan, q.v.
H '  a /5&mor, s.m. = H '  a /5&" mor, s.f. (dim.)
[mo, q.v.+Prk. f , and f=S. ++t and ], A
bundle, package, load, parcel; a knapsack.
H '  a /5&"mor, s.f. (dim.) = H '  a /5& mor, s.m.
[mo, q.v.+Prk. f , and f=S. ++t and ], A
bundle, package, load, parcel; a knapsack.
H  a /5&"mok [moa(=mo)+Prk. .==S. +],
s.f. A fat woman.
H  a /5&"mok [Prk. /5&.=(?), fr. S. /0&+>, rt. /,&
'to crush, break'], s.f. A mattock, a pickaxe.
S  a /5&"moak, vulg. mok(rt. mu), s.f. Name of a
rginor musical mode.
H ( a /5&!moal = H ;: a /5&! mol [Prk. /,f5 or /5f5,
and /,f

or /5f ; S. /0\+!t
'
and !+t], adj. (dialec.

or /5f ; S. /0\+!t
'
and !+t], adj. (dialec.

st;—handful;—handle (of a weapon, &c.); hilt (of a
sword);—a kind of game (cf. nakh-m h);—a kind of spell
or sorcery (which causes death);—rst sowing (for good
luck):—m h aln(-par), To cast a spell (over), to charm:
—m h-k m h, Whole handfuls;—handful after handful,
repeated handfuls:—m h mrn(-par), To grasp or catch
(anything) in the st, to clutch.
H  a /5_moh, s.f.=mo, q.v.
H  a /5_moh [S. /jct; or /9t], s.f. A kind of vetch, or
pulse, Phaseolus aconitifolius.
H  a /0_m h (i.q. muh, q.v.), s.m.=m h, and muh,
qq.v.
H '  a /0_m hr, or /5_ mohr, s.m.=next, q.v.
H   a /5_7moh  [moh, 'vetch,' q.v. + Prk. f =S. 
+t], s.m. A kind of printing consisting of (mohlike)
spots on cloth, leather, &c.;—a kind of mixed cotton and
silk cloth.
H  a /0_"m h (i.q. muh, q.v.), s.f. The closed st; a
handful, &c. (i.q. m h, and muh, qq.v.).
H )  a /5_mohiy, s.m.=moiy, q.v.
H )  a /5&moiy [mo, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t],
s.m. A carrier of burdens, a porter, a 'cooly.'
A ja muassir  (act. part. of jC 'to leave or make a mark, or
impression, &c. (upon),' ii of j 'to make a mark in, or
on,' &c.), part, adj. Making an impression; penetrating;
taking eect; ecacious, eective, ecient, eectual;
striking; applicable;—aecting, touching:—muassar(pass.

part. of the same verb), part. Impressed (upon);
penetrated; aected (by):—muassir  hon(with loc.), To
prove ecacious, to have eect, &c. (i.q. asar karn, q.v.).
P ?ja muassira
  (for A. {j a muassirat,
  fem. of muassir),

part. adj.=muassir.

H 5 a /0*m j; 1˚ s.f.=m j, q.v.;—2˚ pron. corr. of mujh,
q.v.

H 5 a /5*moj; 1˚=m j, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of mauj, q.v.;—3˚ for

A + W a m jid (prop. mujid, act. part. of + W 'to corroborate,

moj, corr. of moza, q.v.
A 5 a mauj (v.n. fr. 5 a (for 5 a ), 'to be agitated (as the
sea), to roll in billows'), s.f. A wave, surge, billow (syn.
lahar);—whim, caprice;—emotion, ecstasy;—heaps,
abundance, plenty:—mauj nor -jn, v.n. An idea or
whim to come (into the mind);—to be transported, or
moved, or thrilled:—mauj- ez, adj. Producing waves,
stormy, boisterous:—mauj rakhn, v.n. To be whimsical; to
be pround:—mauj-zan, adj. Of which the waves beat high;
waving, wavy, billowy, agitated, raging (sea), boisterous,
tumultuous:—mauj-zan, s.f. Billowing, surging, raging,
boisterousness:—mauj karn, or mauj
mrn, v.n. To biliow, wave, beat high (the sea);—to
uctuate, to waver; to be capricious; to enjoy oneself
without restraint:—mauj-me n, To rise in billows, to
surge (the sea, &c.);—to get into a state of ecstasy:—
mauj--nasm, s.f. A cooling squall.
H W a /5*moj, s.m. corr. of ?d a moza, q.v.

strengthen,' &c. iv of + W 'to be robust,' &c.), part. adj.
Corroborating, strengthening, invigorating; restoring, or
reinstating (after sickness, or poverty).
A Wa m jir (prop. mujir, act. part. of W, iv of (and syn.

A UW a m jib (act. part. of UW 'to render necessary, &c.,
iv of UW 'to be necessary,' &c.), s.m. Who or what
renders necessary or obligatory; cause, motive, reason,
account.
H %W a /0.* m jib, s.m. corr. of %W a m jiba, q.v.
A A %W a m jibt, s.m. pl. (of m jib), Causes, reasons,
motives.
H <%W a /0.* m jiban (Braj.), s.m. pl. of m jib; and also of
m jiba.
P %W a m jiba (for A. ~%W a m jibat, fr. m jib), s.m. A thing
of great importance (whether good or bad); great virtue
or vice (as deserving of reward or punishment in the
world to come);—the rewards or punishments of
eternity;—(in Logic) an armative proposition (opposed
to sliba).
A + W a m jid (act. part. of + W 'to cause to nd; to give
existence,' &c., iv of + W 'to discover,' &c.), s.m. Causer,
cause, author, inventor:—m jid hon(-k), To be the
cause, or author (of):—m jidn--qn n(m jidn, Pers. pl.
of mujid), s.m. A legislative body or assembly, a
Parliament.

with) W 'to let on hire,' &c.), part. adj. Letting on hire,
hiring; letting to farm; renting.
A oW a m jaz (pass. part. of oW 'to abbreviate; to
epitomize,' &c., iv of oW 'to be short, or compendious,'
&c.'), part. adj. Abbreviated; epitomized; compendious;
brief;—s.m. An epitome, a compendium, a summary.
A  W a mauj d (pass. part. of + W 'to be found, to exist,'
&c.), part. adj. Found;—brought into existence; existing;
extant;—present; standing before; ready, at hand;
available:—mauj d rahn, To exist; to subsist; to continue;
—to be present; to attend, to wait (on):—mauj d karn, v.t.
To make present, to bring before, to produce;—to
provide, supply.
A A W a mauj dt, s.f. pl. (of mauj d; or of mauj dat, fem.
of mauj d), Existing things, existences; created beings,
creatures, beings; nature;—things found; things present;
—eects, assets; ready money, cash, specie;—a review,
or muster (of troops):—mauj dt len(-k), To take the
muster (of), to muster;—to make the roll-call (of);—to
check, to audit.
P X  W a mauj dag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Existence;
presence:—mauj dag-me , In the presence (of, -k);
during the existence (of).
P ? W a mauj da (for A. { W a mauj dat, fem. of mauj d),
part. adj. f.=mauj d, q.v.:—lat--mauj da, Existing, or
present, state or circumstances.
P W a mauja (for A. ~W a maujat, n. of un. fr. mauj), s.m. A
wave, &c. (i.q. mauj, q.v.).
A W a muwajjah (pass. part. of WC 'to turn, or incline (a
thing, or the mind, &c.) towards,' ii of W 'to turn the
face (towards)'), part. adj. Agreeable, acceptable;
approved;—well-founded in reason; reasonable; valid;—
of great authority; conspicuous for excellence.
H &W a /0D m jh, pron. obl. (dialec. or rustic)=&8a mujh,
q.v.
P W a mauj (mauj, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Whimsical;—

emotional (i.q. lahr, q.v.).
H V a /5mo , s.f. corr. of mo h, or m h, q.v.
H V a /5mo , or (dialec.) /0 m

(prob. fr. mo n, q.v.),

s.m. A strain, a sprain, a twist;—nib, or point (of
anything);—mo n(-ko), To receive a sprain, to be
sprained.
S V a /5mo , s.m. The plantain tree, and fruit, Musa

liberating; loosing, letting loose, discharging; release,
liberation, deliverance, acquittal, discharge, dismissal;
forgiveness.
H = a /5mo n (cf. next), s.m.=mo an, q.v.
H = a /5mo n, or /0 m n [mo or m ˚= Prk.
/,((), or /,K()=S. /, (), rt. /,] , v.t. To loosen; to let

sapientum;—the tree Moringa pterygospermum, or
Hyperanthera morunga:—mo -ras, s.m. The resin of
Gossampinus ramphii;—the gum of the silk-cotton tree.
S = a /5mo , s.f. The plantain, Musa sapientum;—the

loose, let go, to set free, to liberate, &c. (see mo an); to
throw or put o, cast, shed;—to extinguish;—to snap; to
pinch, nip;—to shut, close (in this sense, gen. m n);—
s.m. A pair of forceps, pincers, tweezers (cf. S. mu u).
H = a /5"mo n, s.f. Small forceps, &c. (dim. of mo n,

silk-cotton tree, Bombax heptaphyllum.
H = a /5mo  [S. /5], s.m. The plantain (i.q. mo );—

q.v.).
H = a /5."mo in, or /5" mo n, or /5.B" mo inn,

the new leaf, or the fruit, springing from the centre of
the plantain tree;—a large lump of esh;—crops beaten
down by wind and rain.
S  = a /5&mo t, s.m. The pith or heart (or the fruit)

s.f.=mo an, or mo in, q.v.
S = a /5."mo in, s.f. A kind of prickly night-shade.

of the banana tree;—a kind of pungent seed, Nigella
indica.
H  = a /Mmau k [Prk. /z=; S. /,+J], s.m. A
honey-comb.
H  V a /57mo n [mo (n)+ , caus. a.;—or
mo ˚= mo +Prk. dim. a. f =S. +t], v.t. To sprain, to
twist (i.q. m kn).
S K= a /5mo -ras, s.m. See s.v. S. mo .
H = a /5"mo r, s.f. (dialec.) A shoe (syn. j t;—cf.
mo ).
S (= a /5mo ak, s.m. A liberator;—one who has
abandoned all worldly passion and desire, an ascetic, a
devotee;—the plantain (i.q. mo , and mo );—the tree
Moringa pterygospermum(i.q. mo );—the silk-cotton tree
(syn. semal).
H  = a /0m kn [m k˚, prob. fr. m kr˚= mo ,
or m , q.v.+S. ], v.t. To sprain, to twist (i.q. mo n).
H <= a /5mo an, s.m. corr. of <E a mosha, q.v.
H <= a /5mo an, or /5. mo in [˚an= in= S. "], s.f.
The wife of a mo , a shoemaker or cobbler's wife.
S <= a /5mo an (rt. mu ), s.m. Releasing, setting free,

H &= a /5K+mo h, or /5+ mo h [Prk. /5K+5; S. /5dt],
s.m.=moksh, q.v.
H &= a /0+ m h, or /5+ mo h, or /5K+ mo h [Prk. /T0,
or /0; S. /Y,], s.f. Moustache;—whisker;—(met.)
boasting, boast, brag:—m h-maro  ro-to , 'A
moustache-twirling bread-breaker,' one who is proud of
eating the bread of idleness:—m h-mu, s.m. One
who shaves his moustache, or whose moustache is
shaved o:—m ho -par(or m ho -ko) to den, To twirl
or twist the moustache; to act the fop or swell, to be
proud or vain; to boast:—m ho -par hth phern, To pass
the hand over, or to stroke, the moustache; to be proud
or vain, &c. (i.q. m ho -ko to den):—m ho -k k 
karn, To make an oering on the appearance of the
moustache (of a son,—the oering is made by the
parents, among Muammadans):—m he ukha wn(k), To cause the moustaches to be plucked out (a mode
of punishment formerly practised in India):—m he
a hn, To turn or twist the moustaches upwards; to be
vain, &c. (i.q. m ho -ko to den).
H   &= a /0+7m hk , s.m. A large, or heavy,
moustache; long and thick moustache:—m hk e, s.m.
pl. Long and thick monstaches;—large, bushy whiskers.
H  &= a /0+h!m hail, or /0! m hel [m h, q.v.+Prk.

!5=S. +!t], adj. & s.m. Having (or one who has)
large or long moustaches.
H = a /5"mo  [S. /5.t, rt. /,] , s.m. Name of a caste
who are workers in leather;—an individual of that caste;
a worker in leather; a saddler; harness-maker;
shoemaker, cobbler:—mo -patr, s.m., or mo -k sikk, A
shoe (i.q. mo r).
P  = a m na (said to be fr. m , 'hair'+ na, 'plucking'; but
prob. akin to mo n, q.v.), s.m. Tweezers.
A + a muaid and muwaid(act. part. of + C and + C 'to
make, or to call, one; to declare (God) to be one,' iv of + 
(not in use), and +  'to be single, or sole; but prob.
formed fr. aad, and waad, 'one'), part. adj. & s.m.
Declaring, or professing, the unity of God; orthodox;—
one who believes in the unity of God;—a unitarian.
A +  a mauad (fr. +  'to be single,' &c.), adj. & adv.
Single;—singly, separately, one at a time.
P +  a muaidna [muaid, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S.
], adj. & adv. Like one who believes in one God.
A Z a m ish (act. part. of Z 'to nd (a place)
desolate,' &c., iv of Z; but prob. formed fr. wash,
'desolate,' &c.), adj. Dismal, dreary, desolate; desert;
uninhabited;—causing sadness, or fear, terrible,
dreadful;—destitute of provisions, famished, starving.
A / rC a mua  a (pass. part. of / rC, ii of (and syn. with)
/ r 'to take, seize,' &c.), part. Taken, seized, snatched;—
captivated, fascinated;—retaliated on; called to account.
A ra mua  ar, or mua  ir(pass. & act. part. of rC 'to
cause to go back; to put back, &c.;—to go back or
backwards,' ii of r not in use), part. adj. Hinder;
posterior; consequent; left behind; delayed, postponed;
procrastinated;—mua  ar, s.m. Hinder, back, or latter
part (of anything), or the hindermost, or last, part;—the
posteriors.
S  a /5mod, and H. /0 m d (prob. corr. fr. mud, q.v.),
s.m. Pleasure, delight, joy, joyousness, gladness,
happiness;—songs of joy.
A a muaddab (pass. part. of C, ii of (and syn. with)
 'to teach (one) adab, q.v.; to discipline, render wellbred,' &c.), part. adj. Well-trained, well-bred; disciplined;

polite, civil, courteous; respectful; modest;—instructed,
learned;—well-trained, broken (an animal):—muaddabhokar, adj. Politely, courteously; respectfully; modestly;
meekly.
P A a mawaddat (for A. { a , v.n. fr. C 'to love,' &c.), s.f.
Love, aection; friendship.
S A a /5modit, part. adj. (f. -), Pleased, gratied,
delighted, joyous.
H  a /0W"or /0" m dr (i.q. mu dr, q.v.), s.f. A ngerring.
S  a /5modak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Pleasing,
delighting, gladdening, rejoicing, causing happiness, or
delight; exhilarating;—one who causes happiness or
delight;—a confectioner;—a kind of small, round
sweetmeat; a sweetmeat (in general).
S  a /5modin, s.m.=mod, q.v.
H  a /5modin, s.f.=modin, q.v.
H  a /0m dn, v.t. = m dn, the more com. form,
q.v.
S  a /5"modin, s.f. The wife of a mod(q.v.); a woman
who sells grain, &c.
H  a /50modh [Prk. /,-

or /,-(; S. /,F+t or ],

adj. & s.m. & f. Guileless, artless, innocent, simple, silly,
foolish; a guileless or simple-minded person; a
simpleton, &c.
S  a /5"mod, s.m. (orig.) 'A sweetmeat-maker, a
confectioner' (syn. alw);—a merchant, grocer, grainmerchant, corn-chandler (syn baniy), a shopkeeper; a
sutler; a purveyor; a steward:—mod- na, s.m. A
grocer's, or a grain-merchant's, shop;—a store-house,
store-room, godown;—a pantry.
A a muadd (pass. part. of C'to bring, convey, deliver;
—to pay, discharge,' &c., ii of not in use), part.
Brought, conveyed; delivered, given up;—payed,
discharged (as a debt, &c.);—performed;—muadd(act.
part. of the same verb), part. adj. Paying, discharging;
performing (what is due);—causing, leading (to),
conducive (to);—s.m. A payer; a performer (of what is
due);—a cause; a motive.

H  a /0fm , s.m.=m

, or m , q.v.

H  a /Mmaur [Prk. /(, or /!(, or /!5; S. /,!
j ,( /,!
j t,

S B)  a /M©mauhya, vulg. mau hya(fr. m ha), s.m.

or /j!,( &c.], s.m. A bud; blossom.

Stupidity, want of understanding, ignorance, folly,
fatuity;—spiritual folly.
A za muain (act. part. of zC 'to make known, to notify,

H  a /Mmaur, s.m. (dialec.)= a mau , q.v.

to proclaim,' &c., ii of z 'to know, to become informed,'
&c.), s.m. One who proclaims (by a chant) the time of
prayer; one who chants the call to prayer (from a
minaret or tower of a mosque), a Muezzin.
P z a m i, act. part. of z'to annoy, molest,' &c., iv of
z 'to be or become annoyed,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Troublesome, vexatious, hurtful, noxious, pernicious,
destructive, mischievous;—molester, vexer, hurter,
painer, troubler, tormentor, pesterer, oppressor, tyrant;
—a miser; a wicked person; a wretch; a knave:—m gar, s.f. Troublesomeness, &c.
H L)z a m -pan [m , q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (Vedic
; +], s.m. Troublesomeness, hurtfulness,
noxiousness, destructiveness, mischievousness;—
stinginess, parsimony.
P )z a m ya, vulg. m iya(for A. ~)za muyat, fem. of
mu), part. adj.=m , q.v.;—s.m.(f.?) A troublesome, or
hurtful, or noxious, &c., thing.
H  a /0m r, s.m. corr. of a m l, q.v.
P  a mor [Pehl. mor; Zend maoiri; S. Ã"], s.m. An ant;—
(dialec.) rust (i.q. mor a):—mor-mala , adj. Thick, or
innumerable, as ants or locusts.
H  a /5mor [Prk. /5, or /55; S. /0t], s.m. A peacock:
—mor-pa h, or mor-paksh, or mor-pa kh, s.m. Feather, or
wing, of a peacock:—mor-pa kh, s.f. A pleasure-boat, a
barge (with a peacock for gure-head):—mor-tutt(S.
may ra+tutthakam), and mor-t  ta, s.m. Blue vitriol,
sulphate of copper:—mor- l, s.f. A peacock's gait or walk;
—walking on the hands, with the feet in the air:—mormuku, or mor-muka, s.m. A peacock's crest;—a crown or
crest like that of a peacock.
H  a /5mor, s.m. (dialec.)= a mo , q.v.
H  a /5mor, or /5 mori, pron. (dialec.) = mor= mer,
'my,' qq.v.

H  a /Mmaur [prob. Prk. /!"; S. /M.!t], s.m. (dialec.)
The shoulder.
H  a /5mor (mo, q.v.+r, gen. a., q.v.), pron. (dialec.;
f. -), My, mine (i.q. mer, q.v.):—more-h (Braj)=mere bh.
H  a /5mor [Prk. / or /5 ; S. /0t], s.m.
(dialec.) A peacock (i.q. mor).
H Ra  a /0q&m r-me [prob. S. / (rt. /) +t+/9t;—
or m r, fr. S. /,&] , part. adj. Crushed, ground down;
eaced, annihilated, wiped clean out:—m r-me karn,
v.t. To crush completely, &c.
H  a /Mmaurn = H  a /M  maurwn [maur˚=
Prk. /5! () or /5!U(), fr. S. /M!+;—or maur,
q.v. += w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk.
4(=S.
"(], v.n. (dialec.) To blossom; to ourish (i.q. mauln).
H  a /M maurwn = H  a /M maurn [maur˚=
Prk. /5! () or /5!U(), fr. S. /M!+;—or maur,
q.v. += w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk.
4(=S. "(], v.n. (dialec.) To blossom; to ourish (i.q.
mauln).
S A a /0X\m rtti, or /0 m rti, vulg. m rt, or m rt; H.
/, m rat, and /0 m rati, or m rti, s.f. A solid body; a
tangible or material form, anything which has denite
shape and limits; the human frame; body; form; visible
shape; matter, substance;—embodiment; incarnation;
personication;—an image, an idol; a statue, a picture;
gure, form (the most com. meanings);—a holy person,
a faqr;—a person, a man, an individual (com. used by
Bairgs):—m rti-p j, s.f. Image-worship, idolatry:—m rtip jak, or m rat-p jat, s.m. Image-worshipper, idolater:—
m rti-p jan, vulg. m rt-p jan, s.f.=m rti-p j, q.v.:—m rtisthpan, vulg. m rt-asthpan, s.m., and m rti-pratishh,
vulg. m rt-pirtishh, s.f. Installation of an idol:—m rtikhaan, s.m. Image-breaking; iconoclasm:—m rti-mn,

or m rti-mant(f. -mat), or m rati-vant(f. -vat), adj. & s.m.
Having a material or bodily form; endowed with a
corporeal frame; material; embodied; corporeal;
incarnate; personied;—accomplished, clever.
A k a m ris (act.
part. of k 'to make (one) an heir; to

entail; to produce, or cause,' iv of k 'to receive by
inheritance,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Making (one) heir
(to, -k); entailing; causing;—a legator; the person from
whom an inheritance is derived (whether in the
descending or ascending line);—a cause; author.
H = a /5or /5y mor , or /0 m r , s.m. corr. of
= a mor a, q.v.
H = a /5!mor- l, s.f. See s.v. mor, 'a peacock.'
P = a mor l, or m r l(cf. mor a), s.f. Line of
intrenchment (for besieging a fortied place);
approaches;—a battery (i.q. mor a);—trench (in a fort).
H = a /5!mor al, s.m. (dialec.)= &= a mor hal, q.v.
H ^= a /5($mor a g (also mur a g, corr. of mu a g,
q.v.), s.m. A jew's-harp.
P = a mor a, or m r a[mor, q.v.+ a, dim. a.=ka= S. ],
s.m. A little ant, an emmet;—(met.) a poor weak creature,
or thing;—rust;—a line of intrenchment; a fortication;—
a battery:—mor a-band, s.f. Intrenching, intrenchment;
fortifying:—mor a-band karn(or b dhn), To make (or to
form) intrenchments, to intrench:—mor e-par, adv. On
the intrenchments, or fortication, or parapet; facing an
enemy:—mor a-pai karn, To clip short the beard, &c. (so
that it resembles an ant's legs);—to pluck out the beard
by the root:—mor a jtn, To carry an intrenchment, to
take a battery:—mor a len(-k), To take an
intrenchment, or a battery;—to oppose; to make head
(against):—mor a mrn(-k), 1˚=mor a jtn, q.v.;—2˚, to
oppose, to wrangle, to bandy words (with).
S &= a /0+ ym r h, or /0K+y m r h, s.f. Fainting, loss of
consciousness; state of insensibility, a faint, a swoon;
stupor, stupefaction:—m r h n(-ko), or m r h khn,
v.n. To faint, to swoon, to become insensible:—m r hrog, s.m. A fainting-t, a swoon:—m r hgat( h+g˚), and
m r hpann(˚ h+p˚), adj. Fallen into, or aicted with,
insensibility, or stupor; in a fainting t, &c. (i.q. m r hit,

q.v.):—m r hgat(˚gat= S. gati), s.f. A state of swoon, or
stupefaction; insensibility;—bewilderment,
astonishment.
S &= a /0X+ m r hit, or /0XK+  m r hit, part. adj.
Bereft of sensation or consciousness, rendered
senseless, stupeed; fainted; fainting, in a fainting t,
swooned; insensible; entranced:—bewildered,
astonished;—infatuated:—m r hit ho gir-pa n, To fall
down insensible, or in a swoon, or t, &c.
H *&= a /0+ ' m r hati, or /0K+ '  m r hati, part.
adj.=m r hit, q.v.;—s.f.=m r h, q.v.
H &= a /5+!mor hal [mor+ hl, qq.v.;—or ˚ hal= S. 8(],
s.m. A whisk, or fan, of peacock's feathers (for driving
away ies, &c.); a whisk, or fan (in general).
S <&= a /0+m
'
r han, or /0K+
' m r han, adj. Causing
insensibility, or stupor; stupefying;—s.m. Fainting,
swooning; syncope;—swelling, or rising, of sounds, an
intonation; a note, a tone or semitone (in the musical
scale);—modulation, melody.
A t a muarri  (act. part. of tC 'to date (a letter, or
writing),' ii of t idem), s.m. A chronicler, an annalist, a
historian; a chronologer; a biographer:—muarra (pass.
part. of the same verb), part. Dated;—chronicled (see
muarra a, the more com. form).
P ra muarra a (for A. ~ra muarra at, fem. of
muarra ), part. adj. Dated, bearing date, under date;
written;—chronicled.
A < ra muarri n (obl. pl. of muarri ), s.m. pl.
Chroniclers, writers of annals, historians.
A  a maurid (n. of place fr.  'to be present; to descend,
alight,' &c.), s.m. Place of arrival, or of descending, or
alighting, or appearing, or halting;—a place through
which one passes; access, entrance, passage, approach;
—station, quarters;—object sought.
S  a /0ym rdh = S < a /0
' m rdhan s.m. The head;
skull.
S < a /0
' m rdhan = S  a /0y m rdh s.m. The head;
skull.
S   a /0Bm
'
rdhanya, adj. Of or belonging to the head;
coming from the head, cerebral;—s.m. The cerebral

letters (viz. }, , &, _, f, ©, 4, , 3; these letters are

Q(=S. ; ;( —˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk.

sometimes called linguals, in consequence of the
essential and peculiar part which the tongue plays in the
enunciation of them).
S &  a /0Lm
' rkha, vulg. m rkh; and H. /0L m rakh, or

Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity,

(dialec.) /0IL m rukh, adj. & s.m. Stupid, foolish, silly,

m rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m.= H <L&  a /0L
'

idiotic; ignorant, unwise, inconsiderate;—a stupid fellow,
ignoramus, fool, blockhead, idiot:—m rakh-g h, s.f. The
insisting of an ignorant fellow upon what he says,
ignorant obstinacy; stubbornness:—m rkh-log, s.m. pl.
Ignoramuses, dolts, blockheads, clowns, fools, idiots.
H L&  a /0Lm
'
rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m. = H <L&  a

m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= H L&  a /0L
'

folly, foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance,
barbarousness.
S *&  a /0Lm
'
rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f. = H L&  a /0L
'

m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= H $ *&  a /0L
'
m rkht, or /0L m rakht, s.f.= S *&  a /0L;'
m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk.
Q(=S. ; ;( —˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk.

/0L
' m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= H L&  a

Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity,

/0L
'
m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= S *&  a

folly, foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance,
barbarousness.
H $ *&  a /0L
' m rkht, or /0L m rakht, s.f. = H

/0L
' m rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f.= H $ *&  a /0L
'
m rkht, or /0L m rakht, s.f.= S *&  a /0L;'

L&  a /0L
' m rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m.= H <L&  a

m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk.
Q(=S. ; ;( —˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk.

/0L
' m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= H L&  a

Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity,

/0L
'
m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= S *&  a
/0L
' m rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f.= S *&  a /0L;'

folly, foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance,
barbarousness.
H <L&  a /0Lm
'
rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m. = H

m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk.
Q(=S. ; ;( —˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk.

L&  a /0L
' m rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m.= H L&  a

Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity,

/0L
'
m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= S *&  a

folly, foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance,
barbarousness.
S *&  a /0L;' m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m. = H L&  a

/0L
' m rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f.= H $ *&  a /0L
'
m rkht, or /0L m rakht, s.f.= S *&  a /0L;'
m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk.
Q(=S. ; ;( —˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity,

/0L
' m rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m.= H <L&  a /0L
'
m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= H L&  a /0L
'
m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= S *&  a /0L
'
m rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f.= H $ *&  a /0L
'
m rkht, or

folly, foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance,
barbarousness.
H L&  a /0Lm
'
rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m. =

/0L m rakht, s.f.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk. Q(=S. ; ;( —

H L&  a /0L
' m rkhp, or /0L m rakhp, s.m.= H <L&  a

(Vedic ; )+;—˚t= S. +], Stupidity, folly,

/0L
' m rkhpan, or /0L m rakhpan, s.m.= S *&  a

foolishness, idiotcy; dulness, ignorance, barbarousness.
S  &  a /MZmaurkhya
'
(fr. m rkha), s.m. Stupidity, folly,

/0L
' m rkhat, vulg. m rkht, s.f.= H $ *&  a /0L
'
m rkht, or /0L m rakht, s.f.= S *&  a /0L;'
m rkhatva, vulg. m rkhtva, s.m.[m rkh, q.v. + p= Prk.

˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ();—˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ;

fatuity.
H 1  a /5/moram, s.m. See muram, or murum.

H  a /5moran, (Braj) s.m. pl. (of mor, q.v.), Peacocks;—
ants.
H  a /5morin, s.f.=morn(the com. form), q.v.
H  a /5morn, v.t. (dialec.)= a mo n, q.v.
H  a /Mmaurn, v.n. (dialec.)=mauln, q.v.
H  a /5"morn [mor, q.v.+n= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. A
peahen;—a peg;—pendant (of an ear-ring, or nose-ring).
H  a /MImauru, s.m. (rustic or dialec.)=maur= mau , q.v.
H  a /55moro, or /5M morau (Braj), pron.=mor= mer,
qq.v.
H  a /5 morw [Prk. / , or /5

(with

winserted); S. /0t], s.m. (rustic) A peacock (i.q. mor).
A k a maur s (pass.
part. of k 'to receive by

inheritance'), part. Received by inheritance, inherited;
hereditary (i.q. maur s, wh. is the more com. form in
Urd);—s.m. Inherited property; heritage.
P j a maur s (rel. n. fr. maur s), adj. Inherited;
hereditary; patrimonial; ancestral.
H  a /0"m r, or /0 m ri, s.f. (rustic)=m l, q.v.
H  a /5"mor (fem. of mor, or mor), s.f. A peahen (i.q.
morn, q.v.).
H  a /5"mor [for mohr= muhr= Prk. /,6 f=S. /,L+
+], s.f. A subterranean passage for water, a pipe, a
conduit; a drain, gutter, sewer, a sink;—a passage, canal
(of the body, &c.); an orice, opening (e.g. tang mor-k
paijma):—mor h n, v.n. (colloq.) The bowels to be
loose, or, to have loose bowels (syn. pe aln):—mor-k
k , s.m. A child who dies soon after birth (used by
women).
H a /07m (i.q. mun, m , or m ), s.m. (rustic or
dialec.) The head.
H a /57mo (fr. mo n, q.v.), s.m. Turn, bend, winding
(as of a road, or a river, &c.; syn. b k, pher); twist; coil;
convolution; writhe; twist, sprain (syn. bal, ai han);—a
turning away, or aside; turning back, or over, or down
(as the leaf of a book, &c.), doubling down; a crease; a
pucker; a dog's-ear;—(dialec.) driving back (of an army),
repulse, defeat, rout;—a taking back, changing; getting

or receiving back; return; recovery (of lost property, or
stolen goods, &c.);—return, rebound, requital,
retribution;—(dialec.) germination; a sprout, shoot (of
corn, &c.; i.q. mo k); the excrescences of the
hemorrhoidal veins in the disease piles; external piles
(also mo -k zr; syn. mo k):—mo -to , s.m. Twists and
turns; windings (of a road, &c.);—a labyrinth, maze;—
chopping and changing:—mo khn, v.n. To be turned, or
twisted, or bent, &c.; to be turned back; (dialec.) to suer
defeat or rout; to be broken, or driven back in rout.
H a /M7mau [Prk. /f(; S. /,&
j ,( or /j&;( —or Prk. /!";
S. /M.!t], s.m. A crown, or a kind of high-crowned hat
(such as is worn by a bridegroom at the time of
marriage); a crest; a tuft; (in Bot.) coma, or tuft (syn.
muku).
H  a /57mo ; 1˚ s.m. (dialec.)=mo , q.v.;—2˚ perf. part.
of mo n, q.v.
H  a /57mo , or /M7 mau  [Prk. / f(; S. /,ef], s.m.
A shaveling; a contemptuous term for a Bairg, &c. (i.q.
mun, q.v.);—(dialec.) a boy.
H  a /M7mau  [Prk. /f(; S. /,&
j +], s.m.=mau , q.v.
H G a /57mo k [Prk. /5f ; S. /5&+t, rt. /,&] , s.m.
(dialec.) A sprout, or shoot (of corn, &c.);—external piles
(i.q. mo , and mo -k zr).
H  a /07m n, v.n. (rustic or dialec.)=mu n, q.v.
H  a /57mo n [mo ˚= Prk. /5f(, or /5f<(); S. /5&(),
or /5&(), rt. /,&] , v.t. To turn, bend, twist; to sprain; to
screw, or screw on; to turn or double down; to plait,
gather; to turn away, or aside; to turn back; (dialec.) to
drive back (an army), to repulse, defeat, put to rout;—to
give back, to return;—to take back;—to twist, torture, or
pervert (one's meaning, or words, e.g. arth mo n):—mo den, v.t. intens. of and=mo n.
H  a /0im h [S. /0©t, rt. /,6O], part. adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Stupeed, bewildered, perplexed, confounded, confused;
—infatuated; blinded by passion, or by ignorance; stupid,
dull, silly, foolish, simple, ignorant, brutish;—a fool,
blockhead, dolt, idiot, simpleton; a sluggard:—
m htm(˚ ha+t˚), or m h-man, adj. & s.m. & f.
Bewildered or stupeed in mind; insensible; stupid in

mind; having the disposition of a fool; stupid, foolish;—a
stupid person, a fool (i.q. m h).
H  a /Mimau h, s.m. corr. of mau , q.v.

sister's husband, uncle.
P $ B a m s (fr. m s, 'Moses'), s.f. The religion of

H  a /5imo h, s.m.=mo h, q.v.

Moses, Judaism.
H B a /0m sar, s.m. (rustic)=m sal, q.v.

H  a /0im ht, s.f. [S. /0©], = H  a /0i; m hatva,

H B a /0m sr [Prk. /0f ; S. 03++t], s.m. = H

s.m. [S. /0©; ]( , Stupidity, simplicity, folly, ignorance,

B a /0" m sr [Prk. /0f; S. /03++], s.f. A rat; a

infatuation, bewilderment, confusion.
H  a /0i; m hatva, s.m. [S. /0©; ]( , = H  a /0i

mouse:—m sr, s.f. (dim.) A small rat, or mouse.
H B a /0"m sr [Prk. /0f; S. /03++], s.f. = H B a

m ht, s.f. [S. /0©], Stupidity, simplicity, folly,

/0 m sr [Prk. /0f ; S. 03++t], s.m. A rat; a

ignorance, infatuation, bewilderment, confusion.
H B) a /M©or /Mi mau hya, s.m.=mauhya, q.v.

mouse:—m sr, s.f. (dim.) A small rat, or mouse.
H B a /M"mausr, s.f. 1˚ corr. of m sr, q.v.;—2˚=maulsir,

A d a mauz (cf. Lat. musa; S. mo a), s.m. The banana;

q.v.
A Q B a m siq (Gr. #), s.f. Music.
H B a /0!m sal [Prk. /0!(; S. /,!(], s.m. A pestle; a

plantain-fruit.
A d a mauz n, vulg. mauz

(pass. part. of d 'to weigh

exactly; to adjust,' &c.), part. adj. Weighed; balanced,
well-adjusted; symmetrical; well-measured (verse),
consisting of an exact number of feet; sythmical;—
equable, equal;—modulated (sound), harmonious;—good,
sweet, excellent, agreeable:—mauz karn, v.t. To adjust
or correct the measure (of verses):—n-mauz , adj. Not
rythmical; not well-measured (verse); ill-adjusted;—illadapted, or ill-chosen (words); disagreeable (speech).
P d a mauz n (fr. mauz n), s.f. The being weighed; the
being well-balanced or adjusted; the being wellmeasured, or of proper quantity (verse); rhythm.
P ?d a moza (prob. akin to S. /5, caus. of rt. /,) , s.m. A
stocking;—a boot;—a glove:—moza-gr, adj. & s.m. Biting
(or a horse that bites) at the foot or leg of his rider.
H K a /0m s [S. /03 or /03"], s.f. (dialec.) A crucible.
H K a /0m s [Prk. /05; S. /03t], = H B a /0 m s [Prk.
/0 ; S. /03t], s.m. A rat; mouse (syn.

h; uhiy):—

m s-kann, s.f. The odoriferous plant 'mouse-ear,'
Salvinia cucullata.
H B a /0m s [Prk. /0 ; S. /03t], = H K a /0 m s
[Prk. /05; S. /03t], s.m. A rat; mouse (syn.

h; uhiy):—

m s-kann, s.f. The odoriferous plant 'mouse-ear,'
Salvinia cucullata.
H B a /Mmaus (fr. the fem. maus, q.v.), s.m. Mother's

long heavy wooden pestle used for husking rice, &c.;—a
club:—m sal-dhr, or m sal-dhr, s.m.=m sl-dhr, and
musal-dhr, qq.v.
H 3B a /0!m sl [Prk. /0!(; S. /,!+], s.m. A club
(i.q. m sal); the beam, or upright (of a sugar-mill, &c.;
also m sal); a rod; piston-rod; bolt;—a tap-root (syn. m lja ), &c. (i.q. m sl, q.v.):—m sl-dhr, s.m. 'Club-stream';
heavy, or pelting, rain;—m sl-dhr barasn, To rain very
heavily, or in torrents:—m slo hol bajn, To beat a
drum loudly; to proclaim by beat of drum.
H #B a /0!"m sl [Prk. /0.!; S. /,!+], s.f. A small
pestle; a small club;—a tap-root; the fusiform receptacle
of a many-seeded fruit (as of the Artocarpus, or Annona,
&c.):—(dialec.) a violent rush and push (as through a
crowd);—a body of people, a crew.
A 2 B a mausim, vulg. mausam(n. of time and place fr. 2 B
'to describe; to excel in beauty,' &c.), s.m. Time, or
season (for anything):—mausim--bahr, or mausim-bahr, s.m. The season of spring:—mausim-- izn, s.m.
The season of autumn:—be-mausim, adj. Unseasonable;
out of season (early, or late).
P @ B a mausim (rel. n. fr. mausim), adj. Of the season;
seasonable; in season.
H <B a /0m san [S. /034(], s.m. Stealing, pilfering,
lching.

H B a /0m sn, or /5 mosn [m s˚= Prk. /0()=S.

S D a /53mosh, s.m. = S E a /53 mosh, s.f.Stealing,

/03(), rt. /03] , v.t. To steal, pilfer, lch; to snatch, or

pilfering, lching; theft, robbery; plundering, sacking;—
swindling, defrauding; embezzling.
S E a /53mosh, s.f. = S D a /53 mosh, s.m.Stealing,

seize, by force; to rob, plunder; to cheat, defraud,
swindle, cozen, cajole, wheedle.
H B a /5mosn [mos˚, prob.=S. /,l(), rt. ,3, or
/,T(), rt. /,], v.t. To twist, to wring (as the neck, &c.);
to press, squeeze; to suppress (feeling, or emotion), &c.
(i.q. masosn, q.v.).
A 1 B a maus m (pass. part. of 2 B 'to mark,' &c.), part.
adj. Marked; signed; impressed; branded;—
characterized; noted; stigmatized;—named, called,
entitled:—maus m karn(-ke nm-se), To call (by the name
of), to name.
P a B a maus ma (for A. ~a B a maus mat, fem. of maus m),
part.=maus m, q.v.
A  B a m saw (rol. n. fr. m s), adj. Mosaic; of or
belonging to Moses.
H B a /M"maus, or (dialec.) /" ma s, or /" maus
[Prk. /; S. /+T ], s.f. Mother's sister, aunt.
A B a m s, (P. also) m s, prop. n. Moses.
P : B a m s a, s.m. A wood-pigeon; ring-dove;—a
swallow, or martin;—a nch.
H  B a /Mmauser [maus, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
adj. (f. -), Of or belonging to, or related to, a mother's
sister:—mauser bh, s.m. Mother's sister's son, cousin:
—mauser bahinor bahan, s.f. Mother's sister's daughter,
cousin.
P  Q B a m sqr (m sq˚, prob. fr. next;—r= war), s.m. A
pipe made of unequal reeds set together in a triangular
form (used by dervishes, or shepherds); pandean pipes;
—a kind of bird whose bill is perforated with holes,
through which it emits a musical sound.
A Q B a m sq (Gr. #), s.f. Music.
P D a m sh (=S. /03), s.m. A mouse; a rat:—m sh-dn, s.m.
A mouse-trap; rat-trap:—m sh--dasht, s.m. A eldmouse; the jerboa;—a mole:—m sh--koror k r, s.m. A
blind mouse;—a mole;—a bat:—m sh-gr, s.m. A bird that
catches (and feeds on) mice;—a sparrow-hawk (syn.
h-mr).

pilfering, lching; theft, robbery; plundering, sacking;—
swindling, defrauding; embezzling.
S E a /03m sh, s.f.=m sh, and m shik, qq.v.
S E a /03m shit, part. (f. -), Stolen, robbed,
plundered; stript; cheated, swindled.
A E a muwashsha (pass. part. of EC  'to put a girdle
(upon a lady); to adorn,' &c., ii of E  not in use; but
formed fr. wish, 'a belt, or girdle, adorned with
jewels'), part. adj. Clad with a girdle, or a scarf, or a
baldric (worn pendent from one shoulder across the
breast, and under the opposite arm);—ornamented;—
(verses) arranged so that the initial letters being put
together form some word, or verse;—s.m. An acrostic.
P (E a m shak (m sh, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.m. A bat;—
a mole;—a musk-rat;—a squib (syn. ha h dar, q.v.):—
m shak-dawn, s.f. Seditiousness; sedition; mischief;
strife; riot, disturbance:—m shak-dawn karn, To stir up
sedition, or strife, &c.; to create a disturbance, &c.
S (E a /03mushak (f. -ik), or /03 m shik (f. -), s.m. A
rat; a mouse;—a thief; plunderer:—m shik, s.m. The tree
Mimosa sirissa;—name of a country.
S (E a /53moshak, s.m. (f. -ik), A thief, robber; a
swindler.
S E a /03m shik, s.f. (of m shak, q.v.), A female rat,
or mouse;—a female thief;—a crucible (i.q. m s, q.v.).
S <E a /034m sha (rt. m sh), s.m. Stealing, pilfering,
lching; plundering.
S <E a /534mosha (rt. mush), s.m.=mosh, q.v.
S E a /03"m sh, s.f.=m shik, q.v.
A f a muwaal (pass. part. of f
C  'to join, to connect or
unite closely,' &c., ii of f 'to join; to be united,' &c.),
part. adj. Happily arrived; arrived;—joined, attached;—
reached or attained to; acquired, attained.
P f a m il (act. part. of f 'to cause to arrive; to
convey,' &c., iv of f 'to arrive'), s.m. A carrier, a

bearer.
H f a mauil, vulg. moil, corr. m al(n. of place fr. f 'to

testatrix.
A b | a maua, or mau(inf. n., and n. of place, of b | 'to

join'), s.m. (orig.) 'The place where two ropes (or other
things) are joined or tied,' 'a junction';—name of a city
and district which joins Mesopotamia to Babylonia
(situated on the western bank of the Tigris, opposite to
the spot where Nineveh was supposed to have stood).
A #f a mauil, vulg. moil, or mol; corr. m l(rel. n. fr.
mauil), adj. Of or from Mausil; belonging to, or produced
in, Mausil.
A e f a mau f (pass. part. of gf 'to describe,' &c.),

place, to lay down,' &c.), s.m. A place, site, situation,
post;—a parcel, or plot, of land;—a village, hamlet,
township, district;—occasion; occurrence; conjuncture:—
maua al, The original or chief village, that originally
settled:—maua-d il, The part of a village superadded
to the original:—maua-wr, adv. By, or according to,
villages (applied to the assessment).
A . | a mau  (pass. part. of b | 'to place,' &c.), part.

part. adj. Described; qualied; distinguished,
particularized, marked out; characterized (by);—
endowed;—named; praised, celebrated;—commendable,
laudable;—before-mentioned, aforesaid;—s.m. That
which is described; a noun substantive, or (simply) a
substantive (i.q. ism--mau f, or ism-mau f):—mau f
ilaih(i), The afore-mentioned, the person before alluded
to:—mau f karn, v.t. To endow (with, -me ); to
distinguish (by, or from among, -me ), &c.:—mau f
hon(-se), To be distinguished, or characterized, &c. (by);
to be endowed (with); to be praised.
P _ f a mau fa (for A. ~_ f a mau fat, fem. of mau f),
part.=mau f, q.v.;—s.m. Anything described, or
particularized, or praised, &c.
A f a mau l (pass. part. of f 'to join,' &c.), part. adj.
Joined; conjoined; coupled; connected; related;—reached
(to), arrived (at);—attained; collected; received;—s.m. A
collection;—(in Gram.) a conjunctive noun; the
antecedent of a relative pronoun, (loosely) a relative
pronoun (i.q. ism--mau l, or ism-mau l).
P ! f a mau la (for A. ~! f a mau lat, fem. of mau l),
part.=mau l, q.v.
P f a m  (for A. F
 a m i, act. part. of f
 'to make a
will or testament,' iv of f
 'to join together,' &c.), s.m.
One who makes a will; one who bequeaths; a testator.
A f
 a m  (pass. part. of f
 ; see m ), part.
Commanded by last will, willed; bequeathed:—m  bih(i),
adj. & s.m. Being the subject of a will or testament;—a
legacy, a bequest:—m  la-hu, s.m. A legatee.
P  f a m iya (for A. ~ f a m iyat, fem. of m ), s.f. A

adj. Placed, situated; xed, established; assigned;—taken
for granted, assumed;—conventional (as a phrase, &c.);
—s.m. Site, position, situation;—subject (of a speech, &c.);
object (of a science, &c., e.g. mau --ilm); (in Gram.) a
word;—a postulate.
P m | a mau a (for A. ~m | a mau at, fem. of mau ),
part.=mau , q.v.
A <O a mautin (n. of place fr. <O 'to abide, dwell,' &c.),
s.m. Place of residence; habitation, dwelling, house,
home, birth-place.
A + m a mauid (inf. n. of + m 'to promise,' &c.), s.m.
Promising; a promise;—auguring, prognosticating;
predicting, foretelling.
P m a mauizat (for A. ~m a , inf. n. of m 'to admonish,'
&c.), s.f. Admonishing, exhorting; admonition;
exhortation; advice.
A  m a mau d (pass. part. of + m 'to promise,' &c.), part.
adj. Promised;—augured, prognosticated; predicted;
predestined.
A H_ a muwa"aq (pass. part. of H_C 'to cause to happen
prosperously; to prosper; to favour,' ii of H_ 'to nd (a
thing, &c.) convenient, and useful,' &c.), part. adj.
Prospered; favoured; assisted.
A  _ a mauf r (pass. part. of _ 'to be full,' &c.), adj. Full,
complete; abundant, much, copious, plentiful; numerous,
many (i.q. wr, q.v.).
A i a muwaqqat (pass. part. of iC 'to appoint a time for
(anything); to limit to a time,' ii of i 'to appoint a time';
see waqt), part. adj. Fixed or restricted to a certain
denite time;—appointed (hour).
A i a m qar (pass. part. of i 'to load; to oppress,' &c., iv

of i 'to burden,' &c.), part. adj. Loaded; carrying a
heavy burden;—pregnant (woman);—weighed down;
oppressed; reduced to poverty or misery.
A i a muwaqqar (pass. part. of i 'to honour, revere,' &c.,
ii of i 'to be sedate, or grave,' &c.), part. adj. Honoured,
revered, respected; venerable, respectable.
A b i a mauqa, vulg. /M mauk (prop. mauq, n. of place
and time fr. b i 'to fall; to happen, occur,' &c.), s.m. A
place where anything falls, or happens;—a t place;—
place, situation, locality;—t or proper time, opportunity,
occasion;—occurrence; accident, contingency;—adj.
Opportune; proper, t, suitable:—mauqa bann, An
opportunity to occur, or to present itself:—mauqe-par,
adv. In the right place; at the proper time; on occasion:—
mauqa paka n, To seize the occasion; not to let slip an
opportunity:—mauqa dekhn, or mauqa takn(-k), To look,
or watch for, an opportunity:—mauqa den(-ko), To give
an opportunity, or occasion (to):—mauqe-se, adv.
Opportunely; seasonably, timely:—mauqe-k, adj. (f. -k),
Opportune; proper, appropriate, t, suitable:—mauqe-ko
hth-se denor de-den, To let slip an opportunity:—mauqa
miln, or mauqa lagn(-ko), An opportunity to present
itself (to); to meet with, or to get, an opportunity:—
mauqanikal-jn, An opportunity to pass away, or escape,
or be lost:—mauqa--wridt, s.m. The place where a
crime has been committed:—mauqa hth lagn(-ke), An
opportunity to come to hand, &c. (i.q. mauqa miln, q.v.):
—be-mauqa, adj. & adv. Out of place, misplaced;—
untimely, unseasonable; ill-timed, inopportune; mal-àpropos, inconvenient, untoward;—at the wrong time;
inopportunely, &c.
A gi a mauqif (n. of place fr. gi 'to stand; to stop, stay,'
&c.), s.m. A place where one remains; a station, post,
place.
A e i a mauq f (pass. part. of gi 'to stop,' &c.), part. adj.
Stopped; settled; rested;—delayed, deferred, postponed;
suspended; relinquished; abolished; dismissed;
discontinued; ceased;—xed; bound; supported;
established; determined;—belonging, or restricted (to),
dependent (upon, -par);—left or bequeathed for pious
purposes;—s.m. A legacy, a bequest; a grant of land, &c.

(generally for charitable or pious purposes):—mauq f
ilaih(i), s.m. A legatee;—a grantee:—mauq f rakhn, v.t. To
keep in abeyance; to suspend;—to keep, or make,
dependent (on, -par):—mauq f alaih(i), adj. Paused upon;
—dependent (upon);—s.m. A word paused on;—a referee:
—mauq f karn, v.t. To stop, to cause to cease, to
discontinue, to leave o; to lay or put aside; to postpone,
defer; to abolish, abrogate, annul; to remove (from
oce), dismiss, discharge:—mauq f honor ho-jn, v.n.
To be stopped, be discontinued; to stop, cease;—to be
dismissed (from oce):—mauq f hon(-par), to be
dependent (on), to depend (on).
P _ i a mauq f (mauq f+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Stopping,
stoppage, cessation, discontinuance; state of abeyance;
suspension, arrest (as of judgment in a law-court);—the
setting aside; dismissal (from oce):—mauq f-me nor
-jn, To come under dismissal, to be dismissed (from
oce).
H  a /0m k, s.m. (dialec.) prob. corr. of mukh, q.v. (cf.
muk, and m k, 'opening,' &c.).
H  a /0m k, or /5 mok [Prk. /,=5; S. /0t], adj.
Speechless, dumb; silent; mute;—poor, wretched;—a
dumb person; a mute;—a dumb creature, or animal; a
sh;—a poor man, a pauper;—name of a Dnav or
Daitya.
H  a /0m k, s.m.= a mukk, q.v.
H  a /0m k, or /5 mok, s.m. (dialec.)=m kh, or
mokh, q.v.
H  a /5mo-k (dialec.) pron. genitive of mo, q.v.
H   a /0[m k , or /5[ mok , s.m. (dialec.)=mukk,
and m kor mok, qq.v.
A U a maukib (n. of place fr. U  'to be assiduous,' &c.),
s.m. An army, forces; a large detachment (either of
horse or foot); a choice body of troops; a body-guard,
life-guards;—a large cavalcade.
A +  a muakkad (pass. part. of + C , a dialec. var. of + C  'to
strengthen; conrm,' &c., ii of +   'to stop, stand still;—to
tie, fasten'; cf. tkd), part. adj. Strengthened, conrmed,
corroborated;—redoubled;—ecacious; powerful, strong.
S Z a /5dmoksh, s.m. Emancipation, deliverance,

freedom, liberation, escape, release;—release from
worldly existence, future emancipation, nal beatitude
(resulting from the soul's nal liberation and its
exemption from further transmigration);—the act of
loosing, loosening, untying, unbinding, undoing, solving,
&c.;—acquittance of an obligation:—moksh-pad, s.m. The
way of emancipation or salvation;—the status of
emancipation or salvation:—moksh-gyn, s.m. Knowledge
of the beatitude attained through nal emancipation:—
moksh-gyn, s.m. One who has knowledge of the
beatitude attained through nal emancipation:—mokshdt(fem. -dtr), or moksh-dyak(fem. -dyik), or mokshdy(fem. -dyin), adj. & s.m. Imparting, or causing,
emancipation;—an emancipator, a deliverer, a saviour:—
moksh-dharm, s.m. Law or rule of emancipation.
S  a /5.dmokshit, part. (f. -), Set free, let go;
allowed to be at large; liberated, emancipated.
S ( a /5dmokshak, adj. & s.m. (f. mokshik), Setting at
liberty, freeing, delivering, emancipating;—one who
looses, or unties, or sets free or at liberty; a deliverer,
liberator, emancipator, saviour.
S < a /5d4moksha, s.m. The act of loosing, or
loosening; letting go, releasing, setting at liberty,
liberation, deliverance, emancipation; exempting from
further transmigration.
A  a muwakkil (act. part. of C  'to appoint a lieutenant,
or deputy,' &c., ii of   'to entrust (one's aairs) to
another'; see wakl), s.m. One who appoints a wakl, i.e. a
lieutenant, or deputy, or substitute, or factor, or agent;
one who delegates power (to another); a constituent; a
client:—muwakkal, vulg. muakkal(pass. part. of the same
verb), part. adj. & s.m. To whom power is delegated, or a
trust is committed;—appointed guardian, or
superintendent, &c.;—one to whom power is delegated,
or to whom a charge or trust is committed;—a
vicegerent; deputy, substitute; superintendent;—a
guardian, a trustee;—keeper (of a prisoner), guard,
jailor.
H 3 a /5!mokl [Prk. /5=f or /5=! ; S. /,=+!
+t, or /5 (rt. /,) +!+t], adj. (f. -), Loose, free,
unbound, unconned, unrestrained, at large;—opened,

expanded, extended;—open, wide open (as a box, or
door, or road, &c.);—loose, separate, distinct, apart;—
free (from inconvenience, or distress, &c.); relieved;
having the heart expanded; refreshed, cheerful (syn.
kushda);—enough, ample, abundant;—s.m. A plant; a
vegetable:—mokl-r p, s.m. (dialec.) A young shoot, a
sprout.
H # a /5!5moklo, adj. (dialec.) Much, &c. (i.q. mukt,
q.v.;—syn. mukter).
H & a /5Lmokh [Prk. /5=L(; S. /,L(], s.m.=mokh, q.v.
H & a /5Lmokh, or /0L m kh(?) [Prk. /5=L(; S. /,L
+], s.m. An opening, aperture;—peep-hole, spy-hole;
air-hole (cf. S. m sh); a ventilator;—a lattice, window
(syn. jharokh); a sky-light:—m kh, s.m. Ridge (of a
thatch);—topping, or coping (of a wall), &c. (i.q. ma gr;
magr, qq.v.).
H & a /0L"m kh, s.f.=&a mukkh = a mukk, qq.v.
H & a /0L"m kh, s.m.=&a mukkh, q.v.
S  & a /MZmaukhya, s.m. Precedence; pre-eminence;
chiefship.
H  a /0"m k, s.f.=a mukk, q.v.
S + X a /MFmaugdha (prop.  + X a maugdhya, fr. mugdha),
s.m. Simplicity, artlessness, innocence; inexperience;
silliness, ignorance.
H X a /5$mogr, /0$ m gr [Prk. /5F$ ; S. /, t,
s.m. (f. -), A mallet, pounder, rammer; a washerman's
mallet (for beating clothes); a ramrod; the dog-head nail
of the cock of a int-lock;—the double jasmine, Jasminum
zambac, var.  (called also Tuscan jasmine, and 'the
double Moogrie').
H X a /5$"mogr, or /0$" m gr [Prk. /5F$; S. /, 
+], s.f. A small mallet (such as is used to beat even
the oors and roofs of houses; and, by washermen, to
beat clothes).
H X a /5$mogre [prob. Prk. /5F$f<; S. /, +t], s.m.
(dialec.) Siliqua (of the radish, &c.).
S &X a /5Vmogha, vulg. mogh, adj. Vain, useless, aimless,
fruitless, unavailing, bootless, unprotable;—s.m. An
enclosure, a fence, a hedge:—mogh(˚gha+a), s.m. One

whose hopes are vain, or who indulges vain hopes:—
mogh-gyn, s.m. One whose knowledge is useless or
unavailing; one who cultivates any but religious wisdom.
H &X a /5Vmogh, s.m. The trumpet- ower, Bignonia
suaveolens.
H a /0!m l [S. /0!]( , s.m. Root (of a plant or tree); a root
(lit.and met.); basis, groundwork, beginning, principle,
origin, source, cause;—bottom (of anything); foot of a
mountain, &c.); lower part, or end; basis, foundation;—
end, or juncture (of anything);—generation, race, stock;
—original property, capital, principal, stock-in-trade
(syn. al);—original, original text (of any work, as
distinguished from the k, or commentary);—(in Arith.)
the square root (i.q. barg-m l; syn. jar);—the twentyfourth (or, according to some, the seventeenth, or the
nineteenth) Nakshatraor lunar asterism (containing
eleven stars, which appear to be the same as those in
the tail of Scorpio, and are considered unlucky);—adj. &
adv. Radical; original; proper; real;—radically; really:—
m l-ph, s.m. The basis or text of a lesson, or lecture, or
discourse:—m l-patr, s.m. Original deed, document, or
writing:—m l-tattva, s.m. Essential root or origin:—m ldravya, or m l-dhan, s.m. Original property; capital,
principal, stock (syn. alul-ml):—m l-gyn-ay, s.m. The
essence, or drift, of wisdom:—m l-samnt, s.f. Equality
with, or resemblance to, the root or origin:—m lsambandh, s.m. Connexion with the root, origin, or
source:—m l-svar, s.m. (in Gram.) A primary or simple
vowel:—m l-iksh, s.f. Elementary or fundamental
instruction:—m l-kartt, s.m. The author of an original
work;—an epithet of the Great creator:—m l-go , s.m.
The original, or old-established, village;—the native
village of the founder of a race or family:—m l-vn, adj.
(f. -vat), Possessing roots; possessing edible roots;—
practising magic with roots (?).
H a /5!mol [Prk. /5!(; S. /0(], s.m. Purchase;—original
value; value, price, worth, purchase-money:—mol-ans,
s.m. A purchased share:—mol ba hn, or mol a hn(-k),
To enhance, or raise, the price (of);—to bid against (one,
at an auction, &c.); to outbid:—mol to n(-k), To beat
down, or to abate, the price (of):—mol-tol, s.m. Price

(indenitely); price and cost;—xing the price, or value
(of, -k), valuation, appraisement;—bargaining;
purchasing; trading; trac:—mol-tol hahrn, or mol-tol
ukn, or mol-tol karn(-k), To x or settle the price, or
value (of), to value, appraise, estimate; to bargain (for):
—mol hahrnor uknor karn(-k) = mol-tol hahrn, &c.:
—mol den, v.t. 'To give for a price,' to sell (to, -ko):—mol
ghan(-k), To reduce, or to beat down, the price (of):—
mol lagn(-k), To value, appraise, &c. (i.q. mol-tol
hahrn); to make an oer (for):—mol-lekar ho -den(ko), To purchase and set free, or to purchase (a slave,
&c.) for the purpose of setting (him, or it) at liberty:—
mol-len, v.t. 'To take by purchase, or for a price,' to buy,
purchase.
S a /M!maula, vulg. maul(fr. m la), adj. Proceeding from
a root; radical; original;—handed down from antiquity;
ancient, of old standing; descending from those who
were resident in a place when it was built;—of pure
blood, of good extraction or stock, high-born.
H " a /0!m l [S. /0!+], s.m. (dialec.) A juncture; an
angle, a corner (of a wall, or building, &c.).
S " a /0!m l, s.f. The asterism or Nakshatra or 
Scorpionis (i.q. m l, q.v.).
P " a maul (for A. !- a maul, abstr. v.n. (=walyu), fr. R!
'to be near,' &c.), s.m. Lord, master, ruler; a patron; a
judge; magistrate; the Supreme Lord;—a slave, servant
(syn. glm);
a manumitted slave, freedman:—maul
daul, s.m. A benefactor, helper; an open-handed liberal
man:—maul 'Al, 'The lord Al'; a form of salutation
among faqrs(cf. H. rm-rm):—maul-ke nm, adv. In the
name, or for the sake or cause, of God:—maul-n, 'Our
lord'; my lord judge; a title given to judges, prefects, &c.,
and to persons respected for learning; a learned doctor.
H " a /M!mauln = H " a /M!  maulwn
v.n.=maurn, and mauln, qq.v.
H " a /M! maulwn = H " a /M! mauln
v.n.=maurn, and mauln, qq.v.
P $" a maul [maul+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Lordship;
judgeship.
S *! a /0!; m latva, s.m. The state or condition of a root,

H ! a /5!moln (fr. mol, q.v.), v.t. (dialec.) To buy, to

the being a root; the having root, foundation, or source
(in anything); the being occasioned (by), or due (to), or
arising (from anything).
A + ! a maulid (inf. n., and n. of place, fr. + ! 'to give birth

purchase (i.q. mol-len, q.v.s.v. mol).
H ! a /M!mauln [prob. fr. maul= maur, 'blossom,' q.v.;—

to,' &c.), s.m. Birth, nativity;—birth-place;—time of birth.
H ! a /M!maulr [maul˚= mau , q.v.+r= ar= Prk. f =S.

fr. /M!], v.n. To blossom, bud, bloom; to ourish;—v.t. To

+t], s.m.=mau , q.v.
H ! a /M!"maulr [mau , q.v. + r= ar= Prk. f=S. 
+], s.f.=mau , q.v.
H I! a /M!maulas, s.m. (dialec.) contrac. of next, q.v.
H 0! a /M!maulasr [S. /,! (fr. /)+:8,t], s.m.
The maternal uncles of the husband and wife as related
to one another.
H 0! a /M!"maulsar, or /M!" maulsir [Prk.
/!"; S. /j!+Y"], s.f. The tree Mimusops elengi, and
its fruit (the owers of this tree are highly fragrant; and
the bark is used as a gargle for swollen gums).
A g!a muallif (act. part. of g!C 'to unite, or put together;
to compile,' &c., ii of g! 'to keep to, cleave to,' &c.), s.m.
One who collects or puts together; a compiler, composer,
author; editor:—muallaf(pass. part. of the same verb),
part. Compiled, composed (see muallafa).
A A h !a muallaft, s.f.(?) pl. (of muallaf), Compilations,
compositions, writings.
P h !a muallafa (for A. ~h !a muallafat, fem. of muallaf),
part.=muallaf, q.v.
S (! a /0!m lak, s.m. An esculent root; a radish (i.q.

or maul˚= Prk. /5!() or /5p()=S. /M!(), denom, v.
exhilarate; to intoxicate (said of bhang).
P ! a m l , vulg. m ll , s.m. A trumpet made of a horn
(used by faqrs);—small bells used as music.
A  ! a maul d (pass. part. of + ! 'to give birth to'), part.
adj. Generated, born;—s.m. A son;—nativity, birthday;—
celebration of the anniversary of the prophet
Moammad's birth (also maul d sharf);—poetry chauted
before the bier of a deceased person when carried out,
burial-service.
P  ! a maul d (rel. n. fr. maul d), s.m. One who chants
the maul d; a mourner.
A  ! a maulaw, vulg. maulw(rel. n. fr. maul, q.v.), s.m. A
Muammadan doctor of law; a professor; a learned man.
A ! a muwallah (pass. part. of !C 'to render sad, or
distracted,' ii of ! 'to be sad, or distracted,' &c. (from
love or grief)), = A ! a m lah (pass. part. of !, iv of !,
and syn. with !C, q.v.) part. adj. Rendered sad, &c.; sad,
distracted, troubled (with love, grief, or fear).
A ! a m lah (pass. part. of !, iv of !, and syn. with !C,
q.v.) = A ! a muwallah (pass. part. of !C 'to rendersad, or
distracted,' ii of ! 'to be sad, ordistracted,' &c. (from

m l, q.v.);—a sort of yam;—a kind of vegetable poison.
S (! a /M.!maulik, adj. Of low origin; of inferior rank or

love or grief)), part. adj. Rendered sad, &c.; sad,
distracted, troubled (with love, grief, or fear).
A ! a maul, s.m. See " a maul.
H ! a /0!"m l [S. /0.!], s.f. A radish, Raphanus sativus;—

caste (among Kyasths).
H ! a /5!molk, s.m. (dialec.) = G a mo k, q.v.

(met.) anything worthless or good for nothing.
H ! a /M!"maul, or /M.! mauli [Prk. /!"; S. /M.!t], s.m.

H 2 ! a /0!/m lam [prob. S. /0!]( , s.m. Round, painful

H <! a /0!m lan (Braj), s.m. pl. of m l, q.v.

& f. (the form maulis gen. fem.), A crown, diadem, tiara;
a crest; a tuft; a lock of hair left on the crown of the
head after tonsure, a top-knot (syn. );—the head;—a
red thread (syn. nr).
S ! a /M!"maul, s.f. The earth.

H <! a /0!m lan [prob. fr. S. /0!]( , adv. (rustic or dialec.)

H ! a /!"maul [Prk. /f; S. /+!+], s.f.

Entirely, wholly, in toto;—surely, indeed.

(dialec.) Mother, &c. (i.q. m, q.v.).

excrescences about the anus or extremity of the gut,
arising from blind piles (syn. mo , and mo k).
H @ ! a /0!/"m lam, adj. (dialec.) Mad, insane (syn. si ).

H ! a /0.!m liy [S. /0.!t], adj. & s.m. Born (or one
who is born) when the moon is in the asterism M l( or
 Scorpionis, which is considered unlucky);—m liy, or
moliy(dialec.) adj. & s.m. Stupid;—a stupid fellow, a
blockhead.
H  ! a /Mpmauler [Prk. /!! ; S. /,! (=/+!)
+!+t], adj. (f. -), Of or belonging or related to, or
coming from, a maternal uncle:—mauler bh, s.m. The
son of a maternal uncle, a cousin:—mauler bahan, s.f.
Maternal uncle's daughter, a cousin.
S  ! a /0m lya, s.m. Price, &c. (i.q. mol, q.v.); wages;
hire.
P 1 a mom (prob.=S. /0+/!), s.m. Bees-wax, wax:—mombatt, or mom-k batt, s.f. A wax-candle; a composition
candle:—mom-jma, s.m. Wax-cloth, cerecloth:—mom-dil,
adj. Tender-hearted:—mom-hl, s.f. (dialec.)=mom-jma,
q.v.:—mom-raugan,
 vulg. mom-rogan, s.m. Wax and oil
mixed (com. used for polishing furniture):—mom k nk,
s.f. 'A nose of wax'; a person of a ckle disposition:—mom
karn, v.t. 'To make or convert into wax'; to make soft or
pliable; to soften; to melt, thaw, move:—mom-gar, s.m. A
worker in wax.
H & a a /M/L"maumkh [Prk. /z/ .=L; S. /,+/ .d],

wax to prevent their being spoiled by other colours
afterwards applied; sized (chintz; e.g. mom h , or
simply mom):—mom mot, s.m. An imitation pearl of
glass lled with wax.
P a a momiy (prob. fr. mom), s.m. A mummy;—the
substance with which mummies are preserved.
P $ a a momiy, adj. Of, or like, a mummy;—s.f. A
mummy;—name of a medicine:—momiy nikln(-k), To
beat (one) to a mummy, or to a jelly.
H  a /0(m , or / mo , s.m. (dialec.)=mu h, q.v.
H  a / mo , pron. (dialec.)=mo, and mai , qq.v.;—
postpn.=mo= me , qq.v.
H  a /gmau , s.m.= a mau, 'honey,' q.v.
H  a /Mmaun, or /4( mau (?) [Prk. /4(; S. /M(], s.m.
Silence, taciturnity;—the oce or position of a Munior
holy sage;—adj. Silent, speechless:—maun-vrat, vulg.
maun-birt, s.m. A vow (or the observance of a vow) of
silence;—adj. Observing a vow of silence; holding (one's)
tongue:—maun-rn, or maun-rn, s.f. 'Queen of silence,'
a silent woman:—maun sdhn, or maun gahn, v.n. To
practise silence or taciturnity, to remain silent; to
refrain from replying (to), to make no reply.
H  a /0m n [m ˚= Prk. /,(), fr. /,=S. / p.p.p. of rt.

s.f. A honey-bee.
A <a a m min, vulg. momin(prop. mumin, act. part. of <a 

/], v.n. To die, expire.

'to render secure or safe (from);—to believe, or believe
in,' iv of <a  'to be, or feel, secure or safe; to trust or

H  a /Mmaun [prob. fr. S. /, 'earth, clay';—cf. S. /54t

H  a /0Bm nn, v.n.=  a m nn, q.v.
'a basket'], s.m. A large jar;—a large (round) basket.
P  a m nat, or maunat(for A. ~ a m nat; prop. ~a maunat,
fr.  a 'to make provision (for); to carry provisions (to),'

conde (in)'), adj. & s.m. Believing (in God), faithful;
orthodox;—a believer; an orthodox Muammadan (pl.
m minn);—a Musalmn weaver.
P  a a m minna [m min, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S.
ana], adj. & adv. Faithful; orthodox (i.q. m min);—like a
believer.
A a a m m (prop.  a a m ma, pass. part. of  a  'to nod,
beckon; to point to,' &c., iv of  a  'to make a sign'; see
m), part. Pointed to, pointed out; alluded to; abovementioned; assented to:—m m ilaih(i), Idem.
P a a mom [mom, q.v.+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Waxen;—

addn.], s.f.=maun, q.v.
H  a / &mo , s.f.= a mo, q.v.

soft as wax; of the colour of wax;—(applied to chintz)
prepared after stamping by covering the owers with

Feminine, of the feminine gender;—eeminate.

&c.), s.f. Provisions; daily food.
H * a /Mmaunat, vulg. maunt[S. /M+, a pleon.

H  a / &mo , adj.= a mo, q.v.
H  a /0(_m

h, s.f.= a m h, q.v.

A la muannas (pass.
part. of lC 'to make (a noun, &c.)

feminine,' ii of l 'to be or become feminine'), adj.

H 6 a /0(*m

j [Prk. /,(*5; S. /,*t; see munj], s.f. A sort of

rush or grass (of which ropes are made), Saccharum
munja:—m j-k bn, Rope made of m j.
S 6 a /MA*or /gA* maunj (fr. /0(*), adj. Made of

j, s.f. A Brhma 's

girdle or cord (made of a triple string of murjagrass;—
syn. mekhal; jane ):—maunj-bandhan, s.m. The binding
on of the munjagrass girdle; investiture with the
distinguishing Brhma ical thread.
H 9 a /0(m , or /  mo (dialec.), = H &: a /0(+
m

h, or / + mo h (dialec.), q.v.s.f.=&= a m h,

H &: a /0(+ m
m

h, or / + mo h (dialec.), q.v. = H 9 a /0(

, or /  mo

H +  a /0(m

l[Prk. /,( f ; S. /,.ef

cropped (cf. muit).
H . a /0(fm an (see next), s.m.=.<a muan, q.v.
H  a /0(fm n [m

˚= Prk. /0(f()=S.

/,ef(), rt. /,ef], v.t. To shave; to shave the head of;—to
make a disciple of;—to wheedle (one, out of anything), to
cozen, to cheat:—m -den, v.t. intens. of and=m n:
—ule usture-se m n, 'To shave with the back of a
razor'; to cheat, cajole, cozen.
H   a / ©mo h, or /0(© m h [Prk. /,¯ or /,(©; S.
/0y, base /0
' ], s.m. A kind of seat, or stool (made of

(dialec.),s.f.=&= a m h,

d (fr. m dn, q.v.), s.f. Shutting, closing,

fastening, &c.
H +  a /0(m d (perf. part. of m dn, q.v.), part. adj. (f.
-), Shut, closed; covered; fastened; involved; imprisoned.
H +  a /0("m dr, s.f.=+ a mu dr, q.v.
H +  a /0(m dn = H +  a /0( m dhn [m

Shaven.
H  a /0(f!m al, vulg.m

+t, rt. /,ef], part. (dialec.; f. -), Shaved, shaven, shorn;

munjagrass or its bres.
H 8 a /0(*m j, s.m. (dialec.)= 8a munj, q.v.
S 8 a /g*"maunj, and H. /0(*" m

become a bairg, or a sanys, &c.
H  a /gfmau  [Prk. / f(; S. /,ef], adj. (f. -),

d˚= Prk.

/,a(), or /,a(< )=S. /,W(), denom. verb fr. /,W, q.v. To
close, shut; to cover; to fasten; to imprison; to involve:—
m d-den, v.t. intens. of and=m dn.
H +  a /0(m dhn = H +  a /0( m dn [m d˚= Prk.
/,a(), or /,a(< )=S. /,W(), denom. verb fr. /,W, q.v. To
close, shut; to cover; to fasten; to imprison; to involve:—
m d-den, v.t. intens. of and=m dn.
H  a /0(fm , or /0ef m  [Prk. /,(f(; S. /,ef(], s.m. The
head;—(dialec.) a square cloth of three or four cubits, as
a light turban or wrapper for the head, or worn round
the pelvis:—m -bhe , or m -bhe , s.m. 'Striking with
the head,' butting:—m  pn(-k), To get the ear (of);
to get round (a person); to coax; to wheedle:—m - r,
s.m. A kind of pillar or column:—m  mrn, To beat the
head (in perplexity, or trouble, &c.); to rack the brains;
to make strenuous eort;—to throw (a thing) at the head
(of, -ke):—m  munn, To get the head shaved;—to

reeds, or cane, and cord); a footstool;—the shoulder (i.q.
muh); a hump; a lump;—a gusset on the shoulder of a
coat;—mouth (of a bag);—a sprout or shoot (of sugarcane).
H  a /0(f"m  = H 7 a /,( f mu iy [Prk. /,( f; S.
/,ef+ ], s.f. The head (dim. of m

):—m

-ka,

part. adj. (f. -ka), Beheaded;—accursed.
H 7 a /,( fmu iy = H  a /0(f" m  [Prk. /,( f; S.
/,ef+ ], s.f. The head (dim. of m

):—m

-ka,

part. adj. (f. -ka), Beheaded;—accursed.
S B7 a /Mefmauya (fr. mua), s.m. Shaving the head;
having the head shaved, tonsure;—baldness.
H  a /0(7m , s.m.= a m , q.v.
H   a /0(7m

 [Prk./,f(; S. /,ef], s.m. (rustic)

Pretence; humbug:—m  karn, To pretend, &c. (i.q.
bahn karn).
H   a /g7mau , adj.=mau , q.v.
H   a /0(7!m

l part. adj.=m

H   a /0(7m

n, v.t.=m n, q.v.

l, q.v.

H   a / imo h, s.m.=mo h, and mo h, qq.v.
A I a munis, vulg. m nis(act. part. of I 'to behave in a
sociable or friendly manner with,' &c., iv of I 'to be or

become sociable,' &c.), part. adj. Solacing, consoling,
cheering;—s.m. A sociable companion; an intimate
friend; a solacer, consoler;—Thursday (so called, because
on that day the ancient Arabs used to incline to places of
pleasure).
H 0 a /0(!m sal, s.m.=B a m sal, q.v.

H  a /0m
0 n , adj. (dialec.) Little, small, diminutive; of
small quantity, or degree, &c. (syn. laghu; alpa; tho ;—cf.
munn, and muniy, which are prob. fr. the same source
as m n ).
H & a /0(6 m h, or / 6 mo h, or m h, s.m. (dialec.)=&a

H 30 a /0(!m sl, s.m.=3B a m sl, q.v.

mu h, q.v.
H & a / 6mo h, s.m. corr. of ? a moh, q.v.

H 0 a /g"mau s, s.f.=B a maus, q.v.

H & a / 6"mo hr, s.f. =  a mor, and 4a muhr, or

H Z a /0(8m
H  a /0("m

, s.m. corr. of D a m sh, q.v.
k, s.f. corr. of m k= mukk, q.v.

mhr, qq.v.
H  & a /0(6[m h , s.m.= &a mu h , q.v.

H ^ a /0($m g [Prk. /,F$5; S. /,&$t], s.m. A species of

H & a & a /0(6/0(6 m

pulse, Phaseolus mungo:—m
g-phal, s.f. The ground-nut,

or pig-nut, of the West Indies, Arachis hypogœa:—m g-k
phal, The bean of Phaseolus mungo;—(dialec.) Moringa
pods:—m g-k dl, M gpulse, pulse of the m gkind:—
m g-k dl khne-wl, s.m. One who lives on the pulse
m g(a contemptuous term for a Baniy).
H J a /0($m g, s.m. (dialec.) The plant Hyperanthera

q.v.s.v. mu h.
H  a /5"mon, s.f. (dialec.) Point, tip, end.

moringa:—jangl m g, s.m. The wild Moringa, Hedysarum
sennoides.
H J a /0($m g [prob. Prk./,$(; S. /$+, rt. /$ 'to
seek,' &c.], s.m. Coral, red coral.
H :J a /0($"m g , s.f. = H J a /0($" m gr,
s.f.= J a m gaur, q.v.
H J a /0($"m gr, s.f. = H :J a /0($" m

g ,

s.f.= J a m gaur, q.v.
H J a / $"mo gr, s.f.=mogr, q.v.
H  J a /0($M"m gaur [m g, q.v. + S. &+], s.f. A
kind of dish made with m g(syn. ba ; adaur).
H J a /0( $m giy [m g, q.v.+iy= Prk.  =S. t],
adj. Of the colour of m g; green.
H J a /0( $m giy (from m g, q.v.; -iy, as in the
preceding), adj. & s.m. Coral-coloured, of the colour of
red coral;—coral-colour.
H  J a /0(Gm ger, adj. (dialec.) Headstrong, wilful,
stubborn, obstinate.
H  a /0m nn [m n˚= Prk. /04(), or /04(< ), fr. S. /0,
p.p.p. of rt. /0; or fr. S. /M], v.n. To be silent;—to forget.

h-m h, adj. & adv. =mu h-mu h,

H  a /M"maun (dim. of maun, q.v.), s.f. A jar;—a small
round basket;—a work-basket.
S  a /M"maun, adj. & s.m. Silent, taciturn, reserved, not
speaking;—a silent or reserved person;—a class of Hind
ascetics who make a vow to observe perpetual silence;—
one who has overcome his passions and retired from
the world; a holy sage (i.q. muni), a hermit, an ascetic.
S ? a /56moh, and H. /M6 mauh, s.m. (and f. in H.), Loss of
consciousness, fainting, unconsciousness, insensibility;
stupefaction; bewilderment, perplexity, distraction;
ignorance, folly, fatuity, infatuation, delusion;—
fascination, allurement, charm;—error, mistake, going
astray;—aection, love, kindness, sympathy,
compassion, pity;—(in philos.) darkness or delusion of
mind preventing the discernment of truth (leading men
to believe in the reality of worldly objects, and to addict
themselves to mundane or sensual enjoyment):—
mohpahr(˚ha+ap˚), s.m. The destroyer of ignorance, or
error, &c. (an epithet of iva, and of Wisdom):— moh-tam,
s.m. The darkness occasioned by moh, q.v.:—moh jn(par?), To be fascinated (by), be charmed (with), be
enamoured (of):—moh-r p, adj. Infatuating; delusive;
illusive;—fascinating, charming:—moh karn(-ko), To
allure; to infatuate, &c. (i.q. mohn, q.v.);—moh karn(-k),
To feel aection, or compassion, &c. (for); to love:—mohmay, adj. (f. -), Abounding in, or under the in uence of,
infatuation, or delusion, or error, &c.; leading to

delusion, delusive; perplexing; false:—moh-me n, v.n.
To become unconscious, to faint or swoon (as at the
sudden appearance of a friend or mistress).
H ? a /M6mauh, s.m. (dialec.)= 4a mah , q.v.
H ? a /56 mohi (Braj), 1˚ pron. obl., see s.v. mo;—2˚=mohit,
q.v.
H  a /56moh [S. /56+t], s.m.=moh, q.v.
H  a /56moh, s.m. (dialec.)= 4a mah , q.v.
H   a /56mohn, or /06 m hn, s.m.=  4a muhn,
q.v.
A U a mauhib (v.n. fr. U 'to give'), s.m. A gift, a
present.
P % a mauhibat (for A. ~% a , fr. U), s.f.=mauhib, q.v.
S  a /56 mohit, and H. /06  m hit, part. adj. (f. -),
Fainted, in a faint; faint; unconscious; senseless;
stupeed; perplexed, bewildered; infatuated, deluded,
beguiled; fascinated, charmed, enamoured:—mohit hon(par, or -se), To be infatuated, or fascinated, or charmed
(by); to be enamoured (of).
H  a /56mohr, s.m.=4a muhr or mhr, q.v.
H A a /0z \m
' hurtt, s.m. corr. of A 4a muh rtt, q.v.
S  a /56 mohik, s.f. A bewitching or fascinating
woman, an enchantress.
S < a /56mohan, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Stupefying, depriving
of consciousness or sensation; perplexing, bewildering;
deceiving, deluding, leading astray, alluring, seducing;
infatuating; fascinating, captivating, charming, winning;
—one who fascinates, or charms, &c.;—an enchanter; a
sweetheart, a lover;—an epithet of Krish ; a proper
name;—name of one of the ve arrows of Km-dev;—the
overpowering of reason and re ection by worldly or
sensual pleasure; delusion, infatuation; temptation,
seduction;—sexual intercourse:—mohan-bhog, s.m. A
particular kind of sweetmeat (the being subject to an
infatuation):—mohan-pyr, s.m. The beloved Mohan, an
epithet of Krish :—mohan-ml,
s.m. A string, or necklace, of corals and gold beads (or of
gold beads, corals, pearls, and rudrksh).
H  a /56mohan, or mohn, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = mohan,

q.v.:—mohan m rtti, s.f. 'The enchanting form or image,'
an epithet of Krish .
H  a /56mohn [moh˚= Prk. /56(), or /5Ç()=S.
/56(), caus. of rt. /,6O], v.t. To allure, tempt, seduce; to
infatuate, to delude; to fascinate, enchant, charm:—mohlen, v.t. intens. of and=mohn.
S  a /56"mohan, or /56 " mohin, s.f. A fascinating
woman, an enchantress, a charmer; a courtezan;—name
of an Apsaras; name of a particular female demon:—
mohan, s.f. Fascination; incantation; charm, philter;—
magic:—mohin, s.f. An epithet of Durg;—a species of
jasmine.
A  a mauh b (pass. part. of U 'to give'), part. Given,
presented, conferred:—mauh b ilaih(i), or mauh b la-hu,
One to whom a gift is made, or on whom something is
bestowed; a legatee.
A 1  a mauh m (pass. part. of 2  'to think, imagine,' &c.),
part. adj, Thought, imagined, fancied; supposed,
surmised;—imaginary; ideal.
S  a /56"moh, adj. (f. -in), Stupefying, confusing,
perplexing, bewildering; illusive, fallacious; beguiling,
alluring; fascinating, enchanting, charming.
H  a /56"moh (Braj), pron. See s.v. mo.
H <  a /56·moh (Braj), 1˚ pron.=moh, q.v.;—2˚ adj.=moh,
q.v.
P  a m e, s.m. Hair (i.q. m , q.v.).
H $ a /5 mo, adj. A dialec. corr. of moh, q.v.
H $ a /5 mo, s.f. = H ) a /5 moiy, s.m.(dialec.) A
kind of powder, made of poppy-heads, half-parched
aniseed, and sugar (administered in cases of acute
dysentery).
H ) a /5moiy, s.m. = H $ a /5 mo, s.f.(dialec.) A
kind of powder, made of poppy-heads, half-parched
aniseed, and sugar (administered in cases of acute
dysentery).
H ) a /5moiy, s.m. A skein (of thread).
H ) a /0m y, part.= a m , perf. part. of m n, q.v.
A + )a muaiyid (act. part. of + )C 'to strengthen,' &c., ii of 
(for + )) 'to be or become strong'), part. adj.

Strengthening; aiding; rendering victorious;—
conrming, corroborating; conrmatory, corroborative:
—muaiyad(pass. part. of the same verb), part.
Strengthened; aided; conrmed, &c.
P o) a mawz, s.m. A dried grape, a raisin.
P ) a mawesh (by imla, fr. mawsh, q.v.), s.f. A herd or
drove of oxen;—cattle;—goats; sheep:—mawesh arn, To
graze cattle; to tend cattle while grazing:—maweshna, s.m. A cattle-pen;—a pound.
P ) a moya, s.m. Weeping, lamentation.
P a mah (contrac. of mh, q.v.), s.m. The moon;—a
month:—mah-pra, s.m. 'A piece of the moon'; a beauty; a
mistress:—mah-wash, adj. & s.m. Like the moon; beautiful
as the moon;—a beauty; sweetheart.
P a mih or mh[Zend ma, or maz; S. /6], adj. Great;
chief, principal.
H a /,6 muh [Prk. /,6(; S. /,L(], s.m. Mouth; face, &c. (i.q.
mu h, q.v.).
H a /,6 muh, or /,6 mu-hi, (old H.), pron. obl.=mohi(q.v.s.v. mo), and mujh, q.v.
S 4a /6mah, adj. & adv. (used as an inseparable prex),
Great, illustrious; mighty, strong; big, large; ample;
excessive; grievous, &c.;—very, extremely; very much:—
mah-apardh, s.m.=mah-pp, q.v.:—mah-apardh,
s.m.=mah-pp, q.v.:—mah- t, s.m. A great fool:—mahbrhma, s.m. 'A great Brhma ';—a priest who o ciates
at a rddhor funeral ceremony in honour of deceased
ancestors, and is the rst feasted after a period of
mourning:—mah-bal, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Exceedingly
strong, very powerful or mighty;—a very powerful
person;—wind; storm;—lead:—mah-bal, s.f. A very
powerful woman;—a species of Sida with yellow owers:
—mah-bal, adj.=mah-bal, q.v.:—mah-bhrat, s.m. The
great war of the Bharatas or descendants of Bharat; the
great narrative of the war of the Bharatas (name of the
great epic poem—ascribed to Vyasa—describing the acts,
rivalries, and contests of the Kurus and P us, two
great collateral branches of the house of Bhrat, so
called from Bharat its founder):—mah-bhshya, s.m. 'The
great commentary'; name of Patanjali's great
commentary on the grammatical s trasof P ini:—mah-

bhg, adj. (f. -), Highly fortunate or blessed, very
prosperous or happy; very auspicious;—exceedingly
eminent, exalted, illustrious, highly distinguished;
virtuous in a high degree, pure, holy:—mah-bhgat, s.f.,
or mah-bhgatva, s.m. High excellence, exalted station
or merit; great good fortune, or happiness, or
prosperity; possession of the eight cardinal virtues:—
mah-bhg, adj. (f. -in) = mah-bhg, q.v.;—s.m. An
exceedingly fortunate person, &c.:—mah-bhgya, adj. (f.
-) = mah-bhg, q.v.;—s.m.=mah-bhgat, q.v.:—mahbhram, s.m. Great error; heterodoxy:—mah-bhay, s.m.
Great danger or peril; great fear or dread:—mah-bht,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Greatly terried; very timid,
pusillanimous, cowardly;—a very timid man; a great
coward;—mah-bht, s.f. A very timid woman;—a sort of
sensitive plant, Mimosa pudica:—mah-pp, s.m. A great
crime, or sin; guilt of the most heinous kind (i.q. mahptak, q.v.):—mah-pp, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Guilty of a
great sin, or an atrocious crime; very criminal or guilty;
—one guilty of heinous sin; a great criminal (i.q. mahptak, q.v.):—mah-pt, s.m.=mah-ptak, q.v.:—mah-ptr,
s.m.=mah-brhman, q.v.:—mah-ptak, adj. Falling with
great force;—s.m. A great crime or sin, a heinous
oence, a crime of the highest degree (ve such are
enumerated in Manu's Code, viz. killing a Brhma ;
drinking intoxicating liquors; theft; committing adultery
with the wife of a spiritual teacher; and associating with
anyone guilty of these crimes):—mah-ptak, adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Guilty of one of the ve great crimes;—one guilty
of heinous sin, a great criminal or oender, an atrocious
sinner:—mah-psak, s.m. A Buddhist lay-brother; a
religious mendicant:—mah-psna, vulg. mah-pkha,
s.m. Great heresy, or hypocrisy;—a great heretic; a great
hypocrite; a great blasphemer:—mah-path, s.m.
Principal path or road (to a place, or house), main
entrance; chief road, or high street (in a town); main
road, high road, highway;—the long journey, the
passage into the next world, the way of all esh:—mahpadma, s.m. Name of one of the nine treasures of
Kuvera;—name of one of Kuver's attendants;—name of
one of the Ngas;—a particular high number (=one
hundred thousand billions):—mah-pr, s.m. (in Gram.)

An aspirated letter; aspirated pronunciation; spiritus
asper:—mah-prabhu, s.m. A great master, mighty lord, a
great personage, king, prince, chief; a very holy man, or
great saint;—an epithet of Indra, of iva, and of Vish u:
—mah-prasd, s.m. 'A great present' of food, &c.
(distributed among the persons present at the worship
of an idol, especially of Jagannth):—mah-purush, s.m.
(f. -), A great man, an eminent personage, a magnate,
chief; one invested with ocial authority; a dignitary; a
great saint or sage, a reverend or holy person; a great
ascetic;—(ironic.) a consummate knave:—mah-pralay,
vulg. mah-parlai, or mah-pirlai, s.m. The total
annihilation of the universe at the end of a Kalp; an
entire dissolution and destruction of things after a
period commensurate with the life of Brahma (when the
seven Lokasand their inhabitants, together with all the
saints, gods, and Brahm himself, are annihilated);—the
great deluge:—mah-pushp, s.f. The ower Clitoria
ternatea:—mah-paksh, s.m. An owl:—mah-pait, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Very learned;—a great Panit, or
philosopher, a great scholar; a great teacher:—mahpank, s.m. Deep mire; a great slough or quagmire:—mahtattva, s.m. 'The great principle'; the intellect (or second
of the Snkhya Tattvas):—mah-tikta, adj. (f. -), Very
bitter, or sharp, or pungent;—s.m. The large nimbtree,
Melia sempervirens:—mah-tal, s.m. Name of the sixth of
the seven lower worlds or regions under the earth
(inhabited by the Ngas, Asurs, Daityas, and other evil
beings):—mahtma, or mahtm(˚h+t˚), adj. & s.m. Of
great soul, high-souled, lofty-minded, magnanimous,
noble-minded, noble, high-bred, high-principled;
generous, liberal;—high-souled or noble being;
venerable or holy being, &c.:—mah-tej, adj. Of great
energy, or vigour; very vigorous, or very energetic;—of
great splendour; full of re; very bright:—mah-trth, s.m.
A great trthor place of pilgrimage:—mah-tkshna, adj. (f.
-), Exceedingly sharp (as a weapon, or perception, &c.);
very pungent (as a avour);—s.m. A very acute person:—
mah-jl, or (dialec.) mah-jl, s.m. A large shing-net, a
seine:—mah-jn, adj.=mah-jnn, q.v.:—mah-ja, adj. &
s.m. Having a great ja, q.v.;—an epithet of iva:—mahja, s.f. A great braid or coil of hair; the matted or

twisted hair of iva:—mah-ja, or mah-ja , adj. Utterly
irrational; intensely stupid, or insensible:—mah-jan, s.m.
(f. -), A great or eminent man, a very distinguished
person; a good or trustworthy man; a man of credit; a
banker, money-dealer; a merchant, a wholesale dealer:
—mah-jnn, vulg. mah-gyn, adj. (f. -), Possessed of
great knowledge or learning;—very wise:—mah-jan, adj.
& s.f. See s.v.:—mah-jokhim, s.f. Great risk, or peril; a
great enterprise; a great achievement:—mah-dt, s.m.
(f. -dtri), A great giver, a very
benecent person:—mah-dn, s.m. A great gift; an
epithet of certain valuable gifts, or the giving of
dierent kinds of valuable presents to the priests
(sixteen such gifts are particularly enumerated):—mahdush, adj. (f. -), Exceedingly vile, exceptionally bad;—
s.m. An exceedingly vile person, a great miscreant:—
mah-dushatva, s.m. Great vileness; excessive
wickedness:—mah-dant, s.m. A large tooth, or tusk; an
elephant's tusk;—adj. & s.m. Having large teeth, or
tusks;—an elephant with large tusks:—mah-dhtu, s.m.
'The great metal, or element'; gold:—mah-dn, adj. (f. ), Very meek; very poor:—mah-dev, vulg. mah-deo,
s.m. 'The great deity,' an epithet of iva (the third deity
of the Hind triad; it is the name by which he is most
commonly known):—mah-dev, s.f. 'The great goddess,'
especially as an epithet of Durg, or Prvat (the wife of
iva):—mah-ol, s.m. A large and splendid sort of sedan
(or plk) for great personages:—mah-rti, s.f.=mah-rtri;
and corr. of mah-rshr, qq.v.:—mahrti(mah+arati),
s.m. A great enemy:—mah-rtr, s.m., or mah-rtri, s.f.
Midnight, the dead of night; late at night; time after
midnight; close of night:—mah-rtri, s.f. The longest
night in the year; the great night of the complete
destruction of the world;—the eighth day (or night) in
the light half of the month Avin:—mah-rj, s.m. A great
king; reigning prince, supreme sovereign, paramount
power (i.q. mah-rj);—a form of address to a Brhma ,
or a superior; your Majesty! your Excellency! your
Honour! Sir!—mah-rj, s.m. Supreme power, sovereign,
emperor:—mahrjdhirj(˚ja+adh˚), s.m. Lord paramount,
king of kings, universal emperor:—mah-rjya, s.m. The
rank or title of a reigning sovereign; sovereignty,

dominion:—mah-rshr, s.m. A great kingdom or realm;
'the great country,' i.e. the Marha~~ country;—name of
a kind of metre in Sanskrit prosody:—mah-rshr, s.m.
pl. The Mahra~~ people, the Mahra~~s:— mah-rshr,
or mah-rsh, s.f. The Mahra~~ language;—s.m. A
Marha~~ Brhma :—mah-rmya, s.m. The great
Rmyan, one of the many Rmya s of Vlmki:—
mah-r, or mah-rn, s.f. A great queen; the principal
wife of a Rj; a queen in her own right, reigning queen;
empress;—a respectful form of address to Hind ladies of
rank:—mah-rh, s.m. (f. -n, or in), A great traveller:—
mah-rath, s.m. A large car, or vehicle; a great chariot;—
one who has a great chariot, a great warrior or hero:—
mah-sntapan, vulg. mah-sntpan, s.m. lit.'Great
tormenting'; a kind of severe penance (viz.subsisting for
six successive days respectively on cow's urine, cowdung, milk, curds, gh, and water in which Kuagrass has
been boiled, and fasting on the seventh day; or, instead
of one day, some authorities assign a period of three
days to each penance, considering the rst kind as the
common sntpan; others omit the sixth and seventh
penance, making the whole last fteen days):—mahshas, s.m. Excessive violence, great cruelty or outrage,
brutal assault;—extreme daring or audacity:—mah-sabh,
s.f. A great, or royal, council; a senate:—mah-sattva, adj.
& s.m. Having a great or noble essence; noble, good,
virtuous, just;—a noble being; a virtuous person:—mahsukh, s.m. Great pleasure, excessive enjoyment;—
copulation, coition:—mah-sundar, adj. (f. -), Very
beautiful, very handsome:—mah-sundar, s.f. A very
lovely woman, a great beauty:—mah-sa kh, s.m. The
skull; the temporal or frontal bone, the forehead;—the
highest or last number of numeration (i.q. mah-ankh):—
mah-sa grm, s.m. A great battle:—mah-s kshma, adj. (f.
-), Very ne, or minute; very subtile; very delicate:—
mahsham(˚h+ash˚), s.f. 'The great eighth,' the eighth
day of the light half of the month Asin (or festival in
honour of Durg, called the Durg-p j):—mah-a kh,
s.m. A particular high number, one thousand billions, or
a thousand millions;—one of Kuver's treasures;—the
temporal or frontal bone, the forehead:—mahay(˚h
+˚), adj. & s.m. Having a noble disposition, high-

minded, magnanimous, liberal, municent; open,
unsuspicious;—a noble-minded man; a respectable
person, a gentleman;—a term of respectful address; your
Honour! Sir! Master!—mah-kl, s.m. A form of iva; an
epithet of iva in his character of the destroying deity
(he being then represented of a black colour, and of
more or less terric aspect:—in this particular iva may
be regarded as a personication of Time, the destroyer
of all things):—mah-kl, s.f. A form, or an epithet, of
Durg (wife of iva), in her terri c form:—mah-kya, adj.
(f. -) 'Large-bodied,' of great stature, tall, large,
gigantic; bulky, stout:—mah-karm, s.m. A great work;—
adj. Accomplishing great works; doing mighty deeds;—an
epithet of iva:—mah-kul, or mah-k l, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Of a great family, sprung from a noble family, highborn, noble, aristocratic;—a man of noble or good family,
a noble:—mah-kuln, adj. (f. -) = mah-kul:—mah-kand,
s.m. Name of a very large esculent root;—a sort of yam;
—garlic:—mah-k p, s.m. A large or deep well:—mahko h, s.m. 'Great cutaneous eruption'; the worst form of
leprosy:—mah-khl, s.m. A great bay, or creek;—inroad
of the sea upon the adjoining low ground:—mah-kha,
s.m. 'The great division (of the earth),' an epithet of
Bhrat-varsh:—mah-gad, s.m. 'Great antidote,' a kind of
medicinal compound;—great sickness, severe illness;
fever;—adj. Armed with a great club:—mahlay(˚h+l˚),
s.m. A great dwelling; a great temple, or monastery; a
place of refuge, sanctuary, asylum;—the great refuge,
the Supreme Being, or great Universal Spirit:—mah-loh,
s.m. 'Great iron'; a magnet, a loadstone:—mah-mr, or
mah-mri, or mah-mr, s.f. Great pestilence, or
mortality; great slaughter or havoc; plague; epidemic
disease; cholera-morbus;—mah-mr, s.f. 'The great
destroying goddess,' an epithet of Durg:—mah-mr ,
s.m. A great pestilence; a great battle; great slaughter
(i.q. mah-mri);—a great ghter; a hard hitter:—mahmsh, s.m. A kind of large bean, Dolichos catsang:—mahm s, s.m. 'Costly meat'; human esh (one who takes
money on giving his daughter in marriage is said to sell
mah-m sor 'human esh'):—mah-m, s.f. One of the
seven sisters who are goddesses of small-pox, &c.:—
mah-my, s.f. Great deceit, or illusion; worldly illusion;

the divine power of illusion (which makes the material
universe appear as if really existing, and renders it
cognizable by the senses); the Great Illusion (the illusory
nature of worldly objects personied); an epithet of the
goddess Durg:—mah-mar, s.f. = mah-mr, q.v.:—mahmai, s.m. & f. Costly gem; precious jewel (as the
diamond, ruby, &c.):—mah-mantr, s.m. A primeminister:—mah-m rkh, s.m. A great fool:—mahm rkhatva, s.m., or mah-murkhat, s.f. Exceeding folly:—
mah-m lya, adj. (f. -), High-priced; very costly, or
precious, or valuable;—s.m. A ruby:—mah-moh, s.m.
Great confusion or infatuation of mind; great illusion;
great ignorance:—mah-mahiman, or mah-mahim, adj. &
s.m. Very, or extremely, great; truly great; high and
mighty;—excessive greatness, omnipotence; true
greatness:—mah-med, s.m. The coral-tree, Erythrina
indica;—a species of medicinal plant; a particular drug
(classed among the principal drugs, and described as a
tonic and stimulant):—mahnubhv(˚h+anu˚), adj. (f. -) &
s.m. In high esteem, worthy, mighty, exalted, dignied,
pre-eminent, just, virtuous;—a gentleman:—mah-nidr,
s.f. 'The great sleep,' death:—mah-narak, s.m. Name of
one of the twenty-one hells or places of torment:—mahni, s.f. Midnight; the dead of night, the time after
midnight:—mah-nagar, s.m. A great city;—name of a
particular city:—mah-nimb, s.m. A species of large
nimbtree, or Melia sempervirens:—mahnand(˚h+n˚), s.m.
Great bliss, the great joy of deliverance from further
transmigration; nal emancipation, or beatitude;—a
proper name:—mah-nind, s.f. Rank blasphemy:—
mahnand(fr. mahnand, q.v.), adj. Relating to
Mahnand;—relating to  nal emancipation;—s.m. One
who has attained nal beatitude:—mah-navam, vulg.
mah-naum, or mah-naum, s.f. The ninth day in the
light half of the month Asin; the festival held on that
day:—mah-nl, s.m. (lit.'dark, or deep, blue') A kind of
sapphire;—name of one of the Ngas:— mah-vkya, s.m.
Any long continuous composition or literary work, a
magnum opus;—principal sentence, great proposition;
epithet of twelve mystical utterances of the Upanishads
(esp. of the mystic words Tattvam, and Om):—mah-vi r,
s.m. Deep thought, or consideration; profound

meditation:—mah-virakt, adj. (f. -), Very destitute;
utterly forlorn:—mah-vas, s.m. The Gangetic porpoise,
Delphinus gangeticus:—mah-vish, adj. & s.m. Very
poisonous or venomous;—the Coluber Nga, or a kind of
small and very venomous serpent (said to have two
heads):—mah-vishuv(for mah-vishuv-sankrnt), s.f. The
vernal equinox, the moment of the sun's passing into
Aries (diering by several days from European
computation):—mah-van, s.m. A great wood; a large, or
dense, forest:—mah-vin, s.m. Great destruction; total
ruin:—mah-v , s.m. Name of one of the twenty-one
hells or places of torment:—mah-vr, s.m. A great hero;
—a lion;—an epithet of Vish u, and of Garu (the bird
and vehicle of Vish u);—re, sacricial re; a sacricial
vessel;—the thunder-bolt of Indra;—a white horse;—
name of the last or twenty-fourth Arhat (the last and
most celebrated Jain teacher of the present age;
supposed to have ourished in the province of Behr in
the sixth century before the Christian era):—mah-vrya,
adj. (f. -) & s.m. Very energetic; very powerful, or
mighty;—a name of Brahm;—a Brhma :— mah-hs,
s.m. Great laughter; loud laughter; a horse-laugh:—mahyjak, s.m. High-priest, chief priest:—mah-yajna, vulg.
mah-yagya, s.m. A great sacrice or oering; a principal
act of devotion, a sacrament (of the Hind religion: of
these acts ve are enumerated; and they are severally
considered as due to, 1˚ the Vedas; 2˚ the gods; 3˚ man;
4˚ the manes; 5˚ all created beings. The acts themselves
are, 1˚ the study of Scripture; 2˚ the oering sacrice to
the gods; 3˚ hospitality to guests; 4˚ libations of water to
the manes of deceased ancestors; 5˚ the casting of food
on the ground, or into water, as an oering to created
beings generally):—mah-ya, adj. Very glorious, very
famous or illustrious, renowned, celebrated:—mah-yug,
vulg. mah-jug, s.m. A great yug, a yugof the gods, the
aggregate of the four yugs, Krita, Tret, Dvpar, and Kali
(=4,320,000,000
years of mortals):—mah-yantr, vulg. mah-jantr, s.m. A
great machine; a great mechanical work (as a lock, a
dike, &c.).
S 4a /6mah, s.f. A cow.
P  4a mahbat, s.f. = P  4a mahba, s.m.(for A. ~ 4a , inf. n.

of

 (for U ) 'to be afraid' (of), &c.), Fear, dread; awe;

reverence; gravity; majesty, greatness, authority.
P  4a mahba, s.m. = P  4a mahbat, s.f.(for A. ~ 4a , inf. n.
of  (for U ) 'to be afraid' (of), &c.), Fear, dread; awe;
reverence; gravity; majesty, greatness, authority.
S A & 4a /6#mah-bhrat, s.m. See s.v. mah.
H 2 Y 4a /6/mahtam, or /6;/ mahtma [S. /6;@(, fr.
/6;/], s.m. Greatness of soul, magnanimity;—exalted
state or position, greatness, grandeur, majesty, dignity;
—the peculiar ecacy or virtue of any divinity or sacred
shrine;—the benet derived from any good work.
H 2 Y 4a /6/mah-tam [S. /6+/t], s.m. Gross
darkness, thick darkness:—mahtam-prabh, s.f.
(lit.'Having thick darkness for its light'), Name of the
nethermost of the twenty-one hells.
H 2 Y 4a /6;/mahtma = S @ Y 4a /6;/ mahtm (/6
+;/), adj. See s.v. mah.
S @ Y 4a /6;/mahtm = H 2 Y 4a /6;/ mahtma (/6
+;/), adj. See s.v. mah.
S  @ Y 4a /6;@mahtmya, and H. /6;@ mahtmya,
adj.=mahtm, q.v.
H  @ Y 4a /6;@mahtmya, s.m. contrac. of mhtmya, q.v.
(and see mahtam).
H Y 4a /6; mahtwa, s.m. 1˚=mahattva, q.v.;—2˚=mahtattva, q.v.s.v. mah.
A W 4a muhjir (act. part. of W ; see next), part. adj. &
s.m. Abandoning, quitting, &c.;—one who quits (his
country, especially on account of public calamity or
persecution); a fugitive; an exile (pl. muhjirn).
P AW 4a muhjarat (for A. {W 4a , inf. n. of W  'to abandon
(friends, &c.), to ee,' &c., iii of 8 'to separate oneself
(from),' &c.), s.f. Abandoning (one's country, or friends);
eeing; desertion; ight; emigration;—separation;
distance.
S <W 4a /6*mah-jan, s.m. (f. -), A great or eminent
man, a very distinguished person; a good or trustworthy
man, a man of credit; a banker, money-dealer; a
merchant; a wholesale dealer.

H W 4a /6*"mah-jan [S. /6*"t, and /6*"],
adj. Mercantile, commercial; of or relating to a banker;—
s.f. Mercantile business, commerce, trade;—banking
business, banking; exchange; interest; commission.
A  4a mihd (fr. + 4a 'to spread equally; to make (a bed),'
&c.), s.m. A bed; sofa; chair; throne; any place on which
one sits or reclines.
S ) 4a /6b mah-deva, vulg. mah-dev, or mah-deo, s.m.
See s.v. mah.
P  4a mahr, corr. muhr(in A. mihr), s.f. A piece of wood,
with a string attached to it, put through the nose of a
camel (to guide him by); a camel's nose-string;—reins; a
bridle (the word is also used in connection with shutur,
'camel,' as rs, 'rein,' of horses, and 'head,' of cattle):—
be-mahr, or shutur--be-mahr, adj. Unbridled,
unrestrained, loose.
H  &a @6mhr, pron. (dialec.)=mer, 'my, mine,' q.v.
P A 4a mahrat (for A. { 4a 'inf. n. of 4a 'to excel in any
art or profession'), s.f. Excellence (in any art or
profession, &c.), skill, expertness, prociency; practice;
subtlety, acuteness, genius:—mahrat rakhn(-me ), To
possess skill, or prociency, &c. (in), to be practised (in).
H  4a /6"mahr, s.f. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H  4a /67"mah , or @67" mh  [S. /6+!(, or !
+], s.f. A stately dwelling, an edice, a palace,
mansion, house; an upper room or story;—a shrine (esp.
one sacred to Gg).
H B 4a /,6muhs [S. /,L+/3t, or /[+], s.m. A
pimple on the face (esp. of a youth):—muhse nikaln,
Pimples to break out on the face.
S -D 4a /69/"mahsham (˚h+ash˚), s.f. See s.v. mah.
S E 4a /68mahay (˚h+˚), adj. See s.v. mah.
S  4a /6!mah-kl. For this, and other words
beginning with mah, which are not given above or
below, see s.v. mah.
A 4a mahl (v.n. fr.  (for ) 'to terrify,' &c.), adj.
Formidable, dreadful (place).
A 1 4a mahmm, s.f. pl. (of muhimm, q.v.), Serious aairs,
momentous business, important transactions.

S  4a /6 mahn, adj. Great, &c. (i.q. mahat, and mah,
qq.v.).
H  4a ./ 6mihn [mih˚= S. qV;; Prk. q6+= w= Prk.
wa, or we= S.  (caus. aug.); or=S. ./ 6O+, &c.], v.n. To
become damp or humid.
H  4a /,6muhn [S. /,L++t, or /,L+TR; cf.
gharn], s.m. Mouth (of a river, &c.); an estuary;
con uence (of two rivers); a strait; an inlet, or outlet.
S  &% 4a /6,# mahnubhv (˚h+anu˚), adj. See s.v. mah.
H  4a /6"mahn, or ./ 6" mihn [S. /BR, or /BR
+], s.f. A churning-vessel, a churn.
H A 4a /6 mahwat, (dialec.) /6 mahut, vulg.
mahaut[Ap. Prk. /6 \,, Prk. /6/\5; S. /6+/Pt], s.m.
Elephant-driver, elephant-keeper.
H Y 4a /6 "mahwatn [mahwat, q.v.+n= S. "], s.f.
The wife of a mahwator mahaut.
H &Y 4a /6 Rmahwath, s.m. dialec., or corr.=mahwat,
q.v.
H Y 4a /6 "mahwat, s.f.=mahwatn, q.v.
H  4a /6 &mahwa = H  4a /6 _ mahwah [S. /V
++ . 9t], s.m. Rain which falls in the month of Mgh
(Jan.-Feb.), winter-rain.
H  4a /6 _mahwah = H  4a /6 & mahwa [S. /V
++ . 9t], s.m. Rain which falls in the month of Mgh
(Jan.-Feb.), winter-rain.
H  4a /6 mahwar = H  4a /6 7 mahwa [prob. S.
/6+ t], s.m. Lac, the red animal dye so called,
extracted from lac insects;—(dialec.) red cotton-wool, &c.
(which, being wetted, readily gives out, on pressure, a
good red for ink).
H  4a /6 7mahwa = H  4a /6  mahwar [prob. S.
/6+ t], s.m. Lac, the red animal dye so called,
extracted from lac insects;—(dialec.) red cotton-wool, &c.
(which, being wetted, readily gives out, on pressure, a
good red for ink).
A U4a mahabb (n. of place fr. U
C  'to blow with violence,'
&c.), s.m. A breathing-hole, a vent; a place whence, or

whither, the wind blows.
A U4a muhibb (act. part. of U
C  'to awake, or arouse (from
sleep),' &c., iv of U
C  'to awake, to rise (from sleep'), part.
adj. Waking, arousing;—libidine actus et in fœmellam
insiliens admissarius.
S 4a /6mahat, adj. & s.m. Great, large, big, bulky,
huge; mighty, strong; great, important, eminent, high,
noble, chief, excellent, illustrious, glorious; greatest,
best, pre-eminent;—a great or eminent personage; a
religious superior, a prior, an abbot; a chief of faqrs; a
monk (i.q. mahant);—greatness, magnitude; innity;—
importance, grandeur, dignity; pride, haughtiness,
conceit, airs (in this sense, com. used by women, and
pronounced maht, and also used as a fem.);—kingdom,
dominion;—the great intellectual principle, the intellect:
—mahad-ray, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dependent upon, or
attached to, the great;—one who is depenent on the
great:—mahad-oj(S. mahat+ojas), adj. Having great vigour
or energy, very vigorous; full of vital power, very mighty
or powerful; having great splendour or glory:—mahadaushadh, s.m.=mahaushadh, q.v.
H *4a /6maht, s.m.=mahto, or mahtau , qq.v.
S *4a /6\mahat-t, s.f.=mahattva, q.v.
P *4a mah-tb (mh+tb, qq.v.), s.m. The moon;—
moonlight, moonshine;—a kind of reworks, a blue-light
(i.q. mah-tb).
P  *4a mah-tb [mahtb, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Of or
belonging to the moon;—of moonshine; bright as the
moon; like the moon;—s.f. A kind of reworks (the light
of which resembles that of the moon), a blue-light;—a
fruit of the lime kind, pumpelmoose, shaddock;—
brocade;—an open high terrace.
H  *4a /6"mahatd, vulg. mahtd, s.m. =mahto, or
mahtau , qq.v.
H  *4a /6"mahtr [S. /6++], s.f. Mother (i.q.
m, or m).
A + *4a mhtad (act. part. of + *'to be guided aright,' &c.,
viii of + 'to guide aright,' &c.), part. adj. Guided aright,
directed or led (into the way of salvation); directed,
guided, or steered (to the right or left).

P *4a mh-tar (=S. /6\), adj. Greater (compar. of mh,
q.v.);—s.m. A prince; a chief or principal person,
headman;—an honoric title of sweepers, inn-keepers,
shoe-makers, butchers, &c.;—a sweeper.
H *4a mhtarn, vulg. mhtrn[mhtar, q.v. + S. "], s.f.
A woman of the mhtarcaste;—the wife of a sweeper or
scavenger; a sweeper-woman;—a female inn-keeper.
H $*4a mhtar [mhtar, q.v.+Prk. =S. +], s.f.
Chiefship, headship;—perquisites of a chief of the
mhtaror scavenger class.
A 2 @ *4a mhtamim (for mhtammu, act. part. of 2C * 'to be
anxious (about),' &c.), viii of 2C  'to keep (one) in an
anxious state of mind,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Anxious, or
concerned (about); taking upon oneself the concerns of
others;—a commissioner, an agent, a manager, trustee,
superintendent, inspector, overseer:—mhtamim-a br, s.m. Editor of a newspaper:—mhtamim--band-obast, s.m. A settlement ocer:—mhtamim--mat ba,
 s.m.
Manager of a printing press.
H @ @ *4a mhtamim, s.f. Agency, managership, &c. (see
mhtamim).
H *4a /65mahto [Prk. /6(5; S. /6], s.m. Headman of
a village; the person employed by a landholder to collect
the rent from a village, al and-bailif; a factor, or agent; a
head (village) peon, a village constable; a scribe, a clerk
(also written mahtau ).
S *4a /6Ä mahattva, and /6; mahatva, s.m. (f. mahat-t),
Greatness, magnitude, bulk, largeness, amplitude;
mightiness, might, majesty, grandeur, dignity; high or
elevated position; high consideration or estimation,
importance.
A *4a mhtawil (act. part. of * 'to be terried,' &c., viii
of  (for ) 'to terrify,' &c.), part. adj. Terried, afraid;
trembling.
H  *4a /6gmahtau , s.m.=mahto, q.v.
H *4a /6"mahat, vulg. maht, and (dialec.) /6  mahati
[S. /6+], s.f. An eminent woman;—an abbess, a
lady-superior;—the lute of Nrad(containing seven, or
one hundred, strings;—the egg-plant, Solanum melongena;
—(in Arith.) a great surd, or the sum of two original

irrational numbers.
H *4a /6 mahatiy, vulg. mahtiy[S. /6+t],
s.m.=mahto, q.v.
H " 84a /6*!mah-jl, s.m. (dialec.)=mah-jl, q.v.s.v.
mah.
A  84a mahj r (pass. part. of 8 'to separate,' &c.), part.
adj. Separated, cut o; excluded; left, forsaken,
abandoned, deserted; rejected; repudiated.
P  84a mahj r (fr. mahj r), s.f. Separation; absence;
forlorn condition.
H ^:4a muh- a g (muh+ a g, qq.v.), s.f. Jew's-harp (i.q.
mu ang).
A + 4a mahd (v.n. fr. + 4a 'to spread equally,' &c.), s.m. A
cradle; swing; couch.
S E + 4a /6Ymahad-ray, adj. & s.m. See s.v. maha.
H 5+ 4a /65*mahadoj (S. mahat+ojas), adj. See s.v. mahat.
S + E + 4a /6M3mahad-aushadh (mahat+au˚),
s.m.=mahaushadh, q.v.
A 1 + 4a mahd m (pass. part. of 1 +  'to demolish,' &c.), part.
adj. Demolished, levelled with the ground, destroyed,
totally ruined.
A + 4a mahd (pass. part. of + 'to guide aright,' &c.), s.m.
lit.'One who is led in the right way'; the name of the
twelfth Imm(who, according to the creed of the Shas, is
still living);—a leader, guide.
H + 4a ./ 6"mhd, s.f.=me hd, q.v.
S 4a /6mahar, s.m. The fourth of the seven worlds
which rise one above the other (coming between
Svarand Janas, and said to be one krore of Yojansabove
the polar star; it is supposed to be the abode of those
saints who survive a destruction of the world):—maharlok, s.m. Idem.
H 4a /6mahar (i.q. mhtar, q.v.), s.m. A chief; head-man.
H 4a /6mahar, or /6  mahari [Prk. & S. / 6 !], s.f. A
woman, female; wife (also mehar, mehrr , mahar).
A 4a mahr (inf. n. of 4a 'to contract, or engage by
writing, to make a settlement on a wife'), s.m.
Contracting by writing, to make a settlement on a wife;—
a marriage-portion, or gift, settled upon the wife before

thoroughly; to dissolve,' ii of  'to be well cooked,' &c.),

marriage; dowry, jointure, alimony:—mahr b dhn(-k?),
To settle a portion (on a wife):—mahr ba shn(-k), To
give up a jointure:—mahr-k daw karn, To claim a
marriage-portion.
S 4a ./ 6 mihir, s.m. The sun; the moon; a cloud; wind,

mahirr [Prk. / 6 !f=S. / 6 !++], s.f. Woman,

air (cf. next).
P 4a mihr, vulg. mihar(=S. ./ 6 ), s.m. The sun;—name of

female; wife.
H &a /6&mhar, s.m.=marha, q.v.

a Persian month in which falls the autumnal equinox
(the month of September):—mihr-wash, adj. Like the sun.
P 4a mihr, or mhr, vulg. mihir, or mihar[Prs mihir; old P.

A 4a mahrn, s.f. A kind of medicine or drug.

mithra; Pehl. mitn; Zend mithra; S. ./ P], s.f. Love,
aection, friendship, kindness, favour; mercy, pity,
sympathy, feeling;—prosperity:—mihr-angez, adj. Loveexciting; friendly:—mihr-bn, adj. See s.v.:—mihr-kash, adj.
Loving, aectionate, kind, &c.:—mihr-war, adj.=mihr-kash:
—mihr-warz, s.f. Exercise of friendship, kindness.
P 4a muhr, or mhr, vulg. muhar, muhur, mohar(=S. /,W),
s.f. A seal; seal-ring;—impression of a seal; a stamp;—a
gold coin (current in India for about µ1 16s.), a goldmohur;—a cautery, or the instrument which makes the
impression;—maidenhood, virginity;—mhr-bar-dr, s.m.
Keeper of the seal:—mhr--taqld, s.f. A counterfeit seal:
—mhr--kim, or mhr--manab, s.f. An ocial seal:—
mhr-- , or mhr--dast, s.f. A private seal; a signet:—
mhr-dr, s.m. Holder or keeper of the seal:—mhr-shh, s.f. Privy seal; royal signet:—mhr karn, or mhr
lagn(-me , or par?), To put a seal (on), to seal; to stamp:
—mhr-kan, s.m. A seal-engraver; a lapidary:—mhr-kan,
s.f. Seal-engraving:—mhr lagn(-m ), To put a seal
(on); to seal up;—to close, shut.
H 4a /6mahr, or ./ 6 mhr [S. / 6 !+t], s.m. (f. ), A man who appears in the habit of a woman; an
eeminate person (see mhl);—a kahr, or plk-bearer
(so called because they have access to the women's
apartments).
H 4a /,6muhr, or mhr[Prk. /,6! or /,6! ; S. /,L
+!+t], s.m. The front; van, vanguard (syn. agr;
harwal):—mhre-par, adv. In the front; in the van.
H 4a /,6muhr, or mhr, s.m.=?4a mhra, q.v.
A 4a muharr (pass. part. of C 'to boil or cook

part. adj. Well-dressed, well-boiled; dissolved;—pounded,
comminuted.
H 4a ./ 6~mhrr , ./ 6~ mahrr , or / 6 ~

P 4a mahrna [A. mahr, q.v.+na= Zend naor ana= S. ana],
s.m. A fee exacted by the Q(from Muammadans) at
weddings.
H $4a /6 mahr [mahr, q.v. + = Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. The business of a
mahr or plk-bearer;—a kind of song peculiar to
cowherds.
P  4a mihrbn, or mhrbn(mihr+bn, qq.v.), adj. Loving,
aectionate, friendly, kind, benevolent, benecent,
favouring, indulgent, gracious, propitious;
compassionate, merciful;—s.m. A friend;—mihrbn, O
friend! Dear Sir!—mihr-bn hon(-par), To be kind, or
gracious, or favourable (to); to favour (with, as a visit,
&c.); to feel pity (for), to take compassion (on).
H J 4a mihrb g, s.f. (colloq.), corr. of next, q.v.
P  4a mihrbn, mhrbn[mihrbn, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ],
s.f. Friendliness, kindness, goodness, favour:—mhrbnse pesh n, To show kindness (to), to treat kindly:—
mihrbn karn(-par), To show friendship or kindness (to),
to be kind or gracious (to), to confer favour (on), to
favour, to befriend:—p-k mhrbn hai, It is your
kindness or favour; it is very good or kind of you; thank
you.
H A4a /,z muhurt,
'
or /,z ' mahurt, s.m. =A 4a muh rt,
q.v.
S E 4a /6 3maharshi, and H. /6 3 maharsh (mah+rishi),

s.m. A great Rishi, any great sage or saint; a preeminent class of saint-sages (said to be primeval, and to
be the procreators of mankind).
P < 4a mhr-kan, s.m. See s.v. 4a muhr or mhr.
S  !4a /6!Ñmahar-lok, s.m. See s.v. mahar.

S 4a 4a /,z /,z
' muhur-muhur = S 4a 4a /,z /,z
' muhur-muhu

S Z4a / 6 3mahisha, vulg. mahish, s.m. A bualo (i.q.

adv. At every moment; again and again, repeatedly.
S 4a 4a /,z /,z
' muhur-muhu = S 4a 4a /,z /,z
'  muhur-muhur

bhai s);—name of an Asur or demon (slain by Durg);—
the emblem and vehicle of Yam:—mahishsur(˚sha+as˚),
s.m. The Asur or demon Mahish (whence the name of
the country Mais ror Mysore):—mahishksh(˚sha+ak˚), s.m.
Name of a plant, supposed to be a kind of bdellium:—
mahish-pati, s.m. An epithet of Yam:—mahishe, vulg.
mahishes, or mahishes(˚sha+), s.m. 1˚=mahishsur, q.v.;—2˚
an epithet of Yam (i.q. Yam-rj).
S 4a / 6 3"mahish, s.f. A bualo-cow (i.q. bhai s);—any

adv. At every moment; again and again, repeatedly.
P 4a mah-r , corr. H. /Ç~ maher (mh+r , qq.v.), adj.
Moon-faced, having a face as beautiful as the moon;
beautiful;—s.m. & f. Moon-faced one, beauty, charmer.
H 4a ./ 6 mhrw [Prk. & S. / 6 !, with winserted],
s.f. Woman (i.q. mahar; mhrr ).
P d4a mihr-warz, s.f. See s.v. mihr.
P ?4a muhra, or mhra(rel. n. fr. mhr= S. /,W, q.v.), s.m. A
shell, a cowrie; a pebble; a small ball or pill (syn. guk);—
a bead (of glass, or coral);—a stone found in the head of
a serpent; bezoar stone;—a rubber, a shell, or pebble, &c.
used for giving a smoothness and a glossiness to paper,
&c.; a polishing-instrument (of iron, or bone); glossiness
(of paper, &c.), gloss, polish, lustre;—a piece, or man (at
chess, backgammon, &c.); a counter (for playing any
game);—any natural protuberance of the bone (as in the
neck-joint, &c.), ankle-joint; backbone; vertebra:—mhradr, vulg. mhre-dr, adj. Polished, glazed, glossy, smooth:
—mhra karn, v.t. To rub with a shell, or pebble, &c.; to
smooth, to polish, to give a gloss to:—mhra--nard, s.m.
Chess-man, a piece at draughts, or backgammon, &c.
P 4a muhr, or mhr[muhr, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Sealed,
sealed up; stamped (with the seal of), bearing the signet
(of).
H 4a /,6"muhr, or mhr[Prk. /,6 f; S. /,L++], s.f.
A drain, &c. (i.q. mor, q.v.); cu (of a sleeve); extremity
(of the leg of a pair of trousers);—bore (of a gun);—a
head-stall.
P 4a mihr, or mhr(fr. mihr), s.f. Aection, friendship,
kindness (i.q. mihr; but only used as last member of
compounds);—a kind of lute;—a psaltery, a sackbut.
H 4a /6"mahr, or ./ 6" mhr, (dialec.) /6  mahari, or
mahri[mahar, q.v.+Prk.=S. ], s.f. A woman, &c. (i.q.
mahar, q.v.).
H )4a /6 mahriy, or mahariy, or /6  mhariy, or
mhriy, s.f.=mahr, q.v.

woman of high rank, especially the rst or properly
consecrated wife of a king; queen-consort, a crowned
queen (syn. rj-patn).
H (4a /6=mahakk, s.m., or /6 mahak, vulg. mahk, s.f.
[S. /6=t], A wide-spread fragrance; fragrance, odour,
perfume (in a strong degree):—mahak-dr, adj. Fragrant,
odoriferous; aromatic (i.q. mahkl, q.v.):—mahak n, or
mahak uhn, or mahak mrn, v.n.=mahakn, q.v.
H 5 4a /6*mah-kj, s.m. (dialec.) = mah-karm, q.v.s.v.
mah.
H  4a /6mahkn [mahak, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To exhale (agreeable scent); to perfume, to scent.
H 4a /6mahakn (fr. the trans. mahkn, or fr.
mahak), v.n. To exhale agreeable scent; to diuse
fragrance, to emit odour; to smell pleasant; to be
fragrant:—mahak-jn, v.n. To be scented or perfumed.
H 3 4a /6"!mahkl [S. /6= + l= Prk. ! =S. !
+t], adj. (f. -), Fragrant, odoriferous; spicy, aromatic.
S 34a / 6 !mahil, s.f. A woman, female;—a species of
odoriferous plant (com. called priya gu).
H 34a ./ 6!mhl [Prk. & S. / 6 !+S. t], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Eeminate, womanly;—an eeminate man; a man
who appears in the habit of a woman (i.q. mahr, or
mhr, q.v.).
P #4a mhlat (for A. ~#4a , inf. n. of 4a 'to do anything
slowly or leisurely,' &c.), s.f. Putting o, deferring;
retarding; delay; procrastination, dilatoriness; respite;
intermission; cessation; armistice;—time, leisure; a delay

granted for an appointed time or term;—notice of, or
provision or preparation made for, any approaching
event:—mhlat den(-ko), To grant a respite (to); to allow
time (for); to delay, defer, postpone:—mhlat miln(-k),
To obtain a respite; to be allowed time:—mhlat-munsib, s.f. Reasonable or tting delay, or time, &c.
S (#4a /6!mahallak [fr. mahall, corr. of A. ca maall,
q.v.], s.m. A eunuch or attendant in a seraglio (see
maall).
A (#4a mhlik (act. part. of (# 'to cause to perish; to
destroy,' &c.), iv of (# 'to perish,' &c.), part. adj.
Destroying, killing; destructive; pernicious; fatal, deadly,
mortal; vital (part of the body):—mhlik bmr, A fatal
disease:—mhlik jagah, A vital part:—mhlik za m, A
mortal wound:—mhlik hon, To prove fatal, &c.
P #4a mhlika (for A. ~#4a mhlikat, fem. of mhlik), part.
adj.=mhlik, q.v.
P #4a mahlaka (for A. ~#4a mahlakat, n. of place fr. (# 'to
perish,' &c.), s.m. A place of destruction, or of danger; a
precipice, &c.
A 2 4a muhimm, vulg. muhim(act. part. of 2C  'to render
solicitous or anxious,' iv of 2C  'to keep (one) in anxiety,
or suspense,' &c.), adj. Great, important, necessary,
urgent, serious, momentous (business or aair);—s.f. An
urgent, or a momentous, business; important aair;
aair of consequence; exigency; an enterprize; a
dangerous expedition; a feat, an exploit:—muhim jtn, To
be successful in an enterprize; to perform an exploit.
S @ 4a / 6 /mahim, s.m. & f. Greatness, magnitude;
grandeur, majesty, glory; might, power, energy;
exaltation, high rank:—mahim-sa yukt, adj. (f. -), Great,
exalted, magnicent, majestic.
H @ 4a /6/mahm, or mhm[corr. of S. / 6 /], s.f.
Majesty, glory;—veneration, reverence;—kindness,
aability, mildness, &c.:—mhm-se boln, To speak
kindly, aably, or gently, &c.:—mhm karn(-k), To exalt,
extol, glorify, magnify, &c.
A A @ 4a muhimmt, s.f. pl. (of muhimm, q.v.), Necessary
things; important aairs, matters of great-consequence;
expeditions, enterprizes;—endeavours; cares; studies.
P  @ 4a mhmn (mh+mn, qq.v.), s.m. & f. A stranger ; a

guest; an inmate, a lodger;—a son-in-law:—mhmnparwar, adj. Hospitable:—mhmn-parwar, s.f. Hospitality:
—mhmn- na, or mhmn-sare, s.m. A
house for the reception or entertainment of travellers
and strangers; an inn, a caravansary; a hospitable hall,
a dining-room:—mhmn-dr, s.m. A hospitable man; one
who has the charge of receiving and entertaining
guests; an entertainer, a host;—an ocer appointed to
receive and entertain an ambassador, &c.:—mhmndr, s.f. Entertainment; hospitality, a waiting upon
guests:—mhmn-dr karn(-k), To show hospitality (to),
to entertain:—mhmn-dost, adj. Hospitable:—mhmnnawz, adj. Hospitable;—s.m. A hospitable man (i.q.
mhmn-dr):—mhmn-nawz, s.f.=mhmn-dr, q.v.
P  @ 4a mhmn (fr. mhmn), s.f. Entertainment;
hospitality; an entertainment, a feast, a banquet;—adj.
Of or pertaining to a guest:—mhmn karn(-k), To give
an entertainment (to), to prepare a feast (for), to
entertain, to treat hospitably.
A @ 4a mhmal (pass. part. of @  'to let alone; to slight,
neglect,' &c., iv of @  'to be left to themselves to graze
(camels, &c.)'), part. adj. Left alone, neglected;
ungoverned, not managed or directed;—not used,
obsolete; of no signication, without meaning (a word,
&c.), meaningless, senseless, absurd; used improperly;—
without a diacritical point, unpointed (a letter);—(in
Gram.) not governing;—s.m. A buoon;—an unpointed
letter:—mhmil(act. part. of the same verb), part. adj.
Negligent, careless, remiss, indierent, unconcerned.
A A3@ 4a mhmalt, s.f. pl. (of ~#@ 4a mhmalat, f. of mhmal),
Senseless words or things; absurdities.
P #@ 4a mhmala (for A. ~#@ 4a mhmalat, fem. of mhmal),
part. adj.=mhmal, q.v.
A d @ 4a mahm z (pass. part. of o@  'to mark (a letter) with
the sign hamza'), part. adj. Hamzated, or marked with
the sign (,) hamza(viz. the letter  ,, or );—s.m.
Hamzated alif ().
P o @ 4a mhmz , or mahmez, s.f. A spur:—mhmz- ur,
s.m. A horse that will bear the spur.
H <4a /6(maha , postpn. (old H. & dialec.)=m h, and me ,
qq.v.

H <4a /,6mhan, contrac. of < a mohan, q.v.

pan [maha g, q.v.+Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()

H <4a /6mahan [Prk. /64(; S. /R(, rt. /R], s.m.

and ; +], s.m. Dearness, costliness, expensiveness.

Churning.
H 4a /6mahn [Prk. /64(; S. /R"(, rt. /R], v.t. To

H ; J4a /6($mah g-pan = H <; J4a /6($ mah g-

churn.
H 4a ./ 6mhn [prob. Prk. q64(; S. qR˚ (rt. ./ R, or

and ; +], s.m. Dearness, costliness, expensiveness.

qR), or q (rt. ./ , or q)+"(], s.m. Reviling;
quizzing; sarcasm, taunt; fun (i.q. mehn;—syn. bol-hol;
hesr):—mhn phe kn, or mhn mrn(-par?), To poke
fun (at); to sneer (at); to taunt, to ridicule; to quiz.
H 4a /6Bor /6( mahant [Prk. /6(,( and /6(5; S. /6],

pan [maha g, q.v.+Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()
H  J4a /6($57mah go  [Prk. /6FV! ; S. /6V+!
'
+t], s.m. (dialec.) A dear man or merchant, one who
sells at an exorbitant price (syn. mah g-mol).
H J4a /6($"maha g, or mah g[Prk. /6 .FV; S. /6V'
+], s.f. Dearness, expensiveness;—time of dearness,

adj. & s.m. Great, &c. (i.q. maha, q.v.);—s.m. An eminent
personage; a religious superior, head of a religious
order;—a prior, an abbot;—a monk.
H $ *4a /6B mahant [mahant+ = Prk. =S. 

or of scarcity; scarcity, dearth, famine.
H  4a / 6  "mahina-wr, adj. contrac. of mahn-wr,

+], s.f. The status, oce, or functions, of a mahant;

/z , /z(, or / , /(; S. /0t, /0] , s.m. The tree

mahan~ship.
H *4a /6B"mahant [Prk. /6(", or /6(; S. /6", or

Bassia latifolia, and its ower (a spirituous liquor is distilled
from the blossom; and oil is extracted from the nuts or
seeds, which is used instead of butter, and to adulterate
gh):—mahue-k bel, s.m. Oil extracted from the seed of
the mahu:—mahue-k sharb, Spirituous liquor distilled
from the ower of the mahu.
P  4a mah-wr, s.m.=mh-wr, q.v.s.v. mh.
H A 4a /6Mmahaut, s.m. corr. of mahwat, q.v.

/6+], s.f. 1˚=mahat;—2˚=mahant, qq.v.
A K+ 4a muhandis (fr. handasa, corr. fr. P. andza), s.m.
Geometrician; a surveyor.
P B+ 4a muhandis (fr. muhandis), s.f. The art of the
geometrician;—geometry.
H  4a /6"maha-narak, s.m. A dweller in Mahnarak.
H 4a /,6(muha kn (prob. a dialec. var. of mahakn,
q.v.), v.t. To smell.
H + 4a ./ 6("mh d, s.f.=+ 4 a me hd, q.v.
H ^4a /6($maha g, mahng[Prk. /6FV5; S. /6Vt' (/6
+Vt)],
' adj. (dialec.) High-priced, dear, &c. (i.q. maha g,
q.v.):—mah g-sam (sam = samay), s.m. Dear time or
season, time of dearth or scarcity; a dearth, &c. (i.q.
maha g, q.v.):—mahang-mol, s.m. High price:—mahangmol, or mahng-mol, s.m. One who sells at a high price,
or who charges an exorbitant price.
H J4a /6($maha g, vulg. mah g[Prk. /6FV ; S. /6V'
+t], adj. (f. -), High-priced, dear, expensive, costly.
H <; J4a /6($mah g-pan = H ; J4a /6($ mah g-

q.v.s.v. mahn, q.v.
H  4a /zmahu, or / mah , or /6  mahw [Prk.

S ? 0Y 4a /65;6mahotsh (mah+ut˚), s.m. Great eort or
exertion; great diligence or perseverance;—adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Making great eort or exertion; possessing great
energy; very energetic, or persevering, or diligent;—a
very energetic person;—a king possessing all the powers
of monarchy.
S 0Y 4a /65; mahotsav (mah+ut˚), s.m. A great festival;
any great rejoicing.
H &= 4a /65+maho h [Prk. /65K+5; S. /65dt (/6+dt)],
s.m. A great ox;—a great blockhead (i.q. mahoksh, q.v.).
H &= 4a /65+maho h [Prk. /65K+ 5, /65K+ ; S.
/65; t], s.m. A great festival; a funeral feast among
faqrs(i.q. mahotsav, q.v.).
H &= 4a /65K+5maho ho, s.m. (old H.) 1˚=maho h, or

mahoksh, q.v.;—2˚=maho h, q.v.
S  4a /65mahodr (mah+ud˚), adj. Mighty, powerful.
S ) 4a /6Mmahaudrya,
'
s.m. Great bountifulness, or
liberality.
S  4a /65mahoday (mah+ud˚), s.m. Great happiness,
or prosperity; great elevation, or eminence; preeminence; sovereignty; greatness; pride;—nal
emancipation of the soul from matter and from
existence, nal beatitude;—adj. & s.m. Giving, or
possessing, great happiness; very fortunate or lucky;
very prosperous;—very splendid, or glorious;—one who
has great elevation or eminence, a great man, a lord,
master;—an epithet of the ancient city and district of
Kanauj.
S 2 ) 4a /651/mahodyam (mah+ud˚), s.m. Great eort or
exertion, extreme energy;—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Making
great eort, very laborious, or industrious; very diligent,
or persevering; zealous; eager.
A  4a muh r, s.m. pl. (of mahr, q.v.), Marriage portions,
dowries, &c.
H  &a @65mhor, s.m. (dialec.) A peacock (i.q. mor, q.v.).
H  4a /65mahor, s.f. (dialec.)=mahwar, q.v.
S A 4a /, muh
'
rt, and H. / ' mah rt, / mah rat,
and /z ' mahurt, /z mahurat, s.m. A particular division
of time (=12 ksha, or 2 gha ); the thirtieth part of a day,
a period of 48 minutes;—any short space of time, a
moment, an instant;—an auspicious moment;—an
astrologer, or astronomer:—mah rat bi rn, or mah rat
dekhn, To ascertain the auspicious
moment (for any work):—mah rat karn, To begin (a
work) in an auspicious moment.
H Y 4a /, ymuh rt [S. /, y], s.m. pl. The The
Muh rtasor Hours personied as the children of
Muhrt.
S Y 4a /, ymuh rt, s.f. Name of a daughter of Daksh
(wife of Dharm or Manu, and mother of the Muh rtas).
H a  4a /65X/ mahormi [S. /6+ X/ t], s.f. A large or
tempestuous wave.
H  &a @65"mhor, or @" mh r, s.f. (dialec.)=4a mhr,

and  a mor, qq.v.
A K 4a muhawwas (pass. part. of KC  'to make (one) very
lustful,' &c., ii of K  (for K ), but prob. formed fr. hawas,
q.v.), part. adj. Very desirous; struck with fury;
distractedly in love; demented:—muhawwis(act. part. of
the same verb), part. adj. Distracting; dementating;—
s.m. An alchymist.
H B 4a /65mahos = H B 4a mahosa (prob. i.q. muhs,
q.v.), s.m. A freckle, a spot.
H B 4a mahosa = H B 4a /65 mahos (prob. i.q. muhs,
q.v.), s.m. A freckle, a spot.
P B 4a muhawwis (fr. A. muhawwis, q.v.), s.f. The art, or
the business, of an alchymist; alchymy.
P D 4a mah-wash, adj. & s.m.f. See s.v. a mah.
H D 4a /653mahosh, vulg. mahokh, s.m. (dialec.)=mahokh,
q.v.
S + E 4a /6M3mahaushadh (mah+aush˚), s.m. A very
ecacious remedy, a great or sovereign remedy, a
panacea;—epithet of certain very strong or pungent
plants, (such as) dried ginger; garlic, Allium ascalonicum;
birch; long pepper.
S + E 4a /6M3mahaushadhi, or /6M3" mahaushadh
(mah+osh˚), s.f. A great, or very ecacious, medicinal
plant;—Drva grass (vulg. d b);—a species of sensitive
plant, Mimosa pudica;—mahaushadh, s.f. Dried ginger;—a
kind of pot-herb, Hingtsha repens.
H  4a /mah k [S. /,t or /0t], s.m. (dialec.)
Honey (i.q. madhu):—mah k-k makkh, s.f. Honey-bee.
H  4a /mah k [Prk. / ; S. /0+t], s.m.
(dialec.)= 4a mahu, q.v.
S Z 4a /65dmahoksh (mah+uk˚), s.m. A large bull or ox,
a great ox; a full-grown bull;—a great blockhead (i.q.
maho h).
H & 4a /65Lmahokh [prob. S. /,+V53+t], s.m. A kind
of cuckoo, Cuculus castaneus, Buch. (cf. mahosh).
H &X 4a ./ 65Vmhogh, s.m. (dialec.) A fuzz-ball, a puball.
H ) 4a /zmahuy, s.m. (dialec.)= 4a mahu, q.v.
H 4a / 6 mahi, postpn. (dialec. or old H.)=me , q.v.

H 4a /6"mah [S. / R], s.f. Buttermilk.

S L 4a /6"mah-pati, = S L 4a /6"! mah-pl,s.m. See

S 4a /6"mah, or / 6 mahi, s.f. The earth, world; earth,

s.v. mah.
H  4a /Çmaher [Prk. / 6 !5; S. / R+!t], s.m.

soil, ground; land, landed property;—(in Geom.) the base
of a triangle, or other plane gure;—a species of

Sanskrit metre (four times ¯);—name
of a river (rising in
the province of Malwa and, after a westerly course of
280 miles, falling into the gulf of Cambay):—mah-bhr, or
mahi-bhr, s.m. 'Earth-burden,' a burden for the earth;—
the burden of the world (as borne by the great serpent
Anant);—the burden of human suering (said to have
been borne by Vish u):—mah-pa, or mahi-pa, vulg.
mahp, or mahip, s.m. 'Earth-protector'; a king,
sovereign, ruler:—mah-pl, or mahi-pl; mah-plak, or
mahi-plak; mah-pati, or mahi-pati, vulg. mah-pat, s.m.
'Earth-protector,' a king, &c. (i.q. mahp):—a landholder:
—mah-tal, s.m. Surface of the earth; ground, soil:—mahdhar, or mahi-dhar, s.m. (lit.'earth-bearing,' 'supporting
the earth'), A mountain:—mah-dev, or mahi-dev, s.m.
'Earth-god,' a deity on earth, a Brhma:— mah-ruh, s.m.
'Earth-growing'; a plant, a tree;—the tree Theca grandis:—
mah-sur, s.m. 'Earth-god,' a Brhma (i.q. mah-dev):—
mah-lat, s.f. An earth-worm:—mah-may, adj. Abounding
in earth; consisting, or made, of earth; earthen, earthy:
—mahn(mah+ina), s.m. 'Earth-ruler,' a king, prince.
P 4a /,6 muhi, or /,6" muh, pron. dialec., i.q. mo-h,
q.v.s.v. mo
A 4a muhaiy (pass. part. of  C  'to set or dispose in order,
&c.' ii of ,  (for  ) 'to be prepared,' &c.), part. adj.
Disposed in order, arranged; got together, got ready,
prepared, ready:—muhaiy rakhn, v.t. To keep prepared
or ready:—muhaiy karn, v.t. To get together; to arrange;
to make ready, to prepare.
A U 4a mahb, vulg. muhb(pass. part. of  (for U ) 'to be
afraid' (of); said to be a contrac. of mahb min-hu), adj.
Fearful, dreadful, formidable, terrible, awful; grim;
severe; grave; revered:—muhb- rat, adj. Dreadful in
form, of fearful aspect, terrible to behold.
H ` 4a /6"mahp (S. mah-pa), s.m. See s.v. mah.

Name of a dish made of rice, or other grain, boiled in
buttermilk (mah), or in sour milk.
H ? 4a /6"~6mah-r h = S ? 4a /6"I6 mah-ruh s.m. See
s.v. mah.
S ? 4a /6"I6mah-ruh = H ? 4a /6"~6 mah-r h s.m. See
s.v. mah.
H  4a /Ç"maher [mahi= mah, 'buttermilk,' q.v.+Prk.
.!=S. !+], s.f. = maher, q.v.
H  4a /Ç"maher, s.f. The tree Theca grandis(i.q. mahruh).
H I 4a /Çmahes, /6" mahs, s.m. = Z 4a mahe, q.v.
H 0 4a /6"mahs, s.m.=mahs= mahe, q.v.
S 0 4a /6",mah-sur, s.m. See s.v. mah.
H 0 4a /Ç,mahesur, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of mahevar, q.v.
S Z 4a /Ç8mahe, and H. /6"8 mah (mah+a), s.m. The
great lord, the great god; an epithet of iva:—mahedatt(lit.'given by iva), s.m. A proper name (cf. uddd; Theodorus).
H  4a /Ç8"maher [S. /Ç:+t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Of or pertaining to Mahevar;—name of a sect who are
worshippers of Mahe; an individual of that sect; a
worshipper of Mahe:—maher hand, s.m. Name of a
metre in Hind (it has seven feet in each line, thus
4x5+6+2=28 instants; with a pause at the 16th instant,
and a secondary pause at the 9th: the last syllable of
each aramust be long).
S   4a /Ç:mahevar (mah+ ˚), s.m. = mahe, q.v.
S   4a /Ç:"mahevar, s.f. Epithet of Durg or Prvat
(wife of iva).
S )  4a /Á: mahaivarya
'
(mah+ai˚), s.m. Supreme
lordship or sovereignty; great power or dominion.
S 3 4a /6"!mahl, or /Ç! mahel, s.f.=34a mahil, q.v.

S L 4a /6"!mah-pl, = S L 4a /6" mah-pati,s.m. See

H 34a /Ç!mahel [S. /3+!+t], s.m. A kind of food

s.v. mah.

given to horses, consisting of kidney-beans (Phaseolus
max); a mash.

S < 4a /6"mahn (mah+ina), s.m. See s.v. mah.

H 4a /µMmahyau [S. / R + t], s.m. (dialec.) Buttermilk

P < 4a mihn, vulg. /6" mahn [mih, q.v.+n= Zend ya h= S.

(i.q. mah, q.v.).
H a ³mai, 1˚ postpn. (dialec.)=me , q.v.;—2˚ or / mai,

 or , nom.  or ], adj. Fine, subtle; thin (not
coarse);—greater, greatest; elder-born:—mihn(or mahn)
wz, s.f. A ne or shrill sound; a high note; the treble;—
a soprano voice;—a thin, or feeble, voice:—mihn-doz,
s.m. A tailor; one who performs any ne needle-work:—
mahn-gun, adj. Hypocritical.
P H  4a /6"mahn [mah= mh, q.v.+na= Zend aêna= S.
], s.m. A month;—monthly pay or wages, salary:—
mahn-bhar, The whole month:—mahn a hn, v.n. To
be in arrears;—the time for menstruation to pass:—
mahn-dr, vulg. mahn-dr, s.m. A monthly servant:—
mahne-se hon, v.n. To be in a state of menstruation (i.q.
kap on-se hon):—mahn-wr, or mahna-wr, or mahnewr, adj. Of or pertaining to a month; monthly,
every month:—mahn-wr, or mahna-wr, s.f. Monthly
wages, salary, stipend:—mahne-ke mahne, or (dialec.)
mahne-gail, adj.= mahn-wr:—mahne-k h , s.f.
Monthly obsequies.
H  &a @Çmhen, s.m. (dialec.)= 4a mhn, q.v.
H   4a /6""mahnr [mahn, q.v. + Prk. .!=S. !
+], s.f. The menses (i.q. mahne-k bmr).
H +  4a @ mhe d, s.m. (dialec.) A variety of the me hd,
q.v.
S +  4a /ÇBWmahendra, vulg. mahendr; and H. /6"BW
mahndr (mah+indra), s.m. Great Indra (the great ruler of
the celestial regions);—name of a mountain or range of
mountains (said to be one of the seven principal chains
in Bhrat-varsh or India, and sometimes identi ed with
the northern parts of the Ghats of the peninsula).
H +  4a @ "mhe d, s.f. (dialec.)=me hd, q.v.
H I 4a @ mhai s [Prk. / 6 5; S. / 6 3t], s.m. (dialec.) A
bualo (i.q. bhai s, bhai s, q.v.).
H   4a /6" mahnaw, or mahnw[mahn, q.v.+S. t,
with winserted], adj. (rustic) Of or pertaining to a month;
monthly (i.q. mahn-wr).
H   4a /6" "mahna-wr, or mahnwr, s.f. See s.v.
mahn.

pron. (old H.)=mai , q.v.
P a may, or mai, vulg. mae[Pehl. mi; Zend madhu; S. /,],
s.f. Wine; spirituous liquor:—mai-shm, s.m. A winedrinker, wine-bibber:—mai-parast, adj. & s.m. Addicted to
wine;—a lover of wine; a drunkard:—mai-parast, s.f. The
being addicted to wine, love of wine; a symposium:—maina, s.m. A wine-cellar; a tavern; a spirit-shop:—maior, or mai- r, s.m. A wine-bibber, a sot:—mai- or,
or mai- r, or mai- rag, s.f. Wine-drinking;
carousal; drunkenness:—mai-farosh, s.m. A winemerchant; a tavern-keeper:—mai-kada, s.m.=mai- na,
q.v.:—mai-kash, s.m. = mai- r, q.v.:—mai-kash, s.f.=mair, q.v.:—mai-gusr, s.m.=mai- r, q.v.:—mai-g n,
adj. Wine-coloured, light-red; auburn, fair:—mai-nb, s.m.
Pure wine:—mai-nosh, s.m.=mai- r, q.v.:—mai-nosh,
s.f.=mai- r, q.v.
H a mai, or ma(corr. fr. the English), s.f. May (the
month).
S a /may, vulg. mai, mae, and H. / ma, ax (forming
adj. fr. subst.), Consisting (of), made or composed (of);
abounding (in), full (of), replete (with); mixed (with);—
s.m. Name of an Asur (described as the articer or
architect of the Daityas);—a horse; camel; mule:—maydnav, s.m. The demon Maya.
H a /may, s.f. contrac. of my, 'pity,' &c., q.v.
H a ³maiy, maiy, or ³ mai [Prk. /; S. /],
s.f. Mother (i.q. m, or m);—(voc.) O mother!
H  a /"mayr, or ³ maiyre, adv.
(dialec.)=majhre(obl. of majhr), and majhile(obl. of
majhil), qq.v.
H  a ./ [miy , or /"[ my [Prk. ./  , ./ \ ; S. ./ P
+t], s.m. An address expressive of kindness, or respect;
Sir! good Sir! good man; master; husband; lord; father; a
title by which eunuchs are addressed;—(in the hilldistricts) title of the sons of Rjpt princes;—an evil
spirit:—miy -dm, s.m. A good-natured man;—a
respectable person, a gentleman:—miy -j, s.m. A

schoolmaster; the respected master (esp. schoolmaster);
—a go-between (i.q. bha w):—miy -j-gar, s.f. The
profession of schoolmaster; teaching.
P  a miyn [old P. myn; Pehl. miyn; Zend maidhyãna, fr.
maidhya= S. /], s.m. The middle, centre; waist, loins;—
a scabbard, sheath;—adv. Between, among, in the midst
(of):—miyn-bl, adj. Of middle stature:—miyn-basta, adj.
Loin-girded, with the loins girt, ready, prepared (for
action):—miyn-bh, s.m. Two men living with one
woman:—miyn-tah, s.f. Under-lining (cf. next):—miyntah, s.f. The middle fold (of any garment which consists
of three folds):—miyn-dr, adj. & s.m. Going between;—
having a sheath, sheathed; (in Bot.) villous;—a middleman; broker; mediator; procurator:—miyn-dub, s.m. A
tract of land lying between two rivers (syn. antarbed):—
miyn-se bhar hon, To be out of the scabbard, to be
unsheathed (a sword);—to pass all bounds, to go beyond
the happy mean; to be transported with rage:—miyntabat,
adj. Good-natured, complaisant, courteous:—

miyn-se khe n, v.t. To draw from the scabbard, to
unsheathe (a sword):—miyn-me karn, v.t. To put into
the scabbard, to sheathe (a sword).
P J a miynag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Mediation.
P  a miyna (rel. n. fr. miyn, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Middling;
middle-sized; mean; moderate;—the middle, centre;
middle space; interstice;—a middle-sized horse, a
galloway;—pole (of a carriage, &c.); an axis;—a kind of
sedan or plk(with curtains; i.q. men, q.v.):—miyna-rav,
s.f. Moderation (in expenditure), economy; a middle
course, the golden mean:—miyna-qad, adj. Of middle
stature.
P  a miyn [miyn, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. A cod-piece, a
gusset (in trousers, drawers, &c.);—(Dakh.) the pin, or
upright stake (round which a hand-mill turns).
H  a ./ ±miyo , or ./ ( miy [S. q++; or
onomat.], s.f. Mewing (of a cat).
H &% a ³#maibh, mibh, or maibh[S. /+#], s.f.
Stepmother.
H  a /"mt [Prk. ./ \5; S. ./ Pt], s.m. A friend; lover (i.q.
mt).

H  a /"mt, s.m. A pitcher; a cup, &c. (i.q. mt, q.v.).
A  a maiyit, or (by contrac.) mait(for maiwit, for mawt,
verb. adj., of the form  P _ fal, or, by transposition, P  _
faiil, fr. A a (for A a ) 'to die'), adj. Dead;—s.f. A dead body,
a corpse.
H * a /"mt [Prk. ./ \ ; S. ./ P+t], s.m. (f. -), Friend;
lover, sweetheart;—a namesake.
H * a /"mt [prob. S. /.\ + t], s.m. A pitcher;—a
porringer, a cup (dialec. forms are me, me).
S * a ³Pmaitra, vulg. maitr(fr. mitra), adj. Coming, or
derived, from a friend; given by a friend; of or belonging
to a friend; friendly, amicable, well-disposed, kind,
benevolent, aectionate;—s.m. 'A friend to all creatures,'
a Brhma who has arrived at the highest stage of
human perfection;—a particular mixed caste or degraded
tribe (the ospring of an outcast Vaiya); a man of that
caste;—epithet of the twelfth astrological yoga;—the
anus, fundament;—(for S. maitram), friendship;—name of
the seventeenth Nakshatra;—evacuation of excrement
(presided over by the god Mitra).
S * a ³P"maitr, and H. (dialec.) /P" maitr, s.f.
Friendship, friendliness, good-will;—association, intimate
connection, union; relationship.
S ( )* a ³P<maitreyak, s.m. Name of a particular mixed
caste or degraded tribe (the ospring of a Vaideha
father by an Ayogav woman); an individual of that caste
(whose business is to praise great men, and to announce
the dawn by ringing a bell); (hence) a crier or chanter of
the hours.
S  )* a ³P<maitreya (fr. maitr), adj. Of or relating to a
friend; friendly;—s.m.=maitreyak, q.v.
H <* a /"mtan [mt, q.v.+S. "], s.f. A female friend, or
companion, a sweetheart;—a female namesake.
S &* a q Rmethik, s.f.=meth, q.v.
S &* a ³ R!maithil, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating or
belonging to Mithil (the modern Tirhut);—an
inhabitant, or a native, of Mithil.
S #&* a ³ R!"maithil, s.f. An epithet of St daughter of
Janak, king of Mithil);—the language of Mithil or

Tirhut (a dialect of Hind).
S <&* a ³R,maithun (fr. mithuna), s.m. Pairing, coition,
copulation, carnal intercourse, dalliance;—marriage,
matrimony;—social intercourse; union, connection.
S &* a ³R,"maithun, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having sexual
intercourse; sexually united;—one who has had carnal
intercourse with a woman.
S  &* a ³R,Bmaithunya, adj. Proceeding from sexual
passion; caused by the desire for sexual intercourse;
relating to copulation.
H &* a qR"meth [S. q R], s.f. The plant fenugreek,
Trigonellum fœnum-graecum(Pers. syn. shambalt, or
shimlt):—meth-k sg, The pot-herb meth.
H * a /""mt [fem. of mt, q.v.;—˚= Prk. =S. ],
s.f.=mtan, q.v.
H Ra me (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A mate; a maty
boy, a scullion.
H Ra q&me, v.n., and past conj. part. of men, q.v. (as a
verb. noun it occurs chie y at the end of compounds;—
cf. the Mara~h me).
H Ra q&me = H Ra q& me [S. /.\+t, see mi, or
S. /X\t], s.m. (dialec.) An earthen water-jar, waterpot, pitcher (i.q. mt, mt).
H Ra q&me = H Ra q& me [S. /.\+t, see mi, or
S. /X\t], s.m. (dialec.) An earthen water-jar, waterpot, pitcher (i.q. mt, mt).
S ;:Ra q&,!meul, s.f. The myrobalan tree (syn. malak);
—the tree Spondias mangifera.
H  Ra q&men [me˚= Prk. ./ (), or ./ <(), fr. ./ ,
for ./ =S. /9, p.p.p. of rt. /*] , v.t. To rub out, wipe out,
blot out, eace, erase; to annihilate; to do away with, to
annul, cancel; to atone for, to expiate;—to thwart, &c.
(see the neut. v. min).
H Ra /"_mh [Prk. ./  ; S. ./ 9t], adj. (f. -), Sweet
(lit.& g.); pleasant, agreeable;—slow, slight, gentle;
tame; mild;—slow, sluggish, lazy;—s.m. A general name
for sweets (as sugar, molasses, and the like);—the sweet
lime;—a very active vegetable poison; an impotent man;

—a kind of cloth (Pers. syn. shrn-bf):—mh bt, s.f.
Honeyed words:—mh boln, To speak softly, or gently,
or mildly:—mh bol, s.f. Sweet, or soft, speech or
language:—mh pn, s.m. Sweet, good, or fresh water;—
(among Europeans) lemonade:—mh tambk , s.m.
Sweet, or mild, tobacco:—mh tel, s.m. 'Sweet oil,' oil of
sesame (til); or of rape-seed:—mh teliy, s.m. A very
active vegetable poison (i.q. mh):—mh hag, s.m. A
false friend; a traitor:—mh hur, s.f. Cold steel:—mh
ghiy, s.m., or mh kadd , s.f. Red pumpkin, or squashgourd, Cucurbita melopepo:—mh lak , s.f. Liquorice-root:
—mh mr, s.f. Slow torture:—mh-mu h karn(kis-k),
'To sweeten the mouth' (of a person), to make one a
present of sweetmeats, or money, &c.:—mh naz ar,
 s.f.
Tender looks, love-glances:—mh naz aro
 -se dekhn(-ko),
To look sweet upon:—mhe-wle , s.m. pl. Thugs who kill
travellers with the poison called mh.
H Ra q_meh, s.m. corr. of me, q.v.
H Ra q_meh [S. q_+t], s.m. A ram (i.q. me h, the
com. form).
H Ra q&"me = H ) Ra q & meiy [me, q.v.+or iy= Prk.
=S. ], s.f. (dialec.) A small earthen water-pot or
jar; a small pitcher.
H ) Ra q &meiy = H Ra q&" me [me, q.v.+or iy= Prk.
=S. ], s.f. (dialec.) A small earthen water-pot or
jar; a small pitcher.
A G  a msq (v.n. fr. Hj 'to trust, conde (in),' &c.), s.m. A
promise, an agreement, a bargain, compact, covenant; a
confederacy, an alliance, a league:—ahd-o-msq,
 s.m.
Agreements, articles, or conditions (of peace, &c.).
H 6 a q*mej, s.f. corr. of o a mez, q.v.
H 8 a mejar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Major.
H 08 a mejistre (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Magistrate
(see majisre).
H 8 a /"*mjn, v.t.= 8 a m jn, q.v.
H 8 a /"*0mj (P. mj , or mzh ), s.m. Lentil (i.q. mas r,
q.v.); pease, pulse.
H &8 a qD,mejhuk [prob. S. q++t], s.m. (dialec.) A
ram.

H 9 a /"m , or q me [Prk. ./ K0; S. /;,t ], s.f. Death,

S + a qmed, and H. ³ maid, s.f. A species of root

decease; extinction.
H 9 a qme , s.m. (dialec.)=man , and ma n, qq.v. (cf.

resembling ginger (used as a drug, especially in cases of
fever and consumption; it is brought from the Morung
district, and is one of the eight principal medicaments):
—maid-lak , s.f.=med.
H + a ³maid, s.m.=?+ a maida, q.v.

mej= mez).
S (: a qme ak, adj. Dark blue, dark-coloured, black;—
s.m. Dark blue colour, black; blackness;—smoke; a cloud;
—an eye of a peacock's tail;—sulphuret of antimony.
H $ *: a q me akt [S. q++], s.f.
Blackness, darkness.
H : a /"m n = H &: a /"+ m hn [m h˚, m ˚=
Prk. ./ K+(), or qK+()=S. q(), future (used in
sense of present) of rt. ./ 3], v.t. To shut or close (the
eyes); to wink (cf. mi n).
H &: a /"+m hn = H : a /" m n [m h˚, m ˚=
Prk. ./ K+(), or qK+()=S. q(), future (used in
sense of present) of rt. ./ 3], v.t. To shut or close (the
eyes); to wink (cf. mi n).
P u a me  [for m ; old P. mikh; Pehl. mi, or ma; Zend
mizhda], s.f. A nail; a pin (of wood or iron); peg, tent-peg;
stake, pile; post; wedge; spike; hook, tenter:—me 
ho kn(-me ), To hammer or drive a nail, or pin, &c.
(into); to drive stakes (into the hands and feet,—an
oriental mode of punishment); to impale, to crucify:—
me - o, or me - (˚ oor prob. contrac. of obor b),
s.f. A mallet, mall, or hammer (for driving piles, pegs, or
tent-pins):—me  mrn(-me ), To drive a nail, &c. (into);
to put a spoke (in the wheel of); to render powerless, to
overcome.
P > a me  [me , q.v.+= S. ], adj. Pierced, or bored
with a me or iron pin; plugged:—me  rupaiy, s.m. A
rupee which has been hollowed, and then plugged with
lead, or copper, or the like.
H + a qmed, s.m. corr. of + a medh, q.v.
S + a qmeda, vulg. med(i.q. medas), s.m. Fat, adeps;
marrow; lymph, serum;—corpulence, excessive fatness;
morbid or unnatural corpulence:—medo-dhar, s.f. A
membrane in the abdomen containing the fat, the
omentum:—medo-vriddhi,
s.f. Increase of fat, corpulence;

—enlargement of the scrotum.

A + a maidn, corr. medn(v.n. fr.  a (for + a ) 'to be
moved, or agitated,' &c.), s.m. An open eld (without
buildings); an extensive plain; a plain, eld, lawn, area; a
race-ground; any place for exercise or walking; a parade;
a eld of battle;—war, battle, con ict;—a scene (in a play,
or poem, &c.);—body, ground, middle part (of a garment,
&c.):—maidn jn, v.n. To go to the rear:—maidn--jang,
or maidn--kr-zr, s.m. Field of battle (syn. ra-kshetr):—
maidn ho n, To y from the eld of battle; to take
ight:—maidn den(-ko), To give room (to), give a wide
berth (to); to make room (for):—maidn karn, v.t. To
convert into a level plain; to raze to the ground;—to
wage war, to ght:—maidn--qalam(or qalam-k maidn),
s.m. The shaft, or the nib, of a pen:—maidn-kash, s.f.
Drawing out for battle:—maidn mrn(-k), To win a
battle:—maidn-me , adv. In the plain; in the open:—
maidn-me n, To come into the plain, or eld; to come
out (to ght).
P + a maidn (rél. n. fr. maidn), s.m. A person who
precedes a general, or a vizier, and proclaims his titles;—
a kind of uqqa(used by faqrs).
P + a maidn [maida, q.v.+n= Zend naor ana+i= S. +],
s.f. Flour made into dough for the preparation of
sweetmeats.
H + a maidar, madar[said to be a corr. of P. mdandar;—
prob. S. /+], s.f. A step-mother.
S  B+ a qT "medasv (medas+v(base vin)), adj. (f. -in),
Corpulent, fat; robust, stout, strong.
S + a q "medin, and H. q" medn, s.f. The earth;
land, soil, ground, country, landed property;—a body of
pilgrims going to visit the tomb of a saint.
P ?+ a maida (prob. = S. / ), s.m. Fine (or the nest)
our, or meal:—maida-s, adj. Like ne our; ne, or soft,
as our:—maide-k, adj. (f. -k), Of ne our; like ne

our; soft as ne our:—maida karn, To convert into ne
our; to grind very ne:—maida-o-shahb, White (as
our) and red (as the juice of the kjra);—very beautiful.
S + a qmedh, s.m. Oering, oblation, sacrice.
S + a q medhi, and H. q medh, s.m. A pillar or post in
the middle of a threshing- oor (around which the cattle
turn in treading out the corn);—the part of a threshingoor around which cattle turn as they tread out the
corn.
S + a qmedh, s.f. Mental vigour or power,
understanding, apprehension, intelligence, intellect,
conception, sense, prudence, wisdom, sagacity, genius:—
medhtithi(˚dh+at˚), s.m. Name of a K v (author of
some of the hymns of the Rig-veda);—name of
the father of Ka va; of a son of Manu Svyambhuva; of
one of the seven sages under Manu Svar ; and of
others;—name of a river.
S  + a q "medhv (fr. medh), adj. (f. -in), Possessed
of mental power, intelligent, intellectual, wise, judicious,
endowed with sound judgment, clever, learned; docile.
S + a q medhir (f. -), = S + a q" medh (f. in),adj.=medhv, q.v.
S + a q"medh (f. -in), = S + a q  medhir (f. ),adj.=medhv, q.v.
S + a q"medh, s.f.=medhi, or medh, q.v.
H Ra ³fmai, s.m.= Ra mai , q.v.
H 0Ra qfmeak, or qf, meuk, s.m.=me ak, q.v.
H  Ra q©meh, s.m. corr. of mehra, q.v.
H  Ra q©meh [prob. Prk. q©"; S. q Rt], s.m. (?)

collector of port-duty, a harbour master;—mr-bar, s.f.
Admiralty;—port-dues:—mr-ba sh, s.m. Paymastergeneral:—mr-tuzakor tzak, s.m. Marshal;—an ocer
who maintains order in a march or procession; master
of the ceremonies:—mr-j, s.m. A title of mrss:—mrdah, or mr-daha, s.m. A commander, or superintendent,
of ten; a decurion;—a tithing-man:—mr-z, s.m. See s.v.:
—mr-smn, s.m. Head steward:—mr-shikr, s.m. Master
of the hunt, chief huntsman;—grand falconer;—a birdcatcher; (met.) a pimp:—mr--adl, or mr-adl, s.m. Chief
justice; superintendent of the courts of justice (who
revised the decisions of the Qs, &c., and passed
sentence):—mr-farsh, s.m. A stone, or weight, placed on
the edge of a carpet or the like, to keep it down:—mr-majlis, or mr-majlis, s.m. Master of the ceremonies;—
president, or chairman:—mr-maalla, s.m. Headman of a
quarter (of a town):—mr-mat ba , s.m. Chief of the
kitchen; chief cook:—mr--manzil , or mr-manzil, s.m.
Overseer of the halting-places;—quartermaster-general:
—mr-munsh, s.m. Chief secretary;—head (native) clerk
(of an oce).
H  a qmer [me˚= Prk. /, for S. //, gen. of base T/;
+r= kar(gen. a.), q.v.], pron. adj. (gen. sing. of mai ;
fem. mer), My, mine.
A k a mrs (n.
 of place fr. k 'to receive by
inheritance'), s.f. Inheritance, heritage, hereditary
estate, patrimony; a bequest.
H <j a mrsan [fem. of mrs, q.v.;—an= in= S. "], s.f. A
singing-girl (of a caste who sing only before women).
P j a mrs [mrs, q.v.+=
], adj. Inherited; hereditary;


Gleanings of corn left on the eld.
S 2' Ra q©¸mehra, s.m. A ram (i.q. me h);—the penis.

—s.m. A singer (of a caste which follows that profession
from generation to generation).
P  a mrn [mr, q.v.+n= Zend naor ana= S. ], s.m. A

P  a mr (contrac. of amr, q.v.), s.m. Chief, leader,
master, head, dux; a title by which the Saiyids (or
descendants of the family of Muammad) are called;—
(in cards) the king:—mr--tash, or mr-tish, s.m. Chief
of the reworks; commandant of artillery, master of the
ordnance:—mr-tish, s.f. The oce of mr-tish:—mr- ur, vulg. mr- uror  or, s.m. Master of the horse:
—mr-bar, s.m. An admiral;—an overseer of boats;—a

portion paid to the head of a department out of the fees
received by the inferior ocers;—name of a saint and
miracle-monger (whose memory is held in veneration
by women, and the lower orders of certain classes of
Muammadans and Hinds):—mrn-j, s.m. The saint
Mrn;—the month rabu-s-s n(in
the language of

women):—mrn gor barbar, prov. 'Mrn's grave (is) as
(or as large as) Mrn'; expenditure as the income.

H  a /"mrd, s.m. A caste of migratory shepherds in
the south of India;—an individual of that caste.
P d a mr-z, s.m. 'Son of a great lord'; a prince, &c. (i.q.
mirz, q.v.):—mrz-manish, adj. Of princely disposition;
noble-minded; genteel.
P $d a mrz [mrz+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Princeliness,
nobility, gentility, &c. (=mirzand mirza, qq.v.).
S  a qImeruk, s.m. Fragrant resin; incense.
S  a qImeru, and H. q~ mer , s.m. "Name of a fabulous
mountain, regarded as the Olympus of Hind mythology
(it is said to form the central point of Jambudvp, all the
planets revolving round it; and is compared to the cup or
seed-vessel of a lotus, the leaves of which are formed by
the dierent dvps; its height is said to be 84,000
yojanas(or nearly 672,000 English miles), 16,000 of which
are below the surface of the earth; its shape is variously
described as square, conical, spherical, or spiral, and its
four faces are variously coloured, being white towards
the east, yellow to the south, black to the west, and red
to the north; the river Ganges falls from heaven on its
summit, and ows thence to the surrounding worlds in
four streams; the regents of the four points of the
compass occupy the corresponding faces of the
mountain, the whole of which consists of gold and gems;
its summit is the residence of Brahm, and a place of
meeting for the gods, Rishis, Gandharvas, &c.");—name
of the highland of Tartary north of the Himlaya;—(in
Astron.) the north pole;—an axis;—the neck of a cocoanut pipe:—meru-dev, s.f. Name of a daughter of Meru
(wife of Nbhi and mother of Rishabha, who was an
incarnation of Vish u).
H  a q~mer (Braj), q5 mero (dialec.), qM merau (Braj),
pron. adj.=mer, q.v.
P  a mr [mr, q.v.+= S. ], s.m. One who surpasses or
outstrips another (in any business, or game, &c.); a
winner (at play);—(among schoolboys) he that rst
comes to the master to say his lesson.
H Ra q7me , s.f. A limitary dike, &c. (i.q. me , q.v.).
H  Ra ³7mai  (cf. me , and me ), s.m. (dialec.) A kind
of platform or scaold erected in a eld (where a person

is stationed to watch the crops);—a ramp;—a kind of
harrow:—mai  phern(with loc.) To pass the harrow over
a eld (in order to break the clods):—mai  len, To take a
turn, to turn over on the side (in sleeping).
H  Ra qime h [S. \?\ + t or qe©t], s.m. (f. -), A ram
(i.q. me dh).
H  Ra qime hak, s.m.=me h, q.v.
H %' L Ra qi&($"me h-ring
 [S. q©+&($"], s.f. The milky
plant Odina pennata, or Asclepias geminata(the fruit of
which is curved like a ram's horn).
P o a mez [Pehl. mj; Zend myaz; prob. akin to S. /6 'feast;
sacrice';—cf. mez-bnand mhmn], s.f. A table:—mezbn, or mez-mn, s.m. Landlord; master of the house, or
of a feast; entertainer, host:—mez-bn, s.f.
Entertainment; hospitality;—house-keeping:—mez
bi hn, To lay the table, or the table-cloth:—mez-kurs,
s.f. Table and chairs:—mez lagn= mez bi hn.
A o a mzn (n. of instr. fr. d 'to weigh out'), s.f. A
balance, pair of scales;—the sign Libra;—measure,
metre, rhyme, verse, prosody;—quantity:—(in Arith)
addition; sum total:—mzn den, or mzn karn, or mzn
lagn(-k), To add up, to total:—mzn--kull , s.f. The
grand total.
P  o a mez-bn, s.m. See s.v. mez.
H I a qmes, 1˚ s.m. (dialec.)=misor mish, q.v.;—2˚ s.f.
corr. of mez, q.v.
H I a qmes [Prk. q5; S. q3t], s.m. A ram; sheep, &c.
(see mesh).
H 0 a qmes, s.m.=mesh, q.v.
A 0 a muyassar (pass. part. of 0
C ) 'to render easy,' &c., ii of
0) 'to be easy,' &c.), part. adj. Rendered easy, facilitated;
easy, feasible, practicable; favourable;—ready, prepared;
—obtained, attained; attainable, obtainable, procurable:
—muyassar honor n(-ko), To be attained, or attainable
(by); to come (to), to be within the reach (of):—nmuyassar, s.f. The state of not being able to obtain
anything, poverty, indigence.
P ?0 a maisara (for A. {0 a , n. of place fr. 0) 'to be easy, or
fortunate,' &c.), s.m. The left side; left wing (of an
army).

H 0 a /"msn (caus. of misn, q.v.), v.t. To grind,

P  P a md [md, q.v.+= S. ], adj. For a time or term;

pulverize;—to tweak, to twitch;—to rumple, crumple.
A  0 a mais r (pass. part. of 0) 'to be made easy,' &c.),
part. adj. Made easy, facilitated; easy; prosperous, going
on successfully.
A A 0 a mais rt, s.m. pl. (of mais r, q.v.), Prosperous

periodical; limited as to time or place (as a lease, &c.),
terminable;—s.m. & f. A term-prisoner:—md ijra, s.m.
A farm, or lease, for a specied term; a terminable
lease:—md hun, s.f. A bill after date:—naqshajt-md, s.m. pl. Periodical returns.
A ~P a maiat (fr. mai, inf. n. of . a (for b a ) 'to ow over the

aairs; good fortune.
H 0 a q"mes, s.f.=mesh, q.v.
P H Z a q3mesh [P. also msh; Pehl. mesh; Zend
ma\?\sh\?\; S. q3t], s.m. A ram; sheep;—the sign Aries; a
kind of drug:—mesh(˚sha+an˚), s.m. (lit.'having ram's
testicles'), An epithet of Indra:—mesh-kosh,
s.m.=mesh:—mesh-pl, mesh-plak, or mesh-pl, s.m. A
shepherd:—mesh- ashm, adj. & s.m. Sheep-eyed;
sheepish;—one having eyes like a sheep's; (met.) a
blockhead:—mesh-vak, s.m. A lamb.
H  a q3mesh [S. q3+t; cf. mesh], s.m. Skin of a sheep
or goat; kid (leather).
H   a q3efmesh, s.m. See s.v. mesh.
P A 1  a maish m (corr. of 1  a mash m, pass. part. of 1  E
'to be or become unlucky, or inauspicious,' &c.), part. adj.
Unlucky, unfortunate, ill-omened, inauspicious;—
perverse; execrable; disagreeable.
S  a q3"mesh, s.f. A ewe.
H  a q3"mesh [S. q3+; P. also meshor msh], s.f.
Chamois-leather;—uncoloured leather of sheep-skin or
goat-skin;—parchment, vellum.
A A P a mait, s.f. pl. of maiat, q.v.
A  P a md (n. of place and time fr. + m 'to promise'), s.f.
& m. The time, or place, of a promise; xed time, term,
period (in Interest, or money-lending, &c.); usance; term
of imprisonment:—md ba hn(-k), To extend or
prolong a term:—md boln(-k), To specify the term
(of); to pronounce sentence of imprisonment for a term:
—md p r hon, or md tamm hon(-k), A term or
period to be complete, or to expire:—md--g air
munqaiya, An unexpired term:—md kn(-k), To pass
the term or period (of); to undergo imprisonment for
the full term:—md--muqarrara, A xed period or term.

surface of the ground,' &c.), s.f. The owing out or forth
(of anything poured out); the beginning (of a thing);
inchoate state; prime;—beginning of day, morning;
beginning, or prime, or bloom, of youth.
maêgha; S. qV], s.m. A cloud;—fog, mist.
P T a meg [Zend

H  a ³maik, (dialec.) / maik, and / mik,
or /  mek [Prk. / ; S. /+t], s.m.
Maternal home, or family, or relations (of a wife):—
maik-basn, To leave her father-in-law's and take up
her abode with her parents (a wife):—maike-wle, s.m., or
maike-wliy , s.f. A wife's maternal relations or kindred.
A  $  a mkl, prop. n. The archangel Michael.
H ' ( a qf@ mekambar, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of meghambar, q.v.
S  a q!mekala, vulg. mekal, s.m. Name of a mountain
(in which the river Narmad rises; cf. amar-kanak):—
mekal-kany, or mekal-kanyak, or mekal-sut, s.f. 'Daughter
of Mekala,' an epithet of the Narmad river (also
mekhala-kanyak).
H & a qLmekh [S. q3t], s.m. A ram, &c. (i.q. mesh, q.v.).
H & a qLmekh, s.f. corr. of u a me , q.v.
H :& a qL0mekh

[mekh˚= Prk. qL=S. qV], s.m.

(dialec.) A frog.
S 3& a qL!mekhal, vulg. mekhl, s.f. (in one or two
compounds, mekhala), A girdle, zone, belt, waist-belt; the
zone of a woman;—the triple zone or string worn round
the loins by the rst three classes of Hinds (that of a
Brhma ought to be of munj, that of a Kshatriya of
m rv, and that of a Vaiya of sanor hemp);—the
sacricial string of a Brhma (when made of deerskin);—girth (of a horse);—a band, or llet;—a swordbelt, baldric;—a sword-knot, or string fastened to the

hilt;—the place of the girdle, the hips;—the cords or lines
drawn round an altar, or on the four sides of the hole in
which sacricial re is oered;—the edge or slope of a
mountain;—the sea (as surrounding the land);—name of
the Narmad river:— mekhala-kanyak, s.f.=mekal-kanyak,
q.v.s.v. mekala.
S #& a qL!"mekhal, vulg. mekhl, s.m. (f. -in), One who
wears a girdle or zone (mekhl); a Brhma ical student
or youth who, previous to his marriage, wears a girdle
suited to his caste; a Brahma-r.
H #& a qL!"mekhl [S. qL!+], s.f. Sackcloth.
H ^ a q$meg, s.m. contrac. of megh, q.v.:—meg-ambar,
s.m.=megh-ambar, q.v.
H < 8J a megijn, or megjn(corr. fr. the English), s.m. A
magazine.
P  0J a mai-gusr, s.m. See s.v. a mai, 'wine.'
H 2 J a q$/megam [prob. S. qV(], s.m. (dialec.) Whit
leprosy.
S &J a qVmegha, vulg. megh, s.m. A cloud;—rain (i.q.
me h);—name of a rgor musical mode, appropriated to
the rainy season, and last watch of the night before the
dawn of day (said to have proceeded from the head of
Brahm, or from the sky);—a kind of fragrant grass,
Cyperus rotundus;—name of a rkshasor demon:—
megh hann(˚gha+ ˚), adj. (f. -), Overspread or covered
with clouds, shaded by clouds, clouded:—
meghambar(˚gha+˚), s.m. = megh-ambar, q.v.:—
meghrambh(˚gha+r˚), s.m. A gathering of clouds:—meghru h, adj. (f. -), Seated on the clouds:—meghgam(˚ga
+g˚), s.m. 'Approach of clouds,' the rainy season, the
rains:—megh-ghm(megh= S. megha+kah, +or maigha+kah),+
s.f. Heat of a cloudy day; sultriness:—megh-bnar, or
megh-banar, s.m. An epithet of the clouds:—megh-baran,
or megh-banar.s.m.=megh-var, q.v.:—megh-pati, vulg.
megh-pat, s.m. 'Lord of the cloud,' the thunderer, an
epithet of Indra:—megh-pushp, s.m. 'Cloud-blossom';
water; river-water; hail;—name of one of the four horses
of Vish u or Krish :— megh-timir, s.m. 'Cloud-darkness,'
darkness resulting from a clouded sky, cloudiness; cloudy
or rainy weather:—megh-jyotis, s.m. Cloud-light,' a ash
of lightning:—megh-dvr, s.m. 'Cloud-gate,' heaven, the

sky, ether:—megh-dhanush, s.m. The rainbow:—megh-dp,
s.m. 'Cloud-light,' lightning:—megh-ambaror ambur,
s.m. Thunder;—a mass of clouds; shadow of clouds;—the
umbrella of Indra; an umbrella, or a canopy (over an
elephant's hauda, or over an idol, &c.);—a large, high
tent;—a kind of palanquin:—megh-rjor rj, s.m.=meghpati, q.v.:—megh-rg, s.m. The musical scale megh, q.v. (it
is supposed capable of bringing down rain from heaven):
—megh-r p, adj. In the form of clouds; cloud-like;
resounding, or thunder-ing; black and threatening:—
megh-kl, s.m. 'Cloud-time'; the rainy season, the rains:—
megh-garjan, s.m. 'Cloud-rumbling,' thundering, thunder:
—megh-gha, s.f. A mass of clouds:—megh-ml, s.f. A line
or succession of clouds; a gathering of clouds:—megh-nd,
s.m. 'Cloud-noise,' rumbling or thundering of clouds;
sound of rain; thunder;—an epithet of Varu , and of a
son of his, and of a son of Rva (i.q. indra-jit);—a
species of amaranth, Amaranthus polygonoides;—the
palstree, Butea frondosa:—megh-ndnuls(˚nda+ an˚), s.m.
'Rejoicing in the rumbling of thunder-clouds,' an epithet
of the peacock:—megh-var, vulg. megh-baran, or meghbanar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Cloud-coloured,' having the hue
of a cloud; dark like the clouds;—a proper name; name of
a crow in the Hitopade.
P  a ml (A. ml), s.f. Probe (of a surgeon); a needle,
bodkin, skewer, or wire (for anointing the eyes with
collyrium; or, when heated, for blinding a person, by
drawing it over the eyeballs);—barrel (of a gun).
P  a ml (A. also ml, prob. fr. Lat. millia), s.m. A mile.
S  a q!mela, vulg. mel(rt. mil), s.m. Meeting, coming
together, assemblage; union, intercourse; mixture,
mixing together; connexion, relation, relationship;
association, combination; reconciliation; agreement,
compact; concord, intimacy, amity; harmonious
consistency together;—balancing (as of an account),
tally;—counterpart;—kind, sort;—a band, or company; a
court (of justice):—mel-jol, or mel-milp, s.m. Association,
combination; friendly intercourse; familiarity;—
reconcilement:—mel-k, adj. (f. -k), Of the same kind, or
class, or society;—congenial; friendly, sociable, &c. (i.q.
mel, q.v.):—mel karn(-se, or -ke sth), To unite, or
combine (with); to mix, or associate (with), &c. (i.q. milo

karn, and ittifq karn, qq.v.):—mel khn(-se), To unite, or
mix (with); to pair (with); to accord, or to be in harmony
(with):—be-mel, adj.=an-mel, q.v.:—hel-mel, s.m. Close
intimacy, or alliance;—familiarity, &c. (i.q. mel);—hel-mel
karn(-se, or -ke sth), To form an intimacy, or an alliance
(with), &c.
H  a ³!mail [prob. S. /!(; but cf. mail], s.f. Dirt, lth;
pollution; scum; rust; (met.) sadness; vexation,
displeasure:—mail baihn(-par), Dirt, &c. to settle (or); to
gather a crust; to become rusty:—mail h n(-k),
To ne, rene; to strain; to purify; to clarify; to wash
(clothes):—mail- or, s.m. A coloured garment worn
over the clothes to keep the dirt o them; an apron;—an
under-vestment (as a petticoat, &c.);—a garment which
has become dirty and discoloured;—cast-o clothes:—
mail-k bail bann, 'To turn mailinto bail'; to multiply
words:—mail kn(-k) = mail h n, q.v.:—mail-ku ail, or
mail-ku ail, adj. contrac. of mail-ku ail, q.v.:—mail ln,
v.n. To be sad, or sorry; to be vexed, or displeased.
H  a ³!mail, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of ca maal, q.v.
H  a ³!mail (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A mile (i.q. ml,
q.v.).
A  a mail (inf. n. of a (for  a ) 'to incline (to),' &c.), s.m.
Inclination (to), leaning; tendency; penchant; bent; bias;
impulse;—wish, desire;—attachment, partiality,
fondness, aection, love;—aptitude:—mail rakhn(-k taraf),

To feel inclination, or attachment, &c. (for), to be partial
(to); to associate (with):—mail karn(-k taraf,
 or -par), To
incline or lean (to or towards); to have, or to show, an
inclination, or a partiality (for), to love;—to close in
(with, or upon).
H 3 a /"!ml (dialec.), past conj. part.=mil-keor milkarke(see miln).
H 3 a q!mel [Prk. q! ; S. q!t], s.m. Meeting,
assemblage, company; a large concourse of people (for
religious or commercial purposes), a fair; a meeting, or
mixed assemblage, of faqrs:—mel-tamsh, s.m.=mel:—
mel-hel, s.m. A crowding and pushing;—a large
concourse of people, a crowd, throng:—mel ju n, or mel
lagn, A large concourse of people to be or become
assembled; a fair to be held:—mel karn(-k), To hold a

fair;—to convene co-religionists for religious ceremonies
or obsequies;—to go to a fair.
H 3 a ³!mail [Prk. /!(; S. / .!+], adj. (f. -), Dirty,
lthy; foul; soiled; deled; nasty;—sad, troubled, vexed,
annoyed;—inferior, low, mean;—s.m. Dirt, lth, &c. (i.q.
mail, q.v.);—blood;—a man of loose character; a gambler;
a roué; a blackleg; a sodomite, or catamite; a pilferer, a
thief:—mail-ku aila, or ku l, adj. (f. -), Dirty and ill-clad,
lthy and ragged; dirty, foul, polluted (i.q. mail):—mail
karn, v.t. To dirty, soil, befoul;—v.n. To pass excrement;
to go to stool:—man mail karn, To be sad or dejected, to
be troubled, or vexed, or annoyed:—mail-honor ho-jn,
v.n. To be or become dirty, or foul, or polluted; to
become turbid; to become rusty; to tarnish; to spoil; to
fade; to go to waste:—maile sir-se hon, v.n. 'To be with
the head unwashed,' to be in a state of menstruation.
H <; 3 a ³!mail-pan [mail, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Dirtiness, lthiness of condition;
foulness, pollutedness, nastiness.
H 3 a q!meln [mel(n), q.v.+n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
s.m. (dialec.) The herding and feeding of cattle at night.
A 3 a mayaln, vulg. mailn(inf. n. of a (for  a ) 'to incline
(to),' &c.), s.m. Inclining (to or towards, -k taraf),
being

propense;—inclination, &c. (i.q. mail, q.v.);—loving.
S (# a q!melak, s.m. A meeting, coming together, an
assembling, associating; union, intercourse.
S <# a /"!mlan, s.m. The act of closing the eyes;
winking, blinking, twinkling.
S <# a q!melan, s.m. Meeting, coming together,
assembling; union, junction; associating (with); an
encounter;—mixing (with), mixture;—adding (to).
H # a q!meln [mel˚= Prk. q!(), or qp()=S. q!(),
caus. of rt. ./ !; see miln], v.t. To cause to meet, or
come together; to congregate together, to convene;—to
halt (an army, &c.);—to put (in), to mix (with); to thrust
(in or into), cram (in), force (in); to penetrate;—(dialec.)
to send, send forth; to give forth, to utter (a cry); to cry
to, to call (cf. melwo).
H  # a q!gmelnau , v.t. (Braj)=meln, q.v.

H  # a q! 5melawo, or melwo, v.t. 1˚ (Mrwr) To send,
&c. (i.q. meln);—2˚ (Braj)=meln, q.v.
H # a q!"mel [mel, q.v.+S. t (+t)], adj. (f. -in) &
s.m. Partaking (in); friendly, sociable, familiar;—
congenial; of the same kind, or class, or society;—a
partaker (in); a friendly or sociable person, &c.
A 2 a mm; the letter 1 m (which, in reckoning, stands for
40).
H 2 a q/mem, (dialec.) ³/ maim (corr. fr. the English),
s.f. Madam, ma am; lady (com. applied to married
European ladies):—mem-iba, or vulg. mem-ib,
s.f.=mem(by some of the ignorant the term mem-ibais
applied to Her Majesty the Queen, whom they regard as
the wife of the l-ibor Governor-General).
S 0 @ a /"/[mm s, s.f. Re ection, consideration,
opinion; investigation of truth;—name of one of the
systems of Hind philosophy.
S (0 @ a /"/[mm sak, s.m. An investigator of truth;
—a follower of the Mm sphilosophy (esp. of the P rvamm ssystem).
H &%@ a ³@#maimbh, 1˚ s.f. (dialec.)=maibh, q.v.;—2˚
contrac. of mai bhay(i.q. mai bh).
H @ a q/or q@ memn [mem˚= mema= S. q (onomat.)
redupl.+n= l= S. !+t; cf. me-me, and mimiyn], s.m. A
kid.
P @ a maimanat, s.f. = P @ a maimana, s.m.(for A. ~@ a , n. of
place fr. <@ ) 'to take to the right,' &c.), The right side or
hand; the right wing (of an army);—fortune; prosperity;
happiness (opp. to maisara, q.v.; and cf. maim n).
P @ a maimana, s.m. = P @ a maimanat, s.f.(for A. ~@ a , n. of
place fr. <@ ) 'to take to the right,' &c.), The right side or
hand; the right wing (of an army);—fortune; prosperity;
happiness (opp. to maisara, q.v.; and cf. maim n).
A  @ a maim n (pass. part. of <@ ) 'to be fortunate,' &c.),
part. adj. Fortunate, auspicious; happy; prosperous;
august;—s.m. A proper name;—an ape, a monkey, a
baboon;—membrum virile.
A @ a mm (rel. n. fr. mm), adj. Possessing, or beginning
with, the letter mm(as an inf. n.):—madar--mm, s.m.
An innitive noun beginning with the letter mmor m(as

mabt, q.v.).
H @ a qqme-me [S. q (onomat.) redupl.; A. also mm(onomat.)], s.f. Bleating, bleat (of a lamb, or kid);—
prattle, babble, nonsensical talk.
H  @ a /"./ mmiyn [mmiy˚= me-me, q.v.+= w=
Prk. waor we= S.  caus. aug.], v.n. To bleat (as a
lamb, or kid;—i.q. mimiyn, q.v.).
S < a /"mn, s.f. (in H., but m. in S.), A sh;—the sign
Pisces;—name of the rst of the ten incarnations or
manifestations of Vish u (i.q. matsya, or matsyvatr):—
mnght(˚na+g˚), s.m. 'Fish-killer'; a sherman; a crane:
—mn(˚na+a˚), s.m. Fish-spawn; roe, milt:—mn-rang,
s.m. (f. -), A kingsher:—mn-ketan, s.m. 'Fishbannered'; an epithet of Km-dev, the god of love:— mnmekh nikln(-me ), 'To sh out faults or defects,' to
criticise; to be hypercritical.
H < a me , (dialec.) [Ap. Prk. /AD 6 ; Prk. / .D , / .AD ,
/AD<; S. /¦, loc. of /], postpn. (of the loc. case), In,
into, in the midst of, within, among, between; at; with;
to; as regards, concerning; on account of:—me -se,
postpn. From within; from among; out of.
H < a mai , (dialec.) me [Prk. /6(, for / 6 , gen. of
6(=S. 6/ 'I'], pers. pron. I:—mai -mai , 'I, I,' egotism:—
mai mai karn, To be egotistical, to be full of oneself.
H < a mai , s.f. corr. of maiy, or m, 'mother,' q.v.
H < a ³main, (dialec.) / mayan [Prk. /45; S. /t],
s.m. A name of Kmdev, the god of love;—the plant
Vangueria spinosa;—a kind of short grass which grows on
rich and inundated land, and chokes the crops:—mainphal, s.m. The fruit of the plant Vangueria spinosa(used as
an emetic);—nux vomica(syn. jauzul. qai).
P  a mn [also mn ; old Pers. mnô; Pehl. minôi; Zend
mainyu(fr. man); S. /B,;—cf. also Zend minu; and S. / .4],
s.m. Heaven, paradise; the sky, the azure vault;—a blue
colour;—a false gem of a blue colour; a glass globule or
bead;—the blue-stone, blue vitriol; caustic; a stone
resembling lapis lazuli (which is used to tinge silver);—
aichymy;—enamel;—a goblet, glass; decanter:—mnbzr, s.m. A bzr where miscellaneous goods are sold;

a fancy fair:—mn-sz, or mn-kr, s.m. An enameller:—
mn-sz, or mn-kr, s.f. Enamelling:—mn-fm, adj.
Azure, cerulean:—mn-kr h n, To make nice
distinctions.
H  a /"4m, or /" mn, s.m. A caste of Hinds (of

some this mountain was situated between the southern
point of the Indian peninsula and Lank);—name of a
Daitya or demon.
S   a /"efmn, s.m. See s.v. mn.

Rjptan) who are professedly thieves.
H  a qmen [corr. of P. miyna, q.v.], s.m. (dialec.) A

enamelled;—s.f. Enamel.
H &% a #mai -bh, s.f.=maibh, q.v.

kind of palanquin (with curtains).
S  a qmen, and H. ³ main, s.f. Name of an Apsaras

H &; < a ³v!main-phal, or v! mai -phal, s.m. See s.v.

of Indra's heaven (wife of Hima-vat and mother of
Prvat;—i.q. menak).
H  a mai , s.f.=maiy, q.v.
H  a ³main, (dialec.) / mayan, or mayn[prob. Prk.

P $  a mn [mn, q.v.+= S. ], adj. Of enamel,

main.
H 8 a /·*m jn [m j˚= Prk. À/ *()=S. /*(), rt.
/*] , v.t. To rub with the hands; to crush, pulverize; to
rub, scrub, scour, clean (i.q. m jn, q.v.).
H u a me , s.f. corr. of u a me , q.v.

/4; S. /; cf. S. madana-srik], s.f. A kind of starling,

H +  a qB"mendh, or " me dh, s.f.=me hd, q.v.

Gracula religiosa(i.q. srik);—a term of endearment used
by women in addressing children:—main-pav, The greyheaded Main, Temenuchus malabaricus:—main-srik, The
common Main, Acridetheres tristis:—g main, A
superior, talking Main:—ablaq main, The pied starling,
Sturnopastor contra(syn. ablak):—bman(or brhman)
main, The black-headed Main, Temenuchus pagodarum:—
pah iy(or pah ) main, The hill-Main of Nepal, Eulabes
intermedia:—teliy main, The common starling, Sturnus
vulgaris:—gulb main, The rose-coloured Main, Pastor
roseus.
H  a ³main, s.m.=main, q.v.

H < a fme , s.f.= < a me , q.v.

P   a mnr = H   a mnr [fr. A. manr, by imla;—mnr=
P. mnra= A. manrat], s.m. A tower, turret, steeple, spire,
minaret; a pillar, column, an obelisk;—a boundary-pillar;
a mile-stone;—(met., in the language of women, and
corr. to munr) a burden (as an unmarried daughter).
H   a mnr = P   a mnr [fr. A. manr, by imla;—mnr=
P. mnra= A. manrat], s.m. A tower, turret, steeple, spire,
minaret; a pillar, column, an obelisk;—a boundary-pillar;
a mile-stone;—(met., in the language of women, and
corr. to munr) a burden (as an unmarried daughter).
S   a ³mainka, vulg. maink; and H.  mai nk
(fr. men), s.m. Name of a mountain (son of Hima-vat by
Men, and said to have alone retained his wings when
Indra clipped those of the other mountains: according to

H < a fme , s.f.=me , q.v.
H < a fme  (i.q. me h, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) A hegoat (with curling horns).
H (?< a fv!me -phal, s.m. (dialec.) = main-phal, q.v.
H 0< a fme ak, (dialec.) f, me uk [Prk. /(f,=5; S.
/ef0t], s.m. (f. -), A frog; toad;—rump (of a horse):—
me ak-pho , s.m. The frog abscess (a painful
imposthume which grows on the sole of the foot, and
usually terminates in the course of a few days by
suppuration).
H G< a f,me uk = H G< a f, me ukawi s.m.
dialec. forms=me uk, q.v.
H G< a f, me ukawi = H G< a f, me uk s.m.
dialec. forms=me uk, q.v.
H G< a f"me ak, vulg. me k[me ak, q.v.+= Prk.
=S. ], s.f. A frog; toad:—me k-ko zukm hu, 'Has
the frog caught cold?'; an insignicant, or worthless,
fellow (like you) giving yourself airs of importance?
H < a /·fm n, v.t. (dialec.)=m jn, q.v.
H  < a f,me u (dialec.), 1˚ s.f.=me , or me , q.v.;—2˚
s.m.=me uk, q.v.
H  < a ©mai h (i.q. meh, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) Gleanings

of corn left on a eld.
H  < a ©me h [Prk. © ; S. qe©t, fr. q©¸t], s.m. (f.

mother of Prvat;—i.q. men).
H  a me kn [me k˚= me = S. q (onomat.)+>], v.n.

-), A ram;—a large or high wave (cf. me ); the swell of
the tide called the boar.
H ( < a ©!me hal, or ©! mai hal [S. qe©+!t], s.m.

To bleat (as a goat or sheep;—cf. S. meka, 'a goat').
H ^ a /·$m g, s.f.=m g, q.v. (and cf. next).

The fever-nut, the fruit of Guilandina bonducella(syn.
kakaranj);—a kind of re-work, made of this nut, which
bursts with an explosion.
H < a f"me  (fem. of me , q.v.), s.f. A she-goat

akin to S. /*, and /A*;+n= l= Prk. f or .!=S. 
+!+], s.f. The orbi. cular dung of goats, sheep, deer,

(with curling horns).
H < a f"me , s.f. (colloq.) corr. of mendh, or me hd,

], s.f. Marrow (i.q. majj); kernel; pith; essence (syn.

H J a $"me gn, and mi gn[me g˚= m gor mi g, prob.

camels, rats, &c.
H J a /·$"mng [m g˚= me g˚, as in me gn+= Prk. =S.

q.v.
H < a f"me , or /·f" m , s.f. (dialec.)=b , q.v.

g d; med).
H <a <a
me -me [by redupl. of S. q onomat.; and i.q.

H 7< a fme diyn [me iy˚= me =me , q.v.+=

me-me], s.f. Bleating, bleat (of a goat or sheep):—me me karn, To bleat (i.q. mimiyn).
P  a mn (i.q. mn, q.v.), s.m. Heaven, paradise;—an
emerald;—white or blue glass;—a glass gem, or bead, &c.
(see mn).
H 4 a 6me h, and (corr.) /·6 m h [Prk. q65; S. qVt],

w= Prk. waor we= S. pi, caus. aug.], v.t. To skirt, or
inclose, with a bank or fence; to make a bank, or dike, or
dam, round (a place).
H < a 7me [S. /y], s.f. A limit, limitary dike or
bank; boundary-mound (of a eld); a bank, an
embankment; a dam, dike, mole, mound; a landmark;
border, edge; hedge, fence;—a high wave, billow, surge
(cf. me h):—me -band, s.f. A xing or settling of
boundaries; a record of boundaries:—me (or me )
pa n, Waves to rise.
H  < a 7me  (i.q. me , q.v.), s.f. The brim, or parapet,
of a well.
H  < a 7me , s.m. (dialec.)=me , q.v.
H  < a /·7m n, v.t.=m n, q.v.
H  < a ime h, or i mai h, s.m. (f. -), A ram (i.q.
me h, q.v.).
H 0 a ³!mainsil [Prk. /4! or /4!5?; S. /t
+.8! or .8!t], s.m. Red orpiment, realgar, red arsenic,
Arsenicum rubrum, the Sandaraca of Pliny (cf. mansal, and
mansl).
H ( a /(maya k [Prk. /(j or /(5; S. /$+rt], s.m.
'The deer-spotted,' the moon.
S  a qmenak; and H. (Braj) ³ mainak, or 
mai nak, s.f. Name of an Apsaras (wife of Hima-vat, and

s.m. Rain; a shower:—me h n, v.n. Rain to come, or to
threaten:—me h barasn, or me h pa n, v.n. Rain to fall;
to rain:—me h h n, v.n. To rain hard.
H + 4 a 6"me hd [for me dh= S. q .B], s.f. The
Henna plant, or Broad Egyptian Privet, Lawsonia alba, or
L.inermis, or L.spinosa(cultivated throughout India for its
leaves, and as a hedge-plant for gardens; the powdered
leaves, beaten up with catechu and made into paste are
much used by women to dye their hands and feet a
reddish-orange; and, by men, to dye their beards; and
occasionally to stain the tails and manes of
horses);—the marriage-feast on the occasion of the
bride's hands and feet being stained with henna (in);—
an ark, or tabernacle, carried in solemn procession by
Muammadans on the eve of the anniversary of the
death of a person who died just as he was about to
marry:—me hd b dhn(-me ), To apply henna (to,—as a
cure for a blister, &c.):—me hd ra n, or mehd lagn(me ), To stain (the hands and feet, &c.) with henna; to
apply henna (to).
H a q mew, or meo, s.m. Name of a tribe inhabiting the

mountainous province of Mewt (it is much addicted to
robbing).
S  a /" mv, s.f. A worm generated in the intestines;

H *4 a q6"mehtrn, s.f. = H *4 a q6 mehtar,

the tape-worm; Ascarides.
H  a q mew, s.m. corr. of ? a mewa, q.v.

H 4 a q6mehar, s.f.=mahar, 'a woman,' q.v.;—s.f. corr. of

H Y a q "mewt, or miwt[mewt+= S. t], adj. &

s.m.corr. of *4a mhtar, and *4a mhtrn, qq.v.
H + 4 a q6"mehd, s.f.=+ 4 a me hd, q.v.
mihr, q.v.
H 4 a q6mehr, s.m.=4a mahr or mhr, q.v.

s.m. Of or belonging to the province of Mewt;—the
robber-tribe of Mewt (i.q. mew); a man of that tribe;—a
native, or an inhabitant, of Mewt.
P A W a mewajt (mewa+A. pl. su. t, with euphon.

H 4 a q6~meharr , or mehrr , s.f.=4a mhrr , q.v.

change of silent hof ? a into j), s.m. pl. (of mewa), Fruits.
S  a /0may r, s.m. (f. -), A peacock (i.q. mor, q.v.);—the

H 4 a ³ 6 "maihik [S. / 6 3 + ], s.f. A female

ower Cock's-comb, Celosia cristata;—the plant Achyranthes
aspera:—may rri, vulg. may rr(˚ra+ari), s.m. 'Enemy of
the peacock,' the chameleon; a lizard:—may r- , or
, or r, s.f. The cock's-comb, Celosia cristata.
H a /07may , s.m. corr. of  a may r, q.v.
H  a q 7mew  [mew, q.v.+Prk. f =S. ++t],

H 4 a q6"mehar, or mehr, s.f.=4a mahr or mhr, q.v.
H 4 a ³ 6 maihik [S. / 6 3+t], s.m. (dialec.) A bualo.
bualo.
H 2 4 a meham, s.m. (Dakh.) Gonorrhœa, &c. (i.q. meh,
q.v.).
H  @ 4 a mehmn (P. mhmn), s.m.= @ 4a mhmn, q.v.
H  @ 4 a mehmn, s.f.= @ 4a mhmn, q.v.
H 4 a q6mehn, s.m. Taunt, &c. (i.q. 4a mehn, q.v.):—

s.m.=mewor meo, q.v.
H D a /03may kh, s.m. A dialec. form of the next, q.v.

mehn mrn(-par), To taunt, ridicule, make fun (of), quiz,
laugh (at).
H 4 a q6mehnat, s.f. corr. of ca mnat, q.v.

S & a /0Lmay kh, s.m. The pin or gnomon of a sun-dial

H 44 a q6B6mehanh [mehn+S.  or +t], s.m. A

(i.q. me , and kl);—a ray of light; light; brightness,
brilliance, lustre, splendour; beauty;— ame.
H  a @0(my (i.q. miyo , q.v.), s.f. The cry of a cat,

taunter; a quiz.
H  4 a q(meh , s.m. (dialec.)=4 a me h, q.v.

mewing, mew:—my karn, To mew.
P ? a mewa, or mwa(old P. and Pehl. mwa), s.m. Fruit:—
mewa-dr, vulg. mewe-dr, adj. Fruit-bearing, fruitful;
laden with fruit:—mewa-farosh, s.m. Fruit-seller, fruiterer:
—tar mewa, Fresh fruit:— ushk mewa, Dried fruit.
H 4 a q6meh, s.m.=4 a me h, q.v.

/?], s.f. A harrow;—a ladder.

S 4 a q6meha, vulg. meh(rt. mih), s.m. Discharging urine;
—urine;—urinary disease, excessive discharge of urine,
diabetes;—in ammation of the urethra; gonorrhœa,
clap; gleet.
H 4 a q6meh [Prk. q65; S. q3t], s.m. A ram, &c. (i.q. mesh,
q.v.).
H *4 a q6mehtar, s.m. = H *4 a q6" mehtrn,
s.f.corr. of *4a mhtar, and *4a mhtrn, qq.v.

H a / ma, or /" may [S. /  or /;+; Prk.

H  n n, the thirty-second letter of the Urd or
Hindstn alphabet (the twenty-ninth of the Persian,
and twenty-fth of the Arabic). It corresponds, properly
speaking, to the dental  na, the twentieth consonant of
the Ngar or Hind alphabet (the fth letter of the
fourth or dental class), and has much the sound of the
English n(by which it is represented in the Roman
character); but it is also used to represent the Ngar
nasals , Ú, and 4, and also the anusvr(\?\), and the
anunsik, or andr-vindu, and hence has, very frequently,
a nasal sound, represented in the Roman character by
(except in the case of 4, which is Romanized by ), e.g.

sa gat, sa sr, d t, s p, gh , so , phe a; indeed, the
general tendency is to nasalize the n nwhen it is
quiescent after a long vowel or a diphthong, whether in
the middle or at the end of a word; and that even in
cases where the nis really dental (e.g. zam for zamn,
zam for zamn, zab for zab n, &c.). N nor nquiescent,
preceded by a short vowel, and followed by the letter b,
or p, generally has the sound of m, e.g. LB sampat, %a
mimbar. N nor nis occasionally substituted for l, as n r=
l r, nor n(dim. a.)=lor l; these, and other similar
substitutions, will be found noticed in their proper
places. In reckoning by abjad, ndenotes 50; and, in
almanacs, it signies the conjunct aspect of the stars:—
na-kr, s.m. The letter, or the sound, na.
H ) ),  na, neg. adv. (In Urd) The inseparable form of
 na, q.v
H ) ),  ni, A negative or privative prex (used
euphonically for, or corrupted from, nir, nis, or nih),+ e.g.
ni-ar, 'Fearless' (numerous instances of the use of this
prex will be found in the following pages).
S ) ),  ni, An insep. prep. or prex (the reverse of nir,
and of ut; it is positive and intensive, and denotes) 'in,
into, within; down, under, back; on, upon.'
H  n (f. -n) [Prk. 4(, or .4(; S. "(], The
termination of the innitive, or gerund, of the Hind or
Hindstn verb (e.g. karn, mrn;—dialec. forms are ˚ni,
˚nau, ˚nau ).
H  n (i.q. n h, q.v.), neg. adv. Nay, no; not (cf. next);
—emphat. part. (cf. to), e.g. o n, Come, docome (why
don't you come?):—n-to, or n-tau, conj. If not, or else,
otherwise:—n-karn, To say no; to deny; to refuse:—nnukka , adv. & s.f. No no:—n-nukka karn= n karn.
P  n [Zend na; S. na], neg. or priv. part. (prexed to
nouns, or participles), equivalent to the English non˚, ir˚,
in˚, un˚, dis˚, and the ax ˚less:—n-ittifq, s.f.
Inharmoniousness, disagreement, variance, discord
(syn. an-ban):—n-zm da, adj. Untried, unproved,
inexperienced:—n-shn, adj. & s.m. Unacquainted;
unknown; friendless;—a stranger:—n-shn, s.f.
Unacquaintance; friendlessness:—n-timd, adj.
Untrustworthy, not to be trusted:—n-timd, s.f.

Untrustworthiness:—n-iltift, s.f. Inattention (to),
disregard; indierence; slight; disfavour:—n-ummed, or
n-umed, adj. Hopeless, despairing, despondent,
desperate (syn. nir-s);—n-umed karn(-ko), To make
(one) despair (of, -se); to disappoint; n-umed hon(-se),
To despair (of); to be despondent; to be disappointed:—
n-umedna, adv. Hopelessly; in
despair:—n-umed, s.f. Hopelessness, despair:—nandesh, adj. Clear, evident;—requiring no thought:—ninf, adj. Unjust (syn. an-ny):—n-inf, s.f. Injustice
(syn. an-nyo):—n-ahl, adj. & s.m. Incapable;—unt,
unworthy;—an incapable person, &c.:—n-blig,  adj. &
s.m. Under age; unripe, immature;—a minor, child,
youth; a ward:—n-blig, s.f. Nonage, minority:—n-bairad, adj. & adv. Unwise;—unwisely:—n-ba-kr, adj. &
s.m. Useless, unserviceable; good-for-nothing,
worthless, vile; bad, wicked;—a good-for-nothing or
worthless fellow, a ne er-do-weel, a vagabond, a lazy
fellow:—n-ba-kr, s.f. Uselessness; worthlessness;
wickedness, villainy:—n-balad, adj. & s.m. Without a
country; of another country;—a foreigner;—a clown, a
lout (syn. ga wr):—n-b d, adj. Annihilated, reduced to
nothing; ruined; disappeared, vanished; non-existent;—
s.f.(?) Non-existence:—n-b d karn(-ko), To annihilate,
&c.:—n-b d, s.f. Annihilation; ruin; non-existence:—nbn, adj. & s.m. Blind;—a blind man:—n-bn, s.f.
Blindness:—n-pk, adj. Impure, unclean, dirty, lthy,
polluted, deled; lewd, licentious:—n-pk karn, v.t. To
pollute, dele:—n-pk, s.f. Impurity, uncleanness,
foulness, delement, pollution, dirt;—licentiousness,
lewdness:—n-pe-dr, adj. Inconstant, unsteady,
unstable, ckle; not durable or lasting, frail, eeting,
transitory, momentary:—n-pe-dr, s.f. Inconstancy,
instability, &c.:—n-padd, adj. Invisible, not conspicuous,
not to be found; vanished, concealed; private:—n-padd
karn, v.t. To render invisible, &c.; to obscure:—n-parw,
adj. Intrepid, fearless; free from care, independent;
inconsiderate, thoughtless, heedless; restless (cf. beparw):—n-parhez-gr, adj. Inabstemious; incontinent,
unchaste;—careless, incautious; negligent; inattentive to
health:—n-parhez-gr, s.f. Inabstemiousness; want of
due attention to health; carelessness;—incontinence,

licentiousness:—n-pasand, or n-pasandda, adj.
Unchosen; unacceptable; disapproved of; reprobated;
rejected;—disagreeable, displeasing, oensive:—npasand karn, v.t. To disapprove of; to dislike; to reject,
refuse:—n-pasand, s.f. Disagreeableness;—
unwillingness;—disfavour, displeasure:—n-paid, or npaid, adj. Unborn, that has never existed, non-existent;
extinct; not to be found, lost, missing; not evident,
invisible; vanished:—n-tb, adj. Weak, inrm:—ntajriba, or n-tajriba-kr, adj. Inexperienced:—n-tarsh, or
n-tarshda, adj. Not pared, or planed, or smoothed;
unsmoothed; unshaved; unlicked;—unpolite, unpolished,
uncivilized:—n-tarbiyat, or n-tarbiyat-yfta, adj.
Uneducated, uncultured, uncivilized:—n-tars, adj.
Fearless (syn. niar); severe, hard hearted, pitiless:—ntamm, adj. Incomplete, unnished; imperfect; decient:
—n-tamm, s.f. Incompleteness; imperfection;
deciency:—n-tuwn, vulg. n-taw , adj. Weak, feeble,
inrm, powerless, impotent; decrepit; frail:—n-taw bn, adj. Unable to endure the sight of;—envious;
malevolent:—n-taw -bn, s.f. Inability to bear the sight
of;—envy; malice, malevolence:—n-tawan, or ntawn, s.f. Inability; impotence, weakness; ailment:—njiz, adj. Unlawful, not allowable; contraband (e.g. njiz ml, 'contraband goods'); unsuitable:—n-jins, adj. Of
another sort or species, strange in kind;—
heterogeneous;—ignoble; rude, uncivil:—n-jins, s.f. The
not being of the same kind, sort, or race;—
heterogeneousness;—want of gentility; baseness:—nr, adj. & adv. Without remedy, remediless; constrained;
helpless, destitute, abandoned, forlorn, distressed, poor,
miserable;—by force, against the inclination; inevitably,
as a necessary consequence; of course (syn. l- r, q.v.):
—n- r, s.f. Helplessness, destitution;—impotence;
constraint; necessity:—n- q, adj. Unsound; indisposed;
out of order:—n- q, s.f. Unsoundness (of health, &c.);
indisposition;—displeasure;—disagreement; coolness,
luke-warmness;—laziness:—n- z, adj. & s.m. Of no
consequence, of no account, insignicant, tri ing,
worthless;—an insignicant thing, a nothing; a bauble, a
tri ing or silly thing, a tri e:—n- z, s.f. Smallness;
insignicance; nothingness, nullity:—n-aq, s.m.

Injustice, wrong, injury;—falsity;—adj. & adv. Unjust,
wrong, iniquitous; illegal or unlawful, injurious; false,
untrue;—unjustly, wrongfully; falsely; without ground or
cause, without rhyme or reason;—improperly;—
needlessly; in vain, to no purpose:—n-aq-shins, adj. &
s.m. Unjust, inequitable, having no notions of right or
justice; ungrateful;—an unjust, or an ungrateful, man:—
n-aq-shins, s.f. Injustice, wrong;—ingratitude:—n-aq
karn, To do an injustice (to, -se); to act unjustly, &c.:—naq-kush, s.f. Unjustly killing;—n-haq kahn, To speak
unjustly, or falsely (of), to calumniate, slander;—to speak
in vain, or to no purpose:—n- ud, s.m. 'No God'; an
atheist; an impious wretch:—n- ud-tars, adj. & s.m.
Not fearing God, ungodly;—a man without the fear of
God:—n- alaf, adj. Degenerate, ignoble, spurious;—
undutiful (son), wicked, vicious; villainous; dastardly:—nnda, adj. & s.m. Unread, uneducated, illiterate;—
uninvited, unbidden;—an illiterate man:—n- h, adj.
& adv. Unwilling, constrained;—against the will,
unwillingly, constrainedly:—n-  b, adj. Not good, bad:—
n- ush, adj. Indisposed; unhappy; displeased;
disgusted;—unpleasant, harsh, disagreeable, bad:—nush n(-ko), To prove disagreeable, or oensive, or
displeasing (to); to be disapproved of:—n- ush, s.f.
Disagreeableness, unpleasantness, unpalatableness,
bitterness;—displeasure; fret;—disagreement:—n-dr,
adj. & s.m. Without possession; insolvent; impecunious,
poor, indigent; blank; null (e.g. yh bz n-dr hai);—an
insolvent man; a pauper:—n-dr, s.f. Insolvency;
impecuniosity, poverty, indigence; pauperism:—n-dn,
adj. & s.m. Ignorant, unlearned; simple, silly; innocent;—
an ignorant fellow, a fool, blockhead:—n-dnistag, s.f.
Want of acquaintance; ignorance:—n-dnista, adv.
Unknowingly, unwittingly; ignorantly; incognito:—ndn, s.f. Ignorance, incapacity; stupidity, folly, idiotism;
infatuation:—n-durust, adj. Not right or true, incorrect,
false, wrong, improper, unjust; crooked; imperfect:—ndurust, s.f. Unsoundness, incorrectness, falseness,
falsehood; crookedness; injustice:—n-dihand, adj. Not
giving, close-sted, stingy;—not paying what is due:—ndihand, s.f. Non-payment:—n-ddan, adj. & s.m.f. Not to
be seen, invisible, imperceptible;—unt to be seen, or to

be looked upon;—one of whom, or that of which, the
sight is unbearable:—n-dda, adj. & s.m. Unseen;—not
seeing; inexperienced;—vile, abject, base;—greedy;—a
person who has seen little, &c.:—n-rst, adj. Not right;
not straightforward;—dishonest, unjust, unfair; wrong,
untrue, false;—adulterated:—n-rst, s.f. Dishonesty,
unfairness, &c.:—n-r(or n-r), adj. Dissatised,
discontented; unwilling;—displeased, oended:—n-r,
s.f. Dissatisfaction, discontent; unwillingness;
displeasure:—n-ras, adj. Unworthy, unt; incapable;—
ill-bred, unmannerly:—n-ras, s.f. Unworthiness,
untness, incapacity; want of reach or power; inability;
failure; unskilfulness;—ill-breeding, unmannerliness:—
n-rasda, or n-rusta, adj. Not arrived; not arrived at
perfection, or maturity, or puberty; unripe, immature;—
sour;—destitute; unfortunate:—n-raw, adj. Not current,
or passable; unsaleable;—not right, or proper;
inadmissible; prohibited; unworthy:—n-zda, adj. & s.f.
That has not brought forth children, or young;—a
woman who has not yet borne children, or a female that
has not brought forth young:—n-zor, adj. Without
strength, weak (i.q. be-zor):—n-zor, s.f. Weakness (i.q.
be-zor);—n-zeb, or n-zeb, adj. Not becoming, or
elegant; unbecoming, ungraceful, unseemly, ugly, illshaped, disgured;—plain:—n-zebish, or n-zeb, s.f.
Ungracefulness, unseemliness, ugliness, deformity;
plainness:—n-sz, adj. Disagreeing; dissonant,
discordant; out of tune;—indisposed, out of sorts;—
absurd;—obscene; rude, uncivil:—n-sz-kr, or n-sz-gr,
adj. Rendering discordant, or dissonant, or absurd;
disagreeing, dissentient;—adverse; unfortunate, unlucky:
—n-sz-kr, or n-sz-gr, s.f. Discordance, dissonance,
disagreement, dissension;—inadaptability;—absurdity;—
indisposition:—n-sz, s.f. Discordance; dissension;—
adverseness; opposition, contradiction;—indisposition;—
ill-behaviour;—dissimulation:—n-sips, adj. Ungrateful,
unthankful;—disagreeable;—undiscriminating:—n-sips,
s.f. Ungratefulness, &c.:—n-saz, or n-saz-wr, adj.
Unworthy, improper, impertinent, indecent; foolish;—
undeserved, unmerited:—n-sufta, adj. Not perforated,
unbored:—n-sufta-bih(i), s.m. & f. A cunning person:—nsamajh, adj. Unintelligent, dull of understanding:—n-

samjh, s.f. Lack of understanding, ignorance:—n-sanjda,
adj. Unweighed; unassayed; unmeasured:—n-shd, adj.
& s.m. Cheerless, joyless, low-spirited, dull, hippish;
dissatised, displeased;—unfortunate;—an unhappy
person, a poor wretch:—n-shd, s.f. Cheerlessness,
dulness, melancholy;—dissatisfaction, displeasure:—nshistag, s.f. Impropriety, injudiciousness; indecency:—
n-shista, adj. Unworthy, improper, unbecoming;
indecent, indecorous; illicit;—unmannerly;—inexpedient,
injudicious:—n-shudan, adj. & s.m.f. Not t to be or
exist, bad, worthless; unpromising; ill-fated;—impossible,
impracticable;—one who is not t to live, or from whom
no good is to be expected; a worthless person:—n-shukr,
or n-shukr, adj. Ungrateful; discontented (i.q. n-sips):
—n-shukr, s.f. Unthankfulness; discontent:—n-shukr
karn, To be ungrateful, &c.:—n-shikeb, or n-shikeb, adj.
Impatient, restless, unsteady:—n-shikeb, or n-shikeb,
s.f. Impatience, &c.:—n-shins, or n-shins, adj. Not
recognizing, or acknowledging, or owning;—ignorant:—
n-shins, s.f. A refusing to recognize;—ignorance:—nshob, adj. Unwashed:—n-f, adj. Impure, unclean, dirty:
—n-f, s.f. Impurity, &c.:—n-abr, or n-ab r, adj.
Impatient (i.q. n-shikeb):—n-awb, adj. Not right; bad,
sinful;—unwholesome:—n-tqat,
adj. Weak, feeble,

inrm:—n-tqat,
s.f. Weakness, feebleness;

powerlessness, inability:—n-qibat-andesh, adj. Not
looking to the issues or consequences; short-sighted;—
improvident; thoughtless, inconsiderate, inattentive to
the future:—n-farmn, adj. Disobedient, refractory;
stubborn;—s.m. Name of a purple-coloured ower, a
species of poppy;—a bright purple colour:—n-farmn, s.f.
Disobedience; (in Law) contempt of court;—adj. Of the
colour of the n-farmn; purple:—n-farmn karn, To
disobey, to refuse to
obey:—n-fahm, adj. Not understanding; unintelligent,
stupid;—unintelligible:—n-fahm, s.f. Want of
understanding; stupidity, folly:—n-qbil, adj. Incapable;
unt; worthless:—n-qbil--tir, adj. Indisputable:—nqbil--intiql, adj. Not transferable:—n-qbilyat, s.f.
Incapacity, incompetence; untness, unworthiness:—nqab l, adj. Unacceptable; disagreable, unpleasant;—not
consenting (to); rejecting;—loathing:—n-quwwat, adj.

Powerless, weak:—n-quwwat, s.f. Weakness (i.q. ntqat):—n-kra,
adj. Unserviceable; useless, worthless,

bad;—idle, lazy:—n-krag, s.f. Unserviceableness;
uselessness, &c.:—n-km, adj. Disappointed;
unsuccessful; discontented;—useless; hopeless;
remediless:—n-km, s.f. Disappointment;
unsuccessfulness; discontent:—n-kad- ud, or n-katud, adj. & s.m. Not a family-man;—a bachelor:—nkat- ud, s.f. The unmarried state:—n-karda-kr, adj. &
s.m. Inexperienced, inexpert, unskilful; ignorant;—an
unskilful person, a bungler:—n-kas, adj. & s.m.
Unworthy, worthless, unmanly; base, ignoble;—a man of
light character, or of no consequence; a nobody:—n-kas,
s.f. Worthlessness; meanness; insignicance; infamy:—
n-kand, adj. Unbroken, untrained; unridden:—n-kand,
or n-kand ba he , s.m. An unridden colt;—an
inexperienced, thoughtless person; a simpleton,
greenhorn:—n-guzr, adj. Indispensable; necessary;
inevitable, unavoidable:—n-gufta, adj. Not spoken,
unsaid; not told:—n-gawr, or n-gawr, adj. Undigested;
indigestible; unwhole some, unpalatable, unpleasant;
unacceptable;—irksome;—unarranged:—n-gawr guzarn,

or mal m hon, To prove unpalatable (to), &c.:—n-liq,
adj. Unworthy; unt; incompetent;—inconvenient;
improper, unsuitable:—n-liq, s.f., or n-liq-pan, s.m.
Unworthiness; worthlessness; untness; incapacity;—
impropriety:—n-mubrak, adj. Unfortunate, inauspicious;
ill-omened; execrable:—n-mutanh, adj. Innite;—
divine:—n-maram, s.m. A stranger; one who is not
permitted to enter the women's apartments;—one who
is not (as regards marriage) within the forbidden
degrees:—n-murd, adj. Having the desires unrealized;
unsuccessful, unprosperous; disappointed; dissatised;—
undesirable; untoward (circumstance); unfortunate,
unlucky (wight, &c.); graceless; evil, or adverse (times,
or fortune):—n-murd-na, adv. As one disappointed;
discontentedly, &c.:—n-murd, adj. Unsuccessfulness;
disappointment; dissatisfaction; despondency;—
undesirableness; untowardness, &c.; an unwelcome
thing:—n-murd-k, adj. (f. -k), Undesirable, &c.:—nmarb t, adj. Unconnected, disjoined; ungrammatical;—
impertinent, mal-à-propos:—n-mard, adj. & s.m.

Unmanly, cowardly;—impotent, imbecile;—a coward;—an
impotent man:—n-mard karn, v.t. To emasculate:—nmard, or n-mardum, s.f. Unmanliness; cowardice;
incivility, inhumanity;—impotency:—n-musha  a, adj.
Undened; inconstant, variable:—n-mut biq,
adj.

Inconsistent, &c. (see mutbiq):—n-mat
b , adj.

Unacceptable, disagreeable, unpleasant;—repugnant to
nature, unnatural:—n-mtabar, adj. Untrustworthy;
unworthy of credit, incredible:—n-maq l, adj.
Unreasonable, irrational; improbable; absurd;
impertinent; improper (i.q. n-liq):—n-mal m, adj.
Unknown; uncertain:—n-muqir hon(-k), Not to admit or
confess, to deny:—n-mulim, adj. Not soft or tender;
hard; rough; austere; severe; uncivil:—n-mumkin, adj.
Impossible:—n-munsib, adj. Improper, unsuitable,
inconsistent, unbecoming, indecent; objectionable:—nmanz  r, adj. Disapproved; disallowed; refused, rejected;
inadmissible:—n-manz  r, s.f. Disapproval; refusal,
rejection:—n-muwq, adj. Not suitable, or adapted (to);
disagreeing (with); dissimilar; contrary, opposite,
adverse; unwholesome:—n-muwq nor hon, To
disagree (with), &c.:—n-muwqat, vulg. n-mufaqat, s.f.
Want of adaptation; dissimilarity; disagreement;
unsuitableness; unwholesomeness:—n-mauz , adj.
Disproportioned; incongruous; discordant (as music);
unrhythmical, badly composed (prose, or verse);—illmade:—n-mihrbn, adj. Unfriendly, unkind:—nmihrbn, s.f. Unfriendliness, unkindness:—n-muyassar,
s.f. Inability to obtain; poverty, indigence;—impossibility,
diculty:—n-wjib, adj. Improper (i.q. gair-wjib;
be
wjib):—n-wris, adj.
& s.m.=l-wris, q.v.s.v. l:—n-wqif,

adj. Unacquainted (with, -se), ignorant (of);
inexperienced (in), unskilled:—n-wqifyat, s.f. Want of
acquaintance, ignorance; inexperience;—n-waqt, adj.
Out of time, unseasonable; late, after (business) hours
(i.q. be-waqt, q.v.):—n-hast, s.f. Non-existence:—nhamwr, adj. Uneven, irregular, rough;—unworthy,
improper; ill-conducted; capricious; froward, perverse:—
n-hamwr, s.f. Unevenness, &c.;—n-hanjr, adj. Rough,
uneven; untoward; unpolite, rude, &c. (i.q. n-hamwr);—
astray;—unfortunate; wicked:—n-hanjr, s.f. Deviation
from right, going astray; wickedness; rudeness;

impropriety; frowardness, disobedience:—n-yb, adj. Not
to be found or got; undiscoverable; unprocurable;
unattainable;—scarce, rare:—n-yb, s.f.
Undiscoverableness, &c.;—rareness, scarcity:—n-yft,
adj. Not to be found, undiscoverable; missing.
P  nb [prob. for nyb; ni(=S. niror nis)+b, q.v.; cf. Zend
nypa], adj. 'Without water,' neat (wine, &c.), unmixed,
unadulterated, pure, genuine; mere;—clear, limpid;—
sincere.
A  nb, s.m. A grinder;—a canine tooth; tusk; fang.
P

 nb (i.q. nw, q.v.), s.m. Channel; canal; furrow,

groove; uting (of a pillar); moulding; cornice; frieze:—
nb-dr, adj. Grooved; uted; indented:—nb-dn, s.m. A
drain, sewer, gutter; a canal; an aqueduct.
H    nbr (prob. n, 'no'+br= wlor wl, qq.v.),
s.m. (dialec.) One who denies, denier.
P +  nb-dn, s.m. See s.v. nb.
S &  #nbha, vulg. nbh, s.m. An epithet of iva, and of
Vish u;—a kind of spell.
S &  .#nbhi, and H. # nbh, s.f. The navel (cf. nf);—
nave (of a wheel);—central point, centre, focus;—a chief,
head;—musk; the musk animal;—a proper name:—nbhihedan, s.m. Cutting or separating the umbilical cord:—
nbhi-golak, s.m. A protruding or ruptured navel:—nbhin , or nbhi-nl, s.f. The umbilical cord.
S (&  #nbhak, s.m. A myrobalan, Terminclia chebula.
S & #"nbh, s.f.=nbhi, or nbh, q.v.
S  &  Nnbhya, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to the navel;
proceeding from, or being in, the navel; umbilical;—s.m.
An epithet of iva (i.q. nbhaor nbh).
H ]  np (fr. npn, q.v.), s.f. Measure; measurement;
survey:—np-bidy, s.f. The science of measuring,
mensuration:—np-tol, or np-jokh, s.f. Measuring and
weighing:—np-k p r, adj. Of full measure, or height,
&c.:—np karn(-k), To measure (i.q. npn):—np-k iki,
s.f. Unit of measurement:—np len(-k), To take the
measurement (of), to measure:—be-np, adj.
Unmeasured, unsurveyed:—jam np, Standard or full
measure:— alt np, Somewhat below the standard
measure:—kat np, (in Geom.) The secant.

S ;  npit, s.m. (f. -), A barber, shaver; a surgeon
(the word is almost conned to Bengal; the words nor
n being the common forms in other parts; cf. ajm):—
npit-l, s.f. Barber's shop; hair-cutting saloon.
S *; "npit, s.f. A barber's wife (i.q. nin).
P  J;  npigr, (dialec.) npikr, adj. Filthy, vile.
H ;  npn [npn, prob. corr. of mpn, q.v.; or
np˚= Prk. Q()=S. Q(`), pass. of caus. of rt. ], v.t.
To measure; to weigh;—np-den, or np-len, v.t. intens.
of and=npn:—rasta npn, 'To measure the road'; to
wander idly about, to saunter;—to pay a short (or a
doctor's) visit.
H A  nt, s.m. 1˚=nt, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of nth, q.v.
H Y  nt [Prk. .\ ; S. Qt], s.m. Relative; kin;
relationship; kinsmanship; alliance; anity,
consanguinity:—nt jo n(se, or -ke sth), To form a
connection, or an alliance (with):—nte-dr, adj. & s.m.
Akin;—relative, kinsman:—nte-dr, s.f. Relationship, &c.
(i.q. nt):—nt-rishta, s.m. Relationship, kinsmanship;
family alliance.
H Y  ntar, or  ntari [n, 'not,' q.v.+tar= S. 6 ],
conj. (dialec.) If not—then; else, otherwise (i.q. n-to, or
n-tau, or nah to).
H <Y  ntin = H Y " ntin, or ntn[f. of nt;—
˚inor ˚in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. Daughters's daughter,
granddaughter.
H Y "ntin, or ntn= H <Y   ntin [f. of nt;—
˚inor ˚in= Prk. 4"=S. "], s.f. Daughters's daughter,
granddaughter.
H Y  5nto, 1˚ (dialec.) s.m.=nt, q.v.;—2˚ conj See s.v.
n.
H &Y  Rnth [Prk. ;R; S. T;—cf. also S. Rt, which
is prob. a Prk. form], s.f. The nose-string of an ox (by
which he is led, or which serves as reins);—a seton (cf.
nth, nathn, nathn):—na ge nth na p he pagh, 'Neither
nose-string in front nor tether behind'; free to roam;
without tie or encumbrance.
S &Y  Rnth, s.m. (f. -), Protector, patrou, master, lord;
husband;—a common ax to the names of Hind

ascetics (e.g. Gorakh-nth):—nth-vn, nth-vat, or nthwant(f. -vat), adj. Having a protector, or master; having
a husband; dependent, subject (to;—syn. nth).
H &Y  Rnth, s.m. (dialec.) A corrupt form of nt, q.v.
H &Y  Rnthit [S. .Tt], adj. Having a hole bored
in the septum of the nose, or having a string through its
nose (an ox or other draught-animal).
S *&Y  Rnthat, s.f. = S *&Y  R; nthatva, s.m.The
oce or status of a protector, or master; protectorship;
patronage, &c
S *&Y  R; nthatva, s.m. = S *&Y  R nthat, s.f.The
oce or status of a protector, or master; protectorship;
patronage, &c
H &Y  Rnthn [fr. nth, q.v.; or nth˚= S. .T], v.t.

mime;—dancing; acting;—a play, drama, comedy; the
rst of the ten species of Sanskrit dramatic compositions
of the rst order;—the business of a na(q.v.):—nak-l,
vulg. nak-sl, or nak-sl, s.f. A dancing-room, ballroom; a play-house, theatre (syn. n -ghar):—naksl(prob. for nak-sl), s.m. & f. (Dakh.) A dancer, &c.
(i.q. nak).
S   &nik, s.f. A short or light comedy (the rst
of the dramas of the second order);—(fem. of naka), an
actress.
S  &"nak, s.f. A dancing-girl;—a kind of dramatic
writing.
S B)   &"nakya, adj. Dramatic; comic.
H %-  namgr, s.m. (Dakh.) A great merchant; a
respectable man; head-man (syn. mahjan).
H    &nn, v.n.=nan, q.v.

To bore the nose (of a bullock) and put a string in it (to
guide him by);—to bring under subjection or control.
H &Y Rnthi (dialec.), past conj. part. (of nthn),

H   &Mnaur, 1˚ s.m.=na-bar, q.v.;—2˚ adj. corr. of n-

Having put a string in the nose (of an ox), i.q. nth-ke.
H &Y R"nth, (dialec.) R nthi [S. R+t (+t)],

haur, q.v.
H   _nh [S. .T (+.T); cf. P. nest], s.m. Non-

adj. (f. -in), Having a protector, or master; having a
husband; dependent, subject (to).
H Y  "nt [Prk. .\ ; S. Q+t], s.m. (f. ntin),

existence.
H   _Mnhaur (n+haur, qq.v.), adj. Having no xed

Daughter's son, grandson.
H Y  "nt [Prk. .\; S. Q], s.f. (dialec.)
Granddaughter (i.q. ntin).
H   &n (i.q. l, or lh, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) A pillar; an
obelisk;—an architrave;—a beam; a log (of wood).
S   &na, vulg. n, s.m. Dancing; a dance; a play, a
pantomime;—the country called the Carnatic:—nmandir, s.m. Dancing-saloon, ball-room; a room or hall
for dramatic performances, a theatre.
H   &n [prob. Prk.  ; S. 9+t], adj. & s.m. (f. ), Short, dwarsh; dapper;—vile, depraved, vicious, bad,
naughty;—a dwarf;—a depraved or bad man; a naughty
boy;—a young bull not yet broken in.
H ?  &n-pan [n, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Shortness (of stature), dwarshness.
S   &nak, s.m. (f. -ik, or -), A dancer; an actor; a

or proper place; not in (its) proper place, out of place (i.q.
be-haur).
S B)   &Ånya, s.m. The science or art of dancing, or
acting; scenic art; the union of song, pantomime, dance,
and instrumental music:—nya-l, s.f.=nak-l, q.v.
(syn. n -ghar).
A j  nsir (act. part. of  'to scatter, disperse,' &c.), s.m. A
prose-writer.
H 5  *nj (contrac. of anj, q.v.), s.m. Grain, corn:—nj
kn, To cut the corn; to reap the harvest:—nj-k man,
A grain-mart:—nj-wl, s.m. A wholesale dealer in grain
or corn.
H (W  *,njuk, adj. corr. of d  nzuk, q.v.
H W  *,nju, s.m. (dialec.)=nj, q.v.
H W  *5njo (prob. corr. fr. nzuk), s.f. A delicate
woman; a term of endearment.
P W nj (for A. 5
  nji, act. part. of 8 (for 8) 'to
escape,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Escaped; saved; elect; liberated;

free; excused;—one who escapes, &c.
P  W  njiya (for A. ~ W  njiyat, fem. of nji), adj. f.=nj,
q.v.
H V  n [Prk. K(; S. ;(; cf. n n], s.m. Dancing; a

cataract;—a kind of cloth made of silk and cotton;—
enmity, malice.
P  r  n  n, s.m. = P  r  n  na, s.m.i.q. <r  n un;
and r  n una, qq.v.
P  r  n  na, s.m. = P  r  n  n, s.m.i.q. <r  n un;

dance, ball; an entertainment (among Hinds) in which
dancing-girls perform (vulg. 'a nautch'):—n dikhn(ko), To dance before (one):—n -rg, or n -ra g, s.m.
Dance and song; a dancing entertainment; revelry,
merriment:—n -ghar, s.m. Dancing-room, ball-room; a
play-house, theatre:—n na n(-ko), To make (one)
dance;—to lead (one) a dance, to tease, worry, or harass
(one):—kah-putl-k n , A puppet-show:—gho o -k n ,
An exhibition of articial horses:—lau o -k n , An
exhibition of dancing-boys.
P u=  n a , s.m.(?) A battle-axe; a halbert; a double-

general); singing; a song; a loud sound; roaring, a roar;
noise, cry;—(in the yog) the nasal sound represented by
a semicircle, and used as an abbreviation, or a
hieroglyphic, in mystical words:—nd-karn, To sing;—to
roar (as a tiger); to bellow:—nd-vidy, s.f. The art of
singing.
H   nd, postpn. (Dakh.)=n , q.v.
P   n-dr, adj. & s.m. = P   n-dn, adj. & s.m.See s.v. 

pointed spear; a short javelin.
H =  n n [n ˚= Prk. K()=S. ; (), rt. ] ,

n.
P   n-dn, adj. & s.m. = P   n-dr, adj. & s.m.See s.v. 

v.n. To dance; to caper, or frisk about.
H = "n n, s.f. A female dancer, a dancing-girl.

n.
H   6ndh [prob. S.  (rt. )+++t], s.m.

P    niya (for A. ~   niyat, fr. ni, act. part. of c

A spout; a canal (cf. nad).
A   ndir (act. part. of +  'to remain alone,' &c.), adj.
Singular, rare, uncommon, unusual; wonderful; precious;
exquisite; choice (cf. sh-o-ndir):—ndir-shh, Name of a
king of Persia (who reigned from A.D. 1736 to A.D. 1747):
—ndir-shh, adj. Of or relating to Ndir-shh, or his
conquests, or misrule;—s.f. The invasion of India by
Ndir-shh;—misrule as of Ndir-shh:— ndir-gard, s.f.
Misrule, &c. (i.q. ndir-shh).
A A  ndirt, s.f. pl. (of {  ndirat; see ndira),
Uncommon things, rarities, curiosities.
P ?  ndira (for A. {  ndirat, fem. of ndir), adj.=ndir;—
s.m. An uncommon thing, a rarity, curiosity;—an
incomparable man, a rara avis.
P  ndir (fr. ndir), s.f. Rarity; choiceness;—a rarity;

(for c) 'to go towards, to incline (to),' &c.), s.m. A
country, territory, district; tract; coast, shore;—part,
side, quarter (pl. naw, q.v.).
P + r  n- ud, s.m. See s.v.  n.
P + r  n ud (nw+ ud, qq.v.), s.m. The master, or
commander, of a ship; captain;—a supercargo;—a
seaman.
P $+ r n ud, s.f. Oce or status of a ship-captain,
&c.;—seamanship, navigation.
P <r  n un (n ˚= S. L+un= n= wan= wn= S. ),
s.m. Nail (of the nger or toe); talon, claw:—n un-se
likhn, v.t. To write with the nger-nail (considered an
accomplishment):—n un-gr, or n un-tarsh, s.m. A
small knife, or scissors, for paring the nails:—n un
len, v.t. To pare the nails;—to trip, or stumble (a horse):
—n un-me pa e-rahn, v.n. To be in (one's) possession;
to be lying in the pocket.
P r  n una (rel. n. fr. n un, q.v.), s.m. An instrument
used to strike the strings of a lute (or guitar, &c.) with, a
plectrum; a bow (i.q. mirb);—a haw, or web (in the eye),

and r  n una, qq.v.
S   nda, vulg. nd, s.m. Sounding; a sound (in

curiosity;—(in cards) the ace.
A   #m nd-al (for   - #m 'call on, or invoke, Al'), s.f. A
stone brought by pilgrims from Mecca on which are
inscribed benedictions or prayers from the Qor n,
beginning with the words ndi-al(such stones are hung
as charms round the necks of children).
H ! ndal, s.f. corr. of the above, q.v.

A 1   ndim, (act. part. of 1 +  'to repent,' &c.)., adj.
Repenting; penitent, sorry (for);—bashful; ashamed,
abashed.
H   ndn, v.t.=ndhn, n dn, or n dhn, qq.v.
H   ndhn [ndh˚= S. -, p.p.p. of rt. 6O], v.t. To
yoke;—to begin, to enter upon (also n dhn; n dn).
S  "nd, adj. (f. -in), Sounding, resonant; sounding
aloud.
H )  ndiy, s.m.= )+   n diy, q.v.
S )  bndeya (fr. nad), adj. (f. -), Coming from, or
belonging to, a river; river-born; uvial; aquatic;—s.m.
An aquatic.
S )  b"ndey, s.f. A species of water-reed, Calamus
fasciculatus;—the plant Pranna herbacea;—Sesbania
œgyptiaca;—the China rose.
S G  fnik, vulg. n ik, s.f. An Indian hour, or
twenty-four minutes (or one-sixtieth of a sidereal day);—
a piece of metal on which the hours are struck, an
Indian clock, a gong;—a particular measure of length
(equal to half a ana).
H   nr [S. t], adj. Relating or belonging to men;—
s.m. A calf;—(S. (), s.m. Water;—a herd, drove:—
nrd(˚ra+ad˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Eating or living on water;
—any animal that subsists on water.
H   nr, s.f. contrac. of nr, 'woman,' &c., q.v.
H   nr, s.m.=n , and nl, qq.v.
P   nr (contrac. of anr, q.v.), s.m. A pomegranate,
Punica granatum.
A   nr, s.f. Fire; hell-re; hell;—the mind;—counsel,
advice.
H   nr, s.m.=nl, q.v.
S V  nr , s.m. An iron arrow; an arrow (in
general):—nr -astra, s.m. Idem.
H   nrd, s.m. corr. of nrad, q.v.
S   nrd, adj. & s.m. See s.v. nr.
S <)  4nryaa, vulg. nrya(nara, 'man,' or nra,
'water'+ayana, 'abode'), s.m. A name of Vish u
(considered as the rst of living beings, and the

dwelling-place of mortals; or as the being who existed
before all worlds, and moved on the waters of creation):
—nrya-kshetr, s.m. A term applied to the ground on
the banks of the Ganges for a distance of four cubits
from the water:—nrya-tail, s.m. A sort of oil
(expressed from various plants) of great reputed ecacy
in medicine:—sat nrya, The true Nrya , the true
God.
S ) 4"nrya, s.f. An epithet of Lakshm, the
goddess of prosperity, and wife of Nrya or Vish u;—
an epithet of Durg;—the plant Asparagus racemosus.
H )  4"nrya [S. 4"t], adj. Of, or relating,
or referring to, Nrya :—nrya bal, s.m. A funeral
ceremony observed on the seventeenth day after a
Hind's death.
H     nr-biwr [S. f, or !+ ( (rt. vriwith

vi)], s.m. The membrane in which the fœtus is
enveloped; secundines.
P  W  nrjl (S. ?!; cf. H. nriyal), s.m. A cocoa-nut;—
the cocoa-nut tree, Cocos mucifera.
S   nrad, s.m. Name of a Devarshi or Rishi among
the gods (he is regarded as one of the four sons of
Brahm, and one of the ten principal and original
munisor rishis,
the friend of Krishn, a celebrated

legislator, and the inventor of the vor lute;—he is also
said to have occasioned frequent quarrels among the
gods by tale-bearing); (hence) one who makes quarrels;
one who is fond of altercation, a disputant;—a wicked
boy (in the language of women):—nrad-purn, s.m.
Name of a Pur :—nrad-mun, s.m. The saint Nrad.
P   nrad, vulg. nrd, s.m. The tike or dog-louse;—a
miser.
S   nrak (fr. narak), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating to
hell; being or abiding in hell; infernal, hellish; helldeserving;—an inhabitant of the infernal regions;—(i.q.
narak), the infernal regions, hell.
S   "nrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Infernal, hellish;—
an inhabitant of the infernal regions.
S     ?nriker, = S     ?! nrikel,s.m. A cocoanut.

S     ?!nrikel, = S     ? nriker,s.m. A cocoa-

A  nr (rel. n. fr. nr, q.v.), adj. Fiery, full of re;

nut.
S     "nrakya, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = nrak, q.v.

hellish.
H )  nriy [nr= S. f+iy= Prk.  =S. t], s.m.

H   4nri,  nrin, (Braj) s.f. pl. (of nrior nr),

A person who feels the pulse.
S 9)  "nr , s.m.=I7  n  , q.v.

Women.
P 6  nranj (the arabicised form of nra g= S. r$),
s.m. An orange.
P 8 nranj (nra j+ = S. , or ), adj. Of orange;
orange-coloured.
S ^  ($nra g, s.m. The orange tree, and its fruit (cf.
nrang; P. also nra g),—the juice of the pepper plant;—a
libertine; a catamite;—a living being, an animal;—a twin,
one of twins;—a carrot.
H J ($"nara g, vulg. $" nring [S. ($+], s.f.
An orange; the orange-tree, Citrus aurantium;—(met.)
breast (of a woman).
H   ~nr , s.m. (dialec.)=nhr , or nahru, qq.v.
P   nrwn, = P   nrwan,s.m. A species of lofty tree
which gives much shade; the sour cherry;—the
pomegranate tree (cf. nr).
P   nrwan, = P   nrwn,s.m. A species of lofty tree
which gives much shade; the sour cherry;—the
pomegranate tree (cf. nr).
S  "nr, or  nri, vulg. nr, s.f. A woman, a
female; a wife:—nr-parya, adj. Devoted to women.—
nr-prasa g, s.m. Libertinism, lechery; coition:—nrpriya, adj. & s.m. Loving women;—dear to women;—a
lover of women;—one loved by women:—nr- atur, s.m.
(f. -), One who is a skilful judge of women:—nr-d sha,
s.m. Woman's vice, any great fault in women (six are
usually reckoned, viz. drinking spirits, keeping bad
company, quitting a husband, rambling abroad, sleeping
and dwelling in a strange house):—nr-dharm, s.m. The
duties especially incumbent on women;—the menstrual
ux:—nr-may, or nri-may, adj. (f. -), Consisting of
women:—nr-nar, or nri-nar, s.m. Women and men;
males and females:—nr-vrind,
 s.m. A crowd of women:—
sugha nr, s.f. A clever woman;—a good housewife.
H  "nr, s.f. (dialec.)=n , and nl, qq.v.

H )  nriyar, s.m. (dialec. or rustio)=next, q.v.
H )  !nriyal [Prk. 4.! !5; S. ?!t], s.m. The
cocoa-nut tree, Cocos mucifera;—a cocoa-nut;—a
uqqamade of a cocoa-nut;—a kind of re-work (made of
a cocoa-nut shell charged with gunpowder);—(met.) the
head, skull:—nriyal-k pn, Milk of a cocoa-nut;—nriyalk tel, Cocoa-nut oil:—nriyal-k r , A kind of soft downy
substance (of a light-brown colour) found on the exterior
of the lower part of the leaves or branches of the cocoanut tree (it is used as a styptic, and for tinder):—nriyalk gu , Molasses made from the juice of the cocoa-nut
palm.
H #) !"nriyal [n riyal, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ], s.f.
A cup made out of a cocoa-nut shell;—a uqqamade of a
cocoa-nut shell;—(dialec.) juice of the cocoa-nut palm,
palm-wine, toddy.
H <)  "nrn [S. "+], s.m. Lord of women, or of
many wives'; an epithet of the moon.
H <)  "nrn (Braj or dialec.), s.f. pl. (of nr), Women,
females.
H  7n [S. ft], s.f. Pulse, &c. (i.q. n , q.v.); a sore;
—gullet, wind-pipe, throat, neck:—n  kn(-k), To cut
the throat (of), to sever the neck:—n -kay, s.m. A cutthroat:—n n  karn, To bend the neck; to hang down
the head (in shame, &c.).
H   7n  [S. f+], s.m. Tape; trousers' string;—
stubble (i.q. nr; cf. nl; nl).
H G  7n ik, s.f.=nik, q.v.
H  7n i [S. ft], s.f.=next, q.v.
H  7"n  [Prk. 4f; S. f], s.f. A stalk, or culm
(of a plant);—any tubular organ of the body; an artery, a
blood-vessel, vein; an intestine:—a
pipe, tube (i.q. nl, or nal);—a stulous sore; a stula;
siuus;—the pulse (of the hand or foot, &c.);—an hour of

twenty-four minutes (i.q. nik, q.v.):—n i-patr, s.m.
The esculent root Arum colocasia:—n  h n, or n  na
boln, The pulse to stop beating; to have no pulse:—n imanal, or n -manal, s.m. The celestial equator:—n nakshatr, s.m. The planet of a person's nativity:—n  na
hon, To have no pulse:—n -vra, s.m. A stulous sore, a
stula, an ulcer, a sinus.
H 7  7n iy [S. ft], s.m. A person who feels
the pulse:—n iy-baid, s.m. A physician skilled in feeling
the pulse.
H I7  7"n  [S. f"t], s.m. The esculent root
Colocasia antiquorum.
P d  nz, s.m. Blandishment, coquetry, playfulness,
amorous playfulness, feigned disdain; dalliance, toying;
fondling, coaxing, soothing or endearing expression;—
pride, conceit, consequential airs, whims;—softness,
delicacy; elegance, gracefulness:—nz uhn(-k), To
bear with the airs or whims (of another):—nz-bardr,
s.m. One who bears the airs or whims (of another);—a
atterer:—nz-bardr, s.f. Bearing the airs or whims (of);
attery:—nz-parwarda, adj. & s.m. Delicately brought up;
—one who has been delicately brought up; a spoilt child:
—nz-peshag, s.f. The habit of coquetry, &c. (see nz):—
nz-pesha, s.m. & f. One who practises blandishments,
&c.; a coquette:—nz-na ra, or nz-o-na ra, s.m.
Blandishments, coquetry; dalliance, toying; airs and
graces, aectations:—nz-o-nmat , or nz-o-niam, s.m.
Greatness; ease and auence;—the good things of the
world, the blessings of life:—nz-o-niyz, s.m.
Blandishments, &c. (i.q. nz-na ra, q.v.);—entreating
soothingly, coaxing, supplication.
P d  nzn, vulg. nz (imperf. part. of nzdan, fr. nz),
part. adj. Sporting, toying (as lovers);—giving oneself
airs, being conceited (about), being proud; strutting,
swaggering:—nz hon(-par), To give ooneself airs
(about), to be conceited (about), to pride oneself (on).
P d  nzbo (nz+bo, qq.v.), s.m. The herb basil (or wild
rue), Ocimum pilosum.
P d  nzuk, adj. Thin, slender, slim, delicate, tender,
fragile; ne; light; brittle; nice; neat; elegant; genteel;
subtle;—facetious; gracious; keen; sensitive, touchy,

testy;—s.m. A species of jujube (i.q. nzuk badan):—nzuk
ad, adj. Having sweet notes (as the nightingale, &c.);
delicate in performing or singing:—nzuk-ad, s.f.
Sweetness of note; delicacy of performance or singing:—
nzuk-badan, adj. Of delicate frame, delicate (epithet of a
mistress);—s.m. A species of jujube, Zizyphus jujuba:—
nzuk-badan, s.f. Delicacy of body or of form:—nzuk
jagah, s.f. A tender part or spot; a vital part:—nzukayl, s.m. A ne thought; delicate perception; nice
judgment;—adj. & s.m. Having a ne perception; of
delicate or nice ideas;—one who has a ne perception,
&c.:—nzuk-damg,  s.m. A delicate or sensitive brain; a
sensitive mind;—adj. & s.m. Having (or one who has) a
sensitive brain or mind;—a touchy or testy person:—
nzuk-mizj, s.m. A delicate constitution;—a sensitive
disposition, or temper;—adj. & s.m. Of a delicate
complexion or habit of body;—of a sensitive disposition
or temper;—a person of delicate constitution or
complexion, &c.;—a person of a touchy or testy
disposition (syn. nzuk-damg):—nzuk-mizj,
s.f. Delicacy

of complexion or habit of body, &c.:—nzuk mumala,
s.m. A delicate aair; a ticklish matter:—nzuk waqt, or
nzuk zamna, s.m. A critical moment; a crisis.
P  d nzuk, s.f. Tenderness, softness, delicacy; nicety,
&c. (see nzuk).
A d  nzil (act. part. of o 'to descend, alight,' &c.), part.
adj. Descending, alighting; dismounting; arriving (at):—
nzil hon(-par), To descend (on), to alight (on, or at); to
arrive (at); to come (upon), to befall.
P !d  nzila (for A. ~!d  nzilat, fem. of nzil), s.m. A
disaster, calamity, misfortune (as descending from
heaven);—a de uxion of humours, rheum; a disorder.
P < d  nzann, vulg. nznn, or nzn , adj. Delicate;
elegant; lovely; delightful; amiable, agreeable; beloved,
precious;—s.f. A thin, delicate woman; a belle; a mistress,
sweetheart, beloved object.
P ?d  nza (for nzha), s.m. contrac. of ?$  nizha, q.v.
A K  ns (contrac. of uns, pl. of ins, or of insn), s.m. pl.
Mankind, human beings, men, people.
H K  ns, s.m. Destruction, &c. (i.q. n, q.v.):—ns
karn(-k), To destroy, ruin, annihilate; to spoil, mar.

H K  ns, conj. part. of nsn, q.v.:—ns khon, or ns
miln, v.t. intens. forms of nsn.
H K  ns [Prk. 4T( or T(; S. T(], s.f. Snu:—nsdn, s.m., or ns-dn, s.f. A snu-box:—ns-k uk, s.f. A
pinch of snu:—ns len, To take snu, to snu.
S B  ns, s.f. The nose:—ns-dakshinvart, s.m. The

nstikat, s.f.Heterodoxy (espin reference to the
authority of the Vedas, &c.); atheism, unbelief, impiety.
S  *B  .T=nstikya, s.m.=nstikatva, q.v.
A 6B  nsij (act. part. of 60 'to weave; to compose,' &c.),
s.m. A weaver;—a composer; maker of an oration.
A uB  nsi  (act. part. of u0 'to transcribe (a book) to
obliterate,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Transcribing, copying;
—abolishing, obliterating, erasing;—copier (of a book);
amanuensis;—one who abolishes, or obliterates, or
erases, or cancels.
H (B  nsak, adj. & s.m.=(E  nak, q.v.

wearing the nose-ring in the right nostril (the practice
of rich women who have children):—ns-okh, s.m.
Dryness of the nostrils:—ns-vmvart, s.m. Wearing the
nose-ring in the left nostril (a mark of sorrow or
distress):—ns-va , s.m. Bridge of the nose.
H B  ns [S. t or t], s.m. The nose;—a

A (B  nsik (act. part. of (0 'to be religious, or devout,'

tumour in the nose, a polypus (i.q. nak , or nk ).
H Y LB  "nspt, s.f. corr. of nshpt, q.v.

&c.), part. adj. Devoted to God, or to virtue.
S B  nsik, s.f. A nostril; the nose; trunk (of an

P LB  nspl (nr+sipl, i.q. anr+sifl, qq.v.), s.m. The rind
of a pomegranate (ripe or unripe).
P ! LB  nspl (nspl+= S. ), adj. Of or relating to, or

elephant); a proboscis:—nsik-mal, s.m. Mucus of the
nose.
H <B  nsan, s.m.=<E  nan, q.v.

obtained from, pomegranate-rind; of the colour of
pomegranate-rind:—nspl ra g, s.m. A kind of lightgreen colour extracted from pomegranate-rind.
H B  Tnst, or .T nsti [S. .T, i.e. +.T], adv.

v.n. To be lost, to disappear, vanish; to be destroyed; to
perish; to wane;—to escape, ee, run away.
H B  nsn [ns˚= Prk. () or ()=S. 8(),

It is not; no, not so (cf. P. nestor nst);—s.f. Nonexistence, non-entity, annihilation;—adj. Rendered
extinct, annihilated.
S **B  .Tnstit, s.f. = S **B  .T; nstitva, s.m.Nonexistence (i.q nstior nst).
S **B  .T; nstitva, s.m. = S **B  .T nstit, s.f.Nonexistence (i.q nstior nst).
S (*B  .Tnstik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Saying (or one
who says) nsti, "it is not "; denying, atheistical,
unbelieving;—one who denies the authority of the
Vedas, or who expresses doubts as to the authenticity of
the Pur as;—one who denies a future state;—an
atheist, unbeliever, indel:—nstik-mat, s.m. An
atheistical opinion; atheism.
S **B  .Tnstikat, s.f. = S **B  .T; nstikatva,
s.m.Heterodoxy (espin reference to the authority of the
Vedas, &c.); atheism, unbelief, impiety.
S **B  .T; nstikatva, s.m. = S **B  .T

H B  nsn [ns˚= Prk. T()=S.  (), rt. 8],

caus. of rt. 8], v.t. To cause to disappear; to cause to
perish; to destroy, ruin, eace, exterminate;—to lose.
A A B  ns t (ns, q.v.+ t, a termination borrowed from
the Aramaic), s.f. Humanity, human nature; human
kind.
A  B  ns r (fr. 0 'to wound,' &c.), s.m. Wounding—a
running sore, an ulcer; a stula:—ns r pa n(-me ), An
ulcer, &c. to form; to become a running sore, &c.
H B "ns, adj. & s.m.=E n, q.v.
S  B  Tnsya, adj. Of the nose, belonging or rela ting
to the nose;—s.m. A nose-string; rein (of a draught-ox)
passed through the septum of the nostrils.
S D  8n, vulg. ns, s.m. Disappearance; loss perdition,
destruction, ruin, devastation annihilation; nonexistence; death:—n-kart, s.m. (f. -tr), Destroyer,
ruiner, &c.:—n-karn, v.t. To ruin, destroy, annihilate;
to lose; to spoil, mar:—n-mn, adj. Perishable,
destructible:—n honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become

lost, or ruined, or destroyed, &c.
P Y LE  nshpt, s.f. A pear, Pyrus communis.
P LE  nshpl, s.m. corr. of nspl, q.v.
S E  .8nita, vulg. nit, part. (f. -), Lost; suered
to perish; destroyed, ruined, annihilated.
P *E  nshit, vulg. nsht= H *E  nshita, vulg.
nshta(lit.'hungry, having an empty stomach; fasting');
s.m. Breakfast; repast, meal:—nasht karn(-k), To make
a breakfast (of), to breakfast (on); to make a meal (of),
to eat up, devour, swallow.
H *E  nshita, vulg. nshta= P *E  nshit, vulg.
nsht(lit.'hungry, having an empty stomach; fasting');
s.m. Breakfast; repast, meal:—nasht karn(-k), To make
a breakfast (of), to breakfast (on); to make a meal (of),
to eat up, devour, swallow.
S (E  8nak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Causing to perish;
removing, destroying, annihilating; destructive (of);—a
destroyer, remover, dispeller; an antidote.
H (E  .8nik, adj. corr. of nsik, q.v.
H  @ E  8/n-mn, adj. See s.v. n.
S <E  8nan, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Causing to be lost;
causing to perish; destroying, removing, annihilating
(i.q. nak);—a destroyer, &c.;—s.m. A destroying,
destruction; removal;—ruin, perishing.
S E 8"n, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Destroying; destructive;
removing;—perishing; perishable;—a destroyer;
remover, dispeller, &c.
A E nsh (prop. ¡E  nshi, act. part. of   'to grow,' &c.),
part. adj. Growing; beginning; appearing;—apparent,
evident;—s.m. & f. Who or what grows;—a boy or girl
starting into youth.
A Uf  nib (act. part. of UM 'to erect,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Erecting, setting up, xing, planting, placing;
constituting;—one who erects, &c.
A f  n (act. part. of M 'to counsel,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Giving good advice, right-counselling; faithful
(minister, &c.);—adviser, monitor, counsellor, sincere
friend; faithful minister.
A f  nir (act. part. of M 'to aid,' &c.), s.m. Defender,
assistant, helper, deliverer, ally.

P  f  niya (for A. ~ f  niyat), s.m. Forelock over the
forehead;—the forehead (i.q. jabn; peshn).
A HO  ntiq (act. part. of HN 'to speak,' &c.), part. adj. &
s.m. Speaking;—rational (animal);—perspicuous (book,
&c.);—imperative (order, or decree); positive, decisive,
denitive, nal, conclusive;—a speaker;—a rational
animal.
P Q O  ntiqa
 (for A. ~Q O  ntiqat,
 fem. of ntiq),
 adj.
Speaking, &c. (i.q. ntiq, q.v.);—s.m. The faculty of speech
(i.q. quwwat--nt iqa).

A   nzir (act. part. of  'to see,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m.
Seeing, looking, regarding, observing, inspecting;—a
beholder, spectator, observer; an inspector, a
superintendent, supervisor; keeper; commissary, an
ocer employed in a judicial court, a sheri; a baili (i.q.
nzir--adlat).

P ?  nzira,
 corr. ndira(for A. {  nzirat,
 fem. of nzir),

s.m. The eye; sight, vision;—s.m. & adv. Reading,
studying (in opp. to repeating by heart;—e.g. nzira
 pa ht
hai y ifz):—nz
ira
 n, s.m. & adv.=nzira.

P  nzir (fr. nzir),
 s.f. Inspection, supervision,
superintendence;—oce or duty of a nzir.
A <)  nzirn
 (obl. pl. of nir, q.v.), s.m. pl. Beholders,
spectators;—readers (of a newspaper), 'our readers.'
A 2   nzim
 (act. part. of 2  'to join; to arrange,' &c.),
s.m. A composer, arranger, adjuster; organizer;
regulator; administrator; governor; ruler; the chief
ocer of a province;—a composer of verses, a poet (i.q.
nzim--ashr;—Pers.
pl. nzimn).


&c.
P @  nzim,
 s.f. The oce of a nzim;—government,

(i.q. nizmat,
the more chaste form).

H p  nga (perhaps corr. fr. P. n-gah), adj. Vacant, void;
blank; nought; absent; unemployed;—s.m. A blank;
absence;—intermission; adjournment, putting o,
respite:—nga karn, v.t. To intermit; to adjourn, to
discontinue;—to render blank or void (an entry, &c.); to
be absent:—nga hon, To be absent, or blank, &c.
P e  nf [Pehl. nfak; Zend nabi; S. .#], s.f. The navel;—
nave; middle, or centre (of anything):—nf aln, or nf
jn, or nf ignor ig-jn(-k), The muscles of the navel
to be displaced or ruptured (through fting a heavy

weight, or other cause):—nf--shahr, s.f. Centre of a city:
—nf-k, adj. (f. -k), Of or pertaining to the navel,
umbilical.
A / _  nz (act.
part. of / h  'to pass through, to penetrate,'

&c.), part. adj. Passing through, getting through;
penetrating, reaching (to);—having eect, generally
received or obeyed (an order, or edict, &c.); issued,
passed; in force, valid, operative:—nz karn,
v.t. To

cause to have eect; to pass, issue, put in force (an
order):—nz hon(-par),
To penetrate or reach (to); to

have eect (on);—to be issued, &c.
A b _  nf (act. part. of b h  'to be useful, or benecial,'
&c.), adj. Useful; protable, advantageous; benecial,
salutary, wholesome, good.
P #_  nlat, s.f. = P #_  nla, s.m.(for A. ~#_  nlat, fem. of
nl, act. part. of h  'to present with an extraordinary
gift,' &c.), A voluntary act of religion (the observance of
which is not positively enjoined); a work of
supererogation;—supererogatory prayers;—religious
merit.
P #_  nla, s.m. = P #_  nlat, s.f.(for A. ~#_  nlat, fem. of
nl, act. part. of h  'to present with an extraordinary
gift,' &c.), A voluntary act of religion (the observance of
which is not positively enjoined); a work of
supererogation;—supererogatory prayers;—religious
merit.
P _  nfa (rel. n. fr. nf, q.v.), s.m. A bag or bladder of
musk, musk-bag (i.q. nfa--mushk).
P _ nf (for A. e
  n, act. part. of h 'to reject,' &c.), =
P  _  nya (for A. ~ _  nyat, fem. of nf),part. adj.
Rejecting; denying; negative.
P  _  nya (for A. ~ _  nyat, fem. of nf), = P _ nf (for
  n, act. part. of h 'to reject,' &c.), part. adj.
A. e
Rejecting; denying; negative.
A + i  nqid (act. part. of + Q  'to separate good from bad
coin,' &c.), s.m. One whose business it is to examine coin
and ascertain its goodness; an assayer.
A vi  nqi (act. part. of vQ  'to be defective,' &c.), adj.
Defective, imperfect, decient, wanting (in); unnished,
incomplete; mutilated; unsound, bad, vicious, worthless;
—inexpert:—nqiul-aql, or nqi-aql, adj. Decient in

understanding or judgment; of unsound mind; foolish,
ignorant, silly, stupid:—nqi karn, v.t. To render
defective; to vitiate; to mutilate:—nqi honor ho-jn,
v.n. To be or become defective, or decient, &c.; to be
vitiated; to deteriorate; to want, to fail.
A i  nqil (act. part. of Q  'to transport; to relate,' &c.),
s.m. A reporter, relater, reciter, narrator;—a
transcriber, copier;—a delineator, painter.
A K i  nq s (v.n. fr. IQ  'to strike (a gong),' &c.), s.m. A
kind of wooden gong; a thin oblong piece of wood,
suspended by two strings and struck with a exible rod
(used by the Eastern Christians to summon the
congregation to divine service, church bells not being
allowed in Muhammadan countries);—a kind of shell
blown by Hinds in divine worship (i.q. ankh).
P i  nqa (for A. ~i  nqat), s.f. A she-camel.
P   nk (i.q. S. , base *), sux (added to verbal
roots, and subst., to form adj. of quality), Aected (with),
in amed (with), full (of), -ful; laden (with), &c. (e.g.
ishm-nk, 'in amed with anger'; gam-nk,
'aected with

grief, sorrowful').
S   nka, vulg. nk, s.m. Heaven, rmament, sky,
atmosphere, ether; paradise:—nk-na, s.f. An apsar, or
female dancer of the court of Indra.
H   nk [Prk. =, or =; S. J, or J], s.f. The
nose;—(met.) a conspicuous or prominent person or
thing;—honour; grace, ornament:—nk n, or nk bahn(k), To have a running at the nose:—nk utrn, or nk
u n(-k), To take o, or to whip o, the nose (of); to
disgrace (syn. nk kn):—nk-band, s.m. Nose-band (of a
bridle):—nk-bhau a hn, or samen, To turn up the
nose and knit the brows:—nk baihnor baih-jn, The
nose to be or become attened:—nk b dhn(-k), To
pierce or bore the nose (of):—nk pk karn, To blow the
nose:—nk-par u gl rakhkar bt karn, 'To put the nger on
the nose when speaking' (as is the manner of women);
to act like a woman; to be eeminate:—nk-par pahiy
phir-jn(-kis-k), 'A wheel to pass over the nose (of)'; the
nose to become at:—nk-par ak rakh-den, 'To place the
money on the nose'; to pay readily (for a thing):—nk-par
gua hon, or nk-par mizj hon, 'To carry (one's) anger,

or temper, at the tip of the nose'; to be very irascible:—
nk pi aknor pi ak-jn, v.n.=nk baihn, q.v.:—nk jh n,
To blow the nose:—nk a hn, To turn up the nose
(through contempt or pride); to show contempt (for, par), to spurn;—to look angry, to be angry or displeased:
—nk ane abwn(kis-ko), 'To make one chew gram with
the nose;' to torment, worry, harass:—nk- o giriftr
hon(with gen.), 'The nose and top-knot to be entangled
or caught'; to be in great diculties:—nk hedn(with
gen.), To bore the
nose (of):—nk rakhn, or nk-skh rakhn(apn), 'To keep
(one's) nose'; to preserve (one's) honour; to have a good
name:—nk raga n, To rub the nose (against the
ground);—to beseech very humbly:—nk sako n= nk
a hn, q.v.:—nk sinakn, or nk f karn, To blow the
nose:—nk-k bl, 'Hair of the nose';—one who is
respected or honoured;—one who has in uence over
another:—nk kn(-k), To cut o the nose (of); to
disgrace, dishonour:—nk kne-k ar dikhn, To hold (or
holding) before one the threat of cutting o the nose;
duress by menaces or threats:—nk-kn kn(-ke), To cut
o the nose and ears (of); to disgrace, dishonour:—nk
kan(apn, or kis-k), To have or get the ears cut o; to
disgrace, dishonour:—nk kan, or nk ka hon(-k), The
nose (of a person) to be cut o; to be disgraced:—nk-k
sdh, s.f. The line of the nose;—adv. In a straight line
with the nose; straight as an arrow; as the crow ies:—
nk ghisn(apn) = nk raga n, q.v.:—nk mrn(-par), To
spurn, contemn (i.q. nk a hn):—nk maln(with gen.),
To rub the nose;—to twist the nose (of):—nk-me boln,
To speak through the nose:—nk-me tr ln(-k), 'To
pierce (one's) nose with an arrow'; to worry, harass:—
nk-me dam -jn(with gen.), 'The breath to come into
(one's) nostrils'; to be greatly worried or harassed:—nkme dam karnor ln(-k), 'To cause the breath to come
into the nostrils (of)'; to worry, plague, harass:—nk na d
jn, To be unable to put the nose (into a house, on
account of the stench):—nk-wl, s.m. (f. -wl), 'One
having a nose'; an honourable man; a person of rank:—
nk-nki, adv. Nose to nose:—nko -nk, adj. & adv. Up to
the nose, brimful, to the brim:—nko -nk bharn(-ko), To
ll to the nose; to stu, cram:—sutw nk, A long thin

nose:—su-s nk, or sue-k-s nk, A nose like a parrot's
beak.
H   nk [Prk. =(; S. J+], s.m. Extremity (of a
road, &c.); point of meeting (of two or more roads);
entrance (to a road, or a pass, &c.); a boundary;—eye (of
a needle);—opening, or gap (in a bank, or hedge or
fence);—a passage, lane, an alley, avenue;—a water-way;
—a toll-station, customs' station;—a passage or gate
through a customs' line;—a subordinate police station;
post or beat (of a constable):—nk-band, s.f. Shutting up
a road; placing a picket at the extremity of a road;—
collecting (or collections on account of) land customs and
transit-duties:—nke-dr, adj. Having an eye (a needle);—
s.m. The receiver of customs or transit duties:—nke-me
ko nikln, v.t. To pass (a thread) the eye of a needle;—to
bring under the yoke, to subjugate; to coerce.
H   nk [S. J+t], s.m. An alligator; a crocodile.
P + r+   n-kad- ud, adj. & s.m. See s.v. n.
H    7nk  [Prk. =f ; S. J+ or !+t], s.m.
An in ammation, or a tumour, in the nose; polypus (i.q.
nak ).
S *  dPnkshatra, vulg. nkshatr(fr. nakshatra), s.m. A
month computed by the moon's passage through the
twenty-seven mansions, or a month of thirty days of
sixty gha seach.
S *  dPnkshatrik, adj. (f. -, or -), Relating or
belonging to the nakshatraor lunar asterisms; sidereal;—
s.m. A month of twenty-seven days, each day being the
period of the moon's passage through a lunar asterism.
S  *  dP"nkshatrik, s.f. The state or condition to
which a person is subjected agreeably to the asterism
presiding over his nativity; stellar in uence.
S   j!nkul (fr. nakula), adj. (f. -), Relating or
belonging to an ichneumon; ichneumon-like, similar to
an ichneumon.
S # j!"nkul, s.f. The ichneumon-plant, Ophioxylon
serpentinum(supposed to furnish the ichneumon or
mungoose with an antidote when bitten in a con ict
with a snake).
P +   n-kand, adj. See s.v. n.

H   {nk (i.q. nk, q.v.), s.m. An alligator, a
crocodile.
H &  Lnkhar [prob. Prk. =Lf(; S. L+(], s.m.
(dialec.) Hair of a deceased person;—condolence.
H <&  L,nkhun, s.m. corr. of <r  n un, q.v.
H  "nk [Prk. .= ; S. J+t (+t)], adj. Of or
relating to the nose; nasal.
H '  $ng [Prk. $5; S. $t], s.m. A snake, serpent;
the hooded snake, or cobra di capello, Coluber naga(which
is regarded as sacred by the Hinds);—a Nga, or
fabulous serpent-demon so called, having a human face
with the tail of a serpent (the race of these beings is said
to have sprung from Kadr, wife of Kayapa,—or from
Su-ras,—in order to people Ptla, one of the regions
below the earth);—an elephant;—name of several plants,
Mesua roxburghii(a small tree with fragrant blossoms);
Rottlera tinctoria(used in dyeing); a species of grass,
Cyperus pertenuis; Piper betel(i.q. ng-bel);—one of the ve
vital airs of the body (that which is expelled by
eructation);—poison;—a symbolical term for the number
seven (or eight);—name of a district; and of a mountain;
—(S. $() tin; lead;—one of the astronomical periods
called Karas;—adj. (f. -), Formed or consisting of
serpents; serpentine; relating to serpents, or the
serpent-demons;—elephantine; belonging to or
resembling an elephant; produced from an elephant:—
ng al(˚ga+an˚), s.f. A graduated pole or post for
showing the depth of water in a newly-dug pond; a
boring-rod or stick driven into the earth:—ng g(˚ga
+an˚), s.m. Hastinapur (ancient Dehli):—ng-bal, s.f. The
plant Uraria lagopodioides:—ng-bandhu, s.m. (lit.'liked by
elephants'), The holy g-tree, Ficus religiosa:—ng-bhsh,
s.f. Name of one of the Prkrit dialects (the language of
the Ngas or serpent-race who inhabit Ptla):— ngbhid, s.m. 'Elephant-destroyer,' a species of snake,
Amphisbaena:—ng-p, vulg. ng-ps, or ng-phs, or ngph s, s.m. 'Serpent-noose,' a sort of noose or lasso used
to entangle or seize an enemy in battle (resembling the
arms of the Retiarii among the Roman gladiators; noose
(of a rope):—ng-patn, s.f. Wife of a Nga, or a female of

the serpent-race (cf. ng-kany):—ng-pushp, s.m. The
tree Rottlera tinctoria;—Mesua roxburghii(i.q. ng-kear);—
Michelia champaka:—ng-pa am, s.f. Name of a Hind
festival, the fth day in the light half of the month
rva(on which day they worship a snake to procure
blessings on their children):—ng-phan, s.f. The prickly
pear, Cactus indicus(a prickly plant resembling the hood
of a snake):—ng-jihv, s.f. 'Snake-tongue,' the plant
Asclepias pseudosarsa:—ng-jihvik, s.f. Red arsenic:—ngjvan, s.m. Tin:—ng-dant, s.m. Elephant's tooth or tusk,
ivory:—ng-dant, s.f. A species of sun ower, Heliotropium
indicum:—ng-daun(S. nga-damana), s.m. 'Snake-stick';
the plant asparagus (syn. mr- ob);—a kind of wood,
Staphylea emodit, by touching which it is said that fetters
spontaneously fall o (sticks of it are supposed to keep
o snakes, probably because the spotted bark resembles
a snake's skin):—ng-daunor don(see don), s.m.
Wormwood, Artemisia vulgaris:—ng-ripu, s.m. 'Enemy of
the elephant,' an epithet of the lion:—ng-ra g, s.m. The
orange (esp. the Silhet orange), Citrus aurantium:—ngkany, s.f. 'Serpent-virgin,' one of a race of very beautiful
females, said to be of serpentine extraction and to
inhabit Ptla or the regions below the earth:— ng(or
kl ng) khiln, 'To nourish a snake'; to put (one's) life
in danger or jeopardy:—ng-kear, vulg. ng-kesar, s.m. A
small tree with fragrant blossoms, Mesua roxburghiior
ferrea(i.q. ngesar):—ng-kesar, s.f. The ower of the ngkesar:—ng-lok, s.m. The world or abode of the serpent
demons, one of the regions below the earth (otherwise
called Ptla, the abode of serpents and hydras; not
being accessible to the sun, it is supposed to be
illuminated by very resplendent jewels):—ng-mtri, s.f.
Mother of serpent-demons,' an epithet of Su-ras;—red
arsenic:—ngodar(˚ga+ud˚), s.m.=ngod, q.v.
H X  $ng [Prk. F$ ; S. ¢t], s.m. A naked
mendicant; a class of Hind mendicants who go naked
and carry arms (they sometimes serve as mercenaries
to native princes); an individual of that class;—a
barbarous tribe inhabiting the hills along the southern
borders of Assam.
H & X  $#or $)6 ngbh [S. $+6+], s.m.

'The town called after elephants,' Hastina-pura (the
ancient Dehli;—syn. ng g).
S 3: X  $[!ng al, s.f. = S ^ X  $[$ ng g,
s.m.See s.v. ng.
S ^ X  $[$ng g, s.m. = S 3: X  $[! ng al,
s.f.See s.v. ng.
P ? X  n-gh, s.f. Suddenly, unexpectedly; all at once,
unawares, abruptly; unseasonably.
P  X n-gh, adj. Sudden, unexpected.
H + X  $Mng-daun, s.m. See s.v. ng.
H X  $ngar, s.m. (dialec.)=ngal, q.v.
S X  $ngara, vulg. ngar(fr. nagara), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Relating or belonging to a city or town; civic; urban;
town-born, town-bred; (hence) clever, sharp, knowing,
knavish;—a citizen;—a person whose breeding and
habits are of the city;—a clever, sharp, or knowing
person; a wag, a buck;—name of a tribe of Gujart
Brhma s;—an individual of that tribe;—the grass
Cyperus:—ngar-bel, s.m. Piper betel (i.q.
ng-bel):—ngar-pn, s.m. The best kind of betel-leaf:—
ngar-must, s.f., or ngar-moth(see moth), s.m., A
species of sweet-smelling grass, Cyperus pertenuis.
H X  $ngar, s.f.=ngar, q.v.
S X  $ngarik, adj. & s.m. (f. -or -), Living in or
inhabiting a town; produced in a town; town-born, townbred;—polite; clever; cunning;—a citizen;—a polite
person;—a superintendent of police.
H X  $ngarin, or $ ngaran [S. $+"], s.f.
A woman of the tribe of Gujart Brhma s; the wife of a
Ngar.
S X $"ngar, s.f. (fr. ngar), The Ngar (or Devangar, the most common Hind character of writing);—
city dialect (as compared with the dialect of the village);
—a clever, or crafty, or intriguing woman;—a species of
Euphorbia.
H X  $!ngal [for n gal; Prk. 4($!(; S. !r$!(], s.m. A
plough;—the hooks of a yoke, to which the ropes round
the bullock's necks are fastened, and by which the
draught is distributed.

H <X  $ngan, or $ ngin = H X $" ngin, or
$" ngn [Prk. $4"; S. $+"], s.f. A female
serpent;—a female of the Nga race; the wife of a Nga
or serpent-demon;—a female elephant;—(poet.) a
ringlet:—ll ngan, s.f. A quarrelsome woman; a
termagant.
H X $"ngin, or $" ngn = H <X  $ ngan, or
$ ngin [Prk. $4"; S. $+"], s.f. A female
serpent;—a female of the Nga race; the wife of a Nga
or serpent-demon;—a female elephant;—(poet.) a
ringlet:—ll ngan, s.f. A quarrelsome woman; a
termagant.
H *X  ¢ngnat, s.f. corr. of nagnat, q.v.
S  X  $5ngod, s.m. Armour for the front of the body
(i.q. ngodar); breastplate, cuirass.
H  X  $Mngaur, s.m. Name of a country near Mrwr.
H  X  $Mngaur = H  X $M" ngaur [ngaur+Prk.
 =S. +t; and Prk.  =S. t], adj. Of or belonging to
Ngaur;—s.m. A large, handsome breed of bullocks from
Ngaur (i.q. ngaur bail);—ngaur, s.m. A native of
Ngaur:—ngaur asgandh, s.m. The medicinal plant
Physalis exuosa(fr. Ngaur):—ngaur go d, s.f. Gum of a
good quality from Ngaur.
H  X $M"ngaur = H  X  $M ngaur [ngaur+Prk.
 =S. +t; and Prk.  =S. t], adj. Of or belonging to
Ngaur;—s.m. A large, handsome breed of bullocks from
Ngaur (i.q. ngaur bail);—ngaur, s.m. A native of
Ngaur:—ngaur asgandh, s.m. The medicinal plant
Physalis exuosa(fr. Ngaur):—ngaur go d, s.f. Gum of a
good quality from Ngaur.
P X  n-gah, adv. contrac. of n-gh, q.v. (and cf. next).
P  4X  ngahn [n-gh, q.v.+na= Zend ana= S. ], adj.
Sudden, unexpected;—adv. Suddenly, unexpectedly;
accidentally; all at once.
P  4X ngahn, adj. & adv.=ngahn, q.v.:—bale-ngahn,
s.f. A sudden misfortune.
S X $"ng, s.f. A female serpent;—a female Nga or
sepent-demon;—a female elephant.

H 0 X  Gngesar = H  X  G8 ngear [S. $+?(

S *!  .!nlit, s.f. An esculent root, Arum colocasia;—

or ?8(], s.f. Indian rose-chesnut; the ower of Mesua

the pot-herb Hibiscus cannabinus.
H A 8!  nlajt, s.m. pl. of nla= nl, q.v.

ferrea;—name of a musical instrument.
H  X  G8ngear = H 0 X  G ngesar [S. $+?(
or ?8(], s.f. Indian rose-chesnut; the ower of Mesua
ferrea;—name of a musical instrument.
H
 0 X  G"ngesar, or ngesr= H  X G8"
ngear, or nger[ngesar, q.v.+= S. t], adj. Of the
colour of the ngesar; yellow.
H  X G8"ngear, or nger= H 
 0 X  G"
ngesar, or ngesr[ngesar, q.v.+= S. t], adj. Of the
colour of the ngesar; yellow.
H  X  $""ngn, s.f. corr. of ngin, q.v.
H  !nl [perhaps S. ; cf. niyar], adv. (dialec.)
Near;—along with, accompanying (e.g. so bhai bhar khar
sakh lakh nl-k, 'her accompanying friends, seeing this,
were lled with extreme anxiety and terror').
H  !nl, s.m. corr. of P  nal, q.v.
H  !nl [S. !(], s.m. A hollow tubular stalk (esp. of

P Z!  nlish (abst. s. fr. nl, rt. of nldan, and=S. ),
' s.f. A
groan, lamentation, complaint;—complaint, or
accusation (in a court of law), statement of the plainti's
case, an action, a suit, a charge:—nlish ba-nm--fal ,
An action against so-and-so:—nlish-pa, s.f. Calendar of
crimes; list of charges:—nlish--dwn, s.f. A civil suit:—
nlish--t, s.f. A personal action:—nlish--zar--harja,
s.f. An action for damages:—nlish karn(-k), To complain
(of or against), to bring an action, or to institute
proceedings (against):—nlish-ke mn honor ho-jn, To
be or become a bar to complaint or action; to bar a suit.
P ! nlish (nlish, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Complaining;
—a complainant, plainti, suitor, prosecutor:—nlish
hon(-k), To become a complainant or a plainti, to
complain (of), to bring an action (against), to prosecute.
H (!  !nlak [prob. S. !+], s.m. (dialec.) A kind of
brass;—an old brass vessel.
S !  .!nlik, s.m. The esculent root Arum colocasia.

the lotus); any tubular vessel (of the body); the navelstring; the gullet, throat, neck (more com. n , or nr);—a
tube, pipe; a hollow reed; a weaver's shuttle (i.q. nr);—a
blade (of grass);—barrel (of a gun);—bre (of which rope
is made,—more com. nr);—a quoit; a round heavy stone
with a hole in the middle (for athletic exercise);—brickwork of a solid-masonry well:—nl ga n(with gen.), or nl
ga -hu hon(-k, or ter, &c.), 'One's navel-string to be
buried' (in a place); to have a claim as an heir.
P  nl (=S. !), s.m. A hollow reed; a tube, &c. (see H.

H ! !"nlk [perhaps S. !++], s.f. A sort of

nl);—the threads or pith inside of a writing-reed, or a
quill.
H "  !nl [Prk. !(; S. !+], s.m. A watercourse;

P !  nla (=S. ;' cf. nln; nlish), s.m. Complaint, plaint,

open sedan or plk, used by persons of rank; a 'tonjon.'
S  !  .!?nliker, = S  !  .!?! nlikel,s.m. The
cocoa-nut.
S  !  .!?!nlikel, = S  !  .!? nliker,s.m. The
cocoa-nut.
P J! nlag (abst. s. fr. nla, q.v.), s.f. Groaning,
lamentation, weeping.
S ! .!"nlin, s.f. A mystical name of one nostril.


' , rt. ],
' part. adj. Groaning, lamenting,

lamentation, moan, groan; weeping:—nla-kash, adj. &
s.m. & f. Lamenting, groaning;—lamenter; &c.:—nlakash, s.f. Lamentation, wailing:—nla karn, To make
lament; to lament, complain, sigh, moan, groan:—nla-ozr, s.f. Weeping and wailing, lamentation.
H !  nla (P. also nla), s.m.="  nl, q.v.
H ! !"nl [Prk. 4f, or 4.!, or .!; S. f

complaining.;—lamentable.

or .!], s.f. Any tubular organ (of the body), an

channel (for water), a ravine; a rivulet, brook, canal; a
drain, gutter;—a furrow;—tape, string (for trousers or
drawers); red thread (in these senses, com. nr).
P "  nln, vulg. nl [imperf. part. of nldan; and=S.

artery, a vein, an intestine, &c.; a canal (alimentary,
&c.); the pulse (i.q. n , or nr); the stalk, culm, or haum
(of a plant); a straw; a tube, pipe (i.q. nl; nal); a drain;—a
sinuous ulcer, or stula;—a tubulated tile;—a stone with a
hole in the middle (for athletic exercise);—a small
watercourse, or channel; a hollow, a groove; the
depression along the back of a horse (from the withers
to the tail):—nl bann(-me ), To make a drain; to drain:
—nl-ke a r, s.m. Athletic exercise with the nlor nl:—
nl-vra, s.m. A sinuous ulcer or sore, a stula:—pa nl,
s.f. A covered drain, a sewer:—do-nl band q, s.f. A
double-barrelled gun:—sa ak-k nl, s.f. A drain, gutter,
kennel.
P + !  nldan (rt. nl= S. ),
' inf. or gerund, m. Groaning,
lamenting, complaining.
H P 1  /nm [Prk. /; S. / (base /);—Pehl. nm;
Zend nãma(base nãman)], s.m. Name, appellation,
designation, title;—good name, repute, reputation,
character, fame, honour, renown;—adv. & postpn. By
name; in the name (of, -ke); on behalf (i.q. ba-nm; nmse,—generally as last member of compounds):—nm-war,
adj. In high repute, famous, renowned, illustrious:—nmwar, s.f. Repute, fame, renown:—nm u hln(-k, or
apn), To bandy (one's) name about; to make a by-word
(of); to bring disgrace (upon):—nm u halnor u halrahn(-k, or mer, &c.), The name (of a person) to be
tossed or bandied about (among, -me ); one's good name
to be destroyed; to become a by-word (among men):—
nm batn(-k), To mention or give the
name (of), to name:—nm bad-se len(-ke), To speak ill
(of); to defame:—nm-burda, adj. & s.m. Abovementioned, afore-mentioned, aforesaid;—one whose
name has been before mentioned:—nm big n(-k), To
ruin the good name (of), to defame:—nm-ba-nm, adv.
Name by name, expressly, particularly; after each name;
per head:—nm pn, To get a name:—nm-patr, s.m. A
list of names, or of persons:—nm-par jn den, or nm-par
minor marn, To sacrice life for a name:—nm
pukrn(-ke), To call over the names (of):—nm-pala, s.f.
'A substitute for a noun,' a pronoun:—nm-hm, s.m.
Name and place, whereabouts; particulars (of):—nm

japn, or nm sumarn(-k), To call to mind, or to repeat,
the name (of a deity); to tell (one's) beads:—nm-jatn,
s.m.=nm-yatn, q.v.:—nm- r-ko, adv.=nam-ko, q.v.:—nm
a hn, or nm d il karn(-k), To enter the name (of a
person, in a register, &c.);—to write one's name; to ax
one's signature (to):—nm aln, or nm al jn(-k), The
name (of —) to continue or remain:—nm-- ud, In
God's name; God preserve (him); good heavens! bravo!—
nm-dr, adj. Famous, noted, renowned, celebrated,
illustrious, glorious:—nm-dr, s.f. Fame, renown,
celebrity:—nm-dhar, s.f. The giving a name (to
another); xing an odious name (on), nicknaming;
vilication, reproach, defamation; ill-repute,
degradation:—nm-dhart, s.m. One who gives a name (to
another):—nm dharn(-ko), To give a name (to a child,
&c.,—i.q. nm rakhn), to name, call, dub; to x a name
(on, esp. a bad name), to nickname, to call (one) by an
odious name; to vilify, to defame; to accuse;—to carp (at),
to cavil;—to tell the price (of, -k):—nm dharwn(-k), To
give a name (to);—to have a bad name given (to a
person), to be vilied, or defamed:—nm den(-ko), To
give name (to); to make conspicuous:—nm ubon(apn),
To destroy (or lose) one's good name, or honour, or
reputation:—nm rakhn(-k), To give (one) the name
(of), to name, call, dub:—nm-zad, adj. Named,
designated, entitled;—named (for an oce), nominated;
appointed; declared, destined;—dedicated;—betrothed;—
on men's tongues, noted, famous, renowned;—s.f. A
betrothed damsel:—nm-skh, s.m. Character and credit:
—nm-smara, s.m. The calling to mind, or the repetition,
of the name (of a deity):—nm-se, adv. By or under the
name (of, -ke); in the name (of), on behalf (of):—nmesh, adj. & s.m. Having only the name left, deceased,
dead;—one of whom only the name is left, a dead
person;—name as the only thing left; dying, death:—
nm-k, aj. (f. -k), Of a name, or names;—in name,
nominal:—nm kan(apn), To have (one's) name struck
o the rolls (as a soldier, &c.), to take one's discharge:—
nm-kara, s.m. The ceremony of naming a child after
birth;—the making a name; taking a name (of honour):—
nm karn, or nm paid karn, To make a name, to
become famous:—nm-ke arth, nm-ke kra, or hetu, or

nm-ke liye, adv. For the sake of a name; or for the sake
of (one's) good name:—nm-k bh lor k, A wrong name,
a misnomer:—nm ga wn(apn), To lose one's
character or good name:—nm lagna(-ko), To x a name
(on), to give (one) a bad name;—to accuse (of), charge
(with):—nm lagn(-ke, or mere, &c.), To be xed on the
name (of), to be ascribed or imputed (to);—to be charged
(with), be accused (of):—nm le-kar m g khn, To beg
alms in the name of (a saint, &c.):—nm le-ke pukrn, v.t.
To call by name:—nm le-le-ke pukrn, v.t. To call by
(their) respective names:—nm len(-k), To take the
name (of); to call by name; to name, to mention;—to
mention with praise, to praise;—to repeat the name (of a
deity); to tell one's beads;—to name (one) in connection
with (a crime, &c.), to accuse (of), to charge (with):—
nm-lew, s.m. One to take or bear the name (of), a son:
—nm nikln, 'To put forth a name,' to become
celebrated;—to discover the perpetrator (of a crime), or
to endeavour to do so:—nm nikaln(with gen.), 'One's
name to go forth,' to become notorious; to become a byword (i.q. nm u haln):—nm-na-goy, adj. Of no name or
account:—nm-nihd, adj. Named, called (after);
nominated; dedicated (to):—nm nek-se len(-ke), 'To
name (one) in connection with good,' to speak well (of):
—nm-o-nishn, s.m. Name and address or particulars;—
sign, mark, trace, vestige:—nm-v ak-sa gy, vulg. nmb ak-sa gy, s.f. 'An appellation expressive of a name,' a
proper noun:—nm-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -) = nm-war, or
nm:—nm-war, adj. Famous, renowned, celebrated (i.q.
nm-dr; nm):—nm-war, s.f. Reputation, fame,
celebrity, renown:—nm honor ho-jn, or nm raushan
hon(-k), To acquire a name, to become famous, or
renowned, or conspicuous:—nm-yut, adj. Possessing a
name;—famed, noted, renowned;—signed with the name
(of); not anonymous:—nm-yatn, vulg. nm-jatn, s.m.
Eort after reputation; exertion, or ambition, for the
sake of notoriety:—ba-nm, To the address (of, -);—in
the name (of); in favour (of); (in Law) versus, against:—
ba-nm nihd, Purporting to be:—jis-ke nm-par, Against
the name of whomsoever, or against whom:—rm-nm
likhn, To write (in red ink) the name of Rm (on small
bits of paper, which are inserted into small balls of

kneaded our and thrown into a river to be eaten by
shes).
H a  /nm, s.m. corr. of a  nma, q.v.
S  a /nmni, s.m. pl. of nmaor nm, q.v.
P oa  nm-zad, adj. See s.v. nm.
S (a  /nmak, adj. Having, or bearing, the name;
named (used as last member of compounds).
H 2 a  //nmam [S. / 'a mark'], s.m. (dialec.) The
mark made on the forehead (by Hinds);—white clay,
pipe-clay.
H a  /nmn (fr. nm), v.t. To name, to mention; to
praise, eulogize.
H a @"nmn, adv. fem. of nme, q.v.
P  a  nm-war, adj. See s.v. nm.
A K a  nm s (v.n. fr. I@  'to conceal (a secret),' &c.), s.f.
Reputation, fame, renown; esteem, honour, grace,
dignity;—disgrace, reproach, shame;—the female part of
a family:—nmus--akbar, 'The great secretary,' the angel
Gabriel.
H B a nm s (corr. of nm s), s.f. Disgrace, &c. (i.q.
nm s).
P a  nma (rel. n. fr. nm, q.v.), s.m. A letter, writing,
epistle; a record, written document; a work, treatise,
book; history; a deed (e.g. iqrr-nma, q.v.):—nma-bar,
adj. & s.m. Letter-carrying;—letter-carrier; messenger:—
nma-nigr, s.m. A correspondent.
P a nm (nm, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Of good repute,
famous, celebrated, illustrious;—a famous or celebrated
man:—nm-garm, adj. Famous, &c. (i.q. nm); or very
famous, &c.:—nm hon, v.n. To be famous, &c.
P a nm (for A. 1  nmi, act. part. of @  (for @  'to
grow'), part. adj. Growing; increasing.
H [ a  qnme (fr. nm), adv. By name, named, called
(see nm).
H < a   nme , adv.=nme, q.v.
H < a   nme (prob. pl. of nm= nm), s.m. Names;—
the rst writing of names (taught in native schools).
P  a  nmiya (for A. ~ a  nmiyat, fr. nm, q.v.), s.m.
Growth; vegetation;—a creature; any created thing;—a

stalk, or stem (of grapes):—quwwat--nmiya, s.f. Power
of growth, or of vegetating.
H   [n , neg. adv. No, not, nay (i.q. n, q.v.).
P   nn [Pars, and Pehl. dar n; Zend draona h; cf. S. W54],
s.f. Bread; a cake of bread; a loaf (syn. ro):—nn--b,
Bread kneaded with water:—nn-b, or nn-b, or nnpaz, s.m. A baker:—nn-paz, s.f. Baking; trade of a baker:
—nn- at,
 s.f. A kind of sweetmeat:—nn- urish, s.f.
Meat or sh dressed with condiments (i.e. curry of meat
or sh) and eaten with bread (cf. slan); anything eaten
with bread for creating an appetite and promoting
digestion:—nn-dih, s.f. The giving. of bread:—nn-raugan,
 Bread mixed with or dipped into boiled butter;—
buttered toast:—nn-kr, s.m. Maintenance-allowance; an
allowance of money or land to zam drs, chowdries,
qn n-gos, &c. as a maintenance;—land granted to
servants for their subsistence:—nn-kr, adj. Of or
belonging to nn-kr; for maintenance:—nn--nmat, A
kind of bread:—nn--nahr, Breakfast:—nn-w, s.m. A
baker (i.q. nn-b):—nn-w, s.f. =nn-paz, q.v.:—nn-onafaqa, s.m. Maintenance.
H   nn [prob. Prk. 4.4 , or .4 ; S. +t;
Pers. also nn]. s.m. (f. -), Maternal grandfather.
H   nn [n˚= nw˚= naww˚= Prk.   (), or
 U()=S. /(), caus. of rt. /], v.t. To bend; to bow
(the head, &c.); to double, to fold;—to pour (in or out).
S   nn, adj. Of dierent kinds, or classes; dierent,
various, sundry, manifold, diverse:—nn-bh ti, adj. &
adv. Of various sorts, of sundry kinds; multiform,
manifold; in various ways:—nn-prakr, or -prakr-k(f. k), adj.=nn-bhnti:—nnrth(˚n+ar˚), adj. Having a
dierent aim or object; containing something dierent
(as a new sentence, or thing); having dierent
meanings, of various meanings (a word):—nn-r p, or
nn-r p, adj. Of dierent forms or shapes, manyshaped; of various forms, multiform, various:—
nnkr(˚n+k˚), adj.=nn-r p, or
nn-bh ti:—nn-kr(S. nn-kram), adv. Done
variously; having various works or uses:—nn-vidh, adj.
& adv.=nn-bh ti, q.v.:—nn-var, adj. Of dierent

colours, many-coloured, variegated.
S Y   nnt, s.f. = S Y   ; nntva,
s.m.Dierence, variety, diversity, manifoldness (opp. to
ekatva; aikya).
S Y   ; nntva, s.m. = S Y    nnt,
s.f.Dierence, variety, diversity, manifoldness (opp. to
ekatva; aikya).
H   [_n h [Prk. 5, or (; S. 9t, or 9(], s.m.
Estate or property of a person who has died without
heirs (syn. ml--l-wris):—n
h-par baihn, To take

possession of unclaimed property.
H   [_n h [Prk.  ; S. 9+t], s.m. One who
dies (or has died) without heirs.
H 9  [n , s.m. = H :  [ n n, v.n.i.q. n , and
n n, qq.v.
H :  [n n, v.n. = H 9  [ n , s.m.i.q. n , and
n n, qq.v.
H +   [n d [S. B; Prk. ((?)], s.f. A large openmouthed earthen water-jar or trough (shaped some
what like a ower-pot).
H +   [n dn [Prk. (4(; S. B"(, rt. B], v.n.
(dialec.) To continue happily or comfortably (with, or at,
or in); to stay long and well; to become happily settled or
domesticated (with, or at); to pass life, to live, dwell,
reside, abide;—to go happily through to the end.
H +   [n dn = H +   [ n dhn (i.q. ndn, or
ndhn, q.v.), v.t. To begin.
H +   [n dhn = H +   [ n dn (i.q. ndn, or
ndhn, q.v.), v.t. To begin.
S +  B"or [" nnd, vulg. n d, s.f. Joy; satisfaction:
—prosperity, increase, growth;—eulogium, or praise (of a
deity, or a king), a prayer recited in benedictory verses
at the opening of a religious ceremony, or the
commencement of a dramatic representation, &c.:—
n d-mukh, or n d-rddh, s.m. A rddhor
commemorative oering to the manes preliminary to
any festive occasion (as initiation, marriage, &c., in
which nine balls of meat are oered to the deceased
father, paternal grandfather, and great-grandfather; to

the maternal grandfather, great-grandfather, and
great-great-grandfather; and to the mother, paternal
grandmother, and paternal great-grandmother).
H )+   [n diy = H 7  [7 n iy = H 7   [7
n iy [S. .Bt; Prk. ( ], s.m. The bull and vehicle
of iva:—n diy-bail, s.m. Idem;—a show-bull led about
from door to door, and taught to obey commands, and to
make certain answers, &c.
H 7  [7n iy = H )+   [ n diy = H 7   [7

to step across, to cross; to pass over or beyond, to pass,
transgress, infringe.
P   nn , s.m.(?) A little song, or a story, which mothers
repeat while rocking their children to sleep; a lullaby.
H   [ n w, or n o, s.f.=  no, q.v.
H   [ n w = H    [ [ n w = H    [± n o
[Ap. Prk.  ; Prk. /; S. /; see nm;—n w = S. /
+ t], s.m. A name, appellation; a noun;—(n w ) price,

of iva:—n diy-bail, s.m. Idem;—a show-bull led about
from door to door, and taught to obey commands, and to
make certain answers, &c.
H 7   [7n iy = H )+   [ n diy = H 7  [7

or marked price (of an article);—money coming or due
(to);—small change:—n w pakn, (colloq.) To make up
an account:—n w ukn(-k), To settle or discharge a
balance:—n w-h w, s.m. Name and place,
whereabouts, particulars (i.q. nm-hm).
H    [ [n w = H   [ n w = H    [± n o

n iy [S. .Bt; Prk. ( ], s.m. The bull and vehicle

[Ap. Prk.  ; Prk. /; S. /; see nm;—n w = S. /

of iva:—n diy-bail, s.m. Idem;—a show-bull led about
from door to door, and taught to obey commands, and to
make certain answers, &c.
H I  nnas (nn+ss), s.f. Mother-in-law's mother

+ t], s.m. A name, appellation; a noun;—(n w ) price,

n iy [S. .Bt; Prk. ( ], s.m. The bull and vehicle

(i.q. naniy-ss).
H 0  nnasr, s.m. Husband of the mother-inlaw's mother (i.q. naniy-susar).
H (  nnak, s.m. Name of the founder of the Sikh
sect:—nnak-shh, s.m.=nnak:—nnak-panth, s.m. The
religion of Nanak, or of the Sikhs:—nnak-panth, or
nnak-shh, or nnak-mat, s.m. A follower of Nnak-shh,
a Sikh:—nnak-shh, s.m. The old Sikh paisin use in the
Panjb (of which from ve to seven go to an ann).
H (  [n k, s.f. corr. of nk, q.v.

or marked price (of an article);—money coming or due
(to);—small change:—n w pakn, (colloq.) To make up
an account:—n w ukn(-k), To settle or discharge a
balance:—n w-h w, s.m. Name and place,
whereabouts, particulars (i.q. nm-hm).
H    [±n o = H   [ n w = H    [ [ n w
[Ap. Prk.  ; Prk. /; S. /; see nm;—n w = S. /
+ t], s.m. A name, appellation; a noun;—(n w ) price,

P    nn-kr, s.m. See s.v. nn.

or marked price (of an article);—money coming or due
(to);—small change:—n w pakn, (colloq.) To make up
an account:—n w ukn(-k), To settle or discharge a
balance:—n w-h w, s.m. Name and place,
whereabouts, particulars (i.q. nm-hm).
H    gnnau , v.t. (old H.)=nn, or nwn, qq.v.

H   nnakiy [nnak+S. t], adj. Of or relating

H &  [6n h, or [6 n hi [+6 , a dialec. form of hai,

to Nnak.
H J  [$n gar, s.m. (dialec.)=n gal, q.v. (cf. ngar).

'it is'], adv. No, not, nay.
H &  B6nnh, adj. (dialec.)=nannh, q.v.

H J  [$!n gal [Prk. 4$!(; S. !r$!(], s.m. A plough;

H 4  6!nnihl, s.f.=nanhiyl, q.v.

the body, or the spindle, of a plough (cf. ngal, and also
la gar).
H &J  [Vn ghn [n gh˚= l gh˚= Prk. !(V()=S.

H &  B6Mnnhau (Braj), adj.=nnh= nannh, q.v.

!rV(), rt. !rV], v.t. To jump, or leap, over or across;

H

&  .B6 !nnhiyl, s.f.=nanhiyl, q.v.

H < &  [6·n h [+6·, a dialec. form of hai , 'they
are'], neg. adv. No, not, nay (i.q. n h, or n hi).

H  [ n , adv.=n , q.v.

H ?  6nh [Prk. 65; S. Rt], s.m. Lord. master,

H   "nn (see nn), s.f. Maternal grandmother.

protector, &c. (i.q. nth, q.v.).
H ?  6nh, or 6 nhi (na+hi, a dialec. rorm=hai, 'it

H

  !nniyl, s.f.=nanhiyl, q.v.

S *   Bnnyatar (na+an˚), adj. & adv. Not other or
another, not dierent.
S &*   BRnnyath (na+an˚), adv. Not otherwise; not
inaccurately or falsely.
H <   [n  , adv.=< $  n , q.v.
H   n [Prk. 6

, or 

; S t], s.m.

is'), adv. No, not, nay;—nh-nuh, s.m. & f. The
withholding (one's) consent, refusal; hesitation,
demurring, shilly-shally, hemming and hawing.
S ?  6nha, vulg. nh(rt. nah), s.m. Binding;
connement; obstruction (esp. in any organ or secretion
of the body); constipation.
H   6nh [Prk. 6 ; S. R+t], s.m. (Old H.)=nh,

(dialec.) A barber (i.q. n, q.v.).
H    nw, or no, or  n , s.m. (dialec.)=n w, or

or nth, qq.v.
H   6nhar, corr. 6  nhir [Prk. 46!5; S. !6!t],

nm, qq.v.
H    nw, vulg. no[Prk.  ; S. Mt, in comp. 

s.m. A tiger;—a lion.
H   6~nhar , or nhr , s.m. (dialec.)=naharu, q.v.

(Vedic  ),—P. also nv, fr. old P. nvi], s.f. A boat; a

H <  6 nhi , or (dialec.) 6  nhin, adv.=nh, or

ship, vessel;—(prob. through the Persian) anything long
and hollow; a pipe, tube; a trough (cf. P. nb):—no aln,
To steer, or navigate, a boat; to sail:—nw-dn, s.m. A
canal; an aqueduct; a drain, gutter (i.q. nb-dn):—kga
k no, 'A paper-boat'; any frail thing.
P   nwak (nw+dim. a. ak= S. ), s.f. A small arrow;—

nh , qq.v.
H  6"nh, adv.=nh, or nh , q.v.:—nh-nuh,

a tube through which an arrow is projected; a cross-bow;
—a tube, a canal; a groove, a furrow;—a bee's sting:—
nwak-andz, s.m. An archer.
S    nvik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of or belonging to a
vessel, ship, or boat, &c.;—helmsman (of a vessel),
steersman, pilot; a sailor;—a ship's passenger:—nvik-log,
s.m. pl. Sailors, sea-faring men.
H     nvik, s.f. 1˚=nvik, fem. of nvik;—2˚=nauk,
q.v.
S    "nvik, and H.  " nwk; 1˚ fem. of nvik,
q.v.;—2˚ s.f.=nauk, q.v.
H    "nwk, or nok[S.  +t], s.m. (rustic or
dialec.) A sailor (i.q. nvik, q.v.); a boatman, waterman.
H   ±no , or (dialec.) ( n , s.m. Name, &c.
(i.q. n w, or nm, qq.v.);—postpn. In the name (of, -ke).
H    nwn, v.t.=nn, or nawn, qq.v.
P D   nw-nosh, vulg. no-nosh, s.m. = ne-nosh, q.v.s.v.
ne.

s.f.=nh-nuh, q.v.s.v. nh.
P +   nhd [old P. anahata; Zend anhita(i.e. a+hita= S.
); Armen. anahit; Babylonish, anakhitu; Arab.
nhidun, fr. the Pers.], s.m. The planet Venus;—a proper
name (of women).
H <   6·nh (na+h , a dialec. form=hai , 'they are'),
adv. No, not, nay:—conj. If not, otherwise (i.q. nh -tau,
or nah -to):—nh karn, To deny; to refuse, to decline.
H $ ni, or  or  ne [past conj. part. of nn;
and = Prk.   =S. /; , fr. the caus. of rt. /],
part. Having bent, or bowed, &c. (see nn).
P  ny, or ne, vulg. n(=S. f or f"), s.f. A reed,
pipe; a ute, ageolet, fe; a pipe, tube; a passage, canal,
duct;—cane:—ne-noshor naush, or ne-o-nosh, s.m. Music
and wine; revelry, banqueting, feasting, carousal:—bne, s.f. (Geog.) A strait:— k-ne, s.f. An isthmus.
H $  n, s.m. See $ n;—postpn.=< $  n , q.v.
A U$  nib (act. part. of  (for ) 'to supply the place
(of another)'), s.m. A substitute, deputy, delegate, locumtenens, assistant, lieutenant, viceroy, vicegerent:—nibdwn, s.m. Deputy treasurer or accountant:—nib-

munsh, s.m. Assistant writer, under-clerk:—nib-manb,
s.m. A locum-tenens, vicegerent; successor:—nibmunb, A deputy and his chief.
P %$ nib (fr. nib), s.f. Deputyship, lieutenancy,
vicegerency; agency (i.q. niybat, q.v.).
P :)  ne a, vulg. nai a(ne, q.v.+ dim. a. a= ak= S. ),
s.m. A small reed (esp. one used by weavers);—a
uqqasnake (i.q. :  nai a, q.v.).
H )  nyar [prob. S. $t], s.m. Name of a tribe of
Telingas or Gentoos (Hinds of Southern India, com.
called 'Nair') who claim the second degree of blood and
antiquity of family in that nation.
P ?$  nira (for A. {$  nirat, fr. nir, act. part. fr.   (for
 ) 'to shine,' &c.), s.m. Fire; ame; heat, warmth;
in ammation;—enmity, hatred.
H   7nya , s.m.=)  nyar, q.v.
P ?o$  niza = P ?$  nizha (ne, q.v.+zaor zha, dim. a.= a=
ak= S. ), s.m. A hollow stalk or stem; a small reed; a
pipe, tube; canal; the urethra.
P ?$  nizha = P ?o$  niza (ne, q.v.+zaor zha, dim. a.= a=
ak= S. ), s.m. A hollow stalk or stem; a small reed; a
pipe, tube; canal; the urethra.
S ()  nyak, vulg. nik, s.m. (f. -ik), Guide, leader,
conductor, chief, principal; headman, foreman, overseer
(of labourers); head of a caravan; a native ocer of the
lowest rank (corresponding to the English 'corporal'); (in
dramatic or amatory comp.) the man, husband, lover;
the hero (of a drama or poem);—a person well
conversant in dancing and singing; the conductor or
leader of a band of musicians;—the central or chief gem
(of a necklace):—nyak-wr, adj. Under the authority of a
nyak.
S )  nyik, and H.  nyak, nek, or nik,
s.f. The wife of a nyak;—a conductress, mistress;—(in
erotic or dramatic poetry) a mistress; a wife;—the
heroine (in a drama, &c.);—a noble lady; a damsel, lass;
—the mistress of a brothel, the mother-bawd; duenna;
procuress;—an inferior form or aktiof Durg (of which
there are eight,—Ugra-a , Praa , a ogr,
a a-nyik, Ati-a , mu , a , and a -

vat).
H )  nyaka, or nika, s.f.=nyik, q.v.
H < $  n , postpn.=< $  n , q.v.
H <$  or <)  nin, or  nyan [n, q.v.+S. "], s.f.
A barber's wife;—a woman of the barber caste.
P )  ny, or $ n, s.m. A player on the neor ute, &c.
H < $  n [Prk.  or  ; S. t or `(, rt. ],
postpn. f. Like (unto, -k), resembling; after the manner
(of, -k); by way (of); in the same manner as, as; in the
form, or character (of).
A A % nabt (inf. n. of % 'to grow,' &c.), s.f. Vegetation;
herb, vegetable; plant, grass;—(in Pers. prob. for nabt-shakar) rened white sugar, sugar-candy;—sweetmeat:—
ilm--nabt , 'The science of plants,' botany.
A A Y % nabtt, s.f. pl. (of nabt), Plants; vegetables; herbs,
simples;—(in Pers.) sweetmeats:—ilm--nabtt , 'The
science of plants,' botany.
A Y %nabt (rel. n. fr. nabt), adj. Vegetable:—lam-nabt, The vegetable kingdom.
H  %  4nibra, s.m.=  niwra, q.v.
H  %  nibrn, v.t.=   niwrn, q.v.
H  %  7nib  (fr. nib n, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.)
Settlement, adjustment, decision;—passing, passage,
transit; getting through, deliverance.
H . %  7nib an (i.q. nib n, q.v.), s.m. Separation;
deciding, decision, adjustment. settlement, disposal;
accomplishing, accomplishment; ending, cessation, &c.
H  %  7nib n [nib ˚= Prk.  f() or
 f<()=S.  y&(), caus. of rt. + &], v.t. To
separate, divide; to adjust, settle, decide; to accomplish,
perform, manage, full, carry through, keep (an
engagement, &c.); to end; to spend, to consume.
A D % nabbsh (v.n. fr. Z% 'to dig up what has been
buried'), s.m. A digger up of dead bodies; a stripper of
grave-clothes, a plunderer of the dead.
A } % nabb (fr. nab, 'the pulse'), s.m. One who feels
the pulse, a physician.
P | %nabb (fr. nabb), s.f. The science, or the
practice, of feeling the pulse.

H ? %  6nibh [Prk.  65; S.  y6t; see nibhn],
s.m. Carrying on or through, conducting, managing;
bringing to an end; completion, end;—accomplishing,
accomplishment, execution, performance (of),
fullment, keeping a promise or engagement; success;
keeping, guarding; supporting, maintaining, providing
means (for);—support, maintenance, livelihood; supply,
suciency (of), adequacy; accommodation;—spending,
passing (time); doing (with, -se), making shift (with),
bearing or putting up (with), tolerating; living in peace
(with);—steadfastness, constancy, perseverance:—nibh
karn(-k), To carry through, carry into eect, to
accomplish, &c.; to keep faith (with, -se);—to support,
maintain; to protect;—to bear, put up (with), make the
best (of, -k); to pass time (with, -se), live in peace (with).
H  %  6nibhn [nibh˚= Prk.  6 ) or
 Ç()=S.  y6(), caus. of rt. + 6O], v.t. To
carry on or through, to conduct, manage, &c. (see nibh,
and nibh karn);—to take care of, to protect, guard; to
support, maintain;—v. int. To keep faith (with); to deal
(with), to act or behave (towards);—to aord;—to wear,
last, endure.
H  %  nibh [nibh(n)+ =  = Prk.  =( S.
()(], adj. Sucient for (one's) purpose; enough to
support, or maintain, &c.;—durable, lasting, permanent.
H  %  nibh [nibh(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. One who carries on, or conducts, or manages, &c.;
accomplisher, &c. (see nibhn).
H U  &nibn (i.q. nipn, q.v.), v.t. To settle,
adjust, decide, &c. (see nipn):—nib-den, v.t. intens.
of and=nibn.
H  U  & nibo [nib(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Determination, settlement, &c. (i.q. nipo, and
niber, qq.v.).
H  U  &niban, v.n. = nipan, and niba n, qq.v.
H ' ) U  niber (i.q. nipr), s.m. Settlement,
adjustment, determination, decision, discharge;
accomplishment, completion.
H *>% niba t = H *>% niba ta [ni= S. +P. ba t+S. t],

adj. & s.m. (f. -), Unfortunate, luckless;—unfortunate
wretch, luckless wight.
H *>% niba ta = H *>% niba t [ni= S. +P. ba t+S. t],
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Unfortunate, luckless;—unfortunate
wretch, luckless wight.
P % nabard, s.m. Battle, engagement, war, contest:—
nabard-pesha, adj. & s.m. Inured to war;—one who is
inured to war, a veteran, a warrior:—nabard-gh,
 s.f.
Battle-eld.
H U  7nibi , adj.=nivi, q.v.
H  U  7niba n [niba ˚= Prk.  f() or  f<(); S.
 '&(), rt.  + &;—or niba n= niban= nipan,
q.v.], v.n. To be separated, or divided; to be settled, be
adjusted, be decided; to be accomplished; to be
completed, or nished; to be ended, be spent, be
consumed:—niba -jn, v.n. intens. of and=niba n.
P 0% nabasa [fr. old P. nap; Zend napa, or naptar; S. 
or Q; cf. Lat. nepos], s.m. & f. A daughter's son or
daughter, grandchild, grandson, granddaughter (i.q.
nabsa, and nabra).
A \% nab, s.f. The pulse (syn. n ):—nab dekhn(-k), To
feel the pulse (of):—nabe h n, v.n. The pulse to
cease beating, to have no pulse.
H %  
, nibukn [nibuk˚= S. /,=
' , p.p.p. of +/,] ,
v.t. (dialec.) To loosen, to set free, liberate; to separate;
to sunder, disjoin (syn. hu n);—v.n. To come out (of);
to be loosed, or set free (from), to escape, &c. (i.q.
nikaln).
H %  !nabal, s.m.=  naval, q.v.
H %  !nibal [Prk. ) !5; S.  '!t], adj. Powerless,
impotent, weak, feeble;—inferior; of little value (e.g.
nibal sibal sab khap-jt hai).
H $3% ! nibal [nibal, q.v.+Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Powerlessness, impotence, weakness, prostration of
strength (i.q. nirbal).
H %  nibn, v.n. (colloq.)=nibhn, q.v.
S + %  Bnibandh, s.m. Binding, fastening, tying;
attachment; composing;—restraint, connement,
obstruction; constipation; suppression of urine,

strangury;—a band, bond, fetter; xed property, a grant
(of property);—a literary composition, a treatise.
H + %  
( nibandh [prob. S.  -t], adj. Fixed,
determined, settled; axed; ascertained (syn. hahry).
S + %  .Bnibandhit, part. (f. -), Bound, fastened,
tied; conned.
S <+ %  Bnibandhan, s.m. A binding, fastening, tie,
ligation; building, construction; checking, restraining;
restraint, connement;—band, fetter;—ratication;—a
composition; (in Gram.) syntax;—rmness;—that to
which anything is fastened, or on which it rests; a
receptacle; key, or peg (of a lute, &c.);—cause, origin;
reason, motive; condition.
S + % B"nibandhan, s.f. Band, bond, fetter.
S + % B"nibandh, adj. (f. -in), Binding; conning;—
joined, or connected (by, or with), bound (to); hanging
together;—causing, being a cause (of).
P A % nub wat, vulg. nab wat(for A. { %, abst. s. fr. %, inf.
n. of  % 'to announce,' &c.), s.f. Prophecy; divining:—
nab wat karn, To prophesy; to divine.
H ! % 5!"nibol, or  M!" nibaul, or  5!" nabol, &c.
[Prk.  .!; S. @ +!+], s.f. The fruit or berry
of the nmtree (also ni baul; rustic nibaur).
A  %nabaw (rel. n. fr. nab, q.v.), adj. Of or relating to a
prophet; prophetical.
H &% #nabh [Prk. #(; S. #], s.m. The sky,
atmosphere, heaven, rmament; space; ether (as one of
the ve elements);—a name of the month Swan (JulyAugust):—nabh- ar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Sky-going,' moving
in the air, aerial;—an inhabitant of heaven; a god; a
demi-god (vidy-dhar);—a bird;—a cloud:—nabh-sthit, adj.
(f. -), Abiding in heaven or the sky; situated in the sky;
—s.m. Name of one of the divisions of hell:—nabh-ga, or
nabhag, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going on the sky, aerial;—a
bird;—a cloud;—air, wind:—nabhag-nth, s.m.=nabhage,
q.v.:—nabhage, vulg. nabhages(nabha-ga+a), s.m. 'Lord of
the birds,' Garur:—nabh-gir, s.f. A voice from heaven, a
revelation, an oracle.
S &% #nibha, vulg. nibh(rt. bh, with ni), adj. (f. -), Like,
resembling, similar (only occurring as last member of

compounds; sometimes pleonastically after adj.).
H X &% #$nibhg [S. #yF+t], adj. (f. -), Unlucky,
unfortunate; poor (also nirbhg).
H  &% #nibhn, v.t.=  % nibhn, q.v.
H  &% # nibho [nibh(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Accomplishing, accomplishment, &c. (i.q. nibh,
q.v.);—continuance; permanence; durability.
H a &% 2/nibhram [S. +/+t;
'
see bharam], adj.
(dialec.) Without dignity, or respect; disgraced,
dishonoured; worthless.
S I&% #nabhas, s.m. The sky, &c. (i.q. nabh, q.v.):—
nabha- ar, adj. & s.m. = nabh- ar, q.v.s.v. nabh.
H I&% #nabhas, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.
S  0&% #Tnabhasya, adj. (f. -), Filled with vapour,
vapoury, misty, foggy;—s.m. Name of a month of the
rainy season, Bhdo or Bhdra(Aug.-Sept.).
H 4%  6nibahn, v.n.=nibhn, q.v.
H &% #nibhn (fr. the trans. nibhn, q.v.), v.n. To be
accomplished, or performed, or eected; to succeed;—to
serve, do, pass; to live, subsist, eke out a livelihood; to
last, continue, endure.
A %nab (verb. adj. of the measure  P _ fr. ¡% 'a way,' &c.,
rt.  %), s.m. A prophet:—nab bar-aq, 'The prophet by
right or in truth,' the true prophet, the prophet
Moammad:—nab-k-mr, The wrath or vengeance of a
prophet.
H [ % )%nabbe, num. adj. Ninety (i.q. nawwe, q.v.).
H + % %nibedan [S. U(, rt. + ], s.m. Stating,
representing, or relating (to a superior), representation
(syn. ar), an address, a petition (i.q. nivedan):—nibedan
karn, To make representation, to represent, to state
(respectfully); to make application, to plead.
P ? % nabra [Zend naptar; S. Q], s.m. Son's son,
grandson, grandchild.
H  %nabr, s.f. Granddaughter, grandchild.
H  %%"niber, s.f. (dialec.) Accomplishment; nishing;
settlement, &c. (i.q. nibe ; niber);—a young woman
(syn. yuvat).

H  R% %7nibe  (fr. nibe n, q.v.), s.m.
Accomplishment, nishing; nish, end; settlement,
adjustment, decision (i.q. niber).
H  R% %7nibe n, (rustic) %7 nabe n [nibe ˚= Prk.
 f
( ()=S.  ef(`),
'
rt. + ef; cf. nib n, of which
nibe nis another form], v.t. To separate, divide; to
accomplish; to settle, adjust, decide; to complete, nish,
terminate, put an end to; to spend, consume:—apn
nibe n, To mind one's own business.
H  R% %f®nibe [nibe (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj.
& s.m. Accomplishing, performing, nishing, &c.;—
accomplisher, performer, nisher; adjuster, decider, &c.
P 0 % nabsa (i.q. nabasa, and nabra, qq.v.), s.m. & f. Son's
son, or daughter's son, grandson, grandchild.
H 0 %nabs, s.f. Granddaughter, grandchild.
H < %  "nabn, adj. New, fresh, &c. (i.q. navn, q.v.).
H 4 %%6"nibeh (fr. nibehn, a dialec. form of nibhn,
q.v.), adj. (dialec.) Uninterrupted, continuous, continual,
unceasing, constant, lasting, permanent (i.q. nibh ,
q.v.).
H ` nip [S. t, rt.  with ], s.m. A water-jar;—
the Kadambtree, Nauclea cadamba(i.q. np).
S A L napt, s.m. Son's son, grandson, grandchild.
S A L nipt, s.m. Falling down, falling, coming down,
descending, alighting; falling upon, attacking;—casting,
hurling;—death, dying;—
accidental occurrence or mention;—putting down as
irregular or exceptional; irregular form, irregularity,
exception;—the opposite extremity, the lower end;—(in
Gram.) a particle, an indeclinable word (an adverb, a
conjunction, an interjection).
H Y L nipt [perf. part. of niptn, and=S. t],
part. adj. (f. -), Beaten down, overthrown, destroyed,
killed.
S <Y L niptan, s.m. Causing to fall or descend,
throwing down; causing the downfall or overthrow (of),
overthrowing, beating, knocking down, killing; ying
down, hurrying down, swooping down (upon);—(in
Gram.) putting down as an irregularity; an irregularity,

an exception.
H Y L niptn [nipt˚= S. (), caus. or rt. 
+], v.t. To throw or cast down; to fell, to knock down,
beat down; to overthrow, kill, destroy.
H Y L"nipt, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Falling down, ying
down or on, alighting; striking down, destroying;—an
overthrower, a destroyer.
H   L &nipn, v.t. (rustic or dialec.)=nipn, q.v.
S  L _niph, s.m. Reading, study (of the sacred
books), recitation; public perusal of popular poems;
lecturing.
S  L nipn, s.m. Drinking, imbibing;—a reservoir (of
water), drinking-place, trough; a place or trough near a
well for watering cattle; a well, a pool; a milk-pail.
H L napat [nap(n)+at= Prk. \"=S. .Q (picaus.
aug.+a. ti)], s.f. Measurement, measure; surveying (i.q.
mapat, q.v.).
S *L Qnapt (base Q), s.m. Son's son, grandson (i.q.
napt).
S *L nipatit, part. (f. -), Fallen down, fallen;
descended, alighted; overthrown.
S *LQnaptri, s.m. (f. ˚tr) = napt, and napt, qq.v.
S <*L nipatan, s.m. Falling down, falling; descending,
alighting; ying down, ying.
H *LQ"napt [S. QP", or Q, fem. of Q], s.f.
Granddaughter.
H ` &nipa (fr. nipan, q.v.), adv. Completely,
thoroughly, quite, very, extremely, exceedingly,
excessively.
H ` &nipr [nip(n)+Prk. ! =S. !+t],
s.m. Determination, settlement, termination, nishing,
&c. (i.q. niber, nibo, nibe , qq.v.).
H  ` &~nipr [nip(n)+r = awr = Prk.
 f=S. ()+++t], s.m. Accomplisher,
performer, nisher, &c. (i.q. niber , q.v.).
H ` &nipn [caus. of nipan;—nip˚= niptw=
Prk. QU() = S. l()+ (caus. aug.)], v.t. To
complete, nish, conclude, terminate, end; to decide,

settle, adjust, compose.
H  ` & nipw, or nipo[nip(n)+o= Prk.
 =( S. ()(], s.m. Termination, nishing,
concluding; settlement, &c. (i.q. nibo; niber, nibe ;
nipr).
H  ` &nipan [nipa˚= Prk. Q(), or Q<(),
fr. S. l.\, rt. +], v.n. To be completed, or
nished; to be concluded, or terminated; to terminate, to
end; to be accomplished; to be settled, or adjusted, or
decided;—to be spent, or consumed, or exhausted;—to be
clear, or rid (of, -se), to have done (with).
S ` _nipah, s.m.=niph, q.v.

ling, s.m. The neuter gender.
S *0L ,(napu sakat, s.f. = S *0L ,(;
napu sakatva, s.m.The state or condition of one who is of
neither sex, or of a hermaphrodite, &c.; impotency,
imbecility; eeminacy; cowardliness.
S *0L ,(; napu sakatva, s.m. = S *0L ,(
napu sakat, s.f.The state or condition of one who is of
neither sex, or of a hermaphrodite, &c.; impotency,
imbecility; eeminacy; cowardliness.
H  L ,napu, or   napw [np(n)+S. +t, or S.
/t], s.m. (rustic) A measure (of capacity, or length,

H ` _nipah, adv. corr. of nipa, q.v.

&c.; syn. np, or mp).
H Y L 0nip t, (rustic) 0 nap t [Prk. Q,\ ; S.

S <L ,4nipu, adj. (f. -), Clever, adroit, expert, skilful,

l,Pt], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having no son, sonless,

accomplished, conversant (with), experienced (in),
distinguished, eminent.
H L napn (fr. the trans. npn, q.v.), v.n. To be

childless;—a childless man.
H Y L0P"nip tr = H Y L 05 nip to,= H Y L0"

measured; to be surveyed;—(colloq.) to measure oneself
(with, or against), to have a quarrel, or a tussle (with,
e.g. j un-se  b nap):—nap-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=napn.
H $ L,4 nipu, s.f. = S *L ,4 nipuat, s.f.= S *L
,4; nipuatva, s.m.[nipu= S. nipuat+ik],
Cleverness, adroitness, skilfulness, dexterity;
conversancy; eminence.
S *L ,4nipuat, s.f. = H $ L,4 nipu, s.f.= S *L
,4; nipuatva, s.m.[nipu= S. nipuat+ik],
Cleverness, adroitness, skilfulness, dexterity;
conversancy; eminence.
S *L ,4; nipuatva, s.m. = H $ L,4 nipu, s.f.= S
*L ,4 nipuat, s.f.[nipu= S. nipuat+ik],
Cleverness, adroitness, skilfulness, dexterity;
conversancy; eminence.
S (0L ,(napu sak, adj. & s.m. Destitute of virility; of
neither sex; impotent, imbecile; eeminate, unmanly,
cowardly; (in Gram.) neuter;—a hermaphrodite; a
eunuch; an impotent or imbecile man; an eeminate
man; a coward; (in Gram.) the neuter gender:—napu sak

nip t,(dialec.), adj. f. Sonless, &c. (i.q. nip t);—s.f. A
childless or barren woman.
H Y L 05nip to, = H Y L0P" nip tr,= H Y L0"
nip t,(rustic) adj. f. Sonless, &c. (i.q. nip t);—s.f. A
childless or barren woman.
H Y L0"nip t, = H Y L0P" nip tr,= H Y L 05
nip to,adj. f. Sonless, &c. (i.q. nip t);—s.f. A childless or
barren woman.
H  L ,0nup r, s.m. corr. of ;  n pur, q.v.
H  L 57nipo n, v.t. To show (the teeth); to grin; to
snarl; to grind or gnash (the teeth).
H  nat, s.f. (colloq. or corr.)=&* nath, q.v.
S  nata, vulg. nat, part. (f. -a), Bent, bowed; inclined,
inclining; crooked, curved; depressed, sunk:—nat g(˚ta
+an˚), adj. (f. -), Bowing the limbs; bending the body;
bowing, bent, stooping; curved:—nat g, s.f. A woman:—
nat-gull, or nat, s.m. (dialec.) Any turbinate univalve
shell (with, or without, the creature in it); a snail;
periwinkle, cockle, whelk, mussel, &c.:—nata-mukh, adj. &
adv. & s.m. (f. -), Bending down the face, looking down:
—with the face down;—a person who looks down, or who
has his face down.
S  nata, vulg. nat, s.m. Zenith-distance at meridian

transit (of a planet); hour-angle, or the distance (of a
planet) from the meridian:—nat (˚ta+an˚), s.m. (in
Astron.) Zenith-distance.
S  nati, vulg. nat, s.f. Bending, bowing, stooping;
curvature, crookedness;—a bow; a courtesy; reverential
salutation or address (i.q. namaskr); modest behaviour.
H  nit [Prk. \5, \(; S. ;t, ;(], adj. & adv.
Continual, incessant, perpetual, repeated, constant,
invariable, eternal, endless, &c. (see nitya);—always,
ever, daily, continually, unceasingly, perpetually,
constantly, invariably;—s.m. The base of an obtuseangled triangle:—nit-uh, or nit-uhke, adv. Constantly,
perpetually, &c.:—nit-prati, or nit-nit, adv. intens. of nit,
q.v.:—nit-karm, s.m., or nit-kiriy, s.f. Daily duty, or
routine; constant or indispensable act or duty (as
observance of the ve great sacrices, or any daily and
necessary rite):—nit-navor nau, or nit-nay, adj. Ever new,
or fresh;—changeable, variable.
H  nit, adv. contrac. of nimitt, q.v.
S  ,nuta, vulg. nut, part. (f. -), Praised, commended,

of the lower regions (ptl).
H * \!nattal = H #*!" natl [S. nata, q.v.+Prk. !5,
and .! = S. !, and !+], adj. & s.f. (dialec.) Curved,
crooked, winding, spiral, turbinate;—a snail; a cockle, &c.
(i.q. nat-gull, q.v.s.v. nata).
H #*!"natl = H * \! nattal [S. nata, q.v.+Prk. !5,
and .! = S. !, and !+], adj. & s.f. (dialec.) Curved,
crooked, winding, spiral, turbinate;—a snail; a cockle, &c.
(i.q. nat-gull, q.v.s.v. nata).
S U@ * @ nitamb, s.m. Rump; buttocks, posteriors (esp.
of a woman);—ridge, side, slope, or protuberant ank (of
a mountain);—sloping bank, slope (of a river); gibbosity.
S %@ * @ "nitamb, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having large
buttocks; having beautiful hips;—s.m. A person with
large buttocks, or ne hips:—nitambin, s.f. A woman with
large and handsome hips.
S I4@ * /(6na-tam-a has, m. The beginning of a
particular holy text.
H *"natin, or " natn, s.f.=ntin, q.v.

applauded, eulogized, lauded hymned.
S  ,nuti, vulg. nut, s.f. Praise, laudation, eulogium,

H *"natn, s.f. (colloq. or dialec.)= &*nathn, q.v.

panegyric; worship, reverence.
H * \nitt [S. ;], s.f. Invariableness; perpetuity,

H &* Rnath, (dialec.) ;R natth [Prk. ;R; S. T], s.f.

eternity, &c. (see nit).
H  * nitrn, v.t. (dialec.) =  &* nithrn, q.v.
S  * [nitnt, and H. [ nat t (rt. tamwith ni), adj.
& adv. Much, considerable, excessive, extraordinary;—
exceedingly, excessively, very.
S Z * [8nat , s.m. See s.v. nat.
S ^ * [$nat g, adj. See s.v. nataor nat.
A 6$ * natij, s.m. pl. (of natja, q.v.), Fruits, consequences,
issues, &c.
H * natr, part. adj. (dialec.)=nathr, q.v.
S 1 * /ni-tarm (fr. niwith the compar. a. tar), adv.
Wholly, entirely; much, extremely, excessively; always,
continually, eternally.
H * Ina-taru, conj. (dialec.)=ntaror ntari, q.v.
S * !ni-tal, s.m. Name of one of the seven divisions

H * ,na-tu, conj. (dialec.)=n-tau, or nah -to, qq.v.
(or m.?) A rope passed through the nose of a draught-ox,
nose-string (i.q. nth, q.v.);—a large (gold or silver) ring
worn (by women) in the nose (on the left nostril); nosering (widows are not allowed to wear either Lose-rings
or bangles; hence, the benediction, ilh, ter nath- 
bar-qarr rahe ):—nath ba hn(apn), To take o her nosering (a woman).
H  &* Rnithrn [nithr˚= Prk. ;R!(), or
;Rp()=S. TR!(), caus. of +TR!; or=S.
T(), caus. of rt. +], v.t. To make clear or
clean, to purify (water, or other liquid, by letting the
feculent matter subside and pouring o the clear water,
&c.); to pour o; to draw o (an infusion, &c.).
H &* Rnithr (perf. part. of nitharn), part. adj. (f. -),
Made clear or clean, puried (water, &c., the impurity of
which has subsided); clear, clean, pure (water, or other

liquid):—nithr-hu, adj.=nithr.
H &* Rnitharn (fr. the trans. nithrn, q.v.), v.n. To
be made clear or clean, to be puried (water or other
liquid, by letting the feculent matter subside, and
pouring o the clear liquid).
H #&*R!"nathl, s.f. (dialec.)=nathn, q.v.
H <&* Rnathan (Braj), s.f. pl. of nath, q.v.
H &* Rnathn (fr. the trans. nthn, q.v.), v.n. To have
the nose bored, and a string passed through it (a
bullock).
H &* Rnathn [nath, q.v.+n= l= Prk. ! =S. !+t],

\5=(5=Õ5=S.  (the a. of the pres. part.
with the caus. aug. pi)], adj. & s.m. Related, kin;—a
relation, relative, kinsman.
S * * ;nityat, s.f. = S * * ;; nityatva,
s.m.Perpetuity; permanency, continuance, continuity,
endurance; eternity; invariableness; perseverance;
inevitableness, necessity:—nityat-bodhak-kriy, s.f. (in
Gram.) The frequentative or continuative form of any
verb, a frequentative compound (e.g. y karn, 'to be
always coming, or to be in the habit of coming').
S * * ;; nityatva, s.m. = S * * ; nityat,

small ring inserted in the hilt of a sword;—a string
passed through (or tied round) a bullock's nose (by
which to guide him):—nathn utarn(-k), To be
dishonoured; to be violated (a virgin).
H &*;R"natth, or R" nath [natthor nath, q.v.+= Prk.

s.f.Perpetuity; permanency, continuance, continuity,
endurance; eternity; invariableness; perseverance;
inevitableness, necessity:—nityat-bodhak-kriy, s.f. (in
Gram.) The frequentative or continuative form of any
verb, a frequentative compound (e.g. y karn, 'to be
always coming, or to be in the habit of coming').
P 8 * natja (for A. ~8 * natjat, v.n. fr. 6* 'to bring 'forth'),
s.m. Fœtus; ospring; birth;—issue, fruit; consequence,
result, eect, what necessarily follows, inference,
conclusion (of a syllogism, &c.); moral (of a story, &c.);
corollary;—sum, or substance;—retribution, reward:—
natja--al, Natural inference or conclusion:—natja-lzim, Necessary inference:—natje-se, adv. By inference,
inferentially:—natja nikln(-se), To draw an inference
(from), to infer, to conclude:—natja hon(-k), To be the
issue, or fruit, or outcome (of); to be the result or
consequence (of);—to ensue (from), to follow.
S + * ;nitya-d, adv. See s.v.  * nitya.

=S. ], s.f. The thread or string with which a le of

S  * ;nitya, adj. & adv. Continual, perpetual, constant,

papers are strung together;—a record, or le (of papers)
threaded together; the record or papers of a cause or
suit:—natth karn, v.t. To string (papers) together, to le.
H &* Rnathiy (i.q. nath, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) dim. of

uninterrupted, incessant, endless, eternal; invariable,
regular, xed; necessary, obligatory, essential;—
continually, perpetually, &c.; always, ever, daily, at all
times, for ever (see nit):—nitynitya(˚ya+an˚), adj. (f. -),
Eternal and perishable; permanent and temporary:—
nitynadhyy(˚ya+an˚), s.m. Invariable, or obligatory,
suspension of the repetition of the Vedas (a term
applied to periods when the perusal of the Vedas is
prohibited, as the day of full moon, new moon, the
eighth and fourteenth days of the half month):—nitynand(˚ya+n˚), s.m. Eternal happiness;—adj. & s.m. Always

s.m. A nostril;—a large ring for the nose:—nathno -me
tr ln(with gen.), To pierce (one's) nostrils with an
arrow:—nathno -me dam nor -jn(mere, or us-ke),
'The breath to come into (one's) nostrils,' to be worried,
or plagued, or harassed:—nathne phulna, or nathne
a hn, To distend, or to turn up, the nostrils; to be
enraged, or displeased:—pr(meror kis-k) nathno -tak
-jn, 'The soul to come as far as the nostrils'; to be
ready to drop, or faint, or die (from exhaustion, or
worry, &c.); to be worried to death, to be sorely tried.
H &*R"nathn, (dialec.) R," nathun [nath, q.v.+n= l=
Prk. .!=S. !+], s.f. A nose-ring (i.q. nath, q.v.);—a

nath, and=nathor nathn, qq.v.
H * nita, adj. & adv. (dialec.)=nitya, or nit, qq.v.
H *\"nitt, s.f. corr. of nikt, q.v.
S +  * ;Bnitynand, s.m. See s.v.  * nitya.
H  * hnatait [nt, q.v.+it= Prk.

happy:—a person who is always happy or joyous:—nityabodhak, adj. (in Gram.) Denoting continuity:—nitya-pralay,
s.m. The constant dissolution of living beings:—nitya-d,
adv. Always, ever, at all times, perpetually, constantly,
&c. (i.q. nitya):—nitya-dn, s.m. Daily alms-giving:—nityasdhan, s.m. Constantly keeping, or protecting, or
preserving:—nitya-sthy, adj. Of eternal duration,
imperishable; ineradicable:—nitya-karm, s.m., or nityakriy, s.f. Constant act or duty, regular and necessary act
or ceremony (as observance of the ve great sacrices,
or any daily and necessary rite):—nitya-may, adj. (f. -),
Formed, or consisting, of anything eternal; durable;
eternal:—nitya-nitya, adv. intens. of nitya, q.v.:—nityayukt, adj. (f. -), Always busy, much occupied, ever
engaged (in):—nitya-yauvan, s.m. Perpetual youth;—adj.
(f. -, or -), Ever or always young.
H  &na [S. &t, rt. &, corr. fr. ] , s.m. (f. -, -in, -n,
-in), A dancer; rope-dancer; tumbler; mime, actor;
juggler;—name of a particular vagrant caste, the Indian
gipsy (said to be the ospring of a degraded Kshatriya by
a woman of the second caste; they are generally ropedancers, jugglers, &c.);—name of a subordinate mode in
music;—the tree Calosanthes indica; the tree Jonesia asoka;—
a sort of reed, Arunda tibialis, or A.karka:—na-bar, s.m. See
s.v.:—na-patrik, s.f. The egg-plant, Solanum melongena:—
na-kha, adj. & s.m. See s.v.:—na-maan, s.m. 'Actor's
ornament,' yellow orpiment:—na-nrya, s.m. Name of
a rgor musical mode (according to some, the sixth, or,
according to others, a subdivision of that called dpak, or
of megh):—na-vidy, vulg. na-bidy, s.f. The art of ropedancing, or tumbling, &c.
H  &ni (dialec.), 1˚ corr. of nit, or nitya, q.v.;—2˚
contrac. of n, q.v.
S  &na, s.f. A species of shrub, Caesalpina bonducella.
H  &nir (prob. dialec. or corr.), s.m.=nipr,
q.v.
H '  & na-bar [S. &+ t], s.m. Chief dancer or actor;
—dancer, rope-dancer, &c. (i.q. na, q.v.).
S   &naat, s.f. The state or condition, or the oce,
of an actor, &c.; actorship.

H " &L&nakha [prob. S. &+8_t, corr. to 3_], adj. &
s.m. Naughty, wicked, mischievous;—roguish, waggish;
shrewd, artful, trickish;—a naughty or mischievous child,
an imp;—a rogue; a trickster, cheat.
H # &L&"nakha [the preceding + = Prk. =S. ],
s.f. Naughtiness, wickedness, mischievousness, mischief;
roguishness, artfulness, trickery:—nakha karn, To be
up to mischief, &c.
H '  &niar, adj. (dialec. or rustic) Poor; worn-out;
exhausted (as land that has been over-cultivated).
H  &nain, or & naan, s.f.=nan, q.v.
H  &naan (fr. nan, q.v.), s.f. Denial; negation;
refusal.
H   &nan [na˚= n˚= S. .T 'it is not'+n= an=
Prk. 4(=S. "(], v. int. To say 'no' (with respect to, se), to deny, disallow, disclaim, disown; to decline, refuse.
H   &nan [na˚= Prk. () or <()=S. (
' ), fr.
],
' v.n. To dance;—to strut, or mince;—to act or
perform; to assume a dramatic dress or character.
H   &"nan, or &" nain [S. &+"], s.f. The wife
of a na; a woman of the natribe;—a female rope-dancer,
&c. (see na); an actress; a n girl.
H  & naw or &,  nauw, or &, natu [S. &+t,
with winserted], s.m. (rustic) A rope-dancer, &c. (i.q. na,
q.v.);—a dancing boy.
H  naha or nah, or _ nah [Prk. 5; S. 9t], part.
adj. (old H.) Destroyed, &c. (see nash).
H '  _,nihur [Prk. o5 or o!5; S. c,t], adj.
Harsh, severe, cruel, unfeeling; coarse; contumelious (as
speech); hard, obdurate, relentless;—sly, cunning,
shrewd.
H 8' _, nihur = H 9'  _, nihurt = H
89' _, nihurt [nihur+ S. ;—= ˚t= S. t+ik],
s.f. Harshness (of speech, &c.), severity, coarseness,
reviling, abuse; hardness of heart, cruelty; obduracy,
relentlessness; stubbornness, wilfulness.
H 9'  _,nihurt = H 8' _, nihur = H
89' _, nihurt [nihur+ S. ;—= ˚t= S. t+ik],

s.f. Harshness (of speech, &c.), severity, coarseness,
reviling, abuse; hardness of heart, cruelty; obduracy,
relentlessness; stubbornness, wilfulness.
H 89' _, nihurt = H 8' _, nihur = H 9' 
_, nihurt [nihur+ S. ;—= ˚t= S. t+ik], s.f.
Harshness (of speech, &c.), severity, coarseness,
reviling, abuse; hardness of heart, cruelty; obduracy,
relentlessness; stubbornness, wilfulness.
H ;: _!nihall [prob. S. c+!+t], adj. Out of work
or employment, unemployed; idle;—s.m. Want of
employment; idleness.
H )  _nahiy [prob. S. 9 + t], s.m. (rustic) A
vagabond; scoundrel; a term of abuse.
S  &"na (fem. of na), s.f. An actress, a dancer, a
n girl; a harlot, courtezan;—a species of fragrant plant
(used in medicine);—red arsenic.
H )  &naiy [dim. of n, q.v.;—˚iy= Prk.  =S.
t], s.m. (rustic or dialec.) A short or diminutive man;—
a bullock of an inferior stock.
H ' )  naern [naer˚, prob.=S. 9+], v.t. To turn
up (the eyes), to close (the eyes, in death).
A   nisr (inf. n. of  'to scatter,' &c.), s.m. Scattering,
throwing, strewing, dispersing, dispersion;—oering,
presenting; donative; sacritice;—money which is
scattered or thrown among the people at marriages or
on other festive occasions (syn. ni hwar); money
presented as an oering to the great (i.q. ni hwar):—
nisr karn(-par), To scatter (money, &c. as alms, or a
public donative, &c.); to sacrice, or oer (to or at); to
sacrice or devote (oneself, to or for); to oer (money,
&c., to a great personage, as a present):—nisr hon(-par),
To be oered, or sacriced (to); to be devoted (for).
A   nassr
  (intens. n. fr. nasr, q.v.), s.m. A writer of prose,
or a good prose-writer.
P  nisr
 (nisr, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Relating to an
oering, or sacrice, &c.
A  nasr  (inf. n. of  'to scatter,' &c.), s.f. A prose
composition; prose.
S 6 *nija, vulg. nij(fr. rt. janwith ni), pron. adj. (f. -),

Native, indigenous; own, special, proper, peculiar,
personal, individual, particular; one's own (my own, his
own, our own, &c.); private, unocial;—good, excellent;
—continual, perpetual, eternal:—s.m. One's own country,
or home, or oce; one's private aairs; one's own
secrets (besides being syn. with apn, nijis, in some of
the dialects (as the Eastern Hind, for example) used as
equivalent to tmand sva, or sva-r p; e.g. nij-tantr= svatantr; nij-dharm= sva-dharm, and also=mukhya-dharm; nijsukh= tma-sukh):—nij-adhikr, s.m. A prerogative:—nijnand, adj. & s.m. Rejoicing (or one who rejoices) in
himself, an epithet of the Deity (syn. sva-r p-nand):—nijbh, Own brother (i.q. apn, or sag, bh):—nij-putr, Own
son, legitimate son:—nij-bah, s.f. Private account-book:—
nij-tij, or nij-tijh, s.f. Propriety, correctness:—nij-tij-se,
adv. Properly, correctly, as is requisite:—nij-jot, s.f. Land
cultivated by a proprietor or revenue-payer by himself,
or for his own benet:—nij-jot, or nij-ksht, s.m. A
cultivating proprietor:—nij- ar , s.m. Private expenses:
—nij-dhm, s.m. One's own house, home;—the peculiar,
or private, residence or abode (of):—nij-sthn, s.m. Own
place, &c.:—nij-sukh, s.m. One's own or inherent pleasure
or happiness or ease;—the complacency or satisfaction
consisting in consciousness of being; the happiness or
bliss peculiar to Brahma:—nij-sandhi, s.f. One's own hole,
or cranny, &c.;—the opportune moment for oneself,
one's opportunity, or leisure:—nij-k, adj. (f. -k), Own,
proper, peculiar; special, private (i.q. nij):—nij-k ml,
Private property:—nij-k rh, A private road or way:—nijhth, adv. With his (or her, &c.) own hand:—nij-h, adj.
One's very own (i.q. apn-h):—(dialec.) oneself, or to
oneself, or to one's own (i.q. apne-ko):—uske nij-ke liye, For
his own private use; for himself.
S 8 *nij, s.f. A faithful wife, one who follows her
husband's corpse to the funeral pile (syn. sat).
P  8 najbat (for A. ~ 8, inf. n. of U8 'to be generous,'
&c.), s.f. Generosity, high-mindedness, nobleness,
nobility, gentility.
P A 8 najt, vulg. (but corr.) nijt(for A. { 8, inf. n. of 8
 ,
rt. 8 'to escape (from),' &c.), s.f. Escape, liberation,
deliverance, freedom; salvation, pardon, absolution;—

ight:—najt pn(-se), To obtain deliverance, &c. (from),
to escape (from).
A  8 najjr (intens. n. fr. 8 'to plane (wood),' &c.), s.m. A
carpenter (syn. durod-kr, or durod-gar, and ba ha):—
najjr-kaser(najjr= najjr), s.m. A carpenter or tinker,
an artisan, articer.
P  8najjr [najjr+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. The carpenter's
craft; carpentry.
H  8*"najr [nj, q.v.+r= Prk. .!=S. !+],
s.f. Grain-bearing land; a corn-eld.
P B 8 najsat, (corr.) nijsat(for A. ~B 8, inf. n. of I8
  'to
be dirty,' &c.), s.f. Dirtiness, nastiness, lth, impurity.
H [  8 *sna-jne (na, 'not'+jne, aor. of jnn), adv. One
knows not; who knows (whether)?; God knoweth;—
perhaps, perchance.
A %8 nujab, s.m. pl. (of najb, q.v.), The noble; the
excellent, &c.; nobles; heroes.
H 8 *,nijut [S. +,]( , s.m. A million; a hundred
thousand.
A + 8 najd, s.m.(?) lit.'High ground or land'; name of the
higher part of Arabia (towards Babylon, the lower being
tihma).
H ()+ 8 *"najdk, adj. corr. of ()o nazdk, q.v.
A I8 najas (inf. n. of I8 'to be dirty,' &c.), s.f.(?)
Dirtiness, lthiness; dirt, lth, dung (i.q. najsat).
A I8 najis (v. adj. fr. I8; see najas), adj. Dirty, unclean,
impure, lthy, nasty, squalid:—najisul-ain, adj. Impure
by nature, essentially impure or unclean.
H 08najis (fr. najis), s.f. Uncleanness, dirtiness, &c. (i.q.
najas, or najsat).
H 08*T"ni-jass [prob. S. +8+t], adj. (dialec.)
Inglorious; infamous; abominable;—unfortunate,
unlucky.
H g8 najaf (v.n. fr. g8 'to hew out,' &c.), s.m. High
ground (to which water does not reach); a high ridge in
the middle of a channel left dry by the stream;—a hill,
hillock, tumulus, &c.;—name of a place in which is the
tomb of 'Al.
H (8 .*najik, adj. corr. of nazdk, q.v. (cf. najk, and
nag ).

A 2 8 najm, s.m. A star; planet;—fortune;—a prediction
from observations of the stars;—a horoscope, calculation
of nativity:—najmul-hind, The Star of India.
A 1 8 naj m, vulg. naj m, s.m. pl. (of najm), Stars;—
mansions (of the moon):—ilm--nuj m, s.m. Astronomy;
astrology.
A a 8nuj m, vulg. naj m(rel. n. fr. nuj m), adj. & s.m.
Astronomical; astrological;—an astronomer; astrologer
(syn. jotish).
H a 8nuj m, vulg. naj m(fr. nuj m), s.f. (dialec.) The
astronomical, or astrological, art or science.
H  &8 Dnijh-kar, (corr.) ,D nujhkar (past
conj. part. of nijhn, q.v.), adv. With close observation,
with attentive regard, attentively, with all one's eyes
(syn. gaur-se).

H  &8 Dnijhn [nijh˚= Prk. AD(), or
.4AD()=S. (), rt. +h], v.t. To see, perceive,
observe, behold, look at attentively; to spy out; to pry
into.
H &8Y &8 D Dnijh-tijh, s.f.=nij-tij, q.v.s.v. nij.
H &8 ADnijjhar [Prk. AD5; S. Dt],
'
s.m. A
waterfall, cascade, mountain-torrent; a spring.
H   &8 D5&nijhon [nijho˚= Prk. .4AD5f()], v.t. To
twitch, &c. (i.q. jhaakn, and khason, qq.v.
H &8 D5!nijhol (ni= nir+jhol, qq.v.), adj. Easy-paced,
steady, walking or running smoothly and without
agitation (epithet of an elephant).
A U 8 najb (v. adj. fr. U8 'to be generous or noble,' &c.;
see najbat), adj. & s.m. Generous; excellent; of noble
birth, noble, praiseworthy, honourable;—a hero; a
subaltern; a volunteer; a class of Indian soldiers (who
are distinguished by a peculiar dress), irregular troops; a
jail-guard:—najbut-tarfain, adj. Noble on both sides
(father's and mother's):—najb-zda, adj. & s.m. (f. -zd),
Of noble birth;—son of a nobleman; a young nobleman.
H % 8najb (abst. s. fr. najb), s.f. Nobility, &c. (i.q.
najbat, q.v.).
H ( 8 *"najk, adj. corr. of nazdk, q.v. (cf. nag ).
H 9 na , s.m. contrac. of n , 'dance,' q.v. (used in

comp.):—na -ma n(-ko) = na -mrn, q.v.s.v. na n.
H K : ni s [n , q.v.+s= ws= wns= w h= Prk.
+
( =S. +], s.f. Lowness, &c. (i.q. ni n, and ni ,
qq.v.); lowliness, humbleness; inferiority; baseness, &c.
(i.q. n -pan, q.v.).
H K : ni s (prob. akin to ni a n, q.v.), s.f.?
(dialec.)=viesh, q.v.
H  : ni n [n , q.v.+n= Ap. Prk. 4,=Prk. 4( (for
\4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. & f. Lowness; depression,
hollow, cavity, depth, bottom; low land; a valley;—
declivity, slope:—ni n-k, adj. (f. -k), Low, depressed
(ground, &c.); situated in a hollow, or in a valley, &c.
H  : na n [caus. of n n, q.v.;—na ˚=na w˚=
Prk.  U()=S. ;+caus. aug. ()], v.t. To cause to
dance to make (one) dance, to set a-dancing; to spin (a
top, &c.):—na -mrn, v.t. To lead (one) a pretty dance;
to tease, worry, harass (here na is the past conj. part.
of na n).
H $ : ni  [n , q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Lowness; depth; declivity, &c. (i.q. ni n, q.v.);
humbleness, inferiority, &c. (=n -pan, q.v.).
H : .ni it, adj. (colloq. or rustic)=ni t= ni int, q.v.
H : ni arn, v.n. (dialec.)=ni a n, q.v.
H  9 7ni a n, or ,7 ni u na,

! with ], adj. & adv. Motionless, still, quiet (e.g.
ni l baih da g mat kar).
H : na n, v.n.=n n, q.v.
H : ,nu n (fr. the trans. no n, q.v.), v.n. To be
scratched, or clawed, or pinched; to be plucked or pulled;
—v.t.=no n, q.v.
H : .Bni int, vulg. B ni ant [Prk. ÀK5; S.
.¹Bt], adj. Free from thought, or anxiety, or care;
thoughtless, void of re ection, inconsiderate, heedless,
unconcerned, careless;—at leisure:—ni int baihn, or
ni int honor ho-jn(-se), To be free from care or anxiety
(in respect of), to be at leisure, be disengaged; to be
unconcerned (about), &c.
H $ *:.B ni int, vulg. B ni ant [ni int,
q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. +], s.f. Freedom from care
or anxiety, &c.; leisure; thoughtlessness, heedlessness,
unconcern, fearlessness.
H : na niy [n n+ iy= Prk.   =S. ()
++t], s.m. A dancer (syn. n ne-wl; narttak).
H : 0ni , adj. A dialec. form of n , q.v.
H  :  na wn (doub. caus. of n n, q.v.), v.t. To
cause to be danced;—also=na n, q.v.
H  : , nu wn (doub. caus. of no n, q.v.), v.t. To

v.t.=ni u wn, q.v.
H  9 7ni a n, or ,7 ni u n [ni a ˚= Prk.

cause to be scratched, or pinched, &c.;—to cause to
scratch, or pinch, &c.
H  : 5ni or, s.m. (dialec.)= : ni o , q.v.

.4 !()=S. ¹(), rt. +], v.n. To ow out

H  : 5ni orn, v.t. (dialec.)=ni o n, q.v.

gently, to trickle, ooze, drop, distil;—to be squeezed or
pressed; to be wrung (see ni o n).
H  9 7 ni a wn, or ,7  ni u wn (doub.

H : 57ni o (fr. ni o n), s.m. That which is wrung

caus. of ni a n, q.v.), v.t. To cause to ow, or trickle, &c.;
—to have or get (water, &c.) wrung out, or strained, &c.;
—to cause to wring, or press, or strain, &c.
S : ,!ni ul, s.m. The tree Barringtonia acutangula.
H 3: !ni al, or ni l[n aor n , q.v.+l= Prk. ! ,
or ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -), Lower, nether, under;—s.m.
The lower one, the one underneath.
H 3: !ni al, or ni l[Prk. K!(; S. ¹!+, rt.

or pressed out; expressed juice (of); extract; outcome;
essence, substance, gist, pith;—end, termination (of an
aair).
H  : 57ni o n, v.t. prop.  9 ni u n =  9
ni a wn, q.v.
H  : 57ni o n [caus. of ni u n, a dialec. form of
ni a n;—ni o ˚= ni  ˚= Prk. Kp()=S. ¹(),
caus. of rt. +], v.t. 'To cause to issue or come
forth'; to press or squeeze, to wring; to press out, to

express; to strain; to wring out, to extort, exact;—to milk:
—ni o -len, v.t. intens. of and=ni o n.
H  : 5f®ni o [ni o (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], = H
 : 57  ni o w [ni o ˚+w = Prk.   =S.
()++t;—or=ni o +S. t], adj. & s.m. Exacting,

s.m.=nakshatr, q.v.
H &: +=ni hakk (ni= nir, 'without' + hakk, q.v.),
adj. Unadulterated; untainted; pure, genuine; free from
aw or defect, &c.
S  &:.K+  ni hiwi, s.m. Name of one of the

extortionate, rapacious; niggardly;—one who wrings
(anything) out of, an extortioner; a plunderer;—a
niggard, miser.
H  : 57 ni o w [ni o ˚+w= Prk.   =S.

degraded castes sprung from the outcast or Vrtya
Kshatriyas.
H &:K+ni hay, or + ni hay = H : ni ay, or

()++t;—or=ni o +S. t], = H  : 5f® ni o

H :ni ay, or ni ai= H &:K+ ni hay, or +

[ni o (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], adj. & s.m. Exacting,

ni hay [Prk. K+5; S. ¹t], s.m.=ni ay, q.v. (cf.

extortionate, rapacious; niggardly;—one who wrings
(anything) out of, an extortioner; a plunderer;—a
niggard, miser.
H  : 57 ni o wn, v.t. prop.  9 ni urwn,

nih ai).
S :ni aya, vulg. ni ay(rt. iwith ni), s.m. Piling or

q.v.
H  :57"ni o , s.m.=ni o w, q.v.
S

: 5!ni ol, = S (! : 5! ni olak,s.m. A cover,

wrapper, mantle, outer garment, surtout; a sort of jacket
or vest; a bodice.
S (! : 5!ni olak, = S : 5! ni ol,s.m. A cover,
wrapper, mantle, outer garment, surtout; a sort of jacket
or vest; a bodice.
H ! :5!"ni ol [S. 5!+], s.f. dim. of and=ni ol,
q.v.
H ) :  
h na waiy [n (n)+waiy= Prk.   =S.
++t], s.m. A dancer (syn. n ne-wl; narttak;
na niy).
H  &: + ni hwar, (dialec.) +  ni hwari [ni= ne=
new= nem= Prk. s/=S. /+ h= Prk. +=S. d+war= S.
t], s.m. A propitiatory oering, a sacrice; a victim;—
money which is scattered at marriages and on other
festive occasions (i.q. nisr, q.v.); a present or oering (to
a great personage);—the price paid for an idol:—ni hwar
karn, v.t. To sacrice, &c. (i.q. nisr karn).
H *&: +\na hattar, or +\ ni hattar, s.m. vulg. corr.
of nakshatra, q.v.
H *&:+\"na hattar, or +ÄP" na hattr, adj. &

ni ai[Prk. K+5; S. ¹t], s.m.=ni ay, q.v. (cf. nih ai).

heaping up;—a collection, heap, multitude, quantity,
store, stock; an assemblage.
H  : "ni t, adj. (dialec.)=ni int, q.v.
H Z : 9ni esh, adj.=ni esh, q.v.
H $ * : ni e t, s.f. corr. of ni int, q.v.
P _ c nafat (for A. ~_ c, inf. n. of gc 'to be lean,' &c.),
s.f. Leanness, want of esh, emaciation; weakness,
feebleness.
A c nar (inf. n. of c 'to hurt the throat,' &c.), s.m.
Cutting the throat, slaughtering (cattle); sacricing,
sacrice:—yaumun-nar, s.m. The day of sacrice, being
the tenth of the month zul-ijja(when the pilgrims
assemble at Mecca).
  'to be unlucky,' &c.),
A Ic nas, vulg. naas(v. adj. fr. Ic
adj. Unlucky, ill-fated, inauspicious, of bad omen, bad;—
s.m.(?) Bad luck, misfortune; a bad omen; sinister aspect
of the stars; an unlucky planet.
H  0c nasyat (nas, q.v.+A. abst. a. yat), s.f.
Unluckiness, inauspiciousness;—abomination.
A c naw, vulg. nao(inf. n. of c, for c, 'to incline,
lean,' &c.), s.f. Syntax; grammar; in ection, declension;
—way, path, tract;—mode, manner, sort.
P B c nu sat (for A. ~B c, inf. n. of Ic
  'to be unlucky'),
s.f. Inauspiciousness; misfortune, evil; poverty;—a bad
presage; an unhappy accident.
A  cnaw (rel. adj. fr. naw, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Pertaining

to grammar, grammatical;—a grammarian, one skilled
in syntax, a teacher of syntax.
P ) c nawyat (for A. ~) c, abst. s. fr. naw), s.f. The art
of the grammarian.
A g c naf (v. adj. fr. gc 'to be lean'), adj. Lean, spare,
meagre, slim, slender, attenuated; weak, feeble.
P u na , s.m. A thread (of yarn, or silk, &c.); silk thread
(for ying a kite);—a kind of carpet with long pile;—rank,
row, line (of soldiers, and the like);—a little; a few (cf. S.
nakha).
A K > na  s, vulg. na s(intens. n. of I> 'to drive,
spur, goad,' &c.), s.m. (orig.) 'A seller of slaves or cattle
taken in plunder'; (in Urd) a slave-mart; horse-mart;
cattle-market;—a tax levied (in some of the Native
States) on the sale of horses and cattle:—na s-par
bhejn, To send to the mart, to expose for public sale.
P  :> na  r, s.m. Hunting, the chase;—a wild animal,
wild beast; prey, game:—na  r-gh, s.f. Hunting-ground,
chase.
P > na r = P ?> na ra s.m. Trick, artice; deceit;
sham, pretence; joke, waggery; feminine airs or
blandishments; aectation; coquetry; prudery; irting,
&c.;—lofty or disdainful airs, swagger:—na ra-bz, vulg.
na re-bz, adj. & s.m. & f. Pretending, shamming;—
aected; coquettish, prudish;—pompous, conceited, vain;
—a pretender, shammer; an aected person; a prude; a
coquette, a irt;—a pompous person, &c.:—na ra-bz,
vulg. na re-bz, s.f. Aectation, airs; coquetry, prudery;
—pomposity, &c.:—na re-p, adj.=na ra-bz, q.v.:—
na ra-till, s.m. Aectation; coquetry; blandishments;
airs, &c.:—na ra ln, or na ra baghrn, To pretend, to
sham;—to practise aectation; to show airs.
P ?> na ra = P > na r s.m. Trick, artice; deceit;
sham, pretence; joke, waggery; feminine airs or
blandishments; aectation; coquetry; prudery; irting,
&c.;—lofty or disdainful airs, swagger:—na ra-bz, vulg.
na re-bz, adj. & s.m. & f. Pretending, shamming;—
aected; coquettish, prudish;—pompous, conceited, vain;
—a pretender, shammer; an aected person; a prude; a
coquette, a irt;—a pompous person, &c.:—na ra-bz,
vulg. na re-bz, s.f. Aectation, airs; coquetry, prudery;

—pomposity, &c.:—na re-p, adj.=na ra-bz, q.v.:—
na ra-till, s.m. Aectation; coquetry; blandishments;
airs, &c.:—na ra ln, or na ra baghrn, To pretend, to
sham;—to practise aectation; to show airs.
P 0> nu ust, vulg. na ust, s.m. Beginning; principle;—
the rst;—adv. At rst:—nu ust-zd, adj. & s.m. Firstborn;—eldest son:—nu ust-zd, s.f. Primogeniture.
P J*0>nu ustag, s.f. First-fruits;—priority.
P < *0> nu ustn [nu ust+n= Zend ya h= S.  (base
)], adj. & adv. The rst, or the very rst;—rstly, in
the rst place.
P U> na shab, prop. n. Name of a city in Turkistn,
famous for the appearance of the moon which the
impostor Muqanna caused to ascend from a pit in the
neighbourhood (called h--na shab) during the space
of two months.
A > na l, s.m. Date-tree, palm-tree; (in P. & Urd, also)
a tree, a sapling, a plant;—a festoon, a thyrsus, a rod
upon which owers, interspersed with paper of dierent
colours, are tied round to give it the appearance of a
natural branch; an articial tree:—na l-band, s.m. A
gardener;—a maker of festoons, or of articial trees and
owers:—na l-band, s.f. A plantation:—na l-istn, s.m.
A grove of palms, or of other trees; a plantation.
P #> na la (for A. ~#> na lat, fr. na l), s.m. A palmgrove; a grove; a plantation.
P A > na wat (for A. { >, inf. n. of > (for >) 'to boast;
to carry oneself haughtily,' &c.), s.f. Pride, haughtiness;
consequential airs; pomp, magnicence.
P  > nu d, or nu  d, s.m. Chick-pea, 'gram,' Cicer
arietinum(syn. an):—nu d-b, vulg. na  d-b, and
na d-w, s.m. 'Vetch water,' a decoction of meat with
vetches (used after physic has been taken; or in certain
diseases).
H +  nad [S. t], s.m. A river (the personication of
which is male, as the Brahma-putr, Son, Indus, &c.
H +  nad, or a nadd, s.m. (old H.)=nd, q.v.
A +  nid (inf. n. of +  (for + ) 'to call to (one),' &c.), s.f.
Calling; call (to prayer, &c.); proclamation, edict;—bid (at
an auction);—sound, voice, clamour; a call, or voice (from

heaven);—(in Gram.) the vocative case:—arf--nid, 'The
particle of calling,' the vocative particle; an interjection.
P +  na-drad (na, 'not'+drad, 'it has,' 3rd pers. sing. of
aor. of dshtan, rt. dr), adj. Blank; wanting; gone, lost,
extinct; consumed, &c.
A e+  naddf (intens. n. fr. e+  'to separate, or to card,
cotton'), s.m. A cotton-dresser, carder.
P _+  naddf (fr. naddf), s.f. Cotton-dressing, cottoncarding;—the trade or business of a cotton-dresser.
S &X +  Vnidgh (rt. dahwith ni), s.m. Heat, warmth;
the hot season (May and June);—internal heat; sweat,
perspiration:—nidgh-kl, s.m. The hot season.
P a +  nadmat (for A. ~a + , inf. n. of 1 +  'to repent'), s.f.
Repentance, penitence, contrition, regret; shame (syn.
pashemn).
H +  nidn [S. (, rt. dwith ni], s.m. & f. A rst
or original cause, a primary or remote cause; original
form, essence;—the cause of a disease; ascertaining the
causes of disease; study of symptoms to trace the causes,
pathology;—end, termination; state of extremity;—adv.
In the end, at last, at length, eventually, nally, after all;
altogether; in brief; at the utmost; at the least.
H +  nadn, = H +   nadn,corr. of n-dn, q.v.
H +  nadn, = H +   nadn,corr. of n-dn, q.v.
H +  nidn [nid˚= Prk. a()=S.
y(), rt. + or 5], v.t. To weed, to clear;—to cut,
reap.
H $+  nid [nid(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()+
+], s.f. Weeding, clearing;—reaping.
P  $+  nidya (for A. ~ $+  nidyat, fem. of nid, rel. adj.
fr. nid, q.v.), adj. Exclamatory, ejaculatory;
annunciatory:—jumla--nidya, s.m. An exclamatory
sentence or phrase, &c.
S +  Wnidr, s.f. Sleep; sleepiness (i.q. n d, q.v.);—
sloth:—nidr-kar, adj. & s.m. Sleep-producing; soporic;
narcotic;—a narcotic:—nidr-karsha, s.m. Sleepiness,
drowsiness; slothfulness:—nidrgat(˚dr+g˚), part. adj.
Gone to sleep, asleep;—nidrgat hon, v.n. To be asleep.
S X +  W$nidrgat, part. adj. See s.v. nidr.

S *!+  W!,nidrlut, s.f. = S *!+  W!,; nidrlutva,
s.m.(abst. s. fr. next) Sleepiness, drowsiness,
slothfulness.
S *!+  W!,; nidrlutva, s.m. = S *!+  W!, nidrlut,
s.f.(abst. s. fr. next) Sleepiness, drowsiness, slothfulness.
S !+  W!,nidrlu, adj. Sleepy, drowsy; slothful, sluggish,
lethargic;—s.f. The plant Solanum melongena;—a kind of
perfume.
S  @ )+  W/nidryamn, adj. (f. -), Sleeping, asleep.
S A+  Wnidrit, part. adj. (f. -), Sleeping, asleep.
P A+  nudrat (for A. {+ , abst. s. fr. +  'to remain alone';
cf. ndir), s.f. Soleness; solitariness (syn. tanh);
oddness, singularity, rareness.
H <B+  nidarsan,
'
adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.
H <E +  8nidaran,
'
vulg. nidarsan[S. 8t
' and
8(
' ], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Pointing (to), showing,
indicating; proclaiming, announcing; teaching;—a
teacher;—s.m. Seeing, looking into; sight, view, insight,
vision;—pointing (to), showing; evidence; example,
illustration;—a foreboding, prognostic; sign; symptom;
omen;—injunction, precept, ordinance, authority, text.
H +  nidarn, v.t. (dialec.) To treat with disrespect,
or contempt, &c. (i.q. nirdar karn, q.v.).
S D +  9nidisha, vulg. nidish, part. adj. (f. -),
Ordered, directed; advised; enjoined; explained, pointed
out.
S + X +  .Fnidigdhik, s.f. A species of prickly
nightshade, Solanum jacquini.
A a +  nudam, s.m. pl. (of nadm, q.v.), Companions (of a
king); courtiers.
H + +  (nadnand = H + +  ( nadnandan s.m. corr.
of nand-nandan, q.v.
H + +  (nadnandan = H + +  ( nadnand s.m. corr.
of nand-nandan, q.v.
H "+  5!nadol [or na dol;—n d, q.v.+Prk. ! =S.
!+t], s.m. (dim. of n d), A small earthen pan or
water-vessel.
H ?+  56nidoh, adj. (dialec.)=niloh, q.v.

S +  nidhi, vulg. nidh, s.m. & f. A place where
anything is laid, or deposited, or stored up, &c.; a
receptacle; storehouse; treasury; granary; nest; ocean;
(g.) a treasure-house (of good qualities), a person
endowed (with many good qualities);—a treasure, store,
hoard, any collection of wealth or valuables;—the divine
treasure of Kuver (nine of which are enumerated, viz.,
the Padma, Mah-padma, Sankha, Makara, Kahapa,
Mukunda, Nanda, Nl, and Kharba: the nature of these
treasures is not exactly dened, though some of them
appear to be precious gems; according to the Tntrika
system they are personied and worshipped as demigods, attendant either upon Kuver, or upon Lakshm, the
goddess of prosperity):—nidhi-pa, vulg. nidhip, s.m.
Guardian of treasure.
A  +  nidhn [S. (, rt.  with ], s.m. Putting
down, laying down or aside; depositing;—a place where
(or a vessel in which) anything is deposited, a
receptacle, &c. (i.q. nidhi); a place of cessation or rest,
place, house, mansion, abode;—the subject in which any
quality inheres;—anything laid up, a treasure, &c. (i.q.
nidhi).
H 0 ?+  7ni-dha ak (ni= nir+dha ak, q.v.), adj. & adv.
Without fear, fearless, bold (i.q. ni-ar);—fearlessly,
boldly; without hesitation, or consideration, or
re ection; abruptly, all at once (syn. a nak).
H <+  ni-dhan [Prk. -45; S. t],
'
adj. Without
wealth or money, poor, indigent (i.q. nir-dhan).
H <+  nidhan [S. (], s.m. Conclusion, end; dying,
death, destruction, loss, disappearance, extinction,
annihilation; (in Mus.) the nale;—decrease; detriment;
—race, family, lineage;—name of the seventh (or eighth)
lunar asterism (reckoning from that under which a
person is born);—(S. nidhanah) + the head of a family.
H *+  nidhant [nidhan, q.v.+S. a. ], s.f.
Absence of property or wealth, &c., impecuniosity,
poverty, indigence.
H + "ni-dhan [Prk. -.4 ; S. +t
'
(+t)],
adj. & s.m. Without wealth, &c. (i.q. nidhan, q.v.);—a man
without property or wealth; a money-less man, poor

man.
H  +  , ni-dhuwan [S. , (, rt. 0 with ], s.m.
Shaking about, agitation;—sexual intercourse, coition;—
pleasure, enjoyment; play, sport, pastime.
H + "nad, vulg. nadd= H )+   nadiy [Prk.
(?); S. , rt. ;—S. also "], s.f. A river (the
common personication of rivers being fem.):—nad-tr,
s.m. River's bank:—nad-sarj, s.m. The tree Terminalia(or
Pentaptera) arjun:—nad-ja, vulg. nadj, adj. & s.m. (f. -j),
River-born, water-born, water-produced, aquatic;—any
creature born in a river or in river-water;—the tree
Terminalia arjun;—the marshy date-tree:—nad, vulg.
nads(nad+a), s.m. 'Lord of rivers,' the ocean:—nadknt, s.m. 'Lover of rivers,' the ocean;—the small tree
Vitex negundo;—the tree Baringtonia acutangula;—nadknt, s.f. 'The beloved of rivers,' the rose-apple, Eugenia
jambolana;—the shrub Leea hirta:—nad-k l, s.m. Bank of a
river:—nad-k l-priya, s.m. (lit.'fond of river-banks') A
species of reed, Calamus rotang.
H )+  nadiy = H + " nad, vulg. nadd(rustic) [Prk.
(?); S. , rt. ;—S. also "], s.f. A river (the
common personication of rivers being fem.):—nad-tr,
s.m. River's bank:—nad-sarj, s.m. The tree Terminalia(or
Pentaptera) arjun:—nad-ja, vulg. nadj, adj. & s.m. (f. -j),
River-born, water-born, water-produced, aquatic;—any
creature born in a river or in river-water;—the tree
Terminalia arjun;—the marshy date-tree:—nad, vulg.
nads(nad+a), s.m. 'Lord of rivers,' the ocean:—nadknt, s.m. 'Lover of rivers,' the ocean;—the small tree
Vitex negundo;—the tree Baringtonia acutangula;—nadknt, s.f. 'The beloved of rivers,' the rose-apple, Eugenia
jambolana;—the shrub Leea hirta:—nad-k l, s.m. Bank of a
river:—nad-k l-priya, s.m. (lit.'fond of river-banks') A
species of reed, Calamus rotang.
H )+  "nady, vulg.  nadiy [Mg. Prk. " ; S.
 +"+t], s.m. Name of a town and district in Bengal.
H  %)+  " !
h nad-bail, s.m. corr. of nand-bail, q.v. (cf.
n diy).
P ?+ )+  na-dda, part. adj. & s.m. Unseen;—who has not (or
never) seen;—greedy, famine-stricken, voracious;—

eager, longing, wistful;—a hungry or greedy person, a
glutton:—na-ddo -k tara
 takn, To look or stare wistfully
(at), to cast greedy eyes (on).
S Z)+  b8nide, vulg. nides, s.m. Order, command, word
of command, direction, instruction;—vicinity, proximity,
neighbourhood.
S )+ b8"ni-de, vulg. nides, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Showing, pointing out, directing, ordering;—who (or
what) points out or directs, &c.; indicator.
A 2 )+  nadm (v. adj. fr. 1 +  'to be a pot-companion,' &c.),
s.m. Pot-companion, boon-companion; intimate friend,
familiar, condant;—courtier; privy counsellor;—a king's
jester or fool.
S )+ b"nadey, s.f. The plant Premna herbacea.
S  fnaa, vulg. na, or na , s.m. See  na .
H  fni-ar [Prk. a5 or §5; S. t],
'
adj. & adv.
Fearless, dauntless, bold, daring;—fearlessly, &c.
H ? fniar-pan, s.m. = H  ? f niar-pan,
s.m.= H 9 f niar-t, s.f.= H 89f niar-t,
s.f.[˚pan, and pan= Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()
and ; +;—˚t= S. a. +], Fearlessness; boldness,
daring.
H  ? fniar-pan, s.m. = H ? f niar-pan,
s.m.= H 9 f niar-t, s.f.= H 89f niar-t,
s.f.[˚pan, and pan= Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()
and ; +;—˚t= S. a. +], Fearlessness; boldness,
daring.
H 9 fniar-t, s.f. = H ? f niar-pan, s.m.=
H  ? f niar-pan, s.m.= H 89f niar-t,
s.f.[˚pan, and pan= Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()
and ; +;—˚t= S. a. +], Fearlessness; boldness,
daring.
H 89f niar-t, s.f. = H ? f niar-pan,
s.m.= H  ? f niar-pan, s.m.= H 9 f niart, s.f.[˚pan, and pan= Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic
; () and ; +;—˚t= S. a. +], Fearlessness;
boldness, daring.

H f"ni-ar [niar, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ],
s.f.=niar-pan.
H   ©!ni-hl = H   ©5! ni-hol (see hl, and
hln), adj. Out of form, out of sorts, indisposed; weak,
faint; sinking, heavy (as the spirits);—still, motionless.
H   ©5!ni-hol = H   ©! ni-hl (see hl, and
hln), adj. Out of form, out of sorts, indisposed; weak,
faint; sinking, heavy (as the spirits);—still, motionless.
A /  nar, vulg. naar(inf. n. of /  'to vow,' &c.), s.f. A vow;
an oering, anything oered or dedicated; a gift or
present (from an inferior to a superior); a fee paid to the
State or to its representative on succeeding to an oce
or to property;—an interview (see the syn. bhe):—nar-aimma, s.f. A charitable gift or grant for the support of
immsor priests, &c.; a benece; charity lands:—nar
den, or nar gurnn(-ko), To present as an oering; to
give as a present (to a superior):—nar karn, v.t. To vow;
to make an oering of, to oer, &c. (i.q. nar gurnn); to
sacrice, to devote:—nar mnn, v.t. To vow; to make an
oering of:—nar-o-niyz, s.f. Gifts and oerings:—nar
hon, v.n. To be devoted or sacriced (to or for);—to be
or become a prey (to).
P /  narna, vulg. naarna[nar, q.v.+na= Zend ana= S.
], s.m. A gift, or present (oered or received, when
people of rank meet, or pay their respects to a prince);—
the fee paid to government as an acknowledgment for a
grant of land or any public oce, &c. (i.q. nar).
A /  nu r (pl. of nar, q.v.), = A A/  nu rt (pl. of
nu r),s.f. Vows, promises (made to God); oerings (to
God).
A A/  nu rt (pl. of nu r), = A /  nu r (pl. of nar,
q.v.),s.f. Vows, promises (made to God); oerings (to
God).
H  nar [Prk. 45, or 5, Mg. Prk. p, .!; S. t],
s.m. A man, a male;—man, mankind; men, people;—the
original or eternal Man, the divine imperishable spirit
pervading the universe;—one of a class of mythical
beings (allied to the Gandharvas and Kinnaras; thought
by some to be a kind of centaur):—nardham(S. nara
+adhama), s.m. (f. -), A low or vile man, a wretch; the

lowest of mortals:—nar-badh, s.m. Man-slaughter,
homicide, murder:—nar-bali, or nar medh, s.m. Mansacrice the sacrice of a human being: nar-bh , s.f.
'The land, or birthplace, of men,' Bhrat-varshor India:—
nar-bh -pa, vulg. nar-bh p, s.m. Lord of the land of men;
sovereign of Bhrat-varsh;—or lord of men and of the
earth:—nar-pati, s.m. 'Lord of men,' king, sovereign,
prince:—nar-pur, s.m. 'Abode of men,' the earth:—narpriya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Favourable or friendly to
mankind, loving mankind;—a philanthropist:—nar-tan, or
nar-tanu, s.m. Human body, human frame:—nar-dev,
s.m. 'A man-god,' a god among men, a king:—nar-deh,
s.m. The human body; the human form of existence, life
as man:—nar-r p, s.m. The form of a man, human form:
—nar-r p, or nar-r p, adj. Man-like, formed like a man,
having the human form;—s.m. Any creature having the
human form:—nar-si h, vulg. nar-si gh, s.m. Man-lion,' a
lion among men, or a lion-like man; a great warrior, a
hero; a man of eminence or power, a chief;—the lionheaded man,' or Vishnu in his fourth avatrin the satyajug(when he descended to ght with Hiranya-kaipu, an
indel prince who, enraged at his son Prahld's
worshipping the Deity, vainly attempted to destroy him):
—nar-rei, vulg. nar-sren, s.f. A multitude of men or
people:—nar-lok, s.m. The world of men, the earth;—
men, mortals:—nar-kear, vulg. nar-kesar, or nar-kear,
vulg. nar-kesr, s.m. 'Man-lion,' 'half-man half-lion,'
Vishnu in his fourth avatr(i.q. nar-si h, q.v.):—nar-mohin,
s.f. A fascinating woman:—nar-moh, s.m. (f. -mohin) A
fascinator of men:—nar-medh, s.m. The sacrice of a
man, human sacrice (i.q. nar-bali):—nar-nrya, s.m. An
epithet of Krishn, and of the author of Krish -kha :—
nar-nr, or nar-nri, s.m. Men and women; males and
females:—nar-nh(S. nara-ntha), s.m. 'Lord or protector
of men,' a king, prince:—nar-var, s.m. Chief among men;
an excellent or illustrious man, a chief:—nar-hari, s.m.
Vish u as 'the man-lion' (i.q. nar-si h);—a proper name:
—nar-hari-ds, s.m. 'The slave or votary of Nar-hari,' a
proper name:—nar-hins, s.f. Man-slaughter, homicide,
murder:—nar-hinsak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Homicidal,
murderous:—a homicide, murderer:—nare, vulg. nares,
and narevar(nara+˚), s.m. 'Lord of men,' a king, prince

(i.q. nar-pati):—narendr, (old H.) narind(˚ra+in˚), s.m.=nare,
q.v.
P  nar [Pars & Pehl. nar; Zend nar, nara; S. ], s.m. A
male;—adj. Male, masculine:—nar-go, s.m. A bull:—narmda, or nar-mdn, s.m. Male and female; a hinge; a
male and female screw; the screw-beams (male and
female) of a sugar-mill:—nar-mdag, s.f. The relation of
male and female (as between the right and left hands or
feet, or gloves, or shoes, &c.); a male and female screw,
&c. (i.q. nar-mda).
H  nar, s.m. (Old H.)=nagar, q.v. (cf. nayar, ner).
S  nir, prep. or prex=nis(q.v.), for which it is
euphonically substituted before vowels and soft
consonants.
H  nar, s.m. A poetic form of nar'man,' q.v.
H  nar (cf. nal, nl), s.m. (dialec. or rustic), A pit
full of water (in a eld, &c.).
H  nir [Ap. Prk. .4 or ; S. /, fr. +,
compar. a.], adj. (f. -), & adv. Sheer, downright,
thorough, out and out; absolute, mere, pure, simple;
single; only; unalloyed, unadulterated;—thoroughly,
completely, wholly, altogether, absolutely; merely,
simply:—nir ja  vidy(Mech.), Pure science:—nir l,
Simple force or motion.
S + ;  nir-pad, s.f. Freedom from misfortune or
calamity; a prosperous condition; security;—adj. Free
from misfortune or calamity; prosperous, fortunate.
H + W *,nir-judh, adj.=nir-yudh, q.v.
S  nir-dar, adj. (f. -), Without respect,
unrespected, disrespected, despised, dishonoured,
disgraced;—showing no respect, disrespectful;
unceremonious, impolite;—s.m. Disrespect; contempt,
scorn; insult:—nirdar bodhak, adj. (in Gram.) Expressive
of disrespect; denoting contempt, &c.:—nirdar karn(-k),
To show disrespect (to), to behave rudely (to); to
dishonour, disgrace; to scorn; to insult.
S   nir-dhr, adj. Without a receptacle;
without a support or prop.
S 2  /nardham, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'

H <  "nir-dhn, adj. Unsubjected, not subject or
dependent, free.
S K nir-s (rt. aswith nir), s.m. Throwing or casting
out, ejection, removal, obviation, expulsion,
abandonment; dropping (a sound or letter, &c.),
omission, elision;—vomiting.
H K nir-s, adj. Without hope, hopeless,
despairing, &c. (i.q. nir, q.v.):—nirs karn(-ko), To
deprive of hope, to render despondent:—nirs hon(-se),
To lose hope, to despair (of).
H B nir-s, adj.=nirs, q.v.;—s.f. Hopelessness,
despondency, despair.
H <B nir-san [S. (, rt. aswith nir], s.m.
Throwing out, casting away, &c. (i.q. nirs, q.v.);
refutation, contradiction, denial;—slaughter; destruction,
extermination.
H B "nirs [S. 8+], s.f. Hopelessness,
despair (i.q. nirs).
H D  8or (corr.) Hy8 nir- [S. +8t, rt. 8
'to eat'], adj. Without eating, without food; destitute of
food (i.q. nir-bhojan).
S D  8nir-, vulg. nir-s, adj. (f. -), Without hope,
hopeless, despairing (of, -se); disappointed (see nirs).
S E  8nir-, s.f. A forlorn woman;—hopelessness,
despondency, despair.
S *E  8nir-at, s.f. = S *E  8; nir-atva,
s.m.Hopelessness, despair.
S *E  8; nir-atva, s.m. = S *E  8 nir-at,
s.f.Hopelessness, despair.
S E Ynir-ray, adj. (f. -), Having no support,
unsupported; without shelter or refuge, destitute.
S IE  .8nir-is, vulg. nir-sis, adj. Having no
wishes or hopes;—without a blessing, unblessed.
H E 8"nir-, vulg. nir-s, s.f. See E nirs.
S    nir-kr, adj. Devoid of form;—deprived of
one's natural form; formless, shapeless, deformed;—
incorporeal;—disguised;—s.m. The universal Spirit, God.
S   [3"nir-k  ksh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),

Expecting nothing, wishing or wanting nothing, free
from desire, not coveting anything; content; one who is
free from desire, a contented person.
H " !nirl [prob. Prk. & S. !(], adj. (f. -),
Separate, parted, apart; retired, lonely, private; distinct;
dierent;—strange, foreign, singular, novel, uncommon,
rare, extraordinary, peculiar, curious, odd:—nirle, adv.
Apart, aloof; in private, privately.
H " !nirl [prob. nir, q.v.+Prk. ! or ! =S. !
+t], adj. (f. -), Mere, pure, sheer, simple, &c. (i.q. nir,
q.v.).
H <; " !nirl-pan [nirl+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state of being apart, &c.;
peculiarity; strangeness, rareness, oddness, &c.
H 0!!"nir-las, = S  0! !T nir-lasya,adj. Not
slothful or idle; active; unwearied; zealous;—nir-lasya,
s.m. Absence of sloth or indolence; activity; zeal.
S  0! !Tnir-lasya, = H 0!!" nir-las,adj. Not
slothful or idle; active; unwearied; zealous;—nir-lasya,
s.m. Absence of sloth or indolence; activity; zeal.
S ! a  /!,nir-mlu, s.m. The wood apple, Feronia
elephantum(syn. kaith).
S Za  ./ 3nir-mish, adj. (f. -), Fleshless, without
meat or prey;—having no sensual desires; free from
covetousness:—nir-mish-, adj. Not feeding on meat;
living without meat;—free from sensual desires.
H a ./ 3"nir-mish, adj. (f. -in) = nir-mish-, q.v.
S a  /nir-may, adj. Free from illness or disease,
healthy, well, hale;—free from taint, pure; free from
defect or failing;—s.m. A wild-goat; a hog, boar.
H  nirn, or  narn (cf. nidn, of which it
is prob. another form), v.t. To clear, to w eed (a garden,
&c.); to reap (a harvest).
S   6nir-hr, adj. Without food, foodless, fasting,
abstaining from food; having nothing to eat;—s.m. One
who fasts (whether from choice or from necessity).
S K ) nir-ys, adj. Not causing trouble; not
requiring eort; not fatiguing; easily attainable, easy.

S + ) ,nir-yudh, adj. (f. -), Weaponless; without

S +    'Bnir-bandh, s.m. Insisting (upon); persistence,

armour; unarmed; disarmed; defenceless; not warlike;
imbecile.
H <) 4narya, s.m. contrac. of nrya, q.v.

perseverance, pertinacity, intentness; determination,
resolution; obstinacy; importunity, pressing or urging
(anything), urgency;—restraint, control, rule;—accusing,
accusation; contest, dispute; seizure; captivity, bondage:
—nir-bandh karn(-me ), To insist (on); to persist,
persevere (in), &c.
H +    'Bnir-bandh [S. + Bt, see bandh], adj.

H    ynir-bd, s.m.=nir-vd, q.v.
H    yor   nir-bn, adj. & s.m.=nir-vn, q.v.
H ?   y6or  6 nir-bh, s.m. nir-vh, and nibh,
qq.v.;—(dialec.) past conj. part. of nirbhn, q.v.
H    6nir-bhna, v.t. (dialec.)=nibhn, q.v.
S +   .', -nir-buddhit, s.f. Senselessness, folly.
S +   .', -, or H.  ,.- nir-buddhi, adj. Destitute of
reason or understanding, senseless, irrational, witless,
ignorant, stupid; out of one's wits.
H ?   6nri-barh,
vulg. nir-barh, s.m.=nri-varh,
q.v.


H     nir-bikr, adj.=nir-vikr, q.v.
H `#   nir-bikalp, adj. & adv.=nir-vikalp, q.v.
H I   'nir-bas [S. + 8t], adj. Without power, or
authority, or in uence, &c.; powerless; helpless;
enfeebled.
H 0   "nir-bis [S. + 3+], s.f. Zedoary,
Cucurma(or Amomum) zedoaria(a spicy plant, somewhat
like ginger in its leaves, but of a sweet scent);—a species
of grass, Kyllingia monocephala(used as an antidote).
H Z   '8nir-ba, vulg. nir-bas, adj.=Z  nir-bas, q.v.
H    '!or  ! nar-bal, s.m.=nar-bali, q.v.s.v. nar,
'man.'
S    '!nir-bal, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Without strength,
powerless, impotent, weak, feeble;—a weak or feeble
man.
S 3   '!nir-bal, s.f. A weak woman.

Unfettered, unshackled; loosed (from an obligation, &c.);
emancipated, freed; free; not bound (by).
S *+    'Bnir-bandhat, = S *+    'B; nirbandhatva,s.f. (abst. s. fr. the preceding), The state of
being unfettered, or freed, &c.; freedom; emancipation;
the being loosed (from an obligation, &c.).
S *+    'B; nir-bandhatva, = S *+    'B nirbandhat,s.m. (abst. s. fr. the preceding), The state of
being unfettered, or freed, &c.; freedom; emancipation;
the being loosed (from an obligation, &c.).
S +    'B,nir-bandhu, adj. Without relations, or
kindred, friendless.
H +   'B"nir-bandh [S.  'B++t], adj. & s.m. (f. in), Unfettered, &c. (i.q. nirbandh);—one who is liberated,
or freed, &c.; a freedman; one who is loosed (from an
obligation).
S +   'B"nir-bandh, adj. (f. -in), Insisting (upon);
persistent, pertinacious; persevering; intent (on);
determined, resolute; obstinate, dogged; importunate;
pressing, urgent;—persistently devoted (to spiritual
things, &c.).
H I   nir-bans = H Z   8 nir-ban [S.  8t], adj.

H $3  !
'
nir-bal [S.  '!++], s.f.

(f. -), Without family or lineage; without issue, childless;
extinct (race or family).
H Z   8nir-ban = H I    nir-bans [S.  8t], adj.

Powerlessness, impotence, weakness, prostration of
strength.
S *#   '!nir-balat, s.f. = S *#   '!; nir-balatva,

(f. -), Without family or lineage; without issue, childless;
extinct (race or family).
H &W   '0D nir-b jh (see b jh), adj. Not to be

s.m.=nir-bal, q.v.
S *#   '!; nir-balatva, s.m. = S *#   '! nir-balat,

understood, incomprehensible.
S    Ñnir-bodh, adj. Without knowledge,

s.f.=nir-bal, q.v.

uninstructed, unlettered, ignorant;—without

understanding, senseless; incapable of receiving
instruction;—knowing without having been instructed or
taught, possessed of intuitive knowledge.
S L& .#Hnir-abhiprya, adj. Aimless, purposeless;
meaningless, senseless.
S &  #nir-bhar,
'
adj. & adv. Excessive, exceeding,
vehement, violent; ardent; deep, sound (as sleep); much;
(in comp.) full (of), lled (with);—excessively,
exceedingly, very much, &c.;—s.m. Intent and
pertinacious pursuit or purpose; determined bent (of the
mind, &c.); fulness of delight (in); complete conversancy
(with);—resting (upon); anything to rest or depend upon;
a prop, a fulcrum;—reliance, dependence, trust.
S D 3&  .#!3nir-abhilsh, adj. Without desire (for);
indierent (to).
H 4   6or  '6 nirbahn, v.n. (dialec.)=nibahn,
or nibhn, q.v.
H <W &  #Ñ*nir-bhojan (see bhojan), adj. Without food,
destitute of food, foodless.
S & #nir-bhay,
'
vulg. nir-bhai, nir-bhai, adj. (f. -),
Fearless, undaunted; bold, daring; not afraid (of, -se),
unapprehensive (of);—free from likelihood of danger or
harm, secure.
S &  #nir-bhay,
'
s.f. A fearless woman.

played at the royal meals:—nriptma-ja,
vulg.

nriptmaj(˚pa+t˚),
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of royal birth;—a

king's son, a prince:—nripsan(˚pa+s˚),
s.m. 'Seat of a

king'; a throne, a chair of state:—nripmay(˚pa+m˚),
s.m.

'King's disease,' consumption; the king's evil(?):—
nrip
 (˚pa+a˚), s.m. King's share, royal portion (i.e. a
sixth, eighth, or twelfth, of grain; a sixth of fruit; a
ftieth of merchandize, &c.), royal revenue:—
nripvart(˚pa+v˚),
s.m. A kind of gem (i.q. rjvart):—nrip

bl, s.m. (f. -), Son of a king:—nrip-priya,
s.m. A thorny

species of bamboo, Bambusa spinosa;—a variety of
Saccharum sara;—the mango tree:—nrip-tanay,
s.m. (f. -),

Son of a king, a prince:—nrip-drum,
s.m. The plant

Cathartocarpus(Cassia):—nrip-droht,
s.m. King's foe, a

traitor:—nrip-rj,
s.m. A prince, king, sovereign:—nrip-s

 t,
s.m. (f. -), A king's son, a
ghtik, s.m. A regicide:—nripprince:—nrip-ghtakor


nandan, s.m. (f.-), 'Rejoicer of a king,' a king's son, a
prince:—nrip-nti,
vulg. nirp-nt, s.f. Regal polity; king
craft; rules of conduct and government for a king:—nrip
wl, adj. (f. -wl), Of or pertaining to a sovereign:—
nripo
 it(˚pa+u ˚), adj. Suited to a king, kingly, princely.
S  & ;  #"nripbhr,
s.m. See s.v. nripaor
nrip.



S  ; Inir-updhi, adv. Causelessly, needlessly.
S <B ;  nripsan,
s.m. See s.v. nripaor
nrip.




S * &  #nir-bhayat,
'
s.f. Fearlessness; freedom from

S ;  !nri-pl,
vulg. nirpl, s.m. 'Protector of men,' a


apprehension, or from danger; security.
H 6   u*nir-bj [S.  u*t], adj. (f. -), Without seed;

king, monarch.
S  ; Inir-upy, vulg. nir-upe, adj. Without

seedless (as certain kinds of grapes, &c.); impotent;
without issue, childless; extinct (as a race or family);
extirpated, annihilated;—without foundation, groundless
(as a statement, or report).
H    Ïnir-bair [S.  Ï(], s.m. Absence of enmity;

expedient, or remedy; remediless, irretrievable;
helpless;—unavailing, unsuccessful.
S ;  nri-pati,
and H.  nirpati, nirpat, s.m.


peaceableness;—adj. Without enmity; peaceable,
friendly, living in peace.
H    hor  Ï nir-bain [Prk.  4(
'
; S.  
'

'Lord of men,' a king, a prince.
S *;  nripat,
s.f. = S *;  ; nripatva,
s.m.Royalty,


kingship; sovereignty, dominion.
S *;  ; nripatva,
s.m. = S *;   nripat,
s.f.Royalty,



+], adj. Speechless, silent, mute, dumb.

kingship; sovereignty, dominion.
H &:;  +or +
' nir-pa h, adj. = nir-paksh, q.v.

S ] nri-pa,
vulg. nrip,

 nirp, s.m. A protector of men; a

S + ;  IW nir-upadrav, vulg. nirupadrau, adj. (f. -),

prince, king, sovereign; a warrior; (in Poetry) a symbol
for the number sixteen:—nripthr(˚pa+bh˚),
s.m. Music


Secure from hostile attacks, free from ravages; not
visited by calamity or aiction, free from adversity or

danger; unharmed; peaceful; secure;—s.m. Freedom
from hostile attack, &c.;—security, tranquillity, ease.
S + ;  Inir-upadhi, adj. Without guile, guileless;

Bearing no fruit; without fruit, fruitless; unproductive;
unprotable, &c. (i.q. nishphal).
S Z ;  |dnir-apeksha, vulg. nirapeksh, adj. (f. -),

honest;—bold, fearless;—safe, secure.
H + ; Inir-upadhi (dialec.), adv. corr. of nir-updhi,

Without desire (for); without purpose or hope, without
expectation (of), not looking (for); without regard (to),
regardless (of); indierent (to); careless, negligent;
independent (of), unconnected (with), having no
concern (with).
S  ;  |dnir-apeksh, s.f. Absence of hope or

q.v.
S ;  ,nar-pur, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
S ;  nir-apardh, s.m. Faultlessness,
guiltlessness, innocence;—adj. Unoending, guiltless, &c.
(i.q. nir-apardh, q.v.):—nir-apardh-vn, or nirapardhwant, adj. (f. -vat), Faultless, innocent, &c. (i.q. nirapardh).
S *;  nir-apardhat, s.f. = S *;  ;
nir-apardhatva, s.m.Faultlessness, innocence (i.q. nirapardh, q.v.).
S *;  ; nir-apardhatva, s.m. = S *; 
 nir-apardhat, s.f.Faultlessness, innocence
(i.q. nir-apardh, q.v.).
H ; "nir-apardh [S. +t (+t)],
adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Free from oence, unoending,
faultless, blameless, guiltless, innocent;—an unoending
or faultless man; guiltless one, innocent one.
H Z;  dnir-paksh
'
(prop. nish-paksh, q.v.), adj. Without
wings, &c. (i.q. nir-paksh, q.v.).
H *;  dnir-pakshat,
'
s.f. The state or condition of
having no following or adherents, &c.; want of friends,
or of protection; friendlessness;—impartiality.
H ; d"nir-paksh
'
[prop. nish-paksh= S. +d+t

expectation; the being without desire (for); indierence;
regardlessness; disregard, heedlessness, carelessness;
independence; absence of connection or concern (with),
relationlessness.
S * ;  |dnir-apekshat, s.f. = S * ;  |d; nirapekshatva, s.m.=nir-apeksh, q.v.
S * ;  |d; nir-apekshatva, s.m. = S * ;  |d
nir-apekshat, s.f.=nir-apeksh, q.v.
S A ni-rata, vulg. ni-rat(rt. ramwith ni), part. (f. -),
Engaged, or interested (in); attached (to), devoted (to);
pleased, delighted;—rested, reposed; ceased; desisted
(from).
H A nirt,
'
or  nirat [S. ;(, rt. ] , s.m. Dancing;
dance;—gesticulation; pantomime:—nirat karn, To dance;
—to gesticulate (syn. bho batn):—nirt-kr, s.m. A
dancer, &c. (i.q. nartak).
S Y narat, s.f. Human state or condition, humanity,
manhood.
H  Y yor  nirtn (caus. of nirtn, q.v.), v.t.

(+t)], adj. (f. -in), Without wings;—without followers

(dialec.) To cause to dance, &c. (i.q. na n, q.v.).
H  Y or y nirtn (i.q. nitrn=nithrn, q.v.),

or adherents, &c.; friendless, helpless;—not belonging or
leaning to any side or party; unprejudiced, impartial.
S 2 ;  I/nir-upama, vulg. nirupam, adj. (f. -), Without a

v.t. To make pure, to purify, to clean; to clear.
S Y I\nir-uttar, adj. (f. -), Answerless,

compeer or equal, unequalled, peerless, matchless,
incomparable, unexampled.
H <;  I4ni-rupa, or I ni-rupan, s.m. corr. of <; 
ni-r pa, q.v.
S = ;  5.nripo
nrip.
 it, adj. See s.v. nripaor


H &;  v!or

v! nir-phal (prop. nish-phal, q.v.),

unanswerable; unable to answer, without a reply,
silenced, posed, nonplused, without excuse; making no
defence (syn. l-jawb).
S  0Y I;6nir-utsh, adj. (f. -), Without energy,
unenergetic; averse to active exertion; undertaking
nothing; unenterprizing; lacking spirit or courage,
pusillanimous, cowardly, indolent; indierent.

S * 0Y I;6nir-utshat, s.f. = S * 0Y I;6; nirutshatva, s.m.Want of energy; indolence; pusillanimity,
cowardice.
S * 0Y I;6; nir-utshatva, s.m. = S * 0Y I;6
nir-utshat, s.f.Want of energy; indolence; pusillanimity,
cowardice.
S (Y and
'
H.  nartak (fr. rt. ) , = H (Y 
'
or  nirtak [S. ;t], s.m. (f. -), Dancer; actor,
mime, mummer, gesticulator; player (of any
description); juggler;—a dancing-master.
H (Y or
'
 nirtak [S. ;t], = S (Y 
' and
H.  nartak (fr. rt. ) , s.m. (f. -), Dancer; actor,
mime, mummer, gesticulator; player (of any
description); juggler;—a dancing-master.
S Y "and
'
H. " nartak, s.f. A female dancer; an
actress; a n girl, singing-girl.
H <Ya nar-tan, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
S <Y nartan
'
(S. nartanam), s.m. Dancing; acting;
gesticulation;—(S. nartanah),+ s.m. (f. -, or -), A dancer.
H Y nirtn,
'
or  niratn [nirt˚= S. ;(), rt.
] , v.n. (dialec.) To dance; to caper skip, jump about
playfully; to gesticulate, to play (i.q. nirt karn;—syn.
n n).
S Y n0 rit , s.m. A dancer; an actor; a mime.
S Y ; nara-tva, s.m.=nara-t, q.v.
S Ynrii,
 s.f. Dancing; acting, &c. (i.q. nritya,
 q.v.).
S * Y ' nartayit, = S * Y' nartayitri,s.m.
(f. -tr),

'One who causes to dance,' a dancing-master.
S * Y' nartayitri, = S * Y '  nartayit,s.m. (f. -tr),
'One who causes to dance,' a dancing-master.
S ( Y ;nrityak,
s.m. (f. -ik, or -), A dancer, &c. (i.q.

nartak, q.v.).
S  Y .;nrityik
= S  Y;" nrityak
s.f. A female


dancer, &c. (i.q. nartak, q.v.).
S  Y;"nrityak
= S  Y .; nrityik
s.f. A female


dancer, &c. (i.q. nartak, q.v.).
S  Y ;nritya,
 s.m. The science, or the practice, of

dancing; dancing; dance; acting; gesticulation,
pantomime;—jumping about, capering, skipping:—nritya
l, s.f. A dancing-room; a play-house, a theatre (syn.
n -ghar):—nritya-kr,
s.m. (f. -i), A dancer, &c. (i.q.

nrityak).

H W *or *y narj [prob. S. +t; cf. S. " or
.], s.m. A pair of small scales (such as is used by
a goldsmith, &c.).
S W X*nir-jita, vulg. nir-jit, part. (f. -), Conquered,
completely vanquished, thoroughly subdued, overcome;
won, gained;—unconquered.
S W *nir-jara,
'
vulg. nir-jar, adj. (f. -), Not becoming
old; undecaying, imperishable, immortal;—s.m. (S. nirjaram) Ambrosia, the food of the gods.
S W *!nir-jal,
'
adj. (f. -), Without water, waterless,
dry, desert;—not mixed with water
(as milk, &c.);—s.m. A desert, waste;—a fast in which
water even is not to be drunk:—nirjalaikda(˚la+ek), s.f.
Name of the eleventh day in the light half of the month
Jeh(May-June), on which even the drinking of water is
forbidden; the fast of that day:—nir-jal karn, To go
without food and water, to keep a rigid fast.
H 3W *!nir-jal
'
[S. *!+t],
'
s.m. A religious
penance or fast in which water is not drunk the whole
day (see nirjalaikda, s.v. nirjal).
S <W *nir-jan,
'
adj. Unpeopled, uninhabited,
unfrequented; depopulated, deserted, lonely, desolate.
H K W *Ñnir-jos = H D W *Ñ3 nir-josh (dialec.
forms, occurring in the Rmya )=ni ay.
H D W *Ñ3nir-josh = H K W *Ñ nir-jos (dialec.
forms, occurring in the Rmya )=ni ay.
H W narja, s.m.= W narj, q.v.
S &W Dnir-jhar,
'
s.m. A waterfall, cascade, cataract, a
mountain-torrent; a spring.
S W*nir-jay,
'
vulg. nir-jai, nir-jae(rt. jiwith nis), s.m.
Conquest, complete victory, vanquishing, subduing.
S * W *nir-jet,
×
= S  * W*
× nir-jetri,s.m.
(f. -tr),

Victor, conqueror, vanquisher.
S  * W*
× nir-jetri, = S * W *
× nir-jet,s.m. (f. -tr),

Victor, conqueror, vanquisher.
S W *u nir-jv, vulg. nir-j , or nir-jiu, adj. (f. -),
Without life, lifeless, inanimate, dead;—s.m. Lifelessness,
death.
H = or y nir  [S. "+t], s.m. A kind of potherb, Corchorus capsularis.
H &= +!nir'
hal (see hal), adj. Guileless, simple.
P t nir , vulg. nirakh, or nirikh(prob. akin to S. "d,
and H. nirakhn), s.m. Tari, assize, price (of provisions,
&c., as xed by the magistrates or the police), marketrate, current price:—nir -band, s.f. Adjustment of rates
and prices;—a statement or table of prices, price-list,
rate:—nir -droga, s.m. An ocer who regulates the
market-rates, clerk of the market:—nir  muqarrar karn(k), To x the selling-price (of):—nir -nma, s.m. A table
of current prices, a price-current:—nir -nma-huniy , s.m. Course of exchange.
H r nar ar, s.m. = H rnar ar, s.f.dialec. forms of
   narkha , &c., q.v.
H rnar ar, s.f. = H r nar ar, s.m.dialec. forms of
   narkha , &c., q.v.
P rnir  (nir , q.v.+= S. ;—cf. S. nir-kshin), s.m. The
person who xes the price-current (i.q. nir -daroga);
 an
appraiser, assigner, assizer.
P  nard (i.q. S. ; cf. also S. ), s.f. A counter, a man
or piece (in the game of ausar, or in chess, &c.);—any
game played with counters or pieces; chess, draughts,
backgammon, &c.;—the naked trunk (of a tree):—nard
mrn, To capture or win a piece (at ausar, &c.).
P   nardbn, prop. nardubn, s.m. A staircase, steps; a
ladder (esp. a scaling-ladder).
S  &nardaak,
'
s.m. A kind of metre, consisting of
four lines of seventeen syllables each.
S  nir-dara,
'
vulg. nir-dar, s.m. A cave, a cavern (i.q.
dara).
S D  9nir-disha, vulg. nir-dish(rt. diwith nis), part.
(f. -), Pointed out, shown; described, depicted; ordered,
directed; specied, particularized; assigned; ascertained,
determined.

S D  Ñ3nir-dosh, vulg. nir-dokh, adj. Faultless; without
defect or blemish, unblemished; blameless, guiltless,
sinless, innocent:—nir-dosh hahrn, or nir-dosh rakhn,
v.t. To prove to be guiltless or innocent, to clear from
guilt, to exculpate, exonerate, absolve, acquit.
S *E  Ñ3nir-doshat, s.f. = S *E  Ñ3; nrdoshatva, s.m.Faultlessness, blamelessness, innocence,
&c.
S *E  Ñ3; nr-doshatva, s.m. = S *E  Ñ3 nirdoshat, s.f.Faultlessness, blamelessness, innocence, &c.
H E Ñ3"nirdosh [S. Ñ3+t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Faultless, &c. (i.q. nir-dosh, q.v.);—a blameless or
guiltless man, innocent one.
H &  ÑLnir-dokh, adj. corr. of nir-dosh, q.v.
H +  Bnir-dwand,
'
vulg. nir-duand[S. Bt],
'
adj.
Free from either of two alternatives, indierent in
regard to opposite pairs of feelings (as pleasure and
pain), neither glad nor sorry, &c.; not standing in mutual
relation (to), not dependent (upon another),
independent;—not striving together; free from envy or
jealousy;—not causing disputes, uncontested, undisputed;
—not double; not acknowledging two principles;—adv.
Without quarrel or dispute, peaceably, &c.
S   ynir-dhr, s.m. Specication (of one out of
many), particularizing; distinguishing the merits (of);—
xing or determining with accuracy; looking or inquiring
(into);—determinedness, ascertainment (of a matter or
subject); accuracy; certainty, positive assurance (of),
persuasion;—a determination, resolution, positive
purpose:—nirdhr karn(-k), To specify; to x with
accuracy, to distinguish (between), &c.
H   nir-ahr [S. +-t], adj. Free from debt.
S A  ynir-dhrit, part. (f. -), Dened,
particularized; determined, ascertained; xed, settled.
S   y4nir-dhra, s.m. Ascertaining, determining,
settling, xing; ascertainment, &c. (i.q. nir-dhr);—
agreement, arrangement.
S 1  /nir-dharm,
' '
s.m. Injustice; unrighteousness;
irreligion, impiety;—adj. (f. -), or -), Destitute of law or

religion; unjust, unrighteous; immoral; irreligious;
impious.
S 1  /nr
' i-dharm,
s.m. A manly property, or duty.

S   nir-adhikr, adj. = H  " nir-

command; instruction; declaration; description,
designation; depicting; detailed account, specication,
special mention;—certainty, ascertainment.
S ) b nri-dev,
s.m. 'Man-god,' a god among men, a

king.
H  ) b nar-dev [S. +b +t], s.m.=nri-dev(see
s.v.


adhikr,adj. & s.m.Without authority or power;
powerless; without right or title;—one who acts without
authority, or without right or title.
H  "nir-adhikr, adj. & s.m. = S  

nar).
H )"nir-day,
'
or ' nir-da [S. ' +t (

 nir-adhikr, adj.Without authority or power;

+t)], adj. Pitiless, merciless, hard-hearted, unkind,

powerless; without right or title;—one who acts without
authority, or without right or title.
S < 6nir-dahan,
'
s.m. The plant Semecarpus

unfeeling, severe, cruel.
H <L $ ' nir-da-pan, s.m.=nirdayat, or nirday, q.v.
S &Y Rnir-arth,
'
s.m. Nonsense;—adj. & adv.=nir-

anacardium;—the marking-nut.
S < nir-dhan,
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Without property

arthak, q.v.
S (&Y Rnir-arthak,
'
= H &Yu nir-arth,adj. &

or wealth; moneyless; poor, needy, indigent;—a poor
man, a pauper:—nir-dhan karn, v.t. To strip of property
or wealth, to reduce to poverty, to beggar.
S * nir-dhanat,
'
s.f. = S * ;
'
nir-

adv. Purposeless, useless, vain, futile, unprotable;—
unmeaning, of no signication, obsolete;—meaningless,
nonsensical, absurd;—negligent, careless, indolent,
good-for-nothing;—to no purpose, in vain.
H &Yunir-arth, = S (&Y R
' nir-arthak,adj. &

dhanatva, s.m.Absence of property or wealth; poverty,
indigence, pauperism.
S * ;
' nir-dhanatva, s.m. = S * 
'
nirdhanat, s.f.Absence of property or wealth; poverty,
indigence, pauperism.
S  6"nir-dahan,
'
s.f. A species of creeper,
Sanseviera roxburghiana, or S. zeylanica(from the bres of
which bow-strings are made).
'
adj.=$nir-da, or nir-day, q.v.
S nir-day,
S ) nir-day,
'
s.f. = S *) 
'
nir-dayat, s.f.= S
*) ;
'
nir-dayatva, s.m.Pitilessness, unmercifulness,
hard-heartedness, severity, cruelty.
S *) nir-dayat,
'
s.f. = S ) 
' nir-day, s.f.= S
*) ;
'
nir-dayatva, s.m.Pitilessness, unmercifulness,
hard-heartedness, severity, cruelty.
S *) ;
'
nir-dayatva, s.m. = S ) 
' nir-day, s.f.= S
*) 
'
nir-dayat, s.f.Pitilessness, unmercifulness,
hard-heartedness, severity, cruelty.
S Z) 8nir-de,
×
vulg. nir-des(rt. diwith nis), s.m.
Pointing out, directing, ordering; direction, order,

adv. Purposeless, useless, vain, futile, unprotable;—
unmeaning, of no signication, obsolete;—meaningless,
nonsensical, absurd;—negligent, careless, indolent,
good-for-nothing;—to no purpose, in vain.
S ] ~nar-r p, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
S K ni-ras (=n-ras, fr. nis+rasa), adj. (f. -), Sapless,
dry;— avourless, tasteless, insipid, vapid;—wanting in
charms, charmless;—unfeeling, merciless;—of inferior
quality, bad;—s.m. Saplessness; want of juice, dryness;
want of avour, insipidity;—want of passion or feeling.
H B ni-ras, vulg. nirs[S. +t], adj. (f. -),
Flavourless, insipid, vapid;—of secondary or inferior
quality, inferior, bad; adulterated, alloyed (e.g.
nirs saud, 'an inferior article':—nirs  d, 'alloyed
silver').
S B Tnir-asta, vulg. nir-ast(rt. aswith nis), part. (f. ), Cast out, ejected, expelled; driven away, banished;—
cast o, cast away or aside, discarded, rejected,
repudiated, abandoned, deserted; disallowed;—thrown
o (as from a horse); thrown (as a dart), discharged or

shot o (as an arrow, &c.).
S *B knir-astra, vulg. nir-astar, adj. Without arms,
weaponless, unarmed.
H )B <"nar-sren, s.m.f. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
H B !narsal [Prk. 4f5; S. &+8t], s.m. A large
species of reed, Arundo karka(uqqatubes are made of the
stem, and mats with the leaves).
H JB $narsi g [Prk. 4$ or $ ; S. 
+8r$t], s.m. A (musical) horn; a trumpet, or other
similar wind-instrument;—(in contempt) a long pipe.
H &JB Vnarsi gh [Prk. 4V5, or V5; S. 
+6t], The man-lion, Vish u in his fourth Avatr(see
nar-si h, s.v. nar).
H &JB Vnarsi gh, s.m. a corr. form of narsi g,
q.v.
H JB $narsi giy [Prk. 4$ ; S. +8r$
+t], s.m. One who plays on the horn; a trumpeter.
S &B 6nar-si h, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
H  B  narso , or g narsau [Dravid. nal, 'four'+S.
:;—or perhaps for arso = S. ,+:], s.f. & adv. The
fourth day past, or to come; four days ago, or four days
hence; several days ago or hence.
S )BY<.4nar-rei, s.m. & f. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
H p narg = H p narga (for P. X  narga), s.m. A ring or
circle formed by hunters for enclosing game;—a
company, multitude, throng;—(g.) a position of diculty
or danger:—narg karn, To form a circle (round), to
surround, encompass, hem in, beset:—narge-me
hon(jn-k), v.n. To be encompassed with diculties.
H p narga = H p narg (for P. X  narga), s.m. A ring or
circle formed by hunters for enclosing game;—a
company, multitude, throng;—(g.) a position of diculty
or danger:—narg karn, To form a circle (round), to
surround, encompass, hem in, beset:—narge-me
hon(jn-k), v.n. To be encompassed with diculties.
H i narqal, s.m. A corr. Urd form of   narkal or narkul,
q.v.
S  narak, s.m. Hell (the place of torment, as

distinguished from ptl, 'the lower regions,' q.v.;
narakincludes a number of places of torture of various
descriptions, generally said to be twenty-one in
number);—name of a demon, a son of Bh mior Earth
(and therefore called Bhauma; he was slain by Krish );—
name of a district:—naraksur(˚ka+as˚), s.m. The demon
Narak (also called Bhaumsur):— narak bhugatn, or narak
bhogn, or narak-me pa n, To undergo the torments of
hell; to be cast into hell:—naraka-sth, s.f. The river of
hell:—narak-k dwr, s.m. The gate of hell:—narak-ku,
s.m. A pit or abyss in hell wherein the wicked are
tormented (eighty-six such are enumerated):—narak-vs,
vulg. narak-bs, or narak-vs, vulg. narak-bs, adj. & s.m.
Dwelling in hell, being in hell;—one whose abode is hell,
an inhabitant of hell (syn. doza ):—narak-yantran, s.f.
The torments of hell.
H K   =nirakks, s.m. (old H. now obsolete)
Taking out, extraction, &c. (cf. niks; nikl).
S   I=nir-ukta, vulg. nir-ukt(rt. va with nis), part. (f.
-), Uttered, pronounced, expressed, explained, dened;
—unuttered, unspoken, not said, not declared;
unexplained; obscure; obsolete;—s.m. Explanation, or
etymological interpretation of a word;—name of one of
the six Vedngas or works considered as connected with
the Vedas; glossarial explanation of obscure terms (esp.
those occurring in the Vedas); name of Yska's
commentary on the Nighau(a Vedic glossary).
S *  I.=nir-ukti, s.f. Explanation, etymological
interpretation of words;—name of the commentary on
the Nighauby Yska (i.q. nir-ukta).
H  &narka, s.m.=narkal, q.v.
H I  narkas [prob. S. !+s= s, q.v.], s.m.
Trachea, windpipe.
S Z  dnir-aksh, adj. Having no latitude;—s.m.
(Astron.) The place of no latitude, i.e. the terrestrial
equator:—nir-aksh-de, s.m. A rst meridian (as Lank, or
Ceylon);—a place where the sun is always vertical, and
the days and nights are equal; the equatorial region.
H   !narkal, or j! narkul [Prk. 4!f(; S. f, or
!+ef(], s.m. (dialec.) A large species of reed (i.q.

narsal, q.v.); a bulrush.
H &  Lnirakh, or nirikh, s.m. corr. of t nir , q.v.
H    L7narkha , s.m. = H   L7" narkha , s.f.
[narkha˚, prob. = S. !+ and = Prk. f

and f=S. 

+t and ], The larynx, the throat, throttle, gullet.
H   L7"narkha , s.f. = H    L7 narkha , s.m.
[narkha˚, prob. = S. !+ and = Prk. f

and f=S. 

+t and ], The larynx, the throat, throttle, gullet.
H &  Lnirakhn [nirakh˚= Prk. =L(), or
=L()(?); S. "d(`), rt. + d], v.t. To look at, see,
regard, observe, view; to inspect, scan, examine closely.
H & L"nirkh [nirakh(n)+= Prk.  =S. ()
++t], s.m. One who looks at, or views, &c. (syn.
dekhne-hr), a viewer, a beholder; an inspector,
examiner (cf. P. nir ).
H  "narak [narak, q.v.+S. t (+t)], adj. Of or
relating to hell; hellish, infernal.
H    !or ? ! nir-kewal, adv. corr. of nish-

S <@ X  $/nir-gaman,
'
= S 2 X  $/
' nir-gam,s.m. Going
out, going forth, setting out, going away, departure;
receding, vanishiug;—(nir-gam) exit, issue, outlet; a door.
S <X  $,4
' nir-gu, and H. $,
' or $, nir-gun, adj. (f. ), Devoid of all qualities or properties; without
attributes;—devoid of good qualities or virtues; unskilful;
worthless, bad, vicious;—without a string, stringless,
unstrung (as a necklace, &c.);—s.m. The Supreme Being
(as without qualities of any kind).
S *X  $,4
' nir-guat, s.f. = S X  $,4
' ; nir-guatva,
s.m.Absence of qualities, want of properties; freedom
from all qualities (as an attribute of the Supreme Being);
—absence or want of good qualities, worthlessness,
wickedness, viciousness, baseness.
S X  $,4
' ; nir-guatva, s.m. = S *X  $,4
'  nir-guat,
s.f.Absence of qualities, want of properties; freedom
from all qualities (as an attribute of the Supreme Being);
—absence or want of good qualities, worthlessness,
wickedness, viciousness, baseness.
H <X $,e' _"nir-guh [for nir-gu= S. $,e' &" or

kewal, q.v.
P  X  nar-gv, vulg. nar-go, s.m. A bull (see nar).
S X  $nir-gata,
'
vulg. nir-gat(rt. gamwith nis), part. (f. -

$,.' e&], s.f. The shrub Vitex negundo;—the root of a

), Gone out, gone forth, issued; come forth, come out,
appeared; gone away, departed; disappeared, vanished;
extinct.
P IX  nargis (Gr. @##\), s.f. The narcissus; jonquil;—
(met.) the eye of a mistress:—nargis--shahl, s.f. A
narcissus (see shahl):—nargis--ma m r, 'Intoxicated
narcissus,' an epithet applied to the eye of a mistress.
H  *0X  nargistn (prob. contrac. fr. P. nargis-stn; or corr.
fr. nargis-dn), s.m. A place where the narcissus grows; a
bed of narcissuses;—a pot in which a narcissus is put.
P 0X nargis (rel n. fr. nargis), adj. & s.m. Of or relating to
the narcissus; like the narcissus;—a kind of cloth or
garment (gured with narcissuses?);—a kind of dish of
food (also nargis qaliya).
'
= S <@ X  $/
' nir-gaman,s.m. Going
S 2 X  $/nir-gam,

scentless, inodorous, unfragrant:—nir-gandh-pushp, s.f.
The silk-cotton tree, Bombax heptaphyllum.
S *+   $Bnir-gandhat,
'
s.f. Absence of smell, want

out, going forth, setting out, going away, departure;
receding, vanishiug;—(nir-gam) exit, issue, outlet; a door.

lotus.
S + X  $Bnir-gandh,
'
adj. (f. -), Void of smell or scent,

of fragrance, scentlessness.
'
H X  $,.' 4nir-guiy, or $,'  nir-guniy [S. $,4
+t (+t)], s.m. One who believes the Supreme Being
to be void of all qualities; a believer in one Supreme
Spirit without qualities of any kind.
S *&X  V4
' nir-ghriat,
s.f. Pitilessness,

unmercifuluess, hardheartedness, cruelty.
H <&X  XVor .V nir-ghin [S. +V4], adj. Not
odious, not detestable;—pitiless, merciless, cruel;—
without shame, shameless;—detestable, abominable.
S <&X  Ve&nir-gha,
'
s.m. A collection or list of words;
a vocabulary; a table of contents, an index.
S <&X  Ve&nir-ghaak,
'
s.m. A vocabulary, &c. (i.q.

nir-gha);—singling out the words of a sentence and
writing them down in their independent form.
S L! X!Qor (H.) .!Q nir-lipta, vulg. nir-lipt, part.
(f. -), Unconnected (with);—unsmeared, unanointed;
unstained, undeled, uncontaminated;—s.m. An epithet
of Krish .
S 6! !A*nir-lajja,
'
adj. (f. -), Shameless, immodest,
impudent, brazen-faced;—s.m. A shameless person.
S 8! !A*nir-lajj,
'
s.f. A shameless woman;—
shamelessness, immodesty; impudence;—obscenity.
S *8! !A*nir-lajjat,
'
s.f. = S *8! !A*;
'
nir-lajjatva,
s.m.Shamelessness, &c. (i.q. nir-lajj, q.v.).
'
nir-lajjat,
S *8! !A*;
'
nir-lajjatva, s.m. = S *8! !A*
s.f.Shamelessness, &c. (i.q. nir-lajj, q.v.).
S & ! !Ñ#nir-lobh, adj. (f. -), Free from desire;
without avarice or greed, unavaricious, uncovetous;
contented;—s.m. Absence of desire, or avarice, or
covetousness; unselshness; contentment.
H & !!Ñ#"nir-lobh [S. !Ñ#+t (+t)], adj. (f. in), Free from avarice, &c. (i.q. nir-lobh);—s.m. One who
is free from desire, or covetousness, &c.
S  ! !5nar-lok, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
S ` ! !,
× and H. p nir-lep, adj. Free from spot,
spotless, stainless, unsullied (cf. nir-lipt).
P 1  narm, vulg. naram[Pehl. narm, or nam; Zend nãmya, rt.
nam'to bend'; S. Ã, rt. /], adj. Soft (to the touch);
smooth, sleek; ductile, plastic;—mild, tender, gentle,
easy, yielding (as a disposition); simple, silly, soft;—soft,
low, subdued (as a tone, &c.);—light, easy, moderate (as
a price, &c.);—soft, easy of digestion;—slack, depressed,
dull (as a market, or trade, &c.);—defective, inferior, old
and defaced (as coin, &c.);—adv. Softly, gently, slowly,
&c.:—narm r, s.m. Tender pasture or grass;—(g.) soft
articles of food; food cooked soft; food easy of digestion;
spoon-diet:—narm-dil, adj. Tender-hearted, gentle:—
narm-garm, adj. & s.m. Neither very hot nor very cold, of
moderate heat;—mild and sharp, easy (or mild) and
rigorous, now forbearing now severe;—new and old; the
best and the middling; good and bad;—the hot and the

cold; the good and the bad; the vicissitudes (of life, or of
fortune):—narm-garm sahn(-ke), To endure, or to put up
with, the hot and the cold, or the good and the bad (of
life, &c.):—narm-narm, adj. Exceedingly or very soft, &c.;
—adv. Softly, gently.
H a  narm (prob. for P. a  narma, rel. n. fr. narm), s.m.
(dialec.) The silk-cotton plant, Gossypium religiosum.
S Y a  /ynir-mt, s.m. (f. -tr), Maker, builder,
creator, former, producer.
P ? a  nar-mda, s.m. See s.v. P. nar'male.'
H a  /y!or /! nir-ml [nir+Prk. /!(=S. /(;—in
Prk. @/!(], adj. & s.m. = nir-mlya, q.v.
S  ! a  /ynir-mlya, adj. (f. -), Clean, pure, clear, &c.
(i.q. nir-mal, q.v.);—s.m. Cleanness, purity, clearness,
stainlessness;—the remains of an oering (to a deity);
owers left at a sacricial ceremony.
S  a  /y4nir-m, s.m. Measuring or meting out;
measure; reach, extent;—forming, making, producing,
creating; contriving; constructing; formation,
fabrication, manufacture, production, creation;
composition; work; a building;—a part;—the best part (of
anything), pith, marrow, cream, essence;—propriety,
tness (=S. nir-m):—nir—m-krak(f. -ik), or nir-mkartt(f. -tr), s.m.=nir-mt, q.v.
H  a  /narmn [narm, q.v. + = w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. augment) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To soften; to mollify, soothe, appease, pacify, mitigate,
assuage; to subdue;—to moderate, reduce, lower, abate,
lessen (as a price, &c.):—nar-mn, or narm-jan, v.n. To
become soft, to soften;—to become gentle, or mild; to be
subdued;—to relax, abate, lower, lessen.
H  a  /yor / nirmn [nirm˚= S. /y(), rt.
/ with ], v.t. To make, form, fashion, fabricate; to
produce, create; to build, construct; to compose.
H $ a / narm [narm, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 
+], s.f. (dialec.)=a  narm, q.v.
S %a  @ n, ir-ambu, adj. Abstaining from water, not
drinking;—waterless, destitute of water.
S a  X/ nir-mit (rt. mwith nis), part. (f. -),

Constructed, manufactured, produced, formed,
fashioned, fabricated, made; articial;—meted out;
decreed.
S *a  ./ Pnir-amitr, adj. Without foes, free from

egoism; unselsh; disinterested; claiming, or wishing
for, nothing; regardless (of), indierent (to); free from
all connection with the outer world.
S *@ a  //nir-mamat,
'
vulg. nir-mamta, s.f.

enemies;—s.m. A proper name.
H 1  /&narma (narm+ma, q.v.), s.f. (rustic or dialec.)

Unselshness; disinterestedness; disregard of worldly
possessions or interests; indierence (towards).
S *@ a  //;
'
nir-mamatva, s.m.=nir-mamat, q.v.

Soft clayey soil.
S + a  /nir-mad,
'
adj. (f. -), Unintoxicated, sober; quiet;
—free from arrogance or haughtiness, not proud,
humble;—not in rut (as an elephant);—s.m. An elephant
out of rut, an elephant after the frontal juice has ceased
to exude.
S + a  /,
' and H. / narmad (narma+ d, 'making
happy'), s.f. The river Narmada, or (modern) Nerbudda
(which rises in the mountain Amar-ka ~ak in the
Vindhya range, and runs westward to the gulf of
Cambay).
P (a  narmak (narm, q.v.+dim. a. ak= S. ), adj. Soft,
smooth; delicate.
S a  /!and
'
H. /! nir-mal, adj. (f. -), = H 3a 
/! nir-mal [S. /!+t],
'
adj. (f. -),Free from dirt or
impurities, spotless, stainless, unsullied; clear, clean,
pure, limpid; transparent;—cloudless; bright.
H 3a  /!nir-mal [S. /!+t],
'
adj. (f. -), = S a 
/!
' and H. /! nir-mal, adj. (f. -),Free from dirt or
impurities, spotless, stainless, unsullied; clear, clean,
pure, limpid; transparent;—cloudless; bright.
S *#a  /!nir-malat,
'
s.f. = S *#a  /!;
'
nir-malatva,
s.m.Cleanness, purity (physical or moral), spotlessness,
stainlessness; clearness; limpidness; transparency;
cloudlessness.
S *#a  /!;
'
nir-malatva, s.m. = S *#a  /!
'
nir-malat,
s.f.Cleanness, purity (physical or moral), spotlessness,
stainlessness; clearness; limpidness; transparency;
cloudlessness.
H #a /!"or
'
/!" nir-mal [S. /!+],
'
s.f. The
seed of Strychnos potatorum(with which water is cleared);
clearing-nut.
S 2 a  //nir-mama,
'
vulg. nir-mam, adj. (f. -), Devoid of

H Za  /,
' 3nir-manush, = S  a  /,
' l nirmanushya,adj. Without a man; deserted by men,
unpeopled, uninhabited.
S  a  /,
' lnir-manushya, = H Za  /,
' 3 nirmanush,adj. Without a man; deserted by men, unpeopled,
uninhabited.
S  a  /Ñ, and H. /5 nir-mok (rt. mu with nis),
s.m. Setting loose or free, liberating;—casting o,
shedding;—a hide, or skin; the slough (of a snake);—
name of a son of the eighth Manu; name of one of the
Saptarshis under the thirteenth Manu.
S a  /0!, and H. /0! nir-m l, adj. (f. -), Without
root, rootless; eradicated;—without origin or foundation,
baseless, unfounded.
S  a /56"nar-moh, adj. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
H  a /Ñ6"nir-moh [S. /Ñ6+t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Free from illusion, or fascination; not fascinated;
free from attachment; without aection; unkind;—one
who is wanting in aection, &c.
P a  narma (rel. n. fr. narm, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Soft (i.q.
narm);—the soft;—the soft part (of):—narma--gosh, s.m.
The soft part of the ear, the lobe of the ear.
P a narm (fr. narm, q.v.), s.f. Softness, smoothness,
sleekness;—pliancy;—tenderness; delicacy;—gentleness,
mildness; want of rmness;—tameness;—cringing,
fawning, sycophancy (e.g. dushman-k pl s o narm-se
magr  r na ho);—remission, abatement, reduction;—
easiness; uency.
H a /nir-mae [˚mae= Ap. Prk. / ( or
/ ( = Prk. /  =( S. /(, rt. /], inf. n. or gerund
(dialec.; Rm.), Making, forming, &c. (i.q. nir-m, q.v.).
P  a  narmyat (narm, q.v.+A. ~)C yat, a. of abst. s.), s.f.

Softness, &c. (i.q. narm).
S + a  qnar-medh, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
H  a  /nir-mayau, or q nir-meu [˚mayau= Ap.
Prk. /  (=Prk. /  (=S. /+, rt. m], part. adj.
(dialec.; Rm.), Formed, fashioned, made, &c. (i.q. nir-mit,
q.v.).
H  naran, or  narani (dialec. or Braj pl. of nar,
'man'), s.m. pl. Men; males.
H  "nar-nr, or  nar-nri, s.m. Men and
women, males and females.
S &Y  yRnir-nth, adj. (f. -), Without guardian, or
master, or superior; protectorless, unprotected;—s.m.
One who is protectorless, &c.; an orphan.
S &Y  yRnir-nth, s.f. An unprotected woman;—a
widow.
S *&Y  yRnir-nthat, s.f. = S *&Y  yR; nirnthatva, s.m.The being without a master, or guardian,
or protector;—want of protection;—widowhood;
orphanage.
S *&Y  yR; nir-nthatva, s.m. = S *&Y  yR nir-

sacred books); private study;—diligent and uninterrupted
exercise or practice.
S <8 *or (* ni-ranjan, adj. Void of passion or
emotion;—s.m. An epithet of the Supreme Being.
S <8 *or (* nir-anjan, adj. (f. -), Without
collyrium or ointment, unstained, untinged,
unblackened;—free from falsehood, not false, artless;—
s.m. An epithet of iva.
S 8 (*nir-anjan, s.f. An artless woman;—an
epithet of the goddess Durg;—the day of full moon.
H +  narind [Prk. 5; S. BWt], s.m. (old
H.)=narendra, q.v.s.v. nar, 'man.'
S )+  .BWnir-indriya, adj. (f. -), Not having the use
of the limbs; mutilated, maimed.
S Z (8nir-a , adj. Having no part or fraction
remaining, whole;—without a share, having no share
(of).
H (8"nir-a  [S. (8 + t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f.
-in), Without a share, &c. (i.q. nir-a , q.v.);—one who
has no share (of), or who has been deprived of a share.
H   (nir-a kr, = H  (! nir-a kl,adj. &

nthat, s.f.The being without a master, or guardian, or
protector;—want of protection;—widowhood; orphanage.
H ?  6nar-nh, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'

s.m.=nir-kr, q.v.
H  (!nir-a kl, = H   ( nir-a kr,adj. &

H $  nir-n, s.f. corr. of nir-ay, q.v.

s.m.=nir-kr, q.v.
S Z (8
j nir-a ku, vulg. nir-ankus, adj. 'Not held by a

S  Bnir-ant, adj. Without end or limit, endless,
boundless, innite.
S * Bnir-antar, adj. (f. -), Without any
intermediate space, having no interval (of space or
time); immediate;—without gaps or interstices,
completely lled; closely contiguous, close, compact,
dense;—closely connected, continuous; uninterrupted,
continual, constant;—persevering, unintermitting;—
unchanging, constant, faithful, true (as a friend);—not
other or dierent, similar, identical;—adv. Without
intervening space, immediately;—without interval,
uninterruptedly, constantly, incessantly, continually,
always;—compactly, closely, tightly, rmly:—nirantarbhys(˚ra+abh˚), s.m. Diligent and unintermitting
pursuit of study, continual reading to oneself (esp. of the

hook'; unchecked, uncontrolled, unfettered,
independent, quite free;—unruly, self-willed.
S  J ,$6
 "nir-anugrihta,
part. (f. -), Unfavoured;

unhonoured; unpitied.
S (B  ,nir-anunsik, adj. (in Gram.) Not
marked with the nasal symbol; not nasal.
S 4nir-ay,
'
vulg. nir-ai, nir-ae, and H. 
'
nirnay, nir-nai, nir-nae, or nir-ne(rt. nwith nis), s.m.
Removing, removal;—investigation; discussion; complete
ascertainment, decision, certainty, determination,
precise conclusion, proof; precise denition, settlement;
(in Logic) deduction, inference, conclusion,
demonstration; application of a conclusive argument;—
(in Law) decision, sentence, decree, verdict, award:—nir-

ay-pattra, s.m. (in Law) Decree, award, verdict:—nir-ay
karn(-k), To ascertain, determine; to distinguish,
discriminate (between); to adjudge, decide, &c. (see
niray).
S   4unir-ta, vulg. nir-t, part. (f. ), Deduced,
traced out, brought to a conclusion, ascertained,
determined, settled, decided, proved; adjudged, decreed,
sentenced.
S *  4×nir-et, = S * 4× nir-etri,s.m.
(f. -tr),

One who veries, or demonstrates, &c.; one who
pronounces a sentence, a judge.
S * 4×n ir-etri, = S *  4× nir-et,s.m. (f. -tr),
One who veries, or demonstrates, &c.; one who
pronounces a sentence, a judge.
S A  ynir-vt, adj. Free from wind; sheltered from
wind;—not windy; calm, still;—s.m. Absence of wind; a
calm;—a place sheltered from wind.
S   ynir-vd, vulg. nir-bd, s.m. Obloquy, censure,
blame, reproach;—rumour, report;—asseveration,
armation; decision of a controversy;—absence of
dispute or railing.
H  Inirurn [nirur˚= Prk. I (), fr. S.
> with ], v.t. (dialec.) To undo, unravel,
disentangle, &c. (syn. kholn; suljhn).
S   y4nir-v, vulg. nir-b, part. adj. (f. -),
Extinguished (as a re, &c.); lost, disappeared, extinct;—
liberated from existence, dead, deceased;—(S. nir-vam),
s.m. Becoming extinguished; disappearance, extinction;
dissolution, death;—nal emancipation from matter and
from the necessity for further transmigration, and
reunion with the Supreme Spirit, eternal bliss;—(with
Buddhists and Jains) absolute extinction, annihilation.
H  I niruwn, v.t. (dialec.) =  nirurn, q.v.
S ?  y6nir-vh, vulg. nir-bh, s.m. Carrying on,
conduct, management; accomplishing, &c. (i.q. nibh,
q.v.):—nir-vh karn= nibh karn.
S (  y6nir-vhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Conducting,
managing; accomplishing, performing, eecting;—one
who conducts, &c.; manager; performer, accomplisher,

&c.;—(S. nir-vha-kam), s.m. Connection of cause and
eect.
H ] ~ni-r p [S. "+~t], adj. (f. -), Without form,
formless, shapeless; misshapen;—incorporeal;—s.m. A
person who is without form;—an epithet of the Supreme
Being.
H  ; ~nir pdhi, corr. of nir-updhi, q.v.
S ;  ~ni-r pit, part. (f. -), Appointed, chosen,
deputed; directed (to do a thing);—considered, weighed;
ascertained, determined, dened; xed upon, settled,
arranged;—explained, set forth.
S <;  ~4ni-r pa, adj. Dening, determining;—s.m.
Determining, dening; ascertaining; determination;
denition; investigation; explanation;—looking for,
searching, seeking;—sight, seeing.
S <;   '4nir-vapa, s.m. Pouring out, sprinkling,
oering; presentation of funeral oerings to the manes,
libation, oblation;—gift, donation, alms.
S * ;  ~Qni-r pyat, s.f. = S * ;  ~Q; ni-r pyatva,
s.m.Ascertaining, determining;—ascertainableness;
deneableness;—visibility.
S * ;  ~Q; ni-r pyatva, s.m. = S * ;  ~Q nir pyat, s.f.Ascertaining, determining;—
ascertainableness; deneableness;—visibility.
S  ;  ~Qni-r pya, part. adj. (f. -), To be seen (or
admitting of being seen), or dened, or ascertained.
S <=  nir-va
'
an, vulg. nir-ba an, s.m. A proverbial
expression, a proverb;—interpretation; etymological
explanation, etymology;—adj. (f. -), Not speaking,
speechless, silent;—unobjectionable, unblamable,
blameless.
S   nar-var, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
s.m. 'The manS ?  6nri-varh,
vulg. nri-barh,


boar,' Vish u in his boar-incarnation (with the  gure of
a man and the head of a wild boar).
S A  'nir-vrita,
vriwith
nis), part. (f.  vulg. nir-vrit(rt.


), Satised, contented, happy, tranquil, at ease; free
from occupation or interest; emancipated;—ended,
terminated, ceased.

S A  ' nir-vriti,
 vulg. nir-vrit, s.f. Complete
satisfaction, contentment, tranquillity,
bliss, happiness;—nal emancipation or liberation from
existence; freedom; rest, repose; release; death (in
these senses often erroneously written nir-vritti);—

completion, accomplishment, conclusion (prop. nir-vritti);

—ceasing, abstaining (from), abstention.
S A  '\nir-vritta,
vritwith
 vulg. nir-vritt,
 or nir-vrit(rt.



dierence or otherness (between one's own spirit and
the divine essence);—of unchanging purpose; being
'without variableness or shadow of turning' (the Deity;—
syn. bhed-rahit).
H &  ~Lnar kh [prob. nar(a), q.v.+ukka= Mg. Prk.
?=S. +t], adj. (dialec.) Male; masculine.
H ' 5$ni-rog [S. "5$t, for nis+roga], adj. (f. -), = H
X  5$ ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),= H X 

nis), part. (f. -), Finished, completely done,
accomplished.
S A  .' \nir-vritti,
 s.f. Completion, termination, end,

5$ ni-rogit [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),= H

conclusion;—result, fruit, reward;—nal beatitude (prop.
nir-vriti).

s.m. Accomplishment, completion,
S <Y  'nir-vartan,
'

-in),Free from sickness, not ill, healthy, in sound health;
sound; in good spirits:—nirog, adv. Well;—s.m.
Healthiness; soundness; freedom from sickness or
disease:—nirog, s.m. Healthy man, &c.
H X  5$ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -), = H '

execution.
S  5ni-rodh (rt. rudhwith nis), s.m. Locking up,
connement, imprisonment;—enclosing, covering up;
obstruction, hindrance, prevention;—check, restraint,
coercion, suppression;—annihilation, destruction;—
disappointment, frustration of hope.
S < 5ni-rodhan, s.m. Conning; connement, &c.
(i.q. nirodh, q.v.).
S D   '8nir-va, adj.=nir-bas, q.v.
S D   3nir-vish, vulg. nir-bis, adj. (f. -), Without
poison, poisonless; not venomous; deprived of poison.
S E   3nir-vish, = S E  3" nir-vish,s.f. See the
popular form nir-bis.
S E  3"nir-vish, = S E   3 nir-vish,s.f. See the
popular form nir-bis.
H + E  M3nir-aushadh (see aushadh), adj. Without a
medicine, without a remedy, incurable.
S     nir-vikr, vulg. nir-bikr, adj. (f. -),
Unchanged, unaltered; unchangeable, immutable,
uniform.
S Y    nir-vikrat, s.f. Unchangeableness,
immutability; uniformity; absence of ckleness.
S `#   nir-vikalp, vulg. nir-bikalp, adj. Not
admitting an alternative; recognizing no such distinction
as that of subject and object;—not admitting of

X 5$" ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S.t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f.

5$ ni-rog [S. "5$t, for nis+roga], adj. (f. -),= H X 
5$ ni-rogit [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),= H
X 5$" ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S.t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f.
-in),Free from sickness, not ill, healthy, in sound health;
sound; in good spirits:—nirog, adv. Well;—s.m.
Healthiness; soundness; freedom from sickness or
disease:—nirog, s.m. Healthy man, &c.
H X  5$ni-rogit [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -), = H
' 5$ ni-rog [S. "5$t, for nis+roga], adj. (f. -),= H
X  5$ ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),= H
X 5$" ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S.t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f.
-in),Free from sickness, not ill, healthy, in sound health;
sound; in good spirits:—nirog, adv. Well;—s.m.
Healthiness; soundness; freedom from sickness or
disease:—nirog, s.m. Healthy man, &c.
H X 5$"ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S. t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), = H ' 5$ ni-rog [S. "5$t, for nis+roga], adj.
(f. -),= H X  5$ ni-rog [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),= H
X  5$ ni-rogit [ni-rog(a)+S. t], adj. (f. -),Free
from sickness, not ill, healthy, in sound health; sound; in
good spirits:—nirog, adv. Well;—s.m. Healthiness;
soundness; freedom from sickness or disease:—nirog,
s.m. Healthy man, &c.

S <&X   «nir-vighna, adj. (f. -), Unobstructed;

P ? narra, or nara[Zend nairya, fr. nar; S. ;—or
'
rel. n. fr.

uninterrupted; untroubled; secure from impediments;—
(S. nir-vighnam), adv. Unobstructedly, freely; securely;—
s.m. Absence of obstruction or impediment.
S *&X   «nir-vighnat, s.f. Unobstructedness;

nar, q.v.], adj. & s.m. Male;—manly; masculine; rough,
rude;—ugly, abominable; lthy, sordid;—the penis;—
trunk (of a tree);—ward (of a key);—a wave or billow;—a
hermaphrodite;—a beggar.
H $ 6 narh [prob. S. ++t], s.m. (rustic or

security from impediments; immunity from encounters;
safety.
H X 5$"ni-rog, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ni-rog.

dialec.) A herd of oxen or bulls.
S 6nar-hari, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'

H <L X  5$"ni-rog-pan [nirog+ pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (

H ? 67nar-ha [S. !+6§(], s.m. Shin-bone, shank;

(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Freedom from sickness, healthiness,

leg.
H I 6or
'
6 nir-has [˚has= S. 6T(; Prk. 6T((?)],

health.
S Z  8nir-va , adj. (f. -), Without family or lineage,
&c. (see nir-bans, the pop. form).
S *  8nir-va at, s.f. = S *  8; nir-va atva,
s.m.The being without family or lineage; childlessness.
S *  8; nir-va atva, s.m. = S *  8 nirva at, s.f.The being without family or lineage;
childlessness.
S ()  Unir-vivek, adj. Wanting discrimination or
judgment, undiscriminating, indiscreet, inconsiderate,
thoughtless, foolish.
S *)  Unir-vivekat, s.f. = S *)  U; nirvivekatva, s.m.Want of discrimination or judgment,
indiscretion; inconsiderateness, &c.
S *)  U; nir-vivekatva, s.m. = S *)  U
nir-vivekat, s.f.Want of discrimination or judgment,
indiscretion; inconsiderateness, &c.
S 6)  u*nir-vj, adj. See the pop. form nir-bj.
S + )  nir-ved,
×
vulg. nir-bed, s.m. Disgust, loathing
(for);—satiety; loathsomeness; despondency; selfdisparagement; humility;—grief; complete indierence,
disregard of worldly objects;—despair, desperation;—
shame.
S + )  nir-veda,
×
vulg. nir-ved, nir-bed, adj. Not having
the Vedas; unscriptural; indel.
S )  Ïnir-vair, adj. & s.m. See the pop. form nir-bair.
S ))  unir-vrya,
'
adj. Powerless, impotent, feeble;
without manly courage, unmanly, spiritless, tame.

adj. Without laughter, or averse to laughter; grave; dull.
S   6(nir-aha kr, adj. Free from egoism, devoid
of selshness;—free from pride, humble, lowly.
H unarr, or " nar, [Prk. 4f, or 4.!; S.
f, or .!], s.f. The windpipe, gullet, throat;—a
weaver's shuttle, &c. (see nal).
P nar, s.f. Dressed sheep-skin; kid (leather); roan;
morocco.
H $ nara [Prk. 4!; S. !+], s.f. Stem or
stalk (of wheat or barley, &c.); stubble (also nala).
H ) nariy (i.q. narr, q.v.), s.f. A tile.
S K ) ynir-ys, s.m. Exudation of trees or plants,
juice, gum, resin, milk, &c.;—extract; decoction; infusion.
H  &nare, s.m. = H  & nare, s.m.= H 
&" nare, s.f.[S. f + BP(, or sP(, and BP (or sP) + 
and ], The throat, gullet, windpipe:—nare dbnor
dabn(-k), To squeeze the throat (of), to throttle.
H  &nare, s.m. = H  & nare, s.m.= H 
&" nare, s.f.[S. f + BP(, or sP(, and BP (or sP) + 
and ], The throat, gullet, windpipe:—nare dbnor
dabn(-k), To squeeze the throat (of), to throttle.
H  &"nare, s.f. = H  & nare, s.m.= H  &
nare, s.m.[S. f + BP(, or sP(, and BP (or sP) + 
and ], The throat, gullet, windpipe:—nare dbnor
dabn(-k), To squeeze the throat (of), to throttle.
H :) "nir  = H &:) "+ nir h [Prk. K+(?);

S. "d], s.f.=nir-ksh, q.v.

P ) narna [nar, q.v.+na= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Male;

H &:) "+nir h = H :) " nir  [Prk. K+(?);

masculine.
S *4) "6nir-hat, s.f. = S *4) "6; nir-hatva,

S. "d], s.f.=nir-ksh, q.v.
S Z) 8nare, vulg. nares, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'
S Z) "8nir-, vulg. nir-s, adj. Without owner or
proprietor; without a master, or ruler.
S Z) "8nir-, = S Z) "3 nir-sh,s.m. The body of a
plough (without the pole and ploughshare).
S Z) "3nir-sh, = S Z) "8 nir-,s.m. The body of a
plough (without the pole and ploughshare).
S ) ,.' =nir-yukti, s.f. Disunion; (in Gram.) want of
connexion or government;—untness,
inappropriateness, impropriety.
S (*) ,.' =nir-yuktik, adj. (f. -), Disunited,
detached; unconnected; unmeaning; illogical;—
inappropriate, improper.
S ) "dnir-ksh, s.f. Looking at, regarding, seeing;
consideration;—hope, expectation.
S ) ".dnir-kshit, part. (f. -), Looked at, beheld;
considered;—expected, hoped.
H  @ ) "d/nir-ksha-mn = H @ ) "d/( nir-

s.m.Indierence; absence of desire or eect.
S *4) "6; nir-hatva, s.m. = S *4) "6 nir-hat,
s.f.Indierence; absence of desire or eect.
H  7na [Prk. 4f5 or f5; S. &t, or ft], s.m. A kind of
reed, Arundo tibialis, or A. karka;—(S. naa) name of a tribe
whose employment is making sor glass bracelets:—
na -mn, s.m. A species of sprat which frequents reedy
places:—na -wn, adj. Abounding in reeds, reedy.
H   §na , or 7 na  (prob. contrac. of next, q.v.),
s.m. (dialec.) The hard inner portion of a carrot.
H   77na a , or na , s.m. = H  77" na a , or
na , s.m.[Prk. 4ff , and 4ff; S. f++ and
], (dialec.)=nare, q.v.
H  77"na a , or na , s.m. = H   77 na a , or
na , s.m.[Prk. 4ff , and 4ff; S. f++ and
], (dialec.)=nare, q.v.
H B) G  7"na kya (S. naakya), adj. Abounding in reeds

ksha-mant [prob. for S. "/], adj.=nir-ksh, q.v.

(as a eld, &c.).
H   7!na l, s.m. (dialec.) Windpipe, &c. (=na , q.v.).

H @ ) "d/(nir-ksha-mant = H  @ ) "d/ nir-

H   7 !na wal (S. navala), adj. Abounding in reeds,

ksha-mn [prob. for S. "/], adj.=nir-ksh, q.v.

reedy;—s.m. A quantity of reeds; a reed bed.
H  7"na  [Prk. 4f(?); S. f], s.f. A kind of

S <) "d4nir-ksha, s.m. A look; looking at,
regarding, seeing;—expecting, hope;—aspect (of the
planets).
H  ) "d nir-ksha-wn, adj.=nir-ksha-mn, q.v.
S ) "d"nir-ksh, adj. (f. -in), Seeing, looking,
regarding, viewing;—expecting, hoping.
H &) "Lnirkhn, or L nirekhn [nirkh˚or
nirekh˚= Prk. =L()=S. "d(`), rt. d with ], v.t.
& n. To look at or towards, to behold, gaze at, regard,
observe, view;—to look out, to spy;—to consider, inspect;
—to expect, hope for (i.q. nirakhn, q.v.).
H <) hnarain, s.m. The pop. corr. of nrya, q.v.
S + ) BWnarendra, s.m. See s.v. nar, 'man.'

reworks (rockets without sticks, which run upon the
ground).
A o nazz (v. adj. fr. oC 'to run with rapidity'; 'to exude,'
&c.), adj. & s.m. Brisk, light, active;—sharp, acute,
intelligent, ingenious, witty;—running from place to
place (an ostrich);—(water) springing up;—a brisk or
active man, &c.;—an ostrich which keeps moving about
without settling in any one place;—water springing from
the ground, or land from which water exudes.
P o nizd, or nazd, = P ?o nizda, or nazda,s.m. = 
nizhd, q.v.
P ?o nizda, or nazda, = P o nizd, or nazd,s.m. = 
nizhd, q.v.

P o nizr (prob. zr, q.v. with prex ni), adj. Thin, slim,
slender, subtile; lean, spare, emaciated.
P onizr, s.f. Thinness, slenderness; leanness,
emaciation.
A .o niz (inf. n. of .
 d  'to dispute, contend,' &c., iii of .o
'to hasten (to); to retire,' &c.), s.m. & f. Dispute,
contention, altercation, controversy; litigation, law-suit;
—the subject of dispute, the point at issue (i.q. m bi-hin
niz):—niz--lafz , A wordy dispute.
P  o nazkat (coined from nzukafter the model of the
Ar. abst. n.), s.f. Softness, tenderness;—delicacy;
neatness; elegance; politeness:—nazkat-se aln, v.n. To
tread softly;—to walk elegantly.
P o nazhat (for A. ~o, inf. n. of ?o 'to be remote
(from),' &c.), s.f. Remoteness from all evil and
annoyances;—purity (of life), spotlessness.
P o nazd, (dialec. or local) nizd[Zend nazda, rt. nah= S. 6O;
cf. -], adv. Near, &c. (i.q. nazdk, q.v.).
H Ao nizdt = H o nizdd (perhaps niz= nij, q.v.+dd,
q.v.), s.m. & f. An inecient balance; a suspense
account:—nizdd, adj. One's own; private.
H o nizdd = H Ao nizdt (perhaps niz= nij, q.v.+dd,
q.v.), s.m. & f. An inecient balance; a suspense
account:—nizdd, adj. One's own; private.
P ()o nazdk [Prs nazdk; Zend nazdg, or nazdet; Zand
nazdista, superlative of nazd; cf. S. sc, superlat. of s],
adv. Near (to, -ke), hard (by), close (to or by), not far
(from), adjoining, contiguous (to);—on the point (of);
almost; about;—in the opinion (of), in the estimation
(of);—in the possession (of), with, by:—nazdk jnor
hon(-ke), To draw near (to), to approach, &c.; coivit.
P )o nazdk, s.f. Nearness, proximity;—vicinity
neighbourhood; propinquity;—approximation; approach;
—coition.
A .o naz, vulg. naza(inf. n. of .o 'to pull or tear out,'
&c.), s.m. The agonies of death; the last breath;
expiration.
H o nazik, adv. (Dakh.) corr. of nazdk, q.v.
P !o nazla, or nuzla(for A. ~!o nazlat, &c., n. of un. fr. o 'to
descend,' &c.), s.m. Descent or de uxion of humours,

rheum, catarrh:—nazla-band, s.m. A plaster (on the
temple) for catarrh.
A o nuz l (inf. n. of o 'to descend,' &c.), s.m.
Descending; alighting, sojourning (see nzil):—a descent;
an alighting;—a cataract (in the eye);—escheated
property or land (that has lapsed to the state for want of
legal claimants); crown or government lands:—nuz l-b, s.m. A swelling of the testicle, which (excepting in
the case of a blow or of hernia) is universally ascribed to
the descent of water (it therefore comprehends
hydrocele, hernia humoralis, and schirrus).
H !o nuz l (fr. nuz l), s.f. Alighting in a house without
the permission of the owner;—a house so entered (i.q.
na--nuz l);—escheated property or land (i.q. nuz l,
q.v.).
P o nuzhat (for A. ~o, v.n. fr. ?o; see nazhat), s.f.
Distance;—spotless purity; integrity;—pleasantness (of a
place); verdure, freshness;—pleasure, delight, joy,
cheerfulness; ornament:—nuzhat-gh, s.f. A pleasant
place, a place of delight, &c.
H ()o nazk, adv. (colloq. & Dakh.) corr. of nazdk, q.v.
P  nizhd, or nazhd= P ? nizhda, or nazhda[ni= Zend
ni= S.  prex +zd, or zda, q.v.], s.m. Origin, root,
principle;—family, seed, descent, extraction:—nizhda,
adj. Original, radical;—of noble family, noble, generous.
P ? nizhda, or nazhda= P  nizhd, or nazhd[ni= Zend
ni= S.  prex +zd, or zda, q.v.], s.m. Origin, root,
principle;—family, seed, descent, extraction:—nizhda,
adj. Original, radical;—of noble family, noble, generous.
P +  nizhand, or nazhand, adj. Altered or changed (by
grief or age); sad, sorrowful, cast down, dejected,
drooping;—angry, wrathful, raging, distracted;—
formidable, terrible; low (ground, &c.).
H I nas [S. ´; Prk. 4(?)], s.f. A vein; a muscle,
sinew, tendon, nerve; bre;—the organ of generation:—
nas bha akn, v.n. A tendon to be ruptured:—nas-dr, adj.
Sinewy, veiny:—nas-ka, s.m. A eunuch;—a catamite:—
nas-jl, s.m. A congeries of nerves; the nervous system.
S I nis, prep. or prex, Out, forth, out of, away from,
&c.;—no, not; without; dis-; -less (nisis changed

euphonically to nir, nih(in
+ Urd  ni), ni, nish, or ni,

H  0 nisrn [caus. of nisarn;—nisr˚= Prk.

according to the letter which follows).
P I nus, s.m. The circumference or environs of the

T() or T()=S.

mouth;—(Gr. ¶\), intellect, judgment, understanding.
H I nis, or  nisi = H 0  nis [Prk. , ;
S. 8], s.f. Night (see ni):—nis-gam, adv. (dialec.) On
night coming on:—nis-bsar, or nisi-bsar, adv. Day and
night; without intermission; continually:—nis- ar, or nisar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going or prowling about by night;—
an animal that prowls about and feeds by night; a nightprowler; a demon, goblin; a robber, thief:—nis- ar(˚=
S. t+ik), s.f. Going or prowling about by night:—nis- ar
karn, To prowl at night:—nis- ar, s.f. A female end; a
woman who keeps an assignation, a harlot:—nis-din, or
nisi-din, adv. = nis-bsar, q.v.:—nis-kar, s.m. 'Nightmaker,' the moon:—nis-nth, nis-pati, or nis-pati, s.m.
'Lord of the night,' the moon:—nises(i.q. S. niea, i.e. ni
+a), s.m. 'Lord of the night,' the moon.
H 0 nis = H I  nis, or  nisi [Prk. , ;
S. 8], s.f. Night (see ni):—nis-gam, adv. (dialec.) On
night coming on:—nis-bsar, or nisi-bsar, adv. Day and
night; without intermission; continually:—nis- ar, or nisar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going or prowling about by night;—
an animal that prowls about and feeds by night; a nightprowler; a demon, goblin; a robber, thief:—nis- ar(˚=
S. t+ik), s.f. Going or prowling about by night:—nis- ar
karn, To prowl at night:—nis- ar, s.f. A female end; a
woman who keeps an assignation, a harlot:—nis-din, or
nisi-din, adv. = nis-bsar, q.v.:—nis-kar, s.m. 'Nightmaker,' the moon:—nis-nth, nis-pati, or nis-pati, s.m.
'Lord of the night,' the moon:—nises(i.q. S. niea, i.e. ni
+a), s.m. 'Lord of the night,' the moon.
H 0 nas, s.m. corr. of  nash, q.v.
S 0 nas, s.f. The nose.
A 0 nis (an anomalous pl. fr. the rt. I; see ins, and
insn), s.f. pl. Women; the female sex.
A 5 0 nassj (intens. n. fr. 60 'to weave'), s.m. A Weaver.
S  0 tnih-sr,
+ vulg. ni-sr, adj. (f. -), Sapless,
pithless; powerless; insipid, vapid; worthless, vain,
unsubstantial, perishable;—s.m. The plant Trophis aspera.

t), caus. of rt. +], v.t. To cause to go out or
away, to turn out, eject, expel; to cause to issue or come
forth.
H K 0 niss = H B 0  niss [Prk. T5 and
T ; S. t:t and t :+t], s.m. Breathing
out, expiration; respiration; breath;—sighing, a sigh.
H B 0 niss = H K 0  niss [Prk. T5 and
T ; S. t:t and t :+t], s.m. Breathing
out, expiration; respiration; breath;—sighing, a sigh.
H  0 nasn, (corr.)  nisn [nas˚= Prk.
TU() or T ()=S. ()+caus. aug. ], v.t.
'To cause to be lost or to perish'; to destroy, eace,
annihilate; to spoil; to squander;—v.n. To be lost; to be
destroyed, be annihilated; to perish, to come to nought.
H 0 0 [nis s, s.m.=niss, q.v.
H  0  nasw, perf. part. of naswn, q.v. (i.q. nasya,
p.p. of nasn).
H  0  nisor [prob. nis(na) = nas(na)+Ap. Prk.
 f(=S. ()++], s.m. The carrier-pigeon (syn.
aswar).
H  0  naswan (i.q. naswn), adj. & s.m.
Destroying, &c.;—destructive.
H  0  naswn, or nason, v.t. & n.=nasn, q.v.
A 2 $ 0 nasim, s.f. pl. (of nasm, q.v.), Breezes, gales.
P $ 0nis (rel. n. fr. A. nis, q.v.), adj. Of or relating to
women.
A U0 nasab (inf. n. of U0 'to mention the lineage (of),'
&c.), s.m. Genealogy; lineage, race, stock, family, caste:—
nasab-nma, s.m. Pedigree, descent; a genealogical tree:—
nasab-num, s.m. (in Arith.) Denominator (of a fraction;—
syn. b -ba ):—nasab-o-asab, s.m. Genealogy and
attainments or merits.
P %0 nisbat (for A. ~%0, inf. n. of U0; see nasab), s.f.
Referring (to, -se); deriving (from);—reference, respect,
regard (to); attribute; relation, connexion; anity;
analogy; comparison;—ratio; proportion;—relationship

by marriage; matrimonial alliance; betrothal;—a
relation, or connexion;—a conundrum;—adv. or postpn.
With reference (to, -k), in respect (of), respecting;—in
comparison (with); in proportion (to):—nisbat-tansub,
s.m. Ratio and proportion:—nisbat rakhn(-se), To have
reference (to); to bear relation (to); to have to do (with):
—nisbat karn, v.t. To refer (a thing, to, -se), to derive
(from); to ascribe, attribute, or impute (to); to accuse, or
charge (a person, with, -se);—to form a matrimonial
alliance with; to betroth:—nisbat-nma, s.m. A
genealogical tree (i.q. nasab-nma):—nisbat-ho-jn, To be
or become connected by marriage; to become betrothed:
—y-nisbat, The ax , denoting kindred and
relationship.
P *%0nisbat (rel. n. fr. nisbat), adj. Related (to), having
reference (to); related by marriage, connected;—s.m.
Wife's brother, brother-in-law (i.q. nisbat bh).
P %0nasab (rel. n. fr. nasab), adj. Related (to), of the
blood, lineal.
S ?L0 T6 ni-sprih (for tT6 ), adj. (f. -), Free from
desire (for), not coveting, unenvious, content;—
indierent (to), disregarding.
S L0 T6ni-sprih,
 s.f. A contented woman;—the
plant Gloriosa superba.
H L0T6"ni-sprih
 [S. tT6 +t(+t)], adj. (f. inor -in) = ni-sprih,
 q.v.
H 4)L0 TH"6ni-sprh, adj. corr. of ni-sprih,
 q.v.
S + L0 TBni-spand, adj. Immovable; motionless, still;
steady.
H 0 Tnis-sat [S. tÄ t], adj. Without strength, or
power, or vigour; without courage; unenergetic;
powerless, impotent, weak; insignicant, low, mean;
unsubstantial;—impoverished:—nissat karn, v.t. To
deprive of power, or vigour, or energy;—to exhaust, to
impoverish (soil).
S 0 Tnasta, vulg. nast, s.m. The nose;—(nastam) a
sternutatory, snu.
S *0 Tnast, s.f. A hole bored in the septum of the
nose (cf. nth, and nath).
S  *0 Tnis-tr (rt.  with ), = H  *0 T nis-

tr [S. T+t], s.m. Crossing, passing over or across;
getting rid of, or away from; liberation, release, escape,
acquittal; remission (of sins), nal emancipation,
salvation, beatitude;—blessing;—payment, discharge (of
a debt), acquittance, denitive settlement, adjustment;
requital; decision, decree:—nistr-kart, or kartri, s.m. =
nistrak, q.v.:—nistr-vj, s.m. The means of crossing (the
ocean of life), a cause of nal liberation; faith in any
deity:—nistr karn, v.t. To liberate, release, acquit;—to
exempt (the soul) from further transmigration;—to
discharge (a debt, &c.), to pay; to requite (i.q. nistrn).
H  *0 Tnis-tr [S. T+t], = S  *0 T nis-tr
(rt.  with ), s.m. Crossing, passing over or across;
getting rid of, or away from; liberation, release, escape,
acquittal; remission (of sins), nal emancipation,
salvation, beatitude;—blessing;—payment, discharge (of
a debt), acquittance, denitive settlement, adjustment;
requital; decision, decree:—nistr-kart, or kartri, s.m. =
nistrak, q.v.:—nistr-vj, s.m. The means of crossing (the
ocean of life), a cause of nal liberation; faith in any
deity:—nistr karn, v.t. To liberate, release, acquit;—to
exempt (the soul) from further transmigration;—to
discharge (a debt, &c.), to pay; to requite (i.q. nistrn).
S  *0 Tnis-trak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Rescuing,
delivering, releasing, saving;—one who eects the
delivery or salvation (of), rescuer, deliverer, preserver,
saviour.
H  *0 Tnistrn [nistr˚= S. T(), caus. of rt.
+], v.t. To liberate, release, acquit; to rescue, save,
deliver;—to exempt (the soul) from further
transmigration, to beatify;—to discharge, pay o (a debt,
&c.), to requite.
P *0 nastaran, s.m. The dog-rose, or eglantine (i.q.
nasrn);—the China rose, the white rose (of India), Rosa
glandulifera;—a kind of cloth.
S Z*0 T,3nis-tush, adj. (f. -), Freed from cha or husk;
—(met.) puried; cleansed; simplied.
P H #P *0 nastalq (contrac. of nas -talq; see nas ), s.m. A
kind of Persian writing (or character), a ne round
hand.

S (*0 Tnastak, s.m. A hole bored in the septum or
bridge of the nose of draught-cattle.
H (*0 T,nistuk (for nis-tukh), adj. corr. of nis-tush,
q.v.
H  *0 T5nistok, (dialec.) T0 nist k [S. +T5t;
or +,3t], s.m. Denitive settle ment, adjustment,
decision, decree (syn. ukaut; niper);—adv. Wholly,
totally, in toto, altogether, thoroughly, completely.
H 6 *0 T`*nis-tej, = S I8 *0 T`* nis-tejas,adj. Lacking
strength or energy; destitute of re, or heat, or lustre,
&c.; powerless, impotent; spiritless, dull, tame;—
lustreless, dim, obscure.
S I8 *0 T`*nis-tejas, = H 6 *0 T`* nis-tej,adj. Lacking
strength or energy; destitute of re, or heat, or lustre,
&c.; powerless, impotent; spiritless, dull, tame;—
lustreless, dim, obscure.
S * *0 t;ni-satyat, s.f. Untrueness, falseness,
insincerity, lying disposition;—falsehood, untruth.
S  *0 t;ni-satya, adj. Untrue, false, insincere.
A 60 nasj (inf. n. of 60 'to weave'), s.m. Weaving (cloth).
H :0 .nis- it, adj. corr. of : ni- it, q.v.
H :0 nis- ar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. nis, 'night' (and
see ni- ar).
H :0 !nis- al, adj. corr. of : ni- al, q.v.
H :0 .Bnis- int, adj. corr. of : ni- int, q.v.
(and cf. ni- int).
H :0nis- ae, or nis- ai, s.m. &c.=ni- ay, q.v. (and
cf. nih- ai).
A u0 nas  (inf. n. of u0 'to transcribe, to copy';—to
cancel, abrogate,' &c.), s.m. Transcribing, copying (a
book, &c.);—cancelling, abrogating, repealing, &c.;
cancelment, abolition, abrogation, repeal, annulment;—
transformation (esp. into an ugly shape);—the modern
Arabic character:—nas  karn, v.t. To transcribe, copy;—
to cancel, abrogate, abolish, repeal, annul; to reject, to
set aside; to confute.
P A 8>0 nus ajt, s.m. pl. (of nus a, after the model of
the reg. fem. pl. of the Ar., nal silent ? being
euphonically changed to j), Copies, editions; books,

volumes;—recipes, prescriptions.
P >0 nus a (for A. ~>0 nus at, fr. u0 'to copy.' &c.), s.m.
A copy or model (whence anything is taken), an
exemplar, a prototype; a manuscript-copy, a copy, an
edition; a copy-book, writing-book;—a recipe,
prescription (of medicine, or of ingredients for any
composition):—nus a b dhn, To dispense a
prescription:—nus a
likhn (-k), To write a recipe or prescription:—nus anavs, s.f. Recipe-writing;—setting a copy.
A 0 nasr, s.m. A vulture;—an eagle:—nasrut-t ir,
 or nasr-t ir,
 s.m. 'The ying eagle,' the constellation of the
Eagle:—nasrul-wq, s.m. 'The falling vulture,' the
constellation of the Lyre.
S 0 t4ni-sara, s.m. Going forth or out; coming
forth, exit; the egress, or outlet (from a house, &c.);—
departure, dying, death; nal beatitude;—a means
(against), an expedient, a remedy.
H 0 nisarn (nisar˚= Prk. T() or "()=S.
t(), rt.  + ], v.n. To come out or forth, to
issue; to go out or forth; to depart.
P <)0 nasrn, s.m. The Dog-rose, or Eglantine (i.q.
nastaran).
A <)0 nasrain (obl. dual. of nasr, q.v.), s.m. The
constellations of the Eagle and the Lyre.
A H0 nasaq (v.n. fr. H0 'to put in order,' &c.), s.m. Order;
series; method, way, manner;—arrangement;
management;—connection;—style, mode of writing.
T :Q 0 nasaq- , s.m. Arranger (of an army, &c.);—a
chamberlain; an orderly ocer;—an executioner:—
nasaq -bsh, s.m. Chief chamberlain, or orderly.
H (0 ni-sak [Prk. T.= or "="; S. 
+8.=t], adj. Powerless, impotent, weak, helpless, poor.
H `0 T&nis-kapa [S. l&t and t&t], adj.
Without fraud or deceit, guileless, artless, honest,
sincere, candid, open.
H (#0 T!(nis-kalank [S. l!rt], adj. Without
stain, or aw, or blemish; stainless, spotless, sinless,
immaculate; unblemished; sound.
S &0 t,Lni-sukh, adj. Joyless, sad, unhappy;

disagreeable, distressing.
H J0 ,F$ni-sugg [S. t85 + t], adj. (rustic;—f. -),

H )+ 0 TBb6nis-sandeh, or (b6 ni-sandeh [S.

Careless, heedless; negligent; idle, lazy.
A 0 nasl, vulg. nasal(v.n. fr. 0 'to beget, or bring forth'),

undoubted, certain;—free from care or anxiety (syn. nisank);—adv. Without any doubt, undoubtedly, doubtless,
certainly;—without hesitation or apprehension, freely.
S 0 t(8ni-sa ay, adj. & adv. Undoubted, certain,

s.f. Ospring, progeny, lineage, pedigree, genealogy,
descendants; descent, relationship, stock, race, breed,
caste, family:—nasl--pidar, The paternal line:—nasl
ba hn(apn), To propagate; to breed:—nasl-dr, adj. Of
good breed, &c.
A 3-0 nasla (acc. of nasl), adv. By descent:—nasla binasli, adv. In regular descent, or succession:—nasla bad
nasli, adv. Generation after generation.
A #0nasl (rel. n. fr. nasl), adj. Of or relating to family;
genealogical;—of family.
H 0 nasn [nas˚= Prk. T()=S. (), rt. 8], v.n.
(dialec.) To disappear, vanish, make o, escape, run
away, ee.
 0
  'to move or
A K 0 nasns, or nisns(v.n. fr. quadr. v. I
y rapidly'), s.m. A kind of ape, a marmoset; an ourangoutang; a satyr, fawn; a monstrous race of men or
demons, who have only one leg and one arm, and move
by leaping.
P B 0nasns (rel. n. fr. nasns), adj. Of or relating to the
nasns; monstrous.
H  *0 TBnis-santn [S. tBt], adj. Destitute of
ospring, without issue, childless.
H <0 (_ni-sa h [Prk. T5; S. +8Tt, rt. 8(],
adj. Inauspicious, ill-omened, unblest (cf nash).
H + 0 .Bni-sandhi, vulg. ni-sandh[S. t .Bt], adj.
Having no joints perceptible; without openings or
ssures; well-knit, compact, solid, rm, close, right, not
leaky.
H + 0 Bni-sindh [S. B,t], s.m.=nisindhu, q.v.
H $ + 0B ni-sandh [nisandh= ni-sandhi, q.v.+Prk.
=S. a. +], s.f. Compactness, solidity, rmness,
closeness, tightness.
S + 0 B,ni-sindhu, s.m. A species of shrub, Vitex
negundo.
H [ + 0 B<ni-sandhe, adj. corr. of next, q.v.

tBb6t], adj. Free from uncertainty or doubt;

infallible, unerring;—undoubtedly, doubtless, certainly,
&c.
H (0 T(nis-sa k, or ( ni-sa k [Prk. T(5, and
(;j S. t8rt, and t8r], adj. & adv. Free from
fear, or doubt, or suspicion; fearless, bold, daring;—
without misgiving or apprehension; having no cares;
free;—fearlessly, without care or anxiety, unhesitatingly.
H (0 (&ni-sa ka [S. tr&(], adv. Without
diculty or trouble, easily.
H V 0 (5ni-sa ko [S. tr5t], adj. & adv.
Without contracting;—without shame or reserve.
S ^0 t($ni-sang, adj. Not attached (to), unattached,
unconnected, separated, separate;—unimpeded,
unobstructed;—not devoted (to) regardless (of),
indierent (to); free from worldly attachment, or selsh
desires, unselsh, disinterested.
S 4 0 t´<6ni-sneh, s.f. Linseed, Linum usitatis simum.
S  0 tT Cni-svdu, adj. Void of avour, taste less,
insipid, unsavoury; not sweet
H K 0 T ni-sws, s.m.=ni-ss, q.v.
H A 0 5nisot [prob. S. t, or tk,t p.p.p. of rt.
, or k,, with ], adj. (dialec.) Pure, clear; unalloyed,
&c. (i.q. nir; nirl, qq.v.);—(S. ni-srit),
 s.f. A species of
purgative root, Indian jalap, Ipomæa turpethum.
H  0 T or   naswar, adj. corr. of   navar, q.v.
S ? 0 tT ni-sva, adj. (f. -), Deprived of one's own;
having no property; indigent, poor.
H 0 T6nis-sah, or 6 ni-sah [Prk. T6( S. t6(],
adj. Unable to bear or support, or resist; impatient;—
powerless, weak;—intolerable, unbearable irresistible.
H 40 6nasah [nas(a), q.v.+S. +t], adj. (f. -), Having
veins, or tendons, or muscles, &c.; veined, veiny, sinewy.

S  40t6ni-sahy, vulg. ni-sahe, adj. With out
helpers, or associates; unassisted.
S *40 t6ni-sahat, s.f. = S *40 t6; ni-sahatva,
s.m.Inability to bear or support; impatience;
unendurance;—insuerableness.
S *40 t6; ni-sahatva, s.m. = S *40 t6 ni-sahat,
s.f.Inability to bear or support; impatience;
unendurance;—insuerableness.
H 0"nas [S. +; or S. ], s.f. A coulter,
ploughshare.
S 0 Tnasy, s.f. The nose;—nose-string (of an ox, or
camel, &c.; syn. nth).
A  0 nisyn (inf. n. of R0
  'to forget'), s.m. For getting;—
forgetfulness; oblivion.
A  0 nasyn (v. adj. fr. the preceding), adj. Forgetful
oblivious.
H  0nisyn (fr. nisyn), s.f. Forgetfulness (i.q. nisyn).
H &* 0 "Rnisth, s.m.=&*  nith, q.v.
H R0 "_nash, adj. Ill-omened (cf. nisa h).
H I 0 nises, s.m. See s.v. nis, 'night' (and see nie,
s.v. ni).
H Z 0 8ni-se, adj. corr. of Z  ni-esh, q.v.
H 3 0 "!nasl [nas, q.v. + Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj.
Sinewy; veined, veiny.
P 3 0 nasl (akin to the H. nasl), adj. Sinewy; veiny;—
(formed after the model of the A., fr. nast), of good
breed.
A 2 0 nasm (inf. n. of 2 0 'to breathe gently' (a wind, or
an odour)), s.f. A gentle breeze, zephyr, fragrant air,
spicy gale:—nasm--saar, s.f. Morning breeze.
S 2 0 t"/ni-sma, adj. Having no boundaries or limits,
unbounded, boundless, immeasurable.
H  0"nisen, (dialec. or poet.)  niseni, "
nasen, h" nisain, h" nasain [S. tY4", or tY<4";
Prk. T4"(?)], s.f. A ladder (syn. s h).
S A 0 T5nasyot (nasi, loc. sing. of nas, 'nose'+ota,
'woven,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Fastened by the
nose; led by a string through the septum of the nose;—

an ox, or other animal, led by a string through the
septum of the nose.
S  0 Tnasya, adj. (f. -), Belonging or relating to the
nose; nasal;—(S. nasyam), s.m. A sternutatory, snu.
P  0 nisya, or nasya(fr. A. nisyu, or nasyu;—nisyu=
nisyn, q.v.), s.m. A thing forgotten; a thing unworthy to
be remembered, or of no regard or account; a thing
dropped or thrown away as useless.
P  0 nasiya, or nisiya, or nisya(for A. ~ 0 nasat, fr. nas, rt.
 0 'to delay; to give credit,' &c.), s.m. Delay,
adjournment, respite;—delay allowed for payment of
money; credit, purchase or sale on credit.
H 4 0 "6nash [nas, q.v.+S. t, with euphonic
hinserted], s.m. A light plough (for soft soils).
H Z 8na, 1˚, s.f. corr. of nas, 'vein,' q.v.;—2˚, s.m. corr.
of A. nash, q.v.
S Z 8naa, vulg. na, nas, s.m. Disappearance;
destruction (i.q. n, q.v.).
S Z 8ni, = S Z 3 nish Prex, euphonically
substituted for nis, the former before , h, &c., and the
latter before k, kh, , &c. (see nis; nir).
S Z 3nish, = S Z 8 ni Prex, euphonically
substituted for nis, the former before , h, &c., and the
latter before k, kh, , &c. (see nis; nir).
S Z 8ni, vulg. nis, s.f. Night (i.q. ni):—ni- ar, s.m.
See the pop. form nis- ar; and also ni- ar.
H Z .8nii, vulg. nisi, s.f. corr. of S. ni, 'night':—niibsar, and nii-din, adv. See nis-bsar: &c., s.v. nis:—niiar, adj. & s.m.=ni- ar, or ni- ar, q.v.
S Z .8nii (loc. of ni), In the night:—nii-pushp, See
s.v. ni.
S  8ni, vulg. nis, s.f. Night;—a vision, dream;—
turmeric, Curcuma zedoaria, and C. longa:—ni-pati, s.m.
'Lord or husband of the night,' the moon:—ni-pushp,
s.m. 'The ower of night,' the white water-lily;—hoarfrost; dew:—ni- ar, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Going or moving
about by night, night-walking, nocturnal;—any animal
that prowls and feeds by night, nocturnal animal (as a
jackal, an owl, &c.);—a Rkshasor demon, goblin, end, an

evil spirit;—a burglar, a thief:—ni- ar, s.f. A she-devil, a
female end;—a woman who keeps an assignation, a
harlot;—a sort of perfume:—nidi(˚+d), s.f. The
beginning of night, evening, twilight:—ni-kr, s.m.=nikl, and ni-kar, qq.v.:—nikr(˚+k˚), s.m. The form or
aspect of night;—adj. Having the appearance of night,
night-like:—ni-kl, s.m. The time of night, night-time:—
ni-kar, s.m. 'The night-maker,' the moon:—ni-nth,
s.m. 'Lord of night,' the moon:—nint(˚+anta), s.m. End
of night, day-break, dawn:—nindh(˚+an˚), adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Blind at night;—a person who suers from nightblindness:—nii-pushp, s.f. (lit.'blossoming in the night'),
The tree Nyctanthes arbor tristis:—nie(˚+a), s.m. 'Lord
of the night,' the moon:—niait(˚+eta), s.m. (lit.'shining
or white at night') The crane, Ardea nivea.
P  nash; H. 8 na, or 8 ni (for A. {  nasht, and
- nasha, v.n. fr. 
  (for ), 'to be intoxicated,' &c.), s.m.
Intoxication (lit.& g.), drunkenness;—headache or cropsickness (from over-drinking);—intoxicating liquor or
drug, an intoxicant;—(for A. nasha) perception of odour;
—an agreeable smell, fragrance:—nashe-bz, or nashur, vulg. nash- or, s.m. One who sots or topes, a
drunkard; one who smokes or eats intoxicating drugs:—
nash-pn, or ni-pn, s.m. Intoxicating liquors or drugs;
—a comprehensive or an indenite term for
intoxication:—nash-pn karn, To drink intoxicating
liquor, or bhang;—to take bribes:—nash jamn, v.n. =
nash-pn karn:—nash a hn(-ko), Intoxicating drink,
&c. to get to the head, to be or become intoxicated:—
nash hnor h-jn(-ko), 'Wine, &c. to cloud the brain,'
to be half seas over;—nashe-dr, adj. Possessing
intoxicating properties, intoxicating:—nashe-k utr, or
nashe-k umr, s.m. The going o of intoxication,
becoming sober;—the after-eects of intoxication,
headache or crop-sickness from over-drinking:—nash
karn, v.int. To cause or produce intoxication (to, or in),
to intoxicate;—to be addicted to drinking intoxicating
liquor or bhang, to sot, to tope;—to be in the habit of
smoking or eating intoxicating drugs:—nashe-k lahar, or
nashe-k jh j, s.f. The ush or excitement of wine or
other intoxicant:—nashe-k lat-me , or nashe-me , adv.
In a state of intoxication:—nashe-me
r hon, or nashe-

me garq-b
hon, To be completely besotted by drink, to

be dead drunk:—nash haran hon(-k), The eects of
drink to pass o, to recover from intoxication; to come
to one's senses:—nash hon(-ko), To be intoxicated (i.q.
nash a hn).
H  nish (corr. of P. nishn, q.v.), s.m. Assurance,
condence; conviction, satisfaction (of mind); security,
guarantee; responsibility:—nish-pt, s.f. = nish:—nishtir, s.f. Satisfaction of mind, assurance; heart's
content:—nish- tir rakhn, v.n. To have assurance of
mind, to be or rest assured:—nish karn(-k), To give
security or guarantee (for); to be responsible (for); to
render satisfaction (for).
S A  8ni-ta, vulg. nit(rt. ni-o), part. (f. -),
Sharpened, whetted; sharp;—polished, burnished;—
varnished.
P A  nasht (corr. of A. {  nashat, inf. n. of   'to grow,'
&c.), s.f. Growing; being produced; springing up,
appearing;—anything growing, or produced;—a product;
a creation;—a creature.
P < Y  nashtain (for A. nashatain, obl. dual of nashat), s.f.
dual, 'The two creations,' this world and the next.
S =  8ni- ar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ni(see also
nisor nis, and nii).
S   3ni-shd, s.m. Name of certain wild aboriginal
tribes in India (who are described as hunters,
shermen, robbers, &c.); a man of any of those tribes; a
Bhl, &c.;—a man of a degraded tribe in general, an
outcast (esp. the son of a Brhma by a dra woman;—
also written nid);—the rst of the seven musical notes
(or, more prop., the last or highest of the scale,
corresponding to B of our scale).
P *B  nishsta, or nashsta(perf. part. of nishstan, 'to
cause to sit or to settle, caus. of nishastan, i.q. nishndan),
s.m. Starch; paste;—pottage prepared of any farinaceous
article; thick gruel.
A s  nasht (inf.
n. of w 'to be lively or sprightly,' &c.),

s.m. & f. Liveliness, sprightliness, cheerfulness,
gladness, glee, joy, pleasure, exultation, triumph:—
nasht-dost,
adj. & s.m. Loving pleasure or mirth, &c.;—

one who is fond of sprightliness, or pleasure, &c.

S   8nak, s.m. A species of crow.

S +   8Bnindh, adj. & s.m. See s.v. ni, 'night.'

P   nishn [imperat. & act. part. of nishndan, caus. of

P   nishna (rel. n. fr. nishn, q.v.), s.m. A mark, sign, an

nishastan, rt. Zend ni+ had= S. 3 (i.e. ni+sad)], part. adj.

impression; a mark, aim; butt, target; the bull's eye (of a
target):—nishna andz, adj. & s.m. Hitting the mark; of
unerring aim;—an unerring marksman, a good shot:—
nishna b dhn(-par), To take aim (at), to aim, to point a
weapon (at):—nishne-par baihnor lagn, or nishna
mrn, To hit the mark; to strike the bull's eye.
P   nishn (fr. nishn), s.f. A mark, sign, token, model;

Seating, settling, establishing, xing, planting;
impressing; marking; allaying, &c. (used as last member
of compounds, e.g. tir-nishn,
'impressing the mind':—

arrat-nishn, 'heat-allaying');—s.m. Sign; signal; mark,
impression; character; seal, stamp; proof; trace, vestige;
—a trail; clue;—place of residence (of a person),
whereabouts;—a scar, cicatrice;—a mark, butt, target
(more com. nishna);—note; index; type, emblem, device;
order, badge;—ensign, ag, banner, standard, colours;—
family arms, armorial bearings;—letter of a prince:—
nishn-bar dr, s.m. A standard-bearer:—nishn-pa, s.f. A
descriptive list or roll (of fugitives, or deserters, &c.):—
nishn-pa n, v.n. The mark or trace, &c. (of anything) to
be left:—nishn-dr, s.m. A standard-bearer, an ensign, a
cornet;—adj. Marked, signed;—possessing armorial
bearings:—nishn-dh, adj. & s.m. Pointing out,
indicating;—one who (or what) points out or indicates;
indicator; index:—nishn-dih, s.f. The pointing out,
indication:—nishn ln(-me ), To make a mark (in, or
on), to mark, &c. (i.q. nishn karn, q.v.):—nishn-saudgar, s.m. Trade-mark:—nishn karn(-me ), To make
a mark (in or on), to mark; to make a sign or signal;—to
stamp, impress;—to sign, witness (a deed, &c.):—pn-par
tairne-wl nishn, A buoy:—samundar nishn, s.m. A seamark.
H   8nan, v.t. & n., corr. or dialec. form of
nasn, q.v.
H   8nin, s.m.=  nishna, q.v.
P A   nishnt, s.m. pl. (of nishn, after the model of the
Ar. reg. fem. pl.), Marks, impressions, traces, &c. (see
nishn).
S   8Bnint, s.m. See s.v. ni, 'night.'
S   8Bni-nt, part. adj. (f. -), Tranquillized,
tranquil, quiet, patient;—(S. ni-ntam) s.m. A house,
dwelling:—nint-nr, s.f. A house-wife.
P T : nishn- , s.m. A standard-bearer (i.q. nishnbardr).

a distinctive mark;—a catch-word;—a token of
remembrance, keepsake, memorial, souvenir;—
ospring, issue.
H  $  nashyat (nash, q.v.+A. a. -yat), s.f. Intoxicating
quality or property; intoxication.
H B Z .8 nii-bsar, adv. See s.v. Z nii, and nisbsar.
S + % t8)ni-abd, vulg. ni-sabd, adj. Without noise or
sound, noiseless, voiceless, silent, quiet, still;—adv.
Without noise, noiselessly.
S Y+ % t8)ni-abdat, s.f. = S Y+ % t8); niabdatva, s.m.Noiselessness, stillness, silence, quiet.
S Y+ % t8); ni-abdatva, s.m. = S Y+ % t8) niabdat, s.f.Noiselessness, stillness, silence, quiet.
S ] L lnish-pp, adj. (f. -, or -), Free from sin,
sinless, guiltless, innocent.
H ; Ll"nish-pp [S. l+t(+t)], adj. &
s.m. (f. -in), Sinless, &c. (i.q. nish-pp):—guiltless or
innocent one.
S A L lnish-pdit (rt. padwith nis), part. (f. -),
Done, eected; made, produced, prepared; achieved,
accomplished.
S  L lnish-pdan, s.m. Doing, eecting,
accomplishing; concluding; producing, causiug,
engendering.
S  L l nish-pv, vulg. nish-po(rt. p with nis), s.m. A
legume, a pod; a species of pulse, Phaseolus radiatus, or
Dolichos sinensis; pulse (in general).
S L l.\nish-patti (rt. padwith nis), s.f. Going forth or
out; birth, production, generation;—completion,

conclusion, termination, consummation.
S *L l,Pnish-putr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Sonless, childless;
—a sonless person.
S 1  L lJ/nish-parkram, adj. Destitute of power or
prowess, powerless, weak.
S & L lH#nish-prabh, adj. (f. -), Deprived of light or
radiance; lustreless; gloomy, dark, obscure.
S  & L lH# nish-prabhv, vulg. nish-prabho, adj.
Powerless.
? Y & L lH# nish-prabhvat, s.f. = S Y & L
lH# ; nish-prabhvatva, s.m.Powerlessness.
S Y & L lH# ; nish-prabhvatva, s.m. = ? Y & L
lH#  nish-prabhvat, s.f.Powerlessness.
S D L l,I3nish-purush, adj. Deprived of men, without
males; unpeopled, desolate;—not having produced male
children, without male issue;—not male, feminine;—
devoid of manliness, eeminate;—s.m. An impotent
man; a eunuch; an eeminate man; a coward.
S  a L lH/4nish-pram, = S ( a L lH/.4 nishpramik,adj. Without authority, wanting authority;
unauthorized; unauthenticated.
S ( a L lH/.4nish-pramik, = S  a L lH/4 nishpram,adj. Without authority, wanting authority;
unauthorized; unauthenticated.
S ?L l6 ni-shprih (nifor nis+spriha),
adj.=ni-sprih,

 q.v.
S <W )L lH5*nish-prayojan, adj. Not in uenced by
any motive; without motives; causeless, groundless,
reasonless; absolute;—useless, objectless; needless,
unnecessary, uncalled for;—adv. Causelessly;
unnecessarily, &c.
S LL .8,lnii-pushp, s.f. See s.v. ni.
S ZL ldnish-paksh, adj. See the pop. form nir-paksh.
S <L lBnish-panna, vulg. nish-pann(rt. padwith nis),
part. (f. -), Gone forth or out; sprung up, arisen, born,
descended, produced, generated, brought about;
eected, completed, concluded, accomplished, executed,
done, nished, ready.
S + L lBni-shpand (nifor nis+spand), adj.=ni-spand, q.v.

S &L lv!nish-phal, vulg. nis-phal; and t v!ni-phal,
adj. Without fruit, bearing no fruit, fruitless, unfruitful,
barren, unproductive; useless, unprotable,
inecacious;—seedless, impotent.
S 3&L lv!nish-phal, s.f. A woman past child-bearing,
or in whom menstruation has ceased.
S *#&L lv!nish-phalat, s.f. = S *#&L lv!; nishphalatva, s.m.Unfruitfulness, barrenness,
unproductiveness; unprotableness; inecacy;
uselessness.
S *#&L lv!; nish-phalatva, s.m. = S *#&L lv! nishphalat, s.f.Unfruitfulness, barrenness,
unproductiveness; unprotableness; inecacy;
uselessness.
S #&Llv!"nish-phal, s.f.=nish-phal, q.v.
S Z L l|3nish-pesh (rt. pishwith nis), s.m. Striking,
striking together, clashing;—the noise or sound
produced by striking or clashing.
S  .8ni-ita, vulg. ni-it(rt. ni-i), part. (f. -),
Sharpened, whetted; ground; pointed;—(S. ni-itam) s.m.
Iron.
P * nishtar, vulg. nashtar(nesh+tar, qq.v.), s.f. A lancet,
eam:—nashtar den, or nashtar lagn(-ko, or -me ), To
apply the lancet (to), to lance; to bleed, phlebotomize.
S Z 9nash (rt. na), part. (f. -), Lost; invisible,
vanished; perished, destroyed, ruined, spoiled;
annihilated; dissipated, wasted, squandered;—depraved:
—nash- andr, s.m. Name of the fourth day in both halves
of the month Bhdra:— nash- etan, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Unconscious, insensible, fainted, swooned;—one who has
lost consciousness or his senses:—nash karn, v.t. To
destroy, ruin, spoil; to wipe out, annihilate; to waste,
dissipate:—nash honor ho-jn, v.n. To be destroyed, &c.
S Z .9nashi, vulg. nash, s.f. Loss, destruction, ruin.
S Z 9nash, s.f. A lost or abandoned woman, an
adultress, a harlot.
S  Z 9nashat, s.f. = S  Z 9; nashatva,
s.m.Destruction, ruin; annihilation; waste, dissipation;
depravity.

S  Z 9; nashatva, s.m. = S  Z 9 nashat,
s.f.Destruction, ruin; annihilation; waste, dissipation;
depravity.
S Z cni-shh, s.f. Station, position, standing;
condition, state; stand-point; basis, foundation;—belief
(in), faith;—conclusion, end, termination, catastrophe;
accomplishment, completion; culminating point;
disappearance, destruction, death;—xed or certain
knowledge, ascertainment, conrmation, certainty:—
nishh-vat, nishh-vant, or nishh-vn, adj. & s.m.
Possessed of complete knowledge, perfect, complete,
consummate;—fullling all religious duties;—one who is
possessed of complete knowledge, &c.
S .Z cni-shhn, s.m. Sauce; condiment.

still; immovable, xed, steady;—not subject to motion or
uctuation; invariable, unchangeable:—ni- al g(˚la+an˚),
s.m. A species of crane, Ardea nivea;—a rock, mountain.
S 3: ¹!ni- al, s.f. The earth.
S : .¹Bni- int, vulg. nis- int, adj. (f. -), See the
pop. form ni int.
H $ *:.¹B ni- int, s.f.=ni int, q.v.
H *:.¹B"ni- int, [S. .¹B+], s.f.=ni int.
S + &: .+ Wni- hidra, vulg. nis- hiddar, adj. (f. -),
Having no rent or openings or gaps, without holes;
without weak points, or aws,
or defects; having no weak side;—uninterrupted; unhurt.
S :ni- ay, vulg. ni- ae, ni- ai, nis- ai, and H.

S ' Z c,ni-shhur, adj. (f. -), Hard, rough; coarse;

h ni ai, nis ai(rt. iwith nis), s.m. Ascertainment,

gru, severe, austere, hard-hearted, pitiless, cruel;—
contumelious (in speech).
S 9' Z c,ni-shhurat, s.f. = S 9' Z c,; ni-

investigation, inquiry, determination, adjudication,
decision;—accurate or certain knowledge; xed opinion;
positive conclusion; assurance, certainty;—trust, belief,
faith;—settled purpose, xed intention, resolve; design,
aim;—adj. Ascertained, indubitable, certain, sure; actual,
real;—adv. For a certainty, certainly, assuredly,
indubitably, positively, really, actually:—ni- ai n, or
ni ai rahn(-ko), To have (the) assurance (of a thing, -k),
to feel certain:—ni- ai pa n, v.n. To be ascertained, to
become clear (to), &c.:—ni ai kar-ke, adv. Assuredly; with
certainty:—ni ai karn(-k), To ascertain; to determine;
to decide, to pass judgment; to make sure (of), to
convince oneself (of), to verify, to prove; to conclude; to
determine, resolve;—to ratify; to guarantee:—ni ayv ak sarv-nm, s.m. (in Gram.) The denite pronoun.
S Z : 9ni- esh, adj. (f. -), Deprived of motion;

shhuratva, s.m.Harshness (of speech), coarseness,
reviling, abuse;—severity, cruelty.
S 9' Z c,; ni-shhuratva, s.m. = S 9' Z c, nishhurat, s.f.Harshness (of speech), coarseness, reviling,
abuse;—severity, cruelty.
H : ¹ni , s.m. corr. of : ni- ay, q.v.
S : .¹ni- it (rt. iwith nis), part. (f. -),
Ascertained, determined, decided, established, certain,
settled, concluded;—(S. ni itam) s.m. Certainty; decision,
conclusion;—adv. Certainly, assuredly, decidedly,
positively:—ni it karn(-se), To ascertain (from), &c.
H + : .¹Wni- idr, vulg. ni- idar, adj. corr. of nihidra, q.v.
H : .8nii- ar, or ¹ ni- ar, adj. & s.m.=ni- ar,
q.v.
H $:¹ ni- ar [S. 8+++], s.f. See the
pop. form nis- ar, s.v. nisor nis.
S <: ¹,=4ni- ukka, s.m. A sort of tooth-powder
(prepared from sulphate of iron, &c., which destroys the
tartar, but blackens the teeth).
S : ¹!ni- al, vulg. nis al, adj. (f. -), Not moving,

incapable of motion or eort; motionless; powerless,
helpless.
S +  3nishadh, s.m. Name of a mountain, or chain
of mountains, forming one of the principal ranges of the
earth, and described as lying immediately south of
Hvrita and north of the Himlaya;—name of a country
in the southern division of India (governed by Nala);—
name of the people of that country;—the sovereign of
the Nishadhas.
S +  3-ni-shiddha, vulg. nishiddh, part. (f. -),

Prohibited, forbidden; denied; kept back, restrained;
warded o, prevented.
S *+  3-ni-shiddhat, s.f. Prohibitedness;
prohibition; prevention.
A  nashr (inf. n. of  'to spread,' &c.), s.m. Spreading
(a table or a carpet, &c.); expanding, extending,
diusing; publishing (news);—dispersing, scattering,
strewing;—reviving, vivifying, restoring to life, raising
from the dead;—rising from the dead, coming to life;—
resuscitation; life:—nashr karn, To spread, &c.:—to blot or
sink (as ink on blotting-paper, or on bad paper).
S ) tY<.4ni-rei, or tY<4" ni-re, s.f. See the pop.
form nisenor nisain.
S I) tY<3ni-reyas, s.m. Final beatitude (i.e. release
of the soul from the necessity for further
transmigration and its reunion with the Supreme Spirit),
ultimate bliss or supreme felicity in the life to come.
P 0 nishast [v.n. fr. nishastan, rt. Zend ni+had; S. 3
(ni+sad)], s.f. Sitting; session;—xing;—position, attitude;
—a sitting-room (i.q. nishast-gh):—nishast-bar st, s.f.
Sitting and rising up'; manners, good-breeding,
etiquette, politeness:—nishast-gh, s.f. A place on which
one sits; a place where people meet to sit and talk,
meeting hall, sitting-room.
P *0 nishasta (perf. part. of nishastan; see nishast), part.
Seated, sitting;—settled (upon, as dust).
S ( lnishk, s.m. A weight of gold of one hundred
and eight rattis.
S   l4nish-kra, vulg. nis-kran, adj. & adv.
Causeless, groundless, needless, unnecessary;—without
motive or object, disinterested;—causelessly, &c.
S K  lnish-ks, s.m. Issue, exit, egress (i.q. niks);
—a portico, a verandah.
S 1  l/nish-km, vulg. nis-km, adj. (f. -), Free
from wish or desire, disinterested, unselsh;—adv.
Without wish or desire, unwillingly.
S ` l&nish-kapa, vulg. nis-kapa, adj. See the
pop. form niskapa.
S  ` l&nish-kapaat, s.f. Guilelessness, &c.

(see nis-kapa).
S D  l3nish-karsh,
'
s.m. Essence (of anything), gist,
pith (syn. ni o ):—ascertainment, certainty.
S <a  lJ/4nish-krama, s.m. Going forth or out;—
taking a child out of the house for the rst time (an
essential ceremony performed in the fourth month
after birth, and accompanied by sacrice).
S (# l!(nish-kala k, vulg. nis-kalank, adj. See the
pop. form niskalank.
H # l!(nish-kala kit [S. l!(+t], = H
# l!(" nish-kala k [S.l!(+t (+t)],
adj.=nish-kala k.
H # l!("nish-kala k [S. l!(+t (+t)], =
H # l!( nish-kala kit [S. l!(+t],
adj.=nish-kala k.
S < le&nish-kaak, vulg. nis-kanak, adj. (f. -),
Free from thorns; free from ills, or trouble, or obstacles,
or danger, or enemies; happy; plain, easy.
S < le_nish-kah, vulg. nis-kanh, s.m. A species
of tree, Capparis trifoliata.
H  & lL5&nish-kho, vulg. nis- o(kho, q.v. with nis),
adj. Without defect or blemish, unblemished; blameless,
faultless; sound, &c. (see ni-kho).
S  l? !nish-kewal, vulg. nis-kewal, adj. & adv.
Belonging exclusively (to);—exclusively, solely; entirely,
completely; merely, only.
S 0t8(ni-asay, A wrong form for ni-saay, q.v.
H ( 8(ni-a k, vulg. ni-sa k= H  8( ni-a k,
vulg. ni-sa k[S. t8rt, and t8r +t], adj. & adv.
See the pop. form nis-sa k.
H  8(ni-a k, vulg. ni-sa k= H ( 8( ni-a k,
vulg. ni-sa k[S. t8rt, and t8r +t], adj. & adv.
See the pop. form nis-sa k.
H ( 3Bni-shannak [S. 34], s.m. A species of
pot-herb, Marsilea dentata.
S ^ 3($ni-sha g, vulg. ni-sa g(fr. rt. sanjwith ni), s.m.
Clinging (to), attachment; union, meeting, association;—
a quiver.

S J3($"ni-sha g, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having a quiver;
—an archer, a bowman.
S K   or t  ni-vs, and H.   ni-vs,
s.m. See the pop. form niss.
A   nush r (inf. n. of ; see nashr), s.m. Rising from the
dead, reviving;—recalling to life, raising from the dead;
resurrection:—bas-o-nush
r, 'The rising and the

resurrection,' the day of resurrection' (i.q. yaumunnush r).
S   :navar, vulg. naswar, adj. (f. -, or -), Perishing,

discontinuance; contrariety (to), or deviation (from),
rule; an exception;—inauspiciousness, evil:—nishedh
karn, v.t. To hinder, prevent, prohibit; to dissuade, &c.
(i.q. man karn):—nishedh-kr, adj. Forbidding;
prohibitive; denying.
S +  3<ni-shedhit, part. (f. -), Warded o;
prevented, prohibited, forbidden; denied.
H *+  3<ni-shedhat, s.f. A pleonastic form
(=nishedh, q.v.).
S (+  3<ni-shedhak, adj. (f. -), Keeping back

perishable; destructible; liable to decay, transitory,
evanescent;—destructive, mischievous.
S Y  :navarat, s.f. = S Y  :; navaratva,

(from), obstructing, preventing, prohibiting, prohibitive;
forbidding;—negative; privative.
H + 3<"nishedh [S. 3<+t (+t)], adj.

s.m.Perishableness; transitoriness, evanescence;
destructiveness, mischievousness.
S Y  :; navaratva, s.m. = S Y  : navarat,

Obstructing, obstructive; preventive; prohibitive;—
negative, privative;—inauspicious, evil, bad.
S Z  ¶8nie, s.m. See s.v. ni, 'night'

s.f.Perishableness; transitoriness, evanescence;
destructiveness, mischievousness.
P ?  nashwa (for A. {  nashwat, inf. n. of 
  (rt. ), 'to
intoxicate,' &c.), s.m. Intoxication, drunkenness;
exhilaration (from wine, &c.), hilarity.
P  nasha, or nashsha, s.m.=  nash, q.v.

S Z  t¶3ni-esh, adj. (f. -), Having no remainder;

P U  nisheb, vulg. nasheb, s.m. A descent, declivity, slope;
—lowness (of ground); low ground; a hollow;—adj.
Declivous, sloping;—low, hollow:—nasheb-farz, or nashebo-farz, s.m. Descent and ascent; height and hollow; ups
and downs (lit.& g.); unevenness, roughness,
ruggedness;—vicissitudes (of fortune);—good and ill;
advantages and disadvantages; prot and loss (syn.
n );—adj. Low and high, down and up, uneven, rough,
rugged.
S   8hniait, s.m. See s.v. ni, 'night.'
S &*  8"Rnith, vulg. nisth(rt. with ni), s.m.
Midnight; night.
A +  nashd (v.n. fr. +  'to know, recollect,' &c.), s.m.(?)
Verses which people recite alternately.
S +  3<ni-shedh (rt. sidhwith ni), s.m. Warding o,
keeping o; hindering, stopping, obstructing;
prevention, prohibition; advising (against), dissuading
(from, syn. man);—negation; refusal; denial;—

without leaving a residue, leaving nothing over;
completely spent, or consumed, or estroyed;—complete,
entire, whole, all;—adv. Completely, wholly, &c.
S *  t¶3ni-eshat, s.f. Complete destruction.
S (  3<ni-shek (rt. si with ni), s.m. Sprinkling,
infusion, aspersion;-irrigation;—distilling;—eusion;—
seminal infusion, impregnation;—the ceremony
performed upon the occasion of conception.
H 3  nashl, and H. 8"! nal, ¶! nael, (dialec.)
¶! niel [nash, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -),
Inebriant, intoxicating;—intoxicated;—sleepy-looking,
drooping (eyes).
P 2  nishem, or nishm(a contrac. of next), s.f. Sittingplace; resting-place; a bird's-nest.
P <@  nisheman, or nishman[nish, fr. nish-dan, a var.
form of nishastan+Zand man; S. /], s.f. Sitting-place;
resting-place; seat, bench, stool;—a nest;—residence,
mansion; settlement; one's native country;—the hams,
the buttocks.
P <  nishn (imperat. & rt. of nishastan; see nishast), part.
adj. & n. of ag. Sitting; seated; dwelling (in); settled or
xed (in);—sitter, &c. (used as last member of

compounds, e.g. gosha-nishn, 'sitting in a corner,'
'solitary'; 'a recluse').
S <  nayan, vulg. nasyan(base nayat, rt. na), part.
Perishing, decaying; being destroyed;—waning; wasting.
P  nishn (abst. s. fr. nishn), s.f. Sitting, &c. (used as
last member of compounds, e.g. gosha-nishn,
'retirement, seclusion,' &c.).
A v na (inf. n. of v
C  'to elevate; to make manifest,'
&c.), s.m. Showing, manifesting, exhibiting,
demonstrating, setting forth;—demonstration, proof;—a
text (of the Qor n), an explicit and decisive dictum (of
law, or scripture).
A M nib [inf. n. of Uf , iii of UM 'to erect, establish,'
&c.), s.f. A certain estate, or number of cattle, for which
the poor-rate or a tax is paid;—root, origin, principle;—
capital, principal; property;—dignity;—fortune:—nibusibyn, 'The capital-stock of children,' title of an Arabic
vocabulary with a Persian translation in rhyme.
P  M nar, = A  Mnar,s.m.(?) Nazareth (the city, so
called from its abounding in orchards);—(pl. of narn),
Nazarenes, Christians.
A  Mnar, = P  M nar,s.m.(?) Nazareth (the city, so
called from its abounding in orchards);—(pl. of narn),
Nazarenes, Christians.
A $ M nai, s.f. pl. (of naat, q.v.), Counsels, advices,
admonitions, &c.
A UM nab, vulg. naab(inf. n. of UM 'to erect, set up,'
&c.), s.m. Erecting, setting up, establishing, xing,
planting, &c.; establishment, &c. (in Gram.) marking a
consonant with the vowel fata(-); the vowel fata(in
in exion or declension):—nab karn, v.t. To erect, set up
(at, -par), to establish, x, plant, &c.:—nab hon, v.n. To
be erected, or set up, &c.
A M nar (inf. n. of M 'to succour, help,' &c.), s.m.
Succour, assistance, aid;—victory.
A M narn (rel. n. fr. narn, 'a Nazarene, a
Christian'), adj. Belonging to Christians or to
Christianity; Christian;—s.m. A Christian (but the word is
not used by Christians).
P  M narnyat (for A. ~ M, fr. narn), s.f. The
Christian religion, Christianity.

P AM nurat (for A. {M, v.n. fr. M; see nar), s.f.
Assistance, ecient aid; defence;—victory:—nurat-yt,
adj. In whose standards is victory; victorious.
A gM nif (inf. n. of gM 'to halve,' &c.), s.m. The half;—
adj. Half; semi-;—middle-aged; of middle stature (a man):
—nif-tal, Half the collections:—nif-dira, s.m. A semicircle:—nif-rt, s.f. Land paying half the customary
(Govt.) revenue:—nif-qutr, s.m. Radius (of a circle):—nif
karn(-k), To bisect; to halve:—nifun-nahr, s.m. Midday, noon;—the meridian;—adv. In the middle of the
day, at noon:—nif--nif, or nif-nif, adv. To the extent
or amount of half; half;—through the middle, bisecting
(it) exactly;—being in the middle;—half and half; by
halves, in halves.
P h M nafat (for A. ~h M, fr. naf, 'reaching to the middle
(of),' &c.; see nif), s.f. Justice, equity;—an equitable
transaction.
P h Mnif (rel. n. fr. nif), adj. Halved; half;—s.f. A moiety.
A F M nu , s.m. pl. (of na, q.v.), Manifestations.
exhibitions; demonstrations, settings forth.
A U M nab (v.n. fr. UM; see nab), s.m. Part, portion;
chance, lot; luck, good fortune;—destiny (in Urd this
word is generally constructed as a plural):—nab ph n(ke, mere, &c.), To be unlucky, or unfortunate:—nab
jgnor jagn, nab khuln(-ke, mere, tere), One's star to be
in the ascendant; to be fortunate, to be prosperous:—
nab karn, v.t. To make (a thing) the lot or portion (of, ko), to allot, apportion:—nab la n(la ne), Fortune to ght
for or to favour (a person), to begin to be prosperous
(after adversity);—to try (one's) luck, to be a competitor
(for):—nab hon(-ke, mere, &c.), To fall to the lot (of), to
have the good fortune (to gain anything); to be destined
(for):—bad-nab, adj. Ill-fated, unfortunate:—be-nab
hon, To have no luck; to be unfortunate; to be
frustrated, to be deprived (of, -se).
P % M naba (for A. ~% Ma nabat, fem. of nab), s.m. Lot,
luck, fortune (i.q. nab):—naba-war, adj. Fortunate.
P % Mnab (rel. n. fr. nab), adj. Of fortune, or luck, or
destiny; appointed, allotted (by destiny).
P c M naat (for A. ~c M, v.n. fr. M 'to advise,' &c.), s.f.
Advice, counsel, admonition, exhortation, precept;—

reproof, reprimand;—chastisement:—naat-mez, adj.
Mixed with good advice;—monitory, admonitory, moral:
—naat-pazr, adj. Listening to good advice:—naat
den, or naat karn, v.t. To advise, counsel, admonish,
exhort;—to reprove, reprimand; to chastise:—naat-gar,
or naat-go, s.m. Adviser, counsellor, admonisher.
A  M nar (v.n. fr. M 'to aid,' &c.), s.m. Succourer,
assistant, helper, ally, defender, friend (i.q. nir).
A  Mnuair (rel. n. fr. Nuair, a proper name, and dim.
of nar, q.v.), s.m. Name of a sect (founded by Nusair)
who believe in the divinity of the Khalfa Al;—an
individual of that sect;—name of a tribe inhabiting
various parts of Syria and Asia Minor.
P A q narat (for A. { q, inf. n. of q 'to ourish,' &c.),
s.f. Flourishing; verdancy, verdure; freshness;
brightness, lustre; oridness; pleasingness; beauty.
A 6q naj, or nuj(inf. n. of 6q 'to ripen'), s.m. Ripening
(as fruit, &c.); suppuration;—cooking, being nearly ready
(as meat dressing).
A 6 q naj (v. adj. fr. naj, q.v.), adj. Ripe (as fruit, &c.),
mature;—well-cooked (meat, &c.); soft:—najur-re, adj.
Of mature judgment.
A b N nit, or nita, nat, or nata, s.m.(?) A sheet of dressed
leather (which is spread as a table-cloth, or upon which
people play chess, or draughts, &c.).
P h N nufa (for A. ~h N nufat, v.n. fr. gN 'to ow,' &c.), s.m.
Clear water, lymph;—seed, sperma hominis;—a son;—the
sea:—nufa--bintul-inab , 'The seed of the daughter of
the grape,' a bastard begotten in a drunken t:—nutfa-
be-taqq, or nutfa--arm,
adj. & s.m. Misbegotten,

illegitimate;—an illegitimate child, a bastard.
A HN nutq (inf. n. of HN 'to speak,' &c.), s.m. Speech,
articulation, pronunciation; language, discourse; power
of speech; reasoning faculty.
P A  nazrat
 (for A. { , fr. ), s.f. The oce of a nzir,
q.v.
or nazrag(abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Seeing,
P X  nazz rag,
 
looking at; sight; observation;—s.m. Beholder, spectator
(pl. nazz ragiyn).
 
P ?  nazz ra,
A. {  nazz rat,
fr. nazz r,
  or nazra(for

 
 
intens. n. fr. nazar,
 q.v.), Sight, view, look, show;

inspection;—amorous glance, ogling:—nazra-bz,
vulg.

nazre-bz,
s.m. An ogler:—nazra

 karn, or nazra
 mrn(par?), To cast amorous glances (at), to ogle; to wanton
with the eyes:—nazz ra-kun,
or nazra-kun,
adj. & s.m.
 

Gazing (at), surveying;—gazer, &c.
P _  nazfat
  'to be pure,' &c.),
 (for A. ~_ , inf. n. of g
s.f. Cleanness, purity; neatness.
A 1  nizm
 (inf. n. of 2  'to order, regulate, arrange,'
&c.), s.m. Order, disposition, arrangement (i.q. intizm);

—a string (of pearls, or beads); composition (of verses);—
custom, habit; mode, way (of life); institution;—
foundation, basis, constitution;—governor, administrator
(e.g. nizmul-mulk);—arranger;
composer:—nizm-

shams, s.m. The solar system.
A 1  nazz m
  (intens. n. fr. nazm,
 or nizm,
 qq.v.), s.m. A
governor, an administrator, a ruler, a prince or
lord; the title of the prince of Hyderabad in the Deccan;
—a stringer (of pearls); composer (of verses).
P a  nizmat
(for A. ~a , fr. nizm,

 q.v.), s.f.
Arrangement, regulation, government, administration
of justice;—the oce of nzim:—niz
mat-adlat,
s.f. The


Supreme Court of Criminal Justice (nominally presided
over by the Nzimor
Viceroy of the province: it was

originally established at Murshidbd, and removed to
Calcutta in 1790).
A $  nazir,
 s.m. pl. (of {  naz  rat, and {  nazrat),

Those who are looked upon or revered above all others;
eminent, venerable, or respectable men;—chief men,
nobles, grandees.
A  nazar (inf. n. of  'to look at, see, behold,' &c.), s.f.
Sight, vision, view; look, regard, glance; observation,
inspection; supervision;—favourable regard, favour,
countenance;—view, opinion, estimation;—intent,
design;—regard, relation, reference;—in uence of an
evil eye;—doubt, uncertainty, perplexity:—nazar n(-ko),
To come in sight or view, to appear:—nazar-andz,
adj.

Disregarded, unnoticed; cast o from favourable regard,
rejected:—nazar-andz
karn, v.t. To disregard, to take no

notice of; to discard from favour, to reject:—nazar-andz,

s.f. Valuation of land, or estimate of a crop, upon
inspection:—nazar-bz,
s.m. One who plays with or

deceives the eyes; an ogler; a juggler; a thief-catcher; s

detective:—nazar-bz,
s.f. Ogling;—juggling, &c.:—nazar

ba n(-k) =  kh ba n, q.v.:—nazar badaln, v.n.= kh
badaln, q.v.:—nazar-band,
adj. Strictly watched, under

surveillance;—under detention or arrest, on parole;
imprisoned, conned;—s.m. A state prisoner;—causing a
deception of sight; fascination of conjurors; glamour;
spell, charm;—nazar-band
rakhn, or karn, v.t. To keep

under surveillance; to detain (a suspected person), &c.:—
nazar-band,
s.f. Surveillance;—detention; arrest;—

connement;—fascination, glamour; juggle; sleight of
hand, legerdemain:—nazar bhar-kar dekhn, v.t.= kh bharkar dekhn, q.v.:—nazar pa n(-ko), To come into view, to
fall under notice; to chance to see:—nazar phe kn( ro
taraf),
To cast glances (around), to look (all round or

about):—nazar--s
n,

 s.m. A second inspection; revision
(of a writing or book); a review or second examination of
recruits (at which they are nally passed):—nazar urn=
 kh urn, q.v.:—nazar a hn(-ke, or mere, &c.), To take
the eye or the fancy (of):—nazar ln(-par), To x the
gaze (on), cast eyes (on), to look (at), to see:—nazar
rakhn(-par), To look (upon), to regard, to set eyes
(upon);—to keep the eye (upon), to watch; to look (after),
to attend (to);—to be intent (on);—to have in view, to
contemplate, intend;—to cast a wistful eye (upon); to
look sweet (upon):—nazar-se
gir-den(kis-ko), To cast o;

to disgrace;—to look down upon, to hold cheap:—nazar
se(or nazro -se) girn, v.n. To lose the favour or regard
(of), to fall in the estimation (of, -ke), to fall into
disgrace:—nazar karn(-par), To look (at), see, behold,
view, observe, &c.:—nazar khn, To be in uenced by a
malignant eye:—nazar-gh,
s.f. The place where anything

is kept for view or inspection; a place where any
spectacle is exhibited, a theatre, ampitheatre:—nazar
gh--m, A conspicuous place:—nazar-guz
ar,

 s.f. The
in uence of a malignant eye:—nazar-guz
ar-k
ln, To


throw some food on the ground before eating in order to
avert the malignant eye:—nazar-gher,
s.m. The horizon:

—nazar-ghere-k
dhur, One of the poles of the horizon:—

nazar-ghere-k
dhur, The axis of the horizon:—nazar-ghere

k kon, Depression of the horizon:—nazar-ghere-k
np
kon, Horizontal parallax:—nazar lag, s.m. That which has
been viewed with a malignant eye:—nazar lagn(-par), To

view with a malignant eye, cast an evil eye (upon), to
regard with evil intent:—nazar lagn(-ko), To fall under
the gaze of a malignant eye; to be in uenced by an evil
eye:—nazar mrn=  kh mrn, q.v.:—nazar miln(-ke), To
meet the gaze (of), to look (one) full in the face;—to
compare:—nazar-me
, adv. In sight (of, -ke), in view;—in

the view or opinion (of):—nazar-me
(or nazro -me )

rakhn(-ko), To keep in sight;—to keep under one's own
control:—nazro -me samn(-ke, mere, &c.), To be
constantly before the eyes (of); to be ever in the mind
(of):—ba nazar,
 adv. With a view (to, -ke), in order (to);
for; with reference (to);—according (to):—ba nazar-is-ke,

adv. With this fact in view; seeing that; whereas:—ba
nazar-
 sarsar, adv. On a hasty or cursory view;—on the
face (of); summarily:—qahr-k nazar-se
dekhn(-ko), To

regard with an angry look, to frown at;—v.n. To put on
an angry or a severe look:—kis nazar-se,
From what point

of view? in what respect? why?—ka nazar-se,
From many

points of view; in many respects.
A A nazart,
vulg. nazrt,
 Looks,

 s.m. pl. (of nazar),
views; inspections;—appearances.
A  nazarn
 (inf. n. of  'to see, behold,' &c.), s.f.
Seeing, looking (at), viewing, scanning; sight, vision.
H )  nazar-hy
[nazar+

 Prk.  =S. ()+
+t], s.m. One who looks (upon a thing or person) with
a malignant eye;—one who xes a greedy eye (upon), a
greedy person.
A nazar
 (rel. n. fr. nazar),
 adj. Visual;—speculative,
notional, ideal, theoretical;—s.m. (in Geom.) A theorem.
A 2  nazm (inf. n. of 2  'to arrange; to join,' &c.), s.m.
Order, arrangement, regulation, &c. (i.q. nizm);—

stringing (pearls, or beads);—composing (verses);—a
string (of pearls, &c.);—poetry, verse:—nazm karn, v.t. To
turn into verse, to versify:—nazm-o-nasaq,
s.m. Order and

arrangement; organization; management;
administration;—system of government, policy:—nazm-o
nasaq karn(-k), To put in order; to organize; to
administer.
P @ nazm
 (rel. n. fr. nazm,
 q.v.), s.m. A composer; an
arranger, adjuster;—a poet.
A   nazr (v.n. fr.  'to see, look,' &c.), adj. Like,

resembling, similar (to); equal (to);—s.m. & f. A like, a
similitude, a parallel; an example, instance, a specimen,
a case in point; a precedent:—nazr den, or nazr ln(-k),
To adduce an instance (of), or a precedent (for), to cite a
case in point; to quote:—nazrus-samt,
s.m. The Nadir.

A g  nazf (v. adj. fr. g; see nazfat),
adj. Clean, pure;

neat.
A P  nl, s.m. pl. (of nal, q.v.), Shoes, &c.
A P  nat (inf. n. of P  'to describe,' &c.), s.f. A
description; an epithet; a descriptive epithet or phrase, a
noun-adjective;—praise, eulogium, encomium (esp. of
the prophet Moammad).
P ?P  nara (for A. {P  narat, inf. n. of P  'to burst out with a
gushing noise (as blood from a vein),' &c.), s.m. Shout,
cry, vociferation, great noise, clamour, roar:—nara-zan,
or nara-kash, adj. Raising a cry, crying out, shouting,
exclaiming:—nara-zan, or nara-kash, s.f. Shouting,
outcry, exclamation.
A ZP  nash (v.n. fr. ZP  '(God) to exalt (a person),' &c.),
s.f. A bier (usually with a corpse); a con;—a litter (on
which a sick person is carried);—a catafalque (on which a
royal corpse is laid):—bantun-nash, or bant--nash, s.f.
'The daughters of the Bier'; the constellation of the Bear
(as well 'The Greater' as 'The Lesser'; they are both
called the Bier; the three stars which go before the Bier
being called bant, and every individual star ibn nash.
A P  nal, s.m. A horse shoe; a shoe, sandal;—a hoof;—the
ferrule at the end of a scabbard;—a heavy weight shaped
like a horse-shoe (with which athletes exercise
themselves);—a wife:—nal b dhn(-k), To shoe (a
beast):—nal-band, s.m. A blacksmith (who shoes beasts),
a farrier:—nal-band, s.f. Shoeing (a horse or other
beast, giving (a horse) new shoes (in opp. to khul-band,
q.v.);—a light tribute, horse-shoe money (exacted, under
Muhammadan rule, on the plea of keeping up the
cavalry of the State, or preventing the horsemen from
devastating the country):—nal-band dene-wl , s.m. One
who pays tribute, a tributary.
A < #P  nalain, s.m. (obl. dual of nal), A pair of shoes with
wooden soles; clogs;—shoes, slippers.
A 2 P  nam, s.m. pl. (of nmat, q.v.), Benets, favours;—

comforts, blessings (of life);—pleasure, comfort,
auence, ease.
A 2 P  nma (2 P  'to be good,' &c.), intj. Welcome! how
good! most excellent:—nmal-badal, Most excellent the
change!—s.m. Change for the better.
A @ P  nam, s.f.(?) A favour, boon, blessing (i.q. nmat,
q.v.).
P @ P  nmat (for A. ~@ P , fr. 2 P , orig. 2 P  'to be good; to be
auent, comfortable,' &c.), s.f. Comfort, convenience,
ease; auence, wealth;—graciousness, benecence;—a
benet, favour, boon, blessing;—delight, joy;—a delicacy,
dainty:—nmat- na, s.m. House or abode of auence,
&c.;—a palace;—paradise:—nmat- r, or nmat ur,
adj. Enjoying auence or ease:—nemat--g air
mutaraqqiba, An unlooked-for piece of good fortune; a
windfall.
P P  nan = A . P  na n  s.m. Spearmint; mint, Mentha
sativa(syn. podn).
A . P  na n  = P P  nan s.m. Spearmint; mint, Mentha
sativa(syn. podn).
A z P  na zu (1st pers. pl. of aor. of z m (rt. z m), We seek
protection or preservation (by), we seek or take refuge
(in);—also used as a contrac. of nauzu billh(i),
We seek protection or preservation by God (from suchand-such a thing or person); may God protect or
preserve us; God forbid.
A  P  nu z (inf.
n. of P ), s.m. Becoming sti and erect

(the yard).
A 2 P  nam (v.n. fr. 2 P ; see nmat), s.m.(?) Auence,
comfort, ease; quiet, tranquillity; benets; good things or
enjoyments (of life); pleasure; delicate living, luxury:—
namud-duny, The conveniences and comforts (or
luxuries) of life:—jannatun-nam, or jannat--nam, The
paradise of delights.
H +   nagd, nagad,
 s.m. (local or colloq.) corr. of naqd, q.v.
P o  nagz, adj. Beautiful; good, excellent; sincere;—swift,
nimble;—rare, wonderful;—s.m. Anything rare or
wonderful.
a. ak), adj. Good, excellent, ne;
P o  nagzak
 (nagz+dim.

—rare, strange;—s.m. A mango.
A 2   nagam
 (inf. n. of 2   'to read or sing' (in a low voice)),

= P @   nagma
n. of un. fr. nagm),s.m. A
 (for A. ~@   nagmat,


A / h  nafz (inf.
n. of / h  'to penetrate,' &c.), s.m.


soft, sweet voice;—a musical sound or tone;—melody;
song; modulation; trill, shake:—nagma-pardz,
or nagma

sz, or nagma-sare,
s.m.
&
f.
Singer,
warbler;
musician:—

nagma-sar,
or nagma-sanj,
s.f. Singing; music; melody.


P @   nagma
n. of un. fr. nagm), = A 2  
 (for A. ~@   nagmat,


Penetrating, pervading, piercing through (i.q. nafz).
A h  nafr (inf. n. of h  'to be frightened and run away'),

nagam
 (inf. n. of 2   'to read or sing' (in a low voice)), s.m.

A soft, sweet voice;—a musical sound or tone;—melody;
song; modulation; trill, shake:—nagma-pardz,
or nagma

sz, or nagma-sare,
s.m.
&
f.
Singer,
warbler;
musician:—

s.f. Singing; music; melody.
nagma-sar,
or nagma-sanj,


A z h  naf (inf. n. of / h  'to penetrate, pervade,' &c.), s.m.
Penetrating, pervading, piercing through; penetration;—
going forth, being issued; passing, leaving behind;—
escape (from an enemy);—adj. Arrived, reached (as a
letter);—issued; obeyed (as an order).
A K h  nifs, vulg. nafs(v.n. fr. I
 h  'to be precious,' &c.),
s.m. Childbirth, labour;—bringing forth lochiaor the
natural discharge of blood after childbirth;—secundines,
the afterbirth;—the forty days (of a woman) after
childbirth.
P B h  nafsat (for A. ~B h , inf. n. of I
 h  'to be precious,'
&c.), s.f. Preciousness, exquisiteness, choiceness;—
purity; renement.
A s h  naft, or na"t(fr.
 naft, q.v.), s.m. Naphtha, bitumen,
or a place where it is found in plenty;—lamp-oil.
A G h  nifq (v.n. fr. Hh  'to be saleable' (goods)), s.m.
Hypocrisy;—fallacy;—prevarication; dissimulation; deceit,
guile (syn. kapa);—(in Urd) dierence, disagreement,
variance; enmity, rancour, malice:—nifq pa n(-me ),
Disagreement to arise (between); to be at variance
(with):—nifq-e-re, Dierence of opinion:—nifq rakhn(se), To bear enmity, or malice (against).
P h  naft, or nift[Pehl. nift; Zend nap; Gr. @], s.f.
Naphtha, bitumen.
A h  naf (inf. n. of h  'to breathe or diuse odour'), s.m.
Breathing; blowing (the wind); diusing (odour, &c.).
A uh  naf  (inf. n. of uh  'to blow, pu,' &c.), s.m. Blowing
(with the mouth), pung;—sounding, winding (a horn);
—inspiring, breathing (into); in ation;—swelling;
atulence;—pride, vainglory.

s.f.(?) Running away in fright;—fright, terror.
A h  nafar (v.n. fr. h  'to ee,' &c.;—orig. 'a crowd or body
of men (to which one belongs) eeing or going
together,' but applied by the Persians to an individual),
s.m. A servant; a groom;—one person, an individual; one
hand (e.g. tn nafar, 'three persons, three hands; three'):
—nafar-ga faiala, s.m. Settlement of land-revenue, or
taxes, &c., made with each individual cultivator himself,
independent of any landholder (i.q. rayat-wr faiala).
H h  nafr [A. nafar+S. +t], s.m. A menial servant; a
groom, stable-boy, and the like (a form expressive of
contempt).
H X h nafrg, s.f. (dialec.)=nafr, q.v.
H h nafrn [fem. of nafr, or of nafr; and=nafr+S. ", or
nafr+n= S. "], s.f. A woman servant (in a menial
position);—the wife of a groom, &c.
H $h nafr [nafr, or nafr+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Service in a menial position (as the of groom, &c.).
P Ah  nafrat (for A. {h , inf. n. of un. fr. h  'to y (from)';
see nafr), s.f. Flight; terror;—(in Pers. and Urd)
abomination, detestation, horror, abhorrence, aversion,
disgust (syn. ghin):—nafrat-angez, adj. Exciting aversion,
&c.; horrible, detestable, disgusting, loathsome:—nafrat
karn(-se), To y (from);—to shrink (from) in disgust; to
feel aversion or disgust (for), be disgusted (with):—nafrat
khn(-se), To feel disgust (for), be disgusted (by, or
with).
P h nafar, vulg. nafr(from nafar), s.f. Service, daily work
or business (such as a groom's, or the like);—daily
wages;—a giant; a demon.
P <)h  nafrn, or nifrn[imperat. or rt. of nafrdan, contrac.
of n+fardan;—nafrn= n, 'not'+frn= Zend -frna= S. 
+H"4;—or perhaps nafrdan, in the sense 'to detest,'
&c.=A. nafr+P. a. dan], s.f. Detestation, abhorrence;
execration;—imprecation, curse, malediction;
opprobrious words; reproaches;—contumely, ridicule;—
terror, fright.

A Ih  nafs (v.n. fr. Ih  'to desire greatly,' &c.), s.m. (but f.
in A.), Breath (of life), animal life;—soul; spirit, self,
person; substance, essence, individual thing itself; a
person, an individual;—mind, thought; will, pleasure,
desire;—body; esh; blood;—fact, truth, reality;—text (of
a work);—concupiscence, carnal or inordinate desire,
sensuality, lust, sexual passion;—sperm;—penis;—pride;
grandeur, magnicence, pomp;—envy; vice, fault,
blemish:—nafsul-amr, The essence, soul, or foundation of
a thing; the essential truth or fact of the matter, the
reality:—nafs--ammra, or nafs--bahm, 'The soul that
commands to the indulgence of pleasures and sensual
appetites'; the carnal soul; inordinate appetite,
concupiscence:—nafs-parast, or nafs-parwar, adj. & s.m.
Gratifying the appetites, sensual, carnal;—one who
graties his appetites, a sensualist:—nafs-parwar, adj. &
s.m. Selsh;—a selsh man:—nafs-parast, s.f. The
gratication of the appetites; sensuality:—nafs-parwar,
s.f. Gratication of the appetites;—selshness:—nafsull, The essence of the case; the facts or merits of the
case:—nafs--sab, or nafs--lawwma, Irascibility, or
promptitude to the vindictive passions:—nafs-kush, s.f.
Mortication of the eshly lusts; self-mortication; selfdenial; temperance; penance:—nafs-ko abt karn,
or nafs

mrn, To restrain the passions and appetites, to
overcome the lusts of the esh; to mortify the esh, or
the sensual appetites:—nafsul-matlab,
 The essence of the
matter, the substance, or real purport:—nafs-mutmainna,
or nafs--malak, The spirit of benevolence;

benevolence:—nafs--mulhima, The inspiring breath or
spirit:—nafs--ntiqa,
 The rational soul; reason:—nafsnafs, Each one for himself:—bi-nafsi-hi, He himself; it
itself; in propria personâ; personally; essentially;
intrinsically;—a priori
A Ih  nafas (inf. n. of Ih  'to desire; to esteem,' &c.), s.m.
Breath, respiration;—the voice or sound from the breast;
—a moment, an instant (syn. dam):—nafas--bz-pasn,
The last breath:—nafas-gr, adj. Suocated.
A  0h nafs-n (rel. n. fr. nafs), adj. Carnal, sensual; lewd,
lustful;—voluptuous; luxurious.
P   0h  nafsnyat, vulg. nafsniyat(A. ~  0h , abst. s. fr.
nafsn), s.f. Animalism, carnality, sensuality;—luxury;—

pomp, stateliness, pride, conceit;—egotism; selfopinionatedness;—passion, anger.
A 0h nafs (rel. n. fr. nafs), adj. Of or relating to the soul
or self, &c.; carnal, sensual, animal.
A wh  naft, or nift,  s.f. The Ar. form of h  naft, q.v.
A b h  naf, vulg. nafa, naf(inf. n. of b h  'to be useful, or
protable,' &c.), s.m. Gain, prot, advantage,
emolument, proceeds, interest:—naf uhn(-se), or naf
karn, To reap (or to make) prot or advantage (from, or
by), to prot, to benet:—naf-rasn, adj. Conferring
benets, benecent;—yielding prot or advantage,
protable, advantageous;—nafa-o-nuqn, Prot and loss.
P Q h  nafaqa, vulg. nafqa(for A. ~Q h  nafaqat, fr. nafaq, inf. n.
of Hh  'to perish,' &c.), s.m. The necessary expenses for
living; expenditure, disbursement;—a maintenance.
A h  na, vulg. nal, nafal(inf. n. of h  'to present with an
extraordinary gift,' &c.), s.m. A voluntary act of religion,
the observance of which is not prescribed; certain
prayers, the reading of which is not compulsory; a work
of supererogation.
A h  nafal (see na), s.m. Plunder (esp. taken from
in dels); spoil, prey.
A z h  nufuz (inf.
n. of / h ), s.m.=nafz,  and nafz, qq.v.

A  h  nuf r (inf. n. of h  'to run away in terror'), s.m.(?)
Running away in terror, eeing;—excelling (in
anything);—swelling (of the skin, &c.);—naf r(v. adj. fr.
the same verb), adj. Frightened, terried, scared; eeing
(from);—averse (to); abhorring.
A K h  nuf s, s.m. pl. (of nafs), Souls; spirits; selves;
individuals, persons.
P h naf (for A. Rh  nafyu, inf. n. of h 'to prohibit,' &c.),
s.m. Forbidding, prohibiting; prohibition;—denying,
disowning, disavowing; denial;—negation; (in Gram.) the
negative imperative;—rejecting; refusing; rejection;
refusal;—abandoning; driving out or away, expelling,
banishing, exiling;—annihilation, non-existence;—(for A.
&Cnafyu, v. adj.), adj. & s.m. Negative;—(in Logic) the
negative attribute;—(in Alg.) minus;—what is rejected, or
thrown away, &c.; refuse; lth; rubbish; froth; scum;
dross:—naf karn, v.t. To forbid, prohibit; to deny; to
negative; to refuse; to reject; to banish, &c.:—naf-o-isbt,


Negation and armation.
P  h  nafr = P  h nafr s.f. A kind of trumpet (smaller than
the karn);—a clarionet;—a fe:—nafr-wl, s.m. A
trumpeter, &c.
P  h nafr = P  h  nafr s.f. A kind of trumpet (smaller than
the karn);—a clarionet;—a fe:—nafr-wl, s.m. A
trumpeter, &c.
A I h  nafs (v. adj. fr. I
 h  'to be precious,' &c.), adj.
Precious; choice; exquisite; delicate; pure; rened.
A Q  naq (inf. n. of RQ  'to be good, or pure,' &c.), s.f.
Cleanness, purity; innocence;—adj. Pure, clean; sifted;
exquisite; good, virtuous.
A Q  niqb (v.n. fr. iii of UQ  'to meet unexpectedly,' &c.),
s.m. & f. A veil, hood, or covering (for the face):—niqbposh, or niqb-dr, adj. & s.m. Veiled; masked;—one who
wears a veil, or is veiled.
A  Q  naqqd (intens. n. fr. + Q  'to separate good from bad
coin,' &c.), s.m. A person whose business it is to examine
money and ascertain its goodness, a cambist, an
assayer;—an adept.
T = Q naqqr- , or naqr- , s.m. One who beats the
kettle-drum (naqqra, q.v.), a drummer.
P  r Q  naqqr- na, or naqr- na(naqqra, q.v.+ na),
s.m. The place at the porch of a palace where the drums
are beaten at stated intervals (see naubat- na).
P ? Q  naqqra, or naqra(prob. fr. A. Q  'to strike'), s.m. A
kettle-drum:—naqqra ulan, v.n. 'The drum to turn
over'; (met.) the scales or the tables to be turned:—
naqqra bajte phirn, To go round proclaiming by beat of
drum; to proclaim, to blazon abroad:—naqqra baj-ke, or
naqqre-k o, adv. By beat of drum, publicly, openly.
P  Q naqqr, or naqr(rel. n. fr. naqqra), s.m.=naqqr ,
q.v.
A D Q  naqqsh (intens. n. fr. ZQ  'to paint,' &c.), s.m. A
painter; drawer; limner; draughtsman; designer;
embroiderer; gilder (of books); carver; engraver;
sculptor, statuary.
P E Q naqqsh (naqqsh+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Painting;
drawing; designing; embroidery: carving; engraving;
sculpture, statuary.
A s Q  niqt, s.m. pl. (of nuqta, q.v.), Points, dots.

A Q  naqql (intens. n. fr. Q  'to copy, imitate,' &c.), s.m.
A mimic, mime; an actor, a player (syn. bh ).
H <! Q  naqqlin [naqql, q.v.+S. "], s.f. An actress; a
mimic.
P ! Q naqql (naqql+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Acting; mimicry.
P A Q  naqwat (for A. { Q , inf. n. RQ  'to be cleaned, to be
pure,' &c.), s.f. Purity, cleanness.
P  Q  naqhat (for A. ~ Q , prob. a word formed by the
Persians, as inf. n. of Q  'to recover from disease'), s.f.
Recovery from disease, convalescence;—weakness,
debility, languor;—imbecility.
A UQ  naqb, vulg. naqab(inf. n. of UQ  'to dig (through a
wall),' with amplication of meaning in Persian), s.f.
Digging through a wall, house-breaking (syn. se dh, q.v.);
—a subterraneous excavation; a mine (under a wall);—a
(rabbit's) burrow;—a mine, a gallery;—a crow-bar or
other implement used by miners, house-breakers, &c.
(syn. se dh-kt):—naqab den, or naqab lagn(-me ), To
make an excavation under (the wall of a house), to
break into (a house):—naqb-zan, s.m. A miner; a housebreaker, burglar:—naqb-zan, s.f. House-breaking,
burglary:—naqb-zan karn, To break into (a house), to
commit burglary (i.q. naqab den).
A %Q  nuqab, s.m. pl. (of naqb, q.v.), Princes, chiefs,
leaders, tribunes.
A + Q  naqd, vulg. naqad(inf. n. of + Q  'to count out, or pay in,
ready money'), adj. & s.m. Prompt, or ready (payment);
—good, ne, choice (article or goods);—of a just standard
(coin);—ready money, cash;—(met.) a ne fellow; (in jest,
or ridicule) a son-in-law (so called because he receives
money from his father-in-law when he visits him):—
naqd--naqd, or naqd--naqd, Prompt payment:—naqd dam
rahn, v.n. To live a single life, to remain a bachelor:—
naqd ml, s.m. Good or choice article or goods;—a dainty,
tit-bit:—naqd-o-jins, Money and goods.
P + Q naqd (rel. n. fr. naqd), adj. Relating or belonging to
cash or ready money;—in cash; funded;—ready (money);
cash (payment, &c.);—possessing ready money,
moneyed:—naqd-jins, s.f.(?) Money rent (calculated on
the value of the produce):—naqd- ih, s.m. Cashaccount (syn. kht roka ):—naqd-faiala, s.m. Settlement

of cash-balances:—naqd-gumsht, s.m. A subordinate in
a treasury;—a cash-keeper (syn. azn ).
A KQ  niqris, corr. naqris, s.m.(?) Gout (esp. with swelling
in the feet or hands).
P ?Q  nuqra (for A. {Q  nuqrat, v.n. fr. Q  'to excavate, dig,'
&c.), s.m. Silver (esp. after it has been melted);—coin (of
silver or gold), money;—a white colour, or cream-colour
(in horses):—nuqra--khm, s.m. Pure, virgin silver.
P $Q  nuqra (rel. n. fr. nuqra), adj. Made of silver, silver;
—silvery;—white, cream-coloured ( horse).
A ZQ  naqsh (inf. n. of ZQ  'to paint,' &c.), s.m. Painting;
colouring; drawing; designing, &c.;—delineation;—
embroidery;—a painting, a picture; portrait; drawing; a
print; a carving, an engraving; a map, or plan (com
naqsha); a design;—an impression; a stamp; a mark;—a
magic square;—a charm;—a style of singing, or a kind of
song (invented by the people of Khurs ):—naqsh
bihn(with loc.) To make a strong impression (on); to
establish (one's) rule or authority (in or over):—naqshband, adj. & s.m. Designing, planning, forming,
inventing; creating;—a painter; delineator, designer;
creator;—adorner; embroiderer;—a magic square; a
charm:—naqsh-band, s.f. The art of painting, &c.;—
painting; embroidering, &c.;—description:—naqsh-band,
or naqsh-bandiy, s.m. A class of religious mendicants
who walk the streets at night (cf. arg):—naqsh--p,

s.m. Footstep, foot-print; track:—naqsh-dr, adj. Having
designs (on it), carved; engraved; ornamented:—naqsh-dwr, adj. 'Like a picture on a wall'; like a statue; stockstill; staggered, thunderstruck, confounded:—naqsh-tarz,

s.f. Adorning with paintings or designs, or embroidery,
&c.:—naqsh-kal-ajar(i.q. kan-naqsh l-ajar), adj. 'Like an
engraving in stone'; indelible;—s.m. An indelible mark:—
naqsh karn, v.t. To imprint, impress (on, -par), to stamp;
to engrave; to adorn with designs:—naqsh-o-nigr, s.m.
Decoration, embellishment;—designs; decorations,
ornaments;—paintings, pictures:—naqsh ho-jn(-par), To
be impressed, or stamped, or engraved, &c. (on).
P A 8Q  naqshajt, vulg. naqshejt(naqsha+euphonic jfor
nal silent h+Ar. reg. fem. pl. termn. t), s.m. pl. Plans;
forms; returns; maps, &c. (see the sing. naqsha):—
naqshajt--md, Periodical returns.

P Q  naqsha (for A. ~Q  naqshat, n. of un. fr. naqsh), s.m. A
delineation; a portrait; a picture;—a design; a plan; a
model, pattern, an exemplar;—a map, chart;—a sketch,
draught;—a blank form;—a gured statement, a table, a
return;—a register; a muster-roll;—features, visage; cast
(of countenance);—a prospect; state of aairs or things;
condition, predicament;—a problem (in chess):—naqsha
utrn(-k), To make a sketch (of), to make a facsimile
(of); to trace; to copy:—naqsha--amwt, or naqsha--faut,
s.m. A register of deaths; an obituary:—naqsha biga n(k), A plan (or the like) to be spoiled or marred;—the
features (of a person) to be changed or marred; to be
put out of countenance:—naqsha bann(-k), To make a
plan, or map, &c. (of); mapping; plotting, &c.:—naqsha
jamn(-k), To make a plan, &c. (of);—to lay the
foundation (of):—naqsha tes hon(kis-k), 'The prospects
or condition (of a person) to be good'; to be rising to
power or in uence; to acquire
high oce, &c.:—naqsha--air-o-gair-air,
s.m. A

register of attendance:—naqsha--ad-o-bast, s.m. A
boundary-map:—naqsha--uq q wa imma-dr, s.m. A
statement of rights and liabilities:—naqsha-- m, s.m. A
rough sketch or plan:—naqsha--slna, s.m. An annual
statement or return:—naqsha--shash-mh, s.m. A halfyearly statement or return:—naqshe-k nam na, s.m.
Model of a form, &c.:—naqsha-kash, s.m. A draughtsman,
plan-maker; map-maker:—naqsha-kash, s.f. Plan-drawing;
mapping:—naqsha--kamps, s.m. A survey-map:—naqsha-kam-besh, s.m. A comparative statement:—naqsha-mardum-shumr, s.m. A ceusus-return:—naqsha--md,
s.m. A periodical return:—naqsha-navs, s.m. A
draughtsman;—a writer of statistics.
P Q naqsh = P < Q  naqshn (naqsh+Zend aêna= S. ), adj.
Painted; ornamented with designs;—ergraved;—s.m. An
earthen jar or vase so ornamented (syn. naqsh-dr).
P < Q  naqshn = P Q naqsh (naqsh+Zend aêna= S. ), adj.
Painted; ornamented with designs;—ergraved;—s.m. An
earthen jar or vase so ornamented (syn. naqsh-dr).
A vQ  naq, vulg. nuq(inf. n. of vQ  'to diminish,' &c.), s.m.
Defect; deciency; diminution, decrease, wane;
detriment, damage; blemish, aw, unsoundness,

weakness (as in a title, &c.); injury, harm, mischief (i.q.
nuqn);—naq--badr, s.m. Wane (or variation) of the
moon:—naq--jismn, s.m. Bodily defect, inrmity:—
naq-- idmat, s.m. Defective service;—breach of duty:—
naq--aql, s.m. Unsoundness of mind:—naq--qt, s.m.
A vital defect; a decided aw:—naq--qarr, s.m. Breach
of contract:—naq--kam--qmat, s.m. Error of defective
valuation:—nuq nikln(-me ), To pick out defects, or
faults, &c. (in).
A  MQ  nuqn (inf. n. of vQ ; see naq), s.m. Defect;
deciency; loss; waste; detriment, injury, harm, damage;
blemish; prejudice; mischief:—nuqn uhn, v.n. To
suer a loss:—nuqn bil-qad, s.m. Voluntary, or
intentional, waste or damage:—nuqn bharn, v.n. To
bear a loss (i.q. nuqn uhn):—nuqn-pazr, adj.
Receiving or suering diminution, or harm, or injury, or
loss;—nuqn pahu n(-ko), To cause loss, damage, or
injury (to):—nuqn--zt,
 or nuqn-- , s.m. Personal
harm or injury:—nuqn-rasn, s.f. Causing harm, injury,
or loss (to); doing a mischief (to):—nuqn karn(-k), To
do harm or injury (to), to aect injuriously;—to destroy,
ruin:—nuq gawra karn, To put up with (or to abide) a
loss, &c.
P  MQ nuqn (rel. n. fr. nuqn), adj. Detrimental,
prejudicial; injurious.
A \Q  naq (inf. n. of \Q  'to demolish,' &c.), s.m.
Demolishing; undoing; dissolution (of);—violation (of a
covenant, &c.); rupture; breach (of contract, &c.).
A wQ  nuqat, s.m. pl. (of nuqta, q.v.), Points, dots (i.q. niqt);
spots, drops:—be-nuqat, adj. Having no points or dots (a
letter);—insulting, abusive, scurrilous, foul.
P NQ  nuqta (for A. ~NQ  nuqtat,
 v.n. fr. wQ  'to mark (a letter)
with (the diacritical) points'), s.m. A point, a dot; a
cypher; a geometrical point; centre (of a circle); a focus;
—a spot; a stain;—a dot, pip, or spot (upon a die);—a
diacritical point (upon some of the consonants);—a small
part (of anything):—nuqta den(-ko), To give the points
(to a letter), to point, dot:—nuqta lagn(-ko), To bespatter
with abuse, to vilify;—to attach blame (to), to accuse.
A Q  nuql, vulg. nuqal(v.n. fr. Q ; see naql), s.m. Anything
given at entertainments along with wine (as fruits or
sweetmeats):—fruits and sweetmeats handed round at

an entertainment (and which people eat while
conversing), dessert;—sweetmeats to be eaten at odd
times (commonly, comts of melon seeds).
A Q  naql, vulg. naqal(inf. n. of Q  'to transport,' &c.), s.f.
Transporting, carrying from one place to another,
removing; transportation; removal; translation;—
transmission;—transfer, alienation (of property);—
transcribing; copying; imitating; mimicking; acting;
mimicry;—imitation of a copy; a transcript, copy; a
duplicate;—a history, narrative, relation, report, account;
tale, story; anecdote; fable:—naqlul-naql, A copy of a
copy:—naql-ba-jinsihi, or naql mutbiq--al,
An exact

counterpart of the original, a true copy:—naql-bah, s.f.
Day-book; waste-book; record-book:—naql-- ilf, A false
copy;—a misquotation:—naql karn, v.t. To relate, narrate;
—to make a copy (of, -k), to copy; to imitate, to mimic; to
act, to represent or personate (a character):—naql-muaddaq, An attested or authenticated copy:—naql-makn, s.m. Moving from a place, removing, removal;—
emigration;—conveying (to another place);—
transmigration;—dying;—the rst stage of a journey, or
halting-place at a very little distance (where they
remain some time to collect what may have been
forgotten of the requisites for travelling; this rst stage
is often made long before they really mean to set o,
seizing a lucky moment to commence a journey in);—
naql--makn karn, v.n. To remove; to emigrate, &c.:—
naql-navs, s.m. A copier, copyist:—naql-navs, s.t. Copying;
section-writing:—naql hon, v.n. To be related, to be said;
—to be copied (from, -se):—naql hai, It is related, &c.
A #Q  naql (rel. n. fr. naql), adj. Transmitted; handed
down; traditional;—imitated; fabricated, articial;
ctitious, spurious, counterfeit, false;—s.m. A mime,
mimic, an actor, a jester, buoon;—a narrator, relater,
story-teller.
H #Q  naqliy [naql+Prk. =S. t], s.m. A mime, mimic;
an actor, a jester, a buoon.
P A #Q  naqliyt (pl. of an unused A. form naqlyat, fem. of
naql), s.f. pl. Narratives, stories, tales, fables.
P @ Q  niqmat (for A. ~@ Q , v.n. fr. 2 Q  'to reprove, to punish,'
&c.), s.f. Punishment;—revenge, vengeance;—hatred,

rancour.
A D Q  nuq sh, s.m. pl. (of naqsh, q.v.), Paintings, pictures;
ornamental designs;—engravings;—inscriptions.
A . Q  naq  (v.n. fr. b Q  'to steep, soak,' &c.), s.m.(?)
Anything steeped or dissolved in water (to make
medicine, or a drink); an infusion.
A Q  nuq l, s.f. pl. (of naql, q.v.), Narratives, tales;
anecdotes; sayings;—copies.
A Q naq (v. adj., of the measure fal, fr. RQ  'to be pure,'
&c.), adj. Pure, clean; excellent, exquisite; of the nest
quality.
A U Q  naqb (v.n. fr. UQ  'to inquire (after news); to relate
or retail (news),' &c.), s.m. A chief, a leader;—an
intelligent person;—a servant or herald whose business
it is to proclaim the titles of his master, and to introduce
those who pay their respects to him;—an adjutant, or
aide-de-camp;—a procurer, an agent.
A  Q  naqr (v.n. fr. Q  'to hollow, excavate,' &c.), s.m. A
trough made of a hollowed palm-tree (in which they
make a strong wine from dates, &c.);—a canal; trough;—
a hollow dug in the ground, or in a stone;—a small
groove in a date-stone (from which the stalk grows);—
adj. Very small; of little moment; poor and despised, the
meanest:—naqr-o-qitmr,
 s.m. All the minutiæ, every
particle, great and small;—adj. & adv. Minute; particular,
exact;—minutely, exactly; to the point.
A \ Q  naq (v. adj. fr. \Q ; see naq), adj. Adverse,
contrary, opposite; inimical;—con icting, discordant;
inconsistent (with);—s.m. An enemy;—s.f. Opposition;
contrariety;—animosity, enmity.
A  Q  naqh (v. adj. fr. Q ; see naqhat), adj. Weak, feeble,
debilitated; faint; languid.
H ( nak, contrac. of nk, 'nose' (used in compounds
which will be found below).
H ( nak, s.m. corr. of 1˚ nakh, 'nail,' q.v.;—2˚ na , q.v.
H ( nik, adj. corr. of nk= nk, q.v.
H  =nakk [Prk. =(; S. J+], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Of
or relating to the nose; nasal;—one who speaks through
the nose;—a nasal twang;—(in gaming) a cowrie thrown
upon its face (lit.'nose');—a single cowrie;—the ace (at

dice, or cards):—nakk-d or duw(d = S. dy ta+ka); or
nakk-m h(˚m h= S. mushi), s.m. A game of hazard with
cowries, &c., odd or even (cf. S. mushi-dy ta):—nakk
den(-ko), To give a nasal twang (to); to snue:—nakkpar rakhn, or nakk-par lagn, v.t. To hazard; to stake.
H  =nikk (fr. nekor naik, 'little,' q.v.), adj. (dialec.)
(f. -), Small, little, short;—s.m. Small one; small boy,
little fellow.
H  ,=nukk (prob. fr. nok, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) A
pointed stick:—nukk lagn, or nukk mrn(-ko), To strike
or goad with a pointed stick;—to attack successfully;—to
put a spoke in one's wheel;—to have carnal intercourse
with (a woman).
A A  nikt, s.m. pl. (of nukta, q.v.), Nice points; quaint
phrases, conceits; witticisms; epigrams.
A   nik (inf. n. of  'to marry'), s.m. Matrimony,
marriage, nuptials (the most honourable kind of
marriage, though in Bengal the term is applied to a lefthanded marriage, such as that of a widow, which is
considered disreputable):—nik--bewagn, s.m.
Marriage of widows:—nik-pa h, s.f. Marriage-fees:—
nik pa hnor pa h-den(-k), 'To read the marriageceremony' (over), to tie the nuptial knot:—nik--sn,

s.m. A second marriage:—nik karn, v.t. To marry, wed:
—nik kar den(-k), To marry (a person to, -se, another),
to give (one) in marriage (to, -se):—nik--mitator
muta, or nik--muwaqqat, s.m. A temporary marriage
(very common among Muhammadans, especially when
detained from home: it is celebrated with certain forms,
and not considered disreputable; and though the
marriage itself is null and void in law, the ospring are
legitimate):—nik-me ln(-ko), To take in marriage, to
marry:—nik-nma, s.m. Marriage-contract:—arkn-nik, s.m. Essentials of a marriage (viz. the proposal
and consent):—sharit--nik,
s.f. The conditions of a

marriage (viz. discretion, puberty, and freedom of the
contracting parties).
P   nik (rel. n. fr. nik), adj. Married (woman);—
s.f. A married woman.
S   na-kr, s.m. The letter, or the sound, na().
H   na-kr (fr. nakrn, q.v.), s.m. Denying;

refusing; denial; refusal; rejection.
H   nakr, adj.=?  na-kra, q.v.

public and ignominious exposure.
H  !nikl (fr. nikln, q.v.), s.m. Outlet, issue, vent,

H   =nakkr, or  nakr, s.m. corr. of ? Q 

discharge (i.q. niks);—contrivance;—extract;—expulsion;
—projection (see nikln; and cf. niks, which is a syn. of
nikl).
H "  !nikl, or ! nakl [nikl+Prk.  =S. 

naqqra, q.v.
S   t4ni-kra, adj.=nish-kra, q.v.
H   nakrn [ 'no' + kr˚= Prk. ()=S.
(), caus. of rt. >], v.t. To deny; to refuse, to reject.
H   nikrn, v.t. (dialec. or rustic)=nikln, q.v.
P ?  na-kra (na= n, q.v.+kr, q.v.+rel. a. a), adj.
Worthless, useless; invalid.
H K  niks [Prk. =5; S. lt; see niksn],
s.m. Out-going, issue, discharge; exit, outlet, vent,
egress;—source, spring, origin; extraction;—out-turn,
yield, net-produce, income (i.q. niks);—sale; export;—
transit-duties;—adjustment of accounts; settlement;
accomplishment;—the outer boundary of land attached
to a town, &c.; skirts; suburbs:—niks-patr, s.m. A
statement of adjusted accounts, or of the gross produce
of an estate receivable from the cultivator:—niks-navs,
s.m. An ocer in the zamn-dr ka ahrwho receives and
examines the account of the collections in the mofuil.
H B  Tnikst, s.m. 1˚ = niks, q.v.;—2˚=nikst, q.v.
H *B  Tnikst (prob. the imperf. part. of niksn),
s.m. A prop; a pillar, column.
H B  niksn [niks˚= Prk. =(), or
=(); S.l(), caus. of rt. +, prob. a
Prk. form fr. >3] , v.t. To turn out, drive out, to expel;—to
take ont, to extract, &c.; to wrest, &c. (i.q. nikln, q.v.):—
niks-len, v.t. intens. of and=niksn.
H B  "niks [Prk. =; S. l+], s.f.
Out-turn, yield, net-produce; income; prot;—tax
collected on goods passing out of a town, transit-duty;
clearance:—niks pakk, or niks pu ta, s.f. Net receipts,
or proceeds, or rents, &c.:—niks li, s.f. Net assets:—
niks slna, s.f. Annual out-turn, &c., annual assets:—
niks-k ih, s.f. Certicate of clearance; a permit; a
passport.
A  nakl (v.n. fr.  'to receive chastisement'), s.m.(?)
Exemplary punishment; a preventive, restraint;—a

+t], s.m. (dialec. or Dakh.) An eruption (on the skin);
small-pox.
H !  !nikln [nikl˚= Prk. =p(), or
=!(), fr. =!==6==¯=S. l>9, p.p.p. of
rt. +>3; —or Prk. =p() = S. l!(), rt. 
+!], v.t To pull or draw out; to take out (of, -se); to
extract; to express; to distil;—to extricate;—to pick out,
select;—to unpick, undo;—to strike out, to remove (from,
-se), to take o; to deduct; to exclude, except (more com.
nikl denor ln);—to drive out, turn out, eject, expel; to
cashier; to put away, cast o, discard; (more com. nikl
den); to dig out;—to beat out; to thresh (corn);—to bring
out or forth, to produce;—to hatch;—to issue, publish;—to
deduce;—to work out, solve (a problem, &c.); to
accomplish, eect;—to nd out, discover; to invent;—to
put or bring forth; to give vent to;—to make manifest, to
exhibit, display, show, to bring out (a procession);—to
strike (a balance);—to break in, to train (a horse);—to let
out, allow to escape, to utter, give utterance to:—niklden, v.t. (intens.) To drive out, eject, expel, &c.;—to take
out; deduct; exclude, &c. (i.q. nikln):—nikl-ln, v.t.
(intens.) To take out, or away; to remove; to strike out,
&c.:—nikl-rakhn, v.t. To lay or put by:—nikl-ln(-ko), To
bring o, bring away; to abduct:—nikl-len, v.t. intens. of
and=nikln:—nikl-le-jn(-ko), To carry o; to steal; to
make away with;—to abduct.
H 1  /ni-km [S. /(], adv. Willingly, voluntarily;
at one's own discretion;—to one's satisfaction, to one's
heart's content;—very, exceedingly.
H 1  /ni-km, = H a  / ni-km,= H a /"
ni-km,adj. (dialec.)=nikamm, q.v.
H a  /ni-km, = H 1  / ni-km,= H a /"
ni-km,adj. (dialec.)=nikamm, q.v.

H a /"ni-km, = H 1  / ni-km,= H a  /

S @ * =/!nakt-ml, s.m. The tree Pongamia glabra, or

ni-km,adj. (dialec.)=nikamm, q.v.
H   nikn (prob. another form of nikrnor

Dalbergia arborea, or Galeduba arborea.
H  * 57nak-to  [nk, q.v.+to (n)+= Prk.

nikln), v.t. To weed;—to pick (with the nails).
S  ni-ky, vulg. nike(rt. iwith ni), s.m. A heap,
collection, an assemblage; a group, class; a multitude, a
ock.
H $  nik, or " niky [nik(n)+= Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. Weeding;—price paid
for weeding (a eld, &c.).
P $  nik (fr. nek, q.v.), s.f. Goodness; welfare;
prosperity;—beauty.
H %  !nak-bl (nk+bl, qq.v.), s.m. The hair of the
nose.
P % nakbat (for A. ~%, inf. n. of U 'to break, or injure
(anyone, ill-fortune)'), s.f. Adversity, calamity,
misfortune, aiction.
H 0 % %nak-besar (nk+besar, qq.v.), s.m. An
ornament worn in the nose (by women), a heavy nosering.
H ` &ni-kapa, adj.=nis-kapa, q.v.
H  `,7"nak-pu , = H  L 57 nak-po  = H
 L07" nak-p  = H  L57" nak-po  s.f. [Prk.
=,f, and =,f ; S. J+,&, and ,&t],
(dialec.) A nostril.
H  L 57nak-po , = H  `,7" nak-pu  = H
 L07" nak-p  = H  L57" nak-po  s.m. [Prk.
=,f, and =,f ; S. J+,&, and ,&t],
(dialec.) A nostril.
H  L07"nak-p , = H  `,7" nak-pu  = H  L
57 nak-po  = H  L57" nak-po  s.f. [Prk.

  =S. ()++t], s.m. 'Turning up the nose,'
sneering; sneer, taunt, derisive speech; arrogant
conduct, arrogance;—adj. & s.m. Droll, waggish, roguish;
—a droll fellow, a wag, &c.:—nakto  karn(-se), To sneer
(at), &c.:—nakto e to n, To sneer (at);—to cast (an
obligation) in the teeth (of).
P * nukta (for A. ~* nuktat, v.n. fr.  'to poke (the
ground, &c.) with the end of a stick,' &c.), s.m. (orig.) 'A
point';—a point (of wit); a quaint saying; a pithy
sentence;—a subtle or quaint conceit; a nice or
metaphysical distinction; a mythical signication;—
headstall (of a horse):—n kta-bn, or nukta- n, adj. & s.m.
Hypercritical; captious;—a captious critic, a caviller,
carper:—nukta-pardz, adj. Acute, subtle, ingenious;
sententious;—s.m. An acute genius:—nukta-pardz, s.f.
Acuteness; ingenuity; wit, humour; sententiousness:—
nukta- n, adj. & s.m. See nukta-bn:—nukta- n, s.f.
Carping, captiousness, cavil:—nukta- n karn, To carp
(at), to cavil:—nukta-dn, or nukta-ras, or nukta-shins, or
nukta-fahm, adj. Understanding subtleties or mystical
meanings, sagacious, discerning, nice, of penetrating
intellect:—nukta-dn, s.f. Sagacity, penetration,
discernment.
H *"nikt [prob. fr. S. l 'to weigh'], s.f. A small
balance or scales (such as goldsmiths and bankers use).
H   ,"nukt, s.f. A kind of small sweetmeat (made of
our, or ground pulse, cooked in gh).
H " j&naku [S. j&]( , s.m. The nose.
S " &nika, adj. Near, close, proximate;—(S. nikae),

=,f, and =,f ; S. J+,&, and ,&t],

postpn. Near (to), in the proximity (of, -ke); close by;
about;—by, with (cf. ps);—in the opinion or estimation
(of;—cf. nazdq):—(S. nikaam), s.m. Proximity:—nikalekh, s.m. The context (of):—nika-vart, adj. & s.m. (f. in), Living or situated near; near, proximate,
neighbouring;—a bystander; a neighbour.
H #  &nak (nk, 'nose'+ka, perf. part. of kan, 'to

(dialec.) A nostril.

be cut'), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Nose-clipt, noseless;—

=,f, and =,f ; S. J+,&, and ,&t],
(dialec.) A nostril.
H  L57"nak-po , = H  `,7" nak-pu  = H  L
57 nak-po  = H  L07" nak-p  s.f. [Prk.

shameless, immodest, bare-faced;—disgraced,
dishonoured;—one whose nose has been cut o;—a
rogue;—a shameless fellow;—one who has a small at
nose;—a kind of bird, the comb-duck;—a class of obscene
songs:—nak, s.f. A nose-clipt woman;—a shameless or
brazen-faced woman:—nak-k jan, s.m. Son of a
shameless woman; one of ignoble birth;—an ignoble
birth.
H  ! #  &nika-pan [nika+ pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ;
(Ved. ; )+], s.m. The state of being in proximity;
proximity, nearness.
S  #  &nikaat, s.f. = S  #  &; nikaatva,
s.m.=nika-pan, q.v.
S  #  &; nikaatva, s.m. = S  #  & nikaat,

adj. (f. -), Dishonest; wicked; perverse;—low, base, vile.
S C'  >ni-kriti,
 s.f. Low conduct, baseness;
wickedness; dishonesty, fraud; insult, abuse.
S "]'  >9ni-k ish, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Debased,
low, base, vile, vulgar; despised; outcast; reprobate;—
uncultivated;—low or vile man, an outcast;—a miser, a
niggard.
S  # ]'  >9ni-krishat,
s.f. = S  # ]'  >9; ni
krishatva,
s.m.The state of being an outcast; lowness,

baseness, vileness, badness, despicableness,
contemptibleness.
S  # ]'  >9; ni-krishatva,
s.m. = S  # ]'  >9 ni

s.f.=nika-pan, q.v.
H # &"nika [S. &+], s.f.=nika-pan.

krishat,
s.f.The state of being an outcast; lowness,

baseness, vileness, badness, despicableness,
contemptibleness.
H '  nikarn, v.n. (dialec.)=nikaln, q.v.

H # &"nika, [S. &+t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -

H 5 ' M"nikaraus, or nikraus(fr. nikarn), s.f.

in), Near, proximate, neighbouring;—a bystander; a
neighbour.
H # &"nak, adj. & s.f. See under the m. nak.

(dialec.) The ceremony of the bridegroom's proceeding
on horseback, with the nuptial procession, to the home
of the bride (syn. ghu - a h).
P 2'  nakira, vulg. nakra(for A. e'  nakirat, fem. of nakir,

H   Z  inak- a h (nk, 'nose'+ a h, perf. part. of
a hn, 'to be raised'), adj. (f. -), Having the nose turned
up;—fastidions, nice;—disdainful, proud, haughty;—
fretful; ill-tempered; warm, angry, passionate.
H Z  j+ na-ku h (na+ku h, qq.v.), s.m. Not anything,
nothing.
H  Z .+ "nak- hikn [nk, 'nose'+ hikn= S. .+ =
+], s.f. The plant sneeze-wort, Artemisia sternutatoria.
H > nakd, or nakad, adj. & s.m. corr. of >d naqd, q.v.
A '  nakir (v. adj. fr. '  'to be penetrating, or sagacious,
&c.; to be ignorant'), adj. Sagacious, penetrating,
ingenious, shrewd;—ignorant.
S '  Jnakra, vulg. nakar, s.m. An alligator; a crocodile;—
the nose:—nakra-rj, vulg. nakir-rj, s.m. A royal alligator;
—a shark.
S '  ni-kar (rt. krwith
ni), s.m. A heap, pile; a bundle;

—a ock, a multitude;—pith, sap, essence.
S C'  >ni-krit, vulg. ni-krit, ni-kirt(rt. kriwith
ni), part.


q.v.), adj. & s.m. Undetermined, unrestricted, indenite,
or generic (noun);—an indenite noun, a common noun.
H   ,=7nukka [prob. nukk(a) = nok, q.v.+Prk. f =S. t],
s.m. A projecting corner; corner, or turning (of a street,
&c.).
H   nak  [Prk. =f(; S. J++], s.m. In ammation
in the nose, a polypus.
A *  naks (inf. n. of *  'to incline downward,' &c.), s.m.
Inclining downward; inverting, turning topsy-turvy;—
reading backwards.
H < naks, s.m. corr. of fLd naqsha, q.v.
H .< ,nuksn, or  naksn, s.m. corr. of .gd
nuqn, q.v.
H  < nikasn, (corr.)  nakasn [nikas˚= Prk.
=()=S. l(), rt. +; see the trans.
niksn], v.n. To go out; to come out, to issue, &c. (i.q.
nikaln, q.v.).
H < 0naks r [Prk. =,5; S. J+T t], s.m.

(dialec.) Sound of breathing through the nose; air or
breath passing through the nose.
H ' ) < "naksr [Prk. =; S. J+.8], s.f. A vein
of the nose;—bleeding at the nose:—naksr ph n, or
naksr aln, or naksr h n, To bleed at the nose.
S U  3ni-kash, s.m. A touchstone;—the test appearing
on the touchstone.
H L 8nak, s.m. corr. of BLd naqsha, q.v.
S ! L .dQor t .dQ ni-kshipt, part. (f. -), Thrown
away, given away; sent o or away; got rid of; spent;
passed; rejected, abandoned;—foregone;—thrown down
or upon; placed or laid (upon), deposited; staked;
pawned, pledged.
S '  L dPnakshatra, vulg. nakshatar, na hattar, and corr.
H. dP nikshatr, s.m. A star; a constellation, an asterism
in the moon's path, a lunar mansion (of which,
according to the earlier reckoning, twenty-seven are
enumerated (two and a quarter in each sign of the
zodiac); but in the later astrology more usually twentyeight, distinct in name, gure, and number of stars);—
(in Poetry) a symbol for the number twenty-seven:—
nakshatra- akr, s.m. A particular diagram for astrological
calculations;—the sphere of the xed stars;—the lunar
asterisms collectively:—nakshatra-ml, s.f. A ring or
group of stars;—a table of the asterisms in the moon's
path; the asterisms collectively;—a necklace of twentyseven pearls.
S '  L tdPor dP ni-kshatra, adj. Destitute of the
military tribe, having no warrior-caste.
S .'  L dPnakshatrin, s.m. An epithet of Vish u.
H '  LdP"nakshatr [S. dP+t (+t)], s.m. A
person born under a lucky star; a fortunate person (i.q.
nakhatr, q.v.).
H "L 9nikish, part. adj. corr. of ni-krish,
 q.v.
S L 34ni-kasha, s.m. A touchstone.
H  L 8nakan, v.n. A dialec. or a corr. form of
nikasn, q.v.
S 1L d5#ni-kshobh, s.m. Undisturbedness, repose,
tranquillity, quiet.

S K) L d<ni-kshep, s.m. Throwing (upon); placing or
laying (upon, or in); a deposit; a stake; a pledge, trust,
anything pawned; what is left;—throwing away; parting
with, getting rid of; sending or putting away;
abandoning;—a spending, or passing (time);—wiping
away (tears).
S  ! ) L d<Qni-kshept, = S '  ! ) Ld<Q ni-ksheptri,s.m.

(f. -tr), A depositor; a pledger, pawner.
S '  ! ) Ld<Qni-ksheptri, = S  ! ) L d<Q ni-kshept,s.m.
(f. -tr), A depositor; a pledger, pawner.
S ! ) L d<ni-kshepak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Making a
deposit; giving a thing as a pledge;—a depositor, &c. (i.q.
nikshept, q.v.).
S ! L d<4ni-kshepa, s.m. Putting or setting down;—
depositing;—a means by which, or a place in which,
anything is deposited or kept.
H # G &"nak-ka, s.f. 'The having the nose cut o';
—disgrace, infamy.
H  <%.V"nak-ghisn (nk, 'nose'+ghisn, i.q. ghisn,
'to rub,' q.v.), s.f. Rubbing one's nose on the ground in
the
act of prostration, or by way of humiliation, or
punishment:—nak-ghisn ka n, To beg, entreat.
H ( =!nakl, or ! nakal, s.f. corr. of (d naql, q.v.
S ( j!nakul, s.m. (f. -), The mungoose, Viverra
ichneumon(i.q. newal, q.v.);—name of the fourth of the
ve P u princes:— nakulesh, or nakuleshak(˚la+ish˚),
s.f. (lit.'liked by the mungoose'), The plant Croton
polyandrum(used by the mungoose as an antidote for
snake-bites).
H ( !nikal (fr. nikaln, q.v.), s.m. Going or coming
out; exit; issue, outlet, &c. (syn. niks; nir-gam).
H ;: !nikln, v.t.=nikln, and nikalwn, qq.v.
H  +  !nikaln (fr. the trans. nikln, q.v.), v.n. To
be pulled or drawn out, to be taken out; to be expressed;
to be extracted; to be extricated (from, -se);—to be
deduced;—to be produced; to be invented;—to be hatched
(eggs);—to be performed, or accomplished, or eected;—
to be worked out, be solved;—to come out or forth, to

issue, to emerge; to appear; to rise (as the sun); to
germinate, to shoot;—to begin;—to come out or appear
as a balance (to the credit of, -ke ta , or against, -par, or
-ke nm);—to result, prove, turn out;—to sally forth;—to
nd vent; to nd utterance, to be uttered;—to go away,
to depart, to proceed; to pass away (as life, or time); to
secede;—to get out, to escape; to slink away, to give
(one) the slip; to break loose (from, -se);—to go back
(from a promise), to get out (of an engagement); to slip,
to start (from its place); to spring (in these last senses,
beginning with 'to go away,' the more com. form is nikaljn):—nikal-n, v.n. To come out, or forth; to appear; to
rise (the sun, &c.):—nikal-bhgn, v.n. To run o or away,
make o; to break (from); to get away, to escape:—nikalpa n, v.n. To come out or forth (from, -se); to be drawn
out or forth;—to drop out, fall out:—nikal-jn, v.n. To go
forth or away; to get away, to escape, &c. (i.q. nikaln,
q.v.); to disappear;—to wear out;—to advance, go on; to
pass or get (beyond, -se), to outstrip, surpass; to exceed:
—nikal- aln, v.n. To go out or forth; to make o, to
escape;—to be advanced, be promoted;—to pass or get
(beyond), to surpass; to outstrip;—to break forth, to
begin (speech, &c.); to speak much, or to display (one's)
talent (said of one who before, owing to the presence of
a stranger, or to some other restraining cause, had been
silent).
H +  ! nikalwn (caus. of nikln), v.t. To cause
to go or come out; to cause to issue; to turn out, dismiss,
eject, expel:—nikalw-den, v.t. To turn out (from, -se); to
dismiss (from oce); to eject, expel, banish.
H - @/nikamm [Prk. @/ ; S. t/t],
'
adj. (f.
-), Without work, unemployed, idle;—unserviceable;—
useless, worthless, good-for-nothing; unprotable; base;
—poor, not fertile:—nikamm hahrn, v.t. To pronounce
unserviceable, or of no use, &c.; to condemn:—nikamm
kar-den, v.t. To render unserviceable, or useless, &c.;—
to ruin, spoil, destroy:—nikamm ho-jn, v.n. To become
unserviceable, or useless, &c.
S  - j@#ni-kumbh, s.m. The plant Croton
polyandrum(syn. nakulesh, q.v.s.v. nakul);—name of a
Rkhshas or demon (son of Kumbhakara , and brother

of Rva ).
H #   e&ni-kaak, adj.=nish-kaak, q.v.
S &  j(*ni-kunj, s.m. A place overgrown with shrubs
and creepers, an arbour, a bower; a thicket.
H >  Bni-kand [S. tTBt], adj. Rooted up;
eradicated, extirpated.
H .>  Bni-kandan [prob. S. tTB( or tTB(],
s.m. Extirpation, destruction;—adj. Destructive.
H  ={nakk [Prk. = , from S. B (rt. + )+>],
adj. Degraded, disgraced; infamous, low, vile,
contemptible, base:—nakk bann, or nakk karn, v.t. To
render infamous, or contemptible; to make (one) an
object of scorn:—nakk bann, v.n. To make oneself
infamous, to become infamous, or contemptible.
H  ={nakk [Prk. =; S. J+], adj. & s.m. Having a
large nose, big-nosed;—one who has a large nose:—ba nakk , adj. & s.m. Big-nosed, bottle-nosed;—a big-nosed
man.
P  niko, or nik , adj. Good, beautiful, fair, elegant (cf.
nek; neko):—niko-r or r e, adj. Of beautiful countenance,
lovely-faced:—nik -srat, or siyar, adj. Of good disposition;
of amiable qualities:—niko-kr, s.f. Doing good,
benecence:—niko-nm, adj. Of good repute:—niko-nm,
s.f. Good name, reputation (pl. nikoy , 'the good').
H  jnaku, or   nakw [Prk. =( (with
inserted); S. J+], s.m. (dialec. or rustic), The nose (i.q.
nk); the point (of anything);—the eye (of a needle);—the
point of suspension (of the beam of a pair of scales);—a
disease of the nose, a syphilitic aection of the nose.
H 5  nakws [S. J+ +t; or perhaps nakw,
q.v.+s, 'like'), s.m. Syphilitic aection of the nose (i.q.
nakw, q.v.).
S D 5ni-ko ak, s.m. The tree Alangium
decapetalum.
H 7  M7ni-kau iy [S. ++t
'
(+t)], adj.
& s.m. Without a cowrie; without a farthing, penniless;—
a penniless person.
H  5 5nikosn [nikos˚= =5T() or
=5T()=S. jT/(`), fr. the nom. jT/, rt. +j

+.T/ ], v.t. & intr. To show (the teeth, as an animal);—to

H ' #  L&ni-khaar, adj. (Dakh.) Implacable; spiteful.

grin.
P U  nakohish, or nikohish(fr. nikohdan; S. +j;), s.f.

H  ?' #  L&nikhaar-pan, s.m. Implacability.

Spurning, rejecting, despising; chiding; reproach, blame;
scorn, contempt; rejection.
P 8niko, or nik (abst. s. fr. niko), s.f. Goodness,

Idle; useless, worthless;—prodigal, thriftless;—merciless,
remorseless;—one who earns nothing, an idle fellow;—a
prodigal, spendthrift, squanderer.
H > Lnikhad [perhaps S. >t or .dQt; Prk.

beauty, virtue;—health.
H  Lnakh [Prk. L(; S. L(], s.m. Nail (of a nger or
toe); a claw, talon;—(in Poetry) a symbol for the number
twenty (the number of the nails);—a kind of perfume (a
dried substance of a brown colour, and of the shape of a
nail. or of a pared nail):—nakh k(˚kha+an˚), s.m., or nakhpad, s.m., or nakh-rekh, or nakh-rekh, or nakh-lekh, s.f.,
The mark, or scratch, of a nger-nail, or of a claw; a
scratch:—nakh-sikh, or nakh-sikh-se, or nakh-se sikhtalak(˚sikh= sikh= S. ikh), adv. From the toe-nails to the
hair on the crown of the head; from top to toe; entirely,
throughout:—nakh-khd, s.m. (f. -in), An animal that
eats with its claws or talons:—nakh-nakhi, s.f. Mutual
clawing, a scratching and tearing one another.
H  Lnakh, s.m. corr. of h na , q.v.
S  tLni-kha, vulg. nikh(nis+kha), adj. Without
happiness, unhappy; poor, wretched.
H  Lnikhd, s.m. corr. of nishd, q.v.
H  Lnikhrn [caus. of nikharn;—nikhr˚= Prk.
=L() or =L()=S. d (), caus. of rt. 
+d], v.t. To clean, to clear; to clarify;—to strain;—to
bleach;—to peel, to skin;—to settle.
S  L[nakh k, s.m. See s.v. nakh.
P 3 nak, hat(for A. f3, fem. of nakh, inf. n. of B 'to
breathe into the face (of another)), s.f. Smell of the
breath;—anything odoriferous; perfume, odour.
H  Lnakhat [Prk. =L\(; S. dP(], s.m. A star; a

H #  L¨ni-kha (kha , q.v., with ni= nis), adj. & s.m.

.=L\5], adj. Bad, pernicious, ominous; the worst.
H > Lnikhad, s.m. Badness, perniciousness,
ominousness.
S '  Lnakhar, s.m. A nger-nail; a claw (i.q. nakh);—a
knife.
H '  Lnikhr (perf. part. of nikharn, q.v.). part. adj.
Cleaned, cleared, &c.;—clean; clear; pure; serene.
H '  Lnikharn, or nikhrn(caus. of nikhrn,
q.v.), v.t. To cause to clean, &c.;—also=nikharwn, q.v.;—
(caus. of nikharn), v.t.=nikhrn, q.v.
S /'  L 'ni-kharb, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dwarsh;—a
dwarf;—(S. ni-kharbam) s.m. A billion;—a million of
millions;—a thousand millions;—ten millions.
H '  Lnikharn [nikhar˚= Prk. =L()=S.
d(), rt. +d], v.n. To be cleaned, be cleared; to be
settled; to be claried; to be strained;—to be peeled; to
be skinned;—to settle; to become clear, to clear (as the
complexion, or the sky, &c.);—to become composed, or
serene;—to look angrily (at, -par).
H  '  L nikharwn (doub. caus. of nikharn), v.t.
To cause to be cleaned, &c.; to have (or get) cleaned, or
cleared, &c.
H 7'  LLnakh-rekh, s.f. = H < LL nakh-sikh,
adv.See s.v. nakh.
H < LLnakh-sikh, adv. = H 7'  LL nakh-

constellation; an asterism in the moon's path, a lunar
mansion (i.q. nakshatra, q.v.).
H '   LPnakhatr, s.m.=nakhat= nakshatra, q.v.

rekh, s.f.See s.v. nakh.
S ( .L!ni-khil, adj. Complete, all, whole, entire.

H '  LP"nakhatr [S. dP + t (+t)], adj. & s.m.

city of Lakhnau (or Lucknow).
H - L/nikham, adj. A corr. form of nikamm, q.v.

Born under a lucky star, fortunate;—a fortunate person.

H +  L!Mnakhlau (per met. for lakhnau), prop. n. The

H [  Lefni-kha [S. Lef( with ], adj. Exactly half;

nakh(=S. nakha+ik)+= w= Prk. U or  =S.  (caus.

half, mid:—nikha dh rat, or nikha, Exactly midnight.
H $  L($nikha g [S. 3r$t], s.f. A quiver.

aug.)], v.t. To scratch, to claw.
S >)  tor  ni-khed (rt. khidwith ni), adj. Free

H  L5&ni-kho (kho, q.v., with ni= nis), adj. & s.m.

from sorrow or pain.
S C>)  ni-khedit, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), Whose

Free from defect or blemish; unblemished; sound;—
guileless; blameless, faultless; straightforward, honest,
plain-dealing;—a guileless man; a plain-dealer, &c.;—a
thing without blemish, &c.
H  L5nikhor, adj. (dialec.)=nikho , q.v.
H  L5nikhorn, v.t. (dialec.) = nikho n, q.v.
H   L57nikho  [nikho (n) + = i= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], adj. & s.m. Merciless,
pitiless, inhuman, cruel;—an inhuman wretch (lit.'a
skinner, or ayer,' &c.; cf. jalld).
H   L57nikho n [nikho ˚= Prk. =L5f (), for
=5¯(), from =5¯=S. lj9, p.p.p. of +j3] , v.t.
To pull or tear o or out; to strip o; to extract; to peel;
to decorticate; to skin, ay; to excoriate; to husk, shell;
to clean.
H  5 L5nikhosn, v. int.=nikosn, q.v.
H  L5!nakhol, s.m. = H L5!" nakhol, s.f.[Prk.
L!

and L.!; S. L+!+t, and ],

(dialec.) The bandage of the ngers of a corpse;—a bit of
dough rolled upon the nail (to be thrown into khr, &c.);—
a kind of ornament (worn by children).
H L5!"nakhol, s.f. = H  L5! nakhol, s.m.[Prk.
L!

and L.!; S. L+!+t, and ],

(dialec.) The bandage of the ngers of a corpse;—a bit of
dough rolled upon the nail (to be thrown into khr, &c.);—
a kind of ornament (worn by children).
S L"nakh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having nails; armed
with claws or talons, clawed;—an animal or a beast with
talons or claws.
H  L"nakh [Prk. .L; S. L+], s.f. A kind of
perfume (i.q. nakh, q.v.);—(dialec.) the quill, or the wirering worn on the nger, with which the strings of a
musical instrument are struck.
H )  .Lnakhiyn, or L nikhyn [nakhiy˚=

(or one whose) aiction or sorrow has been removed.
H C>)  nikhedit, part. adj. corr. of nishedhit, q.v.
H ()  Lh!nakhail [Prk. L!5; S. L+!t], s.m. A kind
of perfume (i.q. nakh, and nakh, q.v.).
H  ="nakk [Prk. .=; S. J+], s.f. Speaking
through the nose; nasal sound or twang (see also s.v.
nakk, of which nakkis the fem.):—nakk-m h= nakkm h.
H )  nakiyn, v.t. corr. of nakhiyn, q.v.
S )  ?ni-ket, s.m. A house, mansion, habitation;—a
mark, countersign.
S  )  ?ni-ketan, s.m. A house, &c. (i.q. niket); a
temple.
H  )  ?,ni-ketu [S. ?t], s.m.=ni-ket, q.v.
A ' )  nakr (v.n. fr. ' ; see munkar), s.m. Name of one of
the two angels (the other being Munkar) believed by the
Muslims to examine the dead in the tomb.
H ()  ?!nakel [Prk. =!; S. J+!], s.f. The
wooden or iron pin xed in a camel's nose, and to which
his halter is fastened; a cavesson;—the halter by which a
camel is led, and which is fastened to a pin through his
nose.
H ;:)  ,"!nukl [nukk(a) = nok, q.v.+Prk. ! =S. !
+t], adj. (f. -), Having a sharp point; pointed;—tapering;
—(in Bot.) acute;—(met.) charming, fascinating.
H )  ? !ni-kewal, adv.=nish-kewal, q.v.
H $ $nag, s.m. corr. of h na , q.v.
H $ $nag [Prk. $5; S. $t], s.m. Anything immovable;
a mountain, a rock; a tree;—the stone of a ring, or a
stone in which a name, &c. is cut;—a precious stone,
gem, jewel;—a symbolical expression for the number
seven (because of the seven principal mountains):—
nagray(˚ga+˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Living in or

frequenting mountains;—an animal or a creature that
lives in or frequents mountains:—nag-bhid, s.m. 'Rocksplitter,' or 'tree splitter'; the plant Plectanthrus
scutellaroides:—nag-bh , adj. & s.m. Mountain-born;
mountain;—a mountaineer:—nag-pati, s.m. 'Chief of
mountains,' the Himlaya range of mountains:— naga-ja,
vulg. nagaj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Mountain-born; mountain;
—a mountaineer.
P % nigr [fr. nigr-dan, rt. Zend karwith prex ni; S. 
+(>, )], part. adj. Painting, adorning,
embellishing, beautifying (used as last member of
compounds);—s.m. A picture, painting, portrait, egy;
an idol;—a beautiful woman, beauty; mistress,
sweetheart:—nigr-l d, adj. Made beautiful as a
painting; painted:—nigr- na, or nigr-istn, s.m. 'A
house, or a place, for pictures'; a picture-gallery.
H % $nagr, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of 2d naqqra, q.v.
P %nigr (abst. s. fr. nigr), s.f. Painting; adorning,
beautifying, embellishment (used, like nigr, as last
member of compounds).
P 7% nigrn [nigr, q.v.+Zend aêna; S. ], adj.
Embellished, adorned, beautied;—beautiful, lovely;—A
beloved object.
H  % $7nag , s.m. corr. of 2d naqra, q.v.

look after, to protect, to take care (of):—nigh badaln=
 kh badaln,
q.v.:—nigh pa n(-par), The sight (or the eyes) to fall
(upon):—nigh phern=  kh phern, q.v.:—nigh-dr, s.m.
Guardian; conservator; curator; guard, keeper (i.q. nighbn):—nigh-dsht, s.f. Watching (over); looking (after);—
observation, watch;—custody; care; preservation;—
anything committed to care or guardianship;—enlisting,
enlistment:—nigh-dsht karn(-k), To watch (over); to
look after, &c.;—to enlist:—nigh rakhn(-ko), To keep in
view, to observe, to watch;—to take care (of, -k), to look
(after), to watch (over), to guard:—nigh karn(-par), To
look (at), to observe, view, regard, notice;—to overlook,
to inspect;—to estimate:—nigh la n(-se), To cast loveglances (at), to ogle:—nigh miln(-se), To meet
(another's) glance without inching; to look (one) full in
the face:—nigh-me rakhn, v.t. To keep in sight or view;
to keep watch over.
H % $nigat [prob. S. ¢+>\(], adj. (dialec.), Naked;
bare.
S &% $*naga-ja, vulg. nagaj, adj. & s.m. See s.v. nag.
H Z % $nag n [nag ˚= nagi = nag , q.v.+= w=
Prk. U or  =S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. To draw near, to approach.

S ' ]%$Ynagray, adj. See s.v. nag.

H " Z % $6&nag ha = H 8Z %$ nag  [nag (n)

S % $!ni-gl, s.m. The throat or neck (of a horse):—

+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()+ +; ;( —and = Prk.

nigl-vn, s.m. A horse.
H %$!"nigl [S. $!+], s.f. A small uqqasnake;
the wooden pipe of a uqqasnake;—a small reed of which
uqqatubes are made.
P 2% nigh [Zend ni+kaa, rt. ka; S. 8, rt. 8 with ni],
s.f. Look, glance, sight, view, regard; consideration;—
look, aspect (of);—watching, observation, attention;—
custody, care:—nigh uh-kar na dekhn=  kh uh-kar na
dekhn, q.v.:—nigh-bn, s.m. Observer; watchman, guard;
keeper, guardian, protector; curator (syn. muz );—

nigh-bn rahn(-k), To watch (over), to look (after),
guard, take care (of);—nigh-bn, s.f. Watching,
guarding, guard; guardianship, protection; care, custody:
—nigh-bn karn(-k), To keep watch (over), to guard, to

 =S. ()+ +], s.f. Drawing near,
arriving; approach.
H 8Z %$ nag  = H " Z % $6& nag ha [nag (n)
+ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()+ +; ;( —and = Prk.
 =S. ()+ +], s.f. Drawing near,
arriving; approach.
H >% $nagad, or nagd, s.m. corr. of >d naqd, q.v.:—naqadjinis, corr. of naqd-o-jins, q.v.
S >% $ni-gad, s.m. Reciting; audible recitation of
prayers or charms;—mention;—speech, conversation,
discourse.
H  >% $M !nagdauwal (nagd= naqd, q.v.+awwal, q.v.),
adv. For ready money; cash down.

H  >% $Mnagdaun, s.m. contrac. of ngdaun, q.v.s.v.
ng.
S ' % $nagar, s.m. A city, town:—nagardhyaksh(˚ra+adh˚),
s.m. (f. -), Overseer or superintendent of a town; chief
civil ocer of a city:—nagar-bs, s.m.=nagar-nivs, q.v.:—
nagar-prabandh, s.m. Government of a city or town:—
nagar-jan, s.m. (f. -), Town's folk; citizens:—nagarsvar pi, s.f. A species of the anu-shubmetre:—nagar-ko,
s.m. The town of Nagar-ko~ (or Kngr) in the Panjb:—
nagar-nr, s.f. A woman of the town, a harlot, prostitute:
—nagar-nyak, s.m. The chief person of a town;—the head
banker of a town;—a chief among bards:—nagar-nar-nr,
or nagar-nri-nar, s.m.=nagar-jan, q.v.:—nagar-nivs, or
nagar-vs, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Inhabiting towns;—dwelling
in a city or town;—an inhabitant of a town; a citizen:—
nagar-vart, s.m. (f. -in), One who dwells in a city:—
nagaropnt(˚ra+up˚), s.m. Skirts of a town, suburbs.
S ' % $ni-gar (rt. grwith
ni), s.m. Swallowing, gulping,

eating, devouring.
'
H ' % F$niggar, or $ nigar [Prk. F$§5; S. +$t],
adj. (dialec.) Close, dense, compact; solid; massive, heavy
(syn. hos; po h).
S U ) ' % $dnagardhyaksh, s.m. See s.v. nagar.
P .' % nigarn, vulg. nigrn[imperf. part. of nigarstan; rt.
Zend karwith ni; S. + (>, ], part. adj. Looking,
beholding; expecting;—watchful, attentive:—nigrn--l
rahn(-k), To keep watch (over), to be watchful (of), to
look after.
P ' % nigarn, vulg. nigrn(nigrn+= Zend i= S. ), s.f.
Watchfulness;—expectation;—supervision,
superintendence:—nigrn karn(-k), To be watchful (of),
to look after, to keep an eye (on).
S .' % $4ni-gara (rt. grwith
ni), s.m. Swallowing,

devouring; deglutition;—the throat, gullet, œsophagus.
H  ' % $,Mnigurau, adj. & s.m. (dialec.)=nigo , q.v.
S ? ' % $5Bnagaropnt, s.m. See s.v. nagar.
H 9 ' % $MRnagarauth, s.m. = ngar-moth, q.v.s.v.
ngar.
S 2' % m6ni-grah, s.m. Keeping down or under, or back,

keeping in check, restraining, subduing;—restraint;
coercion; subjugation; distraint; arrest; capture, seizure;
connement; punishment, chastisement; rebuke, rebu;
—aversion, dislike, disgust;—disfavour, discouragement:
—nigrah karn(-k), To practise restraint, &c. (over), to
restrain; to coerce, &c.:—nigrahrth(˚ha+ar˚), adv. With a
view to restraining, &c.:—nigrah-sthn, s.m. The
predicament of rebuke for failure in argument.
S  ' % m64ni-graha, s.m. Subduing; suppression;—
capture; connement; prison;—defeat; punishment (see
ni-grah).
H ' %$"nagar [S. $+], s.f. A small town; a town; a
village.
H ' %$"nagar [S. $"t], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to a town or city; city-;—civic; urban;—an inhabitant of a
town, a townsman.
H  % $7niga [S. nigaam], s.m. An iron chain for the
feet (esp. of an elephant);—fetters, gyves;—the stocks.
H ;:% $!nagl [Prk. $! ; S. $+t], s.m. A small
town;—a village; a hamlet.
H  + % $!nigaln [nigal˚= Prk. $p(), or $!(), fr.
S. noun $!;—or fr. S. $!(), rt. +$, by change of
ito a], v.t. To swallow, swallow up; to gulp down; to
devour;—(met.) to embezzle:—nigal-jn(-ko), intens. of
and=nigaln.
S ,% $/ni-gam, s.m. Holy Writ, Scripture, the Veda;—a
passage of the Vedas (or the actual word quoted from
such a passage);—a sacred precept; the words of a good
or holy man;—certainty, assurance;—a town, city;—a
market; a fair; trade, trac;—a market-road; a road,
way, access;—a camp or caravan of itinerant merchants;
—a merchant, trader:—nigam-gm, s.m. The Vedas and
stras:— nigam-nivs, adj. & s.m. Dwelling in the Vedas;
—an epithet of Brahm.
S -% $/ni-gaman, s.m. Insertion (esp. of the name of
a deity into a liturgical formula); quotation of words
(from the Veda, &c.);—the fth or last member of a
complete syllogism (according to the Nyya system),
logical conclusion, the deduction.
S -%$/"nigam, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Familiar with, or

versed in, the Vedas or holy writ;—one who is versed in
the Vedas.
S % $4naga, s.m. (in Pros.) A tribrach.
S % ¢nagna, and H. $ nagan, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Naked, nude, &c. (see the pop. form nang);—a naked
person;—a naked ascetic or recluse:—nagn(˚na+a˚), s.m.
A man who wanders about naked;—a religious
mendicant who goes about naked, a Jain, Bauddh:—
nagna-jit, s.m. Name of a prince of the Gandhras (father
of one of Krish a's wives);—name of an author of a work
on architecture; and of a poet:—nagn-kara, s.m. Making
naked, undressing, stripping:—nagn-krit, part. adj. (f. -),
Made naked, undressed, stripped; converted into a
naked mendicant.
H % $,4ni-gu, or $, ni-gun [Prk. F$,45; S. $,4
' t],
adj.=nir-gu, q.v.
S  % ¢nagn, s.f. A naked woman;—a girl before
menstruation (when she is allowed to go naked).
S  % $4naga, vulg. nag, s.f. The heart-pea,
Cardiospermum hulicacabum.
S  % ¢&nagn, s.m. See s.v. nagna.
S   % ¢nagnat, s.f. = S   % ¢; nagnatva,
s.m.Nakedness, nudity.
S   % ¢; nagnatva, s.m. = S   % ¢ nagnat,
s.f.Nakedness, nudity.
H > % $Bnigand (P. 2> % niganda; see nigandn), s.m.
Quilting; a long stitch;—ornamental sewing:—nigande
ln(-me ), To quilt.
H 8> %$( nigand [nigand+= S. +],
s.f.=nigand.
H > % $Bnigandn [nigand˚, perhaps=S. mBR(),
but most prob. fr. the P. nigandan= nikandan, rt. Zend
kanwith ni; S. L], v.t. To quilt;—to sew with long
stitches.
H 8> %niganda, s.f.=nigand, q.v.
S  % ¢nagnak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Naked;—a naked
mendicant (i.q. nagn, q.v.).
S  % .¢ nagnik, s.f.=nagn, q.v.

S 3 % ¢nagnah , vulg. naganh , s.m. A ferment; a drug
used to throw the mixture for spirituous liquors into
fermentation.
H  %$,4"ni-gu, or $," ni-gun [Prk. F$,.4 ; S.
$,4+t
'
(+t)], adj. Devoid of all qualities; devoid of
good qualities, &c. (i.q. nir-gu, q.v.);—a man devoid of all
good qualities, &c.
S .' )  % ¢"4nagn-kara, s.m. See s.v. nagna.
H  %$B"nagann, or $.B naganni [nagan= S. ¢+nor
ni= S. "], s.f. A naked woman (i.q. nagn, and nagnik).
H  % $57nigo  [Ap. Prk. $ f; Prk. F$/f ; S.
$/++t],
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Without feet; crippled;—
helpless; miserable (a word com. used by women);—a
cripple; a helpless, unfortunate person; poor wretch,
miserable creature; (as a term of endearment to a child)
poor little helpless one;—(as a term of abuse), one who
has no heirs, or relatives; miserable wretch;—brute;
churl; ruan; imp, devil, &c.:—nigo -nah, s.m. One who
has no heirs, or relatives; one who is miserably o;—an
unmarried man, a bachelor;—a rascal, villain, &c. (i.q.
nigo ).
H  % $0ini-g h [S. $0©t, rt. $,6O with ], part. adj. (f.
-), Hidden, concealed; secret, mysterious; profound,
recondite, abstruse, obscure:—nig hrth(˚ha+ar˚), adj.
Having a hidden sense or purpose; having a mysterious
meaning or signicance; dicult to be understood,
abstruse, occult.
H  % $0inig h [S. $0©+t], adj. (f. -) = nig h, q.v.
P .% nig n [Zend gaonawith ni; S. $,4], adj. Turned,
inverted; hanging downwards; upside-down:—nig nba t, adj. Hapless, unfortunate; helpless:—nig n-sr(or
by contract. nig -sr), adj. & s.m. Hanging down the head
(from shame, &c.); inverted, upside-down, topsy-turvy;—
one who hangs down his head (from shame, &c.):—
nig n-tl,
 adj. Of unhappy lot, unlucky.
P B% nigah, s.f. contrac. of nigh, q.v.:—nigah-bn, &c. For
this and other compounds and phrases, see s.v. nigh.
S C% Vni-ghti, s.f. An iron club or mace.
S 9%V"ni-ght, adj. (f. -in), Striking down, killing,

destroying.
H  # % V&nighan (pref. ni+ghan, q.v.), v.n. (dialec.)
To be greatly diminished, to be much less, &c.
H ' % Vni-ghar [Prk. V ; S. $6
' +t], adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Houseless, homeless;—a homeless person; one
who has no xed abode; a bachelor.
S ]' % V34ni-gharsha,
'
s.m. Rubbing, friction;
grinding, trituration.
S % «nighna, vulg. nighan(rt. hanwith ni), adj. (f. -),
Dependent (on); subservient, docile;—domestic.
S #  % Ve&,ni-ghau, s.m. A collection of words or
names, a vocabulary;—name of the Vedic glossary
explained by Yska in his Nirukta(q.v.).
H ) %F"ni-gyn (nir+ gyn, qq.v.), adj. (dialec.)
Weak in mind, silly, ignorant; imprudent.
H I) % $"nag , adj. & postpn. (chie y colloq.) corr. of
nazdk, q.v.;—also s.m.=nazdk.
P ) % nagn = P B ) % nagna [nag, q.v.+Zend aêna; S. ], s.m.
A precious stone;—a precious stone set in a ring;—a ring,
(esp.) a signet-ring;—what ts or sits well:—nagna ja n(me ), To set a stone (ina ring):—nagna-s, adj. (f. -s),
Like a stone set in a ring;—well-set; closely-tting; exact;
—little, tiny;—pretty:—nagna-sz, s.m. One who prepares
stones for setting; one who polishes precious stones; a
lapidary.
P B ) % nagna = P ) % nagn [nag, q.v.+Zend aêna; S. ], s.m.
A precious stone;—a precious stone set in a ring;—a ring,
(esp.) a signet-ring;—what ts or sits well:—nagna ja n(me ), To set a stone (ina ring):—nagna-s, adj. (f. -s),
Like a stone set in a ring;—well-set; closely-tting; exact;
—little, tiny;—pretty:—nagna-sz, s.m. One who prepares
stones for setting; one who polishes precious stones; a
lapidary.
H ( !nal [Prk. 4!5, 4!(; S. !t, !(], s.m. A species of
reed, Amphidonax karka, or Arundo karka, or A. tibialis(syn.
na );—a joint of bamboo (or other hollow wood); a tube,
pipe; a blow-pipe (syn. phukn); a spout; a conduit;—a
cylindrical case;—the alimentary canal;—the bamboo
used by fowlers for entangling game (bird-lime being
applied to the top of it);—name of the king of the

Nishadhas (or of the country called Nishadh), son of Vrsen and husband of Damayant (he is the hero of several
poetical works famous among Hinds, but especially of
the celebrated episode of Nala and Damayant):—nalpa, s.f. A tax for keeping aqueducts in repair:—nal
aln, 'Setting the bamboos in motion'; a magical
practice resorted to for the discovery of theft (two pieces
of split bamboo of equal length are placed side by side,
and held by two men, taken at random, one at each end;
the magician then pronounces certain incantations, the
ecacy of which is pretended to be such that the
bamboos spontaneously move towards the place where
the thief or the stolen property is, dragging the men
along with them):—nala-da, vulg. nalad, s.m. Indian
spikenard, Nardostachys jatamansi;—the root of Andropogon
muricatus:—nal-dar-nal, One tube within another:—nalk var, s.m. Name of one of the two sons of Kuver:—pnk nal, A water-pipe; a spout; a conduit, an aqueduct:—
raushn-k nal, A gas-pipe.
H ( !nal, s.m. corr. of nalv, q.v.
H ;: !nal [Prk. 4!(; S. !; or perhaps Prk. 4!( or
!(; S. !], s.m. A large pipe, or tube;—one of the
two ureters; a urinary duct;—a bone; the tibia; the radius
of the arm;—(dialec.) a kind of rework:—han-nal, or
bh  -nal, A Roman candle made of iron, or bualohorn, or bamboo, placed on the ground:—dam-nal, A
variety of the above-mentioned, but with occasional
globes of bright light bursting up:—hath-nal, A similar
Roman candle, but small, and held in the hand.
H ;: !naln, v.t. (dialec.) = narn, or nirn, q.v.
H " ;: !6&nilha [Prk. "! "; S. "!++ . \t; see
nl], s.f. Blueness.
H 7;: !nalyak, adj. corr. of i8 n-liq, q.v.s.v. n.
H &+  !A*ni-lajj [Prk. !A*5; S. !A*t],
'
adj. (f. -, or ), = H T +  !A* ni-lajj [Prk. !A* ;S. !A*+t],
'
adj. (f. -i),Shameless, bare-faced, brazen, impudent, bold,
rude, forward.
H T +  !A*ni-lajj [Prk. !A* ; S. !A*+t],
'
adj. (f.
-i), = H &+  !A* ni-lajj [Prk. !A*5; S. !A*t],
'
adj. (f. , or -),Shameless, bare-faced, brazen, impudent, bold,

rude, forward.
H T +  !A*ni-lajj [Prk. nil-lajj; S. nir-lajj], s.f. A
shameless or immodest woman, &c.;—shamelessness,
&c. (i.q. nilajjat).
H  T +  !A*ni-lajjat (S. nir-lajjat), s.f. Shamelessness;
erontery, impudence.
H >+  !nalad [S. !+(], s.m. Indian spikenard,
Nardostachys jatamansi;—the root of Andropogon muricatus.
H  +  !7nal , s.m. = H  + !7" nal , s.f.(dialec.) = na ,
and na , qq.v.
H  + !7"nal , s.f. = H  +  !7 nal , s.m.(dialec.) = na ,
and na , qq.v.
H +  !nalk, s.m. (dialec.)=nalw, q.v.
S +  .!nalik, s.f. A kind of fragrant substance, a
perfume.
S +  .!nalin, s.m. A lotus- ower, or a water-lily,
Nelumbium speciosum, or Nymphæa nelumbo;—the Indian
crane.
S  + .!"nalin, s.f. A lotus, Nelumbium speciosum;—an
assemblage of lotuses;—a pond in which the lotus grows
or may grow;—a place abounding in lotuses;—a branch of
the celestial Ganges;—a mystical name of one of the
nostrils.
S +   nalv, s.m. A furlong, a measure of distance=400
cubits.
H +  !5nillo, or !5 nilo, adj. corr. of niloh, q.v.

spout;—the windpipe; ureter, &c.;—barrel (of a gun, i.q.
nl);—(in Bot.) a sheath;—morbus plerumque a
manustupratione ortus, in quo membrum virile exile t nec erigi
potest;—bone of the leg, the tibia; shin-bone; marrowbone;—shuttle (of a weaver), or the reed or tube within
the shuttle (on which the woof is wound):—nal-khi o,
s.m. (in Phys.) Capillary attraction.
H ) +  .!naliy [Prk. .! ; S. ! + t (+t)], s.m. A
caste whose business it is to catch birds with a limed
bamboo;—a man of that caste, a bird-catcher, fowler.
H O + ! nala [Prk. !; S. !+], s.f. Stem, or
stalk (of wheat, or barley, &c.); stubble (dialec. nara).
H , /nam [Prk. 4( or (; S. ,], adj. No, not.
H , /nam, s.m.=namm, or naw; and nau, 'nine,' qq.v.
P , nam [Pehl. nam; Zend nãmya, rt. nam= S. /], adj.
Moist, damp, wet;—s.f.(?) Moisture; moistness, humidity;
—dew:—nam- urda, adj. Injured or destroyed by
moisture:—nam-dda, adj. Having moist eyes, weeping:—
nam-gra, s.m. 'Dew-catcher'; a canopy, an awning:—namnk, adj. Moist, dank, damp;—dewy:—nam-nk, s.f.
Moistness, humidity.
A - nam, vulg. num(inf. n. of -kj 'to grow, increase,'
&c.), s.f. Growing; increasing; rising; growth; increase;
rise.
H - @/namm [for nawwor nau= Prk.  (=S.  ],

H +  !,nalu, or !  nalw [Prk. 4!( or !( (with

s.m. An aggregate of nine, a nine (e.g. tn namm satts,
'three nines (are) twenty-seven').
P - num (act. part. of nam dan; rt. Zend mwith ni; S. /

inserted); S. !], s.m. A small tube or pipe;—a joint of a

with ), part. adj. Showing, exhibiting, pointing out;—

bamboo (in which letters are conveyed, &c.);—a straw; a
stalk; stubble.
H 2+  !56niloh [for nidoh= Prk. a55; S. Ñ3t], adj.

showing itself, appearing (used as last member of
compounds, e.g. rah-num, 'showing the road';—a
guide').
P l- namz [old P. namzh; Pehl. nemj; Zend nema h; S.

(dialec.) Without fault, or defect, or aw, or blemish;
faultless; blameless; unblemished; sound;—unmixed,
unadulterated, pure (syn. ni- hakk);—net (prot):—niloh
h n(-se), To escape unscathed or uninjured (from), to
come out safe and sound.
H + !"nal [Prk. 4.! or .!; S. !+;—or a
contrac. of nl, q.v.], s.f. A hollow reed;—a tube, pipe; a

/], s.f. Prayer (esp. the prayers prescribed by the
Muhammadan law, which are said ve times a day);
adoration, worship, divine service:—namz pa hn, or
namz karn, To say (one's) prayers, to pray:—namzgur, adj. & s.m. Saying (or oering up) prayer, praying;
attending divine service;—one who prays:—janze-k
namz, or namz--janza, The funeral service of the

Muhammadans:—namz-gh, s.f. A place of prayer; the
place in a mosque where prayers are read.
P l-namz (namz, q.v.+= S. ), adj. & s.m. In the
constant habit of praying, prayerful, devout;—relating to
prayers;—t for prayer;—clean, pure;—a person who
prays:—namz-kap e, Clothes t to pray in, or suitable for
prayers; clean or undeled clothes.
H J]- nimshm (nim, corr. of namz+shm, q.v.), s.f.
Time of evening prayer; sunset; evening twilight.
A J- nammm (intens. n. fr. ,m 'to calumniate,' &c.), s.m. A
calumniator, slanderer; an accuser.
H - /ni-mn [Prk. @/4 ; S. +/+t], adj.
(f. -), Without guile, simple, frank, open, artless;—
singular, unlike all others;—sheepish.
P 8-nume, part. adj.=num, q.v.

H ' -nambar (rel. n. fr. nambar), adj. By number;
bearing the number (of), numbered:—ga--nambar,

Form (of trial in law, coming on) by number.
H  - @ n0 imb [Prk. .4@ 0 ; S. @ 
0 t], s.m. The
common lime, Citrus acida, or its fruit (also written n b ,
nm , and lm ).
H  - @ 5!"nimbol [Prk. À4 .!; S. @ +!+],
s.f. A berry of the nmtree.
H - /namat, or / namati [nam(n)+Prk. \"=S.
.Q (pi, caus. aug.+a. ti)], s.f. Bowing, obeisance (i.q.
naman).
S - ./ namit, part. (f. -), Bowed, bent down; caused
to stoop; making salutation or obeisance.
H - ./ \nimitt, vulg. nimit, nimat, nimant[S. ./ \(;

P 8- num (abst. s. fr. num, q.v.), s.f. Showing,

and ./ \<, loc. of nimitta], s.m. A mark, an aim;—a sign,

exhibiting; display (used as last member of compounds,
e.g. rah-num, q.v.).
P .7- numyn, vulg. numy (imperf. part. of nam dan;

token;—a prognostic, presage, omen;—cause, motive,
reason, instrumental or ecient cause;—(met.) share,
allotment; fortune;—(S. nimitte) postpn. Because (of, -ke),
by reason (of); for the benet (of); for the purpose (of),
through; for the sake (of); for; on account (of); with a
view (to):—nimittrth(˚ta+ar˚), s.m. (in Gram.) The
innitive mood:—nimitt-kra, s.m. An instrumental or
ecient cause (esp. the Deity considered as the agent in
creation):—nimitt-mn, adj. Fortunate, prosperous:—is
nimitt, On this account, for this:—is-ke nimitt, Because of
this; for the sake of this; on account of this:—us-nimitt,
For that; instead of that; for him, &c.:—us-ke nimitt, For
his sake; in his interest:—anant-kl nimitt, For ever.
H  - /nimat, vulg. nimt[Prk. @/ ; S. /+t],
'

see num), part. adj. Appearing; apparent, evident;
conspicuous, prominent;—striking, bold (as a picture):—
numy hon, To appear; to be shown; to come in sight,
&c.
P U 7- numyish, or numish(abst. s. fr. num, q.v.), s.f.
Appearance; face, form, gure;—vision, sight;—a
semblance; a show (of), display;—aectation; show,
spectacle;—pomp;—threat, menace:—numish--jabr-mujrimna, A show of criminal force:—numish-gh, s.f.,
or numish, s.f. An exhibition;—a museum.
P L8-numish (rel. n. fr. numish), adj. Apparent; for
show or display; aected;—plausible, ostensible, specious.
P 2> 7- numyanda (imperf. part. of nam dan;—num, q.v.

adj. (f. -), Not intoxicated, sober.
S 9 - ./ \Rnimittrth,
'
s.m. See s.v. nimitt.

+Zend añ= S. ant), part. adj. & n. of ag. Showing,
exhibiting;—shower, exhibiter.
S H- @ nimb, s.m. The tree Melia azadirachta(pop. nmb,

S    - ./ \nimittat, s.f. = S     - ./ \; nimittatva,

or nm, q.v.):—nimb-taru, s.m. The coral-tree, Erythrina
fulgens(supposed to be one of the trees of paradise):—
nimb-kau , s.f. The fruit or berry of the nmtree.
H n - nambar (corr. fr. the English), s.f. Number (i.q.
lambar, q.v.):—nambar-dr, s.m.=lambar-dr, q.v.

s.m.The state of being a cause, causality,
instrumentality.
S     - ./ \; nimittatva, s.m. = S    - ./ \ nimittat,
s.f.The state of being a cause, causality, instrumentality.
H  -./ \"nimitt [S. ./ \+t (+t)], adj.
Fortunate, prosperous, possessed of means.
H  # - /& nimo, s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=nibo, q.v.

H  # - /&niman, v.n.=niban, q.v.
H ' ) # - /nimer, s.m.=niber, q.v.
H Z - /,K+ni-mu h [Prk. @/0 , or @/(+0 ; S.
t/Y,+t], adj. & s.m. Without whiskers or moustaches;
—a man without moustaches;—a youth.
H  Z - /+ nim hwar, s.m.=ni hwar, q.v.
H  Z - /+7nim ha  [nim= P. nm, or S. s/+ ha ,
q.v.], adj. (dialec.) Partially crowded; not very dense;—
sparse; scanty.
H Z -/"nim  [S. @ +., or .t], s.f. A grove of
nmtrees.
S Z - /,.na-mu i, and H. /," na-mu , s.m. Name of a
demon slain by Indra and the Avins (lit.'not loosing the
heavenly waters,' i.e. conning the clouds and
preventing the ow of rain):—na-mu i-s dan, s.m. 'The
destroyer of Namui,' an epithet of Indra.
P >- namad = H >- namd (=S. /), s.m. Felt, or a coarse
woollen cloth (formed without weaving) used in
coverings for horses, or in garments to keep o rain;—a
rug, or coarse carpet (to sit on, or to spread out wares
on, &c.);—membrum virile:—namd b dhn, 'To fold up
the rug or carpet,' to become bankrupt:—namd
bandhwn, 'To cause one to fold up his carpet'; to render
bankrupt; to reduce to poverty:—namad-posh, adj. Clothed
in felt, or in woollen:—namad-posh, s.f. The being clothed
in felt, &c.:—namad-m , adj. Having hair like felt.
H >- namd = P >- namad (=S. /), s.m. Felt, or a coarse
woollen cloth (formed without weaving) used in
coverings for horses, or in garments to keep o rain;—a
rug, or coarse carpet (to sit on, or to spread out wares
on, &c.);—membrum virile:—namd b dhn, 'To fold up
the rug or carpet,' to become bankrupt:—namd
bandhwn, 'To cause one to fold up his carpet'; to render
bankrupt; to reduce to poverty:—namad-posh, adj. Clothed
in felt, or in woollen:—namad-posh, s.f. The being clothed
in felt, &c.:—namad-m , adj. Having hair like felt.
H 2>- namda, s.m.=namd, q.v.
A ' - namir, s.m. A leopard; a panther.
H ' - /ni-mar, adj. Undying, immortal (better a-mar,

q.v.).
S ' - Ãnamra, vulg. namar, adj. (f. -), Bending, bowing
down, inclining; bent, bowed, inclined; curved, crooked;lowly, submissive, reverential, humble, meek, mild, soft;
condescending, aable, courteous:—namra- it, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Of a lowly or humble mind, &c.;—a lowly-minded
person:—namra-mukh, adj. (f. -), Having the face bent
down, looking down;—shamefaced, bashful, modest.
S 9' - Ãnamrat, vulg. namrt, or namart, s.f. The state
of being bowed or bent; bowing; obeisance, adoration,
respect;—lowliness, humility; meekness, mildness,
gentleness, tenderness;—condescension, aability:—
namrt karn(-se), To practise humility, or meekness, &c.;
to be meek, &c.
A  ' - namr d, or numr d, prop. n. Nimrod (a king who is
said to have cast Abraham into the re).
S * - /namas, s.m. (often used as an interjection; and
changeable in comp. to /t nama, and /5 namo),
Bowing, bending, making a bow;—a bow, salutation,
reverential salutation, paying honour (by gesture or
words); adoration, obeisance (performed by joining the
palms and inclining the head;—often used in connection
with the name of a deity in the S. dat., e.g. Gaeya
namas, 'salutation or reverence to Gane);—a gift,
present:—namas-kr, s.m. Uttering the exclamation
namas; respectful or reverential address or salutation;
adoration, obeisance:—namas-kr karn(-ko), To salute
respectfully or reverentially; to do obeisance to:—namaskr, s.f. A sensitive plant:—namo-guru, s.m. A spiritual
teacher.
S <- /namasit, part.=namasyit, q.v.
S <- /Tnamas-kr, s.m. See s.v. namas.
S ) <- /.Tnamasyit, part. (f. -), Reverenced,
respected, worshipped.
S B) <- /Tnamasya, part. adj. (f. -), To be worshipped or
adored; entitled to salutation or civility; adorable;
venerable; respectable;—reverential, respectful.
P U - namsh, vulg. namash, s.m. & f. A kind of food or dish
made of milk; a sort of syllabub; whipt cream.
S U - ./ 3ni-mish, s.m. Winking ortwinkling (of the

eye);—a twinkling (of the eye, considered as a measure
of time), a moment, an instant.
A o- namat, s.f. Likeness, similitude; manner, mode, way,
custom:—is namat, adv. In this manner, like this, thus.
P - namak, vulg. nimak, s.m. Salt;—savour, avour;—
bread, subsistence;—(met.) piquancy; spirit, animation;—
grace, beauty:—namak-band, adj. Stopped or bound up
with salt (a wound):—namak-parwarda, adj. & s.m. Brought
up by or supported at the expense of another;—a
dependant, a servant, a domestic slave;—a favourite,
condential servant:—namak- ash, s.f. The rst feeding
of a child about six months of age (which is attended
with certain ceremonies); the ceremonies observed on
such an occasion (syn. khr- a);—the exchange of
trays of sweetmeats between families after a betrothal:
—namak akhn(-k), To taste or try the savour (of food):
—namak-arm, adj. & s.m. Untrue to (his) salt,
ungrateful, unfaithful, perdious, disloyal;—disobedient;
evil, wicked;—an ungrateful wretch; a perdious fellow, a
traitor;—a miscreant:—namak-arm, s.f. Ingratitude;
perdiousness, disloyalty, &c.;—perdy, treason,
treachery:—namak-all, adj. Grateful;—faithful, loyal,
true;—submissive, obedient, dutiful:—namak-all, s.f.
Gratitude; delity, loyalty:—namak- r, s.m. (lit.'eating
salt'), A servant; dependant:—namak-dn, s.m. A saltcellar:—namak-sr, adj. Saline;—s.m. A salt-pit:—namaks da, adj. Rubbed with salt; salted:—namak-k tez-b, s.m.
Muriatic acid:—namak-k aq ad karn, To discharge
(one's) obligations:—namak-k mr pa n(-par), or namak
ph -ph -ke nikaln, The salt (which another has eaten)
to break out in sores or boils (on the body):—namakmal, s.m. Revenue derived from salt:—namak-mir
lagn(-me ), 'To put salt and chillies' (into), to give a
relish (to), to impart a avour (to);—to give vividness (to
a description);—to colour highly, to exaggerate;—to
excite:—namak--n-jiz, s.m. Contraband salt:—namakwf, adj. Who is worth his salt; faithful, dutiful (in
employment):—kae-par namak hi aknor lagn, 'To put
salt upon a wound,' to add one grief or vexation to
another, to pile agony on agony.
H  -/M7"nimkau , s.f.=nimb-kau , q.v.

H - ./ Lnimikn, s.m. corr. of nimish, q.v.
H -/"nimk, [nimak, for namak, q.v.+Prk. =S. ],
s.f. (dialec.) Pickled limes.
P ) - namkn (namak+Zend aêna= S. ), adj. Salt, salted;
saline, brackish;—piquant; racy; animated; witty;
poignant, sarcastic;—of a nut-brown colour (i.q. s olsalon); handsome, beautiful:—namkn-pn, s.m. Brine,
pickle.
P  ) -namkn (abst. s. fr. namkn), s.f. Saltness;—
sweetness; agreeableness:—piquancy;—a rich brown
complexion (syn. malat).
P 2' ) %- nam-gra, s.m. See s.v. nam.
A (- naml, s.m. An ant.
A (- namil, adj. Nimble, quick, ready (handed); brisk;
prancing; spirited (horse).
S c+ - @!5ni-mlo , s.m. Setting of the sun, sunset.
S - /naman, s.m. Bowing, bowing down; obeisance;—
adj. (f. -), Bowed; bending; stooping.
H - /niman, or / naman [prob. S. /t], adj. &
adv. or postpn. (dialec.) Like, resembling (syn. nn);—
like as; after the measure or model (of); thus.
H - /niman [perhaps S. /t], adj. Strong, stout;
tight; well-nished;—good.
S - @nimna, vulg. nimn, niman, s.m. Depth, low
ground, lowland;—a chasm or cavity (in the ground); a
depression;—slope, declivity;—adj. (f. -), Deep, profound;
low (as ground);—depressed; sunk;—stooping:—nimna-ga,
adj. (f. -), Going low or deep; going downwards,
descending:—nimna-g, s.f. A river, a mountain-stream.
H  - /namn [S. /"(, rt. /], v.n. To bow down; to
make obeisance (to).
H H5 - /, na-munsib, adj. corr. of n-munsib,
q.v.s.v. n.
P 0 - nam-nk, adj. See s.v. nam.
H  - /nimnn [nimn˚= niman, q.v.+= w= Prk.
U or  =S.  (caus. aug.) + n= Prk. 4(=S. "(],
v.t. To render strong, or tight, or good; to strengthen;—
to ameliorate.

H 8 -/ nimn [niman+= Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Strength, power, vigour; stoutness; tightness.
S   - @nimnat, s.f. Deepness, depth, lowness,
profundity.
H '   - /BPni-mantr, or ni-mantar, s.m. A call, summons;
an invitation (i.q. ni-mantra):—ni-mantr karn, v.t. To call,
summon, invite.
S C'   - / .BPnimantrit, part. (f. -), Called, summoned,
convoked; invited, bidden (to a feast).
S 0'   - /BPni-mantrak, adj. & s.m. Calling,
summoning, inviting;—one who summons, or invites, an
inviter.
S .'   - /BP4ni-mantra, s.m. Calling, summoning; a
summons;—inviting, invitation:—nimantra-pattr, s.m. A
written summons; a note of invitation.
P - num , or namw, or nam (A. num wu, or namwu,
inf. n. of - (for - 'to grow,' &c.), s.m. Growing;
increasing;—growth; increase;—vegetation (cf. nam).
P - nam d, or num d[v.n. fr. nam dan;—rt. Zend ni+m;
S. +/], s.f. The being or becoming apparent,
visibleness; appearance;—prominence, conspicuousness;
—show;—aectation;—display;—pomp;—honour,
character, celebrity;—an index; a guide;—proof; a
frontispiece;—adj. Apparent, visible;—shown, 'exhibited;
—public; prominent, conspicuous; glaring;—famous:—
nam d karn, v.n. To make an appearance; to manifest
oneself or itself, to appear;—to make a show or display;—
to boast;—v.t. To show, exhibit, display; to make
conspicuous or prominent; to put forward;—to expose:—
nam d hon, v.n. To be or become apparent or visible, to
appear; to be conspicuous, or eminent; to shine.
P  - nam dr [nam d, q.v. + dr= tr= Zend tar= S. ],
adj. Apparent, visible, manifest; conspicuous;—noted,
famed;—showy, gaudy;—s.m. Exemplar; model;
specimen; symbol; proof; representation; imitaion, copy;
—adv. Like; after the manner:—nam dr hon, v.n. To be
or become apparent, or visible; to appear, &c.
P  -nam dr, s.f. Publicity;—show, display,
H 7 - nam diy [nam dq.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m. One

given to display;—a boaster.
S  ' =- /5$,Inamo-guru, s.m. See s.v. namas.
H CT - nam najt [nam naj˚, fr. nam na, by euphon.
change of nal silent hto j+Ar. reg. fem. pl. a. t), s.m.
pl. of nam na, q.v.
P B- nam na [prob. nam (dan)+na= Zend a. na= S.  (f.
)], s.m. A sample, specimen; pattern, model; example;
type, form; muster.
H - /M"nimaun [S. s/+H. caus. a. w= Prk. U or
 =S.  (caus. aug.)+n, fem. of n= Prk. .4(=S.
"(], s.f. The rst planting of the sugar-cane, or the
day on which it commences (it is generally attended
with festive ceremonies;—syn. kh-rj).
H  - /06ni-m h, adj. & s.m.=3- ni-muh, q.v.
S B- /tnama, s.m.=namas, q.v.
H 3- /,6ni-muh [Prk. @/,6(; S. +/,L+], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), 'Having no mouth'; voiceless; speechless,
silent, dumb, quiet;—meek;—unmindful of what he has
said or promised;—a silent, or quiet person, &c.;—one
who pays no heed to what he has said, one who does not
keep his promise.
P - nam [nam, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Moistness,
dampness; coolness;—moisture;—dew.
S  ' ) - qInameru, or H. q~ namer , s.m. The tree
Eleocarpus ganitrus.
S U ) - q3nimesh, s.m.=ni-mish, q.v.
S + ) - /".!ni-mlik, s.f. Shutting the eyes, winking;
twinkling of the eye; blinking; conniving (at).
S + ) - /"!ni-mlan, s.m. Shutting the eyes, &c. (i.q.
nimlik);—closing the eyes in death; dying, death.
S + ) -/"!"ni-ml, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Closing the eyes;
having the eye-lids shut;—one who has the eyes shut.
H    Bnann, adj.= nanh, q.v.
S   ni-nd, s.m. Sound, noise, cry; buzz, hum (i.q.
ni-nad).
S   "ni-nd, adj. (f. -in), Sounding, resounding,
ringing;—causing to sound, playing (as a musical
instrument);—accompanied by the sound (of).

H   %ninnabe, or ninnbe, adj.=ninnwe, q.v.
S >  Bnannd, s.f.=nanad= nand, qq.v.

daughter of Nand,' i.e. Durg.
H >  Bnand [Prk. (; S. B], = H >   nanad [Prk.

H   [ ni-n w = H .  [ [ ni-n w [Ap. Prk.

4(; S. B], s.f. A husband's sister, sister-in-law:—

 ; Prk. B/ ; S. +/+t], s.m. lit.'The

nand-k bh, s.m. 'Sister-in-law's brother, i.e. husband
(an Indian woman shrinks from the use of the word
'husband,' whether in addressing or speaking of her
partner; similar to nand-k bh, is the phrase Mohan-k
bp, 'the father of (my boy) Mohan,' i.e. 'my husband').
H >  nanad [Prk. 4(; S. B], = H >  B nand [Prk.

nameless one' (i.e. not to be named);—anything which it
is unlucky to name (esp. cholera);—the thrush, aphthœ.
H .  [ [ni-n w = H   [  ni-n w [Ap. Prk.
 ; Prk. B/ ; S. +/+t], s.m. lit.'The
nameless one' (i.e. not to be named);—anything which it
is unlucky to name (esp. cholera);—the thrush, aphthœ.
H  Uninnawe, or ninnwe, or BU ninnnawe,
or ninnnwe[Prk.  4 ; S.   t], adj. Ninety-nine:
—ninnwe-ke pher-me pa n, 'To be deep in the
calculation of the ninety and nine'; to be entirely
absorbed in the acquisition of wealth;—to be involved in
diculties.
H .    [ninw , s.m.=nin w , q.v.
H 7  niny (i.q. nin w, q.v.), s.m. The thrush,
aphthœ;—a bug.
H     M!"ni baul [Prk. À4 .!; S. @ +!+],
s.f. The fruit or berry of the Nmtree.
S >  Bnand, s.m. Happiness, pleasure, joy, felicity,
prosperity (i.q. nand, the more com. form);—an epithet
of Vish u;—name of a cow-herd who was the fosterfather of Krish and of Durg;—name of one of the two
drums of Yudhish~hir;—name of a mountain:— nand-tt,
s.m. 'The respected Nand,' an epithet of the fosterfather of Krish :—nand-rn, s.f. An epithet of Jasod (or
Yaod), the wife of the cow-herd Nand:— nand-ry, s.m.
An epithet of the cow-herd Nand:—nand-sut, s.m. 'The
son of the cow-herd Nand,' i.e. Krish :—nand-ym, s.m.
An epithet of Krish :—nand-kior, or nand-kumr, s.m.
'The son of the cow-herd Nand,' i.e. Krish ;—a proper
name:—nand-kand, s.m. 'The root or source of
happiness,' an epithet of Krish :—nand-gop, s.m. The
cow-herd Nand:—nand-ll, s.m. 'The darling of Nand,' i.e.
Krish ;—a proper name:— nand-mahar, s.m. An epithet of
the cow-herd Nand:—nand-nandan, s.m. 'The foster-son
of Nand,' i.e. Krish :—nand-nandan, s.f. 'The foster-

(; S. B], s.f. A husband's sister, sister-in-law:—nandk bh, s.m. 'Sister-in-law's brother, i.e. husband (an
Indian woman shrinks from the use of the word
'husband,' whether in addressing or speaking of her
partner; similar to nand-k bh, is the phrase Mohan-k
bp, 'the father of (my boy) Mohan,' i.e. 'my husband').
S >  ni-nad, s.m. Sound, noise, cry; humming,
buzzing (i.q. nind).
S >  Bnand, s.f. Happiness, joy; prosperity (i.q. nand);
—husband's sister (i.q. nand, or nanad.q.v.);—a name of
Durg;—name of a river owing near Kuver's city Alak.
S >  Bnind, s.f. Blame, censure, reproach, reproof;—
abuse; insult; reviling; scorn;—evil-speaking,
disparagement, defamation, slander; blasphemy:—nindpatr, or nind-lekh, s.m. Defamatory or libellous writing, a
libel:—nind-stuti, s.f. Ironical praise:—nind-sayukt, adj.
Reproachful; scornful; abusive, &c.:—nind karn(-k), To
revile; to scorn; to abuse, insult;—to speak ill (of),
disparage, slander, &c.; to blaspheme.
H 4>  ni ds [Prk. a +
( ; S. W+ +], s.f.
Desire for sleep, sleepiness; drowsiness; nodding.
H 5>  ni ds [Prk. a +
(
; S. W+ ++t],
adj. (f. -), Sleepy; drowsy.
H >  (na dn (caus. of n dn, q.v.), v.t. (dialec.) To
cause to pass life happily, &c.
S C>  .Bnindit, part. (f. -), Blamed, reproached,
reproved;—reviled; abused;—scorned, contemned;—
defamed, slandered, calumniated;—worthy of being
reviled; reprehensible; odious; despicable, contemptible,
low.

H >  Wni dr, s.f. corr. 1˚ of nind, q.v.;—2˚ of nidr,
q.v.
H >  ni darn, v.t. (dialec.)=nidarn, q.v.
S 0>  Bnandak, adj. (f. -ik), Making happy or glad,
causing pleasure, rejoicing, gladdening;—joyful, joyous;—
s.m. Name of Krisha's sword.
S 0>  .Bnandik, s.m. The toon-tree Cedrela toona(the
wood of which resembles mahogany, and is much used
for making furniture).
S 0>  Bnindak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Blaming,
reproaching, reproachful; defaming; abusive, scurrilous;
—censorious, querulous;—blamer, reprover;—defamer,
slanderer, calumniator;—scorner;—blasphemer.
S G>  .Bnandik (see nandak), s.f. A woman who
causes happiness;—a joyous woman.
H 8G> B nindak [nindak, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a.
+], s.f. Blaming;—defamation;—censoriousness,
querulousness.
S G> B"nindak [S. B+t], adj. & s.m.=nindak,
q.v.
S .>  Bnandan, adj. Making glad or happy, delighting,
rejoicing, gladdening;—s.m. A son (the rejoicer of his
father');—the rejoicer,' an epithet of Vish u, and of
iva;—name of a mountain;—name of the pleasureground of Indra;—name of the paradise of the Hinds:—
nandan-vik, s.f. A garden frequented by the gods;
Indra's pleasure-ground or elysium;—the paradise of the
Hinds:—nandan-van, vulg. nandan-ban, or nandan-bg, 
s.m. The pleasure-grove of the gods (i.q. nandan).
S .>  Bnindan, s.m. Blame, censure, reproach (i.q.

daughter (i.q. nandan);—a sister-in-law (i.q. nandor
nanad, and nanadin);—name of a fabulous cow (daughter
of Surabhi, and related to the cow of plenty).
S  ) >  B"nindanyat, s.f. = S  ) >  B";
nindanyatva, s.m.Blameworthiness; reprehensibleness;
contemptibleness.
S  ) >  B"; nindanyatva, s.m. = S  ) >  B"
nindanyat, s.f.Blameworthiness; reprehensibleness;
contemptibleness.
S B) >  B"nindanya, part. adj. (f. -), Deserving, or
liable to, reproof, or censure, or blame; blameable,
reprehensible; contemptible.
H  >  B nandw, s.m. (dialec.) = n d, q.v. (cf. na dol).
H 5 > B5"nandos, s.f. (dialec.)=nando, q.v.
H  >  5!na dol, s.m.=nadol, q.v.
H 8 >  B5 nando [S. BCt+t], s.m. The husband
of a husband's sister.
H  >  (na dhn, v.t.=n dhn, q.v.
H > B"nand [nand, q.v.+S. ], s.f.=nandor nanad, q.v.
S > nand, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Making happy, causing joy
or gladness, rejoicing;—rejoicer, gladdener (syn. nandak);
—s.m. Name of a being attending on iva;—name of the
bull on which iva rides:—nand-bail, s.m. The bull on
which iva rides (i.q. nand);—a show-bull led about from
door to door, and taught to obey commands, and to
make certain answers, &c.:—nand-ga, s.m. The
attendants of iva:—nand-mukh, s.m. An epithet of iva;
—a kind of water-fowl;—a specles of rice.
S > B"nand, s.f. The toon-tree, Cedrela toona(i.q.

nind, q.v.);—adj. (f. -, or -) = nindak, q.v.
S >  Bnandan, s.f. A daughter (lit.'rejoicer of the

nandik):—nand-vriksh,
or nandi-vriksh,
or nandi-vriksh,
or



nandi-vrikshak,
s.m. Idem.

H > B"nand, s.f. corr. of nnd, q.v.:—nand-mukh,

mother').
H >  Bnindn [Prk. 4(; S. B"(, rt. B], v.t.

s.m.=nnd-mukh.
H > "nanad = H 7>   nanadiy [nanad, q.v.+Prk.

To blame, &c. (i.q. ninda karna, q.v.).
H >  "nanadin, vulg. nandin[nanad, q.v.+S. "],

=S. ], s.f. Husband's sister (i.q. nanad, nand).

s.f. Sister-in-law (husband's, or wife's, sister).
S > .B"nandin, or (dialec.) H. .B nandini, s.f. A

=S. ], s.f. Husband's sister (i.q. nanad, nand).

H 7>  nanadiy = H > " nanad [nanad, q.v.+Prk.
S  7>  B1nindyat, s.f. = S  7>  B1; nindyatva,

s.m.Blamableness; reprehensibleness;
contemptibleness; infamy.
S  7>  B1; nindyatva, s.m. = S  7>  B1 nindyat,
s.f.Blamableness; reprehensibleness; contemptibleness;
infamy.
H (7>  h!ni dail [Prk. a!5; S. W+!t], adj. Sleepy,
drowsy (i.q. ni ds, q.v.).
S B7>  B1nindya, part. adj. (f. -), To be censured or
reproached; blamable; reprehensible; infamous;
despicable; bad, vile (i.q. nindanya, q.v.).
H <  !nansl [nn, q.v. + sl= S. 8!, q.v.], s.f.
(rustic)=nanihl, q.v.
H   nank [S. B+t], s.m. (f. -), Little child, little
son (an expression of endearment).
P $  nang (prob. akin to S. ¢), s.m. Honour, esteem,

shameless;—s.m. A naked person; a shameless person;—
a disgraced person:—na g-pair, adj. Bare-footed:—na gdha a g, or na g-dha a g, adj. 'Naked in body and
limbs,' stark naked:—na g-dha ang, s.f. Complete
nakedness:—na g-kh l, adj. (rare) Completely naked:—
na g-jh r, s.f. 'Stripping and shaking (the clothes),' a
searching, or examining (as of people leaving a
workshop, to prevent them pilfering):—na g-sir, adj.
Bare-headed; with uncovered head:—na g karn, v.t. To
make naked, to strip (of clothes, &c.); to bare, to
uncover:—na g-lu adj. (f. na g-lu ), Quite naked;
without clothes or ornaments:—na g-mdar-zd, adj.
Naked as born of the mother, stark naked:—na gmu g, or na g-muna g, adj. (f. na g-mu g, &c.), Stark
naked:—na ge-po , or na ge-pairo , adj. & adv. Barefooted:—na g-talwr, or na g-shamsher, s.f. A naked or
drawn sword;—(met.) a fearless person; one who speaks
his mind freely and without reserve.
H 8% ($ na g [na g, q.v.+= Prk. =S. a. 

reputation;—shame, disgrace, infamy, ignominy:—nango-nm, or nang-o-nm s, s.m. Honour, esteem;—shame,
disgrace (i.q. nang).
H $  ($na g = H %  ($ na g [Prk. F$5 and F$ ; S.

+], s.f. Nakedness, nudity; bareuess.

¢ and ¢+t], adj. (f. -), Naked, nude; bare;—lea ess;—

H # %  ($&na g [prob. Prk. F$f ; S. ¢+, or &+t],

shameless;—s.m. A naked person; a shameless person;—
a disgraced person:—na g-pair, adj. Bare-footed:—na gdha a g, or na g-dha a g, adj. 'Naked in body and
limbs,' stark naked:—na g-dha ang, s.f. Complete
nakedness:—na g-kh l, adj. (rare) Completely naked:—
na g-jh r, s.f. 'Stripping and shaking (the clothes),' a
searching, or examining (as of people leaving a
workshop, to prevent them pilfering):—na g-sir, adj.
Bare-headed; with uncovered head:—na g karn, v.t. To
make naked, to strip (of clothes, &c.); to bare, to
uncover:—na g-lu adj. (f. na g-lu ), Quite naked;
without clothes or ornaments:—na g-mdar-zd, adj.
Naked as born of the mother, stark naked:—na gmu g, or na g-muna g, adj. (f. na g-mu g, &c.), Stark
naked:—na ge-po , or na ge-pairo , adj. & adv. Barefooted:—na g-talwr, or na g-shamsher, s.f. A naked or
drawn sword;—(met.) a fearless person; one who speaks
his mind freely and without reserve.
H %  ($na g = H $  ($ na g [Prk. F$5 and F$ ; S.

adj. (f. -), Naked.
H ;:%  $!ni gln (caus. of next, q.v.), v.t. To cause

w= Prk. U or  =S. , caus. aug.], To render

¢ and ¢+t], adj. (f. -), Naked, nude; bare;—lea ess;—

++t], adj. (f. -), Small, diminutive, tiny, wee;—little,

to swallow, &c.
H  + %  $!ni galn, v.t. To swallow, &c. (=nigaln, q.v.).
H %  ($5&na go, s.m. (dialec.)=la go, q.v.
H %  (Vna ghn (for la ghn, caus. of la ghn,
q.v.), v.t. To cause to leap over, &c.
H ) %  ($na giyn [na giy˚= na g(fem. of na g)+=
naked, or bare; to strip (i.q. na g karn):—na giy-len,
v.t. intens. of and=na giyn.
H >   Bnanand (dialec.), = S >   B nanand,s.f. A
husband's sister (i.q. nanad, or nand).
S >   Bnanand, = H >   B nanand (dialec.),s.f. A
husband's sister (i.q. nanad, or nand).
H 5  ( na ws, s.m.=naws, q.v.
H   B6nannah, or nannh, or B6 nanh [prob. S. B

young;—neat, natty;—petty; low;—s.m. A mere child, a
child, a wee thing;—a darling, a pet:—nannh(or nann)
ktn, v.t. 'To spin ne'; (g.) to use sparingly;—v.n. To be
frugal;—to be parsimonious or miserly:—nannh(or nann)
jt, s.f. A low caste:—nannh, or nann, s.f. A small, or
young, girl or woman;—(ironic.) a ninny.
H 3  6!nanihl [prob. nn(a) +S. +!t;—or ˚hl=
sl= S. 8!; cf. nan-sl, s.m. The house and family of a
maternal grandfather; maternal kindred.
H .  B6[nannah , or nannh , adj. (f. - ) =nannh, q.v.
H )   naniy [nna, q.v.+S. t], adj. (dialec.) Of or
relating to a maternal grandfather:—naniy-ss, s.f.
Mother-in-law's mother:—naniy-susar, s.m. Husband of
the mother-in-law's mother.
H )   !naniyl, s.m.=nanihl, q.v.
H )  BUninynwe, adj. = ninnnwe, or ninnwe, q.v.
H ' )   ,snuner, adj.=noner, q.v.
S )   ni-nayan (rt. ni+n), s.m. Carrying out,
performing; accomplishment; performance (of a
ceremony, &c.).
H P   nav, nau, or M nau; P. nau[Prk.  5; S.  t;—Zend
nava], adj. New; fresh; recent; young;—raw;—(S. navam),
adv. Newly; recently, lately, &c.:—nau-bd, adj. Newly
settled, or peopled, or colonized, or cultivated:—naumad, adj. Newly arrived;—s.m. A new or recent arrival:
—nau-moz, adj. & s.m. Inexperienced;—a beginner,
learner, novice, tyro:—navmbar(˚va+am˚), s.m. New and
unbleached cloth:—navnn(˚va+anna), s.m. New rice; new
grain; the rst fruits;—a ceremony observed on rst
eating new rice or grain:—nava-bl, vulg. nau-bl, s.f. A
girl just arrived at the age of puberty:—nau-bwa, s.m. A
young tree;—rst-fruits; early fruit:—nau-b, s.f. A new
custom:—nava-badh , vulg. nau-bah , s.f. Newly-married
wife, a bride:—nau-bar-r, s.m. Land recently made
subject to assessment:—nau-ba hiy, s.m. An upstart:—
nau-ba-nau, adj. & adv. Fresh and fresh;—ever fresh and
new;—again and again:—nau-bahr, s.f. Early spring;—the
spring:—nau-par, adj. Newly- edged; beginning to y:—
nava-phalik, s.f. A newly-married woman, a bride;—a girl
in whom menstruation has recently begun:—nau-to , adj.

Newly-broken (land):—naw-jal, or nau-jal, s.m. The rain
of the rainy season:—nau-jawn, adj. & s.m. Fresh and
young, in the bloom of youth, in the prime of life;—a
youth, a young man in the prime of life:—nau-jawn, s.f.
Bloom or ower of youth, prime of life:—nau-jobn, or
nava-jovn, or jauvn, s.f. A girl just grown up to puberty; a
young woman:—nau- and, adj. Of or relating to the new
moon:—nava- htra, s.m. A new scholar, a student, novice
(syn. nau-moz):—nau- sta, adj. & s.m. New-risen;
adolescent;—a youth, a young man:—nau- at, adj. & s.m.
The hair of whose face is just sprouting;—a youth:—nauez, adj. New-risen, newly sprung up; fresh; tender:—
nau- ez, s.f. New-rising; fresh springing
up or shooting forth:—nau-dulha, s.m. A recently-married
man;—a bridegroom:—nau-daulat, or nau-dnan, adj. & s.m.
Becoming rich after being poor;—who has just come in
for a fortune; new to wealth;—an upstart, a parvenu;
novus homo:—nau-ras, adj. Newly arrived or come forth;
young, fresh, tender; recent:—nau-rusta, adj. & s.m.
Newly-grown, fresh sprung up;—a young shoot; a
sapling:—nau-roz, s.m. New year's day (according to the
Persian calendar, being that on which the sun enters
Aries; this is called mma, or 'general'; and the sixth of
the same month, aor 'special,' or buzurg, 'great':
both of these days are celebrated by feasts, the
liberation of prisoners, &c.);—day of plenty:—nau-roz,
adj. Of or relating to new year's day:—nau-roda, adj.
Newly grown or sprung up:—nau-sikh, or nau-sikh, or
nau-sikhiy, or nau-ikh, s.m. One who has just begun to
learn, or who is in his noviciate, a beginner, a novice,
freshman, a student:—nav-s tik, or nau-s tik, s.f. A
woman recently delivered:—nau-shh, or nau-sh, or naushah, s.m. A newly-married man, a bridegroom:—naushikeb, s.f. Freshness of patience; renewed patience:—
nau-ar , s.f. A newly-married woman, a bride:—nauar , s.f. The state of one newly married:—nau-umr, s.f.
Nonage:—nau-kr, adj. Newly operating, fresh;—young in,
or new to, business:—nava-klik, s.f. A young woman
(either one recently married, or one in whom
menstruation has lately commenced):—nav-kany, or naukany, s.f. A woman who has never known a man, a
virgin:—nau-murd, s.m. A recent convert:—nau-muslim,

s.m. A recent convert to Muhammadanism:—nau-mashq,
adj. & s.m. Of recent practice;—a new practitioner, a
novice:—nau-mulzim, s.m. A new servant; a raw recruit;
a novice:—nau-mulzim, s.f. Noviciate:—nava-mallik, or
nau-mlik, s.f. Arabian jasmine, Jasminum sambac:—navngar, s.f.=nau-kany, q.v.:—nau-wrid, s.m. New comer,
new arrival:—nava-varik, s.f. A newly-married woman:—
nava-vastra, vulg. nau-vastar, s.m. New clothing:—navyauvan, s.f. See nau-jobn.
H  Mnau,  nav, 5 no, (dialec.)  nau [Prk.  ; S. 
(base navan)], adj. Nine:—nav(˚va+a˚), s.m. A ninth
part, a ninth:—nau-bandhan, s.m. Name of one of the
peaks of the Himlaya:— nau-bhakt(nava-bhakti), s.f. The
nine kinds of devotion recognized by Hinds:—nau-dwr,
or nau-dur(nava-dvr), adj. & s.m. Having nine doors or
gates, nine-doored;—an epithet of the body (which has
nine apertures or outlets, viz.the nostrils, the eyes, the
ears, the mouth, the penis, and the anus);—the nine
doors or outlets (of the body):—nau-rtr, s.m. nau-rtri,
s.f. or nau-rtrik, s.m. (nava-rtra, &c.), The period of nine
days (from the rst of the light half of the month Avin
to the ninth) devoted to the worship of Durg:—nau-ratn,
or nau-ratan(nava-ratna), s.m. The nine precious gems
(viz. a pearl, ruby, topaz, diamond, emerald, lapis lazuli,
coral, sapphire, and one called Go-meda;—these nine
jewels are supposed to be related to the nine planets);—a
bracelet consisting of nine jewels;—the nine jewels, i.e.
men of letters, at the court of Vikramditya (viz.
Dhanvantari, Kshapa ak, Amarsingh, a ku, Vetlbha~~, Gha~akarpar, Klids, Vararui, and Varhamihir);—a council of nine wise men:—nau-ras, s.m. The
aggregate of the nine kinds of pleasure (ras) recognized
by the Hindu system:—nau-st, s.m. 'Nine and seven'; a
division of the crop whereby the zamndrtakes nine
parts out of sixteen, and the cultivator the remaining
seven:—nava-sapt, s.m. 'Nine and seven'; the aggregate
of the sixteen kinds of si gr(q.v.):—nav-yak, nauyak(nava-yak), s.m. The designation applied to any of
the nine inferior classes (viz.cow-herd, gardener,
oilman, weaver, confectioner, water-carrier, potter,
blacksmith, and barber):—nava-rddh, or nau-srddh, s.m.
The rst of the series of sacrices to the manes of a

deceased relative (viz.on the rst, third, fth, seventh,
ninth, and eleventh days after the death):—nau-kha,
s.m. The nine divisions or climes of the earth which
constitute Jambu-dvp, the central portion of the world,
or the known world:—nau-grah, or nau-girah, or naugrah(nava-grah, &c.), s.m. The nine planets (i.e. seven
planets and the ascending and descending nodes):—naulakkh, adj. (f. -), Worth, or possessing, nine lacs (lkh):—
nau-ms, s.m. The feast given in the ninth month of
pregnancy:—nau-mahn, s.m. The period of nine months:
—nau-nidhi, or nau-nidh(nava-nidhi), s.m. The treasure of
Kuver, which consists of nine fabulous gems:—nau-nidh
brah-sidh hon, To be in possession of all the heart can
desire:—nau-nage, s.m. An ornament worn on the upper
arm, consisting of nine precious stones set in gold or
silver.
S  Mnau, s.f. A boat (i.q. no, the pop. form, q.v.):—nauwl, s.m. A boatman, ferryman, waterman.
H   naw, or M nau [Prk.  ; S.  +t], adj. (f. ), New, fresh, &c. (i.q. nav, or nau, q.v.):—naw- htr, s.m.
A new scholar, a student, a novice.
H   naw, or M nau, nau[Prk.  ; S.  +t],
adj. (f. -), Nine (i.q. nau, q.v.):—nawe, adv. In the ninth
place, ninthly.
P  naw [fr. nawdan; rt. Zend nud; S. ,, and  'to
sound'], s.m. Voice, sound; modulation; song; air;—a
certain musical tone or mood; riches, opulence, wealth,
plenty; subsistence;—prosperity; goodness or splendour
of circumstances;—a splendid situation;—a happy life:—
naw-pardz, adj. & s.m. Playing (or a player of) music;—
singing;—singer.
H  Mnau, or M  nauw, or  nau, or  
nauw [Prk.  6; S. T], s.m. (dialec.) A barber
(i.q. n ; cf. n).
A / nawwb, vulg. nawb(intens. n. fr. / (for /), 'to
supply the place' (of another); see nib), s.m. A 'nabob';
a governor (of a town or district), a viceroy;—a lord; a
prince.
A / nuwwb, s.m. pl. (of nib, q.v.), Vicegerents,
deputies, lieutenants, governors.

P 1nawwb (rel. n. fr. nawwb), adj. Of or relating to a
nawwb;—s.f. The oce of a nawwb; viceroyalty,
deputyship;—the district or province governed by a
nawwb;—(g.) anarchy, misrule;—a kind of cloth:—
nawwb karn, To ll the oce of nawwb;—to live like a
prince.
H    *nawjn, or  * niwjn (corr. of
nawzn, q.v.), v.t. (dialec.) To caress, to coax; to
wheedle, entice, decoy;—to have mercy on.
A p nuw (inf. n. of p (for p), 'to mourn,' &c.'), s.m.
Mourning (one dead); lamenting, bewailing;
complaining;—lament; complaint.
P p naw (prob. contrac. fr. next), = A q naw (pl. of
niya, q.v.),s.f. Environs, borders, suburbs; coasts;—
parts adjacent;—territories; tracts.
A q naw (pl. of niya, q.v.), = P p naw (prob.
contrac. fr. next),s.f. Environs, borders, suburbs; coasts;
—parts adjacent;—territories; tracts.
P B F naw ta [perf. part. of naw tan;—na= niprep.

preventive, hindering, impeding; prohibitive,
interdictory; opposing;—prohibitor, forbidder; preventer,
hinderer; opposer, &c.
S .  4ni-vra, s.m. Keeping back or o (from),
defending; protection; setting free (from); removal (of);
release, liberation;—prohibiting, prohibition; preventing,
prevention; preclusion; interruption; exclusion;
impediment, obstruction; opposing, opposition:—nivra
karn, v.t. To keep back or o (from, -se), to defend,
protect, &c.
H   niwrn, or   nawrn [niwr˚= Prk.
 () or  ()=S.  (), caus. of rt. + ] , v.t.
To surround; to keep o, ward o; to exclude, to shut out;
to protect, defend;—to prohibit, forbid, interdict;—to
prevent, hinder, impede, obstruct, interrupt; to check,
restrain; to oppose.
H   nawrn [nawr˚, prob. = Prk.  ()=S.
 (`),
'
rt. + 
 ] , v.n. To walk out or forth, to roam,

+Zend rt. vac; S. + ], part. Protected; reared;

stroll; to travel; to wander, stray.
H  "niwr, or  " nawr [S.  /.!; or

cherished; caressed.
A   nawdir (pl. of ndira, q.v.), = A C  nawdirt (pl. of

h.!], s.f. A species of jasmine, Jasminum zambac, or

the pl. nawdir),s.m. pl. Rare or singular things, rarities;
wonders; miracles.
A C  nawdirt (pl. of the pl. nawdir), = A   nawdir
(pl. of ndira, q.v.),s.m. pl. Rare or singular things,
rarities; wonders; miracles.
H   niwr, or   nawr (fr. niwrn, q.v.;—P. also

J.elongatum;—(dialec.) a straw.
H   7niw , s.f.= niwr, q.v.
H    7niw , or  7 naw  [Prk.  f ; S. 
++t], s.m. (f. -), A boat, or ski; a pleasure-boat, a
barge (syn. bha ).
H    7niw  [Prk.   ; S.  t, q.v.], s.m. A

nawr), s.f. Coarse, broad tape (used to lace beds, and to
border tents, &c, with):—niwr-bf, s.m. A tape-weaver.
ni), s.m. Warding o;
S   nivr (rt. vriwith


kind of amulet worn on the arm (syn. rkh, q.v.).
H   7"niw , s.f.=niwr, q.v.

defending; preventing, hindering;—impediment;
opposition, &c. (see nivra).
H   niwr, or   nawr, s.m. (dialec.)=naw ,

ag., Caressing, soothing; cherishing;—playing (on a
musical instrument), performing;—one who caresses, or
soothes; cherisher;—player, performer (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. banda-nawz, 'cherisher of
slaves or servants'; barbat-nawz,
'player on the lute');—

s.m. Caress; blandishment, &c. (i.q. nawzish, q.v.).
P Vl nawzish (abst. s. fr. nawz, q.v.), s.f. Caressing,

q.v.
S C  ni-vrit, part. (f. -), Warded o, kept o;
removed; hindered, prevented; checked;—forbidden,
prohibited, interdicted;—opposed, &c. (see nivra).
S 0  ni-vrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Keeping o;

P l nawz (fr. naw tan; see naw ta), part. adj. & n. of

soothing; caress; blandishment;—kindness; politeness,
courtesy; favour, patronage:—nawzish karn(-par), To

caress; to show kindness or favour (to), to favour, to
patronize:—nawzish-nma, s.m. A polite, or
complimentary, letter; a kind note;—your kind letter,'
'your favour.'
P C]l nawzisht (nawzish+Ar. reg. fem. pl. a. t), s.f.
pl. Caresses, blandishments, &c. (see nawzish).
H l nawzn [nawz, q.v. +  = Prk. 4(=S. "(], v.t.
To caress, soothe, comfort; to cherish; to favour,
patronize;—to pardon.
P 2>l nawzanda (imperf. part. of naw tan, and=nawz,
q.v.+anda= Zend añ= S. ant), part. adj. and n. of
agency,=nawz, q.v. (fr. which it diers in not being used
in comp. alone).
P lnawz (abst. s. fr. nawz), s.f. Caressing, soothing;
cherishing;—clemency; courtesy; kindness;—playing, or
performing (on an instrument).
S 4  ni-vs, s.m. Dwelling, residing;—passing the
night;—dwelling-place, residence, abode, house;—nightquarters:—nivs-sthn, s.m. Dwelling-place, place of
residence:—nivs karn, To dwell, reside, inhabit.
H 5  naws, s.m.=B5 nawsa, q.v.
H  5  niwsn (fr. nivs), v.n.=nivs karn, q.v.
P B5 nawsa (see nabasa, and nabsa), s.m. Daughter's
son, grandson.
H 5 "naws, s.f. Daughter's daughter, grand-

what is proper or convenient.
H   !niwl, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
P B nawla, vulg. niwla(for A. f nawlat, fr. nawl, q.v.),
s.m. A mouthful, a morsel;—the wadding (of a gun):—
niwle mrn, or niwle karn, v.t. To swallow by
mouthfuls, or to make mouthfuls of; to swallow, to gulp
down:—sone-k niwla, 'A golden morsel'; an expensive
banquet;—a delicious morsel.
S '   @ navmbar, s.m. = S .  B navnn, s.m.See
s.v. navor nau, 'new.'
S .  Bnavnn, s.m. = S '   @  navmbar, s.m.See
s.v. navor nau, 'new.'
H .  [naw , or  [ naww , or M( nau , or M [
nauw [Prk.  / , Ap. Prk. 

 ; S.  /+t], adj. (f. -

 ), Ninth.
H .  niwn [perhaps corr. fr. S. @t], adj. Low (as
ground);—level.
H   nawn, or   niwn [naw˚= naww˚= Prk.
 U() or   ()=S. /+(), rt. / with caus.
aug. paya], v.t. To bend, to bow;—to cause to stoop;—to
cause to submit to;—to double, to fold.
S U   [8nav, s.m. See s.v. nav, or nau, 'nine.'
H     nawwn, or nawon, or    niwwn,
or niwon, v.t.=nawn, or niwn, q.v.
H    6niwhn, v.t.=nibhn, q.v.

daughter.
H 5 "naws, or  " nawws [S.  8"t], adj.

H 8   niw [S.  + , + ], s.f. Absence of wind

Eighty-nine.
H 5 "niws [S.   + t (+t)], adj. & s.m.

or breeze;—warmth, heat, sultriness;—fever.
H 7  niwy, adj. (f. -niw), Warm, hot, sultry:—

(f. -in), Dwelling, abiding (in), inhabiting;—a resident
(of), an inhabitant; a native (of).
A ' ) 5 nawsr, s.m. pl. of ns r, q.v.

niwe din, Warm days;—the fever season.
H 7  nawy, or   niwy (perf. part. of

A (E nawl, s.m. pl. (of nla, q.v.), Spontaneous acts of
devotion not prescribed by law; works of supererogation.
A (X nawqil, s.m. pl. (of nqila; see nqil), Things
transported or carried from place to place;—things
copied;—things related; histories; traditions.
A  nawl (v.n. fr.  (for ), 'to give,' &c.), s.m.(?) A
gift, present; benet;—mode; dimension, measure;—

nawn, &c.), part. adj. (f. naw, &c.), Bent; bowed;—
folded; doubled.
A H8r nawib, s.f. pl. (of nibat), Accidents; revolutions of
fortune; unfortunate occurrences; adversities, troubles,
calamities.
P 1 naubat (for A. f1, v.n. of un. of / (for /) 'to supply
the place' (of another), &c.), s.f. A period, time, turn;—
access (of fever, &c.); paroxysm; t;—occasion,

opportunity;—vicissitude;—degree, pitch; weight, pass;—
state (of matters or things); plight; time for recourse, or
resort (to);—accident, misfortune, calamity;—relieving
guard; keeping watch;—musical instruments, or drums,
sounding at the gate of a great man at certain intervals;
—a large kettle-drum (syn. naqqra):—naubat bajn, or
naubat jha n, The naubatto be sounded; drums, or the
kettle-drum. to be beaten (at stated hours):—naubat-banaubat, adv. By degrees:—naubat pahu n(-k), Things or
matters to come to such a pass or pitch; occasion for
(certain things) to arrive or arise; recourse or resort was
had to (e.g. lah-talwr-k naubat pahu ):—naubat(kis-k)
pahu n(yah -takor lag), The case or state (of a person)
to come (to such a pass):—naubat- na, s.m. A guardhouse; a large room over the outer gate of a palace or a
shrine where the drums or other musical instruments
are sounded:—naubat-talab,
s.f. The request or

application for a turn (or hearing) in a court of law:—
naubat-ko pahu n, naubat hon(-k), To reach a (certain)
point, to come to (such) a pass.
P  1 naubat (rel. n. fr. naubat), adj. Periodical;
intermittent (as a fever);—s.m. The man who beats the
naubator kettle-drum.
P .? n pn, s.m.(?) A wicker basket.
H ' ? 0,n pur [S. 0,(], s.m. & f. A kind of tinkling
ornament for the ankles and toes (it consists of a
hollowed ring, about a nger and a half in breadth,
containing tiny bells, or bits of copper or iron of the size
of a vetch, which cause it to tinkle):—n pur-vn, adj. &
s.m. Adorned (or a person adorned) with a tinkling
anklet, &c.
S 9  navat, and H. M naut, naut, s.f. Newness;
freshness; novelty.
H 9 Mnaut, vulg. 5 not [S. /BP+t; Prk. /\
or  \ (?)], s.m. Invitation (to a feast);—a present
sent, with an invitation, to the person invited;—a
present made by a guest (also written neot, nyot):—
naut den(-ko), To give an invitation, to invite (to a
feast);—to promise a gift or present (to):—naut karn(k), To invite.

H 9 Mnaut [S. /BPt; Prk. /\

or  \ (?)],

s.m. A wizard, magician.
H 9 Mnaut [prob. Prk.  \ ; S.  t,
' rt. 
  with
], s.m. (dialec.) A porch; portico.
H 9 Mnaut (imperf. part. of naun, q.v.), part. adj. (f. ), Bending downwards, bending, stooping.
H ! 9 Mnautpan [naut, contrac. of naut, q.v.+Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Witchcraft, sorcery.
S 9 0n tan, adj. (f. -), New, fresh; recent, modern;
young; novel, strange:—n tan karn, v.t. To render new;
to renew.
S 9 0;n tna, vulg. n tan, adj.=n tan.
H  9 Mnautn, or 5 notn [neotn;—neot˚= Prk.
/\<() or  \<()=S. /BP(`), rt. /BP with ], v.t. To
invite (to a feast or entertainment);—to promise a gift
to.
S   9 0n tanat, s.f. = S   9 0; n tanatva,
s.m.Newness; freshness; novelty.
S   9 0; n tanatva, s.m. = S   9 0 n tanat,
s.f.Newness; freshness; novelty.
H  9M"nautn (i.q. nautn), s.f. A feast given to a
newly-married couple by their relations.
S 9  ; navatva, s.m.=navat, q.v.
H 39 M6naut-hr [naut, contrac. of naut, q.v.+hr= S.
6", rt. ¤], s.f. Feast, festival; festivity, merry-making.
H 39M6"naut-hr = H ' 39M6" naut-har [naut()
+ S. 6 or 6+t (+t)], s.m. (f. -i), One who has
received an invitation to a feast, a formally invited
guest; a wedding guest.
H ' 39M6"naut-har = H 39M6" naut-hr [naut()
+ S. 6 or 6+t (+t)], s.m. (f. -i), One who has
received an invitation to a feast, a formally invited
guest; a wedding guest.
H  5&no (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A currency-note;
bank-note; cheque; draft (also written lo):—no sarkr-Inglistn-k, Exchequer bill:—parmesar no, Government
promissory note.

H   &niwn, v.t.=nibn, q.v.
H ' )   niwte , s.m.=niber, q.v.

plant; a fresh shoot or branch (of a plant or tree).
H   Mnaudh = H   M naudh [Prk.  (; S.  +

H M M*nauj (prob. corr. of A. ts nauu, q.v.), intj. God

(rt. ) + ], adj. & s.m. Newly-planted (garden, &c.);—a

forbid, heaven forefend;—by no means, on no account;
no, nay, never (an expression peculiar to Muhammadan
women).
H c 5no (fr. no n, q.v.), s.m. A scratch, claw; a pinch:

newly-planted garden, or grove, &c.;—a sapling, a young
plant; a fresh shoot or branch (of a plant or tree).
S    nava-dh, adj. & adv. Nine-fold; in nine ways;

—no -n , or no -khaso, s.f. Mutual scratching and
tearing:—no -no  karn, To scratch and claw (or tear, or
pinch) each other.
H  D 5no n, (dialec.) M nau n [no ˚= Prk.
(()=S. j (), rt. +j ], v.t. To pinch, to grip; to
scratch, claw;—to pull out, pluck out (these meanings
point to the S. lun as their source);—to eece (a person).
H D 50no [no (n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. A
pincher, &c.;—one who eeces (another), an
extortioner;—one who purloins, or embezzles.
H  D  + nau hwar, or  +  niw hwar, or
M+  nau hwar, or 5+  no hwar, s.m.=ni hwar,
q.v.
H DM"nau , or  " naw  (from the P. nau a, 'a
young man,' fr. nau, 'young'), s.f. A young girl kept by a
bawd; a harlot.
A p n  [fr. the Hebrew; rt.  'to rest; be comforted,'
&c.], prop. n. The patriarch Noah.
P Bq naua (for A. fq nauat, fr. nau, inf. n. of p (for p)
'to lament,' &c.), s.m. Lamentation; moaning, moan; wail
(over the dead):—naua-gar, s.m. One who laments, a
mourner;—a hired mourner:—naua-gar, s.f.
Lamentation, wailing.
P  navad, or nuvad, vulg. navvad[Zend navaiti; S.  ],
adj. Ninety:—navad br, Ninety times.
S  0n d, s.m. The mulberry tree, Morus indica.

nine times;—nine kinds of:—navadh-bhakti, s.f. The nine
kinds of devotion (recognized by Hinds).
H   0n dh (prob.=naudh, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.) A
species of tobacco.
S   fnivi, adj. Without spaces or interstices; close,
contiguous; thick, gross, dense, impervious (as a forest,
or darkness, &c.);—coarse;—heavy, hard (as rain, &c.);
sound (sleep);—rm;—large, bulky;—crooked-nosed;—
s.m. A crooked-nosed person;—name of a mountain.
A  n r (v.n. fr.  (for ) 'to shine,' &c.), s.m. Light; ray
of light; brilliance, lustre; refulgence, splendour;
illumination:—n r-afz, adj. Light-increasing;
illuminating:—n r-afshn, adj. Light-diusing:—n r jn
mu h-k, 'Brightness or lustre of the face to depart,'
paleness to come over the face:—n r-- ashm, or n r-dda, s.m. 'Light of the eyes,' a beloved son:—n r- ashm,
s.f. A beloved daughter:—n r--ainain, s.m. 'Light of the
two eyes,' a beloved son:—n r-k bte , s.f. Grand or
glorious things; something wonderful:—n r-ke ta ke, or
n r-z uh
 r-ke ta ke, adv. At break of day:—n r-maall, or
n r-mal, s.f. A kind of pulo, q.v.
H  n r (for P. 2 n ra, fr. A. e n rat, v.n. fr.  (for )
'to cauterize, to brand,' &c.), s.m. A medicament, a
depilatory unguent, made of arsenic and quicklime (used
also for the scab), a depilatory:—nur lagn(-me ), To
apply a depilatory (to).
S   ni-var, s.f. An unmarried girl, a virgin.
A  n r-n, (cf. r n; jismn), adj. Of or relating to

(rt. ) + ], adj. & s.m. Newly-planted (garden, &c.);—a

light; composed or consisting of light;—light, bright,
luminous;—clear, serene;—resplendent; glorious;
seraphic;—venerable;—(in Pers.) s.f. Brightness;—
serenity.
P `1 n r-bf, s.m. A weaver.

newly-planted garden, or grove, &c.;—a sapling, a young

P E1n r-bf, s.f. Weaving (prob. lit.'weaving bright

?    nava-dvr, and H. M nau-dwr, s.m. See s.v.
nau, 'nine.'
H   Mnaudh = H   M naudh [Prk.  (; S.  +

colours').
S C  \
 ni-vritta,
 vulg. ni-vritt,
 ni-vrit, part. Ceased;
refrained, or desisted (from); discontinued; prohibited;
stopped; hindered; quenched;—refraining, forbearing;
abstinent;—nished, completed:—nivritt karn, v.t. To put
an end to; to settle; to remove, &c.
S C  . \ni-vritti,
 s.f. Returning; return;—disappearing;
disappearance;—ceasing; cessation; abstaining (from),
abstinence; suspension (of); relaxation, inactivity;
repose, rest, ease;—nal emancipation; felicity, bliss,
beatitude (in these senses corr. fr. nir-vritti);—abolition;

prevention;—completion:—nivritti-mrg,
s.m. The path of

nal emancipation, the way of salvation:—nivritti-mrg,

s.m. One who pursues the path of emancipation:—
nivrittyarth(nivr
itti+ar˚),
adv. For the sake of nal


emancipation.
H  9 M`naurte, s.m. corr. of nau-rtrik, q.v.s.v. nau,
'nine.'
P  naward (v.n. fr. nawardan, rt. Zend varewith prep. ni;
S. + ' ( `)],
'
s.f. A ply, fold; a twist; a crease;—a
scroll;—(fr. nawarddan), part. adj. Folding up;—going
round or over, scouring; travelling over (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. ar-naward, q.v.).
P 4 nau-ras, adj. = P l  nau-roz, s.m.See s.v. nau, 'new.'

H  5 Mnausdar [dialec. nasdar; S. +t; P. navshdur, or naushdur], s.m. Sal-ammoniac.
H  5  niwasn, v.n.=niwsn, q.v.
P V nosh, s.m. A drink, a draught; anything drunk (esp.
sweet, agreeable, and wholesome);—a present;—a
reward;—an antidote;—part. adj. & s.m. (fr. nosh-dan, a
denom. fr. nosh) Drinking;—drinker (used as last
member of compounds, e.g. bda-nosh, 'wine-drinker'):—
nosh--nosh, s.m. Repeated drinking, carousing;—adv.
With full cups, with repeated bumpers:—nosh-dr , s.f. An
antidote; a remedy;—treacle;—an electuary:—nosh--jn
farmnor karn, or nosh farmnor karn, To eat, to drink
(forms used in respectful speech):—nosh karn, To drink,
eat, devour, swallow, sup, sip.
P ] nau-shd, prop. n. Name of a city famous for the
beauty of its inhabitants.
H  ] naushdar, s.m.=nausdar, q.v.
P .] noshn (act. part. of noshdan; see nosh), part. adj.
Drinking (used as last member of compounds).
P ] navisht, or nivisht[v.n. of nivishtan, fr. Zend ni+pish;
S. +3;—cf. Heb. & Chald. nishtevn; Gr. %#$*¤], s.f.

composed of light;—bright, luminous, splendid;—clear,
serene (cf. n rn).
H 0"n r (i.q. l r, q.v.), s.f. The Lory, a bird of the

Writing;—(contrac. of navishta, q.v.) 'that which is
written,' a writing, a document; an epistle, a letter:—
navisht- nd, s.f. Writing and reading;—epistolary
correspondence;—engagement or compact in writing, a
bond:—navisht-- ud, s.f. The prescience of God, divine
predestination:—sar-navisht, 'What is written on the
forehead,' destiny.
P CT  ] navishtajt (navishta, q.v.+Ar. plur. a. t), s.f. pl.

parrot kind, Psittacus.
H 7   7niwa n, niw n(caus. of next), v.t.

Writings, &c.
P  ] navishtan, or nivishtan(see navisht), inf. n. To write;

(dialec.)=nau hn.
H    7niwa n, v.n. (dialec.)=nau hn, q.v.

writing.
P   ]navishtan, adj. To be written, t to be written;

P l  nau-roz, s.m. = P 4 nau-ras, adj.See s.v. nau, 'new.'
A n r (rel. n. fr. n r), adj. Of or relating to light;—

H   Minau hn (caus. of next), v.t. To bow; to
bend;—to cause to stoop;—to render submissive or
obedient; to subdue.
H   Minau hn (i.q. nihu n, q.v.), v.n. To incline
downwards; to bend; to stoop;—to condescend;—to be
subdued; to submit, &c.

worth writing.
P B ] navishta (perf. part. of navishtan; see navisht), part.
adj. Written; described;—s.m. A writing, document;
letter, epistle.
P  >] nosh-dr , s.f. See s.v. nosh.
H ] M.8Lnau-ikh, vulg. nau-sikh, s.m. See s.v. nau,
'new.'

P ] nau-shau (shau, rt. of shudan, 'to be or become'), adj.
New, recent, fresh; young (i.q. nau, q.v.).
P B] nosha (rel. n. fr. nosh, q.v.), adj. Sweet; cheerful;—
fortunate, prosperous, happy.
P B] nau-shah, s.m. A young king;—a bridegroom (i.q.
nau-shh, q.v.s.v. nau).
P B3] nau-shahna [nau-shah+Zend naor ana; S. ana], adj.
& adv. Of a young king, &c.;—in the manner of a young
king, or of a bridegroom.
P ]nosh (abst. s. fr. nosh, q.v.), s.f. Drinking (used, like
the part. nosh, as last member of compounds, e.g. bdanosh, 'wine-drinking').
P ) ] noshn [nosh, q.v.+n= Zend aêna; S. ], adj. Sweet,
pleasant, agreeable;—easy of digestion.
A u nau, s.m. Species (opp. of jins, 'genus'), kind, sort;
manner, mode:—nau--inn, s.m. Mankind:—nau-o-jins,
s.m. Species and genus:—ba-har-nau, adv. At any rate,
anyhow, at all events.
A vnau (rel. n. fr. nau), adj. Constituting a species; of
or relating to a species, specic.
P ) v nauyat, vulg. nauiyat, (abst. s. fr. nau), s.f.
Specic dierence;—specication, special character,
speciality.
P 0 nok, s.f. Point, tip, end; angle; nib (of a pen); beak,
or bill (of a bird):—nok-jhok, or nok--jhok, or nok- ok, or
nok-- ok, s.f. Tugging and pulling, scrimmage;—talking
by innuendoes; stinging allusions, sarcastic
observations:—nok-dr, adj. Pointed:—nok-dr barm, s.m.
A pin-drill:—nok-dum bhgn, v.n. (colloq.) To show a
clean pair of heels:—nok--zabn, s.f. The tip of the
tongue:—nok--zabn, vulg. nok-zabn, or nok-zabn, adv.
On the tip of the tongue;—by heart:—nok-zabn karn, v.t.
To get by heart.
S G Mnauk, s.f. A boat; a small ship;—(in Chess) a
rook:—nauk-gamangaman, s.m. Thoroughfare of boats
or ships; marine trac:—dhue -k nauk, s.f. A
steamboat.
P ' G naukar, s.m. & f. A servant;—a domestic, an
attendant, a dependant, retainer:—naukar- kar, s.m. pl.
Servants, domestics:—naukar rakhn, v.t. To take into

service, to employ;—v.n. To keep a servant:—naukar-sarkr, A Government or public servant.
H ' GM"naukarn [naukar+S. a. "], = H
' GM" naukarn [naukar+S. a. "], s.f. A womanservant, waiting-woman.
H ' GM"naukarn [naukar+S. a. "], = H
' GM" naukarn [naukar+S. a. "], s.f. A womanservant, waiting-woman.
P ' Gnaukar, vulg. naukr, s.f. Service, attendance; public
service; employment;—a post, a situation;—pay for
service; reward of service:—naukr-pesha, s.m. 'One
whose business is service,' a servant (public or private):
—naukr-par hon, v.n. To be in service; to have
employment; to hold an appointment:—naukr-se lagn, To
obtain service or employment:—naukr karn, To ll the
oce of a servant (to, -k); to serve:—yft-k naukr, s.f. A
lucrative oce.
H ;:) G 5"!nokl [nok+Prk. ! =S. +!+t], adj. (f.
-), Sharp-pointed;—pointed; taper ing (see nukl).
H G 5Lnokh, adj. contrac. of anokh, q.v.
H

' =M$6"naugirh, s.f.=next, q.v.

H ' =M$"naugir, M$" naugar, or naug , (dialec.)
nogr[nau, 'nine'+girah, 'knot' (?)+S. ], s.f. A bracelet
consisting of nine precious stones set in gold or silver
(cf. nau-ratn).
H   !nawal, or M! naul [Prk.  !5; S.  +!t], adj.
New; young; novel; rare; wonderful;—beautiful;—s.m. A
sapling.
P  nol, s.f. A beak, bill (of a bird); a spout; neck (of a
bottle, or ask).
A  naul (fr. the Gr. ¶*, fr. ¶\=S. M 'a boat, or
ship'), s.m. Naulage, passage-money (by ship or boat),
fare;—freight (for the transportation of goods).
H  M!naul, ! naul, = H  M! naul, ! naul
s.m. (dialec.)=newal, and newl, qq.v.
H  M!naul, ! naul = H  M! naul, !
naul,s.m. (dialec.)=newal, and newl, qq.v.
H   !nawal, or M! naul [Prk.  !; S.  +!],

s.f. A young and handsome woman; a beauty (syn.
sundar).
H 5M!"nauls (nawal+s, fr. s, qq.v.), adj. Fresh;
tender, soft, delicate.
H  !"nawal, or M!" naul [Prk.  .!; S.  +!

[naw˚or nau˚= Prk. /() or  ()=S. /(), rt. /], v.n.
To bow, bend, bend down, incline downwards; to stoop;—
to submit, to become obedient or tractable.
H  Mnaun, or 5 non (i.q. nawn), v.t. To tie the

youngness;—clearness; brightness; bloom.
H M!"naul, s.f.=newl, q.v.

feet of a cow when milking;—s.m. The string with which
a cow's legs are tied at the time of milking (syn. naw;
nain).
H    gnau tn, v.t.=notn, q.v.

H )  Mp nau-lew [S.  +p+t], s.m. Alluvial deposit

H Z  5non , corr.   no  [non, 'salt'+S. t (rt.

+], s.f. (dialec.) Freshness (of youth, &c.); newness,

by an inundation.
S J  /navam, adj. (f. -), Ninth.
A J naum (inf. n. of J (for J) 'to sleep'), s.f. Sleeping;
being still; sleep; rest; stillness (of the wind, &c.):—naumtaum, adj. Dull; sing-song (speech).
H '  navambar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. November.
S

  /"navam, and H. M/" naum, naum, s.f. The

ninth day of a lunar half-month.
P >)  naumed, or naumaid(contrac. of n+umed, q.v.), adj.
Hopeless; disappointed; in despair.
P B>)  naumedna [˚na= Zend naor ana= S. ana], adv.
Hopelessly.
P >) naumaid, or naumed, s.f. Hopelessness; despair;
disappointment.
H )  M/·naum , s.f.=naum, or navam, q.v.
S .  navan (base of nava), adj. Nine.
S .  navan (rt. nu), s.m. The act of praising or
extolling, laudation.
H .  nawan, or 5 non, or M naun, or 0 n n (i.q.
lawan; lon, &c., q.v.), s.m. Salt (syn. namak):—non-tel, s.m.
Salt and oil;—the necessaries of life.
H . gnau , adj. (dialec. or rustic)=nau, 'nine.'
H  5non (i.q. lon, q.v.), adj. (f. -), Salt, saline;
brackish:—non-pn, s.m. Salt water: sea-water; brine.—
non-maor mi, s.f. Earth abounding in salt; brackish
soil.
H  5non [S. ! "+t], s.m. A kind of custard-apple,
Anona reticulata.
H   nawn, or M naun, (dialec.)   niwn

.) or dt, rt. .d], s.m. Land abounding with saline
matter.
H Z  5+non- hr [non, q.v.+Prk. +5; S. dt], s.m.
Brine; a kind of salt.
H Z 5non- ay, or non- ae, or 5h non- ai [non,
q.v.+Prk. +5; S. dt (?)], s.m. A kind of factitious salt
(made of the ashes of burnt straw previously steeped in
brine; it is used to adulterate culinary salt).
H 3 56nonihr, s.m. (dialec.)=noniy.
S   "nava-n, and H. 5" non, s.f. Fresh butter;
butter (generally;—dialec. lon, l n).
H 0"n n [S. B0+], s.f. Penis puerilis.
H  5"non, or 0" n n (i.q. lonor l n), s.f.
Eorescence of salt (on a wall, &c.).
H M"naun, s.f.=naun, and naw, qq.v.
H )  0n niy, or 5 noniy (i.q. l niy, &c.), s.m.
Purslain, Portulaca oleracea:—noniye-k sg, Idem.
H )  5noniy, or 0 n niy (i.q. loniy), s.m. A
maker of, or dealer in, salt; a manufacturer of saltpetre.
S )   "nava-nt, s.m. Fresh butter (see navanor
non).
H  )   "navant [S.  "], s.m.=navant.
H ' )  5snoner, or ,s nuner [Prk. !54!5; S. ! 4
+!t], adj. Salt, saline, brackish.
S     5©navoh (nava+ h), s.f. A newly-married
woman, a bride.
H .   nawo , or M± nauo [Prk.  4(; S.  [], def.
adj. The nine, the whole nine, all nine (of):—nawo -nidhi,

s.m. The nine treasures of Kuver:—nawo -yogvar, s.m.
The nine sons of Bharat (viz. Kayap, Hari, Antariksh,
Prabuddh, Pippalyan, Upavirhotra, Durmil, yamas,
Karbhjan).
H   M67nauh n, v.n. (dialec.)=nau hn, q.v.
H    6niwahn, v.n.=nibahn= nibhn, q.v.
H  "naw, or U nawe, (dialec.) 5 noi [naw(n) + Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. The string with which
a cow's legs are tied when milking (i.q. naun; nain); a
tether.
H Unawwe, or U nawe [Prk.  ; S.  t], adj.
Ninety.
S   7  "# nav-bhv, s.m. Becoming young or new,
renovation.
S C 7  "#0nav-bh t, part. adj. (f. -), Become new,
renewed, revived.
S  7 navyat, s.f. = S  7 ; navyatva,
s.m.=navnat, q.v.
S  7 ; navyatva, s.m. = S  7  navyat,

S C' 7  ">nav-krit, part. adj. (f. -), Done or made
anew, renewed, revived.
H (7 U!nawel = H ;:7 U! nawel [Prk.  !5 and
 ! ; S.  +!t and !+t], adj. (f. -), New; young;
novel;—rare; singular; peculiar; wonderful;—beautiful;—
gay, smart (see nawal);—nawel, s.m. A handsome youth;
—a smartly-dressed youth, a beau, fop, swell, dandy.
H ;:7 U!nawel = H (7 U! nawel [Prk.  !5 and
 ! ; S.  +!t and !+t], adj. (f. -), New; young;
novel;—rare; singular; peculiar; wonderful;—beautiful;—
gay, smart (see nawal);—nawel, s.m. A handsome youth;
—a smartly-dressed youth, a beau, fop, swell, dandy.
H + 7U!"nawel [Prk.  .!; S.  +!+], s.f. A
damsel, a young and beautiful woman, a belle;—a bride
(cf. nawal).
P 7 navn, or nuvn, (dialec.) non, n yn[Zend nava+aêna;
S.  +], s.m. A king's son, a prince; a nobleman's son.
S 7  "navn, adj. New, novel, fresh, recent; young,

s.f.=navnat, q.v.
P >7 nawd, or nawed[v.n. fr. naw-dan, fr. Zend nava; S. 

youthful;—modern;—s.m. (f. -), A novice; tyro, &c.:—
navn-avasth, s.f. Nonage; youth.
S   7  "navnat, s.f. = S   7  "; navnatva,

'new,' &c.], s.m. & f. Good news, glad tidings;—invitation
(to kinsfolk and brethren) to a wedding.
S C>7 Uni-vedit, part. adj. Made known, announced,

s.m.Newness, freshness, youthfulness; recentness;
novelty.
S   7  "; navnatva, s.m. = S   7  " navnat,

reported, communicated, stated, told; represented;—
delivered, addressed, presented, given.
S .>7 Uni-vedan, s.m. Making known, proclaiming,

s.f.Newness, freshness, youthfulness; recentness;
novelty.
H  85"noin (fr. non), s.f. (dialec.) = naw, q.v.

publishing; announcement, communication; respectful
representation;—address; petition (see nibedan).
H  7 U7niwe , s.m.=nibe , q.v.

S B7 navya, adj. (f. -) = navn, q.v.
H P B na [Prk. ; S. ; Zend na], neg. adv. No, not, nay:—

P * 7 navs (fr. navishtan; see navisht), part. adj. & n. of ag.

na—na, Neither—nor.
H B 6nah, or ,6 nuh [Prk. 6(; S. L(], s.m. (old H.) Nail

Writing;—writer (used as last member of compounds,
e.q. ar-navs, 'petition-writer').
P 2> <7 navsanda [n. of ag. fr. navishtan, and=navs+Zend

(of the nger or toe); claw, talon:—nah lenv.n. To trip, to
stumble.
S B 6 nahi, and old H. 6 nah, adv. See nah.

añ; S. ant], s.m. A writer, scribe, clerk; an accountant;—a
correspondent (of a paper, &c.).
P <7navs (abst. s. fr. navs), s.f. Writing;—writership

S B tnih, +and H. 6 nih, An insep. prep. or prex,

(used, like navs, as last member of compounds).

euphonically substituted for nis, before , sh, s.
P B nih [rt. or imperat. of nihdan; fr. Zend ni+d; S. 
+], part. adj. & n. of ag., Placing; applying;—one who

places, or applies (used as last member of compounds,
e.g. marham-nih, 'one who applies plaster' (to a wound)).
P B nuh [Zend navan; S. navan], adj. Nine.
H  B6&nh, or 6& nah (fr. nhn, q.v.), s.f.
Fleeing, ight:—nh--bhg, s.f., or nh-nh, s.f.
Flight; mutual ight.
H   B6&nhn, or 6& nahn [nh˚= Prk.
6(), fr. S. ´,T, p.p.p. of rt. ´,], v.n. (dialec.) To
vanish, disappear, ee, run away; to abscond; to desert.
H  B6&0nh [nh(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. A
runaway, fugitive; a deserter.
P 3 nihd (fr. nihdan; see nih), s.m. Nature, disposition,
temperament, constitution;—form; habit;—stature;—
quality; essence;—mind; heart;—original; family, stock,
race:—bad-nihd, adj. Ill-natured, ill-disposed; wicked;
cruel.
A 3 nahr (v.n. fr. ' 3 'to ow,' &c.), s.m. Day (from
sunrise to sunset);—diusion of light:—lail-o-nahr, Night
and day.
H P 3 6nahr, (dialec.) 6 nihr [for nhr= S. 
+6], s.m. Not taking food, fasting;—(in P., for nahr),
a light morning meal, breakfast:—nahr-mu h, adj. &
adv. Without eating, fasting;—on an empty stomach;—
s.m. Faster, one who abstains from food.
S 3 6nihr (for n-hr), s.m. Fog, mist, vapour;—
frost, hoar-frost;—heavy dew.
H 3 6nahr, s.m. The Guinea-worm (i.q. nru, nahr ,
nahrua);—a thread-like insect.
H 3 6nihrn [Ap. Prk. .46!(); Prk. 6p() or
6!()=S. #!(), rt. +#!], v.t. To look at, to
behold closely or attentively, to gaze at, to regard; to
look after, to watch; to spy.
H .3 6gnihrnau , v.t. (Braj) = nihrna, q.v.
H  3 6Inahru, s.m. 1˚=nahror naharu, qq.v.;—
2˚=nhar, 'tiger,' q.v.;—3˚ a piece of leather.
H  3 6Inahru, or 6  nahrw [prob. S.
ft, with wand hinserte d; cf. nru; nahru], s.m. The
Guinea-worm, Filaria medinensis;—any thread-like insect.

P 3nahr (fr. nahr, 'fasting,' q.v.), s.f. Breakfast;—a
kind of curry or mullagatawny (prepared and sold in the
morning);—gram left over the preceding night given to
a horse in the morning;—a kind of bit or bridle; (in
India) a snae:—nahr khn, To take or eat breakfast:—
nahr-wl, s.m. One who prepares breakfast;—one who
prepares and sells the dish called nahr.
S G3 6nihk, s.f. An iguana;—the Gangetic
alligator.
H 3 6!nihl [Prk. s6!5; S. ´<6 +!t], adj. Raised
from obscurity or poverty, exalted; favoured;—
prosperous; ourishing, thriving; rich, wealthy; pleased,
happy;—fruitful; abundant:—nihl ka n, v.t. To render
ourishing, &c.; to enrich; to make happy, to please:—
nihl hon, or ba h-nihl hon(-se), To thrive, ourish, &c.;
—to be or become rich; to be happy.
P 3 nihl, s.m. A sapling, young plant; a shoot; sucker;—
carpet; cushion, &c. (com. nihl- a, and nihl).
P BZ 3 nihl- a (dim. of nihl), s.m. A quilt, wrapper,
coverlet;—an infant's clout;—a small mattress, or
bedding; a cushion.
P 3nihl (fr. nihl), s.f. A young plant;—a quilt; a
mattress, or bedding (stued with cotton); a cushion;—a
species of small carpet (with a short pile).
H 36!"nihl, s.f. An anvil (i.q. nih, q.v.).
P .3 nihn [rt. Zend ni+d; S. , rt. +], adj. Hid,
concealed; secret; private;—occult; latent; clandestine:—
nihn- na, s.m. Secret chamber or closet, private room;
—a cellar; store-room (under-ground):—nihn rakhn, v.t.
To hide, conceal; to keep secret; to suppress.
H .3 6nahn, or B6 nhn [Prk. e64,; S. ´(], s.m.
Bathing; ablution.
H 3 6nahn, or B6 nhn [nah˚= Prk. e6()=S.
´(), rt. ´], v.n. To bathe; to wash; to perform
ablutions:—nahn-dhon, v.n. =nahn.
H 3 6nihn [S. +], s.m. A rope for tying a
cow's legs with (when milking); a tether (syn. naun,
naun; nav):—nihn den(-ko), To tie the hind legs of a
cow (when milking).

H  #  B6[&nh n, v.n.=nhn, q.v.
H 36"nahn, or B6" nhn, or 6" nihn (fr.
nahn), adj. f. Impure (with menses);—s.f. Menses.
H 36"nihn (i.q. nahan, q.v.), s.f. A gouge; a chisel.
P 3 nihn (fr. nihn, q.v.), adj. Secret; private; privy;—
occult; clandestine (i.q. nihn);—adv. Secretly; privately;—
s.f. Concealment;—a secret:—andm--nihn, s.m. The
private parts.
H  B6 "nhw, s.m. (dialec.)=n, q.v.

&c.), s.m. Pointing out (the way), prescribing, giving
directions;—a highway, beaten path; road, path;—way,
manner:—ba-nahje-ki, In a manner that.
H Z 36nih- ay, or nih- ae, or 6h nih- ai, or 6
nih- e, s.m. (old H.)=ni ay, q.v.
A ' 3 nahr, vulg. nahar(v.n. fr. ' 3 'to ow,' &c.), s.f. A river,

incus.
H 73 6nahy (perf. part. of nahn), part. adj. (f.

stream; a canal (of running water,—the most com.
signication in India); current; channel:—nahr-pa, s.f.
Canal irrigation:—nahr-dr, adj. (in Bot.) Channelled:—
nahr kn, To cut a canal:—nahr-k makama, s.m. The
canal department:—nahr-k b-psh, s.f. Canal irrigation
(i.q. nahr-pa).
H ' 3 znihurn (caus. of nihurn), v.t.

nah), Bathed; bathing;—s.m. Bathing.
P 73 nihyat (for A. f73, fr. 3wj (for R3) 'to arrive, to

(dialec.)=nihu n, q.v.
H  ' 3 z &nihurwa [nihur(n) + Prk.  (=S.

reach'), s.f. End, extremity, extreme point, term, goal,
boundary, limit;—excess;—adj. & adv. Very much,
extreme, excessive; exquisite; stupendous;—remarkable;
—very, extremely, exceedingly; at the utmost; at the
end, at last:—nihyat tang karn, v.t. To press (one) very
hard:—nihyat ho, adj. Exceedingly small;—the least:—
nihyat-ke darja, adv. At the utmost, at most; at least:—benihyat, adj. Endless, boundless, unlimited.
A H3 nahb (inf. n. of H3 'to seize,' &c.), s.m. Seizing,

()++; ]( , s.f. Bending, bowing, stooping, &c.

H 83 6 nih [prob. S. +], s.f. An anvil;—the

spoiling, carrying o;—rapine; plunder, spoil.
H  3 6\ni-hatt = H  3 6;R ni-hatth = H )  3

H ' 3 znihurn, v.n. (dialec.)=nihu n, q.v.
H ' 3 6naharn, or ,6 nuharn, s.m. = H
' 36" naharn, or ,6" nuharn, s.f.[S. L+64+t,
and ], An instrument for paring the nails with (syn.
n un-gr);—a shoemaker's awl (in this sense prob. fr. S.
nakhara+in).
H ' 36"naharn, or ,6" nuharn, s.f. = H ' 3 6
naharn, or ,6nuharn, s.m.[S. L+64+t, and ],

Without arms, unarmed;—empty-handed.
H  3 6;Rni-hatth = H  3 6\ ni-hatt = H )  3

An instrument for paring the nails with (syn. n un-gr);
—a shoemaker's awl (in this sense prob. fr. S. nakhara
+in).
H  ' 3 6Inahru, or 6  naharw, s.m.=nahru, q.v.

6; ni-haty [Prk. 6;R ; S. 6Tt],
'
adj. (f. -),

A 7' 3 nahrain (obl. dual of nahr), s.f. Two streams; two

Without arms, unarmed;—empty-handed.
H )  3 6;ni-haty = H  3 6\ ni-hatt = H  3 6;R

canals.
H  3 z7nihu n (caus. of nihu n, q.v.), v.t. To

ni-hatth [Prk. 6;R ; S. 6Tt],
'
adj. (f. -), Without

L+\+
'
], s.m. A scratch with the nail or talon, a

bend, to bow; to cause to crook; to cause to stoop;—to
render submissive or obedient (i.q. nau hn):—nihurlen, v.t. intens. of and=nihu n.
H  3 z7nihu n [nihu ˚= Ap. Prk. .4zf(), for Prk.

claw:—nuhae mrn, v.t. To scratch with the nails or
claws.
A &3 nahj, vulg. nahaj(inf. n. of &3 'to point out (the way),'

(cf. dau n); but said in H. C.'s Prk. Gr. iv. 22, to be a
substitute for S. +; cf. niho n, fr. Prk. .465f()], v.n.

6; ni-haty [Prk. 6;R ; S. 6Tt],
'
adj. (f. -),

arms, unarmed;—empty-handed.
H # 3 ,6nuha, or 6 naha [Prk. 6  (; S.

 f(), fr.  ()=S. /(), with addition of dim. a. f

To incline or bend down, ward, to bend, bow;—to decline;
—to condescend;—to submit; to be subdued.
H * 3 6nahas, adj. & s.m. corr. of * x  nas, q.v.

Bundelkhand).
H  3 B6Bnhann, adj. (dialec.)=nannh, q.v.

P y3 nahat, vulg. nhat(for A. fy3, inf. n. of un. fr. z3

q.v.;—or corr. of S. ($], adj. (f. -), Naked;—free from

'to rise up (to do anything against another),' &c.), s.f. A
rising up; marching (against);
departure, march:—nahat karn(-par?), To march
(against); to depart.
P % a3nihuftag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Concealment;—

care; careless:—niha g l l, s.m. A careless child or
person.
P $ 3 niha g (or nahang= S. 6), s.m. A crocodile; an

anything occult or hidden.
P B a3 nihufta [perf. part. of nihuftan; rt. Zend ni+gup(for
ghup); S. +$,6O], part. adj. Covered; hidden, concealed;
private (syn. poshda).
A 3 nahak, adj. Emaciated, lean, thin, meagre;
shrivelled.
H (3 6!nihal [prob. S. ¤t,
' rt. +¤], s.m.(?) Alluvial
land recovered from water-courses.
H ;:3 6!nahl [prob. Prk. 6! ; S. 6+!+t], s.m. A
small (nishing) trowel (sometimes written nahel).
H ;:3 6!nahl [Prk.  !(; S.  +!+], s.m. The
nine at cards (also written nahel).
H ;:3 6!nahln, 6! nihln, or B6! nhaln
(caus. of nahn), v.t. To cause to bathe; to bathe, to give
(one) a bath:—nahln-dhuln, v.t.=nahln.
H 8;:36! nahl [nahl(n)+= Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. The giving one) a bath;—the fee for
giving a bath.
H + 3 6! nahalwn, or 6!  nihalwn, or
B6!  nhalwn (doub. caus. of nahn), v.t. To cause to
be bathed or washed, to have or get (one) bathed.
P ,3 nuhum [old P. navama; Pehl. nhum; Zend numa; S.
 /], adj. Ninth.

H $ 3 6($niha g [prob. fr. nhang, corr. of nang= nang,

alligator;—a shark;—a water-dragon, or other similar
monster;—a sword;—a pen.
H  36"nahan [prob. S. L+"], s.f. A nail-parer (i.q.
naharn, q.v.);—a kind of chisel (used in turning and
polishing brass, &c.); a gouge.
H   B6 nhanwd (fr. nhann, q.v.), s.m. & f. (Dakh.)
A child.
H 3 6 nahwn (caus. of nahn), v.t.
(dialec.)=nahln, q.v.
H C3 65na-hot [hotprob.=ho(n)+Prk. \"=S. .Q (pi,
caus. aug.+a. ti)], s.f. Want, indigence, poverty (i.q. anhot).
H 3 65nihor, s.m. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H 3 65nihor, or  nih r (fr. nihorn, or
nih rn= nih n, q.v.), s.m. Solicitation, begging (of),
humble entreaty, coaxing;—favour, obligation, kindness;
indebtedness;—connexion; necessity:—nihor karn(-k),
To entreat, beseech, beg (of);—to place under an
obligation;—to upbraid with favours conferred:—nihor
mnn(-k), To consider as a favour or kindness (on the
part of); to acknowledge (one's) indebtedness (to); to be
thankful or grateful (for).
H 3 nih rn, or  nah rn, v.t.
(dialec.)=nih n, q.v.
H  3 7nih n, or 657 niho n [caus. of

H 3 6nahan, s.f. (dialec. or corr.)=nin, q.v.

nihu n, and=Prk. 65f(); see nihu n], v.t. To cause to

H 3 6 nahi , neg. adv.=nah , q.v.

bend, or stoop, &c.; to bend; to render humble or
submissive, &c. (i.q. nihurn; nau hn).
H BG3 65na-ho-ki, adv. & conj. Let it not be (so) that;—

H  3 6nahn (fr. the trans. nahn, q.v.), v.n. To ow;
to stream.
H  3 6nahn [nah˚= S. µ(), rt. 6O], v.t. (dialec.) To
bind, tie, fasten, bind on, &c. (a word com. used in

lest it be so that, lest it happen that; else, otherwise.
H ' 33 6 6nahihar, s.f. (dialec.)=naihar, q.v.

H 36"nah (i.q. nh, q.v.), adv.=nah , q.v.
P 3nah (for A. nahyu, inf. n. of 3'to prohibit,' &c.), s.f.
Prohibiting, forbidding;—prohibition; interdict.
P H) 3 niheb, naheb, or nahb(prob. fr. Zend ni+thwya, rt.
thwi, 'to fear'), s.m. Fear, dread, terror; grief; anxiety;
anguish;—haste, expedition.
H ' ) 3 6 nahiyar, or Ç naher, s.f. (dialec.)=naihar, q.v.
H ;:) 3 Ç!nahel [Prk.  ! ; S.  +!+t],
s.m.=nahl, q.v.
H ) 3 6·nah (i.q. nh , q.v.), adv. No, not; nay;—s.f. A
no; negation; denial; disavowal;—nah -to, adv. No
indeed;—conj. If not, then; else, otherwise:—nah -sah,
adv. Let it be no then;—never mind:—nah karn, v.n. To
say no; to deny; to refuse;—to disavow, disclaim; to
reject.
S nay, vulg. nae(rt. n), s.m. Guiding, leading;
guidance, direction; management;—behaviour, conduct,
course of conduct, way of life;—prudent conduct; good
management; prudence;—polity; policy; statesmanship;
civil administration;—plan, design;—leading thought;
maxim; principle;—justice; tness; right (syn. nti; rti;
bh ti).
H niy, or nij[Prk. 5; S. *t], adj. (old H.)=nij, q.v.
H "n (dialec., Bhojpur), A suxed emphatic particle.
S "n, An insep. prex=ni, q.v.
H   sne [for orig. le, Ap. Prk. ! , or !6 ; S. !)<],
postp. of the agent or active case in High Hind, and
Urd (orig. a dialec. dat. ax of W. Hind).
P ne, or nay(i.q. na), neg. adv. No, not;—nay;—ne—ne,
Neither—nor.
P nay, nai, vulg. nae(prob. akin to S. f, or f), s.f. A
reed; cane;—a tube, pipe;—a ute, fe;—a uqqatube;—
nai-bast, Bound with, or composed of, reeds:—nai-zr, s.m.
A reed-bed; a cane-plantation:—nai-nawz, adj. & s.m.
Playing, or player on, a reed or pipe; a piper.
H )  nay [Prk.  ; S.  t], adj. (f. na), New,
fresh, novel; recent; modern;—strange:—nay-purn
honor ho-jn, v.n. To cease to be new or strange; to
become old or stale;—to lose the zest of novelty:—nay-

phal, s.m. Early fruits, rst-fruits (of anything):—nayjanam, s.m. New birth;—(in Theol.) regeneration:—nay
karn, v.t. To make new; to renew; renovate; restore;—to
eat the rst-fruits of;—to taste for the rst time;—to
burn (cloth, &c.,—a euphemistic expression used by
women instead of jaln, or jal-jn):—naye-panj, adj.
Under ve years old, rising ve (a horse):—na jawn,
s.f. Budding youth:—naye-sir, or nae-sir, or naye-sir-se, or
nae-sire-se, adv. From the beginning;—over again; anew,
afresh, de novo(syn. az sar--nau);—nae-sire-se janam len,
v.n. To be born again;—to obtain a new lease of life.
H )  hnaiy [S.  t], s.m. A boatman, ferryman.
P 1)  niybat (for A. f1) ; see nib), s.f. The oce or
status of a nib; deputyship, vicegerency, lieutenancy,
&c.
P { 1)  niybata (for A. f|1) , acc. of niybat), adv. By way of
vicegerency, &c.; in the right of (another);—virtually;
really.
H C)  Bnyti, or B nyt [corr. of S. t], s.f.
(dialec.) Caste; species, kind, sort.
H  )  niydar, adj. = nirdar, q.v.;—s.m. (colloq.)=andar, q.v.
H )  niyr, or B nyr [prob. S. Bt, rt. adwith ni],
s.m. Fodder, forage, food for cattle:—niyr-ph s karn, To
put fodder before cattle.
H )  niyr, or B nyr (i.q. nirl, q.v.), adj. (f. ). Separate; distinct; dierent; extraordinary,
uncommon, rare, &c. (see nirl);—s.m. The scoria left
after rening gold, silver, and other metals (from which
a minute portion of those metals is obtainable):—niyror
niyre(obl. of niyr), niyr-niyr, &c., adv. Apart, aloof;
separately; item by item:—niyr rahn, v.n. To live apart:
—niyr karnor kar-len, v.t. To separate; to detach; to set
or place apart, &c. (i.q. alag karn, q.v.):—niyr honor hojn, v.n. To become separated (from, -se); to be
scattered, &c. (i.q. alag hon, q.v.).
H 7)  niyriy, or B nyriy [niyr() + Prk.
 =S. t], s.m. One who extracts metals from their
scoria;—one who buys the ashes and rubbish of a
goldsmith's shop and sifts it to nd gold, &c.;—one who

washes and sifts the sand of a river or stream for gold,
or silver, &c.;—one who sifts or washes the dust of
thoroughfares to see what he can nd;—adj. & s.m.
Cautious, prudent, not easily imposed upon;—a cautious
man; a sharp or clever fellow.
P l)  niyz [fr. Zend rt. ni+aj; S. +6O (6)], s.f.

checking, controlling; limiting; restrictive;—determining
or dening more closely;—governing, regulating;—one
who or that which restrains, or regulates, &c.; a
controller, regulator; a superintendent;—a charioteer, a
coachman;—a pilot; a helmsman; a sailor; boatman.
S   )  /niymakat, s.f. = S   )  /;

Petition, supplication, prayer;—inclination, wish, eager
desire, longing; need, necessity; indigence, poverty;—a
gift, present;—an oering, a thing dedicated;—
assignment of revenue for the relief of the indigent:—
niyz il karn, To attain (one's) desire; to pay (one's)
respects (to):—niyz den(-ko), To give, bestow; to
dedicate, devote (to):—niyz--ras l, s.f. Oering of food
or alms in the name of the prophet Moammad:—niyztnat,
adj. Humble, mdigent:—niyz karn, To pray or beg

submissively, to supplicate;—to dedicate, devote,
consecrate:—niyz-gr, s.m. A suppliant, petitioner:—
niyz-mand, adj. & s.m. Supplicating; humble; obedient;—
indigent, necessitous, in want or need;—a suppliant, a
petitioner;—a humble or obedient servant (e.g. p-k
niyz-mand, 'your obedient servant');—a necessitous
person, an indigent person:—niyz-mand, s.f.
Supplication, humble prayer or petition;—humility;—
necessitousness, necessity, want; indigence:—be-niyz,
adj. Without want or need, &c.; content; wanting no
assistance; independent; absolute.
P l) niyz (niyz+= S. ), adj. & s.m. Supplicating;—a

niymakatva, s.m.A controlling, regulating,
superintending;—controllership; power of restraining;
restraint;—exact denition; explanation.
S   )  /; niymakatva, s.m. = S   )  /

suppliant, petitioner —one beloved; a lover; a friend.
S 4)  Bnys (rt. aswith ni), s.m. Putting down, placing;
depositing;—a deposit; a pledge;—delivering, entrusting,
committing (to); delivery, consignment;—keeping (a
thing) in mind.
P J)  niym (prob.=S. /), s.m. A sheath, scabbard,
case (i.q. miyn, q.v.);—a bandage (for a broken limb),
splint;—a plough-tail or handle.
H  )  /niymat, s.f. A Hind corr. of -s nmat, q.v.
H  )  B/7nyma [prob. S. / (=/)+t; Prk. f5],
s.m. A tree which has sprung up of itself in a cultivated
eld (and which the cultivator may legally cut down).
S  )  /niymak, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Restraining,

niymakat, s.f.A controlling, regulating, superintending;
—controllership; power of restraining; restraint;—exact
denition; explanation.
H  )  niy [prob. S.  + Bt], adj. (dialec. or
rustic) Without justice, or law, &c.; bad; inferior:—niy rj, s.m. Bad government, maladministration.
H  )  B nyw, or nyo, or  niyo [corr. of S. Bt],
s.m. Justice, equity, &c. (see nyy):—niyo ukn(-k), To
administer justice; to hear complaints; to settle a
dispute:—niyo-ke hetuor het, adv. For the purpose of
justice:—nyo karn= nyy karn, q.v.
S ) Bnyya, vulg. nyy, nye, and H.  niyy, or
niye(rt. n, i.e. ni+i), s.m. Method, way, rule, model,
manner, system, plan; right manner, t or suitable
method; tness, propriety; justice, equity; virtue; truth;
law, a lawful act;—policy, good government;—a law-suit;
—decision (in a law-suit), adjudication, judicial sentence,
judgment; arbitrament;—reason, argument, disputation,
logic; proof; a complete syllogism;—the Nyya doctrine
(which consists principally of Logic); name of a Hind
school of philosophy:—nyy r(˚ya+ ˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Acting justly, just; virtuous;—a just or virtuous man:—
nyydhr(˚ya+dh˚), s.m. 'Receptacle of justice,' &c.; a
term applied to anyone who is a model of virtue or
propriety:—nyynyy(˚ya+an˚), s.m. Justice and injustice:—
nye-patr, s.m. Decree (of a judge), decision;
arbitrament:—nye hn(-k), To desire or demand
justice (for); to seek redress:—niyy-sabh, s.f. A court of
justice, or of arbitration:—nyy-sthn, s.m. A court of law:
—nyy-sambandh, adj. Logical:—nyy-sayukt, adv.
Suitably; justly, equitably; logically, &c.:—nyya-s tr, s.m.

The aphorisms of the Nyya philosophy (by Gautam):—
nyya-stra, s.m. The philosophical system of the Nyya
school; a treatise on the Nyya system;—the science of
Logic (as connected with the Nyya school):— nyya-str,
s.m. One versed in the Nyya system of philosophy, or
in logic:—nye-ka ahr, s.f. A court of justice or law:—nyykart, s.m. (f. -tr), One who acts with justice or equity:—
nye karn(-k), To administer justice; to judge, to decide;
to arbitrate (for):—nye-wn, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat), Acting
rightly, behaving properly;—one who acts rightly, &c.
S  7)  Bnyyat, s.f. = S  7)  B; nyyatva,
s.m.Fitness, propriety.
S  7)  B; nyyatva, s.m. = S  7)  B nyyat,

qq.v.
S K)  "np, s.m. The tree Nauclea cadamba, or N.
orientalis;—the plant Ixora bandhuca;—a species of Aoka.
S ! )  s!nepl, s.m. The country of Nepal in the north
of India.
S ! )  h!naipl (f. -), = S ! )  h.! naipalik (f. -, or ),adj. Of or belonging to Nepal; produced in, or brought
from, Nepal.
S ! )  h.!naipalik (f. -, or -), = S ! )  h! naipl (f. ),adj. Of or belonging to Nepal; produced in, or brought
from, Nepal.
S ! )  s.!neplik, s.f. Red arsenic.
H ! )  h!"naipl, or s!" nepli [S. h.!t or

s.f.Fitness, propriety.
P U 7)  niyyish, or niyish, s.f. Benediction, blessing;—

h!"t], adj.=naiplik, q.v.;—s.m. (f. -inor -in), A native

praise.
S 7)  Bnyyak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) = nyy, q.v.

of Nepal.
H ! ) h.!naipli [S. h!+], s.f. Red arsenic;—a

S 7)  hnaiyyik, and H. B nyyik (fr. nyya),

species of jasmine, Arabian jasmine, Jasminum zambac;—
sephalica, Nyctanthes arbor tristis.
S B)  ! )  s^nepathya, s.m. An ornament, embellishment,

adj. & s.m. Knowing the Nyya philosophy; knowing the
laws of logic;—a dialectician, logician; a reasoner, arguer,
sophist.
S 7)  Bnyyin, adj. & s.m.=nyy, q.v.
S B7)  Bnyyya, vulg. nyeya, adj. Regular; t, proper,
suitable; right, just, equitable;—lawfully claimable,
litigable.
H 8) B ny, or  niy, s.m. corr. of nyy, q.v.
S 7) B"nyy, and H. B ny (base nyyin), adj. &
s.m. Fit, proper; right, just, equitable; rational; logical:—a
just or an equitable person;—an administrator of justice,
a judge; an arbitrator, umpire, a referee;—a rational
person.
H H)  " nb, s.m.=nmb, or nm, qq.v.
H  )  " 0nb [Prk. .4@ 0 ; S. @ 
0 t], s.m. The lime,
Citrus medica(tree and fruit;—also nimb , n b , nm ,
lm , lemb ):—nb -ni or, s.m. One who expresses limejuice;—(met.) a self-invited guest; a loafer.
H >) )  h%naibed [S. hU1(], s.m. Food consecrated to a
deity, an oering, oblation.
H .>) )  "%nbedan, s.m. corr. of nibedan, or nivedan,

decoration; attire; the costume of an actor;—the part of
a stage behind the scenes (or rather behind the curtain
which was stretched across the stage and served for
scenes); the tiring-room of a stage.
H ' ! )  s,nepur [Prk. s(; S. 0,(], s.m. & f.=n pur, q.v.
S ! )  h,4naipu = S B)  ! )  h,e naipuya s.m. Cleverness,
skill, dexterity; artfulness;—experience; exactness;
strictness;—completeness; completion;—anything which
requires skill, a delicate matter.
S B)  ! )  h,enaipuya = S ! )  h,4 naipu s.m. Cleverness,
skill, dexterity; artfulness;—experience; exactness;
strictness;—completeness; completion;—anything which
requires skill, a delicate matter.
H ! )  "0np r, s.m. Penis, membrum virile.
H )  "nt, s.f.=  )  nti, q.v.
S )  niyat (rt. yamwith ni), part. (f. -), Checked,
curbed, restrained; controlled, governed, subdued; selfgoverned;—constituted; established, xed, settled,
constant, steady, permanent; appointed; prescribed;—

ascertained, determined; conrmed;—determinate;
given (as a line, or point, &c., in Geom.); certain,
inevitable, destined;—positive, denite:—niyattm(˚ta
+t˚), adj. Self-restrained, self-controlled, self-regulated,
self-governed:—niyat-hr, adj. (f. -), Self-controlled as to
food, abstemious:—niyatendriya(˚ta+in˚), adj. (f. -), Having
the passions subdued or restrained:—niyat karnor karden(kis jagah-par), To appoint (a person, to a place); to
x, establish, ordain, &c.
S )  niyati, s.f. Restraint, restriction;—necessity,
destiny, fate, luck, good or bad fortune;—a regulation, an
injunction, a religious duty or obligation;—self-command,
self-restraint.
P )  nyat (for A. f)  nyat, or niyat, inf. n. of wj'to intend,'
&c.), s.f. Intending, proposing, aiming (at);—intention,
intent, purpose, aim, object; design; resolve; will;—
desire, wish;—object or end of deliberation:—nyat sbit

rakhn, To adhere rmly to (one's) intention or purpose;
to be rm or unyielding:—nyat karn(-k), To form the
design, &c. (of); to intend, design, purpose; to will, to
resolve, &c.;—to make a vow:—nyat-ke sth, adj. & adv.
With intention; intentional, designed;—intentionally, &c.
S )  ,niyut, s.m. A million;—a hundred thousand.
S  )  snet (base netri), s.m. (f. -tr), A leader, guide,
conductor; a chief, master, owner.
S '  )  sPnetra, vulg. netr, netar, s.m. The eye;—a symbolic
expression for the number two;—the string with which a
churning-stick is whirled round (i.q. net);—the root of a
tree:—netrmbu(˚tra+am˚), s.m. 'Eye-water,' tears:—netrpi, s.m. The eye-ball:—netr ph n, 'The eye to burst,'
to become blind:—netr-jal, s.m. 'Eye-water,' tears; a tear:
—netr-ra jan, s.m. 'Eye-colouring'; collyrium:—netr-rog,
s.m. Any disease of the eyes; ophthalmia:—netr-rog, s.m.
(f. -in), A person aicted with ophthalmia, or any other
disease of the eyes:—netrotsav(˚tra+ut˚), s.m. (f. -), 'Eyefeast'; any pleasing or beautiful object:—netraushadh(˚tra
+aush˚), s.m. Medicine for the eyes; collyrium; green
sulphate of iron (used as collyrium):—netraushadh(˚tra
+au˚), s.f. A kind of drug, Odina pinnata:—netr-vn, adj. (f. vat), Possessing eyes; clear-sighted:—netr-hn, adj. (f. -),
Eyeless.

S C'  )  sP!5netralot [perhaps netra= S. .BBP+lot,
q.v.; or netr, 'eye'+lot], s.m. A prisoner.
S '  ) snetri, s.m.=net, q.v.
H  )  "ntak [nt= (=S. ")+S. t], adj. Of or
relating to conduct, or manners, or policy, &c. (see nti);
for the guidance of conduct, &c.;—ethical, moral;
political.
S  )  "nti, vulg. nt, and H. also "" nt, s.f.
Guidance, direction, management;—manner of
conducting oneself, manners, conduct, propriety; right,
or moral, or prudent behaviour; morality; prudence;—
moral philosophy, ethics;—prudent counsel, policy;
polity, political wisdom or science; political economy;
state policy, statesmanship:—nti-jna, vulg. ntigya, adj. &
s.m. Knowing what is right in polity and in morals;
sagacious, politic, prudent;—a moralist; a prudent
statesman or soldier; a politician:—nti-stra, vulg. ntstaror sstar, s.m. The science of ethics, moral science;
political science;—a treatise on the science of ethics, or
of politics:—nti-kath, s.f. Any treatise on moral or
political science, or on good government; a discourse on
political economy;—a moral tale:—nti-mat, or nti-mant,
or nti-mn, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat), Knowing the rules of
moral or prudent behaviour; moral; prudent; eminent
for political wisdom;—one who knows the rules of moral
or prudent behaviour, a moral person, &c.:—nti-vidy,
vulg. nt-bidy, s.f. Moral or political science, political
economy:—nti-yukti, s.f. The application or employment
of prudence, or good policy, &c. (see nti).
P  ) nyat (rel. n. fr. nyat, q.v.), adj. Intentional,
designed.
H  ) s"net [S. sP+], s.f. A cord used to whirl round
the churn-sta with (i.q. netr).
S  ) sneti (na+iti), adv. Not in this manner, not thus.
H  )  sneti [for net= Prk. \(; S. ;(], adv.
(dialec.)=nit, or nitya, q.v.
H ")  "&n [prob. corr. fr. S. "t], adj. (dialec.) Straight,
direct;—upright, straightforward (as conduct); right,
proper, t, suitable.
H # )  s&ne, s.m. Mucus of the nose, snot (syn. re ;

po ).
H # )  s&ne, adj. (dialec.) Left-handed.
H # )  "_nh, or s_ neh [Prk. ; S. c], s.f. Basis;
certain knowledge; conrmation, &c. (see nishh).
H # )  "_nh, adv. (dialec.) Scarcely; hardly:—nh-kar-ke,
Idem.
H ,# )  s_/neham [Prk. (; S. c(], adv. Certainly,
assuredly, undoubtedly (see nhor neh).
H &)  s*nej, s.f. (dialec.)=lej, q.v.
S &)  h*naij (fr. nija), adj. Own, one's own, &c. (i.q. nij).
H T )  h*nai-jn, v.n. intens. form of nain, q.v.
H T )  s*,neju, or s*0 nej , s.f. (dialec.)=leju, q.v.
H I)  "n [Prk. "5, or "(; S. "t, or "(], adj. Low;
situated in a low position; deep (down);—short, small,
dwarsh;—low, vile, base, mean; petty, insignicant,
inferior:—n - c, s.f. The high and the low;—
inequalities; unevenness;—the ups and downs (of life):—
n -jt, or n -zt, s.f. Low caste; the lower orders;—a
man of low caste:—n -sonr, s.m. (f. -in, or n), A
goldsmith or jeweller of low caste:—n -kam, s.f. Low or
vile earnings, ill-gotten gain:—n a-ga, vulg. n ag, adj. (f.
-), Going downwards, descending (as a river);—being in,
or belonging to, a low man, or a low class of men; low,
vile, base:—n a-g, s.f. A river:—n -gm, adj. & s.m.
Going downwards;—water:—n -grih,
 s.m. (in Astrol.) The
house or station of the heavens in which a planet stands
at its lowest point:—n -nhw, s.m. (dialec.) A low-caste
barber; an inferior sort of barber.
H Z )  "n  [Prk. " ; S. "+t], adj. (f. -), Low (in
situation or position); depressed, &c. (i.q. n , q.v.):—n alag, adj. (in Bot.) Inferior, or free:—n - , adj. (f.
n - ), Up and down, high and low, uneven, not level
or equal; abrupt:—n -  dekhn(-k), To look high and
low, or at the top and bottom (of); to look at (a thing) all
round; to scan minutely; to ponder well:—n  pa n, v.n.
To fall low; to come below;—to be subdued or humbled:—
n  dikhn(-ko), To disgrace, dishonour:—n  dekhn,
v.n. 'To look low'; to be disgraced, or dishonoured:—
n e(obl. of n ; Prk. n e; S. n e), postp. & adv. Below,
under, beneath, at the bottom (of, -ke); down, below:—

n e n, v.n. To come down, to descend, to dismount,
&c.; to fall down;—to come under:—n  wz, A low voice;
an under-tone:—n e- par, adv. Up and down;—one
above and the other below;—upside-down, topsy-turvy:—
n e jn, v.n. To go down, to descend; to subside; to
submit, to succumb:—n e-sur-me , adv. In a low key:—
n e suro -se gn, To sing with a low voice, to hum (a
tune);—jocose autem crepitus ventris hacce voce
subintelligitur:—n e-se, adv. From below or beneath:—
n e-se par-tak, From bottom to top; from head to foot:—
n e-k, adj. (f. -k), Lower, nether; inferior (i.q. ni l):—
n e karnor kar-len, v.t. To lower; to hang down (the
head); to degrade; to abase:—n e girnor gir-den, v.t.
To throw or hurl down; to knock down:—n e ln(-ko), To
bring (an adversary) under (in wrestling):—n e n karn,
To bend the neck, or hang down the head (from shame
or humility):—n  nazron-se,
adv. With downcast looks.

H Z )  "n n, s.m. & f.=ni n, the com. form, q.v.
H 8Z ) " n , s.f.=ni , the com. form, q.v.
H ! Z )  "n pan [n a+Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],
s.m. Lowness, humbleness, inferiority; vileness,
baseness, meanness, abjectness.
S  Z )  "n at, s.f. = S  Z )  "; n atva, s.m.=n pan,
q.v.
S  Z )  "; n atva, s.m. = S  Z )  " n at, s.f.=n pan,
q.v.
H Z )  hnai ak [Prk. s =, or s=; S. s/+J],
s.m. The wooden ring or wheel at the
bottom of a well which forms the foundation of the
superstructure of earth or masonry.
H ;:Z )  "!n l, adj.=ni l, the prop. form, q.v.
H Z )  "0n , adv. (dialec.)=n e, q.v.
P BZ )  nai a (i.q. ne- a, q.v.), s.m. A uqqatube, or
uqqasnake:—nai a-band, s.m. A maker of uqqasnakes:—
nai a-band, s.f. The trade of making uqqasnakes.
H  Z )  s+ ne hwar, s.f. (dialec.) = ni hwar, q.v.
H  Z )  "n e, adv. See s.v. n .
H Z )  h"nai  [S. h (fr. n a)+], s.f. The bottom of
the slope (of a well for irrigation) down which the

bullocks run.
H Z ) hnh ai ai, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of ni ay, q.v. (cf.
nih ai).
H >)  "nd [Prk. a; S. W], s.f. Sleep (i.q. n d, q.v.).
S # ]>)  scnedishh, s.m. The tree Alangium hexapetalum.
H >)  "ndn, v.n. To sleep (i.q. n dn, q.v.).
S  >)  ,-ni-yuddh, s.m. Fighting (esp. on foot); close
ght or combat; personal struggle.
S [)  "fna, vulg. n, n , s.m. Nest (of a bird);—lair, or
den (of a beast);—the interior or seat of a carriage or
chariot:—na-ja, vulg. naj, s.m. (f. -j), or nod-bhav(˚a
+ud˚), s.m. 'Nest-born'; a bird.
H [)  "f!nal [prob. for n al= S. "+!t=Prk. f5], s.m.
(dialec.) Water.
H ' )  nayar, s ner, or h nair [Prk. (; S. $(], s.m.
(old H.) A city, town (the word is still found as the
termination of a few names of towns, as Bikaner,
Bha~ner, &c.).
H ' )  niyar, or s ner [Prk. f(; S. &(], adv.
(dialec., East. H.) Near; beside; close by.
S ' )  "nra, vulg. nr, s.m. Water; sap, juice; liquor:—nraja, vulg. nraj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Water-born, produced in
water; being, or living, in water; water-, aquatic;—any
aquatic creature; an otter;—a lotus (in general); the
water-lily;—a species of Costus, Costus speciosus:—nra-da,
vulg. nrad, s.m. 'Water-giver,' a cloud:—nr-dhar, s.m.
'Water-holder,' a cloud.
A ' )  naiyir (intens. n. fr.  (for ) 'to shine'), adj.
Shining, luminous; bright, clear;—s.m. The sun;—the
moon:—naiyir--azam,
 The greater luminary, the sun.
H ' )  "nr [S. "+], s.m. (dialec.)=nr, q.v.

ceremony held by kings or generals on the nineteenth
day of the month Avin before taking the eld; it is still
observed in some Hind states under the name of
Dasahar).
H B) 5' )  hTnairsya, = H V' )  h8 nair s.m. corr. of
next, q.v.
H V' )  h8nair = H B) 5' )  hT nairsya,s.m. corr. of
next, q.v.
S B) ]' )  hnairya (fr. nir-a), s.m. Hopelessness,
despair, despondency; disappointment.
H ' )  niyarn, or s nern [niyaror ner, q.v.+=
w= Prk. U or  =S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk. 4(=S.
"(], v.n. (dialec.) To draw nigh, to approach (syn.
nag n).
H 8' )  niyar, or s ner [niyar, or ner, q.v.+=
Prk. =S. a. +], s.f. Nearness, proximity,
contiguity.
S >1' )  B ',nyarbud, s.m. One hundred millions.
H C' )  hnairit, adj. & s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
S C' )  h>
' nairrit (fr. nir-rii),
 adj. & s.m. (f. -), Belonging,
&c. to Nir-riti;
 south-western;—belonging to the
Rkshases;—name of the ruler of the south-west
quarter;—a child or ospring of Nir-riti,
 a demon, goblin,
imp.
S 9' ) h>
' "nairrit,
 s.f. An epithet of Durga;—the southwest quarter.
S B) 9' )  h>;' nairritya,
 s.m. Relating to Nir-riti;
 south
western (i.q. nairrit).

H 9' ) 9 "Rnrath, adj. corr. of nir-arth, q.v.
H M' )  "*nraj, adj. & s.m. See s.v. nr, 'water.'

S ' )  "*n-rjan, s.m. = S  ' )  "* n-rjan,

S * ' )  "*n-rajas, = S <' )  "*T n-rajask,adj. Free

s.m.Lustration of arms (a military and religious
ceremony held by kings or generals on the nineteenth
day of the month Avin before taking the eld; it is still
observed in some Hind states under the name of
Dasahar).
S  ' )  "*n-rjan, s.m. = S ' )  "* n-rjan,

from dust; having no pollen (as a ower);—free from
passion;—s.f. A woman who has ceased menstruating.
S <' )  "*Tn-rajask, = S * ' )  "* n-rajas,adj. Free

s.m.Lustration of arms (a military and religious

from dust; having no pollen (as a ower);—free from
passion;—s.f. A woman who has ceased menstruating.
H ' )  "nrad, s.m. See s.v. nr, 'water.'

S 4' )  "n-ras, adj. & s.m. See 4'  ni-ras.

S @ ' )  "5$n-rog, adj. & s.m.=nirog, q.v.

S  5' )  "n-rasat, s.f. = S  5' )  "; n-rasatva,

S  = ' )  "5$n-rogat, s.f. = S  = ' )  "5$; n-rogatva,

s.m.=ni-ras, q.v.
S  5' )  "; n-rasatva, s.m. = S  5' )  " n-rasat,

s.m.=nrog, or nirog, q.v.
S  = ' )  "5$; n-rogatva, s.m. = S  = ' )  "5$ n-rogat,

s.f.=ni-ras, q.v.
S G' )  hI=nairukt (fr. nir-ukta), adj. Relating to, or

s.f.=nrog, or nirog, q.v.
H = ' ) "5$"n-rog, adj.=nrog, or nirog, q.v.

explanatory of, the Nirukta, or Vedic glossary;—obsolete;
uncommon;—s.m. (f. -), One who knows the etymology
or true derivation of words.
H =' )  h$,4
' nair-gu = S B)  =' )  h$,e'  nair-guya (fr. nir-gua),

S  ) = ' )  "5Fn-rogyat, s.f. = S  ) = ' )  "5F; n-

s.m. Absence of qualities or properties; freedom from
qualities;—absence of good qualities, want of
excellencies;—adj. (f. -), Having no connection with
qualities.
S B)  =' )  h$,e' nair-guya = H =' )  h$,4
' nair-gu (fr. nir-gua),
s.m. Absence of qualities or properties; freedom from
qualities;—absence of good qualities, want of
excellencies;—adj. (f. -), Having no connection with
qualities.
S B) + ' )  h/nair-malya
'
(fr. nir-mala), s.m. Cleanliness,

rogyatva, s.m.=nrog, or nirog, q.v.
S  ) = ' )  "5F; n-rogyatva, s.m. = S  ) = ' )  "5F nrogyat, s.f.=nrog, or nirog, q.v.
H ' ) niyare, or s nere, or " nre [Prk. f<; S.
, loc. of nikaa], adv.=niyar, or ner, q.v.
H ! 7' )  "vn-reph (i.e. nis+reph), adj. (in Gram.) Without
reph, q.v.
A 7' )  naiyirain (obl. dual of naiyir, q.v.), s.m. dual, The two
great luminaries, the sun and the moon.
H  )  "7n , s.m.=[)  n, q.v.
H  )  s7ne n (prob. fr. ne = neror niyar, q.v.), v.t. To

purity, stainlessness, spotlessness (physical and moral).
H ' )  "nrn [fr. S. " 'water'], To water;—to provide

keep near (one), or under (one's) care, to care for, to
look after.
H   )  s75ne o, or s7M ne au (Braj, or dialec.), adv.=ne e,

with food.
S ' >' )  "B£n-randhra, adj. Without apertures, or

q.v.
H  ) s7<ne e, or "7< n e (West. H.), adv.=nere, or ner, q.v.

interstices, or gaps; imperforate; close, uninterrupted;—
without aw or defect, faultless.
P $' )  nairang (in P. also nrang; prob. prep. nior n+rang,

P n )  nz, conj. & adv. Also, likewise; even; too; moreover;

q.v.), s.m. Fascination, bewitching arts, wiles; magic,
sorcery; deception;—deceit; trick; pretence; evasion;—
freak;—a wonderful performance, a miracle; anything
new or strange:—nairang-sz, s.m. A worker of magic, a
magician, sorcerer, juggler:—nairang-sz, s.f. Magic,
sorcery;—deceit, subtlety.
P %' ) nairang, s.f. Magic, sorcery;—deceitfulness;

Zend naêza], s.m. A piece of reed (from which pens are
made);—a short spear, a lance, javelin, dart
pike:—neza-bz, s.m. A spearman;—a jouster:—neza-bz,
s.f. A throwing of the spear;—jousting, tilting:—nezabardr, vulg. neze-bardr, s.m. 'Spear-bearer,' a
spearman; a lancer:—neza-dr, vulg. neze-dr, adj. & s.m.
Armed with a spear;—a spearman:—neza hiln, To
handle a spear.
H .<)  "nsn (prob. corr. of nishn, q.v.), s.m. A

trickery;—freakishness; ckleness, changeableness.
P  ' )  nr , or ner , s.m. Strength, power.
H  ' )  s5nero, or sM nerau, adv. (dialec.)=nere= niyar, q.v.

again.
P 2n )  neza [ne= naior ne, q.v.+za, dim. a.= a= ak= S. ; cf.

H  ' )  sIneru, or s  nerw [prob. corr. fr S. f],

kettledrum (cf. nagr).
P .<)  naisn, s.m. Name of the seventh Syrian month

s.m. (dialec.) Straw.

(corresponding to the Persian Farwardn, and the Hind

Baiskh, April-May):—abr--naisn, or abr--naisn, s.m.
'The vernal cloud,' spring showers;—the rain which falls
while the moon is in the mansion svti(and which is
beheved to produce pearls if it fall into shells, and
venom if it drop into the mouth of serpents;—cf. swtb d).
P <)  nest, or nst[Zend na+ati; S. +.T], s.f.(?) (lit.'it is
not), Nought; non-existence, annihilation;—adj. Nonexistent; null, void:—nest karn, v.t. To bring to nought, to
annihilate; to ruin, destroy, demolish; to dissipate,
squander; to render null and void, to abolish, &c.:—nestn-b d karn, or nest-o-nb d karn, v.t. (intens.)=nest
karn, q.v.:—nest-n b d hon, or nest hon, v.n. To be
annihilated, to be ruined, or destroyed, &c.; to perish; to
become extinct.
S <)  BTnyasta, vulg. nyast(rt. ni+as), part. Put or laid
down, deposited; delivered, consigned; pledged;—
accumulated, hoarded.
P . <)  naistn (nai= ne+ stn, qq.v.; S. f+TR), s.m. A
reed-bed; a cane-brake;—a eld of sugar-cane; a sugarplantation.
P  <) nest, or nsti(=S. .T; see nest), s.f. Nullity, nonexistence;—annihilation, ruin, destruction;—poverty,
destitution:—nest-bhar, adj. (f. -), Unfortunate;—idle,
lazy:—nest hn, 'Ruin or desolation to overshadow,' to
be in ruins.
H ' <)  "nsarn, = H .' <)  "g
nsarnau ,v.n.=nisarn, q.v.
H .' <)  "gnsarnau , = H ' <)  " nsarn,(Braj)
v.n.=nisarn, q.v.
H <)  "n-sak, adj.=ni-sak, q.v.
P U )  nesh (prob. i.q. neza, zand shbeing interchangeable),
s.m. Sting (esp. of a venomous animal);—a lancet; a
probe;—a puncture, a small incision:—nesh-dr, adj.
Possessing a sting:—nesh-zan, adj. & s.m. Stinging;
wounding, &c.;—a stinger; (met.) a backbiter, maligner;
tell-tale; one who in ames disputes, an incendiary; a
marplot:—nesh-zan, s.f. The striking with a sting,
stinging;—backbiting, maligning; tale-bearing; the
exciting of quarrels, mischief-making;—marring,

frustrating.
S L)  h3naishd, adj. Belonging to the Nishdas;—s.m.
The Nishda people;—a Nishda.
S  L) h3naishdi, s.m. A prince of the Nishdas.
P '  L)  nesh-tar, s.m. A lancet, eam (i.q. nishtar, or nashtar,
q.v.).
S  >L)  h3naishadh (fr. nishadha, q.v.), adj. Relating to
Nishadh;—s.m. A prince of the Nishadhas, (esp.) an
epithet of Nala, and of the story of Nala;—name of the
people of Nishadh.
P ' L)  naishakar (ne+shakar, qq.v.), s.f. Sugar-cane.
P a)  nef = P Ba)  nefa [prob for newa= Zend naêma; S. s/;
but cf. S. " ], s.m. A place at the top of the drawers
through which the string passes that fastens them
round the loins;—a seam;—a breeches-belt or strap.
P Ba)  nefa = P a)  nef [prob for newa= Zend naêma; S. s/;
but cf. S. " ], s.m. A place at the top of the drawers
through which the string passes that fastens them
round the loins;—a seam;—a breeches-belt or strap.
H )  "nk, adj. corr. of P. nek, or contrac. of nk, qq.v.
H )  snek, h naik, or sj neku [prob. S. s/+t; or corr.
fr. S. 4"t; cf. nikk], adj. & adv. Little, small; a little;—
for a little while, for a short time.
P )  nek, adj. & adv. Good, virtuous; beautiful; excellent;
—lucky;—well;—very, exceedingly;—s.m.(?) Anything
good:—nek-a tar, adj. 'Of good star,' fortunate, lucky:—
nek-tiqd, adj. Of good faith, trustworthy, to be
depended on:—nek anjm, s.m. A happy ending:—nekandesh, adj. & s.m. Meaning well, well-disposed;
benevolent, friendly, aectionate;—fortunate;—a wellwisher, well-disposed man, &c.:—nek-andesh, s.f. Good
intention; benevolence, friendliness:—nek-bz, adj. Just,
virtuous, of good actions:—nek-ba t, adj. & s.m. & f. Of
good or happy lot, fortunate, happy, blest;—of good
disposition, well-behaved, well-disposed, good, true;
dutiful, obedient;—a fortunate person; a fortunate or
happy wife; a well-disposed or good man or woman:—
nek-ba t, s.f. Good fortune; happiness;—good
disposition; goodness, virtue:—nek-pk, adj. Virtuous:—

nek-tadbr, adj. Well-advising; good in counsel or
management:—nek-tan, adj. Sleek-skinned (a horse):—
nek alan, s.m., or nek alan, s.f. Good conduct:—nek- alank ifa-e-tan h, s.m. Increased pay for good conduct,
or good-conduct pay:—nek- alan-k bill, s.m., or nekalan k dhr, s.f. Good-conduct stripe:—nek- il, or nekalat, or nek- ulq, or nek- o, adj. & s.m. Of good
habits; of good disposition, good-natured, humane; wellbred;—well-disposed person, good-natured man:—nekalat, or nek- ulq, or nek- o, s.f. Well-disposedness;
good-naturedness:—nek- h, adj. & s.m. Well-wishing,
benevolent, aectionate, friendly, faithful, grateful;—a
well-wisher, &c.:—nek- h, s.f. Benevolence;
friendliness, faithfulness, gratitude:—nek-diynat, adj.
Having a clear conscience;—pious, devout:—nek-zt,
 adj.
& s.m. Of good breed or temper, well-bred; of good
disposition, good-natured:—nek-zt,
 s.f. Goodness of
disposition, &c.:—nek-rawaiya, adj. & s.m. Of good conduct,
well-conducted;—a well-conducted person:—nek-rawaiyag,
s.f. Good conduct:—nek-sat, s.f. A fortunate moment,
happy juncture; an auspicious occasion:—nek-srat, adj.
Well-disposed, well-conducted, virtuous, moral:—nektnat,
adj.=nek-zt,
s.f.=nek-zt:—nek-ahd,
 q.v.:—nek-tnat,



adj. True to (his) engagement; faithful:—nek-fl, adj. Of
happy omen:—nek-farjm, adj. Of happy end:—nek-fahm,
s.f. Good understanding or sense; goodness of intellect:—
nek-ql, adj. Well-spoken:—nek-kirdr, adj. Benecent; of
good habits or disposition:—nek-mard, s.m. A good man:—
nek-manzar,
 adj. Handsome, comely, elegant:—nek-nm,
s.m. A good name; celebrity;—adj. Having a good name,
of good character or repute; famous, renowned,
celebrated:—nek-nm, s.f. Good name; good character;
reputation:—nek-nm-k ih, or sanad, s.f. A certicate
of good character:—nek-nm len, or nek-nm il karn,
To earn or win a good name or reputation:—nek-nihd,
adj. Of good disposition, well-disposed, good-natured:—
nek-nyat, adj. Well-intentioned, well-meaning; welldisposed:—nek-nyat, s.f. Goodness of intention; good
faith:—nek-nyat-se, adv. With good intentions; in good
faith:—nek-o-bad, Good and evil.
S )  hnaik, and H. s nek (fr. na+eka, 'not one'),
Several, manifold, various, numerous, many (i.q. an-ek):

—naik-bhed, adj. Of many kinds, manifold, various,
multiform:—naika-dh, adv. In many ways, in various
ways; to many parts; in many directions; on various
sides:—naik-r p, adj. (f. -), Multiform, of various kinds,
various.
H )  "nk, or s nek (fr. P. nek, fr. nek), adj. (f. -),
Good; beautiful, elegant, handsome;—adv. Well; rightly;
easily:—nk lagn(-ko), To seem good, or pleasant, or
beautiful (to).
S )  B=nyak-kr (nyak, fr. ni+a ), s.m. 'Making low,'
humiliation, humbling;—contempt, disregard, disrespect.
S V)  "8n-k, vulg. n-ks, adj. Like, resembling
(used as last member of compounds).
S )  ,=ni-yukt (rt. ni+yuj), part. (f. -), Engaged (in);
attached (to); xed (upon); applying (to);—directed,
enjoined, commanded; authorized; appointed, ordained:
—niyukt karn, v.t. To enjoin; to ordain; to appoint (to, me ):—niyukt hon(-me ), To be engaged (in), &c.
S B) # )  h&naikaya (fr. nikaa), s.m. Nearness, proximity,
neighbourhood, vicinage.
H )  sjnekun, s.m. (Braj) corr. of n un, q.v.
H )  sjnekun, = H )  sj neku,adj. (dialec. or Braj)=nek,
'little,' q.v.:—neku-so, adv. Very little, just a little (i.q. neks, tho -s).
H )  sjneku, = H )  sj nekun,adj. (dialec. or Braj)=nek,
'little,' q.v.:—neku-so, adv. Very little, just a little (i.q. neks, tho -s).
H )  "{nk , "5 nko, "M nkau, s5 neko (fr. Pers.
neko), adj. & adv.=nk, q.v.
P )  neko or nek (fr. nek), adj. & adv. Good;—beautiful,
elegant, handsome;—well; rightly; easily; excellently,
elegantly:—neko- idmat, s.f. Goodness of service; good
service:—neko-kr, adj. & s.m. Of good actions,
benecent;—a benecent person, a benefactor:—nekokr, s.f. Doing good, benecence; benevolence. (N.B.
nekomay be compounded with other words, like nek, and
with the same signication, e.g. nek -nyat= nek-nyat.)
P ) nek (fr. nek), s.f. Goodness; good; piety, virtue;
probity;—beauty, elegance:—nek karn, To do good (to a
person, kis-ke aq-me ):—nek-o-bad, s.f. Good and evil;

weal or woe.
H ) "»nkai (Braj), adj. & adv. (poet. or archaic)=nk,
q.v.
H $)  s$neg [prob. S. / (Prk. s/; H. nem)+t;—or
Prk. $(; S. *+], s.m. & f. Established custom, usage,
rule;—privilege, exclusive right;—the customary presents
at marriages and on other festive occasions made to
relatives and dependants (and considered by them as
perquisites to which they are
entitled):—neg-jog, s.m. Customary presents on festive
occasions (i.q. neg);—neg-jog-wle(fem. -wliy ), s.m. pl.
People claiming wedding gifts:—neg den(-ko), To give the
customary presents (at a wedding, &c.):—neg karn, To
begin (a work) at an auspicious moment:—neg lagn, To
be made good use of (in the last two compounds
negseems to be a corr. of the P. nek).
S   ' %)  B$5nyag-rodh (nyag= nyak, 'downwards'+rodh,
'growing'), s.m. The Indian g-tree, Ficus indica(syn. ba ).
S  ' %) Bm5"nyag-rodh, s.f. The plant Salvinia cucculata.
S ,%)  h$/naigam (fr. ni-gama), adj. & s.m. Relating or
belonging to the Veda; occurring in the Veda; Vedic;—an
interpreter of the sacred writings;—an Upanishad or
portion of the Vedas;—a way; a means; an expedient;—a
trader, merchant.
H %) s$"neg [neg, q.v. + = Prk.  =S. t (+t)], s.m.
One who claims or expects the customary present or fee
at a marriage or on any other festive occasion (as a
village servant, or a tenant, or dependant, &c.):—negjog, s.m.=neg(see neg-jog).
H ()  "!nl [Prk. "!5, "!(; S. "!t, "!(;—Pers. also nl],
adj. (f. -, or -), Blue; dark blue, black;—livid (in Urd and
Hind used chie y in comp., the form nilbeing that most
com. employed alone);—s.m. (S. nlah) The colour blue;—
the sapphire;—the blue (or hill) Main;—one of the nine
Nidhisor divine treasures of Kuver;—the blue mountain;
one of the principal ranges of mountains dividing the
world into nine portions and lying immediately north of
Ilvrit or the central division;—(S. nlam) indigo, the
plant and the dye, Indigofera tinctoria; blue;—a blue mark
or wale;—blue vitriol:—nlman(S. nla+a˚), s.m. A blue

stone, a sapphire:—nlksh(S. nla+ak˚), s.m. 'Blue-eyed'; a
goose:—nlmbar, vulg. nl-ambar(S. nla+am˚), s.m. Black
or dark-blue raiment;—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Dressed (or a
person dressed) in dark-blue cloth:—nil jan(S. nla+an˚),
s.m. Blue vitriol;—antimony:—nl g(S. nla+an˚), s.m. (f. , or -), 'Blue-bodied'; the Indian crane;—the blue jay,
Coracias indica:—nl-ba , s.f. A lump of indigo;—an inferior
kind of indigo:—nl biga n, or nl-k mh biga n, 'The
indigo, or a vat of indigo, to be spoiled,' to tell a
wonderful tale; to pull a long bow, to tell great lies;—to
suer a great loss or misfortune; to turn mad, &c.;—to
raise a great cry (as though something terrible had
happened,—a phrase commonly addressed by nurses to
children, e.g. nl-k mh big ):—nl-p an, s.m. The
steeping or maceration of indigo:—nl-p an bh , s.m. A
vessel for steeping indigo, an indigo-vat:—nl-pi h , s.m.
(f. -), 'Black-tailed'; a falcon:—nl-padma, s.m. The blue
lotus, or blue water-lily, Nymphæa cerulea:—nl pa n, v.n.
Blue marks to appear, to become black and blue (from a
beating):—nl-pr ishh,
s.m. 'Black-backed'; the sh

Cyprinus denticulatus(com. called Rohi):—nl-pushpik, s.f.
The indigo plant, Indigofera tinctoria;—nila-ja, vulg. nlaj,
s.m. 'Produced in the blue mountains'; blue steel:—nla-j,
s.f. The river Vitast:—nl-jhi, s.f. The blue Barleria,
Barleria cristata:—nl haln( kho -me ), (The eyes) to
become glazed (in death);—to be or become shameless:—
nl-k k, s.m. 'A blue spot or mark' (on the forehead); a
brand, stigma, stain, slur:—nl-kr, s.m.=nl-gar, q.v.:—nlknt, s.m. The blue gem, the sapphire:—nl-kuraak, s.m.
A species of Barleria with blue blossoms, B. cerulea:—nlkrau , s.m. (f. -), A species of curlew or heron:—nlkamal, s.m. The blue lotus or water-lily:—nl-kah, s.m.
'Blue-necked'; the blue-necked jay, Coracias indica;—a
peacock;—a species of gallinule or water-hen;—a wagtail;
—a sparrow;—the plant Hyperanthera moringa;—an epithet
of the god iva or Mahdev (as having a black throat, so
stained by the acrimony of the poison which he
swallowed on its production at the churning of the
ocean);—a proper name:—nl-kahksh(˚ha+ak˚), s.m.
The berry or seed of Eleocarpus ganitrus:—nl-koh, or nlk koh, s.f., or nl-k kr- na, s.m. An indigo-factory:—
nl-k ghuor mah, s.f. Beating indigo (in the vat):—nl-

gao, s.m. & f., nl-ge, s.f. 'Blue bull'; a species of deer;
the white-footed antelope of Pennant, and Antilope
pictaof Pallas (it is the male which has the blue skin; the
female is brown, with a tuft of black hair down the neck;
it is generally called rojh):—nl-gar, s.m. An indigo-maker;
—a dyer (syn. ra g-rez):—nl-g  n, vulg. nl-g , adj.
Cerulean, azure; dark-blue:—nl-godmor g dm, or nl-k
godm, s.m. An indigo-factory:—nl-ghon, To beat indigo;
—(met.) to quarrel, to wrangle:—nl-loh, s.m. Blue steel:—
nl-lohit, adj. (f. -), Dark blue mixed with red, purple;
dark red;—s.m. A mixture of blue and red, a purple
colour:—nl-mr ittik,
s.f. Black earth or mould;—iron

pyrites:—nl-mai, vulg. nl-man, s.m. The blue gem, the
sapphire:—nl-wl, or (rustic) nl-wr, s.m. An indigoplanter; a maker or vendor of indigo;—a dyer (i.q. nlgar):—nlopal(S. nla+up˚), s.m. A blue stone, lapis lazuli:—
nl-var, adj. (f. -), Blue-coloured, blue.
S ()  "!nl, adj. & coll. s.m. Ten billions.
A ()  nl, prop. n. The river Nile.
A ()  nail (inf. n. of  (for () ) 'to obtain,' &c.), s.m.
Obtaining, acquiring; taking, reaching, getting at;—
whatever one acquires, &c.
H ;:)  "!nl [Prk. "! ; S. "!t], adj. (f. -), Dark blue;
blue; livid:—nl-patthar, or (corr. or dialec.) nl-phatthar,
s.m. The sapphire:—nl-pl, adj. (f. nl-pl), 'Blue and
yellow'; black and blue:—nl-thoth, or (dialec.) nil-tot,
s.m. Blue vitriol, blue stone, sulphate of copper:—nlkarnor kar-den, v.t. To dye blue;—to beat (one) black
and blue:—nl honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become blue.
S ;:)  "!nl, s.f. A species of blue y.

auction room:—nlm-me rakhn, v.t. To send to an
auction:—nlm hon, v.n. To be sold by public auction.
H Z ;:) nlm- , s.m. An auctioneer.
H

;:) nlm, adj. To be sold by auction, for auction sale;

auctionable.
S T ;:)  "![*nl jan, s.m. = S $;:)  "![$ nl g,
s.m.See s.v. nl.
S $;:)  "![$nl g, s.m. = S T ;:)  "![* nl jan,
s.m.See s.v. nl.
H " ;:)  "!6&nlha [nl+ha= wa= Prk.  "=S. . \t],
= H 8;:) "! nl [nl +  = Prk. =S. a. +],
s.f. Blueness; blue colour.
H 8;:) "! nl [nl+ = Prk. =S. a. +], = H
" ;:)  "!6& nlha [nl+ha = wa = Prk.  "=S. . \t],
s.f. Blueness; blue colour.
H  + ) "! 7"nl-ba  [S. "!+ &], s.f. A lump of indigo;
—an inferior kind of indigo.
S  + )  "!nlat, s.f. = S  + )  "!; nlatva, s.m.Blueness,
blackness, a blue or dark colour.
S  + )  "!; nlatva, s.m. = S  + )  "! nlat, s.f.Blueness,
blackness, a blue or dark colour.
H &+ )  "!*nlaj (S. nla-ja), s.m. See s.v. nl.
S + )  "!nlak, adj. Blue; stained or dyed blue;—s.m. (in
Alg.) An epithet of the third unknown quantity or of its
square;—one of the expressions of quantity or number
(corresponding to our a, b, c, x, y, z, &c.;—syn. klak).
S + )  ".!nlik, s.f. The plant Nyctanthes arbor tristis;—

P /;:)  nl-b, s.m. The river Attock (Aak) or Indus.

the indigo plant, Indigofera tinctoria;—a slight malady,
black and blue marks (on the body, from bruises, &c.).
S #  + )  "!_nl-kah, s.m. See s.v. nl.

H ?;:)  "!nlpan [nl+ Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()],

H ,+ )  "!/nlam [contrac. of S. "!+/ .4t;—Pers. also

s.m. Blueness; a blue colour.
S -];:)  "!/nlman, s.m. See s.v. nl.

nlam], s.m. A sapphire (see nl-mai, or nl-man, s.v. nl).
H ' -+ )  "!@ nl-ambar, for S. nlmbar(nla+am˚), q.v.s.v.

H J;:)  nlm (fr. Port. leilám), s.m. An auction, a public

nl.
S -+ )  ".!/nliman, and H. "!/ nlman, s.m.

H ;:)  nl, s.m.=B+ )  nla, q.v.

sale;—adv. By auction; at auction:—nlm-dr, s.m. An
auction-purchaser; one who holds an estate, &c.
purchased at a public sale:—nlm karn, or kar-den, or
nln karn, v.t. To sell by auction:—nlm-ghar, s.m. An

Blueness, blackness, darkness.
S  + )  ".!"nlin, s.f. The indigo-plant, Indigofera
tinctoria.

S ?+ )  "!5!nlopal, s.m. See s.v. nl.
H (?+ )  "!5v!nlophal, s.m.=next, q.v.
P ' E+ )  nlofar (for nlopar= S. "!5;!, "!+;!), s.m. A
blue lotus; the lotus Nilufer; the blue water-lily, Nymphæa
cyanea.
P ' E+ ) nlofar (rel. n. fr. nlofar), adj. Of or relating to the
lotus;—of the colour of the blue water-lily.
P B+ )  nla (rel. n. fr. nl, 'blue'), s.m. Dried juice or
sediment of the indigo-plant;—blue.
P + ) nl [nl+= Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Blue, azure;—blueblack, blackish.
S + ) "!"nl, s.f. The indigo-plant (i.q. nl).
A + ) nl (rel. n. fr. nl), Of or belonging to the Nile.
S ,)  /niyam, s.m. Restraining, checking; preventing;
—restraint; restriction, limitation;—xing; dening;
denition;—xed rule or law, principle; necessity,
obligation; rule, regulation, precept; custom, usage,
practice;—certainty, ascertainment;—agreement,
arrangement, contract, compact, bond, engagement,
assent, promise, vow;—any self-imposed restraint or
religious observance voluntarily practised (as fasting,
watching, pilgrimage, praying, &c.); voluntary penance;
supererogatory devotion or piety;—a religious
observance (in general); temperateness; piety:—niyampa (˚pa = S. pattra), s.m. A written agreement or
stipulation:—niyam-rahit, adj. Unrestrained; unrestricted,
&c.; (in Gram.) irregular.
H ,)  "/nm [Prk.  5; S. @ t], s.m. The Nmtree, Melia
azadirachta(a tree with bitter fruits, and the leaves of
which are chewed at funeral ceremonies, and made into
poultices for wounds, &c.):—nm-k bhurt, s.m. A poultice
made of nmleaves.
P ,)  nm [Pehl. nmak; Zend naêma; S. s/], adj. & s.m.
Half;—young (as a chicken, &c.);—impotent;—a half;—the
middle:—nm-stn(or nma-stn), s.f. An upper robe or
jacket with half-sleeves (often made of gold and silver
tissue):—nm--nm, adv. Half-and-half; by halves:—nmbz, adj. Half thrown back, half-open:—nm-burushor
bursh(for nm-burushtor burushta), adj. & s.m. Halfroasted, or half-fried, or half-boiled;—a poached egg:—

nm-bismil , adj. Half-slaughtered; half-slain (by a lover's
glances), half-dead:—nm-pu tor pu ta, adj. Halfcooked, parboiled;—half-ripe:—nm-ta , adj. Middling:—
nm-ar, adj. Half-informed:—nm-jn, adj. Half-dead (with
fright, &c.):—nm-josh, adj. Half-boiled; coddled:—nm-josh
karn, v.t. To parboil; to coddle:—nm- hra(or nm-tan),
s.m. A species of imaginary being, having a face, one
eye, one arm, one foot (it is male and female; the male
having the right hand, foot, &c., the female the left;
when united they resemble one human gure; when
separate they are supposed to run with amazing velocity
on one foot, and are considered as very dangerous and
cruel):—nm-akm, s.m. A quack doctor, an empiric;—a
shallow pretender:—nm- b, adj. Half-asleep, dozing;
—s.m. A half-sleep; a doze:—nm- b, s.f. Drowsiness;
dozing:—nm- urda, or nm- urd, adj. & s.m. Halfeaten;—what is left on a plate after a meal; the remains
of victuals, orts:—nm-r, adj. Half-satised:—nm-roz,
s.m. Mid-day;—name of the province of Sstn in Persia:
—nm-roza, adj. Of half a day:—nm-sl, s.m. Half a year;—
adj. Middle-aged (man):—nm-soz, adj. Half-roasted;
scorched:—nm-shab, s.m. Midnight:—nm-shab, adj. Of or
relating to midnight:—nm-kabb, s.f. A large-sized fowl
(between one for curry and one for roasting):—nmkusht, or kushta, adj. Half-killed:—nm-gard, adj. Halfround:—nm-garm, adj. Lukewarm, milk-warm:—nm-gufta,
adj. Half-uttered:—nm-murda, adj. Half-dead:—nm-mull,
s.m. A half-learned witling; a quack.
H ,)  s/nem, or (dialec.) "/ nm [Prk. /5, /5,
s/5, or s/5; S. /t], s.m. Rule, principle; religious
observance; vow, &c. (i.q. niyam, q.v.):—nem-b dhn, or
nem karn, To make a strict rule (to), to bind oneself (to);
to make a vow, to vow (that);—to observe, to practise:—
nem-patr, s.m. A written agreement or stipulation:—nemdharm, s.m. A religious observance; fasting; abstinence;
temperateness, good conduct:—nem len(-ko), To take as
a rule, &c. (i.q. nem karn, q.v.):—nit-nem, s.m. & adv.
Daily religious duty or observance, &c.;—regularly,
punctually, every day.
S ,)  s/nema, vulg. nem, and (dialec.) H. "/ nm, s.m. (in
H. also fem.), A foundation, &c. (i.q. neo, the pop. form,

q.v.):—nm ln(-k), To lay the foundation (of).
H > -)  "/Bnm-nand [nm= nem= S. /, q.v.+S.

(see niyam).
H -)  "/nman, adj.=niman, q.v.

B], s.m. Name of a Hind saint, founder of the

H -)  "/0nm , s.m. (dialec.)=nimb , or n b , q.v.

Nmwatsect.
H C -)  "/ nmwat [Prk. / \; S. /+

P B-)  nma (rel. n. fr. nm, q.v.), s.m. A half or short

+ \y], s.f. The system of the followers of the saint
Nmnand.
H H-)  "@ nmb, s.m.=n b, or nm, qq.v.
H  -)  "@ n0 mb , s.m.=nimb , or n b , qq.v.
S -)  ./ niyamit, part. (f. -), Checked, restrained;
prevented; suppressed, bound, conned;—restricted or
limited (to);—governed, guided;—xed, established;
regulated; prescribed, enjoined, appointed;—agreed
upon, stipulated, covenanted.
H Z -)  "/nm ak [S. s./ +J], s.m. The wooden
platform of a well upon which the brick-work or
masonry rests as a foundation.
P BZ -)  nm a (nm, q.v.+dim. a. a), s.m. A small scimitar,
a short sword, or bow, &c.; a hanger; a dagger.
H  Z -)  s/+ nem hwar, s.f. (dialec.)=ni hwar, q.v.
S U -)  h./ 3naimish (fr. ni-misha), s.m. Name of a forest
and sacred trth(celebrated as the residence of certain
Rishs to whom Sauti recited the Mahbhrat: the
district was so called because in it the sage Gaur-mukh
destroyed an army of Asurs ina twinkling):—
naimishraya(˚sha+ar˚), s.m.=naimish.
H L-)  "./ 3nmishr, or "/3 nmashr or nmshr,
s.m.=naimishraya, q.v.s.v. naimish.
S B) L-)  h./ 3"naimishya, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to the
Naimisha forest.
S B) L-)  h./ 3<naimisheya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Living in, or
one who lives in, the forest of Naimish.
S -)  h./ naiyamik (fr. ni-yama), adj. (f. -), According
to rule, regular;—conformable to precept; prescribed,
enjoined.
S -)  /ni-yaman, s.m. Restraining, checking,
subduing; humiliation; coercion;—binding; connement;
restriction, limitation;—precept; xed practice or rule

under-garment; a garment like a jma, but not so full at
the breast, or with less cloth in the skirt:—nma-stn, adj.
& s.f. Half-sleeved;—a kind of short-sleeved jacket (i.q.
nm-astn):—nm-shm, s.f. Evening.
H -) /"niyam, or s/" nem [S. /+t (+t)],
adj. Regular; punctual;—religious, pious; true to (one's)
engagements, or obligations, or vows; conscientious;
abstemious, temperate; continent, ohaste.
S -)  s./ nemi, and H. s/" nem, s.f. The circumference,
or felly, or outer rim (of a wheel); edge, rim;—a windlass
or framework (for the rope of a well):—nemi- akra, or
nem- akra, s.m. Name of a prince descended from
Parkshit (he is said to have removed the capital of India
to Kauambi after the inundation of Hastinapur).
S -) s/"nem, s.m. The tree Dalbergia ougeinensis.
S )  nayana, vulg. nayan(rt. n), s.m. Leading, guiding,
conducting, managing; governing, directing, ruling;
bringing (to), drawing;—the guiding or leading organ,
the eye (see next).
H )  nayan, or h nain, or h naiyan [Prk. 44(, or
4(; S. (], s.m. The eye:—nayan-pu, s.m. The eyelid:
—nain-sukh, s.m. (lit.'the pleasure of the sense of sight'),
A kind of ower;—Indian muslin, a thick sort of jaconet
muslin (plain or striped), 'Nainsook';—an epithet of a
blind person:—nain-mutt, adj. & adv. Weeping much or
constantly (a woman):—nayanopnt, vulg. nainopnt(S.
nayana+up˚), s.m. The outer angle or corner of the eye,
the canthus:—nayanotsav, vulg. nainotsav(S. nayana+ut˚),
s.m. (f. -), 'Eye-festival,' any lovely or desired object;—a
lamp:—nayanaushadh, vulg. nainaushadh(S. nayana+ osh˚),
s.m. 'Eye-medicament,' green sulphate of iron (used as a
collyrium).
H )  ·n , adv. (dialec.) A suxed emphatic particle (i.q.
n, q.v.).
H )  ne , postp. (dialec.)=ne, q.v.

H )  °nai (i.q. nah ), neg. adv. (dialec.) No, not; nay.
H )  hnain = H  )  h nain [prob. S. +], s.m. A
rope to fasten round the neck or legs of a bullock, &c.; a
tether (syn. pagh; naun, nihn, qq.v.
H  )  hnain = H )  h nain [prob. S. +], s.m. A

To disown, to deny.
H > )  ·n dn, v.t.=>  nindn, 'to blame,' &c., q.v.
H  > )  ·n d [n d(n), q.v.+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. A sleeper.
H > ) ·"n d [n d, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], adj. (dialec.)

rope to fasten round the neck or legs of a bullock, &c.; a
tether (syn. pagh; naun, nihn, qq.v.
S  )  nayan, and H. h nain (see nayan; nain), s.f.

Sleepy, drowsy (i.q. ninds, q.v.).
H 5 )  h,Lnain-sukh, s.m. See s.v. nain.

The pupil of the eye.
H  )  hnain [Prk. 44(; S. +]. s.m. (poet.) The

H  )  nayanan, or h nainan, or h nainani [S.

eye (i.q. nain).
H  )  hnain, v.n. A dialec. form of naunaor nawn, 'to
bend,' q.v.:—nai-jn, v.n. intens. of and=nain.
H . )  hnainn, s.m. pl. (dialec.)=nainan, q.v.
H H )  · n b [Prk. .4@ 5; S. @ t], s.m. The nmtree
(see nm).
H   )  · 0n b , s.m. (dialec.)=nimb , q.v.
S   )  Bniyant (base B niyantri), s.m. (f. -tr), A
restrainer; a ruler, governor; master;—a charioteer,
coachman, driver.
S 9'   )  Bniyantrit,
 s.f. = S 9'   )  B; niyantritva,

s.m.Restraint; government; power of restraining;
controlling faculty, ability to rule.
S 9'   )  B; niyantritva,
 s.m. = S 9'   )  B niyantrit,

s.f.Restraint; government; power of restraining;
controlling faculty, ability to rule.
H > )  ·n d [Prk. a; S. W], s.f. Sleep:—n d u an,
or n d u  hon, v.n. Sleep to be dissipated, or to vanish;
to have one's sleep broken; to be unable to sleep:—n d
nor -jn(-ko), 'Sleep to visit the eyes,' to feel sleepy:—
n d-bhar, adj. Having had abundance of sleep:—n dbhar-son, or n d-bhar-ke son, v.n. To sleep soundly; to
have one's ll of sleep; to be at ease:—n d arm
karn(kis-k), To disturb the sleep (of):—n d-me hon,
v.n. To be sleepy.
H > )  ·n dn [n d˚= Prk. a()=S. W(), rt.
W], v.n. To fall asleep; to sleep, to repose.
H > )  ·n dn [n d˚, prob.=S. Bz(`), rt. +Bz], v.t.

H - )  /ne m [S. / + t], s.m. (dialec.)=niyam, q.v.
], s.m. pl. (Braj) Eyes.
H  )  hn0 ain , s.m. Sprigged muslin (cf. nain-sukh).
S ? )  5Bnayanopnt, s.m. = S <9 )  5;
nayanotsav, s.m.See s.v. nayanor nain.
S <9 )  5; nayanotsav, s.m. = S ? )  5B
nayanopnt, s.m.See s.v. nayanor nain.
H )  s new, neo, (dialec.) s neu, " nw, or "

no

[Prk. s 5; S. s/t], s.f. Foundation (of a wall, &c.), basis:—
neo ln, or neo dharn, or neo jamn(-k), To lay the
foundation (of), to found.
H )  s new, or neo, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚=neg, q.v.;—2˚=neh,
q.v.
H })  naya , or 5 nayo [Ap. Prk. 

 (; S. ./ ,

rt. /], part. adj. (dialec.) Bent, bowed, &c. (syn. jhuky;
see naunor nawn, and the dialec. form naynor nain).
H )  " nw [Prk. s ; S. s/ + t], s.m. (dialec.)
Foundation (=new, or neo, or nw, q.v.):—nw ns khon,
v.t. To destroy from the very foundation, to cut up root
and branch, to leave no trace of.
H )  " nw [Prk.  5; S.  yt], s.m. Stillness,
calmness, a calm.
H )  s new [S. /+t], s.m. (dialec.) Custom, usage,
manner, practice;—likeness, similitude;—a proverb;
maxim; motto.
H )  s *0newj [newj(n), corr. of nawz(n), q.v.+ =
Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. (rustic or dialec.) Nourisher,
cherisher, protector.
S )  " nwr, s.m. Rice growing wild or without

cultivation.
H )  s newr, s.f. 1˚=niwror niw , q.v.;—2˚
(dialec.)=newar, q.v.
H )  s newrn, v.t.=niwrn, q.v.

H  )  B57nyo n, v.t. (dialec.) = nau hn, or
nihu n, qq.v.
H  )  B57nyo n = H  )  B5i nyo hn v.n. (dialec.) =

H ) s "newr [prob. S. / + !+t], s.m. A

nau hn, or nihu n, qq.v.
H  )  B5inyo hn = H  )  B57 nyo n v.n. (dialec.) =

particular high caste of Brhma s;—man of that caste.
H ) s "newr [Prk. s .!; S. s!+], s.f.

nau hn, or nihu n, qq.v.
P V)  niy sh [fr. niy shdan; Pehl. ni-gushtan; Zend ni,

Arabian jasmine, Jasminum zambac;—Nyctanthes arbor
tristis.
H )  s newn, v.t.=niwn, or nawn, q.v.

prep.+rt. gush; S. +V,3] , part. adj. & s.m. Hearing,

H C)  s newat, s.m. = naut, or naut, or neot, qq.v.:—
newat-hr, s.m.=naut-hr, q.v.
H 9)  s newt, neot, or s neut, or B5 nyot,
s.m. An invitation, &c. (i.q. nautor not, q.v.):—neotewl, s.m. One who receives an invitation, a guest.
H 9)  s newatn, or B5 nyotn = H  9)  s 
newatn, or B5 nyotn v.t.=nautn, q.v.
H  9)  s newatn, or B5 nyotn = H 9)  s 
newatn, or B5 nyotn v.t.=nautn, q.v.
S )  5.*ni-yojit (rt. ni+yuj), part. (f. -), Joined, or
attached (to), connected (with); adapted (to); entrusted
(with); appointed (to); authorized; commissioned;
directed, ordered.
S )  5*ni-yojan, s.m. Fastening; uniting, attaching

listening;—hearer, listener (used as last member of
compounds).
P 2> ])  niy shanda [imperf. part. of niy shdan;—˚anda=
Zend añ= S. ant], part. adj. & n. of ag., Hearing, listening;
—a hearer, listener; an eavesdropper.
S  G)  5=ni-yokt (base 5= niyoktri), s.m. (f. -tr),
A ruler, governor; lord, master.
S @)  5$ni-yog (rt ni+ yuj), s.m. Attaching or fastening
(to);—application, employment, use (of);—appointment,
injunction, direction, order, command; authority,
sanction; commission, charge, precept;—any trust, or
appointed task or duty;—eort, exertion;—(in Gram.) the
imperative mood.
H =)  5$ni-yog [S. 5$+t], s.m.=niyog, q.v.
S =) 5$"ni-yog, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Appointed;

(to); ordering, prescribing, commanding, directing; an
order, &c.; appointing.
H D)  B +nyaw hr, s.f. contrac. of next.

invested with authority; authorized; employed, engaged
(in any duty), attached (to any business), engrossed (in
any pursuit);—a functionary, an ocial, ocer; a
minister; a deputy, an agent, &c.
H )  s !newal, s.f.=newar, q.v.

H  D)  s + new hwar, or neo hwar, or B + 

H )  s !newal, (dialec.) s! neul [Prk. 4!5; S. j!t],

nyaw hwar, or nyao hwar, or nyo hwar, s.f.=nem hwar=
ni hwar, q.v.
H )  sneur, or BM nyaur, s.m. (dialec.) = newal, q.v.

= H )  s ! newl, or neol, or B5!, nyol, or BM!

H )  s newar, (dialec.) s neur, or BM nyaur [Prk.
s(; S. 0,(;—or Prk. s f"; S. /+s+ ], s.f. The ankle or
pastern-joint (of a horse);—a sore on the pastern-joint
(esp. that caused by cutting in going);—(dialec.) the sock
put on to prevent a horse's cutting his pastern-joints:—
newar lagn(-ko), To cut the pastern-joints in running (a
horse).

nyaul [Prk. 4! ; S. j!+t], s.m. (f. -), A mungoose,
an ichneumon, Viverra mungo, and V. ichneumon;—a
ferret; a weasel.
H )  s !newl, or neol, or B5!, nyol, or BM! nyaul
[Prk. 4! ; S. j!+t], = H )  s ! newal, (dialec.) s!
neul [Prk. 4!5; S. j!t], s.m. (f. -), A mungoose, an
ichneumon, Viverra mungo, and V. ichneumon;—a ferret; a
weasel.

H )  s !newl, or neol, s.m. A sore in the pastern-

P B)  nya, s.m.=nyat, q.v.

joint (of a horse;—i.q. newar, q.v.);—a cancer (Pers. syn.
hazr- ashma).
H ) s !"newl, or neol, s.f. (dialec.) A purse.

H B)  s6neh, s.m. & f. = H 3)  s6 neh (poet.), s.m.[Prk.

H .)  sne n, (dialec.) s ( newa , or neo [S.  +"(],
s.m. Butter.
S .)  B0ny na, vulg. ny n, adj. (f. -), Lessened,
diminished; less; lower; inferior; decient, defective,
wanting, lacking, destitute (of); deprived (of);—low, vile;
wicked; despicable; blamable:—ny n-dhik(˚na+adh˚), adj.
Less or more; unequal:—ny n-dhikya, s.m. The state of
being more or less; deciency or excess; inequality:—
ny n g(˚na+an˚), adj. (f. -), Defective in a limb or organ;
maimed, mutilated; imperfect:—ny n-ko, s.m. (in Geom.)
An acute angle:—ny nen driya(˚na+in˚), adj. Decient in
some organ or sense, imperfect (as blind, deaf, &c.).
H )  s newn, or neon, v.n. (dialec.) = niwn= nawn,
q.v.
S  )  B0ny ndhik, = S $)  B0[$ ny n g See
s.v. ny n.
S $)  B0[$ny n g = S  )  B0 ny ndhik,See
s.v. ny n.
H  )  B nyo t, s.m.=newt= naut, q.v.
S  )  B0ny nat, s.f. = S  )  B0; ny natva,
s.m.Deciency; paucity; inferiority, incompleteness.
S  )  B0; ny natva, s.m. = S  )  B0 ny nat,
s.f.Deciency; paucity; inferiority, incompleteness.
H T )  s *
( "newanj, s.f. A kind of ower.
H  )  B56nyohr, s.f. (rustic or dialec.)=nihor, q.v.
S ) " nv, or " " nv, s.f. A cloth worn round the
waist (by a woman), or the ends of the cloth passed
round the loins so as to hold the whole together;—the tie
or encircling band of (a woman's) drawers (cf. nefa).
H .>7)  "Unwedan, s.m.=nivedan, q.v.

s65 and s6 ; S. ´<6 t and ´<6 +t], Oiliness;—oil; grease;
—tenderness, love, aection, kindness, friendship:—neh
lagn, or neh lagn(-k), To feel aection (for); to form an
attachment.
H 3)  s6neh (poet.), s.m. = H B)  s6 neh, s.m. & f.[Prk.
s65 and s6 ; S. ´<6 t and ´<6 +t], Oiliness;—oil; grease;
—tenderness, love, aection, kindness, friendship:—neh
lagn, or neh lagn(-k), To feel aection (for); to form an
attachment.
S 3)  "6n-hr, s.m. Fog, mist;—frost, hoar-frost; cold;
—heavy dew:—nhr-kar, s.m. 'Dew-maker'; the moon.
H 73)  s6nehyat, or s6 nehit, A Hind corr. of
nihyat, q.v.
H ' 3)  h6naihar, or naihar[Prk. 6(; S. +$6(;—or
Prk. 6(; S. *+$6(], s.m. & f.(?) Wife's paternal
home; wife's home, or family, or relations (syn. maik).
H 3)  s6nehak [S. ´<6 +t], adj. Of or relating to love
or aection.
H 3)  sznehu, or s neh , s.m. (dialec. and poetic.)=neh,
q.v.
H 3)  B65nyhor, s.m. (rustic or dialec.)=nihor, q v.
H 3) s6"neh [Prk. s6 ; S. ´<6 +t (+t)], adj. & s.m.
Tender, aectionate, loving, kind, friendly;—a lover; a
friend.
H O ) s ne, s.f. (dialec.)=newor neo, q.v.
H ) )  hnaiyan, s.m.=)  nayan or nain, q.v.

 ww or wo, is the thirty-third letter of the Urd

S B7>7)  hU1naivedya (fr. ni-vedya), s.m. Food consecrated

alphabet (the thirtieth of the Persian, and the twentysixth of the Arabic alphabet). As a consonant (that is to
say, when it stands at the beginning of a word or
syllable) it has the sound of the English w(or,
occasionally, of v), and corresponds to wa or va, the

to a deity, or oered to an idol (which may afterwards be
distributed to his ministers or worshippers); an oering,
oblation.

twenty-ninth consonant of the Ngar or Hind alphabet.
This letter is very commonly interchanged with b; for all
words therefore beginning with wor v, but not found in

the following pages, see under the letter b.The letter
wonot beginning a word or syllable is termed arf-illat, 'a weak letter,' and serves with the vowel-points
ammaand fatawritten over the preceding consonant to
form the long vowels and oand the diphthong au, as
has been shown at the commencement of this work. In
reckoning by abjad(q.v.), the letter wostands for 6; and
in ephemerides it represents Friday, and the sign Libra.
P  wa, or [old P. ut; Zend uta; S. ;—Ar. also k wa,
'and'], conj. And; too, also; with, in company with; but;
now (when it merely connects two words it is sounded o,
e.g. shab--roz, 'night and day'; nishast--bar- st, 'sitting
down and rising up'; or 'he sat down and rose up').
A  wa, insep. prep. By (used in swearing, e.g. wal-lhi,
'by God').
S ~ vi, insep. prep. or prex (opp. to sam), denoting
separation, disunion, division, privation, distinction;—
spreading, falling in dierent directions, dispersion;
manifoldness; opposition; intensity; wrongness,
baseness, &c. (it may be translated by 'away, o, apart,
asunder, distinct; much'; or by the prexes a, di, dis, e,
ex, in, un, se: sometimes it seems to have little or no
in uence on the meaning of the word to which it is
prexed).
H  w or v[Prk. ; S. ], conj. Or (i.q. athw):—w—
w, Either—or; whether—or.
H  w [Prk. ; S.  (Vedic.

)], pron. (Braj) He,

&c. (i.q. wah, q.v.);—him, &c. (i.q. us, obl. or format. sing.
of wah):—w-te, w-te , or w-tai , or w-su, w-so , wsau , or w-se= us-se:—w-ko, w-kau, or w-k(f. -k; obl. ke) = us-k:—w-kau , or w-ko= us-ko:—w-m hi , wm h , or w-mah= us-me :—w-ne= us-ne:—w-hi, or wh= us-e.
P  w [prob. Zend apa; S. ; cf. bz], prep. or prex,
Again; re-; back; open (i.q. bz); o, away (see the
examples in their alphabetical order below):—w karn,
v.t. To open:—w hon, v.n. To be or become open; to
open; to be freed or liberated; to be relieved of sorrow,
to become cheerful.
P  w, prep.=1 b, q.v.

P  w (cf. b˚in bzr), s.m(?) Provisions; dressed food; a
dish, mess (used in comp., e.g. gandum-w, 'a dish made
with wheat').
A  w, intj. (expressive of pain) Oh! ah! alas! alas for!:—
w-wail, intj. Ah! alas! (i.q. w);—s.m. Weeping and
wailing, lamentation, bewailing:—w-wail karn, or wwail ma n, v.n. To utter lamentation, to weep and wail,
to lament, bewail;—to cry out, raise an outcry, to make a
noise.
P <1 w-bast, part. and s.m. contrac. of w-basta, q.v.
P .% <1 w-bastagn, s.m. pl. (of w-basta), Domestics,
dependants, connections, relations, adherents.
P % <1 w-bastag (abst. s. fr. w-basta), s.f. Connexion;
dependence; adherence; obligation.
P B <1 w-basta (w, 'back,' &c. + basta, qq.v.) part. Bound;
restrained;—referred back (to); related, connected
(with), depending (on);—s.m. A man-servant; a relative,
or connexion; a dependant; an adherent.
P * ? w-pas [w, 'back,' q.v.+pas= old P. pas; Prs pa;
Zend pa a; S. ¹], adv. Behind; afterwards; back, back
again; returning; then, again:—wpas n, v.n. To come
back, to return:—wpas jn, v.n. To go back, to return; to
retire, to recede:—wpas den, or wpas karn, v.t. To give
back, to return; to restore, to refund, to reimburse:—
wpas rakhn, v.t. To hold or keep back; to detain; to
retard:—wpas karn, v.t. To return, &c. (i.q. wpas den,
q.v.);—to send back; to
remend:—wpas len, v.t. To take back;—to claim back:—
wpas miln, To obtain or get back; to be restored (to, ko).
H <? wpas, vulg. wapis(fr. w-pas), adj. Return (as fare,
or a ticket, &c.);—s.f. Return; reversion; refund; remand;
—a return-ticket (by rail, or k, &c.).
P ) <? w-pasn [w-pas, q.v. + n= Zend ya h= S.  or
 (base  or ], adj. The last; latter; posterior;
hindmost.
S ? vpik, s.f.=vp, and bol, qq.v.
H (? !wpal, s.m. A kind of holy basil, the black
species of tuls.
S ? vpi, or " vp, s.f. A large well or oblong

reservoir of water (esp. one with steps down to it; see
bol):—a large oblong pond, a pool, or lake.
S C vta, vulg. vt, or bt, s.m. Wind, air, breeze; wind as

S  &vik, vulg. bik, s.f. Site of a house or

one of the humours of the body;—morbid aection of the
windy humour; rheumatism, gout; in ammation of the
joints;—hypochondria:—vtri(˚ta+ari), s.f. 'Enemy of
wind-disease,' the castor-oil tree; the plant Asparagus
racemosus:—vt-pitt, s.m. 'Wind-bile'; rheumatism
attended with fever; rheumatic fever:—vt-phulla, part.
adj. 'Wind-in ated,' swollen or pued up with wind:—vtjvar, s.m. 'Wind-fever,' fever arising from atulency or
vitiated wind:—vt-rakt, s.m. Acute gout or rheumatism
(ascribed to a vitiated state of the wind and blood):—vtrog, s.m. 'Wind-disease,' rheumatism; gout:—vt-rog, adj.
& s.m. (f. -in), Aicted with rheumatism, or with gout;
rheumatic; gouty; one who is aicted with rheumatism
or gout:—vt- l, vulg. bt-s l, s.m. 'Wind-pain'; colic with
atulence:—vt-vriddhi,
s.f. Swelled testicle:—vt-vydhi,

s.m. Any morbid aection of the wind:—vt-vair, vulg.
bt-bair, s.m. 'Enemy of wind-disease,' the castor-oil
tree.
S 9 vtri, s.f. See s.v. vtaor vt.

A i wsiq (act. part. of i 'to conde (in),' &c.), adj.

S B) + <9 ;vtsalya (fr. vatsala), s.m. Aection or
tenderness towards ospring;—tenderness, aection,
fondness, love.
S 9 vtak, s.m. The plant Marsilea quadrifolia.
S 9 "vtak, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Rheumatic; gouty;
—hypochondriac;—one who is aicted with rheumatism
or gout;—a hypochondriac.
S (9 ,!vtul, adj. In ated with wind, aected by winddisease; rheumatic; gouty;—mad, crazy;—s.m. A
whirlwind, hurricane, gale.
A 9 wtin (act. part. of 9 'to be perpetual,' &c.), adj.
Perpetual; xed; perennial;—living or running (water).
H 9 "wt, s.f. prop. 91 bt, q.v.
S B) 9 "vtya, adj. Relating or belonging to wind,
windy.
H  &v [S. &(], s.m. & f. Road, &c. (i.q. b, q.v.):—
v john, or v nihrn(kis-k) = b john, q.v.:—v-sr ,
s.m.=b-sr .

building;—a villa;—a small garden (see b ).
S  &"v, s.f. See 1b.
Conding (in), depending (upon); condent; secure; rm,
solid; strong, robust;—binding, obligatory.
A H wjib (act. part. of H 'to be necessary,' &c.), adj.
Necessary, obligatory, binding, incumbent (on);
expedient; proper, worthy; convenient; t, meet;—due,
right, just, reasonable:—wjib th 'ar kiy, It was right
and proper (and so) I have represented or mentioned it
(an expression used at the end of petitions):—wjib
jnnor samajhn, v.t. To deem necessary, or incumbent,
or right, &c.:—wjib samjho, Consider incumbent, or
imperative, &c.; fail not:—wjibul-ad, adj. Necessary to
be discharged (as duties, or debts, &c.); due; payable:—
wjibul-iz hr,
 adj. Fit to be represented:—wjibut-taslm ,
adj. Worthy of acceptance; acceptable; receivable:—
wjibut-tazr, adj. Worthy of punishment; punishable:—
wjibut-tazm,
 adj. Worthy of respect and attention;
venerable:—wjibur-ram, adj. Deserving pity or
commiseration:—wjibur-riyat, adj. Deserving to be
honoured, or to be obeyed; worthy of attention;—
excusable, pardonable:—wjibuz-ziyrat, adj. Necessary
to be visited:—wjibu-t alab,
adj. Claimable; receivable:—

wjibul-ar, adj. Fit to be represented;—s.f. A written
representation or petition;—a settlement; an
agreement; an administration-paper:—wjibul-qatl, adj.
Deserving death:—wjibul-wuj d , adj. & s.m. Whose
existence is necessary, self-existent;—the self-existent
Being, God:—wjibul-wu l , adj. Capable of being
realized, recoverable:—wjib-o-lzim , adj. Right and
proper:—wjib-o-lzim hahrn, v.t. To determine or
settle to be right and proper; to justify; to vindicate:—
wjib hon(-par), To be incumbent (on); to be necessary,
or right, or proper; to become a duty;—to fall due:—bilwjib, adv. Necessarily; deservedly, &c. (i.q. wjib-se).
A C  wjibt, s.f. pl. (of wjib), Necessary things,
whatever is proper, or expedient, or requisite to be
done; important points, requirements, exigencies.
P  wjib, vulg. wjb(fr. wjib), adj. Necessary, &c. (i.q.

wjib, q.v.);—s.f. Whatever is necessary, or expedient,
&c.;—incumbency; expediency;—salary, stipend, wages:—
wjib daw, s.m. A just claim:—wjib-s, adj. A little (i.q.
tho -s):—wjib-se, adv. Deservedly, tly, rightly; justly,
equitably, reasonably, &c.
S # ]' !  .*cvji-prishh
(vjifor vj), s.m. The globe
amaranth.
S B) !  *|vja-peya, vulg. vj-peya, s.m. A particular
sacrice.
H ) !  *|"vj-pey [S. *+|++t], s.m. One who
performs the sacrice called vj-peya.
S  *"vj, vulg. bj, adj. Swift; powerful, strong;—
s.m. (f. -in), A horse;—a bird;—an arrow;—the plant
Justicia adhenatoda:—vji-medh, or vj-medh, s.m. The
horse-sacrice (i.q. ava-medh).
S ' )  *"vj-kar (vjfor vja, 'strength, vigour'), adj.
Strengthening, stimulating, aphrodisiac.
S .' )  *"4vj-kara (vjfor vja, as in vj-kar), s.m.
The act of strengthening or stimulating; excitement of
amorous desires by aphrodisiacs, &c.
S c v , vulg. b , s.f. Speech, voice, talk, speaking,
language, discourse;—a word, phrase, saying, adage,
proverb;—assertion, asseveration, assurance, promise;—
a name of Sarasvat, the goddess of speech.
S D v , vulg. b , s.f. Speech, &c. (i.q. v );—
armation, assertion; agreement; promise, pledge; vow;
oath.
S D &v , = S D ! v l adj. Talkative,
garrulous, loquacious, talking much or idly, chattering,
gabbling, prating;—boasting.
S D !v l = S D & v ,adj. Talkative,
garrulous, loquacious, talking much or idly, chattering,
gabbling, prating;—boasting.
S  D !v lat, s.f. = S  D !; v latva,
s.m.Talkativeness, loquaciousness, garrulity.
S  D !; v latva, s.m. = S  D ! v lat,
s.f.Talkativeness, loquaciousness, garrulity.
S D !,v lu, adj.=v l, q.v.
H D w r, vulg.b r[Prk. f

or ! ; S.

+!+t], adj. (dialec.) Talkative, &c. (i.q. va l);—
absurd, nonsensical.
S D v ak, vulg. b ak, and H. also . w ik,
adj. Speaking;—declaratory, explanatory, expressive (of),
signicant, implying, signifying;—verbal, expressed by
words or sounds;—s.m. A signicant sound, a word; (in
Gram.) an explanatory particle;—a speaker; a reader;—a
messenger.
S D .v ik, adj. Communicated, or carried on, by
speech or by word of mouth; verbal, oral;—s.m. News,
tidings, intelligence:—v ik-patr, s.m. News-letter,
despatch, newspaper, intelligencer, gazette.
H ;:D !w l, vulg. b l, adj. (dialec.)=w r, q.v.
S D v an, s.m. The act of reciting or reading,
recitation;—a preparatory rite in which the Brhma s
invoke the blessing of the gods, &c.
S  D v anik, adj. Expressed by words, verbal;
textual; mentioned, expressed;—enjoined, prescribed.
H  D .+ 7w hi , contrac. of next, q.v.
H  D .+ 7<w hi e, or +7< w ha e [pl. of w hi , not
in use; prob. Prk. K+ .! ; S. ;+t], s.m. Praising,
applauding; applause, commendations;—blandishments;
aectionate and encouraging words; endearments;—
cajoleries;—intj. Bravo! well done! aha! (syn. dhanya; whj).
S D "v , adj.=v ak, q.v.
S B) D Kv ya, adj. To be spoken or said, t or proper
to be said;—to be predicated (of anything), attributive,
adjective;—expressible;—to be spoken against or
gainsayed; blamable, censurable; contemptible, low, vile,
bad;—s.m. That which may be said
of anything;—blame, censure, reproach, abuse;—(in
Gram.) a sentence;—a predicate;—voice (of a verb).
A >q wid (act. part. of >q 'to be single or alone,' &c.),
adj. One, individual, single, sole, unique; (in Gram.)
singular (number):—wid(or wid--aqq), s.m. God:—
wid-shhid, God (is my) witness;—(met.) adj. Giving,
bestowing;—acting kindly (towards, -se), treating kindly;
—acquainted (with), cognizant (of):—wid-shhid hon(-

se), To pursue a friendly course of conduct (towards), to
treat (one) kindly;—to have knowledge (of), be
acquainted (with):—widul-ain, adj. One-eyed.
P 7>q widyat (for A. f7>q , abst. s. fr. wid, rel. n. fr.
wid), s.f. Unity;—unitarianism;—name of a
Muammadan sect.
S  vda, vulg. vd, bd, s.m. Speaking, talking;—
sounding, sound;—speech, discourse; a word; a sentence;
assertion; proposition; statement;—report, rumour;—
explanation, exposition (of holy texts, &c.);—
demonstrated conclusion;—an interlocution (for
discovering truth);—a reply;—discussion, dispute,
controversy; altercation, words;—an allegation, a plaint,
an accusation:—vdnuvd(˚da+anu˚), s.m. Assertion and
reply, attack and rejoinder, plea and counterplea,
accusation and defence; a controversy, disputation,
dispute, altercation:—vd-prativd, s.m. A formal
disputation, assertion and counter-assertion, statement
and contradiction; controversy:—vd-sdhan, s.m. Proof
of an assertion; the maintaining of an argument,
controversy:—vd-vivd, s.m. Discussion (about any
statement), argument and disputation, debate, dispute,
argumentation, litigation:—vd-yuddh, s.m. A war of
words, logomachy, controversy, dispute.
P  wd, s.m. A son;—s.f. Wind (i.q. bd, q.v.).
S   , vdnuvd, s.m. See s.v. vd.
S B)   Bvdnya (for vadnya), adj. (f. -), Municent,
liberal, generous.
S 0  vdak, adj. & s.m. Making a speech, speaking;
saying, telling;—a speaker;—a musician.
H   wdn (prob. fr. S. ), v.n.=bdn, q.v.
P 2  wda, s.m. Root, foundation, origin, source; matter
(of anything).
P   wd (for A.   wdi), s.f. A valley, vale; low-lying
ground; an oasis (in a desert); a desert;—channel (of a
river); a river.
S   "vd, adj. Speaking, discoursing, declaring,
saying, telling;—s.m. Speaker, &c. (i.q. bd, q.v.):—vdiprativd, s.m. Plainti and defendant:—vdi-prativdit,
s.f., or vdi-prativditva, s.m. The state or situation of

plainti and defendant.
S B7  1vdya, s.m. A musical instrument (cf. bj):—
vdya-bh, s.m. A multitude of musical instruments; a
band:—vdya-kar, s.m. A player on a musical instrument;
a musician.
H  wr [prob. S. t; Prk. f5 (?)], s.m. A knock,
stroke, blow; a cut, gash, wound;—attack, assault;—blame
(of or for);—heavy or sore burden (of):—wr aln(-par),
or wr mrn(-ko), To strike or administer a blow, &c.:—
wr karn(-par), To make an attack (on), to attack,
assault, charge.
H  wr, su.=wl= wl, q.v.
H  wr [S. t], s.m. A multitude, quantity, heap; a
ock, herd, troop;—time;—a day (of the week, e.g. Somwr, 'Monday');—a moment; time, turn; vicissitude;
occasion, opportunity;—a name of iva;—anything which
causes an obstruction, a gate, door, door-way;—a vessel
for holding spirituous liquor;—s.f. Time (considered as
long or excessive, and as taken up or used), delay,
waiting; patience;—vacant or unemployed time, leisure:
—wr l jn(-k), The opportunity to be lost; to miss
(one's) turn or chance; to miss, to fall short (of), to fail:—
wr karn, v.n. To make delay, to delay:—wr miln, v.n.
To have (one's) turn;—to get an opportunity;—to nd or
have leisure:—wr-wr, adv. Repeatedly, again and again
(see br-br; brambr).
H  wr [S.  t], s.m. The near bank (of a river,
&c.), this side;—adv. On this side:—wr-pr, or wr--pr,
adv. On this side and on that, on both sides; through and
through, right through; across;—s.m. Bounds, limits:—
wr-pr hon, To pass right through; to get across;—to be
tided over (as a diculty, &c.); to be settled (as a dispute,
&c.).
H  wr, s.f. prob. a contrac. of wr, q.v.:—wr-pher,
s.f. An oering waved round the heads of a bride and
bridegroom and distributed as alms (cf. war-pher; wrpher).
S  vr, s.m. Water (i.q. vri, q.v.).
P  wr or vr[Pehl. & Prs var; Zend vara(or vare), rt. var;
S. , rt.  ( , 4
 5)], su. Having, possessing,

endowed with, full of (e.g. umed-wr, 'hopeful');—
becoming, betting, suiting, t, suitable (for), worthy (of;
—e.g. shh-wr, 'betting, or worthy of, a king'; gosh-wr,
'becoming or adorning the ear,' 'an ear-ring');—like,
resembling, in the manner of, after the fashion of,
according to; after or according to the details of (e.g.
arra-wr, 'like an atom';—in this sense it is often added
to substantives to form adjectives, e.g. mahne-wr,
'monthly'; kisht-wr, According to the elds or the crops);
—enough or sucient for, or a quantity sucient for
(e.g. jma-wr, 'sucient for a garment'; cf. jma bhar);—
the sux is sometimes redundant, e.g. saz-wr= saz,
'deserving,' &c.
P  wr or vr(i.q. br, q.v.), s.m. A load or burden (e.g.
ar-wr= ar-br, 'an ass-load');—time, turn (i.q. br,
and H. wr).
H  wr [S. +
' , rt. ; —or wr(n), q.v.+Prk.
4 =( S. (], s.m. Blessing, boon;—goods, possessions,
wealth, lucre;—benet, gain, earnings;—saving; thrift;—
cheapness;—a victim, a sacrice, an oering, anything
devoted (syn. ni hwar);—adj. Cheap:—wr-pher, s.m.
The circumambulation of a thing sacriced, or the
waving an oering round the head of a person (see wrpher; wr-pher):—wre-nyre, s.m. pl. Possessions,
wealth; gains, earnings:—wre-nyre karn, To acquire
riches, to make money; to earn:—wre-nyre honor hojn(-ke), To become possessed of wealth and comfort
(esp. one who was previously in poverty), to become
well-o.
H  wr, su. (dialec. or rustic)=wl, q.v.
H ? wrpr, adv. i.q. wr-pr, q.v.s.v. wr.
S < 4vrasak, adj. (f. -ik), Born in the
Ganges.
S < vras, s.f. Banras, the holy city of the
Hinds.
S B) < 4vraseya, adj. (f. -), Born, or produced,
in Banras.
S 2 6vrh (fr. varha), adj. Belonging to a boar,
boarish;—s.m. (f. -), A boar:—vrh-kshetr, s.m. Name of
a place of pilgrimage on the river Gomt (about thirty-

two miles south of Ayodhynth), celebrated as the
birth-place of Vish u under the form of a boar (see
avatr).
S  6"vrh, s.f. A sow;—name of one of the
Mtrisor
 divine mothers attending on Skand;—the earth;
—a measure;—a species of esculent root or yam.
H ? wr-pr, adv. See s.v. wr.
S C vrit, part. (f. -), Warded o, prevented,
hindered, restrained, impeded, obstructed.
S 9 \yvrtt, s.f. Abiding, staying, being;—livelihood,
business, profession, trade; agriculture;—account,
tidings, information, report, rumour, news, intelligence;
word; conversation (see bt):—vrtt karn(-se), To hold
conversation (with), to talk (with or to):—vrtt-lbh, or
vrttlp(˚t+l˚), s.m. Conversation about (various)
matters, discourse; intercourse; news;—vrttlp karn, To
converse, &c.:—khul vrtt, s.f. Open or plain speaking.
S G9 yjvrtku, or y" vrtk, s.m. = S G9 y
vrtki, or  vrtk, s.f.The egg-plant, Solanum
melongena(syn. bai gan).
S G9 yvrtki, or  vrtk, s.f. = S G9 yj
vrtku, or y" vrtk, s.m.The egg-plant, Solanum
melongena(syn. bai gan).
S 9 X\vrttik, adj. Relating to news; bringing or
conveying intelligence, &c.;—explanatory, glossarial;—
s.m. An intelligencer, informer, a spy; an agent, envoy;
—a man of the third or Vaiya tribe, a husbandman,
trader, handicraftsman;—an explanatory or
supplementary rule, critical gloss or annotation (added
to a grammatical or philosophical s tra).
A  wris (act.
part. of  'to receive by inheritance'),

s.m. Heir; legatee;—owner, master, lord; protector;
(hence, by women) husband:—wris hon(-k),
To become

heir (to), to inherit:—be-wris, or be-wrisa, adj. Heirless,
having no heir (i.q. l-wris, q.v.).

P  wris (fr. wris), s.f. Heritage.
H M *wrij (S. vri-ja), s.m. = H   wrid (S.
vri-da), s.m.See s.v.  vri.
H  wrid (S. vri-da), s.m. = H M * wrij (S.

vri-ja), s.m.See s.v.  vri.
A  wrid (act. part. of  'to be present; to appear,
to alight,' &c.), part. adj. & s.m. Being present;—
alighting, descending, coming, arriving, approaching;—
one who alights, or comes, or approaches; a comer, an
arrival:—w id-dir(for wrid-o-dir), s.m. A comer and
goer; a guest; a traveller:—wrid hon, v.n. To come, to
arrive; to descend, alight (on); to befall:—nau-wrid, s.m.
New-comer, new-arrival.
A C  wridt, vulg. wrdt(pl. of wrid), s.f. pl. & sing.
Events, occurrences, incidents, accidents, contingencies;
—arays, crimes;—an incident, occurrence, a
circumstance; a conjuncture; a catastrophe; a casualty; a
crime.
S   vri-dhi, s.m. See s.v.  vri.
S   -vrddhak
'
(fr. vriddha),
s.m. A company or

collection of old men;—old age;—imbecility or inrmity
of old age.
S B)   -=vrddhakya,
'
s.m. Old age, senility;
imbecility.
P .% 5 w-rastagn, s.m. pl. (of w-rasta), Those who are
delivered; the saved.
P % 5 w-rastag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Liberation,
deliverance, salvation;—humility.
P B 5 w-rasta (w, 'again,' &c.+rasta, qq.v.), part. adj.
Delivered, saved; escaped;—humble;—s.m. One who is
delivered, &c.
S ] 3vrshik = S B] 3' vrsha adj. Belonging to
the rainy season; t for, or suited to, the rains; growing
in the rainy season;—belonging to a year, yearly,
annual;—s.m. An annual pension, &c.;—any annually
recurring festival, or rite, or observance.
S B] 3vrsha
'
= S ] 3 vrshik adj. Belonging to

adj. Wandered, gone astray; lost;—one who has
wandered, &c.
S 0 vrak, adj. & s.m. Restraining, checking,
preventing, hindering, obstructing, opposing, resisting,
thwarting;—anything which restrains, or obstructs, &c.;
an obstacle;—an opponent;—a horse;—one of a horse's
paces;—seat (of pain);—a sort of fragrant grass.
H 0 wrik, 1˚ s.m.=vri, and vrij, qq.v.;—2˚ corr. of
brk, q.v.
S . 4vra, s.m. restraining, keeping back: warding
o; guarding, protecting, defending; defence, resistance,
opposition; prohibition; obstacle, impediment;—armour,
mail, a cuirass;—an elephant.
H . wran (i.q. wrn, q.v.), s.m. Averting (evil, &c.
from), or that which averts (from); a sacrice, an
oering, oblation.
H  wrn [wr˚= Prk. () or ()=S. (),
caus. of rt. ] , v.t. To surround, encompass, encircle; to
go round;—to ward o, keep o; to avert (from. -se); to
wave (anything) round or over (one) as a means of
averting (evil, &c.), or as a votive oering; to oer (in
sacrice, &c.);—to devote oneself (for).
H " wran (corr. fr. the English), s.m. A warrant, a
writ:—wran-talsh, A search warrant:—wran jr karn,
To issue a warrant:—wran-rih, A warrant of acquittal:
—wran-supurdag, A warrant of commitment:—wrangiriftr, A warrant of arrest.
S  ( vram-vr, adv.= 1 brambr, q.v.
S  I4"vru, s.f. The western quarter or region
presided over by Varu a, the west;—name of the
twenty-fth Nakshatror lunar asterism (of which Varu a
is the ruling deity);—a particular kind of spirit (prepared
from hogweed ground with the juice of the date or palm
and then distilled);—a species of d bgrass.
H   Mwrau, s.m. (dialec. or Braj)=wr, q.v.

the rainy season; t for, or suited to, the rains; growing
in the rainy season;—belonging to a year, yearly,
annual;—s.m. An annual pension, &c.;—any annually
recurring festival, or rite, or observance.
P .% E w-raftagn, s.m. pl. (of next), Those who have

H C  ~wr t, s.f. corr. 1˚, of br t;—2˚, of bar t, qq.v.

gone astray; the lost.
P B E w-rafta (w, 'back, or away,' &c.+rafta, qq.v.), part.

jacquini(also written brhat).
S B)  ! <  6T;vrhaspatya
'
(fr. vrihas-pati),
s.m. The


S   6vrhat,
'
s.m. The fruit of the Solanum

science taught by Vrihaspati;
rules of conduct, ethical

precepts, ethics, morality.
S  vri, s.m. Water; a uid;— uidity;—s.f. A name
of Sarasvat (the goddess of speech or eloquence);—a
place for tying or fastening an elephant;—a captive,
prisoner;—a symbol for the number four:—vri-par, or
vri-p r, s.f. The plant Pistia straiotes:—vri-pravh, s.m.
A current or ow of water; a waterfall, cascade, cataract:
—vri-ja, vulg. vrij, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Born, or produced,
in or by water;—a conch-shell; any bivalve shell;—a
lotus;—salt:—vrij-nayan, adj. (f. -, or -), Lotus-eyed:—
vri- ar, vulg. or corr. wr- r, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Living, or
moving, in water; aquatic;—a sh;—any aquatic animal:—
vri-da, vulg. vrid, adj. & s.m. Water-giving, yielding
water;—a cloud:—vrid-nd, s.m. rumbling of the clouds;
thunder:—vri-dhar, s.m. 'Water-holder,' a cloud:—vridhi, s.m. 'Water-holder,' the sea, ocean:—vri-rath, s.m.
'Water-carriage,' a raft, boat, oat:—vri-karp r, s.m. The
Hils-sh, Cluponodon ilisa:—vri-kaak, s.m. The aquatic
plant Trapa bispinosa; and Pistia stratiotes:—vri-m l, s.f.
The aquatic plant Pistia stratiotes:—vri-nidhi, s.m. 'Waterreceptacle,' the ocean:—vri-vadan, s.m. The fruit
Flacourtia cataphracta:—vri-viha g, s.m. (f. -, or -), Any
aquatic bird.
S  "vr, s.f. A water-pot, pitcher; a milking-vessel;—
a rope for fastening an elephant;—a hole or trap for
catching elephants.
H  "wr [i.q. wr, q.v., with S.  for ], s.f. A
victim;—devoted one;—intj. My life! my darling! my
precious one!:—wr-pher, s.f. Going round a person, or
waving anything round the head of a person (as a sign
of being an oering or sacrice for his or her welfare);
devoting oneself (for):—wr jn, or wr hon(-par), to
sacrice or devote oneself (for another, saying, 'I devote
myself for thee,'—a phrase used by women;—syn. adqa
jn).
H  "wr (rustic or dialec.)=wl, fem. of wl, q.v.
H  7w [S. &(; or contrac. of w ], s.f. Enclosed
ground or space, enclosure; place; dwelling-place (used
as last member of comp., e.g. sat-w , q.v.).

H   7w  [S. &+], s.m. Place, dwelling-place;—
division (of a town), quarter; ward (where people of the
same trade or caste dwell,—e.g. tel-w ; amr-w );—
country, territory, dominion (e.g. raj-w ; bais-w ).
H   7"w  [S. &], s.f. A garden, &c. (i.q. b , q.v.;
e.g. ph l-w , 'a ower-garden');—place, enclosure;
dwelling-place, hamlet (i.q. w , used as last member of
compounds).
P l wz, adv.=l1 bz, q.v.
P . l wz n = P .= wzh-g n = P .  wzh- n [wzor
wzh= bz, q.v.+g n= Zend gaona= S. $,4, and ˚ n= Prs
vn; S. vn, or van], adj. & adv. Inverted, reversed, turned
upside down, topsy-turvy;—contrary, opposite;
preposterous;—unfortunate, unlucky;—backwards.
P .= wzh-g n = P . l wz n = P .  wzh- n [wzor
wzh= bz, q.v.+g n= Zend gaona= S. $,4, and ˚ n= Prs
vn; S. vn, or van], adj. & adv. Inverted, reversed, turned
upside down, topsy-turvy;—contrary, opposite;
preposterous;—unfortunate, unlucky;—backwards.
P .  wzh- n = P . l wz n = P .= wzh-g n [wzor
wzh= bz, q.v.+g n= Zend gaona= S. $,4, and ˚ n= Prs
vn; S. vn, or van], adj. & adv. Inverted, reversed, turned
upside down, topsy-turvy;—contrary, opposite;
preposterous;—unfortunate, unlucky;—backwards.
S 4 vs, s.m. Dwelling, resting, living, residing;—
dwelling-piace, &c. (i.q. bs, q.v.);—site, situation;—
perfuming, perfume, &c. (i.q. bs, q.v.);—dressing; dress;
cloth, clothes, a garment.
H 5 ws [S. t], s.m.=vs, and bs, qq.v.
S K5 Tvsp, s.m.=vshp, q.v.
S 5 vsit, part. (f. -), Perfumed, scented, made
fragrant;—spiced, seasoned;—peopled; populous (as a
country; syn. basy); ourishing; famous, celebrated;—
clothed, dressed; accoutred;—s.m. The cry of birds;
sound;—knowledge (esp. derived from memory).
S  5 vsit, s.f. A woman;—a female elephant;—
the female (of cattle).
H  5 Twst, s.m. corr. of B5 wsita, q.v.:—wste,
corr. of wste.

S  5 T0vstuk, s.m.=vst k, q.v.
S  5 T vstav (fr. vastu), adj. Being anything in the
true sense of the word; connected with the true nature
of a thing; substantial, real, genuine, essential, material;
—substantiated, xed, determined, demonstrated;
manifest; evident.
S  5 T,vstu, s.m. Site, or foundation (of a house,
&c.); ground suitable for building, building-ground;—a
house, habitation, residence, abode; region:—vstu-vidy,
s.f. Architecture; building.
S 0 5 T0vst k, s.m. The pot-herb Chenopodium
album(see bath ).
S 0 5 T vstavik, adj.=vstav, q.v.
S B7 5 Tvstavya, part. adj. Fit to be dwelt in;
suitable to be resided at, t to be inhabited, habitable.
S 7>5 ,b vsu-dev, and H. b ws-dev, vulg. bsdeo(fr. vasu-deva), s.m. 'Son of Vasu-dev,' an epithet of
Krish , or of Vish u.
S ' 5 vsar, vulg. bsar, s.m. A day;—a kind of snake;
—the sleeping together of a couple on the rst night
after marriage.
A o5 wsit (act.
part. of o5 'to be in the middle or

midst'), s.m. The middle;—a mediator; a go-between;
middle-man; match-maker;—name of a city between
Kfa and Basra;—any half-way town.
P B5 wsita, vulg. wsta(for
A. f5 wsitat,

 fem. of wsit),
s.m. Anything intermediate;—a medium; an instrument;
—a mediator; middle-man; agent; broker;—means;
motive, cause, reason, occasion;—account, sake;—
relationship, connexion;—business, concern:—wsta-dr,

s.m. A relation (by blood or marriage);—an interested
party:—wsta rakhn(-se), To have to do (with), to
concern, to bear (upon):—ba-wsita(-),
adv. By means

(of); through the medium (of); through; on account (of);
in virtue (of);—intermediately, indirectly.
A  5 wste  (obl. of wsta),
 postpn. On account (of, -ke),
for the sake (of), in behalf (of), for; by reason (of),
because; in order (to).
P 5 wst (rel. n. fr. wsit, 'the middle'), s.f. A reed; a
pen (said to be so called because it comes from the midst

of the ar).
A 5 ws (act. part. of 5 'to be large, or ample'), adj.
Large, ample, capacious, spacious, wide, roomy.
S 5 ,vsuki, s.m. Name of a serpent, sovereign of
the snakes (he is believed to support the universe, and
to have been used as a string to whirl the mountain
Mandarin churning the ocean for the amrit, &c.).
H 5 ,Mwsukau, s.m.=vsuki, q.v.
S 5 vsan, s.m. Perfuming; fumigating with
fragrant vapours or incense; infusing, steeping;—
abiding; abode;—a particular posture in sitting (sitting
with the knees bent and the feet turned backwards);—
any receptacle or vessel; a water-jar; a box; a basket;—
knowledge;—cloth, clothing, clothes, a garment; an
envelope.
S  5 vsan, vulg. vsn, s.f.= 51 bsn, q.v.
H  5 wsn, v.t.=bsn, q.v.
S  5 Bvsant (fr. vasanta), adj. (f. -), Relating to
spring, vernal; suitable to spring; produced in the spring
season;—attentive, or diligent (in the performance of
religious ceremonies, &c.);—s.m. The Indian cuckoo;—a
camel;—any young animal;—the southern or western
wind;—a dissolute man; a catamite.
S   5 B"vsant, s.f. A kind of large creeper,
Gaertnera racemosa;—a species of jasmine, Jasminum
auriculatum;—the trumpet- ower;—a festival in honour
of Km-dev (held in the month !ait;—in some places
Durg is worshipped at this festival);—name of a deity.
S 5  vsav (fr. vasu), adj. Belonging to Indra;—
accompanied by the Vasus;—s.m. A name of Indra, the
god of meteoric phenomena.
S 5 ,vsu, s.m. A name of Vish u (as dwelling in all
beings);—the Supreme Being (considered as the soul of
the universe).
S 5 0vs , s.f. A young girl, a maiden (esp. in
theatrical language).
P F5 w-so t (w, 'again'+so t, qq.v.), s.f. An
impassioned style (in poetry); the burning words of
unrequited love.

P B F5 w-so ta, part. In amed; impassioned.
P l5 w-soz, s.m. burning; ardour.
S 5 "vs, adj. & s.m. See 51bs.
S 5 "vs, adj. (f. -in), Having or wearing clothes;
dressed, clothed, arrayed (in).
S B) 5 Tvsya, part. adj.=vstavya, q.v.
S ] 8v, s.f. The plant Justicia ganderussa.
S K] lvshp, s.m. Vapour; hot vapour, steam; mist;—
a tear;—iron;—mention; the smallest quantity, an atom,
a trace:—vshp-kal, or vshp-yantra, s.m. A steam-engine.
S ! ] .lvshpik, = H ! ] l" vshp,s.f. A kind of
drug (syn. hi gu-pattr).
H ! ] l"vshp, = S ! ] .l vshpik,s.f. A kind of
drug (syn. hi gu-pattr).
S ] .8vit, part. An incor. form for vsit,
'perfumed,' &c.
S  ] .8vit, s.f.=vsit, q.v.
P >] w-shud (w, 'back'+shud, qq.v.), s.f. Opening;
expansion; dispersion, or vanishing (of sorrow, &c.);
clearance (of clouds, &c.);—deliverance.
P .>] w-shudan, s.m. (gerund)=w-shud, q.v.
P 2>] w-shuda (perf. part. of w-shudan), part. Opened;
expanded; freed (from); clear (of);—dissipated, vanished,
dispersed.
S # L] .8cvishh, adj. Relating to Vaishtha;—
descended from Vaishtha.
S # L] .8c"vishh, s.f. A name of the Gomt river
(which, rising in the Kam n hills, pursues a winding
course through Awadh (Oude) towards the S.E., and
passing Lakhnau (Lucknow) and Jaunpr, falls into the
Ganges below Banras).
H ] .8wik, s.m. corr. of i]v shiq, q.v.
H .] 8gwau (dialec. or Braj), corr. 1˚ of v;—2˚ of
bsha, qq.v.
A (  wil (act. part. of (  'to join,' &c.), adj. Arrived;
met;—joined, connected, attached, coupled;—s.m. One
who meets, or enjoys the society of, the beloved;—what
is collected (of the public revenue):—wil-bq,

Collections (or receipts) and balances;—account of
payments:—wil-bq karn, To state, or to balance, an
account.
A C;:  wilt, s.f. pl. (of wil), The total amount (of
revenue) collected under every description; the proceeds
of an estate;—usufruct; mesne prots.
A  w (act. part. of  'to be clear,' &c.), adj. Clear,
apparent, evident, manifest, obvious; undoubted:—w
karn, v.t. To make clear, &c.; to explain:—w ho ki, Be
it known that; seeing that, whereas:—w hai, It is
clear, or evident, &c.
A  w (act. part. of  'to place,' &c.), adj. & s.m.
Placing, establishing;—an establisher, a founder; an
inventor:—w--qn n, 'Founders of laws,' legislators.
A v wiz (act.
part. of v 'to admonish,' &c.), s.m.

Admonisher, exhorter, monitor; preacher.
A ' E wr (act. part. of ' E 'to become full, or complete,'
&c.), adj. Abundant, plentiful, exuberant, copious;—much,
many;—rich, opulent, wealthy;—ample, large, vast;—s.m.
A species of (Arabic) metre, 'the exuberant, the cæsura

of which is mufalatun(¯ ¯) six times repeated.
P E wf (for A. `
  w for wyu, act. part. of Ek 'to
perform (a promise, &c.); see waf), adj. Faithful (to
promises or engagements); sincere;—honourable;—
complete, perfect, entire; full (weight, &c.), just
(measure); sucient;—plentiful, copious; numerous,
many.
P B) E wya (for A. f) E wyat, fem. of wf), adj.=wf, q.v.
P W wq, s.m. The arabicized form of wk, q.v.
A X wq (act. part. of X 'to fall; to befall,' &c.), part.
adj. Falling;—lying, standing, situated;—befalling,
happening, arriving, occurring, appearing, intervening;
—real, true;—necessary:—wq-me , adv. Very true,
very right, truly, certainly;—in fact, really, actually:—
wq hon, v.n. To fall;—to lie, to be situated;—to befall,
to happen, occur, arise, appear:—gair-wq,
adj. Untrue,

false; unreal:—l-wq, adv.=wq-me , q.v.
A CsX wqt, s.f. pl. (of fsX wqat, fem. of wq),
Events, occurrences;—accidents; grievous calamities;—
battles, con icts;—casualties; deaths.
P BsX wqa (for A. fsX wqat, fem. of wq), adj.=wq,

q.v.;—s.m. Event, occurrence, incident;—news,
intelligence;—accident; misfortune; a grieyous calamity;
—battle, encounter, con ict;—casualty; death;—a dream,
vision:—wqa-dda, s.m. One who has seen events; a
man of experience;—a veteran warrior:—wqa hon(k), Death (of a person) to occur; to die:—wqa-navs,
s.m. A news-writer, an intelligencer.
P sX wq (fr. A. wq), adj. Real, actual, true;—right,
proper, due;—adv. In fact, really, truly, verily, certainly,
actually, de facto.
A X wqif (act. part. of X 'to stand (over); to be intent
(on),' &c.), adj. Informed, acquainted (with); aware (of),
privy (to);—knowing, sensible, intelligent, versed (in),
conversant (with), experienced, expert, skilful, learned:
—wqif-l, or wqif-kr, adj. & s.m. Experienced;
intelligent; expert, &c.;—an experienced person; an
expert; a connoisseur:—wqif-kr, s.f. Experience;
intelligence; expertness; knowledge:—wqif hon(-se, or par), To become acquainted (with), or aware (of); to
know, to understand:—n-wqif, adj. Uninformed;
unacquainted (with), unaware (of);—ignorant;
inexperienced.
P ) aX wqifyat (for A. f) aX , abst. s. fr. wqif), s.f.
Information, acquaintance, knowledge; experience;
intelligence:—wqifyat paid karn(-se), To acquire a
knowledge (of), or an acquaintance (with):—wqifyat-jismn, Carnal knowledge:—wqifyat--t, Personal
knowledge.
S 0 vk (euphon. changed to vgin comp. before j, d,
g, &c.), s.m. Speech, talk, language, discourse; a word,
saying, phrase; dialect:—vk-prushya, s.m. Harshness or
severity of language; abuse, contumelious language,
scurrility; defamation, slander, calumny, libel:—vk-pau,
adj. & s.m. Skilled in speech, eloquent;—an eloquent
person:—vk-paut, s.f., or vk-pautva, s.m. Skill or
ability in speech, eloquence:—vk- palya, s.m. Frivolity
of speech, gossiping, chattering; gossip, chatter; idle or
improper talk:—vk- apal, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Frivolous or
inconsistent in speech; chattering; impertinent;—an
inconsistent or frivolous talker; an idle prater:—vk- hal,
s.m. 'Fraud in speech'; prevarication, equivocation:—vg-

jl, s.m. A multitude of words; a collection of sentences;—
multiloquence; circumlocution;—bombast;—an ensnaring
speech or utterance; a prevarication, an equivocation:—
vg-dn, s.m. 'Gift by word of mouth,' the promise of a
maiden in marriage, betrothal:—vg-datt, adj. (f. -),
'Given by word of mouth,' promised (in marriage),
betrothed:—vg-datt, s.f. A betrothed virgin:—vg-dush,
adj. (f. -), Speaking ill or abusively, abusive, scurrilous;
defamatory;—vituperated;—speaking badly or
ungrammatically:—vg-da, s.m. 'Speech-assault';
reprimand, reproof, rebuke;—abusive or scurrilous
language:—vg-dosh, s.m. 'Speech-vice'; evil-speaking,
defamation, calumny; abuse;—ungrammatical speech:—
vg-dev, s.f. 'The goddess of speech or eloquence,' an
epithet of Sarasvat:—vg-vd, s.m. A war of words,
altercation (see vg-yuddh):—vg-vidagdha, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Skilled in language, clever in speech; of fascinating
address; bland;—a person of bland or winning address:—
vg-var, adj. (f. -, or -), Well-spoken:—vg-yuddh, s.m.
War of words, controversy, debate; altercation:—vg-,
vulg. vg-s, s.m. A master of language; an eloquent man;
an orator;—an epithet of Vrihas-pati, the preceptor of
the gods;—adj. Eloquent.
S 0 vka, vulg. vk(fr. vaka), adj. Belonging or
relating to a crane or cranes;—s.m. A ight of cranes.
P 0 wk (=S. ), s.m. the night-heron, Nycticorax
europens.
H  G 7wk  [or w k ; Prk. 
( f ; S. 
( ++t],
s.m. (dialec.) An ornament (of gold or silver) for the arm
(esp. of a child);—a kind of anklet.
S 9) G =Rvkyrth,
'
s.m. See s.v. B) G vkya.
S B) G =vkya, s.m. Speech, saying, expression,
assertion, statement, word; a sentence, period,
proposition;—a rule, precept, aphorism:—vkyrth(˚ya+ar˚),
s.m. The meaning or purport of a word, or sentence, &c.:
—vkya-bilr, s.f. A kind of song:—vkya-khaan, s.m.
Refutation of an assertion; criticism (esp. such as is
unfavourable):—vkya-vinys, s.m. The structure of
sentences; the arrangement or order of a sentence;
syntax.

S T = $*!vg-jl, s.m. = S .>= F vg-dn, s.m.For

H  !wl, s.m. prop. 1 bl, 'child,' q.v.:—wl-k = bl-

this and other words beginning with vg˚that are not
given below, see s.v. vk, for which vgis merely a
euphonic substitute.
S .>= Fvg-dn, s.m. = S T = $*! vg-jl, s.m.For

k , q.v.
H  !wl = H  ! wl [prob. Prk. !5 and ! ;

this and other words beginning with vg˚that are not
given below, see s.v. vk, for which vgis merely a
euphonic substitute.
P ]= w-gusht (w, 'again'+gusht, qq.v.), s.f.
Leaving behind;—leaving (to), committing (to);—
releasing, release;—part. contrac. of next, q.v.
P B ]= w-gushta, part. Left behind;—left, or
committed (to);—released; remitted.
H ' = $,wgur, vulg. bgur, adj. Joy-inspiring, rejoicing
(cf. bg-bg
 ).
H ' = $,wgur, vulg. bgur= H ' = $, wgur, vulg.
bgur[Prk. F$,; S. $,], s.f. A net (for catching deer
and other wild animals), a snare, noose, trap, toils.
H ' = $,wgur, vulg. bgur= H ' = $, wgur, vulg.
bgur[Prk. F$,; S. $,], s.f. A net (for catching deer
and other wild animals), a snare, noose, trap, toils.
S 0' = $,vgurik, s.m. One who uses nets for
catching deer, &c.; a deer-catcher, hunter, trapper.
H  = Gwge, s.m. pl. of wg= bg, 'suit of clothes,' q.v.
S -= F/"vgm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Speaking much,
loquacious, talkative, verbose;—speaking well, skilled in
language, eloquent;—a great talker, a loquacious or
verbose person;—a ne talker; an eloquent man.
S = F vg-var, adj. See s.v. vk.

S. !t and !t; but often confounded with the
primary su. hrand wlin ani-hror ane-wl= Ap. Prk.
.4f( or .4f (with euphonic hor winserted)=S.
"++(, or +], su. (f. -), added to subst. to derive
nouns implying possession or relation generally;—e.g.
go-wl, or go-wl, s.m. cow-keeper, cow-herd (fr. go,
'cow');—gha-wl, s.m. wharf-keeper, wharnger (fr. gh,
'landing-place');—no-wl, s.m. boat-keeper, boatman
(fr. no, 'boat');—ghar-wl, s.m. master or owner of the
house (fr. ghar, 'house');—kap -wl, s.m. cloth-man,
cloth-merchant (fr. kap , 'cloth');—ro-wl, s.m. breadman, baker (fr. ro, 'bread');—dill-wl, belonging to, or
a native of, Delhi;—it is even suxed to foreign words,
e.g. bakas-wl, box-man, pedlar (fr. bakas, 'a box');—it is
sometimes used to form adj. fr. subst., e.g. kifyat-wl,
'economical' (fr. kifyat, 'economy');—gunjish-wl,
'capacious, spacious, roomy' (fr. gunjish, 'capacity'):—
The su. (a)ne-wl(or ani-hr) is added to the roots of
verbs to form fut. act. part., or nouns of agency, e.g.
pa h-ne-wl, 'one who is going (or is about) to read'; 'a
reader';—de-ne-wl, 'who is about to give'; 'a giver';—hone-wl, 'that is about to happen'; 'that has yet to come
to pass'; 'which is yet possible.'
H  !wl = H  ! wl [prob. Prk. !5 and ! ;
S. !t and !t; but often confounded with the
primary su. hrand wlin ani-hror ane-wl= Ap. Prk.
.4f( or .4f (with euphonic hor winserted)=S.

H = Vwgh, s.m.(?) A species of metre.

"++(, or +], su. (f. -), added to subst. to derive

H ' = V"wghr, vulg. bghr[Prk. F$,; S. $,t],

nouns implying possession or relation generally;—e.g.
go-wl, or go-wl, s.m. cow-keeper, cow-herd (fr. go,
'cow');—gha-wl, s.m. wharf-keeper, wharnger (fr. gh,
'landing-place');—no-wl, s.m. boat-keeper, boatman
(fr. no, 'boat');—ghar-wl, s.m. master or owner of the
house (fr. ghar, 'house');—kap -wl, s.m. cloth-man,
cloth-merchant (fr. kap , 'cloth');—ro-wl, s.m. breadman, baker (fr. ro, 'bread');—dill-wl, belonging to, or
a native of, Delhi;—it is even suxed to foreign words,

s.m. Name of a caste who ensnare and catch wild
animals;—a man of that caste; a hunter; a trapper.
S U ) = $"8vg-, s.m. See s.v. vk, 'speech.'
P  wl, s.f. s.f. A whale;—a kind of large scaly sh.
H  !wl [prob. Prk. !5; S. A !t], s.m. Revenge
(syn. pal; badl).
H  wl, adj. (Dakh.) contrac. of P. wl, q.v.

e.g. bakas-wl, box-man, pedlar (fr. bakas, 'a box');—it is
sometimes used to form adj. fr. subst., e.g. kifyat-wl,
'economical' (fr. kifyat, 'economy');—gunjish-wl,
'capacious, spacious, roomy' (fr. gunjish, 'capacity'):—
The su. (a)ne-wl(or ani-hr) is added to the roots of
verbs to form fut. act. part., or nouns of agency, e.g.
pa h-ne-wl, 'one who is going (or is about) to read'; 'a
reader';—de-ne-wl, 'who is about to give'; 'a giver';—hone-wl, 'that is about to happen'; 'that has yet to come
to pass'; 'which is yet possible.'
P  wl [i.q. bl; & prob. akin to Zend upairi, or upara; S.
 or ], adj. Exalted, eminent, respectable, high,
superior, &c.:—wl-jh, or wl-shn, adj. Of elevated
rank or dignity:—wl-qadr, adj. Of high worth or
excellence; of high dignity:—u r--wl, Your
Highness.
H  !wl [Prk. ! ; S. !t], s.m. (dialec.) A
bracelet;—an anklet (syn. kangan; ka ).
A  wa-ill (wa+in+l), conj. And if not, otherwise;—but,
yet, still, however, nevertheless, notwithstanding;—
unless.
A > wlid (act. part. of > 'to beget'), s.m. Father:—wlid-mjid, or wlid--buzurgwr , Respected father.
P 2> wlida (for A. e> wlidat, fem. of wlid), s.f. Mother.
A 7> wlidain (obl. dual. of wlid), s.m. dual, Parents.
A B+  wallh, And God;—(in swearing) by God:—wal-lh
alam, God knoweth; God is most wise:—wal-lh alam biawb, God knoweth the truth or what is right:—wal-lh
bil-lh, By God (I swear); God is my witness.
S ) - /"vlmk, or /" vlmki, s.m. Name of
the celebrated author of the Rmya .
H B wla, su.= wl, q.v.
A B wlih (act. part. of B 'to be frightened,' &c.), adj.
Astonished, stupeed, confounded; dispirited, driven to
despair, distracted (with terror or grief); mad with love.
H  !"wl, su. fem. of wl, q.v.
P  wl (for A.  wli, act. part. of  'to be near,' &c.),
s.m. A prince, ruler, governor; chief magistrate;—a
guardian;—master, owner, proprietor:—wl-wris, 
Guardians; parents: patrons:—be-èwl-wris , 

Without guardian or protector, unprotected;—without
owner or claimant, unclaimed.
H B)  wlya (i.q. blya, q.v.), s.m. Boyhood, childhood,
infancy, youth:—wlyvasth(˚ya+av˚), s.f., or wlya-da,
s.f., or wlya-kl, s.m. The age, or period, or condition, of
childhood or infancy.
P J wm, s.m. Debt; loan;—credit;—lending;—borrowing:
—wm-dr, s.m. Debtor;—creditor.
P J wm, adj. (used in comp.)=JE fm, q.v.
S J /vma, vulg. vm, bm, adj. Reverse; adverse,
opposite, contrary;—left (not right);—crooked;—vile,
base, wicked, bad;—short;—beautiful, handsome,
pleasing;—s.m. An epithet of iva, and of Km-dev (the
god of love);—a breast, an udder;—an animal; a sentient
being;—a snake:—vm-a g, s.m. The left side:—
vm r(˚ma+ ˚), s.m. The left-hand ritual or doctrine of
the Tantras, i.e. the worship of the aktior Female
Energy personied as the wife of iva (according to the
grosser system, in which the eating of esh, drinking of
spirits, &c. is practised); unsound doctrine, heterodoxy:—
vm r, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Following, or a follower of,
the left-hand ritual of the Tantras;—heterodox;—a
heterodox person:—vm-bhg, s.m. The reverse side;—
the left side;—good fortune or share:—vm-dr, s.f. An
epithet of any beautiful woman:—vm-dev, s.m. A name
of iva;—a proper name:—vm-mrg, s.m. The left-hand
way or ritual (i.q. vm r, q.v.):—vm-mrg,
s.m.=vm r.
S   /vm, s.f. A woman;—a name of Gaur, and of
Lakshm, and of Sarasvat.
P .=>  w-mndagn, s.m. pl. (of w-mnda, q.v.), Those
who are tired;—those who remain behind.
P =>  w-mndag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. The remaining
or lagging behind (esp. from fatigue);—openness;
exposure.
P 2>  w-mnda (w, 'behind'+mnda, qq.v.), part. Tired,
fatigued;—remaining or loitering behind;—unfolded,
open, exposed (to view).
S   /vmat, s.f. = S   /; vmatva,
s.m.Contrariety, perverseness;—wickedness; craftiness;

—disfavour.
S   /; vmatva, s.m. = S   / vmat,
s.f.Contrariety, perverseness;—wickedness; craftiness;—
disfavour.
A i  wmiq (act. part. of i  'to love'), adj. & s.m. Loving,
enamoured (of);—a lover;—name of the famous lover of
Ar.
S   /vman, vulg. bman, adj. & s.m. Dwarsh, short
in stature; depressed;—low, vile, base;—a dwarf;—Vish u
in his dwarf-incarnation (the fth of the avatrsof
Vish u, undertaken to humble the pride of the Daitya
Bali, who had acquired dominion over the three worlds);
—the elephant that supports the south quarter:—vmanpur, s.m. One of the Hind puras, containing an
account of the dwarf-incarnation of Vish u.
S   /vman, s.f. Name of an Apsaras.
S   /"vman, s.f. A female dwarf.
S

 /"vm, s.f. A mare;—a she-ass;—a young female

elephant;—a female jackal.
P  wm, q.v. (wm, q.v.+= S. ), adj. In debt (syn.
qar-dr);—distressed, unfortunate.
H . [w , pronom. adv. (dialec.)=.  wah , q.v.
H . [w [Ap. Prk.  ,fem.  ; Prk. / , fem. ./ ;
S. /+t, fem. /+], su. (f. w ), added to cardinal

Vish u, and favourite of iva):— vsur(˚na+as˚), s.m. The
Asur or demon V :—v-pur, s.m. The capital of V rj:—v-ayy, s.f. The bed or couch of arrows (a
peculiar method of transxing each other with arrows
practised by the gods in their mutual strifes):—vn-mr,
part. adj. (f. -), Slain by an arrow or a dart:—v-vat,
s.f. The wife of the Asur Vn.
S . vn, vulg. bn(rt. ), s.m. Blowing;—living; going,
moving; rolling; surging; a ood; a heavy sea;—the high
wave in Indian rivers (com. called 'the bore;' see bn);—a
perfume, fragrance.
S . vn, vulg. bn(rt. ve), s.m. A mat of straw;—a hole
in the wall of a house.
S . vna, vulg. vn, bn(fr. vana), adj. Belonging or
relating to a wood or forest;—relating to a dwelling in a
wood or to a house, &c.;—s.m. A number of woods, a
collection of groves or thickets:—vn-prasth, vulg. bnprasth, s.m. A Brhma of the third order who has
passed through the stages of student and householder
and has left his house and family for the forest (see
ram); a hermit, an anchorite;—the tree Bassia latifolia;—
the palstree, Butea frondosa.
S B) T  .4Avijya, s.m. Trade, trac, &c. (i.q. bijya,
q.v.).
S Z  [+v h, s.f. Wish, desire. (This word is of

numbers (after the fourth) to form the ordinals; e.g.
p -w (f. -w ), the fth;—brah-w , the twelfth:—the
same form repeated has a distributive signication, e.g.
das-w -das-w , Every tenth; by tens; ten to each.
S . vn or wn, su. (f. -vat), forming adjectives of

com. occurrence in Hind as a su x in the form s, or
s(for S. +t), e.g. mihs; ni ds.)

possession from substantives; e.g. dhan-wn, 'possessing
wealth, wealthy,' fr. dhan, 'wealth.'
P . wn, su.=.1 bn, q.v.

S  Z  [.+ "v hin, s.f. A libidinous woman; a

S . 4v, and H.  wn, vulg. bn, s.m. A shaft, an
arrow, a dart (i.q. bn, q.v.);—the feathered part of an
arrow;—a symbolical expression for the number ve
(from the ve arrows of Km-dev);—a kind of reed or
cane; a pipe, ute;—re;—a kind of rocket (used in
battle), a sky rocket, a grenade;—udder (of a cow);—
name of an Asur (a son of Rj Bali, an enemy of

S Z  [.+ v hit, part. (f. -), Wished, desired,
longed for.
S Z  [+v han, s.m. Wishing, desiring.
wanton.
S Z  [+"v h, adj. (f. -in), Wishing, wishful,
desirous; lustful.
S '  vnar, vulg. bnar, s.m. (f. -), A monkey; an ape.
S '  "vnar, vulg. bnar, s.f. A female monkey;—
cowach, Carpopogon pruriens.
S L [8"v, s.f. Bamboo-manna.
H L [8"w , s.f. & adj.=b s, q.v.

H -% [$/w g-may, adj. & s.m. corr. of - vn-may,
q.v.
S - [/,Lvn-mukh (vk+mukh), s.m. The opening or
commencement of a speech, an exordium, introduction.
S - [/vn-may (vk+may), adj. (f. -), Consisting of
words; relating to speech; endowed with speech;—
eloquent, rhetorical;—loquacious;—s.m. Speech,
lauguage; eloquence, rhetoric.
S ) - [/"vn-may, s.f. An epithet of Sarasvat (the
goddess of speech).
S   .4"vin, s.f. A sharp or clever woman, an
intriguing woman;—an actress; a n girl;—an intoxicated
woman;—a species of metre.
H  [6w h, pronom. adv. = wah , q.v.;—s.f.=b h,
q.v.
S  .4vi, or 4" v, s.f. Weaving;—a (weaver's)
loom.
S  4"v, vulg. b, s.f. Sound, speech, language;
voice; praise, laudation; a literary production;—a name
of Sarasvat (the goddess of speech and eloquence).
S  4"v, vulg. b(base vin), adj. (f. -in), Having
an arrow or arrows, armed with arrows;—speaking;
voiced (used as last member of comp., e.g. mridu-v,

'sweet-voiced').
H B)  "vnya, 1˚ adj. (Old H.)=v, q.v.;—2˚
adj.=vneya, q.v.
S B)  svneya, adj. (f. -), Relating or belonging to a
wood, or to water;—s.m. The fragrant grass Cyperus
rotundus.
S 0    vvad k (fr. intens. of rt. vad), adj. & s.m.
Talking much, loquacious; gabbling, prattling;—eloquent;
—a great talker, a prater;—an eloquent man.
S  G    vvad kat, s.f. = S  G    ;
vvad katva, s.m.Garrulity, loquaciousness.
S  G    ; vvad katva, s.m. = S  G    
vvad kat, s.f.Garrulity, loquaciousness.
A ;:7  w-wail, s.m. See s.v. w.
H 2 6wh (P. wh; A. wh, wha, whi, wh), intj. O!

bravo! well done; excellent!—how strange! you don't say
so! what a joke! very likely indeed!—e!;—alas! (i.q. w):—
wh-wh, or wh-w! intj.=wh:—wh-re mai , Well done I!
bravo for me!:—wh-wh karn, To applaud: to clap hands:
—wh-wh hon, or wh-wh ma n, Plaudits to arise; to be
applauded.
H 2 6 w-hi, See s.v. Braj pron. w.
S   6vh, s.f.=bh, q.v.
H .  6[wh , pron. adv. (dialec.)=wah , q.v.
A H  whib (act. part. of H  'to give,' &c.), adj.
& s.m. Liberal, generous, municent;—a giver, bestower,
granter:—whib--be-minnat , adj. Disinterestedly liberal;
who giveth liberally and upbraideth not (the Deity):—
whibul-jt, Bestower of necessaries, i.e. God:—
whibul-atyor
atyt,
Bestower of bounties, Giver of


all gifts, i.e. God.
?   6vhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Bearing, carrying,
conveying, conducting;—a porter, carrier;—driver (of a
chariot);—a horseman;—a horse;—a waterman; a rower.
A ,  whim (act. part. of ,  'to think, imagine,' &c.),
part. adj. Thinking, imagining, fancying, being of
opinion.
P B-  whima (for A. f-  whimat, fem. of whim), adj.
fem.=whim, q.v.;-quwwat--whima, s.f., or whima, s.m.
Imagination, fancy.
S   6vhan, vulg. bhan, s.m. Carrying, bearing,
conveying, conducting;—driving or governing (horses);—
a vehicle, chariot, carriage, conveyance (of any kind), a
boat;—any animal used in riding or draught, a horse, an
elephant, &c.
S   6 "vhin, s.f. An army, body of forces; a division
of an army (consisting of 81 elephants, 81 cars, 243
horse, 405 foot); a battalion; a cohort;—a river:—vhinpati, s.m. Lord or leader of an army, a general, a
commanding ocer;—lord of rivers,' an epithet of the
ocean.
P  wh (for A. 2 whin, act. part. of  'to be broken,
or torn,' &c.), adj. Broken; torn;—easily dissolved or
broken; weak, crazy, ill-founded (premises, &c.);—insipid,
cold (word, &c.);—s.m. Nonsense;—a vagrant, vagabond;

a loose character, a rake:—wh-tabh, or wh-wh, adj.
In broken condition or circumstances; without house or
home, ruined;—roving, wandering;—disreputable; loose;
—meaningless, absurd;—s.f. Wandering, roving;—
absurdity, nonsense, ddle-faddle;—obscenity, scurrility:
—wh-tabh bakn, To talk nonsense;—to use foul
language:—wh-tabh phirn, To wander about:—wh
honor ho-jn, To become crazy or foolish.
A C)  whiyt, s.f. pl. (of wh, or of whiyat, fem. of
wh), Absurdities; absurdity, nonsense, ddle-faddle;—
obscenity.
S B)  µvhya (fr. vahis), adj. Being outside, situated
without; outer, external, exterior;—not belonging to the
family, or to the country; strange, foreign;—expelled
from caste or society;—s.m. A stranger, a foreigner;—a
man of low caste; an outcast.
S  vya, vulg. vy, or ve(rt. ve), s.m. Weaving;
sewing.
H  wy, or we, or  w, s.m.=7 vyu, q.v.
S * 7 vyas, s.m. 'The long-lived one,' a crow;—the
plant Agallochum or fragrant aloe;—turpentine.
? 7 vyak, s.m. A weaver;—a heap; multitude;
number.
S 7 vyan, vulg. byan, s.m. Sweetmeats or cakes,
which may be eaten during a religious fast; presents of
sweetmeats, &c., forming part of an oering to a deity,
or prepared on festive occasions (such as marriages,
&c.), and sent to friends and acquaintances (see byan).
S 7 ,vyu, s.m. Air, wind;—the god of the wind, and
regent of the north-west quarter;—the air of the body, a
vital air (of which ve are reckoned, pr, apn, samn,
udn, and vyn);—morbid aection of the windy humour;
—a symbol for the number 49:—vyu-bhaksha, s.m.
Living on air, fasting:—vyu-jal, s.m. 'Air and water,'
climate:—vyu-sam, adj. (f. -), Equal to the wind; swift;—
like air or wind; unsubstantial:—vyu- l, s.m. The windcolic;— atulence:—vyu-ko, s.m. 'Wind-corner,' the
north-west quarter:—vyu-grast, adj. (f. -), 'Wind-seized,'
aected by wind; atulent;—epileptic;—hypochondriac;—
insane:—vyu-gulma, s.m. 'Wind-cluster,' a whirlwind,

hurricane;—a whirlpool, an eddy:—vyu-ga, s.m. 'Windswelling,' atulence; indigestion:—vyu-gol, vulg. wygol, or we-gol, s.m. Colic; atulency, &c. (i.q. bo-gol,
q.v.):—vyu-mpak-yantra, s.m. A barometer:—vyumaal, s.m. The atmosphere:—vyu-nivritti,
 s.f.
Cessation of wind,' a calm, lull;—cure of windy disorders.
S 7  vyav, adj. Relating or belonging to the wind, or
to Vyu; windy; aerial.
S 7  "vyav, s.f. The region or quarter of the wind,
the north-west (as presided over by Vyu in his
character of the sixth Lok-pl).
S B77 vyavya, adj. Relating to the wind; relating to,
or coming from, Vyu (the god of wind);—sacred to
Vyu;—aerial;—north-western.
A 8 we (i.q. w, q.v.), intj. Ah! alas! woe to;—e!:—wewe, intj. Alas, alas! woe to!;—e, e!
H 8  w, pron. emphat. (dialec.)=wah(see wah).
A 1 wab (inf. n. of 1 'to be infected with the plague,'
&c.), s.f. Plague, pestilence; epidemic disease; cholera
morbus:—wab phailn, A plague, &c. to spread or prevail.
A 1 wabl (inf. n. of (1 'to be heavy and
unwholesome' (as air), &c.), adj. Unwholesome;
burdensome; painful, vexatious;—s.m. An unhealthy
climate or atmosphere;—anything painful or distressing;
bane, pest, plague;—a crime, sin, fault;—punishment (for
a crime); divine vengeance; curse; misfortune; ruin:—
wabl honor ho-jan(-par), To be or become burdensome,
or a plague (to one,—as life, &c.).
S  >1  , vi-buddh, adj. (f. -) Wide awake, awakened,
aroused;—expanded; blossomed;—clever, skilful,
experienced, knowing; without consciousness,
unconscious.
S  >1  
, vi-budh, s.m. A learned or wise man; a
teacher, a Pandit;—a god, an immortal;—the moon;—
name of the author of the Janma-pradp:—vibudh-van, s.m.
An epithet of the pleasure-ground of Indra and paradise
of the gods:—vibudh-vaidya, s.m. The physicians of the
gods, the Avins.
S C1  #vi-bht, part. (f. -), Shining, bright,
luminous;—become visible or manifest;—s.m. Dawn,

daybreak.
S 1  #*vi-bhjak, adj. Dividing, distributing;—
distinguishing;—disjunctive.
H 41  #vi-bhs, = S 51  # vi-bhs,s.f. Shining
brightly;—light, lustre, splendour.
S 51  #vi-bhs, = H 41  # vi-bhs,s.f. Shining
brightly;—light, lustre, splendour.
H 51  #vi-bhs [S.  #3], s.f. An alternative, an
option, one of two ways; (in Gram.) the allowing a rule to
be optional.
S @1  #$vi-bhg, s.m. Division, separation,
disjunction; partition (of inheritance, &c.), distribution,
apportionment;—a portion, part, share; a section; (in
Arith.) a fraction;—the numerator of a fraction.
H 1  #vibhn [vibh˚= S.  #(), rt. # with  ],
v.n. To shine or gleam forth; to become visible or
manifest, to appear.
S  1  #,vi-bhut, s.f. = S  1  #,; vi-bhutva,
s.m.Might, power; capacity; authority, sovereignty,
supremacy.
S  1  #,; vi-bhutva, s.m. = S  1  #, vi-bhut,
s.f.Might, power; capacity; authority, sovereignty,
supremacy.
H Z 1  #"vibha r, adj. & s.m. corr. of vyabhi r,
q.v.
S ' 1  2.Bvi-bhrnti, s.f. Whirling round, going
round;—error, confusion;—hurry, urry, precipitation,
alarm.
S J' 1  2/vi-bhram, s.m. Roaming or wandering about;
rolling about; going round, whirling round;—error,
mistake, blunder; apprehension; doubt; erroneous use or
application; erroneous dispensation;—hurry, confusion,
agitation, perturbation, urry;—amorous action (of any
kind); play (of the eyes); caprice, whim;—beauty, grace;
rapture.
S 1  #=vi-bhakt, part. (f. -), Divided, portioned out,
partitioned;—parted, separated; distinct; dierent,
multifarious; (in Law) who has received his portion of
the patrimony and has set up for himself.

S 1  #.=vi-bhakti, s.f. Division, partition; part,
portion, share (of inheritance, &c.);—(in Gram.)
in ection (of nouns), declension; an ax (of
declension), case-sign, postposition.
S 1  .#Bvi-bhinna, vulg. vi-bhinn, part. (f. -), Split
asunder, divided, pierced, broken, wounded; disunited;
separated; scattered, dispersed, dispelled, destroyed;
bewildered, perplexed, deceived; estranged, alienated;—
disappointed; become faithless;—various, dierent;
contradictory;—mixed, intermixed mingling, confused.
S   1  .#Bvi-bhinnat, s.f. = S   1  .#B; vibhinnatva, s.m.The state of being split asunder, or
broken, &c.; dividedness; separation; distinctness;
dispersion; bewilderment; estrangement;—dierence;
contradictoriness.
S   1  .#B; vi-bhinnatva, s.m. = S   1  .#B vibhinnat, s.f.The state of being split asunder, or broken,
&c.; dividedness; separation; distinctness; dispersion;
bewilderment; estrangement;—dierence;
contradictoriness.
S T  1  #(*vi-bhanjan, s.m. A breaking asunder, or to
pieces; destroying;—adj. & s.m. (f. -), Destroying;
destructive;—a breaker, destroyer.
H  T  1  #(*"vi-bhanjan, or  #* vi-bhanjani [S.
 #(*+t], adj. & s.m.=vi-bhanjan, q.v.
S 1  # vi-bhav, and H.  #M vi-bhau, or vi-bhau, s.m.
Power, might; supreme power; superhuman power;—
substance, thing; property; wealth;—magnanimity, loftymindedness;—emancipation from existence.
S 1  #,vi-bhu, adj. Being everywhere, ubiquitous;
pervading all material things; omnipresent; eternal;—
mighty, very great or powerful, eminent, supreme;—
capable, able (to);—rm, solid, hard;—s.m. Ether; space;
time; the soul;—a lord, ruler, sovereign; master, owner;
—an epithet of the Supreme Being, of Brahm, of
Vish u, and of iva.
S C1  #0vi-bh ti, s.f. Great power, might, dominion,
supremacy, dignity, grandeur, magnicence; inuence;
wealth; great success, prosperity, welfare;—superhuman
power (consisting of eight faculties, especially attributed

to iva, but supposed also to be attainable by human
beings through a course of austerities in honour of that
deity, viz. aiman, or the power of becoming as minute as
an atom; laghiman, or extreme lightness; prpti, or the
power of attaining or reaching anything; prkmya,
irresistible will; mahiman, or illimitable bulk; it, or
supreme dominion; vait, or the power of subjugating by
magic; and kmvayit, or the power of suppressing all
desires);—individual or separated existence (as
contrasted with union with the divine essence);—the
ashes of cow-dung (with which iva is said to smear his
body, and hence used in imitation of him by devotees):—
vibh ti-mn, adj. (f. -mat), Powerful; possessed of
excellence, or dignity, &c.; possessed of superhuman
power;—smeared with ashes of cow-dung;—s.m. A
person possessed of superhuman power, &c.
S ]1  #03vi-bh shit, part. (f. -), Adorned,
decorated, ornamented.
S ]1  #034vi-bh sha, s.m. Decoration, ornament.
S >) 1  Svi-bhed, s.m. Breaking asunder; breaking;
dividing; division; separation; distinction; variety;—
piercing, wounding; violating;—bewildering, perplexing,
confusing; contradiction; opposition, enmity,
disagreement, schism.
S 0>) 1  Svi-bhedak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Dividing;
separating; distinguishing, discriminating;—
contradicting, contradictory;—a divider, separater,
discriminator, &c.
S L) 1  #"34vi-bhsha, adj. (f. -, or -), Terrifying,
intimidating;—bullying, blustering (language);—terric,
fearful, ter rible, formidable, horrible;—s.m. The act of
terrifying; the property of exciting fear; a means of
terrifying; terror;—name of a brother of Rva .
S  L) 1  #"34vi-bhsha, s.f. The act of terrifying; the
property of exciting fear; a means of terrifying (i.q. vibhsha).
H A  Qvippa, or vipp, s.m. (old H.)=' ? vipra, or vipr, q.v.
S ?  &vi-p = S V?  8 vi-p = S ]?  8 vip s.f. The river Beas (one of the ve rivers of the
Panjb; said to be so called as having destroyed the cord

which the Muni Vasish~ha had tied round his neck to
hang himself through grief for the death of his son slain
by Viv-mitra; this river is identi ed with the Hyphasis
of Arrian, the Greek name being a corruption of
Bipasha).
S V?  8vi-p = S ?  & vi-p = S ]?  8 vip s.f. The river Beas (one of the ve rivers of the
Panjb; said to be so called as having destroyed the cord
which the Muni Vasish~ha had tied round his neck to
hang himself through grief for the death of his son slain
by Viv-mitra; this river is identi ed with the Hyphasis
of Arrian, the Greek name being a corruption of
Bipasha).
S ]?  8vi-p = S ?  & vi-p = S V?  8 vip s.f. The river Beas (one of the ve rivers of the
Panjb; said to be so called as having destroyed the cord
which the Muni Vasish~ha had tied round his neck to
hang himself through grief for the death of his son slain
by Viv-mitra; this river is identi ed with the Hyphasis
of Arrian, the Greek name being a corruption of
Bipasha).
S 0?  vi-pk, s.m. Cooking thoroughly, dressing;
ripening, maturing;—ripeness, maturity;—concoction (of
food), digestion; change of state (in general);—
unexpected consequence (of actions); unexpected event
or occurrence, improbable result;—the consequence or
result of any action (either in this or in a former birth)
matured by the operation of time;—calamity, distress,
poverty, diculty, embarrassment;— avour, taste.
S ?  vi-pat, vulg. bipat(base   vipad), or  .\ vipatti, and H.   vi-pati, vulg. bipati, s.f. Adversity,
calamity, misfortune, mishap, disaster, distress; failing;
—pain, agony; death, dying:—vipad-uddhr, s.m.
Deliverance or extrication from misfortune:—vipad-rahit,
or vipatti-rahit, adj. Free from misfortune; prosperous,
happy:—vipat-sgar, s.m. An ocean of misfortunes; heavy
calamity:—vipat-kl, s.m. Time of calamity or misfortune,
season of distress, adversity:—vipad-grast, adj. (f. -),
Seized or devoured by misfortune, overtaken by
calamity, involved in disaster or misfortune, in
diculties:—vipati-nidn, s.m. Cause or occasion of

trouble:—vipad-yukt, or vipatti-yukt, adj. (f. -), Attended
with misfortune, calamitous, unfortunate, unhappy.
H  ?  vipat, or  Q vipt, s.f. corr. of vipat, or of
vipad, q.v.
S  ? Qvapt (base vaptri; fem. vaptr), s.m. One who
sows or plants, planter, sower, husbandman;—one who
fertilizes or fecundates; a procreator, progenitor, father;
—a poet; sage.
S  ?  Rvi-path, s.m. A dierent path; a by-path;—a
wrong way, a bad road; wrong course, evil conduct.
H Z ?  K+"wipa h, s.m. = L? vi-paksh, q.v.
S >?  vi-pad, s.f. The base of vipat, q.v.; and the form
euphonically assumed by vipatin comp. before words
beginning with u, g, &c., e.g. vipad-uddhr, vipad-grast,
&c., for which see vipat.
S >?  vi-pad, s.f.=vipad= vipat, q.v.
S ' ?  Hvipra, vulg. vipr, vipar, bipar, s.m. An utterer of
praise, a singer of hymns; a Rishi; a praiser; a poet;—a
Brhma , a priest;—a sage, seer, wise man:— vipr- itt,
s.f. Name of a demon:—vipr- ara, s.m. The sacred feet
of a Brhman:—vipr-vadh, vulg. bipar-badh, s.m. The
murder of a Brhma .
S ! 9' ?  H.\vi-prati-patti (rt. padwith pratiand vi), s.f.
Going in dierent or opposite directions; perplexity,
confusion;—dierence, opposition (of opinion, or
interests, &c.), mutual contrariety, contradiction,
discrepancy; contest, dispute; con ict (of evidence);
dissent, objection (in argument);—various acquirements,
conversancy; mutual connexion or relation.
S 47' ?  yvi-parys (rt. aswith pariand vi), s.m. = S 7' ?
 y vi-paryy (rt. i with pari and vi), s.m.= 7' ? vi-paryay,
q.v.
S 7' ?  yvi-paryy (rt. iwith pariand vi), s.m. = S 47' ?
 y vi-parys (rt. as with pari and vi), s.m.= 7' ? vi-

contrary to what is right; having a contrary disposition;
changed for the worse, disordered; gone wrong or
astray;—dierent (to, -ke), contrariwise (to); otherwise
(than), dierently (from, -se).
S 7' ?  "vipart, s.f. Adverse circumstances; mischief;
rain.
S   7' ?  "vi-partat, s.f. = S   7' ?  "; vipartava, s.m.Inversion; reverse or opposite state or
condition; contrariness, contrariety, perverseness, &c.
S   7' ?  "; vi-partava, s.m. = S   7' ?  " vipartat, s.f.Inversion; reverse or opposite state or
condition; contrariness, contrariety, perverseness, &c.
S 7' ?  vi-paryay,
'
s.m. Reverse; inversion;
contrariety, perverseness, opposition, repugnance;
enmity, hostility;—change, interchange, exchange;—
change of purpose or conduct;—morbid change; reverse
of fortune, calamity, misfortune, adverse fate;—error,
misapprehension, mistake; failure of conception;—
transgression, trespass.
S * ? ,vapus, = S U ? ,3 vapush,s.m. Form, gure,
shape, body, person.
S U ? ,3vapush, = S * ? , vapus,s.m. Form, gure,
shape, body, person.
S U ?  dvi-paksh, adj. Being on a diereut or opposite
side, opposed, contrary (to), adverse, hostile, inimical;—
s.m. An opponent, an adversary, a rival, an enemy;—a
disputant;—(in Gram.) an exception;—(in Logic) a
negative instance; an instance on the opposite side:—
vipaksh-pt, adj. Impartial, indierent;—s.m. Impartiality,
indierence.
S  L?  dvi-pakshat, s.f. = S  L?  d; vipakshatva, s.m.Contrariety, opposition, contradiction,
controversy, hostility, enmity.
S  L?  d; vi-pakshatva, s.m. = S  L?  d vi-

paryay, q.v.
S 7' ?  "vi-part, vulg. bipart(rt. iwith pariand vi),

pakshat, s.f.Contrariety, opposition, contradiction,
controversy, hostility, enmity.
H L?  d"vi-paksh [S.  d++t], adj. & s.m.=vi-

part. (f. -) & postpn. Turned the wrong way, reversed,
inverted; inverse, converse, opposite, adverse, perverse,
contrary, repugnant; unfavourable, inauspicious;—

paksh, q.v.
S (?  !vi-pal, s.m. A moment, an instant; a simple

broad, wide, spacious, roomy, capacious; abundant; deep,
profound;—s.m. (f. -), A respectable man;—the
mountain Meru;—the Himalaya range.
S ;:?  ,!vi-pul, s.f. A respectable woman;—the earth.

pithless, sapless; dull, stupid;—wicked, abandoned;—s.m.
Stretching, spreading out; expansion;—an awning, a
canopy, cover; a cushion;—warp (of cloth);—an oblation,
a sacrice; the sacricial hearth (on which the sacred
re is kept);—a heap, quantity;—season, opportunity.
H 9  witn, v.t. prop.  1 bitn, q.v.

S  + ?  ,!vi-pulat, s.f. = S  + ?  ,!; vi-pulatva,

S 9  vi-tat, part. Stretched, spread out, extended,

s.m.Largeness, greatness, magnitude, extent, width,
spaciousness.
S  + ?  ,!; vi-pulatva, s.m. = S  + ?  ,! vi-pulat,

expanded; lengthened, elongated; spread over or
through, diused.
S 9  vi-tati, s.f. Stretching out, spreading,

s.f.Largeness, greatness, magnitude, extent, width,
spaciousness.
S ? vapan, s.m. Shearing; shaving;—sowing seed;—

extension, expansion;—a collection, quantity;—a clump,
cluster (of trees, &c.).
S   9  vi-tatat, s.f. = S   9  ; vi-tatatva,

semen virile.
S ?  vipin, s.m. A wood, forest, thicket, grove.

s.m.Extendedness, extension, expansiveness, largeness,
amplitude.
S   9  ; vi-tatatva, s.m. = S   9   vi-tatat,

breathing; (in Astron.) a second.
S (?  ,!vi-pul, adj. Large, ample, great, extensive,

S  ? "vapan, s.f. A barber's shop.
S B? ,: vapuh, s.m.=vapus, q.v.
? (?  v!vi-phal, adj. (f. -), Fruitless, barren,
unproductive; unprotable; ineectual, bootless, vain,
idle, useless; unmeaning.
S  + ?  v!vi-phalat, s.f. = S  + ?  v!; vi-phalatva,
s.m.Fruitlessn ess, barrenness, unproductiveness;
unprotableness, uselessness, &c.
S  + ?  v!; vi-phalatva, s.m. = S  + ?  v! vi-phalat,
s.f.Fruitlessn ess, barrenness, unproductiveness;
unprotableness, uselessness, &c.
S C vat, An indecl. ax joined to substantives to form
adverbs implying resemblance or likeness; e.g. pau-vat,
'like a brute beast.'
S C vat, The base (and the nom. neut.) of the ax
vn, q.v.
S C  \vitta, vulg. vitt, s.m. Wealth, property,
possessions, goods, money; substance, thing;—power,
ability, means:—vitt-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Possessing
property, wealthy, opulent, rich:—vitt-hn, adj. (f. -),
Deprived of wealth, destitute of property, indigent, poor.
H  9 \
, wutt, or \ watt, pron. adj. (dialec.)=utt, q.v.
S .9  vi-tn (rt. tanwith vi), adj. Empty, vacant;

s.f.Extendedness, extension, expansiveness, largeness,
amplitude.
S  9  Rvi-tath, adj. At variance with the fact,
incorrect, untrue, false; unreal, vain, futile.
A >9 watad, or watid(v.n. fr. >9 'to drive' (a stake)), s.m. A
stake; a peg, a pin;—a wooden club:—watadul-ar, The
antipodes.
S  >9  W¬vitadru, s.f. Name of a river (said to be situated
in the Panjb).
A ' 9 watar, s.m. String (of a bow, &c.); chord (of an arc);
diagonal (of a square, &c.), hypothenuse (of a rightangled triangle), the side subtending (an angle of a
triangle):—watar--qaus, s.m. The string of a bow; the
chord of an arc.
H ' 9  witrrn [witrr˚, prob.=S.  (), caus.
of rt.  +], v.t. To carry safely through or over, to
rescue, save, deliver.
S ' 9  X-vi-tarddhi, or  -u vitarddh, s.f. A raised
square piece of ground in the centre of a house or
temple; a kind of covered terrace in the middle of a
courtyard; a quadrangular seat or bench made of wood,
a place in a courtyard for sitting in or standing under; a
kind of altar or temporary stage or shed in the middle of

a courtyard (for performing sacrices, &c.); a covered
temporary platform on which idols are sometimes
placed; a verandah, a balcony.
S ]' 9  l4vi-trisha,
vulg. vitrish, adj. (f. -), Free from


S <9  .Tvi-tasti, s.f. A long span measured by the

thirst or desire, satised, content;—dissatised (with),
disinclined (to), disliking.
S  ]' 9  l4vi-trish,
s.f.=next, q.v.


the modern Jhelam (the Hydaspes of the Greeks).
S ' <9 ;vatsar, s.m. A year.

S   ]' 9  l4vi-trishat,
s.f. = S   ]' 9  l; vi
trishnatva,
s.m.Freedom from desire, satiety, satisfaction,

contentment;—dissatisfaction, disinclination,
indierence (to); disgust, aversion.
S   ]' 9  l; vi-trishnatva,
s.m. = S   ]' 9  l4 vi
trishat,
s.f.Freedom from desire, satiety, satisfaction,

contentment;—dissatisfaction, disinclination,
indierence (to); disgust, aversion.
S 0' 9  vi-tark,

s.m. Reasoning, argument, inference;
conjecture, guess, supposition, opinion, anticipation;
discussion; deliberation, consideration of probabilities or
alternatives; doubt, apprehension;—an instructor in
divine knowledge.
S G' 9  4vi-tarka,

s.m. Reasoning; inferring,
conjecturing; argument, discussion; re ection; doubt.
S .' 9  4vi-tara, s.m. A crossing or passing over;—
quitting, giving up, abandoning;—gift, donation,
distribution of charity.
S * 9 ;vatsa, vulg. vats, s.m. (f. -), A calf; young (of any
animal); a young animal;—ospring, child, son, boy (as a
term of endearment; cf. ba );—a year;—name of a son
or descendant of Kanva; and of a descendant of Kayap,
&c.;—name of a country (the chief town of which is
Kaumbh), and of the inhabtants of that country;—(S.
vatsam) the breast, chest:—vats-tar, s.m. (lit.'more than a
calf'), A weaned calf, a young ox or bull, a steer:—vatstar, s.f. A heifer:—vats-dant, s.m. (lit.'calf-toothed'), A
kind of arrow (having a point like the tooth of a calf):—
vats-r p, s.m.=vatssur, q.v.:—vats-nbh, s.m. The
poisonous plant Aconitum ferox(brought from Naipl);—an
active poison prepared from the root of that plant (also
called mh zahr):—vatssur(˚sa+as˚), s.m. Name of a calfshaped Asuror demon (slain by Krish ).

extended thumb and little nger (considered equal to
the breadth of twelve ngers;—cf. bilast).
S  <9  Tvitast, s.f. Name of a river in the Panjb,

H ' <9 ;vatsar [vatsa, q.v.+Prk. f5=S. t], s.m. A young
bullock, a steer.
S B7' <9 ;"vatsarya, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to a
year; yearly, annual:—vatsarya-gaman, s.m. The sun's
annual course through all the signs of the zodiac.
S <9 ;vatsak, s.m. A calf; a young animal;—a child;—
the medicinal plant Wrightia antidysenterica.
S (<9 ;!vatsal, adj. (f. -), Child-loving; aectionate;
kind, loving, tender; fond (of), indulgent, devoted (to);—
(S. vatsalam), s.m. Aection, fondness.
S ;:<9 ;!vatsal, s.f. An aectionate woman or
mother;—a cow fond of her calf.
S  + <9 ;!vatsalat, vulg. vatsalt, s.f. Aection,
lovingness, tenderness, kindness, fondness.
S (9  !vi-tal, s.m. The second in order of the seven
lower regions or regions under the earth (cf. ptl):—
vital-lok, s.m. The world or lower region of Vital.
H   9 
, wutn, or   witn, pron. adj. (dialec. or
Braj)=utn, q.v.
S [ 9  efvi-ta, s.f. Cavil, captious objection,
hypercriticism, perverse or frivolous argument, frivolous
or fallacious controversy or wrangling; controversy,
debate; criticism;—the esculent root Arum colocasia;—the
oleander plant, Nerium odorum;—a ladle, spoon.
P 2' ) 9 watra (for A. e' ) 9 watrat, v.n. fr. ' 9 'to prosecute; to
separate,' &c.), s.m. A way, path, track, course;—fashion,
mode, manner, custom, habit; disposition;—conduct,
behaviour:—ek-watre-pai, adv. After one fashion or
manner; invariably the same:—nek-watra, adj. Of good
disposition; well-behaved, well-conducted.
S  &wa, or va, s.m. The banyan or Indian g-tree,
Ficus indica(see ba );—a small shell, the cowrie,' Cyprœa
moneta;—a small lump or roundish mass, a globule;—a

cake made of pulse ground and fried with oil or butter;—
a round gure, a circle, a cypher;—equality in shape or
dimension;—a string, rope, tie.
H  &wa [prob. Prk. &( 5; S. e&t], s.m. A part, portion,

A W wus q (inf. n. of i 'to conde (in),' &c.), s.m.

division, share (i.q. ba).
H  wa, s.m. (dialec.)=ba, q.v.

steady, constant.
P d)  wasqat,
 s.f. = P Bd)  wasqa,
 s.m.(for A. fd)  wasqat,


S K  &viap, s.m. The young branch of a tree or

inf. n. of i 'to trust (to),' &c.), Condence, reliance;

creeper; a new shoot, a sprout; a branch;—a bush; a
clump, cluster, thicket, tuft;—spreading, expansion;—the
septum of the scrotum;—(S. via+pa), a keeper of
catamites.
H !  &wa-pr, s.m. (dialec.)=ba-p , q.v.
A sort of thrush (usually, though inaccurately, called in
Bengal, the Main).
S  &,vauk, s.m.= vau, q.v.

faith;—rmness, solidity, stability;—confederacy,
compact, treaty, promise, engagement, obligation, bond,
written agreement, writing, document, deed; stock;
Government promissory note:—wasqa--intiql,
s.m. A

deed of transfer:—wasqa--jn-bm,
s.m. A life
assurance policy:—wasqa--ia-dr,
s.m. Scrip:—wasqa

s.m. Holder of a bond, or of a
dr, vulg. wasqe-dr,

Government promissory note, &c.:—wasqa--sarkr,
s.m.

Government paper:—wasqa--amnat,
s.m. A bail-bond.

P Bd)  wasqa,
 s.m. = P d)  wasqat,
 s.f.(for A. fd)  wasqat,


S  &vaik, s.f. A pill, a bolus (i.q. va);—a kind of

inf. n. of i 'to trust (to),' &c.), Condence, reliance;

dish made with pulse (i.q. ba , q.v.).
S  &,vau, s.m. A boy, lad, stripling, youth (cf. be);—a

faith;—rmness, solidity, stability;—confederacy,
compact, treaty, promise, engagement, obligation, bond,
written agreement, writing, document, deed; stock;
Government promissory note:—wasqa--intiql,
s.m. A

deed of transfer:—wasqa--jn-bm,
s.m. A life
assurance policy:—wasqa--ia-dr,
s.m. Scrip:—wasqa

dr, vulg. wasqe-dr,
s.m. Holder of a bond, or of a

Government promissory note, &c.:—wasqa--sarkr,
s.m.

Government paper:—wasqa--amnat,
s.m. A bail-bond.

P CT d)  wasqa-jt,
s.m. pl. (of wasqa;—t=
Ar. reg. fem. pl.



S G<  &vi-srik (vi, base vish+srik, q.v.), s.f.

young Brhma or Brahma-r who is studying for the
priesthood (i.q. vauk);—the plant Colosanthes indica, or
Bignonia indica.
H  & &wa-wa (cf. ba ba ), s.f. (dialec.) Twaddle,
nonsense, babble, gabble, jabber, clack, clatter.
H  & &wawan, v.n. (dialec.) To talk nonsense,
to prate, babble, jabber, gabble, clack.
H  & &"wawa, adj. & s.m. (dialec.) Babbling,

Conding(in), trusting (to); condence, trust, reliance,
dependence;—strength, rmness, stedfastness.
A i)  wasq (v.n. fr. i ; see wus q), adj. Strong, rm; solid;

prating, &c.;—babbler, prater, waddler, &c.
H   &Mwiaur, s.m.=biaur, q.v.

a.; j= nal silent hof wasqa),
 Compacts, bonds, &c. (see
wasqat).

P M waj, s.f. Galangal.

H  &"wa [S. &], s.f. A pill, bolus; a globule; a bead;

S C  *vi-jti, s.f. Dierent origin or birth; dierent

—a string, rope.
A W wisq (v.n. fr. i 'to conde (in),' &c.), s.m. A

species; dierent caste, or tribe, or kind.
S B) 9  *"vi-jtya, adj. (f. -), Of dierent or mixed

ligature, a vinculum, a tie, fastening;—(inf. n. of i 'to
into a compact or confederacy (with); stipulating;
pledging (one's) faith.
A i wasq  (v.n. fr. i ; see wisq),
 s.m. Conding or

origin; of dierent birth or caste; of another (or a
dierent) tribe or species; of a dierent kind or sort;
dissimilar;—uncommon;—of a bad description; baseborn; bastard;—s.m. A base-born person, a bastard, &c.
P   wajhat (for A. f  , inf. n. of B 'to be

trusting (in); condence, trust.

honourable,' &c.), s.f. The being honourable; the being

enter into a compact (with),' &c., iii of i ), s.m. Entering

high in authority; dignity, authority, high position;
respectability; respect;—position; presence; aspect,
appearance;—comeliness, handsomeness, beauty.
P H wajab, s.m. A span, nine inches.
S   .*vi-jita, vulg. vi-jit, part. (f. -), Conquered,
overcome, subdued, defeated, won, gained:—
vijitendriya(˚ta+in˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having the organs
of sense (or the passions) subdued;—one whose passions
are under subjection.
A > wajd (inf. n. of > 'to be enraged' (at), &c.), s.m.

vajr-may, adj. Made of diamond or of adamant;
adamantine, hard; (met.) hard-hearted:—vajr-vn, vulg.
bajar-bn, s.m. A thunderbolt:—vajr-vall, s.f. A species of
sun ower, Heliotropium indicum.(For other compounds,
see s.v. bajror bajar.)
S '  Ívajr, s.f. The plant Cocculus cordifolius, or
Menispermum cordifolia;—the plant Euphorbia antiquorum.
S 1'  Í#vajrbh. = S 4) 1'  ÍN vajrbhys.For
these and other compounds see s.v. vajr.
S 4) 1'  ÍNvajrbhys. = S 1'  Í# vajrbh. For

Ecstasy, rapture, transport; excessive love; religious or
poetic frenzy (syn. l);—wajd, wijd, or wujd(inf. n. of >

these and other compounds see s.v. vajr.
S C='  ÍVvajrght, s.m.=bajrght, q.v.s.v. bajr.

'to have enough,' &c.), s.m. The having enough;
opulence;—adj. Opulent, rich;—wajd, or wujd(inf. n. of >

S 9'  Ívajrat, s.f. = S 9'  Í; vajratva, s.m.Great

'to discover,' &c.), s.m. Discovering, procuring, nding,
recovering (anything lost or searched for):—wajd karn,
or wajd-me an, To move about in ecstasy; to get into a
state of ecstasy or frenzy; to dance as a dancing dervish.
A .> wajdn, s.m. Ecstasy, rapture (i.q. wajd).

hardness or impenetrableness; severity.
S '  Í"vajr, s.f. A kind of Euphorbia (cf. vajr).

S '  Ívajra, vulg. vajr, bajr, bajar, adj. (f. -, or -), Hard,
adamantine, &c. (i.q. ' T 1 bajr or bajr, q.v.);—s.m. A
thunderbolt, &c. (see bajr);—sour grael;—a form of
military array;—thunder-like denunciation, very harsh
or severe language;—emblic myrobalan;—the blossom of
the sesamum;—one of the lunar mansions;—a child; a
pupil:—vajrbh(˚ra+bha), adj. & s.m. Diamond-like,
resembling a diamond; a kind of spar or valuable stone,
(perhaps) the opal:—vajrbhys(˚ra+abh˚), s.m. (in Arith.)
Cross-multiplication:—vajrng(˚ra+an˚), vulg. vajr-ang, bajrang, adj. & s.m. Having a hardy frame, hardy;—an
epithet of Hauumn;—a robust or hardy man:—vajr-badh,
s.m. Death by a thunderbolt or lightning;—(in Arith.)
cross-multiplication:—vajr-bhrit, adj. Carrying or wielding
the thunderbolt;—s.m. An epithet of Indra;—vajr-pt, s.m.
The fall of a thunderbolt; a stroke of lightning;—adj.
Falling like a thunderbolt:—vajr-pi, adj. & s.m. Grasping
a thunderbolt;—holder of the thunderbolt, an epithet of
Indra:—vajr-pushp, s.m. The blossom of sesamum:—vajrdhra, or vajr-dhar, s.m. Holder of the thunderbolt, an
epithet of Indra:—vajr-ka ka, adj. & s.m. Adamantinearmoured;—a name of Hanumn (the monkey-god):—

hardness or impenetrableness; severity.
S 9'  Í; vajratva, s.m. = S 9'  Í vajrat, s.f.Great

S '  Í"vajr (base vajrin), adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Holding or
wielding the thunderbolt (said of Indra, Agni, iva, &c.);
—the Thunderer,' an epithet of Indra.
H   *7"waj  [waj˚= ojh, q.v.+ = Prk. f=S. +], s.f.
(Dakh. or dialec.) The intestines, entrails (i.q. ojh):—
waj -bo, s.f. The contents of the abdomen, the tripe,
the paunch.
A  waja (inf. n. of  'to be pained,' &c.), s.m. Pain,
ache; disease, malady, ailment;—complaint, mourning:—
waja--mafil, s.m. Pain in the joints, rheumatism.
S (  .*!vijila, vulg. vijil, adj.=vijayin, q.v.
S   *vi-jan, adj. Without people or inhabitants,
uninhabited, unfrequented; solitary, desolate, lonely;
private.
S   .*vijin, or  A* vijjan, adj. = vijayin, q.v.
S   vij a, vulg. vigya(rt. j with vi), adj. (f. -),
Knowing, intelligent; wise, learned; procient,
conversant, clever, experienced, skilful, prudent,
discreet;—s.m. A wise man; a scholar, &c.
S ?   vi-j pak, vulg. vi-gypak, adj. & s.m. (f. ik), Who or what makes known or apprizes, making

known, giving information;—an informant;—an
instructor.
S ?   vi-j pan, vulg. vi-gypan, s.m. The act of
making known, or acquainting, or teaching; informing,
representing; information; instruction; announcement,
respectful communication or representation (cf.
nivedan).
S  ?   vi-j pan, vulg. vi-gypan, s.f.
Information, instruction; announcement, &c. (i.q. vigypan).
S C   vi-j t, vulg. vi-gyt, part. (f. -), Discerned,
understood, perceived, known;—celebrated, famous,
notorious (syn. mashh r).
S 9   vi-j t, vulg. vi-gyt(base vij tri;—fem.

˚tr), s.m. One who knows or understands, an
experienced person; a witness.
S .   vi-j n, vulg. vi-gyn, s.m. Distinguishing,
perceiving, recognizing, discerning, understanding;
distinction, perception, discernment, intelligence,
knowledge, comprehension; science, learning, worldly
knowledge of any kind (including all subjects except that
understanding of the true nature of God or Brahma
which is acquirable only by abstract meditation and the
study of the Vedas); wisdom;—business, employment;—
music:—vigyn-vihn, s.m. The removal or destruction of
learning, &c.
H     vi-j nat, vulg. vi-gynt, s.f.
Learnedness; learning, intelligence (see vigyn).
S    vi-j ya, vulg. vi-gyy, part. adj. Having known
or perceived, having understood, having ascertained,
having recognized.
S !    .Qvi-j apti, vulg. vi-gyapti, s.f. Information,
representation, respectful statement or communication;
a report, an announcement.
H    vi-j ati, vulg. vi-gyati, s.f. 1˚ corr. of vij apti;—
2˚ of vi-j at.
S     vi-j at, vulg. vigyat, s.f. = S     ; vij atva, vulg. vigyatva, s.m.Intelligence, wisdom, learning,
experience, readiness, skill, cleverness.

S     ; vi-j atva, vulg. vigyatva, s.m. = S      vij at, vulg. vigyat, s.f.Intelligence, wisdom, learning,
experience, readiness, skill, cleverness.
A / wuj b (inf. n. of H 'to be necessary,' &c.), s.m.
Necessity, expediency, obligation, duty;—debt.
A  wuj d (inf. n. of > 'to be found; to exist,' &c.), s.m.
Being found; invention;—being, existence; entity; life:
essence, substance;—body; person, individual;—penis:—
wuj d pn, or wuj d paka n, To come into existence; to
take form or shape; to become incarnate:—wuj d adamwuj d, Existence or non-existence:—wuj d-me ln(-ko),
To bring into existence; to invent; to form, create:—bwuj d, or b-wuj de, Withal; notwithstanding (that, -ki);
in despite (of).
S   A vi-jvar, adj. (f. -), Free from fever, or from
pain; free from distress;—exempt from decay.
S   .* !vijivil, adj.=vijayin, q.v.
A 2 wuj h, s.f. pl. (of wajh, q.v.), Faces, aspects;—ways,
modes; reasons, causes;—chiefs (of a country, city, or
society).
A C  wuj ht, s.f. pl. of and=wuj h, q.v.
A B wajh, vulg. wajah(v.n. fr. B 'to turn the face (to),'
&c.), s.f. Face, visage, countenance, aspect;—presence,
appearance, shape, semblance;—mode, manner, reason,
ratio; way, method, plan; cause, means;—means of
subsistence; wages, salary; money:—wajh bayn karn, or
wajh pesh karn(-k), To set forth the reasons (for), to
state the grounds (of):—wajh--tark, s.f. The cause of or
incentive to action; the motive:—wajh--tasmiya, s.f. The
cause of (or reason for) giving any particular name;—the
etymology of words:—wajh--sub , s.f. Proof, evidence:—
wajh--sub t--kmil, Conclusive proof:—wajh--sub t-wqt, Circumstantial evidence:—wajh--l, s.f. Mode of
living; state of circumstances:—wajh--all-k uk , s.m.
An honest pittance:—wajh-se, adv. By reason of, in
consequence of:—wajh--qaw, s.f. Ecient cause;—strong
reason:—wajh--kf, s.f. Sucient cause, or ground, or
excuse:—wajh--mash, or wajh--q t, or wajh--gurn,
s.f. Means of subsistence; maintenance, subsistence;
livelihood:—wajh--muqarrar, s.f. A xed allowance:—
wajh--muwajjah, s.f. A strong reason or proof:—wajh--

nlish, or wajh--mu amat, s.f. Ground of complaint;
cause of action:—is wajh-se, For this reason, because of
this, on this account:—ba-wajh, By reason (of, -), on
account (of);—in a way or manner; in such a way (that):
—be-wajh, Without reason or cause:—ka wajh-se, For
several reasons;—in many respects.
P 3 wajh (fr. A. wajh), s.m. Allowance, pension, salary.
S   *vi-jay, vulg. bi-jae, s.m. Overcoming, defeating;
surpassing, excelling;—conquest, victory, triumph (i.q.
bijae, q.v.);—a name of Arjun;—one of the two gatekeepers of the Hind paradise;—name of a particular
auspicious hour or period:—vijay-daam, s.f. See bijaedasm:—vijay-mn, or vijay-mant, adj. (f. -mat), Possessing
victory, victorious, triumphant (i.q. vijay).
S )   *vi-jay, s.f. Hemp, &c. (i.q. bijay, q.v.);—name
of various plants;—a name of the goddess Durg;—name
of a festival in honour of Durg (on the tenth day of the
light half of the month Avin, when the image of Durg
is cast into the water).
A n )  wajz (v.n. fr. n  'to be short,' &c.), adj. Brief, short,
laconic; epitomized.
P 2n )  wajza (for A. en )  wajzat, fem. of wajz), adj.
f.=wajz, q.v.
S )   *vijayin, adj. Mixed with the water of boiled
rice, or with gruel (as sauce, &c.).
S  )   *Bvi-jayant, s.m. 'The victorious,' an epithet
of Indra.
A B)  wajh (v.n. fr. B 'to become more respectable in
the eyes of,' &c.), adj. Of a noble presence, dignied,
respectable;—good-looking, handsome, comely;—
specious.
S )   *"vi-jay, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Conquering,
victorious, triumphant;—a conqueror.
S c va a, vulg. va , s.m. Speaking, talking, saying, &c.
(see va an);—a parrot.
H c wa [S. ], s.m.(?) Orris-root, Acorus calamus, or

judgment or reason; consideration, re ection,
meditation, thought, &c. (see bi r):—vi rdhyaksh(˚ra
+adh˚), s.m. A chief justice:—vi r-sthn, or vi r-sthal, s.m.
A place for discussion or investigation, a court of justice,
a tribunal:—vi r-se, adv. With consideration, &c.;
considerately, thoughtfully, deliberately, &c.:—vi r-l,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Disposed to deliberation or re ection,
considerate, deliberative, re ective, thoughtful;—a
person of a considerate or judicious disposition, &c.:—
vi r-kart, s.m. (f. -tr), One who makes investigation,
investigator, discriminator, administrator of justice, a
judge:—vi r karn(-k), To deliberate, consider, &c. (i.q.
vi rn).
H D  wi r, or   wi ri, past conj. part. (of
wi rn, q.v.), Having deliberated, or considered, or
re ected, or thought, &c.
H D  wi r, adj. & s.m. corr. of bi r=be ra, qq.v.
H CD  wi rat, vulg. bi rat[wi r(n)+at= Prk.
(5=S. ], part. Deliberating, considering, re ecting,
thinking, judging, &c.
S CD  vi- rit, vulg. bi rit, part. Deliberated
about, considered, re ected on; examined, inquired into,
discussed, investigated, judged; decided, determined.
S 0D  vi- rak, vulg. bi rak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Deliberating, discussing, investigating, judging, &c.;—
investigator, discriminator, inspector, judge.
S .D  4vi- ran, s.m. Deliberation, consideration,
inquiry (into), discussion, investigation, examination;
discrimination, judgment;—hesitation, doubt.
S D  4vi- ra, s.f. Deliberation, &c. (i.q. vi ra);
—the Mmns system. of philosophy.
H D  wi rn [wi r˚= Prk.  () or
 ()=S.  (), caus. of  +], v.t. To think,
consider, &c. (see bi rn, the pop. form).
H  D  ~wi r , vulg. bi r [wi r(n)+ = Prk.  =S.
+t], = H D  " wi r, vulg. bi r [Prk.  ; S.

Zingiber zedoaria(cf. ba ).
S D va , s.f. Orris-root (see wa ).

 t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (=bi r , or bi r) = vi rak,

S D  vi- r, vulg. bi r, s.m. The exercise of

or bi rak, qq.v.
H D  "wi r, vulg. bi r[Prk.   ; S.  t

(+t)], = H  D  ~ wi r , vulg. bi r [wi r(n)+ =
Prk.  =S. +t], adj. & s.m. (=bi r , or bi r) =
vi rak, or bi rak, qq.v.
S B7D  vi' rya, part. adj. (f. -), To be deliberated
about, to be weighed or discussed, t or proper for
consideration, &c.;—questionable, doubtful.
S D  !vi- l, adj. Coming between, intervening,
intermediate.
S * D [va si, s.m. (pl. nom. of S. va as), Words,
&c. (the word occurs in the Rmya of Tuls-ds).
S '  D  .Pvi- itr, vulg. bi itr, adj. Variegated, diversied;
speckled, spotted, party-coloured; various, varied,
diverse, motley;—painted, coloured, ornamented;—
handsome, beautiful, pleasing; admirable, wonderful,
surprising; rare.
S < D  .;vi- ikits, s.f. Doubt, uncertainty; error,
mistake.
S LD  d4vi- aksha, adj. (f. -), Clear seeing, farsighted, all-seeing, discerning, knowing, circumspect,
clever, wise, sensible; able, procient, skilful;—s.m. A
learned Brhma , a Panit, a spiritual teacher.
S (D  !vi- al, adj. (f. -), Moving, going; moving about,
shaking, tottering; wavering, unsteady, unxed; ckle;—
s.m. Deviation, &c. (i.q. vi alan, q.v.).
S + D  .!vi- alit, part. (f. -), Gone or moved away,
departed, shifted, displaced, slipped; moved irregularly;
deviated (from), swerved; not xed, unsteady, unsettled,
ckle.
S + D  !vi- alan, s.m. Moving or going away (from),
deviating (from), deviation; irregularity; perverseness,
disobedience; unsteadiness, ckleness;—conceit, selfpraise.
H  + D  !vi aln [S.  !"(, rt.  +!], v.n. To
move about, to move to and fro; to move, shift, slip,
become displaced; to waver, totter, to be unsteady; to
turn, bend; to deviate, swerve (from), to go astray; to
commit an infringement or violation (of, -se), to break
one's promise.
S D va an, vulg. ba an, s.m. Speaking; speech, word,

&c. (i.q. ba an, q.v.);—(in Gram.) number:—va an-bandh,
s.m. (in Gram.) Composition:—va an(or ba an) p r karn,
To full (one's) promise, to be faithful to (one's) word,—
va an-kar, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Acting according to orders, doing what one is told,
obedient;—the author or enunciator of a precept:—va ankram, s.m. Order of words or speech, discourse:—va ankraman, s.m. An ellipsis:—va an-grh, adj. & s.m. (f. -i),
Accepting the command (of), obeying orders, attentive
to command, conformable, compliant, obedient,
submissive, humble;—an obedient person, &c.:—va anmtr, s.m. Mere words, empty talk, assertion
unsupported by facts. (For other compounds see ba an.)
H cD  wa -wa (prob. by redupl. of va , q.v.), s.m.
(dialec.) Twaddle, prating, babble, clack, gabble,
nonsense (i.q. wa-wa).
H DD  wa wa n [wa wa ˚= wa -wa , q.v.+=
w= Prk.  or U=S.  caus. aug.+n], v.n. (dialec.)
To babble, prate, twaddle, gabble, talk nonsense.
H DD  "wa -wa  [wa wa +S. t (+t)], adj. &
s.m. (dialec.) Babbling, talking nonsensically, twaddling,
&c.;—babbler, prater, twaddler, &c.
S 0 ' D  K+ vi
'
hardak, s.m. = S > D  K+B vi hand,
s.m.= S 0> D  K+B vi handak, s.m.A building
consisting of several stories and surrounded by a
portico; a large building; a palace; a temple.
S > D  K+Bvi hand, s.m. = S 0 ' D  K+ 
' vi hardak,
s.m.= S 0> D  K+B vi handak, s.m.A building
consisting of several stories and surrounded by a
portico; a large building; a palace; a temple.
S 0> D  K+Bvi handak, s.m. = S 0 ' D  K+ 
'
vi hardak, s.m.= S > D  K+B vi hand, s.m.A building
consisting of several stories and surrounded by a
portico; a large building; a palace; a temple.
S >) D  Kvi hed, and H.   vi hed, s.m. Cutting
asunder, dividing, breaking, cutting o; separation;
disjunction; interruption; dispersion; distribution;
termination; prohibition, prevention; removal;—
dissension, dierence; space, interval;—division (of a

book), section, chapter.
P ) >q wadnyat (for A. f) >q , v.n. fr. >qr 'to be single, or

nonpareil of the age.
A  wadd, vulg. wad(inf. n. of   'to love,' &c.), s.m. Love,

alone,' &c.), s.f. Unity, singularity; unity (as an attribute
of the Deity);—a belief in the unity (of God).
P C>q wadat (for A. e>q , inf. n. of >qr 'to be single, or

aection; friendship.
A   wid, s.f.=>1 bid, q.v.

alone,' &c.), s.f. The being single, or alone, or solitary;—
unity, oneness;—solitariness.
A U q wash (inf. n. of U q ), s.m. A wild animal; a erce,
shy, or untamed animal.
P Lq washat (for A. fLq , fr. wash), s.f. A desert,
solitude, dreary place;—loneliness, solitariness,
dreariness;—sadness, grief, care;—wildness, erceness,
ferocity, savageness; barbarity, barbarism;—timidity,
fear, fright, dread, terror, horror;—distraction, madness:
—washat-asar, adj. Impressing with horror; horrible,
frightful:—washat-l da, or washat-angez, or washatnk, adj. Desolate, dreary, frightful, horrible, shocking,
harrowing; bewildering:—washat-zada, adj. Struck with
loneliness; awe-struck, aghast, terried:—washat hon,
v.n. To be bewildered, to be distracted, &c.
A Lq wash (rel. n. fr. wash), adj. Wild, untamed; shy;
unsociable;—uncultivated; uncivilized, barbarous; savage;
untractable; erce, ferocious; brutish; cruel;—s.m. A wild
beast; a brute; a savage:—nm-wash, adj. Half-tamed;
half-civilized, semi-barbarous, &c.
H  ! ) Lq wash-pan [wash, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ;
(Vedic ; )+], s.m. Wildness; shyness, unsociableness;
savageness; erceness, ferocity.
A (q waal, s.m. Black adhesive clay, slime, ooze, mud,
mire.
A Vq wu sh, s.m. pl. (of wash), Wild beasts.
P q wa (for A. q wayu 'revealing,' &c., inf. n. of Rq ),
s.f. Revelation; anything (divine) suggested, inspired, or
revealed (by vision or otherwise); inspiration:—wa
utarn, or wa nzil hon, A revelation to come down
(from heaven); to be revealed.
A >) q wad (v.n. fr. >q 'to be single, or alone,' &c.), adj.
Alone, unique, single, singular;—sole, separated;—s.m.
Sole one; unique one, incomparable one:—wad--dahr,
s.m. Phœnix of the age:—wadul-ar, s.m. The

S   vida, vulg. vid, s.m. (f. -), A knower; a wise man, a
sage.
S    vid, s.f. Knowledge, learning, wisdom;
understanding, intellect.
H    wid, s.f.=>1 bid, q.v.
A   wadd, or widd, s.m.=wadd, q.v.
S .   4vi-dran, s.m. Tearing, rending, &c. (see
bidra);—paining, aicting;—killing, massacre,
slaughter;—war, battle.
H    widrn [widr˚= Prk.  (), or
 ()=S.  (), rt.  +], v.t. To tear, rend, &c.
(i.q. bidrn, q.v.).
A u  wid, or wad(v.n. fr. u  'to leave at liberty, to
permit,' &c.), s.m. Adieu, farewell; parting; bidding
farewell:—wid karn(-ko), To bid adieu or farewell (to),
to dismiss.
A v  wid (rel. n. fr. wid), adj. Bidding farewell,
valedictory.
S   !vadl, s.m. A kind of silurus or sheat sh;—an
eddy, a whirlpool.
S J  ./ vadmi (1st pers. sing. of the pres. Paras. of rt.
vad), I speak, I say (the word occurs in the Rmya of
Tuls-ds).
S B)   Bvadnya, adj. (f. -), Eloquent; speaking kindly,
or agreeably, aable;—(for ava-dnya) liberal, generous,
bountiful, municent;—s.m. A liberal person, &c.
H 8    wid, s.f.= 8>1bid, q.v.
S C   vidit, vulg. bidit, part. (f. -), Perceived,
understood, known; familiar;—famed, famous,
renowned;—apprized, informed;—represented;
promised; agreed;—s.m. A well-informed man, a learned
man, a sage;—(S. viditam), s.m. Knowledge, information;
—representation.
H   wadar [prob. S. +t], s.m. (Dakh.) Babble,

prate, jabber.
S    vi-dar (rt. drwith
vi), adj. Tearing asunder,

rending;—s.m. The Indian prickly pear, Cactus indicus.
S    Cvidur, adj. (f. -), Knowing, wise, learned,
intelligent; clever, skilful; intriguing;—s.m. A learned or
clever man;—an intriguer;—name of the younger
brother of Dhrita-rsh~ra and P u.
H   &wadar [wadar, q.v.+= ha= wa= Prk.
 "=S. + . \t], s.f. Babble, &c. (i.q. wadar, q.v.).
S 1   #vi-darbh,
'
s.m. Name of a district and city to
the south-west of Bengal (the modern Berar proper);—
the king of Vidarbh;—any dry or desert soil.
S J   W¬/ vi-drum, s.m. A tree bearing precious gems;—
coral, a coral-tree;—a young sprout or shoot.
H   wadarn (fr. wadar, q.v.), v.n. (Dakh.) To
babble, jabber, prate, talk nonsense.
H    widarn (see the trans. widrn), v.n. To be
torn or rent asunder; to burst open, to burst, split, go
asunder.
S V   8vi-di, (nom. vi-dik), s.f. An intermediate point
of the compass (as N.E., S.E., S.W., or N.W.).
S V   C3vidush, adj. & s.m.=vidur, q.v.
S ]   8vi-di, s.f. 1˚=vidi, q.v.;—2˚ name of the
capital of the district of Dar ;—name of a river in
Mlw.
H ]   C3vidushak, adj. & s.m. corr. of vid shak, q.v.
H ]   C34vidusha, s.m. corr. of vid shan, q.v.
S 0   vi-dik (base vidi), s.f.=vidi, q.v.
S  >=   Fvidagdha, vulg. vi-dagdh, part. adj. (f. -),
Burnt; in amed;—well-bred; clever, shrewd, knowing,
learned; able, skilled; witty, sharp;—subtle, cunning, sly,
crafty, artful, intriguing;—s.m. A learned or clever man,
a scholar, a Pandit;—an artful or a crafty person; an
intriguer;—a libertine, lecher.
S  >=   Fvi-dagdhat, s.f. = S  >=   F; vidagdhatva, s.m.Sharpness, shrewdness, cleverness,
learnedness, sagacity, wit, &c.
S  >=   F; vi-dagdhatva, s.m. = S  >=   F vi-

dagdhat, s.f.Sharpness, shrewdness, cleverness,
learnedness, sagacity, wit, &c.
S .  vadan, s.m. The mouth; face, countenance;—(in
Alg.) the rst term (of a progression);—(in Geom.) the
summit or apex (of a triangle, &c.
S .   vid-vn, adj. & s.m. Knowing, intelligent, wise,
learned, clever;—a wise or learned man, a scholar, a
sage, a seer.
A   wad d (v.n. fr.   'to love'), adj. Loving, aectionate,
friendly;—beloved;—an epithet of the Deity.
S    vi-d ra, vulg. vi-d r, adj. Very far, distant,
remote;—s.m. Name of a city and mountain whence the
lapis lazuli is brought:—vid ra-ja, vulg. vid raj, s.m. The
lapis lazuli (lit.'produced in Vid r').
S 9   Rvid rath, s.m. Name of a king (a son of Surath);—name of a son of Bhajamn.
H M   *vi-d raj, s.m. See s.v. vid r.
S ]   3vi-d shak, adj. & s.m. Corrupting, vitiating,
deling, contaminating;—censorious, detracting;—
jocular, facetious, witty;—a censorious man, a detractor;
—a facetious man, a jester, wag, buoon; (in the drama)
the jocose companion and condential friend of the
principal character or hero of the play;—a libertine;—a
catamite.
S ]   34vi-d sha, s.m. The act of corrupting or
deling; corruption, contamination;—censuring, reviling,
abuse, satire.
H  ]   3wid shn [wid sh˚= S.  3(), rt.  +C3],
v.t. To corrupt, dele, contaminate; to disgrace; to
blame, censure, calumniate, revile, abuse.
H     !vid-valat [S.  + !+, a pleonastic form],
s.f. Strength of learning, power of knowledge.
S .   vidvan, voc. sing. of vidvn(base vid-vat), q.v.
H .   vidvan, adj.=vi-dhan, q.v.
S U 7   <3vi-dvesh, s.m. Enmity, hatred; contempt.
S L7   <3"vi-dvesh, adj. (f. -in), Hating; hostile,
inimical, malicious;—s.m. An enemy.
S   vadh, s.m. Killing, slaying; murder, slaughter, &c.

(i.q. badh, q.v.):—vadh-hn, adj. Free from slaughter;
uninjured by slaughter; preserved or rescued from
murder.
S    vidha, vulg. vidh, s.m. Form, manner, &c. (i.q.
vidh); fold (frequently used in Bahu-vrhicompounds, e.g.
dvi-vidh).
H    vidh, s.f. contrac. of vidh, q.v.
S    vi-dhi, and H.   vidh, s.m. A rule, form,
formula, &c. (see bidhior bidh):—vidhi-pad, s.m. An
epithet of Brahmalok;—the sacred feet of Brahma:—vidhip rvak, adv. After due observance of rule; according to
rule, agreeably to prescribed law:—vidhi-jna, vulg.
bidhigya, adj. 'Rule-knowing,' acquainted with the laws or
precepts, learned in ritual; knowing how to proceed;—
s.m. One who knows the prescribed mode or form; a
well-informed person; a Brhman who knows the ritual:
—vidhi-dar, s.m. A priest whose business it is to see that
everything at a sacrice is done according to prescribed
rules and to correct any deviation from them:—vidhikriy, s.f. (in Gram.) The imperative mood:—vidhi-vn,
vidhi-vat, or vidhi-vant, s.m. (f. -vat), One who acts in
conformity with prescribed rules:—vidhi-vat, adv.
Agreeably to rule, according to law, in due form,
conformably to established ordinances; regularly, duly:—
vidhi-vyavahr, vulg. vidh-vyavahr, s.m. The conduct or
the practices of Brahm:—vidhi-hari-har-may, adj.
Consisting of Brahm, Vish u, and iva; possessed of, or
imbued with, the divine. (For other compounds, see
bidhi.)
S    vi-dh, s.f. Form, formula, rule;—manner, kind,
sort;—act, action;—doing well, thriving, prosperity,
auence;—wages, hire;—fodder, food (of horses,
elephants, &c.).
S    vidh (rt.  ), s.f. Piercing, penetrating,
penetration.
S 9   vi-dht (base vi-dhtri), s.m. Arranger,
disposer, &c. (i.q. bidht, q.v.);—an epithet of Km-dev.
S .   vi-dhn, s.m. Sending; ordering;
arrangement, &c. (i.q. bidhn, q.v.);—form, manner,
mode;—act, action; the performance of an act prescribed

by religion or law;—means, expedient;—wealth;—fodder
(of elephants).
S 7   vi-dhyak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Placing,
xing, securing; arranging, disposing; making,
performing, causing, occasioning; establishing a rule or
law, directing, prescribing, enjoining;—consigning,
delivering;—one who causes (a thing) to be xed or
secure, &c.;—one who entrusts or deposits (anything).
S 7   "vi-dhy, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = vi-dhyak, q.v.
S #  ,&"vadhu, s.f.=vadh , q.v.
S >    ,(
, vidhun-tud, s.m. See s.v.   vidhu.
S '   ,vidhur, adj. (f. -), Agitated, troubled,
distressed, confused, trembling; suering separation or
absence from a mistress or lover; being in a state of
bereavement; abandoned, deserted;—adverse, hostile;—
s.m. One who is agitated, &c.; one who is suering
separation or absence from a beloved object;—a
widower;—(S. vidhuram), s.m. Agitation of mind, distress,
confusion, anxiety, alarm, terror; danger; separation
(from a mistress or lover).
S J'   /vi-dharm,
'
s.m. A dierent religion (from one's
own); heterodoxy; apostasy.
S   vadhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Killing, destructive,
murderous; pernicious, injurious:—one who kills, a
murderer, &c. (see badhak).
S   ,vadhuk, s.f.=vadh , q.v.
S    vi-dhan, adj. (f. -), Devoid of wealth, indigent,
poor;—s.m. An indigent per son, a poor man:—vi-dhan,
s.f. An indigent woman.
H    vidhan, s.m. An epithet of Brahm.
S     vi-dhanat, s.f. = S     ; vi-dhanatva,
s.m.Destitution, indigence, poverty.
S     ; vi-dhanatva, s.m. = S      vi-dhanat,
s.f.Destitution, indigence, poverty.
S   0vadh , or , vadhu, s.f. See  >1 badh ; and bah :
—vadhvaivarya(vadhu+ai˚), s.m. The sway or supremacy
of woman or women; petticoat-government.
S    ,vidhu, s.m. The moon;—a name of Brahm
(lit.'one who arranges or disposes or rules or maintains';

a name of Vish u;—a Rkshas, a end (see bidhuor
bidh);—an expiatory oblation;—camphor:—vidhu-p shan,
s.m. The moon and sun:—vidhun-tud, s.m. 'Moontroubler,' an epithet of Rhu or the personi ed
ascending Node (causing the moon's eclipses):—vidhuvadan, adj. (f. -), Moon-faced; having a moon-like or
beautiful face (syn. mh-r e):—vidh day(˚dhu+ud˚), s.m.
Rising of the moon.
S     vi-dhav, s.f. A widow (i.q. bidhw):—vidhavvedan, s.m. Marrying a widow.
H     vidhaw, s.m.=bidhaw, and vidht, qq.v.
S   0&"vadh , s.f. A young woman; a young wife;—a
son's wife, a daughter-in-law.
S *     
( vi-dhvas, s.m. Falling to pieces, ruin,
destruction, &c. (i.q. bidhwas, q.v.);—aversion, dislike,
enmity, disrespect;—insult, oence.
S <    
( "vi-dhvas, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Falling
asunder, being ruined, perishing;—causing to fall,
overthrowing, ruining, destroying;—hostile, adverse;—
overthrower, destroyer, &c.
H D)   widhy ak, s.m. corr. of vindhy- akr, q.v.
S  )   <vi-dheyat, s.f. = S  )   <; vi-dheyatva,
s.m.Fitness to be prescribed or enjoined; tness for
enactment (as a rule or law);—necessary or proper act
or conduct; practicability;—tractableness, docility,
submission.
S  )   <; vi-dheyatva, s.m. = S  )   < vi-dheyat,
s.f.Fitness to be prescribed or enjoined; tness for
enactment (as a rule or law);—necessary or proper act
or conduct; practicability;—tractableness, docility,
submission.
H '  ) L)   d<Pwidhyakshetr, s.m. corr. of vindhyakshetr, q.v.
S B)  vadhya, part. adj. See B) >1 badhya.
S B)   <vi-dheya, part. adj. & s.m. (f. -), To be
arranged or prescribed; to be enjoined (as a rule, &c.); to
be performed, or practised, or done; liable to be ruled or
governed or in uenced (by), governable, subject (to);—
compliant, submissive, tractable, manageable;—(in

Gram.) the predicate.
S 7   1vidy, vulg. bidy, s.f. Knowledge, learning,
scholarship; science, philosophy;—a practical art;—a
spell, incantation;—magical skill;—a kind of magical pill
or bolus (which placed in the mouth is supposed to give
the power of ascending to heaven);—an epithet of the
goddess Durg;—the tree Premna spinosa:—vidybhys(˚y
+abh˚), s.m. Practice or pursuit of learning, study of
science; application to books, study:—vidy-pahan, s.m.
The study of science; study:—vidy-prpti, s.f.
Acquirement of knowledge;—any acquisition made by
learning:—vidy-dt(base vidy-dtri), s.m. (f. -tr), One
who gives or imparts knowledge, a teacher, an
instructor:—vidy-dn, s.m. The imparting of knowledge,
teaching, instruction:—vidy-dhar, s.m.=bidy-dhar,
q.v.s.v. bidy:—vidy-dhan, s.m. Wealth consisting in
learning; money or property acquired by learning or
scholarship, or by science, or instruction:—vidyrth(˚y
+ar˚), adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Seeking for or desirous of
knowledge, studious;—a student, pupil, scholar, disciple
(syn. tlib-ilm):—vidy-r
p, adj. & s.m. Exceedingly

learned; the very embodiment of learning:—vidy-ghar,
or vidylay(y+l), s.m. Abode or seat of learning, a
school, college, seminary:—vidy-lbh, s.m.=vidy-prpti,
q.v.:—vidynurg(˚y+anu˚), s.m. Passion for learning:—
vidynurg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Passionately fond of
learning or study;—a studious person:—vidy-vn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -vat), Possessed of knowledge or learning,
learned;—a learned man, a scholar:—vidy-hn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Destitute of knowledge, unlearned, ignorant;
—an unlearned or illiterate man.
H .7   1vidyn, adj. & s.m. corr. of vidy-vn, q.v.
S 7   1,v idyut, s.f. Lightning (i.q. bijl, q.v.):—vidyudviish, adj. (f. -), Possessed of lightning; lightningcharged.
S .' 7   "4vi-dra,
'
vulg. vi-dr(rt. vi-dr), part. (f. -),
Rent asunder, burst, open, broken open, torn, split,
ripped up;—expanded, opened.
S U 7   b8vi-de, s.m. Another country, foreign country,
&c. (see bides):—videa-ja, vulg. videshaj, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Born or produced in a foreign country; foreign, exotic; a

foreigner; an exotic:—videaga, vulg. videag, or vide-gm,
adj. & s.m. Going abroad or to a foreign country;—one
who goes abroad; a traveller:—vide-gaman, s.m. Going
abroad, travelling in foreign lands.
S &L7   b8*videa-ja, vulg. videaj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), See
s.v. vide.
S L7   b8"vi-de, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), See the pop. form
bides.
P s7  wadat (for A. fs7  , v.n. fr. u  'to place, to deposit'),
s.f. A deposit, trust, whatever is committed to another's
charge:—wadat--ayt, s.f. The laying down of (one's)
life, dying, death.
S .-7   1/vidya-mn, adj. Being perceived or known,
being found, being present, being in existence, existent,
being; actual, real.
S  -7   1/vidyamnat, s.f. = S  -7   1/;
vidyamnatva, s.m.Being, existence, presence.
S  -7   1/; vidyamnatva, s.m. = S  -7   1/
vidyamnat, s.f.Being, existence, presence.
S B7   b6vi-deh, adj. (f. -), Without body, bodiless,
incorporeal; trunkless;—s.m. A sovereign of the family of
Janak, king of Mithil.
S 37   b6vi-deh, s.f. A district in the province of Bihr
(the ancient Mithil, or the modern Tirhut);—(S. videhs), s.m. pl. The people of Videha.
S  fwa, s.f.=ba , q.v.
S   f!vil, s.m. A cat (i.q. bilr);—the eye-ball.
S   f!vilak, s.m. A cat;—application of ointment
to the exterior of the eye (esp. to the eye-lids when the
lashes have fallen o or are ulcerated);—yellow
orpiment.
S H   f@ vi-amb, s.m. Imitation;—aicting,
distressing, annoyance.
S    f.@ vi-ambit, part. (f. -), Imitated, copied;
assumed, put on, simulated; transformed; distorted;—
mocked at, ridiculed, derided;—deceived, disappointed,
frustrated;—vexed, mortied;—aicted, distressed; low,
abject, poor, miserable.
S    f@ vi-amban, s.m. Imitation, copying,

assuming a similar appearance or dress; disguise,
masquerade;—supernatural assumption of a borrowed
form; transformation; imposture;—deceiving, deception,
fraud; breach of faith;—disappointing, frustrating;—
aicting, distressing; vexation, mortication; pain,
distress, misery;—ridiculing; ridiculousness,
ludicrousness.
S    f@ vi-amban, s.f.=viamban, q.v.
H   f waw, adj. (dialec. or rustic)=ba w= ba , qq.v.
H M   f0*wi raj, s.m. corr. of vid raj, q.v.
S  vara, vulg. var, war, or bar(q.v.), adj. (f. -), Wished
for, desirable, precious, excellent, best; eldest;—the best
(of), most excellent or eminent; surpassing, exceeding,
superior (to); preferable; beautiful;—s.m. Selecting,
choosing; requesting, soliciting, entreating;—choice,
election; wish, desire, request; boon, blessing, favour;
anything chosen as a present, gift, reward, recompense
(esp. the gift of a Brhma or a deity);—any desirable
object; benet, advantage, privilege;—a dowry; charity,
alms; bdellium;—a sparrow;—saron;—one who chooses
or selects, &c.; one who solicits a girl in marriage, a
suitor, wooer, lover; a bridegroom; husband;—a dissolute
man; a catamite:—var-san(˚ra+s˚), s.m. An excellent
seat; the best seat; a throne:—var-pradn, s.m. The
granting of a boon:—war- ar , adj. Lavish of
expenditure, extravagant, profuse, prodigal:—war- ar ,
s.f. Excessive expenditure, extravagance, prodigality:—
vara-da, vulg. varad, adj. (f. -), Granting wishes,
conferring a boon or boons, ready to full requests or
answer prayers; propitious, favourable:—var-d, s.f. A
young woman, girl, virgin, maiden;—name of a river:—
var-dn, s.m. The granting a boon or request; giving
compensation or reward; benefaction; bestowal:—wardekhaun, s.f. 'The pointing out a suitor or husband,'
negotiating a marriage:—war-rahnor hon(-par), To
continue or be superior (to); to prevail (against), to
overcome, be victorious (over); to surpass, excel;—to
gain, win:—varoru(˚ra+ r˚), s.m. A beautiful thigh;—adj.
Having beautiful thighs:—varekshan(˚ra+k˚), s.m. Looking
out for a suitor or husband, negotiating a marriage.
P  war (i.q. wr, q.v.), su. Possessing, having, enjoying,

&c. (added to substantives to form adjectives, e.g. jnwar, 'possessing life; a living creature, an animal';—nmwar, 'having a name, famous').
P  war (contrac. of wa agar), conj. And if.
H  war [S.   or  +t], adj. Situated on this
side (of a river, &c.); near, close by;—inferior:—ware(obl.
of war), adv. On this side (of); near;—below:—ware n,
v.n. To draw near, to approach:—ware-pare, adv. Near
and far:—ware girn, v.n. To fall on this side (of, -ke); to
fall short (of).
A  war, prep. Behind; beyond, on the other side (of);—
after, subsequently (to);—besides, except.
S  var, s.f. (m. vara), An excellent woman;—name of
several plan~s and vegetable products; Cissampelos
hexandra; Clypea hermandifolia; Asparagus racemosus;
Cocculus cordifolius;—the three kinds of myrobalan;—a
sort of perfume.
H C warti, (dialec.) s.f.=bart, q.v.;—s.m.=bart,
q.v.
S C ]vrt, s.m. An assemblage, a company, troop,
multitude, ock;—the company or attendants at a
marriage feast;—the descendant of an outcast Brhma ,
&c. (see vrtya);—(S. vrtam) manual or bodily labour;
day-labour; casual employment.
S ) 9 ];vrty, s.f. The wife or daughter of an outcast.
S B) 9 ];vrtya, s.m. A man of one of the rst three
classes (i.e. a Brhma , or a Kshatriya, or a Vaiya) who
has lost caste through non-observance of the ten
principal sanctifying or puricatory rites (esp.
investiture with the sacred thread); one who has fallen
from caste, an outcast;—a man of a particular inferior
class (regarded as the descendant of a dra father and
Kshatriya mother); a low or vile person.
S   &vi-r (base vi-rj, q.v.), s.m. Splendour,
beauty;—the rst progeny of Brahm; the producer of
the rst Manu or Svyambhuva (who was the secondary
framer of the visible universe);—ruler of the various
forms of bodies,' a name of Intellect located in and
ruling over the collective aggregate of bodies; embodied
spirit:—vir, or vir-dehor deh(prop. vir-deh, &c.), or

vir-r p(prop. vir-r p), or vir-svar p, adj. 'Having the
body of Vir~,' or 'consisting of Virj,' epithets of the
Supreme Being (as expanded and explicated in the
creation, or as developed and exhibited in the radiance
and glory of the Universal system);—monstrous, huge,
enormous, gigantic.
S   &vir, s.m. Name of one of the midland or
north-west districts of India (supposed to be the modern
Berr);—name of an ancient king (the P avas being
obliged to live in concealment during the thirteenth
year of their exile, journeyed to the court of this king
and entered his service in various disguises):—vira-ja,
vulg. viraj, s.m. An inferior sort of diamond (said to be
found in the country Vir~).
S &  &*viraj (vira-ja), s.m. See s.v. vir.
S  &varak, s.m. A small shell used as a coin, a
cowrie, Cyprœa moneta;—the seed-vessel of a lotus- ower;
—a rope, cord, string.
P  wirsat (for A. f , inf. n. of  'to receive by
inheritance'), s.f. Inheritance, heritage, patrimony;
heirship; hereditary right:—wirsat-se,
adv. By

inheritance, as an heir-Ioom:—wirsat-k
 sanad, A
certicate of heirship:—wirsat-nma,
s.m. Deed of

inheritance or heirship.
P {  wirsata
 (for A. f| , acc. of wirsat),
 adv. By way of
inheritance, as an heirloom:—wirsata
 pahu n, v.n. To
devolve by inheritance.
S M  *vi-rj (nom. vir, q.v.), s.m. Splendour, beauty;
display;—a man of the regal or military class;—the rst
progeny of Brahm;—(in the Vednta phil.) the
consciousness which perceives collections or aggregates;
—the body.
H J  ]* /vrjbm, s.f. corr. of vraj-vm, q.v.s.v. vraj.
S   *vi-rjat, part. Shining, &c. (i.q. virjmn,
q.v.).
S   .*vi-rjit, part. (f. -), Made splendid,
illuminated, irradiated; splendid; displayed, made visible,
manifested.
S .-  */vi-rja-mn, or vulg. virjmn, adj.
Shining, brilliant, splendid, handsome, gorgeous.

H    *wirjn [wirj˚= S.  *(), rt: * with
 ], v.t. & v.n.=birjn, q.v.
A  warrd (intens. n. fr. ward, q.v.), s.m. A gardener
(syn. bg-bn;
ml).

S    vi-rdh, s.m. Opposition; prevention;—
vexation, annoyance;—a kind of Rkshas.
S 5 varsan, s.m. See s.v. varaor var.
S 0 vark, adj. (f. -), Pitiable, miserable, unhappy,
poor, wretched, low, vile;—impure;—s.m. A sinner, &c.;—
a name of iva;—battle, war.
S @  $vi-rg (fr. vi-ra j), s.m. Absence of desire or
passion, indierence (to), disinclination, aversion (to),
disregard of all sensual enjoyment; stoicism.
S =  $"vi-rg, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Void of passion or
desire; entertaining aversion or dislike; stoical;—an
ascetic; a stoical person.
S   !virl, s.m.= vil, q.v.
S J  /vi-rm (rt. ramwith vi), s.m. Leaving o,
cessation, rest, repose, discontinuance (of working,
speaking, &c.); stopping, stop, pause, stoppage of sound;
(in Gram.) 'the stop,' name of a small oblique stroke
placed under a consonant to denote that it is quiescent,
i.e. that it has no vowel inherent or otherwise
pronounced after it (e.g.  * virj);—adj. Uneasy,
unquiet, agitated.
S . [varm (acc. of var, q.v.), s.f. An excellent
woman.
S < 4"varas, s.f. The city of Banras or Benares
(more usually written vras).
S 2 6varh, s.m. A boar, wild boar, hog;—name of
Vish u in the third or boar-incarnation (in which he
raised the earth from the bottom of the sea with his
tusks);—an array of troops in the form of a boar;—name
of one of the eighteen lesser divisions (dvp) of the
world;—a particular measure;—name of a sacred place.
S C  vi-rata, vulg. vi-rat, part. (f. -), Ceased, stopped;
desisted (from); rested; ended, concluded.
S C  vi-rati, s.f. Cessation, discontinuance, stop,

rest, pause, end, term;—indierence.
S C \
 vritta,
 vulg. vritt,
 part. (fr. rt. vrit, 'to turn,' &c.),
Turned; rounded; round, circular;—been, existed, lived;
happened, occurred; past, gone; nished; dead,
deceased;—done, performed; acted; engaged in,
undertaken;—(rt. vrit, 'to choose') chosen, selected,
appointed;—(S. vrittam,
rt. vrit, 'to turn'), s.m. A circle;

circumference;—event, occurrence;—procedure; practice;
profession, occupation, mode of life, means of
subsistence, livelihood;—act, action, behaviour, manner,
demeanour; conduct;—observance of any enjoined
practice, established rule or usage, actual practice, law;—
rhythm; verse, metre:—vrittrdh(˚ta+ar˚),
s.m. A

semicircle:—vrittnt(˚ta+an˚),
s.m. 'The end or result of a

course of action'; occurrence, event, incident;—fact;—
tidings, rumour, report, intelligence;—tale, story,
narrative, history, account; topic, subject;—sort, kind;
dierence; mode, manner; state, condition:—vrittnt
patr, s.m. Any document containing a statement of
events; a newspaper; a report (of):—vritt-s
ak, adj. &

s.m. (f. -ik), Explaining (or explainer of) actions, or
established practices, &c. (see vritt):—vr
itt-kha,
s.m.


Segment of a circle.
S C 
 vrita,
 vritt,
 vulg. vrit, and (corr.) H. \
 part. (rt.
vri), Surrounded; covered; screened, defended;—chosen,
selected; preferred.
S C  vriti,
 vulg. vrit, s.f. Surrounding, encompassing,
enclosing;—an enclosure, a hedge, fence;—an enclosed
piece of ground;—selecting, choosing; appointing;
requesting; a selection, choosing; a request (see britior

brit).

S C . \vritti,
 vulg. vritt,
 vrit, britt,
 or brit, s.f. Turning
round; the circumference (of a circle or wheel);—being,
existing, abiding, staying, remaining; existence; state,
condition, proceeding, career, course of conduct,
behaviour, action; operation; practice, business,
profession, function, oce, employment; mode of life;—
livelihood, maintenance, means of subsistence;
allowance, pension, &c. (see brittor
brit).


S C ]vrat, s.m. Rite, observance, practice; any
religious act or obligation enjoined by the gods, &c. (see

brator barat, the pop. form):—vrata-stha, vulg. vratasth, adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Engaged in (or one who is engaged in)
religious austerities or in a vow of any kind; performing
penance;—one who performs penance.
H C ].\vritti, s.f. A corr. form of vritti,
 q.v.
H 9 \yvartt (see the fem. batt), s.m. A wooden pencil
for writing on a board.
H ' 59 \
 ,vrittsur,
s.m. An incorrect form of ' 59

vritrsur,
q.v.

S 9 \
 Bvrittnt,
s.m. See s.v. vrittaor
vritt;


 and cf. the
pop. form britant.

S  9 ]vratati, or ]" vratat, s.f. A spreading;
expansion; extension; extent;—a creeper.
S ' 5' 9 P
 ,vritrsur
(vritra+asura),
s.m. The demon


Vritra(slain
by Indra).

S 9 vartak,
'
adj. Who or what abides or exists,
abiding, existing, living;—given up (to), devoted or
attached (to);—s.m. A sort of quail;—hoof (of a horse);—a
sort of brass or bell-metal (syn. bidr).
S 9 vartik, s.f. Wick (of a lamp; see batt);—a
paint-brush;—a species of quail, Perdix olivacea(see baer).
S (9 ,!
' vartul, adj. Round, circular; globular, spherical.
S .-9 /vartamn,
'
vulg. vartmn, bartmn, and (corr.)
H. ]/ vratmn, adj. Turning round, revolving,
moving;—being, existing, living; being present; actually
taking place (see bartmn);—dwelling, remaining, abiding
(in):—vartamn, or vartamn-kl, s.m. (in Gram.) The
present tense:—vartamn-klik, adj. Of or relating to
present time, or to the present tense.
S 9 vartan,
'
s.m. Livelihood, subsistence; occupation,
profession; earnings, hire, wages, salary (cf. vritti,
 and
brit).

S 9  Rvi-rath, adj. Having no car or chariot,
chariotless.
S 9 R
 vrith,
adj. & adv. See brith:—vr
ith-dn,
s.m. A



useless gift, an improper gift, a gift that may be
annulled; an unprotable donation: money lost in
gaming or given to harlots:—vrith-vd,
s.m. Idle or

fruitless talk; false or incorrect speech:—vrith-vd,
adj.


& s.m. (f. -in), Speaking (or one who speaks) idly, or
falsely, &c.
S 9 varti, or u vart, s.f. Wick (of a lamp); a lamp; a
candle; a match, &c. (i.q. batt, q.v.);—a ruled line;—a
paint-brush;—ointment, unguent, perfume (for the
person); rouge; eye-salve, collyrium.
S 9 uvart (base vartin), adj. (f. -in), Abiding, staying,
resting, continuing; being, existing; situated (in;—used as
last member of compounds, e.g. madhya-vart, 'situated in
the midst,' &c.).
S 9 ]"vrat adj. & s.m. See brat(the pop. form).
S  &vara, s.m. A kind of wasp; a hornet.
S  &vara, = S  &" vara,s.f. A kind of wasp; a
hornet;—a goose.
S  &"vara, = S  & vara,s.f. A kind of wasp; a
hornet;—a goose.
n. of  'to receive by inheritance'), s.m.
A  wirs (inf.

Receiving by inheritance, succeeding as heir.
P B wirsa, or warsa(prob.
fr. A. wirs), s.m. Inheritance,

heritage; a bequest (i.q. wirsat, q.v.):—wirsa  ban, An
inheritance to be divided:—wirsa  pn(-ko), To acquire (a
property) by inheritance or bequest:—wirsa-dr,
s.m.

Joint heir, co-heir:—wirse-me
n, v.n. To descend or

come to (one) as a heritage; to proceed from an
ancestor.
P B warasa  (for A. f warasat),
 s.m. pl. (of wris), Heirs.
S M  *vi-raj, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Free from dust;—devoid
of passion, passionless;—one who is free from passion.
S M ]*vraj, vulg. braj, s.m. A road;—a collection (of
anything); multitude, ock, herd;—a station of cowherds;
a cow-pen, cattle-shed, stall, stable;—name of the district
surrounding Agra and Mathur (see the pop. form Braj):
—vraj-bhsh, vulg. braj-bhkh, s.f. The dialect of Hind
spoken in the district of Vraj or Braj (the pastoral
language of the Hind-speaking people):— vraj-bhakt, vulg.
braj-bhakt, s.m. (f. -), The people of Braj considered as
votaries of Krishn:—vraj-bh mi, vulg. braj-bh mi, s.f. The
district of Braj:—vraj-tiya, or braj-tiya(tiya= S. str), s.f.=vrajnr, q.v.:—vraj-jan, vulg. braj-jan, s.m. The people of Braj:
—vraj- and, vulg. braj- and, s.m. 'Moon of Braj,' epithet of

Krish :—vraj-rj, vulg. braj-rj, s.m. 'Lord of Braj,' epithet
of Krish :—vraj-kior, or braj-kior, s.m. 'The youth of
Braj,' epithet of Krish :—vraj-gop, or braj-gop, s.m. (f. -),
A cowherd of Braj:—vraj-log, or braj-log, s.m. The people
of Braj:—vraj-maal, or braj-maal, s.m. The district of
Braj:—vraj-mohan, or braj-mohan, s.m. 'The fascinator of
Braj,' epithet of Krish :—vraj-nth, or braj-nth, s.m.
'Lord of Braj,' epithet of Krish :—vraj-nr, or braj-nr,
s.f. A woman (or a female inhabitant) of the Braj district;
a cowherdess, a Gop:—vraj-vs, vulg. braj-bs, s.m. (f. in), An inhabitant of Braj;—an armed attendant:—vrajwlor braj-wl(f. -), or vraj-wlor braj-wl(f. -), An
inhabitant of Braj:—vraj-wlor braj-wl, s.f.=vraj-nr,
q.v.:—vraj-vm, vulg. braj-bm, s.f.=vraj-nr, q.v.:—vraj-var,
vulg. braj-war, s.m. 'The best in Braj,' epithet of Krish :—
vraj-vils, vulg. braj-bils, s.m. The sports and exploits of
Krish in Braj;—name of a poetical work detailing those
exploits:—vraj-van, vulg. braj-ban, s.m. The forest or
district of Braj.
S M  I*vi-ruj, adj. Free from pain or sickness, &c.; in
health, well, &c. (syn. nirog).
S M . *vriji,
 vrij, and brij, s.f. The country of
 vulg. *
Braj (i.q. vraj, q.v.).
S   *vi-raj, s.f. A species of grass (i.q. d rv, or
d b);—name of a river.
S  X*varjit, part. (f. -), Abandoned; excluded,
rejected; avoided, shunned; relinquished;—forbidden,
interdicted, unlawful;—left, remaining; omitted;
excepted;—deprived (of), destitute (of), devoid (of),
without.
S  *varjan,
'
s.m. Forbidding, prohibiting, &c. (see
barjan).
S B)   *"varjanya,
'
part. adj. To be excluded; to be
avoided or shunned, to be prohibited or forbidden;
irregular; improper, censurable, wicked.
S D  .vi-ra it, part. (fem. -), Arranged;
constructed; formed, made, prepared; contrived;
eected;—written, compiled, composed;—put in, inlaid,
set;—embellished, ornamented; furnished (with).
S D  vi-ra an, s.m. Arranging, arrangement;—

constructing; contriving, contrivance; making;
compiling, composing; composition, compilation;—
embellishing; embellishment; any articial or
ornamental fabric.
S  D  vi-ra an, s.f.=vi-ra an, q.v.
H  D  wira n [wira ˚= S.  (), rt.  +], v.t.
To arrange; to construct, contrive; to make, &c. (see
vira an, and bira n).
H c' F war- ar [S. +P. ar ], adj. See s.v. varaor var.
P F war- urd, s.f. Seeing; meeting with, nding, &c.
(i.q. bar- urd, q.v.s.v. bar, 'breast; fruit').
S  vara-da, vulg. varad, adj. See s.v. varaor var.
A  ward, s.m. A rose;—a ower;—leaf (of a ower),
petal.
A  wird (v.n. fr.  'to enter; to approach,' &c.), s.m.
Approach, access;—continual motion or employment,
incessant labour; daily use; habitual practice; practice,
habit;—a task; a self-imposed daily task or service;—a
portion or section of the Qor n (xed for reading at a
certain time);—a halting-place, a stage:—wird--zabn,
s.m.(?) Speaking perpetually; uency of speech;—adv.
Ready on the tongue, got by rote:—wird--zabn hon, v.n.
To be ready on the tongue; to be got by rote or by heart:
—wird karn, v.t. To repeat;—to make a practice or habit
of:—wird-wazfa,
 s.m. A portion of the Qor n xed for
reading at a certain time; daily devotions:—wird-wazfa
pa hn, To perform one's daily task of devotion, &c.
H   wirad, or  I wirud [S.  It], s.m. (dialec.)
Fame, glory, &c. (i.q. birad, q.v.);—the dress of heroes;
military uniform or accoutrements, the habiliments of
war;—a badge betokening some excellence or
superiority;—a badge of oce (cf. ward, and urd).
S .  var-dn, s.m. See s.v. varaor var.
S    I-vi-ruddh, part. (f. -) & postpn. Opposed,
hindered, checked, restrained, arrested, obstructed, &c.;
thwarted (by); prohibited, forbidden; excluded,
disqualied;—opposite (to), the opposite (of), contrary
(to), against, averse (to); at variance (with); hostile (to),
adverse; discordant; incongruous, inconsistent;
unpropitious, unfavourable;—contrariwise (as a part.

viruddhgoverns the ablative; as a postp., the genitive, ke).
S    vriddha,
vulg. vriddh,
adj. Grown up, full-grown;—


old, aged, advanced in years, ancient; wise, learned;—
mighty; large, great much;—s.m. (f. -), An old man, one
past seventy years;—a sage;—a respectable man:—
vriddhvasta(˚dha+av˚),
s.f. The condition or period of old

age, agedness, senility:—vriddh-prapitmah,
s.m. A

paternal great-grandfather:—vriddh-prapitmah,
s.f.

Paternal great-grandmother:—vriddha-tam,
adj. Oldest;

most venerable:—vriddh-s,
adj. (f. -s), Oldish, elderly:—

vriddh-srav(-srav=
S. ravs), adj. Having great glory;—

endowed with much food;—s.m. An epithet of Indra:—
vriddh-sev,
s.f. The serving or honouring of old persons;

reverence for the aged.
S    vriddh,
s.f. An old woman.

H   ywardh [S. +t],
'
s.m. A bull; an ox; a bullock.
 vriddhpan
[vriddh=
S.  +;—pan= Prk.
H ?  

Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; (), s.m. Old age, senility; ancientness.
S   vardhit, part. (rt. vridh),
Increased,

augmented; grown; expanded; extended, produced (as a
line in geom.); thriven;—(rt. vardh) cut, cut o, divided.
S    I-vi-ruddhat, s.f. (m. -tva), Opposition,
contrariety; perverseness; incongruity;—aversion;
hostility, enmity; disagreeableness.
S    vriddhat,
s.f. (m. -tva) = vriddhpan,
q.v.


S .-  /vardhamn,
'
adj. (f. -), Increasing, growing,
thriving, prosperous;—s.m. Name of a mountain and
district (the modern Bardwn).
S   vardhan,
'
adj. Increasing, growing, thriving;—
enlarging; causing to increase or thrive; magnifying;
strengthening, invigorating; exhilarating, animating,
making joyful;—s.m. (S. vardhanam), Increasing, growing,
&c.; increase, growth; prosperity, success;—
enlargement; a magnifying; elevation;—animation,
exhilaration;—rearing, bringing up.
S   "vardhan,
'
s.f. A broom, brush;—a small waterjar (of a particular shape).
S  . -vriddhi
(rt. vridh),
s.f. Increase, increment,



augmentation; growth, rise; rising, ascending;—excess; a
heap, quantity, assemblage, multitude;—increase in
wealth or dignity, &c.; progression (of any kind);
prosperity, success; advancement; happiness;—increase
of the digits of the sun or moon;—wealth, property;—
prot, gain; usury, interest (syn. s d);—(in Med.)
enlargement of the scrotum (either from swelled testicle
or hydrocele or other morbid aections);—(in Gram.) a
peculiar increase or lengthening to which vowels are
subject under certain conditions (e.g. is the vriddhiof
a;

aiof i, , and e; auof u, , and o);—(in Astron.) a particular
period or division of time, the eleventh of the
astronomical yogas(or the yogastar of the eleventh lunar
mansion);—(fr. rt. vardh) cutting o, abscission; (in Law)
forfeiture; deduction;—vriddhi-rddh,
s.m. A rddhor

oering made to departed ancestors on any prosperous
occasion (as on the birth of a son, &c.):—vriddhi-mn,
or

vriddhi-mant(f.
-mat), or vriddhi-wn(f.
-vat), adj.


Increased, augmented; increasing; prosperous; rich,
wealthy:— akr-vriddhi,
s.f. 'Wheel-interest,' interest upon

interest, compound interest.
H   "ward (see urd; and cf. wirad), s.f. Uniform (of a
soldier, &c.); badge or dress of oce (as of a peon, &c.):
—ward bajn, To sound the bugle for a dress-parade:—
ward-mejar, s.m. An adjutant of native troops.
H 7   Ihwirudait [wirudor wirad, q.v.+ait= it= Prk.
(5 or \5=(5= 
( 5 or Õ5=S.  (the a.
of the pres. part. with the caus. aug. pi)], s.m. (dialec.) A
man in military uniform, an accoutred warrior;—one
wearing a badge of distinction, or of oce.
P Vl warzish [abst. s. fr. warz-dan;—warz˚, rt. Zend varez=
S. 6 ' ( (6
 O, (6
 )], s.f. Custom, habit; exercise; athletic
exercise; use; labour, exertion; study;—gain;—
abstinence; sobriety:—warzish- na, s.m. House or hall
for exercise:—warzish karn(-k), To exercise oneself (in),
to practise; to go through athletic exercises.
S 4  vi-ras, adj. (f. -), Sapless;— avourless,
tasteless, insipid, vapid;—ill- avoured; nauseous;—
painful.
S V 3varsha,
'
vulg. varsh, and H. 3 warash or warsh,

s.m. Rain, raining; a shower of rain; sprinkling, eusion;
—the rainy season;—a cloud;—a year (see the pop. form
baras);—a division of the earth or known world (nine
such divisions are enumerated, viz. Kuru, Hira may,
Ramyak, Ilvrit, Hari, Ketu-ml, Bhadrva, Kinnar,
and Bhrat); India (=Bhrat-varsh, syn. Jambudvp):—
varshan(˚sha+a˚), s.m. Subsistence for a year; annual
allowance or salary:—varshvasn(˚sha+av˚), s.m. 'The
close of the rains,' the autumnal season, autumn:—
varshyut(˚sha+ay˚), s.m. A period of ten thousand years:—
varsh-parvat, s.m. One of the mountainous ranges
supposed to separate the various Varshasor divisions of
the globe from each other (six ranges are enumerated
from north to south, viz. Himavat, Hem-k~, Nishadh,
Nl, vet, and ring-vn; Meru constitutes a seventh:
other names are sometimes given to these ranges):—
varsh-din, vulg. baras-din, s.m. The period of a year:—
varsh-din-tak, adv. For the period of a year, for a whole
year:—varsh-sahasra, s.m. A period of a thousand years:—
varsh-at, s.m. A hundred years, a century.
S V 3
 vrisha,
vulg. vrish,

 s.m. A bull;—the sign Taurus;—
the bull of iva;—a rat;—a peacock's plumage or tail:—
vrish-bhnu,
or vrish-bhn,
s.m. Name of the son of Sr

bhn and father of Rdh:— vrish-bhnu-sut,
or vrish

bhnu-kany, s.f. 'The daughter of Vrishabhnu,' epithet
of Rdh:— vrish-parv,
s.m. (lit.'bull-jointed'), An epithet

of iva;—name of a king of the Daityasor demons (father
of armish~h):— vrish-dhvaj,
s.m. An epithet of iva

(lit.'having a bull for a sign or emblem');—an epithet of
Gane (lit.'having a rat for a symbol):—vrish-ketu,
s.m. An

epithet of the sign Taurus;—an epithet of iva (i.q. vrish
hvaj):—vrishotsarg(˚sha+ut˚),
s.m.
Setting
a
bull
at
liberty

on the occasion of a sacrice or obsequial oblation, or as
a religious act generally.
H ] 3yvarsh [S. 3yt, nom. pl. of varsha, and of varsh],
s.m. & f. = S ] 3y varsh, s.f.The rains, rainy season,
monsoon (the third of the six seasons; it extends from
the 15th of As hto the 15th of Bhdo , or Ávinaccording
to others; but the duration of the monsoon is longer,
being reckoned from As hto Krttik, i.e. from the middle
of June to the beginning of October);—(varsh, f.) rain, a

shower:—varsh-ritu,
 or varsh-kl, s.m. The season of the
rains:—varsh-vindu, s.m. A drop of rain, rain-drop.
S ] 3yvarsh, s.f. = H ] 3y varsh [S. 3yt, nom. pl.of
varsha, and of varsh], s.m. & f.The rains, rainy season,
monsoon (the third of the six seasons; it extends from
the 15th of As hto the 15th of Bhdo , or Ávinaccording
to others; but the duration of the monsoon is longer,
being reckoned from As hto Krttik, i.e. from the middle
of June to the beginning of October);—(varsh, f.) rain, a
shower:—varsh-ritu,
 or varsh-kl, s.m. The season of the
rains:—varsh-vindu, s.m. A drop of rain, rain-drop.
S ] 3
 vrish,
s.f. The plant Salvinia cucullata;—cowach,

Carpopogon pruriens.
S ] 3
 vrish
s.m. 'The rainer,' &c., an
 (base vrishan),

epithet of Indra:—vrishsur(˚sh+as˚),
s.m. The Asur(or

demon) Vrish.
H 9] 3y"varsht, adj. &c. See the pop. form barst.
S ]] 3y8varshan, s.m. See s.v. varshaor varsh.
S 7! G] 3
 "vrishkapy,
s.f. 'Wife of Vrishákapi';

epithet of the Dawn (as the wife of the Sun);—epithet of
Lakshm; of Gaur; of Svh (wife of Agni); of Sa (wife
of Indra).
S ! G] 3
 vrishkapi,
s.m. An epithet of the sun;—a

name of Krish or Vish u; of iva or Rudr; of Agni.
H ] 3yvarshn, v.t. See the pop. form barsn.
H  ] 3yvarsh [varsh(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
part. adj. m. & f. See the pop. form bars .
S .5 ] 3y varshvasn, s.m. = S 7] 3y,
varshyut, s.m.See s.v. varshaor varsh.
S 7] 3y,varshyut, s.m. = S .5 ] 3y 
varshvasn, s.m.See s.v. varshaor varsh.
S  ] 3
 #vrishabh,
s.m. A bull;—the sign Taurus;—the

hollow or orice of the ear;—an elephant's ear;—(as last
member of compounds) adj. (f. -), Good, excellent, best,
pre-eminent, chief.
S  ] 3
 #"vrishabh,
s.f. A widow;—cowach.

S ] 3
' varshat, part. Raining, showering; sprinkling.
S "] . 9vrishi,
s.f. Rain; a shower:—vrishi-kl,
s.m. The



rainy season (syn. barst).
S # ] cvarishh, adj. (superlat. or vara), Most
excellent, best, most preferable; dearest, most beloved;
—widest, broadest, largest, greatest, most extensive (in
these senses regarded as a superl. of uru).
S Z ] . ¹vri ik, s.m. A scorpion;—the sign Scorpio
(see bi h );—a hairy caterpillar;—a crab;—a kind of
beetle (found in cow-dung);—a centipede;—the thorny
shrub Vangueria spinosa.
S (] 3
 !vrishal,
s.m. (f. -), A  draor man of the last or

servile tribe;—a man of one of the three highest classes
who by neglecting his religious duties has lost his caste;
an outcast; a wicked man, sinner, reprobate;—a horse;—
garlic.
S + ] 3
 !"vrishal,
s.m. A woman of the dra caste;—a

woman during menstruation;—a barren woman;—the
mother of a still-born child.
H ,] 3
 /vrisham,
adj. A corr. of (or perhaps a mistake

for) visham, q.v.
s.m. The falling of rain, raining; rain.
S ] 34varsha,
'
H  ] 3varshn,
'
v.n. See the pop. form barasn.
S  ] . l4vrishi,
s.m. Name of a descendant of Yadu

and ancestor of Krish ;—an epithet of Krish , of Indra,
of Agni:—vrishi-va,
s.m. (f. -in), Name of a tribe or

family, descendants of Vrish i and relations of Krish ;—
name of a class of Kshatriyas and Vaiyas.
H .] 3' [varsh-w [varsha, q.v.+w = Ap. Prk.  , Prk.
/ ; S. /+t], adj. See the pop. form barasw .
S @' <9] 3
 5;$vr
' ishotsarg,
s.m. See s.v. vrishaor
vrish.



S ) ] 3Ïvarshaik (varsha+eka?), = S ) ] l4
'
varshya,adj. Yearly, annual.
S ) ] l4varshya,
'
= S ) ] 3Ï varshaik (varsha
+eka ?),adj. Yearly, annual.
P B  warta (for A. f  wartat),
 s.m. Destruction, ruin;—a
precipice; labyrinth, maze; any danger or diculty in
which one is embarrassed; any situation of danger or
diculty; embarrassment;—a whirlpool, vortex.
A u wara (inf. n. of u 'to be timid,' &c.), s.m. & f.
Timidity, cowardice;—apprehensiveness of doing wrong;

abstinence from anything doubtful;—the fear of God;—
temperance, continence, chastity.
H ;:b wargaln,
 ;:b wargalnna
[fr. Pers. wargalndan=



bar-galn-dan;—bar,
prep. or prex, q.v.+galn(with
caus.


a.), fr. S. $ ($, $); or V (V, V)], v.t. To deceive,
inveigle, decoy, entice, seduce, tempt, incite, instigate,
actuate, provoke, exasperate.
A W waraq, s.m. Leaf (of a tree, or of a book, or of silver
or gold, &c.); silver-leaf, gold-leaf; page (of a book);—a
slice;—a card:—waraq utrn(-k), To slice, cut o a slice;—
to page and line (a book):—waraq bikharn(-ke), The
leaves (of a book, &c.) to be scattered;—to become very
thin;—to lose (one's) self-possession:—waraq tarshn(-k),
To cut a slice o (from);—to cut cards:—waraqul- ayl,
s.m. A kind of intoxicating drug, Cannabis sativa(syn.
bhang; sabz):—waraq-dg,  s.m. The number of the page
(of a book):—waraq-dg, s.f. Paging (a book);—written
paper:—waraq-dg karn,
To page (a book):—waraq-sz,

s.m. One who makes gold or silver leaves:—waraq kn(k), To cut o a slice (of), to slice:—waraq k n, To beat
out gold or silver leaf:—waraq-gardn, s.f. Turning over
the leaves (of a book):—waraq mo n(-k), To turn down a
leaf or page (of); to turn over the corner of a page.
P BX waraqa (for A. fX waraqat, n. of un. fr. waraq), s.m. A
leaf;—a paper; letter, billet; schedule.
P X waraq (rel. n. fr. waraq), adj. Of or relating to a leaf;
leaf-like;—foliated;— aky.
S 0 
 vrik, s.m. A wolf (i.q. bik);—a jackal;—a hyena;—a
crow;—name of an Asuror demon; of a son of Prithu; of a
son of Vijay; of a son of Krish :—vriksur-vadh(˚ka+as˚),

s.m. 'The killing of the Asur Vrik,' name of the ninetysixth chapter of the Kr-kha  of the Gane-Pur .
S G  =vi-rakt (rt. ranjwith vi), part. (f. -), Changed
in disposition or feeling, disaected, estranged,
alienated; averse (to); disgusted (with), wearied (of);
indierent (to); disinclined; dégagé;—inattentive;—free
from passion or aection; void of attachment to worldly
objects (cf. the pop. forms birakt, birkat);—feeling
excessive passion (for), impassioned; attached (to), fond
(of), pleased (with);—s.m. One who is free from passion,
&c.;—a kind of ascetic who has renounced the world:—

virakt-bhv, adj. Having the heart or aections
estranged, disinclined (to), averse (to), disliking;—s.m.
Disinclination, aversion, &c.
S G  .=vi-rakti, s.f. = S   G  = vi-raktat,
s.f.Change of disposition or feeling, disaection,
estrangement, alienation; disinclination, indierence
(to); inattention; aversion, disgust;—absence of
attachment or aection (for), freedom from passion;
weanedness from the world.
S   G  =vi-raktat, s.f. = S G  .= vi-rakti,
s.f.Change of disposition or feeling, disaection,
estrangement, alienation; disinclination, indierence
(to); inattention; aversion, disgust;—absence of
attachment or aection (for), freedom from passion;
weanedness from the world.
S U G d
 vriksh,
s.m. A tree; shrub (cf. briksh,
brikh, bir h):


—vrikshdik(˚ksha+
d˚), s.m. 'Trees,' &c., i.e. all things in

the vegetable and animal kingdoms:—vrikshdi-vidy,
s.f.

The science of trees, &c., botany:—vriksh-bhid,
s.f. An axe

(lit.'tree-splitter'):—vrikshar, s.m. (f. -), 'Tree-goer,' a

monkey:—vrikshhy, s.f. Shade of a tree or trees;

sylvan shade; a grove:—vriksh-dh
p, s.m. 'Tree-resin,'

turpentine:—vriksh-ropan,
s.m. The planting of trees:—

vriksh-may,
adj. (f. -), Abounding with trees; consisting of

trees:—vriksh-nth,
s.m. 'Lord of trees,' the Indian g
tree.
S LG d
 vrikshak,
s.m. A small tree; a tree (in

general);—the tree Wrightea antidysenterica.
H  ) LG d
 ?,vriksh-ketu,
s.m. corr. of vrish-ketu,
q.v.s.v.


vrish.

H G L
 vrikh,
q.v.
 s.m. corr. of vriksh,

'
s.m. See the pop. form @' 1 barg:—
S @ $varg,
vargtmak(˚ga+t˚), adj. Square (as opp. to cubic):—vargpad, vulg. barg-pad, s.m. Root of a square; square root:—
varg-prakriti,
 s.f. (in Alg.) An aected square:—vargkarman, or varg-karm, s.m. An operation relating to
square numbers:—varg-ghan, vulg. barg-ghan, s.m. The
cube of a square:—varg-ghan-ght, s.m. The fth power:—
varg-varg, s.m. The square of a square, a biquadratic
number:—varg-varg-varg, s.m. The square of a squared

square, or the square of the fourth power:—varg-krit,
part. adj. Formed into classes, classied, arranged;—(in
Alg.) raised to a square, squared. (For other compounds
see barg.)
S  !varal, s.m. A wasp; hornet (i.q. vara).
S   !viral, adj. (f. -), Having interstices, separated
by intervals (whether of space or time); not close or
compact, &c. (see biral).
S  !varal, vulg. warl, barl, s.f. A wasp, &c. (i.q.
varal; cf. burl);—a goose (i.q. vara).
H  !warl [war˚= S.   or  +l= Prk. ! =S. !
+t], adj. & adv. Belonging to this side (of a river, &c.);—
on this side (cf. url).
H   !viral, vulg. wirl, adj. & s.m. See the form
birl.
A J waram (inf. n. of J 'to swell,' &c.), s.m. Swelling;
becoming in ated (the skin); becoming in amed;—a
swelling; in ammation; a tumour, an imposthume;—adj.
Swollen, in ated;—distended (with rage, &c.); enraged,
angry:—waram karn, To swell (as any part of the body):—
waram hon, To be or become swollen or in amed;—to be
distended (with rage, &c.); to be enraged.
H   /yor / warm, s.m. See  ' 1 barm.
H   /yvarm [S. /+t],
'
s.m. A title axed to the
names of Kshatriyas.
H . 4vara, or  varan, conj.=.' 1 baran, q.v.
H . 4vara, or  waran [S. 4(], s.m. Screening,
covering, protecting, supporting, nourishing; enclosing,
encircling, surrounding, encompassing; keeping o,
prohibiting;—choosing, selecting; choice of a bride; a
promise of marriage;—(S. 4t) a rampart, mound,
surrounding wall, an outer enclosure;—a causeway,
bridge;—the tree Capparis trifoliata, and Crataeva roxburghii;
—a camel (see baran).
S . I4varu, s.m. The god of the waters, and the
regent of the western quarter;—the tree Crataeva
roxburghii(i.q. vara; cf. baru).
S . 4var,
'
and H. 4 vara,  varan, s.m. Colour,
hue; class, &c. (i.q. baror baran, q.v.);—form, gure;—

dress, embellishment; theatrical dress;—the neness or
purity of gold (as ascertained by its streak on the
touchstone);—fresh earth carried into hollows by means
of water:—varram(˚a+˚), s.m. Caste and order, class
and stage of life; the status of a given class of society:—
varram, s.m. pl. The four Hind castes (viz. Brhman,
Kshatriya, Vaiya, and dra);—the four states of Hind
society (viz. Student, Householder, Mendicant, and
Anchoret):—varram, adj. Possessed of caste and order:
—var-dvay, vulg. bar-d e, s.m. Two colours;—two castes
or races;—two syllables:—var-dharm, s.m. The particular
duty or occupation of each caste or tribe:—var-rekh, or
var-rekh, s.f. A kind of white aluminous fossil (often
confounded with chalk, of which it is a species):—varsa kar, s.m.=bar-sa kar, q.v.s.v. bar:—var-reshh, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Belonging to the best of the tribes, of the
best or highest caste;—a Brhma or member of the
highest caste:—var-kram, s.m. Order or succession of
colours;—order of castes;—order or series of letters;
alphabetical arrangement. the alphabet:—var(or bar)
karn, v.t. To hire a priest for the performance of
sacrice or for any religious ceremony:—var-gat, adj.
Coloured; described;—algebraical:—var-lipi, s.f. A
dissertation or treatise on an alphabet:—var-ml, vulg.
bar-ml, or baran-ml, s.f. Order or series of letters;
the alphabet:—var-viparyay, s.m. (in Gram.) The change
or substitution of one letter for another:—var-vi r,
s.m.=var-lipi, q.v.:—var-vritt,
 s.m. Metre regulated by
the number of syllables:—var-hn, adj. & s.m. (f. -), See
s.v. bar.
S .  4viran, s.m. A fragrant grass used in certain
religious ceremonies, Andropogon aromaticumor
muricatum.
S . ]4vra, s.m. A wound, sore, bruise, ulcer, tumour,
boil; a fracture; rent; scar.
S  4vara, vulg. war, s.f. See ' 1 barn.
S J' ] 4yY/varram, s.m. See s.v. var.

virin i, s.m. A name of Brahm;—a Brhma .
H > B vrind
 [S. B (], s.m. A heap, multitude; large
number; quantity; aggregation; assemblage; ock, drove:
—(S. B t), adj. Numerous, many, much, all.
S > B vrind,
s.f. Name of the forest in which Krish

was educated (i.q. brind,
q.v.);—sacred basil, Ocymum

sanctum:—vrind-dev,
s.f. Name of a goddess:—vrind

vipin, s.m., or vrind-van,
vulg. brind-ban, s.m. The wood

or forest of Vrind (see brind);—vrind-van-dhm,
s.m.

An epithet of Vrind:—vrind-van-vs,
vulg. brind-ban
bs, s.m. An inhabitant of Vrind-van:—vr
ind-van-vihr,


vulg. brind-ban-bihr, s.m. 'The one who sported in
Brindban,' an epithet of Krish .
H  ' 5> B  vrinda-srav,
adj. corr. of vriddha-srav,
q.v.


H [ efvara [S. ef+t], s.m. A verandah; a
portico.
S [ efvara, s.f. A kind of mainor thrush (syn.
srik);—a dagger; knife;—the wick of a lamp.
S [ ef!,varalu (˚da+lu), s.m. The castor-oil tree,
Ricinus communis.
S < 4"varaas (fr. vara), s.f. Benares (more
usually written vras, q.v.).
H $  ($vi-ra g, adv. In a variety of ways, in dierent
ways.
S  4varan,
'
s.m. Colouring, painting; delineation;
description, &c. (i.q. baran, q.v.): varan karn= baran
karn, q.v.
S   4varan,
'
s.f.=varan, or baran, q.v.
H   4varn
'
[var˚= S. 4(
' ), fr. 4y], v.t. To
explain, describe, relate, tell, narrate; to praise, extol
(i.q. varan karn).
P B warna (contrac. of wa agar na), conj. And if not,
otherwise, or else; although.
S A   ~vi-r p, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Misshapen,

S  X4varit, part. (f. -), Delineated;—described;

deformed, &c. (i.q. bir p, q.v.).
S ?   ~vi-r p, s.f. A deformed or hideous woman, a

related; explained;—praised, eulogized, extolled.
S I  (vi-ra ,  (. vi-ra i, or   vi-ri ,  .

female monstrosity;—name of the wife of Yam.
S ?   ~vi-r pak, adj. (f. -ik) = vi-r p, q.v.

H ?   ~"vi-r p [S.  ~++t], adj.=vi-r p, q.v.

H  

S 9  ~Rvar th, s.m. A sort of wooden ledge or fender

barbarn[warwar˚= S.

fastened round a chariot as a defence against collision;—
armour, coat of mail; a shield (made of leather, &c.);—
skin, leather;—a house.
S  9  ~R"var thin, s.f. Multitude, troop, host, army;

 (caus. aug.)], v.n. To babble, prate, talk nonsense,

—name of an Apsaras.
S   &varva,
'
s.m. = S  

'&" varva, s.f.A sort of

kidney-bean. Dolichos catjang.
S   '&"varva, s.f. = S  

'& varva, s.m.A sort of

kidney-bean. Dolichos catjang.
A   wur d (inf. n. of  'to appear, to descend,' &c.),
s.m. Appearing; descending, alighting; approaching,
approach; coming, arriving, arrival:—wur d hon, v.n. To
appear, &c.
S     5vi-rodh, s.m. Opposition; obstruction,
hindrance, impediment; restraint,
check;—surrounding, investing; siege, blockade;
connement;—(in Logic) contradiction; contrariety;
antithesis; contrast; inconsistency;—dierence,
variance, antagonism, hostility, enmity, animosity,
quarrel, contention, litigation, dispute, war, strife;—
calamity, misfortune:—virodh r(˚dha+ ˚), vulg. virodhr, adj. & s.m.=virodh, q.v.:—virodh karn(-k), To oppose,
obstruct, &c.:—virodh-yut, adj. (f. -), Obstructive;
adverse, &c. (see virodh)
S    5"vi-rodh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Opposing,
hindering, preventing, obstructing; counteracting;—
blockading, besieging;—obstructive; exclusive;
contradictory, inconsistent;—antagonistic, adverse,
inimical; hostile;—disputatious, litigious, contentious,
quarrelsome;—an opponent, antagonist, enemy;—
obstructer, &c.;—a quarrelsome person.
S    5"vi-rodh, s.f. Fixed rule, institute, ordinance.
S  

'varvar, s.m. A man of low origin, a barbarian; an

outcast;—an ignorant person;—a country inhabited by
barbarians;—woolly or curly hair;—a kind of shrub,
Clerodendrum siphonanthus;—a sort of basil, Ocymum
pilosum;—the noise or clash of weapons;—a mode of
dancing;—vermilion;—gum-myrrh;—yellow sandal-wood.

'or   warwarn, pop.
'+= w= Prk.  , or U=S.

jabber, mutter, &c.
S    5Ivaroru, s.m., &c. See s.v. varaor var.
S 2  6vi-rah, s.m. Separation, parting, absence, &c.
(see birah);—pain arising from separation;—loneliness;
distance;—relinquishment; abandonment, desertion;—
cessation:—virahgni(˚ha+ag˚), s.f. 'The re of separation,'
the agony or disconsolateness of parted lovers:—virahvn, or virah-want, adj. (f. -vat) = virah, q.v. (For other
compounds, see birah.)
H    6wirah, or wirh[S.  6+t], s.m.=birh.
S    6 vi-rahit, part. (f. -), Separated (from), retired
or withdrawn from company; abandoned, deserted,
forsaken, relinquished, left, left alone; solitary, lonely;—
devoid (of), exempt (from), free (from); bereft (of),
destitute (of).
S   6
 vrihat,
part. adj. (f. -), Great, large, bulky, big;

lofty, high; broad, wide, extended; extensive; ample,
abundant, much;—dense, compact, thick, close;—grave,
important, weighty;—mighty, powerful;—high, clear, loud
(as sound, &c.):—vrihad-bal(˚deuphon.
for t), s.m. (lit,

'having great strength'), Name of a king of Koal, and of
another king (son of Dev-bhg):—vrihad
bhnu(˚deuphonic. for t), s.m. (lit.'having great
brightness), Fire, or Agni, the god of re;—name of a
son of Sattraya and a manifestation of Vish u;—name
of a son of Krish ;—name of a king:— vrihaj
jan(˚jeuphonic. for t), s.m. A great or illustrious man:—
vrihad-dharm,
s.m. Name of certain ancient Hind kings:

—vrihad-dhal(vr
ihat+hal),
s.m. A large plough:—vrihad-rath,



s.m. An epithet of Indra;—name of a certain ancient
Hind king (lit.'having a large chariot'):—vrihat-karm,

s.m. A great work, a weighty business, a mighty act; a
miracle:—vrihat-kshatr,
s.m. Name of a king:—vrihat

kshetr, s.m. Name of an ancient Hind king:—an epithet
of Prayg (Allahabad,—the great place of pilgrimage'):—
vrihad-gr
ih,

 s.m. 'Large-housed'; name of a country
(described as lying behind the Vindhya mountains, near

the province of Mlwa):—vrihan-nradya(˚neuphonic.
for

t), s.m. 'The large Nradya,' name of one of the
eighteen Purnas.
S   6
 "vrihat,
s.f. A large lute; the lute of Nrad;—

any metre containing thirty-six syllables (cf. brihat);—a
mantle, wrapper;—a reservoir;—name of two plants.
S >  6
 -!vrihaddhal
( 6
 +6!), s.m. See s.v. vrihat.


S *  6 varhis (or 6  barhis), s.m. A layer; a layer or
seat of Kuagrass;—Kuagrass, Poa cynosuroides(the sacred
grass used at certain religious ceremonies);—sacrice,
oblation;—re;—light, lustre, splendour;—a kind of
vegetable perfume:—varhi-shad(varhi, for varhis+sad), or
barhi-shad, or varhishat, or barhishat, and varhishand, &c.,
s.m. A particular class of Pit isor Manes;—a Pitrior
 deied
progenitor:—varhish-mat, or barhish-mat, s.f. Name of a
wife of Priya-vrat and daughter of Viva-karm;—name
of a city in Brahmvart.
S ! <  6
 Tvrihas-pati,
s.m. Name of a deity (orig. 'the


S   6
 vrihan,
= H   6
 B vrihant,adj.=vr
ihat,
q.v.



H   6
 Bvrihant,
= S   6
  vrihan,adj.=vr
ihat,
q.v.



S B7   6
 B"vrihan-nradya
(vrihan,
euphon. for


vrihat),
s.m. See s.m. vrihat.


S   6 4"varhin, s.f. A peahen (see varh, and barh).
S    6 4"vi-rahi, s.f. (of vi-rah), A woman
separated from her husband, or suering the pangs of
absence from her lover (i.q. virahin, and birahan, q.v.);—
wages, hire.
S  6uvarh, s.m. A peacock (cf. barh).
S

  6"vi-rah, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Separated (from),

absent, or apart (from another); lonely, solitary,
deserted;—suering the pangs of absence from a
beloved one; love-sick; amorous; sensual;—one who is
suering the pangs of absence from a beloved one, &c.
(see birah, or birh, the pop. forms).
H )   6 wirahiy [Prk.  6 5, and  6 ; S.  6

lord of prayer');—name of the regent of the planet
Jupiter, &c. (see brihaspati):—vr
ihaspatiakr, s.m. 'The


cycle of Vrihaspati'; the Hind cycle of sixty years;—a
particular astrological diagram (shaped like a man, and
used for foretelling good or bad fortune):—vrihaspati
smriti,
 s.f. Vrihaspati's law-book (said to be classed
among the Tmasa works):— vrihaspati-vr,
s.m.

'Vrihaspati's day,' 'Jupiter's day,' Thursday.
H U  6 3varhish (S. also 6 3, but in comp.),

+t, and ], adj. & s.m. & f. Love-sick, &c. (i.q. virah,

s.m.=varhis, q.v.
S L  6 3varhishat (nom.) = S >L  6 3 varhishad

Oude, &c.), postpn.=liye, q.v.
S 7 yvary, s.f. (of varya), A girl choosing her own

(base)(varhi= varhis+sat), s.m. See s.v. varis.
S >L  6 3varhishad (base) = S L  6 3 varhishat
(nom.)(varhi= varhis+sat), s.m. See s.v. varis.
S  -L  6 l/"varhish-mat (varhish= varhis), s.f. See s.v.
varis.
H > L  6 3Bvarhishand, s.m.=varhishad, q.v.
S   6 varhin, s.m. (f.-i), A peacock (i.q. warh).
H   6 varhin, s.f.=varhi, q.v.
S    6 vi-rahin, adj. & s.m.=vi-rah, q.v.
H    6 vi-rahin, s.f.=vi-rahi, and birahan, qq.v.

and birahand birhiy).
S  "var, s.f. The plant Asparagus racemosus;—name of
hy, the wife of Srya (the Sun).
H  war (prob. corr. of Ar. bar), s.f. (dialec.) Quit-rent.
A _ war, s.m. A disease of the lungs;—man, men,
mortals.
H  ware (obl. of war), adv. See s.v. war;—(dialec. in

husband;—a marriageable girl, a young maiden.
S .7 "varyn, s.m. Name of the eighteenth of the
twenty-seven Yogasor astronomical divisions of the
ecliptic.
S Z 7  vi-re ak, adj. Emptying, purging; purgative,
aperient, cathartic (i.q. re ak).
S Z 7  vi-re an, s.m. Evacuation (of the bowels),
purging, diarrhœa;—a purgative.
S [7 ]"fvr, s.m. = S [7 ]"f vr, s.f.Shame, modesty,
bashfulness.
S [7 ]"fvr, s.f. = S [7 ]"f vr, s.m.Shame, modesty,

bashfulness.
S C[7 ]"fvrit, part. (f. -), Ashamed, abashed;

weighman.
A l wazn, vulg. wazan(rel. n. fr. wazn), adj. Weighty,

modest, bashful.
H  7 ]"7vr , s.f.=vr, q.v.

heavy (syn. bhr);—grave, important.
H ' # 7l wazar (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Visitor,

S 7  vi-rek (rt. vi-ri ), s.m.=vi-re an, q.v.

inspector (of schools, &c.).
P 2>7l wazda [perf. part. of waz-dan;—rt. Zend vaz; S. 6O

S L7 d4vareksha (vara+ksh˚), s.m. See s.v. varaor var.
S B7 varya,
'
part. adj. (f. -), Fit to be chosen, eligible;—
to be solicited, or wooed, to be asked or obtained in
marriage;—estimable, worthy, excellent, eminent, chief,
principal, the best;—s.m. Km-dev, the god of love.
S 37 ]"6 vrhi, s.m. Rice (of various kinds).
H    7!vi l, s.m.=vil, q.v.
H 4  7wa is = H V  78 wa i [S. f8(], s.m. (f. -,
or -), A hook; sh-hook.
H V  78wa i = H 4  7 wa is [S. f8(], s.m. (f. -,

( 6)], part. Blown.
A ' 7l wazr (v.n. fr. l 'to bear (a burden), to support,'
&c.), s.m. Vizier, minister of state, privy-counsellor;—(at
chess) the queen;—(at cards) the knave:—wazr--az am,

or wazrul-mulk, or wazrul-mamlik, or wazrul-wuzar,
s.m. The grand Vizier, prime-minister.
P ' 7l wazr (fr. wazr), s.f. The dignity or oce of vizier
or minister of state; ministry (i.q. wizrat).
H 4 was, s.m.=V va, q.v. (and cf. bas).
( t], s.f. (Dakh.) Ospring,
H 4 was [perhaps S. 8

or -), A hook; sh-hook.
P Cl wizrat, or wazrat(for A. el ; see wazr),

children, family.
H 4  wis (Braj)=us, obl. or format. of the pron. wah,

s.f. The dignity of vizier (wazr); the oce of grand vizier
or prime-minister; vizierate, premiership;—ministry.
A .l wazzn (intens. n. fr. wazn, q.v.), s.m. One who

q.v.
S 4  vis, s.m. The lm or bres of the stalk of the

weighs, a weigher;—a great composer of verses.
A l wizr (inf. n. of l 'to bear (a burden),' &c.), s.m. A
burden, load; anything heavy or oppressive;—weight,
heaviness;—arms (esp. what one carries);—a crime, sin,
fault.
A l wuzar, s.m. pl. (of wazr, q.v.), Viziers, privycounsellors, ministers of state.
A .l wazn, vulg. wazan(inf. n. of .l 'to weigh'), s.m.
Weighing, weighment; telling (money, &c.) by just
weight;—examining, examination;—weight; weightiness;
a measure of weight;—metre, poetic measure; rhyme,
verse; measure, model, or form (of a word); symmetrical
resemblance of words of the same quantity (as orand
josh);—weight;—in uence, credit, reputation; esteem,
honour:—wazn-dr, adj. Having weight; weighty; of just
weight;—s.m. A weighman:—wazn rakhn, To possess
weight; to be weighty or heavy; to carry weight:—wazn
karn(-k), To weigh, &c.:—wazn-kash, s.m. A weighman:—
wazn-kash, s.f. The oce, or the perquiquisites, of a

water-lily or lotus.
S 4 ,vasu, s.m. See 5 vasu.
S 5 vas, s.f. Marrow, adeps, fat, grease, suet, any
fatty oily substance; oily exudation; the brain.
H 5 wasr, s.m. (dialec.) = osr, or usr, q.v.
P  5 wastat,
A. f 5 , v.n. fr. o5 'to
 corr. wistat(for

penetrate to the middle'; see wasat), s.f. Interposition;
intervention; intercession; mediation; arbitration;—
medium; means:—bil wastat(-k),
Without the

interposition or intervention, &c. (of), directly, not
mediately.
H G5  Lviskh, s.f. corr. of G] vi-kh, q.v. (and
see biskh).
H 5  !visl, adj. corr. of ] vil, q.v. (and see bisl).
P 5 waslat (for A. f5 , prob. post-classical, fr. (5 'to
strive to obtain access to,' ii of (5 , not in use), s.f.
Mediation; channel, medium, means (see wasla).
S "L! 5  T9vi-spash, adj. (f. -), Clear, apparent,

manifest, evident, distinct, open; plain, intelligible;—adv.
Clearly, evidently, &c.
S ! 5  Tv5&vi-spho, s.m. = S ! 5  Tv5& vi-spho,
s.f.= S ! 5 "Tv5& v-sphoak, s.m.A boil, tumour;
pustule;—small-pox.
S ! 5  Tv5&vi-spho, s.f. = S ! 5  Tv5& vi-spho,
s.m.= S ! 5 "Tv5& v-sphoak, s.m.A boil, tumour;
pustule;—small-pox.
S ! 5 "Tv5&v-sphoak, s.m. = S ! 5  Tv5& vi-spho,

S '  5 kvastra, vulg. vastr, vastar, s.m. Cloth, linen;
clothes, garment, &c. (see bastr):—vastrgr(˚tra+g˚), s.m.,
and vastrlay(˚ra+l), s.m. A clothier's shop; a wardrobe;—
a tent:—vastr al(˚ra+an˚), s.m. The end or hem of a
garment:—vastr-bhed, s.m. 'Cloth-cutter,' a tailor:—vastrhn, adj. (f. -), Destitute of clothing, without clothes,
naked.
S '  5  Tvi-star, s.m. Spreading, extension, expansion;

—small-pox.
S 5 T,vastu, s.m. See  5 vastu.

—prolixity, diuseness, detailed description, minute
detail;—anything spread out, a layer; a bed (cf. bistar); a
seat;—abundance, quantity; multitude, assemblage, a
large company.
S C'  5  Tvi-strit, part. (f. -a) = vi-str, q.v.

S  5 Tvast (base T vastri), s.m. (f. -tr), One who

S C'  5  Tvi-striti,
 s.f. Spreading; extension,

clothes, a clothier.
S  5  Tvi-str (rt. vi-stri), s.m. Spreading; spread,

expansion; extent; width, breadth;—diameter (of a
circle).
S  9'  5  Tvi-stritat,
s.f. Extensiveness;


s.m.= S ! 5  Tv5& vi-spho, s.f.A boil, tumour; pustule;

extension, expansion, diusion, development (i.q. bistr);
—breadth, amplitude; vastness, expanse;—copiousness,
abundance;—particularizing at length, detail,
amplication, prolixity;—diameter (of a circle);—the
branch of a tree with its new shoots; a shrub:—vistrp rvak, adv. In detail, at length, fully, &c.:—vistr karn(k), To spread, extend, enlarge, &c.
S C 5  Tvi-strit, part. (f. -) = vi-str, q.v.
S 0 5  Tvi-strak, adj. (f. -ik) = vi-str, q.v.
H  5  Twistrn [wistr˚= S.  T (), caus. of
rt.  +T], v.t. To spread, extend, enlarge, expand,
diuse, develop, &c. (i.q. bistrn; vistr(or bistr) karn;
see vistr).
S  5  T"vi-str, adj. Spreading, extending,
enlarging, expanding, amplifying; dwelling upon at
length; explaining in detail;—large, ample; diuse, prolix
(see bistr).
S   5 T,vastut, s.f. Substantiality, essentiality,
reality.
S *   5 T,(or T,t), vastu-tas, adv. Owing to the
very nature of a thing, as a natural consequence,
consequently, of course; in ne; in fact, in reality, really,
actually, in very deed, verily; essentially, substantially.

expandedness; diusedness; largeness; amplitude.
S '  5 Tvastri, s.m. (f. -tr) =  5 vast, q.v.
S  5 T,vastu, s.m. Any really existing or abiding
substance or essence; the real; a reality;—natural
disposition; essential property, nature, essence,
substance;—material essence, body, stu, materials,
ingredients;—the object (of); the pith or substance (of);—
thing, matter, article, commodity; substance, wealth,
property; baggage, goods, chattels (see bastuor bast);—
means, mode; plan, design:—vastu-bal, s.m. See bastu:—
vastu-bhv, vulg. bastu-bho, s.m. Things, good, chattels,
baggage:—vastu-ke svabho, or vastu-ke gu, s.m. See
bastu:—vastu-mtra, s.m. Mere outline of a subject;
substance or skeleton of a discourse; an epitome:—vastuvidy, s.f. See bastu:—vastu-hni, s.f. Loss of substance or
property.
S  5 vasati, or " vasat, and H. T" wast, s.f. A
peopled or inhabited place, &c. (see bast, the pop. form);
—night:—vasati-rakshak, s.m. Village-watchman:—vasatisthn, s.m. Place of abode.
S .' )  5  T"4vi-stra,
'
vulg. vi-stra(rt. vi-stri), part. (f. ), Spread, spread out; extended, expanded; enlarged;
diused;—amplied, fully stated;—ample, broad, wide;

large, great; capacious, roomy, vast.
H >5  visad, adj. corr. of >] viad, q.v.

Central Provinces.
P s5 wusat (for A. fs5 , fr. 5 wus, 'capacity,' &c., v.n.

S >5 ,vasu-d, s.f. = S 7>5 ,b vasu-dev, s.m.For

fr. w5k ), s.f. Latitude; amplitude; spaciousness; capacity;

these and other compounds of which vasuis a rst
member, see s.v. 5 vasu.

space, extent; space covered, area; dimensions; bulk;—
convenience, ease; opportunity, leisure:—wusat den(ko), To give amplitude, &c. (to); to enlarge, extend,
stretch, &c.:—wusat rakhn(-k), To possess capacity,
space, or room (for); to be able to contain, or to pay, &c.;
—to occupy; to contain:—kasrul-wusat,
adj. Of much or

great capacity; very spacious;—of large size, of great
bulk.
H 5 ,vasuk [S. ,] , s.m. Fossil salt (brought from

S 7>5 ,b vasu-dev, s.m. = S >5 , vasu-d, s.f.For
these and other compounds of which vasuis a rst
member, see s.v. 5 vasu.
S ' 5  visra, vulg. visr, visar, s.m. A smell like that of
raw meat.
S ' 5  visr, s.f. A substance smelling like raw meat
(syn. hapush).
H J' 5  /visrm, s.m.=J' ] vi-rm, q.v. (and see
bisrm).
H ' 5  wisrn, v.t.=bisrn, q.v.
H ' 5  Bvisrnt, part. corr. of ' ] vi-rnt, q.v.

Smbhar lake in Ajmere);—(S. ,t) the tree Sesbana
grandiora;—the shrub Asclepias gigantea.
H U ) + 5  Tp3vi-slesh, s.m. corr. of U ) + ] vi-lesh, q.v.
S -5  .T/ vi-smit, part. (f. -), Astonished, surprised,

(and cf. bisrnt).
S ' 5  *vi-sarjan,
'
s.m. Leaving, quitting,

amazed, wonderstruck, astounded, dismayed;
disconcerted; perplexed.
S C' -5  T/vi-smrit, part. (f. -), Forgotten, passed out

relinquishing, &c. (i.q. bisarjan, q.v.).
S @' 5  $vi-sarg,
'
s.m. See the pop. form bisarg.

of the memory or recollection.
S C' -5  T/vi-smriti,
 s.f. Forgetting; forgetfulness; loss

H "L5 9wasish, s.m. corr. of "L] vaish, q.v.

of memory; obliviousness.
S .' -5  T/4vi-smara (rt. vi-smri), s.m. Forgetting;

H "L5  9wisish, adj. corr. of "L] viish, q.v.
A o5 wasat (v.n.
fr. o5 'to sit in the midst (of),' &c.), s.m.

Middle, centre;—adj. Middle, central; centrical;—
middling, of a middling sort or class, &c.;—right, just,
proper, suitable;—just, equitable;—exquisite, excellent;
great, magnicent; opulent.
P r5 wasat, vulg. wast(rel.
n. fr. wasat), = A 5 wust

(fem. of ausat, compar. and super. of wasat),adj.
Middle,

central, midmost;—middling, of middling sort or class,
&c.; moderate; intervening, intermediate; average:—
wasat madrasa,
s.m. A middle school:—wasat mamlik,
The


Central Provinces.
A 5 wust (fem. of ausat, compar. and super. of wasat), =
P r5 wasat, vulg. wast (rel. n. fr. wasat),adj.
Middle,

central, midmost;—middling, of middling sort or class,
&c.; moderate; intervening, intermediate; average:—
wasat madrasa,
s.m. A middle school:—wasat mamlik,
The



obliviousness.
P B-5 wasma (for A. f-5 wasimat or wasmat, v.n. fr. ,5 'to
mark,' &c.), s.m. The leaves of wood or indigo (with an
extract from which the natives stain their beards,
cloths, &c.):—wasma-posh, adj. Dressed in clothes stained
or dyed with wasma:—wasma-dr, adj. Stained with wasma.
S -5  T/vi-smay (rt. vi-smi), s.m. Wonder,
astonishment, surprise, amazement, admiration;—
disconcertedness; dismay;—pride, arrogance; doubt,
uncertainty, perplexity:—vismaypann, or vismaynvit(˚ya
+p˚), adj. Filled with wonder, astonished, surprised, &c.
(i.q. vi-smitand vi-smay).
S ) -5  T/"vi-smay, adj. Astonished, surprised, &c. (i.q.
vi-smit, q.v.; and cf. bismay).
S 5 vasan, s.m. Covering, clothing, &c.;—dwelling,
residence, &c. (see basan).

S 5 ´vasna, vulg. vasn, vasan, s.m. Hire, wages; price;—
wealth, substance, thing;—abiding, dwelling (i.q. vasan);—
death;—skin.
H 5  wisan, s.m. See <1 bisan.
H 5  ´,visnu, or   wisan, s.m. corr. of  l4, vishu,
q.v.
S  5 Bvasant, s.m. The vernal season, spring, &c.
(see basant);—the deied personication of spring;—
diarrhœa, dysentery; small-pox:—vasant-kusum, s.m. The
tree Cordia myxa, or C. latifolia; (lit.'having blossoms in
spring'):—vasantotsav(˚ta+ut˚), s.m. The spring festival or
celebration of the return of spring (formerly held on the
full moon of !aitbut now on the full moon of Phg n,
being identied with the Dol-jtror Hol). (For other
compounds see basant.)
H   5 B"vasant [S. B+t (+t)], adj. Of or
relating to spring;—of yellow colour, yellow, orangecoloured (the favourite colour of Krish );—(S. vasanta+ik)
s.f. Name of a scale in (Hind) music, &c. (see basant).
S 5 ,vasu, s.m. Name of a kind of god or semi-divine

see bisws).
A 45 wasws (inf. n. of 45 'to inspire, to suggest,' &c.),
s.m. Anything suggested to the mind; an evil inspiration,
a temptation of the devil;—distraction of mind;—doubt,
suspicion; suspense; hesitation, apprehension, dread,
perplexity; scrupulousness; uctuation (of mind),
wavering;—superstition.
A 55 wasws (rel. n. fr. wasws), adj. Doubtful;
distracting;—apprehensive;—suspicious;—scrupulous;
fastidious, nice.
S 5  T vi-svar, adj. Discordant, inharmonious,
unmusical.
S 5 0vas r, s.f. An unchaste woman; a harlot.
P B55 waswasa (for A. f55 waswasat, inf. n. of the quadr.
45 'to suggest'), s.m. Inspiring, suggesting (either
one's own mind or Satan); whispering any evil;—evil
suggestion, &c. (i.q. wasws, q.v.).
S 05 0vas k, s.m.=5 vasuk, q.v.
H 4 5 5 vasovs, s.m.=baso-bs, q.v.
H 25  T visva, s.m. = H 5  T " visv, adj.corr. of viva,

being belonging to a class of eight (viz. Ápa, Dhuv, Som,
Dhav or Dhar, Anil, Anal or Prvak, Pratysh, and
Prabhs);—a symbolical expression for the number
eight;—a name of Agni or Fire; of iva; of Kuver, the god
of wealth;—the sun; a ray of light;—a rein; the tie (of a
yoke); a halter;—a kind of sh;—wealth, riches;
substance, thing; gold;—gem, jewel;—water;—a kind of
fossil salt;—a yellow kind of kidney-bean:—vasud(granting wealth'), or vasu-dh(containing wealth'),
s.f. The earth, world, globe:—vasu-dev, s.m. Name of the
(real) father of Krish (Nand being his foster-father):—
vasu-dev-bh , s.m. Krish (lit.'sprung from Vasu-dev'):—
vasu-dev-nandan, s.m. 'Son of Vasu-dev,' Krish :—vasudevt, s.f. The constellation Dhanishh(presided over by
the Vasus), the twenty-fourth Nakshatr:—vasu-mn, adj. (f.
-mat), Possessing treasures; wealthy, rich:—vasu-mat,
s.f. The earth;—a wealthy woman;—a proper name.
S 5  T vi-svd, adj. (f. -), Tasteless, avourless,

H L) 5  34visesha, adj. & s.m. = H B) L) 5  l vi-

insipid;—s.m. Tastelessness, insipidity.
H 45  T vi-svs, s.m. corr. of 4] vivs, q.v. (and

seshya, adj.corr. of vi-esha, and vi-eshya, qq.v.
H B) L) 5  lvi-seshya, adj. = H L) 5  34 visesha, adj.

and viv, qq.v.
H 5  T "visv, adj. = H 25  T visva, s.m.corr. of viva,
and viv, qq.v.
H 5 "was, adj. corr. of ] va, q.v.
H  5  wise (Braj.) pron.=ase, dat. & acc. sing. of wah,
q.v. (cf. wis).
H ) 5 "wast, s.m.=) <1 bast, q.v.
H ") 5 "&was = H # ) 5 "_ wash = H # ) 5 "_"
wash s.m.=bash, q.v.
H # ) 5 "_wash = H ") 5 "& was = H # ) 5 "_"
wash s.m.=bash, q.v.
H # ) 5 "_"wash = H ") 5 "& was = H # ) 5 "_
wash s.m.=bash, q.v.
H # ) 5 "_"wash, s.f.=bash, q.v.
H U ) 5  3vi-sesh, s.m. &c., corr. of U ) ] vi-esh, q.v.

& s.m.corr. of vi-esha, and vi-eshya, qq.v.
A ) 5 was (v.n. fr. w5k ; see wusat), adj. Ample, wide,

other compounds see bas).
P V wash (in P. also pash; fash), su. (added to nouns),

large, capacious, spacious, roomy, extensive.
P B+ ) 5 wasla (for A. f+ ) 5 waslat, v.n. fr. (5 ; see waslat),

Like, resembling (e.g. mh-wash, 'like the moon').
S V  3vish, vulg. vis, bis, s.m. Poison, venom, bane, &c.

s.m. Propinquity, anity;—cause, means, occasion,
conjuncture;—support, prop;—that which unites,
connects, or eectuates; means (of eecting anything),
help, mediation, intervention, interposition; whatever
conciliates the favour (of a person,—as a present, or
merit, &c.);—favour, patronage, interest:—wasla paid
karn, To provide the means (for eecting one's object);
to make interest:—wasla-dr, s.m. A client, dependant:—
wasla-dr, s.f. Clientage; dependance:—wasla rakhn, To
have interest:—wasle-se(-ke), adv. By means (of), by the
intervention (of), through:—wasla--fsid, s.m. Corrupt
means:—wasla-e-n-jiz, s.m. Illegal means:—wasla-yfta,
adj. Supplied with means; enabled;—ba-wasla(-),
adv.=wasle-se, q.v.:—be-wasla, adj. Without means or
resources; unprovided; without patronage or interest.
A ,) 5 wasm (v.n. fr. ,5 'to delineate; to excel in beauty,'

(see bis, the pop. form);—water;—the lm or bres
attached to the stalk of the lotus or water-lily;—gummyrrh:—Aconitum ferox:—vishpah(˚sha+ap˚), adj. (f. -),
Poison-repelling, antidotic;—s.m. An antidote:—vishpah,
s.f. A kind of birth-wort, Aristolochia indica:—vish-s, adj.
(f. -), Desirous of poison:—vishsya(˚sha+s˚), s.m. A snake
(lit.'poison-mouthed'):—vishsy, s.f. The marking-nut
plant, Semecarpus anacardium:—vish-ba, vulg. bis-ba,
s.f.=vish-va, q.v.:—vish-bhuja g, s.m. (f. -), Any
venomous snake:—vish-bhar, vulg. bis-bhar, adj. (f. -),
'Full of poison,' poisonous, venomous:—vish-bhaksha,
s.m. The act of eating poison; taking poison:—visha-da,
vulg. vishad, adj. (f. -), Yielding or giving poison;
poisonous;—shedding water;—s.m. A cloud;—green
vitriol:—vish-dhar, vulg. bis-dhar, adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Holding or containing poison, poisonous, venomous;—a
snake:—vish-s, vulg. bis-s, adj. (f. -s), Like poison:—vishs ak, s.m. 'Poison-indicator'; the Greek partridge, Perdix
rufa(syn. akor):—vish-kapra, vulg. bis-kapra, s.m.=vishkhapr, or bis-khapr, q.v.s.v. bis:—vish-k, s.m. (f. -), A
kind of insect that lives in (and subsists on) poison:—
vish-grast, adj. & adv. (f. -), Having taken poison;—under
the in uence of poison:—vish-ght, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Poison-destroying, poison-counteracting, antidotal;—an
antidote;—the tree Mimosa sirissa:—vish-mn, s.m. The
plant Arum cucullatumor cordifolium:—vish-mirit, part. adj.
(f. -), Mixed with poison:—vish-mantr, s.m. A snakecharmer, snake-catcher; one who cures the bite of
snakes;—a charm for curing snake-bites:—vish-nak,
vulg. bis-nsak, adj. (f. -ik), Poison-destroying, antidotal;
—s.m. An antidote:—vish-nan, and vish-n, adj. &
s.m.=vish-nak(syn. vish-ght):—vish-vat, adj. Like poison;
—possessing poison, poisonous:—vish-vaor vai, vulg. bisba, s.f. A pill or bolus of poison:—vish-vidy, s.f. 'Poisonscience,' the administration of antidotes; the cure of
poisons by drugs or charms:—vish-vaidya, s.m. 'Poison
doctor,' a dealer in antidotes; one who professes to cure
snake-bites:—vish-har, adj. (f. -), Removing venom,

&c.), adj. Of a ne countenance, beautiful, handsome,
elegant, comely.
H B) 5 Tvasya, part. adj. corr. of B) ] vaga, q.v.
S V 8va, vulg. vas, bas, adj. (f. -), Willing; subdued,
tamed, humbled; subject, submissive, obedient;
overpowered, enthralled;—subdued by oharms or
incantations; fascinated, charmed, enchanted;—s.m. &
postp. Wish, desire, will, authority, &c. (see bas, the pop.
form);—the state of being tamed or overpowered;
subjection:—va-kr, adv. & s.m. (f. -i), Subduing,
overpowering, humbling, &c.;—one who overpowers
another, &c.:—va-kriy, s.f. The act of subduing or
overpowering (esp. by drugs, gems, charms, or
incantations), enchanting, charming, enthralling;—the
drugs, &c. so used:—va-bh t, part. (f. -), Become
subject, subjugated, brought under control, subdued,
tamed; enthralled, bewitched, fascinated, enamoured:—
va-krit, part. (f. -), Subjected to the will (of another),
brought into subjection, &c. (i.q. va-bh t, q.v.):—vakara, s.m. The act of making subject, subjugating;—
overcoming by charms, &c. (i.q. va-kriy, q.v.). (For

antidotal; s.m. An antidote:—vish-haror har, s.f. The
goddess who protects from the venom of snakes; the
sister of Vsuki and wife of Jarat-kru and goddess of
the serpent-race:—vish-hriday,
adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Poison
hearted,' cherishing hatred or hostility, malicious,
malignant;—a person who cherishes hatred, &c. (For
other compounds see bis.)
S V  3vish, s.f. Fæces, ordure, excrement.
S ] 8va (see va), s.f. A woman; a wife; a daughter; a
husband's sister;—a cow; a female elephant;—a barren
woman;—a barren cow.
S B?]  36vishpah, adj. & s.m. See s.v. vish.
S ]  3vi-shd, s.m. Dejection, depression, lowness of
spirits, despondency, despair; disappointment;—want of
energy, languor, lassitude, fatigue, exhaustion;
weakness;—sadness, sorrow, aiction;—fear;—dulness;
insensibility.
S  ]  3"vi-shd, adj. (f. -in), Dejected; disconsolate;
sad, sorrowful;—causing dejection, or sadness, &c.;
distressing.
S ]  8virad, adj. Learned, wise; skilful, skilled
(in), conversant (with),—famous, celebrated, eminent;—
condent, bold, presuming, daring.
S B) 5]  3Tvishsya, adj. & s.m. See s.v. vish.

expansion, magnitude, bulk;—eminence, distinction.
S  ]  8!; vilatva, s.m. = S  ]  8! vilat,
s.f.Largeness, greatness, width, breadth, extension,
expansion, magnitude, bulk;—eminence, distinction.
S ]  3!,vishlu, and H.  3!0 vishl , adj. Poisonous,
venomous.
S .]  34vish, s.m. Horn (of an animal);—tusk (of an
elephant or of a boar);—a sort of medicinal plant, Costus
speciosus.
S ]  34"vish, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having horns,
horned; having huge tusks;—any horned animal; an
animal with tusks;—a bull; an elephant.
H ]  34"vish [S.  34+], s.f. A horn, &c. (i.q.
vish);—name of a plant (the fruit of which is likened to
a ram's horn).
S K]  3,vishup, s.m.=] vishuv, q.v.
S  ] .8vait, s.f. = S  ] .8; vaitva, s.m.Subduing,
overpowering; holding in subjection; subjugation,
dominion;—subduing by means of magic, &c.,
fascinating, bewitching.
S  ] .8; vaitva, s.m. = S  ] .8 vait, s.f.Subduing,

S G]  8vikr (prob. for  8, via+kara), s.m.

overpowering; holding in subjection; subjugation,
dominion;—subduing by means of magic, &c.,
fascinating, bewitching.
S # ]  9vish, s.f. Ordure, fæces, excrement (cf. bhor

The plant Euphorbia(lit.'lled with bres').
S G]  8Lvi-kh, s.f. Name of the sixteenth

b).
S ' # ]  9vi-shar, s.m. Anything spread out; a layer, bed;

Nakshatraor lunar asterism (gured by a decorated
gateway and arch and containing four (or originally two)
stars: it is probably to be connected with the quadrangle
of stars , , ,  Libræ;—it is fabled to be jealous of the
partiality of the Moon for Roninl, q.v.).
S ]  8!vil, adj. (f. -), Large, great, wide, broad,

a couch; seat, chair, stool, &c.;—a handful of Kua grass;
a seat made of a sheaf of such grass for the Brhma
who presides at a sacrice;—a tree.
S  -# ]  9@#vi-shambh, s.m. Stopping, staying;—

extensive, widely spread;—great, eminent, illustrious (cf.
bisl).
H ]  3!vishl [S.  3+!+t], adj. (f. -) = vishlu,
q.v.
S  ]  8!vilat, s.f. = S  ]  8!; vilatva,
s.m.Largeness, greatness, width, breadth, extension,

obstruction, impediment, hindrance, obstacle;—
obstruction of the urine or fæces, ischury, constipation;—
paralysis, loss of motion.
H # ]  cvishh, s.f. corr. of vish, q.v.
H # ]  c"vishh, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
S # ]  .9vishi, and H.  9" vish (rt. vish), s.f. Working,
labouring; labour, occupation; act, action;—hire, wages;—
unpaid labour;—sending, despatching;—consigning to

hell;—(rt. vi) the seventh of the variable astronomical
periods called Karaas.
S >]  8vi-ad, vulg. visad, bisad, adj. Clean, clear, pure,
pellucid;—white;—pure, spotless;—lucid, perspicuous;—
evident, apparent, obvious, manifest;—beautiful:—viadv, s.f. A clear and beautiful voice; clear or perspicuous
speech; chaste speech, eloquence (i.q. bisad-bn).
H >]  3vishad (s. visha+da), adj. & s.m. See s.v. vish.
S J' ]  Y/vi—rm, vulg. visrm, bisrm, s.m. Rest,
repose, &c. (see bisrm, and vi-rnti; syn. fargat):—

virm-ght, s.m. Name of a ghor landing-place near
Mathur (so called from Krish having rested there on
one occasion):—virm-vr, s.m. Day of rest, the Sabbath.
S ' ]  YBvi-rnta, vulg. vi-rnt, visrnt(rt. vi-ram),
part. (f. -), Rested, reposed; reposing;—ceased; ceasing,
desisting (from);—composed, calm.
S ' ]  Y.Bvi-rnti, vulg. vi-srnti, visrnt, bisrnt, s.f.
Rest, repose, quiet, ease; cessation from toil or fatigue,
remission of work, relaxation; pause, stop;—ease,
composure, tranquillity.
S  ' ]  Y.Bvi-rntik, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to
rest; imparting rest, aording repose or relaxation, &c.
S '  <]  8lPvi-astra, vulg. vi-astr, vi-astar, adj. (f. -),
Weaponless, unarmed; disarmed.
S "L]  .89vi-ish, vulg. vi-sish, part. adj. (f. -),
Distinguished (by), endowed (with), invested (with),
possessed (of), having;—having distinctive qualities or
exclusive properties;—distinguished, distinct, particular,
especial, special, peculiar;—superior, excellent, preeminent, choice, best; respectable.
S  # L]  .89vi-ishat, s.f. = S  # L]  .89; viishatva, s.m.The having distinguishing or characteristic
qualities; distinction, individuality, speciality, peculiarity;
—excellence, superiority, eminence.
S  # L]  .89; vi-ishatva, s.m. = S  # L]  .89 viishat, s.f.The having distinguishing or characteristic
qualities; distinction, individuality, speciality, peculiarity;
—excellence, superiority, eminence.
S # L] .8cvaishh (also 9 vasishh), s.m. Name of a

celebrated Rishior inspired sage (the spiritual preceptor
of Rm-andr; he is also a Brahmdhikaand Prajpati, and
is identied with one of the seven stars of Ursa Major).
S L]  8,lvi-ushk, adj. (f. -), Completely dried up,
very dry; withered; thirsty.
H -]  3@/vishkamm, s.m. corr. of viva-karm,
q.v.s.v. 2] viva.
S ]  .8Lvi-ikh, s.m. An arrow;—an iron crow.
S ]  .8Lvi-ikh, s.f. A minute arrow;—a sort of pin,
or needle;—a spade; a hoe;—a spindle;—a highway.
S U ) + ]  p3vi-lesh, vulg. vislesh, visles, s.m. Disunion,
disjunction, separation;—dierence;—distance; absence;
bereavement;—a chasm.
S ,]  3/vi-sham, adj. (f. -), Uneven, rough, rugged;
dicult of access; unequal, irregular; not even, odd
(number);—dierent;—dicult, hard to be understood;—
disagreeable, painful, aictive, troublesome, vexatious;
cross, rough, rude;—odd, unequalled, unparalleled;—
intermittent, inconstant;—unfair, dishonest, partial;—
bad, adverse, unpropitious;—wicked;—fearful, awful;
unhappy;—s.m. Unevenness, inequality; oddness (of
numbers);—an inaccessible place; a precipice; a thicket; a
pit;—diculty; pain; misfortune:—visham-tribhuj, s.m. A
scalene triangle:—visham jvar, vulg. bisam-jar, s.m.
Irregular fever, irregularly remittent fever; a high or
violent fever:—visham- aturbhuj, s.m. Unequal four-sided
gure, quadrilateral, trapezium:—visham shas, s.m.
Irregular boldness, temerity, rashness, daring:—vishamkon, adj. Unequal-angled:—visham-kon-yat, s.m. 'An
unequal-angled oblong gure,' a parallelogram;
rhomboid:—visham-kon-sam- aturbhuj, s.m. A rhombus:—
visham-vn, s.m. A barbed arrow:—visham-vrit, s.m. A
species of metre in which the four feet are dissimilar.
S  -]  3/vi-shamat, vulg. vishamt, s.f. Unevenness,
&c. (i.q. visham, q.v.).
S  ]  8(vi-ank, vulg. vi-sank, adj. (f. -), Fearless,
undaunted; safe (cf. ni-sank, or nis-sank).
S  ]  l4,vishu, s.m. Name of one of the principal
Hind deities (in the later mythology regarded as 'the
preserver,' and with Brahm 'the creator' and iva 'the

destroyer,' constituting the well-known tri-m rtior triad;
the various incarnations (avatr) are considered to be
manifestations of this deity);—a pure or pious man;—a
name of Agni; and of one of the Vasus; and of an
ancient law-giver:—vishu-bhakt, s.m. (f. -), A
worshipper of Vish u:—vishu-bhagwn, s.m. The god
Vish u:—vishnu-pad, s.m. 'Station or step of Vish u'; the
sky, heaven; the atmosphere;—the sea of milk;—a lotus;
—(S. vishu+padya), a particular song in the name of
Vish u:—vishu-pad, s.f. One of the twelve sankrntisor
sun's passages into a sign of the zodiac (esp. the rst
sign after the equinox);—the sun's entrance into Taurus,
Leo, Scorpio, or Aquarius;—a name of the Ganges (as
issuing from the foot of Vish u):—vishu-pur, s.m.
Name of one of the most celebrated of the eighteen
Pur as:—vishu-prt, or prti, s.f. Land granted rent-free
to Brhma s in honour of Vish u or to maintain his
worship (i.q. vish ttar):—vishu-prt, s.m. Name of a song
in the name of Vish u (i.q. vishu-pad):—vishu-prt-dr,
s.m. The holder of a vishu-prt, a class of Brhma s to
whom have been assigned grants of land in the name of
Vish u:—vishu-jvar, s.m. The ague:—vishu-dr, s.f. 'The
wife of Vish u,' Lakshm:— vishu-dev, s.m. Name of a
sect of mendicants who beg in the name of Vish u:—
vishu-arm, s.m. Name of a leader of the sect of Bhaktas;
—name of the author of the Pan -tantra; and of a certain
scribe:—vishu-knt, s.f. The ower Clitorea ternatea:—
vishu-may, adj. (f. -), Emanated from Vish u;
permeated by Vish u:—vish ttar(˚nu+ut˚), s.m. A grant
of rent-free lands to Brhma s in honour of Vish u or
to maintain his worship (i.q. vishu-prti):—vishuvallabh, s.f. The plant Echites caryophyllata(lit.'beloved by
Vish u');—a small fragrant shrub, Ocymum sanctum(syn.
tuls).
H  ]  l4, "vishuv, adj. & s.m.=vaishava, q.v.

when the sun is on the equinoctial points:—vishuv-din,
s.m. The day of the equinox:—vishuv- ekh, or vishu-vatrekh, s.f. The equinoctial line:—vishuv-sankrnti, or vishuvat-sankrnti, s.f. The sun's equinoctial passage, the
passing of the sun into the next sign at either equinox:—
vishuv-kl, s.m. The time of the equinox.
S ]  :viv, s.f. Name of a daughter of Daksh and
wife of Dharm;—the plant Aconitum ferox(syn. ati-vish);—
name of a tree used for dyeing, Betula(syn. atis).
S -9]  :;/vivtm, s.m. See s.v. 2] viva.
S 4]  :vi-vs, vulg. wisws, bisws, s.m. Trust,
condence, reliance, faith, belief (i.q. bisws):—
vivsrh(˚sa+arha), adj. (f. -), Worthy of trust, &c. (i.q.
vivs-yogya, q.v.):—vivs-bha g, s.m. Breach of faith;
violation of condence, &c. (i.q. vivs-ght):—vivs-ptr,
s.m. (f. -), One in whom condence is placed, a
condential agent, a trustworthy person, a faithful one:
—vivs dharn(with loc.), or vivs rakhn, or vivs karn(k, or -par), See bisws rakhn, s.v. bisws:—vivs-krit, adj.
& s.m. Inspiring condence, causing trust or faith;—one
who inspires condence or trust, &c., a condant:—
vivs-ght, s.m., or vivs-ghtior ght, s.f. See bisws-ght:
—vivs-ghtak, or vivs-ght, adj. & s.m. Destroying
condence; violating or betraying condence,
treacherous, perdious;—one who betrays condence, a
traitor, treacherous friend (i.q. bisws-ght):—vivs ln(par, or -k) = vivs karn, q.v.:—vivs-yogya, or vivs-yog,
vulg. bisws-jog, adj. Worthy of condence, or belief, &c.;
trustworthy, credible.
H 5]  :vivsak, adj. & s.m. = vivs, q.v.
S 5]  :"vi-vs, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), See bisws.
S B) 5]  :Tvi-vsya, part. adj. To be trusted or

S  ]  3.4vishai, s.m. A species of snake.

conded in, trustworthy; to be believed, credible (i.q.
vivs-yogya).
S '  ]  :./ Pvivmitr, s.m. See s.v. 2] viva.

S  ] .8"vain, s.f. The amtree, Acacia(or Mimosa)

S C]  3, vishu-vat, s.m. The equinox (i.q. vishuv):—

suma;—a parasitical plant.
S ]  3, vishuva, vulg. vishuv(contrac. of vishu-vat, q.v.),

vishuvat-rekh, s.f. The equinoctial line:—vishuvatsankrnti, s.f.=vishuv-sankrnti, q.v.:—vishuvat-vritt,
 s.m.
The equinoctial circle.
S D]  80.vi- ik, or  30. vi-sh ik, s.f.

s.m. The equinoctial point or equinox:—vishuv- hy, s.f.
The shadow of the gnomon or index of a dial at noon

Cholera morbus, or the rst stage of it.
S 5]  :Tvi-vast, part. (f. -), Trusted, conded in,
relied on; worthy of trust, deserving condence; trusty;
faithful;—full of condence, bold, fearless; unsuspecting.
S  5]  :Tvi-vast, s.f. A widow.
S   5]  :Tvi-vastat, s.f. = S   5]  :T; vivastatva, s.m.Trustworthiness; faithfulness; boldness,
fearlessness.
S   5]  :T; vi-vastatva, s.m. = S   5]  :T vivastat, s.f.Trustworthiness; faithfulness; boldness,
fearlessness.
S 5]  :vi-vasan, s.m. Trusting, conding in.
S 0]  85vi-ok, adj. Freed from grief, free from
sorrow, happy.
S G]  :vivak, s.f. A sort of gull, Larus ridibundus.
S C' G]  :>viva-krit, s.m. For this and other
compounds of which vivais the rst member, see s.v. 2]
viva.
S 2]  :viva, vulg. visva, biswa, adj. & s.m. All; every;
entire, whole, universal;—the whole world, the universe,
all creation;—name of a kind of deity belonging to a class
of ten (according to the Vish u and other Pur s they
were sons of Viv, daughter of Daksh, and their names
are given as follow, Vasu, Satya, Kratu, Daksh, Kl, Km,
Dhriti, Kuru, Pur-rav, and Mdrav; they are particularly
worshipped at the funeral obsequies in honour of
deceased ancestors, and receive oblations of ghat the
daily domestic rddh);—a symbol for the number
thirteen;—dry ginger:—vivtm(˚va+at˚), s.m. The Soul of
the Universe, the Universal Spirit, Supreme Being;—an
epithet of Brahm, of iva, and of Vish u:—vivmitr(˚va
+am˚, or viv= viva), s.m. Name of a celebrated
Kshatriya, deriving his lineage from an ancestor of
Kuik of the lunar race; he was king of Kany-kubj or
Kanauj (his fame rests chie y on his contests with the
great Brhma Vasish~h, and his success in elevating
himself to the rank of a Brhma by long and painful
austerities. According to the Rmya , he became the
companion and counsellor of the young Rm-andra. He
was the father of akuntala by the nymph Menak,

whom the gods, jealous of his increasing power, sent to
seduce him from his passionless life):—vivntar(˚va+an˚),
s.m. Name of a son of Su-shadman:—viva-jit, adj. Allconquering, all-subduing;—s.m. Name of a particular
ceremony or sacrice;—the noose of Varu :—viva-jan,
s.m. All men, all mankind, the human race:—viva-jann,
or viva-janya, or viva-janya, adj. Fit, suitable, or good for
all men, universally benecial or salutary:—viva-dhri,
The earth (cf. next):—viva-dhr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Allmaintaining, all-sustaining;—an epithet of the
Deity:—viva-dev, s.m. A deity of the particular class
called Viva, q.v.:—viva-dev, s.f. The Hedysarum
lagopodioides:—viva-rj, s.m. Universal sovereign:—visvar p, adj. Taking all forms, existing in all forms; of every
kind; universal; omnipresent;—s.m. An epithet of
Vish u:—viva-ro an, s.m. The esculent root Arum
colocasia:—viva-srak, s.m. The prickly pear, Cactus
indicus(lit.'having all essence'):—viva-srij, or viva-sarj,
s.m. Creator of the universe, an epithet of Brahm:—
viva-srash, vulg. viva-srish,
s.m. Creator of the

Universe, the Supreme Being:—viva-srik, s.m.=viva-srij,
q.v.:—viva-sukh-da, or vulg. viva-sukhad, adj. (f. -),
Imparting happiness to the universe;—an epithet of Rm
as the source of universal happiness:—viva-krit, s.m.
Creator or maker of all things, the Supreme Being;—an
epithet of Viva-karm:— viva-karm, s.m. Name of the
architect and artist of the gods (said to be son of
Brahm);—an epithet of the Sun;—any great saint (cf.
biswa-karm):—vivam-bhar, adj. & s.m. Supporting the
universe; all-sustaining;—the Supreme Being;—an
epithet of Vish u, and of Indra:— vivam-bhar, s.f. The
earth:—viva-nth, s.m. 'Lord of the universe,' name of
iva (esp. as the object of adoration at Benares):— vivavs, adj. & s.m. Whose dwelling-place is the universe;
universally situated; all-pervading;—dwelling in or
occupying the universe;—an epithet of Vish u:—vivavypak, or viva-vyp, adj. Permeating all things, allpervading, all-diused; ubiquitous; omnipresent:—vivavypti, s.f. Universal diusion or permeation; ubiquity;
omnipresence.
H 3]  36vishah [S.  3++t], adj. (f. -), See 3<1
bisah.

S ] 8"va, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), In subjection, subdued,
under control;—one who has his passions under control;
an ascetic; a sage.
S ]  3vi-shay, vulg. bishai, s.m. An object of sense
(these are ve in number, each of the ve organs of
sense having its proper vishayor object);—a symbolical
expression for the number ve;—anything perceptible
by the senses, any object (aection, or desire, or art,
&c.);—object of concern or attention; worldly object or
aim, pursuit, aair, concern, matter, thing; business,
transaction:—worldly or sensual enjoyment, pleasure of
sense; sensuality; lust;—subject, matter, topic; sense;
region, department, province, sphere, &c.;—(S. vishaye),
postpn. In the matter (of, -ke), in respect (of), in regard
(to), in relation (to), with reference (to), concerning,
regarding, about (syn. bbat):—is vishay-me , In this
matter, in this respect:—vishaysakt(˚ya+s˚), adj. (f. -),
Attached to objects of sense, devoted to the world,
worldly:—vishay-bhog, s.m. The enjoyment of material or
sensual objects; worldly enjoyment, pleasure.
H ]  3"vish [S. 3++t], adj. (f. -i), Poisonous,
venomous.
S ) ] vay, s.f. (of B) ] vaya, q.v.), A docile and
obedient wife;—a female dependant or slave.
S -9) ] ;/vaytm, adj. & s.m.f. See s.v. B) ] vaya.

vat), Possessed of some distinguishing property;
peculiar; excellent; superior, better.
S L) ]  ¶3vi-eshit, part. (f. -), Distinguished, made
dierent or distinct; dened; separated, divided;—having
as an attribute; predicated;—excellent, superior.
S  L) ]  ¶3vi-eshat, s.f. Peculiarity, speciality;—
abundance, plenty.
H # L) ] 8"cwashh, s.m. corr. of vaishh, q.v.
S L) ]  ¶3vi-eshak, adj. Distinguishing,
discriminative, characteristic; attributive.
S L) ]  ¶34vi-esha, adj. & s.m. See L) L1 biesha.
H L) ]  ¶3"vi-esh [S.  ¶3++t], adj.=vieshak, q.v.
S B) L) ]  ¶lvi-eshya, part. adj. (f. -), To be
distinguished or discriminated; determinable; requiring
to be dened or determined;—distinguished, preeminent; principal, primary, chief;—s.m. (in Gram.) The
word to be distinguished, the thing or object to be
particularized or dened by another word (which other
word is called viesha, q.v.), a substantive; the subject or
object of a predicate:—vieshya-nighna, adj. 'Subservient
or subject to the vieshyaor substantive,' that must agree
with its substantive in gender, number, &c.;—dependent
(on), governed (by);—s.m. An adjective.
S ) ]  3vishayak, adj. Relating to an object; (as last

S  ) ] vayat, s.f. Subjugation, subjection;—

member of compounds) having for an object or subject,
relating to, having reference to, on the subject of,
treating of, concerning.
S C' ^ ] 8">va-krit, part. adj. = S .' ^ ] 8"4 va-

disposition to, or tness for, subjection; humility.
S ' ) ] 8"var, s.m. The tree Achyranthes aspera;—a kind

kara, s.m.See s.v. va.
S .' ^ ] 8"4va-kara, s.m. = S C' ^ ] 8"> va-krit,

of pungent fruit resembling pepper, Pothos o$cinalis.
H ' ) ]  3vishiyar, adj. (rustic)=vishel, q.v. (cf. bisyar;

part. adj.See s.v. va.
H ;:) ]  3<!vishel, or  3h! vishail [S.  3+el= Prk.

bisail).
S U ) ]  ¶3viesh, vulg. visesh, vises, biesh, bisekh, s.m.,

! =S. !+t], adj. & s.m. See biselor bisail.

S 5) ]  3=vishaysakt, adj. See s.v. vishay.
S C ^ ] 8"#0va-bh t, part. adj. See s.v. va.

adj. & adv. See U ) L1 biesh:—visesh-bhvan, s.f. Re ecting
on or perceiving dierences;—a particular or special
thought;—(in Math.) a particular operation in extracting
roots, composition by the dierence of the products:—
viesh-karor karke, adv. See s.v. biesh:—viesh-vn, adj. (f. -

S B) ] vaya, part. adj. (f. -), To be subjected or
subdued, controllable, governable;—subdued, tamed,
humbled; under control, submissive, obedient, dutiful,
tractable, docile, humble, tame;—s.m. A subject;
dependant; slave.
S ) ]  3"vishay, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Relating to objects

of sense; attached to sensual objects; engaged or
interested in worldly occupations or enjoyments;
sensual, carnal, worldly;—a king (as engaged in the
business of government); a person engaged in worldly
pursuits, a man of business; a man of the world, a
wordling; a sensualist, voluptuary;—an epithet of Kmdev, the god of love;—one who disbelieves or denies the
existence of everything except objects of sense, a
materialist.
A   wil (inf. n. of (  , iii of (  'to be united in
friendship,' &c.), s.m. Meeting, interview; union,
conjunction; arrival (at), attainment; fruition, enjoyment
of any desired object; (in the language of S fs) dying,
death;—society, confederacy.
A 7  way, s.f. pl. (of wayat, q.v.), Precepts,
commandments; testaments, wills.
P 7  wiyat (for A. f7  , v.n. fr.  ; see wayat), s.f. A
commandment, mandate; testament, will.
A   waf (inf. n. of   'to describe,' &c.), s.m.
Describing; declaring; praising;—description, expression
of qualities; praise, encomium; attribute; epithet; quality,
property;—merit, virtue, worth:—waf--tarkb, s.m. A
compound participle; the adj. or part. in a compound
noun (e.g. numin rah-num, 'showing the way'):—waf
rakhn, To possess any good quality:—waf karn(-k), To
give a description (of), to describe; to praise, &c.:—bwaf, adv.=b-wuj d, q.v.s.v. b:—ism--waf, s.m. A
descriptive epithet; an adjective.
A a  waf (rel. n. fr. waf), adj. Descriptive, declarative,
attributive, adjectival.
P ) a  wafyat (for A. f) a  , abst. s. fr. waf), s.f. Quality
of description;—the being an adjective;—act or state of
eulogy.
A (  wal (inf. n. of (  'to be united in friendship,' &c.),
s.m. Meeting, union; mingling, junction, conjunction,
connexion, attachment; enjoyment of the society (of
friends, &c.);—sexual intercourse;—(in Gram.) the sign
(?) over alif:—wal karn, v.t. To join, unite, conjoin,
annex, attach; to paste; to cement:—aliful-wal, The alifof
union, or the connective alif(i.q. wasla, q.v.).
P +  wulat (for A. f+  , inf. n. fr. (  ; see wal), s.f.

Conjunction, joining, meeting, connexion;—a link or
bond of union.
P +  walat (for A. f+  , n. of un. fr. wal), s.f.=wal, q.v.
P BZ +  wal- a (A. wal+P. a, dim. a.), s.m. A shred, a
fragment.
P B+  wala (for A. f+  walat, n. of un. fr. wal), s.m.
Union, &c. (i.q. wal);—(in Gram.) the sign (?) written
over alifat the commencement of a word () to mark
the elision of the vowel or spiritus lenis;—an undergarment;—a piece (of cloth, or paper, &c.); a patch.
P B+  wala (corr. of fala), s.m. A segment, section.
P B+  wula, s.m.=+  wulat, q.v.
A +  wal (rel. n. fr. wal), adj. Conjunctive, copulative.
P +  wal or waal(prob. fr. wal), s.f. A piece of wood, or
pasteboard, or slate, &c. on which children learn to
write.
P -  wamat (for A. f-  , n. of un. fr. wam, 'breaking;
bruising; reproaching,' &c.), s.f. Reproach, disgrace;—a
crime, sin, fault, blemish (syn. aib);—torpor, languor,
debility (in this sense also wumat).
A   wu l (inf. n. of (  'to arrive,' &c.), s.m. Arrival;—
conjunction, union with, or enjoyment of (a wished-for
object); acquisition; receipt, getting, levying, collection;
realization (of revenue, &c.), recovery:—wu l-bq, s.f.
Arrear, uncollected balance;—realization or recovery of
arrears or balances:—wu l pn, To realize:—wu l-qar,
s.m. Recovery of a debt:—wu l karn, v.t. To receive, get,
collect, realize, recover; to raise (by assessment):—
wu l-karne-wl, s.m. A receiver of collections, a
collector, &c.:—wu l--nlm, s.m. Money realized by
public sale or auction, sale-proceeds:—wu l hon, v.n. To
be received, or collected, or realized, &c.; to accrue.
P   wu l (rel. n. fr. wu l), adj. That may be collected
or realized, recoverable;—s.f. Recoverable dues.
A  wa (v.n. of the measure () srE, fr.  k 'to join
together,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Who commands, bequeaths,
or recommends anything;—a testator;—an executor,
administrator;—a guardian; tutor (of children, or pupils).
P )   wayat (A. f)  , v.n. of the measure f+ ) srE, fr. R k ;
see wa), s.f. A precept, mandate, injunction, charge,

command;—a last will or testament syn. andarz);—a
legacy, bequest:—wayat--tarr, s.f. A written will:—
wayat--zabn, s.f. A nuncupative will:—wayat karn, v.t.
To command by will, to charge;—to leave by will, to
devise, bequeath:—wayat-me den(-ko), To leave by will,
or as a legacy or bequest, to bequeath:—wayat-nma,
s.m. Last will or testament:—bil-wayat, adj. Without a
will, intestate.
A >)  wad (v.n. fr. >  'to stand rm'), s.f. Threshold (of
a house);—portico or area (before a door).
P q waat (for A. fq , inf. n. of w
 k 'to be clear,' a
post-classical form; see wi), s.f. Clearness, purity.
P v waat (for A. fv , inf. n. of  'to become
mean and low,' &c.), s.f. Degradation, humiliation;
humility.
A  wa, vulg. waa(inf. n. of  'to place,' &c.), s.f.
Placing, xing, laying, laying down, founding,
establishing; making, forming, inventing; invention;—
situation, position; disposition; nature, tenour;
description, character, complexion;—condition, state;—
appearance, form, guise;—gesture, action;—conduct,
behaviour;—mode of living or acting; mode, manner,
fashion;—operation, performance, procedure;—
subtraction, deduction, abatement, retrenchment:—wa
badaln(apn), To change the appearance or dress, &c., to
disguise oneself:—wa--haml , s.f. (lit.'laying down a
burden'), Childbirth, delivery;—abortion, miscarriage:—
wa-dr, adj. Of good appearance or form, &c.; stylish,
elegant:—wa-dr, s.f. Goodness of form, &c., manner,
style, elegance:—wa karn, v.t. To lay (a foundation), to
found, to establish; to invent; to make, form, model;—to
deduct, subtract; to except; to allow (for):—wa hon, v.n.
To be deducted, or subtracted, &c.:—bad-wa, adj. Illformed, ugly; ill-mannered, ill-bred; evil-disposed.
A s wa (rel. n. fr. wa), adj. Relating to form, or
position, or posture; positive.
P  wu , or wa (for A.   wa , v.n. fr.  ), s.m.
Sacred ablution performed before prayer, and which
consists in washing, rst the hands, then the mouth
inside, then throwing water on the forehead, washing
the whole face, the arms, and lastly the feet):—wu tza

karn, To perform ablution over again:—wu to n(-k),
To dele or destroy the purity or ecacy of the
devotions (of):—wu  n(-k), The purity or ecacy of
(one's) devotions to be destroyed.
A p wu  (inf. n. of  'to be clear,' &c.), s.m.
Clearness, distinctness;—evidence, proof.
A )  wa (v.n. fr.  ; see waat, and wa), adj.
Ignoble, plebeian, mean, base, low;—s.m. A deposit trust,
anything given into the custody of another:—wa-osharf, s.m. The low and the high, plebeians and nobles.
A >  watid (v.n. fr. >  'to establish,' &c.) adj. Established,
conrmed, corroborated, strengthened; rm, steady,
solid.
A '   watar,
 s.m. A necessary or important thing, a thing
which lies at heart;—necessity; use.
A   watan (inf. n. of   'to abide, dwell,' &c.), s.m.
Native country, country, home, abode, residence,
dwelling:—watan i tiyr karn, To make (a place) one's
country or home, to x one's residence (in a place or
country):—watan-jne-k
ru at, s.f. Leave to go to one's

native land; furlough:—watan-dushman,
s.m. Enemy of

(his) country,' a traitor:—watan-dost,
s.m. 'Lover of (his)

country,' a patriot.
A    watan
 (rel. n. fr. watan),
 adj. Belonging to one's
country.
A   wat (prob. v.n. of the measure () sE, fr. O r k 'to
trample (on),' &c.), adj. Trodden under foot;—well
broken in;—treading under foot; kicking;—subigere
mulierem, coition.
A 8r  wazif,
 s.m. pl. (of wazfa,
 q.v.), Pensions; stipends;
rations, daily allowances;—agreements, contracts;—
duties, daily tasks.
P Ba)   wazfa (for A. fa)   wazfat,
 v.n. of the measure
falat, fr.   'to follow,' &c.), s.m. A pension, stipend,
salary, pay or allowance (of a soldier, &c.); an exhibition,
a scholarship;—allowance of provisions, commons (by
the day, month, or year);—land bestowed in gift (for past
services);—anything stipulated or agreed upon;—a task,
daily performance; religious duty, daily worship (of a
Muammadan);—employment, post, o ce;—use,
purpose:—wazfa
 pa hn, To read or repeat (one's) daily

prayers:—wazfa ur, or wazfa r, or wazfa-dr,

s.m. A pensioner; stipendiary;—an exhibitioner, a
scholar, scholarship-holder:—wazfa--slna,
s.m. Yearly

allowance; an annuity.
P a)   wazf (rel. n. fr. wazfa),
 adj. Relating to a pension
or stipend, &c., stipendiary;—pertaining to a customary
task or duty;—daily; customary.
P 2>v wada (for A. e>v , n. of un. fr. wad, 'promising,' &c.,
inf. n. of >v ), s.m. A promise; vow;—an agreement, a
bargain; an assignation, appointment;—a stated period
(for the discharge of a debt, or the payment of a sum of
money):—wada ln, To evade a promise or agreement:
—wada- ilf, s.m. A false contract;—one who does not
keep his promise (i.q. wada-shikan; syn. ahd-shikan):—
wada- ilf, s.f. Breach of promise or engagement;
default:—wada-shikan, s.m. A promise-breaker:—wadafarmosh, adj. Forgetful of one's promise:—wada karn, To
make a promise; to promise, agree, engage; to make a
bargain;—to make an appointment, to appoint:—wadagh, s.f. Place of assignation or appointment;—time of
promise:—wada-wad, s.m. Evading a promise;—
promises, &c. (i.q. pl. of wada; e.g. us ne ham-se bahut
wada-wad kiye the lekin ku h zuh
 r-me na y):—wadawaf, adj. Keeping one's promise, true to one's word;
punctual:—wada waf karn(apn), To full a promise, to
keep one's word or engagement:—wade-k sa ,
adj.=wada waf, q.v.;—s.m. One who is true to his word:—
zabn wada, s.m. Verbal promise;—parole.
A v waz (inf.
n. of v 'to exhort,' &c.), s.m.

Admonishing, exhorting; preaching;—advice,
exhortation, admonition;—sermon, oration, homily:—
waz karn,
To preach; to exhort, advise, admonish.

A >) v wad (inf. n. of >v 'to threaten,' &c.), s.m.
Predicting anything bad, threatening (with);—threat;
denunciation; commination;—promising anything good.
P b wag (for A. bk waga),
 s.m.(?) Tumult, clamour; war,

engagement; fullment;—observation of good faith,
faithfulness, delity; sincerity; gratitude;—sucing; a
suciency; a completing or lling up; completion,
conclusion, end:—waf-begn, adj. Faithless:—waf-parast,
adj. Faithful; sincere:—waf-peshag, s.f. The constant
observance of good faith, delity:—waf-pesha, adj.
Practising good faith, ever faithful:—waf-dr, adj.
Faithful, trusty, true, loyal:—waf-dr, s.f. Faithfulness,
delity, loyalty; sincerity, constancy:—waf karn(-se), To
keep faith (with), to be faithful, loyal, or true; to perform
a promise, &c.; to full; to satisfy; to come up to
expectations;—to suce (for);—to bear (with); to live in
peace (with):—waf-kesh, adj. 'Prone to delity,' faithful,
&c. (i.q. waf-pesha; waf-dr):—be waf, adj. Faithless,
false, treacherous.
P CE waft (for A. eE , v.n. fr. waf, q.v.), s.f. Death,
decease, demise:—waft pn, To die:—waft--sharf, s.f.
The death of Muammad;—an annual feast in
commemoration of Muammad's death.
A WE wifq (inf. n. of iEk 'to agree with,' &c., iii of iErk ; see
wafq), s.m. Consent, assent; agreement, concord,
harmony, good understanding, conformity; unanimity.
P 8E waf (fr. waf), s.f. Fidelity, loyalty, constancy,
sincerity (i.q. waf):—be-waf, s.f. Breach of faith; want
of delity, faithlessness, inconstancy.
A ' E wafr (v.n. of ' E 'to become full,' &c.), adj. Full,
complete, entire; numerous; copious, abundant (cf.
wr).
A iE wafq (inf. n. of iErk 'to nd (a thing) convenient and
useful,' &c.), s.m. A suciency; a quantity just sucient
(for);—concord, accordance, agreement, congruity;—
opportunity, convenient season (cf. muwq):—bar wafq(), adv. In accordance (with), agreeably (to).
A E wuf r (inf. n. of ' E 'to be full,' &c.), s.m. Multitude,
plenty, abundance.
A E wuf r (pl. of wafr, q.v.), adj. Full, complete; copious;

battle.
P 2' ) b wa-gaira
adv. And the rest, et
 (for A. wa+gairu+hu),


universal.
P qX waqat (for A. fqX , inf. n. of wXrk 'to be impudent'),

cætera, and so forth.
A E waf (inf. n. of E 'to perform a promise,' &c.), s.f.

s.f. Impudence; erontery, shamelessness,
barefacedness.
A X waqr (inf. n. of ' X 'to be calm, or sedate,' &c.), s.m.

Performing (or performance of) a promise, keeping an

Gravity; sedateness, steadiness, staidness, xity,
constancy;—dignity, honour, majesty, authority;
reputation; estimation;—modesty; mildness:—ahl--waqr,
or b-waqr, adj. Possessed of gravity, &c.; grave,
dignied, majestic, of authority, &c.:—be-waqr, s.f. Want
of gravity; unsteadiness, &c.
A uX wiq (inf. n. of X 'to fall upon, to attack,' &c.), s.m.
Falling or rushing (upon); attack (in battle), onset;
engagement;—copulation.
A 8rX waq, s.m. pl. (of fs) X waqat), Accidents, events,
occurrences;—news;—engagements, battles:—waqnigr, or waq-navs, s.m. A historiographer;—an
intelligencer, a news-writer; a newspapercorrespondent:—waq-nigr, or waq-navs, s.f. The
oce of an intelligencer, or of a correspondent:—waqo-awdis, s.m.
pl. Accidents and events.

A X waqt, s.m. Time; term; xed time (for); season;
hour;—duration; juncture;—opportunity;—(met.)
adversity, distress:—waqt nor -pahu n, or waql
barbar -jn(-k), The days (of a person), to be
numbered:—waqt-ba-waqt, adv. From time to time;—now
and again:—waqt--be-mauqa, s.m. An inopportune
moment; unseasonable juncture:—waqt-be-waqt, adv. In
season and out of season, at all times, constantly,
perpetually;—a time that admits not of delay;—
sometimes:—waqt-par, adv. At the proper time,
seasonably;—in due course;—at the opportune moment,
in the nick of time; in time of need:—waqt pa n, v.n.
Occasion to arise (for); need (for a thing) to arise; to
stand in need (of); adversity or misfortune to befall (par), to suer misfortune, to be in distress:—waqt-parepar, adv. On occasion arising;—on misfortune befalling,
in time of adversity:—waqt tkn, or waqt dekhn, To
watch an opportunity:—waqt-k barbar jo , s.m. (in
Astron.) Equation of time:—waqt-k p-band, adj.
'Observant of the proper time,' punctual:—waqt kn, To
pass away, or to beguile, the time:—waqt khon, To lose or
waste time:—waqt-k z, s.f. A thing suited to the need of
the hour;—a song suited to the particular hour of the day
or night:—waqt-ke-waqt, adv. At the very moment, at the
nick of time;—at all times:—waqt g hn, To serve the
time:—waqt gurn, To pass time; to kill time:—waqt--

mal m, s.m. The xed or appointed time, the hour of
death:—waqt--nzuk, s.m. Delicate times:—waqt--n-sz,
s.m. Unsuitable or inconvenient time; an unseasonable
juncture:—waqt-n-waqt, adv. At irregular hours,
unseasonably; occasionally; without any stated time:—
waqt nikaln, v.n. Time to pass or to elapse; an
opportunity to pass away:—waqt hth-se na den, To lose
no time or opportunity:—waqt-yb, adj. Finding an
opportunity:—ba-waqt(-), adv. In or at the time (of);
while:—be-waqt, adj. & adv. Out of time or season,
untimely, unseasonable; ill-timed, at the wrong time or
moment; premature:—dar waqt, adv. In time (of, -);
immediately:—ain waqt-par, adv. At the very nick of time:
—gair-waqt-me
, adv. During leisure hours; after time:—

waqte-ki, adv. At what time, at the time that; whenever:
—t waqte-ki, adv. Till such time as; as long as:—waqta fa
waqta(waqta, Ar. acc. of waqt), adv. From time to time.
P B)  X waqtya (waqt+A. yat, fem. rel. a.), adj. Of or
relating to a certain time or season; timely, seasonable.
A ' X waqr, vulg. waqar(inf. n. of ' X 'to burden,' &c.), s.m.
Dignity, honour, reputation, character (i.q. waqr);—
(prob. for A. waqur), adj. Mild; modest;—grave, sedate,
staid:—waqr pn, To obtain dignity, or rank, or in uence;
—to rise in the esteem (of):—waqr khon(apn), To lose
(one's) reputation or character, to disgrace ooneself;—to
lower one's dignity, to make oneself cheap.
P sX waqat (for A. fsX , nom.vicisfr. waq, inf. n. of X ), s.f.
Weight, force; respect, regard, consideration, attention:
—waqat rakhn, To have (or to carry) weight or force; to
command attention or consideration.
A X waqf (inf. n. of X 'to stand,' &c.), s.m. Standing,
stopping, staying, halting, waiting; pausing (over); being
intent (upon), endeavouring fully to understand;—
bequeathing for pious purposes; tranquillity; rmness;
constancy; permanency;—punctuation;—a pause (in
reading); (in Gram.) a mute;—a bequest or legacy for
pious purposes, a religious or charitable endowment (as
habitations for the poor, books for the use of learned
men, &c.):—waqf karn, v.t. To stop; to pause (syn.
haharn);—to dedicate to pious uses, to consecrate; to
make a grant for charitable or religious purposes:—waqf-

kunanda, s.m. One who makes a charitable endowment:—
waqf-nma, s.m. A deed of endowment.
P BaX waqfa (for A. faX waqfat, nom.vicisfr. waqf, q.v.), s.m. A
stopping; retarding; choking;—a stop, pause; a halt;—
delay; respite, reprieve; vacancy; an interval, interlude;
an adjournment:—waqfa den(-ko), To grant delay, or
respite, or an adjournment, &c.
A aX waqf (rel. n. fr. waqf), adj. Belonging to a pious
bequest.
P ) aX waqfyat (for A. f) aX , fem. of waqf), s.f. The book

s.f. Walking slowly (like a crane):—vak-dhyn, s.m. The
seeming contemplativeness of the crane; hypocrisy,
dissimulation:—vak-dhyn
lagn, To practise hypocrisy or dissimulation:—vakdhyn, adj. & s.m. 'Contemplative like the crane';
hypocritical, deceitful;—a hypocrite; a treacherous man:
—vak-rj, or vak-rj, s.m. The king of the cranes (named
Rj-dharman; he was son of Kayap).
S G va-kr, s.m. The letter or the sound va.
S G  vi-kr, s.m. See the pop. form 1 bikr.

wherein bequests for pious purposes are registered.
A uX wuq  (inf. n. of X 'to fall out, to happen,' &c.), s.m.

H 4G  vi-ks, s.m. See vi-k, and biks.

Falling out, befalling, happening, coming to pass;—an
occurrence, event; an accident, a contingency:—wuq -jurm, or wuq --jurm-ke-waqt , adv. 'On the occurrence of
the crime,' red-handed, agrante delicto:—wuq -me an,
To come to pass, to take place, to occur, happen:—wuq me ln, To bring to pass, to cause to happen, to
commit:—wuq  hon, v.n. To happen, occur, take place;—
to be committed or perpetrated.
A `X wuq f (inf. n. of X 'to be intent (upon),' &c.; see

S VG  8vi-k, vulg. viks, s.m. Becoming visible,

waqf), s.m. Knowledge, sense, intelligence,
understanding, wisdom; discernment;—experience;
practice; faculty; skill:—wuq f paid karn, or wuq f
paka n, To get sense, &c.:—wuq f-dr, adj. Informed of,
knowing, experienced:—be-wuq f, adj. & s.m. Senseless,
stupid, foolish;—a stupid fellow, a blockhead.
P EX wuq f (rel. n. fr. wuq f), adj. Sensible, intelligent.
P B) X waqya (for A. f) X waqyat), s.m. A weight of 2  lbs.;
—wuqya(for A. f) X wuqyat), s.m. A weight of seven
misqlsand
forty dirhams; an ounce.

S 0 vak, s.m. A heron; a crane, Ardea nivea, or A.torra,
or A.putea(see bagl);—the tree Sesbana grandiora, or
#schynomene sesban;—a kind of apparatus for calcining or
subliming metals or minerals (consisting of two
crucibles, one inverted over the other, and placed over a
re);—name of Kuver;—name of an Asuror demon (said
to have assumed the form of a crane and to have been
conquered by Krish ):—vaksur(˚ka+as˚), s.m. The demon
Vak:—vak-pnt, s.f. A row or line of cranes:—vak-pushp,
s.m. The tree #schynomene grandioraor sesban:—vak- l,

H 5G  vi-ksit, part. See vi-kit, and biksit.
appearance, display, manifestation, exhibition;—open or
splendid appearance;—expanse, sky, heaven, ether;—a
shining, blooming;—opening, expanding, expansion;
budding, blowing (as a ower, or the heart; but in these
senses better viks);—pleasure, joy, happiness,
enjoyment;—absence of manifestation or display;
solitude, loneliness, privacy.
S ]G  .8vi-kit, part. (f. -), Made visible,
displayed, exhibited; illumined; resplendent; radiant;—
expanded, spread out, opened, blown, budded (in these
senses better viksit).
S  ]G  8vi-kat, vulg. viksat, s.f. Appearance,
display, manifestation, publicity;—expansion, diusion.
S ]G  8vi-kak, adj. (f. -ik), Causing to appear or
shine forth, displaying; illustrating; illuminating;—
causing to expand or bloom, opening, unfolding,
spreading (i.q. viksak).
S ]G  8vi-kan, vulg. viksan, s.m. The act of
displaying, display, manifestation, exhibition;—
expansion, blowing (of a ower;—in this sense better
viksan).
S ]G  8"vi-ks, vulg. viks, adj. (f. -in), Becoming
visible or apparent, becoming manifested, shining forth;
—expanding, spreading, developing, opening, budding,
blowing (in these senses better viks).
S G  !vi-kl, s.m. Afternoon, close of day, twilight,

evening, dusk.
P G waklat or wiklat(for A. fG , fr. wikl, inf. n. of (Gk
'to trust to,' &c., iii of (G 'to entrust (one's aairs) to'; or
fr. wakl, q.v.), s.f. The oce of substitute, or agent, or
administrator, &c.; substitute, proxy; agency;—embassy;
deputation, delegation, commission;—the business of an
advocate or pleader (wakl), pleading, practice at the bar:
—waklat karn, To act as substitute or proxy (for, -k taraf
se); to advocate the cause (of);—to practise as a pleader
or advocate:—waklat-nma, s.m. A plenipotentiary
commission, full powers;—a power of attorney.
P { G waklata (for A. f|G , acc. of waklat), adv. By
proxy, through a waklor advocate, by attorney; by
agent; by delegation, or commission.
S G  !vi-klak, s.m.=vikl.
S G  .!vi-klik, s.f. A perforated copper vessel
which (when placed in a pan of water) marks the time
by gradually lling; a sort of clepsydra or water-clock.
H G =wakt, or  wakat, s.m. corr. of X waqt, q.v.
S  G =vakt (base = vaktri), adj. & s.m. (f. -tr),
Speaking, talking; talkative, loquacious;—speaking well
or sensibly, eloquent; learned, wise;—a speaker, talker;—
a loquacious man;—an eloquent man; a learned or wise
man, a teacher.
S '  G =Pvaktra, vulg. vaktr, vaktar, s.m. The organ of
speech, the mouth; the face;—point, tip (of an arrow,
&c.); spout (of a jug or vessel);—beginning,
commencement;-(in Alg.) the rst term (of a
progression or series);—(in Pros.) a species of metre
(containing four times eight syllables,—said to be like
the lok);—a verse;—a sort of garment.
S B7 G =vaktavya, part. adj. (f. -), Fit to be spoken or
uttered, t or proper to be said; to be named or called; to
be spoken to or addressed;—to be spoken about or
against, having a bad name or reputation, objectionable,
reprehensible, vile, low, base, bad;—liable to be called
upon for an account, accountable, answerable,
responsible;—subject, dependent;—s.m. Speaking;
speech; a rule, precept, sentence, dictum, aphorism;—a
subject treated of; the meaning (of a passage).

S "G  &vi-ka, adj. Large, great, &c. (i.q. bika, q.v.);—
changed in form or appearance; distorted;—beautiful,
pleasing;—obscure;—obsolete;—s.m. (S. vikaam), Danger,
jeopardy; fright, terror, awe;—a boil, tumour.
S ' G Jvakra, vulg. vakr, vakar, adj. Crooked, curved, bent,
bowed; winding, meandering; tortuous;—retrograde
(motion of a planet);—crooked in disposition; cunning;
fraudulent, dishonest; prevaricating; indirect, evasive,
ambiguous;—cruel, malignant;—s.m. The planet Mars;
the planet Saturn;—an epithet of Rudra or iva;—(S.
vakram) winding course (of a river); arm or bend (of a
stream);—apparent retrograde motion (of a planet):—
vakr-pushp, s.m. The tree Sesbana grandiora; and Butea
frondosa:—vakr-gm, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Going crookedly,
moving tortuously or in zigzag; tortuous; fraudulent,
dishonest; evasive;—a fraudulent man, &c.:—vakr-gati, s.f.
Crooked or winding course, tortuous motion; retrograde
motion, or retrogression (of a planet);—foppishness,
airs:—vakr-bhv, s.m. Curvature; curve; fraudulent or
dishonest disposition:—vakrokti(˚ra+uk˚), s.f. Indirect or
perverse speech, equivocation, prevarication, evasive
speech or reply, evasion; an equivoque, a doubleentendre; hint, insinuation; pun; sarcasm.
S ' G  !vi-karl, adj. (f. -), See the pop. form ' 1
bikrl.
S ' G  JBvi-krnta, vulg. vi-krnt, part. (f. -), Stepped
or passed beyond;—overcoming; victorious; pre-eminent;
courageous, valiant, mighty;—s.m. A hero; warrior;—a
lion;—(S. vi-krntam), s.m. A step, stride; gait;—valour,
prowess; military achievement.
S  ' G  J.Bvi-krnti, s.f. Stepping on or out, striding;—
canter, gallop (of a horse);—power, great strength;
valour, prowess, heroism.
S C' G  >vi-krita,
 vulg. vi-krit, part. (f. -), Altered,
changed; modied; transformed;—changed in feeling,
estranged (from);—entertaining feelings of disgust or
aversion, averse (to);—changed for the worse, impaired;
sick, diseased; mutilated, maimed, deformed;—
unnatural;—imperfect, incomplete; strange,
extraordinary;—(S. vi-kritam),
s.m. Alteration, change;


change for the worse;—impaired or diseased state;—
estrangement;—aversion, disgust:—vikritkr(˚ta+k˚),
or

vikritkr
adj. Changed in form or appearance,
 iti(˚ta+k˚),

transformed;—having a deformed shape or aspect,
misshaped, distorted in form:—vikritnan(˚ta+n˚),
or

vikrit-mukh,
or vikrit-vadan,
adj. Having an altered or a


distorted face; ugly-faced;—s.m. A person with an altered
face, &c.
S 9' G Jvakrat, s.f. Crookedness; curvature;

heroic;—a hero;—a lion.
S .' G  4vi-kar,
'
s.m. (lit.'having large ears'), Name of

tortuousness;—retrograde motion (of a planet);—the
going crooked or wrong; failure, mishap;—perverseness;
falseness, dishonesty, fraudulence;—evasive or indirect
speech, prevarication; ambiguity.
S G9' G  >vikritkr,
= S 9' G  >


S ' G J"vakr, adj. (f. -i), Crooked, curved, bent;

vikritnan,adj.
See s.v. vikrit.

= S G9' G  >
S 9' G  >vikritnan,

vikritkr,adj.
See s.v. vikrit.

S 9' G  >vi-kriti,
 or  >" vi-krit,
 s.f. Alteration, or
change of any kind (as of purpose, mind, form, nature,
&c.); change from a natural or healthy state, sickness,
disease;—change from a quiescent state, emotion,
passion, anger; fear, apprehension.
S J' G  /vi-karm,
'
s.m. Various business or duty;—
prohibited or unlawful act, misdeed, fraud;—retiring
from business; cessation from labour:—vikarm-kriy, s.f.
An illegal act; an immoral act.
S J' G  J/vi-kram, s.m. Stepping or going beyond,
striding over or along; proceeding, going;—a step, stride,
pace;—overcoming, overpowering;—great power or
strength;—prowess, heroic valour, heroism;—name of a
king (i.q. vikramditya):—vikramditya(˚ma+d˚), vulg.
vikram-jt, or bikramjt, s.m. Name of a celebrated Hind
king (of Ujjayin or Oujein, and founder of the era called
Samvat(still in use among the Hinds) which begins 57
B.C.:—vikramrk(˚ma+ar˚), s.m. A name of king Vikram:—
vikram-pur, s.m. 'The city of Vikram,' an epithet of
Ujjain:—vikram-sinh, or vikram-sen, s.m. A name of king
Vikram.
S ' G  J/"vi-kram, adj. & s.m. Displaying valour or
prowess; powerful, strong, mighty; courageous, valiant,

one of the Kuru princes on the side of Duryodhan, in the
war against the P avas.
S ' G  X4vi-karik, s.m. The district called Srasvat,
in the north-west of Hindstn (generally considered to
be a part of the Panjb, and said to be so called as being
'the region from which Karwas excluded').
S  G ' G J5.=vakrokti, s.f. See s.v. vakr.
tortuous;—moving backwards, retrograding (as a planet);
—dishonest, fradulent.
S ' G  Jvi-kray (rt. vi-kr), s.m. Selling, vending; sale;
demand.
S   ' G J"# vakr-bhv, s.m. See s.v. vakr.
S 7' G  J"vi-krta, vulg. vikrt, part. (f. -), Sold.
S  7' G  Jwvi-kret (base vi-kretri), s.m. (f. -tr), One who
sells, seller, vendor, salesman, dealer.
S 7' G  Jvi-krayik, s.m. (f. -) = S 7' G  J" vi-kray,
s.m. (f. -in)=vi-kret, q.v.
S 7' G  J"vi-kray, s.m. (f. -in) = S 7' G  J vi-krayik,
s.m. (f. -)=vi-kret, q.v.
H <G  wikas, perf. part. of wikasn, q.v. (and i.q.
vikasit, q.v.).
S <G  vi-kasit, part. (f. -), Expanded, opened,
unfolded, budded, blown (as a ower);—rejoiced,
cheered, delighted.
H  <G  wikasn, v.n.= <1 bikasn, q.v.
S ! LG  .dQvi-kshipta, vulg. vikshipt, part. (f. -),
Thrown, cast; thrown about, scattered, dispersed;—sent,
despatched;—refuted, falsied; agitated, bewildered,
perplexed; crazed, demented, foolish.
H LG  .8vi-kait, part. corr. of vikasit, q.v.
S * LG dvakshas, = S BLG dt vakshah,s.m. The breast,
bosom, chest:—vaksho-ja, vulg. vakshoj, or vaksho-ruh, s.m.
The female breast (lit.'chest-born,' or 'chest-growing'):—
vakshas-sthal, or vakshah-sthal, s.m. 'Place of the breast,'
the breast, bosom; the female breast; the heart.

S BLG dtvakshah, = S * LG d vakshas,s.m. The breast,

S + G j!"vakul, s.f. A kind of drug.

bosom, chest:—vaksho-ja, vulg. vakshoj, or vaksho-ruh, s.m.
The female breast (lit.'chest-born,' or 'chest-growing'):—
vakshas-sthal, or vakshah-sthal, s.m. 'Place of the breast,'
the breast, bosom; the female breast; the heart.
S K) LG  d<vi-kshep, s.m. Throwing, casting, hurling,

S K-G  @vi-kamp, adj. (f. -), = S ! -G  .@ vi-

discharging;—projection;—throwing away; throwing
about, scattering; sending, despatching;—dispersion,
dissipation;—refutation (of an argument);—confusion,
agitation, perplexity; craziness; alarm, fear;—(in Astron.)
celestial latitude.
S ! ) LG  d<4vi-kshepa, s.m. Throwing, &c. (i.q. vikshep).
S (G j!vakul, s.m. The tree Mimusops elengi(i.q. bakul).
S (G  !vi-kal, adj. (f. -), Deprived of a part, or limb, or
member; not complete; defective, imperfect; wanting,
failing;—out of order, impaired; decayed; maimed;
withered; on the wane;—confused, confounded,
disconcerted; agitated, distressed, discomposed, restless,
uneasy, anxious, troubled, sorrowful;—s.m. The sixtieth
part of a kalor of a degree, a second.
S ;:G  !vi-kal, s.f. An anxious (or a sorrowful, &c.)
woman;—a woman in whom menstruation has ceased;—
the sixtieth part of a degree, a second.
A ;:G wukal, s.m. pl. of wakl, q.v.
S K+ G  vi-kalp, s.m. Alternation, alternative, option;
—distinction; uncertainty, ambiguity; indecision, doubt,
hesitation;—error, mistake, ignorance;—(in Gram.)
admission of an option or alternative, allowing a rule to
be observed or not, at pleasure;—(in Rhet.) antithesis.
S  + G  !vi-kalat, s.f. = S  + G  !; vi-kalatva,
s.m.Defectiveness, imperfection; impaired state or
condition;—irregularity; disorder; confusion, agitation,
anxiety, restlessness, uneasiness, distress.
S  + G  !; vi-kalatva, s.m. = S  + G  ! vi-kalat,
s.f.Defectiveness, imperfection; impaired state or
condition;—irregularity; disorder; confusion, agitation,
anxiety, restlessness, uneasiness, distress.
S + G  !"vi-kal, s.f. A woman in whom menstruation
has ceased.

kampit, part. (f. -),Trembling, tremulous, quivering;
heaving, palpitating; agitated; unsteady.
S ! -G  .@vi-kampit, part. (f. -), = S K-G  @ vikamp, adj. (f. -),Trembling, tremulous, quivering;
heaving, palpitating; agitated; unsteady.
S #  G  e&vi-kaak, s.m. A kind of herbaceous plant,
Hedysarum alhagi, or Alhagi maurorum(lit.'having no
thorns').
H G L!wakhl, s.m. = H  G L! wakhln,
v.t.dialec. forms of ukhl, and ukhln, qq.v.
H  G L!wakhln, v.t. = H G L! wakhl,
s.m.dialec. forms of ukhl, and ukhln, qq.v.
S ?) G  Zvi-khypan, s.m. Making known,
declaring, announcing, publishing;—explaining,
expounding; explanation, exposition;—avowing,
acknowledging, confessing.
S C) G  Zvi-khyta, vulg. vikhyt, part. (f. -),
Generally known, notorious, famous, celebrated,
glorious; victorious (syn. mashh r); known as, nominated,
named, called;—avowed, confessed.
S 9) G  Zvi-khyti, s.f. Fame, renown, celebrity,
notoriety (syn. shuhrat).
A () G wakl (v.n. fr. (G 'to entrust (one's aairs, to
another),' &c.), s.m. An ambassador, agent, deputy,
delegate, representative, commissary, factor,
administrator;—an attorney, a pleader, counsellor (at
law):—wakl karn, v.t. To appoint (one) a wakl; to declare
one to be a representative (of):—wakl--mut laq,
 s.m. A
plenipotentiary; a vicegerent (or a representative)
invested with full powers;—a permanently appointed
pleader; standing counsel.
P + ) G wakl (rel. n. fr. wakl), s.f. The oce of a wakl, &c.
(i.q. waklat, q.v.).
S =  $vi-gata, vulg. vi-gat, part. (f. -), Gone, gone
away, departed; disappeared; ceased; deceased, dead;—
parted, separated;—lost;—devoid or destitute (of);—
destitute of light, obscure, gloomy, dark.

S =  $vi-gati, vulg. vi-gat, s.f. Departure,
disappearance; separation;—badness; degeneracy,
deterioration;—bad conduct, misdemeanour.
P ' = wa-gar (wa+gar= agar), conj. And if (cf. war-na).
S 2' =  m6vi-grah, s.m. A stretching out; extension;
expansion; diusion;—shape, form, gure;—the body;—
(in Gram.) separation, resolution, analysis; resolution of
a compound word into its constituent parts; the proper
form of a compound word;—a division, part, portion;
opposition, encounter, quarrel, strife, combat, war,
battle;—con ict (of the planets);—disfavour.
S =  $,4vi-gu, adj. (f. -), Void of qualities; having no
distinguishing qualities, void of merit, worthless, bad;
imperfect; barren.
H  > =  $Bvi-gandh [S.  +$Bt], s.m. Oensive smell,
stink, fœtor.
H = $ wagwar, adj. corr. of vg-war, q.v.
H  =  $0ivi-g h (S. vi-g ha, part. of vi-guh), part. (f. ), Concealed, hidden; scarcely perceptible, indistinct,
obscure;—blamed, reproached, censured.
S C=  Vvi-ght, s.m. Destruction, killing, murder;—a
blow;—opposition; prohibition, prevention; hindrance,
impediment, obstacle; interruption;—abandoning.
S 9=  V"vi-ght, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Killing,
destroying;—removing;—opposing, obstructing,
impeding, &c.;—destroyer, slayer, murderer; remover;—
opposer, &c.
S # =  V&vi-ghaan, s.m. Breaking up, destruction,
ruin, misfortune.
S =  «vi-ghna, vulg. vighn, vighan, bighan, s.m.
Obstacle, impediment, hindrance, obstruction,
interruption, disturbance, prevention, opposition;
detriment; diculty, trouble, calamity:—vighn-rj, s.m.
'King of obstacles,' an epithet of Gane (who is invoked
at the commencement of an undertaking as the
remover of obstacles and diculties):—vighn-siddhi, s.f.
The settling or removal of obstacles:—vighn-krak, or
vighn-kr, or vighn-kar, adj. & s.m. Causing any obstacle
or interruption; disturbing, opposing, impeding,

hindering;—obstructer, interrupter, disturber, opposer,
&c.:—vighn-nak, adj. & s.m. Who or what removes
obstacles or diculties;—remover of obstacles, &c.;—an
epithet of Gane:—vighn-nan, s.m. The destruction or
removal of obstacles;—remover of obstacles (i.q. vighnnak), an epithet of Gane:—vighn-vinyak, or vighnvidra, s.m. 'Remover, or tearer away, of obstacles,'
epithets of Gane (see vighn-rj):—vighn-hrak, or vighnhr, s.m. 'Remover of obstacles,' or vighne(˚na+˚), s.m.
'Lord of obstacles,' epithets of Gane. (For other
compounds see bighan.)
S  =  .«vi-ghnit, part. (f. -), Obstructed, hindered,
inpeded, interrupted, stopped, prevented.
H ' ) = $hwagair, = H ' ) = $h wagaire,adv. corr. of 2' ) b
wa-gaira,
 q.v.
H ' ) = $hwagaire, = H ' ) = $h wagair,adv. corr. of 2' ) b
wa-gaira,
 q.v.
H   !vil, or wil, or  ! vill [S.  !(], s.m. A hole; a
burrow (see bil); a chasm, ssure, vacuity; a cave,
cavern, den;—(S.  !t) one of Indra's horses.
H  !wal (cf. warl), adv. On this side; near; hither.
P  wil or wal(=S. U!), s.f. Time, season, juncture;—
thing, business, matter:—dar  wil, At this time, at the
present time; now-a-days;—in this matter.
A  wal, vulg. wil(v.n. fr. R
 rk 'to be near,' &c.), s.f.
Propinquity, nearness, anity; kindred, relationship;—
friendship;—assistance;—authority, power; sovereignty,
sway; government; kingdom;—freedom, liberty.
S A  !vi-lp, s.m. Weeping, wailing, lamentation,
moaning, complaint, the
language of grief and distress (i.q. bilp); moan, wail,
groan:—vilp karn, To weep, wail, cry aloud, lament,
make complaint, &c.
H ?  !vilpak [S.  !+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) =
vilp, q.v.
H  ?  !wilpn (fr. vilp), v.n. To weep, wail, &c.
(i.q. vilp karn).
H ?  !"vilp [S.  !+t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. in), Weeping, wailing, lamenting, complaining;—one

who weeps or wails, bewailer, lamenter, &c.
A  wild (inf. n. of >¡k 'to beget children,' &c.), s.m.
Procreation, generation;—nativity;—child-birth (i.q.
wildat).
P C  wildat (for A. e  , inf. n. of > 'to bear children'),
s.f. Birth, nativity.
S 4  !vi-ls, s.m. Play, sport, merriment, pastime,
pleasure, delight, enjoyment (com. bils); amorous
pastime, diversion (with women, dancers, singers, &c.),
dalliance, coquetry, aectation of coyness, wantonness;
—grace, elegance, charm, beauty:—vils karn, To sport,
play, enjoy oneself, take pleasure, &c.
H  5  !wilsn (fr. vils), v.n.=vils karn, q.v.
S  5  !"vilsin, s.f. (of next), A woman of
pleasure, a coquettish woman; a wanton woman, a
harlot;—a woman.
S 5  !"vils, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Playful, sportive,
wanton, dallying, amorous;—addicted to pleasure,
sensual, voluptuous;—a sporter, &c.; one who is fond of
pleasure; a voluptuary, sensualist, rake;—re;—the
moon;—a snake;—an epithet of iva; of Vish u; of
Krish ; and of Km-dev.
S 0 !valk, s.m. = S G ! valk, s.f.A crane
(also balk);—valk, s.f. A small kind of crane;—a line or
row of cranes; a ight of cranes;—a beloved woman, a
mistress.
S G !valk, s.f. = S 0 ! valk, s.m.A crane
(also balk);—valk, s.f. A small kind of crane;—a line or
row of cranes; a ight of cranes;—a beloved woman, a
mistress.
S G !"valk, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having, or attended
by, cranes;—one who possesses cranes;—a proper name.
S   !!vill, s.m. A cat (i.q. vil, q.v.).
S   !6valhak, s.m. A cloud; thunder-cloud;—name
of one of the seven clouds at the destruction of the
world;—a mountain;—name of a daitya;—name of a
brother of Jayadrath; of one of the Ngas; and of one of
the four horses of Vish u.
 rk 'to be
P 7 walyat, or wilyat(for A. f7 , inf. n. of R

master (of),' &c.), s.f. Being master of, possessing,
governing, controlling, &c.;—possession, control,
government, jurisdiction, dominion, sovereignty, power,
authority; guardianship (of a minor);—dominion, realm,
province, government; an inhabited country, a region; a
foreign country (in India usually applied to England,
Europe, China, Persia, &c.);—friendship; union (esp. with
the Deity); sanctity;—the oce or dignity of a walor
saint, sainthood, saintship;—prophecy:—wilyat pn, To
attain to the rank or dignity of a saint:—wilyat-z, adj.
Born or produced in England or Europe, &c.; English;
European:—walyat-k istqq, s.m. Right of
guardianship:—wilyat-k dk, s.f. The English mail:—
sib--walyat, s.m. A saint.
P { 7 walyata (for A. f7¢ , acc. of walyat), adv. In behalf
of; as the guardian of.
A  7 wilyat, or walyat, vulg. bilt(rel. n. fr. wilyat),
adj. European, foreign; English; Persian; Turkish;
Chinese, &c.;—of English manufacture, English-made;—
s.m. A foreigner;—a native of Afghnistn;—an article of
foreign manufacture;—a simpleton, a fool:—vilyatbai gan, s.m. The tomato or love-apple, Solanum
lycopersicum:—vilyat-pn(corr. bilt pn), s.m. Sodawater:—wilyat- at, s.m. A kind of Persian nastalqhand:
—vilyat-sem, s.f. The French bean:—vilyat-se d, s.f.
Euphorbia neriifolia:—vilyat-mako, s.m. The Cape
gooseberry, or Brazil cherry, Physalis peruviana.
S   !#vallabh, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Beloved, desired,
dear;—amiable;—supreme; superintending;—a lover;
husband; favourite; friend;—a superintendent, overseer,
master (see ballabh);—a chief herdsman;—a horse with
good marks.
S   !#vallabh, s.f. A beloved female; a mistress; a
wife.
H   !R"walth, = H   !" walt,s.f. dialec. forms of
  olt, q.v.
H   !"walt, = H   !R" walth,s.f. dialec. forms of
  olt, q.v.
S &  !A*vi-lajj, adj. (f. -), Shameless, unabashed;
immodest, impudent (i.q. nilajj, q.v.).

A > walad, or wald(v.n. fr. >¡k 'to beget,' &c.), s.m. A son,

S  -  !@ vi-lamban, s.m. Hanging down, depending;—

ospring:—waladul-arm, or waladul-ai, s.m.
Whoreson, bastard:—waladul-all, adj. & s.m.
Legitimate;—legitimate child:—waladuz-zin, s.m. A
bastard;—an earth-worm:—l-walad, adj. Having no
children, without issue; heirless.
H  > !valadh, s.m.=baradh= barad= balad, qq.v.;—

delaying; delay, procrastination.
H  -  !@ wilambn [wilamb˚= S.  !@ (`)],

also=bal-dhr, q.v.
P 7> waladyat, or waldyat(walad+A. a. f7£r -yat), s.f.
Family, pedigree, descent, paternity, paren~age.
S <  !vi-lasan, s.m. Flashing, gleaming;—sporting;
—dallying;—play, sport, mirth.
H  <  !wilasn, v.n.= <+ 1 bilasn, q.v.
S U   !dvi-laksh, adj. (f. -), Having a character

v.n.=bilambn, q.v.
H  -  !@#wilambh, s.m. corr. of vilamb, q.v. (cf.
bilambh).
S  -  !@#vi-lambh (rt. vi-labh), s.m. Giving; gift,
donation; liberality.
S - ./ valmik, or ./ " valmiki, s.m.=next, q.v.
S ) - /"valmk, s.m. Earth thrown up by white ants,
moles, &c.; ant-hill; mole-hill;—the white ant (?);—the
poet Vlmki (author of the Rmya ).
S    vilva, vulg. vilv, and (corr.) H.  ! willaw, or
 !M willau, s.m. The wood-apple tree, and its fruit, #gle

dierent from what is usual or natural, strange,
extraordinary;—bewildered, embarrassed; astonished,
surprised;—abashed, ashamed.
S L  !d4vi-laksha, adj. (f. -), Having dierent or

marmelos(com. called bel, q.v.).
S 1  !5#vi-lobh, s.m. Attraction, allurement,

opposite marks or characteristics; having distinguishing
qualities or features; dierent, other, peculiar, strange,
extraordinary; good;—s.m. A state or condition for which
no cause can be assigned; vain or causeless state;—the
act of distinguishing, perceiving, seeing, observing.
S ( !valkal, s.m. Bark (of a tree);—a cloth or

beguiling; attracting, alluring, tempting, seducing;
attraction, &c. (i.q. vilobh);—praise, commendation,
attery.
S   !5&viloak, s.m. A sort of sh, Clupsa cultrata.

temptation, seduction, delusion.
S 1  !5#vi-lobhan, s.m. Leading astray, perplexing,

S D  !5vi-lo an, s.m. The eye; sight:—vilo an-pt,

garment made of bark (worn by ascetics, &c.).
H $  !$vi-lag, adj. & s.m. Separate, detached, apart,

s.m. A cast or glance of the eye, a glance, look.
S .  !5fvi-loan, vulg. vilo an(rt. vi-lu), s.m.

&c. (i.q. bilag, q.v.).
S % !$valg, s.f. Bridle, rein; bit of a bridle (i.q. bg,

Agitating, shaking, stirring; whirling round; churning;
rolling; tossing.
H    !57wilo n [wilo ˚= S.  !5f(), caus. of rt.

q.v.).
S H-  !@ vi-lamb, s.m. Hanging, falling down,
depending; pendulousness;—slowness, tardiness, delay,
prolonged time, long stay; procrastination (i.q. bilamb,
q.v. for phrases).
H  -  !@ wilambn (caus. of wilambn),
v.t.=bilmn, q.v.
S  -  !.@ vi-lambit, part. (f. -), Hanging down,
pendulous;—hanging or suspended (from), attached (to),
closely connected (with);—delayed, retarded,
procrastinated; slow, tardy; slow (time, in Music).

 +!,f], v.t.=bilo n, q.v. (and cf. viloan).
S G  !5vi-lokit, part. (f. -), Looked at, viewed,
beheld, seen, observed, regarded, examined,
contemplated.
S G  !5vi-lokan, s.m. The act of looking, seeing, &c.
(see bilokan).
H  G  !5wilokn [wilok˚= S.  !5(), caus. of 
+!5], v.t.=bilokn, q.v.
S B)  G  !5"vi-lokanya, part. adj. (f. -), To be seen

or looked at; worthy of being looked at; agreeable,
beautiful.
S    !vilval, s.m. Name of a monkey-demon (slain
by Balarm).
H  walwal, s.m.=B walwala, q.v.
H  walwal [walwal(n) + = ha= wa= Prk.
 ( = S. ++; ]( , s.f. Howling, wailing,
lamentation.
H  walwaln [walwala, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. aug.) + n= Prk. 4( = S. "(], v.n. To howl;
wail, lament;—to low or bubble (as a camel, esp. when in
rut), &c. (i.q. balbaln, q.v.).
S   !5!vi-lolan (rt. vi-lul), s.m. = vi-loan, q.v.
P B walwala (for A. f walwalat, inf. n. of the quadr. v.

or declare (one) a successor or heir (to a throne):—walahd, s.f. The status of an heir-apparent; heritage;—
vicegerency, deputyship:—wal-khangar, s.m. An assistant,
a protector;—(ironic.) one's betters:—wal-qarb, s.m. A
near guardian:—wal-nmat, s.m. 'Lord of benecence,' a
benefactor, lord, master, patron; a title of respect by
which a father is addressed.
P   wale, conj., contrac. of walekor wa-lekin, q.v.
S  !valay, s.m. A bracelet; armlet; ring.
S   !vi-lay (rt. vi-l), s.m. Liquefaction; dissolution,
destruction, death; destruction of the world.
P )  wa-lek, = P )  wa-lekin,(wa+lekin, q.v.), conj. But,
yet, however, for all that.
P )  wa-lekin, = P )  wa-lek,(wa+lekin, q.v.), conj. But,

¥w¤k 'to howl,' &c.), s.m. Howling, lamenting, wailing,

yet, however, for all that.
P B-)  walma (for A. f-)  walmat), s.m. Feast, banquet;

crying;—wail, lamentation;—confused murmur, noise,
tumult, uproar.
S J  !5/vi-lom, adj. Against the hair; against the

marriage-feast.
S )   !vi-layan (rt. vi-l), s.m. The act of dissolving,

grain; out of the usual or proper course; turned the
wrong way, turned backward, reverse, inverted, inverse,
contrary, opposite:—vilom-trairik, s.m. The rule of three
inverse:—vilom-kriy, s.f., or vilom-vidhi, s.m. Reverse
action, doing anything in reverse order or backwards;—
(in Arith.) the rule of inversion.
H    !5 wilown, v.t.=wilo n, or bilo n, q.v.
H  3 !6walahn, s.m. & v.n. A dialec. form of ulahn,
q.v.
S  .!vali, s.m.=bali, q.v.
A  wal (v.n. of the measure () srE fr.  'to be master of,'
&c.), s.m. A master, lord, prince, governor; guardian (of
a ward, &c.); helper, defender;—a friend, a favourite (of
God, or a king); a saint (i.q. wal-- ud);—a servant,
slave:—wal--al, s.m. A natural guardian:—wal-allh,
s.m. 'Favourite of God'; God's people;—(ironic.) a knave:
—wal-- ud, s.m. 'Friend or favourite of God,' a holy
man, saint:—wal-ahd, s.m. 'Successor by virtue of a
covenant,' destined or acknowledged successor, heirapparent;—a vicegerent, locum tenens:—wal-ahd--far,
s.m. Presumptive heir:—wal-ahd karn, v.t. To nominate

or liquefying; dissolution, liquefaction; destroying,
destruction; corroding, eating away; removing, taking
away; attenuating; (in Med.) an attenuant, escharotic.
H J /wam, intj.=,1 bam, q.v.
S 9   /vi-mt, = S ' 9   / vi-mtri,s.f.
A

stepmother, a father's wife.
S ' 9   /vi-mtri, = S 9   / vi-mt,s.f. A
stepmother, a father's wife.
S @   /$vi-mrg,
'
s.m. A by-road; a bad road; a wrong
road (lit.or g.), evil conduct, vicious course, immorality
(i.q. vi-path, q.v.);—a broom, brush.
S .   /vi-mn, s.m. A measure;—a car or chariot of
the gods, &c. (i.q. bimn, q.v.;—syn. ta t--ravn); any
car or vehicle; a horse;—a palace.
S H   @ vimb, s.m.=H-1 bimb, q.v.
S    @ vimb, s.f.= -1 bimb, q.v.
S    .@ vimbit, part. (f. -), Imaged, re ected,
shadowed out or forth, pictured, painted.
S    @ vimbak, s.m. Disc (of the sun or moon);—a
plant bearing a bright red gourd, Momordica monadelpha;
the fruit of that plant (i.q. vimb).

H  @ 
, vimbuk, adj.= -1 bimbuk, q.v.
S    .@ vimbik, s.f.=vimbak, q.v.
S # ]   @ 5cvimboshh, or  @ Mc vimbaushh ( @
+ c), adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -), Having lips like the
vimbfruit, red-lipped, 'cherry-lipped';—a person with
beautifully red lips.
S   @ "vimb, s.f.=vimb= bimb, q.v.
S    /vi-mat, part. (f. -), Disagreed, disagreeing; of
a dierent mind or disposition; at variance; discordant,
discrepant; opposed, or hostile (to), averse (to),
disapproving;—displeased, oended.
S    / vi-mati, s.f. Dierence of mind or opinion;
disagreement, dissent; discrepancy, discordance; dislike,
aversion.
S V'   / 8vi-mar
'
(rt. vi-mri),
 s.m. Examination by
reason; reasoning, discussion; consideration,
deliberation; investigation, trial;—hesitation, doubt;—
(prop. vi-marsh) dissatisfaction, displeasure; dislike;
regret.
S    /,=vi-mukt (rt. vi-mu ), part. (f. -), Loosed, let
loose, set free, released, liberated; emancipated; freed
(from), relieved (of); dismissed;—parted, separated.
S     /,.=vi-mukti, s.f. Liberation, release; remission;
escape, salvation, nal emancipation (from all future
existence);—separation, parting.
S    /,Lvi-mukh, adj. (f. -), Having the face turned
away or cast down, with averted face; averse (to),
disinclined, opposed (to), hostile.
S     /,Lvi-mukhat, s.f. The state of having the
face averted; turning away;—disinclination;—opposition;
—disappearance, departure.
H    /,L"vi-mukh [S.  /,L+t (+t)], adj.=vimukh, q.v.
S (   /!vi-mal, adj. (f. -), Free from dirt or impurity,
pure, clean, spotless, stainless; undeled,
uncontaminated, immaculate;—white; transparent;
beautiful:—vimaltmak, or vimaltm(˚la+t˚), adj. & s.m.
Pure-minded, clean, pure, stainless, unpolluted;—a pureminded person, &c.:—vimalrthak(˚la= ar˚), adj. Of pure

purpose; pure-minded, &c. (i.q. vimaltmak):—vimal-mai,
s.m. 'Clear gem,' crystal.
S -9;:   /!;/vimaltmak, adj. See s.v. vimal.
S .;:   @!vi-mln (rt. vi-mlai), part. (f. -), Unfaded;
free from decay; refreshed, revived; fresh;—unsoiled;
pure, clean.
S   /vaman, s.m. The act of vomiting, &c. (i.q. baman,
q.v.):—vaman-l, adj. (f. -), Inclined to vomit, squeamish.
S   /"vaman, s.f. A leech (syn. jo k).
S D   /5.vi-mo it (rt. vi-mu ), part. (f. -),
Loosened, set free, liberated, released, emancipated;—
forgiven, pardoned.
S D   /5vi-mo an, s.m. The act of unloosing,
unharnessing, unyoking; setting free, liberating,
releasing; release, liberation, emancipation, salvation
(i.q. vi-moksh).
H     /0ivi-m h (S. vi-m ha, rt. vi-muh), part. (f. -),
Confounded, bewildered; beguiled, infatuated, led astray,
tempted, seduced; foolish, stupid:—vim htm(˚ha+t˚),
adj. Foolish-minded, senseless; beguiled, &c. (i.q. vim h);
—s.m. An infatuated person; a foolish person.
S U G   /5dvi-moksh, s.m. = S LG   /5d4 vi-moksha,
s.m.= S  LG   /5d4 vi-moksha, s.f.Untying, letting
loose, setting free; release, liberation, freedom; nal
emancipation; forgiveness; letting o; dismissing;
quitting, abandoning; resigning; discharging; depositing
(of. vimo an).
S LG   /5d4vi-moksha, s.m. = S U G   /5d vi-moksh,
s.m.= S  LG   /5d4 vi-moksha, s.f.Untying, letting
loose, setting free; release, liberation, freedom; nal
emancipation; forgiveness; letting o; dismissing;
quitting, abandoning; resigning; discharging; depositing
(of. vimo an).
S  LG   /5d4vi-moksha, s.f. = S U G   /5d vi-moksh,
s.m.= S LG   /5d4 vi-moksha, s.m.Untying, letting
loose, setting free; release, liberation, freedom; nal
emancipation; forgiveness; letting o; dismissing;
quitting, abandoning; resigning; discharging; depositing
(of. vimo an).

S 2   /56vi-moh, s.m. Bewilderment; infatuation;
temptation, allurement, seduction.
S     /56 vi-mohit, part. (f. -), Allured, beguiled,
tempted, seduced;
infatuated, bewitched; bereft of consciousness,
bewildered, confounded, stupeed, besotted.
H     /56vi-mohan [S.  /56(], s.m. The act of
confounding the mind and exciting the passions,
tempting, alluring, seducing; temptation, seduction;
infatuation, bewilderment.
H     /56"vi-mohan [S.  /56+t (+t], adj. &
s.m. Tempting, alluring, seductive, bewitching,
fascinating;—a tempter, seducer, &c.
S  ./ vami, or /" vam, s.f. Vomiting, sickness,

state of one who dwells in the forest; the life of a
hermit:—van-vil, or vi l, s.m. = ban-bilo, q.v.:—vanvihr, s.m.=ban-bihr, q.v.:—van-ytr, s.f.=ban-jtr, q.v.:—
vane- ar(vane, S. loc. of vana), adj. & s.m.=van- aror banar, q.v. (For other compounds see ban.)
H .  win, pron. (Braj)=un, the pl. format. of the pron.
wah(cf. wis).
H .  win, = S    vin,prep. (or prex) &
postpn.=binor bin, qq.v.
S   vin, = H .   win,prep. (or prex) &
postpn.=binor bin, qq.v.
S 9  Rvi-nth, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Having no lord or
master; unprotected; unowned; deserted;—an
unprotected person, &c.
H 4  wi-ns, s.m. corr. of V vi-n, q.v.

nausea, qualmishness; vomit;—an emetic:—vami, s.m. A
name of re;—a rogue, cheat.
S  /"vam (base vamin), adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Vomiting,

H ) 5  Twinsy, s.m. (old H.)=vi-n, q.v.

being sick; inclined to vomit;—one who vomits, or who is
sick at stomach.
S . van, or wan, vulg. ban, s.m. A forest, jungle, wood,

Disappearance; destruction, &c. (i.q. bins, q.v.):—vinmn, adj. (f. -mat), Destructible; perishable.
S ]  .8vi-nit, part. (f. -), Utterly destroyed,

&c. (i.q. ban, q.v.);—water; a fountain, spring; a cascade;
—dwelling in a forest;—residence abroad;—dwellingplace, abode, residence, house:—vanram(na˚+˚), s.m.
Abode in the forest, the third ramor stage in a
Brhma 's life, when he becomes a Vna-prasthor
hermit:—vanray(˚na+), adj. & s.m. Living in a forest;—
an inhabitant of a forest or wood:—vannt(˚na+an˚), s.m.
The skirts of a wood; neighbourhood of a forest:—
vanntar(˚na+an˚), s.m. The middle or interior of a wood;—
another wood:—van-prasth, or van-prasthy, adj. &
s.m.=ban-prasth, q.v.:—van- rak, (f. -ik), or van- r(f. i), or van- ar(f. -), adj. & s.m.=ban- ar, q.v.:—van-rj,
s.m. 'Forest-king,' an epithet of the lion:—van-sthy, adj.
& s.m. (f. -in), Being or abiding in a forest;—a hermit, an
anchorite (syn. van-vs):—van-sthit, part. adj. (f. -),
Situate or being in a forest; sylvan; wild; savage:—vanka u, s.m. A species of arum, A.colocasia:—van-madhu, s.m.
Honey produced in the jungle, wild honey:—van-vs(f. -),
or van-vs(f. -in), adj. & s.m.=ban-bs, or ban-bs, q.v.:—
van-vs, vulg. ban-bs, s.f. Dwelling in the forest;—the

ruined; eaced.
S J' ] Y/vanram, s.m. = S ' ] Y vanray,

S V  8vi-n, vulg. vins(rt. vi-na), s.m.

adj.See s.v. . van.
S ' ] Yvanray, adj. = S J' ] Y/ vanram,
s.m.See s.v. . van.
S ]  8vi-nak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Destroying,
ruining; destructive (of), ruinous; annihilating;—a
destroyer, ruiner, spoiler, &c.
S ]  8vi-nan, adj. & s.m.=vi-nak, q.v.;—s.m.=vin, q.v.
S ]  .8ni-nin, adj.=vi-n, q.v.
H  ]  8winn [win˚= S.  8 (), caus. of rt.
 +8], v.t. To destroy, ruin, spoil, &c. (i.q. binsn, q.v.).
S ]  8"vi-n (base vi-nin), adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Being destroyed, perishing; undergoing change or
transformation;—destroying, destructive;—perishable,
destructible;—a destroyer, &c. (i.q. vinak).
H .-) ]  /vinya-mn, adj.=vin-mn, q.v.s.v.

vin.
S  Bvannt, s.m. = S '   B vanntar, s.m.See

S #  e&vaan, s.m. The act of apportioning, dividing

s.v. . van.

into shares, distributing, partitioning, dealing out.
H ' T  *
( wanjar, s.m. corr. of banjar, q.v.

S '   Bvanntar, s.m. = S  B vannt, s.m.See

S Z  . or .(  va it, part. (f. -), Deceived, tricked,

s.v. . van.
S 7  vi-nyak, s.m. (f. -ik), A remover (of

cheated, defrauded, deluded, imposed upon.
S Z 
or 
(  va ak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Deceiving,

obstacles);—a Buddh;—a name of the god Gane; and of
Garu (the bird and vehicle of Vish u);—a Guruor
spiritual preceptor.
S 7  vi-nyik, s.f. The wife of Garu;—the wife

cheating; fraudulent, dishonest, deceitful, crafty;—a
deceiver, rogue, cheat, knave, a vile fellow;—a jackal;—a
musk-rat;—a tame ichneumon.
S Z  
( 
, va uk, adj. (f. -) = va ak, q.v.

of a spiritual preceptor;—a spiritual preceptress.
S C!   vi-nipt, s.m. Falling down, falling, fall;—a

S Z  
( va an, s.m. = S  Z  
(  va an, s.f.The act

great fall, ruin; unavoidable evil, misfortune, calamity;
destruction; decay; death;—pain, distress;—disrespect:—
vinipt-as, adj. Announcing misfortune or destruction,
portentous.
H   
( want [Prk. 
( 5; S. ], su., used to derive
possessional adjectives from substantives (i.q. vn, q.v.),
e.g. dhan-want, 'wealthy' (fr. dhan, 'wealth'); sog-want,
'sorrowful' (fr. sog, 'grief').
S   vi-nata, vulg. vinat(rt. vi-nam), part. (f. -), Bent
down, bowed, stooping, inclined (i.q. binat, q.v.); sunk
down, depressed;—curved, crooked;—prostrate; humble,
modest;—cast down, depressed, dispirited.
S    vi-nat, s.f. Name of one of the wives of
Kayap and mother of Aru and Garu;—a sort of basket.
S   vanit, s.f. (fr. vanita, 'solicited; loved,' &c.), A
loved woman; a wife; a mistress;—a woman (in general).
H    
( want, m. = H   
( " want, f.[Prk. 
(
and
( ; S. +t and ], su.=want, q.v.
H   
( "want, f. = H   
(  want, m.[Prk. 
(

and

( ; S. +t and ], su.=want, q.v.
S    vi-nati, and H.  " vi-nat, s.f.=binat, q.v.
S " e&va, s.m. Part, portion, share (i.q. ba , q.v.);—
the handle of a sickle.
S #  e&vaak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Dividing,
apportioning, distributing;—an apportioner, distributer;—
s.m. Part, &c. (=va).

of deceiving, cheating, defrauding; deception, deceit,
fraud, knavery;—illusion, delusion, hallucination.
S   Z  
( va an, s.f. = S Z  
(  va an, s.m.The act
of deceiving, cheating, defrauding; deception, deceit,
fraud, knavery;—illusion, delusion, hallucination.
P > wand [Zend vant; S. B ( )], su., used to form
possessives, i.q. want, and vn, qq.v. (cf. mand).
H >  Bwind, s.m.= > vindu, q.v. (and cf. bind).
S >  Bvinda, vulg. vind, adj. & s.m. Finding, getting,
gaining, obtaining, acquiring;—gainer, acquirer, &c.
(found as the last member of a few compounds, e.g. govind, q.v.s.v. go).
H > 
( wand [S. Bt;—also S. B, f.], s.m.=band,
'mistletoe,' q.v.
S C> .Bvandit, part. (f. -), Praised, extolled, adored,
celebrated.
S 0>  BCvinduk, s.m. A drop (of water, &c.;—i.q. vindu,
q.v.).
H .> Bvandan [S. B(], s.m. The act of praising;
praise, reverence, adoration, worship; salutation,
homage, obeisance (to a Brhma or superior by
touching the feet, &c.);— attery;—the face, mouth (i.q.
vadan).
S > Bvandan, s.f. Praising; praise, worship,
adoration; prayer.
S > B"vandan, s.f. Making obeisance, adoring;
reverence, worship, adoration;—begging, soliciting,

asking (for);—a drug for reviving the dead.
S B) > B"vandanya, part. adj. (f. -), To be praised, or

vindhyav, s.f.See s.v. vindhya.
S > B"vand, s.m. One who praises or extols, a praiser,

worshipped, or adored; praiseworthy; adorable; laudable,
commendable, estimable;—to be saluted or made
obeisance to.
S  >  BCvindu, s.m. A drop (of water or other liquid); a

panegyrist, encomiast; a atterer; a bard, herald (whose
business it is to proclaim the titles of a great man as he
passes along, or who sings the praises of a prince in his
presence, or accompanies an army to chaunt martial
songs).
S > B"vand, s.m. A prisoner, &c. (i.q. band, q.v.).

point, dot, spot, mark, speck (i.q. bindu, q.v.); the nasal
dot anusvr;—semen;—the mark of a tooth or a bite;—a
mark of colouring matter on an elephant's face or trunk;
—the part of the forehead between the eyebrows:—
vindu-sr, s.m. Name of a king (a son of andra-gupt):—
vindu-sar, s.m. Name of a sacred lake (which is a place of
Hind pilgrimage):—vindu-sen, s.m. Name of a king (a
son of Kshatraujas).
H > 
( "wandh, s.m. corr. of bandh= band, 'prisoner,
captive.'
S ) >  Bvindhy, s.f. A kind of plant, Annona reticulata;
—small cardamoms.
H ) >  Bvindhy [S.  B+t], s.m. = next, q.v.
S B) >  Bvindhya, s.m. Name of a range of mountains
connecting the northern extremities of the Western and
Eastern Gh~s, and separating Hindstn proper from
the Dakkhan (it marks the southern boundary of the
sacred land of the Hinds);—a hunter:— vindhyav(˚ya
+a˚), s.f. The great Vindhya forest (which appears to
have spread, at one time, from near Mathur to the
Narmad):—vindhy- akr(vindhy= vindhya), s.m. Name of
a place of Hind pilgrimage in the Vindhya mountains;—
a triangle:—vindhy al(˚ya+a ˚), or vindhya-parvat, s.m. The
Vindhya range of mountains:—vindhyval(˚ya+v˚), s.f.
The wife of the Asur Bali:—vindhyval-putr, or
vindhyval-sut, s.m. 'Son of Vindhyval,' name of the
Asur V :—vindhya-kshetr, s.m., or vindhya-vsin, vulg.
vindhy-vsin, s.f. Name of Durg;—a village and temple
sacred to Durg (under the forms of Yog-myand Bhogmy), situated about three miles from Mirzapur on the
Ganges (it is a place of great resort).
S ) >  B& "vindhyav, s.f. = S (D) >  B!
vindhy al, s.m.See s.v. vindhya.
S (D) >  B!vindhy al, s.m. = S ) >  B& "

S B7> B1vandya, part. adj. (f. -), To be praised,
praiseworthy, commendable, &c. (i.q. vandanya, q.v.).
S [ efva, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Maimed; defective;
crippled;—tailless, docked;—impotent, emasculated;—one
who has lost his hands and feet; one whose hands have
been cut o;—a tailless animal;—a man who is
circumcised, or who has no prepuce.
S [ efva, s.f. An unchaste woman.
H *  
( va s, s.m.=va = bans, q.v.
S  ! < Tvanas-pati (vanas, prob. a form of the gen.
of vana), s.m. 'Lord of the forest,' a large forest-tree;—a
large tree bearing fruit, but apparently having no
blossoms (as several species of the g, the jack-tree,
&c.);—a tree (generally);—an ascetic, a hermit, an
anchorite.
H  <  winasn, v.n.=binasn, q.v.
H ) <  Twinassay, s.m. (old H.)=vi-n, q.v.
S U  8
( va , s.m. A bamboo; a bamboo-cane, a sta;—a
reed-pipe, tube, pipe, ute, fe;—the backbone, spine;—
the line of a pedigree or genealogy, lineage, race, &c.
(i.q. bans, q.v.);—ospring, son, child;—an assemblage, a
multitude, host:—va val(˚a+v˚), s.f.=bans-wal, q.v.:—
va -bhojya, adj. (f. -), To be possessed by a family,
hereditary;—(S. -bhojyam), s.m. An hereditary estate:—
va -parampar, s.f. Family succession, lineage, descent:—
va - aritr, s.m. History of any race or dynasty;
genealogical account of the doings of a family:—va ro an, s.f., or va -lo an, s.m., or va -lo an, s.f.=banslo an, q.v.:—va -sam r, s.m. Family, usage;—family
aairs, family history:—va -kram-gat, adj. Descended or
inherited lineally; lineally acquired, obtained by family
inheritance, hereditary:—va -vriddhi,
s.f. Prosperity of a


family:—va -dhr, or va -dhar, vulg. bans-dhar, adj. &
s.m. Holding or carrying a ute or pipe;—a ute-player,
piper;—a name of Krish ;—a proper name. (For other
compounds see bans.)
H L  8winan or winn(caus. of winan=
binasn, q.v.), v.t. To cause to deteriorate, &c.; to destroy,
ruin, spoil.
S  L 8
(  !"va val, s.f. See s.v. va .
S  L  8vi ati, adj. Twenty;—s.f. A score:—vi atitam, adj. Twentieth.
S "L  9vi-nash, part. (f. -), Utterly lost; disappeared;

dhr,adj. & s.m. See s.v. va .
H  ) L  (vi-nayant, part.=vinayat, q.v.
S  
( va k, s.m.= 1 ba k, q.v.
S  .4vaik (base vaij), s.m.=baik, q.v.
S  
( va k, s.f. The pommel of a saddle.
H 8 
(  va k [S. 
( ++], s.f.=ba k, q.v.
H   
( va kat [S. 
( +], s.f. A pleonastic form=va k,
q.v.
H  
( "va k [prob. S. 
( +], s.f. A kind of curved
knife (syn. bi hu).
S $ $
( va g, s.m.=$ 1 ba g, 'tin,' &c. q.v.

perished;—destroyed, ruined; spoilt, corrupted.
S "L  .9vi-nashi, s.f. Utter loss; disappearance;

H + % $
( !"wa gal [S. 
( +!+], s.f. A bangle, &c. (i.q.

destruction, ruin.
S Z L  .vi-ni it, part. (f. -), Ascertained,

ba gr, q.v.).
S -  /vi-nimay (rt. vi-ni-me), s.m. Exchange,

determined, settled, decided, certain.
H  Z L  .Bvi-ni int, adj.=ni int, q.v.
S L 8
( va ak, s.m. A joint in a bamboo;—a kind of

barter; substitution; requital, retaliation (syn. badl);—
transmutation (of letters);—a pledge; deposit; security.
S C>   .Bvi-nindit, part. (f. -), Reproached, blamed,

small sh, Cynoglosus lingua.
S L .( 8va ik, adj. (f. -), Belonging or relating to a

reprehended; reviled, abused; blasphemed.
S 0>   Bvi-nindak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Reproving,

bamboo;—pertaining to a family, &c.; lineal;
genealogical;—(S. va ikam), s.m. Aloe-wood, Amyris
agallocha.
S L .( 8va ik, s.f. Aloe-wood, Agallochum.

reprehending, reviling; blaspheming;—reprover, &c.
S   5vi-nod (rt. vi-nud), s.m. Driving away,
removing, dismissing, abandoning, &c. (i.q. binod, q.v.).
H  .B6 wanhi, s.m., corr. of vahn, q.v.

S L  8vi-naan, s.m. Loss; disappearance; perishing;

H ) 3  B winhe (Braj), pron.=unhe , dat. & acc. pl. of

—destroying, destruction;—name of the place where the
river Sarasvat is lost in the sand;—name of a country in
the north-west of Delhi (said to be the same as Kurukshetr, or the country adjacent to the modern Paniput).
H  L  8winan, v.n.=binasn, q.v.

wah, q.v.
H ) 3 (6
, ·wu h , or 6
( · wa h , adv.=wah , q.v.

H L 8
( "va  [S. 8
( +t (+t], adj. Pertaining to a
family, &c. (i.q. bans, q.v.).
H L 8
( "va  [S. .( 8], s.f. A ute, &c. (i.q. bans, q.v.).
S ) L  vi-nayat, part. (f. -ant), Being lost or
ruined; perishing; decaying.
S  >) L 8
( ""va -dhr, = S ' >) L 8
( " va dhar,adj. & s.m. See s.v. va .
S ' >) L 8
( "va -dhar, = S  >) L 8
( "" va -

H  "van [S. +], s.f. A small forest or wood (i.q.
ban, q.v.).
S   vi-nay (rt. vi-n), s.m. Leading, guidance;
training, discipline; renement, gentlemanly bearing;
good behaviour, propriety of conduct, decorum, decency;
—modesty, aability, courtesy, humility, mildness;
obeisance, reverence (cf. binay):—vinay-grh, adj. & s.m.
(f. -in), Conforming to rules of discipline; compliant,
tractable, humble; modest, &c.:—vinay-want, or vinay-vn,
adj. Possessed of modesty, well-behaved, modest, &c.
(i.q. vinay).

S )  Bvany, s.f. A multitude of groves; a large forest;

S 0  

—abundance of water; a ood, an inundation, a deluge;—
the plant Physalis exuosa.
S 4)   Bvi-nys (rt. vi+ni+as), s.m. Putting down,

causes, a judge.
H G   "vi-vk [S. 

placing, laying down; depositing; entrusting; a deposit;—
orderly arrangement, disposition, adjustment;—a site, or
a receptacle (on or in which anything is placed or
deposited);—collecting; collection, assemblage.
S 0)   Bvinyk, s.m. The tree Echites scholaris.
S )   "vi-nta, vulg. vi-nt, part. (f. -), Well-trained,
educated, disciplined, well-controlled;—chastened;
tamed; broken in;—rened, well-behaved; decorous,
decent;—compliant, governable, tractable;—modest;
virtuous; demure; meek, gentle, placid:—vinttm(˚ta
+t˚), adj. & s.m.f. Havin
a well-controlled mind; well-behaved; of a humble or
tractable disposition, humble, lowly;—a well-behaved
person, &c.
S  )   "vi-nti, s.f. Training, discipline; renement,
good behaviour; reverence, obeisance, homage.
H ;:)  s!wanel [Prk. 4! ; S. +!+t], adj. (f. -)
= banel, q.v. (and cf. vanya).
S B)  Bvanya, adj. (f. -), Of or belonging to a forest or
wood; living in woods; growing or produced in a wood or
forest; sylvan, rural; wild, savage:—vanya-pau, s.m.
Forest-animal, wild beast.
H )   "vi-nay [S.  +t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. in), Well-trained, disciplined, &c. (i.q. vi-nt, q.v.);—a
well-behaved person; a modest person, &c.
H   5wo (dialec. & colloq.), 1˚ pron.=wahor wh, q.v.;—
2˚=we, nom. pl. of the pron. wh;—3˚ conj.=auor o(=aur),
q.v.
S    vi-vd, s.m. See the pop. form bibd.
H 0   

vi-vdak, adj. & s.m.=vi-vd, q.v.

vi-vk (rt. vi-va ), s.m. One who decides
+], s.f. The completion of

a case, judgment, decision.
S 2  6vi-vh, and H.  6 vivhi (rt. vivah), s.m.
Bringing home a wife, taking a wife, marriage; a
wedding, nuptial form (see bibh, and byh, pop. forms).
H     6wiwh [Prk.  6  ; S.  6 +t], adj.
& s.m. (f. -) = vi-vhit, and byh, qq.v.
S     6 vi-vhit, part. & s.m. (f. -), Married;—a
married man (i.q. byh).
S     6 vi-vhit, s.f. A married woman; a wife.
H    


6wiwhn [wiwh˚= Prk. 

Ç()=S. 

6(), caus. of rt. 

6(), or
6O], v.t. To marry,

wed (i.q. byhn, q.v.).
H    6 wiwhi [wiwh(n)+= Prk. =S. ; ], past
conj. part. Having taken a wife, having married (i.q. byh
kar-ke).
H    6"vivh, or  6 vivhi [S.  6+t (
+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = wiwh, or byh, qq.v.
H

  

6"wiwh [Prk. 

6 ; S. 

6 ], s.f. (of

wiwh) = vi-vhit, q.v.
S B)    µvi-vhya, part. adj. (f. -), To be married; t
or requiring to be married; marriageable;—a
marriageable youth, &c.
H  9  5wotn, adj. (f. -), A dialec. (or colloq.) form of
utn, q.v.
H   5&wo, s.m. (fr. next), A servant, a slave.
S   5&vo (for po), s.f. A female servan~ or slave.
S   5vod, adj. Wet, moist, damp (cf. od).
S    5!vodl, s.m. The sheat-sh, Silurus boalis.
S      vi-vidh, adj. Of various sorts or kinds, divers,

S    

"vi-vd, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), See the pop. form

bibd.
S 4  

various, sundry, manifold, multiform.
H   5fwo, vulg. wo [S. 5½+t], s.m.=vora, q.v.

vi-vs, s.m. Banishment, expulsion, exile.

S   5½vora, s.m. (f. -), A kind of large snake, the Boa-

S 5  

vi-vsan, s.m. The act of banishing;

constrictor;—a species of sh.
S   5½"vor, s.f. The fourth part of a pa.

banishment, exile.

S    5©voh (base 5© vodhri), s.m. One who carries

S '  5  

or bears or draws; carrier, bearer, porter;—a leader,
guide; a charioteer;—a draught-horse;—a bull; a
bridegroom.
S    vi-var, s.m. Expansion, opening, widening,

Devoid of clothing, unclothed, naked.
S .5   T vivasvn (nom.), = S C5  

separation;—a ssure, chasm, cavern, cave, hole,
burrow, hollow, vacuity; interval, intermediate space,
space;—a breach, aw, fault, defect; a vulnerable place,
weak point; a wound;—a symbolical expression for the
number nine (probably in allusion to the nine apertures
of the body).
H   5wor (dialec. or Braj), conj.=aur, q.v.
S   

X*vi-varjit (rt. vi-vrij),
 part. (f. -), Left,

abandoned, deserted;—avoided, shunned (by); excluded;
—destitute (of), deprived (of); entirely free or exempt
(from), without.
S    *vi-varjan,
'
s.m. The act of leaving,
abandoning; shunning;—excluding.
S     vi-vardh
'
(rt. vi-vridh),
s.m. Growth, increase,

augmentation, amplication.
'
s.m. The act of increasing or
S     vi-vardhan,
augmenting; increase, growth, augmentation,
amplication, aggrandisement;—adj. Growing,
increasing, advancing; furthering.
S .   4vi-vara (rt. vi-vri), s.m. The act of
uncovering, opening, unfolding, exposing, laying bare,
displaying; spreading out, expanding; explanation,
exposition, interpretation, gloss, comment, translation;
—describing, detailing; description, specication, detailed
account; history (see bibara).
S .   4vi-var,
'
adj. & s.m. (f. -), Wanting colour,
colourless, pale, wan, pallid; changing colour;—badcoloured; discoloured;—of an inferior caste, low-bred,
low, vile;—a man of low caste, one of degrading
occupation, an outcast.
H    57wo , s.m.=wo, q.v.
H    5iwo h, s.m.=voh, q.v.
H    5iwo hn, v.t. A dialec. form of o hn, q.v.
H 4  

vi-vas, adj.=V  vi-va, q.v. (and cf. be-bas).

kvi-vastra, vulg. vi-vastr, vi-vastar, adj. (f. -),
T  vivasvat

(base),s.m. (f. -vat), 'The brilliant one,' a name of the
Sun;—a name of Aru (the charioteer of the Sun);—and
of the seventh or present Manu (more properly called
Vaivasvat, as son of Vivasvat);—a god:—vi-vasvat, s.f.
Name of the city of the Sun.
S C5   T vivasvat (base), = S .5   T  vivasvn
(nom.),s.m. (f. -vat), 'The brilliant one,' a name of the
Sun;—a name of Aru (the charioteer of the Sun);—and
of the seventh or present Manu (more properly called
Vaivasvat, as son of Vivasvat);—a god:—vi-vasvat, s.f.
Name of the city of the Sun.
H C5  T wawaswat, s.m. corr. of vi-vasvat, q.v.
H 5  

T 
( vivasvant, s.m. The Prkrit and Hind form

of vivasvat, q.v.
S V   8vi-va, vulg. vi-vas, adj. (f. -), Unrestrained,
unsubdued, uncontrolled; independent;—deprived of will,
subjected, subject; disabled; destitute (cf. be-bas);—
apprehensive of death, aghast when about to die;—
desirous of death, having the soul free from worldly
cares and fears, calm at the time (or prospect) of death.
S G    =vi-vikta, vulg. vivikt(rt. vi-vi ), part. (f. -),
Separated, disunited, disjoined, detached, kept apart;
scattered;—abstracted; sequestered;—single, alone,
lonely, solitary, private, deserted;—distinguished,
discriminated, judged;—cleansed, pure; faultless.
S LG   dvivaksh (fr. Desid. of rt. va ), s.f. Desire to
speak; wish, desire, intention, purpose; meaning, sense;
clear indication;—a question.
S LG   .dvivakshit, part. (f. -), Wished or intended
to be spoken or said; wished, desired, purposed,
intended; meant, signied; literal (not gurative).
S  LG   .dvivakshit, s.f. Wish, purpose, intention,
meaning.
H 2' ) =  M$h6waugairah (Braj), adv. corr. of 2' ) b wa-gaira,

q.v.
S   5!vol, and H. M! waul, s.m. Gum-myrrh (i.q. bol,

Prk.

q.v.).
H . 

wo , or (0 w

Prk.

, fr. S.  (Ved.

[Ap. Prk. @ , loc. sing. of @ ,
)], adv. In that manner,

thus, so, like that:—wo -k wo -h, adv. Exactly the same
as before or originally:—wo -h, or w -h, or wo -h , or
w -h , adv.=wah or wh , q.v.
H 2  56woh, pron. (dialec. or colloq.)=2 wah or wh, q.v.
H    56 vohit, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
S    56 ;Rvohittha, s.m. Ship, vessel, boat.
H

  56"woh, = H )   56· woh ,adv.=)  wah or

wh , q.v.
H )   56·woh , = H

  56" woh,adv.=)  wah or

wh , q.v.
S Z 7   Uvi-ve ak (rt. vi-vi ), adj. & s.m.=vivek, q.v.
S Z 7   Uvi-ve an, s.m. = S  Z 7   U vi-ve an,
s.f.The act of discrimination, discriminating or
distinguishing (as truth from falsehood, or reality from
semblance); the making a distinction; investigation,
inquiry, discussion; judgment, decision.
S  Z 7   Uvi-ve an, s.f. = S Z 7   U vi-ve an,
s.m.The act of discrimination, discriminating or
distinguishing (as truth from falsehood, or reality from
semblance); the making a distinction; investigation,
inquiry, discussion; judgment, decision.
S 7   Uvi-vek, s.m. = S  7   U vi-vekat,
s.f.Discrimination, discernment, judgment, the faculty of
judgment, or of distinguishing and classifying things
according to their real properties; true knowledge;
discretion, sense, intelligence;—inquiry, discussion,
investigation;—aversion to the world.
S  7   Uvi-vekat, s.f. = S 7   U vi-vek,
s.m.Discrimination, discernment, judgment, the faculty
of judgment, or of distinguishing and classifying things
according to their real properties; true knowledge;
discretion, sense, intelligence;—inquiry, discussion,
investigation;—aversion to the world.
S 7   U"vi-vek, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = ) 1bibek, q.v.
H 2 6wah, (dialec.) 6
, wh [Ap. Prk. Uz, loc. sing. of

; S.

8t], pron. That, the; that person; that

thing;—he, she, it;—(pl.) those; they (i.q. we);—(by wh,
'he,' a wife refers to her husband, it being considered
disrespectful to take his name):—wah, or wah dekho, See
there; there he (or it) is, le voilà;—wah t hai, There he
(or it) comes:—wh-jo, That which, what; he who, who.
P 2 wah, intj. Bravo! &c. (i.q. wh, q.v.).
A 1  wahhb, vulg. wahb(rel. n. fr. wahhb), adj. & s.m.
Of or relating to Wahhb;—a follower of the doctrines of
Shaikh Abdu l-Wahhb (a modern Arabian reformer of
Muhammadanism).
S    6vi-hr (rt. vi-hri), s.m. Walking for pleasure or
amusement, taking an airing, roving, roaming,
wandering;—sporting, play, sport, recreation, &c. (i.q.
bihr, q.v.);—a Buddhist or Jain temple or convent; a
temple; a palace;—name of a district (see bihr);—the
shoulder:—vihr-sthal, s.m: Place of amusement or
pleasure;—vihr karn, v.n. See bihr karn.
S    6"vi-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Taking pleasure or
relaxation, wandering or roaming about for pleasure,
enjoying oneself;—sportive, frolicsome, gay;—beautiful,
&c. (see bihr).
H .  6[wah , (dialec.) 6[ wh [prob. wah, q.v.+ =
h = thn= S. TRs, loc. of sthna;—or i.q. wo , or wah,
qq.v.], adv. There, yonder, thither:—wah -se, adv. From
there, thence:—wah -k, adj. (f. -k), Of or belonging to
that place; made or produced there:—wah -k wah or
wah , adv. In that very place or spot:—wah -h , adv.
That very place; exactly there.
H    6wihn v.t.=bihn, q.v.
S * 7   6vi-hayas, s.m. The open air, space,
atmosphere, sky, heavens;—a bird.
A H  wahb (inf. n. of H  'to give,' &c.), s.m. Giving,
bestowing;—pardoning forgiving.
A  wahb (rel. n fr. wahb) adj. Given or bestowed (by
God).
S   6vahat, s.m. An ox;—a traveller.
S    6 vi-hita, vulg. vihit(rt. vi-dh), part. (f. -),
Distributed, apportioned;—put in order, arranged;

appointed, determined, established, instituted, xed,
settled, prescribed, enjoined, enacted, decreed,
ordained; proper (to be done), t.
S   6,vahatu, s.m.=vahat, q.v.

fear;—a superstition;—(for quwwat--wahm) the
intellectual faculty, power of imagination:—wahm karn,
To imagine, conceive, suspect, &c.
P B-  wahma (for A. f-  wahmat, n. of un. fr. wahm), s.m.

S   6vahati, s.m. An ox;—air, wind;—a friend,

A fancy, an idea; a whim.
A -  wahm (rel. n. fr. wahm), adj. Imaginary,

counsellor.
S   6"vahat, s.f. A river, stream.
H '  6wahar, adj. corr. of bahiror vahir, q.v.;—s.f. corr.
of ' x 1 bar, q.v.
S '  6 vahir, adj. & adv.=vahis, q.v.
S .'   64vi-hara (rt. vi-hri), s.m. The act of taking

conjectural, fanciful, ideal, visionary;—suspicious,
distrustful, apprehensive;—superstitious;—
hypochondriacal.
P B) -  wahmya, vulg. wahmiya(for A. f) -  wahmyat, fem.
of wahm), adj. f.=wahm, q.v.
S   6vahan, s.m. The act of bearing, carrying,

away, removing, taking;—going about for pleasure or
exercise, taking a walk or airing, rambling, roaming;—
relaxation, pastime, pleasure.
H '   6wiharn [Prk.  64(; S.  64"(, rt.  ¤],

conveying;— owing (as a stream);—any vehicle or
means of conveyance; a raft, a oat, a boat.
S   6Bvahant, s.m. Air, wind (i.q. vahati).

v.n. To enjoy pleasure; to rejoice;—v.t. To take pleasure
in, to enjoy;—to rejoice, delight.
S *  6 vahis (changeable to vahir, vahih, +vahi, or

vi-ha)+ga, and gama; cf. vihag], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Skygoing, ying, going swiftly;—a bird, &c. (i.q. vihag, q.v.):—
viha g-rj, or viha g-var, 'King of birds,' or 'best of birds,'
epithets of Garu (the vehicle of Vish u).
H ,%   6($/viha gam = H $   6($ viha g [S. vihan(fr.

vahish, according to the nature of the initial letter of the
word to which it is prexed), adj. & adv. Out, without,
outwards, outside, apart from; outer, exterior, external;
foreign (see bahir):—vahir-bh t, adj. (f. -), Being out,
being outside, exterior, external;—expelled; excluded;—
expired, elapsed (as a period of time);—irrelevant;
inattentive, careless:—vahir-de, s.m. A foreign or remote
country; a place abroad; a place without a town or
village; the outskirts of a town or village. (For other
compounds, see bahir.)
H  <   6wihasn [wihas˚= S.  6(), rt.  +6],
v.n. To laugh gently, to smile, to laugh.
H $   6$vihag [S. vi-ha, 'sky, air'+ga, 'going, goer'], s.m.
(f. -), A bird; a cloud; an arrow; the sun; the moon; a
planet.
H ;:  6!wahl [prob. Prk. 6f or 6! ; S. 6 (rt.
6O)+!+t], s.m. Onset, attack, assault.

H $   6($viha g = H ,%   6($/ viha gam [S. vihan(fr.

vi-ha)+ga, and gama; cf. vihag], adj. & s.m. (f. -), Skygoing, ying, going swiftly;—a bird, &c. (i.q. vihag, q.v.):—
viha g-rj, or viha g-var, 'King of birds,' or 'best of birds,'
epithets of Garu (the vehicle of Vish u).
S %   6($viha gik, s.f. = S -%   6($/ viha gam,
s.f.A pole or yoke for carrying burdens (i.q. baha g, q.v.).
S -%   6($/viha gam, s.f. = S %   6($ viha gik,
s.f.A pole or yoke for carrying burdens (i.q. baha g, q.v.).
S   .B6 vahni, and H. 6 vahni, s.m. Fire; an epithet
of Agni, the god of re;—the re of the stomach, the
digestive faculty, gastric uid;—digestion; appetite;—
leadwort, Plumbago zeylanica;—the marking-nut plant;—a
symbolical expression for the number three.
H }  6waha (i.q. wah bh), pron. adv. (Braj) That too

A ,  wahm (inf. n. of ,  'to think, imagine,' &c.), s.m.

or also; he also; it too.
H C  65wahot, adj. A dialec. (or corr.) form of bahut,

Thinking, imagining, conceiving (esp. a false idea);—
opinion, conjecture; imagination, idea, fancy;—suspicion,
doubt; scruple, caution; distrust, anxiety, apprehension,

q.v.
H   65wahori, adv.=bahori= bahuri, q.v.

S    6!vi-hval, and H.  6 ! wihwal, part. adj. (f. -),

H  hwai. or wai, 1˚ s.f.=b, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.=vyay, q.v.;—3˚

Shaking about, agitated, alarmed, perturbed, disquieted,
confused, overcome with fear (or grief, or passion),
beside oneself; infatuated; delirious; distressed, aicted;
—languishing; desponding;—fused, liquid.
S     6!vi-hvalat, s.f. = S     6!; vi-hvalatva,

prex=be, q.v.
P  wai, vulg. wae(Ar. also way; cf. w), intj. O! strange!

s.m.Agitation, perturbation, anxiety, commotion,
consternation.
S     6!; vi-hvalatva, s.m. = S     6! vi-hvalat,

bird (com. bay, q.v.).
H A7 vyp, s.m. contrac. of vypr, q.v.

s.f.Agitation, perturbation, anxiety, commotion,
consternation.
H '    ./ Pwah -mitr, adj. corr. of bahu-mitr, q.v.s.v.
bahu.
H .  (wah

, or 6g whau , adv. dialec. forms of

wah , q.v.
H    "wih n [Prk.   .4

or  6".4 ; S.  6"

+t], adj. Foreign, strange (see vihn; and cf. garb).

H

 6"wah, or 6
, " wh (wah, q.v.+= h, q.v.), emphat.

pron. That very, that same; that very one, the selfsame; he himself:—wah-bhar, adj. (dialec.)=utn-h.
H )  6·wah , or 6
, · wh (prob. wah , q.v.+h = h,
q.v.), adv. That very place; in that same or very place,
just there;—that very time, that same or very instant,
just then, precisely at that moment; immediately, at
once; forthwith;—in that very manner, just so. even so.
S )   6"vi-hn (rt. vi-h), part. (f. -), Left, abandoned,
deserted; desolate. lonely:—destitute (of); bereaved (of);
deprived (of).
H O  6 waha [prob. S. 6++], s.f. Road, way; side,
quarter.
H  way, or wae, or h wai, wai[S. ], s.f. Age, &c.
(i.q. vayas, q.v., and cf. bai).
H  way, or wae[S. t, rt. U], s.m. (f. -), A weaver.
S  "v, s.f. (m.  vi), A bird.
S  "v (rt. v, 'to go,' &c.), s.f. Going; motion;—covering.
H  Uwe. (dialec.) h wai, wae[Ap. Prk.

e6, see wah;—

˚e6=Prk. ˚4(=S. ˚/ gen. pl. su.], pron. (pl. of wah), They;
those.

ho! fy! pshaw!—(as a contrac. of wa ai) and O!—wae-bhai,
intj—wai.
H  7 
h waiy, or  way [S. +t], s.m. The weaver

S ?7 vypr (rt. vi++pri), s.m. Occupation,
employment, business, profession, trade; trac,
commerce, merchandise;—exercise, practice, exertion,
activity; labour, work, operation; business, aair; action,
act, dealing, transaction, doing, performance (see
bypr, and baipr).
S ?7 "vypr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Occupied, busy;
transacting business, engaged in trade;—exercising,
practising; performing;—a man of business; a dealer,
trader, merchant (i.q. baipr).
S ?7 Qvypta, vulg. vypt(rt. vi+p), part. (f. -),
Spread through, pervaded, penetrated (by); extended,
diused; thoroughly occupied; lled up, full;
encompassed, surrounded; comprehended, included
(under); attended, or accompanied (by);—obtained,
gained, possessed (of);—placed, xed;—celebrated,
famous;—open, expanded, outspread.
S  ?7 .Qvypti, s.f. The act or state of pervading,
pervasion, pervadedness, permeation; diusion;
inherent and inseparable presence (of one thing in
another), universal pervasion or permeation; inherence;
invariable concomitance; (in Logic) universal
distribution, universal accompaniment of the middle
term by the major;—universality; universal (or general)
rule or law;—omnipresence, ubiquity (as a divine
attribute);—fulness;—obtaining, gaining, acquiring:—
vypti-mn, adj. (f. -mat), Possessing pervasion,
pervading: diusive; universally diused; omnipresent;—
pervaded (by); attended (by).
S ?7 vypak, and H.  vypik, adj. (f. -ik),
Widely spreading, diusive, pervading, comprehensive,
extensive, extending over the whole (of); invariably

inherent or concomitant;—obtrusive; forward, impudent;
—s.m. A forward or impudent man:—vypik, s.f. An
impudent woman.
S  ?7 vypakat, vulg. vypakt, s.f. = S  ?7
; vypakatva, s.m.Pervasion, diusion,
extensiveness, comprehensiveness;—prevalence;
in uence;—invariable concomitance or inherence;—
forwardness, impudence.
S  ?7 ; vypakatva, s.m. = S  ?7 

H 7 *"vyj [S. *+t (+t), and ], s.m. &
s.f.=byj, q.v.
S  7 vydh (rt. vi+adh), s.m. (f. -) = bydh, q.v.
S  7 vydhi, s.m. (in H. f.?), Pain, sickness, &c.
(see bydhi);—leprosy:—vydhi-rahit, adj. (f. -), Free from
disease; convalescent, in good health:—vydhi-krak, adj.
(f. -ik), Causing pain; occasioning disease or sickness;
unhealthy; unwholesome.
S  7 vydhit, part. (f. -) = bydhit, q.v.

vypakat, vulg. vypakt, s.f.Pervasion, diusion,
extensiveness, comprehensiveness;—prevalence;
in uence;—invariable concomitance or inherence;—
forwardness, impudence.
H  ?7 vypn [vyp˚= S. Q5(), rt.  +; or

S

(), caus. of rt. ], v.t. & int.=bypn, q.v.

H 7 vyre [prob. S.  p, loc. of  !t], adv.

S ?7 "vyp, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = vypak, q.v.;—s.m.

(dialec.) Yesterday.
S 47 vys (rt. vi+as), s.m. Distributing, or disposing

Pervading property or power.
S B) ?7 Qvypya, part. adj. (f. -), Permeable,
penetrable; capable of being attended by any inherent
characteristic or constantly pervaded or accompanied by
it;—amenable, liable;—(S. vypyam), s.m. That which may
be the site or locality of universal pervasion or of an
invariably concomitant cause or characteristic;—(in
Gram.) the subject to an attribute;—(in Logic) the sign or
middle term of an inference, the proof, reason, cause;—
name of a medicinal plant or drug, Costus speciosus.
S  ) ?7 Qvypyat, s.f. = S  ) ?7 Q; vypyatva,
s.m.The state or capacity of being invariably pervaded
or attended (by), permeableness;—the being essentially
aected (by);—capacity of obtaining.
S  ) ?7 Q; vypyatva, s.m. = S  ) ?7 Q vypyat,
s.f.The state or capacity of being invariably pervaded or
attended (by), permeableness;—the being essentially
aected (by);—capacity of obtaining.
S M7 *vyj, and H. (also)  * viyj (rt. vi+aj), s.m.
Deceit, &c. (see byj):—vyj-stuti, s.f. Indirect enlogy;
ironical praise or commendation, irony. (For other
compounds and phrases see byj.)
H 7 *0vyj , s.m.=byj , q.v.

7 "vydh, adj. & s.m. &c.=bydh, q.v.

H 7 vayr [prob. S. , or +r= Prk. f"=S. 
+], s.f. Wind, air.
H 7  "viyr, s.f.=biyror byr, q.v.

(in dierent directions), distribution or separation into
parts; severing; severalty; distinction; detail;—diusion;
extension; width, breadth; diameter (of a circle);—name
of a celebrated saint and author (see bys):—vysrdh(˚sa
+ar˚), s.m. Semi-diameter, radius (of a circle):—vys-dev,
s.m. The divine sage, Vys:—vys-gadd, s.f. A cushion (or
other seat) on which an instructor sits when imparting
instruction.
S .' G7 4vykara (rt. vi++kri), s.m. Analysis;
explaining, expounding; grammar (as one of the
Vedngasor auxiliary branches of learning).
h 4vaiykara (fr. vykara), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
S .' G7 
Relating to grammar, grammatical;—a grammatical
analyst, a grammarian.
H ' G7 4"vykara [S. 4 + t (+t)], s.m.
A grammarian.
S (G7 j!vykul, adj. (f. -), Confounded, confused,
bewildered, perplexed, agitated, discomposed, troubled;
dimmed; overcome with fear, &c. (i.q. bykul, q.v.):—
vykul-man, adj. Disturbed in mind, having a mind
distracted with grief, agitated, &c. (i.q. vykulit, q.v.).
S + G7 j.!vykulit, part. (f. -), Agitated, urried,

perplexed, bewildered, confounded, alarmed.
S  + G7 j!vykulat, s.f. = S  + G7 j!; vykulatva,

body; cf. pr).
H  7  wywn, v.t. & n. corr. of vypn, q.v.

s.m.Confusion, bewilderment, perplexity, pertarbation,
agitation, alarm, trouble, uneasiness.
S  + G7 j!; vykulatva, s.m. = S  + G7 j!

S 0  7  6vyvahrik (fr. vyavahr), adj. & s.m. (f.

vykulat, s.f.Confusion, bewilderment, perplexity,
pertarbation, agitation, alarm, trouble, uneasiness.
S ) G7 Zvykhy, s.f.=bykhy, q.v.
S .) G7 Zvykhyn, s.m. Explaining, expounding;
commenting;—explanation, &c. (i.q. vykhyor bykhy,
q.v.).
S C=7 Vvyght (rt. vi++han), s.m. Striking against;
percussion; impact;—striking, beating; wounding;
destroying, destruction;—a blow, stroke;—an obstacle,
impediment;—contradiction (of terms, &c.),
inconsistency (of statement):—the thirteenth of the
astronomical Yogas.
S 9=7 V"vyght, adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Striking
against, opposing, resisting, thwarting, obstructing,
hindering;—striker; opposer, resister, &c.
S ' =7 ¾vyghra, s.m. (f. -), A tiger (see bgh):—
vyghra-nakh, s.f. A tiger's claw;—a scratch, a claw;
impression of a nger-nail;—a kind of medicinal herb
with a fragrant root, Galedupa arborea(syn. bgh-nah);—a
kind of perfume.
S 7 !vyl, adj. Wicked, &c. (see byl);—s.m. A villain,
rogue; a vicious elephant, &c. (i.q.
byl, q.v.):—vylri(˚la+ari), s.m. 'Enemy of the snake, an
epithet of Garu (the bird of Vish u):—vyl-grh, s.m. A
snake-catcher, one who lives by catching and exhibiting
snakes.
H 7  !0viyl , s.m.=biyl or byl , q.v.
S 7 .!vyli (see vyl), s.f. A female snake, &c.
S J7 /vym, s.m. A fathom, &c. (see bm, or bam).
S 2 7 /56vymoh (rt. vi++muh), s.m. Bewilderment,
embarrassment; error, mistake; foolishness, infatuation;
—pain, trouble, aiction.
S .7 vyn (rt. anwith and vi), s.m. One of the ve
vital airs (that which circulates or is diused through the

-), Relating to business, or practice, or action; practical;
active;—what has to be dealt with; what is practised;
what is intended for use; practicable; customary, usual,
current;—belonging to judicial procedure, judicial, legal;—
a counsellor, minister.
H   7  6"vyvahr, adj. & s.m.=vyvahrik, q.v.
H  7 6vyh, s.m.=byh, q.v.
H  7 z"vyhut, s.f. 1˚ corr. of vivhit, q.v.;—2˚ corr.
of vyhriti,
 q.v.
S 9' 7 ¤vyhriti (rt. vi++hri), s.f. Utterance, speech,
voice; an articulate sound, a word;—a mystical word
pronounced after omby every Brhma in commencing
his daily prayers (the three great vyhritisare
bh r,

bhuvah, +svar; a fourth mystical word is said to be mahar).
H  7 6vyhn, v.t.=byhn, q.v.
S J77 /vyym (rt. vi++yam), s.m. A fathom, &c. (i.q.
vym, q.v.);—struggling, struggle, contention;—fatigue,
labour; business, occupation; exertion; manliness, manly
eort; exercise; gymnastics;—a diculty, a strait; an
impassable dele.
H C< 7 h T waibaswat, s.m. corr. of vaivasvat, q.v.
S Z  7 .#vyabhi r (rt. vi+abhi+ ar), s.m. Leaving or
abaudoning (the right way), going astray. erring, error,
deviation; following improper courses, doing what is
prohibited or wicked, trespass, transgression, crime,
vice, dissoluteness, pro igacy, adultery, indelity (of a
wife), unchastity.
S Z  7 .#"vyabhi r, adj. & s.m. (f. -i ), Going
astray, erring, deviating (from virtue), following or
doing what is improper; pro igate, dissolute, wanton,
adulterous, unchaste;—a dissolute man, a pro igate, an
adulterer:—vyabhi ri, s.f. A wanton woman; an
unchaste wife; an adulteress.
H ! 7Z  7 .#"vyabhi rpan [˚pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state of going astray, error;
viciousness, dissoluteness, pro igacy, unchastity, &c.

(see vyabhi r).
S  7 #
h vaibhav (fr. vi-bhava), s.m. Superhuman power

science); scholarship, learning.
S !  7 ,;Bvyutpann, part. (f. -), Produced, generated,

or might; power; wealth; greatness, pre-eminence,
grandeur, majesty, glory, magnicence, splendour:—
vaibhav-mn, adj. Possessed of power, &c.; powerful,
wealthy, great, grand, noble, magnicent, &c.
H .! 7 
h vaiprin, vulg. baiprin[S. +"], s.f.

begotten; sprung or descended (from); derived (from a
root, &c.); formed (as a derivative word);—completed,
perfected, nished, accomplished; quite conversant
(with, -me ), procient (in), learned.
S '  7 UPvetra, vulg. vetr, vetar, s.m. The ratan, Calamus

The wife of a baipr, q.v.
S B )  7' ! 7 
h ";vaipartya (fr. vi-parta), s.m. Contrariety,

rotang, a cane, a reed (i.q. bet, q.v.);—a stick, sta; the
rod or mace of an ocer, sta of a door-keeper:—vetradhar, s.m. A sta-bearer, mace-bearer; a door-keeper,
warder:—vetra-vat, s.f. (lit.'full of reeds'), The river
Betw (which, rising in the Vindhya mountains, and
following a north-easterly course for about 340 miles,
falls into the Jamn near Hamrpr).
S G'  7 =vyatirikta, vulg. vyatirikt(rt. vi+ati+ri ),

opposition; adverseness; reverse (of); counterpart.
H 7 wayat, or wait, s.f. corr. of bait, q.v.
S 7 vayat, part. (f. vayant), Weaving, interweaving;
—s.m. Weaver.
S 7  viyat, s.m. Sky, heaven, ether, atmosphere:—
viyad-ga g(viyad, euphon. for viyat), s.f. The heavenly
Ganges;—the galaxy.
H  7 Uwet, pron. adj. (f. -), A dialec. form=uttor utn,
q.v.
S  7 U\vett (base vettri), adj. & s.m. (f. -tr), Knowing,

part. (f. -), Reaching beyond, passing or projecting
beyond; surpassing, excelling; excessive, immoderate;—
excepted, excluded; withdrawn, withheld;—separate,
dierent (from), distinct (from).
S '  7 
h 4"vaitara, or 
h .4 vaitarai, s.f. Name of the

understanding, acquainted (with);—knower,
understander, adept, acquirer; a sage, a wise man, one
who understands the nature of the soul or of God.
H @   7 
h $waitg [prob. S. h (fr.  )+;$t], s.m. (dialec.)

river of Hell (i.e. of a river which must be crossed before
entering the infernal regions);—name of the mother of
the Rkshasas.
S 7'  7 vyatirek (see vyatirikt), s.m. Reaching or

Hasty conception of anger and disgust (at); disgust;
weariness; abandonment or renunciation (of):—waitg
len(-se), To conceive anger and disgust (at), to be tired
(of), or disgusted (with).
H =   7 
h $"waitg [waitg, q.v.+S. t (+t)], adj.

passing beyond; excelling, excellence;—separation
(from), distinction, dierence; separateness; deviation;—
exception, exclusion;—negation;—interception;—
contrariety, contrast, dissimilitude;—logical
discontinuance; negative inference.
S *  7 Uvetas, s.m. The ratan, Calamus rotang(syn. vetra;

(dialec.) Vexed, or disgusted (at); weary, or sick (of).
S  7 U!vetl, and H. (also) 
h ! vaitl, s.m.=betl, q.v.
S  7 
h .!vaitlik, s.f. A bard whose duty it is to
awaken a chief or prince at dawn with music and song; a
singer;—one who is possessed by a vetlor demon, the
servant of a demon; the worshipper of a vetl, one who
has a vetlfor a familiar, a magician, conjurer.
S  !  7 ,;.\vyutpatti (rt. vi+ud+pad), s.f. Production;
origin, descent; derivation (esp. of words from roots,
&c.), etymology;—perfection, completion; perfect
conversancy (with), or prociency (in literature or

bet);—the citron, Citrus medica.
S J'  7 J/vyatikram (rt. vi+ati+kram), s.m. Passing
over or beyond, transgressing, transgression; deviating,
deviation; violation; non-performance; disregard,
neglect, breach;—fault, crime, vice, sin;—inverted order,
inversion, reverse; contrariety, opposition; the contrary
(of);—adversity, misfortune.
S J'  7 ,;J/vyutkram, and H. ,J/ vyutkram (rt. vi+ud
+kram), s.m. Going out of the right course, going astray;
going or passing beyond, transgression;—inverted order,

reverse order, irregular arrangement; derangement,
disorder, confusion; contrariety.
S  7 Uvetan, s.m. Hire, wages; stipend, salary; reward,

the past; past events;—those who have departed, the
dead.
S )  7 ;vyatyay, s.m. Passing or going away (from),

pittance; livelihood, subsistence; profession;—silver:—
vetandn(˚na+ad˚), s.m. Non-payment of wages.
H   7 Uwetn, pron. adj. (f. -), A dialec. form of utn,

going in a dierent direction; contrariety, opposition
(to);—irregularity;—discrepancy; variety; reverse;
inverted or reverse order;—transposition;
transmutation; interchange.
S # 7 "&vik, s.f. The betel plant, Piper betel;—a

q.v. (cf. wet).
S .   7 Uvetandn, s.m. See s.v. vetan.
H  7 UMwe-taur (prob. corr. of be-taur),
adj.=be-haur,

q.v.
S  7 Rvyath, s.f. Pain, ache; agony, anguish;
distress; alarm, fear; disquietude, perturbation,
agitation:—vyath-rahit, adj. Free from pain, painless:—
vyath-kar, adj. Causing pain (bodily or mental), painful,
agonizing, excruciating.
S  7 Rvyathit, part. Agitated, disquieted, perturbed;
disturbed, troubled, alarmed; pained, distressed,
aicted.
S  7 "Rvthi, or "R" vth, s.f. A row, line; road;—
terrace (in front of a house);—a stall, shop;—a sort of
drama (or the dramatic narration of an amatory
intrigue);—a particular division of the planetary sphere
(comprising three asterisms).
S C! )  7 "vyatpt (rt. vi+ati+pat), s.m. Falling
entirely away; deviation (from right); excessive sin;
great disrespect or contempt; great or portentous
calamity; any portent or prodigy indicating or
occasioning calamity (as a comet, an earthquake, &c.);—
the seventeenth of the astronomical yogas;—the day of
new moon (when it falls on Ravi-vror Sunday, and when
the moon is in certain mansions, such as ravan,
Dhanish~h, &c.);—a malignant aspect of the sun and
moon (when they are on
opposite sides of either solstice, and their minutes of
declination are the same).
S )  7 "vyatt (rt. vi+ati+), part. (f. -), Passed, passed
by or away, elapsed, gone, spent (as time); departed,
dead;—passed over, disregarded, omitted, excepted (cf.
bt):—vyatt karn(-ko), To spend or pass away (time), &c.
H  )  7 "vyattan (Braj), s.m. pl. (of vyatt), Past days,

preparation of the Areca nut with spices and chunam
enveloped in a leaf of the betel plant; pn(see b , the
pop. form).
S &7 "*vj, s.m. Seed, &c. (i.q. bj, q.v.):—vjkshar(˚ja+ak˚),
s.m. The rst syllable of a magical formula, the syllable
at the commencement of a mantraor form of prayer:—
vjnkur(˚ja+an˚), s.m. Sprout or rst shoot from a seed,
seed-shoot, cotyledon, seedling:—vj-koor vj-kosh, s.m.
Seed vessel, pericarp (of a ower):—vj-koor vj-kosh, s.f.
A pod, legume:—vj-gait, s.m. Calculation of primary
causes; analysis; algebra;—name of a treatise on
algebra:—vj-mr(or bj-mr), adj. 'Killing the seed';
epithet of a soil that returns not produce equal to the
seed sown;—s.m. Failure of germination. (For other
comp. see bj.)
S ' LGT 7 "*dvjkshar, s.m. See s.v. vj.
S T 7 "*vjan, s.m. Fanning, the being fanned;—a fan
(i.q. vyajan);—a thing, substance;—a sort of pheasant;—
the ruddy goose.
? T 7 *vyajan, and H. A* vyajjan, s.m. A fan (i.q.
bijn); ventilator.
H T 7 A*vyajjan, s.m. corr. of vyanjan, q.v.
H - T 7 "*/vjan-mr (vjanprob. dialec. plur. of vj),
adj. & s.m. = vj-mr, q.v.s.v. vj.
S T 7 "*"vj, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = bj, q.v.
S   ) T 7 *
h Bvaijayant (fr. vi-jayanta), s.m. A banner, ag;
the banner or emblem of Indra;—the palace of Indra.
S   ) T 7 *
h B"vaijayant, s.f. A ag, banner; an ensign;—a
kind of garland; the necklace of Vish u (composed of
ve gems, viz.pearl, ruby, emerald, sapphire, and
diamond);—the plant Sesbana œgyptiaca;—and Premna

spinosa:—vaijayant-ml, s.f. The necklace of Vishu(i.q.
vaijayant, q.v.).
S Z 7 ".v i, or "" v , s.m. & f. A wave; ripple;—
pleasure, delight, happiness;—leisure; interval; rest;—a
ray of light;—adj. Small, little.
S >7 Uveda, vulg. ved, bed, s.m. Knowing, knowledge,
science, learning; 'the true knowledge,' divine
knowledge; the sacred scriptures of the Hinds, &c. (see
bed):—vedbhys(˚da+abh˚), s.m. Study of the Veda;—the
repetition of the mystical syllable Om:—vedrth(˚da+ar˚),
s.m. The meaning or sense of the Veda:—vedsanmat(˚da
+as˚), adj. (f. -), Contrary to the Veda, unscriptural,
unorthodox:—vednt(˚da+an˚), s.m. 'End of the Veda';
name of the complete Veda;—name of a certain system
of philosophy and theology based particularly on the
Upanishads; and of works concerning this philosophy
and in support of it:—vednta-jna, vulg. vednta-gya, s.m. A
follower or knower of the Vednt:—vednt-khaan, s.m.
Opposition to, or refutation of, the Vedantic system of
philosophy:—vednta-ga, vulg. vedntag, s.m. = vednta-jna,
q.v.:—vednt(˚da+an˚), s.m. A follower or knower of the
Vednt philosophy:—vednukramaik, or
vednukrama(˚da+anu˚), s.f. An epitome of a Veda; a
table of contents of the Veda:—ved g(˚da+an˚), s.m. A
limb (for preserving the body) of the Veda'; name of
certain works or classes of works regarded as auxiliary
to (and even, in some sense, as part of) the Veda (six
subjects are usually enumerated under which these
works are comprised; 1˚ iksh, 'the science of proper
articulation and pronunciation'; 2˚ !hand, 'metre, or
prosody'; 3˚ Vykara, 'linguistic analysis, or grammar'; 4˚
Nirukt, 'explanation of dicult or obsolete Vedic words';
5˚ Jyotish, 'astronomy'; 6˚ Kalp, 'ceremonial' (each of the
Vedas has its own Kalp):—ved-ph, s.m. The study or
recital of the Vedas:—ved-ph, s.m. A student of the
Vedas, pupil:—ved-punya, s.m. The sanctity of the Vedas:
—ved-tattva, s.m. 'Veda-truth,' the true doctrine of the
Vedas:—veda-jna, vulg. veda-gya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Skilled
in the knowledge of the Vedas;—a Brhma skilled in
the Vedas:—ved-sammat, adj. (f. -), Conformable to the
Vedas, scriptural, orthodox:—ved-kriy, s.f. The religious

ceremonies enjoined in the Vedas:—ved-gir, s.f. 'Voice
of he Vedas,' divine instruction or testimony:—vedlabhya, adj. (f. -), Obtainable through the Vedas:—vedmt, s.f. 'Veda-mother,' epithet of the most sacred
verse of the Veda called Gyatr or Svitr (personi ed
as the mother or source of the Vedas):—ved-mrg, or vedmag, s.m. 'Veda-path'; the religion of the Veda:—vednarm, s.m. Jest concerning the Veda; desecration or
abuse of religious things:—ved-vidvn, s.m. One learned
in the Vedas:—ved-vys, s.m. 'Veda-arranger,' epithet of
the sage Vys, the supposed compiler and arranger of
the Vedas:—vedokt(˚da+uk˚), adj. (f. -), Taught or
declared in the Vedas, scriptural.
S >7 UBvednt, s.m. = S $>7 U[$ ved g, s.m.See
s.v. vedaor ved.
S $>7 U[$ved g, s.m. = S >7 UB vednt, s.m.See
s.v. vedaor ved.
S 0>7 h vaidik (fr. veda), adj. & s.m. (f. -), Derived
from, or conformable to, the Vedas; relating to the
Vedas; prescribed by Vedic ritual; scriptural, sacred;—
knowing the Vedas;—a Brhma versed in the Vedas.
S G>7 Uvedik, s.f. Ground prepared for sacricial
ceremonies; a rude altar;—a quadrangular open shed in
the middle of a courtyard (erected for various purposes
and furnished with a seat); a platform.
S G>7 h "vaidik, s.f. A certain division of the Sanskrit
grammar containing explanations of portions of the
Vedas.
H $ >7 U/$ved-mag (see mag), s.m. (dialec.)=ved-mrg,
q.v.
S .>7 Uvedan, s.m. = S >7 U vedan, s.f.See bedan,
and bedand.
S >7 Uvedan, s.f. = S .>7 U vedan, s.m.See bedan,
and bedand.
S B7 >7 
h vaid
'
rya (fr. vi-d ra), s.m. A gem of a bark-blue
colour, lapis lazuli.
S G >7 U5=vedokt, adj. See s.v. vedaor ved.
S  >7 Uvedh (rt. vyadh), s.m. Piercing, penetration,
perforation, &c. (i.q. bedh, q.v.);—puncturing; wounding;

wound.
S  >7 
h vaidh (fr. vidhi), adj. (f. -), Enjoined by rule;

S L7>7 b
h .8vaideik (fr. vi-dea), = H L7>7 b
h 8" vaide

conformable to rule; prescribed, appointed,—giving rules
or directions, preceptive, ritual; legal.
S  >7 Uvedhit, part. (f. -), Penetrated, pierced,

country, foreign, strange; exotic;—a foreigner, &c. (i.q.
vide, q.v.).
H L7>7 b
h 8"vaide [S. b
h .8t], = S L7>7 b
h .8 vaideik

perforated, bored.
S C' >7 
h vaidhrit (fr. vi-dhrita),
 s.m. Name of a

(fr. vi-dea),adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to another
country, foreign, strange; exotic;—a foreigner, &c. (i.q.
vide, q.v.).
S 7>7 1
h vaidyak, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating to

particular position of the sun and moon when they are
on the same side of either solstice and of equal
declination but of opposite direction (this is considered a
malignant aspect; cf. vyatpt).
S 9' >7 
h vaidhriti,
 s.f. The yogstar of the twentyseventh Nakshatraor lunar mansion.
S  >7 Uvedhak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik) = bedhak, q.v.
S  >7 Uvedhan, s.m. The act of piercing; penetration;
perforation; puncturing, pricking; wounding;—
excavation;—a thrust;—depth (in measurement).
H  >7 Uwedhn [wedh˚= S.  (), rt. ], v.t. To
prick, puncture; to pierce, &c. (i.q. bedhn, q.v.).
H  >7 U"vedhan, or wedhn[S. U], s.f. A sharppointed perforating instrument (for piercing jewels,
shells, an elephant's ear, &c.); an auger, awl, a gimlet,
&c.
H >7 Uwedhi [wedh(n) + i= Prk.  = S. (); ], past
conj. part. (of wedhn), Having pierced, &c. (i.q. wedh-kar,
or wedh-ke).
S >7 U"vedh, adj. & s.m. (f. -in) = vedhak= bedh, q.v.
H ) >7 Uwedhiy [S. U+t (+t)], s.m.=bedhiy,
or bedh, q.v.
H B) >7 "<vdheya, adj. corr. of B)  vidheya, q.v.
S >7 Uvedi, or U" ved, s.f. A place or ground prepared
for sacrice, &c. (i.q. bed, q.v.);—a quadrangular spot in
the court-yard of a temple or palace (usually furnished
with a raised oor or seat and covered with a roof
supported by pillars);—a seal-ring;—a name of Sarasvat
(wife of Brahm).
S >7 U"ved (base vedin), s.m. A learned Brhma , &c.
(i.q. bed, q.v.).

[S. b
h .8t], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to another

medicine, medical;—a physician, doctor, medical man
(i.q. baid;—syn. akm).
h vaidyan (Braj), s.m. pl. of B7>7 vaidya, q.v.
H 7>7 1
S B7>7 1
h vaidya (fr. veda), adj. & s.m. Relating or
belonging to the Vedas; conformable to the Vedas,
Vedic; conversant with the Vedas;—relating to medicine;
practising medicine; medical;—a follower of the Veda;
one well versed in the Vedas, a Panit, a learned man,
doctor;—a man of the medical caste (originally the
ospring of a Brhma by a Vaiya woman); a medical
man, physician (i.q. baid; syn. akm):—vaidya-nth, s.m.
'Lord of physicians'; epithet of iva;—and of Dhanvantar
(chief physician in the court of Indra):—name of a poet;
—and of a country.
S B7>7 b
h 6vaideh (fr. vi-deha), s.m. The king of Videh
(father of St);—a dweller in Videh;—a trader by caste, a
merchant;—name of one of the mixed castes (whose
business is attendance in the women's apartments);—a
man of that caste (the son of a Vaiya by a Brhman
woman).
S 37>7 b
h 6vaidehak, or b
h 6  vaidehik, s.m. A trader or
merchant by caste;—a man of a mixed caste (i.q. vaideh,
q.v.).
S 37>7 b
h 6"vaideh, s.f. An epithet of St (daughter of
Janak king of Videh);—the wife of a trader or merchant;
—a woman of the Vaideh caste.
H ' 7 wayar, s.f.=7 wayr, 'wind,' q.v.
S ' 7 "vr, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Heroic, brave, valiant;
mighty, powerful, strong; eminent, excellent;—a hero,
&c. (i.q. br, q.v.);—an actor, a mime;—the heroic

sentiment, heroism;—re; sacricial re:—vr-bhadr, s.m.
A distinguished hero;—a horse t for the ava-medh,
sacrice:—vr-ras, s.m. Heroic principle or sentiment:—
vr-sih, s.m. Name of a king of Grjar;—a proper name
(of men):—vr-sen(lit.'having an army of heroes'), s.m.
Name of the father of Nala:—vr-sev, s.f. Hero-worship.
(For other compounds see br.)
S ' 7 Uver, s.m. The body;—the egg-plant;—sa Tron.
S ' 7 h vair, and (dialec.) H.  wayar or wair(fr. vra),
s.m. Heroism, valour, prowess;—enmity, hostility, &c.
(i.q. bair, q.v.):—vair-bhv, s.m. Heroism, &c. (i.q. vair):—
adj. Heroic, &c. (i.q. vair, q.v.):—vair karn(-se), To be
inimical or hostile (to), to hate, &c. (For other
compounds see bair.)
S ' 7 "vr, s.f. (m. vraor vr), The wife of a hero;—a
heroine;—a wife and mother, a matron;—the plantain
tree;—name of several plants.
H ' 7 h wair, s.m. Anything forced upon a person; that
which a person is forced to purchase.
S @' 7 h $vairg (fr. vi-rga), s.m.=bairg, q.v.
H  =' 7 h $4"vairgi [S. h $+"], s.f.=bairgan, q.v.
S =' 7 h $"vairg, adj. & s.m.=bairg, q.v.
S B) =' 7 h Fvairgya, s.m.=bairg, q.v.:—vairgya-vn, adj. &

S 9' 7 Rvyarth,
'
adj. Useless, vain, futile, idle,
unprotable, fruitless, ineectual; meaningless,
unmeaning;—adv. In vain, &c.
S  9' 7 Rvyarthat,
'
s.f. = S  9' 7 R;' vyarthatva,
s.m.Uselessness, unprotableness, vanity; ineciency;—
inoensiveness;—want of meaning, senselessness,
nonsense.
S  9' 7 R;' vyarthatva, s.m. = S  9' 7 R
' vyarthat,
s.f.Uselessness, unprotableness, vanity; ineciency;—
inoensiveness;—want of meaning, senselessness,
nonsense.
H .' 7 h wairin, s.f.=vairi, q.v.
' ), caus. of rt. 
H ' 7 h wairn [wair˚prob.=S. (
+],
' v.t. (dialec.) To pour gradually from the hand or a
vessel (rice, &c. into boiling water, grist into a mill, grain
into a pan, or seed into the ground, &c.); to sow by drill;
—to grind;—s.m. The vessel from which the grist is
poured gradually into the mill the hopper;—a drill.
S ' 7 h 4"vairi, s.f. (see vair) A heroine;—a female foe
(i.q. bairan).
S   ) ? ' 7 ~
h Qvair pyat, s.f.=next, q.v.
S B ) ? ' 7 ~
h Qvair pya (fr. vi-r pa), s.m. Dierence or

s.m. (f. -vat) = bairg, q.v.
P .' 7 wrn, or wairn, adj. Laid waste, depopulated,

diversity of form or shape; (in Gram.) change of form;—
deformity, malformation; ugliness.
S D ' 7 h 5vairo an (fr. vi-ro ana), s.m. A patronymic of

ruined; waste, desolate, desert; dreary, dismal:—wrn
karn, v.t. To lay waste, ruin, destroy, depopulate,
desolate:—wrn-khe , s.m. The deserted site of a village.
P B' 7 wrna (rel. n. fr. wrn), s.m. A desolate place; a

the son of S rya(the Sun); and of the son of Agni; and of
the DaityaBali.
H ' 7 Uweri, or U" wer, s.f.=ber, q.v.

place full of ruins; a solitude;—a waste; forest-land.
P ' 7 wrn, or wairn(˚= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Desolation,
depopulation, destruction, ruin, dilapidation; desert place
S 9' 7 "vrat, s.f. Heroism, valour, prowess; boldness,
manliness.
S 9' 7 h vairit, s.f. = S 9' 7 h ; vairitva, s.m.Heroism;
—enmity, hostility, malice, hatred.
S 9' 7 h ; vairitva, s.m. = S 9' 7 h  vairit, s.f.Heroism;
—enmity, hostility, malice, hatred.
S 9' 7 "; vratva, s.m.=vrat, q.v.

S ' 7 h "vair, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Heroic;—inimical,
hostile, malicious, revengeful;—a hero;—an enemy, a
foe, an adversary (i.q. bair).
S B7' 7 "vrya,
'
vulg. vraj, braj, s.m. Vigour, strength,
power; heroism, prowess, valour, courage, fortitude,
rmness;—virile energy, virility; dignity, consequence;—
splendour, lustre;—semen virile; seed (of plants, &c.):—
vrya-dn, s.m. 'Seed-gift' (when a husband of one of the
three subordinate castes is either dead or away in a
distant part of the country, and the wife has not as yet
borne a male child, the purohitof that household

temporarily lls the husband's place and begets a son):—
vrya-vn, adj. (f. -vat), Possessing vigour, vigorous,
strong, stout, robust; energetic; ecacious;—heroic;
illustrious; victorious:—vrya-virahit, adj. (f. -), Devoid of
courage, or valour, or prowess, or vigour, &c.:—vryaviisht, adj. (f. -), Possessed of courage, or vigour, &c.:—
vrya-hni, s.f. Loss of courage, or vigour, &c.; loss of
virile energy, impotence:—vrya-hn, adj. (f. -), Destitute
of power or vigour, &c., deprived of strength; cowardly;
impotent; seedless.
H * 7 Uwes [Prk. U5; S. U3t], s.m.=vesh, q.v.

scattered, dispersed, spread;—separate, distinct;
dierent, manifold, various; changed, altered;—thrown
into confusion, disordered, disarranged, out of order;
upset, reversed, inverted;—disturbed (in mind), agitated,
troubled, distressed, confused, confounded, bewildered,
annoyed;—penetrated, pervaded (by); pervading, or
inherent (in);—(S. vyastam) adv. Severally, separately,
partially.
S   <7 Tvyastat, s.f. = S   <7 T; vyastatva,

S * 7 vayas, vulg. vais, and H. (also) 
h wais, s.m. & f.

s.m.Severalty; individuality; several inherence;—
agitation, confusion, bewilderment, perplexity.
S   <7 T; vyastatva, s.m. = S   <7 T vyastat,

(gen. f. in H.; in S. it is neut.) Age, time of life, &c. (i.q.
bais, the pop. form, q.v.).
H * 7 
h wais [Prk. T5; S. h t], s.m.=vaiya, q.v. (and

s.f.Severalty; individuality; several inherence;—
agitation, confusion, bewilderment, perplexity.
S ' <7 Uvesar, A mule (see besar).

see bais).
H * 7 
h wais, pron. adj. A weak form of wais, q.v.:—wais-

H ' <7 Uwesar [Prk. Uf5; S. U8+t], s.m. A kind of

h, adv.=wais-h, q.v.
h wais [Ap. Prk.   or  
H <7 

(see wah), fr.

, &c.=Prk.  =S. 8+t], pron. adj. (f. -),
That-like, such-like, such a, of that kind;—futile, vain,
useless; aimless, objectless;—adv. Like that, in that
manner, thus, so:—wais-h(f. wais-h), adv. In the same
manner, in that very same way, even like that, exactly
so;—in the same state or condition, in statu quo:—waiseor
waise (format. of wais), adv. In that manner, &c. (i.q.
wais);—uselessly, in vain, to no purpose;—for no special
reason, with no particular object; without just ground or
cause, causelessly, gratuitously; free of cost, gratis(i.q.
y ):—waise-to, adv. In other respects, otherwise;
generally speaking; altogether:—waise-k wais, adv. Such
as before, as it was, exactly so; in statu quo(syn. jo -k
to ):—waise-h, adv. emphat. of waise, q.v. (cf. wais-h).
H G<7 
h Lwaiskh, s.m.=GL7 vaikh, q.v. (and see
baiskh).
h L"waiskh [S. 8
h L + t and ], adj. &
H G<7 
s.f.=baiskh, q.v.
S <7 Tvyasta, vulg. vyast(rt. vi+as), part. (f. -), Cast
apart, thrown asunder, separated, divided, severed;
broken to pieces, shattered;—tossed or thrown about,

nose-ornament (i.q. besar, q.v.).
S <7 Tvayask, adj. (f. -), Of or relating to age; of
such or such an age; aged.
S <7 vyasan (rt. vi+as), s.m. Separating, separation;
individuality;—casting away, or dispelling (happiness,
&c.); violation, infraction;—calamity, misfortune,
aiction, ill-luck, evil destiny, fate, fated consequence;—
destruction; overthrow, rout, defeat; loss; fall;—setting
(of the sun or moon);—sin, fault, vice, crime,
malpractice, evil habit;—fruitless eort; incompetence,
inability;—throwing oneself into any pursuit, intent
application or attachment (to any object); diligence:—
vyasansakt(˚na+s˚), or vyasanrt(˚na+r˚), adj. (f. -),
Aicted by calamity or misfortune, distressed, suering
pain; unfortunate, miserable, wretched.
S  <7 "vyasan (base vyasanin), adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Calamitous, unfortunate, unlucky;—distressed,
miserable, wretched;—addicted to vice or malpractices,
wicked, vicious, dissolute;—attached intently (to any
object), intent (on), busily engaged or occupied, diligent,
industrious.
H  ) <7 Th "waisyan, s.f.=vaiyan, q.v.
H <7 U wesw, s.f.=besw= vey, qq.v.
H <7 "vayas, s.f. corr. of vayasy, q.v.

H  <7 
h waise, adv. See s.v. wais.
S ) <7 Tvayasy (see vayasya), s.f. A female companion
or friend, a woman's condante or faithful female
servant (syn. sakh).
H ) <7 UTwesy, s.f.=vey= besw, qq.v.

encloses or invests;—an enclosure, a wall, a fence;—an
envelope, a wrapper (cf. behan);—a girdle, zone; a
turban.
S ' L7 U8vear, s.m.=vesar, q.v.
H ' L7 U8wear [S. U8+t], s.m. =wesar= besar, q.v.

H <) <7 
h waisesik, = H L) <7 
h .8 waiseik,adj. &

S B) -L7 3
h @vaishamya (fr. vishama), s.m. Inequality,

s.m. corr. of vaieshik, q.v.
H L) <7 
h .8waiseik, = H <) <7 
h  waisesik,adj. &

unevenness, oddness; singleness; solitariness;—
diculty; calamity; misery, distress; injustice,
harshness, rigour.
S  L7 lh 4 vaishav, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating or

s.m. corr. of vaieshik, q.v.
H ) <7 Ó
h waise , adv.=waise, q.v.s.v. wais.

S B) <7 Tvyasya (rt. vi+as), part. Having thrown asunder;

belonging to Vish u; worshipping Vish u;—a worshipper
or follower of Vish u; name of one of the three great
divisions of modern Hind sects (the other two being the
aivas and aktas):—vaishavottar(˚va+ut˚), s.m. Lands
granted rent-free to the worshippers of Vish u (esp. to
those of the mendicant orders).
S  L7 lh 4 "vaishav, s.f. The personied aktior

having separated or divided; having thrown or tossed
about; having dispersed or scattered;—having arranged
in order, &c. (see vyasan, and vyast).
S U 7 U8ve (rt. vi), s.m. Entrance, ingress, access;—a

'energy' of Vish u (regarded as one of the Mtris);—a

name of Durg;—the plant Clitoria ternatea, and its ower;
—sacred basil, Ocymum sanctum.
S 5L7 :
h vaivasan, s.m. Name of a son of Vivasan;

house, dwelling, abode; a house of prostitutes;—dress,
apparel, habit, guise; disguise, masquerade; ornament,
decoration (i.q. vesh; cf. bhes):—ve-dn, s.m. The
sun ower:—ve-dhr, s.m. (f. -i), 'Wearer of disguise'; a
hypocrite, dissembler; a false devotee.
S U 7 U3vesh (rt. vish), s.m. Dress, apparel, guise; disguise;

—name of one of the divisions of the infernal regions.
S ) L7 Uvey, s.f. A harlot, prostitute (i.q. besw, q.v.);

S B) <7 Tvayasya, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating to age;—
aged;—being of the same age, contemporary;—one of
the same age; a contemporary;—an associate, a
companion, a friend.
H B) <7 Th waisya, s.m.=vaiya= bais, qq.v.

—ornament, decoration (i.q. ve; cf. bhes):—vesh-pratp,
s.m. The splendour of clothing or of disguise:—vesh-dhr,
s.m.=ve-dhr, q.v.
H U 7 8
h vai, s.m. contrac. of vaiya, q.v.

—the plant Cissampelos hexandra:—vey-gm, s.m. One
who visits prostitutes, a whoremonger:—vey-gaman,
s.m. Going after prostitutes, whoring, debauchery:—
vey-ghar, s.m. House of harlots, a brothel, a resort of
women of ill-fame, house of assignation.
H ) L7 Uvey [S. U+], s.m. Habitation of harlots.
S ) L7 8
h vaiy (see vaiya), s.f. A woman of the Vaiya

H GL7 8
h Lvaikh (fr. vi-kh), s.m.=baiskh, q.v.

caste.
H ) L7 h "vaiyn [S. h +"], s.f.=vaiy, q.v.

H GL7 8
h L"vaikh [S. 8
h L+t, and ], adj. &

S L) L7 ¶
h 3vaieshik (fr. viesha), adj. & s.m. (f. -),

s.f.=baiskh, q.v.
S # L7 U.9veshit (rt. vesh), part. (f. -), Surrounded,
encompassed, enclosed, encircled, enveloped, bound or
wound round, wrapped up.
S # L7 U9veshan, s.m. Surrounding, encompassing, &c.;

Characteristic;—belonging to the Vaieshik doctrine;—a
follower of the Vaieshik doctrine;—(S. vaieshikam),
name of one of the two great divisions of the Nyya
school of philosophy founded by Ka ada.
S ) L7 3
h vaishayik (fr. vishaya), adj. & s.m. (f. -),

—that which surrounds, anything which encompasses or

Belonging or relating to an object of sense; sensual,

carnal;—one occupied with worldly objects or interests, a
worldly person, one addicted to the pleasures of sense, a
sensualist.
H  ) L7 h "vaiyan [S. h +"], s.f. A woman of the
Vaiya caste (i.q. vaiy).
S B) L7 h vaiya (rt. vi), s.m. 'A man who occupies the
soil, a man of the people,' a Vaiya or man of the the
third (Hind) caste (whose business was agriculture and
trade);—an agriculturist; a trader (see bais):—vaiya-karm,
s.m. or vaiya-kriy, s.f. The proper business or
occupation of a Vaiya, agriculture, trade.
S 07 
h vaikrik (fr. vi-kra), adj. Modied,
changed;—s.m. Name of a class of deities.
S 7 
h !vaikl (fr. vi-kla), s.m. Evening, &c. (i.q. vi-kl,
q.v.).
S 7 
h .!vaiklik, adj. Belonging to, or occurring in,
the afternoon or evening.
S 7 =vyakta, vulg. vyakt(rt. vi+a j), part. (f. -),
Caused to appear, manifested, rendered evident;
developed; manifest, evident, apparent; specically
known or understood; specied, distinguished,
individuated; specic; individual;—wise, learned.
S 7 .=vyakti, vulg. vyakt, s.f. Appearance,
manifestation;—clearness, distinctness, discernibility;
discrimination;—specic appearance or variation,
individuality;—a person, an individual (opp. to jti);—
variety; (in Gram.) gender; case, in ection; the proper
form of an in ected word:—vyakti-v ak, adj. Denoting, or
expressive of, a person or individual;—s.m. (in Gram). A
proper name.
S "7 U&veka, s.m. A species of sh (com. called bhek).
S ' 7 J
h Bvaikrnt (fr. vi-krnta), s.m. A kind of gem
(said to resemble a diamond or burnt diamond;—
according to others, the common loadstone or magnet).
S B) + 7 
h vaikalya, H. (also) 
h j  vaikulya (fr. vi-kala),
s.m. Incompleteness, imperfection; impaired state or
condition; imbecility; deciency, defect; want;
incompetency, insuciency; mutilation, defective or
imperfect state of any limb or organ, lameness;—nonexistence;—agitation, urry, perplexity, consternation,

confusion; surprise, astonishment, wonder.
S #  7 
h ej _vaikuh (fr. vi-kuha), s.m. A name of
Vish u;—and of Indra;—the paradise or heaven of
Vish u (its site is variously described as in the northern
ocean or on the eastern peak of Mount Meru;—cf.
baikunh):—vaikuh-nth, s.m. 'Lord of Vaiku ~h,' an
epithet of Vish u:—vaikuh-vs, vulg. baikunh-bs, adj.
& s.m. (f. -in), Inhabiting paradise; deceased;—an
inhabitant of paradise; a deceased person;—a celestial
being.
H #  7 
h ej _vaikuh [S. 
h ej _], s.m. pl. Name of a
particular class of gods.
H 7 ULwekh, s.m. corr. of vesh, q.v. (cf. bekh).
S * 7 L
h vaikhnas (fr. vi-khnasa), adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Relating to hermits, monastic;—a Brhma of the third
religious order, a hermit, an anchorite.
S <7 L
h "vaikhnas, s.f. A vessel used for frying
the meal oered in sacrice.
S $7 U$veg, s.m. Impetus, impulse;—impetuosity; speed,
rapidity, quickness, velocity, celerity, despatch; haste,
rashness; violence;—stream,
current (of water); blast, breeze;— ight (of an arrow);—
expulsion of the fæces, evacuation;—semen virile;—adv.
With speed, quickly, with haste, hastily, soon (see beg):—
veg-gm, adj. Going swiftly, &c.; swift, eet, quick, &c.:—
veg-vn, or veg-vat, or veg-vant, adj. (f. -vat), Swift, eet,
rapid, quick; impetuous, hasty, &c.;—adv. Speedilv,
rapidly, quickly.
H %7 U$wegn, adj. & s.m. corr. of B%) 1 be-gna, q.v.
S  %7 U$vegit, s.f. Impetus; velocity, rapidity,
quickness, speed.
S ' %7 mvyagra, vulg. vyagr, vyagar, part. (f. -),
Bewildered, perplexed, distracted; agitated, alarmed,
frightened;—zealous, eager, eagerly engaged (in),
occupied, or zealously occupied.
S 9' %7 mvyagrat, s.f. = S 9' %7 m; vyagratva,
s.m.Perplexedness, perplexity, confusion, anxiety,
agitation, alarm;—zealousness, eagerness, zeal, zealous
occupation.

S 9' %7 m; vyagratva, s.m. = S 9' %7 m vyagrat,
s.f.Perplexedness, perplexity, confusion, anxiety,
agitation, alarm;—zealousness, eagerness, zeal, zealous
occupation.
S  %7 U$"vegin, s.f. A river.

falsehood; cheating, tricking;—a libertine;—a catamite.
S ' 9-7 /
h Pvaimtra, vulg. vaimtr(fr. vi-mtri), adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Born of a dierent mother;—a stepmother's son, a
half-brother:—vaimtr, s.f. A half-sister.
S B7' 9-7 /
h P<vaimtreya, s.m. (f. -) = vaimtra, q.v.

H %7 U$vegi, or U$" veg (fr. veg), adv. Speedily, quickly,

S -7 /
h vaimnik (fr. vi-mna), adj. Relating to a

soon, with haste.
S %7 U$"veg (base vegin), adj. & s.m. (f. -in), Having

heavenly car; borne in divine chariots;—s.m. A god.
H -7 /
h "vaimn [S. U/t], adj. & s.m.=vaimnik,

velocity, swift, eet, quick, speedy, rapid, impetuous;—a
courier, an express;—a hawk.
H (7 U!wel [Prk. U!"; S. .!:], s.f. A creeper, &c. (i.q.

q.v.
S 7 vayan (rt. ve), s.m. The act of weaving.

bel, q.v.).
A (7 wail (inf. n. of (7 'to pain,' &c.), s.m. Aiction,

word, speech, &c. (i.q. bayanor bain, and va anor ba an,
qq.v.).
H 7 wayan or wain, s.m. 1˚ corr. of A. wain, q.v.;—2˚

misfortune, calamity;—punishment, torment;—reprisals,
revenge:—wail-kash, adj. Taking revenge, revengeful,
vindictive.
S ;:7 U!vel, s.f. Time, while, period, moment, season
(i.q. bel, q.v.);—opportunity; interval, leisure;—tide, ow,
stream, current;—coast, sea-shore; boundary, limit:—
vel-ku-vel, adv. In season and out of season.
H ;:7 !
h wail (i.q. warl), adv. (dialec.) Near, hither, on
this side.
H L+ 7 !
h d4vailaksha = S B)  L+ 7 !
h de vailakshaya (fr.
vi-lakshaa), s.m. Dierence, disparity; opposition,
contrariety.
S B)  L+ 7 !
h devailakshaya = H L+ 7 !
h d4 vailaksha (fr.
vi-lakshaa), s.m. Dierence, disparity; opposition,
contrariety.
S B) L+ 7 !
h vailakshya (fr. vi-laksha), s.m. Absence of

H 7 wayan or wain[Prk. 4(; S. (], s.m. Sound,

corr. of A. bain, q.v.
H 7 U4we, or U wen, s.m.=U4, veu, q.v.
S 7 Uven, s.m. A name of Praj-patior Brahm.
S 7 4
h vai (fr. veu), s.m. A cutter of bamboos; a maker
of bamboo work.
A 7 wain, s.m. Black grapes (rare).
H 7 "4v, or vn, s.f. contrac. of next, q.v. (com. bn,
q.v.).
S  7 "4v, and H. (also) " vna, s.f. The Indian lute
(i.q. bnor bn, qq.v.;—the Vis supposed to have been
invented by Nrad, the son of Brahm, and has many
varieties, which are enumerated according to the
number of strings, &c.; its compass is said to be two
octaves):—v-kara , s.m. Name of one of the
Gandharvs.
H  7 "wn [prob. Ap. Prk. "4(; G. .h 4+], s.m. A

mark or characteristic;—contrariety; reverse, inversion;
—the reverse of what is usual or natural, unnaturalness,
aectation.
H D+ 7 !
h 5vailo an, s.m. corr. of vairo an, q.v.

bundle of thread, a skein.
H  7 "wn, adj. & s.m. corr. of P.  ) 1 bn, q.v.

S ) + 7 !"vyalk, adj. Disagreeable, oensive,

S B )   7 
h `vainateya (fr. vi-nat), s.m. A name of Garu

displeasing, painful; strange; improper or unt to be
done, unnatural; false;—s.m. Anything disagreeable or
displeasing; a cause of pain or uneasiness, or oence,
&c.; pain, grief, torture;—an improper act, impropriety,
fault, transgression;—reverse, contrariety, inversion;—

(as son of Vinat).
S T  7 (*vya jak, adj. Making clear or plain, clearly
showing, manifesting, indieating, denoting, declaring;—
s.m. External indication of passion or feeling, gesture,
dramatic action;—feeling;—a sign, mark, symbol;—

gurative expression or insinuation.
S T  7 (*vya jan (rt. vi+a j), s.m. The act of making

wicker-work;—name of a sacred place of pilgrimage.
S 0 7 4
h  vaiavik, s.m. Flute-player, utist, piper;—a

clear, marking, distinguishing, indicating;—(in Gram.) a
consonant (as marking or distinguishing sound);—a
mark, sign, token, indication; insignia, paraphernalia;—a
mark or sign of puberty; the beard;—mark of sex or
gender, a privy part (male or female);—anything used in
dressing or preparing food, seasoning, relish, sauce,
condiment (i.q. binjan, q.v.):—gurative expression or
insinuation; irony, sarcasm:—vya jannt(˚na+an˚), adj.
Ending with a consonant:—vya jan- akr, s.m. (in Gram.) A
table or paradigm of the consonants:—vya jan-sandhi, s.f.
(in Gram.) The junction of a vowel or consonant with a
consonant (according to special rules) for the formation
of a compound letter.
S  T  7 (*vyajan, s.f. The correct indication of any

lutist(?) (see vaiik).
S  7 U.4vei, or U4" ve, s.f. Braided hair, &c. (i.q. ben,

sentiment;—gurative expression or insinuation; irony,
sarcasm; a joke;—the third power of a word, suggestion.
H   Z  7 
° wai n = H  Z  7 +
°  wai hn [wai ˚= S.
 (), rt.  + ], v.t. To separate; to tear o, to ay,
skin.
° wai hn = H  Z  7 
°  wai n [wai ˚= S.
H  Z  7 +
 (), rt.  + ], v.t. To separate; to tear o, to ay,
skin.
S  7 .h 4vaiik (fr. v), s.m. A player on the Vor
Indian lute, a lutist.
S $ 7 ($vya g (vi+a ga), adj. (f. -), Limbless; mutilated;
deformed; distorted; lamed, lame;—bodiless;—illarranged;—s.m. A cripple;—a frog (i.q. be g, q.v.);—
discoloration (of the face); a dark spot (on the cheek), a
freckle.
S (% 7 ($!
, vya gul, s.m. The sixtieth part of an a gulor
'digit.'
S  7 U4,veu, s.m. A bamboo;—a reed; ute, fe, pipe;—
name of a king of the Ydavas (son of king Ang):— veuvd, vulg. veu-bd, s.m. A ute-player, piper.
S  7 4
h vaiav (fr. veu; see vai), adj. (f. -), Of or
belonging to a bamboo; produced from, or made of
bamboo;—a bamboo-sta;—a worker in bamboo or

q.v.);—the con ux or meeting of two or more streams
(see tri-ve):—vei-mdhav, or ve-mdhav, s.m. See s.v.
ben:—ve-ll, vulg. ben-ll, s.m. An epithet of Krish ;—a
proper name.
H 8 Uwe (Braj), emphat. pron.=we bh(see we, pl. of
wah).
H 27 " 6vvh, s.m. (old H.)=vivh, q.v.
S  7 h 6 vaivhik (fr. vi-vha), adj. (f. -), Belonging
or relating to marriage, matrimonial, nuptial;—s.m. A
marriage, wedding;—father-in-law (i.e. the father of a
son's wife, or of a daughter's husband).
H ?7 5vyopr, s.m.=byopr= vypr, qq.v.
H ?7 5"vyopr, 5" vyaupr, adj. &
s.m.=byaupr= vypr, qq.v.
S >) D7  Kvyava hed (rt. vi+ava+ hid), s.m. Cutting
o, cutting in pieces; dissecting; anatomy;—dividing,
separation;—discrimination; particularizing,
specication;—distinction; contrast;—restriction;—
decision, determination;—a division, section.
S  7  vyavadh (rt. vi+ava+dh), s.f. Whatever
intervenes or conceals from sight; a screen, partition,
covering;—the state of being covered, concealment,
disappearance.
S . 7  vyavadhn, s.m. Placing apart or between;
intervening, intervention, interposition; separation,
break, gap; intervening space, interval, space;—an
intervening object, screen, partition.
S 7 7  vyavadhyak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),
Intervening, interposing, separating; screening,
covering, concealing, hiding;—obstructing;—
intermediate;—one who intervenes, or conceals. &c.
H 7  5wiyor, or 5 vyor, s.m. (dialec.) contrac. of
next, q.v.
H 7 5vyor,   vyavr, or M vyaur, s.m.=byor,
q.v.:—vyore-wr, adj.=byore-wr.

S C7 h vaivart,
'
s.m. Revolution; change or

S ? 57  TRvyavasthpak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik),

modication of existence.
H  57 M  vyauvasv, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.

Arranging in order, settling, adjusting; establishing,
deciding, legislating;—one who settles or adjusts, an
adjuster; a legislator; a judge; one who gives a legal
opinion.
S )  57  TR"vyavasthdhn, adj. = S

S 57  vyavasy, vulg. vyavase, corr. H. U 
wewse (rt. vi+ava+so), s.m. Strenuous eort or exertion,
activity, energy, industry, perseverance, intentness,
eagerness;—settled determination, resolve;—action,
performance; conduct, behaviour;—labour, business,
occupation, profession, trade, livelihood;—artice, plan,
device, stratagem, trick.
H 757  "vyavasy [S.   + t (+t)], adj. &
s.m. Resolute, energetic, active, enterprising,
persevering, painstaking, industrious, laborious, diligent;
—performing, undertaking (anything);—engaged in
trade or business;—an active or energetic man, &c.;—
one who performs his duty;—a man of business;
tradesman; handicraftsman.
S  57  TRvyavasth (rt. vi+ ava+ sth), s.f. Placing
apart, separating; placing in proper or suitable order,
arranging, arrangement, adjusting, adjustment,
settlement;—relative position or state;—placing or
setting (in or on), xing on a rm basis; settlement,
decision, decree, statute, rule, law; written declaration of
the law, legal opinion (applied to the written extracts
from the codes of law, or proper adjustment of
contradictory passages in dierent codes made by
decisions of ocers attached to the courts of justice);—a
decision (cf. baiwasth, the pop. form);—engagement,
agreement, contract;—course, state, condition, system
or order of things:—vyavasth-patr, s.m. An extract from
a code of law;—a document stating the opinion of a lawocer on a controverted point:—vyavasth-j ta, vulg.
baiwasth-gyt, s.m. One who is well-acquainted with
laws:—vyavasth-dyakor vyavasth-dy, s.m. A law-giver;—
one who gives a legal opinion (on):—vyavasthdhn(˚th
+adh˚), adj. (f. -), Subject to law:—vyavasthdhnat, s.f.
Subjection to law:—vyavasthnugm(˚sth+anu˚), adj. &
s.m. Going according to law or established usage;—an
observer of established laws or customs; a loyal person:
—vyavasthnugaman, s.m. The observance of established
laws or customs; loyalty.

% 57  TR,$/" vyavasthnugm, adj. & s.m.See
s.v. vyavasth.
S % 57  TR,$/"vyavasthnugm, adj. & s.m. = S
)  57  TR" vyavasthdhn, adj.See s.v. vyavasth.
S  57  .TRvyavasthit, part. (f. -), Situated apart or
at a distance, standing apart, separated;—excerpted,
extracted;—restricted;—placed in order, arranged,
adjusted;—depending (on), xed (in or on), based,
settled, established; appointed, agreed, declared,
resolved upon, decided, decreed;—constant.
S C57 h T vaivasvat (fr. vivasvat), s.m. A name of Yama
(as son of Vivasvat);—the seventh Manu, the Manu of
the present period (as son of Vivasvat and brother of
Yama);—the planet Saturn;—name of one of the Rudras.
S + G7  !vyavakalan (rt. vi+ava+kal), s.m. Separation;
subtraction, deduction.
S @7  5$vi-yog (rt. vi+yuj), s.m. Separation, &c. (see
bijog, the pop. form).
H =7  5$viyogak [S.  5$+t], adj. & s.m. (f. -ik)
= viyog, q.v.
S =7  5$vi-yogan, s.m. Separating, disjoining,
detaching, &c.
S  =7  5$"vi-yogin, s.f. (m. viyog), s.f. A woman
separated from her husband or lover.
H =7  5$"viyog [S.  5$+t (+t)], adj. & s.m. (f. in), Separated, disjoined; apart, absent, remote;—
distressed from separation (from a beloved one);—one
who is separated (from his beloved); a lover suering
the pain of absence (i.q. bijog, q.v.);—the ruddy goose.
S J7 5/vyom (base vyoman), s.m. Sky, heaven,
atmosphere, ether, air;—water;—a temple sacred to the
sun;—talc, mica:—vyom-ke, or vyom-ke, s.m. An epithet
of iva (lit.'sky-haired'):—vyom-gag, s.f. The celestial

Ganges:—vyom-maal, s.m. 'Sky-circle';—a ag, banner.
S  7 5/vyom, s.m. Name of a king;—name of a

litigant.
S G 7  6vyavahrik, s.f. A female trader; a

demon:—vyomsur(˚m+as˚), s.m. The Asuror demon
Vyom (he was slain by Krish ).
S  7 5/vyoman, s.m.=vyom, q.v.:—vyoman-ga g,

trader's wife;—usage, practice, custom;—a brush, broom.
H  7  6"vyavahr [S.  6t], adj. &

s.f.=vyom-ga g.
? 27 06 vy h (rt. vi+ h), s.m. Separation; distribution;—
orderly arrangement, disposition, array; military array;
—an army, a host, a squadron; a ock, multitude;—
formation, structure, manufacture;—the body;—
reasoning, logic.
S  7  6vyavahr (rt. vi+ava+hri), s.m. Doing,
performing; action, practice; conduct, behaviour, &c. (i.q.
byohr, q.v.);—a contest at law, legal dispute, law-suit,
litigation;—legal practice, judicial procedure,
administration of justice (as the examination of
evidence, &c.);—any act cognizable in a court of justice;—
usage, habit, custom, rule, law; adherence to law:—
vyavahr-pad, s.m. A title or head of legal procedure;
occasion of litigation; an actionable business:—vyavahrsthn, s.m. A title, or an occasion, of litigation (i.q.
vyavahr-pad):—vyavahr-sambandh, adj. Of or relating to
conduct, or dealings, or custom, &c. (see vyavahr):—
vyavahr karn, v.n.=byohr karn, q.v.:—vyavahr-gm, adj.
& s.m. (f. -in), Going or acting according to custom, or
rule, &c.;—one who conforms to current custom:—
vyavahr-gaman, s.m. Conformity to practice or custom:—
vyavahr-mrg, s.m., or vyavahr-vishay, s.m. Course or
subject of legal procedure, &c. (i.q. vyavahr-pad, q.v.).
S C 7  6vyavahrit, part. adj. (f. -), Rendered
customary, brought into usage, established as a usage or
custom; accustomed;—practised, employed.
S 0 7  6vyavahrak, s.m. A dealer, trader (cf.
next).
S 0 7  6vyavahrik, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Relating to
practice or business; calculated for practical use,
practical;—transacting business, engaged in business;—
relating to usage or custom, customary, usual; relating to
legal process or an action at law;—one who is engaged in
business, a trader, dealer;—one who is party to a suit, a

s.m.=vyavahrik, and byohr, qq.v.
S B7 7  6vyavahrya,
'
part. adj. (f. -), To be
transacted or performed (as business, &c.), to be
observed or practised (as a duty, or custom, &c.);
customary, usual, current; to be employed or used; t for
use; negotiable;—liable to a legal process, actionable.
S  7  6 vyavahit (rt. vi+ava+dh), part. (f. -), Placed
apart; placed between, interposed, intervening;—
separated; interrupted; shut out, obstructed, impeded,
stopped;—screened (from view), concealed, covered;—
not contiguous; not immediately connected.
S C' 7  ¤vyavahrit (see vyavahr), part. (f. -),
Customarily done, followed in practice, practised,
employed, used.
H B7 "vya, s.m. (old H.) corr. of vrya, q.v.
A B7 waih, intj. Well! come! come on! away then! bravo!
S 7 vyay, vulg. vyae, s.m. Disappearance, loss;
perishing, decay, decline, destruction, downfall; change;
misfortune;—spending, expenditure, expense, outlay,
disbursement; consumption; squandering, extravagance,
waste, prodigality;—name of the twentieth year of
Jupiter's cycle:—vyay-bh t, part.=vyay-bh t, q.v. below:—
vyay-kr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Expensive;—extravagant,
squandering, prodigal;—an extravagant man, a
squanderer, spendthrift:—vyay karn, v.t. To spend, &c.:—
vyay-bh t, or vyay-krit, part. Expended, spent, consumed,
squandered, wasted, lavished.
2
2 h (called he-hawwaz, 'hof the word hawwaz,' or hemudawwara, 'the round h'), is the thirty-fourth letter of
the Urd alphabet (the thirty- rst of the Persian and
the twenty-seventh of the Arabic alphabet), and
corresponds to 6 ha, the thirty-third consonant of the
Hind or Devangar alphabet. It is one of the guttural
letters, having the sound of the English h.When used to

denote a number, it stands for ve; and in almanacs it
may represent Thursday, or the zodiacal sign Virgo:—
he-jal, or he-z hir,
or he-malf z, The perceptible h(at

the end of a word, as hin bdshh):—he-mukhtaf, or
he-makt b, The imperceptible h(at the end of a word,
as in B31 bahna):—ha-kr, s.m. The letter or sound ha.
H 2 6 hi [Ap. Prk. 6 or Ç; S. T, gen. a.], A. of the dat.
& acc. case in old Hind and in Braj;—also (in Poetry) the
a. of the ablative case (=se).
H 2 6 hi, emphat. particle=h, q.v.
H  6h [Prk. 6; S. 6], intj. Ah! alas; oh!;—e! shame!;—
well! excellent! just so! very well! yes indeed (cf. h ):—
h- e, intj.=h:—h-h karn, or h-h khn, or h- e khn,
v.n. To beg humbly, to implore, entreat.
H 11 6 f hbb, s.m. (dialec.)=habb-abb, q.v.
A (1 hbil, prop. n. Abel (i.q. hbl).
H  1 6 07hb , s.m. (dialec.) A freebooter;
highwayman;—a bugaboo (to frighten children.
H ' ? 6hpar [hpa˚, prob. fr. Prk. 6U(), or 6 ()=S.
# (), caus. of rt. #0;—˚r, prob.=S. !(], s.f. A nursery
(for sugar-cane, &c.); name of the place in the Northwest Provinces where the Government stud is located.
H ' ? 6hpar [prob. fr. S. m#; cf. gapakn], s.m. (rustic)
A great eater, a glutton (cf. ghasmar).
H * ? 6,hpus, s.m.(?) (dialec.) Munching;—hpushpus, adv. Munch munch—hpus-hpus khn, To munch.
H  ? 6hpn, v.n. prop. h pn, q.v.
H C 6ht, s.m. (dialec. or colloq.)=hth, q.v.:—ht-m

-

k, s.m. (Dakh.) Means, resources, capital, stock (syn. sarmya):—hte-ht, s.m.=hth-hth, q.v.s.v. hth.
A 9 htif (act. part. of  'to call (to), to exclaim,' &c.),
part. adj. & s.m. Calling (to), crying out, exclaiming;—
s.m. One who cries aloud;—an encomiast, a praiser;—a
voice from heaven, or from an invisible speaker (syn.
k-bn);—a secret monitor; an angel, a guardian angel.
H 9 6Rhth [Prk. 6;R5; S. 6Tt], s.m. The hand; arm;—
paw; trunk (of an elephant);—a cubit (measure);—a hand
(in an oce, or a factory, &c.);—a hand (at cards);—a
blow, slap;—(met.) reach; possession, clutches; power;

protection, patronage;—adv. By the hands (of, kis-ke),
by, through;—to (e.g. kis-ke hth de-denor be -den, 'to
make over to, or to sell to, any one):—hth n, v.n. To
come to hand, to reach, be received; to come into the
possession, or power (of, -ke, or mere, &c.); to fall (to); to
be gained, be obtained, be found:—hth utarn, v.n. The
hand to be dislocated:—hth uh-ke den(-ko), To give
with the hand;—to give reluctantly:—hth uhn, To
raise the hand or hands (in salutation, or prayer, &c.), to
salute; to pray (for); to give alms;—to raise the hand
(against, -par), to strike, beat:—hth uhnor uh-len(se), To withdraw the hand (from); to keep the hands o;
to leave o, cease, desist (from), refrain (from), keep
(from); to abandon, forego, relinquish, renounce, resign;
—to release, let go, set at liberty (i.q. P. dast bar-dshtan);
—to give up hope (of), to despair (i.q. hth dhon):—hth
uho, intj. Hands o! (P. dast bar-dr):—hth-o len, v.t.
To take or receive with both hands open and stretched
out together:—hth
 hon, v.n. 'The hand (of a
person) to be raised'; to be in a position (or to be able) to
give; to be well-o:—hth b dhn, To join the hands in a
supplicating posture:—hth-b dhe rahnor kha e rahn,
v.n. 'To remain standing with hands joined,' to continue
standing in attendance (on), to wait upon:—hth ba hn,
To stretch out the hand (towards, or for); to endeavour
to get (anything); to hand or pass (a thing);—to gain
possession of the property (of another); to encroach
(upon), to exceed bounds (i.q. hth dau n):—(kis-ke) hth
bikn, To be sold or made over (to):—hth band hon,
'The hands (of a person) to be tied'; to be in straitened
circumstances, to be poor or helpless;—to be much
engaged in business, to have no leisure:—hth bharn,
v.n. The hands to become wearied or fatigued;—the
hands to be covered or stained (or daubed or smeared,
by or with):—hth baihn, or baih-jn, v.n. The hand to
be set or used (to); to have the hand in practice, to
acquire perfection by practice (in any art, &c.);—to be
driven home, to be eective:—(kis-ke) hth be n, v.t. To
sell or dispose of (to another):—hth-p w, or hthp wo , or hth-po , s.m. Hand and foot; hands and
feet;—a right-hand man, a factotum:—hth-po
b dhn(-ke), To tie the hands and feet (of), to bind (one)

hand and foot:—hth-po ba n, To protect oneself, to
look out:—hth-po ph lnor ph l-jn, The hands and
feet to be or become swollen;—to be or become
distressed or confounded:—hth-po phailn, To extend
(one's) business or schemes;—to obtain (things)
fraudulently; to take bribes:—hth-po tharrn, The
hands and legs to tremble; to tremble or shake all over:
—hth-po to n(-ke), To break the hands and feet (of);
to maim; to cripple:—hth-po  nor  -jn, The
hands and feet to break or be broken;—to suer
breaking pains in the limbs (as in incipient fever, &c.):—
hth-po aln, v.n. The limbs to be movable or active;
to be able-bodied, to be able to work:—hth-po dhon,
To wash the hands and feet;—to go to the necessary:—
hth-po -se h n, To get o safe and sound;—to have
a safe delivery:—hth-po mrn, To throw about the
hands and legs; to work the hands and legs; to sprawl; to
ounder;—to strike out (in swimming);—to throw the
arms about and jump about (in agony);—to be agitated;—
to strive hard, struggle, endeavour, strain, toil, labour:—
hth-po nikln, 'To put forth the hands and feet'; to
begin to show o;—to begin one's pranks; to pursue a
loose (or an evil) course of conduct; to show one's teeth;
—the limbs (or the body) to become well-developed:—
hth-po hrn, v.n. To lose courage, to become
dispirited:—hth-po hiln= hth po mrn, q.v.:—hthpn len, i.q. b-dast len, q.v.:—hth patthar-tale dabn,
'The hand to be crushed under a stone'; to be entangled
in a diculty;—to be helpless, to be unable to act;—to be
brought to a dead stop:—hth-par, adv. On the hand;—on
the nail:—hth-par dhar rahn, To be placed on the hand
(ready for another to take); to be in readiness (for
another to take or accept):—(kis-ke) hth-par qrn(or
ga g-jal) rakhn, 'To put the Qor n (or Ganges-water) in
the hands' (of anyone, to swear by); to make one swear
by the Qor n, &c.; to administer an oath (to):—hth-par
ng khiln, 'To feed a serpent on (one's) hand'; to place
life in jeopardy, to risk life:—hth-par hth-dhare baihnor
baihe rahn, To sit (or to continue sitting) with folded
hands; to do nothing:—hth-par hth marn, To strike the
hands together; to wring the hands (in grief, or despair,
&c.);—to join hands (in token of conrming a promise,

&c.); to make a promise; to pledge oneself (to); to bet:—
hth pa nor pa -jn, To fall into the hands (of), to come
into the possession (of, -ke, or mere, &c.);—the hand (of
another) to fail (on one), to be robbed or plundered (e.g.
j bzr-me hth pa -gay):—hth pasrn, or hth phailn,
To stretch or hold out the hand; to ask (for), to beg:—
hth-pasre jn, To depart (this life) empty-handed:—
hth paka n, To seize or take the hand (of, -k, or mer,
&c.), to take by the hand; to hand (a person); to shake
hands;—to protect, aid, foster:—hth-pak e le-jn, To lead
away by the hand; to hand (a person):—hth-ph l, s.m. A
kind of plant, Pothos:—hth phern(-par), To pass the hand
(over); to feel; to rub, stroke, caress;—to retouch;—to
eece, rob:—hth-phe , s.f. Lending; loan:—hth-phe
den, To give on loan, to lend:—hth phe kn, To
brandish, to wield (a sword, &c.); to fence:—hth-pair
mrn= hth-po mrn, q.v.:—hth ple karn(-ke), 'To
stain the hands (of a girl) with turmeric,' to get (a girl)
married; to have a quiet or inexpensive wedding:—hth
takn(-k), To look wistfully at the hand (of);—to depend
upon (another) for subsistence:—hth-tale, adv. Under
the hand (of):—hth-tale n(-ke, or mere, &c.), To come
under the hand (of), to come into the power or clutches
(of):—hth tang hon, v.n.=hth band hon, q.v.:—hth
thirkn, or hth na n, To shake or wave the hands, to
gesticulate:—hth jamn, v.n.=hth baihn, q.v.:—hth-jo ,
(conj. part. of next), adv. With the hands folded in the
manner of entreaty:—hth jo n, v.n. To join or clasp the
hands (in humility, or entreaty,
&c.); to pay reverence or homage (to, -ko); to bow (to),
submit (to), to knuckle down; to hold in fear or awe;—to
entreat earnestly, to supplicate:—hth jh n(-par), To let
y or drive (at), to strike (at); to strike a blow; to beat;—
to empty the hand (of money, &c.), to give, bestow:—
hth jh -ke kha  ho-jn, To stand up empty-handed, or
after having emptied the hand (or the purse):—hth
jh (or jh h) karn, To dele the hand (by touching
food), to touch (food), to taste (a mouthful; i.q. ulush
karn):—hth jh (or jh h) hon, or ho-jn, The hand to
be or become smeared or dirty or deled (with food);—
the hands to fail one, or to be rendered unserviceable;
to lose the power of the hands:—hth-jhul, s.f.

Waylaying and robbing or plundering (a traveller, or a
caravan):—hth- n, 'To lick the hand,' to relish (any
food) exceedingly, 'to lick the lips':—hth- lk, adj. Lightngered; thievish;—quick of hand, dexterous, expert,
skilful; nimble, active, alert, smart, laborious (i.q. P.
lk-dast):—hth- lk, s.f. Dexterity, expertness,
skilfulness; nimbleness, alertness, activity;
laboriousness;—sleight of hand;—thievishness:—hthih, s.f. A letter in the handwriting of; an a tograph
letter:—hth a hn, v.n. To come into the hands (of), i.q.
hth n, or hth lagn, qq.v.:—hth- al, adj. (f. -), Quick
of hand, &c. (i.q. hth lk, q.v.);—using the hands
freely, free or ready with the st:—hth aln, To
stretch out the hand (towards);—to use the hands freely;
to strike (at, -par) with the hand, to strike, beat, attack;—
to pass the hand (over, -par, or par, i.q. hth phern):—
hth ho n(-par), To strike (at; to hit, strike;—to give a
sword-cut, to make a pass (at):—hth l, adj. Emptyhanded, penniless, destitute;—having the hand
disengaged; idle; at leisure:—hth l jn, A hand (at
cards) to be without a picture-card:—hth l na hon, To
have the hands full (of work), to be engaged; to have no
leisure:—hth dikhn(-ko), To show the hand or palm (to
a fortune-teller);—to let (a physician) feel the pulse:—
hth dau n, To put forth the hand with rapidity; to
stretch (at or after, -par);—to go beyond bounds, to
commit excess, to encroach (upon; i.q. hth ba hn):—
hth dharn(-k), To take hold of the hand (of), to take by
the hand; to aord protection (to), to protect, patronize;
to support, maintain:—hth dhon, To wash the hands:—
hth dhonor dho-baihn(-se), To wash the hands (of); to
despair (of); to renounce, relinquish:—hth dho-ke p he
pa n(-ke, &c.), To pursue (an object closely, allowing
nothing to turn (one) aside; to persecute:—hth dekhn(k), To look at the hand (of);—to tell the fortune (of a
person) by examining the palm of the hand;—to feel the
pulse (of):—hth den(-ko), To give the hand (to); to lend
a hand;—to make a secret bargain by taking hold of the
hands (of the other party) under a cloth (a practice
chie y used in settling the price of horses and jewels);—
to pledge oneself (to); to support (a cause);—to place the
hand (in, or on, -me , or -par), to touch, feel;—to put out

(a light);—to feel the hand (of a person) in order to
ascertain whether or not he (or she) is possessed by an
evil spirit;—to exercise;—to concern oneself (in or
about), to undertake;—to meddle, interfere:—hth dejn, to dry up (said of the pustules of small pox; e.g. mt
rn hth de-ga):—(kis-ke) hth de-den, To put into the
hands (of anyone), to make over (to):—hth ln(-me ,
or -par), To thrust or put the hand (into or in, or on), to
meddle, interfere (in);—to lay hands (on), to touch; to
insult (a woman, by laying hands on her);—to encroach
(on); to plunder;—to put the hand (to, -me ), to
undertake:—hth-an, s.f. A pair of hand-scales:—hth
rakhn(-k), To keep hold of the hand (of); to take by the
hand, &c. (i.q. hth dharn, q.v.):—hth ra gn, To stain or
dye the hands (with henna);—to take bribes;—to pilfer:—
hth rokn, To hold or stay the hand (of); to prevent;—to
refrain (from giving, &c., -se), to keep back, to withhold
the hand; to use sparingly:—hth sdhn, To form (one's)
hand, to practise handwriting, &c. (i.q. hth f karn):—
hth sir-par rakhn, To put the hand on the head (by way
of solemn asseveration), to swear by the head;—to place
the hand on the head (of another, -ke), to take under
(one's) protection, to patronize:—hth siko nor suke n,
or hth samen, To withhold the hand (from, -se), to be
sparing (of); to refrain (from giving, or expenditure,
&c.), to retrench:—hth-s jn, v.n. (dialec.) To be
taken out of (or to escape from) the hands (of); to be
lost;—to be without choice; to be helpless:—hth-se, adv.
By the hands (of, -ke), by, through:—hth-se denor debaihn, To give away, to part with;—to allow to slip from
the hands, to lose:—hth-se gay, part. adj. Slipped from
the hand, gone, lost, own:—hth-se nikalnor nikal-jn,
To pass through (one's) hands; to slip through (one's)
ngers, to be lost:—hth f karn, To form the hand, to
learn, practise, or exercise (handwriting, or any art);—to
beat, trounce;—to cut (one) down; to slay;—to eece, to
plunder:—hth qabe-par rakhn, To place the hand on the
hilt or handle (of a sword or dagger, with the intention
of drawing it):—hth-kn, 'To bite the hand'; to express
regret, to grieve:—hth k-den, To cut o the hand;—to
pledge or bind oneself:—hth-k jh , s.m. A false
person, an untrustworthy man; a dishonest man:—hth-

k diy, s.m. 'What has been given with one's own hand';
a gift, donation:—hth-k sa , adj. & s.m. Trastworthy,
honest;—a trustworthy man, &c.:—hth-k mail, s.m.
'Filth of the hand,' what deles the hand; lthy lucre;
trash (e.g. rupay pais hth-k mail hai):—hth kno -par
rakhn, To place the hands on the ears (by way of denial,
or protest, &c.); to deny vehemently;—to express
astonishment (at):—hth kan, The hand to be cut o;—
to be bound (to):—hth karn(-par), To cut (at);—to subdue;
to have possession (of):—hth kamar-par rakhn, To place
the hands on the loins (in order to support oneself), to
be very feeble:—hth-ka gan, s.m. A bracelet:—hthka gan-ko rs ky, prov. 'What need of a mirror (to see) a
bracelet?'; the thing is evident of itself; it is as plain as a
pikesta (the proverb is employed when a thing is selfevident, or when it will very shortly become evident):—
hth kholn, To open the hand; to spend liberally, to be
open-handed, to be generous:—hth khai n(-se), To
draw or hold back the hand (from), to refrain, desist,
abstain;—to be sparing (in the use of):—hth-k ih, s.f.
A letter under one's own hand;—a certicate or
testimonial (from);—a receipt (cf. hth- ih ):—hth-k
lakre , s.f. pl. The lines on the palm of the hand;—fate:—
hth-ke n e n= hth tale n, q.v.:—hth-g , s.f. A handbarrow; a truck syn. hel):—hth-lapak, s.m. A lightngered knave:—hth lagn(-ko), To put the hand (on),
to touch; to lay hands (on), to strike, beat; to reprove,
punish; to torment;—to thrust the hand (into, -me ), to
meddle, or interfere (in; i.q. hth ln, q.v.);—to put the
hand (to), to set about or begin (a work), to be employed
(in any business); to lend a hand:—hth lagn(-ke, or mere,
&c.), To come to hand, &c. (i.q. hth n, q.v.);—(in
addition of gures) to carry (e.g. pandrah-ke p hth lag
ek):—hth-lage mail hon, To become soiled by the touch
of the hand:—hth mrn(-par), To strike (at), to strike, to
give a thump or blow; to strike down, to slay;—to acquire;
—to pilfer, purloin;—to embezzle; to plunder;—to swallow
ravenously, to eat with a good appetite;—to join hands
(in conrmation of an agreement), to promise (i.q. hthpar hth-mrn, q.v.):—hth miln(-se), To join hands; to
shake hands;—to claim equality;—to join hands (previous
to wrestling), to prepare to wrestle;—to close a bargain

(by joining hands), to make a purchase;—to give alms
(e.g. hth-se hth-miln):—hth maln, To rub the hands;
to wring the hands (in regret), to regret, repent, lament:
—hth-me , adv. In the hand (of, -ke, or mere, &c.);—in
the possession (of); in the power (of), at the mercy (of),
under the control (of), liable (to):—hth-me n(-ke), To
come into the hands (of), &c. (i.q. hth-n, q.v.):—hthme hkr den(-ke), To put a (beggar's) bowl into the
hands (of);—to reduce (one) to beggary:—hth-me hkr
len, 'To take a (beggar's) bowl into the hands'; to take
to begging, become a beggar:—(kis-ke) hth-me dil
rakhn, To place one's heart in the hand (of anyone), to
have a strong regard (for); to gratify every wish (of):—
hth-me rakhn(-ko), To have in hand; to possess; to hold
in subjection:—hth-me ln(-ko), To bring into (one's)
hands, or grasp, or possession; to make (oneself) master
of; to bring under subjection or control;—to win:—hthme len, v.t. To take into (one's) hand or hands; to hold,
grasp:—hth-me hth denor de-den, To put the hand
(of, -k, or ter, &c.) into the hand (of another, -ke); to
give the hand (of a daughter) in marriage;—to put the
hand in (another's) hand, to take the hand (of);—to
hand over (to), to give into the charge (of):—hth-me
hunar hon, To be skilled in any handicraft or art:—
htho (obl. pl. of hth; Ap. Prk. hatthaham; S. hastnm,
gen. pl. of nasta), adv. In or into the hands;—by the
hands (of; i.q. hth, q.v.):—htho - ho rakhnor karn(ko), To take under (one's) protection:—htho -se nikalnor
nikal-jn(-ke, or mere, &c.), To pass or slip through the
hands (of); to escape from the control (of):—htho kalej
u haln, The heart to palpitate:—htho len(-ko), To take
into (one's) hands; to handle roughly:—htho -me
rakhn(-ko), 'To keep in one's hands or arms'; to bring up
tenderly:—htho -hth, adv. From hand to hand;—out of
hand;—hand over hand, quickly, expeditiously:—htho hth u -jn, or htho -hth bikn, To go o, or to sell,
quickly; to nd a ready sale:—htho -hth le-jn(-ko), To
carry away quickly; to snatch away at once or suddenly:
—htho -hth len(-ko), To receive (one) with all respect:
—hath-hth, or hthe-hth(hthor hthe= Prk. hatthe= S.
haste, loc. of hasta), adv. Hand in hand; in accord:—hthhth karn, 'To put hand in hand'; to act in accord; to pull

together:—apne- par hth aln, To lay violent hands
upon oneself; to attempt. or to commit, suicide:—ul hth
mrn(-ko), To give one a back-handed blow:—phpar(kis-ke) hth phern, To stroke or pat the back (of), to
soothe, pacify; to satisfy, assure:—dono htho samen,
v.t. 'To collect with both hands'; to make money fast:—
klak-ke hth lagn(-ko(?) or -par), To bring disgrace (on
anyone):—kis-ke hth bhejn, v.t. To send by the hand of
anyone, to send by:—kis-ke hth be n, v.t. To sell to
someone:—mu h-hth dhon, To wash the face and
hands;—to go to the necessary (i.q. hth-po dhon).
H 9 6Rhth [Prk. 6;R ; S. 6T+t], s.m. The hand,
&c. (i.q. hth):—hth-p, or (dialec.) hth-b h, s.f.
Hitting and kicking; scuing or sparring (between two
or more people, whether in play or in anger), ghting,
pulling and hauling, scue, struggle, tussle:—hth-p
karn, To scue, spar, to pull and haul, to struggle, &c.:—
htha-pha , s.f. A kind of rough game:—hth-jo , s.f.
The plant Lycopodium imbricatum, or Heliotropium indicum:
—hth- h , s.f. Peculation, embezzlement;—unfair
dealing:—hth-hth(cf. S. hast-hasti), Passing from
hand to hand, handing about.
H .9 6R htho [obl. pl. of hth; Ap. Prk. 6;R6(; S.
6T/, gen. pl. of hasta], adv. See s.v. hth.
H 9 6R"hth [Prk. 6 .; ; S. 6 .T: (6 .T+t)], s.m.
An elephant;—(at chess) the castle or rook;—name of
the thirteenth Nakshatraor lunar mansion:—hth-p wor
po , s.m. Elephantiasis (syn. fl-p);—fossil remains of
elephants:—hth- na, s.m. Elephant's house or stable,
elephant-shed:—hth-d t, s.m. Elephant's tusk;—ivory:
—hth-s, adj. (f. -s), Elephant-like, big as an elephant,
huge, bulky:—hth-sun-k pn, s.m. A waterspout:—
hth-k rh, s.f. The galaxy or milky way (syn. k-ga g):
—hth-nl, s.f. A small cannon carried on an elephant:—
hth-wn, (dialec.) hthi-wn, s.m. Elephant- driver;—
name of the thirteenth Nakshatra:—hth-ha gm, s.m.
Remission of rent, &c. for losses arising from
depredations by wild elephants:—nishn-k hth, s.m.
The elephant which leads a procession.
H 9 I) ?hth-p (corr. fr. the English), s.m. The
Jerusalem artichoke, Helianthus tuberosus.

H 9 D 6R"hth- ak, s.m. A kind of grass (it grows
about a foot high, and is given as fodder to cattle);—
(corr. fr. the English), the globe artichoke, Cynara
scolymus.
H 93) 9 6R"6Rhth-hth, or 66R hthe-hth
[hth˚or hthe˚= Prk. 6;=S. 6T`, loc. sing. of hasta], adv.
See s.v. hth.
H 9 6"ht, s.m. (dialec. & colloq.)=hth, q.v.
H C3) 9 6`6hte-ht, adv. (dialec.) = hth-hth, q.v.
H  6&h [S. 6"], s.f. A market, a mart; a movable
market, a fair;—a shop, a stall;—a market-day (syn.
pe h):—h karn, v.n. To go to market, to market;—to
open a shop; to keep a stall:—h kholn, To open a shop.
S  6&hak, adj. Golden;—s.m. Gold:—hak-gha, s.m.
A golden pot or jar:—hakevar(˚ka+˚), s.m. Name of a
form of iva (worshipped on the banks of the Godvar).
H  6&0h [h, q.v.+S. t], s.m. A market-man;—
keeper of a shop or stall (syn. dukn).
H  6_hh, s.f. A corr. form of h, q.v.
P  hj (for A. M¦ hji, act. part. of Tk  (for T ) 'to
satirize'), s.m. A satirist.
P   hd (for A.   hdi, act. part. of >¡ 'to guide,
direct'), s.m. A guide, director, leader;—a spiritual guide;
head of a religious order.
S  6hr (rt. hri), s.m. Taking, seizing, &c.;—a porter,
carrier;—war, battle;—a necklace, a string (of pearls,
&c.); a garland or chaplet (of owers); a wreath;—a ock
(of cattle);—(in Arith.) divisor; denominator (of a
fraction):—hr pahinn, To put on a garland, or chaplet,
or wreath, &c.:—hr ln(kis-ke gale-me ), To throw a
garland (round the neck of anyone);—to give (a maiden)
in marriage:—hr g dhn, To string a garland (of
owers):—gale-k hr hon(-ke), To be or become as a
necklace (to), to hang round the neck (of a person).
H  6hr [perhaps S. 6(;Prk. 6!( (?); or akin to hr, 'a
garland,' &c.], s.m. Cultivated land surrounding a village
(a little further o than the go r); a village-common; a
cultivated tract; a plot or allotment of ground;—a eld;—
pasturage.

H  6hr [v.n. fr. hrn, q.v.; or S. 6t], s.f. Fatigue,
weariness;—defeat, discomture;—forfeiture; loss:—hrjt, s.f. Defeat and victory; losing and winning; loss and
gain;—hazard, play, gambling:—hr-jt karn, To gamble,
to play at hazard; to bet:—hr mnnor mn-len, To
acknowledge oneself beaten, to accept defeat; to submit,
bow (to); to give up a contest or dispute; to give up in
despair:—hr-hr, s.f. The division of a bankrupt's
eects.
S  6hri, s.f. Defeat, discomture; losing a game (in
gambling);—a caravan.
H  6hr [dialec. 6 hri;—hr(n)+Prk. =S. (); ],
conj. part. (of hrn, q.v.), Being beaten or overcome,
&c.:—hr, or hr-kar, adv. Being beaten or overcome;
perforce, under restraint or compulsion, compulsorily,
forcibly; unwillingly, reluctantly;—when all's done, at last
(also hr-jhak-mrke).
H  6hr = H  6 hr [Ap. Prk. f( and f( (with
euphonic hinserted); S. +( or +], su. (f. -), added to
innitives to form, 1˚ part. fut. act., or 2˚ nouns of
agency (the inf. a., in Western Hind, generally takes
the form anor ne= Prk.4 or .4=S. "; in East. H.
anior ni= Prk. .4, &c.), e.g. karan-hr, or karne-hror
hr(E. H. karani-hror hr), 'about to do; one who is
going to do; doer';—hon-hr, or honi-hr, 'what is to be;
possible; future.' In W. H. this su. frequently takes the
form wlor wr(euphonic wtaking the place of h), e.g.
dene-wlor dene-wr(f. -wl, &c.), 'about to give; one
who is about to give; a giver.' The su. hrand hrare
frequently confounded with the secondary su. wl,
q.v.; e.g. laka -hr, 'a woodman.' (It would perhaps be
more correct to regard these su. as being ˚anhr,
˚anehr, ˚anihr, &c., and to consider them as attached to
the rootsof verbs; e.g. mar-anhr, fr. rt. mar; but the
popular notion is that the suxes are hr, &c., and are
joined to innitives; and hence, probably, the confusion
between these suxes and the sux wl.)
H  6hr = H  6 hr [Ap. Prk. f( and f( (with
euphonic hinserted); S. +( or +], su. (f. -), added to
innitives to form, 1˚ part. fut. act., or 2˚ nouns of

agency (the inf. a., in Western Hind, generally takes
the form anor ne= Prk.4 or .4=S. "; in East. H.
anior ni= Prk. .4, &c.), e.g. karan-hr, or karne-hror
hr(E. H. karani-hror hr), 'about to do; one who is
going to do; doer';—hon-hr, or honi-hr, 'what is to be;
possible; future.' In W. H. this su. frequently takes the
form wlor wr(euphonic wtaking the place of h), e.g.
dene-wlor dene-wr(f. -wl, &c.), 'about to give; one
who is about to give; a giver.' The su. hrand hrare
frequently confounded with the secondary su. wl,
q.v.; e.g. laka -hr, 'a woodman.' (It would perhaps be
more correct to regard these su. as being ˚anhr,
˚anehr, ˚anihr, &c., and to consider them as attached to
the rootsof verbs; e.g. mar-anhr, fr. rt. mar; but the
popular notion is that the suxes are hr, &c., and are
joined to innitives; and hence, probably, the confusion
between these suxes and the sux wl.)
H  6hr [S. 6 + t], s.m. A necklace, a string of
pearls, &c. (i.q. hr, q.v.).
H  6hr [prob. S. #ef], s.m. (dialec.) A mud oven
(on which, milk, &c. are boiled).
H  6hr, perf. part. of hrn, q.v.:—hre-ke darje, or
hre-darje, adv. In the position of one beaten; under
compulsion, &c. (=hr-kar, q.v.).
H 8 6 hr [ hr(n) + = Prk.  =S. ()
++], s.f. Losing (at play, &c.); loss.
H M 6hrj
'
or hraj, s.m.=hrya, q.v.
A M hrij (act. part. of M' 'to be copious,' &c.), s.m.
Interrupter, disturber, obstructer, &c.:—hrij hon(-k), To
be an interrupter (of), to be a bar (to); to interrupt,
obstruct, hinder, prevent (syn. mn hon).
S  6hrda,
'
vulg. hrd(fr. hrid),
 adj. Relating to the
heart; being in the heart;—(S. hrdam) s.m. Aection,
love; kindness; will, mind, intention, meaning.
H % 5 6$hr-si gr = H % 5 6V hrsi ghr [for si gr-hr= S. 8r$+6t], s.m. The weeping
Nyctanthes, tree or ower, Nyctanthes arbor tristis(com.
har-si gr):—hr-si gr-k an, s.f. The tube of the corolla
of the Nyctanthes (used for dyeing).

H % 5 6Vhr-si ghr = H % 5 6$ hr-

S   6hra-h r, s.f. A grape.

si gr [for si gr-hr= S. 8r$+6t], s.m. The weeping

S  6"hr, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Taking, carrying away,

Nyctanthes, tree or ower, Nyctanthes arbor tristis(com.
har-si gr):—hr-si gr-k an, s.f. The tube of the corolla
of the Nyctanthes (used for dyeing).
S 0 6hrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Taking, seizing,

removing, carrying o, seizing, plundering; destroying;—
a remover; seizer, &c. (i.q. hrak, q.v.).
S  6"hr, s.f. A pearl.

carrying o;—one who seizes or carries o, a plunderer,
thief; a cheat, rogue; a gambler;—the tree Trophis aspera;
—(in Arith.) a divisor.
H ' G 6hr-kar, = H  G 6? hr-ke,conj. part. (of
hrn) and adv. See s.v. hr.
H  G 6?hr-ke, = H ' G 6 hr-kar,conj. part. (of
hrn) and adv. See s.v. hr.
H  6!hral, s.m.=hriyal, q.v.
H  6hrn [har˚= Prk. 6() or 6(), fr. S. 6
'loss,' &c., rt. ¤], v.n. To be defeated, be worsted, be
overcome, be unsuccessful; to lose (in play, or in battle,
&c.); to fail;—to be fatigued, or tired out; to become
dispirited;—to become old or feeble;—v.t. To lose:—hrjn, v.n. intensive of hrn:—hr-den, v.t. (intens.) To
lose; to squander; to gamble away:—ba an hrn(-ko), To
give one's word, to promise.
H   6~hr [hr(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. A
loser; one who is defeated; an unlucky gamester.
A C  hr t, s.m. Name of an angel (he, together with
another, named Mr t, severely censured mankind
before the throne of God; they were, therefore, both
sent down to earth in human shapes to judge of the
temptations to which man was subject. They could not
withstand them; they were seduced by women, and
committed every species of iniquity, for which they were
suspended by the feet in a well in Babylon, where they
are to remain in great torment till the day of judgment.
—See the Qor n, S ra2; Sale's Transl. p. 20).
A .  hr n (Heb. ), prop. n. Aaron (brother of Moses):—
hr nar-rashd, or hr n-rashd, The fth caliph ( alfa) of
the house of 'Abbs, and twenty-fourth from
Muammad (he reigned from A.D. 786 to 808).
S   6hra-h r, s.m. Spirituous liquor, wine.

S 7 6"hrt (rt. ¤), s.m. A thief, cheat, rogue;—
thieving, cheating; fraud, roguery.
S 7 6"hrt, s.m. The green pigeon (i.q. hriyal, or
hariyal);—name of a Muniand writer of a law-book;—a
proper name.
H (7 6!hriyal [S. 6+!t], adj. Of a green
colour, green;—s.m. The green pigeon, Columba
hurriala(i.q. hariyl, or hariyal, q.v.).
S B7 6hrya,
'
part. adj. To be taken, proper to be taken;
to be taken away;—s.m. The Beleric myrobalan;—(in
Arith.) the dividend.
H  67h [S. 6§(], s.m. A bone;—a skeleton:—h -jo ,
s.m. One who sets bones;—the plant Cissus quadrangularis:
—gale-ke h hon, To worry, to persecute.
H   67h n (dialec.), v.t. To examine the
correctness of (a pair of scales), or to test the accuracy
of (weights and measures):—h -len, v.t. intens. of
h n.
H   67"h  [S. 6§+t (+t)], s.m. One whose
business it is to pick up bones and rags and other
rubbish, a scavenger, sweeper (syn. uh ).
S 4 6hs, s.m. Laughing, laughter; mirth, merrymaking, joy;—derision, ridicule:—hs-ras, s.m.=hsya-ras,
q.v.:—hs-kar, adj. (f. -), Laughing, merry;—causing
laughter, laughable, ridiculous.
S  5 6.Thstina, vulg. hstin(fr. hastin), adj. (f. -),
Relating or belonging to elephants; elephantine, as big
as an elephant, huge;—s.m. The city of Hastinpur:—
hstina-pur, or hstin-pur, s.m.=hastinpur.
S 5 6hsik, s.f. Laughter, mirth, merriment.
H ' 35 66hsahar [S. 6+t], adj. Causing laughter,
laughable, ridiculous.
S 5 6"hs, adj. (f. -in), Laughing, smiling; making

merry.
S B) 5 6Thsya, adj. (f. -), To be laughed at, laughable,
ridiculous;—(S. hsyam), s.m. Laughter, laughing, mirth
(i.q. ha s); jest; amusement:—hsya-ras, s.m. The
sentiment of humour; sense of humour, the comic vein,
facetiousness.
A , him (act. part. of ,y 'to break; to concoct,

destructive, deadly;—s.m. One who has perished; a
deceased person.
P B hlika (for A. f hlikat, fem. of hlik), adj. f.=hlik,
q.v.
H ' % 6!$hlgar (prob. for hl-ga , fr. hl,
'plough'+ga , fr. ga n), s.m. Land that retains moisture.
H , 6.!/hlim, or 6!/ hlam, s.m. Cress, garden

digest,' &c.), adj. Digestive; stomachic;—purgative;—soft,
loose; languid, relaxed;—soft, gentle.
P B- hima (for A. f- himat; see him), s.m. The

cresses; Lepidium sativum;—nasturtium-berry; nosesmart.
H   6!hln [hl˚= Prk. 6!()=S. 6(`), pass.

digestive powers (i.q. quwwat--hima);—digestion.
H  G 6hkn, v.t. (dialec.)=h kn, q.v.

(used actively) of rt. 6!], v.n. To move, shake, tremble,

H  6!hl (fr. hln, q.v.), s.f. Shaking, shake, motion;
jerking, jerk;—tire (of a wheel);—adj. Quick, nimble,
active;—hlor hli(past conj. part. of hln), and hl-de,
adv. Quickly, with all speed, soon:—hl lagn(-me ), To
feel motion (in), to be shaken, or jolted, &c. (e.g. rel-me
hl nah lagt).
H  6.!hli, s.f. Rudder, helm.
S  6!hl, s.m. A plough;—a name of Bala-rm (as
bearing a weapon shaped like a ploughshare);—name of
Slivhan.
H  6!hl [S. 6!+t], s.m. A plough (i.q. hl);—a tax
on a plough;—an instalment of revenue.
S  6!hl, s.f. Spirituous liquor, wine; the spirituous
juice of the palm.
H   6!f5!hl-ol (fr. hl-nand ol-n), s.m.
Shaking, trembling, quaking, agitation;—an earthquake.
S (  6!6!hlhal, s.m. A sort of deadly poison
(produced at the churning of the ocean by the gods and
demons);—poison, venom (generally):—hlhaldhar(lit.'having venom'), s.m. A small, black, venomous
kind of snake.
S +  6!6!"hlhal, s.f. Spirituous liquor, wine.
H   6!7hla [hl,q.v.+a = Prk. f5, or f"=S. +], s.m.
(or f.), Moving, shaking, motion; swinging; trembling,
tremour, agitation.
A  hlik (act. part. of + 'to perish,' &c.), adj.
Perishing, being destroyed or killed;—causing to perish,

vibrate; to be agitated;—(gerund) shaking, trembling;
ague-t, paroxysm (e.g. yah daw mat khn tap-ke hlneme ).
H . 6! hlo , s.m.=hlim, q.v. (cf. jokhimand jokho ).
P B hla [A. f hlat], s.m. Halo (round the moon, &c.):—
hla pa n(-me ), To have a halo round it (the moon;—the
word hlain ects, e.g. gen. hle-k).
S 3 6!6!hlahl, = S (3 6!6! hlahal,s.m.=hlhal,
q.v.
S (3 6!6!hlahal, = S 3 6!6! hlahl,s.m.=hlhal,
q.v.
S  6!"hl, s.f. Wife's younger sister, sister-in-law.
H  6!"hl [Prk. 6.! ; S. 6.!t], s.m. Ploughman;
agricultural labourer.
H   6/hmr, pron. (rustic or dialec.)=hamr, q.v.
P .  hmn, prop. n. Name of Abraham's father; and of
Pharaoh's minister.
P .  hm n [hm˚= Zend hãmaor ham= S. /; ˚ nor un=
wanS. B], s.m. Level ground; a plain;—a desert:—
hm n-naward, s.m. Desert-traveller; one who traverses
(or has traversed) a desert or deserts.
H  6/"hm (said to be corr. fr. A. m, q.v.; but prob.
akin to h , q.v.), s.f. Conrmation, ratication (by a
third person); assurance, guarantee; assent:—hm
bharn(-k), To aord conrmation (of), to conrm; to
pledge oneself (to the fullment of); to give assurance
(of); to promise, to assent.

H . 6[h (i.q. h

, 'I am,' dialec. hau , Panj. h ), adv. &

intj. Yes, aye; indeed, verily; by the by, forsooth:—h -j,
Yes, Sir; oh, assuredly!;—s.f. Servile or obsequious assent
(to everything), obsequiousness:—h -j karn, or h -j
h -j karn, To say 'yes' (to everything), to approve and
assent to with obsequiousness or adulation:—h kahn,
To say 'yes,' to assent, agree, to yield:—h -me h
miln= h -j h -j karn:—h -h , adv. Yes, yes; yes to
be sure, &c.:—h -h karn, or h -h (or h -h ) karn,
To say 'yes, yes';—to hum and haw:—h -h, adv.
(emphatic) Yes, yes indeed, yea verily.
H . 6[h [Prk. R4<; S. TRs, loc. of sthna], adv. To or at
the place or house (of; e.g. mere h , 'to or at my place or
house,' Fr. chez moi).
H . 6[h , adv. contrac. of yah , q.v.
P . hn, adv. & intj. Yes; truly;—make haste! know! have
a care! let it not be! far from it! keep o! make way!
H . 6hn [S. 6(], s.m. Abandoning, abandonment,
relinquishing;—escaping;—prowess, valour.
H . 6hni, or 6 hn [S. 6t], s.f. Relinquishment,
abandonment, neglect, desertion;—loss, want, privation,
absence (of);—decrease, deciency,
diminution; detriment, damage, harm, injury, mischief,
wrong; destruction, slaughter, murder:—hn uhn, To
suer loss, &c.:—hn-p ran, s.m. Compensation for loss,
or harm, &c.; an indemnity:—hn p ran karn(-k), To
indemnify, to reimburse:—hni-janak, or hni-krak, or
hni-kr, or hni-kar, adj. Causing loss or injury, &c.;
injurious, harmful, baneful, noxious, prejudicial,
pernicious, mischievous;—s.m. An injurer; marrer,
marplot:—hnior hn karn(-k), To work the harm (of), to
be harmful (to), to harm, injure, &c.:—hni-kari, past
conj. part. of hni karn, q.v.;—also corr. of hni-kar, q.v.
H  !  6[h pn = H  !  6[v h phn [h p˚= Prk.
6(()=((), or (|()=S. /(), caus. of rt. /], v.n.
To blow, pu, pant, be out of breath.
H  !  6[vh phn = H  !  6[ h pn [h p˚= Prk.
6(()=((), or (|()=S. /(), caus. of rt. /], v.n.
To blow, pu, pant, be out of breath.

H [ 6[fh d = H [ 6[f h  [Prk. #(f5, or #(f ; S.
#eft, or #eft], s.m. A (large) cooking-pot (whether of
earth or metal), a cauldron.
H [ 6[fh  = H [ 6[f h d [Prk. #(f5, or #(f ; S.
#eft, or #eft], s.m. A (large) cooking-pot (whether of
earth or metal), a cauldron.
H [ 6[fh n [h ˚prob. Prk. #(f()=S. #ef(Ì), rt.
#ef;—or=S. 6 ef(`), rt. 6 ef], v.n. To wander, ramble,
stray about; to gad about (syn. bhaakn, bhramn).
H [ 6[f"h  = H 7[ 6[f h iy = H   6[7" h 
= H 7  6[7 h iy [Prk. #(f; S. #ef+ ], s.f. An
earthen pot (for cooking, &c), a small cauldron;-globe (of
a lamp):—h  ubaln, A pot to boil over;—(g.) to swell
out:—h  pakn, The pot to boil;—to talk, to gossip;—a
plot or plan to be concocted or matured:—(kis-ke nmpar) h  pho n, To break an earthen pot (over the
name of anyone; this is done on the departure of an
obnoxious individual):—h  a hn(-par), The pot to be
put (on the re):—h  garm hon, 'The pot to become
warm or to be busy' (esp. by fraudulent means); to pilfer,
to pocket, &c:—h -wl, s.m. A partner, a confederate:
—bol h , or dwn h , s.f. Hodge-podge.
H 7[ 6[fh iy = H [ 6[f" h  = H   6[7" h 
= H 7  6[7 h iy [Prk. #(f; S. #ef+ ], s.f. An
earthen pot (for cooking, &c), a small cauldron;-globe (of
a lamp):—h  ubaln, A pot to boil over;—(g.) to swell
out:—h  pakn, The pot to boil;—to talk, to gossip;—a
plot or plan to be concocted or matured:—(kis-ke nmpar) h  pho n, To break an earthen pot (over the
name of anyone; this is done on the departure of an
obnoxious individual):—h  a hn(-par), The pot to be
put (on the re):—h  garm hon, 'The pot to become
warm or to be busy' (esp. by fraudulent means); to pilfer,
to pocket, &c:—h -wl, s.m. A partner, a confederate:
—bol h , or dwn h , s.f. Hodge-podge.
H   6[7"h  = H [ 6[f" h  = H 7[ 6[f h iy
= H 7  6[7 h iy [Prk. #(f; S. #ef+ ], s.f. An
earthen pot (for cooking, &c), a small cauldron;-globe (of
a lamp):—h  ubaln, A pot to boil over;—(g.) to swell

out:—h  pakn, The pot to boil;—to talk, to gossip;—a
plot or plan to be concocted or matured:—(kis-ke nmpar) h  pho n, To break an earthen pot (over the
name of anyone; this is done on the departure of an
obnoxious individual):—h  a hn(-par), The pot to be
put (on the re):—h  garm hon, 'The pot to become
warm or to be busy' (esp. by fraudulent means); to pilfer,
to pocket, &c:—h -wl, s.m. A partner, a confederate:
—bol h , or dwn h , s.f. Hodge-podge.
H 7  6[7h iy = H [ 6[f" h  = H 7[ 6[f
h iy = H   6[7" h  [Prk. #(f; S. #ef+ ], s.f.
An earthen pot (for cooking, &c), a small cauldron;-globe
(of a lamp):—h  ubaln, A pot to boil over;—(g.) to
swell out:—h  pakn, The pot to boil;—to talk, to gossip;
—a plot or plan to be concocted or matured:—(kis-ke nmpar) h  pho n, To break an earthen pot (over the
name of anyone; this is done on the departure of an
obnoxious individual):—h  a hn(-par), The pot to be
put (on the re):—h  garm hon, 'The pot to become
warm or to be busy' (esp. by fraudulent means); to pilfer,
to pocket, &c:—h -wl, s.m. A partner, a confederate:
—bol h , or dwn h , s.f. Hodge-podge.
H *  6[h s [Prk. 6(5; S. 6( t], s.m. A duck; a goose; a
swan;—the neck or throat;—the collar-bone;—(rustic) a
collar (of gold or silver) worn round the neck (i.q. ha sl,
q.v.).
H  < 6[h sn, v.n. (rustic or dialec.) = < ha sn,
q.v.
H < 6["h s [S. 6, rt. 6], s.f. (rustic or dialec.),
Laughing, laughter, &c. (i.q. ha s, q.v.).
H  6[h k (fr. h kn, q.v.), s.f. Calling aloud (to, -ko),
bawling; call, cry, shout, halloo;—driving, urging onward;
—driving o or away (by shouting or bawling);—renown,
notoriety, being noised abroad, public talk (about);—rule,
government:—h k--h k, s.m., or h k--h k, s.f.
General and vehement (or confused) calling or bawling
(by or to many); general outcry;—driving;—mutual
pushing and driving:—h k-pukr, s.f. Cry, shout, hue and
cry, outcry, uproar, general hubbub:—h k-pukr karn,
To raise a cry or outcry, &c.; to protest:—h k-pukr-ke

kahn(h k& pukr-ke, conj. part.), v.t. To say aloud or
publicly, to shout out (or aloud) and say:—h k mrn, v.n.
To cry out, to shout; to call (to, -ko), to bawl (after).
H   6[h kn [h k˚= Prk. 6=(), or 6=?(), fr. S.
6+>], v.n. & v.t. To cry out, shout, bawl (to, -ko);—to
drive, urge on (a beast, by shouts and cries, &c.); to work
(by driving); to carry on, to conduct;—to drive out or o
or away;—to tell, utter, bring out, pour forth (e.g. jhak
h kn, 'to utter ravings, to rave'; jh -sa  h kn, 'to
utter or pour forth lies'; d n-k h kn, 'to utter boasting,
to boast';—cf. P. rndan; sukhan rndan, &c.);—to drive o
( ies, &c., with a fan), to use (a fan), to fan:—h k-den,
v.t. intens. of and=h kn:—dm h kn(-ke liye), To ask
an exorbitant price (for).
H ;: 6[.L!h khil, s.m. (dialec.) A honey-comb.
H  6["h k, s.f.=h g, q.v.
H ?  6[?,h ke-pukre (conj. part. of h knand
pukrn), adv. Aloud, with a loud clear voice; plainly,
distinctly; openly, publicly.
H % 6[$h g [prob. 6[()+Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
(dialec.) Coercion, force, violeuce; strength (of body):—
h g h n, v.n. Strength to forsake (one) or to fail; to
lose strength; to be or become unnerved:—h g karn(ke sth, or hamre sth), To employ force or coercion
(towards or with):—h ge(obl. of h g), adv. By main
force; right or wrong, per fas et nefas.
S ' % 6[$h gar, s.m. A shark; an alligator.
H % 6[$"h g [or h k; prob. h k(n)+= Prk.
4 =S. ()++], s.f. A sieve;—a vessel for
making vermicelli with.
H .3 6[6[h h , s.m.=hh, q.v.;—adv. redupl. of h ,
q.v.
H  6"hn [hn, q.v.+S. t (+t)], adj.=hni-kar, q.v.
H   6h , s.m. A bugbear, hobgoblin, bugaboo (i.q.
haww).
S   6 hv, vulg. ho(rt. hve), s.m. Calling; call, cry;—
(prob. fr. bhva), any feminine or coquettish act or
gesture, tending to excite amorous sensations; coquetry,
blandishment, the airs and arts of lovers:—hv-bhv, or

ho-bho, s.m. Actions and postures expressive of
sentiment or amorous passion;—blandishments, airs, &c.
(i.q. hv); charm, attraction; gesticulation:—ho-ho, s.f.
Call, cry; cries;—demand, want (e.g. ar -k ho-ho raht
hai).
H   6 hw, s.m.=hv, q.v.;—s.f. corr. of haw, q.v.

A (8r hil (act. part. of  (for  ), 'to terrify,' &c.), adj.
Terrible, dreadful, horrible, frightful;—huge, large.
A C;:8r hilt, s.f. pl. (of hil, or of hilat, fem. of hil),
Dreadful things, terrible occurrences.
S 7 6hyan, s.m. A year;— ame; a ray;—a sort of

P .  hwan [Pehl. hvan; Zend hvan, rt. hu= S. , (cf. S.

rice.
H B7 hya, intj. &c.=hy, q.v.

 )], s.m. A mortar (for pounding in):—hwan-

H H 6  habi, s.m. corr. of havi, q.v.

dasta(corr. himm-dasta, imm-dasta), s.m. Pestle and
mortar.
P B7  hwiya (for A. f7  hwiyat), s.m. The nethermost

H 1 6) f) habb-abb, or 6 f  hab-ab [habb,

hell;—a deep, dark place; a gulf, pit-fall;—s.f. A woman
deprived of her children.
H   66h-h (prob. onomat.; A.   ha-ha), s.m.
Laughing; ha! ha!:—hh-hh, s.f. Idem:—hh-hh karn,
To laugh, giggle; to jeer.
S   66h-h, intj. Ah! oh! alas! (expressive of surprise,
or grief, or pain):—h-h-kr, s.m. 'Making the
exclamation h-h; consternation; a general or great
lamentation, wailing, cries;—sound of grief, distress,
pain, or pity;—the noise or uproar of battle, shouts of
triumph, huzzas, hurras;—noise, tumult:—h-h-kar, adj.
Exclaiming 'alas!' &c.
H   66h-h (prob. akin to S. h-h), s.m. Earnest
request, supplication; cringing; importunity; wheedling,
attery:—hh-jig-jig, An expression of approbation; and
of earnest request:—hh khn, v.n. To beg cringingly, to
beseech, entreat; to atter, wheedle.
H   66hh [S. 66], s.m. A Gandharv.
H  6he [prob. fr. Prk. 6=S. 6;—A. also he], intj.
Ah! alas! oh!—s.f. A sigh:—he daiy, Mon Dieu!—he-re,
intj.=he:—he karn, or he mrn, or he-k nara mrn,
'To utter the exclamation heor 'alas!'; to sigh; to
lament:—he-heor he-h e, intj. Alas, alas!—s.f. Sighs;
sighing:—he-he mrn, To exclaim 'alas, alas!';—to
heave a deep sigh (or deep sighs).
H 7 6hy, intj. &c. (dialec.)=he, q.v.
H (8 6!hil, s.f. (dialec.) A rudder, helm (i.q. hli,
q.v.).

prob. = S. 6@  or 6@# 'making a lowing sound,' + abb,
'the chest,' q.v.], s.m. Bronchitis; pleurisy:—whoopingcough, chincough;—convulsions (in children).
H ' 1 ' 6  habar-dabar [habar, prob. S.  +Prk. f5=S.
t;—dabar, prob. = dau ˚, q.v.], adv.
(rustic or dialec.) In hot haste, hurry-skurry, helterskelter.
H  6 7hab  [prob. S. T)+ = Prk. f =S. +t], adj.
(f. -), Ill-shaped; clumsy, awkward;—repulsive,
forbidding.
A o habt (inf.
n. of o 'to let down, throw down; to

lower (a price),' &c.), s.m. Falling, fall, misfortune;—
decrease, fall, reduction (of price, &c.); attenuation,
emaciation.
H '  6 habak-kar (conj. part. of next), adv.
Voraciously (i.q. hapak-kar).
H   6 habakn, v.t. &c.=hapakn, q.v.
A ( hubal, s.m.(?) Name of an ancient idol in the temple
of Mecca.
A i habannaq, = A  habannak,adj. Foolish, silly;—
weak, languid;—poor, helpless;—s.m. A weak or foolish
person;—a dwarf.
A  habannak, = A i habannaq,adj. Foolish, silly;—
weak, languid;—poor, helpless;—s.m. A weak or foolish
person;—a dwarf.
A §  hub t (inf.
n. of o 'to fall, or descend (from a

height),' &c.), s.m. Falling, descending; fall, descent;
decrease, &c. (i.q. habt, q.v.);—a descent, a declivity.
P B hiba (for A. f hibat, inf. n. of H  'to give,' &c.), s.m.
A gift, present; a bequest; a grant:—hiba-dr, s.m.

Receiver of a gift; a possessor of property by deed of gift:
—hiba karn, v.t. To give, bestow; to bequeath, or devise:
—hiba-nma, s.m. A deed of gift.
H
6) "habb, or 6 .)  hahbiya; old H. forms=hv, q.v.

comp.):—hat-ta , s.m. A blow with the open hand, a slap:
—hat-be , s.f., or hat-kho , s.m. (Dakh.)=hath-ka , q.v.:—
hat- al, adj. (dialec.)=hth- al, q.v.
S  6hata, vulg. hat(rt. han), part. Struck, smitten;

H K 6hap [prob, fr. S. 6 or 6 'to sound'; or akin to

struck down, killed, slain, murdered; destroyed, &c.;—
destitute (of), void (of), &c.—(in Arith.) multiplied;—(S.
hatam), s.m. Multiplication:—hatdar(˚ta+d˚), adj.
Destitute or void of respect.
S  6 hita, vulg. hit(rt. dh), part. adj. Held, laid hold of,

jhap, q.v.], s.m. The act of suddenly snatching with the
mouth and swallowing;—the sound made in swallowing
or bolting down; the sound made by a strong and sudden
compression of the lips:—hap-jhap, or hap-hap, adv.
Gobble-gobble, greedily, quickly, voraciously:—hap-jhap
khn, v.t. To gobble, to bolt, to eat quickly and
voraciously:—hap karnor kar-jn(-ko), To eat up, to
swallow up, to gobble up.
H ! 6Qhapp, s.m. A mouthful, a morsel;—pap, soft
food (for children);—a bribe, a sop:—happ den(-ko), To
feed;—to give a sop or a bribe (to).
H ' ! 6haparn or haprn[˚r, prob. caus. a.;
or=Prk. dim. f=S. +n, as in haphhaphnq.v.], v.t. To
eat with a noise; to munch:—haprke khn, v.t. Idem.
S L! 6,3hapush, s.f. Name of a particular substance
forming an article of trade (commonly called habush, and
said to be of a long form and black colour, and smelling
like raw meat or sh).
H ' G ! 6hapak-kar (conj. part. of hapakn), adv.
With a gulp; greedily, voraciously.
H  ! 6hapakn [hapak˚, prob. = Prk. 6Q=?(), fr. S.
6+>; or akin to jhapak˚, q.v.], v.t. To swallow suddenly
and with a noise, to gobble, to bolt;—v.n. To wonder,
marvel:—hapak-len, v.t. (intens.) To gulp down, to gobble
up.
H ! 6Q0happ [hap, q.v.+S.t or t], adj. & s.m.
Greedy, gluttonous, voracious;—a glutton, a great
gobbler;—(colloq.) opium.
H ! 3! 6v6vhaphhaphn [haphhaph˚, by redupl. of
h ph(n), q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)
+n], v.n. To blow, pant, gasp.
H  6hat (prob. i.q. dhator dhut, q.v.), intj. Begone!
away!—hat tere k, Be o with you! away with you! begone!
H  6hat, s.m. (dialec. or colloq.)=hath, q.v. (used in

taken, seized;—suitable, proper, t, worthy, right;
advantageous, benecial, good, conducive (to), useful,
protable, salutary, wholesome; fovourable, friendly,
kind, aectionate;—s.m. A friend, a benefactor;—wellbeing, welfare, good, benet, prot, service;—favour,
kindness, benevolence, friendship, aection, love;—(S.
hitam), Anything suitable or proper, &c., an advantage:—
hitrth(˚ta+ar˚), s.m. The seeking the good or welfare (of
others), benevolence:—hitrth, adj. & s.m. (f. -in),
Desirous of the welfare or advantage (of others),
benevolent;—a well-wisher; a benevolent man:—hitdyak, adj. & s.m. Granting a favour; doing a kindness,
&c. (i.q. hit-kar, q.v.):—hit-kr(f. -), hit-krak(f. -ik), hitkr(f. -in), or hit-kar(f. -), adj. & s.m. Doing a service
(to), performing a kindness, befriending; kind, friendly,
favourable, benevolent, benecent;—benecial, useful,
protable, salutary; auspicious;—a friend; a benefactor:—
hit-kr, s.f. Friendliness, friendship, love, aection;
benecence:—hit karn, v.n. To show friendship, &c. (to),
to be kind (to), do a service (to), &c.:—hit mnn(-ko), To
regard as a favour or kindness:—hit-mit(see mit),
Friendship and aection:—hit-vn, adj. Favourable,
friendly, kind, doing good, benevolent, benecent;—
useful; salutary:—hitopade(˚ta+up˚), s.n. Friendly counsel
or advice; salutary instruction;—name of a celebrated
and very popular collection of stories and fables:—
hitaish(˚ta+esh˚), adj. & s.m. Well-wishing, seeking
another's welfare, benevolent;—a well-wisher, a friend.
S  zhuta, vulg. hut(rt. hu), part. Oered with re;
poured forth (as ghinto the sacred re), burnt as an
oblation, sacriced;—(S. hutam), s.m. Oering, oblation,
sacrice:—hutan, vulg. hut-san, or hut-bhuk(base huta-

bhuj), s.m. 'Oblation-eater,' an epithet of Agnior re.
S  zhuta, vulg. hut(rt. hve), part. Called, summoned,

(see hatn).
H   6hatn [hat˚= Prk. 6\<() or 6\(), fr. 6\=S. 6,

invited.
S  z huti (rt. hu), s.f. Oering, oblations.

p.p.p. of rt. 6], v.t. To slay, kill, to slaughter (i.q. hann,

S  z huti (rt. hve), Calling; invocation;—calling

q.v.).
H   6!hat-nl, s.f.=hath-nl, q.v.
H   6"hatn, s.f. (dialec. or colloq.)=hathn, q.v.

deantly (to), challenging.
H  z huti, postpn. or adv. (dialec.)=hote, q.v.;

H  6 ,hitu, or 6 0 hit [S. 6 +t], s.m. Friend, well-

and=santor sante, q.v.
H  6hat, or 6\ hatt [Prk. 6\ ; S. 6+t], part. adj.

wisher, benefactor.
H  z5huto, or z(5 hutau [prob. Prk. z(5; S. #0t, rt. #0],

(f. -), Struck, smitten, &c. (i.q. hat, q.v.).
H  6\hatt [Pr. 6;R ; S. 6Tt], s.m. Hand; st;—a

old H. and Braj forms=was' (i.q. H.th).
S U 7>? 6 5b8hitopade, vulg. hitopades, s.m. See s.v.

handle; the wooden handle or lever with which a
millstone is turned;—a sieve with a long handle;—a large
wooden shovel for throwing up water into elds, &c.; a
baker's peel; a scoop; a ladle;—(met.) clutch, grasp,
possession;—a turn (in gaming):—hatt-jo , s.f. A dance
in which the dancers join hands:—hatto -se jn, To
escape from (one's) hands, to run away, to get clean
away:—htte a hn(-ke, or mere), To come under the
power or into the clutches (of):—hatte-se(or hatto -se)
ukha n, 'To be severed from the hand,' to be cut (as the
string of a (paper) kite);—to be broken (as friendship):—
hatte mrn, To seize with the hands;—to seize an
opportunity;—to haul down quickly (as a ag, or a paper
kite, &c.):—be -hattor hattn, adj. (f. -), Left-handed.
S   6hatdar, adj. See s.v. hataor hat.

hitaor hit.
H  6M&"hatau, or 65&" hato, s.f. Skill of hand, &c.

S 9 6 Rhitrth,
'
s.m. See s.v. hitaor hit.
S   z#,h uta-bhuk, vulg. hut-bhuk, s.m. See s.v.
hutaor hut.
A  hatk (inf. n. of  'to tear' (a veil, or curtain), &c.),
s.m. Tearing (a veil or curtain, so as to discover those
who are concealed); violating, violation, ravishing;—
disgracing, disgrace, dishonour, defamation:—disrespect;
aront; levity:—hatk--izzat, or hatk--urmat, or hatk-ir, s.m. Disgrace, dishonour, defamation of character:—
hatk--izzat(or ir, &c.) karn(-k), To disgrace, to
defame.
S  6 "hit-kr, adj. & s.m. See s.v. hit.
H  6hatan (i.q. next), s.m. The act of slaying, &c.

(i.q. hathau, q.v.);—(dialec.) a smith's small hammer
(i.q. hatau or hathau ).
H   6M7hatau , s.m. = H   6M7" hatau ,
s.f.=hathau , and hathau , qq.v.
H   6M7"hatau , s.f. = H   6M7 hatau ,
s.m.=hathau , and hathau , qq.v.
H  6Rhath, (dialec. & old H) 6;R hattha, s.m.=hth,
'hand,' q.v. (used chie y in comp.):—hath-udhr, s.m.
Loan (of a thing) for use (for a short time,—i.q. hathpher; syn. dast-gardn);—hath-udhr den, To lend for use:
—hath-bal, s.f. Power or strength of hand;—force;—
dishonesty, knavery:—hath-bandh, adj. (f. -), Having the
hands bound or tied; handcued, manacled:—hath-be ,
s.f. Handcu, manacle:—hath-ph l, s.m. A kind of
rework:—hath-pher, s.m., or hath-pher, s.f. Passing from
hand to hand; borrowing;—loan (of a thing) for use;—
sleight of hand (in a money-changer), changing a good
for a bad rupee for the purpose of imposition; sharp
practice, trickery;—(dialec.) passing the hand (over),
smoothing; caressing, caress, fondling:—hath-pher den(ko), To lend for use:—hath-pher karn, v.n. To practise
sleight of hand, or any knavish trick; to embezzle;—to
gulp down;—to pass the hand (over, -par) caressingly, to
caress, fondle:—hath-pher len, v.t. To take on loan (for
temporary use), to borrow:—hath-okr, s.f. A handbasket; a hamper:—hath-jhol, s.m. A hand-barrow:—

hath- apu(˚ apu= app , q.v.), s.m. 'As much as can be
held in the hand (or hands) shaped like a boat or spoon';
a snack, share, portion:—hath- ih, s.m. A note-of-hand;
a receipt:—hath- akk, s.f. A small hand-mill, a quern:—
hath- al, adj.=hth- al, q.v.:—hath- huor h , s.m. One
who is free with his hands, or who is given to striking; a
striker, a beater;—a missile:—hath-ras, s.m. Toying,
amorous dalliance;—self-pollution, masturbation;—the
itch:—hath-ka, s.f. A stroke or cut (with a sword) which
is intended to take o or disable the (adversary's) hand:
—hath-ka , s.m. A ring, &c. to lay hold of; a hold, handle,
a holdfast;—a handcu:—hath-ka  rakhn(-me ), 'To put a
ring or handle' (to or on); to lead by the nose, to lead
(one) nolens volens:—hath-ka , s.f. A small handle, &c.;—
handcu, manacle;—a leading-string:—hath-ka i denor
lagn(-me ), To put a ring or handle (on);—to handcu:
—hath-kha, adj. Ready at the hand (of); familiarly
acquired and ever at command;—s.m. An art, or
accomplishment; a handicraft, profession;—a habit,
custom, knack;—readiness; manual dexterity;—
legerdemain:—hath-kho , s.m. Handcu, manacle:—hathkho lagn(-me ), To handcu, manacle:—hath-g , s.f. A
hand-cart; hand-barrow, wheel-barrow:—hath-lapak, s.m.
A light-ngered person, a lcher:—hath-lew, s.m. 'Handtaking'; name of a part of the Hind marriage-ceremony
(the hands of the bride and bridegroom are joined palm
to palm with some our put between them, and tied with
a red thread):—hath-mr , s.m. One who lays hands on
(anything) and carries (it) o; a pilferer:—hath-ws, s.m.
A handle (as of drawers, &c.);—that part of the beam of
scales that remains in the hand.
H  6Rhath, contrac. of hth, 'elephant,' q.v. (used in
comp.):—hath-nl, s.f. A small cannon carried on an
elephant.
H  6;Rhatth, or 6R hath [Prk. 6;R ; S. 6T+t],
s.m. A hand;—a handle, &c. (i.q. hatt, q.v.);—a handful;—
a large bunch (of plantains, &c.):—hathe-bz, s.m. A
pilferer, peculator:—hath-b he, s.f. A set-to at sticus,
a scue, ght:—hath-pe , s.f. A scue, scrimmage:—
hath mrn(with loc.), To pilfer:—hathe-mr, s.m. A
pilferer, lcher:—hath-mor, s.f. Romping, a romp;—a

scue (i.q. hath-pe ):—hath-hath, s.f. A hand-to-hand
ght, a scue;—adv. Hand to hand.
H 8 6R hath (for hatth, fr. hatth= hth, 'hand'),
s.f. A meeting, an assembly.
H '  6R"hathr, (dialec.) 6R," hathur [Prk. 6;R,.!; S.
6T+!+], s.f. A handle (i.q. hath-ka , q.v.); winch (of
a spinning-wheel, &c.).
H ( 6R!hathal [Prk. 6;R!5, or 6;R,!5; S. 6T+!t, or
!t], s.m.=hathlor hathr, q.v.
H +  6R!"hathl, (dialec.) 6R,!" hathul, s.f.=hathr, q.v.
H   6R!hath-nl (hath, contrac. of hth+nl, q.v.),
s.f. A small cannon carried on an elephant.
H   6R"hathn, or 6 R" hathin [Prk. 6 .;R4"; S.
6 .T"], s.f. A female elephant.
H  6R5hatho, s.f.(?) (rustic)=hatthor hath, q.v.
H  6RM&"hathau [Prk. 6;R 

and 6;R ; S.

6T++ \
 +t and ], adj. & s.m. Possessing skill of
hand, dexterous, masterly, skilful, handy;—mechanical;
—a skilled hand, a master-hand;—one who does any
work, a 'hand'; a craftsman, an artizan;—s.f. Skill of
hand, masterliness of execution or performance,
dexterity; art, skill, expertness, or smartness
(generally);—operation;—handicraft; handiwork,
workmanship;—mode of handling or wielding.
H )  6RM&hathauiy, adj. & s.m.=hathau, q.v.
H  6R5hathor, or 6M hathaur, s.m.
(dialec.)=hathau , q.v.
H  6R5"hathor [Prk. 6;.!; S. 6T++!+],
s.f. (dialec.), Palm of the hand (i.q. hathel, q.v.);—also
dim. of hathor, q.v. (cf. hathau ).
H   6RM7hathau , or 6RM7 hatho  [Prk. 6;! ;
S. 6++!+t], s.m. A smith's (large) hammer; a
sledge-hammer; a hammer (generally).
H   6RM7"hathau , or 6RM7 hatho  [Prk. 6;R.!,
&c., see hathor], s.f. A smith's (small) hammer; hammer.
H 7  6RM7hathau iyn [hathau iya˚= hathau , q.v.
+= w = Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n= Prk.

4(=S. "(], v.t. To strike or beat with a hammer, to
hammer.
H  6RMhathaun, or 6R5 hathon, s.m. A sweet
cake (put into the hands of a bride and bridegroom).
H  6;R"hatth, or 6R" hath [Prk. 6 .;R; S. 6T+],
s.f. A small handle;—a hair glove or a brush (for rubbing
down horses with); a rubber;—a stick (for stirring the
juice of sugar-cane).
H )  6 Rhathiy (i.q. hatth, q.v.), s.f. The hand (i.q.
hth);—a small handle;—the thirteenth Nakshatraor lunar
mansion (represented by a hand, and containing ve
stars,—identied by some with part of the constellation
Corvus);—the end (or breaking up) of the rains:—hathiyk rh, s.f. The Milky-way.
H )  6 Rhathiyr or hathyr(prob. hathiy, q.v.+ar=
kar, gen. a. q.v.), s.m. A tool, an implement, instrument;
a weapon; arms; apparatus;—(met.) membrum virile:—
hathiyr b dhn, or hathiyr lagn(-me ), To arm:—
hathiyr-bandor bandh, adj. Armed, accoutred, equipped:—
hathiyr aln(-par), To use an oensive weapon
(against):—hathiyr-ghar, s.m. A place where arms are
kept; an arsenal.
H )  6 Rhathiyn (hathiy, q.v. + = w, &c., as in
hathau iyn, q.v.), v.t. To take hold of, to seize; to lay
hands on; to occupy; to appropriate; to purloin, pilfer,
pocket; to obtain by fraud.
H 8)  6^ hathy, s.f. corr. of haty, q.v.

feet;—to perform wonders; to astonish or surprise:—
hathel den(-ko), or hathel lagn, 'To give (or to apply)
the palm' (to); to help, succour:—hathel-k phapol, s.m.
'A blister on the palm of the hand';—a thing which is
broken as easily as a blister on the palm; a fragile thing:
—hathel khujln, The palm to itch (superstitiously
regarded as a sign that money will come into it).
H  z"hut, or z" huti (fem. of huto, q.v.), old H. and
Braj=she was.'
H  z`hute, or 6` hate (old H. and Braj), pl. of huto, q.v.
S )  6;haty (rt. han), s.f. Killing, slaying, slaughter,
murder; destruction;—a criminal act, a sin;—plague, pest,
nuisance;—a term of reviling for a lean and meagre man
or beast; starveling, miserable or wretched creature;—a
quarrel:—haty palle bandhn, or haty mol-len, To expose
oneself to infamy; to be nailed to a cross:—haty karn,
v.t. To slay, murder;—v.n. To commit a sin.
H )  6 hatiyr, vulg. hatyr, s.m.=hathiyr, q.v.
H )  6;hatyr [S. 6;++t], adj. & s.m. (f. -),
Murderous, blood-thirsty; bloody; inhuman;—sinful;—
murderer, assassin, cut-throat, villain, wretch;—a sinner
(i.q. pp).
H )  6 hatiyn, v.t.=hathiyn, q.v.
H 8)  6; haty [S. 6;+], s.f. Violence, murder,
slaughter (i.q. haty, q.v.).
H ' )  6`"hater (i.q. hathel, q.v.), s.f. (rustic or dialec.),

H ;:)  6R"!hathl [Prk. 6;R!Q5; S. 6T++!+t],

Palm of the hand:—hater-bater, s.f. A prostitute.
S L)  6 h3"hitaish, adj. & s.m. See s.v. hitaor hit.

adj. (f. -), Having a handle;—handy (?).
H ;:)  6!hathel (i.q. hathl, q.v.), s.m. A pilferer,

H + )  6`!"hatel, s.f.=hathel, q.v.

thief, robber.
H + )  6R"!"hathl [Prk. 6;R.!; S. 6T++!+],

H )  z;5hutyo, or z;M hutyau (Braj)=hutoor hutau, q.v.

s.f. Handle (of a plough, &c.).
H + )  6!"hathel [S. 6T+!+], s.f. Palm of the
hand;—an impression made by the palm of the hand;—a
handful:—hathel bajn, or hathel pakhn, To clap the
hands:—hathel-par sarso jamn, 'To cause mustard-seed
to germinate on the palm of the hand'; (met.) to do
anything quickly;—not to let the grass grow under one's

H )  6;Mhatyau, part. (Braj)=hattor hat, q.v.
S B)  6;hatya, s.m.=haty, q.v.
H " 6&ha, s.f.= # hah, q.v.
H " 6&ha (imperat., 2nd pers. sing. of han, q.v.), intj.
Out of the way! out upon you! away with you!
S " 6haa, vulg. ha, s.m. A market, &c. (i.q. h, q.v.).
H # 6ha [S. 6T+t], s.m. (dialec.) A large wooden
ladle or shovel (for throwing up water into elds from

aqueducts, &c.;—i.q. hattor hatth).
H # G# 6ha-ka, or 6&& ha-ka [ha,
prob=Prk. & =S. +t; ka= gah, part. of gahn,
q.v.], adj. (f. -), Stout and active, vigorous, sturdy,
robust.
H # 6&han (caus. of han, q.v.), v.t. To take away,
to remove; to move out of the way, put back, put aside;—
to cause to recede, to drive back or o, to repel; to worst,
foil;—to put o, postpone:—ha-den, v.t. (intens.) To
move aside or out of the way;—to drive back, to repel,
repulse, &c. (see han).
H  # 6&ha [S.6++t], adj. Of or relating to the
market;—marketable;—(dialec.) low, mean, dirty.
H  # 6& haw or haao[ha(n) and ha(n)+w= Prk.
4 =( S. ()(], s.m. Receding; falling back, retiring,
retreating, retreat; inching; shrinking (from), aversion
(from or to);—removal; dismission; repelling, repulse (of
an army).
H  # 6&!ha-tl [S. 6 'shop' + !t 'lock'], s.f.
Shutting up all the shops in a market (on account of
oppression, or as a passive resistance to exaction);—
passive resistance.
H ' # 6&"har [haa, q.v.+r= Prk. f=S. +], s.f. A
child's toy-house.
H # 6&hakn (caus. of haakn, q.v.) v.t. To cause
to retreat, to drive back, to repulse;—to check, stop,
hinder, prevent;—(dialec.) to shout to in deance, to
challenge;—to accost.
H # # 6&6&"hak-hak, s.f. Driving back and
being driven back; struggling;—mutual bawling to or
challenging.
H  # 6&haakn [haak˚, prob.=Prk. 6&=?(), fr. S. ¤
(p.p.p. of rt. ¤)+>], v.n. To be sent or driven back, to be
repulsed; to be checked or stopped; to retreat;—to move;
—to stop;—to be backward; to have a misgiving; to
hesitate, to shrink (from, -se), be averse (to); to boggle.
H  # 6&han [ha˚, prob.=S. ¤, p.p.p. of rt. ¤], v.n. To
move out of the way (of); to move away (from, -se), to
fall back, to retire, recede; to move, stir, or budge

(from);—to be driven back, be repulsed; to retreat;—to
shrink or recoil (from), to be averse (to); to be sated or
cloyed;—to go back (from), withdraw, back out (of);—to
decline, or fall away (from), to backslide;—to be put o,
be postponed;—to die:—ha-jn, v.n. (intens.) To move
away, to go aside; to retreat, &c.:—j ha-jn(-se), The
mind to be averse (from); to be sated, &c.
H  # 6&han (fr. ha, q.v.), v.n. To be pertinacious, or
obstinate, &c. (i.q. hah karn).
H # 6&,hau, or 6&  haw [h, or haa, q.v.+S. t
(with

inserted)], s.m. A shop-keeper;—a person

employed in a market to measure rice, grain, &c.; a
weighman (syn. tol); a market-man.
H 8# 6&  haw[haw, q.v.+= Prk. =S.], s.f. The
oce, or the functions, or the wages, of a haw.
H 9# 6&M"haaut [prob. S. 6T++ . \+], s.f. Body;
frame.
H # 6_hah [or 6& ha; prob. Prk. &"=S. t, rt. ], s.f.
Pertinacity, perseverance; importunity; insisting,
insistence; persistence; stubbornness, obstinacy,
perverseness; doggedness; unpersuadableness;
disobedience, refractoriness;—crossness, peevishness; a
t of the sulks, a pet; displeasure;—teasing or worrying
(by insistence, &c.);—allegation:—hah-bas(or ha-bas),
adj. Under the in uence of obstinacy or a refractory
disposition, &c.:—hah-dharm(or ha-dharam), or hahdharm(or ha-dharm), adj. Pertinacious; obstinate,
perverse;—unjust; ungrateful;—bigoted:—hah-dharm(or
ha-dharm), s.f. Pertinacity;—obstinacy, perverseness;—
injustice;—bigotry;—ingratitude:—hah-dharm karn, To
be obstinate, or refractory;—to do injustice, &c.:—hahsl(or ha-sl), adj. Of an obstinate or stubborn or
refractory disposition:—hah-karn(or ha karn), v.n. To
practise pertinacity, &c.; to be pertinacious, or
importunate, or obstinate, or perverse, &c.; to insist
(on); to persist (in); to resist or disobey obstinately;—to
be cross or peevish:—hah-k ek-par hon, v.n. To be bent
on obstinate resistance; to be determined to act
perversely, or to disobey, &c.
S # 6_hah, s.m. Violence, force; oppression; rapine;

precipitation;—the aquatic plant Pistia stratiotes:—hah-yog,
or jog, s.m. A particular mode of yogaor abstract
contemplation, forcing the mind to abstain from
exterual objects (this may be performed in various ways,
such as standing on one leg, holding up the arms,
inhaling smoke with the head inverted, &c.).
S C# 6_haht (abl. of haha), adv. By force, forcibly,
violently;—with precipitation, suddenly; by surprise;
unawares; forthwith, instantly, immediately;—by
chance, fortuitously.
H  # 3# 6&6&?ha-ha-ke (redupl. conj. part. of han=
hahn, 'to persist,' &c.), adv. With great pertinacity;
most persistently, or obstinately, &c.; again and again,
repeatedly.
H ' # 6hahar [prob. S. 6_+r= Prk. f5=S. t], s.m. Hurry;
impatience.
H ' # 6_haharn (fr. hahar), v.n. To hurry; to be
impatient.
H  # 6_hahn (fr. hah, q.v.), v.n. To be pertinacious,
or importunate, &c. (i.q. hah karn, q.v.s.v. hah).
H # 6_hahu, or 6_  hahw, s.m. corr. of haw,
q.v.
H  # 6_ 6hahwh [hahw= haw, q.v.+h= S. +t],
s.m.=hahw= haw, q.v.
H  # 3# 6_6_?hah-hah-ke (redupl. conj. part. of
hahn, q.v.), adv.=ha-ha-ke, q.v.
H # 6_"hah [hah,q.v.+= Prk.  =S. t (+t)], adj.
& s.m. Pertinacious; importunate; obstinate, &c. (i.q.
hahl, q.v.);—a pertinacious (or an obstinate) person,
&c.; a cross or peevish child, &c.
S # 6_"hah, s.f. The plant Pistia stratiotes.
H ;:) # 6_"!hahl [hah, q.v.+Prk. ! =S.
+!+t], adj. (f. -), Pertinacious; importunate;
persistent; obstinate, stubborn, dogged; perverse;—
cross, peevish, pettish;—teasing, tiresome (syn. idd):—
hahle, s.m. pl. (of hahl), Name of a class of reputed
saints (one of whom is buried at Barech).
H # 6&"ha, or 6" ha, adj.=hah, q.v.
H # 6"ha [S. 6+], s.f. A petty or small market or

fair;—(dialec.) a group or cluster of houses or huts (esp.
of people of one calling or caste, as agriculturists,
shepherds, graziers, &c.);—a sheep-fold, a pen;—a
pound;—a ock, herd, drove.
H ) # 6 &haiy (i.q. ha, q.v.), s.f. A petty market or
fair;—a market (i.q. h).
H # ) # 6&h&haai (fr. haaor h), s.m. (dialec.) Ware,
goods.
H ;:) # 6&"!hal, or 6! hael, adj. (f. -) = hahl, q.v.
H T 6*hajr, adj. corr. of n hazr, q.v.
P 2>T haj-dah (for hazh-dah= hash-dah= hasht+ dah, qq.v.),
adj. Eighteen.
P , >T haj-dahum (hasht+ dahum, qq.v.), adj. Eighteenth.
A ' T hajr, vulg. (but corr.) hijr(inf. n. of ' T 'to separate,'
&c.), s.m. Separation; disjunction;—desertion (of country
or friends);—absence.
A .' T hijrn (inf. n. of ' T 'to be separated (from),' &c.),
s.m. Being separated (from);—separation, &c. (i.q. hajr,
q.v.):—hijrn-zada, part. adj. & s.m. Separated (from),
remote (from); deserted, forsaken;—one who is
separated, &c.
P C' T hijrat (for A. e' T , v.n. fr. ' T ; see hajr), s.f.
Separation (of lovers or friends); departure (from one's
country and friends);—emigration to Mecca, or from a
country of indels to a land of Muslims;—the Hijra (vulg.
'Hegira'), or ight of Muammad from Mecca to Medina
(which happened on the 16th of July, A.D. 622, and, in
the reign of the Caliph Omar, was ordered to be
considered as the commencement of the Muammadan
era):—hajrat, s.f. One year.
P 2' T hijra, s.m.=hijrat, q.v.
A ' T hijr (rel. n. fr. hijrat), adj. Of or relating to the
Hijraor Muammadan era; according to the
Muammadan era.
H  T 6 *7hij , s.m.=  T ) hj , q.v.
A ,T hajm (inf. n. of ,T 'to drive in,' &c.), s.m. Driving or
forcing in;—urging on;—driving o or away; repulsing;—
attacking suddenly; assault, onset;—extirpation;—
demolition.
A T hajw, vulg. hajo(inf. n. of T (for T ) 'to satirize,'

&c.), s.f. Satirizing, &c.;—satire, lampoon, pasquinade;—
blame, disrepute, infamy:—hajo karn(-k), To satirize, &c.:
—hajo-mal, s.f. Seeming praise, but real satire; irony.
H T z*0huj r, or 6*0 haj r, corr. of yq u r, q.v.
H  T 6*57hajo  [fr. hajo, q.v.;— prob.=S. +t], s.m. A
satirist.
A JT huj m, corr. haj m(inf. n. of ,T 'to rusb (upon); to
attack,' &c.; see hajm), s.m. Rushing (upon, or at, -par);
attacking; crowding, swarming (round, or about, -par);—
assault, attack; eort; impetuosity;—crowd, throng,
concourse, mob; a swarm:—huj m karn(-par), To rush
(upon, or at); to crowd, or swarm (round, or about); to
form a crowd or mob;—to attack, assault, charge.
H  T hije, vulg. hijje(fr. A.  T r , inf. n. of T (for T ) 'to
divide into syllables, to spell'), s.m. Spelling:—hije karn,
To syllable, to spell;—(met.) to drive into a corner;—to
probe (a matter):—hije nikln(-ke?), To pull to pieces; to
nd fault (with).
H ' Z ' Z 6 ./ hi ar-mi ar, (dialec.) 6/ ha arma ar [by redupl. of hi ar= hi (n), q.v.+ar= Prk. f5=S. 
+t], s.m. Drawing or hanging back, hesitation,
wavering;—excuse; evasion, shung;—dispute, cavil:—
hi ar-mi ar karn, v.t. To draw back, to inch;—to
hesitate, waver;—to loiter, tarry;—to make excuses; to
practise evasion, to shue;—to cavil.
H  Z  Z 6 7./ 7hi a -mi a , s.m.= ' Z ' Z hi ar-mi ar,
q.v.
H Z 6 hi ak (see hi akn), s.f. A sudden or smart
jerk or twist; a hitch, &c. (see hi k);—a drawing back, or
shrinking (from).
H Z 6 hi k, (dialec.) 6 ha k [hi ak, q.v.+Prk.
 =S. +t], s.m. A jerk; twitch; jog, jolt; shock,
concussion (cf. dha k); a sudden blow or propulsion;—a
sudden stoppage (of any business, or aair, &c.); stop,
obstruction; a hitch.
P Z hi -kr (he +kra, qq.v.), adj. Of no use, useless,
good for nothing, bad.
H Z 6 hi kn (causat. of hi akn, q.v.), v.t. To
seize and take (from) violently; to pluck; to snatch

(from);—to pull or jerk up or away;—to jerk; to jolt.
H Z Z 6 hi ki n [hi ki ˚, by redupl. of
khic˚(=khi ˚= khe , rt. of khe n, q.v.) + = w= Prk. 
or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n. To draw back; to
waver, hesitate; to doubt, be in suspense; to falter; to
hum and haw;—to wriggle; to hitch.
H " Z Z 6 6&hi ki ha = H Z Z 6 " hi ki 
[hi ki (n)+Prk.  +(, or +  = S. ()++; ,( or
+ + ], s.f. Hesitation, hesitancy, doubt; wavering,
vacillation;—wriggling:—hi ki  b dhn, v.n. To take to
wavering, &c.;—to gnash the teeth.
H Z Z 6 "hi ki  = H " Z Z 6 6& hi ki ha
[hi ki (n)+Prk.  +(, or +  = S. ()++; ,( or
+ + ], s.f. Hesitation, hesitancy, doubt; wavering,
vacillation;—wriggling:—hi ki  b dhn, v.n. To take to
wavering, &c.;—to gnash the teeth.
H  Z 6 hi akn [hi ak˚, prob. fr. hi a(=khi a= khe ,
rt. of khe n)+S. >], v.n. To draw back (from, -se), to
shrink (from), to stop, to hesitate, to boggle, to waver; to
turn (from) in loathing or aversion; to decline;—to jerk,
to move by jerks, to hitch, to hobble; to wriggle, twist (cf.
khisakn).
H Z 6 5!hi kol, or 65! ha kol [hi k, q.v.
+Prk. ! =S. !+t], s.m. A jerk, jolt, shake, shock, &c.
(i.q. ha k).
H Z 6 hi kin [hi ak(n) + S. ], adj. Having
hiccough; hiccoughing;—choking (from crying); sobbing
or crying convulsively.
S Z 6 "hi k [hi ak˚, q.v.+= Prk. =S. ;—cf. S.
6 =], s.f. The hiccough; convulsive sobbing or
breathing; choking (in crying):—hi kiy n(-ko), To
have the hiccoughs:—hi kiy bandh-jnor lagn(-ko), To
hiccough;—to sob convulsively:—hi kiy lagn(-ko), To
breathe spasmodically (as in the agony of death); to be
at the point of death, to be dying:—hi kiy (or hi k) len,
To hiccough;—to sob bitterly.
H ) Z 6 hi kiyn [hi kiy˚= hi k+= w= Prk. 
or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n. To hiccough.

H Z -Z 6 ./ hi mi n, v.n. (dialec.)=hi ki n, q.v.

H > > 6 6 hidhid, or 66 hadhad(?) (see next), adj.

H  Z 6 hi n (hi ˚= khe (n), q.v.), v.n.=hi akn, q.v.

(f. -), Soft, limber.
H > > 6 6 hidhidn, or 66 hadhadn(?), v.n.

A > hadd (inf. n. of >¨ 'to break,' &c.), s.m. Breaking,
demolishing, ruining;—adj. Liberal, generous.
P > hud, s.m.=> hud, q.v.
H > zahudd, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of 2>3v hda, q.v.
H >9> za,a"hudd-tudd [hudd, prob.=Prk. z .\ =S.  
+t, rt. Ç], s.m. Calling deantly (to one another),
mutual threatening.
A 7> hady, s.m. pl. (of hadya, q.v.), Gifts, presents.
P 7> hidyat (for A. f7> , inf. n. of > 'to guide, direct'),
s.f. Leading one into the right way (in a literal or
religious sense); guidance, direction;—injunction,
precept;—taking the right path;—righteousness:—
hidyat--tkd karn, v.t. To direct with urgency, to
enjoin strictly:—hidyat karn, v.t. To guide,
direct;—to instruct, enjoin, charge:—hidyat-nma, s.m. A
book of instructions.
H > 6&hadar, or hadr[contrac. of hadarha=
hadar(n) + ha= wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f.
(dialec.) Shaking tremulously, trembling, quaking;—
earthquake.
H > 6hadrn (caus. of hadarn), v.t. To cause to

(dialec.) To become melted, or soft, or accid; to lose
rmness and soundness.
A > hud (inf. n. of > 'to guide, direct'; see hidyat), s.m.
Pointing out the right way; direction or guidance into the
way of salvation;—the right path, the way of salvation.
A > had, s.f. Cattle carried to Mecca to be sacriced;—
giving as an oering;—a captive;—a bride conveyed to
her husband's home;—anything honourable, venerable,
or precious.
H  7> 6~hadyr , s.m. (Dakh.) A kind of ring for the
thumb.
H 7> 6 hadiyn [perhaps fr. Prk. 6=S. 6, rt. 6;
or fr. Prk. 6 .-=S. 6+], v.n. To be agitated (about), to
be alarmed or apprehensive (of, -se), to be timid or shy
(of); to tremble (at), to shrink (from), to hesitate, to
scruple (cf. hadarn).
H  7> 6 6hadiyh, adj. (f. -), Apprehensive, timid;
hesitant, scrupulous; sheepish, shy, coy, bashful.
H " 7> 6 6&hadiyha [hadiy(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Apprehension; timidity; a

shake or tremble (by a shock or blow, &c.); to jolt;—to
shake, to agitate.
H > 6hadarn [hadar˚, prob.=Prk. 6f=S. 6 (p.p.p.

shrinking (from), hesitation; scrupulousness;
sheepishness, shyness, bashfulness.
P B7> hadya, vulg. hadiya(for A. f7> hadyat, v.n. fr. > 'to

rt. 6)+], v.n. (dialec.) To shake tremulously (as from a

direct,' &c.), s.m. An oering; a gift, present (esp. to a
superior); the present made to a schoolmaster by the
parents of a child when he has nished the reading of
the Qor n;—the price of a Qor n:— hadya karn(-k), To
make an oering, or a present:—to sell a Qor n.
H [ 6§ha [prob. S. 9t 'having eight legs'], s.m. A

shock or concussion), to tremble, shiver, quake; to
vibrate;—to be jolted.
A `> hadaf (v.n. fr. `> 'to enter,' &c.), s.m. A mark, butt
(for archers, &c.):—hadaf mrn, To strike the mark; to
hit the nail on the head.
H > z!hudal, s.m. (Dakh.) A quagmire, slough (syn.
daldal).
A J> hadm (inf. n. of J> 'to ruin,' &c.), s.m. Ruin,
destruction, demolition, laying waste;—hadim(v.n. fr. J> ),
s.m. Destroyer, &c.
A > > hudhud, s.m. The hoopoe;—the lapwing, pewit.

wasp.
H [ 6§ha [S. 6§+;—6§ is prob. a Prk. form of S.
(Ved.) TR=S. .TRt], s.m. Bone;—an osselet, or ossicle;
a spavin:—hae-gue to n(-ke), To break the bones
(of);—to beat severely:—hae-mothre nikaln(-ke), To
break out in spavins and œdematous swellings;—(met.) to
take to evil courses:—gu g-k ha, s.m. The kneepan.

H [ z§hu [prob. S. ¤+t; or fr. S. .c], s.m.
(rustic or dialec.), Unripe grain; uncooked grain (having
a hard kernel inside).
H  G[ zfhuakn, v.n.= G hu akn, q.v.
S H [ 6 f@ hiimb, s.m. Name of a gigantic Rkshas
(slain by Bhm):—hiimb-bhid, or hiimb-jit , or hiimbnis dan, s.m. Epithets of Bhm (as the destroyeror the
conquerorof Hiimb):—hiimb-vadhor badh, s.m. 'The
killing of Hiimb,' title of an episode of the Mah-bhrat.
S  [ 6 f@ hiimb, s.f. Name of the sister of Hiimb
(she changed herself into a beautiful woman and
married Bhm, by whom she had a son named
Gha~otka);—name of the wife of Hanumat:— hiimbpati, or hiimb-rama, s.m. The lord, or the husband, of
Hiimb; names of Bhm.
H [ 6§"ha [S. 6§+; see ha], s.f. Bone;—a
spavin;—the hard part in the centre of a carrot or other
similar root:—ha boln, v.n. A bone to crack:—ha n, s.m. (in Surg.) A fracture:—ha-s, adj. (f. -s),
Bone-like, osseous:—ha-s ho-jn, v.n. To become like
bone, to ossify:—haiy to n(-k), To break the bones
(of);—to beat severely:—haiy nikaln(-k), The bones
to stick out; to be reduced to a skeleton.
H 7[ 6 §haiy (i.q. ha, q.v.), s.f. An osselet,
ossicle; a spavin.
H 7[ 6 §haiyn, or 6 f haiyn [haiy˚=
ha+= w= Prk.  =U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n.
To ossify.
H " 7[ 6 §6&haiyha [haiy(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 +(=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Ossication.
H ;:7[ 6§"!hal, or 6f"! hal [S. 6§+!+t; see
ha], adj. (f. -), Full of bones; bony.
A  h, demonstrat. pron. This:—li-h, conj. For this
reason, therefore.
A  haar (inf. n. of  'to be nonsensical or frivolous'),
s.m. Loquacity, garrulity, frivolous talk, nonsense;
raving, delirium.
A .7 haayn, vulg. hayn(inf. n. of  'to rave,' &c.),
s.m. Raving, delirium;—frivolous talk; vain, useless

words, nonsense.
P ' har [Prs har; old P. haruva; Zend haurva; S.  '], pron.
adj. Every; each; any;—all:—har n, adv. Every moment,
at all times, constantly, always;—whenever;—har n ki,
adv. Every time that, whenever;—conj. Whereas, seeing
that:—har-ek, adj. Every (or each) one, everybody; every,
each:—har-inaor na, adv. By every law or rule; in
every way; by all means; at all events; undoubtedly;
necessarily:—har-bb, s.m. Every chapter; every
circumstance; all sciences:—har-bb, s.m. Master of
every art; a jack of all trades;—a factotum:—har-br, adv.
Every time, at all times, always;—as often as, whenever:
—har-j, adj. & s.m.f. Of, belonging to, or existing in,
every place;—unsettled; inconstant (in love or
friendship);—a gad-about;—a vagabond, stroller,
vagrant;—an inconstant lover or friend; a irt;—a streetwalker:—har jins, s.f. Every sort or species; all sorts and
kinds;—grain of sorts:—har- i, pron. Whatever,
whatsoever:—har- and, or har- and-ki, conj. Although,
even if, notwithstanding;—how-much-soever;
howsoever; as often as:—har- i bd--bd, Whatever must
be must be; whatever be the consequence, follow what
will, come what may:—har ahr taraf,
 adv. On all four
sides:—har-l, or har l-me , adv. In every case or
instance; in every respect; howsoever:—har dafa, adv.
Every time; at every turn:—har-dil-azz, adj. Dear to all
hearts, beloved by everyone; amiable; popular:—hardam= har-n, q.v.:—har-dam- ayl, adj. 'Having a fresh
fancy every moment,' whimsical, capricious;—s.f.
Capriciousness, ckleness:—har-do, or har-du, adj. Both:—
har-dege- am a, s.m. 'One who has a spoon in every pot,'
one who hangs on others for a maintenance, a sponger,
sponge;—one who will have a nger in every pie, a
meddling fellow, a busybody:—har-roz, or har-din, adv.
Every day, daily:—har-roz-k, adj. (f. -k), Daily:—har-sl, or
har-baras, adv. Every year, annually:—har-simt, or har-s ,
or har-taraf,
adv. In
 adv. In every direction:—har-tara,

every way, in every respect; howsoever, anyhow:—hartara-k,
adj. Every kind of:—har-fan-maul, s.m. A master

of every art; a jack of all trades:—har-kra, s.m. (lit.'of all
work'), A servant of all work; an out-door servant
employed to go on errands, and carry letters, &c.; a

running footman, courier, messenger, peon, post-peon;
—a spy; an emissary:—har-kr, adj. Attending to all sorts
of business:—har-kudm, or har-kas, or har-ko, pron.
Everyone, everybody:—har-kudm, pron. Whosoever;
whichever:—har-kis tara,
adv. In any possible way, as

best possible, anyhow:—har-kah , adv. Everywhere;
wherever:—har-ky , adv. By every means, in every way,
anyhow:—har-gh, adv. Wherever; everywhere;—
whenever;—always, constantly;—hr-gh-ki, adv. Every
time that; whensoever;—conj. Whereas, seeing that (i.q.
har-n-ki):—har-gun, adj. 'Possessing every good quality,'
&c.; very skilful, or clever:—har-gha , adv.=har-n, q.v.:—
har-gha -k, adj. Of every moment, constant, perpetual,
&c.:—har-nau, or
har-nahij, adv.=har-l, or har-tara,
qq.v.:—har-waqt, or

har-laza, adv.=har-dam, or har-n, qq.v.:—har-haft, s.m.
Seven things used by women in adorning their person
(viz. privet, woad, rouge, ceruse, antimony, gold-leaf,
and civet, or, according to some, a patch on the face);—
ornament; dress;—a narcissus;—adj. Adorned, decked:
dressed:—har-hamesh, adv. Always; for ever and ever; in
perpetuity:—har-yak, pron. Everyone; each, every.
H ' 6har (i.q. hal, q.v.), s.m. A plough:—har-p j, s.f.
Worship of the plough (a ceremony performed on the
day on which ploughing closes, when the plough is
washed and decorated with garlands;—to use or to lend
the plough after this day is considered unlucky):—harsajj, s.m. Mutual assistance in ploughing;—a sharer in a
plough:—har-sot, or har-soty, s.f. The rst furrow
ploughed; the rst ploughing of the season (it is
generally preceded by the taking of omens, and other
superstitious ceremonies);—aording assistance in
ploughing;—the bringing home the plough:—har-ghas,
s.f. 'Land over which the plough has been drawn,' the
cultivated lands of a village. (For other compounds see
hal.)
H ' 6har [Prk. 65; S. 6t, rt. ¤], adj. Bringing,
conveying, carrying; taking, seizing; captivating; taking
away, removing; depriving (of);—dividing;—s.m. Seizer;—
a name of Mahdev or iva; and of Agni;—a rogue;—a
wag;—an ass;—(in Arith.) a divisor; the denominator (of

a fraction);—division:—har-giri, s.m. 'Har's mountain,' an
epithet of mount Kails(the paradise of iva):— har-gaur,
s.f. One of the forms of Mahdev and Prvati conjoined:
—har-lok, s.m. The present world (as distinguished from
the world to come);—Har's world or place of abode, an
epithet of Mount Kails:—har-lok par-lok, s.m. This world
and the world to come:—har-har, or har-har-mahdev, s.m.
An invocation or ejaculation indicative of ardour or
eagerness (uttered by troops on making the onset, or by
a company on attacking a feast, &c.); the war-cry of the
Hinds.
H ' 6 hari, or 6 har [Prk. 6  or 6"; S. 6 t], adj.
Green; greenish yellow; yellow;—reddish brown, bay,
tawny;—s.m. Green (the colour); a yellow or golden
colour; reddish brown or tawny colour;—a name of
Vish u; and of Krish (regarded as identical with
Vish u); of iva; of Brahm; of Indra, and of Yam;-the
sun; the moon; a ray of light;—re;—wind, air;—water;—
a bay horse, a horse;—a lion;—a parrot;—the Ko il or
Indian cuckoo;—a peacock;—a goose;—an ape;—a frog;—a
snake;—one of the nine Varshasor divisions into which
the known continent is divided:—hari-avatr, s.m. Any
one of the incarnations of Hari or Vish u:—hari-bol, s.m.
(lit.'Cry O Hari,' i.e. call on, or invoke the aid of, Hari),
The cry or exhortation uttered by those who are in the
act of taking or bearing a human being to his death (cf.
the English, 'Make your peace with God'; this barbarous
practice is to be witnessed in Bengal, when a dying man
is taken to the Hugl, and water is constantly thrown
into his mouth to hasten his death with the cry of Hari
bol, the poor wretch meanwhile continuing to cry 'I shall
not die'):—hari-bhajan, or har-bhajan, s.m., or hari-bhakti,
s.f. The worship of Vish u:—hari-bhakt, s.m. A
worshipper of Vish u;—a pious man:— hari-pur, s.m. 'The
abode of Vish u,' an epithet of the paradise of the
Hinds:—hari-priy, s.f. (lit.'beloved by Vish u'), Lakshm;
—the earth;—sacred basil (tuls);—the twelfth day of a
lunar fortnight:—hari-pai , s.f. Any landing-place
dedicated to Vish u:—hari-jas, s.m.=hari-ya, q.v.:—harijan, s.m.=hari-bhakt, q.v.:—hari-j, (dialec.) hari-j , A
respectful form of address for Mahdev:—har jaise-ko
tais, prov. The deity gives to each according to his

deeds:—hari- arit, or hari- aritr, s.m. The conduct or
exploits of Krish (as the incarnation of Vish u); or of
any avatr:—hari- ar , s.f. Conversation about (or
investigation of or concerning) Vish u; religious
conversation:—hari- ara, or har- ara, s.m. The blessed
feet of Hari or Vish u:—hari- andan, s.m. A sort of yellow
(and very fragrant) sandal-wood;—one of the ve trees
of paradise (the other four being called Prijt, Mandr,
Santn, and Kalp);—saron;—moonlight;—the lament (or
the farina) of a lotus;—the person of a beloved one:—
hari-ds, s.m. A worshipper or devotee of Vish u;—a
proper name:—hari-dvr, or har-dwr, s.m. 'Vish u's
gate'; name of a celebrated town and sacred bathingplace (this is the place where the Ganges nally leaves
the mountainous districts for the plains of Hindstn;
pilgrims by thousands ock to this trthat particular
seasons to bathe in the sacred stream, the complete
purgation from sin being supposed to depend on seizing
the auspicious moment laid down by astrologers;—it is
called 'Hari's gate,' as leading to Vaikunhor Vish u's
paradise):—hari-daur, or har-daur, s.m. An oblong mound
raised in a village and studded with ags for the purpose
of averting epidemic diseases (esp. cholera morbus):—
hari-dev, s.m. The asterism rava;—a proper name:—
hari-kath, s.f. The story of the incarnation of Vish u;—
discourse about Hari:—har-ka, s.m.(?) Cutting (rice, &c.)
while (it is) green and unripe:—hari-krtti, s.f.=hari-ya,
q.v.:—hari-gu, s.m. The qualities of Vish u, the divine
attributes or excellences:—har-ga g karn, To take the
name of Har or Hari while bathing:—hari-ll, s.f. The
sports or exploits of Krish , or of Vish u in any other
incarnation:—hari-mandir, or hari-mandal, s.m. A temple
of Vish u:—hari-nth, s.m. An epithet of Vish u or
Krish ;—a proper name:— har-nm, s.m. The name of
Hari; an epithet of the Divine Being:—hari-vrtt, s.f.
Discourse about Hari; religious conversation:—hari-vsar,
s.m. 'Vish u's day,' the eleventh or twelfth day of the
moon's increase or wane:—har-vi, s.f. The voice of Hari
or Vish u; an oracle:—hari-har-kath, s.f. The repeating
of the names of Hari and Har;—discourse about Vish u
and iva; the stories of the exploits of Vish u and iva
in their various incarnations:—hari-yn, s.m. 'Vish u's

vehicle,' The bird Garu:—har h, vulg. hari-i h, s.f.
The will of the Supreme Being:—hari-ya, vulg. hari-jas,
s.m. The reputation or renown of Hari or Vish u; the
fame of the exploits of any incarnation of Vish u:—
haryava(˚ri+a˚), s.m. A name of Indra, and of iva; a
proper name (lit.'having bay horses called Hari').
H ' 6har, or 6 ' harra, s.f. (dialec.)=harr, or ha qq.v.
H ' 6Iharu, adj. (dialec.)=  ' haru, q.v.
H ' 6Iharu, conj. (Dakh.)=aru, q.v.
H ' 6 hir, s.m. corr. of ' ) hr, q.v.
A ' hirr, vulg. hir, s.m. A tom-cat.
H ' zhur [prob. fr. S. #,; or Tvj], s.f. Rapid or sudden
motion or ight (of a bird, &c.);—the sound made (by a
bird) in ying; whir:—hur ho-jn, v.n. To y away;—to
disappear, to vanish.
H ' zhur, s.m.=hurr, q.v.:—hur-da g, s.m. = hu -da g,
q.v.
H ' 6har [Prk. 6 

or 6  ; S. 6 +t], adj. (f. -

), Green, verdant; fresh;—gladsome;—blooming,
ourishing;—green (as a wound);—half-raw; unbaked;—
s.m. Green colour;—green food (for cattle):—har-bg,
s.m. A green garden;—a blooming garden;—(met.)
delusive hopes;—adj. (in Bot.) Herbaceous:—har-bg 
dikhln, v.t. To show one a blooming garden;—to raise
delusive hopes in; to delude:—har-bhar, adj. (f. harbhar), Luxuriant; fruitful;—overgrown;—prosperous,
happy:—har-bhar, s.f. An overgrown female:—hare-bhare
raho, May you prosper and be happy:—har-s, adj. (f. -s),
Greenish:—har honor ho-jn, v.n. To be or become
green;—to bloom;—to be promising (e.g.  be rupae hare
ho-gae);—to be refreshed, be exhilarated;—to become
delighted, or pleased, or glad;—to become raw (as a
wound); to break out afresh:—har-fal, s.f. Green crops,
garden-produce (as cucumbers, potatoes, carrots, and
the like):—hare-me  khe honor ph ln, 'To have
(large) eyes (or the eyes to expand) in prosperity'; to
become extravagant or prodigal.
H ' 6har, perf. part. of harn, 'to seize,' &c.
H ' 6yharr, s.m. (dialec.)=hall, q.v.

H ' 6yharr [Prk. 6f ; S. 6"t; Pers. also harr],
s.m. The (yellow) myrobalan (a kind of astringent nut),
Terminalia chebula, or T.citrina(also written har, harl,
ha , and ha ai);—(g.from its resemblance to the form of
the myrobalan) the bowl (of a ladle); tuft or bunch (at
the end of a ag-sta); knob (of a cane, &c.); the
protuberance of the larynx (com. 'Adam's apple'), &c.
H ' zyhurr (prob. akin to h land h ln, qq.v.), s.m. A
rush; running away in terror; dispersion (of an army, or
an assembly, &c.), row; general jail-delivery:—hurr
karn, v.n. To make a rush, to rush, &c.
H ?' 6har-pan [har, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; [(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Greenness, verdure; freshnese, &c.
(see harand har).
H ' 9' 6hartar [perhaps S. 6!++TR!t], s.m. A place
where ploughs (har) are working for a day.
H 9' 6"hart, adj. Relating or belonging to a plough
(har).
A M' harrj (intens. n. fr. M' 'to speak a great deal
confusedly;—to run much or well,' &c.), adj. Fast-running
(horse, &c.);—s.m. An auction;—an outcry, a roup:—harrj
karn(-k), To sell by auction.
S ' Ô6hrd, s.m. Noise, sound.
S  ' Ô6"hrdin, s.f. Indra's thunderbolt; lightning;

&c.
P .5' hirsn = P 5' hirs (part. of hirs-dan, fr. hirs,
q.v.), adj. Fearing, dreading; frightened, alarmed;
fearful, timorous, timid;—disappointed;—confounded;—
overcome by grief:—hirsn, adj. Frightening, alarming,
&c.
H 5' 60hars (prob. corr. of hirs, q.v.), s.m. (dialec.)
Grief, sorrow, aiction.
H ' 6harn, or 6  hirn [har˚or hir˚= harw˚or
hirw˚= Prk. 6 ()=S. 6 (rt. ¤)+caus. aug. ()],
v.t. To defeat, overcome, overthrow, conquer; to win; to
beat (at any game, &c.), to foil, worst; to hunt down;—to
outwit; to weary, tire out;—(hirn) to lose, to mislay:—
hirn, or hir-jn, v.n. To be lost; to be mislaid; to be
missing:—har-den, v.t. intens. of harn.
H * ' 6[har s, s.f.(?) (dialec.) Female nature,
feminality.
H  ' 6 haro [har(n) + o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Defeat, overthrow, &c. (see har).
P  ' harwal, or hirwal, s.m. Advance-guard (of an
army), vanguard, van;—a herald; a running footman.
H  ' 6 harwn or haron, or 6   hirwn or
hiron, v.t.=harn, q.v.:—hirwn, v.n.=hirn, q.v.
H  ' 6 "harwn (i.q. harn, q.v.), s.f.=next, q.v.

—the gum olibanum tree;—a river.
S  ' Ô6"hrd, adj. Sounding, making a sound or noise.

H 8' 6 har [har(n) + = Prk.  =S. ()

H ' 6 hirr [prob. Prk. 6 f5; S. 6 +t], adj.

harassing, worrying; tiring out, wearying; teasing,
boring, bothering:—har-jit karn, or haraun-jitaun
karn, v.t. To harass, worry, annoy, tease, &c.
H 8' 6 har [har, q.v.+Prk. =S. a. +], s.f.

(dialec.) Green, raw; fresh;—rare.
P 4' hirs (fr. the Zend hra, 'to fear'; S. ¤3), s.m. (f.?),
Fear, terror, dread;—confusion, amazement;—
disappointment;—grief, sorrow.
S 4' Ô6hrsa, vulg. hrs(rt. hras), s.m. Sound, noise;—
shortening; lessening; decrease, diminution, abatement;
decline; desertion, falling away (from), forsaking;—
paucity, scarcity.
P 5' hirs = P .5' hirsn (part. of hirs-dan, fr. hirs,
q.v.), adj. Fearing, dreading; frightened, alarmed;
fearful, timorous, timid;—disappointed;—confounded;—
overcome by grief:—hirsn, adj. Frightening, alarming,

++], s.f. Defeat, overthrow; foiling, worsting;

Greenness, verdure;—vegetation;—freshness;—
gladsomeness, &c. (see har).
H 8' 6 har [prob. S. 6!++], s.f. Furrow made
by a plough; ploughing (i.q. hal):—the portion of land in
a eld which is included within one circuit of a plough.
H 7' 6hary (f. har), perf. part. of harn, q.v.:—
har-mar, adj. Perforce, willy-nilly.
H ' 1' 6 harbar, s.m. (dialec.)= harbhar, q.v.

H $ 1' 6 ($harba g = H J1' 6 5/ harbom = H $1'

6 $ harbho g,s.m.=$1' harbo g, q.v.

6 $ harbo g [prob. fr. har, 'take, seize' + bhog, 'use,

H $1' 6 $harbho g, = H @1' 6#5$ harbhog,= H J1'

enjoy'], s.m. Disorder, anarchy, confusion; uproar, noise;
—name of a certain very foolish Rja, proverbial for his
stupidity and misrule, who is said to have ourished at
one time at Jhns (called also Harbong-pur) near
Allahabad:—harbo g-k rj, s.m. 'Harbong's government,'
civil disorder, maladministration, anarchy:—harbo g
ma n, To create disorder or confusion; to make an
uproar, or din, &c.
H J1' 6 5/harbom = H $ 1' 6 ($ harba g = H $1'

6#0/ harbh m,s.m.=$1' harbo g, q.v.

6 $ harbo g [prob. fr. har, 'take, seize' + bhog, 'use,
enjoy'], s.m. Disorder, anarchy, confusion; uproar, noise;
—name of a certain very foolish Rja, proverbial for his
stupidity and misrule, who is said to have ourished at
one time at Jhns (called also Harbong-pur) near
Allahabad:—harbo g-k rj, s.m. 'Harbong's government,'
civil disorder, maladministration, anarchy:—harbo g
ma n, To create disorder or confusion; to make an
uproar, or din, &c.
H $1' 6 $harbo g = H $ 1' 6 ($ harba g = H J1'
6 5/ harbom [prob. fr. har, 'take, seize' + bhog, 'use,

H  7?' 6v 7"harphrew  = H  ' ?' 6vM"
harpharaur [Prk. 6 +v!.!; S. 6 +v!++!+],
s.f. A kind of acid fruit, Averrhoa acida;—the 'chillimillie,'
or Otaheite gooseberry, Cicca disticha, or Phyllanthus
cheramela, or P.longifolius.
H  ' ?' 6vM"harpharaur = H  7?' 6v 7"
harphrew  [Prk. 6 +v!.!; S. 6 +v!++!+],
s.f. A kind of acid fruit, Averrhoa acida;—the 'chillimillie,'
or Otaheite gooseberry, Cicca disticha, or Phyllanthus
cheramela, or P.longifolius.
S C' 6 harit, adj. (f. -, or hari), Of a green colour,
green; grassy, verdant; fresh:—haritman(˚ta+a), s.m.
'Green-coloured stone,' an emerald; a turquoise;—blue
vitriol, sulphate of copper.
H 9' 6hart [prob. S. 6++t], part. adj. (f. -),
Taken away; carried o; kidnapped; spoiled; ravished;
captivated, charmed.
S 9' 6yhart (rt. hri), s.m. (f. -tr), One who takes or

enjoy'], s.m. Disorder, anarchy, confusion; uproar, noise;
—name of a certain very foolish Rja, proverbial for his
stupidity and misrule, who is said to have ourished at
one time at Jhns (called also Harbong-pur) near
Allahabad:—harbo g-k rj, s.m. 'Harbong's government,'
civil disorder, maladministration, anarchy:—harbo g
ma n, To create disorder or confusion; to make an
uproar, or din, &c.
H ' 1' 6#harbhar, s.m. = H ' 1' 6#" harbhar, s.f.

receives, a taker, taker away, seizer; spoiler, plunderer,
depredator, robber, stealer, thief.
S -]9' 6 /haritman, s.m. See s.v. harit.

[prob. har(=S. 6 )+bhar, qq.v.], The chick-pea, 'gram,'

pigeon (syn. hariyal);—(S. haritlakam) yellow orpiment;—
painting the person, theatrical decoration.
S 9' 6 .!haritlik, s.f. D rva(or d b) grass;—the

Cicer arietinum(syn. an).
H ' 1' 6#"harbhar, s.f. = H ' 1' 6# harbhar, s.m.
[prob. har(=S. 6 )+bhar, qq.v.], The chick-pea, 'gram,'
Cicer arietinum(syn. an).
H @1' 6#5$harbhog, = H J1' 6#0/ harbh m,= H $1'

H 9' 6!hartl, s.f. (dialec.)= # ha-tl, q.v.
H 9' 6 !haritl, or 6! hartl [S. 6 !(], s.f.
Orpiment, sulphuret of arsenic, yellow arsenic, ratsbane:
—hartl warq, s.f. Gold-coloured orpiment.
H 9' 6 !haritlak [S. 6 !t], s.m. The green

fourth day of the light half of the month Bhdra;—the
particular religious observance on that day.
S 9' 6 !"haritl, s.f. D rvagrass, bent grass;—a

6 $ harbho g,s.m.=$1' harbo g, q.v.

streak or line in the sky;—a sort of creeper.
H ' 6&hara (per met.for raha, q.v.), s.m. The Persian

H J1' 6#0/ harbh m, = H @1' 6#5$ harbhog,= H $1'

wheel, &c.

H ) ' 6_harahiy = H ) ' 6& haraiy [hara+ Prk.
 =S. t], s.m. The driver of the bullocks at a Persian
wheel (i.q. rahaiy).
H ) ' 6&haraiy = H ) ' 6_ harahiy [hara+ Prk.
 =S. t], s.m. The driver of the bullocks at a Persian
wheel (i.q. rahaiy).
A M' harj, vulg. haraj(inf. n. of M' 'to be copious;—to be
tumultuous,' &c.), s.m. Confusion, tumult; sedition;—
trouble, loss, detriment, harm, injury; inconvenience; a
nuisance;—interruption; impediment, obstacle; delay:—
harj karn, or harj ln(-me ), To place an obstacle (in the
way of), to obstruct, impede; to interrupt, disturb;—to
delay, retard:—harj karn(-k), To cause loss or damage
(to), to damage, harm, injure:—harj-marj, s.m. Tumult,
confusion, anarchy, chaos; commotion, agitation,
trouble, stir, bustle, hurly-burly;—interruption; delay, &c.
(i.q. harj):—harj-marj uhn, To raise a commotion, to
create a hubbub, &c.
H  ' 6*57har-jo , s.m.=  ha -jo , q.v.
P B' harja (rel. n. fr. harj), s.m. Damages, compensation;
demurrage:—harja tash  karn(-k), To assess damages
(for):—harja--t, s.m. Personal damages.
P > D' har- and, adv. & conj. See s.v. har.
H ' 6harad or hard, or 6 ' hard [Prk. 6!a; S. 6 W],
s.f. Turmeric, Curcuma longa.
S ' Ô6hrada, vulg. hrad, harad, s.m. A large or deep piece
of water, a lake, pool;—a ray of light.
S ' ¤hrid,
 and H. 6 ' hird, or 6  hirad, = H  ' ¤
hrid,
 or 6  hird, or 6 hard [S. ¤(], s.m. The
heart, &c. (i.q. hriday;
and hiy, qq.v.):—hird kahor hon,

v.n. The heart to be hard; to be hard-hearted:—hirde
karn, v.t. To learn by heart (syn. kanh k.):—hird khuln(k), The mind (or feelings, &c.) to become known;—to be
revealed (as the mysteries of religion, &c.).
H  ' ¤hrid,
 or 6  hird, or 6 hard [S. ¤(], = S
' ¤ hrid,
 and H. 6 ' hird, or 6  hirad,s.m. The heart,
&c. (i.q. hriday;
and hiy, qq.v.):—hird kahor hon, v.n.

The heart to be hard; to be hard-hearted:—hirde karn,
v.t. To learn by heart (syn. kanh k.):—hird khuln(-k),

The mind (or feelings, &c.) to become known;—to be
revealed (as the mysteries of religion, &c.).
H  ' 6hard [prob. harad, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t], s.m.
Mildew, smut (in corn); a disease of the cerealia, in
which the plant withers and assumes a yellow tinge;—
weeds (in a eld).
S C  ' ¤ hr
' id-vart,
s.m. = hirdwal(the pop. form),

q.v.
H   ' 6  !hirdwal, or 6 ! hardwal [S. ¤
+ t],
' s.m. A feather or curling lock of hair on the
neck, or the chest, or immediately behind the fore legs,
of a horse (it is regarded as a defect, and reckoned
unlucky for the rider).
S  ' 6 Wharidr, s.f. Turmeric, Curcuma longa(see hald).
H 4 ' 6C harduws, s.m. Name of a class of Rjpts.
H  ' 6"hard, s.f.=hald, q.v.
S  ' ¤hriday,
and H. ¤h hridai,
' or 6  hirday, or

 6 
6 b hirde, (corr.) 6" hard, s.m. The seat or faculty of
thought and feeling; the heart; soul; mind; life;—the
interior (of the body), breast, bosom;—knowledge;—
aection:—hriday-niket,
s.m. An epithet of Km-dev, the

god of love:—hriday-vn,
adj. (f. -vat), Having a heart,

tender-hearted, kind, humane:—hriday-vedhak,
adj.

Heart-piercing; painful:—hridaye(˚ya+˚),
s.m. 'Lord of

the heart,' a husband:—hridaye,
s.f. 'Heart-mistress,' a

wife:— apal-hriday,
adj. (f. -), Fickle-minded.

S 7 ' ¤!,hridaylu,
adj. Good-hearted, tender
hearted, aectionate, kind, friendly.
S 7 ' ¤hridayik,
adj. (f. -, or -) = hridaylu,
q.v.


H B7 ' ¤"hridya
[S. ¤+ t; or corr. of S. ¤1t], adj. Of or

belonging to the heart; proceeding from, or produced in,
the heart; hearty, cordial.
H 37 ' 6b6hardeh, s.m. Name of a tribe of Hinds.
S 7 ' ¤"hriday,
adj. (f. -in) = hridaylu,
q.v.


H ' 6for 6fy har = H  ' 67 or 67y har  [Prk.
6f ; S. 6"t], s.m. A kind of astringent nut, (yellow)
myrobalan (i.q. harr, q.v.).
H  ' 67or 67y har  = H ' 6f or 6fy har [Prk.

6f ; S. 6"t], s.m. A kind of astringent nut, (yellow)

H V' 6 8hari, 1˚ s.f. corr. of haris, q.v.;—2˚ s.m. corr. of

myrobalan (i.q. harr, q.v.).
P =l' harzag (abst. s. fr. next), s.f. Absurdity; nonsense,

haris(=harsh), q.v.:—3˚ (contrac. of hari- andra), s.m.
Name of a king of the solar dynasty in the Tretage;—a
proper name.
S V' 6 3harsh,
'
and H. 63 harash, or harakh(rt. ¤3), s.m.

frivolous talk, twaddle, babble, prate.
P 2l' harza (in P. also harz; prob. fr. Ar. harj, 'speaking a
great deal confusedly and incoherently'), adj. Vain,
futile, idle, frivolous, absurd, nonsensical;—s.m.
Nonsense, twaddle;—tri es, bagatelles:—harza- nag, s.f.
Frivolous or nonsensical talk, babble, prate:—harza- na,
s.m. A babbler, prater, chatterer:—harza- n, adj. &
s.m. Reading or repeating (or a reader or repeater of)
nonsense, &c.:—harza-dau, adj. & s.m. Running about (or
one who runs about) in vain or without any reason:—
harza-dau, s.f. A running about without reason, &c.:—
harza-kr, s.m. A tri er:—harza-kosh, s.m. One who labours
over nonsense or tri es, &c.:—harza-gard, s.m. A gadabout, a gossip:—harza-gard, s.f. Going about on tri ing
subjects, gadding about, gossiping:—harza-go, adj. & s.m.
Talking nonsense, twaddling, prating;—an idle talker,
foolish prater:—harza-go, s.f. Idle talk, foolish prating,
twaddle, babble, chatter:—harza-gosh, adj. Listening to
nonsense or idle talk.
H 4' 6haras, or 6 ' hars, or 6  haris [Prk. 6 5; S.
6 3t,
' rt. ¤3], s.m. Rapture, delight, joy, &c. (i.q. harsh,
q.v.).
H 4' 6 haris, 6 haras, 6 ' hars, or 6  hiras [S.
6!"3], s.f. The beam of a plough;—a ploughshare.
H 4' 6 hars,
'
or 6  hiras, adj. & s.m. corr. of hrasva,
q.v.
H 5' zor zy hurs or hrs[prob. akin to S. V3] , s.m.
A stone on which sandal-wood is ground.
H T 5' 6A*har-sajj, s.m. See s.v. har, 'plough.'
H  5' 6harasn, or 6  harisn [haris˚= Prk.
6 ()=S. 6 3(' ), rt. ¤3], v.n. (dialec.)=harshn, q.v.
H % 5' 6$har-si gr, s.m.=hr-si gr, q.v.

Thrill, rapture, delight, glee, joy, pleasure, gladness,
elation, exultation;—expanding, blowing, blooming;—adj.
(f. -), Joyful, delighted, elated, glad, happy:—harsh-krak,
adj. & s.m. Causing delight, gratifying, delighting,
gladdening, exhilarating; delightsome;—rejoicer,
gladdener, delighter, &c.:—harsh karn, v.n. To be
delighted, to rejoice, &c.:—harsh-mn, harsh-mant, harshvn, harsh-vat, or harsh-vant, adj. Joyful, delighted, elated,
happy:—harshoday(˚sha+ud˚), s.m. Rise of joy or bliss,
occurrence of pleasure, dawn of happiness.
H V' 6 3harshi, or 6 3' harsh, conj. part. of harshn, q.v.
H .]' 63yharshn, adj. (dialec.)=harshit, q.v.
H ]' 63yor 63 harshn (caus. of harshn), v.t. To
render pleased or delighted; to delight, to rejoice;—
(dialec.), v.n. To rejoice, &c. (i.q. harshn, or harsh karn).
S ]' 6 3harshit, and H. (dialec.) 63 harshat, part. (f.
-), Gladdened, pleased, delighted, exhilarated, rejoiced,
happy; gladsome, cheerful, elate:—harshit-gt, s.f. The
body when thrilled with delight, or so overjoyed that the
hair stands on end.
S "]' ¤9hrisha,
vulg. hrish(rt.
¤3), part. (f. -), Having


the hair of the body bristling (with rapture), thrilled
(with delight); enraptured, delighted, rejoiced, pleased,
glad, cheerful, happy;—laughing, smiling;—astonished,
surprised;—disappointed:—hrisha-push,
adj. Merry (or

frisky) and fat, happy and well-fed; well-conditioned.
S > Z ]' 6 ¹BWhari andra (hari+ andra, with euphon. ),
s.m. Name of a king of the solar dynasty in the Tretage;
—a proper name.
H  ]' 6 3harshn
'
[harsh˚= S. 6 3(' ), rt. ¤3], v.n. To be

S 25' Ô6T hrasva, adj. Short, small, little; short in

delighted, or glad, or pleased; to rejoice, exult; to be
happy;—to blow, to bloom (as a ower).
S ) ]' ¤3"hrishka,
s.m. Any organ of sense (syn. indr):


stature, dwarsh;—low (as a door, &c.); narrow;—
humble;—s.m. A dwarf;—(in Gram.) a short vowel.

—hrishke(˚ka+˚),
s.m. 'Lord of the organs of sense,' i.e.

Vish u, or Krish a.

H C5' 65har-sot, s.f. See s.v. har, 'plough.'

S 0' 6harak, s.m. Taker, conveyer, seizer;—an epithet
of iva;—a thief; rogue, cheat;—(in Arith.) division;
divisor:—a re ecting or judicious person.
H G' 6hark, s.m. (dialec.)=G ha k, q.v.
H G' 6or 6y harkr, s.m.=next, q.v.
P 2G' har-kra, s.m. See s.v. har, 'every.'
H G' 6harkn (caus. of harakn), v.t.=G ha kn,
q.v.
H G' 6 hirkn, v.t. (dialec.) To join;—to move.
H "G' 6&harka (har= haror hari, 'green'+ka, fr. kn),
s.m.(?) Cutting (rice, &c.) while it is green and unripe.
H  G' 6harakn, v.n. (dialec.)= G ha akn, q.v.
H  G' 6 hirakn (prob. i.q. harakn), v.n. (dialec.) To
meet (with);—to turn away (from), to feel aversion (for),
to loathe;—to scamper.
H  G' zI"hurukn, s.f. (dialec.) =  G hu akn, q.v.
H G' 6Lharakh, s.m.=harsh, q.v.
H G' 6.Lharkhit, part.=harshit, q.v.
H  G' 6Lharakhn, v.n.=harasn= harshn, qq.v.
H G' 6 "hirk (prob. fr. hirakn, q.v.), s.f. Shift,
contrivance, scheme, device.
H ) G' 6harkiy, adj. (dialec.)=) G ha kiy, q.v.
P n =' hargiz (prop. hargaz), adv. At any time, ever;—
always:—hargiz nah , or hargiz—na, adv. Never;—on no
account.
H [ =' 6$,efhargu, s.m. Name of a species of
vegetable.
?  =' 6$,"har-gun, or 6$,4" har-gu, adj. See s.v. har,
'every.'
P B=' har-gah, adv.=2=' har-gh, q.v.s.v. har, 'every.'
H ") <=' 6V"&har-ghas, s.f. See s.v. har, 'plough.'
H ;:) =' 6$"!har-gl, s.m. (dialec.)=;:) = ha -gl, q.v.s.v.
ha .
H ' 6!or 6!y harl, s.m. (dialec.)=haror harr, q.v.
H ' 6 !haril, 1˚ adj.=harl, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.=hariyl, q.v.;
—3˚ s.m.=hariyal, q.v.
H ' z!hurl, adj. (dialec.) Running away in terror (cf.

hur; hurr).
A J' harim (v.n. fr. J' 'to be old,' &c.), adj. & s.m. Old;
decrepit;—a decripit old dotard;—soul, mind; intellect,
understanding.
P n ' hurmuz [hur˚= Prs hôr= Pehl. hôr, or ôhar= Zend
ahura= S. asura+muz, prob.=Prs mezda= Pehl. mazd= Zend
mazdo], s.m. Ormuz, a city and island in the Persian
gulf;—name of a king of Persia who reigned A.D. 272.
P n ' hirmiz, or hiramz, s.f. A kind of red earth (used in
painting doors, &c.;—pop. forms of the word are hirmij,
hirmi , hiramj, &c.).
H # L ' 6/,9harmush [prob. har= ha , 'bone'+mush= S.
/,.9+t], adj. & s.m. Stout, robust, active;—swaggering;
pompous;—a stout or robust fellow;—a swaggerer;—a
thick-headed fellow;—a wicked man.
H # L ' 6/,9"harmush, s.f. Stoutness, sturdiness,
robustness, strength;—thickheadedness.
H ' 6 X/ harmi (fr. the Greek), adj. Of or relating to the
planet Mercury;—of the god Mercurius.
S .' 64hara, and H. 6 haran (rt. ¤; cf. harn), s.m.
Taking, accepting; laying hold (of), seizing, seizure;
taking away, removing; carrying o; rape;—stealing;
theft; plunder;—subtraction; abstraction;—withholding;
annulling; disregarding;—(in Arith.) dividing; division;—
the hand; arm;—semen virile;—gold;—boiling water:—
haran-b , s.f. House of detention or correction;
penitentiary:—hara-dukh, adj. Taking away pain or
trouble, dissipating trouble or grief:—hara karn, v.t. To
take, seize; to carry o; to plunder; to destroy;—to divide.
S .' 6 4hari, adj. Greenish or yellowish white;—s.m. A
deer, &c. (see next);—a goose;—an epithet of iva, and of
Vish u.
H .' 6 4hari, 6  harin, 64 hara, 6 haran, 6 4
hira, or 6  hiran [Prk. 6 45; S. 6 4t], s.m. (f. -), A
deer; an antelope; a hart, a buck; a stag:—hariksh(˚na
+ak˚), s.f. A gazelle-eyed damsel:—hiran-khur, s.f. A kind
of creeping herb which grows in the rainy season,
Convolvulus sphœrocephalus(the leaf of which resembles
an antelope's hoof):—hari-lo an, or hari-nayan,
s.f.=hariksh, q.v.:—hira ho-jn, 'To become as a deer';

to ee, to take to ight.
S .' 6 4hira, s.m. Gold;—semen virile;—a cowrie:—
hiraksh, or hiraksh-daitya, s.m. prop. hirayksh,
q.v.s.v. hiraya:—hira-may, adj. Made of gold, golden.
H ' 6harn [Prk. 64(; S. 64"(, rt. ¤], v.t. To take,
seize; to take away, to remove; to take by force, to carry
o; to kidnap; to steal, plunder, spoil, destroy;—to
captivate, charm, bewitch.
H ' 6 harin, 6 harn, 64 har, or 6  hirn
[Prk. 6 4 ; S. 6 4+t], s.m. A deer, &c. (i.q. harior
hiran, q.v.):—harn-harn, s.f. The constellation Gemini.
H ' 64har, 6 harn, or 6  harin, s.m. Pommel
(of a saddle).
H ' zhurn (cf. h ln), v.t. To beat down (as paviors).
S  -' 6 B/ .4harin-mai (harin, euphonic. for harit), s.m.
'Green gem,' an emerald.
H ' 64M&harau, 6M& harnau, or 6 M&

brothers were slain by Vish u):—hiraya-garbh, s.m. A
name of Brahm (so called as born from a golden egg
supposed to have been formed out of the seed deposited
in the waters when they were produced as the rst
creation of the Self-existent):—hiraya-vh, vulg. hirayabhu, s.m. (lit.'bearing gold'), An epithet of the river Son;
—an epithet of iva.
H  ' 6Iharu, conj. (dialec.)=  aru, q.v.
H  ' 6Iharu [Prk. 6!,; S. !V,t ], adj. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H  ' 6Iharu, or 6I harua, or 6I [ haruw [Prk. 6!,(
or !z(; S. !V,+], adj. (f. -), Light, &c. (i.q. halk, q.v.).
H  ' 6 harw [prob. S. 6 +t], s.m. (dialec.) A kind
of green bird; a paroquet (i.q. harew);—a green pigeon
(?) (syn. hariyal).
S ' 5 ' 6  hari-vsar, s.m. See s.v. harior har.
P B ' harwna, s.m. A hospital;—pain, torture; the rack.
H   ' 6 6harwh [S. 6!+ 6+t], s.m. A ploughman;

hirnau, s.m. A fawn.
H 3' 66or 6B6 haran-hr (haran= harn+hror

—an agricultural bondsman.
H  ' 6 6"harwh [the preceding, with S.  for t],

hr, q.v.), s.m. (f. -in, -n, or -i), One who carries o, or
plunders, &c.; a lcher, a thief, plunderer, &c.
H ' 6 4"hari, 64" har, 6" harn, or 6 " hirn [S.

s.f. (dialec.)=haraur, and harwal, qq.v.
H 8 ' 6I  haruw, or 6I haru [haru, q.v.+=

6 4"], s.f. A doe, hind;—(hari) one of the four kinds of
women (= itri); an excellent woman, a beautiful
woman;—yellow jasmine.
S ) ' 6 ehirayak, s.m. Name of a demon;—a proper
name.
S B) ' 6 ehiraya, s.m. Gold (crude bullion or wrought);
silver; any precious metal (unwrought); wealth,
property; substance; imperishable matter; semen virile; a
cowrie:—hirayksh(˚ya+ak˚), s.m. Golden-eyed,' name of a
celebrated Daityaor demon, twin-brother of Hiranyakaipu (he was killed by Vish u in his third avatrin the
form of a boar):—hiraya-ret, s.m. 'Having golden seed';
an epithet of Agui or re; of the sun; and of iva:—
hiraya-kaipu, and hiraya-kayap, s.m. Clothed in gold';
name of a king of the Daityas, celebrated for his
blasphemous impiety (he was the brother of
Hira yksh, and son of Kayap and Diti; both the

Prk. =S. a. +], s.f. (dialec.) Lightness, &c. (i.q.
halk, q.v.).
H 9 ' 6Mharaut [prob. Prk. 6! \(; S. 6!++ \'
+], s.m. The beginning of the ploughing-season; the
rst ploughing of the season.
H 9 ' 6M"haraut [prob. Prk. 6! .\; S. 6!++ \'
+], s.f.=haraut, q.v. (syn. hart; halet; halwt;
halsot).
H  ' 6M&"harau, s.f. A cane; stick; sta.
H  ' 6M"haraur, or 65" haror [prob. Prk. 6!.!;
S. 6!+!+], s.f. The occupation of ploughing;—a place
where ploughing is going on;—money lent by a cultivator
to a ploughman (bearing no interest as long as he
serves):—haraur-par jo, Go and put your hand to the
plough.
H  ' 6 !harwal, or haraul(?) [Prk. 6!!5; S. 6!+!t],
s.m. Advances made to a ploughman without interest

(i.q. haraur).
H  ' 6M!haraul, s.m. (dialec.)=harwal, q.v.
H  ' 6M"haraun, s.f.=harwnor haron, q.v.
H   ' 6I Mharuwau (Braj), adj.=haru= halk, qq.v.
H 7 ' 6 hharwaiy [hr(n), q.v. + waiy= Prk.
  =S. ()++t], s.m. One who is defeated or
beaten; a loser.
P 2' hirra (for A. e' hirrat, fem. of hirr, q.v.), s.f. A cat.
H  ' 66harh [prob. S. 6!++t], s.m. Ploughbullocks;—unbroken or vicious cattle;—stray oxen (i.q.
hary).
H 8 ' 66 harh [prob. hr(n)+h= = Prk.
 =S. ()++], s.f. Unsettledness,

S ' 6hare (voc. sing. of hari, q.v.), O Hari, or O Vish u.
H 7' 6 hariy, or 6 hary, s.m. Plough-bullocks, &c.
(i.q. harh, q.v.).
H 7' 6 hariy, or 6 hary [Prk. 6 .! ; S. 6.!t],
s.m. A ploughman.
H 7' 6 hariy, or 6 or 6y hary [Prk. 6 

or

6  ; S. 6 +t], adj. Green, verdant; fresh;—s.m.
The green pigeon (syn. har; hariyl, or hariyal).
H 7' 6 hariy, or 6 hary [har= S. 6  or 6
'Vish u, or iva'+ iy= S. t], s.m. A worshipper, a
devotee.
H 7' 6 !hariyl, or 6! haryl [Prk. 6 !5; S.
6 !t], s.m. The green pigeon, Columba hurriala, &c.

unsatisedness, discontentedness.
H %# ' 66&$Mharha-gau, adj. Unsettled; discontented.

(i.q. hariyal);—adj. Green, &c. (i.q. hariyl, q.v.).
H 7' 6 !hariyl, or 6! haryl [Prk. 6 ! ;

H ' ' 66har-har, intj. See s.v. har, ' iva.'

S. 6 !t], adj. (f. -), Green, verdant; grassy;

H ' ' zzhurhur, = H ' ' zz hurhur,s.m. The

irriguous;—blooming; ourishing;—s.m. The green bird
called the 'bee-eater,' or ' y-catcher,' Merops viridis.
H 7' 6 !"hariyl, 6!" haryl [Prk. 6 .!; S.

medicinal plant Polanisia(or Cleome) icosandra;—the plant
Gynandropsis(or Cleome) pentaphylla(syn. hur-huriy; hulhul).
H ' ' zzhurhur, = H ' ' zz hurhur,s.m. The
medicinal plant Polanisia(or Cleome) icosandra;—the plant
Gynandropsis(or Cleome) pentaphylla(syn. hur-huriy; hulhul).
H ' ' zzhurhurn [hurhur˚= S. V,V,' += w= Prk.
 or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n. To growl (as a
tiger, &c.), &c.; to purr (as a cat); to purl (as a brook);—to
shiver (as in ague).
H 7' ' zzhurhuriy, s.f. (dialec.)=hurhuror hurhur,
q.v.
P a ' har-haft, s.m. & adj. See s.v. har, 'every.'
H ' 6"har, s.m. corr. of harior har, 'Vish u,' q.v.
H ' 6"har, 1˚ adj. f. of har, 'green,' q.v.;—2˚ part. f. of
har, 'taken away,' &c.
H ' 6"har [S. 6!+], s.f. Contribution of assistance
by cultivators in ploughing the elds of zamndrs;
voluntary or compulsory ploughing of elds.

6 !+], s.f. Greenness, verdure; freshness; grass;
vegetation.
S .7' 6 hari-yn, s.m. See s.v. harior har.
H .7' 6Ï[harraiy , s.f. (dialec.) A kind of bracelet.
H 7' 6 hariyn [hariy, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. aug.) + n], v.n. To become verdant, to
wax green, &c. (i.q. har-hon, q.v.).
H 7' 6 hariyn (hariy˚, prob. for har, fem. part. of
harn+nas in the preceding), v.t. (dialec.) To stop, to
prevent.
H 7' 6 [ hariy w, = H  7' 6  hariy ,s.m. A
division of crops in which the zamndrreceives seven,
and the cultivator nine, parts.
H  7' 6 hariy , = H 7' 6 [ hariy w,s.m. A
division of crops in which the zamndrreceives seven,
and the cultivator nine, parts.
H  7' 6  !hariywal [prob. Prk. 6 !" (with
inserted); S. 6 !"], s.f. Greenness, verdure; freshness

+t], part. (dialec.)=har, perf. part. of harn, q.v.

(i.q. hariyl);—a place abounding in vegetation.
H 87' 6  hariy, or 6 hary [hariy, q.v.+= Prk.

H 7' 6" harw, or 6  harew [Prk. 6 

=S. ], s.f. Greenness, &c. (i.q. hariyl, and

6 

hariywal).
H  7' 6"hart, s.m. The rst ploughing of the season

paroquet.
H  67ha [S. 6§(; see h ], s.m. A bone:—ha -bair, s.m.

(i.q. hal-et, q.v.).
H  7' 6"hartak, s.m. = S  7' 6"" hartak,

Deep-seated rancour:—ha -ph an, or ha -phoan, or ha pho an, or ha - an, s.m. Breaking pain in the bones
(from fatigue, &c.):—ha ph n(-k), 'The bones to
break';—to make progress or advancement, to advance:
—ha -ml, s.f. The science of osteology:—ha -kha gkhr,
adj. & s.m. Scraggy;—a scraggy person, a bag of bones; a
miserable object or creature:—ha -w , or har-wr, s.m. A
place where bones are laid; a place of dry bones; a burial
ground; a family vault; charnel-house.
H  67ha [Prk. 6 f; S. 6 ft], s.m. The stocks, bilboes.

s.f.Yellow myrobalan, Terminalia chebula(of which there
are seven varieties).
S  7' 6""hartak, s.f. = H  7' 6" hartak,
s.m.Yellow myrobalan, Terminalia chebula(of which there
are seven varieties).
S Z 7' 6"K+har h, s.f. See s.v. harior har.
H ' 7' 6 hariyar, s.m. The closing of the ploughing or
sowing season.
H ' 7' 6 hariyar, 6  hariar, adj. (dialec.) Green, &c.
(=har, hariyl, harl, &c.).
H ' 7' 6"harr, or 6 harer, adj. (dialec.) Green, &c.
(i.q. harl, q.v.);—s.m. Greenness, verdure;—a vegetable.
H ' 7' 6"harer, s.f. The colour green; greenness.
P B<7' harsa (for A. f<7' harsat, fem. of hars, 'bruised,'
v.n. fr. 4' 'to bruise'), s.m. A kind of thick pottage made

(with

or

inserted); S. 6 ++t], s.m. A kind of

H  67ha [Prk. 6f ; S. 6""], s.f. A myrobalan (i.q.
harr, or ha );—a tassel, or other ornament, resembling
the myrobalan.
H  z7hu , adj. (dialec.) contrac. of  h , q.v.
H  67ha , s.m. A sky-rocket.
H  677ha , or 67 ha  (see harr, and ha ), s.m. A
myrobalan.
H ' 1 67 ha bar, s.m. (dialec.) 1˚ corr. of ha -wr,

of bruised wheat boiled to a consistency, to which are
added meat, butter, cinnamon, and aromatic herbs.
S L7' 6 :haryava,
'
s.m. See s.v. hari, 'Vish u.'

q.v.s.v. ha , 'bone';—2˚ corr. of har-wal, q.v.
H   6767"ha -ha , s.f.=ha ha , or hu hu , q.v.

H (7' 6 !hariyal (i.q. hariyl, q.v.), s.m. The green

H   z7z7"hu -hu , s.f. contrac. of h -h , q.v.

pigeon, Columba hurriala;—the Indian 'bee-eater,' or ' ycatcher,' Merops viridis(syn. hariyl).
H ;:7' 6"!harl [har+ Prk. ! =S. !+t], adj. (f. -),
Green, verdant; fresh, &c. (see har);—s.m. A coward, a
runaway.
H ;:7' 6!harel, s.m. A loser (i.q. harwaiy, q.v.).
H 7' 6"harn, 1˚ s.m. corr. of hari, q.v.;—2˚ adj.=har,
q.v.
S  7' 64,hareu, s.m. Pease; pulse;—s.f. A sort of drug or
perfume (com. called reuk);—a respectable woman.
H 7' 6hare [Ap. Prk. 6 ; Prk. 6  ; S. 6+

H ' G 1 67 7ha ba kar = H  G 1 67 7? ha b ke
(past conj. part. of next, q.v.), adv. In a urry, urriedly,
confusedly; in agitation or consternation; in hot haste,
hurriedly, &c.
H  G 1 67 7?ha b ke = H ' G 1 67 7 ha ba kar
(past conj. part. of next, q.v.), adv. In a urry, urriedly,
confusedly; in agitation or consternation; in hot haste,
hurriedly, &c.
H  1 67 7ha ba n [ha ba ˚, perhaps fr. S. ! (rt.
!) by redupl. or alliteration (cf. hln);—or akin to
khalbal˚, or ghabr(n), qq.v.;—˚n= = w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n. To be urried, to be

confused, to be agitated; to be in consternation;—to be in
a hurry; to hurry; to be precipitate;—to start up from a
troubled dream or sleep; to be dgety, or restless;—to
rumble (as the bowels);—v.t. To urry, to confuse, to
perplex.
H  1 67 7"ha ba  [ha ba , as in ha ba n, q.v.+= Prk.

uproar; a quarrel, row;—a dance:—hu -da g, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Noisy, turbulent, quarrelsome, riotous;—a
turbulent fellow;—a gad-about.
H %  z7($"hu -dang, s.f. A turbulent woman:—a gad-

=S. ], s.f. Tumult, confusion, uproar, commotion,

H 0 67ha ak (fr. ha akn), s.f. Hankering (after),

disorder, pother, hubbub, hurly-burly, riot, mutiny;
alarm, urry; hurry, haste, precipitation, hastiness,
rashness:—ha ba  uhn, To raise a commotion, create a
disturbance or hubbub, &c.:—ha ba  parnor ha ba 
lagn(-ko), To be urried, to be in a state of alarm or
agitation; to run or escape helter-skelter:—ha ba  karn,
To make haste, to hurry.
H 7 1 67 7ha ba iy [ha ba ˚, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (

craving; fretting, &c. (i.q. ha k);—hydrophobia:—ha ak
uhn, v.n. To have an attack (or a t) of hydrophobia;—
ha ak lagn(-k), To have (or feel) a longing (for), to crave.
H 0 zfhu uk [S. zf=t], s.m. A gallinule;—a drunken

+t)], adj. & s.m. Easily urried or agitated; hurried;
hasty, precipitate; irritable; dgety;—one who is easily
urried, &c.; one who is always in a hurry.
H A 67ha ap [prob. i.q. hap, q.v.; but cf. Prk. 6fQ
'chest, cupboard,' &c.], s.m. Swallowing (food) without
masticating (it); bolting, gobbling:—ha ap karn, v.t. To
bolt, to gobble, to gulp down;—to embezzle.
H ? 67Qha app, s.m. 1˚=ha ap, q.v.;—2˚ a term of
abuse applied by men to women.
H 9 67!ha tl, s.f. 1˚=ha-l, q.v.;—2˚=hartl, q.v.
H  67*57ha -jo = H   67*57 ha -jo  [prob. ha =
h , 'bone,'+jo (n), q.v.+= i= Prk.   =S. ()
++t], The medicinal plant Cissus quadrangularis.
H   67*57ha -jo  = H  67*57 ha -jo [prob. ha =
h , 'bone,'+jo (n), q.v.+= i= Prk.   =S. ()
++t], The medicinal plant Cissus quadrangularis.
H $  z7($hu -da g = H %  z7($ hu -da g (hu = hur,
or h , qq.v.+ da g, q.v.), s.m. Noise, tumult, commotion,
uproar; a quarrel, row;—a dance:—hu -da g, adj. & s.m.
(f. -), Noisy, turbulent, quarrelsome, riotous;—a
turbulent fellow;—a gad-about.
H %  z7($hu -da g = H $  z7($ hu -da g (hu = hur,
or h , qq.v.+ da g, q.v.), s.m. Noise, tumult, commotion,

about;—turbulence.
H   677ha a  or ha , s.m.= ha , q.v.

man;—an iron-bound sta;—bar (of a door);—a kind of
small drum (of the shape of an hour-glass);—growl (of a
tiger).
H G 67ha k, or z7 hu k, s.m. Snappishness;—
peevishness;—crying, whining, fretting, pining, fading
away (particularly applied to children separated from
parents).
H G z7hu k [S. zf,=+t], s.m. Bar, or bolt (of a
door;—see hu uk).
H G 67ha kn (caus. of ha akn), v.t. To cause to
long for;—to tantalize;—to drive away, turn out; to
discourage, deter; to estrange;—to stop, prevent, forbid;
—to scorch (prop. harkn).
H 7G 67ha ky (perf. part. of ha kn), part. adj. (f.
ha k), Made to long for; rendered impatient;
tantalized;—impatient;—lustful;—mad.
H 8G 67 ha k, or z7 hu k, s.f.=ha k, or hu k,
q.v.
H G 67ha kat, s.m. The plant Acanthus ilicifolius.
H  G 67ha akn, v.n. To feel a great desire (for), to
have a longing (for), to long, crave;—to grieve (for), to
fret, pine;—to be driven away; to be kept at a distance; to
be estranged;—to be discouraged, or deterred;—to stop;—
to remove;—to be scorched (in this sense haraknis the
usual form).
H  G z7hu akn, v.n. To fret, to pine (i.q. ha akn);—
to peep (i.q. hulakn).
H  G z7hu akn, v.t. (dialec.) To remember.

H  G zf"hu ukn, or z7" hu akn (prob. fr. hu akn,

the gigantic crane, Ardea argala(com. called 'the adjutant'
in India).
H ;:) = 67$"!ha -gl = H ;:= 67$! ha -gill [ha ,

Thousand;—a thousand;—a bird called 'the thousand
voices,' the nightingale (i.q. hazr-dstn):—hazr-p, s.m.
A centipede, scolopendra:—hazr- ashma, s.m. Cancer
(the disease):—hazr- na, adj. 'Having a thousand
cells';—honey-combed;—s.m. The second stomach (of
beasts), tripe:—hazr-dstnor dastn, s.m. The
nightingale (lit.'of a thousand tales'):—hazr rang badaln,
To vary or change greatly; to be very ckle:—hazrgda, or hazr-me , s.f. A common strumpet; a
harridan.
H n hazr, s.m.=2n hazra, q.v.

'bone,' q.v.+S. $! (rt. $)+t], s.m. 'The bone swallower';

P .n hazrn, vulg. hazr , s.m. pl. (of hazr),

the gigantic crane, Ardea argala(com. called 'the adjutant'
in India).
H H  6 7@ hi amb, s.m.=hiimb, q.v.

Thousands;—a thousand;—a nightingale;—a term used in
the game of nard.
H . n 6² [hazrw [hazr, q.v.+Ap. Prk.   =Prk.

H   67@ or 67(  ha amb, s.f. corr. of hiimb, q.v.

/ =S. +/+t], adj. (f. -w ), Thousandth.

H  67ha n, v.n. (dialec.) To be tested (as the

H . n 6² hazro [hazr+o = Ap. Prk. e6z(=Prk. e6(=S.

accuracy of a weight, &c.).
H % 67($ha a g, s.m. (dialec.) Ruination; ruin,

()/ su. of gen. pl.], coll. s. pl. Thousands; thousands

'to peep'), s.f. A harlot, prostitute;—a dancing-girl.
H ) G 67ha kiy [ha ak, q.v.+Prk.  =S. t (+t)],
adj. Impatient; snappish; fretful; repining;—addicted to
biting; rabid; mad (cf. ha ky).
H ;:= 67$!ha -gill = H ;:) = 67$"! ha -gl [ha ,
'bone,' q.v.+S. $! (rt. $)+t], s.m. 'The bone swallower';

destruction.
H   67 ha -wr, = H   67 7 ha -w ,s.m. See s.v.
ha , 'bone.'
H   67 7ha -w , = H   67  ha -wr,s.m. See s.v.
ha , 'bone.'
H   6 75!hi ol, s.m. (dialec.)=hiol, q.v.
H   6767ha ha n, z7z7 hu hu n, or
6 76 7 hi hi n [ha ha ˚= halhal˚, by redupl. fr. S.
!(), rt. !; cf. ha ba n], v.n. To shudder, to shiver
(as in an ague, &c.), to tremble, shake, utter (from
excitement, &c.);—to crash; to rattle; to twang (as a bowstring); to rumble;—to hurry (i.q. ha ba n).
H "   67676&ha ha ha [ha ha (n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shuddering, shudder, &c.;—
crash; crack; rattle; sound.
H   6767"ha ha , or z7z7" hu hu , s.f. The twang of a
bow;—hurry, hurry-skurry;—crowd, throng, crush.
H ;:7 6§"!ha l, adj. (f. -) = hal, q.v.
P n hazr [Zend haza ra; S. 6k], adj. & coll. s.m.

upon thousands; in or by thousands (i.q. hazrh):—
hazro -me , adv. In the presence of thousands; in
public.
P 2n hazra (rel. n. fr. hazr), s.m. A double ower; the
double poppy; the balsam ower; a many-leaved rose
(syn. ad-barg);—a divided stream or jet d eau (like that
of a watering-pan); a fountain:—hazra-gusl,
 s.m. A
shower-bath.
P  n hazrh, s.m. pl. (of hazr), Thousands, &c. (i.q.
hazro , q.v.).
H . n 6²6[hazrh , s.m. corr. of hazrh, q.v
P n hazr [hazr+= S. ; and S. ], adj. & s.m. Of or
relating to a thousand;—commander of a thousand men;
—a harlot's son;—s.f. The command of a thousand;—a
regiment of a thousand men:—hazr-bazr, s.m. Soldiers
and tradesmen; military and civil; high and low; people
of all sorts; common people:—hazr 'umr, s.f. A life of a
thousand years; a long life.
A n hazzl (intens. n. fr. n ; see hazl), adj. & s.m. Very
jocose;—a jester, droll, buoon.
A ' 1n hizbar, or hizabr, s.m. A lion;—adj. Thick; strong;
hard.

P 2 n hizdah, or hazdah, adj. corr. of hazhdah, q.v.
A n hazl, vulg. hazal(inf. n. of n 'to be jocose; to jest'),
s.m. Jesting; jest, joke; buoonery; nonsensical talk;
obscene language:—hazl-go, s.m. An idle talker, &c.
P C) n hazliyt (prop. hazlyt, pl. of hazlyat, abst. s. fr. A.
hazl, rel. n. fr. hazl), s.f. pl. Jokes, jests, pleasantries;
nonsensical talk; ddle-faddle, &c. (see hazl).
A Jn hazm (inf. n. of Jn 'to put to ight,' &c.), s.m. Putting
to ight (an army), rout; ight.
H .7n hizyn, or hiziyn, s.m. (dialec.) corr of .7 hayn,
q.v.
P -7n hazmat (for A. f-7n inf. n. of Jn 'to put to ight,'
&c.), s.f. Routing, putting to ight; rout, defeat, ight,
dispersion:—hazmat den(-ko), To put to rout or ight, to
defeat:—hazmat khn, To suer defeat, to be routed or
defeated.
H 9 © hazhdt, adj. (dialec.) corr. of azhdht, q.v.
P 2 © hazhdah, vulg. hizhdah(for hashdah= hasht+dah, qq.v.),
adj. Eighteen:—hazhdah-hazr lam, s.m. The eighteen
thousand living species (believed by the Muhammadans
to be the whole number of existing varieties of living
creatures).
S * 6has, s.m. A consonant.
S * 6hasa, vulg. has, s.m. Laughter, mirth;—a laugh;
derision.
H * 6has, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of ha s, q.v.
H * zhus, s.m. &c., corr. of hush, q.v.
H < 6has, s.m. (dialec.)=ha s, q.v.
H /< 6  hisb, s.m. The Hind corr. of /<q isb, q.v.
H < 6hasn (caus. of hasn), v.t.=ha sn, q.v.
H < 6hasnat, or 6  hisnat, s.f. The Hind
corr. of gq anat, q.v.
H 8< 6 has, s.f.= 8< ha s, q.v.
S < 6hasat, part. Laughing, smiling.
H < 6hasat [Prk. 6(5; S. 6(Bt), rt. has], imperf.
part. (dialec.) of hasn= ha sn, q.v. (cf. hast).
P < hast [v.n. fr. hastan, rt. Zend ah= S. ], s.f.
Existence, being (i.q. hast);—(pres. tense, 3rd pers. sing.

of hastan) is, exists:—hast-o-b d, or hast-b d, s.f.(?) 'What
is and was'; a calculation of the data of the present and
past; present actual state (of revenue, or income)
compared with former years;—an estimate of the assets
of a tract of land;—rent-roll;—(corr. of hast-n-b d) a
remission granted by zamndrsfor the portion of land
failing in produce.
S < 6Thasta, vulg. hast, s.m. The hand;—the thirteenth
lunar asterism (i.q. hast, q.v.);—the fore-arm; a cubit
(measured from the elbow to the tip of the middle
nger);—an elephant's trunk;—(S. hastam) a pair of
bellows:—hastkshar, vulg. hast har(˚ta+ak˚), s.m. One's
own sign-manual, autograph, signature, handwriting:—
hasta-kriy, s.f. Deeds of the hand, handiwork, any
manual performance.
S  < 6Thast, s.f. The thirteenth lunar asterism
(represented by a hand, and containing ve stars;
identied by some with part of the constellation Corvus).
H  < 6hast [Prk. 6( ; S. 6 (B)+t], imperf.
part. (of hasn), Laughing, smiling (i.q. ha st).
S ' ?  < 6 .T,hastin-pur, = S ' %  < 6 .T$ hastinnagar,s.m. Name of a city founded by king Hastin (it was
situated about fty-seven miles north-east of the
modern Delhi, on the banks of an old channel of the
Ganges, and was the capital of the kings of the Lunar
dynasty, as Ayodhy was of those of the Solar line.
S ' %  < 6 .T$hastin-nagar, = S ' ?  < 6 .T,
hastin-pur,s.m. Name of a city founded by king Hastin (it
was situated about fty-seven miles north-east of the
modern Delhi, on the banks of an old channel of the
Ganges, and was the capital of the kings of the Lunar
dynasty, as Ayodhy was of those of the Solar line.
S   < 6 .T"hastin, s.f. A female elephant (i.q. hathn,
q.v.);—the lowest and worst of the four classes into
which women are divided;—a woman of that class (see
padmin).
S ' ! ^   < 6 .T",hastin-pur, s.m.=hastin-pur, q.v.
P  < hast [hast, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ], s.f. Being, existence;
entity; world; life;—wealth, riches;—worth, merit.
S  < 6 .Thasti, or 6T" hast, s.m. An elephant;—(hast)

name of an ancient king of the Lunar race (founder of
the city of Hastin-pur):—hasti-pl, s.m. An elephantkeeper, elephant-driver:—hasti-dant, s.m. Tusk of an
elephant; ivory (i.q. hth-d t):—hasti-mad, s.m. The
ichor or exudation from an elephant's temples when in
rut.
S B)  < 6T"hastya, adj. Of or belonging to an elephant.
S B)  < 6T;hastya, adj. Belonging to the hand; done with
the hand, manual; given with the hand.
S 2' < 6hasra, adj. & s.m. Laughing, grinning; stupid,
ignorant;—a grinning idiot, a fool.
H < 6 hisk [prob. fr. S. V3+ >; see ghisn; and cf. S.
(V3] , s.m. Rivalry, emulation, vying (with); contention;
—imitation, copying:—hisk karn(-k?), To copy, imitate,
ape; to emulate, to vie with:—hisk-hisk, s.f. Mutual
emulation or rivalry.
H < 6 Lhisikh, s.m. (dialec.)=hisk, q.v.
H + < 6!"or 6T!" hasl, s.f.= + < ha sl, q.v.
H -< 6/,Lhas-mukh, adj.=ha s-mukh, q.v.
S < 6hasan, s.m. The act of laughing or smiling;
laughter; a laugh.
H  < 6hasn, v.n. To laugh, &c. (i.q. ha sn, q.v.).
S   < 6 .Bhasantik, = S   < 6B" hasant,= S
 < 6" hasan,s.f. A portable re-place; a small furnace;
a chang-dish.
S   < 6B"hasant, = S   < 6 .B hasantik,= S
 < 6" hasan,s.f. A portable re-place; a small furnace;
a chang-dish.
S  < 6"hasan, = S   < 6 .B hasantik,= S
  < 6B" hasant,s.f. A portable re-place; a small
furnace; a chang-dish.
H < 6"has, s.f.= < ha s, q.v.
H ) < 6 hasiy, s.f.=ha siy, and ha u, qq.v.
P U hush [Zend ushi, rt. ush= S. 3 ( 3)], s.m.
Understanding, mind;—care, attention, study (i.q. hosh,
q.v.).
P U hush, hash, intj. The sound made in driving away

birds, &c.;—the sound made in making camels sit down.
P L hisht, s.m. A hiss; a whistle, or noise made with the
lips:—hisht, or husht, intj. Pish! hist! avaunt! away! down!
—the sound made in making camels sit down (i.q. hush):
—husht-musht, s.f. 'Fighting and kicking and saying
'away!'; scuing, wrestling, jostling;—a ght, a
scrimmage.
P L hasht [Prs & Pehl. hast; Zend astan, nom. asta; S.
9, nom. 9], adj. Eight:—hasht-pahl , or hasht-manzar,

adj. 'Eight-sided,' or 'eight-faced,' octagonal, octangular:
—hasht-pahl , s.m. An eight-sided gure, an octagon:—
hasht-gosha, adj. 'Eight-cornered,' or 'eight-angled,'
octangular.
P  L hashtd [Prs hastt; Pehl. ashtt; Zend astiti(fr.
astan); S. 8"], adj. Eighty:—pr--hashtd-sla, An old
man of eighty; an octogenarian.
P J  L hashtdum (hashtd+umas in hashtum, q.v.), adj.
The eightieth.
P , L hashtum = P - L hashtum = P ) - L hashtumn [hasht,
q.v.+um= Zend ma= S. /], adj. Eighth.
P - L hashtum = P , L hashtum = P ) - L hashtumn
[hashtum+Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Eighth.
P ) - L hashtumn = P , L hashtum = P - L hashtum
[hashtum+Zend aêna= S. ], adj. Eighth.
H L z8hukrn (hush+ krn, qq.v.), v.t. To
scare away (birds, &c.), to put to ight;—to halloo, to set
(dogs) on, to incite.
P ) L hushyr, vulg. hushiyr(hush, q.v.+yr, 'possessing,'
i.q. wr, q.v.), adj. Intelligent, prudent; acquainted; wellinformed; sensible; knowing;—mindful, cautious, alert,
watchful, vigilant, on (one's) guard; awake; conscious; in
(one's) senses;—abstemious, sober;—intj. Be cautious! be
vigilant! take care!—hushyr rahn(-se), To remain (or be)
careful (in respect of), to be on (one's) guard (against),
to be vigilant; to keep watch, to look out:—hushyr karn,
v.t. To apprize, to make acquainted; to render (one)
cautious or vigilant, &c.; to put (one) on his guard
(against, -se), to warn, to rouse:—hushyr honor ho-jn,
v.n. To become intelligent, to become sensible; to arrive
at the age of puberty;—to become conscious, to come to

one's senses.
P ) L hushyr (hushyr, q.v.+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Sense;
prudence; discretion;—carefulness, caution, vigilance,
watchfulness, alertness;—sobriety.
A ,y ham, vulg. haam, corr. H. 6*/ hajam (inf. n. of ,y
'to digest,' &c.), s.m. Digesting, concocting; digestion,
concoction;—misappropriation, embezzlement:—hamwar, adj. Causing or aiding digestion, digestive;
stomachic:—ham--a, s.m. A sound or good digestion:
—ham karn, v.t. To digest;—to embezzle:—ham karbaihn, or ham kar-jn(intens), To embezzle:—ham-nqi, s.m. Weak digestion:—ham honor ho-jn, v.n. To
be digested;—to be embezzled.
P ) -y hamyat (for A. f) -y , abst. s. fr. -y ham, rel. n.
fr. ham), s.f. The being digestive, digestiveness.
P a haft [Pehl. & Prs haft; Zend hapta(base haptan); S.
Q (base Q)], adj. Seven:—haft-iqlm, s.m. The seven
climes or regions, the world:—haft-andm, s.f. The aorta
or great artery; the great vein that runs through the
arm:—haft-pahl , adj. & s.m. Seven-sided;—a seven-sided
gure, a heptagon:—haft- n, s.m. The seven feasts
given by Rustam on the seven days in which he fought
his way to Mazandaran to the rescue of Kaik s:—haftdahum(see dahum), adj. Seventeenth:—haft-rang, adj.
Versatile, ckle, capricious; artful, cunning:—haft-zabn,
A master of seven languages; a linguist:—haft-qalam, s.m.
The seven styles of handwriting (in Persian);—one who
writes those seven hands:—haft-kishwar, s.m.=haft-iqlm,
q.v.:—haft-o-hasht, or haft-hasht, s.f.(?) (lit.'seven and
eight'), High words, altercation;—litigation;—idle talk,
language exciting enmity, &c.; abuse, scurrilous
language:—haft-hazr, s.f. The command of seven
thousand;—s.m. Commander of seven thousand.
P  a haftd [Pehl. & Prs haftt; Zend haptiti(fr. haptan);

P ) - a haftumn [haftum+ Zend aêna; S. ], = P , a haftum
[haft, q.v.+um = Zend ma = S. /], adj. Seventh.
P B a hafta (rel. n. fr. haft, q.v.), s.m. A week, se nnight
(cf. S. saptha);—the seventh day; Saturday:—hafta-dost,
s.m.f. 'A week's acquaintance,' a slight acquaintance;—
an inconstant friend:—hafte ja n, To interlock arms (in
wrestling):—hafte-k din, s.m. Saturday.
P , >a hafdahum, adj. contrac. of haft-dahum, q.v.
H O a hafa, adj. Active; alert;—clever.
H  zhuk, s.f. (dialec.) corr. of h k, q.v.
S  6 =hikk, s.f. The hiccough (cf. hi k, the pop.
form).
H  z=hukk, s.m. The Hind corr. of Bdq uqqa, q.v.
H 1 6= =hakk-bakk [perhaps Prk. 6= =(;
S. 6++ =+ ; or bakkmay be simply alliterative],
adj. (f. -), Struck dumb, dumb-foundered; struck,
confounded, confused, amazed, aghast:—hakk-bakk
phirn, To wander about confused or distracted:—hakkbakk rah-jn, v.n. To remain confounded or aghast.
H  6hakrn, v.t.= ha krn, q.v.
H   6!hakln, v.t. (dialec.)=hakrn.
H   6 hakwn, or hakon, v.t.=ha kwn, q.v.
H   6 hakbakn [hak-bak, the weak form of
hakk-bakk, q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus.
aug.) + n], v.n. To be dumb-foundered; to become
confused, or irresolute; to be aghast.
H  '  6 hakrw [hakr(n) + w= Prk.  (=S.
() + ], s.m. (dialec.) Calling, shouting (to);
summoning; call, summons.
H '  6 "hikr, s.f. Cultivated reeds grown on low

S. Q], adj. Seventy.

marshy ground.
H ;: 6!hakl [perhaps Prk. 6=f

P J  a haftdum [haftd+um= Zend ma= S. /], adj. The

6= (fr. 6)+!+t], adj. (f. -) & s.m. Stuttering,

seventieth.
P , > a haft-dahum, adj. See s.v. haft.

stammering; lisping;—a stammerer.
H ?;: 6!haklpan [hakl+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic

P , a haftum [haft, q.v.+um= Zend ma= S. /], = P ) - a

; ()], s.m. Stammering.

haftumn [haftum + Zend aêna; S. ], adj. Seventh.

H ;: 6!hakln (hakl, q.v.+n, as in hakbakn,

or 6=! ; S.

q.v.), v.n. To stammer, stutter, falter:—hakl-ke boln,
v.n.=hakln.
H  ;: 6!6haklh [hakl+S. +t], adj. & s.m.
Stuttering, stammering; lisping;—a stammerer, &c.
H  6  hikw, s.f. (dialec.)=hikk, q.v.
H   6 ?hike (dialec.), contrac. of hia-ke= hiye-ke= hriday
ke, gen. of hriday.

H $ 6$hag (fr. hagn, q.v.), s.m. Evacuation, stool;
excrement, fæces:—hag bharn(-me ?), To be soiled or
deled with excrement;—to go to stool.
H 4% 6$hags [hag, q.v. + s= Prk. +
( =S. +], s.f.
Inclination to go to stool; tenesmus:—hags lagn(-ko), To
wish to go to stool.
H 5% 6$hags [hag+ s= Prk. +
(
=S +t], adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Inclined to go to stool;—one who is
constantly running to evacuate:—hags batta , A
restless, dgety person.
H % 6$hagn (caus. of hagn), v.t. To cause to go to
stool; to produce action of the bowels; to purge.
H  % 6$hagn [hag˚= Prk. 6F$(); fr. S. 6+>], v.n. To
go to stool, to evacuate; to dung, to mute.
H [ % 6$efhaga, adj. (f. -), Deled with excrement.
H  % 6$M&"haganau or hagnau= H # 3 % 6$6"
or hagnah= H # )  % 6$s&" hagane or hagne=
haganha

H # )  % 6$h&" haganai or hagnai[hagan(=hagn, q.v.)+Prk.
=S. \
 +], s.f. A eld, or other place, to which
people repair to ease themselves;—podex.
H # 3 % 6$6"haganha
or hagnah= H  % 6$M&"

haganau or hagnau= H # )  % 6$s&" hagane or hagne= H
# )  % 6$h&" haganai or hagnai[hagan(=hagn, q.v.)+Prk.
=S. \
 +], s.f. A eld, or other place, to which
people repair to ease themselves;—podex.
H # )  % 6$s&"hagane or hagne= H  % 6$M&" haganau
or hagnau= H # 3 % 6$6" haganha
or hagnah= H

# )  % 6$h&" haganai or hagnai[hagan(=hagn, q.v.)+Prk.
=S. \
 +], s.f. A eld, or other place, to which
people repair to ease themselves;—podex.

H # )  % 6$h&"haganai or hagnai= H  % 6$M&" haganau
or hagnau= H # 3 % 6$6" haganha
or hagnah= H

# )  % 6$s&" hagane or hagne[hagan(=hagn, q.v.)+Prk.
=S. \
 +], s.f. A eld, or other place, to which
people repair to ease themselves;—podex.
H % 6F$0hagg [hag(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+t], s.m. & f. =
H  % 6$57 hago  [hag˚+Prk. ! =S. +!+t], s.m.
(f. -),One who is constantly going to stool.
H  % 6$57hago  [hag˚+Prk. ! =S. +!+t], s.m.
(f. -), = H % 6F$0 hagg [hag(n)+Prk.  =S. ()+t],
s.m. & f. One who is constantly going to stool.
H .% 6$ hagwn, s.m. (dialec.) Flux; purging;
diarrhœa.
H ( 6!hal [Prk. 6!(; S. 6!(], s.m. A plough (i.q. har):—
halyudh(˚la+y˚), s.m. (lit.'plough-weaponed'), An epithet
of Balarm (as bearing a peculiar weapon shaped like a
ploughshare;—syn. hala-dhar):—hal-barr, s.f., or hal-sr,
s.f. Assessment according to the number of ploughs in a
village:—hal-band, s.f. Assessment according to the
number of ploughs;—the quantity of land under
cultivation by any party:—hala-bhrit, s.m. 'Ploughpossessor,' an epithet of Balarm (see halyudh):—hal
phern(with loc.)=hal aln, q.v.:—hal-ta, s.f. A drillplough:—hal aln, or hal jotn, To pass the plough (over),
to plough:—hal aln(with loc.), To be ploughed:—hal-jot,
s.m. Ploughman, tiller:—hal-dr, s.m. Possessor
of a plough:—hal-dhar(S. hala-dhara), s.m. 'Plough-holder';
an epithet of Balarm (see halyudh):—hal-sr, s.f.=halband, q.v.:—hal-sot, s.f. = har-sot, q.v.s.v. har, 'plough':—
hal-sajj, s.m.=har-sajj, q.v.:—hal-m sal, s.m. The plough
and pestle (the implements of esh-ng).
S ( 6!hal, s.m. Any consonant bearing the mark
virmaunder it, denoting that it has not the inherent
short vowel a(e.g. ):—hal-ant, adj. Ending in a
consonant:—hal-sandhi, s.m. The combination of
vowelless consonants in the formation of compound
letters or words:—hal-var, s.m. (in Gram.) A consonant.
H ( 6!hal, s.m. (dialec.) The afterbirth, secundines (syn.
khe ).

S ;: 6!hal, s.f. The earth;—water;—spirituous liquor;
wine.
H ;: 6!hal, A vocative particle used in addressing a
female friend.
H ;: 6!hall [perhaps akin to halahal(onomat.); cf. also
Urd alla], s.m. Noise, tumult, outcry, shout, uproar
(syn. hullar); attack, assault, onset (syn. amla):—hall
karn, v.n. To make a noise; to shout, to raise an outcry;
—to make an attack or assault (upon), to assault with a
rush;—to work vigorously or with a will (at anything):—
hall-karne-wl, s.m. One who makes a noise; a noisy
fellow; a turbulent man, a rioter:—hall-kall, s.m. Noise,
clamour; foolish talking, loquacity.
H ;: 6!hall, s.m. (dialec.)=harr, or harl, or ha , qq.v.
H ;: 6 !hil (perf. part. of hiln, q.v.), part. (f. -),
Shaken;—domesticated, tame, &c.;—s.m. Moist ground
trodden soft by cattle; mud; slime; quagmire:—hil-jhul,
or hil-jhul, or hil-mil, adj. (f. -), Domesticated, tame;
familiar, intimate, attached, on good terms:—hiljhul(or hil-mil) rahn, To be on terms of familiarity; to
live together amicably or in harmony.
H ;: 6 !hilr (v.n. fr. next), s.f. (dialec. or rustic)
Shaking, agitating, agitation; rocking, &c. (cf. hilor).
H ;: 6 !hilrn, v.t. (dialec. or rustic)=hiln, q.v.;—
v.n.=hilorn(?), q.v.
H 4;: z!huls [Prk. !5; S. !t, rt. ! with ],
s.m. Alacrity, gladness, joy, happiness;—s.f. Snu:—hulsdn, s.f. Snu-box:—huls s ghn, or huls len, To take
snu:—huls honor ho-jn, To vanish, disappear; to be
dissipated, to be consumed; to be nished.
H 5;: z!0huls = H 5;: z!" huls [huls, q.v.+Prk.


and  ; S. t and t (+t)], adj. Gladdened,

glad, rejoiced, delighted, happy.
H 5;: z!"huls = H 5;: z!0 huls [huls, q.v.+Prk.


and  ; S. t and t (+t)], adj. Gladdened,

glad, rejoiced, delighted, happy.
A 0;: halk (inf. n. of + 'to perish,' &c.), s.m. Perishing;
being lost;—perdition, destruction, ruin;—slaughter;
death;—part. Lost; destroyed;—fatigued:—halk karn, v.t.

To destroy; to kill, to put to death;—to overwhelm; to
drive to destruction;—to distress, to fatigue:—halk hon,
v.n. To perish, to die; to be killed; to be ruined;—to be
fatigued or tired.
P G;: halkat (for A. fG;: , abst. s. fr. the preceding), s.f.
Perdition, ruin, destruction; death;—execution;—
homicide, manslaughter:—halkat-k bis hon(kis-k),
To

cause the death (of anyone):—halkat--lzim-malz m, s.f.
Justiable homicide.
H G;: halk [halk, q.v.+S. t], adj. & s.m. Destructive;
deadly;—a destroyer; murderer; ruan.
P G;: halk (fr. halk), s.f. Perdition, destruction, ruin;—
pang.
A ;: hill, s.m. The new moon; crescent-moon; the rst
and last two or three days of the moon (whether when
new or on the wane; during the rest of the month it is
called qamar):—hill-daur, s.m. A kind of bow.
A ;: hill (rel. n. fr. hill), adj. Novilunar;—belonging to,
or resembling, the new moon;—semi-lunar;—s.m. Name
of a celebrated poet;—s.f. A kind of arrow with a
crescent-shaped head;—segment (of a circle).
H ;: 6 !hiln, (dialec.) 6! haln (caus. of hiln,
q.v.), v.t. To cause to shake, or rock, or vibrate, &c.; to
shake, rock, stir, move, agitate, wag;—to familiarize,
inure; to domesticate, tame.
H ;: 6 !hiln (caus. of heln), v.t. To cause to swim.
H  ;:  ! hilo [hil(n)+Prk.  =( S. () (], s.m.
Swinging, shaking, moving, motion, agitation:—hiloulo, s.m. Shaking and moving; swinging and swaying;
motion; rocking; trembling, &c.
H  ;: 6 ! hilw [hil(n)+w= Prk.   =S.
()++t], s.m. One who shakes, &c. (i.q. hilnewl);—one who tames, a tamer; one who trains or
breaks in (oxen, &c.).
H ( ;: 6!6!halhal [S. 6!6!(], s.m. A species of deadly
poison.
A ( ;: halhil, or halhal, adj. Deadly, mortal;—s.m. Deadly
poison.
H + ;: z!z!"hulhul, s.f.=hulhul, q.v.

H 8;: 6! hal [S. 6!++], s.f. Ploughing, tilling,

H >+ 6!halad, or hald, s.f. (rustic)=hald, q.v.:—hald-ht,

agriculture:—hal karn, To plough, &c.
H  7;: 6!halet, s.m. The rst ploughing of the

corr. haldt(hald+hth), s.f. The ceremony of rubbing
turmeric on the bride and bridegroom between the
betrothal and the actual marriage (syn. hald, or hald
a hn).
H >+ 6!hald, s.m.=hard, 'mildew,' &c., q.v.

season (i.q. haraut, q.v., and cf. har-sot).
S  >7;: 6!,halyudh, s.m. See s.v. hal, 'plough.'
H ( + 6! !hal-bal (i.q. ha -ba = ha -ba ), s.f. (dialec.)
Tumult, commotion, bustle, hubbub, confusion, hurryskurry.
H ;: + 6! !halbaln, v.n. (dialec.)=ha ba n, q.v.;—
v.t. To impair.
H " ;: + 6! !6&halbalha [halbal(n)+ha= wa= Prk.
 (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Hurrying; hurry, confusion
(the eect of hurry), &c. (see ha ba ).
H ( + 6!#!hal-bhal (prob. another form of hal-bal; cf.
hal-phal), s.m.(?) Hurry, bustle; ociousness;—help:—halbhal karn(-k?), To help, to lend a hand (to).
H +  + 6!#!"halbhal, s.f.=hal-phal, q.v.
H ) +  + 6!#.!halbhaliy [hal-bhal+ iy= Prk.  =S. t
(+t)], adj. & s.m. Bustling; ocious;—a bustling
fellow; a busy-body;—a helper.
H  ! + 6!halapn [halap˚= Prk. 6!Q()=S. 6!Q(`),
caus. pass. of rt. 6!], v.n. To toss about, to tumble
about, to ounder;—to shudder, shiver (in ague, &c.).
S ! + 6!vhalph, half(connected with the above), s.m.
(dialec.) A billow, a high wave:—halph mrn, v.n. A wave
to strike or dash (against).
H (! + 6!v!hal-phal [Prk. 6!v!(, 6!v!(, or 6!Qv!(;
prob. akin to Prk. 6!Q(); see halapn], s.f. Hurry,
bustle; confusion, perturbation (i.q. ha ba );—fussiness;—
aability, politeness.
H  + 6!halt, adj. (dialec.;—f. -), Navigable.
H (Z + 6!!hal- al (hal-n(=hil-n)+ al-n), s.f. Motion;
gait;—stir, bustle; commotion, tumult, hubbub; confusion,
anarchy;—hurry, perturbation, alarm, fright;—wavering,
unsteadiness:—hal- al pa nor hon(-me ), Commotion to
arise or occur (in); to be thrown into confusion or
disorder; to be panic-struck.

H >+ 6!ahaladd [Prk. 6!a; S. 6 W], s.f. (dialec.)=hald,
q.v.
H C>+ 6!haldt, s.f. (rustic), corr. of hald-ht, q.v.s.v.
hald.
S ' >+ 6!hala-dhara, vulg. hal-dhar, s.m. See s.v. hal,
'plough.'
H >+ 6!"hald [Prk. 6!a", or 6!a; S. 6 W], s.f.
Turmeric, Curcuma longa:—hald, s.f., or hald a hn, s.m.
Name of a marriage-ceremony in which the bride and
bridegroom are anointed with turmeric (i.q. hald-ht,
q.v.):—hald lag-ke baihn, 'To apply hald(to the hands,
&c.) and sit down'; to play the bride, or the grand lady;
to give oneself airs, to presume a great deal:—hald lag na
phakar, 'No outlay for turmeric or alum'; without cost;—
net gain or prot:— b hald, or ja gl hald, s.f. Curcumœ
zedoariœ radix, the long zedoary.
H 7>+ 6 haldiy [prob. hald(= hald)+Prk.  =S. t
(+t);—or Prk. 6!a

(?) or 6.!a ; S. 6W+t], adj.

Turmeric-coloured; yellow;—s.m. A kind of poison (or
poisonous root);—the jaundice;—name of a class of
merchants.
H  [+ 6 !f5!hil-ol (hil(n)+ol(n)), s.m. Shaking,
moving, swinging, swaying; motion, agitation.
H ' + 6!halr (cf. next, and hilor), s.m. A wave, billow,
surge.
H ' + 6!halrn = H  ' + 6!  halrwn [prob. a
caus. form of hln, q.v.), v.t. (dialec.) To shake; to toss
up and down, to dandle, play with, amuse.
H  ' + 6! halrwn = H ' + 6! halrn [prob. a
caus. form of hln, q.v.), v.t. (dialec.) To shake; to toss
up and down, to dandle, play with, amuse.
H  + z!7hulla [perhaps Prk. z§f5 or z!f5; S. 65f (rt.
zf)+t], s.m. A crowd;—noise, uproar, tumult,

commotion, bustle, hurly-burly, disturbance, riot, row,
mutiny; alarm.
H  + 6!7hal , s.m. (dialec.) Myrobalan (i.q. harr; har,
&c.).
H * + 6!halas [S. 6!"3], s.f. The beam of a plough (i.q.
haris).
H <+ 6 !hils [S. !"8, or .!8], s.f. The hilssh,
Clupea alosa.
H <+ 6!"hal-sr, s.f. See s.v. hal, 'plough.'
H <+ z!hulsn (caus. of hulasn), v.t. To gladden,
delight, rejoice, exhilarate, cheer; to encourage, inspirit,
inspire with hope of;—to stir up, excite, stimulate.
H 8<+ z! huls [huls(n) + = Prk.  =S.
()++], s.f. Gladdening, rejoicing, cheering,
encouraging, &c.
H <+ z!hulasit [S. !t; see hulasn], part. adj.
(f. -), Gladdened, rejoiced, delighted; glad, cheerful,
happy.
H  <+ z!hulasn [hulas˚= Prk. !()=S. !(),
rt. ! with ], v.n. To be gladdened, be rejoiced, be
pleased or delighted, be cheered, &c. (see hulsn); to
rejoice.
H <+ z!"hulas, or huls, adj. (dialec.)=hulasit, q.v.;—s.f.
Name of the mother of Tuls-ds.
H <+ 6!"halas, or hals, s.f. The shrub #giceras majus.
H + 6!halak [prob. S. 6!+t], adj. Like a plough.

as blood); shallow; mild, gentle, soft (as wind, heat, cold,
rain, &c.); neap (tide);—faint, pale (as colour); soft (as
water);—tri ing, slight (matter, or work); manageable;
easy of endurance;—light, easy of digestion (as food, or
diet); of low price, or of little value; low, moderate;
cheap;—depressed (trade):—halke-bhr hon, To be weary
(of), to feel burdensome;—to lower or humble oneself:—
halk-phulk, or halk-ph l, adj. Exceedingly light, light as
a feather:—halk jnn, v.t. To think lightly or meanly of,
to disesteem, despise, disdain, scorn:—halk karn, v.t. To
lighten (a burden, &c.), assuage, ease, mitigate,
alleviate, exonerate;—to abate, to reduce;—to lower
(one, in the esteem of), to disgrace, to debase, to
depreciate:—halk mol lagn(-me ), To put a low or
moderate price (upon):—halke-halke, adv. Slowly, gently
(syn. haule-haule).
H ?+ 6!halk-pan = H  ?+ 6! halk-pan
[halk+ Prk. Q4( and Q4(; S. ; ( Vedic ; (), and ; +],
s.m. Lightness, littleness; shallowness; poorness;
lowliness; insignicance; levity, frivolity, vanity;
silliness; meanness, despicableness.
H  ?+ 6!halk-pan = H ?+ 6! halk-pan
[halk+ Prk. Q4( and Q4(; S. ; ( Vedic ; (), and ; +],
s.m. Lightness, littleness; shallowness; poorness;
lowliness; insignicance; levity, frivolity, vanity;
silliness; meanness, despicableness.
H + 6!halkr, or 6 .! halikr, s.m. corr. of
2G' harkra, q.v.

H + 6!halak, 6!, haluk, or 6!, halluk, adj.

H + z!hulkrn (see hulakn), v.t. To incite, to

(dialec.)=halk, q.v.
H + 6 !hilak 1˚ conj. part. of hilakn, q.v.;—2˚ s.m.

set on (as cocks, &c., to ght), to halloo on (as a dog on a
bull, &c.).
A .+ halkn (v.n. fr. + ; see halk), adj. Harassed,

corr. of hrak, q.v.
H + 6!halk, (dialec.) 6!, haluk [Prk. 6!,(, or
!z(; S. !V,+], adj. (f. -), Light (in weight, or in
character, or in colour, &c.); unimportant, of no
consequence, of little moment; of little or low
estimation, or authority, or in uence; ineectual;
insignicant; frivolous, puerile; mean, pitiful, petty,
scurvy, shabby, despicable, debased; silly;—small (as a
measure, or capacity, &c.); weak; easy; poor (as soil, or

worried; wearied, tired;—confounded, confused.
H + 6!halkn [halk, q.v. + = w= Prk.  or
U=S.  (caus. aug.) + n], v.t. To lighten (i.q. halk
karn).
H + 6!halkn (caus. of halakn), v.t. To cause to
move; to spur on, to incite, to abet.
H 8+ 6! halk [halk, q.v. + = Prk. =S. +],

s.f. Lightness, &c. (i.q. halk-pan, q.v.).
H + + 1 z! ,!hulak-bulak (by redupl. fr. hulakn,
q.v.), s.f. Peeping; playing at bo-beep:—hulak-bulak mrn,
v.n. To peep.
H ' + z!hulkar, 1˚ corr. of h l-kar, conj. part. of h ln;
—2˚ s.f. (dialec.) An epithet of the goddess Kl (i.q. hulk).
H  + 6!halakn [Prk. 6!=(), fr. S. 6!+>], v.n. To
move.
H  + 6 !hilakn [Prk. 6 !=(), fr. S. ¤+>; cf.
hiln], v.n. To writhe, to suer contortions (from
aiction or pain), to be contorted, or convulsed;—to
clutch, to cling (to); cf. hilagn.
H  + z!hulakn [Prk. z§=?(), fr. S. f+>; cf. h ln],
v.t. To rush upon, to attack, to charge;—to search;—v.n.
To peep (i.q. hu akn).
H + 6 !5hilkor, (dialec.) 6!5 halkor, s.f. = H +
6 !5 hilkor, or 6!5 halkor, s.m.(fr. hilkorn),
Swinging; agitation; uctuation; rolling (as billows);—a
wave, billow, surge:—hilkore len, or hilkore marn, v.n. To
swing; to uctuate; to roll (as waves), to billow, wave; to
ripple.
H + 6 !5hilkor, or 6!5 halkor, s.m. = H +
6 !5 hilkor, (dialec.) 6!5 halkor, s.f.(fr. hilkorn),
Swinging; agitation; uctuation; rolling (as billows);—a
wave, billow, surge:—hilkore len, or hilkore marn, v.n. To
swing; to uctuate; to roll (as waves), to billow, wave; to
ripple.
H + 6 !5hilkorn, or 6!5 halkorn (akin to
hilakn), v.t. To gather up, collect, accumulate;—to shake,
agitate; to disturb; to confound, perplex;—v.n. To
uctuate; to waver;—to billow, surge.
H + z!"hulk (fr. hulakn), s.f. Wrath, choler;—an
epidemic, a plague;—an epithet of the goddess Kl (i.q.
hulkar).
H O + 6!, haluka, s.f. (dialec.)=halk, q.v.

—to cause or enable (one) to ob~ain employment, to put
(one) into a berth or post:—hilg-den, v.t. intens. of
and=hilgn.
H  %+ 6 !$ hilgo [hilg(n)+o= Prk.  =( S. ()(],
s.m. Suspension, hanging (syn. lako).
H %+ 6 !$hilgat [hilag(n)+at= Prk. \"=S .Q (
caus. aug.+a. )], s.f. Habit; propensity.
H  %+ 6 !$hilagn (prob. a var. form of hilakn, q.v.),
v.n. To be suspended, to be hung on; to be entangled or
involved;—to hang (by or to); to cling or cleave (to), to
stick, to adhere;—to be undetermined or undecided; to
be wavering, or in a state of vacillation.
H %+ 6!Ghalge, or 6!$" halg (prob. fr. halk), adv.
(dialec.) Gently, softly.
H %+ 6!$"halg (fr. Bd+ q alqa, q.v.), s.f. (dialec.) A kind of
tambourine or tabor.
H (-+ 6 !./ !hil-mil = H ' + -+ 6 !./ ! hil-mil-kar (conj.
part. of hiln+miln), part. & adv. Having united; having
become intimate, &c. (see hiln);—united; mixed,
mingled, jumbled together;—on intimate terms, handand-glove:—hil-mil-jn, v.n. To be mixed or mingled; to
be jumbled together;—to be united; to unite, join; to be
or become intimate;—to be rm; to persist:—hil-mil-kar
rahn, v.n. To be jumbled together;—to live together on
good terms, to live in peace.
H ' + -+ 6 !./ !hil-mil-kar = H (-+ 6 !./ ! hil-mil (conj.
part. of hiln+miln), part. & adv. Having united; having
become intimate, &c. (see hiln);—united; mixed,
mingled, jumbled together;—on intimate terms, handand-glove:—hil-mil-jn, v.n. To be mixed or mingled; to
be jumbled together;—to be united; to unite, join; to be
or become intimate;—to be rm; to persist:—hil-mil-kar
rahn, v.n. To be jumbled together;—to live together on
good terms, to live in peace.
S D-+ 6 !/5.hila-mo ik, = S D-+ 6 !/5" hila-mo 

H $+ 6 !$hilag (fr. hilagn), s.f. Hanging, dangling, &c.

s.f. The pot-herb Hingtsha repens.
S D-+ 6 !/5"hila-mo  = S D-+ 6 !/5. hila-

(see hilagn;—syn. laak).
H %+ 6 !$hilgn (caus. of hilagn), v.t. To suspend, to

mo ik,s.f. The pot-herb Hingtsha repens.
H + 6 !hilan, (dialec.) 6! halan (fr. hiln, q.v.), s.m.

tie loosely (to, -se), to hang, to attach; to keep dangling;

Shaking; moving, movement, motion; agitation:—hilanolan, s.m. Shaking; swaying to and fro; swinging;
motion; agitation;—wavering.
H  + 6 !hiln [hil˚= Prk. 6 () or 6 !()=S. 6(), rt.
¤], v.n. To shake, move, stir; to heave; to go (or to
sway) to and fro, to rock; to vibrate; to tremble;—to be
moved, to be agitated;—to be familiarized; to be
domesticated, to be tamed:—hil-jn, v.n. intens. of
and=hiln.
H + 6!0hal , or 6!0 hall [prob. Prk. 6!,;( S. !V,] , adv.
(dialec.) Slowly, gently:—hal -hal , adv. Slowly, gently,
easily; by slow degrees, progressively (syn. haule-haule).
H + 6!,halu, or 6!  halw, adj. Battered (as a
harlot).
H + 6! &halw, s.m.(?) (dialec.)=halet, or haraut,

hilor, s.f.[S. 6 !5! and 6 !5!+; prob. Prk. forms for
S. 6 B5! and 6 B5!t], Shaking, moving or swaying to
and fro, swinging; agitation;—a wave, billow, surge:—
hilor, s.m. A swing;—undulation;—an eddy:—hilore lenor
marn, v.n. To heave, to rise (as the sea), to surge, to
billow, &c. (i.q. hilkore len).
H + 6 !5hilorn, (dialec.) 6!5 halorn. (see hilor),
v.n. To shake; to swing or rock to and fro; to be agitated;
—to wave, billow, surge; to eddy;—v.t. To shake together;
to gather up, to collect, accumulate.
H + 6 !5"hilor [hilor, q.v.+= S. ], s.f. Shaking, &c.;
—a wave (i.q. hilor):—hilor mrn, v.n.=hilore mrn,
q.v.s.v. hilor.
H .+ 6!0(hal , adv. (dialec.)=hal , q.v.
H B+ halla, s.m.=;: hall, 'attack,' q.v.

qq.v.
H  + 6! 6halwh, vulg. halbh[S. 6!+ 6+t], s.m.

H 83+ 6!6 halh, s.f. corr. of hal, q.v.

Ploughman, tiller;—an agricultural bondsman (dialec.
harwh, harbh).
H + 6! 6"halwh, vulg. halbh[the preceding with

viscosa, &c. (i.q. hurhur, q.v.);—name of a small culinary
herb which springs up in the rainy season.
P (3+ hulhul, s.m. Snow.

 for t], s.f. The occupation of ploughing;—ploughing,

H (3+ z!z!hulhul, s.m. The medicinal plants Cleome

P (3+ halhal, or halahil= P ;:3+ halhal (S. 6!6! or

tillage, agriculture;—money lent (by a cultivator) to a
ploughman, bearing no interest as long as he serves (i.q.
harwal):—halwh karn, To follow the profession of a
ploughman;—to plough, till.
H 8+ 6!  halw [prob. for halwh= S. 6!+ 6+t],

6!6!), s.m. Mortal. poison; poison, venom (i.q. halhal,

s.m. Name of a caste or tribe (of agriculturists?) in the
lower Do b;—a man of that caste.
H 8+ 6!  halw, s.m. The Hind corr. of 8+ q alw,

q.v.).
S ;:3+ 6!6!hala-hal (onomat.), Halloo, hallooing:—hala-

q.v.).
P ;:3+ halhal = P (3+ halhal, or halahil(S. 6!6! or
6!6!), s.m. Mortal. poison; poison, venom (i.q. halhal,

q.v.
H + 6 !5hilor, s.f. = H + 6 !5 hilor, or 6!5 halor,

hal-abd, s.m. Shouting hala-hal, hallooing, shout,
outcry, tumult, noise.
H ;:3+ 6!6!&halhal [for halhalha= halhal(n) + ha=

s.m.[S. 6 !5! and 6 !5!+; prob. Prk. forms for S.

wa= Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Shaking,

6 B5! and 6 B5!t], Shaking, moving or swaying to

shivering (with cold, or in ague, &c., i.q. ha ha n),
trembling, quivering (under excitement, or agitation, or
fear);—a curse, an imprecation.
H ;:3+ 6!6!halhaln, v.n. To shake, shiver, shudder,

and fro, swinging; agitation;—a wave, billow, surge:—
hilor, s.m. A swing;—undulation;—an eddy:—hilore lenor
marn, v.n. To heave, to rise (as the sea), to surge, to
billow, &c. (i.q. hilkore len).
H + 6 !5hilor, or 6!5 halor, s.m. = H + 6 !5

&c. (i.q. harharn, q.v.);—v.t. To cause to shake or
tremble, &c.; to shake;—to imprecate, curse.
H + 3+ 6!6!"halhal, s.f. Shaking, or shivering (from

ague, &c.; i.q. halhal);—ague;—sickness, disease.
S + 3+ z!z!"hulahul, vulg. hulhul, s.f. Inarticulalate
sounds of pleasure (made by women).
H ) + 3+ 6!6.!halhaliy (fr. halhal, q.v.), s.m. Poison,
venom.
H + 6!"hal [S. 6 .!+t], adj. & s.m. Relating or
belonging to a plough;—a ploughman;—a name of
Balarm.
H  + 6phale [Prk. 6p; S. 6!], a voc. part. Ho! hoa!
holloa!
H ) + 6 .!haliy [prob. Prk. 6 .! ; S. 6.!+t], s.m. A
herd, drove (of oxen, or cows).
H 0) + 6 .!haliyk = H @) + 6 .!$ haliyg (see haliy),
s.m. Wages of a ploughman.
H @) + 6 .!$haliyg = H 0) + 6 .! haliyk (see haliy),
s.m. Wages of a ploughman.
H ) + 6 .!haliyn, or z .! huliyn [haliy˚,
prob.=Prk. 6 .! (see hln)+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. aug.) + n], v.n. To heave (as the stomach); to
feel nausea, to nauseate (syn. matln).
H ) + z .!huliyn (huliy˚, for h l(fr. h l-n, q.v.)+n,
as in the preceding), v.t. To gore; to butt.
P B<) + halsa, s.m. An oar.
H  ) + 6 .!haliy , or 6 .! hali (fr. haliy, q.v.),
s.m. A division of crops in which the zamndrgets seven,
and the cultivator nine, parts.
H &+ ) + 6p!*halelaj, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
P B+ ) + halela (or halla= S. 6"), s.m. Yellow myrobalan,
Terminalia chebula(i.q. harr, and ha , qq.v.).
H ,) + 6!"/halm, s.m. (dialec.)=hlim, q.v.
P .) + haly n, s.m. (?) Asparagus.
H , 6/ham [Prk. gen. @6, fr. S. Tq], pers. pron. 1st
pers. pl. (sing. mai ), We; (often for mai ) I:—ham-ham,
s.f. Egotism, selshness;—force:—ham-ham karn, To be
egotistical or selsh;—to use coercion, or force:—hamte(Braj), or ham-san, ham-so, ham-so (dialec.)=ham-se, By
or from us:—ham-kr(prob. corr. fr. S. aha kra), s.m.
Egotism; selshness:—ham krn, v.n. To be egotistical:—

ham-hi , or ham-h (dialec)=ham-bh;—ham-hi = hame ,
q.v.
P , ham [Prs & Pehl. ham; Zend ham; S. /], adv. &
conj. Also, even, likewise, as well, as, same, similar,
equal; in the same manner, equally;—together, with;
both; one another, other, mutual, mutually;—whether,
either;—(in comp.) fellow, co-:—ham-gosh,
 adj.
Embracing; locked in each other's arms:—ham-gosh,
s.f.

Mutual embracing; embrace:—ham-wz, adj. & s.m.
Singing in tune or in unison with (another); speaking in
the same tone of voice; of the same tone or voice or
note; harmonious; in unison or harmony (with, -se),
consonant (with); at one (with); agreeing together;—a
comrade, companion:—ham-wz, s.f. Harmony,
concord, accordance, &c.:—ham-hang, adj. In accord or
tune; agreeing, harmonious, concordant, of the same
inclination:—ham-hang, s.f. Agreement, harmony,
concord:—ham-bazm, adj. & s.m. Of the same society;
associating together;—a convivial companion; one who
sits with others at a feast:—ham-bistar, adj. & s.m.f.
Sleeping together, lying on the same bed;—a bed-fellow:
—ham-bistar, s.f. The sleeping together; cohabitation:—
ham-p, s.m. A companion; an attendant;—a protector:—
ham-pya, adj. & s.m. Of equal dignity and rank; equal;—
an equal; a colleague:—ham-palla, adj. & s.m. Of the same
scale; of equal weight;—balanced; equally matched;—
equidistant;—an equal; a match; a partisan, &c. (see
next):—ham-pahl , adj. & s.m. Equal (in rank or
dignity);—collateral; side by side;—an equal, a peer; a
partner, spouse:—ham-piyla, adj. & s.m. 'Of one cup';
intimate;—a pot-companion; chum:—ham-piyla o hamnawla, s.m. 'One cup one morsel'; a very intimate
friend, bosom friend:—ham-pesha, adj. Of the same craft;
of the same profession or calling; similar in practice:—
ham-tarz , adj. Of equal weight, &c. (i.q. ham-palla; hamwazn):—ham-talm, s.m. A fellow-student, a school-fellow:
—ham-jals, and ham-jamb, vulg. ham-jam, adj. & s.m.
Sitting together;—an intimate, a friend, a constant
companion:—ham-jamat, adj. & s.m. Of the same party,
or class, or body;—one of the same party, &c.;—a classfellow (i.q. ham-sabaq):—ham-jins, adj. & s.m. Of the same
nature or kind or species; consubstantial; homogeneous;

congenial;—one of the same class or kind;—a fellowcreature:—ham-jins, s.f. The being of the same nature or
species or class; consubstantiality; homogeneousness;
relationship:—ham-jawr, adj. & s.m. Of the same
neighbourhood;—a neighbour; a townsman:—ham-jol,
s.m.f. An equal, peer, coeval; a friend or companion of
the same age as oneself; a playmate:—ham- ashm, s.m.
An equal, a coequal, a fellow, &c. (i.q. ham-sar, q.v.):—
ham- ashm, s.f. Equality; rivalry:—ham- ashm karn(-seor
ke-sth), To vie (with), to contend:—ham- nag, s.f. The
residing together or in the same house, cohabitation:—
ham- na, adj. & s.m.f. Residing together, living in the
same house;—a fellow-lodger; an inmate; a companion,
partner, comrade, chum;—a spouse, husband, wife:—
ham- ba, or ham- b, s.m.f. Bed-fellow; a spouse:—
ham- ud, adj. & adv. The very same, the self-same:—
ham-dstn, adj. & s.m. Of the same advice;—telling the
same story;—an intimate friend, an inseparable
companion:—ham-dm, adj. In the same net:—hamdabistn, s.m. A school-fellow:—ham-dard, adj. & s.m.
Sympathetic; tender-hearted;—a partner in sorrow or
adversity; a fellow-suerer; a condoler:—ham-dard, s.f.
Fellow-feeling; sympathy; condolence:—ham-dast, adj. &
s.m. Of equal strength, or power, or rank, or greatness;
—in hand;—an equal; a partner, companion, an
associate, an accomplice;—one who sits or converses
with (another):—ham-dast karn, v.t. To get possession or
hold (of); to get, obtain, procure:—ham-dast hon, v.n. To
be got, or found, or procured:—ham-digar, adj. & adv.
Mutual, reciprocal;—together; one with another:—hamdil, adj. & s.m. Of the same mind, or opinion, or
inclination; unanimous; sympathetic; loving;—a cordial
friend:—ham-dil, s.f. Unanimity; sympathy:—ham-dam,
s.m. (lit.'breathing together'), An intimate companion, a
bosom friend, a familiar; a spouse:—ham-dam, s.f.
Intimate friendship, familiarity:—ham-dosh, adj. & s.m.
Shoulder to shoulder; close together; equal; like;—an
equal; a companion:—ham-dosh, s.f. The being shoulder
to shoulder; equality:—ham-dgar, adv. Each other; both;
together (see ham-digar):—ham-t, adj. Of the same class
or nature or kind; consubstantial; co-existent:—ham-rz,
adj. & s.m. Knowing each other's secrets;—a condant,

an intimate friend; a spouse, wife;—a conspirator:—hamrh, or ham-rah, s.m. A fellow-traveller;—adv. With, along
with, together:—ham-rh, s.f. Fellow-travelling, society
on the road, companionship, company;—s.m.f. Fellowtraveller; companion, comrade:—hamrhiyn--lashkar,
s.m.f. Camp-followers:—ham-rutba, adj.=ham-pya, q.v.:—
ham-rikb, s.m. A stirrup-fellow, one who rides alongside
of another; an attendant; a fellow-traveller:—ham-zd,
adj. & s.m. & f. Born together, connate, congenital; twin;
of equal age;—a twin; a contemporary; a play-fellow;—a
jinn, or familiar spirit, said to be produced at the
moment of the birth of every child, and to accompany
him through life (syn. d j):—ham-zn , adj. & s.m. & f.
Sitting together; knee to knee; living together;—a
companion, an associate:—ham-zn , s.f. Close intimacy:
—ham-zabn, adj. Of the same language or tongue;
conversing together; expressing the same opinion;
unanimous:—ham-zulf, s.m. A wife's sister's husband
(syn. s h ):—ham-zam , or ham-zamna, adj. & s.m.
Cotemporary:—ham-zamzama, s.m. Fellow-singer;—
companion:—ham-sz, adj. & s.m. Accordant, unanimous,
friendly;—a friend; correspondent; confederate:—hamsyag, vulg. ham-seg, s.f. Neighbourhood; the being a
neighbour; neighbourliness:—ham-sya, adj. & s.m.
'Under the same shade,' neighbouring;—a neighbour (P.
pl. ham-syagn):—ham-sabaq, s.m. Class-fellow; schoolfellow (i.q. ham-jamat; ham-talm):—ham-sar, adj. & s.m.
& f. 'Of the same head,' equal in height, or age, or rank,
&c.; of the same dignity or authority;—an equal, a peer;
—a rival;—a companion, an associate, a comrade;—a
consort, spouse:—ham-sar-ad, adj. Of the same
boundary; having adjoining boundaries:—ham-sar, s.f.
Equality; evenness; equalling, matching;—rivalry:—hamsar-k daw karn, To lay claim to equality:—ham-sar
karn, To contend, to vie (with); to rival:—ham-safar, s.m.
Fellow-traveller:—ham-sufra, adj. & s.m. Sitting at the
same table, messing together:—a messmate, fellowcommoner;—a convivial companion:—ham-sin, adj. &
s.m.f. Of equal age (i.q. ham-umr);—a play-fellow:—hamsang, adj. Of the same weight; of the same dignity or
importance; equal:—him-sinn, s.f. Equality of age:—hamshakl, adj. Of the same appearance, like, resembling:—

ham-shahr, adj. & s.m. Of the same town;—a townsman,
a fellow-citizen:—ham-shr, adj. & s.m.f. 'Of the same
milk'; uterine, foster;—uterine or foster-brother or
sister:—ham-shra, s.f. A sister:—ham-shra-zd, s.m.
Sister's son, nephew:—ham-bat, adj. & s.m. Of the
same society; associated;—an associate, a companion:—
ham afr, s.m. Fellow-whistler; fellow-songster; fellowsuerer:—ham-tl,
 adj. & s.m. Of like or similar fortune;
—a comrade:—ham-tabaq,
s.m. A messmate:—ham-ar,

adj. & s.m. Cotemporary (i.q. ham-ahd; ham-zamna):—
ham-umr, adj. Of the same age; coeval (i.q. ham-sin):—
ham-nn, adj. & s.m. 'With equal reins'; riding alongside
of (another);—an equal, a peer; an associate, a
companion:—ham-nn, s.f. Riding together;
companionship:—ham-ahd, adj. & s.m. Coeval,
cotemporary;—joined, allied;—adopted (as a brother);
united (by friendship);—a cotemporary; an adopted
brother;—an intimate friend or companion:—ham-qad,
adj. Of equal stature:—ham-qadam, adj. & s.m. Keeping
pace with; pari passu;—a companion;—an attendant;—a
footman:—ham-qasam, adj. Bound by a common oath:—
ham-qaum, adj. & s.m. Of (or one of) the same tribe or
race;—fellow-tribesman:—ham-kr, adj. & s.m. Of the
same business or craft;—fellow-workman:—ham-ksa,
s.m. A convivial or pot-companion;—a fellow-commoner:
—ham-kasb, adj. Of the same business, trade, or
profession:—ham-kuf , adj. Of the same family:—hamkalm, or ham-su an, adj. & s.m. Engaged in
conversation; conversing together;—a converser;—
intercourse:—ham-kalm hon(-k), To converse (with):—
ham-kalm, s.f. Mutual discourse; conversation:—hamkinr, adj. & s.m. Embracing; locked in each other's arms
(i.q. ham-gosh);—embracer:—ham-kinr,
s.f.=ham-gosh,


q.v.:—ham-gap, s.m. & f. A gossip:—ham-majlis, adj. Of the
same assembly or party, &c. (i.q. ham-bat, q.v.):—hammahab, adj. & s.m. Of the same religion or creed;—coreligionist:—ham-markaz, adj. Having the same (or a
common) centre;—concentric:—ham-mashrab, adj. & s.m.
Of the same temper, disposition, or religion; liketempered;—a co-religionist:—ham-mashq, s.m. A fellowlabourer:—ham-mashwarat, or ham-malaat, adj. & s.m. Of
the same counsel; having the same object or end in

view; confederated;—a confederate; an accomplice:—
ham-man, adj. Of the same meaning, synonymous:—
ham-maktab, adj. & s.m. Of the same school;—a schoolfellow:—ham-nm, adj. & s.m. Of the same name,
cognominal;—a namesake:—ham-nid, adj. Singing in
concord or concert:—ham-nasl, adj. Of the same breed:—
ham-nishn, adj. & s.m. & f. Sitting, or conversing, with
(another);—one who sits or converses with (another);—a
companion;—a playmate (syn. ham-jol):—ham-nafs, s.m. A
friend, an intimate companion:—ham-nafas, adj.
Consonant (with); in concord, harmonious:—ham-namak,
s.m. (lit.'of the same salt'), A messmate:—ham-nawla,
adj. & s.m. Partaking of the same morsel; eating
together;—a messmate; a chum (cf. ham-piyla):—hamnaw, s.m. & f. Fellow-songster, &c. (i.q. ham-afr):—
ham-wazn, adj. Of equal weight; balanced (i.q. ham-palla,
q.v.):—ham-watan,
 adj. & s.m. Of the same country;—a
fellow-countryman; compatriot:—ham-watan,
 s.f. The
being of the same country.
S , hamm, vulg. ham(inf. n. of ,m 'to keep (one) in an
anxious state of mind,' &c.), s.m. Turning (a thing)
anxiously in the mind; meditating, purposing;—anxious
thought, anxiety, solicitude, grief, care;—purpose,
design.
S , 6 /hima, vulg. him[S. 6 /t, and 6 /(], adj. & s.m.
Cold, frigid; frosty, icy; dewy;—the cold season, winter;—
the moon;—the Himlaya mountains;—(S. himam), cold,
coldness; frost, hoar-frost; ice; snow:—him al(˚ma+a ˚),
s.m. A snowy mountain, the Himlaya:— him al-geh, s.m.
'The house of the Himlaya,' an epithet of those
mountains:—himdri(˚ma+ad˚), s.m. A snowy range of
mountains; the Himlaya (or these mountains
personied):—himdri-tanay, or himdri-j, s.f. 'Daughter
of Himlaya,' an epithet of Prvat or Durg:—himlaya,
vulg. himlay, himl(˚ma+l˚), s.m. 'Abode of snow,' the
Himlaya range of mountains (which bounds India on
the North):—himlaya-sut, s.f. 'Daughter of Himlaya,'
an epithet of Prvat or Durg:— hima-bh -dhar, and himail, s.m.=him al, or himlaya;—him-ail-sut, s.f. =
himlaya-sut, q.v.:—hima-kar, vulg. him-kar, adj. Causing
or producing cold, frigoric; cold, frosty, chilly;—s.m. The
moon;—camphor:—hima-giri, s.m.=him al, or himlay,

q.v.:—himopal, vulg. him-upal, or him-upal(˚ma+up˚), s.m.
Hail:—hima-vat, hima-vn, hima-vant, adj. (f. -vat), Having
frost or snow; snowy, frosty, icy, freezing; snow-clad;—
s.m. The Himlaya mountains (or the Himlaya
personied).
A , hum, a. pron., 3rd pers. pl. (pl. of huwa), They;

H -]- ham-shum, pron. We and you, we two; both of

them.
S - 6 /him, s.f. The cold season, winter;—small

S - 6 /!himlaya, vulg. himlay, or himlae, s.m. See

cardamoms;—a variety of the fragrant grass Cyperus;—a
kind of fragrant drug and perfume.
P - hum (see hume), s.m. Name of a fabulous bird
commonly regarded in the East as a bird of happy
omen (it is supposed to y constantly in the air and
never to touch the ground; and that every head it
overshadows will in time wear a crown);—a phœnix;—a
large royal eagle;—a bird of paradise (cf. anq).
H - z@/humm, or z/ hum [prob. akin to S. /; and
to the H. humakn], s.m. (dialec.) The sudden in ux of
the tide in rivers at new and full moon (com. called 'the
bore' in Calcutta); a strong ood.
H ,9- hamtam, s.m. = H -9- hamtam, s.f.[Dakh.; prob.
P. ham+tam= S. ;/], Equality; rivalry, competition;
contention (i.q. ham-sar, q.v.).
H -9- hamtam, s.f. = H ,9- hamtam, s.m.[Dakh.; prob.
P. ham+tam= S. ;/], Equality; rivalry, competition;
contention (i.q. ham-sar, q.v.).
S (D- 6 /!him al, = S  - 6 /W himdri,s.m. See
s.v. himaor him.
S  - 6 /Whimdri, = S (D- 6 /! him al,s.m. See
s.v. himaor him.
H - 6/hamr, 6@/ hammr [Prk. @6=?5; S. T/
+>t], pron. (rustic or dialec.), contrac. of next, q.v.
H - 6/hamr [Ap. Prk. @6; Prk. @6=? ; S.
T/+>+t], pron. adj. (gen. pl. of mai , 'I';—fem.
hamr), Of us; our; ours;—(often used for mer) my;
mine.
H  - 6/5hamro, or 6/M hamrau, pron. (Braj, or
dialec.)=hamr, q.v.:—hamro= hamr-bh, 'ours too,
ours also.'

us;—everybody.
P - haml, or huml, adj. Alike, equal, like, resembling;—
coequal; cotemporary;—s.m. An equal, a peer;—a friend,
condant, companion, comrade, associate.
H - 6 /!himl, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
s.v. hima.
H J- 6//hamm, or 6 // himm, s.m. corr. of hwan,
q.v.:—hamm-dast= hwan-dasta, q.v.
P - hamn (ham+mn), adj. & adv. Identical; alike,
resembling;—certainly, surely;—apparently;—again; the
same thing repeated; ditto; as before;—immediately; all
of a sudden;—s.m. A phantom, spectre;—imagination;
opinion:—hamn-ki, At the same time that.
P J>- hamndam = P 2%- hamngh (ham+n+damand gh,
qq.v.), adv. That instant; at that very moment;—all at
once, immediately, suddenly;—as soon as; or ever.
P 2%- hamngh = P J>- hamndam (ham+n+damand gh,
qq.v.), adv. That instant; at that very moment;—all at
once, immediately, suddenly;—as soon as; or ever.
S 9 - 6 / "him-vat, s.f. A kind of Somaor moonplant.
H - hume [Pehl. humi; fr. Zend huma, rt. hu= S. ,
( )], s.m. 1˚=hum, q.v.;—2˚ Humai, or Homai, a queen
of Persia (the grandmother of Drb II., or Darius
Codomannus, overthrown by Alexander).
P 8- hum (hum, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Of or relating to
the hum; fortunate.
P .7- humy n [hume, q.v. + n= wan= S.  ( B)], adj.
Blessed, sacred, fortunate; august, royal, imperial;—
name of several monarchs.
H  - 6@%hambe [perhaps i.q. h -be, qq.v.), adv. (dialec.)
Yes.
P - himmat (for A. f-ª , v.n. fr. ,m ; see hamm), s.f. Mind,
thought; anxious thought, solicitude; attention, care;—
inclination, desire, intention, resolution, purpose,
design;—magnanimity; lofty aspiration; ambition;—
liberality;—enterprise; spirit, courage, bravery;—power,

strength, ability;—auspices, grace, favour:—himmat
b dhn(-par), or himmat karn(-k?), To muster courage
(for); to make bold (to); to dare;—to endeavour; to
design:—himmat-wl(f. -wl), adj. & s.m. High-minded,
magnanimous;—spirited, enterprising; courageous,
brave, bold; a high-minded man; a spirited man, &c.:—
himmat hrn, v.n. To lose spirit or courage; to become
dispirited or disheartened.
P  - hamt (prob. ham+t= tbor tw, 'power, dignity,'
&c.), adj. Equal; like, resembling;—s.m. An equal, a peer;
a fellow:—be-hamt, adj. Without equal or like, peerless,
incomparable.
P 8 - hamt (hamt+= Zend i= S. ), s.f. Likeness,

(upon), to assault; to leap forward; to stretch forward;—
to make spasmodic eorts at walking, to attempt to walk
(as a child;—also humak-kar aln).
H  %- z/$humagn, v.n. A dialec. form of humakn, q.v.
P %- hamag (abst. s. fr. B- hama, by euphonic change of
nal (silent) hto g), s.f. Totality, entirety; all, the whole.
A ,- himam, s.f. pl. of himmat, q.v.
H - 6/haman, pron. (dialec.) 1˚ = ham;—2˚ =hamr;—
3˚=hame , qq.v.
H  - 6/haman, or hamn, = H . - 6/[ haman , or
hamn ,dialec. forms of the pron. hame , q.v.
H . - 6/[haman , or hamn , = H  - 6/ haman, or

resemblance; equality, parity.
P  - himmat (rel. n. fr. himmat, q.v.), adj. High-minded,

hamn,dialec. forms of the pron. hame , q.v.
H  - 6/"haman, or hamn, pron. (Bhojpuri) =ham, q.v.:

magnanimous; liberal;—spirited, enterprising;
courageous, brave, bold.
P 2>- hamda (for A. e>- hamdat, v.n. fr. >- 'to be

—hamn-k= hamr, q.v.:—hamn-ke= hame , q.v.:—hamnso = ham-se, ablat. of ham.
P - hamwr (ham+wr, qq.v.), adj. Plain, even, level,

extinguished; to be dead,' &c.), s.m. Apoplexy.
H ' - 6/hamar (rustic, or dialec), pron. adj. contrac. of

smooth;—proportional, symmetrical, well-made;—
trained, disciplined;—suitable, worthy, t:—hamwr karn,
v.t. To level, smooth, make plain;—to break in, to train:—
n-hamwr, adj. Uneven;—unbroken, untrained,
undisciplined;—unworthy; indecent; absurd; discordant;—
disproportioned; unsuitable.
P 2- hamwra, adv. Always, continually, ever.

hamr, q.v.
H ' - 6/hamar, or hamr(dialec. & colloq.), pron. adj.
(f. -) = hamr, q.v.:—hamar-ke, (Bhojpuri)=hame , q v.:—
hamar-seor so (Bhoj.)=ham-se, ablat. of ham.
P 2' - ham-rh, = P ' - ham-rh,See s.v. , ham.
P

' - ham-rh, = P 2' - ham-rh,See s.v. , ham.

S 9' - 6 / ,h' imartu (hima+ritu),
 s.m. The cold season,
winter.
H  ' - 6/5hamaro, 6/M hamarau (Braj), pron.
adj.=hamr, q.v.
P 2' - ham-rah, adj. & s.m. contrac. of ham-rh, q.v.s.v.
ham.
P 2n - hamza (for A. en - hamzat, v.n. fr. n - 'to prick,' &c.),
s.m. The orthographical sign hamza(), or the letter « alif;
—(in accounts) the sign for one-eighth of a ser.
H <- z/humsn, v.t. (dialec.) To scare;—to raise.
S ' - 6 /hima-kar, adj. & s.m. See s.v. hima.
H  - z/humakn [humak˚, prob.=Prk. , = (), fr. S.
 +>], v.n. To rush (upon, -par); to make an attack

P - hamwr (fr. hamwr), s.f. Evenness, levelness,
atness, smoothness, &c. (see hamwr).
P B- hama [old P. & Prs hama; Pehl. hamk; Zend hama, S.
/], adj. All, the whole; every;—everyone (syn. sab):—
hama-tan, adv. With all (one's) might;—with all (one's)
heart and soul:—hama-dn, adj. All-knowing, omniscient;
all-wise;—well-versed; experienced:—hama-dn, s.f.
Omniscience:—hama ifat mau f, Endowed with every
good quality:—b-n-hama, adv. With all this; withal,
notwithstanding all this;—whereas.
H - 6³hamai, pron. (Braj)=) - hame , q.v.
A .) - himyn, (and P.) hamyn, = P ) - himyn, or
hamiyn,s.f. A long purse or scrip (especially hung at the
side); a purse (syn. thail).
P ) - himyn, or hamiyn, = A .) - himyn, (and P.)

hamyn,s.f. A long purse or scrip (especially hung at the
side); a purse (syn. thail).
H U ) - hamesh, vulg. hames, adv. contrac. of hamesha, q.v.
P %L) - hameshag, vulg. hameshg(abst. s. fr. hamesha), s.f.
Eternity, perpetuity.
P BL) - hamesha (fr. ham; cf. Zend hamatha), adv. Always,
ever, continually, perpetually, incessantly:—hamesha-k,
adj. Eternal, &c.
H () - 6q!hamel, s.f. A sort of necklace (generally made
of rupees, and furnished with a pendant;—cf. haikal).
H ) - 6/·ham (ham, q.v.+emphat. part.  = = h, q.v.),
emphat. pron. We ourselves; we even, even we.
P ) - hamn (ham+pron. n, qq.v.), adj. & adv. Even this,
this very, this same;—equally, in the same manner;—
only, solely, neither more nor less.
H ) - 6 hame , (dialec.) 6 hamai [Ap. Prk. @6 6 or
@66(, fr. Prk. 6 or /=Vedic S. Tq], pron. (dat. &
acc. of ham, q.v.), To us; us.
H  ) - 6 q"himen (dialec. or Dakh.), s.f. corr. of himyn,
q.v.
H ) - 6q hamev, or hameo[prob. S. 6q ], s.m. Egotism,
vanity, conceit, pride, arrogance.
S  6hana, vulg. han, adj. & s.m. Killing, slaying;—killer,
slayer, slaughterer, murderer (used as last member of
compounds).
H  6 hi (i.q. hi, q.v.), A dialec. a. of the dat. & acc. (i.q.
ko); and of the ablat. (=se);—also an emphat. ax (=hi).
H  6 hin, adj. corr. of ) hn, q.v.
H  z(hu , 1˚ pron. (old H.)=hau , or ho , 'I,' q.v.;—2˚ (old
H.)=h , 'I am.'
H  zhun (contrac. of h n, q.v.), s.m. A pagoda (a gold
coin of Southern India):—hun barasn, To rain pagodas;
wealth to be showered down.
H  6han, perf. part. of next, q.v.
H  6Bhann, v.t. See   hann.
H  6Bhann (i.q. harn, q.v.), s.m. Pommel (of a
saddle).
H  zhun (perf. part. of hunn, q.v.), part. adj. (f. -),

Sacriced, oered up.
H  zBhunn, v.t. See   hunn.
H . z((hu  , adv. (dialec.)=wah , q.v.
H . 6hann (colloq.), s.m. per met.for nahn=snn,
qq.v.
H !  6(ha pn (caus. of h pn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to blow or pant; to put out of breath.
H  !  6(ha pn, v.n.= !  h pn, q.v.
H  !  6("ha pn (i.q. ha pn), s.f. Blowing, pung,
panting, gasping; shortness of breath.
H  !  6(vha phn, v.n.=h phn= h pn, q.v.
H () !  6(v!
» ha phail [perhaps for ha phil= ha ph(n)+il=
Prk. 5=S. a. t; or ha pha(fr. ha phn)+Prk. !5=S.
!t], adj. & s.m. Blown; easily blown; short-winded;—a
short-winded person, or horse; a 'roarer.'
H  6hanat (fr. hann), part. Stricken; injured; slain.
S   6Bor 6( hant (base 6(B hantri), adj. & s.m.
Striking; killing, destroying; removing; mortal;
murderous;—striker; injurer; killer, slayer, destroyer,
murderer, assassin;—thief, robber.
S   6 B!hintl, s.m. The marshy date-tree (a species
of palm), Phœnix(or Elate) paludosa.
S   6B,hantu, s.m. Killing; death;—a bull.
H   z(5hu to [Ap. Prk. 6  or 6  ; Prk. 6 (

or

# 
( ; S. #  (B+t), pres. part. of #0], postpn. (old
H.)=se, q.v.
H   z(5hu to (old H.)=huto, or hutau, qq.v.
S B7  6Bhantavya, part. adj. (f. -), To be struck, or
killed, or destroyed; t to be killed, deserving death.
H    6(R"ha thin, s.f. = hathinor hathn, q.v.
P T  hanjr [han= Zend hañ= ham= S. /+jr= S. ], s.m.
A straight road; a by-path; a short cut;—a true method;—
way, rule, law;—habit, custom; conduct;—a mason's rule;
a plumb-line, a level; any string or instrument used by
builders in laying stones straight.
P > hind [or hindu; Pehl. hindu, or hind; Zend hindu; S.
B,], s.m. India, Hindustn (properly restricted to the

Upper provinces, between Banras and the Satlaj);—a
Hind, an Indian.
P 1> hindab, or hindb(A. hindab, or hindib), s.m.
Endive, succory, Cichorium endivia.
P . 5> hindustn [hindu, q.v.+stn= sthn, qq.v.], = S . 5>
6 BCTR hindusthn (hindu, fr. the Pers.+sthna),s.m.
Hindstn, India (see Hind).
S . 5> 6 BCTRhindusthn (hindu, fr. the Pers.+sthna),
= P . 5> hindustn [hindu, q.v.+stn = sthn, qq.v.],s.m.
Hindstn, India (see Hind).
P B5> handasa, or hindasa, or hindisa(for A. f5> handasat,

q.v.
P  5 > 6 BT"hind stan [hind stn+= S. t or t;
and  or ], adj. & s.m. Belonging to India; Indian;—
an Indian, a native of Hindstn;—s.f. The language of
Hindstn (the term is mistakenly applied by many to
Urd generally).
S  > 6 B5!hindol = H  > 6 B5! hindol [hindol= S.
6 B5!+ t], s.m. A swing; a cradle; a hammock;—one of
the personied rgsor musical modes (sung in the
morning of spring).
H  > 6 B5!hindol = S  > 6 B5! hindol [hindol= S.

the P. andzaarabicized), s.m. Geometry;—gure, or
gures (of arithmetic);—arithmetic:—hindasa-dn, s.m.
Geometrician;—arithmetician; accountant.
H > 6 BMhindn, or 6 B"" hindin [hind, q.v.+S. "],

6 B5!+ t], s.m. A swing; a cradle; a hammock;—one of

s.f. A Hind (or an Indian) woman.
H  > 6(5ha do, fem. ha d[prob. Prk. 6(5, pres. part.; see

H . > 6 BC hinduwin, or 6 B  hindawin, = H

hu to], A dialec. (Mrwr) postpn. of the gen. (i.q. k;
keror ker; r, &c.).
P  > hindu, vulg. hind (see hind), s.m. A Hind, a Gentoo,
an Indian;—a black mark, or a mole (on the cheek of a
mistress); a lock (of a mistress):—hindu-stn, or hind stn, s.m. See s.v.
H  > 6 Bhind [P. hindu(=S. B,)+S. t], adj. & s.m.
Hind ; Indian;—a Hind, a native of India who observes
the precepts of the Hind scriptures:—hind -mat, s.m.
The Hind religion, Hindism;—the followers of the
Hind religion:—hind -mat-s rm, s.m. 'The eye-salve of
Hindism,' an epithet of the Hind religion; or of any
person regarded as profoundly learned in that religion.
H . > 6 BC hinduwn, or 6 B  hindwn, s.m. corr.
of next, q.v.
P B > hinduwna, or hindwna[prob. hindu+na= Zend
naor ana= S. ], s.m. A watermelon;—a pumpkin.
P  > hinduwn, or hindun(rel. n. fr. hinduwn), adj.
After the fashion of Hinds;—of Indian steel (a sword).
H  > 6 5hi dorn [or hi doln; prob. fr. S. 6 B5!],
v.t. To puddle.
P . 5 > hindu-stn, vulg. hind stn, s.m. =. 5> hindustn,

the personied rgsor musical modes (sung in the
morning of spring).
H   > 6 5!hindoln, v.t.=hindorn, q.v.
 > 6 B" hind in [hind + S. "], s.f.=hindn, q.v.
H  > 6 B"hind in [hind + S. "], = H . > 6 BC 
hinduwin, or 6 B  hindawin,s.f.=hindn, q.v.
P  > 6 B "hindw, or 6 BC " hinduw, or 6 B hind 
[prob. hindu+= S. ], adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
India, or to the Hinds; Indian, Hind;—an Indian, a
Hind;—s.f. The language or dialect of the Hinds, the
Hind  or Hind language;—blackness (of the hair, &c.).
H > 6 B"hind [hind, q.v. + = S. t (+t), and ; or
t and ], adj. Belonging or relating to India; Indian;
—s.f. The language of the (Hind) people of India (it is
applied to the various dialects, as well as to the literary
language, usually called High Hind).
S [ zefhua, vulg. hu, s.m. A tiger;—a village hog;—a
ram;—a blockhead;—an imp, a demon.
H [ 6efor 6(f ha [Prk. #(f ; S. #eft], s.m. A
large earthen pot or boiler, a cauldron;—a species
of grass (found on the banks of tanks and jhls, and
producing a little red ower):—ha pho n, 'To break
the pot' (of); to disclose a secret, to let the cat out of the
bag:—ha karn(-k), To oer earthen pots (full of
sweetmeats, &c., to a god); to give a great feast (esp. on

returning from a pilgrimage).
S [ 6(efor z(f hu [S. zef+t, rt. zef=#,ef], adj. (f. -

season.
H  [ 6ef "or z(f " huaw, or huw[S. z .ef, with

), Wanting horns (an ox, &c.), &c. (i.q. mu, q.v.);—
s.m. A monopoly; a farm; a contract:—hu-bh , s.m.
A contract or agreement (for the transportation of
goods) in which the payment of all tolls and duties, and
all charges for hire, &c. are included; a lump-contract;—
insurance (on goods; syn. bm):—hu-bh -wl, s.m.
One who makes the kind of contract described above;—
an insurer:—hu-bail, s.m. A blockhead, a numskull.
H [ z(fhu r [prob. S. zef+!t], s.m. A wolf (com.

inserted], s.f.=[ hu, q.v.

hu r).
H [ 6(fha n (caus. of hnn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to roam or to wander; to send or drive forth or out; to
expel, banish; to disgrace by public exposure, &c. (as by
taking one round a city on an ass);—to take or move
round (syn. ghumn).
H . [ zef or z(f  hu wan [also hu iywan, and
huiyn; prob. fr. huiywn, or huiyn= hu, q.v.
+w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+an= Prk.

H  [ ze©or z(© huh, s.m.(?) Mutual assistance in
tillage (syn. jt).
H [ zef"or z(f" hu [S. z .ef], s.f. Bill of exchange;
money-order, draft; cheque; bond:—hu-bah, s.f.
Huor bill-book; cheque-book:—hu bhejn, To send a
hu; to make a payment by a bill:—hu pan, A
huor bill to be cashed, or to be honoured:—hu-par
be  likhn.To endorse a bill:—hu daran, s.f. A bill
payable at sight:—hu sakrn, To honour a bill:—huk behwr, Exchange:—hu karn, To remit money by a
bill of exchange, &c.; to draw a bill or cheque (upon, par):—hu-md, s.f. A bill payable after a certain
stipulated interval;—a bill payable after date:—hu-wl,
or wl, s.m. A banker; an exchange-merchant;—an
insurer.
S [ 6 ef"hi (rt. hi), s.f. An epithet of Durg.
H [ 6(f·ha  = H 7[ 6(f ha iy [Prk. #(f; S.

4(=S. "(], s.m. Price paid upon (or for) a bill of

#.ef, whence 6 .ef], s.f. A small earthen boiler or

exchange; exchange, rate of exchange;—discount.
S G[ 6 .efhaik (prob. a Prk. form of bhik),

pot (i.q. h );—a relish:—ha iy pakn, 'The pot to boil';
(meat, &c.) to be cooked; (a scheme, &c.) to be
concocted:—ha iy a hn, v.n. The pot to be put on (the
re); to earn;—to take bribes;—to ll one's pockets:—
ha iy garm hon, 'The pot to be hot or boiling'; to earn;
to be making money fast; to take bribes:—ha iy-o,
s.f. Pots and pans, cooking utensils.
H 7[ 6(fha iy = H [ 6(f· ha  [Prk. #(f; S.

s.f.=ha, q.v.
S .[ 6 efhian, s.m. Wandering, roaming;—sexual
intercourse;—writing.
H [ 6 efor 6 f hin [hi˚= S. 6 ef(`), rt. 6 ef],
v.n. To move, to walk; to wander, roam; to travel,
journey.
H  [ 6 f5hi or, s.m. (dialec. or rustic)=hi ol, q.v.
H  [ 6 f5!hi ol [S. 6 B5!t], s.m. A swing, &c. (i.q.
hi ol, q.v.);—name of a rgor musical mode sung in
spring in the early morning:—hi ol- hand, s.m. Name of
a metre in Hind poetry (it contains 10+10+10+10=40
instants; the last foot must be an iambus; subordinate
rhymes may occur at each pause).
H  [ 6 f5!hi ol, (dialec.) 6(f5! ha ol [S.
6 B5!t], s.m. A swing; a cradle;—a song describing the
swing, and sung during that exercise in the rainy

#.ef, whence 6 .ef], s.f. A small earthen boiler or
pot (i.q. h );—a relish:—ha iy pakn, 'The pot to boil';
(meat, &c.) to be cooked; (a scheme, &c.) to be
concocted:—ha iy a hn, v.n. The pot to be put on (the
re); to earn;—to take bribes;—to ll one's pockets:—
ha iy garm hon, 'The pot to be hot or boiling'; to earn;
to be making money fast; to take bribes:—ha iy-o,
s.f. Pots and pans, cooking utensils.
H .7[ z .efhuiyn, = H . 7[ z .ef 
huiywan,s.m.= huwan, q.v.

H . 7[ z .ef huiywan, = H .7[ z .ef
huiyn,s.m.= huwan, q.v.
H 7[ z(efhhu ait (hu, q.v.+ait= it, as in halait,
q.v.), s.m. An insurer; a contractor (i.q. hu-bh wl).
S ' 7[ 6 ef"hir, s.m. Cuttle-sh bone;—the egg-plant,
Solanum melongena;—a tonic or stomachic;—the
pomegranate.
H  z .4hui, postp. (dialec. Kamaun)=ko(postp. of the
dat. & acc.).
P '  hunar [Pehl. hunar; Zend hunara(hu+nara); S. ,+],
s.m. Excellence in any art; art, skill; attainment;
accomplishment; ingenuity; cleverness; knowledge,
science; excellence, virtue, merit;—industry;—means:—
hunar-mand, or hunar-war, adj. Skilful; clever; ingenious;
accomplished; excellent, &c.:—hunar-mand, s.f.
Skilfulness, &c.:—hunar-wl, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Skilful, &c.
(i.q. hunar-mand, q.v.);—a skilful man; an accomplished
man, &c.:—be-hunar, adj. Unskilful;—awkward;—be-hunar,
s.f. Unskilfulness;—awkwardness.
H '  z(hu rr (dialec.)=  hu r, q.v.
P '  hunar (hunar, q.v.+= S. ), adj. Skilful; clever, &c.
(i.q. hunar-mand).
H   z(7hu r (i.q. hu r, q.v.), s.m. A wolf (syn.
bhe iy; bik).
H 7  6(7ha iy, s.f.=ha iy, q.v.
S *  6(ha s, vulg. hans, s.m. (f. -), A goose, gander;
swan; duck;— amingo;—the living soul;—one of the vital
airs;—an epithet of Brahm; of Vish u; of iva; of Kmdev; of the Sun; of an unambitious and liberal monarch;
of an ascetic or devotee of a particular order;—a kind of
horse:—ha s-rj, s.m. Name of a herb which springs up
on brick walls during the rains (it is used medicinally);
the plant Maiden-hair, Adiantum capillus
veneris(commonly found by the side of streams; Pers.
syn. parsiyvashn; vulg. pareshwashn; parseosh );—
name of a kind of rice:—ha s-r p, adj. 'Swan-like';
graceful as the swan (applied to the gait of a person):—
ha s-gmin, s.f. A graceful woman (lit.'walking like the
swan'):—ha s-gaman, s.m. The moving gracefully like a

swan; gait of a swan or goose; graceful gait:—ha sgaman, or hans-gawan, s.f.=ha s-gmin, q.v.
H *  6(ha s (fr. ha sn, q.v.), s.m. Laughing; laughter
(see ha s):—ha s-mukh, adj. Of a laughing countenance,
merry-faced, smiling, cheerful, blithesome, merry,
jovial, jolly; facetious, jocular.
H *  6 hi s [S. Ç3], s.f. (dialec.) Neighing (of a
horse).
H *  6hanas, s.f.=halas= haris, qq.v.
H < 6(ha s, vulg. hans[Prk. 6( ; S. 6(], s.m. A
poet. form of ha s, 'goose,' q.v.
H < 6(ha s [Prk. 6 ; S. 6+t], s.m. Laughing;
laugh; laughter (see ha s).
S < 6 hi s, vulg. hins, s.f. Injuring, injury, mischief,
hurt, harm, wrong;—malice;—robbery, spoliation;—
killing, slaying, slaughter, murder, homicide.
S < 6 !,hi slu, adj. Disposed to injure; injurious;
hurtful; mischievous, malicious; murderous.
H < 6(ha sn (caus. of ha sn, q.v.), v.t. To cause
to laugh; to tickle, to please:—ha s-den, v.t. intens. of
and=ha sn.
H  < 6(ha s [ha s(n)+ = Prk.  =( S. ()(],
adj. Provoking laughter; laughable, ridiculous.
H 8< 6( ha s [ha s(n)+= Prk.   = S.
()++], s.f. Cause for laughter; fun, ridicule,
derision.
H < 6(ha se, conj. part. of ha sn, q.v.
S 0' < 6 khi srak, adj. & s.m.=next, q.v.
S 2' < 6 khi sra, adj. Hurtful, injurious, mischievous,
noxious; formidable, terrible, malignant, erce, savage,
cruel; destructive, murderous;—s.m. One who delights in
mischief, &c.;—a savage or noxious animal, a beast of
prey; a destroyer;—a name of iva; and of Bhm.
S < 6(ha sak, s.m. A gander;—a amingo;—a kind of
ornament for the feet or ankles (said to be formed like a
goose's foot).
S < 6 hi sak, vulg. hinsak, adj. & s.m. Mischievous,
injurious, &c. (i.q. hi sra, q.v.);—an injurer, an enemy;—a

beast of prey;—a Brhma skilled in the Atharva-veda.
S < 6(ha sik, s.f. A goose;—a female amingo.

S < 6("ha s, s.f. A goose; a female swan.

H + < 6(!5ha slon, adj. (f. -), Humorous, jocular,

S. 6 ], s.f. Laughter; laugh; fun; diversion, sport,

waggish;—s.m. A humorous fellow; a wag.
H + < 6(!"ha sl, (dialec.) 6(,!" ha sul [prob. Prk.

mirth, merriment, amusement; jesting; ridicule,
derision, mockery:—ha s an(with dat.), To be moved to
laughter; to laugh:—ha s u n(-k), To make fun or
sport; to make fun, or a jest (of), to ridicule:—ha sush, s.f. Joyousness, mirth, merriment, hilarity;—
adv. Cheerfully, gladly:—ha s samajhn, or ha s-me lejn(-ko), To regard as fun or jest, to take as a joke:—
ha s karn, To make sport or fun; to laugh and jest; to
make fun (of, -k), to laugh (at), to mock, to ridicule:—
ha s-me , adv. In fun, in jest:—ha s-me u n(-ko), To
turn o with a joke:—ha s-me kha s hon, 'Laughing to
end in coughing'; to go from words to blows.
H ) < 6(ha siy [Prk. 6(; S. 6(+], s.f. Reaping-

6(.!; S. 6(+!+], s.f. Collar-bone, clavicle;—a
collar (of gold or silver) worn round the neck as an
ornament (syn. h s):—ha sl utar-jn, v.n. The collarbone to be dislocated.
S < 6 hi san, s.m. Hurting, injuring; injury;
detriment; killing, slaying.
H  < 6(ha sn [ha s˚= Prk. 6() = S. 6(), rt. 6],
v.n. To laugh, to smile; to be merry; to jest, joke, make
fun;—to laugh (at, -par), to make fun (of); to jeer,
ridicule, deride;—s.m. Laughing, laughter;—laugher;
ridiculer; jester;—adj. Risible:—ha s-uhn, v.n. To burst
out laughing:—ha s-den, v.n. (intens.), To laugh out; to
laugh.
H  < 6(,ha sanu, or 6(0 ha san , s.m. (f.
ha sanu), A laughing-stock.
H < 6(,ha su, or 6(  ha sw [Prk. 6(

H < 6("ha s, (dialec.) 6( ha si, 6( ha se [Prk. 6 ;

hook, sickle; pruning-hook (i.q. hasiy; ha su).
H  6(&ha k, s.m. (dialec.)=ha kr, q.v.
H   6(&ha kn, v.t. (dialec.)=ha krn, q.v.
S  z(hu kr (z/+), s.m. The word or sound hu ;

(with

inserted); S. 6(t], s.m. A reaping hook, sickle (i.q.
ha siy).
H < 6(57ha so [Prk. 6!5; S. 6+!t], adj. & s.m.
Merry, cheerful; facetious, humorous, jocular;—one who
is always laughing, a merry or cheerful person; a
facetious man, a wag; a jester.
H ? < 6(57ha so pan = H  ? < 6(57 ha so pan
[ha so , q.v.+Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; () and ;
+], s.m. Facetiousness, humorousness, jocularity.
H  ? < 6(57ha so pan = H ? < 6(57 ha so pan
[ha so , q.v.+Prk. Q4( and Q4(=S. ; (Vedic ; () and ;
+], s.m. Facetiousness, humorousness, jocularity.
H  < 6(57h so n (fr. ha so ), v.n. (dialec.) To play
the part of a wag or facetious person; to practise
facetiousness or merriment.
H ' G< 6(5ha sokar, adj. & s.m.=ha so , q.v.

a grunt of assent, saying 'yes,' &c. (see hu kr);—
uttering a menacing sound; grunting, grunt (of a boar);
roaring; bellowing;—a shout;—twang (of a bow):—hu kr
den, To give forth a sound; to grunt; to roar; to bellow;
to shout.
H  6(ha kr = H  6( ha kr (fr. ha krn,
q.v.), s.m. Calling; bawling to; cry, outcry, shout; an
alarm;—driving; driving o or away (with shouts).
H  6(ha kr = H  6( ha kr (fr. ha krn,
q.v.), s.m. Calling; bawling to; cry, outcry, shout; an
alarm;—driving; driving o or away (with shouts).
H  z(hu kr [S. zr+t], s.m. A grunt of
assent saying 'yes'; a sound made to indicate that
attention is paid to what is said:—hu kr bharn, v.n. To
grunt assent; to say hu or 'yes' (to).
H  6(ha krn [ha kr˚= Prk. 6=(), or
6=()=S. 6=(), denom. fr. 6=, fr. 6], v.n.
To call, bawl, halloo;—v.t. To call to, to bawl to; to halloo
after (as in the chase);—to brave;—to drive (oxen, &c.);

to drive away, to keep o (by shouting); to expel;—to
start or set o (a cart, carriage, or train, &c.);—to put o
(a boat); to hoist or set (sail, in order to put o).
H  6(ha kn [ha k˚= ha kw˚= Prk. 6= (), or
6=U(), fr. S. 6+>, with caus. aug. pi], v.n. &
t.=h kn, and ha krn, qq.v.
H  6("ha kr [corr. of S. 6r"], adj. & s.m.
Egotistical, conceited, proud, arrogant;—a conceited
person, &c.
H  z("hu kr [S. zr+], s.f.=hu kr, q.v.
H  z("hu kr [prob. fr. S. r], s.f. A curved line
round gures in account-keeping (e.g. ??, i e. 1—9—
6).
H   6(!ha kln, v.t. & n. (dialec.)=ha krn, q.v.
H   6( ha kwn, ha kon, (dialec.) v.n. &
t.=ha kn, q.v.
H '  6(ha krn, v.t. & n. (dialec.)=ha krn, q.v.
H ;: 6(!ha kln, v.n. corr. of hakln, q.v.
H   zhunakn [prob. fr. S. z/+>], v.n. To sob; to
weep.
P $ hang (cf. hang), s.m. Understanding, intellect,
wisdom;—majesty, authority; dignity, gravity;—purpose,
design;—strength, power, ability.
P $ hing (S. 6 r$,), s.m. Assafœtida (i.q. hng, q.v.).
P J% ha gm [prob. Zend hañ(=ham, q.v.)+gma, rt. gam=
S. $/; but cf. Zend aiwi-gma], s.m. Season, time, period;
—an assembly.
P B % hangma (rel. n. fr. the preceding), s.m. A
convention, an assembly, a meeting; a crowd;—noise,
tumult, commotion, confusion, uproar; sedition,
disturbance, disorder; an aray; assault:—hangma-r,
adj. Exciting tumult; creating a disturbance, &c.:—
hangma-pardz, adj. Tumultuous, riotous, &c.:—hangmapardz, s.f. The making a tumult or riot, &c.:—hangma
karn, v.n. To make a noise; to raise a disturbance, to
make a riot:—hangma-gr, adj. & s.m. Tumultuous,
uproarious, &c.;—a rope-dancer, tumbler.
P % hangm [hangm+= S. ], adj. Temporal,

ephemeral.
S (% 6 $,!hingul, s.m. A preparation of mercury with
sulphur, vermilion.
H M;:% 6 $!*hi glj [prob. fr. S. 6 $,!], s.m.(?) A temple
of Dev; a place of pilgrimage.
S + % 6 $,!"hi gul, s.f. The egg-plant, Solanum melongena.
H % 6 $hingan [S. r$,( or r$(!]( , s.m. (dialec.) The
thorny plant Balanites #gyptiaca, and its fruit;—a sort of
rework or grenade made of this fruit lled with
gunpowder.
H % 6 $5&hi go [S. r$,;( Prk. ($
, ]( , s.m. The nut of
the tree Terminalia catappa(whence oil is extracted).
S .- 6,/hanu-mn, adj. & s.m. (f. -mat), Having large
jaws;—name of the monkey-god or chief who acted as
leader, ally, and spy to Rm-andra in his march against
Rvan at the invasion of Lank;—a monkey, a baboon;—
a miser.
S - 6,/hanu-mat, and H. 6/ hanmat, = H  -
6,/( hanu-mant (see mant),adj. & s.m.=hanumn, q.v.:—
hanmat-k dum hon, To be (long as) the tail of Hanumat;
to be long or continuous.
H  - 6,/(hanu-mant (see mant), = S - 6,/ hanumat, and H. 6/ hanmat,adj. & s.m.=hanumn, q.v.:—
hanmat-k dum hon, To be (long as) the tail of Hanumat;
to be long or continuous.
H  6hanan [S. 6(, rt. 6], s.m. Striking; wounding;
hurting, injuring; destroying; killing, slaying;—slaughter;
destruction;—(in Arith.) multiplication:—hanan-l, adj. Of
a cruel or murderons disposition
cruel; murderous:—hanan karn(-ko), To wound; to kill,
slay; to destroy.
H   6hann [han˚= Prk. 64(); S. 6 .B (but Vedic also
I cl. 6), rt. 6], v.t. To strike, smite; to kill, slay,
destroy, murder.
H   6hann [han˚prob.=S. #4(), rt. #4], v.n. To
speak, to break silence (e.g. ku h hant hai na bhant hai):—
hann-bhann(also hanakn-bhanakn), v.n.=hann.
H   zhunn [hun˚= Prk. z4() or ,4()=S. ,5(),

rt. 0], v.t. To oer up, to sacrice.

S  6 hava, vulg. haw(rt. hve), s.m. Calling, call;

S  6,hanu, s.m. & f., or 60 han , s.f. The jaw;—(han ,

invitation; invocation;—challenge;—order, command.
H  zhu, or  h (dialec.), emphat. part. 1˚=h, q.v.;—

s.f.) Anything which destroys or injures life; a weapon;
death, dying; disease, sickness;—a kind of drug, or
vegetable perfume.
H  60han [S. 6, + t], s.m. Hanumn (the monkeychief).
H 9 6 Mhinaut, s.m. = H 9 6 M" hinaut, s.f.[hn,
q.v. Prk.  .\=S. + \+;—the
'
masc. is prob.
formed from the fem.], Humility, supplication, entreaty.
H 9 6 M"hinaut, s.f. = H 9 6 M hinaut, s.m.[hn,
'
masc. is prob.
q.v. Prk.  .\=S. + \+;—the
formed from the fem.], Humility, supplication, entreaty.
A  hun d, s.m. pl. (of hind, q.v.), Hinds, Indians.
P l hanoz, or han z, adv. Yet; still; further; just now, at
present; hitherto, to this very time;—not yet:—hanoz dill
d r hai, 'Dillis still far o' (it is a far cry to Loch Awe'), is
used to express that the conclusion of an aair is far
distant.
H .  60/han -mn, s.m.=.- hanu-mn, q.v.
H   60/"han mn [han mn+= S. +t], ajd. Of or
relating to Hanumn.
H  3 6 6 &hinhin, s.f. contrac. of hinhinha, q.v.
H  3 6 6 hinhinn, (dialec.) 6 6  hi hi nn
[hinhin˚= S. 6 /, redupl.+= w= Prk.  or U=S. 
(caus. aug.) + n], v.n. To neigh; to whinny;—(as a
gerund) s.m. Neighing.
H "  3 6 6 6&hinhinha [hinhin(n)+ha= wa=
Prk.  (=S. ()++; ]( , s.f. Neighing; a neigh.
H  6 hani (dialec.), conj. part. of   hann, q.v.
A  hani, vulg. han(v.n. fr.  'to be wholesome,' &c.),
adj. Wholesome; light, easy of digestion; pleasant,
agreeable; inestimable;—possessed or acquired without
trouble, easily obtained.
H .)  6 [hi y , adv. (dialec.)=.37 ya , q.v.
S  6 hava, vulg. haw(rt. hu), s.m. Oblation, burntoering, sacrice.

2˚=bh, q.v.
H  zhu [Ap. Prk. ˚ or ˚6; Prk. ˚6; S. ˚R], A com. sign, in
old Hind, of the 2nd pers. pl. of the imperat. (e.g. 6z (=
6(5) = Prk. 6z or 66 = S. 6R).
S  h , intj. 1˚ of calling;—2˚ of pride;—3˚ of contempt;—
4˚ of grief.
H  h , s.m. Noise, report, rumour, &c. (i.q. h h, q.v.).
A  huwa, vulg. h , pron. He;—he is;—a name of the
Deity:—h aq hon, v.n. To be destroyed:—h -k lam,
s.m. A desert plain, a howling wilderness (q.d. where no
being but God exists):—huwa-huwa, or h -ba-hu, adv. Just
as it is, exactly, precisely (syn. bi-aini-hi; jo -k to ).
S  65ho, (dialec.) 6M hau, A vocative part. 'Ho! hallo! I
say!' (most com. placed after the name of the person
addressed;—cf. hot):—ho-hau, intj. Ho! hallo there!
H  65ho, pron. (dialec., Bhojpr)= 2 wah, q.v.
H  65ho, (dialec.) 6M hau [Prk. 656; S. # R 'you are,' and
#  'be you'], (You) are; (you) may be;—be (you);—[Prk.
65; S. #  'he is'], (he or it) may be;—(dialec.) is (i.q.
hai):—ho to ho, 'It may be,' perhaps:—ho so ho, Happen
what may or will:—ho na ho, 'It may be or it may not';
right or wrong; it must be so; necessarily; undoubtedly,
assuredly.
H  65ho [Prk. 65; S. #0; ], conj. part. (of hon),
Having been; being:—ho-n, v.n. For this and other
compounds, see s.v. hon.
H  6Mhau (dialec.)=. hau , q.v.
P  haw (1˚ for A. ¬ w , fr. w 'to blow,' &c.;—2˚ for A. _ ,
fr. _® 'to love'), s.f. Air, atmosphere, ether, the space
between heaven and earth;—air, wind, gentle gale;—a
gas;— ight;—an aerial being; spirit, end;—sound, tone;
—rumour, report;—credit, good name;—aection, favour,
love, mind, desire, passionate fondness; lust, carnal
desire, concupiscence;—an empty or worthless thing:—
haw u n(-k), (A thing) to get wind, report to go forth; to

be reported or promulgated:—haw ukha n(-k), To get a
bad name;—to lose credit:—haw n(-me ), The wind or
air to come (into); to be ventilated (as a room, &c.):—
haw b dh-ke jn, v.n. To beat to windward; to sail
against the wind:—haw b dhn, To make a name;—to
boast, brag;—to invent; to romance:—haw batn(-ko?),
To reject a petition; to put o; to disappoint:—haw
badaln, v.n. The wind to change or veer round; (g.) to
undergo a change of condition:—haw biga n, v.n. The
air to be corrupted or poisoned;—to get a bad name, &c.
(i.q. haw ukha n):—haw bandhn, v.n. A name to be got
or won;—to appear:—haw-band karn, v.n. To build
castles in the air;—to make current false reports (about),
to calumniate:—haw-bojh-np, s.m. A barometer:—haw
bhar-jn(-me ), To be lled with air; to be blown or
in ated;—to be pued up;—(one's) head to be turned:—
haw-parast, adj. & s.m. 'Worshipping (or a worshipper
of) the air'; given to vanity, or ambition, or sensuality;
vain; ckle; giddy, volatile;—a vain person, &c.:—haw
phirn, or haw palan, v.n.=haw badaln, q.v.:—haw
jnn, v.t. 'To regard as air, or as empty breath'; to set at
naught:—haw- akk, s.f. A wind-mill:—haw aln, The
wind to blow:—haw ho n, haw hu n, or haw u n,
v.n. To break wind:—haw- h, adj. & s.m. Desirous of
vanities; vain; ambitious; fond of pleasure;—a vain, or an
ambitious, man; one who is fond of pleasure;—a wellwisher, friend; lover:—haw- h, s.f. Well-wishing;
good-will, friendship:—haw-irs, s.m. Lust and greed;
covetousness, greediness; envy:—haw-dr, adj. & s.m.
Having, or following, the wind; airy; open; ighty; saucy;
—a well-wisher, an aectionate friend; a lover;—the seat
placed on an elephant (to ride in);—a movable throne on
which kings took the air:—haw-dr, s.f. Airiness;—love,
aection, liking:—haw dekh karn, To keep observing
the wind; to see how the wind blows or sits; (g.) to
watch the state of aairs; to notice how things are
tending:—haw den(-ko), To give air (to); to let in the air;
—to air (clothes, &c.);—to blow (a re);—to foment (a
quarrel):—haw-zadag, s.f. Cold (in the head); rheum,
de uxion; catarrh:—haw-s, adj. (f. -s), Like the air;
light as air:—haw-s zo -k bhar l, (Physics)
Exosmose of gases:—haw-se bt(or bte ) karn, 'To hold

converse with the air'; to have the head raised high; to
be very tall, or elevated;—to rival the wind in speed; to
outstrip the wind:—haw-se la n, v.n. 'To quarrel with
the wind'; to be quarrelsome; to seek occasion for
quarrel:—haw-k ru  batn, v.t. To cast to the winds:—
haw-k nal niks, s.m. (Physics) Transpiration of gases:—
haw karn, v.t. To fan; to ventilate;—to broach, divulge,
disclose, publish:—hav-ko girah-me b dhn, 'To chain
the wind'; to attempt an impossibility:—haw khn, To
breathe the air; to take an airing;—to walk about idly, to
lounge or saunter about;—to walk away, go away, be o
(e.g. haw kho, 'take your way, be o'):—haw-ke bab le
pho n, 'To break airy bubbles'; to build castles in the air:
—haw-ke rukh jn, v.n. To sail with the wind:—haw-ke
gho e-par sawr hon, 'To be mounted on the wings
(lit.horses) of the wind'; to be moving or going with
great speed or velocity;—to be in a great hurry:—hawgr, s.m. A rocket-maker:—haw lagn(-ko), The air to
reach or get (to); to get air; to feel the air or breeze (of, k);—to be struck by a wind or blast;—to have
rheumatism, or palsy;—to have the head turned (by):—
haw-niks, s.m. A ventilator:—haw-o-hawas, or hawhawas, s.f. The desires and lusts of the esh; lust,
concupiscence, sensuality; luxury; vanity; ambition:—
haw ho-jn, v.n. To y with the velocity of
the wind; to run with the wind;—to scamper o, to
vanish, disappear:—ul tijrat haw, s.f. Adverse tradewind:— aub haw, s.f. A wind blowing from all sides:—
dnuru mand haw, s.f. Polar calm.
H  6 haww, 6M  hauw, 6  hauw, or 6 ha 
[prob. Ap. Prk. 6(; S. #0+, rt. #0], s.m. A bugaboo,
bugbear; a hobgoblin, an ogre.
H  zhu, (dialec.) z  huw, 6 hau, and 65
ho [Ap. Prk. z (for z), Prk. #  =S. # (fr. #0)+
+t], perf. part. (of hon; f. hu), Become; (as a nite
verb) became; has become; was;—happened; passed, or
has passed (and hence it may often be rendered 'since;
ago,' e.g. ek baras hu, 'a year ago'):—hu so hu, '(What)
has happened has happened'; let bygones be bygones.
H  6 !hawl, s.m. (dialec. H.) corr. of A. q awl,

q.v.
H  6 !hawl, s.m. The Hind corr. of Bq awla,
q.v.
H > 6 !hawldar, s.m. The Hind corr. of >q
awl-dr, contrac. of awla-dr, q.v.
A J hawmm, vulg. hawm, s.f. pl. (of hmmat), Reptiles;
serpents; insects:—hawmmul-ar, The reptiles of the
earth:—hawmm--arar-rasn, Noxious reptiles.
H . hawn, s.m. corr. of .  hwan, 'a mortar,' q.v.
A . hawn (inf. n. of . (for . ), 'to be contemptible'),
s.m.(?) Contempt, scorn;—meekness, mildness; humility;
—misery, distress.
H . (h  , or 6[ hw , pron. adv. (dialec.)=wah :—
hw -te, adv.=wah -se, 'from there, thence':—hw -h ,
adv.=wah -h, 'in that very place, or in the very same
place.'
H ¯ 65ho-n, v.n. See s.v.  hon.
H  6 hawn, or 6M haun [prob. S. 65 or 6M +
= w= Prk.  or U=S.  (caus. aug.)+n], v.n.
(dialec.) To scream, screech.
H   6  hiwo, vulg. hibo[for hiyo= Prk. 6 ( or
6 (=S. ¤+], s.m. Heart, spirit, courage, bravery,
boldness; energy; manliness:—hiwo pa n(with gen. of
person, and dat. of object), To muster courage (for, -ko),
to have the courage (to); to make bold (to), to dare (e.g.
mer to un-se bolne-ko hiwo nah pa t).
P 8 haw (rel. n. fr. haw, q.v.), adj. & s.m. Of or
pertaining to the air; in the air;—airy, windy;—aerial;—
borne on the wind;—idle; vain; capricious; ighty;
ambitious; licentious;—a vain person, &c.; a votary of
pleasure;—s.f. A rocket:—haw abar, s.f. Rumour:—
haw-ddaadj. Wanton-eyed; wanton:—haw dda hon,
To allow the eyes (or the attention) to wander;—to look
restless, or wild;—to wanton with the eyes:—hawiy
u n(kis-ke mu h-par), 'Rockets to y (across the face of
anyone)'; the colour to come and go (cf. fa ta u n):—
bd-haw, s.f. Gossip, nonsense, idle or frivolous talk.
H 31 h -ba-h , adv. See s.v.  huwa or h .
H K ? 6h p-hap, adv. Secretly; silently.

H C 65hot [prob. Prk. z\(; S. (, rt. Ç], vocat. part. Ho,
hoa, holla, ho there (used in calling to a person at a
distance; e.g. Gang hot! miy hot!).
H C 65hot [ho(n)+t= at= Prk. \"=S. .Q (pi, caus.
aug.+a. )], s.f. Wealth, auence; good circumstances;
prosperity, means, ability, power.
H C 65hot (dialec.) = H 9 65 hot (f. -i),[Prk. 6 5,
6 (5, or # 
( 5, and 6  , &c.; S. # , rt. #0], imperf.
part. (of hon), Being, becoming; happening, taking
place; advancing, &c. (see hon):—hot n, or hot al
n, To come along down (from old times); to have been
ever so; to be a custom from time immemorial:—hot
jn, To be becoming; to be going on or progressing; to
be in course of formation or preparation:—hot raheg, or
hot-sot raheg, It will fall or recoil on you (e.g. hame
ku h kaheg to hot raheg, an expression used in reply to
terms of abuse or evil wishes, and equivalent to hot-hu
tumhre sir-par raheg):—hote(obl. of hot), or hote-par, or
hote-sote, adv. In the being or existence (of, -ke); in (or
while in) the possession (of); in the presence (of), in
front (of), before;—during the time (of); during; whilst;—
while possessing a competency;—yet, notwithstanding:—
hote, adv. Passing close (by, -se); just outside (of); near
(e.g. makn-se hote);—hote-sote, s.m. pl. Relations,
kinsfolk:—hote-hote, adv. Progressing gradually;
progressively; gradually; step by step; little by little.
H 9 65hot (f. -i), = H C 65 hot (dialec.)[Prk. 6 5,
6 (5, or # 
( 5, and 6  , &c.; S. # , rt. #0], imperf.
part. (of hon), Being, becoming; happening, taking
place; advancing, &c. (see hon):—hot n, or hot al
n, To come along down (from old times); to have been
ever so; to be a custom from time immemorial:—hot
jn, To be becoming; to be going on or progressing; to
be in course of formation or preparation:—hot raheg, or
hot-sot raheg, It will fall or recoil on you (e.g. hame
ku h kaheg to hot raheg, an expression used in reply to
terms of abuse or evil wishes, and equivalent to hot-hu
tumhre sir-par raheg):—hote(obl. of hot), or hote-par, or
hote-sote, adv. In the being or existence (of, -ke); in (or
while in) the possession (of); in the presence (of), in

front (of), before;—during the time (of); during; whilst;—
while possessing a competency;—yet, notwithstanding:—
hote, adv. Passing close (by, -se); just outside (of); near
(e.g. makn-se hote);—hote-sote, s.m. pl. Relations,
kinsfolk:—hote-hote, adv. Progressing gradually;
progressively; gradually; step by step; little by little.
H 9 65hot, s.m.=C hot, 'wealth,' &c., q.v.
S 9 65hot (base 65 hotri), s.m. A sacricing priest,
who is conversant with the hymns of the Rig-veda, and
recites them during his sacricial performances; the
ociating Brhma at a sacri ce.
H H9 65 hotab, s.m.=9 hotaw, q.v.
H  9 65.) hotabbit, = H  ) 9 65) hotabyat,s.f.
corr. of hotavyat, q.v.
H  ) 9 65)hotabyat, = H  9 65.)  hotabbit,s.f.
corr. of hotavyat, q.v.
S ' 9 65Photra, vulg. hotr, hotar, s.m. An oblation of
claried butter; a burnt oering, an oblation with re, a
sacrice.
S ' 9 65hotri, s.m.=9 hot, 'priest,' q.v.
S ' 9 65P"hotr, s.f. (m. hotri), The wife of a sacricing
priest;—a priestess.
H 9 65 hotav, s.m. [for hotavya= S. # (], = H  79
65 hotavyat, s.f. [S. # [], s.f. A matter to be,
a future and ordained or xed event; inevitable
necessity; fate, destiny.
H  79 65hotavyat, s.f. [S. # [], = H 9 65
hotav, s.m. [for hotavya = S. # (], s.f. A matter to be, a
future and ordained or xed event; inevitable necessity;
fate, destiny.
H 9 65Rhoth, (dialec.) vocat. part.=C hot, q.v.
H 9 65hoti, 1˚ part. f. (dialec.)=hot(fem. of hot, q.v.);—
2˚ s.f.=hot.
H  9 65`hote (obl. of hot), adv. See s.v. hot.
H .) 9 65;ghotyau , part. (old H.)=9 hot, q.v.
H  65&ho, = H  65_ hoh,s.m. (dialec.)=#  ho h,
q.v.
H  65_hoh, = H  65& ho,s.m. (dialec.)=#  ho h,

q.v.
H  65*ho-jn, v.n. See s.v. hon.
H )   .*5h jiyo [Prk. 65A*6 6 or 65A*6 z=S. # lR,
2nd pers. pl. of fut. of rt. #0 (see h jiye)], 2nd pers. pl. of
the respectful imperat. (of hon), Be you; see that you be
(it is com. used with the pron. tum).
H  )   .*¦h jiye [Prk. 65A*6 , for 65A*6 =S.# l,
2nd pers. sing. of fut. of rt. #0; or=S. # l (as though
#0T), fut. pass. (used actively) of #0], The respectful
imperat. 3rd pers. pl. (fr. hon), Please to be; kindly be;
be (it is used with the honoric pronoun p, or some
equivalent word).
H %) O   .*¦$h jiyeg (h jiye, q.v.+g, the termn. of the
future), respectful imperat. (of hon), You will be pleased
to be (=h jiye, q.v.).
H  D 65,ho- ukn, v.n. = H  + D 65! ho- aln,
v.n.See s.v. hon.
H  + D 65!ho- aln, v.n. = H  D 65, ho- ukn,
v.n.See s.v. hon.
H  D h n [h ˚, prob.=S.  +(' ), rt. z + ' 'to go
crookedly'], v.n. To go wide (of the mark), to miss, to
err, to mistake.
H  6Mhaud, = H   6M haud,s.m. Hind corr. of °q
hau, q.v.
H   6Mhaud, = H  6M haud,s.m. Hind corr. of °q
hau, q.v.
H   6Mhaud, s.m. corr. of next, q.v.
A M  haudaj, = H 2  hauda,s.m. A camel-litter (in which
Arabian ladies travel);—an open seat to place on an
elephant's back (this is the common signication in
India; c.f. haw-dr, to wh. haudaor haudmay well be
referred).
H 2  hauda, = A M  haudaj,s.m. A camel-litter (in which
Arabian ladies travel);—an open seat to place on an
elephant's back (this is the common signication in
India; c.f. haw-dr, to wh. haudaor haudmay well be
referred).
P 2  h da, or hoda, s.m. Truth;—adj. True, correct, just,

right;—old.
H 2  h da (prob. fr. h l), s.m. (dialec.) A thrust.
H  65hor, s.f. (dialec.)=  ho , q.v.
H  6Mhaur, conj. (dialec.) corr. of   aur, q.v.
S  65hor (fr. the Gr. ¸), s.f. The rising of a
zodiacal sign; part of the duration of a sign; an hour;—a
mark, a line:—hor-phal, s.m. The result or eect of the
rising of a sign.
H  6Mhaur [prob. S. + +t], s.m. Noise; tumult;
uproar; disturbance (syn. hulla ; hall):—haur ma n, To
make a great noise; to raise an uproar.
H   65"hordhan, s.f. Name of the daughter of
Agni and wife of Hordhn (see havir-dhn).
H   "h r-h r (cf. S. z!z!"), s.f. Name of a
Hind festival held on the third day after the Diwl, q.v.
S .  6  yhavir-dhn, and H. 65 hordhn, s.m. = S
  6  y" havir-dhn, andH. 65" hordhn,
s.f.,See s.v. havis.
S   6  y"havir-dhn, and H. 65" hordhn, s.f.,
= S .  6  y havir-dhn, and H. 65 hordhn,
s.m.See s.v. havis.
H G 65hork, s.f. corr. of holik, q.v.:—hork-maiy=
holik-mt.
S    h -rava, vulg. h rav, s.m. A jackal (lit.'making
the sound h ').
H  65"hor, s.f. (rustic or dialec.)=hol, q.v.
H 7  h riy, s.m. Name of a certain small class of
Rjpts.
H  7h

[perhaps S. zeft], adj. & s.m. Forward,

impetuous, precipitate, rash, heedless, incautious,
imprudent; headstrong; senseless, foolish, stupid,
ignorant;—a rash or headstrong man;—a simpleton,
blockhead, fool.
H  7h or 657 ho (prob. i.q. next, q.v.), s.f. Striving,
wrangling, altercation:—h -h , or ho -ho , s.f.
Wrangling, &c. (=h ); rivalry, competition.
H  657ho [prob. S. zef, i.e. zef+], s.f. An
agreement, a contract, a bargain;—a wager, bet;—

rivalry; imitation:—ho b dhn, or ho badn, or ho
lagn, To make an agreement, to stipulate, to bargain;—
to lay a wager, to bet:—ho lagn, To be positive; to be
obstinate or perverse (cf. h , 'headstrong'):—ho -hrn,
To lose a wager.
H  ?  7h pan [h , q.v.+Prk. Q4(=S. ; (Vedic
; )+], s.m. Impetuosity, rashness; senselessness, &c.
(see h ).
H   657!ho al, s.m. Talc, mica (i.q. bho al).
H   657"ho  [S. 65f+], s.f. (dialec.) A boat formed of
a hollowed tree; a canoe; a small at-bottomed boat; a
raft (i.q. hol).
A 4 hawas, s.f. Desire, lust, concupiscence, inordinate
appetite;—ambition;—curiosity:—hawas pakn, To form or
cherish vain or improper desires; to be vainly or
absurdly ambitious:—hawas-pesha, adj. Covetous; lustful:—
hawas-dr, adj. Desirous; lustful, &c.:—hawas karn(-k), To
desire eagerly, to long (for); to endeavour to procure; to
aspire:—hawas-kesh, adj. Desirous, covetous; lustful,
lascivious:—hawas-nk, adj. Wishful, full of desire;—
curious.
S 4 6  havis (changeable in comp. to 6   havir, and
6  3 havish], s.m. Anything oered as an oblation with
re; ghor claried butter; an oblation, a burnt-oering,
a sacrice:—havir-bhg, s.m. A share of an oblation;—one
who shares in a sacrice (an epithet of the gods):—havirbhuj, adj. & s.m. Eating (or eater of) claried butter;—
re;—the manes of the Kshatriyas:—havir-dhn, s.m.
Name of the author of certain hymns of the Rig-veda;—
name of an ancient Hind prince:— havir-dhn, s.f. Name
of a cow which appeared at the churning of the ocean;—
an epithet of the goddess Kl:—havish-mat, havish-mn,
adj. (f. -mat), Possessed of oblations:—havishmant(˚mant= S. ˚mantas), s.m. pl. Name of a class of
Pitris(regarded
as progenitors of Kshatriyas, and as

descended from An-giras).
H 4 h s, vocat. part.= U hush, q.v.
H 4 65hos, or  h s, s.m. Hindi corruptions of V
hosh, q.v.
H 735 hawas-hy (fr. hawas, q.v.), adj. (f. hawas-h),

Wishful, longing; lustful, lascivious.
P 5 hawas (rel. n. fr. hawas), adj. Lustful, lascivious.

P ) ] hosh-yr, s.f. = P ) ] hosh-yr, adj.i.q. ) L hushyr,

P V hosh [Pehl. hôsh, or hush; Zend ushi, fr. ush= S. 3

S B) ] 6  lhavishya, s.m. Anything t for an oblation;

( 3)], s.m. Understanding, judgment, intellect; sense,

an oblation; claried butter; rice mixed with ghi;—wild
rice (or any similar wild grain):—havishynn(˚ya+an˚), s.m.
Any corn or grain suitable for a burnt-oering to a deity.
H 0 h k [prob. fr. S. +>; see h kn], s.f. Shooting

discretion;—mind, soul:—hosh u nor u -jn, or hosh
b ta hon, or hosh parganda hon, 'The senses to y or
to be lost'; to lose (one's) senses; to be or become
confounded; to become senseless or silly:—hosh paka n,
v.n. To bethink oneself; to recollect;—to get sense; to
arrive at the age of discretion:—hosh jte rahn, or hosh
da g hon, v.n. To lose (one's) senses, &c. (=hosh u n,
q.v.):—hosh sambhln(with gen.), To get sense, &c. (i.q.
hosh paka n, q.v.):—hosh-mand, adj. Intelligent, prudent,
sensible (syn. aql-mand):—hosh-mand, s.f. Intelligence,
understanding; sensibleness, sense; wisdom:—hosh-me
n, v.n. To come to (one's) senses; to come to oneself,
to recover (one's) senses (after intoxication, or
fainting):—hosh-o-haws, s.m. Sense and understanding:
—b-hosh, adj. Intelligent, prudent, sensible, judicious,
wise:—be-hosh, adj. Without understanding; unwary,
insensible; foolish, insane;—deprived of sense or
consciousness; unconscious; in a faint; intoxicated;
stupeed;—delirious;—dead:—be-hosh karn, v.t. To
stupefy, make insensible; to intoxicate:—be-hosh, s.f.
Senselessness; unconsciousness; stupefaction;
intoxication.
P V hosh [Pehl. ôsh; Zend aosha h, rt. ush= S. 3 ( 3)],
s.m. Death; destruction, perdition, ruin;—anything which
causes death or ruin.
H ] 658hokrn (prob. hush, vocat. part., q.v.
+krn), v.t. To disappoint, to baulk.
P > -] hosh-mand, adj. See s.v. V hosh.
P $ ] hoshang, or h shang(akin to hosh), s.m. Intellect;
prudence; wisdom;—name of the second king of Persia,
of the Peshddian dynasty (he was the son of Siymak,
and grandson of Kaymars).
P ] hosh (hosh+= S. ), adj. Intelligent, intellectual
(i.q. b-hosh).
P ) ] hosh-yr, adj. = P ) ] hosh-yr, s.f.i.q. ) L hushyr,
and ) L hushyr, qq.v.

and ) L hushyr, qq.v.

pain, twitch, stitch; pain, ache (lit.'that causes one to cry
out h , 'oh!');—a cry of pain:—a sob:—h k-h k-kar(or hukhuk-kar) ron, To sob and cry; to weep with repeated
bursts and sobs.
H G 6Mhauk [prob.=haw+S. +t], s.m. Greediness;
cupidity, covetousness; protless desire:—hauk karn, or
(intens.) hauk khe jn, v.n. To be greedy, &c.
H 0Z G 0h k- k (fr. h kn- kn, qq.v.), s.f.
Missing and mistaking; erring and straying; mistakes,
errors, blunders.
H ' G 65ho-kar [ho, conj. part. of hon+kar, conj. part. of
karn, qq.v.], conj. part. & adv.=ho-ke, q.v.:—ho-kar rahn,
To remain permanently or as a xture;—to be
inevitable.
H  G h kn (cf. h n, and kn), v.n. To go or fall
wide (of the mark), to fail to hit, to miss; to make a
mistake; to err; to slip.
H  G h kn [prob. h k˚= Prk. z=()=S. +>], v.n.
To cry or sob from pain; to cry; sob; to fret, pine.
H  G 6Mhaukn, v.n.=  hau kn, q.v.
H G hawikh, s.m. corr. of havishya, q.v.:—hawikh-rn,
s.f. Rice and milk, or a dish of rice, milk, and sugar.
H G 6MLhaukh, s.m.=G hauk, q.v.
H  G 65?ho-ke, (Braj) » h -kai, and Á» hwai-kai (conj.
parts. of honand karn; see hoand ke), part. & adv.
Having been; being; having become; having taken
place; coming, going, passing; proceeding (from);—by
way of, viâ; through; by means of, by, under the care of;
—as.
H = 65$hog [ho= Prk. 65=S. #  'he (or it) is'+g=
gay= Ap. Prk. $=Prk. $./  =S. $/++ ($./ t, for

$t 'gone')], 3rd pers. sing. of the fut. indic. of hon(f.

H   !h lakn, v.n. To peep (i.q. hulakn, q.v.

hog), (He or it) will be;—it must be; may be, perhaps (cf.
shyad).
H ;:= $!h gl, s.m. A kind of reed (com. called

H   !h ln [h l˚= Prk. f() or f<()=S. f(),

'elephant-grass').
H  !h l (fr. h ln, q.v.), s.f. Thrust, probe; stab; a
pass (in fencing); an attack.
A  haul (inf. n. of  (for  ) 'to terrify,' &c.), s.m.
Fright, terror; horror:—haul baih-jn(kis-ke j me ),
Terror to take possession (of anyone), to be terrorstricken:—haul-dil, adj. Terried at heart;—s.f.
Palpitation;—hypochondriac aection, melancholy:—
haul-dil, adj. & s.m. Territied at heart; timid;—a timid
person, a coward:—haul-dil, s.f. A stone worn on the
chest as a cure for palpitation:—haul-zada, adj. Terrorstricken, terried, aghast:—haul-nk, adj. Terrible,
dreadful, frightful, horrible, horrid, terrifying, dismal,
dreary; dangerous, perilous:—haul-nk, s.f. Frightfulness,
terror, dreadfulness, direness, &c.
H  !h l, s.m.=h l, q.v.
H  65!hol, s.m. (dialec.) corr. of ol, 'hail,' q.v.
H  65!hol [Prk. 65f

or 65!

(?); S. 65f+t, rt.

65f], s.m. (dialec.) A boat made out of a hollowed tree, a
canoe;—a large at-bottomed boat; a raft.
H  65!hol [S. 65!t], s.m. Chick-pea or 'gram' half-

caus. of rt. f], v.t. To drive (as an ox, or an elephant),
to urge forward; to impel; to goad; to thrust; to push; to
stab;—to rush upon, to attack;—v.n. To thrust (at, -par);—
to rush (upon):—h l-den, v.t. intens. of and=h ln.
H  65!"hol [S. 65.!], s.f. The great spring festival
of the Hinds, held at the approach of the vernal
equinox;—the pile of fuel prepared for burning the hol;—
a class of songs sung during the festival:—hol kheln, To
observe the holfestival; to sprinkle one another with red
or yellow powder (abr, or gull).
H  6M!"haul, s.f. A liquor-shop.
H   6Mphaule (prob. i.q. haluke= halke, obl. of halk, q.v.),
adv. Gently, slowly, softly, quietly; easily, smoothly;
gradually, little by little:—haule-haule, adv. (intens.) Idem.
S J 65/homa, vulg. hom, s.m. An oblation with claried
butter, a burnt-oering, a sacrice; the casting claried
butter, &c. into re as an oering to the gods,
accompanied with invocations and prayers according to
the objects of sacrice:—hom-dhenu, s.f. A sacricial cow:
—hom karn, To perform the hom:—hom-karne-wl, s.m.
One who performs the hom;—a re-worshipper.
H   65/homn (fr. hom), v.t. To make the oblation
(of claried butter, &c.) which characterizes the hom.
S  65/"hom, s.m. The priest who makes the oblation

parched in the pod; (dialec.) chick-pea in the pod; green
gram (cf. hol).
H  65!hol (see hol), s.m. (dialec.) The Sikh hol(held

of claried butter, &c.;—one who oers an oblation.
S . 6 havan, s.m. An oblation (to the gods), a burnt-

a day after the orthodox festival).
H  haul (for P. haula= A. f haulat), s.m. = haul, q.v.

oering, sacrice.
H . (h [Prk. z(; S. z/ or /], adv. Yes, well, very well;

S G 65!holk, s.f.=  hol, q.v.
H   !7h la , s.m.=hulla , q.v.
H   65!7hola [prob. Prk. !f(; S.  +(], s.m. A fœtus;
a child in the womb;—(dialec.) a new-born babe;—a class
of songs sung on the occasion of the birth of a child.
S  65.!holik, s.f.=hol, q.v.;—H. (also) 65.! holk,
s.f. The goddess who is supposed to preside over the
Holfestival:—holk-mt, vulg. hork-maiy, s.f. Idem.

exactly; proceed;—humph;—avaunt! away! begone! down
with him!—a mystical syllable (of frequent occurrence in
spells and incantations):—h karn, To say 'yes,' to
assent (to);—to utter a 'humph';—to urge a camel (by
uttering the sound h ):—h -h , s.f. Haw, yes;
humming and hawing;—the rst lisping or prattle (of a
child):—h -h karn, To hum and haw;—to begin to
speak or lisp (a child):—h -h , intj. Hollo there! hold!
avaunt! be o!—the sound uttered by plkbearers when

at work.
H . (h

[Prk.  or ; S. ], emphat. adv. (also

expletive), Too, also, even, &c. (i.q. bh, and h).
H . 6 ho (Kanauj), or 6g hau (Braj) [Ap. Prk. 6(, 6/,;
Prk. 6(, 6(; S. 6/], pron. I:—hau -h , or hau -h

,I

too, I also (i.q. mai -bh).
H . (h , (dialec., Braj, &c.) 6 ho , or 6g hau [old H.
6; prob. Ap. Prk. 6(, Prk. 6./ =S. +./ , by
change of class], 1st pers. sing. of the auxiliary tense (of
the verb hon), 'I am,' or 'am':—mai bh h , or (dialec.)
hau -h or hau -h , 'I also am':—ho , adv. (dialec.) Yes,
aye (i.q. h , q.v.).
S . 4h a, vulg. h , s.m. A Hun; a Tartar; a
barbarian:—h -de, s.m. Name of the country around
the lake of Mnasarovar.
S . h na, vulg. h n, and hun, q.v., s.m. A pagoda (a
gold coin of Southern India, worth about eight shillings).
H  65hon [ho˚= Prk. 65(), or z (), or 6 () or
# ()=S. # (), rt. #0], v n. To be, to exist; to subsist; to
be born; to become; to attain (to);—to come; to accrue,
result; to be eected, be accomplished; to be committed
(as sin, fault, &c.);—to come to pass, to take place, to
happen, occur; to turn out, to prove to be, to prove;—to
serve, answer, do; to succeed;—to pass as;—to stand
(for);—to belong (to);—to come to an end, to be over; to
cease, to stop, to desist; to die (in these senses, gen. hojn);—to be exhausted, (vulg.) to be done up;—(as a
gerund) s.m. Being; becoming; existence; possibility;—
adj. Possible:—ho-n, v.n. To become all at once; to come
forth, or to come forth suddenly; to spring up, to arise:—
ho-baihn, v.n. To be laid up (with);—to settle down as; to
set up for; to pass oneself o (as):—ho-jn, v.n. To
become; to be born, &c. (i.q. hon, of which it is the
intens. form);—to be and go; to have been (chie y in the
past, e.g. ho gay, 'he has been and gone, or he has
been'):—ho- ukn(completive), v.n. To be nished, be
completed; to come to an end; to have taken place; to
pass, to have elapsed;—to be all over;—to pass away, to
die;—to be already; to be irrevocably or positively:—hoaln, v.n. To set in, begin, commence;—to be well

advanced; to be well in hand; to be approaching
completion, to be nearly nished or done:—ho-rahn, v.n.
To be; to become; to remain, continue, keep; to remain
or abide as;—to come into possession, to abide or remain
in the possession (of, e.g. ml bahuter phir ho-raheg):—
ho-sakn(Potential), v.n. To be possible of
accomplishment; to be possible, or practicable:—hoguarn, v.n. To come to pass;—to be nished or done, to
be over (i.q. ho-jn):—ho-len, v.n. (intens.) To be
completed; to be perfected; to become thoroughly;—to be
born;—to betake oneself, to go (in company with;—e.g.
kis-ke p he ho-len, 'to go behind or after anyone,' 'to
follow':—kis-ke sth, or sa g ho-len, 'to go along with, or
to accompany anyone'):—ho-nikaln, v.n. To pass, pass by
or near; to turn up (at or by):—hon-na-hon, s.m. The
being or not being; existence and non-existence:—hon
ho so ho, Happen what will or may;—neck or nothing:—
hone-jog, adj. Fit or worthy to be or take place; likely to
be or to happen; possible;—promising:—hone-k(f. -k),
That is to be; future;—likely to be, possible:—hone-wl,
or hone-hr, adj. (f. -), Being, existent, occurrent;—
about to be, on the point of happening, impending,
imminent; to be expected to result; eventual;—what is to
be, or to happen, &c. (i.q. honhr, q.v.).
H  65"honr, s.f. corr. of honhr, q.v.
H  z (huwant [Prk. z (5, 6 (5, # 
( 5; S. # ], The
old H. form of hot(=hot), the imperf. part. of hon.
H  (h t (old H.), postpn.=hu to(=se), q.v.
H " 6 &ho , s.m.=#  ho h, q.v.
H #  (&h , or 6 & ho , s.m. corr. (or dialec.) forms
of #  h h, q.v.
H (#  6 &!ho al, adj.=(#  ho hal, q.v
H #  6 _ho h [Prk.

5; S.

ct], s.m. The lip:—ho h

de pa n, The lips to turn blue (with cold, &c.):—ho h
phan, v.n. The lips to crack or become chapped:—ho h
abn, or ho h kn, To bite the lips; to bite the lips
(from regret, or vexation, &c.); to be mortied; to be
penitent; to be apprehensive:—ho h n, To lick the
lips; to smack the lips:—ho h-ka, adj. Having a ssure
in the lip; hare-lipped:—ho h laknor bi kn, v.n. To

make a lip, to pout:—ho h hiln, To move the lips; to
speak.
H #  (_h h [for h= Prk. -¬ (for -5 =+ )=S. +,
'
Rt],
'
s.m. Three and a half; three
and a half times.
H (#  6 _!ho hal [ho h, q.v.+al= Prk. !5 or !5=S. 
(nal of oshha)+!t], adj. Thick-lipped.
H #  6 _"ho h [S.

c+t and ; or ohhyah, +and

oshhy], adj. Of or belonging to the lips; labial;—s.f. Bit
(of a bridle):—ho h akshar, The labial letters (, , , v,
, #, /, ).
H [ (fh r, s.m. corr. of [ hu r, or hu r, q.v.
H *  6ghau s, (dialec.) 6  ho s, or ( h s (prob.
corr. fr. hawas, q.v.;—but cf. khuns), s.f. Desire, wish;
longing, eagerness;—inordinate desire, lust; cupidity,
covetousness, greed;—ambition;—envy;—an evil eye:—
hau s karn(-k), To desire eagerly, to long (for); to lust
(after);—to vie (with), to rival; to imitate:—h s lagn, To
be under the in uence of an evil eye.
H < 6ghau s, (dialec.) ( h s, s.m. Covetousness;
—envy (i.q. hau s).
H  < 6ghau sn, or ( h sn (fr. hau s), v.n. To
be covetous; to be envious;—to cast an evil eye (upon, ko).
H < 6g"hau s, or (" h s [hau s, or h s+S. t (
+t) and ], adj. Desirous; lustful; ambitious; emulous;
covetous; envious;—s.f. Eager desire, &c. (i.q. hau s).
H  6ghau k, s.m.=G hauk, q.v.
H   6gha kn, (dialec.) 6  ho kn (i.q.
dhau kn, q.v.), v.n. To pu and blow; to breathe hard; to
pant; to gasp.
H  65Mhonau, = H . 65M honau ,v.n. (Braj)= hon,
q.v.
H . 65Mhonau , = H  65M honau,v.n. (Braj)= hon,
q.v.
H 3 6 B6or 656 honhr, B6 h nhr, (dialec.)
656 honihr, 65s6 honehr [ho˚+anihr= Prk. .4f(

(with euphon. hinserted)=S. "++(], adj. What is to
be or to happen; yet to be, yet to take place; of or
belonging to futurity, future;—to be expected to result;
eventual; likely; possible;—approaching, impending,
imminent;—feasible;—promising, hopeful;—s.f.
Appointed lot, destiny, fate.
H 3 656honihr, adj.=honhr, q.v.
H 3 65B6"honhr [honhr+= Prk. =S. ], s.f.
Possibility, likelihood; feasibility; hopefulness, promise.
H .3 (6[h -h , s.m.=h h, q.v.;—s.f. See s.v. h ,
'yes.'
H  65"hon (fem. of hon), s.f. Being, existence; birth,
origin;—what is to be; lot, destiny, fate (i.q. honhr):—hon
ho so ho= hon ho so ho, q.v.s.v. hon.
S  6 "havan, s.f. A hole made in the ground for the
sacricial re which is to receive a burnt-oering.
H )  65s !hone-wl, adj. (f. -), See s.v. hon.
H 2 6h ha, or h h, s.m. (dialec.)=next, q.v.
H   6h h [prob. S. +6], s.m. Noise, uproar, hue
and cry; commotion;—a storm;—report, rumour, fame;
pomp, pageantry, ostentation, parade;—hooting, hoot (of
an owl):—h h karn, v.n. To make a noise, &c.;—to
whoop; to hoot.
S   zzhuhu, and H.  h h , s.m. (Myth.) One of the
heavenly choristers (gandharv).
H   656Mho-hau, intj. See s.v.  ho.
H  6  havi, s.m.=4 havis, q.v.
A  haw, s.f. Desire, &c. (i.q.  haw, q.v.).
H  6 "haww, or 6 .  hawwiya; old H. forms=  hva,
q.v.
H 8 65hoi, or 65 ho [Prk. 65; S. # ], (old H.), He
(she, or it) is;—he (she, or it) may be (i.q. hoe);—(and
dialec.) hoi= 1˚ hot, q.v.;—2˚=hog, 'will be,' &c.;—and
ho= hot; and hog.
H 8 65 ho, s.f. Name of a festival held eight days
before the Diwl.
H  Áhwai (dialec. Braj), 1˚ conj. part. & adv.=ho, and
ho-ke, qq.v.;—2˚ perf. part.=hu, q.v.;—3˚=hoe, and ho,

'thou mayest be';—he (she, or it) may be':—hwai-ke,
conj. part. & adv.=ho-ke, q.v.
H  7 Á Mhwaibau, v.n.=hwaiwauor hwaiwau , q.v.
P 7 huwyat (for A. f7 , abst. s. fr. huwa, q.v.), s.f. 'Itism,' being, existence;—(divine) essence.
P >7 huwaid, adj. Clear, open, evident, manifest,
conspicuous.
H  7 Á Mhwaiwau = H . 7 Á g hwaiwau [hwa+iwauor
iwau ; hwa= ho(as in hon, q.v.+iwau, &c.=Ap. Prk.  ( or
 
( ( = Prk.  ( or  (=S. + (# +)],
v.n. (Braj) To be, exist (=hon, q.v.).
H . 7 Á ghwaiwau = H  7 Á M hwaiwau [hwa+iwauor
iwau ; hwa= ho(as in hon, q.v.+iwau, &c.=Ap. Prk.  ( or
 
( ( = Prk.  ( or  (=S. + (# +)],
v.n. (Braj) To be, exist (=hon, q.v.).
H B7 6havya [S. 6(], s.m. An oblation or oering (to
the gods); ghor claried butter:—havy, or havyan(˚ya
+˚), s.m. 'Oblation-eater'; re; Agni (the god of re); an
epithet of iva:—havya-vh, havya-vhan, s.m. 'Oblationbearer,' or 'oblation-bearing'; re, Agni.
H  3 6 6 hihinn, v.n. A dialec. form of hinhinn,
q.v.
H 6"h [prob. fr. S.

; Prk. U or  ;—or perhaps

akin to S. 6 ], emphat. adv. a. Just, very, exactly,
indeed, truly, only, alone, merely, solely, altogether,
outright;—own; self;—(with in ected imperfect part.)
immediately (on or upon), on the instant (of,—e.g.
pahu te-h, 'immediately on arriving':—h—as Hall has
correctly pointed out—is often most adequately
translated by simply emphasizing the word which it
qualies in Hind, e.g. tumhr-h hai, 'it is yours').
H  Çhe [Prk. & S. Ç], vocat. part. O! oh!:—he-re, Ho!
H  Çhe, pron. (dialec. Bhojpr), This, &c. (i.q. yah).
PH

Áhai, hae(i.q. hy, or he, the more com. form in

Hind), intj. Ah! alas! strange! wonderful! eh! ha!:— haihai, or hae-hae, Alas, alas! alack-a-day! alas the day!
well-a-day!
H Áhai, (and Braj) Ç he [old H. (2nd pers. sing.) ahasi,

ahahi, or hai; Prk. prob. 66 =S. + (cf. h

);—old H.

(3rd pers. sing.) ahai, or ahai; prob. Prk. 6=S. +],
(Thou) art;—(he, she, or it) is;—he(in Braj also)=were':—
hai, adv. It is so; yes; indeed.
S 6haya, vulg. hay, or hae, and (old H.) Á hai or hae,
s.m. A horse;—the Yak or Bos grunniens;—a man of a
particular class; an epithet of Indra:—hayan(˚ya+a˚),
s.f. 'Horse-food'; the gum-olibanum tree:—hay-pradhn,
s.m. Chief horse;—chief horseman;—master of horse:—
hay-l, s.f. A stable for horses:—hay-grah, s.m.=hay-l:
—haya-grv, s.m. 'Horse-necked'; name of a Daitya chief
who (during Brahm's sleep at the end of a Kalp) seized
and carried o the Vedas (in order to recover them
Vish u became incarnate as the Matsyaor sh, and slew
Hayagrv):—haya-gandh, s.f. The plant Physalis exuosa:—
hay-gay, or hae-gae(S. haya+gaja), s.m. (old H.) Horses and
elephants:—hay-war, s.m. A war-horse; charger.
H 6 hiya, or 6" h (dialec.) = H ) 6  hiy, (corr.) 6"
hy [Prk. 6 (, 6 (, or 6 (; S. ¤(], s.m. The heart;—
mind, soul, life;—breast, chest:—hiya-hr, adj. & s.m. (f. ), Whose (or one whose) heart is conquered or won:—
hiye-k ph n, v.n. To be demented or blinded.
H ) 6 hiy, (corr.) 6" hy = H 6  hiya, or 6" h
(dialec.)[Prk. 6 (, 6 (, or 6 (; S. ¤(], s.m. The
heart;—mind, soul, life;—breast, chest:—hiya-hr, adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Whose (or one whose) heart is conquered or
won:—hiye-k ph n, v.n. To be demented or blinded.
H ) 6hay, s.m. corr. of hiy, q.v.
H ) 6hay [S. 6+t], s.m. A horse, &c. (i.q. hayaor hay,
q.v.).
H ) 6hay [Prk. 6 ; S. 6+t], part. (f. ha), Smitten;
slain, killed; murdered (i.q. hat).
P C) haiat (for A. 2) , v.n. fr.   (for ) ) 'to be prepared,
or ready'), s.f. Face, countenance; aspect; gure;
exterior form;—state, quality;—manner, mode, style,
fashion;—the form, gure, or aspect of the heavens;—
astronomy (i.q. ilm--haiat ):—haiat--majm , s.f.
General aspect or condition:—haiat--nik, s.f.
Coverture.

P B5) haysa (prob. S. 6+8), s.m. A girth, surcingle.
S  ]) 68hayan, s.f. See s.v. hayaor hay.
H .) 6 [hiy , s.m. (dialec.) The heart, &c. (i.q. hiy,
q.v.);—grief (for separation or absence).
H  ) 6  hiyo [Prk. 6 ( or 6 (; S. ¤+], s.m.
Heart, spirit, courage, boldness (i.q. hiwo, q.v.):—hiyo
pa n= hiwo pa n, q.v.:—hiyo khuln(-k), To be
encouraged (to); to take courage.
P  ) haibat (for A. f ) , v.n. fr. / (for H) ) 'to fear,' &c.),
s.f. Fear, timidity; fright, dread; perturbation; panic;
horror;—respect, reverence; awe;—awfulness; gravity;
sternness, severity;—dignity, majesty, grandeur:—haibat
dikhln(-ko), To intimidate, terrify, appal;—haibat-zada,
part. adj. Terror-striken, appalled, aghast:—haibat-nk,
adj. Frightful, dreadful, terrible, tremendous, awful.
P ) O haiat, s.f. prop. O ) haiat = C±) haiat, q.v.
S ) 6"hta, vulg. ht, adj.=hitaor hit, q.v.
H ) 6"hti, s.m.=hit, q.v.;—s.f.=heti, q.v.
H ) Çhet, s.m. Origin; cause; motive, reason, &c. (i.q.
 ) hetu, q.v.):—het lagn(-k?), To assign a cause (for);—
to dedicate, consecrate.
S ) Ç heti, and H. Ç het, s.f. A weapon, missile; a
sword;—a ray of the sun; light; splendour; ame.
H ) Ç heti [h(=h )+iti], adv. (dialec. Rm.), Yes, this
(i.q. h yah).
S  ) Ç,hetu, s.m. Impulse, motive; cause, ground,
reason, account, object, purpose, sake, intention, desire;
meaning, drift; source, origin; means, instrument,
occasion;—(in Logic) the reason for an inference;—any
logical deduction or argument, proof;—the second of the
ve component parts of a complete syllogism; the
middle term;—postpn. By reason (of, -ke), because (of),
on account (of), for the sake (of):—hetu-hetumad-bh t,
s.m. (in Gram.) The conditional mode:—hetvbhs(˚tu
+bh˚), s.m. (in Logic), Mere appearance of a reason,
fallacious semblance of an argument; fallacious middle
term; fallacy.
H  ) 6""ht, s.f. 1˚ corr. of heti, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of hit, q.v.
H  ) Ç"het, or 6"" ht [S. Ç +t], s.m. Name of the

rst Rkshas king (father of Vidyut-ke; he is
represented as riding in the Sun's chariot in the month
of aitra or Madhu).
H ") Ç&he, adv. &c. = H # ) Ç& he, adj.dialec. (or
contracted) forms of heh, and heh, qq.v.
H # ) Ç&he, adj. = H ") Ç& he, adv. &c.dialec. (or
contracted) forms of heh, and heh, qq.v.
H ?# ) Ç&hepan, s.m.=hehpan, q.v.
S # ) Ç_heha, vulg. heh, s.m. Hindering, preventing;
hindrance, obstruction, opposition;—harassing; vexation;
—injury, hurt.
H # ) Ç_heh [Prk. Ç(; S. T, or prob. +TR(], adv.
& postpn. Below, down, under, beneath, underneath; at
the bottom (of, -ke);—lowered, brought down; bent,
bowed down; stooping; dropped down;—lowly, submissive
(see heh);—s.m. Bending, stooping; an overturning.
H # ) Ç_heh [prob. Prk. Ç ; S. +TR+t], adj. &
s.m. (f. -), Low, inferior; mean, insignicant, abject, vile;
—indolent;—pusillanimous, cowardly;—a low fellow; a
sneak; a coward, &c.:—heh karn, v.t. To lower, to
render vile or abject, to humiliate, to humble:—hehe(obl.
of heh), adv. At the bottom (of, -ke); below, beneath.
H # ) 6"_hh, s.m.=# )  ah, q.v.
H ?# ) Ç_hehpan [heh, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S. ; (
(Vedic ; ()], s.m. Lowness, inferiority; meanness,
vileness;—indolence;—cowardice.
H # ) Ç_"heh = H # ) Ç&" he [hehor he+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. Abjectness, abasement, disgrace, dishonour,
indignity, aront:—heh karn(-k), To bring disgrace
(on), &c.
H # ) Ç&"he = H # ) Ç_" heh [hehor he+= Prk. =S.
], s.f. Abjectness, abasement, disgrace, dishonour,
indignity, aront:—heh karn(-k), To bring disgrace
(on), &c.
H T ) Á*haij, s.m. The Hind corr. of By) haia, q.v.
A T ) haij (v.n. fr. M ; see next), s.m.(?) War, battle,
con ict.
A .T ) hayajn, vulg. haijn(inf. n. of M (for &) ), 'to be

raised (dust, &c.), to be stirred up'), s.m. Rising (of dust,
&c.); the being excited or stirred up (as anger, tumult,
war, &c.); swelling, boiling, ebullition; passion;
commotion; vehemence, violence.
H  T ) 6"*7hj  (cf. P. hz), s.m. A eunuch;—a

sulphate of iron:—hr khn, To swallow a diamond (and
so commit suicide).
S ' ) 6"hr, s.f. A sort of cockroach;—an ant;—a name

hermaphrodite (i.q. hij );—adj. Unmanly; pusillanimous,
cowardly.
P I) he [for e i= Zend aiva+ i; S. +; but cf. Zend

pher).
H  ' ) 6"/hrman (prob. hr+man, qq.v.), s.m. A

naêci, 'nullus,' for which it is com. used; and cf. also S.
], adj. & s.m. (orig.) Some, any; anything;—(vulg.)
not any, none, no; nothing;—worthless, good-fornothing;—shallow, supercial;—a mere tri e;—adv.
Never; at no rate, on no account; at all:—he -p , adj. &
s.m. Of no moment or consequence, insignicant;—
nugatory; useless;—a person of no consequence, an
insignicant fellow, a nobody; a ninny-hammer,
nincompoop;—a thing of no consequence, a mere tri e:
—he jnn, v.t. To hold of no account, to despise,
contemn; to outbrave:—he -kra, adj. Worthless, useless,
good-for-nothing; unsuccessful in one's labours or
eorts:—he -kas, s.m. Somebody;—nobody;—adj. Low,
vile:—he -ma-dn(in P. also he -dn), adj. & s.m. Knowing
nothing, perfectly ignorant;—an ignoramus.
H I) ! Z ) he -pe , s.m.=e -pe = pe , qq.v.
H [) 6"fhn, v.t. (dialec. Mr.)=hern, q.v.
H ' ) 6"hr [prob. S. ¤;—or perhaps for r, corr. fr. S.
"],
 s.m. Essence, elemental part, pith;—energy, vigour
(syn. sr; g d);—manure;—bre (of certain kinds of
wood); the part of a tree which lies immediately under
the bark, the blea;—adj. Essential; pure.
S ' ) 6"hra, vulg. hr, s.m. Indra's thunderbolt; a
thunderbolt;—a diamond (vulg. hr);—a necklace;—a
snake;—a lion;—an epithet of iva.
H ' ) 6"hr, prop. n. Hero, the celebrated mistress of
Leander (called by the Indians Rnjh).
H ' ) 6"hr [S. 6"t], s.m. Diamond; adamant;—a
bead made of the tuls(worn by Bairgs);—adj. A diamond
(of a man, &c.), very worthy, or good, or virtuous (e.g.
wah to hr dm hai):—hr-ka, adj. Diamond-cut:—hrkass, s.m. Copperas, green copperas; martial vitriol;

of the goddess Lakshm.
H ' ) ?' ) Çvw"her-pher, s.f.=er-pher, q.v. (and cf. her-

parrot; a kind of paroquet, Psittacus sinensis.
H ' ) 6"hrn, (dialec.) Ç hern [hr, 'essence,'
&c., q.v.+= w= Prk.  or U=S.
 (caus. aug.)+n], s.m. Manuring a eld by penning
cattle or sheep in it.
H ' ) Çhern, v.t. causat. of hern, q.v.
H  ' ) 6" !hrwal (see next), s.m. A kind of
chequered blanket worn by mendicants.
H  ' ) 6" .!hrwali, or 6" !" hrwal [S. 6"
+ .!t], s.f. A row or string of diamonds.
H ' ) ?' ) Çvwher-pher (or er-pher, by redupl. of pher, q.v.),
s.m. Turning, winding;—a labyrinth, maze;—changing
about;—a change; dierence;—exchange, interchange;
barter;—roaming or wandering to and fro, &c. (see erpher; er-pher):—her-pher-k bte , s.f. Circumlocution;—
tergiversation:—her-pher-ke toln, v.t. To weigh (a thing)
in both scales alternately (so as to test the accuracy of
the scales).
S 0' ) 6"hrak, s.m.=hr, 'diamond,' q.v.
S H ' ) Ç@ heramb, s.m. A name of Gane;—a bualo;—a
boastful hero (vain of his own valour).
H .' ) 6"4hra [S. 6 e(], s.m. Gold;—a cowrie; semen
virile.
H ' ) Çhern [her˚prob. for aher˚= S. &;—or perhaps
akin to S. ¤; cf. also bhln], v.t. To see, observe; to look
closely into; to spy out; to peer or pry into;—to look after;
to search for; to hunt, chase, pursue;—to catch; to stop.
H ' ) Ç"her (cf. he ), s.m. Name of a tribe of
Muhammadan Rajpts in Jaipr.
H  ) Ç7he , or 6"7 h , s.m. Flesh, meat;—bulk; body.

H  ) Ç7"he  [i.q. ahe = S. &t], s.m. A hunter;—a

H %) 6$or Á$h hai-gai, or hae-gae, s.m. (old H.) See

beast of prey.
P n ) hz, adj. & s.m. Pusillanimous;—impotent;

s.v. hayaor hay.
H () 6"!hl, s.m. (dialec.) Mud, mire, slime, ooze,

eeminate;—a hermaphrodite (syn. hj );—an infamous
boy.
P Jn ) hezam [Pehl. éum; Zend aêma; S. /], s.f. Wood;

quagmire.
H () Ç!hel, s.f. (dialec.) A basket-full; a load (as of dry

rewood, fuel:—hezam-farosh, s.m. A wood-merchant:—
hezam-kash, s.m. A carrier of wood; a wood-man, woodcutter.
P 2 © ) hezhdah (i.q. hazhdah, q.v.), adj. Eighteen.
P By) haia (for A. fy) haiat, inf. n. of ° (for z) ) 'to be
unwholesome or indigestible,' &c.), s.m. Cholera morbus;
ux and vomit together:—haia kar-he marn, To die of
cholera:—haia hon(-ko), To have an attack of cholera.
H ) 6"hk [prob. fr. S. 6 >], s.f. Sickness at stomach,
nausea, qualm;—disgust;—a bad smell; a bad taste or
avour (perhaps, as causing nausea or disgust):—hk
n(-se), or hk mrn, To smell oensive.
H ) Áhaik [S. 6+t], s.m. A horse.
H  ) Ç7heka (cf. haikal), adj. (dialec.) Big-bodied,
bulky, burly, strong, robust;—of full weight or measure.
H  ) Ç7"hek , s.f. Strength; force; power, authority:—
hek -se, adv. By main strength, by force, perforce:—hek 
karn, or hek  jatn, To use force; to menace.
P () haikal (prob. a Semitic word;—A. also haikal), s.f.
Figure, image, face, form, stature or shape (of the body),
appearance, person;—(in A. and P.) an idol-temple;—a
palace, a stately edice;—(in Urd & P.;—H. also Á! or
!), an amulet or talisman inscribed with magic
gures (hung round the neck or the body, as a defence
against fascination or misfortune); a necklace of rupees
or gold-mohurs (syn. hamel).
H ) hai-kor (corr. fr. the English), s.m. The High
Court, the Supreme Court of Judicature (in India).
H %) Á$haig (hai+g= gay, qq.v.), (dialec.) He (or it, &c.)
is (i.q. hai);—shall or will be; must be;—adv. It may be,
perhaps, probably (i.q. hog).
P ' %) haigar or haigir(haiprob.=S. 6), s.m. A brown (or
dark bay) horse with black main or tail.

cow-dung, &c.).
H ;:) 6"!hl, s.f. (dialec.)=hl, q.v.
H ;:) Ç!hel (prob. akin to hiln; but cf. hel), s.m.
Shove, push;—a dash through (as through water, &c.); a
jolt; oscillation;—a bout; turn;—a call, shout, cry (to):—
hel mrn, To shove, push; to launch; to dash through;—
to call, shout, cry (to), to hail:—ab-ke hele, This bout; this
time or turn.
S ;:) Ç!hel, s.f. Disregard, neglect, disrespect,
contempt;—wanton sport, amorous dalliance, manner or
gesture of lovers;—play, sport, pastime, pleasure,
delight, amusement;—facility, ease.
P M;:) hailj (prob. fr. the Greek), s.m. The time of labour
or birth;—(in Astrology) a mark by which the duration of
life is foretold.
H () -+ ) Ç!q!hel-mel (hel, prob. fr. heln(fr. hiln)+mel,
q.v.), s.m. Intimacy, familiarity; concord, harmony;—adj.
& adv. Intimate; hand-and-glove, &c. (i.q. hil-mil, q.v.).
H  + ) 6"!hln, 1˚ v.t. (dialec.)=hiln, q.v.;—2˚ v.n.
(dialec. or a corr. form)=hiln, q.v.
H  + ) Ç!heln (prob. akin to hiln), v.n. To swim; to
oat.
S + ) Ç .!heli, s.f. Embracing, amorous embrace;
dalliance, wanton sport.
H ,) 6"/hm, s.m. corr. of himaor him, q.v.
S ,) Ç/hema, vulg. hem(base Ç/), s.m. Gold;—(S. Ç/t) a
horse of a dark or brownish colour:—hem al(˚ma+a ˚),
s.m. 'Golden mountain,' mount Sumeru:—hemng(˚ma
+an˚), adj. & s.m. Having a golden body; golden-limbed;
golden;—a lion;—an epithet of Garud; of Brahm; and of
Vish u:—hem-tr, s.m. Blue vitriol:—hem-taru, s.m. 'The
golden tree'; the Daturaor thorn-apple:—hem- andra, s.m.
'Golden (or golden-coloured) moon'; a proper name:—
hem-kr, or hem-kart, s.m. A worker in gold, a goldsmith

(syn. sonr):—hema-kshr, s.f. A medicinal species of the
moon-plant:—hem-k , s.m. 'Golden-peaked'; one of the
ranges of mountains dividing the known continent into
nine varshasor regions (sup posed to be situated north of
the Himlaya, and to form with it the boundaries of the
Kinnar(or Kimpurush) varsh:—hem-var, adj. Gold-coloured,
yellow.
S $-) Ç/[$hem g, adj. & s.m. See s.v. hemaor hem.
H ' -) Ç/hemar, or Á/ haimar, s.m. (old H.)=hay-war,
q.v.s.v. hayaor hay.
S  -) Ç/Bhemant, s.m. The fth season of the (Hind)

decayed; enfeebled, feeble, weak; decient, defective,
wanting (in); minus; faulty; insucient;—low, inferior,
mean, base, vile, worthless, bad:—hn g(˚na+an˚), adj. &
s.m. Decient in (or minus) a limb or limbs; crippled,
maimed, mutilated; imperfect, defective;—a cripple:—
hn g, s.f. A female cripple;—an ant:—hn-jti, adj. Lowborn, of low caste; deprived of caste, outcast, degraded,
vile; s.f. People of low caste, low people:—hn-mati, adj.
Bereft of (one's) senses; senseless, stupid:—hn-var, adj.
Of low caste, of inferior rank, belonging to the lower
orders; outcast.
H  )  ) Ç%henben, adj. (dialec.; f. -), Spoiled, ruined;

year (comprising the two months Aghanand P s, about
Nov.-Dec.), the cold season, winter;—the autumn harvest
(intermediate between the raband the arf).
P B-) hma (i.q. hezam, q.v.), s.m. Wood; rewood, fuel.

+], s.f. Spoliation; ruin.

H ) 6·h , or (dialec.)

S   ) 6"hnat, vulg. hnt, s.f. The state of being

hai , emphat. adv.= h, q.v.;—

(in Braj) case-ax of the dat. & acc. (i.q. hi; and=ko).
H ) hai [old H. ahahi or hahi ; Prk. prob. 66 ; S. 
+.B, by change of class; cf. hai], (They) are.
S ) 6"hna, vulg. hn, = H  ) 6" hn [S. 6"+t], part.
adj. (rt. h), Left, forsaken, quitted, abandoned, deserted;
excluded, shut out; deprived (of, -se), bereft (of), devoid,
destitute; without (often added to substantives to form
adjectives, e.g. dhan-hn, q.v.); worn, wasted; diminished;
decayed; enfeebled, feeble, weak; decient, defective,
wanting (in); minus; faulty; insucient;—low, inferior,
mean, base, vile, worthless, bad:—hn g(˚na+an˚), adj. &
s.m. Decient in (or minus) a limb or limbs; crippled,
maimed, mutilated; imperfect, defective;—a cripple:—
hn g, s.f. A female cripple;—an ant:—hn-jti, adj. Lowborn, of low caste; deprived of caste, outcast, degraded,
vile; s.f. People of low caste, low people:—hn-mati, adj.
Bereft of (one's) senses; senseless, stupid:—hn-var, adj.
Of low caste, of inferior rank, belonging to the lower
orders; outcast.
H  ) 6"hn [S. 6"+t], = S ) 6" hna, vulg. hn,part.
adj. (rt. h), Left, forsaken, quitted, abandoned, deserted;
excluded, shut out; deprived (of, -se), bereft (of), devoid,
destitute; without (often added to substantives to form
adjectives, e.g. dhan-hn, q.v.); worn, wasted; diminished;

miserable.
H 8 )  ) Ç% henben [henben+= Prk. =S. 

without; absence (of); privation, want, destitution;—
defectiveness; deciency; abatement, alleviation, &c.
(see hn).
S   ) 6"; hnatva, s.m.=hnat, q.v.
H I ) 6·h , s.f.=kh , and n , or ai , qq.v.
H  Z  ) 6·h n, v.t.=kh n, q.v.
H > )

he dr, adj. & s.m. (dialec.) Rude, clownish, ill-

bred; stupid;—a churl, clown, looby.
H ?> ) he drpan, s.m. Rudeness, clownishness,
low-breeding.
H  < ) 6·h sn [h s˚= Prk. 6"(); S. Ç3(`), rt. Ç3],
v.n. To neigh; to whinny; to make a noise as a horse
when kicking; to scream; to bray.
H  ) 6·h krn [fr. S. 6 r, rt. 6 r>], v.n. To
low (as cattle); to bellow, to roar.
H   ) 7he ka , or 7 hai ka , adj. = heka , q.v.
H ( )

!hai kal, s.f. corr. of () haikal.

H $ ) 6·$h g [S. 6 rj; P. also hing], s.m. Assafœtida:—
h g hagn, v.n. To void by stool involuntarily;—to waste
away (under disease, or a curse); to pine away.
H % ) $he g, or $ hai g, s.m. A harrow:—he g
phern(-par), To pass the harrow (over), to harrow.

H % )

$hai g (dialec.)=haig, q.v.

H ) Ç Bhewant [S. Ç/B(], s.f.=hemant, q.v.

H # ]% ) 6·$9hngshak [S. 6 $+9], s.m. A

H U  ) 6 (8hayova, vulg. hayowans, hayobans[perhaps

medicinal preparation of about eight ingredients,
assafœtida being the chief.
H % ) $he gn [he g+= w= Prk.  or U=S.

S. 6+ 8
( t], s.m. Name of a tribe of Rjpts in the district

 (caus. aug.)+n], v.t. To harrow.
H  % )

$he g [he g(n)+ = Prk.  =S. ()+t],

of Banras.
A C3) haiht, intj. Far is it from the truth! away! begone!
—alas! alack-a-day!
S ^ 6"6"h-h, intj. Expressive of surprise, merriment,

s.m. One who works the harrow, a harrower.
H + % ) 6·$!0h gal [h g˚prob.=S. Ç/, q.v. + S. ! + t],

or laughter;—hee hee!—s.f. Giggling; giggle.
S ) 6"hay, s.f. (of haya, q.v.), A mare;—a female yk.

adj. & s.m. (dialec. Mr.), Mahogany-coloured;—a
mahogany colour.
H % ) 6·$0h g [S. 6 r$,+t], s.m. (dialec.) Assafœtida

P O ) haiat, or hat(for A. fO ) ), s.f.=C) haiat, q.v.
_

(i.q. hng).
H  % ) Ghai ge (hai , q.v.+ge, pl. of g, as in haiga, q.v.),

y-musannt--tatn,
'the ywith two dots below') is

the thirty-fth letter of the Urd alphabet (the thirtysecond of the Persian, and the twenty-eighth of the
Arabic alphabet). It corresponds, as a consonant, to the
Devangar  ya, and has the sound of the English yin

Are (i.q. hai );—will be; may be; must be (i.q. hoge).
H   ) 6"hnn, v.n. (dialec.)=hinhinn, q.v.
H  )

hai war, s.m. (old H.)=hay-war, q.v.s.v. hayaor

hay.
H .3 ) 6·6[h -h , [h , prob. = S. 6 / + h , q.v.], s.f.
Saying 'yes, yes':—h -h bharn, To say 'yes, yes'; to
make a concession.
H ) )
hai hai [prob. S. 6 / or Ç, redupl.], intj. Hold
there! take care! what are you about! don't do that! look
out!
H ) 6 5hiyo, or 6" ho, or 6"5 hyo [prob. akin to S.
Ç], s.f. The cry uttered when calling cattle, or to oxen
when they are required to turn in ploughing.
H ) 6 5hiyo, or 6 M hiyau, s.m. Poet. or Braj forms of
hiy, 'heart,' q.v.
H ) Ç [hewnt, s.m. corr. of hemant, q.v.
H *  1) 65 (hayo-bans, s.m.=hayo-va, q.v.
P ) hay l, or haiy l(for A. ) hay l, fr. the Gr. ¢*),
s.m. Matter; rst principle (of everything material);—
rst sketch (of a picture, &c.);—appearance;—(met.) an
unformed child;—an unpolished person, 'an unlicked
cub.'
A ) hay ln (fr. hay l; cf. jism-n), adj. Of or
belonging to matter; material.

H ye or y(called y-utt,  'the yof the word utt,'
  or

youth.Like alifand ww, this letter is also one of the ur f-illat, or 'letters of weakness,' being sometimes used as
a vowel, as has been shown at the beginning of the rst
letter in this volume. In this case, when it helps to
produce the vowel sound (as in ) 1 bn), it is called ymar f, 'the known y'; and when it forms the diphthong
e(as in  ) ? pe ), it is called y-majh l, 'the unknown y.'
When used as a number, stands for 10; and in
almanacs it is the character for Jupiter and the sign
Aquarius.
H 7 y [contrac. of y-hi= Ap. Prk. = =S.  (Vedic
)+hi= Ap. Prk. Ç=S. T, gen. a.], 1˚ the base (in
Braj.) of the obl. cases of the pron. yah, q.v. (and=is);—2˚
a corr. of yah(or of e):—y-par= is-par:—y-so , or y-se= isse:—y-k, y-ko, or y-kau= is-k:—y-kau , or y-kau, or yko= ise:—y-ke= is-ke:—y-mah, or y-ma h, or y-me = isme :—y-vidhi, or y-bidhi, adv. In this way, after this
manner or fashion:—y-h vidhi, emphat. adv. In this
very way, &c.
H 7 y, adv.=y = yah , 'here,' (used in comp.):—y-te,
or y-te , or y-so (dialec.)=yah -se.
P 7 y [Pars ayv; Zend atha v; S. R ;—Hind also  y,

from the Urd], conj. Or; either:—y-to, conj. Either:—y
—y, or y-to—y, or y-to—athw, conj. Either—or:—y-ki,
conj. Either.
P 7 y (A. also y), intj. O! oh!:—y allh, or yllh, O God!:—
y rabb, O Lord!:—y qismat, or y nab, Oh destiny! (an
exclamation of one who in distress resigns himself to
the will of God).
P /7 yb [part. n. of yftan; rt. Zend +ap; S. +; cf.
yfta], part. adj. & s.m. (used in comp.) Finding; getting;—
nder; obtainer, &c. (e.g. km-yb, 'who nds what he
desires;—fortunate; happy; powerful';—kam-yb, 'scarce').
A C<17 ybist (pl. of ybisat, fem. of ybis, act. part. of * 7
'to be or become dry'), s.f. pl. Medicines tending to dry
up and heal ulcers and sores, epulotica.
P 2> 17 ybanda, vulg. ybinda[imperf. part. of yftan:

S 0' 97 Pytrik, vulg. jtrik, adj. & s.m. (f. or ),
Belonging to a march; relating to an expedition or
campaign; journeying, marching;—performing a
pilgrimage;—relating to the support of life; requisite for
subsistence;—customary, usual;—a wayfarer, traveller;
pilgrim.
S .' 97 Pytrin, adj. & s.m.=ytr, q.v.
H .' 97 Pytrin, vulg. jtrin= S ' 97P4" ytri, vulg.
jtri(f. of ytr), s.f. A female traveller; a female pilgrim.
S ' 97P4"ytri, vulg. jtri= H .' 97 P ytrin, vulg.
jtrin(f. of ytr), s.f. A female traveller; a female pilgrim.
H  ' 97 P,ytru, or P0 ytr , vulg. jtr [S. Pt and
P], s.m. & f. A traveller; a pilgrim.
H ' 97P"ytr, adj. & s.m.=ytrik, q.v.

and=yb, q.v.+anda= Zend añ= S. B], part. & n. of ag.

S  97 ytan, vulg. jtan, s.f. Recompense, requital,

Finding; discovering; receiving;—nder; discoverer;
recipient:—ybanda--hun, s.m. Holder of a draft or bill
(syn. hun-pnewl).
P T 17 yb (prob. corr. fr. A. / s7 yab b), s.m. A pony;

retaliation, revenge;—acute pain, agony, torment,
torture; punishment in icted by Yam, the torments of
hell.
S 97 ,ytu, vulg. jtn, s.m. A goer; a traveller,

galloway; nag (in P. & T. also, 'a pack-horse').
P 17yb (fr. yb, q.v.), s.f. Finding, getting, &c. (used, like

wayfarer;—a kind of evil spirit, a Rkshas, demon:— ytudhn, s.m. An evil spirit, &c. (i.q. ytu).
H 997 RRythrth,
'
1˚ s.m. corr. of ythrthya, q.v.;—2˚

yb, as the last member of comp., e.g. km-yb, 'the
obtaining one's desire,' &c.).
S ?7 ypan, s.m. Causing to go; driving away,

adj. & adv. corr. of yathrth, q.v.
S 997 RRythrthik (fr. yathrtha), adj. (f. -, or -),

expelling; expulsion, ejection; removal; rejection;—
causing (time) to pass away, spending or passing away
time; wasting time;—delay, procrastination.
S C797 ytyt (yta+yta), s.m. Going and

Conformable to truth or reality; true, just, right, real,
genuine;—suitable; applicable.
S  997 RRythrthikat, s.f. = S  997

coming; intercourse;—transmigration.
S ' 97 Pytr, vulg. jtr, s.f. Going, setting o,

S  997 RR; ythrthikatva, s.m. = S  997

travelling, proceeding, marching; journey, travel,
march;—going on a pilgrimage; a company of pilgrims; a
procession; the procession of idols;—a feast, festival;—a
sort of dramatic entertainment;—a road;—support of life,
livelihood, subsistence, provisions;—passing away time;—
going to and fro, intercourse;—way, means, expedient;
conduct, practice, usage, custom;—a moment, a
fortunate moment:—ytr-kara, s.m. The setting forth
on a journey or a pilgrimage; a march.

RR; ythrthikatva,s.m.=ythrthya, q.v.
RR ythrthikat,s.f.=ythrthya, q.v.
S B) 997 R^ythrthya,
'
s.m. Conformity with truth or
fact, consistency with reality; true or real meaning;
suitableness; justness, rightness, justice, truth, rectitude;
trueness, genuineness;—application, use;
accomplishment, attainment (of an object).
S 7 *yjak, s.m. (f. -ik), A sacricing priest, &c.
(see the pop. form. jjak);—a royal elephant; a furious
elephant.

H 7 *yjak, or jjak, s.m. See the pop. form 
jjak.
S  7 *yjakat, s.f. = S  7 *; yjakatva,
s.m.The condition, or the oce, of a sacricing priest;
priestship, priesthood.
S  7 *; yjakatva, s.m. = S  7 * yjakat,
s.f.The condition, or the oce, of a sacricing priest;
priestship, priesthood.
S B) 7 *"yjakya, vulg. jjkya, adj. Of or relating to a
priest or to the priestly oce; priestly, sacerdotal.
S 7 *yjan, vulg. jjan, s.m. See the pop. form jjan.
S  7 .yj ik, vulg. jgyik, adj. & s.m. Relating or
belonging to sacrice; sacricial;—a sacricer, the
ociating priest at a sacricial ceremony; the institutor
of a sacrice; one skilled in sacricial rites.
H B 7 yjna, vulg. jgya, s.m. corr. of yajnaor yagya, q.v.
S B 7 yj a, vulg. jgya(fr. yaj a), adj. Belonging to
sacrice.
S B)  7 .yjniya, adj. (f. -), Belonging to sacrices,
sacricial;—t or suitable for sacrice.
A M7 M yj j-mj j, s.m. Gog and Magog;—(g.) a pair
of bad characters.
S B) 7 Ayjya, vulg. jjya, adj. & s.m. See the pop. form
jjya.
S D7 .y it, part. (f. -), See the pop. form j it.
H   D7 .y itat, s.f. A collection of things acquired
by begging.
S  D7 .y itak, s.m.=y it= j it, q.v.
S D7 y ak, s.m. (f. -ik), See the pop. form j ak.
S  D7 y an, s.f. See the pop. form j an.
H  D7 y n, or j n, v.t. & int.= D j n, q.v.
P 7 yd, s.f. Remembrance, recollection; memory:—ydallh, s.m. Compliments, greeting;—a form of salutation
between faqrs:—yd-ash ba- air, Whom God remember
graciously; God preserve him (used when speaking of an
absent friend;—cf. 'the Lord keep his memory green!'):—
yd n, To come to recollection or mind; to recur to
memory:—yd-war, s.f. Calling to mind; remembrance,

recollection:—yd-z ,  s.m. One who has got the entire
Qrnby heart:—yd-dsht, s.f. Remembrance,
recollection:—a memorandum, memorial, memo;—a
reminder;—a souvenir:—yd diln(-ko), To remind:—yddih, adj. & s.m. Putting in mind; remindful;—putter in
mind, reminder:—yd-dih, s.f. Putting in mind;
reminiscence:—yd rakhn, v.t. To bear in mind, keep in
memory, to remember, &c. (see yd karn):—yd-farmosh,
s.f. A kind of game of forfeits (one child gives something
to another, who has then to say yd; if he fail to do so,
the giver says farmosh, and the receiver has to pay a
forfeit):—yd karn, v.t. To think of, to remember,
recollect, call to mind;—to commit to memory;—to send
for, to require the presence of (a subordinate):—yd-gr,
s.m., or yd-gr, s.f. Anything given as a memorial; a
valuable present (to a mistress or friend); a token, a
souvenir, a keepsake;—a monument, memorial;
anything memorable, or worthy of remembrance:—yd
hon(-ko), To be remembered; to recur (to), to come to
mind.
S  7  ydav, adj. & s.m. Relating to Yadu; descended
or coming from Yadu;—a descendant of Yadu, &c. (see
jdav, the pop. form):—ydav-pati= jdav-pati, q.v.:—ydavlog, s.m. The race of Yadu:—ydav-va, or ydava, adj.
& s.m.=yadu-va, q.v.
P 7 yr, su. (another form of wr, q.v.), Lord, possessor
(used to form possessive adjectives, e.g. shahr-yr, q.v.).
P 7 yr (prob.=S. *), s.m. & f. A friend; a lover;
paramour, gallant; mistress;—companion, comrade;—an
assistant;—one of a sect or gang of thieves (P. pl. yrn):
—yr-bz, adj. Wanton;—s.f. A wanton woman, a harlot:—
yr-bz, s.f. Wantonness, harlotry; fornication:—yr-bsh,
adj. & s.m. Friendly, cordial; merry, jolly; voluptuous,
sensual;—a good fellow, a jolly fellow (i.q. yr-bsh dm):
—yr-bsh, s.f. Friendliness; merriness, jollity;
sensuality:—yr bann(with gen.), To become the friend
(of); to be friends (with), be intimate (with);—yr bann(ko), To make a friend of; to form a friendship with:—yr-azz, A dear friend:—yr--gr, vulg. yr-gr, s.m. 'A
companion in a cave'; an intimate friend;—a name of
Ab-bakr (who continued the companion and friend of

Muhammad when the latter ed for refuge to a cave):—
yr karn, To make friends; to make a friend of (-ko); to
take (to oneself) a lover or paramour:—yr-mr, s.m. One
who deceives or cheats his friend or friends, a deceiver,
a cheat; one who betrays his friend, a traitor:—yr-mr,
s.f. Deceiving, or cheating, or betraying a friend:—yr-waf-dr, s.m. A faithful or sincere friend; a constant
lover:—yr hon(-k, or mer, &c.), To contract friendship
(with), to be friendly (with).
P 7 yr [v.n. fr. yrastan= rastan, 'to be able,' &c.; rt.
Zend +rd= S. + (5)], s.m. Strength, force,
power (of resistance);—boldness, courage (see yra).
P B7 yrna [yr, q.v.+Zend naor ana= S. ], adj. & adv.
Friendly;—in a friendly manner;—s.m. Friendliness:—
yrne-me , adv. In friendliness, in a friendly way.
H 7yrn [yr, q.v.+S. "], s.f. A female friend; a

terror:—ys hon(-ko), To be lled with despair; to be
despondent.
P -57 ysamin or ysmin, or ysaman= P ) -57 ysimn, or
ysmn(Ar. nom. ysam n; acc. ysamn), s.m. Jasmine:—
ysmin-bo(or -b ), Scented like jasmine; redolent of
jasmine.
P ) -57 ysimn, or ysmn= P -57 ysamin or ysmin, or
ysaman(Ar. nom. ysam n; acc. ysamn), s.m. Jasmine:—
ysmin-bo(or -b ), Scented like jasmine; redolent of
jasmine.
P E7 yft [v.n. fr. yftan; yf˚= ayf˚= Zend +rt. ap= S. 
+], s.f. Income, emolument; gain, prot; earnings;
perquisites:—yft-k naukr, s.f. A lucrative appointment.
P   E7yftan (fr. yftan), s.f. That which is to be received;
dues, bills receivable; credits.
P B E7 yfta [perf. part. of yftan; Zend yapta, rt. apwith ;

inistress.
P 27 yra (i.q. yr, q.v.), s.m. A broad bracelet;—a collar

S. +Q], part. Found, got, met with; discovered.

(for the neck);—the wrist;—a glove, gauntlet;—a wound;
—power, strength (i.q. yr);—a bold man; a shrewd man;
—necessity;—tax, toll, revenue:—yra-gr, s.m. Taxgatherer; collector of revenue.
P 27 yra (rel. n. fr. yr, q.v.), s.m. Friendship; love (more

P 9X7yq t (rel. n. fr. yq t), adj. Of or relating to the

P CX7 yq t (Ar. also yq t), s.m. A ruby;—a garnet.
ruby; ruby-;—s.f. Name of an electuary.
H G7 jyku, adj. A dialec. form of 7 ek, q.v.
H @7 $yg, s.m.=@ jg, q.v. (and see yajnaor yagya).

com. yr, q.v.).
P 7yr (fr. yr), s.f. Friendship, intimacy; love;—

P 7 yl, s.f. Mane (of a horse;—orig.'neck of a horse').

companionship;—favour;—assistance, aid;—intriguing,
intrigue;—share, portion:—yr jo n(-se), To form a
friendship (with);—to form a liaison(with):—yr den(-ko),
or yr karn(-k), To assist, help, favour, benet, serve,
do good oces (to), befriend;—to second,
abet, side (with):—yr karn= yr jo n, q.v.:—yr-ku
hon(-se), To be estranged (from); to be cuts (with).
P 2 l7 yzdah (prob. for yakazdah, by elision of k), adj.

weather.
S J7 /yma, vulg. ym, s.m. (rt. y), Going, proceeding,

Eleven.
P , l7 yzdahum [yzdah+um= Zend ma= S. /], adj.

/ ymtrik,s.m.
=9  jmt, q.v.


Eleventh.
P 2l7 yza [v.n. fr. yzidan, or yzdan= y tan; rt. Zend y;
S. 8 (whence 8)], s.m. Yawning; stretching oneself.
A 47 ys (prop. yas, inf. n. of 47 'to despair,' &c.), s.f.
Despair, desperation, hopelessness, despondency;—fear,

H J7 ym (corr. of aiym, pl. of yaum), s.m. Season, time;

marching; motion; course;—a night-watch, a period or
watch of three hours;—(rt. yam) restraint, forbearance;—
cessation, termination;—adj. Of or relating to Yama;
coming or derived from Yama; done or ordered by
Yama.
S 9 7 /ymt, = S ' 9 7/ ymtri,= S 0' 9 7
S ' 9 7/ymtri, = S 9 7 / ymt,= S 0' 9 7
/ ymtrik,s.m.
=9  jmt, q.v.

S 0' 9 7 /ymtrik, = S 9 7 / ymt,= S
' 9 7/ ymtri,s.m.
=9  jmt, q.v.

S  7 ./ ymik, adj. & s.m. (f. -, or -), See the pop.

form jmik.
S  7 ./ ymik, s.f. Night (i.q. ymin).

dye.
S . 7  yvan (fr. yavana), adj. & s.m. See the pop. form

H  7 /,ymun [S. /,] , s.m. Antimony; sulphuret of

jmn.
H  7  "ywan, s.f.=ymanor ymn= jmn, q.v.:—

antimony, collyrium.
H  7/"yman or ymn, or ./ " ymin [S.  
+t and ], adj. & s.m., and s.f. See the pop. form
jmn:—ymn bhsh, s.f. The language or dialect of the
Yavans; Persian; Arabic.
S  7./ "ymin, s.f. Night (i.q. jmin, q.v.).
S

7./ ymi, or /" ym, s.f. See the pop. form jm.

H .7 [y , 1˚ adv. contrac. of yah , q.v.;—2˚ (dialec.)

ywan-bhsh, s.f. = ymn-bhsh.
P 2 7 ywa, adj. Non-existent; perished, lost; ruined;—
vain, futile, fruitless, abortive, unprotable; frivolous,
absurd, nonsensical, foolish, stupid:—ywa bakn, To talk
nonsense:—ywa-go, s.m. An absurd talker; a vain,
prating babbler;—ywa-go, s.f. Talking nonsense;
absurdity, nonsense, babble.
H . 7 6[yh , adv. corr. of yah , q.v.

pron. corr. of yah(and i.q. y):—y -te, 1˚ adv.=yah -se,
q.v.;—2˚ pron.=is-se, q.v.
H .7 4y [prob. fr. S.  (, rt. , 'to bind; to join'], s.m.

A 77 y-y, vocat, part. Ho ho! (used in calling to people,

(hill dialect) Snow, ice (Bate):—y uno, An avalanche to
fall.
S .7 yna, vulg. yn(rt. y), s.m. Going, moving,

S 5 7 yub sat (for A. f5 7, v.n. fr. * 7 'to be or become

proceeding; riding; marching; marching (against an
enemy), attacking;—a conveyance or vehicle of any
kind, a carriage, chariot, waggon, car; a litter, palanquin;
a horse, an elephant, &c.
H 7 yn [prob. S.  + t], adj. (dialec., f. -),
Ignorant, unwise;—young; childish (opp. to syn):—yn
rahn, To continue (or be) ignorant (as a child);—to be
young, to be under age.
S C 7  yvat, adv. As greatly; as much as, as many as;
as often as; as far as; as long as, while, whilst;—up to,
unto; till, until;—that, in order that:—yvat-paryant, adj.
As long as, till, until:—yvajjvan, or yvajjva(˚vat+jv˚), adv.
As long as life shall last, throughout life, during the
whole of life, for life, for the rest of life.
P  7 ywar (fr. yr), adj. & s.m. Aiding; friendly (used
chie y as last member of comp.);—an assistant, a
coadjutor; a friend, companion.
P  7ywar, s.f. Assistance, aid; friendship; favour:—
ywar karn(-k), To aid; to befriend, &c.
S 0 7  yvak, s.m. A kind of food prepared from
barley, barley-gruel;—half-ripe barley; awnless barley;—
forced rice;—a kind of pulse, Dolichos biorus;—lac, the red

or to camels, or to birds of chase).
H 77 5yyo, part. (Braj)=7 jy, q.v.
dry'), s.f. Dryness, aridity.
S 7 yata, vulg. yat(rt. yam), part. Restrained, held in,
curbed, kept in check, governed, &c.; limited, moderate,
temperate:—yat-vrat, adj. & s.m. (f. -), Observing vows;
keeping to engagements; holding to any promised
observance;—one who observes a vow; one who holds to
an engagement, &c.:—yatendriya(˚ta+in˚), adj. & s.m.
Having the organs of sense restrained; of subdued
passions; chaste, pure;—one who has subdued his
senses, &c. (syn. jitendr).
H 7 ,yuta, vulg. yut, jut(rt. yu), part. (used as a su.),
Attached (to); united, or connected (with), joined (to); in
contact (with); accompanied, attended (by); with;
possessed (of), furnished (with), endowed (with).
S 7 yati (rt. yam), s.f. Restraint, control, check;
guidance; stopping, ceasing, cessation; rest; term; a
pause (in music, &c.); cæsura (in prosody);—a widow (i.q.
yat, and yatin);—s.m. An ascetic, &c. (i.q. yat, q.v.).
H  7 \yatt, or  yat, adj. (dialec. or corr.)=ettor itt,
qq.v.
S '  7 Pyatra, adv. & conj. In which place, where, whither;
in whatever place, wherever; when; whereas; because;
since:—yatra-tatra, adv. Wherever; anywhere.

P B\ L 7 yatash- na, s.m. Ante-chamber; hall of
audience.
S Z   7 À;. yatki it (yad+ki ˚), adv. Whatever,
whatsoever.
S  7 ;yatna, vulg. yatn, yatan, jatan, and H.  yatan,
jatan, s.m. Eort, endeavour, &c. (see the pop. form
jatan):—yatn-vat, or yatn-vn, or yatn-want, adj. (f. -vat),
Making eort or exertion; laborious, persevering,
diligent, strenuous, energetic; careful, painstaking.
H   7;"yatn, adj.=yatn-vat, and jatn, the pop. form, q.v.
S   7"yatin, s.f. (m. yat), A widow.
S B)   7 "yatanya, part. adj. To be exerted; to be
persevered in, to be striven after.
H  7 ,Ryuth, s.m. corr. of 97 y th, q.v.
S  7 Ryath, adv. In which manner, as, like as, like,
according to; thus, so; as is right or proper; tly, suitably:
—yathbhimat(˚th+abh˚), adv. According to (one's) wish
or will or purpose; at pleasure, at will:—yath-tath, adv.
In conformity with truth or reality; as is becoming or
proper, tly, duly, in a suitable manner;—as before,
precisely, exactly (syn. jais-tais; jyo -tyo );—in
whatever manner; in every way, anyhow; by all means:
—yath—tath, adv. As—so, or just so:—yath-thit, corr. of
yath-sthit, q.v.:—yath-jog, adv.=yath-yogya, q.v.:—
yathrth(˚th+ar˚), adv. See s.v.:—yath-sthn, s.m. Right or
proper place; t or suitable place;—adj. & adv. Each in
(its) proper place, arranged in order;—according to place
or rank; all in regular order; properly, suitably:—yathsthit, adj. & adv. Accordant with circumstances; standing
properly or suitably; right, proper, t, true;—according to
place or circumstances; as (it) took place,
circumstantially; in statu quo; properly, truly; certainly,
assuredly:—yath-sambhav, adj. & adv. Accordant with
possibility, possible; according to
circumstances, suitable;—as far as possible; compatibly;
according to previous order, successively:—yath-stra,
adv. According to the strasor sacred codes of law,
according to scripture; as the law ordains; according to
the precepts of science:—yath-akti, vulg. yath-akt, adv.
According to power or ability or means; to the best of

(one's) ability, as far as possible:—yath-kl, s.m. The
proper time (for anything); a suitable moment;
auspicious time;—adv. According to time; in due time; at
the proper moment, at the right time, opportunely:—
yath-km, adj. & adv. Conformable to desire, (acting)
according to wish;—according to (one's) wish, as one
likes; at pleasure; optionally; agreeably; easily,
comfortably:—yath-km, adj. & s.m. Acting according to
will or pleasure; self-willed, wilful, uncontrolled,
independent;—a wilful or wayward person, &c.:—yathkatha it, adv. In any way or manner, anywise, anyhow,
somehow or other:—yath-kartavya, adv. As is right or
proper to be done:—yath-kram, adv. According to order,
in regular order or series; in due succession; orderly,
regularly, methodically; successively; in a row;
respectively; in due form, properly:—yath-kalp, adv. In
conformity with ritual or ceremonial; according to rule,
or to design:—yath-mukhn, adj. & adv. Looking straight
at;—according to face or appearance; like, resembling,
showing similarly; re ecting an appearance:—yatho it,
vulg. yath-u it, adj. & adv. Accordant with tness or
propriety or equity; as is right or betting; due, proper,
t, suitable, appropriate, becoming;—suitably, tly,
properly:—yath-vidhi, vulg. yath-vidh, adv. According to
direction or precept; according to rule; duly, tly,
suitably:—yathvasthit(˚th+av˚), adj. & adv. Reinstated;
restored to (its) former state; exactly as it was; as
before, in statu quo:—yath-vasar, or yathvak(˚th+av˚),
adv. According to opportunity or leisure; as occasion
oers; as leisure may occur:—yathokt(˚th+uk˚), adj. & adv.
As said or spoken; as told or directed; previously told or
prescribed; aforesaid, above-mentioned;—according to
what has been stated; as mentioned before, as
previously described or related:—yath-yath, adv. In
whatever manner, howsoever, anyhow; according as; in
what (or whatever) degree or proportion:—yathe h, or
yathe h, or yathe ham, or yathe huk(˚th+i ˚), adv.
According to wish or desire; as one lists; ad libitum;
agreeably, pleasantly:—yathesha, vulg. yathesh(˚th+ish˚),
adj. & adv. As wished or desired, agreeable to wish;
wished for, desired, loved, dear;—according to wish or
inclination; at pleasure; pleasantly, agreeably:—yath-

yogya, vulg. yath-yog, or yath-jog, adj. & adv. Accordant
with propriety; proper, appropriate, tting, suitable;—as
is tting or proper, properly, suitably, &c.
S -1 7 R.#/yathbhimat, adj. See s.v. yath.

uncommon, rare, precious, incomparable:—durr--yatm,
s.m. A large and precious pearl (which is found alone in
the shell).
P -)  7yatm (fr. yatm), s.f. The state or pupilage of an

S 9 7 RRyathrth
'
(R+R),
' adj. & adv. Accordant

orphan.
S B7> )  7 `.BWyatendriya, adj. & s.m. See s.v. 7 yata.

with reality; conformable to truth, or to the true
meaning or sense; agreeing with fact; true, actual, real,
genuine; right, proper, t, suitable; according to the
meaning, conformably to the sense; according to the
aim or object, according to truth or fact; suitably, tly;
truly, really.
S  9 7 RRyathrthat,
'
s.f. = S  9 7 RR;'
yathrthatva, s.m.Properness, suitableness, tness;
accurateness; rectitude, propriety; genuineness;
sincerity.
S  9 7 RR;' yathrthatva, s.m. = S  9 7 RR
'
yathrthat, s.f.Properness, suitableness, tness;
accurateness; rectitude, propriety; genuineness;
sincerity.
S C  7 R yath-vat, adv. According to propriety, as is
tting, duly, becomingly, properly, rightly, suitably;
exactly as it was (or is), precisely, exactly, truly;—
according to law, or usage; as (i.q. yath).
S G 7 R5=yathokt (R+=), = S Z )  7 K+ yathe ha
(R+K+), = S "L)  7 9 yathesha (R+9), See s.v.
yath.
S Z )  7 K+yathe ha (R+K+), = S G 7 R5=
yathokt (R+=), = S "L)  7 9 yathesha (R+9), See
s.v. yath.
S "L)  7 9yathesha (R+9), = S G 7 R5= yathokt
(R+=), = S Z )  7 K+ yathe ha (R+K+), See s.v.
yath.
S  7"yat, or  yati (rt. yam), s.f. A widow;—s.m. One
who has subdued his passions and abandoned the world;
an ascetic, a devotee; a religious mendicant (particularly
one of the Jainsect).
A ,)  7 yatm (v.n. of the measure fal, fr. , 7 'to be deprived
of a father'), s.m. A fatherless child, an orphan; a pupil,
ward;—a valuable jewel;—adj. Singular, unique,

A /' ² 7 yasrib,
 s.m.(?) Name of the sacred city of Medina,
in Arabia.
S * T 7 *,yajus (changeable, in comp., to *, yajuh, +and
*, yajur), s.m. A sacricial prayer or formula; a text of
the Yajur-veda, or a technical term for certain words or
mantras(not restricted to metre) muttered in a peculiar
manner at a sacrice:—yajur-veda, s.m. 'The sacricial
Veda,' the second of the four Vedas (it is divided into
two portions, the Black and the White, both of which are
very full on the subject of religious rites).
S .-T 7 */yajamn, vulg. yajmn, jajmn, s.m. See the
pop. form .-T  jajmn.
H -T 7*/"yajamn, yajmn, or jajmn[S. */
+], s.f. See the pop. form jajmn.
S T 7 yajna, vulg. yagya, s.m. A sacrice, an oering,
oblation; a ceremony in which oblations are oered (i.q.
jaj; jag; the pop. forms):—yagyvatr, or yagya, s.m. A form
of Vish u; Vish u in the Boar-incarnation:— yagya-bh mi,
s.f. 'Sacrice-ground,' a place prepared for a sacrice, or
a place where a sacrice is oered:—yagya-ptr, s.m. A
sacricial vessel:—yagya-purush, s.m. An epithet of
Vish u:—yagya-pau, s.m. An animal for sacrice, a
victim; a horse:—yagya-umbur, s.m. A species of g-tree,
Ficus glomerata:—yagya-sthn, s.m. A place for sacrice; an
altar:—yagya-siddhi, s.f. The completion or
accomplishment of a sacrice; the due performance of a
sacricial ceremony;—obtaining the objects of a
sacrice:—yagya-s tr, s.m. A sacred cord worn over the
left shoulder and under the right arm at sacrices; the
sacricial thread or cord (originally worn by the
Brhma , the Kshatriya, and the Vaiya, as distinctive
of their castes, but now conned to the Brahmanical
order):—yagy-l, or sl, s.f. A sacricial hall; a house
or place for keeping the sacricial re; a temple; shrine:

—yagya-karwan, s.m. = yajamn= jajmn, q.v.:—yagya-karm,
s.m. A sacricial act, a sacricial rite or ceremony:—
yagya-ketu, s.m. Name of a Rkshas (mentioned in the
Rmya ):—yagyopavt(˚ya+up˚), s.m.=yagya-s tr, q.v.:—
yagyopavt, s.m. One who is invested with the sacricial
thread:—yagya-vedior ved, s.f. An altar for sacrice; a
place prepared for a sacrice.
S 7? T 7 5 "yaj opavt, vulg. yagyopavt, s.m. See s.v.
yaj aor yagya.
S B)  T 7 .yaj iya, vulg. yagyiya, adj. Worthy of worship
or sacrice; sacred;—belonging to worship; relating to
sacrice; suitable or t for sacrice; sacricial:—yagyiyade, s.m. 'Sacricial country'; the country of the Hinds,
Hindstn, or that region in which sacri cial ceremonies
can be duly performed, or the country in which the black
antelope is native.
H Z 7 +ya h, s.m.=yaksh= jakh, qq.v.

Vrindvan (over which Yadu ruled);—the family and
descendants of Yadu:—yadu-pati, yadu-rj, or yadu-rm,
yadu-re, or yadu-nth, s.m. 'Lord of the Yadus,' a name
of Krish :—yadu-kul, s.m. The race of Yadu:—yadu-gati,
s.f. The manners or doings of the Yadus:—yadu-nth,
s.m.=yadu-pati, q.v.:—yadu-va, vulg. yadu-bans, or jadubans, s.m. The family or race of Yadu:—yadu-va, vulg.
yadu-bans, or jadu-bans, adj. & s.m. Of or belonging to
the race of Yadu;—a descendant of Yadu.
S  >9 >7 yad-w-tad-w, adv. Somehow or other,
anyhow, as possible.
H   >7  yadavadhi [S. + t], adv.
At the time when the allotted period shall be completed;
—since which time, from that time forward.
H  >7 ,-yuddh, or , yudh [S. ,-(], s.m. War, battle, &c.

P h7 ya  [Prs yah; Zend ii], s.m. Ice:—ya -basta, adj.

(see the pop. form judh):—yuddh-mn, or yudh-mn, adj. &
s.m. (f. -mat), Fighting, warring;—a warrior, a soldier.
S  >7 ,yudh, adj. & s.m. Warring, ghting;—a ghter,

Ice-bound, frozen.
P  \ 7ya n (orig. adj. 'Cooked, dressed, prepared'), s.f.

warrior, soldier, hero, champion (syn. yodh).
S ' # L >7 ,.cyudhishhir (yudhi, loc. of yudh, 'battle' +

Gravy (prepared to dress puloin); sauce; stew, hash; a
rich stew of meat:—ya n-pulo, s.m. A kind of
puloprepared with gravy, or boiled in broth.
A >7 yad, s.m. (but f. in A.), The hand;—a handle;—assis

sthira, 'rm or steady'), s.m. Name of the eldest of the
ve reputed sons of P u (he was the leader of the
great war, related in the Mah-bhrat, between the
P avs and the Kurus, in the beginning of the Kaliyug).
S K7>7 1yadyapi [+], conj. If even; although,

tance, aid, succour; protection, benet, favour, service;—
power, vigour, strength:—yad--bai, s.m. 'A white
hand'; a miracle (in allusion to the white hand of
Moses):—yad--bai dikhn, To perform a miracle; to do
wonders; to distinguish oneself in any work.
S >7 yadi, conj. If; in case that; if perchance; whether;
—though; since (see the pop. form jadior jad).
S >7 yad, adv. What time, when; whenever; at the
time when; while, whilst.
S B) ]1>7 E lyad-bhavishya, s.m. One who says, 'what
will be will be,' one who believes in the power of fate; a
fatalist;—name of a sh (in the Hitopade).
H ?>7yadapi, conj. corr. of yadyapi, q.v.
S  >7 Cyadu, s.m. Name of a celebrated ancient king,
eldest son of Yayti, and ancestor of Krish ;—name of a
country on the west of the Jamn, about Mathur and

though, notwithstanding that.
T W' 7 yarq, s.m. Arms, accoutrements, weapons;
apparatus; a dart.
H b' 7 yarg (for Bb' 7 yarga, fr. yarg), s.m. An amble (pace of
a horse);—name of a bird;—a kind of fancy embroidery
or rich needlework:—yarg aln, v.t. To make (a horse)
amble.
P -b' 7 yargaml,
s.m. Hostage, security, bail.


P Bb' 7 yarga, s.m.=yarg, q.v.

A .X' 7 yarqn, s.m. The yellow jaundice.
P n 7 yazd [fr. Zend yazata, rt. yaz; S. *, rt. *], s.m. God
(i.q. yazdn; cf. ezid);—name of a city in the most eastern
part of Fars or Persia Proper.
P . n 7 yazdn (see yazd), s.m. God.

P  n 7yazdn (yazdn+ = S. ), adj. Divine.

P HL7 yashb, s.m. Jasper; calcedony; agate.

P  n 7yazd (rel. n. fr. yazd), s.f. A sort of cloth

S # L7 .9yashik, s.m. (f. -), The lapwing.

manufactured in the city of Yazd.
P 0n 7 yazak, s.m. Commander of the night-guard or

S # L7 .9yashik, s.f. A sta, stick, &c. (i.q. yashi);—a

watch; a guard or guards; advanced guard (of an army);
—a spy.
A >7n 7 yazd, s.m. Name of an arch-heretic among the
Muhammadans (the prince by whose order the Imm
Husain was put to death at Karbal);—adj. Wicked, cruel;
cursed, execrable.
H * 7 yas, s.m. corr. of U 7 ya, q.v.:—yas-pati, adj. See
s.v. ya.
A <7 yasr (v.n. fr. ' <7 'to be easy,' &c.), s.m. Plenty,
auence, opulence;—ease;—adj. & s.m. Left (hand, &c.);
—the left side;—an unlucky person:—yasr-o-yamn, Left
and right:—dast--yasr, The left hand.
P  <7 yaswal, s.m. Horsemen attendant upon a man of
rank;—a state-messenger; an ocer of parade, the
mace-bearer who goes before carrying the wand of
state; a pursuivant; a captain of the guard.
A ' <7 yasr, or yasar(inf. n. of ' <7 'to be easy,' &c.), s.m.
Ease;—prosperity; opulence, wealth;—facility, lenity,
softness:—yasar, adj. Easy, soft, mild, gentle, humane;—
ready, prepared.
H <7T"yass, adj.=yaasv, q.v.
S U 7 8yaa, vulg. ya, yas, jas(for yaas), s.m. Glory,
splendour, lustre; fame, renown, distinction, celebrity,
name, reputation, character; praise, eulogium;—luck (see
the pop. form jas):—ya-apaya, s.m. Good and bad
reputation, fame and infamy; praise and dispraise:—yapati, or ya-pat, or jas-pat, adj. & s.m. (f. -patn), Famous,
excellent, renowned, reputable;—a famous man, a
celebrity:—ya-d, s.m. An encomiast, a panegyrist,
eulogist:—ya-km, adj. & s.m. Honour-loving; desirous or
eager for fame; ambitious;—one who is eager for fame,
an ambitious man:—ya-kar, adj. Causing renown,
conferring fame or distinction, rendering famous or
glorious; famous, glorious:—ya-want, adj. (f. -vat) =
yaasv, q.v.
H  L78,yauti, s.f. corr. of yaumat, q.v.

necklace;—stick-liquorice;—a pond.
S # L7 .9yashi, s.f. (rarely m.), or 9" yash, s.f. A sta,
stick, wand; a sta armed with iron, &c. (used as a
weapon); a mace, a club (see the pop. lh); a pole; a
agsta;—a perch; stem; support; a palisade;—the arm
and fore-arm;—a string, thread; a string of pearls; a
necklace;—liquorice;—the plant Clerodendrum
siphonanthus; any creeping plant:—yashi-madhu, s.m.
Liquorice, or the root of the Abrus precatorius(which is
used instead of it).
H >L7 8,yaud; 1˚ corr. of auddh, q.v.;—2˚=yah auddh.
S * L7 8yaas (changeable in comp. to yaah, +or yao),
s.m. Glory, splendour; fame, &c. (see the contrac. form
ya):—yao-d, s.f. (lit.'glory-giving'), Name of the wife of
the cowherd Nand, and the foster-mother of Krish :—
yaas-km, adj. & s.m. See the contrac. form ya-km, s.v.
ya:—yaas-kar, adj.=ya-kar, q.v.:—yao-mat, s.f.=yao-d,
q.v.;—s.f. The third lunar night:—yaas-vat, yaas-vn, or
yaas-want, adj. (f. -vat), Possessing honour or glory, full
of honour, honourable; glorious, famous (syn. yaasv).
S <L7 8Tyaask, 1˚ adj.=yaas-kar= ya-kar, q.v.;—2˚ adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Of small or little repute;—one of little
repute;—3˚ s.m.=yaas= ya, q.v.
S <L78T "yaasv (base yaas-vin), adj. & s.m. (f. -vin),
Possessing honour or glory, honourable, glorious,
famous, renowned, celebrated;—a famous man, a
celebrity, &c.
P ,L7 yashm, s.m. Jasper, &c. (i.q. yashb, q.v.).
P -L7yashm (yashm+= S. ), adj. Of jasper, jasper.
H  -L78,/"yau-mat, s.f. corr. of yao-mat, q.v.s.v.
yaas.
H L7 85yaod, s.f. corr. of yao-d, q.v.:—yaod-mat, s.f.
corr. of yao-mat, q.v.
S  L7 85yao-d, s.f. = S  L785/" yao-mat, s.f.See
s.v. yaas.
S  L785/"yao-mat, s.f. = S  L7 85 yao-d, s.f.See

s.v. yaas.
H L78 "yav, adj. corr. of yaasv, q.v.

q.v.).
A C)  ) d7 yaqnyt (pl. of yaqn, or rather of yaqinyat, fem.

H L78"ya [ya, q.v.+S. +t], adj.=yaasv.

of yaqn), s.f. pl. Things certain, certainties, truths (as
articles of religion, demonstrations of geometry, &c.).
P 7 yak [Pehl. evak; old P. aiva; Zend aêva; S. 4], adj.

H / s7 yab b (v.n. fr. H
³ v 'to ow uninterruptedly; to be
tall,' &c.), s.m. A swift (and long) horse.
A /<s7 yas b, s.m. The king of the bees;—the male bee;
—the queen-bee.'
A /ds7 yaq b (fr. Hdv 'to strike the heel';—to come close
after; to follow'), prop. n. Jacob; James.
A  s7yan, vulg. yane(3rd pers. sing. of the aorist of µ v´
'he meant, or intended'), adv. That is to say, viz., i.e., to
wit, videlicet;—for, because.
Prey,
P -¶7 yagm,
P B-¶7 yagma,s.m.

 = P .-¶7 yagmn,=

plunder, booty, spoil, pillage, sacking, rapine.
P .-¶7 yagmn,
= P -¶7 yagm,=
P B-¶7 yagma,s.m.
Prey,



plunder, booty, spoil, pillage, sacking, rapine.
P B-¶7 yagma,
P .-¶7 yagmn,s.m.
Prey,
 = P -¶7 yagm,=


plunder, booty, spoil, pillage, sacking, rapine.
A ) d7 yaqn (v.n. of the measure fal, fr. kdr7· 'to know for
certain'), s.m. Certain of sure knowledge, certainty,
assurance, condence, conviction, belief, opinion; truth,
true faith, infallibility, evidence;—adj. Certain, sure,
positive, true;—adv. For certain, with certainty, truly:—
yaqn n(-ko), The certainty or assurance to possess
(one), to be or become assured (of, -k), to believe:—yaqn
jnn, v.t. To know for certain, to be assured or positive
(of):—yaqn diln, or yaqn karn(-ko), To cause (one) to
believe; to assure:—yaqn karn, v.t. To ascertain; to
believe:—yaqn ln(-par), To pin (one's) faith (to), to
believe, to credit:—yaqn mnn, v.t. To regard as certain
or true, to be assured of; to believe:—yaqn mno, or yaqnkaro, or yaqn jno, Be assured; believe (me):—yaqn na
karn, v.t. Not to believe; to mistrust:—yaqn--wsiq, s.m.
Strong belief or conviction.
A { ) d7 yaqna (acc. of yaqn), adv. Certainly, surely,
assuredly, truly, infallibly.
A  ) d7 yaqn (rel. n. fr. yaqn), adj. Certain, sure,
indisputable, infallible, real, positive; scientic;
belonging to truth or faith.
H  ) d7yaqn, s.f. Certainty; infallibility; truth (i.q. yaqn,

One; a, an:—yak-d, or yak-dh= ek-d, q.v.:—yak-a-yak, adv.
One by one;—all at once, suddenly, immediately;—one
opposed to another:—yak-br, or yak-brag, vulg. yakbrg, or yak-bra, or yak-br, s.f. & adv. One time or turn;
—once;—at once, all at once, immediately, suddenly:—
yak-bar-yak, adv. One by one; successively:—yak-ba-yak,
adv. One by one; successively;—suddenly, all
at once:—yak-baggh, adj. Striving always to go on one
side, pressing on one rein (a horse):—yak-pra, s.m. One
piece; one part or segment;—adj. & adv. All of a piece;
solid, massive;—at one stroke, at once:—yak-tra, s.m. A
guitar with one wire or string:—yak-j, s.m. One place;—
adv. In one place, together:—yak-jn, s.m. One soul; a
friend:—yak-jn du qlib, Bosom friends:—yak-jadd, adj.
Descended from a common ancestor, of the same stock;
lineal, direct (syn. ham-jadd):—yak-jihat, adj. & s.m. Of
one accord, unanimous;—determined, resolved;—singleminded, or single-hearted, true, sincere;—a friend:—yakjihat, vulg. yak-jiht, s.f. Unanimity; concord; friendship:
—yak- ashm, adj. One-eyed;—yak- ashm(or yak-ru )
tawr, s.f. A prole:—yak- and, adj. & adv. Some little,
somewhat, a little;—some little time, sometime:—yakande, adv. A little time, a while:—yak- oba, adj. Onepoled, single-poled (a tent):—yak-dast, adj. Entire;
uniform, even (cloth);—homogeneous;—what can be
lifted with one hand;—adv. Altogether:—yak-dast, adj.
One-handed;—s.f. Name of a trick in wrestling:—yakdigar, or yak-dgar, pron. & adv. One another; each other;
—mutually:—yak-dil, adj. Of one heart or mind,
unanimous; single-hearted, true, loyal, sincere;—adv.
Unanimously, with one accord:—yak-dil, s.f. Accord,
unanimity, concord, &c.:—yak-t, adj. Of the same tribe,
sect, or caste; consubstantial:—yak-rs, adj.=yak-sr, q.v.:—
yak-rh, adj. Going on the same road or journey:—yakru , adj. One-sided;—of the same appearance on both
sides;—s.f. A kind of bow:—yak-ru  tawr, s.f. A prole:—
yak-ra g, or yak-ranga, adj. Of one colour;—invariable,

uniform;—congenial;—simple; sincere, faithful, true:—
yak-rang, s.f. Uniformity;—congeniality;—simplicity;
sincerity; friendship:—yak-r , adj. Of one face;—written
on one side;—unanimous;—sincere, pure, loyal:—yak-roza,
adj. Of one day; for a day, ephemeral:—yak-r , s.f.
Unanimity; friendship; simplicity, sincerity, singleness of
heart:—yak-rah, adv. In one way; by one road; once;—at
once; at one glance, at rst sight:—yak-zabn, adj. Of one
voice or tongue; unanimous;—uniform of opinion or
speech, free from duplicity:—yak-sr, or yak-s , or yak-sar,
adj. & adv. The same; equal; like, similar; matching;
uniform; conformable; regular;—plain, level; parallel;—of
equal sides; of the same order;—the same; ditto; in the
same manner, equally; in the same series or order:—yaksla, adj. Of one year; one year old, yearling;—for one
year, lasting one year:—yak-sn, vulg. yak-s , adj. & adv.
See yak-sr:—yak-sn, or yak-sniyat, s.f. Uniformity,
identity, sameness, parity, &c. (see yak-sn):—yak-sar,
adv. Under one head;—in one body, all together; at one
stroke, all at once, suddenly;—from beginning to end;—
alone:—yak-s , adj. & adv. Even, uniform; equal; xed,
settled;—on one side, aside; together;—alike:—yak-s
mizj, adj. Even-tempered; of a mild disposition:—yakshamba, s.m. The rst day, Sunday:—yak-arb, adj. Of one
shot, single-barrelled (gun or pistol):—yak-taraf,
 adv. On
one side, aside, apart, separate:—yak-tarfa,
 adj. Onesided; by one side or party (in a law-suit); ex parte:—yakfard, or yak-fasl, adj. Producing only one crop annually
(land):—yak-qalam, adj. & adv. Consistent (writer);—all,
total;—together; entirely; at one stroke, at once:—yakli, adj. Of a single fold, or breadth, &c.; single;—s.f. A
veil, or cloak, or sheet (worn over the shoulders) of one
breadth and without a seam:—yak-la t, adj. & adv. Of
one piece or leather (as a shoe, &c.);—all one piece; all at
once, altogether, completely, entirely:—yak-laut, adj. &
s.m.=ek-laut, q.v.:—yak-loh(better ek-loh), s.f. A swordblade made of one piece of steel:—yak-mdar, adj. Of one
or the same mother:—yak-martaba, adv. One time, once;
—at once, at one blow:—yak-musht, s.m. A handful;—
prompt payment;—adv. All at once:—yak-mu h= ek-mu h,
q.v.:—yak-man(better ek-man), s.f. Unanimity; friendship
(syn. yak-dil):—yak-na-yak, adj. One or other:—yak-watan,


adj. & s.m. Of one and the same native place;—
compatriot; countryman:—yak-waqta, adj. Of one and the
same time:—yak-yak, adv. One by one, singly:— ahr-yak,
A fourth:—dah-yak, A tenth.
H 7 yak, adj. A dialec. (and colloq.) form=7 ek, q.v.:—
yak-a g, adj. & adv. (dialec.) = akel; tanh, qq.v.
H 7 yakk (i.q. ek; ikk; and P. yaka, yakka), adj. One,
single, solitary; sole, unique, &c. (i.q. ikk; yaka);—s.m.
The ace (at cards, &c.; i.q. ek);—a one-horse chaise (i.q.
P. yakka); a kind of one-horse vehicle peculiar to India
(i.q. ikk);—a lamp with a place for one wick (=ikk);—a
trooper who serves alone (=ikk):—yakk-tz, adj. & s.m.
Attacking (the foe) singly;—the phœnix or hero (of the
age):—yakk-siph, s.m. A single soldier.
S 7 ya-kr, s.m. The letter or sound ya.
H 87yak, s.f.= 8Gik, q.v.
S 7 ,=yukta, vulg. yukt(rt. yuj), part. (f. -), Joined,
united, connected, attached; combined; identied (with);
—prepared, arranged, adapted, tted; t, suitable,
proper, right, just, due;—appointed; engaged, occupied
(with), absorbed (in);—accompanied, furnished (with),
endowed (with), endued, imbued, possessed (of),
impressed (in these senses yuktis used as a sux):—yuktras, s.f. The plant Mimosa octandra:—yukt-karan, s.m.
Joining; combining; addition; identifying.
S 7 ,.=yukti, and H. ,= yukt, s.f. Joining, junction,
union, connection, combination;—application, use,
employment, practice, usage; appliance, means, plan,
project, scheme, expedient; trick, contrivance, device,
stratagem;—suitableness, adaptedness, adjustment;
tness, aptness, propriety, correctness; skill, dexterity,
ingenuity, art; policy:—reasoning, argument, right
reason, demonstration, inference, induction, deduction;
(in Rhet.) supplying an ellipsis:—yukti-siddh, part. adj.
Reasonable:—yukti-mn, vulg. yukt-mn, adj. (f. -mat),
Joined, united, tied; possessing tness; full of
contrivances or projects or plans; fertile in expedients;
ingenious, clever, inventive, able, competent;—furnished
with arguments; based on argument; proved,
demonstrated.
P  7 yakt (yak, 'one,' q.v.+su. t= Pehl. tk, and i.q. thor

tah, qq.v.), adj. Single; simple;—singular, unique,
incomparable;—s.m. A garment without a lining.
P 8 7yakt, s.f. Singleness; unity;—singularity, the

solitary; singular, unique, unrivalled, incomparable (i.q.
yakk, q.v.);—adv. At once, all at once; together.
H B7 yakka, adj. & s.m.=7 yakk, q.v.

being unique, incomparableness.
S   7 ,=yuktat, s.f. = S   7 ,=; yuktatva,

H ;:) 7 ?!yakel, adj. & adv. (dialec.)=akel, q.v.

s.m.Application, use, employment (i.q. yukti);
suitableness, tness, propriety.
S   7 ,=; yuktatva, s.m. = S   7 ,= yuktat,

couple;—a term used in the game of ausar(the opp. of a
blot, two or more men standing on the same square);—
an age, a period, &c. (see the pop. form jug).
P .%7 yagn (yak+su. gn= Pehl. kn), adj. One, single, sole,

s.f.Application, use, employment (i.q. yukti); suitableness,
tness, propriety.
H '  7 Pyakatr, s.m. (dialec.) = ekatr= ekotr, q.v.
P .<7 yak-sn, vulg. yak-s , adj. See s.v. yak(and cf. ek-s,
or ek-s , s.v. ek).
S U 7 dyaksh, s.m. A kind of demi-god attendant on
Kuver, and employed in the care of his garden and
treasures (see the pop. forms jakh, and jak);—a name of
Kuver;—a name of the palace of Indra:—yaksh-pati, s.m.
King of the Yakshas;—a name of Kuver:—yaksh-kuver,
s.m. An epithet of Kuver.
S -L7 /yakshm (base / yakshman), s.m.
Pulmonary disease, consumption, decline.
S B-L7 /yakshma, s.m.=yakshm, q.v.
S -L7/"yakshm, adj. & s.m. (f. -i), Consumptive,
phthisical;—one who suers from pulmonary
consumption.
S  L7.d4"yakshi, and H. d4" yaksha, and d"
yakshn, s.f.=yaksh, q.v.
S L7d"yaksh, s.f. A female Yaksh;—name of Kuver's
wife;—a sort of female end, attached to the service of
Durg, and frequently, like a sylph or fairy, maintaining
intercourse with mortals.
H + 7 !Myakalau, adj. & adv. (Braj)=akel, q.v.
P ,7 yakum [yak, q.v.+um= Zend ma= S. /], adj. First;—the
rst of the month.
H 7 5yako, emphat. num. adj. (dialec.)=ek-bh, 'one
even.'
H ' 97 5Pyakotr, s.m. (dialec.)=ekotr, q.v.
P B7 yaka (rel. n. fr. yak, q.v.), adj. One, single, sole,

S $7 ,$yuga, vulg. yug, jug, s.m. A yoke;—a pair, brace,

&c. (i.q. yagna, q.v.);—adv. Singly, alone:—yagn-yagn,
adv. Singly, one by one.
S %7 ,$Byugnt (,$+B), s.m. = S '  %7 ,$B yugntar
(,$+B), s.m. & adv. See the pop. forms jugnt, and
jugntar, s.v. jug.
S '  %7 ,$Byugntar (,$+B), s.m. & adv. = S %7
,$B yugnt (,$+B), s.m. See the pop. forms jugnt,
and jugntar, s.v. jug.
P %%7 yagnagat = P %%7 yagnag (fr. yagna), s.f.
Oneness, unity; soleness; solitariness; singularity,
uniqueness, incomparableness, excellence;—union,
conjunction; kinship;—unity, concord, unanimity.
P %%7 yagnag = P %%7 yagnagat (fr. yagna), s.f.
Oneness, unity; soleness; solitariness; singularity,
uniqueness, incomparableness, excellence;—union,
conjunction; kinship;—unity, concord, unanimity.
P B%7 yagna (yak, q.v.+su. gna= Pehl. knak), adj. One,
single, sole; singular, unique, unrivalled, incomparable;—
of one opinion, agreed, unanimous; united;—s.m. A
brother, kinsman; friend.
H ) %7 yagnyat, s.f.=yagnagat, or yagnag, q.v.
S (%7 ,$!yugal, s.m. See the pop. form (% jugal.
S ,%7 ,F/yugma, vulg. yugm, yugam, s.m. See the pop. form
jugam.
H %7 yagn, s.m. corr. of T 7 yaj a or yagya, q.v.
S %7 $4yaga, s.m. (Pros.) A Bacchius.
H 7? %7 yagnopavt, = H 7?%7 yaggopavt,s.m. corr. of
yaj opavt, q.v.s.v. yaj a.
H 7?%7 yaggopavt, = H 7? %7 yagnopavt,s.m. corr. of
yaj opavt, q.v.s.v. yaj a.

P (7 yal [by aphæresis, fr. Zend vra; S. "], s.m. A hero, a
brave man, warrior, champion, an athlete:—yal, or yalshal, adj. Corpulent, stout, strong, robust.
H ;:) ?;:7 !v»!yal-phail (yal, prob.=P. yala, q.v.) adj.

ajowan(see yawn).
H -7/"yamn [S. /+"], s.f. The wife of Yam, &c.
(i.q. Yam).
A -7yamn, adj.=  -7 yaman, q.v.

Unconned; extended, spread out, stretched out;—adv.
At ease.
P >+ 7 yald, s.m.(?) The longest night of the year, or the

S &-7 /*yama-ja, vulg. yamaj, adj. & s.m. See s.v. yamaor

rst night of winter (in or near which the sun enters
Capricorn).
T P ¶+ 7 yalgr,
¶ ilgr,
 = T P ' ¶+ 7 yalgar,s.m.=

 q.v.

S -7 ./ yamik, s.f. A twin-sister.

¶ ilgr,
T P ' ¶+ 7 yalgar,
 q.v.
 = T P ¶+ 7 yalgr,s.m.=


P B+ 7 yala, s.m. Deliverance, escape, release, liberation;—
adj. Free, set free or at liberty; turned loose, allowed to
roam or pasture at liberty;—sole, single, solitary;—
crooked;—absurd, vain, false, foolish, tri ing;—s.f. A bad
woman, a harlot.
A ,7 yamm, vulg. yam, s.m. The ocean, sea;—a great river
(syn. dary).
S ,7 /yama, vulg. yam, s.m. Restraining, controlling,
subduing, taming, keeping in check; restraint;—selfcontrol; penance; any great moral duty or observance
(as opp. to niyam);—a twin, one of a pair or couple, a
fellow;—a symbolical expression for the number 2;—the
regent of the infernal regions, &c. (see the pop. form
jam);—death; time:—yamlay(˚ma+l˚), s.m. The abode of
Yam:—yam-pur, s.m., or yam-pur, s.f. The city or abode of
Yam; the infernal regions:—yama-ja, vulg. yamaj, adj. &
s.m. (f. -j), Twin-born;—a twin; one of a pair or brace:—
yam-d t, vulg. yam-dutiy, s.m. Yam's messenger or
minister (employed to bring the souls of the dead to
Yam's judgment-seat, and thence conduct them to their
nal destination;—see jam-d t):—yam-dvity, or yamdutiy, s.m. See the pop. form jam-dutiy:—yam-diy(-diy=
S. dpaka), s.m. = jam-diy, q.v.:—yam-dhr, s.m. A kind of
dagger or poniard (see jam-dhar):—yam-rj, or yam-ry,
s.m.=jam-rj, q.v.:—yam-kl, s.m. The time of death;—an
epithet of Yam:—yam-lok, s.m. Yam's world, the region of
Yam.
S -7/!yamlay, s.m. See s.v. yamaor yam.
H -7 /"yamn [S. /], s.f. The plant Ptychotis

yam.
S -7 /yamak, s.m. See the pop. form - jamak
S (-7 /!yamala, vulg. yamal, s.m. A pair, couple, brace
(i.q. jamal):—yamalrjun, s.m. Two Arjuntrees which
obstructed the path of Krish when a child and were
uprooted by him.
S ;:-7 /!yamal, s.f. A kind of hiccough;—name of a
Tantra deity;—name of a river.
S + -7/!"yamal, s.f. A pair;—a sort of dress consisting of
two pieces (body and petticoat).
S -7 /yaman, s.m. A division of the Rgor musical
mode called Kaly.
H -7 /yaman [S.  t], s.m. A Yavan; an Ionian, a
Greek, &c. (see yavan, and jawan).
A -7 yaman, s.m. The country of Yemen, Arabia Felix.
A -7 yumn (v.n. fr. -7 'to be fortunate and happy'), s.m.
Felicity, prosperity; good luck;—a token for good.
H -7 /,yamun, s.m. (dialec. or corr.)=jamun, q.v.
H -7 /,yamun, s.f. corr. of next, q.v.
S  -7 /,yamun, s.f. The river Jamn(see jamun);—(in
Myth.) the twin-sister of Yama and daughter of Srya:—
yamun-tr, s.m. Bank (or banks) of the Jamn:—
yamunottr, vulg. jamnottr(˚n+ut-tara+ik), s.f. The place
where the Jamn issues from the (Himlaya) mountains,
the source of the Jamn.
A  -7yaman (rel. n. fr. yaman), adj. Of or belonging to
Yemen or Arabia Felix;—s.m. A cornelian.
H  -7/"yaman [S.  + t, or t], adj. & s.m.=jmn,
q.v.
H 83-7/,6 yamuh, s.f. (dialec. or corr.)=jamh, q.v.
S -7 /"yam, s.f. Name of Yam's twin-sister (identied
in post-Vedic mythology with the river goddess

Yamun); name of the wife of Yam;—a twin-sister.
A ) -7 yamn (v.n. fr. -7 'to take (one) to the right,' &c.),
s.m. An oath;—the right hand, or side, or part; right
wing (of an army):—yamn-o-yasr, s.m. Right and left;—
the two wings (of an army).
H 7 (ya , pron. (dialec. Rm.)=jis-ko.
H  7 ya-n, conj. (dialec. or colloq.)=y-n, or y-nah ,
'or not.'
H J 7 /ya-nm (dialec. or colloq.)=yah-nm, 'this name.'
S '   7 BPyantra, vulg. yantr, yantar, s.m. See the pop. form
jantraor jantar:—yantra-mantra, s.m.=jantar-mantar:—yantrrj, s.m. The astrolabe:—yantrlay(˚tra+l˚), s.m. Any
establishment where machines are made, sold, or
worked; an engine-house; a printing-oce, &c.
S C'   7 .BPyantrit, part. (f. -), Restrained, curbed,
checked; bound, fastened, fettered, conned.
S 0'   7 BPyantrak, adj. & s.m. (f. -ik), Restraining,
checking, controlling, binding;—a restrainer, tamer,
subduer;—pain, anguish.
S G'   7 .BPyantrik, s.f. Any instrument or means for
binding; a chain, fetters;—(in Med.) a bandage.
S '   7 BP4yantra, s.f. Restraint, control; constraint,
compulsion, force;—aiction, pain, anguish, torture,
torment.
H '   7BP"yantr, s.m. & f.=jantr, q.v.—adj. & s.m. (S. BP
++t), Acquainted (or having to do) with instruments
or machinery, mechanical;—ingenious;—crafty,
designing;—a maker of instruments or machines; a
machinist; mechanician; artisan.
H ) 3 7 6·ya-nah , conj. (dialec. or colloq.)=y nah , 'or
not.'
H   7 syane (for yne), adv. A corr. of  s7yan, q.v.
H  7,"yun [S. 0"], s.f.=yuvat, q.v.
S 7  yava, vulg. yav, s.m. Barley, Hordeum
hexastichon(vulg. jau, q.v.);—a barley-corn (lit., and as a
measure of length);—a natural line across the joint of
the thumb (compared to a grain of barley, and supposed
to indicate good fortune):—yav kur, For this and other

compounds not given here, see s.v. jan:—yava-phal, s.m.
The bamboo-cane;—Indian spikenard, Nardostachys
jatamansi;—the medicinal plant Wrightia antidysenterica:—
yava-madhya, adj. Having the middle like a barley-corn;—
s.m. A kind of penance (the diminishing the food daily
during the dark fortnight, fasting on the new moon, and
gradually augmenting the food till the full moon):—yavanl, s.m. A sort of grass or grain, Andropogon(or Holcus)
bicolor(it is very extensively cultivated, and the grain
eaten).
H 7 5yo (dialec.), 1˚ pron.=yah, or ye, q.v.;—2˚ pron.
adv.=yo or y , q.v.
H 7 , yuw, juw, s.m. (dialec.)=j , 'yoke,' q.v.
S 7 , yuv (base yuvan), adj. & s.m. (f. yuvati, or yuvat),
adj. Young, youthful, juvenile; arrived at puberty, adult,
adolescent;—strong, vigorous, healthy;—one who has
attained the age of puberty, a young man, a youth (from
16 to 17 years of age;—see the pop. form juv):—
yuvvasth(˚va+av˚), s.f.=yuvpan, q.v.:—yuva-rj, s.m., and
yuva-rjya, s.m. See s.v. juv.
H ?7 , yuvpan, juvpan[yuv, q.v.+pan= Prk. Q4(=S.
; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. The state or condition of puberty,
youth (regarded as a state or condition, or as a time of
life), youthfulness, adolescence.
S 47  yavs, s.m. The plant Alhagi maurorum(or
Hedysarum alhag), and its fruit.
S ' 7  [jyav kur ( +rj), s.m. See s.v. yavaor yav.
H 7  "yawn [S.  ], s.f. The plant Plychotis
ajowan, or Ligusticum ajwaen(i.q. yamn).
S A7 0y p, s.m. See the pop. form A j p.
S 97 , yuvat, s.f. Youthfulness, youth, adolescence.
H U 97 53yotish, jotish, s.m.=U 9 jotish, q.v.
H L9753"yotish, jotish, s.m.= L9jotish, q.v.
S 97 Myautak, or M, yautuk, s.m. See the pop. form
jautuk.
H 97 Myautik, = H 97 ML yautikh,s.m.=yotish=
jotish, q.v.
H 97 MLyautikh, = H 97 M yautik,s.m.=yotish=

jotish, q.v.
H 97 , yuvatin [S. , +"], s.f.= 97yuvat, q.v.

y rap-kha, s.m. The continent of Europe.
P V7 y rish, s.f. Invasion; assault, attack, storm:—y rish

S 97 , ; yuvatva, s.m.=yuvat, q.v.

karn, To make an attack (on), to invade, &c.
H A 7 05y rop (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Europe

S 97 0Ry tha, vulg. y th, s.m. A ock, herd, drove (of
birds, animals, &c.), a multitude, number; a body, troop,
band, company (see j th):—y tha-pa, vulg. y thap, or
y th-pati, or y th-nth, s.m. Keeper or protector of a
troop; lord or captain of a band; leader or head of a ock
or herd;—a large elephant (the leader of a wild herd):—
y thap-y th, s.m. A troop of leaders:—y th-wr, adj.=j thwr, q.v.s.v. j th.
H 97 0Ry th [S. 0R+t], s.m.=y th, q.v.
S K97 0Ry tha-pa, vulg. y thap, s.m. See s.v. y thaor
y th.
H 97 0R"y th [S. 0R], s.f. A kind of jasmine,
Jasminum auriculatum(see j h, or j , the pop. forms).
S 97, yuvati, or , " yuvat, adj. f. Young, &c. (=yuv,
q.v.);—s.f. A young woman (from 16 to 30 years of age),
a damsel (see juvat).
S 7 5*yojan (rt. yuj), s.m. Joining; junction; union,
connection;—the Supreme Being or Soul of the Universe;
—a particular measure of distance, commonly reckoned
equal to four kosor nine miles (see jojan).
S  7 5*yojan, s.f. Uniting, joining, meeting; union,
connection;—an adding together;—a combination (of
circumstances, &c.).
S  7 5-yoddh (base yoddhri, rt. yudh), s.m. A ghter,
warrior, soldier, combatant, champion.
H  7 5yodh [S. 5+t], s.m.=yoddh, q.v.
H ? 7 5-yoddhpan, or 5 yodhpan [˚pan= Prk.
Q4(=S. ; ( (Vedic ; ()], s.m. Soldiering;—bravery, valour,
heroism, prowess.
S  7 5yodhan, s.m. Fighting, warring; battle, war;
strife (i.q. jodhan).
S 75"yodh, adj. & s.m. Fighting, waging war;—a
warrior, combatant, soldier.
S M7 , *yuva-rj, s.m. See juva-rj, s.v. juva.
H A7 0y rap (corr. fr. the English), s.m. Europe:—

(=y rap).
H B) ? 7 05"y ropya, adj. European.
P l7 y z, s.m. A hunting-leopard (syn. t);—a small
species of panther.
A 57 y suf, s.m. The patriarch Joseph;—a proper name.
S V7 03y sh, s.m. See the pop. form 4 j s.
S ]7 53yosh, = S ]7 53 yoshit,= S  ]7 53
yoshit,= S  ]7 534 yosha,s.f. A woman, female; a
wife.
S ]7 53yoshit, = S ]7 53 yosh,= S  ]7 53
yoshit,= S  ]7 534 yosha,s.f. A woman, female; a
wife.
S  ]7 53yoshit, = S ]7 53 yosh,= S ]7 53
yoshit,= S  ]7 534 yosha,s.f. A woman, female; a wife.
S  ]7 534yosha, = S ]7 53 yosh,= S ]7 53
yoshit,= S  ]7 53 yoshit,s.f. A woman, female; a wife.
S 07 0y ka, vulg. y k, s.m. = S G7 0 y k, s.f.A louse
(see j ).
S G7 0y k, s.f. = S 07 0 y ka, vulg. y k, s.m.A louse
(see j ).
S @7 5$yoga, vulg. yog, jog, s.m. Joining, junction, union,
&c. (see jog, the pop. form):—yogr h(S. yoga+r ha), adj.
& s.m. (f. -), Engaged (or one engaged) in profound and
abstract meditation:—yog-bal, vulg. jog-bal, s.m. The force
of devotion, the power or strength derived from
continued abstract meditation; the power of magic,
supernatural power:—yog-pati, vulg. jog-pati, s.m. 'Yogalord,' an epithet of Vish u:—yog-paa, s.m. The cloth
thrown over the back and knees of an ascetic when he
squats to perform religious meditation:—yog-phal, s.m.
Sum, total, whole:—yog-r h(S. yoga-r ha), adj. Having a
special as well as an etymological and general meaning;
used in a particular sense or meaning:—yog-r h, s.f. (in
Gram.) A compound word used in a sense dierent from

the meanings of its component members; an epithet:—
yog-akti, s.f. Supernatural power (such as that of a Jog;—
syn. yog-bal):—yog karn(-se), To unite or join (to); to meet
(with), &c.:—yoga-kshema, s.m. The security or secure
possession of what has been acquired, the keeping safe
of property;—the charge for securing property from
accidents; insurance; the custody or transport of goods;
security (cf. jokhim);—property, possessions (esp. such
property as is assigned for deeds of charity), substance;
goods not liable to distribution among co-heirs;—
sacricial and conservancy acts:—yog-vah, and yog-vah,
adj. Bringing about, causing, promoting, furthering. (For
other compounds, see under the pop. form jog.)
H   =7 5$~iyogr h, adj. See s.v. yogaor yog.
S 5=7 5$yogsan, s.m. See the pop. form jogsan, s.v.
jog.
H  =7 5$yogat, or yogt, s.f. corr. of yogyat, q.v.
S =7 M$yaugik (fr. yauga, fr. yoga), adj. Relating to the
religious practice called yoga; suitable, proper, customary,
usual;—belonging to a remedy, remedial;—(in Gram.)
derivative in form and meauing; suiting the derivation;
agreeing with, or derived from, the etymology.
H =7 5$yogin, s.f.=jogin, and yoginor jogin, qq.v.

corr. of yogevar= jogevar, q.v.s.v. jog.
H L) =7 5$":yogvar, = H <) =7 5GT  yogesvar,s.m.
corr. of yogevar= jogevar, q.v.s.v. jog.
S B) =7 5Fyogya, part. adj. (f. -), Fit, tting, becoming,
suitable (to, -ko), suited, proper, appropriate, adequate,
competent, capable (of, -ke), able (to); deserving; liable
(to), likely;—accomplished, clever, skilful; powerful, able;
—s.m. (S. yogyam), A species of plant (riddhi);—sandalwood;—a vehicle, conveyance, carriage;—a cake;—milk.
A J7 yaum, s.m. A day of twenty-four hours; a day
(generally):—yaumul-isb, s.m. The day of reckoning,
judgment-day:—yaumul-ashr, or yaumul-qiymat, The
day of resurrection:—yauma-fa-yauma(yauma, Ar. acc.
of yaum), adv. Day after day.
P B) 7 yaumya, vulg. yaumiya(for A. f) 7 yaumyat, fem. of
yaum, rel. n. fr. yaum), adj. Daily, diurnal;—adv. Daily;—
s.m. Daily pay, or allowance; daily food or provisions:—
yaumya-dr, s.m. A daily pensioner.
S .7  yavan, s.m. A swift horse, a courser;—an Ionian,

S =7 5$yogin, s.m.=yog, q.v.

a Greek, &c. (see the pop. form javan):—yavan rya(˚na
+ ˚), s.m. Name of an astronomical writer frequently
alluded to by ancient Hind astronomers (perhaps any
Greek astronomer).
S .7 , yuvan (base of yuv), adj. = yuv, q.v. (cf. jawn).

H > =7 5$Wyogi-nidr (i.q. yog-nidr, or jog-nidr, q.v.),

H .7 0(y , s.m. (dialec.)=y, q.v.

s.f. Light sleep; wakefulness.
S  =75$"yogin, s.f. See the pop. form jogin.
H

=75$ 6"yog-vah, 1˚ adj. = yog-vah, q.v.s.v. yog;—2˚

corr. of yog-vh= jog-vh, q.v.s.v. jog.
S =75$"yog, s.m. See the pop. form =jog.
S  ) =7 5Fyogyat, s.f. = S  ) =7 5F; yogyatva,
s.m.Suitableness, propriety, tness, appropriateness,
consistency; merit; ability, capability, capacity, adequacy,
likelihood.
S  ) =7 5F; yogyatva, s.m. = S  ) =7 5F yogyat,
s.f.Suitableness, propriety, tness, appropriateness,
consistency; merit; ability, capability, capacity, adequacy,
likelihood.
H <) =7 5GT yogesvar, = H L) =7 5$": yogvar,s.m.

H .7 0(y , or  yo , (dialec.) g yau [for =Ap. Prk.
or @ =S.  (Vedic

)], pron. adv. Thus, in this wise,

in this manner;—just so, for no particular reason;
without just ground, vainly, idly, causelessly,
gratuitously; to please oneself:—y -to, adv. In this case;
—generally speaking:—y -t karn, v.t. (euphemistic)
To abuse; to curse:—y -na-y , adv. One way or other;
somehow or other;—in no wise:—y -h, yo -h, or y h , yo -h , adv. In this very manner, exactly thus;—
without any apparent cause or reason, causelessly, &c.
(i.q. y , q.v.); by chance, accidently;—cursorily, easily:—
y -h sah, adv. Be it so then; just as you please.
H .7  yo , or jo , pron. adv. (dialec.)=jo , q.v.:—yo -to ,
adv.=jo -to .
S .7 Myauna, vulg. yaun(fr. yoni), adj. & s.m. (f. -),

Relating to the womb or place of birth; uterine;—
concerning or relating to marriage or to anity;
resulting through marriage; connected by the mother's
side; connubial;—contracting an anity;—a uterine
relative, &c.;—matrimonial connection, conjugal alliance,
marriage; relationship by marriage.
S .7 M yauvana, vulg. yauvan, s.m. Youth, youthfulness,
bloom of youth, prime of life; puberty, adolescence,
manhood;—an assemblage of young people (esp. of
young women);—(met.) the breast (see joban):—
yauvanvasth(˚na+av), s.f., or yauvan-da, s.f. State or
condition or period of youth, youthfulness, puberty,
adolescence:—yauvan-darp, s.m. The pride of youth,
rashness, juvenile indiscretion, or conceit:—yauvana-stha,
vulg. yauvanasth, adj. & s.m. (f. -), 'Being in the bloom of
youth'; youthful, arrived at the age of puberty,
adolescent, marriageable;—a youth; a marriageable
person:—yauvan-mn, adj.=yauvan-vn:—yauvan-vat, or
yauvan-vn, or yauvan-want, adj. & s.m. (f. -vat),
Possessing youth, youthful, &c. (i.q. yauvana-stha, q.v.):—
yauvan-vat, adj. f. Youthful, &c. (i.q. yauvan-vn);—s.f. A
young woman; a marriageable woman.
S 7 M yauvan, s.f.=yauvan-vat, q.v.

vulva, vagina, female organs of generation (see joni);—
native place, home, abode;—birth, origin, source, spring,
fountain:—yoni-ling, s.m., and yoni-ns, s.f. See joni-ling;
&c.:—yonyar(˚ni+ar˚), s.f. A eshy excrescence in the
female organ, menorrhagia or prolapsus uteri.
S 7M"yaun, s.f. (m. yaun, vulg. jaun, q.v.), s.f. A female
relative.
H 27 06 y h, s.m. corr. of 97 y th, q.v.
H 37 6yah, (dialec.) 6 yih or yh[Ap. Prk. z or 6; S.
8t], pron. (prox. demons.) This; this person;—he; she;
it;—adv. In this, herein; here;—to the extent or degree
(that), to this degree:—yah y, Here he is come, here he
comes:—yah dekho, See here, here it is (cf. wah, and wah
dekho, &c.):—yh shart hai,
 This is the condition; on
condition (that), provided:—yah-na-wah, conj. Neither
this nor that; neither:—yah-h(emphat.) This very one,
the very same:—yah y wah, This or that; either.
H 37 ,6 yuh, s.m.=y h= y th, qq.v.
H .37 6[yah , (dialec.) 6[ yh [(dialec.) ih ; Ap. Prk.
66(; S. ¶;—or yah+n= n = thn= Prk. R4< or R.4=S.
TRs, loc. of TR], adv. In this place, here, hither;

S  <7 M TRyauvana-stha, vulg. yauvanasth, adj. & s.m.

hereabout (yah is often incorrectly used as a postpn. in
the sense of h (=S. sthne), 'at the abode' (of, -ke, or mere, &c.), at; Fr. chez; Lat. apud):—yah -par, adv. Here:
—yah -takor talak, or yah -lag, or yah -loor lo , adv. As
far as this, to this place, thus far;—to this degree or
pitch; to such an extent, so much so (that), insomuch
(that);—until;—up to this time, hitherto:—yah -se, adv.
From here; hence:—yah -k, adj. (f. -k), Of or belonging
to this place:—yah -k-yah , adv. In this very place;
exactly here:—yah -kah , adv. Hereabouts, somewhere
here.
H 37 6(yaha , adv. A dialec. form of yah , q.v.:—yaha -

See s.v. yauvan.
S 7  yavanik, s.f.=javanik, q.v.

lagi, adv.=yah -lag, q.v.
H 37 zyahu [Ap. Prk. @ 6 or

S 7 "yavan, s.f. A female Yavan; the wife of a Yavan;

adv. (old H.) Now; at the present time (syn. ab; is samay).
A 37 yah d, s.m. A Jew, a Hebrew.

A .7 y nn, prop. n. Ionia; Greece (so called till subdued
by the Romans; since then the term R mhas been
applied to the Eastern Roman empire at large).
A 7y nn (rel. n. fr. y nn), adj. & s.m. Of or belonging
to Y nn; Ionian, Grecian, Greek;—an Ionian, a Grecian;
—s.f. The Greek language:—y nn tib,
 s.f. The Greek
system of medicine.
P .) 7 y nniy , s.m. pl. (of Y nn), The Greeks.
H B) 7 0"y nnya, adj.=y nn, q.v.
A * 7 y nas, s.m. Jonah (the prophet).

—a Greek, or a Muhammadan, woman.
S 75yoni, or 5" yon, s.f. The place of origination,
site of birth or production;—the womb, uterus, matrix,

; S.  (Vedic

)],

A  37 yah d, prop. n. Judah (Jacob's fourth son); Judas;
Jude.

H  37"yah din (fem. of yah d;—in= S. "), s.f. A
Jewess.
A  37yah d (rel. n. fr. yah d), adj. & s.m. Of or relating
to the Jews; Hebrew, Jewish; Judæan; Judaical;—a Jew, a
Hebrew.
P B7 37 yah dya (for A. f7 37 yah dyat), prop. n. Judea.
H B7 37 "yah dya, adj.=yah d, q.v.
H .7 (yh , adv. (dialec.)=y , q.v.
H 376"yah, or 6 yahi, or 6" yh, or (old H.) Á yahai
(yah, q.v.+= h, q.v.), emphat. pron. This very, this same,
the very same (person or thing);—this even.
H ) 37 6·yah , pron. emphat.=yah, q.v.
H ) 37 6·yah , or 6· yh (contrac. of yah +h = h,
qq.v.), emphat. adv. In this very place, just here:—yah par, adv. Idem:—yah -se, adv. From this very place;—on
this very account; hence.
H  7 ¦ye, (dialec.) h yai, pron. (nom. pl. of yah, q.v.),
These;—they:—ye-, or ye-h, or (dialec.) ye-h , emphat.
pron. These very, these same;—these even (=ye bh).
S 9) 7yayti, s.m. Name of a celebrated monarch of
the lunar race (he rst married Devayn, the daughter
of Uanas or ukra, and, afterwards, her handmaid
armish~h; from these two wives came the two lines of
the lunar race, Yadu being the son of Devayn, and
Puru of armish~h).
H ) 7 ¦yek, adj. (dialec. or corr.)=7 ek, q.v.
H ) 7 ¦(ye , pron. 1˚ corr. of ye, q.v.;—2˚ corr. of yah , q.v.
H ) 7 ¦4ye, s.m. (dialec.)=.7 y, q.v.
H 3) 7 ¦6yeh, pron. (dialec., Braj)=yih, or yah, q.v.
H 3) 7 ¦ye-h (dialec.), = H 3) 7¦6" ye-h,= H O ) 7¦ ye,emphat. form of ye, q.v.
H 3) 7¦6"ye-h, = H 3) 7 ¦ ye-h (dialec.),= H O ) 7¦ ye,emphat. form of ye, q.v.
H O ) 7¦ ye-, = H 3) 7 ¦ ye-h (dialec.),= H 3) 7¦6" yeh,emphat. form of ye, q.v.

